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INDEX.

NAME INDEX.

Abbot (Prof. C. G.) and others. Investigations on Solar
Radiation, 414

Abbot (W. N.), Announcement of a New Comet, 857
Aberg (Dr. N.), Die Franken und Westgoten in der

Volkerwanderungszeit, 454 ; La Civilisation 6neo-
lithique dans la Peninsula Iberique, 563

Abraham (Prof. M.), [obituary article], 506
Ackermann (A. S. E.), Experiments on Hardness and

Penetration, 17 ; Physical Properties of Clay and
Clay-Mud, 202 ; Pressure of Fluidity of Metals, 534

Acton (Dr. EUzabeth), [obituary], 781
Adair (G. S.), elected a Fellow of King's College, Cambridge,

449
Adam (N. K.), Adsorption and Haemoglobin, 844 : The

Combination between Oxygen and Haemoglobin, and
the Criteria of Adsorption, 496 ; The Structure of
Thin Films. Pts. IV. and V., 793

Adams (].). The Age and Area Hypothesis, 114
Adams (W. S.) and A. H. Joy, Spectroscopic Parallaxes

of A-type Stars, 128: The Radial Velocities of 1013
Stars. 892

Adamson (R. S.), resignation of lectureship in botany in
Mancliester University, 418

Addey (F.), Jlcasurement of Vertical Dimensions with
Microscope, 236

Addison (M.), Human Heads carved in Steatite from
Sierra Leone, 170

Adrian (Dr.), re-appointed University lecturer in physi-
ology in Cambridge University, 864

Ainsley (F. J.), Mast and Aerial Construction for Amateurs :

together with the Method of Erection and other
Useful Information, 628

Aldous (Rev. J. C. P.), [death], 298
Aleksejevski (E. V.), Destructive Distillation of Bones, 684
Alexander (C. P.) , New or Little-known Species of AustraUan

Tipuhdae (Diptera). Pt. I., 136
Alexander (J. W.), A Lemma on Systems of Knotted

Curves, 764
Alexander (P. J.), The Dates of Appearance and Habitats

of the Mycetozoa of Surrey, 553
Algue (Rev. J.), Weather in the Philippines, 129
Allan (G. G.), appointed assistant bacteriologist in

Sheffield University, 380
Allbutt (Sir T. Chflord), Notes on the Composition of

Scientific Papers. Third edition, 490
Allen (Dr. E. J.), awarded the Hansen prize, 509
Allen (Dr. F. J.), Longevity in a Fern, 742
Allen (Prof. H. S.), A Static Model of the Hydrogen

.Molecule, 830 ; The Development of the Quantum
Theory, 279

Allen (W. H.), gift to the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers, 449

.\loy (M.) and M. Valdigui^, The Oxidations and Reduc-
tions produced by Uranium Salts under the Influence
of Light, 727

Amar (j!). The Law of Vivireaction in Bioloey and
Pathology, 554

Ames (A.), C. A. Proctor, and Miss Blanche Ames, The
Laws of Vision and the Technique of Art, 581

Ames (Prof. J. S.), Recent Aeronautic Investigations and
the .Aeroplane Industry, 363

Ames (W. M.), Applications" of the Microscope in the
Manufacture of Rubber, 794

Amundsen (Capt. R.), arrival of, at Nome, 370 ; pro-
jected flight across the North Pole, 784; abandon-
ment of the, 890

Andant (.\.), The Application of Photography to the
Stud)- of Critical Opalescence, 347

Anderson (E. M.), The Geology of the Schists of the
Schichalhon District of Perthshire, 485

Anderson (Dr. J. S.), appointed professor of medicine at
Hong-Kong University, 552

Andersson (J. G.) and others, Palaeontological Research
in Cliina, 160

Andre (E.), Separation of Methyl Oleate and Methyl
Linolcate by Fractional Distillation, 452

.\ndree (Prof. K.), Geologic in Tabellen fur Studierende
der Geologic, Mineralogie, und des Bcrgfachs, der
Geographic und der Landwirtschaft. Erster, Zweiter,
und Dritter Teil, 630

Andrews (Dr. C. W.), Guide to the Elephants (Recent and
Fossil) in the British Museum (Natural History).
Second edition, 26

Andrews (E. A.), Factors affecting the Control of the
Tea Mosquito Bug (Helopeltis thcivora, Waterh.), 875

Annandale (Dr. N.), Bivalve Molluscs injuring Brickwork
in the Calcutta Docks, 555 ; elected president of the
Asiatic Society of Bengal, 408 ; Introduction to the
Study of the Fauna of an Island in the Chilka Lake,
378 ;

Land Molluscs, 656 ; Plant and Animal Designs
in the Mural Decorations of an Uriya Village, 832 ;

The Marine Element in the Fauna of the Ganges, 893
Anrep (G. V.), The Irradiation of Conditioned Reflexes, 274
Anthony (Prof. R.), Le Determinisme ct I'adaptation mor-

phologiques en biologie animale. Premiere partie, 664
Appleton (Dr. A. B.), D. G. Reid, A. Hopkinson, and

y. C. Pennell, re-appointed demonstrators in anatomy
in Cambridge University, 900

Argand (Prof. E.), elected a foreign correspondent of the
Geological Society, 716

Armstrong (Dr. E. F.), The Structural Units of the Body,
768 ; and Dr. T. P. Hilditch, Catalytic Actions at SoUd
Surfaces. X., 168 ; XI., 793

Armstrong (Prof. H. E), Electrolytic Conduction : Sequel
to an Attempt (18.S6) to apply a Theorv of Residual
Affinity, 689 ; The Origin of Osmotic Efle'cts. IV., 689

Asahina (Y.) and others, Chemistry of some Japanese
Plant Products, 823

Ashby (Dr. H. T.), Infant MortaUty. Second edition, 530
Ashby (S. F.), Oospore Formation in Phytophthora, 61
Ashcroft (E. V.), appointed a demonstrator in anatomy

in Manchester University, 901
Ashley (Sir WilUam), Psychology in Engineering, 302
Ashton and Parsons, Ltd., gift to Guy's Hospital for

research, 25
Ashworth (Prof. J. H.), A Causal Organism of Na.sal

Polypus, 719
Ashworth (Dr. J. R.), The Relation of the Critical Con-

stants and the True Specific Heat of Ferromagnetic
Substances, 773

Aston (Dr. F. W.), A Critical Search for a Heavier Con-
stituent of the Atmosphere by Means of the Mass-
Spectrograph, 689 ; Mass Spectra, 684 ; presented
with the John Scott medal, 680 ; The Isotopes of
Germanium, 771 ; The Light Elements and the
Whole Number Rule, 739

lit
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_Augiist II, 192^

Athanasiu (G.), The Sensibility of Photographic Plates
containing Mercury Salts, 795

Atkins (Dr. ^Y. R. G.), The Hydrogen-ion Concentration
of Sea Water, 132 ; The Hydrogen-ion Concentration
ot the Soil in Relation to the Flower Colour of
Hydrangea hortensis W., and the Availability of Iron,

487 ; Time Relations in a Dream, 117 ; and M. V.
Lebour, Soil Reaction, Water Snails, and Liver
Flukes, 83

Atkinson (R. d'E.), Selective Interruption of Molecular
Oscillation, 326

Aubert (M.) and G. Dixmier, The Stability of Alcohol-
Petrol Mixtures in the Presence of Water, 762

Auchinleck (G. G,), The Oil Palm under Cultivation, 893
Audubert (R.). The Action of Gelatin upon Concentration

Cells, 520
Aufschlaeger (Dr. G.), the seventieth birthday of, 232
Automatic and Electric Furnaces, Ltd., Hardening

Stainless Steel, 824
Aversenq (J. P.), L. Jaloustre, and E. Maurin, Some

Effects of Thorium-X on Diastases and Micro-
organisms, 207

d'Azambuja (L.), New Measurements of the Velocity of
Rotation of the Filaments, 588

B. (F. A.), The Name of the Pond Snail, 150
Babington (C. C), Manual of British Botany : containing

the Flowering Plants and Ferns arranged according
to the Natural Orders. Tenth edition, edited by
A. J. Wilmott, 251

Bacon (Dr. R. F.) and W. A. Hamor, American Fuels.
2 vols., 835

Bacot (the late A. W.), proposed memorial to, 749
Baillaud (B.), presented with the gold medal of the

Astronomical Society of the Pacific, 337
Baird (H. S.), The Occipital Bones of the Dipnoi, 311
Baird and Tatlock's Standard Catalogue of Scientific

Apparatus, 26
Bairstow (Prof. L.), appointed ZaharofI professor of

a\'iation at the Imperial College of Science and
Technology, 723 ; The Low-power Aeroplane or
Aviette, 672 ; The Third Air Conference, 238 : Miss
B. M. Cave, and Miss E. D. Lang, The Resistance
of a Cylinder moving in a Viscous Fluid, 24T

Baker (Dr. E. A.), The Highlands with Rope and Rucksack,
800

Baker (E. G.), The Flora of Gough Island, 206
Baker (Dr. H. A.), Continental Flotation and Drift, 80
Baker (H. W.), appointed lecturer in engineering in

Manchester University, 240
Baker (Dr. T. J.), A Permanent Image on Clear Glass, 743
Baker (T. Y.), Prismatic Astrolabe designed and made

at the Admiralty Research Laboratory, Teddington,
346

Baker (W. C), " Artificial " Vertical Beam, 185
Baldet (F.), The Study of Atmospherics, 554
Balfour (Dr. A.), Cure of Sleeping Sickness, 339
Balfour (Earl of), degree conferred upon, by Cracow Uni-

versity, 688
; science and practical life, 439

Balfour (H.), CiviUsation and Primitive Peoples, 753
Ballard (E.), appointed adviser in plant pathologv at the

Agricultural and Horticultural Station, Long'Ashton,
273

Balls (Dr. W. L.). The Determiners of Cellulose Structure
as seen in the Cell Walls of Cotton Hairs, 653

Bancroft (Prof.), Contact Catalysis, 236 ; and F.' Warren,
The Dissipation of Clouds, 265

Bandulska (Miss Helena), The Cuticular Structure of
certain Dicotyledonous and Coniferous Leaves from
the Middle Eocene Flora of Bournemouth, 206

Banerji (Dr. S, K), The Origin of Cyclones, 413 ; Vertical
Change of Wind and Tropical Cyclones, 668

Bannerman (D. A), The Canary Islands : their History,
Natural History, and Scenery : an Account of an
Ornithologist's Camping Trip in the Archipelago, 77

Bannerman (Surg. -Gen.), The Story of Bubonic Plague,
197

Banting (Dr.), establishment for, of a research chair at
Toronto, 751

Barbot (G), a return journey by monoplane across the
English Channel, 645

Barcroft (J.), Adsorption and Haemoglobin, 844 ; Effect
of High Altitude on the Physiological Processes of
the Human Body, 134 ; re-appointed reader in
physiology in Cambridge University, 864

Barker (A. H.), Tests on Ranges and Cooking Apphances,
415

Barker (T. V.), Molecular and Crystal Symmetry, 632
Barley (A. H.), The Drayson Problem, 94, 291
Barnard (Prof. E. E.), [death], 298 ; [obituary article],

367
Barnard (J. E.), Sub-bacteria, 103
Barnard (K. H.) and others. The Distribution of Life

in the Southern Hemisphere, and its Bearing on
Wegener's Hypothesis, 131

Barnes (Canon E. W), Religion and Evolution, 526
Barr (Prof. A), elected president of the Optical Society,

337
Barrett (Sir James W.), The Resonance Theory of Hearing,

396
Barrett (W. H.), Elementary Organic Chemistry, 321
Bartsch (Dr. P.), Digestion of Wood by the Shipworm, 28
Barus (Prof. C), A Comparison of the Relative Sensitive-

ness of Telephones, 36 ; Gaseous Viscosity measured
by the Interferometer U-tube, 763 ; The Equihbrium
Positions of the Vacuum Gravitation Needle in 1921
and 1922, 36

Baschin (O.), The Crumpling and Rifting of Earth-Blocks,

548
Bateman (H.), The Nature of Light-Quanta, 567
Bates (D. C), Weather Research on the Kermadec

Islands, 648
Bateson (Dr. W.), Area of Distribution as a Measure of

Evolutionary Age, 39 ; Dr. Kammerer's Alytes, 738,
878

Bather (Dr. F. A.), Echinoderm Larvae and their Bearing
on Classification, 397 ; The Rule of Priority in
Nomenclature, 182

Batten (H. M.), The Badger : Afield and Underground,
800

Batten (Lily), The Genus Polysiphonia, 67
Baudouin (C), translated by E. and C. Paul, Studies in

Psychoanalysis : an Account of Twenty-seven Con-
crete Cases preceded by a Theoretical Exposition, 316

Baudouin (M.), Radiography applied to the Study of the
Lesions ojf Prehistoric Human Bones, 488

Baxandall (D), Telescopes before the Early Part of the
19th Century, 784

Baxandall (F. E.), Lines of Unknown Origin in various
Celestial Spectra, 717

Baxendell (J), Report of Meteorology at Southport, 1921,

341
Bayliss (Sir W. M.), Adsorption and Haemoglobin, 666;

Colloids and Staining, 382 ; Insulin, Diabetes, and
Rewards for Discoveries, 188

Beadnell (Surg. Rear-Admiral C. M.), Physics and Psychics,

139
Beauverie (J), Influence of the Rainfall during the

" Critical Period " of Wheat on the Yield, 452 ;

The Relations existing between the Development of

Wheat Rust and Climate, 383
Beck, Ltd. (R. and J), A New Microscope, 62
Becker (H. G.) and F. F. Pearson, Irregularities in the

Rate of Solution of Oxygen by Water, 487
Becquerel (P.), Observations on the Necrobiosis of Plant

Protoplasm with the Aid of a New Reagent, 451
Bedel (C), A Polymer of Hydrocyanic Acid, 207
Beilby (Sir George), resignation of the directorship of

Fuel Research and chairmanship of the Fuel Research
Board, 855 : The Structure of Coke, its Origin and
Development, 133

Belaiew (Col. N. T.), CrystaUi.sation of Metals : being a
Course of Advanced Lectures in Metallurgy delivered
at the Royal School of Mines, Imperial College, under
the auspices of the University of London, in Feb.
and March 1922, 876

Bell (Dr. Julia), Anomalies and Diseases of the Eye.
Nettleship Memorial Volume. Part I. : With a
Memoir of Edward Nettleship by Dr. J. B. Lawford,
492
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Belling (J.) and A. K. Blakeslee, The Reduction Division

in Haploid, Diploid, Triploid, and Tctraploid Daturas,

867
Bellingham (L.), Use of the Triode Valve in Spectrometry,

Bemmelen (Dr. \V. van), retirement from the directorship

of the Royal Magnetical and Meteonilogical Observa-
tory, Batax-ia, 29

Bender (Prof. H. H.), The Homeof the Indo-Europeans, in
Benedict (F. G.) and E. G. Ritzman, I'nder-nutrition and

its Influence on the Metabolic Plane of Steers, 554
Benest (E. E.), The " Sumatras " of the Malacca Straits,

Bennet-Clark (T. A.), A. D. Hobson, and L. H. Matthews
awarded Frank Smart prizes in Cambridge University,

goo
Bennett (Dr. G. T.), Paradromic Rings, 882
Benson (Dr. W, N.), The Devonian Formation in Australia,

719
Berland (I,.), The Origin of the Spiders of New Caledonia,

904
Berry (A.) and Lorna M. Swain, The Steady Motion of

a Cylinder through Infinite Viscous Fluid, 205
Bert (L.), A Xew Synthesis of Cumene and />-Cymene, 520
Bertrand (G.) and Mile. S. Benoist. A New Sugar, Pro-

cello.se, 90.^

Besson (L.), The Loss of Light in Paris and its Neighbour-
hood, 207

Best 'E.), Dominion Museum Monographs i to 4, 790
Betts'(Annie D.), A Puzzle Paper Band. 882
Bevcridge (Sir William), The Universities and Training

for Administrative and Municipal Life, 722
Bhatia (Prof. B. L.), A New Gregarine Parasite of

Leptoplana, 116
Bidder (Dr. G. P.), The Wegener Hypothesis and the

Great Pyramid, 428
Biggs (H. P.), Time Relations in a Dream, 290
Bigot (A.), Action of Heat on Kaolins, Clays, etc.. 171,

.?8j. 8,? I

Bigourdan (G.), The "Cabinet du Roi " and the Forgotten
Discoveries of Rochon, 310 ; The Propagation of

Hertzian W'aves over Great Distances, 691
Bingham (Prof. H.), Inca Land : Explorations in the

Highlands of Peru, 665
Bird (H. F), proposal to confer an honorary degree upon,

by Cambridge University, 760
Birgc (R. T), The Value of e/m, 287 ; The Value of the

Planck Constant h, 811
Bishop (H. E.). The Present Situation in the Radium

Industry, 614
Bjerknes (Prof. V.), Meteorological Physics, 871
Black (Lt.-Col. J. A.), Crime and Poisoning. 268
Blackett (P. M. S), elected a fellow of King's College,

Cambridge, 449 ; The Natural Curvature of a-ray
Tracks. 519 ; The Study of Forked Alpha-rav Tracks,

Blackman (Dr. A. M.), The Plundering of the Royal
Tombs at Thebes, 234 ; The Sun-Cult in Ancient
F-gypt. 499. .536

Ulackmore (H. S), Violet Dimbleby, and Prof. W. E. S.

Turner, A Rapid Method of Testing the Durability
of Glassware. 519

Blake (Major \V. F.), The Attempted World Flight, 25
Bland-Sutton (Sir John), Spolia Nemoralia : Shrunk

Heads, Ear-plugs, and Lalirets. 95
Bledisloe (Lord) and others. The Rothamsted Experi-

mental Station. 863
Bloch (L. and E.), Spark Spectra of Higher Order, 520
Blomefield (L), A NaturaUst's Calendar, kept at Swaffham

Bulbeck, Cambridgeshire. Second edition, edited by
Sir Francis Darwin. 112

Blondel (A). The Electro-phonographic Method and its

Use for the Registration of Sounds, 103
Blum (Mile. Luciennc), Modification of Plants submitted

to Culture under Glass, 635
Blyth (C. E.). Dr. G. Martin, and H. Tongue, Law govern-

ing the Connexion between the Number of Particles
and their Diameters in Grinding Crushed Sand, 842

Boeseken (Prof. J.), Valency of Boron, 894
Bogitch (B), The Removal of Sulphur from Metals by

Lime, 171

Bogue (Dr. R. H.), The Chemistry and Technology of
(Gelatin and Glue. 456

Bohr (Prof. N'.), an honorary degree to be conferred upon,
by Manchester l"niver.sity. 418 ; The Theory of

Spectra and .'\tomic Constitution : Three Essays, 523 ;

proposed as an honorary member of the Cambridge
Philosophical Society, 828 ; Latin oration on the
conferment of an honorary degree on, in Cambridge
University. 900

Boll and Heeres. The Spleen. 3^9
Bolton (H). A Xew Blattoid Wing from the Harrow Hfll

Mine, Drybrook (Forest of Dean), 902
Bonacina (L. C. W.), Calendar Reform, 289 ; Climatic

Continentality and Oceanity, 549
Bonde (C. von). The Heterosomata (flat-fishes) of South

Africa, 796
Bone (Prof. W. A.), D. M. Newitt, and D. T. A. Townend.

Gaseous Combustion at High Pressures. Pt. III., 622
Bonncvie (Prof. K.), The Work of the League of Nations

Committee on Intellectual Co-operation, 829
Bonnier (Prof. G), [obituary article]. 264
Bordas (F.) and T. Touplain. The Denaturation of Ethyl

Alcohol. 554 : Specific Characters of the Heavy Oils

of Beecliwood Creosote, 763
Bordct (Prof. J.), Microbic Transmissible Autolysis, 339
Bordier (H), The Influence of Diathermic d'Arsonvalisa-

tion on the Endocrinic Glands, 488
Born (Prof. Max), Der Aufbau der Materie : Drei Aufsatze

iiber moderne Atomistik und Electronentheorie.
Zweite Auflage, 109 ; traduit par H. Bellenot, La
Constitution dc la matiere, 109 ; traduit par Dr.
F. K. Finkelstein et J.-G. Verdier, La Thi?orie de la

relativite d'Einstein et ses bases physiques : expose
elementaire, 697

Boruttau (Prof. H.), [death], 888
Bosanquet (B.), [death], 230 ; [obituary article], 263
Bose (Prof. D. M.) and S. K. Ghosh, Tracks of a-Particles

in Helium. 463
Bosworth (Dr. T. 6.). with an Account of the Palaeontology

by H. Woods, Dr. T. \V. Vaughan, Dr. J. A. Cushman,
and others. Geology of the Tertiary and Quaternary
Periods in the North-west Part of Peru, 527

Bouguer (P.), Essai d'optique sur la gradation de la

lumicre. 320
Boule (Prof. M.). avec la collaboration d'A. Thevenin,

Mammiferes fossiles de Tarija, 699
Boulenger (Dr. C. L.), appointed professor of zoology at

Bedford College for Women, 723
Bourde (J.). Manuel des chemins de fer. 564
Bourguel (M.), The Preparation of True Acetylenic

Hydrocarbons, 488
Bousfield (W. R.) and C. Elspeth Bousfield, Vapour Press-

ure and Density of Sodium Chloride Solutions, 622
Boussinesq (Prof. J.), Cours de phjsique mathcmatique de

la Faculte des Sciences. Complements au tome 3. 356
Bouzat (A.). A Class of Unstable Hydrates known as

Hydrates of Gases. 243
Bower (Prof. F. O). appointed chairman of the council

of the Association of University Teachers of Scotland,

273 ; Comparative Embryology of Plants. 270
;

Relation of Size to the Elaboration of Form and
Structure of the Vascular Tracts in Primitive Plants,

419 ; Spiranthes Au!umiialis, 185
Bower (W. R.), The Position of Technical Education. 760
Bowman (Dr. A.), appointed superintendent of scientific

investigations under the Fishery Board for Scotland,

782
Boys (Prof. C. V.), A Puzzle Paper Band, 774
Braak (Dr.). appointed director of the Royal Magnetical

and Meteorological Observatory. Batavia, 29 ; Cloud
Formation. 375

Bradford (E. J.), .X Geography Test in Secondary Schools, 65
Bradford (Dr. S. C), The Nature of Gels, 200
Bragg (Sir WiUiam). elected l-'uUerian professor of

chemistry, and director of the Laboratory and of the
Davy Faraday Research Laboratory of the Royal
Institution, 7S3 ; Crystal Structure of Basic Beryllium
Acetate, 532 ; New Methods of Crystal Analysis and
their Bearing on Pure and Apjjlied Science (Trueman
Wood Lecture). Supplement (June 9), iii, and 781 ;

The Nature of the Liquid State, 428
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Brammall (A.) and H. F. Harwood. Dartmoor Occurrences

ol Kutile, Brookite, and Anatase ; Zircon, 135 ;

The Dartmoor Granite (Widecombe area), 486

Bramwell {J. C), R- J- S. McDowall, and B. A. McSwiney,

The Variation of Arterial Elasticity with Blood

Pressure in Man 274
Brandt (Prof. A.), Plea for the Compulsory Teaching of

Enghsh in Germany, 518
Brauner (Prof. B.), elected an honorary fellow of the

Chemical Society, 439 ; Transcription of Russian

Proper Names, 290
Brazier (C. E.), Magnetic Measurements in Normandy, 588

Breeze (M. S. G.), Some Causes of Sterility in Solanaceous

Plants due to Protozoa and Chytridiaceous Parasites,

866
Breguet (A. I..), approaching centenary of the death of, 855
Bremond (P.), The Persistence of the Colour of the Ions

in Ceramic Colours or Colouring Materials obtained

at a High Temperature, 727
Brenans (P.) and C. Prost, The lodosalicylic Acids, 903
Brentano (Dr. J. C. M.), appointed lecturer in physics

in Manchester University, 240
Breton (J. L.), Spark-gaps in'which the Spark in a Gaseous

Dielectric is deflected by a Strong Air Current, 383
Brewster (G. W.), Common Sense of the Calculus, 837
Bride (Dr. T. M.), appointed chemical lecturer in ophthal-

mology- in Alanchester, 901
Bridgman (P. W.), The Compressibility of Metals at High

Pressures, 208
Briggs (G. E.), re-appointed demonstrator in plant

physiology in Cambridge University, 273
Briggs (H.) and J. Malhnson, Further Tests upon Metal

Dewar Flasks intended to hold Liquid Air, 830

Bright (Sir Charles), Relations between the Empire's

Telegraphs and Trade, 371
Brill (Dr. A. A.), Fundamental Conceptions of Psycho-

analysis, 316
Brinkmann (Prof. A.), The New Marine Biological Research

Station of the Bergen Museum, 358
Brinkmann (H. W.), On Riemann Spaces conformal to

Euchdean Space, 554
Briquet (A.). The Invasion of the Sea on the Coast of

Berck and the Teachings of Recent Geology, 275
Briquet (Dr. J. I.), elected a foreign member of the

Linnean Society, 680
Brislee (Dr. F. J.), Instruction and Training in the Practical

Use, etc., of the Modern Microscope, 239
British Drug Houses, Ltd., Chemical Catalogue. New

issue, 197
Briton-Jones (H.), appointed lecturer in mycology at the

Agricultural and Horticultural Station, Long Ashton,

273
Britton (N. L.) and J. N. Rose, The Cactaceae : Descrip-

tions and Illustrations of Plants of the Cactus Family.

Vol. 3, 426
Broad (Prof. C. D.), Scientific Thought, 872 ; Various

Meanings of the Term " Unconscious," 58

7

Brochet (A.), The Hydrogenation and Dehydrogenation
of Castor Oil and its Derivatives, 383

de Broglie (M.), Isotopes, jio ; and E. Friedel, The
Diffraction of the X-rays by Smectic Bodies, 487 ;

and J. Cabrera, The Gamma Rays of the Radium
and Thorium Family studied by their Photo-electric

Effect, 27.5 ; and "A. Lepape, The K Absorption
Discontinuity of Krypton and Xenon, 903 ; and J.

Cabrera, The K Absorption Spectrum of Element 72

(Celtium), 347
Broili and Schlosser, The Tooth of Hesperopithecus, 406
Brooke-Smith (Com. L. A.), Weather Forecasting in the

North Atlantic and Home Waters for Seamen, 107
Brooks (C. E. P.), The Evolution of Chmate, 561
Brooks (F. T.) and C. C. Hansford, Moulds on Meat in

Cold Storage, 582
Brown (E.), Poultry Keeping on the Farm, 804
Brown (Dr. E. V.), Quaker Aspects of Truth, 145
Brown (Prof. E. W.), The Eighth SatelUte of Jupiter, 546
Brown (Miss Ida), Hornblende and Bytownite from

Hypersthene Gabbro, Black Bluff, near Broken Hill, 311
Brown (N. F..), The Cactus Family, 426
Brown (W.), Growth Rate and Cultural Factors of the

same Species of Fusarium, 274

Brown (Dr. W.), Psychology and Criminal ResponsibiUty,

581 ; Suggestion and Mental Analysis : an Outline
of the Theory and Practice of Mind Cure. Third
edition, 803

Brown (W. A.). The Problem of Classification in Religion,

134
Brown (W. E. L.), Adsorption and Haemoglobin, 881
Browne (Rev. H. C), A Simple Form of Photographic

Depth Chart, 831
Browne (W. R), Occurrence of Calcite in a Basalt from

the Maitland District, N.S.W., 311 ; and W. A. Greig,

An Olivine-bearing Quartz-monzonite from Kiandra,
N.S.W., 311

Browning (Dr.), The Microscope in Leather-making, 239
BrownUe (D.), Boiler Plant Testing : a Criticism of the

present Boiler Testing Codes and Suggestions for an
Improved International Code, 215 ; Early History
of the Gas Process, 512

Bruce (Sir David), the Albert Medal of the Royal Society
of Arts awarded to, 854 ; the work of, 507

Bruce (the late Dr. W. S.), foundation of a memorial
prize to, 854

Briihl (P.) and K. Biswas, A New Species of Cylindro-
spermum from Bengal, 555

Brunt (D.), A Double-Vertical-Reflection Mirage at Cape
Wrath, 222 ; Waterspouts, 82 : and J. Durward,
Notes on Meteorological Corrections for the Use of

Gunners, 107
Brunton (D. W.) and J. A. Davis, Modern Tunneling.

(New Chapters on Railroad Tunneling, by J. V.
Davies.) Second edition, 494

Brutzkuo (M), The Theory of Internal Combustion
Motors, 903

de Bruyn (Miss), The Saprophytic Life of Phytophthora
in the Soil, 303

Bryan (Prof. G. H.), Recent Contributions to Aviation
Problems, 886 ; The Definition of Limiting Equality,

183 ; The Phantom Island of Mentone, 430
Bryant (W. W.), [obituary article], 229
Bryce (Viscount), Memories of Travel, 770
Buchanan (Sir Walter), gift to Victoria College, Wellington,

N.Z., 518
Budge (Sir E. Wallis), elected a foreign correspondent

of the Lisbon Academy of Sciences, 855
Bugnon (P.), The Number of Cotyledons of Ficaria, 488
Bull (P. G), Chemistry of To-day : the Mysteries of

Chemistry lucidly explained in a Popular and Interest-

ing Manner free from all Technicahties and Formulas,

145
Bullen (G. E.), [obituary], 506
Buller(Prof. A. H. R.), Rea's " British Basidiomycetae," 213
Burgess (Dr. G. K.), appointed director of the U.S.

Bureau of Standards, 819
BurkiU (J. C), awarded a Smith's prize in Cambridge

University, 417
Burkitt (A. N. St. G. H.) and Prof. J. I. Hunter, A

Neanderthaloid Australian Skull, 198
Burkitt (M. C), The Copper Age in Spain and Portugal,

563
Burne (Miss Charlotte Sophia), [obituary], 156
Burnham (T. H.), Special Steels : a Concise Treatise on

the Constitution. Manufacture, Working, Heat Treat-
ment, and Applications of Alloy Steels, for Students,
Operators, and LIsers of Special Steels, chiefly

founded on the Researches regarding Alloy Steels of

Sir Robert Hadfield, 804
Burns (C. D). The Contact of Minds, 794
Burt (Prof. E. A), The North American Species of Clavaria,

28
Burtt-Davy (J.), Geographical Distribution of some

Transvaal Leguminosae, 902
Butler (Prof. A. S.), [death], 335 ;

[obituary article], 474
Butler (Dr. E. J.), Diseases of Plants in England in

1920-21, 416 ; Virus Diseases of Plants, 351
Buxton (L. H. D.), Ethnology of Malta and Gozo, 858
Byzov (V. v.). Vulcanisation of Rubber, 648

Cabaud (R), Installations electriques industrielles :

Installation—Entretien—Controle, 427
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Caille (M.) and E. Viel, A New Reagent for Alkaloids and
the Preparation o£ the lociostibinates of these

Substances in the Crystallised State, 692
Cain (Dr. J. C), The Manufacture of Dyes, 212
Cajori (Prof. F.), Prof. A. N. Favoro, 368
Caldwell (Prof. J. W.), [death], 298
Calmette (A.), A. Bouquet, and L. N6gre, R61e of the

terrain in the Evolution of Experimental Tuberculosis
in the Rabbit and Guinea-pig, 727

Calvert (E. B.), Radio in Relation to Weather Observa-
tions, 720

Calvert (W. J. R.), Heat, 216
Cambage (R. H.), elected president of the Royal Society

of N.S.W., 891
Campbell (Dr. L.), Variable Star Maxima and Minima

for 1923, 94
Campbell (M. B.), Guide-book of the Western United

States. Part F., 545
Campbell (Dr. N. R.), A Static or Dynamic Atom ? 569 ;

Modern Electrical Theory : Supplementary Chapters.
Chapter XVI. : Relativity, 697 ; The Naming of

Elements. 292
Campbell (Prof.), Einstein and the Recent Eclipse, 541
Cannon (H. G.), Spermatogenesis of the Lepidoptera, 670
Carnarvon (Lord), [obituary article], 504
Carpenter (Dr. G. D. Hale), Nightingale in Uganda, 636
Carpenter (Dr. G. H.), appointed keeper of the Manchester

Museum, 204
Carr (Prof. H. Wildon), Formalism and Mysticism, 246 ;

The General Principle of Relativity in its Philosophical
and Historical Aspect. Second edition, 697 ; The
Tercentenary of Blaise Pascal, 814

Carre (M. H.) and A. S. Home, Fungi grown in Pectin
extracted from Apple, 553

Carrel (A.), Leucocytic Secretions, 555
Carroll (J. A.), The Series-spectra of the Aluminium

Sub-group, 418
Carruthers (J. N.), Volcanic Activity in Iceland and Long

Distance Transport of " Dust," 255
Carse (Dr. G. A.), appointed reader in natural philosophy

in Edinburgh University, 273
Cartan (Prof. E.), Lemons sur les Invariants Integraux :

Cours professe a la Faculty des Sciences de Paris, 217
Carus-Wilson (C), Sarsen Stones, 292
Case (E. C), New Reptiles and StegocephaUans from the

Upper-Triassic of Western Texas, 129
Case (J.), Notes and Examples on the Theory of Heat and

Heat Engines. Second edition, 596
Castille (A.) and F. W. KUngstedt, The Ultraviolet

Absorption Spectra of Benzoic Acid and of the Three
Oxybenzoic Acids, 488

Cave (C. J. P.), Winter Thunderstorms in the British

Islands, 35 ; and R. A. W. Watt, The Study of

Radiotelegraphic Atmospherics in Relation to
Meteorology, 34

Cayeux (Prof. L.), Elected a foreign member of the
Geological Society, 716; The Phenomenon of Imprints
in the Mesozoic Iron Minerals of France, 763 ; The
R61e of the Crinoids in the History of the Secondary
Oolitic Iron Minerals. 903

Chamberlain (H.), J. W. Cobb, R. Lessing. F. S. Sinnatt,

and M. C. Stopes, Coal : a Series of Lectures on
Coal and its Utilisation, 178

Chamberlain (Prof. T. C), The Condition of the Earth's
Interior, 129

Chambers (A. E.), History of an Oil-Wctl, 754
Chapin (Prof. W. H), Second Year College Chemistry, 285 ;

Second Year College Chemistry : A Manual of
Laboratory Exercises, 285

Chapman (A. Chaston), Chemistry in Industry, 379

;

The Term " Chemist," 405 ; and others. Methods
of estimating Arsenic, 196

Chapman (F), Distribution of the Organ-Pipe Diatom,
Bacillaria paradoxa, 15 ; The Rule of Priority in
Nomenclature, 148 ; and I. Crespin, The Austral
RhynchoncUacea of the " Nigricans Series " with a
Description of the New Genus Tcgulorhynchia, 311

Chapman (H. W.), Aster tripolium on Salt Marshes, 256
Charles (J. A. C), centenarj' of the death of, 438
Charriou (A.), The Removal of Acids from Solution by

Precipitates of Alumina, 452

Charters (Dr. W. W.), Methods of CoUege Teaching, 865
Chater (Sir Catchick P.), gift to Hong-Kong University,

652
Chatillon (M.), The Paramagnetism of Cobalt Sulphate

in Aqueous Solution, 903
Chauvin (E.), The Toxicity of Volvaria gloiocephala, 35
Chavastelon (R.), A Method for the Preservation of Wood,

692
Cherry (T. M.), elected to an Isaac Newton studentship

in Cambridge University, 417
Cherry-Garrard (A), The Worst Journey in the World :

Antarctic, 1910-1913. 2 vols., 386
Cheshire (Prof. F. J.), Industrial Applications of the

Microscope, 239 ; The Early History of the Polariscope
and the Polarising Microscope, 171

Chiene (Prof. J.), [death], 781
Child (Prof. C. M), The Origin and Development of the

Nervous System : from a Physiological Viewpoint,
216

Child (W.), Irregularities in the Moon's Motion, 682
Childe (V. G.), The NeoUthic Painted Pottery of South-

Eastern Europe, 726
Chilton (Prof. C), New Isopod from Central Australia, 823
Chisholm (G. G.), Handbook of Commercial Geography.

New edition, 77 ; impending retirement of, 133
Chrec (Dr. C), A Supposed Relationship between Sunspot

Frequency and the Potential Gradient of Atmospheric
Electricity, 242 ; Aurora and Allied Phenomena, 135 ;

elected president of the Royal Meteorological Society,
266 ; Magnetic Phenomena in the Region of the
South Magnetic Pole, 866

Chretien (H.), Recording Time with an Electrically
Maintained Pendulum, 554

Christian (C. R.), appointed temporary demonstrator in

pathology in Manchester University, 418
Churchman (J. W.), The Mechanism of Selective Bacterio-

stasis, 763
Clark (A. E.), Displacement of Carboniferous Strata in

County Sligo, 654
Clark (.\. H.), Recent Pentacrinidae, 340
Clark (G. L.), The Significance of the Experimentally

Determined Crystal Structures of the Alkali Poly-
halides, 868 ; and W. Duane, The Reflection by a
Crystal of X-rays characteristic of Chemical Elements
in it ; The Abnormal Reflection of X-rays by Crystals,
868

Clark (Dr. H. Lyman), Age and Area in Natural Selection,

150
Clark (J. E.) and I. D. Margary, Nature Study and

Phenology, 49
Clark (W.), Development Centres in the Photographic

Plate, 684
Clarke (Sir Ernest), [death], 335 ; [obituary article], 404
Clarke (G. R.), Postal and Telegraph Work in India, 891
Clarke (Prof. J. M.), elected a foreign member of the

Geological Society, 716
Claude (G), The Application of Coke Oven Gas to the

Synthesis of Ammonia, 310
Claxton (T. F.), Weather at Hongkong during 1922, 894
Clayden (A. W.), An improved Actinograph ; note on

the Influence of a Glass Shade, 727
Clayton (A. E.), conferment upon, of a doctorate by

London University, 307
Clayton (H. H.), Meteorology of the South Atlantic, 481
Clcgg (Dr. J. G.), resignation of the lectureship in ophthal-

mology' in iianchester University, 652
Clodd (E.),'the work of, 369
Cluzet (J.) and A. Chevallier, The Use of Thorium Emana-

tion in Inhalation, 171
Coates (H), A Perthshire Naturalist : Charles Macintosh

of Inver. With a Chapter on Scottish Folk-music
by H. Wiseman, 800

Cobb (Prof. J. W.), Technology of Fuels, 835
Coblentz (W. W.), Planetarj' Radiation, 510
Cockayne (Dr. L), The Vegetation of New Zealand, 457
Cockerell (Prof. T. D. A.), Miocene Cichlid Fish from

Haiti, 858 ; Museums, 184 ; Porto Santo in Pleistocene
Times, 464 ; Sir Isaac Bayley Balfour, 150 ; The
Sugar-Cane Mealy-Bug, 223

Cohen (Prof. E.), elected an honorary fellow of the
Chemical Society, 439
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Cohn (Prof. F.), [obituarj^ article], 194
Coker (Prof. E. G.), Photo-elastic Research, 341 ; Stresses

in Beams, Rings, and Chains, 161
Cole (Prof. G. A. J.), Common Stones: Unconventional

Essaj's in Geology, 144 ; Memoir and Map of Localities

of Minerals of Economic Importance and Metalliferous

Mines in Ireland, 735 ; The Earth under the Rule of

Man, 352
Cole (W. H.), Circus Movements of Limulus, 555
Colin (H.) and H. Belval, The Supposed Reserve Dextrins

of Monocotyledons, 832 ; and Mile. A. Chaudun,
The Diastatic Hydrolysis of the Glucosides of Alcohols,

347
Collet (Prof. L. W.), elected a foreign correspondent of

the Geological Society, 716
Collier (A. J.), Osage Oilfield, Wyoming, 548 ; and S. H.

Cathcart, Oil in Laccolithic Domes, 341
CoUingwood (E. F.), awarded a Rayleigh prize in Cam-

bridge University, 417
CoUingwood (R. G.), The History of Hadrian's Wall, 616
ColHns (A. F.), The Radio Amateur's Hand Book, 427
ColUp (Prof. J. B.), Effect of Plant Extracts on Blood

Sugar, 571
Compton (Prof. R. H.) ; Botanical Aspects of Wegener's

Hypothesis ; The Writer of the Article, 533
Connell (J. S. M.), appointed honorary assistant curator

of the gynaecological section of the Pathological
.Museum, Birmingham University, 723

Connell (W. H.), British Surveying Instruments, 648
Cook (M.), Crystal Growth in Cadmium, 382
Cook (Prof. M. T.), Structure and Origin of the Plant

Gall, 483
Cooke, 'Troughton and Simms, Ltd., A New Type of

Pocket Magnifier, 509
Cooper (C. F.), Baluchitherium osborni (? syn. Indrico-

therium turgaicum, Borrissyak), 134 ; The Skull and
Dentition of Paraceratherium bugtiense, 653

Cooper (Miss Eugenia R. A.), appointed a demonstrator
in anatomy in Manchester Univer.sit3% 901

Cooper (W. S.), Chaparral Scrub in California, 268
Copernicus, a memorial tablet and municipal scientific

library to, in Thorn, 232 ; the 450th anniversary of

the birth of, 515
Copisarow (Dr. M.), Synthetic Marble, 787
Corney (Dr. G.), The Palolo Worm, 198
Cortie (Rev. A. L.), The Magnetic Disturbance of March

24-^5. 534
Cosens (C. R. G.), Two-figure Tables, 320
Coster (Dr. D.) and Prof. G. Hevesy, On the Missing

Element of Atomic Number 72, 79 ; On the New
Element Hafnium, 1S2, 252 ; On Celtium and
Hafnium, 462

Cotter (Dr. G. de P.), Eocene Pelecypoda of Burma, 893
Cotton (L. A.), Earthquake Periodicity and Tidal Stresses,

412
Coupin (H.), The Morphological Nature of the Head of

the Cauliflower, 692
CourmeUes (F. dc), The Similitude of Forms of Shock in

Medicine, 796
Coursey (P. R.), The Wireless Telephone : What it is,

and How it works (including Directions for Building

a Simple Receiver for Wireless Telephone Broadcasts),
628

Coward (Dr. Katharine H.), The Formation of Vitamin-A,
858

Cox (H. J.) and W. N. Hutt, Fruit-growing in North
Carolina, 858

Cox (Prof. J.), [death], 678 ; [obituary article], 817
Crawford (Lord), nominated as chancellor of Manchester

University, 688
Crawford (O. G. S.), Distribution of MegaUthic Monu-

ments, 602 ; The Andover District : an account of

Sheet 283 of the One-inch Ordnance Map (Small
Sheet Series), 701

Crawley (Lt.-Col. C. G. C), Wireless : Popular and Concise,

628
Crew (F. A. E.), Studies in Intersexuality (I.), 653 ; The

Significance of an Anchondroplasia-like Condition
met with in Cattle. 829

Crittenden (E. C), Photometry, 512
Crocco (Capt. G. A.), HeUum in Airships, 887

Croft (T.), Steam Power Plant AuxiUaries and Accessories,

215
Crommehn (Dr. A. C. D.). Prof. E. E. Barnard, 367
Crook (T.), The Wegener Hypothesis and the Origin of

the Oceans, 255 •

Cross (C. F.), Fact and Phantasy in Industrial Science, 585 ;

and C. Doree, Researches on Cellulose. IV. (1910-
1921), 12

Cross (M. I.) and M. J. Cole, Modern Microscopy : a
Handbook for Beginners and Students. Fifth edition,

revised and rearranged by H. F. Angus, 217
Crowley (Dr. J. F.), The Use of Synchronously Inter-

mittent Light in Industry, 784
Crowthcr (Dr. J. A.), Molecular Physics, 279
Cruickshank (Miss Anne Hamilton), the bequest of, to

Aberdeen llniversity, 517
Cruickshank (Dr. J.), appointed reader in bacteriology

in Aberdeen University, 864
Cuenot (Prof. L.), Faune de France. 4 : Sipunculiens,

Iichiuriens, Priapuliens, 356
Gumming (Dr. A. C.) and Dr. S. A. Kay, A Text-book of

Quantitative Chemical Analysis. Fourth edition, 321
Cunningham (Dr. B.), Indian Irrigation, 388
Cunningham (J. T.), Age and Area and Natural Selection,

287 ; Breeding Experiments on the Inheritance of

acquired Characters, 702
Curie (Mile. Irene), An Arrangement for Measuring Strong

lonisations due to the a-Rays, 831 ; and G. Fournier,

The 7-Radiation of Radium-D and Radium-E, 762
Curnow (Miss Irene J.), appointed assistant lecturer in

geography in Manchester University, 901
Curtis (A. H.), [obituary article], 125
Curtis (W. E.), The Structure of the Band Spectrum of

Helium. II., 418
Cutler (D. W.), The Protozoa of the Soil, 653

Dakin (Dr. H. D.), Oxidations and Reductions in the
Animal Body. Second edition, 390

Dakin (Prof. W. J.), Medical Education, 151
Dalby (Prof. M'. E.), Further Researches on tlie Strength

of Materials, 241
Dale (Dr. H. H.), elected a member of the Athenaeum

Club, 544 ; Insulin, 253
Dalton (Dr. N.), [death], 368
Daly (I. de B.), The Influence of Mechanical Conditions

of the Circulation on the Electro-Cardiogram, 653
Daly (Prof. R. A), elected a foreign correspondent of the

Geological Society, 716
Dammann (Mile. Y.), The Kansou Earthquake: Deter-

mination of the Epicentre, 588
Dangeard (P.), The Vacuome in the Pollen Grains of

Gymnosperms, 554
Dangeard (P. A.) and P. Dangeard, The Vitality of Aucuba

Leaves preserved in a Vacuum, 171
Daniel (L.), Regeneration of the Potato by Grafting, 520 ;

Variations of Perfumes under the Influence of Graft-

ing, 654
Daniell (Dr. A.), A Reconsideration of the Michelson-

Morley Experiment, 475
Darling (C. R.), The Production of an Intermittent

Pressure by BoiUng Water, 830 ; and C. W. Stopford,
The Production of Electromotive Forces by Heating
Junctions of Single Metals, 623

Darmois (E.), The Action of Molybdic Acid on the Rotatory
Power of the Tartaric and Malic Esters, 691 ; and

J. Perin, Dextro Malic Acid and the Utilisation of

Ammonium Molybdomalate for the Resolution of

Racemic Malic Acid, 310
Dart (Dr. R. A.), Anderson Stuart : his Relation to

Medicine and to the Empire, in
Darwin (Prof. C. G.), The Wave Theory and the Quantum

Theory, 771 _
Dastur (R. H), Vegetative Reproduction by Root

Runners, 823
Dauvillicr (A.), High Frequency Spectrographic Researches

in the Group of the Rare Earths, 795 ; and L. de
Broglic, The M Series of the Elements, 35

Dauzere (C), Researches on Natural Coloration effected

at the Pic du Midi according to the Experiments of

J. Bouget, 103
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Davids (Prof. Rhys), [obituary articlej. 58
Da%'idson (C), Amount of the Displacement in Gelatine

Films shown by Precise Measurements of Stellar

Photographs, 169
Davidson (Prof. P. E.), Social Significance of U.S. Army

Intelligence Tests, 442
Davies (Dr. A. M.), The Life-Cycle of the Eel in Relation

to Wegener's Hypothesis, 496
Davies (D. C), Annual Report of the Field Museum of

Natural History, 192 1, 544
Da\'is (Prof. B.), The Capture of Electrons by Swiftly

Moving Alpha Particles, 706 ; and H. M. Terrill,

The Refraction of X-rays in Calcite, 207
Davis (R.), Deciphering Charred Documents, i6o
Davis (Prof. \V. M.), Drowned Coral Reefs South of Japan,

555
Davison (Dr. C), The Eruption of Sakura-jima in 1914,

516 ; The Silent Zone in Explosion Sound-Areas, 117
DaWson (Henry P.), Scholarships, 621, 651
Davison (Prof. A. W.) and Prof. H. S. van Klooster,

Laboratory Manual of Physical Chemistry, 665
Dawe (T. M.), Pa,sture Grass in Tropical Africa, 198
Day (Dr. A. L.), presented with the John Scott Medal,

680
Dean (\V. R.), awarded a Rayleigh Prize in Cambridge

I'niversity, 417
Dearden (W. H), elected Hadfield Research Scholar in

Metallography at Stockholm, 828
Deeley (R. M.), Atmospherics, 362 ; The Cause of Anti-

cyclones, 83, 256, 634 ; The Viscosity of Liquids,

774
Defant (A.), Temperature-radiation from Clouds, 96
Dejardin (G.), The Critical Velocities of the Electrons in

Krypton and the Production of the Spectra of this

Gas, 554 ; The lonisation of Mercury Vapour in the
Presence of Argon, 33

Delauney (P.), Xew Researches relating to the Presence

of Loroglossin in Native Orchids, 451
Delepine (Prof. G.), elected a foreign correspondent of the

Geological Society, 716
Demolon (A.) and P. Boischot, Researches on the Assimi-

lability of Phosphatic Manures, 488
Denaeyer (M. E.), The Rocks of Adrar des Iforass and

Ahaggar, 692
Denham (H. G.), An Inorganic Chemistry, 180
Denham (H. J.), A Micrometric Slide Rule, 103
Deniges (G.), The Rapid Estimation of Magnesium in a

Single Drop of Sea-water, 35
Denne (M. T.), An Improved .-Vpparatus for the Production

of Photomicrographs, 486
Denning (W. F.), Fireballs in February, 197 : Great Fire-

ball in Northern India on December 28, 372 ; June
Meteoric Displays, 785 ; Meteors of March 17, 479;
Pcrseid Meteors in July 1592, 848 ; The April Meteor
Shower, 646 ; The Great Red Spot on Jupiter, 233 ;

The Zodiacal Light, 338
Dep^ret (C), The Glaciations of the Valleys of the French

Pyrenees, and their Relations with the Fluvial
Terraces, 867

Desch (Prof. C. H.), The Services of Henry Clifton Sorby
to Metallurgy, 478

Devonshire (Duke of), elected High Steward of Cambridge
University, 449

Dewar (Sir James), [obituary article], 472 ; the work of,

646 ; bequests by, 750
Diack (F. C), awarded the Blackwell prize, 864
Dickson (Prof. L. E), History of the Theory of Numbers.

Vol. II., II

Di^nert (F.), The Circulation of Water in the Chalk, 347 ;

and F. Wandenbulcke, The Estimation of Silica in
Water, 831

Dimbleby (Violet), S. English, and Prof. W. E. S. Turner,
Some Physical Properties of Boric Oxide-containing
Glasses, 420

Dine (D. L. van). Impounding Water for Mosquito Control,

.^74
Dines (W. H.), The Cause of Anticyclones, 495 ; and

L. H. G. Dines, An Examination of British Upper
Air Data in the Light of the Norwegian Theory of
the Structure of the Cyclone, 587

Dinwiddle (W), Wave-power Transmission, 417

Dixey (Dr. F.), Pctrographic Survey of Sierra Leone, 410
Dixon (Prof. H. 13), elected president of the Manchester

Literary and Philosophical Society, 645
Dixon (Prof. H. H.) and N. G. Ball, The Structure of the

Vascular Supply to the Storage Organs of some
Seedlings, 275

Dixon (M.) and H. E. TunnicHffe, The Oxidation of

reduced Glutathione and other Sulphydryl Com-
pounds, 274

Dobson (G. M. B.), Characteristics of the Atmosphere up
to 200 km., as obtained from Observations of Meteors,

487
Dogicl (Prof. .A.. S.), [death], 437
Doke (C. M.), The Grammar of the Lamba Language,

460
Doubleday (Ida) and W. B. Hardy, The Latent Period in

Lubrication, 182
Douglas (Miss A. V.), The Sizes of Particles in certain

Pelagic Deposits, 794
Douglas (G. v.). Geological Results of the Shackleton-

Rowett (Quest) Expedition, 274
Douslin (H. R.), Recent Explorations at Zimbabwe, 442
Douville (Prof. H), elected a foreign member of the

Geological Society, 716
Dowhng (J. J.), The Recording Ultramicrometer : its

Theory and AppUcations, 487, 742
Dowson (V. H. W.), Date Palms of Iraq, 719
Dreyer (Prof. G.), A New Treatment of Tuberculosis, 853
Dreyer (Dr. J. L. E.), elected president of the Royal

Astronomical Society, 232
Druault (A), The Diffraction Spectra produced by Round

Corpuscles irregularly distributed, 103
Druce (J. G. F.), made a Doctor Rerum Naturalium of

the Charles University, Prague, 102
Drumaux (Prof. P.), L'lividcnce de la theorie d'Einstein,

697
Drumm (J. J.), The Constitution of Catechin. Pt. L,

831
Drysdale (C. V.) and S. Butterworth, The Distribution of

the Magnetic Field and Return Current round a
Submarine Cable carrying Alternating Current. Pts.

I. and II., 793
Duane (Prof. W), awarded the Comstock prize by the

U.S. National Academy of Sciences, 716
Dubois (R.), Tears and the Functions of the Lachrymal

Gland, 654 ; The Toxicity of Copper with Respect to

Moulds, 832
Duddell (the late W. du B.), memorial of, 686
Dufay (J), The Spectrum of the Nocturnal Sky, 762
Duffield (Prof. W. G), A Meteorological Disturbance of an

Oscillatory Character, 598
Dugmore (Major A. R.), The Wonderland of Big Game

Film, 782
Dumanois (P.), The UtiUsation (in a Motor) of a Mixture

of Lamp Oil and Alcohol containing a High Per-

centage of the latter, 831 ; An Aerodynamical
Arrangement for testing Motors, 383

Dun (W. S.) and Sir Edgeworth David, The Occurrence
of Gastrioceras at the Irwin River Coalfield, W.A.,
etc., 311 -

Duncan (Dr. D.), [death], 749
Duncan (J. C), Photographic Studies of Nebula;, 857
Dunkerly (J. S), Encystation and Reserve Food Forma-

tion in Trinema lineare, 206
Dunlap (Prof. K.), The Elements of Scientific Psychology,

Dunlop (G. A.), Report on the Warrington Museum, 158
Dunlop (Prof. W. R.), Educational Problems of Tropical

Agriculture, 880
Dunoyer (L.). Induction Spectra and Spark Spectra, 588;

and P. Toulon, An Arc Rectifier, 96
Durand (J. F.), Action of Acetylene on Zinc Ethyl, 654
Durham (Miss Edith), Balkan Embroidery Patterns, 786;

" Bird Men " and Kindred Customs in the Balkans,

450
Durrans (T. H.), Factors of Odorous Strength, 359
Dybowski (J.), A New Industrial Force: the Utilisation

of the Heat furnished by Thermal Springs, 488
Dye (D. W.), The Valve-maintained Tuning Fork as a

Precision Time Standard, 242
Dyson (Sir Frank), Large Telescopes and their Work, 447
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]ible (L.), Magnetic Measurements in the Paris Basin, 903
Eckardt (Dr. \V. R.), Climates of the Past, 304 ; Grundziige

einer PhysiokUmatologie der Festlander, 392
Eddington (Prof. A. S.), Prof. Michelson's Work in

Astronomical Interferometry, 240 ; The Borderland
of Astronomy and Geology, 18 ; The Interferometer
in Astronomy, 572 ; The Interior of a Star. Supple-
ment (May 12), V 644; The Mathematical Theory of

Relativity, 697
Edridge-Green (Dr. F. W.), Occult Phenomena and

After-images, 16
Edwards (J.), A Treatise on the Integral Calculus : with

Applications, Examples, and Problems. Vol. 2, 391
Edwards (W. N.), The Microscopic Structure of Coal, 690
Egerton (A.), The Vapour Pressure of Lead. I., 381
Egerton (A. C.) and W. B. Lee, Some Density Determina-

tions, 381
Eginitis (D.), The Reform of the Calendar in Greece,

487 ; The Adoption in Greece of the Gregorian
Calendar, 546

Eijkman (Dr. C), presented with the John Scott medal,
680

Einstein (Prof. A.), translated by Prof. E. P. Adams,
The Meaning of Relativity : Four Lectures delivered

. at Princeton University, May 1921, 697
Ellinger (T.), The Variation and Inheritance of Milk

Characters, 867
Elliot (H.), Human Character, 174
Elliott (Prof. J. A.), [death], 298
ElUott (J. S. B.) and O. P. Stansfield, The Life History

of Polythrincium Trifolii, 553
Elliott (L. E.), Chile : To-day and To-morrow, 566
Ellis (O. C. de C), Poetry and Science, 890
Ely (Dr. Talfourd), [obituarv article], 156
Emery (Dr. W. d'E.), [death], 888
Engledow (F. L.), Pecuhar Polish Wlieat Cross, 719
English (S.), Natural Silhmanite as a Glass Refractory, 830
Epps (W.), Anderson Stuart, M.D., Physiologist, Teacher,

Builder, Organiser, Citizen, iii
Ermen (W. F. A), Innocuous Metol, 481
Ernie (Lord), Victorian Memoirs and Memories, 611
Evans (Dr. I. B. Pole), awarded the South Africa medal

and grant, 162
Evans (I. H. N.), Fire-making in the Malay Peninsula, 683
Evans (Dr. J. W.}, A Peruvian Desert, 527 ; Johannsen's

Essentials for the Microscopical Determination of

Rock-forming Minerals and Rocks, 143 ; Molecular
and Crystal Symmetry, 740 ; The Wegener Hypothesis
of Continental Drift, 393 ; and others. The Wegener
Hypothesis, 30

Evans (M. H.) and H. J. George, The Adsorption of

Gases by Solids and the Thickness of the Absorbed
Layer, 206

Evans (W. V.) and R. T. DuSord, A Luminescent Chemical
Change, 481

Evershed (J), The Corona of 1908 and Solar Prominences,
785 ; The Green Flash at Sunset, 13 ; The Indian
Echpse Expedition to Wallal^ Western Australia, 862

Evetts (G.), The Administration and Finance of Gas
Undertakings : with Special Reference to the Gas
Regulation Act, 1920, 350

Eyden (Miss D.), Changes in the Specific Gravity of

Daphnia pulex L., 243

Faber (Dr.), Reinforced Concrete simply explained, 251
Fabre (J. H.), translated by A. Teixeira de Mattos, More

Beetles, 285 ; translated by A. Teixeira de Mattos,
The Life of the Weevil, 216

Fairbourne (A.), Selective Interruption of Molecular
Oscillation, 149

Fairbrother (F.), appointed lecturer in chemistry in
Manchester University, 449

Fargher (R. G.) and M. E. Probert, The Cuticle of Cotton,

443
Farmer (E.), S. Adams, and A. Stephenson, Lighting in

Mines, 341
Farrar (Dame Ella Mabel), bequest to the Transvaal for

an agricultural scholarship, 621
Favaro (Prof. A. N.), [obituary article], 368
Fearon (Dr. W. R.), Urease, 894

Ferguson (A.), A New Method of Glass-melting, 830
Fernow (Prof. B. E.), [death], 335
Few (H. P.), Elementary Determinants for Electrical

Engineers, 566
Field (J. H.), Upper-air Winds in India, 62 ; The Upper

Air in India, 269
Fierz-David (Prof. H. E.), Grundlegende Operationen der

Farbenchemie. Zweite Auflagc, 142
Filon (Prof. L. N. G.) and F. C. Harris, The Diphasic

Nature of Glass as shown by Photo-elastic observa-
tions, 725

Finch (G. I.), High-altitude Mountaineering, 480
Findlay (Prof. A.), The Phase Rule and its Applications.

Fifth edition, 631
Firth (Edith M.), F. W. Hodkin, and Prof. W. E. S.

Turner, The Effect of Saltcake in Corroding Fireclay
Materials, 519

Fischer (Emil), Gesammelte Werke. Untersuchungen
iiber Aminosauren, Polypeptide und Proteine II.

(1907-1919), herausgegeben von M. Bergmann, 768
Fisher (E. A.), Some Moisture Relations of Colloids.

Part I., 169 ; II., 690
Fisher (H. A. L.), The Progress of Education in the Empire

since 191 1, 865
Fisher (R. A.), Paradoxical Rainfall Data, 465 ; H. G.

Thornton, and W. A. Mackenzie, Distribution of

Organisms in Culture Media, 442
Fison (Dr. A. H.), [death], 230

;
[obituary article], 263

Flammarion (C), The Increase of Brightness of the Star

/3 Ceti, 451
Fleming (A. H.), gift to the California Institute of

Technology, 477
Fleming (Prof. J. A.), The Work of the late Sir James

Dewar, 646
Fleming (R. M.), Stories from the Early World, 284
Fleure (Prof. H. J.), Mental and Phy.sical Characters in

Race Study, 268 ; The Races of England and Wales :

a Survey of Recent Research, 737
FUnt (Prof. A. S.), [death], 437
FUnt (H. T.), A Generalised Vector Analysis of Four

Dimensions, 419
Flynn (Prof. T. T.), The Phylogenetic Significance of the

Marsupial AUantoplacenta, 136
de Forcrand (R.), Thalhum Hydroxide, 554 ; The

Alcoholates of Thallium, 135 ; The Hydrates of

Krypton and Argon, 310
de Forest (Dr. Lee), presented with the Elliott Cresson

gold medal of the Franklin Institute, 337 ; Micro-
phonic Flames, 739

Forsdike (H. S.), awarded the Jacksonian prize of the
Royal College of Surgeons of England, 544

Forster (Sir Ralph), unveiUng of a tablet of, at University
College, 687

Forsythe (Dr. W, E.), Colour Temperature and Brightness
of Moonlight, 533

Foster (W. A.) and D. G. Carter, Farm Buildings, 391
Fotheringhara (Rev. D. R.), Calendar Reform, 159 —
Fotheringham (Dr. J. K.), Perseid Meteors in July 1592,

774
Fouassier (M.), The Influence of Copper on the Lactic

Fermentation, 431
Fourmarier (Prof. P.), elected a foreign correspondent of

the Geological Society, 716
Fournier d'Albe (Dr. E. E.), A Method of Broadcasting

Pictures, 811 ; Broadcasting a Picture by Wireless
Telephony, 751 ;

(Psychical Research.) The GoUgher
Circle, May to August 1921, 139

Fowler (Prof. A.), The Series Spectrum of Trebly-ionised
Sihcon (Si IV), 689

Fowler (R. H.), The Structure of the Atom, 523
Fowler (Canon W. W,), [death], 781 ;

[obituary article], 888
Fox (C), The Distribution of Population in the Cambridge

Region in Early Times, with Special Reference to
the Bronze Age, 67

Fox (H. M.), appointed demonstrator of comparative
anatomy in Cambridge University, 828

Fox (W. L.), Hafnium and Titanium, 429
Franchet (L.), A New Industrial Material of the NeoUthic

Age, 243
Francis (E. C), awarded a Rayleigh prize in Cambridge

University, 417
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Franzen (Dr. H.), [obituary article], 577
Fraser (U.) and J. E. Humphries, Substitution in the

Benzene Nucleus, 512
Frazer (Sir James George), The Golden Bough : a Study-

in Magic and Religion. Abridged edition, 658
Fremont (C), The Influence of the Velocity of Impact

in the Calibration of Dynamometer Springs, 171
French (Dr. J. W.), A Permanent Image on Clear Glass,

570 ; Science and Armaments, 186 ; Stereoscopy
re-stated, 726

Freshfield (D. W.), the honorary degree of doctor conferred

upon, by Geneva University, 828
Freud (Dr. S.), translated from the Second German

edition by C. J. M. Hubback, Beyond the Pleasure
Principle, 316 ; translated by J. Strachey, Group
Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego, 321

Frey (Dr. E.) and others, Plant Ecology, 827
Friese (Prof. H.), Die europaischen Bienen (Apidae). Das

Leben und Wirken unserer Blumenwespen. i Lief.,

250
Frink (Dr. H. W.), Morbid Fears and Compulsions :

their Psychology and Psychoanalytic Treatment, 250
Frink (R. L.), Glass Containers for Foodstuffs, 613
Fryer (J. C. F. and H. F.), Records of British Coleoptera,

683
Fujiwhara (S.), The Growth and Decay of Vortical

Systems, 309 ; The Mechanism of Extratropical
Cyclones, 310

Fuller (Sir Bampfylde), Causes and Consequences, 665
Fulton (Dr. T. W.). The Life-Cycle of the Eel in Relation

to Wegener's Hypothesis, 359

Gage (Lt.-Col. A. T.), Report of the Botanical Survey of

India, 1921-22, 547
Galarza (Prof. R.), Qulmica Experimental. I., 285
Gallenkamp (A) and Co., Ltd., Catalogue of Electro-

magnetic Apparatus, 338
Gamble (J. S.), Flora of the Presidency of Madras. Part 5,

631
Ganapati (S. V.) and R. G. Parikh, Induction Motors as

Synchronous Machines, \f>\

Gardiner (C. I.), Geology, 876
Gardiner (Prof. J. S.), Exploitation of South African

Fisheries, 270
Gardner (Dr. A. D.), awarded the Radchffe prize of

Oxford University, 485
Gardner (Juha), New Eocene Mollusca from Texas, 616
Garibaldi (A.), Thyroidectomy and Immunity, 763
Garnett (C. S.), A PecuUar Chlorite-rock at Ible, Derby-

shire ; The Dissociation of Dolomite, 486
Garrod (Sir Archibald E.), appointed deputy to Dr. R. A.

Peters in Oxford University, 240
Gaster (L.), Industrial Lighting and the Prevention of

Accidents, 715; The Lighting of Printing Works,
612

Gatenby (Prof. J. B.), Spermatogenesis of the Lepidoptera,

568
Gates (Prof. R. R.), Chloroplasts and Cells, 635 ; The

Non-Mendehan Inheritance of Size Characters in

Flower Petals, 893
Gaumont (L.), A Loud-speaking Telephone, 96
Gavey (Sir John), [obituary article], 124
Gee (E. R.) and W. D. West, awarded the Harkness

Scholarship in Cambridge University, 900
Gemmill (Prof. J. F.), Ethinoderm Larvae and their Bear-

ing on Classification, 47
Genese (Prof. R. W.), An Einstein Paradox, 742, 880
George (Mr. Lloyd), address to the Union of Edinburgh

University, 380
Georg^vitch (J.), New Researches on the Goloubatz Fly,

832
Getman (Prof. F. H.), Outhnes of Theoretical Chemistry.

Third edition, 701
Gheury de Bray (M.), Time Relations in a Dream, 361
Giacomelli (R.), Hail and Sleet in Meteorological Ter-

minology, 100
Gibbs (the late Charles Day DowUng), an annual scholar-

ship in chemistry at Oxford under the wiU of, 724
Gibson (Prof. C. S.), The Chemistry of Dental Materials,

427

Gidley (J. W.), Palseocene Primates of the United States,

893 ; Pliocene Vertebrates from the Tertiaries of

-Arizona, 443
Gilbert-Carter (H.), Guide to the University Botanic

Garden, Cambridge, 216 ; proposed conferment upon,
by Cambridge University, of the honorary degree of

M.A., 204
Gilchrist (Prof. J. D. F.), elected president of the South

-Vfrican Association, 164 ; Fisheries and Marine
Biological Survey, Union of South Africa. Reports,
1920 and 1921, 270

Gillet (A.), A Verification of the Antioxygen Power of the
Polyphenols, 795 ; and F. Giot, An Application of

tlie Antioxygen Power of the Polyphenols, 867
Gillot (P.), The Variations of some Carbohydrate Reserves

in \lercuy\alis perentiis, 904
Gilmore (C. W.), New Fossil Turtle from Arizona, 754 ;

Upper Cretaceous Dinosauria from Alberta, 719
Ginsberg (M.), The Psychology of Society, 145
Glangeaud (P.), A French Oil Well, 684 ; A Trial Boring

for Petroleum at Crouelle, near Clermont-Ferrand
(Puy-de-D6me), 520 ; The Earthquake of October 12,

1922, in the Creuse and the Limousin, and some
Earthquakes in the North-west of the Central Massif.

4.52

Glasson (Dr. J. L.), [obituary], 506
Glasstone (Dr. S.), The Measurement of Overvoltage,

775
Glazebrook (Sir Richard), " James Forrest ' Lecture, 709,

714 ; Science and Radio-Communication, 709
Glew (F. H.), A Le\-itated Magnet, 669
Godchot (M.), The 0.\idation of i.3.4-Dimeth>lcyclohex-

anone and the Synthesis of Cyclopentane Diketones,

692 ; and P. Bedos, The Oxide of A2-Methylcyclo-
he.xene and the Dimcthylcyclohexanols, 103

Godwin-Austen (Lt.-Col. H. H.), A Lost Collection of

Indian Sketches, 845
Goerz (Dr. C. P.), [obituary article], 297
Goetsch (W.), Experimental Production of Green and

Colourless Hydra, 484
Gold (Lt.-Col. E.), A Proposed Reform of the Calendar by

Dr. E. F. Marvin, 309
Goldie (Major A. H. R.), The Cause of Anticyclones, 429,

634
Goldschmidt (Dr. H.), [death], 749 ;

[obituary article], 888

Goldschmidt (Prof. V. M.), elected a foreign correspondent

of the Geological Society, 716
Goldsmith (Dr. J. N.), Dr. S. J. Lewis, and F. Twyraan,

Optical Methods in Control and Research Labora-
tories. Vol. I. Second edition, 566

Goodale (Prof. G. L.), [death], 749
Gordon (Dr. R. G.), Difficult and Delinquent Children, 718
Gordon (Prof. W. T.), awarded the Makdougall-Brisbane

prize of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, 681 ; Fossil

Coniferous Genus Pitys, 726
Gorter (Dr. E.), Relation between Hasmoglobin-Content

and Surface of Red Blood-Cells, 845
Goudie (Prof. W. J.), Steam Turbines. Second edition, 596
Gow (Dr. J.), [death], 298 ;

[obituary article], 403
Grablovitz (G.), Sunshine-Recording, 650
Grace (S. F.), Free Motion of a Sphere in a Rotating

Liquid at Right Angles to the Axis of Rotation, 866

Graham (W.) and others. The Position of the Scientific

Worker, 132
de Gramont (A.), The Use of the Oxyacetylene Blowpipe

in Spectrum Analysis, 691
Granqvist (G.) and Dr. C. J. Ostman, Meteorology of the

Gulf of Bothnia, 720
Grant (G.), appointed Registrar of University College,

Southampton, 586
Grant (R), E. Bate, and W. H. Myers, Bacteria and

Condenser Corrosion, 236
Grant (Capt. W. A.), The Topography of Stane Street :

a Critical Review of " The Stane Street" by Hilaire

BcUoc, 630
Grard (Lt.-Col. C), translated by C. M. PhiUips and

H. W. L. PhiUips, Aluminium and its Alloys, 389
Gray (Prof. A.) and G. B. Mathews. Second edition

prepared by A. Gray and Dr. T. M. MacRobert, A
Treatise on Bessel Functions and their Applications

to Physics, 422
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Gray (Dr. F. W.), The Chemistry Tangle Unravelled :

being Chemistry systematised on a New Plan based
on the Works of Abegg, Kossel, and Langmuir, 770

Gray (J.), The Mechanism of Ciliary Movement, III., 450 ;

re-elected Balfour student in Cambridge University,

792
Gray (Dr. J. A.), The Transformation of Electronic into

Electro-magnetic Energy, 8 78
Gray (J. G.), A General Solution of the Problem of Finding

the True Vertical for all Types of Marine and Aerial
Craft, 902

Gray (P. H.), Soil Bacteria and Organic Antiseptics, 893
Greaves (VV. M. H.), A Certain Family of Periodic Solutions

of Differential Equations, with an Apphcation to the
Triode Oscillator, 725 ; tenure of an Isaac Newton
studentsliip in Cambridge University renewed for a
year, 417 ; and C. Davidson, Atmospheric Dispersion
in Parallax Work, 27

Green
(
J. F. N.), The Structure of the Bowmore-Portaskaig

District of Islay, 725
Greenhill (Sir George), Absolute Measure and the C.G.S.

Units, 259 ; Definitions and Laws of Motion in the
" Principiii," 224 ; The Fourier-Bessel Function, 422

Greenish (Prof. H. G.), The Microscopical Examination of

Foods and Drugs. Third edition, 459
Greenly (E.), Further Researches on the Succession and

Metamorphism in the Mona Complex, 587
Greenslade (C. E.) and J. E. S. White, Training in Illumin-

ating Engineering, 157
Gregory (Prof. J. W.), Chmaric Changes, 561 ; The

Himalayan Mountain System in South-east Asia, 444
Gregory (Sir Richard), elected chairman of the Circle of

Scientific, Technical, and Trade Journalists, 94 ; Re-
views and Reviewers, 94

Grierson (Sir G.), Marriage Customs in Medieval India, 647
Griffith (Dr. A. A.), The Support and Utilisation of Science,

92
Griffiths (Dr. E.) and A. H. Davis, Loss of Heat from

Surfaces, 62 ; and Dr. G. W. C. Kaye, The Measure-
ment of Thermal Conductivity. No. I, 793

Griffiths- Jones (£.), Titanium in Nile Silt, 346
Grove (W. B.), British Cytospora, 480
Groves (J.), Notes on Indian Charophyta, 726
Grubb (Prof. A. C), Active Hydrogen by Electrolysis, 671 ;

Active Hydrogen by the Action of an Acid on a Metal,
600

Grumbach (A.), Batteries -WTith Fluorescent Liquid, 171
Gudden (Dr. B.) and Dr. B. Pohl, Photo-electric Con-

ductivity of Crystals, 859
Gueylard (Mile. F.), Intervention of the Spleen in the

Phenomena of Adaptation to Changes in Salinity, 554 ;

and M. Duval, The Comparative Toxicity of Various
Acids for Fishes {Gasterosteiis aculeatus), 35

Guillaume (J.), Observations of the Sun made at the
Lyons Observatory, 35, 452

Guillet (A.), The Rapid and Precise Measurement of the
Frequency of Rotation of the Shaft of a Motor by
the Stroboscopic Method, 831

Guillet (Dr. L.) and A. Portevin, translated by L,
Taverner, An Introduction to the Study of Metallo-
graphy and Macrography, 249

Guinot (H.), A Continuous Method of Dehydrating Alcohol
and certain Organic Liquids, 903

Giinthcr (Prof. S.), 298
Gunther (R. T.), Early Science in Oxford, Part 2 :

Mathematics, 75 ; Sir Christopher Wren's Science
Jluseum, 288

Guntz (A.) and Benoit, Lithium Carbide and Hydride,
648 ; The Heat of Oxidation of the Metals of the
Alkaline Earths, 243

Guthrie (W. A.), Egyptian Petroleum, 894
Gwynne-Vaughan (Dame Helen), elected president of the

National Union of Scientific Workers, 92

H. (J. S.), Biology of Man, 809
Haas (Dr. P.) and T. G. Hill, An Introduction to the

Chemistry of Plant Products. Vol. 2, 283
Haber (Prof. F.), The Haber Process, 10

1

Hackett (Prof. F. E.), Definitions and Laws of Motion
in the " Principia," 395

Haddon (Dr. A. C), Smith's Hawaiki. Fourth edition,

736
Hadfield (Sir Robert), Advances in the Metallurgy o£

Iron and Steel, 232
Hadow (Sir Henry), Music as a Lliuversity Subject, 722 ;

to receive an honorary degree from St. Andrews
University, 723

Hagen (Prof. E.), [obituary article], 781
Haines (Prof. W. S.), [death], 437
Haldane (Dr. J. B. S.), appointed Dunn reader in bio-

chemistry in Cambridge University, 240
Haldane (Dr. J. S.) and others. Science and Rehgion, 729
Hall (E. H.), A Theory of the Hall Effect and the Related

Effect for Several Metals, 555
Hall (Dr. H. R.), Ancient Egyptian Chronology, 776 ;

The Egyptian World in the Time of Tutankhamen,
398 ; 'The Recent Discoveries in Egypt, 753

Halle (Prof. T, G.), elected a foreign correspondent of

the Geological Society, 7r7
Haller (A.) and L. Palfray, The Mixed and Symmetrical

I - cthanoic - i - camphomethanoic Esters and their

Saponification Products, 727 ; and R. Lucas, Absorp-
tion in the Ultra-violet of a Series of Derivatives

of Camphor, 171
HalUday (Prof. W. R), The Gypsies of Turkey, 160
Hainan (E. T.), Animal Nutrition : Foods and Feeding, 804
Hamel (G.), The Limit of Vegetation in the Channel

according to the Dredgings carried out by the
Pourquoi-Pas ? 867

Hamilton (Rev. Dr. T.), resignation of the vice-chancellor-

ship of the Queen's University, Belfast, 586
Hamilton (W. F.), A Direct Method of testing Colour

Vision in Lower Animals, 207
Hanninger (Prof), The Swedish National School System, 34
Hansen (H. M.) and S. Werner, The Optical Spectrum

of Hafnium, 322 ; On Urbain's Celtium Lines, 461
Hanson (Dr.) and J. R. Freeman, The Constitution of

the Alloys of Iron and Nickel, 861
Hargreaves (J.) and G. S. Clark-Maxwell, Observations

at Wallal of the Eclipse of September 1922, 128
Harkins (Prof. W. D.) and S. L. Madorsky, Separation

of Mercury into Isotopes in a Steel Apparatus, 148,

894
Harmer (F. W.), [death], 578 ;

[obituary article], 779
Harmer (Sir Sidney F.), Scientific Investigation of the

Whaling Problem, 540 ; The Fading of Colours, 130
Harries (H.), Wind Steadiness in the Upper Air, 583
Harris (L. J.), A Biochemical Discovery of the Ancient

Babylonians, 326 ; The Existence of an Unidentified
Sulphur Grouping in the Protein Molecule, 274

Harris (P. W.), Crystal Receivers for Broadcast Reception,
628

Harrison (the late B.), a repUca of a portrait of, placed
in the Maidstone Museum, 855

Harrison (Dr. J. W. H.), Divided Composite Eyes, 81

Harrow (Dr. B.), Glands in Health and Disease, 694
Hartridge (Dr. H.), re-appointed University lecturer in

the physiology of the senses in Cambridge University,

864 ; The Coincidence Method for the Wave-length
Measurement of Absorption Bands, 205 ; and F. J. W.
Roughton, Measurements on the Rate of Oxidation
and Reduction of Htemoglobin, 242, 325

Hatfield (W. H.), Stainless Steel, with some Consideration
of its Apphcation to the Glass Industry, 206

Hatschek (E.), The Standard Methods of Ultra-microscopy,

487 : and P. C. L. Thorne, Metal Sols in Non-dissociat-
ing Liquids. I., 381

Haughton (S. H.), Reptilian Remains from the Karroo
Beds of East Africa, 242

Havelock (Prof. T. H.), Studies in Wave Resistance :

Influence of the Form of the Water-plane Section
of the Ship, 725

Hawkes (L.), The Pamir Earthquake of Feb. 18, 1911, 6S2
Hay (Prof. M.), resignation of the position of Medical

Officer of Health for Aberdeen, 760
Hayasaka (I.), Tertiary Brachiopoda of Japan, 647
Haycraft (Dr. J. B.), [death], 58 ;

[obituary article], 124
Hayford (J. F.), Effects of Winds and of Barometric

Pressures on the Great Lakes, 45
Headridge (J. P.), resignation of the lectureship in dental

metallurgy in Manchester University, 652
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Heape (C), gift to Manchester Museum, 855
Heape (W.), The Heape and Grylls Rapid Cinema, 881
Heath (Sir T. L), Greek Geometry, with special reference

to Infinitesimals, 152
Hee (A), The Algerian Earthquake of August 25, 1922,

135
Heerdt (Dr. J. ter), Ovcrzicht van de theorie en de

toepassiugen van gassen, waarin de onderlinge
botsingen dcr moleculen kunnen verwaarloosd worden,

736
Hegner (R. W,), Giardias living in Man and other Animals,

858
Heiberg (Prof. J. L.), translated by D. C. Macgregor,

Mathematics and Physical Science in Classical

Antiquity, 355
Heilbron (Prof. I. M.), The Photosynthesis of Plant

Products, 502
Heim (F.), E. Agasse-Lafont, and A. Feil, The Roles of

Lead and Turpentine in the Professional Pathology
of Painters, 243

Hele-Shaw (Dr.), elected president of the Whitworth
Society, 92 ; Stream-line Filter, 689

Hendrick (Prof. J.) and G. Newlands, Mineral Constitution
of Soil-types, 786

Henri (Prof. V.), Absorption Spectra and Atomic Structure,

859 ; Tesla Spectra of Complex Compounds, 289 ;

The Production of Narrow Bands and Wide Bands
in the Absorption Spectra of Bodies in Solution and
in the State of Vapour, 691 ; The Ultra-violet

Absorption Spectrum of the Vapour of Benzene
Chloride, 762

Henroteau (F.), Variations of the Spectrum of the Star Oj

Orionis, 727, 892
Henry (Prof. A.), awarded the large silver medal of the

French National Acclimatisation Society, 680
Henry (A.), Calculus and Probability for Actuarial

Students, 769
Henry (D. C), appointed lecturer in colloid physics, and

to take charge of the Graham Research Laboratory
of Manchester University, 307

Henry (Marguerite), The Freshwater Entomostraca of

N.S.W. Pt. II. Copepoda, 135
Hepburn (Major P. H.), The Diameters of Saturn's

Satellites, 752
Herbert, Ltd. (Edward G.), The Herbert Pendulum

Hardness Tester, 583
Herdman (Sir William), gift to Liverpool University for

a new Geology ISuilding, 723 ; Some Results of
Plankton Investigations in the Irish Sea, 448

Herman (R. A.), re-appointed University lecturer in

mathematics in Cambridge University, 792
Heron-Allen (E.) and A. Earland, Foraminiferal Sands in

Corsica, 412
Herrera (A. L.), The Imitation of Plasmodia and Chromatic

Structures by Sodium Silicate coloured with Ivory
Black and Drops of Alcohol in Diffusion, 655

Hertwig (Prof. O.), [obituary article], 56
Hewer (H. R.), Amphibian Colour Change, 450
Hewett (B. H. M.) and S. Johannesson, Shield and Com-

pressed Air Tunnelling, 798
Hewett (G.), The Dusuns of British North Borneo. 450
Hewitt (W.), The Wirral Peninsula : an Outline Regional

Survey, 217
Heyl (P. R.) and L. J. Briggs, The New Fhght Compass, 29
Hicks (Prof. W. M.), The Spectrum of Neutral HeUum, 146
Hickson (Prof. S. J.), Green and Colourless Hydra, 601
Hildebrandsson (H. H.), Classification of Cirrus Clouds, 581
Hill (Dr. Alex), Antipodean Flora, 860
Hill (Prof. A. V), Adsorption and Haemoglobin, 843 ;

appointed Jodrell professor of physiology m London
University, 449 ; Hydrogen Ion Concentration, 434 ;

resignation of the chair of physiology in Manchester
University, 652 ; The Potential Difference occurring
in a Donnan Equilibrium and the Theory of Colloidal
Behaviour, 168

Hill (Prof. J. P.), elected an honorary member of the
Linnean Society of N.S.W., 716

Hill (Dr. L.) and A. Eidinow, Influence of Temperature on
the Biological Action of Light, 653

Hill (Dr. M. J. M), resignation of the chair of pure mathe-
matics in London University, 307

Hilton-Simpson (M. W.), Arab Medicine and Surgery :

a Study of the Healing Art in Algeria, 112
Hinrichs (Prof. G. D.), [death], 578
Hirasaka (K.), Dorsal Eyes of the Sea Slug, 787 ; Red

Sea-water due to a Dinoflagcllate, 753
Hirayama (K.), Famihes of Asteroids, 822
Hobley (C. W.), African Sign Writing, 373
Hobson (Sir Albert J.), [death], 578
Hobson (B), The West Riding of Yorkshire, 180
Hodgson (Dr. H. H.), Research in the Scheme of Higher

Education, 343
Hodkin (F. W.) and Prof. W. E. S. Turner, The Effect

of Boric Oxide on the Melting and Working of Glass,
420

Hoernle (Prof. R. F. A), appointed professor of philosophy
in Johannesburg University, 484 ; Matter, Life, Mind,
and God : Five Lectures on Contemporary Tendencies
of Thought, 770

Hogbcn (Dr. L. T.) and F. R. Winton, The Pigmentary
Effector System. III., 450

Hogbom (Prof. A. G.), the work of H. Sjogren, 617
Hogg (Sir Douglas McGarel), the work of the Borough

Polytechnic, 241
Hole (W.), The Distribution of Gas. Fourth edition, 350
Holker (J.), The Periodic Opacity of Certain Colloids in

progressively increasing Concentrations of Electro-
lytes, 168

HoUaday (L. L.), The Electrical Conductivity of Glass, 375
Holland (Sir Thomas), Humanism in Technical Education,

376
Holmes (Prof. H. N.), Laboratory Manual of Colloid

Chemistry, 733
Holmes (T. V.), [obituary article], 229
Holmyard (E. J.) and others, Arabian Alchemy and

Chemistry, 300 ; Chemistry in Medieval Islam, 718 ;

Inorganic Chemistry : A Text-book for Schools, 460 ;

The Identity of Geber, 191
Holweck (M.), The Optical Properties of X-rays of great

Wave-length, 451
Hom(5n (Prof. V. Th.), [death], 578
Hood (J. A.), gift to Edinburgh University, 273
Hooley (R. W.), [obituary article], 817
Hopkins (Prof. F. G.), an honorary degree to be conferred

upon, by Manchester University, 418
Hopmann (j.). Photometric Observations of the Planet

Mercury, 857
Hopwood (F. LI), Pulfrich's Experiment demonstrating

Time-lag in Vision, 691
Hora (Sunder Lai), The Adhesive Apparatus of the

" Sucking-fish," 668 ; Zoological Results of a Tour
in the Far East. (Fish, Part I.), 555

Horn (Dr. A. E.), elected president of the 1923 session
of the Far Eastern Association of Tropical Medicine,
26

Hornby (H. E.), Waterspouts, 82
Home (A. S.), The Systematic Characters of closely

allied Strains of Fusarium, 274 ; and H. M. Judd,
Eidamia from Apple grown in Sugar Solutions, 553 ;

and H. S. Williamson, The Morphological and
Physiological Characteristics of two New Species of
Eidamia, 553

Home (G), Aboriginal Cylindro-conical Stones, 311
Home (Sir Robert), The Relation of the Universities to

Post-War Problems, 620
Home (W. J.), awarded the Central Mining-Rand Mines

premium, 439
Hornell (J). The Common Molluscs of South India, 12
Hosali (H. M.), Seismic Waves in a Visco-elastic Earth, 866
Hose (Dr. C). Sarawak, 369
Hosgood (Miss B. E. M.), appointed reader in geography

at Bedford College for Women, 723
Houdas (J.), The Preservation of Seeds in Inert Gases, 795
Hough (Dr.), The Tides, 717
Housman (W. B.), Recent Aurora?, 706
Houstoun (Dr. R. A.) and W. H. Manson, A New Method

of investigating Colour Blindness, 795
Howard (Mrs.), The R6Ie of Plant Physiology in Agri-

culture, 413
Howell (J. P.), Productivity of Hill Farming, 373
Howell (O. R.), The Catalytic Decomposition of Sodium

Hypochlorite by Cobalt Peroxide, 866
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Hudson (R, J, H.), Reinforced Concrete : a Practical

Handbook for Use in Design and Construction, 630
Huggins (Dr. M. L.), Structure of Benzene, 444
Huguenard, Magnan, and A. Planiol, A Compensated

Hot Wire Anemometer, 275 ; An Apparatus giving
the Instantaneous Direction of the Wind, 452

Hull (A. F. B.), elected president of the Liunean Society
of N.S.W., 716

Hull (Dr. A. W.), presented with the Howard N. Potts
gold medal of the Franklin Institute, 751

Hulme (E. W.), The Subject Index to Periodicals, 360
Hume (C. W.), Aberration and the Doppler Effect as

treated in the Theory of Relativity, 623
Hume (Dr. G. H.), [death], 678
Humnel (K.), Submarine Weathering of Rock-material,

647
Humphreys (Prof. W. J.), The Murmur of the Forest

and the Roar of the Mountain, 481 ; Volcanic Dust
and Climatic Change, 431

Humphry (R. H.), The Double Refraction due to Motion
of a Vanadium Pentoxide Sol, and some Applications,

623
Huntington (Prof. E.) and S. S. Visher, Climatic Changes :

their Nature and Causes, 561 ; and Prof. F. E.
WiUiams, with the co - operation of R. M. Brown
and L. E. Chase, Business Geography, 531

Hurter (the late Dr.), the nationality of, 338
Hutchings (W. M.), [obituary article], 298
Hutchinson (Dr. A.), A Graphical Method of correcting

Specific Gravity Determinations, 486 ; appointed
lecturer in crystallography in Cambridge University,
240

Hutchinson (H. P.), appointed organiser of research in
willow growing at the Agricultural and Horticultural
Station, Long Ashton, 273

Hutton (J. H.), MonoUths of the Naga Tribe of Assam, 823
Huxley (J. S.), The Function of MendeUan Genes, 286
Hyde (Dr. E. P.), resignation of, from the directorship

of research of the National Lamp Works of the
General Electric Co., Cleveland, 580

Hyde (J. H.), Lubrication and Lubricants, 392

Ibbotson (F.) and L. Aitchison, The Analysis of Non-
Ferrous Alloj's. Second edition, 459

Imbeaux (E.), The Fountain of Youth (Silver Spring), 103
Immelmann (Prof.), [death], 749
Imms (Dr. A. D.), Friese's Die europaischen Bienen

(Apidae). i Lief., 250
Ingham (A. E.), awarded a Smith's prize in Cambridge

University, 417
IngUs (C. E.), Stress Distribution in a Rectangular Plate

having two opposing Edges sheared in Opposite
Directions, 725

Ingold (Dr. C. K.), awarded the Meldola medal of the
Institute of Chemistry, 337

Isenthal and Co., Ltd., An Automatic Voltage Regulator, 62
Issel (Dr. R.), appointed professor of Zoology in Genoa

University, 205
Ivanov (W.), The Ismaili Sect of Islam, 339
Iyengar (N. V.), Meteorology in Mysore, 303

Jack (Col. E. M.) and Capt. G. T. McCaw, Projection for
Aeronautical Maps, 788

Jackson (Dr. B. Daydon), C. A. Agardh's " Aphorismi
botanici," Lundae, 1817-26, 309; History of Botanic
Illustration during Four Centuries (Colour), 623

Jackson (Sir Herbert), and Prof. W. W. Watts, The
Dissolution of the Conjoint Board of Scientific
Societies, 706

Jackson (J.), The Eighth Satellite of Jupiter, 546
Jackson (J. W.), Tertiary Brachiopods from Japan, 809
Jacobson (Prof. P.), [obituary article], 334
James (C. G. F.), awarded a Rayleigh prize in Cambridge

University, 417
Jameson (Dr. A. P.), Silkworm Diseases in India, 411
Jamieson (Prof.), appointed pro-vice-chancellor of Leeds

University, 900
Jeannel (R), The Evolution of the Copulatory Apparatus

in the Genus Choleva, 655

Jeans (Dr. J. H.), Gravitation and Light-Pressure in
Nebulae, 806 ; The Nebular Hj^pothesis and Modern
Cosmogony : being the Halley Lecture delivered on
May 23, 1922, 662 ; The Present Position of the
Radiation Problem (Guthrie Lecture), 761

Jefiery (F. H.), Electrolysis with an Aluminium Anode, 382
Jeffreys (Dr. H.), Hypotheses of Continental Drift, 495 ;

Modern Cosmogony, 662 ; The Present Condition of
the Giant Planets, 615

Jenner (Edward), The Centenary of the Death of, 69 ;

Celebration in Paris, 156
Jessen (Dr. K.), Sea-Level Changes in Denmark, 787
Jevons (W'.), Phosphorescence caused by Active Nitrogen,

705 ; The Line Spectrum of Chlorine in the Ultra-
Violet, 206

Joad (C. E. M.), The Problem of Free WUl in the Light
of Recent Developments in Philosophy, 346

Johannsen (Dr. A.), Essentials for the Microscopical
Determination of Rock-forming Minerals and Rocks,
1-13

Johns (C.) and Prof. C. H. Desch, The Hardness of Vitreous
Silica, 15

Johnson (R. C), appointed lecturer in physics in the
Queen's University, Belfast, 380

JoUbois (P.) and P. Lefebvre, Baking of Plaster of Paris
and its Preservation in Moist Air, 831 ; The Dehydra-
tion of Gvpsum, 763

Joly (Prof. J.), Continental Flotation and Drift, 79 ; The
Bearing of some Recent Advances in Physical Science •<

on Geology, 726 ; The Surface Movements of the
Earth's Crust, 603

Jones (Prof. B. Meh-ill) and Major J. C. Griffiths, Recent
Experiments in Aerial Survejing by Vertical Photo-
graphs, 707, 745

Jones (Dr. E. Lloyd), re-elected demonstrator of Medicine
in Cambridge University, 723

Jones (Prof. F. Wood), appointed professor of anatomy
at St. Bartholomew's Hospital Medical College, 900

Jones (H. Spencer), General Astronomy, 247
Jones (J. E.), Free Paths in a Non-uniform Rarefied

Gas, etc., 310
Jones (L. J.), Oil Exploration in N.S.W., 303
Jones (O.), The Examination of Preserved Meats, etc., 346

K. (Ad.), The Social Influence of Science, 361
Kabouraki (T.), Japanese Marine Triclads, 753
Kammerer (Dr. P.), Breeding Experiments on the In-

heritance of acquired Characters, 637
Karn (Miss M. N.), and Prof. Karl Pearson, Baby CUnic

Statistics, 547
Kassatkine (I. I.), Vertical Movements of the Atmosphere,

787
Kaye (Dr. G. W. C), Radiography and Physics, 364 ; and

J. K. Roberts, The Thermal Conductivities of Metal
Crystals. I. Bismuth, 793

Keen (Dr. B. A), appointed assistant director of the
Rothamsted Experimental Station, 8go

Keen (R.), Direction and Position Finding by Wireless, 628
Keith (Sir Arthur), elected Vicary lecturer of the Royal

College of Surgeons of England, 544 ; Man's Posture :

its Evolution and Disorders, 476
Keller (Prof. S. S.), [death], 298
Kellogg (R.), New Squalodonts from the Miocene of

Maryland, 824
Kemp (Prof. J. F.), elected a foreign correspondent of the

Geological Society, 717
Kemp (R.), Alternating Current Electrical Engineering.

Second edition, 427
Kemp (S. W.), Decapod Crustacea, 656
Kempton (P. H. S), The Industrial Applications of X-rays,

665
Kendall (J.) and E. D. Crittenden, The Separation of

Isotopes, 763
Kendall (Prof. J.) and E. E. Slosson, Smith's Intermediate

Chemistry, revised and rewritten, 356
Kendall (Prof. P. F.), F. W. Harmer, 779
Kendrick (A. F.) and C. E. C. Tattersall, Hand-woven

Carpets : Oriental and European. 2 vols., 71
Kenneth (J. H.), Smell and Specific Gravity, 151
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Kenway (Elizabeth), bequest to Birmingham University,

792
Kenyon (Sir Frederic), the honorary degree of doctor of

laws conferred upon by Princeton University, 301
Kerr (Prof. J. Graham), Palaeontology and Archaic Fishes,

Khanolkar (Dr. V. R), The Unit Activity of Animal
Organs, 304

King (Dr. L. V.), The Complex Anisotropic Molecule in

Relation to the Theory of Dispersion and Scattering
of Light in Ga.ses and Liquids, 667

King (Miss S. D.) and Prof. J. B. Gatenby, Stages of

Golgi Bodies in Protozoa, 326
King (\V. B. R.), The Upper Ordovician Rocks of the

South-Westem Berwyn Hills, 794
Kingzett (C. T.), Chemistry for Beginners and Schools

with Glossary). Fourth edition, 78
Kinloch (Dr. J. P.), appointed reader in Public Health

in Aberdeen University, 864
Kinnear (the late G. H.), Kincardinesliire, 144
Kirkpatrick (T. P. C), Charles Willoughby, Fellow of the

King and Queen's College of Physicians, 243
Klingstedt (F. W.), The Ultra-Violet Absorption Spectrum

of Paraquinone, 867 ; The Ultra-Violet Spectra of
Aniline and the Toluidines, 243

Klooster (Dr. S. van). Lecture Demonstrations in Physical
Chemistry, 251

Knight (Miss Margery), The Life History and Cytology of

Pylaiella litoralis, 420
KrtoUer (Dr. P.), appointed professor of mineralogy and

petrography in Dayton University, Ohio, 890
Knopf (Eleanora B.), and Anna T. Jones, The Oldest

Rocks of Maryland, 480
Knowlton (F. H.), The Laramie Problem of the Rocky

Mountains, 548
Kobayasi (T ), The Mechanism of Cyclones and Anti-

cyclones, 587
Koch (Dr. L.), Peary Land, 512 ; Progress of the Expedi-

tion of, 751
Kohler (Prof. G.), [death], 6n
Kolderup (Prof. C. F.), elected a foreign correspondent of

the Geological Society, 717
Komai (Prof. T.), Development of somfe Aberrant Cteno-

phores, 95
Kopff (Prof. A.), translated by Prof. H. Levy, The Mathe-

matical Theory of Relativity, 697
Korenchevsky, Function of the Spleen, 893
Komerup (T), translated by Phyllis A. Petersen, Musical

Acoustics based on the Pure Third System, 565
Kossel (Prof.), Les Forces de valence et les spectres de

Rontgen, 510
Kranz (F. W.), The Mechanism Of Audition, 291
Krasser (Dr. F.), [obituary article], 57
Kratz (A. P.) and C. Z. Rosencrans, A Study of Explosions

of Gaseous Mixtures, 545
Krichewsky (S.), Curve Fitting, 824
Kroeber (A. L.), Elements of Culture in .Native California,

339
Kruyt (Prof. H. R.), The Electric Charge of Colloids, 827
Kuyper (Dr.), Growth and Maturation of the Sugar Cane,

302 ; Nitrogen FertiUsers for the Sugar Cane, 198

Laby (Prof. T. H.), The Mechanical Equivalent of Heat,
877

Lacroix (Prof. A.), awarded the Hayden memorial gold
medal of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Phila-
delphia, I2'6

Laffitte (P.), The Formation of the Explosive Wave, 795
Lahy (J. M), The Graphical Study of the Stroke in

Typewriting, 796
Lake (P.), Wegener's Hypothesis of Continental Drift, 226
Lamb (F. W. M.). appointed assistant lecturer in pathology

in Birmingham University, 240
Lamb (Prof. H.), elected a member of the Athenaeum

Club, 406
Lancum (F. H), Curious Oviposition by a Specimen of

the Clouded Yellow Butterfly, Colias edusa, 309
Lander (Dr. C. H.), appointed director of Fuel Research

855

Landun (J. W.) and H. Quinney, Experiments with the
Hopkinson Pressure Bar, 866

Langie (A.), translated by J. C. H. Macbeth, Cryptography,

T 737
Lankester (Sir Ray), Great and Small Things, 800
Lardy (G. C), The Ultra-Violet Absorption Spectrum of

Diacetyl, 867
Larmor (Sir Joseph), Can Gravitation really be absorbed

into the Frame of Space and Time ? 200 ; Prof.
H. A. Lorentz, i

Latham (Dr. A.), [death], 578 ;
[obituary article], 611

Latham (E.), Marine Works : a Practical Treatise for
Maritime Engineers, Landowners, and Public
Authorities, 285

Latter (O. H.), An Overlooked Feature in Four-legged
Tadpoles of Rana temporaria, 151

Laughton (N. B.), Reflex Contractions of the CruraUs
Muscle in the Decerebrate and Spinal Frog, 274

Laugier (H.) and R. Legendre, Novocainc and Curarisation,

554
Laurie (Prof. A. P.), An Interesting Property of the

Water Molecule, 830
Laville (G.), The Propagation of Electro-magnetic Waves,

maintained along Two Parallel Wires, 451 ; 'The
Propagation of maintained Waves along an Iron Wire,
654

Lawler (T. B.), Sheets of Chalcetory in S. Dakota, 412
Lawson (Dr. R. W.), Physical Literature on the Continent,

635
Lay (E. J. S.), The Pupil's Class-book of Geography :

the Americas, 427
Lea (A. M.), Austrahan Anthicida; (Coleoptera), 136
Learned (Dr.) and President Sills, Higher Education in

Eastern Canada, 66
Leathern (Dr. J. G.), [obituary article], 437
Leblanc fils (M.), L'Arc ^lectrique, 805
Leclainche (E.) and H. Vallee, Vaccination against

Symptomatic Anthrax by Toxins, 243
Lccornu (L.), The Orbit of Mercury, 24^
Ledingham (Prof. J. C. G.), Natural Resistance and the

Study of Normal Defence Mechanisms, 85
Leduc (A.), A New Equation of State for Gases, 691
Leech (J. G. C), Rutile, Brookite, and .A.natase in the

St. Austell Granite, 486
Leenhardt (M.), The Pilou Feast in New Caledonia, 61
Lees (Prof. C. H.), Inductively coupled Low-resistance

Circuits, 346; and J. E. Calthrop, Effect of Torsion
on the Thermal and Electrical Conductivities of
Metals, 829

Lcfevre (Prof. G.), [death], 335
Legendre (R.) and M. Nicloux, A Mask designed for

administering Oxygen in Artificial Respiration, 275
Leighton (Dr. G. R.), Botulism in Scotland, 415 ; Botulism

and Food Preservation (The Loch Maree Tragedy), 737
Lciscnring (W. W.), Science and Economics, 571, 846
Lcishman (Maj.-Gen. Sir Wilham B.), appointed Director-

General, Army Medical Service, 301
Lenfant (Gen. E. A.), [obituary article], 678
Lennard (R,), The Northmen in England, 616
Leonard (F. C.), Colours and Spectra of Double Stars, 892 ;

The Spectra of Visual Double Stars, 338
Lepape (A), The Quantitative Measurement of Radium

Emanation by the a-Radiation, 903
Lesne (E.) and N. VagUanos, The Utihsation by the

Organism of the C Vitamins introduced through the
Parents, 451

Lesne (P.), .\ New Appearance of Leucotermes lucifugus, 832
Levaditi (C.) and S. Nicolau, Inoculation of the Herpetic

Virus in the Genital Organs of the Rabbit, 172";
The Filtration of Neurotropic Ultravirus through
Collodion Membranes, 452

Levett (R.), [obituary article], 264
Levinstein (Dr. H.), The Dyestuffs Industry in Relation

to Research and Higher Education, 445
Levy (Dr. L. A.), Gasworks Recorders : their Construction

and Use, 350
Levy (S. I.), Incandescent Lighting, 392
Lewis (Prof. E. P.), Phosphorescence caused by Active

Nitrogen, 599
Lewis (Prof. G. N.), elected an honorary fellow of the

Chemical Society, 439
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Lewis (H. p.), appointed lecturer in mining geology in

Sheffield University, 380
Lewkowitsch (Dr. J.), Chemical Technology of Oils, Fats,

and Waxes. Sixth edition, entirely revised by
G. H. Warburton. (In 3 vols.), ^'ol. 3, 595

von Liebig (J.), The fiftieth anniversarj' of the death of,

507
Lieske (Prof. R.), Handbuch der Pflanzenanatomie.

II. Abt., I Teil : Thallophyten. Band 6 : Bakterien

und Strahlenpilze, 355
Lindemann (Prof. F. A.), Gravitation and Light-pressure

in Nebulae, 806, 881 ; Nature of the Spiral Nebuls,

615 ; and G. M. B. Dobson, The High Temperature
of the Upper Atmosphere, 256, 622, 646

Lindgren (Prof. W.), elected a foreign member of the

Geological Society, 716
Lindsay (D.), [obituarv article], 24
Link (G. K. K.) and 'M. W. Gardner, The Pathology of

Market Crops, 516
Linne (Carl von), Bref och Skrifvelser af och till, med

understod af Svenska Staten utgifna af Uppsala
Universitet, 594

Lipman and Taylor, Fixation of Nitrogen by the Wheat
Plant, 95

Lisson (Prof. C. I.), elected a foreign correspondent of

the Geological Society, 717
Litardiere (R. de). The Fixation of Merkel's Liquid, etc.,

832
Littlewood (J. E.), re-appointed Cayley lecturer in mathe-

matics in Cambridge University, 792
Lloyd (F. J.),

[death], 298 ;
[obituary article], 335

Lobeck (A. K.), Physiography of Porto Rico, 443
Lockett (G. H.j, Tactile Vision of Insects and Arachnida,

570, 848
Lockyer (Dr. W. J. S.), Photograph of a Bright Meteor,

272 ; The Indian Echpse Expedition, 1922, 862 ;

The Total EcUpse of the Sun, September 21, 1922, 618

Locquin (R.) and S. Wouseng, Preparation of various

Pinacones by the Action of Alkyl magnesium Com-
pounds on some a-Hydroxy-methyl Ketones, 452 ;

The Hydration of the Dialkylethinyl-carbinols and
the preparation of the a-Hydroxy-methyl Ketones,

383
Lodge (Sir Oliver), Broadcasting Transmitter, 13 ; Gravita-

tion and Light-Pressure in Spiral Nebulae, 702 ; The
Origin or Basis of Wireless Communication (Silvanus

Thompson Memorial Lecture), 328
Loeb (Dr. J.), Chicago Pasteur Lecture, 197
Loewdnson-Lessing (F.), A Relation between the Atomic

Numbers and Atomic Weights of the Chemical
Elements, 275

Lohnis (Miss M. P.), Phytophthora infestans (Mont.), 305
London (the Lord Mayor of), speech at a meeting organised

by the British Science Guild, 342
Longchambon (H.), The Study of the Spectrum of the

Triboluminescence of some Substances, 452
Looss (Dr. A.), [death], 749
Lopez-Lomba (J.), Changes in Weight of the Organs of

the Pigeon in the Course of B-avitaminosis, 796 ;

and Mme. Randoin, The Production of Scurvy in

the Guinea-pig and Young Rabbit by Means of a

new Food Regime, 654
Lorentz (Prof. H. A.), entertained at a banquet by the

Anglo-Batavian Society, 818 ; Latin oration on the
conferment of an honorary degree on, in Cambridge
University, 900 ; Primary and Secondary Radiation,

791 ; Proof of a Theorem due to HeaNdside, 36 ;

Sir Joseph Larmor, i ; the work-of, 644
Lotka (Dr. A. J.), Martini's Equations for the Epidemiology

of Immunising Disease, 633 ; The Relative Abundance
of the Elements in the Earth's Crust, 764 ; The
Stabihty of the Normal Age Distribution, 36

Louis (Prof. H.), British Coal-Mining in the War Period,

766 ; impending retirement of, 484 ; Methods and
Costs of Coal-inine Haulage, 98 ; Production of Lead
in Britain, 512 ; The Utilisation of Coal, 178

Low (Dr. A.), appointed reader in embryology in Aberdeen
University, 864

Low (Major A. R.), Use of the MiUibar in Aerodynamics, 535
Lowe (H. J.), Kent's Cavern Anthropology and the Ice

Age, 95

Lowndes (A. G.), Industrial Applications of the Microscope,

358
Lucas (A.), The Examination of Firearms and Projectiles,

419
Lucas (R.), Natural and Magnetic Rotatory Power, 171
Luckiesh (M.), The Physical Basis of Colour Technology,

545 ; Visual Illusions : their Causes, Characteristics,

and Applications, 876
Lull (Prof. R. S.) and others. The Evolution of Man :

a Series of Lectures delivered before the Yale Chapter
of the Sigma Xi during the Academic Year 1921-1922,
Edited by G. A. Baitsell, 735

Lumiere (A.), The Possibility of ReaUsing Intestinal

Disinfection, 383 ; and H. Couturier, Barometric
Depression and Anaphylactic Shock, 655

Lundeg^rdh (H.), Handbuch der Pflanzenanatomie.
I Abtg., I 'Teil : Cytologic. Band i : Zelle und
Cytoplasma, 72

Lunge (Prof. G.), [obituary article], 228
Lupton (A.), Happy India as it might be if guided by

Modern Science, 180
Luthy (A.), The Ultra-Violet Spectrum of Glyoxal, 867
Lutz (Dr. C. W.), A New Filament Electrometer, 788
Lwoff (A.), The Nutrition of the Infusoria, 554

Maanen (A. van), Photographic Determination of Paral-

laxes with the loo-inch Reflector (Mount Wilson), 555
Macbean (L. C), Kinematograph Studio Technique, 427
Macbeth (A. K.), Action of Sulphur Chloride on Ammonia

and on Organic Bases, 243
MacBride (Prof. E. W.), Dr. Kammerer's Experiments, 841;

Echinoderm Larvae and their Bearing on Classifica-

tion, 47, 323 ; Inheritance of Acquired Characters,

134 ; The Function of Mendelian Genes, 394 ; Vital-

ism and Anti-Vitalism, 72
MacCurdy (Dr. J. T.), appointed University lecturer in

psychopathology in Cambridge L'niversity, 518 ; to

receive an honorary degree from Cambridge Uni-
versity, 723

Macdonald (G.), The Building of the Antonine Wall, 616
Mackenzie (Sir Leslie), What does Dr. Whitehead mean

by " Event " ? 902
Mackinnon (W. G.), appointed assistant in geology in

Aberdeen L^niversity, 552
MacLeod (Dr. A.), Introduction a la geometric non-

Euclidienne, 11

Macleod (D. B), A Relation between Surface Tension
and Density, 382 ; A Relation between the Viscosity

of a Liquid and its Coefficient of Expansion, 382 ;

The Viscosity of Liquid Mixtures showing Maxima, 382
Macleod (Prof. J. J. R.), awarded the Cameron prize of

Edinburgh University, 273
MacMichael (H. A.), A History of the Arabs in the Sudan :

and some Account of the People who preceded them
and of the Tribes inhabiting Darfijr. 2 vols., 176

Macmichael (Dr. W.), The Gold-headed Cane, new
edition, 281 ; A New Edition, with an Introduction
and Annotations by G. C. Peachey, 700

Macpherson (Rev. H.), Problems of the Nebulae, 441
Macready and Kelly (Lieuts.), A Long Non-Stop Aero-

plane Flight, 645
Madgfwick (T. G.), Oil in Russia, 61
Magnusson (Prof. C. E.), A. Kalin, and J. R. Tolmie,

Electric Transients, 840
Mahalanobis (P. C), Correlation of Upper Air Variables,

684
Maiden (J. H.), awarded the Mueller medal and fund, 406
Mailhe (A.), A New Preparation of the Tetrasubstituted

Ureas, 554 ; The Catalytic Decomposition of Castor
Oil, 135 ; 'The Decomposition of the Aryl Formamides,
452

Majewski (Prof. E.), [obituary article], 577
Major (Dr. C. I. Forsyth), [obituary article], 505
Malaval (M.), Hardening (of Metals), 487
Malcolm (L. W. G.), Brass-casting in the Central Cameroon,

129
Mali (S. B.), Trouton's Law, 199
Malinowski (Dr. B.), appointed University reader in social

anthropology in London University, 449 ; Science
and Superstition of Primitive Mankind, 658
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Mallock (A.), Divided Composite Eyes, 82 ; The Effect

of Temperature on some of the Properties of Steel.

346 ; The Resolving Power and Definition of Optical

instruments, 382
Manen (J. van), The 44th Verse of the Dhammapoda, 832
Maneyrol (A), A Gliding Record, 25
Manfe (H. B), SiUfication of a Fresh-water Shale at the

Base of the Kalahari Sands at Gwampa, 412
Manley (J. J.), A Further Improvement in the Sprengel

Pump, 242
Manvillc (Dr. O.), Production economique de la vapeur, 565
Maquenne (L.), Aitcuba japonica, 243
Marcehn (A), Superficial Fluids, 383
Marchal (Mile. G.), The Dissociation of Silver Sulphate, 275
Mardles (E.), Experiments on Hardness and Penetration,

116
Mardles (E. W. J.), Changes of Volume and Refractive

Index associated with (a) the Formation of Organo-
sols and Gels, and (b) the Reversible Sol to Gel

Transition, 170 ; The Elasticity of Organogels of

Cellulose Acetate, 761 ; The Reversible Sol to get

Transition in Non-liqueous Systems. Parts I. and
II., 170; The Scattering of Light by Organosols and
Gels of Cellulose Acetate, 1 70

Marec (E.), La Force motrice electrique dans lindustrie,

494
de Margerie (Dr. E.), awarded the Mary Clark Thompson

gold medal by the U.S. National Academy of Sciences,

716
Marino-Zuco (Prof. L.), [death], 230
Marr (Rev. J. F.), the work of the Sir John Cass Technical

Institute, 241
Mar,sden (Dr. R.), appointed honorary chnical lecturer in

tuberculosis in Manchester University, 449
Marsh (J. K.) and Prof. A. W. Stewart, Tesla Spectra of

Complex Compounds, 289 ; Tesla Spectra and the

Fraunhofer Effect in Complex Compounds, 115

Marshall (Prof. C. R.), appointed John Farquhar Thomson
lecturer in Aberdeen University, 864

Marshall (Dr. J.), appointed reader in mathematics at

Bedford College for Women, 724
Marshall (J.), The Interior and Exterior Space-Time Forms

of the Poincart'' Electron in Weyl's Geometry, 795
Marshall (J. A.), Bactericidal Properties of the Products

of Radium Emanation, 36
Marten (J. T.), The Population of India, 786
Martin (Dr. L. C), Colour and Methods of Colour Repro-

duction. With Chapters on Colour Printing and
Colour Photography by W. Gamble, 799 ; Science

and Armaments, .82, 429; Surveying and Naviga-
tional Instruments from a Historical Standpoint, 519

Martyn (G. H.), Unusual Crystals, 186
Marvin (F. S.), The Social Influence of Science, 209, 362
Marx (A.) and J. Rozicres, The Purification of Liquids by

the Simultaneous Action of Centrifugal Force and the
Electric Field, 795

Mason (T. G.), Growth of Cassava Plants, 374 ; Ligneous
Zonation and Die-back in the Lime (Citrus medico,

var. acida) in the West Indies, 831
Massart (Prof. J.), Belgian Botany: a Record of War

Time, 97
Masson (Sir David Orme), elected president of the Aus-

tralian Narional Research Council, 478
Masson (Dr. I.) and L. G. F. DoUey, The Pressures of

Gaseous Mixtures, 622
Mathias (E.), Dr. C. A. Crommelin, and Prof. H. Kamerlingh

Onnes, The Latent Heat of Vaporisation, etc., 587
Mathieu (E.), Cultivation of the " Kapok " Tree, 411
Matisse (Dr. G.), Les Sciences naturelles, 251
Matthai (Prof. G.), Recent Oceanographical Research, 413
Matthews (W. H.), Mazes and Labyrinths: a General

Account of their History and Developments, 321
Maubert (A)., L. Jaloustre, and P. Lemay, The Influence

of Thorium-X on the Catalase of the Liver, 832
Mauguin (C), The Reflection of Rontgen Rays on certain

remarkable Reticular Planes of Calcite, 763
Maurain (C), Magnetic Measurements in Brittany, 520
Maurice (Maj.-Gen. Sir Frederick B.), elected a member of

the Athenaeum Club, 232
Maurice (N. B.), recommended for the degree of Ph.D. by

Manchester University, 307

Maw (Dr. W. H.), awarded the Bessemer gold medal of

the Iron and Steel Institute, 300
Maxwell (Sir Herbert), Nature Knowledge and Pastime,

800 ; The Stoat's Winter Pelage, 220
Maxwell (James Clerk), a tablet to, affixed to 16 Palace

Gardens Terrace, 890
Mayer (J. T), the bicentenary of the birth of, 231

McAdie (Prof. A), Paradoxical Rainfall Data, 362; Wind
and Weather, 597

M'.\ulay (Prof. A.), A Relativity-predicted Mechanical

Effect in the Electromagnetic Field, 325
M'Clclland (W. W.), appointed principal lecturer on

education in the Edinburgh Training Centre, 273
McDowall (Dr. R. J. S.), appointed professor of physiology

at King's College. London, 901
McEwan (Dr. D), a prize in surgery at St. Andrews Uni-

versity to be instituted in honour of, 792
M'Farlane (J.), appointed reader in geography in Aberdeen

University, 864
McGovcrn (Janet B. Montgomery), Among the Head-

hunters of Formosa, 284
M'Grath (Sir Joseph), [death], 437
Mcintosh (Prof. W. C), re-elected president of the Ray

Society, 477
McKay (Dr. G. L.) and Prof. C. Larsen, Principles and

Practice of Butter-making. Third edition, 77
MKechnie (Lt.-Col. W. E.), Soaring Fhght and the

" Olfactory " Organs of Birds, 48
M'Kerrow (J. C), The Appearance of Mind, 770
McLachlan (Dr. H. W.), Magnetic Recording Drum for

Electric Relays, 617
McLachlan (N. W.), A Novel In.strument for recording

Wireless Signals, 830
McLennan (E,), Nature Notes, Critical and Constructive,

508
McLennan (Prof. J. C.) and D. S. Ainslie, The Fluorescence

and Channelled Absorption Spectra of Caesium and
other Alkali Elements, 419

McLuckie (J.), The Parasitism of Notothixos incanus (OUv.),

var. subaureiis, 136
McMaster (P. D.) and P. Rous, Hydrohepatosis, a Con-

dition analogous to Hydronephrosis, 554
McPherson (W.) and W. E. Henderson, Chemistry and

its Uses : a Text-book for Secondary Schools, 78
Mcares (J. W.). presentation to, 125 ; 'The Development

of Water Power in India, 96
Medical Supply Association, Ltd., Radio Apparatus,

752
Meek (Prof. A.), A New British Enteropneust, 340
Mees (Dr. C. E. K.), Recent Advances in Photographic

Theory, 399
Mchta (Prof. Karm Chand), The Spread o^ Rusts upon

Cereals, 582
Meisinger (C. Le Roy), Free-Air Pressure Maps for the

United States, 788
Mellor (Dr. E. T.), The Influence of Mineral Deposits in

the Development of a Young Country, 162

Mellor (Dr. J. W.), Applications of Physics to the Ceramic
Industries, 757

Molsom (S. W.) and E. Fawssett, Heating in Electric

Conductors, 375
Menard (M.) and Saidman, The Action of the Ultra-

violet Rays on Superficial Wounds, 904
Mendes-Correa' (A. A.), The Proportions of the Limbs in

Portuguese, 452
Mercer (S. P.), appointed lecturer in agricultural botany

and plant diseases in the Queen's University, Belfast,

s8o
Merck (Dr. E. A.), [obituary article], 437
Merrill (Prof. P. W.). Interferometer Measures of Double

Stars, 27 ; Stellar Spectra of Class S, 372
Merritt (H. E.) and M. Piatt, A Text-book of Machine

Construction and Drawing, 737
Merton (Prof. T. R.) and R. C. Johnson, Spectra associated

with Carbon, 622
Meston (Lord), elected a member of the Athenaeum Club,

406
Methucn (A.), An Alpine ABC and List of Easy Rock

Plants, 216
Meyer (Prof. K. F.) and others. Distribution of the

Botuhsm Organism, 95
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Michaud (F.), Deformations of Jellies by the Action of an
Electric Current, 727 ; Rayonncment et gravitation,
217 ; The Rigidity of Jelly, 35

Michelson (Prof. A. A,), awarded the gold medal of the
Royal Astronomical Society, 125 ; elected president
of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, 716 ;

presented mth the gold medal of the Royal Astro-
nomical Society, 240

Migeod (F. W. H.), The Bedde Group of Tribes of Northern
Nigeria, 1 70

Milburn (C. T.), bequest to Armstrong College, 133
Mill (Dr. H. R.), An Antarctic Saga, 386 ; M. de C. S.

Salter, 780 ; Meteorological Nomenclature and
Physical Measurements, 327 ; Progressive Meteor-
ology, 107 ; The Future of Arctic Lands, 8^9

Miller (Prof. W. G.), Geology's Debt to the Mineral In-
dustry, 482

Milhgan (Rev. Prof. G.), elected a member of the Athen-
aeum Club, 544

Millikan (Prof. R. A.), awarded the Edison medal of
the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, 266

;

Stokes's Law of Fall, 763, 824
Mills (J.), elected to the Nita King research scholarship

in the etiology, pathology, and prevention of fevers
in Cambridge University, 518

Mills (J. P.), with an Introduction and Supplementary
Notes by J. H. Hutton, The Lhota Nagas, 282

Milner (H. B.), The Microscopical Investigation of Sands
for various Industrial Purposes, 902

Miner (Dr. J. R.), Suicide Rates, 28; Tables of Ji-r^
and i-r^ for Use in Partial Correlation and in
Trigonometry, 320

Mingaye (J. C. H.'), the Warialda Meteorite of N.S.W., 374
Mirande (M.), The Nature of the Secretion of the Stcrino-

plasts of the White Lily, 488 ; The ProteoUpoid
Nature of the Sterinoplasts of the White Lily, 451

Misk (E.), Tin in the Human Organism, 172
Mitchell (C. Ainsworth), Pencil Pigments in Writing, 61
Mitchell (J.), Two New Trilobites and Griffitkides convexi-

caudatus Mitch., 135
Mitchell (Dr. T. W.), Medical Psychology and Psychical

Research, 316 ; Phantasms of the Living, 211
Mitchell (Prof. W.), appointed Gifiord lecturer at Aberdeen

University for 1924-25 and 1925-26, 345
Mitra (S. K.), The Demagnetisation of Iron by Electro-

magnetic Oscillations, 727
Mitsui family, gift of the, to Birmingham University, 240
Molengraaff (Prof. G. A. F.), elected a foreign correspondent

of the Geological Society, 717
MoUnari (Prof. E.), Trattato di chimica generale ed

applicata all' industria. Vol. 2 : Chimica organica.
Parte seconda. Terza edizione, 142

MoU (Dr. J. M.), Certain Mental Disorders which may be
regarded as Preventable, 163

Moll (W. J. H.), A New Moving-coil Galvanometer of
Rapid Indication ; a Thermopile for measuring
Radiation, 622

Molliard (Prof. M.), Nutrition de la plante : utilisation
des substances ternaires, 770

Mond (Mrs. Ludv\-ig), [obituary article], 713 ; bequests to
science, 714

Mondain-Monval (P.). The Law of Solution, 275 ; The
Variation of Heats of Solution with Temperature, 554

de Montessus de Ballore (Count Fernand), [obituary
article], 506

Moodie (Prof. R. L.), The Antiquity of Disease, 874
Moore (A. E.), The Rodier System of Rat Repression, 671
Moore (H.), Burning Heavy Fuel-oil, 29
Moore (H. F.) and T. M. Jasper, Endurance Limit of

Steels, 788
Moore (J. H.), The Radial Motions of Stars of Type N, 301
Moore (Dr. R. B.), Helium in the United States, 88
Mordell (L. J.), appointed Fielden professor of pure

mathematics in Manchester University, 688
Mordey (W. M.), Concentration of Minerals by Multiphase

Magnets, 303
Morgan (E. j'.) and J. H. Quastel, The Reduction of

Methylene Blue by Iron Compounds, 653
Morgan (Prof. G. T.), awarded the research "medal of the

Worshipful Company of Dyers, 25
Morgan (P. G.), Geology of New Zealand, 160

Morison (Sir Theodore), The Value of Provincial Uni-
versities, 722

Morley of Blackburn (Viscount), resignation of the Chan-
cellorship of Manchester University, 449

Morley (Prof. E. W.), [death], 578 ;
[obituary article], 677

Mortensen (Dr. Th), Ecliinoderm Larvae and their Bearing
on Classification, 322

Moseley (the late H. G.), the Matteucci gold medal con-
ferred upon, sent to his mother, 485

Moss (K. N.), Some Effects of High Air Temperatures
and Muscular Exertion upon Colliers, 829

Mott (Sir Frederick), appointed lecturer in Morbid
Psychology in Birmingham University, 167 ; retire-

ment of ; the work of, 438
Mottelay (Dr. P. F.), Bibliographical History of Elec-

tricity and Magnetism, chronologically arranged, 142
Moulton (H. Fletcher), The Life of Lord Moulton, 44
JMoureu (Prof. C), elected an honorary fellow of the

Chemical Society. 439 ; and C. Dufraisse, Auto-oxida-
tion and Anti-oxygenic Action, 519 ; C. Dufraisse
and P. Landrieu, The Principle of a General Method
for determining the Calorific Capacity of SoUds and
Liquids, 867

Mouriquand (G.) and P. Michel, Some Osteodystrophic
Factors and their Action according to the Species of

Animal, 904 ; The Experimental Conditions of the
Action of Cod Liver Oil, 275

Muir (Sir Thomas), Zeipel's Condensation-theorem and
Related Results, 624

Muir (W.), Curious Habit of a House-Sparrow, 681
Mukiyama (D.) and M. Mukai, Periodicity of Earthquakes,

444
Munro (A), The Research Fountain Pen, 682
Murnaghan (Prof. F. D.), Vector Analysis and the Theory

of Relativity, 697
ilurphy (P. A.), 'The Cause of Rolling in Potato Foliage ;

and on some further Insect Carriers of the Leaf-roll

Disease, 487
Murphy (R. C), The Humboldt Current, 199
Murphy (Sir Shirley), [death], 611

;
[obituary article], 677

Murray (J. E. P.), Native Administration in Papua, 726
Murray (J. K.), The Bacteriological Aspect of Pasteurisa-

tion of Milk for Cheddar Cheese-making, 311
Murray (Miss M. A.), FUnts in Malta, 753
Musgrave (H.), payment to the Queen's University,

Belfast, ol the bequest of, 380
Muzaffar (S. D.), Electric Potential of Antimony -lead

Alloys, 382
Myers (Dr. B.), Practical Handbook on the Diseases of

Children : for the use of Practitioners and Senior
Students, 531

Myres (Prof. J. L.), The ItaUan Society for the Advance-
ment of Science, 685 ; and others. Mental Character
and Race, 164

Nagai (I.), Colour Inheritance in Seeds and Flowers, 373
Nagaoka (Prof. H.), Structure of Carbon Monoxide and

Nitrogen, 859 ; and Y. Sugiura, Easy Method of

observing the Stark Effect, 431
Nageotte (Prof, J.), L'Organisation de la mati^re dans ses

rapports a\-ec la vie : etudes d'anatomie generate et

de morphologie experimentale sur le tissu conjonctif

et le nerf, 72
Namias (Prof. R.), Photographic Sensitisers and De-

sensitisers, 29
Nash (A. W.), appointed senior lecturer in Petroleum

Technology in Birmingham University, 167
Nathan (Madame E.), gifts to Paris University, 34
Navashin (Prof. S. G.), the work of, 265
Neesen (Prof. F.), [death], 298
Neger (Prof. F.), [death], 781
Negretti and Zambra, An Improved Hygroscope, 269 ;

A Recording Saccharometer for Brewing, 375 ;

Distance Thermometers, 341
Nelson (E. M.), Focus Aperture Ratios of Microscope

Objectives, 236
Nelson (E. W.), [obituary article], 156
Nettleton (L. L.), Characteristics of a Short Wave Oscillator

at very Low Pressures, 207
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Neuhausen (Prof. B. S.), The Haemoglobin Distribution
on Surfaces of Erythrocytes, i6

Newberry (P. E.), The Sed Festival of Ancient Egypt, 378
Newman (Sir George).- Recent Advances in Medical

Education in England, 765
NewTTian (N. H. A.), awarded a Rayleigh prize in Cam-

bridge University, 417
Newton (E. T.), re-elected president of the Palaeonto-

graphical Society. 509
Newton (W. C. F.), Age and Area in Biology, 48
Nicolas (E. and G.), The Influence of Formaldehyde on

the Higher Plants, 103
NicoUe (C), E. Burnet, and E. Conseil, The Micro-

organism of Epizootic Abortion, distinguished from
that of Mediterranean Fever by the Absence of

Pathogenic Power for Man, 655 ; and J. Magrou,
Les Maladies parasitaires des plantes (Infestation-

Infection), 77
Nierenstein (Dr. M.), Herapath's Artificial Tourmalines, 291
Nishimura (M.), Infection and Fertilisation of Plasmopara

Halstedii Farlow, 547
Niven (Prof. C), [death], 678
Noble (L. F.), A Great Stratigraphical Sequence, 480
Nolan (J. J.), Ionic Mobilities in Air and Hydrogen, 35 ;

and J. Enright, Experiments on Large Ions in Air, 794
Nolan (T. J.) and H. W. Clapham, The Utilisation of

Monomcthylaniline in the Production of Tetryl, 654
Norbury {h.. L.), The Hardness and Spontaneous Annealing

of Lead, 762
Nordenskiold (Baron Erland), Comparative Ethno-

graphical Studies, 5 : Deductions suggested by the
Geographical Distribution of some Post-Columbian
Words used by the Indians of S. America, 665

Nordmann (C), and C. Le Morvan, Observations of the
Pleiades with the Heterochrome Photometer of the
Paris Observatory, 655

Norman (J. R.), Methods and Technique of Reconstruc-
tion. 103

Normand (Dr. C. W. B.), Wet Bulb Temperatures and
Thermodynamics, 28

Norris (Very Rev. Dean W. F.), elected a member of the
Athenaeum Club, 544

Northumberland (Duke of), elected president of the Royal
Institution, 646

Norton and Gregory, Ltd., offer of engineering scholar-

ships, 133
Notcutt (Major L. A.), The Cultivation and Extraction of

Sisal, 412
Noyes (Prof. W. A.), Gas lonisation and Resonance

Potentials, 482 ; Positive and Negative Valences, i6i

Oakeley (Miss H. D.), Prof. Wildon Carr's Theory of

Monads, 486
0dum (H.), " Sheep-Tracks " on Grassy Slopes, 786
Oesterreich (Prof. T. K.), translated, Occultism and

Modern Science, 840
Ogden (C. K.) and I. A. Richards, The Meaning of Mean-

ing : A Study of the Influence of Language upon
Thought and of the Science of Symbolism, 566

Ogg (Dr. A.), elected president of the Royal Society of

South Africa, 613
Ogihic (A. G.), Physiography of the Moray Firth Coast, 310
Ogilvy and Co., An Electric Microscope Lamp, 96
O'Gorman (Lt.-Col. M.), Science and Government Ad-

ministration, 521
G'Hea (J. P.). Tactile Vision of Insects and Arachnida, 498 ;

Vision and Light Sensitiveness, 705
Oldham (R. D.), The Character and Cause of Earthquakes,

Olitsky (Dr. P. K.) and Dr. F. L. Gates, Reported Dis-
covery of the Cause of Influenza, 193

Olsen (C), Soil Acidity and Plant Distribution, 791
Olson (A. R.), and G. Glockler, The Critical and Dissocia-

tion Potentials of Hydrogen, 868
Omori (Prof.), The Eruption of Sakura-jima in 1914, 516
O'Neill (H). Ball Hardness and Scleroscope Hardness, 430 ;

Experiments on Hardness and Penetration, 116
Onnes (Prof. H. Kamerlingh), Prof. J. D. van dcr Waals,

609

Orcel (J.), The Prochlorites of Corundum Rocks, 728
Ord (B), elected a fellow of King's College, Cambridge, 449
Ord (P. R.), The Use of the Nutting-Hilger Spectrophoto-

meter, 784
Orr (Prof. W. McF.), Solutions of Systems of Ordinary

Linear Differential Equations by Contour Integrals,

762
Orth (Prof. J.), [obituary article], 155
Orton (Dr. J. H), Some Experiments on Rate of Growth

in a Polar Region (Spitsbergen) and in England, 146 ;

The Breeding Period of Echinus miliaris, 878 ; The
So-called " Baccy-juice " in the Waters of the Thames
Oyster-beds, 773

Orwin (C. S.), Farm Costing and Accounts, 804
Overton (G. L.), Clocks and Watches, 77
Overy (Rev. C), Glacial Succession in the Thames Catch-

ment-basin, 242
Owen (D.), Null Methods of Measurement of Power

Factor and Effective Resistance in Alternate Current
Circuits by the Quadrant Electrometer, 242

Owen (E. A.) and G. D. Preston, Modification of the
Powder Method of determining the Structure of
Metal Crystals, 34

Owen (L), Mineral Fertilisers and Others, 787
Owens (Dr. J. S.), Atmospheric Pollution, 239 ; Haze on

Derby Day—June 6, 848
Oxley (Dr. A. E.), Theories of Magnetism, 54

Packard (Dr. F. R.), History of the School of Salernum,
and a Note on the Prehistory of the Regimen
Sanitatis by Dr. F. H. Garrison, 281 ; Life and
Times of Ambroise Pare (1510-1590) : with a new
Translation of his Apology and an Account of his

Journeys in Divers Places, 281
Paget (G. W.), The Ascent of Elvers in Egj'ptian Waters,

290
Paget (Sir Richard), Nature and Reproduction of Speech

Sounds, 21 ; The Production of Artificial Vowel
Sounds, 205

Painter (Dr. T. S.), Chromosomes in Man, 786
Palibin (Dr. J.), acceptance of the post of assistant to the

museum director in the principal botanical garden of
Petrograd, 644

Palmer (Prof. L. S.), Carotinoids and related Pigments :

the Chromolipoids, 318
Palmer (R.) and W. P. Westell, Pests of the Garden and

Orchard, 530
Palmer (W. G.), A Study of the Oxidation of Copper

and the Reduction of Copper Oxide by a new Method,
690

Pantin (C. F. A.), The Determination of pH of Microscopic
Bodies, 8i

Paraskevopoulos (J. S.), The Etesiens in the Mediterranean,
199 ; The Position of the Solar Apex, 159

Parker (Prof. G. H.), Smell, Taste, and Allied Senses in
the Vertebrates, 629

Parker (Prof. W. N.), [death], 298 : [obituary article], 334
Parkin (J.), The Stoat's Winter Pelage, 360 ; The Strobilus

Theory of Angiospermous Descent, 486
Parnell (F. R.) and others. Inheritance of Characters in

Rice Varieties, 514
Parry (J), Bacteria and Travertine, 269
Parsons (Hon. Sir Charles), awarded the Faraday medal

of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, 266
;
pre-

sented with the Faraday medal of the Institution of
Electrical Engineers, 750

Parsons (Prof. F. G.), Our "Teutonic Forbears, 616
Parsons (Hon. R. C), [obituary article], 297
Partington (Prof. J. R), The Identity of Geber, 219;

and W. J. Shilling, "The Variation of the Specific Heat
of Air with Temperature, 170

Pascal (Blaise), tricentenary of the birth of, 407
Pascal (P.), The Preparation of Sodium Metaphosphate

at a Low Temperature, 795 ; and M. Garnier, Two
Definite Combinations of Nitrogen Peroxide and
Camphor, 347

Pasteur (L.), centenary celebrations in Paris, 749
Pastorelli and Rapkin, Ltd., Catalogue of Chemical

Thermometers, 545
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Pastureau and H. Bernard, Tctramethylglycerol, 795
Patrick (C. V.) and W. W. Smith, The Case against Spirit

Photographs, i ^g
Pauli (Prof. W.), translated by P. C. L. Thorne, Colloid

Chemistry of the Proteins. Part I., 733
Payson (E. B.), A Taxonomic Study in the Cruciferae, 683
Peacock (Prof. D. H.), German Book Prices, 362
Peakc (A. H.), re-appointed demonstrator of mechanism

in Cambridge University, 864
Peake (H.), The Bronze Age and the Celtic World, 454 •

Pear (Prof. T. H.), A New Type of Number Form, 654 ;

Remembering and Forgetring, 316
Pearcey (F. G.), Representation of a Li%dng Coral Reef, 301
Pearl (Prof. R.), Alcohol and the Duration of Life, 513 ;

and Bacon, The Relative Size of Heart, Liver, Spleen,
and Kidneys and Tuberculosis, 513 ; and Burger,
The Vital Index of Population, 513 ; and Parker,
The Density of Population and Drosophila, 513 ;

The Duration of Life in Drosophila, 513 ; Effects of

the Contiguity of Organisms, 302
Pearson (Col. G. F.), [death], 678 ;" [obituary article], 748
Pearson (Prof. K.), Biology of Man, 809
Pearson (W.), [death], 437
Pecheux ( H.) , The Magnetism of Nickel, 691 ; The Magnetism

of Steels, 795
Peczalski (T.), The Relation between Young's Modulus

and the Ratio of Density to Atomic Mass, 383
Peddie (Prof. W.), Colour Vision : a Discussion of the

Leading Phenomena and their Physical Laws, 799 ;

Definitions and Laws of Motion in the " Principia,"

395 ; The Mechanism behind Relativity, 795
Peel (T.), re-appointed demonstrator of applied mechanics

in Cambridge University, 864
Peet (Prof. T. E.), The History of King Tutankhamen, 234
P^labon (H.), The Thermoelectric Power of Alloys, 762
Pelissier (M.), The Formation of a new Volcanic Island

south of Poulo-Cecir de Mer, 831
Penfold (A. R.) and F. R. Morrison, The E.ssential Oil

of Eriostemon Crowei {Crowea saligna), 311 ; and
R. Grant, The Economical Utihsation of the Residues
from the Steam Rectification of the Essential Oil

of Eucalyptus cneorifolia, etc., 311
Perard (A.), Study of some Mercury and Krypton Radia-

tions with the View of their Applications in Metrology,

655 ; Study of some Neon Radiations with the View
of their Applications to Metrology, 310

Percival (Prof. J.), Chromosome Numbers in Aegilops, 810
Peres (Dr. M. A.), The Role of Astronomy in the Develop-

ment of Science, 162
Perkin (Prof. W. H.) and Prof. F. S. Kipping, Organic

Chemistry. New edition. Part L, 142
Perman (E. P.) and H. L. Saunders, The Vapour Pressures

of Concentrated Cane-sugar Solutions, 761
Perrakis (N.), The Cryoscopic Study of Binary Organic

Mixtures, 691
Perry (F. W.), The Perrj^ Auto-Time Morse System :

an Aid to the Rapid Acquirement of Speed in the
Transmission and Reception of the Morse Code, 628

Perry (W. J.), appointed University reader in cultural

anthropology in London University, 449 ; Distribu-
tion of Megalithic Monuments in England and Wales,
442 ; The Neurological Basis of Human Behaviour
in Society, 654

Perrycoste (F. H.), Factors of Odorous Strength, 359
Petavel (Capt. J. W.), The New Social Question, 688
Peters (Dr. R. A.), elected to the Whiteley professorship

of Biochemistry in Oxford University, 204
Petersen (Dr. C. G. J.), Impoverishment of a Plaice

Fishing Ground, 414
Petrie (T.), Modern Practice in Heat Engines, 596
Petrie (Prof. W. M. Flinders), An Old-World Cubit in

America, 647 ; Egyptian Water-Clocks, 569 ; The
Wegener Hypothesis and the Great Pyramid, 429

Petronievics (Dr.), The Finitistic Theory of Space, 161
Pettersson (Prof. O.), celebration of the seventy-fifth

anniversary of the birthday of, 337
Petty (Sir Wilham), The Tercentenary of, 676
Pfeiffer (N. E.), The Isoetaccae, 443
Pfeiffer (Prof.), appointed director of the Joseiine und

Eduard von Portheim-Stiftung fiir Wissenschaft und
Kunst, 34

Pfister (Dr. O.), translated by Barbara Low and Dr.
M. A. Mugge, Expressionism in Art : its Psychological
and Biological Basis, 736

Phillips (F. C), awarded the Wiltshire prize in Cambridge
Universit}', 900

Phillips (S. B.), Determination of tlie Purity of Vanillin.

419
Pichard (M.), Methods of Analysis of Cocoa Butter and

its Rlixtures with Vegetable Fats, 727
Pick (W. H.), A Short Course in Elementary Meteorology,

107
Picon (M), The Action of Sodammonium on Aniline and

its Homologues, 35
Pictet (Prof. A.), elected an honorary fellow of the Chemical

Society, 439
Piettre (M.), The Estimation of Humic and Fatty Materials

in the Soil by Means of Pyridine, 763
Piketty (P.), Cold Hardening by Drawing, 275
Pile (S'.) and R. Johnston, Tested Methods of Metallurgical

Analysis (Non-Ferrous), 356
Pilley (J. G.), Separation of Isotopic Ions, 848
Pilsbry (Dr. H. A.) and J. H. Ferris, Land Mollusca of

• the South-western United States, 786
Pistolesi (Dr. E.), The Differential Equations of Motion

of a Fluid in a Field of Velocity produced by a Screw
Propeller, 887

Pite (Prof. B.), Definition of an Artist, 439
Pitt (Frances), Woodland Creatures : being some Wild

Life Studies, 112
Pitt (St. George Lane Fox), Science and Economics, 670
Planiol (A.), The Influence of Velocity and of Temperature

on the Friction Losses in Explosion Motors, 655
Plaskett (Dr. H. H.), Spectra of three O-type Stars, 580
Piatt (Dr. C), The Psychology of Thought and Feehng :

A Conservative Interpretation of Results in Modern
Psychology, 12

Plummer (W. E.), Report of the Liverpool Observatory,
Bidston, 412

Pocock (R. I.), impending retirement from the super-
intendency of the Zoological Gardens, 126

Poivilliers (G.), A New Process for Making Stereoscopic

Maps, 511
Pole-Evans (Dr. M.), Rusts in South Africa, 373
Policard (A.), The Histochemical Detection of Total Iron

in Tissues by the Method of Incineration, 692 ; The
Mineralisation of Histological Sections by Calcination,

655
. ,

Polimanti (Dr. O.), appointed director of a Biological
Laboratory at Lake Trasimeno, 372

Ponder (E.), The Inhibitory Effect of Blood Serum on
Haemolysis, 450

Pontier (G.), The Presence of Elephas planifrons in the
Red Crag (English Upper Pliocene), 275

Poole (E. G. C.), Edwards's A Trearise on the Integral

Calculus. Vol. 2, 391
Poole (Prof. G.), appointed professor of mining at Arm-

strong College, 484
Poole (Dr. H. H.), Speculation concerning the Positive

Electron, 15
Pope (Sir William), Crystalline Liquids, 99
Popoff (M.), The Respiratory System of Plants, 451
Poppovich (Dr. N. M.), The Finitistic Theory of Space, i^
Porter (Dr. Annie), Some Modern Developments in

Animal Parasitology, 162
Porter (Prof. A. W.), Single Crystals of Aluminium and

other Metals, 362 ; and J. J. Hedges, The Law of

Distribution of Particles in Colloidal Suspensions
Avith Special Reference to Perrin's Investigations.

Pt. II., 382
Portevin (A.), The Variations of Capacity accompanying

the Thermal Treatment of Hollow Steel Bodies, 554 ;

and F. Le Chatelier, A Phenomenon observed during
the Test by Extension of Alloys in Course of Trans-
formation, 383 ; and P. Chevenard, The Dilatometric
Study of the Alloys of Aluminium with Magnesium
and Silicon, 275

Poulton (Mrs. Emily), gift for a prize in natural science

at Oxford, 724
Poulton (Prof. E. B.), elected president of the Association

of Economic Biologists, 196
Pownall (C. H.), The Writing of Malay, 581
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Praegcr (Dr. R. L.), Catalogue of Scientific and Technical
Periodicals in Dublin Libraries, 487

Prashad (B.), The Luminosity of some Animals in the
Gangetic Delta, 8^>

Preston (F. W), The Properties of Pitch used in Working
Optical Glass, 346

Price (E. Iv), Atomic Form : with Special Reference to
the Configuration of the Carbon Atom, 733

Price (G. McC.), The Fossils as Age-markers in Geology,
854

Price (H.), Cold Light on Spiritualistic " Phenomena "
:

An Experiment with the Crewe Circle, 139
Price (J. D), The Linguistics and Phonetics of the Faroe

Islands, 198
Priestley (Prof. J. H.), The Causal Anatomy of the Potato

Tuber, 553 ; and Miss L. M. Wofienden, Cork Forma-
tion, 302

Prince (C. E.), An Electro-capillary Relay for Wired
Wireless, 242

Procopiu (St.), The Arc Spectra of Metals in Various
Media and in a Vacuum, 310

Proudman (J.), awarded the Adams prize of Cambridge
University, 380

Pugh (W. J.), Geology of the District around Corns and
Aberllefenni (Merioneth), 794

Pugsley (H. W.), British Species of Calamintha and a
Species new to this Country, 67

Punnett (Prof. R. C), Inheritance of Patching in the
Flower of the Sweet Pea, 513 ; Linkage in Sweet Pea,

683

Quennell (Marjorie and C. H. B), Everyday Life in the
New Stone, Bronze, and Early Iron Ages, 700

Radcliffe (D), gift to the University of Wales, 205
Radchffe (Prof. J.), [obituary article], 367
Raiment (P. C.) and G. L. Peskett, A Laboratory Hand-

book of Bio-chemistry, 181

Raman (Prof. C. V.). A Theory of the Viscosity of Liquids,

5,52, 555 ; The Molecular .^ilotropy of Liquids, 555 ;

The Indian Science Congress ; Blue Colour of Clear Ice

in Glaciers, 413 ; The Nature of the Liquid State, 428

;

The Scattering of X-rays in Liquids, 185 ; The
Viscosity of Liquids, 600 ; Thermal Opalescence in

Crystal and the Colour of Ice in Glaciers, 13 ; and
K. S. Rao, Scattering of Light by Liquids, 412

Ramart (P.), .\ Molecular Transposition in the Pseudo-
butyl-diphenvlcarbinol Series, 452

Ramsbottom (J), The Correspondence between M. J.
Berkeley and C. E. Broome, 274, 553

Ramsey (S. C), The Future of Architecture, 268
Randerson (W.), elected to the Albert Kahn TraveUing

Fellowship for 1923, 864
Rankine (Prof. A. O.), The Transmission of Speech by

Light, 744
Rao (K. Scshagiri), Scattering of Light in Fluids at Low

Temperatures, 413
Raper (Dr. H. S.), appointed Brackenbury professor of

physiology and director of the physiological labora-
tories in Manchester University, got

Raspal (F.), Temperature Measurements in Trial Borings
1700 Metres deep near Molicres (Gard), 275

Rastall (Dr. R. H.), Molybdenum Ores, 392
Rau (M. C. S. Anantapadmanabha), The Planning and

Fitting Up of School Laboratories, 284
Ray (B. B.), The Formation of Coloured Bows and

Glories, 183
Ray (C. L), Upper Air Data in America, 617
Ray (R. C), The Effect of Long Grinding on Quartz

(Silver Sand), 169
Ray (S. H), The Mind of the Maori, 790 ; The Natives of

Austraha, 121
Rayleigh (Lord), Further Observations on the Spectrum

of the Night Sky ; Studies of Iridescent Colour,
and the Structure producing it. I., II., III., 346;
IV., 418

Rea (C), British Basidiomycetae : a Handbook to the
larger British Fungi, 213

Read (H. H.). The Petrology of the Arnage District in
.'\berdeenshire : a Study of Assimilation, 485

Rcdmayne (Sir R. A. S.), The British Coal-mining Industry
during the War, 766

Reed (H. S), Statistics of Cyclic Growth, 763
Reeves (E. A.), awarded the Cullum Gold Medal of the

.•\merican Geographical Society, 92
Reeves (F), Ranger Oilfield, Texas, 481
Regan (C. Tate), Some Deep-sea Fishes taken by the

Dana Expedition, 867
Rcicho (Prof. F), translated by Dr. H. S. Hatfield and

H. L. Brose, The Quantum Theory, 279
Reid (Sir G. Archdall), Medical Education, 50, 324 ;

Selection and Segregation, 806
Reinke (Prof. J.), Grundlagcn cincr Biodynamik, 72
Reisner (Prof. G. A), The Pyramids of Meroe and the

Candaces of Ethiopia, 410
Rendle (Dr. A. B), elected president of the Linnean

Society, 751 ; The Structure of the Fruit of the
Mare's-tail (Hi/ypuris vulgaris Linn.), 623

Renier (Dr. A), elected a foreign correspondent of the
Geological Society, 717

Ricardo (H. R), The Internal Combustion Engine.
Vol. I. : Slow-speed Engines, 43

Richards (P. A. Ellis), elected president of the Society of

Public Analysts, 266
Richards (Dr. T. \V.), Compressibility, Internal Pressure,

and Atomic Magnitudes, 763
Richardson (C. A.), The Supremacy of Spirit, 45; on the

review of " The Supremacy of Spirit," 128
Richardson (L. F), An Electromagnetic Inductor, 691 ;

Theory of the Measurement of Wind by shooting
Spheres upward, 241

Richardson (Prof. O. W), The Disappearing Gap in the
Spectrum, 118, 153: The Magnitude of the Gyro-
magnetic Ratio, 203

Richardson (W. A.), A Micrometric Study of the St.

Austell Granite (Cornwall), 134
Richet (Prof. C), The Spleen, 655, 893, 903
Richmond and Gordon (Duke of), conferment upon, of

the honorary degree of LL.D. by Aberdeen Uni-
versity, 345

Richmond (H. W). to receive an honorary degree from
St. .\ndrews University, 723

Rideal (Dr. E. K), The Rate of Hydrogenation of Cinnamic
and Phenyl-propiolic Acids, 690 ; and R. G. W.
Norrish, The Photochemistry of Potassium Per-
manganate. Parts I. and II., 168

Ridler (Miss W.), The Fungus present in Lunularia
cnicinta, 274

Ridley (H. N.), The Flora of the Malay Peninsula. Vol. I.

;

Polypctalae, 6
Ridsdale and Co., The Preparation and Use of Chemical

Standards, 544
Ries (H.) and others. The Constitution of Clays, 824 ; and

Prof. T. L. Watson, Elements of Engineering Geology,

Riley (I*.. B), Head-hunting in Papua, 410
Rimmer (W. B), The Spectrum of Ammonia, 793
Riou (P.), The Velocity of Absorption of Carbon Dioxide

by Ammoniacal Solutions, 451
Ritchie (.\, D.), appointed lecturer in biological chemistry

in Manchester University, 240
Ritchie (Dr. J.), Migrations of the W'axwing, 511 ; The

Stoat's Winter Pelage, 360
Ritchie (Prof. J.), [obituary article], 228
Rivers (the late Dr. W. H. R), proposed memorial to, 644
Roaf (Prof. H. E), The Mechanism of the Cochlea, 741 ;

The Resonance Theory of Hearing, 498
Robb (J), appointed district lecturer in agriculture in

Leeds University, 307
Roberts (Senator A. W.), Certain Aspects of the Native

Question, 163
Robertson (Lt.-Col. J. C), [death], 678
Robertson (Sir Robert), to receive an honorary degree

from St. Andrews University, 723 ; and others.
Alloys resistant to Corrosion, 619 ; and W. E.
Garner, Calorimetry of High Explosives, 689

Robinson (E), A Permanent Image on Clear Glass, 569
Robinson (Dr. H), appointed reader in experimental

physics in Edinburgh University, 273
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Robinson (H. C.) and C. B. Kloss, Some Remarks on
Mr. C. S. Baker's Birds (second edition) in the " Fauna
of British India," 656

Robinson (\V.) and H. Walkden, Cancer in Plants, 858
Roche (A.) and \ . Thomas, Researches on Picryl Sulphide,

451
Rochon-Duvigneaud (Dr.) and Prof. C. Maurain, Terrestrial

Magnetism and the Orientation Faculty of Birds, 712
Roddick (Sir Thomas), [death], 437
Roebuck (A), Insect Pests and Fungous Diseases of Farm

Crops, 804 v
Roger.s (Dr. A. W.), Post-cretaceous Climates of South

Africa, 162
Rogers (Sir Leonard), Treatment of Leprosy, 858
Rohde (Elcanour Sinclair), The Old English Herbals, 143
Ronaldshay (Earl of), Clash of Ideals in Modern India, 581
Rontgen (Prof. W. K. von), [death], 230 ;

[obituary
article], 262

Rose (W. N.), Mathematics for Engineers, Part I. Third
edition, 181

Rosen (A), The Use of the Wien Bridge for the Measure-
ment of the Losses in Dielectrics at High Voltages,
with special reference to Electric Cables, 829

Rosenhain (Dr. W.), The Inner Structure of Alloys, 647;
S. L. Archbutt, and Dr. D. Hanson, Institution of

Mechanical Engineers : Eleventh Report to the Alloys
Research Committee : On Some Alloys of Aluminium
(Light Alloys), 389

Ross (Prof. A. D.), Solar Eclipse Investigations, 510
Ross (G. R.), appointed lecturer in bacteriology in Leeds

L'niversity, 900
Ross (Sir Ronald), The Albert Medal of the Royal Society

of Arts awarded to, 854 ; proposed Ross Clinique for

Tropical Diseases in honour of, 889
Rosseland (S), Origin of Radioactive Disintegration, 357
Rossignol (J.), Researches on the Cathode Phosphorescence

of the Ruby, 831
Rothschild, Fleas and Plague in India, 302
RothwcU (P.), Multiple Resonance, 254
Roudaire-Micgeville (J.), The Grapho-mechanical Deter-

minations of Systems of Real or Imaginary Solutions
of Algebraical Equations, 310

Row (D, E.), Forecasting Sky-types, 35
Rowell (H. S.), Action of Cutting Tools, 84
Rubigny (F.), Manuel de filature, 356
Ruffer (Sir Marc Armand), edited by Prof. R. L. Moodie,

Studies in the Palaeopathology of Egypt, 874
Rungc (Prof. C). " Uber den Segelilug," 62
Russ (Prof. S.), The Effect of X-rays of different Wave-

lengths upon some Animal Tissues, 793 ; The Release
of Electrons by X-rays, 534

Russell (Dr. A.), Electrical Distribution on two Spherical
Conductors, 62

Russell (Dr. A. S.), The Relation of Actinium to Uranium,

7°i
Russell (Hon. B.), The Structure of the Atom, 477
Russell (E. S.), Psycho-biology, 419
Russell (Sir John), A Great American Agricultural Cyclo-

paedia, 140 ; Partial Sterilisation of Soil, 347 ;

Rothamsted and Agricultural Science, 466 ; Sander-
son of Oundle School, 731 ; The Influence of Geo-
graphical Factors on the Agricultural Activities of a
Population, 64 ; and A. Henderson Smith, Discovery
of the Use of Phosphates as Fertilisers, 116

Russell (J. C), The Eclipse of September 1922 in Queens-
land, 441

Russell (Dr. L. J.), appointed professor of philosophy in

Bristol University, 449 ; Some Problems in the
Philosophy of Leibniz, 726

Rutherford (Sir Ernest), A Decade in the History of the
Electron, 99 ; The Capture and Loss of Electrons by
a-particles, 519

Rutter (E. O.), The Natives of British North Borneo, 309 ;

British North Borneo : an Account of its History,
Resources, and Native Tribe, 391

Ryan (Prof. H.) and others. The Action of the Oxides and
the Oxyacids of Nitrogen on Aromatic Urethanes and
Ureas at Low Concentrations of the Reacting
Substances, 67

Ryan (R. W.) and Prof. W. D, Harkins, Some Interesting
Tracks of Alpha Particles in Gases, 114

Ryde (J. \V.), and R. Huddart, The Analysis of Bubbles
in Glass, 691

Ryder (Capt. C. H.), [obituary article], 749
Ryder (Col.), Report of the Indian Survey Department,

1919-20, 515 ,
Rykatchef (the late Genl.), the family of, 716

Sadler (Sir Michael), elected Master of University College,

Oxford, 621 : Intellectual Regimentation, 245
Sahni (Prof. B.), Modern Psilotaccfe and Archaic Terrestrial

Plants, 84
Sainsbury (G.), Polarity, 78
Sainsbury (Dr. H.), The Heart as a Power-Chamber : a

Contribution to Cardio-Dynamics, 314
Saint-Perier (Dr. R. de), Steatopygous Figures found in

France, 786
Saleeby (Dr. C. W.), Sunlight and Disease, 574, S91
Salkowski (Prof. E.), [death], 506
Salter (M. de Carle S.) and J. Glasspoole, The Fluctuations

of Annual Rainfall in the British Isles considered
Cartographically, 727

Salter (M. de C. S.), [death], 749 ; [obituary article], 780
Samec and V. IsajeviC, The Composition of Glycogen, 796
Sampson (Dr. H. H.), appointed honorary assistant curator

of the surgical section of the Pathological Museum,
Birmingham University, 723

Sampson (Prof. R. A.), appointed general secretary of the
Royal Society of Edinburgh, 125 ; Lorentz's Equa-
tions and the Concepts of Motion, 795

Sanchez (M. Sanchez y). The Nature and Function of the
Reticular Apparatus of Golgi, 103

Sankey (Capt. H. Riall), Training for Administration in

Industry, 157
Sargent (F.), Observations of Jupiter, 27 ; The Planet

Jupiter, 580
Satterly (Prof. J.), Stirling's Theorem, 220
Saunders (J. T.), A Method of measuring the Carbon

Dioxide Output of Aquatic Animals, 243
Sauvageot (M.) and H. Delmas, Tempering Extra Soft

Steel at a very High Temperature, 691 ; The Possi-
bility of Tempering Extra Mild Steel at a very High
Temperature, 762

Sax (Dr. K.), Sterility in Wheat Hybrids, 547
Sax and Gowen, Productiveness in Apple Trees, 582
Saxton (W. T.), " Nyctinasty," 823
Schafer (Sir Edward Sharpey), appointed president of the

International Physiological Congress, 613 ; to deliver
the first Victor Horsley memorial lecture, 125

Scheibe (Prof. R.), [death], 506
Schmidt (Dr. J.), awarded the Weldon memorial prize of

Oxford University, 240 ; Breeding Places and Migra-
tions of the Eel, 51

Schoep (A.), Parsonite, a New Radioactive Mineral, 207
SchoU (Dr. A.), [death], 611
Schonland (B. T.), The Passage of Cathode Rays through

Matter, 623, 866
Schramm (Dr. J. R.), The Indexing of Biological Litera-

ture, 508
Scott (Dr. A.), Black Maketu Sand, Constitution of, 463 ;

elected a member of the Athenaeum Club, 232 ;

Hafnium and New Zealand Sand, 598 ; Second Report
on the Cleaning and Restoration of Museum Exhibits,
314 ; The Missing Element of Atomic Number 72, 195

Scott (Dr. D. H.), The Pala20-botanical Collection of,

acquired by the Geological Department of the British
Museum (Natural History), 406

Scott (G. Gilbert), elected a member of the Athena;um
Club, 406

Scripture (Prof. E. W.), appointed honorary professor of
experimental phonetics in Vienna University, 552

Seaman (H. J.), [death], 611
Schgman (Prof. C. G.), The Arabs of the Sudan, 176
Scllars (R. W.), The Double-Knovi'ledge Approach to the

Mind-Body Problem, 67
Semichon (L.), The Preparation of Wine by continuous

Fermentatirai, 655
Semmens (Elizabeth Sidney), Effect of Moonlight on the

Germination of Seeds, 49
Senderens (J. B.), The Catalytic Dehydration of Alcohols

by Dilute Sulphuric Acid, 520
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Seth (Mesroob), The Oldest Christian Tomb in India, 339
Sethi (D. R.) and others, Agricultural Progress in India, 584
Seward (Prof. A. C), A Summer in Greenland, 99, 284 ;

elected president of the Geological Society. 407 ; The
Earlier Records of Plant - life. 485 ; the honorary
degree of doctor conferred upon, by Geneva Uni-
versity, 828 ; The Use of the Microscope in Palaeo-

botanical Research, 653
Sewell (Major R. B. S.), Cercaria; from Indian Fresh-water

Molluscs, 160
Seyewetz (.\.), Le N^gatif en photographie. Deux Edition,

531
Shackleton (the late Sir Ernest), proposed memorial to, 854
Shankland (E. C), The Fluctuations of Mean Sea-level in

Relation to Change of Atmospheric Pressure, 587
Shann (E. W.), The Primitive Crustacean Limb, 59
Shannon (W. G. St. J.), The Petrography and Correlation

of the Igneous Rocks of the Torquay Promontory, 134
Shapley (Dr. H.), 850 New Nebulae, 717 ; Variable with

a Remarkable Spectrum, 615 ; Light and Colour
Variations of Nova Aquilae 1918.4, 555

Sharpies (A.), Brown Bast Disease of Rubber Trees, 234
Shaughnessy (Mr.), Practical Broadcasting, 679
Shaw (Capt. H.) and E. Lancaster-Jones, The Eotvos

Torsion Balance, 617, 691, 849
Shaw (M. E.), elected RadcliSe travelling fellow in Oxford

University, 485
Shaw (Sir Napier), awarded the Buys Ballot medal, 91 ;

Capt. C. H. Ryder, 749 ;
Meteorological Nomenclature

and Physical Measurements, 218 ; The Air and its

Ways : the Rede Lecture (1921) in the University of

Cambridge, with other Contributions to Meteorology
for Schools and Colleges, 871 ; Vertical Change of

Wind and Tropical Cyclones, 702
Shaxby (J. H.), Metallic Crystals and Polarised Light, 431 ;

and J. C. Evans, The Properties of Powders ; the
Variation of Pressure with Depth in Columns of

Powders, 690
Shearer (Dr. C), appointed lecturer in embryology in

Cambridge University, 240
Shearer (G.), The Relation between Molecular and Crystal

Symmetry as shown by X-ray Crystal Analysis, 34 ;

and W. T. Astbury, Molecular and Crystal Symmetry,
740

Sheehy (E. J.), The Comparative Values of Protein, Fat,

and Carbohydrate for the Production of Milk Fat, 654
Sheppard (T.), Specimens of Natural History, Antiquities,

and Applied Art in the Hull Municipal Museum, 406 ;

The Local Handbook of the British Association, 16

Sherlock (Dr. R. L.), Man as an Agent in Geographical
Change, 340 ; Man as a Geological Agent : an Account
of his Actions on Inanimate Nature, 352

Sherman (H. C), The Chemical Nature of two Typical
Enzymes, 763

Sherrington (Sir Charles), The Position of Psychology, 439
Shimkevich (Prof. V. M.), [death], 335
Shurlock (Instr. Lt.-Commr. F. W.), The Green Ray, 269
Sidgwick (Dr. N. V.), The Structure of Basic Beryllium

Acetate, 808
Siemens (Sir William), centenary of the birth of, 438
Silbcrstein (Dr. L.), The Crossed-orbit Model of Helium,

its lonisation Potential, and Lyman Series, 567 ; The
Theory of General Relativity and Gravitation : based
on a Course of Lectures delivered at the Conference
on Recent Advances in Physics held at the University
of Toronto in January 1921, 697 ; The Spectrum of

Neutral Helium, 46
Simeon (F.), The Carbon Arc Spectrum in the extreme

Ultra-Violet, 205
Simmonds (C), Alcohol in Commerce and Industry, 181

Simon (E. D.), the farm and dairy herd of, to be used
as a test of J. C. Brown's soiling system, 126

Simon (L. J.), The Action of Methyl Sulphate and of

Potassium Methyl Sulphate on Monobasic Organic
Acids in the Absence of W'ater, 451 ; The Determina-
tion of Carbon in Arable Soil, 796 ; Viscosity,
Neutralisation, and Isomorphism, 347 ; and A. J, A.
Guillaumin, Methylisopyromucic Acid and a Method
of Diagnosis of the .\cids of the Sugar Group, 35 ;

The Determination of Carbon and Hydrogen by
the Use of a Mixture of Sulphuric Acid and Silver

Bichromate, 655 ; and G. Chavanne, A New Method of

Preparation of Monochloracetic Acid, 275 ; and M.
Frejacques, The Methylating and Sulphonating Action
of Methyl Sulphate on Phenols in the Absence of

Water, 554 ; and L. Piaux, The Conversion of Alanine
into Pyruvic Acid by the Direct Action of Oxygen, 727

Simpson (JDr. G. C), The Meteorology of Scott's Last
Journey, 758 ; The Water in the Atmosphere, Supple-
ment (.\pril 14), v ; Weights and Measures, with some
Gcophy.sics, 558

Simpson (J. B.), Spiranthes autumnalis, 291
Sinclair (May), JPrimarj- and Secondary Consciousness, 309
Singer (Dr. C.), Archaeology and Technology of Carpets, 71
Sinha (K. G.), Some Maithili Dramas of the Seventeenth

and Eighteenth Centuries, 555
Sinnatt (F. S.), Coal and Allied Subjects : a Compendium

of the First Ten Bulletins issued by the Lancashire
and Cheshire Coal Research Association, 631

de Sitter (Prof.), The Theory of Jupiter's Satellites, 717 ;

the work of, 611
Sjogren (H.), appreciation of, by Prof. A. G. Hogbom, 617
Slecn (Dr. W. G. N. van der). Scientific Work in the

Dutch East Indian Seas, 9
Small (Prof. J.), The Rooting of Cuttings, 823
Smallwood (Prof. W. M.), Man—The Animal. 78 ; The

Nerve Net in the Earthworm (Preliminary Report), 764
Smith (Eng.-Capt. E. C), The Bicentenary of Sir Chris-

topher Wren, 257
Smith (Lieut. E. H.), Ice Patrol Service in North Atlantic,

617
Smith (E. P.), Spiranthes autumnalis, 291
Smith (F. G.), The Delay of Visual Perception, 648
Smith (Prof. G. ElUot), The Antiquity of Disease, 874 ;

Werth's Der fossile Mcnsch, 701
Smith (Dr. G. S. Graham), appointed reader in preventive

medicine in Cambridge University, 5x8
Smith (H. G.), Chemical Characteristics of AustraUan

Trees, 649 ; and J. Read, The Glucoside occurring in

the Timber of the Red Ash, Alphitonia excelsa, Reiss,

Smith (Miss May), Fatigue in Laundry Work, 410
Smith (Dr. S. P.), appointed professor of electrical en-

gineering at the Royal Technical College, Glasgow, 586
Smith (S. P.), Hawaiki : the Original Home of the Maori,

with a sketch of Polynesian History. Fourth edition,

736
Smith (T.), Generalised Optical Law, 583
Smith (W. W.), The Measurement of Emotion, 316
Smithells (Prof. A.), re-appointed Pro-Vice-Chancellor of

Leeds University, 307
Smithells (Dr. C. J), Single Crystals of Aluminium and

other Metals, 601 ; and F. S. Goucher, Constitution
of Black Maketu Sand, 397

Smits (Prof. A), translated by Dr. J. S. Thomas, The
Theory of Allotropy, 733

Smyth (Dr. H. D), The Ionising Potentials of Nitrogen
and Hydrogen, 810

Smyth (L. B.). A Problematic Structure in the Oldhamia
Rocks of Bray Head, 831

Smythe (Dr. J. A.), appointed William Cochrane lecturer

in metallurgy at the Armstrong College. 484
Snow (R), The Conduction of Excitation in Mimosa, 237
Societe Genevoise d'Instruments de Physique, presented

with the Edward Longstreth medal of the Franklin
Institute, 751

Soddy (Prof. F.), Labour and Science in Industry, 497 ;

F. S. M., 498 ; Science and Economics, 669
SoUas (Prof. W. J), Man and the Ice Age, 169, 332
Soper (E. K.) and C. C. Osborn, Occurrence and Uses of

Peat in the United States, 582
Soper (H. E.), Stirling's Theorem, 601
Soreau (R), The Laws of Variation of the Characteristics

of Standard Air with Altitude, 275
de Sparre (M.), The Yield of Reaction Turbines furnished

with Aspiration Tubes, 587
Spencer (Sir Baldwin), Guide to the AustraUan Ethno-

logical Collection exhibited in the National Museum
of Victoria. Third edition, 121

Spencer (Dr. L. J.), E. D. Mountain, and W. C. Smith,
.\ Davyne-like Mineral and its Pseudomorphs from
St. John's Island, Egypt, 135
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Speyer (E. R.), Researches upon the Larch Chermes
(Cnaphalodes strobilobius, Kalt.), etc., 274 ; and O.
Owen, The Action of Simple Aromatic Compounds on
the Cucumber Woodlouse, 553

Spilsbury (Sir Bernard) and others. Treatment of Electric

Shock, 718
Springett (B. H), Secret Sects of Syria and the Lebanon :

a Consideration of their Origin, Creeds, and ReHgious
Ceremonies, and their Connection with and Influence

upon Modern Freemasonry, 285
Spurgeon (E. F.), Life Contingencies, 769
Stamp (Dr. L. D.) and L. Lord, A Preliminary Note on

the Ecology of Part of the Riverine Tract of Burma,

555
Staniland (L. N.) and others, Investigations upon Fruit

Trees, 823
Stanley (Dr. R.), Text-Book on Wireless Telegraphy.

Vol. 2. Second edition, 597
Stapf (Dr.), New Plants under Cultivation, 480
Starling (Prof. E, H.), appointed Foulerton professor, 196 ;

Physiology in Medicine, 314
Stead (G.), appointed reader in physics at Guy's Hospital

Medical School, 901
Steavenson (Dr. W. H.)7Baade's Comet, 27
Steegmann (E. J.), [death], 888
Stefansson (V.), The Northward Course of Empire, 839
Stein (Sir Aurel), awarded the Anders Retzius medal in

gold, 579
Steiner (P.), The Ultra-violet Absorption Spectra of the

Alkaloids of the Isoquinoline Group, 243 ; Narceine,

795 ; Spectrum of Veratrol and Vanillon, 488
Stelfox (A. W.), Water Snails and Liver Flukes, 49
Stenta (Dr. M.), Trieste and Marine Biology, 650
Stephenson (Dr. J.), Glands of the Microdrili, 61

Steuart (A.), An Electric Clock, with Detached Pendulum
and Continuous Motion, 420

Stevens (Catherine O.), The Cause of Anticyclones, 150
Stevens (N. E.), The Picking of Strawberries, 516
Stevens (T.), Water-Power in the British Empire, 607
Steward (G. C), Aberration Diffraction Effects, 418
Stewart (Prof. A. W.), Some Phy.sico-Chemical Themes,

733
Stewart (D.), appointed assistant lecturer in anatomy in

Manchester University, 901
Stewart (Prof. G. W.), The Attractive Nature of some of

the Problems of Physics, 482
Stewart (J. Q.), The Opacity of an Ionised Gas, 186
Stewart (P. C. A.), [obituary article], 194
Stewart (T), Holtzhuisbaaken Spring, Cradock, 623 ; The

Drought of 1922-2^ on Table Mountain, 796
Stiles (Prof. C. W.), Official List of Fourteen Generic

Names of Fishes, 809 ; Zoological Nomenclature :

Musca and Calliphora, 115
Stiles (W.), The Indicator Method for the Determination

of Coefficients of Diffusion in Gels, with Special

Reference to the Diffusion of Chlorides. 419
Stille (Prof. H.), Die Schrumpfung der Erde, 759
St. John (Prof.) and G. B. Nicholson, The Atmosphere of

Venus, 301
Stockdale (D.), Polymorphism in an Intermetallic Com-

pound, 762
Stoek (H. H.), I. R. Fleming, and A. J. Hoskin, Coal-

mine Haulage in Illinois, 98
Stoek (Prof. H. H.), [death], 506
Stoklasa (J.), The Origin of the Nitrate Deposits of Chili,

867
Stone (E. H.), Stonehenge : Concerning the Four Stations,

220
Stoneley (R.), appointed assistant lecturer in applied

mathematics in Leeds University, 900
Stopford (Prof. J. S. B.), Nerves of the Fingers, 718
Stormer (Prof. C.), The Photo-grammetric Measurements

of the Aurora Borealis of March 22-23, 1902, 171
Stott (V.), Notes on Burettes, 830
Strachan (J.), Stirling's Theorem, 397 ; The Manufacture

of Papers for Wrapping and Containing Food-stuffs,

553
Stratford-Andrews (T. W.), [obituary article], 368
Strickland-Anderson (Lily), Music and the Hindu Pan-

theon, .555

Strohl (Dr. J), The Concilium Bibliographicum, 880

Stromeyer (L.), The Constitution of the Universe (The
Theory of Intersistence), 319 ;

protest against review
of " The Constitution of the Universe," 682

Stromgren (Prof.), Periodic Motion in the Three-body
Problem, 233

Struthers (R. de J. F.), The Stoat's Winter Pelage, 360
Stuart (M), Amber and the Dammar of Living Bees, 83
Study (E.), Mathematik und Physik : Eine erkenntnis-

theoretische Untersuchung, 565
Stumper (R.), New Researches on the Venom of Ants, 275 ;

The Corrosion of Iron in the Presence of Iron Sulphide,

762
Stupart (Sir Frederick), Meteorological Stations in High

Latitudes, 754
Sullivan (J. W. N.), Aspects of Science, 529
Summerhayes (V. S.), Lichens collected by the Oxford

University Expedition to Spitsbergen in 1921, 309
Summers (A. L.), Anthracite and the Anthracite Industry,

78
Sumner (F. B.), Studies of Sub-specific Hybrids in Pero-

myscus. 555
Sumner (L.), elected president of the Institute of Metals,

372
Sussmilch (C. A.), No Volcanoes now in N.S.W., 904
Sutherland (Dr. D. S.), appointed clinical lecturer in

Infectious Diseases in Manchester University, 449
Svedberg (Prof. T.), elected an honorary fellow of the

Chemical Society, 439 ; and H. Andersson, Ultra-
violet Photography of Old Manuscripts, 130

Sverdrup (A.), A Hexadactylous Norwegian Family, 513
Swann (M. B. R.), elected fellow and lecturer at Gonville

and Caius College, Cambridge, 380
Swann (Prof. W. F. G.), The Earth's Electric and Magnetic

Fields, 640, 673
Swanton (Dr. J. R.), Early History of the Sioux Tribe, 480
Swarts (Prof. F.), Cours de chimie inorganique. Trois.

edition, 701
Swynnerton (C. F. M.), Aspects of African Woodland

Formations, 419
Sykes (W.) Catalogue of the Coin Collcotirn nt Hull. (itG

Taffel (A.), The Temperature of Maximum Density of

Aqueous Solutions, 690
Takahashi (Jun-ichi), Origins of Petroleum, 374
Tammann (Prof. G.), presented with the Bakhuis-Rooze-

boom medal, 612
Tarn (A.), A Mirage at Oban, 440
Tattersall (Prof. W. M.), Some Antarctic Crustacea, 753
Taylor (G. I.), The Motion of Ellipsoidal Particles in a

Viscous Fluid, 241 ; and C. F. Elam, The Distortion
of an Aluminium Crystal during a Tensile Test
(Bakerian Lecture), 309

Taylor (J. S.), bequest to Birmingham University, 792
Taylor (Dr. Monica), Water Snails and Liver Flukes, 49
Taylor (Dr. T. Griffith), awarded the David Livingstone

Centenary medal, 891
Tcichmann (E.), Travels of a Consular Officer in Eastern

Tibet : together with a History of the Relations
between China, Tibet, and India, 491

Teller, The Presentation of Ship Model Experiment Data,
130

TcUing (Dr. W. H. M.), to be professor of therapeutics
in Leeds University, 307

Terano (Dr.), [death], 298
Terman (L. M.), and others, Intelhgence Tests and School

Reorganization, 840
Termier (Prof. P.), elected a foreign correspondent of the

Geological Society, 717
Thaysen (A. C.) and H. J. Bunker, The Destruction of

Cellulose Fibres and Fabrics by Micro-organisms, etc.,

486
Theiler (Dr.), pure Methyl Alcohol non-poisonous, 612
Theiler (Gertrud), Two new Species of Nematodes from

the Zebra, 623
Thoday (Prof. D.), Carbon Assimilation in Plants, 162
Thomas (Dr. Ethel N. Mile?), appointed lecturer in

botany and zoology at University College, Leicester,
51S

Thomas (J. S.), The Sulphide and Hydrosulphide of
Ammonium, 796
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Thomas (Dr. J. S. G.), The Complete Gasification of Coal,

778 ; The Gas Industry, 350
Thomas (Miss M. B.), Methods of Teaching Science in

Schools, 100
Thomas and Riding, Ammonium Sulphides, 859
Thompson (F. C.) and E. Whitehead, The Etching

Properties of the a- and /J-forms of Carbide of Iron,

762
Thomson (Miss), Putterill and Hobson, Citrus Fruit from

South Africa, 234
Thomson (Sir Joseph), presented with the John Scott

medal, 680 ; The Unity of Physics and Chemistry, 621;

The Electron in Chemistry, 100 ; The Research
Departments of some American Firms, 855

Thomson (Prof. J. A.), Biological Contributions to
Sociology, 300 ; Thomson Lecturer for 1923 at the
Aberdeen United Free Church College, 133

Thorburn (Sir WilUam), resolution of the Council of

Manchester University concerning the late, 449

;

[death], 437 ;
[obituary article], 475

Thoret (Lieut.), A Gliding Record, 59
Thornton (H. G.), A New Culture Medium for Bacterial

Count Work, 411 : The Destruction of Aromatic
Antiseptics by Soil Bacteria, 347

Thorpe (Sir T. E.), Hafnium and Titanium, 252
Thouless (R. H.), An Introduction to the Psychology of

Religion, 805
Threlfair(Sir Richard), appointed chairman of the Fuel

Research Board, 855
Tifleneau (M.) and H. Dorlencourt, A New Series of

Hypnotics, the Aryldialkylglycols, 763 ; and Mile.

J. Levy, Pinacolic and Semi-pinacolic Transpositions,

275
Tilley (C. E.), Contact-metamorphism in the Comrie area

of the Perthshire Highlands, 902 ; Genesis of Rhombic
Pyroxene in Thermal Metamorphism ; Mineral
Associations and the Phase Rule, 486

Tillyard (Dr. R. J.), Orthopterous Insect Wing in a Selenite

Crystal, 374
Tipper (G. H.), Slag mistaken for a Meteorite at Quetta,

704
Toche (C). La Radiotel^phonie, 460
Tomkinson (Margaret G.), The Catalytic Hydrogenation

of Sulphur Dioxide, 135
Tovey (J. R.) and P. F. Morris, Contributions from the

National Herbarium of Victoria, No. 3, 311
Tower (Prof). Geography in Business Life, 64
Tower (Prof. O. F.), Prof, E. W. Morley, 677
Treadwell (Prof. A. L), Reproduction in the Leodicidae, 28
Trevor-Battye (A.), [obituary article], 57
Tribe (M.), The Development of the Hepatic Venous

System and the Postcaval Vein in the Marsupiaha,

450
Trousset (J.), The Observation of Planets, and Relativity,

554
Trowbridge (Prof . J.), [deathl, 437
Truscott (Prof. S. J.), A Text-Book of Ore-Dressing, 696
Tucker (Commissioner Booth), Criminal Tribes of India,

410
Tufnell (B. O.), Scientific Periodicals for Czech Students,

397
Turner (Dr. E. E.), appointed demonstrator in the chemical

department of the East London College, 168
Turner (Prof. W. E. S.), re-elected president of the Society

of Glass Technology, 681
Tutton (Dr. A. E. H.), A Universal Interferometer ; A

Wave-length- Torsometer, and its Use with the
Universal Interferometer, 725

Twelvetrees (W. N.), Concrete and Reinforced Concrete, 78
Twyman (F.), The Hilger Microscope Interferometer, 623 ;

and F. Simeon, The Refraction Index Changes in

Optical Glass occasioned by CliilUng and Tempering,
830

Tychonis Brahe Dani : Opera Omnia, Edidit I. L. E.
Dreyer. Tomus IV., 179

Tyrrell (Dr. J. B), The Mining Indu^y of Canada, 483

L'nwin (E. E.), Religion and Biologv', 531
Urbain (E. and R.), The Separation of Liquid Mixtures

by Combined Distillation and Atmolysis, 207

Urbain (Prof. G.), Celtium, Element of Atomic Number 72,

383 ; and Prof. A. Dauvillier, The Coexistence of

Celtium (Element 72) and the Yttria Earths, 451 ;

On the Element of Atomic Number 72, 218

Vallory-Radot (Dr. P.), The Work and Ideals of Pasteur,
204

Vanderlinden (Dr. E.), Phenological Observations on
Plants, 129

Varendonck (Dr. J.), The Psychology of Day-Dreams, 12
Vavon (G.) and A. Husson, Catalysis and Steric Hindrance,

654
Vayssi^re (A.), The Characters suitable for Classifying

the Gasteropods of the Family of the Cypraeideae, 831
Veblen (Prof. O.), Postulational Geometry and Physics,

482
Vegard (L.), The Constitution of the Upper Layers of the

Atmosphere, 831 ; The Spectrum of the Aurora
Borealis and the Upper Layers of the Atmosphere, 587

Veil (Mile. S.), Evolution of the Molecule of Ferric-
Hydroxide in Water, 171

Venable (Dr. F. P.), History of Chemistry, 392
Venkataramaiah (Prof. Y.), Active Hydrogen and Chlorine,

583 ; and Bh. S. V. Raghava Rao, A New Phototropic
Compound of Mercury, 775

Venn (Dr. J.), [death], 506
Vcrnadsky (W. J.), Mendelejeffite, a New Radioactive

Mineral, 654
Verschoyle (W. D.), The Evolution of Atoms and Isotopes,

12
Vevers (Dr. G. M.), appointed superintendent of the

Zoological Gardens, 126
Vickcrs (W.), appointed lecturer in Education and Master

of Method in Sheffield University, 240
Villedieu (M. and Mme. G.), The Action of Insoluble

Oxides on the Mildew of Potato (Phytopkthora
infestans), 383

Vines (Dr. H. W. C), appointed to a Foulerton research
studentship, 196

Visser (Dr. S. W.), Earthquakes of the East Indian
Archipelago, 199

Visvesvaraya (Sir M.), presidential address to the Indian
Science Congress, 413

Vladesco (R), Difiraction of Light by the Eyelashes, 728
Voelcker (Dr. J. A.), Sir Ernest Clarke, 404
Vogel (Prof. I.), [obituary article], 368
Volmar (M.), The Action of Light on the Tartar Emetics,

831 ; The Photolysis of Tartaric Acid and the Acid
Alcohols, 487

Vournazos (A. C), The Bismuthamines, a New Class of
Bodies, 867

Vredenburg (E. W.), [death], 437 ; [obituary article], 505

Waals (Prof. J. D. Van der), [death], 368 ; [obituary
article], 609

Wadham (S. M.), re-appointed senior demonstrator in

botany in Cambridge University, 760
Wagner (Dr. P. A.), Recent Volcanic Activity in S. Africa,

235 ,.
,

Wainwright (W. H.), A Graphical Cost Analysis of Co .tage-

building, 415
Waldock (A. P.), " Akund " fibre, 412
Waldram (P. J. and J. M.), Natural Lighting, 476
Wales (the Prince of), acceptance of the presidency of the

Empire Forestry Association, 299 ; enrolled as an
honorary member of the Institution of Mining
Engineers, and of the Institution of Mining and
Metallurgy, 783 ; visit to Hadfields, Ltd., 759

Wah (N. A.), Hinduism according to Muslim Sufis, 656
Walker (E. E.), The Properties of Powders, 690
Walker (Dr. G. T.), Meteorology and the Non-flapping

Flight of Tropical Birds, 886 ; Meteorology in India,

28 ;
Probable Weather in North-west India, 338

Walker (Sir James), Chemical Symbols and Formulae, 883
Walker (Rev. L. J.), A New Theory of Matter, 206
Wall (E. J.), Practical Colour Photography, 531
Wallace (Dr. A. Russel), a memorial portrait of, unveile

at the Natural History Museum, 889
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Waller (the late Prof. A. D. and Mrs.), proposed memorial
to, 818

Walmsley (Prof. T.), A Manual of Practical Anatomy : a

Guide to the Dissection of the Human Body. In

3 parts. Part 3, 460
Walsh (J. W. T.), The Elementary Principles of Lighting

and Photometry, 804
Walton (C. L,), Soil Reaction, Water Snails, and Liver

Flukes, 117
Walton (J.), Rhexoxylon, Bancroft : a Triassic Genus of

Plants exhibiting a Liane-type of Vascular Organisa-
tion, 450

Waran (H. P.), A Simple Regenerative Vacuum Device
and some of its Applications, 691

Ward (F. K.), Primulas of Central Asia, 443 ; return of,

from China, Chinese Tibet, and Burma, 231
Ward (Prof. R. de C), Atmospheric Humidity in the

United States, 511
Wardlaw (H. S. H.), Effect of Suspended Respiration on

the Composition of Alveolar Air, 13

Warren (S. H.), The Late Glacial Stage of the Lea Valley

(third report), 419
Warren (W. W.), Organising for Production from Pot

Furnaces, 420
Washington (H. S.), The Jades of Middle America, 36
Waterfield (R. L.), Projection of Aldebaran on the Moon,

822
Watney (Sir John), [death], 578
Watson (A. T.), The Hermit-crab and the Anemone, 464
Watson (Prof. G. N.), A Treatise on the Theory of Bessel

Functions, 422 ; Martini's Equations for the Epi-

demiology of Immunising Diseases, 808
Watson (J.), elected president of the Institution of

Heating and Ventilating Engineers, 300
Watson (the late J.), edited by Dr. R. H. Rastall, Cements

and Artificial Stone : a Descriptive Catalogue of the

Specimens in the Sedgwick Museum, Cambridge, 803
Watson and Sons (Electro-Medical), Ltd., New X-ray

Accessories, 440 ; list of X-ray and Electro-medical
Apparatus, 752

Watson (W.) and Sons, Ltd., Parts i and 2 of Microscope
Catalogue, new edition, 197

Watt (R. A. Watson) and E. V. Appleton, The Nature of

Atmospherics, 622
Webb (R.), A Low-voltage Cathode Ray Oscillograph, 34
Weber (A.), The Inhibiting Action of the Internal Medium

of Batrachians on the Fecundation and the
Parthenogenetic Activation of their Eggs, 728

Webster (Prof. A. G.), [death], 749
Wedensky (Prof. N. E.), [death], 437
Weigall (A.), Dating the Hebrew Exodus from Egypt, 753
Weiss (H.) and P. Henry, Diffusion in Solid Solutions, 103

Welch (M. B.), A Method of Identification of Some
Hardwoods, 311 ; The Resinous Exudation of Rose-
wood, 311

Welch (Dr. W. H.), Latin oration on the conferment of an
honorarv degree on, in Cambridge University, 900

Wells (H. G.), Men hke Gods, 591
Wells (S. H.), [death], 506 ;

[obituary article], 678
Wentworth (G.), D. E. Smith, and H. D. Harper, Machine-

-shop Mathematics, 805
Wert on (Dr. C. M), Parasitic Protozoa in Animals and

'flants, 866
Werth (E.), Der fossile Mensch. Zweiter Teil, 701
Weston (F. E.), [obituary], 230
Weston (H. C), Efficiency in Fine Linen Weaving, 442
Weyman (Dr. G.), Modern Gasworks Chemistry, 350
Wheeler (Dr. Olive), The Place of Geography in the Educa-

tion of the Adolescent, 64
WTieeler (R. E. M.), A Roman Fortified House near

Cardiff, 647
Wheeler (Prof. R. V.), awarded the Greenwell Medal of

the N. of England Institution of Mining and
Mechanical Engineers, 240

Whiddington (Prof. R), Photography of Balmer Series

Lines of High Frequency, 636
Whipple (F. J. W.), The High Temperature of the Upper

Atmosphere as an Explanation of Zones of Audibility,

187
White (E. G.), concerning the re\dew of "-Voice Beautiful

in Speech and Song," 159

White (W. G), The Sea Gypsies of Malaya : an Account
of the Nomadic Mawken People of the Mergui Archi-
pelago, 566

Whitehead (Prof. A. N.), elected a member of the
Athenaeum Club, 232 ; The Principle of Relativity
with Applications to Physical Science, 697

Whitley (E.), Fixation of Nitrogen by Plants, 187
Whitwell (A.), The Form of the Wave-surface of Refrac-

tion, 623
Whyte (A. G.), The All-electric Age, 494
Whytlaw-Gray (Dr. R. W.), appointed professor of

chemistry in Leeds University, 586 ; J. B. Speakman,
and J. H. P. Campbell, Smokes, Part I., 169;
and J. B. Speakman, Smokes, Part II., 169

Wilkins (G. H.), A Dried Vegetable Mass made from a
Variety of Wild Plants ; The Shackleton-Rowett
Expedition in the Qiiesl, 206 ; Leading an Australasian
Biological Collecting Expedition, 273

Wilkinson (G), Mechanism of the Cochlea, 636 ; The
Resonance Theory of Hearing, 396

Wilks (Rev. William), [death], 335 ;
[obituary article], 403

Willey (Prof. A.), Selection and Segregation, 602
WiUiams (E. C), appointed Ramsay memorial professor of

chemical engineering at University College, London,
901

WilUams (H), awarded the proceeds of the Daniel Pidgeon
Fund of the Geological Society, 477

Williams (J. W), Distribution of the Organ-pipe Diatom
{Bacillarta paradoxa), 116

Williams (Dr. L.), The SpahUnger Treatment of Tuber-
culosis, 453

Williamson (H. S), Eidamia from Oak and the Production
of a Yellow Colour in Seasoned Wood, 553

WilUs (B,), Geology of the Colorado River Basin with
reference to Engineering Problems, 26

Willis (Dr. J. C), Agriculture in the Tropics : an Element-
ary Treatise. Third edition, 876 ; The Age and
Area Hypothesis, 115 ; with chapters by H. de
Vries, H. B. Guppy, Mrs. E. M. Reid, and Dr. J.
Small, Age and Area : a Study in Geographical
Distribution and Origin of Species, 39

Willows (Dr. R. S.) and E. Hatschek, Surface Tension
and Surface Energy and their Influence on Chemical
Phenomena. Third edition, 840 ; and others. The
Strength of the Plant Cuticle, 373

Wilson (C. T. R.), F. E. Baxandall, C. P. Butler, and W.
Moss, re-appointed members of the Cambridge Solar
Physics Observatory, S28

Wilson (Prof. E), The Susceptibility of Feebly Magnetic
Bodies as affected by Tension, 241

Wilson (E. B), Electric Conduction : Hall's Theory and
Perkins' Phenomenon, 868

Wilson (Emily C), An Experiment in Synthetic Educa-
tion, 217

Wilson (G. v.). The Ayrshire Bauxitic Clay, 110
Wilson (Prof. J. T.), elected an honorary member of the

Linnean Society of N.S.W., 716
Wilson (Dr. M.), appointed reader in mycology and

bacteriology in Edinburgh University, 273
Wilson (Miss Mona), The Problem of Industrial Fatigue, 616
Wilson-Barker ( Sir DaWd) , PecuUar Habit of a Chaffinch, 821
Wimperis (H. E.), The Internal Combustion Engine : a

Text-book for the Use of Students and Engineers.
Fourth edition, 320

Winge (Dr. O.), Linked Characters in the Millions Fish, 718
Winter (L. B.) and W. Smith, Effect of Insulin upon

Blood Sugar Concentration, 810 ; Use of Yeast
Extracts in Diabetes, 327

Wisting (Capt.), Progress of the Maxid, 25
Wittgenstein (L), Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, 246
Wolf (Dr.), Alleged Discovery of a Fossilised Human Skull

in Santa Cruz, 336
WoU (Dr. F. W.), [obituary], 229
Wollman (E.) and M. Vagliano, The Action of Light on

Growth, 904
Wood (Dr. A. B.), The Cathode Ray Oscillograph, 34 ;

and Capt. H. E. Brown, A Radio-acoustic Method of

Locating Positions at Sea, 887 ; H. E. Browne, and
C. Cochrane, Determination of Velocity of Explosion-
waves in Sea-water ; Variation of Velocity with
Temperature, 381
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Wood (E. F. L.), conferment upon, of an honorary degree,
by Leeds University, 380

Wood (Major H.), Exploration in the Eastern Kara-koram
and the Upper Yarkand Valley, 340

Wood (Prof. R. W.) and A. EUet, Destruction of the
Polarisation of Resonance Radiation by Weak
Magnetic Fields, 255 ; The Influence of Magnetic
Fields on the Polarisation of Resonance Radiation, 690

Wood (Prof. W. H.), The Rehgion of Science, 526
Wood (W. H.), appointed tutor and secretary to the

faculty of medicine in Manchester University, 901
Woodhead (Dr. T. W.), Botanical Survey and Ecology in

Yorkshire, 511
Woodward (H. B.), The Geology of the London District.

Second edition, revised, by C. E. X. Bromehead ;

with Notes on the Palaeontology by C. P. Chatmn, 251
Woodward (R. S.), Some Extensions in the Mathematics

of Hydromechanics, 554
Woolley (C. L.), The Excavations at Ur, 508
Wormald (H.), Grown Gall on Nursery Stock, 274
Worsley (Comdr. F. A.), Oceanography of the Southern

Ocean, 302
Worsnop (Edith) and Dr. J. H. Orton, The Cause of

Chambering in Oysters and other LameUibranchs, 14
Worthington (\V. B.), an honorary degree to be conferred

upon, by Manchester University, 418
Wragge (C. L.), [obituary article], 23
Wright (Sir Almroth) and others. New Principles of

Therapeutic Inoculation, 864
Wright (C. S.), British (Terra Nova) Antarctic Expedition,

1910-1913. Observations on the Aurora, 897 ; Deter-
minations of Gravity, 898

Wright (Dr. F. E.), elected a foreign correspondent of the
Geological Society, 717

Wright (J.), [death], 578 ; [obituary article], 677
Wright (W. B.), The Wegener Hypothesis. 30 ; The

Zwartebergen and the Wegener Hypothesis, 569
Wrighton (H. B,), Objectives for Metallurgy, 553
Wrinch (Dr. Dorothy), Relativity and Scientific Method,

100 ; and Dr. H. Jeffreys and others. Depth of

Earthquake Foci, 585
Wycherley (S. R.), ilicroscopy in the Examination of

Manufactured Paper, 553
Wyckoff (Dr. R. W. G.), Atomic Radii in Crystals, 720 ;

Space Groups and Crystal Structure, 444 ; The
Hypothesis of Constant Atomic Radii, 555

Wynne (Prof. W. P.), elected president of the Chemical
Society, 440

Yarrow (Sir Alfred), offer of a studentship and lectureship
in Assyriology in Cambridge University, 167 ;

gift to
the Royal Society, 261

Yermoloff (Sir Nicholas), Notes on Chaetoceros and Allied

Genera, LiWng and Fossil, 242
Young (Commander Hilton), Insects affected by Changes of

Aar Pressure, 409

Zambonini (F.), Thorium Molybdate, Th(MoO,),, 831
Zealley (P. R.), An Introduction to forecasting Weather,

12

de Zwaar (Dr. K.), institution of a tnennial prize for

anthropology, 855
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Aberdeen : Medical Officer of Health, resignation of

Prof. M. Hay, 760 ; United Free Church College,

Prof. J. A. Thomson to deliver the Thomson lecture

at the, 133 ; University : W. W. M'Clelland appointed
principal lecturer on education in the Edinburgh
Training Centre ; Prof. Bower appointed chairman
of the Association of University Teachers of Scotland,

273 ; conferment of an honorary degree on the Duke
of Richmond and Gordon ; Prof. W. Mitchell
appointed Gifford lecturer for 1924-25 and 1925-26,

345 ; building alterations in, 417 ; conferment of

honorary degrees, 484 ; the bequest of Miss Anne
Hamilton Cruickshank, 517 ; W. G. Mackinnon
appointed assistant in geology, 552 ; Sir Robert
Home's Rectorial Address, 620 ; the Blackwell
prize awarded to F. C. Diack ; appointments, 864 ;

proposed hospital development, 899
Aberration : and the Doppler Effect as treated in the

Theory of Relativity, C. W. Hume, 623 ; Diffraction

Effects, G. C. Steward, 418
Aboriginal Cylindro-conical Stones, G. Home, 311
Absolute Measure and the C.G.S. Units, Sir George

Greenhill, 259
Absorption : Bands, Wave-length Measurement of. The

Coincidence Method for the. Dr. H. Hartridge, 205 ;

Spectra and Atomic Structure, V. Henri, 859
Acetylene, The Action of, on Zinc Ethyl, J. F. Durand, 654
Acetylenic Hydrocarbons, The Preparation of True, M.

Bourguel, 488
Acids, Removal of, from Solution, by Precipitates of

Alumina, A. Charriou, 452
Acquired Characters, The Inheritance of. Prof. E. W.

MacBride, 134 ; Breeding Experiments on. Dr. P.

Kammerer, 637 ; J. T. Cunningham, 702
Actinium, The Relation of, to Uranium, Dr. A. S. Russell,

703
Actinograph, An Improved, Note on the Influence of a

Glass Shade, A. W. Clayden, 727
Actuarial Mathematics, 769
Adaptation to Changes in Salinity, Intervention of the

Spleen in the Phenomena of, F. Gueylard, 554
Adsorption and Haemoglobin : Sir W. M. Bayliss, 666

;

W. E. L. Brown, 881 ; Prof. A. V. Hill, 843 ; J.
Barcroft ; N. K. Adam, 844 ; the Criteria of. The
Combination between Oxygen and Haemoglobin, and,
N. K. Adam, 496

Aegilops, Chromosome Numbers in. Prof. J. Percival,

810
Aerial Surveying by Vertical Photographs, Recent Experi-

ments in. Prof. B. Melvill Jones and Major J. C.

Griffiths, 707, 745
Aerodynamics, Use of the Millibar in. Major A. R. Low, 535
Aeronautic Investigations. Recent, and the Aeroplane

Industry, Prof. J. S. Ames, 363
Aeronautical : Maps, Projection for, Col. E. M. Jack and

Capt. G. T. McCaw, 788 ; Research Committee, Report
of the, 1922, 306

Aeroplane ; The Low-power, or Aviette, Prof. L. Bairstow,
672 ; Cross-channel Flight, An, G. Barbot, 645 ;

Flight in the U.S.A., A Long Non-Stop, Lieuts.
Macready and Kelly, 645

Africa, Tropical, Pasture Grass in, T. M. Dawe, 198
African : Sign Writing, C. W. Hobley, 373 ; Woodland

Formations, Aspects of, C. F. M. Swynnerton, 419
Agardh's, C. A., " Aphorismi botanici," Er. B. Daydon

Jackson, 309
Age and Area : a Study in Geographical Distribution

and Origin of Species, Dr. J. C. Willis. With Chapters
by H. de Vries, H. 15. Guppy, Mrs. E. M. Reid, and
Dr. J. Small, 39 ; and Natural Selection, J. T,

Cunningham, 287 ; Hypothesis, The, J. Adams, 114
Dr. J. C. Willis, 115; in Biology, W. C. F. Newton, 48
in Natural Selection, Dr. H. L. Clark, 150

Age Distribution, Normal, Stability of the, A. J . Lotka, 36
Agricultural : Botany, National Institute of. Third Report

of the Council of the, 47S ; Cyclopaedia, A Great

American, Sir John Russell, 140 ;
problem, appoint-

ment of a tribunal of investigation into the, 24 ;

Progress in India, D. R. Sethi and others, 584 ;

Research and Education, grants for, 405 ; Science,
Rothamsted and. Sir John Russell, 466 ; Scholar-
ships, etc., to be awarded by the Ministry of Agri-
culture and Fisheries, 449

Agriculture in the Tropics, an Elementary Treatise, Dr.

J. C. Willis. Third edition, 876
Air : at Great Heights, The Temperature of the. Prof.

F. A. Lindemann and G. M. B. Dobson, 622 ; Confer-
ence, The Third, Prof. L. Bairstow, 238 ; The, and
its Ways : the Rede Lecture (1921) in the University
of Cambridge, with other contributions to Meteorology
for Schools and Colleges, Sir Napier Shaw, 871 ; with
Temperature, The Variation of the Specific Heat of.

Prof. J. R. Partington and W. J. Shilling, 170
Alanine, Conversion of, into Pyruvic Acid by the Direct

Action of Oxygen, L. J. Simon and L. Piaux, 727
Alaska, Fumaroles in, 269
Alcohol : in Commerce and Industry, C. Simmonds, 181 ;

-Petrol Mixtures, The Stability of, in the Presence of

Water, M. Aubert and G. Dixmier, 762
Alcohols : The Catalytic Dehydration of, by Dilute

Sulphuric Acid, J. B. Senderens, 520 ; the Glucosides
of. The Diastatic Hydrolysis of, H. Colin and Mile.

A. Chaudun, 347
Aldebaran, Projection of, on the Moon, R. L. Waterfield, 822
Algebraical Equations, The Grapho-mechanical Deter-

minations of Systems of Real or Imaginary Solutions
of, J. Roudaire-Miegeville, 310

Algerian Earthquake of August 25, 1922, The, Mme.
A. Hee, 135

Alkali Polyhalides, Significance of the Experimentally
Determined Crystal Structures of the, G. L. Clark, 868

Alkaloids, A New Reagent for, and the Preparation of the
lodostibinates of these Substances in the Crystallised

State, M. Caille and E. Viel, 692
AUantoplacenta, The Phylogenetic Significance of the

Marsupial, Prof. T. T. Flynn, 136
All-Electric Age, The, A. G. Whyte, 494
AUotropy, The Theory of. Prof. A. Smits, translated by

Dr. J. S. Thomas, 733
Alloys : Extension of, in Course of Transformation, A

Phenomenon observed during the, A. Portevin and
F. Le Chatelier, 383 ; Resistant to Corrosion, Sir

Robert Robertson and others, 619 ; The Inner
Structure of. Dr. W. Rosenhain, 647 ; The Thermo-
electric Power of, H. P61abon, 762

Alpha : Particles in Gases, Some Interesting Tracks of,

R. W. Ryan and W. D. Harkins, 114 ; -ray TraclS,
Forked, Study of, P. M. S. Blackett, 381

Alphitonia excelsa Reiss, The Glucoside occurring in the
Timber of the Red Ash, H. G. Smith and J. Read, 311

Alpine ABC, An, and List of Easy Rock Plants, arranged
by A. Methuen, 216

Altitude, High, The Effect of, on the Physiological Pro-
cesses of the Human Body, J. Barcroft, 134

Aluminium : and its Alloys, Lt.-Col. C. Grard, trans-
lated by C. M. Phillips and H. W. L. Phillips, 389 ;

and other Metals, Single Crystals of. Prof. A. W.
Porter, 362 ; Crystal, The Distortion of an, during a
Tensile Test (Bakerian Lecture), G. I. Taylor and C.

F. Elam, 309 ; On Some Alloys of (Light Alloys), Dr.
W. Rosenhain, S. L. Archbutt, and Dr. D. Hanson,
389; Sub-group, The Series - Spectra of the, J. A.
Carroll, 418 ; The Dilatometric Study of the Alloys
of, with Magnesium and Silicon, A. Portevin and P.

Chevenard, 275
Alveolar Air, Effect of Suspended Respiration on the

Composition of, H. S. H. Wardlaw, 136
Alytes, Dr. Kammerer's. Dr. W. Bateson, 738
Amber and the Dammar of Living Bees, M. Stuart, 83
America : Research Departments in Manufacturing Firms

in. Sir J. J. Thomson, 855 ; The National Research
Council of, 31
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American : Association Meeting at Boston, 482 ; Chemical
-, _ Society, to issue two Series of Monographs, 680 ;

Institute of Electrical Engineers, the Edison medal of

the, awarded to Dr. R. A. Millikan, 266 ; Mycology,
28 ; Phytopathological Society, Fourth Annual Field
Meeting of the, 714 ; schools and colleges, men and
women students and teachers in, 168

Aminosauren, Polypeptide und Proteine II. (1907-1919),
Untersuchungen iiber, E. Fischer, herausgegeben
von M. Bergmann, 768

Ammonia : The Spectrum of, W. B. Rimmer, 793 ;

Thermodynamic Properties of. Tables of, 821
Ammonium : Sulphides, Thomas and Riding, 859 ; The

Sulpliide and Hydrosulphide of, J. S. Thomas, 796
Amphibian Colour Change, Studies on, H. R. Hewer, 450
Amundsen Expedition, The, 370
Anaathetics, New General, 713
Anatomy, Practical, A Manual of, A Guide to the

Dissection of the Human Body, Prof. T. Walmsley.
In 3 parts. Part 3, 460

Andover District, The : an Account of Sheet 283 of the
One-inch Ordnance Map (Small Sheet Series), O. G.
S. Crawford, 701

Anemometer, A Compensated Hot Wire, Huguenard,
Magnan, and A. Planiol, 275

Angiospermous Descent, The Strobilus Theory of, J.
Parkin, 486

Animal : Nutrition : Foods and Feeding, E. T. Haloran,
804 ; Problems in the Field of, 854 ; Research in,

489 ; Studies in, 651 ; Organs : The Unit Activity of.

Dr. V. R. Khanolkar, 304 ; Parasitology : Some
Modern Developments in. Dr. Annie Porter, 162

Annual Register, The : a Review of Public Events at
Home and Abroad for the Year 1922, edited by Dr.
M. Epstein, 737

Antarctic : Crustacea, Some, Prof. W. M. Tattersall, 753 ;

Geophysics, 897 ; Saga, An, Dr. H. R. Mill, 386
Anthracite and the Anthracite Industry, A. L. Summers, 78
Anthrax, Vaccination against Symptomatic, by Toxins,

E, Leclainche and H. Vallee, 243
Anticyclones, The Cause of, R. M. Deeley, 83, 256, 634 ;

Catherine O. Stevens, 150 ; Major A. H. R. Goldie,

429, 634 ; W. H. Dines, 495
Antimony-lead Alloys, Electric Potential of, S. D.

Muzaffar, 382
Antipodean Flora, Dr. Alex Hill, 860
Antiquity, The Claim of, 407
Ants, Venom of. New Researches on the, R. Stumper, 275
Aqueous Solutions, Temperature of Maximum Density of,

A. Taffel, 690
Arab Medicine and Surgery : a Study of the Healing Art

in Algeria, M. W. Hilton-Simpson, 112
Arabian Alchemy and Chemistry, E. J. Holrayard and

others, 300
Arabs : in the Sudan, A History of the, and Some Account

of the People who preceded them and of the Tribes
inhabiting Dirfur, H. A. MacMichael, 2 vols., 176;
of the Sudan, The, Prof. C. G. Seligraan, 176

a-rays. Measuring Strong lonisations due to the. Mile.
Irene Curie, 831

Arc Rectifier, An, L. Dunoyer and P. Toulon, 96
Archaeological History, 454
Archaic Fishes, Palaeontology and. Prof. J. Graham

Kerr, 113
Architecture, The Future of, S. C. Ramsey, 268
Arctic : Lands, The Future of. Dr. H. R. Mill, 839 ; Seas,

Distribution of Ice in, 411
Area of Distriburion as a Measure of Evolutionary Age,

Dr. W. Bateson, 39
AristoteUan Society, Proceedings of the, New Series,

vol. 22, 45
Arizona : New Fossil Turtle from, C. W. Gilmore, 754 ;

Pliocene Vertebrates from the Tertiaries of, J. W.
Gidley, 443

Armaments, Science and. Dr. L. C. Martin, 82, 429

;

Dr. J. Weir French, 186
Armstrong College, anonymous gift to ; impending

erection of a permanent library, 723 ; bequest to, by
C. T. Milburn, 133

Army Medical Service, Maj.-Gen. Sir WiUiam B. Leishman
appointed Director-General of the, 301

Arsenic, Estimating, Methods of, A. Chaston Chapman
and others, 196

d'Arsonvalisation, The Influence of Diathermic, on the
Endocrinic Glands, H. Bordier, 488

Arterial Elasticity, The Variation of, with Blood Pressure
in Man, J. C. Bramwell, R. J. S. McDowall, and
B. A. McSwiney, 274

Artesian Water in AustraUa, 583
Arts, Royal Society of, award of the Albert medal to Sir

David Bruce and Sir Ronald Ross, 854
Aryl Formamides, The Decomposition of the, A. Mailhe,

452
Aryldialkylglycols, The : a New Series of Hypnotics, M.

Tiffeneau and H. Dorlencourt, 763
Asiatic Society of Bengal, election of Ofi&cers and Council

of the, 408
Assam, Frontier Tribes of, 282
Aster tripolium on Salt Marshes, H. W. Chapman, 256
Asteroids, FamiUes of, K. Hirayama, 822
Astrolabe, Prismatic, designed and made at the Admiralty

Research Laboratory, Teddington, T. Y. Baker, 346
Astronomical : Circulars, 197 ; Interferometry, Prof.

Michelson's work in. Prof. Eddington, 240 ; Society
of the Pacific, The gold medal of the, presented to
B. Baillaud, 337 ; Union, The International, loi

ASTRONOMICAL NOTES.
Comets :

Baade's Comet, Dr. W. H. Steavenson, 27 ; A New
Comet, W. N. Abbot, 857

Meteors :

The January Meteors, 60 ; Fireballs in February, W. F.
Denning, 197 ; Great Fireball in Northern India on
December 28, 1922, W. F. Denning, 372 ; Meteors in
April, 441 ; Meteors of March 17, W. F. Denning,
479 ; A Supposed Meteorite at Quetta, 510 ; The
April Meteor Shower, W. F. Denning, 646 ; Tempera-
ture and Density of the Upper Atmosphere deduced
from Meteors, Prof. F. A. Lindemann and C. JI.

Dobson, 646 ; May Meteors, 682
; June Meteoric

Displays, W. F. Denning, 785
Observatories :

Annuaire de I'Observatoire Royal de Belgique, 1924,
752 ; Stonyhurst College Observatory, Report for

1922, 822 ; Proposed Solar Observatory in Australia,

857
Planets :

New Observations of Jupiter, F. Sargent, 27 ; Mercury,
60; Lost Planet Recovered, 159:, The Great Red
Spot on Jupiter, W. F. Denning, 233 ; Partial
EcUpse of the Moon, 301 ; The Atmosphere of Venus,
Prof. St. John and G. B. Nicholson, 301 ; Vesta,
Mr. Bawtree, 479 ; Planetary Radiation, W. W.
Coblentz, 510 ; The Eighth SateUite of Jupiter, Prof.
E. W. Brown, 546 ; Jupiter, F. Sargent, 580 ; The
Present Condition of the Giant Planets, Dr. H.
Jeffreys, 615 ; Irregularities in the Moon's Motion,
W. Child, 682 ; The Theory of Jupiter's SateUites,
Prof, de Sitter, 717 ; The Diameters of Saturn's
SatelUtes, Major P. H. Hepburn, 752 ; Families of
Asteroids, K. Hirayama, 822 ; Photometric Observa-
tions of the Planet Mercury, J. Hopmann, 857

Stars

:

Interferometer Measures of Double Stars, Dr. P. W.
MerriU, 27 ; Parallaxes of Fifty Stars ; Variable
Star Maxima and Minima for 1923, Dr. L. Campbell,

94 ; Occultations of Stars by the Aloon, 128 ; Spectro-
scopic Parallaxes of A-type Stars, Adams and Joy,
128 ; The Radial Motions of Stars of Type N, J. H.
Moore, 301 ; Increase of Brightness of Beta Ceti,

338 ; The Spectra of Visual Double Stars, F. C.
Leonard, 338 ; Stellar Spectra of Class S, P. W.
Merrill, 372 ; Problems of the Nebulae, Rev. H.
Macpherson, 441 ; The Brightness of Beta Ceti, 479 ;

Spectra of Three O-type Stars, Dr. H. H. Plaskett,

580 ; Nature of the Spiral Nebulae, Prof. Lindemann,
615 ; Variable with a Remarkable Spectrum, Dr. H.
Shapley, 615 ; Unknown Lines in Stellar Spectra,
F. E. Baxandall, 717 ; 850 New Nebulae, Dr. H.
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Shapley, 717 ; Projection of Aldebaran on the Moon,
R. L. Waterfield, 822 ; Photographic Studies of
Nebulae, J. C. Duncan. 857 : Variations in the
Spectrum of ^^ Orionis, F. Henroteau, 892 ; Colours
and Spectra of Double Stars, F. C. Leonard, 892 :

The Radial Velocities of 1013 Stars, W. S. Adams
and A. H. Joy, 892

Sun :

Solar Prominence Activity, 27 ; Coming Solar Eclipses,
60 ; Observations at Wallal of the Eclipse of
September 1922, J. Hargreaves and G. S. Clark-
Maxwell, 128 : The Position of the Solar Apex, J. S.

Paraskevopoulos, 159 ; The Eclipse of September
1922 in Queensland, J. C. Russell, 441 ; Solar EcUpse
Investigations, Prof. A. D. Ross, 510 ; The Corona
of 1908 and Solar Prominences, J. Evershed, 785

Miscellaneous :

British Astronomical Association Handbook for 1923,
27 ; Atmospheric Dispersion in Parallax Work,
W. M. H. Greaves and C. Davidson, 27 ; The Drayson
Paradox, A. H. Barley, 94 ; Calendar Reform, Rev.
D. R. Fotheringham, 159 ; Astronomical Circulars,

197 ; Periodic Motion in the Three-body Problem,
Prof. Stromgren, 233 ; The Zodiacal Light, W. F.
Denning, 338 ; Old Egyptian Water-clocks, 479

;

Greece adopts the Gregorian Calendar, 546 ; Astronomy
in the United States, 546 ; The Astronomical Society
of South Africa, 717

Astronomy : and Geology, The Borderland of. Prof. A.
S. Eddington, 18 ; General, H. Spencer Jones, 247 ;

in the United States, 546 ; Outlines of, 247 ; The
Interferometer in, Prof. A. S. Eddington, 572 ; The
R61e of, in the Development of Science, Dr. M. A.
Peres, 162

Athenaeum Club : Maj.-Gen. Sir Frederick B. Maurice,
Dr. A. Scott and Prof. A. N. Whitehead elected
members of the, 232 ; Dr. H. H. Dale, Rev. Prof.
G. MiUigan and Very Rev. Dean W. F. Norris elected
members of the. 544 ; Prof. H. Lamb, Lord Meston,
and G. Gilbert Scott elected members of the, 406

Atlas, Orographical, Regional, Economic, edited by T.
Franklin. Part 4 : Africa, 494

Atmosphere : A Heavier Constituent of the, A Critical
Search for a, by means of the Mass-spectrograph, Dr.
F. W. Aston, 689 ; Characteristics of the, up to
200 km., as obtained from observations of Meteors,
G. M. B. Dobson, 487 ; The Water in the. Dr. G. C.
Simpson, Supplement (April 14), v. ; Upper Layers
of the. Constitution of the, L. Vegard, 831 ; Vertical
Movements of the, I. I. Kassatkine, 787

Atmospheric : Dispersion in Parallax Work, W. M. H.
Greaves and C. Davidson, 27 ; Humidity in the
United States, Prof. R. de C. Ward, 511

Atmospherics : R. M. Deeley, 362 ; The Nature of, R. A.
Watson Watt and E. V. Appleton, 622 ; The Study
of, F. Baldet, 554 ; Radiotelegraphic, in relation to
Meteorology, C. J. P. Cave and R. A. W. Watt, 34

Atom ? A Static or Dynamic, Dr. N. R. Campbell, 569 ;

The Structure of the, Hon. B. Russell, 477 ; R. H.
Fowler, 523

Atomic : Form : with special reference to the Con-
figuration of the Carbon Atom, E. E. Price, 733 ;

Number 72, On the Missing Element of. Dr. D. Coster
and Prof. G. Hevesy, 79 ; Dr. A. Scott, 195 ; Number
72, On the Element of. Profs. G. Urbain and A.
DauvilUer, 218 ; Radii, Constant, The Hypothesis of,

R. W. G. Wyckoff, 555
Atoms and Isotopes, The Evolution of, W. D. Verschoyle, 12
Aucuba Leaves preserved in a Vacuum, The Vitality of,

P. A. and P. Dangeard, 171
Audition, The Mechanism of, F. W. Kranz, 291
Aurora : and AUied Phenomena, Dr. C. Chree, 135 ;

Borealis : of March 22-23, 19^0, Photogrammetric
jMeasurements of the. Prof. C. Stormer, 171 ; The
Spectrum of the, and the Upper Layers of the Atmo-
sphere, L. Vegard, 587

Aurorae, Recent, W. B. Housman, 706
Austral Rhynchonellacea of the " Nigricans Series" with

a Description of the New Genus Tegulorhynchia, F.
Chapman and I. Crespin, 311

Australasian Biological Collecting Expedition, An, 272
Australia : proposed Solar Observatory in, 857 ; The

Natives of, S. H. Ray, 121 ; Western, University of.

Government grant for the Permanent Buildings of

the, 518
Australian: Anthicidx (Coleoptera), A. M. Lea, 136;

Ethnological Collection, Guide to the, exhibited in

the National Museum of Victoria, Sir Baldwin
Spencer, Third edition, 121 ; National Research
Council : pubhcation of a Quarterly Journal of the,

440 ; Sir Da\ad Orme Masson elected president of

the ; work of the, 478 ; Skull, An Ancient, A. N. St.

G. H. Burkitt and Prof. J. I. Hunter, 198 ; Tipulidae,

New or Little-known Species of, (Diptera), Pt. I.,

C. P. Alexander, 136 ; Trees, Chemical Characteristics
of, H. G. Smith, 649

Auto-oxidation and Anti-oxygenic Action, C. Moureu and
C. Dufraisse, 519

Aviation Problems, Recent Contributions to, Prof. G. H.
Bryan, 886

Ayrshire Bauxitic Clay, The, G. V. Wilson, 1 10

Baade's Comet, Dr. W. H. Steavenson, 27
Baby : Clinic Statistics, Miss M. N. Karn and Prof. Karl

Pearson, 547 ; Week, National, 890
Babylonians, Ancient, A Biochemical Discovery of the,

L. J. Harris, 326
" Baccy-juice," The so-called, in the Waters of the Thames

Oyster-beds, Dr. J. H. Orton, 773
Bacillaria paradoxa, Distribution of the Organ-Pipe

Diatom, F. Chapman, 15
Bacot, A. W., proposed memorial of the late, 749
Bacteria and Travertine, J. Parry, 269
Bacterial Count Work, A New Culture Medium for,

H. G. Thornton, 411
Bacterio-stasis, Selective, The Mechanism of, J. W.

Churchman, 763
Badger : The, Afield and Underground, H. M. Batten, 800
Bakerian Lecture, The, G. I. Taylor and C. F. Elam, 309
Bakhuis-Roozeboom medal, the, conferred on Prof. G.

Tammann, 612
Balfour, Sir Isaac Bayley, Prof. T. D. A. Cockerell, 150
Balkan Embroidery Patterns, Miss Edith Durham, 786
Ball Hardness and Scleroscope Hardness, H. O'Neill, 430
Ballot, Buys, medal, awarded to Sir Napier Shaw, 91
Balmer Series Lines of High Frequency, Photography of.

Prof. R. Whiddington, 636
Baluchitherimn osborni (? syn. Indricotherium turgaicum,

Borrissyak). C. F. Cooper, 134
Barometric Depression and Anaphylactic Shock, A.

Lumiere and H. Couturier, 655
Batavia, Royal Magnetical and Meteorological Observa-

tory, retirement of Dr. W. van Bemmelen ; appoint-
ment of Dr. Braak, 29

Batrachians, The Inhibiting Action of the Internal
Medium of, on the Fecundation and the Partheno-
genetic Activation of their Eggs, A. Weber, 728

Batteries with Fluorescent Liquid, A. Grumbach, 171
Bauxite in Ayrshire, 1 10

/3 Ceti, Increase of Brightness of, C. Flammarion, 451
Bedde Group of Tribes of Northern Nigeria, The, F. W. H.

Migeod, 170
Bee-keeping, Pamphlet on, 509
Beetles, More, J. H. Fabre. Translated by A. Teixeira

de Mattos, 285
Belfast, Queen's University : the bequest of H. Musgrave ;

R. C. Johnson appointed lecturer in physics ; S. P.
Mercer appointed lecturer in agricultural botany and
plant diseases, 380 ; resignation of Rev. Dr. T.
Hamilton, 586

Belgian Botany : a Record of War Time, Prof. J. Massart,

97
Belgique, I'Observatoire Royal de, Annuaire de, 1924,

752
Belgium, grants to Universities in, 761
Benzene : Chloride, \'apour of, The Ultra-violet Absorp-

tion Spectrum of the, V. Henri, 762 ; Nucleus,
Substitution in the, R. Fraser and J. E. Humphries,
512 ; Structure of. Dr. M. L. Huggins, 444
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Benzoic Acid, The Ultra-violet Absorption Spectra of, and
of the Three Oxybenzoic Acids, A. Castille and F. W.
Klingstedt, 488

Bergen Museum, The New Marine Biological Research
Station of the, Prof. A. Brinkmann, 358

Berkeley and Broome, J. Ramsbottom, 274, 553
Berylhum Acetate, Basic, Crystal Structure of. Sir W. H.

Bragg, 532 ; Dr. X. V. Sidgwick, 808
Bessel Functions : A Treatise on, and their AppUcations

to Physics, Prof. A, Gray and G. B. Mathews. Second
edition prepared by A. Gray and Dr. T. M. MacRobert,
422 ; A Treatise on the Theory of. Prof. G. N. Watson,
422

Beta Ceti : Increase of Brightness of, 338 ; The Brighten-
ing of, E. O. Tancock. 479

Big Game, The Wonderland of. Major A. R. Dugmore,
782

Binary Organic Mixtures, the Cryoscopic Study of, N.
Perralas, 691

Bio-Chemistry, A Laboratory Handbook of, P. C. Raiment
and G. L. Peskett, 181

Biodynamik, Grundlagen einer. Prof. J. Reinke, 72
Biological Action of Light, The Influence of Temperature

on the. Dr. L. Hill and A. Eidinow, 653
Biologischen Arbeitsmethoden, Handbuch der, Heraus-

gegeben von Prof. E. Abderhalden. Abt. V. Teil 3A,
Heft 3, Lief. 69. Abt. IX. Teil i. Heft 2, Lief. 71.

390 ; Abt. IX. Teil 4, Heft i. Lief. 76, 530
Biology : in Utopia, 591 ; Religion and, E. E. Unwin, 531
Biometry and Genetics, Prof. R. Pearl and others, 513
" Bird Men " and Ivindred Customs in the Balkans, Miss

M. Edith Durham, 450
Birds : the Orientation Faculty of. Terrestrial Magnetism

and, 711 ; (Second edition), C. S. Baker's, in the
" Fauna of British India," H. C. Robinson and C. B.
Kloss, 656 ; Soaring Flight and the " Olfactory "

Organs of Birds, Prof. W. E. M'Kechnie, 48
Birmingham University : Appointments in, 167 ; Gift to,

by the Mitsui Family ; F. W. M. Lamb appointed
assistant lecturer in pathology ; appeal for funds, 240 ;

Dr. H. H. Sampson appointed honorary assistant
curator of the surgical section of the Pathological
Museum, and J. S. M. Connell honorary assistant
curator of the gy-naecological section, 723 ; Bequests
by Elizabeth Kenway and J. S. Taylor, 792

Birthday Honours, The King's, 783
Bismuthamines, The, a New Class of Bodies, A. C.

Vournazos, 867
Bivalve Molluscs injuring Brickwork in the Calcutta

Docks, Dr. N. Annandale, 555
Black : Currant, " Big Bud " of, 719 ; Maketu Sand,

Constitution of. Dr. C. J. Smithells and F. S. Goucher,
397 ; Dr. A. Scott, 463

Blattoid Wing, a New, from the Harrow Hill Mine,
Drybrook (Forest of Dean), H. Bolton, 902

Boat to travel against the Wind, a, 60
Boiler Plant Testing : a Criticism of the present Boiler

Testing Codes and Suggestions for an Improved
International Code, D. Brownlie, 215
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Lithium Carbide and Hydride, A. Guntz and Benoit, 648
Lithuania University, Issue of a Bilingual Calendar, 418
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respecting, 231
Liverpool : Observatory, Bidston, Report of the, W. E.
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chemical laboratories, 552 ; Department of Geology,
New Gift from Sir William Herdman, 723
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awarded to Dr. T. Griffith Taylor, 891

Logarithms to Seven Places of Decimals, A New Manual
of, edited by Dr. Bruhns. Thirteenth edition, 320
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Rev. F. J. Wyeth

; resignation of Prof. M. J. M.
Hill; Universities and the Ph.D. degree; conferment
upon A. E. Clayton of the degree of D.Sc. (Eng.),
307 ;

Prof. A. V. Hill appointed Jodrell professor of
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;, Dr. B. Malinowski appointed reader
in social anthropologv, 449 ; conferment of a doctorate
on Miss K. H. Coward, 485 ; Prof. L. Bairstow
appointed Zaharoff professor of aviation at the Imperial
College of Science and Technology ; Dr. C. L. Boulenger
appointed professor of zoology at Bedford College;
Miss B. E. M. Hosgood appointed reader in geography
at Bedford College, 723 ; Dr. J. Marshall appointed
reader m mathematics at Bedford College, 724 ; College
Committee, Annual Report of the, 761 ; appoint-
ments, 900-901

Longitudes, Bureau des, Annuaire pour I'an 1923 pubhe
par le, 144
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Lorentz's Equations and the Concepts of Motion, Prof.
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Medicine, History of, 281
Megalithic Monuments, Distribution of, O. G. S. Crawford,

602 : in England and Wales, Distribution of, W. J.
Perry, 442

Melanesia, Essays on the Depopulation of. Edited by
Dr. W. H. R. Rivers, 145

Melbourne University, gift to, by the Victorian Chamber
of Manufactures, 205
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to Dr. C. K. Ingold, 337

Men like Gods, H. G. Wells, 591
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of the birth of, 544
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nadsky, 654

Mendelian Genes, The Function of, J. S. Huxley, 286 ;

Prof. E. W. MacBride, 394
Mendelism, International Contributions to, 32
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Mental : Character and Race, Prof. J. L. Myres and

others, 164 ; Disorders, Certain, which may be re-
garded as Preventible, Dr. J. M. Moll, 163

Mentone, The Phantom Island of. Prof. G. H. Bryan,
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Merchant Venturers, Society of, Bristol, Scholarships, 688
Mercurialis peretinis, Variations of some Carbohydrate

Reserves in, P. Gillot, 904
Mercury : A New Phototropic Compound of. Prof. Y.

Venkataramaiah and Bh. S. V. Raghava Rao, 775 ;

and Kr)'pton Radiations, Study of some, with the View
of their Applications in Metrology, A. Perard, 655 ;

Isotopes of. Separation of the. Prof. W. D. Harkins and
S. L. Madorsky, 148, 894 ; The Orbit of, L. Lecornu,
243 ;

The Planet, 60 ; Photometric Observations of,

J. Hopmann, 857 ; Vapour, lonisation of, in the
Presence of Argon, G. Dejardin, 35

Merkel's Liquid, etc., the Fixation of, R. de Litardiere, 832
Mesozoic Iron Minerals of France, Phenomenon of Im-

prints in the, L. Cayeux, 763
Metal : Crystals, Modification of the Powder Method of

Determining the Structure of, E. A. Owen and G. D.
Preston, 34 ; The Thermal Conductivities of : I.,

Bismuth, Dr. G. W. C. Kaye and J. K. Roberts, 793 ;

Dewar Flasks intended to hold Liquid Air, Further
Tests upon, H. Briggs and J. Mallinson, S30 : Sols
in Non-dissociating Liquids, E. Hatschek and P. C. L.
Thome, 381

Metallic Crystals and Polarised Light, J. H. Shaxby. 431
Metallography : A Text-book of, 249 ; and Macrography,

An Introduction to the Study of. Dr. L. Guillet and
A. Portevin. Translated by L. Taverner, 249

Metallurgical Analysis (Non-Ferrous), Tested Methods of,
S. Pile and R. Johnston, 356

Metallurgy, Objectives for, H, B. Wrighton, 553
Metals : at High Pressures, The Compressibility of, P. W.

Bridgman, 208 ; Institute of : election of officers
and council of the, 372 ; Journal of the. Vol. 27.
Edited by G. Shaw Scott, 112: Vol. 28, 700 ; Pressure
of Fluidity of, A. S. E. Ackermann, 534 ; The .Arc
Spectra of, in Various Media and in a Vacuum, St.
Procopiu, 310 ;

The Crystallisation of, being a Course
of Advanced Lectures in Metallurgy delivered at the
Royal School of Mines, Imperial College, under the
auspices of the University of London, in February
and March 1922, Col. N. T. Belaiew, 876 ; The Failure
of, under Internal and Prolonged Stress : a general
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Hall of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers.
Edited by F. S. Spiers, 250 ; Thermal and Electrical
Conductivities of. Effect of Torsion on the. Prof.
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272 ; Shower, The April, W. F. Denning, 646
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Report of the, 408 ; Corrections for the Use of
Gunners. Notes on, D. Brunt and J. Durward,
107 : Disturbance, A, of an Oscillatory Character,
Prof. W. G. Duffield, 598 ; Messages, The New Inter-
national Code for, 1922, 107 ; Nomenclature : and
Physical Measurements, Sir Napier Shaw, 218 ; Dr.
H. R. Mill, 327 ; Physics, Prof. V. Bjerknes, 871 ;

Stations at High Latitudes, Sir Frederick Stupart, 754
Meteorology : and the Non-Flapping Flight of Tropical

Birds, Dr. G. T. Walker, 886 ; Catalogue of the
Collections in the Science Museum, South Kensington,
with Descriptive and Historical Notes and Illustra-
tions, 107 ; Elementary, A Short Course in, W. H.
Pick. 107 ; in India, Dr. G. T. Walker, 28 ; in
Mysore, N. V. Iyengar, 303 ; of Scott's Last Journey,
The, Dr. G. C. Simpson, 758 ; of the Gulf of Bothnia,
G. Granqvist, Dr. C. J. Ostman, 720; of the South
Atlantic, H. H. Clayton, 481 ; Progressive, Dr. H. R.
Mill, 107
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Notice.
The present issue of NATURE begins a new
volume ; the time is therefore opportune to

begin subscriptions. The subscription rates

are to be found on p. vii.

Proof copies of the accompanying photo-

gravure plate portrait of Prof. Lorentz, suitable

for framing, are obtainable for 5s., or by

post for 5s. 6d.

Office of NATURE,
ST. MARTIN'S STREET, W.C.2.

THE SIR JOHN CASS TECHNICAL INSTITUTE,

Jewry Street, Aldgate, E..C.3.

The following Special Courses of Instruction will be given

during the Lent Term, 1923 :

—

THE MATHEMATICAL THEORY AND APPLICATIONS
OF STATISTICS.

By E. C. Snow, M.A., D.Sc.

A Course of Ten Lectures on the modern mathematical

methods of dealing with statistical data in social, educational,

economic, meteorological and medical problems, suitable to

teachers and to students of economics, meteorology and medicine.

Facilities will be given to students who wish to undertake special

investigations and research work on subjects associated with the

course of instruction.

Fridays, from 7 to 9 p.m.

The First Lecture of the Course will be given on Friday,

January 12, 1923.

ALTERNATING CURRENTS AND ELECTRICAL
OSCILLATIONS.

By D. Owen, B.A., D.Sc, F.Inst.P.

A Course of Ten Lectures accompanied by Practical Demon-
strations, and intended for post-graduate students and those

otherwise qualified to pursue this branch of electrical science and

its applications in wireless telegraphy and telephony.

Tuesdays, from 7 to 8.30 p.m.

The First Lecture of the Course will be given on Tuesday,

January 9, 1923.

Detailed Syllabus of the Courses may be had upon application

to the Office of the Institute, or by letter to the Principal,

Charles A. Keane, D.Sc, Ph.D., F.I.C.

IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, S.W.7.

DEPARTMENT OF OPTICAL ENGINEERING
AND APPLIED OPTICS.

The usual Classes are being continued during the SPRING TERM, and
in addition lh« following will be given :

—

Colour and its Measurement.—A Course of TEN Weekly Experi-

mental Lectures beginning on Tuesday, January 16, at 6.30 p.m. will be
given by Dr. L. C. MARTIN.
The Mechanical Design of the Common Microscope.—A Course

of SIX Weekly Lectures will be given by Professor POLLARD on Thursday
at 6 P.M., commencing January 18.

For further particulars and for admission tickets apply to the Registrar
at the above address.

The Director is open to receive applications from students and others

desirous of carrying out research v^ ork in the Laboratories.

THE GENERAL DISCUSSIONS OF
THE FARADAY SOCIETY.

The SECRETARY will send on application the latest list of available

REPRINTS.—10 Essex Street, London, W.C.2.

CHELSEA POLYTECHNIC,
CHELSEA, S.VV.3.

Day and Evening Courses in Science under Recognised Teachers
of London University.

L INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT.
Technical Courses in Analytical and Manufacturing Chemistry,
Pharmacy, Food and Drugs, A. LC. Courses, Metallurgy, Assaying,
Foundry Work, Research.

II. INDUSTRIAL PHYSICS DEPARTMENT.
Practical work in General Physics, Applications to Industries,

Metrology, Calorimeiry, Illumination, Acoustics, Electrical

Measurement, Research.

111. BIOLOGICAL AND QEOLOaiCAL DEPARTMENT.
Courses for B.Sc, etc., in Botany, Geology, Mineralogy, Zoology,
Special Courses in Bio-chemistry, Bio-physics, Bacteriology,

Physiology*, Hygiene, Entomology, Plant Pathology. Course for

Tropical Planters, Research.

Leat Term begins January 9, 1923.

SIDNEY SKINNER, M.A.
Telephone: Kensington Soq. Principal.

BIRKBEGK COLLEGE.
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.)

Prinafial—GEORGE. SENTER, D.Sc, Ph.D., F.I.C.

EVENING COURSES for the Degrees of the

University of London in the Faculty of Science and

for the Geography Diploma.

Facilities are also provided during both day and

evening for Post-Graduate and Research Work.
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For full particulars, apply to the Secretary,
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* F. W. Harvev,

B.Sc, M.A. ; "W. G. Bicklkv, M.Sc.
MECHANICAL AND CIVIL ENGINEERING.—"W. E. M.

CuKNOCK, M.Sc, B.Eng.; *]. B. Shaw, A.R.C.S., Wh.Ex. ; H. M.
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Scientific Worthies.

XLII.

—

Hendrik Antoon Lorentz.

HE outstanding leader in physical science who

is the subject of this notice was born at .\rnheim

in Holland on July 18, 1853, graduated at Leyden in

1875, became Professor of Mathematical Physics at

that University as early as 1878, discharged the duties

of that Chair with great brilliancy until his appoint-

ment a few years ago to the direction for research in

the historical Teyler Institute at Haarlem, leaving

Ehrenfest as his successor. He retains his connexion

with Leyden as Honorary Professor, and does not

treat that position as a sinecure : the weekly lecture

delivered by him, and usually reported for publication

by members of his audience, is one of the outstanding

events in the University life. At Haarlem he leads

the philosophic life, enjoying the society of his grand-

children, controlling the physical side of the Institute,

which is also famous on the artistic side for the collec-

tion of the great local painter Franz Hals. The

jubilee of his doctorate on December 11, 1900, was

commemorated by the presentation of a volume of

researches contributed by most of the notable culti-

vators of pliysical science in the world.

Since the middle ages the Low Countries have always

been a seat of fervent and productive intellectual

activity. In early times they were conspicuous for

a broadening of the Catholic theological learning in

the direction of humanism. Later, in the congenial

soil provided by the achievement of ordered political

liberty, they became a focus of Protestant learning,

which under the stimulus of free controversy broadened

out into the domains of Jurisprudence and Polity.

Holland was the peaceful refuge of students such as

Descartes and Spinoza : its free press played a principal

part in the spread of learning in Europe, and was even
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the means of original publication of some of the writings

of Galileo. In physical science Huygens was one of an

illustrious international company which included his

contemporary Newton, and ranks next among his

peers both in dynamics and in optics. In our own
days the eminence of Holland in physical science is

maintained by H. A. Lorentz, H. Kamerlingh Onnes,

P. Zeeman, and others of a brilliant band who have

been, in the main, products of the great University

of Leyden which dates from the times of national

revival.

In his early days contemporaries in this country to

whom Dutch sources were not very accessible owed

their knowledge of Prof. Lorentz's writings mainly to

expositions and discussions by a kindred spirit the late

Lord Rayleigh, and subsequently by Lodge in con-

nexion with his thorough experimental scrutiny of the

relation of the Earth's motion to the aether, regarded

as the seat of propagation of the rays of light by which

we explore the universe. No trace could be anywhere

found of exception to the principle that Lorentz

favoured as the basis of optical theory, that the aether

is a stationary medium : material bodies must thus

be structures of molecular texture so open that, in the

simile of Thomas Young when he pleaded in 1800 for

a revival of the wa\'e theory of Huygens, the aether

penetrates through moving matter as freely as the

wind through a grove of trees. The republication of

some of Prof. Lorentz's early investigations, in which

historical exposition and criticism are so happily

blended with new advance, in vol. i. of his " Abhand-

lungen iiber theoretische Physik " in 1907 revealed,

at any rate to one student, how much research into

sources might have been saved him by earlier access to

the Archives neerlandaises of 1887.1 The volume also

presented much unpublished material. There is for

example a treatise on the Second Law of Thermo-

d}'namics and its relation to Molecular Theory, pp.

202-298. Nothing could be more valuable, for students

who desire a real grasp of this fascinating subject, than

connected exposition by a master, on general lines

freed from excursions into detail.

This work was doubtless even fresher then than now,

when the principles the scope of which is so universal

have been sifted and refined in all directions in so many
essays and text-books. The power and simplicity of

the foundations of pure thermodynamics have at all

times been a magnet to the most powerful minds, from

Kelvin who persisted with the prescience of genius in

hunting out and rediscovering in Paris the master

tract of Sadi Carnot, down through Clausius, Maxwell,

Helmholtz, Willard Gibbs. One can recall the crucial

* " Influence du mouvement de la terra sur les pb^nom^nes lumineu.\ ":

Abhandlungcn, i. pp. 341-394.
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fundamental concept of Available, in contrast with

Dissipated, Energy, introduced in a fragmentary way
by Kelvin, whose wealth of fresh thoughts and of

practical interests scarcely ever allowed him a chance

of systematically developing any subject ; its relation

to the more convenient analytical concept of Entropy

introduced by Clausius, and its physical elucidation

in terms of a science of molecular statistics by Boltz-

mann and Gibbs ; the luminous expositions and

developments of Rayleigh ; the theoretical outlook

of Gibbs, vast enough to predict a full-blown new

science of Physical Chemistry before it had come to

birth ; even such questions of pure logic as the intimate

essential connexion of the principle of Carnot with

the identification of heat as energy which came finally

twenty years later. One remembers a remark of Prof.

Lorentz in relation to an obituary exposition of Kelvin's

early activity, that he had not been aware that this

side of the subject had been so fully grasped at that

early date.

In this historical feeling which has led Prof. Lorentz

so frequently to interweave his own contributions to

knowledge into a reasoned analysis of the actual

position of the science at the time, close affinity may
be traced with the work of Lord Rayleigh. For both

of them, perhaps especially for the latter, an essential

interest of human learning is the story of its historical

evolution : nothing is so attractive as to recognise,

still more to discover, the early insight of genius into

problems usually thought to belong to later times.

To both of them it appears to have been at least as

congenial to explore and improve a wide field of know-

ledge, as to engage in strenuous special calculations

such as are the very essence of progress in d}'namical

astronomy : though neither of them shirked such tasks

when they presented themselves. Perhaps nowadays

appreciation of the past is more than ever necessary to

balance the haste of the present.

Of late years Prof. Lorentz's activity has been much

turned by public demands into the direction of formal

courses of lectures at University centres, in which his

own thoughts and ideas are happily embedded. Thus

the standard treatise on the Theory of Electrons

arose out of lectures at Columbia University, New
York, in 1905 ; several courses have been published in

German ; and a most interesting and concise reasoned

account of the state of knowledge and speculation

regarding statistical thermodynamic theories, leading

up through Brownian movements and local fluctua-

tions of energy into the mysteries of quanta, delivered

at the College de France in 1912, came to be issued in

French from Leipzig with additional notes in the year

1916. Earlier discussions on this latter subject

(Abhandlungen, vol. i.) followed the lines developed also
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by Maxwell, Boltzmann, Rayleigh, Gibbs, which

originated this domain of knowledge and, though now

beset with fundamental experimental difficulties, are

still the ultimate foundation of our ideas. The articles

" Maxwells Electromagnetische Theorie " (June 1903)

and " Elektronentheorie " (December 1903) in the

Mathematical Encyclopaedia are standard treatises.

His doctor's dissertation (1875) was a treatise (177

pp.) on the reflection and refraction of light, which

was abstracted at considerable length by E. Wiede-

mann in his Beibldtter, vol. i., 1887. Proceeding

from Helmholtz's form of the Maxwell theory, it

develops a hint contained in a footnote in Helmholtz's

first memoir, that the interfacial conditions of the

electric theory are precisely those that lead naturally

to Fresnel's standard laws of reflection. Transmission

in metals also comes under review, and the laws of

reflection from their surfaces ; following up Maxwell's

remark that gold leaf is far more transparent for the

rapid electric alternations in light than its steady

electric resistance would lead one to expect. It is

curious that Maxwell himself has nowhere indicated

the application of his theory to the d\-namically

fundamental subject of reflection. In a letter of 1864

to Stokes ^ in which he hints at his electric theorj%

then taking form, he remarks :
" I am trying to under-

stand the conditions at a surface for reflection and

refraction, but they may not be the same for the

period of vibration of light and for experiments made

at leisure."

Other early papers published in Dutch, and reported

in the Beibldtter by long abstracts, include a dis-

cussion of the propagation of sound according to the

kinetic theory of gases (i88o), and a note (1882)^

stimulated by a discussion of Korteweg, on formulae

for the interaction between two electrod\-namic

elements constructed after the manner of that of

Ampdre.

The famous memoir in which he applied for the first

time considerations relating to discrete molecules to

electric propagation in material bodies, and inci-

dentally arrived at a rational refraction-equivalent

(/i*- i)/(/x* + 2)/) for each substance, independent of

its density, is abstracted by himself in Annalen der

Physik, ix., 1880, pp. 641-684. Here again the version

of Maxwell's theory developed in the first of Helmholtz's

critical memoirs (1870) is followed, possibly as being

more accessible outside England. Indeed the expression

for the refraction-equivalent is largely independent of

any particular theory of propagation in the molecular

medium ; as is illustrated by the fact that his formula

was identical with a result deduced ten years earlier in

Danish on lines of elastic solid theory by his namesake

" Scienti6c Correspondence of Sir George Stokes," vol. ii. p. 26
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L. Lorenz. The discussion of its range verified the

rough substantial invariance of this expression even

for change from the gaseous to the liquid state, and

showed that it provides an additional atomic constant

persisting through many types of chemical bonding

of the atoms. This is now of course a large domain in

physical chemistry.

The contribution of a vibrating molecule to the

radiation is treated, after the manner of the general

Stokes-Kirchhoff equations, in close correspondence

as it happens with the familiar later formulation of

Hertz for a dipole vibrator emitting electric radiation.

Extension to include optical dispersion is considered.

The result, already known to the masters, is enforced

that Cauchy's statical theorj' which ascribed dispersion

to a sensible value of the ratio of molecular distance to

wave-length, is for actual matter entirely insufficient,

unless as he remarks the laws of attraction are quite

changed at molecular distances : but its effect is not

absolutely null, and it is pointed out that cubic crystals,

which are isotropic on Maxwell's theor\-, should on

this account exhibit a small secondary double refrac-

tion of very s>-mmetric type. Recently Prof. Lorentz

has returned to this topic, and announced the detection

of this quality, amidst others due perhaps to imper-

fection of the crystal, in his laboratory' at the Teyler

Institute. The detailed investigations of Rayleigh

(1S92) on atomic obstacles arranged in lattices stop

short of the approximation here required. Later

both Lorentz and Rayleigh noted that a perfect crystal

should not scatter at all the light passing through it.

A static theory being thus inadequate, dispersion

has to be ascribed to resonant vibration excited in the

molecular structures. He works out as an example the

ver\- simplest ideal case, that of an electric charge e

attracted to a massive nucleus by elastic force propor-

tional to distance ; which is the identical illustration

that served him nearly twenty years later to elucidate

the Zeeman magnetic spectral effect and the polarisa-

tion of the emitted radiation. The result of course

also provides an illustration of the anomalous or

selecti\e refraction discovered by Kundt, which he

does not then notice, restrained possibly b)- our ignor-

ance which he remarks of the actual structure of

molecules. Nowadays the argument for the Lorentz

refraction-equivalent is made almost intuitive by

correlating it with the equivalent (K- i)/(K-l-2)p for

the dielectric inductance K, usually ascribed to Mosotti

and to Clausius. No demonstration could however be

simpler than the one given even earlier by Maxwell in

1873 for the cognate problem of the conductance of a

medium filled with small spheres of different material

:

' Elec. and Mag." i., § 314.

In 1884 Prof. Lorentz directed his attention to the
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effect which magnetisation exerts on the polarisation

of reflected light, discovered by Kerr in 1878, and

discussed immediately after on the basis of general

theory by FitzGerald but only for transparent media.

A magneto-optic constant had to be introduced for

each metal, naturally of complex type, which might

be regarded as continuous with the constant of the

Hall effect for a steady field. Experimental research,

based on his formulae, was started in the laboratory

of Prof. Kamerlingh Onnes by Sissingh in 1886, in

collaboration from 1889 with Zeeman : and their

results are finally reported in Archives nhrlandaises

,

1894. Everything connected with magneto-optics

excited great interest in England from the time of

Faraday's fundamental discover}', and the stimulating

dynamical speculations of Kelvin (and Maxwell,
" Elec. and Mag." ii.) connecting it with a rotatory

molecular theory of magnetism. The discovery of

Kerr intensified the interest. The very exact material

provided by Sissingh and by Zeeman was available as

a test for a concentrated theoretical formulation.

One may be permitted to claim that the most system-

atic theoretical development and thorough verification

of the subject, remarkably consistent on all sides,

is in a Cambridge Fellowship dissertation by J. G.

Leathem, Phil. Trans., 1897, pp. 89 - 127, which

has scarcely received the attention that it deserves.

This theory attains even to features of exact prediction,

which had been anticipated in a dissertation in Dutch

by C. H. Wind shortly before.

About 1897 came the cardinal discovery of the effect

of a magnetic field on spectra, by Zeeman, which was

worked out in the early stages in the light of Lorentz's

theoretical guidance. As already remarked, the

elementary illustration by a single vibrating ion under

elastic control, which covers all the normal features of

the Zeeman subdivision, had been used to illustrate

optical dispersion long before. The results admit of

easy extension to any system of electrons describing

interacting free orbits, however complex, about a

massive positive nucleus. When there are more than

three components in a spectral line, the vibrating

system must be more complex. The application of the

theory of the small vibrations of general dynamical

systems, which suggests itself at once, gave no help and

it was scarcely to be expected that it would. Recent

schematic solutions employing the language of quasi-

periodic systems are said to cover thoroughly the whole

ground ; it would be most interesting to have Prof.

Lorentz's reasoned views on the promise held out by

this rather inscrutable type of analysis. One observes

that he uses here as elsewhere the well-tried method of

discussion by mirror images, to fix the types of sym-

metry (cf. Astrophys. J. 1899) : the magnetic field is
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reversed in the image in order to avoid change of signs

of all the charges, which would lead to negative nuclei

and positive electrons.

There is a paper of 1892 in Ann. der Physik on

refraction across thin metal prisms, in which one

discovers a discussion of an essential point often sought

for, namely, the influence on the direction of propaga-

tion by rays of the steep gradient of amplitude along

the phase-front of the emergent train. The intro-

duction to this paper is on lines now strangely familiar
;

an investigation of what type of differential equations

one is formally restricted to by the principle of invari-

ance alone, in order to give rise to simple trains of

damped undulations in an isotropic absorbing medium.

We come now to the two famous memoirs " La

Theorie electromagnetique de Maxwell et son applica-

tion au.x corps mouvants," Archives nierlandaises

1892 (pp. 189) and " Versuch einer Theorie der elek-

trischen und optischen Erscheinungen in bewegten

Korpern," 1895 (PP- i39)j both published as separate

treatises. Both of them proved to be very difficult,

in comparison with previous memoirs on cognate

matters, partly on account of the strangeness and

complexity of the notation and analytical processes

to English readers saturated with Maxwell's notation

and his more intuitive procedure. One might perhaps

guess that both of them were worked up gradually, as

seems to have been Prof. Lorentz's custom, out of

professorial lectures : for they include digests of

previous papers. The main feature in both is the

expansion of the Maxwell theory on the basis of mobile

elementary ions, regarded simply as coherent volume

distributions of electricity, as the sources of the field.

That point of view had already been clearly expressed

in the paper of 1878-80 on refraction - equivalents

and incidentally on the explanation of dispersion, but

was then developed more in terms of attractions at a

distance after Helmholtz. As regards the dynamical

side, both memoirs proceed through the principle of

d'Alembert in a form which makes it to some extent

a' substitute for minimal Action. Looking through

them in the light of to-day the second, which appeared

early in 1895 and referred largely to optical phenomena,

seems much the more striking. Thus he recognises

that the Maxwell stress for free space does not balance

when the state of the system is not steady, unless a

quantity which Poincare afterwards described as a

distribution of a momentum connected with the stress

is taken into account : this was the beginning of the

stress-energy-momentum tensor. The correction in the

Fresnel convection-coefficient for transparent media is

obtained, arising from dispersion, which in recent years

Zeeman has fully verified. All kinds of optical convec-

tive phenomena are closely considered.
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But the main result is the establishment of a

systematic correspondence between the electro-

dynamic fields of a material system at rest in the

aether and the same system convected with a uniform

velocity i.. The result in its simple form holds only

up to the first order of vie. The fields are not identical,

unless certain of the vectors are ignored as being un-

real and merely mathematical expressions. But he

points out that all relations concerned with the inter-

actions of matter, such as alone experiment could test,

are unchanged by the convection. This is the first

sj'Stematic appearance of the electrodynamic principle

of relativity. It can be extended in modified form with

confidence to the second order of v\c, at any rate on
an electric theory of matter, for the electrons within

the atom are still small enough compared to their

distances apart to be treated as point charges ; and
that covers the whole practical field except the domain
of fi rays. But when, as Prof. Lorentz noted in 1904,
the truth of the result as thus extended is found to hold

for the field up to all orders, the completion of this

e-xact correspondence to include the atomic structure

has to become a postulate or assumption : that was
the birth of the modern efiforts towards unrestricted

convective relativity as an abstract formulation hold-

ing far beyond experimental verification.

There is a striking formal analysis near the end for

the effect of convection on rotational optical media.
For an isotropic medium the ordinary rotational

modulus will be altered, and also a new rotational

effect involvmg interaction of the vector velocity of

convection with the vectors of the field can arise.

As the result is of the first order in v/c, it is difficult to

see how it could exist on a purely electric theory of

atomic structure ; so that the two formal effects

should cancel. It appears that the experiments of

Mascart (1872) were scarcely adequate to verify this

absence of effect. Anyhow the principle of electro-

dynamic relativity repudiates any effect altogether.

Hitherto the transformation, up to the second order,

for convection was ascribed to the molecular system,
the frame of reference of space and time remaining
invariable. For steady states of the system, in which
time does not come into consideration, it meant a
shrinkage along the direction of convection : chan<res

so rapid that the alteration of the measure of time
could be effective scarcely occurred, and were put
aside. When Prof. Lorentz pointed out that the
transformation, which is now known by his name, was
exact as regards electrodynamic fields in free space,
and also exact to some extent when there are electric

densities in the field, the subject took on a new and
wider trend. The transformation was transferred by
Einstein (in recent years attached to Leyden as part-time
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Professor) to the frame of space and time instead of the

molecular aggregations of matter, each taken separately,

which accidentally occupied it. The question is then
no longer confined to shrinkage of the material frames

of terrestrial experiments : effects must be expected

over astronomical distances across empty space.

Adaptation of the Newtonian law of gravitation into

a form invariant for the fourfold space-time frame of

Minkowski, which was the final analytical consolida-

tion of this aspect of the subject, was effected by
Lorentz and by others with a view to search for astro-

nomical indications, and in particular to find out

whether the outstanding minute secular rotation of

the orbit of the planet Mercury, already the standard

test for modified laws of gravitation, became amenable.

The changes thereby introduced proved to be of small

account.

Meantime Einstein seems to have been struggling

to get rid of the Minkowskian uniform universal space-

time, which was just as absolute in its combined four

dimensions as was the Newtonian scheme of separate

space and time. By identifying locally the essential

features of a physical field with intrinsic differential

constructs in the fourfold expanse, named tensors,

of which a formal calculus had already been fully

developed by Ricci and Levi-Civita, he was able finally

to select a group of related local tensors as the result of

tentative adaptations so as to exhibit the now famous
view of gravitation as represented by warping of the

fourfold pseudo-spatial expanse around tiie material

nuclei. Though this can scarcely be said to have
explained gravitation, it has been widely held to have
explained (or abolished) space and time : it merely
forced gravitation, just as it happens to exist, into

the electrodTOamic frame with its property of insensi-

bility to uniform convection, with no detriment to

the results of Newtonian physical astronomy and a
rather better account of the problem of the Mercury
perihelion.

This empirical building up of a field of gravitation

out of tensorial constructs belongmg to 'a space-time

expanse, now differentially heterogeneous, was com-
pleted by adapting the Minkowskian vector potential

of the pervading electrodynamic and optical field to

the same conditions. The need for a more physical

setting, at any rate to those who believe in minimal
Action as the ultimate and necessary binding principle

in physical analysis of a molecular world, seems to

have been met immediately to a considerable extent

by Lorentz and soon after by Einstein himself and by
Hilbert. " The discussion of some parts of Einstein's

theory of gravitation may perhaps gain in simplicity

and clearness, if we base it on a principle similar to

that of Hamilton. . . . Now that we are in possession

A 1
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of Einstein's theory we can easily find how this varia-

tion principle must be formulated for systems of

different nature and also for the gravitation field

itself " (Proc. Amsterdam Acad., Jan. 30, 1915).

This is not the place to pursue the contentious view

(of. Phil. Mag., Jan. 1923) that the Least-Action dress,

just because it is so closely interwoven, is like the

shirt of Nessus, and tends to make havoc of the spatial

philosophy though without destroying the tentative

validity of the elegant analytical method. Possibly

Prof. Lorentz may be tempted to unravel this question

in his admirable judicial manner.

In the subsequent years the Proceedings of the

Amsterdam Academy became a focus for the literature

of the gravitation theory, mainly in a series of papers,

apparently first delivered as lectures, by Prof. Lorentz

himself, in which he develops the tensor scheme in an

elegant way of his own by a differential geometry

involving use of infinitesimal loci of constant geodesic

radius as a kind of indicatrix. Among many other

papers, doubtless arising from a common inspiration,

one recalls Droste's determination, simultaneous with

Schwarzschild's solution, of the e.xact gravitational

field of a particle, and Nordstrom's of the field of an

electron.

One can look back, still with undiminished surprise,

at the vast mass of intricate literature on this subject

which flowed westward, mainly from Berlin and Leyden

and Gottingen (and also from Ital)-), when Central

Europe was again thrown open after the end of 191 8.

The difficulties of a strange though potent and elegant

calculus could be surmounted by apphcation ; but

the mysteries of unfamiliar meanings and implications

in imaginary space and time could give rise to abundant

misconceptions. The uninitiated must still be wary

in approaching this unexplored and treacherous

domain, in which Prof. Eddington has recently detected

for us, by beautiful analysis of algebraic tensors, how

mere co-ordinates are liable to undulate across the

field on their own account entangled with the gravita-

tional waves in the underlying spatial reality.

There is no space to pursue this review of Prof.

Lorentz's work further. A survey of his activity is

a liberal education in the history of physical science

for the last half-century. Reference to the Proceedings

of the Amsterdam Academy for the last twenty years,

in the handsome form of the edition in English, will

reveal the breadth and informative character of his

investigations. But this series of volumes is long and

portly ; and he would confer a great boon on students

of physical science the world over if he could manage

to continue the edition of Collected Papers of which

the first volume appeared in 1907. He will be excused

the task of reconstruction to bring them up-to-date
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which he then essayed, and which perhaps has been a

cause of the delay.

Needless to say. Prof. Lorentz has attained to all

the distinctions all over the world that are appropriate

for a man of science. He has long been a Foreign

Member of the Royal Society, and is in the lists of

Rumford and Copley medallists. For the working

congresses on the theories of physical science that are

a feature of our time, he is an almost indispensable

chairman. Great linguistic gifts, abounding learning,

clear and rapid grasp of a point of view and prompt

exposition of it in a different language, ease of approach,

tolerant appreciation and encouragement of specula-

tions still unverified, are familiar to his scientific

colleagues. We may hope that his time will not be

diverted overmuch to administrative work such as

could be done by others. Joseph Larmor.

The Botanical Survey of British Malaya.

The Flora oj the Malay Peninsula. B}' H. N. Ridley.

Vol. i: PolypetalcB. Pp. xxxv + 918. (London:

L. Reeve and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 635. net.

THE Malay Peninsula, for which the opening

volume of a Flora by Mr. H. N. Ridley has been

published " under the authority of the Government

of the Straits Settlements," is an important and, save

for the narrow northern section nearest Siam, a typical

province of the Tropical Rain-Forest Region. Though

Europeans secured a footing in this Peninsula four

centuries ago, the survey of its vegetation was long

deferred. The Portuguese, who occupied Malacca in

151 1, had done little before their expulsion by the

Dutch in 1641. The Dutch, who, with two short

breaks (1795-1801 and 1807-18), owned Malacca till

1825, scarcely did more. Rumpf, whose " Herbarium

Amboinense " (1750), completed on September 20,

1690, surveys the vegetation of the Malay Archipelago,

avoided dealing with Malacca. Rumpf regarded the

Malay Peninsula as belonging to continental India, and

Valentijn, in his " Oost-Indien " (1726), held the same

view.

The British became interested in the Peninsula when

Penang was acquired in 1786. Sir Joseph Banks,

president of the Royal Society, satisfied the directors

of the East India Company that a survey of the vege-

table resources of their territories was essential, and

in 1793 the Calcutta Botanic Garden was permitted

to add survey operations to its acclimatisation work.

The investigation of the vegetation of the Peninsula,

then begun in Penang, was extended to Malacca when

that Settlement was first captured from the Dutch in

1795, and to Singapore when that Settlement was
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founded at the second restoration of Malacca to Holland

in 1818. Before Malacca became permanently British

in 1825, Banks had died and the company had adopted

another policy. Botanical survey at Calcutta was

inhibited, and during 1828-32 the company dispersed

the contents of the Calcutta Herbarium.

The valuable work accomplished by the Calcutta

Garden since 1793 in Penang and Singapore, however,

could not be undone ; as regards Malacca, the reproach

to England induced by this retrograde policy was

removed by the private exertions of Griffith during

1841-44 and Maingay during 1862-69, whose collections

went to Kew. Largely owing to Griffith's work, more

than one-sixth of the plants described by Hooker and

Thomson in their " Flora Indica " (1855) are Straits

Settlements species ; thanks to Maingay, the Straits

Settlements plants in the two opening volumes of

Hooker's " Flora of British India " (1872-79) rose to

nearly one-fourth of the whole. During 1874-79, the

Straits Government organised relationships with the

western Native States which rendered the latter

accessible. To assist Hooker the Calcutta Garden

undertook, during 1881-86, the botanical investigation

of Perak, and the Malay Peninsula plants described

in those parts of Hooker's Flora issued during 1887-97

rose to nearly one-third of the whole.

In 1888 ilr. Ridley was appointed Director of

Gardens and Forests, Straits Settlements ; in 1889

King, at the desire of Kew and of the Straits Govern-

ment, began at Calcutta his " Materials for a Flora

of the Malayan Peninsula," as a supplement to the

Indian Flora Hooker had already issued and a pre-

cursor of the JIalay Flora Mr. Ridley has now com-

menced. By 1902 King had completed the Polypetal?e
;

the Materials of 1889-1902 thus correspond with the

1872-79 parts of Hooker's Indian work and with the

first (1922) volume of Ridley's Malay flora. Two-
lifths of the plants in King's Materials had not been

reported from the Peninsula when Hooker's work was

written ; one-third were new species. Nearly one-

fourth of the plants now described by Mr. Ridley had

not been reported from the Peninsula when King

wrote ; one-seventh are species disco\ered since the

JIaterials appeared. The vegetation of the Penin-

sula in wealth and variety claims comparison with

the richest province of the Tropical Rain-Forest

Region.

If much has been done to remove what was long a

reproach to Europe, much, as Mr. Ridley explains in

his introduction, has still to be accomplished before

the vegetation of the Malay Peninsula can be regarded

as fully investigated. A generation hence the additions

to his Flora may be as extensive as his additions to

King's Materials. This only increases our obligation
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to him for placing at the disposal of economic students

the ripe and exact knowledge of which he has such a

store, and gives rise to the hope that he may soon

complete the task so worthily begun. His descrip-

tions are clear and concise, and he has done well to

confine his citations of earlier authorities within rigid

limits ; if there be a fault, it lies in the fact that

occasionally he has exceeded his own limits by omitting

references to the works he usually cites. By adding

text-figures illustrating most of the families discussed,

he has enhanced the value of the work ; Mr.

Hutchinson's drawings are so effective that the only

regret they cause is that they should he so few. Those

who use the work will not confine their commendation

to the author and his artist ; if the price be considerable,

it will at least be conceded that printer and publisher

alike have fulfilled their duties well.

Geodetic Levelling.

Ordnance Survey : The Second Geodetic Levelling

of England and Wales, jgi2-ig2i. Published, by

Order of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries,

by Col. Sir Charles Close, Director-General of the

Ordnance Survey, Southampton, 1921. Pp. 62-1-46

plates. (London : H.M. Stationery Office, 1922.)

17^. bd. net.

THE accuracy of modern levelling is a thing which

always causes surprise when the great number

of separate operations which enter into the composition

of a line of any length is considered.

In the work under notice perhaps the most striking

result is that the line of levelling starting from mean

sea level at Newlyn, not far from Land's End, and

terminating at Dunbar on the coast of Haddingtonshire,

generates in all that distance of about 600 miles a

probable error of only two inches, so that, when it was

found that mean sea level at Dunbar was ten inches above

that at Newlyn, it was possible to say with confidence

that the discrepancy was real and due to a deformation

of the mean sea-level surface and could not be attributed

to an accumulation of error in the levelling.

The volume contains an introduction by Colonel

Sir Charles Close, four chapters by Lt.-Col. A. J. Wolff,

and five by Mr. H. L. P. Jolly. The operations which

it describes fall into two separate parts, namely, the

determination of the mean sea level and the levelling.

Though the old levelling of England had mean sea

level at Liverpool as its datum, the height of mean sea

level hud not been determined with accuracy, and a

new determination was necessary ; it was very desir-

able also to obtain records whereby the fluctuations of

mean sea level could be examined and analysed.

Accordingly, three tidal observatories with automatic
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gauges were established, at Newlyn, Felixstowe, and

Dunbar respectively. In the selection of these places

the late Sir George Darwin was consulted.

The levelling shows that the equipotential surface

through the mean level of the sea at NewhTi passes well

below mean sea level at Dunbar and slightly above that

at Felixstowe. There is thus a question as to what

should be adopted as the datum for the levelling.

Either the mean of the different sea levels might have

been used or the equipotential through mean sea level

at one point might be the datum for all. The latter

was decided on and the decision was unquestionably

right.

An interesting chapter is devoted to the effect of

meteorological conditions on the level of the sea. This

shows that part of the discrepancy of o-8i ft. between

mean sea level at Newlyn and Dunbar can safely be

attributed to the fact that, for the six years during

which the observations continued, the average baro-

metric pressure was higher at NewljTi than at Dunbar

by o-io8 in. ; this would depress the level of the sea at

Newl)"!! by about 0-12 ft. The greater portion of the

difference still remains to be accounted for, however,

and it seems that the cause may best be sought in the

effect of wind.

The relation between the daily mean level of the sea

at Newlyn and the atmospheric pressure-gradient has

been studied and a formula deduced that gives results

in wonderfully good accordance with observation.

That the levelling was carried out with conspicuous

care and success is demonstrated by the smallness of

the probable error of the long line from Newhoi to

Dunbar ; and the heights of the bench-marks are now

known with such accuracy that if in the future these

are found to have changed it will undoubtedly indicate

that the marks have moved. The old levelling of 1850

was unfortunately not precise enough to permit of the

differences found, considerable though they were, being

attributed to real movement.

Particular attention has been paid to the design and

to the selection of the situations of the bench-marks,

on the stability of which the value of the work depends.

The sites have been chosen with special regard to the

geological conditions, " avoiding as far as possible the

softer rocks and those liable to surface changes."

In the design of the primary bench-marks an interest-

ing detail is that two reference marks, situated side by

side, are provided in each ; one is a piece of gun-

metal and the other a polished flint. The number of

primary bench-marks is large, the interval between them

being on the average about thirty-five miles, and it is

scarcely possible that any upheaval or subsidence of

a geodetic kind can take place without affecting the

heights of some of them.
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The discussion in Chapter IV. of the dynamic and

orthometric connexions is clear and good, but it should

perhaps have been stated, with reference to the formula

for the value of gravity, that though in all probability

the results obtained by the use of Helmert's constants

are sufficiently accurate, yet the correct quantity to

employ is not the computed value of gravity but the

actual value obtained b}' observation. We may feel

tolerably sure, from experience gained in other countries,

that the difference between these two values will not

be great, but as no gravity survey of this country has

ever been made we cannot say that we know that that

is the case.

The errors to which levelling is liable are fully dis-

cussed in Chapter VIII. The origin of the systematic

errors, which are undoubtedly met with, is obscure. It

is here stated that " the systematic error must be

systematic with respect to something and there is

always the possibility of finding out what the deter-

mining condition or thing is. It is a matter of almost

universal experience that the direction of levelling is

one such condition." Until, however, some satisfac-

tory explanation has been given of the way in which

the direction affects the errors it cannot be said that

the connexion has been definitely established.

The French levellers, under the direction of M. Ch.

Lallemand, have probably paid more attention to this

question than any one else, and it is worth noticing that

the early procedure was to do the levelling in both

directions on the same day, whereas now the rule is to

do the second levelling on a different day. If the

systematic error were principally due to the direction

the best procedure would clearly be to do the two

levellings on the same day, under as similar conditions

as possible, when the effects of direction on the two

results could be expected to be equal but opposite. It

seems that this was the original expectation ; experi-

ence, however, showed that the expectation was not

fulfilled, and so the preference was given to separate

dates, " qui assure " (to quote M. Lallemand) " une

plus grande variete dans les conditions atmospheriques

d'execution des deux nivellements et, par suite, en cas

de concordance de ceux-ci, autorise davantage a penser

qu'ils sont exempts d'erreurs systematiques."

This evidence, however, is not very conclusive.

Concordance may merely indicate that the errors were

equal and of the same sign in both cases, so that

whatever error there was will appear undiminished in

the mean. Discordance means that most probably the

errors were of opposite sign, but, the conditions under

which the two levellings were done having been different,

it would be unjustifiable to assume that the errors were

equal. In neither case, therefore, have we any certainty

that the mean of the two results will be free from error.
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We agree with the statement made in Chapter VIII.

" that there is reason to doubt whether the systematic

error in the mean levelling of a line, derived from the

discrepancy between the backward and forward level-

ling, is a reliable guide to the actual accumulation of

error within the line."

Putting aside such matters as instability of pickets,

which are clearly capable of producing a systematic

effect depending on the direction in which the work

proceeds, the connexion between the remainder of the

systematic error and the direction does not seem to be

well established and is a matter which calls for further

investigation.

Turning to the equipment which was used for the

levelling, special attention is due to the staves called

the " Cambridge Staves," which came into general use

in 1914. They are described by Lt.-Col. Wolff in

Chapter II. The novelty of their construction is that

the graduations are not on the wood of which the body

of the staff is composed, but on a strip of invar let into

a groove on the face of the staff. This strip is firmly

attached to the base of the staff, and is presumably

kept taut b)- some arrangement fixed at the top, but

this detail of the construction is not given.

The thermal expansion of invar is so small that no

account has to be taken of changes of temperature,

which simplifies the computations and adds to the

precision of the work. Staves of this pattern would be

still more advantageous in countries where the climate

is less temperate than it is in England.

The book is well illustrated, and the closing errors,

discrepancies, adjustments, and route-profiles of the

circuits are very clearly displayed in a series of diagrams.

The work is well produced on the whole, but there are

signs that the printers were not quite accustomed to

mathematical symbols with accents, subscripts, etc.

These are minor blemishes, however, and do not de-

tract from the great value of this admirable piece of

work. G. P. L. C.

Scientific Work in the Dutch East Indian

Seas.

De Zeeen van Nederlandsch Oost-Indi'e. Uitgegeven

door het Koninklijk Nederlandsch Aardrijkskundig

Genootschap. Pp. ix + 507. (Leyden : E. J. Brill,

1922.) 20 guilders net.

THIS heavy volume, illustrated with numerous

photographs and several folding maps, treating

of our knowledge of the Dutch East Indian seas, is

published by the " Koninklijk Nederlandsch Aardrijks-

kundig Genootschap " on the occasion of its fiftieth

anniversary. In it, six specialists give a summarj' of
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the work done in their respective branches of science,

and the results are worthy of the attention of many

more than those acquainted with the Dutch language.

In the first chapter. Col. I'Honore Naber gives a

historical sketch of the research work that has been

done, beginning with the famous Marco Polo, the first

European who travelled in those seas in the thirteenth

century, and whose book was translated into English

by H. Yule (London, Cordier, 1903). More important

for us, however, are the expeditions of the last century,

when the Challenger began the work which was carried

on by the Siboga and the Bali.

The second chapter, bringing forward Adm. Tyde-

man's work on the depths of the sea, is accompanied

by a splendid map, showing the extension of the flats,

as well as the distribution of the curious deep channels

or troughs, that form one of the most characteristic

features of this part of the world ; for example, the

Java trough, 6000-7000 metres deep, the Mentawei

trough, and the well-known Mindanao trough, where

the greatest depth of the sea, between nine and ten

thousand metres, is found.

Then follow accounts of investigations on tempera-

ture, salinity, density, and dissolved gases in the sea

water, communicated by Prof. Ringer. Many dia-

grams and tables are a welcome guide in what might

have been a labyrinth of ciphers.

An account of the maritime meteorology and the

tides, written by Dr. van der Stok, and illustrated by

maps and tables, explains the interesting phenomena

which tide-wa\-es show in an archipelago, the isles of

which form numerous obstacles to the movements of

the water. The theoretical part of this chapter is

highly interesting.

Dr. Max Weber's treatise on the biology of the sea

is very important, as might be expected from the

leader of the Siboga expedition. The different zones

of life in the oceans, the coral reefs, and the conditions

of deep-sea life are especially treated, and Mrs. Weber-

Bosse adds an important chapter on plant life in

tropical seas, which is so absolutely different from our

coastal vegetation, where only very few Phanerogamae

come down to and into the salt or even brackish water

of bays and estuaries.

The next chapter, on the geology of the region, by

Prof. Molengraaff, is perhaps the most interesting of

the volume. The writer first points out the remarkable

difference between the western and eastern parts of the

Archipelago. The western part, the shallow Soenda

sea, was dry land during the Glacial period, while in

the eastern part rows of little islands alternate with

deep-sea basins, causing a very unequal relief of the

sea bottom. The theory of the sinking of the sea-level

and the coral-reef problem, which are narrowly
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interlaced, are amply discussed. Good maps help to

make these difficult problems easier to understand.

In the last chapter Adm. Phaff gives a description

of the coast lines of the East Indian Isles.

In his preface Dr. W. v. d. Stok states that only new

and very costly expeditions will be able to bring new

light on the subjects treated in this volume, so we must

therefore be glad to possess such an excellent summary

of our knowledge of the East Indian Seas.

W. G. N. VAN DER SlEEN.

For the Diffusion of Knowledge.

Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian

Institution, showing the Operations , Expenditures , and

Condition of the Institution for the Year ending June

30, 1920. (Washington : Government Printing

Office, 1922.)

OF the 704 pages that make up the volume before

us, 550, accompanied by 230 plates, are

assigned to the appendix. The body of the report is

somewhat dead by now, but the large tail is still lively

enough to attract attention. It consists, as usual, of

papers general in character and ranging over the field

of human intellect from astronomy to fine art. There

are 27 such papers, of which 14 are original and by

Americans, and 13 are reprints or translations of

articles b)' American, British, and French authors.

All are examples of popularisation of a high type, and

many of them could be understood by readers with

little or no previous knowledge of the subject. The

names of H. H. Turner, W. D. Halliburton, M. Caullery,

and Auguste Lameere among the foreign authors indi-

cate the general excellence. The papers that appear

here for the first time are, to a large extent, summaries

of work that has been published elsewhere, but some

of them contain matter that seems to be fresh.

Dr. N. E. Mclndoo's article on the senses of insects

may serve for example. After discussing the nature

of insect vision by the simple and the compound eyes,

he proceeds to the sense of smell, and considers it first

as a means of recognition. In insects that sense is far

more developed than in man, yet Dr. Mclndoo found

that by smell alone he could distinguish the three

castes of bees as well as other components of the hive.

It is probable that each individual bee has its peculiar

odour, but the combination of all these that makes up

the hive odour is regarded as the most important, as

indeed the ruling power in a colony. It " is a means

of preserving the social life of the bees from without,

and the queen odour which is a part of it insures con-

tinuation of the social life within. The workers ' know '

their hive-mates by the odour they carry. This insures
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harmony and a united defence against attack. The

queen odour constantly informs the workers that their

queen is present. Even though she does not rule, her

presence means everything to the bees in perpetuating

the colony. Thus, by obeying the stimuli of the hive

odour and queen odour, and being guided by instinct,

a colon}' of bees perhaps could not want a better ruler."

Among ants the same broad principles hold, but here

the family odour retains its importance.

What then are the organs by which insects recognise

these odours ? Dr. Mclndoo has identified them as

small pores scattered or grouped on the body and

appendages. A nerve ends in each pore, and the

opening is often protected by a hair. By covering the

pores, experimental proof of their olfactory function

was obtained.

That bees, among other insects, can discriminate

between foods is well known, and that their power of

discrimination exceeds that of man was experimentally

proved by Dr. Mclndoo. He ascribes this power,

however, not to taste, but to smell. Taste and smell

are closely allied, and it is possible that the only

difference lies in the organs that respond, the stimulus

itself being identical. In bees there appear to be no

such organs connected with the alimentary tract, so

that the discrimination is probably by smell.

Passing over the sense of touch, we find some novel

remarks on the sense of hearing, and an interpretation

of certain organs on the antennae (pore-plates and

Johnston's organ) as possibly auditory in function,

though the audition can, in that event, be little more

than an exaggerated sense of touch.

Whether there are in insects or in any other animals

senses of a nature entirely hidden from us, is a question

raised by Mr. H. H. Beck in an article on " The Occult

Senses in Birds " (reprinted from the Auk). In some

species of moth, for instance, a female exposed but

invisible will soon attract the males of the species.

Various explanations of this have been suggested

—

from Mr. Beck's "mate-findmg sense" to wireless

telegraphy, but Dr. Mclndoo believes that the highly

developed sense of smell is enough to account for it.

The same faculty surely renders it unnecessary to

postulate, with Mr. Beck, a special " food-finding

sense," though his story of vultures from eight miles

away spotting a freshly-killed dog at the bottom of a

sink-hole is certainly uncanny. Then there is the

homing sense—the most puzzling of all ; but it seems

less rational to demand some mysterious force, as

Bethe does, than to suppose the exercise of the usual

senses more highly developed than a townsman can

ever imagine, used simply or in combination, con-

sciously or unconsciously.

One might pass on to consider some curious instincts
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set forth in the account of two insects of the orchard,

by Mr. R. E. Snodgrass, or to learn a lesson from

Prof. Lameere's lecture on the origin of insect societies.

Or one might get practical hints on the suppression of

insect pests by a better utilisation of birds from Mr.

W. L. McAtee, or excite oneself over the adventures in

the life of a fiddler crab, so delightfully told by Mr.

O. W. Hyman. But we must reluctantly pass all

-these, and pass too Mr. Bassler on the little Polyzoa,

Mr. Gilmore on the mighty horned dinosaurs, Mr.

Maxon on the Botanical Gardens of Jamaica, Mr.

Safford's strange study 'of the narcotic Daturas, and

the richly illustrated articles on Hopi Indians, modern

Mexicans, and racial groups and figures, by Fewkes,

Genin, and Hough. We must end, but we permit

ourselves the perhaps too obvious comment, that this

publication is indeed an admirable example of " the

diffusion of knowledge among men."

Our Bookshelf.

Introduction a la giomitrie non-Euclidienne . Par
Dr. A. MacLeod. Pp. 433. (Paris : J. Hermann,

1922.) 20 francs.

In the theory of relativity, on which so much has been
written during the last few years, one of the main
difficulties encountered by most readers is the un-
familiar conception of space and time involved. Apart
from the difficulty in the conception of a space-time
continuum, the notions that space as we know it may
possibly be only of limited extent, and that the sum of

the angles of a triangle is not necessarily equal to two
right angles, are apt to prove only too bewildering to

readers whose knowledge of geometrical matters is con-

fined to the Euclidean system.

The question whether the axioms imposed by Euclid
are necessary for building up a logical system of

geometry has long engaged the attention of mathe-
maticians. In the non-Euclidean system, largely

developed by Gauss, the absolute, i.e. the " circular

points at infinity " of Euclidean geometry, is replaced

by a non-degenerate conic. All this entails revised

definitions of such terms as " distance " and " right

angle."

Dr. MacLeod in the work before us presents the

subject with strict logical precision, the reasoning
which leads to the various results being given fully and
accurately. The actual amount of ground covered
is not so great as in Mr. Coolidge's treatise, a book
which occasionally suffers from over-condensation. Un-
initiated readers will be interested in noticing that the
proof of a familiar proposition, that the greater angle
of a triangle is opposite the greater side, requires six

pages of reasoning. The book would have been im-
proved b\- more diagrams, but these can be supplied
without difficulty. It can be recommended as an
excellent introduction to the subject.

W. E. H. B.

History of the Theory of Numbers. By Prof. L. E.

Dickson. Volume II. (Publication No. 256, Vol.

II.). Pp. xxvi + 803. (Washington : Carnegie

Institution of Washington, 1920.) 7.50 dollars.

The arithmetical questions treated by Diophantus of

Alexandria, who flourished about the year 250 A.D.,

included such problems as the solution of the equations

x+y + z=^6, xy + s = tfi, xy-z= v^

in rational numbers. Little attention was given to this

type of problem from Diophantus's time till that of

Fermat (1650), the founder of modern Diophantine

analysis. The most general arithmetical question to

which the peculiar methods of Diophantine analysis

apply is the determination of all the solutions in rational

numbers of a system of algebraic equations.

7?,(.Vj, x^, .... Xn) = o, i=\, 2, . . . m,

there being more unknowns than equations. Particular

problems of this type have attracted the attention of a

very large number of workers.

Prof. Dickson, in the second volume of his History,

gives an account of what has been accomplished in this

field of thought. Original memoirs have been carefully

scrutinised and abstracted. Naturally, in such a com-

pilation, there is much matter which would not now be

regarded as of any great scientific importance, and, in

fact, the main value of many of the reports is on the

side of historical development.

Scientifically, the most important chapters in the

present volume are those on (i.) partitions of numbers,

(ii.) representation of numbers as sums of squares, (iii.)

Pellian equations, (iv.) indeterminate equations of the

third degree, and (v.) Fermat's last theorem. It is

to be trusted that the mathematical world will duly

appreciate the immense amount of labour expended by
Prof. Dickson in the preparation of such a book.

W. E. H. B.

Penrose's Annual : The Process Year Book. Review

of the Graphic Arts. Edited by William Gamble.

Vol.25. Pp. xvi + iio-l-plates + 64. (London: Percy

Lund, Humphries and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 85. net.

Mr. Gamble, in his editorial review of process work,

looks back twenty-seven years to the first volume of

this annual and remarks upon the improvement of the

process block since then. He considers that it is now
so perfect that there is little if any possibility of advance

in this direction. " The signs of the times are that the

process block has passed its prime and that there will

be a slow and steady diminution of its employment."

Rotary photogravure and off-set lithography are

improving, and collotype is reviving, its most important

application being in the highest grade of colour work.

The superseding of type composition by a photo-

graphic method occupies a prominent position in the

volume. The " photoline process " of Mr. Arthur

Dutton, though the machinery for it is not yet on the

market, is so far perfected that we have here good

examples of solid text, tabular matter, title pages,

Qrnamental work, and a demonstration that any size

of letter can be obtained from one master alphabet.

The body of the book contains several articles of

exceptional value following the editor's general

summary. Mr. Stanley Morison contributes a long

and well illustrated historical article on " Printing in

France," and " Printing in China " is dealt with in a
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shorter contribution by Mr. Gilbert Mcintosh. There
is also a note on the Garamond Type, with several

examples of it. The illustrations representing process

work are, as usual, numerous and very diverse. They
include a reproduction from an impression of a wood
engraving by the swelled gelatine method and a
half-tone direct from Nature. Altogether it is a very
interesting volume^

The Psychology of Thought and Feeling : A Conservative

Interpretation of Results in Modern Psychology. By
Dr. C. Piatt. Pp. x-l-290. (London : Kegan Paul,

Trench, Trubner and Co., Ltd., 1921.) 75. 6d. net.

The author's claim in the sub-title is, on the whole,
justified. The social and educational bearings of the

subject are kept in the foreground ; technicalities and
controversial or metaphysical problems are, for the most
part, avoided. On these terms, as stated in the preface,

one is not led to expect more than one finds—a presenta-

tion that includes much of the newer teaching but does

not break touch with older methods of treatment. The
trouble, perhaps, is that if " metaphysical " problems
be avoided the result is likely to be an emulsion in which
the drops do not combine though they may be swallowed
together. If we elect to follow M. Bergson and call the

great life-urge the Slan vital, the concept of nerve-force

or neurokyme and that of unconscious cerebration can
scarcely coalesce therewith ; and if the nerve-force be
said to leap a microscopic gap at the synapse, and if it

be also said that at each of these gaps, a choice presents

itself, the two statements do not seem to be " meta-
physically " in pari materia. The author is doubtless

not less aware than any of his readers of the difficulties

that must arise if the more fundamental issues be
passed over. For the most part he gives a reading of

the facts which will be found sufficiently free from
extravagance as to be spoken of as conservative.

Researches on Cellulose. By C. F. Cross and C. Doree.
IV. (1910-1921). (Vol. 4 of the Series "Cross and
Bevan.") Pp. x -I- 253. (London : Longmans, Green
and Co., 1922.) 15s. net.

" Cross and Bevan " are two names inseparably
connected with our knowledge of cellulose. The
present volume is a continuation of a series of mono-
graphs on the subject. Although the properties of

cellulose are of such immense importance in nearly all

branches of industry, the complexity of the subject is

so great that, in spite of a considerable volume of

valuable research, there are still many obscure regions.

The authors have brought together the results of

research carried out by various workers, with helpful

and constructive criticism. The result is a very useful

monograph, which will be of great value to workers in

this field.

The Psychology of Day-Dreams. By Dr. J. Varendonck.
With an Introduction by Prof. S. Freud. Pp. 367.
(London : George Allen and Unwin, Ltd. ; New
York : The Macmillan Company, 1921.) iSs. net. •

There is much in Dr. Varendonck's book which will be
of interest and of value to psychologists not only of the
newer schools but also to those who are nowadays
spoken of as "academic." The central aim is to

disentangle under distinguishing analysis the part
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(i) played by " affective thinking " (or what Prof. Freud
in the introduction prefers to call " freely wandering or

phantastic thinking ") in normal life, from (2) that

which is played by psychical processes in which a higher

order of reflective thinking takes some share. To this

end, day-dreams are discussed with much patience and
insight. The conclusion reached is that affective think-

ing may take place in the three levels of consciousness,

but that unconscious and fore-conscious thinking are

always affective. Where so much turns on the role of

the affect, chapters on its relation to memor)', apper-
ception, ideation, and visualisation, and one on the

issues of affective thinking, are helpful to an adequate
grasp of the author's position.

The Common Molluscs of South India. By J. Hornell,

Director of Fisheries, Madras. Report No. 6 of 1921,
Madras Fisheries Bulletin, vol. xiv., 1922, pp. 97-215.

(Madras : Government Press.) i rupee.

Mr. Hornell has arranged for the preparation of wall-

cases containing collections of the common species of

molluscs and Crustacea for the use of secondary schools

in India, and this useful handbook was written primarily

as a descriptive guide to accompany the case of molluscs,

but the needs of collectors who take an interest in the

things they find on the shore have also been kept in

mind. Mr. Hornell records the external features, the

bionomics, the changes in form of the shell as growth
proceeds, the character of the spawn, the use of molluscs

as food, and the shells, opercula, pearls, etc., as articles

of commerce.

The Evolution of Atoms and Isotopes. B\- W. D.
Verschoyle. Pp. 40. (London : J. J. Keliher and
Co., Ltd., Craven House, Kingsway, 1922.) 15. ^d.

The author of this pamphlet proposes, with the help

of a bi-polar electron, to explain the evolution of atoms
and to abolish positive electricity. He has been
stimulated by the discovery of isotopes to develop
further a series of numerical relations between atomic
weights, some of which have already been described

in the Chemical News.

An Introduction to Forecasting Weather. By P. R.
Zealley. Pp. 32. (W. Heffer & Sons, Ltd., Cam-
bridge ; London : Simpkin, Marshall & Co., Ltd.,

1922.) IS. net.

The pamphlet treats the subject of forecasting in an
elementary manner, and may interest amateur meteor-

ologists who have receiving sets for radio-telegraphy.

The author is a technical assistant in the Meteorological

Office stationed at Shoeburyness, and would be con-

versant with the official weather publications.

Ministry of Munitions and Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research. Technical Records of Ex-
plosives Supply, igij-igi8. No. 9 : Heat Trans-

mission. Pp. iv + 48. (London: H.M. Stationery

Office, 1922.) 5.?. net.

This report embodies in charts and formulae the ex-

periences of the Department of Explosives Supply on
the transmission of heat to or from fluids flowing along

pipes under various conditions, and will be found
useful by engineers.
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Letters to the Editor.

\The Editor does not hold himself responsible for
opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, or to correspond with
the writers of rejected vianuscjipts intended for
this or any other part of NATURE. No notice is

taken ofanonymous communicationsi\

Broadcasting Transmitter.

I EXPECT that broadcasters would find that a
definite generatorofE.M.F. would give cleaner articula-

tion than is probable with a transmitter depending on
random variation of resistance. In other words that
one of those telegraphic devices which I described
long ago (Proc. Inst. E.E., vol. 27, p. 838, Dec. 1898),
consisting of a light stiff coil of fine wire suspended
elastically in an annular magnetic field, would repro-
duce speech and music better than a microphone.
The fluctuations of the induced current in such an
instrument are not capricious, and apart from stimu-
lation it is silent ; always provided that the exciting
magnetic field is kept steady—a condition likely to
be assisted by saturation of the iron magnet core, or
by use of a sufficiently strong permanent magnet.

If an electromagnet is used, some contrivance is

advisable whereby the coil circuit is automatically
opened whenever the rousing current is put on or off.

Otherwise, the response may be too violent for the
valve and rest of the apparatus, not to mention a
receiving ear. Oliver Lodge.
Normanton House, Lake, Salisbury.

The Green Flash at Sunset.

Sir Arthur Schuster in his review of Dr. Mulder's
book on this subject states that " there seems no
reason to doubt that dispersion combined with ab-
sorption of light completely accounts for the effect

"

(N.\TURE, September 16, p. 370). Yet Dr. Mulder's
own view is that a complete explanation is still want-
ing.

My apology for again raising this question is that I

believe I can supply frpm some recent observations
what seems to be lacking in the dispersion theory,
which fails to account for the remarkable variations
in visibility of the green flash under apparently
favourable conditions.

On the outward voj'age to .\ustralia to obser\'e the
solar eclipse of September last, I was struck with the
faintness of the green flash at sunset, although the
sky was clear down to the horizon. It was visible in
binoculars ( x8), but scarcely, if at all, to unaided
vision. On the return journey, on the other hand,
the phenomenon was brilliant every evening on the
run between the north-west coast of Australia and
Java, and I was able to observe also what happened
when Venus set in the sea. On this voyage the
ordinary' mirage effect was conspicuous, that is, dis-

tant land appeared raised above the sea horizon by
a small interval, due to the total reflection of sky
and land at the surface of a thin layer of air of low
density in contact with the sea. At sunset the last

segment of the disappearing limb was similarly re-

flected and reversed, causing a lenticular shape with
the cusps raised about a minute of arc above the
horizon. The green flash occurred when the green-
edged cusps coalesced into a single bright patch, and
this on one occasion turned to violet at the last

moment.
The striking thing about the setting of Venus wa.%

the sudden appearance of a reflected image moving
upwards to meet the descending image, and the in-

stantaneous and conspicuous change of colour from
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dull red to green at the moment of meeting of the
two images. The vertical spectrum of the planet
caused by atmospheric dispersion was at no time
visible in the binoculars, but the change of colour
was probably due to the setting of the lower red of
the spectrum.

It seems to me evident from these observations that
the mirage layer greatly intensifies the ordinary dis-
persion effect, by adding the light from the reflected
image to the direct image at the moment of setting.
The normal dispersion effect at sunset under condi-
tions when there is no mirage is scarcely \'isible to
unaided vision, although easily seen in a telescope of
low power. J. Evershed.

Kodaikanal Observatory, September 26.

Thermal Opalescence in Crystals and the Colour
of Ice in Glaciers.

In a previous communication to Nature (vol. 109,
page 42) it was pointed out that the thermal agitation
of the atoms in crystals causes optical heterogeneity
which should give rise to a noticeable scattering when
a beam of light is sent through the substance, and that
this effect may actually be observed with suitable
arrangements in clear quartz or rock-salt. I have
recently found that the same phenomenon is con-
spicuously exhibited by ice. If a block of clear ice,

free from air-bubbles, stria;, or other obvious inclusions,
and having flat sides, be held squarely and a narrow
pencil of sunlight concentrated by a lens be passed
through it, the track of the pencil shows a beautiful
blue opalescence. It is advisable not to use a very
highly-condensed cone of rays, as this would cause
internal melting of the ice with formation of cavities
which reflect white light and distract the eye. A dark
background should be provided against which the
track may be viewed. With small or irregular lumps
of ice, the observation may easily be made by im-
mersing the ice in clear distilled water contained in

a glass flask which is painted black outside, windows
being provided for ingress and egress of light and for
observation of the opalescent track. Even with ice

which at first looks unprom.ising owing to internal
flaws or inclusions, portions in which the blue opal-
escence is not overpowered by disturbing effects may
be picked out. A suitable orientation of the block
with reference to the direction of the incident rays is

often useful in avoiding reflections from cavities in
the ice.

.\ comparison of the relative scattering powers of
clear water and of ice at 0° C. is instructive. Accord-
ing to the measurements of Bridgeman, the com-
pressibility of ice is 35 X io-° per atmosphere, and its

refractive index is 1-310, while the corresponding
figures for water are 52 x lo"' per atm., and 1-334.
The Einstein-Smoluchowski formula gives the scatter-

ing power of water at 0° C. as 144 times that of dust-
free air, and if it could be applied in the case of solids,

the scattering power of ice should be 79 times that
of air. .\s has already been pointed out, however,
the formula has to be modified in the case of crystal-

line solids, and a revised calculation indicates the
scattering power of ice as about 30 times that of air,

which is of the order actually observed in experiment.
The atomic scattering of light in block-ice demon-

strated and measured in these experiments should
certainly be capable of being observed on a large scale

under suitable natural conditions. Indeed, it is well

known that masses of ice in glaciers and icebergs often
exhibit a blue colour, and it appears to the writer very
significant that the circumstances in which natural ice

shows a blue colour are precisely those found to be

A 2
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necessary in the laboratory in order that the blue
opalescence due to internal scattering may be satis-

factorih' observed, that is, that the ice should be of

the niaximum clearness and transparency ; in either

case, air-bubbles, striae, and other inclusions obscure
the effect sought for. The inference that the pheno-
mena arise in the same way seems legitimate.

I am aware that a different explanation of the
colour of natural ice has been put forward by Tyndall
and other writers, that is, that the colour is simply
an absorption effect. To me, however, it appears
that the latter view presents fundamental difficulties.

Prima facie, no substance can exhibit colour in its own
body except as the result of internal diffusion or scatter-

ing. Colour due to simple absorption can only be
perceived when a luminous object is viewed through
the substance, and even then it is the source, not

the absorbing medium, that appears coloured.

The absorption theory thus leaves it unexplainedwhy
clear ice should exhibit any colour at all. Indeed, it

would appear that the colour of ice is often very con-

spicuously observed when the light traversing it has
no chance of reaching the observer's eye directly.

Thus, for example, in liis lecture on ice and glaciers,

Helmholtz describes very vividly the experience of

the Alpine traveller who, traversing the broken surface

of the glacier along a narrow ridge, looks down into

the crevasses on either side'and views with mixed feel-

ings of pleasure and awe their dark blue walls going
down to the depths. It is obvious that in such a case

as this, the light filtering down into the solid mass of

transparent ice forming the glacier through the super-

ficial layers or otherwise, has no possibility of return-

ing to the observer above except as the result of

internal scattering.

The natural view to take is therefore that the blue
opalescence is the real cause of the colour of transparent
ice observed under such conditions, the absorption of

light in traversing the medium tending merely to

diminish its intensity and make it of a more saturated
hue. C. V. Raman.

210 Bowbazaar Street, Calcutta,
November 9.

The Cause of Chambering in Oysters
and other Lamellibranchs.

The phenomenon of chambering in oysters and
other lamellibranchs is well known, and in oysters

is a source of much financial loss to some oyster
planters. In a chanrbered oyster one extensive
closed chamber or several superposed large chambers
may occur enclosed within the shell substance

—

usually in the convex valve, but sometimes in both
valves. The chambers are separated from each
other or from the body of the oyster by thin brittle

partitions of shell only, and contain usually an evil-

smeUing liquid. When a chambered oyster is opened,
great care is required lest the brittle wall of the
chamber be broken and the evil-smelling liquid

released on the oyster, which would in that case be
rendered unfit for eating.

The cause of chambering has recently been described

by Houlbert and Galaine {Comptes rendus, Acad. Sci.

Paris 162, 1916), not as " un accident pathologique
. .

." but " comme la persistence d'une propriety
ancestrale." Later, these writers suggest inanition

as a cause. In our recent investigation on oysters
we have observed several phenomena which when
pieced together ofier a rational explanation of

chambering as a minor pathological phenomenon due
to varying external conditions coincident with varia-

tions in the internal condition of oysters.

We have observed that when oysters are kept in

bell-jars or dishes in a warm room in the laboratory
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without food in winter they begin to grow shell

automatically, whereas in the sea in a normal winter
no growth of shell occurs ; moreover, oysters kept
in the laboratory in summer may continue to lay
down shell at a rapid rate although food is practically

absent. In such oysters it frequently happens that
owing to the unfavourable conditions of transport
in summer weather the oysters arrive in a bad condi-
tion, one of the effects of which—combined with the
effect of the laboratory water—is to cause the oysters

to shrink somewhat in their shell, but especially

to contract the mantle, wherebj' puckers are formed
in it. Now, although the mantle and body shrink,

the layer of the mantle and body next to the shell

continues to secrete shell substance in a thin layer.

As a consequence of these conditions the oysters lay
down on the inside of the shell a thin layer of shell-

substance in an irregular manner, following especially

the puckerings of the mantle. This thin layer of

shell is laid down with a water space between it

and the shell, and is, in fact, a small chamber. The
same process occurs, as is well known, when mud
gets into the shell accidentally, or when a hole is

punctured in the shell and is afterwards plastered

over with repair shell inside. The above facts show
that shell is laid down automatically by the mantle
and body surface adjacent to the shell if the tempera-
ture is sufficiently high and—it may be added

—

if the oyster is in reasonably good condition.
The second observation is well known to oyster-

cultivators, namely, that 05'sters will swell consider-

ablv in water of low salinity and shrink in water
of high salinity. This change occurs probably
through the readiness of the bladder-tissue in

lamellibranchs to respond and accommodate itself

to changes in osmotic pressure. Now, chambered
oysters occur most commonly on beds in high
estuarine or riverine situations, where the salinity

variations are great. The third factor of interest

in this problem is that oysters vary greatly seasonally
in weight, and, it can be safely deduced, in volume
as well : very low salinities due to heavy rains

would certainly also reduce the amount of available
food-material for oysters. We have also observed that
when oysters are kept for some months in tanks in

stagnant water, the salinity of which thereby increases
considerably, the percentage of chambered oysters
is afterwards found to be very high and the bodies of

the oysters shrink to a very great extent. The last

factor of importance is this, that the rainy period in
England falls either in the early part of the year or at
the end of the year, while the month of May is

fairly dry ; but in May and June oysters prepare
or begin to breed, and it becomes warm enough nor-
mally for shell to grow.
These observations may now be pieced together.

In the early months of the year in high estuarine
or riverine beds oysters are frequently subject to
low salinities, e.g. 15 per cent, or even lower; to-
wards May or June higher salinities will generally
occur in these situations together with the onset
of breeding among oysters ; both these factors
tend to reduce the volume of the body of the
oyster, and—it has been noted—at a time when
it is warm enough for shell-growth to take place.
If the oyster is in good condition, shell-growth—it has been observed—occurs automatically. Thus,
as the volume of the oyster is shrinking in these
situations, shell material is being produced, con-
sequently a shell lamina which is not adjacent to
the existing body of the shell is laid down and a
chamber results. Water probably forms in the
chamber by percolation along the outside of the
body of the oyster between the body and the shell.

In this way are probably included in the chamber
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various organisms—present in the sea-water—which
give rise to the unpleasant smell. The principal
organisms concerned would appear to be the well-
known anaerobic bacteria which produce hydrogen
sulphide.

The cause of chambering among oysters on beds
in high estuarine situations can therefore be stated
to be the reduction in bulk of the body, wliich occurs
at the shell-growing period in these situations from
a variety of causes, of which the decrease of bulk
due to breeding and salinity variations are the most
important.

It may be noted, however, that chambering is rsire

on what are regarded as good oyster beds, and there
is good reason to believe that the salinity variations
over such beds range between about 30 and 34 per
mille.

Chambering has also been observed in some deep-
sea oysters, and, it may be presumed, from the opera-
tions of the same causes as in high estuarine situations.

The conditions on deep-sea oyster beds are very
different from those in high estuarine situations,

but the breeding phenomena on the former beds
are not known. It seems probable that breeding
may not occur at all in some years in deep-sea beds,
or that there is only a short breeding period (see

Orton, Journ. Mar. Bioi. Assn. vol. 12, p. 343), but
that on the other hand growth is probably con-
tinuous over the greater part of the year. Since
salinity variations would not be great on deep-sea
beds it would appear that the reduction in bulk
of the body due to breeding coincident with extensive
shell-growth (see Hoek, Report on the Causes of
the Deterioration in Quality of the Zealand Oyster,
p. 90, s'Gravenhage, 1902) is the main cause of
chambering in deep-sea oysters.

The \'iew given above on the cause of chambering
in oysters could readily be put to the test of experi-
ment, but it would be preferable to carry out experi-
ments on a large scale, beginning with thousands
of young oysters. The economic importance of
oysters is sufficiently great for the matter to be taken
up by such large oyster-planters as are troubled with
chambering. It will readily be seen from the argu-
ment given above that chambering is a minor patho-
logical phenomenon, and that there is nothing to
prevent the growth of a good well-fished oyster in

a chambered shell, and, as a fact, excellent oysters
do occur in chambered shells.

Edith Worsnop.
J. H. Orton.

Marine Biological Laboratory,
Plymouth, December 4.

The Hardness of Vitreous Silica.

The hypothesis proposed by Sir George Beilby to
account for the hardening of metals by cold-working,
and accepted by most metallurgists in this country,
assumes the production of a vitreous phase of the
metal by the breaking down of the crystalline struc-
ture during extensive deformation. It requires that
the vitreous modification of a substance should be
harder than the crystalline. Direct evidence on this

point has rarely been obtained. Silica, however,
suggests itself as a suitable substance for such a test,

both the crystalline forms and the under-cooled glass
being readily obtained in a form suitable for mechan-
ical tests. The hardness of silica was carefully
studied by Auerbach, who found a surface of vitreous
silica to be less hard than either of the principal faces
of quartz. Most commercial silica glass is, however,
so weakened by the presence of numerous gas bubbles
that any grinding test is likely to give low results for
the hardness.
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We have recently had the opportunity of examining
a specimen of silica of unusual hardness. This was
obtained by throwing a quantity of pure quartz sand
on to the slag in an open-hearth steel furnace when the
slag surface was at an exceptionally high temperature
(1800° C. by the optical pyrometer). The sand melted,
and formed a lenticular mass, which only mixed with
the slag at its margin. On removing the product, a
colourless, translucent mass of glassy silica was
obtained, passing sharply into the dark slag. Analysis
of the colourless mass gave 977 per cent. siUca, 2-0
per cent, lime, and a trace of iron. A thin section
between crossed Nicols was isotropic, with only a few
scattered inclusions of minute crystals and some
spherical bubbles.

Tests with a sclerometer, using a diamond point
under a load of 400 grams, gave a broader scratch on
a prism face of quartz than on a polished surface of
the vitreous silica, but on account of the splintery
nature of both scratches little reliance could be placed
on the actual measurements. A fractured edge of
the fused product distinctly scratched the prism faces
of quartz, while natural angles of the latter failed to
scratch the vitreous surface. Further tests were made
with the scleroscope, an instrument in which the
rebound of a diamond-pointed hammer falling from
a height is measured. The following figures were
obtained, all the specimens being embedded in pitch
in the cast-iron cup provided with the instrument

:

Polished vitreous silica .... 94
Quartz, prism face 91
Commercial vitreous silica ... 82

The experiments are not conclusive, and a higher
accuracy will be attempted, but it would appear that
silica thoroughly fused at a high temperature is dis-

tinctly harder than crystalline quartz, and to this
extent the experiments support Beilby's hypothesis.

CosMO Johns.
Cecil H. Desch.

Sheffield, December 2.

Distribution of the Organ-Pipe Diatom,
Bacillaria paradoxa.

In the Notes in N.\ture for September 29, 1921
(vol. 108, p. 163), it is mentioned that Mr. J. W.
Williams and Mr. H. Weaver have found the curious
organ-pipe diatom, Bacillaria paradoxa, in canals and
pools in Staffordshire and Worcestershire. It may
be of further interest to note that while leading a
party of field naturalists on a seaside expedition to
Altona Bay, near Melbourne, some years ago {Vic-
torian Naturalist, vol. xxxiv., June 1917, p. 16), we
found this same diatom very abundantly both in the
sea and up the Kororoit Creek for a good distance,
where the water was only slightly brackish. On
examining the finds at home I was struck with the
fact that, whereas the marine form was very active
in its peculiar sliding movement, the brackish form
was sluggish in contrast. It would be interesting to
know whether other observers have found the fresh
water to act as an agent for " slowing down." Prob-
ably the saline conditions of the water assisted the
osmotic pressure which may induce the movement.

F. Chapman.
National Museum, Melbourne,

October 24.

Speculation concernlag the Positive Electron.

Sir Oliver Lodge's interesting speculation, in
Nature of November 25, p. 696, as to the possible
similarity of positive and negative electrons suggests
an inquiry into the relative abundance of the lighter
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and heavier elements to be expected on this hypo-
thesis. Considering the simplest case, that of

hydrogen, let us assume that very large equal numbers
of positive and negative electrons initially combine to
form N + n positive, and N - n negative protons, and
that the negatives immediately combine with an
equal number of positives to form heavier nuclei,

leaving zn positive protons to form hydrogen atoms.
Since in the combination of protons to form heavy
nuclei the loss of mass by " packing " is apparently

„ ^, .

.

mass of hvdrogen
small, the ratio , , , j-^—

n—

?

should be
total mass of all elements

very nearly equal to 2n/2N, i.e. nf^.
The probability that, in the fortuitous formation of

2N protons, N + M shall be positive and N - » nega-
(2N)'

five is 2v /XT , \\ /XT \\- This is a maximum
2^^

. (N + w)! . (N -«)!
when « = o. Call this probability for an exactly

equal distribution P, then the probability for any
P (N')^

other distribution is t^tt-;
— '

,-t rr. which, in the
{N + «)! . (N -«)! „j

limit when N is very great, reduces to Ve~^ . It is

hence highly improbable that «- should be large

compared with N. If we assume that )i^ = N we
should get a result of the right order of magnitude.
On this assumption the relative concentration of

hydrogen would be i/ ,^/N.

Whatever may be the case in other systems, we
would certainly seem to be justified in assuming that,

in the solar system, all, or almost all, the atoms are
of the positive nucleus type. The number of protons
constituting the solar system is about i-2Xio^',
which would give a hydrogen concentration of the
order of 4 x lo"-'. As the hydrogen in the terrestrial

oceans forms 8x lo"" of the whole mass of the solar

system, there is no need to enlarge upon the magni-
tude of the discrepancy. A similar argument might
be applied t6 the other light elements formed by the
combination of positive and negative protons.
The above argument may be objected to on the

ground that some negative protons would certainly
combine with previously formed positi\'e complexes.
As, however, about half the complex nuclei first

formed would be negative, so that some of the positive
protons would be lost by combination with them, we
would expect these effects to balance approximately,
unless we assume that, when two unequal nuclei
combine, the sign of the combination is determined
\iy that of the larger constituent. On this hypothesis
it is conceivable that, if the first set of nuclei formed
happened to be positive, they might so direct the
course of subsequent events by annexation of negative
protons, and light negative nuclei, as to lead to the
existing distribution of the elements.

HoR.\CE H. Poole.
Royal Dublin Society,

Leinster House, November 29.

The Hsemoglobin Distribution on Surfaces of

Erythrocytes.

From time to time the point is brought home that
factors should be discarded only when exact calcula-
tion pro\-es them to be negligible. A case in point
is the recent paper by Dr. K. Burker (Pfluger's
Archiv fur die gesamte Physiologic, vol. 195, p. 516).
In this interesting paper it is shown that in mammals
the weight of haemoglobin per square micron of
surface of the erythrocytes is apparently a constant
equal to 31-7 x lo"" gm. Dr. Burker has, however,
assumed that the surface area of the cells is equivalent
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to t\vice the area of a circle having for its diameter
the large diameter of the cell. The general opinion
is that in mammals (the camel excepted) the shape
of the cells is a bi-concave disc, having a circle for

its horizontal projection, and a. fiat bi-concave
ellipse for the vertical projection of which the minor
axis is about one-third of the major axis (E. Ponder,
Proc. Roy. Soc. 94B, p. 102). The surface area of
such an erythrocyte would then be equal to that of

an ellipsoid of revolution around the minor axis.

It can be shown by the integral calculus that the
area of such an ellipsoid (if the minor axis is equal
to one-third the major) is i-og times as great as that
of two circles with the major axis for diameter.
Dr. Burker's constant is therefore equal to 3i-7/i-o9
or 29 X lo'" gm. haemoglobin per square micron of

surface of erythrocyte instead of 31-7 x 10"" gm.
Benjamin S. Neuhausen.

Department of Physiology,

Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore, Md., November 24.

The Local Handbook of the British Association.

I HAVE just seen Mr. Bernard Hobson's letter in

Nature of November 4, p. 605. Mr. Hobson might
have finished the quotation he gave from your
review of the Hull Handbook which stated that " It

approaches nearer to our ideal than that issued at any
previous meeting. . .

."

Early last year Mr. Hobson wrote to me making
various suggestions in connexion with the handbook,
and I fancy I was able to tell him that they had all

been carried out : he has now found some more. Of
course no one will be able to meet the wishes of every
member of the British Association in this way, but
what is often forgotten is the fact that the local

handbook is presented to the visitors by the local

committee, and whether it is good or bad is scarcely
the concern of a committee of the British Association.

In our case something like 800/. was spent in pro-
ducing a book which, we knew quite well, could not
possibly be read, marked, learned, and inwardly
digested during the meeting, but we felt that the book
might be useful for reference after the return of the
members to their respective homes.

I quite agree that an index and a geological map
would have been an improvement ; in fact, we went
to considerable trouble in the preparation of a geo-
logical map of the Riding, but the printers' strike

made its publication, indexing, etc., impossible.
Only a few days before the Hull meeting none of the
handbook was printed oif, much was still in manu-
script, and it was only b}' working day and night that
a supply was ready for the use of the members. For
the benefit of future meetings of the Association, may
I suggest that the editor of the handbook should not
be one of the local secretaries. Each of these tasks
is quite sufficient for an ordinary human being, and
for one to attempt both is almost bound to court
disaster. T. Sheppard.
Museum, Hull.

Occult Phenomena and After-images.

Prof. Andr.\de's experiments recorded in Nature
of December 23, p. 843, on the apparent move
ments of cardboard hands, suitably illuminated by
dim light, are interesting in connexion with a pheno-
menon recently recounted to me by a coroner of long
experience. It appears that members of the jury,

when brought in to view a corpse, frequently declare

that they have seen the bodj', sometimes of long
standing, breathing. No doubt an apparent up and
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down movement of the naked thorax is induced in a
way similar to that recorded by Prof. Andrade. It

is possible that murderers brought into the presence
of the corpse of their victim exposed in a dim light

must freiiucntly have seen such movements of the
hands especially as they will probably stare fixedly at
the body. Any apparent movement will of course be
intensified by suggestion. This may account for

many old superstitions.
Finally I should like to compliment Prof. Andrade

on having described certainly two of the prettiest

methods of demonstrating the movements of the
visual purple. I find that the phenomena described
by him are readily seen by people who have not been
told what they are expected to see. an essential point
in such experiments.

F. W. Edridge-Green.
London, December 26.

Experiments on Hardness and Penetration.

I AM greatly interested in the letter on " A Curious
Feature in the Hardness of Metals," by Mr. Hugh
O'Neill and Dr. F. C. Thompson, which appears at

p. 773 of Nature of December 9, for in my paper
' Experiments with Clay in its relation to Piles,"
read before the Society of Engineers on March 10,

1919, will be found an account of the " pressure of
fluidity " of clay. Briefly this may be described
thus. When a horizontal disc resting on clay is

gradually loaded it slowly sinks into the clay, each
increment of load producing a corresponding incre-
ment of penetration, but when the load on the disc
reaches a certain critical value the disc continues to
sink at about ten times the speed unthout any further
increa.se of the load. This load divided by the area
of the disc I have called the pressure of fluidity of
the clay. This quantity has been found, within a
considerable range, to be independent of the area of
the disc used for its determination. The only factor
up>on which it depends, in the case of the London
clay used, is the percentage of water in the clay, and
by this it is very greatly affected, as will be seen from
the following equations, which fit the results closely
within the ranges stated, and the table below.
From 28 per cent, to 38 per cent, of water

;

where p' is the pressure of fluidity in

f^rams per sq. cm. and w' is the percentage of water
m the clay.

The same equation may be used with small error
down to w' -z^-y per cent., but with values of w'
from 25-7 per cent, to 22-0 per cent, the relation is

p (kilograms per sq. cm.) = 39-5 - i-48!f'.

I ha\e experimented with spheres in place of discs
and have not detected any difference in the values of
the pressures of fluidity thus determined. The
reason for this is probably due to what other experi-
ments have disclosed, namely, that the descending
disc carries down with it the clay which was
immediately under it at the start of the experiment,
this stagnant clay forming roughly a hemisphere
below the disc. Whether a disc or sphere is used, a

clean hole is left behind.
Expecting to find a similar phenomenon in the case

of metals, a corresponding experiment was made
with cast lead. The result was the same. At a
certain critical load the disc continued to sink into
the lead without further increment of load. The
pressure of fluidity of lead was thus found to be 1233
kilos per sq. cm., as recorded at pp. 152-4 of my
fourth paper on " The Phvsical Properties of Clay,"
read before the Society of I^ngincers on June 12, 1922.
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From the rate of penetration (after the pressure of

fluidity had been reached) and by a modification of

Stokes' I-aw, the viscosity of the lead at 60'' F. was
found to be

7-37 X 10" dyne-seconds per sq. cm.

Taking the Brinell formula given by Messrs. O'Neill

and Thompson, when the ball is below the surface of

the material rf = D, and the Brinell formula they
give becomes

And when rf=D the Meyer formula becomes

L=aD-

Substituting (2) in (i) we have

H^
2aD

(2)

(3)

The Brinell hardness number is the stress in kilograms
per sq. mm. on the curved surface of the indentation.

The pressure of fluidity, p, is the critical load L
divided by the area of the disc (or great circle of the

ball). Thus :

-D» 'd«
'

4 4
2L

Hence p is seen to be equal to 2H, where H =^j
and L is the critical load.

This result also immediatelv follows from the fact

that in the case of the Brinell' No. the load is divided

by the area of the curved surface of the indentation,

whereas in the case of the pressure of fluidity the

load is di\ided by the projected area of the sphere,

and the ratio of the area of the curved surface of a
hemisphere to its flat surface is 2.

As A = -D», .-. D=ii3v/A,
4

Therefore Meyer's formula

L = aD" becomes L = fl(i'i3 v/A)"

N

= a(ri3)-A'.

But in the case of clay, L « A, this being one of

the most definite and carefully determined results.

Consequently, if Meyer's formula is also true for clay,

I) must be=2-o, in which case L = a(i-13)'.\= i-275<iA,

and L/A = /)= 1-2750 or a = />/i-275.

I'sing this relation the following values of n are
obtained for London clay :

—

Per cent, of Water.
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The Borderland of Astronomy and Geology.^

By Prof. A. S. Eddington, F.R.S.

"""pHE region in which geology and astronomy most
-L conspicuousl)' overlap is in the theories of the

origin of our planet. We have, in fact, two main
theories—one due originally to an astronomer, Laplace,

and the other to a geologist, Chamberlin.

In the last century the evolution of a star seems
often to have been regarded as something quite de-

tached from the evolution of the stellar universe. Just

as the birth and death of a man is an incident which
can occur at any time in the rise and decline of the

human race, so it was thought that the birth and
extinction of a particular star formed merely a detached
incident in the course of progress of the stellar universe

—if, indeed, the universe was progressing in any par-

ticular direction. Thus it was a natural belief that

the stars died out and were re-formed by collisions of

e.xtinct stars ; and that the matter which now forms
the sun had undergone many alternations of incan-

descence and extinction since things first began. But
this view is quite at variance with the general tendency
of sidereal astronomy in the present century. We
have come to recognise that the stellar system is one
great organisation, and that the stars which are shining

now are more or less coeval with one another. Every-
one would admit that Mars and Jupiter were formed
as parts of one process of evolution—not necessarily

at the same moment, but each formed as the process

reached the appropriate stage ; and similarly we now
believe that it was one process of evolution sweeping
across the primordial matter which caused it to form
itself into stars ; and these original stars are the actual
stars which we see shining now. No doubt the evolu-

tion did not develop at the same rate in all parts of

the universe, and there are probably places where
stars are still being formed ; but you will see that
this view is entirely different from the other view that
stars- were being formed individually by haphazard
coUisions of dark stars, so that each was an independent
formation, having no time-connexion with other stars.

This view has been forced on us partly by direct

evidence of organisation among the stars, pointing to

a common origin for large groups of stars. We notice
scattered groups such as the Hyades, which have almost
exactly equal and parallel motions. Clearly it would
be impossible to form such a group if each star were
the product of an accidental collision. The only way
in which a common motion like this can arise is by
associated development from some nebula or other
diffuse distribution of matter. The connexion is

clearly a connexion of common origin. Again, practi-

cally all the bright stars of Orion form a similar group,
having common motion ; and, moreover, they have
all reached a similar stage of evolution. They are
connected with the great Orion nebula, the faint exten-
sions of which fill up nearly the whole constellation.

It is obvious that here we have to deal with a single

evolutionary development. But another point which
militates against a collision theory is the extreme
rarity of collisions and close approaches. The dis-

tances separating the stars are enormous compared

' A lecture delivered before the Geological Society of London on
November 21.
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with their own dimensions. Sir Frank Dyson once

used the illustration of twenty tennis-balls, distributed

at random throughout the whole interior of the earth,

to give a model of the density of distribution of the

stars. It has sometimes been objected that we do
not know how many extinct stars may be wandering

about and colliding. Dyson's twenty tennis-balls

represent only the luminous stars ; there may, for all

we know, be millions of dark bodies read)' to be fired

into incandescence by collision. I think, however,

that there is now good evidence, based on the dynamics
of stellar motions, that the dark stars cannot greatly

outnumber the luminous stars—probably not ten times

and certainly not a hundred times. (If they were
more numerous than that, the average velocities of

stars would, owing to the gravitational attraction,

be much higher than is observed.) That argument,

then, is no longer valid. Taking a very liberal view of

the kind of approach that can be held to constitute a
collision, it is estimated that a star would only suffer

collision once in lo^* years.

Thus the astronomer is not predisposed to look

favourably on a hypothesis of the origin of the solar

system which postulates anything of the nature of a

collision. He has the conception of an orderly develop-

ment of the stars crystallising out of the primordial

material, and, unless perhaps in exceptional cases,

following an undisturbed course of development. We
hope for a theory that will show us the star after its

first isolation from surrounding material spontaneously
developing the system of planets.

It now appears almost certain that, whether the

original matter was gaseous or whether it was composed
of meteors, it must at an early stage in the star's

history have been completely volatilised into gas. This
was while the star was extremely diffuse, and, for

example, before the planets separated from it. This
means that the material now forming a planet has at

one time passed through the furnace, and has cooled

down from a gaseous stage. How far that has a direct

bearing on geology I cannot say, since I have nothing
to guide me as to the course of its subsequent chequered
histor}'. I do not say that the earth was a gaseous
body when it first became recognisable as an inde-

pendent planet, but I am convinced that its material

was at one time merged in a completely gaseous sun.

It may be of interest to indicate why it seems so

probable that a star in its early diffuse state is gaseous
and not meteoric. The stars are known to be of

closely similar mass. There are occasional exceptions,

but probably 90 per cent, of them are between one-half

and five times the sun's mass. We have no explana-
tion of this uniformity if they are initially merely
aggregations of solid meteors ; but we have a very
exact explanation if they are gaseous. In fact this

critical mass round which the actual masses of the
stars cluster so closely is predicted by the theory of

equilibrium of spheres of gas, using only well-known
physical constants determined in the laboratory. The
crucial factor is radiation-pressure, which is inappreci-

able in smaller masses, and almost suddenly takes
control between one-half and five times the sun's mass.
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There can be little doubt that larfje radiation-pressure,

tending to overcome gravity, conduces to instability,

so that larger masses have small chance of survival.

Somewhere about one-half the sun's mass the radiation-

pressure no longer counts seriously, so that there is no
tendency for the primitive material to break into

smaller units.

The existence of radioactive minerals on the earth

seems to supply another reason for believing that its

material was originally subjected to high temperature

or to physical conditions of a different order from
those now prevailing. In radioactivity we see a
mechanism running down which must at some time
have been wound up. Without entering into any
details, it would seem clear that the winding-up process

must have occurred under physical conditions vastly

different from those in which we now observe only a

running-down. The only possible guess seems to be

that the winding-up is part of the general brewing of

material which occurs under the intense heat in the

interior of the stars.

The trend of this argument has been against the

rhamberlin-Moulton hypothesis and in favour of some
form of nebular origin of the solar system. It is, of

course, accepted that the details of the original nebular
hypothesis of Laplace require modification. Also the

word nebula is meant to signify diffuse gaseous material

in general, and has no immediate connexion with
those objects which we see in the sky, and call nebulae

more particularly. There is still controversy as to

what process of evolution is represented by the spiral

nebulae which are seen in such numbers—what they
will ultimately turn into ; but the controversy is

whether the spiral nebula will give rise to a cluster

of a few hundred stars, or whether it will turn into a
stellar universe on the same scale as the great system
of some thousands of millions of stars which forms
our galactic system. There is now no suggestion that
it has anything to do with the formation of so in-

significant a system as the solar system. But in

preferring the nebular hypothesis to that of Chambcrlin
and Moulton. it is necessary to make a certain reserva-

tion. We have hitherto taken it for granted that the
formation of a system of planets is a normal feature

of the evolution of a star. Most of my arguments
have referred to the development of stars in general,

and would become irrelevant if it could be admitted
that the solar system were an exceptional formation
violating ordinary expectation.

We know that at least a third of the stars are double
stars, and I do not think there is any reason to think
that planetary systems would be formed when the
evolution takes that course ; but until recently it

was taken for granted that the remaining single stars
would generally (or at least frequently) be the rulers

of systems of planets. Jeans has recently pitched a
bombshell into the camp, suggesting that the solar
system is a freak system—the result of a rare accident,
which could only happen to one star out of a very
large number. He found no way of accounting for it

as a normal process. I have not the specialist know-
ledge necessary to criticise the details of the working
of the nebular or of the planetismal theory of develop-
ment, but Ix'fore regarding Jeans's argument as con-
clusive (he himself makes reservations) I should be
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more satisfied if the effect of radiation-pressure had
been taken mto account. It is fairly clear that radia-

tion-pressure plays a great part in the .separation of

nebulous matter into stars, and although I have no
definite reason to think that it can account for the
separation of planets from the sun, I do not feel satisfied

that we have got at the whole truth until that point
has been duly examined.

Supposing, however, that we are forced to accept

Jeans's suggestion that the solar system is a freak

system, some of my objections to the Chamberlin-
Moulton hypothesis are removed. I cannot admit that

the conditions of collision which that hypothesis
requires are normal features in the formation of stars

;

liut they might have happened occasionally in the
history of the universe, and produced the solar system,
the sun being thus as an exceptional star born out of

due time, liut if my arguments against Chamberlin's
hypothesis fall to the ground, there are probably
other astronomers prepared to attack it in other

directions.

The new views as to the age of the earth are now
pretty well known to geologists. I may sum them up
briefly in the statement that Lord Kelvin's estimate
of the extent of geological time need not now be taken
any more seriously than Archbishop Ussher's, and that

the geologist may claim anything up to 10,000 million

years without provoking a murmur from astronomers.
Although there may still be some difficulties about
the exact source from which the vast heat-energy

the stars pour out into space is derived, it is now
clear that the Helmholtz contraction-theop.' is inade-

quate to give the necessary' supply. The astronomer
has no such precise means of measuring geological

time as the physicist has now discovered by the analysis

of radioactive minerals ; but he can add his contri-

butory evidence that the sun, and presumably there-

fore the earth, is much older than Lord Kelvin allowed.

In the Cepheid variable stars it seems possible to

measure the actual rate at which evolution is pro-

ceeding—the rate at which the star is condensing from
a diffused state to a denser state. The star is believed

to be pulsating, and as it expands and contracts the

light varies in quantity and character. In a pulsating

gravitating mass the period is proportional to the

inverse square root of the density, so that by observing

the rate at which the period is changing we can deduce
the rate at which the density is changing. I may add
that the law that the period depends on the inverse

square root of the density is very closely confirmed by
comparing the values for the various Cepheids. In

this way we find that for the best observed of these

stars, 8 Cephei, the density is changing 500 times

slower than the contraction hypothesis a.ssumes. It

would, of course, be risky to assume that the same
proportion holds at all stages of the evolution of a
star ; but it suggests that Lord Kelvin's estimate of

20 million years for the age of the sun might well be

multiplied by 500 to give 10,000 million years. At
any rate, the Cepheid observations show that the stars

must have some other source of energy besides con-

traction.

I suppwse it must be a matter of interest to geo-

logists whether the intensity of the sun's heat has been

constant or w-hether it was at one time hotter than
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now. I think we can say fairly definitely that the sun

was formerly much hotter. There must have been a

time when the sun's heat was from 20 to 50 times

more intense than it is now. That would no doubt
have made a great difference to many geological

processes. Unfortunately, I cannot say whether it

occurred in known geological epochs. It must have

occurred after the earth had begun to exist as a separate

planet ; but whether it was before or after the sequence

of geological strata began to be laid down I have no

idea. It would not be unreasonable, however, to

expect that in the early geological times the sun was
several times hotter than it is at present.

After the evolution of the solar system, we naturally

turn to consider the evolution of the earth-moon

system. My impression is that nothing in recent

progress suggests any doubt that the beautiful theory

of Sir George Darwin is substantially correct. The
main features are that the moon at one time formed
part of the earth, and broke away. At that time the

rotation period of the earth was between 3 and 4
hours, and the cause of the fracture was that the

solar tidal force synchronised with a free period of

natural vibration of the earth ; owing to resonance

the tidal deformation of the earth continually in-

creased until rupture occurred. The earth's period of

rotation has since lengthened to 24 hours, owing to

frictional dissipation of energy by lunar and solar

tides ; and the back-reaction of the lunar tides on the

moon has caused the moon to recede to its present

considerable distance. All this has well stood the test

of searching criticism, and must be considered as ex-

tremely probable. Modern research has added two
contributions ; it enables us to calculate the magnitude
of this tidal friction at the present time, and it enables

us to locate more exactly the region where the frictional

dissipation is occurring.

I believe it was Darwin's view that the tides most
potent in wasting energy were not water-tides but
tides in the solid earth ; that is to say, we ha\'e to do
.with deformations of the whole earth under the tide-

raising force of the moon's attraction. Undoubtedly
these deformations of the earth occur, but everything

turns on whether the process of deformation is attended

with serious friction. H. Jeffreys has pointed out
that the phenomenon of latitude variation is accom-
panied by similar deformations of the earth ; and in

this case it is clear that the friction is inconsiderable,

for otherwise the deviations of the pole from the sym-
metrical position would be damped out almost at

once. It seems, therefore, ver)' unlikely that the

solid tides can have had much effect in the process of

tidal evolution of the earth-moon system. Ocean
tides are hkewise of small effect as Darwin himself had
seen. The modern conclusion is a very curious one

;

it is in the land-locked shallow seas that nearly all the

mischief occurs. This was discovered by G. I. Taylor,

who found that the Irish Sea alone is responsible for

jL of the whole amount required by observation.

The remaining land-locked basins on the earth are

probably capable of making up the necessary total.

The actual rate at which the earth's rotation is being

slowed down at the present era can probably be de-

duced with fair accuracy from the records of ancient

eclipses. The day is lengthening about one-thousandth
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of a second per century or i minute in 6,000,000

years. At this rate we should have to go back more
than 10,000 million years to the time when the day
was between 3 and 4 hours afSd the moon was
born. Since the rate depends on the accidental cir-

cumstance of occurrence of shallow seas no definite

prediction can be made ; but allowing for the much
greater effect of the tides when the moon was nearer

to us, it is difficult to date the birth later than 1000

million years ago.

Had the earth a solid crust at the time the cata-

clysm happened .' I cannot tell at all. But if it

suits geological theories I can see no objection what-

ever to the hypothesis that the earth had a solid crust

at the time. 5<o cohesion of the crust would seriously

resist the enormous forces involved when the resonant

vibration got started. It would not be appreciably

more difficult than the disruption of a molten earth.

The view that the Pacific Ocean is the hollow left at

the place where the moon broke off seems tenable

unless geologists find objection to it ; and in that case

we may suppose that the water now collected in the

hollow formerly covered the earth—or most of it.

This change of condition of the earth may (or may
not) have happened within geological times. When
the earth was covered with water there would be no
land-locked seas and no appreciable tidal friction from
the sun (the moon being not yet born), so that we can

allow a long previous history during which the length

of day was nearly constant at 3 or 4 hours. That
rather helps to make the whole theory self-consistent.

These speculations stand very much as they did

when Darwin put forward his theory. But I am
tempted to add further speculations arising out of the

location of the frictional dissipation. (I am taking

advantage of the great opportunity for speculation

which this address affords. Ordinarilj- 1 am restrained,

because people would ask. What facts can you pro-

duce in support of your speculations ? But here I

am asking the question, Have you any facts which
seem to support them ? If not, by all means let them
drop.) The frictional dissipation acts as a brake on
the earth's rotation, and we now feel confident that

the brake is a surface-brake applied at certain points

on the earth's surface where the favourable conditions

exist. The retarding force is transmitted to the

earth's interior, and so delays the rotation as a whole
;

but unless the material is entirely non-plastic there

will be a tendency for the outer layers to slip on the

inner layers. I do not know how much the material

a few hundred miles below the surface would be ex-

pected to give under the strain ; it may be inappreci-

able, but I will assume that though small it has some
effect.

We have then the whole crust slipping from east to

west over the main part of the interior. Probably it

would go very stickih', sometimes arrested by a
jamming which would hinder it for a time and then

going on more easily. That is helpful in explaining

certain astronomical observations. There are irreg-

ularities in the motions of heavenly bodies, noticed

particularly in the swift-moving moon but shown also

on a smaller scale in the sun and planets, which appear

to indicate that our standard timekeeper, the earth,

is a little irregular. Now, of course, it is the rotation
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of the surface of the earth which determines our

standard time. I find it ditlicult to believe that there

can l)e irregular variations in the angular velocity of

the earth as a whole ; hut it seems less difficult if the

variations are merely superficial, due to the crust

sliding non-uniformly on the interior. I have even

entertained the wild idea that the motion of the

magnetic poles might be due to this cause ; the mag-
netism being constant in the interior but with the a.\is

emerging at changing points of the crust as the crust

slips over the inner magnet. Unfortunately, so little

seems to be known about the motion of the magnetic

poles that I have not even been able to make out

whether the motion is from west to east as this theory

definitely requires.

What interests the geologist more nearly is that the

brake is applied only at certain areas on the surface,

so that there would be a tendency to crumple the crust

more particularly to the west of these areas. It is

unfortunate that shallow seas are necessarily the least

permanent features of the earth ; otherwise I would
have asked whether the geologists had evidence of

special crumpling in such areas.

I have regarded the crust as fairly mobile from east

to west. I suppose the geologists would also like it

mobile from north to south in order to have glacial

periods in those portions which are now near the

equator. It is not possible to hold out much en-

couragement for such an idea, because we cannot

imagine any force acting from north to south. Still

if the crust, which is being urged by the east-west

force of tidal friction, is resisted by obstacles it may be

deflected, finding that say a soutii-west track offers

less resistance. In a long enough lime almost any
displacement may have happened, granting my
hypothesis that the connexion of the crust to the

interior is reasonably plastic. So I cannot forbid this

possible interpretation of glacial periods in the earlier

geological times.

I am sure that it will not be supposed that, in present-

ing the astronomical side of these questions which belong

both to geolog}- and astronomy, I ha\e any intention

of laying down the law. The time has gone by when
the physicist prescribed dictatorially what theories

the geologist might be permitted to consider. You
have your own clues to follow out to elucidate these

problems, and your clues may be better than ours for

leading towards the truth. We both recognise that

we are adventuring in regions of extreme uncertainty

where future discoveries will probably lead to various

modifications of ideas. Where, as in the new views of

the age of the earth, phj'sics, biology, geology, astro-

nomy, all seem to be leading in the same direction, and
producing evidence for a greatly extended time-scale,

we may feel more confidence that a permanent advance
is being made. Where our clues seem to be opposed,

it is not for one of us to dictate to the other, hut to

accept with thankfulness the warning from a neighbour-

ing science that all may not be so certain and straight-

forward as our own one-sided \iew seemed to indicate.

Nature and Reproduction of Speech Sounds.'

By Sir Richard Paget, Bart.

ALL the characteristics of English speech— the

vowels and diphthongs and con.sonant sounds

—

can be produced—as breathed or whispered speech

—

without using the larynx at all ; so that in the use

of the English language (at least) it may be said that the

larynx is not an essential organ of speech. The function

of the larynx is to give carrying power and inflexion

to speech, and melody to song—it has nothing to do
with the essential characteristics of speech.

If any one with a normal " ear for music " will

whisper the words " Noah's rather at sea "—thinking

of the sounds rather than of the sense—they will hear

8^
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NoaKs ralKer at Sea.

Fig. 1.

an ascending arpeggio something like the phrase shown
in Fig. I. The exact notes heard in each case will

depend on how the individual person pronounces the
vowel sounds in question.

These whispered or breathed notes are formed, as
is well known, by the resonance of the cavity of the
mouth, and they are varied for each different vowel

' SubsLincc of a lecture delivered at IJniversily College, Univeraity of
LoudOD, ou October i8.
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sound by altering the size of the cavity and the opening
of the mouth, mainly through the operation of the
tongue and lips. With many of the vowel sounds,
namely, i (cat), ei (hay), e (men), ae (hat), o (not), and
in some types of q (calm), two simultaneous resonant
notes have been heard by many investigators, but the

remaining principal vowel sounds, 3 (all), ou (no), and
u (who), have been generally supposed to be character-

ised by a single resonance.

Some observations made by me at the beginning of

this year, using my own breathed vowel sounds,
indicated that in every ca.se the mouth—or rather the
oral cavity as a whole, from the larynx to the lips

—

actually gives two simultaneous resonances for each
vowel sound. It appeared that these pairs of resonant
notes are not fixed in pitch for any one vowel sound,
liut might vary over three or four semitones—and some-
times even more—without a very appreciable change
in the character of the vowel.

The resonances heard in the use of my own voice
arc set out in the accompanying chart, in which the
vertical scale represents semitones of the equal tempera-
ment scale, and the vowel sounds are represented in

the notation of the International Phonetic Association
(Fig. 2).

It will be seen that i (eat), I (it), ei (hay), e (men),

ae (hat), B (earth), 3 (sofa). A (up), and q (calm) form
very nearly a converging series—the upper resonances
falling by steps of i to 3 semitones, while the lower
resonances are more active and take larger jumps

—
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not all in the same direction. From q (calm) onward
the resonances go down, as it were, hand-in-hand,
keeping an equal distance of about 8 semitones apart

;

and it is possible, owing to this fact, that they have
not been generally recognised as separate resonances.

The double resonance of the oral cavity when forming
the vowel sound u (who) may be demonstrated by the
clapping method (see Nature, March 16, vol. 109,
p. 341) ; also the possibihty of varying both resonances
independently at the same time. Similarly, the inde-
pendence of the laryn.K note and the front resonance
may be illustrated by simultaneously humming and
whistling a convergent scale.

Having identified the various resonances on which

e""
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already described, they may he placed in parallel

—

side by side—with a single lar\Tix having a forked or

bifurcated passage to communicate with each of them.

Two models made on this principle—one tuned to give

i (eat) Sd""2434 and f'342 and the other to give A (up)

g"'i534 and ;g"8i2—when blown emit vowel sounds

practically the same as those given by the correspond-

ing resonators in series with a single mouth.

Certain vowel sounds can be produced by a single

cylindrical or ovoid resonator. An egg-shaped plas-

ticine resonator, when blown through by means of a

small hole at the back, gave three resonances—c'512,

g"'i534,and c""2048,and a vowel sound intermediate

between e (men) and v (earth).

Double resonances may also be obtained from a

cylindrical resonator closed at one end

and blown through a small orifice in the

closed end. A reed-actuated cylindrical

resonator of variable length (lent by Prof.

D. Jones) gave a series of vowel-like sounds,

and a plasticine cylindrical resonator gave

A (up) with resonances Jg"'i625 and <g"8i2.

These cases of double resonances pro-

duced by a single resonator are interesting

as affording a possible explanation of

Helmholtz's statement, that he had
obtained certain vowel sounds by the use

of a single resonator.

The reproduction of the various consonants

appears to depend en exactly the same
principles, namely, the combination of

separate resonators (sometimes more than

two), and it has been found possible to

reproduce all the English consonant sounds

also in this way. The principal difference is that,

whereas with the vowels (other than the diphthongs)
the resonances are more or less fi.xed during the

voicing of each vowel, with most of the consonants
the resonances are rapidly changing, and the con-
sonant sound depends to a large extent on the rate

of change.

To summarise these experiments and conclusions

:

We have seen that each of the English vowel sounds,
when whispered or breathed, appears to consist of two
musical notes due to the air current from the lungs
blowing through the cavity of the mouth and throat.

The cavity as a whole is divided up by the tongue
into two resonating cavities—one behind the other

—

each of which produces its characteristic note.

When, instead of passing a steady current of breath

through these resonators, we pass a current of air

whicli has previously been set in vibration by the

action of the lar\-nx. the sound of the larynx note is

coloured by the two resonators respectively and

acquires the character which we recognise as voiced

vowel sound.

The two resonances which characterise each of the

different vowel sounds are not absolutely fixed in pitch

for each vowel sound but may vary over several semi-

tones ; the tuning of the resonances is performed, in

the mouth, mainly by the action of the tongue and

lips, and is quite independent of the vibrations of the

larynx.

In models, the double resonance of the human
mouth can be reproduced by pairs of Helmholtz

resonators joined together in series (making proper

allowance for the reaction of each resonator on the

resonating pitch one of the other) or by placing the

resonators in parallel, side by side, so as to produce

a double-mouthed model. When the resonators are

driven tandem, the leader and wheeler may be counter-

changed—so that, for e.xample. the lower resonance

is given by the front resonator instead of by the back,

and vice versa.

It follows that it should be jjossible to write down any

vowel sound in musical notation, and to reproduce it by

means of a suitable instrument designed to gi%'e any
required pair of resonances, either in series or in

parallel. It also follows that every one who can

recognise vowel sounds must have a perfect ear for

music, and an almost absolute sense of musical pitch.

Obituary.

C. L. Wragge.

BY the recent death of Mr. Clement L. Wragge,
formerly head of the Weather Bureau at Hrisbane,

at Auckland, New Zealand, meteorology has lost an
enthusiastic worker. Mr. Wragge was bom at Stour-
bridge on September 18, 1852, and was educated at

Uttoxeter Grammar School. After a short period of

service in the Surveyor-General's department at
Adelaide, he returned to England, where he founded
several meteorological stations in North Staffordshire.
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When the Scottish Meteorological Society wished to

establish a meteorological observatory on Ben Nevis

at 4400 feet above sea level, they were fortunate in

securing the services of Mr. Wragge, who during the

summers of 1881 and 1882 daily ascended the mountain

and took regular observations. The Scottish .Meteoro-

logical Society, in an appeal for public funds to found a

permanent observatory on Ben Nevis, referred to " the

observations made by Mr. Wragge with such skill,

endurance, and enthusiasm during the last two summers
on Ben Nevis." That verv considerable endurance was
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required for the work was graphically shown in an

article in the Times for September i, 1881.

Returning to Australia, Mr. Wragge served as

Government Meteorologist for Queensland from 1887

to 1902, and he established the Weather Bureau at

Brisbane, as well as high-level meteorological stations

on Mount Wellington and Mount Kosciusko (7336 feet).

Mr. Wragge was an enthusiastic devotee of map
meteorology, and in tracing the movements of cyclones

and anticyclones he was accustomed to give these

systems Christian names in his official reports. His

views and methods, especially in later years, were

frequently unorthodox.

D.wiD Lindsay.

One of the pioneer explorers of Australia has passed

away recently at Port Darwin in the person of Mr.

David Lindsay. Born in June 1856 at Goolwa, South

Australia, of Scottish parents, Mr. Lindsay entered

the State Survey Department as a youth, and in 1883

was selected to lead an expedition to Arnhem Land.

In 1888 Lindsay rode across the little known interior

of the continent taking only a native boy as companion.
His route took him to the Macdonnell Ranges, to which
he returned shortly afterwards for more detailed

examination. Mr. Lindsa)''s most fruitful expedition

was in 1891, when he was chosen to lead the expedition

equipped by Sir T. Elder for the exploration of the

great Victoria desert of Western Australia. Using
camels for transport, he crossed 550 miles of desert in

35 days and was able to amplify the work of E. Giles,

who had crossed that district fifteen years previously.

On his return Mr. Lindsay directed attention to the

existence of large auriferous areas in the interior.

The outcome of his report was the development of

the West Australian goldfield, which he continued to

explore for some years.

At a later date Mr. Lindsay returned to the ex-

amination of the Northern Territory and in 19 13 was
nominated to a Commonwealth Commission charged

with considering the economic development of the

north. In 1920 he reported the discovery of large

tracts of well-watered land which had previously been
regarded as desert, and he directed attention to the

possibilities of cotton growing in the Northern Territory.

Current Topics and Events.

The list of New Year honours includes the names

of the following men distinguished by their scientific

work or associations :

—

Knighis : Prof. D. Drummond,

Vice-Chancellor of the University of Durham ;
Dr.

W. H. Hamer, Medical Officer of Health for London ;

and Dr. B. H. Spilsbury, hon. pathologist to the

Home Ofhce. C.B. : Dr. F. J. H. Coutts, Senior

Medical Officer, Ministry of Health. CLE. : Dr.

N. Annandale, director of the Zoological Survey of

India ; Lieut.-Col. A. T, Gage, Indian Medical

Service, superintendent of che Royal Botanic Garden,

Calcutta, and director of the Botanical Survey of

India, Bengal ; and Mr. F. A. Leete, Chief Conservator

of Forests, Burma. K.B.E. : Prof. D. Orme Masson,

F.R.S., professor of chemistry in the University of

Melbourne. C.B.E. : Dr. J. W. Evans, F.R.S.,

a member of the governing body of the Imperial

IMineral Resources Bureau ; and Mr. F. E. Smith,

F.R.S., director of Scientific Research, Admiralty.

It is gratifying to learn that Pasteur's centenary

was celebrated at Lahore (India) on November 22 last,

under the auspices of the Society for Promoting

Scientific Knowledge. A conversazione was held at

the rooms of the society and demonstrations given

relating to Pasteur's researches. Great interest was

taken by the public in the exhibits relating to crystals,

silk-worms and their diseases, and microbes of various

kinds shown under the microscopes. This was

followed by a public meeting, at which Prof. B. L.

Bhatia, president of the society, spoke on Pasteur's

work in the biological field. Principal A. S. Hemmy,
of the Government College, and Lieut.-Colonel C. A.

Gill, of the K.E. Medical College, delivered speeches

relating to Pasteur's work in the domains of chemistry

and bacteriology respectively.
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The latest accounts of the Chilian earthquake of

November 11 are mainly concerned with the destruc-

tiveness of the shock and accompanying sea-wave.

The Times for December 28 contains the report of a
correspondent who visited Copiapo and Vallenar five

days after the earthquake. The meizoseismal area

is sparsely populated, the towns within it containing

only a few thousand inhabitants, most of whom
dwelt in low adobe or wooden houses, and this no
doubt accounts for the comparatively small loss of

life. At Vallenar, which suffered most, there is not

a house left standing that is fit to live in, yet, out of

a population of 5500, not more than 600 persons were
killed and a thousand injured. Interesting photo-

graphs, showing the completeness of the destruction

by the sea-waves at Coquimbo and Chaiiaral, are

reproduced in the Times for December 19 and 28.

At the meeting of the London Mathematical

Society on January 18 at 5 o'clock, in the rooms of the

Royal Astronomical Society, Burlington House, Mr.

L. J. Mordell, reader in pure mathematics in the

University of Manchester, will lecture on " An Intro-

ductory Account of the Arithmetical Theory of

Algebraic Numbers, and its Recent Developments."
Members of other societies, or any one who wishes to

learn something concerning the theory of ideal

numbers, will be welcomed.

A TRIBUNAL of investigation into the agricultural

problem has been appointed as follows : Sir William

Ashley, professor of commerce and vice-principal of

the University of Birmingham ; Prof. W. G. S.

Adams, Gladstone professor of political theory and
institutions, Oxford ; and Prof. D. H. MacGregor,
Drummond professor of political economy, Oxford.
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Mr. C. S. Orwin, director of the Institute for Research

in Agricultural Economics at Oxford, has been

appointed agricultural assessor to the tribunal, and
Mr. D. B. Toye, of the Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries, will act as secretary.

It is announced that Messrs. Ashton and Parsons,

Limited, have made to Guy's Hospital the generous

gift of 2600/., to be paid in six and a half yearly

instalments of 400/. each. This money is to be

spent in research on diabetes and related metabolic

disorders, and to be called a Parsons fellowship.

At the present time, much work is required in

investigating the properties and methods of prepara-

tion of extracts of the pancreas, one of which is

known as " insulin." This endowment will assist

to a notable degree the work already for some time
in progress at Guy's Hospital in connexion with
the pathology of diabetes.

Prof. W. M. Flinders Petrie has consented to

give a lecture on " Royal Burials in Egypt," with
special reference to recent excavations in Egypt, on
Tuesday, January 23, at 5.30, in University College,

London. The lecture will be illustrated by lantern

slides, and the proceeds will be given to the St.

Christopher's Working Boys' Club, which is connected
with the Union Society and Women's Union Society

of the College. A leaflet containing full particulars

as to the prices of the tickets can be obtained by
sending a stamped addressed envelope to Dr. Walter
Seton, University College, Gower Street, W.C.i.

The Council of the Royal Statistical Society will,

in November next, award the Frances Wood Memorial
Prize, value 30/., for the best investigation of any
problem dealing with the economic or social conditions

of the wage-earning classes, the subject to be chosen
by the competitor and treated on statistical lines.

Competing essays (which must be either printed

or typed, and accompanied by copies of all statistical

tabulations), must be sent to the Honorary Secretaries

of the Royal Statistical Society, 9 Adclphi Terrace,

W.C.2, not later than July i, 1923.

The Times reports that a wireless message has been
received via the radio station at Spitsbergen from
Capt. Wisting, of Amundsen's Norwegian North Polar

expedition. The Maud, which left Cape Hope,
Alaska, on July 26 for her drift across the polar ba.sin,

met pack ice in about lat. 70° N. Pushing through
the ice the ship was near Herald Island on August 7,

and on August 22 was frozen into the pack in lat.

70° 20' (? 72° 20') N., long. 175° 25' W. The drift

first carried the vessel back to lat. 72° N. and then to

lat. 73° N., and finally due west. On December 15,

when the message was despatched, the Maud was in

lat. 73° 20' N., long. 173° W. (? E.). On September
26 the Maud was exposed to heavy pressure but rose

uninjured, the ice meeting below her. The message
reports that fine weather has been experienced and
that scientific work is proceeding satisfactorily.

Contrary to expectation, animal life is scanty, but a
few seals and two bears have been secured. This is

the first message beyond two brief weather reports
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that has been received since the Maud left Alaska.

Capt. Amundsen is wintering in Alaska ready to

attempt his flight to Spitsbergen next summer.

The Research Medal of the Worshipful Company
of Dyers has recently been awarded to Prof. G. T.

Morgan for a dissertation on the co-ordination theory

of valency in relation to adjective dyeing. This

comprehensive theory of chemical affinity, propounded
originally by A. Werner of Zurich, offers a means of

correlating many of the facts observed in the dyeing

of textile fibres with mordant or adjective colouring

matters. The tinctorial effects produced are due to

the formation within the fibres of insoluble coloured

salts or lakes which in general are characterised by
the following properties : sparing solubility in

aqueous solutions, exceptional shade and fastness of

colours, resistance to chemical reagents, and an inhibi-

tion of the ordinary analytical reactions of the

metallic bases implicated in the lake complex. By
the use of a cobaltammine reagent, Drs. Morgan and

Main Smith have shown that in three series of adjec-

tive dyes—the quinoneoxime dyes, the alizarin series,

and the azosalicylic acid dyes—the formation of a

complex lake is due to the presence in the adjective

colouring matter of a characteristic radical—the so-

called " chelate " group—which has the distinctive

property of satisfying completely the chemical

affinity of the metallic component of the lake. These

researches are being extended to other natural and

synthetic adjective colouring matters.

At the end of the recent gliding week on the

South Downs, the German duration records were

broken by a Frenchman, M. Alex. Maneyrol, who
stayed in the air 3 h. 22 m. The machine used in

this feat was a Peyret Tandem Monoplane, and it

was remarked at the time that this machine recalled

the form of aeroplane constructed by S. P. Langley

many years back. In a note issued by the Smith-

sonian Institution on November 28, 1922, reference

is made to this vindication of Langley 's design of a

flying machine, and a short account is given of the

history of the researches conducted by Langley.

Me began in 1887, and by 1892 had evolved a small

"aerodrome" model. In May 1896 a model flew for

I ] minutes (a photograph of this flight accompanies

the note). Work on a full-sized machine began in

1808, and was supported by the War r)epartment.

Board of Ordnance and Fortification, I'.S.A. A
machine was ready in 1903, but the trials were un-

successful and hostile press criticism caused the

withdrawal of official support. Langley died in

1906. It is claimed that the original machine,

"overhauled but not niatcrially changed," flew in

1914, and that " these flights proved conclusively

the fact that Prof. Langley developed and built the

first man-carrying aeroplane capable of sustained

free flight." No reference is made to the recent

controversy on this question of priority.

M.'^j. W. F. Blake gives in Discovery for Januan,- a
full account of the attempt to fly round the world
made by Capt. N. Macmillan, Mr. G. Malins, and him-
self. Beginning their journey on May 24, 1922, his
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party crossed to Marseilles, thence via Athens,

Aboukir, Bagdad, Bandar Abbas, Quetta, Lahore,

Agra, Cawnpore, reaching Calcutta on August 12.

The passage over India was impeded by an unusually

heavy monsoon. At Agra, Maj. Blake was struck

down by appendicitis, and the other tw'O members of

the party on route to Rangoon were forced to descend

in the Bay of Bengal, where they were fortunately

rescued bv Lieut.-Commander Canning, who had been

sent from Chittagong to search for them. Maj. Blake,

with the experience gained from their adventure, hopes

to make a further attempt in 1923.

The inaugural meeting of the Far Eastern Associa-

tion of Tropical Medicine was held in Manila in 1908
;

it was followed in 191 o by the first congress at the

same place. Subsequent meetings were held in

Hong-kong, 1912, and Saigon, 1913. The fourth

congress was held at Weltevreden, Java, in August

192 1, and a proposal made on behalf of the Govern-

ments of the Straits Settlements and Federated

Malay States, that the next congress of the associa-

tion, in 1923, be held in Malaya, was accepted.

Dr. A. E. Horn was chosen president for the forth-

coming session , Drs. A. L. Hoops and R. Dowden
were elected vice-presidents for the Straits Settlements

and Federated Malay States respectively, and Dr.

J. W. Scharff as honorary secretary for Malaya. The
association, which is open to all recognised medical

men, exists to promote the science and art of tropical

medicine in the Far East. To this end, it provides

opportunities for intercourse among medical men
and endeavours to assist in the enlightenment of

public opinion on problems of hygiene and particularly

of the prevention of disease among the natives.

The forthcoming meeting will be held on September
3-17, 1923. The first week of this period will be

devoted to scientific discussions, and the following

week to excursions to places of medical and sanitary

interest throughout Malaya. The Governments of

the Straits Settlements and Federated Malay States,

recognising the important functions of this associa-

tion, are contributing a considerable sum towards

the expenses.

The report of the eleventh ordinary meeting of

the International Meteorological Committee, held

in London, 1921, has recently been published by the

Meteorological Office of the Air Ministry. It contains

details of the several meetings of the committee and
of the commissions for weather telegraphy, marine

meteorology, aerial navigation, reseau mondial, and
polar meteorology. A general account of the work
of the International iNIeteorological Committee has

already been published in Nature (October 6, 1921,

p. 194) shortly after the close of the eleventh ordinary

meeting held in London in September 192 1. The
present report occupies 128 pages, more than one
half of which consists of appendices giving detailed

information of the several commissions held for

reporting to the general meeting. Among the

details of interest may be mentioned the recommenda-
tion that the meteorological stations in high latitudes,

commenced in connexion with Amundsen's polar

expedition, be continued during 1921 to 1925, and
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if possible permanently. Other points discussed are

the unification of upper air data so that it might be
possible to publish, within a few hours of the observ-a-

tions, a chart of upper air observations for the whole
of Europe ; the study of clouds froni the point of

view of aviation and the general application of

meteorology to aerial navigation ; and an endeavour
to systematise the adoption of the " kilometre per

hour " as the unit of wind velocity by all countries

both for land and air. An effort was also made to

standardise instruments for registering sunshine.

The annual report of the Raffles Museum and
Library, Singapore, for 1921 shows that, under the

energetic direction of Major J. C. Moulton, these

institutions make good progress. The number of

outside helpers in Singapore and other parts of the

world on whose services the museum can draw is a

good sign. The formation of a Singapore Natural

History Society', with headquarters at the museum,
is recorded. Out of 240,000 visitors of various

nationalities, 165,000 were Chinese.

Mr. Bailey Willis, in a popular paper on " The
Geology of the Colorado River Basin with reference to

Engineering Problems " {Science, August 18, 1922),

discusses the boulder-bed in the floor of the Colorado

caiion, and the difticulties of building a concrete dam
on such a foundation. Work can be carried on
between flood - times only, and hence it has been
boldly suggested that, since the floods can shift the

boulders, more boulders shall be quarried out of the

jointed granite and given as playthings to the floods.

The river is to be encouraged to construct its own
dam to the satisfaction of the engineers who seek to

utilise its power.

A WELCOME second edition has made its appearance

of the admirable " Guide to the Elephants (Recent

and Fossil) exhibited in the Department of Geology
and Palaeontology in the British Museum (Natural

History)." As before, its preparation is the work of

Dr. C. W. Andrews, whose name is sufficient guarantee

of its excellence. It is slightly increased, as compared
with the first edition, by additions to the text, chiefly

in the opening paragraphs, and by a new figure.

There are also numerous minor emendations, while

useful sub-headings have been inserted. Economy
has been appeased bj' issuing the pamphlet in paper
covers instead of paper boards.

We have received a copy of the third volume of

Messrs. Baird and Tatlock's Standard Catalogue of

Scientific Apparatus. This covers the more specialised

apparatus useful in the biological sciences—anatomy,
botany, zoology, patholog}', agriculture, etc.—though

physiology and biochemistry are dealt with in volume
2. The abundant illustrations make it a convenient

and useful guide to most of the apparatus which is

available, and in turning over the pages a scientific

worker may get useful hints towards sohing
special problems of technique familiar in some depart-

ment other than his ow-n. Such catalogues do some-

thing at any rate towards bringing the different

branches of biological inquiry together as well as in

facilitating the daily work of the laboratory.
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Our Astronomical Column.

New Observations of Jupiter. — Mr. W. !•".

Denning informs us that Mr. Frank Sargent, of the
I'nivcrsity Obscrvator>-. Durham, observed Jupiter
on the morning of December 24, and saw the
hollow in which the great red spot is situated
central at iQh. 13m. G.M.T., which corresponds
to a longitude of lyf-t. Mr. Sargent considered
this hollow in the great southern belt decidedly
more shallow than formerly. The great red spot
appeared to be shorter than at the last opposition,
its length being estimated as only 21 degrees.

Following closely behind was the preceding end of
the south tropical disturbance which made its transit
at 2oh. G.M.T. in longitude 268°. The rotation
periods of these two objects during the last six months
were

:

Red Spot Hollow =Qh. 55m. 388-1.

S. Tropical Disturbance =cjh. 55m. 298-8.

These periods correspond very nearly with those
derived during the earlier part of the year 1922.

Baade's Comet.—This comet was observed by Dr.
W. H. Steavenson on December 20 and 22. He
describes it as follows :

" Magnitude g to 10, small,

compact ; diameter about i' ; best defined in position
angle 165', rather ditTuse towards 345° ; there was
central condensation, but no well-defined nucleus."
The brightneiJS is only falling off slowly, and the

comet is still within reach of moderate instruments.
The following ephcmeris, by Mr. Johannsen, of Copen-
hagen, is very accurate. It is for Greenwich mid-
night :

R.A. N. Decl.
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Research Items.

Suicide Rates.—The relation of suicide to climatic

and racial factors, and to industrialism, occupation,
urban conditions, age, and sex, etc., is the subject of

an extensive statistical analysis by Dr. J. R. Miner
{American Journal of Hygiene, Monographic Series,

No. 2). It has long been recognised that the suicide

rate is higher among the Nordic race than among
Alpine or Mediterranean peoples. Mixed peoples
usually have a higher rate than either of the pure
races to which they belong. Foreigners in New York
show a higher suicide rate than in the countries from
which they came. The lowest rate is found in Ireland
and the highest in Saxony, while the rate varies in

different parts of France according to the racial

composition of the population. Among Asiatic
peoples, the Japanese and Chinese rates are high,

while in India it is low (4-8 per 100,000). India
appears to be the only country where female suicides

exceed the male. The general trend of suicide rates

has been upward during the last century, but the
higher rates tend to become stabilised. A sharp
decline took place during the war. Germany, France,
Denmark and Sweden have high rates, Britain,

Norway and the Netherlands low rates, as well as
southern and eastern Europe. In the United States
the rates are lowest in the south and highest in the
west. The fundamental causes of these differences

are found to be probably in (i) differences in the
strength of the group spirit, (2) adverse economic
conditions, (3) racial factors, (4) general health of

the population.

Reproduction in the Leodicid^.—Prof. A. L.
Treadwell's memoir on the Leodicidae (Eunicidae) of

the West Indian Region (Dept. Marine Biol. Carnegie
Instn., Washington, 131 pp., 9 pis., 467 text figs., 1921)
gives a full systematic account and records in the
text and in the coloured plates the character of the
living coloration? Included in this family is I.eodice

{Eunice) fucata. which lives in crevices of the coral
rocks, protruding the anterior end for feeding but
not exposing the remainder of the bodv except at
the breeding season. On the approach of the breed-
ing season the body becomes much distended with
eggs or with sperms and swarming occurs usually
in coincidence with the last quarter of the June-July
moon. During the night the worms protrude their

posterior ends from the rocks and break them off

at the junction between the sexual and non-sexual
portion. The sexual portion swims to the surface
and is found in large numbers on the surface at
daybreak. Just at sunrise the thin body-wall bursts,

the eggs and sperms are liberated, and fertilisation

of the eggs occurs. Prof. Treadwell showed in 1914
that there is a measurable increase in the output of

carbon dioxide by the egg as it approaches maturity,
and he suggests that increased elimination of waste
products into the body cavity of the worm may act

as a stimulus to egg-laying.

Digestion of Wood by the Shipworm. — Dr.
P. Bartsch's monograph of the American Ship-
worms (Bull. 122, U.S. Nat. Mus., 1922, 51 pp.,

37 pis.) is restricted to the systematic aspect. He
recognises in the family Teredidae three genera

—

Tiankia, divided into four sub-genera, with eight
species ; Bactronophorus, not yet reported in

American waters ; and Teredo, divided into seven
sub-genera, with twenty-one species. Systematic
descriptions of and keys to the species are given.
Dr. Bartsch remarks that although the shipworm
takes wood resulting from its boring operations into
its alimentary canal, it is questionable whether the
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secretions of the digestive glands are capable of
producing from the wood any soluble carbohydrate.
Harington (Biochem. Journ. xv., 1921, pp. 736-741)
investigated this point more than a year ago and,
though he was not able to reach a definite conclusion,

the balance of evidence was in favour of the view
that Teredo has in its liver an enzyme capable of

producing glucose from some constituent of wood,
and hence it may be supposed that the wood is to
some extent made use of as a source of nourishment.

American Mycology.—The first part of volume 9
of the Annals of the Missouri Botanical Garden
(February 1922) is completely filled with a revision

by Prof. E. A. Burt of the North American species

of Clavaria. This study will be of great value to

American students of this group of fungi, and British

mycologists will note with satisfaction that full use

is made of the valuable study of the British species

by Cotton and Wakefield in the Transactions of the

British Mycological Society (1919). The author's

discussion shows that plenty of work remains to be
done by American mycologists, but probablj' this

work with its full reference to American type speci-

mens will provide the necessary stimulus as well as

the basis from which to start. The illustrations,

photographs of dried herbarium specimens, seem
scarcely suitable for a work of this systematic
character. In some cases, recognition may be
facilitated by the photograph, in others it may well

be misleading to unexperienced mycologists. Figures

90, 91, 92, and 94 might very well have been obtained

from a single gathering of any one of the four species

illustrated.

Wet Bulb Temperatures and Thermodynamics.
—In the memoirs of the Indian Meteorological

Department, vol. xxiii. part i. Dr. C. W. B. Normand,
Imperial Meteorologist, discusses wet bulb tempera-
tures and the thermodynamics of the air. In India

in recent vears the daily values and the monthly
means of wet bulb temperatures have been published,

since medical officers pay more attention to the wet
than to the dry bulb readings, especially as to con-

ditions liable to cause heat strokes. The aim of the
paper is to create further interest in the actual

wet bulb temperatures. Mathematical considerations

are freely introduced, and the discussion opens up
the subject to wider considerations. At the fort-

nightly meeting held at the Meteorological Office on
October 30, the paper by Dr. Normand was taken
for discussion, and the subject was opened by the

author, who is now in England. A summary of the

discussion at the Meteorological Office is given in

the Meteorological Magazine for November. It was
brought out that the term '' wet bulb temperature

"

in the paper is ambiguous, and it was suggested that
it seems better to use the term " adiabatic saturation

temperature."

Meteorology in India.—A report on the adminis-

tration of the Meteorological Department of the

Government of India in 1921-22 has just been
received. It is drawn up by Dr. Gilbert T. Walker,
Director-General of Observatories to the Indian

Government. After special investigation Stevenson's

thermometer screens, commonly used in Great Britain,

are to replace the large open-sided shade hitherto

used in India for the exposure of thermometers.
This will bring India into line with our home observa-

tions, and will effect a very great saving of expense
1 when new screens are required. The English screen
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is only about one-sixteenth of the price of the Indian
screen hitherto used. Much valuable data on the
upper wind currents have been recently published
and other upper air data are ready for publication.
Considerable demand is being made for upper air

results over India and the report regrets the inability

to do all that is required for want of funds. In the
British Isles the staff of workers has been immensely
increased and without doubt considerable increase
of the stafi in India will have to be faced, although
it will mean added expense. A graph showing the
growth in activity and cost for the last 15 years is

given at the end of the report. For want of funds
much useful work has been discontinued. The
stations over India from which detailed observations
are received now number 281, and these have to be
supplied with instruments and inspected periodically.

Observations are secured from vessels by wireless,

as well as from the ordinary logs, over the neighbour-
ing seas. Seismological observations are recorded
at several stations and the data are supplied to the
British Association. For rainfall over India, there
are now 2928 stations from which observations are
received.

The New Flight Compass.—The United States
Air Service has set itself the task of putting the
navigation of the air on as trustworthy a basis as
that of water, and as part of its programme has asked
the Bureau of Standards to investigate the possibilities

of the earth inductor type of compass. As a result,

a form of instrument has been devised which has
proved more satisfactory than any previously in use in

the Air Service. A memoir describing the instrument
was presented in 1921 to the American Philosophical
Society by Messrs. P. R. Heyl and L. J. Briggs, and
was awarded the Magellanic premium. It is now
reproduced in part i of volume 4 1 of the Proceedings
of the Society. An armature driven about a vertical
axis by a cup propeller has four carbon brushes set
at right angles to each other in contact with its

commutator, and capable of being set so that when
the aeroplane is flying in a fixed direction, one pair
of brushes gives a maximum and the other pair zero
electromotive force. The two pairs of brushes are
connected to four equally spaced points of a closed
electric circuit and a pointer galvanometer connected
to two points opposite each otiier on the circuit. The
diameter for which the galvanometer gives zero
deflection is determined by the course of the aero-
plane.

Burning Heavy Fuel-oil.—Some of the technical
difficulties encountered in burning heavy fuel-oil in
Diesel engines and other types of heavy-oil engines
were discussed by Mr. Harold Moore in a paper read
by him at the North-East Coast Institution of
Engineers and Shipbuilders, Newcastle, early in
December. Ignition trouble, difficulties in burning
oil after ignition has taken place, and the problems
raised by the presence of small quantities of im-
purities, were the main factors dealt with as affecting
the utilisation of heavy fuel. With regard to ignition
trouble, a great deal depends on the range of ignition
temperatures possible with varying types of oil-fuel

;

in Diesel and cold-starting engines, ignition takes
place when the heat of compression exceeds the
spontaneous ignition temperature of the oil, and it is

customary to adjust the compression so as to ensure
regular ignition of whatever class of fuel is burnt.
The utilisation of various petroleum and coal-tar oils
necessitates repeated adjustments being made, and
these, under changing conditions of low and high load
running, atmosphere, etc., have to be considered
carefully both theoretically and practically. Pilot
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ignition gears, which to a large extent overcome initial

difliculties of firing, are now installed on most Diesel
and cold-starting engines. After ignition has taken
place, the smooth burning of the oil depends primarily
on its complete combustion before the exhaust valve
opens, and on the rate of burning and influence of the
various substances in the fuel. Such substances
include the bituminous bodies present in petroleum,
hard and soft asphaltum, waxes, and in the case of
coal-tar oils (more often employed on the continent
than in this country), naphthalene and anthracine.
l-"inally the effects of water, sand, and iron rust, the
commonest impurities in oil-fuel, constitute not un-
important factors to be reckoned with. Such
impurities are best removed by the employment of
high-speed centrifuges.

Magnetic Observations at Batavia. ^Volume
40 of the Observations made at the Royal Magnetical
and Meteorological Observatory at Batavia contains
the observations of the year 1917. The preface,
however, brings the history of the observatory
down to February 1022. From it we learn of the
retirement of the well-known director. Dr. W. van
Bemmelen, who has been succeeded by Dr. Braak.
In addition to the usual meteorological tables, the
publication contains some special results of interest,

including the results of a 7-year comparison of
ordinary thermometers in the thermometer shed and
ventilated Assmann thermometers outside. The dif-

ferences are substantial. The magnetic results are
very complete, two magnetographs being in constant
operation. The tables of hourly values refer to three
rectangular components of force, the horizontal com-
ponents being in and perpendicular to the astronomical
meridian, which is tliere nearly coincident with the
magnetic. An interesting chart shows the departures
of the three rectangular components from their mean
yearly values. These departures are calculated for

I h., 7 h., 13 h., and 19 h. G.M.T. of every day, the
value assigned to each hour being a mean from 24
hours centering at that hour. The great predomin-
ance of disturbance in the north-south component is

efiectively shown.

Photographic Sensitisers and Desensitisers.—
Prof. Rudolfo Namias describes some of his remark-
able experiences with these reagents in " The Process
Ycar-Book," vol. xxv., 1923. He agrees with Dr.
Luppo Cramer that pinallavol, the most recently
introduced colour sensitiser, is uniijue in its property
of sensitising for the well-known gap in the greenish-
blue, and that it and pinacyanol give a " very high
increase of general sensitiveness." He finds that
pinacyanol may be used in a solution fifty times
dihited as compared with the concentration generally
advised (finally equal to one part of soUd in five

millions) and that the spectrographic tests show-
that this enormous dilution makes no difference in

its effect. He has discovered that desensitisers are
more important than they were at first thought to
be. By getting rid of the sensitiveness of the plate
they avoid the formation of the development fog
always produced when development is continued to
bring out the weak detail which, however, is generally
buried by it. By making this detail available we
get a practical increase of sensitiveness, though the
advantage is restricted, so far as is known, to the
use of safranine, and of hydroquinone and alkaline
bromide in the developer. The increase of general
sensitiveness and the elimination of development
fog enable one to use slow plates with their much
finer grain, and so, without the practical sacrifice of
sensitiveness, to get a considerable gain in resolving
power.
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The Wegener Hypothesis.

Discussion at the British Association, Hull.

f~\^ Monday, September ii, the meeting room of
^-^ the Geological Section of the British Associa-
tion was the theatre of a lively but inconclusive
discussion on the Wegener hypothesis of the origin
of the continents. This hypothesis, which is a
development of the well-established theory of isostasy,
regards the continental mas3f;s as cakes of light

Carboniferous Period

Tui. I.—Tlic worUl in the CtrljoiiileiuiisaiicI I'ocene periods and OUI t^uatern.iry

era according to the displacement tlicory. While denotes land, dots shallow
water, cross-hatching deep sea. From Discovery, May 1922, p. 116, by
the courtesy of the publishers.

siliceous material floating on a heavier basaltic,

fluid or viscid, substratum, which in its turn reaches
the surface in a solidified form on the floors of the
oceans. The continents, which are thus movable,
are supposed in Carboniferous times to have formed
a single mass, and to have split up by rift-\'alley

formation and started floating apart in kite Cretaceous
or early Tertiary times. The mountain ranges
fringing the Pacific are supposed to have been pro-
duced along those margins of the continents which
are or have been, in virtue of their motion, impinging
on the hard oceanic crust, the belts of thick sedi-

mentation along the continental shelves localising
the folding.

The union of the continental masses in former
geological times explains manv peculiarities in the
distribution of life both past and present. It also
affords an easy explanation of the hitherto unsolved
problem of the Permo-Carboniferous glaciation, by

supposing the pole to have been located in South
Africa and the other glaciated parts of Gondwana-
land to have been grouped around. When a
reconstruction of this sort is made it is found that
the main Carboniferous coalfields of the world lay,

at the time of their formation, within the tropics.

The discussion brought forth a great diversity
of opinion regarding the validity of the hypo-
thesis, almost the only point on which there seemed
to be any general agreement being an unwilling-
ness to admit that the birth of the North Atlantic
could have occurred at so late a date as the
<}uaternary. Proceedings were opened by the
reading of a discourse by Dr. J. W. Evans, who
was unfortunately unable to be present. Dr.
Evans gave an outline of some of the leading
features of the theory and emphasised the well-

known similarity of the geological formations on
opposite sides of the oceans. He, however,
questioned Dr. Wegener's estimates of the thick-

ness of the crust whether continental or oceanic,
and considered that the latter, being probably as
strong as the continental crust, would inhibit the
continental drift. He dealt more particularly with
the supposed recent variations of relative longi-

tude and with the precautions which would have
to be taken in the case of an attempt to repeat
the observations.

Prof. H. H. Turner stated that the only piece of
astronomical evidence supporting Wegener's hypo-
thesis, and worthy of serious consideration, was the
apparent westerly drift of Greenland. He was
inclined to regard the longitude observations made
up to the present as so much waste paper, but
considered that the magnitude of the discrepancies
between the Greenland observations of the years
1870 and lyoy, which indicated a westerly drift

relatively to Europe of 1200 metres, made a good
case for repeating the observations to-day.

j\!r. W. B. Wright pointed out that a critical

comparison of the geological formations on the two
^ides of the North Atlantic shows on the whole
a very remarkable correspondence, both strati-

graphical and paLxontological, from the Archaean
to the Cretaceous, and in particular brings to
light certain facts even more strikingly indicative
of a former rapprochement between the two con-
tinents than any pointed out by Wegener.
The recurrence in America on opposite sides of

the old Appalachia of the two facies of the European
Cambrian and early Ordovician, which are here
separated by the Caledonian chain, is perhaps the

most striking, the lithological and faunal characters
and the sequence of transgression and recession,

different on either side of the chain, being reproduced
with remarkable precision. Again, the continental
and marine facies of the Devonian are separated in

both countries by boimdaries which become conter-
minous on the Wegener reconstruction.

Prof. Coleman, of Toronto, considered that the
similarity in the Arch;ean formations on the two
sides of the Atlantic, cited by Mr. Wright, meant
very little, as the Archaean was a universal formation.

He also raised the question of the meteorological
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conditions of the supposed compacted continent of
Gondwanaland, which he thought must necessarily
ha\e been a desert and therefore could not have
nourished an ice sheet.

Prof. SoUas confessed himself attracted by the
theory but doubtful as to proofs. He was not greatly
impressed by arguments based on the similarity of
the geological formations on the opposite sides of
the oceans, the most remarkable of which was
perhaps that cited by Mr. Wright. A certain uni-
formity is to be expected in rocks derived from the
same Archtean base. The explanation on the whole
was out of proportion to the points of correspondence
cited.

Dr. Harold Jeffreys stated that the rotational force
which could be invoked to explain the mo\-ements
of the continents was \cx\ small and quite insufficient

to produce the crumpling up of the Pacific ranges.
The ocean floors also presented a difficulty, for, being
composed of basaltic rock, they would be less radio-
active and therefore stronger than the continental
crust. The withdrawal of India northward and its

gathering up into tlic Himalayan folds were moreover
not easily accounted for.

Prof. Gilligan said that, as the great piles of
PalaHDzoic sediments in Europe and America reached
their maximum thickness on the borders of the
Atlantic, it seemed necessary to assume the presence
of a continent occupying the northern part of the
ocean. The time-honoured conception that the earth
shows a tendency towards a tctrahedral form was
also in conflict with this new hypothesis.

Dr. G. C. Simpson thought the theory' was a
wonderful one from the meteorological point of view,
as it explained the marked changes of climate given
by the geological record and in particular the ex-
centric position of the Quaternary ice-sheets with
reference to the pole.

Prof. Marshall, of Wanganui, New Zealand, pointed

out that the movement of that country was to the east
and not to the west. Speaking from personal know-
ledge of a number of the Pacific Islands and referring
to the evidence they aflorded as to the composition
of the floor of the ocean, he said it was a mistake to
suppose that the igneous rocks exposed in these
islands were entirely basaltic. Alkaline rocks were
also represented, but, so far as he was aware, siliceous
rocks of continental type were unknown.

Dr. F. E. Wright spoke briefly, and Prof. Boswell
referred to the forthcoming English edition of Dr.
Wegener's book as affording an ea.sy means of
becoming acquainted with the leading features of
the subject.

The president. Prof. Kendall, in closing the dis-
cussion said he had many years ago examined the
question of a land connexion across the Atlantic,
especially in its bearing upon the distribution of
fishes and reptiles. The practical identity of the
Old Red fish faunas of the Orkneys and N. America
seemed to show a very close connexion, and the
similarity extends to the Carboniferous. Divergence,
especially in the reptiles, is marked in the Trias and
probably complete throughout the Jurassic. Un-
fortunately the reptiles require two barriers, one of
land to stop the migration of the marine forms, and
one of sea to inhibit that of the land forms. The
evidence adduced by Martin Duncan and marshalled
by Gregory proved a connexion between Europe and
America during the Oligocene. He had long ago
found it necessarj' to abandon a belief in the absolute
permanence of ocean-basins.
The discussion as a whole was interesting as

bringing out the extreme divergences of opinion
produced by viewing the hypothesis from different
aspects, astronomical, physical, meteorological, and
biological, but it becomes very apparent that the
surest test of its validity lies in the domain of
geology. W. 13. Wright.

The National Research Council of America.

'VHE National Research Council of the L'nited
^ States corresponds to the Department of

Scientific and Industrial Research in this country.
It owes its being, as does our organisation, to the
very urgent need, which the war made patent
to governments, of an organised and systematic
attempt to foster scientific research, to extend its

industrial applications and, by co-operation and co-
ordination, to do this on a national scale. The
sixth annual report of the National Research Council,
for the period e.iding June 30, 1921, shows
clearly the extent to which this organisation has
been carried in the United States. There are divisions
based on political classification, e.g. Federal, foreign
and States relations ; on functional classification,

e.g. educational relations, research extension and
information service ; and, finally, on a scientific and
technological classification, e.g. physical sciences,
engineering, chemistry and chemical technology,
geology and geography, medical sciences, biologj' and
agriculture, anthropology and psychology.
A popular chemical exhibit " to show the American

people what the chemist has done and may do for
them," prepared by the Chemical Warfare Service
of the United States Army, was held in Washington,
and arrangements have been made to install it as a
permanent exhibit in the l'nited States National
Museum.
The division of educational relations has given

special attention to the study of the detection and
encouragement of students of superior ability, and

is co-operating in this investigation with the division
of anthropology and psychology.
Among the projects of the division of research

extension may be mentioned the following : An
underwriting fund of 200,000 dollars is to be raised
for the compilation of critical tables of physical and
chemical constants. Measures are afoot for the
establishment of a Crop Protection Institute ; an
Alloys Research Association ; a school for tanning to
be affiliated to an established university ; a Textile
Research Institute ; and a Horological Institute of
America, which will be concerned primarily with the
scientific phases of time keeping with special reference
to the mechanical devices necessary.
The research information service has for its purpose

" to promote scientific and industrial research in this
country through the operation of an acti\e exchange
for all kinds of scientific and technological know-
ledge." It prepared for publication MuUetin No. 9,
I'unds Available in 1020 in the United States of
America for the Encouragement of Scientific Research,
giving an account of medals, prizes, grants and
research scholarships and fellowships amounting in
value to approximately 36,000,000 dollars annually.
In addition to research in personal records the service
has a catalogue of 20,000 chemists and mining
engineers, and a file of current investigations.

I'rom the division of engineering a report embody-
ing the results of the investigations on fatigue pheno-
mena of metals will be published shortly. The
results indicate that a rise of temperature test may
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furnish a trustworthy accelerated test for fatigue
resistance. It is stated that " this report contains
the most valuable and complete information ever
published on this subject." We shall await its appear-
ance with much interest.

Owing to the very sudden increase in the destruc-
tion of marine piling in San Francisco Bay resulting

from the attack of marine borers, which amounted
in value to about 15,000,000 dollars in the last year
or two, a marine laboratory has been established

in San Francisco Bay and the National Research
Council has taken measures for undertaking co-

ordinated investigations on the problem. The
report states :

" This is one of the most important
problems presented to the National Research
Council since its organisation and one of the best
illustrations of the important service which can be
rendered by a national body of this sort. It is also

an excellent illustration of the need for co-opera-

tion between the scientific and engineering groups."
The committee on ceramic research has selected

the following four subjects to receive early atten-
tion : (i) A study of the elements which determine
the plastic nature of clay ; (2) a critical examination
of certain methods used in silicate analysis

; (3) a
study of American pot clays and their proper com-
pounding for the production of refractories used in

the glass industry ; (4) a study of the relationship
between crazing and the expansion coefficients of

bodies and glazes.

Enough has been indicated of the character of

this sixth annual report of the National Research
Council to convince, perhaps, even the warmest
exponent of the theory of science for science's sake
and of the inalienable right of the scientific spirit to
go whither it will, that there is a vast field of
scientific research meet for organised co-operation on
national lines. J. W. W.

International Contributions to Mendelism.

^fHE Dutch journal Genelica, under the editorship
' of Dr. Lotsy and Dr. Sirks, has published an

excellent international number as a Mendel Memorial
in connexion with the recent centenary celebrations
in Briinn and Vienna. In a long and carefully written
article, Prof. V. Hacker (Halle) reviews the present
state of knowledge of Mendelian inheritance, especially

as regards cytological interpretation and other aspects
of general interest. Such a cautious and well-informed
statement is most valuable at the present time. Dr.
E. Fischer (Ziirich) describes his large series of ex-
periments in breeding the Silver-washed Fritillary

{Argvnnis paphia) and its dimorpliic female, the well-

known var. valesina. It used to be thought difficult

to get such creatures to breed in confinement, but
Dr. Fischer, following a technique which he describes,

has raised several thousands as the result of various
matings. Prof. R. Goldschmidt (Berlin) contributes
an analysis, and suggests a factorial scheme which
fits the numbers fairly well. There is a dominant
valesina factor, V, which is not sex-linked, and the
combinations VV, Vv, vv are possible both in males
and females. Since, however, the males are all paphia
alike, their genetic constitution can be decided only
by experimental breeding. We are still as far as
ever from understanding how it comes to pass that
the males are thus uniform, though they may contain
even two doses of the element which in a single dose
suffices to give the dominant character to the female,
a difficulty which has puzzled geneticists very long.

There are many parallel examples in butterflies of
di- and polymorphic females, though nothing analogous
is ever seen in the males. The cytological scheme
which so successfully represents the observed facts

in colour-blindness and similar examples here ap-
parently fails, and the special interpretations offered
by Goldschmidt, though suggestive, are scarcely more
than a restatement of the difficulty.

Prof. Ghigi (Bologna) discusses the origin of
domesticated poultry, especially fowls and pigeons,

in the light of his breeding experiments. He leans

to the conclusion, which other evolutionists have also

reached, that it is most difficult to suppose, as Darwin
did, that the various breeds of fowls are derived
simplv from Gal/us bankiva, or the pigeons collectively

from the rock-dove. The plausible suggestion is here
made that the heavy breeds of fowls, which constitute

the main problem, may have come from some partially

flightless island form, taken bodily into domestica-
tion, since nothing of the sort now survives in a wild
state. Some of the pigeons, he thinks, may be
derived from crosses with Coluntba leuconota, which
when bred with tame pigeons gives, as he found, at
least fertile males. The effect of all these appeals
to nrultiple origins, necessary as they now appear to

be, is to weaken confidence in the classical deductions
as to unlimited possibilities of variation under
domestication apart from cross-breeding.
Other interesting papers are those of Prof. J. L.

Frateur (Louvain) on compound characters, M. A.
Meunissier (Paris) on the 3-podded and other varieties

of peas, and Dr. Winge (Copenhagen) on some curious
and complex phenomena in Drosophila, which favour
the hypothesis already entertained by several biologists

that mutation may sometimes be the consequence of
a rare cross-over. Dr. Sirks (Wageningen) recounts
his experiments with a new subspecies of Linaria
vulgaris, giving a mixed Fj generation in crosses with
the wild type, an unexpected result which may be
variously interpreted. A remarkable experiment is

also described by Prof. J. Schaxel (Jena), whp suc-
ceeded in grafting together limb-buds of the coloured
and the white forms of Axolotl, producing limbs
compounded of both elements so intimately associated
that the name " Chimara " may be applied to them,
on the analogy of Winkler's famous graft-hybrids
made between the tomato and Solanum nigrum.

This collection of memoirs reaches an unusually
high level. All contain material of permanent

The Oldebroek Explosion of October 28, 1922.

IN Nature of November 4, p. 619, a preliminary
note appeared on the great explosion at Olde-

broek. It is now possible to discuss more fuUy the
results obtained.
About 140 reports were recei\-ed from observers in

the British Isles. Of these, nearly one-third stated
that despite careful listening they heard no sound
that appeared to be due to the explosion.
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When the distribution of the positive and negative
reports is studied, the most notable feature is the
entire absence of positive reports from the greater
part of the Midlands of England. With regard to
Europe generally, it appears that the sound was
reported so far off as 850 km. to E.S.E., 600 km: to

S. and 700 km. to N.W. of Oldebroek, whereas no
single trustworthy observation was reported in a zone
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between the limits of loo and about i8o or 200 km.
radius. Confirmation of the existence of a " Silent

Region " was therefore once more obtained. Also,

the times which the sound waves took to reach
various distances are in most cases longer than they
would be for normal propagation through the surface

air.

The accuracy of the time standard of the average
non-scientific observer is not likely to be high, but
when the British observations are classified with
reference to apparent velocities of propagation, there
appears to be some evidence that these tend to group
themselves about points corresponding to velocities

o^ 257, 335, 370, and 508 metres per second. The
second group corresponds very closely to propagation
through the surface la^-ers of air, due allowance being
made for temperature and wind. In view of the un-
certainty as to the accuracy of the observed times, it

is doubtful whether the observations of the third

group are to be regarded as truly distinct from those
of the second, but it is just possible that this velocity
is to be explained by the assistance of a strong north-
easterlv wind, and, though there is no actual measure-
ment, it is not improbable that such a wind may have
existed somewhere about the three- or four-kilometre
level. W a height of one kilometre the mean wind
over south-east England was north-ea.sterly 15 m/s,
and at a height of two kilometres E.N.E. about the
same velocity. .-V ballon sonde reaching 9 km. in-

dicated a resultant drift for the whole trajectory from
about X.X.W., and a cirrus cloud observation obtained
in Holland indicated an apparent velocitv equivalent
to 33 m s from W.N.W. at a height of 10 km.
Of special interest are the first and fourth groups

with velocities centring at 257 and 508 m/s respect-
ively. Five of the seven observations indicating the
latter velocity were made at very considerable dis-

tances from Oidebroek. namely at Newcastle, Bolton-le-
Moors, Skipton-in-Craven, Northallerton, and Guern-
sey. Prof. E. van Everdingen is of opinion that such
observations and the proven existence of the " Silent

Region " afford very strong evidence of the co-opera-
tion of the hydrogen atmosphere. The view that the
appearance of silent regions is to be ascribed to a
change in the constitution of the atmosphere at great
heights was put forward by V'on dem Home in 1910.
Making certain assumptions as to the constitution at
great heights, he calculated that the shortest possible
distance at which sound rays, curved back bv this

high atmosphere, could reach the surface was 114 km.,
the ray becoming horizontal at a height of 75 km.
Actually no case of so short a distance has vet been
found. In 1915 van Everdingen, taking Wegener's
hypothesis as to the occurrence of geocoronium in the
atmosphere and his percentage values as to constitu-
tion, showed that it gave no better a result. On testing
various hypotheses, the best results appeared to in-

dicate a percentage of hydrogen at surface level of
o-oooi.

In addition to the observations discussed above
collectively, certain special ob.'iervations were made in

this country. The Acoustical Research Section of the
Signals Experimental Establishment contributed most
valuable records obtained by means of hot wire
microphones at Woolwich and at Biggin Hill, Kent.
These were described and discussed in detail by
Major W. S. Tucker in a paper to the Royal Society
of Arts on November 29. In the case of the Biggin
Hill record he attributes the first effect (indicating a
velocity of nearly four times that of sound in air) to
propagation through the water and the ground.

At Eskdalemuir Observatory at 17 h. 29 m. G.M.T.
a small upward movement of about one-thirtieth of
a millibar on the microbarograph record was followed
about 13 minutes later by an approximately equal
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one in the opposite direction. On the traces of the

other instruments, including the seismographs, no
evidence of an explosion effect is to be found. Mr.

J. J. Shaw (West Bromwich) could also find no
e\idence on his seismograms, but stated that at the

critical time many thousands of pedestrians and heavy
vehicular traffic (the returning crowd from a football

match) were passing his house.
The collected observations of the various European

countries are now being investigated by Prof, van
Everdingen of the Dutch Meteorological Service.

University and Educational Intelligence.

Among University Extension agencies the Summer
School plays an increasingly important part. This
year eleven universities and university colleges in

Great Britain were responsible for at least fifteen

summer schools, not counting those organised by
joint committees for tutorial classes in connexion
with the Workers' Educational .Association. In

the I'nited States, summer courses are provided in

numbers and on a scale far in excess of anything that

has been attempted elsewhere. The Bureau of Educa-
tion, Washington, has published a Bulletin on the
subject (1922, No. 31) in which are shown the student
enrolments in last vear's summer schools of the twenty-
seven universities and colleges which sent representa-

tives to the meeting of the .Association of Summer
School Directors. The largest were : Columbia 1 1 ,809,

Chicago 6458, California 6176, Wisconsin 4547. Four-
teen other institutions had enrolments exceeding 1000
each. On the other hand, many of the best known,
including Yale, Princeton, Vassar, and Brosvn, do not
receive summer students : Vale experimented with
the system for three years and then gave it up.

Some of the most conservative colleges, while not
undertaking summer schools of the ordinary type,

have opened their doors in the summer for conferences

and for special classes designed to establish contact

with industrial workers. Many hesitate, as do uni-

versities in this country, to increase their commit-
ments in this direction for fear of financial difiiculties.

State universities regard the matter in a different

light, and find that this and other forms of extension

work help to justify in the eyes of the taxpayers their

large demands on the public purse. In general the

courses are devoted principally to the liberal arts and
sciences and to education, but some schools of law,

medicine and dentistry offer courses which count for

their degrees, and in a few institutions engineering

and architecture courses are provided.

From the Royal Technical College, Glasgow, we
have received a copy of their annual report on the

work of the session 1921-22. Owing to the cessation

of special classes held at the request of the Ministry

of Labour umler their " Interrupted .Apprenticeships
"

Scheme, the number of students was slightly lower

than in 1920-21. but compared with 1913-14 the

year's enrolment shows an increase of 150 per cent.

The research work carried on in the college is extend-

ing rapidly in volume and importance, especially in

chemistry, metallurgy, and engineering. Much of

it is undertaken at the instance of industrial research

associations by the associations' own workers under
the supervision and guidance of the professors

concerned. The course for the diploma in chemistry,

recently extended from three to four years, includes

in its final year three months devoted to experimental

inquiry, on which a thesis is required to be written.

This plan has been an unqualified success, the report

says, from an educational point of view, and sortie

of the theses presented last year were of such intrinsic
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value as to warrant publication. In more than a
hundred centres in the surrounding counties affiliated

continuation classes in science and technology were
conducted by education authorities : nearly all

evening students entering the college, except those
from a considerable distance, present qualifications
gained in such affiliated classes. The school of
pharmacy is now thoroughly established, and several
students are preparing for the B.Sc. degree in
pharmacy of the University of Glasgow.

Recent developments in the Swedish national
school system are described in an article by Prof.
Hanninger of the Landskrona Training College in
the November number of School Life—an official

journal of the United States Bureau of Education.
In 1919 the Government prescribed for use in the
folk-schools a new instruction plan, the outstanding
feature of which is " home and community study,"
involving lessons based on direct observation of the
environment of home and school and linking the
observed facts with geography, nature-study, history,
drawing, and sloyd. About the same time were
established two-year continuation schools with a
total of 360 hours of instruction, directed in the main
on practical lines, and including citizenship and the
mother-tongue, and either a craft or natural history,
sloyd, and horticulture. These schools are to be
obligatory after 1924. Apprentice schools with
two-year curricula, for which the continuation schools
serve as a preparation, may be made compulsory at
the option of the local community. In the apprentice
schools the instruction comprises 6 to 12 hours per
week during 8 or 9 months of the year. Beyond
it is an optional crafts school with a one-year course.
In a report just issued by a Grand School Commission
proposals are made for substituting for the existing
dual system (folk-school and realskola) a common
foundation school to be attended by children of all

classes for six years, leading to a middle school with
a four-year course, to be followed by a three-year
" gymnasium."

Highway Engineering and Highway Transport
Education problems were discussed at a conference
held at Washington on October 26-28, under the
auspices of the United States Highway Education
Board. Between 1910 and 1922 the number of
motor vehicles increased 2000 per cent, (to ten and
a half millions), while the increase in funds for road
building was only 400 per cent. Neither highway
construction nor highway transport education have
kept pace with the stupendous increase in automobile
traffic. The trend in the colleges at present is

towards a system whereby certain fundamental
courses covering about 5 semester hours in highway
engineering are required of all civil engineering
students, while an equal amount of optional supple-
mentary highway instruction in the subject is offered
for intending specialists.

It is announced in the British Medical Journal
that the University of Paris has received two gifts

of 100,000 francs each from Madame Edouard
Nathan. The first of these is to be applied to the
improvement of the scientific laboratories of the
University, and to the promotion of research work.
The second is to be set apart for the purpose of
making loans to impecunious students of the Uni-
versity to enable them to continue their studies.

The Chemiker Zeitiing of October 28 reports that
Prof. Pfeiffer, of the Technische Hochschule, Karls-
ruhe, has been appointed Director of the " Josefine
und Eduard von Portheim-Stiftung fiir Wissenschaft
und Kunst " in Heidelberg, and will direct the
Chemical Research Institute of this Fund.
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Societies and Academies.

London.
Physical Society, December 8.—Dr. Alexander

Russell, in the chair.—G. Shearer : The relation
between molecular and crystal symmetry' as shown
by X-ray crystal analysis. By X-ray analysis the
number of molecules associated with the unit cell

is determined. The symmetry number for each of
the 32 crystal classes is shown to mean the minimum
number of asymmetric molecules necessary in the
unit cell to satisfy the symmetry conditions. The
symmetry number is the actual number of molecules
in the cell when the molecule is asymmetric ; if the
molecule possesses symmetry, this symmetry appears
also in the crystal, and the number of molecules in
the unit cell is obtained by dividing the symmetry
number of the crystal by the symmetr}- number
of the molecule.—E. A. Owen and G. D. Preston :

Modification of the powder method of determining
the structure of metal crystals. Plates of aluminium,
iron, copper, lead, and magnesium have been examined
by means of the Bragg X-ray spectrometer, employing
radiation direct from a molybdenum anti-cathode.
The maxima in the spectra are sufficiently intense
to measure with accuracy, and the cr^^stalline structure
of the materials examined are readily determined.

—

A. B. Wood : The cathode ray oscillograph. The
instrument is of the low-voltage type, in which a hot
cathode is employed as a source of the electron
current. This low-voltage type of oscillograph is

much more sensitive than the high-voltage cold-
cathode type of M. Dufour. There are various
methods of focussing the cathode-ray stream, and
it has been proposed to have an external (i.e. outside
the vacuum) photographic film. Ordinary gelatin-

coated roll films or plates are unsuitable, owing to
the marked absorption of the cathode-rays bj' the
gelatin. The best results have been obtained with
Schumann plates containing calcium tungstate. This
material phosphoresces with a light rich in ultra-

violet, and consequently the secondary luminous
effect on the Schumann plate is very great. Mechani-
cal, electrostatic, and electromagnetic methods are
described for generating a time-axis on the records.

—R, Webb : A low-voltage cathode ray oscillograph.
The instrument is designed to work at 300 volts.

The cathode consists of a hot platinum filament
coated with certain oxides, and formed into a circle

coaxial with the path of the rays. It is protected
from bombardment by positive rays, which would
disintegrate it, by a screen in which is cut a circular

hole slightly less in diameter than the filament. It

has a life of about 200 hours. The anode is a platinum
tube through which the rays pass. The deflecting
fields are electrostatic, and are provided by two pairs
of plates at right angles. The bulb is in the form
of a conical flask, the cathode being at the narrow
end so that the rays impinge on the flat bottom, which
is coated inside with fluorescent matter. The
luminous trace of the rays can be seen from outside
through the bottom of the flask.

Royal Meteorological Society, December 20.—Dr.
C. Chree, president, in the chair.—C. J. P. Cave and
R. A. Watson Watt : The study of radiotelegraphic
atmospherics in relation to meteorology. Results
obtained in 1915, at the Meteorological Office Radio
Station, Aldershot. Radiotelegraphic direction find-

ing on atmospherics was introduced as a means of

locating thunderstorms, and successful observations
were made, with the co-operation of the Admiralty
coast stations, on storms as near as five miles to an
observing station, and on other storms 1000 miles
distant. The first thunderstorm thus located, and
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confirmed by subsequent meteorological reports,
occurred in the south of Ireland on July 24, 1916,
at a distance of 280 miles from the most distant
station participating in its detection. A storm was
traced across the Bay of Biscay and Southern France,
a thunderstorm at Venice was located by two stations
a thousand miles away, and a storm five miles from
Aldershot was followed by the direction finder there,
the bearings given being m complete agreement with
the bearing of the audible thunder and the visible

storm.—C. J. P. Cave : Winter thunderstorms in

the British Islands. During the first three months
of the years 191 6, 191 7, 191 8, and 1920, the number
of storms occurring in tne winter months was very
remarkable, there having been storms somewhere in

the region on more than 40 per cent, of the days.
Some of the storms were very widespread. They
seem to have been connected with the occurrence
of masses of air at widely different temperatures in

close pro.ximity. Thunderstorms are caused, it is

suggested, (i) by the heating of the lower layers of
the atmosphere, (2) by the cooling of the upper
layers, (3) by a warm current of air rising over a
cold one, (4) by cold air undercutting warm air.

—

D. E. Row : Forecasting sky-types. The type of
pressure distribution as shown by a map or suggested
by the " Further outlook " of the Meteorological
Office, and the part of it which is likely to affect
the locality concerned, is used, and local indications
are considered. For example : Cirrus types followed
by cumulus forms are to be expected during the
passages of depressions, or even where overlapping
occurs between an anticyclone and a depression.
Indefinite areas of low or medium pressure often
give very composite skies, thus yielding striking
cloudscapes in which a large variety of cloud types
is featured simultaneously.

Dublin.

Royal Irish Academy, December 11.—Prof. Sydney
Young, president, in the chair.—J. J. Nolan : Ionic
mobilities in air and hydrogen. The composite
nature of ordinary ionisation in air is demonstrated
by a third method. The ionisation in hydrogen is

examined by the Rutherford-Franck method. The
results obtained arc similar to those already found
for air and are, in general, confirmatory of the work
of Haines. The ionisation is more complex than
Haines's work would indicate, and a high degree of
purity or drying is not necessary to bring out this
feature. Criticisms by Blackwood arc considered.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, Decemoer 11.—M. £mile
Bertin in the chair.—Pierre Termier : The structure
of the eastern Alps : relations of the Dinarides and
the Alps.—A. Rateau: Pressures and specific gravities
of air in a normal atmosphere.—M. H. Vincent was
elected a member of the section of medicine and
surgerj' in the place of the late M. A. Laveran.

—

Gaston Julia : Rational substitutions with two
variables.—Maurice Lecat : The development of
determinants as a function of determinants with
axial empty spaces.—Lucien Mouren : New nomo-
grams with aUgned points applicable, in particular,
to problems of navigation and their mechanical
realisation.—M. Amoroso Costa : Concerning a note
of M. Borel.—Mile. O. Jasse : The Comas Sola planet
of November 26, 1922 : its identity with (629)
Bemardina.— J. Guillaume : Observations of the
sun, made at the Lyons Observatory during the
second quarter of 1922. Ob.sen'ations were possible
on 80 days in this quarter ; the results are sum-
marised in three tables showing the number of spots,
their distribution in latitude, and the distribution
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of the facula; in latitude.

—

\-. Dicombe : The direct

calculation of the secular perihclic displacement of

the planets on the hypothesis that the gravitation
is of electrical origin. Application to the planet
Mercury'.—F. Michaud : The rigidity of jelly. The
influence of a dissolved crystalloid. An application
of a method described in an earlier note, capable
of measuring a modulus of rigidity one-hundredth
of that measured by Schwedoff. The effects of

adding acids, bases, mineral salts, and organic
substances have been studied.— A. Dauvillier and
Louis de Broglie : Remarks on the work of M. E.
Hjalmar concerning the M series of the elements.
The measurements recently published by Hjalmar
confirm the theory of the structure of the Rontgen
spectra of the elements developed by the authors.

—

G. Durante : An apparatus for microphotography.
Simplicity, transportability, and low cost are the
advantages claimed for the apparatus described.

—

Georges D6jardin : The ionisation of mercury x'apour
in the presence of argon. The phenomena described
in detail can be best explained by assuming that for

electrons traversing an atmosphere of argon there
exists a first critical velocity corresponding to about
11-3 volts, and that the resonance radiation emitted
by the gas under these conditions ionises the vapour
of mercury. This ionisation is not accompanied by
any notable modification of the mercun,- spectrum.
—G. Deniges : The rapid estimation of magnesium
in a single drop of sea-water. The method is based
on Schlagdenhaufen's reaction, the colour produced
by the interaction of magnesium salts and potassium
hypoiodite.—L. J. Simon and A. J. A. GuiUaumin :

^lethylisopyromucic acid and a method of diagnosis
of the acids of the sugar group. The dehydration
of the lactone of rhamnonic acid gave methyhso-
pyromucic acid, a description of which is given.

—

Alarcel Delepine : The dipyridine iridium tetra-

chlorides. Configurations of the iridio-dipyridino-
tetrachlorides.— M.. Picon: The action of sod-
ammonium on aniline and its homologues. Sod-
ammonium (in liquid ammonia) and aniline react
slowly at the ordinary temperature giving hydrogen,
sodium amide, and the aniline derivative C.Hj . NHNa.
The last named reacts violently with ethyl bromide,
giving ethylaniline. Other arj-l amines behave
similarly.—E. E. Blaise : Syntheses by means of

mixed organozinc derivatives : propylglyoxal.—L6on
Moret : The existence of the upper Cretaceous
(facies " Red layers ") in the Autochthone in the
neighbourhood of Th6nes (Haute-Savoie).—F. Roman
and J. Royo Gomez : The existence of Lutecian
mammals in the Douro basin (Spain).— \'. Van
Straelen : The decapod crustaceans of the Portland
beds of Cerin-Marchampt.—Henri Coupin : The
origin of the siliceous carapace of diatoms.

—

\. de
Puymaly : The adaptation to aerial life of Zygnema
peliosporum.—E. Chauvin : The toxicity of Volvana
gloiocephala. This fungus, commonly considered as
poisonous, when gathered near Algiers was shown
by A. Gautier to be edible without inconvenience.
Tlic author has gathered the same fungus in France
(Fontainebleau) and eaten it without ill-effects.

—

V. Vincent : The measurement of the acidity of soils

by alkaline liquids.—L. Fage and R. Legendre :

Fishing with a submerged source of light as a means
of studying the coast fauna.—Mme. Z. Gruzewska
and M. Fauri-Fr^miet : The maximum quantities
of reserve glycogen in the livers of dogs of different

ages.—L. Garrelon, D. Santenoise, and R. Thuillant

:

The parallelism between the sensibility to the oculo-
cardiac reflex and the sensibility to toxic actions.

—

Mile. France Gueylard and M. Marcel Duval : The
comparative toxicity of various acids for fishes

{(iaslerostei4s aculealus). The hydrogen ion con-
centration is not the sole cause of the rapid death
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of the fishes in acidified solutions : the nature of
tlie acid lias also an important influence,—Aug.
Michel : Caudal regeneration in Polygordius nea-
politanus.—H. Barthelemy : The maturation iti vitro

and the activation by puncture of the ova of Rana
fusca at the moment of discharge from the frog.

—

M. Charcot ; Preliminary report on the voyages of
the Pourquoi-Pas ? in 1922.—A. Desgrez and H.
Bierry : A mode of action of Vichy waters.

Washington.

National Academy of Sciences (Proc. Vol. 8, No.
II, November 1922).— J. A. Marshall : Bactericidal
properties of the products of radium emanation.
Old radium emanation tubes which have undergone
disintegration in respect of 7-ray content are crushed
under Ringer's solution in a sterile mortar. The
radioactive solution obtained is conveyed immediately
to the infected areas by sterile dressings ; in the
case of abscesses at the roots of teeth, it is injected
through the pulp canal. This treatment gives better
results than other antiseptic agents.—H. S. Washing-
ton : The jades of Middle America. The jades
investigated are from a sacred natural well in the
ancient Maya city of Chichen Itza, in northern
Yucatan. The dominant colours are grey and green.
They are jadeite jades of American origin, and differ

from Asiatic jadeite in the large amount of diopside
in the pyroxene they contain and the presence of
much albite. Analyses are given.—Carl Barus : On
a comparison of the relative sensitiveness of tele-

phones. An interferometer U-gauge is connected by
a quill tube to the telephone mouthpiece and a
relation is obtained between the fringe movements
and the constants of the instrument.—Carl Barus :

The equilibrium positions of the vacuum gravitation
needle in 1921 and 1922. From the curves given,
the variations of the position of equilibrium in the
lapse of time are of a different order in 1922 from their
approximate constancy, in the given scale, in 1921.
This may be due to the difference in the vacua
obtained. All observations have a period of 24
hours, indicating solar radiation as the origin of
the variations.—W. W. Coblenz : Further measure-
ments of stellar temperatures and planetary radiation.
(See Nature, December 30, p. 886.) H. A. Lorentz :

Proof of a theorem due to Heaviside. The theorem
in question is: "The whole work done by impressed
forces suddenly started exceeds the amount re-

presenting the waste by Joule-heating at the final

rate (when there is any), supposed to start at once,
by twice the excess of the electric over the magnetic
energy of the steady field set up."—A. J. Lotka :

The stability of the normal age distribution. There
is an age distribution which, in certain circumstances,
perpetuates itself when once set up in a population.
An analytical method is used to show that this

distribution is stable and that a population spontane-
ously reverts to it if the age distribution be displaced.

Official Publications Received.
Journal of the Indian Institute of Science. Vol, 5, Part 4 : In-

duction Jlotors used as Synchronous Machines. By S. V. Ganapati
and H. G. Parikh. Pp. 3"-4(J-l-i) plates. 1.8 rupees. Vol. 5, Part 5 :

The Relation between the Iodine Values and Refractive Indices of
some hardened Vegetable Oils. By J. J. SSudborough, H. E. Watson,
and D. Y, .\tha\vale. Part 1. Pji, 47-C9-I-3 plates. 1.8 rupees.
(Madras : Indian Institute of Science.)

Imperial Department of AKriculture for the West Indies. Report
on the Agricultural Department, Dominica. 1921-22. Pp. iv-H32.
(Barbados.) erf.

The British Mycological Society. Transactions. Vol. 8, Parts 1

and 2, December. Pp. 111. (London: Cambridge University
Press.) 15s. net,
Leeds University, Eighteenth Report, 1921-22, Pp, 190. (Leeds,)
Ministere de I'lnstructlon jiutilique et des Beaux-Arts, Enquttes

et documents relatif si renseignement supWeur. 117: Rapports
sur les observatoires astronomiciues de Province. Ann^e 1921. Pp.
127. (Paris : Imprinierie Nationale.)

Diary of Societies.

SATURDAY, JASCARY 6.

Association of Women Science TeachEks (at University College)'
at 2,30,—Dr, Dorothy Wrinch : Relativity.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—Prof. H. H. Turner

:

Si.\ steps up the Ladder to the Stars (5). Two Great Streams of
Stars (Juvenile Lectures).

Gilbert White Fellowship (at 6 Queen Stiuarc, W.C.I), at 3.

—

G. .1. B. Fox : A Visit to Pompeii.

MONDAY, January 8.

Institution of Electrical Engineers (Informal Meeting), at 7,

—

E, W. Moss, and others : Discussion on the Protection of Inventions
by Letters Patent,

Aristotelian Society (at University of London Club, 21 Gower Street),
at 8,—Rev, Leslie J. Walker : A New Theory of Matter,

Surveyors' Institution, at 8,—F, W. Hunt : Zoning in the Control
of Large Cities.

TUESDAY, January 9.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—Prof. H. H. Turner

:

Six Steps up the Ladder to the Stars (6). The Size of a Star.
(Juvenile Lectures.)

Society for the Study of Inebriety (at Medical Society of London),
at 4.—Dr. H, Campbell and others: Discussion on The Pathology
and Treatment of Morphia .Addiction.

Institution of Petroleum Technologists (at Royal Society of .\rts),

at 3,30,—Dr. W, R, Ormandy and E, C, Craven : Further Investiga-
tions into the Physico-Chemical Significance of Flash-Point Tem-
peratures,

MiNERALOOK'AL SOCIETY (at Geological Society), at 5.30.—A. Brammall
and H. F. Harwood : Dartmoor Granite : (a) Rutile. Brookite,
and Anatase : Genesis. (6) Varieties of Zircon : their significance.

—

Dr. X. Hutchinson : A Graphical Method of Correcting Specific
Gravity Determinations.—Dr. L. J. Spencer, with microscopical
determinations by W, Campbell Smith, and chemical analyses by
E. D, Mountain : A Da\'yne-like Mineral and its Pscudomorphs
from St. John's Island, Egypt.

Institution of Civil Engineers, at 6.—H. W. H. Richards : Twelve
Years' Operation of Electric Traction on the London, Brighton,
and South Coast Railway,

Institute or Marine Engineers, Inc, at 6.30.—H. Campbell : Gas
Engines, and Gas Producer Plants.

Royal Photographic Society of Great Britain (Scientific and
Technical (iroup), at 7.—H. W. Greenwood : The JIanufacture of
Paper for Photographic Purposes. Historical— Hand-maiie Paper
^Machine - made Paper—Raw Materials—Preparation—Beating

—

Sizing—Making—Finishing and Baryta Coating. Faults of Manufac-
ture and their Elfect on EnuUsions—Testing for Faults, Impurities, etc.

CiUEKETT Microscopical Clud, at 7.30.—Various Members : Notes
on Mounting.

Circle of Scientific, Technical, and Trade Journalists (at
Institute of Journalists), at 8.15.—Sir Richard Gregory and others:
Discussion on Reviews and Reviewers.

WEDNESDAY, January 10.

Royal Society of Arts, at 3.—C. R. Darling : The Spectrum, ita

Colours, Lines, and Invisible Parts, and some of Its Industrial Applica-
tions (Dr. Mann Juvenile Lectures (2)).

Geolooical Society of London, at 5.30.
Institution of Electrical Engineers (Wireless Section), at 6.

—

C. F. Elwell : Design of Radio Towers and Masts : Wind Pressure
.Assumptions.

Institution of Automobile Engineers, at 7.30.—Col. P. H. Johnson :

Improvements In EJIiciency of Roadless Vehicles.

TBVRSDAY, January 11.

Royal Aeronautical Society (at Royal Society of .Arts), at 3.

—

R. A. Frazer : Testing Model Seaplanes (Juvenile Lecture).
Optical Society (at Imperial College of Science and Technology), at

7.30.—C. Davidson : The .Amount of Displacement in Gelatine Films
shown by Prectse Measurements of Stellar Photographs.— J. E.

Barnard : The Use of Ultra - violet Light in Microscopy.— F. W.
Preston : Pitch.—T. Y, Baker : .\ Prismatic Astrolabe,

Institute of Metals (London Section), (at Institute of Engineers,

Inc,), at 8,—W, E, Hughes : Some Aspects of Electro-deposition.

Camera Club, at 8.15.—J. S. Wells : Criticism of Members' Prints.

FRIDAY, January 12.

Royal astronomical Society, at 5.—Prof. A. S. Eddlngton and
A. V. Douglas : The Progression of Stellar Velocity with Absolute
Magnitude.—J. Evershed ; Note on the Corona of 1908.

Maiacological Society (at Linnean Society), at 6.

Institution of Heating and Ventilating Engineers, Inc. (at

Engineers' Club, Coventry Street), at 7.— Dr. B. R. Wingfteld:

Automatic Temperature Control.

Junior Institution of Engineers, at 7.30.—S. A. Stigant : Transient

Phenomena arising in Transformers from Switching Operations.

Royal society op Medicine (Ophthalmology Section), at 8.30.

—

H. Butler: Some Unusual Cataract Operations.—C. Kililck: The
Treatment of Conical Cornea.

SATURDAY, January 13.

Gilbert White Fellowship, at 2.15.—Visit to the Geological Museum,
Jermyn Street.
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NATIONAL UNION OF SCIENTIFIC
WORKERS.

25 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.i.

The ANNUAL COUNCIL MEETING of the UNION
will be held at Ihe Caxton Hall, Westminster, on Saturday,

January 13, 1923, at 2.30 P.M.

The ANNUAL DINNER of MEMBERS of the UNION
will be held at the Florence Restaurant, Rupert Street, W.i,
on Saturday, January 13, 1923. Assembly, 7 p.m. Morning
Dress.

The General Secretary, N.U.S.W., will be obliged if

members wishing to attend would make immediate application

to him.

IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, S.W.7.

DEPARTMENT OF OPTICAL ENGINEERING
AND APPLIED OPTICS.

The usual Classes are being continued during the SPRING TERM, and
in addition th« following will be given :

—

Colour and its Measurement.—A Course of TEN Weekly Experi-

mental Lectures beginning on Tuesday, January i6, at 6.30 p.m. will be

given by Dr. L. C MARTIN.
The Mechanical Design of the Common Microscoi-e. —A Course

of SIX Weekly Lectures will be given by Professor POLLARD on Thursday
at 6 f.M., commencing January 18,

For further particulars and for admission tickets apply to the Registrar
at the above address.

The Director is open to receive applications from students and others

desirous of carrj-ing out research work in the Laboratories.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
A Course of eight Lectures in Physiology on "The Mathematical

Basis of Physiological Prohlems" will be given by Mr. W. A. M.
SMART, M.B., B.S., M R.C.S., L.R.C.P., B.Sc, at the London
Hospital Medical CoLLECE(Turner Street, Mile Knd,E.i)on Thursdays,
January 18 and 25, February 1, 8, rs, 22, and March i and 8, 1923, at

4.30 I'.M. ADMISSION FREE, WITHOUT TICKET.
EDWIN DELLER, Academic Registrar.

UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN.
SENIOR LECTURESHIP IN PHYSIOLOGY.

The University invites applications for the POST of SENIOR
LECTURER in the DEPARTMENT of PHYSIOLOGY at a s.-ilary

of j£450 per annum rising by annual increments of £,2^ to a maximum
of iJfiso per annum. (The successful applicant, if a qualified medical

practitioner, will be allowed a salary of £,yx> for the first three years of his

appointment.)
An allowance of ^40 will be made for passage money.
The lecturer must become a member of the University Teachers' Super-

annuation Fund.
The successful applicant will be expected to assume duly on March 12,

1923, or as soon thereafter as possible. Salary commences from date of

assumption of duty.

Applications and copies of testimonials, all in duplicate, must reach the

Secrbtarv, Office of the High Commissioner for the Union of South Africa,

Trafalgar Square, W.C. (from whom Forms of Application and further

particulars may be obtained), not later than January- 31, 1923.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
The Senate invite applications for the UNIVERSITY CHAIR of

ZOOLOGY tenable at Bedford College. Salary ^Soo a year. Applica-

tions (12 copies) must be received not later than first post OJi April 16, 1923,

by the Academic Registrar, University of London, South Kensington,

London, S.W.7, from whom further particulars may be obtained.

INSTRUCTOR—Physics or Mathematics.--
For one or more terms, London area. M.A., first-class honours, 1910

(also full B.Sc. coursesl. 3 years' experience lectures and demonstrating,

also in Economics. Box 46, c/o Nature Office.

GERMAN GENTLEMAN (30) requires
position of trust with optical instrument firm in England. Ten years'

experience with renowned scientific instrument firms in Germany.
Holder of States-certificate for opticians. Reply, Box 1346, Nature
Office.

SCIENCE PROCRESS
a quarterly record of scientific

thought, work, and affairs

Editor: Sir RONALD ROSS, K.C.B., F.R.S., &c.

ni pages. JANUARY 1923. 6s. net.

Recent Advances in Science : Pure Mathematics

;

Meteorology- : Physical Chemistry' ; Geology ; Botany : Plant
Physiology ; Zoology ; Anthropology.

Articles:
Gelatin. By T. Slater Price, O.B.E., D.Sc, F.I.C. The
.\naly>is of Crystal-Structure by X-Rays. By W, T. Astbury,
B. A. Some Characteristics of the Virus Diseases of Plants.

l!y E. J. Butler, C.I.E., D.Sc, M.B.

By F. W. Shiirlock,

Popular Science:
The Scientific Pictures of Joseph Wright.
B.A., B.Sc.

Notes

:

The Prince of Monaco. By Sir A. E. Shipley, F.R.S. ; Col.

E H. Grove-Hills, C.M.G. ; .Mfred Noycs on Recent Literary
Tendencies ; Notes and News ; Scientific Politics—V. The
Election Analysed.

Correspondence.
The Mental .\bility of the Quakers, By Edward Watkins.

Essays:
Industry and Eiodynamics ; The .Spontaneous Degradation of
Culture.

Kssay-Reviews.

Reviews of 46 Books, etc.
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The British Empire Exhibition, 1924.

''T'^HERE is to be held, from April to October 1924,

1 in Wembley Park, six miles by road from the

Marlile Arch, London, on ground occupying about

150 acres, a great exhibition displaying the immense

resources, both industrial and productive, of the

British Commonwealth, whicli now extends over one-

quarter of the known surface of the globe and has a

population exceeding one-quarter of its inhabitants.

Its main purpmse is to promote the exchange of raw

material and manufactured goods within the Empire,

an entirely worthy object. As the prospectus says,

" We possess every kind of climate, every kind of

mineral wealth, every potentiality that is known to

the world. We have the best race of men to use and

develop them." Under the present seriously dis-

turbed commercial conditions, the value of the general

trade of the United Kingdom in 1921 was, of imports,

1,085,500,061/., of which the British Dominions

supplied 303,859,326/. and foreign nations 781,640,735/.,

and of exports 810,318,848/., of which the British

Dominions took 292,393,701/. and foreign nations

517,925,147/. •
In 1913 we imported from Germany 1,731,000/.

wt)rth of sjTithetic dye-stuffs and 146,000/. worth

from Switzerland, and it is estimated that we bought

from British producers about 100,000/. in value. Vet

tile coal-tar colour industry began here both scicntific-

aliy and commercially from the incidental discovery

h\ Perkin, while engaged in another organic investiga-

tion, of a mauve colouring matter derived from coal-

tar. It was in 1854, when Perkin was sixteen years

of age and a student at the Royal College of Chemistry,

Queen Street, London, under A. W. Hofmann, formerly

of Bonn University, who was appointed at the instance

of Prince Albert (the chief promoter of the Great

Exliibition of 1851) director of the Royal College in

1845. From 1856 to 1865 Hofmann was chemist to the

Royal Mint. He afterwards went to Berlin as professor

of chemistry, wiiere his work covered a wide range of

organic chemistry. Perkin's discovery, having regard

to our vast supply of raw material, led to the confident

anticipation that Great Britain would in future be

the dye-producing country of the world. But this was

not to be. Its development, mainly because of the

lack of facilities here for the supply of adequately

trained scientific men, and because of the advanced

condition of German scientific education which had

been sedulousl)- fostered, took place in Germany,

and for the future years our textile and other industries,

to the extent of their output of dyed goods (which

now exceeds in annual value 200,000,000/.), were
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dependent for the supply of synthetic dye-stuffs upon

Germany and Switzerland.

The importance, however, of a large supply of scienti-

fically trained men, especially in chemistry, and the

production of synthetic colouring matters on a large

scale, sufficient to entitle it to rank as a chief key

industry, have not merely an industrial significance
;

they have military aspects as well, since the dis-

coveries and the applications of science may be used

for evil purposes as well as for good, as the history of

all wars shows. During the great war the Germans

resorted to the use of poison gas, and thus started

a course of " chemical warfare." The production of

poison gas in its many forms was made possible

because Germany had a fully developed dye-stuff

industry, not merely in its personnel, but also in the

perfection and extent of its plant, and the organic

substances which were used and the methods employed

were closely related to those required in the manu-

facture of s>'nthetic colours. The Allies entered upon

similar methods of attack, but in order to provide

the means, except in the case of one large manu-

facturing firm producing dye-stufis in Manchester,

they had to erect special factories for the purpose.

If,#however, we succeed in establishing coal-tar

dye industries on a scale sufficient to meet the demands

of our manufacturers, alike in quality, quantity, and

price to those of our foreign competitors, we shall no

longer have any cause for fear either in respect of

our industries or in the event of war. But in order

to achieve this and other desirable aims, we have to

emulate the spirit and adopt the means and methods

of the most progressive nations for the encouragement

of scientific research and its application, together

with the opportunity of advanced education for all

who are worthy to receive it. The experience to be

gained from previous exhibitions on a similar scale

held at home and abroad, and the results accruing

therefrom, should not be overlooked. The British

Empire Exhibition to be held at Wembley, if it is not

to miss a serious and fundamental purpose, must

awaken a spirit of emulation for a wider extension

of the means of knowledge and better conditions

whereby its fruits can be achieved.

The Great Exhibition of the Industries of All

Nations, of 1851, was remarkable from the fact that

the building covering twenty acres of ground was

erected of glass and iron after the designs of Joseph

Paxton—a fine example in itself of the genius of the

English engineer and a triumph of his technical skill.

The exhibits were arranged under four heads : i.

Natural productions ; 2. Machinery
; 3. Manufactures ;

4. Works of Art. It was attended by upwards of six

million people of all nations. It was a financial
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success, the profits of which were invested in land

at South Kensington on which numerous institutions

for the advancement of science and art have been

placed. " There began with it," •ays J. Scott Russell

in his book on " Systematic Technical Education," " a

series of competitive trials of intelligence and skill

between the citizens of the different civilised nations

of the world." We were supreme in the sphere of

modern manufacturing machinery, but in respect of

matters of taste and artistic design and skill we were

far behind the French. The direct fruit of it all was,

so far as this country was concerned, to be found in

the organisation of the Science and Art Department

(1853), whereby was brought within the reach of the

workman, whether engaged in a mechanical or artistic

handicraft, the means of study and experiment in

the principles of his occupation. It reacted similarly

on the educational policy of foreign nations, especially

in France and German}-. They established schools

of applied science according to the special needs of

the town or industrial centre, the results of which

were seen in the exhibition held at Paris in 1855, and

especially in the International Exhibition held at

South Kensington in 1862. There was abundant

evidence that while we had progressed greatly in

artistic taste and skill in design and workmanship,

other nations had advanced in the industrial applica-

tions of science. There was Prussia with her ingots

of Krupp steel, Switzerland with her fine display of

Schonbein aniline colours, America with her automatic

machines, Italy with her manufactures of classic

earthenware, France with her fine steam-engines for

her marine service.

" It was [however] the exhibition of 1867 in Paris,"

says J. Scott Russell (he was one of the English jurors),

" which gave the nations, and especially England, a

final lesson. By that exhibition we were rudely

awakened and thoroughly alarmed. We then learnt,

not that we were equalled, but that we were beaten

—

not on some points, but by some nation or other on

nearly all those points on which we had prided our-

selves."

There was shown the engineering products of a

great establishment at Creusot in Eastern France

concerned with mining, smelting, locomotive building,

and other branches of commercial machinery in serious

competition both in quality and price with like products

from England. In addition to abundant raw material

on the spot, coal and iron ore, the workers had the

advantage of a systematic o ganisation of technical

schools, which contributed very largely to the satis-

factory results produced.

The Centennial Exhibition, held in Paris in igooj

furnishes another example of the value of these inter-
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national exhibitions to the progress of industrial

science. It was a marvellous display of executive

skill and arrangement, and is well worthy of the

closest study. Whetlier regarded from a constructive

and engineering point of view, or from that of form

and colour, the various features of the exhibition were

endless in their variety and offered the most suggestive

examples to the engineer, the designer, and the artist.

A striking feature of the exliibition was tlie extent

of space given to the display of facilities of education

in France from tlie primary schools to the most

advanced means of scientific and technical training.

This was not confined solely to France, but other

countries joined in it, notably the United States of

America, which made a fine display. The exhibit

arranged by South Kensington of gold-medal and

other premiated works in the annual National Art

Competitions challenged the admiration of foreign

critics and caused the French authorities to say that

they wondered, since such excellent designs could be

produced, how it was that English manufacturers

came so largely to France for designs. Another

notable feature of the exhibition was the joint display

of German scientific instruments. The exhibit was

arranged collecti\'ely by ninety-eight German firms

of instrument-makers, and was placed in charge of a

scientific expert with qualified assistants, who undertook

to explain and demonstrate to inquirers the purpose

and merit of the various exhibits. Such an e.xample of

co-operation ma)' be commended to tiie notice of the

executive committee of the British Empire Exhibition.

The desirability of a special display of the educa-

tional activities of the various dominions of the Empire

may also be suggested, such, for example, as was

arranged with marked success for the United Kingdom

at the Franco-British Exhibition held in London in

1910 in a specially adapted building, which included

a lecture hall.

Having regard to the numerous research boards

and committees for the investigation of scientific

industrial problems under the auspices of the Depart-

ment of Scientific and Industrial Research, the seventh

annual report of wliich has lately been issued, and also

to the existence of many separate societies for a like

purpose, it seems appropriate that a special building

or Hall of Science should be provided, in which lectures,

experiments, and demonstrations illustrating many
aspects of scientific work and discovery should be

constantly arranged, as was done at the successful

Scientific Novelties Exhibition just concluded at

King's College, London. Such provision would give a

living interest to tlie exhibits and serve to stress the

the importance of purely scientific research in the

development of industry.
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Area of Distribution as a Measure of

Evolutionary Age.

Age and Area : A Study in Geographical Distribution

and Origin of Species. By Dr. J. C. Willis. With

chapters by Hugo de Vries, H. B. Guppy, Mrs.

E. .M. Reid, and Dr. James Small. Pp. x+259.

(Cambridge University Press, 1922.) i+j. net.

TO determine the value of Dr. Willis's book is not

eas)-. The author delivers his message with

enthusiasm and emphasis. " Age and Area," he

reiterates, provides a penetrating and wholly new

ligln on evolution. His supporters, four of whom
contribute chapters to the book, endorse this opinion

and tell us it is all right. Table after table exhibits

special phenomena on which Dr. Willis relies. These

tabulations seem to have been scrupulously made, and

they certainly demonstrate some remarkable and

novel results. The book is written with perfect

sincerity and a conviction almost naive. Whatever

its worth may prove to be, it is an honest attempt.

So imposing an array must produce an effect in the

mind even of the critical. But there are disquieting

features. Repetition of the bald assurance that .\ge

and Area is the true faith should be unnecessary. A
judicious advocate would leave that conclusion to

flow more quietly from the evidence. When, for

example, we read, " As one of our leading ecologists

says in a letter to me, and underlines, ' tliis will be

strongly in favour of your Age and Area hypothesis,'
"

we remember seeing testimonials like that elsewhere

and in more mundane application. But though the

reader's scepticism is thus instantly aroused, the

matter is worth careful attention, for to have hit on

a new method of investigating even a part of the

theory of evolution is no common achievement, and

that the author has done this cannot in fairness be

denied.

The main idea is not difficult to grasp. It is simply

that, subject to various provisos, the area which a

species " occupies " uf)on the earth is a measure of

its antiquity in evolution. " Occupy " is scarcely a

fortunate word in so formal a definition. The area

" occupied " liy a species has immediately to be

explained as meaning the area over which the species

extends, or has extended as shown by the fossils.

Lingula lives now in the Chesapeake and in Philippine

waters, but to sp>eak of it as " occupying " the whole

world would be confusing, even though it is found fossil

in many countries.

A species once evolved is conceived as spreading

in an ever-widening circle, much as a culture may do,

inoculated upon a gelatine plate. If the medium be

homogeneous and growth be undisturbed, the size of
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the circle will be a function of the age of the culture

until the medium is covered. The species or genera

in the course of their dispersal are held to throw off

new species and new genera, each of which again

spreads concentrically from the focus of its inception.

The throwing off of these new forms of life is regarded

by Dr. Willis as a " casual " process, and regarding it

some very definite inferences are drawn, of which we

will speak later.

Now every evolutionist agrees that, apart from

disturbing elements, area is a measure of age. If the

matter rested there nothing would be in dispute, but

nothing fresh would have been contributed to the

discussion. We are, however, asked to believe that

in practice this mode of estimating the age of a species

is, on the whole, trustworthy : that endemic species

and rarities in general can and must be for the most

part accepted as new starters in evolution, and not

as survivors. That is, of course, a paradox, but it

constitutes the main thesis of the work. Dr. Willis

takes the floras of Ceylon and New Zealand into

special consideration, besides those of other isolated

places, mountain tops and remote islands, and in

brave defiance of all that science has hitherto taught

us regarding the peculiar plants and animals limited

to such localities, he tells us that, on the whole, the

reason why those creatures occupy such small areas

is that they have not yet existed long enough to have

spread far. If any one objects that in application

to the special cases which immediately suggest them-

selves, Sphenodon, the dodo, Leucodendron, etc.,

such a contention is preposterous. Dr. Willis would

reply that he knew as much already, and that he is

concerned not with special cases, but with averages

and general propositions. He is within his right.

The second proviso is that comparative estimates of

age are only to be based on area when forms within

the same " circle of affinity " are compared.

Everything then turns on the computation of these

averages and on the criteria by which " circles of

affinity " are to be recognised. Unfortunately no

means are suggested by which we are to tell whether

a species or genus is a novelty or a relic, and obviously

none can be forthcoming. We may make shrewd

surmises, but if things like that could be declared

with certainty the study of evolution would be on the

way to becoming an exact science. Meanwhile

estimates of age based on area " occupied " must be

exceedingly hazy. Giant tortoises live in the Mas-

carenes and in the Galapagos, and therefore must be

reckoned ancient, as they doubtless are. When they

become extinct, say in the Mascarenes, which they

presumably will, they would start again as novelties

at the bottom of the list, but for the accident that the
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remains of such creatures form conspicuous fossils.

Of the New Zealand shrubby Veronicas one, V.

cUiptica, occurs also in Fuegia ; having the widest

recorded range it must be deemecf by far the oldest of

these species. Once extinct in either locality, whether

Fuegia or New Zealand, it would be ranked with the

rest of the New Zealand species as new mutations.

Then again the surface of the terrestrial globe is,

as we all know, a medium of complex heterogeneity.

By no provisos, safeguarding clauses, or anticipatory

exclusion can considerable areas be defined in wliich

dispersal may be observed which has not been pro-

moted or limited, diverted or arrested, by countless

interferences. Very rarely, if ever, do we find that

reasonable uniformity and constancy of conditions,

even in space, let alone time, without which we are

warned the theory must not be applied. In areas

which ma)' be judged most uniform at a given point

of time, the operation of sharply limiting causes is

manifest. If, as in prairies and steppes, for hundreds

of miles the conditions appear geologically and meteoro-

logically uniform, the mere presence of living things

introduces heterogeneity. Dr. AV'illis is well aware of

this. In one of his best chapters he discusses

" barriers " in the widest sense, and he makes us

realise how difficult it must be for a new-comer species

to get a footing or to spread among plant-associations

already established. On the Central Asian steppes,

for example, one can distinguish on the remote horizon

by their colour the spots where encampments have

stood. These patches are mainly characterised by

the presence of nettles, which grow in such places.

Nettles, as Dr. Willis remarks, are very easily dis-

persed by wind, yet nowhere else do they establish

themselves in the Artemisia steppes—only in places

which man and his animals have made fit for their

growth. European weeds abound in the Eastern

States where the soil has been cultivated, but few

invade patches of unbroken territory. Quantitative

estimates of the allowances to be made for hetero-

geneities and barriers in general cannot be attempted.

Therefore in the hope that the heterogeneities will be

so many and so various as to cancel, a reservation is

introduced to the effect that the groups of species to

be compared should each be not less than ten in

number. But the difficulty is a real one, and in

dealing with any troublesome or unconformable

phenomena these considerations provide endless loop-

holes for escape.

A still more formidable difficulty is encountered in

the endeavour to declare which classes of forms may
be compared legitimately with the object of determin-

ing their relative ages from the areas they occupy,

and which are not comparable. To have some con-
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sistent criterion !)>• which comparables may be re-

cognised is absolutely essential to the application of

the method. Nevertheless no information offered

reduces the difficulty materially. We are told that

only forms in the same " circle of affinity " are to

be taken — a definition which is plainly left vague

deliberately. How this is to be construed we are

never precisely told. The species to be compared

must he more or less alike in their modes or at least

in their facilities of dispersal—a property we have

commonly no means of estimating in any trustworthy

or quantitative way. Unless I have misunderstood

the chain of reasoning, its validity is severely strained

at this point.

The author is shy of special illustrative examples

and they need not be essential to an argument

dealing solely with general propositions, but in a

chapter contriljuted by Prof. Small we are provided

with an illustration on the largest scale. There we

are given to understand that the natural order

Compositae is a " circle of affinity " to which the

method of Age and Area can be properly applied.

If a group so polymorphic and heterogeneous as the

Compositae constitute a " circle of affinity," the

memi)ers of which can be compared for these purposes,

where are we to stop ? The tribes of Compositse are

arranged in a genealogical tree upon which the pre-

sumed point of origin of each is marked, and we are

told that the order of evolution as given on the tree,

which has been constructed from anatomical data,

agrees substantially with the numerical estimate of

tiie areas occupied by each tribe. Needless to say,

numerous eminent botanists have arranged the tribes

in almost as many other ways, probably witii equal

propriety. These speculative genealogical trees, once

fashionable, are, I had suppwsed, discredited. All

that they can attempt is the display of a logical order

of interrelationship based on the modifications of tiie

special set of organs selected as a criterion ; for the

Compositae this order will differ with each set of organs

chosen. In support of Prof. Small's arrangement he

gives an imposing tabulation of the geological levels

in which each tribe is believed to have arisen. Not

until the text of Prof. Small's previous papers is

consulted does a reader discover that this tabulation

is almost wholly conjectural. In a well-written and

judicious chapter 1)\ Mrs. keid, who discusses what

palaeobotany can produce in support of Age and

.\rea, we find no sudi confident pronouncements. The

inclusion of the cluipter on the Composites reflects

more credit on Hr. Willis's candour than on his

scientific judgment. The propositions made in the

name of the theory there stand forth with a neglect

of caution which Dr. Willis himself seldom exhibits.
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For the reasons given, the theorj- of Age and Area,

except in so far as it is truistical, is as yet of doubtful

value, and unless amended to meet the difficulties

specified it cannot be applied with any confidence. I

suspect that certain predictions respecting the flora

of Uie i.slands near New Zealand, which, though made

in ad\-ance, as we are frequently reminded, were

fulfilled, did not involve any feat of which common

sense would have been incapalile.

Dr. Willis is a great advocate of the theory of

mutation in its crudest form. The speculation now

presented to us as Age and Area is a development

of an idea which came to him when he reflected on

tlie fact that in Ceylon several endemic species are

limited to small areas, though .sometimes associated

with related species of wider distribution. The theory

of mutation of de Vries appeared at about the same

time, and Dr. Willis asked himself whether the wonder-

ful " mutations " which had been reported in Oenothera

might not exemplify the process by which the Ceylonese

endemics had been begotten by the " wides," as he

calls them. Endemics had previously been held to be

largely relics. In the new light they become " in

the vast majority " novelties, about to spread with

the lapse of time in widening circles. On any theory

of evolution endemics must be in part novelties and

in part relics ; but why, apart from the theory of Age

and Area, we should i)elieve that endemics are in such

great majority novelties I do not clearly understand,

for though we know little of origins we are certain

that myriads of species have become extinct. It is

surely contrary to all expectation that the process of

extinction should be in general so rapid, and the final

endemic phase so short that the number of species

in that final stage of existence should be insignificant.

The supposition implies the optimistic but embarrass-

ing corollary that a species, once established, is in no

great danger of extermination unless some catastrophic

or lethal change occur in the conditions of life.

Ciipressus macrocarpa is admitted to be in danger

because, as we are told, the Monterey peninsula is

drving up. This is used as the stock illustration of

the mode in which authentic extinction should occur.

As it serves three times in this capacity, bearing

perhaps an undue burden in the argument, we may

infer that examples of extinction through predicalile

secular change are not plentiful. Unless, indeed, the

change can be traced directly or indirectly to human

action, the cause whether of gain or loss of territory

is apt to be a mere matter of surmise, for though

losses are so familiar we must not forget that there

are also mysterious gains—even in our own area.

Who shall say what gave Capros aper its chance .-'

A doubtful British species in the time of Couch, it

U I
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became a nuisance in the trawl, some time at least in

the eighteen - eighties. How did the showy Plusia

monela become a common British moth ? No one

recorded it here before 1890. Extinction must ensue

from countless causes. If compelled to specify one

class of cause as operating rather than another, we

should regard the appearance of a new and antagonistic

organism as by far the most formidable and effective

agency of extinction ; but we have only to glance

at anthropological data to observe that no rule obtains

as to the length of time which the process of extermina-

tion will take. Whatever doubts be entertained as to

the significance of adaptation in delimiting specific

characters, there can be none that survival is deter-

mined by selection according to the balance of the

profit-and-loss account on the workings of the machine.

Wondering at the Ceylonese endemics, Dr. Willis

asks rhetorically, " Had one arrived in Ceylon just in

time to see the disappearance of a considerable flora }
"

We may reply. What more likely ? Is the alternative

interpretation, that he had come in time to attend

the birth of a new flora, more acceptable ? About

half the endemics of Ceylon, he tells us, occur on the

tops of single mountains or small groups of mountains.

Does he really suppose that future ages will witness

the spread of such species downwards from the

mountain tops ?

In reading the chapter on the origin of species and

the many passages in which references to mutation

are made, I see signs that Dr. Willis, though making

large assumptions in the name of genetical experiment,

is not sufRcienth' conversant with the present state

of genetical science. Both from observation and

from experiment, the certainty that variation is

, largely discontinuous has been established. If for

the moment we abrogate the consideration of inter-

specific sterility we might declare that forms mistak-

ably like new species do actually arise suddenly. But

this is scarcely mutation as contemplated by the

theory of Age and Area. If we were told categorically

which " wide " species is regarded as the putative

parent of which endemic, we should be in a position

to consider how far this interpretation is consistent

with what we know of variation. From anything so

precise Dr. Willis shrinks. Here and there we get a

glimpse of what he would like us to infer. The endemic

Coleus elongatus, for example, he is inclined to claim

as the immediate product of C. barbattis, from which

it differs in some ten respects. The shrubby Veronicas

are characteristic of New Zealand ; if pressed Dr.

Willis would point to the " wide " V. elliptica (men-

tioned above) as their putative parent. Similarly

the Chilian Ranunculus acautis, or alternatively R.

crassipes (found in Kerguelen), which both occur in
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New Zealand, might be adduced as the parent of the

endemic Ranunculi of those islands. Though un-

deniable as possibilities, we havg to consider what

warrant for such guesses can be drawn from the

observed facts of variation. The answer is quite

clear that up to the present scarcely anything com-

parable has been observed. The " rogue "-peas, the

" fatuoid " mutations of oats (Nilsson-Ehle and later

Marquand), with perhaps a very few more, are all that

can be quoted as precedents, none certainly in point.

No one familiar with genetical work would be dis-

inclined to entertain the supposition that such groups

of endemics as the New Zealand Veronicas may not

improbably be co-derivatives from one or more crosses
;

so also may the hosts of " species " of Crataegus which

Prof. Sargent has described largely as endemics on

derelict farms of the Eastern States. But to establish

these propositions, genetical and doubtless cytological

work on a vast scale is required, and far too little has

been yet done to justify the bold assumptions lightly

made in the doctrine of Age and Area.

The evidence adduced by de Vries from CEnothera

which led him to propound the theory of Mutation

is clearly enough the precedent which Dr. Willis has

at the back of his mind. From the first the meaning

of the CEnothera work was ambiguous. The re-

searches of Renner and of Heribert-Nilsson have now

shown that those early suspicions were justified, and

that the " mutations " of Oenothera are not genuine

illustrations of the origin of species by variation in

descent from a pure form. Had de Vries grasped

the implications of Mendelian analysis, he could never

have so interpreted them with any confidence. The

few words in which he conveys his benediction on

this new venture should be read with caution and

reserve by persons unfamiliar with the history they

purport to relate.

Unconvincing as the main argument of " Age and

Area " appears, the reader will find in it some curious

and interesting discoveries. Of these the most re-

markable is the uniformity of the statistical distribu-

tion of species among the genera of various and most

dissimilar forms of life, both plants and animals.

The monotypic genera, with one species each, are

always the most numerous, commonly forming about

a third of the whole group, the ditypics, with two species

each, are the next in frequency, genera with higher

numbers of species becoming successively fewer. Set

out graphically, accordmg to the number of species

they contain, the genera exhibit what is here called

a " hollow curve " of frequency, and there is no gain-

saying the fact that these curves, though collected

from such miscellaneous sources, have a remarkable

similarity. Another curious feature exhibited by this
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marshalling of the giTicra according to the number of

their species is not merely that the percentage of

monotyp)es is largest on islands (as might be expected),

but that it is exceptionally high in S. America and in

Africa. The corresponding curves from several other

regions are altogetlicr different. I do not wholly

follow the argument by which these features of regu-

larity are interpreted ;is giving strong support for the

theor)- of Age and Area. Whatever be the meaning

of the regularity of the curve of frequency of species

distributed accordin;,' to genera, the occurrence of

order in this unexpected place does not readily accord

with the Darwinian view that specific diversity is

primarily or closely dependent on fitness. That

deduction, which looked so attractive in the super-

ficial survey which \v;is all that could be undertaken

in Darwin's time, became practically untenable so

soon as the phenomena of variation were accurately

explored, and it is not surprising that close investiga-

tion of another part of the species-problem has revealed

a similar weakness.

On the other hand, though the point is a minor one,

the considerations collecied under the title " Size and

Space," though adduced as fatal to the theory of

Natural Selection seem to have little cogency. On
the average, genera with more species are shown to

extend over greater space, and hence the area occupied

by a genus corresponds roughly with the number of

species it contains. What else could we expect ? A
large college, with a larger and more varied supply of

competitors, commonly shows more successes (and

indeed more failures) in more varied departments of

activity than will be achieved by a smaller establish-

ment.

One excellent purpose Dr. Willis's book will certainly

serve. It will renew the debate on the mode of

evolution, which for many reasons has of late years

languished. Whatever doubts arise regarding the new-

deductions, Dr. Willis once more makes geographical

distribution a live study, showing quite unexpected

lines along which it may be pursued. The delimitation

of floral areas—or, for that matter, zoological areas too

—was, as he says, a dull and almost futile e.xercise of

scholasticism. The introduction of statistical methods,

here altogether appropriate, offers great possibilities.

In stronger hands a still greater effect might have

been produced. The style of presentation scarcely

attains the level required of such works by an age not

over-exacting in that respect. Finish is no longer

demanded of scientific authors, and we have come to

suppose that loose writing is compatible with clear

thinking. None the less it makes very difficult reading.

Those who are not alienated by such blemishes will

find the book interesting as a challenge. How far
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the new ideas are of value and how many of them are

fallacious we shall scarcely know till they have been

tried in practice over wide fields of experience, and

examined in perspective from many aspects.

W. Bateson.

The Internal Combustion Engine.

The Internal -Conibitslion Engine. By Marry R.

Kicardo. Vol. i : Slow-speed Engines. Pp. vii +

488. (London and Glasgow : Blackic and Son,

Ltd., 1922.) 305. net.

R. KICARDO has completed the first volume of

his promised book on the internal combustion

engine, and according to the preface "hopes shortly to be

able to complete the second." Seeing that the present

voUmie deals entirely with the slow-speed engine, and

was for the most part written many years ago, it is to

the \olume to come, dealing with the modem high-speed

endne and embodying the results of recent researches,

that the readers of N.\ture will turn with greater

interest. Mr. Ricardo is giving us two books rather

than two volumes of one book, and it is a pity there-

fore that the volume now completed is not provided

with an index.

The development of the internal combustion engine

coming so much later than the steam engine, it was

natural that during infancy its progenitors should be

more disposed to seek the aid of physics and chemistry

as i;od-parcnts tlian had been those of its rival, the steam

engine, which received this baptism only in riper years.

It is refreshing to a student of science to see how

—

and in Mr. Ricardo's contributions in particular—the

limits of internal combustion engine design are studied

in tlie light of modem knowledge of the detonation

of compressed gases, flame temperature and flame

velocity, the efTect of change of specific heat, the effect

of mass on dissociation. The results are very striking.

Tile investigator of a new problem, instead of groping

for a solution in the dense thicket of possibilities, is able,

by using the laws of physics and chemistry as guides,

to mark off the possible from the impossible, and so to

rerhice the area to be cleared to verj- much smaller

dimensions. One catches the process at work in the

volume before us, but for the culmination of its pro-

ductiveness one has to wait for the stimulus of the war

period with its imf)etuous demand for new engines

for more and more effective flight. The impetuosity

of this demand is illustrated by M. Rateau's recent

paper at the Institution of Mechanical Engineers : two

long - unsolved [)roblems of the internal combustion

engine are the compounded engine and the gas turbine :

the needs of aviation are shown by M. Rateau insistently

' to demand some sort of solution of both these problems
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at once, to enable flight at really high altitudes to be

possible.

In the present volume Mr. Ricardo covers a wide

field : all important types of slow-speed engine are

described. Some of the work is thus rather that of

editor than author, but opportunity for the exercise, at

its best, of the latter role is seen particularly in the

sections relating to engine balancing and piston friction,

where the subject is dealt with in masterly fashion and

cleared of the unnecessary complication so often found

in other books on this subject. Some writers have

photographic vision, Mr. Ricardo's is selective and acute.

We receive 'this volume of his book with interest, and

look for the second with pleasure. H. E. W.

Lord Moulton.

The Life of Lord Moulton. By H. Fletcher Moulton.

Pp. 287 + 8 plates. (London : Nisbet and Co., Ltd.,

1922.) 155. net. ^

MR. FLETCHER MOULTON'S life of his father

is an attractive volume which gives a vivid

picture of the career of a man of remarkable ability.

Beginning with very scanty financial resources. Lord

Moulton spent some three and a half years as an

assistant master after leaving school before he entered

for a scholarship at Cambridge. During this time,

however, he carried off three successive scholarships at

the University of London, and so established a record of

success which remained unbroken during his time at

Cambridge.

Two consecutive chapters describe Lord Moulton's

work at the Bar and on the Bench, first of the Court of

Appeal and then as a Lord of Appeal and a member of

the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. The

latter part of the book is given up to a description of

his work during the war, and to those successful efforts

which made it possible to assert that in this country,

at any rate, empty shells were never kept waiting for

supplies of explosives with which to fill them. For a

solution of this most difficult problem of supply Lord

Moulton relied mainly on the production and utilisation

of a very large output of ammonium nitrate, and the

principal chapter devoted to this period of Lord

Moulton's life bears the appropriate title of " The Fight

for Amatol." In this fight he was handicapped, not

only by the inertness of this explosive, which in the

early days created a well-deserved prejudice against it,

but also by the difficulty of turning down inferior and

sometimes fraudulent substitutes when these were

advocated with the aid of influential supporters.

The most notableof these substitutes was " Halakite,''

a new and wonderful explosive, alleged to be capable of

acting both as a propellant and as a high explosive, with
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the additional advantage of containing no nitroglycerine.

The first samples supplied by the inventor were found,

however, to contain 20 per cent, of nitroglycerine, and

samples supplied to the French Government consisted

of British Mark I cordite coloured yellow with lead

chromate. The twenty pages devoted to this case are

probably a fair measure of the amount of time that was

absolutely wasted by Lord Moulton's department when

the inventor had found an editor sufficiently influential

to work up a scandal but also sufficiently ignorant to be

taken in by his claims. Lord Moulton himself had,

however, a remarkable aliility for detecting real promise

in the propositions put before him, and in nearly every

case where a difference of opinion arose, subsequent

experience showed that Lord Moulton was right and his

critics were wrong. This was notably the case in

reference to amatol, which remained not merely in

service throughout the war, but is generally recognised

as providing one of the best fillings now available

for H.E. shells for land service.

A chapter is devoted to Lord Moulton's scientific

work ; but although a summary is given of his experi-

ments with Spottiswoode, the usual references by which

a scientific reader would trace this work are not given.

An examination of the Royal Society's Catalogue of

Scientific Literature shows that these experiments are

described in two papers bearing the titles " On the

Sensitive State of Electrical Discharges through Rare-

fied Gases," Part I. (Phil. Trans., 1880, 170, 165-229),

and " On the Sensitive State of Vacuum Discharges,"

Part II. (Phil. Trans., 1881, 171, 561-652). In the

spacious days of forty years ago it was possible for a

man of pre-eminent ability to secure election as a fellow

of the Royal Society on what might now be regarded

as a mere sample of the scientific work of which he

was capable. Under these conditions Lord Moulton's

election in 1880 was a natural sequel to his partnership

with Spottiswoode, following upon his earlier record as

Senior Wrangler and Smith's prizeman. His greatest

service to science was, however, undoubtedly the whole-

hearted co-ordination of chemical enterprise which he

brought about during the war, and then strove to

perpetuate in time of peace.

Lord Moulton was educated at Kingswood School,

and maintained his interest in the school to the end.

During the first year after the Armistice he took part

as an old boy in the annual dinner, which had been

allowed to lapse during the war, and also distributed the

prizes at the school where his first academic success had

been won. A Moulton scholarship founded by his son

will perpetuate his association with the school, and a

scheme is already in progress for supplementing this by

a stained-glass window in the chapel recently erected as

a war memorial.
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Our Bookshelf.

Effects of Winds ami of Baromelru- Pressures on the

Great Lalies. liy John F. Ilayford. (Publication

317). Pp. v+ 133 + 16 plates. (Washington:
Carnegie Institution, 1922.) 2.75 dollars.

This book records what is probably the most complete

investigation yet made of the effect of winds and
atmospheric pressure on the slope of the surface of

great sheets of water. It deals with Lakes Erie and
Michigan, which arc large and of fairly irregular

outline and bed-contour, and are situated in a region

where the meteorological conditions are well observed.

Continuous records of water-level are afforded by

several gauges on each lake, designed to smooth out

the local wave-fluctuations. Mr. Hayford has con-

structed an elaborate theory connecting the daily

change of level of the water surface, as revealed by
each of these gauges, with the north and west com-
ponents of barometric gradient on the current and
preceding days

;
proportionality factors, varying

with the station, are derived by the method of least

squares from large numbers of obser\ations. The
winds, being more ra|)idly variable than the barometric

gradient, are considered from hour to hour ; the

hourly change of level at any gauge station is related

to the hourly changes in the values of a certain function

of the wind-velocity during the hour in question and
the following hour ; the said function is derived

partly by theoretical reasoning. The numerical con-

stants of the theory have been worked out in great

detail, in order that the real changes of content of

the lakes may be derived from the gauge-readings

with sufficient accuracy to enable the evaporation

from the surface to be estimated in varying circum-

stances.

Brilisli Meteorological and Magnetic Year Book, 1920.

Part III. Section 2. Geophysical Journal, 1920.

(Air -Ministry : Meteorological Office.) i/. 55.

This publication comprises the daily values of the

meteorological and geophysical elements at three

observatories of the Meteorological Office, namely,
Kew Observatory, Richmond ; Valencia Observatory
in Ireland ; and Eskdalemuir Observatory, Dumfries-
shire ; and at the St. Louis Observatory in Jersey :

daily values of solar radiation at South Kensington
;

wind components at fixed hours at four anemograph
stations ; tai)ulations of occasional soundings of the

upper air ; and results of observations of cloud and
aurora. The annual supplement contains upper air

temperatures by means of soundings with registering

balloons and aeroplane ascents, giving monthly and
annual averages with averages for the period 191 7-

1920; notes on seismological work at Eskdalemuir
Observatory ; the water-level recorder at Kew Observa-
tory ; and tables of monthly means of magnetic
and electrical data for Eskdalemuir and Richmond
respectively.

The introduction to the volume gives all details

and necessary references to the actual data here
brought together, following, in most cases, the arrange-
ment of former years. It is to lie noted that the
soundings with pilot balloons and temperature deter-
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minations by means of aeroplanes will be discontinued,

as these data now appear in the Daily Weather report.

The volume, like its predecessors, forms a valuable

contribution to the study of the meteorological and

geophysical elements, and the homogeneous nature

of the data will he thoroughly appreciated by those

who utilise the information.

The British Journal Photographic Almanac and Photo-

grapher's Daily Companion, 1923. Edited b)-

George E. Brown. Sixty-second issue. Pp. 808.

(London : H. Greenwood and Co., Ltd., 1922.)

Paper, 2s. net ; Cloth, 3s. net.

It is a matter for congratulation that the abate-

ment in the cost of printing papers has allowed of the

use of paper of a quality superior to that which had

to be employed for some of the preceding \()lunies of the

Almanac. The arrangement of the matter is the same as

heretofore. The Editor takes for the subject of his

special article " What Camera and Lens to have," and

ho|)es that those who are asked for advice on the subject

will refer their questioners to it, and so provide a full

answer and save their own time. Besides the calendar,

which gives the public holidays in more than thirty

different countries, there is a directory of Photographic

Societies and other bodies, giving much information

concerning each. T'le Epitome of Progress is the

largest section, and the items are well cla.ssified and

indexed. The usual statistical matter, photographic

formulae, and tables of all sorts, complete a most

useful, practical and up-to-date reference book.

Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society. New Series,

Vol. 22 : Containing the Papers read before the

Society during the Forty-third Session, 1921-1922.

Pp. ii + 242. (London: Williams and Xorgate,

1922.) 255. net.

Thk volume contains the papers of the Session 1921-

1922, abstracts of which have appeared from time to

time in our Society notices. It reflects the great

interest aroused by the discussion of relativity problems.

Einstein's theorv is the subject of a svmposium to

whi.h Prof. Wi'ldon Carr, I^rof. T. P. Nunn, Prof.

A. N. Wliitehead. and Dr. Wrinch contribute. We may
also direct attention to two papers, one by Prof.

Johnstone on " The Limitations of a Knowledge of

Nature," and one by Mr. Tavani on " Physical Space

and llyperspaccs," both of which are of special scientific

interest.

The Supremacy of Spirit. By C. .\. Richardson. Pp.

viii+159. (London: Kegan Paul and Co.. Ltd.,

1922.) ss. net.

Mr. Richardson in this short volume sets lortli, m
clear and concise terms, the philosophical theory which

he expounded in his " Spiritual Pluralism " in order to

show its relation to the new psychology and its bearing

on the somewhat dubious methods and even more

elusive facts of psychical research. He states the case

for psychical research, in its claim to be a purely

scientific investigation, as well as it can be stated, but

the argument is too brief to deal at all adequately with

the scientific objections, those which are completely

free from prejudice.
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Letters to the Editor.

{lite Editbr does nn/ hold /liinself responsible for
opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, or to correspond with
the -writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Naturk. No notice is

taken ofanonymous communications.^

The Spectrum of Neutral Helium.

In a letter to Nature of November 25, p. 700,
concerning m}' first communication (Nature, August
iq) on this subject, Prof. Raman expresses the opinion
that the representation of helium lines derived from
my assumption of the mutual apathy of the two
interatomic electrons has a purely arithmetical char-
acter and would thus be deprived of any " real

physical basjs."
. . ,

Disregarding a number of remarks reducible to the
laceration of the empirically established series, a
regrettable feature pointed out by mvself (Astrophvs.
Jourti., September 1922), it will be enough to replv
here to Prof. Raman's chief and apparently strongest
objections. These are two : first, that the numerous
coincidences yielded by my formula are simply e.x;-

plicable as so many " fortuitous arithmetical co-
incidences," and, second, that the particular value
(109723) of the Rydberg constant N used in that
formula is, in general, inadmissible, this value belong-
ing legitimately to He+, with a single electron, but
not to the neutral atom with its two electrons.
Now it so happens that precisely these two points

have steadily occupied my attention since the formula
was first published, and I am therefore able to reply
to both of them without delay. The corresponding
details of reasoning and numerical data being all

given in a paper just communicated to the American
Physical Society (for its Boston meeting, December
27-29), to which readers may be referred, it will

suffice to describe here the bare results.

1. Consider only those lines for which the final

quantum numbers lie between 3 and 8, and the initial

ones between 4 and 20, which fall within the interval
•- = 17,000 to 37,850. The total number of such dis-

tinct lines is n = 680. Among these there are ft = 45
lines covering observed helium lines, with a mean
deviation |5>'|=2'57. In the considered I'-interval

there are in all 97 observed lines. Whence, the mean
(geometric) probability of hitting an observed line in

a single trial by mere chance, /> = 0-0182, and tlie

probability P of hitting k or more such lines in n (680)
trials, by Bernoulli's theorem, P=i — e(A-), where
Q{x) is the error-function and

A

J2p{i~p)n ^ '

In our case ^«= 12-40, A = 32-60, and therefore
the probability that our set of 45 coincidences should
be " fortuitous " is

P=i-e(6-6i),

which is a little less than 1-7 .
10""—small enough to

discard every suggestion of the play of blind chance.
This conclusion is considerably strengthened when
other groups of coincidences tabulated in theAstrophvs.
Journal are similarly treated.

Of particular interest, in this and other respects,

-^~ir^) , and another

'^— j and each

covering an empirical " combination " line of the
" doublet system."

2. Let m be the mass of each of the two electrons.

M that of the nucleus, and e = m/M. Taking account
of the wobbling of the nucleus, through which the
otherwise indifferent electrons perturb each other
indirectly, and rejecting terms in c^, etc., the energy
of the system in any stationary state, say «i = i, n^ = K,

is found with comparative ease. This divided by ch
gives the corresponding " term," say T,,;, our v being
the difference of two such terms. If this be written

r.« = 4N.(;. +
;^).

then NiK, the " Rydberg constant " belonging to the
particular pair (u) of electronic orbits, is a certain
symmetrical function of the integers 1, k, and of the
mutual orientation of the two orbits. For the case
of quasi-circular orbits {i.e. si:ch as would become
circular for e = o or no wobbling) the investigation
given in the Boston paper leads to the interesting
result

N., = N„[l-e-e7^^;|+]XJ . . (I)

where N„ (about 109737) is the constant for M/m
= 00

, and 7 the time-average of the cosine of the angle
between the radii vectores of the two trabants. This
formula holds for any inclination (j) of the two orbits
and for any phase difference (a) of the two electrons
describing them.
Now, a purely kinematical reasoning gives for i4=k

the value 7 = 0, and for i = v.

7 = 7«'( = Jcosa(i4- cosi), (2)

where a is the angular distance of one electron from
the ascending node when the other electron just passes
through it.

Since for i = /c the arithmetical expression in (i)

becomes equal to unity, we have

N„ = N„[i-f-67,J, (i«)

which, by (2), can assume any value from N„ down
to N„(i-2£), with N„(i-e), the desirable He+
value, just in the middle of the interval. If, e.g., the
orbits are coplanar and a =180°, we have N„( = N„,
for then there is no wobbling ; if a = o, N«« would
reach the other extreme value, about 109709, and for
a = 9o° we should have the mean value (109723),
which might even be made the only value if the lines

of the type i = k are not to be very broad. There is

thus no essential difficulty. Moreover, very few
among my tabulated lines have i = k.

For the overwhelming majority of those lines we
have i=t=^, when 7 vanishes, and (i) becomes, no
matter what the inclination of the orbits and the
phase difference of the electrons,

N., = N„(i-e). . . •.
. {lb)

which is precisely the value (109722 to 23) used in my
formula. This in itself seems to be a strong support
for that formula. Ludwik Silberstein.
December 6.

Returning to my letter of December 6, I beg to
supplement the same by a result of my last week's
work, which seems to give the proposed theory a
much stronger support than all probability estimates,
for it represents in toto and orderly some empirical
series of helium. In fact, guided by a few coherent
it^ms of my original table, I find that the whole
diffuse scries op singlets, denoted bj' iP-mD, is

represented by

. = 4n('^^).n(-^^).^ \ 20 . 4 / Vio . 2/

two final and one initial quantum numbers being
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fixed. The other initial number 2n being given the

successive values 0, 8, etc., or

w = 3, 4. . . . 14,

the formula gives, with N = 109721 -6, all the twelve
observed members of the scries from >k = 2 to »»= 13,

respectively, the first with a deviation of 5, the second
within 0-7, and the remaining ten members within

a fraction, ranging from o-i to 035 A.U.
The possibility "f reducing 4N to N, based on the

fact that all niinibers are even, is interesting,

especially as it forces itself on us also in the case of

the fundamental and the principal scries of singlets,

which, though less preci-sely but again orderly and
without gaps, are represented by

and

»> = 3. 4. 5. M-

This reducibility (to one N), if interpreted physically,

would mean that the helium nucleus attracts each
of its electrons witli only one-half of its total charge,

as if its lines of force formed two bundles, each
entirely engaged with one of the two trabants.

Details concerning these three series and the last-

inentjoned possibility will be given at the coming
lioston meeting of the American Association.

LUDWIK SiLBERSTKIN.
129 Seneca Parkway, Rochester, N.Y.,

December 13.

Echinoilerm Larvse and their Bearing on
Classification.

May I ask your permission for a short space in

which to reply to Dr. Mortensen's letter published in

Nature of December 16, p. 806, under the title
" Echinoderm Larva- and their bearing on Cla.ssifica-

tion." The points which Dr. Mortensen raises are two
—namely {a) whether the Echinoderm metamorphosis
is a metagenesis, i.e. an alternation of generaticms, or
not, and (6) whether the fixed stage in the life-history

of Asteroidea is a reminiscence of an ancestral con-
dition or a secondary modification of development. I

shall deal with the second point first. Dr. Mortensen
states

:

(t) That the group Spinulosa among Asteroidea are
not primitive but modified forms and that the
I'axillosa are the more primitive group, and that in

this view certain modem systematists whom he
quotes agree with him.

(2) That since the .\stropectinidje (Paxillosa) do not
have a Brachiolaria stage in their ontogeny, this stage
is not primitive and ancestral but .secondarily inter-
calated where it occurs in the development of Spinu-
losa and Forcipulata.

I must confess that I am unconvinced by Dr.
Mortensen's arguments. In his original work, re-
viewed by Dr. Mather, he forgot that the Mrachiolaria
larva was found in Spinulosa but referred it to
Forcipulata only.
The systematists whom he fjuotes are neither

palxontologists nor physiologists but—for the most
part—students of ttie external features of preserved
specimens only. Kochler (one of them) regards Hud-
sonaster, one of the oldest Asteroids known, as
" \oisine des Astropcctmides," and W. K. I'isher also
states that " typical Phanerozonia such as the Astro-
pectinida> are more primitive than the Spinulosa."
Now what these specialists are impressed by is the

" phanerozonate " character of the -Xstropectinidae,
that is, the edging of the arms with a series of broad
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plates termed the " marginals." I have always pro-

tested against regarding this feature as a primitive

character and in this protest I have the support of

the best IJritish authority on fossil starfish, W. K.

Spencer. The fact is, the apparent marginals of these

ancient starfish are not homologous with the marginals

of the modern Paxillosa at all but are the adam-
bulacrals. Reasoning from imperfectly described

fossils anil superficially described modern forms has

completely misled the older systematists.

LudwiR, whom Dr. Mortensen quotes, was a worthy
pioneer in the knowledge of Kchinoderms, but he

belongs in all his thoughts and views to another epoch.

His clas.sification, for example, of the Holothuroidea

into Actinopoda and Paractinopoda has been com-
pletely disposed of by modern cmbryological research.

In my letter of a year ago, I gave physiological and
anatomical reasons for regarding the ,\stropectinidae

as .\steroifls secondarily modified for a life on saml.

I can only express the doubt whether Dr. Mortensen
coidd have regarded the Astropectinids as primitive

if he had ever thoroughly dissected one.

With regard to the homology of the stalks of the

Uracholaria larva of the .\steroid and the Penta-

crinoid larva of Antedon, I should like to reiterate

the following facts :

(1) The larv;e are, broadly speaking, comparable;
in both there is a long pncoral lol>e, a ventral stomo-
da'um, right an<l left posterior ca-lomic sacs.

(2) In both forms there is a fixing (" sucking ") disc

formed at precisely the same spot, and in both the

pr;eoral lobe is converted into a stalk.

Is it not infinitely more probable that the precisely

similar stage of fixation is an original and ancestral

feature in both ontogenies, and not as Mortensen
supposes, ancestral in the Crinoid and secondarily

intercalated in the Asteroid ontogeny ?

Of course, the subsequent metamorphosis is very

dittcrent in the two cases—but this difference I have
correlated with the adoption of different feeding

habits by two sections of the primordial Echinoderm
stem. I have the support of Mr. Tate Regan, based

on his study of a widely different group, that what he

calls " habitudinal differences " are the basis of all

differential evolution.
With regard to the " metagenesis" of Echinoderm

larva;. Dr. Mortensen states that in one species of

Ophiuroid the whole larval body is reproduced by
the remnant of the ciliated apparatus cast off at

metamorphosis. This case is certainly unique

among Echinoderm larv.T and I cannot accept it

until Dr. Mortensen brings for\vard better evidence.

In any case, it will not, even if true, alter our views

as to the significance of the larva. May I remind
Dr. Mortensen that Antedon among Crinoids and
.\niphiura among Ophiuroids can both eject their

entire alimentary viscera and reduce themselves to

a framework of arms with a nervous centre and
yet regenerate all that is lost ? Finally, in Dr.

Mortensen's appeal to Dr. Bather, he forgets that

what Dr. Bather objected to was my fathering of

Dr. Mortensen's views on him. My friend Dr. Bather

and I are in substantial agreement in our views on
Echinoderms. E. W. MacBkide.
" Royal College of Science, South Kensington,

London, S.W.7, December 18.

Dr. Morte.nsen (Nature, December 16, p. 806)

says that "... since the larva of the more primi-

tive Asteroids (the Phanerozonia) are devoid of a

Brachiolaria stage, the sucking disc . . . must be a

later specialised structure. . .
." Surely the state-

ment is an error, and (even if it were true) the con-

clusion unjustified. The Phanerozonia of Sladen
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includes eight families. One of these families, the
Asteropectinidae, contains species with non-attaching
larvae. Two other families (the Asterinidae and the
Gymnasteriidae) have species with attaching larvse

(Asterina, Q.J.M.S.. 1896, and Porania, Q.J.M.S.,
1915). It is true that the Asterinidae approach the
Cryptozonia in some respects, but taken by itself this

fact might rather lead us to look on the Asterinidae as
" primitive "—an annectant family between the two
great orders of starfish. The Gymnasteriidae are
frankly Phanerozonate.

While Asteroid classification is admittedly perplex-
ing, we are on fairly safe ground when dealing with
the recognised families. At present it is known that
members of five different starfish families (Gymna-
steriidae, Asterinidae, Echinasteridae, Solasteridae,

Asteriidae) have attaching larvae, while members of
only one family (Asteropectinidae) have larvae without
a sucker.

Dr. Mortensen's virtual narrowing down of Phan-
erozonia to Asteropectinidae renders valueless his

citations of Sladen, Ludwig, Hamann, and Gregory in

support of the arguments in his letter. I yield to no
one in appreciation of Dr. Mortensen's work, but even
if the adult Asteropectinidae were in some respects a
primitive family (I believe the opposite), still to draw
the conclusion which he says " inevitably " follows
from this premise, in defiance of the direct data of
comparative Asteroid ontogeny, not to speak of other
considerations, would surelv be one of those strangely
naive misuses of the Recapitulation theory which
have done much to obscure its essential truth.

James F. Gemmill.
University College, Dundee,

December 22.

Age and Area in Biology.

In his recent book, " Age and Area," Dr. Willis

gives (p. 114) the following: "Table showing in

the horizontal lines the average number of vice-

counties in Britain reached by the most widely
distributed species in each genus of different sizes,

and by the second, third, fourth, and fifth most
widely distributed species."

Average No. of vice-counties reached by the
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sensibility of the olfactory mucosa should be abolished
by painting with a 20 per cent, cocaine solution ;

and then see if a bird such as a gull can balance and
soar as well after painting as before. Plugging of

the nostrils, or section of the nerves, can also be
tried. The effect to look for is on the capacity for

soaring and gliding flight, not of flapping flight.
'

VV. L. MKucHNiE.
17 Chepstow Place, London, \V.2,

December 15.

Nature Study and Phenology.

Phenology is the name given to that branch of
meteorological science which has as its object the
studied effect of weather conditions upon the seasonal
development of animal and plant life.

I'"rom the late seventies of last century, and since
iSyi on a uniform systematic plan, the Koyal
Meteorological Society has issued an annual report
on phenology. This report, by collating and co-
ordinating the work of a number of observers

—

mostly amateurs—in the British Isles, is able to
present in summary form, supplemented by tables
and maps, information of a most valuable botanical,
ornithological, and agricultural nature.

Nevertheless, to accomplish such results, all that
its obser\ers are required to do is to note carefully
the first appearance of certain birds and insects,

twelve in number, and the first blooming of fourteen
common plants. Other migrants and notes are
asked for, but these are of secondary importance.

Here is a work which should surely appeal to the
Nature-lover. By simply recording a few observa-
tions on a prescribed form, and forwarding the same
promptly about November 15 (the close of the
phenological year! to the Royal >leteorological Society,
4»( Cromwell Road. S.W.7, the work of the amateur is

lifted from a purely local value to become a real link
in the progress of scientific research.

Stations are still urgently needed in many parts
of our islands, and a copy of our observing form
will be forwarded upon application to the office of
the Society, or to one of us.

J. E. Clark,
41 Downscourt Road, Purley, Surrey.

I. D. Margary,
Chartham Park, East Grinstead, Sussex.

Water Snails and Liver Flukes.

In connexion with the letter on the above subject
in Nature of November 25, p. 701, I should like to
ask Dr. Monica Taylor if she has actual proof of
sheep coming into contact with f.imntra peregra ?

The habitat of this species is so much more " watcrv "

than that normally chosen by /.. truncatula that it

seems very doubtful if sheep coukl eat it with their
food, .\gain, /.. truncatula is such a widely dis-

trib\ited species that it seems difficult to believe
that it is either rare in or absent from any district in

which damp sedgy pastures are to be met with.
Planks left undisturbed for a few weeks, or cut

rushes shaken o\or a newspaper after having lain
on the ground for a time, might reveal the presence
of L. truncatula in many places from which it was
apparently absent. And what of /.. patuslris, the
habits of which are often nearer to those of L.
truncatula than /.. perfgra ?

\. W. Stelfox.
National Museum, Dublin,

December 12.
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Reference to " The Life-History of the Liver
I'luke,"byA.P. Thomas{Q.J.M.S..23, 1883), or indeed
to almost any text-book in zoology, will show Mr.
Stelfox that in order to become mfected it is not
necessary for sheep to eat the intermediate snail host
of Fascwla hepatica. It suffices that the encysted
cercaria; be swallowed. The latter may be found at

considerable distances from their snail host, for the
tailed ccrcariK which give ri.se to the encysted forms
e.xist as such for about a week after they have escaped
from the host and are extremely active. On account
of their microscopic character (they are just visible

to the naked eye as snowy specks) the merest trace

of water suffices for their needs. The more " watery
"

habitat of L. peregra, which is extremely common in

all sorts of ditches, puddles, and streams, constitutes
no impediment, therefore, to this snail acting as a
di.sseminator of the liver-rot parasite granted that it

can become properly infected. That it is capable of

being infected and of setting free perfectly developed
cercaria; I have abundant evidence.

In answer to my request for literature references

to any host other than L. truncatula of the liver-rot

parasite, Dr. Paul Pelseneer has kindly given me
.several, one of which (Lutz, Centralbl. f. Bakteriol. und
ParasUenk., xi. pp. 781-79O, i8()2), since it refers to
L. pcrcgra as an intermediate host of Fasciota

hepatica, may be of use to Mr, Stelfox. With regard
to the first of the methods of discovering /.. truncatula

suggested by Mr. Stelfox, I have had negative results

in some districts although the sheep in these same
districts are infected.

Monica Taylor.
Notre Dame, Dowanhill, Glasgow,

December 16.

EiTect of Moonlight on the Germination of Seeds.

During the summer of 1921 I investigated the

effect of moonlight on the germination of seeds, and
the results seemed to indicate a greatly increased

velocity of germination. In order to determine
whether this might be due to the effect of the moon-
light on the diasta.se, a small quantity of mustard
seed was crushed, and weighed quantities, after

mixing with known amounts of water, were exposed
to moonlight in Petrie dishes, controls set alongside

being covered. Estimation with Fehling's solution

of the sugar pro<luced showed that there was an
increased yield of about 15 per cent, caused by the

moonlight.
A possible explanation of these results is to be

found in the fact that at certain periods moonlight
is plane-polarised, and in order to test this suggestion

the experiments with crushed mustard seed were
repeated with daylight after polarisation, either by
reflection or by a Nicol prism. Control experiments
were also carried out both in darkness and in ordinary
daylight. The temperature was the same for all

three experiments in each case and lay between
10° and 18°. A remarkable increase in the amount
of hydrolysis was always noted when polarised light

was used. Similar results were obtained with fresh

oats, wheat, and cornflour, to which diastase had
been added.
The investigation of this phenomenon is now

being continued at Liverpool in conjunction with

Prof. E. C. C. Baly and Prof. J. McLean Thompson,
and the results already obtained are worthy of

record since they give strong support. Diastase is

added to a suspension of freshly prepared starch

and the mixture well shaken. A drop of the mixture
is placed on three slides under microscopes, one

B 2
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being exposed to polarised light, one to ordinary
light, the third being kept in darkness. After thirty

to sixty minutes, depending on the strength of the
diastase, rapid hydrolysis can be seen to take place

on the slides exposed to polarised light, while in

the two controls the starch granules remain almost
intact for some hours. By the use of a delicate

thermocouple, the temperature was proved to be
the same in all three cases. When the light is

intense, the starch granules in the case of the polarised

light break down entirely to little masses of dextrin
and crystals of sugar which give deposits of cuprous
oxide on warming with Fehling's solution. These
results have been obtained with potato starch and
the endosperm of maize and of wheat, the latter

without the addition of diastase if freshly prepared.
In view of the suggestiveness of these observations

the investigation is now being extended in various
directions, and I hope to communicate the results in

due course. Elizabeth Sidney Semmens.
Chemical Laboratories,

University of Liverpool,
December i6.

Medical Education.

Referring to my letter (Nature, December 9,

p. 769), Prof. Dakin writes (Nature, December 23,

p. 845) :
" I am not quite clear whether this question

has been propounded to invite answers, or to intro-

duce another of Sir Archdall Reid's favourite discus-

sions on mutations and fluctuations, etc." Prof.

Dakin may rest assured that I do not invite a discus-

sion about mutations and fluctuations. To be frank,

I do not think such a discussion, conducted on
purely scholastic lines, out of touch with reality,

would be profitable. My object was simply to
protest against the waste of time to which, as I

supposed and still suppose, unhappy medical students
are compelled. Here are some truths, none of which,
I think, Prof. Dakin will deny categorically, but all

of which, in practice if not in theory, are repudiated
by many teachers of biology.

(i) Every relevant and verifiable fact, no matter
how observed, is equal before science. Experiment
is only one way—a very good way when need arises—of observing. The vast majority of authentic
facts about living beings is derived from direct

observation. People who limit their data to facts

derived from experiment, or any other mode of ob-
serving, are, like those who insist on purely Christian,
Mahomedan, or Hindoo testimony, merely sectarian.
Dwelling in an islet of evidence they ignore the con-
tinent of truth which lies at hand.

(2) Our powers of observing are proportionate to
our familiarity with the objects of study. Thus we
can scarcely differentiate between peas in a pod or
sheep in a flock ; to an Englishman newly arrived
in China all the natives seem much alike ; but

. among our own kind, whom we study from birth to
death, especially among our intimates, we see differ-

ences of every shade {i.e. fluctuations) between vital

and enormous extremes—as, for example, in powers
of resisting disease. Obviously, the experimenter
who works among plants and lower animals knows
nothing about fluctuations, and less than he ought
to know about mutations. Lacking the necessary
powers of observation, he merely guesses. That he
guesses wrongly was abundantly demonstrated by
my letter.

Can Prof. Dakin deny (a) that men, the only living
beings minutely observable, are subject to stringent
natural selection, (6) that this selection occurs amifl
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fluctuations, (c) that evolution, proportionate to the
length and severity of the selection, has resulted,

{d) that human races never differentiate while there
is interbreeding, but differentiate rapidly and in-

variably when separated by time and space, (e) that
human races blend perfectly when crossed except
in traits linked with sex, (/) that in spite of multi-
tudinous human racial differentiations, there has
never yet been recorded a useful human mutation,
or one that changed the type of a race, {g) that
human mutations {e.g. club-feet, idiocy, albinism)
are not inherited independently, but are only repro-

duced independently, and (/;) that lost ancestral

traits never appear among natural varieties, but
frequently among artificial varieties, even when
purely bred.

Unless a biologist is able (i) to accept the
foregoing propositions, or (2) to disprove them, or

(3) to demonstrate that man is outside the scheme
of Nature, he is not competent to teach biology to
medical students ; for, after these students leave him,
they will observe for themselves, and be taught by
men who have observed, with a minuteness and
accuracy impossible to workers among plants and
lower animals, and the things they then learn will be
directly contrary to the teachings of the biologist.

I have before me the synopsis of instruction in

biology of the Royal Colleges of Physicians and
Surgeons. I must admit that it is a vast improve-
ment, chiefly by way of elimination, of the rubbish
(for a medical man) that I was taught as a student
and which I supposed was still taught. The
syllabus for 1923 will be even shorter and better.

Biology, which should make doctors, in their vast
numbers, the most potent scientific influence in

the community, is disappearing from the curriculum.
But I observe that the student must still learn the
general structure of the Hydra and Lumbricus, the
general structure and elementary physiology of
ScyUium and Rana, and the elementary facts of
evolution, heredity, and variation. But of what
use, as taught by biologists, can these subjects be to
the medical student ? What, for example, will he
learn about evolution, heredity, and variation ?

Will he learn that some characters are " innate,"
and the rest " acquired " ? Recently I spent eighteen
months trying to find out what biologists meant
by these words and none could tell. Will he learn
from a Lamarckian teacher that acquired characters
are inherited, or from a neo-Darwinian that they
are not ? I spent a like period in trying to find out
what was meant by " inherited," and failed again.
Will he learn from a Darwinian that fluctuations
furnish the materials for evolution ? Or from a
Mutationist that only mutations do so ? Or will

he be presented with such statements as the following

:

" The standard deviation of a coefficient of correlation
computed from data derived from classes, members
of which are mutually correlated, with special refer-
ence to the case of fraternal and parental correlations
calculated from entries of siblings "

? Will any
biologist tell him that every character is a product
of the combined action of nature and nurture (that is,

is equally innate and acquired), that the human
being is of such a nature that he is especially respon-
sive to the nurture of use, and that this peculiarity
bestows on man his position in the scale of life and
has made him the educable and therefore, according
to the teaching he receives, the rational animal

—

able to learn, for example, sense or nonsense concerning
°^' G. Archdall Reid.

9 Victoria Rd. South,
Southsea, Hants.
December 26.
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Breeding Places and Migrations of the Eel.

Hy Dr. JoHS. Schmidt, Copenhagen.

TN an article in Nature ten years ago (August 22,
•• 1912, p. 633) I gave a review of the position at

that time of the (|ucstion of the breeding grounds of the

freshwater eel {Angnilla vulgaris). We had then been
working for seven or eight years upon the question, and
it was our intention to pursue the work further by means
of investigations extending across the Atlantic.

In the ten years then following (alls the period of the

Great W'ar. This rendered work at sea impossible. We

research, partly from various trading siiips plying on
transatlantic routes, and partly from two schooners

kindly placed at our disposal by the owners (1913-

19 1 4, the Margrethe, 90 tons; 1920-21, tiie Dana,

550 tons).

I shall in the following give a brief survey of the

discoveries made regarding the breeding places of the

eel since my article in Nature in 1912, adding also

some remarks on the immigration of the eel-fry to

Fig. I.— Euro|)can eel (An/^mlla vulgaris), ifawmMg flaces (Uunded l.y inncimo>l - lo mm. -curve); .lislrihulion of lar:,r (doued area)
and of atlu lis (black strip aiimg the roasts where the eel occur&X

The curves show limits .>f occurrence ; i.r. larva- less th.in js mm. have only Ikch found inside the as mm. curve, etc. The outermosl curve denotes
the limit of.iccurrcn.eofunmetamornhosed larva; (»/), f and 30 cm. (in the ISallic)or male eels and of eels less than ^ cm. in length. X : eastern-
most records of iiiipi^inenled elvers (Baltic and Meditcrraiiean)L

managed, howe\er, partly before and partly after the
war, to carry out an investigation covering the greater
part of the northern temperate waters of the Atlantic,
and the question. Where does the eel breed ? can now,
in the main, be considered solved. At the same time,
we have ascertained the duration and extent of the
migrations of the eel-fry.

The previous in\estigations had been undertaken
with the well-equi|)|)ed research vessel T/wr, but its

radius of action would not suffice for transatlantic
cruises. From 1913 until 1921, when the Danish
Government ac<iuin;d the mine-sweeper Dana to replace
the Thor, we were obliged to make our investigations
from ships without any special equipment for marine
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I'^urope. For further details I must refer any readers

interested to my recently published paper in the

Philosopliical Transactions.*

In my article in Nature (August 22, 191 2, p. 633) I

summed up the position as follows :
" We cannot say

as yet where exactly the spawning takes place, and but

little more than that the spawning places must lie in the

Atlantic iieyond the Continental .Slope, and that they
must be in the Northern Atlantic."

The smallest (youngest) developmental stage of the

eel then known to us was a laiva of 34 mm. length.

In order to say anything definite as to where in the

* Philosophical TraiiuctiODS of the Royal Society of London, Seiies B-
No. 383, vol. an. pp. i79-ao8, 1922.
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Atlantic our eels did breed, we had to find far younger

stages, for a larva so large as 34 mm. might well be

imagined to have moved a great distance from the spot

where it came into the world. Nor was it enough to

find a few isolated specimens of the youngest stages ; a
spot which could be declared to be the site where the

Fk;. 2.—Sizes of eel Lirva; i,An^ ilia -,'nl/^atis) cauglit in :i single IkiuI

of two hours' duration at Dana Station 871 (lat. 27* 15' N., long.
61" 35' W.) in the western .\llanlic, June jj, 1920, depth about 50
irtetres. About 800 specimens of O-group and i of 1-group are shown.
A Il-group specimen, length 74 mm., from the eastern .Atlantic, is

shown for comparison. Reduced to about one-quarter (see the centi-
metre-scale).

great hosts of eels from the European continent assemble
for their spawning must necessarily yield earliest stages

of the offspring in great numbers.
The task before us, then, was to chart the distribution

of the various developmental stages of eel-larvae, from
the oldest, about 7I cm. long—which we knew from
previous investigations were to be found off the coasts

of Western Europe and in the Mediterranean—to the

earliest tiny stages which no one as yet had ever seen.

If we could ascertain where, and at what seasons, these

tiny larvae were found, then we should at the same time
have discovered where and when the eels spawn. Once
it was known where the various sizes (age-groups) of

growing larvae occurred, it would be possible to form an
idea as to the extent and duration of the migrations of

the eel-fry from the breeding grounds to the fresh

waters of Europe.
These years of research have been rich in e.xcitement

and suspense ; disappointment alternating with en-

couraging discoveries, and periods of rapid progress

with others during which the solution of the problem
seemed wrapped in deeper darkness than ever. One is

tempted to describe the investigations in their chrono-
logical sequence, from first to last, in order to show how
by slow degrees, advancing step by step, we came to see
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great parts of the life-history of the eel emerge from the

darkness that surrounded it. The question of space,

however, precludes this. We must content ourselves

with setting forth the facts as they, now appear, after

eighteen years of work, and seeing what conclusions

may be drawn from them.

The chart Fig. i gives us the main sum of these many
years' investigations into the distribution of the eel larvae.

This may be briefly stated as follows : The larvae of our

European eel (Angiiilla vulgaris) are found distributed

across the whole of the Atlantic Ocean from off the

coasts of Europe to those of the United States. They
increase in number, but decrease in size, as we pass

from the European side towards America. The curves

on the chart show that the spawning grounds comprise

a restricted area in the western Atlantic, north-east and
north of the West Indies, between 65° and 48° long.,

for here

—

and here only—are the youngest, newly
hatched larvae found. The eel spawns at the close of

the winter and during spring. In April the larvje had
an average length of 12-13 mm., in June 25, and in

October 35-40 mm. During their first summer the

larvae are found only in the western Atlantic. Enormous
quantities of these first-year larvae (the O-group, as we
call them) are found at this season west of 50° W. long.

In June 1920, when we were working there with the

schooner Dana, it was impossible to draw a net through

the upper water layers without bringing them up in

quantities, and we often took several hundred speci-

mens at one haul, as shown in the illustration Fig. 2.

m.m,
44
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a numlwr of strafi^UTs remain there throughout tlie

winter, appearinj; in the followin},' s|)rinp as a 1-group,

sharply distinjiuished in point of size from the young
fry of the O-group which have come into heing mean-

mjn.

44
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on their way—living semi-pelagically—to the east-

ward, until the metamorphosis is completed, and the

small eel young have acquired a dark covering of pig-

ment. In Northern Europe they move—by way of the

Channel and round the north of Scotland—through into

the North Sea and farther, via the Danish waters, to the

western parts of the Baltic, where they have been found
so far east as E. of Bornholm, at stages where the meta-
morphosis was not yet quite completed (Dr. A. C.

Johansen, with the Thor), Fig. i. In the northern parts

of the Baltic, elvers are not known, or indeed any eels

less than 20-30 cm., though the eel occurs right in to the

innermost waters of that sea. The eels' found in Finland
are large females, and on the east coast of Sweden no
males have been found north of lat. 57° 08' (ofifOland)

;

see Fig. i. This peculiar fact evidently answers to

what we know from the great rivers, where the female

eels generally move farther up into the higher reaches

than the males.

The eel fry enter the Mediterranean at an early

stage, as unmetamorphosed larvae, most often not
even having attained their full larval size, between one
and a half and two years old. As unmetamorphosed
larvae they are found throughout the western basin,

west of Italy, and at times, perhaps, still farther to the

eastward. Even in the most easterly parts of the Medi-
terranean, an ascent of elvers takes place, these being

transparent, and thus not having fully completed their

metamorphosis. I have in this connexion received

some information, with samples, from Mr. Geoffrey W.
Paget, Director of Fisheries Investigations in Cairo. At
a pumping station near Alexandria, where fresh water

is pumped in large quantities into a channel leading

direct to the sea, Mr. Paget found, on February 24, 1920,
" that elvers were present in prodigious quantities,

being unable to proceed further on account of the

station. From this date—February 24—until April 15,

fishing was practically continuous, and we transported

over 5,000,000 elvers to the canal systems inland."

Mr. Paget's observations are highly interesting, show-

ing as they do that elvers which have not yet completed
their metamorphosis can occur in such great quantities

so far east as about 30° E. long. Together with

observations from northern Europe, they give us a clear

picture of the remarkable power of migration possessed

by the eel fry. From the breeding grounds in the

western Atlantic to the mouth of the Nile is a distance

approaching 90 degrees of longitude, or one-fourth of

the earth's circumference, and this distance is covered

by the eel fry in the space of about three years. They
may reach the Nile and the western Baltic before their

metamorphosis is yet complete, and the greater part of

the journey is made while they are still in the leaf-shaped

larval stage. No other instance is known among fishes

of a species requiring a quarter of the circumference of

the globe to complete its life history, and larval migra-

tions of such extent and duration as those of the eel are

altogether unique in the animal kingdom.

Theories of Magnetism.

By Dr. A. E. Oxley.

MUCH attention has been devoted in recent years

to theories of magnetism, and an interesting

survey of the position of the suljject is given in the

report of a committee of the U.S. National Research
Council issued by the National Academy of Sciences,

Washington, in August last (vol. 3, part 3). It is

difficult in a descriptive article of moderate length to

present judicially the various views which have been
advanced, but an attempt will here be made to do this,

using the report referred to as a basis, and supplement-
ing it with accounts of one or two advances not recorded

therein.

Poisson in 1820 published a mathematical theory of

magnetism which was based on Coulomb's inverse

square law. He merely regarded magnetic sub-

stances as possessing positive and negative magnetic
fluids which could be separated by the application of

an external magnetic field resulting in the production
of the magnetic efifects as observed in bar magnets.
This theory was eventually (1831) shown to be un-
tenable by Faraday's discovery of the phenomenon of

diamagnetism.

Ampere's theory (1825), based on Oersted's dis-

covery (1820) of the magnetic effects of an electric

current, may be regarded as the foundation of modern
magnetic theories, though at that time the laws of

electromagnetic induction were unknown. This theory
led Weber (1854) to develop a theory which aimed
at an explanation of the magnetic effects of bar
magnets on the assumption that the molecules were
always equivalent to miniature magnets, whether the
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substance were magnetised or not, the action of the

external field being merely to align the miniature

magnets along the direction of the applied field. No
explanation of the phenomenon of hysteresis was given,

however, until Maxwell (" Electricity and Magnetism,"

§ 444) extended Weber's views and interpreted the

more complicated hysteresis effects in terms of certain

quasi-elastic forces.

The theory of Ewing (1890) enabled us to visualise

the nature of these hypothetical controlling forces by
attributing the sluggishness of the response to an
applied field as due to the interaction between special

groups of molecules. This gave a rough explanation

of hysteresis effects in terms of the mutual actions

between complex groups of molecular magnets, and
accounted for the shape of the hysteresis loops, the

coercive force and the retentivity of a ferro-magnetic

substance like iron.

At the beginning of the present century, attempts «
were made by Voigt and J. J. Thomson to outline an

electron theory of magnetism based on the magnetic

effects of a moving electron, but it was not until the

theory of paramagnetism and diamagnetism of Lan-

gevin appeared (1905) that a satisfactory interpreta-

tion of these phenomena was presented.

The classical researches of Curie (1895) had shown
that substances could be divided into three groups as

regards their magnetic properties under an external

field. These are, (i) diamagnetic substances, which

show a minute negative induced moment, practically

independent of temperature
; (2) paramagnetic sub-
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stances, which show generally a larger and positive

induced moment, varying inversely as the absolute

temperature, and (j) ferro-magnetic substances, which

show still larger positive magnetic moments, which

vary with the temperature and external field in a

complex way. In each case the total induced moment
per gram of the sulistance, divided by the applied

field, is called the specific susceptibility. On Lan-

gevin's theory, a molecule consists of a congeries of

revolving positive and negative charges ; if the total

initial magnetic moment of these is zero, the substance

is diamagnetic, if it is not zero, the substance is either

paramagnetic or ferro-magnetic. The diamagnetic

effect must exist in all matter, but is masked by the

larger para- or ferro-magnetic effects in the latter

case. Langevin's theory indicated that when there is

no interaction between the molecules, the diamagnetic

eflfect is independent of temperature, while the para-

magnetic efiect varies inversely as the absolute tem-

perature in accordance with the Curie rules mentioned
above. Langevin did not consider ferro-magnetism

;

this was done by Weiss.

These remarks hold only in so far as there is no
appreciable mutual action between the molecules.

In ferro-magnetic substances, such action is pro-

nounced, and Weiss (1907) extended Langevin's theory

by introducing an intrinsic molecular field to represent

this mutual molecular interference. According to

Weiss the molecular field has not necessarily a mag-
netic origin ; it corresponds to the forces determining

crystallisation, but for magnetic purposes it may be

regarded as a magnetic field proportional to the in-

tensity of magnetisation, and its value is then of the

order 10' gauss. Weiss further showed that the

energy of this field is a measure of the thermal change

when, at the critical temperature, the substance

passes from the ferro-magnetic to the paramagnetic

state. The results obtained with magnetite above
the critical temperature showed that Curie's rule of

jmramagnetism held but that the constant of pro-

portionality had a series of different values over

certain temperature ranges. These values were inter-

ftfeted by Weiss as due to sudden changes of the molec-

ular magnetic moment by a unit, the value of which

was found to be 16-4x10"** c.g.s.e.m.u. This is the

Weiss magneton ; its value has later been corrected

to 18-54x10"**. Weiss and others claim that this

unit exists in man)- ferro-magnetic substances and in

paramagnetic salts, though in the latter substances

the evidence is not quite so conclusive. Further
practical and theoretiial extensions of the work have
been made by Weiss, Kunz, Honda, and Frivold, but

lack of space prevents an extended account of these

here.

Honda (1910) made an extensive examination of the

variation of susceptibility of many elements with

temperature, and concluded that, in general, the Curie

rules did not hold. In 1914 he submitted that the

magnetic moments of molecules were not constant but

depended on the temperature, and that they exert

forces on one another which hinder their lining up
parallel to the field. In solids which are paramag-
netic, the magnetic unit is a spherical group of mole-

cules. This sphere becomes elongated in the ferro-

magnetic state. A second theory due to Honda (1914)
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advocates a gyroscopic motion of the molecule to

account for diamagnetism and paramagnetism. This

is very similar to the theories of Gans (1910-1916).

There appears to be no doubt that certain gyroscopic

motions are involved, but more recent evidence (see

below) indicates that these do not arise from molecxdar

rotations but from a gjTOSCopic property of the electron

itself, i.e., the electron is a magneton.

Certain departures from the Curie rules for para-

magnetic crystals at low temperatures have beqn
examined by Onnes, Oosterhuis, and others, and inter-

preted in terms of a molecular field in a manner similar

to that of Weiss.

The variation of diamagnetism accompanying the

transition from the liquid to the crystalline state has

been investigated by the writer (191 1-22), who found
that organic compounds changed their specific suscep-

tibility by a few per cent. The theoretical explanation

of the results was obtained by including in the langevin
theory of diamagnetism a term depending on the local

polarisation which determines a local molecular field.

Weiss regarded his molecular field as uniform, but in

the present case it must be of an alternating character

as we pass from molecule to molecule of the crystal.

It exists whether the substance is subjected to an
external field or not, and distorts the electron orbits,

producing a few per cent, change of specific suscepti-

bility on crj'stallisation. It can be shown that (i)

these local fields are of the same order of intensity as

Weiss's field, namely, 10' gauss, (2) the energy of this

field is a measure of the latent heat of fusion, (3) the

existence of such a field would induce a magnetic
double refraction which is comparable with the natural

double refraction of crystals, (4) the change of volume
on crystallisation is the magneto-striction efiect of

this molecular field, and (5) the energy of the local

molecular field per unit volume represents the tensile

strength of the cr)'Stal.

Thus it appears that in all crystalline media there

are intense local fields, the linking up of which from
molecule to molecule determines the rigidity of the

crystal. We are not certain what is the true nature of

the field ; it is probably partly electrostatic and partly

magnetic. That the magnetic forces are important in

determining the distribution of the planes of cleavage

in crj'stals has been emphasised by the writer (1920),

a uniform magnetic field being capable of isolating the

cleavages, i.e., of distinguishing between an open or

close packing of tiie molecules in certain directions.

The present position of magnetic theories is fascinat-

ing. There appears to be evidence that the ultimate

magnetic particle is neither the molecule nor the atom
but the electron itself ; in other words, the electron is

not merely an electrostatic charge but also a magnetic
doublet or magneton. Such a structure no doubt
accounts for the spiral tracks of the /8-particles as

obser\-ed by C. T. R. Wilson. The problem of the

interaction between such doublets in crystalline media
is far from being solved. It appears that a useful

picture of the mechanism is obtained on the Lewis-

I^ingmuir theory (elaborated by Langmuir in 1919) of

the cubical atom. In non-ionised media the coupling

force between atoms is formed by units, each consisting

of a pair of electrons, and each pair corresponds to a
single valency bond of chemistry. The influence of
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magnetic forces in determining crystalline structure,

magne-crystallic action, and chemical combination in

non-ionised media is apparent. It is interesting to

note that Pascal (1910) showed that in organic com-
pounds, all of which are diamagnetic, the molecular

susceptibility is (apart from certain peculiarities of

structure common to certain types of compounds)
equal to the sum of the atomic susceptibilities of the

component atoms. This is not true of ionised com-
pounds, such as metallic salts, where the coupling

between the atoms is probably of an electrostatic

nature.

Further developments of the magneton theory were

made by Parson (191 5), who identified the electro-

magnetic coupling between pairs of magnetic doublets

with the force of chemical combination. The mag-
neton, or anchor ring electron, has been applied by
Allen (1920) to interpret the phenomena of optical

activity and optical isomerism. In connexion with

the magnitude of the local magnetic field, namely,
10' gauss, it is interesting to note that Allen's calcula-

tions give a value 10* gauss at a distance from the

anchor ring equal to its radius.

A number of attempts to obtain a quantum theory

of magnetism have been made in recent years by
Oosterhuis, Keesom, Gans, Reiche, and others. These

are based on the assumption that the molecules are

endowed with quantised molecular rotations, but the

theory of Gans is the only one to take account of molec-

ular interactions.

In connexion with these views the theory of Bohr
and Sommerfeld must be considered. Though this

has proved so successful in the interpretation of the

fine structure of spectral lines, it does not appear at all

obvious how the open elliptical orbits of this theory

can give the uniquely balanced systems required to

explain diamagnetism, nor does it give a picture of the

directed forces which are responsible for crystal

lattices. These considerations suggest that the atom
must have a static structure. Perhaps the electron

itself is quantised, the motion of its parts being highly

localised compared with atomic dimensions. The
electrons in an atom may be distributed on spherical

or ellipsoidal surfaces, and the passage from one surface

to another determine the emission of a definite amount
of radiation of a certain frequency.

Quite recently Whittaker (1922) has published a
new quantum mechanism of the alom based upon the

existence of a number of atomic magnetic doublets.

If an electron collides with this system the collision is

perfectly elastic if the velocity of the electron is less

than a certain amount. If the velocity exceeds this

amount the electron passes through the magnetic

system and hands over to the latter a definite quantum
of energy which is identified as Planck's quantum.
The derivation of the Balmer series can be obtained

from this conception ; it may later be found equally

effective in interpreting the fine structure of spectral

lines. Allen has replaced the particular magnetic

structure postulated by Whittaker by a pair of ring

electrons, thus identifying Whittaker's model more
closely with Langmuir's cubical atom. The atomic

structure is dynamical locally but is essentially static

at ranges comparable with molecular dimensions.

The static structure is required to account for

crystalline and magnetic properties of matter in

the non-radiating state. Recent experiments by
the writer (1922) indicate that the occlusion of

hydrogen by palladium produces a system the elec-

tronic configuration of which is similar to that of

silver, and the fall in paramagnetism of the palladium

is consistent with this view, silver being diamagnetic.

Manganese which has been fused in an atmosphere of

hydrogen is ferro-magnetic, although pure manganese
is paramagnetic. Iron which has been fused in

hydrogen has a higher coercive force than ordinary

iron (like cobalt). These experiments indicate that

when hydrogen is occluded in one of these elements an
electronic system is produced corresponding to an

element the atomic number of which is one higher than

that of the element occluding the hydrogen. The
suggestion is that the hydrogen electron, in such

systems, enters into the outer shell of electrons of the

metallic atom.

A static model, consistent of course with a highly

localised dynamical model, such as the one advocated

above, seems to be the only satisfactory interpretation

of these results.

Obituary.

Prof. Oscar Hertwig.

THE death of Oscar Hertwig, formerly professor of

anatomy in the University of Berlin and director

of its Anatomical-Biological Institute, removes from

the scene one of the chief leaders in morphological

science. He formed a link in that chain of illustrious

men including Johannes Miiller, Gegenbaur, Fiir-

bringer, and Gaupp, which has demonstrated how
fully Germany has realised the importance of entrust-

ing its great chairs of anatomy to men who are anato-

mists in the broadest sense of the word, leaders in

vertebrate morphology and not merely experts in

the details of anthropotomy.
Hertwig was most widely known through his series

of admirable text-books. His " Lehrbuch der Ent-
wicklungsgeschichte des Menschen und der Wirbel-

tiere " made its appearance in 1886 and has passed
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through numerous editions, both in its extended and
in its condensed form (" Elemente," 3rd Edition,

1920). " Die Zelle und die Gewebe," first published

in 1893, and known in its later editions as the " AU-
gemeine Biologie," is still widely used as a most
admirable text-book of general biology on a cyto-

logical basis. During the years 1901-6 Hertwig

brought out the various instalments of that wonderful

encyclopaedia which bears the characteristically

German title " Handbuch der Entwicklungslchre der

Wirbeltiere," edited and in parts written by himself.

While it is, perhaps, permissible to hope that the

appearance of this colossal work marks the approach-

ing end of what may be called the encyclopaedic age

of biology, in whicli real progress has become more
and more impeded and slowed down by the accumula-

tion of minute details, there can be no question regard-
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ing the value and utility of Hertwig's great " hand-
hook."

HiTtwij;. a ialiDralory worker rather than a field

naturalist, had no lit-iiff in " das schon morsch gewor-

dene Lchrgebaude des Darwinismus," and to this

fact we owe the last of his larger te.xt-l)ooks—the

useful and interesting, if not wliolly convincing,
" Das Werden di-r Organismen," first pulilislied in

i()i6 and now in its third edition.

Oscar Hertwig's really great, indeed epoch-making,

contributions to the development of biological

science are to be found, however, not in his

text-books, but in a comparatively small group of

original investigations, some of them carried out

in co-operation with his brother Richard, which
are of the most fundamental importance. It was

in 1875 that Ilcrtwig, forestalling van Heneden by

a few months, showed for the first time, by his studies

upon sea-urchin eggs, what was the real nature of

the fertilisation of the animal egg—that the process

consisted essentially of the fusion between tiie nucleus

of the egg and the nucleus of one single spermatozoon.

In 1878 there appeared the monograph by the brothers

Hertwig upon the sense organs and nervous system

of the medusae—a work published before its time and
perhaps destined to fill its role more completely in the

future with a fuller recognition of the fact that the

most fundamental function of the nervous system is to

preserve intact the organic continuity in the animal

body throughout its evolutionary increase in bulk.

In the early eighties of last century, Oscar and
Richard Hertwig. stimulated by the work of English

morphologists— Huxley, Lankester, and Halfour—
turned themselves to the investigation of the founda-

tions of the germ-layer theory, clearing up the muddle
which had resulted from the non-recognition of wiiat

we now know by Hertwig's name, mesenchyme, and
corroborating and amplifying Lankester's conception

of the enterocoelic nature of the coelom.

In 1890 Oscar Hertwig published his comparison

of " Egg- and Sperm-formation in Ascaris," in wiiich

he worked out in minute detail the parallelism in

gametogenesis in the two sexes, and cleared up the

mystery of the " polar bodies," long known as ciiar-

acteristic of the unfertilised animal egg. Hertwig

showed that male and female gametes are alike formed

in sets of four. l>ut that in the female sex three of

each four degenerate, the three degenerate eggs being

the polar bodies.

The last of Hertwig's works that demands mention
is his study of those extraordinary malformations of

verteiirate embryos to which he applied the name
" spina bifida." In these the l>ody of the embryo is

di\ided into two halves by a longitudinal cleft travers-

ing tlie notochord and the greater part of the central

nervous system, and yet this seemingly irreparable

injury proves no insupierable barrier to continued

development. In many cases the cleft closes, the

two halves unite and a perfectly normal individual

results. Hertwig correlated these monstrosities with

a hypothetical evolutionary stage in which the neural

surface of the ancestral vertebrate was traversed i>y

a slit-like primitive mouth, and to-day this is still

the only working hypothesis at our disposal to explain

a very extraordinary phenomenon.
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It must not be imagined that Hertwig's activities

were limited to such fields as are indicated iiy the

various works to which allusion has been made. He
interested himself in the .social (|uestions of the day,

and the very last of his publications that has come
into the writer's iiands is " Der Staat als Organismus "

(1922), with a trenchant criticism of some of those

forms of extremism tliat are so rife at the present time.

iMr. a. Trevor-Battve.

Mr. a. Trevor-Hattve, who died at Las Palmas on

December 20, was an accomplished naturalist and
Arctic traveller. The second son of the Rev. \V.

Wilberforce Battye, he was born in 1855 and adopted

in 1890 the additional surname of Trevor on succeeding

to certain estates that had fallen to his father, .\fter

leaving Oxford, Mr. Trevor - Battye indulged his

taste for natural history in extensive travels in North

.\merica, Africa, the Himalayas, and Arctic Europe.

In 1894, in the yacht Saxon, he visited the little known
island of Kolguev, in the Barents Sea, with the object

of devoting the summer to the study of its bird life.

The Saxon, on returning from a cruise to Novaya
Zemlya, missed Mr. Trevor-Battye through inability

to reach the east coast, and returned to England with-

out him or his companion, Mr. Hyland. The two

Englishmen joined a party of wandering Samoyedes
and made good their retreat to the mainland by sledge

and boat. This was a fruitful expedition and com-

pleted the exploration of Kolguev.

In 1896 Mr. Trevor-Battye returned to the Arctic

regions, accompanying Sir Martin Conway as naturalist

on his expedition to Spitsbergen. Mr. Trevor-Battye

made explorations around Dick.son Bay and, with Prof.

Garsvood, climbed Hornsunds Tind. A few years later

he visited Crete and made valuable contributions to

the knowledge of its natural history.

Mr. Tre\or- Battye was editor of natural history

in the " Victoria History of the Counties of England,"

and of Lord Lilford's book on British birds. His own
works included " Icebound on Kolguev " (1895) ;

" A
Northern Highway of the Tsar " (1897) ; and " Camping
in Crete" (1913). "Crete: its scenery and natural

features " was a recent contribution to the Geographical

Journal (September 1919).

Dr. Fridolin Krasser.

A FEW weeks ago Dr. Fridolin Krasser was found

dead in his laboratory at the Deutsche Technische

Hochschule at Prague, where for several years lie had

occupied the chair of botany. He was widely known
as a palseoliotanist who had devoted himself to the

investigation of Mesozoic floras, more especially to

the studv of the large collections of Upper Triassic

plants from the well-known Lunz l)eds in the flof

Museum of Vienna. In 1887, Dr. Krasser published

a note on heterophylly inspired liy the work of Baron

Kltingshausen, with whom he was closely a.ssociated.

In 1891 he wrote on the Rhaetic floras of Persia
;

a few years later he turned his attention to the Creta-

ceous plants of Moravia, and in 1900 and 1905 made
some interesting contributions to our knowledge of

Palxozoic and Mesozoic floras of the Far East.
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Dr. Krasser published several papers on UpperTriassic
floras, and it was hoped that he would eventually

produce an adequately illustrated account of this

important hut still very imperfectly known period

of botanical history. It would be a fitting recogni-

tion of the value of Dr. Krasser's work if the authori-

ties of the Vienna Museum could see their way to

entrust the material to which he was devoting his

vacations to some paljeo-botanical colleague with a

view to the publication of a comprehensive memoir.
Among other contributions reference may be made to

papers on the genus Williamsonia and other Jurassic

plants from .Sardinia.

Dr. Krasser was a man of attractive personality.

a good friend, and an enthusiastic investigator.

Prof. Rhys Davids.

By the death on December 27, in the fulness of years

and honour, of Prof. T. W. Rhys Davids, England has

lost a great oriental scholar. Son of a Congregational

pastor at Colchester, and born on May 12, 1843, Prof.

Davids was educated at Brighton School, and studied

Greek and Sanskrit at Breslau University. He spent

eight years in the Ceylon Civil Service, where he

mastered Pali and commenced his Buddhistic studies.

Returning home he became, from 1882 to 191 2, professor

of Pali and Buddhist literature at University College,

London, and from 1904 to 1915 professor of com-

parative religion at the University of Manchester. He
was secretary and librarian of the Royal Asiatic Society

from 1885 to 1904, and he shared in the foundation of

the British Academy, of which he was a fellow.

Prof, and Mrs. Rhys Da\ids—the latter also an

accomplished Pali scholar—were the leading agents in

spreading a knowledge of Buddhism in this country.

An inspiring teacher and an indefatigable worker, he

produced a number of books on the subject which he

had made his own ; the best known of which are his

manual of " Buddhism," " Buddhist India," and
" American Lectures on Buddhism." He also did

good work in establishing the Oriental Translations

Fund and the Indian Text Series. His death leaves

a gap in the scant)' ranks of oriental scholars which

will not be easily filled.

We regret to announce the death on December 30.

in his sixty-sixth year, of Dr. J. B. Haycraft, emeritus

professor of physiology in the University of Wales.

Current Topics

Scientific workers are too well acquainted with

the value placed on their services to be surprised at an
advertisement for a university assistant lecturer in a

department of science at a salary of 300/. a year.

Recently, however, such an offer pro\-oked an in-

dignant protest from a disinterested member of the

general public, who stated to us that the remuneration

of his chauffeur was on a more liberal scale. While it

is true that any educated man with aspirations would
prefer a university teaching post, with its vague
promise of an interesting and useful career, to the more
mundane occupation, it is nevertheless a matter of

the gravest concern that those educational institutions

which are engaged in the task of increasing and
disseminating knowledge are in such a parlous

financial position that they are forced to offer salaries

bearing no relation to the status of the posts, and
imposing on their holders an unfair burden of financial

sacrifice. The greatest benefactors of the universities

are still the members of the teaching staffs themselves.

The story of Shackleton's last Antarctic expedition

on the Quest, as presented at the New Scala Theatre,

is a little disappointing, inasmuch as considerable

interesting material is not explained. It is a diffi-

cult task for Commander Frank Wild to supply any-

thing more than a running commentary with so

much film shown. The curtailment of some of the
" Departure " film and " Ports of Call " film, such

as a bull fight in Portugal, all of which occupy con-

siderable tinie, w'ould, perhaps, be advantageous, and
the audience taken as quickly as possible to the

lonely sub-Antarctic islands with their fascinating

bird life—to South Georgia and its whaling industry,

and to the southern ice fields. A few still pictures

introduced here and there would afford the lecturer
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and Events.

an opportunity of giving more information, which
is badly needed, of the natural history pictures. The
natural history films are extraordinarily interesting,

and commence with a landing through the heavy
surf on St. Paul's Rocks on the equator. In the

midst of these small dangerous rocks there is a lagoon

of wonderfully clear water, with many species of fish

to be seen in its pellucid depths. The rocks provide

a nesting place for hundreds of sea birds. Excellent

films are shown of the rookeries of the great wanderer

.\lbatross, the Cape hen, the giant petrel, the Gentoo
penguin, and the sea elephant, all taken at South

Georgia. Ascension Island provides a moving picture

of a great rookery of terns. The lengthy film of

the whaling industry in South Georgia is shown with

the film running at high speed, commencing with the

harpooning of the rorqual, or blue whale, and showing
the whole process of " trying out." This film is full

of interest and instruction, but, unhappily, bears

eloquent testimony to the extermination of southern

whales. Soon these rorquals and fin-back whales

will become as scarce as the sperm and southern

whalebone whale, if the industry is allowed to continue

uncontrolled. Zavodovski Island, to the south of

South Georgia, was next visited. This ice-covered,

rock-bound, and forbidding island is the home of

countless penguins. Round its coast are numbers of

deep caves which belch forth dense sulphurous fumes.

The three months spent in the ice pack with constant

vigilance and toil in battling the floes, are not of

special interest from a lecture point of view, though

no doubt useful scientific data was collected.

The duration record in gliding established at the

recent contests on the South Downs has already been

broken in a rather sensational manner, and bv another
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Frenchman, Lt. Thoret. The event took place at

Biskra in Algeria on Wednesday, January 3, and

Lt. Thoret stayed in the air more than seven hours,

from 9.3 A.M. till 4.4 P.M. It is interesting to note

that the flight was carried out on an ordinary aeroplane

in which the power had been shut olf completely, and

not in a specially designed glider. The loading was

3-8 lb. per square foot instead of 2-2 lb. per square foot

as in the specially constructed gliders used during the

summer. The machine was a Hanriot 14 biplane,

weighing 1364 lb. including a motor of 80 H.P.

Applications are invited for the Theresa Seessel

Research Fellowship of Yale University, \alue 300/.,

for the promotion of original research in biological

studies. Preference will be given to candidates who
have already obtained their doctorate, and demon-
strated by their work their fitness to carry on success-

fully original rescarcli work of a high order. The holder

must reside in New Haven during the college year,

October to June, .\pplications, which should be

accompanied by reprints of scientific publications

and letters of recommendation, and a statement of

the particular problem which the candidate expects

to investigate, should be made to the Dean of the

Graduate School, New Haven, Conn., before May i

next.

.\ SPECIAL meeting of the Royal Society of Medicine

will be held on Friday, January 26, at 8.30, to

commemorate the centenary of the death of Edward
Jenner. There will be an address by Sir W. Hale-

VVliite on " Jenner and his Work," and objects of

historical interest will be shown.

The Trueman Wood lecture of the Royal Society

ot Arts will be delivered by Sir William Bragg
at the Society's house. Adelphi, at 8 o'clock on
Wednesday, Januar>- 24. The subject will be "The
New Methods of Crystal Analysis, and their Bearing

on Pure and Applied Science."

A NEW section of the Royal Microscopical Society

has been formed for the purpose of dealing with the

practical use of the microscope in connexion with

industrial research. The inaugural meeting of the

section will be held at 20 Hanover Square, W.i, on
Wedne.sday, January 24, at 7 o'clock.

The following free public Gresham lectures will be
delivered at Gresham College, Basinghall Street, at

6 o'clock, on the dates named :—Physic, by Sir Robert
.\rmstrong-Joncs (January* 23, 24, 25, and 26) ;

Astronomy, by .Mr. .\. R. Hinks (January 30, 31, and
February i and 2) ; Geometry, by Mr. W. H. Wagstaf!
(February 6, 7, 8, and 9).

The Silvanus Thompson Memorial Lecture will be
delivered at the Technical College, Leonard Street,

E.C.2, on Thursday, February i, at 7.30 p.m., by
Sir Oliver Lodge, who will take as his subject " The
Basis of Wireless Communication." The chair will be
taken by Sir Charles Parsons. After the lecture a

conversazione and re-union of old students will be
held. A collection of Prof. Thompson's paintings

and apparatus will be shown and a number of demon-
strations will be given in the laboratories.
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A COMMITTEE, Consisting of representatives of the

Institutions of Mechanical Engineers and Naval

Architects, has been appointed with the object of

carrying out tests on oil engines and of rcfKirting

on the performance of motor-driven vessels. The
Engineer-in-Chief of the Fleet has, with the approval

of the Admiralty, joined this committee. In scope,

the proposed trials will include economy and thermo-

dynamic tests ashore and nianoLuvring tests at sea.

Wherever possible the behaviour of the propellers and

the hull will be examined. It is intended to test

engines of as many representative types as possible.

The first actual testing work will probably be carried

out about April next.

The National Institute of Agricultural Botany is

now accepting entries for its second series of yield and

quality trials of new varieties of potatoes from breeders

who are willing to entrust the Institute with the

marketing of their productions on a profit-sharing

basis. The trials are planned to last for five years,

at first in Scotland only, but in the later years also

in the English potato districts. Only those varieties

which do sufficiently well in the trials will be placed

on the market. I-'uU particulars of the conditions of

the trials can be obtained from the Secretary, N.I..\.B.,

Huntingdon Road, Cambridge, to whom those in-

tending to enter new varieties for these tri:ds should

apply not later than February 28.

We have received a copy of the programme, rules,

and regulations of the International Exhibition for

Photography, Optics, and Cinematography, which is

to be held at Turin during next May and June in the

Newspaper Palace at the Valentino Park, under the

initiative of the Board of Trade and Industry at

Turin, and under the high patronage of H.M. the King

of Italy. The photography section is divided into

seven classes, and each class into several sub-classes.

Photography in general, optical projection, photo-

mechanical methods, photography in its appUcation

to science, photographic materials and literature, are

all included. The optical section includes optical

glass, machinery for making lenses, prisms, etc.,

spectacles of all sorts and oculists' apparatus, micro-

scopes, telescopes, opera glasses, optical instruments in

general, bibliography, and schools. The cinemato-

graphy section is similarly classified. Applications to

exhibit must be made on forms that will be supplied

and which must arrive, duly filled in, not later than

March i at the General Commissary, Via Ospedale, 26,

Turin (the head office of the executive committee.)

The character of the primitive Crustacean limb was

disputed between Mr. E. W. Shann and our reviewer

in our issue of December 2 (p. 736). In fairness to

the former, a statement of the present state of know-

ledge seems calleti for. It is now generally held by

the leading authorities that Trilobitcs represent the

ancestral group from which Crustacea were derived.

.\11 investigated species of these appear to have had

biramous limbs, while some of the most primitive

had the posterior region of the body relatively soft

and uncalcified, and were in process of evolution
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from Annelids. Hence if tlie Apodidae (and all other
Crustacea) arose from Trilobites possessing biramous
limbs, their own foliaceous appendages must be
presumed to be derived from the biramous type, not-

withstanding the similarity of their structure to the
foliaceous uniramous parapodia of some Annelids.
It is possible that the bilobed type of parapodium
possessed by many Annelids may have given rise to

the biramous Crustacean limb. On the other hand
there is the objection felt by a few that the descent
of the Apodida; and other Crustacea from an ancestral
group of Trilobites does not necessarily follow from
the fact that Trilobites are the earliest known
Crustacea. The Apodidae themselves have many
structural affinities with Annelids. Thus it is con-
ceivable that the Crustacean-Annelid may have pror-

duced divergent branches of which the Trilobites
(biramous-limbed) represent one, and the Apodidae
(foliaceous-limbed) the other. This view, however,
is not regarded with favour by the chief authorities.

At the sitting of the French Academy of Sciences
held on October 23, 1922, a note was presented by
MM. Constantin, Joessel, and Daloz " concerning
a boat which travels against the wind while using
the wind itself for motive power." An article on
the same topic, entitled " Un bateau paradoxal,"
appears in La Nature of November 11. An ordinary
sailing - boat cannot use the wind for directions
which are too near that directly opposite to the
wind, and it was long ago suggested that if an arrange-

ment like the sails of a windmill were substituted

for ordinary sails, the boat could travel even against

the wind. Napoleon was urged to use this as a means
of surprising the British fleet. Scientific work on
the idea was initiated in 1901 by Constantin, who
constructed a model car on wheels which advanced

against a current of air blown on it. The publication

of Drzwiecki's theory of propellers in 1909 encouraged

Constantin to proceed further. He attracted the

attention and approval of many French men of

science, and a syndicate was formed for the develop-

ment of the method, but the war interrupted the work.

In 191 7 work was resumed, and since then the idea

has been applied successfully. Joessel (son of the

well-known investigator in aerodynamics) put an

air-screw—like the sails of a windmill—of 5 metres

diameter into a 2-ton sloop. La DrSsinette, connected

with a marine propeller of 60 cm. diameter, and success-

ful journeys were made on the Erdre, near Nantes,

and on the Loire. This was in 1918. Later on a

9-metre air-screw was installed in the 5-ton boat Bois

Rose, connected with a marine propeller of 105 cm.

diameter, and on September 15, 1922, this boat sailed

successfully on the Seine, between Saint Cloud and

Sevres, in all winds and against the wind, without

causing any derangement in the ordinary traffic.

It was estimated that the speed was 2 metres per

second against a wind of 7 metres per second. The
investigations were conducted with the help of the

French Direction des rechcrches scientifiques et in-

dustrielles et des inventions.

Our Astronomical Column.
The Pl.\net Mercury.—This planet reaches its

easterly elongation on January 13 and will be favour-
ably placed for naked-eye observation at about that
date.

The best time to obtain a glimpse of the planet
will be at about an hour after sunset, when it may
be seen at a low altitude over the west-south-west
horizon. The planet may be expected to be about
as bright as a first magnitude star would appear in
a similar position and involved in twilight. Mercury
does not shine with the same steady light as some
of the larger planets, but often exhibits a sparkling
fitful lustre.

Being rarely visible owing to its proximity to the
sun, it is necessary for intending observers to look for
the planet at special periods like the present, when
its apparent elongations from the sun enable it to be
perceived with the unaided eye.

The January Meteors.—A brilliant full moon and
passing clouds somewhat interfered with observation
of this event. The maximum display was expected
on January 3, and Mr. W. F. Denning writes that at
Bristol fine meteors were visible occasionally, and
indications were that had the conditions been favour-
able, the shower would have been fairly conspicuous
and plentiful.

At Stowmarket, Miss A. Grace Cook and Mr. J. P. M.
Prentice obtained independent observations on the
night mentioned, and remarked some fine meteors
from the usual point of radiation at 232° +52°.
The sky was not watched after midnight and the

maximum seemed to have been attained in the
earlier part of the evening. Miss Cook recorded
bright meteors from the special shower of Quadrantids
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at 6'' 58™, 8" 10'", 81^ 43"' and loh 18'", and there were
others of about mag. i . At g"" 36"' there was a fireball

from the direction of Aquarius.
On the night of January 4, the shower of Quadrantids

seemed to have become nearly extinct. At S"" 48"',

however. Miss Cook witnessed the appearance of a
remarkable stationary meteor. It was as bright as

Venus, and shone for about 1 i seconds with a motion-
less aspect at the position 222° +77°. There is a
known shower at this point in Ursa Minor and it

corresponds with the point of radiation of Mechain-
Tuttle's Comet on December 20.

Coming Solar Eclipses.—The eclipse of September
10, 1923, will be total in California and INIexico. The
sun's altitude will be more than 60°, and the duration
of totality 3.^ minutes. The weather prospects are
very hopeful. There is little doubt that the Einstein
problem will again be studied. Mr. F. Slocum (Astr.

Joiirn. No. 809) gives a list of the stars within 2^'^ of

the sun's centre down to mag. 9-0. They arc mostly
faint, especially those nearer the sun, and it will need
skilled photography to record them. It is proposed
to photograph a check field, some 5° distant, on the
.same plates during totalitv, thus giving an independ-
ent determination of scale \alue, and enabling the
whole Einstein displacement to be utilised. Other-
wise much of it is lost, only the differential shift being
available.

The succeeding totality, on January 24, 1925,
crosses the north-eastern states. Four observatories
—Vassar, Yale, Van Vlack, and Nantucket—enjoy
total eclipse ; its duration is i^ minutes, but the
sun's altitude is less than 20°. The star field is better
than that of 1923 but not so good as 1919.
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Research Items.
The Pilou Feast in New Caledonia.—A valuable

account of the festival known in New Caledonia as

Pilou, a wonl which seems to mean " repetition,

rhythm," in connexion with the ritual dances forming
a leading part of tlie ceremonial, is given in L'Anthro-
polosie (vol. xxxii. Nos. 3-4) by M. Maurice Leen-
hardt. The object of this elaborate series of dances
and ritual seems to be the periodical expulsion of evil

spirits and other dangers, which has been fully dis-

cussed by Sir James I'Vazer in " The Golden Hough,"
3rd ed.. The Scapegoat, chaps, iii. iv. This article,

fully illustrated by drawings and photographs,
deserves the attention of anthropologists.

Pencil Pigments in Writing.— In the issue of

Discovery for January, Mr. C. Ainsworth Mitchell dis-

cusses the question of the idcntilication of pencil

pigments in writing. He shows that the micro-
scopical appearance of lead and its alloys is quite
distinct from that of graphite, the lines showing a
disconnected series of patches irregularly distributed,

uniformly and brilliantly lit up, and each patch is

marked with regular vertical striations. Writing in

different pencil pigments may sometimes be ditier-

entiated by chemical tests. I'or example, the
graphite and clay used for the pigment frequently
contain very varying amounts of iron or of chlorides,

and the markings with them show reactions of

different intensities when tested with the respective
reagents. Titanium is also a common constituent of

natural graphites, but seldom suthcient to give a
distinct reaction in the markings on paper. In that
case, however, a colour test alone was sufficient to
distinguish the marks made with that pencil as
compared with others examined.

Glands ok the Microdrili.—Or. J. Stephenson
(Trans. K. Soc. Edin., hii. pp. J41-265, i plate, 1922)
has investigated the septal and pharyngeal glands
of the four families of Microdrili (Oligocha^ta)

—

Tubificida;, Enchytraeidae, Naidida;, and Lumbri-
culids. In the anterior segments are numerous
deeply staining cells associated with the blood vessels,

muscular strands, septa (forming the " septal glands "),

body-wall, and pharynx and oesophagus (forming
the " pharyngeal glands "). Only in the Enchy-
traeidiP tlo the cells discharge into the lumen of the
pharynx ; their products—largely disintegration pro-
ducts—-penetrate between the cells of the dorsal
wall of the pharynx. In none of the species examined
do cell processes of the " glands ' penetrate the
alimentary wall. The cells (except in the case of
the Enchytraeid.T) appear to constitute ductless
glands and their secretion mi.xes with the coelomic
fluid. The cells arise from the peritoneal lining

of the coelom and not from the alimentary epithelium.

Oospore Formation in Phvtophthora.—A note
of considerable interest to mycologists is contributed
by S. F. Ashby to the Kei.' Bulletin (No. 0, 1922,
pp. 257-261) upon the formation of oospores in a
species of Phytophthora, P. Faberi Maubl. The
author has isolated from the cacao plant in Jamaica
and Grenada, from rotting cotton bolls in St. Vincent,
and from the coconut palm in Jamaica, strains of
Phytophthora, apparently this species, which appear
identical in growth in pure culture save that the
strain from cacao seems less vigorous. In pure
cultures oospores are not formed upon any of these
strains, but if the strain from cacao is grown in

mixed culture with either of the other two strains,

oospores appear regularly in the culture as thtf

mycclia interpenetrate and persistent antheridia are
present. So far these interesting observations would
admit of interpretation upon the assumption of
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hcterothallism so thoroughly worked out by Blakeslee
for the Mucoraccae, but Ashby 's observations upon the
result of mixing strains of this species with a strain
of the distinct species P. parasitica Dast. isolated
from Ricinus in India are totally unexpected.
Oospores are developed in such mixed cultures but
are throughout of the diameter characteristic of P.
Faberi, the smaller oospores of P. parasitica not
being detected. The further development of this
interesting work will be followed with great interest.

Philippine Earthouakes.—We have received a
reprint of the Wtatlier Bulletin (for December 1920)
of the I'.S. Weather Bureau containing the catalogue
of Philippine earllupiakcs for the year 1920. The
number of shocks recorded (147) is' Close to the
average (150) for the last eighteen years, though
only one (the Henguet earthquake of October 8) was
strong enough to cause slight damage to buildings.
In two useful tables are given the monthly numbers
of earthfjuakes felt in the Philippines for every vear
from 1903 to 1920, and also similar numbers of
eartlupiakes recorded at Manila, the total numbers
being respectively 2699 and 5781. An interesting
result obtained from these tables is that, as in other
insular seismic districts, the earthquakes of the
Philippines are subject to a very slightlv marked
annual period.

Oil in Russia.—Some aspects of the occurrence
of oil in Russia formed the subject of a paper read
by Mr. T. G. Madgwick before the Institute of
Petroleum Technologists on December 12. The
author considered briefly the geology and structures
of the principal fields, and by a generalised correla-
tion of these widely distributed occurrences, attempted
to forecast the future possibilities of the country as
an oil producer, both as regards existent and potential
resources. While it may be doubted whether such
prolific pools as those of Baku will ever be struck
again (the conditions here being peculiarly favour-
able to oil accumulation), so much unprospected
territory, at least technically favourable, remains
to be examined, that he would be a bold man who
prophesied a non-recurrence of industrial achieve-
ments which at one time rivalled even those of the
United States. The cure for the present ills of the
Russian petroleum industry lies in the establishment
of political and economic stability, in reorganisation
of existing fields, and in a business-like system of
production. The author also stressed the necessity
for giving serious attention to certain technical
problems, in particular water troubles, which even
before the Revolution were causing anxiety to many
producers. Developments of existing fields may be
expected in the Caucasus (Terek region), in the eastern
end of the .-Vpsheron peninsula, and in the lower part
of the Kura river. The unknown factor, however,
is unquestionablyTranscaspia

; the Emba district',
N.E. of the Caspian Sea, is already a producing field!
but vast areas, at present almost inaccessible, await
exploration, both to the east and north-east ; these
prospects have the added merit of being scientifically
favourable, at all events in so far as our present
geological knowledge of Asiatic Ru.ssia is concerned.
The author left out of consideration the Sakhahn
and Eastern Siberian prospects ; these isolated
occurrences are only imperfectly known and in any
case they can have no relationship with the main
resource-area under review ; from the geological
point of view, they are more closely allied to the
occurrences in Japan, and may ultimately be expected
to reveal similarities both in development and
economic magnitude to that country.
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Electrical Distribution on Two Spherical
Conductors.—In a recent paper to the Physical

Society Dr. Alexander Russell returns to the electro-

static problem of two spherical conductors. The most
interesting feature of the investigation is the fact that

Kelvin's method of images is not the best way to

attack the problem. The author shows how Poisson's

method can be made to yield useful results, amenable
to easy and accurate numerical computation. The
principle of the method is as follows. A functional

form is postulated for the potential at any point of

the actual but unknown electrical distribution on each
sphere, and the constancy of the potential on each

sphere is used, coupled with the theory of- inverse

points. The two cases, (i) one sphere inside the

other and (2) the spheres outside one another, are

discussed in detail, and applications are made to fin,d.

the force between the spheres, the energy, and the

stress in the medium.

An Automatic Voltage Regulator.—For electric

lighting it is essential that the voltage of the dynamo
should vary only between very narrow limits. In

country house lighting where the direct current

dynamo is driven by a petrol motor the voltage

variations sometimes cause serious and very objection-

able fluctuations of the light. Messrs. Isenthal

and Co., Ltd., now manufacture an automatic rapid

action voltage regulator suitable for use with dynamos
up to 50 kilowatt capacity. The device is extremely
simple, and by its use the voltage can be maintained
practically constant even when the driving speed

and the load vary very suddenly. The principle

employed is practically the same as that used in

other vibratory regulators some of which, the Tirrill

regulator, for example, are extensively used in electric

lighting stations. Messrs. Isenthal's regulator is,

however, applicable to quite small machines, and
should prove very useful.

Gliding ^Flight. — Die Natiirwissenschaften of

October 6, 1922, contains an article by Prof. C.

Runge, of Gottingen, entitled " Uber den Segelflug,"

reproducing a lecture delivered at Wasserkuppe
during the German gliding contests last August.
Prof. Runge gives a clear account of the main prin-

ciples underlying gliding or sailing flight. After

emphasising the point that a steady horizontal wind
is useless for the purpose, the author divides useful

winds into two categories, (i) steady winds in upward
directions, and {2) variable winds. The former can
be used in gliding flight if the vertical component is

at least equal to the rate of vertical fall of the glider,

and Prof. Runge points out that upward winds are of

frequent occurrence ; that, in fact, ordinary air

movements in the form of wind are primarily vertical,

but are horizontal more or less to us because we live

at that stratum of the atmosphere affected by the

earth's solid crust. In the case of variable winds,
several kinds of variations are possible : thus different

air layers may have different speeds, or the air in any
one layer may have different speeds at different times.

An attempt is made to explain non-mathematically
how such variation can be used for flight. The effect

of dimensions is also considered briefly.

Loss OF Heat from Surfaces.—At the request of
the Engineering Committee of the Food Investigation
Board, Dr. E. Griffiths and Mr. A. H. Davis of the
National Physical Laboratory have carried out a
series of measurements to determine the laws of gain
or loss of heat by solid surfaces in contact with air at
temperatures which differed from their own, and the
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results are embodied in the recently issued Report
No. 9 of the Board (H.M.S.O., price is. 6d.). It is

shown that the loss or gain is mainly due to the con-
vection currents set up in the air clOse to the surface,

and that the amount of heat transmitted per unit
time and area is proportional to the 5/4ths power of

the difference of temperature of surface and air, a law
first stated by Prof. L. Lorenz in 1881. Unfortunately
the factor of proportionality is not independent of the
shape, size, and orientation of the surface, the loss

for the same difference of temperature being greater
per unit area and time for a small surface than for a
large, and for a horizontal surface facing upwards than
for one facing downwards. The authors give curves
from which the proper value of the factor can be
obtained in any practical case, so that the Lorenz
law may be rea,dily used by heating, ventilating, and
refrigerating engineers.

Upper-air Winds in India.—Memoirs of the
Indian Meteorological Department, vol. xxiii. Pt.

III., which has just reached us, contains mean monthly
characters of upper-air winds deduced from the
flights of pilot balloons at thirteen stations in India
during the period 1910 to 1919. The discussion has
been carried out by Mr. J. H. Field, director of the
Agra Observatory, and is published under the
direction of the Director-General of Observatories.
It contains nearly 100 foolscap pages of figures, with
two pages of explanation. At many of the stations

the observations are for a few months only and it

is not easy to select a period with consecutive
observations at several stations. The stations are
distributed fairly well over India. Good comparisons
can be obtained for the greater part of 1919, and these
observations show a general increase in the speed
of the wind with height, which is greater in winter
than in summer, although tliis varies with the
latitude, being more marked in northern India,
according to the observations in February and
August at Lahore, Agra, and Akyab, than in the
south as shown by Bangalore. Naturally there is

also much variation in the direction of the wind
of the upper air at different seasons. To plot
graphically the observations for the several stations

for the several months and for varying heights would
involve considerable labour, but where air-ways are
to be used such plotting seems essential. The data
will supply much which is of interest relative to the
movement of the upper-air over India, and associated
with what is known at the earth's surface, it will

afford most useful and instructive information.

A New Beck Microscope.—Messrs. R. and J.
Beck, Ltd., 68 Cornhill, E.C., have submitted to us
an example of their Model 22 " London Microscope."
The instrument is simple in design and is supported
on a modified horse - shoe base with widespread
limbs, which gives complete stability even in the
horizontal position The coarse adjustment is of

the spiral rack and pinion pattern, the fine adjustment
is of the vertical t5'pe with milled head. The stage
is a large one measuring .| in. X3J in. With one
eye-piece, and a low-angled | in. and a ^ in. objectives
in canvas-covered case, the price is the moderate one
of 8/. 17s. 6d. Double or triple nose-pieces are

supplied at an additional cost of i/. is. and il. 10s.

respectively. A spiral, screw focussing, swing -out
condenser of the Abbe type with centring screws,
cell, and iris diaphragm costs an additional zl. js. 6d.

The instrument is well made and thoroughly efficient

and is suitable for all ordinary microscopical work.
Additional objectives and other fittings can be
supplied if desired.
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Exhibition of Physical Apparatus.

'T'lMES have changed since Lord Bacon had to
^ complain that " the mechanic, little solicitous

about the investigation of truth, neither directs his

attention nor applies his hand to anything that is

not of service to his business." The modern " inter-

preter of Nature " would contribute scantily to the
advancement of learning were he bereft of the
mechanic's services, and it is by a happy thought,
therefore, that the Physical and Optical Scjcieties

bring together every year the manufacturers and users
of scientific instruments. At their thirteenth annual
exhibition, held at the Imperial College of Science on
January 3 and 4, such a wealth of beautiful, and in

many cases novel, apparatus was to be seen that we
can only refer to a few of the particularly interesting

exhibits, selected somewhat arbitrarily.

Of special interest to engineers w as a micro-indicator
(Cambridge and Paul, Ltd.) for high-speed engines,

in which the dimensions of the parts eliminate inertia-

errors. A .specially designed stylus cuts on celluloid

a minute indicator-diagram which can be enlarged
photographically or examined at once with a micro-
scope. The Elverson oscilloscope (Herbert Kennedy
and Co.) by intermittent illumination made a machine
at 1500 revolutions appear to be either stationary
or working at 150 revolutions, enabling faulty action
to be detected and located. A fine adjustment for

speeds deri\'cd from a phonic motor was shown in a
strobometer (Tinsley and Co.), and comprises a friction

gear providing an infinitely variable speed. A
tapered drum driven from the phonic motor engages
an axially movable friction wheel which carries con-
tacts controlling the intermittent illumination of a
stroboscopic disc or the like, the position of the wheel
indicating the fretiuency of the illumination as a
percentage of that of the tuning fork which governs
the phonic motor.
Much interest was expressed in the new celluloid

mirrors (.\dam Hilger, Ltd.), the thickness of which
is equal to a few wave-lengths of light. These were
applied to vertical illumination in a microscope (an
arc lamp failing to heat the celluloid on account of
its thinness), to acoustic purposes in an optical
sonometer, and to the transposition of colour com-
binations in patterns in the chromoscope (The
Chromoscope Co.). In the latter apparatus each
element of the design is prepared as a stencil for use
in conjunction with a \Vratten colour screen which
can be changed at will, and by means of an optical
device the various elements are viewed in super-
position by transmitted hght. Other novelties by
Hilger were an interferometer attachment for calibrat-
ing microscope racks, indicating backlash, and check-
ing the fit of the slide : and some ultra-violet spectro-
grams on the new Schumann plates which, with a
minimum of gelatine and a fluorescent component in

their emul.sion, require a remarkably short exposure.
The latest " Demonstrator's Lantern " (Newton and
Co.) could be arranged at will for projecting ordinary
slides, for opaque objects, for vertical projection, or for

microscopic, polariscopic, or spectroscopic projection.
Among microscope improvements might be noted a
stand and sub-stage (R. and J. Beck, Ltd.) designed
to prevent mechanical disturbances from causing the
disappearance of objects from the field of view under
high power. The enhanced resolving power obtained
by the use of crossed Nicols was demonstrated with
this instrument. A new saccharimeter (Bellinghani
and Stanley) exhibited several novel features. The
polarising prism is constructed without the use of
cement, the visible edge of the half-prism is a natural
edge of the crystal, and the quartz plate, compounded
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of right- and left-handed quartz wedges, is within the
size limit for which flawless crystals are obtainable.

\\\ annual feature of the exhibition is the display of
radium apparatus for medical and demonstration
purposes by Mr. Harrison Glew. Every year it is a
pleasure to see this pioneer, to whom suflering

humanity owes no small debt. A radiological ion-

ometer (Wat-son and Sons) comprised an ionisation
chamber connected to an electroscope and arranged
for measuring the precise X-ray dosage administered
to a patient, .\nother medical instrument was that
for estimating the carbon dio.xide content of alveolar
air (Cambridge and Paul). It employs a Shakespear
katharometer, the thermal conductivity of a breath
sample being compared electrically with that of pure
moist air. The smoke nuisance received attention
in Dr. L. \. Owen's automatic air filter and his

jet apparatus (Casella and Co.). In the former,
.samples of air are strained through white filter paper
at regular intervals, the dust content being estimated
from the colour of the resulting deposit. In the jet

apparatus, a jet of moist air impinging normally on
a glass slip is found to deposit its dust, which can
then be examined microscopically.
Of electrical testing apparatus there was an im-

mense variety, from the high-frequency low-voltage
MouUin voltmeter (Cambridge and Paul), which em-
ploys a triode \alve so arranged as to preclude
disturbance of the circuits to be measured, to the
" Meg " insulation tester (Evershed and V'ignoles,

Ltd.). a remarkably light and cheap megger running
to 10,000 mgo. which should prove a boon to line-

men. A multiversal test set by Elliott Brothers
claimed to measure mUliamperes, kilovolts, capacities
and much else, besides functioning in Varlev and
Murray loop tests. A novel relay for radio signals

was that designed by Mr. Anson (Tinsley and Co.),

in which a neon lamp in the anode circuit of a triode
valve intensifies current variations on account of its

negative characteristic.

Demonstrations of actual manufacturing processes
were given by the Igranic Electric Co. (automatic
winding of transformers) and Dallmeyer, Ltd. (lens-

making shown by kinematograph) ; and examples of
the daily work of the National Physical Laboratory
aroused much interest. Each day Mr. \V. Gamble
lectured on the " Reproduction of Colour by Photo-
graphic Processes," an outstanding feature of his

lecture being the projection of slides made by the
new Eurochrome process, recently acquired from
Germany by the .\ustrian State Printing Office. The
results of this process, the nature of which is some-
what obscure, mark a substantial advance in the art.

Prof. E. G. Coker lectured on " Recent Photo-Elastic
Researches on Engineering Problems," giving a beau-
tiful demonstration of his method, in which the
distribution of stress in transparent models is traced
bv means of polarised light. In this way he showed
the effect of shape on stress-distribution in chain
links, tensile and compres.sional test specimens, and
gear and worm wheels in action. He also demon-
strated the stresses set up during turning, planing,
and milling, showing that the cutting edge is preceded
by a region of compression and followed by one of
tension, the shaving itself being free from stress in

the neighbourhood of its point of attachment. With
a burred edge the stresses were seen to oscillate.

Mr. F. E. Smith, who made the neces.sary arrange-
ments, is much to be congratulated on the success
of the exhibition which failed to furnish any experi-
mental evidence for the unluckiness of its number.
Some fifty-six exhibitors participated. C. W. H.
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Scientific Expeditionary Research.

A SMALL meeting, which was attended by repre-

sentatives of several of the sciences more
immediately concerned, was held in the rooms of

the Linnean Society, on January 3, under the

presidency of Sir Kenneth IMacKenzie, Bart., to

discuss the formation of a " Scientific Expeditionary

Research Association "
; and it was agreed that this

action should be taken. The general objects of the

scheme, as stated in a draft which had been prepared

before the meeting, are to facilitate and promote
scientific research by means of expeditions to all parts

of the world. The association, which is to be pre-

cluded from making any distribution of dividends

or bonus in money, is to consist of a body of fellows

and members, and any profits which may accrue

from its operations are to be devoted to the objects

stated.

It is proposed to commence with an expedition to

the Pacific, visiting islands which lie off the beaten

track, and the journey is to be undertaken in a

sailing ship. The necessary funds are to be provided

by the contributions, at a fixed rate, of about fifty

persons of either sex who may be expected to take

a general interest in the work of a scientific expedition.

A more definitely scientific nucleus is to be provided

by the nomination, by scientific societies or in other

way.s, of from six to ten suitably qualified persons

who would not be expected to make any contribution

in money.
It is believed that the scientific members of the

party would be able to carry out investigations during

the cruise or at islands at which a halt was to be

made, and that they would be able to interest and
obtain assistance from the others. The itinerary,

which would be decided beforehand, would be

arranged so as to facilitate work of a serious nature,

and the plan of the tour would be devised with

special reference to the investigations it was proposed

to carry out. This matter would be in the hands
of an advisory council, in which it is hoped that it

will be possible to include representatives of various

sciences who could assist in drawing up a practicable

scheme. It is believed that there would be a profit

on the first cruise, and that this would be available

for partly financing the next expedition, supplemented
by receipts from other sources,* such as the sub-
scriptions of fellows and members, the profits of

lectures and the sale of specimens and publications.

The existence of an organisation which would be
able to send out scientific expeditions as required,

from time to time, would be likely to prove extremely
useful in advancing natural knowledge.
The promoters of the scheme believe that they

will have no difficulty in obtaining the support
necessary to enable them to carry out their first

expedition. If this can be done, it seems obvious
that there should be many opportunities of obtaining
valuable collections of animals, plants, and rock-
specimens ; and that the investigation of these
collections is likely to yield results which will give

the association the right to claim that a part of its

objects has been accomplished. It was pointed out
at the meeting that success in carrying out research-

work during the cruise was likely to depend mainly
on the possibility of finding qualified investigators

who would be able to accompany the expedition,

and of planning a. tour which would give scope for

the execution of the work on which they were severally

engaged. The meeting can scarcely be said to have
been in a position to decide how this could be done,
and no definite scheme has at present been thought
out. The difficulties were admitted, but the opinion
was expressed by certain speakers that they could
be surmounted, by the restriction of the efforts of

each cruise to a series of investigations which would
not be incompatible with one another.
The officers of the association are Sir J. Kenneth

D. IMacKenzie, Bart, (president). Commander D.
Blair, R.N.R. (marine superintendent), and Mr.
Frederick W. Kealey (organising secretary) ; and
the offices are at 68 Pall Mall, S.W.i, from which
further information can be obtained. Suggestions
as to lines of work which could profitably be undertaken
during the first cruise would be gladly received by
the officers, and it is particularly desirable to receive

the names of well - qualified scientific investigators

who would be prepared, if appointed, to accompany
the expedition and to carry out specified researches.

Geography in Education.

'PHREE matters of scientific interest were dis-

• cussed at the annual meetings of the Geo-
graphical Association. Sir John Russell, of Rotham-
sted Experimental Station, gave the presidential

address on " The Influence of Geographical Factors

on the Agricultural Activities of a Population."
Confining his illustrations to Britain, he pointed out

that in earlier times each village community had to

be self-supporting, and that agricultural systems were
uniform all over the country. This implied that

certain areas, mainly heavy clays and light sands,

were perforce left vacant, and that the drier south
and east were the most attractive for agriculture and
settlement. With later improvements of transport

and increased knowledge of how to combine animal
production with the growing of grain and other

' vegetable foods, the action of the geographical factors

was modified, and the modification seems now to be
in process of being carried a step further, as different

parts of the country are specialising in productions,

mainly luxuries, for which they are specially suited.

Dr. Olive Wheeler, of the University of Manchester,
spoke of " The Place of Geography in the Education
of the Adolescent." She approached the matter from
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the point of view, not of subjects, but of the pupils.

She considered specially the physical and mental
development of young people between the ages of

12 and 16. She pointed to the quick growth in

bulk and the rapidity of bodily changes, and em-
phasised also the extreme importance of the new
emotional experiences, social, aesthetic, and religious,

as well as sexual. Any education worth the name
must take account of the fact that boys and girls of

the ages considered are, consciously or unconsciously,
attempting to find a philosophy of life. It is the
business of teachers to arrange that the process is

carried on with tolerance and broadmindedness. To
do this it is necessary that education should deal
with the study of matter on one hand and with the
development of personality by means of the humane
subjects on the other. Dr. Wheeler then emphasised
again the position of geography as a correlating sub-
ject in which is considered not only how matter
affected man but how man affected matter. Geo-
graphy, probably, better than any other subject helped
boys and girls to obtain a true philosophy of life.

Prof. Tower, American commercial attache, Ameri-
can Embassy, lectured on " Geography in Business
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Life." If Dr. Wheeler stressed the value of geography
in living, Prof. Tower emphasised the value of geo-
graphy in earning one's living, and gave examples.
He referred to an institution in the United States, at
which the finger of scorn was pointed because it took
as its motto " Anything to catch the nimble nickel."

It was significant that geography had been taught
there for many years, is still being taught, and there

is no suggestion that it should go out. Even more
striking was the case of one of the great trade houses
of New York—of international reputation—which
looked for a trade adviser, not to get business himself
but to help other heads of departments. They were
advised by their chartered accountants to appoint a
geographer as the most suitable man, and did so.

Prof. Tower told also of a convention of eighty
administrative heads of great business houses in the
United States. In each of the last three years there
have been discussions of the relations of geography
teaching to trade and business, and most of the
important geographers have contributed to the dis-

cussion. It is significant that this course was
adopted by men who never were taught geography
themselves as it is taught now, and knew only what
modern teaching has done.

Mr. E. J. Bradford, of the I'niversity of Sheffield,

read a paper at the annual meeting of the Geography
Section of the Training College Association. The
paper dealt with the results of a geography test given
to various classes in secondary schools, and was note-
uorthy in that it was set neither by an external
authority to pass or fail candidates nor by a teacher
to lind out what his pupils knew. The test was set

for purely scientific objects. The methods bear some
resemblance to those of intelligence tests, but were
constructed with the view of finding, not the intelli-

gence of the pupils but the effectiveness of the
geography teaching from year to year. The results

were extremely interesting, but admittedly the ex-
periment is only in its initial stages, and it would not
be fair to state the conclusions tentatively drawn, as
they may be modified.

Paris Academy of Sciences.

Prize Awards for 1922.

A T the meeting of the Paris .Academy of Sciences.
^*- held on December i8, the following prizes

and grants for 1922 were awarded :

Mathematics.—The Grand prize of the Mathematical
Sciences to Jean I,e Roux for the whole of his work

;

the Poncelet prize to Jules Drach for the whole of

his work in mathematics ; the I'ranca^ur prize to
Ix>uis Antoinc for his works on geometry.

Mechanics.—The Montyon prize to Farid Boulad
;

the Fourneyron prize to J. A. Tarcot d'Albaret for

his work on the gas engine ; the Henri de Parville

prize to Henri H<?ghin for his memoir on the theoretical

study of gyrostatic compasses.
Astronomy.—The I-alande prize to Henrj' Norris

Kussell for his work in physical astronomy ; the
Valz prize to Jean Chazy for studies in celestial

mechanics, and particularly for his memoir on the
course of the mo\cment in the problem of three
bodies when the time increases indefinitely ; the
Janssen medal to Carl Stormcr for his theoretical and
experimental researches on the aurora borealis.

Geography.—The Delalande-Guerincau prize between
Achille Lamotte and Charles Mailles (in equal parts)

;

the Gay prize to Ludovic Gaurier for his explorations
in the Pyrenees ; the Binoux prize to Paul Le Cointc
for his study of the river Amazon ; no award was
made of the Tchihatchef prize.

Navigation.—The prize of six thousand francs
between Maurice Gamier (3000 francs) for his work
on the calculation of trajectories by successive arcs,

Andr6 Vinsot (1500 francs) for a contribution to the
study of the tactics of loosing torpedoes, and Henri
Roussilhe (1500 francs) for his hydrographical
researches ; the Plumey prize to Edouard Sauvage
for his work on steam engines.

Physics.—The L. La Caze prize to Anatole Leduc
for the whole of his scientific work; the Kastner-
Boursault prize to Camille Gutton for his work in

electricity, and more particularly on Hertzian waves;
the Hebert prize to Charles Cheveneau for his work
in electricity and magnetism ; the Hughes prize to
Camille Raveau for his work in various branches
of theoretical physics ; the Clement Felix foundation
to Alexandre iJufour for the continuation of his

researches on the registration of Hertzian weaves.

Chemistry.—A Montyon prize (Unhealthy Trades)
(2500 francs) to (the late) Charles Boulin for his

researches on mustard gas ; an honourable mention
(1500 francs) to Louis Tampier for his work on the
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manufacture of poison gas ; the Jecker prize between
Marcel Godchot (5000 francs). Marc Bridel (2500
francs), and Georges Tanret (2500 francs) for the
whole of their chemical work ; the La Caze prize

to Paul Thiebaud Muller for his physico-chemical
researches ; the Cahours foundation to Andree
Chaudun for her physico-chemical study on sugar
inversion ; the Houzeau prize to Rene Dubrisay
for his work on solutions.

Mineralogy and Geology.—The Victor Raulin prize
to Louis Longchambon for his researches on the
relation between rotator^' power and crystalline
symmetry'.

Botany.—The Pesmazidres prize to Edouard
Chatton for his work on the Protozoa, I-ouis Emberger
and Ethel Mellor receiving honourable mentions

;

the Montagnc prize to Etienne Foex for the whole
of his work in mycology ; the La Fons Mclicocq
prize to Pierre .Mlorge for his memoir on the botanical
geography of the l-'rcnch Vexim ; the de Coincy prize
to NIarcel Denis for liis work on the Euphorbiacea*.
Anatomy and Zoology.—The Cuvier prize to Rene

Koehler for his researches on the echinodemis ; the
Savigny foundation to Jacques Pellegrin for his

memoir on the frcsli-water fishes of Northern .\frica ;

the Thore prize to Lucien Chopard for his «ork on
the Orthoptera.
Medicine and Surgery.—Montyon prizes to Charles

Dopter (2500 francs) for his book on meningococcic
infection, Engine Wollman (2500 francs) for his

studies on life in the absence of micro-organisms,
Edmond Lesn6 and I^on liinet (2500 francs) for their
book on the normal and pathological physiology of
the infant; honourable mentions (1500 francs) to
Emile Weil and Jean Loiseleur for their works on
pneumo-serous diagnoses and therapeutics, J. B.
Piot-Bey for his work on the organisation and working
of the veterinary service of the state domains of
Egypt, and Philippe Lasseur and Louis Spillman for

their book on antibody reactions, a quantitative studv
of the fixation of alexine ; citations to Andre Feil for

his memoir on the absence and diminution of the
cervical vertebra?, to Serge Tchahotine for his re-

searches on experimental cytology made with the
microscopic radio-puncture method, to Maurice
Fontoynont and Humbert Boucher for their contri-
bution to the study of the mycoses of Madagascar

;

the Barbier prize to Edmond Dclorme for his work on
pulmonary decortication ; the Breant prize between
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Marie Phisalix, for her book on poisonous animals and
their venoms, and Edmond and fitienne Sargent, for
their work on the etiology and prophylaxy of Debab,
a trypanosomiasis of the dromedary of Northern
Africa ; the Godard prize to Jean Turchini for his

studies on the cytological processes of elimination of
colouring matters by the kidney ; the Mdge prize to
Pierre Mathieu for his researches in experimental
physiology ; the Bellion prize between Giuseppe
Favaro (700 francs), for his book " Lo spatium supra-
genuale e le formazioni in esso contenute, " and
Arthur Vernes (700 francs), for his researches on the
measurement of flocculation by photometry ; the
Baron Larrey prize to Pierre Perrin de Brinchambaut
for his book on the criteria of aptitude for flight in
aeroplanes.

Physiology.—The Montyon prize to Gaston Giraud
for his memoir on medio-cubital association in wounds
of the upper member ; the La Caze prize to Leon
Fredericq for the whole of his work in physiology

;

the Pourat prize to Rene Wurmser for his memoir on
researches on chlorophyll assimilation ; the Martin-
Damourette prize to Pierre Abrami for his researches
on the pathogeny and treatment of marsh fevers ; the
Philipeaux prize to Costantino Gorini for his studies
on the lactic fermentation.

Statistics.—The Montyon prize to Pierre Richard
for his work on the mathematical theory of assurance.

History and Philosophy of Science.—The Binoux
prize to Gino Loria for his historical works.

Medals.—The Berthelot medal to Charles Boulin,
Marcel Godchot, Marc Bridel, Paul Thiebaud Muller,
Ren6 Dubrisay.

General Prizes.—The Alhumbert prize to Charles
Mauguin for his work on liquid crystals ; the Bordin
prize to Joseph Magrou for his memoir on symbiosis
and tuber formation ; the Lallemand prize to Paul
Wintrebert for his work on the nervous systems of
embryonic vertebrates ; the Vaillant prize to Wladimir
Vernadsky for the whole of his work in mineralogical
chemistry ; the Houllevigue prize to Rodolphe Soreau
for his work on aviation and book on nomography

;

the Saintour prize to Serge Metalnikoft" for his work in
immunology ; the Henri de Parville prize between
Robert Lespieau (2000 francs), for his book on the
chemical molecule, and Leon Toraude (500 francs), for
his historical publications ; the Lonchampt prize to
Henri Colin for his work in plant physiology ; the
Henry Wilde prize to Carl Benedicks for his memoir
on the homogeneous electro-thermic effect ; the
Cam6r6 prize to Jules Bied for his researches on
cement ; the Victor Raulin prize between Philippe
Schereschewsky and Philippe Wehrle (1000 francs)
for their memoir on cloud systems, and Augustin
Boutaric (500 francs) for his work on the intensity
of solar radiation ; the Gustave Roux prize to Pierre
Teilhard de Chardin for his work in palaeontology ;

the Thorlet prize to Adolphe Richard.
Special Foundations.—The Lannelongue foundation

between Mmes. Cusco and Riick ; the Laplace prize
to Louis Marcel Massenet ; the medal is also accorded
to eight other pupils of the Ecole polytechnique ; the
L. E. Rivot prize between Louis Marcel Massenet,
Louis Edmond Seraphin Charvet, Jacques Alexandre
Morane, and Alexandre Georges Louis Delattre.
Funds for Scientific Research.—The Tremont foun-

dation to element Codron for his book on cutting
metals ; the Gegner foundation (2000 francs) to Jules
Geffroy ; the Jerome Ponti foundation to Pierre
Mahler for his work on combustibles ; the Hirn
foundation to Emile Schwoerer for his work in
mechanics ; the Henri Becquerel foundation to Andre
Danjon for the application of his method of measuring
the apparent diameter of the stars ; the Charles
Bouchard foundation to Georges Bohn for the con-
tinuation of his biological work ; the Henry Le
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Chatelier foundation to Paul Riou, Ernest Toporescu,
and Paul Mondain-Monval (5000 francs each) for
researches bearing on the manufacture of sodium
carbonate by the ammonia method, Pierre Lafon
{5000 francs) for researches on the-enamelling of iron.

University and Educational Intelligence.

The United States Public Health Service has, in
co-operation with the Bureau of Education, collected
information as to the present status of sex education
in high schools, and the Bureau has published a
statistical summary in Bulletin, 1922, No. 14. The
proportion of the number of schools giving some
sort of instruction in matters pertaining to sex to
the number of schools from which returns were
obtained (about half of the total number of high
schools in the country) is 41 per cent., varying
between 17 per cent., in New Hampshire, and 100
per cent., in Utah. Sex education is classified as
" emergency "—through lectures or occasional talks
by members of the school staff or by physicians,
nurses. State health officers, social workers, or
ministers, sex hygiene exhibits, pamphlets, etc.

—

and " integrated," i.e. given incidentally in teaching
the subjects of the regular curriculum. Although
the former method is more frequently resorted to,

a large majority of the principals, including those
who at present provide no sex instruction, are in

favour of the latter. So, evidently, are the authorities
of the Public Health Service. These hold the view
that " se.x education should not be restricted to a
certain body of information given at a special time
and place, but rather should it be spread over a
considerable time and given in various relations."

They believe, in short, in breaking down the sex
taboo. They point out, however, that few teachers
have the combination of mental maturity, poise,

sanity, sympathy, accurate knowledge of facts and
ability to present them impersonally, and tact,

which are requisite for beneficent sex education.

Higher education in the maritime provinces of
eastern Canada suffers from excessive dispersion of

its resources, there being six universities and a
technical college doing work of university grade for

a population barely exceeding one million. This is

partly due to religious particularism. Last year the
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teach-
ing commissioned two experts—Dr. Learned of its

own staff and President Sills of Bowdoin College

—

to visit this area and report on the educational
situation with the view of suggesting a constructive

policy, for the treatment particularly of the principal

higher institutions, all of which had applied to the
Foundation for aid. The visits were made in October
and November 192 1, and the Commissioners presented
a report, which has been published as one of the
Foundation's bulletins. The report concludes with
a recommendation involving complete reconstruction,

bringing together into a single university at Halifax,

which would include as one of its colleges the Dal-
housie University already located there, all the other
five universities. It would, the commissioners remark,
provide a real solution of the .problem and would
" prove particularly effective in handling a genuine
honors curriculum . . . one of the precious features

of English and Canadian universities that should
constantly be held uppermost in planning new
departures in higher education." The cost is

estimated at 4^ million dollars. From an announce-
ment in the Times of December 15 it would appear
that the numerous difficulties in the way of realising

the scheme have been surmounted, representatives

of the corporations and governments concerned
having arrived at agreement in regard to it.
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Societies and Academies.

London.

Linnean Society, December 14.—Dr. A. Smith
Woodward, president, in the chair.—W. O. Howarth :

On the occurrence of Fesluca rubra in Britain.

Representatives of three subspecies, three varieties,

six subvarieties, and the forms of Hackel's F. rubra,

occur in Britain.—H. \V. Pugsley : British species of

Qilamintha and a species new to this country. The
three recognised British species are said to be
Calamintha ascendens, Jord., C. Nepela, Savi, and
C. sylvalica, Bromfield. The new form, first found
near Swanage, in Dorset, in 1900, and again in 1912,
was identified with C. bestica, Boiss. and Reut.,
although showing differences in minor features,

which were attributed to cHmatic influence.— I.ily

Batten : The genus Polysiphonia ; a critical revision

of the British species, based upon anatomy. British
species of Polysiphonia show great diversity of

habitat. Four main types arc distinguishable: (i)

Ecorticate plant attached wlien young by rhizoids

developed by longitudinal prohfcration of basal

siphons. Later, siphons of procumbent branches
develop rhizoids, which may have discs at their

distal ends, or may ramify among filamentous algx,
or may be swollen to form haustoria. (2) Species
having a number of siphons or the beginning of

cortication at the base, show elementary aggrega-
tion of the rhizoids to form one large disc. (3)
Stunted procumlM?nt branches develop at the base
of the plant, which produce attachment rhizoids.

(4) Corticate species having an upright habit develop
a large disc-like expansion by the longitudinal
prohfcration of basal siphons and corticating cells.

The genus is divided into thirteen ecorticate and
eleven corticate species, and P. spiralis is described
for the first time.

Aristotelian Society, December 18.—Prof. H.
VV'ildon Carr in the cliair.— Roy Wood Sellars

:

The double-knowledge approach to the mind-body
problem. The moti\es which have worked for the
exclusion of mind and consciousness from the brain
appear upon examination to have been based upon
hasty assumptions. We may call these the epistemo-
logical, the categorical, the methodological, and the
theological methods. We must determine the reach
and character of the knowledge gained by the science
of external observation. This beginning is im-
perative. It seems that this knowledge consists of
the critical deciphering by means of " scientific

data " of the structure, order, composition, quantity,
and behaviour of things and their parts. This is

the kind of knowledge we have of bodies, but it is

necessarily external. It cannot penetrate to the
" filUng " or content of being. But in our own case,
our consciousness is just such a participation. A care-
ful examination of the situation shows that changes in
consciousness are indexes of operations which must
also be attributed to the brain. Thus we know the
brain in two ways. We should speak of it as the
brain-mind. We must conceive the mind more
substantialistically than we have done hitherto and
make it mean a class of operations, and that which
expresses itself in these operations. But we must
also re-define consciousness. Leaving aside tem-
porarily the structure of an adult consciousness let

us define any element which we call the psychical.
The psychical is not a stuff ; that was the mistake
of association psychology'. It is merely a quale.
Now a quale is not self-sufficient. It is a dimension
of the content of being which can be given only by
participation, not by external knowledge. It is
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indissolubly one with the responding brain-mind

state. Its function is to guide the discharge of this

state. Here we are partially on the inside of a

liigh level of causality.

Royal Anthropological Institute, December 19.

—

Prof. J. L. .Myres, vice-president, in the chair.

—

Cyril Fox; The distribution of population in the

Cambridge region in early times, with special reference

to the Bronze Age. The distribution in Britain of

constructions attributable to the Neohthic and Karly

Bronze Ages suggests that the population was then

limited to those areas, mainly upland, which must
have been, under natural conditions, largely free

from forest. .\ topographical analysis of finds and

remains of all culture periods from the Neolithic to

the Saxon in a limited area—the Cambridge region-

was undertaken to determine whether this limitation

was complete or partial, and when the clearing and

occupation of forest areas commenced. The Cam-
bridge region is very suitable for the inquiry, since

it possesses a wide range of soils and has yielded

numerous finds of all periods. The maps exhibited

suggest (i) that the chalk belt and the eastern shore-

line of the Fens were occupied from Neohthic times

onwards ; (2) that there was a gradual shift of

population from N.E. to S.W., i.e. from the West

Suffolk heathland to the fertile lands of the upper

Cam and Ousc valleys, as agriculture developed ;

and (3) that the forest uplands were almost entirely

unoccupied until the Roman period. The distribution

of population in the Bronze Age is, generally speaking,

of a character intermediate between that of the Age
which preceded it and that which followed, but it

presents features of special interest.

Dublin.

Royal Dublin Society, December 19.—Prof. J. .\.

Scott in the chair.-Six papers on the action of the

oxides and the oxyacids of nitrogen on aromatic

urethancs and ureas at low concentrations of the

reacting substances.— (i) H. Ryan and Anna Donnel-

lan : Diphenylurethane reacted with nitric acid much
more slowly than diphenylnitrosamine. At the

ordinary temperature it was slowly converted first

into 4-nitrodiphenvlurethane and after\vards into a

mixture of 410-dinitro- and 2- lo-dinitro-diphenyl-

urethane. Concentrated nitric acid reacted with the

urethane forming 2-4-8io-tetranitrodiphenylurcthane

and finally sym. licxanitrodiphcnylamine.— (2) H.

Ryan and N.'Cullinane : o-Tolyl-ethylurethane was

oxidised by the oxides and the oxyacids of nitrogen

yielding o-tolylurethane. The latter substance then

underwent nitration, forming successively 4-nitro-2-

methyl-phenylurcthane and 4-6-dinitro-2-mcthyl-

phenylurethane.— (3) H. Ryan and Anna Connolly :

Fthylphenylurethane nitrated at the ordinary tem-

perature gives 4-nitro- and 2-4-dinitrophenylurethane.

In hot solutions, on the other hand, the urethane,

like o-tolyl-ethylurcthane, underwent oxidation in

addition to nitration. In the latter case the products

isolated were 2-4-dinitro- and 2-4-6-trinitro-phenyl-

urethane.— (4) H. Ryan and J. ODonovan :
Phenyl-

benzylurethane was converted by nitrogen peroxide

into 4-nitrophenylbcnzylurethane and a trinitro-

phenylbcnzyluretliane melting at no" C. Similar

results were obtained by the action of nitric acid at

low temperatures on the urethane. .\t more or less

high temperatures and concentrations of the sub-

stances a tctranitrophenylbenzylurcthanc melting at

126° C., a pontanitro derivative melting at 274° C.

together with 4-nitrobenzoic acid, 2-4-dinitro-phenyl-

urcthane and pentanitrophenylbenzylamine.— (5) H.

Ryan and P. C Toole : Pheny'lurea and as-diphenyl-
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urea reacted easily with oxides of nitrogen, the former
giving nitro-phenols and the latter diphenylamine
derivatives ; 5 - diphenylurea and triphenylurea
under the same conditions gave a dinitro-diphenyl-

urea and a trinitrotriphenylurea respectively.

Nitrous acid converted phenylurea and s-diphenyl-

urea into their nitroso derivatives. Nitric acid con-

verted phenylurea into phenylurea nitrate, ^-nitro-

phenylurea, and 2-4-dinitro-phenylnitrourea. With
s - diphenylurea it gave mono-, di- and tetranitro

derivatives, and with triphenj-lurea it formed di-, tri-

and pcntanitro derivatives.— (6) H. Ryan and M.
Sweeney : Phenylmetliylurea and nitric acid under-
went no change in the absence of nitrous acid. In

the presence of the latter acid it was converted into

methylaniline, phenj-lmethylnitrosamine, and then
successively into 2- and 4-nitrophenylmethylnitros-
amine, 2-4-dinitro- and 2-4-6-trinitro-phenyl-methyl-
amine. With concentrated nitric acid, tetrad was
formed readily and in a pure condition from the urea.

Official Publications Received.

Scientific Eeports of tlie Asriciiltural Research Institute, Pusa (in-

cluding tiic Reports of tlie Imporiul Dairv Expert and tlie Secretary,
Sugar Bureau), 1021-1022. Pp. iv -1-06 + 6 plates. (Calcutta : Gov-
ernment Printing Otlice.) 14 annas.
The University of Chicago. Bulletin of Information, Vol. 22, No. 4 :

Register of Doctors of Philosopliv of the University of Chicago, June
1803-December 1921. Pp. 06. (Chicago : University of Clucago
Press.)

Canada. Department of Mines ; Geological Survey. Bulletin Xo.
S."), deoiogical Series No. 42 : Relationship of the Precainbriati (Hi-Ui;in)

Terrain to the Lower Cambrian strata of South-eastern British t_'uluin-

bia. By S. J. Schotield. (No. 106B.) Pp. 15. (Ottawa.)
('anada. Department of Mines : (rcoiogical Survey. Summary

Report. 1021, Part B. (No. 10.50.) Pp. lOiB. Summary Report,
1921. Part E. (No. 1044.) Pp. «1E. (Ottawa.)

Field museum of Natural History. Publication 208, Report Series,

Vol. 6. No. 1 : Annual Report of the Director to the Board of Trustees
for the Year 1021. Pp. 75 + 10 plates. (Chicago.)

Sixtieth Annual Report of the Secretary of the State Board of
Agriculture of the State of Michigan, and Thirty-fourth Annual Report
of the Experiment Station from Jidy 1, 1920, to June 30, 1021. Pp.
e.SB. (Lansing, Mich.)

State of ('(iiiiucticut. Public Document No. 24 : Forty-flfth Annual
Report of the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station ; Being
the Animal Report for tlie Year ending October 31, 1921. Pp. xi +445.
(New Kaven, Conn.)
Department of the Interior : United Sfcitcs Geological Survey.

Bulletin 722 ; Mineral Resources of Alaska ; Report on Progress of
Investigations in 1920. By A. II. Brooks and others. Pp. 260 + xiii

+ 3 plates. (Washingt-<m : Govcrnnu'Ut Printing OHiee.)
Conseil Permanent International i)Our PExploration de la Mer.

Rapports et Proc6s-Verbaux des lu'uniions. Vol. 28 : Proems-Verbaux
(Septembre 1922). Pp. 74. (Coiienhague : A. F. Host and Son.)

Legislative Assembly : New Soutii Wales. Report of the Director-
General of Public Health, New South Wales, for the Year 1920. Pp.
v+ 195. (Sydney : J. Spence.) 8s. 3d.

Diary of Societies.

SATVKDAY, jANtJART 13.

GiLBEitT White Fellowship, at 2.15.—Visit to the Geological Museum,
Jermyn Street.

National Untos op Scientific Workers (Annual Council Meeting)
(at Caxton Hall), at 2.30.

MONDA Y, January 15.

Chemical Isdcstrt Club (2 Whitehall Court), at 8.

Koyal Geographical Society (at .Eolian Hall), at 8.30.—Lt.-Col. D.
Cree : The Yugo-Slavia-Hungarian Boundary.

TVESDAY, January 16.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—Prof. F. G. Donnan :

Serai-permeable Membranes and Colloid Chemistry (1). The Theory
of Ionic Equilibria and Semi-permeable Membranes.

Royal SocrETY of Medicine, at 5.—General Meeting.

Royal Statistical Society (at Royal Society of Arts), at 5.15.—Dr.
R. Dudlield and others : Discussion on The Registration of Disease.

KOYjiL Photographic Society of Great Britain, at 7.—J. C.
Dollman : Address.

ILLUMTXATINO ENGINEERrNG SOCIETY (at Royal Society of Arts), at
,

8.—C. E. Greenslade, J. E. S. White and others : Discussion on the
Need for Suitable Training in Illuminating Engineering.

ROYAL Anthropological Institute, at 8.15.—^T. W. H. Migeod :

The Bedde Group of Tribes of N. Nigeria.

Royal Society of Medicine (Pathology Section), at 8.30.—Prof. M.
J. Stewart and Dr. J. le F. C. Burrow ; Malignant Spheno-occipital
Chordoma.—Dr. A. J. Eagleton and Miss E. M. Baxter : The Sero-
logical Classiltcation of Virulent B. Diphtherise.—Dr. C. C. Okell and
.Aliss E. M. Baxter : The Fermentative Reactions of Virulent B.
DiplitheriEe. ^

WEDNESDAY. January 17.

Royal Society of Medicine (History of Medicine Section), at 5.

—

W. H. S. Jones ; Medical titiquette in .-incient Times.—Dr. C.
Singer : The Hippocratic Oath.

Royal Meteorological Society, at 7.30.—Dr. C. Chree: .\urora and
Allied Problems (Presidential Address).

Royal society of .Irts, at 8.—C. k. Elein : Hygienic Methods in

Painting : the Damp Rubbing-down Process.

Entomological Society of London, at 8.—(.Annual Meeting).

Royal Microscopical Society (Annual Meeting), at 8.—Prof. F. J.
Chesliire : The Petrological Microscope and its Optical Evolution
(Presidential -\ddress).

THURSDAY, Jancaey 18.

Royal Society, at 4.30.

—

Pmhahle Papers.—J. Barcroft : Observa-
tions on the Effect of High Altitude on the Physiological Processes
of the Human Body.—Prof. E. W. MacBride : Some New Light
on the Inheritance of .\cquired Characters.—C. F. Cooper : Baluchi-
therium osbonii (? syn. Indru-oiherium turguicum. Borrissyak).

—

J. X. Gunn and K. J. Franklin : The Sympathetic Innervation of
the Vagina.—H. G. Cannon : The Metabolic Gradient of the Frog's
Egg.—Basiswar Sen : The Relation between Permeability Variation
and Plant Movements.—Dr. H. L. Duke : .\n Inquiry into an
Outbreak of Human Trypanosomiasis in a iJorsUans Belt to the
East of Mwanza, Tanganyika Territory.—Dr. L. DoUo : Le
Centenaire des Iguanodons (1822-1922).

I.INNEAN Society of London, at 5.—Capt. G. H. Wilkins : .\n .\ccount
of the Sliackleton-Kowlett Expedition in the Quest to the .Antarctic

Regions.—Jliss Helena Bandulska : The lenticular Structure of
i-ertain Dicotyledonousand Coniferous Leaves from the Middle Eocene
Flora and Bournemouth.—W. R. Sherrin : .\ Pocket Herbarium of
tile British Mosses.

London Mathematical Society (at Royal Astronomical Society), at
5.—L. J. Mordcll : Lecture on An Introductory .Account of the
Arithmetical Theory of .Algebraic Numbers, and its recent Develop-
ments.

Royal Aeronautical Society (at Royal Society of -Arts), at 5.30.

—

Major J. D. Rennle : Flying Boats.

Institution of Mining and Metallurgy (at Geological Society), at
5.30.

Institution of Electrical Engineers, at 6.—G. H. Nelson : Works
Protiuction.

Chemical Society, at 8.

Royal society of Medicine (Dermatology Section), at 8.30.

—

Dr. J. W. -'ilcNee and Dr. A. Jl. H. Gray : .A Chemical and Histo-
logical Study of a Case of Sclerema neonatorum.—J. E. X. McDonah

:

The Use of Manganese as a Cheiuo-therapeutie Preparation

FRIDAY, January 10.

Royal Society of .Arts (Indian Section), at 4.30.—The Earl of
Ronaldshay : X Clash of Ideals as a Cause of Indian Unrest.

-Royal Society of Medicine (Otology Section), at 5.—Dr. L. Turner
and J. S. Eraser : Demonstration of Labyrinthitis as a complication
of Middle Ear Suppuration.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers, at 6.—L. Pendred : The
Problems of the Engine Indicator.—Prof. F. W. Burstall : A New
Form of Optical Indicator.—W. G. Collins : ^licro-indicator for

High-speed Engines.—H. Wood : R.A.E. Electrical Indicator for
High-speed Internal-Combustion Engines, and Gauge for Maximum
Pressures.

Junior Institution of Engineers, at 7.30.—S. C. Saunders

:

Paraffin as Fuel for Marine Motors.—T. H. Sanders: Laminated
Springs.

Royal Society of Medicine (Electro-Therapeutics Section), at 8.30.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 9.—Sir James Dewar :

Soap Films as Detectors : Stream Lines ; Vortex Motion, and
Souud.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 20.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—Sir Walford Davies :

Speech Rhythm in Vocal Music (1).

PUBLIC LECTURES.

THURSDAY, January 18.

London Hospital Medical College, at 4.30.—W. .A. M. Smart

:

The Mathematical Basis of Physiological Problems. (Succeeding
Lectures on January 25, February 1, 8, 15, 22, and March 1 and 8.)

University College, at 5.30.—J. C. Fliigel : The Psychology of

Folklore.

King's College, at 5.30.—Prof. W. Barthold : The Nomads of Central
Asia. (Succeeding Lectures on January 25, February 1, 8, 15, and 22.)

SATURDAY, JANUARY 20.

HoRNiMAN Museum (Forest Hill), at 3.30.—Miss M. A. Murray : Ancient
Egypt and the Aegean Islands.
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UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Senate will proceed to elect

EXTERNAL EXAMINERS for the E.xaminations above Matriculation
as follows. Except when otherwise stated, Examiners will act in all Ex-
aminations in which the subject is included. Where Examiners are to be
appointed for (a) Intermediate Examinations only and (/>) Final and Higher
Examinations only, the fact is indicated after the name of the subject

below : in these cases the same Examiner cannot hold both appointments.

FOR THE SESSION 1923-24.

Examinations other than Medical.

Anatomy.
Botany (Final and Higher, two

;

Intermediate, two).
British Constitution.
Chemistry (Final and Higher, one ;

Intermediate, two).

Common Law.
Economics (Final one ; Inter-

mediate, two).

Education.
English Constitutional Law (two),

English (Final, one).

Equity.
French (Final, one ; Intermediate,

two).

Geograph>-.
Geology.
German.
Greek (Final, one ; Intermediate,

two).

Hindu Law.
History (Final, one).

History and Principles of Taxation
and Tithes.

Indian Evidence Act.
Jurisprudence and History of

Roman Law,
Latin (Intermediate, two).

Mahonimedan Law.
Mathematics (Final, one ; Inter-

mediate, four).

Mnsic.
Philosophy (two).

Physics (Final, two; Intermedi.ite,

one).

Physiology.
Public Administration and Finance.
Sociology.
Veterinary Physiology.

FOR THE SECOND EXAMINATION FOR MEDICAL DEGREES
FOR THE SESSION 1923-24.

Anatomy (two). Physiology.

HIGHER EXAMINATIONS FOR MEDICAL DEGREES
FOR THE .SESSION 1923-24.

Pathology.Bacteriology, Forensic Medicine and Hygiene (two).

.State Medicine.

N.B.—.Attention is drawn to \\\t provision of Statute 124, whereby the

Senate is required, if practicable, to appoint at least one Examiner who is

not a Teacher of the University.

Application Form (or Forms if more than one Examinership is applied

for) and particulars of the remuneration and duties can be obtained from the

External Registrar.
Candidates must send in their names to the External Registrar, Geo. F.

GooDCHM.n, M.A., B.Sc, with any attestation of their qualifications they

nay think desirable, on or before Monday, Januar>- 29, 192J, in respect of

Examinerships olher than Medical subjects; and on or before Saturday,

February ic, 1923, in respect of Medical Examinerships. (Envelopes should

be marked " Examinership.")
The Senate desire that no application of any kind be made to individual

members.
If testimonials are submitted, one copy only of each is required. In no

case should original testimimials be submitted. If more than one Examiner-

ship is applied for, a separate application, complete wiih copy of testimonial,

must lae forwarded in respect oK each Examinership. The appointments in

Engineering will be made by the Senate towards the end of February;

those in Medicine towards the end of May ; and the remainder towards the

end of !SLirch. Applicants who desire that the result should be communi-

cated to them are requested to enclose a stamped and addressed envelope

with their applications.
E. e. PERRY, Principal Officer,

University of London,
South Kensington, S.W.7,

Janu.iry iqsj.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
A Course often Lectures on "The M(cK()-Or(;anic I^oi-ulatiun of

THE Soil" will be given by Sir JOHN RUSSELL, K.R.S. (Director) and
STAFF OF THF, ROTHAMSTKD EXPKRIMKNTAL STATION in

the Lecture Theatre of the liotanical Department at University Col.l.Kt^E,

London (dower Street. W.C.r), on Fkhuuauv 5, 7, ta, 14, 19, zi, and 27,

and March i, 5. and 7, 192;!. at 5 r.Bi. At the first Lecture, the Chair will

lie lahen by Profe-^sor J. "li. Farmer, F.R.S. ADMLSSION FREE,
WITHOUT TICKET. .\ Syllabus of the Lectures is obtainable on

application to the umlersigned.
ELlWlN HELLER, Academic Registrar.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
A Course of eight Lectures in Physiology on " The Phvsiologv or the

Cortex a.'^ Invrstk.ated hvtiie 51ethod of Conditioned Reflexes,"

will be given by Dr. G. AN REP, M.U., at University Chllege, London
CGower Street, W.C.i), on Fridays, January 26, February 2, g, 16, 2^^, and

March 2, 9, and 16, at 5 I'-a>- ADMISSION FREE,_ WITHOUT
'ITCKET. Syllabus obtainable on application to the undersigned.

EDWIN DELLER, Academic Registrar.

LEICESTER MUSEUM.
ASSIST.VNT requiretl with knowledge of PaUcmitology and Inverte-

brate Zoology. Museum experience desirable. Commencing salary .1^250

per anniun. Application^- accompanied by copies of three recent testimonials

to be delivered on or before February 25, addressed to the Director, The
Museum, New Walk, Leicester.

CHELSEA POLYTECHNIC,
CHELSEA, S.W.3.

Day and Evening Courses in Science under Recognised Teachers
of London Uni^rsity.

INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT.
Technical Courses in Analytical and Manufacturing Chemistrj',
Pharmacy, Food and Drugs, A.I.C. Courses, Metallurgy, Assaying,
Foundry Work, Research.

INDUSTRIAL PHYSICS DEPARTMENT.
Practical work in General Physics, Applications to Industries,
Metrologj', Calorimetry, Illumination, Acoustics, Electrical
Measurement, Research.

Ill BIOLOGICAL AND GEOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT.
Courses for B.Sc, etc., in Botany, Geology, Mineralogy, Zoology,
Special Courses in Bio-chemistry, Bio-physics, Bacteriology,
Physiology, Hygiene, Entomology, Plant Pathology. Course for
Tropical Planters, Research.

Lent Term began on January 9, 1923.

SIDNEY SKINNER, M.A.
Telephone : Kensington Bog. Principal.

ROYAL INSTITUTION OF GREAT BRITAIN,
21 ALBEMARLE STREET, W.i.

GENERAL COURSES OF LECTURES BEFORE
EASTER 1923.

AT THREE O'CLOCK AFTERNOON.
Professor F. G. Donnan, F.R.S. Two Lectures on " Si. mi-Permeable

Membranes and Colloid Chemistry." On Tuesdays, January 16, 23.

Mr. R. D. Oldham, F.R.S. Two Lectures on "'"The Character and
Cause of Earthquakes." On Tuesdays, January 30, February 6.

Professor .\. C. Pearson, Two Lectures on "Greek Ci^ilizatton ai.d
To-day." On Tuesday, February 13, Wednesday, February 21.

Sir Arthur Shii'LEY, F.R.S. Two Lectures on "Life and its Rhythms."
On I'nesdays. February 27, March 6.

Professor Chakles G. Seligman, F.R.S. Two Lectures on "Rain-
makers and Di\ ine Kings of the Nile V'alley." On Tuesdays, March 13, io.

The Hon. John W. Fortescue. Two Lectures on i. "The British
Soldier and the Regimental Officer at the Close of the Napoleonic War."
2. *'The Campaigns of the British Army, 1S15-1838." On Thursdays.
January iS, 25.

Professor ;L M. Heilbkon, F.CS. Two Lectures on "The Photo-
synthesis of Plant Products." On Thursdays, February j, 8.

Professor B. Melvill Jones. I'wo Lectmes on "Recent E.\perinient-.
in Aerial Surveying." On Thursdays, February 15, 22.

Mr. Theodore Stevens. Two Lectures on "Water Power of the
Empire." On Thursdays, March i, 8.

Lieut. -Colonel E. F. Strange, C.B.E. Two Lectures on "Japanese
and Chinese Lacquer." On Thursdays, March 15, 22.

Sir Walford Davies. Two Lectures on "Speech Rhythm in A'ocal

Music." On Saturdiiys, January 20, 27.

Mr. J. C. Si.iUiKE. Two Lectures on "Subject in Poetry." On Saturdays.
February 3, 10.

Sir Ernest Rutherford, F.R.S., Prof, of Natural Philosophy. Si.v

Lectures on "Atomic Projectiles and their Properties." On Saturdays.
February 17, 24, March 3, 10, 17, 24.

Subscription (Non-Members) to all Courses of Lectures (excepting the
Friday Evening Discourses and the Ju\enile Lectures), Four Guineas.
Subscription to a Single Course, Two Guineas or One Guinea.
The Friday meetings will begin on January i^, at 9 i*.m., when Professor

Sir James Dewar will give a Discourse on " Soap Films as Detecicrs of
Stream Lines; Vortex Motion; ^nd Sound." Succeeding Discourses will

probably be given by Sir Almroth \\'right, Sir John Rissell, Sir

Ernest Rutherford, Professors A. V, Hill, A. S. Eddington, Mr,
C. F. Cross, Mr. G. C. Simi'SON, Dr. M. R. Ja.m*--*^, and other gentlemen.

Information as to Membership and other (flatters connected \viih the
Institution can be had at the Secretarial Office, No. 21 Albemarle Si., W.i.

BATTERSEA POLYTECHNIC,
LONDON, S.W.I I.

P/vW^/iz/—Robert H. Pickaru, D.Sc, F.K.S.

Head 0/ Chemical Departwent—'S. KENYON, D.Sc, F.I.C.

Day and Evening Courses in Pure Chemistry (Inorganic and Organic) in

preparation for University Degrees and A.I.C. and other professional exam-

inations.

Special Technological Courses in Chemical Engineering, Oik, Fats and

Waxes, Mineral Oils and Waxes, Toilet Soaps Manufacture. Lubricating

Oils and Greases, Paper Making and Paper Testing, Paper Making (Engin-

eering), Commercial Paper Work, Applied Bacteriology, Testing of Disinfec-

tants, Analysis of Foods, Waters, Fertilisers and Feeding Stuffs, Microscopy

of Food and Drugs, Flour Milling, etc.

The instruction is both theoretical and practical, fully equipped labora-

tories being provided.
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Edward Jenner.

0.\ January 26, 1S23, Dr. Kdward Jenner, the

discoverer of protective vaccination against

smallpox, died in his home at Berkeley—a village

of Gloucestershire—where he had lived long and

practised as a countrj' doctor. For centuries before,

smallpo.x had been a terrible scourge in all countries

and vast numbers of people had been swept away

in every generation. Based on the observation that

one attack of the disease confers, on those who recover,

a lifelong immunity, an attempt had been made to

imitate the natural disease by artificial inoculation

of smallpox, in the hope that the artificially-produced

disease might be mild, while creating at the same

time a lasting immunity. In England this ancient

proce.ss of inoculation, or as it was called variolisation,

was introduced from Turkey early in the eighteenth

century through the instrumentality of Lady .Mary

Wortley Montagu (1689-1762) and rapidly became

widely disseminated. Its disadvantages were two-

fold. In the first place, it was impossible to gauge

how severe would be the effects of the inoculation,

which in many cases were severe or even fatal ; and in

the second place, the disease produced was smallpox

which, like the natural disease, was highly contagious,

and altliough the inoculated person might survive

and become immune he might disseminate the disease

to others.

Jenner's discovery entirely removed these difficul-

ties. Following up the country tradition that milkers

who contract cowpox on their hands from infected

animals are not capable of contracting smallpox,

Jenner made experiments in which matter was taken

from infected persons or directly from the cow itself,

and he inoculated this into human beings, who developed

what is called vaccinia. That these persons become

immune to smallpt)x was shown by Jenner, who sub-

sequently variolated them without being able to induce

smallpox. More remarkable still, he showed that

vaccinia can be transmitted from person to person

in series without losing its properties. Jennerian

vaccination is in its essence different from smallpox

inoculation as previously practised, for the disease

produced is mild and is not contagious.

Jenner's first experiments were made in 1796, and his

famous " Inquirj' into the Causes and Effects of the

Variolae vaccinae" was published in 1798. The

process of vaccination was instantly recognised as a

great advance and rapidly attained a world - wide

dissemination, largely through Jenner's own untiring

efforts. A centur>- has established the fact that

Jenner's wonderful discovery must rank among the

most beneficent known in the history of mankind, and

NO, 2777, VOL. I I l]
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although he has had and still has detractors, the vast

mass of opinion of those most entitled to form a judg-

ment of its merits would be in agreement with that of

the learned August Hirsch, that " it can only be foil)'

or stupidity that would seek nowadays to minimise or

to question the immortal merits of Jenner."

When Jenner died Louis Pasteur was a month-old

babe. Thus two great lives were linked : one immortal

for a single great empirical discover}', the other destined

to carry on the torch and found a science. It is doubt-

ful if even yet the precise relationships of smallpox to

cowpox are fully understood, in spite of the great mass

of experimental work devoted to the problem during the

past hundred years, nor can we point to any great

advance in knowledge of the exact nature of the viruses

concerned. Opinion, however, has quite definitely

crystallised on one point, namely, that cowpox—now a

great rarity in nature—is no spontaneous disease of the

cow but is simply the bovine response to accidental

infection with smallpox virus or vaccinia, conveyed by

the hand of the milker. The evidence on which this

statement is based rests fairly securely (i) on the

successful results of experimental transference of

variola to the cow, (2) the benign nature of the resultant

lesions, and (3) the undoubted immunity to smallpox

which the bovine disease confers when retransferred to

man. It is true that, in the past century, schools of

dualists and unicists have engaged in acrimonious

discussion, but the spoils of the battle rest with the

latter. Cowpox or vaccinia is simply an attenuated

form of smallpox, and were there no smallpox there

would be no naturally occurring cowpox. Further,

with none of the other eruptive lesions in the domestic

animals (horse-pox, sheep-pox, etc.) can smallpox be

brought into similar relationship. These others are

independent infections.

The diversity of response to one and the same virus

by various animal species has been a fruitful field of

speculation since Pasteur's time, and we know that

Pasteur's chief concern was to expand Jenner's dis-

covery so as to secure, for immunisation purposes, some

strain of other living viruses, which, with the property

of virulence removed or at least depressed, would yet

adequately perform the function of immunising against

the fully virulent variety. In swine erysipelas, Pasteur

claimed to have secured the desired attenuation by

passage through another species^a result on all fours

with Jenner's observation as we now understand and

interpret it. These normal immunities and explana-

tions of them will doubtless for long be the subject of

research, and in the present issue we take the oppor-

tunity of reprinting the main part of a recent address

by Prof. J. C. G. Ledingham, who discusses the present

state of knowledge in relation to normal immunity of
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species to various infections, and the factors on which

such immunities have been alleged to depend.

Science in Secondary Schools.

THE committees appointed to consider the position

of Natural Science, Modern Languages, Classics,

and English in the educational system of Great Britain

have now formulated their reports, and the Board of

Education has issued a circular (No. 1294, December 6,

1922) in which some of the consequences of these

reports are discussed. One of these is the question of

the amount of time to be given to the teaching of

individual subjects, and as the result a time-table has

been provisionally drawn up which provides for 35

to 37 teaching periods of 45 minutes each per week

in school, and not including time necessary for exercises

and preparation. The Science Committee considers that

not less than six periods per week should be given to that

subject. This means about three-quarters of an hour per

day, and no science teacher will be disposed to consider

that too much for boys between the ages of it, and 16.

The main point for consideration relates to the

subjects which should be taught in the course of the

school life, say altogether eight or nine years. As

usually arranged, the course begms with nature study,

followed by physics and chemistry, and no time is

provided for subjects like astronomy and the elements

of geology, which are necessary for the apprehension

of common terrestrial phenomena. In considering

such a question, regard should be had to the objects

to be kept in- view in teaching natural science at

school. The first consideration should not be the

usefulness of the applications of science, but its purpose

should be to furnish the mind and supply some kind

of clue to the phenomena of the physical world into

which man is introduced at birth.

It is further necessary to cultivate habits of attentive

observation and careful reasoning, so that some at

least of the delusions to which all are exposed should

be less deadly. It is, however, not necessary or

desirable that all the subjects referred to should be

taught at the same time, and they need not be taught

with the same degree of thoroughness. Much general

information may be imparted in a well-chosen series

of lessons in nature study, while chemistry and physics,

begun later, should be carried on to the end of school

days. Many illustrations of facts relating to other

subjects may be introduced in a less formal manner,

not as school lessons but with the aid of the lantern

and a sort of popular lecture, not to be followed by

any examination or other test which only frightens

young people away.

The circular from the Board of Education contains

the remark that with " four periods of 45 minutes in the
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morning and three in the afternoon for five days per

week, a full week consists of thirty-five periods." But

it will be found that these thirty-five periods for

instruction include two for physical exercises, two for

manual work, two for drawing, and one for music, or

seven periods altogether, and some of these may be

interrupted or replaced temporarily without loss.

Thus when games are properly organised they may
replace physical e.xercises, and manual work may, to

some e.xtent, be replaced by experimental work in the

physical or chemical laboratory at the suitable age.

These are questions which will not be settled immedi-

ately, and with others they might well be considered

at a meeting of the Science Masters' Association,

especially with reference to the c|uestion as to how

many of the science periods should be given to physical

and how many to biological studies, the latter being

often totally neglected.

Archaeology and Technology of Carpets.

Hand-woven Carpets : Oriental and European. By

A. F. Kendrick and C. E. C. Tattersall. Vol. i.

Pp. xi + 198. \'ol. 2. Pp. xi + 205 plates. (Benn

Bros., Ltd., 1922.) 105J. net.

THE pile carpet, though now an essential element in

European domestic economy, is of foreign origin.

Weaving is one of the most ancient and widespread of

arts, and to produce a pattern by interlacing continuous

threads is a natural development from it. From this

to using threads of different colours is an easy transi-

tion. But to set the threads in a vast number of short

lengths upon end, and to pack them so tight that they

keep that position, entails so much skill and uses so

much material that they can only have been originally

produced in response to very special conditions.

Those conditions are encountered in the life of the

nomads of Central .\sia. The extreme changes of

temperature in that part of the world, the demand

of the nomadic life for portable and non-conducting

fabrics, and the ample supply of wool a\'ailable to

these herdsmen, fit in with the archaeological findings.

Central Asia is thus designated as the home of the pile

carpet. Recent excavations in that region ha\-e

brought to light small fragments of such ancient

carpets. Most curiously, however, the earliest com-

plete pile carpet known is of European manufacture.

It was prepared toward the end of the twelfth century

in a nunnery at Quedlinburg in the Harz Mountains,

and represents the well-known medieval theme of the

" Marriage of Mercury and Philology." Oriental literary

influence was very strong in Europe at that period.

The art of carpet-weaving may well ha\-e come to

Europe at this time along with " Arabian " science.
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The earliest carpet of which a detailed description

has come down to us, was made for the Persian Chosroes

(531-579), and his successors used it until the last

Sassanian king, Jazdegerd (632-651), pursued l)y the

Arabs, was assassinated at Merv. The Persians are said

to have had two loves, gardens and drinking, and this

carpet was used for the drinking feasts in the stormy

winter season when it was impossible to stay in the

garden. The carpet was designed to portray a garden

and was called " The Spring of Chosroes." It was

woven as though planted with trees and spring flowers,

intersected by brooks and pathways. Several very

ancient Persian carpets, with a design which recalls

that of Chosroes, have survived.

India was much later in the field than Persia, and

does not appear to have produced pile carpets until

the sixteenth century. Pile carpets were devised to

meet the needs of colder climates than India, and in

such climates suitable wool for making them can more

easily be grown. The export trade in Indian carpets

began in the seventeenth century, and has now reached

very considerable proportions. After the middle of

the nineteenth century carpet-knotting was begun in

the jails, and many of these " jail-carpets " are now on

the market. They are mostly copied from old patterns.

In Turkey the carpet industry was stimulated in the

early part of the sixteenth century, when Selim I. in

1514, and again Suleiman I. in 1534 entered Tajjriz and

carried off craftsmen to Asia Minor. Much earlier,

however, an export trade between the Anatolian ports

and Europe—especially Venice—had been opened up

and carpets began to come westward. Few of these

have survived, but a number are represented in the

works of Dutch and Italian artists, Jan van Eyck,

Memlinc, Van der Goes, Holbein, Ghirlandajo, Pin-

turicchio, and others.

The first European country to develop a carpet

industry was Spain, which was producing carpets of

similar design to the Turkish in the fifteenth century.

In England little was known of carpets until at least

a century later. Paul Hentzer, a German who came

to London in 1598, states that Queen Elizabeth's

presence-chamber at Greenwich was strewn with hay.

Even rush-matting, though used by the French from

the beginning of the fifteenth century, does not seem

to have come into general use in this country till the

reign of James I . Pile carpets, however, were beginning

to be imported into England from the East about the

middle of the sixteenth century, and the actual making

of them here was not long delayed. A carpet repre-

sented on a fine plate in this volume has in the middle

the arms of England with the initials of Queen Elizabeth

and the date 1570.

Before the end of Elizabeth's reign the English
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Turke>- Company had begun direct trading with the

Eastern Mediterranean, and carpets were more easily

olatained. Some of these were copied more or less

faithfully in England. A " Turkey " carpet of English

manufacture is in the Victoria and Albert Museum

bearing the inscription, " Feare God and keepe his

commandements made in the yeare 1603." Some

light is thrown on the manufacture of such carpets b)'

a chapter in Hakluyt's " Voyages "
:

" Certaine

directions ... to M. Morgan Hubblethorne, Dier,

sent into Persia 1579," where we read :
" In Persia you

shall finde carpets of coarse thrummed wool, the best

of the world, and excellently coloured : those cities

and towns you must repair to, and you must use means

to learn all the order of the dying of those thrums,

which are so dyed as neither rain, wine, nor yet

vinegar can stain. ... If before you return you

could procure a singular good workman in the art of

Turkish carpet-making you should bring the art into

this realm."

These magnificently illustrated volumes provide a

complete key not only to the history of carpetry, but

also to the technology and identification of carpets both

ancient and modern. The te.Kt is lucidly and attract-

ively written. The illustrations are largely drawn

from the collection at the Victoria and Albert Museum,

to which have Ijeen added many of the plates from

Neugebauer and Orandi's " Handbuch der orienta-

lischen Teppichkunde " and other sources. The

authors, printers, and publishers are to be congratu-

lated heartily on this singularly attractive production.

Charles Singer.

Vitalism and Anti-Vitalism.

Grundlagen einer Biodynamik. von Prof. Dr. Johannes

Reinke. (Abhandlungen zur theoretischen Biologic.

Herausgegeben von Prof. Dr. Julius Schaxel, Heft 16.)

Pp. v-t- 160. (Berlin : Gebriider Borntraeger, 1922.)

125.

Handbuch der Pflanzenanatomie. Herausgegeben von

Prof. K. Linsbauer. i Abteilung, i Teil : Cytologic.

Band i : Zelle und- Cytoplasma. Von Henrik

Lundegardh. Pp. xii -I- 193-402. (Berlin: Gebriider

Borntraeger, 1922.) 245.

L'Organisation de la matiere dans ses rapports avec la

vie : itudes d'anatomie ghthale et de morphologie

expSrimentale sur le tissH conjonctif et le nerf. Par

Prof. Jean Nageotte. Pp. vi + 56o-f4 planches.

(Paris : Felix Alcan, 1922.) 50 francs.

THESE three books all deal with the fundamental

question of the relation of the activities denoted

by the term " life " to the constitution of the matter in
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which they are exhibited. When living matter is

analysed (and necessarily killed in the process) it is

found to consist of proteids, fats, carbohydrates together

with certain metallic salts. What has made this

mixture " alive " ? Is there, as Verworn supposed, a

living substance par" excellence for which the other

materials in protoplasm constitute an environment.?

Verworn named his hypothetical substance " biogen,"

and " life " was supposed to consist of the characteristic

reactions of this substance with surrounding materials
;

reactions by which the liiogen molecule was partially

destroyed, but as the result of which a residue was left

from which a new biogen molecule was reconstituted,

and so the continuity of life was maintained. If, on

the other hand, the difficulties involved in the supposi-

tion of a specific biogen molecule are too great to be

overcome, life may be supposed to consist in the mutual

reactions of a characteristic mixture of substances, and

no single substance viewed apart from the others can

be considered alive. In this case all depends on the

specificity of the mixture—in a word, on the physical

structure of the living matter. We may phrase it in

another way if we say that life depends on the juxta-

position in a definite ivay of unlike substances. But how

is this physical structure maintained 7 Is there a

reduced copy of the frog in the frog's egg ? That no

typical physical structure will explain living phenomena

has been clearly proved by Driesch. No imaginable

" constellation of parts " would survive the changes

described by Driesch in his account of his experiments

and yet yield the same typical result which was given

by the original mixture.

Now the authors of the three books before us all

agree in rejecting the biogen theory : the first falls back

with some hesitation and the use of different words on

an explanation which is closely akin to the entelechy

of Driesch, the second ignores the difficulties raised by

the view that protoplasm is a mixture, but Prof. 1

Nageotte vehemently denounces vitalism. The only
|

reason, he asserts, that we believe in such an empty

concept is the unfortunate circumstance that we our- •

selves are alive, and our hfe is the " accidental " '

result of our organisation— a phrase which "gives

us furiously to think." It is not quite clear how

on Prof. Nageotte's view science itself can exist,

and how an " accidental result of our organisation
"

can either acquire or impart " knowledge " of pheno-

mena outside us. But as we shall see, Prof. Nageotte,

while like Balaam he begins with the intention of

cursing vitalism, is led like the prophet to bless it

altogether—although he is not conscious of the fact.

Prof. Reinke's book is an attempt to make a com- 1

prehensive survey of the characteristic peculiarities

of animals and plants and so to deduce general laws
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governing life. The laws which he formulates are three

in number, namely, (i) All life begins from pre-existing

life
; (2) There is a tendency to the restitution and

maintenance of typical form in spite of its continual

destruction by catabolism
; (3) Psychic phenomena are

only manifestici in connexion with living material.

But, according to Reinke, it is by no means allowable

to attribute a " psyche " to all forms of living matter

;

it is a contradirtion in words to imagine a " psyche
"

where there is no evidence of sensation ; and so he is

unable to attribute feeling to plants. Since, however,

the protoplasm of plants obeys the same laws as that

of animals, and its activities are not explicable on any

conceivable theory of physical structure, he invents the

word " diaphysical " to denote the basis of these

activities. (It is a pity that he seems to be unacquainted

with the work of Sir Bahadur Bose.) " The peculiar

combination of ' elementary mechanisms ' in the

organism constitutes its being and is of diaphysical

nature." He pours scorn, which we think is deserved,

on " materialistic vitalism." By this phrase is meant

the attempt to escape from the impasse created by the

impossibility of explaining life by physical structure,

through the invention of an imaginary series of units

many thousands of times smaller than the electron, to

which are attriliuted imaginary properties so as to

account for living phenomena. He states, " By assimi-

lation as by other chemical processes (cf. the formation

of chlorophyll and enzyme) we only obtain lifeless

substances. The ' vitalising ' of these substances takes

place only by their insertion in the framework of

protoplasm "—and this essentially vital step he terms
" epiplasty."

As might be expected, Prof. Reinke encounters the

Mendelian " gene " and in our opinion takes it far too

seriously. A gene he considers to be a vital unit

" which controls energy, material, and pattern ; out of

which definite form develops." It is becoming every

day clearer thai a " gene " is not a definite unit of struc-

ture at all, but simply the measure oj the amount oj patho-

logical damage which the hereditary substance has under-

gone. It is a measure, in a word, of the " imperfection

of regulation." The differences between two allied

natural races are not measurable in genes but in different

adaptations ; the overwhelming majority of Mendelian

mutations arise under the unhealthy circumstances of

domestication : they are nearly all recessive to the

parent strain, from %vhich they differ not only in special

diagnostic marks but in weaker constitutions ; in the

few cases where they are dominant to the normal form

they are generally so virulently pathological that when

crossed with their like the results are lethal.

It seems to us after careful perusal that all that Prof.

Reinke states as to the peculiarity of living processes
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has been said many times before. Reinke's influence

of " the whole on the parts," and his " dominants "

are simply Driesch's entelechy in other language-

while so long ago as the early 'eighties T>T>dall stated

that it was not the nature of the forces manifested in

living matter but their combination which constituted

the miracle of life. The importance of the book con-

sists in the tardy recognition, by a leading botanist,

of the impossibility of explaining life by physics and

chemistry alone.

Prof. Lundegirdh's " Zelle und Cytopla.sma " is one

of a scries of text-books devoted to the elucidation of

the anatomy of plants, and consequently it is concerned

almost exclusively with the cytology of vegetable

cells.

It is beautifully illustrated, and so far as plants are

concerned the information contained in it is well up-to-

date ; but the author seems to be less well informed on

the most recent advances in animal cytology. It is

a characteristic botanical point of view to attempt to

deny, as he does, the all-importance of the nucleus in the

transmission of hereditary qualities. According to him

the nu( ieus derives its importance only from containing

in it some links in the chain of chemical reactions which

make up metabolism. Nature's critical experiment in

the formation of the animal spermatozoon is ignored

by him. When we find that in animals the sole con-

tribution of the father which contains the basis of ail

his hereditarily transmissible qualities is a condensed

nucleus, the question as to the function of the nucleus

seems to be decisively answered.

Lundegdrdh agrees with Reinke in considering pro-

toplasm to be a mixture of various colloids of different

chemical composition. He emphasises the enormous

variety of chemical changes which such a constitution

would entail, and with the perpetual change from sol

to gel and vice versa ; he shows that the visible structure

must be continually altering and that the granular

theory of the constitution of protoplasm propounded

by Altmann, the filar theory of Flemming, and the foam-

work theop,- of Biitschli, may all be to a certain extent

true under certain conditions, but that under other

conditions there may be no visible structure at all, and

that the living material may present the appearance of

a homogeneous fluid. He, like Reinke, will have nothing

to do with a hypothetical ultramicroscopical constitu-

tion of invisible units as an explanation of life. He
condemns with equal severity the supposed difference

between " idioplasm " and " somatoplasm," and he

sharply critici.ses the unthinking acceptance of what

can be seen in preserved specimens as a true indication

of what exists during life. It is here that his argu-

ments would be very much reinforced by a better

acquaintance with the results obtained by Chambers

C I
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and Seifert in the microdissection of living cells. The

attempt to constitute the m3'sterious mitochondria into

permanent cell-organs is equally opposed ; he asserts

that they are secondary formations, and that in the

growing point of Anthoceros the youngest cells are

devoid of them but that they appear in the older cells.

The great defect of Lundegardh's exposition seems

to us to be his failure to show how a mixti^re of sub-

stances with their consequent reactions can be an

explanation of the t)'pical character and persistence of

living phenomena. When a mixture of substances is

enclosed in a test-tube definite reactions are set up

which progress towards a state of ev-entual equilibrium,

and an end-state is reached with a mixture of different

substances and in different proportions from that with

which we started. In protoplasm, on the contrary,

the typical nature and proportions of the mixture must

somehow be maintained even in spite of increase in

quantity—and these facts cannot be explained by any

purely physical and chemical analysis.

Prof. Nageotte's book is widely different from the

other two. Although it professedly deals with the relation

of matter to life, it really consists of the record of a series

of fascinating experiments on animal grafts. The
results obtained are new and startling, but they are

illustrated by what can only be termed an extremely

bad series of figures. These are prints from photo-

graphs, hazy and very insufficiently lettered, and we
can only deplore that such good work should be mis-

represented by such feeble illustrations.

We have said that Nageotte begins by condemning

vitaHsm. He states that the essential peculiarity of

living things is not their chemical constitution, but a

certain order in what he terms the micellar structure,

the micellee being supra-molecular complexes. Agreed;

but it is precisely the genesis and maintenance of this

order which is the inexplicable fact in living things.

Nageotte even tries to prove that there is a transition

between dead proteid and living protoplasm, and as the

principal support of his anti-vitalistic attitude is based

on this supposed transition we must examine it in some
detail. He proceeds as follows : Some dog's blood

collected in a test-tube is enclosed in a capsule of

collodion open at one point. This is introduced into

the peritoneal cavity of another dog, the open end of

the capsule being in contact with the peritoneum. At
the end of eight days the capsule is found to be com-
pletely encysted : the blood has clotted by the forma-

tion of radiating fibres of fibrin, but the opening of the

capsule is plugged by a cork of fibrous tissue richly

supplied by the host's blood-vessels. Now Nageotte

maintains that the regularly arranged bundles of fibres

of the fibrous tissue are produced by the gradual trans-
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formation of the radiating fibrin fibres ; that the im-

migration of fibroblasts (i.e. connective tissue cells) is

secondary, and finally that these elementary fibres can

grow by intussusception from the fluid surrounding

them. The whole of the supposed transition is based

on the arbitrary inclusion of intercellular substance in

the term living matter. Nageotte protests vehemently

against what he terms the " exoplasmic theory," i.e.

the view that this substance is the product of the

secretion or bodily alteration of the exoplasm of the

connective tissue cells ; he terms it " the internal

medium." But if he were an embryologist instead of

merely a surgeon and an anatomist, he would see clearly

that historically there is no other possible origin foi

his internal medium except the secretion of the sur-

rounding cells : and he himself admits that subsequent

changes in it only take place under the influence of

living cells in the neighbourhood. Whether this

influence is exercised, as he supposes, by the emission of

ferments or by the production of secretion is a minor

matter. If in company with the vast majority of

histologists we regard the intercellular material as

dead, then the validity of the supposed transition is

destroyed.

Among the most startling of Nageotte's results is

the discovery that it is possible to graft into a living

animal a piece of connective tissue which has been pre-

served in alcohol or formaline. A piece of tendon thus

treated introduced under the skin of the ear of a rabbit

becomes invaded by the surrounding " fibroblasts "
;

its bundles of fibres become connected up at their ends

with the surrounding connective tissue, and thus

definitely incorporated in the skeletal framework of

the ear. When a piece of dead cartilage is similarly

treated still more curious results ensue. The neigh-

bouring " fibroblasts " surround it and form a new

perichondrium. These cells invade the capsules of the

cartilage laid open by the section. These invading

tongues burrow into the cartilaginous substance, form-

ing cavities which they surround by newly formed hone,

although there is normally no bone whatever found in

the rabbit's ear.

If a segment of an artery of one dog preserved in

alcohol be inserted between the cut ends of the artery

of another dog, it becomes clothed with an endothelium:

its layers of elastic and connective tissue become con-

tinuous with those of the artery of the other dog at

both ends ; and it becomes provided with new smooth

muscle fibres, which appear from the transitional

forms observed to be modifications of connective tissue

cells.

We pass now to Nageotte's experiments with cut and

regenerating nerves and nerve grafts. As all are aware,
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there have been two leading theories of nerve structure.

According to the older, nerves are formed by chains of

cells the protoplasm of which becomes differentiated

in place into nervous fibrils. According to the newer

and almost universally accepted view, first firmly

established In Ramon y Cajal, the nerve fibre or axon

throughout all its length is the outgrowth of a single

cell, the neurone or neuroblast. When it is cut the

distal portion of the fibre, being separated from the

influence of tlie nucleus contained in the neuroblast,

undergoes " W'allerian " degeneration : the proximal

stump grows out again into the old sheath, and so the

fibre is regenerated. According to N'ageotte, both

theories are true. The axon, or, as he terms it, the

" neurite," is the outgrowth of the neuron, but it can

only grow along chains of ectoderm cells which con-

stitute the sheath of Schwann. The only exception to

this rule is when the axon reaches the ectoderm itself

;

in this medium it grows as a " naked " fii)re. The

medullary sheath belongs to the axon itself ; it is pro-

duced by the confluence of mitochondria, and it is

broken up and absorbed when the axon degenerates.

When a nerve has been cut and the axons have de-

generated, there ensues a rapid proliferation of the bands

of ectoderm cells both at the proximal and distal sides

of the cut : these bands form networks, and both cut

ends may assume the aspects of swollen knobs. The

upper of these is termed by Nageotte the " neurome,"

the lower the " gliome." The neurome becomes in-

vaded by new axons ; many of these get into lateral

branches of the ectodermal network and never reach

their destinations, but when neurome and gliome meet,

as they eventually do, some axons penetrate the lower

part of the nerve and so function is restored.

Nageotte has also established the remarkable fact

that if a piece of a nerve be cut out and employed as a

subcutaneous graft it becomes the centre of a nodule of

firm, tough connective tissue, evidently showing that the

cells of Schwann emit some substance which acts as a

stimulus to the production of this kind of tissue. For

this reason, when a long portion of a ner\'e has been lost

and a graft is necessary to restore continuity, a graft of

dead artery or tendon is often more effective than one

of dead nerve.

The outstanding result of Nageotte's researches seems

to us to be that the connective tissue cells have the

power of acting as bone-cells, cartilaginous cells, " fibro-

lilasts," or even smooth muscle fibres, according to the

circumstances in which they are placed ; that in

Driesch's words the prospective fate of a cell is deter-

mined not by its nature but by its position— that

" Ein jedes jedes kann " and this is a vitalistic con-

ception, not a chemical or physical one.

E. W. MacBride.
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Early Mathematical Instruments in Oxford.

Early Science in Oxjord. by K. T. Gunther. Part 2 :

Mathematics. Pp. loi. (London : Oxford Uni-

versity Press, 1922.) 10s. dd. net.

THREE years ago a very interesting exhibition of

early .scientific instruments in Oxford was held

at the Bodleian Library. A small printed list or

catalogue of the exhibits was prepared at the time

by Mr. Gunther, to whom all those interested in early

scientific instruments are much indebted for bringing

together the various early examples existing in the

colleges of the University of Oxford, and making

them available for inspection. It was intended that

this small catalogue .should form the basis of a more

comprehensive work dealing with the history of science

at Oxford, chiefly on the instrumental side. The

first instalment (Chemistry) of this larger work was

printed as a booklet in 1920 and afterwards published

(see Nature, March 3, 1921, p. 13). The second

instalment, dealing with mathematics, has now been

issued.

The stated object of Mr. Gunther's work is " to

draw attention to such material objects of value as

still remain to us. with a view to their better preserva-

tion, and to reviving the memory of the clever men

who really helped science forward by the invention

of practical methods, and by the cunning of their

craftsmanship."

The first part of the booklet consists of " Notes

on Early Mathematicians." One of the first mathe-

maticians connected with Oxford was Daniel of

Morley, who resided there in the year 1180, but went

to the mathematical school at Toledo to complete his

studies, and afterwards returned to this country as

a teacher. The best known mathematician of this

early period was the Yorkshireman, John of Holywood

(Sacrobosco), who died in 1244. In the fourteenth

centurv Richard of Wallingford, Thomas Bradwardine,

John Maudith, Simon Bredon, John Ashenden, William

Rede, and others, raised Oxford mathematics to a

high level, and at that time " Oxford could boast

more Mathematicians than any other country in

Europe."

During the next century the study of mathematics

was at a low ebb ; in the middle of the century the

only mathematical subjects required at Oxford for the

master's degree in the quadrivium were the first two

books of Euclid and the astronomy of Ptolemy.

Cuthbert Tonstall (1474-1559) and Robert Recorde

(iSio?-i558), the only two English mathematicians

of note during the first half of the sixteenth centur>-,

commenced their studies at Oxford, but found that

they could continue them better at Cambridge, and
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Mr. Gunther regards them as " the founders of what

has been the most brilliantly successful mathematical

school in the world."

Considerable space is given to Recorde's work, and

it is remarked that " although Recorde was a Fellow

of All Souls, yet two years back his name was quite

unknown there, and not one of his numerous printed

books is in the College Library." It has been

possible, however, from existing documents, to re-

construct the catalogue of Recorde's private library,

and this is given. The first section closes with

references to the work of Edmund Gunter (1581-

1626), William Oughtred (1574-1660)—not an Oxford

Fig. I.—Cisla Mathematica. By the courtesy of the Librarian of the Bodleian Library,

man, but a clever mathematician who " appears to

have given private tuition in mathematics to many
Oxford men,"—Christopher Wren (1632-1723), Seth

Ward (161 7-1689), John Wallis (1616-1703), and

Nathaniel Bliss, who was Savilian professor of geometry

from 1742 to 1765.

The second part consists of a descriptive list of

early mathematical instruments belonging to the

University and colleges of Oxford, including some

allied instruments in the collections of the Royal

Society, Mr. Lewis Evans—whose large and valuable

collection, at present exhibited in the Bodleian, is

now oiifered as a gift to the University (see Nature,

December 9 and 16, 1922, pp. 783, 828),—and a few

others. Of special interest is the seventeenth-century

oak chest

—

cista mathematica (Fig. i)—in the Bodleian

Portrait Gallery, which originally contained the various

demonstration models of the Savilian professors, as

detailed in the 1697 catalogue of the Bodleian Library.

In spite of its three different locks, the only portions of

the original equipment now remaining are two small

beechwood spheres. Other interesting objects de-

scribed are the " Circles of Proportion " of Oughtred,

and the instruments from- the Orrery collection in

Christ Church College. This collection, which consists

of elegant examples of the work of John Rowley and

others at the beginning of the eighteenth century, has

been " shut up in a cupboard " since 1731, the year

in which it came to Christ Church as part of a bequest

of Charles Boyle, fourth Earl of Orrery.

The excellent condition of most

of these instruments affords ample

testimony to the efficiency, in this

instance, of the " shut cupboard "

method of preservation. Unfortun-

ately, this happy result is excep-

tional, the more usual experience

being of the Mother Hubbard type.

Such collections, formed so that

posterity may be able to see actual

examples of the fine work performed

by makers in the past, in some way
or other often dwindle, disperse, or

disappear. Various causes—war, fire,

the carelessness or ignorance of a

custodian, exigencies of space re-

quired for other purposes, the trans-

ference of such objects from one

department to another concerned

only with modern developments and

with no sense of the high value of

actual early instruments as original

documents—tend to produce such a

result. Experience in all countries

shows that the safest and most efficient way to preserve

such specimens of the work of men who have played

a big part in the development of modern civilisation

is to exhibit them under the proper conditions of

security afforded by a national museum, so as to be

available continuously for inspection. A Museum of

Science should be rich in such objects, which testify

in a very real manner to the state of advancement in

past times in the art of constructing scientific instru-

ments.

The last part of Mr. Gunther's book consists of

short notes, arranged in chronological order, on

mathematical instrument makers from the latter part

of the sixteenth to the early part of the nineteenth

century. We look forward with interest to the

publication of the next instalment, which will deal

with astronomy at Oxford.
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Our Bookshelf.

Principles and Practice oj Butler-Making. By Dr. G. L.

McKay ami Prof. C. Larsen. Third edition, larf^ely

rewritten. Pp. xiv + 405. (N'cw York : J.
Wiley

and Sons, Inc. ; London : Chapman and Hall, Ltd.,

19J2.) 15.V. net.

The volume under notice is the third edition of one of

the best-known American books on commercial butter-

makin<! ; it deals with the subject with great thorough-

ness, and contains information which has been collected

from the best sources. The introductory chapters give

an account of the composition of milk, its secretion,

and the conditions which influence secretion. Next
come the properties of milk, and these are followed by

an account of the changes which milk undergoes when
heated. In an account of the peculiarities of butter

fat. Stress is laid upon the great value of this fat in

nutrition, owing to its content of the fat .soluble

vitamin A. There are chapters on the enz)Tnes and
bacteria found in milk, and the causes which induce

variations in the percentage of fat.

Sampling and testing of milk and cream, both from

the point of view of fat content and suitability for

butter-making, are dealt with, and the best creamery
methods for the estimation of fat in butter are given,

while there are also chapters dealing with modes of

payment for milk and cream delivered to the factory.

The various types of se])arators and the best means
of separating milk naturally occupy a prominent place,

and the preparation of the cream for churning is

fully discussed. E.xcellent chapters are written upon
the churning, working, washing, and finishing of

butter from the point of view of creamery practice.

Packing and marketing of butter ; defects and their

causes
;

judging and grading ; storing, particularly

cold storage (descriptions of the plant are also given),

are all dealt with fully.

Handbook of Commercial Geography. By Geo. G.

Chisholm. New edition. Pp. xvi -1-824. (London:
Longmans, Green and Co., 1922.) 255. net.

.\ll geographers and economists will welcome this new
edition of .Mr. Chisholm's well-known work with its

scrupulous accuracy of detail. The previous edition

was published eleven years ago : the present, a ninth

edition, was almost ready when war broke out in 1914.

The necessary delay in publication has enabled Mr.
Chisholm to revise the book according to the present

condition of the world. The book has been reset

throughout, which has allowed the incorporation in

the proper places in the text of the matter in several

of the introductions of earlier editions, and the chapter
on trade routes. The section on the British Isles has
been extended considerably. Several new maps have
been added including rainfall and actual temperature
charts. The valuable statistical appendices have been
revised to 1913 and increased in number. \ now
feature is a long list of alternative geographical names.
While the liook has grown, its well-known features

remain unchanged, and few works of reference are

better arranged or indexed than this standard volume
on commercial geography. It is a monument of pains-

taking research, clear thinking, and encyclopaedic
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knowledge, indispensable not only to every serious

student of geography and economics, but also to all

engaged in trade and commerce.

The Canary Islands : Their History, Natural History,

and Scenery ; An .iccount of an Ornithologist's Camp-
ing Trip in the Archipelago. By 1). .V. Banncrman.

Pp. xvi + 365 -h pi. (London: Gurney and Jackson,

1922.) 305. net.

The prol)lems presented by insular faunas and floras

are of the greatest interest both to the student of geo-

graphical distribution and to the geographer. Chapters

V. and VI. of this rather uncomfortably heavy book

deal respectively with the affinities and origin of the

Canarian flora, the modes of dispersal of the trees and

plants, the distribution of animal and bird life in the

Canary Islands, and some problems which they suggest.

The author gives numerous examples of the influence

of complete isolation on the differentiation of birds no

longer able to interbreed with the continental stock

from which they sprang ; and in some cases, e.g. that

of the Fuerteventura bustard, is able to suggest how

the local conditions may have contributed towards the

selection of geograpliical subspecies. The chapters on

the origin, geology, and physical characteristics of the

islands are convenient summaries for the general

reader, while references to larger works and original

papers will enable those who wish to consult the first-

hand authorities.

Les Maladies parasitaires des plantes {Infestation-

Infection). Par M. Nicolle et J. Magrou. Pp. 199.

(Paris : Masson et Cie, 1922.) 8 francs.

Two (ii)( tors of the Pasteur Institute have collabor-

ated on the production of a text-book chiefly for the

benefit of the medical profession. The ground covered

is very wide, including diseases due to l)()th insects

and fungi. Part I. deals largely with ,gall formation,

with short chapters on acarids and nematodes. The

remaining parts give an outline of the diseases due

to phanerogams, fungi, and bacteria, with a general

discussion of such questions as virulence of attack and

resistance to disease. The complete absence of illus-

trations is a very serious drawlxick, even though it

be considered necessary on account of cost. .\ further

disadvantage is the lack of a bibliography, which

would partly have compensated for the very brief

treatment of each subject. In other ways the book

is well produced and will serve a useful purpose in

making information on plant diseases available to

medical men.

Clocks and Watches. By G. L. Overton. (Pitman's

Common Commodities and Industries Series.) Pp.

ix-(-i27. (London: Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons,

Ltd., 1922.) T,s. net.

Mr. Overton has given us a most useful and interesting

volume, describing the gradual evolution of time-

pieces from the early water clocks, through the balance

clock, down to the modern pendulum clocks and

chronometers. There are many illustrations, and the

various methods of compensating for temperature are

described in plain non-technical language. In addi-

tion there are details, prol3al)ly new to many readers,

relating to the striking mechanism of clocks and of

repeater watches. The latter are stated to have come
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to an end when the introduction of lucifer matches
made it easy to read an ordinary' watch at night.

There is a chapter deahng with the artistic side of the

subject, and describing several clocks and watches

of special interest and beauty. It is altogether a

book that will appeal to the general reader quite as

much as to those specially interested in time-determina-

tion.
'

A. C. D. C.

Anthracite and the Anthracite Industry. By A. Leonard
Summers. (Pitman's Common Commodities and
Industries Series.) Pp. x-i-126. (London: Sir

Isaac Pitman and Sons, Ltd., 1922.) y. net.

This book seems to be a combination of a scientific

manual and a coal-dealer's propaganda circular. With
some useful information about anthracite, we find

other matter—on p. 26 a statement that in 1921 the

South Wales coal-owners were losing 25,000,000/.

a year because of " unwanted young men— ' hot-

heads ' and agitators " in the mines—an example of

" what the industry is up against "
; on p. 69 we

have a series of testimonials in the approved style,

and " tourist facilities in the beautiful anthracite

district " in Chapter II. The printing of advertisements

on the reverse of the title-page is also distracting.

When information about anthracite is encountered

in the book it proves interesting, but some patience

is required to find it. "Tar," we are told on p. 112,
" also contains chemicals, such as carbolic acid and
saccharine."

Polarity. By Geoffrey Sainsbury. Pp. 48. (London :

The Favil Press, Peel Street, W. 8., 1922.) y. 6d.

Mr. Sainsbury's artistically printed little book consists

of a series of short essays on sex, religion, education,

society, and ethics. The point of view of the author is

unusual and independent, and it demands that the

reader's mind should free itself from many placidly

accepted concepts. Polarity, the author thinks, has

never been adequately considered, as man invariably

tries to bring the problem of life and all attendant

problems down to a single issue. Polar conflict is to

be seen everywhere, and innumerable problems hinge

upon this relationship and to none of this type can

there be any final answer. There is also a plea for a
willingness to see knowledge from a more general,

instead of the extremely specialised, point of view.

There will be many readers who will dissent from the

views here set forward, which will certainly stimulate

thought.

Man—The Animal. By Prof. W. M. Smallwood. Pp.
XV -I- 223. (New York: The Macmillan Co.; London:
Macmillan & Co. Ltd., 1922.) 125. net.

Prof. Smallwood's little book is interesting but con-

fessedly " popular," and therefore fraught with the

difficulties that are inseparable from all " popular "

presentations. Its object is to summarise the dis-

coveries of recent years, to indicate some of their

relations to the more fundamental problems of man's
physical existence, and to give a deeper insight into the

characteristics which man has in common with all life,

and which exercise a profound influence on his entire

existence. The chapters on reproduction, "heredity,
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the problem of learning, and biology and progress are

especially well done. The whole book, though not

absolutely free of error, is worth reading, and will be

especially appreciated by readers possessed of biological

knowledge.

Chemistry and its Uses. A Text-Book for Secondary

Schools. By W. McPherson and W. E. Henderson.

Pp. viii-i-447. (London: Ginn and Co., 1922.)

75. 6d. net.

The text-book before us is intended for use in American
high-schools, and would probably be very suitable

for that purpose. It is written from the point of view

of the patriotic American, and naturally refers prin-

cipally to American conditions. There are some repro-

ductions of portraits of well-known chemists. Each
chapter is provided with exercises, and a rough equality

of division is adopted between pure and applied

chemistry (including organic chemistry, treated very

superficially). There are numerous illustrations of

labelled bottles : even assuming that these contained

what is represented when they were photographed,

the value of the pictures is not at all clear. Surely

it is not intended that they shall replace actual ac-

quaintance with real substances ? The actual text

is clear and accurate, so far as it was examined, and
the book would interest English teachers.

Chemistry for Beginners and Schools (with Glossary).

By C. T. Kingzett. Fourth edition. Pp. vii -1-237.

(London : Bailliere, Tindall and Cox, 1922.) s^r. net.

The continued demand for Mr. Kingzett's book
indicates that it is serviceable to numbers of readers.

It is clearly written, and contains many interesting

experiments. The glossary will also be found useful

by beginners ; surely, however, " lixiviate " is com-
moner than " lixurate " (p. 212)? The section on
" Force and Energy "

(pp. 34-52) requires revision.

It is very much out-of-date in parts, and not up to the

standard of the rest of the book : the statement that
" electricity, like heat and light, is a form of force

"

(p. 45), although it may have been true for Faraday,

is not so to-day. The book is scarcely suitable for

schools, as it provides no systematic course—the

experiments are introduced at random.

Concrete and Reinforced Concrete. By W. N. Twelve-

trees. (Pitman's Common Commodities and In-

dustries Series.) Pp. x-t-137. (London: Sir Isaac

Pitman and Sons, Ltd., n.d.) 35. net.

The general reader will find a great deal of interesting

matter in this book, which is explanatory and practic-

ally free from calculations. Sufficient is given to

make clear the nature of the materials employed and
their combination, and the author has included a

number of examples of finished work which convey a
very good impression of the extent to which concrete

and reinforced concrete have been employed, and of

their possibilities. There are some historical notes,

from which we gather that the ancient Egyptians were

thoroughly familiar with concrete, as is proved by a

fresco in the temple of Ammon at Thebes, depicting

hieroglyphically the making and use of concrete in

the year 1950 B.C.
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can he und rtake to return, nor to correspond with
the writers of rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of N A TURK. No notice is

taken ofanonymous communications.]

On the Missing Element of Atomic Number 72.

Since Moscloy's discovery- of the fundamental laws
of the X-ray emission, it has become quite clear that

the most simple and conclusive characteristic of a
chemical element is given by its X-ray spectrum. In
addition, Moscley's laws allow us to calculate very
accurately the wave-lengths of the X-ray spectral lines

for any element in the periodic table, if those of the
elements in its neighbourhood are known. Taking
into account that the presence of a very small pro-

portion of a definite element in any chemical substance
suffices to give a good X-ray spectrum of this element,
it is quite evident that for the eventual discovery of

any unknown element X-ray spectroscopy, especially

as it has been developed by Siegbahn, represents the
most effective method.

In the Comptes rendus of the Paris Academy of

Sciences for May 22, 1922, Dauvillier announced the
detection by means of X-ray spectroscopy of the
element 72 in a mixture of rare-earth metals. This
element was identified by Urbain with a rare-earth
element, which he called celtium, the presence of

which he had previously suspected in the same
sample. For different reasons, however, we think
that Dauvillier's and Urbain's conclusions are not
justified. It appears from Dauvillier's paper that at

any rate the quantity of the element 72 in the sample,
if present, must have been so small that it seems very
improbable that the element 72 should be identical

with the element which in former papers Urbain
claims to have detected in the same sample by in-

vestigation of the optical spectrum and of the magnetic
properties. The only lines which Dauvillier claims to
have detected are the lines La, and L/i,, both of
which he finds to be extremely faint (extremeinenl

faible). The wave-lengths he gives, howexer, for these
lines are about 4 X.u. (i X.u. =10-" cm.) smaller
than those which are obtained by a rational interpola-
tion in the wave-lengths tables of Hjalmar and Coster,
for the elements in the neighbourhood of 7a.

Krom a theoretical point of view it appears vent-

doubtful that the element 72 should be a rare-earth.

It was announced in 1895 by Julius Thomsen from
Copenhagen that from general consideration of the
laws of the periodic system we must expect between
tantalum, which in many compounds possesses 5
valencies, and the trivalent rare-earths, a tetravalent
element homologous to zirconium. The same view has
also recently been put forward by Bury on the basis
of chemical considerations, and by Bohr on the basis of

his theory of atomic structure. It is one of the most
striking results of the latter theory, that a rational
interpretation of the appearance of the rare-earth
metals in the periodic system could be given. For
these elements, according to Bohr, we witness the
gradual development of the group of 4-quantum
electrons from a group containing 18 electrons into
a group of 32 electrons, the numbers of electrons in

the groups of 5- and 6-quantum electrons remaining
unchanged. Bohr was able to conclude that in the
element lutecium (71) the groupof 4-quantum electrons
is complete, and we conseiiuently must expect that in

the neutral atom of the next element (72) the number
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of electrons moving in 5- and 6-quantum orbits must
exceed that in the rare-earths by one. The clement
72 can therefore not be a rare-earth but must be an
homologue of zirconium.

In view of the great theoretical importance of the

question we have tried to settle it by an experimental
investigation of the X-ray spectrum of extractions of

zirconium minerals. We have succeeded in detecting
si.x lines which must be ascribed to the element 72
(in Siegbahn's notation La,, a,, /3,, /Hj, ji,, and >,).

The complication was met that the lines La, and a,

lie almost exactly in the place corresponding in the
spectrum to the zirconium Ka,, and a,, lines in the
second order. Difficulties which might arise from this

fact may easily be avoided by keeping the tension on
the tube between the critical tension of the zirconium
K-lincs (18,000 volts) and that of the L-lines of the
missing element (10,000 volts). Besides, the relative

intensity of the Ka lines is so different from that of the
two La lines that any ambiguity is already thereby
excluded. Not only the Lo lines but also the lines

L/S|, )Sj, and /*, were, as regards their mutual distance
and their relative intensity, in exact agreement with
the expectation. The values which we obtained for

the wave-lengths of the six mentioned lines all agree
within one X.u. with those found by interpolation.

Between our values for the lines La, and Lftj, and
those published by Dauvillier, however, there exists

the discrepancy referred to of about 4 X.u. (in general
for other elements which have been measured by
Dauvillier and by Coster the discrepancy is never
more than 2 X.u.). Exposures under different

conditions as well as a thorough discussion of the

plates showed that the new lines found during our
investigation cannot be ascribed to the first or higher
order spectrum of any other known element. Our
pro\isional results are: La, =1565-5; o, =1576;
f*i=i37i-4; /S.=i3-23-7; i^3 = i350-'2; 7i = ii77 >^u-
More accurate and complete data as %vell as photo-
graphs of the spectrum will soon be published.

In a Norwegian zirconium mineral the new lines

w-ere so intense that we estimate the quantity of the
element 72 present in it to be at least equal to one
per cent. I3esides we investigated with low tension

on the tube a sample of " pure zirconiumoxyde."
Also with this specimen the Lo lines were found, but
very faint. It seems to be very probable that ordinary
zirconium contains at least from o-oi to o-i per cent,

of the new element. Especially the latter circum-
stance proves that the element 72 is chemically

homologous to zirconium. Experiments are in

progress to isolate the new element and to determine
its chemical properties.

For the new element we propose the name Hafnium
(Hafniae =Copenhagen). D. Coster.

G. Hevesy.
Universitets Institut for teoretisk Fysik,

Copenhagen, January 2.

Continental Flotation and Drift.

The theor\' that tlie continents have shifted their

positions durmg geological time and, possibly, are

still in motion has lately excited much discussion.

The principal obstacle to its acceptance is the difficulty

of adducing a force adequate to bring about the move-
ments. Many years ago Osmond Fisher (

" Physics

of the Earth's Crust " p. 339) ascribed general con-

tinental movements of this kind (accounting for

the .\tlantic rift, etc.) to the disturbance of the
Pacific basin due to the genesis of the moon, on
Darwin's well-known theory-. Lately, Wegener has
brought forward much evidence in favour of con-

tinental movements. But I do not think he has
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discovered any adequate source of the motion. The
polefluchtkraft is too feeble ; it is purely meridional
in direction and is inconsistent with the existing

distribution of the land. It is probably ineffective.

A differential soli-lunar attraction on the emergent
features of the continents is obviously inadequate.
The fact is Wegener works out the theory on the
basis of a westerly drift of the continents. In doing
so I think he is in error. An adequate force appears
available provided an easterly drift is postulated

;

and so far as I can see the theory grows in probability

when examined from the new point of view.
According to Sir George Darwin, the tidal effects

of sun and moon acting on "a stiff yet viscous
planet " (" The Tides," p. 277) must produce a
retardation of the surface crust relatively to the
interior. He states that this is speculative as regards
the earth ; but this was written twenty-five years ago.

The great fact of the isostatic compensation of the
continents, proving their flotation in a viscous
magma, was not then supported by such strong
evidence as Hayford and others have since adduced.
I assume that the differential motion exists (or formerly
existed) and that the floating continents possess a
slightly less rotational velocity than the deeper parts
of the underlying magma, the velocity of which
continues to increase downwards until a more rigid

interior is reached.
The consequence of this assumption is that the

eastern velocity of every land area on the globe
depends to some extent upon its downward penetration
into the sustaining magma. A continent upon which
a great geosj'nclinal loading is progressing becomes
acted upon by the faster moving layers and is exposed
to a force which is continuous and relentless, and the
intensity of which depends on the area and depth
of the protuberance. Whether the resultant motion
of the continent will be due east, relative to the
surface crust, or whether it will take up a turning or
rotational motion, will depend on the location of the
applied force. If excentric a rotational movement
must ensue. If uniform over the continental area

—

as in the case of a great " revolution " or oceanic
invasion—the drift will be towards the east.

According to this view, America did not leave

Europe and Africa but was left behind by them.
Their increased easterly velocity was, possibly,

ascribable to the great Laramide submergence of

South Europe, South Asia, and North Africa. (The
tidal effect is greatest in equatorial regions.) In a
similar manner New Zealand left Australia : the
force in this case being plainly referable to the
isostatic compensation demanded by the lofty ranges
of New Zealand. So also Ceylon was torn from
Peninsular India ; the fracture line of the eastern
Asiatic coast was produced, etc.

As regards mountain elevation it is evident that,

while from the present point of view mountain
building is in every case ultimately referable to tidal

forces, mountains may develop in different circum-
stances. They majr, in central continental areas,

be conditioned partly by magmatic pressure from
beneath, partly by crustal pressure. In such a case
as the western mountains of America the magmatic
pressure eastwards must be the principal agent. The
continental movement gives rise, in this case, to a
depression of the bordering ocean floor—a " wake."
But, again, continental movements may give rise to
mountain chains by the direct pressure between land
masses. In this manner the Himalayan chains prob-
ably originated. The force arising out of the com-
pensation required by the great and lofty central
plateaus of Asia sufficiently accounts for a turning
movement around the more stationary features of
Peninsular India and the Arabian Plateau. This is
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in harmonj' with the current view that the fold-

mountains of Asia were diverted by the resistance of
those massive earth blocks. J. Joly.

Trinity College,

Dublin, December 31.

Since my return from the Falkland Islands a few
months ago I have followed with great interest the

course of the discussion in the columns of Nature
which has ensued upon the publication by Prof.

Wegener of his revolutionary views on the flotation

and drifting of continental masses. During my
recent geological survey of the Falkland Islands I

was very greatly impressed by the extraordinary
similarity of the geology of the Islands to that of Cape
Colony. The geological succession comprises rocks
ranging in age from Archaean to Permo-Carboniferous,
although rocks of Cambrian, Ordovician, and Silurian

age appear to be absent. The oldest rocks closely

resemble some of the Archaean rocks of Cape Colony

;

and from the Devonian to the Permo-Carboniferous
the lithological and palaeontological succession is

practically identical in the two areas. The post-

Triassic dolerite dykes of the Falklands are also

very like the intrusions of the same age in Cape
Colony. The east and west folding so evident
in the sovithern part of Cape Colony makes the most
conspicuous feature in the Falkland Islands. The
only notable point of difference in the two areas is

that whereas in Cape Colony the lowest division of

the Cape System (Devonian), namely the Table
Mountain Series, is much folded, the corresponding
rocks in the Falkland Islands have escaped such
disturbance and lie almost horizontal, or with only a
gentle dip, over an area of many square miles. The
equivalents of the middle and upper members of

the Cape System (Bokkeveld Series and Witteberg
Series) are, however, intensely folded in the Falkland
Islands.

From the orthodox point of view one has to believe

in the persistence, in minute detail, of a strati-

graphical sequence representing the passage of a
great period of geological time, across the 5000 miles

of ocean which separate Cape Colony from the Falk-
land Islands, and, in face of the array of facts

marshalled into such an orderly and effecti\-e host

by Wegener and again by Du Toit, this becomes, on
a sudden, an unexpected strain upon one's faith.

In discussing the ice-fields of Gondwanaland in his

very interesting paper, " Land Connections between
the Other Continents and South Africa in the Past

"

(S. Afy. Journ. Sci., pp. 120-140, Dec. 1921), Dr.

Du Toit states that in the Falkland Islands the centre

of origin of the ice is unknown. I was able, during
my survey of the Islands, to note that wherever the

glacial tillite at the base of the Permo-Carboniferous
sequence was adequately exposed it was always
possible to collect a varied assortment of rocks
occurring as erratic boulders in the deposit, and
certain types, such as pegmatite, a coarse granite,

and a pink quartzite, never failed to occur. The one
and only exposure of Archaean rocks in the Colony
occurs at Cape Meredith, the southernmost point of

West Falkland, and when I examined that area I

readily recognised the pegmatite, granite and
quartzite occurring there as similar to the ubiquitous
boulders of the tillite. Subsequent microscopic
examination confirmed the identity of the rocks.

With regard to the direction of the striae on
glaciated surfaces underlying the tiUite, I never came
across a really convincing exposure, but in a few
places on both East and West Falkland I noted, on
the smoothed surface of the quartzite beneath the

tillite, what I regarded (although with some doubt)
as glacial striae, and in every case the markings ran
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about N. and S. (magnetic). The evidence suggests

movement of the ice from south to north, but we have
no knowledge as to whether there did not exist, in

Palax)zoic times, an exposed mass of ancient rocks to

the northward of the present Islands.

Herbert A. Baker
(late Government Geologist for

the Falkland Islands).

Wood N'iew, Grosmont Road,
Plumstead Common, London, S.E.18,

January 3.

The Determination of pH of Microscopic Bodies.

Neutral rc<l has the almost unique property of

being both an intra-vitam stain and a fairly good
indicator. It has also low salt and protein errors, as
Homer has shown (1917, Biochein. Joiirn. 11, p. 283).

If therefore cells are stained with neutral red, the
colour of the stain as observed with the microscope
enables one to iudge roughly the pH within the cell.

Working on certain marine protozoa, I have found
a method of greater accuracy than that of merely
judging the colour as seen down the microscope.
The method is simple and, so far as I am aware, has
not been recorded before.

A series of tubes containing solutions of increasing
pH is made up in the ordinary way, and a few drops
of neutral red arc added as indicator. A stout card-
board strip is taken and holes are cut in it at intervals

so that the strip will carry the series of tubes (each
tube fitting tightly).

The strip with the tubes hanging freely below it is

now suspended in the window. With the aid of the
microscope condenser the series is focussed sharply
in the plane of the object which is being examined.
The appearance down the microscope now consists

of the stained object and by its side the image of the
series of tubes : both are seen against the same
background of sky. By simply tilting the mirror
the images of successive tubes of different pH can be
brought into juxtaposition with the object examined.
In this way the pi I of the stained body can be deter-
mined by direct comparison.

I have found that the pH determined by the above
method can be checked roughly as follows. The
mirror is tilted so that the image of one of the tubes
forms a background against which the object is seen.
In these circumstances the object is illuminated bv
light of the particular quahty corresponding to the
colour of the tube. .\ succession of tubes is used in

this manner as a background for the object.
When the background transmits the same quality

of light as the stained object, the latter appears
relatively light and transparent : this occurs when
the colour of the object and the background cor-
respond to the same pH. If the object is illuminated
by light from a tube of higher or lower pH, the
object appears darker owing to the fact that the hght
transmitted by the background is not exactly of the
same quality as tlie light transmitted by the object.
The />H of the background tube against which the
object appears lightest corresponds to the pH of the
object.

It must be admitted that the colour change with
the />H in the case of neutral red does not render the
latter an ideal indicator for the second method, but
the effect is quite good enough to be used as a check.
Perhaps a better intra-vitam indicator will be dis-

covered in the future, and in that case the method
might be developed to a fair degree of accuracy.

In all this work a good achromatic condenser is

essential, for the diaphragm must be widely open in
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order that the colours of both the object and the

image of the tubes may be well defined.

When the light is bad or when artificial light is

used, the definition of the colours is greatly increased

if the light is first filtered through a dilute solution

of copper sulphate. Using this filter, the red tint

due to the presence of acid appears darker and is

more easily seen in lightly stained bodies.

C. I'. A. Pantin.
The Marine Biological Laboratory,

Citadel Hill, Plymouth, December 14.

Divided Composite Eyes.

It would appear from Mr. .Mallock's letter (Nature,
December 9) that our knowledge of the Aleyrodidae
or " White Flies " is not so exact as it might be.

This, however, takes too pessimistic a view of the
situation. Whilst, undoubtedly, much remains to

be done, even with some of the British species, the
specific limits of those to which he refers are quite

well known to students of the group. Indeed, as

a result of my own researches I have been able, in

recent communications to the Entomologist and the
Vasculum, to assign our British species to no fewer
than four distinct genera, Aleyrodes, Tetralicia,

Aleurochiton, and Asterochiton, and the forms
mentioned by Mr. Mallock reveal themselves as

comprising two genera and three species, namely,
Aleyrodes proletella L., A. brassicee Walk., and Astero-

chiton vaporarionim West.
Clearly, as no hint is given that any of his insects

were bred from Chelidonium majiis, the figures given
cannot represent A . proletella as indicated by the

legend ; they must be referred either to Aleyrodes

brassica or to Asterochiton vaporariorum. If A.
brassicir is the insect intended, then as a larva it

feeds on cabbage, as a pupa it lacks well-developed

dorsal papillae, and in the perfect condition has spotted

wings with the median nervure appearing as a short

spur. On the contrary, the larva; of Asterochiton

vaporariorum can be collected from any of the plants

enumerated, its pupa; have dorsal papillje, and its

imago possesses immaculate wings displaying no
trace of the media.
To the latter insect belongs the notoriety gained

by the so-called " White " or " Tomato " fly during

the past twenty years. Unfortunately, this Aley-

rodid, although a native of neotropical regions, is

so adaptable in its food habits as to be nearly poly-

phagous and, furthermore, has acquired the habit

of wintering at ordinary air temperatures even in

this rather bleak locality on the north-east coast. A
colony with which I was experimenting in 192

1

successfully withstood all the frosts of the winter

of 1921-22, the first brood of the present season

emerging in May.
A further point I cannot understand is Mr.

Mallock's comparison of the life-cycle of the Aley-

rodida; with that of the .Aphididae. So different are

the two cycles that I feel sure that some mistake

has arisen' here. In every detail of their structure

and life history their affinities lie rather with the

Psyllida; (particularly with some of the Triozae

possessing scale-like larvae) or toward the Coccidae.

Finallv, I should like to point out that I am
preparing a monograph of the British .\leyrodidae

and should therefore be extremely glad to receive

species of the group, more especially if they are

accompanied by their respective larvae and pupae.

J. W. Heslop Harrison.
.Armstrong College, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,

December 12.

C 2
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I AM obliged to Dr. Harrison for remarking on
the mistake in my letter in Nature of December 9
where in one place " Aphides " was written instead
of " Coccidfe." The specific name proletella, placed
under the outline sketch in Fig. i a, was given on
the authority of a well-known entomologist to whom
specimens were sent for identification. Dr. Harrison
would name this brassic.-g.

With regard to the number of genera and species
to which he refers, the present tendency seems to
be to multiply both unnecessarily. Among the
various Aleyrodids which I examined there appeared
to be considerable variation, and it was possible to
collect from the same plant specimens differing in

size from large to small through many gradations
and having wing spots either well marked or nearly
evanescent.
The difference between " species " and " variety

"

is one of degree, but specific difference may be claimed
for races which have so diverged that a fertile mixed
race cannot be produced from them. Whether this

condition is satisfied in any particular case can only
be determined by rather laborious trials, but in

the absence of evidence of this kind it would be more
correct, and certainly more convenient, while noting
small differences (which may be constant in certain
circumstances and localities) to treat them as
varieties. - A. Mallock.

9 Baring Crescent, Exeter,
December 21.

Science and Armaments.

I DESIRE to direct the attention of readers of
Nature to a matter which I think to be of importance.
During the war of 191^1-18 a great number of scientific

men, other than those in the medical service, were
engaged on work which was devoted entirely to
military ends.

Since the armistice there has been some tendency,
not unnatural perhaps, to confuse this war work with
other researches carried out directly in the service of

science. In the Science Library, South Kensington,
cheek by jowl with works on atomic theories or
relativity, are found such books as one on the organisa-
tion of the Army Signal Service, and another on
poison gas warfare which adopts most successfully
the language of a scientific text-book. In the publica-
tions of certain learned societies, nominally concerned
with purely scientific aims, are found descriptions of
instruments and investigations of almost purely
military interest. The collection of war material at
the Crystal Palace is shortly to displace the priceless
collection of historical apparatus and instruments
from the Western Galleries of the Science Museum

;

the instruments are to go into storage, in a place
where they will be inaccessible to the general public,
for an indefinite period.

The lamentable implication seems to be that the
development of armaments now holds a recognised
place as one of the worthiest aims of science, but that
is a doctrine which, I trust, is still very much open to
question. It is more probable that we simply lack
good taste and a proper appreciation of relative values.

I venture to suggest that science would be best
served by keeping these things separate. If neces-
sary, let the Government extend a military museum
to house such of the material from the War Museum
as possesses real interest from the military point of
view ; it should not be allowed to displace a single
instrument from the historical collections. Let us
also refrain from filling our library shelves with
matter of the kind previously indicated. So may the
temple of science be kept free from echoes of human
quarrels.
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The example of the British expedition sent, in spite
of the war, to test the Einstein effect has often been
quoted as an outstanding example of the wonderfully
dispassionate internationalism of science, but it

scarcely bears comparison with the events of a hundred
years ago when Davy, taking Faraday as his assistant,

travelled to Paris to lecture during the height of the
Napoleonic wars. We have gone far since those
days—In which direction ? L. C. Martin.

Imperial College of Science, South Kensington.

Waterspouts.

With reference to the letter from Dr. Hale Car-
penter (Nature, September 23, p. 414) describing an
interesting waterspout seen over Lake Victoria, a
letter has been received in the Meteorological Office
from Mr. H. E. Wood, of the Union Observatory,
Johannesburg, describing the development of a cloud
pendant seen by him on the afternoon of November
19, 1922. The following extract from Mr. Wood's
letter describes the occurrence :

" The day was a particularly calm one, the morning
was hot with a fairly clear sky, but early in the after-

noon there were many cumulo-nimbus clouds in the
sky. I noticed particularly the uniformity in the
base-level of all the clouds. Just about 3 p.m. I

noticed a little pendent cone under one of these
clouds and, having seen a waterspout here once before
(in 1910) thought this might become one and decided
to watch it. The waterspout developed rapidly and
I got Mrs. Wood to make a series of drawings of it.

Unfortunately the waterspout was rather too far

away for photography—it would have been very
small taken with an ordinary camera and I had no
telephotographic lens available. The interesting
feature of the waterspout seemed to me to be the
detail of the earth-end (as shown in Fig. i reproduced

Fig. j.

from a sketch made at 3.15 p.m.) : there was a well-
marked " core " surrounded by a less dense sheath.
It did not rain in the vicinity of this spout until some
time afterward ; so that the lower part would probably
consist of dust. Later we saw a series of waterspouts
in the same vicinity. We estimated (when this parti-
cular cloud became an active thunderstorm) that the
distance of the waterspouts was about 8 miles and
hence that the length of the column or height of the
cloud base was about 3700 feet."

The phenomenon noted by Mr. Wood is very similar
to that noted by Dr. Hale Carpenter, except that in
the present case the part shown in the sketch is

probably due mainly to dust raised by the whirl. It
is possible, however, that the greater density of the
central core is due to condensation of water vapour.

D. Brunt.
Meteorological Office, Air Ministry,

December 23.

I STOOD watching the effects of an ordinary small
whirlwind when a Swahili volunteered the information
that similar phenomena were at times to be seen
over the sea, but that, in those cases, what one saw
was God [Muiingu) drawing a whale {nyamgum] aloft.
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Most Swahilis have only a shadowy conception of

what a whale is ; to them it is a great snake which
devours men and even boats. When God is angry
with one of these beasts, he lets down a rope by
which the monster is caught and drawn strugghng
to heaven. H. E. Hornby.
Mpapua, Tanganyika Territory,

November 21.

The Cause of Anticyclones.

In Nature of December 23, 1922, p. 845, Mr. W. H.
Dines points out that the main features of the pressure
distribution of the atrtiosphere are of a permanent
character, and, strange to say, the great areas of low
pressure are over the cold poles, while the two belts

of high pressure are on both sides of the equator
in latitudes 30° or thereabouts ; and, so far as the
troposphere is concerned, the atmosphere is warm
over areas of high pressure. Mr. Dines remarks,
" The difficulty should be faced and not ignored."
At the Royal Society, on Novtmber 23 last, I had

the pleasure of hearing a paper read by Lindemann
and Dobson, who have succeeded in determining
the temperature of the upper atmosphere (strato-

sphere) by observations of the luminosity of meteors.
They estimate that at a height of 60 km. the tempera-
ture of the air is in the neighbourhood of 300° Abs.

In a paper communicated to the Phil. Mag. (vol.

xx.xv., March 191 8, p. 233) I gave a diagram showing
the probable temperature of the atmosphere between
the poles and the equator up to heights of 70 km.
This diagram was constructed by plotting the
temperatures ascertained by sending up self-register-

ing balloons, and extrapolating for greater heights.
At the poles the temperature arrived at was about
285° Abs. at 60 km. In the paper referred to I

concluded that the stratosphere over the poles and
equator is much hotter than it is over the high
pressure belts at latitudes 30° N. and S. of the equator—20° C. or more—and suggested that the winds of
the earth are very largely affected by these differences
of temperature.
The temperature values found by Lindemann and

Dobson showed considerable variations when the
results obtained by one falUng star were compared
with another. I would suggest that the several
results they obtained be plotted on a diagram, the
ordinates being temperatures at 60 km. and the
abscissae barometric pressures. Knowing the time
and position of each falling star, the pressures could
be obtained from meteorological charts. My sugges-
tion was that the upper atmosphere is hotter over
low pressure areas than it is over high pressure areas.

R. M. Deeley.
Tintagil, Kew Gardens Road, Kew, Surrey,

December 27.

Soil Reaction, Water Snails, and Liver Flulies.

In N.^ture of November 25, p. 701, Dr. Monica
Taylor mentions that the distribution of Limneea
truncatiila in S.W. Scotland is very local, being rare
or altogether absent from certain districts in which
sheep are known to be infected with liver flukes. In
such districts /.. peregra is found infected with per-
fectly developed cercariae of Fasciola hepalica. Free
active cercaria; of the latter are also found.

In Nature of December 23, p. 845, .Mr. R. Hedger
Wall ice directs attention to the prevalence of liver
fluke disease in the Swansea valley, where rough
pastures have been limed. He asks, " Does liming a
wet sour pasture make it more congenial to the water
snail ?

"
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For the past year, as occasion permitted, we have
been engaged upon the study of the distribution of
snail species in relation to the hydrogen ion concen-
tration of the soil and water. A very striking limita-
tion is found for certain species, and but few are
found in the more acid habitats. Thus, over quartz-
ite at />H4'8, nothing but a few Hyalinias could be
found, whereas around pHj numerous species exist,

including L. Iruncaliila. Fewer species are found at
pHS, but those that do are often in great numbers,
Helicella caperata and more especially H. virgala.

Upland peat soil is usually close to /)H4-6, and rough
pastures may be between that and pH^-^ or some-
what over, so it seems highly probable that liming
such land, by bringing it to the neighbourhood of
pHy, does make the conditions more favourable for

the snails concerned in the transmission of the disease.
In cases where certain sheep in a flock are infected,

it would seem advisable to drive the flock to the most
acid soil available, provided it is strongly acid, for in

such a site the infected sheep will not be able to infect
others, and so the disease may be stamped out or
reduced in amount.
Where the neutral or slightly acid soil which appears

to favour the occurrence of liver fluke disease is

wanting, transference to chalk or limestone soil, at
about pllS, may perhaps be equally effective ; but it

must be remembered that, owing to leaching by rain,

the steep places in such districts may be less alkaline,

or even acid.

It is very desirable that the limits of distribution of
L. IruHcatula and /-. peregra should be defined in

relation ti) the reaction of the soil and water, and the
writers would be glad to receive samples of soil from
infected and uninfected localities.

The distribution of snails in relation to soil reaction
is similar to that of plants, and it may be added that
there is a widespread belief in the west of Ireland that
liver fluke disease is caused by eating a certain plant
found in ticlds where the disease has been known to
occur. The Gaelic name of the plant was mentioned
to one of us, but, unfortunately, it has been forgotten.
The distribution of the plant may serve as a guide to
the distribution of the snails in question.

W. R. G. Atkins.
M. \'. Lebour.

Marine Biological Laboratory, Plymouth,
December 28.

Amber and the Dammar of Living Bees.

In the issue of Naturic for June 3, 1922 (vol. 109,
p. 713), a letter is published from Prof. T. D. A.
Cockerell, of the I'niversity of Colorado, on " Fossils
in Burmese .Vmber." This refers mainly to amber
obtained from the amber mines in the Hukong
Valley, which I visited in February 192 1. In that
letter Prof. Cockerell, after investigating the insects
preserved in specimens of the amber, agrees with me
in placing the age of the amber-bearing beds as the
earlier part of the middle Eocene, there being no
doubt that the Nummulites found by me are actually
Nummulites biarilzinsis d'Arch.

In the second part of his letter, however. Prof.
Cockerell introduces a new problem. In addition
to the specimens from the Hukong Valley amber
mines, he mentions a number of beads of extremely
pale and pellucid amber which he afterwards received
from Mr. R. C. J. Swinhoe, of Mandalay. These
contained well-preserved insects all different from
those identified in the amber from the Hukong
Valley mines. .Mr. Swinhoe was uncertain whether
these beads were Burmese amber or whether they
had been imported from China. Prof. Cockerell, after
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identifying the included insects in this pale amber,
came to the conclusion " that this light amber (or

copal) is of very recent origin, not earlier than
Pleistocene, and contains a fauna which doubtless
consists mainly (at least) of species still living." The
point of great interest to me is that among these
representatives of still living species he found " a
small bee which seems not to differ at all from the
common living Trigona Iceviceps Smith."
Now Trigona Iteviceps. or, as it is sometimes called,

Melipona Iteviceps, is the actual, or at least chief,

source of the common resinous substance known
as Dammar (Burmese—Pwe-nyet). These bees build

in hollows within trees, crevices among rocks, etc.,

and line the interior surfaces of their nests with
a massive resinous substance. This resinous sub-
stance is the common Dammar of the Burmese
bazaars, and is used largely by the Burmese for the
caulking of boats. Hooper (Rep. Labor. Ind. Mus.,
1904-5, 23-4) reports on two samples examined by
him. It seems to be the general opinion that it is

largely constructed by the bees from the oil and
resin of Dipterocarpus.

It seems to me, therefore, that the light amber
beads examined by Prof. Cockerell mav quite likely

be fossil Dammar, or in other words. Dammar de-
posited in crevices and holes in the earth or rocks
by Melipona, which has afterwards been buried up and
entombed and fossilised. The inclusion of a specimen
of the actual bee in this fossil Dammar would be not
only possible but highly probable if such is the case.

Although I do not know the place from which the
pale Chinese amber comes, I offer the above suggestion
as to its origin ; and from what I saw of the actual
occurrence of the Burmese amber in the Hukong
Valley amber mines it seems to me not unlikely
that some such method may be the explanation of
its origin also, though in this case one would not
expect the depositing insect to be the same species

as that depositing Dammar at the present day.
Murray Stuart.

Indo-Burma Oilfields, Ltd., Thayetmyo,
Burma, December 8.

Modern PsilotaceEe and Archaic Terrestrial Plants.

With the establishment of an early Devonian
group of vascular cryptogams showing fundamental
resemblances with the modern Psilotacea;, the con-
troversy over the essentially primitive or reduced
nature of the latter family may be said to be closed.

In spite of important points of difference, the
resemblances appear to suffice to link the Psilotaceae
with the most archaic types of terrestrial plants of
which the structure is known at all adequately.
The object of the present note is to record another
piece of evidence pointing in the same direction.
As Kidston and Lang say, ' In its anatomy

Asteroxylon is most closely comparable with the
Psilotaceae and with Lycopodium" (" Old Red Sand-
stone Plants," etc.. Part III., 1920, p. 667). So
far as the leafy shoot is concerned, however, the
hollow stele of the Psilotaceae, as generally described,
does not readily fall into line with that of Asteroxylon
or Lycopodium, in which the centre is occupied by
a more or less compact mass of cauline xylem. It

is therefore of some interest to note that one or
more cauline strands devoid of protoxylem are
normally present in the pith of Tmesipteris Vieillardi
Dang., an erect terrestrial form said to be endemic
in New Caledonia. The medullary strands generally
arise from the ring of peripheral strands in the
transitional region between the rhizome and aerial
shoot, and when traced distally as a rule end blindly
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in the pith, although they sometimes merge into the
peripheral strands. They show a good deal of
variation in the degree of their development, generally
not extending very far up into the leafy shoot, but
their presence is a normal feature of the anatomv.

In this respect, therefore, Tni. Vieillardi facilitates

the comparison of the Psilotaceae with the Devonian
genus Asteroxylon, and also serves to strengthen
their lycopod affinity, already established on other
grounds. In a paper read before the Cambridge
Philosophical Society (see Nature, June 13, 1918,
vol. loi, p. 299) I directed attention to this and
other features, in view of which I regarded Tm.
Vieillardi as the most primitive member of the
Psilotaceae ; but the discovery of Asteroxylon adds
point to the conclusion there arrived at. It is

natural to regard the poorly developed and variable
medullary xylem of Tm. Vieillardi as a stage in the
disintegration of a once continuous and solid cylinder
of cauline xylem extending throughout the length
of the axis ; the hollow steles of Tm. tannensis and
of Psilotunr would •thus form the next stage in the
reduction. This reduction within the group, • how-
ever, need not affect the essentially primitive nature
of the Psilotaceae as a whole.

I must add that medullary xylem had previously
been recorded in Tmesipteris on two occasions : (i.)

by C. E. Bertrand, 1885, " Recherches sur las

Tm^sipteridees," p. 248, Fig. 215 (A) ; and (ii.) by
P. A. Dangeard, Le Botaniste, 1890-91, p. 17, PI.

XL Fig. I. But the nature of the material at
their disposal (herbarium specimens) appears to have
precluded a detailed investigation by the French
authors ; they make only a passing reference to the
feature in question, apparently considered by them
to be only a rare occurrence. B. S.\hni.

Botany Department,
LTniversity of Lucknow, India,

December 7.

Action of Cutting Tools.

It is true, as Prof. Andrade points out in Nature
of December 30 (vol. no, p. 876), that I am " not
altogether familiar with the work that has already been
done on the subject "

: indeed it is obvious. And after
glancing through the 82 pages of bibliography at the
end of Prof. E. C. Bingham's "Fluidity and Plasticity,"

I feel certain that I shall remain in this state. Tresca's
Memoirs, however, are \ery well known among
engineers, and they ha\e been quoted and digested
by several writers of engineering text - books and
papers, but it is doubtful if the practical use of cutting
tools has been much influenced by Tresca's work,
beautiful and interesting though it is.

The important problem which faces the user of
cutting tools is the preservation of the cutting edge
under heavy loads, and while Taylor's work is the
outstanding contribution on the matter, Mr. Mallock's
explanation of the influence of friction on the upper
surface of the tool is invaluable to the machinist.
The study of the shaving, while perhaps uninteresting
to the physicist, is vitally important to the engineer,
for, on one hand, the machinist watches the be-
haviour of the tool very much in the shaving, and,
on the other, the plastic flow on the back of the
shaving, which produces flat-backed shavings from
round-nosed tools, is probably a principal cause of
the undesirable heating of the tool, and an important
factor in the frictional phenomena involved.

H. S. ROWELL,
Director of Research.

Research Association of British Motor and
Allied Manufacturers,

15 Bolton Road, W.4, January 4.
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Natural Resistance and the Study

Hy Prof. J. C. G. Ledi

CERTAIN aspects of immunity have long baffled

the experimental patholof,'ist and are certain to

receive in the future more adequate consideration when
the fundamentals of the science of immunity, like those

of all experimental sciences, come to be relaid.

The phenomena to which I would direct attention

come in the category of what is known as natural

immunity or natural resistance—a subject vast and
many sided—and I would propose to consider simply

what amount of light has been thrown on the elucidation

of certain well-known instances of natural immunity
to bacterial infection, by the study of the bactericidal

functions of body cells and fluids. The infection 1

would choose for illustrative purposes is that of anthrax,

largely because it has been in connexion with the

peculiar and fascinating divergencies of susceptibility

exhibited by animal species towards this infection,

that defence meclianisms have been tested with a view

of their elucidation.

When one considers the enormous output of literature

on immunity which, since the beginning of the century,

has followed regularly the discover}' of some new defence

mechanism, one has reason to feel that some sufficient

explanation might have been vouchsafed us for the

existence of these peculiar resistances, but as I hope
to show you now, there is no subject in immunity
which has been so persistently and yet so inadequately

explored. The discovery of a new immunity mechanism
has led in the first instance, as a rule, to its intensive

exploitation for diagnostic or therapeutic purjioses,

and rightly so in the main. Some mechanisms have
lent themselves more readily than others to such ex-

ploitation. Many again have failed to attract anything

but a pwssing fancy and they have been promptly
forgotten or ignored, while the great flood of freshly

gathered facts and fictions has continued to roll on
uninterrupted. And yet if it be true, as I believe, that

knowledge is best grasped in its historical setting, then

surely these half-forgotten theses must claim the atten-

tion of the serious investigator. With the colossal mass
of literature on pathology, bacteriology, and immunity
on our shelves, it is no easy task to comply with the

historical method, but I maintain that the ambition
should ever be to build truly on the historical past so

that when the time comes for synthesis the old bricks

may simply require relaying. The real expert must
aim at being a man of vision with a working knowledge
of and a pride in a glorious historical accomplishment.
A mastery of technique is often, in my opinion, of much
less relative value.

Natural immunity remains a dark comer in our
edifice. Immunology as an essentially experimental
science has undoubtedly gained its chief triumphs in

the domain of acquired immunity. It has sought with

marked success not only to imitate the immunity that

is seen to follow successful combat with the actual

disease naturally contracted, but also to transfer the

chief bearer of that immunity from the immune subject,

be it recovered human or immunised horse, to the acute

case. In some notable instances we seem to know

From the presidential address delivered before the Section of Patholo^
of the Royal Society of Medicine on October 17.
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of Normal Defence Mechanisms.'
.NGHAM, C.M.G., F.R.S.

with certainty what we are doing in so acting, that,

for e.xample, the passive fluid injected represents simply

so many units of an accurately titrated substance sus-

pended, we shall say, in a vehicle of serum. So far

as we are able to judge experimentally, the vehicle

itself might be indifferent. In other cases in which

the passive transference of immune serum is followed

by undoubted success, as, for example, in anthrax, it

has so far been impossible to determine precisely what
particular principle in the serum so injected is responsilile

for the success. In other infections again, such as the

coccal septicaemias, the success achieved has been but

partial and fortuitous. Either the systems of titration

on an in vitro basis have been unsatisfactory or, when
biological titration has been partially possible, the

existing great variety of coccal types both in man and
animals and their contrary affinities for various animal

species will doubtless for long militate against the

elaboration of any rational and stereotyped scheme of

serotherapy in these infections. We may learn, how-
ever, from our difliculties. We can see that Nature
specifically unaided can successfully circumscribe the

sphere of operation of a coccal or even an anthrax in-

fection while she may fail to control a general invasion.

We note also that Nature not infrequently appears to

derive much assistance in the control of infection from

the inoculation, for example, of a normal serum or from

the inoculation of some type of colloid fluid circumspectly

administered. Possibly the not infrequently observed

phenomenon of the incompatibility of double infections

may be placed in the same category' of facts. In any
case there would appear to be abundant justification

at the present stage of immunological research for the

closest study of the normal defence mechanisms.

The Mechanisms of Defence.

It is a strange circumstance that those curious

instances of normal resistance which are referred to in

all the text-liooks should rest on such an insecure basis

of fact from what one might call the quantitative point

of view. They, and the alleged explanatory mechan-
isms, appeared to fascinate the earlier workers intensely,

but it does not appear that the experimental work
devoted to their solution can now be regarded as

authoritative in the light of present knowledge. It

would seem that as each new mechanism of defence

was discovered it was immediately tested and generally

found to explain the observed resistance to the satis-

faction of the discoverer. In what follows I shall

illustrate what has happened in the case of anthrax

and draw certain inferences as to future lines of progress.

Put succinctly, the problem is simply this : Is the

mechanism of a certain case of natural resistance

capable of full and satisfactory expression in terms of

test-tube analysis ? Or must other mechanisms than
those with which we are familiar be called in to explain

the phenomenon ?

The mechanisms are not many, and it would appear
advisable to summarise them briefly before discussing

their application to the problem in question. What
contributions to the mechanism of defence were made
by the great masters of general pathology and cytology
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of the past half-century ? I need not discuss the

various doctrines and conceptions of inflammation that

formed the basis of pathological teaching of possibly

most of us, but it is very obvious from even cursory

analysis of the works of the great masters that the

phenomena of inflammation gradually but surely came
to be regarded in the light of natural defence mechan-
isms. That this was so is abundantly evident at the

commencement of the present century, and in illustration

I might cite the inaugural address of Marchand, a

valued teacher of my own, on assuming the chair of

Cohnheim at Leipzig in 1900. The title of his address

was " Die natiirlichen Schutzmittel des Organismus,"
and it was an attempt to summarise in the sense of

defence mechanisms the various changes produced in

the course of the inflammatory process. These changes
he regarded as essentially defence mechanisms depending
on the reactivity of the local tissues.

On the whole I receive the impression from reading

the works of these masters that their methods of work
were too local and circumscribed to render the results

capable of general applicability to the phenomena of

bacterial invasion. They had little conception then
of the vast potentialities for defence residing not only
in the fluids circulating in the inflamed part but also

in the emigrated leucocytes and possibly also in the

fixed tissue cells. Since those days the immunologist
has had his innings, but I am of opinion that again

we shall return to the consideration on ampler lines of

local condition and function in the widest sense if we
are to understand thoroughly the rationale of natural

immunity. Already one sees a tendency towards the

combined histological and serological attack on these

problems.

I pass to Metchnikoff, whose attempt to extend the
sphere of phagocytic action from the physiological to

the pathological field, and to read into it the idea of a
protective mechanism with an application to all higher

animals possessing circulating amceboid elements,

constituted the first large-scale conception calculated

to raise the lore of inflammation from one of purely
local to one of the most general application. It was,

in fact, the commencement of immunity as a general

science. To him the leucocyte came to be endowed
with particular qualities and properties according to

the reactivity of the host. It was, moreover, the source

par excellence of any and all bactericidal substances

that might be present in cell-free fluids of the body.
The constant polemics into which his rigid adherence
to the conception of the all-sufficiency of the phagocyte
led him are now matters of history, but it has to be
remembered that these very polemics with the rising

school of humoralists led l.iy Nuttall, Buchner, and a host

of others, gave the stimulus to uncounted researches

on the properties and sources of growth-inhibitory and
bactericidal bodies in tissues and fluids. Metchnikoff
sought to retrieve the position of the phagocyte by
many ingeniously contrived experiments, but it was
obvious that opinion was definitely ranged alongside

the newer humoral ideas, while the ultimate source

of the alexin and the intermediary body or substance

sensibilisatrice , the co-operative action of which with
a thermolabile alexin was later demonstrated, were left

more or less open questions. The final demonstration
by Denys and Leclef, Mennes, and others, showing the
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dependence of phagocytic action in immune serum on
the presence of a substance sensibilisatrice, and the ex-

tension of the principle to normal serum by Wright and
Douglas, constituted a reasonable enough compromise
between the opposing views. We know, however, that

absolutely independent phagocytic action cannot be
excluded as a defence factor, especially when organisms

of low virulence are in question, and researches on
spontaneous phagocytosis have demonstrated that in

a given collection of leucocytes exposed to organisms

some individuals undoubtedly appear to possess much
higher phagocytic powers than others. We have not

reached the end of this particular problem.

After the phagocyte came the alexin of the cell-free

fluids. The complex nature of the normal alexin and
its presence both in plasma and in cell-free serum are

now fairly generally accepted facts. It should be noted,

however, that the complex nature of the normal alexin

is much more difficult to demonstrate than that of the

so-called bacteriolysin in immune serum, and, as we
shall see, there is now evidence that certain normal sera

possess considerable bactericidal and growth-inhibitory

effects which are not destroyed by the usual inactivation

temperatures. In fact, the test-organism in all these

matters is of prime importance. Here it is sufficient

to note that the normal alexin can kill or dissolve

certain organisms while others are unaffected or at

most suffer growth inhibition.

I pass to the leukins or the bactericidal substances

present in extracts of leucocytes. The study of these

arose largely out of the views expressed by Bucliner

and Metchnikoff that the source of the alexin might

possibly be found in such. The chief work on this

defence mechanism, which has not attracted perhaps

the attention it deserves, has been that of Hahn,
Schattenfroh, Petterson, Kling, Manwaring, Schneider,

and Petrie. I would note simply that these extracts do

not lose their power of killing certain test organisms

after heating, say, at 60° F. They can resist very

much higher temperatures, even up to 80° F. The
constitution of these leukins or endolysins is still un-

certain. Some have attempted to show that they possess

complementing powers in the presence of inactivated

sera, but others have entirely failed to confirm such

action. Petterson would say that these extracts contain

both an alcohol-soluble and an alcohol-insoluble fraction,

and that the one can inhibit the action of the other.

These effects, however, are almost certainly to be

reckoned in the category of inhibition phenomena ex-

plicable on colloidal principles. The chief interest of

the leukins lies in the effects they produce on different

groups of organisms, and in the similarity of such

effects to those produced by very analogous extracts

prepared from tissues, which were demonstrated twenty

years ago by Conradi, Korschun and Morgenroth,

Tarassewitsch, and others. These leukins have, as a

rule, been tested against organisms of the typhoid-coli

group and organisms of the subtilis group, to which

anthrax belongs.

Curious differences have been shown by extracts of

leucocytes of various animal species in their action on

bacterial types. Thus guinea-pig leucocytic extracts

are said to possess little or no bactericidal action on

B. typhosus, while those from the rabbit are distinctly

potent. Petrie, however, using extracts prepared from
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leucocytes triturated at a temperature of liquid air,

failed to demonstrate bactericidal bodies for B. typhosus

in rabbit leucocytes. The leucocytic extracts of the hen

have, accordinfi to Schneider, no action on B. typhosus,

but a very considerable action on B. anthracis. On the

other hand, tlic serum of the hen can kill B. typhosus,

but has little action on B. anthracis, so that it would

seem that absence of bactericidal property in the

extract of a cell might be compensated by its presence

in the surrounding fluid, and vice versa. The study

of bactericidal bodies in tissue extracts and body

secretions is w^Mn being actively pursued in connexion

with bacteriophage problems. In the so-called bacterio-

phage, from whatever source it may be obtained, there

is exhibited the same thermostability and the same

limitation of action to certain bacterial groups. Rapidity

of action of these leucocytic extracts on organisms of

the subtilis group and slowness of action on organisms

like B. typhosus, with subsequent over-growth of pre-

sumably resistant organisms, are features which recall

those noted in investigations connected with the

bacteriophage and with the iiactericidal bodies present

in egg-white as demonstrated by Rettger and Fleming.

I may close this subject by noting the existence of

the thermostable bactericidal body in rat serum. This

body has l)ecn carefull\- tested by Pirenne against

organisms of the subtilis group, and also organisms

like B. coli and B. pyocyaneus. Plating experiments

have shown tliat organisms like B. mycoides, B.

megatherium, B. subtilis arc rapidly killed off, while

B. proteus, B. coli, and B. pyocyaneus multiply freely.

The cholera vibrio is also killed off, but this action was

found to be due to tlie ordinary thermolabilc alexin in

the rat serum and it disappeared after inactivation of

the serum.

There remain only the proteolytic bodies contained

in leucocytes, which have been studied by many
workers chiefly in connexion with the so-called anti-

tryptic action of serum. We know little or nothing

of their action on bacteria, and indeed it would be

difficult to separate any such action exhibited from

that due to tlie more generally studied endolysins. I

may just mention the alleged existence of iiactericidal

bodies in platelets, a subject introduced by Grubcr
and Futaki in 1907, and but little studied since. These
authors came to the conclusion that the bactericidal

action on anthrax of normal rabbit serum (a highly

susceptible animal) depended on substances derived

from the platelets. Barreau, who continued this work,
found that the serum of the dog (a highly resistant

animal to anthrax) had no action on anthrax nor had
its platelets. He concluded, however, that the platelet

bactericidal bodies or plakins probably did not play

much part in natural resistance, as the rat, for

example, a resistant animal, was rich in plakins, while

the rabbit, a susceptible animal, was e(|ually so. It is

pwssible that the recent work on the purely mechanical
function of blood platelets in removing suspended
organisms by virtue of their adhesive properties may
throw a different light on these alleged bactericidal

substances in platelets.

.\m.mal Experiments.

Tiie application of these defence mechanisms to the
elucidation of natural resistance to anthrax can now
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be very shortly considered. The resistant animals

chiefly studied have been the frog, the fowl (especially

the hen and pigeon), the rat, and the dog, but we
have no accurate data of a quantitative kind as to

the extent of this resistance in most cases. There is

no doubt that the frog presents an extraordinary

resistance to anthrax infection—a resistance which

in the early days was attributed to its low body tem-

perature. Attempts were made to infect frogs kept at

37° C, and in these circumstances the animals readily

succumbed. Metchnikoff attributed the deaths in

these cases to diminisiied phagocytic action, whereas

in the frog whose temperature was not interfered with,

exuberant phagocj-tosis at the seat of inoculation

afforded sufficient explanation of the immunity. The
humoralists, however, maintained that the immunity
was due to the bactericidal properties of the local lymph
(Nuttall. Haumgarten, Petruscliky. etc.). Metchnikoff

countered this by showing tliat B. anthracis could

grow readily in frog plasma. Galli-Valerio favoured

the combined action of phagocytosis and bactericidal

propierty of lymph as the mo.st likely explanation.

The matter remains quite obscure, and a more recent

worker. Ditthorn, simply states that anthrax rods

inoculated in any way into frogs show degenerative

changes in a few days and lose their contours. The
test organisms may, of course, play a decisive role

in view of the fact that Dieudonne, for example,

cultivated a race of anthrax growing abundantly at

12° ('.. and with it succeeded in killing frogs readily.

These experiments require confirmation.

With regard to fowls, the hen and pigeon, and

particularly the former, are known to possess high

resistance, and in the classical experiments of Pasteur

and Joubert, in 1878, the immunity was attributed to

the high body temperature of the fowl. By immersing

the fowl in cold w-ater infection took place. The death

in such circumstances has been attributed i>y later

workers to a general lowering of resistance, and not

to an inai)ility on the part of B. anthracis to grow

at the high temperature of the fowl. Metchnikoff

maintained that phagocyto.sis in the normal hen was

rapid and complete, and in the cooled hen very poor.

Later, Thiltges stated that phagocytosis was not in

evidence, and that the immunity was due to the

bactericidal action of the plasma, a property which

Gengou denied. Thiltges agreed, however, with

Metchnikoff in the matter of the pigeon. Bail and

Petterson and Schneider ascribe the resistance to the

action of the hen leukins, which act very powerfully on

B. anthracis, wliile the serum has relatively little action.

Donati in a more recent communication ascribes the

immunitv of the fowl simply to a local invasion of

leucocytes, which hinder capsule formation, and by

virtue of bactericidal substances secreted by them, and

not iiy phagocytosis, secure the removal of the invaders.

It is notorious that the adult dog can tolerate w ithout

inconvenience the inoculation of large quantities of

bacilli, and, as one might expect, this immunity has

l>een attributed by Metchnikoff to phagocytosis at the

site of inoculation. Ilektoen later showed tliat in the

presence of dog serum dog leucocytes readily took up

B. anthracis. It would appear that the serum of the

dog has but little or no anthracidal action as compared,

for example, with that of the rabliit, which is, on the
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contrary, a fairly highly susceptible animal. While
without action on B. anthracis, dog serum, according to

Petrie, has a powerful action on B. typhosus. Hektoen
attributes some importance also to the leukins of the

dog. Petrie, however, found none.

The rat presents a more interesting problem, though
it has to be remembered that there is no absolute

immunity in this species. Behring, in 1888, showed
that rat serum was anthracidal, while Metchnikoff found

that the main defence was the phagoc\'tic response.

The thermostability of the bactericidal body in rat

serum, as shown by Pirenne and Horton, is a most
interesting feature. It acts equally well at 18° C. as

at 0° C, and remains active for fairly long periods in

the cold.

Summary.

To summarise, it must be confessed that the curiously

contradictory and yet perhaps genuinely reasonable

explanatory theses give us very little that is solid to

grasp. No one example of normal immunity has yet

been investigated as a complete problem. Partial

mechanisms only have been studied. It might be con-

cluded from the above that dogs are immune because

dogs are dogs, and so for rats, fowls, and frogs, but

that would not be quite the impression I should like

to make. If a certain animal is immune to a particular

experimental infection, such as anthrax, one ought to

be able to explain fully what local phenomena have

occurred to prevent a general invasion by the organism.

To do so effectively must invoh-e the testing of each

possible mechanism separately and in conjunction, and
it must involve a return to the cytological study of

the changes which the invading organism undergoes

in situ. The problem must be attacked not only by
methods which derive their authority from long ex-

perience with the bactericidal properties of cells and
fluids, but also by methods which reflect the trend of

present-day studies on general metabolism both of

parasite and host. With regard to the former much
has been made of the capsule, but the data on the

point are contradictory. In every set of experiments

strict attention must be paid to the maintenance of

virulence. It may, indeed, be found that by experi-

mental selection a test organism which has once proved

virulent for one individual of a resistant species may
prove equally so for all individuals of the species.

Strains of B. anthracis have been thus selected which

are alleged to have killed fowls, rats, and frogs, but

the experiments lack confirmation.

Another important aspect of the subject which has

recently been brought to the forefront by Besredka
relates to the site of inoculation of the test organism.

In the course of his researches on the production of

immunity by vaccinating that portion only of the

body which is most susceptible, Besredka has turned

his attention to anthrax infection in the guinea-pig, an

animal notoriously difhcult to protect by any method
of vaccination. He shows experimentally what, by the

way, had been amply demonstrated twenty years ago

by Noetzel, that animals like the rabbit and guinea-pig

can tolerate easily doses of virulent anthrax if introduced

directly into the circulation or into the peritoneal cavity

without contaminating the cutaneous tissues. This

can be avoided by a special and careful technique.

According to Besredka the skin of the guinea-pig is

the only susceptible portion of the guinea-pig's anatomy,
and if it had no skin it would be a highly refractory

animal instead of being, as it is, one of the most sus-

ceptible. He further demonstrated the possibility of

securing solid immunity to anthrax, by whatever

route inoculated, by vaccination of the skin with

the attenuated Pasteurian vaccines. I do not wholly

accept much of the evidence adduced so far in support

of the conception of partial or local immunities or

susceptibihties, but I believe the matter is worth the

fullest investigation. In any case it is obvious that

future work on natural resistance must take count of

the possibility of very diverse immunities or suscepti-

bilities apparently combined in one immune whole.

I have dealt with species resistance solely, but it

has to be remembered that there are racial variations

of resistance within the species. For this reason the

study of the mechanism of normal immunity will doubt-

less demand the services of the geneticist, who will be

responsible for securing pedigreed stock for experimental

purposes. This is no fanciful suggestion. In connexion

with these most promising developments in experimental

epidemiology which are Ijeing carried out in this country

and in America the services of the geneticist must be

invaluable. The dietetic factor, too, may prove of

supreme importance in experiments on natural resist-

ance, and there is already a body of evidence pointing

in this direction. It is possilsle also that we may learn

from comparative observations on the rationale of

natural immunity in plants to fungal infections. In a

recent address by Blackman some of these mechanisms
reveal extraordinarily interesting relationships between

the attacking fungus and the cells of the immune
host.

Helium in the United States.

By Dr. Rich.\rd B. Moore, Chief Chemist, U.S. Bureau of Mines.

ONE of the projects started in the United States

during the war and since continued, is the

extraction of helium from natural gas for use in balloons

and dirigibles. In 1907, Cady and McFarland published

a report on the presence of helium in a number of

natural gases, mainly from Kansas, U.S.A. Some of

the samples tested ran as high as li per cent, helium

by volume, although the majority of them were con-

siderably below this figure.

Early in 1915 the present writer received a letter
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from Sir William Ramsay, written under date of

February 28. In that letter it was stated that the

British Government was interested in new sources of

helium other than the atmosphere, in the hope that a

sufficient amount could be obtained for use in dirigibles.

It was only during my recent visit to England last

summer that I learned of Sir Richard Threlfall's

intimate connexion with the origin of this demand for

a supply of helium by the British Government.
American Government officials heard no more of the
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project until after the United States entered the war.

A few days after that event. I sufj^jested at the meetinj;

of the Ami'rican Chemical Society in Kansas Citv that

these plants were situated at Fort Worth (Fip. i), and
one at Petrolia. The plants at Fort Worth used the

Linde and Claude systems respectively. The pinnt at

:on plant, Kort Worth, Trx.i

helium could be, and should be, extracted from natural

gas, and the project was afterwards taken to the U.S.

Army by Col. G, .\. Burrell and myself. Col. Chas. De F.

Chandler in charge of the lighter-than-air branch of the

Air Service, was immediately interested. The Army and
Navy jointly asked the Bureau of Mines to undertake

Petrolia was equipped with the new Jeflferies-Norton

system of refrigeration.

During the preliminary stages of the work. Col.

Burrell acted for the Bureau of Mines, but shortly

afterwards I was assigned by the director of the

Bureau to take general charge of the three plants.

Kx|>enmcnt.-il plant No. 1 (l.inJc system) huilt .I'xl u^«l during the war. Inside a compressor hnildin^.

the experimental development of the project, and three

plants were built in Texas in connexion with the supply

of natural gas derived from the Petrolia, Texas field,

used in the cities of Fort Worth and Dallas. Two of
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Others who were connected with the work in the early

stages were Dr. Van H, Manning, director of the Bureau
of Mines, Dr. F. G. Cottrell, assistant director, and
Commanders .\. K. Atkins and H.T. Dver.and Mr. G.
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O. Carter, of the U.S. Navy. It was not known at that

time that the British Government, through Prof. J. C.

McLennan, of the University of Toronto, was carrying

out experimental work with the same object in view in

Canada.

The U.S. Government had the active co-operation of

the Linde Company, the Air Reduction Company, and
the Jefferies-Norton Company, and the engineers of the

first two companies actually operated their plants.

Whatever success was achieved in the commercial

some helium. On May 13 some gas of a grade between
60 and 70 per cent, helium was produced. The opera-

tions of Plant 2, however, were not as a whole so

successful as those of Plant i.

Plant No. 3, using the Jefferies-Norton process,

started operations in the late fall of 1918. It was hoped
that this plant would show some economies which
could not be hoped for from the other two more or

less standardised processes. Whereas helium was pro-

duced at various times by Plant No. 3, it was never

production of helium was to a very considerable extent

due to the ability of the engineers of the companies
mentioned.

Plant No. I (Fig. 2), using the Linde process, com-
menced to work on March 6, 1918, and made its first

helium on April 8, 1918, when some gas analysing 27 per

cent, helium was obtained. This purity was increased

after a few months until in the early part of July a grade
of above 70 per cent, was obtained, and in September
the plant was operating very consistently, producing an
average of from 4000 to 6000 cubic feet of 70 per cent,

helium during each operating dav. It was necessary to

re-process the gas in order to raise this purity to more
than 90 per cent.

Plant No. 2, using the Claude system, began to

operate on May i, 1918, and very quickly obtained
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Laboratory, U.S. Bureau of Mines.

able to produce helium steadily or consistently, and was
finally permanently shut down during July 1921.

The Linde plant showed the most rapid progress, and
it was decided in the fall of 1918 to build a large pro-

duction plant using the Linde process. This plant was
completed in the spring of 1920, and operated for a few-

months during that year. Most of the time, however,
was spent on testing out the equipment. About two
million cubic feet of helium averaging 94 to 95 per cent,

was produced, and this, with the helium obtained during
the experimental work with the smaller plants, gave a
total production up to this year of 2,300,000 cubic feet.

Congress has furnished a fairly satisfactory sum for

operations during the present fiscal year, July i, 1922
to June 30, 1923, and the plant is now producing about
15,000 cubic feet of 93 to 95 per cent, helium per day.
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Some small cluinges have to be made, and after these

have been installed, it is expected that this production

will be considerably increased. When all the units are

operatinfi etVuiently, the plant will probably have a

capacity of from 35,000 to 40,000 cubic feet per day.

An important part of the work has been the in-

vestigation of the natural gas supplies of the United

States for their helium content. This work was origin-

ally started during the war, and Mr. G. S. Rogers, of

the U.S. Geological Survey, was transferred to the

Bureau of Mines to carry on the work. A preliminary

report was published by the Survey in 192 1 (U.S.

Geol. Sur. Professional Paper 121, by G. Sherburne

Rogers).

Since 1919 the present writer has supervised the field

work along with other helium activities ; and the

Bureau maintained a full force and laboratory for this

particular purpose for nearly two years. Every gas

field in the United States has been sampled, and at the

present time undoubtedly more than five hundred
million cubic feet of helium is going to waste annually

in connexion w iih the natural gas of the United States.

A considerable |)n)portion of this is widely scattered in

gas-wells that have a small helium content, of only

o- 1-0-2 per cent., but a considerable amount of it is

concentrated in large fields wliich have an average of

more than 0-5 |)er cent, helium in the gas, and some of

the wells go above i-o per cent, and even \\ per cent.

In general, the helium belt extends from Texas through

Oklahoma, south-eastern Kansas, southern Illinois, and
from there through Ohio into Pennsylvania and New
York. There is also helium-bearing gas in Indiana,

Kentucky, and West Virginia. The belt seems to go

from south-west to north-east, generally speaking, the

richest gas being in Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas.

Though helium is being produced successfully com-
mercially, we are not satisfied with the present develop-

ment or costs. A considerable amount of research work
is being carried out, therefore, with the main object of

getting greater efficiency and reduction in cost.

The low-temperature laboratory (Fig. 3) is attached to

the Bureau of Mines in Washington, with a force of about
fifteen chemists, physicists, engineers, and mechanics.

A thoroughly adequate equipment is available. A
good deal of fundamental research work is being carried

on and applied to the commercial production of helium.

A consulting board of engineers consists of Mr. M. II.

Roberts, Prof. W. L. De Baufre, and Dr. R. C. Tolman.
This board is giving efficient and valuable help on plant

design. It is assisted by Mr. J. W. Davis of the Bureau
of Mines, and other members of the technical force,

ifr. C. W. Seibel, Dr. A. G. Loomis, Dr. Leo Finkelstein,

and Mr. W. V. Cullison have been with the work for a

consideralile time, and are giving valuable service.

Two repurification plants are being constructed by
the Bureau of .Mines for the U.S. Army. The object

of these plants is to repurify the helium after it has been

used in a balloon or dirigible. One of these plants is

situated at Langley (.\viation) Field, Va., and uses the

ordinary combination of low temperature and high

pressure in order to step up the purity of the gas.

Dr. II. N. Davis has acted in a consulting capacity for

this plant. The present writer felt from the early start

of the project that the use of charcoal at low tempera-
tures would be of value, and, therefore, a considerable

amount of research work has been carried out, and has

culminated in a repurification plant in two railroad cars.

One of these cars is equipped with a self-contained

power unit, and the other contains the necessary com-
pressors, refrigeration outfit, and charcoal purifiers.

By means of charcoal, a purity of practically 100 per

cent, can be obtained. Both these plants will be ready

for operation within a very short time.

At the present time the Helium Board which handles

the whole project consists of Col. I. F. Fravel, Com-
mander S. Sl. Kraus, and myself. Others beside those

already mentioned in this statement who have lieen

intimately connected with the work are Major O.

Westover, Major P. E. Van Nostrand, and Lieut. R. S.

Olmsted, of the U.S. Army.

Current Topics

The following presidents and recorders of the

various sections of the British .Association have been

appointed for the Liverpool meeting to be field in

September next under the presidency of Sir Ernest

Rutherford ;

—

Section A (Malhemalical and Physical

Science) : Prof. J. C. McLennan ; Prof. A. O. Rankinc,

Imp)erial College of Science and Technology, S.W.7.

Section B (Chemistry) : Prof. F. G. Donnan ; Prof.

C. H. Desch, The I'niversity, Sheffield. Section C
{Geology) : Dr. Gertrude Elles ; Dr. A. R. Dwerry-
house, Toots, Darell Road, Caversham, Reading.

Section D {Zoology) : Prof. J. H. .\shworth ; Prof.

R. D. I^urie, I'niversity College, Aberystwyth.
Section E {Geography) : Dr. Vaughan Cornish ; Dr.

R. N. Rudmose Brown, The University, Sheffield.

Section F {Economics) : Sir W. H. Beveridge ; Prof.

H. M. Hallsworth, Armstrong College. Newcastle-on-
Tyne. Section G {Engineering) : Sir H. Fowler ;

Prof. G. W. O. Howe. The University, Glasgow.
Section H { A nthropology) : Mr. P. E. Newberry

:

Mr. E. N. Fallaize, Vinchelez, Chase Court Gardens,
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and Events.

Enlield, Middlesex. Section I {Physiology) : Prof.

G. H. F. Nuttall ; Prof. C. Lovatt Evans. Physio-

logical Laboratory, St. Bartholomew's Medical College,

E.C.I. Section J {Psychology): Mr. C. Burt;
Recorder not yet appointed. Section K {Botany) :

Mr. A. G. Tansley ; Mr. F. T. Brooks, 31 Tenison

Avenue, Cambridge. Section L {Educational Science):

Prof. T. P. Nunn ; Mr. D. Berridge, The College,

Malvern. Section M {Agriculture) : Dr. C. Crowther ;

Mr. C. G. T. Morison, School of Rural Economy,
Oxford.

The Buys Ballot medal founded in 1888 in com-
memoration of the work of C. H. D. Buys Ballot, the

famous meteorologist of the Netherlands, to be

awarded by the Royal Academy of Science at .\nister-

dam first in 1893, and afterwards every tenth year, to

the person who is judged to have made the most
valuable contributions to the science of meteorology,

is to be given this year to Sir Napier Shaw, professor

of meteorology in the Royal College of Science, late
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director of the Meteorological Office, for contributions

to all branches of the science, and specially for his

work as president of the International Meteorological

Committee. The previous awards were: 1893, Dr.

Julius Hann, of Vienna ; 1903, Dr. R. Assmann and
Dr.A.Berson, of Berhn, jointly; 191 3, Dr. H. Hergesell,

of Strasbourg.

Mr. E. a. Reeves, map curator of the Royal
Geographical Society and director of the society's

School of Surveying, has been awarded the Cullum
Gold Medal for 1922 of the American Geographical

Society. The inscription on the reverse side of the

medal reads as follows :

—
" Edward A. Reeves, 1922.

In honour of his substantial achievements in geo-

graphical surveying. By devising and improving

instruments and methods he created new standards

in the field of scientific exploration." Mr. Reeves

has now been in charge of the Royal Geographical

Society's courses of instruction in map construction

and surveying for twenty years, and during that

period almost everj^ British explorer, as well as many
from other countries, have had the advantage of his

practical knowledge and precise methods. One of

these pupils was Dr. Hamilton Rice, vice-president of

the American Geographical Society, who worked
through the course some years ago and obtained the

diploma. This society is starting a survey school for

travellers and explorers under Dr. Rice's direction,

and the future instructor, Mr. Weld Arnold, late

Austin teaching fellow in astronomy at Harvard
Universitj', is now passing through the Royal Geo-
graphical Society's course. The award to Mr. Reeves
is no doubt in some measure a mark of recognition of

his valuable services in connexion with these develop-

ments.

The annual council meeting of the National Union
of Scientific Workers was held at the Caxton Hall,

Westminster, on January 13. Dr. A. A. Griffith, who
presided, gave an address on " The Support and
Utilisation of Science," in which he stated that it was
the general opinion of men of science that the support
of science in Great Britain is quite inadequate con-

sidering the needs of the country. He regarded it

as absurd that science, the greatest and most per-

manently valuable of all the learned professions, is

also the worst paid, and outlined a general policy for

adoption by the Union which aims at remedying this

condition of affairs. Scientific workers themselves
must be held largely to blame for their present un-

enviable position, and would only prove their value to

the community when they undertook a greater share

of responsibility in the control of the product of their

labours. Unity among men of science is the first

essential of success, he declared. Dame Helen Gwynne-
Vaughan was unanimously elected president for the
ensuing year, and the following were elected members
of the executive committee : Profs. J. McLean
Thompson and H. Levy ; Drs. H. Jeffreys, G. Senter,

J. H. Vincent ; Messrs. W. L. Baillie, E. G. Bilham,
F. T. Brooks, L. D. Goldsmith, R. McKinnon-Wood,
S. W. Melsom, and H. V. Taylor.
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At a large gathering of Whitworth scholars and
exhibitioners held at the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers on Friday, January 12, the Whitworth
Society came into being. The president of the In-

stitution—Dr. Hele-Shaw, himself an old Whitworth
scholar—welcomed those present, and took the chair.

There had been great difficulty in getting into touch
with Whitworth men, but more than three hundred
had indicated their desire to support a society if

formed, and about 120 were present at the meeting.

The new society will enable old scholars, exhibitioners

and the prizemen who will come into being under the

new scheme of award to keep in touch with one
another. It has no connexion with any existing in-

stitutions, although there is no doubt that these will

welcome its advent. Dr. Hele-Shaw was elected

president of the new society, and a provisional com-
mittee was appointed. It will assist greatly if any
such who have not already received communications
would send their names and addresses to the secretary,

the Whitworth Society, Institution of Mechanical

Engineers, Storey's Gate, London, S.W.i. It is pro-

posed to have an annual social function on the

anniversary of Sir Joseph Whitworth's birth—De-
cember 21—and the committee has been asked to

organise if possible a similar function to take place

within the next three months. An interesting feature

of the meeting was the number of men, many occupy-

ing prominent positions in their professions, who bore

testimony in speech and in letters to the value which
Sir Joseph Whitworth's generosity had been to them
in their educational training in engineering.

According to the Journal officiel de la Republique

Franfaise, the " Croix de chevalier du Merite Agri-

cole " has recently been awarded by the French
Ministry of Agriculture to 287 agriculturists, both

men and women, whose families have dwelt on the

same agricultural holding for more than one hundred
years and who are themselves still carrying on the

working o± the land. Exceptional interest attaches

to two cases on account of the long association of the

families of the recipients with the property. M.
Andre Dupont, of Lacoux (Ain), traces his descent

back for eight hundred and twenty-two years on the

same holding ; he himself has devoted his life to

practical agriculture, and for the last thirty-five years

has done much to extend agricultural co-operation.

M. Pierre Lascassies-Poublan, of Lucgarrier (Basses-

Pyrenees), is also an excellent farmer and is president

of various co-operative societies connected with agri-

culture. In this case the family has been uninter-

ruptedlv associated with the same land over a period

of eight hundred and eighty-nine years.

The Royal Scottish Society of Arts has awarded

the following prizes for communications read or re-

ported on during the session 1921-22 : Keith prizes

to Principal A. P. Laurie for his paper on " The
' Pier Method ' of Building Brick Walls," and to

Dr. Henry Briggs for his paper on " A New Mine

Rescue Apparatus "
; INIakdougall-Brisbane medals to

Andrew H. Baird for his paper on " The Universal

Bosshead-Clamp, " and to Dr. Dawson Turner and
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U. M. R. Crombie for their paper on " An Investiga-

tion of the Ionised Atmosphere around Flames by-

means of an Klectrilicd Pith Hall "
; and a Hepburn

medal to Basil A. Pilkington for his paper on " A
Keadily-Destructible Material suitable for the Con-

veyance of Confidential Communications."

In connexion with the work of the School of

Meteorology of the Royal College of Science. Sir

Napier Sliaw, professor of meteorology at the College,

will give a course of ten lectures on " Forecasting

Weather," at the Meteorological Oflice, South

Kensington, during the current term. The lectures

are on Fridays at 3 p.m., beginning on Friday, January

19. Admission is free by ticket to be obtained

from the Registrar of the Imperial College of Science.

South Kensington, S.W.7.

Owing to the exceptional demand for tickets for

his lecture on January 23, Prof. W. M. Flinders

Petrie has consented to repeat the lecture on " Royal

Burials in ligypt " on Saturday, F'ebruary 3, at

2.30 P.M., at University College, London. The lecture,

which will be illustrated by lantern slides, will have

special reference to the recent excavations in Fg^-pt.

The proceeds will be devoted to the St. Christopher's

Working Boys' Club, which is connected with the

Union Society and Women's Union of the College.

A leallet containing full particulars as to the prices

' 'f the tickets can be obtained by sending a stamped
addressed envelope to Dr. Walter Seton, University

College, London (Gower Street, W.C.i.).

The council of the Geological Society has this

\ ear made the following awards :—Wollaston Med.il.

Mr. W. Wliitaker ; Murchison Medal. Dr. J. Joly ;

Lyell Medal, Mr. G. F. Dollfus ; Bigsby Medal.

Mr. E. B. Bailey ; Wollaston Fund. Mr. H. H. Read ;

Murchison Fund. Mr. T. H. Withers ; Lyell F'und,

Dr. W. T. Gordon and Dr. W. N. Benson.

What is claimed to be the first deliberately

organised radio-telephone conversation between Great
Britain and the I'nited States is recorded in the

Times of January 16. In the early hours of the

morning of January 15, Mr. H. B. Thayer, president

of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company,
succeeded in addressing a party of press representa-

tives and others at the New Southgate (Middlesex)

works of the Western Electric Company. Limited,

from his office at 195 Broadway. New York. Com-
munication was maintained for two hours. The
demonstration was carried out by the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company and the Radio
Corp<.;ration of America, which had installed a

transmitting apparatus for the purpose at Rocky
Mount, Long Island. The transmitter was connected
with New York by telephone wires. The power
used is stated as " several hundred " kilowatts and
the wave-length was approximately 5350 metres.

At New Southgate a special receiving set with eight

valves was employed, with an indoor frame aerial

about six feet square. It is stated that most of the

words spoken by Mr. Thayer and others who followed
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him were heard both by means of head telephones

and also by a " loud-speaker " so clearly that it

was possible to recognise one of the speakers by his

intonation. The success of this experiment in

transmitting the spoken word from the New to the

Old World is a noteworthy step in the progress of

practical radio-telephony.

The annual general meeting of the Institute of

Metals will be held on Wednesday and Thursday,

March 7 and 8, at the Institution of Mechanical

Engineers, Storey's Gate, Westminster, S.W.i, com-

mencing at 10.30 A.M. each day. The council is

arranging a special ballot on February 22 for the

election of members in time for this meeting, and

candidates who are elected will enjoy the privileges

of membership for the extended period ending June

30. 1924. With the view of developing the member-

ship of the Institute Overseas, the council has recently

appointed a British Empire Committee on which the

Overseas Dominions are represented by distinguished

metallurgists in London possessing an intimate know-

ledge of Overseas conditions. A local section of the

Institute has just been formed in Swansea as a

sequel to the autumn meeting of the Institute held

there in September last. Thus the Institute now
has sections in Birmingham, Newcastle-on-Tyne,

London, Sheffield, Glasgow, and Swansea.

A SPECIAL exhibit of epiphytic ferns belonging to

the genus Platycerium and some species of the genus

Polypodium has been arranged in the Tropical I-'em

House at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. These

ferns live mainly in the air attached to tree trunks,

and they have developed either specially modified

bases to their leaves—as, for example, Polypodium

Heracleum, P. conjiigatum, and P. Meycnianum—or

special " shield " or " collecting " leaves, as in P.

quercifolium, P. Vidgeni, and P. rigidiilum var. H'hilci,

which serve to collect the humus and detritus washed

down the trunks. In the case of the Stag's Horn
Ferns (Platycerium) the collecting leaves are special-

ised organs which wrap round the tree trunks, and

the roots grow out into the pockets so formed. The
shield-like base of the frond of Polypodium Heracleum

remains green, as does also the whole shield-leaf in

Platycerium grande and P. Veitchii, while in Poly-

podium quercifolium etc., Platycerium alcicorne, P.

tethiopicum, and P. Willinckii, etc., the shield-leaf

turns brown and functions only as a collecting leaf,

the frond which remains green and bears the sporangia

or reproductive bodies being a separate frond. The
Bird's Nest I'crn. Asplenium \idus. and other ferns

which tend to make pockets with their leaves may be

compared with these Polypodiums and Platyceriums.

and are also exhibited near them.

Useful work is being done by the various trade

and technical committees of the British Empire

Exhibition to be held at Wembley in 1924. It is to

these committees that the executive council and the

management committee have delegated the task of

organising representative exhibits of the particular
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trades with which they are concerned. The larger

industries are being organised entirely by their own
trade associations, including the British Engineers'

Association for mechanical engineering exhibits, the

British Electrical and Allied Manufacturers' Associa-

tion for all electrical exhibits, and the Association of

British Chemical Manufacturers ; but in the case of

many other trades about fifty representative com-
mittees have been set up to work in conjunction with

the exhibition officials, and they are now holding

regular monthly or fortnightly meetings, with the
object of inviting exhibitors, individually or in groups,

securing the requisite amount of space, and arranging

and classifying the exhibits. The committees are

getting into communication with all traders in the
different trades. Some of the smaller traders, it is

thought, may desire to economise by exhibiting in

groups. Provision for this will therefore be arranged.

Sir Lawrence Weaver, director of the United Kingdom
Exhibits Section, is attending the meetings of these

committees, in order to explain the nature of the work,
and to see that the committees are enlarged, where
necessary, to ensure their representative character.

He has explained also that the executive committee,
desiring to evolve unified schemes of decoration for

each section, has obtained the services of a panel of

eminent architects who will advise committees in

regard to decorative schemes.

The annual meeting of the Circle of Scientific,

Technical, and Trade Journalists was held in the
Hall of the Institute of Journalists on January 9,

when Sir Richard Gregory was elected chairman in

succession to :\Ir. L. Gaster (32 Victoria Street,

London, S.W.i), who has been chairman for the

past eight years and has now consented to serve as

secretary. In opening a discussion on " Reviews
and Reviewers," Sir Richard Gregory referred to the

distinctions between the points of view of publisher,

author, and editor. The first concern of an editor

is, however, the interests of his readers. So many
books are received for review by leading journals

that it is impossible to find space to notice them
all, and a selection has, therefore, to be made.
Books may be selected for special notice on account

of (i) wide interest of subject, (2) eminence of author,

(3) outstanding importance. The most readable

review, if written with expert knowledge of the

subject, is editorially the most acceptable and prob-

ably best directs attention to the book noticed.

A mere statement of contents is not a review, though

a descripti\'e synopsis may serve a useful purpose.

Readers are not interested in long lists of errors,

and it is preferable to send such lists to publishers

or authors instead of printing them. Books not

selected for special reviews may be dealt with in

short notices, but, on account of limitations of space,

many can be mentioned only in lists of books received.

It was the general opinion of the editors of different

types of technical journals who took part in the

discussion that while an unsigned review might be

subjected to a certain amount of editing, no essential

change should be made in a signed review. Custom
has sanctioned the principle that a book noticed by
a reviewer becomes his property, and the view was
expressed that, provided a reasonable period had
elapsed since the date of publication, books merely

announced might be sold or disposed of in any way.

Our Astronomical Column.
The Drayson Paradox.—A pamphlet by Mr. A. H.

Barley on " The Drayson Problem " shows that this
curious paradox has still a considerable vogue. It
had its origin solely in the somewhat loose language
of certain text-books which described the motion of
the pole of the equator as circular, the pole of the
ecliptic being in the centre. This description would
be correct if only the solar and lunar precessions were
concerned, but planetary perturbations cause the
plane of the ecliptic (and hence its pole) to shift, thus
causing a variation in the radius of the circle. Dray-
son, without carefully studying the evidence for the
shifting ecliptic, asserted that it was really fixed
among the stars, and that the centre of the north
pole's motion was 6° away from the ecliptic pole,
thus bringing about a very large change in the
obliquity, which he supposed to be near its minimum
at present. It would reach 35° at its maximum, when
Drayson considered an Ice-age would occur. Dray-
son's supporters slur over the fact that all the planet-
ary orbit planes are changing, owing to mutual per-
turbations, theory and observation being in good
agreement. Further, they claim to account for stellar
proper motions by their revised precessions, omitting
apparently to note that motions due to a mere change
in the earth's axis would affect all the stars in the
same region of space alike, whereas the actual motions
differ from star to star, as can readily be verified
from stellar photographs. If the Draysonians would
study the full collection of modern observations of
sun, planets, and stars, instead of wresting a few-

isolated observations to suit their preconceived views.

they would soon be convinced that their hypothesis
is not consistent with the facts, but that the ecliptic

is actually shifting through an angle of some 47" per
century.

Parallaxes of Fifty Stars.—The Sproul Obser-
vatory has just issued No. 6 of its publications, a
continuation of numbers 4 and 5, which contains a
third list of trigonometrical parallaxes of 50 stars.

The observational work has been spread over the
years 1915-1921 and the results were obtained through
the efforts of several persons named in the volume.
The list includes stars of various types of spectra and
magnitudes, the latter ranging from 2-81 to 10-5.

This list is very opportune, as the values will assist in

the researches now being carried out in the determina-
tion of parallaxes by the spectroscopic method.

V.'VRi.\BLE Star Maxima and Minima for 1923.

—

Variable star observers will find the Harvard College

Observatory's Circular No. 241 very useful. Dr.

Leon Campbell publishes in it the predicted dates of

maxima and minima for variable stars of long period.

The dates for 366 variables are inserted in the table.

The information is given in the following form

:

first, six figures which denote the Right Ascension and
Dechnation of the star ; next, the name of the star

according to the new nomenclature instituted by the

International Astronomical Union ; and, lastly, the

dates of the maxima and minima showing the months
and days of the month. Thus, for example, Ceti

or " Mira " with R.A. 2'> 14"' and Dec. -3° reaches a

maximum on April 2 and a minimum on October 23.
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Research Items.

Kent's Cavern Anthropology and the Ice
Age.—In the Journal of the Torquay Natural Historj-

Society (vol. iii. No. 2, iqaz). Mr. H. J. Lowe gives a
full account of the questions connected with the
exploration of Kent's Cavern. The first exploration
was made by MacEnnery in 1825. but the success
attained was due to the labours of W. Pengelly, who
spent sixteen years in excavating and recording his

discoveries. Probably the greatest service Pengelly
did for anthropology was when, with a keen apprecia-
tion of the importance of the results already attained,
he secured the right to investigate a newly found
cavern at Brixham, across the bay from Torquay.
The writer, comparing the results of excavation at
Kent's Cavern, Brixham, and Tor Br>-an caves, with
those of a Belgian cavern in about the same latitude,

as noted by Schmerling, advances the theory that
their floors mark periods of climatic severity that
destroyed life so far south, at least, as the latitude in

which they occur ; and inferentially that they may be
regarded as indications of cosmical changes that need
to be discovered in order to explain the phenomenal
coincidences.

Shrunk Hv.man Heads.—The Lancet (November
II, 1922) publishes an address, entitled " Spolia
Nemoralia : Shrunk Heads, Kar-plugs, and Labrets,"
delivered by Sir John Bland-Sutton before the Royal
Society of Medicine. The art of producing these
shrunk heads is found among Indians dwelling in the
dense forests bordering the section of the Amazon
known as Marafion. The sj)erimens exhibited were
collected by the lecturer on a visit to the Amazon, and
further information has been acquired by Mr. G. M.
Dyott in a recent adventurous journey. As a rule a
corpse is flung into the river, but when a man is killed

in combat his body is mummified, wrapped in bark,
and placed on a stand in the centre of the hut as an
object of veneration. After the skull is removed the
flesh of the head is stuffed with hot pebbles or hot
sand and carefully dried in the sun. When this rude
taxidermic process is complete, the flesh shrinks to the
size of an orange, preserving the features. It is clear
that Amazonian Indians, as well as the natives of East
Africa, like surgeons in civilised countries, are familiar
with the elastic properties of the human skin.

Distribution of the Botulism Organism.—

A

good deal of interest was aroused last year over the
outbreak of food poisoning at Loch Maree in Scotland,
where a number of fatalities followed the eating of
some potted meat in which, for the first time in this

country, the Bacillus botulitius was identified as the
causative agent. The last number of the Journal of
Infectious Diseases (vol. xxxi. No. 2) contains a series
of papers from the University of California by Prof.
K. F. Meyer and his colleagues on the distribution of
this organism. In 624 samples of soil, vegetables,
fruit, feeding stuffs, etc., collected in California, the
bacillus was found in about 30 per cent., and, contrary
to the common assumption, more abundantly in virgin
mountain and forest soils than in cultivated places.
By serological reactions two types, A and B, may be
distinguished, and it is the former that is particularly
associated with wild places. Extending their studies
more widely, they have found it in earth all over the
United States, more abundantly and more generally
of type A in the west than the east, in Canada, Belgium,
Denmark, Holland, England, Switzerland, China, and
Hawaii. The bacillus seems indeed to be a common
soil anaerobe ; like other bacteria, it has a world-wide
distribution, either because it is easily transported or
because it is ancient. It is not, like the tetanus

bacillus, specially associated with the intestinal tract
and with soil contaminated by excreta, but man must
very frequently come into contact with it and take
it in with food. The conditions under which it will

grow in foods and produce enough toxin to cause
symptoms in man have not yet been defined, but they
must evidently be seldom realised, for botulism is, and
always has been, quite a rare disease.

Df.velopment of some Aberrant Ctenophores.
—Prof. T. Komai has recently published studies on
two aberrant ctenophores—Coeloplana and Gastrodes
(Kyoto ; 102 pp.). He has had abundant material
of three species of Coeloplana which need no longer
be considered a zoological rarity, for the author was
able to obtain 50 or 60 C. bocki creeping, after the
fashion of a planarian, on a single colony of Den-
dronephthya. He gives a careful account of the
anatomy and histology, and shows that the pharynx,
at first like that of a Cydippe, becomes divided into
two parts—a dorsal, which persists as the pharynx
of the adult, and a ventral part which spreads out
and forms the surface on which the animal creeps.

The eggs are kept under the body of the parent,
where they develop and finally hatch as cydippiform
lars'a; with mouth, pharynx, and canal system.
After swimming for about a day the larva begins to

remain at the bottom and adheres by or glides on
the everted external portion of the pharynx. The
cilia of the comb-plates degenerate and the animal,
which is henceforward incapable of swimming, gradu-
ally becomes flattened. Coeloplana is an extremely
modified ctenophore adapted to a creeping mode
of life, and its resemblance to a planarian is due to
convergence. Prof . Komai has obtained 120 examples
of Gastrodes, which lives as a parasite in the mantle
of Salpa, and has shown that it enters the Salpa as

a planula and grows there into a cydippiform cteno-
phore about 3 mm. in diameter. It is believed that

at this stage it is liberated and sheds its eggs.

Fixation of Nitrogen by the Wheat Plant.—
Lipman and Taylor announce (Science, November 24)

that they have proved conclusively that wheat plants

can fix nitrogen from the air in amounts up to 21 per
cent, of the total nitrogen content of the plant. The
publication of the evidence upon which this startling

announcement is made will be eagerly awaited by
agricultural research workers, modifying as it does
much of the theory upon which current practice

in the use of nitrogenous fertilisers is based. The
classic researches of Lawes and Gilbert in the eighties

of last centur>' have long been deemed to have proved
conclusively that the Leguminosae alone of cultivated

plants have the faculty of fixing atmospheric nitrogen,

a fKjwer which they exercise not directly but through
the agency of the nodule organisms on their roots.

In their preliminary note in Science, the authors
recall that one of the heresies maintained many
years ago by Jamieson was that all green plants

have the power of fixing atmospheric nitrogen

(Kept. Agr. Res. Assn., Aberdeen, 1905). It is

interesting to note that another of the heterodox
views held by this veteran worker was that plants

have the power of directly absorbing " insoluble
"

phosphates. The availability of such substances as

plant food is no longer in doubt, and, whatever the

mechanism of their entry may be, it is now admitted
by botanists and soil chemists that many substances

insoluble in water can find their way into plant

tissues. Jamicson's facts, therefore, appear to have
been right in this case also, although his deductions

from them may have been unsound.
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Temperature -RADIATION from Clouds.— The
temperature-radiation from clouds at night is dis-

cussed by A. \i%i2L.n\.'\n.Geografiska Annaler [\qz2 H. i.).

Some of the radiation that leaves the cloud is absorbed
during its descent to the measuring instrument,
which is placed on the ground. At the same time
the intervening clear air sends out its own temperature-
radiation, some of which reaches the instrument.
By making allowance for these complications, Defant
calculates that a uniform stratus cloud radiates from
its lower surface with an intensity almost the same
as (actually 2\ per cent, greater than) that of a " full

"

radiator at the temperature of the cloud. His
calculation involves the assumption that the only
constituent of the clear atmosphere which radiates
energy is the water-vapour. He also reduces observa-
tions of the nocturnal cooling of the air at various
observatories, and finds that :

(the cooling per hour (same quantity when sky
when nt tenths of = clear) (i - 0-76 ?f/io).

sky are clouded)

Water Power in India.—The issue of the Journal
of the Royal Society of Arts for December 15 contains
the report of a meeting at which a paper by Mr.

J. W. Meares on " The Development of Water Power
in India " was read and discussed. The paper was
largely a condensed account of information collected
by the Hydro-Electric Survey of India and published
iyi ex/enso in the Triennial Report of last year. Mr.
Meares, as Electrical Adviser to the Indian Govern-
ment, was associated, first with the late Mr. G. T.'
Barlow, and later with Mr. F. E. Bull, successively
Chief Engineers of the Survey, in the preparation of
the report, and in the analysis of data for potential
hydro-electric development schemes. The salient
results of the investigation were as follows. In the
year 1921, some 350,000 e.h.p. had been developed,
or was in course of realisation. Sites had been
examined which gave satisfactory evidence of a
further ij million e.h.p. continuously throughout
the year. Other sites, not fully examined, were
reasonably expected to yield a further i| million e.h.p.
continuously. Finally, there were sites of which
little was known but their existence, the capacity
of which was speculatively, but cautiously, reckoned
at 4 million e.h.p., so that " it is perfectly safe to
say that at least 7 million e.h.p. is in sight on the most
conservative estimate and on the basis of absolute
minimum continuous power." In announcing these
results, Mr. Meares deplored the fact that he was
practically in the position of delivering a funeral
oration on the Survey, which was moribund for lack
of financial assistance.

An Electric Microscope Lamp.—We have
received from Messrs. Ogilvy and Co., 18 Bloomsbury
Sq., W.C.I, a new form of electric microscope lamp,
specially designed for research work. An opal
electric bulb of the half-watt type is enclosed within
a cylindrical metal hood which is practically light
proof, though well ventilated. The holder of the
electric bulb is provided with a push-bar switch.
The base of the metal hood is detachable, and a slot
cut in it fitting over a clamping screw with milled
head ensures replacement in the correct position. The
hood runs on an upright pillar supported on a heavy
tripod base, which gives complete stability, and can
be clamped by screws with milled heads in any
position of elevation and inclination. The light
passes through a circular window cut in the metal
hood ; this is provided with an iris diaphragm, by
means of which the size of the source of light may
be regulated. A small prismatic optical bench is

attached to the front of the base of the metal hood
;

this carries two adjustable supports on saddle stands.
On one of these is a condensing system, provided with
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centring screws and iris diaphragm, which is hinged
so that if required it may be swung out of the optic
axis. The other support is a holder for a cell or
light filters. By these arrangements perfect centra-
tion of the light and " critical " illumination are
obtainable. The instrument is beautifull}' finished

and fulfils the purpose claimed for it ; the price

(12/. 10s.) is reasonable, though we fear beyond the
reach of most microscopists.

An Arc Rectifier.—At the meeting of the French
Physical Society on June 16, MM. L. Dunoyer and
P. Toulon gave an account of their experiments
on the passage of current through an alternating
electric arc with one of the electrodes cooled by the
circulation of water through it. They find that
whatever the material of the cooled electrode the
current only flows when that electrode is the anode.
They explain this result as due to the inability of

the cooled electrode when it is the cathode to emit
the electrons necessary to carry the current. The
same effect is obtained between a third cooled
electrode and either of the two electrodes of an
ordinary alternating arc into which it is introduced.
With this arrangement it has been possible from
an alternating arc at no volts taking 2-5 amperes
to obtain by means of a transformer in circuit applying
an average of 95 volts to a cooled third electrode
a rectified current of 90 amperes. The rectified arc
is stable, but the rectified current is not yet steady
enough for many industrial purposes.

The Gaumont Loud-speaking Telephone.—\t
the meeting of the Paris .\cademy of Sciences on
November 27, M. L. Gaumont gave an account of

his new loud-speaking telephone, and an illustrated

article on it appears in La Nature for December 16.

The vibrating part of the instrument consists of a silk

cone of angle 90° on which is coiled from base to
summit a fine wire of aluminium, through which
the telephonic current is sent. The cone is placed
between cone-shaped poles of an electromagnet and
its base is attached to one pole by a collar. As the
vibrating cone possesses no period of its own, its

motions reproduce without distortion those of the
membrane which produced the current. These
motions are communicated to the air around the
instrument through holes bored in one of the pole
pieces and through a trumpet-shaped mouthpiece.
W'ith a silk cone of 5-5 cm. diameter weighing i gram
it was possible to make an ordinary speaking voice
heard throughout a room holding 6000 persons
without any distortion of the sounds. By introduc-
ing a triode valve in the circuit the apparatus trans-
mitted the sound 300 metres.

Large Thermionic Valves.—At the Institution
of Electrical Engineers on December 7 there was an
interesting exhibition of 10 kilowatt vacuum tubes,

;

which are recent developments of the thermionic
\

rectifying valve described by Prof. Fleming in 1904. ]

The large 10 k.w. tubes are used for radio trans- 1

mission and are of two types, the rectifier (two !

electrodes) and the oscillator or amplifier (three j

electrodes). The tubes have water-cooled anodes
consisting of a copper tube which is fused to the glass
bulb by means of a special copper-glass seal. When
in action the tube is mounted so that the anode is

surrounded by a metal joint through which cooling
water circulates. In the 10 k.w. tube the filament
current is 24 amperes, the filament voltage is 32,
and the normal plate voltage is 10,000. The power
taken by the tube, including the losses inside the tube,
is 15 kilowatts and the output power delivered from
the tube is 10 kilowatts. The perfecting of these
large valves will have a great influence on the future
development of radio-communication.
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Belgian Botany : a Record of War Time.

T^HE Botanical Institute, close to the Botanic
Gardens in Brussels, which bears the name

of that distinguished Belgian botanist, L6o Errera,
has resumed its activities since
the war and is a^ain under the
guidance of Prof. Jean Massart
of the Universitv of Brussels.
A large volume. Part 2 of
\ol. lo of the collected papers
of the Institute, has recently
appeared, published in Brussels,
with many plates, text-figures,

charts, and maps, together
with a list of the communica-
tions published in the earlier

volumes. Most of the papers
have previously appeared in

scientific journals in France
or Belgium, but we note as
apparently new contributions
a brief note by Henri Micheels,
comparing the effect upon
seedling germination of the
anions CI and NO, and the
cations K and Na, a note
reporting the presence of cal-

cium thiosulpliate in Achro-
maiium oxahjerum Schew b>-

Germaine Hannevart, and ii

continuation of phenological
observations by E. Vander-
linden, meteorologist to the
Belgian Royal Meteorological
Institute, which is lavishly
illustrated by charts, and a
description of the vegetation
succeeding upon the war-time
inundations of the Yser and
upon the ruins of Nieuport.

Prof. Massart's earlier studies
of the vegetation of the Belgian
littoral make him the natural
chronicler of the intense sub-
sidiary' struggle waged among
the vegetation of this region
and maintained long after the
armistice of 1918. Behind the
dunes bordering the Belgian
coast there lies a long stretch
of country, the level of which
is intermediate between the
level of the high and low tides
of the sea. On October 29,
1914, the Belgian engineers
opened the locks at high tide
and allowed the sea to flow

over this jxirtion of their front

thus preventing the farther
advance of the German forces,

and giving their own heroi'

troops a well-earned respiti

For four long years these in

undations remained upon the
land, fully maintained in winter
by the natural rainfall and
humid atmosphere, in the drier
season assisted by the regulated
influx of the sea controlled by the Belgian engineer
service. Prof. Massart, aided by official photographs
and maps, gives a vivid account of the effect of these
conditions upon the vegetation, and, by further striking
photographs of his own, records the rapid recovery
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of the vegetation of the region since the salt-water
invasion linally ceased at the close of the war (Figs.
I and 2).

S.imc path in Scplcint»cr ig.-o. SMriie of Mip[virts of original pl.inkin^- Iri'i,

Aster tri/K^tium in flower, csiM;ci.illy arjuiiJ shell holes on furcgiound oi. , ,^.,i

The vegetation of this region, once wrested from
the sea, rapidly succumbed before the salt water

—

willows, poplars, elms, etc., all dying as the salt tide
reached their roots. At Blankaert, where the waters
of the Yser diluted the salt water, Massart figures
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an interesting group of willows which, inundated
for more than a metre above their normal root level,

have developed a fresh crop of roots at the new
water level, increasing the girth of their trunks above
this new fringe of roots.

Very few plants replaced the displaced vegetation,
and when the water retreated the mud was left bare
and desolate. Massart describes the red alga,

Porphvra laciniata, growing in the brackish water
of a shell-hole, but no longer red in colour. Fringing
the salt inundation were typical halophytes like

Aster tripolium, Atriplex littoralis, etc. As the waters
receded and the former denizens returned to the
attack these plants have to retreat—in 1919 in the
ascendant throughout the region, 1920 finds them
fighting desperately for a foothold upon the salt-

incrusted edge of many a shell-hole. Active in the
attack upon these war-time invaders is Agropyrtim
repens, a plant the fighting qualities of which are known
to many an allotment holder. Phragtnites communis
had maintained itself during the inundation upon
occasional islets rising above the general flood level,

where it dispossessed practically all other inhabitants
trying to maintain themselves before the salt flood.

As the mud dries, long slender rhizomes descend
from these little knolls and Phragmites eagerly
advances to recover its old domain. An interesting

observation made by Massart is that as the yellow-
flowered halophyte Aster tripolium, typical of the
salt marsh, recedes before the reconquering flora of

the fertile Belgian plain of peace, there is a fringe

of the form of this aster with 'purple-ray florets to
be found maintaining itself for a time upon the more
fertile, less saline soil. This occurrence of the
purple form is being made the subject of further
study in a biological laboratory installed upon the
Yser.
Another result of the war is that some of the earlier

scientific communications, republished from French
scientific journals, give the observations made by Prof.

Massart in his enforced exile during those tragic

years, including a most interesting discussion of the
striking features of the Riviera vegetation as they
appear to a Belgian ecologist. The reprinting of

Prof. Massart's polemical contribution to the Revue
de Paris of October 1918, " Les Intellectuals AUemands
et la Recherche de la Verite, " seems inappropriate in

a volume of this nature, but the perusal of this

article may be recommended to any British botanists
who may have so far failed to realise the difficulties

that still lie in the way of any genuine international
Botanical Congress, of the type that would have
been held in London before the present date if the
war had not intervened.

Methods and Costs of Coal-mine Haulage.^

By Prof. Henry Louis.

'T^HE series of bulletins issued under the authority
* of the University of Illinois has achieved an

enviable reputation among mining engineers in this

country, and the latest addition fully sustains this

reputation. Its origin differs slightly from preceding
bulletins, inasmuch as it has been prepared under a
co-operative agreement between the Engineering Ex-
periment Station of the University of Illinois, the
Illinois State Geological Survev, and the United States
Bureau of Mines. Incidentally, such a method of
work may be recommended to the serious attention
of universities in this country ; some of them have
indeed moved in this direction, but none has gone so
far as has the University of Illinois.

The present bulletin could scarcely come at a more
opportune moment, seeing that attention in this

country is being focussed upon the possibilities of
electric locomotive haulage in collieries, and the
pamphlet under review contains a full and authori-
tative exposition of what is being done in one of the
most important of the coal-mining regions of the
United States, Illinois ranking in coal output next to
Pennsylvania, with an annual production exceeding
one-third of that of Great Britain. Individual mines,
moreover, are very large, seeing that in some of them,
as is here stated, " 6000 or more tons of coal per day
are hoisted in 5-ton capacity cars and that 1200 or
more cars per day, or 150 per hour," must be con-
centrated at the shaft bottom from various parts of
the mine ; there is nothing on the same scale in this

countr\'.

The bulletin is divided into six chapters. The first

contains merely a brief introduction and explanation
of the scope of the subject. The second chapter deals
briefly with the evolution of mine haulage and shows
how great has been the change in practice within the
last twenty years: "In 1899, 87-1 per cent, of the
tonnage in Illinois coal-mines was handled by animal

' Engineering Experiment Station, University of Illinois. Bulletin No.
132 : "A Study of Coal-mine Haulage in Illinois," by H. H. Stock, I. R.
Fleming, A. T. Hoskin.

haulage. Locomotives hauled 25 per cent., ropes
7-9 percent., and tramming 2-5 per cent., but in 1921
it appears that both ropes and tramming were prac-
tically obsolete and that 91-2 per cent, of the coal
was moved by locomotives, and only 8-8 per cent, by
animals."
Of the locomotives, by far the greatest number are

electric ; considerable attention is now being paid to
the track, 45- to 60-pound rails being used on the
main roads. It appears that the first electric loco-
motive was tried in a colliery in Illinois so far back as
1888, but their introduction on any scale only came
eleven years later. These locomotives v\ere trolley

locomotives and could only run on main roads

;

gathering from the coal face was still mainly done by
mules, but in 1900 the cable locomotive was intro-
duced, consisting of a locomotive furnished with a
long flexible conducting cable carried on a reel, which
enabled it to run on rails not equipped with trolley

wires. For steep dips crab locomotives have been
used, consisting of a locomotive with a separate motor
driving a drum carrying a steel winding rope, by
means of which cars could be hoisted up gradients
too steep for the locomotive to travel. Another
method of getting over the latter difficulty was the
introduction of the rack-rail locomotive, similar to the
type used on certain mountain railways.

Storage battery locomotives were introduced about
1899, and they have gradually been improved until
their use is now very general ; thej- are so built that
they are considered quite safe for operation even in

gassy mines. Other types of locomotives that are,

or have been, used are steam locomotives, compressed
air locomotives, and petrol locomotives ; curiously
enough, the so-called fireless locomotive using super-
heated water, which is quite popular in German
collieries, appears never to have been even considered,
although it no doubt presents certain advantages in
fiery mines.
The third chapter of the bulletin deals with the

lay-out of the shaft bottom ; this section is of com-
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paratively little interest to engineers in this country,
as the underground arrangements differ so widely
from what they do in America. Perhaps the most
important point is the reference to skip hoisting,

which has been introduced at several important shaft
mines since 1918, the skips carrying loads of between
10 and 12 tons. At one of these mines a trial record
of 1000 tons was hoisted in an hour, but all appeared
to be capable of hoisting 7000 to 8000 tons daily.

It must, however, be remembered that Illinois

shafts are shallow, the average depth being only
225 ft.

The fourth chapter deals with details of methods
of haulage, both on main lines and by gathering
locomotives, which travel between the working face

and the " partings " on the main lines ; where loco-

motives are used forgathering, the length of secondary
haulage ranges from 800 to 2000 ft. The operations
are given in much detail and illustrated by tables of

running times. It is shown, for example, that in a
large colliery, where the average distance hauled on
the main track is 4562 ft., a 15-ton locomotive hauls
on the average 1035 ton-miles of coal per day and
travels 24 miles. Gathering locomotives necessarily

do verv much less work than a main-line locomotive,
the ton-mileage of the former being approximately
,'jth of that of the latter. This chapter further
contains much useful information upon the construc-
tion of mine cars, and directs attention to the efforts

that have been made to standardise car design and
construction. It is interesting to note that an Illinois

mine requires about one car for every four tons of

coal hoisted per day ; in comparing this with British

figures, the larger si/e of the American car and the
shorter length of the main roadways must be taken
into account. The construction of the colliery track

both on main lines and also for secondary haulage is

given in some detail.

Underground haulage costs are carefully dissected
in the fifth chapter. There is some difficulty in com-
paring these costs with costs in this country, because
in America costs of hoisting appear frequently to be
included with those of haulage, under one head of
transportation. It should also be noted in studying
this chapter that the items of interest on plant and
depreciation are not included. There is thus no real
comparison possible between the cost of locomotive
haulage and that of animal haulage, which in America
always means mule haulage. The last chapter deals
with accidents, and the importance of the subject is

clear from the opening statement that " For the past
ten years haulage fatalities have been second in im-
portance only to those from falls." A dissection of
the fatalities shows that the greatest number by far
is due to men being caught and run over by cars or
locomotives

; it is interesting to note that in 1920
thirty-five deaths were due directly to the employ-
ment of electricity and four to animals, a proportion
of approximately nearly 9 to i, whereas it has been
shown that in 192 1 there was more than ten times as
much coal moved by locomotives, the vast majority
of which are electric, as was moved by animals, so
that, contrary to what might have been expected,
the danger to life attending the use of the two methods
may be said to be about equal. The section concludes
w ith recommendations for the prevention of accidents
and a series of safety rules for underground haulage.

It will be fairly obvious from the above summary
that this bulletin is one of very real value to the
mining community, and deserves the most careful
study and attention from coal-mining engineers in
this country.

Science Teachers in Conference.

Science Masters' Association.

^ EARLY 350 members of the Science Masters'
^^ Association assembled for their annual general
meeting at Cambridge on Tuesday, January 2, when,
by the kindness of the University authorities, they
look up residence in Trinity and St. John's Colleges.

In the evening the members assembled in the Large
Examination Hall, where the general meeting and
presidential address opened a crowded programme
of scientific lectures and demonstrations. Respond-
ing to a general desire that the president should
address the Association on some aspect of that
branch of science which is so closely identified with
his name, Sir Ernest Rutherford delivered an address
on " A Decade in the History of the Electron." He
reminded his audience of the characteristic and
peculiar behaviour of the alpha particle and the
evolution of our present ideas of atomic structure
arising from the work of such investigators as Bohr,
Laue, Moseley, and others. After referring to the
essential features of radioactive disintegration, he
passed to the consideration of the effect of the bom-
bardment of atoms with swiftly moving alpha
particles and concluded by outlining some more
recent work in which he had been engaged : this

aimed at throwing light on the mechanism by which
electrons are captured, and released, by such particles.

A vote of thanks was proposed by Prof. Smithells,
president-elect of the Association, and seconded by
Sir Richard Gregory, and the meeting then passed
to the election of officers for the ensuing year.
The following two days were largely absorbed by

lectures, demonstrations in the various University
laboratories, and visits to the University observatory,

farm, and colleges ; and if the parties visiting the
colleges under the guidance of Sir Arthur Shipley,
Dr. Rouse Ball, and others, were small, it must be
attributed to the concentration of the scientific
programme arranged, rather than to a lack of ap-
preciation of the kindness of these gentlemen.

In addition to the presidential address, four
lectures were delivered to the Association as a whole.
On Wednesday morning, January 3, Prof. Seward,
the Master of Downing College, lectured on "A
Summer in Greenland," in the course of which he
described his experiences during the summer of
1921 when on a tour of the coastal fringe of Green-
land for the purposes of studying some of the botanical
and geological features. Lantern illustrations ac-
companied his remarks on the evolution of icebergs,
on dyke formations, on Eskimo life, and on the
characteristic ffora of the country. Prof, Seward,
in addition to his description of topographical features,
fwinted out the remarkable sinkage in the land, and
also the probable resemblance between Greenland
to-day and England in the Ice Age.
On Wednesday evening the Chemical Lecture

Theatre was crowded to hear Sir William Pope on
the subject of " Cr>-stalline Liquids." Prefacing
his lecture by a short resume of the properties associ-
ated with crystalline structure in the solid form.
Sir William Pope proceeded to demonstrate, by the
aid of the lantern-microscope, the existence of" such
a fundamentally crystalline property as double
refraction in certain substances in the liquid con-
dition, e.g. /)-azoxyphenetole, /)-azoxvanisole, and
esters of cholesterol. The facile manipulation of
these substances and the beauty of the polarisation
effects shown on the screen were much appreciated.
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Reference was made to the possible connexion
between the molecular structure and the exhibition
of anisotropic properties, and to the various theories
that have been advanced to explain the peculiar
properties of these somewhat unfortunately named
liquids.

Thursday's activities were inaugurated by a lec-

ture by the Master of Trinity on " The Electron in
Chemistry," Sir J. J. Thomson apologised, as a
physicist, for encroaching on the domain of the
chemist, but added that the difference between
chemistry and physics was due to want of knowledge,
and that the problem of chemical combination was
one of the most outstanding problems in physics.
Dalton's Atomic Theory, as such, took no account
of the intrinsic structure of discrete particles, and
the modern conception of the internal arrangements
of the atom dated from the discovery of the electron
in 1897. The necessity of postulating a central
positive nucleus and the possible arrangements of
electrons around this was then discussed, and with
the aid of diagrams and data thrown on the screen
Sir Joseph reviewed existing knowledge of atomic
structure, adequately deduced the existence of two
forms of nitrogen, and showed that electrostatic con-
siderations limited the number of electrons in a stable
ring to eight. The latter part of his paper was
devoted to the fascinating but somewhat intricate
problem of chemical combination and the idea of
" activated " molecules.

In addition to these lectures members of the
Association divided to hear the very interesting and
amusing lecture on " The Acoustics of Public
Buildings," by Mr. A. Wood, and a lecture, equally
attractive in its illustration, on " Coral Reefs in the
Pacific," by Mr. F. A. Potts.
The scientific interests of the members were further

selectively absorbed on Thursday by a lecture in
the Anatomical Department by Dr. H. Hartridge
on " Physiological Limits to the Accuracy of Visual
Measurements "—a lecture of great interest to
physicists among others—proceeding simultaneously
with a lecture by Mr. E. K. Rideal on " Mole-
cular Orientation on Plane Surfaces "

: in this,

interesting deductions were made from the assumption
that surface energy effects are restricted to a film
of unimolecular thickness.
The visitors to the Cavendish Laboratory enjoyed

Dr. Searle's demonstration of novel methods of
determining physical quantities as well as the exhibit
of apparatus used by Maxwell, Raleigh, Kelvin,
Stokes, and other pioneer physicists. Prof. Marr pre-
faced his conducted tour of the Sedgwick Museum by a
short lecture on some geological considerations suit-
able for school treatment, while demonstrations of
great interest to those engaged in the teaching of
science were set up in the laboratories devoted to
chemistry, physical chemistry, metallurgy, botany,
physiology, experimental psychology, zoology, miner-
alogy, and in the new Department of Engineering.
A conversazione in the Large Examination Hall

on Thursday evening officially terminated the meet-
ing (although the laboratories were opening on the
Friday to provide further opportunities for those
desiring to visit them) : on this occasion Mr. R. E.
Priestley lectured on " Antarctic Exploration with
Shackleton and Scott." Mr. Priestley's amusing
and thrilling lecture, accompanied by lantern illus-

tration that won frequent applause, pro\ided an
appropriate conclusion to a richly stimulating
meeting.

It remains to be mentioned that well-known firms
held an exhibition of books and apparatus in the
Arts School.

Association of Women Science Teachers.

At the annual meeting of the Association of Women.
Science Teachers held at University College, London,
on January 6, a report was received from the sub-
committee appointed to investigate the possibility of
getting into touch with Colonial and foreign teachers
of science. An appeal was made for members to corre-

spond with teachers in other countries, and especially

to send scientific journals to them. It is hoped that
this movement may be further developed and become
a useful part of international co-operation.

In her presidential address Miss M. B. Thomas
reviewed the criticisms wliich have recently been made
against methods of teaching science in schools. She
pointed out that it was impracticable, under existing
conditions, to combine preparation for university
entrance examinations with the wide and more
generalised scientific instruction which was so gener-
ally felt to be desirable, and pleaded for greater
co-ordination between the subjects taught in schools.

It was obvious that Science, and Languages, English,

etc., could be mutually helpful, and that a closer

co-operation between the mistresses teaching these
subjects would result in advantage to all the sub-
jects.

In the afternoon a large and appreciative audience
heard a lecture by Dr. Dorothy Wrinch on " Relativity
and Scientific Method." The lectiirer gave an exposi-
tion of this difficult subject which was so clear that
even her non-mathematical hearers could follow the
argument. She pointed out that the old dynamics
had rested entirely upon the idea of measurement
relative to a rigid and stationary standard, and that
if the standard moved with a uniform velocity the
position of affairs was altered. Examples were quoted
in which the new equation for the composition of

velocities has solved long-standing problems. Dr.
Wrinch then proceeded to apply the principle to
various kinds of scientific problems, which must not
be approached on the assumption that the old laws
would hold good but with the possibility in view that
some law of the same nature as that of relativity

might be the governing principle. To sum up, it

must be remembered that if such apparent funda-
mentals as time and distance have been shown to

depend on velocity, then velocity is a relevant variable
in all scientific method.

Hail and Sleet in Meteorological Terminology.

A T intervals there appears in the meteorological
-'^- literature of various countries a discussion
concerning the proper designation of the smaller
and softer forms of hail which are common in all

European countries during the winter or spring
months. A recent contribution to the subject by
R. Giacomelli, appearing in the issue for May and
June of La Meteorologia pratica, the organ of the
observatory of Montecassino, near Naples, is illuminat-
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ing from certain points of view, without really

settling the question. It is pointed out that the
French and German terms, gresil and grdupel re-

spectively, have the root idea of little pellets or
grains, and that the real Italian equivalent, gragnola,

is meteorologically a better descriptive term since it

means " little hail." In full keeping, moreover, with
the almost amusing richness of the Italian language
in diminutive terms, one may use in place of gragnola

I
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the words gramola, granuschia, gragnolischia, all of
which are derived from grandinola (grandine, hail),

and each of which is locally favoured in various parts
of central Italy, where such forms of frozen precipita-

tion are fairly frequent in the spring period, March
and April.

In Knglish we have no distinctive word, nor, as

it is hoped to show in this note, do we really need
one. The familiar word " sleet " appears to follow

the German Sclitacken in denoting a mixture of rain

and snow in the British Isles ; but in the United
States " sleet " is officially reserved for true frozen rain,

that is to say, drops which congeal into clear ice

spherules by passing through a cold surface stratum
of air. This kind of hail, as one would categorise it

in England, is a common winter phenomenon in the
eastern States, because there the contrasts of tempera-
ture between the equatorial and polar currents in

cyclones, though not more frequent than in England,
are more violent, so that a warm rain more often than
here alights on a frozen soil. But, on the other hand,
various forms of wintry hail falling in showers in

moderately cold polar currents during the winter and
spring are distinctly common in England, and these
show almost even,- gradation from the little soft white
opaque pellets, which are really hardened snow-flakes

and might be called " snow-hail," to something very

like the real hail more typically associated with
summer thunderstorms. It is clear that ambiguity
would arise if " sleet " were used for any of these

forms in tliis country. In fact, the British oHicial

practice of comprising all forms of frozen precipita-

tion other than snow under the term " hail " is

philosophically sound, and no regret need really be
felt that we have no word to correspond to gresil,

grdupil, or gragnola. It would appear that the only
real solution of this terminological difficulty is to

recognise but three fundamental species of precipita-

tion :
" rain," the liquid form ;

" snow," the frozen

form in flakes or dust ; and " hail," the frozen form
in stones or pellets.

Actually, the different varieties of hail scarcely

differ more from one another than do the dif-

ferent varieties of snow, or even of rain, and no
difficulty need be felt on that score. Doubtful forms,

such as the " snow-hail" referred to above, had best
be entered in a register to both species ; and in the
case of the mixture of rain and snow, which in this

country we call " sleet," this is habitually done.
The double-entry plan has the advantage of tending
to eliminate the effect of personal bias on the part
of an observer, a factor which probably affects

quite seriously the comparability of snow-frequency
statistics in different localities. L. C. W. B.

The International Astronomical Union.

\/OLUME I. of the Transactions of the International
* Astronomical Union, giving an account of the

first general assembly held at Rome, May last, is edited
by Prof. A. Fowler (London : Imperial College Book-
stall, Prince Consort Road, S.W.y ; price 15s.). It is

an indispensable book of reference for astronomical
workers, which contains the agenda of the thirty-two
commissions, including important proposals for the
co-ordination of methods of observing and mapping
out of the fields of work to avoid useless duplication.
The spectroscopic data are particularly full : the
Draper spectral notation has been slightly modified
and considerably extended in the light of increased
knowledge. The letter Q is assigned to nova;, and
the well-known stages in the development of the nova
spectrum are indicated by suffixes. There is also a
list of wave-lengths of iron, neon, and other lines

suggested as standards.
Some of the decisions may be given briefly. The

Latin names of the constellations are to be used,
and a set of 3-letter abbreviations of these names
was agreed to. The kilometre is to be used for line-

of-sight velocities and for dimensions of bodies, the
astronomical unit for planetary distances, the parsec
for stellar distances. Absolute magnitude is defined
as the magnitude at a distance of 10 parsecs. Certain
letters were formerh- used with several different
meanings ; they are now distinguished thus: [A] =a
line in the spectrum, A or ^4 (ital.) =Argon, A =a
stellar spectral type.

The Conn, des Temps list of Fundamental Stars

and the Carte du Ciel list of intermediary stars were
adopted as standards, and 1925-0 is to be used as the
standard equinox up to 1940. M. Andoyer undertook
to reduce the latest positions of the fundamental
stars to this equinox.

It was recommended that the short-period variations

in solar radiation, announced by Abbot, should be
studied as widely as possible, and their correlation

with weather changes investigated.

Photometric work on minor planets w-as recom-
mended. In stellar-parallax work it was recommended
that plates of each field should be repeated after 10

years, to obtain the proper motions of the comparison
stars.

A central bureau for double-star work was recom-
mended, and various decisions for securing uniformity

of method were passed. A variable star bureau or

centre in each country is desirable (one has been
established at Lyons). The Cracow Observatory
undertakes the preparation of ephemerides of Algol

stars.

The commission on calendar reform recommended
(i) a perpetual calendar, with a 52-week year and one
or two days outside week and month. (2) the lengths

of the months in each quarter should be 30, 30,

31 days, and (3) that the year should begin at the

winter solstice.

The volume is thus a noteworthy record of important
decisions, embracing nearly every branch of astronomy

.

The Haber Process.

'X'HE lecture delivered by Prof. F. Haber on the
A aw-ard of the Nobel Prize at Stockholm on
June I, 1920, is printed in Die Naturwissenschaften
for December 8. Prof. Haber dealt first with the
work done on the synthesis of ammonia before his
first research in 1965. Practically nothing of im-
portance had come to light, and the very small yields
at ordinarv- pressures did not hold out much promise
of technical application.
The early experiments of Haber, like most of those
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which have served as the foundations of great in-

dustrial undertakings, w-ere made with a purely

scientific object, and with no technical applications

in view. The results obtained, however, soon made
it clear that the basis of an important technical pro-

cess could be found in ammonia synthesis, and further

work was undertaken with this end in sight.

In 1908 the Badische Gesellschaft placed at Habcr's

disposal all the means requisite for the further pro-

gress of the research on the synthesis of nitric oxide
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in the electric arc which he had begun in 1907, but
his proposal to undertake research on the synthesis
of ammonia was received with open doubts as to
the potential value of the method. The nitric oxide
syntheses, in cooled arcs under reduced pressure, and
in flames and explosions, were not found suitable for
technical application, and attention was then turned
to the stone which the builders had rejected. The
judgment of the technical chemists of the Badische
Gesellschaft had been at fault, since ammonia syn-
thesis was ultimately a ver^' real solution of the
problem of the economic utilisation of atmospheric
nitrogen.

Ramsay and Young in 1884 had found that with
nitrogen and hydrogen in presence of iron at 800° C.
no ammonia was produced. This was found to be
incorrect, and traces of ammonia were detected.
Other catalysts were tried, and from the results it

was evident that an equilibrium state was attained,
from which it was possible to calculate the yields at
other temperatures and pressures. No further pro-
gress was made, however, since it was judged by the
technical experts to be impossible to carry out the
reaction on the large scale at the temperatures re-
quired under the very high pressures indicated by
the calculations.

In 1906 measurements under pressure were for the
first time carried out by Nernst and Jellinek (these
are not referred to by Haber), and in 1908 Haber in
conjunction with Dr. Le Rossignol began experiments
at higher pressures. The work of Le Rossignol (a
British subject) is spoken of with great approbation,
although his part in the achievement of success has
perhaps not always received full credit in some quarters.
The technical chemists were still unfavourably inclined
towards the process, although practical yields had
now been reached : it was clear that " es eines
eindrucksvollen Fortschrittes bedurfte, um das tech-
nische Interesse fiir das Gegenstand zu wecken." By
the use of new catalysts the temperature was lowered
to 500-600° under a pressure of 200 atmospheres. In
19 1 3 the process was taken up by the Badische
Gesellschaft, but an account of the main scientific
results was also published. The work of Dr. Bosch
speedily led to the successful introduction of the
synthetic ammonia process, and in the period 1913-
1920 the capacities of the German factories rose from
nil to 35,000 tons per annum in 1914, 850,000 tons
in 1918, and 1,500,000 tons in 1920.

University and Educational Intelligence.

Cambridge.—The annual report of the General
Board of Studies on certain University departments
shows much useful work being done both in instruction
and research. Here we must limit ourselves to some
of the new features, (i) It is announced that the
enlargement of the Small Animal Breeding Research
Institute with help from the Ministry of Agriculture
has been followed by a proposal to place at Cambridge
a Horticultural Research Station set up by the
Ministry in conjunction with the growers. (2) The
formation of the Cambridge Architects' Club to unite
former members of the University within the pro-
fession in support of the School of Architecture is not
valuable merely to the department concerned, but
may react favourably in several ways on all depart-
ments of the University. (3) Research work is being
carried out on aerial surveying, also on the measure-
ment from aeroplanes of the altitude of the sun by
means of gravity-controlled sextants, the aeroplanes
and pilots being provided by the Air Ministry for
work under the direction of the professor of aero-
nautical engineering. (4) The exhibit made by the

School of Forestry at the Royal Agricultural Society's
Show was awarded the Society's special gold medal.

London.—A number of free public lectures have been
arranged for the Lent term at King's College, Strand.
A course of eight lectures, on Wednesdays, at 5.30 p.m.,
commencing January 24, on " Some Aspects of Natural
Philosophy," will be given, and the following, in the
order named, have promised to lecture: Prof. A. N.
Whitehead, Sir Frank Dyson, Dr. J. S. Haldane, Dr.
Dukinfield Scott, Prof. F. Soddy, Principal L. P. Jacks.
Sir Herbert Jackson, and Sir Richard Gregory. Prof.
H. Wildon Carr is giving six lectures on " Physical
Causality and Modern Science " on Tuesdays, at
5.30 P.M., beginning February 20. In the department
of psychology. Dr. William Brown is giving a course
of three lectures on " Psychology and Psychotherapy "

on JMondays at 5.30 p.m., commencing February 19.
There is also a course of six lectures by Prof. V.
Barthold, of the University of Petrograd, on " The
Nomads of Central Asia," on Thursdays, which
commenced on January 18, and three lectures, by
Dr. J. H. Orton, on February 20, 22, and 23, at 5.15
P.M., on " The Bionomics of Marine Animals."
At University College, a course of ten public lectures

on " The Micro-organic Population of the Soil " will

be given by Sir John Russell and the staff of the
Rothamsted Experimental Station in the lecture
theatre of the Botanical department of the College,

at 5 o'clock on February 5, 7, 12, 14, 19, 21, 27, and
March 1,5, and 7. Dr. G. Anrep is also to deliver a
course of eight public lectures at the College, at 5
o'clock, on January 26, February 2, 9, 16, 23, and
March 2, 9, and 16, on "The Physiology of the
Cortex as investigated by the Method of Conditioned
Reflexes." No tickets will be required for either of
these courses.

The Board of Education announces that the Im-
perial Education Conference is to be held in London
in June next. The last meeting was held in London
in 191 1, and, but for the war, the conference would
have met in 1915. The conference will be attended
by official representatives from the Education Depart-
ments of the self-governing Dominions and Colonies
and the British Isles, and various matters of common
interest will be discussed, including the question of

the interchange of teachers within the Empire.

The trustees of the Albert Kahn Travelling Fellow-
ships will elect one fellow in May or June next.

These fellowships were established by M. Albert
Kahn, of Paris, in order to enable suitable persons to
undertake a year's travel round the world with the
view of obtaining an unprejudiced survey of various
civilisations and the acquisition of a generous and
philosophic outlook on life. The value of the award
for this year will be between 900/. and looo/., the
exact amount being decided at the time of election.

Candidates may be of either sex, but must be British

subjects and graduates of a university of Great Britain

or Ireland. The vice-chancellors of these universities,

and the presidents of the Royal Society and the
British Academy, may each nominate one candidate.
Nominations must be sent in by February 28.

Prof. Bohuslav Brauner writes :

—
" John Gerald

Frederick Druce, senior science master at Battersea
Grammar School, London, has obtained the important
degree of ' Doctor Rerum Naturalium ' of the Charles'

University, Prague, after having passed his examina-
tions, which were conducted in English and French,
' summa cum laude.' Dr. Druce is the first English-

man to take this degree in the Charles' (Bohemian)
University of Prague. This is the beginning of new
scientific connexions between the Czech and English
nations. Vivani sequentes."
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Societies and Academies.

London.

Royal Microscopical Society, December 20.—Prof.

F. J. Cheshire, president, in the chair.— J. K.
Barnard : Sub-bacteria. The name " Sub-bacteria

"

is suggested for that group of presumably hving
organisms which are usually referred to as " filter

passers" or " ultra -microscopical viruses." The
term may be justified on the grounds that such
organisms are of the same order of size as colloidal

particles known as sub -microns. Filters are of
variable and often unknown porosity, and it is there-
fore more satisfactory to let the microscopical limits

of resolution be the standard beyond which the title

suggested may be applied. For the investigation
of bodies beyond the hmits of microscopical resolution
but still within the limits of visibility by suitable
illumination, the improbability of any staining
method proving of value was insisted on, particularly
those involving prolonged fixation processes in which
the so-called staining is in reality a deposition of
material on the exterior of the object.—H. J . Denham :

A micrometric slide rule. When one or more micro-
meter eyepieces arc employed with several objectives,
a simple nomograph may be used to convert the
eyepiece measurements into known units of length.
The slide rule described consists of such a nomograph
fitted with a movable cursor, which is engraved with
an eyepiece scale enlarged ten times. Oblique ruhngs
on the body of the scale represent the rulings of a
stage micrometer. The scale is calibrated by trial

of the various combinations of eyepiece and objective
likely to be used (at standard tube length) on a
graduated stage micrometer : to use it, the movable
cursor is set to the predetermined position for the
combination of eyepiece and objective employed,
and the eyepiece measurement is read off in terms
of the stage micrometer, while the magnification
may be read off the graduated lower edge of the rule.

Correction for alterations in tube length without
recaJibration may be made by the help of a second
nomograph on the back of the slide rule.—J. R.
Norman : Methods and technique of reconstruction.
Some of the methods employed for building up a
model of any object which has previously been cut
into sections in a definite plane are described. The
Graham Kerr method consists in making coloured
drawings of the sections on ground-glass plates

;

the plates are then fitted together, and a model
obtained by rendering them transparent by im-
mersion in a suitable medium. In the so-called
" plastic " method invented by Bom, which appears
to be in general use, the sections are drawn on plates
made of some form of wax, their outUnes cut out,
and the wax sections fixed together to form a solid
model. The technique of preparing the models is

described and a new wax mixture formulated.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, December 26.—M. Emile
Bertin in the chair.—Pierre Termier: The structure
of the eastern Alps ; origin of the superalpine sheet ;

the problem of the age of the large strata.—.\. Blondel

:

The electro-phonographic method and its use for the
registration of sounds. The author described in
191 1 a method of sound recording based on the
combination of the microphone and oscillograph,
and this was modified in 1915 for use under war
conditions. An imperfect form of this was utilised,
without acknowledgment, by the French army.—C.
Guichard : Conjugated networks.—Edouard Imbeaux:

The fountain of youth (Silver Spring). A description
(with photograph) of Silver Spring, Florida, with a
geological section showing its relationship with Blue
Spring, 26 miles distant.—Alf. Guldberg : Some
inequahties in the calculus of probabilities.—Bertrand
Gambier : Linear systems of plane curves admitting
a given system of base points.—Georges Bouligand :

A concept of linear geometry. — Nilos Sakellariou :

Polar figures.—A. Petot : Motor-cars with transmission
by a longitudinal Cardan shaft.—M. Maggini ; Anoma-
lous dispersion in stellar spectra. Studies on anoma-
lous dispersion may serve as a quahtative test of
the theories of Lockyer and Schuster on the evolution
of stars.— J. Le Roux : Newton's mechanics is not
an approximation of that of Einstein.— F. van Aalst :

The maintenance of electrical oscillations by a lamp
with three electrodes. Experiments confirming the
formula expressing the necessary condition for the
maintenance of oscillations.— .•\. Druault : The dif-

fraction spectra produced by round corpuscles
irregularly distributed. Three classes of round
corpu.scles were used in these experiments, lyco-
podium grains, powder from diseased wheat, and red-
blood corpuscles. The existence of a maximum of
diffracted light not predicted theoretically is shown.

—

H. Weiss and P. Henry : Diffusion in solid solutions.
A study of the interdiffusion of gold and silver at
temperatures of 935° C, 885° C, and 835' C. The
diffusion constant found agrees well with the earlier
figure of Fraenkel and Houben at 870° C. — F.
Bourion and E. Rouyer : The apphcation of the
method of continuous variations to boiUng - point
phenomena for the determination of double salts

in solution.—Marcel DeUpine : The crs and tram
iridio-dichloro-dioxalates. The optical resolution of
the CIS potassium salt.—Marcel Godchot and Pierre
Bedos : The oxide of A, - mcthylcyclohexene and
the dimethylcyclohexanols. The ether oxide can be
obtained from the hydrocarbon .ij-methj'lcyclohexene
either by direct oxidation with perbenzoic acid or by
conversion into the iodohydrin and subsequent treat-
ment with caustic potash. The ether oxide is con-
verted into the corresponding diol by heating with
water for six hours at 130° C.—PaulGaubert : The
polymorphism of antipyrine, vanillin, and the eryth-
rites.—M. Lecointre : The palaeozoic strata of the
region north-west of Za6r (Western Morocco).

—

Georges Corroy : The Valanginian of the eastern
border of the Paris basin.—M. Boit : The morphology
of the Bas-Morvan.— Marc Dechevrens: Two cate-
gories of earth currents. K discussion of various
observations from 1851 onwards from the point of
view of the inlluence on the moon on telluric currents.— C. Dauz4re : Researches on natural coloration
effected at the Pic du Midi according to the experi-
ments of J. Bouget. The intense colorations of
flowers at high altitudes are ascribed to the same
cause as the permanent coloration of glass exposed
in similar positions.—Ph. Flajolet : Perturbation of

the magnetic declination at Lyons during the year
1921-22.— R. Dongier : Magnetic measurements in

the south-east of France (left bank of the Rh6ne).

—

L. Blaringhem : Hereditary mosaic in the pea [Pisiim
sativum).—Ren6 Souiges : The embryology of the
Malvacea?. The development of the embrvo in

Malva rotundifolia. — E. and G. Nicolas : The in-

fluence of formaldehyde on the higher plants. When
chlorophyll is absent, or present in insufficient

quantity, formaldehyde exerts a toxic action on
plants ; when the chlorophyll can act as a photo-
catalyst the influence becomes favourable to growth.
—Manuel S&nchez y S&nchez : The nature and
function of the reticular apparatus of Golgi. The
process of oxidation in the plant cell and the de-
velopment of the network of Golgi increase together

;
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hence it appears probable that in the Golgi apparatus
ferments indispensable to the nutrition and develop-
ment of the cell are produced.—H. Colin and H.
Belval : The genesis of the carbohydrates in wheat.
The presence of levulosanes in the stem.—C. Champy :

The fluctuating appearance of the male sexual
characters in the female Triton alpestris.—Edouard
Chatton and Andre Levoff : The evolution of the
infusoria of the lamellibranchs. Relations between
the Sphenophryidas and the Hypocomidae.

Official Publications Received.

HuUeliii of the Imperial Eartlniu.ike lii\estij,'ation Committee. Vol. .S,

No. : Tlie Sakura-.iirna Eruption-s ami Earthquakes, VI. By F. Omori.
Pp. 4l)5-325+plates S8-107. (Tokyo.)

UuUetin of the Geological Institution of the University of Upsala. Vol.
l.S. Eclitea liy Hj. Sjogren. Pp. x.\vii+2U<>+li plates. (Uppsala:
Almquist and Wiksells Boktryckeri-Aktiebolag.)

Journal of the Collej;e of Agriculture, Hokkaulo Imperial University,
Sapporo, Japan. Vol. 11, Part 2 : flora of the Island of Paramushir. liy
Yushun Kudo. Pp. 23-1S3. (Sapporo.)

The Work of the Chemical Examiner's Department in the Punjab. By
Lt.-Col. J. A. Black. Pp. 23. (Lahore : Civil and Military Gazette
Press.)

The Marine Biological Station at Port Erin : Being the Thirty-Sixth
Annual Report of the former Liverpool Marine Biology Committee, now
the Oceanography Department of the University of Liverpool. Drawn up
by Prof. Jas. Johnstone. Pp. 62. (Liverpool.)

Meteorology in Mysore for 1'.'21 : Being the Results of Observations at
Bangalore, Mysore, Hassan and Chitaldrug. Twenty-ninth Annual
Report. By N. Venkatesa Iyengar. Pp. iii-flo. (Bangalore: Govern-
ment Press.)

Mysore Government : Meteorological Department. Report on Rainfall
Registration in Mysore for 1S21, By N. Venkatesa Iyengar. Pp. xvii-|-35.

(Bangalore : Government Press.)

Diary of Societies.

SATURDAY, Jaxiaey 20.

British Mvcolooical Societv (in Botany Department, University
, College), at 11 a.m.—Dr. W. Brown and Dr. A. S. Home : Fusariura.—J.
Ramsbottom : Berkeley and Broome.— Miss W. Ridler : The Fungus
present in Lunuhiria cruciala.—Dc. H. Wormald : Crown-Gall in
Xursery Stock.

Royal Isstiti-tio.v of Great Britain, at 3.—Sir Walford Davies ;. Speech
Rhythm in Vocal Music (1).

^rONDAY, January 22.

Royal Geooraphical Society (af Lowlher Lodge), at 6.—P. Lake :

Wegener's Hypothesis of Continental Drift.

IxsTimiON OK Electrical Engineers (Informal Meeting), at ".—A. G.
Warren and others : Discussion on Insulators and Insulating Materials.

Institutiox Oh- Mechanical Enoineers (Gr.aduates' Section), at 7.

—

Informal Discussion on The Value ol College Training to Engineers.

Royal l.vsnTiTE ok British Architects, at 8.—R. Knott and W. E.
Riley : The London County Hall.

RovAL Society of Medicine (Odontology Section), at 8.—Sir William
Willcox and others ; Discussion on Dental Sepsis as an .;Etiological

Factor in Disease of other Organs.

rUESDA Y, Jaxoary 23.

Royal Ixstiti tios of Great Bkitaix. at 3.—Prof. F. G. Donnan

:

Semi-Permeable Membranes and Colloid Chemistry (2). Relation to
Problems of Colloid Chemistry and Biology.

In.siitittion of Civil Encineers, at 6.

Institdte of Marine Engineers, Inc., at 6.30. — Film illustrating
Industrial Works.—Messrs. Beardmore, Ltd.

Royal Pbotouraphic Society of Great Britain, at 7.—F. C. Tilriey :

Address.

Royal Ant^ropolooicai. Institute (Anniversary Meeting), at S.lo.

WEDNESDAY, Jasdarv 24.

Geological Society of London, at 5.30.— Rev. C. Overy : The Glacial
Succession in the Thames Catchment.Basiu.—Dr. S. H. Haughton :

Rejitilian Remains from the Karroo Beds of East Africa.

Women's Exi:ineering Society (at 2G George Street, Hanover Square),
at G.16.—Miss V. Holmes : Mechanical Injection of Fuel as applied to
Diesel Engines (to be followed by a Discussion).

Royal Microscopical Society (Section dealing with the Industrial
Applications of the Microscope), at 7.— Inaugural Meeting.—Prof, F. J.
Cheshire

: Opening Address.—Dr. F. J. Brislee : Training in Practical
Microscopy and the Necessity of providing Facilities for more DeBnite
Instruction.—Dr. J. S. Owens: Atmospheric Pollution.—Demonstra-
tions.—Exhibits.

Royal Society of Arts, at S.—Sir William Henry Bragg: The New
Methods of Crystal Analysis, and their Bearing 011 Pure and Applied
Science (" Trueman Wood " Lecture).

British Psvcholouical Society (Medical Section) (at Royal Society of

Medicine, 1 Wimpole Street), at 8.30.—Dr. W. Brown: Autosuggestion
and Transference.

THURSDAY, January 25.

Royal Society, at i.id.—PruhaKe Papers.—Vrot. A. V. Hill: The
Potential Difference occurring in a Dounan Equilibrinui and the
Theory of Co'loidal Behaviour.— Dr. E. F. Armstrong and T. P.

Hihlitch : A Study of Catalytic Actions at Solid Surlaces. X. The
Interaction of Carbon Monoxide and Hydrogen as conditioned by
Nickel at relatively low Temperatures. A Practical Synthesis of
Methane.—Dr. J. Holker : The Periodic Opacity of certain Colloids

in progressively increasing Concentrations of Electrolytes.—E. K.
Ridi-al and R. G. W. Norrlsh : The Photochemistry of Pota-ssium
Permanganate. Part I. The Application of the Potentiometer to the

Study of PlK'tocbemical Change. Part II. On the Energetics of the
Photo-decomposition of Potassium Permanganate.—E. A. Fisher : Some
Moisture Relations of Colloids. I. A Comparative Study of the Rates
of Evaporation of Water from Wool, Sand, and Clay.—R. Whytlaw-Gray,
J. B. Speakman, and J. H. P. Campbell : Smokes—A Study of their

Behaviour and a Method of determining the Number of Particles they
contain.- R. Whytlaw-Gray and J. B. Speakman : A Method of deter-

mining the Size of the Particles in Smokes. Part II.— B. C. Ray : The
Etlect of Long (Jriiiding on Quartz (Silver Santi).

Optical Society (at Imperial College of Science and Technology), at 7.30.

—

W. Day : The Birth of Cinematography and Its Antecedents.

Institction of Strvctural Engineers (at 2!ti> Vauxhall Bridge Road),

at 7.;J0.—W. J. H. Leverton : The Relations between the Architect and
the Engineer.

Camera Club, at 8.15.-W. Wrench : Our Old Village Churches and
their Story.

Royal Society of Medicine (Urology Section), at 8.30.—Clinical and
Pathological Meeting.

FRIDAY, January 26.

Association of Economic Biologists (in Botanical Lecture Theatre,

Imperial College of Science and Technology), at 2.30.—Prof. R. T.

Lelper : The Study of Helminthology.

RoTAL Society of Medicine (Study of Disease In Children Section), at 6.

—Special Clinical Meeting.

Pbysical Society of London (at Imperial College of Science and
Technology), at 5.—J. J. Manley : A Further Improvement In the

Sprengel Pump.— Dr. C. Chree : A Supposed Relationship between
.Sunspot Frequency and the Potential-Gradient of Atmospheric Elec-

tricity.—Dr. U. Owen : Null Methods of Measurement of Power-Factor
and Etfective Resistance in Alternate-Current Circuits by the Quadrant
Electrometer.

Junior Institution of Engineers, at 7.30.—G. F. Shotter : K.V.A. and
its Measurement.

Royal Society of Medicine, at S.30.—Special Meeting to commemorate
the Centenary of the Death of Edward Jenner.—Sir W. Hale-White

:

Jenner and his Work.
Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 0.—Sir Almroth Wright : The
Machinery of Anti-Bacterial Defence.

SATURDAY, January 27.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—Sir Walford Davles ; Speech
Rhythm in Vocal Music (2).

PUBLIC LECTURES.

MONDAY, January 22.

Imperial Institute, at 3.— Miss Edith Browne : West Africa and Empire
Production. (Succeeding Lecture on January 21i.)

TUESDAY, January 23.

Imperial Institute, at 3.—Col. M. C. Nangle : The Empire In the Far
East. (Succeeding Lectures on January 24, 30, 31, February;.6, 7, 13,

14, 20, 21, '27, 2S, March 6, 7, 13, 14, 20, 21, 27, and 28.)

Sociological Society (at 65 Belgrave Road), at 4.45.—Dr. C. W. Saleeby :

Sunlight and City Llle.

King's College, at .5.30.—Miss Hilda D. Oakley : The Enigma of Socrates.
• (Succeeding Lectures on January 30 and February and 13.)

Gresham College, at 6.— Sir Robert Al mstrong-Jones : Physic. (Suc-

ceeding Lectures on January 24, 25, and 2'>.

II'EDNESDAY, January 24.

King's College, at 5.30.—Dr. A. N. Whitehead : The Quest of Science

To day. and as exemplified In its History.

FRIDAY, January 26.

Meteorological Office (South Kensington), at 3.— Sir Napier Shaw :

Forecasting Weather. (Succeeding,Lectures on February 2, 9, 16, 23, and
March 2, 9, 10, 23.)

University College, at 5.—Dr. G. Anrep : The Physiology of the Cortex

as investigated by the Method of Conditioned Reflexes. (Succeeding

Lectures on February 2, 9, 16, 23, and March 2, 9, and 16.)

SATURDAY, January 27.

HoRNiMAN Museum (Forest Hill), at 3.30. Capt. W. H. Date : Wireless

Telephony and Broadcasting.
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UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
A Course of ten Lectures on " Tiii; MiCHo-OmiANic Foi-ulatiun op

THE Soil." will be given by Sir JOHN RUSSKLL, F. R.S. (Director), and
STAFF OF THK ROTHAMSIED KXI'KKIMENTAL STATION in

the Lecture Theatre of the Hoianical Department at Univkhsity Coi,lk(;e,

London (Oower Street. W.C.i), on Fki.kuakv 5, 7, 12, 14, ig, 21, and 27,

and March i, 5, and 7, 192^, at 5 I'.w. At the first Lecture, tlie Chair will

be taken by Professor J. H. FAieMKR, F.R.S. ADMISSION FREE,
WITHOUT TICKET. A Syllabus of the Lectures is obtainable on
application to the undersigned. •.

EDWIN DELLER, Academic Registrar.

RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS IN
ACOUSTICS.

The Riverbank Lahobatoijies at Geneva, Illinois, announce the

establishment of one or two RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS in ACOUS-
TICS. The holder will have an opportunity to devote bis entire time to

study and investigation in a laboratory built, equipped, and manned for the

study of acoustic problems. Candidates should be college graduates who
have taken advanced courses in physics and mathematics, and who have

shown in their work those qualities essential for success in independent

investigation. Terms of appomtment to be determined by the qualifications

of the appointee. Address, B. Cumminu, Secretary, Geneva, Illinois.

BATTERSEA POLYTECHNIC
LONDON, S.W.ii

Award of Tate Scholarships for Session 1923-24.

The examinations for the award of SCHOLARSHIPS in KNGINEKR-
ING, SCIENCE, and DOMESTIC SCIENCE, will be held on Tuesday,

June 5, 1923, and the succeeding days. The scholarships vary in value from

{^•20 to ;£30 per annum with free tuition, and are tenable for two or three years.

Last day of entry April 21, 1923.

Full particulars on application to the Pkincii'AL.

UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA.
VACANCY FOR A RESEARCH ASSISTANT (MYCOLOGIST)
IN THE BOTANICAL DIVISION OF THE DEPARTMENT

OF AGRICULTURE.
SALARY.—^300-325-380 X 30-650 plus local allowance if stationed in an

area where such is payable.
The commencitig salary on the scale will depend on the selected can-

didate's qualifications.

ENGAGEMENT.—On twelve months' probation.

QUALI FICATIONS.—A University Degree ; candidates must have taken

Botany and its allied sciences for their final examination. Married
women are not eligible.

TRANSPORT. —Free first-class train and steamer fares from residence to

destination in South Africa ; also in reverse direction if not appointed to

permanent staff after probationary period.

Half salary during voyage to Soutli Africa.

Applications, together with copies of testimonials as to qualifications and
experience, all in duplicate, must be lodged, not later than February gj 1923,

with the Secretary, Office of the High Commissioner for the Union of

South Africa, Trafalgar Square, W.C., from whom Forms of Application
and further particulars may be obtained.

CITY OF BIRMINGHAM.
The Board of Research for Mental Diseases (University of

Birmingham and the City Asyhims Committee) require the

services of a RESEARCH OFFICER to work under the

Honorary Dirfxior, .Sir Frederick Mott. Preference

will be given to a medical man who has taken the B.Sc. degree,

or who has a good knowledge of Organic Chemistry. .Salary

;^5oo per annum (with possible residence).

Applications endorsed "Pathologist" must be received by

the undersigned not later than January 31, 1923.

\VM. HUTTON, Hon. Secretary.

Council House, Birmingham,

January 1923.

LEICESTER MUSEUM
ASSISTANT required with knowledge of Paleontology' and Inverte-

brate Zoology. Museum experience desirable. Commencing salary £1-2^0

per annum. Applications accompanied by copies of three recent testimonials

to be delivered on or before February 25, addressed to the Director, The
Museum, New Walk, Leicester.

MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE AND
FISHERIES.

Applications are invited for an appointment as ASSIST .'\NT (Herbarium)
in the Royal Holanic Gardens, K.ew. -

Candidates, male or female, must be not less than 25 years of age and
should be Honours gradu.-ites of a liritisli University and have spent at least

2 years in Hotaiiical Research or have had at least 2 years' experience in

Systematic Botanical work since graduating. Such experience should in-

clude investigation of problems in either {a) Systematic Hotany, {b) I'lanl

Morphology, (c) Plant Physiology, Ecology, or Genetics, (//), Economic
Hotany, or (c) Cryptoganiic llotany. Candidates must also produce evidence
of ability to translate from eiiher French or German,

S'.ilary : (17) Male Assistant, ^250 per annum, rising to a maximum of

£fioo per annum.
(/') Female Assistant, X200 per annum, rising to a maximum of

,^£450 per anniun.

In each cise plus Civil Service bonus.
Preference will be given to ex-service applicants.

Forms of application can be obtained from tlie Secnetary, Ministry of

Agriculture and Fisheries, 10 Whitehall Place, S.W.i, and must be returned
not later than February ig.

COUNTY BOROUGH OF WEST HAM.
ESSEX MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY,

ROMFORD ROAD, STRATFORD, E.15.

Applications are invited for the position of FULL-TIME ASSISTANT
in the MUSEUM from persons having a practical knowledge of Museum
Work.

Applicants should have had some biological training, and must be ex-

perienced in taxidermy ant! be able to mount and set up specimens and
prepare dissections for exhibition, and should be capable of preparing dia-

gram-drawings and taking photographs to illustrate exhibits. The posses-

sion of a Science Degree of a British University, although desirable, will not

be considered essential if other qualifications are satisfactory.

The salary will be at the rate of ^150 per annum plus Civil Seivice Award.
Applications to be sent by February i, 1923, to the Princii'AL of the West

Ham Municipal College, Romford Uoad, E.15, from whom particulars and
forms of application may be obtained.

GEORGE E. HILLEARY, Town-Clerk.
January 5, 1923.

UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH.
LECTURESHIP IN GEOGRAPHY.

In consequence of the retirement on September 30 next of Mr GEORt- i

G. CHISHULM, M.A., B.Sc, Re.ider in Geography, the University
Court will proceed to the appointment of a LECTURER who will be re-

sponsible for. and in charge of, the teaching of this subject. The status of
Reader may be attached to the office.

The salary is ;C7oo per annum.
The appointment, which is subject to the conditions of the Federated

Superannuation Scheme for Universities, will d:ite from October i, 1923.

Applications, 14 copies of which should accompany the principal applica-

tion, should be sent to the Secretarv not later than WEDNESDA\'.
February 28.

WILLIAM WILSON,
Secretary to the University.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, READING.
FACULTY OF AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE.

Agricultural Costings Officer.

The Council will proceed shortly to the appointment of an AGRI-
CULTURAL COSTINGS OFFICER, who, in additi<m to possessing :l

good general knowledge of Economics (preferably a degree qualification),

should have had subsequent experience in Statistics or Accountancy with ;iii

Agricultural bearing.

Stipend, ^450 per annum, together with 10 per cent Contribution tn

Superannuation Fund.
For further particulars apply to the Registrar, University College,

Reading-

LADY, B.Sc. (chemistry, metallurgy,
physics), shorthand, typing, requires post. Box 50, c/o Na ruftE Office.

MANUSCRIPTS, ETC., TYPED neatly
and accurately. Price 3d. per page, quarto (4d. foolscap) ; carbon

copies id. per page. All kinds of technical, literary, or gener.d

work accepted. Mrs. Snow, 28 Greenside Koad, Shepherds Bush,
W.12.

FOR SALE.-EDINGER APPARATUS,
Lkitz. LeitJr objective;. New condition. .^40. Seen by appoint-
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The Science and Practice of Pure Milk
Supply.

I.

THE history of our milk supply, especially when

considered in relation to the corresptjnding

history of the milk supply of the United States, illus-

trates more intimately, perhaps, than any other

subject the necessity for the man of science to study

the practical problems involved in the application of

his discoveries, and for the administrator and the

producer and trader to acquaint themselves with the

added responsibilities and increased possibilities of

improved trade bestowed by science.

We are chiefly concerned in Natitre with the scientific

aspects of the milk problem ; but at every stage

these are interlocked with practical problems requiring

the expenditure, or more correctly the investment, of

much money to ensure the health of the community.

A statement of some of the considerations involved

will make these points clear.

The first point we make is frequently overlooked.

An increase in the quantity of milk available for the

general public, and particularly for children, is even

more important than improved quality of the milk,

though this al.so is a public health requirement of the

first grade. In this country far too little milk is

consumed. Biologists and chemists have demon-

strated that no other food is so vital to the welfare and

health of mankind as milk. McCoUum, of Baltimore,

has laid down the rule that every growing child should

be allowed one quart of milk daily, and Lusk states

that " no family of five should buy meat until they

have bought at least three quarts of milk " daily.

In Great Britain not half as much milk is consumed

per head as in the United States, and it is to the lack of

this element in the dietary of children that a large share

of the common malnutrition and undergrowth, and the

associated e.xcessive proneness to disease is ascribable.

There are abundant instances in which the daily giving

of half a pint of milk to each child attending school in

poor neighbourhoods has been followed lay a marked

raising of the general standard of health.

The above statement that an adequate quantity is

even more important than an improved quality of

milk, although it truthfully represents a neglected

aspect of the milk problem, is obviously subject to

the condition that milk of the present quality must

be made safe either by pasteurisation on the large scale

or by bringing it domestically near the boiling point.

Alongside of educational propaganda in favour of purer

milk there is needed steady and persistent instruction

through child welfare centres, in schools, and generally,

to induce parents to spend on milk the greater part of
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the money now devoted to beer. At the present time

three times as much is spent by the British pubHc on

alcoholic drinks as on milk, and to this avoidable

physiological impoverishment of the children, which is

associated with the deficiency of milk, we can in large

measure ascribe the proneness to catarrhs and the de-

velopment of bronchitis, of rickets, and of tuberculosis.

Early, then, in any attempts at practical reform

must be placed the need for educating the public into

willingness to buy more milk—at least twice or three

times as much as is now being bought, for daily dietetic

use. It follows that any measures proposed for the

purification of milk must be tempered by consideration

of the degree of risk to health, the administrative

practicability of the proposals, and the expenditure

involved.

The necessit)- for milk sanitation, as for general

sanitation, was first impressed on the public mind by

the occurrence of epidemics attributed to contaminated

milk. It was in 1857 that Dr. W. il. Taylor, of

Penrith, traced an epidemic of typhoid fever to con-

taminated milk, and ten years later he traced an

outbreak of scarlet fever to milk. In 1880 Mr. Ernest

Hart collected accounts of fifty epidemics of typhoid,

fifteen of scarlet fever, and four of diphtheria traced

to infected milk supplies ; and since then the number

has become immensely greater, until, in recent years,

commercial pasteurisation combined with a modicum of

sanitary precautions on the farm and in the retailing

of milk has been associated with a great decrease in

the number of such outbreaks. In addition, septic

sore throats have not infrequently been traced to milk

derived from cows with udder inflammations ; and,

most important of all, a considerable proportion of

human tuberculosis, especially in young children, has

been attributed to milk.

The history of the relation of human to bovine

tuberculosis is an interesting chapter in bacteriology.

In 1896 Theobald Smith announced that the tubercle

bacillus of cattle differed materially from that of

human tuberculosis. In 1901 Koch made the sensa-

tional announcement in London that bovine tubercu-

losis did not infect human beings. Inasmuch as,

prior to this statement, the stress of anti-tuberculosis

agitation had been much more against bovine than

against human sources of infection, Koch's dictum

necessitated a re-investigation of the entire subject.

A Royal Commission was appointed, and continued its

inquiries for many years. The results of these and of

many collateral investigations may be summed up in

the statement that bovine tuberculosis undoubtedly

does occur in the human being, but that it is a minor

cause of human tuberculosis. Furthermore, that,

unlike infection of human origin, bovine infection can
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be effectively prevented—as can also the infection of

such occasionally milk-borne diseases as scarlet fever,

typhoid fever, and diphtheria,—by pasteurisation of

milk, or by bringing milk domestically "just to the boil."

It was tuberculosis in the young subject which was

regarded as chiefly caused by milk infection, but

experimental observation of the type of bacillus found

in children's tuberculous lesions has shown that less

than one-third of tuberculosis in children under five

years of age is of bovine origin, the greater part being

derived from infection of human source. The

abdominal tuberculosis and tuberculosis of joints and

bones and of glands, which may be due to infection

of bovine source, are often not fatal ; and it appears

likely that, as Cobbett 1 has estimated, the mortality

caused by infection with the bovine type of tubercle

bacillus al all ages is not more than six per cent, of that

caused by bovine and human types of bacillus com-

bined. This estimate was made several years ago.

The proportion of human mortality from tuberculosis

due to bovine infection is probably less now, for one

of the striking features of tuberculosis mortality is its

recent reduction at ages under five. Thus the death-

rate from tuberculosis per million living at ages under

five was 1213 in 1920. as compared with an average

rate of 1883 in 1912-14. Inasmuch as only a relatively

small proportion of this mortality in the earlier period

was caused by infected milk, the main credit for the

decline, after making any needed allowance for changes

in medical certification, must be given to the diminu-

tion of human infection ; and the entire result can

reasonably be regarded as the joint product of measures

for diminishing bovine tuberculosis, which, speaking

nationally, have been on an extremely small scale,

of measures for rendering bovine infection impotent

(pasteurisation of milk and domestic heating), and of

measures directed chiefly against human adult sources

of infection. We have mentioned the six per cent.

as a possible limit of the proportion of total tubercu-

losis mortahty at all ages which is due to bovine

infection, without intention to minimise its importance,

for the annihilation of tuberculosis of bovine origin

would greatly reduce the mass of human suffering, and

this end is within reach by easily practicable measures,

which would serve the interest of dair}-men as much as

that of the consumers of milk.

The possibility of acquiring tuberculosis or an

acute infectious disease Hke scarlet fever, although the

chief, are by no means the sole risks of contaminated

milk. Past experience has shown an intimate associa-

tion between an impure milk supply and excessive

infant mortality ; and the remarkable reduction in

< L. Cobbett.

Press, 191 7.

'The Causes of Tuberculosis," Cambridge University
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infant mortality in the present century in this and in

other countries has been associated with marked

improvement in the cleanliness of milk, commercially

and domestically. At each step scientific investiga-

tions have been important means to this end. The

determination of the thermal death-point of pathogenic

liacteria has shown the possibility of heating milk to

.1 lower point than boiling, which, while removing the

possibility of infection, leaves milk with its natural

taste almost unimpared. The bacterial Ajunting of

milk, showing the close association between cleanly

milking followed liy immediate cooling of milk and a

[jarse bacterial count has given a great impetus to the

supply of clean and cool milk, especially in .America.

The tuberculin test has been largely utilised as a means

if discovering clinically undiagnosable tuberculosis in

cattle, and of its elimination from herds. It is a con-

dition of the official granting of a certificate of pro-

duction of " Grade .\ (Tuberculin Tested) " Milk, in

accordance with a recent Order of the .Ministry of

Health. The discover)' in 1890 of Babcock's simple

method of fat determination has had far-reaching

consequences in securing high standards of food value

in milk supplies, and in enabling the public when they

desire to buy milk of known value. The list of items

if indebtedness of the public and,of milk purveyors to

scientific laboratory workers might easily be extended.

In England there is a large excess of infant

ieaths in the three hottest months of the summer,

and these are due in the main to diarrhoea.

I'o discuss adequately the factors of heat, of

impurity of food, of impurities apart from food

(e.g. exceptionally in breast-fed babies) which are

responsible for this devastating disease would require

much space ; but the following determined facts can

be stated. Diarriioca is rare in breast-fed infants ;

it is exceptional among the infants of the well-to-do,

who can take adequate precautions in respect of food
;

but it is common in the infants of the pfjor, and has

been found to lie more common in infants fed on

'ondensed milk than in infants fed on fresh cows' milk.

This does not apply to dried or desiccated milk, infants

consuming which appear to suffer much less from

diarrhoea than infants artificially fed with other foods.

The explanation of these facts is not far to .seek.

Domestic contaminations of milk are even more

important than contaminations at the farm, in trans-

port, or in the local shop, though these also are

serious. Condensed milk is difficult to manipulate in

a cleanly manner, dried milk is not so. Fresh milk

can be more easily provided and, when domestically

pasteurised, has been shown to be less liable to cause

gastro-intestinal trouiile in the summer months than

diluted condensed milk. The details showing the
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need for aseptic precautions in milk preparation, all

based on the science founded by Pasteur and applied

by Lister, can easily be understood. In the last

seventeen years active steps have been taken to

instruct and guide mothers in the right feeding of their

infants, and there can be little hesitation in ascribing

the lowered infant mortality in large measure to this

cause, and to the collateral general improvement in

the milk as delivered at the home. This improvement

has consisted largely in the increasing practice of

commercial pasteurisation. Prior to 1900 the rate of

infant mortality averaged 140 to 160 ; in the last

quin(|uennium it was only 85 per 1000 births.

The above consideration of evils and of possible

channels of improvements naturally leads to a con-

sideration of the administrative aspect of the problem.

This in the main consists in the application of scientific

methods to tiie milk industry, which will be discussed

in our next issue.

Progressive Meteorology.

Board of Education. Catalogue of the Collections in the

Science Museum, South Kensington, tcith Descriptive

and Historical Notes and Illustrations : Meteorology.

Pp. 107-1-6 plates. (London: H.M. Stationery

Office, 1922.) 15. 6rf. net.

Air Ministry ; Meteorological Office, London. A Short

Course in Elementary Meteorology. By \V. II. Pick.

(.M.O. 247.) Pp. 118. \s. 6d. net. The Observer's

Handbook. Approved for the use of meteorological

observers by the Meteorological Office, and the Royal

Meteorological Society. 1921 edition. (.M.O. 191.)

Pp. XXX + 140-1- 18 plates + 10 -I- 17 plates -(• 5. 75. 6d.

net. Cloud Forms according to the International

Classification : The Definitions and Descriptions ap-

prm'ed bv the International Meteorological Committee

in igro. With an atlas of photographs of Clouds

selected from the Collection of Mr. G. A. Clarke of

the Observatory, .Aberdeen. (M.O. 233, 2nd edition.)

Pp. 10+17 plates -I- 5. is. 6d. net. Notes on .Meteor-

ological Corrections for the use of Gunners. By D.

Brunt and J.
Durward. Pp.18. 3rf.net. Forecast

Code for the Abbreviation of Weather Forecasts trans-

mitted by Telegraphy or Radiography. Pp. 18. is.

net. The New International Code for Meteorological

Messages, 1922. Pp. 20. ^d. net. Weather Fore-

casting in the North Atlantic and Home Waters for

Seamen. By Com. L. A. Brooke-Smith. Pp. 24.

6rf.net. The Wireless Weather Manual. Pp.24. 9rf.

net. (London : H.M. Stationery Office, 1921-1922.)

ON turning over this packet of the latest official

publications on meteorology I feel disposed to

survey them in a contemplative rather than in a critical
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attitude. They fall into two groups. The Catalogue

of Meteorology in the Science Museum reviews the

present in the light of the past, and the various pub-

lications of the Meteorological Office of the Air Ministry

deal with the present in anticipation of a greater future.

Meteorology in a museum is something of a problem,

for it is impossible to place samples of weather in a

glass case, or at least to keep them there when the

fog clears away, and the representation can be only

by instruments, maps, diagrams, and models. The

collection of instruments is intended to represent his-

torical development and present-day adaptations, and

the Catalogue gives a short description of the exhibits,

following a brief historical introduction on each group

of instruments. The number catalogued is consider-

able and achieves a fair historical continuity. Their

ownership is left curiously vague ; some are recorded

as presented to the museum, but many are stated to

be lent by well-known meteorologists, most of whom
are now dead, so that it is scarcely likely that their

return will be demanded. We note one misprint in

the name of Prof. Mohn, who is consistently called

Mohn, possibly under the influence of Fohn. A refer-

ence should be given to " British Rainfall," 1908, p. 25,

for the principle of the Hyetograph (No. 206), from

which the originator as well as the patentee of the

instrument could be ascertained.

The exhibits other than instruments are scrappy and

of little value as illustrations of the scientific develop-

ments of meteorology, but time and some fostering care

should remedy this.

Turning to the side of present effort which faces the

future, one looks on a new world. For thirty years,

from 1882, I read every contribution to meteorology

published accessibly in the English language and a

good deal in other tongues. For the last ten years I

have read practically nothing, and now find that a vast

river of new research and discovery separates me from

the old familiar country where Buchan ploughed his

lonely furrow and sowed the seed of upper-air research

on the inhospitable summit of Ben Nevis. How wide

and deep that river is I recognise when in the preface to

Mr. Pick's " Short Course in Elementary Meteorology "

I find the Director of the Meteorological Office saying

:

" The British Empire has produced some of the
world's foremost meteorologists—Halley, Beaufort,
Abercromby, Blanford, Eliot and Shaw, to mention
only a few."

No Buchan and no Aitken among these immortals !

An oversight of a too busy man, of course, but

significant of the new horizons on which the great

figures of the immediate past stand out in \-iew of the

men who are reaping the harvests now maturing. It

is the natural fate of pioneers to be buried in the
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foundations they lay for others to build on, and the

fundamental nature of their work may remain un-

recognised until the historians of a later generation

tunnel amid the ruins of successive superstructures to

find material for some science museum. Anyhow, it is

certain that the enterprise of the students of to-day is

put to better purpose in pushing onwards rather than

in looking back. The war is responsible for the

abruptness of the overturn which has buried much of

the past before it is dead, and now affords to the

young men an unencumbered field.

In Mr. Pick's work and Dr. Simpson's preface it is

good to find strong grasp of essential principles, a dis-

criminating disregard of irrelevant detail, and an easy

command of concise and vigorous English. It would

serve no purpose to regret omissions from so short a

treatise on so great a subject. There is a wise absten-

tion from the use of long words when short words

serve better, and indeed the only lapse into this be-

setting fault of youth I have noticed is the use of the

terms " katabatic " and " anabatic " with reference to

the valley winds by night and day ; this just serves

to quicken a sense of thankfulness that we are spared

" katapelagic " and " anapelagic " attacks on the land

and sea breezes or even on the monsoons.

Dr. Simpson's approval can scarcely extend to Mr.

Pick's statement that " no great land masses are

situated in the southern " hemisphere, for is there not

the Antarctic continent, very potent in its influence on

the air ? Tlie effect of oceanic circulation is passed

by, and I am sorry that Mr. Pick has missed the

interesting analogy between the upward gradient of

temperature in the atmosphere and the downward

gradient of temperature in the hydrosphere. The

treatment of water vapour in the atmosphere is de-

lightfully fresh and clear ; the old confusion has passed

away and the student who starts his study of meteor-

ology with this little book is led straight into the heart

of the subject.

To one who remembers the astonishment and in-

credulity with which Dr. John Aitken's discovery of

nuclear condensation was greeted, it is quaint to see

Mr. Pick's fresh mind jumping the event with " It

was formerly thought that dust-particles formed the

nuclei for condensation but " and after all the new

discovery is only that hygroscopic particles such as

common salt are the efficient nuclei. Aitken classed

salt-particles as " dust," and who can say that any

particles in our atmosphere are noc seasoned with salt .'

To me the value of this short course is the proof it

conveys that meteorology has attracted the rising men

of science, not as a humdrum routine, but as a fascinat-

ing pursuit confidently expected to yield rich results.

Already, as the admirable section on the upper air
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and the brief but comprehensive account of weather

forecasting show, the reward is being grasped.

Of the other pubHcations before us, those dealing

with the various codes for transmitting weather data

are of interest only to the senders and receivers of

telegraphic and radiographic reports, yet the mere fact

that such elaborate systems of communication have

become necessary- shows the vastness of the recent

strides in synopti(- meteorology.

" The Observer's Handbook " is an old friend, in-

clining towards portliness now, and with an air of

dignity consonant with its post-war price. The ap-

pendix of cloud-photographs by Mr. G. A. Clarke of

\berdeen, also issued separately, is helpful in defining

I he forms of cloud, and more so in showing how
independent the clouds hold themselves of all hard

and fast classifications. The prints of cirrus and allied

forms showing the cloud in white nn a blue ground

are particularly effective.

The Handbook is ripening for complete revision and

cannot yet be viewed as having reached a final form.

It is still suggestive of the compiler's anxiety to justify

the system of units recommended, and it remains rather

over the head of tiie average observer, on whose faithful

and patient routine the whole structure of weather

study is based.

The new units which were suggested about 1908, and
introduced by the Meteorological Office eight years

ago, have had a less fair trial than the length of time

they have been before the meteorological world sug-

gests, as criticism on such matters was necessarily

suspended during the war. I think that the sub-

stitution of the millimetre for the inch in rainfall

measurement is well on its way ; it is merely the sub-

stitution of one legal unit for another, and it makes
for uniformity with other nations. The millibar, how-
ever, has not yet helped towards uniformity, although

Commander Brooke-Smith, in his " Weather Fore-

casting ... for Seamen," says that " it will help towards

obtaining uniformity if new barometers are graduated

with this scale." I suppose that its future will depend
largely on propaganda, like a new sect inspired by the

ambition of unifying all the churches. Some observers

will continue to look on it as simply a new linear

measure. Once a rainfall observer, wishing to be up-

to-date, ordered a rain-measuring glass to be graduated

in millibars so as to be directly comparable with the

barometer ! The idea of freeing the measurement of

atmospheric pressure from the gravity correction by
using a unit based on acceleration instead of weight

appeals powerfully to some minds. I think, however,

that it will be apt to share the fate of the kilowatt in

its competition with the horse-power, i.e. to be limited

in its use to special lines of work. Messrs. Brunt
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and Durward, in their " Notes on Meteorological Cor-

rections for the use of Gunners," use the old units,

apparently as a matter of course, witiiout apology.

So far as I can see from these publications, there is

now a tendency to relax the boycott of the handy

old Fahrenheit degree, thereby going back to the

" absolute zero " of the snow-and-salt epoch. I have

sometimes yearned for a scale starting at the " absolute

zero " of the mercurial thermometer, that captivating

temperature at which Fahrenheit and Centigrade

thermometers read alike and below which mercury re-

fuses to work. Can we look on the " absolute zero
"

of the air thermometer as absolutely fixed .'' May a

lower temperature not be reached some day and a new
way of estimating it be discovered ? Think of the

absoluteness of the old Daltonian atom. As a mere

matter of nomenclature " absolute temperature " sounds

unhappy in our days, when absolute time and absolute

space are on the verge of becoming unfashionable. Be

that as it may, I am glad that there is now less prob-

ability than there was once of temperatures reckoned

from - 273° C. being harnessed to our English weather.

If I may conclude in a lighter vein I would refer to

a misprint in one of the works under notice printed

officially. Once on a time an official of a department,

driven beyond discretion by the delays of another

department, addressed a letter to the " Controller of

H.M. Stationary Office," and was dealt with in a dis-

ciplinary manner. Times have changed, and now a

waggish printer's imp has the audacity to speak dis-

respectfuU)- of the isobars in these words—" anticy-

clones . . . often remaining more or less stationery for

several days." Hugh Robert Mill.

The Constitution of Matter.

Der Aujbaii der Materie : Drei Atifsdlze iiber moderne

Atomistik und Electronentheorie, Von Ma.\ Bom.

Zweite, verbesserte Auflage. Pp. vi-i-86. (Berlin:

J. Springer, 1922.) $s.

La Constitution de la matiere. Par Prof. Max Bom.

Traduit par H. Bellenot. (Collection de mono-

graphies scientifiques etrang^res, II.) Pp. iii + 84.

(Paris : .\. Blancliard, 1922.) 6 francs.

HE most important part of Prof. Max Bom's

work is contained in the second and third of

his essays, where he shows that it is possible to

obtain approximate values for the heat of chemical

union of the halogen elements with the alkali metals

and with hydrogen from purely physical data. In

collaboration with Landd he has calculated the re-

pulsive force between the Na+and CI - ions in rock

salt, whicli, combined with the ordinary Coulomi)

attractions and repulsions between these ions, accounts

P I

T'
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for the measured compressibility, and finds that this

force may be written F = bl5", where b and n are

constants and S is the distance between neighbouring

ions of the same kind. For sodium chloride and other

halogen-alkali compounds fi = g. The law of force thus

obtained is used to calculate the energy produced by

the union of the ions to form the salt, which for one
" Mol " is U = 545^ ^//j/(/i+-l-/i_) kg. cal., where /x^

is the atomic weight of the metal and /x_ that of the

halogen. For absolute zero Un„, = i58, Uk,= i44, when

the ions are at rest in the position of equilibrium.

Nernst has shown that, if U is known, the chemical

affinity ai any temperature can be determined from

purely physical considerations. These results can be

checked by measuring the heat of solution of the salts,

in solutions so dilute that dissociation is complete, and

calculating the heat produced in such reactions as

NaCl-i-KI = NaI + KCl. The values obtained were

of the same order as those calculated by the above

theory, but depend only on the differences between the

values of U.

Another method of attacking the problem is to use

Bohr's theory of atomic structure and radiation to find

the work required to form ions from neutral atoms.

Franck and Hertz have deduced that the energy of

ionisation \=hv 00 , where h is Planck's constant and

v 00 is the limit of the series of absorption spectrum lines

of the quiescent vapour. These workers have con-

firmed this theory by measuring the ionising potential

which must be applied to a stream of electrons to

produce a velocity just capable of ionising the vapour.

They have thus found the energy of ionisation of a

number of substances. Combining these values with

values of the affinity for electrons of electro-negative

atoms obtained by Franck, who used a method also based

on Bohr's theory of the spectrum, the values of U can

be calculated independently, and are within 12 per

cent, of those obtained from the compressibility data.

Habers has studied metal crystals, on the assumption

that the negative atoms in the Bragg space lattice are

replaced by electrons. He finds for the alkali metals

M= 2-5 to 3-4, copper m = 8-o, silver m = 9-o, in the

expression for the repulsion. The heats of vaporisa-

tion calculated from these figures agree remarkably well

with the observed values. The value of n must depend

upon the distribution of the electrons in the ion.

The author seems perfectly justified in concluding

his work in the following words :
" If we survey the

road we have travelled we see that, although it has not

yet penetrated \-ery far into the mighty kingdom of

chemistry, it has reached a point from which we can

observe, in the distance, the passes over which we shall

have to travel if we wish to subject this kingdom to

physical law."
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Bauxite in Ayrshire.

Memoirs of the Geological Survey, Scotland. The

Ayrshire Bauxilic Clay. By. G. V. Wilson. Pp.

vi-l-28. (Southampton: Ordnance Survey Office;

London : E. Stanford, Ltd., 1922.) is. 6d. net.

WHILE deposits of bauxite, that is, of the

aluminium hydroxides gibbsite and diaspore,

are greatly in request as sources of aluminium, bauxitic

clays are also of considerable value for the lining of high-

temperature furnaces. It is well known that under

tropical conditions of weathering, especially where the

surface-waters are alkaline, rocks of very varied nature,

containing aluminium silicates, yield bauxite rather

than kaolin. Any ferruginous matter forms at the same

time lateritic crusts. Laterite, indeed, as Sir Thomas

Holland pointed out for India, is at times rich in

aluminium hydroxide.

Bauxitic formations have thus come to be regarded

as indications of climate in the past, and we now have

the interesting discovery of bauxitic clays in strata

of Millstone Grit age in Ayrshire. The lateritic nature

of these Carboniferous beds was pointed out by Mr. John

Smith in the Transactions of the Geological Society of

Glasgow in 1893. The Geological Survey of Scotland,

when recently remapping the area, collected samples

for analysis and proved the presence of aluminium

hydroxide. Mr. Wilson, in the memoir now published,

defines a bau.xitic clay (p. 6) as one that " contains

more alumina than is necessary to supply the demands

of the whole of the silica present for the formation of

the kaolinite molecule." Silica present in the form

of quartz sand is included in this definition, since such

silica affects the value of a clay as a refractory material.

On p. 25 twelve analyses are given of the Ayrshire

bauxitic clays. The most striking of these is that of

the bed on the Saltcoats shore, which yields 47-57

per cent, of alumina and only 29-0 per cent, of silica.

Titanium dioxide, a substance characteristically pres-

ent, amounts, however, to 9-04 per cent., and the re-

fractory quality of a kaolinite clay is said to be lowered

by 5 per cent, and upwards. This effect is not so

noticeable in clays with an excess of alumina. In the

Ayrshire deposits, a large part of the material of

inferior grade reaches a refractory quality of 30-31 on

the Seger cone scale, while the Saltcoats shore material,

despite its titanium-content, is recorded as over 35.

These bauxitic clays have been derived from basaltic

lavas in the first instance, though in some cases the

material has been transported. It is held that kaolinite

was formed as the earliest product, and that a fairly

pure aluminium hydroxide arose from this, sometimes

with an oolitic structure. A recombination of the
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silica set free occurred in some cases, a secondary

kaolinite being formed. This association of kaolinite

and liauxitic matter in the same series of deposits

recalls observations made by the Geological Survey of

Ireland on the Cainozoic beds of Co. Antrim (Mem.

on the Interbasaltic Rocks, p. 51, 1912). In both

areas, titanium dioxide is a prominent constituent of

the clays ; Mr. Wilson (p. 12) shows that it is present

as rutile and anatase, less commonly as brookite, and

sometimes in combination in sphene. He traces its

origin to the augite of the basalts ; in Ireland it has

been attributed to the decay of ilmenite.

The new industry now developed in -Xyrshirc, in

the manufacture both of refractory bricks and of

alum, is a satisfactory result of the official researches

here described. G. A. J. C.

Anderson Stuart : his Relation to

Medicine and to the Empire.

Anderson Stuart, M.D., Physiologist, Teacher, Builder,

Organiser, Citizen. By William Epps. Pp. xv + 1 7 7

.

(Sydney, N.S.W. : Angus and Robertson, Ltd., 1922.)

THE career of Sir Thomas Peter Anderson Stuart

has few parallels in med'cal or other annals-

His student career in Edinburgh under Turner, Ruther-

ford, and Lister was brilliant ; his building and organ-

isation of the Sydney school, and what they provoked,

form a university romance of the first order. Dean

for thirty-six years, he dominated medical history in

Australia in a manner that few, if any, individuals will

ever be able to imitate. During that period the number

of students in medicine increased from four to nearly

one thousand ; and for this apotheosis of his depart-

ment Anderson Stuart planned and built. Without

any demerit to the brilliance of assistants in his faculty

or to the capacity of men in other faculties of the

University of Sydney, it is no exaggeration to state

that that phenomenon was the offspring of Anderson

Stuart's imagination and the fruition of his consummate

scheming and effective individual manceuvre.

In this sphere his work was monumental. The

standards set by ^Vnderson Stuart in his school involved

the emergence of such a university in Sydney as stands

to-day—not merely a local inspiration, but the most

prominent centre of Anglo-Saxon culture in the

', Southern Hemisphere. This achievement carries

I Stuart's work beyond the confines of institutional

<>ndeavour, and places it in the rank of empire-building.

For Australia, his work had a distinctive result in

society-moulding, in that it was the initial step towards

the quasi-aristocratic rank which the medical pro-

fession now enjoys in that country, and in that it
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foreshadowed and conditioned the elevated professional

status which dentistry, veterinary medicine, nursing,

midwifery, and massage are rapidly assuming in that

continent.

Such are the more outstanding facts upon which

Stuart's claims to remembrance will rest. As a

physiologist and a man of science he was not dis-

tinguished, nor even as a teacher. Although he was

a forceful lecturer, his words were selected for their

rhetorical effect, and his lecture material was that of

an earlier generation of physiologists. A claim to

teaching ability must rest on more than rhetoric—it

must rest upon the capacity to arouse the hearers to

be doers ; and doers in physiology as a result of Ander-

son Stuart's teaching are difficult to discover.

To present a man's autobiography with the force,

frankness, and vividness that Mr. Epps has done,

vindicates his claim that it was " a labour of love."

He has carried out with nice selection a difficult piece

of composition, which will always bring credit to him-

self and to the long list of subscribers. But Epps is

not a Strachey. .\lthough he has described many of

Anderson Stuart's characteristics in the introduction,

and although others crop out in the faithful narrative

of events, the fearless character sketch is still unpenned.

The achievement of a man is only explicable in terms

of his character, and can be appreciated best when the

record is frankest. Such incidents as the expectation

of his name at the " top of the class list," and such

self-appreciation as his own declaration that " I had

the essentials of a good teacher Iwrn in me," reveal

the character of Stuart more warmly and nakedly.

A towering ambition and a Napoleonic will to tyrannic

power, together with sufficient selfishness for the

realisation of these twain—these very qualities are at

one and the same time the key to his achievements,

to the oppositions they evoked, and to the relentless

manner of their crushing.

Anderson Stuart will always stand as a beacon-

light and a landmark in the history of a university

and a country which have a long future.

Ray.monu \. Dart.

Our Bookshelf.

The Home of the Indo-Europeans. By Prof. H . H . Bender.
Pp. 58. (Princeton : Princeton University Press

;

London : Oxford University Press, 1922.) 4^. 6d.

net.

The original home of the Indo-Europeans is a well-

worn subject, and Prof. Bender has treated it generally

on the lines of philology, familiar to readers of works
like Schrader's 'Prehistoric Antiquities of the .\ryan
Peoples." He suggests, but does not grapple with,
the question whether there was an Indo-European
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race, or merely an aggregate of tribes, possibly of

varied physical characteristics, more or less closely

united by a common tongue and a common culture.

Anthropology and archreology may in time throw

light, he suggests, on their habitat in the Stone Age,
" although "it will always be difficult to determine

from the examination of a skull or a stone axe what

language their owner spoke in life." Again, we have

only grave furniture to guide us, and the consideration

of iDroad or long skulls is of little help, because the

cephalic index " is merely a ratio," and " among the

living Chinese or in the Neolithic graves of Europe

long skulls are nearly always found with short skulls,

and vice versa."

Environment, again, affects the cephalic index,

and the Scandinavians, supposed by some authorities

to represent the primitive Indo-European type, " owe

their long heads, not alone to race, but partially,

at least, to hyperthyroidism and ultimately to the

iodine of the seas near which they have lived, and from

which they have obtained a considerable part of their

food." The most novel point raised is that of the

newly discovered Tocharian language in East Turke-

stan, a centum language, possibly introduced from the

west, the home of languages of this type. Mainly on

the evidence of philology the author reaches the con-

clusion, held by many scholars, that the primitive

home of the Indo-Europeans was the great plain of

Central and South-Eastern Europe, including the present

Poland, Lithuania, Ukraine, and Russia south and

west of the Volga. There is not much original matter

in this little book, but the points are well put, and it

will be useful as a guide to the study of a problem which

has not yet been finally settled.

The Journal of the Institute of Metals. Vol.27. Edited

by G. Shaw Scott. Pp. viii-l-621. (London: The

Institute of Metals, 1922.) 315. 60!. net.

The increase of research in non-ferrous metallurgy is

so rapid that succeeding volumes of the Journal of

the Institute of Metals show a rapid growth in size.

Volume 27 contains some interesting papers on re-

crystallisation and grain growth. The paper by Mr.

Adcock, containing a beautiful series of photographs

illustrating recrystallisation in cupro-nickel, an alloy

which proves very suitable for the purpose of this

study, will be of material assistance in advancing the

subject, which has been studied with such good results

by Carpenter and Elam. Major Smithells' paper on

grain growth in tungsten filaments makes use of the

hypothesis of varying vapour pressure. Condenser

tubes are considered from two points of view, the

experience of the Corrosion Committee being utilised

as a basis for recommendations as to their care in

practice, while a second paper from the Research

Department at Woolwich deals with the prevention

of season cracking by the simple process of removing

stress by low temperature annealing. The revision of

the alloys of aluminium and zinc clears up some

difficult points in the behaviour of this curious system,

one of the most interesting in respect of its changes

in concentration of solid solution with temperature.

Several other papers deal with questions of practical

importance, and the volume contains a very large

number of abstracts of work published elsewhere.
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Arab Medicine and Surgery : A Study of the Healing Art

in Algeria. By M. W. Hilton-Simpson. Pp. viii +

96-1-8 plates. (London: Oxford University Press,

1922.) 10s. 6d. net.

In this volume Mr. Hilton-Simpson describes the

medical and surgical methods of the Shawia of the

Aures Massif of Algeria. His record is the result of

careful inquiry pursued in the course of a number of

visits to the countn', and possesses a peculiar value

in that it deals with practices which must inevitably

disappear before the advance of civilisation. Although

some of the treatment prescribed by Shawia medicine

is derived " from the sorcerer's defensive armour

against Jenun," the demons or spirits which cause

disease, medical practice is not here synonymous with

magic, as among most primitive peoples. The medical

practitioner is regularly apprenticed, usually to a

member of his own family. The medical treatment

would appear to be derived from the medicine of the

medieval Arabs. The origin of their surgery is more

obscure, and it has been suggested, on account of the

primitive character of their instruments and the

prevalence of the operation for trepanning, in which

they take much pride and show much skill, that it may

possibly go back so far as the Neolithic age. The

trepanning operation is usually successful, a fact which

is due perhaps as much to the remarkable vitality of 1

the people as to the skill of the surgeon. ^

A Naturalist's Calendar, kept at Swajjham Bulbeck,

Cambridgeshire. By L. Blomefield. Second edition,

edited by Sir Francis Darwin. Pp. xviii-)-84.

(Cambridge : At the University Press, 1922.) 3s. 6d.

net.

The Cambridge University Press was well advised in

adopting Sir Francis Darwin's suggestion to republish

this Calendar. Lists such as those compiled by

Blomefield not only assist the amateur naturalist,

but are of real value as contributions to the science of

phenology. A collection of such Calendars embodying

the notes of some of the scores of observers scattered

over the British Isles, and based on a consecutive

series of years, would probably add not a little, in the

hands of a central receiver, to our knowledge of the

movements of birds, the awakening of vegetation, and

other phenomena dependent upon the seasons.

Woodland Creatures: Being some Wild Life Studies.

By Frances Pitt. Pp. 255. (London: G. Allen

and Unwin, Ltd., 1922.) 125. 6d. net.

" Study any animal, even the most common, care-

fully and you will find out something that has hither-

to escaped notice." Repeatedly did this sentence

spring to mind as we read the pages of this charmingly

written and beautifully illustrated book. The author,

whether writing of the furred or the feathered creatures

of our woodlands—of badgers, foxes, dormice, rabbits

and squirrels, or of woodpecker, bullfinch, kestrel,

sparrowhawk, owl, magpie and jay,—tells us something

of habits or of adaptation of structure to habit that

we have not met elsewhere; and not infrequently

has shrewd criticism to offer on plausible theories of

armchair origin. Her photographic illustrations bear
.

comparison with the very best.
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Letters to the Editor.

[ The Editor does not hold himself responsible for
opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither

can he undertake to return, nor to correspond with
the writers of rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Naturic. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.^

Palseontology and Archaic Fishes.

It is now a good many years since I first decided
to devote myself to the study of vertebrate morpho-
logy'. I was attracted to this study through feeUng
in the old days at Cambridge that the position of
comparative neglect into which this science had
fallen was the fault, not of the subject itself, but
rather of that band of enthusiasts who, carried away
by the inspiration of Darwin, and setting to work
at the building of the new morphology, took in their

haste but little heed that the foundations upon which
they built were adecjuate either in extent or in sound
workmanship. .Xs regards the former, an important
gap in the foundations was glaringly visible in the
region occupied by these two exceedingly archaic
subdivisions of the Vcrtebrata—the Crossopterygii
and the Dipnoi. In particular, nothing whatever
was known regarding the early developmental stages
of any crossoptcrygian or of either of the two lung-
fish which seemed nearest to the evolutionary stem
of the terrestrial vertebrates. It was the recognition
of the importance of this gap in the foundations of
vertebrate morphology that, above all, influenced
me in taking the decision to do what I could towards
making the gap less extensive. Seeing that so much
of my research work has been concerned with the
two groups I have indicated, 1 may perhaps be
regardeil as justified in having a special interest in

them and their relation to the general problems of
vertebrate morphology.

I am in consequence particularly interested to find
in the newly published Proceedings of the Linnean
Society the presidential address of Dr. Smith
Woodward entitled " Observations on Crossoptcrygian
and Arthrodiran Fishes." In view of the president's
jxjsition as the official head of British p.ala-ontolog^-,

and still more in view of his pre-eminent position as an
investigator of the pala?ontology of the lower verte-
brates, his words will carry great weight where he
is dealing with palacontological fact. In the course
of his address, however, he comes into touch with some
of the broader questions of vertebrate morphology,
the answers to which, if they are to be trustworthy,
must necessarily be based upon the judicial con-
sideration of all the evidence available, and not
merely of that which is constituted by the data
regarding skeletal structure afforded by palaeontology.
It is, I think, particularly necessary to remind the
younger generation of workers, to whom will fall

the task of restoring morphology to its proper
position in biological science, that as regards several
of the questions dealt with by Dr. Smith Woodward,
due heed must be given to witnesses other than
palajontological.

It would not, for example, be gathered from the
address in question that we do not all accept Dollo's
view that the modern lung-fish have " abandoned
the fusiform shape which is adapted for free-swimming
life, and have become (secondarily) more or less

eel-shaped in adaptation to a wriggling and grovelling
existence."
There is no general characteristic of the Vertebrata

more fundamental than the fact that during early
stages in their development their muscular system
'-'insists of scgmentally arranged blocks of longi-
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tudinally-running fibres along each side of the body.
There is no escape from the physiological implication
that this peculiar arrangement of the muscular
system has for its function the production of move-
ments of lateral llexure. To .some of us, the further
conclusion appears to be equally inevitable that the
vertebrates in general were in early stages of their
evolution " more or less eel-shaped in adaptation to
a wriggling and grovelling existence."
The \iew may of course be held that, even ad-

mitting that the primitive vertebrates were elongated
in form, yet the ancestors of existing Dipnoi were,
for a time during their evolutionary history, fusiform—just as was undoubtedly the case with the ancestors
of the eel-shaped teleostean fishes.

Whichever view is taken as to the fusiform
ancestral stage of the Dipnoi—whether primitive
or merely intercalated—I regard the evidence in the
way of known facts as quite inadequate to form the
basis of any such idea. This evidence is pateonto-
logical in its nature. Stated shortly and crudely,
it is constituted by the fact that the palaeozoic
dipnoans with which we are acquainted up to the
present are on the whole fusiform, while the modern
dipiioans are elongated in form.

Personally, I take the view that the vertebrates,
during the prolonged early phases of their evolutionary
history before they evolved into creatures highly
specialised, on one hand, for a purely swimming
habit—like the modern fish—or, on the other, for

a terrestrial existence as are the modern tctrapods,
were actually, in all probability, creatures of elongated
form of body which " wriggled and grovelled " in a
swampy environment. Further, I believe that such
conditions are highly unfavourable (i) to existence in

crowds or shoals, and (2) to that rapid enclosure in

preservative silt or other deposit which is essential to
tlieir persistence as fossils. Consequently I should
attach very little weight to the fact that the specimens
known to us as fossils of the pateozoic dipnoans
happen to have fusiform bodies. As a matter of
fact, I regard the fusiform body just as I regard
the divided-up median fin and the heterocercal tail

(or its further development the homocercal tail), as
marks of the efficient swimmer. They are character-
istics which I should expect to find in the majority
of species in any group of fish during its period of
maximum prosperity, when it reached the highest
degree of adaptation to a purely swimming existence.

Dr. Smith Woodward mentions the failure up to
the present to discover fossil links between the paired
fin of the cros.sopterygian and the leg of the terrestrial

vertebrate. I suppose I am still in the position of
being the only investigator of the evolutionary
history of the vertebrate limb who has had at his

disposal embryological material of Polypterus and
of all the three genera of lung-fish in addition to
that of elasmobranchs and amphibians. It may be
well, then, to state that my own work, together with a
careful consideration of the work of others, palaeonto-
logists, anatomists, and cmbn,ologists, leaves no
doubt in my mind that the reasonable view to take
is that which regards the paired fin (of whatever
type— archipterygial, crossopteni-gial, or actino-
pter^•gial) on one hand, and the pentadactyle leg

on the other, as being limbs specialised for different

types of movement, neither of which has evolved
out of the other, but each of which has evolved
out of an ancestral, more or less styliform, type of
limb.

There is another point to which it seems desirable
to refer, namely, the use of group names based on
our knowledge of existing animals in discussions on
palaeontology. The natural classification of animals
IS of course a concise method of summing up their
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morphology, i.e. their genetic relationships as ex-
pressed by their structure. In working out these
relationships, as every morphologist knows, it is

essential to have due regard to structure as a whole,
collecting and weighing the evidence afforded by
all the various organ systems of the body. The
group name Dipnoi, or Amphibia, or Reptilia, or
Aves, or Mammalia, connotes in each case a par-
ticular assemblage of structural characteristics relating

to the entire structure of the body.
Now it is particularly desirable to bear in mind

that when an extinct animal is allocated to one of

the larger classificatory groups, this is done as a
rule on no more sure basis than a knowledge

—

often a very imperfect knowledge—of the inorganic
portions of its skeletal system, and consequently
such allocation is, as regards the probability of its

being correct, on a totally different footing from
the assignment of a modem animal to its taxonomic
group after full consideration of its whole structure.

It is quite impossible for any one to say whether a
palaeozoic creature now included in the group Dipnoi
or Crossopter^'gii would, or woxild not, have this

inclusion justiiied were we acquainted with its

general structure apart from the skeleton. The
same consideration indicates to us how vain were
the old controversies as to whether the ancestor of

the group Mammalia was an amphibian or a reptile.

Even had we before us the undoubted skeleton of

that ancestor in perfect condition, we should still

require to know about its soft parts—its skin, its

heart, its main blood vessels, its brain, its urino-

genital organs, its embrj'onic membranes, and so

on—before we should be justified in concluding
definitely in which, if either, of the two groups
named it should really be included.

J. Graham Kerr.
The University, Glasgow, December 19.

Some Interesting Tracks of Alpha Particles in

Gases.

Selected photographs taken from about ten
thousand exposures show a number of types of alpha
ray tracks, some of which have been described before
and some have not. Fig. i gives a track in which

it is apparent that the alpha particle hits the nucleus
of an oxygen or nitrogen atom. The nucleus is

projected forward at a very high speed, while the
alpha particle is reflected backward at a sharp angle.
In Fig. 2 the track is an almost straight line with
a branch which goes off at an angle of about 8°.

In some instances the branch is at an angle as
great as 50° with the straight track. An example
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of this is given in Fig. 3, though in the plane of the
photograph the angle is only 40°. In some instances

another type of track is given, in which one of the

branches is very short, the other very long. It is

not unlikely that some of the longest tracks are due
to hydrogen nuclei. A discussion of the tracks will

be published very soon in one of the physical journals.

All the photographs were taken by the Shimizu-

Wilson method, by means of which many more
photographs showing views at right angles will soon
be taken. R. W. Ryan.

W. D. Harkins.
University- of Chicago,

December 23.

The Age and Area Hypothesis.

In a paper by the late Prof. D. P. Penhallow, of

McGill University, Montreal, entitled " A Review of

Canadian Botany from the First Settlement of New
France to the Nineteenth Century, Part I." (Pro-
ceedings and Transactions of the Royal Societj' of

Canada for 1887, volume 5, section 4, pp. 45-61,

1888), the following passage occurs :

" But Michaux appears to have attached a much
wider importance to his prospective work, and to
have regarded it more from a scientific point of view,

since he had already conceived the idea that the dis-

tribution of the trees of America should be studied,

and that it would be possible to ascertain their original

centres of distribution through careful observation of

their dimensions and predominance in different parts

of the country. It was the elaboration of this idea

that largely led him in so many directions, and over so

wide a range of territory " (D. P. Penhallow, Proc. and
Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., 1887, 5, sect. 4, pp. 55-56, 16
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Apparently Michaux was of the same way of

thinking in reference to the Origin of Species as

Dr. Willis. J. Adams.
Central Experimental Farm,

Ottawa, December 18.

This reference is of great interest. As I have
shown in the Introduction to my recent book upon
" Age and Area," both Lyell and Hooker had con-
ceived the ideas which I have elaborated. The
incoming of the Darwinian theory of evolution,

however, with its novel conception of universal

gradual change, diverted effort from the lines that it

was beginning to follow, and to which it shows signs

of returning, with the increasing recognition of the
fact that gradual change is not possible in the case

of most characters. John C. Willis.

Zoological Nomenclature : Musca and Calliphora.

In accordance with the rules of the International
Zoological Congress, the attention of the zoological

profession is invited to the fact that Dr. L. O. Howard,
W. Dwight Pierce, and twenty-one other professional

zoologists have requested the International Com-
mission on Zoological Nomenclature to exercise its

plenary power in the case of the Linna;an genus
Musca, 1758. and, under suspension of the rules, to
declare .1/. domestica as type of this genus ; also, under
suspension of the rules, to vaUdate Calliphora, Des-
voidy, 1830, with C. vomitoria as type.
The request is based on the grounds of practical

utility, and an almost unbroken history of consistent
usage since 1758 in the case of Musca, and since 1830
in the case of Calliphora. It is claimed that a strict

application of the rules will produce greater confusion
than uniformity.

According to the premises at present before the
Commission, if the rules are strictly applied, the
generic name of Musca would take either M. ccesar or
Si. vomitoria as type, and the species M. domestica
would be cited either in Conostoma, 1801 [?] (type
Ascaris co«os<o>«a = larva of M. domestica), or in

Conosoma, 1802 (type Ascaris conosoma = larva of
M. domestica) ,OT in Promusca, 1915 (type M. domestica),
thus resulting in a very regrettable change in the
nomenclature of the species in question as almost
universally used in entomological, zoological, medical,
epidemiological, and veterinary literature.

The secretary of the Commission invites any person
interested in these cases of nomenclature to com-
municate his opinion on the subject as soon as possible.

On account of delay caused by the war, the final vote
of the Commission will not be taken imtil about
January i, 1924. C. W. Stiles

(Secretary' to Commission).
25th and E Streets, N.W.

Wasliington, D.C.

Tesla Spectra and the Fraunhofer Effect In

Complex Compounds.

In conjunction with Mr. W. H. McVicker, we have
begun an investigation of the spectra emitted by the
vapours of compounds when subjected to waves
from a Tesla transformer passing between two glass-

coated electrodes. For the sake of clarity, these
spectra may be termed electro-luminescence spectra.
Among the substances examined by us was benzene.

At ordinary pressure and at the boiling-point, the
vafHDur of benzene emits only a fragmentary spectrum
which seems to be built up from portions of the
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carbon spectrum, only the strongest bands making
their appearance. On reducing the pressure of the
vapour, an extremely regular spectrum is emitted
by benzene ; a verj' regular set of band-groups, each
of which has the same general internal structure as

the others. Six of these band-groups lie between
' = 3194 and •'=3752; while traces of yet another
band-group were observed in the region beyond 3194.
Heyond 3765, the absorptive power of the vapour
itself cuts oif part of what is evidently another set

of band-groups.
Each of the band-groups has the following structure:

four strong bands, each accompanied by a weaker
band ; then two broader and weaker bands, which
mav possibly be produced by the fusion of the strong
and weak companions of a doublet.
The whole spectrum shows an extraordinary regu-

larity. There are no air-lines or spark spectra traceable

throughout its extent ; nor are there any lines visible

on the parts of the plate unaffected by the luminescence
spectrum. The following figures represent the wave-
numbers of the four strong bands in each group

:

Group A. B. C. D. E.* I-'.

3752
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the Fraunhofer effect has noia been established in the

case of the spectrum of an organic compound of complex
structure.

A more detailed account of this work will be
published almost immediately. We wish to reserve
this particular group of spectra for our own investiga-
tion, as we have already planned and in part carried
out a connected series of investigations upon it,

which we wish to complete before venturing upon
the theory of the matter. We hope also to investigate
the behaviour of solutions under the influence of the
Tesla discharge.

J. K. M.\RSH.
A. W. Stewart.

The Sir Donald Currie Laboratories,
The Queen's University of Belfast,

January 8.

Distribution of the Organ-Pipe Diatom
(Bacillaria paradoxa).

In connexion with the interesting question raised
by Mr. F. Chapman in N.\ture of January 6, p. 15,
as to the peculiar movements of Bacillaria paradoxa
being due to osmotic pressure, I am writing to say
that aU the specimens observed by Mr. H. Weaver
and myself that were gathered from the Staffordshire
and Worcestershire Canal at Stourport and from
ponds at Wilden and Hartlebury (see N.\ture, vol.

108, p. 163) were very active and so continued during
the period we kept them under observation (about
a week in each case). The water in this canal and
in these ponds is some eighty miles removed from the
sea. It is quite fresh and not at all brackish.

J. W. Williams.
67 Load Street, Bewdley, Worcs.

Experiments on Hardness and Penetration.

As a student of colloidal chemistry I was much
interested in the results of the experiments on the
clay-water systems by Mr. A. S. E. Ackermann
(Nature, January 6, p. 17), showing that there was a
continuous penetration of the systems by a heavy
object when its pressure exceeded a certain critical
value referred to as the " pressure of fluidity."
The phenomenon has been observed in many

colloidal systems and also with the coarser systems
such as paints, thick oils, etc. Bingham found zero
fluidity or infinite viscosity with 4 per cent, china clay
or 5-5 per cent, of graphite. E. Hatschek, investigat-
ing aqueous solutions of gelatine, showed that the
viscosity varied with the rate of shear, and a similar
conclusion was reached by Hatschek and Humphrey,
working with systems of sifted rice particles in toluene-
carbon tetrachloride. In general, at the lower rates
of shear the viscosity is abnormally high and even
infinite if the system be coarse-textured.
With the Stormer type of viscometer the curve

relating the number of revolutions per minute of the
cylinder rotating in a coarse system such as a paint
or grease, with the load rotating it, is curvilinear and
does not pass through the origin.
The minimum load required to start rotation, apart

from that to overcome the friction of the apparatus,
would correspond to the " yield point " obtained by
the use of Bingham and Green's plastometer, or the
" pressure of fluidity " by Mr. Ackermann.

It is evident that the viscosity of these systems has
lost its usual significance since it is a variable function
and any value obtained by any one method is empirical.
This would apply to the value given by Mr. Ackermann
for the viscosity of lead in the sohd state.

Another interesting phenomenon in this connexion
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is that the rate of penetration by the object gradually
decreases and eventually ceases ; thus a steel ball
remains suspended in a well-mixed paint after a fall

of some distance. With some oils, a falling sphere
cuts a path through the liquid. So that the apparent
viscosity decreases with each determination by the
falling sphere method. E. Mardles.

2 Hillfield Villas, Union Street,

Farnborough, January 9.

It is with great interest that I read Mr. Ackermann's
letter in Nature of January 6, p. 17, with regard to
the penetration of clay and lead by a loaded disc.

The manuscript of a paper intended for the next
meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute is now com-
plete. The work deals with several of the deduc-
tions to be made from my formula for Brinell hardness
(Nature, December g, vol. no, p. 773).
While clay has not been examined, tests have been

carried out on pitch and plasticine. Meyer's formula
appears to be true for these two materials.

Hugh O'Neill.
The Victoria University of Manchester,

January g.

A New Gregarine Parasite of Leptoplana.

Mr. Sam Setna, who is working under my super-
vision on the Polycystid Gregarines, has just found
specimens of a Cephaline Gregarine infesting a speci-

men of Leptoplana sp. recently obtained from the
Marine Biological Laboratory at Plymouth. This
Gregarine seems to be rather a rare parasite of
Leptoplana, as no Gregarine has been described before
from Leptoplana, according to lists given by Minchin
(1903) and Watson (1916), or in literature published
since. Indeed, extraordinarily few Sporozoa have
been found from the Platyhelminthes as a whole.
The find is all the more remarkable as Leptoplana is

so commonly used as a type animal. Only a single

specimen was found to be infected, and other speci-
mens in the same tube that have been examined do
not show the infection.

In the sections of the infected worm, a number of
individuals of the Gregarine have been found in the
parenchyma of its body. The trophozoite is solitary

and quite large in size, measuring from 103 m to 168 n
in length. The protomerite is quite distinctly marked
off from the deutomerite. Only one young individual
has been found showing the epimerite. The latter is

large, hemispherical, and simple. The nucleus is large

and rounded and measures 19 /i to 23 m in diameter, and
exhibits the characteristic Gregarine structure, with a
slightly eccentrically placed karj-osome and a number
of chromatin particles disposed round it.

Unfortunately, no other stages of the life-history

have been encountered, and it is consequently im-
possible to refer the parasite to any particular genus.

B. L. Bhatia.
Zoological Laboratory.

Government College, Lahore,
November 23.

Discovery of the Use of Phosphates as Fertilisers.

In view of the interest attaching to the so-called

artificial fertilisers, it may be worth recording that
the idea of the possibility of utilising raw mineral
phosphates as phosphatic fertiliser is to be found in

the current agricultural publications some j^ears before

1840, the date usually regarded as that of the first

serious record.
In 1842 Lawes took out his patent for the manu-

facture of superphosphate. In a question of infringe-
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ment that arose later he showed that his appHcation
for a patent was the result of work at Rothamsted
with bones and mineral phosphates from 1839, and
with bone dust from 1843. Liebig had suggested
phosphatic manure in a report to the British Associa-

tion in 1840.
But in May 1837 an unnamed correspondent of

the Farmers' Magazine {2nd series), writing on the
difficulty and expense of obtaining bone dust in

the required quantities, projiosed the making of a
" fictitious bone dust by impregnating lime with
phosphoric acid." Another correspondent in answer
asserted (May 1837) that there was no cheaper way
of getting phosphorus than by burning bones, adding,
however, " phosphate of lime if it ctiuld be found so
as to be available to the farmer, would be invaluable.
Whether it exists in England I know not, but in

Spain there are entire mountains of it ; it is com-
pounded of phosphoric acid 41 parts, lime 59 "

;

showing an earlier appreciation in England of the
fertilising possibilities of Spanish phosphorites than
is generally realised.

Whether or not Lawes had read these letters we do
not know,^but they form an interesting foreshadow-
ing of the great work he began two years later.

E. J. Russell.
A. Henderson Smith.

Rothamsted Expt. Station,
Harpenden.

Soil Reaction, Water Snails, and Liver Flukes.

May I be allowed to add a few words to the dis-

cussion on Limneea peregra and the liver rot of sheep,
etc. First with regard to outbreaks of the disease

following the application of lime. During a consider-
able experience of Mid and North Wales I have had
a number of such Ccises brought to my notice by
farmers (in one case basic slag had been used). In
all cases the dressings had been applied to rough wet
pastures of the " sour " type, which are not grazed
closely by stock. In parts of these fields L. truncattila

was present, but, owing to light grazing of the
abundant herbage, the encysted cercarise had pre-
sumably not been ingested. Following an applica-

tion of lime, a " sweetening " or improvement of the
pasturage leads to closer grazing and a more or less

intense infection of the stock. This, at any rate, is

my opinion following the investigation of actual cases.

Secondly, as to the distribution of the two species

of Limnsa (in the same regions). Both are abundant,
and although they may occur together now and again,
it is usual for L. peregra to frequent the softer muds
and L. Iruiicalula the firmer substrata. For example,
if a small streamlet be followed, Iruncalula will often
be found in its upper and peregra in its lower (and
more muddy) portions. In a wide ditch, Iruiicatula

may occupy the margins and peregra the soft central
portion. These habitat differences are probably due
to the relative size and expanse of foot. While working
on the bionomics of Iruncatula I made some notes on
peregra also ; these were incorporated in a paper
published in Parasitology, x., No. 2, December 1917.
With regard to peregra acting as an intermediate

host tor Fasciola hepatica, I have on several occasions
obtained cercaria; from that species which I cannot
distinguish from that of F. hepatica (Cercaria fasciola
hepaticir, Thomas). This, however, is not a common
occurrence in my experience, although I have ex-
amined numerous samples of peregra. The last tw-o

cases were (a) from ill-drained fields, near Llanwnda,
Carnarvonshire, elevation about 100 feet

; (b) on the
mountains near Bethesda, elevation more than 1000
feet. In both instances liver rot had occurred. In the
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first truncattila was present also ; in the second only
peregra could be found. C. L. Walton.

Department of Agriculture,

University College of North Wales,
Bangor, January 15.

The Silent Zone In Explosion Sound-Areas.

In the recent interesting article on the Oldebroek
explosion, it is stated (Nature, January 6, p. 33)
that in no case has it been found that the nearer
margin of the outer sound-area lies at so short a
distance as 114 km. from the source. When the
minute-guns were fired at Spithead during Queen
Victoria's funeral procession on February 1, 1901,
there was a clearly marked silent zone, and the
nearest point of the outer sound-area was 80 km.
from the flagship. In this case the sounds were
easily recognised, as they recurred at regular intervals

(Knowledge, vol. 24, 1901, pp. 124-25 ; Science Pro-
gress, vol. 14, 1920, pp. 625-26). In the sound-area
of one of the Asama-yama explosions (December 25,

1910) the corresponding distance was about 87 km.
(Bull. Imp. Earthq. Inves. Com., vol. 6, 1912, pp. 61-

63 and plate 18). These figures have an important
bearing on the origin of the silent zone.

C. Davison
70 Cavendish Avenue, Cambridge,

January' 12.

Time Relations In a Dream.

It is commonly believed that a dream which appears
to be of long duration lasts in reality for a short time
only. Since precise knowledge on the point is difficult

to get, the following observations may be of interest.

Having fallen asleep again, after being called a few
mornings ago, I dreamt I was visiting a strange
laboratory. On entering I was aware of a deafening
hammeririg noise which rendered conversation im-
possible. My host took me to another room, where
the noise was inaudible, but on returning to the first

room it continued, the blows being at about the same
interval. I then noticed, what I had not seen before,

some one striking a pipe in a shaft in the wall, but I

reflected that the force used seemed quite insufficient

to produce the sound heard.
On awaking suddenly I connected the sound with

the chipping of a stone-mason at work on the war
memorial across the road. Remembering Mr. J.
Barcroft's letter to Nature (1919, vol. 104, p. 154),

I timed the chipping blows. They were from 26-34
per 10 seconds, averaging 3 per second. Going over
the dream it seemed that the loud sounding blows,
which produced a continuous reverberation, were
about 15 or 16 per 10 seconds ; thus the time in the
dream proceeded at about—or possibly slightly less

than—twice the normal rate.

Both before and after the cessation in the dream
—corresponding probably to one of the mason's pauses
—the rate was the same. In this respect the experi-

ence differs from Dr. Barcroft's, for his clock ticlcing

four to the second appeared to give a five-second

interval, namely a twentyfold exaggeration ; this,

later in the dream, was reduced to a fourfold ex-

aggeration. The noise of which I was conscious in

the dream appeared to go on before the interval for

about a minute and after it for two or three, with
about a minute between. The duration of the dream
appears accordingly to have been about two minutes
or slightly longer. The loudness of the noise, as it

was experienced in the dream, is remarkable in view
of the actual loudness. The note was also far more
metallic. W. R. G. Atkins.

Marine Biological Laboratory, Plymouth,
January 10.
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The Disappearing Gap in the Spectrum.^
By Prof. 0. W. Richardson, F.R.S.

I.

'

I
'HE Royal Institution seems a peculiarly fit place

-'- to deliver lectures on this subject, because it

was while he was professor here 120 years ago that
Thomas Young, the great advocate of the wave theory
of light, showed liow to estimate the wave-lengths of

the different parts of the spectrum, and by so doing
laid the foundations of spectroscopy as a quantitative
science. His determinations of the wave-lengths in

the visible spectrum were based on Newton's observa-
tions of the colours of thin plates. He also e.xplained

the principle of the diffraction grating, and by experi-

ments based on the method of Newton's rings he
showed that the actinic or ultra-violet rays had shorter
wave-lengths than those in the visible. The wave-
lengths of the visible spectrum extend from a little

below 4000 to a little above 7000 Angstrom ^ units, or,

roughly, over about an octave. On the infra-red side

we have, first, the invisible rays, often referred to as
radiant heat, which contain the major part of the
energy in the solar spectrum and a greater proportion
still of the energy radiated from bodies at a lower tem-
perature. Beyond these we have the long electro-

magnetic waves of the type we are familiar with in

wireless telegraphy. This side of the spectrum extends
to waves of infinite length or of zero frequency.
The gap in which we are interested is on the other

side of the visible spectrum in the region of waves of

shorter length or higher frequency. In 1801 Ritter
showed that there was something beyond the violet

end of the visible spectrum which blackened chloride
of silver. In other words, there are ultra-violet rays
which, as we should now say, are capable of photo-
chemical and photographic action. They also have
other properties—they excite fluorescence in substances
such as uranium glass, and they liberate electrons from
the surface of a metal plate. They are, however,
not very freely transmitted by glass ; or, to put the
matter more precisely, the ultra-violet spectrum which
is transmitted by a glass prism spectroscope, does not
extend very far beyond the visible limit. By substitut-
ing quartz for glass in the spectroscope, and by other
improvements, Stokes was able to make a very notable
extension and to carry the limit to beyond 2000 A.
This made the ultra-violet extend over more than an
octave, and measured in that way its extent had become
greater than the whole of the visible spectrum.
The limit to further extension was now found to be

set by two things—(i) the absorption of quartz, which
becomes fatal about 1850 A, and (2) the absorption
of air, which also becomes prohibitive in the same
neighbourhood. These difficulties were faced and
overcome up to a certain point by Schumann, who
constructed a fluorite spectroscope which he could
operate, with all its adjustments, in an evacuated
chamber. In this way he succeeded in pushing to the
limit of transparency of fluorite, which is in the neigh-
bourhood of 1250 A with good specimens.
The limit to further development was set, and the

' Substance of lectures delivered at the Roval Institution on May
13 and 20 1922.

• I Angstrom unit (A)= lo'* cm.

possible lines of advance narrowed down, by a very

remarkable and important property of the radiation

in this part of the spectrum, to wit, that every known
material substance is practically completely opaque
to it. I believe this high absorbability of the radiation

to be due to the combined influence of two facts—(i)

that the quantum of this radiation exceeds the ionisa-

tion or radiation quantum of every atom, and (2) it

does not exceed it by so much that there is any con-

siderable chance of the radiation getting past the

atom which, as it were, is set to trap it. We have
precise evidence that absorption sets in as soon as, but

not earlier than, the frequency at which the quantum
of the impinging radiation exceeds the ionisation or

radiation quantum of the atom. We also have con-

siderable evidence, both theoretical and experimental,

that the chance of absorption is greater when the two
frequencies are comparable than when they are widely

divergent in magnitude. These considerations exclude

completely any apparatus of the type of the prism

spectroscope, in which the radiation passes through

considerable portions of matter such as the materials

of the prisms and lenses.

There is one spectroscopic apparatus which is free

from this difficulty, namely, the concave grating

invented by Rowland. In this device, if the slit, the

grating, and the screen or photographic plate are all

arranged to lie on a circle perpendicular to the rulings

having a diameter equal to the radius of curvature of

the grating, the spectrum is sharply focussed without

using any lenses. The adaptation of the concave

grating for use in this part of the spectrum is due to

Lyman, whose vacuum grating spectroscope has only

begun to bear the fruit which we may reasonably hope

ultimately to gather from it. With this instrument,

which I shall refer to more fully later, by 1913 Lyman
had measured the wave-lengths of a large number of

lines between the limits reached by Stokes (quartz)

and Schumann (fluorite), and had also extended the

known spectrum to the neighbourhood of 900 A, which

is the short wave limit of the most fundamental hydro-

gen atom spectrum series, now known as the Lyman
series.

At that time, then, the spectrum was known to be

continuous from wave-length infinity to wave-length

900 A, or in terms of frequency from zero to yzZZ ^ 1°^*

vibrations per second. It was also known that we had
in the X-rays and the y-rays from radioactive sub-

stances rays of still higher frequency and shorter wave-

length. Prior to the discovery of the crystal diffraction

phenomena the wave - lengths of X-rays had been

ascertained roughly by photoelectric methods—

a

fact which seems generally to have been forgotten

—

but by 1913 they had been measured accurately by the

Braggs and Moseley with the crystal spectrometer.

Moseley's measurements include such rays as the K-
rays of aluminium, which are in the neighbourhood of

8 A, and this was the longest X-ray wave then known.
There was thus a gap from 8 A to 900 A, or about seven

octaves. This is the gap with which I propose to deal.

I do not know that any systematic or very thorough

attempt has been made to push the measurements of
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X-ray wave-lengths so far as possible in the long wave
direction by crystal methods, but it is evident that

there must be a limit, and it is possible that this limit

has almost been attained, for in spite of the great

improvement in technique and the extraordinan,'

the base line, the numbers given at the top being

corresponding wave-lengths in Angstrom units. It

will be seen that this representation is similar to that

of the keyi)oard of a piano, equal horizontal spacings

corresponding everywhere to an equal number of

I'lO. 1.

activity in this line of work since Moseley's measure-

ments in 1913, the longest wave-length I have been

able to find recorded as measured is the zinc L^, line

given by Friman as 12*346 A. This represents but

half an octave out of the seven octaves between the

limits left by Lyman and by Moseley.

The failure of cr)'stal methods is due to two causes.

The distance between the centres of the atoms in solids

is of the order of an Angstrom unit, so that at 12 A
the waves are already much longer than the distance

between the reflecting planes which form the grating

elements. (For the crystals rock-salt and calcite, with
which most of the accurate measurements have been
carried out, these distances are 2'i84xio"* and
3-028x10"* cm. respectively.) The other difficulty

arises from the intense absorbability of these soft

X-rays by practically eveni-thing, a phenomenon that

we have already witnessed in the radiation on the-

other side of the gap. Sir William Bragg has recenth

been investigating some organic cn,-stals which ha\i

grating spaces very much farther apart than rock-salt

and calcite, and it may be that in employing such
cr)-stals in an evacuated system we have a way of

making considerable advances into the gap from the

high-frequency end by the X-ray crj'stal diffraction

methods. It would seem that in Moseley's original

app;iratus we have an arrangement which could be
rather easily developed for this purpose. Another
advantage of these crystals is the possibility that they
may not absorb the rays so very intensely, as the only
known substances which have appreciable transparency

in this region are organic compounds or mixtures of

them, such as celluloid.

Returning to the position about 1913, this is con-

veniently exhibited by diagram A of Fig. i, in which
the various spectral limits are marked against an even
scale proportional to the logarithms of the correspond-

ing frequencies. These are shown by the numbers on
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octaves. The great width of the gap between the

X-ray and ultra-violet limits is very apparent.

A very considerable advance into this gap was made
by Dr. Uazzoni and myself in 1917 using a method
which was novel in spectroscopy. Our experiments
were directed towards the measurement of the short

wave limit of the arc spectra of various gases, and

Fig. 2.— Horixonlal section of .-tpparatus usc<I for ihc mcahurcmcnt of the
short wave-length limit of arc spectra, drawn to scale.

more particularly of helium, which are generated when
such gases are Iwmbarded by considerable electron

currents under moderate voltages (Fig. 2). The radia-

tion from the gas generated under impact of the

electrons passing from the incandescent tungsten

cathode F to the cold anode A,, falls on the metal strip

T, after passing through the gap between the metal
plates P, across which an electric field is maintained

of sufficient strength to remove any ions present in the

radiation stream. This radiation liberates electrons
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from the surface of T by photoelectric action, and the

energy of the swiftest of these electrons is given by the

relation \mv^ = h{y- I'j), where v is the frequency of the

radiation and v^ the threshold frequency of the metal

T, h being Planck's constant. The velocity v can be

measured by applying a magnetic field perpendicular

to the plane of the figure, when the electrons will be

constrained to move in spiral paths, the axes of which

are parallel to the magnetic field. Only those spiral

paths the radii of which lie within certain narrow
limits will pass through the gaps Sj, S2. Consequently,

since this radius depends on the velocity of the electrons

and on the magnetic field, those electrons which reach

the box I in a given magnetic field will have velocities

lying between corresponding narrow limits. As the

magnetic field is increased it will ultimately curl up
the fastest electrons, so that their paths projected on

7

6

5
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elements of low atomic weight observed by Millikan.

It will be seen that the linear relation between the

square root of the frequency of corresponding lines

and the atomic number which holds for the higher

atomic numbers breaks down in this region. In fact,

while there is a general tendency for the corresponding

frequencies to increase with increasing atomic numbers,

one is no longer an approximately continuous function

of the other. The vertical s[)acing between the points

(gi and Q] for any one element is an indication of the

extension of the relevant spectrum. It will be seen

that this extension varies in an irregular manner in

the sequence of elements from lithium to oxygen.

The points shown for lithium are those for the well-

known red line 6708 A and the end, 2299 A, of the series

to which it belongs. No lithium lines were found in

the ultra-violet beyond 2299 A in the region in which

the vacuum grating is effective ; so that if the alloca-

tion of these spectra, for the intervening elements up
to aluminium, to the L X-ray series of the respective

elements is correct, this series is the L series of lithium.

This forms verv* convincing evidence of the essential

similarity of X-ray and visible spectra.

(To be continued.)

The Natives of Australia.

By Sidney H. Ray.

IN the National Museum of Victoria at Melbourne

a special gallery has been de\'oted to a fairly

representative collection of objects connected with the

daily life of the Australian aborigines. A very instruc-

tive and well illustrated account of the exhibits has

been written by Sir Baldwin Spencer, and this gives, in

a wonderfully succinct form, what are practically short

comparative essays on the arts and crafts of the natives.

There seems to be very little

doubt that the first inhabitants of

Australia were frizzly-haired people

of the old Stone Age, using unground

axes, chipped stone knives, and

scrapers without handles. They had

no knowledge of boats or house-

building. Part of this population,

cut off by a subsidence which now
forms Bass Straits, survived in

Tasmania until modem times, but

on contact with Europeans became
exterminated. In the Museum these

people are represented by masks of

two males and one female and by
a cast from the skeleton of Truganini,

the last of the Tasmanians. There
is also a collection of their stone

implements.

On the mainland the primitive

population was supplanted by people

in a higher grade of development
whose origin is still a matter for

discussion. These people are remark-
ably uniform throughout the con-

tinent. The average height is about 5 ft. 6 in. ; the

skin a dark chocolate colour and never really black
;

the head long, the hair wavy, not woolly or frizzly like

that of the Tasmanian. Papuan, or Negro. The people

are nomadic, living in tribes which have distinctive

names, and roam within certain clearly defined limits.

They have no villages but only camps or clusters of

rude shelters. One of the Museum cases contains a

representation of a native camp. Fig. i. This shows
the mia-mia or shelter made of bark from gum trees

resting on the windward side of a rough framework and
forming a sort of lean-to. The man and woman are

' " r.Tiirlr to the Australian EthnoIoKiral Collection " exhibited in the
N.it: "'

;u of Victoria. By Sir Baldn-in Spencer. 142 pp. Third
EJi led by 33 Plates. Melbourne t Albert J. MuUetl, Govern-
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supposed to be returning from a hunting expedition.

The woman carries in her hand her digging stick, and
on her back a young child secured in its position by the

skin cloak. The latter is usually of opossum skins,

sewn together with sinews often taken from a kangaroo's

tail. The head of the clothed man is decorated with

a string forehead band in which are stuck feathers of

the black cockatoo. But generally the men wear no

IlG. I.—Native camp itcuc.

clothing. The man in the foreground is making fire

with a drill. In connexion with the camp, the loas or

posts set up by South Australian tribes on departure as

a guide to new-comers (see Nature, February 12, 1920,

p. 643) do not appear to be represented in the Victorian

collection.

The languages used differ so much that natives of one
tribe cannot understand the speech of their neighbours,

and though in some regions, owing to the absence of

mountains and rivers, tribes may be closely associated

and a few words understood, there is even l>etween

these very little community in actual speech. In the

Northern Territory the languages appear entirely

different in grammatical structure fnjm those in South,

West, or East Australia, and approach in character
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the Papuan tongues of New Guinea. Throughout the

Australian continent gesture language is very highly

Fig. 2.—Ceremonial objects.

developed and forms a ready means of communication
when words fail.

Much has been written about Australian tribes.

Most of them have a very definite organisation and are

divided into at least two main divisions (sometimes
four or eight). Men of one group must marry women
of the other, the children belonging sometimes to the
father's division, sometimes to the

mother's. Relationship names refer

to the members of the group.

Thus a man uses the term " father
"

not only for his real father but

for all his father's brothers. His
" mother " is any of the women
whom his father might have law-

fully married, and his " brothers
"

are not only his blood brothers but

also his father's brother's sons.

Another social system which is

greatly developed among the Aus-
tralian aborigines is based on the

totems. As defined by Sir J. G.

Frazer, a totem is "a class of

material objects which a savage

regards with superstitious respect,

believing that there exists between
him and every member of the class

an intimate and altogether special

relation." In Australia the totem
is an animal or plant, and the native

describes himself as a kangaroo,

snake, or gum-tree man as the case

may be. Some tribes perform ceremonies to increase the

totem animal or plant, while in others men may not eat

or injure their totem. Sometimes the tribal organisa-

tion is based on the totems, sometimes it is sexual, and
the women have different totems from the men. Often
the totem regulates marriage.
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Social organisations and ceremonies are controlled

by men whose age, fighting power, or skill in magic
make them prominent ; but there are

no chiefs. The passage from youth tc^

manhood is marked by submission to

painful rites of initiation. The know-
ledge of the sacred or secret ceremonies

connected with initiation is forbidden

to women and children under severe

penalties. Many of the sacred objects

connected with these ceremonies, and
with the totems, are prominent in the

Victorian collection (Fig. 2). They com-
prise churinga (sacred stones and sticks

associated with the totems), wands,
slabs, and decorations used at initiation.

No Australian weapons are made of

metal. Bows and arrows are unknown.
Spears are sharpened wooden sticks

with barbs attached or cut near the

point. Sir Baldwin Spencer describes

twelve main types. In some places

they are tipped with bone, flaked

stone, or spines from the echidna or

the sting-ray. The spear is launched

by a spear-thrower. This is a stick with
a point at one end which fits into a

hole in the spear-shaft and gives lever-

age and accuracy of aim. Spear thrusts are warded
off by shields, which are often highly decorated. Clubs

of various forms are also used. The most distinctive

Australian weapon is the boomerang. This was
apparently not used by the Tasmanians. It is a
curved throwing weapon varying in size and use, and
most of the eastern and southern coastal tribes make

Fig. 3.—Baskets.

a " return " boomerang which when thrown comes
back to the thrower.

The weapons and implements exhibited have been

arranged so as to show their development in various

parts of Australia. Thus one of the cases shows transi-

tion from an ordinary throwing-stick to a boomerang
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and thence to a large double-handed sword-like

weapon. Another case shows a transition from a stick

to various shapes of knobbed clubs. Two of the

latter from Queensland with teeth in the swollen

part are suggestive of the " pine-apple " clubs of New
Guinea.

The stone implements in the Museum are of special

interest. Sir Baldwin Spencer points out that there is

no essential difference in type throughout Australia,

neither is there any evidence of distinct stages of culture

which might be called eolithic, palaeolithic, or neolithic.

Stone implements which, if discovered in Europe, would

be assigned to these stages are found in use in the same
camp and district at the present time. The cutting

edges of knives and other implements are produced by
flaking or chipping, or by grinding and polishing suit-

ably shaped pebbles or cut lumps of stone. Spear-

heads and knives are hafted with resin. Spear-heads

made of glass, used since the advent of the white man
instead of quartzite, are shown in one of the cases.

The finely serrated edges are produced by pressure of a

kangaroo bone broken and ground into a gouge-like

form.

Fire is produced by drill or saw. A piece of hard

wood is either rapidly rotated or worked up and down

in a groove upon a softer piece, the powder worn away
being ignited by the heat of the friction.

Bowels are hollowed from blocks of wood, partl>- by
gouging, partly by burning. Baskets are plaited from
grass-stalks, rushes, thin pliant twigs, or split cane.

Sometimes they are open, sometimes close enough to

contain honey or water. The close baskets are often

decorated, as in those from Northern Territory shown
in Fig. 3.

String in some places is made of human hair, but in

others the possession of the hair of a person gives its

possessor power to work harm upon the man from
whom it has been cut. String is also made of vegetable

fibre, sinew, and fur. Personal ornaments are made of

fur, feathers, wood, bone, or shell.

Native art is well represented in the Jfuseum collec-

tion. It consists of rude drawings of animals and plants

and geometric designs drawn with yellow or red ochre,

white pipeclay, and charcoal, or incised drawings with
the sharp-edged tooth of an opossum or a flake of flint.

Among the descriptions of the exhibits Sir Baldwin
Spencer has given many notes on their use. He has
provided a most instructive and useful guide, which
cannot fail to interest the student and stimulate the
study of Australian ethnography.

Long-Distance Radio Telephony.

THE successful transmission of speech from New York
to London, which took place in the early hours

of the morning of January 15, shows that the difficulties

of long-distance radio telephony are being overcome.

The main difficulties are due to absorption of the

radio-waves and the muffling of the sounds produced
by extraneous noises due to atmospheric disturbances.

By carrying out the experiment at night, when the

absorptive effects are a minimum, and during the

winter months, when the atmospheric disturbances

are least, the chances were all in favour of a successful

issue. During the first half-hour of the two hours' test,

however, the cracklings due to the atmospheric dis-

turbances were plainly audible. Since January i

measurements have been made daily at the New
Southgate Works of the Western Electric Co., Ltd.,

of the intensity of the signals and of the atmospherics

respectively. The results for the first fortnight show
that the amplitude of the disturbance due to the

atmospherics was less than ten per cent, of the average

amplitude of the signals for fourteen hours out of the

twenty-four. At this period of the year it is only from
1 P.M. to II P.M. Greenwich time that transatlantic

telephony is unsatisfactory. When the measurements
have been carried out systematically for a year, it w-ill

be possible to estimate with fair accuracy the cost of a

radio transmission system of satisfactory quality.

It has been found that although the Austin formula
gives the daylight strength of radio signals with high

accuracy for hundreds of miles over the sea, yet when
the distances are measured by thousands of miles it

cannot be used. The night values of the signals when
the circumstances are favourable can be accurately

calculated, as the damping effects are then negligibly
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small. In the recent test a small frame aerial was
used, for the constants of such an aerial can be readily

calculated. As there were sixty listeners, each with
a head set, considerable amplification had to be
employed, and so the test was a specially severe one.
Amateurs in this country have occasionally picked up
both speech and music sent out by the American
broadcasting stations. These, however, are " freak

"

receptions due to several favourable conditions occur-
ring simultaneously. For commercial radio telephony,
communication must be possible at definite times of

the day under practically all atmospheric conditions.

In the test the total distance traversed by the speech
was first 70 miles by telephone cable from New York
to Long Island, where there is a radio station with an
antenna \\ miles long, supported by towers 450 feet

high. About sixty kilowatts had to be supplied to
this aerial. A notable economy of power was effected

by suppressing the carrier wave between the radio-

transmitting and the radio-receiving station, a distance
of about 3000 miles. It has to be remembered that the
speech could have been sent out with practically equal
clearness from any point on the vast long-distance
telephone network of the United States.

There can now be no reasonable doubt that trans-

atlantic telephony is possible during a large fraction

of the year, and it is (juite probable that the result of

the tests now being made at New Southgate will

demonstrate that radio telephony between Europe
and America will be feasible on a commercial basis.

This will doubtless have important results on the
world's future. It is to be hoped that rapid com-
munication will prevent many of those misunder-
standings which too frequently arise between nations.
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Obituary.

Prof. J. B. Haycraft.

PROF. JOHN BERRY HAYCRAFT, who died

suddenly on December 30, was a figure better

known to the older than to the younger generation of

British physiologists. A serious illness, which fell upon

him (as it fell upon Pasteur) in middle age, affected

his scientific work ; and the promise and fulfilment

of his earlier period have to a certain extent been

dimmed.
Haycraft devoted his life to physiology. Throughout

it—in spite of ill-health—he held before him the ideal

of scientific research. After graduation at Edinburgh

he studied abroad in Leipzig. Then, while demon-
strator in the physiology laboratory at Edinburgh

with Rutherford, professor at the Mason College in

Birmingham, interim professor during Rutherford's

illness at Edinburgh, and finally professor of physiology

at Cardiff, he steadfastly pursued his scientific in-

vestigations.

Havcraft's best-known works to-day are perhaps his

contributions on animal mechanics and on the senses

of taste and of smell in Sir Edward Sharpey Schafer's
" Text-book of Physiology "

; and his best-known

original contribution to physiology is probably his paper

on the cross-striation of skeletal muscle (1891). In this

latter work he used the ingenious method of taking

casts of muscle fibre upon collodion. The impression

of the fibre upon the collodion showed the same cross-

striated appearance as the original muscle fibre, and

Ha^'craft inferred that the cross-striation is an optical

phenomenon due to the varicose shape of the muscle

fibrils, which gives different refraction effects in the

globular and in the restricted portions of the fibril.

But Havcraft's range of investigation was a wide

one : the results of temperature variation (1879) ; the

chemistry of the blood, its coagulation, etc. (1879, 1882,

1884, 1888, 1891) ; special sense physiology—vision,

taste, smell (1883, 1884, 1885, 1887, 1893, 1897, 1910) ;

various contributions to chemical physiology (1889,

1891, 1894) ; contributions to histology (1879, 1880,

1889, 1890), and to development (1891, 1893, 1895) ;

a theory of amoeboid movement (1880) ; the " muscle

sound " (1890) ; voluntary movements (1890, 1898) ;

the scratch-reflex (1890) ; elasticity of animal tissues

(1904).

Haycraft's chief interest was, however, the physiology

of the heart. He published a series of papers in this

field : the cause of the first sound (1890) ; the move-

ments of the heart within the chest (1891) ; the time

of contraction of the papillary muscles (1896) : and the

changes in shape of the heart during the cardiac cycle

(1896)—the two latter papers in collaboration with

Paterson. When he resigned his chair in 1920 it was

with the intention of continuing his researches on the

circulation, and up to the time of his death he applied

himself to problems of the pulse-wave in the physio-

logical laboratory at Cambridge.

Havcraft's illness left behind it an impairment of

speech which made the expression of his thoughts some-

times a matter of difficulty. This defect in the mechan-

ism of expression was a severe handicap, but did not

dim the clearness of his vision and ideals. So far from
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this being the case, it was in the later part of his life

that his vision was crystallised in the development of

the Welsh National School of Medicine, and in the

Physiology Institute at Cardiff, which will be his chief

monument.
In his long tenure of the chair at Cardiff—from 1894

to 1920—Haycraft saw and guided the development of

the medical school there until it became the Welsh
National School just after his retirement. The modern
organisation of that school on the basis of a compulsory
degree in science for all its medical graduates, a six

years' course of study, and whole-time professors in

the clinical subjects, owes to Haycraft more than is

commonly realised.

Haycraft insisted that physiology must be the basis

of medical education, and fought long for the establish-

ment of a modern laboratory in Cardiff. He was
exceptionally fortunate in finding a munificent patron

in Sir William James Thomas, Bt., and an enthusiastic

architect in the late Col. Bruce Vaughan. The result

of this collaboration was the building of the magnificent

Physiology Institute in spite of endless discouragement

and delay. That Institute, even in its incomplete form
one of the largest in the country, carries evidence of his

foresight in its detail and arrangement ; it is one of

the most modern and best planned of physiology

laboratories.

His friends will remember Haycraft for his deter-

mination in face of opposition, for his vision, and for

his high ideal of science ; but most perhaps for this,

that in spite of all the difficulties which he had to face,

he did no mean thing. He was a gentleman, and the

magnificent institute which was his vision is his fitting

memorial. T. G. B.

Sir John Gavey.

Sir John Gavey, who died on January i, at the age

of eighty, was one of the most notable telegraphic and

telephonic engineers in this country. He was bom at

St. Helier in Jersey and began his career in the Post

Office in 1870. In 1902 he became Engineer-in-Chief

and Electrician to the General Post Office. He was
made a Companion of the Bath in 1902, and on his

retirement in 1907 a knighthood was conferred upon
him.

In his early days at the Post Office, Gavey originated

many improvements which greatly increased the speed

of automatic telegraphy, and in 1881 he opened the

first telephone trunk line connecting two British towns,

namely, Newport and Cardiff. In 1894 he succeeded

in establishing communication between the opposite _

sides of Loch Ness, a distance of four miles, by means

of the electromagnetic induction between two parallel

wires stretched along the banks. This method was

subsequently used for establishing communication

between lighthouses and the mainland. Gavey was
responsible for the organisation of the complete tele-

phone trunk system for Great Britain, and he

organised the Post Office telephone exchange system J
for London. He joined the Institution of Electrical \
Engineers in 1872, the year after it was founded, and

communicated several valuable papers to it. In 1905
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he pave in his presidential address to the Institution a

masterly summary of telegraphic and telephonic pro-

gress, and a list of unsolved problems which proved

very useful in directing the ingenuity of inventors

along promising lines.

Sir John Gavey served on many international com-
mittees, including some of the earliest on radio-com-

munication. He was one of the first to appreciate the

importance of Oliver Heaviside's theoretical investiga-

tions, and to use Duddell's oscillograph in everyday

experimental work. He was very highly esteemed by
eveni' one who came in contact with him, and the work
he did at the Post Office has proved of the greatest

value.

Mr. a. H. Curtis.

By the death of Alfred Harper Curtis on Januar)- lo,

alter a few days' illness, the Imperial Mineral Resources

Bureau loses a very able and highly-esteemed member
f its staff. Mr. Curtis was the second survivino; son of

e late Alfred Curtis, Town Clerk of \eath, Glamorgan-
ire, and was born on July 12, 1863. Having chosen

c profession of engineering, he early gave a practical

lient to his studies. As a youth he spent tliree years

with an engineering firm in the Swansea district, and
durin;,' that time acquired a good knowledge of mining
and metallurgical processes. Tie then proceeded to

Owens College, Manchester, where he studied civil

engineering and geology, after which he took up the

study of mining, mine surveying, and other subjects at

the Royal School of Mines, London, and graduated as

B.A. at the University of London.
On leaving the Royal School of Mines, Mr. Curtis

travelled widely in many parts of the British Dominions

and foreign countries, spending long periods in New Zea-

land and Japan, investigating and developing mineral

deposits. His paper on " Gold Quariz Reduction,"

read at tlie Institution of Ci\'il Engineers in 1891-1892,

gained for him the Telford premium. While in New
7,ealand, during the period 1896-1902, he was a member
of the council and one of the honorary secretaries of

the New Zealand Institute of Mining Engineers, to

which, in 1898, he contributed a paper on '' The E.\-

amination and Valuation of Mines."

During the war Mr. Curtis gave much time to the

preparation of reports dealing with the mineral resources

of the British Empire and foreign countries. In this

capacity he worked for a short time at the Imperial

Institute, and compiled the publication on " Manganese

Ores " issued by the Institute. He later joined the

staff of the Imperial Mineral Resources Bureau, and

took a prominent part in the compilation of the statistical

and descriptive reports issued by the Bureau.

Mr. Curtis was an untiring and conscientious worker,

and his death leaves a gap that it will be difficult to fill.

At the meeting of the Chemical Society held on

Thursday, January 18, it was announced that the

'ouncil had nominated Prof. W. P. Wynne to till the

:ice of president, which will be vacated by Sir

mes Walker on March 22.

Current Topics and Events.

salver and cigarette box subscribed for by his friends

in India on the occasion of his retirement from the

Indian Government Service, and as a token of his

valuable services to the profession in India.

The gold medal of the Royal Astronomical Society

lias been awarded by the council to Prof. A. A.

Michelson, for his application of the interferometer to

astronomical measurements. It will be presented at

the annual general meeting to be held on Friday,

February 9.

Prof. R. A. Sampson, Astronomer Royal for Scot-

land, has been appointed General Secretary of the

Royal Society of Edinburgh for the remainder of the

current session, in succession to the late Dr. C. G.

Knott.

Sir Edward Sharpey Schafer has accepted an
invitation to deliver in London next autumn the first

Victor Horsley memorial lecture. The lecture, which
will be given triennially, is the outcome of the work
of a committee formed in 1920 to commemorate the

services of Sir Victor Horsley to science and the

British Empire. The subscriptions received by the

committee amounted to more than 1000/.

.\t the meeting of the Institution of Electrical

Engineers to be held on Thursday, February i, the

president will present to Mr. J. W. Meares, late local

honorary secretary of the Institution in India, and
Electrical Adviser to the Indian Government, a
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The Air Conference, to be held at the Guild Hall

on F"ebruary 6 and 7, will be opened by the Lord

Mayor of London. During the Conference the follow-

ing papers will be presented and discussed :
" The

Position of Air Transport To-day," by Maj. -General

Sir W. S. Brancker ;
" A Self-supporting .\irship

Service," by Commdr. C. D. Burney ;

" The Progress

of Research and Experiment," by Air Vice-.Marshal

Sir W. G. H. Salmond ;

" Gliders and their Value to

Aeronautical Progress," by Col. A. Ogilvie ; "Sea-

planes," by Mr. C. R. Fairey.

On Tuesday next, January 30, at 3 o'clock, Mr. R.

D. Oldham will tegin a course of two lectures at the

Royal Institution on the character and cause of

earthquakes; and on Thursday, February 1, Prof.

I. M. Heilbron will deliver the first of two lectures on

the photo.synthesis of plant products. The Friday

evening discourse on February 2 will be delivered by

Mr. C. F. Cross on fact and phantasy in industrial

science, and on February 9, by Sir John Rus.sell, on

Rothamsted and agricultural science.

The Grocers' Company is offering a scholarship

(one of three), of the yearly value of 300/., with an

allowance for necessary expenses, the object being to

encourage original research in sanitary science. The
apjxjintment will be for one year, but it may be
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renewed for a further second or third year. The
election will take place in May next. All applications
must be sent before April i to the Clerk of the Grocers'
Company, Grocers' Hall, E.C.2, upon a special form
obtainable upon application.

The Riverbank Laboratories for research in Acous-
tics, Geneva, 111., U.S.A., are establishing one or two
research fellowships in acoustics, and invite applica-
tions for the same from college graduates who have
taken advanced courses in physics and mathematics,
and shown in their work qualities essential for
success in independent investigation. The terms of
appointment will be determined by the qualifications
of the person or persons appointed. Applications
should be sent to Mr. B. Gumming, Secretary, The
Riverbank Laboratories, Geneva, Illinois, U.S.A.

The Minister of Health has appointed the following
representatives of the British Waterworks Associa-
tion and the Institution of Water Engineers as a
standing advisory committee to confer with represent-
atives of the Ministry on questions of water supply :

Mr. C. S. Musgrave, Mr. A. R. Atkey, Mr. A. B. E.
Blackburn, Lieut.-Col. J. R. Davidson, Mr. F. W.
Macaulay, and Mr. W. Terrey. The subjects dis-

cussed at the committee's first meeting included (i)

the steps to be taken for formulating the outlines of a
national water policy

; (2) the survey of the water re-

sources of England and Wales : and (3) the standard-
isation and testing of water fittings.

Mr. R. I. PococK is retiring next March from the
post of superintendent of the Zoological Gardens,
Regent's Park, to which he has been attached since

1904, and the council has appointed Dr. Geoffrey
Marr Vevers to succeed him. Dr. Vevers is at present
a Beit Memorial Research fellow and an assistant at
the London School of Tropical Medicine. He will
have as his staff Mr. D. Seth-Smith as curator of
mammals and birds, Mr. E. G. Boulenger as curator
of the aquarium and of reptiles, and Miss L. E.
Cheesman as curator of insects. Dr. R. W. A.
Salmond has been appointed honorary radiologist and
Prof. G. H. Wooldridge as honorary consulting
veterinary surgeon to the society.

Prof. Alfred Lacroix, president of the Geologi-
cal Society of France, has been selected as the
recipient of the Hayden memorial geological award
for 1923 of the Academy of Natural Sciences of
Philadelphia. The award, which is made every three
years, and consists of a gold medal, was founded in
1888 in memory of Dr. Ferdinand V. Hayden, at one
time director of the United States Geological Survey,
" as a reward for the best publication, exploration,
discovery or research in the sciences of geology and
paleontology." Prof. Lacroix is well known among
geologists

; he was made professor of mineralogy at
the Paris Museum of Natural History in 1893, and in

1 90 1 he was elected a foreign member of the Geologi-
cal Society, from which he received the WoUaston
medal in 1917 ; in 1904 he was elected a member of
the Paris Academy of Sciences, and for the past eight
years has been permanent secretary for the physical
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sciences. His work includes studies of contact and
endomorphic metamorphism and a detailed investi-

gation of Mont Pelee. Among previous well-known
recipients of the award are Sue^s, Huxley, Sir Archi-
bald Geikie, Dr. Charles D. Walcott, Prof. H. F.

Osborn, and Prof. T. C. Chamberlin.

Mr. E. D. Simon, late Lord Mayor of Manchester,
has arranged with the Rothamsted Experimental
Station to devote the whole of his farm and dairy

herd at Leadon Court, Herefordshire, to a thorough
test of the soiling system designed by Mr. J. C. Brown,
formerly of the Harper Adams Agricultural College,

in which a dairy herd is maintained largely on the

produce of the arable land. Mr. Simon has obtained
Mr. Brown's services as resident manager, and has
authorised the Rothamsted authorities to publish all

or any records and accounts that may be deemed
helpful to farmers. It is believed that Mr. Brown's
system will pro\-e of great value ; but in these difficult

times the ordinary farmer could not afford to experi-

ment on his own account, and the trial requires more
land and dairy cows than could be provided at a

college or an experimental farm. The experiment
will serve a valuable purpose in showing how far the

various modifications introduced will be financially

advantageous to the dairy farmer, and agriculturists

generally will greatly appreciate Mr. Simon 's generous

action.

Attention was recently directed in these columns
(November 11, p. 642) to the probable use of the

cinema in England and France as a means of agri-

cultural education among farmers. It is interesting

to note that the United States Department of Agri-

culture has employed this method for the last nine

years. At the present time they have 150 films

available dealing with many branches of farming

activity, and with rural life generally. Special atten-

tion is paid to the control of disease, both of animals

and plants, and the best methods of crop production.

The American parks and game preserves, which are

in the charge of the Department of Agriculture, also

receive attention, and their value to the nation is

illustrated from many points of view. It is probable,

however, that the films dealing with Extension

Service activities of the Department are the most
important. Of recent years the development of co-

operation, both for the business interests and the

amenities of rural life, has proceeded at an ever-

increasing rate. There is no doubt that the progress

of this movement has been, and will be, greatly

stimulated by the use of films ; they cannot, of course,

replace in any way the valuable personal contact

with the farmer, which is the corollary of an adequate

research and advisory service, but they can help

greatly in disseminating a general idea of the expert

assistance that is available.

On two previous occasions last month (December 2,

p. 743, and December 30, p. 884) we referred to film

displays in connexion with the Mount Everest Expedi- _

tion of 1922. Another effort to place before the public fl

a record of the results obtained, is the exhibition of
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pictures at the Alpine Club Hall, Mill Street, Conduit

Street, W.i. These pictures, which will be on view

until February 6, include some 152 photographs and

52 paintings in oil and water colour. The photo-

graphs are chiefly by Capt. Noel, showing the per-

sonnel of the expedition, the camps and ground

traversed, and the Tibetan people. Among the last-

named group are .several of the Rongbuk monastery

and its inmates, including two telephotographs of the

Chief I-ama, who, as the supposed incarnation of the

god Chongraysay, could not be approached sufficiently

for an ordinary photograph. There are several fine

photographs of the East Rongbuk glacier by Capt-

Finch, some of them showing the tremendous ice-

pyramids which had to be traversed, varying in

height from 30 to some 300 feet. At nearly 23,000

feet the Chang La camp was pitched in \'ery curious

surroundings ; the peculiar snow formation shown
behind the camp in the picture was only met with at

this place. The photographs follow the climbing to

a height of some 26,000 feet, and one shows the party

a few minutes before the disastrous avalanche. The
view of Changtse and Gyachung Kang from Mount
Everest, taken at an altitude of 26,985 feet by Mr.

Somervell, creates a record in photography. Among
the more striking scenic effects are the wind-blown
snows on the east slopes of Everest, and the sunset on
the north face. Copies of the latter photograph and
several others of the collection may be purchased.

The impressive scenes in water colour and oil by Mr.

T. Howard Somervell are also for sale. The proceeds
will be spent on a third expedition.

The weather over England in 1922 had no outstand-

ing feature like the drought in 1921, and it will go
down to posterity as a fairly normal year meteoro-
logically. Heavy gales were somewhat more freijuent

than in late years, especially over the southern portion
of the Kingdom. Observations at the Royal Obser-
vatory, Greenwich, show that the mean temperature
for the year was 494° F., which is 07° less than the
normal, using the period of 35 years, in agreement
with the system adopted by the Meteorological

Ortice. The warmest month was June with a mean
temperature of 60-3°

; this was the only month with
the mean temperature above 60° and the only month
with the mean of the maximum readings al>ove 70".

January, Februan,', May, June, and December were
the only months with an excess of temperature. The
coldest month was January, with the mean tempera-
ture 40-3°, which is x-j" above the normal. There
were two days in May with the shade temperature
above 90°, and there was one day in January. .April,

October, and December with the shade temperature
less than 25 =

. Rainfall for the year, using the results

for the civil day, measured 23-24 inches, which is 0-26
in. less than the normal. July was the wettest month
with 3-20 in., which is 0-96 in. above the normal ; the
next wettest month was December with 2-92 in., which
iso-66in. more than the normal. October was the driest

month, with the total rainfall 0-93 in., which is i-6o
in. less than the normal. Rain fell in all on 178 days,
which is 15 days more than the normal, and in both
January and July rain fell on more than 20 days.
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November had only 8 days with rain. Sunshine was

registered at Greenwich for 1469 hours, which is 9 less

than the normal : the sunniest month was May with

284 hours, the least sunny, November with 26

hours.

The January number of the Mtneums Journal

prints the report of a committee appointed by the

National Society of Art Masters, the Incorporated

Association of Headmasters of Secondary Schools,

the .Association of Headmistresses of Girls' Secondary

Schools, and the Museums Association, to inquire

how far the system of circulating objects from the

Victoria and Albert Museum meets the needs of the

provinces. liesides recommending that the circula-

tion collections should be systematically completed

and brought up-to-date, the committee suggests that

the local museum might become a local sub-circula-

tion department of the Victoria and .\lbert Museum.

It ends by pointing out that, " whilst the total vote

for Education has grown enormously, the sum allo-

cated for the museum side of Art Education in the

Provinces has been practically stationary for genera-

tions, and bears no proper relation to the sum

available for education as a whole." And yet on its

museum side Art Education is treated generously as

compared with other branches of education.

Authors and readers will be interested in the

authoritative statistics of the cost of book production

published in the excellent new Catalogue of the publi-

cations issued by Mr. Milford for the Oxford Univer-

sity Press. In the year ending March 31, 1914 the

Press issued 157 new books at the average price of

js. lid., or o-37rf. per page. The corresponding

figures for the year ending March 31, 1922 were 115

books at the average price of iis. lod., or o-64d. per

page. These figures concern only those books, in

their nature unremunerative, which the Press pro-

duces as a service to education and learning. " It

will be readily understood that the cost of the present

output is higher than that of the pre-war output

(though the rise in the price to the public does not

show an equivalent increase) ; and the moral is easily

drawn, that the output can be restored to the old level

only by the activity of the Press in the production of

remunerative books and by increased support from

the public." It may be also noted that the conclud-

ing volume of the Oxford Dictionary will, when

completed, have cost not less than 50,000/.

In the article on the last report of the Development

Commissioners, which appeared in N.\ture of Decem-

ber 30 (vol. no, p. 865), the statement was made
" that the report does not contain, as in the past, an

account of the present finances of the Fund." The

Secretary to the Commissioners writes to point out

that this statement, which we regret, is incorrect ;

for such an account does, in fact, appear in the body of

the report, and it shows that the balance at the credit

of the Fund on March 31 last was 1,337,336'., includ-

ing 850,000/. received under the provisions of the Corn

Production Acts (Repeal) Act 192 1. The advances

made during the year 1921-22 were, in the aggre-

gate, 385,185/. The net balance available for annual
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advances to meet the cost of existing schemes is stated

to be 128,000/. only, against an estimated requirement

of 200,000/. There may be some ground, therefore,

for the apprehension expressed in the article as to the

-future adequacy of the Fund.

Referring to a remark made in the notice of his

book " The Supremacy of Spirit " in Nature of

January' 13, p. 45, Mr. C. A. Richardson writes to say

that his purpose was not to attempt to deal at all

adequately with scientiiic objections, but to show
that (i) the evidence for the alleged facts is now of

such a kind as to merit serious consideration and
investigation by a scientific committee ; (2) the

alleged facts are in terms of his philosophical theory.

The January list of new books and new editions

added to Lewis's Medical and Scientific Circulating

Library during October-December has just reached

us. Although intended primarily for subscribers to

the librar)', it should be of service to many others,

being a general guide to medical and scientific

works published in the past three months. The
list, which is classified according to subjects, is to be

obtained free of charge from Messrs. H. K. Lewis
and Co., Ltd., 136 Gower Street, W.C.i.

The spring announcement list of the Cambridge
University Press contains partic^ulars of many forth-

coming books of science. Among them we notice
" The Air and its Ways," by Sir Napier Shaw, being

the Rede Lecture for 1921, and other papers dealing

with the physical explanation of the atmospheric

circulation and with the application of meteorology
to agriculture ;

" Relativity," forming the second

of the supplementary chapters to Dr. Norman R.

Campbell's " Modern Electrical Theory "
; a newly

arranged and enlarged edition of " The IMathematical

Theory of Relativity," by Prof. A. S. Eddington
;

the " Collected Scientific Papers " of the late Dr. J.

Aitken, containing some thirty-seven papers on
atmospheric dust, fogs and clouds, air temperatures,

and other scientific subjects, added to which is a

sketch of the life and work of the author ; and " Glass-

Making in England," by the late H. J. Powell of the

\^^litefriars Glass Works, in which an account of

glass-making in all its branches is given from the

Roman period to the Great War.

Our Astronomical Column.

OCCULTATIONS OF
night of January 27,
of the stars forming
called the H}'ades.
among those which
occurrence for four
under ;

—

Stars by the Moon.—On the
the moon will pass over a number
the well-known group in Taurus
The bright star Aldebaran is

will be hidden. The times of

of the brighter stars will be as
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Research Items.

Weaving in An' -'pt.—Mr. Wii
covery of a mrxlel \ .lop in the XI;
tomb of N' re at. Ihebes has causui a :ri.^h

revival oi i the subject of ancient Kgyptian
looms. Iwo arlicles in Ancient Egypt (Part iii.,

X'-tzi) are devoted to branches of this subject. Mr.
\Vinlock deals with heddle-jacks and Mr. A. C. Mace
with loom weights in Egj-pt. Some interesting

pictures from other tombs dealing with processes of
weaving render it easy to follow the lucid descriptions

in the text.

Brass-casting in the Central Cameroon.—The
methods of the artists who produced the remarkable
series of brass-casting at Benin are illustrated in a
paper by Mr. L. \V. G. Malcolm, published in the
January issue of Man. Mr. Malcolm found the art
confined to the area in south-west Adamawa, the
principal towns being Bamum and Bagam. As a rule

the material now used is of European origin. In the
north it appears that tin was formerly brought from
riDrthem Nigeria, and it has been suggested that
t'ipper may have come from the Katanga area of the

'J. In all cases the casting is done by the arc
' process. The articles produced by the Eghap

tii.vt: are generally pipe-bowls, personal ornaments,
grotesque animal and bird forms, jjerfume Hasks and
bells. Several interesting examples of tobacco pipes
u>f 1 by the Eghap head-men are illustrated by Mr.
Malcolm.

Triassic Reptiles and Stegocephalians from
Texas.—Publication No. 321 of the Carnegie Institu-

tion of Washington is devoted to " New Reptiles and
cephalians from the Upper-Triassic of Western

.--," by E. C. Case. After sketching the geologj'

1 the borders of the Staked Plains in Texas and New-
Mexico, where these fossils occur, the author proceeds
to the description of Buettneria perfecta, a new genus
and species of Stegocephalia, that has its nearest
relations in Metoposaurus. There follows a full

description of Destnatosuchus spurensis and the sub-
order Desmatosuchia, which were originally described
by Case in 1920, accompanied by a restoration of
/). spurensis. Of new parasuchians there are Protny-
^Iriosuchus ehlersi, a fully mature phytosaur of the
Mystriosuchid group, of small size and distinct in

Its characters from any previously described, and
Leptosuchtis crosbiensis and L. imperfecta. Descrip-
tions of isolated bones of parasuchians and the
remains of a small dinosaur, with notice of some
coprolites and a small fragment of a jaw containing a
.singularly shaped tooth reminiscent of the teeth of
Diadectes, terminate this important monograph,
which is well got up, as all the publications of the
Institution are, and most excellently and abundantly
illustrated.

Phenological Observations on Plants.—Dr.
E. V^anderlinden has published (Recueil de ITnstitut
botanique Leo Errera, t. x.) further results of his

observations on the relation between the time of

flowering and various climatic conditions. He has
now observed a series of woody plants during the
years 1896-1920, and of herbaceous plants from
1910 to 1920. The results are tabulated and also
plotted in relation to external factors, such as
maximum and minimum temperature, soil tempera-
ture, and hours of sunlight. Dr. Vanderlinden finds

that advancement or retardation of the flowering
f)eriod in favourable or unfavourable seasons is much
less in the case of herbaceous than in those of woody
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plants. This difference he attributes • that
in the latter the reserve materials ^ cd to
supply the new flowers occur in the atrial parts
of the plant and are more exposed to the influ-

ence of ai c variations. Both \> 1

herbaceoii- liow a periodicit>- in tl

between trie tu" extreme dates of flowering i !. se

are considerable in April but decrease onwarils.
r' ' ' — • -' •' :• end of June, and
i That is to say.
ti.v .,.., vi.i.i; i^.t.i...!- ,.i iin i.i-i iialf of May and the
whole of June are less affected by climatic \anatK>ii>.
The chief factor in i.-. in. 1.-5 this periodicity is the
le.ss pre\alence of r temperatures during the
summer months as r_;..J with the spring. The
observations were made at L'ccle in Belgium.

The Condition of the Earth's Interior.—The
criticism by Mr. W. F. Jones of Prof. T. C. Chamberlin's
views as to the planetesimal origin of the earth has
been mentioned in a letter published in Natire
(.August 19. 1922. p. 249). and it is only fair to state that
Prof. Chamberlin has pubUshed a reasoned reply to
Mr. Jones in the American Journal of Science, vol. 204,
p. 253, October 1922). He maintains that the
evidence as to the propagation of earthquake-w a\es,
which originate " within the shell not verj- far below
the surface," is entirely opposed to any theory of the
existence of a molten interior in the earth at the
present day, while the conception that such an
interior might have arisen by condensation of solid

particles in the past is incompatible with the planet-
esimal hypothesis. He has probably not yet had
time to consider J. Joly's startling suggestion that
changes within the earth may give rise to bursts of
radioactivity, and that these may bring about the
complete melting of a previously solid earth.
Chamberlin remarks that the proofs given by Coleman
and others of the batholitic nature of the granite that
invades the outer and ancient sedimentary crust are
destructive of the idea of an underlying crust of light

material, such as might have gathered round a molten
globe. To many this argument will not appear cntirelv
sound. The occurrence of batholites forming in-

trusive gneisses over very wide and separated areas
seems to imply the existence of a crustal layer of
granitic conif)osition from which they have ascended
as remelted representatives.

Weather in the Philippines.—Hourly meteoro-
logical observations made at the Central Observatory
of Manila during the calendar year 1919. prepared
under the sujjervision of Rev. Jose Algu6, S.J.,
Director of the Weather Bureau, have recently been
received. Hourly readings are given of barometer,
temperature, humidity, and wind velocity. During
the year nine typhoons visited the Philippine Islands,

and in all there were twenty-five depressions or
typhoons throughout the Far East. These were all

observed from June to December, no tvphoons
occurring from Januarj' to May. The Manila rainfall

broke all records since the formation of the Observa-
ton,' in 1865, both as to the monthly and annual
amount. In .August the total fall was 78-09 in. ;

the previous maximum fall in any month was 57-88 in.

in September 1867. In the w-hole year the total

rainfall at Manila was 154-39 in., almost double
the normal annual fall : the greatest previous record
in any year was 117-27 in. in 1867. The lower parts
of the city of Manila and of several provinces of the
western part of central Luzon were flooded from the
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end of July until about the middle of September.
During the first part of the year the weather had
been rather dry throughout the Archipelago. Extra-
ordinary seismic activity occurred during the year.

There were 151 earthquakes felt within the limits

of the Archipelago ; only two shocks, on April 28

and August 14, were of destructive character. In

the Central Observatory, Manila, the seismographs

recorded 420 disturbances due to insular and distant

earthquakes. At Butuan the seismic disturbances

numbered 1076.

Ultra-Violet Photography of Old Manuscripts.
—In a paper by Prof. The Svedberg and Hugo
Andersson, which has just been published in the

Photographic Journal (No. 63, 1923, pp. 30-3^). a very

instructive example is given of the use of ultra-violet

light in photographing old manuscripts. When a

palimpsest is illuminated with intense ultra-violet

light it is found that those parts of the parchment
where the old, and subsequently erased, writing was,

have lost the power of strong fluorescence which is
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The Distribution of Life in the Southern Hemisphere, and its Bearing on
Wegener's Hypothesis.

/^NE of the most important results of the accept-
^-^ ance of Wegener's theory of the pala-ogeo-

graphy of the world would be the simplification of the
facts of the Permo-Carboniferous glaciation of

Australia, India, South Africa, and South America
by bringing the glaciated areas together into one
single glaciated region. It is undoubted that if this

were done much of the difficulty of accounting for the
simultaneous glaciation of regions so diverse in lati-

tude would disappear. Considerable interest, there-

fore, attaches to the recent discussion on Wegener's
hypothesis, which was held before the Koyal Society
of South Africa, for its bearing on this important
aspect of the subject.

The general attitude of the geologists who took
part in the discussion was one of suspended judg-
ment. It is admitted that the folded ranges of the
Sierras of Buenos .\ires appear to be of similar age
and structure to those of the southern folded belt of
tlie Cape Province, and would be brought into fairly

accurate alignment if the South American coast were
fitted into the .African coast after the manner of

Wegener's map of Carboniferous land distribution,

Mt it was held that this might be accounted for in

\eral other ways more in accord with the known
lacts of geology. On the other hand, the very close

and detailed homology of the Tertiary deposits of

Grahamland and Patagonia as described by Gunnar
Andersson forms one of the most relevant pieces of

combined geological and pateontological evidence from
the southern hemisphere in support of the theory.

Discussing the zoological evidence, Mr. K. H.
Barnard concludes that the zoologist, far from being
able to help in formulating an explanation of the
palacogeographical history of the continents, was, in

reality, entirely dependent on the geophysicist and
• )logist, and that in some cases the facts of present-
ly distribution were capable of interpretation in

terms either of a far-reaching equatorial Gondwana-
land or a compact polar Gondwanaland. There is

little to choose, for example, between Watson's theory
of the dispersal of acarid snails from S.E. Asia
'fijuatorial Gondwanaland] and Hedley's theory of
ihcir origin in .\ntarctica [polar Gondwanaland],
and whichever geological theory best explains the
pateogeographical changes must be used as a basis by
zoologists. Similarly, if the ancestors of the fresh-

water crayfishes originated in an arm of the Indo-
Pacitic which gradually penetrated into polar Gond-
wanaland in pre- Jurassic times, the same results
will follow as those sketched out by Ortmann for

f)OSt- Jurassic times. The distribution of Peripatus,
on the other hand, is apparently best explained on the
polar Gondwanaland hypothesis. If the distribution
of the species of Peripatus is plotted on a polar pro-
jection map, it is remarkable that the Peripatopsida;,
the more specialised group, occupy a central position,
while the Peripatidw, the more primitive, are peri-

pheral. The most important zoological evidence in

support of Wegener's theory is provided by the
isopod, Phreatoicus. At the present time it is found
in .\ustralia, Tasmania, New Zealand, and South
Africa. There is the closest possible likeness between
some of the .\ustralian species and the Cape form.
In Australia there is also a fossil species of Triassic
age, which provides almost positive proof that the
animal was not only pala-ogenic, but also austrogenic,
and that the regions where it exists to-day were once
in the very closest relationship to one another.

Dr. Peringuey, discussing the entomological evi-

dence, concludes that the present distribution of
insects is as readily accounted for by the geological
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theories now obtaining as by Wegener's hypothesis,
and believes that the latter will receive little if any
support from entomology. He agrees that the key
will be found in patoo-entomology. but is forced to
admit that the evidence from fossil insects is at
present too inadequate to be of value. Discussing
the special case of the Coleopteron genus Carabus.
first found in Jurassic times. Dr. Peringuey points
out that it is unknown in the Old World south of the
Sahara, but one species occurs in St. Helena and seven
in Chile. He regards the St. Helena and Chilian
forms as survivals from an equatorial (Jondwanaland,
in isolated spots at high altitudes, and not as evidence
of the former connexion of South America and St.
Helena, in their present form, with South Africa,
where the genus is absent, or with Australia, where the
genus is unknown but where its vitality should have
ensured its success. On the other hand, the nearest
ally of Carabus, the genus Calosoma, has three
species in South Africa, three in Australia, one in the
Clalapagos Islands, and one in Patagonia, a distribu-
tion which seems to support the unity of the con-
tinents alleged by Wegener. In Australia there is a
group of large Curculionidae, one of the families of
Coleoptera, which so much resembles a purely South
African group of the same family that, at first sight,

the two might be taken to represent the same stock
in two now widely separated continents. Dr.
Peringuey, however, regards this as a case of con-
vergence.

Prof. Compton regards the botanical evidence as
completely opposed to Wegener's theory. The per-
fection of the means of dispersal of plants renders
many of the facts as to the modern distribution of
ancient groups (Cryptogams) almost valueless as an
indication of former land connexions. Kecent phyla
only, especially the Angiosperms, can be relied on.
The Angiosperms aro.se during Cretaceous times, and
most modern families are represented in the Eocene.
The Wegener hypothesis contemplates a wide dis-
ruption of South .\frica and Australia in the Jurassic
epoch, but South Africa and South America were only
separated by a very narrow strait at the end of the
Cretaceous period. Yet the floristic resemblances
between temperate South Africa and South .\merica
are much less conspicuous than between temperate
South .\frica and Australia. The floristic relation-
ships between South .\frica. South America, and
Australia are best explained as being due to lateral
migration, perhaps in tne warmer Miocene, from a
comprehensive tropical belt of vegetation, containing
most of the great .Angiosperm families, which stretched
round the world except the Pacific. The south
temperate floras, therefore, are linked through the
tropics except for South America and New Zealand,
which certainly seem to have been connected by land,
via .\ntarctica, in the Miocene. The modern dis-

tribution of the Kutaceae is an excellent instance of
the progress of migration southwards as well as north-
wards from this tropical belt, and tentative explana-
tions of the distribution of the Proteaceae and Kes-
tionace.-e may be given on the same lines. Dr. Du
Toit regards the pala'obotanical evidence as too frag-
mentary for botanists to do more than make guesses
at the probable origin of the South .Vfrican flora.

The net result of this interesting di.scussion is to
emphasise the importance of further work on the
palxontology of the southern hemisphere. In that
direction alone will be found the key to the correct
interpretation of the known facts of the present day
distribution of animals and plants, and of the pateo-
geographical changes which have taken place.
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The Position of the Scientific Worker.

AT the annual council meeting of the National

Union of Scientific Workers, held at the Caxton
Hall, Westminster, on January 13, and at the annual
dinner which followed, the main theme of the resolu-

tions which were adopted, of the various speeches

made, and of the reports presented, was the methods
by which the position of the scientific worker could

best be improved. The late Government, it was
alleged, had adopted a short-sighted policy with

regard to most of those State activities which promised

to have the most uplifting and far-reaching effect upon
the efficiency and well-being of the nation. It had
practised so-called economy by reducing expenditure

on education and scientific research, at a time when
our chief commercial rivals were increasing their

expenditure in that direction.

To the want of appreciation and understanding of

the importance of science by the members of the late

Government, culminating in drastic reductions in the

various research departments, were attributed most
of the present troubles of scientific workers. Within
the past twelve months " economies " have been
effected in those departments of the State and
municipal services which do not show an immediate
return for the money expended. The inevitable effect

will be stagnation in peace, and in war hurried, and
therefore uneconomical, research. It is true that the

Geddes Committee last year expressed the view
that there is little possibility of a further war of any
magnitude for the next ten years ; but just as their

prognostications in that respect appear doubtful at the

moment, judged by the trend of current events, so is

their corollary to the effect that research in this

country can either be slowed down, or, in some
instances, abandoned altogether. This is a doctrine

of despair, and was characterised as such by members
of the council of the Union, and by their guests. Sir

Thomas Holland, Mr. William Graham, and Mr.
H. N. Brailsford.

Mr. Graham said that there were three aspects of

the work of the National Union of Scientific Workers
which particularly interested him. The Union must
be interested in conditions of employment and
remuneration, and he felt that it was a serious mistake,

if not a positive crime on the part of the community,
to starve the body of investigators upon whose efforts

so much depends. The Union would also be alive to

the importance of according greater recognition to
the work of the universities, and to the contribution
that science can make to the restoration of economic
prosperity in the world. He thought there was a
distinct danger to the universities in the present
economy campaign. Before the war the country was
making only a limited provision for the universities

and other educational institutions. As a member of

the O.xford and Cambridge Universities Commission,
he had had an opportunity of making a careful
examination of university departments and university
finance, and he hoped that the Bill to be presented to
Parliament next session would result in the present
grant being more than trebled. It would not do to
rely in the future, as in the past, on philanthropy.
Much larger sums of public money would be required,

and scientific workers could argue strongly that they
did not claim it selfishly, but for the benefit conferred
on the nation by their investigations. The methods
of science are needed in these days of reconstruction,

and if adopted would undoubtedly increase pro-
duction and help in resisting the lowering of the
standard of life, which is a pressing danger in every
country. Sir Thomas Holland fully endorsed these
views, adding that the Government should understand
that at least 80 per cent, of the expenditure of a
teaching and research institution must be disbursed as
salaries to the staffs. A strong and united body of

scientific workers is a necessity if salaries are to be
improved and the right atmosphere created. Un-
fortunately the dignity of the work in most people's

eyes is apt to be commensurate with the sums paid
for it, so there is every reason why the Union
should put the question of remuneration in the fore-

front.

Dr. Alan A. Griffith, the retiring president, in his

address, dealt with this matter from a rather different

point of view. He suggested that scientific workers
should free themselves from the necessity of having
to beg from their beneficiaries the wherewithal to
improve the efficiency of their labours, by setting up
a business organisation for the exploitation of their

discoveries and inventions. In providing specifically

for the evolution of great inventions based on pure
research, it would fill the gap between science and
industry, which has, in the past, so seriously hampered
the material utilisation of scientific discoveries.

The Hydrogen-ion Concentration of Sea Water.

A RECENT number of the Journal of the Marine
Biological Association (vol. xii., No. 4, October

1922) contains a series of papers by Dr. W. R. G.

Atkins which make a contribution of conspicuous

value towards our knowledge of the fundamental
conditions that control vital production in the sea.

After a short review of the literature the author
considers what lines of research his study indicates,

and then follow six memoirs which deal, in the most
interesting way possible, with some of the problems
that have suggested themselves.

First in importance is a series of determinations of

the H-ion concentration in the open sea between
Plymouth and Ushant, and round Land's End into

the mouth of the Bristol Channel. In the open sea

the " /)H " values varied between 8-27 and 8-14;

round Land's End the variation was between 8- 18

and 8-14, and in Plymouth Sound it was about 8-io.

Now " /'H " means the logarithm of the reciprocal

of H-ion concentration expressed in grams per litre
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of water. High values (up to about 10) mean high
values of the " alkalinity " as represented, for ex-
ample, by the quantity of N/ioo acid necessary to
decolorise sea water made pink by the addition of

phenolphthalein. Low values (down to about 6)

mean " acidity " of the sea water by reason of the
presence of unusually large quantities of carbonic
acid.

Biological relationships are associated with these
variations in the ^H-values. Thus, there is a decrease
of about 005 between high and low water, and this is

due to the influence of the water draining away from
the shore zones ; over a bed of Laminaria the water
was more alkaline than in the immediate neighbour-
hood, and in rock pools pW. sank by as much as 0-25:

this is the result of photosynthesis by algae which
remove carbonic acid. In the aquarium tanks the
^H-values sink to 7-6. When it is less than this, carbon
dioxide is in excess, and at 7-3 there is evident distress

in the respiration of fishes. At 7-1 the water becomes
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foul and smells badly, and at 6-4 we have the condi-
tions produced by seaweeds rotting in a jar of water.
From the change in />H-values the quantity of carbon
removed from solution in the sea in the form of

carbon dioxide, ami built up, by photosynthesis, into

the tissues of marine plants, can be calculated.

Represented as a hexose, the author gets the sur-

prisingly great production of 250,000 kilograms pro-

duced per square kilometre of sea, in the English
Channel between July and December. From similar

observations made at Port Erin, Moore found a pro-
duction of 300,000 kilograms per square kilometre
during the six months that included the vernal
maximum of diatom reproduction.
The other researches are equally important, especi-

ally as they deal with methods. The practice of

determining organic matter by oxygen consumed in

water samples is criticised. The reaction of the sap
in the cells of marine algae has been studied : it is

shown to be almost neutral, in contrast with the acid
sap of most land plants. Methods of finding the H-ion

• incentration ii living algal cells are developed, and
le influence of changes in pW is shown to be a factor

in the distribution of shore weeds. Finally—a most
useful result—the preparation of permanently acid-
free formalin solutions is described. This series of
papers by Dr. Atkins has particular interest for marine
iMologists. J. J.

The Structure of Coke.

CIR GEORGE BEILBY has contributed an
'--' interesting paper entitled " The Structure of
Coke, its Origin and Development," to the Trans-
actions of the Society of Chemical Industry (November
15, 1922). The paper contains a critical discussion
'>f the changes that have been observed in coal and

inilar substances during the process of carbonisa-
uon, and an account of experimental work carried
out on the micro-structure of coke and charcoal.

Use has been made of the new knowledge concern-
ing solids and their internal constitution, for which
Sir William Bragg is so largely responsible ; and,
in another direction, of the technique for cutting
and studying sections of coal, introduced by Mr.

I >max. A number of specimens for examination
re photographed at their natural size, and with

different magnifications and illuminations. It was
observed how very much the structure of coke was
determined by the size of the bubbles blown in

the viscous ma.ss during the semi-liquid stages of
carbonisation, and even what have hitherto been
commonly regarded as the solid vitreous cell-walls

of the pores have been shown to be permeated by
minute bubbles. Bound up with this is the control
of the bubble formation which can be effected by
blending coals of different behaviour, and the
practical possibilities forthcoming in this way are
discussed at some length. It is shown, for example,
that the blending of a coal which swells and froths
inordinately with another coal of the non - caking
variety may be utilised for securing a strong and
lirm coke with small and evenly distributed pores.
The relevance of work by Messrs. Sutcliffe and

Ivans on the briquetting of pulverised coals as a
i.'liminary to carbonisation is indicated. It has
en claimed by them that the control of structure
iild be extended almost indefinitely by the briquet-

uag of finely ground coal by pressure as a preliminary'
to carbonisation. It was by working along such
lines that Sutcliffe and Evans were able to produce
a material stated to have at least three times the
eas-absorbing capacity of the best wood charcoal.

and specially suitable for use in gas masks. Sir

George Beilby p>oints out that the combustion of

these close-grained "pressure" briquettes proceeds
definitely from the outer surfaces inwards, show-
ing that the internal circulation of the oxidising

gases is much more restricted than in the case of

metallurgical coke — which raises an interesting

question.
Seventeen figures are used to elucidate the argu-

ment of the text. They are all photo-micrographs
of coke produced commercially in gas retorts, coke
ovens, etc., or in the laboratory under special and
controlled conditions. J. W. C.

University and Educational Intelligence.

Aberdeen.—The Thomson Lecturer for 1923 at the
Aberdeen United Free Church College is Prof. J.
Arthur Thomson, LL.D., whose subject is " What is

Man ? The Nature of Man Scientifically Considered."

Edinburgh.—Mr. G. G. Chisholm, reader in geo-
graphy, is to retire at the end of September next, in

consequence of which the University Court will shortly
proceed to appoint a lecturer who will be responsible

for, and in charge of, the teaching of geography in

the University. The status of reader may be attached
to the office. Applications for the post must reach
the Secretary by, at latest, February 28.

The late Mr. C. T. Milburn, of Newcastle-on-Tyne,
bequeathed the sum of 10,000/. (in addition to

20,000/. given in his lifetime) to Armstrong College,

expressing a wish that the legacy should be used for

the endowment of a chair for the education of mining
engineers or of naval architects, and that his name
should be associated with it.

The annual prize distribution at the Sir John Cass
Technical Institute, Aldgate, EC. 3, will be held on
Wednesday, January 31, when Sir Thomas Holland,
after making the presentations, will deliver an address

on " Humanism in Technical Education."

Messrs. Norton and Gregory, Ltd., offer two
engineering scholarships to be competed for annually,

one of value 100/. per annum, and one of value 50/.

per annum, tenable for three years at any university

in the United Kingdom or British Dominions. The
honorary committee which will award the scholarships

consists of Sir Joseph Petavel (Chairman), Prof. C. E.

Inglis (Vice-Chairman), Prof. E. G. Coker, Mr. J.

Talbot, Mr. G. H. Burkhardt, and the Chairman and
Managing Director of Messrs. Norton and Gregory,

Ltd. Candidates must have reached the age of 17

but not the age of 19 on March i in the year of

examination, \>c domiciled in the United Kingdom,
and undertake to pursue a three years' course in

engineering with the view of following it as a profession.

Papers, which will cover two days' examination, will

be set in English, mathematics, mechanics, and
general physics. The main object of the examina-
tion will be to prove that candidates have received

a good general education on broad lines and not

necessarily specialised in engineering. The examina-
tion for the 1923 scholarships will be held in .March

at a date to be fixed later, and all application forms

must reach the committee not later than February

15. Official application forms may be obtained from

the Secretary, Scholarships Committee, Messrs.

Norton and Gregor>', Ltd., i and 2 Castle Lane,

Westminster, London, S.W.i.
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Societies and Academies.

London.

The Royal Society, January 1 8.—Sir Charles
Sherrington, president, in the chair.—J. Barcroft :

Observations on tlie effect of high altitude on the
physiological processes of the human body. Three
principal factors appear to have a positive influence
in acclimatisation, {a) The increase in total ventila-
tion, which usually raises the alveolar oxygen pressure
ten or twelve millimetres higher than it would other-
wise be ; (6) The rise in the o.xygen dissociation curve
so that at any oxygen pressure the haemoglobin will
take up more oxygen than before

; (c) The rise in
the number of red corpuscles, and correspondingly
in the quantity of hasmoglobin. These factors are
not independent variables. Blood has been found
to give, at the alveolar carbon dioxide pressure of the
Andes (about 27 mm. carbon dioxide) : (i) A re-
action which is apparently almost unchanged, or
even more acid, as measured by the ratio of com-
bined to free carbon dioxide

; (2) A more alkaline
reaction by the platinum electrode

; (3) An oxygen
dissociation curve which rises apparently out of
proportion to the change in reaction. On making
the ascent, there was a marked increase in the
number of reticulated red cells ; after the descent
these cells fell to below their normal percentage.
In the natives the ratio of reticulated to unreticulated
red cells was not greatly increased, but the absolute
number of reticulated cells per cubic millimetre was
about 50 per cent, greater than normal. We argue
a hypertrophy in the bone marrow. There were no
nucleated red cells. The increase in red blood
corpuscles is such as to cause an absolute increase in
tlie aniount of oxygen in each cubic centimetre of
blood in tlie majority of cases, in spite of the decrease
in saturation. A number of mental tests of the
ordinary type were performed at Cerro and at sea-
level. These revealed no particular mental disability.
The pressure of oxygen in the blood was so nearly the
same as that in the alveolar air that we attribute
the passage of gas through the pulmonarv epithelium
to diftusion.—E. W. MacBride : Remarks on the
inheritance of acquired characters. During the last
fifteen or twenty years a series of experiments have
been carried out by Dr. Paul Kammerer at Vienna,
which tend to show that acquired qualities, or, in
other words, modifications of structure induced by
modified habits, are inheritable. One of the most
interesting of his experiments was to induce Alytes,
a toad which normally breeds on land, to breed in
water. As a result, after two generations, the male
Alytes developed a horny pad on the hand, to enable
him to grasp his slippery partner. Mr. J. Quastel,
of Trinity College, Cambridge, when in Vienna, saw
and photographed one of these modified males

;

the animal has also been seen by Mr. E. Boulenger.

—

C. F. Cooper : Bciluchithermm osborni (? syn. Indrico-
theriwn turgaicum, Borrissyak). Baluchilheriiim os-
borni is an aberrant rhinoceros, apparently the largest
known land mammal. The remains were first found
in Baluchistan. Further fragments have been found
in Turkestan, and, recently, in China. While re-
sembUng the rhinoceroses more than any other of the
Perissodactyla, Baluchitherium is still isolated and
of uncertain zoological position. Adaptations to
weight have brought about a superficial resemblance
to the limb bones of elephants. Some of the foot
bones and neck vertebrae resemble those of the
horse ; due possibly to descent from a small eocene
form, Triplopus, which likewise shows an inter-
mingling of horse and rhinoceros characters. In
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some structures, notably the excavations of the
vertebral canal to ensure a combination of lightness
and strength, Baluchitherium stands alone among
mammals.—J. A. Gunn and K. J. Franklin : The
sympathetic innervation of the vagina.—H. G.
Cannon : On the metabolic gradient of the frog's egg.
—Basiswar Sen : On the relation between perme-
ability variation and plant movements.—H. L.
Duke : .\n inquiry into an outbreak of human try-
panosomiasis in a Glossina morsilans belt to the East
of Mwanza, Tanganyika Territory.—Louis DoUo :

Le Centenaire des Iguanodons (1822-1922).

Geological Society, December 20.—Prof. A. C.
Seward, president, in the chair.—W. A. Richardson :

A micrometric .study of the St. Austell granite
(Cornwall). The problem of the effect of sampling
a coarse-grained rock by means of slices is considered
in detail. Qualitative and quantitative study of the
minerals reveals three types of rock: (a) a biotite-

muscovitc-granite of coarse grain confined to the
east : {b) a lithionite-granite occupying by far the
greater part of the outcrop ; and (c) a gilbertite-

granite confined to a small area near St. Stephen's
Beacon, and furnishing the " china-stone " rock. A
high negative correlation is found between quartz
and orthoclase—true for this area, but not for granites
in general. When mapped, the minerals fall into
groups that are distinctly connected with the areas
occupied by the different types, and in each of which
there is an outer zone rich in quartz surrounding
an inner region with a high content of orthoclase.

The magma probably invaded the area progressively
from the east to the west : it had always partly
cnj-stalHsed before injection into the present level.

—

W. G. St. J. Shannon : The petrography and correla-

tion of the igneous rocks of the Torquay promontory.
Two stages of vulcanicitj- occurred—in the Middle
and in the Upper Devonian, as shown by basic tuffs

and a spilite. The intrusions form an alkaline suite.

An augite-lamprophyre in limestone, and a soda-
porphj'rite in Middle Devonian slates are described
from Babbacombe. A preliminary account of the
tectonics is attempted, particularly of the inversion,

at Ilsham, of the faulting and of the nortli-to-south

strike of some of the folds.

Aristotelian Society, January 8.—Prof. T. P. Nunn
in the chair.—W. Adams Brown : The problem of

classification in religion. The differences in existing

religions may be explained in three different ways.
They may be regarded, as variations from a single

standard type ; as moments in the development of

one all-embracing religion ; or as recurrent parallel

contrasted types. If the last view be taken, the
principle of classification may be found in the
variations of the individual personal experience, or
in differences in man's social attitude. Most recent
study of religious types has followed the first of

these methods. This method, helpful so far as it

goes, can be usefully supplemented by an analysis
of man's social relationships. The new classifica-

tion is based upon the attitude of religious people
to social institutions. There are three possible

attitudes which one may take towards the existing
social order. One may accept it as it is without
question and yield its institutions willing and loyal

allegiance. One may protest against it as corrupt or
negligible and find in one's own inner life a sufficient

refuge and compensation. One may believe that
society is itself in process of being transformed into

new and better forms and that each man and woman
may have part in that remaking. These three
attitudes have their counterpart in religion. One
man belie\'es that he communes with God most
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perfectly througli allegiance to some existing organisa-

tion the triumph of which in the world he identifies

with the victory of God's will. Another believes

that he communes with God most deeply when he
withdraws his attention from all that is finite and
transitory, and concentrates it upon the attempt to

realise the immediate presence of God. A third is

persuaded that he communes with (iod most truly

as he joins his fellows in remaking the institutions

of society (including the church itself) according to

a constantly clearer apprehension of the will of God,
as that will is being progressively revealed to all

who seek it in humility and faith. These three

types may be designated imperialism, individualism,
and democracy. Kach has given rise to institutions

appropriate to its genius.

Mineralogical Society, January y.— Dr. .\. H. H.
Tutton, past-president, in the chair.— .\. Brammall
and H. 1-". Harwood ; iJartmoor occurrences of (i)

futile, brookite. and anatase : (2) zircon, (i)

Anatase, with less abundant brookite and scanty
rutile, is common in Dartmoor stream-sands, etc.

.\natase and brookite, .absent from the unaltered grey
granite, have been found in pncumatolysed rocks,

especially " red " granites, and the mode of genesis
of these two minerals is discussed. Data provided
by chemical work on " baueritiscd " Dartmoor
biotite (containing about i-8 per cent. TiO.,) and by
the occurrence of anatase granules encrusting detrital

grains of ilmenite are examined in their bearing
on the possibility that some anatase may have
developed (or existing cr\'stals may have continued
to grow) in detrital material after sedimentation.
(2) Two strongly contrasted kinds of zircon crystals
are described : differences in crystal habit, nature
of inclusions, and mode of occurrence in the granite
suggest that the dominant kind, which is tawny,
zoned, and rich in inclusions, crystallised out from
the magma early, and that the subordinate kind,
water-clear, and containing few inclusions, separated
out at a much later stage.—Dr. 1.. J. Spencer, with
chemical analyses by E. D. Mountain and micro-
scopical determinations of the p.seudomorphs by
W. Campbell Smith : .-V davyne-hke mineral and its

pseudomorphs from St. John's Island, Egypt. Two
small crystals found with peridot, garnierite, etc.,

showed the physical characters of davyne, but
consist of a complex silicate (with sulpliate and
carbonate) of aluminium, calcium, magnesium, and
sodium, together with a considerable amount of
water. Pseudomorphs after this material are more
abundant : tliey con.sist of a complex of hydrated
silicates of aluminium and magnesium together with
small amounts of corundum and spinel.

Royal Meteorological Society, January 17.—Dr. C.
Chree, president, in the chair.—C. Chree : Aurora and
allied phenomena. Brilliant aurora in England seems
always to be accompanied by a magnetic storm, and
any outstanding magnetic disturbance is accompanied
by aurora. Thus presumably they have a common
cause, now generally believed to be electrical currents
in the upper atmosphere, originated by a discharge
of some kind from the sun. Our knowledge of the
height of aurora is mainly due to Norwegian men of
science. Prof. Carl Stormcr discovered how to photo-
graph aurora, and by taking simultaneous photographs
from the ends of a long base, and measuring the
apparent parallax, he is able to calculate the height.
For the lower level of aurora he finds heights in the
neighl)ourhood of 100 kilometres. The height of the
highest visible appearance varies greatly. Heights
exceeding 300 kilometres are not verv uncommon,
and some measurements have exceeded 600 kilo-
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metres. Travelling northwards from the south of

England, aurora and magnetic disturbances both
increase, the former at least very rapidly. The
auroral frenucncy in Shetland is said to be 10 to 20
times that m the extreme south of England. There
is thus within the British Isles a great variety in the

frequency or intensity of aurora, and it is also

beheved in the intensity of magnetic disturbance.

An observatory provided with magnetographs has
recently been established in Shetland, and if adequate
means are forthcoming for the intensive study of

auroral and magnetic phenomena, substantial contri-

butions to knowledge may reasonably be expected.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, January 3.—M. .Mbin Haller

in the chair.—The president announced the death
of Gaston Bonnier, member of the section of Ixjtany.

—K. de Forcrand : The alcoholates of thallium.

Thallium diflers from .sodium and iwtassium in that
it does not displace hydrogen directly from the

alcohols. .Mcohol vapour acts upon thallium in the

presence of oxygen, giving the compound C,}ls . OTl
as a dense oily liquid (density 3-55). This liquid

added to an excess of anhydrous methyl alcohol

gives thallium mcthvlatc, CH, . OTl, as a solid.

With the same thallium ethylate as the starting

point, corresponding compounds have been prepared
from glycol, glycerol, and phenol.— Paul Vuillemin :

The classification of the monocotyledons.— Hertrand
Gambler : The curves of Bertrand.— Stanislas Millot :

Probability a posteriori.— J. Haag : The study of

certain problems in kinetic theory, with the hypo-
thesis that the intermolecular force is some function

of the distance.—Margaret G. Tomkinson : The
catalytic hydrogenation of sulphur dioxide. .\

mixture of dry hydrogen and sulphur dioxide in the
presence of reduced nickel at about 400" C. gives

water, sulpluirottcd hydrogen, and sulphur. The
nickel is wholly converted into nickel sulphide, but
in spite of this,' the catalytic reduction can be carried

on indefinitely.

—

.\. Mailhe : The catalytic de-

composition of castor oil. The oil was decomposed by
passing over alumina and metallic copper at 550^

to 570" C. The gaseous products contained 36 per

cent, of unsaturated hydrocarbons : from the liquid

pmrtion oenanthylic aldehyde, hexane, and heptane
were isolated. At temperatures above 600^ C.

aromatic hydrocarbons were also identified.—-Mme.

A. Hee : Study of the Algerian earthquake of August

25, 1922, from the microseismic observations. A
discussion of the seismographs from eight observa-

tories. The epicentre was deduced from these to

be near Cavaignac, and this is in agreement with the

macroseismic observations.—Emmanuel de Martonne :

The Pliocene delta of the V'ar and the erosion levels

of the valleys opening into it.

Sydney.

Linnean Society of New South Wales, November 29.

—Mr. (^>. .\. Waterhouse, president, in the chair.

—

J. Mitchell : Descriptions of two new trilobites and
note on (iriffilhides convexicaudatus Mitch. \ species

of Cordania is described from Australia for the first

time. .-V new species of Ptychoparia forms an
addition to the fossil fauna of North-west Queensland.

Griffithides convexicaudatus Mitchell is transferred to

the genus Phillipsia.—Marguerite Henry : .\ mono-
graph of the freshwater Entomostraca of New South
Wales, Pt. ii. Copepoda. Twenty-three species of

copepods, one of which is recorded for the fis^t time

in ,\ustralia, four for the first time in New South
Wales and three which are new, arc described. Two
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of these species belong to the division Harpacticoida.—C. P. Alexander : New or httle known species of
Austrahan TipuHdae (Diptera), Pt. i. An account of
twenty-three specimens from a number of Austrahan
cohections.—H. S. Halcro Wardlaw: The effect of sus-
pended respiration on the composition of alveolar air.

Inspirations were held in the lungs until the composi-
tion of the alveolar air ceased to alter. Circulatory
disturbances were minimised by holding an inspiration
for a number of consecutive short periods instead of
for one long period. Similar final values were reached
whether the initial inspiration consisted of air alone
or of air mixed with a percentage of carbon dioxide
higher than the normal alveolar percentage. Similar
final values were reached also whether the inspiration
was held under normal or under negative intrathoracic
pressure ; this was not the case when circulatory
disturbances were allowed to exert their effect.

—

A. M. Lea : On Australian Anthicidse (Coleoptera)

.

Notes on synonymy, variation, and distribution are
given, and 53 species are described as new.—J.

McLuckie : A contribution to the parasitism of
Nololhixos incanus (Oliv.) var. subaureiis. The
structure of the fruit, the mechanism of seed-dispersal,
the structure of the haustorium and its relation to
the host-tissues, are described.—T. Thomson Flynn :

The phylogenetic significance of the marsupial
allantoplacenta. In a typical mammal, the placental
cycle is divisible into three stages,—metrioplacental,
omphaloplacental, and allantoplacental. The last
stage is absent in all marsupials except Perameles.
Examination of the allantoplacenta of Perameles
shows its definite relation to that of Monodelphia.
It is considered that the ancestors of marsupials were,
therefore, placental.

Official Publications Received.
The Institution of Civil En;;ineer.s. Eii^'iiipcriii'; Abstracts prepared

from tlie Current Periorlical Literature of Eiiyineering and Applied
Science, published outside the United Kingdom. New Series, No. 14,
January. Edited by W. F. Spear. Pli. l.sti. (London: Gt. George
Street.)

Agricultural Research Institute, Pusa. Bulletin No. 136 : The Hydrogen
Ion Concentrations of some Indian Soils and Plant Juices. By Dr.
W. R. G. Atkins. Pp. ii-i-ia. Bulletin No. 1.S7 : Note on the Probability
of an Inter-relation between the Length of the Stigma and that of the
Fibre in some forms of the genus Gossypium. By Ham Prasad. Pp.
ii+7-f 2 plates. (Calentt.i : (iovernment Publications Ollice.) 4 annas each.

Sehriftnn der Naturfoi-schenden Gcsellschaft in Danzig. Neue Kolge.
Funfzehnlen Bandes Drittes und Viertes Heft. Teil 2 : Jahresbericht
fiir lfl21. Pp. ii + 56. Teil 3: Wissenschaflliche Ahhandlun^'eu. Pp.
viii-l-112. (Danzig).
44 Bericht dps Westpreusaischen Botanisch-Zuologisclien Vereins. Pp.

iv+30. (Danzig).
Geological Literature added to the Geological Society's Library during

the Year emled December 31st, 1(H4. Compiled by Arthur Greig. Pp.
iv+ l!i3. (London : Geological Society.) 5s. ; 3s. IW. to F.G.S.
Hampstead Scientilic Society. Report of the Council and Proceedings,

with a List of the Members, for the Period October 11'20 to September
1922; with Reports of General Meetings, UU!i-l'.i20. Pp. 63. (London:
Stantleld House, Prince Arthur Road.)

Diary of Societies.

SATURDAY, Januakv 27.

BoYAL In.stitition op Geeat Britain, at 3.—Sir Walford Davies

;

Speech Rhythm in Vocal Music (2).

MONDAY, Janhauy 211.

British Pbvcholooioai. Society (^Esthetics Section) (at Bedford
College for Women), at 4.30.—L. Abercrombie : Communication vcrs7is

Expression.
iNSTiTCTE OF ACTUARIES, at 5.—W. Palin Elderton : Notes on the
Treatment of Extra Risk.

RovAi. CoLLEoE OF SuROEONS OF ENGLAND, at 5.—Prof. R. L. Knaggs

:

Osteitis Fibrosa.
Royal Sanitary Institpte, at 5.30.—Dr. L. C. Parkes : Introductory
Lecture to Students in the various Courses.

Aristotklian Society (at University of London Club), at 8.—Prof. W. A.
Brown : Tbe Problem of Classilication in Religion.

Royal Geooraphical Society (at -Eolian Hall), at 8.30.—Capt. J. E. T.
Piiillips : Kigezi and the Birunga Range, Uganda.

TUIiSDA Y, January 30.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—B. D. Oldham : The Char-
acter and Cause of Earthquakes (1).

Institute of Marine Enoineers, Inc., at 0.30. — A. Keens: Some
Deductions from Indicator Diagrams.

Royal Photographic Society of Great Britain, at 7.—T. Bell : On
the Thames with a Camera. •

WEDNESDAY, January 31.

Royal Colleoe of Surgeons of England, at 6.—Prof. M. Woodman :

Malignant Disease of the Upper Jaw, with special reference to Operative
Technique.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers (Students' Meeting), at 6.—T. R.
Wilton : Foundations in Dock and Harbour Works (Vernon-Harcourt
Ijectures) (2).

RoVAL Society of Arts, at 8,—T. H. Fairbrother and Dr. A. Benshaw ;

The Relation between Chemical and Antiseptic Action in the Coal Tar
Dyes.

Royal .Society of Medicine (Social Evening), at 9.— Prof. W. Wright:
Leonardo da Vinci.

THURSDAY, February 1.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—Prof. I. M. Heilbron : The
Photosynthesis of Plant Products (1).

Royal Society, at 4.30.—Prof. O. W. Richardson : The Magnitude of the
Gyromagnelic Ratio.--Sir Richard Paget: The Production of Artificial

Vowel Sounds.— F. Simeon : The Carbon Arc Spectrum in the Extreme
Ultra-violet.— Prof. J. Joly : Ple(»chroic Haloes of A-arions Geological
Ages.— Prof. H. A. Wilson : The Motion of Electrons.in Gases.— Dr. H.
Hartridge ; The Coincidence Method for the Wave-length Measurement
of Absorption Bandv.— A. Berry and Lorna JI. Swain : The Steady
Motion of a Cylinder through Inllnite Viscous Fluid.—W. Jevona : The
Line Spectrum of Chlorine in the Ultra-violet (Region A 33.'>4-2070 A).

—

M. H. Evans and H. J. George : Note on the Adsorption of Gajses by
Solids and the Thickness of the Adsorbed Layer.

LiNNRAN Society of London, at 5.

Royal Aeronautical Society (at Royal Society of Arts), at 5.30.—G. S.

Baker : Ten Years' Testing of Model Seaplanes.
Institution of Electrual Engineers, at 0.—P. J. Robinson ; The
Maintenance of VoUage on a D.C. Distribution System by means of a

fully Automatic Substation.
Chemical Society, at S.

Royal Society of Medicine (Obstetrics and Gynaecology Section), at 8.

l)r. W. R. White-Cooper and H. K. Griffith : (1) A Case of Inversion of

the Uterus occurring in the Third Week of the Pnerpurium : (2) A Case
of Obstructed Labour due to Contraction Ring.—B. Whitehouse and
Dr. H. Featherstone : Note on the Use of Spinal Ana'sthesia with Tropo-

cocaine in cases of Ciesarian Section.—Dr. S. Cameron : Ca?sarian

Section.
Cauera Clob, at 8.15.—J. E. Saunders : Off the Beaten Track at the Zoo.

FRIDAY, February 2.

Royal Society of Medicine, (Laryngology Section), at 4.45.— Dr. !•

Moore: Operative Procedures in the Treatment of liilateral Paralysis

of the Abductor Muscles of the Larynx, with Special Reference to a

New Method by means of which, it is suggested, the Air-way may be
Re-opened and the Patient Decannulated.

Royal College of Surofons of England, at 5.—Prof. C. A. Joll : The
Metatastic Tumours of Bone.

Royal Astronomical So<:ietv (Geophysical Discussion), at 5.— Col. E.

M. Jack : The Projection for the International Aeronautical Map.
Other speakers, Capt. G. T. McCaw, Col. Sir C. F. Close, Col. J. L.

Winterbothain, and probably A. B. Hi'ks. Chairman, Sir G. P.

Lenox-Conyngham.
iNSTriuTioN OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS (Informal Meeting), at 7.—A. E.

L. Chorlton : The Use of Light Alloys in place of Iron and Steel.

Junior Institution of Engineers, at 7.30.—P. J. Waldram : Ventilation

. and Lighting of Factories.

Royal Society of Medicine (Epidemiology and State Medicine Section),

at 8.— Dr. It. J. Rhece : Progress and Problems in Epideiniologx

(Presidential Address).
Roval SotiETY OF MEDICINE (Auiesthetics Scction), at 8.30—Dr. J. s.

Goodall : Some Cardiovascular Conditions in relation to Ana?sthesia.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 9—C. F. Cross: Fact and
Phantasy in Industrial Science.

PUBLIC LECTURES.

SATURDAY, January 27.

HoRNiMAN Museum (Forest Hill), at 3.30.-Capt. W. H. Date : Wireless

Telephony and Broadcasting.

TUESDAY, January 30.

Gresham College, at o.— A. R. Hinks : Astronomy. (Succeediii-

Lectures on January 31, February 1 and 2).

WEDNESDAY, January 31.

Kino's College, at 6.30.—Sir Frank Dyson : The Measurement of Stellar

Distances.
THURSDAY, February 1.

FiNsBURY Technical College (Leonard'Street), at 7.30,—Sir Oliver Lodge

:

The Basis of Wireless Communication (Silvanus Thompson Memorial
Lecture).

Royal Institute of British Architects, at 8.—G. T. Forrest : London's
Unhealthy \reas (Chadwick Lectures (1)). (Succeeding Lecture on
February S).

SATURDAY, February 3.

HoRNiMAN Museum (Forest Hill), at 3.30.— F. Balfour-Browno : Insect

Pests and their Control.
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The Science and Practice of Pure Milk
Supply.

II.

IN last week's article on this subject emphasis was

placed on the importance of the consideration

that efforts to secure pure milk satisfyinj; scientific

conditions should not, if possible, be permitted to

reduce the total quantity of milk available for public

use. There i.s little doulit that immofiiatc action to en-

force the supply of milk from non-tulierculous cattle

would have this effect, and thus action beneficent in

its intention would be inimical to the public welfare.

Tliere is every reason for excludinj,' from milking

herds all cows with diseased udders, or which can be

shown to be fjiving milk containing tubercle bacilli.

It is advisable to encourage farmers to clear their

herds of tuberculosis, and to give special certificates

to farmers who sell. milk only from cows proved free

from tuberculosis by the tuberculin test. It may be

desirable to go further than this for small herds of

cattle, with a limited supply ; for a single diseased

cow in a small herd is much more dangerous to human
consumers than when the bacillary milk is diluted

in a vaster volume of milk. There are those who

regard the imbibition of small quantities of tubercle

bacilli in milk as a valuable means of securing partial

human immunity ; but even if this be accepted as

possible, the toleration implied by it of tuberculous

infection of unknown dosage is unscientific, and the

only sensible plan is to pasteurise milk from untested

herds. Every human being receives tubercle bacilli

of human origin in small doses, and the prevention

of human tulnrculosis may be said to consist—on the

side of infection—in preventing too frequent or massive

infection, beyond the powers of personal resistance.

This is much more important for young children than

for adults, whether the tuberculous infection is derived

from milk or from a consumptive hutnan patient.

Pasteurisation then is a chief means of protection

against the occasional dangers of milk. It is not an

alternative to the hygiene of the cow and of the cow-

shed, of transport, of sale, and of domestic storage.

It is supplementary to them and aids their action.

Nor can pasteurisation lie said to encourage the

continuance of a dirty milk supply. Milk which is

dirty does not keep well after pasteurisation, and is

thus commercially unprofitable. The methods of

pasteurisation have improved, the flash method

having been replaced by the " holder method " of

pasteurisation, which makes it more likely that the

milk will all be subjected to the temperature decided

upon. Pasteurisation is still in process of improve-

ment, as there is reason to think that in practice
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some of the milk may escape too soon from the heating

process. Even so the danger of tuberculosis, etc. has

been greatly reduced, for dosage of infection is an

essential element in the result. The temperature

prescribed in the recent Order of the Ministry of Health

is not less than 145° F. and not more than 150° F.

for at least half an hour, the milk to be immediately

cooled to a temperature of not more than 55° F. It

is also laid down that any sample of pasteurised milk

taken before delivery to the consumer shall not con-

tain more than 30,000 bacteria per c.c. nor any bacillus

coli in one-tenth of a cubic centimetre.

It is unfortunate that, in the somewhat hesitating

and tentative regulations of the Ministry of Health,

it has not been regarded as advisable to regulate the

conditions of commercial pasteurisation, which is

practised on a large scale without any special certificate

being asked for by the producer. It is probable

that at the present time most of the milk coming

into London is pasteurised, though not always satis-

factorily. In American cities such pasteurisation is

subject to rigid supervision, an automatic gauge of

the temperature of pasteurisation being kept for

official inspection : and the system now inaugurated

in England, in which it will be possible for vendors

to pay for a certificate of permission to sell "pasteur-

ised " milk, while their neighbours are selling pasteur-

ised or partially pasteurised milk without such a

certificate and without disclosure of the fact that the

milk has been treated by heat, is obviously a system

which should not continue. The uncertified and un-

declared pasteurisation has real possibilities of mischief

;

for it leads the unsuspecting purchaser to subject

the milk to repeated heating to its detriment. Such

doubly-heated milk is liable to produce scurvy and

rickets. This naturally leads to the consideration of

the drawbacks to pasteurisation of milk. The evi-

dence goes to show that pasteurisation as defined

above, followed by rapid cooling, does not spoil the

milk. Such milk, like dried milk, has not been shown

to produce scurvy : and any fear on this point is

averted by the use of fruit juice in small quantities.

Although the vitamin-content of milk treated on the

" holder " system has not been adequately investi-

gated, experimental observations quoted in the October

issue of the Scottish Journal of Agriculture show that

there need be little apprehension on this head, especi-

ally if the precautionary use of fruit juice is adopted.

The admirable results of feeding infants on dried milk

confirm this opinion.

The general enforcement of pasteurisation of milk

is called for in the public interest, and there can be

little doubt that step by step this will come into

operation. It is the most practical method of State
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regulation ; and it secures immediate safety against

serious risks of infection when carried out satisfactorily.

For many years efforts to improve the sanitary con-

ditions of the farm and thg cow-byre have been

made, but with results which are quite incommen-

surate with the expense involved. By dirt tests,

bacterial counts, insistence on cooling of the milk at

the farm, and allied measures, both the wholesale

purchaser of the farmer's milk and the sanitary

authority can do much to increase its cleanliness

;

but pasteurisation is the essential safeguard in the

public interest. Attacks on pasteurised milk are not

justified scientifically, and they imply, if successful, a

continuance of the supply of infective milk, with the

dangers at present associated with its consumption.

Pasteurisation is already enforced in a considerable

number of American cities, and we would welcome

action on the part of the British Government which

would permit large local authorities in this country

to aid the milk industry and to safeguard the public

health by enforcing the pasteurisation under satis-

factory conditions of the local milk supply.

The pasteurisation of milk supplies carries with

it the distribution of milk in sterilised sealed bottles,

which is an important safeguard against domestic

contamination, a chief source under present conditions

of mischief.

The Ministry of Health has issued regulations also as

to superior qualities of milk, which may be described

as Certified, Grade A or Grade A (tuberculin tested).

Grade A milk is described in the official notice

circulated with these regulations as " superior to the

ordinary milk of the country and reasonably safe

under all ordinary circumstances." Evidently certi-

fication of such milk must be made with fear and

trembling. According to the schedule of conditions

imposed, the cows have not been proved to be

free from tuberculosis by the tuberculin test, the

chief test imposed being a trimestrial examination of

the herd by a veterinary surgeon, who orders the

exclusion of any animal " showing evidence of any

disease which is likely to affect the milk injuriously."

American experience has shown that even with tuber-

culin testing, it is necessary to pasteurise the Grade A
milk supplied for children's hospitals : and the above

certificate for Grade A milk cannot be regarded as

conferring anything approximating to the security

for the consumer which efficient pasteurisation pro-

vides. The above -quoted definition conduces to

furious thought. We must regard the " ordinary

milk of the country "—the milk with which the vast

majority of children are supplied—as not " reason-

ably safe." If so, and it is so, why does the Ministry

of Health stop short of a simple regulation requiring
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jjastcurisation of the mass of publicly supplied milk

and thus at once ensuring safety from the chief

dangers of our milk supply ? Why also does it not

insist on declaration of pasteurisation when this has

been done commercially apart from any regulations

for certifying pasteurised milk ?

Physics and Psychics.

(i) (Psychical Research). The Goligher Circle, May to

August tg3i. Experiences of Dr. E. E. Foumier

d'.Vlbe. With an .\ppendix containinj; Extracts

from the Correspondence of the late Dr. W. J.

Crawford, and others. Pp. 81+ plates. (London:

J. M. Watkins, 21 Cecil Court, 1922.) 7s. 6d. net.

(2) The Case against Spirit Photographs. By C.

Vincent Patrick and W. Whately Smith. Pp. 47.

(London : Kegan Paul and Co., Ltd., 1922.)

(3) Cold Light on Spirilualislic " Phenomena "
: An

Experiment with the Crnoe Circle. By Harry Price.

Pp. 15. (London : Kogan Paul and Co., Ltd., 1922.)

6d. net.

(1) y N this book Dr. Foumier d'Albe records his

I experiments witii the Goligher medium and

Circle, undertaken to corroborate, if possible, the re-

markable results claimed In- the late Dr. Crawford. In

order to explain certain alleged occult phenomena

("raps."' " Icvitations," etc.) obtained with this

medium, Dr. Crawford postulated as the agents in-

visible entities which he called " operators," and

believed to be departed iiuman beings (spirits). The
modus operandi of the " operators " is as follows :

From the medium's body, metamorphosed from her
" flesh," a substance, indifferently called " plasm,"
" ectoplasm," " psychic fluid," etc., emanates as an

extensible rod, the proximal end of which retains

connexion with the medium's body, the distal free end

being provided with a " suction grip " to hold, and

move, objects. Dr. Crawford not only photographed

this " psychic stuflF," but also in June 1920 saw it and

felt it wriggling up the medium's legs like a snake.

Shortly after this experience he committed suicide,

and his researches ceased. Some ten months later

Dr. Foumier d'Albe takes up the broken threads.

The seance room he describes as feebly illuminated by
a one candle-power gas-burner, enclosed in a box with

red glass sides so arranged that the medium is in

comparative darkness, the floor, the legs of the members
of the Circle, and even some of their hands, being in

total darkness. Kathleen Goligher, the medium, is

seated at one end, so to speak, of the circle of sitters,

her father being almost invariably next her.

Dr. Foumier d'Albe placed at the bottom of an
empty decanter a glass button, a peg, and a cork,
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and asked the " spirits " to remove the cork by means
of a " psychic structure," but leave the other objects

in the decanter. The " spirits," apparently unable to

discriminate between the objects, remove the button.

Dr. Foumier d'.Ube next placed with the button a

drop of mercury in the decanter, and requested the
" spirits " to remove the former only. After repeated

attempts they gave it up, saying, through raps, that

they would try again another day. They did—and

succeeded. Lastly, to prevent both inversion of the

decanter and substitution. Dr. Foumier d'Albe asks

them to remove the button from a decanter containing

water. After several trials the " spirits " rap out the

message that they cannot do so, as the water dissolves

the " pisychic structure."

By this time the experimenter is becoming dis-

illusioned. Xor are his suspicions allayed by the

chiffon-like appearance of the shadowgraph which he

took of the " ectoplasm." Finally, when Dr. Foumier

d'Albe unmistakably felt muscular movements of both

father and daughter going on in unison with the move-

ments of a " levitated " table, when, a little later, he

saw a " levitated " stool balanced on the foot of the

medium's outstretched leg, he thought it time to

conclude the experiments. He sent the medium a

cheque, stating he desired no more sittings as, after

three months' experimenting, he had gathered no

definite evidence in favour of the psychic origin of the

phenomena. However, he was persuaded to attend

one more sitting at which a great effort was to be

made to produce evidential phenomena. Dr. Foumier

d'Albe assented, stipulating that the medium's feet be

tied to the chair, and her arms held. This was agreed

to, but, as is always the case at seances when trickery

is precluded, there were no spiritualistic phenomena of

any kind, no levitation could be obtained—not even

the faintest rap.

Dr. Foumier d'Albe is to be congratulated on his

exfwsure of this notorious medium and Circle. But

let the reader be under no misapprehension : although

Dr. Fournicr d'.Mbe says Dr. Crawford's experiments

are invalidated he yet sees nothing in his own.dealings

with the Golighers to make him doubt the genuineness

of the " spiritualistic phenomena " of Madame Bisson

and her medium Eva C. We wonder if he holds the

same opinion now that the " phenomena " of this

French medium have been dismissed as a " clumsy

hoax " by a committee of professors who recently

witnessed them.

The book contains an appendix dealing with the

correspondence of the late Dr. Crawford and others

which the reader cannot afford to ignore, as it furnishes

a good insight into the reasoning capacity and " scien-

tific method " of spiritualists.
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(2) The authors describe the many methods of

taking spirit-photographs, enumerate the devices of

mediums for deceiving the public, and, finally, state

why they decline to accept the phenomena as

genuine. " Of all spiritualistic phenomena," says Mr.

Smith, " spirit-photographs are the most obviously

fraudulent.''

The general argument of believers in spirit-photo-

graphy is as follows : The ether waves that affect the

eye (light) constitute but a small proportion of the

complete wave-scale. The photographic plate is

sensitive to infra-red and ultra-violet waves, and to

X-rays, to all of which the retina is indifferent. Why,

therefore, should not the photographic plate respond

to " spirit " emanations ? The reasoning, while not

altogether unsound, calls to mind the advice in the

cookery book in the recipe for hare soup—first catch

your hare !

The type of spirit-photograph with which this work

principally deals is, in the jargon of the cult, an " extra."

A bereaved individual gives the spirit-photographer

(medium) a description or a portrait of the departed

one from whom he wants a sign. After payment of

fees he sits for his portrait, which is duly presented

with an extra figure thereon that the victim imagines

to represent his lost one. Spiritualists claim that

hundreds of " extras " have thus been recognised,

which only shows how much the psychology of decep-

tion accentuates the truism—the wish is father to the

thought. The spirit-photographer Buguet was eventu-

all)' detected and sentenced to twelve months' im-

prisonment and a heavy fine
; yet, despite his con-

fession of guilt and his description of how he had

faked the " spirits " on his photographs, witness after

witness came forward and swore to having recognised

the " extras."

Mr. Patrick, in a careful analysis of " Fairy Photo-

graphs," recently published by Sir A. Conan Doyle,

directs attention to the many suspicious points demand-

ing further explanation, and he does not hesitate to

label the fairies as " fakes.''

If only those who desire to receive communications

from the unseen would first read this book one of the

most pernicious forms of parasitism extant would

disappear.

(3) Mr. Price's remarks are significant, as he is a mem-
ber of the Society for Psychical Research—a society

not notoriously addicted to hypercriticism of occult

phenomena. To him is due the credit of exposing

Mr. Hope of Crewe, the last and most elusive of the

three leading British spirit-photographers. Vearn-

combe had been detected substituting plates. Mrs.

Deane, a member of, and strongly recommended b)-,

the " British College of Psychic Science," has also been
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proved to have tampered with plates. Remained only

Mr. Hope and his assistant Mrs. Buxton. To him

comes Mr. Price craving a " spirit extra," and armed

with a set of four plates secretly marked by X-rays

with a stencil design in such way that, ajter develop-

ment, the whole set of plates would show the complete

design, any lacunae in the latter proving substitution.

As a result, Mr. Hope is found " guilty of deliberately

substituting his own plates for those of a sitter."

The question which the reader will ask after perusal

of these three works is not—Why are there so many
deceivers ? but Why are there so many dupes .-' Money

—whether fees for " extras " and " psychographs
"

or substantial royalties for books—may explain the

former, but wherefore the victims ? The secret, we

opine, lies in a defect of education. The young are

taught to think, but not hoiu to think. It is of minor

import whether the conclusions in which thoughts

terminate are or are not in accordance with fact.

What is of vital importance is the character of the

mental processes. It is wrong thinking rather than

wrong thoughts that so often mars the individual,

undermines society, and imperils the State. Circum-

spice I So long as the young growing child does not

learn how to think, there will inevitably be an undue

proportion of grown-ups whose pitiful logic consists

in drawing false conclusions from unsound premises,

and to whom error appears as truth provided it be

shouted sufficiently loudly and frequently.

C. Marsh Be.\dnell.

A Great American Agricultural Cyclopaedia.

(i) Cyclopedia of Farm Crops : A Popular Survey of

Crops and Crop-making Methods in the United States

and Canada. Edited by L. H. Bailey. Pp. xvi-l-

699 + 25 plates. (New York: The Macmillan Co.
;

London : Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 255. net.

(2) Cyclopedia of Farm Animals. Edited by L. H.

Bailey. Pp. xvi + 708 -1-25 plates. (New York:

The Macmillan Co. ; London : Macmillan and Co.,

Ltd., 1922.) 255. net.

DR. L. H. BAILEY has edited more agricultural

books than any other man living, but he can

never have excelled the two volumes that constitute

this Cyclopeedia. One volume deals with crops : the

other with animals. Of agricultural crops there are

in the United States between one and two hundred,

quite apart of course from the innumerable plants

coming within the province of the horticulturist. In

these volumes a generous view is taken, and room is

found for medicinal plants and plants yielding fibre,

paper, oil, dyes, etc., which would not usually bi

included in an agricultural list. The animals are less'

1
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numerous, but even here the list is much larger than

would have been expected, and is made to include

pets, fish, game, and productive insects, as well as the

usual poultry and live-stock. The volumes are the

direct descendant of the well-known Cyclopaedia of

American Agriculture, which has run out of print and

by reason of the cost will not be reprinted in exienso.

(i) The plan of the volume dealing with crops is to

start with an account of the life processes of the plant,

well written by W. J. V. Osterhout, followed by de-

scriptions of the effects of stimulation by artificial

light, weak poisons, and electricity ; then to deal with

insect and fungoid pcsis, and afterwards with plant

breeding. The more technical part commences with

accounts of the general principles of crop production

and farm management, rotations, the growth of crops

under cover, etc., and finally comes the long list of

field crops, each of which is dealt with in detail.

More than a hundred experts have contributed to

the volume and they have amassed a wealth of interest-

ing material, much of which seems \'ery strange to

English readers. How many agriculturists in this

countrv are familiar witli the agricultural process of

" singeing the cholla " ? This operation is described

in connexion with the cactus which constitutes a con-

siderable part of the vegetation in the southern part

of the range country. New Mexico and Arizona. Un-

fortunately the natural cacti are in the main .spiny,

and the attempts to introduce spineless forms useful

to stock have not pro\ed particularly successful.

Nothing daunted, howe\'er, the American ranger has

proved equal to the situation ; by means of a gasoline

blow-lamp the spines are singed off, with the result

that the cacti become much relished by live-stock and

are literally devoured, the prickly pears being eaten

nearly to the ground, while only the trunks and woody

branches of the choUas (ppttnta Jidgida) remain.

Turning to agriculture proper, the most important

and most distinctive crop of the United States is

maize, there always called " com." It is described as

of Mexican origin and related to Mexican grass teosinte

(Euclilana Mexicana). Tlic annual value of the crop

exceeds that of any other in the States^ and is esti-

mated at more than a billion dollars : the most im-

portant individual States are Illinois, Iowa, Nebraska,

Mi.ssouri, Kansas, and Indiana ; the least important

are Montana and Wyoming. The yield varies from

less than 10 bushels per acre in Florida to 35 or 36

bushels per acre in Connecticut, Massachusetts, Maine,

and Pennsylvania. Its different varieties are, to a

greater extent than those of any other crop, capable of

adaptation to local conditions ; some mature in seventy

or eighty days, and are thus suited to the short seasons

of the North ; these attain a height of 3 ft. or 4 ft.
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only. Others found in the South ha\-e a growing

season of six months, and may reach a height of 20 ft.

or more. The crop fits well into rotation farming, and

therefore is assured of a permanent place in agriculture.

Another highly important crop is wheat, the

area of whicli increased greatly in the States during

the period in wiiich it was shrinking here. Wheat is,

however, essentially a pioneer crop, and it tends to

shift towards the newer countries. Thus, during the

past fifty years the centre of wheat production in the

United .States has moved westwards more rapidly than

has the centre of the population. In 1850 New York

was one of the great wheat-growing States ; now it

produces only a little more than i per cent, of the

United States crop. I^ter on. Southern Wisconsin

and Northern Illinois became the chief wheat States
;

now Kansas and North Dakota take the lead. Plant

breeders and seedsmen have been busily occupied with

the crop, and an immense number of different varieties

have been grown : so far back as 1895 the U.S. De-

partment grew more than 1000 different sorts for

several years, though a number were found to be

identical, and only about 250 were of any value to

American growers. Since then the varieties have

increa.sed considerably.

Unlike Great Britain, the United States has a

large area of spring-sown wheat, and, moreover,

much of its wheat is grown under drier conditions

than prevail here. There are still sections of the

semi-arid country where no rotation is adopted

and where wheat simply alternates with summer
fallow, though, as Dr. Lyttleton Lyon points out, this

will probably before long be replaced by a rotation

including perennial grass or leguminous crops left

down for some years. Elsewhere in the com belt

much of the spring wheat supply altemates with

maize, though the winter wheat is usually grown in a

rotation—maize, maize, oats, wheat, clover. This is

somewhat of the same type as British wheat growing,

with the substitution of wheat or oats for the first

maize crop and roots for the second. The har\'esting,

however, is carried out altogether differently, and we
have in this country nothing approaching the " Header "

or the " Combine " now in use in parts of the States.

i\s the book is written for American agriculturists

there is no specific account of British crop production.

There are, however, casual references, not all of which

are accurate. Thus, it is stated that spurrey is culti-

vated by dair>- farmers in Great Britain, which we
believe is not the case.

(2) The volume on animals is equally rich in stores

of interesting and valuable material. It is gratifying

to a native of Great Britain to find how large a part

is played by animals which originated here : horses,

K I
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sheep, cows, pigs as used on the best farms have been

distributed from this country, which still fortunately

retains its best studs. British readers will turn with

much interest to the account of the bison, which, it is

suggested, has agricultural possibilities. It is not in

itself a particularly tractable animal ; the young

calves are ready to fight within a few minutes of

birth ; but it crosses with the domesticated cow to

produce a hybrid known as the " cattalo," which is

said to offer possibilities.

Altogether the volumes will be found of much value

to the student of agriculture, and they reflect great

credit alike on the editor, the contributors, and the

publishers. E. J. Russell.

History of Electrical Science.

Bibliographical History of Electricity and Magnetism,

Chronologically Arranged. Compiled by Dr. P. F.

Mottelay. Pp. xx + 673. (London: C. Grififin and

Co., Ltd., 1922.) 42i\ net.

THE title of this book and its subtitle, " Researches

into the Domain of the Early Sciences, especially

from the Period of the Revival of Scholasticism, with

Biographical and other Accounts of the most Dis-

tinguished Natural Philosophers throughout the Middle

Ages," well describe the contents. Every scientific man
is interested in the early days of science, and most

of them know a few traditions about its history. It

will be a boon to them to find out how far these tradi-

tions are justified by the facts, and this book of Dr.

Mottelay's, whose death we had recently to deplore,

will be of the greatest assistance to them. The volume

gives very complete references to all the discoverers of

the laws of electricity and magnetism and the writers

on these subjects. The author starts from the dawn of

authentic Chinese history (2637 B.C.) and ends with

Christmas day 1821, when Faraday converted electrical

into mechanical energy by causing a wire carrying a

current to rotate in a magnetic field.

Many photographic reproductions are given of pages

from ancient books and manuscripts. In particular

the reproductions of pages from the " Epistola . . .

de magnete " of Petrus Peregrinus (1269) taken from

the Bodleian MS. and from an almost illegible MS. in

the Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris are extremely

interesting.

Roger Bacon, a contemporary of Peregrinus, describes

him as a " thoroughly accomplished, perfect mathe-

matician." He wrote the earliest-known treatise on

experimental science and gave the first description of

a pivoted compass. A full description is given of Dr.

Gilbert's (1600) " De magnete . . .," in which reasons

are given for supposing that the earth is a magnet.
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Sir Isaac Newton in a private letter (17 16) seems to

have partially anticipated Franklin's discovery that

a lightning flash was electrical in origin. He writes :

" I have been much amused by ye singular (/jtv'o/xei'a

resulting from bringing a neeSle into contact with a

piece of amber or resin fricated on silke clothe. Ye

flame putteth me in mind of sheet lightning on a small

—

how very small—scale." It is not generally known

that the great French physicist and mathematician

Poisson described the method of obtaining the hori-

zontal value of the earth's magnetic field in absolute

measure (1828). Sturgeon mentions that Snow Harris,

who used strips of copper for his lightning conductors,

carried the lightning conductor of a small man-of-war

through the powder-magazine !

This volume deserves a place in every scientific

library. To electrical engineers of all nationalities it

makes a special appeal. A. R.

Organic Chemistry.

(i) Grundlegende Operationen der Farbfnchemie. Von

Prof. Dr. H. E. Fierz-David. Zweite verbesserte

Auflage. Pp. xiv-t-266. (Berlin: J. Springer,

1922.) 300 marks ; 12s.

(2) Organic Chemistry. By Prof. W. H. Perkin and

Prof. F. S. Kipping. Entirely new edition. Part i.

Pp. xi4-68i +XX. (London and Edinburgh : W. and

R. Chambers, Ltd. ; Philadelphia : J. B. Lippincott

Co., 1922.) Ss. 6d. net.

(3) Trattalo di chimica generale ed applicata all' In-

diistria. By Prof. E. Molinari. Vol. 2 : Chimica

organica. Parte seconda. Terza edizione riveduta

ed amplicata. Pp. xv-l- 625-1406. (Milano : Ulrico

Hoepli, 1922.) 48 lire.

(i) 'TpHE first edition of Dr. H. E. Fierz-David's

X. volume on the chemistry of dyeing has

been translated into English, and is by now well

known to English chemists connected with the manu-

facture of synthetic dyestuffs and to students of

chemistry preparing for that branch of industry. It

is a book which has supplied a distinct and ever-

increasing demand.

The preface to the new German edition is interesting
|

in so far as the author, who thought fit to suppress

certain processes in the interest of the home industry,

now finds that these methods with little modification]

are common to all countries manufacturing " inters

mediates," and that there is nothing which he ha

described which will affect the Swiss colour-makers.

(2) The text-book of organic chemistry by PerkL

and Kipping is too well known in our universities and

colleges to need more than a brief reference to the nev

edition. It contains some important additions, notablj
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chapter 42, in which an account is given of the use of

catalysts in organic chemistry, the hardening of oils,

Thiele's theory and tlie cracking -of petroleum. An

extension of the sugar group is given in chapter 39.

No doubt in a future edition of the book these somewhat

incongruously grouped subjects will be allotted their

proper places.

Minor modifications and additions are the explanation

of the reactions which occur in the preparation of formic

acid and of allyl alcohol from glycerol and oxalic acid

in accordance with Chattaway's work and Werner's

method for the preparation of methylamine from

formaldehyde. Some |)arts of the chapter on the

terpenes have been modified, and several new synthetic

products have found a place.

(3) Prof. Molinari's organic chemistry, which was

translated into Englisli l)y T. H. Pope, constitutes

vol, 2 of his treatise on chemistry. Since its first

appearance a second and third edition of the organic

section have appeared, the last being so much enlarged

as to necessitate a division into two parts, each of

substantial dimensions. The first part has already

appeared in its English dress, and no doubt the second

part, the subject of the present notice, will soon follow.

Although this treatise has already been reviewed in

these columns (Nature, May 12, 1921, p. 325), it may
be again stated that the organic section is in many

respects unique. As tlie title states, it deals with

general chemistry and chemistry applied to industr)-.

The industrial part is not merely a bare text-book out-

line of the process, such as the text-book compiler

occasionally introduces from conscientious motives,

but without either knowledge of or interest in the

subject. The descriptions are such as might be found

in a specialised treatise dealing with the processes and

are illustrated by excellent diagrams and drawings of

apparatus, often with cost of plant and appliances.

Moreover, analytical methods and figures are given with

numerous statistics of imports, exports, and prices.

Such a com|)rehensive combination of the theory and

practice of chemistry is in itself illuminating, and one

may turn over page after page and find a store of

information, of which the non-technical chemist has

probably never heard. It gives a clear picture, more

impressive indeed than the splendid " Dictionary of

Applied Chemistry," of the invasion of industry by

science and the widespread extent of that invasion.

It is a treatise upon which both author and publisher

and also the translator may be congratulated, and

one feels sure that the friendly appeal of the publisher

attached to the volume by a slip of paper in which

he " offre questo volume in omaggio con la preghiera di

raccomandarlo agli amici e favorime la diflusione
"

will find a favourable response.
J. B. C.
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Our Bookshelf.

The Old English Herbals. By Eleanour Sinclair Kohde.

Pp. xii-i- 243. (London : Longmans, Green and Co,,

1922.) 215. net.

The subject of herbals has always attracted students

of botanical history. The beauty of their figures, tlie

quaintness of their language, their appearance as the

herald of the scientific development of i)()tany, their

appeal to the folklorist and designer, have all combined

to create a demand for these books. Dealers have not

been liackward in reflecting the extent of this demand

in the prices tiiey have put upon them.

It may be doubted, however, whether the scientific

student "of the history of science will pay ((uite the

same importance to these herbals as is attached to

them by the collector. Undoubtedly the manuscript

herbals and some of the earlier printed herl)als represent

a stage in the development of science. Eor the most

part, however, their preparation has demanded little

thought—except from the illustrator—and no general

ideas. Some of the most picturesque of them are

even liehind the scientific development of the time

in which they appeared.

Some years ago Mrs. .\gnes Arber, in her admirably

illustrated and arranged work on " Herbals," produced

a scholarlv general account of the.se books. Miss

Rohde confines herself to those of English origin.

The choice is, perhaps, unfortunate in one important

respect since, in fact, few of the herbals which had

any influence on the course of botany were produced

in this country. On the other hand, her choice has

provided an admirable opportunity for giving a picture

of the attitude towards botanical studies in this

country in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

The hook, too. is packed with a good selection of the

very quaintest quotations, by which the sternest critic

will be at once charmed and disarmed. If they are

not always relevant they are always entertaining.

No reviewer will put down the volume without the

feeling that wliatevcr its faults he has been presented

with a most readable and entertaining book, and after

all, what are books for save to be read and to entertain ?

The would-be writer of the slashing article— if any of

that iron l)reed yet survive—will find that Miss Rohde

has smiled him into good humour long before he has

turned the second cover. The illustrations, too, are

excellent, the volume is remarkably cheap, and the

bibliography useful.

Essentials for the Microscopical Determination of Rock-

Forming Minerals and Rocks. \l\ Dr. \. Johannsen.

Pp. vi + 53. (Chicago : University of Chicago Press.

London: Cambridge University Press, 1922.) lis.

net.

Prof. Johannsen has deserved well of petrologists.

The present publication by him comprises some half-

a-dozen tables, explained and illustrated by notes and

diagrams. The minerals are classed in the first place

according as they are opaque or transparent, isotropic

or uniaxial or biaxial, uncolourcd or coloured, and

pleochroic or non-pleochroic, and to each of these

divisions is allotted a table. In the tables the aniso.
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tropic minerals are arranged verticall}' in the order of

their birefringence indicated in the central column
;

and laterally from the centre outwards, according to

their refractive indexes shown at the top of the table.

The range of the refractive index of each mineral

is given by a horizontal line, somewhat in the

same manner as in the " Petrographic Methods " of

Dr. Holmes.
Comparatively little use is made of the optic axial

angle, though even a rough estimate involving no
elaborate procedure or calculations may be quite useful.

Another observation which can be made without

difficulty is whether the direction of maximum absorp-

tion coincides with the fast or the slow direction of

vibration. The sections dealing with the felspars,

pyroxenes and amphiboles are excellent, but the use

of the term melatope (p. 32) for the point of emergence

of an optic axis in interference figures should have been

explained.

The concluding pages are devoted to the author's

new quantitative classification of igneous rocks, which
is based on the " mode," the actual minerals present,

instead of on the " norm." Most petrologists in this

countrj' believe, however, that any quantitati\'e

system of classification is essentially misleading.

J. W. Evans.

Annuaire pour Van rgsj publiS par le Bureau des

Longitudes. Pp. viii + 654 + A118 + B12 + C16 + D72.
Supplement a I'Annuaire du Bureau des Longitudes

pour I'an 1923 : Distribution des pluies en France.

15 planches. (Paris : Gauthier-Villars et Cie, n.d.)

6.50 francs.

This very handy little volume is now widely known,
and the issue for 1923 shows no falling off in its general

utility ; it contains all the usual calendar information,

and has tables and descriptive matter dealing with all

classes of heavenly bodies ; there are also physical,

mensurative, and geographical tables. The only point

in these tables that seems to call for some criticism is

the section relating to comets. The orbits given are in

many cases by no means the latest or most accurate

available ; the latest return of Encke's referred to is

that of 1914, though it has been seen since then, in 1918
and 1921. The date given for the perihelion passage of

the comet Pons-Winnecke in 1921 is June 20, which is

eight days too late ; it is also curious that this comet is

called simply Winnecke's, forgetting that it was first

found by the French astronomer I^ons, and that its

periodicity was known long before Winnecke found it in

1858.

The special essay contained in this volume is by
M. G. Bigourdan on the climate of France ; it contains

many tables and diagrams, and discusses the different

types of climate belonging to different regions, and also

the diurnal and annual variations in cloud, rain, etc.

M. Bigourdan describes the system of weather forecasts

by wireless, which are now distributed daily, and should

be of great service to agriculturists.

There are obituary notices of Gabriel Lippmann and
Jules Carpentier, both of whom died last year.

The small suggestion may be made that the leaves of

the book should be cut, as is usually done in volumes of

this character, where ease of reference is a desideratum.

A. C. D. C.

Common Stones : Unconventional Essays in Geology.

By Prof. G. A. J. Cole. (Common Things Series.)

Pp. 259. (London and New York : Andrew Melrose,

Ltd., n.d.) 65. net.

Prof. Cole's twenty essays* on common stones are

written with a literary grace and charm which should

give this book a firm place among British popular

presentations of science. It should do to-day the

service which Kingsley's " Town Geology " did for an
earlier generation. The volume sketches the modern
theories of rock formation, on which the author writes

with the knowledge of an expert, while his references

to the field occurrence of the rocks make the reader

share with him the pleasure of many field days. The
chapters which deal with sedimentary petrology are

especially useful ; one of the most attractive is that

on soils, as might be expected from the head of a

Geological Survey which has devoted especial attention

to agricultural geology.

Advanced students would profit by reading these

essays, for they quote much new information and many
unfamiliar instances ; the author, for example, lays

stress on the origin of oolitic structures by chemical

processes, and on the formation of corries by ni\-ation

instead of by glacial erosion ; he rejects some con-

clusions based on the low ash content of anthracite ;

in emphasising the need for safeguarding our future

coal supphes he remarks wittily that a century hence

a chapter on coal would be out of place in his volume,

as coal would then be regarded as a precious and not

as a common material.

The humanistic feeling shown in this book by its

high literary quality and its frequent reference to the

early founders of geology would 'make its perusal of

special benefit to science students in view of the grow-

ing specialisation in their preliminary education.

Kincardineshire. By the late George H. Kinnear.

Pp. xi-i-i22. (Cambridge: At the University

Press, 1921.) Price 4s. 6d. net.

Kincardineshire, though one of the smaller of the

Scottish counties, is a compendium of Scottish geo-

graphical types, for it includes typical areas of high-

lands, lowlands, and of the eastern coastal districts.

Kincardine is interpreted as " the end of the high

lands " and it is used for various localities in Scotland
;

the name is appropriate to this county, as it includes

the eastern end of the Grampians. The chief lowland

area is the plain known as " the Howe of the Mearns "

which is the eastern end of the Vale of Strathmore.

The coast is very variable in character, and unusually

picturesc|ue
;

part of it consists of soft beds which

are undergoing rapid abrasion by the sea ; elsewhere

occurs an alternation of hard rocks which project in

headlands such as that surmounted by Dunnottar

Castle, and of soft bands which have been worn back

into bays. The interest of the coastal scenery is

enhanced by the numerous stacks and caves. The
headlands act as groynes, and their protecting effect

was shown in the case rendered classic by Lyell, who
recorded the destruction of the village of Mathers

on a single night in 1795 owing to the sea breaking

through a ledge of limestone which had been weakened

bv quarrying. Fishing villages- are numerous along

I
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the coast, and one of them, Findon, has given its name
to the " finnan haddock." The population is lowland
and included the ancestors of Burns. The sections

on the geology and meteorology of the country are

well up-to-date ; the author, for example, attributes

the mild climate of Scotland to the south-west winds
and not to the discredited Gulf Stream.

Zeitschrijt fur angrivandte Geophysik. Unter sldndiger

Mitarbeit zahlreicher Fachgenossen. Herausgegeben
von Dr. Richard Ambronn. Vol. i., Part I. Pp. 32.

(Berlin : Gebriider Borntraeger, 1922.) 20^.

While the attention of geologists is justly turned

to physical considerations, in view of our immense
ignorance of the inner constitution of the earth, it

may be questioned if it is wise at the present time to

inaugurate a .special journal for geophysics. The first

part of the Zeitschrijt fiir angewandte Geophysik is

; issued under the editorship of Dr. R. Ambronn, of

Gottingen, by one of the most enterprising firms in

Germany. Its thirty-two pages are priced at twenty
! English shillings, which puts it beyond the reach of

I

scientific men who are also taxpayers in our islands.

We cannot help feelini; that the money would be

better spent in supporting: and, if necessary, enlarging

the scope of one of the German geological journals

that have already won a world-wide reputation.

Dr. .\mbronn shows how the measurement of radio-

activity, of variations in gravity from point to point,

of the increment of temperature with depth, and of the
' propagation of earth(]uakc waves, subjects that truly

belong to the domain of i;eophysies, find their applica-
i tions in the search for ore-bodies, basins of light

\

minerals, such as rock-salt, and of petroleum. Ab-
; stracts are given of papers which deal with these or

i

similar subjects ; but they will surely fall under the

! watchful eye of the editor of the Geologisches

I Zentralblatt . to mention only one well-known journal.

1
We compliment Dr. Ambronn on his energy, but not

I

on his adding yet another care to our librarians,

however casuallv his new |ieriodical may appear.

G. A. J. C.

I Essays on the Depopulation of Melanesia. Edited by
Dr. W. H. R. Rivers. Pp. xx-i-ii6. (Cambridge :

At the University Press, 1922.) 6j'. net.

I
It is difficult to lay too much stress on the practical

value of this small collection of essays written by
members of the Melanesian Mission and others. The
fact that the volume is edited by the late Dr. W. II. R.
Rivers is a guarantee both of accuracy and im(5artiality.

Sir W'm. Macgregor and Mr. C. M. Woodford, who
write from the point of view of the official, and Dr.

Speiser of Basle, who writes as an anthropwlogist,
fully bear out the contentions of the members of the
Mission. The authors, without exception, agree that

depopulation in .Melanesia is to be attributed largely

to the iireaking up of custom which has followed contact
with the white man. When the spiritual power of

the chief has been discredited in the eye of the native
by the white man, the temporal authority, which is

based upon it, fails to preserve traditional law, order,

and morality. Dr. Rivers, in a concluding essay,

however, suggests that the most important factor is
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psychological. The native, he maintains, has lost all

interest in life through the suppression of customs
such as head-iiunting, with which have disappeared a
large number of closely related social activities. His
suggestion that total suppres.sion of such customs
could be avoided by substitution of harmless elements
is deserving of careful consideration.

Qiiaker Aspects of Truth. By Dr. E. V. Brown. Pp.
156. (London : The Swarthmore Press, Ltd., n.d.)

^s. net.

The little book under notice consists of a series of

lectures illustrating simply the Quaker attitude to
various problems. In the chapter on biological

foundations, the author attempts to show that the
fundamental doctrines of Quakerism, i.e. the acknow-
ledgment of no final authority, whether Church or
Bible, except the Word of God in the heart, are more in

accord with the teachings of biological science than the
dogmas of any other religion. The point of view is

interesting, although it is doubtful whether the teach-

ings of science, as such, are usefully fitted on as justi-

fication for a body of religious beliefs.

The author develops his contention that the Quaker
ideal is Christianity from which all accretions in the
form of Hebrew, Greek, and Roman sources have been
eliminated. He also discusses the Quaker attitude

towards war.

The essays all set forth high moral ideals, for the
value of which the moral life of the believer in them
is the sole criterion.

Chemistry of To-day : The Mysteries of Chemistry
lucidly explained in a Popular and Interesting

Manner free from all Technicalities and Formula.
By P. G. Bull. Pp. 311. (London: Seeley,

Service and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 8s. 6d. net.

According to the preface, this is not intended as a
text-book, but as an attempt to give some account

of modern chemistry to the general reader. It should

fulfil this object : the style is bright and interesting,

the matter appears to be accurate, and an extensive

field is co\ered—\ery superficialh' for a text-book,

but probably adequately for the intended reader.

There is perhaps too great a tendency to " sen.sational
"

topics—the frontispiece representing a well-known

man of science " bombarding " atoms half the size

of himself with " nuclei of helium " as big as cricket

balls, and producing a pyrotechnic display, is an
e.\ample of what we mean by this criticism. There

are good half-tone plates, but the line-drawings are

pKJor.

The Psychology of Society. By Morris Ginsberg. Pp.

xvi-l- 174. (London : Methuen and Co., Ltd., 1921.)

55. net.

In short compass Mr. Morris Ginsberg discusses critic-

ally with admirable lucidity the psychological basis

on which much recent treatment of social problems is

founded. He has a keen eye for essentials, and a sense

of perspective. He presents tersely and fairly the

salient arguments of writers who count and pronounces

clearly and courteously well-considered judgment. A
little book i)ut a good one.
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Letters to the Editor.

\The Editor does not hold Itiinself responsible for
opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, nor to correspond with
ike writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of NATURE. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.^

The Spectrum of Neutral Helium.

At the end of his letter to Nature of January 13,

p. 46, Dr. Silberstein appends a note to the effect that
he has been able to express the diffuse series HeD' in
the form

n =109723 {1/22 + i/io^ - 1/92 - i/m^[

with errors of o-jA for the second line, and of between
o-iA and 0-35A for the next ten. May I be allowed
to offer the following remarks ;

—

(i) A formula determined on a definite hypothesis,
as here, ought to reproduce the wave-lengths within
observation errors or at least be able to account for

deviations from them. According to the data given
the deviations amount to between 100 and 200 times
the possible errors (700 for the second). The usual
empirical formula reproduces all the lines within these
limits, except the first, the O - C errors being o-ooo for

m =2, 3, 4 and the largest for higher values of m being
0-02. Thelimitisdefinitely within lo-i of 27175-68 I/A,
in other words, N(i/22 + i/io^ - 1/92) must have this
value. This, of course, is possible by an empiric
choice of N, but it would probably upset even the
rough agreement when this is used in the last term
N/m2.

(2) That the diffuse singlet series HeD', and indeed
also the diffuse doublet HeD", can be represented
roughly in the form A - N/jw^^ is due to the fact that
for this special series the denominator in the empirical
formula, m +0-996369 -f o-oo2gi7/)», is necessarily very
close to a whole number, and its deviations therefrom
produce comparatively small effects when m becomes
large. A similar arrangement in the cases of S', S"
or P" would be found impossible.

(3) But the most fatal objection is that N(i/22
+ 1/10-- 1/9^) must also be the first term of the p'

sequence, which is at least numerically represented by
^'(w) =N/(m +1-014593 - o-oo4392/)«)2. Here again
the denominator is nearly an integer (though further
from it than in d'{m)), and no doubt it could also be
represented by 'N/m^, with greater deviations than in
the case of d', but the first term would then be N/22
and not N(i/22 +1/10= - i/gZ).

It is perhaps a difference in temperament, but to
me Dr. Silberstein 's note appears rather to weaken
than to give a " much stronger support " to his
proposed theory. However, I am not here discussing
his hypotheses, one objection to which I raised in a
letter to Nature on September 2 last (p. 309) which
Dr. Silberstein has not dealt with.

W. M. Hicks.
January 15.

Some Experiments on Rate of Growth in a Polar
Region (Spitsbergen) and in England.

In a recent paper (Journal Mar. Biol. Assoc, vol. 12,
1920, p. 355) attention was directed by me to the lack
of critical evidence bearing on the theories offered to
explain {a) the abundance of life in polar regions,
and (6) the occurrence of several generations of a
species Hving side by side in polar waters. ^Murray
and Loeb and others have suggested that an explana-
tion of these phenomena may be found in a greatly
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retarded rate of growth which, it is Postulated, must
occur in the low temperatures prevailing in these
regions. The present writer nrges («) that we know
nothing about the rate of growth of organisms in
polar regions, and (6) that the kind of metabolism
of animals in polar regions—and in deep-sea situations—is not necessarily the same a^fe that in temperate or
tropical regions. A given organism may be regarded
as a machine, but it is perhaps derogatory to t.he kind
of machine one is dealing with to assume that other
life-machines existing under totally different conditions
are necessarily governed by identical applications of
the same laws ; for example, it does not necessarily
follow that because the rate of metabolism in tropical
or temperate animals falls off rapidly with decreas-
ing temperatures approaching o°C., that metabolism
in polar animals is necessarily of the slow rate of
temperate animals at polar sea-temperatures. No
reason has yet been shown that adaptation of meta-
bolism cannot occur ; on the contrary, there is

every reason to expect such adaptation.
The following experiments on the rate of growth

in marine organisms at Spitsbergen—designed to
obtain information on these problems—have given,
however, mainly a negative result, but as in one
case a positive result—yielding a much greater rate
of growth than has ever been suspected—has been
obtained, it is worth while recording the result now.
It is hoped to write a fuller account later, giving
details of the apparatus used, in the Journal of the
Marine Biological Association.

In 1921 simple experiments on rate of growth
were carried out in 7 fathoms of water close to Anser
Island in Klass Billen Bay, Spitsbergen, by the
biologists of the Oxford Spitsbergen Expedition, and
mainly under the direction of Mr. Julian Huxley
and Mr. A. M. Carr Saunders. The present writer
had hoped to carry out the experiments under
personal supervision, with the promised help of Dr.
Hoel of the Norwegian Fishery Board, but circum-
stances nullified these arrangements.
Two pieces of apparatus were used—a galvanised

iron-wire network cage of f-inch mesh and 5 feet

by 4 feet by 9 inches was tarred and moored to the
bottom of the sea after putting a large number of
dried oyster shells inside it ; and a floating tarred
wooden raft with strings of shells attached was
anchored in the sea near the cage. The apparatus
was put in the sea on June 27, 192 1 ; the raft and
shells were inspected by Mr. Huxley on July 16, and
—owing to the illness of Mr. Carr Saunders—finally

hauled by Mr, R. W. Segnit, geologist, and Capt.
Johannsen on August 24, 192 1.

On July 16 Mr. Hu.xley found practically no growth
on the raft nor on the shells on the raft, but the cage
was not hauled. On hauling the cage on August 24
the sea-urchins shown in Fig. i were found inside

the cage. The door of the cage, which only covered
the central portion of one long face of the cage,
was found to be closed and laced as had been previously
arranged on putting the cage in the sea. The
astonishing sight of the relatively large sea-urchins
inside the cage attracted attention at once, and a
fruitless examination of the cage was made for any
means of access greater than the mesh of the cage.
The conclusion was therefore drawn that the urchins
must have entered the cage while small, i.e. of a
diameter upwards to about 1-6 cm., and grown to
the size observed, i.e. upwards to about 2-9 cm. in

diameter—excluding spines—within 58 days.
This result was regarded as very important, and

a confirmatory experiment tried again at the same
spot in 1922, under tlie direction and bv the kindness
of Mr. J. Mathieson. of the Scottish Spitsbergen
Syndicate scientific staff. When Capt. Johannsen
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hauled the cage in 1922, however, no urchins were
found this time in the case, and no growth observed
)n the cage or shells.

In 192 1 Mr. Mathieson took a few sea-temperature
observations which confirm the general indication
that no higher sea-temperatures than 4° C. prevailed
(luring the course and in

the locality of the experi-
ment.
The almost complete ab-

-ince of growth on Julv 16,

192 1, on Mr. Huxlcv's in-

spection is not significant,

as I have found that failure

to infect shells obviously
with growth may occur
in a similar period at
Plymouth. The absence
of growth, other than the
sea-urchins, on August 24,
1921, may or may not be
due to slow rate of growth
and cannot be discussed
adequately here, but at Ply-
mouth the writer has found
that in a period of 3 to 6
weeks in summer experi-
mental shells may become
covered with extensive
growths of marine organ-
isms, some of which ma\' in-

deed have already attained
sexual maturity. There is

no doubt that the Spits-
bergen sea-urchins were
browsing on the oyster
shells in the cage. An
analogous result has also
been obtained in cage
experiments at Whitstable,
where more than twcntv
relatively large starfishes

(/f. nibeiis), of a diameter
of upwards to i6-8 cm. as measured from tip to tip
of alternate arms, have been found on different occa-
sions inside cages exactly similar to that used at
Spitsbergen. In these cases there can be no doubt
that the starfishes were attracted to the cage by the
dead or dying animals inside the cage.
The rate of growth of sea-urchins in temperate

waters under natural conditions is not known with

more than about one-fourth the size of E. esciilenttis),

was obtained on .March 11, 192 1, of a diameter of
2-7 cm. (excluding spines) after the cage had been
in the sea 65 days, giving a minimum growth in the
period of I cm. in diameter. On another occasion
specimens of E. miliaris, of a diameter of upwards

'-.. 2.--Slu>\\iiu

L, Utni-iitlMrt lu, lgl9.
Note the practical cosiuttion or growth after about October ii.

accuracy, but Elmhirst estimates (see N.xture,
November 18, 1922)—and I agree—that E. esciileiiliis

(which is a large species) may grow to a diameter
of 4 cm. in one year. In a similar cage experiment
on oysters at \Vhitstable a sea-urchin, E. miliaris
(a relatively small species which dm-s not attain

Fig. I.—Photo * of sea-urchins from the rasrc experiment at Spitsbergen, 1921, seen through a grating of the
same mesh as the cage. (H natural size.)

to 3 cm., were taken from the bottom of a floating
coal-hulk, the London City, moored at Hrixham, on
August I, 1911, after that vessel had been in the
water after cleaning since April 1910. These sea-
urchins were therefore rather more than one year old.

The sea-urchins from the Spitsbcrcen cage experiment
have not yet been definitely identified, but they
probably grow to about the same size as E. miliaris.

Other marine animals
—forexample, cockles

—

grow shell very rapidly
in English waters in the
warm months of the
year, and may add from
4 to 6 mm. in length to
their shell per month for

6 or 7 months. (See
fig. 2. which shows some
unpublished results of
experiments in i9it)-20
on growth in a fixed
population of marked
cockles kept in a per-
forated box fixed to the
bed of the Kiver ^'calm,
near Plymouth.)

Thus the growth of the Spitsbergen sea-urchins
compares favourably in rate with that of calcareous
marine animals in England, and indicates a rate of
growth in marine animals generally in polar regions

• The MTiter is indebted to Mr. A. J. Smith for the photo (Fig. I), and to
\tr I. I ,,r,l l,,l l\u- IcltiriUl! Ill I-"i«. 2.

L'mwth of a lixcd population of m.trked cockles {Cardium tduU) kept in a box with perforate<l

bed uf the River Vealm, near Plymouth. The box was visited at inter\'als of one moatb,

. .\ilgust l6, 1919: B, September 12, 1919 ; C, <> '"'t ti toim l» Wivi-inN-r 10, 1919 ;
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not previously anticipated ; but further experiments
are required to confirm the result obtained before
drawing the important conclusions it appears to
warrant.

It is hoped to repeat this experiment and others at
Spitsbergen in the future ; but it is desirable that
other workers more favourably situated should also
carry out similar experiments extending over a
longer period.
The actual outlay of expenses for the experiment

in 192 1 was borne by the Marine Biological Associa-
tion, and in 1922 by a Government Grant from the
Royal Society, but in both years essential help was
provided by the Scottish Spitsbergen Syndicate and
its scientific leader, Mr. J. Mathieson.

J. H. Orton.
Marine Biological Laboratory, Plyniouth,

December 15.

Separation of Mercury into Isotopes in a Steel

Apparatus

.

By 305 hours of repeated fractional \'aporisation
from a steel trough in a vacuum at low pressures we
have obtained a difference of o-i unit in the atomic
weight of mercury without other cooling than that
given by ice. The trough holds 190 c.c. of mercury,
but another larger apparatus has been constructed in
which the capacity is 10 kilos. In this the mercury

Fig. I.— Steel apparatus for the separation of mercury into isotopes
by vaporisation. A^ Cylinder for ice; B, circular condensing
roof, made of steel ; CC, dr.-iin for the light fraction, made of
steel ; £>/?, annular steel trough holding 190 c.c. of mercury

;

E, watch glass with hole in centre, supported on a short gla.ss

lube e :
/'"/•", heating element made of calorised wire and

supported on glass rods ; G, collecting tube made of glass : hh,
ground joint ;_//, mercurj' seal ; A'A', platinum wiies ; //, grouitd
joint and sealing wa.\.

is heated by an insulated wire which lies in the bottom
of the trough, the insulation being obtained by a
coating of magnesium oxide, which is covered with a
steel sheath. This wire is produced by the General
Electric Company.
The details of the apparatus are exhibited in Fig. i.

By means of the tube G the sample may be divided
into as many fractions as is desired. In the newer
form of apparatus the wires used as leads to the
heating coil pass through insulators in the bottom

steel plate, and not through the upper part of the
tube G. The principle of the apparatus is that the
lighter molecules, which vaporise more rapidly, strike

the slanting roof above D, and collect in drops.
These drops do not fall back into the trough of

mercury, but roll down the slanting ceiling until they
reach its edge, when they drop into the inverted cone
in the lower steel plate, and then into the glass tube
G, which has a capillary of 800 mm. length at the
lower end.
The progress of the separation was followed by the

use of Fig. 2, due to MuUiken and Harkins, and it was

Fraction of Material 'n Diffuiotes
00' 01 02 03 0.1 05 06 07 08 09
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The notice by E. H.-A. and A. E. of Cushman's
" Shallow - water Foraminifera of the Tortugas
Region " (Nature, June 3, p. 708) is timely, for

there they point out, " It appears to be undesirable
to complicate synonymies by the revival of early
names." They also deprecate the resuscitation of

Discorbis " for " Discorbina," and " Quinque-
loculina " and " Triloculina " for " Miliolina." These
minor differences in the plans of growth are not
generic, for we find them, as often as not, slipping
past the boundaries we have set for them.
Names of genera, especially those of the moUusca,

are out-of-date in textbooks almost before they
reach the hands of our students. Thus Pleurotoma
of Lamarck was changed, after many years of usage,
to Turris of Bolten, through the unfortunate discovery
of a catalogue in whicli genera were denoted by a
known species, Tunis babylonica, which happens to
be first on the list. As a case in point, the student
gets familiar with Turris, but in a few months the
teacher has to inform him that Turris is not only

I

extremely restricted but unrepresented in Australia,
and the genus has been split up, not into subgenera,
but into many new genera. Museum labels to the
number of several hundreds have to be rewritten,
and almost before the ink is dry another change may

I

be made.
' The rule of priority is a good one within bounds,
' but should there not be a retrospective limit placed

on many groups, dating say from the time when
they were first written upon with authority ? This
limiting date might well be settled by a conference
of workers in tho.se particular groups. In some
instances this has been done, and flagrant offences
against reason have been prevented. Thus, in 1916
a motion for the suspension of the rule in regard to
the genera Holothuria and Physalia was passed by
an American conference. In one case " Holothuria

"

was the name given in 1758 to the " Portuguese
Man-of-\Var," and later, in its familiar sense, to the
B6che-de-Mer, by Bruguidre in 1791. According to
the rule, " Holothuria " or " B6che-de-Mer " being
invalid was to be superseded by " Physalia," the
name accepted previously for the " Portuguese

1 Man-of-\Var." " Holothuria " would have become
" Boadschia "of Jaeger, 1S33, and " Physalia " would
have become " Holothuria "

!

Even the indispensable and invaluable " Index
Animalium " of Chas. D. Sherborn will not entirely
remove our troubles, for iloubts will arise as to an
author's meaning on account of bad figures and
descriptions. It is, therefore, of paramount im-
portance that a consensus of opinion be obtained
lor each group as to specific limitations and interpreta-
tions of authors' names, and thus prevent those
feelings of despair which overtake the specialist, and
more especially the general worker, at the present
time. F. Chapman.

National Museum, Melbourne.

Selective Interruption of Molecular Oscillation.

In Nature of July 22, 1922, vol. no, p. 112,
correspondence occurred regarding the possibility
of selectively interrupting haphazard molecular
oscillation by means of special apparatus, narrower
in certain specific directions than the mean free path
of the gas in which it was immersed. In view of the
fact that such methods have now been independently
put forward by Mr. H. H. I'latt in America (U.S.A.
Patent, 1,414.8951, the following aspect of the problem
may be of interest, particularly since the possibility
would appear to be rendered very much more clear
by so regarding it. Fig. i represents a portion of a
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cone longer than that previously considered, its

diameter, however, still being considerably less than
the mean free path of the gas concerned, so that
molecules of the latter may frequently cross from
side to side without intermolecular interruption.

Let O be any little circle (or sphere if three
dimensions arc being considered) in this cone, and
consider those molecules proceeding from collision,

necessarily with equal probability of motion in all

directions, outwards from the circle. If BC be drawn
through the centre of O, parallel to the top and base
of the cone, and if AD and XY be drawn equidistant
from BC, then, provided regular reflection be presumed
to occur as an average effect (compare Phil. Mag.,
1922, 43, 1954), it will readily be seen that of the
molecules issuing from collision in circle O in any
representative period of time, the ratio of the number
of those crossing XY to the number of those crossing

AD, however far (within free path distances) from
BC these lines may be situated, will always be very
considerably greater than the ratio of the length XY
to AD (Phil. Mag., loc. cit. p. 1052).

If the gas is assumed to be initially of the same
concentration throughout, and two dimensions only
are being considered, then the number of molecules
crossing these lines in any representative period of

time will either be proportional to their lengths, or

a change of concentration must occur. It has been
shown that of the molecules proceeding from collision

in circle O, an undue proportion will cross XY as

compared with AD, and this is true (i) for all relative

positions of AD and XY within free path distances

from O, (2) for any and every pwsition of O in the cone.

It follows, therefore, that molecules starting, with
equal probability of motion in all directions, from
collisions in the cone, will create a " condensation

"

or a disturbance of concentration towards the wider
p>ortion'of the cone. The same effect may obviously

be proved fully for three dimensions in a similar

manner, and is really identical with that dealt with

in the paper to which reference has been made, since

-b

Fig. 2.

the whole cone is merely an extension of the one
there described, sections ABCD and CDXY both
being identical with the figure ABCD of the original

paper.
Subsequent intermolecular collision in the cone

cannot destroy the excessive downward bias so

created, since this will merely be transferred to the

other molecules concerned.
Fortuitous rebound from the walls, instead of

regular " reflection," may be shown to lead to the

same effect. If the wall AB be presumed to be ideally

smooth, then a molecule approaching along path XP
(Fig. 2) will be " reflected " along PY, receiving an
impulse from the wall in the direction oc, the wall

itself receiving the equal and opposite impulse in the

direction od. If the wall be irregular, or owing to

E 2
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thermal oscillation, or adsorption, or many other
causes, it may in addition exert an impulse on the
molecule in the direction oh, receiving the equal and
opposite impulse along oa, or it may exert an impulse
along oa, receiving one along oh. Should the former
lateral effect predominate, the directing effect of the
cone will be increased ; should the latter predominate
the effect will be reduced, but there is no reason to
suppose that, in any representative period of time,
either will predominate over the other.

Arthur Fairbourne.
King's College, University of London,

Strand, W.C.2.,
January i.

Sir Isaac Bayley Balfour.

All botanists and lovers of flowers will mourn the
death of the Edinburgh professor, who served science

and horticulture as few men have ever done. The
occasion seems opportune to relate an incident
comparatively unimportant in itself but in a manner
typical. Many years ago a beautiful Primula, called

by Greene P. rusbyi, was discovered in the Mogollon
Mountains of New Mexico. Later, in the Sandia
Mountains of the same State, one of my students found
an apparently distinct species, which I named
P. ellisicB. These primroses occupied distinct and
isolated mountain ranges, but were so similar, at
least in the herbarium, that a German writer pro-
nounced them identical. No one, so far as could be
learned, had seen more than one of them alive, and it

was the living plants we needed to settle the matter.
I was able to procure seeds of P. eliisiis for Prof.

Bayley Balfour, and in 1921, when my wife and I

visited him in Edinburgh, he not only had ellisia in

full flower, but also rusbyi, the seeds of which he had
secured from some other collector. It was a dramatic
moment when the Professor held the two pots, one in

each hand, and pointed out that the plants were quite
distinct. Thus, in Edinburgh, we learned a lesson in

New Mexico botany, which we had never been able
to learn when resident for years in that region. No
doubt others could relate parallel experiences.

T. D. A. C0CKE8ELL.
University of Colorado.

Age and Area in Natural Selection.

The account in Nature (December 2, vol. no,
p. 751) of the discussion at Hull on " The Present
Position of Darwinism " has interested me greatly.

Of course I realise that such an account must be
summary and omit much that is said, but I am struck
by the fact that apparently none of the speakers
mentioned what seeni to me two fundamental and
even fatal objections to the Age and Area hypothesis
as a subject for the theory of Natural Selection.

In the first place, the fact that " genus " is a very
inexact term, largely dependent on the " personal
equation," seems to be completely overlooked. Some
of us tend to large genera, some to small. In his

article in the Nineteenth Century, Dr. Willis refers to
a genus of more than 1500 species.. In my opinion,
to call such a group a genus is positively grotesque ;

it includes probably scores of what I would call

genera. I can juggle the genera of echinoderms (my
own special group) so as to lend apparent support to
the Age and Area hypothesis, or I can re-define them
so as to contradict it strongly, and in either case I

can quote high authorities or give excellent reasons
for my course.

In the second place, the Age and Area hypothesis
really explains nothing. It merely restates in a more
or less tabular way what every taxonomist, who has
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given any attention to distribution, knows is often
the case. I say " often " because, as some of those
who took part in the discussion at Hull pointed out,
there are many cases of distribution which do not
fall in with this tabulated arrangement. No causal
connexion between age and area is brought out in

the proposed hypothesis. The only causal factors

suggested are time and an inherent tendency to
diversification, and surely both of these are given
abundant play in the theory of Natural Selection.

I note with interest, perhaps I might say amuse-
ment, the statement by Mr. Cunningham that Natural
Selection is " as extinct as the dodo." It may be in

the land of its birth, but it is still very much in
evidence in America. Nearly every systematic
zoologist whom I know personally believes in it as a
factor in evolution, though the importance attributed
to it may vary greatly. Prof. E. G. Conklin of

Princeton, certainly one of our foremost zoological

thinkers, has just completed a course of Lowell
Institute lectures in Boston on " The Revolt against
Darwinism," in which he has most clearly and
emphatically stated his strong conviction, not only
that such revolt is unjustifiable, but that Natural
Selection is the most important theory that has yet
been proposed for helping us to understand adapta-
tion. It surely seems a little rash to call Natural
Selection, or anything else, " extinct " because it has
disappeared from one's own horizon. Horizons con-
tract with increasing near-sightedness.

Hubert Lyman Clark.
Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.,

December 22, 1922.

The Cause of Anticyclones.

May I be allowed to suggest that the region of an
anticyclone finds its most likely interpretation as an
area hemmed in by cyclone systems. I agree with
Mr. Dines (Nature, December 23, vol. no, p. 845)
that it is the mass of air over the area that is important.
It is a matter of personal observation that, as Mr.
Dines says, " the steady and persistently high baro-
metric pressure that has prevailed over southern
England during most of the autumn " has been
associated with the overlapping high overhead here

of the margins of cyclone systems that were simul-
taneously from west to eastwards on our north and
on our south respectively. The phenomenon of
contrary currents at high elevation is an inseparable
feature, in my experience, of anticyclonic conditions.
May it not be a conditional factor of these anti-

cyclonic high pressure areas (?) the " mass " of air

being piled to excess and held in situ by the con-
flicting winds of over-reaching cyclone lips. The
play of antagonistic forces of movement and of their
accompanying contrasts of humidity and temperature
may be answerable for all other anomaUes of anti- «
cyclone areas. What are wanted are observations of '
winds of highest elevation, which are only to be
obtained by the method of employing a projected
telescopic image of the sun, which renders visible and
legible the " wind-billows " of individual strata of
movement. Catharine O. Stevens.
The Plain, Boar's HiU, Oxford,

January 16.

The Name of the Pond Snail.

In Nature for January 13, p. 49, two writers of
authority call this snail Limnaa peregra. The word
" peregra " is not Latin—a fact which at one time
had penetrated to the consciousness of most concho-
logists and malacologists but appears to have been
again forgotten. F. A. B.
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Medical Education.

I REGRET that I have not the time to do justice to

Sir Archdall Reid's last letter, which is supposed to

deal with the above subject (Nature. January 13.

p. 50). It is, as I expected, really an attempt to open
up another discussion on evolution. Now since Sir

Archdall confesses to having already spent eighteen

months vainly trying to find out what biologists mean,
it seems inadvisable to begin again ; for his letter

indicates a very imperfect acquaintance with biolo-

gists and their work.
To my mind it is an amazing suggestion that

zoologists and botanists are incapable of teaching
evolution, and it is illuminating indeed to find that

men are to come after them " who have observed, with
a minuteness and accuracy impossible to workers
among plants and animals. I shall be glad to meet
the gentlemen when they arrive. Meanwhile, until

these Supermen appear, it is highly desirable that first-

year medicals, raw ycjuths from school, should make
their first acquamtante with the animal world through
less expensive material than human bodies, and should
approach a great profession with, what practice and
theory have shown to be, the best introduction.

W. J. Dakin.
Department of ZooIorv, University,

Liverpool, January 17.

An Overlooked Feature in Four-legged Tadpoles
of Ifana temporarla.

All accounts of the metamorphosis of the common
frog leave it to be tacitly inferred that when the
front legs make their way through the operculum
branchial respiration ceases, and that thenceforth
breathing is eftected by the lungs, skin, and mucous
membrane of the mouth. It appears to have been
entirely overlooked that from the time of the acquisi-

tion of free front legs irntil the tail is completely
absorbed, and the little anurous frog
leaves the water, branchial respira-

tion continues, water being drawn
through the nostrils into the mouth,
and discharged from the opercular
chamber through a pair of crescenlic

apertures, one on each side immedi-
ately anterior to the base of the front
leg.

In July 1922 I was watching some
tadpoles that had just acquired their

front legs, and was keeping them in

a shallow dish of pond water in which
was a certain amount of suspended,
finely divided solid matter. I ob-
served that the tadpoles did not come
to the surface of the water to breathe,
but continued sitting at the bottom

;

and that the respiratory movements
of the sides of the head were still

proceeding in regular rhythm, but now were confined
to the region posterior to the gape of the mouth, whereas
prior to the appearance of the front legs the move-
ments extended up to the extreme anterior end.
Closer attention enabled mc to detect minute solid

particles occasionally entering the nostrils, and two
fairly steady currents of water issuing from the
posterior end of the head, one in front of the left

and the other in front of the right leg.

On killing a few specimens I found a crescentic,
-lightly thickened lip bounding the anterior margin
of each of these opercular openings, and was able to
lift the flaps and pass bristles in at each, and out

il view
'. lad.

.1 /fm-
/ '• .1 wticn al».

v,.jj,ti,..n of tail is

T^' !> c^nipleletl.

1 ,u: A- mark
f the

'-
I :., I lie oper-

i ular ch.TiiiWr.
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through the mouth, and conversely. This condition

persisted un*il the absorption of the tail was com-
pleted.

Fearing that I might have encountered an abnormal

family of tadpoles—they were rather unusually late

in the season— I examined preserved specimens of

which I have scores, collected years ago, in my
laboratory for teaching purposes, and found exactly

the same state of aSairs in every one at this stage of

development.
To make assurance doubly sure I had vertical

longitudinal series of sections cut through four speci-

mens ; and these fully confirm the naked-eye observa-

tions.

I have little doubt that others have noticed the

thickened crescentic lips of the two opercular aper-

tures ; for in a figure published by Milnes Marshall,

and in another bv Howes (" Atlas of Practical

Elementary Zoology," 1902 ed., PI. ix. Fig. xiv.) it

is indicated. Probably it has hitherto been mistaken

for a line of fusion between the body wall and the

remnant of the operculum left after the front legs

have penetrated it. Oswald H. Latter.

Charterhouse, Godalming,
January 12.

Smell and Specific Gravity.

In the course of some other experiments which are

being undertaken in the Psychology Department of

the University of Edinburgh, a number of subjects

were requested to arrange in serial order, accord-

ing to smell, phials containing oil of cedar (C),

origanum (O), sandalwood (S), and terebene (T).

Twenty-two experiments were made in all, and tend

to confirm the observations made by Haycraft, Cohn,

Zwaardemaker, Heyninx, and others, with regard to

odour and chemical constitution.

The serial arrangement was made, not according to

the affect (pleasantness or unpleasantness) nor to the

inten.sity, but according to " pitch," or " heaviness

and lightness," " dulness and sharpness " of the

sensation. The number of votes cast for the position

of each substance in the series was as follows :

—

S
C
O
T

I

16

4
2

2

4
II

6
I

3
I

4
10

4
I

3

4
14

A serial arrangement according to specific gravity

is thus represented by the voting : sp. g. S =0974-

0980 C=o-939-o-96, O=o-89o-o-90. and 1=0-862-

0-868! In nine out of twenty-two experiments the

series was arranged without any error. The number

of cases in which three of the osmyls were placed cor-

rectly was as follows : SCO 10, COT 9, SCT 14, SOI 15.

SC and OT were correctly placed relatively to each

other in 17 instances, CO in 14, SO and CT 19, and

ST (the two extremes) in 21 out of the 22 experiments.

The serial arrangement as recorded above is there-

fore by no means entirely due to chance, and the

number of errors made diminishes the greater the

difference between the specific gravities of the sub-

stances emplo>ed. .\s the above substances of the

terpcne group are not compounds but complex

mixtures, moreover, as the subjects without any

further explanation were only instructed to smell

and arrange them in a series, the results are sufficiently

striking. J H. Kenneth.

Edinburgh ITniversity,

January 10.

J
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Greek Geometry, with Special Reference to Infinitesimals.^

By Sir T. L. Heath, K.C.B., K.C.V.O., F.R.S.

GREEK geometry passed through several stages

from its inception to its highest development
in the hands of Archimedes and Apollonius of Perga.

The geometry which Thales brought from Egypt early

in the sixth century B.C. was little more than a few
more or less accurate rules for the mensuration of

simple figures ; it was the Greeks who first conceived

the idea of making geometry a science in and for

itself. With Pythagoras and the Pythagoreans, who
represent the next stage after Thales, geometry
became a subject of liberal education. Apart from
special discoveries such as those of the theorem of

the square on the hypotenuse, the equality of the
three angles of any triangle to two right angles, the

construction of the five cosmic figures (the five regular

solids), and the incommensurability of the diagonal

of a square with its side, the Pythagoreans invented
two methods which remained fundamental in Greek
geometry, that of proportions (though in a numerical
sense only) and that known as application of areas,

which is the geometrical equivalent of the solution

of a quadratic equation.

By about the middle of the fifth century the Pytha-
goreans had systematised the portion of the Elements
corresponding to Euclid Books I., II., IV., VI., and
probably III.

In the second half of the fifth century, concurrently
with the further evolution of the Elements, the Greeks
attacked three problems in higher geometry, the

squaring of the circle, the trisection of any angle,

and the duplication of the cube. Hippias of Elis

first trisected any angle by means of his curve, the

quadratrix, afterwards used to square the circle.

Hippocrates of Chios, who also wrote the first book
of Elements and a treatise on the squaring of certain

lunes, reduced the problem of duplicating the cube
to that of finding two mean proportionals in continued
proportion between two straight lines, the first solu-

tion of which was by Archytas, who used a wonderful
construction in three dimensions. Democritus, among
many other mathematical works, wrote on irrationals

;

he was also on the track of infinitesimals, and was the
first to state the volume of any pyramid and of a cone.

The fourth century saw the body of the Elements
completed. Eudoxus discovered the great theory of

proportion set forth in Euchd Book V. and the " method
of e.xhaustion " for measuring curvilinear areas and
solids. Theaetetus contributed to the content of

Book X. (on irrationals) and Book XIII. (on the five

regular solids). This brings us to Euclid
{fi.

about
300 B.C.).

To the third century B.C. belong Aristarchus of

Samos, who anticipated Copernicus ; and Archimedes,
who, with Apollonius following after twenty years

or so, concludes the golden age of Greek geometry.
To come to the history of infinitesimals. The

Pythagoreans discovered the incommensurable and
maintained the divisibility of mathematical magni-
tudes ad infinihiin. The difficulties to which the

latter doctrine gave rise were brought out with in-

' Abridged from the presidential address to the Mathematical Associatioa,
January 2.
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comparable force by Zeno in his famous Paradoxes
and in other like arguments. Zeno's Dilemmas pro-

foundly affected the lines on which mathematical
investigations developed. Antiphon the Sophist, in

connexion with attempts to square the circle, declared

that by inscribing successive regular polygons in a
circle, beginning with a triangle or square and con-

tinually doubling the number of sides, we shall ulti-

mately arrive at a polygon the perimeter of which
will coincide with that of the circle. Warned by Zeno's

strictures, mathematicians denied this and substituted

the statement that by following the procedure we can

draw an inscribed polygon differing in area from the

circle by as little as we please. Similarly they would
never speak of the infinitely great or infinitely small

;

they limited themselves to postulating that by con-

tinued division of a magnitude we shall ultimately

arrive at a magnitude smaller than any assignable

magnitude of the same kind, and that by continual

multiplication of any magnitude however small we
can obtain a magnitude exceeding any assignable .

magnitude of the same kind however great. On this

safe basis Eudoxus founded the whole of his theory

of proportion and the method of exhaustion.

It has been remarked that the method of exhaustion,

though a conclusive method of proof, requires previous

knowledge of the result to be proved, and is of no

use for discovering new results. This is scarcely

true because, before the proof by reductio ad absurdum

is applied, the area or volume has to be exhausted, and
this process often indicates the result. The process

means a summation of a series of terms ; and there

are different classes of cases according to the nature

of the series to be summed. In one case (Archimedes'

quadrature of a parabolic segment) the summation
is that of the geometrical progression H- J -H (i)^ -I- . . . .

Archimedes sums this, nominally, to n terms only.

He says nothing about taking the limit when n is

increased indefinitely, but merely declares that the

area of the segment, which is actually ^{i + i + {kY
+ . . . ad inj.\, is ^- A, where A is the area of a

certain triangle. It seems plain, nevertheless, that

Archimedes found his result by mentally taking the

limit. Other series summed by him are arithmetical

progressions and the series of the squares of the

first n natural numbers. In these cases Archimedes

sums two series representing respectively figures .

circumscribed and inscribed to the figure to be'

measured, and then states a certain intermediate
'

quantity to be the actual area or content required.

Here again Archimedes, though he does not say so, j|
states what is in fact the common limit of the two

sums when the number of terms in the series is in-

definitely increased, and a factor common to all the

terms is at the same time indefinitely diminished.

The result is actually equivalent to integration. There

are some six cases of the kind depending on the in-

tegrations ^xdx, \xHx, ({ax + x^)dx and j sin OdO taken

between proper limits respectively.

The reasons why the Greeks were so limited in the

number of integrations which they could directly

effect were that they had no algebraical notation and
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had not discovered the modern developments of

certain functions as series ; nor had tliey discovered

that differentiation and intejiration are the inverse

of one another. There is little trace in Greek geo-

metry of considerations corresponding to the differential

calculus ; the only case that seems certain is that

of the subtangent property of a spiral which must
have been obtained by the consideration of the in-

stantaneous direction of motion, at any point on the

curve, of the point describing it. If, as is probable,

Apollonius, in his treatise on the cochlias or cylindrical

heli.x, dealt with tangents to the curve, he would no
doubt determine the direction of the tangent at any
point in the same way.

But the Greeks were by no means limited to what
they could obtain by direct integration. They were
very ingenious in reducing an integration which they

could not perform directly to another the result of

which was already known. This must have been

the method by means of which Dionysodorus found
the content of an anchor-ring or tore and Pappus
obtained his theorem which anticipated what is known
as Guldin's theorem. In the matter of the anchor-

ring the Greeks also anticipated Kepler's idea that the

content is the same as if the ring be conceived to be

straightened out and so to become a cylinder. The
Method of Archimedes is mostly devoted to the reduc-

tion of one integration to another the result of which

is known, but is remarkable also as showing how he

obtained certain results otherwise proved in his main
treatises. The method was a mechanical one of

measuring elements of one figure against elements

of another, the elements being expressed as parallel

straight lines in the case of areas and parallel plane

sections in the case of solids. This point of view

anticipated Cavalieri. The elements are really in-

finitesimals, indefinitely narrow strips and indefinitely

thin laminje respectively, though Archimedes does

not say so. But Archimedes disarms any criticism

that could charge him with using infinitesimals for

proving propositions by carefully explaining that the

mechanical procedure does not constitute a proof

and is only useful as indicating the results, which

,

must then, before they are definitely accepted, be

proved b\- geometrical methods, that is, by the method
of exhaustion.

The Disappearing Gap in the Spectrum.'

By Prof. 0. W. Richardson, F.R.S.

II.

"T^URN'ING to Fig. 1, B, which is repeated here for

^ convenience of reference, this shows the various

outposts where from time to time spectral lines have been
located. It will be seen that there is still a con-

siderable gap between 16-35, *he limit obtained with

the vacuum grating at the L series of aluminium, and

so far. If we consider any typical characteristic X-
radiation of an element, for example, the K-radiation,

it is found to consist of a number of spectral lines which
are denoted by the symbols Ka, K^j, K^, in order of

ascending frequency. In general there are more than
three lines, but we shall adopt the symbol K^ for the

line of highest frequency which is observed, and we

17-39, the limit with the crystal spectrometer at the
L series of zinc. Between these limits no spectral
lines are known, but there is evidence of the excitation
of such lines, and data have been obtained for the high-
frequency limits of spectra in this region.

This evidence depends upon considerations of a
somewhat different character from those dealt with

* Continued from p. ill.
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shall denote its frequency by r„ . These lines can be

excited in an element by a stream either of high-

frequency radiation or of high-velocity electrons

reaching it. In either case the lines are not excited

separately, but the whole group K.-K^ appears
simultaneously. It is found that there are simple and
important restrictions on the radiation frequencies

and on the electron energies which are capable of
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exciting these lines. Thus it is found that there is a

critical radiation frequency v^, which is very nearly

equal to, but just greater than, v» , and unless the

incident radiation stream contains components the

frequencies of which are at least as great as v^, the K
series will not be excited . There is a precisely analogous

limitation on the electron energies which cause the

generation of the characteristic radiations. Thus there

is a critical electron energy «V(., where V^ denotes the

critical potential difference through which the electron

of charge e has to fall in order to gain this energy,

which is connected with the critical frequency v^ by
the quantum relation eNc= h.vc, and if the energy of

the impinging electrons is equal to, or greater than,

eVf, the characteristic radiations will be excited, other-

wise they will not. Furthermore, if we measure the

absorption of radiations of different frequencies by the

element under consideration, we find that, correspond-

K LcvCLS or Light Clements

Oxgen KuirV\ . NiV^ojcrv Poors or^ NAohVtr SoYon, VAu^V^a,

I
Fig. 4.

ing to the excitation of the characteristic rays, there is

a sudden increase in absorption at the critical frequency

I'c. There is also a discontinuity in the ionisation of

the element at the same frequency.

There is definite evidence from X-ray phenomena
that the critical energy eVj measures the work which
has to be done in removing an electron from its position

in the normal atom to a point outside the atom. The
characteristic rays are emitted when the gap thus
created is subsequently filled up, the different lines

arising according to the origin of the electron

which fills the gap. If, measured in terms of

energy, it is from a near location, we get a low-

frequency line such as Ka ; if it is from a location

near the surface of the atom, a high-frequency line

such as Ky arises.

Thus critical energies such as eV,, give a direct meas-
ure, in terms of energy, of the levels of the different

electrons in the atom. Alternatively, the correspond-

ing critical frequencies i'^ are the limits of the relevant

X-ray spectra. If we can determine these limits we
shall have found the high-frequency ends of the various

spectra. While these ends are not, strictly speaking,
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spectral lines, for the heavier elements at any rate,

they are very close to the highest-frequency emission

lines in the spectra. Furthermore, according to

modem spectroscopic theory, they give us the funda-

mental data on which the for^iulse for the spectral

series are based.

It is a curious fact that evidence of the existence of

such levels in the gap between what are ordinarily

termed the X-ray and the ultra-violet spectra should

have been produced independently and almost simul-

taneously by a number of investigators scattered all

over the world. These include Foote and Mohler in

Washington, Holtsmark in Christiania, Holweck in

Paris, Hughes in Kingston, Ontario, Kurth in Princeton,

and myself and Bazzoni in London. While the details

of the apparatus used by the different workers vary

considerably, the principle involved in most of them can
be made clear by reference to Fig. 2 (p. 119). Let

the element under test forming the

anode Aj be bombarded by a power-

ful electron current from the hot

cathode F. Then any radiation gene-

rated at Aj can pass between the

charged plate condenser P, where

any ions present will be removed
from it, into the chamber on the

left. If the rather complicated

apparatus shown in the left-hand

chamber is removed and replaced

by a plate on which the radiation

falls and by a second electrode, the

radiation can be detected by the

photoelectric electron emission it

produces at the plate and measured
by the current which flows between
the two electrodes, the plate being

negatively charged. Let this cur-

rent be measured and divided by
the thermionic bombarding current

for a series of different potentials

applied between F and Aj ; then

if there is a sudden generation of

characteristic rays from Aj at some
critical potential V^ we should expect an increased rate

of rise of the photoelectric current with applied potential

to set in at V^. Thus, briefly stated, the experimental

method is to plot photoelectric current per unit thermi-

onic current against primarj' bombarding potential and
to look for discontinuities in the resulting diagram.

These discontinuities should occur at the critical

potential differences V^ corresponding to the energy

levels eVc and to the frequency limits v^ equal to eVc/A.

This general type of method leaves much to be

desired, but it seems the most practicable procedure

at the present stage of the subject. It is open to the

general objection that discontinuities in functional

diagrams are often merely indications of faulty experi-

menting, and the evidence that such discontinuities

as are observed are really due to the excitation of X-
rays is quite indirect and inferential. It is hoped later,

however, to make good this deficiency by supplying a

direct test of the frequencies of the radiations gene-

rated ; for example, by using the magnetic spectro-

scope which was used for determining the end of the

helium spectrum, and by other methods.

Fig. 4 shows the square roots of the critical fre-

I
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quencies of the light elements for K-radiations plotted

as ordinates against the atomic numbers as abscissa;.

The values for all the elements from magnesium to

chromium which are amenable to cr\'stal methods have
been determined accurately with crs'stal gratings by
Fricke, who measured the wave-length at the absorp-

tion discontinuity. They all lie on a curve which is

almost a straight line through the origin, and a few of

them are shown thus, x. The aluminium value Q] is

practically identical with Fricke's for the same element

and was obtained by Holweck by measuring the voltage

Vf on an X-ray tube for which the absorbability in

aluminium of the total radiation is a maximum. This

method contains features which, though found separ-

ately in the method used by Fricke and in the photo-

electric methods, are not common to both, and the

agreement will no doubt tend to promote confidence

in the photoelectric methods. The points for oxygen
(Kurth), nitrogen (Foote and Mohler), carbon (Foote

and Mohler, Hughes, Kurth, Richardson and Bazzoni),

and boron (Hughes) have all been obtained by photo-

electric methods. The hydrogen point A is the limit

of the LjTnan series which should correspond to the

K level for hydrogen. It will be seen that the

hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen points practically

fall on a smooth curve which is continuous with the

curve for the elements from magnesium to chromium.
There is some disagreement in the case of carbon, but

three of the points are very close to the same curve.

The only notable deviation is the low value given by
Hughes. The boron value also falls below this curve

but there is, so far as 1 am aware, no known reason why
the frequencies should be a smooth function of atomic
number for these very light elements.

The next lower critical frequency for any element

will presumably be that pertaining to the L group, or

the highest L critical frecjuency if there is more than
one. The square roots of a number of such critical

frequencies for elements from boron to copper as given

by photoelectric methods (boron and carbon, Hughes

;

carlxin, oxygen, aluminium, silicon, titanium, iron,

and copper, Kurth) are shown thus, x, in Fig. 3 (p. 120).

These frequencies should be somewhat higher than those

of the corresponding lines, and it will be seen that the

obser\-ed points from aluminium to copper are all

about the same distance above the broken projection

of the curve through the values for the L„, lines for

the elements from zinc to zirconium obtained by
crystal measurements. This affords additional justi-

fication for extrapolating from the zirconium to zinc L.,

values to the value for the L„ line for aluminium as

was done in interpreting Millikan's vacuum grating

data. It will also be observed that the values of the

limits for boron, carbon, and oxygen given by the

photoelectric methods are either very close to the

values for the shortest lines in the L spectra found by
Millikan or have a somewhat higher frequency. These

properties are in harmony with those found in what is

more usually regarded as the X-ray region. It should

be added that data for elements between sodium and
chlorine have been given by Mohler and Foote, which

fall on or below the L. curve as drawn in Fig. 3. These

data, howeser, ha\e been obtained by the electron

bombardment of vapours, in many cases of compound
vapours, and it is not improbable that the values for

these will be different from those for the solid elements.

Some of these data also appear to refer to radiation

potentials, which correspond to lines, rather than to

ionisation potentials, which correspond to limits.

Just as in the case of the L„ lines, the L limits for

the light elements from helium to magnesium do not

change smoothly with increasing atomic number as do

the limits for the heavier elements. In fact the

frequency for helium as obtained either by direct

determination of the end of the corresponding spectrum

or from the ionising potential is higher than that of

succeeding elements until carbon is reached.

In the case of a number of elements ranging from

aluminium to molybdenum, critical potentials have

been observed (by Kurth and by Richardson and
Bazzoni) at values corresponding to frequencies well

below those which characterise the L spectra. The
connexion with the generally recognised X-ray series of

the heavier elements has scarcely yet been worked out

in sufficient detail for the precise group allocation of

some of these to be determined with certainty.

Turning to Fig. i, C, D, and E show, on the same
scale as in A and B, the position of some of the spectral

limits given by these photoelectric methods. It will

be seen that a majority of them lie in the gap between

16-35 ^""^ I7'38 in which so far no spectral lines, either

X-ray or ultra-violet, have been detected by grating

methods. If the interpretation of these photoelectric

determinations as the ends of the various spectra is

substantiated, it will have to be admitted that the gap

in the spectrum between the ultra-violet and the X-
ray region about which I have been speaking is not

merely disappearing but has actually disappeared.

Obit

Prof. Johannes Orth.

PROF. JOHANNES ORTH, whose death is an-
nounced, was bom in 1847 at Wallmerod in

Nas.sau. He received his medical and scientific training

chiefly at Bonn, where he studied pathology under Rind-
fleisch, whose assistant he afterwards became. Later, he
was appointed assistant to Virchow in Berlin. In 1878 he
wiis appointed professor of general pathology and patho-
logical anatomy in Gottingen and afterwards received
the title of Geh. Med.-Ral. In 1902, on the death of

Virchow, he was elected to the chair of pathology in the
University of Berlin, and since then his energies have
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u ary.
been devoted chiefly to the development of the Institute

of Pathology, which .was founded and equipped by

Virchow.

Orth was the author of numerous papers on patho-

logical subjects, and also of several books, the two most

important of which were his " Compendium der

pathologisch-anatomischen Diagnostik," which was

translated into English in 1878, and his " Lchrbuch der

spcciellen pathologischen Anatomic," published in 1893.

Orth was undoubtedly a pathologist of great eminence

and made many valuable contributions to his subject,

but his reputation rested rather on his powers as a

teacher and expositor and on his width of knowledge
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than on any discovery in a special department. He
was essentially a disciple of Virchow and a follower of
his methods.

Mr. E. W. Nelson.
The science of oceanography and the scientific study

of fisheries have lost a devoted and able worker by
the tragic death of Mr. E. W. Nelson, the scientific
superintendent of the Fishery Board's marine labora-
tory at the Bay of Nigg near Aberdeen, who was found
dead in his laboratory on the morning of January 17.
He had been appointed in September 192 1 to succeed
Dr. T. Wemyss Fulton in the service of the Fishery
Board for Scotland, and he was proving himself a
very effective investigator of Fishery problems. He
was much liked and respected by his staff, and every
one was looking forward to the work that he would
do, especially as regards the physical conditions of
the sea in their relation to fisheries, for it was in the
bearings of physics on biology that he was most
interested. He had an ingenious mind, more of the
mathematical than of the biological order; though
he was a keen naturalist as well. He was particularlv
well suited for the post that he held and he seemed
to be very happy in his work.

Mr. Nelson was educated at Christ's College, Cam-
bridge, and he was working at Plymouth Biological
Station when he was chosen in 1910 to be a biologist
to the British Antarctic Expedition led by Capt.
Scott. He made an elaborate biological survey
around the Cape Evans station, and Scott speaks in
his " Journals " very appreciatively of his enthusiasm,
carefulness, and practical ingenuity. Mr. Nelson was
one of the thirteen men who stayed at Cape Evans
for a third year under the command of Surgeon Atkin-
son. During the war Nelson served in the Royal
Naval Division.

Mr. Nelson was a pleasant and cheerful personality,
very kindl)-, though fond of an argument, very keen
about his own work, but delightfully willing to help
others, not wearing his heart on his sleeve, but full
of good-will.

Dr. Talfourd Ely.

Dr. Talfourd Ely, whose death was recently
announced at the age of eighty-six, was a nephew of
Frank Ely, the dramatist, and great-nephew of Sir

T. N. Talfourd, author of " Ion." During the greater
part of his life he was closely connected with Univer-
sity School and College, London. He was vice-principal
and classical tutor at University Hall, classical master at
University College School, and secretary of the College.
This last post he resigned in order to stud)' archaeology
at Berlin, where he worked with Ernest Curtius,

Kirchof, Robert, Furtwangler, and Waltenbach, and
became acquainted with other leading scholars. He
tra\'elled largely in Europe, and had an exciting
adventure at Olympia with brigands whom he routed.
In his later years he was connected with many learned
societies—the Antiquaries, Hellenic, Royal ' Archaeo-
logical, and others. The literary works by which he
will be best known are " A Manual of Archaeology " and
" Roman Hayling," embodying the results of his own
excavations at Hayling Island, besides many papers
on archaeology.

The death of Miss Charlotte Sophia .Burne has left a

gap in the ranks of English students of folklore. A
native of Shropshire, she edited with additions the

collections of Miss G. F. Jackson, which were published

under the title of " Shropshire Folklore," one of the best

local manuals. Her later years were spent in London,
where she became a pillar of strength to the Folklore

Society, serving on the council and as president.

In 1914 the Society published her admirable " Hand-
book of Folklore," but the main work of her later days

was the collection of a great mass of materials for a new
edition of John Brand's " Observations on Popular

Antiquities," which was intended to become an encyclo-

paedia of English folk beliefs. When her health broke

down the task of editing this work was undertaken by

Dr. E. Sidney Hartland.

Current Topics and Events.

The centenary of the death of Edward Jenner on
January 26, 1823, was celebrated by the Academy of
Medicine in Paris on Tuesday, January 23, At 3 p.m.

a large meeting was held at the Academy in the Rue
Bonaparte, when the president, M. Chauffard, gave a
short address, which was followed b)' a long, critical,

and yet eulogistic speech by M. Lucien Camus, and by
communications on the subject of vaccination in detail
from :MM. Pierre Teissier, Jeanselme, d'Espine, and
Sir St. Clair Thomson. The fine large hall of the
Academy was crowded, the French Minister of Health,
M. Strauss, and Madame Curie being present, in addi-
tion to other distinguished people. The busts of

Jenner and Pasteur were placed on the right and the
left of the platform. After the ceremony a number
of mementoes of Jenner in the form of letters by him,
and of old cartoons commemorating or deriding
vaccination, were shown in one of the halls of the

Academy. The president announced that com-
munications in honour of the event had been received

by him from learned societies in many parts of the

world. Sir Ronald Ross, a foreign associate of the

Academy, who represented the British Ministry of

Health, handed in also a letter from the president of

the Royal Society, and other British societies were

represented by Sir St. Clair Thomson and by Dr.

R. O. INIoon. Sir Almroth Wright, another foreign

associate of the Academy, was also present. After

the ceremony the president and council of the Academy,
in honour of the commemoration, gave a dinner at the

Club de la Renaissance Fran9aise.

By the will of the late Prof. Emil Chr. Hansen,

director of the Physiological Department of the Carls-

berg Laboratory, Copenhagen, and his wife, a fund

bearing his name was established in 191 1 providing
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for the award on Prof. Hansen's birthday, May 8, at
intervals of about two or three years, of a gold medal
bearing his effigy, and accompanied by a sum of at
least 2000 kroner, to the author of a distinguished
pubhcation on some microbiological subject that has
appeared in recent years in Denmark or elsewhere.
The medal was awarded in 1914 to Dr. Jules Bordet,
Brussels, for researches in medical microbiologry, and
in 1922 to Dr. M. \V. Bejerinck, Delft, for researches
in general microbiology. This year it is proposed to
award the medal to an author of experimental re-

searches in marine microbiology. The award is made
by a committee consisting of the Danish trustees of the
fund together with at least two foreign microbiologists.

The committee is composed this year of Prof. C. O.
Jensen, director. Serum Institute of the Royal
Veterinary and Agricultural College, Copenhagen

;

Dr. Jobs. Schmidt, director, Physiological Department
of the Carlsberg Laboratory, Copenhagen ; Prof.

S. P. L. Sorensen, director. Chemical Department of

the Carlsberg Laborator>', Copenhagen; Prof. H. H.
Gran, University of Christiania, Nor^vay, and Prof.

C. A. Kofoid, University of California, Berkeley,
U.S.A. Further particulars may be obtained from
the president of the Board of Trustees, Emil Chr.
Hansen Fund, Copenhagen (Valby).

The question of training in Illuminating Engineer-
ing was discussed at the last meeting of the Illuminat-
ing Engineering Society, an introductory' paper being
read by Mr. C. E. Greenslade and Mr. J. E. S. AVhite.

The authors discussed in some detail the planning
of courses on illumination at technical colleges,

pointing out that special attention should be given
to practical appUcations of light, and that the aspects
of hghting considered by architects should be dealt
with besides purely technical matters. It was also
suggested that occasional popular lectures on the
subject would be helpful, and that such lectures
would be particularly useful in schools, so that
children might grow up with sin appreciation of the
benefits of good lighting. It was pointed out that
there is a need for a suitable text-book for students
as most of the works available are somewhat
elaborate, and that hints to lecturers on demonstra-
tions and scries of suitable lantern slides would also
be valuable. The discussion was opened by Dr.
F. T. Chapman, of the Board of Education, who
suggested methods of improving the treatment of
illumination in existing courses, and Mr. Caster
mentioned that the Society had issued a circular
to technical colleges offering the co-operation of the
Illuminating Engineering Society in the framing of
syllabuses and, if necessar\-, the provision of lecturers.

In almost all cases replies received had welcomed
I o-operation of this kind.

The presidential address of Capt. H. Riall Sankey
to the Institute of Industrial Administration on

' Training for Administration in Industry," which was
delivered on October 10 last at the London School of
Economics, has recently been published in the number
'>f the Journal of Industrial Administration for
.Nov.-Dec, 1922. It gives a brief review of the work
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of the Institute, and also contains the announcement
that, at the instance of its advisory council, the
Institute has prepared an examination scheme with the
view of the award of diplomas and certificates in

conne.xion with subjects bearing on the administrative
side of the work in industry. The scheme is shortly
to be put into force, when it is proposed to hold
examinations in eight groups of subjects, namely :

(i) design, specifications, and inspection; (2) factory
planning and plant management

; (3) estimating,

production methods, and rate fixing ; (4) production
control (scheduling and regulation)

; (5) employment
administration

; (6) materials and purchasing
;

(7) stores and transport management ; and (8) pro-
duction statistics and costing. The examination
questions will be framed in relation to the administra-
tive, in contradistinction to the strictly technical,

aspects of the subjects enumerated above. Honours
and pass certificates will be issued for each group of

subjects, and it is intended at a later date to award
diplomas to those who hold the qualifying number of

certificates (the precise number has not yet been
determined).

An article which appears over the initials H. B. in

Le Temps of January 2, discusses the findings of the
International Commission which, in September last,

visited the sites at Ipswich on which ^Ir. Reid Moir
claims to have found evidence for Tertiary Man. The
investigations of the International Commission, which
consisted of MM. Lohest, Fourmarier, Hamal-Nandrin
and Fraipont (Belgium), MM. Capitan and Breuil

(France), Messrs. MacCurdy and Nelson (U.S.A.), and
Messrs. Reid Moir and Burkitt, afforded an exception-

ally favourable opportunity for a careful e.xamination

and discussion of the evidence. The findings of the

Commission, therefore, must carry great weight.

According to the writer in Le Temps, the report

presented to the International Institute of Archae-

ology in Paris stated that the members of the

Commission were unanimously of the opinion that

Mr. Reid Moir's specimens from the base of the
" Crag " were genuine artifacts and were found in

deposits which were undoubtedly undisturbed, and
belonged, beyond question, to the Upper Pliocene.

After a careful examination of the characteristics of

the specimens, in the course of which all giving rise to

any doubt were set aside, the Commission held that

they could have been produced by no natural cause and
that their distinctive features were comparable with

those of Mousterian implements about which there was
not the least doubt. The writer concludes that we must
inevitably accept the existence of man at Ipswich in

the Pliocene period of the Tertiary epoch,—possibly

not man himself as such nor even a direct ancestor,

but a being who, in virtue of this industry, merits a

place in the genus homo among the precursors of man ;

and that the evidence carries back the first appearance

of this being on the globe well beyond the 125,000

years at which Osborn dates the beginning of the

Pre-Chellean Age.

The annual report of the National Union of

Scientific Workers shows that the Union has increased
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its membership to 826 with a corresponding improve-

ment in its financial position. The formation of

three special sections with activities connected with

Government service, with industrial service, and with

universities is probably a step in the right direction.

In the first service there is stated to be profound

dissatisfaction, partly due to the inadequate position,

responsibility and freedom of initiative of scientific

workers and partly to the operation of the " Geddes

Axe." It is suggested that at the bottom of the

discontent of scientific officers in Government depart-

ments is the totally inadequate understanding of

science by officials, holding executive positions,

originally appointed to the Civil Ser\-ice on examina-

tional efficiency in every side of education but science.

The University Section would seem to have a definite

function in respect to the teaching, pay, position,

and free research hours of university teachers ;
it

seems doubtful poUcy to merge it into a general

education section to consider the whole " tree
"

from the infants' school to the universities. The

Industrial Section has to deal with such matters

as the pay, position, and unemployment of scientific

workers in industry ; the problems are so intricate

that any standardising and grading of salaries as

well as of the quahfications of those employed would

seem impossible. Success is probably bound up

with propaganda as to the important economic

results likely to ensue from the due employment

of properly qualified scientific workers in various

sides of economic life. We note in tliis connexion

the amalgamation, so far as their aims are concerned,

of the Union with the British Association of Chemists

and its friendly co-operation with many otlier

professional bodies.

The announcement has been made of a gift of

5000/. by a donor, who at present wishes to remain

anonymous, to the Rowett Research Institute for

Animal Nutrition at Aberdeen. This sum is intended

to found a library and to provide for making statistical

records.

A LECTURE on " Intersexuality and the Determina-

tion of Sex" wiU be delivered by Prof. Goldschmidt,

of Berlin, in the Zoology Department, University of

Liverpool, on February 15, at 7.30 p.m. An open

invitation is extended to all who are interested.

Further information can be obtained from Prof.

W. J. Dakin, University, Liverpool.

Notice is given by the Iron and Steel Institute that

the council of the Institute is prepared to consider in

March applications for grants from the Carnegie Fund,

in aid of research work on some subject of practical

importance relating to the metallurgy of iron and

steel, or allied subjects, and that special application

forms may be obtained from the Secretary of the

Institute. The results of research work must be

communicated in the form of a report.

A JOINT dinner, to be called the " Ramsay Chemical

Dinner," arranged by the Society of Chemical In-

dustry, the Institute of Chemistry, the Society of

Dyers and Colourists, the Glasgow University Al-

chemists' Club, the Andersonian Chemical Society,
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and the Ardeer Chemical Club, will be held in Glasgow

on Friday, February 23. The dinner will take the

place of the social functions previously held separately

by the various societies in Glasgow and, it is hoped, will

promote recognition of the importance of chemistry.

Application to attend must reach Dr. J. A. Cranston,

Royal Technical College, Glasgow, not later than

February 16.

We have received a copy of a list of the products

manufactured by the British Dyestuffs Corporation

Ltd., which is made up in the form of a diary.

Classified lists of dyes, colours for special purposes,

such as soap, film, and foodstuff colouring, are given,

and lists of chemicals for research work (under the

heading Association of British Chemical Manu-

facturers), microscopic stains, and indicators, are

included. The volume is very convenient, and is

a welcome indication of the progress made in the

synthetic chemical industry.

The second course of training for seed analysts

will commence in July at the Official Seed Testing

Station, Cambridge, and will last four to five weeks.

The course is Umited to those who are nominated

by seed firms, recommended by universities or

agricultural colleges, or otherwise show their fitness

for such training. At the conclusion of the course,

an examination is held which is also open to nominated

candidates who have not taken the course of instruc-

tion. Applications must reach the Secretary, National

Institute of Agricultural Botany, by May 1 next.

The following lecture arrangements of the Royal

College of Physicians of London have been made : Dr.

W. G. Savage will deliver the Milroy Lectures on

February 22, 27, and March i. The subject will be
" Canned Foods in Relation to Health." The Goul-

stonian Lectures will be given by Dr. G. Evans on

March 6, 8, and 13. The subject will be " The Nature

of Arterio-Sclerosis." Dr. A. J. Hall will deliver the

Lumleian Lectures on March 15, 20, and 22, taking

as his subject " Encephalitis Lethargica (Epidemic

Encephalitis)." The lecture hour in each case will be

5 o'clock.

Mr. G. a. Dunlop, keeper of the Warrington

Museum, sends his report for the two years ending

June 30, 1922. During the latter year the number

of visitors amounted to 82,815, being an increase of

more than 50 per cent, as compared with the previous

year. We infer that the increase consists largely of

children, since a serious attempt has been made to

bring about a closer connexion between the schools

of the town and the museum. A special advisory

committee has suggested a scheme for the utilisation

of the museum in the teaching of general and local

history to the school children. Unfortunately the

scheme is not given in the report.

Messrs. H. F. and G. Witherby announce for

publication this month " A Biology of the British

Hemiptera-Heteroptera," by E. A. Butler. The work

will include a complete list of British famiUes, sub-

families, genera, and species, arranged according to

Oshaniii's " Katalog " (1912), and many illustrations.
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A LIST (No. 31) of second-hand books of science,

mainly natural history, botany, and gardening, has
just been issued by Mr. R. S. Frampton, 37 Konthill

Road, N.4. Upwards of a thousand titles are given,

and the prices asked appear very reasonable.

The latest catalogue (No. 439) of Mr. F. Edwards,
83 High Street, Marylebone, W.i, is devoted to

atlases and maps and books of geographical interest.

As is usual with the catalogues issued by this book-
seller, the present list contains many rare and scarce

items, which are fully described.

Mr. E. G. White, the third edition of whose " Voice
Beautiful in Speech and Song " was noticed in Nature
of December 30, p. 871. objects to the remark of the

reviewer " that I regard the vocal cords ' as strings,"

whereas the whole book is written for the precise

purpose of showing that they are not strings." In

stating that Mr. White regards them as strings the
reviewer adopted the argument in Chapter III. of the

book, but he did not say that Mr. White actually

believed the " vocal cords " to be strings. As to the

view that the theory of sinus tone production " Ls not

supported by a particle of evidence," Mr. White refers

to evidence " that it is possible to speak and sing

when both vocal cords have been excised," but no
physiologist would accept this as conclusive. He
detaches from the notice of the second edition of his

book, in Nature of April 17, 1919 (vol. 103, p. 124),

the words " there is much to admire in this book,"

but omits to add that the reviewer "
J. G. M."

entirely rejected his thesis, remarking, " Over and
over again he furnishes what he regards as evidence

in support of his thesis, but the conclusion, almost

invariably, is in the opposite direction." To this it

may be' added that the supposed evidence never

points in the flirection of the sinuses.

Our Astronomical Column.
Calendar Reform.—Somewhat of a deadlock has

been reached in the matter of calendar reform, owing
to the unwillingness of a considerable section to
abandon the free week, which has now been running
uninterruptedly for some 3000 years, by the intro-
duction of days that would not count in the week or
month. Rev. D. R. Fotheringham, editor of the
Chaldaean. proposes a scheme in No. 17 of that
journal which would retain the fixed calendar, with-
out interfering in the least with the succession of
weekdays. He proposes to make an ordinary year
exactly 52 weeks or 364 days. This could be divided
into 4 quarters, in each of which the lengths of the
months would be 30, 30, 31 days ; or if preferred,
there could be 13 months of 4 weeks each : every fifth

year (the last digit of which was o or 5) would have an
extra week ; unless the year was divisible by 45, in

whicli case there would be no extra week. There
would thus be 8 extra weeks in 45 years, the average
length of the year being 365-2444444 . . . days.
The true length of the tropical year is 365-242199, so
that the error is 0-00224 days, or i day in 446 years ;

this is a trifling amount and could be corrected by
dropping the extra week once in 3000 years, in

addition to its normal dropping every forty-fifth year,
•^he proposed calendar would satisfy the following
desiderata, assuming that the e.xtra week is always
reckoned at the end of the year : (i) any particular
calendar date would always be on the same day of
the week ; (2) the interval in days between two dates
in the same year would always be the same ; (3) the
fact of the sequence of weekdays going on unchanged
would be likely to remove opposition from ecclesias-
tical and other quarters. The two chief objections to
our present system from the astronomical point of
view are the irregular lengths of the months, and the
occurrence of the leap-day early in the year. The
latter flaw is not due to Julius Caesar, for he made
March the first month, as the prefixes Septem-, Octo-,
etc., still remind us ; so that he saw the advantage of
putting the leap-day at the end.

The Position of the Solar Apex.—The positions
derived for the solar apex, or point to which our
system is tending, from the study of the stellar proper
motions, have been far less accordant than one could
wish ; it has been found indeed that they differ
sv-stematically according to the faintness of the stars
the motions of which are utilised. The late Prof
Kapteyn suggested that this discordance might be
due to the imix?rfect correction of systematic errors in
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the older catalogues ; this would affect the proper
motions deduced from comparison of these catalogues
with modem ones, and the effect on the position of the
apex would be greatest for the stars with smallest
motions. Now a determination of the apex from the
radial velocities of stars is independent of this source
of error, and is therefore a useful check. M. J. S.

ParaskevofKJulos, of Athens Observatory, uses the
radial velocities of the stars in Vofite's Catalogue,
together with 537 additional ones recently published
from Victoria, B.C. His results, given in Asir.

Journ. No. 813, are :

—

North Stars. South Stan. All Stars.

R.A. of Apex 27i°-4 272°-2 27i''-6 +3°-o
N. Decl. of Apex 3i°-6 29''-6 3o''-3 fi'o
Sun's velocity km. /sec. 2o"'-7 25°-4 23°-33ti°-03

The apex accords well with that usually adopted, but
the velocity is somewhat greater.

Lost Planet Recovered.—Planet 132, .Vctlira,

was discovered by the late Prof. Watson of .\nn .•\rbor

on June 13, 1873. It was one of 22 found by him
between 1863 and 1877 ; he was not content merely
with finding them, but he also determined their orbits

and perturbations, and at his death left a trust fund
to secure that the nccessarj^ calculations and observa-
tions should continue to be made on these planets
after his death. Aethra appeared to be the most
interesting of them all from its large eccentricity and
small perihelion distance ; however, in spite of

constant endeavour it remained lost from 1873 till

now. On Deccmlaer 12, 1922, M. B. Jekhowsky, of
-Mgiers Observatorj', found a planet of mag. 10-5 in

R..^. 5'' 56-1"". N. Decl. 18" 27' with daily motion
-1-3"', S. 21'. It was independently found at
Simeis on December 19 by .M. G. Beljavsky. .\n

approximate orbit by M. Jekhowsky makes it highly
probable that it is the lost .-Vethra, a conclusion which
Dr. Luther has reached independently. As further
observations are desired, the following predicted
!ositions (from Astr. Nach. Circular) mav be useful,

anuary 24, K..\. 5" 11 •5"", N. Decl. 4° ^^
, February

I, R..\. s""
lo-o'", N. Decl. 3° o'. The period comes

out as 3-89 years if we assume 13 revolutions since

1872, but the assumptions of 12 or 14 revolutions
would give 4-2>' and 3-6' respectively. The elements
deduced in 1873 were: Period 3-926 years, eccen-
tricity 0-3314, perihelion distance 1-664,' longitude of
perihelion 151^ 56', ascending node 259' 40', inclina-

tion 23" 42'.
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Research Items.

Deciphering Charred Documents.—Mr. Ray-

mond Davis, of the Bureau of Standards, Washington,

finds that the written and printed matter of papers

that have been thoroughly charred, as, for example, by

being heated in an iron box or safe, may be deciphered

by placing the charred sheet in contact with a fast or

medium plate for a week or two in the dark and then

developing as usual. There appears to be an emana-

tion that affects the plate except where the charred

ink acts as a protective coating. It is curious that

films need a much longer contact than plates, and

that sometimes the effect is reversed unless the film

is previously washed and dried.

" The Gypsies of Turkey.—Prof. W. R. Halliday

has collected from a wide range of literature an

account of the Turkish gypsies in the Journal of the

Gypsy Lore Society (3rd series, vol. i., part 4). The

conventional estimate of the number of these people

in modern Turkey is 200,000, but there is no accurate

material for forming any conclusion which possesses

the slightest value. The more rigid Osmanli hates

them as infidels and dreads them as magicians, and

the Christian view of the gypsy's irreligion and genial

roguery is illustrated from the folk tales. This

feeling is based on the laxity of their religious observ-

ances, for in this area religious rule has the added

sanction of corresponding with racial or natural

cleavage. This thievish habit and way of life have

naturally made them unpopular, and it is widely

beheved in Turkey that they dig up graves and eat

corpses a belief probably based on their habit of

eating 'carrion. It is also stated that they drink

annually a secret potion, the composition of which is

known only to the oldest and wisest of the tribe,

which secures immunity from snake-bite. They are

also said to furnish the most expert executioners in

Constantinople, but this is scarcely credible. Their

employment as bear-leaders is reflected in the dislike

shown towards black and brown bears, and to the use

of the skins of these bears by furriers in Constantinople.

CERCARIffi FROM INDIAN FrESH-W^ATER MoLLUSCS.

Mai R B. Seymour Sewell has given an account

{Ind. Journ. Med. Res., vol. x., Suppl. Number,

1922) of the anatomy and biology of 52 cercanae,

which he has preferred to designate by numbers as

he considers that at present the basis of specific

distinction is vague. The majority of the fresh-

water molluscs are born in May-August, hve for

approximately two years, and then die from natural

causes The vitality of heavily parasitised specimens

is considerably impaired. The maximal periods of

miracidial infection occur in May -June and in

September-October, that is, just before and just

after the monsoon season. During an examination

of nearly 4000 fresh-water snails a double infection—

two forms of trematodes developing simultaneously

in the same snail—was met with only in eighteen

cases, namely in sixteen Melanoides tuberculatus and

two 'Indoplanorbis exustus, the two most widely

distributed species of mollusc in India. Cases are

comparativelv common in which one form of trematode

was found developing from parthenitee {sporocysts or

redia:) while another was found encysted in the

tissues. Maj . Sewell records that on several occasions

he observed in sporocysts (producing cercaria; XV.,

closely related to Cercaria vivax Sonsino) the

occurrence of miracidia—some of which were still

in an incomplete state of development and enclosed

in a thin capsule, but others were swimming freely

in the cavity of the sporocyst. The sporocyst and

redia are not sharply demarcated stages ; it is easy

to form a graded series beginning with an undoubted
sporocyst which appears to be devoid of all structure,

passing through forms— in which excretory and
certain other organs are partly developed— which
might be considered either as sporocysts or as rediae,

and ending with undoubted rediae with well-developed

alimentary canal, a complicated excretory system,

definite nervous system and genital organs, and
active locomotor processes.

Geology of New Zealand.—The latest view as to

the grouping and correlation of the much-discussed

strata of New Zealand is embodied in one of the

pamphlets conveniently extracted from the New
Zealand Journal of Science and Technology (vol. 5,

No. I, 1922). In this Mr. P. G. Morgan, director

of the Geological Survey, gives geological maps of

both the great islands, printed clearly in black and
white, on a scale of i inch to 40 miles. If these were

not so economically printed back to back, they might

well be mounted by their fortunate possessor and
coloured according to the international scheme. The
divisions of the Maitai systems (formerly held to be

Triassic and Jurassic, but now shown to be Permo-
Carboniferous) are still undecided ; but it is clear that

the grouping of these rocks on the geographical axis

of the southern island is not a tectonic feature, their

general strike being north-westerly. In the epoch of

their deposition. New Zealand lay on the margin of

Gondwanaland, and it seems reasonable to suggest

that the strike of the Maitai systems, when they came
to be folded, was determined by the pressures from
the south that crumpled the beds in Jurassic times

in the coast-ranges of the Cape Province of S. Africa.

As Mr. C. A. Cotton has pointed out (" The Outhne of

New Zealand," Geographical Review, vol. 6, p. 320),

the present form and features of New Zealand have
been largely determined by faulting, with the forma-

tion of blocks of uphft and depression. The dominion
is developing its culture on a mere fragment of land

left among the deeps.

Pal^ontolggical Research in China.—The third

Asiatic Expedition of the American Museum of

Natural History has been co-operating with the staff

of the Geological Survey of China, and, in view of

the interest taken in their joint researches, Mr. J. G.

Andersson, with his colleagues of the Chinese Survey,

have issued a brief summary of the results of the

Survey's operations so far as carried out (Bull. Amer.
Mus. Nat. Hist., xlvi. art. 13). The fossil invertebrates

are being worked out by Dr. A. W. Grabau, now
palaeontologist to the Geological Survey of China.

At present these have been obtained almost ex-

clusively from the palaeozoic deposits, and will be

described in the near future in a work devoted to

Chinese palaeontology, initiated by Dr. V. K. Ting,

the director of the Geological Survey of China, and
entitled " Palaeontologia Sinica." Of considerable

interest is the discovery of the first Eurypterus in

China in the coal measures of the Kaiping basin

in strata of Lower Permian age. Coal deposits are

plentiful and range from Palaeozoic to early Tertiary.

By far the most interesting among the plant beds

of China are the Permo-Carboniferous coal series,

while those of the Jurassic of northern China come
next in importance, and the Oligocene flora of

Fushun, in Fengtien, is the most representative of

the Tertiary beds. Of the fossil vertebrates the

principal description hitherto has been that of

Schlosser, who, however, procured his material from
Chinese medicine shops. Mr. Andersson has now
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brousht together extensive collections. The Hipparion
clays of northern China prove the richest deposits
so far. The north China loess but rarely contains
fossils. One of the commonest is the egg of a big

ostrich, Stnithiolilhus clursonensis. There is also an
elephant, doubtfullv referred to Elephas namadicus.
Xo undisputed proof of the existence of Pala?olithic

man has as yet been obtained, nor of any Older
Neolithic culture.

Induction Motors as Synchronous Machines.—
In the Journal of the Indian Institute of Science,

vol. 5, part 4, p. 37, there is an interesting and useful

paper by S. V. Ganapati and R. G. Parikh on induc-
tion motors used as synchronous machines. From
the point of view of the engineer of the supply station

the large " wattless " current taken by induction
motors is a serious drawback to their use, and methods
are sometimes employed to penalise consumers in

proportion to the amount of wattless current thev
take. The authors have experimented on induction
motors by supplying their rotors with direct current
and thus converting them into synchronous machines.
They found that tliey were more unstable than
ordinary synchronous motors, as a relatively small
decrease in the exciting current caused them to fall

out of step. They lintl also that, for heavy loads,

this method involves a sacrifice of efficiency and
only a slight diminution of the wattless current.
It is also necessary to adjust the excitation to the
load and hence it is unsuitable for fluctuating loads.

The advantages of synchronous operation are only
pronounced at times of light load.

Positive and Negative Valences.—The Rccueil
des Travaux chimiques des Pavs-Bas, which was
founded in i88j and of which the forty-first volume
lias just been completed, is now to assume an in-

ternational character, since it has been arranged that
the Recueil will henceforth contain articles in French,
Rnglish, and German. With this announcement there
lias been circulated a double number for September
.uid October ig22, in which this policy has been put
into operation. The issue contains the papers read
.It an International Congress of Chemistry held at
I'trecht on June 21-23, 1022. It includes 14 papers,
of which three are in l-^nglish, four in French, and
seven in German. The three Russian authors con-
tribute two papers in I'Ycnch and one in German,
while the Swi.ss contribution also appears in French.
Perhaps the most interesting of these papers is the
one in which Prof. \V. A. Noyes discusses the question
of positive and negative valences. He puts forward
as evidence of the real existence of oppositely polarised
itoms the production of an optically active form of
the dia/o r()nipi>iind

N CO,C,H.

/ \
-N CHj.CHj.COj.CjH,,

where it is almost impossible to find a satisfactorv
explanation of the optical activity except bv supposing
that the two nitrogen atoms differ sufficiently to
destroy what would otherwise be a plane of symmetrv
of the molecule. The c|iiestion of free radicals is

also discus.sed in two papers by Prof. VV'aUlen and
Prof. Schenck.

Stresses in Beams, Rings, and Chains.—The
honorary members' lecture to the Junior Institution
of Engineers for the year 1922 was delivered bv
Prof. E. G. Coker, who cliose for his subject " that
branch of the elasticity and strength of materials
which deals with the stress distributions in curved

beams, rings, and chain links." The lecture is

printed in the Journal of the Institution, Part 6,

vol. xxxii., and forms a valuable resume of the
application of the optical properties of transparent
bodies to the determination of the stresses in these
bodies. It is pointed out that in plain stress, all

materials which fulfil the primary conditions of
elasticity are stressed in precisely the same manner
under similar conditions of shape and loading, and
so the stresses can be found by observation on
transparent material like nitro-cellulose. The cases
dealt with are the straight beam subjected to bending
moment (to show that when the beam is un-
symmetrical about the plane of bending, the usual
formula giving the stress in terms of the change of
the curvature is not correct), discontinuities in

beams, short beams, beams of constant curvature
under uniform bending moment (as being of theoretical
interest), the crane hook, circular rings, elliptical

link with and without stud, circular link with
straight sides, and various kinds of piston rings.

The mathematical treatment is indicated, while in

two appendices is given in brief the mathematical
tlieory of stresses in curved beams (Andrews and
Pearson) and of stresses in curved links (Peanson-
Winkler theory). Prof. Coker 's lecture is a record
of important researches on an important subject, to
which he and his assistants have made very con-
siderable contributions. It is of interest to note his

opinion " that the stress distribution in complicated
bodies ... is one which still demands a very large
amount of study by analysis and experimental
research."

The Finitistic Theory of Space.—The logistic

mathematicians are very boastful of their claim to
ha%e soh'ed the paradoxes of Zeno by their new
definition of infinity as a compact series. Their
doctrine, however, is not unchallenged. Dr. Pe-
tronievics in his " Principien dcr Metaphvsik " has
put forward the theory of the finiteness of the number
of points in space. His argument is set forth from
the point of view of mathematics, metaphysics, and
also what he terms hyper-metaphysics, and historically

it is claimed to be as old as Pythagoras. A clear,

concise, and easy account of the doctrine is given in
" Die Lehre vom diskreten Raum in der neueren
Philosophic," by Dr. Nikola M. Poppovich (Wilhelm
Braumiiller, Wien und Leipzig, 1922). It is the
thesis for the doctorate of philosophy awarded by
the I'niversity of Berlin the year preceding the war.
Dr. Poppovich reviews the whole problem of the
principle of the continuity and discreteness of space
from ancient to modern times. The theories fall

for him into three types. The first he names the
infinitistic realistic, it includes Bolzano and Cantor

;

the second, the mfinitistic idealistic, includes Leibniz
and Kant, and in the nineteenth century is re-

presented by Renouvier ; the third is the finitistic

realistic doctrine of Petronievics. According to this

last there is a clear distinction between real and
unreal points. The essence of the doctrine would
seem to be that the compact series which separates
two points is not a series of real points in the sense
in which the two definite points are real. The
compact series has no other function than that of

holding the two real points apart. Thus, to take
our own illustration (if we are rightly interpreting
the doctrine) the integers i, 2, in the numerical
series are separated by an infinite, i.e. a compact,
series of fractions, but this series is unreal, i.e.

imaginary ; it serves the single purpose of preventing
the two units falling into one identity. The theory
leads Dr. Petronievics to affirm the absoluteness of

Euclidean space.
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The Lourenco Marques Meeting of the South African Association!

'X'HE twentieth annual meeting of the South
'- African Association for the Advancement of

Science was held at Louren9o Marques, in the Lyceu,
on July 10-15, under the presidency of Dr. A. W.
Rogers. The meeting was well attended and was
ver>' successful. About fifty papers were read. An
official welcome was given by the High Commissioner
for Mogambique and the Mayor of Lourengo Marques.
There were various visits and excursions to places
of local interest, both on the Bay and inland, and an
official banquet was given to members at the new
Polana Hotel.
A popular lecture, illustrated by lantern slides,

was given by Mr. C. Grahani Botha, Keeper of the
Archives at Cape Town, on " The Early Development
of South Africa."

The South Africa medal and grant were awarded
to Dr. 1. B. Pole Evans for his contributions to
botanical science in South Africa.

The presidential address by Dr. Rogers dealt with
" Post-Cretaceous Climates of South Africa." Four
tvpes of evidence on which recognition of former
climates depend were discussed. These were the
character of the rocks during the period concerned,
the shapes of the land surface resulting from long
duration of more or less constant climatic conditions,
the distribution of animals and plants, and the
historical records of man ; the lithological evidence
is the most important for all but relatively recent
times. Each of these factors was considered in

detail as regards South Africa, the evidence being
considered from post-Cretaceous times only. His-
torical records of the past climate in South Africa
apply closely to present-day conditions, allowance
being made for the progressive settlement of the
country. From personal survey work Dr. Rogers
concluded that in certain districts no deterioration
of climate or marked loss of water has taken place
during the last fifty years. The various lines of
evidence point to the conclusion that during post-
Cretaceous times the climate of South Africa has
fluctuated within rather narrow limits ; that there
has not been a Pluvial period, if by that term is

implied a long period of much greater rainfall over
the whole country ; that a general lowering of

temperature in the Pleistocene may have given the
Karroo and Southern Kalahari rivers longer periods
of flow, but that this more humid era in those regions
had come to an end long before human evidence
can be drawn upon for an account of it ; and that
South Africa, like North Africa, the Americas and
Australia, bears evidence to a shifting of the climatic
belts in the Pleistocene and subsequent times.
The presidential address to Section A on " The

Role of Astronomy in the Development of Science,"
was given by Dr. M. A. Peres, Director of the Campos
Rodrigues Observatory, Lourenco Marques. He
summarised ably some of the chief discoveries and
laws in astronomical science, and showed their
influence on subsequent research in other branches
of physical science. Thus, astronomical observa-
tions led to the formulation of the laws of Newton,
which opened a vast field of other researches. Similar
astronomical observations leading to the work on
the \-elocity of light were the first step towards
wireless telegraphy. The indebtedness of optics
especially, to astronomical research, was also in-

dicated, and it was pointed out that the chief con-
firmation of Einstein's theory was dependent on
astronomical observations.

" The Influence of Mineral Deposits in the Develop-
ment of a Young Country " was chosen by Dr. E. T.
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Mellor as the subject of his presidential address to
Section B. This was first illustrated hy reference to
the Tsumeb Mine in South-West Africa and Broken
Hill in Rhodesia. The Tsumeb- IMine brought about
the building of a railway from the coast to the mine,
350 miles away. The Broken Hill Mine practically
determined the course of the inain line of the Cape
to Cairo railway. The railway system of the Union
of South Africa has been influenced by the goldfields

of the Witwatersrand. The tracing of the extension
of these gold reefs eastwards, the location and
exploration of new coalfields, and systematic boring
for possible oilfields, all depended on an adecjuate
geological survey. The extension of the Witbank
coalfield, though proved and ready for easy exploita-
tion, is suspended because of lack of transport and
a market. The connexion of mining developments
wdth research in other sciences was considered, and
it was shown that in the gold industry South Africa
possesses a field sufficiently extensive and stable to
exert more than a temporary influence on the country
generally.

The presidential address to Section C was given
by Prof. D. Thoday, and dealt with " Carbon
Assimilation " in plants. The great advances in

the knowledge of the subject due to the work of
Blackman in Cambridge and Willstatter in Berlin
were summarised, attention being directed to the
work done on pigments. The role of iron and of
magnesium were also discussed. The application of
the subject with special reference to South African
conditions was detailed. The plants of the open
veld are exposed to the full blaze of the sun through
most of the year, and this is more than sufficient

to enable an ordinarv green leaf to assimilate all

the carbon dioxide that it needs. Paler green or
golden leaves demand more intense light than dark
ones for their full activity. Consequently, veld
plants have paler leaves, and in extreme cases the
leaves are almost greenish yellow. Particulars of

internal structure affecting depth of colour were
also discussed, as were leaf forms and patternings,

and it was emphasised that such features are not
merely adaptations to a dry climate but that their

effects on photosvnthesis of carbon dioxide are

probably of equal significance.

The presidential address to Section D was delivered

by Dr. Annie Porter, her subject being " Some
Modern Developments in Animal Parasitology."
After a general introduction dealing with degrees

of parasitism, specificity and the like, recent ad\-ances

in protozoology were first considered. Attention
was directed to the conflicting opinions as to the
existence of races of Eniamceba histolytica. The
work of Taute and Huber on the non-identity of

Trvpanosoma rhodesiense and T. briicei, as shown by
direct inoculation of the human subject with game
trypanosomes, was discussed, and attention was
directed to work on induced herpetomoniasis in

vertebrates. Flagelloses of plants were described,

especially those due to herpetomonads, some of

which had been pro\-ed capable of infecting mammals ;

also the spirocha^tes, amoebae, and other parasitic

Protozoa found in plants and their reactions on their

hosts were noted. Recent work on neuromotor
apparatus in Protozoa, and on various organisms
and filterable \iruses associated with infective

(spirochaetal) jaundice, trench fever, and typhus
were discussed. In helminthology the interesting

life-histories of schistosomes in various snails, of

Clonorchis in snail, fish and man, of Paragonimus
in snail, crab or crayfish and man, and recent work
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on the life-histories of such organisms as I-'asciolopsis

buski, Heterophyes, Ascaris, and Strongvloides were
detailed. In ontomolo>rs- hyperparasitism and its

jx)ssible applications, Stomoxys as the transmitter
of North African trypanosomiasis, the r61e of Trom-
liidiitm akamushi in river fever in Japan, and the
part played by various ticks in a peculiar- form of

luiman motor paralysis in America were among the
topics discussed. In conclusion, some of the socio-

logical applications of parasitology were mentioned,
aiul the need of more provision for research work
\\as emphasised.
The presidential address to Section E, by Senator

\. \V. Roberts, related to "Certain Aspects of the
\ative Question." The changes in national life

• Tid in the mental attitude of the native, due
Id gradual disappearance of the old tribal system,
were discussed. The growing desire for individual
possessions and the movement among the younger
u'eneration of Bantus for racial solidarity were
'insidcred as natural steps in the evolution of a

race. The immigration of the native into industrial
.ireas, the change in habit and in outlook, the bad
features of location life, and the need for proper
ciusing were emphasised. The history of native

I'lucation was tracc<l, and it was shown that the
-vstem in vogue at present had served its purpose.
\ew ideals in native education should be in the
lirection of material progress, better means of
.it,'riculture, and villa.m- an<l home industries. The
principles of good citizenship need impressing on the
i\ative as well as on the white. The extension of
pportunitics of work for educated natives and their
cling regarding their present economic limita-

1 ions were discussed. The political future of the
itive and the extension to other areas of the

\ stem successful in the Transkei were considered.
Mutual understanding between white and native
i^ necessary.
The presidential address of Dr. J. Marius Moll to

>ection F was entitled " Certain Mental Disorders
which may be regarded as Preventable." Mental
disorders were considered in two groups—the "in-
toxication " psychoses caused by a poison in the
wide sense and producing changes in the brain, and
germ " or " functional " psychoses where no

' ausative poison occurs, no microscopic alterations,
and no dementia. The intoxication psychoses due
to other illnesses, e.g. enteric, were briettv noted.
-\lcoholic insanity, with its great danger of recurrences,
Aas considered. In the case of inmates of native
mental hospitals in South Africa, dagga {Cannabis
indica) may be an important etiological factor.
Syphilis is decreasing in South Africa. Malaria is

not only a factor in some cases of insanity but also
ill intellectual retardation and enfeeblement in the
ountry. Dementia preco.x is serious, 21 per cent.
'( the admissions to mental hospitals in the I'nion
l>eing due to this. The work on internal secretions
md on psychopathologv was mentioned. In the
^erni psychoses the personality of the patient is the
main factor. The r6le of sex-complexes was shown
ti> have been overrated by Freud and some of his
followers. The reciprocal reaction between the
personality and the circumstances of a patient had
to be reckoned with. The need for study and adop-
tion of the principles of mental hygiene was urged.
Heredity was a serious factor in insanity. If segrega-
tion and non -propagation of the mentally unfit
were enforced the future incidence of this condition
would decrease bv 50 per cent.

It is only possible to notire some of the interesting
p.iuers read before the various sections. Nearly
half of the papers were contributed to Section D.
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In Section A a useful paper was read by Mr. R. H.
Fox on the waterworks department of the Antofa-
gasta (Chile) and IJohvia Railway Company.

' In Section B, Mr. B. J. Smit contributed a paper
on his investigations of different methods of testing

Babcock milk - bottles ; the volumetric method was
preferred. Mr. C. O. Williams continued his account
of e.xperiments on the chemical control of cattle-

dipping tanks ; the addition of coal-tar disinfectants

to arsenical dips was uneconomical. Dr. P. A.
Wagner described various specimens of Descloizite
from South-West Africa.

In Section C, Prof. G. Potts continued his account
of experiments on the pollen of the pepper tree as a
cause of hay fever in Bloemfontein. Prof. J. W.
Bews and Mr. R. D. Aitken discussed the measure-
ment of the hydrogen ion concentration in South
African soils in relation to plant distribution. Mr.
Aitken also described the effect of slope exposure on
the climate and vegetation of a hill near Maritzburg.
Mr. .\. J. Taylor dealt with the composition of s(jnie

indigenous grasses both from the chemical and the
botanical aspects. The economic values of the
grasses were indicated.

In Section D, Mr. J. Sandground read a short
paper on .iphetenchun phyllophagii'i, parasitic in

chrysanthemums, noting its effects in South .\frica.

Prof. E. H. Cluver dealt with the effect of temperature
on the rate of growth in young animals : the greatest

increase in weight occurreil during the cooler months.
Mr. A. D. Stammers described keratomalacia among
rats suffering from deficiency of \itamin A. Dr.

C. P. Xeser sent an interesting paper on the blood
of equines. Prof. E. Warren described and illustrated

the earlv stages of development of the non-ac|uatic

tadpole of .^ nhvdrophrvne rattravi ;
predetermination

of sex occurred in the eggs. Prof. J. E. Duerden
discussed old and new views on the origin of feathers

from scales. Prof. Duerden and Mr. R. Essex
described the degeneration of limbs in species of

Chania;sauran lizards. Prof. Duerden and Mr. V.

Fit/.Simons recorded a series of variations found by
them in the tenth rib of the penguin. Dr. F. G.
Cawston described and exhibited specimens of

Mollusca from lagoons in Natal. Prof. H. B. Fantham
continued his account of some parasitic Protozoa
found in South Africa, noting the occurrence of

herpetomonads in cabbage plants. Prof. Fantham
anil Miss E. Taylor described the continuation of

their researches on Protozoa found in some South
African soils. Mr. C. B. Hardenberg discussed

economic entomology in Mo9ambique. Dr. L. Soro-

menho described, from the hygienic point of view,

various native wines and spirits made in Mozambique.
Dr. .M. M. Prates presented a contribution to the

study of human parasitology in Mozambique, and
he also described the various diseases of the eyes

occurring there. Mr. J. Hewitt discussed ancient

southern land connexions of Africa. The .section

considered favourably a draft bill for the establish-

ment of a national park and game reserve under

the direct control of the I'nion Government.
In Section E, Rev. C. Pettman contributed further

remarks on Hottentot place-names. Rev. H. L.

Bishop read interesting papers on Si Ronga proverbs

and folklore and on the descriptive complement in

Si Ronga. Madame V. Gomes discussed the N and
L intervocalic in archaic Portuguese. Prof. W. A.

Norton dealt with Dr. Theal's historical work on
South-East .Africa, and pleaded for a continuance

of such work. He also exhibited a glossijgraphic

map of South .\frica.

In Section F, .Mr. C. G. Botha illustrated the early

history of the Cape Province by a consideration of
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Dutch place-names. Mrs. Mabel Palmer discussed
some Australian proposals for a wage varying in

proportion to the size of the family. Mr. F. S.

Livie-Noble outlined some practical applications of

modern psychology. There was a discussion, opened

by Captain A. Cardozo, on the currency problem m
Mogambique.
The next annual meeting of the Association will

take place in July 1923 at Bloemfontein, under the
presidency of Prof. J. D. F. Gilchrist. H. B. F.

Mental Character and Race.

T T is a commonplace of anthropological study that,
'^ in investigating the customs of primitive races,

the difference in level of culture between observer
and observed entails a difference in mentality and
outlook which it is one of the aims of anthropological
training to o\'ercome. But it is also a matter of

common observation that this same difference exists,

if in a lesser degree, between peoples at the same stage
of civilisation, and even between individuals or groups
of individuals forming part of the same people or
nation. The works of travellers, geographers and
historians, both ancient and modern, abound in

characterisations of the mental qualities of the
various peoples of the world, both civilised and un-
civilised ; but when the ethnologist comes to the
investigation of the problem of racial differences in

mental qualities, he is confronted with a two-fold
difficulty. On one hand he is, at present, for the
most part, dependent upon empirical observation
from which it is difficult to eliminate the personal
factor, and, on the other hand, it is not clear how far,

if at all, mental characters can be correlated with the
physical characters upon which the ethnologist bases
his classification of races. In the solution of this

problem it is essential that the anthropologist should
secure the co-operation of the psychologist, and it was
with this object that a discussion on " Mental Char-
acter and Race " was held in a joint session of the
Anthropological and Psychological Sections at the
meeting of the British Association at Hull in Sep-
tember last.

The discussion was opened by Prof. J. L. Myres,
who said that the principal consideration to be sub-
mitted to psychologists and ethnologists alike was
that in many individuals in any modern societv of

mixed ancestry, dispositions and faculties differ.

Such mental qualities are inherited like physical
qualities and characters. It might be assumed that
they stood in some direct relation to some element in

the nervous system. Further, some mental qualities

seemed to be associated with some physical characters,

as for example a " fiery " temperament with red
hair. Some of these physical characters are racial,

or (like red hair) seem to result from crossing of

racial elements. The analogy from the artificial

selection of the breeds of domesticated animals indi-

cates that it is possible to enhance or combine mental
qualities. It did not always happen that the indi-

vidual exhibited the characteristics desired, as in

the case of the " gun-shy " pointer, and the " gun-
shy " member of a military family. It would appear,
however, that the hypothesis of correlation and
transmissibility of psychical characters stands the
test of practice in domesticated animals, the nearest
analogue to the long domesticated animal man, a
single species broken up into strongly marked racial

strains.

Prof. Myres went on to point out that the older
ethnologists characterised racial types. by mental as
well as physical characters, and quoted as an example
the character of the Northern Mongols in Keane's
" Man, Past and Present." He pointed out that
such a characterisation included : (a) a description
of mere psychological reactions to external stimuli
conceived as characteristic of the racial strain and
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capable, like brachycephaly, of being used to refer jin
individual to his racial type ; (6) a description of

social reactions [e.g. " sense of right and wrong ") in

which a social, cultural element was introduced. The
individual has a post-natal experience as well as a
pre-natal equipment, and in investigation it might be
difficult to eliminate disturbing factors. Prof. Myres
stated, however, that he himself had found that the
offspring of British fathers and Greek mothers brought
up in a Greek environment differed as markedly from
pure Greeks in their attitude towards discipline and
labour as they did in physique, temperament closely

following breed.
Modern ethnology, relying on analogue and experi-

ment, had made most progress in the department of
sense perception ; but even here one of the first

results had been to show how intimately the social

factor was involved, as for example in inducing a
native to give a fair trial to an experiment beyond his

social horizon and in eliminating the disturbing factor
of an inadequate language, e.g. in the case of colours.

In summing up the problem. Prof. Myres said that
the ethnologist, and, in particular, the social anthro-
pologist, must define more clearly the elementary
terms in their characterisation, while the psychologist
must go further in laboratory' work on such complex
manifestations as the " sense of right or wrong,"
irrespective of race or breed.

Dr. C. S. Myers, president of the Psychological
Section, said that the chief determinants controlling

mental characters were heredity and environment.
On the physical side environment—climate, tempera-
ture, food supply, and the like—acted directly and
indirectly, especially on the internal secretions which
affect the functions of the emotions. Environment
must have played an important part in producing
such differences as distinguished Americans, Aus-
tralians, and New Zealanders ; but it was not known
with certainty how these differences came about, nor
how permanent they were likely to be. Different

parts of the same country exhibited distinguishing

characteristics. In England, for example, Yorkshire
and Wales had for long been noted for musical ability.

What did this mean in terms of race ? Where there
was lack- of ingenuity or artistic skill, were these
qualities latent, awaiting the encouragement of a
more favourable environment ? Rivers had shown
that contact of culture produced something new, and
apparently the same applied to an individual.

Dr. Haddon said the results of the psychological
observations made by the Cambridge Expedition to
the Torres Straits had been largely negative. A
scheme should be worked out for the observation of

the emotional content of the attitude of primitive
peoples towards their own ceremonies.

Dr. Cyril Burt said that experimental tests of
intelligence and other inborn mental capacities usually
yield a correlation of about 0-5 between the perform-
ances of parents and those of their children. Thus,
mental qualities seem to be inherited to much the
same degree as physical. Small but distinct and
constant differences are discernible between the aver-
ages for different nations and races. On the whole,
however, individual differences tend almost to swamp
the group differences. On the temperamental side.
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Lrroup differences are possibly larger ; and there is

onie evidence to show that differences of so-called

lemperainental type may be associated with racial

differences {e.g. the so-called " objective " type
with Nordic physical features and the so-called

subjective " type with Mediterranean).
Mr. Fallaize pointed to the persistence of certain

mental (|ualities in different races noted by the older
travellers and historians.

Dr. Shrubsall said that he had observed that the
> hildren of Chinese fathers and English mothers in

London schools, brought up in much the same environ-
ment as English children, were intellectually as quick

as the latter but showed no inclination to take part
in games. Among English children differences in

pigmentation appeared to be associated with differ-

ences in direction of aptitude.
In summing up the discussion, Mr. H. J. E. Peake,

the president of the Anthropological Section, .said

that while no very definite conclusion had been
reached, it was clear that the aim of investigators
must be to eliminate the personal element, while
psychologists should endeavour to break up mental
characters into such simple factors as might be sub-
jected to reaction tests, as courage had been shown to
be the reartion to danger.

Scientific and Industrial Research.

'T'HE Committee of the Privy Council lor Scientific
^ and Industrial Research has issued its seventh

annual report, with that of its Advisory Council,
covering the year 11(21-192^. The first few pages deal
with the income and expenditure of the Department
if Scientific and Industrial Research, and with its

Iforts to observe tlie spirit of national economy. It

1^ pleasing to record that the Geddes Committee
n National Expenditure has not found it necessary
r expedient to recommend any reduction in the
-itimates beyond that projwsed by the Department

Itself. The total expenditure during the financial

year 1921-1922 was nearly 525,585/., made up of

190,024/. at the National Physical L^borator>' (nearly
100,000/. being recovered in fees, etc.), 46,616/. at
tlie Fuel Research Station, 57,423/. for the Geological
survey and Museum, 10,323/. at the Building Research
-tation, 17,750/. at the Low Temperature Research
Station, 21,464/. on the work of the Co-ordinating
I'oards and Committees, 5988/. on minor research
rogrammes, 86,355/. (from the million fund) in grants

') the Research Associations, 8287/. in grants to other
t)odics, 43,793/. in research studentships, and 37,561/.
on administration at headquarters.
By far the major portion of the report, however,

!eals with the plans ami achievements of the various
research organisations associated with the depart-
ment. Considerable interest will be awakened in

the twenty-four industrial research associations,
' wenty-two of which are already in active operation.
A few of these associations have now been in existence
long enough to have produced results of practical
value, examples of which are given. Thus, the
British Portland Cement Research Association has
been able to effect consiflerable economies in fuel
in many works through the results of its researches

• >\\ rotary kilns and advice on scientific management.
The British Scientific Instrument Research Association
lias introduced a new polishing powder and an
ibrasive for the production of lenses and prisms, by
neans of which grading and hand work are eliminated,
aid much time is saved. The British Cotton Industry
Research -Association has produced an instrument for
the testing of yarns, continuous lengths being examined
instead of short pieces as hitherto, with the result
'liat important variations have been revealed in

irtain yarns, which are introduced by the method
of spinning. Finally, the Linen Industry Research
Association has developed a pedigree strain of fiax

seed which gives much higher yields of fibre than
any existing variety, and has discovered methods
whereby flax and hemp may be distinguished at all

-tages of manufacture. It is obvious that these are
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not isolated pieces of work, but rather the first-fruits

of a considerable harvest which has been patiently
husbanded by the research associations, and it is no
secret that a mere catalogue of the further results
which have been published in the scientific press
since the report was written would occupy considerable
space.
The value of co-operation between the research

associations is emphasised again. Several instances
are mentioned of two or more associations attacking
a common problem, the most interesting cases being
those in which the participants are respectively
consumers and producers of the materials investigated.
Mutual efforts of this kind must result in improve-
ments in useful commodities and possibly in a lowering
of the cost of production.

Considerable space in the ref>ort is also devoted
to the work of the co-ordinating research boards,
which more directly serve national interests. Attention
is directed to the commendable willingness of the
Service departments to enlist the co-operation of out-
side bodies and to arrange for the open pubhcation of
the results of the work undertaken when these are
of sufficient general interest. The co-ordinating
research boanis consider an enormous variety of
problems in physics, chemistry, and engineering,
including radio-telegraphy, the liquefaction and
storage of gases, the deterioration of fabrics used by
the fighting services, adhesives, and lubrication, and
the report mentions several of the results obtained.
Furthermore, public interest should be aroused in

the work of the Fuel Research Board, which has
issuerl most valuable information in a number of
publications which have already been noted in these
columns: e.g. in N.\ture of November 25, 1922, p.

718, when tlie report on experiments on low tempera-
ture carbonisation was discussed. The work of the
Food Investigation Board is also of common interest,

and important advances are reported in the study
of cold storage, and the bacteriologry of canned meat
and fish.

A useful discussion of the terms " pure " and
" industrial " research is given, the distinction being
mainly a question of the source from which the impul.se
to the conduct of research is derived. It has been
all too common on the part of workers engaged in
" pure " research for a very few problems to be
pursued through all inviting ramifications, with the
result that while certain small areas may be very
thoroughly cultivated, the worker reniains un-
impressed by the vastness of the unexplored territory
outsitle his own subject. The problems facing any
one industry arc much more varied than is frequently
imagined, and the gaps in scientific knowledge which
they reveal are often astonishing. For example,
the Cotton Research Association finds it necessary
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to study the fundamental properties of single cotton

hairs, the existing data being very scanty ;
the

Photographic Research Association is investigating

the properties of silver haloids and gelatin ; the

Portland Cement Research Association is endeavour-
ing to ascertain the exact nature of the compounds
constituting Portland cement ; and the perfection

of an abrasive and a polishing powder by the Scientific

Instrument Research Association followed an in-

vestigation of the primary phenomena of grinding

and polishing.

Two interesting examples of the interplay of
" pure " and " industrial " research are given. On
one hand, the knowledge gained by an investiga-

tion into the fundamental physiology of livmg and
dead food-stuffs has cleared up the mystery of the

" brown-heart" of apples, which has caused severe
losses in shipments from Australia. The " disease

"

has been attributed to insect injury in the orchards,
but is now known to be due to the effect of the carbon
dioxide engendered by tlie fruit itself in the badly
ventilated holds of the ships. , On the other hand,
the study of the structure of coke at the Fuel Research
Station has led to the conclusioji that carbon in this

form is a vitreous substance of great hardness, which
profoundly affects the problem of the allotropy of
this element. Some of the results obtained were
described in Nature of January i-j, p. 133.
The industrial research associations are com-

paratively young bodies, but such as have already
issued reports on investigations undertaken liave

given ample justification for their existence.

The Gold Coast Survey.

^pHE Survey Department of the Gold Coast, which
•'• was closed during the war, was reopened in

1920 bv the present Governor, Sir F. G. Guggisberg,

who had formerly initiated the survey of a consider-

able portion of Nigeria. The long cessation of survey

warp and split the woodwork of boxes, instruments,

and tent-poles. The surveyors, of course, have to face

malaria and other forms of sickness.

An important part of the new Survey Department
is the Survey School at Odumase for the training of

work on the Gold Coast had left matters in a back-

ward state. To cope with immediate needs the de-

partment was strengthened, and it is believed that

by 1924 the lost ground will have been regained and
the country will be provided with a modern survey

department. Lieut. -Col. R. H. Rowe is in charge of

the new department, with Maj. G. H. Bell at the

head of the field - work. The survey parties are

organised in three sections which refit in England
from July to September, when they leave for the

Gold Coast in order to take full advantage of the
" dry " season. Each section is divided into several

completely equipped " field camps," under European
surveyors.
The country that has been surveyed during the last

two field seasons has been mainly dense tropical

forest, presenting great difficulties to the surveyor.

Lines must often be cut through the forest in order

to reveal the surface features. Even in the dry
season there are climatic difficulties. From December
to March the harmattan frequently occurs and ob-

scures the vision. At other times the dry winds
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native surveyors. A three years' course in the school,

followed by four years' service with the Government,
qualifies a native to start in private practice. There
are apparently good openings in this profession for

African surveyors.

In addition to the Topographical branch of the
surx'ey there are two others—the Cadastral and the

Records and Reproduction branches. In the Cadas-
tral branch a great deal of work on land surveys and
town plans has been done. The Records branch is

gathering material for gazetteers and handbooks of

the country, and the Reproduction section is engaged
in printing road-maps, statistical maps, and diagrams.
The topographical sheets of the survey on a scale of

I to 125,000 are not being printed in the colony, but
by Messrs. W. and A. K. Johnston (see Nature,
November 11, p. 647), to whose courtesy we owe the
accompanj'ing illustration (Fig. i). About 15,000
square miles have already been surveyed, and it is

expected that the present season's field-work will

practically complete the maps of the Gold Coast
Colony itself and also a large area in Ashanti.
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Paris Academy of Sciences.

liONAI'AKIl: AM) LOUTRIX'IL Fu.NOS.

/GRANTS for research from the Bonaparte and
^^ Loutreuil funds have been allocated as follows :

Bonaparte I-'uiul.—Six applications have been
\amined and two grants are recommended :

(1) 5000 francs to the Association lyonnaise pour
ic dcvcloppement des recherches de paleontologie
humaine et de prehistoire, for carrj-ing on excavations
in the celebrated prehistoric deposits of Solutre.

(1) 2000 francs to Charles Le Morvan for com-
pletion of the publication of the systematic and
photographic map of the moon.

Loiitrcuit Fund. — Thirty -one applications were
onsidered and grants were recommended as follows :

(i) The National Museum of Natural History:
Sooo francs to Desire Hois for the publication of the
lirst two parts of a guide to the collections of cultivated

plants at the museum.
(2) The central council of observatories : 1000

francs to the National Observatory of Besan^on for

: lie acquisition of an .\braham oscillograph
; 3000

Irancs to Auguste Lobouf, for the purchase of an oven
required for researclies relating to the simultaneous
action of temperature and pressure on chronometers,
for aviation purposes.

(3) Council for the improvement of the licole poly-

tcchni(iuc : 6000 francs to .\lfred Perot, for the con-
struction of an apparatus designed for the verification of

a formula given by the Russian physicist, W. Michelson.

(4) National Veterinary School of .\lfort : 1600
francs to the school, which, together with balance of

8000 francs remaining from the sum granted in 1920,
is allotted as follows:—^3000 francs to Adrien Panisset
and Jean Verge, for researches on the chemicotherapy
if the infectious diseases of domestic animals ; 2000
Irancs to Edouard Bourdelle and Andre Rochon-
Duvignaud, for researches on vision in animals ; 2000
francs to Albert Henry and Charles Leblois, for re-

L searches on the etiology, pathogeny, and treatment of

I parasitic cutaneous affections of domestic animals
;

' 600 francs to Gabriel I'etit, for the purchase of a
microscope.

(5 1 National Veterinary School of Lyons: 4000
francs to Francois Maign(m, for the continiiation of

his researches on organozymotherapy and for a study
of the physico-chemical constitution of the diastases
and the mechanism of their action ; 4000 francs to

Joseph Basset, for the purclia.se and feeding of experi-
mental animals reciuired for testing two new methods
' 'f producing immunity ; 2000 francs to G. Marotcl, to
illow him to continue his researches on the treatment
"f mange in the dog by a new method.

(6) National Veterinary School of Toulouse : 2500
francs to Charles Besnoit for an experimental study
of the methods of intensive application applicable in

bovine surgery, and for printing a phototype catalogue
for general use ; 2000 francs to Jean I^afon, for

completing the previous grant of 3000 francs for

the purchase of an Eintlioven string galvanometer ;

1000 francs to Charles llervieux to enable him to

pursue his researches on the transformation in the
animal organism of pyrrol groups contained in food,

and the elimination of these groups by the urine
;

1000 francs to Charles Besnoit and Victor Robin, for

a study of the contagious diseases of poultry in the
S.W. region.

Independent Grants.— 1000 francs to Julien .\chanl,
for completing his monograph on the Madagascan
coleoptera of the family of Scaphideideje ; 6000 francs

to the Association amicale des Olives de r£colc
nationale sup6rieure des Mines for a study of the
methods and apparatus for the control of combustion,
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especially as regards the estimation of carbon dioxide
in Hue gases ; 5000 francs to the £cole sup<5rieure de
perfectionnement industriel as a contribution to the
expenses of this institution ; 2000 francs to Wilfred
Kilian to assist the publication of a geological

bibliography of the south-east of France
;
5000 francs

to Fmnianuel de Margerie, for the preparation of the
publication of a tectonic map of Kurasia ; 15,000
francs to Jean Mascart, for the publication of a part

of the astronomical work of Luizet ; 3000 francs to

M. Mugnier-Serand for his researches on atmospherics
in wireless telegraphy and their application to the

prediction of storms ; 15,000 francs to the .Academy
of Sciences for the publication of the catalogue of

scientific periodicals in Paris libraries.

University and Educational Intelligence.

Birmingham.—The twenty-third yearly meeting of

the Court of (iovernors is to be held on February 8,

and a summary of the events of the past academic
year will be presented in the reports of the council

and principal (Mr. C. Grant Robertson). The number
of students during the past session showed a sliglit

falling off, and the proportion of women increased,

except in the Faculty of Medicine, in which it was
lower than it had beeii for some years. It is hoped to

repeat, during the present session, the post-graduate

course on " The Medical Aspect of Crime and Punish-

ment," for qualified practitioners, which was given

last year by Urs. Maurice Nicolls (lecturer in p.sycho-

therapy), Hamblin Smith, VV. A. Potts, ami Percy

T. Hughes. Sir Frederick Mott has been appointed,

for three years, lecturer in morbid psychology. .\

Board of Research in .Mental Diseases, on which

the I'niversity and the Asylums Committee of the

City Council are represented, has been formed. Sir

Frederick Mott is honorary director of research,

and the funds are being supplied by the Asylums
Committee of the City Council. The most urgent

need of the University at present is the removal

of the biological group of sciences to new buildings

at Edgbaston. This would set free room at Mason
College which is urgently required for the Faculties

of Arts and Medicine. Reference is made to the

successful work of the Workers' Educational A.ssocia-

tion, and the importance of the co-operation of

the Universitv in that work:
—

" It is essential that

the educational work should be controlled by the

Universities, if only to secure the right standard . . .,

and the need of additional cjualified University

instructors ... is already apparent."

Mr. A. W. Nash has been appointed senior lecturer

in petroleum technology under Prof. R. R. Thompson.

Mr. Nash has had experience in petroleum produc-

tion and refining in Persia, Russia, and other parts

of the world.

Cambridge.—Sir .\lfred Yarrow has offered money
for a three-year studentship in .\ssyriology to provide

for the training of a suitable student in a subject

which has for the time vanished from the University.

He and Lady Yarrow further offer, " if the student

prove himself a competent scholar and is prepared to

continue the study of Assyriology," to establish with

a stipeml of 500/. a year an " Eric Yarrow lectureship

for the study of Assyriology " in memory of Sir Alfred's

son, who fell in the war.

A new University lectureship in Psychopathology

is atlvertised as vacant.

I'rof. Zschokke, head of the faculty of zoology in

the L'niversit>' of Basle, will lecture this term on the

European fauna.

The governing body of Emmanuel College offers to

a research student commencing residence at the
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College in October 1923, a studentship of the annual
value of 150/., which shall be tenable for two years
and renewable, but only in exceptional circumstances,
for a third year. The studentship will be awarded
at the beginning of October, and applications should
be sent so as to reach the Master of Emmanuel, The
Master's Lodge, Emmanuel College, not later than
September 18.

London.—The Senate has resolved to increase the
annual grant to the Marine Biological Association,
Plymouth, from 25/. to 50^. for the next five years.

The following doctorates have been conferred :

—

D.Sc. in Embryology : Mr. G. S. Sansom, an internal

student, of University College, for a thesis entitled
" Early Development and Placentation in Arvicola
(Microtus) amphibius, with special reference to the
Origin of Placental Giant Cells." D.Sc. in Physiology :

Dr. Q. V. Anrep, an internal student, of University
College, for a thesis entitled " The Metabolism of the
Submaxillary Gland."

Dr. Eustace E. Turner has been appointed demon-
strator in the chemical department of the East
London College.

St. Andrews.—Principal J. C. Irvine, Dr. William
Low, and Dr. Angus MacGillivray have been appointed
representatives of the court of the University on a

standing joint-committee constituted by the court and
the directors of the Dundee Royal Infirmary for the
purpose of recommending suitable candidates on the
occurrenceof vacancies in the chairs of clinical medicine
in the liniversity, and also of harmonising the activi-

ties of the University and the Infirmary in matters
common to both. Prof. D'Arcy Thompson has been
reappointed representative of tlie court on the council
of the Scottish Marine Biological Association.

M.\jor-Gen. Sir Gerald Ellison will unveil the
war memorial of East London College on Wednesday,
February' 7, at 3 p.m.

A Swedish professor of education, contrasting
Swedish and American schools, remarked that in his

own country the word " teacher " is not a noun
feminine as it is in America. That the criticism is

not without some foundation is shown by the statistics

published in Bulletin, 1922, No. 8, of the United
States Bureau of Education. The number of men
students enrolled in normal courses in all normal
schools and teachers' colleges in 1919-20 was 19,110
out of a total of 135,418, or 14 per cent ; in teachers'
colleges the percentage was 18, in state normal schools

13, in city and county normal schools 6, and in private
normal schools g. Comparative tables of statistics

of the five years 1899-1900, 1904-5, 1909-10, 1914-15,
and 1919-20 give the numbers of women students
in normal courses as 45,394, 49,346, 68,815, So.347.

116,308, representing the following percentages of

the total numbers of students in such courses : 65, 76,

78, 80, 86. The teachers' colleges referred to, 46 in

number, are institutions having a four-year course
above the secondary school and granting a degree.
Of the total number of men students in normal
courses (19,110), more than half (9763) were enrolled

in these colleges. It is true that a very large propor-
tion of the teachers in American schools have not
passed through normal schools and that the percentage
of men teachers is not necessarily the same as the
percentage of men students in teacher-training institu-

tions. Statistics of City School Systems 1919-20
(Bulletin, 1922, No. 17), however, tell a similar tale.

The}- show that the percentage of men teachers in

city schools (including schools in towns having a
population of 2500 or more) is 1 1 , while in cit}' element-
ary schools the percentage is only 4. It is probably
safe to assume that rural schools would show an even
lower percentage.
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Societies and Academies.

London.

Royal Society, January 25.—Sir Charles Sherring-
ton, president, in the chair.—A. V. Hill : The potential
difference occurring in a Dornian equihbrium and
the theoiy of colloidal behaviour. Loeb has shown
experimentally that there is a potential difference

between a colloidal solution 01 a protein and a crystal-
loid solution with which it is in equilibrium across a
membrane, impermeable to the protein, but permeable
to the other bodies in\-olved. It varies in the same
general manner as the osmotic pressure, the viscosity
and the swelling. The variation can be deduced, in

general, from the theorj- of the Donnan equilibrium.
One of the chief arguments employed by Loeb, how-
ever, is incorrect. Loeb shows that the potential
difference observed experimentally agrees ver^' exactly
with that " calculated " from the difference in hydro-
gen ion concentration, also observed experimentally.
This is a necessary- consequence of the manner in

which the observations were made.—E. F. Armstrong
and T. P. Hilditch : A study of catalytic actions at
solid surfaces. X. : The interaction of carbon mon-
oxide and hydrogen as conditioned by nickel at
relatively low temperatures. A practical synthesis
of methane. A mixture of equal volumes of carbon
monoxide and hydrogen passed over nickel at tem-
peratures 220-280° C. was largely transformed into
methane and carbon dioxide :

2CO + 2H2 = COs,+CH,.
This action affords the simplest and most economical
means of producing methane in quantity, since a
suitable gas mixture exists in ordinary commercial
water-gas when the latter has been freed from catalyst
poisons by removal of sulphur compounds. The
experimental data obtained are compatible with a
combination of the " water-gas reaction " with the
normal hydrogenation process. Thus, of two volumes
of water-gas (2CO + 2H2), one molecule of carbon
monoxide and a molecule of water interact and j-ield

a molecule each of carbon dioxide and of hydrogen,
the latter, with the balance of hydrogen present in

the original gas, furnishing sufficient hydrogen for the
normal hydrogenation of a second molecule of carbon
monoxide.—J. Holker: The periodic opacity of certain

colloids in progressive^- increasing concentrations of

electrolj'tes. The method of testing the effect of com-
mon salt on the typical emulsoid colloid, serum, was
described. Into each test-tube was pipetted 05 c.c.

of undiluted serum and to each was then added 2 c.c.

of solution of sodium chloride, which progressively

increased in concentration in each successive tube.

The tubes were shaken and placed in a thermostat
at 40° C. for four hours. Then the opacity of

the solution was determined. The phenomenon is

periodic and is given by colloids of both the emulsoid
and suspensoid type, and by animal, vegetable, and
mineral colloids. It is also given bj^ certain mixtures
of simple aqueous solutions of inorganic salts. Emul-
soid colloids tend to give many oscillations of low
amphtude. Suspensoid colloids tend to give few
oscillations of high amplitude. The phenomenon is

not an optical interference of the light scattered by
colloidal particles, but is a definite oscillatory change
in the physical condition of those particles.—E. K.
Rideal and R. G. W. Norrish : The photochemistry of

potassium permanganate. Pt. I : The application of

the potentiometer to the study of photochemical
change. Pt. II. : On the energetics of the photo-
decomposition of potassium permanganate. The
electrode potential of potassium permanganate when
illuminated with ultra-violet light from the mercury
vapour lamp undergoes a change (ca 0-25 volt) and
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rcco\'ers slowly in the dark. This change is correlated
with a photochemical decomjwsition of the perman-
iinatc, made apparent by the separation of a precipi-

ite of the composition K,0 . aMnO,, and the forma-
uon of a sol of MnO,. Illumination establishes a
]iliotochcniical stationary state, KOH being simul-
• ineously produced by the decomposition, and
moved by combination with the colloidal Mn02.

1 his involves an alteration of the Pn of the solution,

\\hich causes the electrode jXJtential changes. The
decomposition is monomolccular over the range of

)nccntrations investigated. The decomposition of
. idificd permanganate under identical conditions is

I zero order, due to non-formation of colloid. The
hotoactive radiation lies in the ultra-violet absorp-

tion spectrum of potassium permanganate, and the
Hg line at 3128 Ar is considered the chief agent.
The quantitative absorption of radiant energy is in

Ljrecment with the Einstein Law of Photochemical
i-.(juivalent, a result of special interest as the first

instance of its application to solutions.—E. A.
Fisher : Some moisture relations of colloids. Pt. I. :

.\ comparative stuil\- of the rates of evaporation of

vater from wool, sand and clay. Curves obtained by
lotting rates of ev.iporation against water contents
le discontinuous. Each portion of the rate curve
in be expressed by a simple type of equation con-
'Cting rate of evaporation with water content. The
ite curv'es obtained arc similar in type in the cases
I wool (wholly colloidal with a cellular structure),
iiartz sand (wholly non-colloidal with a granular
iructurc), silty soil (notoriously feeble in colloid

roperties), and heavy clay sub-soil (t>-pically colloidal

u behaviour). The so-called shrinkage of wool on
Irving is really a deformation and not a volume
iirinkage. The absorption of water by wool is

ttributed primarily to a tilling up of fine pores of
irious shapes and sizes : the vapour pressures of

wool-water systems are determined by the diameters
cil the pores that arc full of water.— K. Whytlaw-Gray,

J. B. Speakman and J. H. P. Campbell : Smokes.
Pt. I. : .\ study of their behaviour and a method of
'lotemiining the number of particles they contain.

lie smokes were produced (a) by the arc discharge in

ir, (b) by volatilisatiim and condensation, (c) by
hcmical action. In cacli case highly dispersed
vstems of very minute particles were obt;uned.
I^xamined in an ultra-microscope of the sHt type, the
life-history of a smoke falls into two main periods :

—

•) An unstable period in which the number of
.'irticles diminishes rapidly with time. (6) A stable
period in which the decrease in number is slow.
During the first period the increase in size is very
marked ; the changes arc not due to evajxjration but
to a process of aggregation, which produces com-
rlcxes of different structure depending on the nature

1 the dispersed substance. —1<. Whytlaw-Gray and
J. B. Speakman: Smokes Pt. II.: A method of
determining tlie size of the particles they contain.
\ filtration method is used wliich enables the concen-
i.ition in weight of the suspended solid matter in
lapidly changing smokes to be determined with an
accuracy of about 3 per cent. A given volume of
smoke (usually i Htre) is fdtcred through small tubes
ntaining asbestos, and the increase in weight is

i^certained by a micro-balance sensitive to 0-0002
mgm. Filtration takes abmit five minutes. Curves
have been obtained showing the variation in weight
concentration of the smoke over periods of 0-6 hours.
Knowing the weight and the number of the particles
in a given volume, the average mass of a smoke
particle at different periods t^n be calculated and the
growth followed quantitativel\-. Assuming the dens-
ity of the particle to be that of the substance in bulk
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the average radius can be evaluated. All the weight-
concentration curves show an initial rise, and this

fact, in conjunction with ultra-micro.scopic observa-
tions, renders it probable that all these clouds contain
in the early stages a large number of invisible particles

of a microscopic size.—R. C. Ray : The effect of long
grinding on quartz (silver sand). When quartz
(silver sand) is ground for a long time the density of

the ground substance is lower than the one which has
not been subjected to grinding. The fall of density
shows that as much as 25-7 p>er cent, of the material
is converted from the crystalline to the vitreous
condition. This value agrees fairly with that derived
from the molecular heats of solution.

Geological Society, January 10.— Prof. E. J. Gar-
wood, vice-president, and afterwards, Prof. A. C.

Seward, president, in the chair.—W. J. Sollas : .Man
and the ice-age. Four ancient coast-lines of remark-
ably constant height have been traced ;iround the
Mediterranean Sea and along the western shores of

the Xortli .\tlantic Ocean. These, with their as.soci-

ated sedimentary deposits, form the successive stages
of the Quaternary system ; namely, the Sicilian

(coast-line about 100 metres) ; the Milazzian (coast-

line about 00 m.) ; the Tyrrhenian (coast-line about
30 m.) ; and the .Monastirian (coast-Hne about 20 m.)
The Sicilian deposits contain a characteristic cold
fauna. The fauna of the Milazzian is warm-temperate
and of the Tyrrhenian and Monastirian still warmer.
Tlic three lower coast-lines correspond with the three

lower river-terraces of the Is.ser (.Mgeria), the Rhone,
and the Somme. Hence it may be inferred that the

position of the river-terraces has been determined by
the height of the sea-level. The climate of the

Quatemarv age was, on the whole, warm-temi)erate
or genial, but interrupted by comparatively "short

glacial intervals. It is now possible to assign the
palaeolithic stages of human industry to their place

in the Quaternary' system : thus the " Strepyan " or

pre-Chellcan is Milazzian in age, the typical Chellean,

Tyrrhenian, the evolved Chellean, .\chculcan. and
Lower Mousterian, early Monastirian, and the Upper
Moustcrian, .\urignacian, Solutrian. and Magdalenian,
later Monastirian. The coast-lines of the Northern
Hemisphere appear to have their counterparts in the

Southern Hemispliere. The Quaternan,- movements
are probably due to a general deformation of the

globe involving custatic changes in the level of the sea.

Optical Society, January 11.—C. Davidson : On the

amount of the displacement in gelatine films shown
by precise mca.surements of stellar photographs. .\

stellar photograpli consists of a number of minute
discs scattered over an otherwise transparent plate.

The purpose of the photograph is to determine with

precision the relative positions of these discs. In the

trigonometrical method of determining stellar paral-

laxes photographs of a .selected region arc taken at

two epochs about six months apart when the earth is

at opposite sides of its orbit. A new star will show
a displacement relatively to the distant stellar back-

ground. ,'\ .series of such pliotographs give equations

from which the parallax and proper motion arc deter-

mined. .After the computed quantities have been

taken out, each plate will show a small residual error

made up of errors of measurement, observing, etc.,

and film displacement. From a discussion of many
plates from (Greenwich it appears that the average

I>robable error of the measured position of a star on
a single plate is +o-ooo8 mm. Film displacement
being only a part of the total it follows that this

must be the upper limit of the probable error of film

displacement. In the Kapteyn system of observa-

tion, the photographs at the two epochs are taken on
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the same plate, which is stored away during the
interval and developed after the second exposure.
It was arranged that the images fell near each other
(within I mm.—they were, however, too small for

the Ross effect to come into action) and only the
small differences separating the images were measured,
any film displacement which would affect both images
equally, consequently disappearing. This method
has now been given up in favour of single plates, but
a number of the Kapteyn pairs have since been
measured treating each photograph as a separate
plate. From a discussion of the residuals of some
300 plates the film error is ±0-0003 mm.

The Faraday Society, January 15.—Sir Robert
Robertson, president, in the chair.—E. \V. J.
Mardles : Study of the reversible sol to get transition
in non-liqueous systems. Pt. i : The change of
viscosity with time during gelation. The viscosity
value of a sol during its gelation is dependent on the
method and conditions of its determination, and since
the system is heterogeneous, it loses its real signifi-

cance. The change of apparent viscosity with time
during the gelation of a sol of cellulose acetate in

benzyl alcohol can be expressed by an empirical
formula. The temperature, when the rate of gelation
becomes nil, is regarded as the maximum gelation
temperature, since above it the sol is relatively stable
with time and below it a part or whole of the dispi;rsed

particles aggregate to form a gel structure. The
relation between the maximum gelation temperature
and concentration resembles that between tempera-
ture and the saturation concentration for crystalloids.

Pt. 2 : Viscosity changes associated with the gel to
sol transition. These have been measured at various
temperatures and with different concentration systems
of cellulo.se acetate in benzyl alcohol. The viscosity
at first rapidly diminishes, the rate of change becoming
smaller until a constant value is obtained. The
minimum temperature at which there is a complete
return to the original viscosity of the sol without
mechanical treatment is termed the minimum
solation temperature. Mechanical treatment hastens
solation in the same way that it retards gelation.

The time taken for a system to attain constant
viscosity or mobility depends on the previous treat-

ment of the gel. The hysteresis eifect observed during
the sol=±gcl transition can be measured by the
difference in the temperature of minimum solation
froin that of maximum gelation, and the cause of it

has been ascribed to the different conditions of the
particles in the gel and sol state.—E. W. J. Mardles :

Changes of volume and refractive index associated
with (a) the formation of organosols and gels

; (6)

the reversible sol to gel transition. In general, tlie

volume changes are largest (a) at the lower concentra-
tions, (ft) with the best solvents and optimum solvent
mixtures, and [c) at higher temperatures. They
are much smaller than those observed by otlier

workers for hydrosols and gels. The reversible sol

to gel transition is associated with a small volume
change which varies with time as in the case of the
Tyndall number changes. There are also indications
of a change of refractive index corresponding to the
volume and Tyndall number changes during the
reversible sol to gel transition.—E. W. J. Mardles :

The scattering of light by organo-sols and gels of
cellulose acetate. Measurements of the change with
temperature of the Tyndall number of sols and gels

of cellulose acetate in benz3-l alcohol during the
reversible sol to gel transition show that with fall in

temperature of the sol the rate of change is small
until a certain critical temperature, after which it

increases with acceleration. Eventually there may
be a point of inflexion on the curve, the position of
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which depends on the rate of cooling, and is deter-
mined by the formation of a firm jelly structure which
inhibits the development of opalescence. The Tyn-
dall number of a gel is a function of the mechanical
treatment as well as rate of gelation and it varies
with time, the rate of change rapidly diminishing in

absence of mechanical treatment. A gel tends to
increase its Tyndall number, and mechanical treat-

ment may induce opalescence. The Tyndall number-
concentration curve contains a maximum which
tends to disappear at higher temperatures, thus the
size of the particles in a gel structure is a function of

the concentration and the temperature at which it

was formed. The curve resembles Tammann's curve
relating the number of crystallisation nuclei, or rate

of crystallisation, with the degree of supersaturation.

—J. R. Partington and W. J. Shilling : The variation

of the specific heat of air with temperature. The
velocity of sound in the gas contained in a large silica

tube arranged as an electrically heated furnace was
measured at intervals of approximately 100° C, from
room temperature up to 1000° C. The values
obtained up to 700° C. lie practically on the line given
by C„ = 4-849 +0-000358T grm. cal. Above 700°

C, appears to increase more rapidly with temperature,
but at present the values above 800° are uncertain.

Royal Anthropological Institute, January 16.—Dr.
F. C. Shrubsall, treasurer, in the chair.—Mr. M.
Addison : Human heads carved in steatite from
Sierra Leone. The Mende tribes, in whose territory

the heads were obtained, know nothing of their

origin, but although the heads exhibit certain char-
acteristics, such as nose- and ear-rings and long
drooping moustaches, which do not occur among the
inhabitants of the district at the present day, it is

not probable that they are of a vcrj' high antiquity,
their age possibly being two or three hundred years.

Among the Mende the heads are used for magical
purposes, and, placed on moqnds in the fields, are
thought to increase the fertility of the crops.—F. W.
H. Migeod : The Bedde group of tribes of Northern
Nigeria. Though extending from Lake Chad as far

as the City-State of Hadeija the Bedde are not a
well-known people. They have the legend that they
originated in Yemen in Arabia and that they were the
first people driven out of Arabia in consequence of their

refusal to accept Mohammedanism. The Western-
most branch of the Bedde, the Awuyoka, have a
list of kings going back to the 12th century. The
language shows no traces of an Arabian origin. The
Bedde live in round huts grouped in compounds, and
formerly all the towns were surrounded by a rect-

angular mud embankment, but most of the defen.sive

works are now in ruins. Swords, spears, and bows
and arrows are the offensive weapons. Children are
named by the father, but there are fixed names for

twins, male and female. Marriage may take place
into any family. Corpses are buried on the right side

with head to the south and so facing east, the hands
being drawn down and placed together. The Bedde
seem to be very superstitious and to believe in

omens. They are divided up into animal tribes such
as Leopard, Hippopotamus, etc., which fonn a bond
outside family life. No worship is offered to the
tutelary animal, but it must not be killed or eaten by
those who bear its name. The people now nearh' all

wear gowns of cotton like the Hausas or Bornuese.
They slash or cut their faces with a main design and
subsidiary marks. The men shave their heads but
the women indulge in fancy head-dressing. They
are not a short race. They usually have broad faces,

some being very broad across the cheek-bones, and
usually have heads low above the ears and receding
foreheads ; but there is great variety.
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Royal Microscopical Society, January 17.—Prof.
F. J. Cheshire: Tlic early liistor>' of the polariscope
and the polarising microsco|)e (presidential address).
The early history' of double refraction, from 1669,
when Bartholinus first received specimens of spar
from the Bay of Rofirford in Iceland, up to 1808,
when Malus, by a happy chance, made the wonderful
discovery of polarisation by reflection, and the
identity of the light thus produced with the re-

fracted beams given by Iceland Spar, was discussed.
The difficulty was considered of explaining double-
refraction on Huygens' undulatory theorj', dis-

posed of by Fresnel in 182 1, who abandoned
the theory of longitudinal vibrations, and sub-
stituted transverse ones for them, after having
proved, with Arago in 1816, that oppositely
polarised beams do not interfere in the same way
that Young had shown beams of ordinary light do.
The work of Brewster and Biot was referred to. and
some account given of the extraordinary amount of
work done between .Malus 's di.scoverj- in 1808, and the
invention of the Nicol prism in 1828, from which date
the modem microscope dates. In the early days the
polarising microscope was employed primarily for the
examination of general objects, whereas the applica-
tion of the petrological microscope to the systematic
study of rock-sections dates no further back than
1870. Various forms of polariscojics, including a
remarkable one invented by Airy in 1831, were
described, and possibilities of further improvements
discu.ssed. It was urged that the work of Herapath
and others in the production of artificial tourmalines
should be again taken up. Finally, to meet the
present difficulties of supplying students' microscopes
It was urged that teachers and manufacturers should
come to an agreement as to the simplest possible
designs with which the students' work could be done.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, January 8.—M. Albin Haller
in the chair.

—

K. Haller and R. Lucas : Study of the
absorption in the ultra-violet of a series of derivatives
of camphor. Certain derivatives of camphor of the

,C=CH.R
type C,H|/

i
show anomalies in their

optical properties (dispersion, molecular refraction,
rotatory pxawer) compared with the correspyonding
reduction products. Seven sub.stances of the first

type and two of the second have been studied from
the point of view of their ultra-violet absorption
spectra, and the results given in the form of the
curves suggested by Ixard Rayleigh.—P. A. Dangeard
and Pierre Oangeard : The vitality of .\ucuba leaves
preserved in a vacuum. \n adiilt leaf of Aucuba
placed in a vacuum and exposed to light during six
months preserved all its cells alive, and no important
difference could be detected between the structure of
these cells and that of the leaves remaining on the
tree.—Th. Anghelutza : The representation of func-
tions of one real variable.—Claston Julia ; Rational
substitutions with two variables.— J. V . Ritt : Rational
pcrmutablc functions.—G. \. Pfeiffer : A special
method of integration of partial differential equations
of the first order.—Torsten Carleman : The effective
calculation of a quasi-analytical function, the differ-
entials at a point being given.—Emile Borel : Re-
marks on the preceding note of M. Torsten Carleman.—Paul Dienes : Transfinite series of real numbers.

—

Tadd Wazewski : Measurable ensembles.—C.. Bratu :

Curves defined by recurrent series.— J. Chuard : Some
Eroperties of cubical networks traced on a sphere.

—

lavid Wolkowitsch : The infinitely small movements
at a point of an elastic body admitting a plane of

symmetry. Charles Frimont : The influence of the
velocity of impact in the calibration of dynamometer
springs. The experiments were arranged with falling

weights so chosen that the product of the weight by
the height fallen remained constant. The deflections

of the spiral spring increased as the velocity of impact
diminished : the anomalous result is due to the inertia

of the spring.— J. Guillaume : Observations of the
sun made at the Observatory of Lyons during the
third quarter of 1922.—R. Lucas : Natural and
magnetic rotatory* power. If a substance possessing
natural optical activity is suitably placed in a mag-
netic field, the substance acquires a complex rotatorj'

power. The question as to whether there is simple
additivity of the two rotatory powers, or whether the
two phenomena exert a mutual influence on each
other is investigated mathematically, and the con-
clusion is arrived at that the change in the natural
rotatory power produced by the action of the mag-
netic field would be too small to put in evidence
ex-perimcntally.

—

.\. Catalin : The structure of the
arc spectra of the elements of columns VI and VII of

the periodic table.—G. Reboul and P. Blet : The
different aspects of the electrical discharge in crvstals.—.\. Grumbach : Batteries with fluorescent liquid.

If two platinum electrodes dip into a fluorescent

solution and one of them is illuminated, an electro-

motive force is produced which varies with time.

Some experimental results with solutions of uranine
in water arc given proving that Goldmann's explana-
tion of the phenomenon is inadequate.—A. Bigot :

The action of heat on kaolins, clays, etc. Ceramic
plastic materials, under the action of heat, harden
without dehydration and without change of volume.
The colloidal plasticity is reduced by this heating.

—

Roger G. Boussu : A method for studying the velocity

of formation of precipitates.—F. Bourion : The
normal acids of Berthelot and the theory of ions.

—

Henri Benard and Albert Laborde : The estimation
of albumen by nephelemctric methods.—Mile. S.

Veil : The evolution of the molecule of ferric-

hvdroxide in water : the dehydration of ferric-

hydroxide by ignition or by heating with water in

sealed tubes to temperatures between 120° C. and
210° C. has been co-ordinated with the changes pro-

duced in the magnetisation coefficient.—B. Bogitch :

The removal of sulphur from metals by lime. A study
of the decomposition by lime, in the presence of

carbon, of some metallic sulphides dissolved in the

fused metal. Copper, nickel, iron, and manganese
were studied, the action of lime and basic slag

being examined separately. A mixture of lime and
fluorspar gave the best results.—Mile, de la Paulle :

The estimation of potash as alum.— R. Douris and G.
Beytout : The mercuric compounds of hexamethylcne-
tetramine.—Carl Stormer : Results of the photo-
grammetric measurements of the aurora borealis of

March 22-23, 1020. The greatest altitude measured
was 750 kilometres ; in no case was the height less

than ioo kilometres.—Octave Mengel : New seismo-

tcctonic views, resulting from the earthquakes felt

between .\ugust and December 1922, in the eastern

part of the Pyrenees.—M. Stefanescu : The growth
in two opposite directions, and the marks of friction

and pressure, of the molars of mastodons and elephants.

—L. Joleaud : Sub-fossil hippopotami of Madagascar
and the recent geographical connexions of this island

with the .Afric.in continent.—Albert Baldit : The un-
dulatory movements of the atmosphere and their

utilisation in aviation without a motor.—Jean
Mascart : The (piantity of heat received by the earth
in the course of the seasons.— F. Diinert : Considera-
tions on the formation of springs.— J. Cluzet and A.
Chevallier : The use of thorium emanation in inhala-

tion. By utilising radiothorium from the sludge
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derived from the Echaillon springs, thorium emana-
tion lias been used directly by inhalation, and
the therapeutic results obtained proved to be com-
parable with those given by other methods of treat-
ment.—Jean Bathellier : The fungus gardens of
Entermes Matangensis. These ants cultivate fungi
(identified as a X3'laria) in special chambers.—G.
Marinesco : Oxidfeing ferments and thermogenesis.

—

F. Vies, J. Dragoin, and M. Rose : Researches on the
hydrogen-ion concentration arrest of egg division in the
sea urchin.—L. J. Simon and L. Zivy : The mixture of
tartrates and phosphates regarded as buffersubstances.
The antagonistic action of calcium chloride.—Emile
Misk : Tin in the human organism. Reference is
made to the frequent presence of traces of tin in
preserved foods. Tin appears to be present in the
human body, the largest proportion being found in
the liver. From the physiological point of view it is

interesting to note that the body appears to contain
normally at least as much tin as zinc.—Boris
Ephrussi : The spermatogenesis of Balanus perforatus.—A. Trillat : The different properties of dry or liquid
bacterial dusts.—C. Levaditi and S. Nicolau': Inocula-
tion of the herpetic virus in the genital organs of the
rabbit. Transmission of the herpeto-encephalitic
infection by sexual contact.

Official Publications Received.
MemoirB of thr Asiatic Society of Bpnij.'il. Vol. 8, No. 1 : Ismailitica.

By W. Ivanow. Pp. 76. (Calcutta : Asiatic Society of lienRal.)
2 rupees ; 3.<.

City and County of Bristol : The Bristol JIuseum and Art Gallery.
Report of tlie Museum and Art Gallery Committee for the Year ending
SOth September 1922. Pp. 23. (Bristol.)

Diary of Societies.

MONDAY, Febri-abv 5.

RovAi. Institution of Great Britain, at 5.—General Meeting.
RovAL Coi.i.EoE OF Surgeons of England, at 5.—Prof. H. E

Grifntlis : Tlie Hekition of Diseases of the Gall Bladder to the Secretory
Function of the Stomach anil Pancreas.

SoriETv or Engineers, Inc. (at Geological Society), at .'i.SO.—A. CoUis-
Brown: Practical Notes on Inspection.

Institute of Transport (at Institution of Electrical Engineers), at
.•J.SO.— n. N. Gresley : Wagon Stock on British Railways.

Institution of Elkctrical Engineers (Informal Me'eting), at T.— J.
CoKon and others : Discussion, The Supply of Steady D.C. for
Telephonic and other Purposes,

Aristotelian Sogietv (at University of London Club), at 8.— Miss May
Sinclair: Primary and Secondary Consciousness.

RovAL SOLIETV- OF Arts, at 8.—Dr. H. P. Stevens : The Vulcanisation of
Kiibber (Cantor Lectures) (1).

Society of Chemical Isdu.strv (London Section) (at Engineers' Club
Coventry Street), at 8 —G. T. Bray and F. Major : The Estimation of
Fat in Casein.—Dr. E. Fyleman : Eici)105ions in Liquid Air Uectillcation
Plant.

RoVAi, Institute of British Architects, at 8.30.—Presidential Address
to Students and Presentation of Prizes.

TUESDAY, FEBRtJARY 6.

Air Conference (at the Guildhall, B.C.), at lO.SO.—Maj.-Gen. Sir W. J.
Brancker : The Position of Air Transport To-day.—Comdr, C. D.
Burney : A Selfsupporting Airship Service. At 2.4.i. — Aii Vice-
Marshal SirW. G. H. Salmond I The Proaress of Research and Experiment.
—Col. A. Ogilvie : Gliders and their Value to Aeronautical Progress.—
C. R. Fairey : Seaplanes.

Isstitution of Heating and Ventilating Engineers (Annual Gcneml
Meeting) (al tile Holbirn Restaurant), at 2.30.—Prof. W. E. GarneF:
Theory of Combustion of Gaseous and Liquid Fuels.

i

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at3. — R. D. Oldham: The
Character and Cause of Earthquakes (2).

RovAL Society of Arts (Dominionsand Colonies and Indian Sections), at
4.30.—Sir Richard A. S. Redniayne : The Base Metal Resources of the
British Empire.

Zoological Society of Lonoon, at 5.:in.—The Secretary : Rejiort on the
Additions made to the Society's Menagerie during the months of
November and December Ui22.—E. G. Houlenger : Account of Experi-
ments on Amphibians and Insects at Vienna.—C. A. A. High t on : Coat-
colour in Greyhounds.-E. L. Gill : The Permian Fishes i.f the Genus
Acentrophorue.-Dr. C. F. Sonntag : The Vagus and Sympatlietic Nerves
of the Terrestrial Carnivora.—E. P. AUis, ,Ir. : The Postorbital Articula-
tion of the Palatfl-nuadrate with the Neurocranium in the Ctelacanthidie.—Dr. G. S. Giglioli : The Linguatulid Arachnid, HaUli^tieila turcor:prca
(Diesing, 183.i), .Sauihon, 1922.—Rita Markbreiter : Some Mirnfilaria
found in the Blood of Birds dyiui in the Zoological Gardens, 1S»20-1922.

Institution (IF Civil Engineers, atO.— D. H. Eemfry : Wind-Pressures,
and Stresses caused by the Wind on Bridges.

Royal Anthropological Institute, at S.15.—Major O. Rutter : Tlie
Natives of North Borneo.

RoNTOEN Society (at Institution of Electrical Engineers), at 8.15.

WEDNEfiDAY, Febbuaby 7.

Air Conference (at the Guildhall, E.C.), at 10.30.-General Di.scussion
on the Papers read in the morning of Februarj' «. At 2.4.5, General Dis-
cussion on the Papers read in the afternoon of February 6.

Royal Collei^e of Suroeoss of Engla.nu, at 5.—Prof. G. Keynes:
Chronic Mastitis.

Geological Society of London, at o.30.— G. V. Douglas : The Geological
liestilts of the Shackletnn-Rowett (Quest) Expedition.

Newcumex Society (at Alpine Club), "t 5.30.— G. P. Baker: East Indian
Cotton Prints and Paintings of the IVth and 18th Centuries.

Institi-tion of Electrical Engineers (Wireless Section), at (i. —J.
Hollingworth : The Measurement of the Electric Intensity of Received
Radio Signals.

Society of Public Analysts and other Analytical Chemists (Annual
General .Meeting) (at Chemical Society), at 8—Presidential Address.—
O. .Tones: Notes on the Examination of Preserved Meats, etc.—E.
Grifflths-.Iones : Titanium in Nile Silt.

Royal Society of Arts, at 8.-C. R. Darling : Electrical Resistance
Furnaces and their Uses.

FELi.owsmi- of Medicine (at Royal Society of Medicine), at 8.30.—J. P.
Lockhart-Mummery : Diverticulitis.

THURHDAY, February 8.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—Prof. I. M. Heilbron : Tlie
Photosynthesis of Plant Products (2).

Royal Society, at 4.30.— Prof. L. Bairstow, Miss M. B. Cave, and Miss
E. D. Lang; The Resist,iiice of a Cylinder moving in a Viscous Fluid.—
G. I. Taylor : The Motion of EUip.soidal Particles in a Viscous Fluid.—
L. F. Richardson : Theory of the Measurement of Wind by Shooting
Spheres Upward.— Prof. W. E. Palby : Further Researches on the
Strength of Materials.— L. C. .I.ickson and Prof. H. Kamerlingh Onnes :

liivesligations on the Paramagnetic Sulphates at Low Temperatures.—
L. C. Jackson and Prof. H. Kamerlingh Onnes : Investigations on the
Paramagnetism of Crystalsat Low Temperatures.—Prof. B. Wilson : The
Susceptibility of Feebly Magnetic Bodies as affected by Tension.

—

W. D. Womersley : The Specilic Heats of Air, Steam, and Carbon
Dioxide.

Women's Engineering Society (20 George Street, W.I.), at G.li.—E.
W. C. Kearney : The Kearney High-speed Railway,

Optical Society (Annual General Jleeting) (at Imp'erial College of Science
and Technology), at 7.30.— Sir Frank Dyson : Large Telescopes (Presi-
dential Address).— Discussion on paper by F. W. Preston : The Properties
of Pitch used in Working Optical Glass. A new jnismaiic astTfltihf

designed at the Admir.-ilty Research Laboratory exhibited and described
by Commdr. T. V. Baker.

Camera Club, at 8.15—C. H. L. Emanuel: Notes of a Collector of Prints
and Drawings.

Insiituie of Metals (London Local Section) (at Institute of Marine
Engineeis. Inc.), at 8.30.— Miss M. L. V. Gayler : The Investigation of
the Constitution ol Alloys.

FRIDAY, February 9.

RovAL Astronomical Society, at 5.—Anniversary.
Physical Society of London (Annual (Jeneral 'Meeting) (at Imperial

(College of Sci*,-nce and Technology), at 5.— Sir William Bragg : The
CrystillingStmcUire of Anthracene. —Capt. H. Shaw and E. Lancaster-
Jones : The Ecitvcis Torsion Balance.—H. W. Heath : Demonstration of
the Flame Phone.

Royal College of Suboi:ons of England, at 5.—Prof. L. R. Bawling:
Remote Etiects of Gun hot Wounds of the Head.

Malacoi.ooical Society of London (at Linnean Society), at 6.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers, at 6.—Adjourned Discussion on
Symposium of Papers on Indicators :—L. Pendred ; The Problems of the
Engine Indicator.— Prof. F. W. Burstall : A New Form of Optical Indi-
cator.—W. G. Collins: Micri'-lndicator for High-Speed Engines.— H.
Wood : R. A.E. Electrical Indicator for High-Speed Internal-Combustion
Engines, and Gauge for Maximum Pressures.

Junior In.stitction of ENf;iNEEBs, at 7.30.—Prof. F. C. Lea: The Effect
of Temperature on the Properties of Engineering Materials.

Philological Society (at University College;, at 8.—J. Hodgkin

:

Macaronic Poetry.
UoYAL Institution of Great Britain, at 9.—Sir John Russell ;

" Rotliain-

sted " and Agricultural Science.

PUBLIC LECTURES.
SATURDAY, February 3.

HoRNiMAN Museum (Forest Hill), at 3.30.—F. Balf(^ur•Bro^vlle : Insect

Pests and their Control,

MONDAY, Febbuaby 5.

King's College, at 5,—N. B. Jopson : The Original Home of the Slavs.

University Collfge, at5.—Sir John Russell, and staff of the Rothamsted
Experimental Station : The Micro-Organic Population of the Soil

(succeeding Lectures on February 7, 12, 14, 19, 21, 27, Maich 1, 5, and 7).

TUESDAY, February 6.

Gresham College, at 0.— W. H. Wagstaff: Geometry (succeeding
Lectures on Febiuary 7, 8, and 9).

WEDNESDAY, February 7.

King's College, at 5.30.—Dr. J. S. Haldane : The Fundamental Concep'
tions of Biology.

THURSDAY, February 8.

University College, at 5.30.—G. A. Sutherland : The Acoustics of tl-e

Auditorium. (Succeeding Lectures on February 15 and 22.)

Central Library (Fulham), at 8. — Mrs. G. Skelton : Women ai.d

Industiv.
FRIDAY, Febbuaby 9.

University College, at 8.—Sliss E. Jetl'iies Davis: The Evolution of

London (succeeding Lectures on February 10 and 23).

SATURDAY, February 10.

HoRNiMAN Museum (Forest Hill), at 3.30.— E. Lovett : Household
Appliances of a Hundred )i'ears Ago.
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UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
A Course of three Lecture-^ in Zoology (with lantern illustrations) on

"The Bionomics of Marine Animals" will be given l)y Ur. J. H.
ORTON, D.Sc. (of the Marine lUological Association, Plymouth), at
King's College, London (Strand, W.C.z), on Tuesday, February 20,
Thursday, Feliruary 22, and Friday, February 23, 1923, at 5.15 p.m. At
the first Lecture the Chair will be taken by Prof. Authur Demjv, F. R.S.
(Professor of Zoology in the University). ADMISSION FREE, WITH-
OUT TICKET.

EDWIN DELLER, Academic Registrar.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
The ANNIVERSARY MEETING of this Society will be held at the

:SociETv"s Apartment?, Buri.in(;ton House, on FRrnAY, February 16,

3X 3 o'clock.

The Fellows and their Friends will dine together at the Caf6 Royal at

7.30 )'. M. Tickets 20s. each (inclusive of still wines), to be obtained from
the Clerk not later than February 12.

THE MURDOCH TRUST.
For the benefit of INDIGENT BACHELORS and WIDOWERS of

Good Character, over 55 years of age, who have done " something" in the

way of Promoting or Helping some branch of Science.

Donations or Pensions may be granted to persons who comply with those
conditions.

For Particulars apply to Messrs J. and J. Turnbull, W.S., 58 Frederick
Street, Edinburgh.

KEBLE COLLEGE, OXFORD.
NATURAL SCIENCE SCHOLARSHIP, 1923.

An Examination will be held in this College on March 13 for two
SCIENCE SCHOLARSHIPS of the annual vahie of /80, with laboratory

fees £10.

Subjects ; Chemistry or Biology, with elementary Physics, and for

Biologists elementary Chemistry as well.

Intending candidates should apply to Dr. Hatchett Jackson, the
Science Tutor, for information.

RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS IN
ACOUSTICS.

The RiVERBANK Laboratories at Geneva, Illinois, announce the
establishment of one or two RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS in ACOUS-
TICS. The holder will have an opportunity to devote his entire time to

study and investigation in a laboratory built, equipped, and manned for the
study of acoustic problems. Candidates should be college graduates who
have taken advanced courses in physics and mathematics, and who have
shown in their work those qualities essential for success in independent
investigation. Terms of appointment to be determined by the qualifications

of the appointee. Address, B. Cumming, Secretary, Geneva, Illinois.

THERESA SEESSEL RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP
To promote Original Research in Biological Studies.

YALE UNIVERSITY.
One FELLOWSHIP, yielding an income of $1500. Pre-

ference is given to candidates who have already obtained their

Doctorate, and have demonstrated by their work fitness to

carry on successfully original research of a high order. The

holder must reside in New Haven during the college year,

October to June. Applications should be made to the Dean
of the Graduate School, New Haven, Conn., before May i,

1923 ; they should be accompanied by reprints of scientific

publications, letters of recommendation, and a statement of the

particular problem which the candidate expects to investigate.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, SOUTHAMPTON.
REGISTRAR.

Applications are invited for the post of REGISTRAR in the

above College. The selected candidate wilt be required to take

up his duties on September i, 1923.

For full particulars apply to the Pkincipai..

MUSEUM ASSISTANT ; Youth i8, seeks
post. Camb. Senr, i;nd Class Honours, Matric. Exemp"., Entomologist,
Illustrations line and colour. Natural History. Prehistoric Man,
References. K. WILKINSON, 64 Lengstone Road. Eastbourne.

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION FOR
NORTHERN IRELAND.

The Ministry of Education for Northern Ireland invite applications for
the position of ^ SENIOR INSPECTOR.
Candidates must be men holding a good Honours Degree in MATHE-

MATICS from some Irish or British University. They should not be more
than 35 years of age, and must ha\e had some teaching experience. A
University Diploma in teaching is also desirable.

The Inspector appointed will be required to inspect classes in Secondary
and Technical Schools, and to carry out any other duties which may be
assigned to him by the Ministry.

The Salary att.iched to the position begins at ^400 per annum, and
increases by annual increments of £,10 to £700 per annum, together with
the Cost of Living Bonus at Civil Service rates, travelling expenses, and the
usual subsistence allowances.

Applications, accompanied by one copy ofeach of three recent testimonials,

should be addressed to the Secretary, Ministry of Education for Northern
Ireland, Parliament Buildings, Belfast, and must be received not later than
February 28, 1923.
Forms of application may be obtained from the Ministry.

UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY,
NEW SOUTH WALES.
PROFESSORSHIP OF PHYSICS.

The Senate of the University of Sydney invites application for the
CHAIR of PHYSICS, to which is attached a salary of ;£iioo per annum
together with rights to a pension of ;C4oo per annum on certain conditions.

The Professor appointed will be expected to enter on his duties on August i,

1923 ; ^150 will be allowed for travelling expenses from Europe.
Further details concerning the appointment may be obtained on written

request to Thk Agent-Generai. for New S<>l'th Wales, Australia
House, Strand, London, W.C.2, to whom applications for the position, in

sextuplicate, accompanied by copies of testimonials (if any), should be sent

so as to reach him not later than Wednesday, February 28, 1923. There is

no special form of application. All correspondence addressed to the Agent-
General in connection with the appointment should be marked on the outside
of the envt^lope " Universitj- of Sydney."

T. A. COGHLAN,
London, January 30, 1923. Agent-General for New South Wales.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
The Senate invite applications for the UNIVERSITY READERSHIP

in CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY tenable at University College.

Salary ;^6oo a year. Applications (12 copies) must be received not later

than first post on February 22, 1923, by the Academic Registrar, Uni-
versity of London, South Kensington, London, S.W.7, from whom further

particulars may be obtained.

MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE AND FISHERIES.

Applications are invited for an appointment as Asskstant Inspector in

connection with Agricultural and Horticultural Education and Research.
Candidates must be not less than 22 years of age, and in addition to

possessing practical experience in Horticulture should have taken a Natural
Science Course (including Botany and Zoology) at a British University.

Salary £i\^o per annum rising to .£250 per annum plus Civil Service

Bonus.
Preference will be given to ex-service Applicants.

Forms of application and copies of the Regulations affecting these

appointments can be obtained from the Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture

and Fisheries, 10 N\"hitehall Place, S.W.i. Application forms must be
returned not later than February 26.

A FIRST-CLASS COLLECTION OF
MINERALOGICAL SPECIMENS FOR S.ALE IN LONDON

(privately collected by the l.-ite W. Setnmons).

For further particulars write :

.\.\, 3 Chestnut .\venue, Chorlton cum Hardy, Manchester.

WANTED -For Permanent Post in a Milk-
producing District. Man with experience of Dairy Laboratory Technic.

Must possess thorough knowledge of dairy husbandry and production

of milk under hygienic conditions. Write, sending full particulars of

past experience and knowledge, also stating salary expected, to Bo.v 124,

Mathkr & Ckowther Ltd., 10 New Bridge Street, London, E.C.4.

TO CONSULTING AND RESEARCH \HEM ISTS— Fitted Laboratories and OlTice accommodation to be let.

Some apparatus for disposal. Within a few minutes' access of the Hank.

Box 53/10, c/o Nature Office.

WANTED—A Microscope for Laboratory
use. 2/3rd, i/6th, and i/izth powers. Write fullest particulars and

price tu Plauson's, 17 Waterloo Place, S.W.i.

CHEMIST—ist Class Honours, B.Sc, etc.;
works experience ; fluent French. German, some Russian, Itali.tn. Post]

or part-time work. Bo.x 53, c/o Nature OiKice.
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Science Teaching.

IT has long been felt that a great defect in our

secondary school education ha.s been that boys

and girls may pass on to the universities or out into the

world of business without having received any instruc-

tion in science or any skilled guidance in the pursuit of

their scientific hobbies. It is owing probably to a

defect of this kind in the education of many of our

public men that we have so often to complain of the

indifference that is shown to pressing necessities for the

better encouragement and endowment of scientific

research. It is true that many of our large public

schools are now provided with first-rate teachers of

science and with well-equipped scientific laboratories,

so that the boy or girl who takes the modern side may
receive a really good foundation uf scientific knowledge.

It is also true, however, that, owing to the tyranny of

our scholarship system the classical boys in the upper

forms of secondary schools have not time to devote to

instruction in any branch of science, and for the same

reason the education of boys in elementary science is

too frequently neglected, both in the preparatory schools

and in the lower forms of secondar\' schools.

What is wanted in education is the cultivation of the

idea that no modern citizen can be considered really

well educated who has not gained some knowledge of

the natural plienomena of the world in which he lives,

and of the body which is the temple of his soul. If

we could persuade all parents of the truth of this con-

ception, they would not be satisfied with the education

of their children unless they have had, at least in the

preparatory school or in the lower forms of the secondary

school, some instruction in science.

There has been some difficulty, however, in coming

to an agreement as to the best and most practical form

in which science should be taught in the lower forms

;

and it is, therefore, with great pleasure that we welcome

the valuable report, just published, of a sub-committee

of the Science Masters' Association.* The fundamental

principle that underlies the method of education

suggested in the report is that " the work should be

done by the boys themselves with as little help as

possible from the master in charge " ; and accordingly,

a syllabus is drawn up of subjects which, experience has

shown, can be studied effectively and with simple

appliances in school life. Included in the report there

are also an interesting and valuable syllabus of subjects

arranged as a calendar of work, and three specimens of

lessons that may be given in natural history.

All this is excellent and worthy of most careful study

» Element .ir>' Science, Nature Study, and Practical Work in Preparatory
SchooU ami thi" l.cwcr Forms o( Secondary Schools. Report o( the Sub-
committee apptiintc^l by the Science Masters* Association, 1922. (Oxford

:

University I'reis. Price ij.)
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and consideration by teachers in schools. The point in

the report to which objection may be made is the rigid

declaration that " set lectures giving mere informa-

tion in a didactic manner should be avoided." Most

teachers of science would agree that at an early stage

the teaching of science should be mainly practical and

objective. If it is not^ the true spirit of scientific know-

ledge is lost. But why should the didactic manner be

avoided 1 In the course of study in zoology, for example,

why should there not be occasional lectures on some of

those wild beasts of the world which naturally e.\cite the

interest of boys and girls. Lectures on whales, on

kangaroos, on the great carnivores, on tropical insects,

or even on the fauna of coral reefs, would surely

be stimulating and instructive. Entirely to avoid

didactic instruction is to make the teaching of science

too parochial in character and to leave unsatisfied the

thirst for knowledge of the wonders of the world beyond

our own shores.

The new method may be admirable as a substitute

for the older dry-as-dust didactic teaching, but it tends

to lead into the new danger of discouraging boys and

girls from reading about natural phenomena beyond

the reach of their personal observation and about the

thoughts and discoveries of the great men of science.

Human Character.

Human Character. By Hugh Elliot. Pp. xvi + 272.

(London : Longmans, Green and Co., 1922.) 7s. 6d.

net.

"X T r E are accustomed to judge of a man's char-

V V acter by his behaviour, that is to say, by the

manner in which he reacts to the countless vicissi-

tudes of everyday existence. In our experience these

reactions differ according to the individual, and we
interpret this variability of response by saying that

the characters of the individuals affected are corre-

spondingly diverse. Although character is an attribute

of the man himself, it can only be known by the man's

actions, and is a rough description of the mental and

nervous constitution on which the reactions depend.

This constitution is partly inborn, partly acquired.

The pattern of the cells and nerve paths which make
up the central nervous system is already laid down
before birth, but the resistance which any impulse

meets with in its passage through the central nervous

system is the resultant not only of the inherited

pattern, but also of experience, every reaction which

has occurred having left some trace of its passage and

produced facilitation along certain paths and blocking

of certain other paths.

Character is thus a product both of nature and
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of nurture, the former supplying potentialities of

behaviour, the latter limiting and modifying the extent

to which any given reaction may take place. Although

character is a question of the arrangement and
resistance of a complex systefti of neurones, the only

possible way of describing it is in terms of the re-

actions which it is able and wont to produce. Without

taking a djmamo to pieces and measuring the physical

properties of its various parts, the only method by

which we could describe its potentialities would be by

making it work and finding out what current and what

electromotive force it gave us at varying speeds of

rotation, i.e. by its performance ; and the same holds

good for any attempt to describe under the term of

character the complex structural arrangements which

determine the reactions of a man. Character itself

we cannot with any accuracy describe or classify, but

we can analyse the different factors, mental or physio-

logical, which are involved in its formation and

determine behaviour. This is the manner adopted by

Mr. Hugh Elliot in the book now before us.

Since character determines behaviour, it is possible

to form an idea of the essential nature of human
character by analysing the motives which determine

human action. The older philosophers (and their

teaching is reflected in current thought) were wont to

draw a marked distinction between the actions of

animals, which were determined by instinct, and those

of man, which were guided by reason ; whereas we
have now recognised that the intellectual processes of

reasoning have very little to do with behaviour.

Although the emotions have long been described as

the springs of action, the preponderating and almost

exclusive role of emotions in determining human
activities has only been fully recognised during the

last twenty years. Emotions are the representation^

in consciousness, the subjective side, of the complex

series of automatic reactions which in animals we call]

instincts and which in their case we only occasionally '

endow with emotional attributes. Thus the quest for

food, flight from an enemy, pursuit of a mate, are all

automatic reactions which are shared by man with

the lower animals, but in the former case we say they

are due to the emotions of hunger, fear, or love.

In the first chapter of this book, which Mr. Elliot

entitles " General Principles," the author emphasises

the all-importance of the emotional states in the

determination of behaviour. Man's life thus becomes

a series of instinctive reactions differing from those of

the lower animals only in their greater complexity,

and in the extent to which they are varied as the result

of individual training or education. Reason does not

dictate behaviour. Party government would be im-

possible if this were the case, nor would two nations
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like the French and English advocate diametrically

opposite methods of dealing with the same problem.

Reason is but the instrument for the safer and more

successful carrying out of a reaction which will satisfy

the prevailing emotion, and it is to the emotional

conditions of the electors or of different nations that

politicians and statesmen have to appeal if they wish

to get support for any particular line of action. Voli-

tion it.self is another word for desire. A man with a

strong will is one in whom all the faculties of the mind

are slaves to the satisfaction of a dominant desire,

which may be easily attained or may take years for

its achievement. The author points out that what a

man does is the resultant of what he feels, and since

feelings are themselves dependent on external con-

ditions of the individual, character is but an abstrac-

tion, a name for the average mental manifestations

and not representing anything fixed or constant.

Theoretically it might be thought possil)le to build up

a logical account of character, starting from the primi-

tive instincts tending to the preservation of life, to

reproduction, and to the association with other indi-

viduals in communities (the herd instinct), by showing

how these are modified to produce the manifold

iriation of impulsive behaviour observed in man.

Such an attempt would, however, involve us in constant

cross-reference, since every quality of the mind is

bound up with other qualities, just as every part of

the brain is associated in its activities with those of

all other parts. The only method left is that adopted

by the author, namely, taking the more complex

emotional conditions, to analyse their composition,

their relationship to other mental states, and their

manifestations in conduct. Such a method renders

it difficult to preserve logical continuity in the treat-

ment of the problem. Kach chapter becomes an

essay in itself, as is evident from a consideration of

the headings in the table of contents. The first seven

chapters, for example, are labelled as follows : General

Principles, The Major Passions, Egoism, Love, Social

nnd Moral F'eeling, Jealousy, Religion.

There are altogether twenty-two chapters, but the

treatment is much more connected than would appear at

first sight from the headings just detailed. Througiiout

the book the point of view of the author is that of the

educated amateur, so that the reader feels that he is

capable of following the arguments and appreciating

them critically, and indeed that he is entitled to differ

from the author witiiout presumption. After all, the

most readable books are those in which the reader

is only half in agreement with the author, so that he

is incited to think for himself, and to form his own
conclusions on the subjects dealt with. It will do no

one any harm to try to analyse in the same manner
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in which the author has accomplished it the motives

for his own actions and for those of other [leople. It

may indeed tend to make reason play rather a larger

part tiian has hitherto been the case.

It is curious that the author at the beginning of the

work abandons the analytic method when speaking of

the moral feelings. He says :
" The moral emotions

are a deep and powerful instinct, buried in every mind,

and so much part of our constitution that we are

almost unaware of their very existence. We refrain

from wrong-doing as the result of a deep emotion

which controls our actions, very often unknown to

ourselves.'' This is in other words the popular idea

of conscience, which is regarded as implanted in

man from his birth. But surely, when the author

speaks of " wrong "-doing he is begging the whole

question. Tiie moral instinct is the impulse to act

in accordance with the rules of the tribe of which the

individual is a member, and is developed by education,

in its broadest sense, from the herd instinct. On this

instinct depend the appreciation of approval and the

seeking of support from the other members of the

community. By education, by mimicry, by the

repetition of .enforced actions, by the experience of

the painful results of some and the pleasurable results

of other actions, the herd instinct is so moulded that

the easiest reaction to commonly recurring circum-

stances is one that is in accordance with the rule of

the tribe, and any anti-social action is attended witii

mental discomfort or anticipation of punishment or

disapproval. This is what is commonly called con-

science. The moral sense will thus be quite different

in men of different races, according as they have been

brought up in a Hindu or Christian community or

among savages. The potentialities of development

of tiiis moral sense, this Silllichkeil, will varv from

individual to individual, but the content of the sense

and its results in action will depend on the environment

of the man from his birth.

The book is copiously illustrated with quotations

from Shakespeare, Dante, and Goethe. The author

points out tliat great writers, far more than men of

science, penetrate human njiture, and that of all

writers Shakespeare possessed tlie most profound

insight into character. The upshot of the whole work

is that a man's character depends on his feelings.

Feelings are the springs of action ; education is above

all a development and training of feelings. It matters

more what a miin does than how he does it, and it is

probably on this account that the English system of

education, so deficient on the intellectual side, can

boast of results in many ways more successful than

those achieved by the Lycee or Gymnasium.

E. H. S.
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The Arabs of the Sudan.

A History of the Arabs in the Sudan : and Some Account

of the People who preceded them and of the Tribes

inhabiting DdrfUr. By H. A. MacMichael. Vol. i.

Pp. xxJi + 347. Vol.2. Pp. viii + 488. (Cambridge:

At the University Press, 1922.) 2 vols. 905. net.

THE two volumes before us present the result of

Mr. MacMichael's investigations in the Northern

Sudan carried on for nearly twenty years, and they may
be regarded as the logical continuation of his earlier work

(published in 1912) on the Arabs of Kordofan. The

present work deals with all those Sudanese tribes in

which Arab blood preponderates, or at least warrants

the popular conception of them as Arabs.

Mr. MacMichaeFs area of study—roughly north of

12° N. and west of 25° E.—is so entirely his own, his

conclusions so largely the result of original field work,

that any detailed criticism is impossible. All that the

reviewer can do is to give some idea of the scope of the

book, the author's general conclusions, and where

possible indicate how far these agree or disagree with

the results of workers in other parts of the Sudan.

The plan of the book is unusual ; the second volume

consists of the translations of thirty-two native manu-

scripts, for the most part nisba " pedigrees," with

explanatory notes and genealogical trees. The first

volume, with the exception of sections dealing with the

early history of the Nile Valley, and the non-Arab

races of Darfur, is devoted to a series of disserta-

tions or essays based on the data contained in the

manuscripts in volume 2, and the study that the

author has made of literar)' sources both Arabic and

European.

Wearisome as these nisba are to read—and the student

will be inclined to echo the si.xteenth-century writer of

document BA, " the knowledge of the pedigrees of

persons who are unrelated to yourself is of no use "

—

their value is increased by their rarity, for though

many Sudan Arabs are prepared to produce fragments

of paper which they regard as of genealogical interest,

relatively few documents of real historical value have

survived the ravages of white ants and the accidents

of the nomad life. Moreover, of those that did exist

half a century ago, very many were burnt during the

Dervish rule by the orders of the Mahdi, who feared

that research might tend to invalidate his pretensions

to be the Expected One, and by the Khahfa, a Baggara

from Darfur who was interested in genealogy to the

extent only of not desiring to appear less nobly born

than those over whom he ruled.

Not all the manuscripts are nisba : there is a " History

of the Fung Kingdom " (MS. D7) of far more general
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interest, while somewhere between these and the

" pedigrees " come the MSS. numbered DI and D3.

The third part of the former, probably dating from the

eighteenth century, contains much of general ethno-

logical interest, while the latter, a series of biographies

of holy men of the Fung period, written early in the

nineteenth century, has considerable social and folk-

lore value.

The first three chapters, dealing with the pre-

Muhammadan inhabitants of the Sudan, go far back

in time. Mr. MacMichael seems concerned to prove

that there was a considerable inflow of Arabians into I

Egypt and the Sudan so far back as the Old Kingdom,

but there is really no sufficient evidence for this, nor

from the point of view of the present volumes is it

of any importance, . this alleged very early .\rabian

influence being ignored in the remainder of the work.

The next two chapters deal for the most part with the

Nubians and Bcja and contain much that is interesting

and suggestive, but the reviewer may be allowed to ^
point out that the author is incorrect in attributing to

him the view (i, p. 35) that " the Hadendoa are repre-

sentati\-es of the Beni Amir stock modified chiefly by

miscegenation with the tall negroes of the Nile Valley,

and also, in all probability, with the . . . round-

headed Armenoid population. . .
." There can be

little doubt that it is Armenoid blood that is responsible

for certain of the physical characters of the Hadendoa
;

negro influence has been but slight. In any case these

three chapters are introductory only ; the)' contain

none of the author's own observations, so that they

stand apart, and the critical attitude which they pro-

voke rapidly dies down on reading the rest of the

book.

The remainder of part i forms a most valuable

introduction to the ethnology of the non-Arab races

of Darfur ; here Mr. MacMichael has done service not

only by bringing together the scattered notices from

literature, but also by the account he gives of the

social organisation and religious rites which he has

himself observed among the Dagu, the Fur, and the

dwellers on Jebel Midob. Among these tribes, as well

as among some of their even less known neighbours,

rain-making ceremonies are still of importance, the

rain-maker being a woman and descent being in the

female line ; moreover, in a general way their religious

ideas, so far as it is possible to judge on present informa-

tion, seem akin to those of the Nuba of Southern

Kordofan, as observed by the present writer. This

fact has not escaped Mr. MacMichael ; it might have

been added that the work of Tucker and Myers

(Journ. Roy. Anthrop. Inst., 1910) suggests a definite

physical relationship. Combining the information he

collected from the various tribes of Darfur, Mr. Mac-
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Michael concludes that the two main ethnic strains in

the country are the negro and the hamitic, the latter

being, at least in part, a result of the pressure exerted by

Ara|^ immigrants into North Africa upon the Berber

tribes. Thus originated the ruling aristocracy of the

states fringing the Sahara to the west of Lake Chad,

while the Tibbu are to be regarded as an early Libyo-

Berbcr mixture that has come to form the basis of the

population of Northern Darfur, the negro element

predominating in the south. It must, however, be

remembered that cultural influence, perhaps relatively

ancient, has come in from the east, as b evidenced not

only by legends of origin but also by the very striking

resemblance in the vocabularies of such peoples of

Darfur as the Midob and Birked to those of the

Barabra of the Nile Valley, and that with this, there

was probably introduced a strain of foreign blood.

Turning now to the Arabs with whom the main bulk

ui the work is concerned, Mr. MacMichael begins by-

tracing their progress through Egypt in the Middle

Ages. This is no easy matter, for even in the ninth

centur)' the historian, el Baladhuri, admits that there

were great differences of opinion. Here may be quoted

a dictum of the author of MS. DI :
" The tribes of the

Arabs who are in the Sudan, other than these [the

Nuba, the Abyssinians, and the Zing], are foreigners,

and have merely mixed with the tribes mentioned

al>ove and multiplied with them. Some of them have

retained the characteristics of the Arabs, and the

element of Nuba and Zing that is interspersed among

them has adopted the Arab characteristics ; and on

the other hand there have been some Arate who have

become fused with the Nuba and the Zing, and adopted

their characteristics ; but in each case they know

their origin."

Here, in brief, is the historj- of much of the .\rab

Sudan, and even if it be doubted that " in each

case they know their origin " a great deal of Mr.

MacMichael's research does but amplify and confirm

his Arab forerunner. The whole process can be

followed particularly well in the case of the Guhayna

(Juhaina). In the pre-Islamic period they occupied

Nejd and the neighbourhood of Medina, where a section

dwell to this day. Many migrated to Egypt, taking

part in the conquest with other sections of the IJuda'a,

while two hundred )-ears later they formed part of a

force invading the Hcja country. Some of them seem

to have reached Aswan by the ninth century ; by the

fourteenth century they had penetrated far into Nubia,

and it was the Guhayna who more than any other tribe

brought about the dissolution of the Christian kingdom

of Dongola.

" At first the kings of the Nuba attempted to repulse

them, but they failed ; then they won them over by
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giving them their daughters in marriage. Thus was

their Kingdom disintegrated, and it passed to certain

of the sons of the Guhayna on account of their mothers

according to the custom of the infidels as to the succes-

sion of the sister or the sister's son. So their Kingdom

fell to pieces and the A'rab of Guhayna took possession

of it. But their rule showed none of the marks of

statesmanship because of the inherent weakness of a

system which is opposed to discipline and the sub-

ordination of one to another. Consequently they are

still divided up into parties and there is no vestige of

authority in their land, but they remain nomads

following the rainfall like the A'rab of Arabia. There

is no vestige of authority in their land, since the result

of the commingling and blending that has taken place

has merely been to exchange the old ways for the ways

of the Bedouin Arab." Thus Makrizi in a passage not

included in dc Slane's translation.

It was this dual policy of following the rainfall and

of inter-marriage that led to the rapid spread of the

stock, so that a sixteenth-century author, or more

probably copyist, writes of a total of " fifty-two tribes

in the land of Soba on the Blue Nile under the rule of

the P'ung," while there were even more in the west,

including Bomu. So at the present day all the

Baggara, including those of Darfur and Wadai, regard

themselves as united in the common bond of Guhayna
ancestry. It is in this sense that the Guhayna con-

stitute one of the great moieties of the Sudan Arabs,

yet it must be remembered that in the Sudan the

tribal name Guhayna is used in a narrow as well as

a broad sense. In the former it is restricted to certain

nomads inhabiting the Sennar Province ; it is only

in the widest sense and by much manipulation of

genealogies that it is stretched to include the Baggara

and the vast group of camel nomads in Kordofan, all

of whom if pressed will say that they arc descended

from Abdulla el Guhani.

The other great division of the Sudan Arabs, even

larger and more loosely knit than the Guhayna, is the

Ga'aliin, the members of which claim to be descended

from 'Abbas, the uncle of the Prophet. In the main

this group is sedentary ; the Arab element sensu

stricto that went to form it seems to have coalesced

with the older settled inhabitants of Nubia and to a

considerable extent to have adopted their social habits.

Indeed, Mr. MacMichael a|)plies the term Ga'aliin-

Danagla to this, the other great moiety of Sudan Arabs,

which includes most of the riverain tribes as well as

a number of sedentary tribes in Kordofan.

It must be understood that the reviewer has been

able to touch on some only of the outstanding features

of this remarkable book, which, while holding so much
detailed information, abounds in suggestions which

F I
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will make it a source of inspiration to every worker in

the field of which it treats.

A word of tribute should be paid to the Sudan
Government for its enlightened policy in guaranteeing

the amount necessary to permit pubhcation.

C. G. Seligman.

The Utilisation of Coal.

The University of Sheffield : Department of Fuel Tech-

nology. Coal : a Series of Lectures on Coal and its

Utilisation. By H. Chamberlain, J. \V. Cobb, R.

Lessing, F. S. Sinnatt, and M. C. Slopes. Pp. iii

+ 41. (London : The Colliery Guardian Co., Ltd.,

1922.) 5^.

THIS publication in book form of the series of

lectures on coal and its utilisation, delivered

recently under the auspices of the Department of Fuel

Teclinology of the University of Sheffield, renders the

lectures available to a larger audience than that to

which they were originally addressed. Each one is the

work of an authority of acknowledged eminence in the

particular branch of the subject treated, and, while of

course containing nothing absolutely new, presents a

clear and accurate picture of the present state of our

knowledge brought thoroughly up-to-date. Perhaps

the chief cause for regret is that the head of the Depart-

ment of Fuel Technology, Prof. Wheeler, did not himself

contribute to this series of lectures.

The first lecture, by Dr. Marie Stopes, deals with the

subject which she has made peculiarly her own—the

constitution of coal and the identification of the four

constituents which she has isolated. This classical

piece of work, at first merely of scientific interest, is

gradually assuming an aspect of economic importance

owing to the widely different properties of the various

constituents. Wheeler and Lessing have shown, for

example, that the coking property of coal appears to

pertain almost wholly to the clarain and vitrain, fusain

being quite and durain almost completely non-coking.

At the same time, other researches would indicate that

methods of separating these constituents on a com-
mercial scale are at any rate possible of attainment, a

measure of success having already been achieved in this

direction by means of froth flotation. It is obvious

that such a process may present great industrial possi-

bilities and that it should be capable of greatly increas-

ing the available supplies of coal suitable for the

production of good metallurgical coke. Dr. Marie

Stopes has not herself discussed this aspect of the

question, although it is referred to in some of the later

lectures
;

it may, however, be admitted that it is

scarcely ripe yet for an)-thing more than the passing

reference which it here receives.
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It is probably not the fault of Mr. F. S. Sinnatt, who
deals with the preparation of coal for the market, that

his subject is so wide that it is impossible to do anything

like justice to it in so short a space ; hence the lecture is

necessarily of a sketchy character, and gives but little

indication of the more modern developments of this

important branch of technology. Mr. Sinnatt devotes

a paragraph to the method of froth flotation, but does

not attempt any discussion of the theoretical principles

upon which this process is based ; indeed, throughout

his lecture he omits any explanation of the scientific

principles upon which the various processes depend,

though undoubtedly such discussions would have added

ver)- much to the value of his contribution.

The third lecture, by Dr. R. Lessing, is on the car-

bonisation of coal. The four main products of the

decomposition of coal—the solid, the viscous, the liquid,

and the gaseous—are dealt with, and the importance of

each is pointed out, and the effect upon it of the differ-

ent methods of conducting carbonisation. Dr. Lessing

gives a full account of his own method of carrj'ing out

laboratory coking tests and indicates their practical

application ; at the same time he shows clearly the

difficulties of following in detail the course of the cokinu

operation on a large scale owing to its great complexit}

and to the number of varied changes that are taking

place simultaneously. This is a very wide subject and

one of very great importance ; it may be noted that

almost simultaneously with the appearance of the work

under review, the Society of Chemical Industry has

published an important paper by Sir George Beilby on

the structure of coke, its origin and development, which

is wholly devoted to the minute study of a detail which

Dr. Lessing is perforce compelled to dismiss in a few

lines. Dr. Lessing's lecture concludes with a review of

the three tj^pes of industrial carbonisation, in gas works,

in coke ovens, and in low temperature plant, although it

may well be held that the term " industrial " is much

too flattering a term to attach to the last-named process

as it exists to-day.

In the fourth lecture Mr. Horace Chamberlain deals

with the purification of coal gas from the gas-maker's

point of view ; his contribution is in every sense an

admirable one, clear, concise, and yet setting out the

principles of the various processes in sufficient detail.

Perhaps the only cause for regret is that he has passed

over the Burkheiser process for the utilisation of the

sulphur in coal gas in somewhat too summary a fashion.

It is true that this has not been a success up to the

present, but it is by no means impossible that the

process may contain the germs of a highly successful

practice in the future.

The last lecture, by Prof. Cobb, is on ammonia from

coal, in which the author shows clearly, as the result of
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much experimental work, the conditions under which

the maximum production of ammonia may be obtained

by the decomposition of coal ; it need scarcely be said

lUt the subject is one of the greatest importance,

iving regard both to tlie great manurial value of the

product for agricultural purpwses and to the highly

important part that it plays in the economics of coal

carbonisation. The lecture concludes with a brief

review of the present position of the s\Tithetic processes

for the production of ammonia, the chief protagonists

being the Haber and tiie Claude processes ; Prof. Cobb

evidently holds the view that there is likely to be but

little to choose between the costs of production of

ammonia from coal and by s)Tithetic methods, and that

it is to-day impossible to say on which side the advantage

«ill ultimately rest.

While each of the lectures is a complete little mono-

graph in itself, the subjects have been carefully selected,

so that the book as a wliole covers well a large portion

of the field included under the comprehensive title of

the Utilisation of Coal, a subject which is of the

greatest national importance at the present moment.

It has often been said that British coal has been too

cheap in the past, and that we accordingly got accus-

tomed to scjuandering recklessly our greatest national

asset ; such habits of extravagance, once acquired, are

not easily got rid of, but works like the one before us

have at least the great merit of indicating the right

road to a much-needed improvement in this respect.

H. Loiis.

Astrology of Comets.

ihoiiis Brake Dani : Opera Omnia. Edidit I. L. E.

1 ircyer. Tomus iv. Pp. 377-524. (Hauniae

:

Libraria Gyldendaliana, 1922.)

IN these pages Dr. Dreyer has given us an interest-

ing collection of papers on comets, not iiitherto

accessible to the learned world. After the concluding

page of the well-known " De .Mundi ^therci recenti-

oribus Phaenomenis " we have a treatise of sixteen

ftages in German, now printed for the first time, on the

comet of 1577. Next come nine pages in Latin on the

comet of 1585, printed at Uranilwrg in the " Diarium

astrologicum et metheorologicum " of Elias Olai Cimber

for 1586, and seven pages in the same language now
first published on the same comet. These last two

treatises are mainly astrological, as is no small part of

the treatise on the comet of 1577.

The largest part of tiie present fasciculus is, howe\'er,

occupied with a controversy on comets between

Tycho Hrahe and the Scottish physician John Craig.

Tycho had sent Craig a copy of his printed but as yet
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unpublished work, " De Mundi . .
." and Craig had

replied in certain letters which as Dr. Dreyer informs

us were published by Noltenius in 1737. These

drew from Tycho an " Apologetica Resfxinsio," filling

sixty pages of the present volume. The work was

printed and a few copies were sent to friends. It was

Tycho's intention to include it along with the whole

controversy with Craig as a supplement to his " De

Mundi . . .," but his representatives wisely decided to

let the main treatise go forth iiy itself. No printed

copy of the " Apologetica Responsio " has survived,

and Dr. Dreyer has edited it from a MS. at Copenhagen.

Craig replied to this work in a treatise entitled " Capnu-

raniae rcstinctio," of which Dr. Dreyer has been able

to give us a fragment from a Vienna MS. The task of

replying to this work was ultimately undertaken by

Kepler, but abandoned by him on Tycho's death,

though Kepler's unfinished reply has since been

published in his collected works. Dr. Dreyer's notes

on the whole volume, including the " De Mundi . . .,"

occupy the last thirty-two pages of the present

publication.

Not the least instructive of these studies are the

astrological treatises. It will be observed that with

the exception of the paper written for his assistant,

Tycho early abandoned the intention of publishing

them. In an age when nearly all science was based on

an experience not supported liy carefully recorded

experiments and obser\ations, it was reasonable to

give to the supposed truths of astrology the same

respect that was shown to scientific teaching generally.

Tycho's astrology is neither fanciful nor arbitrary, but

professes to regard observation as the test of truth.

Thus on p. 413 he refuses to decide on the limits of the

clima of Saturn, because they rest on no sufficiently

attested experience. On the other hand, he regards it

as a settled fact that the comet which was seen in .\ries

in 1533 changed the religion in Britain and caused

lasting discord. Whatever value Tycho may have

attached to such speculations, he could not but feel

that thev were work of a very different class from the

great astronomical idifu l' founded on his own observa-

tions of precision.

The controversy vvitli I. raig is not without its analogies.

Craig held with Aristotle that objects in tiie etiier were

immutable, while objects in the elements might suffer

change, and that temporary phenomena like comets

must, therefore, be sublunar. Tycho Hrahe held that

from the relative slowness of their motion and the

absence of perceptible parallax they must be more

distant than the moon. The question is of the ever

recurrent type where observations seem to conflict with

a general principle which has hitherto known no

exception.
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Our Bookshelf.

An Inorganic Chemistry. By Prof. H. G. Denham.
Pp. viii + 684. (London: E. Arnold and Co., 1922.)

125-. 6d. net.

Prof. Denham has written " An Inorganic Chemistry "

for intermediate students. In this field at least half-a-

dozen excellent text-books are already available ; but,

perhaps for commercial reasons, additional volumes of

similar scope continue to be produced, and the process

may be expected to continue until each leading publisher

is able to offer a book of this type. Prof. Denham's
book is well printed and nicely illustrated, and in this

respect compares favourably with other competing

volumes.

The author claims as a simplifying factor the intro-

duction of the periodic classification of the elements in

the middle (instead of at the end) of the chapters on the

non-metals ; but it is doubtful whether this policy will

be followed by other authors, because it is obviously

difficult to classify the elements when only two groups

of them have been described. The policy of including

a brief description of all the less common elements

(except those of the " rare earths ") is also of doubtful

value, in view of the great difficulty which intermediate

students find in becoming acquainted even with the

common elements when they pass from the study of the

non-metals to that of the metals. More important

perhaps is the fact that while atomic weights are given

at a very early stage, Avogadro's hypothesis and the

molecular theory are postponed to Chapter IX., with

the result that for nearly 100 pages hydrogen gas is

represented as H and o.xygen gas as ; in the mean-
time, subjects such as the theory of solutions and

thermo-chemistry, and even valency and structural

formulas, are discussed on this very inadequate basis.

The author's attention may be directed to the in-

correct statements which result from his undue simpli-

fication of crystal forms, which he classifies by means of

planes of symmetry instead of by means of crystallo-

graphic a.\es. It would also be well if it were clearly

stated that the vapour-pressure curves of the different

forms of sulphur are purely fictitious, although they

are presented in the same attractive form as the

solubility diagrams, which are a pleasing feature of the

book ; it may be suggested that the omission of the

small squares might be used to distinguish those

diagrams which are mere sketches from those where

accurate data are given. T. M. L.

Happy India as it Might Be if Guided by Modern
Science. By A. Lupton. Pp. 188. (London : G.

Allen and Unwin, Ltd., 1922.) 65. net.

Mr. Lupton in a single cold-weather tour through the

Indian Empire has tried to solve a series of economic

problems, which have long engaged the attention of

administrators and men of science. He is impressed,

as all thoughtful observers of Indian hfe must be, with

the general poverty of the people, their exhaustion by

malaria, and their inability to resist periodical scarcity.

The soil is ineffectually cultivated by weak plough

cattle, the produce is extremely low when compared

with that of other more fortunate countries, and much
of the scanty manure is used as fuel. Here is the

chance of science. Why not have a chemical examina-
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tion of the soils of each district to find out what con-

stituents are lacking ? Why not establish a fuel reserve

in each village ? Why not lay down at every peasant's

door wood from the Himalayas or coal from Bengal ?

Why not use electricity to punjp water from the wells ?

Why not fill every puddle and so abolish malaria .'

These are admirable schemes, but unfortunately the

Government does not possess the means of raising

enormous loans, paying the interest, or maintaining a

new army of officials, in the hope that some day it will

be repaid for the cost of 7,000,000 tons of super-

phosphates which he proposes to import, even if such 9

a demand did not upset agriculture all the world over. \
It is very well to say, spend a few millions as a begin-

ning, but this would do little to improve the situation,

and, as he admits, there is little use in giving ignorant

people superphosphates if you do not at the same
time supervise their use by a corpus of experts.

Even to make a fuel reserve in a village means taking

up arable land for this purpose, and the peasant does

not like reserves because they shelter wild pig, monkeys,

and green parrots, his greatest enemies.

Mr. Lupton honestly admits that the Government is

not to be blamed because every Hindu marries and rears

a family, resulting in congestion of the population.

He hopes vaguely that public opinion will check this

abuse, but he admits that the educated Indian gentle-

man knows or cares little about the peasantry, and that
" if the Indians govern themselves, we may be sure that

their government will be bad." Mr. Lupton is to be

commended for his good intentions, his fine sense of

humanity, but it needs practical wisdom to consider the

problems which he has attempted to solve.

The West Riding oj Yorlishire. By Bernard Holason.

Pp. xii-i-i88. (Cambridge: At the University

Press, 1921.) 35. 6rf. net.

Mr. Bernard Hobson had a difficult task to describe

the West Riding of Yorkshire owing to the wealth

of the material. The term " Riding " means one-

third, so that the area dealt with is only one-tliird

of the county of Yorkshire ; but as it includes the

densely populated coalfield to the south and the lime-

stone moors to the north-west, it contains areas of

special importance and interest. Mr. Hobson has not

only compiled an instructive summary of the geo-

graphy, geology, and history of the West Riding, but

has also presented it in a form interesting throughout.

The most important geographical feature of the area

is the Pennine Range, forming its western highlands,

which is unique in England from the extent of its

subterranean river system. The industrial districts

include many important cities ; the author's account

of Sheffield is of especial interest. The history of

man in the area dates from Neolithic times, for Mr.

Hobson tells us that no undoubted trace of Paleo-

lithic man has yet been found, though abundant
remains occur only three miles from the Yorkshire

border. The area is especially rich in archaeological

and historical monuments. In the chapter on the

architecture it is remarked that the professional

architect arose in the period of James I., before which

building had been in the hands of the builder and the

craftsman. Apparently, therefore, the end of the great

age of building in England synchronises with the rise

of the professional architect.
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A Laboratory Handbook of Bio-Chemistry. B>- P. C.

Raiment and G. L. Peskett. Pp. 102. (London :

E. Arnold and Co., 1922.) 55. net.

Thk book before us would be more appropriately

entitled physiological than bio-chemistry, as in its

scope it is almost entirely limited to the elementary

physiological chemistry usually taught to medical

students. A short theoretical account of each subject

precedes the practical work. Much of this is quite

sound, but the text is frequently marred by looseness

or inaccuracy of statement, which retjuires stringent

revision before the book is placed in the hands of a

student. Examples of this will be found in the account

of the action of acids on soaps (p. 45), the precipita-

tion of globulins (p. 24), the properties of the albumins

(p. 16), and elsewhere. .Xgain, histidine is omitted

from the list of aniino-acids derived from proteins,

vitamin B is stated to be associated with the fatty

radicles of milk, and so on.

The practical work is almost entirely confined to

qualitative test-tube experiments, the chief excep-

tions being the quantitative methods of urine analysis,

and, in an appendix, Kjeldahl's method and the methods
for estimating reducing sugars. These experiments

are clearly described and easy to perform.

We do not, however, believe that practical bio-

chemistry can be satisfactorily taught in this way.

Preparative work and, especially, quantitative methods
are essential even in the earliest stages. Unless this

kind of e.xercise is freely introduced the student will

acquire no real grip of the subject, but will regard it

simplv as another drearv course of " test-tubing."

A. H.

Meteorological Office : Air Ministry. British Rain/all.

i()2i. The sixty-first annual volume of the British

Rainfall Organisation. Report on the distribution

of rain in space and time over the British Isles

during the year 1921, as recorded by more than

5000 observers in Great Britain and Ireland. Pp.

xxiv-K3oo. (London: H. M. Stationery Office,

1922.) \2s. (sd. net.

Rainfall statistics over the British Isles have now
been collected and published annually for a sufficient

period to render the observations of very great value,

thanks to the foresight and persistent perseverance of

the late Mr. G. J. Symons. Where observations do
not exist, a shrewd approximation of the average fall

can be obtained by means of neighbouring measure-
ments.

The essential feature of the volume is a discussion of

the drought in 1921, which was more remarkable for

persistence than for intensity over short periods,

although June and July were probably drier than any
two consecutive months in living memory. In England
and Wales 1921 was probably the driest year since

1788, and in London it was the driest for at least

148 years. The south-east of England experienced
the greatest severity of the drought, and a part of

Kent had for the year less than 50 per cent, of the

average rainfall. A coloured map opposite to page 150
shows graphically for the British Isles the relation of

rainfall in 1921 to the average of 1881-1915.
Rainfall is discussed in connexion with scarlet fever,

and there is an article at the end of the volume on the
iliH'tuations of annual rainfall. C. H.
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Design in Modern Industry : The Year-Book of the

Design and Industries Association. 1922. With an
Intniduttion h\ C. H. Collins Baker. Pp. 157.
(London : Benn Bros., Ltd., 1922.) 155. net.

The Design and Industries Association, of which this

appears to be the first Year-Book, is concerned with
liai.son work between the artist, the manufacturer, and
the distributor, and aims at the improvement of

British design through the intelligent and liberal use
of the artist, both for ideal reasons and to meet foreign

competition. The Association holds that good design
is tested first and chiefly by fitness, and secondly by
pleasantness in use. A teapot, for example, should
have a spout that does not drip, a handle and spout
that do not project unnecessarily (to .save room in the
cupboard and reduce risk of fracture), the lid should
be securely held while the pot is in use, there should
be the fewest, if any at all are necessary, of crevices

and sharp angles, as these hold dirt and are difficult

to clean, the cost should be reasonable, and so on. The
illustrations include furniture, pottery, fabrics, kitchen
e(|uipment. metal work, printing, signs, tablets, shop
fronts, etc. The designs as a rule are distinctly

pleasing, and are appreciated by critical artists. The
photographic reproductions are, with few exceptions,

excellently done, but we hope that the Association

in its second Year-Book will be able to intro-

duce colour reproductions where they appear to be
essential.

Alcohol in Commerce and Industry. By C. Simmonds.
(Pitman's Common Commodities and Industries.)

Pp. xii + 119. (London : Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons,

Ltd., 1922.) 35. net.

The late Mr. Simmonds had produced a larger and
more detailed treatise on alcohol before undertaking
the present small volume. It would therefore be

anticipated that his treatment of the subject would
be most expert. The present volume, in fact, is a
wonderfully concise and complete account of the

manufacture and uses of alcohol, and is well illustrated.

It is perhaps scarcely realised by those not familiar

with recent progress in chemical industry and engineer-

ing how many uses are found for alcohol, and how
many more promise to be discovered. Mr. Simmonds's
book will supply this information to the general reader,

and the chemist will also find much that is useful

in it.

Mathematics for Engineers. By W. X. Rose. (The
Directly-Useful Technical Series.) Part I., including

Elementary and Higher Algebra, Mensuration and
Graphs, and Plane Trigonometry. Pp. xiv + 514.

(London : Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1922.) 10s. 6d.

net.

The first edition of this work appeared in 1918, and
was reviewed in our columns (N'ature, vol. 101,

p. 463). It has now been put to the test alike by
teachers and students, and has proved its value. The
third edition, now before us, has been thoroughly

revised ; there are few additions, but we note one on
elementary deteiminants which contains enough to

enable the reader to understand certain methods
employed in works on aerodynamics.
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Letters to the Editor.

[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for
opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, nor to correspond 'with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Nature. No notice is
taken of anonymous communications.^

On the New Element Hafnium.

In a former letter to Nature (January 20, p. 79)
we announced the discovery of a new element with
atomic number 72, for which the name hafnium was
proposed. Evidence was given that this element
is a homologue of zirconium in accordance with
theoretical expectations (Bohr, " Theory of Spectra
and Atomic Constitution," p. 114, Camb. Univ. Press,
1922). Continued experiments enable us to complete
the statements in the former letter. By the addition
of a known quantity of tantalum {73) to our samples,
and by a comparison of the intensity of the Ta-lines
with the Hf-lines, a closer estimate of the amount of
hafnium present has been obtained. We have in-
vestigated a great number of zirconium minerals
from different parts of the world. Thcv all contained
between 5-10 per cent, of hafnium, "in samples of
commercial zirconium oxide investigated, we have
found the new element, amounting in one case to
as much as 5 per cent. Starting" from the latter
substance, by means of a chemical method which is
also adapted to separate zirconium from the other
tetravalent elements, we have been able to obtain
several grams of a preparation in which the presence
of about 50 per cent, of hafnium could be established.
Conversely, we have succeeded in preparing zirconium
in which no hafnium lines could be observed. Further
particulars about the method of preparation and
provisional determination of the atomic weight will
be published shortlv in the communications of the
Copenhagen .\cademy. D. Coster.

G. Hevesy.
Universitetets Institut for teoretisk Fj'sik.

Copenhagen, January 31.

time between two solid faces. Such is the puzzle, and
the explanation is curiously simple.

A molecule of an aliphatic acid or alcohol is like a
rod loaded at one end. Putting a drop of one of these
substances on a clean surface is like flinging a handful
of such rods, picked up at random, at it ; some hit
and stick by the loaded ends, others by the unloaded
ends. Condensation from the vapour is similar
except that the rods are flung singly.

It is practically certain that friction is lowest when
all the rods are orientated in the same way, a condi-
tion which will be reached only when the wrongly
orientated molecules ha\-e had time to evaporate off

into the fluid or vapour and have been replaced by
molecules rightly orientated. The latent period is

the time occupied by this readjustment.
So long, however, as the layer is exposed to fluid or

vapour it is alwaj-s losing or gaining molecules by
evaporation and condensation, and some of those
arriving will be wrongly orientated. The layer will
reach a steady state, but it will not be that of least
friction because at any moment a fraction of the
molecules will be wrongly orientated. Orientation
will be as perfect as possible and friction at its lowest
only after a laj-er lias been for some time shielded
from evaporation by being enclosed between solid
faces.

If this explanation be correct there should be no
latent period when both ends of the reds are alike.

This is so. In normal paraffins both ends are alike,
and in no circumstances do surfaces lubricated by normal
paraffins show a latent period.

The fact that a latent period exists is of importance
to practical lubrication. The molecular process which
causes it is, we believe, of importance in the mechanics
of living matter. Phj-siologists will note how it

recalls du Bois Reymond's theorj' of muscle and nerve.
Ida Doubleday.
W. B. Hardy.

Scientific and Industrial Research Department,
16 and 18 Old Queen Street,

Westminster, London, S.W.i.
January 2^.

The Latent Period in Lubtication.

Sometimes in a scientific inquiry results accrue
which are called, in laboratory slang, " pretty "

; the
pieces of the puzzle have fallen together in a fashion
so pat as to give artistic pleasure.
Most lubricated surfaces have the curious property

that the friction falls after the lubricant has been
appUcd, until a steady state is reached after an
mterval which may -^-ary from a few minutes to a few-
hours. For example, a clean surface of glass lubri-
cated with pure heptoic acid, the slider being in
position, the initial value of the coefficient of friction
at 12° was M = o-5i, but in 40 minutes it had fallen to
its steady value, ^ = 0-40.

This latent period, as it may be called, is shortened
by a rise in temperature and, apparently, by mechan-
ical agitation

; and is manifested by surfaces lubri-
cated only by a film of insensible thickness as well as
by those flooded with liquid.
The most striking fact, however, is the influence of

the shder. The final steady state is never reached
unless the slider is in position. Surfaces which have
been freely exposed to vapour or to an excess of fluid
resting on them always have high friction when first
put m contact. The lowest value is given only bj- a
film of lubricant which has been enclosed for some
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The Rule of Priority in Nomenclature.

In Nature for February 3, p. T48, Mr. F. Chapman
mentions three distinct proceedings that may affect

the stability of nomenrlature in zoology. Concerning
those that arise from differences of opinion as to the
classificaton' value of certain shapes or structures,

or those that depend on the advance of knowledge,
on corrections of fact, or on the need for breaking
up unwieldy groups, it is useless to argue. No system
of classification and nomenclature devised bv man
can cope with such inevitable changes.
The third proceeding, with which alone I venture

to deal here, is the discovery that a name in general
use Avas predated by a name that hitherto has been
left in obscurity, and the consequent enforcement of
the law of priority. On this point Mr. Chapman's
letter overflows with good sense ; but it has all been
said before. His laments, howe\'er, will not ha\'e
been entirely wasted if you will permit this consolatory
reply— namely, that in the year IQ13, at the Inter-

national Congress of Zoologists in Monaco, an agree-
ment was reached in the largely attended section on
nomenclature and confirmee! in plenary session, by
which the International Commission on Zoological
Nomenclature was given power, on certain conditions,
to suspend the rules in those cases where their
operation was contrary to the general convenience.
The Commission has, on the request of various
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zoologists, already taken action in several cases. It

has, for example, recommended, but not vet passed,

the suspension of the rules in the case of Holothuria
versxis Physalia (Opinion 76), and is at the moment
preparing to adjudicate on the name of the common
house-fly (see Nature, January 27, p. 115).

The Commission has also— urged thereto by its

devoted secretary. Dr. C. W. Stiles—attempted to

draw up for various groups lists of agreed and un-
alterable names, Nomina conservanda.

If, owing to the war and the peace, so thorough
a worker as Mr. Chapman can have, apparently,
forgotten or remained ignorant of the Commission's
work, there must be many in the rising generation
to whom it is equally unknown. If they cannot find

what they want in the Report of the International
Congress of Zoologists or, more accessibly, in the
American periodical Science and in the Smithsonian
" Miscellaneous Collections," they may like to know
that the present members of the Commission in this

country are Dr. Hartert and Dr. Jordan of Tring
Museum, Dr. W. E. Hoyle of the Welsh Kational
Museum, and myself at the Natural History Museum ;

also that the Commission is seeking to fill one of its

vacancies with an .-Australasian representative.
F. A. B.\THER.

The Formation of Coloured Bows and Glories.

When favourably situated, a person may see rings

of coloured Ught round the shadow of his own head, as
cast upon a neighbouring fog-bank or cloud. These
coloured rings or glories, as they are called, have been
explained by prc\ious writers as merely coronas due
to particles near the surface of the cloud scattering
light reflected from deeper portions of the cloud ; in

other words, the effect is regarded as of the same
nature as the ordinary corona but due to secondary
scattering. That this explanation cannot be accepted
as correct is definitely shown by experimental
observations made with artificial clouds.
The experimental arrangement is the same as that

used by Mecke (Ann. der Phys., vol. 6i), and if the
eye of the observer be placed on the same side of the
cloud chamber as the source, so as to look down very
nearly along the path of the beam passing through it,

a succession of colours is seen along its track through
the cloud. These colours also change as the angle
of observation is changed ; and the smaller the
particle the greater is the angle from which they can
be seen. The complete system of rings is obtained on
illuminating the cloud with a beam of sunlight, and
may be viewed in a perpendicular direction with the
aid of a plane sheet of glass held at 45° in front of the
cloud chamber, so that the observer's head does not
screen the cloud chamber from the illuminating
pencil. The observations prove that the phenomenon
under discussion is shown by e\'ery position of the
cloud, and therefore really arises from primary
scattering by the droplets of water.
That the glories or brocken-bows arise in a way

which is quite different from that of the ordinary-
transmission coronas is proved by the fact that the
sequence of colours in the brocken-bows and in the
ti^nsmission coronas due to cloud particles of the
same size are far from being identical. The normal
corona, due to larger drops, shows a central white
field with a brownish-red edge, which is surrounded by
the familiar coloured rings, but in the brocken-bows
the arrangement is different and varies somewhat
with the size of the drop. It is sometimes found that
just round the central spot (which is the image of the
source of light reflected from the first surface of the
obser\'ing flask) there is a distinct minimum of
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intensity exliibiting colour ; then the intensity
increases, the colour being greenish-white bordered
by a brownish-red edge, and then follows the usual
succession of coloured rings as in^the coronas. It is

sometimes found that round the central spot there is

aclear maximum, and then a belt ofminimum intensity,

and then again a maximum ; in other words, there is

an oscillatory distribution of intensity ; in the central
field of the brocken-bow only red and green rings or
belts are present in different intensities, whitish-
yellow colour being totally absent, while in the
corresponding coronal rings the central field is

yellowish-white or nearly without colour.

In order to understand how the glories are formed,
we have to consider the light which travels back
towards the source from the droplets. This arises in

two ways : (a) by reflection from the front surface of

the droplets : (b) bv two refractions and one internal

reflection. When a plane wave falls on the spherical
particles and is reflected back at its external surface,

the reflected wave front is strongly divergent, and, as

a result, it merely adds a little to the general illumina-

tion of the field and does not give rise to any notable
diffraction effect. But the wave front (6) formed by
internal reflection is not so divergent as in (a), and is

limited by a cuspcd edge, at which it is doubled back.
When the droplet is small the path differences

between back and front of the wave near the cusped
edge arc ver>' small. Hence we may, without
appreciable error, consider the wave front to be a
simple spherical cap of appropriate radius. .As a
sufficient approximation, we may assume the centre

of this spherical cap to be the image of a point placed
on the axis at an infinite distance, produced by two
refractions and one reflection. We have to find in

directions making a small angle with the a.xis back
towards the direction of the primary source the
aggregate effect of this wave cap. The problem now
is the same as the diffraction produced by a small
circular opening in the screen on which light is

propagated in spherical waves from a point source.

We take as the a.xis of sjTnmctry the line drawn from
the source to the centre of the opening, and it is

required to find the intensity of illumination at any
point of a plane screen parallel to the plane of the
opening and at a distance from the later. The
detailed mathematical treatment of this problem is

given in Gray and Mathews's " Treatise on Bessel

Functions and their .\pplications to Physics," chapter
xiv., and the result is applied in this case for the
measurements of the positions of the maximum and
minimum in the glory-rings. Considering the ex-
perimental difficulties and assumption in the theory,

the results agree fairly well with the observations.
B. B. Kay.

Universitv College of Science and Technology,
92 Upper Circular Road, Calcutta,

December 13.

The Definition of Limiting Equality.

In teaching the calculus to students of applied
mathematics and physics I have found that the de-

finitions of limiting value and of limiting equality given

in practically all our text-books are unsatisfactory,

and in my opinion inadequate. According to these

books the test of limiting equality of two magnitudes
is that their difference shall become less than any
assignable quantity, however small. But this con<ii-

tion is satisfied by any two quantities whatever if they
vanish simultaneously, and it affords no justification

for the use of statements such as dy =f'(x)dx ; on
the other hand, if the quantities remain finite in the
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limit the test appears scarcely to be necessary or
useful in teaching elementary classes.

I consider that the proper test of limiting equality
is that the difference between two quantities should
become (numerically) less than any assignable /yac/iow
of one of the qttantities, however small, in other words
that X - a<:ae where e is any fraction of unity, however
small (instead of ;v - a<fi where e is any quantity, how-
ever small), the present definition being assumed to hold
good even if the two quantities vanish or become infinite
at the limit.

If this condition be accepted as the definition of
limiting equality, the same condition will hold good
for any multiples or submultiples, however large or
small, of quantities which tend to limiting equality,
and also to sums of such quantities ; thus if ;f j - (jj < a^^e,

x^-a,^- a^e, etc., then -x - -a <: e-a under all condi-
tions. Such statements as dy =f'(x)dx are to be in-

terpreted as statements of limiting equality according
to this definition, and we arrive at a definition of an
integral as the limit of a sum of products, which is

applicable not only to integrals of functions of a
single variable, but also to integrals taken over areas,
volumes, and indeed any of the concrete magnitudes
which commonly occur in problems on mechanics and
physics. Roughly speaking, this definition may be
worded somewhat as follows :

Let X be any magnitude which can be divided into
elements ^x, however small, y a measure associated
with it such that if y^ and y^ are the greatest and
least values of y associated with any element ^x,

yi and y^ tend to limiting equality when the mag-
nitude A,r diminishes indefinitely. Then, since
{y^^x - yi\x)lyiSx = {y^- yi)ly^, the products y,\x
and yi-ix also tend to limiting equality, and by the
theorem for the limit of a sum, the sums of the
products y^Ax and y^Ax taken over all the elements
also tend to limiting equality and their common
limit is defined as the integral iydx. Any single pro-
duct can be legitimately designated by ydx in any
equation, provided that this equation is interpreted
as a statement of limiting equality in accordance with
the above definition. A subsequent proof is required
to cover cases of discontinuity such as occur, e.g.

when finding the volume integral of a function which
changes by a finite amount in crossing a surface.

In defining a differential coefficient and proving
the formula for the differentiation of a product, I

follow Fricke's method to a great extent. Fricke,
however, defines f'{,x) by putting x^^x in {/(-<r,)

-f{x)\-^{Xi-x), but I consider it preferable to con-
sider the more general fraction {f{x„) -f{xj)} -^ {x^ - x^).

If this fraction tends to a unique limit when x^ and
X2 approach a common limit x by any process what-
ever, this limit is defined as the differential coeffi-

cient of f{x). This condition covers the cases w-here
either x^ or x^ is first put equal to x and the other
variable becomes equal to x subsequently.

G. H. Bryan.
University College of North Wales, Bangor.

Museums.
The article in Nature of December 9 on "A

Suggested Royal Commission on Museums " leads me
to offer a few comments, based on recent experiences.
It is trite to say that all museums are understaffed,
but it may be worth while to point out some of the
consequences of this condition. Being a student of
wild bees (Apoidea), I have long been interested in
the available collections of these insects. In 1920-21,
I made a catalogue of all the species of bees in the
British Museum, and also listed those at Oxford and
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Cambridge. Returning to America I catalogued the
bees in the L'.S. National Museum and the .American
Museum of Natural History. One of my principal

objects was to bring about exchanges between these
institutions, so I noted in most cases the size of the
series. The authorities everywhere were extremely
cordial to the exchange idea, and it was evident that
if each museum would distribute its duplicates, which
were often actually in the way,» all would be greatly
enriched, to the advantage of students on both sides

of the Atlantic. Up to the present, it has been
impossible to carry out the proposed plans, because
the curators have been fully occupied in other ways.
The prospects will necessarily remain unfavourable,
so long as each man has many more duties than he
can attend to. The staffs should be increased, and
should include at least two types of men—those who
are principally concerned with research and those
who are primarily curators. The latter type, with a
passion for collecting and arrangement, is not to be
found everywhere, and is not produced by the
universities. It involves, however, a high grade of

ability, and should be zealously sought by heads of

museimis.
In their zeal for economy, many will object to

increasing museum staffs. They ought to consider
the matter as they would a factory or other com-
mercial plant. A great deal of capital, material and
otherwise, has been put into our museums. With
a moderate increase of funds they can be made to
function far more efficiently and develop more
rapidly. The public policy has too generally been
like that of a man w-ho had built a house, and decided
that he could not afford a roof. In some cases sheer
poverty may afford an excuse, but even the United
States, with all its wealth, treats its National Museum
in the most niggardly manner. The truth is, that in

a democracy the public will is the driving force, and
an ignorant public has no will. It is the duty of

scientific men to carry on a campaign of publicity,

which need not involve anything detrimental to their

self-respect.

One reform which I should much like to see at the
British Museum (Natural History) is the establish-

ment of a room of British entomology', with a special

curator who made it his business to know the species

of the country. As things are at present, the average
collector is interested primarily in British species, but
on going down to the Insect Room he has to appeal
for help to a world-specialist in some group, who is

perhaps monographing a particular family of beetles.

Any one with a conscience hates to take much of the
time of such a man for his relatively insignificant

matters, and the specialist himself probably does not
know the British Staphylinidoe or weevils. By
assembling the British series in one room, in charge of

a special man, or preferably two or three, the work of

the amateur would be greatly facilitated, and j'oung
naturalists would not be blighted in the bud by a
sense of the trifling character of their pursuits. This
is not a criticism of the existing curators, whose
courtesy and good nature under stress have often

caused me to marvel.
Just to show the spirit of the place, I will relate a

couple of amusing instances, which I myself witnessed.

A man came to the department of insects with an
account of a proposed patent for catching fleas by
entangling their feet in the supposed perforations in

diatoms. The nature of the markings on the siliceous

framework of diatoms, and their relative size to the
feet of a flea, were explained in all gravity and-
kindness, and presumably the new flea-powder never
appeared on the market ! Another day, a man came
to the department of geology with a clay model of an
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ox or some such animal, and I shall never forget the

courteous way in which an eminent pateontologist

assured him that the specimen should really go to the

Museum at Bloomsbury, since a fossil would show
only the bones, and not solidified flesh. The public

certainly gets all it pays for, and more ; but it could

be much better served if it would pay enough to bring

out the latent possibilities of the museum, which are

doubtless greater than any of us can yet clearly

imagine. T. D. A. Cockerell.
University of Colorado.

Spiranthes Autumnalls.

In the summer holiday of 192 1, Mr. Mayland and I

were astonished to find in the woods round Carrbridge,

Inverness-shire, very sporadically but at two stations

about a mile apart, specimens of the small orchid,

Spiranthes autumnaUs. We took some, and for two
or three days their characteristic scent and spiral

spikes interested our table in the hotel. I regret now
that we did not preserve specimens : but I am pretty

sure we were not mistaking the identity of the plant,

as it was repeatedly the subject of remark, and I have
known it since I was a boy.

I mention this non-recorded record because Sir

Herbert Maxwell, who in September 1920 wrote to

N.^TURE (vol. 106, p. 79), telling of a similar experi-

ence on Lower Spey-side ; but in a later letter (vol. 106

p. 409), he expressed some uncertainty as to the

identity of his plant as apart from Goodyera repens.

Now when so acute an observer as Sir Herbert has
arrived independently at the same conclusion as we
did, I think the probability is strong that both
diagnoses were correct, and that, though the specimens
were not preserved as evidence, 5. autuninalis has been
found in an unexpected, non-calciferous locality.

Mr. Mayland tells me he sought it again in the
following summer without result. F. O. Bower.
The University, Glasgow, January 17.

The Scattering of X-Rays in Liquids.

In various notes published last year I dealt with
the scattering of light in transparent media, and
showed that its study initiated by the late Lord
Rayleigh in his theory of the colour of the sky has
other fascinating applications in the explanation of

the colour of the sea and other transparent waters, and
of the colour of ice on glaciers. The thermodynamic
theory of " fluctuations " developed by Smoluchowski
and Einstein formed the starting-point in the dis-

cussions, but I was careful to emphasise the important
complications arising from the anisotrophy of the
molecules in fluid media and showed how the neces-
sary corrections in Einstein's theory may be made.
A considerable measure of success was attained in

attempting to correlate the behaviour of substances
in the liquid and gaseous states in this respect, and in

predicting the effects due to alterations of temperature
and pressure. The study of the changes in the in-

tensity and states of polarisation of the scattered light

in passing from the liquid to the solid crystalline state

and their explanation forms another important line of
inquiry in which some progress has also been made.
The purpose of the pre.sent note is to point out the

relation between the optical effects referred to above
and the very interesting recent work of Keesom and
Smedt, who have obtained Laue photographs of
various liquids traversed by a homogeneous pencil of
X-rays (Proc. Roy. Soc. Amsterdam, 1922, page 119),

and the similar work by Hewlett (Physical Review,
December 1922, page 702), who used the ionisation

method. Keesom and Smedt found that many of the
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liquids studied gave a well-marked diffraction ring at
a considerable angle with the direct pencil. With
liquid oxygen and argon, the first ring was formed at
an angle of 27°. A weak second ring was also observed
at 46" with oxygen, and at 49"^ with argon. With
water, on the other hand, the second ring was very
broad and diffuse and practically abutted on the first.

Keesom and Smedt have attempted to explain their
results by various special assumptions regarding the
relative positions of the neighbouring molecules, while
Hewlett suggests that liquids possess something of a
crystal structure. To the present writer it appears
that the experimental results may be explained with-
out any such special assumptions. As in the optical
case, the liquid molecules may be regarded as the
diffracting centres which are arbitrarily orientated
and distributed uniformly in space subject only to
such variations as give rise to density fluctuations in

accordance with the Einstein-Smoluchowski formula.

(4p)«=
RT/S

Po

where p^ is the mean density (^p)* the mean square
of its fluctuations, R the gas constant, T the absolute
temperature, fi the compressibility of the liquid, and
V the elementary volume under consideration. When
traversed by a homogeneous pencil of X-rays the wave
length of which is smaller than the average molecular
distance, such a structure must give rise to diffraction

rings which are more or less well defined according as
the fluctuations of density are small or large. If in

the expression for the density fluctuation, we take V
to be a small cube with a molecule at each of its

corners, the average fluctuation in its si/e and the
resulting weakening of the diffraction pattern can be
calculated somewhat on the same lines as in Debye's
theory of thermal effect in X-rav reflection by crystals.

In Keesom and Sniedt's experiments, the low tempera-
ture in the case of liquid oxygen and argon, and the
consequently diminished fluctuations of density must
have helped in improving the definition of the dif-

fraction ring of the second order. C. V. Raman.

" Artificial " Vertical Beam.

The vertical beam through a low sun is generally
referred to the reflection of sunlight from the basal
surfaces of thin plates of ice which are falling through
the atmosphere with their crystal axes vertical and
horizontal. It has been the writer's good fortune to
examine such reflections from individual " plates

"

that were slowly falling within a metre or so of the
observer. Most of the plates were asymmetric portions
of flat crystal growths, and they spun rapidly as they
fell, with a motion resembling that of a falling maple-
key. In this case, the vertical beam was observed to
spread out slightly as it receded from the sun, and the
angle subtended by the edges of the beam was obvi-
ously the complement of the vertical angle of the
" cone " swept out by the rapidly rotating, but slowly
falling flake.

An interesting " artificial " example of (probably)
this phenomenon, was noted by many observers at
the burning of two buildings at the Sydenham Military

Hospital at Kingston, Ontario, on the night of

January 3, 1923. The structures burned fiercely in

the brisk north-east wind and lit up the snow-covered
country for miles around. The unusual brightness

may be judged from the credible report that people
more than a mile from the fire easily read newsprint by
its light. A very light snow-fall was barely noticeable

from time to time during the evening. Out of the
glow of the fire-lit smoke clouds there appeared to

rise a vertical parallel beam of light, that with varying
distinctness was visible for the three or four hours

F 2
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during which the fire raged. It was visible from
points near the fire—a few hundred yards—but was
more striking from points a quarter to a half a mile

away, from which the flames themselves could not
be seen. It seemed to vary with some atmospheric
condition (more or fewer snow crystals in the air ?) as

it might be dim when the diffuse reflection of fire-light

from the low-lying clouds would be brightest, and
might be sharp and bright during a lull in the flames.

It was, however, often most striking when the con-

flagration was at its height.

It was not due to shadow of the still-standing walls
-—the light coming from the burning interior—for it

was first noticed when the roof had just caught fire

and most of the light came from the burning shingles

—a case where no wall shadow was possible. Further,

the beam was sensibly parallel-sided. A wall-shadow
would have given a broadly diverging beam. The
explanation oftered is that of reflection from falling

flat snow crvstals, which, of course, were not over the
burning building but were distributed in the atmo-
sphere between the observer and the source of light.

The official record at the Queen's University station

of the Canadian Meteorological Service, taken just

before the fire broke out and less than a mile from
Sydenham Hospital, gave " Temperature 12° Fht.,

Wind N.E. 20 miles per hour, Light Snow." In fact,

the snow-fall was so light that the record of precipita-

tion over the twelve hours, including the time of the
observations on the beam, was only 0-03 inch.

Will C. Baker.
Physical Laboratory, Queen's University,

Kingston, Ontario, Canada.
January 8.

Unusual Crystals.

The following may be of interest to readers of

Nature :

I have a bottle of pure phenol which has not been
opened for a dozen years. During this period I have
been interested to watch the growth of crystals from
tlie sides of the empty portion of the bottle by
sublimation. These crj'stals are cylinders or prisms
many of them between two and three centimetres in

length and as many millimetres in diameter. The
ends are not pointed but neatly trimmed off by an
oblique plane.

On closer examination these crystals prove to be
thin walled tubes. The stalk attached to the bottle

is solid for a few millimetres. Then a fine capillary

appears, spreading out conically until the wall is about
a half millimetre thick and then continuing as a
uniform tube. The explanation is of course that
within the tube the air is just saturated with phenol
vapour while outside it is slightly supersaturated.

I do not remember meeting any published descrip-

tion of such crystals. G. H. Martyn.
38 Hogarth Hill,

Hampstead Garden Suburb, N.W.ii.
January 19.

Science and Armaments.
What Dr. Martin regrets, in his letter to Nature

of January 20, p. 82, is to me a consolation—to know
that scientific men in our universities are still working
for the safety of the reahn, for across the Channel
there are fierce black clouds and ominous rumbhngs
of strife that seem almost beyond control.

Dr. Martin says : "So may the temple of science
be kept free from echoes of human quarrels," and
instances the sojourn of Davy and Faraday in Paris.

Is the example fortunate ? Davy was irresistibly

attracted to Paris by reports of a detonator of fearful
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violence that had already deprived Dulong—its dis-

coverer— of an eye and a finger. He spent much of

his time there investigating another discovery of a
manufacturer of salpetre, a substance not unknown
to Ministers of Munitions.

It was this very journey that occasioned the
human quarrel that we seek to forget when con-
templating the lives of these two great priests of

the temple of science. James Weir French.
Anniesland, Glasgow, January 22.

The Opacity of an Ionised Gas.

In a paper read before a joint meeting of the
American Physical Society and the American
Astronomical Society, in December, I pointed out
that theoretically the absorption of radiation by
free electrons should render an ionised gas highly
opaque. The organised vibrational energy, due to
the radiation, of the free electrons is transformed
by collisions into disorganised thermal energy of

translation. A tentative application of the methods
of the well-known free electron theory of the optical

properties of metals to conditions in an ionised gas
gives the following equation for the volume opacity
coefficient K. The quantity K is such that in

distance z centimetres through the gas the intensity

of the direct beam is reduced to e~^' of its initial value.

K=(6-7x 10'
'T'(i-ht)»

Here X is the wave-length of the radiation in centi-

metres ; i is the ratio of the number of free electrons

to the number of atoms and ions
; p is the gas

pressure in atmospheres, including the partial

pressure ipl(j+i) of the free electrons; T is the
absolute temperature, Centigrade ; and A is the
radius in centimetres of an atom or ion (assumed
equal in size—a very rough approximation). This
type of opacity increases as the square of the gas
pressure, while the opacity due to general scattering
increases only as the first power of the pressure.

E\en at fairly low pressures, however, the effect of

absorption predominates in an ionised gas.

The above equation follows from the following
assumed equation of motion of a free electron in

an ionised gas through which radiation is passing :

diim —r. +2rmn = e'K,
at

where ni is the mass, and e the charge of ao electron,

and u is its component velocity in the direction
of the electric vector X of the radiation. The term
zrmu represents a pseudo-frictional resistance due
to collisions between electrons and atoms or ions ;

r is the number of such collisions per second per
electron. The usual assumption is made that the
velocity of an electron after colliding with an atom
is independent of its velocity before colhsion ; and
collisions between electrons are neglected. (Wlien
the scattering of radiation by free electrons is dealt with
a term involving - d'uldl' is added to the left-hand
member of the equation.) The average rate at which
energy is absorbed from the radiation by each
electron is the average value of jeX.tidi ; and,
remembering that the intensity I of the radiation
is fX(,V8T, where X^ is the amplitude of X, K is

easily found. The number of collisions per second per

electron is taken as 'rNA'.^/3RT/»n, where N is the
number of atoms and ions per unit volume, and R is

the gas constant per molecule. This relation assumes
equipartition of energy between free electrons and
the other molecules in the gas.

The well-known experimental work of Dr. Anderson
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at Mt. Wilson has shown that the opacity of the
vapour of an exploded iron wire under certain

conditions is such that light is cut off in a distance

not greater than a few centimetres. Application
of the abo\-e equation for K indicates that the
absorption of radiant energy by the free electrons

in the doubly ionised iron vapour produces an opacity
of this order of magnitude. Thus, estimating T as
20,000 degrees absolute, i as 2, A as 5x10"' cm.
(doubtful), and pl(i +i), the partial pressure of the
iron ions, as 20 atmospheres (doubtful), K comes
out as 1-7 for X= 6xio-' cm. The electrical con-
ductivity of the vapour theoretically is i/ijooth
that of metallic copper.

Application of the equation for K to conditions
in the outer regions of the sun, employing Saha's
theory to calculate the ionisation as a function of

the unknown gas pressure, makes it seem probable
that at a depth in the sun where the pressure is as
great as o-oi atmosphere the ionised gas is sufficiently

opaque to cut off radiation from farther down.
This is, then, indicated as the approximate pressure
in the solar photosphere ; and pressures in the solar

atmosphere are much lower. Thus the sharpness
of the Fraunhofer lines may be explained. I hope
soon to publish these results in detail. The astro-

physical importance of the matter is obvious.
Naturally it will require a great deal of study to

develop more than a rough theory of the opacity
of an ionised gas. Radiation is selectively scattered
by bound electrons ; it is non-selectively scattered
by free electrons ; and it is absorbed by free electrons.

The part played by bound electrons in absorbing
radiation (that is, in transforming it to heat) seems
at present far from understood. Prof. Eddington's
recent discussion {Observatory , December 1922) of the
absorption of radiation by quanta in the deep interior

of stars perhaps opens a new line of attack on the
general problem. John Q. Stewart.

Princeton University Observatory,
Princeton, New Jersey,

January 8.

The High Temperature of the Upper Atmosphere
as an Explanation of Zones of Audibility.

The work of Lindemann and Dobson on the theory
of meteors,' with the remarkable conclusion that
the temperature of the atmosphere at heights such
as 80 kilometres is abo\it the same as that near the
earth's surface, will be far-reaching in its influence.

May I be allowed to point out that one of the pheno-
mena for which an explanation will probably be
provided is the occurrence of zones of audibility and
zones of silence, surrounding the scenes of great
explosions.

If, as Lindemann and Dobson find, temperature
increases rather rapidly at about 60 kilometres, then
sound waves penetrating that region will be refracted
back to earth, the comparatively rapid curvature
of the sound rays making the phenomenon almost
equivalent to reflection as is the case with the light

rays which occasion mirage.
If we assume a sharp transition of temperature

from 220° A. to 280° A. we find a refractive index
for sound rays passing from the lower level to the

upperof ^/28o/22oor 1-13. Total reflection takes place
with an angle of incidence 62°, and if the reflection

is at 60 kilometres the minimum radius for tlie outer
zone of audibility is 2 x 60 x tan 62° or 155 kilometres.

This rough estimate is of the right order of magnitude,
as may be seen by comparison with the most recent

* \ Theory of Meteors, and the Density and Temperature of the Outer
Atmosphere to which it leads. F. A. Lindemann ,and G. M. B. Dobson
(Royal Society Proceedings, vol. io2, 1922, p. 411).
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example, the Oldbroek Explosion of October 28, 1922,
for which the corresponding limit is stated to have
been " about l8o or 200 km." (Nature, January 6,

P- 33)-
1 here should be no great difficulty in adapting the

theories worked out by von dem Borne and de yuervain
to the new hypothesis. The drift of meteor trails

shows that there is considerable horizontal motion
of the atmosphere at such heights as 60 kilometres,

and this motion will have to be taken into account.
It is not unlikely that monsoonal changes in the upper
winds produce the seasonal variation in the direction

of audibility which was so noticeable during the war.
The number of known observations of meteor trails

is too small (cj. Meteorological Magazine, vol. 56,

p. 292, 1921) to throw any light on this question.
Further progress in our knowledge of the temperature

of the outer atmosphere and of its motion would be
made if Prof. Goddard could send up his rockets.

The times of passage of the sound waves from the
bursting rockets would give immediate information
as to the temperature of the air. Perhaps it would be
more practicable to use a " Big Bertha " to send up a
bursting shell. Mr. Denning could say, no doubt,
whether there are any instances in which the disrup-

tion of a meteor has been heard and the time interval

between sight and sound has been recorded.
With regard to the theory suggested by Lindemann

and Dobson in explanation of the high temperature
of the outer atmosphere, it should be pointed out
that the atmosphere is only exposed to solar radia-

tion during the day-time. It would seem that the

equation by which the authors determine the steady
temperature should be modified considerably. Annual
variation in the temperature of these outer layers of

the atmosphere is to be anticipated ; it is not unlikely

that exammation of the statistics regarding meteors
will reveal it. According to the theory meteors
should reach much lower levels in winter than in

summer. F. J. W. Whipple.
6 Addison Road, Bedford Park, W.4.

Fixation of Nitrogen by Plants.

In Nature of January 20, p. 95, reference is made
to an announcement in Science by Lipman and Taylor
that they have proved conclusively the fixation of

atmospheric nitrogen by the wheat plant. Should
the detailed evidence, when available, show that their

claim is well founded, it should not be forgotten that

similar results on other plants were obtained in this

country some little time ago by the late Prof. Ben-
jamin Moore and his co-workers. In two com-
munications to the Royal Society (Proc. Roy. Soc, B,

vols. 91 and 92, 1920), he argues strongly in favour

of such fixation, supporting his views by convincing

experimental proof on both fresh-water and marine
algae. The work was incorporated in his book
" Biochemistry " (1921), and in the Hugo Miiller

memorial lecture delivered before the Chemical

Society in June of that year—one of his last public

utterances—he reiterates in the strongest language

his belief, founded upon no inconsiderable amount
of experimental work, " that both the lower and
higher plants do build up nitrites and nitrates and
form organic nitrogenous compounds from the free

nitrogen of the atmosphere."
I may say that in their article in Science Messrs.

Lipman and Taylor give references to Moore's work
as to that of other previous observers.

Edward Whitley.
Biochemical Department,
University of O.xford,

January 24.
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Insulin, Diabetes, and
By Sir W. M.

A NUMBER of problems, some of great scientific

interest, others of practical importance in

various waN's, have been brought to notice bj' the

somewhat sensational statements in the daily press

relating to the Canadian treatment of diabetes b)- a
preparation extracted from the pancreas and known
as " insulin " (see Nature, November 25, p. 713 ;

December 9, p. 774). In order to understand the state

of aflfairs, it is necessary to review briefly our present
knowledge of the physiological processes concerned
with the utilisation of carbohjdrate food. This will

also serve to direct attention to gaps which need filling

up, and the opportunities afforded by a trustworthy

preparation of the hormone of the pancreatic " islets."

If such a preparation shows itself to be of value in

the treatment of diabetes in man, it is clear that

difficulties of several kinds arise in the ensuring of an
adequate commercial supply of an active product.

We shall see further that the question of due rewards
for discoveries which involve the cure of disease arises

in the present case in an acute form.

If we look at tables drawn up to indicate a reasonable

proportion between the constituents of a normal diet, we
notice how large a part of the total energy required is

supplied by carbohydrate. In that of the Royal
Society Food Committee, for example, more than

65 per cent, is from this source. The justification is

given by the fact that evidence of various kinds shows
that the material from which muscle directly derives

the energy for its activity in normal conditions is

glucose. This is burned up with consumption of

oxygen, while the products finalh- leave the body as

carbon dioxide and water. Since measurements of

the " Respiratory Quotient " in muscular work form
a part of the evidence and are of importance in judging
the properties of insulin, a word may be useful here as

to the meaning of this number. If glucose is burned
in the ordinary way in air, and the amount of oxygen
consumed and of carbon dioxide and water produced is

determined, the volume of carbon dioxide is found to

be equal to that of the oxygen used. This is of course

due to the fact that carbohydrate contains sufficient

oxygen in its molecule to oxidise the hydrogen. Fat or

protein, on the other hand, requires more oxygen, to

burn part of the hydrogen as well as the carbon. The
respiratory quotient expresses the ratio of the volume
of the carbon dioxide produced to that of the oxygen
consumed, so that if carbohydrate alone is burned, the

value is unity, and it decreases in proportion to the
amount of the fat or protein burned. If it rises, due
attention being paid to absence of retention of carbon
dioxide, we are justified in concluding that more
carbohydrate is being oxidised.

Glucose is also known to be consumed in other
organs—the secreting glands, for example—and prob-
ably in the tissues generally. It is supplied by the
blood, although only present therein in very low
concentration, about o-i to 0-15 per cent. Being a
crystalloid and filtering through the glomeruli of the
kidney, a large quantity would be lost\vere it not that
as this filtrate flows along the renal tubules, the glucose
is almost entirely reabsorbed, along with other con-
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stituents of value. If, however, the concentration

of sugar in the blood rises above the normal value

(hyperglvcaemia), owing to a large amount of carbo-

hydrate in the food, or an incapacity on the part of

the tissues to consume it to the proper degree, then the

absorptive power of the kidney is insufiicient, and

sugar appears in the urine (glycosuria). The glyco-

suria resulting from excess of blood-sugar owing to

diet is in itself harmless
;

glucose is often added to

gum-saline for intravenous injection in cases of trau-

matic shock. When glycosuria, on the other hand, is

due to failure to consume glucose, we have the morbid

state known as diabetes mellitus, in which there are

involved other consequences of this defect, themselves

giving rise to serious s^-mptoms.

Since the supply of sugar from the digestive canal is

intermittent and in excess of the immediate demand,
while this demand is constant, it is clear that some
means of storage is needed. This is provided by the

liver, which deposits glucose in its cells in the form of

the insoluble glycogen. From this store it is released

as required. The muscular tissues, especially that

of the heart, are also able to store glycogen to some
extent. Now in diabetes it is found that the liver has

lost this pow-er, although the muscles retain it. It is

not obvious why this loss of storage power in the liver

should be connected with failure of the tissues generally

to consume glucose, but so it is ; and there is another

rather remarkable fact. If the food given to a diabetic

animal is devoid of carbohydrate, glucose is produced

from certain amino - acid components of proteins,

although it is not utilised, and escapes in the urine.

It may lie that the consumption of glucose is never

completely absent in diabetes, but is dependent on a

high concentration in the blood. This minimal con-

sumption being absolutely essential to life, it is provided

from protein, if no other supply is available. Hence
the great wasting of body substance present in diabetes.

In the year 1889, a paper by Von Mering and Min-

kovski was published, in which it was shown that if

the pancreas was removed from dogs, a condition like

that of diabetes was produced. They found further

that if a small piece of the pancreas had previously

been grafted under the skin, removal of the rest of

the pancreas was ineffective until this graft was also

removed. It was also found that ligature of the ducts

of the pancreas did not produce diabetes. These

results pointed clearly to an internal secretion from the

pancreas as being necessary for the utilisation of sugar.

It was found that the residue of pancreatic tissue left

in both the cases referred to consisted of the structures

known as " Islets of Langerhans," and it was advocated

by Sharpey Schafer that these organs are responsible

for the internal secretion. Further evidence confirmed

this view, although there are still some differences of

opinion as to the independence of the islet tissue and
the ordinary secreting tissues. The discovery of

Diamare that in many teleostean fishes the islet

tissue exists in organs separate from the pancreas is

important evidence that this tissue is not in the adult

formed from the pancreatic cells. In Lophius, accord-

ing to Diamare, these masses of islet tissue may be as
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large as peas. But, for some reason or other, extracts

of the pancreas have only occasionally been found to

have any influence when given to diabetic animals.

The active constituent is destroyed by some other

substance, possibly trypsin, contained in suth extracts.

Since the cells which produce trypsin degenerate

after tying the ducts, it occurred to Dr. Banting,

rather more than a year ago, that extracts of such

organs might contain the active principle sought for,

free from destruction. Dr. Banting was then in

medical practice at London, Ontario, but gave up

his practice and went to Prof. Macleod's laboratory

at Toronto to make the necessary experiments on

animals. Here he was joined by Mr. Best, an assistant

in the laboratory, by Prof. Macleod himself, and at a

later date by Dr. Collip and others. The experiments

were successful. In another way it was found possible

to prepare active extracts. It had been noticed that

the presence of a foetus protects the mother. The
islet tissue, as it appears, begins to be functional at

an earlier date than the secreting cells, so that by
taking the pancreas of a fcetal calf at the appropriate

age, the destructive agent was absent. But it was
clear that these methods could only afford a small

supply. Hence attempts were made to discover a

means of preparation from the ordinary ox pancreas.

Dr. Collip was finally successfully by making use of

alcohol. The active principle, which it is proposed to

call " insulin," is soluble in alcohol of a strength such

as to precipitate enzymes, proteins, and probably

other substances, although, like secretin, it is insoluble

in absolute alcohol. This latter fact gives opportunity

for further purification from lipoid. It is finally

obtained in solution in physiological saline, suitable

for subcutaneous injection. The absence of protein

is necessary for clinical use, because of the possibility

of anaphylactic shock, if the injections were omitted

for a time and then resumed.

Passing next to the properties of insulin, it was
found that if injected subcutaneously into animals

made diabetic by removal of the pancreas, or indeed

h>-perglycaemic in any way, the sugar content of the

blood was reduced and the glycosuria abolished.

Moreover, a very interesting fact was discovered.

The blood sugar can be reduced in normal animals by
insulin, but if it falls below a certain level (about

0-045 P^'" cent, in rabbits), nervous s\Tnptoms come
on, and the animal may die in convulsions. These
symptoms are at once removed by injection of glucose.

Thus the normal activity of the central ners'ous

system depends on the presence of a sufficient con-

centration of sugar in the blood. It is probable,

therefore, that sugar is burned in the brain, and
possibilities of investigating the energy value of the

cerebral processes associated with mental activity

open before us. The fact, however, causes a diffi-

culty in the clinical use of insulin. If too large a dose

be given, or it lie absorbed too rapidly, nervous symp-
toms make their appearance. Fortunately, they are

unmistakal)Ie by the patient, who can at once have
recourse to the sugar basin.

Another important action of insulin is to reduce or

abolish the presence of acetone and its derivatives in

the blood and urine—a characteristic sign of the

diabetic state. These compounds have a toxic action
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on the nervous system, finally leading to coma and

death. They are the result of incomplete combustion

of fat, and are present whenever insufficient sugar is

being oxidised—in carbohydrate starvation as well

as in diabetes. It is an interesting fact that neither

fat nor protein can be properly utilised without carbo-

hydrate. The oxidation of the former appears to be

a kind of " coupled reaction " with that of sugar, and
we therefore ask what is the common component .*

P\Tuvic acid or aldehyde, as a stage in the oxidation

of both, has been suggested. Vahlen put forward the

view some years ago that the function of the pan-

creatic hormone was to convert glucose into a simpler

compound more easily oxidised. These possibilities

may be accessible to experiment in vitro by the use

of concentrated solutions of insulin. According to

some recent work by Winter and Smith in the Bio-

chemical Laboratory at Cambridge, it seems that

y-glucose, the reactive ethylene-oxide form of glucose,

is the first stage, insulin acting as the activator of some
enzyme in the tissues. In the normal state, the blood

sugar is in the -y-form, presumably not in diabetes.

The failure to make use of protein in the absence of

concurrent oxidation of glucose may have some
bearing on another characteristic of the diabetic state

—the imperfect healing of wounds. It is pointed out

by Dr. Formiguera in the British Medical Journal of

December 9 last that insuhn will be of much value

in making possible the performance of necessary

operations in the diabetic—a matter otherwise not

to be done. Prof. Starling has suggested that its use

may also make it feasible to transplant grafts of foetal

pancreas into such cases. Although the work of

Leo Loeb has made it clear that tissues from another

individual, unless a very closely related one, degenerate

sooner or later when transplanted, embryonic tissues

are not so extremely individualised, and the experiment

is worth trial.

Insulin confers on the diabetic liver the power of

storing glycogen.

Since the capacity of oxidising glucose is deficient

in the diabetic animal, an injection of glucose does

not raise the respiratory quotient ; whereas if insulin

be given at the same time this happens. Thus we
have the proof that glucose is actually burned and not

caused to disappear in some other way. It is further

shown by Hepburn and Latchford that the excised

heart of the rabbit consumes more glucose if insulin

be added to the perfusing solution. Unfortunately,

it was not shown that the respiratory quotient was

raised, and the authors have overlooked the fact that

Starling and Evans in 1914 found in some cases that

the respiratory quotient of the diabetic heart was

raised by the addition to the blood of an acid extract

of the pancreas. It may be remarked that trypsin

being inactive in acid solution, it was thought to

avoid destruction of the hormone in this way. Indeed,

although it is actually destroyed in an alkaline solution

of trypsin, it is not certain whether it may not be

oxidised, or destroyed by some agent other than

trypsin itself.

Insulin, given to diabetic patients by subcutaneous

injection, is found to have the same effects as in

animals, together with an unmistakable improvement

in condition. Apart from its relieving the serious
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symptoms actually present, it is greatly welcomed in

place of the " starvation " treatment of Allen, the only

other treatment of value. But it is evident from

what has been said above that there is much to be

found out in respect to its practical use. Since only

a small dose can be given at one time, because of the

nervous effects of too great a reduction of the blood

sugar, and since the effect only lasts about twelve

hours, it is clear that two subcutaneous injections per

day are necessary. Although it may be said that

people addicted to morphine or cocaine use the process

as often as this, the difficulty is not to be overlooked.

If the morbid condition of the pancreas has not

advanced too far, it may turn out that insulin " re-

lieves strain," as it were, so that the normal state may
ultimately be restored. But this has not yet been

ascertained. Destruction by the pancreatic juice

makes insulin ineffective if taken by the mouth.
Perhaps some method may be found by which it may
be caused to be absorbed by the stomach before being

destroyed. The supply on a large scale involves

problems, moreover, which do not arise in the small

scale operations of the laboratory.

Here we meet with the knotty question brought
into prominence by the action of the University of

Toronto in taking out a patent and offering the rights

in this country to the Medical Research Council.

According to the statement published by this body
in the Times of November 17 last, the gift has been
accepted, and application for a patent in this country

has been made by the University of Toronto. It may
well be that this University does not altogether realise

the fact that there is a strong feeling here against

patenting products of value in" the cure of the disease,

so that the action of the Medical Research Council is

viewed with some degree of misgiving. It is plain

that the more work there is done both on the pro-

perties and on the modes of preparation of pancreatic

extracts the better. While it would be absurd to

suggest that the Medical Research Council has any
desire whatever to obstruct such research, the necessity

for any laboratory being unable to do this except by
arrangement with the patentees does not seem desirable.

The best modes of large scale preparation would surely

be discovered in the shortest time by ensuring that any
firms having the necessary plant may be free to make
any experiments that may seem promising. Every
credit must be given to the Medical Research Council
in its desire to protect the public from the results of

putting on the open market preparations of unknown
potency, some inactive, others too powerful. The
words used by the Council may be quoted :

" The
intention of the Council is to promote, in the light of

recent experience in Canada, and of such new know-
ledge as research will gain, whatever enterprise or

organisation is best fitted for securing the earliest

production of the Insulin extract under proper con-

ditions of safety and control, and so to facilitate,

with the least possible delay, a thorough and scientific

trial of the new treatment in this country."
We may ask, would not the best way to effect these

objects be to announce that the Medical Research
Council were prepared to test and certify preparations
sent to them ? It may be objected that a large amount
of work would be involved in the'testing of numerous
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small batches, since the only method known as yet

requires the use of rabbits. Here is room for investiga-

tion, but in the meantime the difficulty might be

avoided by refusing to certify any but large batches.

If the Medical Research Council were satisfied that a

particular firm had the facilities for making such tests

themselves, they might agree to accept this firm's own
tests, it being always understood that any preparation

was liable to control, and a failure to confirm the

makers' statement would be ruinous to their reputation.

But there is a further reason that seems to the writer

to make such a course the wiser one. The well-meant

gift of Toronto University has unquestionably put the

Medical Research Council in a somewhat awkward
position. In view of the facts referred to in the earlier

part of this article, namely, that active extracts have

already been made in this country and methods
published, it is clear that any general patent could

not be upheld. If Collip's special process were

patented, it would be open to a maker to vary the

solvent, say by using acetone. The writer has found

that acetone is less injurious to enzymes than alcohol

is, and it might be worth testing for the purpose of

preparing insulin. Even if a patent were granted, it

would be a very costly and troublesome process to

prosecute for infringement, whereas failure to satisfy

the Medical Research Council's test would prevent

the sale of any worthless preparation. It is indeed

quite possible that the objection taken to the apparent

policy of this Council is based on a misunderstanding,

and that it will turn out that this policy is essentially

what is advocated here.

There is another aspect of the matter which has

been brought to notice somewhat acutely by the

special circumstances of this case. Whatever may
be the object of the University of Toronto, there can

be no manner of doubt that those who have given

time to, and been put to pecuniary loss by work for,

the benefit of humanity ought not to suffer. I am
informed that Dr. Banting gave up his medical practice

to devote his whole time to the research. It may
perhaps be objected that if he returns to practice with

the reputation gained, large numbers of patients will

come to him. But this does not affect the principle.

If discoveries in the medical sciences are not to be

patented, the question arises as to how their dis-

coverers are to be rewarded. It is absurd, as w'ell as

deterrent, to allow the mental capacities which

applied to industry would have brought a fortune,

to go unrewarded in science. Men of science do not

expect fortunes, but freedom from worry is essential

for good work, and would well repay the comparatively

small expenditure involved.

It may be remembered that about three years ago

a combined committee of the British Science Guild

and the British Medical Association considered the

problem, and a deputation from them was sympathetic-

ally received by Mr. Balfour (now Lord Balfour).

Subsequent needs for economy prevented any further

action. Naturally, many difficulties as to points of

detail arise, such as whether a single gift, on the lines

of the Nobel prizes, or annual grants, would be the

better method. Again, it may be said that a particular

discovery is necessarily based on the work of many
predecessors. Or a man's work may not lead at once
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to any discoven' of practical value, although the

foundations of future valuable discoveries may be

laid. There is much to be said in fa\-our of rewards

for good work done, as well as for providing means for

doing it. It would probably be found in practice that

the difliculties are not so great as might appear. It

may be suggested that funds might be voted to the

Medical Research Council and to the Department of

Scientific and Industrial Research for the special

purpose indicated.

The Identity of Geber.

By E. J. HoLMYARD, Clifton College.

IT is generally agreed that the masterpieces of

medieval chemical literature are the " Investiga-

tion of Perfection," the " Sum of Perfection," the
" Invention of Verity," and the " Book of Furnaces,"

ascribed to " Geber, the Most Famous Arabian Prince

and Philosopher." They are written in clear and
definite language and are free from the enigmas and
allegories which disfigure so large a proportion of

alchemical books, and they contain much precise

chemical information. The earliest Latin manuscripts

of these works appear to be of the late thirteenth

century, and they profess to be translations from the

Arabic of Jabir ibn Flaiyan, who lived in the eighth

century a.d.

The Arabic origin of Geber's works was uni-

\ersally accepted until the middle of the nineteenth

century, when Kopp first expressed doubts as to their

authenticity. Kopp, however, knew no Arabic and
was not acquainted with any Arabic works of Jabir,

so that his suggestion was merely tentative. Additional

evidence was secured by Berthelot, who caused trans-

lations to be made of a few Arabic manuscripts con-

taining works ascribed to Jabir ibn Haiyan, and
compared these translations with the Latin works
mentioned above. He came to the conclusion that

Geber's works were European forgeries of the thirteenth

century and could certainly not be regarded as trans-

lations of works of Jabir ibn Haiyan. Up to the present

no one has challenged Berthelot's conclusion, and all

historians of chemistry have followed him blindly,

without critical examination of the material upon
which his conclusion was based. I hope to show in

the present article that there is a good deal more in

the problem than Berthelot seemed to realise, and,

while not claiming to have proved definitely that Geber
and Jabir are identical, I believe that the evidence

now accumulated renders this identity extremely
probable.

It is necessary in the first place to consider the data

which Berthelot had at his disposal, and to estimate

their value ; and secondly, to enumerate the definite

points in his argument. A fact of prime importance

is that Berthelot was completely ignorant of Arabic
and was therefore not in a position to draw conclusions

from considerations of style—yet this is what he

continually attempted to do. This habit of Berthelot's

has been severely criticised by von Lippmann (" Ent-
stehung und Ausi)reitung der Alchemie," Berlin, 1919),
and I need not enlarge upon it here.

Berthelot's acquaintance with Arabic alchemy was
limited in two senses, for, in addition to his want of

knowledge of the language, he knew even in translation

only thirteen small works, nine of which are attributed

to Jabir. While, therefore, one has the greatest

admiration for Berthelot's invaluable pioneer work,
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one is justified in holding that the foundation of the

edifice which he reared is somewhat insecure. The
more I investigate the subject the more do I feel,

with Berthelot's countryman Prof. E. Blochet, that
" il faudrait des annees d'un labeur ininterrompu

pour tirer des manuscrits la doctrine arabe de la

chimie." i

According to the " Kitab al-Fihrist," a Muslim
encyclopaedia of the tenth century a.d., Jabir wrote

at least five hundred books, some large and some small.

About fifty of these are known to exist, and I have

no doubt that many others could be found by diligent

search. A study of the extant manuscripts shows that

Jabir was very catholic in his learning—he was at

once philosopher, physician, mystic, and chemist. It

so happens that Berthelot came upon some of the

more mystical of Jabir's works, and was therefore

led to a wrong conclusion as to his attainments in

chemistry.

To come now to the definite points in Berthelot's

argument. It will be convenient to give these so far

as possible in his own words (" La Chimie au moyen
age," tome i.).

1

.

La premiere et la plus essentielle, c'est que le texte

arabe renferme certaines des doctrines precises sur

la constitution des m^taux, que nous trouvons dans
les textes latins reputes traduits de I'arabe et attribu^s

[a Geber] ; tandis qu'une autre partie de ces doctrines

manque compldtement dans les trait^s arabes et

parait dds lors appartenir a une periode plus moderne.
Ainsi la doctrine des qualites occultes, opposee aux
qualites apparentes, est formellement exposee dans
les textes arabes de Djaber [Jabir]. . . . Au contraire,

aucune allusion n'est faite dans les textes arabes

precedents a la th^orie de la generation des m^taux
par le sou fre et le mercure.

2. On ne rencontre . . . dans les CEuvres arabes

de Djaber, de recette precise pour la preparation des

m^taux, ou des sels, ou de quelque autre substance.

3. Dans ces trait^s arabes, le langage est vague et

allegorique.

4. Aucune doctrine ou fait precis n'est enonce,

aucun personnage n'est cite.

5. (No direct quotation of Geber is made by
Albertus Magnus or Vincent de Beauvais, the pre-

sumption being that the Latin works of Geber were

therefore not known to these two alchemists.)

6. La Summa ne contient . . . aucune des formules

musulmanes . . . dont [Jabir] est prodigue.

7. (The Summa contains an account of the argu-

ments of those who denied the possibility of trans-

mutation. Of this " on n'en trouve aucune trace

dans les opuscules arabes de Dj4ber.")

8. (The style of the Summa recalls that of the

Schoolmen.)

9. L'auteur (of the Latin works) dit que, d'aprds

lui, il existe, en reality, trois principes naturels des

metaux : le soufre, I'arsenic qui lui est congendre,

> Private conununicalion to the author.
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et le mercure. Ce sont la, en realite, des theories

nouvelles, posterieures a celles d'Avicenne.

10. (All the Sumrna) " est d'une fermete de pens^e

et d'expression, inconnue aux auteurs anterieurs,

notamment au Djaber arabe."

11. There is no mention in the Arabic work of

nitric acid, aqua regia, or silver nitrate, all of which
are described in the Latin works.

It will be observed that all these arguments are

negative ones, and rest upon the difference between

the Latin works and the xVrabic opuscules of Jabir

known to Berthelot. Up to the present I have not

found any Arabic works which can be considered as

the originals of the Latin treatises, but that there is

much to be said against Berthelot's conclusions will be

apparent from the following remarks, which I have

numbered to correspond with the preceding quotations.

1. Jabir enunciates the sulphur-mercury theory of

metals in the first book of his " One Hundred and

Twelve Books " (quoted by Al-JildakJ in vol. i. of the

" Nihayat at-Talab "). He says very definitely that
" the seven fusible bodies are composed of mercury

and sulphur." Compare this with chap. ii. of the
" Investigation of Perfection "

:
" All metallick bodies

are compounded of argentvive and sulphur." This is

expanded in the " Book of Properties," section 12

(B.M. manuscript), where Jabir advances the theory

that all minerals, whether metallic or not, are composed

of mercury, sulphur, gold, and sal-ammoniac.

2. Jabir can be quite definite when he likes ; the

three preparations given below are taken from the

" Book of Properties."

[a] Section 36. "Take a pound of litharge, powder
it well and heat it gently with four pounds of wine
vinegar until the latter is reduced to half its original

volume. Then take a pound of good qall (crude

sodium carbonate) and heat it with four pounds of

fresh water until the volume of the latter is halved.

Filter the two solutions until they are quite clear

and then gradually add the solution of qall to that

of the litharge. A white substance is formed which
settles to the bottom. Pour off the supernatant

water and leave the residue to dry. It will become
a salt as white as snow." (6) Section 38. "Take a
pound of litharge and a quarter of a pound of soda,

and powder each well. Then mix them together

and make them up into a paste with oil and heat

in a descensory. (The metal) will descend pure and
white," (c) Section 36. " To convert mercury into a

red solid. Take a round glass vessel and pour a
convenient quantity of mercury into it. Then take

a Syrian earthenware vessel and in it put a little

powdered yellow sulphur. Place the glass vessel on
the sulphur and pack it round with more sulphur up
to the brim. Place the apparatus in the furnace for

a night, over a gentle fire . . . after having closed

the mouth of the earthenware pot. Now take it

out and you will find that the mercury has been
converted into a hard rod stone of the colour of

blood. . . . It is the substance which men of science

call cinnabar."

3. That many of Jabir's books are couched in

allegorical language no one will deny, but in others

there is scarcely any trace of allegory {e.g., the " Book
of Properties ") and Jabir is quite capable of sustaining

a closely reasoned argument. Lack of space prevents

me from illustrating this point as fully as I could wish,

but I may perhaps refer to the " Book of Balances,"

where he says, " It must be taken as an absolutely
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rigorous principle that any proposition which is not

supported by proofs is nothing more than an assertion

which may be true or may be false. It is only when
a man brings proofs of his assertion that we say, your

proposition is true." Similarly, he is at pains in the
" Book of Properties" to make it clear that he is describ-

ing his personal experiences ;
" we have described only

that which we ourselves have seen, and not that which

was told us or what we heard or read." Jabir is very

precise, again, in his " Book of Definitions."

4. Berthelot's fourth argument is sufficiently answered

by the evidence I have brought forward in i, 2, and

3. In his " Book of the Divine Science," Jabir refers

to Pythagoras and Plato, and defines chemistry as
" that branch of natural science which investigates

the method of formation of the fusible bodies " {i.e.

the metals). His views on the structure of cinnabar,

given in the same book, are so precise, and refute

Berthelot's charge of vagueness so well, that I cannot

refrain from quoting them here.

" When mercury and sulphur combine to form one
single substance it has been thought that they have
essentially changed and that an entirely new substance
is formed. The fact is otherwise, however. Both
the mercury and the sulphur retain their own natures

—all that has happened is that their parts have
become attenuated and in close approximation to

one another, so that to the eye the product appears
uniform. But if one could find an apparatus to

separate the particles of one sort from those of the
other, it would be apparent that each of them has
remained in its own permanent natural form and
has not been transmuted or changed. We say,

indeed, that such transmutation is not possible for

natural philosophers."

5. If Albertus Magnus and Vincent de Beauvais

knew no Arabic, and if the Summa, etc., (supposing

that they were originally Arabic) had not yet been

translated into Latin, the absence of mention would

be explained. In any case, the argument a silentio is

always unsatisfactory.

6. It is here that Berthelot's ignorance of Arabic

has led him astray. As a matter of fact, the Summa
is full of Arabic phrases and turns of thought, and so

are the other Latin works. It is obvious that a full

discussion of this point would require far more space

than is available here, and I hope to treat of it else-

where. I will, however, quote one or two passages

of Russell's English translation of Geber which are of

unmistakable Arabic origin. " Our Art is reserved in

the Divine Will of God and is given to, or withheld

from, whom he will, who is Glorious, Sublime, and full

of all Justice and Goodness." "... transmute with

firm transmutation " (a well-known construction in

Arabic). " This Divine Art, which is both necessary

and known." " Now let the high God of Nature,

blessed and glorious, be praised, who hath revealed

to us the Series of all Medicines." " We have dispersed

the special things pertinent to this Praxis, in diverse

Volumes " (often said by Jabir). " Gold Obrizon
"

(dhahab ibriz). " One part tingeth infinite parts of

Mercury into most high Sol, more noble than any

natural Gold." " Festination is from the Devil's

part."

7. So far, I have not found in Jabir any mention

of the arguments against the possibility of transmutation
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to which Berthelot refers, but Jabir is never tired of

pointing out the errors of other chemists and insisting

upon the superiority of his own theories and methods.

He even curses them in the manner of the Latin

works.

8. The style of the Latin works does indeed resemble

that of the Schoolmen, but so does that of many of

the Arabic works of Jabir. I would refer especially

to the first twelve sections of the " Book of Properties,"

and to the " Book of Definitions."

9. Arsenic as one of the principles of metallic bodies

is referred to by Jabir in Book L of the " Hundred
and Twelve Books " (quoted by Al-Jildaki in vol. ii.

of the " Nihayat at-Talab "). " Arsenic " here refers

of course to the arsenic sulphides, realgar and orpiment.

It will be noticed that the Latin Geber does not insist

upon the necessity of arsenic ; in this he is in agreement
with Jabir. Both agree in regarding the prime con-

stituents of metals to be sulphur and mercury.
10. I have explained Berthelot's insistence on the

difference in style between the Latin works and the

Arabic treatises as due to the fact that Berthelot was
unlucky in his choice of the latter.

II. I cannot say whether the Arabic Jabir definitely

mentions nitric acid, aqua regia, and silver nitrate.

It is unfortunate that the pages referring to solutive

waters are missing from the British Museum MS. of

the " Book of Properties," especially as I believe this

MS. to be unique. Al-Jildaki mentions a " solutive

water " {ma' al-hildl) which was used to dissolve out
silver from a gold-silver alloy ; I presume this must
have been nitric acid. Al-JildakI, however, lived after

the date of the earliest MSS. of Geber's works.

I ought to say that I have hitherto examined by no
means all of the available material, and that in the

present article I have only very roughly sketched out
the case for the identity of Geber and Jabir. I hope
to deal with the subject much more fully in the

future, but the question of the identity of Geber
is so important for the history of chemistry that it

seemed desirable to publish a preliminary account of

some of my conclusions.

The Alleged Discovery of the Virus of Epidemic Influenza.

THE recent report in the daily press that the cause

of influenza had been discovered by Drs. P. K.
Olitsky and F. L. Gates, of the Rockefeller Institute,

N.Y., might lead the layman to believe that the prob-

lem was solved. There is no published evidence to

show that this is correct. The facts are briefly these.

Influenza is the greatest pandemic disease known and
may be traced to the most remote periods of which we
have historic data. One of its great outbursts (1889-

1890) coincided with the bacteriological epoch in science,

and by means of the technique devised by Robert Koch,
one of his assistants, R. Pfeiffer, distinguished by the

accuracy of all his work, isolated (1892) a small rod-

shaped microbe since universally called Bacillus in-

fiuenzcE. This microbe, not easy to cultivate, was
missed by all the investigators before Pfeiffer, but his

work was subsequently regarded as correct.

In succeeding years influenza as an epidemic dis-

appeared and little was heard of Pfeiffer's bacillus in

bacteriological literature. In 1918, under the title of

Spanish influenza, the disease again appeared, and
sweeping over the inhabited world like a prairie fire,

caused immense morbidity and mortality everywhere.

The microscopes of bacteriologists were riveted on the

disease processes of the plague. The results of tried

investigators varied, but with prolonged experience and
suitable methods the bacillus of Pfeiffer was found
almost everywhere in cases of the disease. Dissentient

voices were, however, raised here and there, partly

owing to inability to find the bacillus, partly owing
to the fact that when found it was difficult to prove
its causal relation to influenza, as animals are by no
means so susceptible to the disease as man.

It was believed and stated, in fact, that Pfeiffer's

bacillus was not and could not be the cause of influenza,

which was to be sought in some hitherto unknown or

unrecognised agent. Among those who held this view
must be mentioned Gibson Bowman and Connor, who,
attached to the B.E.F. in France, published statements

(1919) to the effect that influenzal secretions which had
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been forced through bacterial-proof filters, gave rise in

monkeys, rabbits, mice, and guineapigs to a disease

closely resembling that of human influenza. They
claimed to have transmitted the disease from animal

to animal in series. They believed that the virus was

a " filler passer." Independently, Bradford, Bashford,

and Wilson made similar claims, which they afterwards

withdrew. Following the same lines, Maitland, Cowan,
and Detweiler of Toronto recorded entirely negative

results and directed attention to grave errors which

might arise in interpreting results believed to be posi-

tive. What were described as typical effects by the

supporters of the filter-passing-virus theory were shown

by tlie Canadians to occur in animals that had never

been inoculated at all but which had been intentionally

killed. This fact has since been abundantly confirmed

by Branham (1922) and shown by her to occur when
death is brought about by a blow on the neck. It is

along the same route that the Rockefeller investigators

have proceeded, from whose work it is now claimed

that the etiology of influenza is settled, and it is

claimed that the virus is a body called by them Bacillus

pnetimosintes (itii't»;s, injurer or devastator—from its

supposed deleterious effect on the lungs).

In the last two years Olitsky and Gates have pub-

lished a long series of papers in the Journal 0/ Experi-

mental Medicine, giving the results of their inquiries.

Their claims are based on the following statements,

(i) Influenzal throat secretions diluted and filtered

through Berkefeld filters produce symptoms which

cannot be produced by similar filtrates from normal

persons. The s}'mptoms—in rabbits—are fever, con-

junctivitis, and a diminution in the number of leuco-

cytes in the blood, a sj-mptom which is very charac-

teristic of the influenza disease in man. None of the

animals died of the experimental disease, but on being

killed, the lungs were found mottled and hemorrhagic.

(2) The lesions in the lungs are said to be transmissible

in series. (3) Although none of the experimental

animals died, they are stated to have been rendered
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more susceptible to a later infection by Pfeiffer's

bacillus. (4) In the filtered washings peculiar " bacil-

loid " bodies were found measuring o-i5-o-3o /i in

their long dimension. The nature of these bodies

—

at first uncertain—was ultimately believed to be micro-

organismal. Hence the name Bacillus pneumosintes.

(5) Inoculation of cultures of the so-called bacillus

followed by injections of B. influenza resulted in the

production of consolidation of the lungs with hemo-
rrhagic oedema and emphysema. (6) A certain degree

of immunity is stated to follow injections of B. pneumo-
sintes. (7) Inoculation of the bacterium is stated to

evoke certain antibodies which are of a specific char-

acter. It may be stated that " cultures " of the

microbe were obtained only on the highly complicated
Smith-Noguchi medium, and especially under anaerobic
conditions.

Before assuming that all these statements are correct

it may be stated with respect to this microbe—if it is

a microbe—that bacilloid and other like bodies indis-

tinguishable in appearance from B. pneumosintes may
occur in tubes of Noguchi's medium which has never
been inoculated at all and nevertheless is sterile. The
" bodies " appear to be due to some transformation of

the colloid material of the medium itself. Such trans-

formations may occur in tube after tube and give rise

to the erroneous interpretation of successful trans-

mission of the culture. Further, it is remarkable that

the " microbe " does not kill the experimental animals,

Ijut that when they are killed afterwards they show
changes admittedly indistinguishable from those seen

in killed animals never inoculated. One great obstacle

to the successful study of influenza would appear to be
that animals are much less susceptible than man, and
that as soon as the question of human inoculation is

introduced, great difficulties ensue in excluding other

sources of infection. Recently, Lister in South Africa,

working on lines identical with those of Olitsky and
Gates, has found, like them, Bacillus pneumosintes

or similar " culture," but on inoculating such unheated
cultures into human beings, 13 in number, he had only
one success, a typical attack of uncomplicated influenza,

after a nineteen-hours incubation period. It may be

that the cause of influenza has been located in B.
pneumosintes, but before this can be accepted by the

bacteriological world in general it will be necessary to

adduce many more cogent reasons than have been
forthcoming so far. W. B.

Obituary.
Prof. Fritz Cohn.

FRITZ COHN, director of the Berlin Rechen-In-
stitut, died on December 14 after an operation.

He was born at Konigsberg on May 12, 1866, and
studied first at the Gymnasium and afterwards at the
University there ; after further study at the University
of Berlin he was placed on the staff of the Konigsberg
Observatory in 1891 and remained there till 1909.

Cohn's work included a discussion of Bessel's observa-
tions between 1813 and 1819, and a determination of the
declinations and proper motions of the stars used in the
International Latitude stations. He published cata-

logues of the stars used for the Eros campaign in 1900-1,
and of 4066 other stars observed with the self-registering

micrometer of the Repsold transit circle.

In 1909, Colm was appointed to the chair of theoretical

astronomy at Berhn, and director of the Rechen-
Institut. He took part in the Paris Conference of 191

1

which arranged for combination of work between the
national almanacks, to avoid needless duplication of

labour. The time thus saved was devoted to investiga-
tions on the minor planets, and the Institut took the
leading part in deducing their orbits, and in arranging
plans for sharing the observing work among different

observatories. He showed great skill in keeping up the
necessary accuracy of computation without any waste
of labour. He also carried on the Astronomisches
Jahrcsbericht after the deaths of VVislicenus and Ber-
berich, and left the MS. for the 1921 volume practically
complete at the time of his death.

Cohn married a daughter of C. F. W. Peters, director
of Konigsberg Observatory, in 1898, and leaves a son
and two daughters. A fuller account of his life and
work is given by J. Peters in Astr. Nach. 5208.
Cohn was elected an associate of the Royal Astro-

nomical Society in June 1913. A. C. D. C.

Mr. p. C. a. Stewart.

It is with much regret that we record that Mr.

P. Charteris A. Stewart, the well-known petroleum

geologist and consultant to Viscount Cowdray's firm

(Messrs. S. Pearson and Co.), met his death by drowning

while bathing at Balandra Bay, Trinidad, B.W.I.,

during a recent short visit to the Islands.

For nearly twenty years Mr. Stewart has been

connected with Messrs. Pearson's, and he had been

closely associated with that firm in its important

petroleum developments all over the world, more
particularly in Mexico, Roumania, and Trinidad. Prior

to this he held an appointment on the staff of the

Geological Survey of Egypt.

Mr. Stewart's technical education was at the Royal

School of Mines, where, in 1900 and 1901, he obtained

diplomas in mining and metallurgy. Returning in 1904
he gained a furtiier diploma in geology at the Royal

College of Science in 1905. He was elected a fellow

of the Geological Society of London in 1904, and
was also a member of the Institution of Petroleum

Technologists and the American Institute of Petroleum

Geologists.

Mr. Stewart had travelled much, and b)- his wide

experience and intimate knowledge of oilfield condi-

tions in many countries he gradually built up a high

reputation in his profession. His sound judgment in

technical problems, backed by conscientious inquiry

and skilful reasoning, made him an invaluable adviser

to those whom he was privileged to serve. His death

at the early age of forty-eight is a deplorable loss, one

which will be keenly felt, not only by his colleagues,

but also by his many friends, to whom he had endeared

himself as a kindly, modest, and unselfish man.

H. B, M.
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Current Topics and Events.

SiNXE the publication of the letter " On the

Missing Element of Atomic Number 72," by Dr.

Coster and Prof. Hevesey, in Nature of January 20,

p. 79, it has been announced that Dr. Alexander

^cott detected and separated the oxide several years

i,o- It appears that while examining in 1913 a

pecimen of titaniferous iron sand (75 per cent.

i-CjO,, 25 per cent. TiOj) from near Maketu in the

' North Island, New Zealand, Dr. Scott noticed that

in the titanium dioxide separated . in the ordinary

methods of analysis there was always a small residue

which resisted all attempts to get it into solution,

either as sulphate, chloride, or nitrate. Neither

would it go into solution after prolonged fusion

with caustic soda. No trace of the many " rare

\ earths " was found in the sand. The insoluble

residue remaining after repeated and alternated

fusions with sodium bisulphate and caustic soda
was labelled " New Oxide " in 19 18. Its properties

and mofle of occurrence indicated that it was an
oxide of the titanium-zirconium group, and that it

was the oxide of the missing element, of which the

atomic number is 72. Some of its properties showed
a resemblance to tantalum, its next neighbour, with
the atomic number 73 ; but all traces of this element
would be removed by the repeated fusions with
caustic soda. As none of the ordinary salts were
available for the purpose of determining the atomic
weight, recourse was had to the double fluoride with
potassium, which closely resembles those of titanium
and zirconium. The rough determinations with
material imperfectly purified for such a purpose
indicated that the atomic weight of the element
was between li and 2 times that of zirconium (90-6).

The oxide resulting from these determinations was of

a cinnamon-brown colour, not white as was expected.

We understand that Dr. Scott wrote on January 28
to Drs. Coster and Hevesey offering to send them
specimens of his separated material to compare with
their own, and received a reply from them on Saturday
night last (February 3) saying they would be very
glad to do so. On Monday Dr. Scott sent to them
practically all his purified material, and not only
he, but also all scientific men, must await with keen
interest the result of the searching examination by
means of the powerful appliances in their hands
for spectral analysis by X-rays. In view of the
source of his oxide and its association with much
titanium oxide. Dr. Scott has suggested, as Oceanus
was one of the Titans, that " Oceanium " would be
a suitable name for the element. This name would
also recall that the sand came from Oceania, of which
New Zealand is one of the component parts.

The Bakerian lecture of the Royal Society will be
delivered on February 22 by G. I. Taylor and C. F.
Elam on " The Distortion of an Aluminium Crystal
during a Tensile Test."

The Duke of Devonshire will open the new Botany
(Plant Technology) Building of the Imperial College
of Science and Technology, South Kensington, on
Friday, February 16, at 3 o'clock.
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At the meeting of the Chemical Society to be held
at the Institution of Mechanical Engineers (Storey's
Gate), on Thursday. February 22, at 8 p.m.. Principal

J. C. Irvine will deliver a lecture entitled " Some
Constitutional Problems of Carbohydrate Chemistry."

The Murdoch Trust, Edinburgh, grants donations
or pensions to indigent bachelors and widowers of

upwards of fifty-five years of age who have done
something to promote or help some branch of science.

Particulars are obtainable from Messrs. J. and J.
Turnbull, 58 Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

A SOCIAL evening of the Royal Society of Medicine
will be held on \Vedne.sday, February 28, beginning
at 8.30. It will be devoted to the celebration of the
centenary of Pasteur. At 9 o'clock the president.

Sir William Hale-White, will deliver an address on
" The Life and Work of Pasteur." This will be fol-

lowed by an illustrated lecture by Dr. G. Monod on
" Pasteur as an^-\rtist."

On Tuesday next, February 13, at 3 o'clock. Prof.

A. C. Pearson will deliver the first of two lectures at

the Royal Institution on Greek civilisation and to-day
—(i) The beginnings of science, (2) Progress in the

arts ; on Thursday. February 15. Prof. B. Melvill

Jones will begin a course of two lectures on recent

experiments in aerial surveying ; and on Saturday,

February 17, Sir Ernest Rutherford will commence a
course of six lectures on atomic projectiles and their

properties. The Friday evening discourse on Feb-

ruary 16 will be delivered by Prof. A. V. Hill on
muscular exercise ; and on February 23, by Prof.

A. S. Eddington on the interior of a star.

Notice is given' by the Royal Society of Medicine
that the Wilham Gibson research scholarship for

medical women wiirbe awarded in June next. The
scholarship is of the value of 250/. for two years and
is not necessarily for research, the selected scholar

being free to travel. Full particulars will be sent on
application to the Secretary of the Society, i Wimpole
Street, W.i.

DuRiNO the making of the new road between Dover
and London numerous sarsen stones were found among
the remains of the Lower Tertiary formations over-

lying the chalk near Maidstone. Two of these,

selected by Mr. G. p:. Dibley, were sent to the British

Museum (Natural History), where they are now ex-

hibited in the geological department close to the

stratigraphical collection. They are remarkable for

their botryoidal concretionary form.

A MEETING of national importance has been

arranged by the British Science Guild to be held at

the Mansion House, London, on Tuesday, February

27, at 3.30 P.M., to direct pubhc attention to the

importance of promoting eflftciency and economy in

industry, commerce and all Imperial affairs by the

progressive use of science and scientific' method.

The Right Hon. the Lord Mayor will preside, and will

be supported by the Right Hon. Lord Askwith,
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president of the Guild. The speakers will include

Sir Joseph Thomson (Master of Trinity College,

Cambridge), Sir Robert A. Hadfield, Bart. (Vice-

President of the Federation of British Industries), and

the Right Hon. Sir Joseph Cook, G.C.M.G. (High

Commissioner for Australia). Tickets may be ob-

tained from the Secretary, British Science Guild,

6 John Street, Adelphi, London, W.C.2.

The president and council of the Royal Society

have appointed Prof. E. H. Starling first Foulerton

professor in accordance with the terms of the bequest

of Miss Lucy Foulerton, who left the residue of her

estate to the Royal Society. The duties of the

professor are to conduct such original researches in

medicine or the contributory sciences as shall be

calculated to promote the discovery of the causes of

disease and the relief of human suffering. Prof.

Starling's work will be carried out at University

College, London. Dr. H. W. C. Vines, fellow of

Christ's College, Cambridge, has been appointed to a

Foulerton research studentship, the duties being to

conduct researches in medicine or the contributory

sciences. Dr. Vines is carrying on his researches in

the Cambridge Medical School.

At the annual general meeting of the Association of

Economic Biologists held on Friday, January 26, the

following officers and council for the year 1923 were

elected : President : Prof. E. B. Poulton. Vice-

Presidents : Prof. V. H. Blackman and Sir John
Russell. Treasurer: Dr. A. D. Imms. Secretaries:

(General and Botanical) : Dr. W. B. Brierley
;

(Zoo-

logical) Dr. J. Waterston. Editors : (Botany) Dr.

W. B. Brierley
;

(Zoology) Mr. D. Ward Cutler.

Council : Dr. W. F. Bewley, Prof. V. H. Blackman,

Mr. F. T. Brooks, Mr. A. B. Bruce, Dr. E. J. Butler,

Dr. J. W. Munro, Sir John Russell, Prof. J. H.

Priestley, Prof. J. H. Ashvvorth, Dr. T. Goodey, Mr.

A. D. Cotton, and Mr. W. E. Hiley.

A JOINT meeting of the Society of Public Analysts

and the Nottingham Section of the Society of

Chemical Industry was held at Nottingham on Janu-

ary 17 for the discussion of methods of estimating

arsenic. The chair was taken by Mr. Burford,

chairman of the Nottingham section, and the dis-

cussion was opened by Mr. A. Chaston Chapman,

who described his experience during the last twenty-

five years with the zinc-acid process, and gave an

outline of his procedure, more particularly in the use

of cadmium to render the zinc sensitive. He was

followed by Mr. Wilkie, secretary of the Nottingham
section, who demonstrated the use of his electrolytic

method of estimating arsenic, in which the reversi-

bility of the reaction was prevented. Dr. Monier-

WiUiams showed an electrolytic Marsh apparatus

modified from that in use in the Government labora-

tory. Mr. H. Droop Richmond attributed the want

of sensitiveness of the zinc in the zinc-acid method to

the presence of iron, and Mr. J. Webster described an

experiment indicating that the total amount of

arsenic in a large organ such as the liver was correctly

estimated by multiplying the amount found in the

Marsh test by a factor.
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The New York correspondent of the Times states

that an earthquake of considerable violence was
recorded in the United States on February 4. A sea

wave 12 feet high is reported at Hilo Harbour,
Hawaii, and a number of small boats were lost at

Waiakea. Four waves passed over Haleiwa, some
thirty miles from Honolulu, whiqh does not appear to

have suffered important damage. The cable between
Midway Island and Guam appears to be broken, and
attempts to reach Samoa by wireless were unsuccess-

ful. Mr. J. J. Shaw, of West Bromwich, Birmingham,
states in the Daily Mail that the primary movement
began on Saturday afternoon at ^h. 13 m. 15s., and
the secondary at 4 h. 23 m. 4 $., indicating a distance of

5300 miles. The earth tremors continued for up-

wards of six hours. The needle was thrown off the

record several times. Mr. Shaw states that the

disturbance is the biggest recorded since the Chinese

earthquake of December 1920.

The annual meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute

will be held on Thursday and Friday, May 10 and 11,

at the Institution of Civil Engineers, Great George

Street, London, S.W.i. The council has received a
very cordial invitation from Mr. G. E. Falck, president

of the Associazione Fra Gli Industrial! Metallurgici

Itahani, for the members of the Institute to meet in

Italy in the autumn of this year. Subject to final

arrangements with the Italian Association, the

general meeting will be held at Milan about the middle

of September, and on its conclusion it is proposed

that visits should be paid to the principal metal-

lurgical centres and to the hydro-electric power
stations in Italy. The tour will also include visits to

Rome, Naples, Genoa, and Turin, and is expected to

occupy altogether about nineteen to twenty days
from the time of leaving London until the return.

At the recent annual meeting of the American
Association, held at Boston, the Association as a whole
declared itself unqualifiedly in favour of the metric

system of measurement with one of the strongest

resolutions ever passed by that body on this subject.

The resolution is as follows :
" Whereas the metric

system of weights and measures has not yet been

brought into general use in the United States, and
whereas the American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science has already passed resolutions favour-

ing the adoption of the metric system of weights and
measures in the United States ; therefore be it re-

solved : That the American Association for the

Advancement of Science reaffirms its belief in the

desirability of the adoption of the metric system of

weights and measures for the United States, and re-

commends that the units of the system be used by
scientific men in all their publications, either exclu-

sively or else with the customar)' non-metric units in

parenthesis."

The exhibition of facsimiles and reproductions of

old maps in the Whitworth Hall of the University of

Manchester during the last week of January coincided

with the news that the Council of the University

decided at the last meeting to recommend to the

Court the institution of an honours school of geo-
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graphy within tlie faculty of arts. The exhibition,

arranged jointly by the Manchester Geographical
Society and the University, was opened by Sir

Frederick Lugard, and the occasion was taken to
bring before the public the appeal for funds which
the Society is making to endow a chair of geography
in the new honours school. The collections of maps,
which have been placed on loan at the University by
Col. D, Mills and Mrs. Booker, include facsimiles of

such maps as the Madaba Mosaic, the Peutinger Table,
the St. Sever copy of the Beatus map, 14th and 15th c.

portolani, the Catalan world map of 1375, ^^id the series

of maps reproduced principally under the direction of

Prof. E. I,. Stevenson, illustrative of geographical dis-

covery in the period between the time of Juan de la

Cosa's portolan (1500) and the world map of Hondius
(161 1). The Booker collection contains many typical

country and county maps from Norden and Saxton to

Gary, Greenwood, and Bryant, while the reproductions
of London and Paris views and maps (Mills collection),

made by the London Topographical Society and the

French Government respectively, form excellent

material for the .study of these two cities. In addi-

tion, the exhibition includes a number of regional

maps of the various parts of the world extending over

a considerable period of time, of which those of Russia

and the Far East are the most extensive. There is

every prospect, with these maps as a nucleus, of a
great development of all phases of cartographical

studies within the University.

Messrs. W. Watson and Sons, Ltd., of 313 High
Holbom, W.C.I, have issued a new edition of Parts i

and 2 of their microscope catalogue. Included in the

list is a new model, the " Kima," which is specially

designed for .students and sold at a reasonably low
price. The instrument, which is somewhat similar

to, but smaller than, the now well-known " Service
"

model, complies with the specification of the British

Science Guild except in regard to the position of the

fine adjustment milled heads. Various models—for

example, the " Royal," the " Van Heurck "—suitable

for research or general high power work, as well as

binocular microscopes for both low and high powers

are described in detail and a complete list of eye-

pieces, objectives, condensers, and other accessories

is given. A welcome reduction in prices is noticeable

in nearly all the items. There is also listed a hori-

zontal or reading microscope consisting of a micro-

scope body of large diameter fitted with a micrometer

eyepiece and a 2-inch objective. The body is sur-

mounted by a sensitive bubble for levelling purposes.

Vertical adjustment is made by a rack and pinion,

the pillar being divided into millimetres and fitted

with a vernier.

The Pasteur lecture delivered before the Institute

of Medicine of Chicago on November 24 last, by Dr.

Jacques Loeb, is reproduced in the issue of Science

dated December 29. The lecture is devoted mainly

to a consideration of the osmotic equilibrium of

gelatin in the presence of various concentrations of

acid and alkali.

We have received the new issue of the chemical

catalogue of British Drug Houses, Ltd. In many
cases there has been a considerable reduction in

prices of chemicals in everj'day use, and some sub-

stances required by research workers are now listed

which did not appear in former catalogues. Bio-

logical stains are included, and the catalogue should

find a place in every laboratory.

In the January issue of the Research Defence

Society's pamphlet. The Fight Against Disease

(Macmillan and- Co., price 6d.), the story of bubonic

plague, by Surg.-Gen. Bannerman, is retold (the

Society first pubUshed it in 1910). An excellent

account is given of the ravages of bubonic plague and

its transmission from rats to man through the inter-

mediary of the rat fleas. Some data are also included

of the efficiency of plague vaccine in the prevention

of the disease. The general article on Pasteur which

appeared in Nature, December 23, is also reprinted.

Our Astronomical Column.

Fireballs in February.—Mr. W. F. Denning
writes :

" This month though it does not supply
meteors in abundance has furnished a number of large
fireballs, some of which have been of exceptional
character. The Mon. N'ot. K.A.S. for March 1922
contained a list of the remarkable meteoric phenomena
recorded in recent years between February 7 and 22.

Two of the most singular fireballs ever seen occurred,
one on February 22, 1909, which left a long streak in

the sky for two hours and drifted on upper wind-
currents to north-west at the rate of 120 miles per
hour. The other, on February 9, 1913, consisted of

a stream of bright meteors which passed over North
America, and had a luminous flight extending over at
least 5500 miles.

"It is impossible to foretell the time of appearance
of any individual fireball, and it is necessary that
observers should be specially on the alert during the
present month, for the prospect of observing a large
meteor is very good, especially during the periods
February 7, 10-14 and February 19-22. There are
several active radiants at this time of the year such as
those at 147° - 11°, 167° +33°, 73° +42°,' and 106° +

52°. In the event of any bright meteors being seen,

the particulars should be carefully noted, and their

apparent paths among the stars recorded as accurately

as possible."

Astronomical Circulars.—There is a class of

astronomical announcements—discoveries of comets
or of novae, unusual markings on planets, etc.—the

early circulation of which is of importance to observers.

In the last century Lord Crawford started the

Dunccht and Edinburgh Circulars, but they were not
continued after his death. The only resource up to

the present for those who find the price of astro-

nomical telegrams too high has been the series of

circulars issued by Prof. Stromgren at Copenhagen, or

that of the Astr. Nach. at Kiel. These take .some

days to reach this country. The British Astronomical
Association has now decided to issue a series of

circulars when news of an urgent character comes to

hand. Non-members of the B. A. A. can obtain these

circulars at a charge of a few shillings per annum on
writing to the secretary. They will include the latest

cphemcrides of comets in addition to discovery
announcements.
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Research Items.

The Faroe Islanp?.—The Faroe or Sheep Islands,

lying half-way between Iceland and the Shetlands, are

inhabited by people of Norwegian descent. In these
islands an energetic linguistic movement has recently

arisen, aiming at elevating the local idiom to the rank
of a language, a movement which is not political, but
suggested by the declaration in 1918 of the inde-

pendence of Iceland. Mr. J. Dyneley Price, in the
Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society
(vol. Ixi. No. 2, 1922), describes the linguistics and
phonetics on information furnished by Miss M. E.
Mikkelsen, a Faroese lady now resident in Copenhagen.
It is curious that this movement extends to a new-

form of spelling which, like the stereotyped archaic
spelling of modern Gaelic, ignores the modern phonetics
of the spoken dialects.

An Ancient Australian Skull.—Anthropologists
will read with considerable interest a paper in the
Journal ofAnatomy (vol. Ivii. part 2) by A. N. St. G. H.
Burkitt and Prof. J. I. Hunter on " A Description
of a Neanderthaloid Australian Skull." This was
that of a female, and was " Neanderthaloid " only
in so far as the calvarium was concerned. The
excessive de\'clopment of the supraorbital ridges of
this skull the authors ascribe largely to the action
of the masticatory muscles ; but their arguments
in favour of this interpretation, which are shared
by others, are not convincing. In the conclusions
at which the authors have arrived, we hoped to find
some expression of opinion as to the precise relation-
ship of this skull—and of the Australian aborigines
in general—to Neanderthal man. But on .tliis

matter no direct views have been advanced. [The
authors applied several tests to discover the alvegjar
index of this skull. " Flower's Gnathic Index,"
they remark, " places it well within the limit of
orthognathic skulls, the inde.x being 95-23." The
base line dc\'iscd by Pycraft gives an index of 96,
when applied to the photograph of the skull on
Plate I. We venture to tliink that the authors
have laid undue stre.ss on the " Neanderthaloid "

characters of this skull, and we are puzzled by the
cryptic statement that " we must regard the cranial
resemblances as an expression of the principle that
descendants of a common ancestor show a tendency
to develop independently similar features."

Nitrogen Fertilisers for the Sugar Cane.—
In the Archiefvoor de Suikerindustrie in Nederlandsch
Indie (1922, Mededeelingen No. 3) J. Kuvper de-
scribes experiments carried out in Java on the relative
value of several nitrogen fertilisers for sugar-cane
cultivation. The trials have been carried out for
several years in comparison with sulphate of ammonia,
of which the average amount used is about 380 lb.

per acre. In all cases the same weight of nitrogen
was given in the different manures. Urea and nitrate
of soda proved to be equal in value to ammonium
sulphate, but the nitrate is too hygroscopic for
convenient use. The same objection applies to
ammonium sulpho-nitrate, especially in the tropical
rainy season. Nitrolim or cyanamide and beancake
are both of less value. Beancake does better on
some soils than others, and is improved by the ad-
mixture of a certain proportion of sulphate of
ammonia.

Pasture Grass in Tropical Africa. — It is
difficult to overestimate the importance of the
contributions to colonial development that may be
made by the work of institutions such as the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Kew. The Kew Bulletin (No. 10,

1922) contains a typical example of the type of

information which the resources of such a central

institution can so readily place before various
interested outliers of Empire. In western tropical

Africa one of the difficulties in the way of pasturing
fertile country lies in the ravages of the tsetse fly

and the epidemics it engenders. Mr. T. M. Dawe,
making an agricultural survey of Angola in 1921,

recognised in the native " Efwatakala grass " a
fodder plant similar to a Brazilian grass already
known to him as capable of fattening stock. This
grass was widely distributed in the Portuguese Congo,
and on its receipt at Kew it proved to be Melinis

uunitliflora, Beauv., /. itiermis, already reported upon
in the Ketu Bulletin (1900) as " Brazilian stink-grass."

Dr. Stapf's report in the present bulletin fully bears

out Mr. Dawe's view that the grass should prove a
rapid coloniser of open ground and then form a fairly

permanent pasture. Its potential value lies, however,
in the insecticidal or insect-repelling qualities of an
oil secreted in glandular hairs upon the leaf-sheath

and lamina. The grass has now been grown upon a
small scale at Kew, and the Jodrell Laboratory
supplies a note upon the structure of the glandular

hairs while the Wellcome Research laboratories have
made a preliminary study of the small quantity of

oil that could be extracted from the available crop of

the grass. Mr. Dawe apparently hopes that this

grass may prevent the spread of the tsetse fly at

the same time that it provides food for stock. If

such anticipations are realised the ultimate possi-

bilities of its cultivation in tropical Africa are in-

calculable. It would be interesting to learn why
the attempt at its introduction into Australia,

chronicled in the earlier note in the Kew Bulletin,

seems to have been without result.

The Palolo Worm.—Dr. Glanvill Corney, who
was for manj' j'ears chief medical officei of Fiji,

contributes an interesting paper to the Journal of

the Torquay Natural History Society on the

periodicity of the sexual phase of the " Palolo
"

worm in Fijian waters. This worm (Eunice viridis)

lives in the coral skeletons and rocks of the reefs,

riddling them with its burrows. Like most bottom-
living marine animals, its eggs are cast on the mercy
of the waves and currents to be distributed far and
wide. While most boring worms are content merely

to shed their eggs into the bottom waters, several

kinds, including the Palolo, cut off the hinder parts

of their bodies, which are crowded with generative

cells; these float to the surface of the water, each

segment rupturing and setting free its sexual cells :

this is known as swarming. The first phase of

development is a floating one, but the larvae soon

settle and form their burrows. Annually the worm
sheds its Irinder sexual part into the water and
re-forms it. The pecuharly interesting feature of the

fife history is the regularity with which this pheno-
menon occurs. As usual in such forms, the generative

organs are ripe in the spring of the year, when there

is a peculiar outburst of all life. The Palolo swarm
on the same day, the surface of the sea at dawn
becoming tliick with their bodies. The day selected

at Fiji is recorded by Dr. Corney for 25 years and is

shown always to be on the morning of the seventh

to ninth days after full moon in November or early

December :

' the interval between swarming is some-
times 353-6 days and at other times 382-6 days,

either 12 or 13" lunar months. A few may swarm
a month earlier at the corresponding neap tide, but
this small swarm is often unrecognisable. The vast
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quantities of sexual Palolo in the surface waters,

like a thick macaroni soup, is a striking phenomenon
enough, but it is one greatly enhanced by other

eunicids, other worms, many crustaceans, and other

animals all breeding in the same days of lowest

tides, when tlie reefs are subjected to the greatest

amounts of heat and light ; indeed, similar sexual

correlations with solar and lunar phenomena have
now been suggested in nearly every group of animals.

The Etesiens in the Mediterranean.—An
article is given in the U.S. Monthly Weather Review
for August 1922, by Mr. J. S. Paraskevopoulos, o£

the National Observatory, Athens, on the etesiens,

the characteristic north winds which blow during
the summer in the region of the eastern Mediterranean.
The marked regularity of these winds was observed
by the ancient Greeks and the name signifies " winds
blowing periodically every year." The author has
tabulated the data for several Greek meteorological

stations, and for a period extending over 15 years,

1900-14 ; the observations are made three times
daily, at 8 a.m., 2 p.m., and 9 p.m., while for Athens
the observations are continuous from self-recording

instruments. The etesiens blow generally from the

second lo-day period of May until the middle of

October, with two periods of maximum. During
June the winds are interrupted ; in July and especially

in August they are much more steady and frequent.

In Athens before the middle of July the etesiens

blow during the morning and are replaced in the
afternoon by the sea breeze. The principal features

of these winds have been known since the time of

Aristotle. The anemomctric data at Athens show
that the velocity of the etesiens undergoes a very
distinct diurnal oscillation ; the speed during the
daytime varies from 11 to 27 miles per hour, and it

seldom reaches 45 miles per hour. Information is

given as to their origin, with respect to the dis-

tribution of atmospheric pressure, temperature, and
humidity. As they contribute largely to the dryness
of the soil, they raise by their motion great quantities
of dust.

The Humboldt Current.— Variations in the
temperature of the Humboldt current have been
noted for many years and were recently examined
by Mr. R. C. Murphy, who contributes an article

to the Geographical Review for January on the
oceanography of the Peruvian Uttoral. The uniform
temperature conditions of this current are carried

southwards from Peru at least so far as Valparaiso.
Throughout this extent the lowest surface tempera-
tures are in the inshore waters and are due to the
upwelling of bottom water which is the feature of
this current. The steeper the coastal slope, the
greater is the reduction of inshore temperatures.
Irregular variations in temperatures, which occur
locally throughout the year, have been generally
attributed to a shifting in the course of the current.
Mr. Murphy believes that the cause is to be found
in the northerly winds wliich accompany these
abnormal sea temperatures. These winds drive
warmer waters inshore and temporarily check the
upwelling. More prominent is the current known
on the Peruvian coast as EI Nino. This counter-
current of tropical water is felt seasonally north
of about lat. 8" 13' S. Mr. Murphy demolishes the
theory that El Niiio is due to the waters of the River
Guayas and holds that it can be correlated with
changes in barometric pressure when the sun is south
of the equator. The paper ends with some interesting
correlations between the temperature variations of
the Humboldt current, the di.stribution of plankton,
and the valuable guano birds of the Pisco Bay
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region. The invasion of warm water destroys
enormous quantities of plankton. The result is that
the birds either migrate or have to face a loss of food

supply. The latter course leads to a lowering of vita lity

and considerable reduction in numbers as the out-

come of certain prevalent diseases which attack the
weakened birds.

Earthquakes of the East Indian Archipelago.
—In a recent important memoir (Konin. Magnet, en
Meteorol. Observ. te Batavia, Verhandelingen No. 7,

192 1) Ur. S. \V. Visser has investigated the distribu-

tion of earthquakes in the East Indian Archipelago
from 1909 to 1919. The positions of the epicentres

were determined from seismograms at the observa-
tories of Batavia, Malabar, Manila, Sydney (River-

view), and Zikawei. Earthquakes strong enough to

be registered at two or more of these obser\atories

(160 near Western Java and 120 in other parts of the

Archipelago) are confined as a rule to four principal

regions—the Indian Ocean ofi southern Sumatra and
western Java, the Celebes Sea and the Pacific Ocean
south of Mindanao, the southern and eastern borders

of the Banda Sea, and the mountain ranges of New
Guinea. With the exception of the last region, the

seismic zones of the Archipelago coincide with the

steeply sloping sides of oceanic troughs in the close

neighbourhood of the islands. The bottoms of the

Indian and Pacific oceans far from land arc probably

nearly or quite aseismic. In a second memoir (Ver-

handelingen No. 9, 1922) Dr. Visser studies the earth-

quakes with an inland origin in Sumatra and Java
onlv, the materials for the other islands being in-

sufiicient. They are few in number. For example,

during the thirteen years 1909-1921, 13 earthquakes

out of 859 in Sumatra, and 6 out of 748 in Java, had
an inland origin. The distribution of inland earth-

quakes in Sumatra is simple and regular. Most of the

epicentral areas coincide with a long fracture which

has given rise to an important series of longitudinal

valleys in the Barisan mountain ranges. In Java the

distribution is less regular. Violent earthquakes have

occurred on the slopes of some volcanoes (for example,

Mount Gede and Mount Tjerimai). They were, how-

ever, of tectonic origin, the proximity of volcanoes

being only a coincidence or due to their connexion

with the same zones of weakness. At the times of

severe earthquakes the activity of the volcanoes was

either slight or altogether absent.

Trouton's LAW.^When in 1884, in volume i8 of

the Phil. Mag., Trouton showed that for a number
of liquids tlie molecular heat of evaporation at the

normal boiling-point was 20 times the absolute

temperature at that point, the data by means of

which the law could be tested were scarce and the

accuracy of the values available not great. Additional

and more trustworthy data were provided by
Louguininc in 1896-1902 and the law shown to hold

to within 10 per cent, for groups of liquids of similar

constitution, but to be sometimes 50 per cent, in

error when, for example, alcohols were compared with

organic acids. Further work has disclosed many
exceptions and attempts have been made to find

temperatures other than the normal boiling-points

at which the comparison would give more consistent

results. These have, however, been unsuccessful,

and in the January issue of the Phil. Mag., Mr.

S. B. Mah, of the University of Calcutta, states

that there is no temperature at which the law holds,

that it has no theoretical significance, and that it is

an accident that it appears to hold for some substances

at their normal boiling-points. This may be the

correct view, but it is still remarkable that many
liquids should fall into the accidental group.
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Can Gravitation really be absorbed into the Frame of Space and Time?

By Sir Joseph Larmor, F.R.S.*

A N answer to this question in the negative has
-'*- been advanced in a previous paper on the
gravitational deflection of light {Phil. Mag., Jan.).

The destructive paradoxes concerned with the recent
gravitation theory, which were unfolded by il. Jean
Le Roux, professor at Rennes, in three notes in

the Comptes rendiis (Nov. 6, Dec. 4 and 22), after

that paper was completed, were referred to in a
footnote in support of this departure from the familiar

answer. These objections require to be further con-
sidered ; for at first sight they are destructive to
all such theories, including the modification there
substituted. If an orbit is postulated to be a curve
of minimal length in a fourfold expanse of space-time,
the element of length (or distance-interval) must be
expressed for it locally, and can involve as variables

only its own co-ordinates and their dififerentials. Yet
in the cases that have been worked out, the element
as determined involves also the concurrent co-
ordinates of the other interacting masses ; with all

these variables present, it could not belong to a curve
in a fourfold at all. This destructive dilemma applies
very widely.
There may be a suggestion to evade it, in the

theorj' as modified into one of dynamical Action,
along the line (already indicated by A. A. Robb) that
the idea of distance cannot subsist in the pseudo-
space at all. For within an infinitesimal fourfold
spherical domain with radius a very small interval ds,

the co-ordinates would have an infinite range of values.
The idea of locality, essential to real space, is thus
absent. The fourfold expanse could still be utilised

to express conveniently the domains of integration :

but where distances have to enter they must be in

threefold real space, though it can be variable and be
associated with time also variable. Such real spaces
and times would be locally not unique ; they con-
stitute a Lorent/; group of interchangeable forms.
The modified gravitational scheme of the previous
paper, with its reduction of the influences on radiation
to one-half of the accepted values, might, merely by
avoiding the idea of fourfold interval interpreted as a
geometric distance, possibly .still manage to evolve as
a dynamical formulation.
But this train of ideas need not be pursued ; for in

fact the criticism, which seems destructive of a quasi-

' Abstract of a paper read on Januan- 22 at the Cambridge Philosophical
Society.

geometric scheme for gravitation, does not inhere at
all in the dynamical domain of Action. The type of

procedure for minimising the total Action, when more
closely exhibited, would run in principle as follows.

Assurire some approximate specification for the orbital

paths in the fourfold, close of course to the Newtonian
solution. The orbits thus assumed will determine the
nature of the fourfold space-time expanse (namely
ds^) already adjusted to minimal Action, in which they
exist. For each such specification calculate the
density of Action in this fourfold expanse, after the
manner of approximate modifications as developed
by Einstein ; and thence find by integration the total

Action of the system corresponding to these assumed
orbital forms. The forms of the orbits would enter

in the expression for the linear element ds defining

the space determined by these orbits and necessarily

containing them. By taking varied forms of the
orbits, different forms of ds and different values of

the total Action would be obtained. The aim would
be to adapt the forms of the orbits so that the Action
thus determined from them should remain stationary

for all slight variations. The way to carry this out
would be to minimise the Action further for joint

variation of all the orbits, exactly on the lines of the
previous paper. The space itself, being determined by
the orbits, also changes as the orbits are varied ; and
it is not at all involved that ds remains the elemental
distance in the same space throughout the procedure.

It would appear then that the Minkowskian method
of fourfold spatial analysis as generalised by Einstein

for adaptation of gravitation into the optical and
electrodynamic group of frames,, can be saved from
the destructive criticism of M. Le Roux. But to this

end the postulate of absorption of gravitation into

the spatial frame must be abandoned ; and the
principle of equivalence of gravitation and accelera-

tion would disappear. The application of the mathe-
matical spatial analysis to astronomy and optics

would be reconstructed as a dynamical theory of

normal type, unfolding itself in terms of a distribution

of Action located ultimately throughout the region of

the problem : but the results as modified would still

require actual confirmation. If, however, any gravita-

tional influence on light is finally established by the
astronomical observations, this type of analysis by
aid of a varying spatial frame may remain the most
effective way to include it in theory.

The Nature of Gels.

By Dr. S. C. Bradford.

T T has been known, probably from the earliest
•' times, that when sufiiciently concentrated solu-

tions of certain substances, such as gelatin and agar-
agar, are allowed to cool, instead of depositing cni'stals

of the dissolved substance, the whole liquid turns
• into a jelly. It is natural, therefore, that specula-

tions on the nature of jellies should have been rife

long before Graham, in 1861, first pointed out the
slow rate of diffusion of colloid substances which
distinguished them from bodies which separate from
solution in the ordinary crystalline form.
The many theories of gel structure fall naturally

under three heads: (1) One -phase or molecular
systems, (2) two-phase liquid-liquid systems, and (3)
two-phase liquid-solid systems. To the first class

belongs Proctor's hypothesis that a gel is a more or
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less solid solution of a liquid in the colloid substance,

in which both constituents are within the range of

molecular attractions. This view is very similar to

the " super-cooled liquid " theory- of glass, and, like

that, has difficulty in explaining the loss of mobility

which occurs on setting. Proctor suggests that the

transformation consists in the formation of tenuous
cr\'stals, which interlace and possibly anastomose.

Later experiments ^ show that gelation is really an
extreme case of crj'stallisation, but this suggestion

would bring Proctor's theory into the third class.

In either case, however, his experiments are im-

portant, as they show that the swelling of gelatin in

Bradford, Science Progress, jqi7, 12, 62; Biochem. .four. 1918, 12,

357; 1920, 14, 91; 1921, 15, 553; and "The Physics and Chemistry of

Colloids," Discussion by the Faraday Society, etc., London, 1921.
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acids can be explained by simple chemical and
physical laws.

To the second class belong both Hardy's and Wo.
Ostwald's theories that gels are composed of two
liquid phases. Theories of this type present the same
difficulty as those of the first class in explaining the
increase of \'iscosity during gelation. No emulsions
are known having properties really like those of gels.

Nor can liquid-liquid systems be imagined with the
elastic properties of gels. Moreover, no hypothesis
in either of these classes is sufficient to allow the
deduction of the various properties of gels, and there

is little direct evidence for any of these suppositions.

The third type of theory, that gels contain both
liquid and solid, is the most natural, and was the

earliest to be proposed. The first definite suggestion

appears to have been made by M. L. Frankenheim in

1835, who thought that jellies were aggregates of small

crystals with pores between them. A similar view
was adopted in 1879 by K. von Nageli, that such
bodies were composed of molecular complexes, or

micellae, with crystalline properties, separated by
skins of water and forming meshes (or interstices)

in which the water was contained by molecular
attraction. From the use of the German word
Maschen it has been inferred that von Nageli
intended a geometrical framework. But it is not
necessary to assume that he meant more than that
the water was held by molecular attraction in the
interstices of the aggregates (within and between),
and that the aggregates were separated by capillary

skins of water. This view is almost exactly that
which must be accepted as the result of recent experi-

ments. However, since von Nageli, a number of

unsuccessful attempts have been made to devise a
mathematical network which would account for the
elastic and thermal properties of jellies ; it has
scarcelv been recognised that such a framework must
conform to the facts that the elastic properties of

different gels differ greatly, and that the different

directi\e forces inherent in the ultimate particles of

different jellies must have some effect on their struc-

ture. On this account it seems unlikely that a single

framework would be found to satisfy the different

properties of different gels ; it appears more probable
that the structure of gels will be found to vary accord-
ing to the nature of the gel substance.

O. Biitschli's extensive researches on foams and
gel structure are well known. He came to the
opinion that the properties of gels might be explained
on the basis of a honeycomb structure, in which the
walls were permeable to liquids because of their

extreme thinness, although they might be porous.
To this it must be objected that the use of alcohol

and tanning reagents to bring out the microstructure,
adopted by Biitschli, and later by Moeller, is open to
objection, as being likely to alter the structure of the
gels or to modify the gelation process. Moreover,
Zsigmondy and Bachmann have demonstrated, from
the vapour pressure isotherms, that gels must contain
fine pores with a radius of from 2-5 to 5 fin, some 300
times smaller than Biitschli's honeycombs. From
microscopic work on soap curds and gels, these workers
and McBain have favoured a fibrillar structure. This
view has also been adopted by Moeller for gelatin, and
is supported by Barratt from experiments on fibrinogen
gels. For the soaps and fibrinogen there is direct

microscopic evidence that fibrils can be formed by
the cooling solutions, indicating that the ultra-

microscopic structure of their gels may be fibrillar.

In other cases a globulitic structure is indicated.
Menz obser%ed the development of submicrons in

gelating 2 per cent, gelatin, which increased from 4,

showing Brownian movement, in a square division of

the field with a side of 9 fi, to 80 or 100, at rest, in the
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same area. Hardy describes the appearance of micro-
scopic spherites of 10 m in gels of 5-dimethylaminoanilo
3 : 4-diphenylcyc/o-pentene-i ; 2-dione, and Bachmann
showed that the ultramicroscopic appearance of
gelatin gels deprived of water is globulitic.

Thus there is much evidence for the liquid-solid

type of theorj'. Nor is Debye and Scherrer's X-ray
analysis sufficient to show that the ultimate particles
of gels are not crystalline, because the radial elements
of the spherites, in which form experiments show
gelatin and agar-agar to be deposited from solution,

cannot be composed of many layers of molecules, and
it is doubtful whether such complex molecules could
produce appreciable interference of monochromatic
X-rays.
But none of the theories mentioned is sufficiently

definite to permit the deduction of the properties of
gels and the explanation of the reversible sol-gel

transformation. Nor do they suggest a reason why
such substances as gelatin and agar-agar should occur
invariably in the colloid state. The latter question
proves to be a crucial one. Investigation shows that,
in this respect, there is no fundamental difference
between gelatin and other substances—that the same
laws govern their solution and precipitation ; and
gelation is merely a limiting case of crystallisation.

In tliis connexion the researches of von Weimarn
are of fundamental importance. From a great many
experiments with such substances as barium sulphate
and aluminium hydroxide he deduced an empirical
formula,

n=kP

which expresses a relation between N, the " form
coefficient " of the precipitate, and K, P, and L,

respectively functions of the viscosity of the reaction
meciium together with the size and structure of the
particles in solution, the excess concentration of the
substance to be precipitated, and its solubility. Von
Weimarn was able to show that as N increases, the
precipitate passes through stages in which it appears
as (i) large complete crj'Stals only after some years,

(2) ordinarv' crj-stals in a short time, (3) growth figures

or needles, (4) amorphous precipitates frequently
showing microscopic spherical grains, and (5) as a
gel which cahnot be dil?ercntiated by the microscope.
The formula suggests at once that gelation is merely
an extreme case of crystallisation, and that gelatin

is a substance the properties of which lead naturally

to a high value of N. This is completely borne out
by experiment. Not only do the properties of gelatin

sols coincide with those of supersaturated solutions,

but by reducing the value of N, gelatin is readily

obtained as a precipitate, with particles microscopi-

cally visible. The solubility of ashless gelatin in

water is found to be o-i2 grm. per 100 grm. solution

at room temperature, i.e. about i8° C. More recently

Fairbrother and Swan found tlic value 0-07 per cent,

at 18° for another brand containing 2-24 per cent, of

ash. Such a solution is perfectly clear. At 0-13 per

cent, gelatin forms a metastable solution, which re-

mains in the supersaturated stage on account of the

very low diffusion constant of the substance. This
.solution has a beautiful bluish opalescence and may
be regarded as a typical sol. .\ further slight increase

in concentration brings about the precipitation of the

excess of gelatin as a gelatinous mass appearing in

the microscope like grains of sand. Many of the
particles can be separately distinguished ; they are

spherical in form and up to about 2 m in size. With
increase of concentration, the bulk of the precipitate

grows and the particles decrease in size until, at

about 0-7 per cent., the precipitate fills the solution

and forms a white, slightly opaque jelly. The
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opalescence gradually disappears as the gel particles

become smaller with' increasing concentration. Gela-

tin jelly is therefore a gelatinous precipitate of gelatin

of at least o-y per cent, concentration.

The size of the particles can be increased by allow-

ing them to grow by spontaneous evaporation of the

solution, subject to the necessan,' precautions. After

one month the precipitate is buff-coloured, and
appears as a mass of perfectly spherical microscopic

grains exactly like l^errin's grains of mastic. From
these and many similar experiments, in conjunction

with the ultramicroscopic appearance, it may be
concluded that a gelatin jelly is a mass of ultra-

microscopic spherites of gelatin in which, as von
Nageli suggested, tlie water is held by molecular
forces. These forces are the cause of the swelling

in water, and the heat of swelling can be calculated

roughly on this supposition. The structure fits

exactly Zsigmondy's analysis of the vapour pressure

isotherms. Experiments on the relation between the

excess concentration and the size of particle are being
made and may lead to a more definite form of

von Weimarn's equation. But, in its present state, the

formula is sufficient to explain the occurrence of

gelatin in the colloidal state. The molecular weight
is unknown, but Dakin's recent analyses suggest

that it may be as great as 10,000, or more, a value
which would correspond to a molecular diameter of

0-75 fi-ii- and bring its molecules up to colloidal size.

But, though the molecular weight should be much
less, there is no doubt that the molecules are very
complex, for this is the reason for the very low diffu-

sion constant ; moreover, as the viscosity also of the
sols is considerable, the factor K must be very large.

In addition to this, the solubility, L, is very small,

and the excess concentration, P, is usually large,, so

that everything conspires to produce a maximum
value of N corresponding to the colloid condition.

The permanence of the jelly is due to the very small

diffxision constant, which prevents recrystallisation.

But this does occur slowly, as is shown by the gradual
appearance of opalescence, and even of microscopic
spherites, in gels kept for a long time in sealed tubes.

Since agar-agar also separates from solution in

the form of spherites, it appears that the structure

of gels of this substance and of gelatin is probably
that of a pile of shot, while soap and fibrinogen gels

may be fibrillar. Such a fine-grained structure is

compatible with all the known properties of gels,

except the heat of swelhng of gelatin, 5-7 cal. per grm.,

and the so-called thermal anomaly. Re-determination
of the former gave 33-25 cal., and investigation of

the latter showed that it was unfounded. Two
questions remain undecided : '(a) The nature of

the spherites and (6) whether they are joined

together to produce a framework in the jelly. Spher-
ites are known in every gradation, frona the obviously
crystalline form, built up of coarse radiating crystalline

needles separately visible, through stages showing
only a more or less radiating formation, but giving

the well - known shadow - cross in polarised light,

to apparently homogeneous spherical bodies giving

no definite evidence of crystalline structure. Gelatin

and agar-agar spherites appear to belong to the last

class. Experimental evidence suggests that the
spherites coalesce during gelation. They would seem
either to aggregate crystallographically or to adhere
by their mutual attraction ; or, the apparent attraction

may be due to the water molecules having a greater

mutual attraction than the spherites. It will be ad-
mitted, however, that, in the case of such small par-

ticles, there can be very little difference between the two
former methods of attachment, since the union must
be due to the forces between the few molecules in the
surface of contact. With two grains only, the coupling
would be unstable, but it would become firm as more
grains were added.

Since writing the above, evidence has been obtained
that the gelatin spherites are really crystalline.

Some of these, grown to a size of about 3 /«, by
methods previously described, and mounted in

glycerin, were examined with polarised light. When
the Nicols were crossed they became brilliantly

coloured and many showed shadow crosses, while
grains of mastic prepared by Perrin's method and
mounted in the same way became invisible. These
experiments are being continued, but, without evi-

dence to the contrary, it will be difficult to deny that
gelation is merely an extreme case of crystallisation.

Physical Properties of Clay and Clay-Mud.

MUD and clay are materials, the properties of

which are not only of concern to the meticulous
housewife and to the children who make mud pies

and clay engines ; the geologist has found interest

in their formation, and from the study of them is

able to trace a large part of the history of the earth's

crust. They have played their part in the aesthetic

development of the race. They have been the
architect's and engineer's friend for the making of

building materials, and have filled them with concern
and not infrequently dismay when they have desired

to build upon them or when they desired to support
them. The story of the development of buildings,

bridges, and other types of structures, tells of many
failures, because of the treacherousness and un-
certainty of these materials, and partly, at least,

because engineers and architects had not attempted
to determine their properties in a scientific manner.

Mr. A. S. E. Ackermann has presented, during
recent years, four papers to the Society of Engineers
in which' he has described experiments to determine
the physical properties of clay and the effect of

water content upon their properties.^ He has shown
that, like certain metals, clays have a certain measure
of fluidity. When a disc resting on clay is loaded

* Society of Engineers Tr.insactions, 1919-20-21-22.
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the disc sinks into the clay, the amount it descends
depending on the load and on the time allowed ; and
when the load exceeds a certain amount, which
depends upon the amount of water present, the rate

and extent of penetration are considerably increased.

The stress at which this occurs, Mr. Ackermann has
called the pressure of fluidity. Mr. Ackermann's
experiments have been directed toward determining
the bearing power of soils, and the loads that can
safely be applied to them.
The difficulty of reconciling experimental data on

the properties of these materials is evidenced by
comparing the results of experimenters. Mr. Acker-
mann states that the friction angle for wet mud
varies as the square root of the pressure, while
Crosthwaite says it is proportional to the square
root of the pressure. A special committee of the
American Society of Civil Engineers to codify present
practice on the bearing values of soils for foundations,

has issued a series of reports, and has emphasised
the importance of the colloid content of clay, which
consists of non-crystalline, hydrated, gelatinous

aluminium silicates, gelatinous silicic and hydrated
ferric oxides ; rarely aluminium hydrate may also

be present. Most of the grains of the minerals in

the clay are enveloped by coUoid, but quartz grains
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do not, as a rule, have the colloid coating. The
plasticity of the clay depends upon the amount of
colloid present. To separate the colloidal from the
granular material, the clay is revolved at 40,000
revolutions per minute in a separator.

Dr. Hubert Chatley, in a recent paper,' has dis-

cussed the properties of clay-mud, and states that
it has three special features :

(i) A granulated structure of varying degrees of
fineness.

(2) A semi-permanent water content, which gives
it peculiar mechanical properties.

(3) A certain small reserve of chemical potential,
which, under certain conditions, will cause
it to change in various ways.

He discusses the methods of observing the granular
matter by means of the microscope, and states that
the plasticity depends upon the size of the products

' Society of Engiuccrs, June 1922.

and the proportion of colloids present. He divides
the water content into three cla.sses.

Clay-mud containing 15 per cent, by weight of
water has a tensile strength of 15 lb. per sq. inch,
but doubling the water content reduces the tensile
strength to one-third of this amount. With 28 per
cent, of water, its viscosity is about the same as a
heavy grease, corresponding to a shear strain of i

radian per 100 seconds, under a shear stress of more
than 100 grm. per sq. cm. It differs from heavy grease,
however, in that water is extruded as the pre.ssure is

increased. It is not watertight, and dykes allow water
to percolate very slowly, but if the' surface of tlie

dyke is dry, the surface tension may arrest the flow.
The results of the data indicate agreement with

common experience that the water content of clay
is of great importance, and they also indicate that,
as with all other materials, the working stresses
should be within the " elastic range."

Silvanus Thompson Memorial Lecture.

A T the request of the Finsbury Technical College
•'* Old Students' Association, Sir Oliver Lodge
gave the first of these lectures at the College on
February i, Sir Charles Parsons in the chair, to

an audience numbering more than a thousand and
including many eminent past students, .\fter a
reference to the splendid work of the College in the
past, and its hopes for the future, the lecturer recalled

the brilliant succession of teachers—Ayrton, Perry,

.\leldola—colleagues of Thompson. Of the latter he
said :

" The breadth of his outlook and width of his

interests are almost proverbial ; his facility in foreign

languages enabled him to hold his own in assemblies
abroad, and he had a real artistic faculty. He had
a love of discoveries in their nascent stages, and
became a recognised historian of science. To a man
of his cosmopolitan feelings and pacific disposition,

the war and its atrocities were a great distress
;

grief and worry and overwork overtook him, and he
succumbed on June 12, igi6—a victim of the war

—

having been principal of Finsbury since 1885."

Proceeding to the subject of the lecture, " The
Origins or Foundations of Wireless Communication,"
and confining himself to matters prior to i8g6. Sir

Oliver recalled that the term " inductance " did not
at first exist ; Lord Kelvin introduced it as a mathe-
matical coefficient, ISIaxv.ell spoke of self-induction,

and Heaviside originated the term now used. In the
early work on the production and detection of electric

waves in the ether, Kelvin, Ma.xwell, I'itzGerald, and
Hertz laid the foundations which made the present
superstructure possible.

In 1875 Edison observed the possibility of drawing
sparks from insulated objects in the neighbourhood
of an electrical discharge ; already in 1842, Henry,
in Washington, had surmised—through a similar
observation—that there was some similarity between
the etherial disturbance caused by the discharge of a
conductor and the light emitted from an ordinary
high -temperature source. F.arly in the 'eighties

David Hughes, working with the microphone and
galvanometer, got something like a coherer, but was
discouraged from pursuing the matter. In 1865
Maxwell gave the theory of electric waves, before
their generation or detection was understood ; he
showed that they woidd travel with the velocity of

light, that light was an electromagnetic phenomenon,
that conductors of electricity must be opaque to
light, and that the refractive index of a substance
was intimately related to its dielectric coefficient.
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This discovery aroused great enthusiasm, and one
result was to influence the lecturer to devote his life
to the study of electric waves ; he discussed them
with Fleming and FitzGerald, and spoke about them
at the Lritish Association in 1879 and later. In 1883
FitzGerald proposed the generation of the waves by
using the oscillatory discharge of a Levden jar, and
the lecturer, in 1887, produced and detected them.
The waves were received on wires adjusted to the
right length for resonance. The experiments of
Hertz, who received the wa\'es on a nearly closed
ring' of wire having a short spark gap, were "reported
by FitzGerald at the British Association meeting of
1888, and Sir Oliver calculated the horse-power of
the oscillator—about 100, for a millionth of a second

;

he exhibited many of the effects of the waves at the
Royal Institution in 1889, but there was nothing
akin to signalling

; that was foreshadowed, in 1892,
togi-ther with the possibility of tuning, bv Sir William
Crookes, who spoke of wave-lengths w'ith which to
signal to specific people, and alluded to Huglies's
signals made from room to room without intervening
wire.

In 1890 Sir Oliver employed a form of coherer to
complete a bell circuit, and in 1893 heard of Hranly's
filings-coherer. In memory of Hertz, for whom Sir
Oliver expressed the greatest admiration, both on
account of his experimental skill and mathematical
thoroughness, he gave a lecture at the Royal Institu-
tion on the work of Hertz ; at this lecture actual
signalling with a coherer was demonstrated. This
work led to the grant of Lodge's patent in the United
States, which was the fundamental patent of the
.\nierican Marconi Company. The lecture stimu-
lated Dr. Muirhead, Captain (now Admiral Sir Henry)
Jackson, .\dmiral Popoff, Prof. Righi, and others to
their experimental successes ; in 1896 Vlx. Marconi
came to this country—and the rest is common
knowledge.

.\fter the lecture the audience was entertained
at a conversazione in the laboratories. A beautiful
collection of Dr. Thompson's paintings was on view,
together with a number of his works, including a
translation of Gilbert's " De Magnete " (1601) and
a copy of the original. Coils constructed by Fara-
day, the first Nicol prism, a coherer made" by Sir
Oliver Lodge, acoustical and optical models, and
many personal relics were lent bv the late Doctor's
family. Mr. W. M. Mordey, president of the Old
Students' Association of the College, gave a demon-
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stration of some ettects of alternating magnetism on
iron, nickel, cobalt, and ores of these metals, and on
Heusler alloy. Prof. E. G. Coker showed the action

of cutting tools working on a transparent medium by
means of polarised light, using for this purpose Dr.

Thompson's large Nicol prism, and Prof. C. H.

Desch exhibited a number of lantern slides illustrat-

ing the structure of steel and non-ferrous alloys.

Dr. Eccles, principal of the College, and a number of

past students had interesting exhibits.

Pasteur.

ON Friday last, February 2, an address on the

work and ideals of Pasteur was given in the

rooms of the Royal Society by Dr. Pasteur Vallery-

Radot, the grandson of Louis Pasteur. This was the

first of a series of lectures, organised by the Alliance

Fran9aise to be given by Dr. Pasteur Valiery-Radot

in this country, in commemoration of the centenary

of Pasteur, which is being celebrated this year. Sir

Charles Sherrington, president of the Royal Society,

was in the chair, and among those present at the

meeting were Sir Anthony Bowlby, Sir Humphry
Rolleston, Sir William Hale-White, Sir Charles

Ballance, Prof. C. J. Martin, and Mr. Chaston
Chapman.

Dr. Pasteur Vallery-Radot prefaced his remarks by
saying how much he appreciated the homage which
this countn,- was paying to his illustrious grandfather,

since it was in England, the home of Jenner and
Lister, that Pasteur found some of his most ardent

supporters. He contrasted the state of medicine

before the advent of Pasteur with what it was at

the end of the nineteenth centur}-, showing what
immense benefits had accrued to humanity at large

from the brilliant researches of this great man.
In the short period of forty years, Pasteur lifted

the study of infectious disease out of the morass of

empiricism and placed it on a scientific basis. By
his discoveries he opened up a new world, the realm

of micro-organisms, and laid the foundations of

bacteriology', which to-day occupies so important a

position in medicine and many industries. The
numerous investigations of Pasteur, commencing
with his work on the tartrates and paratartrates at

the age of twenty-six, were next rapidly passed in

review. His fundamental discoveries in fermenta-

tion, his investigations on the disease of silkworms,

chicken cholera, swine erysipelas, anthra.x, these were

all dealt with in logical sequence leading up to the

masterpiece of this scientific genius, anti-rabies

inoculation.
Perhaps to many this story was not new. It bears

repetition, however, not only because of its enthralling

interest, but because of the lesson which can be

learnt from it. There arc many, even to-day, who are

only too ready to point the finger of scorn at scientific

investigation or to oppose animal experiments. If

only these misguided individuals were to make a

study of the life and work of Pasteur, perhaps many
of the grotesque criticisms of research would remain
unuttered. To what did Pasteur owe his great

success ? We are told that as a youth at the Lycee
he showed no promise of great achievement in life,

that he was no more than an average pupil. He was,

however, endowed with an imagination which served

him well in planning his investigations. Coupled
with this gift was a critical faculty which he applied

rigorously to all he did—an unusual combination.
It was, however, his faith in the experimental method,
his fundamental honesty, his single-mindedness and
his immense desire to advance knowledge and work
for the good of humanity, which enabled Pasteur
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to achieve what he did. Inspired bv this ideal, he
went from one success to another, carrying all before
him. Despite this, Pasteur remained simple and
unostentatious to the end ; he was indeed a great
man.

Pasteur and Lister are perhaps the two most
beautiful characters among the scientific men of the
last century. Their lives should be read and studied
by all those entering upon a 'career of scientific

investigation. With such a model as Pasteur and
fired by some of the idealism and enthusiasm of this
great man, even those of mediocre attainments
would achieve success. S. P. B.

University and Educational Intelligence.

Cambridge.—Another important development of
the Agricultural School of the L'niversity is fore-

shadowed in an offer from the Jlinistry of Agriculture
and Fisheries announced by the Council of the Senate.
In the first instance the offer is of a sum of 30,000/.
from the Development Commissioners to provide for

a Chair of Animal Pathology. On the professor being
appointed, he would be required to prepare a scheme
for the development within the University of the study
of the diseases of farm animals. For an approved
scheme the Commissioners would be prepared to find
a capital sum of about 25,000/. for buildings, the sites

to be provided by the University. \\'hile the Corn Pro-
duction Acts (Repeal) Act Fund lasts, i.e. till about
1927, annually recurring grants for maintenance and
research would be met out of that Fund. After the
Corn Repeal monies come to an end the Ministry con-
fidently expect to find from other sources money to
continue the work. In the event then of the neces-
sary financial provision not being forthcoming, the
University would be under no obligation to continue
the Institute. Both the Schools of Agriculture and
of Medicine stand to gain greatly from this new
scheme, and work of the utmost importance for that
side of agriculture which depends on live-stock will

be initiated.

It is proposed to confer the degree of M.A., honoris
causa, on Mr. Humphry Gilbert-Carter, director of
the Botanic Garden.

London.—A course of four public lectures on
" Electric Fields in Atomic Physics " will be given at
University College, at 5.15 on March 13, 15, 20, and
22, by Prof. E. T. Whittaker. Admission will be free,

without ticket.

Applications are invited by the Senate for the
University readership in cultural anthropology tenable
at Ihiiversity College. The latest time for the
receipt of applications (12 copies) is the first post of
Thursday, February 22. They should be sent to
the Academic Registrar, University of London,
South Kensington, S.W.7.

Oxi^ORD.—An examination will be held at Keble
College on March 13 for two science scholarships,
each of the annual value of 80/., plus 20/. laboratory
fees. The subjects of the examination will be
chemistry or biology, with elementary physics, and,
for biologists, elementary chemistry in addition.
Information can be obtained from Dr. Hatchett
Jackson, Keble College, Oxford.

Dr. R. A. Peters, lecturer in biochemistry in the
University of Cambridge, has been elected to the
Whiteley professorship of biochemistry.

Dr. G. H. Carpenter, professor of zoology at the
Royal College of Science, Dublin, has been appointed
keeper of the Manchester Museum.
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Dr. Raftaele Issel, son of the late Prof. Arturo

Issel, the geologist, has been appointed professor of

zoology in the University of Genoa.

In the course of the annual dinner of the Honour-
able Society of Cymmrodorion on January 19, at

; which the Prince of Wales was the chief guest, Mr.

Dan Kadcliffe promised, in Iwnour of His Royal
Highness, to give 50,000/. for the benefit of the

University of Wales.

The Sydney correspondent of the Chemical Trade

Journal writes that the secretary of the Victorian

Chamber of Manufactures has informed the registrar

of the University of Melbourne that the sum of

1500/. per annum for ten years has been contributed

for the University funds " for the purpose of assisting

in providing and maintaining professional chairs
' associated with arts and sciences which have relation

to industries and production."

In connexion with Battersea Polytechnic, Tate

r scholarships in engineering, science, and domestic

I science are being offered for competition in June next.
' The scholarships vary in value from 20/. to 30/. per

annum, with free tuition, and are tenable for two or

three years. The latest day for the receipt of applica-

tions is April 2 1 . Further particulars are obtainable

from the principal.
" The continued neglect of science as a part of

general education in schools " is lamented by the
' advisory committee on the textile industries and

colour chemistry departments of the University of

Leeds in a report for the year 1921-22. They are

able, nevertheless, to congratulate these departments
on being permeated as never before by the spirit of

research. An illustrated account of one of their

investigations—into the ancestry of the Suffolk Down
sheep—appeared early last year in Nature (vol. 109,

p. 595). The number of students, though smaller
than in the preceding year, was still large : day
students 277, evening 131. More than 80 per cent,

of students who completed their course in the depart-
ment of colour chemistry and dyeing last session

obtained either positions in factories or research
scholarships ; there is e\-idence of an increasing
tendency for large manufacturing firms to engage only
those students of the department who have obtained
in addition to the honours degree some experience of
research in pure science.

A USEFUL " Record of Educational Publications
"

is issued from time to time by the United States
Bureau of Education. Those of May and September
1922 (Bulletins 21 and 33, 5 cents each) covering a
period of about 8 months, contain some 800 titles of
books and articles classified under such headings as :

educational history, current educational conditions,
educational theory and practice, educational psy-
chology, psychological tests, etc. In many ca.ses a
brief synopsis of the contents is given. Eleven books
and pamphlets, containing 1300 pages, and 50 maga-
zine articles are devoted to the subject of intelligence
tests, interest in which was greatly stimulated in

America by theij utilisation during the war for
recruiting purposes. Under the heading of higher
education app>ear notices of two works by French
" exchange " professors, one being " Universities and
Scientific Life in the United States " (Oxford Uni-
versity Pre.ss), by M. Caullery, who was exchange
profes.sor of biology at Harvard, and one, " Six mois
a I'universite Vale," by A. Feuillerat, which appeared
in the Revue des detix Mondes for February and
March 1922. School Life announces that seven
American universities have combined to finance an
exchange between Prof. Jacques Cavalier of Toulouse
and Prof. A. E. Kennedy of Harvard and the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology.
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Societies and Academies.

London.

Royal Society, February i.—O. W. Richardson :

The magnitude of the gyromagnetic ratio. The gyro-

magnetic ratio has the value m/e instead of 2m/e,

the value calculated on the turning electron orbit

theory of magnetism of the I^ngevin type ;
the dis-

crepancy may be due to the rotation of the atomic

nucleus. In iron it appears that the effective electron

orbits possess altogether two quanta of angular

momentum per atom and the nucleus a single quan-

tum of angular momentum on this view.—Sir Richard

Paget : The production of artificial vowel sounds.

Plasticene resonators were used to imitate resonances

heard by the writer in nis own voice when breathing

various English sounds. The first models, made in

rough imitation of the oral cavity, gave two double

resonances. The models were tuned by appropriate

alterations of form until they gave recognisable

breathed vowel sounds when blown through a small

orifice at the back. An artificial larynx was made by

means of a rubber strip laid edgewise across a flattened

tube, and, when blown through this lar>-nx, the models

gave recognisable voiced vowels. The oral cavity

behaves in every case as two Helmholtz resonators in

series, and the remaining vowel sounds were repro-

duced by forming two separate resonators joined

together in series, and made of such capacity and size

of orifices as to allow for mutual reaction of resonators

on their respective resonant pitch. Vowels may be

produced by two resonators in series with a larynx

between them, and a single tubular resonator may act as

two resonators in series. Two resonators in parallel,

blown by means of a single larynx with a bifurcated

passage, produced vowel sounds indistinguishable

from resonators in series.—F. Simeon : The carbon

arc spectrum in the extreme ultra-violet. The arc-

spectrum of carbon gives lines in the Lyman region at

II94, 945, 858, 687, 651, 640, 599, and 595, which have

not been previously observed. They correspond with

prominent lines in the " hot-spark " spectrum studied

by Millikan. Groups of lines have been found at

1657, 1560,1^35, 1329, 1260. 1194. 1175. 1036 and

651, of which those at 1329, 1260, 1194. 1036. and 651

do not seem to have been observed by any other

worker, and that at 1657 has not been completely

resolved heretofore.—J . Joly : Pleochroic haloes of

various geological ages.—H. A. Wilson : The motion

of electrons in gases.—H. Hartridge : The coincidence

method for the wave-length measurement of absorp-

tion bands. Measurements of the absorption bands

of pigments by the ordinary spectroscope are in-

accurate because of the breadth of the bands and the

indefinitcness of their margins. The adjustment of

two similar absorption bands into coincidence can

be effected with considerable accuracy. If then a

spectroscope is designed in which two spectra are seen

side by side on looking down the eyepiece, but

reversed in direction with one another, the measure-

ment of the mean wave-length of the absorption

bands can be accurately carried out. The quantita-

tive estimation of pigments depends on the move-

ment of the bands which occurs when the concentra-

tion of one pigment changes. In measuring the

percentage saturation of blood with carbon monoxide

from the wave-length of the a-absorption band, the

accuracy of measurement is approximately 07 A.U.

The probable error in setting two absorption bands

into coincidence is little greater than that of setting

two sharp black lines into coincidence, or of making

one line bisect the area bet\vcen two others.—A.

Berry and Lorna M. Swain : On the steady motion of

a cyUnder through infinite viscous fluid. The so-
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called " inertia " terms are neglected and a solution
is found which satisfies the boundaty conditions on
the cylinder and makes the velocity only logarithmic-
ally infinite in one direction at infinity. The relative
velocity increases comparatively slowly with the
distance from the cylinder, and the solution should
give a fairly good approximation to the motion at
small distances from the cylinder. First, the elliptic

cyhnder is treated as a limiting case of the ellipsoid.
The solution, which in the case of the elUpsoid
satisfies the boundary conditions and those at infinity,

leads to a solution for the elhptic cyhnder. The
plane laminas, both along and perpendicular to the
stream, are considered as limiting cases, and further,
the motion due to the circular cylinder is deduced as
a special case of the elliptic cylinder. Secondly, the
solutions for the elliptic and circular cyhnders are
obtained directly from the equations of motion.
Finally, stream-lines, curves showing vaiiation of
velocity' along stream-lines and curves of constant
velocit>' are drawn for three limiting cases.—W.
Jevons : The line spectrum of chlorine in the ultra-
violet (Region X 3354-2070 A.). Observations of the
spectrum of the chlorine discharge tube, which have
not hitherto extended lower than X 3276 A. (Eder and
Valenta), have been continued so far as \ 2070 A. by
means of lo-feet grating and quartz-prism spectro-
graphs. Wave-lengths and wave-numbers of nearly
200 newly observed CI lines are recorded, together
with the effects of variations of capacity on the
intensities of more than 100. The constant differ-
ences {\v) 40-4, 67- 1, 107-5, found by Paulson in
pairs and triplets above X 3276 A. recur in a few pairs
below that point. The significance of these separa-
tions in relation to the analysis of the spectrum, how-
ever, appears doubtful, since there is no apparent
regularity in the intensities of the lines involved, and
no triplets having these separations have been de-
tected in the region under investigation.—M. H.
Evans and H. J. George : Note on the adsorption of
gases by sohds and the thickness of the adsorbed
layer. The amount of carbon dioxide adsorbed by
unit surface of glass, at a pressure approximating to
one-sixth of an atmosphere, suggests that the carbon
dioxide is condensed on the surface of the glass in a
liquid layer having a thickness equal to between five
and six times the diameter of the molecule of the gas.
By combining this result with the published figures
of Miilfarth ( Ami. d. Physik, 1900, vol. 3, p. 328) on
the relative adsorption by glass of the gases acetylene,
nitrous oxide, carbon dioxide, sulphur dioxide, and
ammonia, it is found that these gases are adsorbed by
the surface to such an extent that if they were present
as liquid layers, the thickness of the layers would
var>' from (in the case of acetylene) three, to (in the
case of ammonia) forty molecular diameters. A
direct determination of the degree of adsorption of
ammonia gives a \'alue of the same order as that
calculated from Miilfarth's data. The results are in
disagreement with Langmuir's recent generahsation
that the forces of attraction exerted by a surface do
not extend to a distance greater than the diameter of
one molecule.

Linnean Society, January 18.—Dr. A. Smith Wood-
ward, president, in the chair.—G. H. Wilkins : (i) A
dried vegetable mass made from a variety of wild
plants, Chenopodium and others. The plants are
now important in the food-supply of the Russian
peasantry

; they are dried, pounded to a fine flour,
and mixed with rj'e to make coarse cakes. (2) The
Shackleton - Rowett expedition in the Quest to the
Antarctic Regions. On St. Paul's Rocks no plants
save a few Algae were found, but at South Georgia,
an island about 100 miles long and 20 miles broad,
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a considerable collection was made, and reindeer
thrive. Lichens and mosses only were obser\ed on
Elephant Island ; at Tristan da Cunha 16 species
were gathered.—E. G. Baker : The flora of Gough
Island : 20 flowering plants and 10 ferns are known.
The onljf small trees on the island are Phylica and
Sophora. There is a new species of Apium allied to
A. aitstrale Thouars, but having broad cuneiform
segments to the leaves. Tlie widely-spread fern
Lomaria Boryana Willd. reaches a height of from 2 to

3 feet.—Miss Helena Bandulska : The cuticular struc-
ture of certain dicotyledonous and coniferous leaves
from the Middle Eocene flora of Bournemouth. Three
new species of dicotyledonous leaves are described
from their cuticular structure. The name Dicotylo-
phyllum is proposed for such leaves of uncertain
affinity. The cuticles of some fossil conifers were
compared with known i-ecent and fossil forms. Thus
Araucarites Gopperti Sternberg, Taxodiiim europaum
Sap. and Sequoia Tournalii Sap. are considered on
the evidence of cuticular structure to be specifically

distinct.

Aristotelian Society, January 29.—Prof. A. N.
Whitehead, president, in the chair.—Rev. LesUe J.
Walker : A new theory of matter. The general
trend of scientific thought seems to indicate a return
to the basic principles of the Aristotelian philosophy,
a philosophy in which the concept of energy is no less

fundamental than it is in modem scientific theory.
On the other hand, the atomic theory, the electron
theory, and still more especially the quantum theory,
would seem to indicate that we shall sooner or later

be forced to give up the notion of an infinitely divisible

continuum, and to substitute in its place a continuum
composed of definite and indivisible units. There
was, prior to Aristotle, a theorj^ which treated the
continuum as a structure composed of unit-magni-
tudes in immediate relation or " contact " one with
the other. It is possible to develop this theory on
Aristotelian lines, taking as the basic assumption that
the characteristic of ether-particles is to be in im-
mediate relation with six and only six other particles,

and that the characteristic of mass-centres is that
they may be in immediate relation with either more
or fewer than six other particles, possibly with four
as a minimum and eight as a maximum. The primary
type of change would thus be a change in the im-
mediate relation 6i particles one to another, and the
primary law governing such change an ever-increasing
approximation towards equal distribution of the
ether-particles with respect to the mass-centres. The
theory gave rise to several features analogous to those
which are of primary importance in the electron
theory.

Edinburgh.

Royal Society, January 8.—Lord Salvesen in the
chair.—J. S. Dunkerly : Encystation and reserve
food formation in Trinema lineare. The paper
showed that the process of conjugation and encyst-
ment in the rhizopod, Trivema lineare, is followed
by nuclear fusion, and the formation of reser\'e food
material in the cyst is apparently due to the activity
of the extra-nuclear chromidial mass.—Lancelot
Hogben : Photo-micrographs were shown illustrating
a new technique for removal of the pituitarj- gland
in frogs and toads : also photo-micrographs of
changes in melanophore response incident to partial
and total extirpation of the gland.

Sheffield.

Society of Glass Technology, January 17.—Prof.
W. E. S. Turner, president, in the chair.—W. H.
Hatfield : Stainless steel, with some consideration of
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its application to the glass industry. Stainless steel

can now be made direct into castings, into sheet steel

which is very malleable—a development of the last

two years—and into tubes, so fine that hypodermic

needles are now largely made from stainless tubes.

Stainless steel contains 12-14 per cent, of chromium.

The carbon content varies a little with the different

t\pes but is generally about 0-30 per cent. Stainless

.steels could be made use of in the glass industry on

I

account of their resistance to scaling and strength at

I
high temperatures. Stainless steel has a high tensile

strength, a high fatigue range, and can be hardened and

tempered. It might be utilised for parison and blow

moulds ; many parts of feeder devices might be use-

' fully produced in such material, and also blowing

irons, rolls, belt conveyors, lehr chain pins, and other

things, including knives for cutting viscous glass.

The ends of blowpipes might also be made of stainless

, steel as well as wire brushes. Stainless steel is being

used for mirrors for scientific purposes.—S. English :

Some measurements of the viscosity of glasses near

their annealing points and a critical review of sorne

recent Uterature on the annealing of glass. Strain in

glass cannot always be detected by using polarised

light : the most sensitive position is that in which
the direction of the strain in the glass is at 45° to the

plane of polarisation. The selenite plate is more
sensitive than plain crossed nicols only when a very

poor source of hght is used ; it is not possible to dis-

tinguish between tension and compression stresses by
the use of such a plate. The rate of change of

mobility of glasses at their anneaUng points is approxi-

mately constant, most requiring a rise of temperature

of 9° to cause a doubling of the mobihty. In some
cases this temperature interval rises to 11°. At
100°-

1
50° above the anneahng points the temperature

interval required to double the mobility was generally

rather longer than that required at the annealing

points. The mobility of glasses is not a logarithmic

function of the temperature. The working properties

of lead glasses and other soft glasses are probably
determined more by the rate of radiation of heat than
by rate of change of viscosity with temperature.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, January 15.—M. Albin Haller
in the chair.—The president announced the death of

M. van de Sande Bakhuyzen, corresponding member
for the section of astronomy.—L. Lindet and P.
Nottin : The e\olution of the starch grains in the
tuber of the potato.—W. Kilian and F. Blanchet :

The ammonites collected by the Potirquoi-Pas ?

Emmanuel de Margerie was elected corresponding
member for the section of mineralygy in the place of

the late M. CEhlert.—Martin Alander : Integral
functions which have all their zeros on a straight line.

—G. Sagnac : The periodic variable spectrum of

double stars : the incompatibility of the observed
phenomena with the theory of general relativity.

—

J. Haag : The problem of «-bodics in the theory of
relativitj'.—Edouard and Remy Urbain : The separa-
tion of liquid mixtures by combined distillation and
atmolysis. The preparation of practically pure ethyl
alcohol and nitric acid. The alcohol is boiled in a
flask fitted with a porous tube as reflux condenser.
Round this tube is an outer glass tube in which the
pressure is reduced. More water than alcohol vapour
diffuses through the porous tube, and the alcohol in the
flask can be strengthened to 99-8 per cent.—Ch.
Bedel : A polymer of hydrocj'anic acid. The crude
polymerisation product of hydrocyanic acid is ex-
tracted with ether, and the brown crj'stals deposited
by this solution purified by solution in hot water and
treatment with animal charcoal. Its composition is
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(HCN), and appears to be aminopropanedenitnle

hydrocyanide.—Alfred Schoep : Parsonite, a new
radioactive mineral. This is found associated with

chalcolite from the Belgian Congo : and has the

composition 2PbO .UO, . PM H,0. It is radio-

active.—.Mile. Germainc Cousin : The prolongation

between BeUort and Thann of the tectonic accidents

of the secondar>' border situated to the south of the

Vosges massif.—Ch. Dufour : Values of the magnetic

elements at the station of \'al-Joyeux (Seine-ct-Oise)

on January i, 1923.—Odon de Buen and Jos6 Giral :

The hydrographic tables of Kniidsen, normal water

and the limits of error in the analysis of sea water.

—

Louis Besson : The loss of hght in Paris and its

neighbourhood. Curves arc given showing the pro-

portion of light received at nine observing stations as

a function of the direction of the prevailing wind.

—

G. Mangenot : The starch of the red Alga;.—A. de

Puymaly : New mode of cell division in the Desmi-

daccffi.—Emile Haas : New experiments on the

phenomenon of Broca and Sulzer (fatigue undulation).

—A. Goris and A. Liot : The importance of organic

ammoniacal salts in the production of pyocyanine by
the pyocvanic bacillus.—J. P. Aversenq, L. Jaloustre,

and E. Maurin : Some effects of thorium-X on di-

astases and micro-organisms. Thorium-X clearly

increases the activity of the hydrolysing or oxidising

properties of the enzymes studied (pyalin, amylase

from pancreatic juice, amylase from germinated

barley, emulsion, ammonia ferment, oxydases of the

blood and sahva), and also increases the vitality of

certain pathogenic organisms.—Georges Bourgignon

and Henri Laugier : Variations of the neuromuscular

excitability under the influence of the suppression and
re-establisiiment of the circulation of a limb in man.

Washington.

National Academy of Sciences (Proc. vol. 8. No. 12,

December 1922).—O. Veblen.—Projective and affine

geometr>' of paths.— W. E. Hamilton: A direct

method of testing colour vision in lower animals.

Two Hilger wave-length spectrometers used as mono-
chromatic illuminators were arranged to throw beams
of light on the opposite ends of a horizontal glass

tubular cell containing Drosophila which had been

kept in the dark overnight. The intensities of the

beams (of different wave-lengths) were regulated so

that the flies showed no orientation. One beam was

then screened for a time, and on again exposing it, the

flies definitely moved towards it showing differential

fatigue. The smallest difference of wave-lengths

showing a stimulating effect was used, and over the

range 385-500 m fi, hue - perception is a maximum
between 410 m li and 450 m m, possibly indicating

two receptor systems, one for the blue-violet and one for

the blue-green.—L. L. Nettleton : Characteri-stics of a

short wave oscillator at very low pressures. A three-

element tube was left permanently connected with

the vacuum pumps, and currents up to 300 milliamps.

at 700 volts were used. The oscillations were mea-

sured by a crossed wire thermocouple carried on a

bridge sliding along the lecher wires. Oscillations of

wave-length 50-200 cm. were obtained. Both negative

plate current and oscillations ceased abruptly at very

low pressures (0-00005 mm.) in the tube as measured

by an ionisation manometer. The curves resulting

from plotting the voltage at the plate and the oscilla-

tions in the Lecher wires against the ionisation appear

to show that some httle ionisation is necessary- for

this type of oscillation, but the kind of gas present does

not seem important.—Bergen Davis and H. M. Terrill.

The refraction of X-rays in calcite. A water-cooled

tube with a molybdenum target was used and measure-

ments were made for the first three orders of the Ka,
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line. The results correspond to a shift of the first

order line of 5', so for this wave-length, the effect of

refraction is slight. P. W. Bridgman.—The compres-
sibility of metals at high pressures. The pressure
range was 12,000 kgrm./cm.-, and measurements were
made at 30° and 73°. The compressibihty of every
metal decreases with rising pressure and, generally,
increases with rising temperature ; the order of mag-
nitude of the change is the same for all the metals.
Germanium and uranium are possible exceptions.
Metals crystallising in a cubic form show the same
compressibility in all directions, but the compressi-
bility of, e.g., zinc, measured in three directions per-
pendicular to each other, varied in the order, roughly,
of 1 : 3 : 4. Tellurium shows a negative effect in one
direction. The results accord with a theory of two
interpenetrating lattices as the structural basis of
most metals. There appears to be no simple repulsive
potential relation between the atoms of metals which
will account for the compressibility data.—Raymond
Pearl and L. J. Reed: A further note on the mathe-
matical theory of population growth.

Official Publications Received,

Annual Report of the Mi-tcorological Committer to the Air Council, for
tlie Year ended 31st M;irch Wii. (M.O. 257.) Pp. 50. (London : H.M.
Stationen,- Oltice.) 'Is. net.

Ministry of Finance, Epypt : Coastguards and Fisherie.s Service.
Report on the Fisheries of Eijypt for the Year U"'21. By G. W. Paget.
Pp. vi-(-78. (Cairo : Gwvernnii-n( Publications Office.) P.T.5.
Catalogue of the British Industries Fair, The White City, Shepherds

Bush, London, W.l-_', February I'.i-March 2, 1S23. Pp. xxxii+2.i(>-l-I80.
(London : Board of Trade.) !.«.

Air Ministry : Meteoroloj-'ical Office, London. Southport Auxiliary
Observatory (The Fernley Observatory of the Corporation of Southport).
Annual Report, and Results of Meteorolof,'ical Observations, for the
Year U'21 ; with an Apjiendix containing Monthly Averages, for 10 years,
of the Amount and Duration of Rainfall under Dift'erent Wind Directions.
By Joseph Uaxendell. Pp. 3C. (Southport : Fernley Observatory

;

London : Meteorological Oflice.)

Diary of Societies.

MONDA r, Fkbruaky 12.

RovAi. SooiKTV OF McDlriNB (War Section), at 6. —Surg. Comdr. R. .1.

M'Keowu and Surg. Connlr. A. (iaskell : The co-operation between the
Members of the piofession and the medical services of the armed forces
in peace and <inring war.— Discussion : Air Commodore D. Munro,
Ma.ior-General C. K. Pollock, and others.

RovAL SoiiETv OF Arts, at S.—Dr. H. P. Stevens : The Vnlcanisation of
Knbber (Cantor Lectures) (2).

Surveyors' Institution, at 8.—C. P. Sanger: The Law of Property
Act, 1022.

Royal Geooraphical Socif.ty (at ^Eolian Hall), at 8.30 H. St. J. B.
Philby : The North Arabian Desert.—Major A. L. Holt : The Future of
the Desert.

Medical Society of London, at 8.80.—Dr. E. F. Buzzard and others :

DiscussioD on Psycho-Therapeutics.

TUESDAY, February 13.

Royal Institi'tion of Great Britaik, at 3.—Prof. A. C. Pearson :

Greek Civilisation and To-day (1) : The Beginnings of Science.
Royal SoclErv of Mit.icine (Therapeutics and Phannacology Section), at
4.30.—Prof. A. .1. Clark : The Scientific Basis of Non-Specific Protein
Therapy.—Dr. H. Blunigart : The Treatment of Diabetes Insipidus by
Inti'H-Nasal Spraying of Pituitary Extract.

Institution of Petroleum TEcnNOLociisTs'(at Royal Society of Arts), at 5.—G. W. E. Gibson : Some Practical Notes on Oil Pumping.
British Psycholooiual Society (Education Section) (at London Dav
Training College), ;at 0.—Miss Ella Freeman Sliarpe : The Super-sensitive
Child at School. A Psycho-Analytic Study.

Institute of Transport (at Institution of Electrical Engineers), at
1).—B. Wagenrieder : R.Hilway Rules and Hegulations-

Institute of Marine Enoineers, Inc., at 6.30.—T. D. Madsen : Internal
Combustion and Economy.

Royal Photooraphic Society of Great Britain (Scientific and Technical
Group), at T.—A. E Bawtiee : Dangers to Eyesight in Domestic
Electric Lighting and the Kinenia Picture Display!

QuEKETT Microscopical Club, at 7.30.—D. T. Scourfield : Presidential
Address.

Institute of Industrial Administration (at London School of Econ-
omics), at 8.—F. Mott : Practical Hints on Buying and Selling. (To bo
followed by a Discussion.)

Royal Society of Medicine (Psychiatry Section), at 8.30.—Dr. K.
Wilson : Involuntary Laughing and Crying.

WEDNESDAY, Febroakv 14.

Royal College of Surgeons of England, at 4.—Sir John Bland-Sutton :

Ilnnterian Oration.
Royal Society' of Medicine (Surgery: Sub-section of Proctology),
at 5..10.—P. Lockhart-Muminery : New Method of treating Ischio- Rectal
and other Abscesses.

Institution of Automobile Engineers, at 7.30.—J. L. Chaloner: High-
speed Oil Engines.

A.ssociATioN OF Engineer8-in-Charge (at St. Bride's Institute), at 7.30.

—

C. H. J. Day : Hydi-aulie and Electric Lifts.

Royal Society of Arts, at 8.—W\ J. Re^ : Progress in the Manufacture
of Refractories.

THURSDAY, February 15.

Royal Institution of Grfat Britain, at 3-—Prof. B. Melvill Jones

:

Recent Experiments in Aerial Surveying (1).

Royal Society, at 4.30.—E- B. Speyer : Researches upon the Larch
Chermes (t'/iri;.;i((?o(fcs- strobihbius, Kalt) and their bearing upon the
EvoUltion of the Chermesina- in general.— Ci- V. Anrep : The Irradiation
of conditioned Reflexes.—M. Dixon and H. E. Tunniclifle: The Oxidation
of reduced Glutathione and other Snlphydryl Compounds. — J. C-
Braiiiwell, R. J. S. M'Dowall, and B. A- M'Swiney : The Variation of
Arterial Elasticity with Blood Pressure in Man.—L. J. Harris : The
Existence of an undiscovered Sulphur Grouping in the Protein Molecule.
Part I. The Denatuiation of Proteins. Part II. The Estimation of
Cystine in certain Proteins.—N. B. Laughton : Reflex Contractions of
the Cruralis Muscle in the Decerebrate and Sjiinal Frog.

LiNNKAN Society of London, at 5.—A. M. Altson : On the Method of
Oviposition and the Egg of the Beetle Lyctttx hrunveus, Stej)h.—R.
i'aulson : Arctic Lichens from Spitsbergen.— F. H. Lancuni : Strange
Behaviour of a Female Butterfly, Calias ed^isa.—Canon Bullock -Webster

:

Exhibition of Thirty Varieties ot Otura lii.^pl<la.

Royal Society of Medicine (Dermatology Section), at 5.

RoY'AL Aeronautical Society (at Royal Society of Arts), at 5.30.—Wing-
Commdr. T. R. CaveBrown-Cave : The l*ractical Aspects of the
Seaplane.

Institution of Mining and Metallurgy (at Geological Society), at
r,.W.

CiuldStudv Society (at Royal Sanitary Institute), at 6.—Miss Richard-
son : M. Cone and his Woik.

Institution of Elictrical Engineers, at 6.—J. Rosen : Some Problema
in High-speed Alternators and their Solution.

Chemical Society, at 8.—A. Chaston Chapman : Spinacene, its Oxidation
and Decomposition.—R. H. Pickard and H. Hunter: Investigations on
the Dependence of Hotatory Power on Chemical Constitution. Part
XIX. The Rotatory and Refractive Dispersion of d-y-nonyl nitrite.

—

11. Hunter : Investigations on the Dependence of Hotatory Power
on Chemical Constitution. Part XX- The Rotatory Dispersive Powers
of Oxygen Compounds containing the Secondary Octyl Radicle.

Camera Club, at 8.15.-Ma.)or F. C. B. Laws : Progress in Aerial Photo-
graphy.

FRIDAY, February 16.

Geological Society of London, at 3.—Annual General Meeting.
HovAL Society of Arts (Indian Section), at 4.30.—J. T. Marten: The

Inilian Census, 1021.

Royal Society of Medicine (Otology Section), at 5.— G. J- Jenkins :

Preliminary communication on Osteitis Deformans and otosclerosis.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers (Annual General Meeting), at 6.

—

H. C. Y'oung : Some Mechanical Problems in the Rubber Industry.

iNsTiTUTioN OF Engineerinu INSPECTION (at Royal Society of Arts), at

7.30.—H. T. F. Rhodes: Chemical Inspection as it is and as it

should be.
.Tunior Institution of Engineers, at 7-30.—T. L. Allison : Notes on
some Insulating Materials.

EiKJENics Educaion SOCIETY (at Prince's Restaurant), at 7.30.—Prof.

Pigou : The Economic Importance of Eugenics.
Royal Society of Medicine (Electro-Therapeutics Section), at 8.30.

— Prof Pldlippsou : High-frequency Currents applied to the Study of
Cellular Physiology.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 9.—Prof. A. V. Hill : Muscular
Exercise.

SATURDAY, February 17.

Royal Institiition of Great Britain, at 3.—Sir Ernest Rutherford:
Atomic Projectiles and their Properties (1).

PUBLIC LECTURES.

SATURDAY, February 10.

HoRNiMAN Museum (Forest Hill), at 3.30.-E. Lovctt : Household
Appliances of a Hundred Years Ago.

TUESDAY, February 13.

Gresham College, at 6.— Sir Frederick Bridge: Music. (Succeeding

Lecture.s on February 14, 15, and 16.)

WEDNESDAY, February 14.

University CoLLFiiE, at 5.—P. Leon : The Theory of Beauty. (Succeeding

Lectui-es on February 21, 28, Maich 7, 14, and 21.)

Kings College, at 6.30.—Dr. D. H. Scott: The Succession of Floras in

the Past.
FRIDAY, February 16.

London School op Economics, at 5.—Prof. Graham Wallas : Tlie Com-
petition of the Sexes for Employment (Stansfehl Lecture).

University College, at 5.15.—P. A. Scholes : The Place of Music m the

Education of the Future.
Kino's College, .-it 5.80.—Dr. E. W. Scripture : Shakespeare's Verse in the

Light of Experimental Phonetics.

SATURDAY, February 17.

HoBNiMAN Museum (Forest Hill), at 3.30.—Dr. F. A. Bather : A l,iine.

stone Cliff and the Animals that built it.
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UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
A Course of three Lectures in Zoology (with lantern illustrations) on

"The Bionomics of Marine Animals" will be given by Dr. J. H.
ORTON, D.Sc. (of the Marine Hiological Association, Plymouth), at

King's College, London (Strand, W.C.2), on Tuesday, Februar>' 20,

Thursday, February 22, and Friday, February 23, 1923, at 5.15 i*.M. At
the first Lecture the Chair will be taken by Prof. Akthur Denov, F.R.S.
(Professor of Zoology in the University). ADMISSION FREE, WITH-
OUT TICKET.

EDWIN DELLER, .Academic Registrar.

KEBLE COLLEGE, OXFORD.
NATURAL SCIENCE SCHOLARSHIP, 1923.

An Examination will be held in this College on March 13 for two
SCIENCE SCHOLARSHIPS of the annual value of ^80, with laboratory

fees j^2o.

Subjects : Chemistry or Biology, with elementary Physics, and for

Biologists elementary Chemistry as well.

Intending candidates should apply to Dr. Hatchett Jackson, the

Science Tutor, for information.

BATTERSEA POLYTECHNIC
LONDON, S.W. II

Award of Tate Scholarships for Session 1923-24.

The examinations for the award of SCHOLARSHIPS in ENGINEER-
ING, SCIENCE, and DOMESTIC SCIENCE, will l,e lield on Tnesday,

June 5, 1923, and the succeeding days. The scholarships %ary in value from

ijzo to ;£3o per annum with free tuition, and are tenable for two or three years.

Last day of entry April 21, 1(323.

Full particulars on application to the Pkinxii-ai..

RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS IN
ACOUSTICS.

The RivERBANK Laboratories at Geneva, Illinois, announce the

establishment of one or two RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS in ACOUS-
TICS. The holder will have an opportunity to devote his entire time to

study and investigation in a laboratory built, equipped, and manned for the

study of acoustic problems. Candidates should be college graduates who
have taken advanced courses in physics and mathematics, and who have

shown in their work those qualities essential for success in independent

investigation. Terms of appointment to be determined by the qualifications

of the appointee, .\ddrcss, B. CuM.MiNti, .Secretary, Geneva, Illinois.

THERESA SEESSEL RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP
To promote Original Research in Biological Studies.

YALE UNIVERSITY.
One FELLOWSHIP, yielding an income of $1500. Pre-

ference is given to candidates who have already obtained their

Doctorate, and have demonstrated by their work fitness to

carry on saccessfuUy original research of a high order. The

holder must reside in New Haven during the college year,

October to June. Ajiplications should be made to the Dean
of the Gradu.\te .School, New Haven, Conn., before May i,

1923 ; tliey should be accompanied by reprints of scientific

publications, letters of recommendation, and a statement of the

particular problem which the candidate expects to investigate.

NATIONAL UNION OF SCIENTIFIC
WORKERS.

The Aim of the NATIONAL UNION of SCIENTIFIC
WORKERS is to bring together into one professional organisa-

tion all qualified scientific workers, viz. :

Those engaged \^a) In Higher Educational and Research

Institutions.

(*) In Industry and Consultative Practice.

{c) In State and Municipal Scientific De-
partments.

Applications for membership are invited from all scientiiic

workers with university degree or equivalent professional quali-

fication. Further particulars may be ol)lained from

THE GENERAL SECRETARY, N.U.S.W.,
25 Victoria Street, S.W.I.

CHELSEA POLYTECHNIC,
CHELSEA, S.W.3.

Day and Evening Courses in Science under Recognised Teachers
of London University.

INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT.
Technical Courses in Analytical and Manufacturing Chemistry,
Pharmacy, Food and Drugs, A.I.C. Courses, Metallurgy, Assaying,
Foundry Work, Research.

INDUSTRIAL PHYSICS DEPARTMENT.
Practical work in General Physics, Applications to Industries,

Metrology', Calorimetry, Illumination, Acoustics, Electrical

Measurement, Research.
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The Social Influence of Science.
^

SOME controversy has taken place lately as to the

part played by science in promoting social

projjress, and an American book appeared in the autumn

Specially contesting any such claim. The argument is

difficult to follow. To those who take a broad view of

history it seems obvious that the growing stability of

societies, the wider organisation of all kinds of human

activities, the quicker transport and closer communica-

tion between nations, are all due mainly to the spread

of science. To those who look critically at details it

seems doubtful whether our societies are really stable,

whether life is now happier or nobler than it was in less

scientific days, whether the evils and destruction wrought

by modern instruments do not outweigh the undoubted

advantages that science has brought.

Our judgment in this great debate will be dictated

l&rgcly by our temperament. The critical, the melan-

choh-, the disappointed will be inclined to think that

the rush, the complexity, the vastness of the modem

world have brought more evils than they have removed.

The >oung and vigorous, those who enjoy life and hope

for its continuance, will take another view, and these,

wjth the improvement in health which still goes on and

llie increase in prosperity which was continuous until

the war, form a large normal majority. The current

depression of spirits, which is not perhaps so widespread

as is commonly supposed, is due partly to a reaction

igainst the exaggerated optimism of the Victorian age,

partly to the troubles due to the war. It ought to

be possible to put aside these disturbing influences

and take a broad calm view of social progress. In any

such survey the influence of science in recent centuries

is necessarily a leading feature.

I Now the first condition of such a review is to make it

Wide enough. The processes of life develop by minute

changes, and when a violent change does occur, it has

to be readjusted and equilibrium set up again by

counterbalancing changes. Hence it would be a gross

distortion of the truth to judge—and condemn—the

mdustrial revolution by comparing peaceful rural

England with the horrors of the early years of tlie

factory system. The latter were new and unforeseen

facts which called for special remedial measures. It

is equally absurd at the present day to declare modem

ci\ilisation bankrupt because the German financial

svstem has broken down and no one has yet seen how

to re-establish international trade and credit. Tliese

things are momentan.-, unexpected shocks : the world

ihas passed through far worse storms in its time and we

shall weather the less as we have the greater. A sound

judgment can be based only on a wide view, and in a

matter so vast as social progress affected by science

,
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the view should be as extensive as the subject

itself.

People have lately been using the term " science
"

in a looser and more comprehensive sense than hereto-

fore. Its ropts might be found in the practical skill,

the mother-wit and sharp senses of the primitive savage.

In any case the beginnings may be seen in the settled

communities of the great river - valleys, in Egypt,

Babylonia, the Yangtze, as well as in Mexico and Crete.

Can one doubt that the science involved in the drawing

up of the first calendars by the priests of Egypt and in

the marvellous structure of the p3Tamids was a factor

of the first importance in preserving the social order

and cohesion of those early theocracies, the first great

permanent aggregations of mankind upon the planet ?

The power of prediction involved in science, and first

exemplified in the making of the calendar,was intimately

bound up with the power of securing obedience, and

the acceptance of their lot by the millions who wor-

shipped the Pharaoh.

The Greeks were, of course, the founders of science

in the stricter sense, which seeks the law of change, the

principle of unity in the manifold ; and it might be

thought that the constant disunion of ancient Greece

disproved the social or unifying effect of science. But

this would be to take a narrow and short-sighted

view. Greek science had from the first a strong social

value. It formed a link between the early philosophers

in the Ionian cities of its birth, and in the case of the

Pythagoreans it was the basis of a brotherhood which

aimed as much, or more, at social reformation than it did

at increasing the scope of abstract thought. In fact all

the early Greek philosophers were also interested in

social and political problems. They saw that true

wisdom was a practical thing, fit to inspire, as Anaxa-

goras said, " a calm religion free from fear."

But the chief moral and social effect of Greek science

came later, first, when Hellenism was spread over the

Middle East by the arms of Alexander, secondly, when,

in the Greco-Roman world, Greek science and Roman

law combined to lay the foundation for the medieval

and modern world. The younger Pliny, when pro-

consul in Asia Minor under Trajan, gives an interesting

illustration. He points to the effect of astronomy in

allaying the fears and composing the minds of the mass

of the people.

In estimating the social influence of science, however,

the mind turns naturally to its greatest expansion in the

last few centuries. AVhen in the sixteenth century the

mind of Ancient Greece awoke again and men began to

seek in Nature herself for the answer to the problems of

life, there were two new factors in the world which

affected the results of their inquiries. One was the

discovery of new lands, the expansion of the West.
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The other was the decay of slavery, the recognition of

manual and mechanical work as a worthy occupation

of good brains. This the Greeks had never recognised,

and their failure limited the application of science

to industr}' in ancient times. But with the advent

of a New World and a new spirit in industry, from

the sixteenth century' onwards*, the transformation of

society by science went on apace. From the middle of

the eighteenth century it has become apparent as the

dominating force in the world.

Hence the question of the intrinsic value and the

social influence of science is primarily a discussion of the

effects of the Industrial Revolution in which we still

live. The fact that we are living in it now and making

it more complete every moment, adds enormously to the

difficulty of valuation. It is a part of ourselves and

influences almost every act and thought, and therefore

to deplore and condemn the tendency, or to wish it

away as Ruskin did, is futile in practice and pessimistic

in philosophy.

Two or three main points stand out clear in the

contemporary picture. They are, in the first place, facts

with which the student of social life has to concern

himself to understand the movement ; and, in the

second place, guides to action, indicating the line which

those must take who are pressing for the stability and

betterment of society.

The world is one in a new—if you will, an artificial

—

sense, due to the application of science to transport and

communications of all kinds. This process is being

accelerated by ever)' possible means and is pre-

eminently a social one. It must find its issue in com-

plete international trade and a really comprehensive

League of Nations, acting as the organ of common

interests and opinion. It is most important to re-

member that the League of Nations, which we already

possess, is the fruit of the historical evolution due to

science and was only precipitated and not caused

by the war. The unification of the whole world is

only the result on a large scale of a process which has

knit up every particular society in a closer organisation

than before. Science, being itself a social product,

due to the intercourse of active minds, finds its ex-

pression in a social organisation impossible without

the application of science. This is seen not only in the

organisation of industry but also in every activity of the

community from the government downwards. All are

closer and more complicated, just in proportion to the

extent that the given society has created, imbibed, and

applied the results of scientific thinking. Expressed

briefly and broadly, but with perfect truth, humanity

is the counterpart of science, the practical obverse of

the abstract reverse of thought.

To make tliis process more effective by conscious
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effort is therefore the supreme task of those concerned

in social progress at tlie present time. The growth has

hitherto been mainly automatic. We have to under-

stand it, grasp it, and turn it to the still greater good

of mankind. Science having made the modern world,

with all its strength and its weaknesses, let men of

science inspire a social will into the whole community,

to use this master-instrument for its highest end, the

salvation and elevation of the humanity to which it

belongs. F. S. Marvin.

Phantasms of the Living.

Proceedings of the Society for Psychical Research.

Vol. ^i, Part 86, October. (London : F. Edwards ;

Glasgow : MacLehose, Jackson and Co., 1922.)

lbs. (id. net.

A BOOK entitled " Phantasms of the Living," by

Edmund Gurney. F. W. H. Myers, and Frank

Podmore, was published in 1886. Under this title

were included all experiences where there was reason

to suppose that tiie mind of one living person had

affected the mind of another otherwise than through

the recognised channels of sense. The chief aim of

this book was to produce a cumulative quasi-statistical

proof of telepathy.

In the thirty-six years which have elapsed since the

publication of this book the Society for Psycliical

Research has received and published in its Journal

many accounts of happenings similar to those recorded

by Gumey, and in its Proceedings of October last

Mrs. Henry Sidgwick has submitted the best of these

f-nses to a careful examination and analysis.

While Gurney and his collaborators were chiefly

concerned to prove telepathy to be a fact of Nature,

Mrs. Sidgwick thinks we have arrived at a stage when,

if our knowledge of telepathy is to grow, we must seek

light on its process and the conditions under which

evidence of it can be obtained. She says :
" We may

now, for the sake of argument at least, assume that

Gurney's book has accomplished its object, and that

telepathy is proved, and starting from that point may

devote ourselves primarily to seeking for light on the

occasions and mode of its operation." Mrs. Sidgwick

does not mean to imply that telepatliy is yet accepted

bv the scientific world ; but she thinks something

more than the mere piling up of facts is required, and

that " our facts will be the more readily accepted, the

more we can compare them, and, provisionally assuming

telepathy, show when and how it occurs."

Many of the best cases received by the Society

during the past thirty-six years have already been

published in various works on psychical research, and

fifty-four have appeared in the Proceedings of the
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Society for Psychical Research. All these, being

therefore already before the public, are excluded from

this collection. The cases included have appeared

only in the Journal of the Society, which is printed for

private circulation among members. The value of

the present collection is considerably diminished by

the exclusion of so many cases which were of course

selected for earlier publication, because they were

regarded as being specialh' important or interesting.

Even without these, however, we have here some two

hundred cases, many of which are important as afford-

ing evidence that telepathy does occur, and all of which

help to throw some light on the occasions and mode of

its operations.

The broad lines of classification adopted in the

description of telepathic phenomena may be gathered

from the headings of the four chapters into which

Mrs. Sidgwick's volume is divided : (i) Experimental

and semi-experimental cases
; (2) Spontaneous cases

in which the percipient's impression is not externalised ;

(3) Spontaneous cases in which the percipient's im-

pression is externalised as a waking hallucination

;

also dreams of the same character
; (4) Collective and

reciprocal cases without evidence of any agency external

to the percipient.

In all modern records of telepathic experiences the

person whose mind receives the impression is called

the percipient, and the person from whose mind the

impression comes is called the agent ; but it would

appear from the evidence that the percipient is very

often the " active " party, and that the so-called agent

plays a purely passive part. This is seen in the semi-

experimental cases in which a percipient is trying to

get an impression from another person who is quite

unaware that any such attempt is tieing made. In

e-xperimental cases, properly so-called, the agent is

deliberately trying to impress telepathically a particular

percipient, and that percipient is deliberately trying

to receive an impression. It is doubtful, liowever,

what part, if any, the concentrated effort of the agent

plavs in the success of such experiments.

The experimental and semi - experimental cases

recorded in this collection can scarcely be regarded as

representative of the group becau.se of the number

excluded, owing to their having been already pub-

lislitd ; but even had these been included there would

still have been occasion for Mrs. Sidgwick's comment

that " more experiments carefully conducted and

well recorded are greatly needed."

Of spontaneous cases in which the percipient's

impression is not externalised as a hallucination, Mrs.

Sidgwick says :
" As a whole the class is not a strong

one as evidence of telepathy," because the triviality

or \agueness of the impression in many cases makes
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tricks of memor)' very likely to occur. Of more

importance as providing evidence of the occurrence

of telepathy are the spontaneous cases in which the

percipient's impression is externalised as a waking

hallucination. The first case recorded under this

heading (p. 152) is one of the most striking in the

whole collection. It is one of the many cases of

" death coincidences " which form an important part

of the evidence for telepathy. (Apparitions or other

hallucinatory experiences occurring within twelve

hours of the death, before or after it, are classed as

phantasms of the living.) The apparition in this case

was that of an officer of the Royal Air Force, who was

killed in a flying accident on December 7, 1918, and

the percipient was a fellow-officer who spoke of his

experience to another person before it was realised that

it was not the living man who had appeared.

Another interesting case in this section is a dream

experience, first recorded in the Times of July 21,

1904, by Mr. Rider Haggard, the percipient (p. 219).

The dream was to the effect that a favourite retriever

dog was lying on its side among brushwood, or rough

growth of some sort, by water. The recorder says :

" In my vision the dog was trying to speak to me in

words, and, failing, transmitted to my mind in an

undefined fashion the knowledge that he was dying."

Investigation showed that the dog had been killed by

a passing train, and had fallen into a stream where

reeds grew, at or about the time of the dream experi-

ence. The case is well authenticated, and all the

circumstances point to the improbability that " mere

coincidence " is the true explanation. Another striking

case is one reported by Sir George Beilby (p. 243), in

which a percipient had a visual hallucination of her

brother in Australia at a time when he had fallen into

unconsciousness which lasted until his death some

days later.

" Collective and reciprocal cases " are dealt with

by Mrs. Sidgwick in her final chapter. These are cases

in which " two or more persons have at the same time

spontaneous psychical experiences—either hallucina-

tions or dreams—which seem to be related to one

another, but where no evidence of any agency outside

the two percipients exists." When the percipients

were in the same room we must consider the possibility

that one percipient may have influenced the other

through the senses (suggestion), but where the per-

cipients were in different rooms or in different houses,

the relation of the one hallucinatory or dream experience

to the other can scarcely be accounted for in this wa)-.

Here either chance or telepathy must be invoked.

In concluding her examination of this collection of

phantasms of the living, Mrs. Sidgwick describes two
cases of reciprocal dreams, in both of which the
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dreamers were in separate houses, and in both of which

the reciprocality seems to have been very complete.

Reciprocal cases are rare, and the small number re-

corded hitherto has raised some doubts as to the

genuineness of the type ; but Mrs. Sidgwick thinks

they are very important as throwing light on the whole

process of telepathic communication. She says :
" I

think the kind of union of minds, the thinking and

feeling together, here shown, may be regarded as the

type or norm of telepathic communication to which

all other cases conform in varying degrees." This

implies a merging together of minds, a " transfusion
"

of thought rather than a transmission or transference.

We have the physical analogy of " contact " in place

of " transmission-through-space."

It can scarcely be maintained that the cases here

passed in review afford by themselves very strong

proof of the occurrence of telepathy, but taken in

conjunction with the body of evidence brought forward

by Gurney, and the many well-attested cases published

in the Proceedings of the Society for Psychical Research

and elsewhere, they help to strengthen the conviction,

to which many competent observers have been forced,

that these accounts of apparent action of mind upon

mind in the absence of any physical medium of com-

munication, bring to our notice some fact of Nature

which students of science can no longer ignore.

The most obvious, and perhaps the most serious

defect in the evidence for telepathy afforded by these

cases is the long interval which so frequently elapsed

between the experience and the recording of it. In

only II out of 191 tabulated cases was the record made

on the day of the experience, and 4 of these were

semi-experimental cases, in which one might have

supposed immediate record to hav-e been a necessary

part of the experiment. In 15 instances the record

was made " next day." In most of the cases the

interval extended for months or years, but all cases

in which it exceeded five years are omitted from this

collection.

After all that has been written about the importance

of immediate record and attestation of any presumably

super-normal experience, it is astonishing that those

who are subject to such experiences should so often

neglect this elementary rule. T. W. Mitchell.

The Synthetic Colour Industry.

The Manufacture of Dyes. By Dr. John Cannell Cain.

Pp. ix + 274. (London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd.,

1922.) 125. 6d. net.

THE author of this treatise, which is published

posthumously, was one of a small band of

British chemists, who long before the war placed their
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services at the disposal of the home industry in syn-

thetic dyes. But, largely owing to lack of appreciation

of the value of scientific knowledge on the part of

manufacturers, the result in almost all cases was

disillusionment and disappointment, so that this

group of trained investigators, including Dr. Cain,

were compelled by force of adverse circumstances to

transfer their activities to other branches of chemical

enterprise. In 1915, however, the Government became

aware somewhat tardily of our national deficiencies

in regard to the manufacture of dyewares, and Dr.

Cain wa.s appointed a member of the technical com-

mittee of British Dyes, Limited, afterwards holding

the position of chief chemist in the newly erected

Dalton works of this firm. His experiences in these

two phases of the English colour trade, extending over

twenty-five years, are embodied in the manual under

review.

It is obvious that in a handbook of some 260 pages

all the important colouring matters cannot be included,

and among the notable omissions are such well-known

synthetic dyes as the Hessian purples, formyl violet,

rhodamine S, the acridine yellows, and the first

representatives of the anthraquinone vat dyes, namely,

indanthrene blue and yellow. Nevertheless, a judicious

and typical selection has been made, and the author

has given full working details wherever he has possessed

first-hand practical knowledge of the factory operations.

This impress of realism is especially noticeable in

the informative chapters on azo and triphenylmethane

dyes ; for in both these branches of colour production

Dr. Cain ranked as an expert. As, however, this work

will be read by students, it is perhaps permissible to

point out that the somewhat unnecessary rubrics at

the beginnings of the chapters on monoazo and disazo

dyes do not tally with the arrangement adopted in the

text. Fast red B contains two naphthalene nuclei,

although classed as a mixed benzene-naphthalene dye,

and diamond black F, placed in the purely naph-

thalcnoid section, contains a benzene nucleus, and

there are several other similar discrepancies in classifica-

tion. In a future edition these headings might with

advantage be omitted.

In spite of the apathy prevailing before the war in

this branch of chemical. industry, British chemists had

developed a sound technique in the manufacture of

certain standard dyes such as magentas, aniline blues,

and safranines. The manual contains useful informa-

tion in regard to tliese intricate preparations. On the

theoretical side it will be noticed that the author has

not adopted the prevailing view that the oxazincs,

thiazines, and azines are ortho-quinonoid derivatives.

The future may show that this conservatism is well

grounded.
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The two closing sections of the book present a

marked contrast. The penultimate chapter on anthra-

quinone and allied colours is, with two exceptions,

already noted, detailed and comprehensive ; the last

chapter on indigoid colours is an unfinished fragment

constituting a sad reminder of the sudden and pre-

mature close of an active life devoted to the theory

and practice of colour chemistry.

To the student of organic chemistry this work offers

a concise introduction to the fascinating though

complex subject of synthetic dyes. To the expert

colour-maker or user it supplies a full bibliography

with copious references and an adequate index. Both

classes of readers will find the book to be an excellent

supplement to the author's earlier volume on the

manufacture of intermediates. G. T. M.

Rea's " British Basidiomycetae."

British Basidiomycettss : A Handbook to the larger

British Fungi. By Carleton Rea. (Published under

the auspices of the British Mycological Society.)

Pp. xii -(- 799. (Cambridge : At the University

Press, 1922.) 305. net.

EVERY mj'cologist will welcome the appearance

of this volume, which is issued under the

auspices of the British Mycological Society and repre-

sents thirty years of careful and continuous field-work

on the part of its author. The author, whose skill in

distinguishing our fleshy agarics one from another has

been freely placed at the disposal of so many students

of fungi in this country, is to be congratulated heartily

upon having crowned his life's labours with the publica-

tion of a work at once so comprehensive and so valuable

for reference.

Massee's " British Fungus-Flora " appeared in the

years 1892-1895. In the interval some hundreds of

Basidiomycetae, either new or new to Britain, have

been discovered in this country—many of them by

Mr. Rea himself—and descriptions of all these species

arc included in the present volume. In accuracy of

description the Ijook is an immense advance on an)'thing

previously produced in Britain.

There are a number of commendable features in the

work : (i) Every species is numbered, Rea's last

number being 2546; (2) the species actually seen are

indicated by the letters v.v. {vidi vivum)
; (3) in the

description of species the essential characters are placed

in italics ; and (4) the derivation and meaning of the

name of each genus and species is given, philology thus

illuminating mycology.

The classification adopted is based chiefly on the

well-considered system set forth by Patouillard in his

G I
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" Essai taxonomique " (1900), and it therefore differs

in many important features from that of Massee, which

was based on the work of Fries. It is new to British

mycologists, and will doubtless puzzle somewhat many

of the older workers ; but it represents an important

attempt to incorporate in a systematic treatise the

anatomical and microscopical data which various

investigators have brought to light during the last half-

century.

In the classification adopted by Fries, Berkeley,

Massee, and others, the main divisions of the Agaricinea;

were based on spore-colour. We were thus at the out-

set provided with Leucosporae, Rhodospors, Ochro-

sporse, Porphyosporje, and I^Ielanosporae ; but in the

present volume these groups have disappeared and

spore-colour has become a character of relatively minor

importance. In Rea's classification, the Agaricales are

divided into (i) the Agaricinese, containing the bulk of

the lamellate fungi in one sub-order Agaricaceee
; (2) the

Cantharellineae ; and (3) the Boletineae, the last named

including Paxillus and Boletus. The divisions of the

Agaricacete are based first on the nature of the re-

ceptacle, then on the presence or absence of a ring, etc.

;

and it is only the final distinctions, separating the genera

from one another, which for the most part are based on

spore-colour. No doubt this new classification has its

advantages ; but some of its defects are sufficiently

obvious. Thus, while Anellaria differs from Panseolus

in little more than the possession of a membranous,

often fugacious, ring, we find that iVnellaria is placed

close to Lepiota and Panasolus close to CoUybia. For

Fries, the genus Panaeolus included the species sub-

sequently placed by Karsten in Anellaria. The re-

viewer cannot but feel with Fries that the species of

Panseolus and xVnellaria are closely related to one another

and that these genera should not be so widely separated.

The writer is inclined to doubt whether spore-colour

is only of such minor importance as is now supposed.

There is every reason to believe that the genus Coprinus,

with its parallel- or subparallel-sided gills and the ripen-

ing and discharge of its spores from below upwards on

each gill, followed by autodigestion of the gills from

below upwards, is monophyletic. Now the spores in

this genus are all black or blackish fuscous. In it there

are no species with white spores or spores that are pink,

purple, ochraceous, or ferruginous. Yet in the genus

there are species with rings, e.g. Coprinus comatus, and

without rings, e.g. C. picaceus ; species with fairly thick

flesh, e.g. C. atmmentariits, and species with mem-

branous flesh, e.g. C. plicatilis ; species with dimorphic

basidia and species with quadrimorphic basidia ; species

with large and numerous cystidia and species without

cystidia ; species which live exclusively on dung and

species which live exclusively on wood, etc.
;

yet, while
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the genus Coprinus was evolving, the colour of its spores

remained constant. It is evident that, in the genus

Coprinus, spore-colour is a more fundamental character

than ring-formation. If this is so with Coprinus, it

may well be the same with other genera of Agaricinese.

Rea's system of classification, although in some of its

details it does not satisfy the writer, has the advantage

that it will stir up thought and thus make for further

progress.

" British Basidiomycetae " is distinctly Mr. Rea's

own book ; and, in writing it, he has adopted as regards

species a somewhat conservative and independent

attitude. Thus he includes descriptions of certain

species which are now known to be identical with others

—e.g. Coprinus obleclus, which is undoubtedly identical

with C. sterqnilinus , and Coprinus radians, which is

generally considered as identical with C. domeslicns.

His independence is further shown by the fact that in

certain groups he has adopted his own views rather

than those of his fellow-workers in this country. Thus,

in treating of the Clavariae, he has not followed entirely

the revision of the British Clavariae as given by Cotton

;

while, in some instances, in treating of the Thelephorese,

he has accepted American views rather than those of

Miss Wakefield.

The volume is indispensable to all students of fungi

on both sides of the Atlantic ; for it is only by a clear

understanding of the first-described European species

that New World plants can be correctly named. The

task of describing two thousand five hundred Basidio-

mycetse is no mean one ; and botanists generally, as

well as mycologists, are under a deep debt of gratitude

to Rea, not merely for having accomplished it. but for

having accomplished it so well,

A. H. Reginald Buli.er.

An Index to Periodical Literature.

(i) Tke Subject Index to Periodicals. Issued by the

Library Association. K : Science and Technology.

Pp- 555- (London : Library Association, Stapley

House, 1922.) 355. net.

(2) The Subject Index to Periodicals, igso. Issued by

the Library .Association. A : Theology and Philo-

sophy (including Folk-Lore). Pp. 98. (London

:

Library Association, Stapley House, 1922.) ds. net.

WE congratulate the Library Association on this

welcome addition (i) to the valuable subject

indexes to periodicals which it has already published.

The present index contains the titles of 15,000 papers,

published during the years 1917-19, obtained from the

examination of 400 periodicals. It would appear that

more than half the papers indexed are in the English

language, having been published in the British Empire
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or in tlie United States. The language next in evidence

is French.

The period covered—the second half of the war and

the following year—was not very fruitful in scientific

research, except in regard to subjects bearing upon the

great conflict, but it is clear, both from the number

of entries and from the number of journals consulted,.

that the index does not claim to be a complete record

of all scientific and technical papers published during

that period, but that a selection has been made. It

would add to the value of these publications if the

editors could see their way to include a list of the

periodicals indexed in each section of these indexes

when it is published. The inclusion of the name of

a journal in such a list would not, of course, mean that

all the papers printed in that journal had been indexed,

but the omission of any journal from the list would

definitely warn the reader that no papers in that journal

had been included, and thus leave him to look up that

journal if he thought it likely to contain papers on the

subject of his study. It would also save the reader

who wished to mike a more exhaustive study of any

subject from referring to journals which had been

already examined. This is the plan followed in the

lists of journals at the end of each volume of the
" International Catalogue of Scientific Literature."

In the present case, a list of the titles of the 400 journals

examined would probably take up no more than three

or four pages.

The usefulness of these indexes depends entirely

upon a wise choice of the headings under which the

titles are grouped. It may be assumed that the Library

Association is partly guided in its choice of headings

by experience of the inquiries made bv readers asking

for books.

The \-aricus headings are not arranged in any
systematic way, and are not even divided according

to the several sciences, but they follow one another

in alphabetical order. The difficulty of this plan is

that, when using such an index, it is not always possible

to guess what heading will be chosen for a particular

subject. This difficulty is, to a great extent, overcome
in these subject inde.xes of the Library As.sociation

by the addition of numerous cross-references. Thus,

under the heading " Refrigeration " we find a cross-

reference to " Cooling Gases " indexed under " C."

We might, however, not be so fortunate had we begun
by looking up the subject of cooling gases under the

heading " Gas." No doubt, the majority of those who
use these indexes find a simple alphabetical arrange-

ment of subjects more easy to understand than any
systematic plan, and for that reason its use is justified.

In the preparation of this Index special attention

has been paid to applied science and technology.
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Among headings which have a large number of entries

of titles of papers are aeronautics ; alloys ; artillerv'

;

automobiles ; coal ; electric apparatus, power, heating

and lighting ; electroplating ; fish and fishing
;

gas

and oil engines
; glass ; iron ; metals ; mines

;

petroleum
;

photography : ships and shipbuilding
;

soils ; wireless signalling.

(2) We are glad to find that the Library Association

is continuing the publication of these subject indexes in

other departments. Thus it has just issued a subject

index for theology and philosophy (including folk-

lore), indexing the literature of these subjects published

in 1920, and occupying about ninety-six pages. Tiiis

index contains titles of papers on psychology and

psycho-analysis, as well as on philosophy and religion,

and will therefore be of use to students of these subjects.

Our Bookshelf.

( 1

)

Boiler Plant Testing : a Criticism of the Present
Boiler Testing Codes and Suggestions for an Improved
International Code. By U. Brownlie. Pp. xi-(-i68.

(London : Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1922.) los. 6d.

net.

(2) Steam Power Plant Auxiliaries and Accessories.

By Terrell Croft. Pp. xv -1-447. (Xew York and
London: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1922.) 1 ^y.

net.

(i) Mr. Brownlie has done great service in recent
years in directing attention to uneconomical methods
of steam production, and he has backed his criticisms

by copious results of tests. The present volume
contains an appeal for more rational methods of boiler

testing, and criticises several existing codes, including
that of the Institution of Civil Engineers. " A general
impression also, on reading through the ' Civils' ' code,
is that boiler plant testing is an extremely complicated
and difficult operation, which involves a knowledge of

chemistry and mathematics quite beyond the ordinary
engineer, and can only be carried out by the Uni-
versity graduate." Mr. Brownlie shows that boiler

testing must be regarded as a thoroughly practical

proposition which is necessary for the strictly utili-

tarian purpose of saving money. His criticism is

constructive in that he gives full directions for carrying

out practical tests, and includes a typical set of report

sheets, with figures showing tlie results. The book is

a distinct contribution to the subject, and it is to be
hoped will lead to an early discussion and revision of

the present codes.

(2) Considerable attention has been given recently

to the formerly neglected auxiliary appliances con-
nected with steam production. Pumps, feed-water
heaters, fuel-economisers, condensers, steam pipes and
traps are now taken seriously by the majority of

engineers, and this consideration has led to the reduc-
tion of wasted heat. The engineer will find a great
deal of useful information in this volume, which is of

the nature of a joint effort on the part of a number of

concerns and individuals. The matter included is not
only serviceable for the purposes of the design and
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arrangement of auxiliaries, but also conveys much
useful information regarding their working and main-

tenance in practice. The subject is treated very

thoroughly, and contains much that could only be

found otherwise by searching through periodicals and
the transactions of engineering societies.

Heai. By W. J. R. Calvert. Pp. viii + 336. (London :

Edward Arnold and Co., 1922.) 6i.

It is sometimes difficult to justify the publication of

a new text-book on a branch of elementary science,

but Mr. Calvert has been so successful in presenting

the subject of heat in an attractive and yet scientific

manner that his book deserves a special word of

commendation. The first part is intended to cover

the ground of a general school education, and the

second part brings the work up to University scholar-

ship standard. The author realises that the majority

of those who begin the subject will have little or no

interest in experimental determinations unless it is

made clear to them, at the outset, that objectives

which appear to them reasonable cannot be reached

without dealing with such measurements. He quotes

with approval an appropriate sentence from one of

J. B. IBiot's works—" Toutes ces choses ne peuvent

se determiner siirement que par des mesures precises

que nous chercherons plus tard ; mais auparavant il

fallait au moins sentir Ic besoin de les chercher."

While practical applications have been emphasised,

attention has been kept fixed upon the underlying

principles. In all the experimental work the degree

of accuracy likely to be attained has been carefully

considered. In this connexion mention may be made
of the details and dimensions which have been given

in the case of many experiments of the laboratory or

lecture type. We think the author is to be con-

gratulated on having had the courage, even in so

elementary a book, to give references to original papers.

The few readers who look them up will gain a great

deal, and even those who do not will at least be able

to use the dates to get some idea of the chronological

development of the subject. The book is the work
of a teacher who has given much thought to the treat-

ment of a familiar subject, and the result of his labours

forms a valuable addition to the elementary literature

of an important branch of physics.

(i) Guide to the University Botanic Garden, Cambridge.

By H. Gilbert-Carter. Pp. xvi -1- 1 1
7 -1- 24 plates.

(Cambridge : At the University Press, 1922.) 35. (>d.

net.

(2) An Alpine ABC and List of Easy Rock Plants.

Arranged by A. Methuen. Pp. x-f35. (London :

Jlethuen and Co. Ltd., 1922.) is. 6d. net.

(i) In this attractive little handbook is a systematically

arranged account of a number of the more interesting

flowering plants which are cultivated in the University

of Cambridge Botanic Garden, which should be of

service to students in the Botany School of the Uni-

versity. The sequence is the familiar modern German
one, and under each family is a short description of

some of the genera and species which are regarded as

specially worthy of mention. The plates, which are

good full-page photographic reproductions, add to the

value and attractiveness of the book. A clear plan of
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the garden indicating the larger plants with page-

references to the trees, and an index of the genera and
species mentioned in the book, enables the student to

make full use of it. In deference to the oriental

scholars who have loved and befriended the garden, the

author has included the eastern names of some of the

plants, with quotations illustrating the use of these

names. A historical note gives the date of the founda-

tion of the Cambridge Garden as '1762, and in 1831 the

removal to the present site was authorised.

(2) Mr. Methuen's notes are for the beginner and the

amateur. Their purpose is to give a list of the most
attractive and the most easily grown Alpine flowers

and to guide in their placing and cultivation. A few
general rules are given for making a rock garden and
planting and tending Alpines. The greater part of the

book is an alphaiictical list of the species recommended,
with indication of the colour of the flower and very

brief notes on cultivation. The book is the outcome
of the compiler's own experience and conveys a good
deal of useful information in a very sm.all space.

The Origin and Development of the Nervous System :

from a Physiological VieiopoiiU. By Prof. C. M.
Child. (The University of Chicago Science Series.)

Pp. xvii -I- 296. (Chicago : The University of Chicago
Press ; London : The Cambridge University Press,

1921.) Price 1.75 dollars net.

In the preface to his book, Prof. Manning Child points

out that, considered from a physiological viewpoint,

the origin of the nervous system must be sought in

conditions present before the appearance of a morpho-
logical nervous structure. In accordance with this, the

earlier chapters are devoted to a discussion of the origin

and nature of the pattern which constitutes the organism
as a whole, and to a consideration of the experimental

investigation of some of the phvsiological conditions

which antedate the appearance of the nervous system.

A lirief summary is given of the evidence for the

existence of physiological axial gradients

—

i.e. graded
differences in the organism in the rate of the funda-

mental activities of protoplasm and in the conditions

associated with these activities—as the essential factors

in the organismic pattern. An attempt is made to

show that the nervous system is the physiological and
morphological expression of the excitation-transmission

relations, first with respect to the primary physiological

gradients, and later with respect to the progressive

developmental complications as they arise.

Prof. Child admits that with many of his points only

suggestion, inference, or weighing of probability is at

present possible. For this reason, and on account of

the necessary technical detail, the book is more suitable

for the biologist and physiologist than, as suggested in

the note on the University of Chicago Science Series,

to which this volume belongs, for the educated layman.

The Life of the Weevil. By J. Henri Fabre. Trans-

lated by Alexander Teixeira de Mattos. Pp. viii

+ 278. (London: Hodder and Stoughton, Ltd.,

1922.) 8.y. bd. net.

Gathered together in this volume are the various

essays on weevils contained in the " Souvenirs ento-

mologiques " of Fabre. Chapters i. and vi.-ix. have
already appeared wholly or in part in a previous trans-

lation, as have also chapter v. and parts of chapters vi.
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and xii. They arc, however, retranslated by permis-

sion of the pubhshers for the purpose of the present

collected edition of English translations of Fabre's

entomological writings. There is no doubt that the

rendering of the latter into English will do something
towards arousing interest in the phenomena of insect

behaviour. VVe may even be permitted to express the

pious hope that it will tempt the collector to turn aside

from the mere acquisition of specimens and to observe

the living more than the dead insect. The great

family of the Curculionidse, with more than 20,000

described species of weevils, provides a rich store of

material for observation. Some of the most interest-

ing features in the life-habits of these insects are

discussed in the pages before us. Although lacking

in the dramatic incidents so inseparably associated

with the HjTTienoptera,. the behaviour of weevils as

told of Fabre, and reproduced in this translation, will

provide entertainment both to the general reader and
the entomologist. A. D. I.

Modern Microscopy : a Handbook for Beginners and
Slitdents. By M. I. Cross and Martin J. Cole. Fifth

edition, revised and rearranged by Herbert F.

Angus. Pp. X + 315. (London: BailWre, Tindjill

and Cox, 1922.) los. (>d. net.

That there has been a call for a fifth edition of this

book we can well understand, as it gives an excellent

introduction to all branches of microscopy. In the

opening chapters the mechanics and optics of the

microscope are described, and instructions are given

on the general method of using the instrument, illumina-

tion, .drawing and measuring apparatus, and for tests

of the optical system.

In the second portion of the book, chapters written

by specialists in their respective subjects deal with
various aspects of microscopy. Thus, Mr. Barnard
and Drs. Cooke and Drew describe the use of the

microscope in medicine, including dark ground illumina-

tion ; histology is dealt with by Mr. Cole, including

hardening and embedding tissues and section cutting
;

and Prof. Cheshire writes on the microscope in geology
and discusses simply and clearly the polarisation of

light. Another interesting chapter is that by Mr.
Cutler on the microscope in agriculture, particularly

the protozoa of the soil. Pond life, foraminifera,

myceiozoa, mosses and liverworts are some of the other

"subjects dealt with, and a final chapter by Mr. Cole

describes the preparation and mounting of common
objects. A useful glossary of technical terms is in-

cluded, together with details of the Royal Microscopical

Society's standards, the specifications of the British

Science Guild, and microscopical societies and clubs.

The book is very readable and well illustrated, and the

information contained in it is accurate and up-to-date.

The Wirral Peninsula : an Outline Regional Survey.

By W. Hewitt. Pp. x + 293. (Liverpool: Uni-
versity Press of Liverpool, Ltd. ; London : Hodder
and Stoughton, Ltd., 1922.) -js. 6d. net.

Mr. Hewitt has selected a small and well-defined area,

and in successive chapters has considered its physical,

biological, and human aspects, in an endeavour to

explain the geographical evolution of the area. The
social and economic conditions of any region must
necessarily depend to a large extent on its position,
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natural features, soil, cli.nate, and vegetation. Wirral

is only some 130 square miles in extent and until the

middle of the nineteenth century was almost entirely

agricultural. But the rapid increase of manufacturing
industries across the Mersey and growing commercial
importance of the Mersey estuary have resulted in an

industrial invasion of the left bank of the river. In-

dustries promise to show a steady increase in import-

ance. Agriculture will probably retain its hold, but

considerable changes in methods and conditions are

taking place. The social evolution which Wirral is now
undergoing can be adequately understood only by a

study of its regional geography in the light of the past.

The volume is an example of the growing attention

that is being paid to regional survey, and is a welcome
addition to the small numl)er of studies of this kind

which have been prepared in this country. We gather

that the author regards it as a preliminary sketch, and
that a fuller survey is in course of. preparation.

An Experiment in Synthetic Education. By Emilv C.

Wilson. With Chart for Five Years' Work. Pp. 62.

(London : George Allen and Unwin, Ltd., 1921.)

45. Gd. net.

More than one hundred years ago, Herbart sketched

out his ideal system of education, which was to utilise

all knowledge for the formation of character. For this

purpose the knowledge was to be presented as a unity

instead of in the usual way which drew a hard and fast

line between each subject. Since his day the specialisa-

tion of knowledge has increased so much that the

problem, difficult though it was then, is infinitely more
difficult now ; the intelligent teacher who would put

his children into touch with all aspects of modern
knowledge, while yet giving the requisite historical

background for the understanding of that knowledge,

is faced with difficulties at every stage.

This little book shows how one school attempted to

deal with the problem. Each subject for convenience

demands a name standing for particular aspects of

knowledge, but it should be treated in relation to the

other subjects. A chart giving details of a five years'

scheme is appended. It is an interesting and suggestive

experiment.

I.efons sur les Invariants Inligraux : Cours professi

a la Faculti des Sciences de Paris. Par Prof. E.

Cartan. Pp. x + 210. (Paris: A. Hermann ct

Fils, 1922.) 20 francs.

An account of Poincare's theory of integral invariants

with special reference to analytical dynamics is given

in the volume under notice. It opens with Hamilton's

principle of least action and contains detailed dis-

cussions of such questions as differential systems

admitting infinitesimal transformations. There are

also chapters on the application of Poincare's theory

to the problem of n bodies and to Fermat's principle

in optics. Much matter collected here can only be

found scattered elsewhere in scientific journals.

Rayonneinent el gravitation. Par Felix Michaud.

Pp. viiiH-62. (Paris : Gauthier-Villars et Cie, 1922.)

6 francs.

.\n attempt which does not go into details to trace

all physical phenomena back to radiation, gravita-

tion for example being ascribed to ultra X-rays.
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Letters to the Editor.

{The Editor does not hold himself responsible for
opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, ttor to correspond with
the "writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of NATURE. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications^

On the Element of Atomic Number 72.

Dans le numero du 20 Janvier 1923 de Nature,
MM. Coster et Hevesy annoncent qu'ils ont obtenu
le spectre de haute frequence de Telement de nombre
atomique 72.

Ce resultat tres important marque un progrds
dans la question que nous avons ouverte (A.

Dauvillier, Comptes rcndiis, t. 174, p. 1347, rnai 1922 ;

G. Urbain, Comptes rendus, t. 174, p. 1349) ; il est

seuleinent regrettable que MM. Coster et Hevesy
se soient efforce de jeter le discredit sur nos propres
resultats.

II nous parait d'abord necessaire de preciser les

faits ;

Deux raies ' de haute frequence caracteristiques

de I'element 72 ont ete observees avec les oxydes
provenant des queues de fractionnement des nitrates

du groupe ytterbique, c'est-a-dire dans les memes
oxydes ou I'un de nous, il y a douze ans (G. Urbain,
Comptes rendus, t. 152, p. 141, 1911) avait observe
des raies d'arc qui, n'etant attribuables a aucun
Element connu, ont ete considerees comme appartenant
a un element nouveau, le Celtium.
De leur cote, MM. Coster et Hevesy ont observe

dans des produits zirconiferes d'origine norwegienne
six raies de haute frequence caracteristiques de
I'element 72.

Ce resultat a 6te immediatement control^ par
I'un de nous avec un ^chantillon de zircone. Les
raies attribuables a I'element 72 coincident exacte-

ment - avec celles observees avec les terres ytterbiques,

avec cette seule difference que la proportion de
I'element 72 y est notablement plus grande.

Notis concluons dc ces faits que MM. Coster et

Hevesy sont mal fondes a revendiquer la decouverte
de I'element 72 alors que nos publications sont de
8 mois anterieures a la leur, et qu'il s'agit bien du
meme element.

Les cliches que nous possedons n'ont pu etre

reproduits et publies a cause de la faiblesse des
raies, mais nous les tenons a la disposition de MM.
Coster et Hevesy qui pourront les examiner de
concert avec nous au laboratoire de M. de Broglie

oii ils ont ete obtenus.
Eu egard aux considerations theoriques qui forment

la base de I'argumentatiou de MM. Coster et Hevesy
il nous suflira de dire :

1°. Dans sa premiere note de 1911, L^rbain a pense
pouvoir s'appuyer sur des variations de proprietes

magnetiques et chimicjues pour attribuer au celtium

des proprietes intermediaires de celles du lutecium
et du scandium. Les faits observes depuis imposent
de faire des reserves sur cette question d'interpreta-

tion, d'ailleurs secondaire au point de vue qui nous
occupe.

2°. L'examen du spectre de haute frequence dans
les produits celtif^res a precisement eu pour but de

* Les autres raies de cet 61emeut coincident avec des raies du lutecium et

du n^oytterbium.
* Un clichii effectui avec un aiilre fractionnement de terre.-i ytterbiques,

en amiliorant les conditions expcrimenlales (oxydes forlement compriin^s
et calcines dans le vide, foyer amicathodique lin^aire. etc.), nous avail

di-j^ fourni des Hgnes ijlus nettes et plus inteii.ses, nicsurables avec plus de
pr(;<:ision. Nous trouvions ainsi : ^3=I372'8 et ai=i564T U.X., chiffres

co'iiicidant avec les valeurs interpol<ies. La recherche du zirconium, effectuie

par le spectre d'arc et le spectre de haute frequence, a donn^ un resultat

n^gatif.
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rechercher si cet element pouvait etre identifie a
I'element 72. II eut ete des lors singulier apr^s
avoir observe ce spectre de haute frequence de ne
pas I'attribuer au celtium. Mais quand bien meme
le spectre d'arc et le spectre de haute frequence en
question ne seraient pas attribuables au meme
element, comme nous I'avons logiquement admis,
il n'en resterait pas moins vrai que nous avons
d^couvert les premiers I'elemenf 72. En consequence
MM. Coster et Hevesy n'avaient pas le droit de lui

donner un nom nouveau.
3°. MM. Coster et Hevesy attribuent a I'element 72

la valence 4, ce a quoi nous n'avons a faire aucune
objection. La question est de savoir si un element
tt^travalent pent accompagner les terres rares de
maniere a se retrouver dans les demieres eaux-meres
des fractionnements. Or le cas se presentc constam-
nient pour le cerium, a la fois trivalent et tetravalent.

II y a meme, entre ces deux etats du cerium, un
constant tiquilibre. Le cas se presente encore pour
le thorium qui, dans les minerals, accompagne
toujours les terres rares trivalentes et dont on retrouve
toujours des traces, apres traitements, a la queue
des fractionnements qui classent les terres rares

dans I'ordre de leur solubilite.

De meme on retrouve constamment le germanium
avec I'arsenic ou le molybdene, I'indium avec le

zinc, etc.

On ne saurait done afiirmer, comme I'ont fait

MM. Coster et Hevesy, que I'element 72 ne pent
se retrouver dans les dernieres eaux-mdres des
fractionnements des termes ultimes de la serie des
terres rares si ce n'est pour en conclure que nous
n'avons pu observer son spectre la ou cet element
ne pouvait se trouver. Un tel raisonnement est

evidemment sans valeur et ne presente d'autre

interet que d'etre tendancieux.
G. Urbain.
A. Dauvillier.

Paris, le 27 Janvier.

Meteorological Nomenclature and Physical

Measurements

.

With concern, not unmixed with amusement, I

have read in the issue of Nature for January 27 the
desponding reports about the " Position of the

Scientific Worker" on p. 132, and Dr. Mill's playful

banter about "Progressive Meteorology" on pp.
107-109. The uninitiated can scarcely fail to regard

the latter as deriding some recent meteorological

work as regards the choice of appropriate names and
units of measurement for the physical quantities

involved ; while I have good reason for regarding it

as a serious effort to make plain some rough places in

the path of future students of meteorology.
By way of illustrating the importance of units let

me say that this week-end, by the accident of having
to revive past memories of the physics of the atmo-
sphere at a lecture in the University of Birmingham,
I have happened upon two generalisations, new to me
and perhaps also to other readers of Nature, which
Dr. Mill may regard as important for the comprehen-
sion of the general problem. One is that at the level

of eight kilometres (all over the world, so far as our
limited knowledge extends) normal isobars are also

normal isotherms and the temperature is everywhere
numerically two-thirds of the pressure. The other is

that the range of temperature during the year at a
selected locality of the earth's surface, possibly at any
locality, is the saturation-adiabatic projection upon
the surface of the range of temperature at any level

above ground. The language is horrifying in its

technicality ; but if the two propositions are true.
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even for comparatively restricted areas, they present

a view of the normal state of the atmosphere which is

worth remembering. With the terminology and units

which I have employed they are easy to remember.
If Dr. Mill will translate them into the vernacular
which lie favours he will find the statements much
more difficult to word.
As to terminology, can any one estimate the debt

which meteorology owes and will continue to owe to

Bjerknes for the happy inspiration of the name
" polar front "

? What its real meaning is we have
not yet found out ; but it is a banner under which
knowledge is enlarged. Or can any one say how the

fate of Scott's Antarctic expeditions would have been
affected if the meaning of " katabatic " had been
understood in igoo. The development of the science

of meteorology- is a strenuous task. 1 do not suppose
that Dr. Mill intended his criticism to be as destruc-

tive as uninitiated readers will think it to be. Some-
how the picture which his review calls to mind is that

of the three jovial huntsmen :
" We'en powlert up and

down a bit and had a rattling day." There are

occasions when there are obvious discontinuities in

psychology. Once upon a time, years ago, as college

tutor in Cambridge 1 went down to see the boat-races.

Being late, 1 found the leading boats of the first race

already past the winning post, among them one of my
own college which I had gone down to cheer. It was
a perfect summer's day, and I found the crew in

lonely solitude, lolling about in the boat after their

labours, in all the attitudes of summer idleness. I

went up to them and by way of being cheerful

remarked, " You seem to be having a picnic." To
my astonishment no one spoke ; and presently the

man nearest to me grunted, " It's been grim earnest
here. Sir." They had been chased all over the course
and were too exhausted to stand and too despondent
to speak.

I am not yet come to that pass ; but I feel in like

manner that Dr. Mill in his dignified position has not
really appreciated what the stress of meteorological
work means. It is only too true that our craft rows
its course in continual danger of being bumped by a
crew that bases action upon its ignorance of the
subject and not upon its knowledge. That is precisely

the situation which the National Union of Scientific

Workers finds so depressing, and to me, with a full

experience of evcrj' phase of success and failure in

boat-racing, the cheers from the bank to the boat
that is pressing us are a reminder that science in this

country might be encouraged rather than depressed
if the members of its own household would visualise

the situation a little more deftly.

I ha\e never supposed that new units and new
terminology can be anything but distasteful to the
veteran, even to myself. I am not .so self-confident

as to assume that the ultimate solution will be found
in the way that seems to me the most direct. All I

ask is that those who criticise should face the problem
with a policy. I find it difficult to regard the ordinary
British attitude as indicating a poUcy : it is our
income-tax which goes to teach every child in the
country the metric system, and every child who
learns science is taught at our expense to use the
metric system and to " chuck it ' as soon as he
leaves school. If that is really an educational pohcy
I can find no polite adjective in the dictionary which
will describe it. Napier Sh.avv.

January 30.

The Identity of Geber.

I AM glad to see that Mr. Holinyard (Naturr,
vol. no, p. 573) has also been led to doubt the
validity of much of the criticism of the authenticity
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of the Latin works attributed to Geber. In the
recent work of Prof. A. O. von Lippmann " Die
Entstehung und Ausbreitung der Alchemic," the
destruction of the Latin authorities has passed
all bounds of restraint. A treatise which refers to

Geber, or gives doctrines resembling his, which could
possibly have been written before 1300, the date
of the earliest Geber MS., is pseudographisch,
unlergeschoben, or the work of Fdlscher. Import-
ant treatises are dismissed in footnotes without
discussion as spurious. Geber's fall is bringing
down many other authors. In some fairly early

authorities there are references to a Geber, but
in ([uoting these in other parts of his book, von
Lippmann has left out the text containing the name
of Geber. In other places, in his quotations, the
omission of " et "

( =and) is marked by a row of

dots, and in giving the content of the opinions of

other writers, Lippmann's book becomes quite un-
trustworthy when it reaches the Latin authors.
The discovery of the original MSS. is the final test.

Boerhaave (" Elementa chemiae," 1732, i. p. 15) says
that the Arabic works of Geber were translated by
Golius, who was professor of oriental languages at
Leyden ; in Shaw's translation of Hoerhaave's book
( 1 74 1 , i. p. 26, note 3) it is stated that Golius presented
the MS. of Geber to the Leyden library, translated

it into Latin, and published it in the same city, first

in folio and afterwards in quarto, under the title
" Lapis Philosophorum." In the catalogue of Golius's

library I find that there is mention of an .Arabic

MS. bearing the name of Geber and treating of

alchemy, but the few MSS. examined by Berthelot,
including MSS. from Leyden, were quite different

from the works in Latin. The Leyden MS. may have
been lost (as some of the Greek ones at Paris have
been).

In tlie Latin Geber there are long arguments
refuting those who deny the possibility of the Great
Work. Berthelot says that an Arabic writer of the
previously assumed period of Geber (c. 750-800 a.d.)

would have had no doubts as to this possibility.

This is incorrect. Prof. Wiedemann, whose services

in this branch of historical research have been
extremely valuable, has published MSS. of this

period, in which it is said that the failure of alchemists
to carry out their work of transmutation had become
" proverbial " (Abu Jusuf, d. 798 ; Aldschaziz, d.

860, who said there was no alchemy ; .\lkindi, d.

873, who said all alchemists were liars). This
argument, therefore, falls to the ground.

Phe logical arguments are, said Berthelot, reminis-

cent of the Schoolmen of a later period (say 1200-

1250, in which he puts the Latin author). He does
not say what these arguments are, but those I have
met with are taken largely from Aristotle, whose
works were translated into oriental languages at an
early period.

Geber, according to Berthelot, showed an advanced
rationalism in contesting the influence of the planets,

which was accepted by the Arabic Jabir, whose
works are extant in Arabic, but are different from
Geber's. A belief in astrology cannot be used to

date any historical period, and apart from this, the
Latin Geber explicitly admits the influence of the

stars, but says " The work will be duly performed
by Nature under a due site convenient for it, without
any previous considerations of it."

' The ideas and facts developed in the writings of

the pseudo-Geber," said Berthelot, " arc frequently
expressed in the same terms in the authentic works
of Roger Bacon." I do not wish to enter into a
discussion of the authenticity of these particular

works of Bacon ; it is only necessary to remark
that in the one to which Berthelot's remarks seem to
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apply the name of Geber is cited, through Avicenna's
" De Anima " (the phrase is given by Hoefer, i. 329, as
Bacon's), which work is, naturally, condemned by
Lippmann, on quite inadequate grounds, as " pseudo-
graphisch." That it differs in style from the "Canon"
is probably correct, but Newton's " Daniel and the
Apocalypse" differs in style from the "Principia."
Avicenna's ' De Anima " was condemned as spurious
by Dr. James in his " Medical Dictionary " (London,
1743, vol. i., unpaged). The quotation in Avicenna
is not to be found in the Latin works of Geber.

According to Berthclot the "Liber Septuaginta "

(the Latin MS. of which was noted by Hoefer, whose
valuable pioneer work has been considerably under-
estimated) is entirely different in style and content
from the Latin Geber, although he attributes it, on
what seem insufficient grounds, to Jabir. There
are some strikingly similar passages in the above
work and in the Latin Geber, though I do not assert
that they had the same author.

For some years I have asserted in my lectures
that the criticisms of Berthelot were unsatisfactory.
There are many other reasons why the arguments
of Berthelot should be rejected and a new start

made. Mr. Holmyard inclines to the original view
that the Arabic Jabir and the Latin Geber are one

;

my own view, which like his is still hypothetical, is

that a Greek, Syriac, or Hebrew MS. may be as
likely to be the original source as an Arabic one.
The details of the life of Geber are very contradictory,
but he is said to have been " a Christian who after-

wards became a Mohammedan," or " of Tarsus."
This is suggestive.
The " Summa perfectionis " is probably the earliest

Latin work of the group attributed to Geber. It

differs only little from the Greek writings of Alex-
andrine authors in its ideas, and the doctrines it

teaches do not seem to represent that remarkable
advance which is held to throw doubt on its early date.
The " Testamentum " referred to by Mr. Holmyard
differs in content and outlook from the " Summa "

; it

does not appear in the earliest printed edition of
Geber's works (British Museum, catalogued as
possibly printed at Venice in 1475, but I am informed
by the authorities in the Incunabula Department
it was probably printed at Rome not before
1480-1490). The "Testamentum" first appeared
in the Vatican edition (? 1525 ; the 14S0 was also
a Vatican edition ; Kopp, Hoefer, and Berthelot
have been confused by editions of Geber which they
have not seen). The " Liber deinvestigatione "maybe
a compilation by some later writer. The " Alchimia
Geberi," of which Kopp, Hoefer, and Berthelot
speak, is not a separate work, but merely an edition
of Geber's works. As Mr. Holmyard seems to have
gone some distance in another direction, I thought
it useful to state briefly what conclusions I have
reached; the detailed justification of these would
take up far too much space. The " pseudographic "

school, however, do not seem to have made out their

case. J. R. Partington.
East London College (University of London),

Mile End Road, E.i.

The Stoat's Winter Pelage.

A FRIENDLY stoat, wliicli has made our flower-
garden and rockery his hunting-ground for mice
and voles during the last three years, has donned
his winter livery of ermine, and become very con-
spicuous— a snow-white little athlete— amid the
greenery of the present exceedingly green winter.

This seasonal change of the stoat's brown summer
pelage to creamy white is regulated, not by winter
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temperature, but by latitude. Invariable in the
stoats of the Scottish Highlands, nearly so in those
of the Scottish Lowlands, it becomes gradually less

frequent towards the English Midlands
; until in

the southern counties a complete change of hue is

exceedingly rare. This change is not due to the
growth of a new coat ; it is the old fur that becomes
white. Nor is prevailing temperature the cause of
change. Here, on the western Scottish seaboard,
winter is usually very mild ; snow seldom falls and
still more seldom hes. Clianthus puniceus, from
the north island of New Zealand, and AbtiHlon
megapotamiciim, from Brazil, have been flowering
profusely on walls in the open all through this

winter ; yet our stoats regularly assume the protec-
tive winter garb of circum-polar animals ; while
in Warwickshire and Leicestershire, where the average
winter temperature is far more severe, a complete
change in the stoat's pelage very rarely occurs.

May we not recognise in this a heritage from the
last ice age ? So long as the land so far south as
Herts lay under the ice, stoats in the Thames vaUey
and south thereof must have worn the ermine pelage
—at least in winter, and so did those which followed
the ice in its northward retreat. But some thousands
of temperate seasons have enabled the race of stoats
that remained in the southern counties to dispense
gradually with a costume which has become the very
reverse of a protective disguise.

A few thousand years more and it may be as
difficult to find a white ermine in Caithness as it is

now in Cornwall ! Herbert Maxwell.
Monreith, Whauphill,

Wigtownshire.

Stirling's Theorem.

For very large values of n, Stirling's theorem,

«'«• Lim — = J^,

reduces in its logarithmic form to

n log n - n = log \_n^

It is in this form that the formula is required in

Planck's radiation theory. Wanting to use this

formula, and unwilling to make my students go
through the proof of Stirling's theorem as given,

for example, in Chrystal's " Algebra," I thought of
the following deduction, and should like to know if it

is sound or if it has been given before.

When dn = I

log n =^ log \n,

and since n is to be very large the value of dn is an
infinitesimal. Therefore we may say

log n dn =d log \n_

.-. \ log n dn =J d (log \_n]

.-. n log n -n =log
! «,

which is the form required. John Satterly.

University of Toronto,
Toronto, Canada,

January i.

Stonehenge : Concerning the Four Stations.

Just within the surrounding earthwork of Stone-

henge there are two stones symmetrically placed

with reference to each other on opposite sides of the

centre. There are also two low earth heaps or

mounds in corresponding complementary or reversed
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positions. A general description of these " Four
Stations " was given by me in Nature for April i,

1922 (vol. 109, p. 410), with a plan (reproduced here-

with, Fig. i) drawn to scale and photographs of the

stones.

The two so-called mounds are of very slight eleva-

tion, and are scarcely noticeable on the ground :

each has a sort of hollow or crater in its centre. By
Petrie's system the two stones are numbered 91 and
93, and the corresponding pair of mounds Nos. 92
and 94.

In the hollow of mound No. 94 Colt Hoare reports

that he found " a simple interment of burned bones
"

(" Ancient Wilts." i. p. 145). On the strength of

this discovery it has been assumed that the two
mounds are Round Barrows, and (based on this

assumption) it is inferred that Stonehenge was con-

" Round barrows were erected towards the end
of the Neolithic Age in Scotland, Yorkshire, and
l^erbyshire ; but Mr. Stone is, I believe, the first

to suggest that a round barrow of that period
exists at Stonehenge."

But I made no such suggestion—in fact, the special

purpose of my communication was to show that the
so-called mounds were not barrows. Perhaps Dr.

Rice Holmes will re-read my letter in Nature of

April I last.

The fact that " a simple interment of burned
bones " was found by Colt Hoare in the hollow of

site No. 94 is, of course, no evidence that the place

was a barrow. Similar casual interments of burned
bones were also found deposited in the adjacent
" .\ubrey Holes," which obviously were not the sites

of barrows.

STONC
Hfi.SS

KO. 92

MOUND

The two stones and the two mounds

are symmetrically placed with reference

to each other and to the main axis of the

structure. Their centres are moreover

all on the same radius, and their centre

lines make an angle with each other of

45 degrees.

Fig. I.— Plan of Stonehenge. Scale— izo feel to i inch.

structed probably near the end of the Bronze Age
or perhaps even later.

The advocates of a Bronze Age date for Stone-
henge specially rely upon this as conclusive evidence
in support of their theory. Dr. Rice Holmes, for

example, makes the somewhat positive assertion as
follows :

" The stones [of Stonehenge] were certainly not
standing when Round Barrows were first erected
on Salisbury Plain ; for one is contained within
the Valium, which, moreover, encroaches on
another " (" Ancient Britain," p. 476).

In my letter in Nature (April i, 1922), I gave
evidence for the opinion that these two earth heaps
are not the remains of barrows, but are the sites of

a pair of stones that had been removed. These
stones, when in position, corresponded exactly with
the pair of stones which still remain in place.

In the Antiquaries Journal for October 1922

(p. 344, footnote), Dr. Rice Holmes, in reference to

this matter,' remarks :

Dr. Rice Hohnes makes a mistake in his reference, which he gives as

Nature, April 29, 1922, p. 563.
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That these mounds are really positions which were

once occupied by stones has, however, now been

placed beyond doubt by the excavations lately

carried out by Col. Hawley, in the course of which the

crater or hollow in the middle of one of these sites

(No. 92) was completely cleared down to the original

chalk rock. I inspected the bottom of the hole when
it had just been cleared out, and it was evident that

it had been dug as the foundation pit for a large

stone. There was no indication of any barrow having

ever existed on the site.

In his report published in the Antiquaries Journal

for January 1923 (pp. 15-16), Col. Hawley, in reference

to this, remarks :

" Nearlv in the middle of the place [No. 92] was
a large hole. Sir Richard Colt Hoare mentions

having opened it without result, consequently it

was in a very disturbed state and afforded nothing

of interest until it had been emptied. It was then

seen that it must formerly have contained a large

stone, perhaps about the size of the one [No. 91]

lying near the rampart a little way to the east,

G 2
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and the bottom showed irregularities indicating

the pressure upon it of an irregular base of a stone.
" On the north side, forming part of the hole,

was an incline in the solid chalk for introducing

the stone somewhat similar to those met with in

the Stonehenge circle.
" The hole was about 4 feet deep."

It appears probable that most of the material of

these so-called mounds is merely the spoil thrown
out bv Colt Hoare in making his excavations. Before

Colt Hoare 's time we find these two sites are always
referred to as cavities or depressions (not as mounds),
and we mav infer that these cavities were the hollows

left after the removal of the stones. The following

extracts are quoted from well-known authorities :

William Stukeley, 1740.
—

" The two cavities in

the circuit of our area, very probably were the

places where two great stone
vases were set " (" Stonehenge,"

John Wood, 1747. — Two
stone Pillars appear at the foot

of the inner Bank next the Area
in which the Building stands ;

and these are answered by two
Spherical Pits at the foot of the

same Bank " (" Choir Gaure,"

PP- 43-44)-
Dr. John Smith, 1 771. —

" Directly north and south of the
temple, just within the vallum
of the ditch, is the appearance
of two circular holes, encom-
passed with the earth that was
thrown out of them. But they
are now almost effaced by time "

(" Choir Gaur," p. 52).

Waltire, 1792. — " There are

two clayed pits, and two stones
near the ditch " (Quoted in

Britton's " Wilts," ii. p. 122.)

Rev. Richard Warner, 1801.

—

" Two other smaller stones are
found on the inner bank of the
surrounding ditch, exactly oppo-
site to each other, in a direction

east and west ; as well as two
circular depressions, about sixteen
feet diameter, in the same bank,
one lying S.S.E. and the other
W.N.W." (" Excursions from
Bath," p. 177).

A Double-Vertical-Reflection Mirage at Cape Wrath.

On the morning of December 5, 1922, about
10.30 A.M. G.M.T., Mr. John Anderson, lightkeeper

at the Cape Wrath Lighthouse, Durness, observed

a mirage of an unusual character. Mr. Anderson
focussed his telescope on a sheep which was grazing

on top of a conical hill (height about 200 feet)

about a quarter of a mile away, and immediately
noticed an unusual appearance in the atmosphere
around. On swinging the telescope slightly upward, he
observed that a belt of the atmosphere appeared to

be land and sea, giving a perfect representation of

tiie whole of the coast line from Cape Wrath to

Dunnet Head.
The appearance in the mirage was an exact replica

of what would have been seen from a distance

of about 10 miles out at sea. In a direction south
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The phenomenon was observed for about thirty

minutes, when it was blotted out by heavy, dark
clouds from the south-west. Within a short time

the sky was darkly overcast and rain began to fall,

lightly at first, accompanied by slight fog ; later rain

fell very heavily, the raingauge giving a total of 1-97

inches for the afternoon.

The mirage was seen by practically all the residents

at the station.

The meteorological conditions do not point to

anything extraordinary. The synoptic chart for

7 A.M. shows an anticyclone centred westward of

the mouth of the English Channel, with a very slight

ridge of high pressure extending over Ireland and
up the West Coast of Scotland. The temperatures

at 7 A.M. were 48° at Wick and Stomoway, 51° at

Castlebav, and ss"* at Aberdeen. There was therefore

a fairly sharp discontinuity of temperature along a

line just south of Cape Wrath. The wind at 7 a.m.

at Cape Wrath was from west by north. By i p.m.

a secondary depression had advanced from the

Atlantic, and was centred about 50 miles north of

Stornoway, giving a south-westerly trend of isobars

over the coast line from Cape Wrath to Dunnet
Head. The temperature at Stornoway was now 52°,

but only 47° at Wick, where the wind was still

light.

The mirage was seen at 10.30 a.m., at the time
when the wind was backing in front of the depression.

The Deerness anemograph shows a slight backing of

the wind from west by north at 10.30, and a further

slight backing to west by south about 11 a.m. The
wind blew steadily from west by south until 3.30 p.m.,

when it shifted to north in the rear of the

secondary.
It will be noted that the phenomenon occurred at

a time when the warmer current in front of the

secondary depression had not completely displaced

the colder air from the immediate vicinity of the

coast line. There would remain a cold pocket of

air under the cliffs, and other masses of cold air

would probably be trapped by the hills near the

coast.

The only suggestion which I can offer as a basis

of explanation for the phenomenon is that there was
a sharp surface of discontinuity—approximately
vertical—between the warm air over the sea and the

cold air under the cliffs, and that some distance

inland there was another nearly vertical surface of

discontinuity between the cold air near the coast and
warm air which had penetrated inland through a

gap in the hills south of Cape Wrath.
Reflection of light at two such surfaces of dis-

continuity would account for the phenomenon, the

effect being that produced by two mirrors, one in

front, and one behind, the observer. There should

be a small amount of reflection at any sharp surface

of discontinuity, perhaps sufficient to account for

the phenomenon being visible through a telescope.

The extremely small limit of the region from which
the phenomenon was visible would place the inland

discontinuity near to the observer. The effective

surface of the mirror may have been quite small.

Mr. Anderson records that there was a slight fog

when the rain came. The fog would be produced
by the mixing of the warm humid current with the

colder air which had previously remained over the

coast.
The phenomenon has been called a mirage, but

the mirage as ordinarily understood is either an effect

of refraction in air stratified horizontally, or, in the

case of inverted mirage, is an effect of reflection at

a horizontal surface at which there is a rapid change
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of density. But the admitted theory of formation
of inverted images confirms the claim that there

should be reflection at a surface of discontinuity of

density. The phenomenon described above might
perhaps be named a " vertical-reflection mirage,"

to distinguish it from the ordinary mirage due to

refraction or reflection in air stratified horizontally.

No other records of similar phenomena can be

traced, probal)ly on account of the fact that such

mirages are never likely to be visible to the naked
eye. The telescope is useful in such cases only in so

far as it limits the amount of light reaching the

observer's eye. A plain tube without lenses would
probabl^^ have shown the mirage more clearly than a

telescope.

Mr. Anderson has been keeping a watch for others,

but so far without success. This particular observa-

tion has been perhaps due in part to a series of happy
accidents, in that the observer happened to be in

the best position to note the effect, at the time when
a wandering sheep roused his curiosity. Much credit

is due to him for the trouble he has taken to draw
the map and sketch, and to write a very detailed

account of what he saw.
D. Brunt.

Meteorological Office, Air Ministry,

January 26.

The Sugar-Cane Mealy-Bug.

I have just received a very interesting paper on the

sugar-cane mealy-bug {Pseudococcus sacchari Ckll.)

from Mr. W. J. Hall, of the Ministry of Agriculture,

Egypt. He describes the insect as being so injurious

that " the whole future of the industry hangs in

the balance." When I was recently in Madeira I

examined the sugar-canes wherever I went, and found

only a sparing and local infestation by P. sacchari.

I had no microscope with me, but the determination

was confirmed by Mr. E. E. Green. The insects may
be found on the canes near the cliffs below the new
road, a short distance west of Funchal. It is certainly

worth while to determine why the pest is so .serious

in Egypt, and scarcely noticeable in Madeira. It

may be that there is more damage in Madeira than I

thought, but probably some efficient parasite will be

found there. By collecting a quantity of the white

material and placing it in a box, the para.sites might

be bred. That there is a parasite we know for certain,

as my first sending from Funchal to Mr. Green could

not be positively determined, consisting only of a

mass of waxy "secretion with fragments of the

coccid, along with larvae and pupae of a parasitic

Dipteron.
It is worth while to record at this time the occur-

rence of a really dangerous pest in Madeira, the

Aleurothrixus howardi (Quaintance), on citrus in Dr.

Grabham's garden in Funchal. It was determined

for me by Dr. A. C. Baker of the U.S. Department of

.\griculture. The infestation, while local, was very

heavv, and if the insect spreads it may become a

serious menace to the cultivation of oranges and

rc-lated fruits.

Another potential pest found in Madeira is the

rose-weevil Pantonwrus fulleri (Horn). A single

specimen was given to me by Mr. A. C. de Noronha,

who found it in the vicinity of Funchal. It was

identified by Dr. G. A. K. Marshall. As no other

specimens have been found, it has perhaps not

succeeded in getting estabHshed.

T. D. A. COCKERELL.

University of Colorado,

January 2.
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Definitions and Laws of Motion in the " Principia."

By Sir George Greenhill.

MACH'S " Historical Lectures on Mechanics in

its Development " ought to have a great
influence on the treatment of the subject, with an
English version from the Open Court Company.
Mach has many a shrewd deep criticism to make on
Newton's " Principia." and the present remarks are

intended as an amplification of some of his scientific

animadversion. It would have been worth his while
to examine the previous state of the theory of dynamics
to see what laws were current before the statement
as given by Newton. These laws must have been
enunciated, not only to give precision to the subject,

but at the same time to correct and contradict previous
fallacy and error, and it would be valuable to have
a record in historical development.

The First Law must have excited incredulity, as
contradictory to common observation of a body in

motion, soon coming to rest of itself ; and when the
heavenly bodies were pointed at, a divine Primum
Mobile was postulated to keep them going eternally, in

the pious reflections of Aristotle, quoted in the former
conventional manner at the end of the " Principia,"

and suggesting Napoleon's criticism of Laplace.

Axiomata sive Leges Motus. Lex I. Corpus omne
perseverare in statu suo quiescendi vel movendi
uniformiter in directum, nisi quatenus a viribus im-
pressis cogitur statum ilium mutare.

Similar statements can be traced in the writings
of Aristotle and Plutarch. But it would be more in-

structive if we were told something of previous ideas

contradicted in this Law, such as " A body in motion
will come to rest of itself," as in observation of daily

life, ignoring the reason and cause.

Lex II. Mutationem motus proportionalem esse vi

motrici impressae, et fieri secundum lineam rectam qua
vis ilia imprimitur.

A vector change of momentum, molus, is indicated
here ; but the Law requires amplification in a com-
mentary-corollary. Motus is quantity of motion,
called momentum to-day, and mutationem motus
requires to be qualified as time change, rate of change
per time change, per unit of time ; not per length
or distance, which would imply energy or vis viva,

an idea not extant in Newton's day.
Translated into our algebraical symbols, quantity

of matter, qiiantitas materiae, of Definition I is denoted
by W, lb. (in French it would be denoted by P, kg.,

for poids, pondus). Here W, the Pondus of our Corpus,
is measured by weighing it in the scales, corrected for

buoyancy of the air, and this is an operation susceptible
to the greatest accuracy in physical measurement.
The velocity is v, in f/s (feet per second), so that

the quantity of motion is Wv, Ib.-ft. per sec, according
to Definition II. Velocity v is not so easy to measure
to equal accuracy as IF.

Then, according to Law II, quantity of motion Wv
acquired (from rest) under a force F acting for t seconds,
is proportional to Ft (called the impulse), and expressed
in a proportion, Wv oc Ft, leaving the unit of force
to choice.
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The absence of the algebraical sign of equality, =,
will be noticed as not employed in the " Principia."
But in any numerical calculation, equality must be
introduced by the appropriate constant factor.

Working with the practical gravitation Unit of

Force, the only one in use up to fifty years ago, and
still the only one capable of exact measurement,
and taking our unit as the gravitation heft of a pound
weight, the sign of variation, oc , is replaced by the
sign of equality, =, in the variation above by intro-

ducing g in the right place, and writing it in a homo-
geneous form

(i) W F t

(lb.) (sec.) (lb.) (sec.)

SO as to verify when F=W, with vjg= t, v=gt, as in

a free vertical fall of the body ; t=vlg being the number
of seconds of descent to acquire velocity v, ft./sec.

;

in most practical problems it is near enough to take

^= 32, ft./sec.^, in round numbers.
Then if 5 feet is the distance required to get up

speed V from rest in / seconds, the average velocity

and multiplying into equation (i)

v^
(3) W - = F s^i' 2g

(lb.) (ft.) (lb.) (ft.)

v'^

and — =5 in a free fall, where F— W.

And in a flymg start, from velocity n,

{i)*w''-^ = Ft,{2)^'-= \{v + u), (3)* W- = Fs.
g

•12' - 2g

With these three equations, (i), (2), (3), any two
of which imply the third, the young engineer may
carry on for a long time in the linear dynamics, seen

on the road and railway or in the air, up and down hill,

getting up speed and checking it again with the breaks.

After that a variable force F may be intro-

duced, as in Hooke's Law of the spring ; a vibratory

motion investigated, shown off in the pendulum, and
seen in reciprocating masses of machinery, or a

carriage body on springs. Here is theory enough to

keep him going for a year.

Then after linear dynamics comes uniplanar dynamics,

and the notion of rotation is introduced. A familiar

illustration is always at hand in the door ; every

room has a door. The muscular sense of starting

and stopping the rotation can be exercised ; also in

brandishing a stick, poker, bat, or club.

Angular inertia then requires measurement, although

not mentioned in the " Principia," not even in " De
motu corporum pendulorum " in Book II, or " In

Horologiis et similibus instrumentis, quae ex rotulis

commissis constructa sunt," where the Corpus may be

the compound pendulum of a clock oscillating about

its axle. Then Moment of Inertia requires definition,

—

the scalar sum of the product of every particle of the

body by the square of its distance from an axis.
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Thus, in " Matter and Motion," Maxwell reduces

the uniplanar motion of any rigid body to an equivalent

particle pair, rigidly connected, having the same total

weight, the same centre of gravity, and the same
moment of inertia about the centre of gravity.

The compound clock pendulum of Huygens is

replaced in this way b\- its equivalent pair of particles,

one being placed at O in the axle of suspension, and
the other will be at P the centre of oscillation ; and
then OP is the length of the simple equivalent pendulum,
a plumb bob P at the end of a thread OP.

Provided with these additional ideas in dynamics,
the young engineer will be able to investigate the

motion of the revolving parts of his machinery, such
as a flywheel, a revolving shaft, a screw propeller,

and the influence of the rotation of the wheels of a

carriage.

Wliatever the system of units employed, it is essential

in the dynamical interpretation for g to be assigned

its pwopcr place, here under v. It must not be allowed

to straggle and take cover under II', as in the old-

fashioned treatise, where the author, to save trouble

in writing and printing, adopted the mischievous

delusive plan of replacing his 11'/'^ by the single letter

label .1/. and then calling it the mass, a quantity

sui generis, not its Corpus. He then wrote, with v/t=f,
the acceleration, time rate of growth of velocity,

{4) F=Mf, with W = Mg.

These relations are not seen in the " Principia-

Elements," where g does not occur explicitly but is

concealed in the length L of the seconds-pendulum,

g = ir^L. The " Principia " is chiefly kinematics;

very little of kinetics until the second book, and
then of experiments on fluid resistance, aways expressed

in gravitation units.

Lex III. Actioni contrariam semper et aequalem
esse reactionem : sive corporum duorum actiones in

se mutuo semper esse aequales et in partes contrarias

dirigi.

According to Maxwell, this Law—Action and
Reaction are equal and opposite—amounts to no more
than the definition of a stress, a pull or thrust, tension

or pressure.

The sequel of Corollaries of Law III is important
in introducing the ideas of vector composition, the

conservation of momentum, and immunity of the

centre of gravity to the internal actions and stress.

The Law was put forth probably as a contradiction

to some accepted law in \'ogue before Newton, now
forgotten. In some recent figurative language of

the Press, we read "The pendulum is always swing-

ing. Action, especially if violent, is apt to entail

reaction." The former Law can still be traced in

the popular idea current that the horse advances by
pulling the cart harder than the cart pulls back.

I remember a similar question about a double-headed
express train ; I was asked to explain what would
happen if the second engine was going faster than
the first : pulling harder I presume was meant.
The definitions come first in the " Principia," but

we prefer to discuss them after the Laws, when the

ideas they imply have been employed already in some
tangible application, and so are capable of a better

appreciation, and we can refer to them. Abstract
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definition requires to settle on some hard base of fact

and comes after action in order of thought.

Definitio I. Quantitas Materiae est mensura
ejusdem orta ex illius Densitate et Magnitudine
conjunctim.

According to Mach, this is really no more than a

definition of density, and quantitas is used as a synonym
for Corpus, Moles, Massa, Pondtts, five names to one
entity. Nomina-Entia non sunt multiplicanda praeter

quam necesse est.

Here Corpus would connote a body. Moles or Mola
the bulk, Massa the aggregation of its stuff, and
Pondus the quantity of its stuff measured out in a

Iwlance against standard lumps of metal called weights
;

rc\ealed also roughly in the heft required to lift the

l)ody off the earth's surface.

The Greek equivalent for Massa would be /tay/tn,

/lafu, something kneaded and fashioned into shape ;

and the distinction in Latin between the words is

brought out clearly in Ovid's lines (^A. A. iii. 219)

:

"Quae nunc nomen halient ojjerosi signa Myronis,
Pondus iners quondam duraque massa fuit "

;

assigning the quality of Inertia to Pondus.
But because Newton in this definition goes on to

say—Innotescit ea (Quantitas) per corporis cuj usque
Pondus. Nam Ponderi proportionalem esse reperi per

experimenta Pendulorum accuratissime instituta, uti

posthac docebitur (meaning experiments to prove that

the quality of the Matter does not matter)—it is rigidly

insisted to-day in elementary instruction that Pondus
should never be used e.xcept in this subsidiary sense

of the accident of the gravitation of it, due to its

situation on the surface of the earth. Moreover, we
find Newton using Pondus elsewhere in both of the

meanings of ordinary language ; as, for example, in

his preface—Unde solvitur in omni aptorum instru-

mentorum genere Problemata. Datum pondus data
vi movendi. Sic pondera aequipollent ad movenda
brachia Librae, 'quae oscillante Libra sunt rcciproce

ut eorum velocitates sursum et deorsum : hoc est,

pondera, si recta ascendunt et descendunt, aequipollent,

etc.

Definitio II. Quantitas Motus est mensura ejusdem
orta ex Velocitate et Quantitate Materiae conjunctim.

This is the quantity called momentum to-day, our

Wv, lb. -ft. per sec. And—Motus totius est summa
motuum in partibus singulis— requires amplification

to-day of " sum " to " vector sum.

Definitio III. Materiae Vis Insita . . . etc., is

cjualified as undistinguishable from Inertia massae, the

pondus iners of Ovid, so here the two names are

convertible, and one of them would serve.

The Vis Impressa, Vis Centripeta, Vis ceniripetae

Quantitas Absolula, Acceleratrix, Matrix (felt forcibly

on the top of a motibus), and so on of the subsequent

Definitions display a curious profusion of the word
Vis, as much as in Hooke's vaunted Law : Ut Tensio

sic Vis.

Vis.Wkt moment, momentum. moment of momentum,
moment of inertia, is a word too hackneyed in dynamics.

A. N. Whitehead, in the " Concepts of Nature," uses

the word moment to mean " all Nature at any instant."
" Two moments of the same family are parallel."
" .\ point flash of Nature is an event particle."
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In Definition I, density is taken as the primary

property of matter, although left undefined by Newton
;

while Qiiantitas Materiae, our W or P, is the product of

density and volume.

The Materiae Vis Insita of Definition III is described

as the same as Inertia Massae. This, howev-er, is not

the definition of Massa. but Inertia, although the two
are treated as the same thing in modern interpretation.

Newton is not consistent with himself, as asserted,

in always using Pondus as meaning the attraction

of the earth on a body on the surface. As often as

not he uses Pondus in the popular acceptation, as

in the Act of Parliament.and a search in the " Principia"

will reveal numerous instances.

This distinction, insisted on so carefully in modern
instruction, was ignored in language and thought till

about fifty or si.xty years ago, when Absolute Measure
was first introduced into dynamical teaching.

The artless definition of Mass, as the quantity of

matter in the body, is near enough to serve in a

dictionary, as a synonym in one line. It is merely

the selection of a new name as a label in the long list

already in Def. I. But a real definition will give at the

same time the best way to measure the quantity. In a

recent Royal Society memoir, on " mass determina-

tion " as the author is careful to call it, the question of

its measurement turned on a " Study of the fBalance, in

its greatest precision, in a projective series of weighings

of small masses," the most accurate of all physical

operations we know.
Libra, sign in the Zodiac of the Balance, is an

appropriate emblem of justice holding the scales.

It is contrary to the strict legal language of the

Act of Parliament on weights and measures to start

off with another artless definition—the weight of a

body is the force with which it is attracted by the

earth. At that rate, what is the weight of the moon,
the sun ? The definition is not supposed to apply to

a body, so long as it is not terrestrial.

The attraction of the earth on the pound weight

as the unit of force (gravitation) will never be abandoned
by the engineer, as it is susceptible to the same degree

of accuracy of measurement as the operation of

weighing.

But when Tait took in hand the reform of dynamical

teaching, he altered the equations in our form of

(i), (2), (3), (4) in a new way, with the view of e.xter-

minating g. He discarded the old sui generis mass,

with unit of g lb., and taking mass in its new meaning
of the invariable quantity of matter in the body, he

measured it in terms of the Act of Parliament unit

of weight, the pound weight. T4iis involved him in

a change in the unit of force, to what was called a

poundal, such that the engineer's gra\-itation unit

of force, the pound (force), was equivalent to g
poundals.

Tait's change merely amounted to labelling -1/

the quantity formerly labelled W . But he insisted

on retaining W = Mg,SLnA so measuring what he called

weight in poundals, contrary to the strict law of the

Act, and rendering himself liable to a fine for every

offence. Better if Tait had retained the letter W
for lb., writing the equation P=Wf, and rejecting

the useless H ' = Mg, as perpetuating the old sui generis,

and breaking the law in the Act of Parliament.

This trouble of mere terminology would be exorcised

if the habit was inculcated of always stating the unit

of a dynamical quantity, as, for example, of a mass
M; g, a weight W , lb. The engineer refuses to accept

the poundal or to give a weight W in poundals. Scrap

the name as useless, except for passing certain examina-

tions.

To the masses in general the word mass implies

a combination of bulk and density as in Definition I,

as when we speak of mass of stuff, the mass of the

earth—" Die Erde und ihre eigene ungeheure Last
"

(Mach). In ordinary language the mass will mean the

multitude, or majority, as in the statement attributed to

Herbert Spencer, " The mass of woman is insensible to

gravity," which might mean a reminiscence of the

ballroom floor ; but this was before the women began

to take themselves so seriously ; and when we read

the critic's snarl of the " Vast Mass of his writings

consigned to Oblivion," Vast Mass here is forcible-

feeble for Major Pars.

The word is spelt Maas in German ;
" Mass fiir Mass

"

is the title of the German version of Shakespeare's

play "Measure for Measure."

Wegener's Hypothesis of Continental Drift.^

Bv Philip L.\ke.

WEGENER'S hypothesis is based on the idea

that the continental masses are patches of

lighter rock floating and moving in a layer of denser

rock, and this denser rock forms the floor of the oceans.

Following, with a slight alteration, the terminology of

Suess he calls the lighter material the Sial and the denser

layer the Sima. Suess uses the words Sal and Sima,

and thinks that the Sal covers the globe completely.

I shall not here discuss the possibility of Wegener's

conception. He does not profess to explain completely

why the continents should move, but he claims to have

proved conclusively that such movement has taken

place. It is the evidence on which he relies, and more
particularly the geological evidence, that I propose to

examine.

* Abridged from an address to the Royal Geographical Society on
January 22.
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One of the arguments on which he lays great stress

is derived from the relative frequency of different

heights and depths upon the earth. His diagram of

frequencies shows two well-marked maxima, one at

about 100 metres above sea-level and the other about

4700 metres below it. Wegener concludes that two
distinct surfaces standing at these two altitudes must
have been involved in the subsequent movements. He
assumes that these surfaces were originally level—or,

more strictly, equipotential—and that they were the

surfaces of the Sal and the Sima respectively. He
holds that if originally there were only one such level,

the deformation of that level could not produce two
maxima and " the frequency must be regulated accord-

ing to Gauss's law of errors."

In reality, if it is only a single level that has been

deformed, it is improbable that the resulting altitudes
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will conform with the normal law of errors. The rrust

of the earth is not so constituted that each point can

move independently of the rest, and the movements
thcr/.fore are not analogous to the errors in a series of

inc^opendent observations. According to the geological

evidence the greater movements, which have most
iifluence on the frequencies, are of a widespread char-

, litter, and their general effect is to throw the surface

into broad undulations. Upon these broader move-
ments are superimposed the more intense but more local

k mountain-building movements.
^^ .Mr. G. v. Douglas points out in a paper to appear
r shortly in the Geological Magazine that if we start with a

level, or equipotential. surface, and suppose it affected

by movements of the types referred to, the resulting

altitudes will necessarily give a frequency curve showing

two maxima. The actual frequency curve is, in fact,

perfectly consistent with ordinary geological concep-

tions and does not retjuire the original existence of the

two distinct surfaces postulated by Wegener.
Wegener imagines that at the close of the Carbonifer-

ous period the Sal formed one continuous patch covering

about half the globe, and the Sima covered the rest.

He professes that he has taken the forms of the existing

land-masses, including their continental shelves : he has

modified the present forms by unfolding the mountain
ranges which have been raised since the Carboniferous

period ; and he finds that the different patches can

then be fitted together into one continuous whole, like

the pieces of a puzzle. It is evident, however, that

Wegener has given free play to his imagination. In

following the edge of the continental shelf he has

allowed himself a very considerable amount of latitude,

and he has not hesitated to distort the shapes of the

masses. Few geologists who are familiar with moun-
tain structures will attach much value to Wegener's

estimates of the effect of Post-Carboniferous folding.

It is easy to fit the pieces of a puzzle together if you
alter their shapes, but your success is no proof that you
have placed them in their original positions. It is not

even a proof that the pieces belong to the same puzzle.

If Wegener's hypothesis rested solely on the evidence

of fitting that he brings forward it might well be

ignored. But there is more to be said for it than this.

In the Indian Peninsula the oldest fossiliferous

deposits are of terrestrial origin and contain remains of

plants and of reptiles. The flora is common!)' called

the Glossopteris flora and is very distinct from the con-

temporaneous flora of north-western Europe. There

is a similar series of terrestrial deposits in South Africa

and another in Brazil, both of which contain the Glosso-

pteris flora and remains of reptiles. The Glossopteris

flora occurs, moreover, in Australia, the Falkland

Islands, the -Vntarctic continent, and in other parts of

South America besides Brazil. In Wegener's recon-

struction all these areas are brought together, and it is

eas}- to understand why they should liave a common
flora and why that flora should be different from the

flora of the distant Europe.

But the Glossopteris flora is found also in Kashmir,
north-western Afghanistan and north-eastern Persia,

Tonquin, northern Russia and Siberia. In Wegener's
reconstruction all these areas lie far from the masses

that he has grouped together in the south.

The Russian deposits are especiall\- interesting. Not
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only do they contain representatives of the Glossopteris

flora, but they also include reptiles of the same type as

those which are found in South Africa, and several species

of freshwater shells which are identical with those in the

South .\frican beds. Wegener's explanation has not by
any means simplified the problem of the distribution of

the Glossopteris flora and of the fauna associated with it.

In India, South Africa, South America, and Australia

the system containing the Glossopteris flora begins with

a boulder bed, which is universally admitted to be

of glacial origin. These glacial deposits are now
scattered over a wide extent of the earth's surface.

E\en if we admit movement of the pole, on the most
favourable supposition the ice must have spread much
farther towards the equator than the ice-sheets of the

Pleistocene Glacial period ever did. Nor is it possible

to invoke the aid of icebergs, for the associated deposits,

except in the case of Australia, are all of terrestrial

origin. With Wegener's reconstruction these difli-

cultics di.sappear. The areas are grouped together and
the pole may be placed conveniently in the middle of

the mass.

But the boulder beds of this period are not limited to

these areas. There is a boulder bed in the Salt Range
which appears to be of the same age as the Talchir

boulder bed of the Indian Peninsula. In north-western

Afghanistan Griesbach found a boulder bed similar to

the Talchir boulder bed, and in the beds overlying it he

found several of the characteristic plants of the Glosso-

pteris flora, .\ccording to Wegener's maps this boulder

bed must have been deposited within 30 degrees of the

equator of the period ; and it cannot have been laid

down at a great elevation, for the beds that conform-

ably follow it include both marine and terrestrial

deposits. Wegener's ideas have not ver\- greatly

reduced the area that must have been affected by the

ice of the Permo-Carboniferous Glacial period.

There is another line of evidence that Wegener puts

forward. There are five geological features, according

to him, which occur on the two sides of the .\tlantic

and are re-united when the patches of Sal are fitted

together.

The strike of the ancient gneiss of the Hebrides and

northern Scotland becomes, he says, continuous with

tiiat of the gneiss of Labrador. The former, according

to him, now runs from north-east to south-west, the

latter from east to west. But according to the Geologi-

cal Survey of Scotland the prevalent direction in Scot-

land is W.X.W.-E.S.E. or east to west. If Wegener's

direction fits the other side the real direction does not.

Tiie Caledonian folds of Scotland and Ireland, he says,

become continuous with those of Newfoundland. But

the Newfoundland folds are of considerably later date.

If there was actual contact the earlier Scottish folding,

in spite of its great intensity, must have ended abruptly

at the line where separation was to take place ages after-

wards, and on the other side of the line the commence-
ment of the later Newfoundland folds must ha\e been

e(|ually abrupt.

Farther south the Armorican folds of Europe, in

Wegener's reconstruction, are continued by the

Appalachian folds of North America, and no objection

can be raised on the score of age. But a single coincid-

ence of this sort has no value, for Wegener has adopted

the simple plan of bending North .\merica so that the
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ends of the two systems meet and the folds fall into

line.

In Africa, according to Wegener, the ancient gneiss

foundation shows a sudden change of strike at the head
of the Gulf of Guinea, and in South America there is a

similar sudden change at Cape St. Roque. When the

two continents are brought together the two different

strikes and the line of separation between them become
continuous. But in bringing about this coincidence he
gives to the gneiss north of the Gulf of Guinea a north-

east to south-west strike, and this is very far from the

truth. 0\'er a large part of the area the actual observa-

tions indicate that the prevalent direction is from north

to south.

In South Africa a folded mountain range runs from

east to west. In Buenos Ayres a folded range belonging

to the same period has been described. According to

Wegener one was the direct continuation of the

other. But before they reach the western coast the

South African folds, and the range that they have

formed, turn to the north and run roughly parallel to the

western coast. Wegener's explanation of this deviation

is far from convincing.

It will thus be clear that the geological features of the

two sides of the Atlantic do not unite in the way that

Wegener imagines, and if the continental masses ever

were continuous they were not fitted as W'egener has

fitted them.

Obit
Prof. George Lunge.

ON January 3 Prof. Lunge died in his eighty-fourth

year. For more than thirty years, from 1876 to

1907, he held the professorship of applied chemistrv
in the Polytechnic Institute of Ziirich, directing the

destinies of this department with characteristic energy,

and with a success that attracted students from far and
near, who sought to ec]uip themselves for a career in

industrial chemistry by a training under one who was
recognised as the authority, especially in the branch
of the manufacture of " heavy chemicals."

Dr. Lunge by his literary activity, as in other ways,

contributed greatly to the advancement of chemical

technology. His treatise on " Sulphuric Acid and
Alkali," which has passed through several editions, is

not only indispensable to the technologist, but is also

replete with knowledge. As Mr. T. W. Stuart, him-
self a leader in the alkali industry in this country,

and one of the few early contemporaries of Dr. Lunge,
recently stated, " When you refer to these books on
any obscure subject in the Alkali industry, you never
go empty away, but always find in them a wealth of

information." ^ A similar statement might justly be

made in respect to Lunge's " Coal Tar and Ammonia."
his " Technical Chemists' Handbook," and his " Hand-
book of Methods of Technical Gas Analysis," etc., each

and all of which are essential to the equipment of the

chemical technologist.

George Lunge was born at Breslau on September 15,

1839 ; from 1856 to 1859 he studied at the universities

of Breslau and Heidelberg, graduating as Ph.D. In

1864 he came to England, with the object of obtaining
technical e.xpcrience. For a part of the twelve years

spent in this country he was employed in the tar dis-

tillery of Messrs. Major and Co. at Wolverhampton, and
in 1868 he was appointed chemist and manager to the

Tyneside .\lkali Company at South Shields. Dr. Lunge's
efforts to obtain a footing in one or other of the twenty-
si.x chemical works on the TjTie were at first far from
encouraging, for, as Mr. Stuart tells us, a partner in

one of the largest of these works offered Dr. Lunge the
post of chemist at i/. per week, which even at that
time was but 2S. above the wage of a labourer ! In
the small works at South Shields Dr. Lunge continued
until 1876, when he received the call to the chair of

applied chemistry at Zurich. It is not without interest

* Chemical Trade Journal and Chemical Engineer, January 19.
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u a r y.

to note that his chief publications and researches deal

with those phases of chemical industry, with the actual

practice of which his sojourn in England had made him
familiar.

At the time of his residence on Tyneside the Newcastle
Chemical Society was founded, with Mr. Isaac Lowthian
Bell (later Sir Lowthian Bell, Bart.) as its first president.

Dr. Lunge became a member of this society, taking an
active part in its proceedings and was elected president

in 1872. In 1883 this society became merged into the

Society of Chemical Industry and was formed into a

local section of that society. However, Dr. Lunge, until

the time of his death, retained his membership of the

local section, using its Proceedings as the medium of

publication from time to time of important scientific

communications, and in many other ways evincing his

sustained interest in its welfare.

The first Hurter Memorial Lecture was delivered in

1899 by Dr. Lunge before the Liverpool section of

the Society of Chiemical Industry, who selected for

the subject of the lecture
—

" Impending changes in

the general development of industry, and particularly

the Alkali industry."

Drs. Hurter and Lunge, like many German chemists,

e.g. Caro, Pauly, Otto Witt and others, came to England
in the sixties of last century to gain a practical know-
ledge of British chemical industries. Di". Hurter re-

mained in this country and became identified with the

Lancashire alkali industry, while Dr. Lunge returned to

the continent, and based his teachings and writings on
experience gained in the rival industry of the Tyne.
Dr. Lunge had a complete command of the English

language, writing and speaking it with ease and fluency.

He married Miss Bowron, the daughter of a member
of the firm of the owners of the Tyneside Alkali works
at South Shields. P. P. B.

Prof. J.\mes Ritchie.

We much regret to record the death of Prof. James
Ritchie, Irvine professor of bacteriology in the Uni-
versity of Edinburgh. Up to the end of the summer
term of 1922 Prof. Ritchie carried on his work with
his customary energy and zest. In the holiday which
he took during August in Perthshire, however, the early

symptoms of his last illness began to give anxiety, and
he died on January 28.

The record of Ritchie's life shows that since he
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graduated in medicine in Edinburgh in 1888, at twenty-

four years of age, there can have been few unoccupied

hours. In 1889 a happy chance took him to Oxford

to be assistant in general practice to Mr. Horatio

Symonds. Tliis post gave him a wide clinical experience,

and at the same time he was able to develop his

scientific bent in the laboratories of the Oxford Medical

School. His mental and physical energy seemed in-

exhaustible. At first his available time was spent in

original research in bacteriology : on the nature of

bacterial toxins ; the theory of germicidal action
;

the relation of toxic action to chemical constitution

of the toxins ; the reaction of immunity, etc. Following

this, he undertook to teach the subject in the Medical

School at the request of Sir flenry Acland, and while

preparing for this he wrote, with Prof. Muir, the
" Manual of Bacteriology," which was at once accepted

as the standard English text-book in this subject.

After Sir John Burdon Sanderson wa.s appointed to

the Regius chair of medicine the teaching expanded
into a full three terms course in pathology and bacterio-

log)', and in 1902 Ritchie was appointed professor of

pathology. In 1907 he returned to Edinburgh. As a

result of his work in Oxford he had risen to the front

rank in his subject. In Edinburgh he first carried on

with great success the work of Superintendent of the

Laboratory of the Royal College of Pliysicians, and

in 1913 he was appointed to the newly established chair

of bacteriology in the University. The Royal College,

the Infirmary, and the University had endless profit

from his labour.

For the interests of his subject in the medical schools

of the country generally he did exceptional service as

secretary of the Pathological Society, and as one

of the editors of the Journal of Pathology. He held

many offices, and his influence on the progress of

medicine extended far, and in all his relations with

his fellow-men his idealism and faithfulness called

forth deep trust and affection. J. L. S.

Mr. W. W. Bryant.

Walter William Bryant, whose death on January

31 we much regret to record, was born on January 9,

1865, at Forthampton, near Tewkesbury, where his

father was a schoolmaster. He obtained a scholarship

to Pembroke College, Cambridge, and secured a first-

class in the Mathematical Tripos in 1887, and a second-

class in the Natural Science Tripos of 1888. He was

for a short time a master at Dulwich College, and in

February 1892 obtained a post as assistant at the

Royal Observatory, Greenwich. His work was mainly

connected with meridian astronomy. He was a most

expert observer with the transit circle and was largely

responsible for raising the output from 5000 to 10,000

observations. This increase in the annual number of

observations remains as a permanent result of Bryant's

enthusiasm. His skill and enthusiasm was also shown

in observations of double stars made with the 28-inch

refractor. He continued to observe regularly with this

instrument till the present time.

In the year 1904 Bryant was appointed senior

assistant and given the superintendence of the magnetic

and meteorological department. He took up magnetic
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work about the time when the instruments were being

set up on a new site in an enclosure in Greenwich

Park. He made a large number of absolute observa-

tions, and during the war had little, if any, assistance.

He took a great interest in meteorology and was for

many years on the council of the Royal Meteorological

Society, being secretary from 1916 to 1920, and vice-

president 1920-1922. His interest in astronomy did

not cease when he took up meteorology. He was a

regular attendant at the meetings of the Royal Astro-

nomical Society and the British Astronomical A.ssocia-

tion, and was the author of a " History of Astronomy,"

published in 1907, and of biographies of Galileo and
Kepler in the " Pioneers of Science " series.

Bryant's recreations were music and hockey. He
was one of the founders of the hockey club associated

with the Observatory and played regularly up to 1914,

and from 1919 onwards he acted frctiuently as referee.

Bryant married in 1894 and had ten children, of

whom one died in infancy, and one was killed in

Gallipoli. He was at the Observatory until within a

few days of his death. His colleagues were greatly

shocked by the announcement of his death following

an operation. He was conscientious and industrious

and a very pleasant man to work with, who will be

greatly missed by his astronomical and meteorological

colleaj^ues.

Mr. T. V. Holmes.

Mr. Thomas Vincent Holmes, whose death at the

age of eighty-two occurred on January 24, was for long a

familiar figure in the ranks of English amateur geologists.

From 1868 to 1879 he held a temporary post on the

Geological Survey, when he was occupied about

Carlisle and was the author of the Survey's memoir on

that district ; he also took part in the mapping of the

Yorkshire coalfield in collaboration with the late Prof.

A. H. Green, and later had similar experience in the

south-eastern counties. Though Mr. Holmes so soon

relinquished his official duties for a more leisured life,

he maintained to the end his keen interest in local

geological problems. vVn acute observer, he did much
useful work in recording new exposures in the south-

east of England, and was one of the active members of

the Geologists' Association and Essex Field Club, being

president of the latter in 1886-1888. He was a fellow

of the Geological Society and of the Royal Anthropo-

logical Institute.

Mr. Holmes contributed a considerable number of

short papers to the Association and Essex Field Club
;

otliers appear in the Transactions of the Cumberland

Association and the Essex Naturalist. His last associa-

tion with the Geological Survey was a large share in the

compilation of the memoir " On Thicknesses of Strata,"

published in 1916.

We learn from Science that Dr. Fritz Wilhelm WoU,
professor of animal nutrition in the University of Cali-

fornia, died on December 6 at the age of fifty-seven. Dr.

Woll was born and educated in Norway ; on going to

the United States, he became attached to the University

of Wisconsin and was appointed assistant chemist in
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1887, and later chemist, to the Wisconsin Agricultural

Experimental Station. In 1906 he became professor of

agricultural chemistry in the University, a post which
he held until 1913, when he went to the University of

California as professor of animal nutrition. Dr. Woll
issued a number of valuable reports and bulletins on
dairy matters and stock feeding while he was in charge
of the research .stations, and wrote, among other works.
" A Book on Silage," " Testing Milk and its Products,"
and " Productive Feeding of Farm .\nimals," all of

which have passed through several editions. According
to Science, it was due mainly to Dr. WoU's efforts

that the cow-testing associations, of so much importance
to the dairy industry of California, have been developed
and placed on a permanent basis.

Mr. F. E. Weston, the late head of the Chemistry
Department of the Regent Street Polytechnic, died
on January 4 after a long illness, and some account
of his life and work appears in the Chemical Age of

January 20. His death will be regretted by large

numbers of chemists who came under his influence.

Mr. Weston was the author of some sound and popular
text-books, and in addition to his activities as a teacher
he made several original investigations.

We regret to announce the deaths of : Prof. Wilhelm
Konrad von Rontgen, at the age of seventy-seven
years ; Mr. Bernard-Bosanquet, on February 8, in his

seventy-fifth year; and Dr. A. H. Fison, lecturer on
physics at Guy's Hospital, London, and secretary to
the Gilchrist Educational Trust, on February 5, at the
age of sixtv-five vears.

The Chemiker Zeitung of January 18 reports the

death on December 6 of Prof. Luigi Marino-Zuco, of

the Applied Chemistry Department of the Royal School
of Engineers, Pisa.

Current Topic
The recent decision of the Commissioners of

Customs to enforce payment of the entertainment
tax by the Committee of the West Highland Museum
at Fort William in respect of an exhibition of local

objects meets with some caustic comment in the
February number of the Museums Journal. It is

pointed out that the official regulations contemplate
the issue of certificates of exemption for " entertain-

ments " of this nature, and that the Board of Educa-
tion encourages such temporary local exhibitions as
the best means of securing the establishment of

permanent provincial museums. Thus does one
Government Department hinder the efforts of the
other ; and thus is constructed another argument
for a properly thought-out State policy towards
museums.

In view of the withdrawal of oversea contributions
to the Imperial Institute, a committee under the
chairmanship of the Hon. W. Ormsby-Gore and in-

cluding the High Commissioners of Canada, Australia,

New Zealand, South Africa, and representatives of the
Board of Trade, the Colonial Office, the Treasury', and
the Associated Chambers of Commerce, has been
appointed to investigate the position of the Institute.

Mr. E. B, Boyd of the Colonial Office is acting as

secretary to the committee. The terms of reference

include a consideration of what functions now carried

out by the Institute are considered essential and
whether they should be transferred to other research
organisations. Further, the committee has to con-

sidei to what extent the intentions of the founders of

the Institute are being carried out and to suggest
improvements which may be financially possible

should it be recommended that the Institute continue
on its existing basis. To us it seems astonishing that,

as the Institute is largely concerned with the scientific

study of the natural resources of the Empire, the
committee does not include representatives of science,

who alone are able to understand the significance and
value of research aspects of the Institute's work.
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s and Events.

The General Electric Co. of America has had for

several years a testing transformer which can produce
a potential difference of a million volts between its

terminals. We understand also that Prof. Millikan

will be able to experiment with a million volts at

his new laboratory at Pasadena. According to La
Nature of January 20, the Compagnie Generate
d'Electro-Ceramique has decided to instal a battery
of transformers in its test-room at Ivry which will

give a pressure of a million volts for measuring the
electric strength of insulating materials. With these

high pressures it is possible to make commercial tests

on insulators when arranged in series, as they are on
high voltage transmission lines. The Americans have
also used them for testing the efficiency of lightning

safety devices, and for studying the phenomena which
occur when a very high voltage discharge takes place

on a network.

To any one concerned with public health, and more
especially to those who have witnessed the ravages of

small-pox among natives in our overseas possessions

and the benefits conferred by vaccination, the exhibit

of pictures and relics connected with Edward Jenner
now on view at the Wellcome Historical Medical
Museum, 54.\ Wigmore Street, W., cannot fail to be
of interest. Here are shown many mementoes of this

illustrious benefactor of mankind ; an English country
doctor, blessed with unusual powers of observation

and animated by a scientific spirit, whose work,
despite the efforts of cranks and detractors, will

stand for all time. In addition to the large number
of interesting objects forming part of the Wellcome
Museum, special loan exhibits are displayed. Among
them is the original pencil drawing of Jenner from
life executed by Thomas Drayton, while there are

man)^ rare books and the original water-colour

drawings of Kirtland showing the results of vaccination

and variolation from day to day. Of the lancets

Jenner used there are two with ivory points similar

to those on which he sent dried lymph to India. The
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coloured cartoon by Cruikshank entitled " The Cow-

I'ox Tragedy " only serves to remind us that the

Jennerian method has survived the foolish and often

venomous attacks made upon it for a century- and

more.

Several important Dinosaurian remains have

lately been added to the collection exhibited in the

Department of Geology in the British Museum
(Natural History). A pelvis and tail of Trachodon,

obtained by Mr. C. H. Sternberg from the Upper
<retaceous of Wyoming, U.S.A., have been mounted
r direct comparison with the corresponding remains

of Iguanodon from the Wealden of Sussex. The
snout and jaws of a large Megalosaurian (Gorgosaurus),

found by Mr. W. E. Cutler in the Upper Cretaceous

of Alberta, Canada, have been placed close to the

cast of the skull of Tyrannosaurus. The unique skull

of Megalosaurus, discovered some years ago by Mr.

F. L. Bradley in the Great Oolite at Minchinhampton,

Gloucestershire, has been given by him to the Museum
and is also now exhibited. It shows the bony core

of a horn on the nose as in the American Jurassic

CeratosauFus. .^n interesting pelvis and femur of a

small Megalosaurian found by Mr. S. L. Wood in the

Lower Lias of Barrow-on-Soar, Leicestershire, and
given by him, have also been mounted in the same
case.

The Decimal Association directed attention recently

to the handicap imposed on foreign trade by the

confusion which at present exists owing to the differ-

ence—amounting to twenty per cent.—between the

Imperial and the American gallons, the former having

the capacity of 277-2 cubic inches while the latter is

the old wine gallon of 231 cubic inches. The Associa-

tion therefore suggested that the British and American
Governments .should abandon their existing gallons

and adopt the international litre as the common unit

of capacity (100 litres are equal to 22 Imperial gallons).

Anglo-American uniformity and a common basis for

all international trade in liquids would thus be secured

simultaneously. In this connexion it is interesting

to note that the American Metric Association at its

ann\ial meeting on December 30 passed the following

resolution :
" Be it resolved that the American

Metric Association heartily approves the recommenda-
tion for the immediate adoption of the litre as the

common unit of capacity, believing that this step will

not only facilitate trade between the tw-o countries,

but will also constitute a common basis for inter-

national trade and good -will; and it respectfully

urges the British and American Government Depart-

ments, manufacturers, and merchants to effect this

desirable reform."

On February 17 occurs the bicentenary of the birth

of the German astronomer Johann Tobias Mayer,

who from 1754 to 1762 superintended the observatory

at Gottingen. Mayer began life in a cartographer's

office in Nuremberg, where he made improvements
in map -making. His scientific work led to his

appointment first to the chair of mathematics in

Gottingen University, and then in 1754 to the charge
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of the observatory, which had just been furnished

by George II. of England with a fine mural quadrant
by Bird. Mayer's fame rests mainly on his lunar

Tables, which were compared with the Greenwich
observations by Bradley and Mason. Mayer died in

1762, and after his death a revised set of tables was
sent by his widow to the Britisli Government, who
awarded her 3000/., this being a part of the 20,000/.

olfered in 1713 for a method of determining the
longitude at sea. His " Theory of the Moon " and
his Tables were published in London in 1770 under
the editorship of Maskelyne. He also made investiga-

tions on eclipses, colours, the motion of the stars,

refraction, and terrestrial magnetism. His star cata-
logue was revised by Baily in 1830 and again by
.\u\ers in 1894, while in 1881 Klinkerfues published
a reproduction of Mayer's fine map of the moon
which for a century had remained unsurpassed.

A CAnLEGR.\M from Calcutta to the Times announces
the return of Mr. Kingdon Ward from a journey of
eleven months in south-western China, Chinese Tibet,
and northern Burma. Mr. Ward left this country
early last year and first visited Mili in western
Szechuan, where he found evidence of former glacia-
tion, which he has already described in the Geo-
graphical Journal. His effort to proceed from Mili
directly westward was frustrated by the disturbed
condition of the country, and he returned south
to Likiang and went north-westward to Atuntze.
Thence he crossed passes between mountains, which
he reports as ranging from 20,000 to 25,000 feet in
height, along the Burmese-Yunnan frontier, between
Major Bailey's route into Assam and that of. Prince
Henri d 'Orleans from Tasa on the Salween into Burma.
.According to suggestions previously made by Mr.
Ward the mountains of the Irrawadi-Salween divide
are still rising, so that their glaciers are expanding
instead of being on the wane as farther to the east.

.Apparently, however, in this area the glaciers have
also decreased in size. Mr. Ward's observations on
the structure of these mountains will be of special
value. His primary work is botanical, and he has
discovered remarkable new species of rhododendron
and primula. Mr. Ward passed a little south of the
area which, according to Mr. Forrest, was the original

centre of distribution of the rhododendron. A fuller

account of Mr. Ward's discoveries will be awaited
with great interest.

A GREAT submarine earthquake occurred in the
Pacific Ocean on February 3. As a first approxima-
tion. Prof. Turner locates the epicentre in lat. 50° N.,

long. 170° W.. or about two hundred miles south of
the Aleutian Lslands. He remarks (Times, February
6) that other earthquakes occurred in the neighbour-
hood of this origin on January 30, 1914, and February
20, 1916. At Washington, D.C., and Fordham
University (New York) the recording pointers of
seismographs were thrown off the drums, indicating

that the earthquake was one of unusual violence.

Seismic sea-waves of considerable size swept over the
ocean. At Hilo, in the Hawaiian Islands, which is

about 2080 miles south of the origin, the waves were
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reported to be twelve feet in height and to have

drowned several fishermen in the harbour. With the

above position for the origin, it is difficult to account

for the fracture near Hawaii of the cable from Midway
Island to Guam, unless, as is sometimes the case,

there were two separate earthquakes, one to the

south of the Aleutians and the other to the west of

Hawaii—a supposition which receives some con-

firmation from a more recent telegram {Times,

February g) that the origin was about 2000 miles

from Samoa.

A German correspondent writes : On February 9

Dr. G. Aufschlaeger, general director of the Dynamit
A.G., formerly Alfred Nobel and Co., Hamburg,
celebrated his se\'entieth birthday. Dr. Aufschlaeger

was bom at Jahnishausen, Saxony, graduated at

Heidelberg and then became assistant lecturer at the

Technical High School of Dresden. In 1882 he

founded the dynamite factory of Muldenhiitten,

which was combined in 1884 with the dynamite
works of Dresden; and in i88g he became general

director of the dynamite factory founded in 1864 by
Alfred Nobel in Hamburg. Here he displayed an

activity which was of the greatest importance for the

whole industry of explosives. He brought about the

combination of the principal German dynamite works

and their co-operation with the chief foreign represent-

atives of the industiy. As the patents of Nobel for

the manufacture of gelatin - dynamite from nitro-

glycerin and nitrocellulose, which belonged to his

company, initiated a new epoch in the production of

smokeless powder, he also succeeded in forming a

syndicate with the manufacturers of gunpowder.

This co-operation was of the highest importance

technically, as it rendered possible the widespread

distribution of new inventions and improvements.

For the purpose of testing new inventions the scientific

technical central offices in Neubabelsberg near Berlin

were founded. In the construction of explosives works

Dr. Aufschlaeger directed his attention towards

securing the isolation of possible explosions and pre-

venting their spread to other parts of the buildings.

At the present time he is endeavouring to utilise the

plant of the explosives works for peaceful purposes.
" Vistra-wool," a substitute for cotton, produced from

wood, is being manufactured by one of the dynamite

works, and has been highly praised by experts.

It is announced in the Times that in celebration of

the 450th anniversary of the birth of the Polish

astronomer Copernicus on February 19, a memorial

tablet will be unveiled and a municipal scientific

library bearing his name will be opened in his native

town of Thorn.

The new Research Laboratories of the General

Electric Co., Ltd., Wembley, will be opened on

Tuesday, February 27, at 2.30 p.m., when Lord

Robert Cecil and Sir Joseph Thomson will deliver

inaugural addresses.

The annual lecture to the London Graduates'

Section of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers

will be delivered at 7 o'clock on Monday, February 26,

by Prof. E. G. Coker, who will speak on " Photo-
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elastimetric Researches on Mechanical Engineering

Problems."

We notice in the programme of lectures for 1922-

1923 of the Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania, that Dr. Walter Rosenhain is lecturing to the

Institute On the structure and constitution of alloys,

and that in April Sir Joseph Thomson is to deliver a

course of five lectures at Philadelphia on the electron

in chemistry.

Maj.-Gen. Sir Frederick B. Maurice, Dr. Alex-

ander Scott, and Prof. A. N. Whitehead have been
elected members of the Athena;um Club under the

provisions of the rule of the Club which empowers the

annual election by the committee of a certain number
of persons " of distinguished eminence in science,

literature, the arts, or for public service."

The following officers and members of council of

the Royal Astronomical Society were elected at the

anniversary meeting held on February 9 :

—

President :

Dr. J. L. E. Dreyer. Vice-Presidents : Prof. A. S.

Eddington, Sir F. W. Dyson, Mr. E. B. Knobel, and
Prof. H. F. Newall. Treasurer : Lieut. -Col. F. J. M.
Stratton. Secretaries : Mr. H. Spencer Jones and
Rev. T. E. R. Phillips. Foreign Secretary : Prof.

H. H. Turner. Council : Prof. A. E. Conrady, Dr.

A. C. D. Crommelin, Mr. C. R. Davidson, Prof. A.

Fowler, Dr. J. W. L. Glaisher, Mr. P. H. Hepburn,
Mr. J. Jackson, Dr. Harold Jeffreys, Prof. F. A.

Lindemann, Mr. E. A. Milne, Dr. J. W. Nicholson,

and Mr. J. H. Reynolds.

We have received an address on advances in the

metallurgy of iron and steel, delivered by Sir Robert
Hadfield before the Cambridge University Engineering

Society on January 25. The address, which was
illustrated at the time by means of kinematograph
and lantern slides and exhibits, ranges over a wide
field, its subject being the importance of metallurgical

discoveries to modern engineering. The scientific

record of Cambridge and its school of engineering is

taken as a text for a discourse on the technical appli-

cations of science, with special reference to motor-car
engineering. In this connexion many passages are

quoted and commented on from the recent autobio-

graphy of Mr. Henry Ford. An opportunity is taken

to point out the exaggerated impression of German
supremacy in chemical science which has been caused
by our dependence on German text-books, and to

urge that more attention should be given to the

production of scientific compendia in the English

language, and free from undue national bias. The
address, which breathes a spirit of scientific enthu-

siasm, contains some interesting incidental notes on
armour-piercing projectiles and similar subjects on
which the author speaks with authority.

According to the fourth annual report of the

Scientific Instrument Research Association, the period

for which Government grants on the present scale

were guaranteed expires on June 30, but as there is

in the case of the Association an unexpended balance

sufficient to maintain the work for a sixth year, the
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research has
extended the period of the grant to June 30, 1924.
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During the year 1921-1922 covered by the report, the

Association has been engaged on researches on neutral,

optical, and coloured glasses, on abrasives and cements

for optical work, on the durability of glass, on phos-

phorescent material for X-ray use, on greases and

wax mixtures, on lacquer, on the best wave for

generation of X-rays, on regulation and focussing of

X-ray tubes, on insulators, manganin wire, and on

galvanometer coils. The work already done by the

Association is bearing fruit, and firms engaged in

instrument making are finding that the saving in,

their working costs owing to the adoption of methods

!

suggested by the Association thoroughly justifies

their financial support of it. We are glad to be

assured that steps are being taken to secure from the

industry adequate means to continue the work of the

Association after the close of the Government grant

period in June 1924.

We regret that a manuscript note on the corner of

the first part of the Zeitschrift fur angeti/andte Geo-

physik led the reviewer in our issue of February 3,

p. 145, into stating that the price of the single part was
20s. The publishers, Gebrijder Borntraeger, have

pointed out that this sum covers the whole of the

first volume, and we hasten to make this correction

in the interests of a publication which they have
undertaken with their characteristic enterprise.

Messrs. Longmans and Co. have nearly ready

for publication " Synthetic Colouring Matters : Vat

Colours, ' by Prof. J.
!". Thorpe and Dr. C. K. Ingold.

It will deal with the history of vat dyeing, of synthetic

indigo and the various analogues of indigo ; the

derivatives of anthraquinone, and the preparation

of some of the vat colouring matters. Another book

to be published soon by the same house is " Printing

Telegraph Systems and Mechanisms," by H. H.

Harrison, a text-book intended for the use of the

designer, the administration official, the technical

telegraphist, and the student of telegraph matters.

A NEW departure in the policy of the American

Chemical Society is evidenced by the appearance

(through The Chemical Catalog Co., Inc., New York),

of a number of monographs on various branches of

chemical science and the issue of a long list of pro-

jected volumes. The series is announced as " a serious

attempt to found an American chemical literature

without primary regard to commercial considerations."

.\mong the monographs in preparation are : Shale Oil

;

Coal Carbonisation ; Aluminothermic Reduction of

Metals ; The Chemistry of Leather Manufacture

;

Liquid Ammonia as a Solvent ; Wood Distillation ;

Thyroxin ; Extraction of Gasoline from Natural Gas ;

Refining Petroleum ; The Structure of Crystals ; The
Properties of Metallic Substances ; Solubility

;

Valence, and the Structure of Atoms and Molecules ;

Organic Arsenical Compounds ; .\bsorptive Carbon ;

Chemistry of Cellulose ; The Properties of Silica and

the Silicates ; Piezo-Chemistry ; The Animal as a

Converter ; Cyanamide ; The Corrosion of Alloys.

Our Astronomical Column.
The Great Red Spot on Jupiter.—Mr. W. F.

Denning writes :—The planet Jupiter is now coming
well into view and will rise at about midnight at the
end of February. The Great Red Spot which has
been certainly visible, though under rather different

aspects, since 1857, is still to be distinguished.

It should be observed as often as possible during
the ensuing spring months, and the times of its

transit across the central meridian carefully recorded.
Its rate of motion last year indicated a period of
rotation equal to g*" 55'" 38'. During the last few
years the spot has exhibited a slackening of velocity.

As a guide to telescopic observers the following times
are given when this marking will be on or near the
central meridian :—

h. m. h. m.
March 6 . 14 29 March 16 . 12 40

„ 8 . i6 7 „ 18 . 14 18

., 10 . 17 45 „ 28 . 12 30

At the present time the spot precedes the zero
meridian (of System II.) by about 3J hours, and this

is increasing. There is another long, dusky marking
in nearly the same latitude of Jupiter which closely
follows the eastern end of the Red Spot. This will

also well repay observation. It has been visible

since 1901.

Periodic Motion in the Three-body Problem.—
Prof. Stromgren gives in No. 39 of the publications
of the Copenhagen observatory a useful summary
of the progress attained in recent years in the studies
made there both in the restricted and the general
problem of 3-bodies. (The former supposes one body
infinitesimal, and the motion of the other two bodies
circular.) The method used is that of mechanical
quadratures, which is tedious and needs many
successive approximations before periodic orbits are
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found, but it has the advantage of avoiding the
mathematical difficulties involved in theoretical work.
The pamphlet also summarises the work of Sir G.

Darwin and others. The connexions between families

of orbits are traced, and it is considered that the

treatment of the restricted problem with the selected

mass-ratio is approximately complete. The orbits

are divided into 16 classes comprising libration

orbits about the 5 equilibrium points, 3 of which
are in the line joining the finite masses, the other

2 are the equilateral-triangle points, which were at

first merely theoretical, but later found exemplifica-

tion in the Trojan group of minor planets.

Tlie results illustrate various possibilities in the

case of planets moving about a pair of suns. Each
sun might have some satellites peculiar to itself,

their motion, like that of our moon, being somewhat
disturbed by the other. A figure-of-eight, encircling

each sun in turn, is another possibility, while other

orbs might pur.-ue large orbits, in the form of distorted

ellipses, outside both suns. Mut it must be remem-
bered that periodic motion requires an exact adjust-

ment of the initial speed and direction of motion.

In most cases the orbits would not be periodic at all,

but would undergo changes from one type to another.

A beginning has now been made with the study
of the motion with all three masses finite. The
case first studied was that of small librations about
the 3 e<iuilibrium points in a rotating line. This

was subsequently extended to orbits of ejection or

collision, in which 2 of the bodies are together at the

beginning or end of the time considered. A case

of 4-body libration is also sketched. No. 40 of the

Copenhagen Publications deals with a special case

of the 4-body problem, with 3 equal masses in a line,

and the fourth infinitesimal.
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Research Items.

The Sikhs of the Punjab.—The present agitation
among the Sikhs of the Punjab is critically discussed
by a well-informed writer in the February issue of the
Fortnightiv Revien'. He points out that numerically
the Sikhs constitute only 12 per cent, of the population
of the Province, as compared with 51 per cent. Muslims
and 36 per cent. Hindus, and that the revival of Sikh-
ism in the period before the war was largely due to its

encouragement by the British officers in Sikh regi-

ments. The Sikh, by his aptitude for emigration, is

much more open to foreign influences than the stay-at-
home Hindu, and after the war he has suffered from
a " swelled head." The recent agitation has centred
round the management of the Gurudwaras or religious
foimdations, some of which fell into the hands of ill-

conducted Mahants or Abbots, and has been favoured
by the influence of outside agitation. We cannot enter
into a discussion of the proposals the writer suggests
for the control of the agitation and the redress of
legitimate grievances. But as an episode in the
history' of one of the leading fighting races of India
we may direct attention to this comprehensive review
of a situation which, if not dealt with in a statesman-
like way, may ha\e serious consequences.

The Plundering of Royal Egyptian Tombs.—
While the recent wonderful discoveries in Egj'pt are
engrossing public attention two writers in the
February issue of Discovery have thrown welcome
light on the subject. In the first article Prof, T. E.
Peet tells us the little that is known of the history of
King Tutankhamen, really a series of inferences from
archaeological remains. In the second article Dr. A.
M. Blackman tells the strange tale of the plundering
of the Royal Tombs at Thebes in the XXth and XXIst
dynasties, as recorded in the Abbott Papvrus pre-
served in the British Museum, with sidelights from
two Meyer Papyri, now at Li\erpool, recently pub-
lished with a translation and notes by Prof. Peet. In
spite of the tragical course of the inquiry which fol-

lowed the outrage and the horrible examination of the
criminals by torture, the talc of the rivalrv of the two
Mayors, Peser and Pewer'o, go\ernors respectively of
eastern and western Thebes, is graphic and character-
istic : Peser acquired information of the robber\' and
thought it a good opportunity to pav off old scores
against his hated rival, who was responsible for the
protection of the royal sepulchres. Pewer'o ulti-

mately was discharged, but we mav reasonably
suspect that the charges were anything but groundless,
and that the truth of them was being gradually forced
on the Vizier Khamwese who conducted the inquiry.
In fact, it would seem that the maladministration of
the necropolis had become so notorious that even
heavy bribes could no longer make it worth the
Vizier's while to continue his policy of hush. The
tale, as a whole, shows that human nature in Egypt
is now much the same as it was three thousand years
ago.

Sarsen Stones.—The origin of the name given to
these stones in the central region of the English Chalk
seems still in doubt, but Sarsden village, near Andover,
has been suggested as a possibility. The grey sand-
stone of which sarsens are composed is widely known
through its use at Stonehcnge ; but the original bed
in the Eocene series seems to have been completely
broken up by denudation. The sarsens lie as reUcs
on the surface, with detrital deposits worn from the
Eocene strata and the Chalk, and an instructive
photograph has now appeared in the Geological
Survey IMemoir on the country around Beaconsfield
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(Ordnance Survey, 1922, price 2s.). Here we are
shown great blocks hing in the " clay-with-flints

"

of Buckinghamshire, and we learn that the stones
are sought for by boring in the hope that the tool
will strike on one. Following prehistoric practice,

the builders of Windsor Castle gathered sarsens,

and they are still the only useful stone to be found
in the Beaconsfield district.

Citrus Fruit from South Africa.—In\estigations
on waste in export citrus fruit were carried out by
Miss Thomson, and ^lessrs. Putterill and Hobson,
during 1920 and were continued during 192 1, and
the results are embodied in a report, Bull. No. i,

1922, Union of S. Africa, Dep. of Agriculture, Pretoria,

1922. Care in handling is perhaps the principal

factor upon which elimination of waste depends.
The slightest damage in packing or in the subsequent
handling of the cases tends to induce discoloration
and the development of moulds which spoil the fruit.

Cargoes can be successfully shipped to this country
not only in cold storage, but also in holds without
cold storage provided they be properly ventilated
and the fruit undamaged. Proper wrapping of the
fruit in special wax tissue wrappers reduces wilting
considerabh'. The best cold storage temperature
lies between 43° and 50° F. Change in flavour is

particularly induced by a temperature below 40° F.,

probably by killing the cells, thus allowing the acrid-

tasting constituents of the skin to penetrate to the
juicy part of the fruit.

British Mycology.—Volume 8, Parts I. and II.

of the Transactions of the British Mycological Society
contains Mr. Carleton Rea's presidential address ;

the views expressed by Mr. Rea as to the value of
certain continental revisions of the sj'stematic

arrangement of the larger fungi will carry very great
weight and, in the future, the microscope will certainly

figure more prominently in the work of British

mycologists. J. Line shows good reasons for regard-
ing with suspicion the advent of the well-known
" coral spot " fungus, Nectria ciniiabarina, among
a plantation of pruned red currants ; the fungus
apparently spreads slowly from dead spurs into the
healthy tissues with disastrous effects ultimately.

The paper by J. Ramsbottom upon orchid mycorhiza
is reprinted in full" from Messrs. Charlesworth and
Co.'s catalogue ; it is a scientific contribution of

very general interest and at the same time a tribute

to the niemor\r of a remarkable orchid grower, the
late Mr. Joseph Charlesworth. Among other papers
should be noted Dr. M. C. Rayner's critical analysis
of the claim recently made by Christoph to have
raised healthy CoUuna seedlings free from mycorhizal
infection. W. B. Crow's account of that curious
bacterial organism I.enconostoc meseiileroides is an
interesting example of the significance that may
attach in classification to the chemical constitution
of a plant membrane : another step towards the
distant day when chemical knowledge may be freely

used to underpin the elaborate framework erected
by the systematist.

Brown Bast Disease of Rubber Trees.—A.
Sharpies has recently published (Malayan Agri-
cultural Journal, vol. x. No. 6, June 1922) a resum6
of recent experimental work in ISlalaya upon this

problem, which is perhaps less urgent for the moment
as the industrial depression has decreased the demand
for rubber, and the one fact that seems firmly estab-
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lished in connexion with this disease is that its spread
coincides with efforts to get more latex from the trees.

Sharpies chronicles briefly the progress of investiga-

tions promoted by a representative Brown liast

Investigation committee formed in Malaya in kjiS,

but owing to changes of personnel this committee
appears to have ceased to function in 1920 altliough

investigations still proceeded. He also passes in

critical review a number of papers recently published
on the subject which were also noticed in Nature
for March 16, 1922 (vol. 109, p. 357). One general

result of the investigations under the auspices of

the committee is to strengthen the conclusion, also

cached by Rands in Java, that while various

Tganisms may be casually connected with the

disease, none can be considered causal and the disease

must apparently be definitely added to the list of

pathological physiological conditions of obscure
origin. In view of confident assertions by Keu-
lienius in Sumatra that bacterial inoculations

,aoduced a similar disease, this conclusion was very
critically re-examined and comparative inoculations

made with the organism used in Sumatra ; the
\ idence against bacterial causation thus accumulated
- very convincing. On the other hand, the Malayan
experiments supply further e.xperimental evidence
that increased tapping of the latex, either by more
frequent incision or by a wider cut, greatly increases

the percentage of trees attacked by brown bast.

Sharpies reviews recent suggestions that various

anatomical peculiarities may throw light upon the
pathology of the disease. He regards the pockets
of laticiferous tissues enclosed within wound cork,

recorded by Sanderson and Sutcliffe, as after-effects

of little value in elucidating the causes of the disease,

and he points out that lignification and necrosis

of sieve-tubes, such as is recorded by Farmer and
Home, may frequently be seen in perfectly healthy
plants.

R.M.NFALL IN 1922.—The British Rainfall Organiza-
tion, which now forms a part of the Meteorological
Office, .-Mr Ministry, has made a hurried scrutiny of

the rainfall records for 1922 in time for insertion
in the Meteorological Magazine for January, which
is published in the middle of the month. Several
thousand returns are said to have been already
received and a selection has been made of those for

which average returns exist ; 280 such records have
been examined and they afford sufficient data for

the construction of a rainfall map. The rainfall for

the individual months shows that the rain over the
country as a whole was close to or above the a\'erage

except in the autumn. The total was excessive over
England in July, yielding locally more than double
the average. October was exceptionally dry, the
rainfall being in England and Wales 33 per cent,

of the normal, in Scotland 59, and in Ireland 37 per
cent. In England and Wales the only months with
a deficiency of rain were May, June, October, and
November. In Scotland there were six months with
an excess and six months with a deficiency, the
first seven months being wet with the exception of
March. In Ireland there were only five months with
a deficiency of rain; these were .March, May, June,
October, and November. The country as a whole
had practically the normal fall for the year. The
Times for January 29 had a detailed article on the
rainfall of the past year, in agreement with its

practice followed for many years past. It shows
that 1922 was almost entirely devoid of remarkable
features. Among the selection of records available
the variations of rainfall registered in 1922 ranged
from 115-25 in. at Seathwaite to i8-66 in. at Shoeburv-
ness. The map giving the rainfall over the British
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Isles shows that there was a general deficiency of
rain in Scotland and Ireland and a general excess
over England, although in the extreme south-east,
where the drought of 192 1 reached its climax, the
rainfall of 1922 was again below the average ; but
the deficiency apparently nowhere exceeded 10 per
cent. The date given at head of Table II. for all

columns except the average should be 1922 and not
1921.

Recent Volcanic Activitv in S. Ai-rra.— Dr.

P. A. Wagner has written a very thorough and
interesting memoir on " The Pretoria Salt-pan, a
soda caldera," for the Geological Survey of S. Africa
(Mem. No. 20. 1922, price ys. bd.). A saline lake
some 25 miles north-west of Pretoria has long been
used by natives as a source of common salt, and in

recent* years it has been worked on a commercial
scale on account of the sodium carbonate in its

waters. Excellent photographs are given of this

zoutpan in its primitive and its industrialised con-
ditions ; but the most interesting of the numerous
illustrations are those showing the form and the
walls of the depression in which it lies. The author
pro\'es clearly that we are here dealing with a true

caldera of explosion. If at any time a layer of

volcanic .scoriae covered the broad cone of eruption,
all traces have disappeared through denudation. It

is far more probable that the walls were built up
entirely of fragments exploded from the granite and
dolomite that underlie the area. Their structure is

seen in a number of cliff-sections, and the freshness

of the whole ring suggests a Quaternary' age for the
paro.\ysm that actually domed up the granite cover
and flung the fragments for 1700 feet on all sides

from the central pipe. The perimeter of the caldera
measures 1 1,100 feet. The saline layers from which
the soda is mainly derived are a trona bed above
and a bed of the rarer carbonate, gaylussite, in the
muds below. There is a remarkable absence of
sodium sulphate. Dr. Wagner gives good reasons
for regarding the salts as of magmatic origin. Now
that a kimberlite pipe in the Cape Province has been
proved to be of post-Neocomian age (see Nature,
vol. 1 10, August 19, 1922, p. 262), evidence of volcanic

outbreaks linking the southern region with the still

active areas near the great lakes will be .sought for

with a lively interest. Folding sections and a map
iin a large scale accompany this comprehensive
memoir.

Pal.Tiobotanv and the Gondwana Continent.—
Recent contributions to pakxobotany will be found
in the Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society,

\ol. 78, Part 3, where Prof. A. C. Seward describes

carboniferous plants from Peru (pp. 278-83), and
Seward and R. E. Holttum report upon Jurassic

plants from Ceylon (pp. 271-77) : and in theGeological

Magazine (vol. 59. PP- 385-92. September 1922) Prof.

Seward has a note upon fo.ssil plants from the

Tanganyika Territory. Dr. A. B. Walkom (Queens-

land Geological Survey Publication, No. 270) has
recently commenced the publication of a monograph
upon the Pala-ozoic Flora of Queensland, while the

general issues and problems of disfribution and of

plant migration across regions of the globe that at

tlie present day provide impassible oceanic or

climatic barriers is raised by Prof. Seward in the

Hooker lecture published in the Linnean Society's

Journal for October 1922. These new pateobotanical

data recorded above supply more facts for land areas

that presumably were organically linked in Mesozoic

times through the great Gondwana continent of

which India now remains one of our most authentic

relics. It is therefore interesting to note, from the
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address of Prof. B. Sahni delivered at the Indian
Science Congress in 1921 (Journal and Proceedings
of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol. 17, No. 4,

pp. 152-75), that Indian botanists are taking an
interest in the Indian fossil flora, as yet but little

explored since the earlier work of Feistmantel,
embodied in the " Fossil Flora of the Gondwana
System," Prof. Sahni points out that so far Indian
strata have given little but plant impressions, but
with the recent microchemical methods for the
microscopic study of such impressions, developed
in the Cambridge laboratories and demonstrated by
Mr. J. Walton at the British Association Meetings
at Hull, fo.ssil impressions may become as valuable
and as definite in the results they yield as the plant
petrifactions permitting anatomical study.

ME.4.SUREMENT OF VERTICAL DIMENSIONS WITH
Microscope.—In the Journal of the Quekett Micro-
scopical Club (Ser. 2, vol. 14, No. 88, November 1922)
Mr. F. Addey gives a note on the measurement of
the vertical dimensions of objects by the use of the
graduated fine adjustment, in which he shows from
mathematical considerations that the true thickness
of the object is its apparent thickness multiplied by
the refractive index of the mounting medium, the
cover glass making no difference. This result has
been confirmed by actual measurements.

Focus Aperture R.\tios of Microscope Objec-
tives.—In the Journal of the Quekett Microscopical
Club (Ser. 2, vol. 14, No. 88, November 1922)
Mr. E. M. Nelson discusses the focus aperture ratios
of microscope objectives. If the values of the numer-
ical apertures of objectives now available be plotted
against the magnifying powers the resulting graph
reveals several inconsistencies. In the present paper
a new set of power aperture curves drawn up on a
definite plan are given for the construction of objec-
tives. The ideal value for the power aperture ratio,
obtained from a consideration of the resolving power
of the eye, cannot always be realised in practice.
This ideal ratio expressed as an " optical index "

(that is 1000 times the N.A. divided by the initial
magnifying power) is shown to be 25, and in the
proposed curve for achromats the low powers up to
tV in. have an optical index of 20, after which the
optical index is reduced and the curve becomes steeper,
rising to a J in. with N.A. o-g. In the apochromats
the optical index in the curve is maintained at 20
up to a N.A. of 0-8. For oil immersion lenses the
optical indexes have to be reduced, and the proposed
curve begins with a f in. of N.A. i-o (optical index
14-3) and ends with a tS- in. of N.A. 1-4 (optical index
ri-y). If such schemes of ratios of aperture to power
were adopted the initial magnifying power and the
numerical aperture would become practically syn-
onymous terms and a lens could then be accurately
designated by its numerical aperture instead of by
the focus, thus avoiding ambiguity where different
tube lengths are used.

Cont.\ct C.\t.\lvsis.—No. 30 of the Reprint and
Circular Series of the National Research Council
contains the first report of the committee on Contact
Catalysis. The report, which has been drawn up by
Prof. Bancroft, gives a summary of recent work and
suggests that the two fundamental things to be donem the study of contact catalysis are ; (i) To determine
in what cases definite intermediate compounds are
formed and what they are

; (2) To determine what
bonds and contravalences are opened when adsorp-
tion takes place, and to show that the opening of these
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bonds and contravalences accounts for the formation
of the reaction products.

Bacteria and Condenser Corrosion.—An investi-

gation on the influence of the fermentation products
of bacteria on corrosion in engine condensers, con-
ducted by Messrs R. Grant, E. Bate, and W. H. Myers,
originated during the systematic examination of

possible factors in the causation of corrosion, par-
ticularly pit-hole corrosion, iti condensers of two
power-houses of the Government Railways and
Tramways, Sydney, N.S.W. (Rep. of the Director-
General of Public Health, N.S.W., for the year 1920,
Sydney, 1922, p. 171). It had been noticed that
tube failures often occur after a long period of shut-
down, even when a condenser has previously been
immune from trouble. The authors point out that
condensers generally retain a considerable quantity
of water, complete drainage never being obtained
with the usual horizontal setting. This stagnant
water always contains a very high proportion of

free and albumenoid ammonia and nitrates. Various
micro-organisms of ammonia-producing types were
isolated from the circulating and stagnant waters
of condensers. Plates of copper, brass, and zinc

introduced into cultivations of these organisms
underwent corrosion and pitting, photographs of
which are reproduced. It is concluded, therefore,

that the activity of micro-organisms as a factor in

starting or causing corrosion must be seriously

considered. If corrosion were a purely thermal or
chemical effect, the pitting might be expected to
increase steadily with temperature ; actually, it is

found to be more in evidence in low temperature con-
densers, which supports the micro-organismal theory.

French Stream Gauging Apparatus.—In a
notice recently issued from the gauging station of the
University of Toulouse at Ponts-Jumeaux, a descrip-

tion is given of the log used by the French Service
des Forces hydrauhques and the method of calibra-

tion adopted. The log is essentially a screw of a
special form, attached to a revolving axis mounted
on ball-bearings in the body of the log. The appar-
atus is designed in such a way that the axis lies in the
direction of the current, and the screw encounters
the liquid filaments in front. The relationship
between the rotations n of the screw and the velocity
V of the water is in the following form : i; = a + bn.

The determination of the speed of the -screw in

revolutions per second is carried out as follows. The
axis of the screw engages by a worm in a cogged
wheel, designed so that the screw makes N revolu-
tions for a single revolution of the cogged wheel.
This number, N, is fixed for any particular log and is

generally equal to 25 or 50. A cam carried by the
cogged wheel comes in contact at a fixed point of
each turn with a spring plate connected with an
insulated electric terminal on the body of the appar-
atus and thus closes an electric circuit actuating a
oell. By measuring the time T, which passes between
two consecutive signals, there is deduced therefrom
the number of revolutions of the screw per second
(n = N/T) and the movement of the water can be
calculated. The coefficients a and h are determined
in the process of calibration. For the purpose of
calibrating the apparatus, a carriage with a platform
is propelled at a certain speed while the instrument
it supports is drawn through still water. During a
sufficiently long series of runs, the speed of the
carriage is related to the number of revolutions of
the screw, and a curve, which is generally a straight
line, can be drawn. A cement-lined channel 75
metres long, 2 metres wide, and i metre deep is used
for calibration.
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The Conduction of Excitation in Mimosa.

THE problem of the conduction of excitation in

organism? is one that concerns both plant and
animal physiologists, and any advances in our under-
standing of conduction in either kingdom should be

f common interest to all. Yet certain recent

iiscoverics concerning excitatory conduction in plants

liave so far not become very widely known.
The problem comprises essentially two questions

:

irst, what is the nature of the excitation itself? and
condly, how is excitation at one point in an organ

able to lead in turn to excitation at a neighbouring
point ? As to the first, there may perhaps be indica-

tions that excitation is something fundamentally
similar in all protoplasm : but as to the second, it

may well be that the link connecting the excitation

lit one point with that of the next is quite different

111 the case of different organs. In one case the

nature of the link seems now to be well established

—

namely, in the case of species of the " sensitive
"

genus Mimosa, on which Dr. U. Ricca ' has carried

out a remarkable series of experiments.
As is well known, the spread of excitation in these

|)lants is revealed mainly by the fall of the main
petiole of the doubly compound leaf, the forward
movements of the secondary petioles, and the folding

together upwards in pairs of the leaflets. These
movements can be brought about by injuring a

leaflet, and also by inflicting cuts or burns on the

main stem of the plant, which may lead to the

spread of excitation along the stem and out over
several leaves. It is principally on this conduction
in the stem that Kicca has experimented.
The starting-point of his work is the proof that,

as maintained long ago by Dutrochet, the path of

conduction is the wood and not the phloem or cortex.

To establish this he has made use, not of the well-

known Mimosa pudica, but of Mimosa Sepzazzinii,

in which it is possible to remove completely, in a
ring roimd the stem, the tissues external to the
cambium, thus la^ang bare the wood.

Such ringing does not prevent the excitation from
passing, as is shown by the closure of the leaflets

in the leaves above the ringed zone, after a part of

the stem below the ring has been stimulated by
cauterisation. Conduction can therefore take place

withoutcortex. Further, by removing one longitudinal
half of the stem and then, in the remaining half,

prising off the extra-cambial tissues from the wood,
he has been able to investigate the effects of stimulat-

ing the two separately. Stimulation of the strip of

wood leads to movements in the leaxes above, even
after the pith has been scraped away, whereas
stimidation of the strip of phloem and cortex does
not. Since the latter are known not to be insensitive

to stimulus, it follows that they must be unable
alone to conduct the excitation effectively.

Next Ricca confirms the fact, already known, that
conduction can pass through a zone of the stem that

has been completely killed by heat, and he also

shows that even when a zone of 4-5 cm. is maintained
at a temperature above 150° F. this does not prevent
I lie supply of water to the leaves above, nor the
induction of excitation. Going further, he divides

I lie stem transversely and inserts the cut ends into

the expanded ends of a narrow glass tube 8 cm. long

and I mm. in diameter. An earlier experiment with
a wider tube (1916, " a," p. 94) is less convincing.

* Ricca, U., " Soluzione d* un problema di fisiolo^ia," Nuovo Giom. Bol.

Ital. 23, 1916, " a."
" Solution d*un probl£-me de physiologie," Archiies ittdiennes de BiologU,

65, 1916, '• b."
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Cauterisation of the stem below the tube was followed
by closure of the leaflets above it ; and if the stimulus
was strong, a greenish substance was seen to issue
from the lower cut end, and slowly to spread up the
tube. The time taken by the coloration to spread
agreed roughly with the time apparently taken by
the excitation to pass the tube (see schedules, loc. cit.,

p. no sq.).

.'Mready these results suggested that conduction
takes place by the transference of a soluble stimulating
substance excreted by the stimulated cells ; for

increase of permeability and excretion of liquid is

known to accompany excitation in Mimosa and other
plants. The final experiment in confirmation of this

was the extraction of the substance by preparing in

a small quantity of water a large number of transverse
secti(ms of stem. Other cut branches were then
placed with their cut ends in the liquid thus obtained,
and thereby excitation was found to be set up in

them and to spread gradually up from the cut end
towards the apex, as shown by the successive move-
ments of their leaves.

It seems clear then that conduction both in the
glass tube and in the wood of the plant must be
brought about by the movement of a stimulating
substance with the water current. It cannot lie

due to pressure changes ; first, because it is too slow
(in one case 55 cm. in i\ hours : average values for

M. pudica are 8-15 mm. per sec. in the petiole and
2-3 mm. per sec. in the stem) ; and secondly, artificial

changes in pressure of the water-supply to cut
branches were not found to result in stimulation.

In agreement with this, factors increasing transpira-

tion and so accelerating the ascent of water in the

stem were found to increase the rate of conduction.
Still, it may remain uncertain whether movements
of the water current alone can account for all cases

of conduction in these plants, particularly for basipetal

conduction in the leaves. In Mimosa Spezazzinii

this takes place only with difficulty, and Ricca
considers it due to the excretion of liquid from the
stimulated region, which is then sucked away
in both directions by neighbouring unstimulated
tissues. In Mimosa pudica basipetal conduction
takes place rapidly and easily. Possibly the activity

of other living tissues along the conducting zone may
in some cases be involved, even if it is not necessary

for conduction in the stem. It is also desirable

that the results should be confirmed by other workers
in warm countries.

Comparison may be made with the conduction of

excitation in the cotyledon of a grass seedling, which
also seems to involve a stimulating substance. In

this organ, various stimuli, striking on the tip alone,

bring about a responsive curvature in the elongating

region below. The excitation conducted from tip

to responding region can pass through a layer of

gelatin, after the tip has been cut off and stuck

on again.' It appears that Stark (loc. cit.) has
extracted the stimulating substance concerned. An
excitatory process capable of passing through gelatin

has also been found by the present writer in roots.

But in these cases the mechanism of conduction

in the tissues is still obscure, and probably different

from that found in Mimosa. It appears that conduc-
tion may here take place in parenchymatous tissues,

and it is checked by local application of anaesthetics

and other physiological agents.
R. Snow.

• Bov»en-Jcns«n. Ber. d. D. Bot. G«., 31, p. 559. 1913. Paal, /a*r6. /.

uis$. Bol. 58, 1918. Stark, Jahrb. /. tmss. Bol. 60, 1921.
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The Third Air Conference.

By Prof. L. Bairstow, F.R.S.

T^HE Air Conference at the Guildhall, London,
^ occupied four sessions— the mornings and

afternoons of February 6 and 7—the first day being

devoted to the reading of papers, and the second to

their discussion. Of the papers read, that of greatest

interest to men of science was by Sir Geoffrey Salmond,
the Air Member for Supply and Research on the Air
Council, on " The Progress of Research and Experi-

ment." Before referring to this paper and the sub-

sequent discussion, it is desirable to note some of the

points made by Sir Samuel Hoare, the Secretary of

State for Air, who spoke immediately after the
opening ceremony by the Lord Mayor of London.

It was pointed out that the new Air Ministry; had
only been in office for three months and that the tirrie

had been all too short for the determination of a fixed

policy. Later speakers emphasised the importance
of the earliest possible declaration of policy, and were
not wholly inclined to agree that, so long as the world
is in a state of confusion and uncertainty, military

aviation must have the first and principal call on the
nation's purse. It was argued that civil aviation will

have the same relation to the Air Force as the mercan-
tile marine has to the Navy, and that the most
economical expenditure of money would lead to a
rearrangement of the vote so as to give a greater share
to the commercial aspect.

It was argued by one speaker that private enter-

prise would be ready to find the capital for aerial

transport when once it felt certain of a continuous
and sympathetic policy on the part of the Air Ministry.

The Secretary of State for Air had previously said

that he was trying to develop a consistent civil avia-

tion policy, and for weeks past had been considering
schemes for its organic development.
The Conference was assured that the Air Ministry

fully realised the importance of research and was
anxious to foster it within the limitations imposed by
finance. It is necessary to bear in mind the fact that
the word " research " does not mean the same thing
to all men, but in the sense in which that word is

understood by men of science, there is a marked im-
provement in policy. It may be some time before
the effects of the change are evident in results, for we
have fallen on evil days, but it is to the good that the
tide has ceased to ebb.

The Air Ministry organisation was described by the
Air Member for Supply and Research in his opening
paragraphs. He said :

" Perhaps I may be forgiven
if I describe to you our organisation for i^esearch, as
I fear it is sometimes misunderstood. In the first

place, there is the Air Ministry charged with the general
direction of research. The K\x Ministry is advised by
the Aeronautical Research Committee, either on the
initiative of the K\x Ministry or on the initiative of flie

Aeronautical Research Committee, as to the problems
to be solved, or as to the methods by which they should
be solved. A representative of the Aeronautical
Research Committee works in the Air Ministry and
has direct access to me on all questions.

" The Aeronautical Research Committee does in-

valuable work in investigating all sorts of problems,
and is wonderfully assisted in its work by the National
Physical Laboratory and a whole body of scientists

who give their services free to the nation, as well as
by the great universities and consulting engineers.

" These organisations deal with the theoretical
solution of air problems in the domain of pure research.
But research cannot stop here ; its practical applica-
tion has to be considered, and this portion of the work
is carried out by the Ro^'al Aircraft Establishment at

Farnborough and various experimental stations such
as the Aircraft Experimental Establishment at
Martlesham, and the Marine and Armament Experi-
mental Establishment, Isle of Grain.

" A third organisation also exists, and that is the
Aircraft and Aero-engine Constructors, who maintain
most capable designing staffs 'who constantly bring
forward solutions of problems, which enable us to
step forward. I would be failing in my duty if I did
not here acknowledge the debt this country owes to
ail these organisations, the joint efforts of which have
undoubtedly brought our world position as regards
research to a position second to none."

This constitutes the clearest statement of the organ-
isation yet given, and it will be obvious to readers of
N.^TURE that research as defined by the Air Member
for Supply and Research has a much wider range than
research as understood by men of science. In his

interpretation, all technical development and experi-
ment is included, and there is an absence of recognition
of the usual criterion as to the fundamental or specific

nature of the inquiry. It is in conformity with this
definition that the Director of Research in the Air
Ministry has wholly different functions from the
Director of Scientific Research in the Admiralty.
With adequate subdivision of funds and duties the
matter of definition is unimportant, although the
effect is the nominal allocation of a large sum for
research, while in fact only a small fraction is devoted
to scientific operations. There are marked indications
of a welcome change, and that the advice of the Aero-
nautical Research Committee as to need for greater
attention to fundamental inquiries is being acted on.

Sir Richard Glazebrook, chairman of the Aero-
nautical Research Committee, made during the Con-
ference a special appeal for fundamental research,
giving as subjects the study of the motion of viscous
fluids from first principles, the provision for full scale
research on airships should these again come into
operation, and the study of the motion of aeroplanes
in flight. All these forms of inquiry are greatly
assisted by laboratory experiments and wind channel
tests on models of aircraft.

The mathematical treatment of viscous fluid motion
has not hitherto received any direct recognition by
the Air Ministry, although the programme of the
.Aeronautical Research Committee leaves an opening
for the staft" of the National Physical Laboratory.
The inquiry is, however, being fostered by the De-
partment of Scientific and Industrial Research, and
by the governors of the Imperial College of Science
and Technology. Sir Richard Glazebrook asked for
fa\'ourable consideration of such research by the Air
Ministry.
The position of airship research was shown by the

inquiry into the disaster to R38, but, in pursuance of
instructions from tfie Air Ministry, the Aeronautical
Research Committee has been imable to carry out its

programme. A paper by Commander C. C. Burney
on " The Establishment of a Self-Supporting Airship
Service " has led to a reopening of the subject and to
a divergence of opinion between the Air Ministry and
Admiralty which is generally regretted. It appears
that the Admiralty needs airships and is prepared to
pay for them, but that the Air Ministry considers itself

to be the proper body for supervising their construc-
tion. While it is hoped that the latter body will prevail,

it would appear to require a change of policy and a
real desire to retrace its disastrous past. Sir Alan
Anderson expressed the point briefly when he asked
whether it was really necessary to build airships at
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considerable cost in order to put them into sheds and
let them decay. Probably this action, typical of late

policy, had much to do with the objections voiced by
representatives at the Air Conference to the pre-

dominance of a military policy.

For heavier-than-air craft the feeling of the Con-
ference appeared to be that the tide was turning,

notablv in the case of fundamental research. Sir

tleoffrey Salmond mentioned many specific experi-
ments and a few fundamental inquiries. Those relating

to safety and trustworthiness received most attention
in the discussion ; but one item can be dealt with here.

The dangers of flying are few so long as the engine is

running perfectly, a state which cannot be relied on
to persist for many consecutive hours. Failure of the
power plant brings about a forced landing, and where
the ground is unsuitable an accident follows. The
dangers are increased by a peculiarity of an aeroplane
when its wings are inclined to the wind at more than
twenty degrees, for it then becomes uncontrollable.

During the past year the trained and skilled experi-

mental pilots of the Royal Aircraft Establishment,
working in co-operation with a panel of the Aero-
nautical Research Committee, have modified an
aeroplane and flown it at an angle of forty degrees.
This is a momentous advance, for it leads to the hope
that the danger arising from lack of control may be
greatly reduced by further knowledge. It is therefore
gratifying to find that the Air Ministry is ready to
provide special aeroplanes solely for research by the
Aeronautical Research Committee. It will be neces-
sary to develop instruments for the inquiry, for we
are still without adequate means of observation in
flight except for the simplest types of motion, but
again the Air Ministry is ready to give assistance.
Our lead in aeronautical research has been greatly

reduced by America, but we appear to be regaining
our power for progress, and a continuation of present
policy may be expected to lead to tliat progress in
aviation which is so clearly required for projected
developments in civil aviation and for the defence of
the realm.

Industrial Applications of the Microscope.

A MEETING of the Royal Microscopical Society
was held on January 24, for the purpose of

inaugurating an important departure in the history

and attitude of the society towards national industry
by the formation of a special section to deal witli the
industrial applications of the microscope.

Prof. F. J. Cheshire, president of the society, in

his opening address, said that man\- \-ears ago it liad

been seriously contended by some pessimistic fellows

of the Society that its principal work of usefulness

was done. Events of late years, however, had
refuted that contention. Why, it was asked, have
we a Royal Microscopical Society and not a Royal
Telescopical Society ? The answer was obvious.

In the case of the telescope, practically any tyro
could take out an instrument, of which he knew
nothing or very little, direct it to tlie moon or any
other object, and could, with a little practice, obtain

the \ery best image which that telescope was capable
of giving. The microscope could not be used in

that simple way. It was the most complicated of

all the optical instruments in common use, and it

demanded, in its user, a considerable amount of

optical knowledge and manipulati\e skill before it

could be used efficiently and satisfactorily. The use
of the microscope as a tool was extending day by
day, advancing step by step with the recognition of

the great importance of the study of micro-organ-
isms and micro-structures. The Royal Microscopical

Society had already carried out certain work in

connexion with the industrial applications of the
microscope. Sections, dealing with metallurgy, the
manufacture of leather and of paper, had been in

existence for a short time, but it was recognised that
these specific sections made it difficult for the society

to deal, as it ought to do, with the practical applica-

tions to new industrial work. In these circumstances
it had been decided to form a large general section

dealing with indu.strial applications of the microscope.
The work of the section would be to encourage, in

every possible way, the use of the microscope in

industry and, at the same time, to give the most
generous assistance to workers in the new fields of
endeavour. .\ny one interested, whether a fellow of

the Society or not, would be cordially invited to attend
the meetings of the section.

A communication by Dr. F. J. Brislee dealt with
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the necessity of providing facilities for more definite
instruction and training in the practical use and
manipulation of the modern microscope, and outlined
the manner in which the Royal .Microscopical Society
could be of assistance to those who had to use the
microscope in industrial processes. Dr. Brislee
further indicated the lines on which this practical
training should proceed, starting with low-power
work, the preparation, mounting, and e.xamination
of specimens, and proceeding gradually to the more
difiicult problems.

Dr. J. S. Owens (Superintendent to the Advisory
Committee on Atmospheric Pollution) read a com-
munication on atmospheric pollution. The import-
ance of this subject to those working in large factories
and to the general health of the community was
insisted upon, and many interesting exhibits and
lantern slides illustrated the means by which samples
of polluted air were collected and examined. The
method adopted is one in which a given volume
of air is collected and then deprived of suspended
matter by causing it to issue from the container
as a jet and impinge against a prepared glass surface.
Many unsolved problems were submitted to the meet-
ing and suggestions invited as to the best methods of
determining the actual nature of the particles of dust,
oil, micro-organisms and other foreign matter collected.

In connexion with tlie leather - making industry,
Dr. Browning suggested the more general use of
the microscope in the control of the various processes.
He showed sections of skin before and after puering,
and stated that ;/ it was necessary to remove the
clastic tissue by puering. then this could be con-
trolled only by the use of the microscope. Samples
examined from several sources showed that different
manufacturers were content with more or less re-

moval of the elastic tissue. They could not all be
right. Every detail in the preparation of specimens
and the cutting of sections of leather was practically
demonstrated by Miss Scott, and finished slides were
exhibited.
Apparatus specially constructed for research work

in many industries was demonstrated and described
by Messrs. J. W. Atha and Co., R. and J. Beck, Ltd.,
The Cambridge and Paul Instrument Co., Ltd.,
Ogiivy and Co., J. Swift and Son, and W. Watson
and Sons, Ltd.
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Prof. Michelson's Work in Astronomical

Interferometry.

M^R. POST -WHEELER, who is on the staff of

the American Embassy, attended at the

annual general meeting of the Royal Astronomical

Society on February 9 to receive the gold medal on
behalf of Prof. A. A. Michelson, who was imable to be
present himself.

Prof. Eddington gave a most illuminating address

on the reasons of the award, explaining that the

necessity for the great separation of the mirrors re-

ceiving the pencils of light from the stars was to give

sufficient difference of length of path to enable the

rays from the two extremities of a diameter of the star

to be in opposite phase, so that the bright regions of

the image from one extremity should fall on the dark

regions of the other and so cause the fringes to vanish.

It was mentioned that the method had been success-

fully applied to the measurement of the diameters of

Jupiter's satellites, but the stars seem to have been
considered hopeless, till recent physical work on the

distribution of energy in the spectrum led to the con-

clusion that the red stars have such dull surfaces that

the brighter ones must have appreciable discs in order

to give so much light.

The actual figure had been calculated for Betel-

geuse, and the observed diameter afterwards proved
to be very close to it.

Some letters from Mr. Pease were read, in which he
described the great practical difficulties that were
incurred in applying the method of diffraction fringes,

and the long-continued trials that were finally crowned
with success. One of the earliest successes was the

determination of the orbit of Capella. This gave, for

the first time, a really accurate value of the mass and
absolute magnit\ide of a giant star, which had already

proved of use in the physical studies that were being

made on these bodies.

A recent interesting development of the Betelgeuse

measures was that the diameter came out different at

different times, to an extent much beyond the probable
errors of the measures. Attempts were being made
to correlate these changes with the variable bright-

ness and variable radial velocity of the star, but it

will be necessary to carry on these measurements
for some time before a definite conclusion could be
reached.

Prof. Eddington went on to point out that the

famous Michelson - Morley experiment, for which
the Copley medal of the I<oyal Society was awarded
in 1907, though not specially contemplated in the

present award, might be considered as coming within
its terms ; for the measures were made by interference

methods, and the question whether the movement of

the earth through the ether could be detected was one
of the highest astronomical interest. He knew that
their medallist was disappointed at the negative result,

but the whole of the system of relativity had been
founded upon it, so that in his (Prof. Eddington's)
opinion it was more fruitful than a positive result

would have been.
In handing the medal to Mr. Post-\Vheeler he asked

him to transmit to Prof. Michelson their congratula-
tions on his success and their good wishes for the long
continuance of his fruitful labours. Mr. Post-Wheeler
replied in a few suitable words expressing his sense of

the pleasure it gave him to be there as the representa-
tive of America, and tlianking the Society for the
honour they had conferred upon his country in the
person of Prof. Michelson.
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University and Educational Intelligence.

Birmingham.—The Mitsui family of Japan has
made a gift of 5000/. to the faculty of commerce. The
Council has decided to apply the gift to tlie founda-
tion of a chair of finance which, in view of the
personal connexion of the Mitsui family with the
university and of their generous contribution to its

funds, is to be designated the fflitsui professorship of

finance.

Mr. F. W. M. Lamb has been appointed assistant

lecturer in pathology.
At the annual meeting of the Court of Governors,

the principal appealed for more assistance from the
districts surrounding the city. These districts at

present contribute only 3500/. per annum to the
university as against 15,000/. given by the city,

although half the students come from outside the
city.

Cambridge.—Mr. J. B. S. Haldane, New College,

Oxford, and Trinity College, has been appointed Sir

William Dunn's reader in biochemistry. Mr. A.
Hutchinson, Pembroke College, has been appointed
University lecturer in crystallography. Dr. C.

Shearer, Clare College, has been appointed University
lecturer in embryology'.

Manchester.—The following lecturers have been
appointed : physics. Dr. J. C. M. Brentano ; engineer-

ing, Mr. H. W. Baker ; biological chemistry, Mr. A.

d' Ritchie.

Oxford.—The vice-chancellor has appointed Sir

Archibald E. Garrod, Regius professor of medicine
and student of Christ Church, to act as deputy
for the current term to Dr. Rudolph A. Peters,

fellow of Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge,
who has recently been elected Whitley professor of

biochemistry in succession to the late Prof. Benjamin
Moore.
The Weldon memorial prize, which was founded

in 1907 by friends of the late Prof. Weldon, to

perpetuate his memory and to encourage biometric

science, has been awarded to Dr. Johannes Schmidt,
director of the Carlsberg Laboratory, Copenhagen.
This prize is awarded every three years, without
regard to nationality, sex, or membership of any
university, to the person who, in the judgment of

the electors, has, in the six years next preceding

the date of the award, published the most note-

worthy contribution to biometric science. Previous
recipients of the prize have belonged to St. Andrews,
London, and Washington University, St. Louis. On
one occasion it was awarded to a lady, Miss Ethel M.
Elderton, fellow of University College, London.

Shkifielu.—Mr. W. Vickers has been appointed
lecturer in education and master of method.

Prof. R. V. Wheeler, professor of fuel technology
in the University of Sheffield, has been awarded the
Greenwell medal of the North of England Institution

of Mining and Mechanical Engineers, for his researches

on coal.

The first of a special series of lectures on " Master
Minds and their Work," arranged in connexion with
the London County Council's scheme of lectures

for teachers, was delivered at King's College on
February 14 by Dr. Charles Singer, whose subject

was Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519). The object
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of the series is to illustrate, by the history of

the work and influence of a few great men of

various nationahties, the tfiith that in the study of

the liistory of science is to be found a strong appeal

to the spirit of community among men. It is

suggested that this line of study will show that all

nations have borne their share in building up the

structure of knowledge according to the opportunities

nd civilisation of the times. Succeeding lectures are

s follows:—February 21, Descartes (1596-1650),
I'rof. H. Wildon Carr'; February- 28, Newton (1642-

1727), Prof. A. R, Forsyth ; March 7, Pasteur (1822-

1895), Sir D'Arcy Power; March 14, Helmholtz
1821-1893), Sir W. M. Bayliss ; March 21 (at

1 niversity College, Gower Street, W.C.i.), Darwin
(1809-1882), Prof. Karl Pearson.

Tun annual prize distribution was held at the Sir

John Cass Technical Institute on Wednesday, January
31, and the awards were distributed by Sir Thomas
Holland. The chairman of the go\erning body, the

Rev. J. F. Marr, in giving a summary of the work of

the Institute during the past session, stated that

during this period a total of 1073 students had been
in attendance—the highest figure yet attained. The
year had not been an easy one, for financial considera-

tions were and still are conspicuously in the fore-

ground. The needs of technical education cannot be
satisfactorily met without mutual trust and confidence

between the public authorities and those administer-

ing the funds placed at their disposal, and without a
full belief in the national value of technical education.

Despite the restricted accommodation in the science

departments, 31 students had been engaged in re-

search work and five papers had been published,

bringing the total number of original investigations

issued from the Institute to 120. For the second year
in succession a student of the metallurgy department
had been awarded the first prize (Sih cr Medal) in the
City and Guilds of London Institute examination in

non-ferrous metallurgy.

The Attorney-General, Sir Douglas McGarel Hogg,
distributed the prizes at the Borough Polytechnic on
Friday, February 2. Mr. J. Leonard Spicer, chair-

man of the governors, referred to the fact that Sir

Douglas Hogg's father, Mr. Quintin Hogg, was the
founder of the great Polytechnic in Regent Street,

and Sir Douglas himself had throughout his life been
associated with that Institute. Sir Douglas Hogg, in

his address, said with regard to the work of the Insti-

tute, that it was not their desire to turn out a number
of half-fledged amateurs to compete with the men in

the workshops, but by technical instruction to enable
those in the workshops to make themselves more
efficient and to make greater progress in the industry
to which they belonged. The policy of the governors
in supplementing the experience of the workshop by
trade instruction, and of selecting teachers who them-
selves had worked in the trades, is imdoubtedly sound.
The women's side of the Polytechnic is strong, and
some of the activities of the Borougli Polytechnic are
unique in the south-eastern counties of England ; the
School of Bakery and Confectionery has no parallel,

and the Department of Painters' Oils, Colours and
Varnishes represents highly specialised and valuable
technological departments. The Polytechnic has
received valuable assistance from expert trade com-
mittees, trades unions, and a.ssociations of employers,
in order to keep its work closely related to the current
needs of industry. Principal Bispham, in his report,
stated that both in quality and bulk the work of the
past session was a record one and altogether a worthy
tribute to the former principal, Mr. C. T. Millis, who
has recently retired.
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Societies and Academies.

London.

Royal Society, February 8.—L. Bairstow, Mi.ss B.

-M. Cave, and Miss E. D. Lang ; The resistance of a

cylinder moving in a viscous fluid. The equations of

motion of a viscous fluid in the approximate form
proposed by Oseen are taken as a basis for calcula-

tions of the resistance of a circular cylinder and the

surface friction along a plane. In the ca.se of the

circular cylinder experimental information obtained
at the N.P.L. is wholly suitable for the purposes of

comparison with the present calculations. .\ resist-

ance coefficient is found which is about 30 per cent,

greater than that ob.scrved at the limit of the range
of observation. Calculations for the plane show
singularities at the edges, but lead to a resistance

which is in rough agreement with experiment.

—

G. I. Taylor : The motion of ellipsoidal particles in a
viscous fluid. According to Dr. G. B. Jeffery ellip-

soidal particles immersed in a moving viscous fluid

assume certain definite orientations in relation to the

motion of the fluid. Ellipsoidal particles of alu-

minium and immersed in water glass take up such
positions, but they take a long time to get to those

positions. In the meanwhile they oscillate in the

way indicated in Dr. Jeffery 's analysis.—-W. E.

Dalby : Further researches on the strcngtli of

materials. In a new apparatus, an alternating load,

push and pull, can be applied to a test piece in such a

way that the curves of load and elastic extension are

recorded photographically. The yield in tension and
compression is found to be substantially the same,

and the modulus of elasticity is the same, but alter-

nating load is met by alternating response. When a
load of either sign is removed the response is elastic,

but imperfectly so. When a load is re-applied, but of

opposite sign to the load removed, the response is

mainly plastic. By means of a new instrument an
alternating torque can be applied to a test piece in

such a way that the curves of torque and elastic twist

are recorded photographically. This shows that alter-

nating torcjue is met by an alternating response in

shear. It is possible to predict a practical fatigue

limit from these diagrams.—Lewis F. Richardson :

Theory of the measurement of wind by shooting

spheres upward. A steel sphere, about the size of a

pea or a cherry, is .shot ' upwards from a gun, which

is not rifled. The gun is inclined from the vertical

towards the advancing air, and the tilt adjusted by
trial until the returning sphere falls very close to the

gun. The tilt is then some measure of a weighted

average of the wind, in the region extending from the

ground up to the maximum height attained. This

height is found from the time of absence of the

sphere. The observation of the tilt and time is re-

peated for greater and greater heights in succession.

Mathematically .speaking, the problem involves a
' linear integral equation of the first kind," which is

solved approximately by transforming it into a

moderate number of algebraic simultaneous equations.

In the general part of the theory an approximation

which fails at the vertex of tlie trajectory is made.

A special and sufficiently correct theory' or a correc-

tion to the general theory meets this dilTiculty.

—

Ernest Wilson : On the susceptibility of feebly

magnetic bodies as affected by tension. Wlien

magnetite is subjected to tensile stress of .50:i30

kgrm. per sq. cm. as a maximum, the susceptibility

for a given value of the magnetic force at first in-

crea.ses and then decreases as the specific load

continuouslv increases, and exhibits a reversal point

as in iron. The magnetic force at which the percent-

age increase in permeability has a maximum value is
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less than the magnetic force at which maximum
susceptibihty occurs.—L. C. Jackson and H. Kamer-
lingh Onnes : (i) Investigations on the paramagnetic
sulphates at low temperatures ; (2) Investigations on
the paramagnetism of crystals at low temperatures.

—

W. D. Womersley : The specific heats of air, steam,
and carbon dioxide.—D. VV. Dye : The valve-

maintained tuning fork as a precision time standard.

The valve-maintained fork is steady in frequency to

a degree beyond that required for most purposes.

The most serious cause of variation of frequency is

that due to temperature. The temperature must be
kept constant to o-i" C. if accuracy to one part in a
hundred thousand is required. By the use of a
special steel (" elinvar ") having a very small tem-
perature coefficient of elasticity, it is probable that
the variation of frequency with temperature could be
reduced to one-tenth that of ordinarj^ steel forks.

The other factors causing variation of frequency are

not themselves variable without attention to an
extent which would cause a variation of more than a
very few parts in a hundred thousand. By suitably
choosing the capacities and the anode voltage, a
variation of voltage of ±10 per cent, will cause a

change of only about one part in a million in frequency.

Geological Society, January 24.—Prof. A. C.

Seward, president, in the chair.—S. H. Haughton :

On reptilian remains from the Karroo beds of East
Africa. Three specimens of a small fossil from black
shale from the middle of the Karroo formation, near
Tanga, on the coast of Tanganyika Territory, represent
a new genus and species of aquatic reptile resembling
Mesosaurus. It may be regarded as an aquatic
adaptation of Youngina. If so, the shale at Tanga is

approximately of the same age as the Middle Beaufort
beds of South Africa.—Rev. C. Overy : Glacial suc-

cession in the Thames catchment-basin. A definitive

succession-grouping for high-level gravels of the
Thames catchment-basin is established. A norm
series with effective nomenclature for the Berkshire-
Oxfordshire area is suggested, namely, P350, Pjuo^

Paes. Paso, Pjiu. P160. Pi36- Grading and analysis in

the Hampshire and London areas result in the
establishment of the norm series for the whole river-

system. In this way light is thrown on the age of the
Goring Gap, the mode of deposition of the plateau-
gravels, glacial succession in the Thames basin, and
the bearing of the distribution of drift constituents
on the historv of the Thames river-system. Evidence
is given for the course of the pre-Pleistocene Thames,
for the continuity of the Evenlode, Goring Gap,
Henley Gorge, Colne-Lea divide, and Essex-coast
system.

Physical Society, January 26.—Dr. Alexander
Russell in the chair.—C. Chree : A supposed relation-

ship between sunspot frequency and the potential
gradient of atmospheric electricity. Dr. L. A. Bauer
has concluded that both the range of the diurnal in-

equality of atmospheric electricity potential gradient
and the mean value of the element for the year increase

and diminish with sunspot frequency. The conclusion
was based on observational data from the Ebro
Observatory, Tortosa, Spain, between 1910 and 1920.
Kew electrical data from two periods of years, the
Ebro data utilised by Dr. Bauer, and magnetic data
from Kew Obser\atory were treated mathematically.
The results indicate that if a relationship of the kind
exists, the sunspot influence must be very much less

in the case of atmospheric electricity than in that of
terrestrial magnetism.— J. J. Manley : A further
improvement in the Sprengcl pump. The pump was
described in Proc. Phys. Soc, vol. 34, p. 86. The
present improvement provides a mercury seal during
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periods when the pump is out of use, whereby the
formation of fresh-air skins is prevented.—D. Owen :

Null methods of measurement of power factor and
effective resistance in alternate current circuits by
the quadrant electrometer. The methods are ex-
tended to high-tension circuits. The usual formula
for the quadrant electrometer is applicable only when
the needle is maintained at its mechanical and
electrical zero.—C. E. Prince :, An electro-capillary

relay for wired wireless. The relay is intended for

use with a calling device in connexion with high-
frequency currents acting as carrier waves for

telephony over power-mains. The high-frequency
current is rectified and passed through a thread of

mercury which is contained in a capillary tube, and
is in contact at each end with some acid containing
platinum leads. The passage of the current causes
the mercury thread to move. The capillary tube is

arranged horizontally on a beam which, as soon as
the mercury moves, overbalances in consequence of

the weight of the latter and closes the circuit of a call

bell or lamp. In series with the thread and with a
rectifier is arranged a condenser in which the charge
that has passed round the circuit is stored, and after

the call this charge is sent through the mercury and
acid in the reverse direction ; this restores the
mercury to its original position. If the call be un-
answered the same result is produced more slowly by
a high-resistance leak. The instrument responds to
currents of 4 or 5 or even 2 microamperes. The total

movement appears to be proportional to the coulombs
which pass.

Linnean Society, February i.—Dr. A. Smith Wood-
ward, president, in the chair.—Sir Sidney F. Harmer :

On Cellularine and other Polyzoa.—Sir Nicholas
Yermoloff : Notes on Chaetoceros and alhed genera,

living and fossil. Chaetoceros is highly differentiated

for pelagic life ; it occurs in the planktons of the
colder seas, sometimes, especially in spring, in colossal

numbers. Some 100 living species have been de-
scribed, but only 6 or 7 are common in the planktons.
The parent cells, each consisting of two valves with a
hoop between them, form colonies, holding together
by means of long setae ; they have thus great floating

capacity. Several species develop internal organs,

covered with a thick siliceous wall, called statospores,

inside the mother-cells. Their function is not known.
The mother-cells, or colonies, as such, never appear
in any fossil marine deposits, though the spores appear
fairly often. The spores of Chaetoceros have been
taken in the past as separate Diatom genera, and
classified and named as such. Fossil spores of

Chaetoceros are frequent in Miocene diatomaceous
earths. The most common form is Syndcndrium
Ehr., the spore of Chcetoceros diadema Gran, which is

very common in the planktons.—H. L. Clark : Some
echinoderms from West Australia.

Cambridge.

Philosophical Society, January 22.—Mr. C. T.
Heycock, president, in the chair.—Sir Joseph Larmor :

(i) The stellate appendages of telescopic and entoptic
diffraction. (2) Can gravitation really be absorbed
into the frame of space and time ? (see Nature,
February 10, p. 200).—H. F. Baker : The representa-
tion of a cubic surface upon a quadric surface.

—

II. Hartridge and F. J. W. Roughton : Measurements
of the rate of oxidation and reduction of haemoglobin.
IMethods were devised for estimating instantaneously
the percentage saturation of haemoglobin with oxygen,
for mixing instantaneously either reduced hemoglobin
with an oxidising agent or oxyhaemoglobin with a
reducing agent, and for preparing rapidly the reduced
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haemoglobin solution in large quantities. Oxidation
takes place exceedingly rapidly, in approximately one-
hundredth part of a second at io° C., whereas reduc-
tion takes approximately one second. The rate of

reduction agrees with the formula deduced on the
assumption that the reaction is mono molecular, and
the ratio of the rates of the two reactions was of the
same order as the value of the equilibrium constant.
In the body both changes take place at temperatures
considerably higher tlian those used. They would be
expected therefore to be even faster (some ten or
twenty times) in the body than in these experiments.

— J. T. Saunders : A method of measuring the carbon
dioxide output of aquatic animals. The method is

based on the fact that, from measurements of the
hydrogen ion concentration of solutions of bicarbon-
ates of known concentration in equilibrium with
carbon dioxide, the tension, and so the amount dis-

solved, of carbon dioxide can be calculated.—Miss D.
Eyden : Changes in the specific gravity of Daphnia
piilex L. Daphnia ptilex increases in specific gravity
immediately after feeding and diminishes after
starvation. These changes may account for the
vertical movements of forms living in the plankton.

Dublin.

Royal Irish Academy, January 22.—Prof. Sydney
Young, president, in the chair.—A. K. Macbeth : The
action of sulphur chloride on ammonia and on organic
bases. The action of sulphur chloride on ammonia
was examined quantitatively. No sulphur nitride
hitherto unknown was isolated, but a new derivative
containing sulphur, nitrogen, and hydrogen was
described. This compound, which it is proposed to
call hexasulphamide, appears to have the com-
position SjNHj. The action of sulphur chloride on
the aromatic amines was examined qualitatively, and
the course of the reaction at low temperatures
was studied with o-toluidine, N-dithiotoluidine
being isolated.—T. P. C. Kirkpatrick : Charles
Willoughby, fellow of the Iving and Queen's College
of Physicians. In 1690 Dr. Charles Willoughby
wrote a paper dealing with the political economy and
vital statistics of Ireland which he sent to William
King, then Bishop of Derry. It was pubUshed in full

in the Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy in

1857. Recently a letter from King has come to Ught
in which he gives information about the condition of
the people in the country, and the difficulties in

collecting statistical information. Sonic letters from
Willoughby to King throw an interesting light on
medical practice in Dublin at the end of the seventeenth
century. While studying medicine in Padua, where
he graduated M.D. "in March 1663 4, Willoughby
made a collection of botanical specimens, which he
afterwards presented to Merton College. Willoughby
was one of the founders, and was the first director of
the Dublin Philosophical Society, and in 1675 he was
elected president of the College of Physicians. He
died in 1694.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, January zz.—M. .\lbin
Haller.—G. Bigourdan : The co-ordinates of the
Observatories of Muctte and Passy.— I.. Lecornu :

The orbit of Mercur\'. A development of a sugges-
tion of M. Haag in a recent note, showing that the
displacement of the perihehon of Mercury can be
explained by adding to the Newtonian attraction a
small tangential force and a small force directed
towards the sun.— I.. Maquenne : Remarks on a
recent communication of MM. P. .\. Dangeard and
Pierre Dangeard. A discussion of some consequences
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of the observation that leaves of Auciiba japonica
suffer no loss of vitality over a period of several
months if preserved in a vacuum and exposed to
light.—E. Leclainche and H. ValUe : Vaccination
against symptomatic anthrax by toxins. A discus-
sion of the difficulties and limitations attending
vaccination by toxins derived from B. Chauvoei.—
A. Blondel : The determination as a function of the
initial conditions of the free oscillations of alternators
working in parallel and connected individually with
motors with theoretical regulation, instantaneous and
fixed. .Application to synchronous motors.—A. de
Gramont : Observations on the structure of the
chromium spectrum. Directing attention to the
recent experimental confirmation by M. Catalan of
the theoretical views propounded by the author in

November 1922.—C. Guichard : Polar figures re-

ciprocal with respect to a sphere.—A. Guntz and
Benoit : The heat of oxidation of the metals of the
alkaline earths. A repetition of earlier work with
purer material. The heats of oxidation of calcium,
strontium, and barium were found to be 152-7, 141 -8,

and 134-04 calories respectively.—.\. Bigot and Mme.
E. Jeremine : New observations on the geology of the
Hague (Manche). M. PhiUppe Glangeaud was elected
corresponding member for the section of mineralogy
in the place of the late Otto I.ehmann.—Erwand
Kogbetliantz : The double means of Cesaro.—S.

Stoilow : Continued functions and their derivatives.
—C. Kuratowki : The effective existence of functions
represcntablc analytically everj' Baire class.—M.
AUiaume : The nomographic resolution of systems of
equations.—H. C. Levinson : The Einstein gravita-
tion of systems.—Emile Picard : Remarks on the
preceding communication.—G. Poivilliers : X method
of stereoscopic representation of topographical sur-
faces.—Paul Dienes : The relativist electromagnetic
theory.—G. Gire : The dissociation of potassium
chloro-iridate.—Pierre Steiner : The ultraviolet ab-
sorption spectra of the alkaloids of the isoquinoline
group. Narcotine, hydrastine, and hydrocotamine.
The ultraviolet absorption spectrum of narcotine is

determined by the benzene ring of its molecule ; the
isoquinoline nucleus only displaces the absorption
towards the red end. For papaverine, on the con-
trary, it is the isoquinoline and not the benzene ring
which is the determining factor.—.\. Catalan : The
structure of the arc spectra of molybdenum, selenium,
and chromium.—F. W. Klingstedt : The ultraviolet

spectra of aniline and the toluidines. The results are
given in diagram form, and differ con.siderably from
the data obtained by earlier workers in the same field.

—Mile. Chami^ : The ioni.sation produced by the
hydration of quinine sulphate. .A direct connexion
between ionisation and the amount of water taken up
is proved.—A. Bouzat : X class of unstable hydrates
known as hydrates of gases. Confirmation of M.
\'illard's hypothesis. Many gases form hydrates
possessing the following properties : their formula is

%\ . 6H2O, they are unstable, formed with a small
heat evolution starting with the constituents in the
solid state, and on dissociation lose all the six mole-
cules of water at once.— I.. Franchet : X new in-

dustrial material of the neolithic age. Xn account of

the discovery of neolithic agricultural implements
made of polished sandstone, at Piscop.—Pierre
Lesage : The persistence of the characters produced
in plants by salt.—.\ntonin N£mec and Kvapil Karel :

The biochemical study of forest .soils.—V. Cr^mieu :

Tlic erowth of plants and the principles of physics.

—

I.. M. Betances : The ageing of the haematic cell.

—

G, Ramon : Dissociation of the diphtheria toxin-
antitoxin complex and the recuperation of the anti-

toxin.—F. Heim, E. Aerasse-Lafont, and A. Feil : The
rolos of lead and turpentine in the professional
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pathology of painters. From a comparative study
of painters divided into two groups, one using paints
containing lead and the other working with lead-free

paints, the authors conclude definitely that it is not
turpentine but lead and its compounds which are the
cause of renal lesions and hypertension in painters.

Official Publications Received.

Abstriict-Bulletin of the Nela Research Laboratory, National Lamp
Works of General Electric Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Vol. 1, No. 3,

October. Pp. ix + 303-521. (Cleveland.)
Summary of the Annual Rej.ort of the Naval Observatorj- for the

Fiscal Ynar I'.i^l. {Appendix No. 2 to the Annual Report of tlie Chi«f
of the Bureau of Navigation.) Pp. 53. (Washington: Goveniment
Printing Oltice.)

Nauka Polska : ,jej Potrzeby, Oiganizacjai Rjzwoj. (Polish Science : its

Needs, Orj^anisation and Progre.ss.) III. (Year-Book of the Mianowskie
Institution for the Promotion of Scientific Research Work.) Pp. vi4-280.
(War.szawa.) 15U marks.
Report of the hepartment of Mines for the Fiscal Year ending March

31, 1S»"22. (Sessional Paper No. 15.) Pp. iii+48. (Ottawa.) 5 cents.
Department of the lnt«rior : United States Geological Survey. Mineral

Resources of the United States in lli-j] (Preliminary Summary). Pp.
iv-|-102A. (Witshin^ton : Government Printing Office.)

Crichlon Royal Institution, Dumfries. EiKlity-third Annual Report,
for the Year Hr22. Pp. 4ii. (Dumfries.)

National Museum of Wales. Fifteenth Annual Report (1921-22) pre-
sented by the Council to the Court of Governors at a Meeting held in
Cardifl on the 27th October 1922. Pp. 35+6 plates. (Cardiff.)

Diary of Societies.

HATVP^l^AY, February 17.

Royal Institution or Great Uritain, at 3.—Sir Ernest Rutherford :

Atomic Projectiles and their Properties (1).

MOifhA\\ February 19.

Royal Gkoorapmical Society (at Lowther Lodge, Kensington Gore),
at 5.— Dr. R. L. Sherlock: The Influence of Man as an Agent in

Geogra[)hical Change.
iNsriTurioN OF Elkotrical Enoinerhs (Informal Meeting), at 7.—F. P.
Sexton and others : Discussion on Esjirit de Corps.

Royal Institi'te ok British Architect.s at 8.—U. V. Lanchester

:

Architecture and Architects in India.
Aristotelian HociErv (at University of London Club), at S.—C. E. M.
Joad : The Problem of Freewill in the Light of Recent Developments in
Philosophy.

Faralav Societv (at Chemical Society), at 8.—Prof. A. W. Porter and
J. J. Hedges: The Law of Distribution of Particles in Colloidal
Suspensions with Special Reference to Perrin's Investigations, Pan 11.

—

D, B. McLeod : A Relation between the Viscosity o( a Liquid and its

Coethcient of Expansion; The Viscosity of Liquid Mixtures showing
Maxima ; A Relation between Surface Tension and Density.—M- Cook :

Crystal Growth iu Cadmium.— F. H. Jeffery : Electrolysis with an
AUuniuinm Annde. the Anolyte being (1) Solutions of Sclium Nitrite,

(2) Solutions of Potassium Oxalite.—8. D. Muzalter: Electric Potential
of Antimony- Lead Alloys.

Royal Society of Arts, at 8.—Dr. If. P. Stevens: The Vulcanisation of
Rubber (Cantor Lectures) (3).

TUESDA r, February 20.

Royal Statistical Society (at Royal Society of Arts), at 5.15.—J. Hilton :

Statistics t)f Unemployment derived from the Working of the Unem-
ployment Insurance Acts.

Institute of Transport (at Institution of Electrical Engineers), at
5.30.— F. Dushrod and J. F. S. Tyler : Modernisation of Passenger Rail-
way Stations.

Zoological Society of London, at 5.30.—The Secretary : Report on the
Additions to the Society's Menagerie during the Month of January 11123.

—Prof. W. M. Lelroy : Exhibition'of Cinematograph Filmaof theJHouse-
fly.—Dr. N. 8. Lucas: Reports on the Deaths which have occurred in
the Society's Gardens during 1922.—Prof. E. Lonnberg: Remarks on
some Palearctic Bears.—E. W. Sliann : The Embryonic Development of
the Porbeagle-Shark, hamna '"/Ku/xca.— R. Gur'ney : Some Notes on
Lmnder Ivniiirnslris, M. -Edwards, and other British Prawns.

Institution of Civil Enoineehs, at 0.

Royal Photo<;raphic Society of Great Britain (Scientific and Technical
^ Group), at 7.— A. S. Newman : The Causes of Static Trouble in the
Kinematograph, and Means for its Elimination.

Illuminatino En<;ineerino Society (at Roval Society of Arts), at 8.—
W, J. Jones, E. A. Marx, Jr., and others : Discussion on tlm Projection
of Light.

Roval Anthropological Institcte, at S.15.— P. E. Newberry: The Beb
Sed Festival of Ancient Egypt.

SocioLOorcAL Society (at Royal Society), at 8.15.— Prof. J. A. Thomson :

Biological Contributions to Sociology.

WEDNESDAY, February 21.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—Prof. A. C. Pearson : Greek
Civilisation and To-day (2), Progress in the Arts.

Roval College of Suroi:ons of England, at 5.—R. L. Braithwaite

:

Tlie Flow of Ijymph fioin the Ileo-CiecJil Angle and its possible bearing
on (1) tlie formation of Gastric and Duodenal Ulcer, and (2) the cause
of other types of Indigestion.

Institution of Automobile Engineers (at Institution of Mechanical
Bugineers), at 7.30.— Informal Miwting.

Royal Metkorological Society, at 7.30.—Col. E. Gold and others:
Discussion on Reform of the Calendar, by C. F. Marvin.— Dr. S. Fu.ji-

whara : The Growth and Decay of Vortical Systems.—Dr. K. Fujiwhara :

The Mechanism of Extratropical Cyclones (Third memoir on Vortical
Phenomena),

Roval Societv of Arts, at 8.—C. Ainswdith Mitchell : Handwriting and
its Valui- as Evidence.

Roval Microscopical Society, at 8.—Sir William Maddock Bayliss :

Microscopical Staining and Colloids. —A. Mallock : Note on the
R'^solving Power and Deiiuition of Optical Instruments.

THURSDAY, February 22.

HoYAL Institution of Gri at Britain, at 3.—Prof. B. Melvill Jones:
Recent Experiments in Aeiial Surveying (2).

"

Royal Societv, at 4.30.—G. I. Taylor and C. F. Elam : The Distortion

of an Aluminium Crystal during a Tensile Test (Bakeriaii Lecture).
Royal Coi.i.kue of Physicians of I>osdon, at 5.— Dr. W. G. Savage:
Canned Foods iu Relation to Health (Milroy Lectures) (I).

Institution of Structural Engineers, at 7.30.—E. Godfrey: Shear
Resistance.

Chemical Societv (at Institution of Mechanical Engineers), at 8.—
Principal J. C. Irvine: Some Constitutional Problems of Carbo-hydrate
Chemistry.

Camera Clur, at S.15.—E. R. Ashton : Picturesque India.

FRIDAY, February 23.

Association ok Economic Biologists (in Botanical Theatre, Imperial

College of Science and Technology), at 2.30. — Sir John Russell, H. G.
Thornton, and others; Discussion on Partial Sterilisation of Soil:

Present Views as to its Ellects and tlieir Causes.
1'hvsk:al Soi;ir.iy of London, and RtiNTotN Society (at Imperial
College of Scit-nce and Technology), at 3.—Demonstrations : Major
C. E. S. Phillips: A Method of' Measuring X-ray Intensity.—E. J.

Evans: Intermittent Discharge from Sectorless 'Wimshurst Machiue.

—

L. H. Clark: An X-ray Balance.-H. B. Gough : lonometer.—W. E.
Schall: Spectrometer for Measuring End-radiation.—Dr. F. L. Hopwood :

The endoscope.
Eugenics Education Society (at Royal Society), at 5.—Dr. L. Hogben :

Intersexuality and Sex Reversal.
Ri)YAL College of Surgeons of England, at 5. — E. R. Flint:

Abnormalities of the Hepatic and Cystic Aiteries and Bile Ducts.
Phvsical Society of London, and Rontoen Society (at Imperial

College of Science and Technology), at 5.—DisciussioE on The Measure-
ment of X-iays.-Sir William H. Biagg: Introductor>' Address.— Prof.

S. Russ : The Measurement of X-ray Intensity and the Necessity for an
International Method—F. T. Harlow and E. J. Evans : The Qnalitv of

X-rays produced by Various Types of High-tension Generators and an
Incandescent X-ray Bulb.— Dr. M. Berry : Practical Mea.surements for

Medical Purposes.—Dr. G. W. C. Kaye and Dr. E. A. Owen : X-ray
Protective Materials.

Junior Institution of Engineers, at 7.80.—A. J. Tracey : Cliaracter-

istics. Operation, and Maintenance of Underground Cables.

ItoYAL Institution of Great Britain, at 9.—Prof. A. S. Eddingtou

:

The Interior of a Star.

SATURDAY, February 24.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—Sir Ernest Rutherford:
Atomic Projectiles and their Properties (2).

British P.svcuoi.ogical Society (at Bedford College), at 3.—Prof. T. H.
Pear: An Examination of some Current Beliefs concerning Muscular
Skill.—Miss M. MacFarlane : The Use of MenUl Tests in American
Schools and Clinics.

PUBLIC LECTURES.

HATURDAY, February 17.

HoRNiMAN Museum (Forest Hill), at 3.S0.—Dr. F. A. Bather : A Lime-
stone Clifland the Animals that bnilt it.

MONDAY, February 19.

Kino's Collec.e, at 5.30.— Dr. W. Brown : Psychologj- and Psychotherapy

(1). (Succeeding Lectures on February 2G and March 5.)

TUESDAY, February 20.

London School of Economics, at 5.— S. P. Vivian : Statistics, before,

during, and alter the War : Population.
School of Oriental Studies, at 5.—Dr. T. G. Bailey: Tlie Sansis, or

Thieves of India ;
their Language, History, and Customs.

Kino's CoLLE«iE, at 5.15.— Dr. J, II. Orton : The Bionomics of Marine

Animals (1). (Succeeding Lectures on February 22 and February 23).—

At 5.30.—Prof. H. Wildon Carr: Pliy.sical Cau-ality and Modern Science

(1). (Succeeding Lectures on February 27, March t'., 13, 20, and 27).—

Prof. A. J. Toynbee : The Expansion of Europe Overland (1). (Succeed-

ing Lectures on February 27, March G, 13, 20, and 27.)

WEDNESDAY, February 21.

iNsriTUTioN OF Electrical Engineers, at 5.15.—Prof. Miles Walker:

The Control of the Speed and Power Factor of Induction Motors (1).

(Succeeding Lectures on February 26, March 14 and 21.)

Kings College, at 5.30.—Prof. F. Soddy: A Physico-Chemical Theory

cf the Instability of Western Civilisation.

SATURDAY, February 24.

HoRNiMAN MrsECM (FcFest Hill), at 3.30—S. H. Warren : The Interplay

of Land and Sea.
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UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
A Course of three Lectures on '* Recent Work on Inhohn Errors of

Metabolism " will be given by Pruf. Sir ARCHIBALD E. (lARROD,
K.C.RLG., F.R.S. (Regius Professor of Medicine, Oxford), in the Rokkrt
Barnes Hail at The Roval Society of Medicine, i Wimpule Street,
W.I, on Wko-vesdavs, February 28, March 7, and March 14, at 5.30 r.M.
At the first Lecture the Chair will be taken by the Vice-Chancellor of
THE Universitv (Mr. H. J. Waicing, M.S., F.R.C S.). ADMISSION
FREE, WITHOUT TICKET. Syllabus obtainable on application to the
undersigned.

EDWIN DELLER, Academic Registrar.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
A course of four lectures on "Elf.ctric Fields in Atomic Physics"

will be given by Professor E. T. WHITTAK.ER, F.R.S. (Professor of
Mathematics in the University of Edinburgh), at Univi'-rsitv College,
London (Gower Street. W.C.i), on March 13, 15, 20,1 and 22, 1923, at

5.15 P.M. At the first lecture the Chair will be taken by Professor L. N. 0.
Filon, F.R.S. (Ooldsmid Professor of Applied Mathematics and Mechanics
in the University). ADMISSION FREE, WITHOUT TICKET,
Syllabus on npplicatinn to the undersigned.

EDWIN DELLER, Academic Registrar.

MAGDALEN COLLEGE, OXFORD.
The EDWARD CHAPMAN RESEARCH PRIZE will be offered for

competition at the commencement of Summer Term, 1923, for a published
piece of original research in some one of the following departments of Natural
Science : Physics or Chemistry, including the Sciences of Astronomy,
Meteorology and Mineralogy, or Geology, or the Biological Sciences of
Zoology and Botany, whether treated from the Morphological, Palaeonto-
logical, Physiological, or Pathological point of view.

The competition is restricted to members of Magdalen College who shall

have been in residence for a period of two years, and at the date of closing
the competition shall be under 30 years of age, and shall not have exceeded
seven years from the dale of matriculation.

The prize is of the value of ^-20.

Candidates must send in their competing papers or memoirs not later than
May I, 1923, to Mr. R. T. GUNTHER, MAGDALEN COLLEGE,
from whom further particulars can be obtained.

PRIFYSGOL CYMRU.
UNIVERSITY OF WALES.

THREE FELLOWSHIPS, tenable for two years, may be awarded
in 1923 to Graduates of the University of Wales. The value of each Fellow-
ship will be ;C2oo per annum. Applications from Candidates for the
Fellowships must be received before June i, 1923, by the Registrar,
University Registry, Cathays Park, Cardiff, from whom further information
with regard to the Fellowships may be obtained.

DERBYSHIRE.
MIXED SECONDARY SCHOOL.

WANTED, in S-plember, a MISTRESS for Natural History, Zoology,
and I-iotany. -Salary according lo liurnham Scale. Non-resident post.

Future Carefr Association, Roland House, Old lironipton Road, S.W.7-

BEIT FELLOWSHIPS FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH.
NOTICE is hereby given that the TENTH ELECTION OF

FELLOWS will take place on or about July i6, 1923.
Applications must be received on or before April 19, 1923.
Forms of application and all information may be obtained by letter,

.addressed to the Rector, Imperial College, South Kensington, London,
S.W.7. England.

THE EXPERIMENTAL DEPARTMENT OF THE
FINE COTTON SPINNERS & DOUBLERS ASSOCIATION
Invites application for the two following po>ts :

INSTRUMENT MAKER, with good general experience of high-class
work, preferably used to e.\perimental laboratory apparatus (electrical
and physical). Wages about ^£4 weekly.

PHYSICS LABORATORY ASSISTANT, of Inter. BSc. or equivalent
.standard, must be specially interested in physics and keen to pursue
training for research. Initial wage ^3 weekly.

Hostel accommodation available.
Applications should be addressed to Dr. \V. L. Rai.i.s, Rock Bank

Bollingtun, nr. Mac.:lcsfield.

TO TECHNICAL CHEMISTS AND
Bacteriologists, Owners of Chemical W'orks having acquired favourable
Process Licence invite technical and financial co-operation for establish-
ing j£20,ooo unit plant for -ipproved biochemical process showing over
100 per cent profit under present conditions. In first instance it is

necessary to state in confidence, qualifications, experience, and capital
available for approved en terprise. Box i87L'/i7, c/o Nature Office.

M.Sc, PHYSICS, wishes to obtain Research
Post. E.xperience in Research and Demonstrating. Bo.\ No. 5S,
c/o Nature Office.

UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY,
NEW SOUTH WALES.
PROFESSORSHIP OF PHYSICS.

The Senate of the University of Sydney in\ ites application for the
CHAIR of PHYSICS, to which is attached a salary oi i,\\oo per annum
together with rights to a pension of ;C4oo per annum on certain conditions.
The Professor appointed will be expected to enter on his duties on August 1,

1923 ; ^[150 will be allowed for travelling expenses from Europe.
Further details concerning the appointment maybe obtained on written

request to Thk Agfnt-(;eneral for Mew South Wales, Australia
House, Sthanu, London, W.C.z, to whom applications for the position, in
sextuplicate, accompanied by copies of testimonials (if any), should be sent
so as to reach him not later than Wednesday, February 28, 1923. There is

no special form of application. All correspondence addressed to the Agent*
General in connection with the appointment should be marked on the outside
ol the envelope " University of Sydney."

T. A. COGHLAN,
London, January 30, 1923. Agent-General for New South Wales.

IF YOU are Interested in Chemical or
Technical Books and Journal, let us send you our Catalogues—both
new and second-hand, We are in the best position to meet your re-
quirements, and will do so on the best terms.

William Brvce,

Scientific Bookseller,

54 and 54A Lothian Street, Edinburgh.

W. WATSON & SONS require the services
of a JUNIOR OPTICAL COMPUTOR, with some experience of, and
competent to test, instruments and lens systems. Arrangements could
be made for attending at lectures, if desired. Reply in writing, stating
age and experience, lo 313 High Hoi. born, W.C

STUDENT'S MICROSCOPE FOR SALE
—Crouch, coarse and fine focussing, rotating stage, 1" and \" objectives,

2 eyepieces, mahogany case, good condition. £,^. B. H. Knight,
Engineering Dept., TTniversity College. W.C.i.

SPECIAL MICROSCOPICAL SLIDE.—
Radium. Perpetually giving off' numerous flashes of light. Post free,
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Intellectual Regimentation.

SIR MICH.VEL S.XDLER lias done a good service,

' one stroke of faithful work," by envisaging

again the question whether teachers should be Civil

Servants. The title of this article is one of many
happy phrases in liis brilliant, if not altogether con-

clusive, address at the annual meeting of the Assistant

Jfasters' Association. Our present measure of freedom

from State control in education, he said, was the

possibility of resisting, if the need arose, " intellectual

regimentation," Against this important but contin-

gent iiltribute of intellectual freedom, the primrose path

-of State control of education appears to lead to rare

and refreshing fruit for teachers. One of the sequelcB

of tlie Burnham salary scale with its regular increments

has been that senior assistant masters and mistresses

in secondary schools run consideralsle risk of being dis-

placed by younger teachers entitled to lower salaries

under the scale. It is stated indeed that teachers have

been dismissed in this way purely on grounds of

economy. In any event, there must l)e a tendency

under existing conditions for the teaching profession

to become immobile.

State control of education would offer to teachers

security of tenure, fair if not generous salaries and

pensions, an impartial system of promotion and

transfer. It would secure greater uniformity in the

work and organisation of our schools, a higher standard

of scholarship and training in the teaching profession,

and a stricter discipline. These results have been

attained more or less completely in France and Ger-

many, where the influence of the State on education is

more " decisive and peremptory " than in Great Britain.

English-speaking countries have usually preferred to

leave the appointment of teachers in the hands of local

boards, corporate bodies, or individual employers.

But with the Labour Party definitely committed to

a policy of nationalisation on a large scale, the question

of State control of education in Great Britain cannot

be regarded as purely academic. Sir Michael Sadler,

while expressing his personal preference for our present

system, thought the trend during the last five years

had been in the direction of State control, Mr, Fisher's

Superannuation Act for teachers, for example, was

closely modelled on the Civil Service pension system.

Further, the finance of public education has in recent

jears become so chaotic that the magic wand of

bureaucratic control may be invoked to produce some

sort of order. We must not forget that, two generations

ago, under somewhat similar conditions as regards the

standard and efficiency of elementary education, Mr.

Robert Lowe introduced the system of " payment by

results "
; a system which its author commended on tlie
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ground that the nation would be assured of value for its

money. In the present distressing condition of the

national finances, the president of the Board of Educa-

tion may be searching for some empirical solution of

our educational troubles which he could commend for

the same reason.

If the straight issue be joined between intellectual

freedom and bureaucratic control, we have no doubt that

in the present temper of the public and of the teaching

profession, the decision would be emphatically against

bureaucratic control. In the recent educational con-

ferences, the point of view of the teachers on this

question was e.xpressed without reservation or am-

biguity. The fact is the war has produced a marked

mistrust of " regimentation " in any form, mistrust of

both its methods and its results. English people, in

accord with their history and traditions, will show

great caution in adopting any form of organisation

which may tend to thwart the free growth and play

of personality and the full exercise of political freedom.

By ensuring the ninety-nine parts of education which

is dihgent and orderly routine, we must not stifle the

hundredth part, which is art.

This, however, is not to say that the problem of the

relation of the State to education does not exist. On
the contrary, the question of State control is en-

countered not only in education but also in other pro-

fessions such as medicine and the promotion of scientific

research, and, more urgently perhaps, in the extensive

field of industry. Any advance in dealing with the

question in one aspect must afifect others and orientate

the national mind towards a general solution. We
plead, therefore, that the best creative thought of our

teachers, men of science, and statesmen should be

dedicated to the question of defining the true function

of the State in various departments of our national life.

Without attempting to explore the question in all its

implications, we would suggest that if in any particular

case State control or nationalisation is found to be the

best solution of existing difficulties or the best policy

for the future, its form should be adapted to special

conditions. In teaching and scientific research par-

ticularly, spiritual values must be conserved, mechanical

methods avoided, and the workers themselves as the

real experts must be assured a fair share of direction

and control. Some amount of " intellectual regimenta-

tion " may be necessary in the fight against ignorance

and vice and in attacking complicated scientific prob-

lems. But from neither the teacher nor the scientific

worker will the best results be obtained if their direc-

tion and control come from an authority which they

may regard as external, ignorant, unsympathetic, and

autocratic. In submitting these observations, we are

in no sense attacking the policy of the Labour Party
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or any other political party. An eminent politician

has suggested that we are all socialists nowadays.

This is true in the sense that our work is directed in

an increasing measure to the good of the community.

The question of State control is one of method and

machinery rather than of ideal, and should be studied

in a cold scientific light, withotit personal or political

prejudices or vituperation.

Formalism and Mysticism.

Tractatiis Logico-Philosophicus. By Ludwig Wittgen-

stein. (International Library of Psychology, Philo-

sophy and Scientific Method.) Pp. 189. (London :

Kegan Paul and Co., Ltd. ; New York : Harcourt,

Brace and Co., Inc., 1922.) 105. (>d. net.

READERS of Mr. Bertrand Russell's philosophical

works know that one of his pupils before the out-

break of the war, an Austrian, Mr. Ludwig Wittgenstein,

caused him to change his views in some important

particulars. Curiosity can now be satisfied. The
" Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus " which Mr. Ogden

has included in his new library of philosophy is a remark-

able and strikingly original work. It is published in

German and English in parallel pages. It is difficult

to appreciate the reason for this, seeing that the

author is evidently familiar with our language and

has himself carefully revised the proofs of the trans-

lation. Also we should have liked to have the

Tractatus without Mr. Russell's Introduction, not, we

hasten to add, on account of any fault or shortcoming

in that introduction, which is highly appreciative and

in part a defence of himself, in part explanatory of

the author, but for the reason that good wine needs

no bush and that Mr. Russell's bush has the unfortunate

effect of dulling the palate instead of whetting the

appetite. In his penultimate sentence Mr. Russell says :

" To have constructed a theory of logic which is not

at anv point obviou.sly wrong is to have achieved a

work of extraordinary difficulty and importance." We
agree, but how uninspiring when compared with Mr.

Wittgenstein's own statement of aim :
" What can

be said at all can be said clearly, and w hereof one cannot

speak, thereof one must be silent."

In fact, when we come to the root of the matter

there seems to be little in common between pupil and

teacher. When we read Mr. Russell's works we

feel indeed that what we can know of the universe is

little enough in comparison with what we can never

know, but yet he recognises no limit to the logical

classification of its constituent entities. Indeed he

seems to aim at an exhaustive inventory, at least of

classes. Mr. Wittgenstein, on the other hand, makes

us feel with Spinoza that our knowledge is limited to
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two modes of the existence of a being who himself

exists in infinite modes.

The Tractatus consists of seven main propositions,

six of which admit of expansion and aim at saying

clearly what can he said. The seventh admits no

expansion. It affirms the limit of what is expressible,

the inexpressible, and it acquiesces in silence. In

its form, the Tractatus recalls the Monadology of

Leibniz; in its content, it approximates, as we have

indicated, to Spinoza. Logic is the ladder by which

we rise to a vantage-point from which we survey

reality, but when we have risen we recognise that

the logical propositions which have supported us are

in themselves meaningless : we must throw them away

in order to see the world rightly, and then, face to

face with reality, we find it is inexpressible.

The six main propositions are the rungs in the

ladder, (i) The world is everything that is the case.

(2) What is the case, the fact, is the existence of

atomic facts. (3) The logical picture of the facts is

the thought. (4) The thought is the significant pro-

position. (5) Propositions are truth - functions of

elementary propositions (an elementary proposition

being a truth-function of itself). (6) The general form

of truth - function is (omitting the symbols and

substituting the interpretation) that every proposition

is the result of successive applications of the operation

of negating all the propositions making up any set

of propositions, to the elementary propositions. The

seeming obscurity of this last sentence may perhaps

be removed by a quotation. " The propositions of

logic demonstrate the logical properties of propositions,

by combining them into propositions which say nothing.

In a logical proposition propositions are brouglit into

equililirium with one another, and the state of the

equilibrium then shows how these propositions must

be logically constructed."

These six main propositions are not elaborated in

the deductive or analytic manner, but it is shown that

a number of propositions depend upon them in a way

which proves that logic is a constructive process. It

will be seen, then, that the Tractatus is not a book to

be read cursorily ; every proposition will only be under-

stood if the reader succeeds in himself thinking the

thought of it. Its appearance is a notable event in

the philosophical world and will be received in many
quarters as a challenge.

Probably the central point of interest is the meaning

which Mr. Wittgenstein attaches to what he calls the

atomic fact. Outwardly it appears to agree with what

Mr. Russell describes generally as logical atomism, but

when we get down to the atomic fact itself, it becomes

as different from Mr. Russell's description of the con-

stituent element as the modern scientific conception of
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the atom is different from the Democritean. For Mr.

Wittgenstein the atomic fact is a system. " In the

atomic fact objects hang one in another like the

members of a chain." Further on he tells us we

must not say, " the complex sign aRb says a stands in

relation R to h" ; what we must say is " thai a stands

in u certain relation to b says Ihal aRb." If we accept

this, what is left of the famous theory of relations ?

Also to Mr. Wittgenstein those well-known nonsense

propositions which play so large a role in the Russellian

logic are nonsense, that is, they are not propositions,

they are nothing.

The interest of the Tractatus will doubtless culminate

for most students in the mysticism with which it

concludes. Pure formalism in logic must mean
mysticism in philosophy. " Logic is not a theory but

a reflexion of the world." It is transcendent. Logic

is language. It is the dear expression of all that is

expressible. But when we have said all that is sayable

there remains unexpressed, inexpressible, the will, the

life, the that we live as distinct from the how we live.

" Of the will we cannot speak." " If good or bad

willing changes the world, it can only change the limits

of the world, not the facts." Philosophy when it

follows the right method and says nothing but what

can be said, says nothing which concerns philosophy.

Such is the conclusion of this remarkable, thought-

provoking book.

There is one serious omission of the editors which

at times is embarrassing to the student. Writers are

referred to whose special theories the reader is presumed

to know, but there are no references to guide him should

he wish to consult the originals.

II. WiLDON C.ARR.

Outlines of Astronomy.

General Astronomy. By II. Spencer Jones. Pp.

viii + 392 + 24 plates. (London: K. Arnold and

("o., 1922.) 215. net.

TO deal in any adequate sense and in an elementary

manner with the whole subject of astronomy

requires both inclinations and aptitudes which are not

altogetiier common. It is a field in which tlie greatest

success may fairly be claimed for English and American

writers. Thus in France, in spite of a genius for

scientific romance which serves admirably in an allied

and more restricted domain, the pen of Arago has

found no conspicuous successor. Similarly in Germany

the continued success of " Newcoml>Engelmann " is

not merely a tribute to the original American master-

piece, but also betrays a native inability to create a

serious rival. In one case we may suspect a natural
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impatience in tracing detail over a vast region, in the

other a lack of that discriminating power which is

needed in order to keep the detail in its due subordinate

place. A nice sense of proportion and construction

is as necessary as a sufficient technical equipment, and

modern specialism is scarcely conducive to the com-

bination of these qualities.

In his preface Mr. Jones alludes to the twin diffi-

culties of inclusion and omission. But an author need

not be obsessed by such problems in drawing the

outlines of a science for the benefit of the uninstructed.

His is the right to choose his own material. A critic

may insist on orderly arrangement, coherence, and

critical accuracy. He may go further and point out

that what purports to be a complete picture falls far

short of the intended aim, that essential features are

lacking. But the author will do well to anticipate

these two lines of criticism in a different spirit. The

first is universal, and applies to all books as works of

art or science. The second is truly pertinent, and yet

may be disregarded by the author. For he must draw

the picture as he himself sees it, and not as he imagines

others will expect it to be drawn. Let it be incomplete

or exaggerated, if that cannot be helped, but let it

represent a personal view. In this way there is at

least more to be gained than would otherwise be lost.

It is only thus that a really fresh and graphic delinea-

tion becomes possible, and that is not altogether easy

in a field where the predecessors have been many and

some of them distinguished. Mr. Jones has success-

fully maintained his independence, and the result will

be recognised as conveying a consistent, complete,

and just representation of modern astronomy within

the assigned limits of space and technical reasoning.

A very simple algebraic or trigonometric formula is

introduced occasionally, but the arguments, though

generally effective, are elementary, and involve little

or no formal mathematics. The book is written in a

clear and simple style, and the illustrations have been

chosen with judicious care.

The last three decades have witnessed a wonderful

transformation in astronomy. To the undiscerning

eye the progress of the science during the nineteenth

century may well have appeared dull. It was then

that the foundations were being laid for future advance,

and this on two distinct lines. Steady adherence to

established methods was laboriously accumulating the

material on which notable generalisations and a more

critical view of the whole subject could be founded,

and at the same time more enterprising spirits were

making trial of new methods which, owing to diffi-

culties of technique, were not always immediately

productive. It has so happened that the triumph over

these difficulties, with the provision of new and powerful
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instrumental resources, has coincided with the critical

discussion for which the stores of existing observations

were ripe. The result of this confluence is that a text-

book of general astronomy written in the nineteenth

century, however excellent at the date of its appearance,

could scarcely be brought up to date by any process

short of re-writing the whole qf it more or less com-

pletely.

It is, however, obvious that the foundations of

astronomy have been so well and truly laid that the

earlier chapters must follow a long familiar track.

The landmarks are old, but even here there is some

liberty of choice, and Mr. Jones's choice appears both

fresh and judicious. A clear preliminary chapter on

the celestial sphere shows that the author intends to

be serious and not merely popular. It is not evident

why the definitions of the ecliptic and celestial longitude

and latitude are deferred to a later chapter. The two

chapters which treat of the earth are excellent, the

topics being well chosen and discussed at such length

as to make them really instructive. The statement

(p. 42) that twilight is least at the equinoxes is in-

correct ; in this country shortest twilight falls some

three weeks nearer the winter solstice. In the chapter

on the moon, which follows, a clear statement of the

principal features of the lunar motion is very welcome.

The treatment of the sun naturally introduces the

results of more modern work. It is curious that the

word photosphere does not seem to occur, and the

subtle problem connected therewith is entirely ignored.

The subject of eclipses is explained very lucidly in a

separate chapter. Here it may be noted that the index

is capable of improvement. Thus the Einstein test by

the deviation of stars in the field of the sun is described

(p. 155), but omitted from the index, and the same

thing happens with Janssen's and Lockyer's discovery

(p. 130), that it was possible to observe prominences

without an eclipse.

As one would expect from the author, the chapter on

astronomical instruments is excellent, dealing with the

more important modern types in a lucid manner.

Astronomical observations are also explained briefly

but clearly. A very attractive account of the planets

and their systems is preceded by a simple explanation J
of the main features of planetary motion, and followed

"

by a descriptive treatment of comets and meteors.

The concluding section of the book consists of three

chapters dealing with the stars and the stellar system

in the light of modern research. Possibly a fuller

discussion of the whole of this fascinating subject

would have been welcome, but restraint is necessary

in a branch where research is progressing at a particu-

larly rapid rate, and within the limits of space assigned

it is difficult to see how a better choice of subject-
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matter could have been made. Tlie subject of photo-

metry receives that attention to which its importance

entitles it. On the other hand, radial motions are

passed over with little mention. The confusion of

Betelgeuse (p. 285) with a Bootis is curious, and other

slips will be noticed. The spectroscopic determination

of the parallax of a Centauri (p. 330) is due to \V. II.

Wright (not to Campbell). An argument occurring

in the section on short-period variables is quite un-

sound ; it would be just as reasonable to assert that

the earth-moon system cannot be binary on similar

grounds. But in such matters allowance ought to be

made for the need for brevity. The subject of these

three final chapters might easily be expanded into a

large volume.

It cannot be denied that the book is marred by a

number of minor errors. They may be attributed to

the want of the author's revision, owing to the recent

eclipse expedition of which he was in charge. In

passing a book through the press the most zealous and

competent editor can scarcely replace the author

himself. Certain corrections are called for in the

interest of accuracy and for the instruction of the

serious student, and will be easily introduced in a

later edition. In the meantime, the general reader

should find in the present work an interesting review

of the methods and principal features of modern

astronomy, from which he can gain an insight into its

spirit and general trend. H. C. P.

A Text-book of Metallography.

An Introduction to the Study oj Metallography and

Macrography. By Dr. L. Guillet and A. Portevin.

Translated by L. Tavemer. With an Introduction

by Prof. H. C. H. Carpenter. Pp. xvi + 289 -i- Plates

cxvii. (London : G. Bell and Sons, Ltd., 1922.)

2,0s. net.

THE handsome volume before us is the largest

general text-book of metallography that has

yet appeared in English, and the preface states that

the authors have in preparation a still larger treatise,

which is evidently intended to deal with the subject

ver)- fully. Their presentation is essentially French,

and is worthy of the school founded by Osmond and

Le Chatelier. In any historical account of the origins

of metallography the name of Sorljy is necessarily

mentioned, but neither the authors nor Prof. Carpenter,

who writes an introduction, quite do justice to his

remarkable work. Sorby not only devised the method of

preparing and examining micro-sections of metals, but

he also described correctly and identified the principal

constituents of several varieties of iron and steel, and

recorded their structures in photographs which leave
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nothing to be desired in clearness and accuracy. These

photographs appeared in 1887, or seven years before

the classical paper of Osmond, in which the study was

advanced many stages further. Sorby's experiments

were actually made, at least with the lower powers,

in 1864, but the lack of interest taken in them by

manufacturers led him to put them aside until the

work of Martens again directed attention to the use

of tile microscope in the study of metals.

The characteristic feature of this volume by Messrs.

Guillet and Portevin is its wealth of illustrations,

mostly excellent. The least satisfactory are those

showing the process of recrystallisation in cold-worked

metals, for which better material is now available.

Taken as a whole, however, the plates reach a very

high standard. The equilibrium diagram and other

theoretical sections are treated briefly but clearly, and

more stress is laid on practical applications than is

usual in text-books. The physical properties of alloys

are only cursorily reviewed, and the experimental

determination of changes of volume might well have

been described, in view of the fact that dilatometric

results are used freely in the account of the special

steels. The chapter on mechanical testing describes

French machines, and needs to be supplemented for

English readers. No fatigue test is included, and the

list of etching reagents (awkwardly called " etchants ")

is rather meagre, and might well be enlarged. The

concrete studies of groups of technical alloys are very

useful, and bring together a large amount of information,

but the section on alloy steels is out-of-date ; it is

based on the older papers of Guillet, and the important

group of light alloys receives little attention.

The most novel feature of the work is the section

devoted to macrography. This is actually older in

date than microscopical metallography, having been

employed by Widmanstiittcn in 1808 in the study of

meteorites. It is not so well known as it should be

that Sorby employed " nature-printing " to record

the structure of converted bars in 1864, printing from

an etched surface by means of printers' ink. This

method was extensively used in this country during

the war for examining shell and other forgings. The

authors do not describe nature-printing, but give a

good account of the etching of metallic surfaces for

macro-photography, and of the interpretation of the

results so obtained. This section is of great value.

The translation is clear and smooth. Proper names

have suffered rather badly (Benedick for Benedicks,

Marten for Martens, Brani for Bruni, Carnillcy for

Carnellcy, etc.) but other misprints do not appear to

be numerous. As a comprehensive survey of a subject

of growing importance, the book is likely to have a

wide popularity. C. H. D.

H 1
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Our Bookshelf.

Gas Manufacture , Distribution and Use : Teachers'

Notes for Lessons, with Blackboard Illustrations.

Second and revised edition. Pp. 148. (London :

Compiled and Published by the British Commercial
Gas Association, 30 Grosvenor Gardens, 1922.)

As may be gathered from the title, the primary purpose
of this volume is to place at the disposal of teachers
who wish to give lessons on the subject trustworthy
information which may be of service to them. In
addition, the introduction of a number of simple and
clear diagrams is intended to lighten the task of illus-

trating lessons on the blackboard. The book will serve
its purpose admirably. The information is of the right
kind, and in the hands of a good teacher, who will

naturally select what he wants for his own purpose,
should be capable of rendering excellent service.

It would be a mistake, however, to suppose that the
usefulness of the book would be confined to those who
wish to use it for teaching purposes. As a matter of
fact it brings together, and presents systematically,
descriptions of gas plants, gas appliances of all kinds,
and illustrations of theif'use such as it would be impos-
sible to consult, so far as we know, in any single work.
There is probably nobody in the gas industry, or pre-
paring for it, who would not find this book useful at
times, and for the journalist who in the absence of
more thrilling themes may be called upon to deal with
" the gas peril " it should provide a very desirable sub-
stratum of corrective knowledge.

Moreover, the householder who wishes to have a
better understanding of the construction and method
of operation of the gas appliances which he has installed,

or is thinking of installing, will almost always be able to
find something pertinent to the questions before him in
one or other of the 121 lessons here set out, while in
Appendix C, under the head " Gas by the Therm," he
will find a clear explanation of this unit of heat as a
basis of charge with a summary of the circumstances
leading up to the Gas Regulation Act of 1920.

J. W. C.

The Failure of Metals under Internal and Prolonged
Stress : a General Discussion held on Wednesday,
Aprild, /g^/,in the Hall of the Institution of Mechani-
cal Engineers. Edited by F. S. Spiers. Pp. iv-h

215. (London : Faraday Society, 1921.) 10s. 6d.
net.

The general discussion on the failure of metals,
organised by the Faraday Society in conjunction with
a number of technical institutions, was one of the most
successful of the series. The volume containmg the
papers and discussions is likely to serve for some time
to come as the standard source of information on
season-cracking and similar defects in worked metals.
The phenomenon is a puzzling one, and it was necessarv
first of all to collect the observations of many workers',
whose experience touched the subject at different
points, before any attempt at explanation could be
made. The metallurgist and engineer, however wide
his experience, will probably find much in the volume
that is new to him. The very extensive records from
Woolwich Arsenal are particularly ^aluable.
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The theory of the origin of season-cracking is still

imperfect. The hypothetical amorphous film between
the crystal grains of metals is in\-oked by Dr. Rosenhain
and others as the responsible material, but other

workers have found the evidence unconvincing, and
it is too earh' to say that any satisfactory explanation

of the whole of the facts has been devised. Hardening
cracks in steel present a rather different problem, but
one so closely related to that of season-cracking as to

justify their inclusion in the same volume. Fortunately,

the results of recent work are not of academic interest

merely, but experiments have shown that the cracking

of cold-worked objects may be prevented entirely by
annealing at a temperature so low as to cause no
appreciable loss of hardness. This result has great

theoretical as well as practical importance.

C. H. D.

Die europdischen Bienen {Apidcs). Das Leben und
Wirken unserer Blumenwespen. Bearbeitet von
Prof. Dr. H. Friese. i Lieferung. Pp. 112 + 7

Tafeln. (Berlin und Leipzig : W. de Gruyter und
Co., 1922.) 105.

The name of Dr. H. Friese is well known to students of

the H)'menoptera, and his published writings on bees

render him competent for a work of this description.

His aim is to give a general account of the life and habits

of European bees within a compass of about 450 pages,

of which 112 pp. are comprised in this first instalment.

In some ways the work is scarcely abreast of the times,

and it is a matter of surprise to find in the introduction

the old Linnean classification of insects still adhered to,

with the dragonflies included among the Orthoptera.

Bees are regarded as constituting a single family, and
the other major groups of H\-menoptera are relegated

to a similar status. Furthermore, no outline of the

classification of the Apidae is presented to the reader,

which is a distinct drawback. The section devoted to

the general characters of bees might well have been
longer—it is too brief and elementary to be of much
value to the serious student. We note only the barest

reference to the salivary glands, respiration system and
other organs, although several pages are devoted to an
account of the body-hairs, nearly fifty different kinds

being illustrated. The author's main aim, however, is

bionomics, and it is evident that the remainder of the

book, when completed, will provide a trustworthy, well-

illustrated dissertation on the habits and life-economy

of the insects with which it deals. The seven coloured

plates which accompany the present part are composed
of original figures. Those which portray the various

types of nest structure are among the most attractive

illustrations of their kind which we have seen.

A. D. Imms.

Morbid Fears and Compulsions : their Psychology and
Psychoanalytic Treatment. By Dr. H. W. Frink.

Reprinted from the American Edition. Pp. xxiv +
344. (London : Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner and
Co., Ltd., 192 1.) 215. net.

Dr. Frink's text-book deals with psycho-analytical

treatment and the theories on which it is based. In the

introduction, by the late Dr. James Putnam, there is a
criticism of Freud's view that the duty of the psycho-

therapist ends with the undeception of the patient and
the dissipation of his symptoms, without any considera-
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tion of the use he will make of his newly acquired

freedom.

The first four chapters are devoted to a presentation

of the theories underlying psycho-analysis, based on
purely Freudian doctrines, but abundantly illustrated

by the author's own observations and cases. After a
description of se.xual development, the unconscious and
the censorship, the neuroses are considered in detail

—

the method of their production, their classification and
individual psjxhology. A long description is given of

a case of compulsion neurosis and its analysis, which is

of considerable value in illustrating the preceding

chapters on theory.

The book is evidently intended for, and will appeal
most to, the student who has some acquaintance with

psycho-analysis, and is desirous of extending his know-
ledge on the subject.

Reinforced Concrete Simply Explained. By Dr. Faber.

(Oxford Technical Publications.) Pp. 77. (London :

H. Frowde and Hodder and Stoughton, 1922.)

5.J. net.

A VERY clear and simple account of the elementary
principles of reinforced concrete design is given in

Dr. Faber's book, and it will be found suitable for those

who wish to have the knowledge required for the design

of simple structures which will be safe, but not neces-

sarily the last word in economy. The book covers the

ground required for beams, slabs, and pillars. Both
shearing and bending are considered in connexion
with beams, and the effects of fixing the ends and of

continuity are clearly explained. The design of pillars

also includes a simple treatment of the bending
moments communicated to the pillar by beams which
arc integral with it. There are very few blemishes,

and these are of a minor character only, e.g. on p. 33,
Fig. 7, the lower arrow for the dimension d is misplaced.

On the whole the book is the soundest production of

an elementary character which we have yet seen, and
will be very useful to students of engineering who have
to acquire a knowledge of reinforced concrete among
other subjects in their course.

Memoirs of the Geological Survey : England and Wales.

The Geology of the London District. (Being the Area
included in the Four Sheets of the Special Map of

London.) By H. B. Woodward. Second edition,

revised, by C. E. N. Bromehead ; with Notes on the

Palaeontology by C. P. Chatwin. Pp. vi-t-99.

(Southampton : Ordnance Survey Office ; London :

E. Stanford, Ltd., 1922.) is. 6d. net.

This new edition of tlie brief general geological guide
to the London District, issued at a moderate price,

will be of interest to thousands of citizens who spend
their daylight leisure in rambles beyond London's
fringe. The nature of the ground below the city is

well brought out ; but the four sheets of the one-inch
map covered by the memoir also include pleasant fields

where the outcrops of the strata may be traced. The
description of the gravels shows how much may be
learned from material excavated in the urban areas,

when this is correlated with the terraced deposits of

the Thames valley as a whole. The description and
classification of stone implements is brought well up-
to-date. G. A. J. C.
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Lecture Demonstrations in Physical Chemistry. By Dr.
S. van Klooster. Pp. vi + 196. (Easton, Pa. : The
Chemical Publishing Co. ; London : Williams and
Norgate, 1919.)

Dr. van Klooster has brought together a number of

experiments suitable for lecture demonstrations in

physical chemistry. These experiments, to the number
of 253, include, in addition to the more obvious experi-

ments such as the determination of molecular weights,
a series of thirty experiments on colloids and adsorption,
some eighteen experiments on actino-chemistry, and
conclude with a short series of experiments in which
liquid air is used. When physical chemistry is taught
to advanced students, lecture demonstrations are often
regarded as superfluous ; but with the growing import-
ance of the subject the demand for suitable illustrations

is likely to increase. The volume before us will,

therefore, be welcomed by many teachers who will find

it a considerable help in introducing experimental
demonstrations into their lecture courses.

Manual of British Botany : Containing the Flowering
Plants and Ferns arranged according to the Natural
Orders. By C. C. Babington. Tenth edition, with
amended Nomenclature and an Appendix. Edited
byA. J. Wilmott. Pp. Ivi4-6i2. (London : Gurney
and Jackson, 1922.) 16s. net.

In this edition Mr. Wilmott has endeavoured to bring
the names up-to-date ; and on the vexed question of

nomenclature has, so far as possible, cited the author
wlio first gave to the name emplo\-cd the connotation
expressed in these pages. In the appendix have been
inserted the more important revisions of genera {e.g.

Movie Rogers " Conspectus of the Rubi "), additional

species, and, in places, important information connected
with the main body of the work ; the inclusion of all

varieties now accepted—many of which were deliberately

rejected by Babington—having proved impossible.

For its size and weight (7 J oz.) the manual might be
deemed expensive ; but it has a value possessed by no
other for the serious student of the British flora.

Le Mouvement scientijique contemporain en France.

No. I . Les Sciences natnrelles. By Dr. G. Matisse.

(Collection Payot. No. 10.) Pp. 160. (Paris

:

Payot et Cie., 1921.) 4 francs.

Those desirous of keeping touch with the recent work
of French biologists, but unable to consult the original

memoirs, will find here useful epitomes of the results

and views of some of the more prominent workers. The
first cliapter is devoted to Lacaze-Duthiers and the

Roscotl laboratory. The subsequent chapters contain

summaries (i.) of the work of Yves Delage and Bataillon

on heredity,artificial fertilisation, etc.
;

(ii.) of Houssay's
experiments in dynamic morphology, in which those

dealing with the shapes of fish are of especial interest

;

(iii.) of tlie results achieved by Cuenot, Bohn, and Rene
Quinton in their several fields of research ; and on the

botanical side (iv.) of Chauveaud's work on plant develop-

ment and transitory tissues ; Molliard's in\estigations

of the structural effects of artificial nutrients, and of

para.silism ; and .Matruchot's cultivation of basidio-

mycete fungi from the spore to maturity.
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Letters to the Editor.

[77/1? Editor does not hold himself responsible for
opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither

can he undertake to return, nor to correspond with

the writers of, rejected manuscripts iutended for
this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications^

On the New Element Hafnium.

Through the courtesy of the editor of Nature we
have been able to see an advance proof of the letter

of MM. Urbain and Dauvillier (Nature, February 17,

p. 218), and are glad to have the opportunity to add
the following comment :

Our main reasons for believing that the element

celtium, the detection of which was announced by
Urbain in 1911, is altogether different from the

element detected by us and named hafnium, are :

1. Celtium and hafnium show very great differences

in their chemical properties. While we have found

no difficulty in purifying hafnium preparations from
contents of rare earths, the separation of celtium from

the rare earths was found by Urbain to be so difficult,

that although the detection was announced in 191 1,

only samples of small concentration have been
obtained up to the present time.

2. It has not been possible by means of highly

concentrated hafnium preparations to reproduce the

characteristic optical spectrum ascribed by Urbain to

celtium, and which, together with an investigation of

the magnetic properties of his preparation, was the

basis of the announcement of the discovery of this

element. The result of a closer investigation of the

optical spectrum of hafnium will soon be published.

3. The X-ray spectrum of a preparation containing

a percentage of an element high enough to measure
magnetic properties should show the characteristic

X-ray lines of this element in great intensity, altogether

different from the exceedingly faint lines found by
Dauvillier. Quite apart from the possibility of

accounting for these lines as due to a higher order

spectrum of other elements, it seems to be very un-

likely that these lines should be due to a contamina-

tion of Urbain 's preparation by a trace of hafnium.

Not only as stated in our first letter (Nature,

January 20, p. 79) they do not coincide within the

limit of experimental error with our measurements of

the wave-lengths of the hafnium X-ray lines L„, and
L/3j, but also the reason given by Dauvillier for not

detecting the line Lp,, which is stronger than L3,, can

scarcely be maintained. In fact, our measurements
for this line give a value which differs about 3 X-
units from the Lu-line denoted by Dauvillier as L^/,

and with the dispersion used it should be easily

separated from the latter line.

As stated in our letter in Nature of February 10, p.

182, hafnium appears in large abundance in zirconium

minerals, and we estimate the hafnium content of the

earth's crust to be more than one part in 100,000. In

the meantime we had the highly interesting informa-

tion from Prof. V. Goldschmidt in Christiania, that

in an investigation of ziiconium minerals, in collabora-

tion with Dr. Thomassen, he has discovered a mineral

in which hafnimn is a main metallic constituent.

This has been \-erified by an X-ray investigation in

this Institute of a sample kindly sent to us by Prof.

Goldschmidt. On the other hand, an investigation

of certain preparations extracted from a titanium
mineral from New Zealand and kindly sent to us by
Dr. Scott did not reveal any hafnium line. Taking the

sensitiveness of the method into account, this mineral

cannot contain appreciable amounts of hafnium.
The question discussed by MM. Urbain and Dau-

villier which elements are to be ascribed in the family
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of rare earths, has hitherto been a matter of pure
definition. The recent development of the theory of

atomic structure, however, has given the question

involved an entirelj' new aspect. The appearance of

a group of elements in the 6th period in the periodic

table exhibiting very similar chemical properties but
quite different magnetic ones could be explained \>y

Bohr on the basis of the fundamental principles of

the quantum theory (for partici^lars cf. Bohr's Nobel
lecture, shortly to appear in Nature). For this

atomic theory the properties of the elements in the

6th period of the periodic table have therefore become
of great importance. The stimulus to our present

investigations was provided by the great difficulty of
j|

reconciling this theory with the results announced six f
months ago by Dauvillier and Urbain. In fact, the

existence of an element with atomic number 72 and
the chemical properties ascribed to celtium cannot be
reconciled with the theory. Our confidence in the

theory, however, has been amply justified. For by
following up the theoretical deductions we have been
led to detect a new element, which is the proper
analogue of zirconium and with atomic number 72,

present in considerable abundance in the earth's

crust. This confirmation of the theory was the

deciding factor in our choice of the name hafnium
for the new element. D. Coster.

G. Hevesy.
Copenhagen, February 9.

Hafnium and Titanium.

The black iron sand from New Zealand examined
by Dr. Scott in 1915 in which, as he informed the
Chemical Society at its meeting on February i, he
foimd a substance which he is now inclined to regard
as probably identical with an oxide of the new element
recently discovered by Dr. Coster and Prof. Hevesy
of Copenhagen, and named by them hafnium, was
doubtless similar in character to the deposit observed
to occur in the bed of a rivulet at Tregonwell Mill, near
Menaccan, in the parish of St. Keverne, Cornwall, and
also in a stream at Lenarth, in the same parish, and
in which the Rev. William Gregor, the minister of that
pari-sh, who analysed the deposit in 1789, first detected
the existence of the element now known as titanium.
The Cornish mineral, a titaniferous iron sand of

variable composition, was known mineralogically as
menaccanite, and the new element was consequently
termed menachin. Similar deposits occur in other
parts of the world, and, in fact, are widely distributed.

Their characteristic constituents are known variously

as ilmenite, iserine, thuenite, hystatite, washingtonite,
crichtonite, etc ; the results of analyses of them by
Mosander, Marignac and Kobell are to be found in

Greg and Lettsom's "Mineralogy," and a list of

localities in which they occur is given by Dana.
Their composition is very variable, the amount of

titanic acid, for example, ranging from 22-2 per cent, to

46-9 per cent. Thej' are all essentially iron titanates,

associated with variable amounts of oxides of iron, and,
occasionally, of manganese and other substances.
The name titanium was given to the element by

Klaproth as the result of his detection of it in rutile

and ilmenite, and in ignorance, apparently, of Gregor's
prior discovery, although this was announced in

CrcU's Annalcn of 1791. Klaproth's experiments
were confirmed by Vauquelin and Hecht in 1796.
Klaproth subsequently examined menaccanite, and
found that menachin and titanium were identical.

The atomic weight of titanium was made the subject
of investigation by Rose in 1823, and again in 1829 ;

by IMosander in 1830 ; by Dumas in the same year
;

by Pierre in 1847, and by Demoly in 1849. The
methods employed were not identical, but they usually
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depended upon the analysis of the tetrachloride, which
was held to be sufticiently purified by fractional dis-

tillation. The results were extremely discrepant, far

more so than could be explained by ordinary analytical

errors. The values for the atomic weight of titanium
ranged from 47 to 56. The determinations liave been
discussed by IJecker, and, independently, by Clarke in

the " Smithsonian Collections," and also by .Meyer
and Seubert. Clarke contents himself with remark-
ing that the atomic weight of titanium is " imperfectly
determined," and Meyer and Seubert place a titanium
in the list of those elements of which the value is

uncertain to within several units.

Pierre's determinations made on the tetrachloride
were long regarded as the most trustworthy, and his

final value 50-25 was adopted in all atomic weight
tables prior to 1885,

Tlie position of titanium in the table drawn up by
Mendclceff, in accordance with the requirements of

the Periodic Law, was discussed by him on the occa-
sion of the publication of his famous memoir, when
he pointed out that the " law " indicated that its

accepted atomic weight, based mainly upon Pierre's

work, was at least two units too high (see his

"Principles of Chemistrj'," vol. ii. p. j6). A re-

determination made upon the carefuU)' purified tetra-

chloride and telrabromide proved that Mendeleeff's
prevision was correct (Thorpe, Joiirn. Chem. Soc, 1885,

47, 108), and the value 48-1, then ascertained, was
accepted by the International Committee, and finds

its place in all recent atomic weight tables.

That there was an undiscovered element associated
with titanium in its various naturally occurring
compounds has long been surmised. It is almost
impossible to escape the conviction that the extra-
ordinarily discordant values for the atomic weight
of titanium obtained by the several chemists above
referred to are in all probability to be explained by
the presence of an element of higher atomic weight
in the material investigated by them. Mendeleeff, in

the course of conversation with me, more than once
expressed his conviction that a diligent search among
naturally occurring titaniferous compounds, or among
minerals belonging to the same group of elements as
titanium, would be rewarded by the discovery of such
an element. T. E. Thorpe.

Whinfield, Salcombe, South Devon.

Insulin.

Sir Willi.\m B.wliss's article in Nature of
February 10, p. 188, displays an attitude of friendly
criticism towards the Medical Research Council's
policy, in expressing their willingness to accept
assignment of the insulin patent from the University
of Toronto. The fact that an observer so sympathetic,
and having so many opportunities of ascertaining
the true nature of the position, should give expression
to doubt and disquiet, may well arouse misgiving
in a wider circle. There are several points concern-
ing which he is clearly under a misapprehension.

(I) Sir William Hayliss, in stating that " there is

a strong feeling here "

—

i.e. in this country—" against
patenting products of value in the cure of disease,"
makes an assumption which seems scarcely justified
by the facts. I think his statement is wider than
his intention. It can hardly be maintained that such
feeling is general, in face of the fact that practically
every new remedy obtained by synthesis in the
chemical laboratory is not only patented, but ex-
Eloited for the profit of the discoverer or his employers,
ir William Bayliss is probably thinking only of

remedies discovered in physiological or pathological

laboratories, the patenting of which has, indeed,
been discouraged by the facts that such remedies
are usually invented by qualified members of the
medical profession, with a wholly honourable tradition
against secrecy and monopoly, and that their protec-
tion by sound patents is, in any case, difficult. It is,

however, not logical that w-e should look askance
at one chemist, who patents a process for extracting
a hormone, even if he does it for personal gain, and
regard with approval another, who makes a large
fortune by patenting the synthesis of, say, a new
hypnotic.

(2) It is, however, not necessary, in the instance
under discussion, to consider the propriety of patent-
ing remedies for gain. Sir William Bayliss's intro-

duction, in this connexion, of the question of rewards
for medical discoverers is really quite irrelevant.
Whether the University of Toronto expects to make
profit out of the patent is a question for its authorities
to answer. I am quite certain, however, that, if

profit is made, it will not go to the remuneration of
the discoverers, but to make good the heavy ex-
penditure in which the insulin investigation has
involved the University, and to make provision for
further research upon it. The Medical Research
Council, I am confident, will make no profit at all

from their action in accepting assignment, not even
to replace the money they are spending to make
this remedy available and to promote investigation
of its properties.

(3) The question of profit being excluded, it is

obvious that the Council's action could have no
other aim than to assist the public in obtaining the
remedy under the best possible conditions, and to
prevent the dangers and difficulties which might
arise if the preparation were left at the mercy of
unrestricted commercial exploitation. Sir William
Bayliss sees an easy way to secure these ends.
" Would not," he asks, " the best way to effect

these objects be to announce that the Medical
Research Council were prepared to test and certify
preparations sent to them ?

" He sees himself that
this might involve " a large amount of work," and
suggests large batches and the delegation of testing
to firms having facilities. He may be assured that
these possibilities have not been ignored ; but it

must also be said that he does not begin to see the
real difficulties. It will suffice to mention one,
which is easily overlooked from the arm-chair of

the study, or even from the stool of the academic
laboratory. The supply of raw material is not
unlimited ; it is by no means certain that it will

prove adequate to the need of sufferers in this country,
even if all of it is properly used. The ordinary
methofls of commerce would involve a vigorous
competition for the material, with no guarantee
against the purchase of a large part of it, or even
the whole, at artificially exalted prices, by firms
concerned only to take advantage of the popular
e.xcitement, by selling, at high prices, something
which could be represented as " Insulin."

Docs Sir William Bayliss seriously suppose that
such a situation could be met by a friendly offer to
test anvthing calling itself " Insulin," prepared by
any one regarding himself as competent, or wishing
to have his share in exploiting a public clamour ?

Given that the enterprise can be confined to firms
possessing the necessary equipment of plant and
scientific staff, and that they will agree not to raise

the price of the raw material artificially by competi-
tion, or of the finished product by combination,
there is everything to be said in favour of encouraging
them to carry out experiments and improve the
process. It is possible also to hand on, to firms
accepting such conditions, all information, from any
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source, which can accelerate production and improve
the product. This is, and always has been, the
policy of the Medical Research Council. But such
a policy has only been made possible, in the existing
state of the law, by the Toronto application for patent
and the Council's consent to accept assignment.

(4) The most surprising, and the most serious,

misunderstanding of the position is revealed by Sir

William Bayliss's statement, that " the necessity
for any laboratory being unable to do this," i.e.

to carry out research on insulin
—

" except by arrange-
ment with the patentees does not seem desirable."
I agree that it is not desirable ; but the alleged in-

ability is quite imaginary. No such permission is

required, but many have sought and have been
given help, and many more have received help
without seeking. Sir William Bayliss will be familiar
with the custom current among scientific workers, of

maintaining a certain reticence with regard to work
which is unfinished or results which are still in doubt,
and even of asking others to keep clear of a certain
problem for a time, to avoid duplication. I can
state with confidence that, even in that restricted

and legitimate sense, there has been no attempt on
the part of the Council, or of those working for them,
to keep any kind of secrecy or monopoly in this

field, so far as pure research is concerned, un-
complicated by questions of personal gain.

In my own department, the whole of our know-
ledge of this subject has been put freely at the
disposal of other pure research workers—not only
what has come to us in connexion with the patent,
but what has resulted from our own investigations.
Sir William Bayliss acquits the Council of " any
desire whatever to obstruct such research." I think
he might safely allow himself to go a little further,
and recognise that their policy in this matter, and
its interpretation by those working for them, has
resulted in a quite unusual freedom of assistance to
research, with both information and material.

H, H. Dale.
The National Institute for Medical Research,

Hampstead, February 12.

Multiple Resonance.

Sir Richard Facet's skilfully demonstrated
lecture at University College on October 18, 1922, the
substance of which is given in Nature of January 6, is

not less interesting as giving a very simple account
of the nature and formation of speech sounds, than
as showing how far-reaching and diverse are the
applications of " multiple resonance " in acoustics.
Boys (Nature, noI. 42, p, 604, 1890) made use of

a special kind of double resonator in constructing a
very sensitive form of " Rayleigh disc," and Rayleigh
extended his theoretical consideration of double
resonators given in his " Theory of Sound," vol. ii.

p. 190, to show that " the condensation in the second
resonator may be made to exceed to any extent that
in the first, by making the second resonator small
enough " (Rayleigh, Phil. Mag. xxxvi. 231-4, 1918).

Following some preliminary experiments by Prof.
Callendar and Major Tucker in 1918, Capt. E. T.
Paris employed the double resonator for the purpose
of increasing the sensitivity of the hot-wire micro-
phone originally devised by Major Tucker and also
of extending the range (in pitch) of maximum
sensitivity.

For a single resonator the response curve is a sharp
peak, but with a proper design of double resonator
the two peaks (characteristic of such resonators in
general) may coalesce, so to speak, into what is
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practically one broad flat-topped peak. In the
accompanying diagram (Fig. i) the dotted line gives
a typical response curve for a single resonator, and
the full line is typical of the curve obtained when a
resonator of suitable proportions is added, to form a
double resonator.

Paris has shown how the form of the resonance curve
can be varied with tuning of the component resonators,
frorii equal response to each of the two natural
tones, to the case of much stronger response to one
than the other. The double resonator of Boys
appears to have been of the latter kind. " A doubly-
resonated microphone of the type described may be

Pitah

more than a hundred times as sensitive (to one of

its resonant tones) as a suitably tuned singly resonated
microphone with an aperture similar to that of the
inner resonator" (E. T. Paris, Proc. Roy. Soc. A,
vol. loi, 1922).
The present writer, independently, developed a

form of multiple resonator to provide a recording
system for the Gramophone Co., Ltd., Hayes,
Middlesex, having a uniform response over a very
wide range—namely four octaves. For so wide a
range (129 to 2069 vibs./sec.) the source of sound was
a series of stopped diapason, wooden organ pipes,

giving fairly pure tones of uniform intensity as

judged by the trained ear. The amplitude of vibration
of the diaphragm—or of the point of the wax-cutting
needle—was observed by means of exceedingly small
mirror attachments, the best of which was similar

to D. C. Miller's " phonodeik " (Miller, " Science of
Musical Sounds," Macmillan). It was possible so

to adjust the ten to twenty components of the
multiple resonator that the response curve (plotted

amplitudes against pitch) would conform very closely

to a curve such as that determined by the theoretical

constant intensity relation, a' k" = constant, without
a serious loss of sensitivity.

A resonator of simple form with yielding walls is

a double resonator. Rayleigh, on the suggestion of

Clerk Maxwell, considered the case of a sphere with
non-rigid walls (Phil. Trans., 1871, p. 87) and showed
that it has two natural periods, being a system of

two degrees of freedom, like an ordinary double
resonator. Similarly, a rigid resonator of conical

form with a diaphragm mounted at the narrow end
is a double resonator, and so we get an explanation
of the fact that the octave interval between the first

and second partials for the conical resonator alone,

is increased by as much as a tone if the natural

frequency of an attached diaphragm falls between the
frequencies of the partials.

Multiple resonance will perhaps account for the
remarkable evenness of response and the character-

istic quality of tone given by the resonating body
of good violins. Helmholtz (" Sensations of Tone,"
1885 edition, p. 87, Ellis translation) found two tones

of greatest resonance on a violin by Bausch, one
between 264 and 280, and the other between 440
and 466 vibs./sec, when he tested it by placing the
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ear against the back of the violin and playing a scale

on the pianoforte. Ellis {loc. cit. footnote) gives

details of elaborate tests made by sounding tuning-
forks over the j holes of a number of the best and
oldest violins. There were at least two maxima in

all cases, but the best specimens gave almost equal
response to his forks from 240 to 560, and in the case

of Dr. Muggins's Stradivari of 1708, described as one
of the best Stradivari, "every fork was more or less

reinforced ; there was a subordinate maximum at

252 ; a better at 260-268 vib. ; very slight maxima
at 312, 348, 384, 412, 420, 428 (the last of which was
the best, but was only a fair reinforcement), 472-480,
but 520 was decidedly the best and 540 good. No
one fork was reinforced to the extent it would have
been on a resonator properly tuned to it, but no one
note was deteriorated."
The peculiar shape of the body of a violin is such

as to give double resonance even if the walls were
rigid. Taking into account the vibrations of the
wooden walls as well, we have a multiple resonator
which will no doubt give an even response over a
wide range in the best violin.

Just as Sir Richard Paget 's double resonator
modifies an artificial larynx to give vowel sounds,
so the multiple resonator—the violin body—deter-
mines the valued quality of tone of the violin.

Multiple resonance gives promise of being a very
fruitful field of research in acoustics.

P. ROTHWELL.
Signals Experimental Establishment,

Woolwich Common, S.E.18,
January 15.

east and west. Lord Rayleigh's observation was
doubtk'ss due to the stray held of the electro-magnet
which was used to flatten the discharge against the
wall of his quartz lamp. R. W. Wood,

Alexander Ellet.
Baltimore, Jan. 25.

Destruction of the Polarisation of Resonance
Radiation by weak Magnetic Fields.

The earlier studies of the resonance radiation of
mercury vapour in exhausted quartz tubes by one
of the present writers showed no traces of polarisation,

even when the exciting light was polarised.

Recent experiments by Lord Rayleigh apparently
indicated that polarisation existed in that part of
the excited column at some little distance from the
window at which the beam entered ; in other words,
when the excitation was produced by light from
which the core of the 2536 line liad been removed
by absorption. This observation was not verified

in experiments made by one of us last spring and
published in a recent number of the Philosophical
Magazine. The polarisation was found to be strong
and of uniform percentage right up to the window
at which the beam entered.

On commencing a further study of the phenomenon
we found it impossible to produce as strong polarisa-
tion as was indicated by the earlier experiments, and
after varying the conditions in every conceivable
manner we finally found that the disturbing factor
was the magnetic field of the earth, the polarisation
rising to a very high value (90 per cent.) when the
magnetic field of the earth was compensated by a
large solenoid carrying a feeble current. In the
absence of the solenoid the percentage of polarisation
dropped to fifty or less.

This appears to be a new magneto-optic effect,

and is manifested only when the magnetic field is

parallel to the magnetic vector of the exciting light

and perpendicular to the beam of exciting rays.

A field of only five or six times the strength of the
earth's field practically destroys the polarisation.
Discrepancies found previous to the discovery of
this effect were due to the fact that in some cases
the apparatus faced north and south, and in others

Volcanic Activity in Iceland and Long Distance
Transport of " Dust."

With reference to the communication on this

subject made by Prof. Grenville Cole to Nature,
November ii, ig22 {vol. no, p. 635), the following
additional remarks may be of interest.

In the Deutsche Fisherei Zeitung for November 14,

1922, occurs a note which may be summarised as
follows : A Geestemunde steam trawler, the Tyr,
while returning from her last trip to Iceland, experi-

enced a fall of ashy material on her deck. This
occurred while at a distance of at least 400 sea miles

from Iceland. It is stated that the material was
doubtless from Hecla, and though no date of the
occurrence is given, it is known that the vessel made
Geestemunde on October 25. A communication from
the British Consul at Thorshavn also deals with this

matter, and reads as follows :

".
. . beg to inform you that on October 6 this

sandstorm was observed on these islands. The
weather was fine that day, but clouded, and the sky
had a red-grey colour, and I remember the feeling

of getting fine sand in my eyes while being in a rowing
boat that morning, and going home to lunch my wife
showed me some fine dark grey sand lying in the
windows, which had been open that morning.

" I may add that a telegram received from Iceland
that day gave the news of volcanic eruption in

Iceland."
For these two reports I am indebted to Mr. G. T.

Atkinson, district inspector of fisheries. Eastern
Area. J. N. Carruthers.

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries,

Fisheries Laboratory,
Lowestoft.

The Wegener Hypothesis and the Origin of the

Oceans.

Readers of Nature have been served with good
reviews and discussions on the Wegener hypothesis,

and it may therefore be of interest to point out that,

so far as it relates to the origin of the Atlantic Ocean,
this hypothesis was anticipated by previous writers,

more especially byOsmond Fisher and W. H. Pickering.

Fisher's views are well known to .students of geo-
dynamics, and Wegener himself refers to papers by
W. 11 . Pickering and F. B. Taylor ; but only by
reading the accounts given by these authors can one
realise how completely they forestalled Wegener,
so far as the origin of the Atlantic by the westerly
drift of the Americas is concerned.

It was to accommodate Sir George Darwin's views
on the origin of the moon that Osmond Fisher

suggested, first in Nature (1882, vol. 25, p. 243) and
afterwards in the second edition of his " Physics

of the Earth's Crust," that the Pacific Ocean is a
scar and depression on the earth's surface, left by
the detachment of the moon. The following are

Fisher's words (p. 380) :
" The hole would be filled

up by the influx of the molten substratum from
beneath and around. The remaining crust would
separate into larger and smaller fragments, and
partly float towards the cavity. Thus when the
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newly exposed surface of the molten substratum
again solidified, a fresh crust, of greater density
than before, would be formed out of the heavy
substratum over the middle of the area, where the
hollow had been made, and also in the channels
between the fragments which had floated towards
it ; the Atlantic being the chief of these channels."

In his paper on " The Place of Origin of the Moon—The Volcanic Problem " (Journ. GeoL, 1907,
vol. 15, p. 23) W. H. Pickering elaborates the view
previously propounded by Osmond Fisher ; and
although he makes no acknowledgment, we may
safely infer that, directly or indirectly, he owed
the idea to Fisher. The following quotation shows
how remarkably close Pickering got to the statement
of the Wegener hypothesis : "A curious feature
of the Atlantic Ocean is that the two sides have in
places a strong similarity. . . . When the moon
separated from the earth, three-fourths of the crust
was carried away, and it is suggested that the
remainder was torn in two to fonn the eastern and
western continents. These floated on the liquid
surface like two large ice-floes."

In his paper on the " Bearing of the Tertiarj-
Mountain Belt on the Origin of the Earth's Plan "

(Bull. Geol. Soc. America, 1910, vol. 21, p. 179)
F. B. Taylor remarks :

" Thus we may conclude,
at least pro\-isionally, that it was North America
that moved away from Greenland, and not vice
versa."

If the view tliat the American continent has
drifted away from Europe and Africa during Mesozoic
and Tertiary times comes to be established, which
seems highly improbable, it will no doubt owe much
to Wegener, and will be associated with his name
in this special sense ; but Osmond Fisher is clearly
the author of the hypothesis of continental drift,

so far as it applies to the problem of the origin of
the Atlantic Ocean. The tectonic evidence provided
by a study of the Atlantic floor, however, indicates
that its submergence in large part during Tertiary
times has been effected by the ordinary process of
subsidence, and that, pari passu with this subsidence,
considerable areas of Eurasia and Africa, which
were previously submerged, have been raised above
sea-level. Indeed, as Suess has pointed out, the
evidence seems to show quite conclusively that,
throughout the Mesozoic and Tertiary eras, a
mediterranean ocean of the Atlantic type has in
a large way dissected the continental masses and
absorbed their drainage, although its orientation
has changed.

These broad geotectonic considerations seem to
be utterly at variance with the claim based by
Wegener on the jig-saw relationship of the opposite
sides of the Atlantic ; and there can be little doubt
that, to a large extent, they dispose also of the Fisher
hypothesis of continental drift, so far as the origin
of the Atlantic is concerned.

It should be remembered, however, that Fisher's
views on continental drift were based on the hypothesis
he entertained as to the condition of the earth's
interior. There are profound differences between the
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. Astronomers tell us
that the Fisher hypothesis as regards the Pacific
is a very good one, and to this may be added the
claim that, in large measure, it tits the facts known
to us concerning the petrology and tectonics of the
earth. While, therefore, declining to accept Fisher's
hypothesis of continental drift to explain the origin
of the Atlantic, we may accept provisionally his
view that the Pacific owes its origin to the detachment
of the moon, especially as some hypothesis seems
to be necessary to explain the heterogeneity of the
earth's crust. T. Crook.
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Aster tripolium on Salt Marshes.

I NOTICE in the article on Belgian botany in Nature
of January 20, p. 97, a statement which reminds
me of some observations of mine at Dovercourt,
near Harwich, in 1908. The article says that a
fringe of the purple-rayed form of Aster tripolium
occurs between the salt marshes, occupied by the
yellow form, and the more fertile, less saline, soil.

At Dovercourt there are fields overflowed by the
sea at every high tide, but sf:ill showing signs of
former cultivation. The specimens of Aster growing
here were all fleshy and rayless. Separated from
these fields by earthen dykes were other fields,

which showed no signs of being flooded at any time.
Here the Aster was always thin and wiry in the
stalk, and bore a well-developed ray.

H. W. Chapman.
Cawthorne, Jordans Village,

Beaconsfield, Bucks,
January 31.

The Cause of Anticyclones.

With reference to Miss Catherine O. Stevens' letter

(Nature, February 3, p. 150) on this subject, it is

clear that there could be no high - pressure areas
unless there were low-pressure areas as well.

It is also quite clear that the pressure distribution
at any moment depends upon the flow of the winds,
the inertia of the air, and the rotation of the earth.
But the atmosphere is a viscous substance, and the
friction resulting from its viscosity would soon
bring the whole mass to rest were there no continuous
source of power to keep it moving.

It is generally agreed that the source of power
which maintains the circulation of the atmosphere
is difference of air density resulting from difference
of temperature. The problems to be solved are

—

what is the exact distribution of temperature through-
out the atmosphere ? will the actual temperature
distribution account for the winds ? and how are these
temperature difierences maintained ?

R. M. Deeley.
Tintagel, Kew Gardens Road, Kew, Surrey,

February 2.

The High Temperature of the Upper Atmosphere.

In a letter in Nature of February 10 Mr. Whipple
suggests that a comparatively sudden increase in
temperature of the air at a height of about 60 kilo-

metres, such as observations of meteors render
likely, would account for the well-known zones of
audibility and silence. This seems to us a promising
line of investigation, which might enable one to
determine annual variations of temperature, if any.
We had already examined the possibility of using
meteor observations for this purpose, but they are
as yet scarcely sufficiently accurate to enable one to
determine the small differences involved. The same
applies to the suggestion of Mr. Deeley in Nature
of January 20.

In the last paragraph of his letter Mr. Whipple
suggests that the estimates which we made of the tem-
perature on theoretical grounds require modification,
as the atmosphere is exposed to the sun only during
the day-time. We need scarcely point out that this

fact had not escaped our attention and was allowed
for in the coefficients of the formula actually used.

F. A. Lindemann.
Gordon M. B. Dobson.

Clarendon Laboratory, Oxford,
February 12.
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The Bicentenary of Sir Christopher Wren.

By Eng.-Capt. Edgar C. Smith, O.B.E., R.N.

'yilOUGH during the celebration, next week, of

-1- the bicentenary of Sir Christopher Wren the

main interest must needs centre around his great

work as an architect, his position as one of the repre-

sentative men of science of the seventeenth century

should not be overlooked. Five years younger than

Boyle, and ten >-ears the senior of Newton, Wren
had as his contemporaries Wilkins, Ilooke, Goddard,
Willis, Sydenham, Flamsteed, and Barrow. The year

Wren was born Galileo was writing his famous
'• Dialogues," and in the subsequent developments which

made England the scientific centre of the world Wren
was one of the pioneers. While quite a },'outh Wren
joined the group of philosophers who met at the

lodgings of Wilkins or Boyle at Oxford, and at twenty-

five he became Gresham professor of astronomy.

Four years later he returned to Oxford as Savilian

professor. The Royal Society owed much to him,

and he was one of its earliest presidents. Perhaps

not such an extraordinary boy as Young or Hamilton,

his genius was recognised from the first. Barrow
indeed, in 1662, referred to him " As one of whom
it was doubtful whether he w-as most to be commended
for the divine felicity of his genius or for the sweet

humanity of his disposition—formerly as a boy a

prodigy ; now as a man a miracle, naj', even some-

thing superhuman."
Wren was bom at East Knoyle, in Wiltshire, on

October 20, 1632. His grandfather, Francis Wren,
was a mercer in the city of London ; his father, also

Christoplier Wren, was rector of East Knoyle and
dean of Windsor. Another son of Francis was Matthew
Wren, bishop of Hereford, Norwich, and Ely ; a stiff-

necked prelate who spent more years in the Tower
than he need have done. Wren's mother died when
he was young, but his father survived till 1658. At
nine Wren was sent to W'estminster school, then under

the famous Busby. From Westminster, after an
interval, probably due to the unsettled state of affairs

—

Oxford then having more soldiers than students—he
passed to the Uni\-ersity and was entered as a gentle-

man commoner of Wadham College, of which Wilkins

was the warden. He graduated B.A. in 1651, M.A.
in 1653, and that year became a fellow of All Souls,

holding his fellowship until 1661, the year he was
appointed Savilian professor.

Like most students of his day. Wren roamed over

many fields of learning. With a talent for fine and
accurate drawing he combined a manipulative skill

which was the envy even of Hooke. These found

employment in many ways. For Willis he made the

elaborate drawings for a work on the anatomy of the

brain. He was one of the first to inject liquids into

the veins of animals. Writing to Petty in 1656 he

says, " The most considerable experiment I have made
of late is this ;—I injected wine and ale into the mass
of blood in a living dog, by a vein. ... I am in

further pursuit of the experiment, which I take to

be of great concernment, and what will give great

light to the theory and practise of physic."

Wren's two professorships cover a period of sixteen
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years—1657 to 1673. The Gresham and Savilian

chairs were the first mathematical and astronomical

professorships founded in England. One or the other

had been held by Briggs, Bainbridge, Turner, Greaves,

Gellibrand, and Gunter. Gresham College, London,
was the old mansion of Sir Thomas Gresham, which

stood on a site stretching between Bishopsgate Street

and Old Broad Street. The lodgings of the professors

of music and physic and the Reading Hall were close

to Bishopsgate Street, but the quarters of the other

professors were situated around a large quadrangle.

An interesting sketch of the college is given in Weld's
" History of the Royal Society." Wren's appoint-

ment was owing to Lawrence Rooke exchanging the

chair of astronomy for that of geometry, the transfer

being due " to a conveniency of the lodgings which

opened behind the Reading Hall." Wren's lectures

were read the same day as Rooke's and attended by
the same auditors. He discoursed on telescopes,

eclipses, the planet Saturn, and meteorology, and to

this period belong his demonstrations concerning

cycloids.

In February 1661 Wren resigned both his Gresham
professorship and his fellowship of All Souls and
returned to Oxford to succeed Seth Ward as Savilian

astronomer. In this position he continued to in-

vestigate a wide range of subjects, suggesting self-

registering weathercocks, thermometers, and rain-

gauges ; constructing telescopes for measuring small

angles, and making experiments with pendulums. In

1668 he showed his experiments to illustrate the

laws of motion by the collision of balls. Newton
afterwards writing of the laws of motion said :

" Dr.

Christopher Wren, knight
; John U'allis and Christian

Huygens, who are beyond comparison the leading

geometers of this age, arrived at the laws of the colli-

sion and mutual rebound of two bodies ; but their

truth was pro\-ed b)- Dr. Wren by experiments on

suspended balls in the presence of the Royal Societ}-."

It was while Wren still held the Gresham professor-

ship that the Royal Society came into existence. The
first official record was a memorandum of November 28,

1660. This gave the names of the persons who had
" mett together at Gresham Colledge to heare Mr.

Wren's lecture." After the lecture " they did, accord-

ing to the usual manner, withdrawe for mutuall con-

verse," and it was agreed upon that " this Company
would continue their weekly meeting on Wednesday,

at 3 of the clock in the tearme time, at Mr. Rooke's

chamber at Gresham Colledge ; in the vacation, at

Mr. Hall's chamber in the Temple." Wilkins was
chairman on this occasion. At the next meeting,

December 5, Sir Robert Moray, the first elected presi-

dent, brought word that the King approved of the

Society and would be ready to give encouragement

to it. The minutes also record that " Mr. Wren be

desired to prepare against the next meeting for the

Pendulum Experiment." On December 19 Mr. Wren
and Dr. Petty were " desired to consider the philosophy

of Shipping, and bring in^their thoughts to the company
about it."

H 2
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The Royal Society was further indebted to Wren
for drawing up the preamble to the charter of In-

corporation in which Charles II. states his determina-

tion " to grant our Royal favour, patronage and all

due encouragement to this illustrious assembly and

so beneficial and laudable an enterprize." The charter

was first read on August 13, 1662, and two years later

Wren gave an address on the objects to which the

Society should devote its energies. He exhorts the

members " not to flag in the design since, in a few

years, at the beginning, it will hardly come to any

visible maturity. . . . The Royal Society should plant

crabstocks for posterity to graft on." Lord Brouncker

became the first president of the Society after its

incorporation. Sir Joseph Williamson succeeded him

in 1677, and Wren, who had been knighted in 1673,

was elected president in 1680. Boyle had previously

declined the honour through " a great tenderness in

point of oaths.". Wren held office till St. Andrew's

Day, 1682.

So far, attention has been directed only to Wren's

scientific activities. Soon after his return to Oxford, in

1 661, he was invited by Charles II. to act as surveyor-

general of His Majesty's works, and from this time

dates his career as an architect, which ultimately

raised him to the head of the profession. The first

building designed by him was the chapel of Pembroke

College^ Cambridge, erected by his bishop-uncle as a

thank-offering for his liberation from the Tower. His

next building was the Sheldonian Theatre at Oxford.

In 1665 he spent six months in Paris studying the

Louvre and other buildings, returning home, as he

said, "with nearly all France upon paper." In 1666

came the great fire of London, and with it Wren's

opportunity. From September 2 to September 8 the

flames swept across the city, and four days later Wren

laid a plan for its rebuilding before the King. Im-

mediately afterwards he was appointed " surveyor-

general and principal architect for rebuilding the

whole city ; the cathedral Church of St. Paul ; all the

parochial churches . . . with other public structures."

Wren was then but thirty-four, and in the remaining

fifty-seven years of his life he not only designed and

erected many important private and public buildings,

but some fifty London churches, and also his great

masterpiece, St. Paul's Cathedral. Several years were

occupied in demolishing the ruins of old St. Paul's,

and it was not until 1675, the year Wren built Green-

wich Observatory, that the foundation stone of the

new cathedral was laid. Thirty-five years later

Wren's son put the topmost stone of the lantern into

position.

Of tlie city of London as Wren knew it in his Gresham

days but little remains. Wren, if he had had his own

way, would have changed its very plan. It was his

intention to cut two great arteries from east to west

and another from north to south. At the intersections

of these thoroughfares would have stood the new

St. Paul's and the great public offices. He further

designed that a noble quay should flank the Thames

from the Tower to the Temple. For better or for

worse his plans proved unacceptable, and so to-day

it is yet possible to follow some of the footsteps of

the old philosophers and to visit their memorials.

Though it escaped the fire, all trace of Gresham's
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mansion has long since disappeared. St. Helen's

Church—sometimes called the Westminster Abbey of

the City—where the inmates of Gresham College

worshipped, still stands, and within its walls He the

remains of Hooke, Goddard and Gresham. Three

of Wren's predecessors in the chair of astronomy,

Gellibrand, Foster, and Gunter, were buried in St.

Peter le Poer, which stood in Old Broad Street, while

Rooke, " the greatest man in England for solid learn-

ing," was buried in St. Martin Outwich, from which

the monuments were some fifty years ago removed to

St. Helen's. Rooke died just before the Royal Society

received its charter. Greaves, another Gresham and

Savilian astronomer, was buried in St. Benets
; John

Collins, " the attorney-general of the mathematics," in

St. James' Church, near Southwark Bridge, while John
Wilicins, first secretary of the Royal Societj', and from

1668 bishop of Chester, who died in 1672, was buried

in St. Laurence Jewry. This was one of the churches

rebuilt by Wren. Wilkins had been rector of the

church, and on one occasion he invited BarroW to

occupy the pulpit. Barrow preached so well that

Richard Baxter declared he " could willingly have been

his auditor all day long."

Wren himself lies in the crypt under the south aisle

of the choir of St. Paul's. He died on February 25,

1723, and was buried on March 5. The well-known

quotation from his epitaph : "Si monumentum
requiris, circumspice," now to be seen over the north

door of the cathedral, was first carved on the choir

screen by Robert Mylne, the builder of the first South-

wark Bridge and surveyor of St. Paul's, who lies close

to Wren in the crypt.

The grand committee formed by the Royal
Institute of British Architects and other bodies
interested, to celebrate the bicentenary of the death
of Sir Christopher Wren, has arranged for a public

commemoration service in St. Paul's Cathedral, on
Monday, February 26, at 2.30 p.m., in the course

of which an address will be delivered by the Very
Rev. W. R. Inge, Dean of St. Paul's. The members
of the grand committee, accompanied by the Lord
iVIayor and Sheriffs, will proceed aftervvards to the

crypt, where Mr. Paul Waterhouse, president of the

Royal Institute of British Architects, and an attache

from the American Embassy in London, on behalf

of the Architectural League of New York, will lay

wreaths upon the tomb of Sir Christopher Wren.
In the evening a Christopher Wren commemoration
banquet will be given by the Royal Institute of

British Architects at the Hotel Victoria, Northum-
berland Avenue, and commemorative addresses,

dealing with the life and work of Wren, will be
delivered.

In addition to these celebrations there will be
exhibitions illustrating Wren's work, at the Galleries

of the Royal Institute of British Architects, 9 Conduit
Street, W.i, on February 26-March 3. and at the

Museum, Public Record Office, Chancery Lane, W.C.2,
both of which will be open free of charge to the

public.

Another interesting proof from overseas of regard

for the memory of the great London architect comes
from the Architectural Institute of British Columbia,
which has arranged to hold, in the largest Anglican
church in Vancouver, a memorial service on exactly

similar lines to the service which will be held in St.

Paul's Cathedral on February 26.
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Absolute Measure and the C.G.S. Units.

By Sir George Greenhill.

" Al 7'HAT is the matter with physics training for

» V the engineer ? " is a question asked to-day.

The engineer will answer, " It is the C.G.S. source of

arrogance and tyranny," following him even into the

engineering laboratory, and his calculations in hydro-

statics. He has no use for such minute units, as he

works always to terrestrial gravitation measure of his

world of e.xistence, and C.G.S. is thrown aside as soon

as the young engineer, gunner and navigator is liberated

from the tyranny of tiie lecture and examination room,
and he is free to talk and calculate in all the old units

familiar to generations.

These C.G.S. units are described in Halsey's " Hand-
book for Draftsmen " as a " Monument of scientific zeal

(misplaced) combined with ignoranceof practical require-

ments." " The object of Weights and Measures is to

weigh and measure, not merely to make calculations."

No wonder Prof. Hudson Beare maintained at the

British A.ssociation at Hull the desirability of keeping

the mathematics of tlie engineer distinct from the

examination needs of the Science and Art, or even
medical student in his research of a diploma, and that

the teacher of engineers should preferably be an
engineer himself. If he has to teach physics, it should

be industrial ph\-sics, in their application on a large

scale to constructional needs.

Mach pleaded age and infirmity for taking no hand
in the translation of his work, and gave the translator

a free hand. The opportunity was seized of making
him sponsor of the C.G.S. system, and no other, by the

ardent disciples of the Open Court. We find the same
fervent advocacy of C.G.S. in our scientific schools over

here, compelling even the engineering students to use

their microscopic units to the exclusion of all others

employed in his practical life.

A rival system, M.M.S. (millimetre— milligram—
second), still moreminute.was proposed in Germanv,and
is mentioned by Mach, but this was ironical. In France,

Olivier, whose work was reviewed lately in Nature, is

pushing the M.T.S. system (metre—tonne—second) as

better adapted for large scale work.

The M.K.S. (metre^kilogramme—second) system
would suit most practical requirements, but this is

rejected by the purist in units because it makes the

density of water 1000, kg/m*, instead of unity. But
the advantage here is in keeping the air buoyancy in

sight, as a correction of about 1-25 on the last figure of

the absolute density, in vacuo, as it ought to be
tabulated. Suppose it was required to weigh i lb. or

I ton of hydrogen in the scales for an airship ; describe

your procedure.

Absolute measure was first introduced into djTiamical

teaching under Prof. Tail in Edinburgh, although Tait

never carried his Glasgow colleague witii him to a full

extent. Gauss had initiated the idea previously as

essential in magnetic measurement all over the world.

Tait told us the idea struck him in his struggle with
the Definitions in Chapter II of his " Dynamics of a
Particle "

; and then it burst on him as a revelation

of the way out of a theoretical difficulty always a
puzzle to him.
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The idea fructified, and to-day we find absolute
measure universal in all theoretical physics, and the

engineer is blamed for sticking to his old gravitation

units for mechanics. The electrician, however, is

compelled to work absolute in his cosmical electro-

magnetism, broadcasting his theoretical results, de-
pending only indirectly on the gravitation of the earth.

In Tait's procedure a change was made in the unit
of what was then called mass, changing it from a vague
sui generis into the Imperial Standard Pound, and
then P= M/ implied a new unit of force, for which
the name poundal was afterwards discovered, such that
the heft of i lb. weight was g of these units, poundals.
The poundal was thus ijg of the heft-weight of i lb.,

say 1/32, or half an ounce in round numbers. This unit

was much too small for the engineer ; he has refused

to ha\e anything to do with absolute measure, and
jeers at the pedantry of calling the poundal a unit of

weight, pointing to the precise language of the successive

Acts of Parliament, from Nebuchadnezzar and earlier,

down to our day.

Weights and Measures Act, 1878.

Imperial Measures of Weight and Capacity.

13. The weight in vacuo of the platinum weight

mentioned in the first schedule of this Act and by
this Act declared the imperial standard pound shall be

the legal standard measure of weight and of measure
having reference to weight and shall be called the

imperial standard pound and shall be the only unit or

standard measure of weight from which all weights

and all measures having reference to weight shall be

ascertained. [N.B.—No word mass occurs.]

.\ny person who sells by any denomination of weight

er measure other than one of the imperial weights or

measures or some multiple or part thereof, shall be

liable to a fine not exceeding forty shillings for every

such offence. Printer and publisher are liable for any
act in contravention of this section.

So any one giving weight in poundals, in print or

writing, would be liable to this fine. No mention is

made in this Act of barometer or thermometer reading,

required in the definition of the gallon, cubic measure
;

weight in vacuo covers all such ambiguity of its measure,

inserted for the first time in the draft of this Act ; the

omission was a source of great trouble when the need

arose for a new Standard Pound.

Not a word in the Act about the attraction of the

earth on the pound weight. Nothing is said about the

pressure on the bottom of the box containing the

pound weight, and the influence of local g, however it

may \ary down a mine, or up in the air, or away into

space from one end of the world to the other.

The pound weight does not alter, brought out of its

vacuum into the atmosphere, or even if it was carried

away into space to the other end of the universe

;

it always remains the lump of platinum defined in the

Act. At least this was the current belief until quite

recently, before a distinction was made between

Ruhnmsse and Mcuse in Bewegung.
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If, however, the weight of a pound is to mean some-

thing quite distinct from the pound weight, as the

force with which it is attracted by the earth, the con-

fusion of language and measurement is intolerable.

It is not correct to say the word weight is always

to be reserved, strictly speaking, for the subsidiar\-

meaning of earth attraction, as the word was in use

long before such distinction was made or understood,

and is to be found in ordinary language and writing.

e.g. in Shakespeare, the Bible, and other of our classics,

in both senses, but usually in the meaning of the Act

of Parliament.

The latest discoveries of atomic theory have forced

a reconsideration of former definitions of fundamental

units, considered unassailable on the Newtonian

doctrine. Language again has failed to recognise these

new distinctions. C.G.S. units are displaced in the

relativity theory, where the unit of time is nearly looo

years, instead of our terrestrial second, adopted to keep

g down to a reasonable figure, 981, or 32.
" Space-Time-Matter " of Hermann Weyl will give

some idea of the latest lofty ideas of the universe,

beyond the scope of these humble elementary remarks

in defence of the old Newtonian mechanics—all the

engineer has, so far, to guide him in the design of the

steamship, locomotive, and flying machine. Here he

is forced to adopt some immediate line of action,

leaving the abstract theorist to pursue his speculations

at leisure. The engineer must deliver the goods

to time.

The sxd generis mass M = W/j', Mach's terrestrial

mass, implies unit mass of g, lb. ; Perry proposed for

it the name "slug," about a 32 lb. shot. But slug in

gunnery means any irregular piece of lead, cut off a

church roof in civil war, and rammed down a fowling

piece. It is curious to find sui generis mass in slugs

still lurking in the engineers' table of moment of inertia

of a body ; it has even been found by force of habit in

a cross-section area for moment of stiffne.ss of a beam.

There is too much of the mere algebraical literal

calculus in the presentation of dynamical theorems.

Quantities receive a label, M, W, g, v, s, i, as in mere
algebra, and this letter label is stuck on the quantity

for identification, without sufficient explanation of the

measurements required to translate the label into the

description of an actual body, or its behaviour in

motion and associated measurement.
But the writer of the usual te.xt-book is obliged to

keep in mind the needs of his class in preparing to

meet the examiner, or is on the road to be an examiner

himself in his turn, and his book adopted. So the

round goes on, and a curious jargon has arisen, culti-

vated by the schoolmaster and despised by the engineer.

Darboux surprised our company once by retailing

the well-known story of the French Minister of Educa-
tion, pulling out his watch and boasting how at that

moment the same lesson was in progress in all the

schools in France. I was so bold as to cut in
—

" Mais,

il y a une suite." " Quelle suite ? " " Le ministre

a continue,—du meme traite, de moi."
The Hospitaller notation is a ready escape from

confusion when the derived unit appears, involving

two or more of the three fundamental units. Then a

velocity in feet or centimetres per second is indicated

by V, ft./sec. or cm./sec, and an alteration of velocity
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per second by ft./sec.^ or cm./sec.^; thus ^= 32-2,

ft./sec.^, or 9-81 , m./sec.2 So, too, for density, in Ib./ft.^,

gm./cm.^, kg/m.^, t./m.*. A moment of inertia, Wk^,
would be in Ib./ft.^, and so on. But the adoption of

this Ilospitalier system is still very slow, although

accepted by a resolution of the Paris Electrical Con-
gress, 1880, and again at Frankfurt, 1891.

Although absolute measure of force is insisted on
in all C.G.S. records, there is no accurate measurement
of force except first in the gravitation unit of the

gravity field, as with the Current Weigher-Balance

;

and after the experiment is complete, the factor g is to

be supplied, but often forgotten.

Raylcigh appears to be writing feehngly, cjuoted in

Engineering, July 4, 1919 :
" When a problem depends

essentially on gravity, g makes no appearance. But
when gravity does not enter at all, g obtrudes itself

conspicuously, and requires to be kept carefully in its

proper place " (as in electro-magnetic and elastic

measurement).

All matter is transparent to gravity: there is no
escape from it on the surface of the earth. In the

work of the engineer to combat the powers of Nature,

gravity is the force he is up against, and the strength

of it provides him with the unit the engineer will never

discard, as capable of immediate exact measurement.
He will ne\er abandon his gravitation units for such

minute substitutes in the C.G.S. system, useful only

for passing an examination, or for microscopic physical

measurement.
Weighing and measuring must be carried out in a

gravity field, and not in vacuo ; the experimenter

must be allowed to breathe in a warm room during a
long careful measurement. The factor g is inserted

after the work is over, for calculation and record in

absolute measure, and the C.G.S. system was invented

to make calculations and tabulate them, not to weigh
and measure, as Halsey pointed out.

The metric system is a legacy of the French Revolu-
tion, when all ancient tradition was swept away and
the world to be started going afresh. Time and angle

were to be decimalised with French logic. The
quadrant was divided into 100 grades, each of 100
centesimal minutes ; and a minute on the meridian
was made into the kilometre—the unit of distance.

But sexagesimal clocks, watches, and chronometers were
not to be thrown into the sea for such a theoretical fad

as centesimal time ; and the ridiculous" official names
assigned to the days of a decimal week excited derision.

Any attempt was bound to fail to bring music into line

with the metric system, by a decimalisation of the

octave.

Elsewhere the metric system has taken a firm hold

in the ci\ilised world, as a means of cosmopolitan com-
mercial intercourse, and must be accepted. But the

sailor will not surrender his cosmopolitan sexagesimal

measure, of time and angle, inherited from the Chaldsean

astronomer, and he continues to graduate the quadrant
into ninety degrees, and the degree into sixty minutes,

and he takes the sexagesimal minute of latitude on the
meridian as his unit of length, and calls it a mile, B
geographical (G), nautical (N), sea (S), or Italian, in

'

the old books.

The sailor then starts a decimal subdivision of the

mile, dividing it into 10 cable, and the cable into 100
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fathom. Geodetical measurement makes this fathom
a little more than 6 ft.,—6-o8, say 6 ft. and i inch over.

Longitude he measures on his chronometer, giving

sexagesimal time of 24 hours (h.) in the day, an hour

of 60 minutes (m.) ; and a minute of 60 seconds (s.)
;

four seconds of longitude = one minute of longitude at

the equator, or a mile, an easy range of eyesight. The
schoolmaster cuts the fathom down to 6 ft. exactly,

and would sweep it away as a useless load on the

schoolboy's memory, although universal in sounding,

as in

" Full fathom five thy father lies."

The schoolmaster has his eye, too, on the suppression

of all the ancient measures of agriculture,—furlong,

rod, pole, perch, rood, chain, ell, palm, hand. But the

chain as the length of the pitch at cricket is too sacred

to be assailed. And what is the height in C.G.S.

centimetres of a horse x hands high .' He is obliged

to cling to the mile, the statute, land, military mile,

of 8 furlongs, 80 chains, or 1760 yards.

It is unfortunate the sailor carried the world mile

on to his own unit, perhaps under a mistaken idea that

the two miles were undistinguishable. Xewton was
arrested in his speculation on gravity by falling into

this error. The land soldier mile is the one entitled to

its name as the length of 1000 paces (passus, not

gradus), millia passitni, M.P. on the Roman milestone,

covered in marching along the road, making 5-28 ft.

the double pace of the Roman soldier ; this is cut down
to 5 ft. in our modern drill book, and less .still in the

metric equivalent of the French soldier.

It is strange to read to-day in the " Admiralty
Manual of Navigation," 1914, page i, the earth is

described as an oblate spheroid, greatest and least

diameter 3963, 3950 miles (military, soldier, statute).

In navigation the surface of the ocean is always treated

as a perfect sphere, and of girth 360x60 = 21600 sea

miles (S), making the radius of the sphere 3438 S
miles, the length of the radian along a meridian.

Besides the solecism of mentioning the military- land

mile as a measure in navigation, the real dimensions

of the earth are double as stated in the Manual. Can
we wonder then at an Admiral sending himself and his

flagship to the bottom by a confusion between radius

and diameter ?

The Royal Society.

Munificent Gift from Sir Alfred Yarrow.

THE generous gift from Sir Alfred Yarrow, an-

nounced in the subjoined letter from him to the

president of the Royal Society, and gratefully accepted

by the Society, is a most welcome acknowledgment from

a great leader of industr)' of the practical service of

scientific investigation. Sir Alfred, who was elected a

fellow of the Society last year, has always taken an

active interest in the progress of science and has pro-

moted its application to industry in many ways-^
directly in his own works and indirectly by gifts to

educational and scientific institutions. His faith in

science as the maker of the modern world is unbounded,
and the words in which he gives expression to it should

afford scientific workers both pride and encouragement.

We are at the beginning of a new era of human history,

and it is to the close association of .science and industry,

in the spirit of Sir .Alfred Yarrow's letter, that we must
look for strength to meet the difficulties before us.

The Royal Society, and the scientific workers it repre-

sents, may be trusted to continue to extend the bound-

aries of natural knowledge, and if statesmen and
industrialists have the same progressive aims we can

look with confidence to whatever the future ma\-

bring.

I would ask you to be so kind as to bring before
the Ojuncil, at an early opportunity, the following
proposals :

I have, for many years, held the view that the
prosperity of this country has been greatly hampered
in the past for the want of better promotion to

scientific investigation and its application to practical

affairs.

I am convinced that the future prosperity of this

country will be largely dependent upon the encourage-
ment of original scientific research. The birth of

new industries, and the development of existing ones,

are due largely to the growth of science, thus securing
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employment and the welfare of the whole community
being advanced.

It is doubtful whether even yet it has been realised

how completely this country would have been at the
mercy of our antagonists in the late war, had it not
been for the research work done by our scientific men
before the war and during its course.

I desire to mark my sense of the value of research

to the community by offering, as a gift to the Royal
Society, 100,000/. to be used as capital or income for

the purposes of the Society, as the Council may think
fit, because I recognise conditions alter so materially

from time to time that, in order to secure the greatest

possible benefit from such a fund, it must be ad-
ministered with unfettered discretion by the best

people from time to time available.

Care must, of course, be taken that a gift from the
fund shall in no case lessen any Government grant.

In accordance with your practice you would, I

assume, appoint a Committee to administer the fund,

and would also frame rules for the guidance of the

Committee, while reserving the right to alter such
rules from time to time ; and I would suggest that

they be reconsidered by the Council every tenth year

so as to meet modern needs.

I should prefer that the money be used to aid

scientific workers by adequate payment, and by the

supply of apparatus or other facilities, rather than to

erect costly buildings, because large sums of money
are sometimes spent on buildings without adequate
endowment, and the investigators are embarrassed

by financial anxieties.

'Although I thus give a general expression of my
wishes, I do not intend, by so doing, to create any
Trust or legal obligation for their fulfilment.

In conclusion, I should like to record my firm con-

viction that a patriotic citizen cannot give money, or

leave it at his death, to better advantage than towards
the development of science, upon which the industrial

success of the country so largely depends.
A. F. Yarrow.
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Obituary.

Prof. W. K. von Rontgen.

IT is given to few men of science to make a con-

tribution to knowledge which compels world-

wide interest from its first announcement. The late

Prof. Rontgen's discovery of the X-rays in 1895 ^^s
not only of the first importance, but also enjoyed the

distinction of finding an immediate and immense field

of apphcation in surgery and medicine. Presently

they were destined to play also a prominent part in

the extraordinary developments in atomic and mole-

cular physics which have characterised the last twenty

vears—developments which make it safe to assert that

at no period in its history has physical science been

more effective and wide-reaching in its fundamental

activities. Rontgen was happily spared to be a witness

of all this, and although his contributions to X-ray
research ceased some years ago, his satisfaction at

the growth of the subject can have been in no way
diminished.

Wilhelm Konrad von Rontgen was bom at Lennep
in the Rhineland on March 27, 1845. Although a

German by birth, he was sent to school in Holland,

and later he took his doctor's degree in Switzerland at

Zurich in 1869. Then he was appointed assistant to

Kundt at VViirzburg in Bavaria, and afterwards at

Strasbourg, where he carried out a well-known piece

of work on the ratio of the specific heats of gases. He
became a privat-dozent of the latter University in

1874. A brief period followed as professor of mathe-

matics and physics at the Agricultural Academy at

Hohenheim, after which he returned to Strasbourg

in 1876 as extra-ordinary professor of physics. In

1879 he became professor of physics and director of

the Physical Institute at Giessen ; and six years later

followed his appointment to the chair at Wiirzburg.

It was here he made his famous discovery. After-

wards he was appointed to the chair of experimental

physics and director of the Physical Institute at

Munich ; he resigned these appointments in 1919.

Rontgen died at Munich on February 10, 1923, at the

ripe age of seventy-eight years. He received the

Nobel Prize for physics in 1901, and with Prof. Lenard

the Rumford medal of the Royal Society in 1896.

While Rontgen's researches extended over a fair

range of physics, their importance is completely over-

shadowed by his discovery of the X-rays, the credit

for which is in no way lessened, but rather is enhanced

by the curious belatedness of the event. Crookes,

during his memorable investigations (1879-85), con-

structed a discharge tube with a concave cathode and

a platinum target to display the heating effects of

focussed cathode rays. Thus all the essential features

of a modern gas X-ray tube were there, and X-rays

must have been generated in abundance, but, although

much of value within the tube was noted and recorded,

the X-rays remained unnoticed.

Later Lenard, in 1894, demonstrated conclusively

that cathode rays could pass through a thin window
of aluminium, and were able to excite phosphorescence

a few millimetres away in air. This was a correct

observation, despite the fact that we now know that

part of the phosphorescence was due to X-rays excited
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by the aluminium. About this time the inexplicable

fogging of unopened packets of photographic plates

in the neighbourhood of excited Crookes tubes was
engaging the attention of more than one English

physicist, but not until the autumn of the following

vear was the major discovery m^de by Rontgen, the

manner of it being somewhat accidental. It so

happened that in a search for invisible light rays he

had enclosed a discharge tube in light-proof paper,

and, to his surprise, noticed that, when the tube was
excited, a barium platinocyanide screen lying on a

table a few metres distant shone out brightly. If

obstacles were interposed between the tube and the

screen they cast shadows, and very quickly a unique

and fascinating feature was revealed—the new or
" X "-rays could penetrate many substances quite

opaque to light. The degree of penetration depended

on the density ; for example, bone was more absorb-

ent than flesh. When Rontgen communicated his

results to the Physico-Mcdical Society of Wiirzburg

in November 1895, the immense significance of his

discovery received universal appreciation. A trans-

lation of his paper appeared in the issue of Nature
for January 23, 1896 (vol. 53, p. 274).

An army of workers sprang up and a torrential

output of observations and speculation followed, as a

glance at the scientific journals of those days will

verifv. The Rontgen Society came into being in

London in 1897, largely at the instance of the late

Silvanus Thompson, and similar societies were in-

augurated later in other countries. Rontgen himself

contributed three memoirs to the subject during these

years, but later returned to his earlier interests in

physics. He had, with others, established the fact

of the ionising properties of the X-rays.

Much controversy and a wealth of speculation

followed as to the nature of the rays. But experiment

gradually whittled down the various theories, and no

question now arises that the X-rays are light rays with

wave-lengths which place them next to, and beyond,

the ultra-violet. It was their minuteness of wave-
length that defeated all the earlier attempts to sort

out the rays, and this uncertainty continued until

Nature herself was found to have fashioned suitable

diffraction gratings in the form of crystals, the regular

atomic spacings in which were of the right order of

magnitude. We can now claim a knowledge of the

existence of more than thirteen octaves of X-rays.

Of these, three octaves or so are used by the radiologist,

these having wave-lengths of the order of lo"* cm.

\\'e can only refer briefly to the enormous application

of the X-rays in medicine. It is probable that no
more potent weapon has b^en put into the hands of

the medical man. The late war brought this home
in unexampled fashion, and while human endeavour
reached its pinnacle in almost every phase of life, it

is difficult to overestimate the services which Ront-

gen's discovery rendered to humanity. An extensive

industry in X-ray equipment has sprung up in this

country and abroad.

The new knowledge was not without its menace, as

many of the pioneers discovered to their cost. Pro-

longed and frequent exposure was found to produce
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a disastrous effect on human tissue. But the con-
ditions of danger and the means of avoiding them were
gradually ascertained, and recently, thanks to the

recent work of the X-ray and Radium Protection

Committee, under the chairmanship of Sir Humphry
Rolleston, president of the Royal College of Physicians,

the necessary precautions have been widely circulated.

In the light of a fuller knowledge the destructive

effect of the rays has been turned to account by taking
advantage of their selective action when applied to

superficial and deep-seated growths in the tissue.

The X-rays have also found extensive industrial

application to detect flaws and impurities, and in many
other directions.

As already mentioned, the X-rays have proved of

the greatest importance in recent developments of

fundamental physics. We owe to them Moseley's
arrangement of the elements in the order of their

atomic numbers, a tjuantity determined by the atomic
nucleus. The wonderful results of Sir William Bragg
and his son on crystalline structure rest wholly on
X-ray measurements. Much of the work which under
Sir J. J. Thomson and Sir Ernest Rutherford has made
the Cavendish Laboratory world-famous has dealt

with X-ray and kindred phenomena.
At the close of Rontgen's life, we may well pause

to survey the goodh- harvest that science has reaped
from the event with which his name will be for ever
associated. Hard on tlie heels of his discovery came
that of the electron by J. J. Thomson and of radio-

activity by Becquerel. The new chapter of physics

which was thus unfolded has already had the most
profound effect on everyday life. G. W. C. K.

Mr. Ber.n.\rd Bosanquet.

Mr. Bernard Bosanquet, who died on February 8,

after a short illness at his home at Hampstead, to which
he had moved a few months ago, has occupied for more
than a generation a foremost place in English intel-

lectual life. For the last ten years his liealth has

required him to refuse public engagements, but he
continued to be as assiduous in literary productions as

during any period of his active life. He was at work
till the end, and we are told that he left an uncompleted
book on his desk, of which, however, three chapters are

finished. The intended title was " What is .Mind ?
"

He was an ardent philosopher, who cared little for the

brilliance of a speculation and nothing whatever for

originality or ownership of ideas, but sought the truth

concerning human life and the meaning of experience

with an earnestness which seemed like the devotion of

a religious mission.

Bom in 1848, Mr. Bosanquet was educated at Harrow
and at Balliol College, Oxford, and after graduating

spent ten years at Oxford as fellow and tutor of

University College. In 1881 he came to London and
threw himself ardently into the work of the Charity

Organisation Society and the Ethical Society, and also

lectured on ancient and modern philosophy for the

University Extension centres in London.
His " Logic, or Morphology of Knowledge " is a

classic. It was published in 1888, and carried out with
systematic thoroughness the new principle of an inner

activity of thought which had already found expression
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in Mr. F. II. Bradley's polemic against the formalism
and associationism of the empirical school. The next
large work was " .\ History of Esthetic " in 1892. In

1912-1913 were published the two volumes of Gifford

Lectures, the first on " The Principle of Individuality
and Value," the second on " The Value and Destiny of

the Individual." It was in these lectures that he
worked out his philosophical theory of the meaning of

life. " This universe," he said, borrowing a phrase
from Keats, " is the vale of soul-making." These
volumes constitute one of the profoundest works of

pure philosophy of the modern period.

-Mr. BosaiKiuct was a man of great personal charm.
Dialectic, in the Socratic meaning, was the joy of life

to him, liut he was always sympathetic to the opposer,
genuinely eager to understand his point of view,
and always anxious to appreciate its value. Yet no
one was firmer or more tenacious in argument. He
never expounded any theory or defended any position

unless his whole heart was in it, and unless he was con-
vinced of its truth.

Mr. Bosanquet kept himself fully abreast of all the
intellectual movements of his time. He was thoroughly
acquainted with the philosophical thought of Germany,
and he was deeply interested in the new movement in

Italian philosophy, the ideali.sms of Croce and Gentile,

though dissenting from them on essential points. His
knowledge of Italian was thorough, and only a few
months ago he contributed an article in Italian to Prof.

Gentile's Giornale crilico. He was not attracted by
the modern French philosophy, which he could never
come to regard as other than superficial. The reason
for this, no doubt, was that the approach to philosophy
through the problems of science, the fundamental
questions of mathematics, physics and phvsiology,

which is especially distinctive of French philosophy,

seemed to him less important and less compelling than
the ethical approach.

Besides the important works mentioned, Mr.
Bosanquet wrote numerous smaller books, many of

striking originality and value ; of these we may mention
" The Pliilosophical Theory of the State " and two quite

recent hooks, " The Meeting of Extremes in Contem-
porary Philosophy," 1921, and " Implication and Linear

Inference," 1920.

For five )xars, 1903-1908, Mr. Bosanquet was pro-

fessor of moral philosophy at St. Andrews. He was
an original fellow of the British Academy, and was
president of the Aristotelian .Society from 1894 to 1898.

He received the honorary degree of LL.D. from the

University of Glasgow, and of D.C.L. from the Uni-

versity of Durham.
Mr Bo-sanquet married, in 1895, Miss Helen Dendy, a

sister of Prof. Arthur Dendy, of King's College, London.
Mrs. Bosanquet served on the Royal Commission of

In(]uiry into the Poor Law. She is the translator of

Sigwart's " Logic " and the author of several books on
social and economical questions.

Dr. a. H. Fison.

The staff of Guy's had subscribed money for a wire-

less installation to illustrate Dr. Alfred Henry Fison's

lectures, and for the use of the hospital in other ways.

On February i, when on the roof by himself, attaching
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an aerial, Dr. Fison fell through a skylight to the floor

below. Three days later he died without regaining

consciousness.

Dr. Fison's hfe-story is that of a teacher whose

enjoyment in knowing was so vivid that no delight

could equal that of passing his knowledge on. In his

earlier life he had for twenty years lectured for the

Oxford University Extension Delegacy ; and this is a

school in which the spirit of enthusiasm for knowledge

is engendered. If an e.xtension lecturer be not in com-

plete s)'mpathy with his audience, if he has not the

instinct for detecting want of harmony between his

mind and theirs, his lectures are a failure ; his thought-

waves must be of the length for which his auditors'

receivers are tuned.

From 1912 until his death Dr. Fison was Secretary to

the Gilchrist Trust. Each year in the spring he visited

various parts of Britain to inspire enthusiasm and to

organise local arrangements ; in the autumn and

winter to deliver lectures. His eflorts to fill success-

fully the gaps caused by death in the Gilchrist staff

discovered to him how very rare are the men who have

the gift which he possessed of securing in their fii>st

few sentences the complete confidence of their audiences

and retaining their strained attention for eighty or

ninety minutes—halls crammed with people of all sorts

and conditions, from the clergy, doctors, and school-

masters of the town to miners and mill-hands—sending

them away with the feeling that the evening which had

closed a long day's work had altered their views of the

world and had, at the same time, entertained them
hugely.

In 1906 Dr. Fison was appointed lecturer in physics

to Guy's Hospital, and somewhat later to the London
Hospital also. Although his teaching work was ele-

mentary, he held that no teacher can be efficient who
does not follow the most recent developments of his

subject. He was a sound scholar—in the sense in

which the expression is used by students of the humani-

ties who are disposed to arrogate it to themselves. The
very large gathering of students at the memorial

service in the Chapel of Guy's was a measure of his

success. Shortly before the accident brought his

activities to a sudden close he talked to the writer of

these notes of his plans for an early retirement and the

devotion of his remaining days to investigations for

which his duties as a teacher had left him but scanty

leisure, and the publication of his reflections—his bent

was ever towards philosophy—upon various aspects

presented by the problems of physical science. His

best-known contributions are " Recent Advances in

Astronomy " (1898) and " A Textbook of Practical

Physics " (1911, rewritten 1922).

Mr. Rawdon Levett.

The death at Colwyn Bay on February i of Mr.

Rawdon Levett, at seventy-eight years of age, will

be regretted by none more than by the members of the

Mathematical Association, of which, under its old name
of the Association for the Improvement of Geometrical

Teaching, he was one of the original founders. From his

pen, in Nature, of December 29, 1870, p. 169, first came
the suggestion that such an Association should be formed,

and the first conference was held at University College,
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London, on January 17, 1871. Levett possessed much
more than the driving power and organising capacity

which made him so successful a secretary in the first

twelve years of the Association. Unlike most of his

contemporaries he had familiarised himself with the

continental text-books and with the methodology of

his subject as taught in France, Germany, and Italy.

The ideas of non-Euclidean geometry found in him an

apt exponent to any who cared in those days to listen

to him, and in the revolution that was to come in the

fields of geometry and analysis he played for a time a

prominent part. His " Elements of Trigonometry,"

which he brought out in collaboration with Dr. Davison

in 1892. shows how much he had been influenced by
De Morgan, by Cauchy and the continental school,

and by Chrystal—and in that case the influence had
been reciprocal.

The name of Canon J. M. Wilson has stood for half

a century with that of Rawdon Levett on the list of

officers or of vice-presidents of their Association. Both
were at St. John's ; Wilson was Senior in 1859 ; Levett

was nth Wrangler in 1865 (Rayleigh's year). Both

were schoolmasters, Wilson in those days at Rugby,
and Levett at King Edward's School, Birmingham.

Both have retained their interest in the work of the

Association, though ill-health had for many years past

prevented Levett from taking any active part in its

later history. The interests of neither were restricted

to the sphere in which their academic honours were won.

Levett was a man of wide reading and general culture.

By many his name was probably seen for the first time

on the dedicatory page of " John Inglesant "—
" I

dedicate this volume to you that I may have an oppor-

tunity of calling myself your friend." The spiritual

kinship that knit together men like Levett and Short-

house indicates but one of the intellectual influences

that brought to the Birmingham schoolmaster intimate

relations with a wide circle of men who appreciated to

the full his noble character, rare judgment, and fine

literary instinct. Birmingham was the poorer by his

loss when the shadow of the White Scourge fell upon

him in 1903, and he retired to his Welsh home at Colwyn
Bay. Now he is gone, and the only founders left are

Canon Wilson, Mr. A. A. Bourne, Sir Thomas Muir, the

Rev. E. F. M. MacCarthy (secretary for seven years),

and the Rev. W. l!. Lavertv. W. J. G.

Prof. Gaston Bonnier.

We regret to announce the recent death at Paris of

Prof. Gaston Bonnier, professor of botany at the

Sorbonne, member of the Institute (Academie des

Sciences), of the Academy of Agriculture and the

Council of the University of Paris, Officier de la Legion

d'Honneur, foreign member of the Linnaean Society

of London, and member of many other scientific

bodies.

Prof. Bonnier was the president of the Societe

Botanique de France, and editor of the Revue ginirale

de Botanique, founded by him in 1889. Among his

numerous botanical publications that have become
classic may be particularly mentioned his " Cours de

botanique," " Geographic botanique et la botanique

descriptive," " Flore complete de la France," " Nou-

velle Flore des environs de Paris," and " Flore du nord
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de la France et de la Belgique." His published re-

search on the correlation of function, form and structure

of plant organs is as remarkable for its simplicity and
clearness of style as for its scientific \alue. His

journalistic contributions to Le Temps were appreciated

by all its readers.

Prof. Bonnier pla\-ed a most important part in the

I

reform and extension of the teaching of the natural
sciences in France. To his students and research

workers, including men and women of many national-

ities, he was friend, guide and master.
The French president, the University of Paris, and

many scientific bodies were represented at the obsequies,

which took place with military honours.

Current Topics and Events.

On February 14, Mr. Fisher presented to the House
of Commons the usual petition from the Trustees

of the British Museum praying for further support.

Though this is merely a form arising out of the

peculiar mode of government of the museum, we
may be permitted on this occasion to emphasise the

desirability of doing nothing that should hinder

the performance of this trust " for the general benefit

of learning and useful knowledge." The British

Museum, a term which includes the Natural History

Departments, is not one of those Government estab-

lishments that swelled its ranks and its expenses

under stress of war, nor has it shown a reluctance to

reduce them in the difficult times of peace. On the

contrary, it has only just brought its scientific staff

back to the pre-war level, and it has conscientiously

reduced its estimates as required by the Geddes
Commission. Its scientific publication is almost,

if not entirely, suspended. This is a state of affairs

we may lament, but must endure. What we are not

prepared to suffer without protest is any further

demand for reduction. There are rumours of such

a demand, amounting to several thousands of pounds.

This could only result in a diminution of the valu-

able work accomplished by this great establishment,

work already most seriously hampered by the in-

adequate size of the staff. To choke one of the

great founts of " learning and useful knowledge "

can never be an economical proceeding, and any
attempt to do so will meet with the united protest

of all scientific workers.

The Home Secretary has appointed a committee

to inquire into the desirability of extending the

Workmen's Compensation (Silicosis) Act of 1918,

which provides compensation for men injured by
silica in specified industries. The association of

miner's phthisis (fibrosis of the lungs with superadded

tuberculosis) with the inhalation of hard dust, as

in quartz mining or knife grinding, has long been

known, and its recognition has led to the introduction

of appropriate preventive measures. CoUis pointed

out that the danger of a dust was in proportion to

its content of free silica, and Mavrogordato found that

coal dust was actually an antidote when mixed with

rock dust, which by itself was highly injurious. Later

experiments by Gye and Kettle have shown that the

action of silica is chemical rather than mechanical,

and that colloidal silica is distinctly poi.sonous.

Chronic silica poisoning in rabbits causes degenerative

changes in the li\-er and kidneys, and, though the

applicability of these results to the occurrence of

similar lesions in men is at present quite an open
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question, it is evident that the harmful effects of this

common substance may prove to be much more
widespread than is at present supposed.

The New York correspondent of the Times, in the

issue of February 13, refers to some successful experi-

ments upon the dissipation of clouds by the .\rmy
Air Service of the United States at Dayton, Ohio,
under the direction of Prof. Bancroft of Cornell

University and Mr. Francis Warren. The process
consists in scattering electrified sand with the pro-

peller of an aeroplane moving 500 ft. above the tops
of clouds. The sand is said to be charged to 10,000
volts, and the result is referred to in the headline of

the note as " rain-making." The coalescence of the

cloud particles in consequence of the diminution of

surface-tension is suggested as the proximate cause
of the disappearance of the clouds, which are stated

to have varied from several thousand feet to several

miles in length and breadth, and in thickness from
500 ft. to 1500 ft. The general conclusion of the

correspondent is that fogs " need be no more and,
given only clouds, rain can be had wherever it is

wanted." .\n important question is, of course, how
much ?

" The time required to precipitate the

moisture . . . rarely exceeded ten minutes," and in

the case of very thin clouds the moisture evaporated
before reaching the ground. Further particulars will

be awaited with interest. In the meantime the

announcement brings once more into prominence the

need for special laboratories for the practical physics

of the atmosphere, for which a good deal of work
has long been waiting. The coalescence of water-

drops, the correlative pulverisation of water and
their relation to electrification, are not by any means
fully explored. The energy-relations are very com-
plicated. It is known, for example, that a bucketful

of water tossed out of an aeroplane would be pul-

verised into an electrified cloud by its own gravita-

tional energy. To get it back again into a con-

tinuous mass of water at the ground by the use of

electrified sand will be a very interesting completion

of the cycle when we understand it.

A TELEGRAM recently received at the Linnean

Society from Tiflis announced that an eminent

foreign member of the Society, Prof. Serge Gabrilo-

vitch Navashin, of the Botanic Garden, Tiflis, Georgia,

was to celebrate on February 18 his fortieth year of

scientific work and the twent>--fifth anniversary of

his announcement of double fertilisation in plants.

This message recalls the new era in the study of the

embryogeny of the flowering plants which followed
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Treub's discovery of chalazogamy in Casuarina in

1 89 1. Two years later Navashin reported a similar

unusual course of the pollen-tube in the birch, and
his own work and that of others supplied new instances.

In 1898 Navashin announced at the meeting of the
Russian Society of Naturalists his discovery, in species

of Lilium and Fritillaria, of what at once became
known as " double fertilisation "—the fact that, of
the two male nuclei which enter the embryo-sac, one
fuses with the egg-cell, the joint product being the
embryo, while the other fuses with the two polar
nuclei of the embryo-sac, either before or after their

union, the product of this fusion being the endosperm,
which supplies a store of nourishment in the seed for

the embryo. The discovery was rapidly confirmed
and extended by Navashin and others, and the
occurrence was shown to be frequent if not general
in the flowering plants. It gave a new interest to
the discussion as to the true nature of endosperm, and,
incidentally, provided an explanation of " xeijia," or
the occurrence outside the embryo of characters
derived from the male parent. Notable contributions
to this discussion were made by Strasburger, Miss
Sargent, and others, but the problem still awaits a
satisfactory solution.

The Right Hon. T. R. Kerens, High Steward of
Hull, has consented to accept the office of president
of the thirty-fourth congress of the Royal Sanitary
Institute, to be held at Hull on July 30-August 4.

Sir Charles P.\rsons, honorary member of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers, has been awarded
the Faraday medal of the Institution. The medal is

awarded for " notable scientific or industrial achieve-
ment in Electrical Engineering, or for conspicuous
service rendered to the advancement of electrical

science."

In the Observer for February 18 it is recorded that
" A Lahore telegram says that a meteorite, which
was clearly seen in January in most of northern India,
was traced at Quetta, where it buried itself. The
remains show that at the time of impact it must
have weighed six tons."

It has now been announced that the donor of 5000/.
to the Rowett Animal Nutrition Research Institute at
Aberdeen is Mr. Walter Reid of Aberdeen. Other
recent contributions include one of 500/. from the
Highland Agricultural Society of Scotland.

We learn from the Scientific Monthly that Dr.
Robert A. Millikan, of the California institute of
Technology, Pasadena, has been awarded the 1922
Edison medal of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers for " meritorious experimental achieve-
ment in electrical science."

The committee for the jubilee of Prof. Kamerlingh
Onnes on November 1 1 last, which issued the memorial
volume of the Physical Laboratory at Leyden, 1904-
1922, announces that a limited number of copies of
the volume is still available ; copies may be obtained
at the price of ten florins on application to the trea-
surer of the committee. Dr. H. R. Woltjer, Natuur-
kundig Laboratorium, Leyden, Holland. _

I
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On Tuesday, February 27, at 3 o'clock. Sir Arthur E.

Sliipley will deliver the first of two lectures at the

Royal Institution on life and its rhythms, and on
Thursday, March i, Mr. Theodore Stevens will begin

a course of two lectures on water power of the Empire.

The Friday evening discourse on March 2 will be de-

livered by Dr. G. C. Simpson on the water in the

atmosphere, and on March 9 by Dr. C. W. Saleeby

on sunlight and disease.

By arrangement with the grand committee of

the Royal Institute of British Architects in charge

of the bicentenary celebrations of Sir Christopher

Wren, Messrs. Hodder and Stoughton will issue on
February 26 a memorial volume, dealing with various

aspects of Sir Christopher Wren's life and work,

under the general editorship of Mr. Rudolf Dircks,

librarian of the Royal Institute of British Architects.

The volume is being published at five guineas and
upwards, and all the profits from its sale will be

handed over to the St. Paul's Cathedral Preservation

Fund.

An exhibit of special interest at the present time

will be found in Museum No. I. at Kew Gardens, in

Case 128 on the ground floor. It consists of a collec-

tion of funeral wreaths, garlands, flowers, leaves,

fruits, seeds, etc., in excellent preservation from
ancient Egyptian tombs, including those of Aahmes I.

and Rameses II., kings of Egypt of dates respectively

1700 B.C. and 11-1200 B.C. The flowers chiefly used

are those of Nymphcea ccerulea. Acacia arabica, var.

nilotica, together with leaves of Mimusops Schimperi

and Salix Safsaf. It may be noted that the various

flowers, seeds, etc., are identical with those of the same
species found growing at the present day.

At the annual general meeting of the Society of

Public Analysts held on February 7, the following

officers and council were elected for the ensuing

year :

—

President : P. A. Ellis Richards. Past-

Presidents : Leonard Archbutt, A. Chaston Chapman,
Bernard Dyer, Otto Hehner, S. Rideal, A. Smetham,
E. W. Voelcker, and J. Augustus Voelcker. Vice-

Presidents : F. W. F. Amaud, F. H. Carr, and G. W.
Monier-WilUams. Hon. Treasurer : Edward Hinks.

Hon. Secretary: E. Richards Bolton. Assistant Hon.

Secretary : R. G. Pelly. Other Members of Council

:

H. Ballantyne, S. F. Burford, S. ElUott, B. S. Evans,

E. M. Hawkins, Harri Heap, H. F. E. Hulton, Andrew
More, A. E. Parkes, W. R. Schoeller, G. R. Thompson,
and J. F. Tocher.

The following officers and other members of Council

of the Royal Meteorological Society were elected at

the annual general meeting on January 17 :

—

Pre-

sident : Dr. C. Chree. Vice-Presidents : Mr. R. H.

Hooker, Dr. A. Crichton Mitchell, Dr. G. C. Simpson,

Dr. G. T. Walker. Treasurer: Mr. W. Vaux Graham.
Secretaries: Mr. J. S. Dines, Mr. L. F. Richardson,

Mr. G. Thomson. Foreign Secretary : Mr. R. G. K.

Lempfert. Councillors : Mr. C. E. P. Brooks, Dr.

John Brownlee, Mr. David Brunt, Capt. C. J. P.

Cave, Mr. J. E. Clark, Mr. R. Corless, Mr. F. Druce,

Col. H. G. Lyons, Mr. H. Mellish, Sir Napier Shaw,
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and Mr. F. J. W. Wliipple. Assistant Secretary: Mr.

A. Hampton Brown, 49 Cromwell Road, South Ken-
sington, S.W.7.

The Journal of the Camera Club, which first

appeared in 1886 and was issued at regular intervals

for twenty years, was one of the foremost of publica-

tions connected with photography. The authorities

of the Club feel that the time is now ripe to begin a

new series. It has been decided to issue the Journal

quarterly, and that it shall contain summaries of

lectures given before the Club as well as articles on

photographic subjects. The first number has just

been published, and contains among its many items

technical articles by Dr. Alexander Scott, Mr.

Chapman Jones, and others. The whole number is

interesting, even to non-members of the Club, to

whom its price is 6d.

The Ministry of Agriculture is able to announce, as

the result of conferences held at Washington in May
and October last, that bulbs of Chionodoxa, Galanthus,

Scilla, Frititlaria iinperialis, F. Meleagris, Muscari,

Ixia and Eranthis, have been added to the list of bulbs

permitted unlimited entry into the United States, the

permission holding good for a period of three years

from January i last. The activities of the phyto-
pathological service of the various countries at the

ports continue to increase ; bulbs now reach this

country from Holland guaranteed by the inspection

services of the Netherland Government. British

potatoes may receive certificate of immunity after

trial at the official station of the Ministry of Agricul-

ture and Fisheries at Ormskirk, and the British phyto-

pathological ser\'ices receive increasing demands for

inspection service before export. In the present

state of our knowledge of plant pathology the require-

ments of these ser\'ices raise many problems requiring

further research ; thus it is very difficult to say in the

case of transplanted stocks, whether a swollen

structure at the base is a somewhat excessive callus

or a form of crown gall. Such questions seem to

indicate the advisability of leisurely inspection at the

nursery before despatch rather than examination at

the port just before shipping. This plan is largely

adopted, and recalls to mind the advantages and
disadvantages of the Central Passport or Permit

Offices which dealt with civilian travellers during

the war.

The eighth Bulletin of the Non-Ferrous Metals

Research Association contains much valuable material.

Good progress is being made with the systematic

researches undertaken on behalf of the Association,

and an extensive investigation is now planned, dealing

with the subject of die-casting alloys. The scale of

this investigation, which is of interest to the electrical

as well as to the engineering industries, will depend on

the amount of support received from firms making use

of die-casting in some form. It is proposed to under-

take work in three sections, dealing respectively with

aluminium alloys, brass and bronze alloys, and alloys

of low melting-point, the laboratories selected being

the National Physical Laboratory, the Research
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Department of Woolwich, and the University of

Sheffield. A new feature of the Bulletin is an article

by Prof. Courtman on recrystallisation, with a biblio-

graphy of 73 items. Such summaries of published

work are likely to prove valuable to members.
Abstracts of important papers are also included, but
in view of tlie extensive abstracting of the Institute

of Metals it is intended to confine this part of the work
to a small number of papers of special technical

importance. The Association has adopted a very

liberal policy in regard to publication.

Modern Wireless is a new magazine which promises
to play an important part in popularising the art of

radio communication, and guiding the development
of methods of broadcasting. The first number, which
was published in February, begins an interesting

series of articles by Sir Oliver Lodge describing the

method of transmission of wireless waves. There is

also an important article by P. R. Coursey describing

methods of receiving radio signals from electric

lighting wires. It is not generally known that in

many cases an aerial is an unnecessary adjunct to a

broadcast receiving set. All that is necessary is to

connect the set through a plug and a small condenser

to any electric light fitting indoors. If a gas pipe or

a water pipe is available we can use it for the earth,

but in many cases, as Mr. Coursey points out, even

this is not necessary. All that is required is to have
access to the electric lighting wires whether the supply

be direct or alternating. As an aerial is objectionable

for several reasons, this method will help to popularise

broadcasting, but it will make it difficult for the

Post Office to enforce the purchase of a broadcasting

license. There are many other interesting articles in

this number. We congratulate the editor, Mr. J. Scott-

Taggart, who is a well-known radio expert, on his

success in making this issue interesting and easily

understood, and yet maintaining high technical

accuracy.

Tjie recent issue of the index parts of Science

Abstracts completes Volume 25 of each of the sections

—Physics and Electrical Engineering—for 1922.

While the Electrical Engineering volume has nearly

the same number of pages, 650, as last ' year, the

Physics volume has increased by 90 pages, and now
has nearly 1000 pages. The number of abstracts has

increased by about 50 in the former and about 460 in

the latter section, and there is a slight reduction in

the average length, 0.486 page, of an abstract in the

former and a considerable reduction, from 0.398 to

0.364 page, in the latter section. Ten years ago the

figure was 0.317 page, and it is extremely doubtful

whether the intrinsic value of scientific papers has

increased in the interval to a sufficient extent to

justify the increased length of the average abstract.

Whate\er opinion may be held on this question, there

can be no doubt that Science Abstracts fulfils with

conspicuous success its task of placing before its

readers a short account of the advances made during

the year in the subjects with which it deals, and that

as a result it should receive every support from

electrical engineers and physicists.
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Research Items.
Mental and Physical Characters in Race

Study.—In the February issue of Discovery, Prof.
H. J. Fleure discusses the influence of racial on
mental characters. This region is, as he remarks,
still uncharted by science, and the discussion is

difficult because the material still remains to be
collected. But racial peculiarities are strangely
persistent, as, for example, in Wales, where the pre-
dominant type is in all probability due to descent,
with modification, from the early Neolithic in-
habitants, though it has been modified by emigration.
At any rate, he rightly protests against the too
common habit of treating mental characters, be it

of French, Germans, or Britons, in the mass. " In
each national group are many racial mosaics, and
similar groups of characters occur in all. There are
differences of social expression and lack of expression
connected with social and historical facts, and these
are apt to vary from century to century." But
behind all these there are correlations of physical
characters with psychical characters which at present
we are unable to correlate scientifically.

The Future of Architecture.—In a recent issue
of the Sociological Review (vol. xv. No. i), Mr. S. C.
Ramsey discusses the regional and vocational in-
fluences of architecture. The finest and most con-
sistent architecture the world has ever seen was,
he says, that of the ancient Greek quarryman. We
can scarcely follow the writer in supporting the
position that the sailor has been " the energiser and
inspirer " of our buildings, nor in the assertion that
"Victorian civilisation was essentially a miner's
civilisation, the improvisation of the mining camp,
and Victorian building was mainly of the camp or
settlement variety, temporary and muddled, without
real tradition, permanence, or ordered beauty." He
sees hope in the houses erected under the Ministry
of Health, where " mounting prices and the need
for rigid economy have lopped off the extraneous
and hideous features beloved of the Speculative
Builder." He looks forward to the time when the
person who expresses his individual pride in the
building of a luxurious private house will not exactly
be shunned, " but looked on a little critically,"
and " energy will be lavished on public buildings
for the enjoyment and benefit of the community as
a whole." It may be some time before this stage
is reached, but meanwhile the writer's view of the
position cannot safely be ignored.

Crime and Poisoning.— Lt. -Col. J. A. Black,
Chemical Examiner for the Punjab, has issued a
report on the work of his department (Lahore :

Civil and Military Gazette Press, 1921). The greater
part of the report deals with matters involving the
investigation of crime and especially of poisoning.
Instead of expert witnesses being examined and
cross-examined in a trial for poisoning as in England,
the evidence of the Chemical Examiner is taken in
Indian Courts, frequently in the form of a written
statement. His report, therefore, contains a cate-
gorical account of the results of hjs analysis without
indulging in probabilities or opinions, and leaving
deductions, unless these are obvious, to the inter-
pretation of the civil surgeon, whose duty it is to
guide the Court. The Court does not appear to be
otherwise guided in respect of matters purely chemical.
The volume of work in connexion with cases of
poisoning is considerable in the East, where homicidal
poisoning is very prevalent, and suicidal poisoning,
often from motives which appear perfectly inade-
quate to the Western mind, is very common. The
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dilficulties are increased by the fact that cases of
serious illness, and even of death, frequently occur
without the attendance of qualified medical men, and
the replies made by the police on the prescribed forms
are frequently of little value. Col. Black enlivens
his report by the narration of several picturesque
cases which have come under his notice. The task
is rendered somewhat easier t)y reason of the fact

that the poisons available are mostly well-known,
and on account of ignorance of the fatal dose, a
large excess is usually administered, so helping to
simplify the work of the chemist. For some of the
poisons, when no chemical test is available, the
microscopic appearance of the plant used is frequently
quite diagnostic. Simple physiological tests are
frequently made, and facilities have been afforded
by setting up in Calcvitta a laboratory for applying
serological tests for the whole of India. Col. Black
is of the opinion that no very subtle form of poisoning
exists in India.

Chaparral Scrub in California.—The broad
sclerophyll vegetation of California forms the subject
of a communication by W. S. Cooper (Cam. Inst.

Wa.sh. Pub., No. 319) in which the ecological relation-

ships of these types of vegetation are treated in some
detail. The author is able to justify and develop
the point of view of Schimper, that these types
of vegetation, like the Mediterranean " maqui,"
develop in regions of winter rains and long dry
summers. Thus the annual cycle of the " chaparral

"

scrub in California includes a summer period of

four months in which the soil contains practically

no available water, while the winter rains coincide
with low temperatures. The growing period is thus
limited chiefly to short periods in spring and autumn.
Two main types of vegetation are compared in detail,

the broad sclerophyll forest and the "chaparral,"
and it is shown that the habitat of the latter differs

mainly in its more extreme water relations. Ana-
tomical details of the plants in relation to habitat
are well treated, a curious feature being the presence
of mycorhiza in the roots of the dominant chaparral
species, although the soils only average o- 1-0-3 per
cent, of humus.

Mites and Rotifers from Spitsbergen.—The
Journal of the Quekett Microscopical Club, November
1922, contains an account by Mr. Julian Huxley of the
Oxford University Expedition to Spitsbergen in 192 1,

followed by two reports on the collections of mites and
rotifers. The aim of this expedition was primarily the
study of Arctic life from an ecological standpoint
rather than the search for new species, and the results

promise to be of great general interest, especially from
a biological point of view. Many new forms have,
however, been discovered in addition to numerous new
records for Spitsbergen, and as the work proceeds the
number will be considerably increased. In the report
on the mites, Mr. Soar describes and figures a species
of Hydracarina, Sperchon linearis Sig Thor, taken in

large numbers at Bear Island, hitherto known only
from the high mountain districts of Norway and
Sweden. He suggests that its appearance in Spits-

bergen may be due to the agency of birds ; the ova of
the mites, which are deposited on stones, being pro-
bably conveyed there on the feet of birds. Mr. Bryce
in his report makes similar suggestions for the occur-
rence of the rotifers—the agency of birds or transport
by winds. He gives a valuable summary and revision

of all the Rotifera found up to the present in Spits-

bergen. The total number of species is now 81, of
which 70 are actually more or less common in Great
Britain. Twenty-eight species were taken by the
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are new records, one being
even this species shows no
already known European
of mosses identified by Mr.
locaUtics and details of the
thev harboured. The new
new parasite are described

expedition, of which ten
also new to science, but
striking variation from
varieties. A list is given
H. N. Dixon, with their
rotifers and tardigrades
species of rotifer and a
and figured.

FuM.\ROLEs IN Alaska.—A volcanic eruption on
a great scale in June 1912 smothered in half a foot

of ashes the town of Kodiak in southern Alaska.
This was traced to the Katmai volcano about 100
miles to the west in the long Aleutian chain of vol-

canoes. In 1915 the U.S. National Geographic Society
sent a preliminary expedition to examine the region.

The next year a larger expedition discovered to the
west of Mount Katmai the remarkable valley of
the Ten Thousand Smokes which was explored in

1917. 1918, and especially 1919. These explorations
were conducted by Dr. R. F. Griggs, who describes
them in " The Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes "

{National Geographic Society, Washington). The
valley, which has an area of about 30 to 40 square
miles, is floored with Jurassic sandstones and shales
overlain in places by volcanic rocks. Lines of
fumaroles skirt the sides and cross the valley to the
number of 10,000 or more. The fumaroles generally
have a temperature of 200° C. to 300° C., but some
records of over 500° C. are given. Analyses of the
gases showed steam to be the principal constituent,
but appreciable quantities of hydrofluoric acid were
present. From earlier accounts of the district it is

clear that these volcanic manifestations in the valley
date from the eruption of Katmai in 1912. The
text is admirably illustrated by photographs, maps,
and coloured plates, and gives a full account of the
valley and the work of the expeditions. It is written
in a popular vein but embodies a great deal of scientific

interest. The study of the vegetation in relation to
the ash deposits is of particular value. The valley
with Mount Katmai and the surrounding country,
to the extent of 1700 square miles, has been declared
by the United States Government a " National
Monument " reserved from settlement or exploitation.

Bacteria and Travertine.—An interesting ca,se

of the promotion of rapid deposition of travertine
by bacterial action has been described at some
length by Mr. John Parry in a lecture given before
the Diamond Fields Mining Institute at Kimberley,
S. Africa (Report in Chemical News, vol. 125, pp. 225,
241, and 257, 1922). The organisms, which are
compared in their action with Drew's marine Bacillus
calcis, occur in water streaming down the shafts
of Kimberley mines, and they produce deposits of
fibrous calcium carbonate in iron pipes and crusts
on planks and tunnel-floors. These deposits have
a lustrous black surface, which is attributed to
organic matter derived from decaying timber in

the mines. Evaporation clearly plays no part in

the accumulation.

The Upper Air in India.—A presidential address
by Mr. J. H. Field to the section of physics and
mathematics of the eighth Indian Science Congress
on " The upper air : objects and methods of research
in India," is printed in the Proceedings of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal, vol. xvii., 1921, No. 4. The
subject of the address was chosen as the science
of meteorology has during recent years attracted
to its side physicists and mathematicians of eminence
who are rapidly evoh'ing order out of chaos. In
contrast to the temperature changes experienced
at the ground by day and night during summer and
winter, it was pointed out that at the height of half

a kilometre (1640 ft.) India enjoys an equable
temperature throughout the twenty-four hours.
Similarly with wind, both in direction and force,

great changes very commonly occur within the
lowest layer. Passing upwards through a range of
many kilometres, the temperature, which has been
falling more or less steadily to very low values, shows
a sharp halt in its rate of fall, or the " lapse-rate

"

suddenly becomes zero. This startling change occurs
in India at a height of about 10 kilometres : near
the equator it Ues at about 17 kilometres, and from
the equator it falls continuously with increasing
latitude toward the poles, where it seems to lie at
a height of about 7 kilometres. Reference is made
to observations of the upper air carried out in India
by means of free-flying balloons and the theodolite
and by means of balloons and kites carrying self-

recording meteorological instruments ; many clever
devices liave been introduced to adapt the observa-
tions to Indian climate. The solution of rainfall

problems in India is alluded to as a matter of life

and death, controlling as it does the dread spectre
of famine. It is the business of the Indian meteoro-
logist to forecast with all possible speed the rains
both in the monsoon and in the cold weather.

The Green Ray.—Instructor Lieut.-Commr. F. W.
Shurlock, R.N., of H.M.S. Royal Sovereign, sends the
following notes describing observations of the green
ray: At Vigo, on January 2i and 22, the sun set
behind an island. On January 21 one tip of the
disappearing segment showed the green tint, while
the other was indistinct, probably owing to irregular
refraction. On January 23 the disc was red and
changed to magenta. At sea, off Oporto on January
24, the two tips were green. The green portion
broke up into irregular patches with colours re-
sembling those of soap films. Just after sunset a
row of irregular yellow patches appeared over the
place where the sun's rim was last seen. At sea, off

Cape St. Vincent on January 25, the sky being clear
and the sun a golden yellow, a typical example was
observed. The green colour started from the tips
and flooded the exposed part of the disc. After sun-
set, a small diffuse patch of pale green appeared
immediately above the place where the sun set and
faded almost at once. The whole effect lasted about
three seconds and was seen by a group of trustworthy
observers. It is interesting to note that with a
telescope ( x 30) the green afterglow was distinctly

seen ; with binoculars ( x 6) it was faintly seen

;

while unaided observers failed to detect it.

.An Improved Hvgroscope.—Messrs. Negretti and
Zambra have devised an improved hygroscope which
indicates at a glance the percentage of moisture in

the air. The hair hygrometer was originally con-
structed by Saussure, who used a hair to indicate
changes of moisture, the hair elongating when
moist and contracting when dry. Considerable im-
provements have been made by Messrs. Negretti
and Zambra, and twelve or more hairs form the
basis of the new instrument ; human hair is specially
selected and scientifically treated. The hairs are
anchored by their lower ends and the upper ends
are connected to a link which operates on a lever
attached to the pointer spindle. The dial is graduated
from 10 to 100 in percentage relative humidity.
Readjustment of the instrument, if required, is quite
simple. On the lower part of the dial is a scale to
ascertain the dew-point if required. It is claimed
that the instrument will be of especial value in many
industrial processes, and various types are manu-
factured depending on the requisite conditions. A
large type of the same instrument combined with
a dew-point hygrometer has also been devised.
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Comparative Embryology of Plants.^

T T is generally acknowledged that land-living plants
•• have sprung from some algal source : that

the land was invaded and that the invaders show

form and structure adapted to sub-aerial hfe. If

this be true, land-plants should still show features

indicating their origin, and such characters should

be expected to appear in their embryology. The
higher algal structure is generally referable to the

filament or row of cells with a free apex, and a base

attached to the substratum. The individual com-

monly springs from such a source, amplified in various

ways to form the adult. It is found that the com-

parative embryology of land-plants up to the seed

plants themselves also suggest a filamentous origin.

The apex is defined by the very first segmentation of

the zygote : the base in bryophytes is the base of

the sporogonium : in leafy plants it is the suspensor,

recognised bv Lang as a' vestigial organ. He held

that its presence is a last indication of the filamentous

structure, a juvenile stage rapidly passed ov^r in

them, and often suppressed. The body thus visual-

ised between apex and base may be called the primi-

tive spindle.

Two distinct types of its orientation exist. In the

first the apex is directed to the neck of the arche-

goni'um (exoscopic). That is the characteristic of

all bryophytes, and of Equisetum, Isoetes, and

Tmesipteris. In the other, the apex is directed

away from the neck (endoscopic), and it is found in

lycopods, some primitive ferns, and in all seed-plants.

An intermediate position is seen in certain ferns,

including all the later types. In fact, with some

exceptions, the distinction follows the major hues

of affinity in the vegetable kingdom : therefore it is

probably of high morphological importance. The

interest'will centre round the exceptions : and their

explanation is probably to be found in the varying

orientation of the archegonium.

The end of all higher embryology is the establish-

ment of a leafy plant with its shoot pointed upwards.

1 Abstract of the presidential address to the Royal .Society of Edinburgh,

delivered by Prof. F. O. Bower, F.R.S.,on October =3 entitled '' Ihe Pnral-

live Spindle as a Fundamental Feature in the Linbryology of Plants (Proc.

Roy. Soc. Kdin., vol. xliii. part i. p. 1).

Where the archegonium points downwards, endo-
scopic orientation will lead directly to this result,

but if the archegonium be inclined or inverted, the
spindle will have to be inconveniently curved to
secure that end. Many lycopods, selaginellas, and
some ferns show awkward curvatures of the embryo
to carry it out. But some of tUem have no suspensor :

in these the awkward curves are absent. It is sug-
gested that the inconvenience has been removed by
abortion of the vestigial suspensor, which tied their

ancestors down to the endoscopic orientation so
inconvenient where the archegonium points obliquely,

or actually upwards. The horsetails, Isoetes, and
the leptosporangiate ferns would all be derivative in

this respect. Having no suspensors, their initial

polarity could be freely determined so that the
apex vvould point from the first in the convenient
direction.

Upon the spindle thus defined, whether complete
or abbreviated by abortion, straight or curved, the
appendages are attached. The leaves are possibly
in phyletic origin, the results of distal dichotomy of

the apex. But in fact they are attached laterally,

and together with the axis they constitute the terminal
bud. The first root is always of lateral origin in

pteridophytes, and phyletically it is an accessory
organ, absent in fact in the most primitive types.

It is only in seed-plants that it appears to continue
the axis downwards. Lastly, the " foot," which is

so inconstant in its development, is clearly accessory
also, in fact a sucker formed laterally where it is

required. So the primitive spindle, defined by the
apex of the shoot and with the tip of the suspensor
as its base, appears to be a real and constant feature

in the embryos of plants. But as it is liable to be
abbreviated by the abortion of its base, and com-
plicated at the apex and also lower down by the
formation of lateral appendages of various sorts, it

is often effectively disguised. Nevertheless, an
adequate morphological and biological comparison
of plants suggests that all their embryos are referable

in origin to a filamentous source, such as is prefigured

in the algae.

Exploitation of South African Fisheries.^

By Prof. J. Stanley Gardiner, F.R.S.

THE Union of South Africa has consistently

endeavoured to pursue a far-sighted policy

in reference to the exploitation of its seas. A survey

with the S.S. Pieier Faitre was made twenty years

ago and resulted in the starting of a trawler industry,

while a series of volumes were published deaUng

with the fauna of the grounds. In 1920 the Union

hired a whaler, the Pickle. 102 feet long, 20 feet beam,

and 11^ feet draught, equipped the vessel with trawls,

warps, and sounding gear, and sent it to explore

the fishing area. Dr. Gilchrist being the scientific

adviser. The ship was commissioned for 20 months.

It was singularly unsuited in many respects for

trawling in commercial fashion, being of too shallow

draught and not of the right build, only hauliiig

an otter trawl of 40 feet head rope, whereas a trawler

of its size could employ one of 120 feet with resulting

catch at least six times as great. Notwithstanding

these drawbacks excellent work was done, 543

stations having been investigated, generally by

i-hour trawls, distance traversed 4 miles. While

the hauls are thus closely comparable, they are

difficult to collate with commercial fishing. They

' Union of South Africa : Fisheries and Marine Biological Survey. Reports

Nos. I and 2 for the years 1920 and 1921. By Dr.J. D. F. GUchrist.
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deal entirely with unexplored grounds ; we should
have liked a few on the known grounds, already
frequented by steam trawlers, for comparison.
Commercial trawling is now carried on down to

300 fathoms, and the total area within these depths
off South Africa is about 120,000 square miles. The
grounds may be divided into three areas—the eastern

off the shores from Kosi River to Port Elizabeth,

625 miles; the southern from the latter to the Cape,

360 miles ; and the western from the Cape to Cunina
River, io8o miles. The eastern is mostly a lo-mile

belt, sloping off steeply from 5o fathoms ; this is

the region of the Agulhas Current, which causes in

most places a roughness unsuited to trawling. The
southern is that of the Agulhas Bank, a name given
to the southern broad point of the continental slopes,

its edge 150 miles from the shore. The western
has a broad slope, not bounded by any marked steep,

about 60 miles across, half within the loo-fathom
line ; it is on the whole smooth and regular ground,
and lying on the colder side of the Cape—average
difference 10° F.-—should prove good trawling ground
with fish of similar quality to those of our own shores.

The two most important deeper water fish proved
to be the stockfish, or Cape hake, and Macrurus,
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or Cape whiting, both of which have their centres of

intensity at 150 fathoms, or even deeper. There is

also the kingklip (in appearance hke a ling), the
dogfish, various soles and other flatfish, but the
variety of economically valuable trawl fish so far

obtained is not great. New fishing areas were
discovered off Durban and off the Umvoti River,

but neither of these are of sufficient size for steam
trawlers. However, crayfish up to 12 inches occurred
in immense numbers, a commercial trawler subse-

quently, in a haul of i J hours, taking more than lo.ooo.

The results of the investigation indicate an abundance
of life on all this eastern ground, and it must carry

its due proportion of fish. Many small areas suitable

for trawling appear likely to be disclosed by further

survey, but it is not an area for steam trawlers,

though, like the west coast of France, it should
develop in time a considerable population of " long-

shore " men.
Turning to the south and west the reports give

indications here of the possible development of an
immense fishery. The Pickle demonstrated to the
local trawlers the potentialities of deep-sea fishing,

and new areas were found within a few hours'

steaming of Cape Town. The most northerly trawlings

were off Luderitz Bay, and it would seem probable
that there is good ground right down to Cape Town

;

we should also expect similar ground further north
as far as Union territory extends. Before such
ground can be exploited commercially it must be
surveyed, so that trawlers may avoid rough patches.

To know the depth and nature of the bottom is

not enough, and trawling tests are essential.

Doubtless the fish migrate at different seasons, so
that the latter tests will have to be undertaken at
least twice over. It is an expensive business, of
course—the running expenses of a trawler would be
about 1000/. per month—but the encouragement of
food production is a vital necessity to all States,
while fish-nical is a bye-product of high value. In
any event it is clear that South Africa has to the
south and west an area more than capable of supplying
all the fish that can at present be consumed ; the
western grounds alone may well prove as rich as
those to the south of Ireland of about the same
area, which in 1910 produced 1-35 million cwts.
With these potentialities in mind it is extra-

ordinary to find that the fishery vessel is to be
given up. In substitution a survey vessel. Crazier,
is to be used at intervals for fisheries work. To
employ a twin - screw vessel with a complement of
80 hands for such work is wretched economy, work
which can be better done with a trawler and a
crew-, of 14. The phase of using such Admiralty
vessels for fishery work is one which nearly every
country of Western Europe has passed through
and abandoned ; surely South Africa would be well
advised to learn by their experiences. In any
event we trust that the series of special reports on
the fauna obtained by the Pickle, commenced in
report 2, will be proceeded with ; they are of high
scientific value.

The Teaching of Elementary Geometry.

THE Assistant Masters' Association recently ap-
pointed a committee to consider the teaching

of elementary geometry ; the report of this committee,
backed by the authority of the Executive Committee
of the Association itself, that of the Assistant Mis-

tresses' Association, and that of the Educational
Institute of Scotland, has now been published. The
outstanding fact, and one of no little importance, is

that the committee was appointed to produce an
agreed sequence of propositions and has not done so.

The terms of reference were :

(a) To examine the case for an agreed sequence ;

(b) To suggest the best means of attaining the
general adoption of the sequence agreed upon.

The most definite conclusions are :

VII. The committee does not feel that it is either

desirable or possible at present to stereotype a
sequence ; and

I. No formal proofs should be required of Euclid I.

13, 14, 15, 4, 8, 26, 27, 28, 29. . . . The teaching of

formal geometry should be based upon the quasi-

axiomatic acceptance of these results.

The committee is unquestionably right in its belief
" that the main difficulties due to variety of sequence
will be removed if the first of its recommendations
[i.e. I. just quoted] is generally accepted," and possibly

the most valuable feature of the report is the extended
currency it will give to this principle.

For the rest, the committee is concerned not so

much with principles as with giving what help it

can to the " very large number of teachers who do
not claim to be experts in geometry " and who need
" guidance amid the welter of sequences and methods
. . . published during the last twenty years." From
this modest and reasonable point of view little fault

will be found with the detailed recommendations,
though, as is freely admitted, there is room for

* The Teaching of Elementary Geometry : Being the Report of a .Special

Committee appointed by the Incorporated Association of Assistant Masters

in Secondary Schools. Pp. 15. (London: Oxford University Press, 1923.)
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difference of opinion on many points. A teacher
who followed their scheme exactly would come to
no harm.
The committee follows in the main the " Cambridge

Schedule," with some expansions (which some will

not think improvements) apparently designed to show
exactly how it intends the propositions to be dealt
with. For example, the section on areas begins with
the rule for measuring the area of a rectangle and the
section is more detailed than in the Schedule, clearly
indicating a treatment different from Euclid's. It
is pointed out at the end of Section VI. that Pytha-
goras's proposition and Euclid III. 35, 36 should be
dealt with by the use of similarity as well as by
Euclid's method. The report contains a needed
warning (Recommendation IV.) against the slovenly
use of the " method of limits " in dealing with
tangency ; and another (Recommendation V.) against
ignoring the existence of incommensurables ; "at the
proper stage," the committee says, "the attention of
the pupil sliould be called to the fact that the proofs
given do not cover all cases."

A very important feature of the report is that
certain propositions are marked with an asterisk,

indicating that formal proofs of them should not be
required in examinations. Some are marked also
with a (t), indicating that no formal proof should be
attempted in the class-room.

On this point the practice of Examining Bodies
differs ; most of them asterisk propositions, but some
more, some less. It would undoubtedly be of great
assistance to the schools if uniformity could be
reached, and for this purpose the selection made by
the committee might well be taken as the standard.

Altogether, the committee may be congratulated
on its work ; it has not set up obstacles to further
progress, as with its terms of reference it easily might
have done ; on the other hand, the report will probably
reach many teachers who need help and will gi\-e

them much of the assistance they need.
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Photograph of a Bright Meteor.

/'CONSIDERING the great frequency of the appear-
^-' ance of bright meteors which flash across the
night sky, it is astonishing how few photographs of
them have been obtained. The actual photographing
of a meteor is really quite a simple matter, but the
whole success of the operation depends on whether

the camera is pointed to
the position in the sky
where a meteor happens
to pass.

While any camera will

serve the purpose, a suit-

able instrument is one
having a large aperture
and short focal length.
In a communication to
the Royal Astronomi-
cal Society (Monthly
Notices, vol. 83, p. 92)
Dr. W. J. S. Lockyer
describes a very in-

teresting photograph
which he has secured,
and also the instrument
used. The lens is an
old portrait doublet
having an aperture of
live and a quarter
inches and a focal length
of twenty-eight inches

;

quite a suitable lens.

This lens is mounted
in a home-made box
camera which carries a
plate 8ix6i in. The
field of the lens covers
about 16 degrees.

For the purpose of

photographing meteor
trails, the camera is

fixed tirmly on a stand
and pointed directly at
the pole star. This
direction is chosen be-
cause the stars make
their trails completely
on the photographic
plate, these trails being
portions of small circles.

By comparing such
trails with a star atlas

all the stars can be
easily identified and
the position of the
meteor trail accurately
deduced. It is Dr.
Lockyer's usual prac-
tice, when working at

night with the 9-inch prismatic camera of the Norman
Lockyer Observatory, always to expose as long as

possible one plate in this meteor camera, which is

erected just outside the dome.
During the night of November 16 last, the plate

(Marion's " Record," H.D. 500) was exposed from
Sh 58™ to 11'' 12'" G.M.T. In the course of develop-
ment the first images to appear were the trail of the

pole star and a long streak across the plate which
was the trail of a bright meteor. A reproduction
of a portion of this plate (reduced by one-quarter)
is shown in Fig. i . The photograph shows practically

the complete length of the meteor trail.

Considering the slowness of the movement of the
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Fig. I.—Photograph of a Taurid
fire-hall.

image of the pole star (the short brightest trail near
the pole) due to the earth's rotation, and the relatively
great speed of the meteor—probably in any portion
of its trail only a very small fraction of a second

—

the brilliancy of the latter must have been very
great, judging by the great density of the trail.

The most striking feature of tlie meteor's trail is

the great difierences in intensity along its path.
In some portions it is so bright that it has produced
halation on the photographic plate (unbacked) as
strong, if not stronger, than the pole star itself.

These intensity difierences are due most probably
to the unequal volatilisation of the material forming
the meteor.

It is interesting to note that the meteor trail,

when traced on a celestial globe, passes close to a
star named k Tauri, the radiant point, for that date,
of slow-moving bright meteors, as determined by
Mr. W. F. Denning. Evidently the meteor here
photographed was a Taurid fire-ball and the brilliancy

of its image was due to its comparatively slow motion.

An Australasian Biological Collecting

Expedition.

^T^HE native animals and plants of Australia are of
' exceptional interest, and many of them are

likely to disappear, or at least to become rare, as the
result of the extension of the settled areas of the
country—a process which has already been in
operation for many years. The Trustees of the
British Museum, recognising the importance of
securing an adequate representation of this remark-
able fauna and flora while there is yet time, have
made arrangements for a collecting expedition, which
started from London a few days ago. Mr. G. H.
Wilkins, to whom the leadership has been entrusted,
has special qualifications for carrying out his task
with success. He is Australian by birth, and he has
a good knowledge of the country, where he has many
friends from whom he may expect to receive valuable
assistance. He has travelled extensively in various
parts of the world, and he has already acted as
naturalist to several important expeditions. He
spent four years, 1913-1917, on the coast of Alaska
and in the Beaufort Sea, as a member of the Stefansson
Canadian Arctic Expedition. In 1920 he visited

Graham Land with the Cope Expedition, and in
1921-22 he was with the Shackleton-Rowett Ex-
pedition, in the Quest, visiting South Georgia and the
Antarctic Quadrant from Enderby Land to Coats
Land. On the return journey valuable collections
were made at Gough Island.

Mr. Wilkins expects to be able to obtain assistance,

partly voluntary, in Australia, and thus to be provided
with a scientific staff among whom the various
branches of the work will be distributed. A special
effort will be made to obtain good series of mammals,
birds, insects, and other members of the land fauna,
and to spare some time for the collection of plants.
He will collect first in Queensland, at one or two
selected stations, going south when the rainy season
commences, revisiting Queensland in 1924, and
reaching the Cape York Peninsula in one or both
years.

A preliminary survey, on a smaller scale, by a
collector employed by the Godnian Exploration Fund
Trustees, has shown that the representation of
Australian mammals in the national collection is

by no means so complete as it should be ; and there
is good reason to believe that the projected expedition
will add considerably to existing knowledge. This
preliminary' work has been rendered possible by a
generous gift made by Dame Alice Godman and her
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daughters, in memory of the late Mr. F. du Cane
Godman, a trustee of the British Museum. The fund
thus created will enable the Museum to do much
useful work of a similar character, and its utility

would be greatly increased if it were to be augmented
by the contributions of other benefactors. It is not
sufficiently realised that the work of the Museum is

hampered in many directions by the want of funds
which would perhaps be supplied from private
sources if its needs were jnore generally known.

University and Educational Intelligence.

Aberdeen.—Mr. W. W. M'Clelland, additional

lecturer on education, has been appointed principal

lecturer on education in the Edinburgh Training
Centre.
The statutory' meeting of the council of the

Association of University Teachers of Scotland was
held in Aberdeen on Saturday, February lo. Prof.

F. O. Bower was appointed chairman of the council
for the ensuing year, and Dr. W. W. Taylor, honorary
secretary.

Bristol.—The following appwintments have been
made at the Agricultural and Horticultural Station
at Long Ashton : Mr. H. Briton-Jones, as lecturer

in mycolog>' ; Mr. Edward Ballard, as adviser in

plant pathology, and Mr. H. P. Hutchinson, as
organiser of research in willow growing.
Arrangements are being made for holding a summer

school on August 3-17. Prof. Lloyd Morgan will

again be president of the school, and Mr. W. W.
Jervis will act as director of studies.

Geography will, in future, be included as a subject
for the final part of the curriculum for the degree
of B.Sc.

CAMBRIDGE.—Mr. G. E. Briggs, St. John's College,

has been re-appointed demonstrator in plant physio-
logy.

A further report of the Syndicate appointed to
draft Ordinances to carry out the new statute for

the admission of women to degrees has just been
issued. In one very important point the report
has now been modified ; the women students are
to be given the right to admission to University
instruction effectively on the same terms as members
of the University. It looks as though one chapter in

this long-standing controversy is drawing to a close.

Revised regulations for the medical examination
have been submitted to the Senate for approval.
The transference of organic chemistry from the
First M.B. examination to the Second M.B. examina-
tion will facilitate the process by which the First

M.B. examination is passing from the University to
the schools.

Edinburgh.—The University Court has accepted
with much gratitude a gift by Mr. James A. Hood,
of Midfield, Lasswade, of the sum of 15,000/. to
endow a chair of mining. It is proposed that the
chair should be established by the University and
the Heriot-Watt College in co-operation.

The following appointments have been made ;

in the faculty of science. Dr. Malcolm Wilson to be
reader in mycology and bacteriology, and Dr. H.
Robinson reader in experimental physics ; in the
faculty of arts. Dr. G. A. Carse to be reader in

natural philosophy.
The Cameron prize in the faculty of medicine,

which is given annually in recognition of some
important and valuable addition to practical thera-
peutics, has been awarded for 1923 to Prof. J. J. R.
Alacleod, of the University of Toronto.

London.—A course of three free public lectures on
" Recent Work on Inborn Errors of Metabolism

"

will be given by Sir Archibald E. Garrod, in the

Robert Barnes Hall of the Royal Society of Medicine,

at 5.30, on Wednesdays, February 28, March 7
and 14.

Oxford. On February 13, Congregation had
before it a proposal to establi.sh a new final school

in science and philosophy. The scheme was intro-

duced by Prof. C. J. Webb and Mr. H. B. Hartley,

and supported by Profs. H. H. Joachim and J. L.

Myers. It was opposed by the Warden of Wadham
and Mr. H. W. B. Joseph, and thrown out on a
division by 66 to 38. Many will regret that an
opportunity for bringing scientific and philosophical

studies into closer relation has thus been lost. The
arguments of the opposition that carried most weight
were probably those that were concerned with
matters of practical difficulty rather than of

principle.

The reports of the Delegates for Forestry and of

the Committee for Rural Economy wer6 presented

to Convocation on February 20. The former report

gives the number of students at the beginning of

the year as 76. Lectures were delivered on silvi-

culture, general and tropical, forest management,

i

mensuration, protection, policy, valuation, utilisation,

botany, entomology, surveying, and engineering, by
Prof. Troup, Sir William Schlich, and others. Parties

of students were taken for practical instruction to

France. Austria, and various stations in England.
Full use was made of the practical training ground
of Bagley Wood. The first of the Oxford Forestry

Memoirs was issued during the year.

The Committee for Rural Economy reports the

number of students of agriculture as 134. Lectures

have been given by Prof. Somerville and others.

The University farm has been largely used for

practical demonstrations, and other farms have been
visited and important papers have been published.

A special study of farm management has been
conducted under the auspices of the Institute for

Research in Agricultural Economics. A research on
soils is in progress by Mr. G. R. Clarke.

Both of these departments show evidence of great

activity and efficiency. They have come to take an
important part in the present life of the University.

An engineering scholarship, of the annual value

of 70/., tenable for three years, provided by the

South Wales Institute of Engineers, is being ofiered

for competition by the University College of South
Wales and Monmouthshire. Further information,

and the form of application, may be obtained from
the Registrar, University College, Cardiff. Applica-

tions must be received by, at latest, March 19.

The annual general meeting of the Association of

Technical Institutions will be held at the Carpenters'

Hall, Throgmorton Avenue, London, E.C., on Friday

and Saturday, March 2 and 3. At the opening

meeting the president, the Right Hon. Walter
Runciman, will introduce the president-elect, Sir

Alfred Herbert, who will deliver his presidential

address. The following papers will be read on the

Friday afternoon and Saturday morning :
" Modern

Systems of Apprenticeship and Training of Young
Workmen with reference to Technical Education,"

Mr. W. Calderwood ;

" The Guilds of London and
Technical Education," Mr. C. C. Hawkins ;

" The
British Colour Industry—its Dependence on the

Place of Research in the Scheme of Higher Educa-
tion," Dr. H. H. Hodgson ;

" The Dyeing Industry,

Research Work and Technical Education," Dr.

Levinstein.
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Societies and Academies.

London.

Royal Society, February 15.—E. R. Speyer :

Researches upon the Larch Chermes (Cnaphalodes
strobilobius, Kalt.), and their bearing upon the evohi-
tion of the Chermesina? in general. Alternation of
form is the normal course of biological development
in all Chermesins, but it breaks down in Cnaphalopes
strobilobius, Kalt. The Progrediens type of all

Chermesinas is potentially a winged form, and is

not a true dimorphism of the Sistens type. The
Sexuales are different morphologically from all other
generations and are probably a new production in

evolution. Species which are purely parthenogenetic
have ceased to develop from an evolutionary point
of view, and show the probable course of evolution
in the various genera. Migration from one species
of conifer to another is responsible for a duplication
in the series of form-alternating, parthenogenetic
generations ; the series upon one conifer has become
morphologically different from that on the other
through the action of Natural Selection in two
different environments. In existing species with
two host-plants, that portion of the cycle which now
takes place upon the definitive host-plant has arisen
through a stimulus given by a recent return to
sexuality, this accounting for the linking up of the
two cycles and a duplication of the series of partheno-
genetic generations.—G. V. Anrep ; The irradiation
of conditioned reflexes. Experiments were performed
with tactile conditioned reflexes, the parotid gland
being taken as the effector organ. The tactile
reflexes estjiblished on one side of the animal irradiate
without a measurable decrement into the other side
of the animal. The conditioned inhibition is in
broad limits a cruder form of inhibition than the
differential inhibition. The irradiation of the condi-
tioned inhibition follows in the main the rules estab-
lished for the irradiation of the differential inhibition
and that of the reflex itself. The short trace reflexes
take an intermediate position between the simul-
taneous and the long trace reflexes.—M. Dixon and
H. E. Tunnicliffe : The oxidation of reduced gluta-
thione and other sulphydryl compounds. The reduc-
tion of methylene blue by the sulphydryl compounds,
reduced glutathione, cystein, and thioglycollic acid,
is an autocatalytic reaction. The active agent
producing this catalysis is the disulphide form
R . S . S . R. The disulphide compounds also catalyse
the oxidation of the sulphydryl compounds by
atmospheric oxygen. The form of the reaction
curves is not autocatalytic. The reaction velocity
in the cases of glutathione and cj-stein shows a sharjp
optimum at a pH of 7-4. Thioglycolhc acid does
not show this. The bearing of the.se results on the
conception of the function of glutathione and related
compounds in ti.ssue oxidation processes is discussed.

—J. C. Bramwell, R. J. S. McDowall, and B. A.
McSwiney : The variation of arterial elasticity with
blood pressure in man. A method is described by
which the extensibility of an artery- in living man
may be measured at all internal pressures up to the
diastohc pressure. As in the case of an isolated
artery, the extensibility decreases as the internal
pressure is increased.—L. J. Harris : On the existence
of an unidentified sulphur grouping in the protein
molecule. Pt. L—On the denaturation of proteins.
Pt. II.—On the estimation of c^^stine in certain
proteins. The conditions under which the grouping
reactive to nitroprusside is liberated from ovalbumin
and other proteins, and of its survival in the proteose,
peptone, and polypeptide molecule, were examined.
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The nitroprusside reaction, attributed by Arnold to
cystein, may be due to the presence of a grouping
of the thiopeptide type. Gravimetric estimation of
cystine in proteins by a new method indicates that
whereas in serum albumen the cystine accounts for
89 per cent, of the total sulphur content, in oval-
bumin 86 per cent, of the sulphur still remains to be
accounted for.—N. B. Laughton : Reflex contractions
of the cruralis muscle in the decerebrate and spinal
frog. In the decerebrate frog there was a prolonged
tonic after-effect in the contraction of the cruralis
muscle on reflex stimulation of the ipsilateral sciatic
nerve. No such tonic effect was observed in the
cruralis muscle of the spinal preparation. A shorter
latent period and a more rapid increment of height
were marked in the spinal preparations. During
spinal shock the height of the reflex contraction in
the spinal frog is not maximal. In half the experi-
ments the height of the myogram was greater in
the decerebrate than in the spinal preparations.

British Mycological Society, January 20.—H. Wor-
mald : Crown gall on nursery stock. Resume of
crown gall investigations and account of crown gall
on apple stock in this country.—Miss W. Ridler : The
fungus present in Lttnularia cruciata. The fungus is

not constant in occurrence, but when it occurs, it is

definitely localised. There is no evidence that the
fungus has any effect on the production of sexual
reproductive organs or gemmae or on the size of the
plants. The association is regarded as harmless
parasitism on the part of the fungus.—A. S. Home :

The systematic characters of closely allied strains of

Fusarium were described. Spore shape, dimensions,
and septations have proved exceedingly variable and
of less relative value in classification than occurrence
of sclerotia, chlamydospores, colouring principles, re-

lation to active hydrogen, etc. " Sectoring " often
occurs in culture and has resulted in increase in the
number of strains from 6 to about 14.—W. Brown :

Experiments on growth rate and cultural factors of the
same species of Fusarium. The amount of " staling

"

varied in different strains. Practically any cultural
characteristic can be developed in any one strain by
choosing suitably the composition of the various
constituents of a synthetic medium.—J. Ramsbottom :

Berkeley and Broome : An account of the way in

which these two mycologists became interested in the
stud}^ of fungi and associated together, as shown by
their correspondence in the British Museum (Natural
History).

Geological Society, February 7.—Prof. A. C.
Seward, president, in the chair.—G. Vibert Douglas:
Geological results of the Shackleton-Rowett {Quest)

expedition. The more detailed work commenced in
South Georgia, which lies goo miles east of Cape
Horn and is 100 miles long by 20 miles in width.
It is an upland dissected by glacial action. The
glaciers in general show signs of withdrawal. The
island consists of sedimentary rocks and, at the south-
eastern end, igneous rocks. The sediments may
represent two periods of deposition, divided by an
unconformity. The rocks all aliow signs of meta-
morphism, and the strike of the folds and lamellae

of the Dhyllites indicate that the pressure came
either from the south-south-west or from the north-
north-east. Elephant Island is situated in the
Powell group of the South Shetlands and is an ice-

covered plateau rising to 1200-1500 feet above sea-
level. The Tristan da Cunha Group, 1500 miles
west of the Cape of Good Hope, are of volcanic origin.

Gough Island, more than 200 miles south of the
Tristan da Cunha Group, is 8 miles long by 3 miles
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in width. It is a nionoclinal block, with dip-slopes

to the west and escarpments to the east. The lavas

forming these features are basaltic, and intrusive

into these lavas is a trachytic stock. Following this

intrusion the ba.salts were cut by a series of doleritic

dykes. In general, it is similar to Ascension and
St. Helena Islands.

Dublin.

Royal Dublin Society, January 23.—Prof. J. A.
Scott in the chair.— J. Joly : Isostasy and continental
drift.—H. H. Dixon and X. G. Ball : The structure

of the vascular supply to tlie storage organs of some
seedlings. According to the view that the trachea;

convey material onlv in an upward direction, and
are not functional in the downward transport of

organic sub.stance in the plant, the organs connecting
the stores of organic substances with embryos would
either contain no tracheal (woody) strands, or would
possess only vestigial traces of this tissue. In the
seedlings of Lodoicea sechellarum, Plifrnix cananeiisis,

P. dactylifera, P. stlveslris, and of V'icia faba, the
petiole of the cotyledon transports the stored organic
material to the growing embryo, and in the bundles
the tracheal or woody strand is normally de-
veloped, and in some cases, at least, the tracheic are
differentiated earlier than the sieve-tubes. Hence the
structure of these seedlings is in agreement with the
view that the wood transmits organic materials.

P.4RIS.

Academy of Sciences, January 29.—M. Albin Haller
in the chair.—Georges J. Remoundos : The iteration
of multiform functions.—A. Angelesco : A class of
polynomials and an extension of Taylor's and
Laurent's series.—E. Gau : The .study of invariants
relating to the characteristics of partial differential

equations of the second order with two independent
variables.—Birger Meidell : The probability of errors.

—Paul Piketty : Cold hardening by drawing. The
method of M. Scigle for increasing the strength of
metal bars by extension up to the elastic limit was
utilised by the author in 191 1 for reducing the
weight of steel in reinforced concrete construction.

—

Jean Chizy : The expression of Einstein's law in

Cartesian co-ordinates.—MM. Huguenard, Magnan,
and \. Planiol : A compensated hot wire anemometer.
The most convenient way of mounting a hot wire
anemometer is to measure the fall of potential over a
resistance placed in the circuit containing the hot
wire. The curve showing the gas velocity as a
function of the fwtential differences is nearly para-
bohc, and as a consequence accurate measurements
can be made only over a narrow field. If the shunt
be replaced by a fine platinum wire of variable re-

sistance, the conditions can be arranged to give a
hnear relation between the potential differences and
the gas velocity.— Kodolphe Soreau : The laws of
variation of the characteristics of standard air with
altitude. A new formula is deduced for the pressure
as a function of the altitude in which the tempera-
ture of the air is eliminated. The pressures calcu-
lated from the equation agree well with the experi-
mental results, the latter being computed from 89
observations with balloons at heights ranging up to
20,000 metres.—L. Decombe : The theory of gravita-
tion.—M. de Broglie and J. Cabrera : The gamma
rays of the radium and thorium family studied by
their photo-electric effect. The apparatus described
in an earlier communication has been applied to
determine the wave lengths of the gamma rays of the
mesothorium group.—A. Portevin and P. Chevenard :
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The dilatomctric study of the alloys of aluminium
with magnesium and silicon. The coefficients of

expansion of the alloys were obtained by a differential

method against a standard of pure aluminium.

—

Mile. G. Marchal : The dissociation of silver sulphate.
The dissociation was studied over the temperature
range 820° C.-i220° C, and the partial pressures of

oxygen, sulphur dioxide, and sulphur trioxide calcu-

lated for 28 temperatures between the.se limits.

—

Paul Mondain-Monval : The law of solution. Sodium
nitrate obeys the solubility law of Lc Chatelier very
closely.—Edouard and Remy Urbain : The atmolysis
of a gaseous mixture containing several constituents.

AppUcation to the mixture utilised in the sulphuric
acid industry by the contact method.—F. Loewinson-
Lessing : A relation between the atomic numbers and
atomic weights of the chemical elements. Starting
with helium, for the first twenty elements the atomic
weight is equal (within one unit) to the sum of the
atomic number of the element and of that immediately
succeeding it.—L. J. Simon and G. Chavanne : .X

new method of preparation of monochloracetic acid.

The preparation is based on the hydration of tri-

chlorethylcne by sulphuric acid (90-93 per cent.) at

a temperature of i7o^C. The yield is more than 90
pel cent, of the theoretical.—M. Tiffeneau and Mile. J.

Levy : Pinacolic and semi-pinacolic transpositions.

Comparison of the aptitude to migration of various

radicals. In these transpositions the migrating ten-

dency of the ethyl and benzyl groups is much more
marked than with the methyl radical. No satis-

factory cxjilanation for this can be given.—A.

Briquet : The invasion of the sea on the coast of

Berck and the teachings of recent geology. The
encroachments seriously threaten the Haut-Banc
hght and the City of Paris Hospital. The causes and
possible engineering remedies are discussed.—F.

Raspal ; Temperature measurements in trial borings

1700 metres deep near Molifires (Gard). At 1674
metres depth the temperature was 82°- 5 C. A rise

of i°C. per 24-3 metres was found as an average

over the range 300 metres to 1674 metres.—Pierre

Bonnet : The existence of the upper Silurian and
lower Devonian in southern Transcaucasia.—G.

Pontier : The presence of Elephas planifrons in the

red crag (English I'pper PHocene). An account of a
detailed e.xaVnination of a molar of E. planifrons

found north of Felixstowe in 1922.— J. Thoulet :

Relation between the depth of the hnc of appearance

of mud and the depth of the waves.—Ph. WehrU
and R. Cordebas ; The notion of phase in the study

of tlio undulatory perturbation of pressure.—Marcel

Mirande : Special elaborating organites (sterinoplasts)

of the epidermis in the scales of the bulb of the white

hly.—Robert Stumper ; New researches on the venom
of ants. Determinations of the percentages of formic

acid from three species of ants (Cataglyphis bicolor,

Camponolus tHhiops, and Camponolus maculatiis).

Formic acid was proved to be the only free volatile

acid present.— E. Aubel : The microbial metabolism

of lactic and pyruvic acids.—Rene Legendre and
Maurice Nicloux ; A mask designed for administering

oxygen in artificial respiration. After poisoning by
carbon monoxide or other gases, the efficiency of the

usual methods of artificial respiration is much in-

creased if oxygen is simultaneously administered.

The mask described resembles those used in adminis-

tering anaesthetics, and leaves the eyes uncovered.

It is furnished with two valves and is of small capacity.

Schafer's method of artificial respiration is recom-

mended.—Georges Mouriquand and Paul Michel : The
experimental conditions of the action of cod liver oil.

Its osteodystrophic power in the presence of an
insufficient food regime.
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Official Publications Received,

Ministerio da Agriiniltura, Industria e Commercio. Ammario publicado
pelo Observatorio Nacional do Rio de Janeiro, para o anno de ll»23.

(Anno 3H.) Pp. xiv + 4t>2. (Rio de Janeiro ; Imprensa Nacional.)
Ministerio da Asricultura, Industria e Commercio: Directoria de

Moteorolosia. Boletini Meteorologico : anno de liUl. Pp. v + ii4.

Boletim Meteorologico : anno de li*17. Pp.147. Boletim Meteorologico :

anno de liil8. Pp. v + lSO. (Rio de Janeiro.)
The Carnegie Trust for the Universities of Scotland. Twenly-flrst

Annual Report (for the Year lit21-2'2) submitted by the Executive* Com-
mittff to the Trustees on I4th February 1'.'23. Pp. iv+81. (Edinburj;h.)
Report of the Secretarj- of the Smitlisonian Institution for the Year

ending June 30, Ut22. (Publication 270'.'.) Pp. iii + 125. (Washington:
Govprnment Printing Office.)
V^stnlk Kralovske Ceskc Spolet^nosti Nauk. Tfida Matematicko-

Priiwiovedecka. Rocnik lii20. (Mumoires de la Societe Royale des
Sciences de Bohi-me. Classe des Sciences. „Annee U>20.) Pp. iv + 17
+ 20 + 2l-fll+2M + *;+43 + l>3. (Prague: F. nivnac.)
Imperial Department of Agriculture for the West Indies. Report on

the Agricultural Department, St. Vincent, for the Year lii21. Pp. jv + 44.

(Trinidad.) 6rf.

Diary of Societies.

SATURDAY, February 24.

Royal Institution of Grfat Britain, at 3.—Sir Ernest Rutherford :

Atomic Projectile;} and their Properties (2).

British Psvcholooical Soltety (at Bedford College), at 3.~Prof. T. H.
Pear: An Examination of some Current Beliefs concerning Muscular
Skill.—Miss M. MacFarlane : The Use of Mental Tests in American
Schools and Clinics.

MONDAY, February 20.

Victoria Institute, at 4.30.—Dr. A. T. Schofield : The Voices behind
Spiritism.

Institute of Actuaries, at 5.—P. H. McCormack : Damaged Lives
and Options.

Fellowship of Mkdicine (at Royal Society of Medicine), at 5.30.—C.
Row n tree : Cancer of the Breast.

Institution OF Mechanical Engineers (London Graduates' Section), at
7.—Prof. E. G. Coker : Photo-Elas timetric Researches on Mechanical
Engineering Problems.

Royal Society ok Medicine (Odontology Section), at 8.-Adjourned
Discussion on : Dental Sepsis as an (Etiological Factor in Disease of
other Organs.

Royal Geographical Society (at JColian Hall), at S.30.—Lt.-Col. T. T.
Behrens: The Brenner Pass Boundary and Italy's New Province.

TUESDAY, February 27.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—Sir Arthur E. Shipley

:

Life and its Rhythms : (1) Life and its Attributes.
British Science Guild (at Mansion House), at 3.30.—Sir Ronald Ross,

Kt. Hon. Sir Joseph Cook, and others: The Importance of promoting
Efficiency and Economy in Industry, Commerce and all Imperial
Affairs by the Progressive Use of Science and Scientilic Method.

Royal College of Physicians of London, at 5.—Dr. W. G. Savage:
Cannetl Foods in Relation to Health (2).

Institute of Marine Engineers, Inc., at );.30.—Eng.-Comdr. B. Beeman :

Auxiliary Machinery.
Royal pHoTOfiRAPeic Society ofGreat Britain, at 7.— R. Chislett: Bird
Life in the North Isles of Shetland.

Circle of Scientific, Technical, and Trade Journalists (at Institute
, of Journalists).— J. L. Greaves : Paper: Some developments in its Manu-
facture,— Discussion on the Requirements of Art, Trade, Technical and
other Journals.

WEDNESDAY, Fkbrdaby 28.

Geolooical Society of London, at 5.30.— S. H. Warren: The Late
Glacial Sta;4e of the Lea Valley (Third Report). With a Report on the
Arctic Flora by Mrs. Eleanor Mary Reid and Miss Marjorie Elizabeth
Jane Chandler.—S. H. Warren, with Appendices by Dr. C. W.Andrews,
Mrs. E. M. Reid, and Misi M. E. J. Chandler, A. S. Kennard, B. B.
Woodward, and M. A. C. Hinton: The Klej has-antiqum Bed of Clacton-
on-Sea (Essex), and its Flora and Fauna.

Royal Micro.scopigal Society (Industrial Applications of the Microscope
Section), at 7.—Demonstrations and Exhibits.—C Baker: The R.M.S.
Microscope (New Model).—C. Beck : Mercury Globules under Polari.sed
Light, Willi Special Reference to Dr. Owen's Communication read at the
last Meeting.—A. Gallenkamp and Co., Ltd. : The Gatlenkamp Electro-
metric Titration Apparatus, an "End Point" Indicator for all Acid,
Alkali and Oxidation Titrations.—Adam Hilger, Ltd. : Interference
Accessory for testing the Stands and Fine Adjustments of the Micro-
scoi)es—Vertical Illuminator for the Microscopical Examination of
Opaque Objects.—Ogilvy and Co. : Silverman Illuminator for Opaque
Objects and Standard Illuminator, both showing Similar Specimens for
Comparison of Image-W. Watson and Sons, Ltd. : A Petrological Bino-
cular Microscope for Glass Examination, illustrated by Lantern Slides.

—

H. J. Deidiain : Some Mounting Media for Microscopic Objects, especially
for Cotton and other Hairs and Fibres, and for general Microscopical
Work.—T. Terrell, junr. : The Use of the Microscope in the Gas Mantle
Industry.

RovAL Society of Arts, at 8.—Prof. W. E. S. Turner: Heat Resisting
G lasses.

British Psvcholouical Societv (Medical Section) (at Medical Society
of London), at 8.30.—Dr. J. A. Hadfield : Some Observations and
Criticisms of Psychotherapeutic Methods.

Royal Society of Medicine (Social Evening), at 0.—Sir William Hale-
White : Pasteur in Relation to Medicine.— Prof. T. M. Lowry : Pasteur
in Relation to Chemistry.—Dr. G. Monod : Pa.steur as an Artist,

THURSDAY, March 1.

RovAL Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—T. Stevens: Water Power
of the Empire (1).

Institi'te of Chemistry at 4.30.—Annual General Meeting.
Royal Society, at 4.30.—A. Mallock : Tlie Effect of Temperature on some

of the Properties of Steel.—Prof. C. H. Lees : Inductively Coupled Low
Resistance Circuits.—Lord Rayleigh : Studies of Iridescent Colour, and
the Structure producing it. I. The Colours of Pntassium Chlorate
Crystiils. II. Mother of Pearl. III. The Colours of I^ibrador Felsjxir.

—Dr. L. V. King: The Complex Ani-sotropic Molecule in Relation to
the Di.speision and Scattering of Lit'ht.

Royal College of Surgeons of London, at 5.—Dr. W. G. Savage:
Canned Foods in relation to Health (3).

Linnean Societv ok London, at 5.

Royal Af.ronautical Society (at Royal Society of Arts), at 5.30.—Maxtor
F. M. Green : Helicopters.

Child-Study Society (at Royal Sanitary Institute), at 6.—Prof. L. Hill

:

The Sun and Open-Air School.
Institute OF Eli-ctrical Engineers, at (i.—Report presented on behalf

of the British Electrical Research Association by S. W. Melsom and E.
Fawssett on Permissible Loading of British Standard Paper-insulated
Electric Cables.

Chemical Society, at 8.—N. V. Sidgwick : Co-ordination Compounds and
tlie Bohr Atom.—W. H. Gray: Silver Salvarsan —Prof. H. B. Dixon:
On the Propagation of the Explosion-wave through Gaseous Mixtures.

Royal Society of Medicine (Obstetrics and Gyno'cology Section), at 8.

—

8. For^dike : The Treatment of Hsmorrhage at the Menopause by
Radium, with a report upon 45 cases.

Camera Club, at 8.15.—G. B. Clifton: My Method of making Bromoil
Prints.

FRIDAY, March 2.

Association of Te(ibnical Institutions (Annual General Meeting) (at
Carpenters' Hall), at 11 and 2.—Sir Alfred Herbert : Presidential
Address.

Empire Forestry Association (at Guildhall), at 3.—Annual Meeting.
Royal Sopiety of Medicinf, (Lar>'ngology Section), at 4.45.— Dr. J,
Uorne : Tumours in the Inier-Arytenoid Space of the Larynx.

Philological Society (at University College), at 5.30.—C. T. Onions:
Dictionary Evening.

Junior Institution of Engineers, at 7.30.—C. Saxton : Glass-formini:
Machines.

British Medical Association (Marylebone Division), (at Medical Society
of London), at 8.—Dean Inge : Religion and Medical Sociology.

Royal Society of Medicine (Anitsthetici), at 8.30.— Dr. W. G. M*Cardie :

General Ana-sthesia in ordinary Dental Surgery (to be followed by a
discussion).

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 9.—Dr. G. C. Simpson : The
Water in the Atmosphere.

SATURDAY, March 3.

Association of Technical Institutions (Annual General Meeting) (at

Carjjenters* Hall), at 11 and 2.

Royal Institution of Grkat Britain, at 3.—Sir Ernest Rutherford:
Atomic Projectiles and their Properties (3).

PUBLIC LECTURES.

SATURDAY, February 24.

HoRNiMAN Museum (Forest Hill), at 3.30.—S. H. Warren : The Interplay
of Land and Sea.

TUESDA Y, February 27.

London School of Economics, at 5.—Sir Josiah Stamp: Statistics,

before, during, and after the War: Income and Wages.

WEDNESDAY, February 28.

London School of Economics, at 5.—Prof. Graham Wallas : The Competi-
tion of the Sexes for Employment (Stansfeld Lecture).

Kino's Colleoe, at 5.30.—Principal L. P. Jacks: The Limitations of
Natural Science.

Koyal Societv of Medicine, at 5.30.—Sir Archibald E. Garrod : Recent
Work on Inborn Errors of Metabolism. (Succeeding Lectures on
March 7 and 14.)

THURSDAY, March 1.

Royal Institute of British Architect.-s, at 5.—Sir Ryland Adkins :

Architecture and the Countryside (a Layman's Question).
University Collece, at 5.3o!— Prof. A. E. Richardson : The Public
Buildings of Sir Christopher Wren.

FRIDAY, Marcu 2.

King's Colleoe, at 5.30.—C. E. M. Joad : The Case for Pluralism (1).

(Succeeding Lectures on March 9 and 16.)

SATURDAY, March 8.

HoRNiMAN Museum (Forest Hill), at 3.30.—Miss M. A. Murray; Legends
of the Gods of Ancient Egypt.

J
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UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
A course of four lectures on "Electric Fields in Atomic Physics"

will be given by Professor E. T. WHITTAKER. F.R.S. (Professor of

Mathematics in the University of Edinburgh), at Usiversitv College,
London* (Gower Street, W.C.i), on March 13, 15, 20, and 22, 1923, at

5.15 P.M. At the first lecture the Chair will be taken by Professor L. N. G.

FiLON, F.R.S. (Goldsmid Professor of Applied Mathematics and Mechanics
in the University). ADMISSION FREE, WITHOUT TICKET.
Syllabus on application to the undersigned.

EDWIN DELLER, Academic Registrar,

KEBLE COLLEGE, OXFORD.
NATURAL SCIENCE SCHOLARSHIP, 1923.

An Examination will be held in this College on March 13 for two

SCIENCE SCHOLARSHIPS of the annual value of ;£8o, with laboratory

fees ;f20.

Subjects : Chemistry or Biology, with elementary Physics, and for

Biologists elementary Chemistry as well.

Intending candidates should apply to Dr. Hatchett Jackson, the

Science Tutor, for information.

BEDFORD COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON).

POST GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP IN SOCIOLOGY.

The Council of Bedford College for Women invite applications for the

above scholarship. Value ;^150 for one year. Open to women only.

For further information apply The Secretary, Bedford College,

Regent's Park, N.W. i.

APPOINTMENTS BOARD
OF THE

IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, S.W.;.

EMPLOYERS requiring men who have received a thorough training in

Science and Technology, and who are Diplomaies or Associates of the

Imperial College, or of one of its three constituent Colleges, are asked to

make use of the services of the Board. No fees.

The Imperial College includes The Royal College of Science, The Royal
School of Mines, and The City and Guilds (Engineering) College.^ The
Associates of the Colleges receive thorough training in Science and Tech-
nology, including Aeronautics, Applied Optics and Optical Engineering,

Biology, Chemical Technology, Chemistry (all branches). Engineering (all

branches, including Metallurgy, Mining, Mining Geology and Oil Tech-
nology), Geology, Mathematics and Mechanics, and Physics.

BATTERSEA POLYTECHNIC.
Principal—* \\0\\V.K\ H. PiCKARD, D..Sc., F.R.S.

University Courses, day and evening, under Recogni«d Teachers of

the University of London are provided in Science, Engineering and Music.

CHEMISTRY.—*;. Kenvon, D.Sc, F.l.C. ; ']. L. WHtxE. D.Sc.

PHYSICS.—' S. Marsh, B.Sc, Ph.D. ;
• A. E. Evans, H.Sc.

MATHEMATICS —T.M. Saxelbv, M.Sc, B.A. ;
• F. W. Habtev,

B.Sc, M.A. ; 'W. G. BiCKLKY, M.Sc.
MECHANICAL AND CIVIL ENGINEERING.—• W. E. M.

CuRNOCK, M.Sc, B.Eng. ; *J. B. Shaw, A.R.C.S., Wh.Ex. ; * H. M.
Edmonds, B.Sc ;

• V. C. Davies, B.Sc, A.M.I. Mech.E. ;
• H. L. DiNC-

WALL, B.Sc.(Eng.); K. Hamilton, B.Sc (Eng.); A.Watson, B.Sc.(Eng.).

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING. —* A. T. Dover, M.I.E.E.,
A.Am.I.E.E. ;

• H. C. Mann, A.M.I.E.E.; * H. W. Hartridge,
A.M.I.M.E.: "A. M. Parkinson, B.Sc. (Eng.).

MUSIC—'H. D. WETTON, Mus. Doc, F.R.CO.
* Denotes recognised teacher of University of London.

There are also :

—

D.-iy Technical College in Engineering and Science. Day Training
College of Domestic Science. Day Department of Hygiene and
Physiology. Day School of Art and Crafts.

Evening Courses in Engineering, Chemistry, Physics. Mathematics,

Bacteriology, Chemical Engineering, Hygiene and Physiology, Art,

Matriculation Subjects, Domestic Economy, Music, Physical Training.

Hostels for Women Students. Large playing fields at Merton.

ST. SAVIOUR'S AND ST. OLAVE'S GRAMMAR
SCHOOL FOR GIRLS,

NEW KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.i.

WANTED, for September, SCIENCE MISTRESS to lake Zoology in

Advanced Course and assist in Botany to Matriculation standard and in

General Elementary Science in Middle School. Good degree and experience

in teaching in Secondary School essential. Training preferred. Burnhani

Scale for London.—Apply to Headmistkess.

CHELSEA POLYTECHNIC,
CHELSEA, S.W.3. J

Day and Evening Courses in Science under Recognised Teachers ^
of London University.

I. INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT.
Technical Courses in Analytical and Manufacturing Chemistry,
Pharmacy, Food and Drugs, A,I.C. Courses, Metallurgy, Assaying,
Foundry Work, Research.

II. INDUSTRIAL PHYSICS DEPARTMENT.
Practical work in General Physics, Applications to Industries,

Mctrologj', Calorimetry, Illumination, Acoustics, Electrical

Measurement, Research.

111. BIOLOGICAL AND QEOLOQICAL DEPARTMENT.
Courses for B.Sc, etc., in Botany, Geology, Mineralogy, Zoology,
Special Courses in Bio-chemistry, Rio-physics, Bacteriology,
Physiology, Hygiene, Entomology, Plant Pathology. Course for

Tropical Planters, Research.

SIDNEY SKINNER, M.A.,
Telephone : Kensington 8oq. Principal.

BIRKBEGK COLLEGE.
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.)

/^r/««>a/—GEORGE SENTER, D.Sc. Ph.D., F.l.C

EVENING COURSES for the Degrees of the

University of London in the Faculty of Science and

for the Geography Diploma.

Facilities are also provided during both day and

evening for Post-Graduate and Research Work.

Calendar, is. ; by post, is. 5d. Prospectus free.

For full particulars, apply to the Secretary,

Birkbeck College, Fetter Lane, E.C.4.

LOWESTOFT SECONDARY SCHOOL.
APPOINTMENT OF HEADMASTER.

Applications are invited for the vacant post of HEADMASTER of the
Lowestoft Secondary' School. The successful candidate to take up duties
on September i. 1923.

The School is .1 day school of 430 boys and girls, governed by a Joint
Committee appointed by the East Suffolk County Council and the Town
Council of the Borough of Lowestoft, and is recognised by the Board of
Education under the Secondary Schools Regulations. A copy of the
Articles of Government can be obtained from the undersigned. Price
sixpence.

Applicants must hold a good Honours Dcgj-ee of a British University,
.ind must not be over 45 years of age.

Salary ^700 per annum.
Form of Application can be obtained on receipt of a stamped addressed

Foolscap Envelope, .applications to be sent in to the undersigned on or

before March 28, accompanied by copies of not more than three recent
testimonials.

Canvassing members of the Joint Committee, either directly or indirectK ,

will disqualify candidates.
R. BEATTIE NICHOLSON,

Education Offices, Town Hall, Town-Clerk, Lowestoft, and Secretary
Lowestoft, to the Joint Committee.

Februarj' 21, 1923.

UNIVERSITY OF ST. ANDREWS.
CHAIR OF CHEMISTRY IN UNITED COLLEGE AND DIRECTORSHIP

OF CHEMISTRY RESEARCH LABORATORY, ST. ANDREWS.
The University Court of the University ofSt. Andrews invite applications

for the Vacant CHAIR OF CHEMISTRY in the United College of St.

Salvator and St. Leonard, and for the Directorship of the Chemistry
Research Laboratory at St. Andrews. The Professor to be appointed will

enter upon his duties at October i. Further particulars will be furnished
by the undersigned, to whom applications, with at least three references,
should be sent, not later than May 15.

ANDREW BENNETT,
The University, St. Andrews, Secretary and Registrar.

February 1923.

EXCITING SEA EXPEDITION —
Vacancies for scientific men. Capital essential. Legion, 6 Adam
Street, .^delphi, London, W.C.z.

X-RAY TUBE STAND FOR SALE—Also
Casettes, Screen, etc. Write for list. Box No. 60, c/o Natuke
Office.
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Sequence in School Geometry.

THERK i.s discontent as to the condition of

geometry teaching in schools, and in the search

for remedies the question has been reopened whether

there should be an " agreed " sequence. It appears from

the report summarised in Nature of February 24,

p. 271, that 90 per cent, of those members of the .\ssist-

ant Masters' .Vssociation who replied to a questionnaire

voted for such a sequence, but there is the significant

note, '• The figures cannot be more than approximately

correct, as some of the replies were difficult to interpret."

It may be worth while to consider the question itself

:

what is meant by a " sequence" ; for, unless we are

clear about this, the question is ambiguous, and dis-

cussion, to say nothing about voting, may be wide

of the mark.

Fifty, fort)-, even thirty years ago the pathway

through school (and even college) mathematics was

beset with the notice " Verboten." A boy might not

use algebra in doing arithmetic ; analysis was for-

bidden in geometry papers ; calculus in doing analyti-

cal geometry or mechanics ; while to mention a sine

or cosine in the natural philosophy paper of a certain

examining body would have been to pull the very

whiskers of death.

Such, at least, were the facts as understood by those

still in stall! pupillari and as impressed upon them by

their immediate teachers, whatever liberty the higher

powers—the examiners—may have exercised in prac-

tice. But, above all, there must be no departure from

the order of Euclid, and to use a later proposition in

the proof of an earlier was mortal sin.

Now, here a distinction should be made : in part

Euclid's order is essential to his general argument

;

but in part it is not and is merely matter of chance or

convenience. For example, I. 16 (that the exterior

angle of a triangle is greater than either of the interior

opposite angles) of necessity comes before I. 32 (that

the exterior angle is equal to the two together) ; and

to use the latter to prove the former is a real error,

betraying want of grasp of Euclid's argument.

On the other hand, his Sixth Book (on proportion

and similar figures) does not depend on any proposi-

tion subsequent to I. 36 and I. 38 (that parallelograms

and triangles on equal bases and between the same

parallels are equal). Consequently, to use VI. 8 to

pro\e I. 47 would not have been false logic, or an

essential departure from his system, but merely a

variation from the particular method he chose to adopt.

Bv sequence, then, we may mean either essential

sequence, departure from which destroys the validity

of the argument, or merely the arrangement of the

subject-matter in an order dictated by convenience
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or taste, not by logic. Now, what is in the mind of

those who desire a uniform sequence, whether agreed

or imposed ? We do not know ; but it may be useful

to consider the case for both kinds of sequence—that

of logic and that of convenience. We will take the

latter first.

It would, no doubt, be convenient, as boys frequently

move from school to school, if all followed the same

general order—taking, for example, the circle before

similarity or vice versa. But agreement on an open

question like this is unhkely, for each of the equally

admissible orders would find strong advocates, and

teachers keenly interested in their work would not

willingly surrender their liberty.

The graver question, of course, is as to the logical

sequence. But in fact, the current practice of schools

has eliminated the question in this form ; for the

practice is now widespread (and the Assistant Masters'

Association's Report will give it further currency) of

beginning the formal study of geometry at a point

where a sufficiently broad quasi-a.xiomatic basis has

been established, namely, the conditions of congruency

of triangles and the angle properties of parallel lines.

This means in effect the abandonment, or at least

the postponement, of most of Euclid's propositions

up to I. 32. Experience has shown that many of these

individual propositions are not really grasped by the

ordinary boy, and if these are omitted others become

unnecessary, as they are mere links between the others.

The advantage of the omission is that a boy can begin

where the work is easy instead of where it is most

difficult.

Two questions of great importance emerge, however,

and it is probably to these that those who are, quite

justly, dissatisfied with the present state of things

should address themselves. First, how can we recover

anything that we have lost by departure from the strict

traditional system ; and second, when, if at all, should

boys be introduced to the initial difficulties which have

been evaded ?

As to the former, it is suggested that the proper

guiding word is not " sequence," but " interconnexion
"

—that the idea required is not so much that of a

single thread, as of a network of argument. It is an

excellent practice to take a known proposition and

trace its connexions backward. Thus the property

of a cyclic quadrilateral depends on the relation

between the angle at the centre and that at the

circumference ; this, again, depends on two early pro-

positions, namely, the e.xterior angle of a triangle is

equal to the two interior angles, and the angles at the

base of an isosceles triangle are equal ; the former de-

pends on the angle properties of parallels, the latter

on congruence. Following this process, wherever we
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begin, we always get back to one or both of these

fundamental principles.

This illustration shows how grasp of sequence can

be strengthened ; as illustration of interconnexion

take Pythagoras's proposition. It may be proved,

as in Euclid, by use of parallelograms and congruent

triangles ; or by variants, using parallelograms only,

which, however, depend on congruent triangles ; but

again it may be proved by the use of similar triangles

(Euclid VI. 8). But similar triangles rest on the

angle properties of parallels and on Euclid VI. 2, or

the equivalent proposition as to the segments made

on transversals by parallels, and this, again, depends

on congruence. Similarly, it seems unwise to neglect

either of the proofs of Euclid III. 35, 36 (rectangles

contained by segments of chords) ; the proof by

similarity is the easier and shows the inwardness of

the proposition better ; Euclid's proof brings out the

important fact that the rectangle is equal to It^-r^,

the " power of the point." Illustrations might be

multiplied ; but these will suffice to indicate what

is meant, the habit of tracing connexions which gives

mastery of the whole, and, it may be added, greatly

increased power in what, after all, is the essential

thing, the art of doing riders.

The second question does not, perhaps, as yet

admit of so definite an answer : when and how far

should pupils be asked to face the initial difficulties—

•

congruence, parallelism, and the link propositions

(e.g. inequalities) necessary for dealing with them ?

A partial answer may be given with some confidence :

not until they have mastered the rest of the work

and have gained power in solving problems. Beyond

this it is not safe to dogmatise, but if geometry is

worth studying for its own sake, for its beauty and

essential interest, and not merely as an exercise in

logic, it is quite possible, and, indeed, for most boys

probable, that they will gain more by going on

—

by studying the ordinary developments not contained

in Euclid, e.g. coaxal circles, pole and polar, inversion,

etc., and geometrical conies, to say nothing of solid

geometry— than by going back to examine first

principles. Still in sixth form work, possibly in

favourable circumstances in a fifth form, time

might well be found for this
;

properly handled it

would arouse great interest and would certainly be

well within the power of the boys—as it is not within

that of a third form. It involves, above all, the

parallels axiom and some consideration of the relation-

ship between axioms and definitions ; in fact, it is

quite as much a philosophic as a mathematical question.

Its treatment would be rendered more effective by

some knowledge of non-Euclidean geometry on the

part of the teacher.
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The Development of the Quantum Theory.

(i) Molenilar Physics. By Dr. James Arnold Crowther.

(Text-books of Chemical Research and Engineering.)

Third edition. Pp. \iii + i89. (London: J. and

A. Churchill, 1923.) 75. 6d. net.

(2) The Quantum Theory. By Prof. Fritz Reiche.

Translated by Dr. H. S. Hatfield and Henry L.

Brose. Pp. v-(-i83. (London: Methuen and Co.,

Ltd., 1922.) 6^. net.

TO give an intelligible account of the modern

theory of " quanta " is a difficult, if not an

impossible, task. Many of the ideas involved are un-

familiar, and between them and the laws of orthodox

physics lies an unbridged gulf. Our sjinpathy must

therefore be extended to the authors of the two volumes

under consideration in the attempts they have made

to explain and elucidate the theory. Dr. Crowther

has added an interesting chapter of an elementary

character on quanta to his book on molecular physics,

and although his treatment is, perhaps necessarily,

somewhat didactic he has succeeded in bringing out

clearly the difficulties to be faced and the method of

meeting them. " The merit of Planck's theory is not

so much that it removes our troubles altogether, but

that it packs them all together into one bag, so to

speak, so that they become easier to handle." Prof.

Reiche has given an exceptionally lucid exposition of

the origin and development of the quantum theory,

and the translation of his book, which appears to have

been carefully carried out, may be recommended to

. English-speaking students of the subject. It is to be

regretted that the bad example of the German original

has been followed in collecting together indiscriminately

mathematical notes and references to the number of

325 in an appendix of more than fifty pages.

The birth of the quantum theory w'as December 14,

1900, when Dr. Max Planck, professor of theoretical

physics in the University of Berlin, made a com-

munication to the German Physical Society on the

distribution of energy in the normal or " black body "

spectrum. He described a new method of obtaining

the formula (which he had announced a few weeks

earlier), representing the way in which the energy is

divided between the various frequencies which go to

form the complete continuous spectrum of the radia-

tion. In order to secure agreement with experimental

results Planck was led to the hypothesis of energy

quanta, according to which the radiation energy of

any assigned frequency ;- can be emitted and absorbed

only as an integral multiple of an element of energy

t = hv, where A is a constant of Nature, now known as

Planck's constant. The numerical value first given

by Planck was A = 6-55 x lo"*' erg. sec, a value which
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is in remarkably good agreement with later determina-

tions by several widely different methods. The

fundamental relation of Planck's theory may be

written in the form tjv=nh, where n is a positive

integer. Thus A is a quantity of the dimensions of

energy multiplied by time, that is of " Action " as

that term is used in connexion with the Principle of

Least Action, and the universal constant h represents

a true atom of Action. Jeans remarks that " an

attempt to imagine a universe in which action is

atomic leads the mind into a state of hopeless con-

fusion." Perhaps the attempt would be less bewilder-

ing were it possible to visualise more clearly the four-

dimcnsional space-time world of Minkowski, in which

action rather than energy is conserved. An element

of this world may be regarded as an element of action.

In dealing with the radiation problem an incan-

descent body may be pictured as containing a large

number of small oscillators, or Hertzian resonators,

which are capable of acquiring energy and emitting

radiation. In the first form of Planck's theory the

fundamental hj'pothesis was that each resonator can

acquire or lose energy only by sudden jumps, in such

a way that its store of energy must always be an

integral multiple of the quantum hv. Thus a resonator

of high frequency can avail itself of energy only in

large units, while a resonator of low frequency can

absorb or emit energy in small quantities. It is not

difficult to see that consequently the radiation will

contain comparatively little light either of very short

or of very long wave-length. There must be some

intermediate value of the frequency corresponding to

maximum emission of radiation, as is actually found

to be the case in experiments on the distribution of

energy in the spectrum of a " black body." By
combining this conception of energy elements with

Boltzmann's definition of entropy, Planck arrived at

his celebrated radiation formula, which is found to

agree closely with the results of observation. To

minimise the difficulties associated with the discon-

tinuous emission and absorption of radiation, Planck

put forward modified forms of his theory later on,

but many writers, including Poincare, prefer the more

drastic treatment originally proposed.

The failure at low temperatures of the law of Dulong

and Petit, which assigns a constant value to the pro-

duct of atomic weight and specific heat of a solid, may

be explained if we abandon here, as we have already

done in dealing with radiation, the principle of the

equipartition of energy and make use, in some form

or other, of the idea of a quantum. Einstein in 1907

was the first to attempt to solve this problem by

applving the unitary theory of energy to the vibra-

tional energy of the atoms of a solid. A more com-
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plete and satisfactory theory was put forward in 1912

by Debye, who, instead of assuming a definite frequency

characteristic of a particular substance^ imagined the

solid capable of vibrating so as to yield a whole

spectrum of frequencies from zero up to an assigned

maximum. Still better agreement with experiment

was secured by a modification of Debye's theory

proposed by Born and Karman. Prof. Reiche gives

an excellent account of this theory, which regards the

solid not as a continuous elastic substance, but as an

arrangement of atoms in a space lattice.

Perhaps the most startling application of the quan-

tum theory is found in the remarkable connexion

between moving electrons and electromagnetic waves.

When light of sufficiently short wave-length is allowed

to fall upon a polished metal plate, negative electrons

are set free with a velocity v which depends upon the

frequency v of the exciting light. The maximum
kinetic energy of an electron {hmfl) increases with

frequency in agreement with a formula first suggested

by Einstein on the basis of the hypothesis of " light

quanta." This fundamental law of photo-electric

activity may be written

where r,, is a definite frequency characteristic of the

metal on which the radiation falls. The equation

possesses a very high degree of generality, for it applies

not only to ordinary light, but also to X-rays, and

appears to be valid not only in the case of emission

of electrons under the influence of light, but also when

emission of radiation is brought about in consequence

of the impact of electrons. The extraordinary problem

involved in this reciprocal relation has been well put

by Sir William Bragg :
" It is as if one dropped a

plank into the sea from a height of 100 ft., and found

that the spreading ripple was able, after travelling

1000 miles and becoming infinitesimal in comparison

with its original amount, to act upon a wooden ship

in such a way that a plank of that ship flew out of

its place to a height of 100 ft. How does the energy

get from one place to another ? " " In many ways

the transference of energy suggests the return to

Newton's corpuscular theory. But the wave theory

is too firmly established to be displaced from the

ground that it occupies. We are obliged to use each

theory as occasion demands, and to wait for further

knowledge as to how it may be possible that both

should be true at the same time."

The quantum theory of spectral series, with which

the name of the Danish physicist Niels Bohr will

always be associated, is based on two fundamental

ideas. The first is a natural extension of the principle

involved in the photo-electric effect. Bohr argued
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that when an atom emits monochromatic radiation of

frequency v, it must be because the atomic system

has lost energy of amount hv. But a second applica-

tion of the quantum principle is required in order to

fix the " stationary states " of the atomic system, that

is, to determine the permissible grbits. By the applica-

tion of these hypotheses Bohr was brilliantly successful

in deducing Balmer's and certain similar series emitted

by hydrogen, and the series in the enhanced spectrum

of helium.

The later and more general formulation of the

quantum theory put forward by Wilson, Sommerfeld,

Ishiwara, and others, has linked together the various

interpretations given for the quantum constant, and.

has made further progress possible in different direc-

tions. Sommerfeld, taking into account the dependence

of the mass of the electron upon its velocity, has been

able to explain and even to predict the fine structure

of the lines in the simpler series, and has obtained

results of great interest in connexion with X-ray

spectra. !Much light has also been thrown by the

theory on the resolution of spectral lines under the

influence of an electric or a magnetic field.

Attempts have been made with a certain measure

of success to apply the quantum theory to explain the

facts of magnetism, and the existence of discrete tubes

of magnetic induction of strength hfe (where e is the

electron charge) has been suggested. To meet the

demands of the principle of relativity it may be

necessary to postulate discrete electromagnetic tubes,

or "calamoids," in four dimensions. Theoretically

there is much to be said for the introduction of the

" magneton," as one of the ultimate constituents of

atomic structure. Here we are brought face to face

with one of the outstanding problems of physics. Is

the atom a solar system in miniature in which electrons

are in rapid orbital motion about a massive nucleus,

or is it possible to employ stationary electrons or

magnetons to give an approximately statical model .''

The quantum mechanism imagined by E. T. Whittaker

may yield an answer to this question. Then what

are we to say as to the bearing of the quantum theory

on the still more difficult question of the structure of

the nucleus itself !

Prof. Reiche heads his last chapter " The Future,"

and propounds a series of questions still awaiting

solution. " That there are discrete mechanical and

electrical systems, characterised by quantum condi-

tions and marked out from the infinite continuity of

' classically ' possible states, appears certain. But

where does the deeper cause lie which brings about

this discontinuity in nature ? ... Is radiation really

propagated in the manner claimed by the classical

theory, or has it also a quantum character ? Over
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all these problems there hovers at the present time

a mysterious obscurity. In spite of the enormous

empirical and theoretical material which lies before

us, the flame of thought which shall illumine the

obscurity is still wanting. Let us hope that the day

is not far distant when the mighty labours of our

generation will be brought to a successful conclusion."

H. S. Allen.

History of Medicine,

(:) The School of Salem uin : Regimen Sanitatis

Salernitanum. The English Version, by Sir John

Harington. History of the School of Salernum, by

Dr. Francis R. Packard, and a Note on the Pre-

historv' of the Regimen Sanitatis, by Dr. Fielding

H. Garrison. Pp.216. (London : Oxford University

Press, 1922.) 145. net.

(2) Life and Times oj Ambroise Pari (1510-1590)

:

With a New Translation of his Apology and an

Account of his Journeys in Divers Places. By Dr.

F. R. Packard. Pp. xii + 297. (London: Oxford

University Press, 1922.) 28^. net.

(3) The Gold-Headed Cane. By Dr. W. Macmichael.

New edition. Pp. xxvii + 261. (London: Oxford

University Press, n.d.) i(>s. net.

THE growing interest in the study of the history-

of medicine to which the recent congress held in

London testified (see Nature, August 26, 1922, p. 296),

is further exemplified by the publication of these three

fine volumes from the Oxford University Press under

the editorship of Dr. Francis S. Packard, editor of

" The Annals of Medical History." All the works

in question are classics, and perusal of them forms an

attractive introduction to the study of medical history,

illustrating as they do the development of medicine

at different periods.

(i) The " Regimen Sanitatis Salernitanum " is a

handbook of domestic medicine written in verse for

the benefit of laymen and particularly for Robert,

Duke of Normandy, the eldest son of William the

Conqueror, who on his way to the Holy Land passed

a winter at Salerno in 1096. He visited it again on

his return from the Crusades in 1099, to seek relief,

it is said, for a poisoned wound of the arm which he

had received in the war. As Dr. Garrison points out

in an introductory note, in the 14th and 15th centuries

there was a veritable flood of hygienic rules addressed

to great lords and ladies for their use in travel, cam-

paigns, or pregnancy, all dealing with dietetics, oral

hygiene, care of the hair, sleep, etc. The author-

ship of the " Regimen " is doubtful. Although

Daremberg, who published the most complete modem
edition in 1830, regarded it as the work of several hands,
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it is generally attributed to John of Milan, who was

head of the .School of Salerno at the end of the nth

century. The text of the various copies in existence

differs considerably in length. Thus the text annotated

by Arnold of Villa Nova (1235-1311), which is used in

the present edition, contains 363 lines, whereas some

manuscript editions contain less, and others more

than a thousand lines. The translation in this edition

is that published in 1607 by Sir John Harington, a

well-known scholar and courtier of the time of Queen

Elizabeth, under the title of " The Englishmans Doctor

or The Schoole of Salerne or Physicall Observations

for the perfect Preserving of the Body of Man in

Continuall Health." The English text is accompanied

by notes and embellished by curious illustrations taken

from old editions of the " Regimen." A list of the

more readily accessible works dealing with the School

of Salerno is appended.

(2) The volume dealing with Ambroise Pare will by

many readers be found to be the most attractive of

the three books under notice. It contains not only a

translation in which the spirit of the original is well

preserved, of one of Park's most remarkable writings,

but also an admirable sketch of the period in which he

lived, including an account of the Faculte de Medecine,

the Confrerie de Saint Come, and the community of

barber surgeons, as well as a chronological description

of Pare"s works. The " Apologie et traite contenant

les voyages fails en divers lieux," of which Dr. Packard

offers a new and complete translation, was written in

answer to a book published in 1580 by Etienne

Gourmelen, dean of the Faculte de Medecine, who

attacked Pare for his treatment of wounds and his

use of the ligature. After showing that he had been

preceded in the use of the ligature by a host of great

authorities, including Hippocrates, Galen, Avicenna,

Guy de Chauliac, Vesalius, Jean dc Vigo, and others,

Pare relates the histories of cases in which he had

applied the method with success. The rest of the

work consists of a description of the campaigns in

Italy, France, Germany, and Flanders in which Pare

took part, and of those whom " he dressed and God

cured." The book is copiously illustrated, there being

27 full page plates, 22 text illustrations, and two folded

maps of Paris of the i6th and 17th centuries.

(3) A cane in previous centuries was the appanage

of every physician, and was usually crowned with a

hollow knob of gold, silver, or ivory containing aromatic

substances to keep off contagion. The gold-headed cane

which has given its name to this volume had a crutch-

shaped handle. The book consists of the supposed

narration of a gold-headed cane which originally

belonged to Radcliffe, and passed successively into

the hands of Mead, x\skew, Pitcairn, and Baillie, whose

I I
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professional careers it describes. On the death of

Baillie, whom Sir William Osier regarded as in many

ways the most distinguished possessor of the cane,

his widow gave it to Sir Henry lialford, who presented

it to the Royal College of Physicians, in the library

of which it now reposes.

The memoirs of the cane give a vivid account

of the social and professional life of the leading

London physicians in the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries, including descriptions of the early meetings

of the Royal Society. Of special interest is the

life of Dr. Mead, of whom it is said that " of all

physicians he gained the most, spent the most, and

enjoyed the highest fame not only in his own but in

foreign countries." Apart from their professional

attainments. Mead and Askew were highly accomplished

scholars and ardent bibliophiles, the extent of their

acquisitions being shown by the fact that the sale of

Mead's library took twenty-eight days and that of the

Bibliotheca Askeviaha twenty days. The real author

of " The Gold-Headed Cane " was Dr., afterwards

Sir William Macmichael, censor to the College of

Physicians on two occasions and subsequently

physician-in-ordinary to the King. Macmichael also

wrote a small and entertaining volume entitled " Lives

of British Physicians." The first edition of " The

Gold-Headed Cane " was published in 1827, two years

after the opening of the present home of the Royal

College of Physicians in Pall Mall, and the second

edition appeared the following year. A third edition

was published in 1884, or forty -five years after

Macmichael's death, by Dr. William Munk, registrar

of the College, who continued the narrative down

to 1871.

Frontier Tribes of Assam.

The Lhota Nagas. By J. P. Mills. With an Intro-

duction and Supplementary Notes by J. H. Hutton.

(Published by direction of the Government of Assam.)

Pp. xxxix + 255. (London: Macmillan and Co.,

Ltd., 1922.) 2$s. net.

MR. MILLS'S monograph on the Lhota Nagas is

a worthy supplement to the accounts of the

Anwami and Sema branches of the Naga tribes published

by the enterprise and liberality of the Government of

Assam, and written by Mr. J. H. Hutton, who has

contributed a valuable introduction and notes to the

present work. The volume contains a full description,

pressed down and running over, of the life of this

interesting people, who are now losing their identity

by the influence of Christian and Hindu propaganda.

A pleasant feature in the writer's work is the sympathy

he shows for this childlike people, fully reciprocated
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by them, who showed their loyalt>- in the great war

and claim to have defeated the Germans under the

leadership of their white chief.

The most important part of the book is the intro-

duction, in which Mr. Hutton, with unrivalled know-

ledge, sums up the latest conclusions on the ethnography

of the Nagas. It gives a final blow to the methods

pursued by the late Sir H. Risley and his school in

dealing witli the problems of Indian ethnology. Risley

assumed that groups like Brahmans and Rajputs were

homogeneous entities, and that it was possible by the

measurement of a few skulls, collected haphazard, to

Fig. 1.— .X Lliola warrior in full dress. From " The Lhola Nagas."

decide their position in liis ethnological scheme. It

has now been proved that these groups are in no sense

homogeneous, and Mr. Hutton shows that the Naga

tribes represent the convergence and assimilation of

at least three streams of immigrants. " No Naga tribe

is of pure blood, but the area which they inhabit has

been the scene of immigrations from north-east, north-

west, and south, and the different stocks introduced

in this way have entered into their composition.

Indeed, in view of the struggles that ha\-e taken place

for the fertile plains of Burma to the east and India

to the west, it is inevitable that some elements worsted

in these struggles should have been pushed up into

the hills." This is good sense and well expressed, and

there is now no justification for accepting a hasty, ill-
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considered generalisation, or for assuming the division

of the Indiarh races into a series of water-tight com-

partments, a view contradicted by the whole course

of Indian history.

Among the elements which contribute to the

formation of the Naga group of tribes must now be

recognised the Negrito, because Mr. ITutton has

detected among them examples of a type " with a

decidedly dark-brown skin and fuzzy hair." But it

is to the Mon-Khmer races, deriving their origin

ultimately from China and later from Burma, that

we must look for the main constituents of the Naga

farther ea.st. It thus marks a decided advance towards

the settlement of some of the most urgent problems

of Indian ethnology.

Mr. Mills's work is an excellent example of field-work

in ethnology, and it only remains to say that his

monograph is furnished with a fine series of photo-

graphs, maps, and an admirable index compiled bv

Lieut.-Col.
J. Shakespear.

Fic. 1. A niccliciiie iii.'in {KuiSiit) In a fit. I'l Till: Lhula N;i

type. .Mr. Mutton is possibly pushing the evidence a

little too far when he suggests a comparison between

a form of spear with ornamental barbs curving outwards

from the shaft, a peculiar dao knife, and a shouldered

hoe, with similar weapons and implements used by the

Igorots of the Philippine Islands, as proving the common
origin of these races. The general conclusion is quite

acceptable, but it will need much further exploration

to bring to light that amount of material by which
so wide a generalisation can be established. But Mr.

Mutton, who writes in a scholarly way and without

any trace of dogmatism, is clearly working on scientific

lines, and his admirable introduction throws much-
needed light on the connexion of the races of eastern

India with those of the Malay Peninsula and the islands
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Our Bookshelf.

An Introduction to the Cheiuistry of Plant Pro-
ducts. By Dr. Paul Haas and T. G. Mill.

Vol. 2: Metabolic Processes. Pp. viii + 140.

(London : Longmans, Green and Co., 1922.)
75. bd. net.

The first volume of this work is already well

known to students of plant physiology ; first

issued in 1912, it is already in its third edition.

In this third edition the more physiological

jsroblems were left for treatment in this second
\olume, which is in effect a completely new
liook. In the brief preface the authors describe

their choice between the alternative methods
of treatment, and every student will be grateful

for their courageous decision to attempt a con-
nected account of the present state of our know-
ledge rather than an encyclopaedic digest of the

literature. The result is a book much more
open to criticism but infinitely more valuable.

After a brief introductory section, devoted
mainly to modern methods of measuring and
expressing hydrion concentration, the syntlictic

metabolism of fats, carbohydrates and proteins
is briefly considered, and two long chapters
dealing respectively with respiration and growth
conclude a short but exceedingly suggestive
volume.

In the reviewer's opinion, the authors have
(lone a great service to botany by their clear,

concise and eminently readable treatment of their

subject. The brevity of the section devoted to

fats probat)ly adequately reflects our ignorance

of their metabolism in the plant, though one would
have liked to see reference to the recent investiga-

tions of Xeuberg and his collaborators. The section

on photosynthesis forms an admirable complement to

the monograph upon carbon assimilation by Jorgensen
and Stiles, which considers the same problems from a
more physical point of view.

The treatment of protein metabolism is somewhat
scanty, again a correct reflection of our ignorance, but
an introduction to the recent work upon the relation of

hydrion concentration to the chemical and phvsical

behaviour of the amphoteric protein would have been

very valuable for tiie English reader. The emphasis
given to the dehydrase mechanism in the treatment of

respiration seems to the reviewer entirely sound ; until

oxidase mechanisms can lie proved more effective upon
sugars, their significance as a general respiratory

mechanism must remain under suspicion. The chapter
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on growth is very clear and well balanced ; it is prob-

ably too early to hope for a critical treatment of the

metabolic machinerj- of growth—at present there is

very little metabolism in this chapter.

Among the Head-hunters of Formosa. By Janet B.

Montgomery McGovern. Pp. 220 + plates. (London :

T. Fisher Unwin, 1922.) 15.S. net.

Although Mrs. McGovern's interesting account of

the aborigines of Formosa is written for the general

public rather than the scientific reader, it is welcome
as a first instalment of the information she acquired

during her two years' stay on the island. Our know-
ledge of these peoples is very defective, and the more
detailed studv which she promises will be awaited

eagerly. In this book the author draws an attractive

picture of a people of many virtues, notwithstanding

their head-hunting proclivities. Their culture and

social organisation are of considerable interest, not

the least noteworthy feature being the existence of

a matriarchate vested in priestesses. Their religion

consists mainly in reverence for their ancestors, but

among the Taiyals, whose mountainous country is

subject to violent rain-storms, the rain-devil is natur-

ally of much importance. They do not, however,

propitiate him, but avert his unwelcome attentions

by a ceremony in which the priestesses, armed with

knives, engage in what is clearly a combat with the

spirit.

The aboriginal tribes show no traces of totemism

or exogamy, although the marriage of first cousins

is strictly prohibited. Their language belongs to the

Malayan family, and the author considers that the

affinity to the Indonesian peoples, which has been

suggested by other writers, is supported by the occur-

rence of the nose-flute and pile-dwellings among them.

In this connexion it may be noted that the prominence
of priestesses in religious ceremonies, the sacred

character of certain jars, and the significance of birds

as omens, find a close parallel in the customs of certain

tribes of Borneo.

Bureau of Education, India. Occasional Report No. g.

The Planning and Fitting up of School Laboratories.

By M. C. S. Anantapadmanabha Rau. Pp. vii + 40
+ 8 + 18 plates. (Calcutta: Government Printing

Office, 1921.) 1.4 rupees.

Works upon the material requirements of laboratories

are very few, and as this subject is growing in import-

ance published information is always to be welcomed.
The first sixteen pages of the report deal with the general

planning and relation of rooms and the arrangement
and characters of the fittings they contain. In the

remarks on construction it is surprising to see " brick

nogged " partitions recommended as light suspended
walls ; in this country it has become rare even to

find such construction in re-modelling buildings. The
author proceeds to describe the fittings in detail, and
while he gi\'es a valuable summary every one will not
agree with all his recommendations ; thus he suggests

lead for the bottoms of fume cupboards, and that the

gas jet operating the draught should be placed at the
top of the ventilating shaft near the exit, which would
usually be a very inconvenient location. The plates

which occupy the greater part of the volume give a
series of good diagrammatic figures of fitting and plans
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of rooms, showing how these are laid out. These
drawings are fully dimensioned and should prove of

service in designing, though, here again some difference

of opinion may arise on the use of details ; for example,
metal handles, indicated for bench drawers, seem open
to question. These are small criticisms and the volume
will undoubtedly prove of considerable service.

A Summer in Greenland. By Prof. A. C. Seward.
Pp. xii + ioo-i-29 plates. (Cambridge: At the

University Press, 1922.) 75. net.

Two months in west Greenland, where he went to

collect fossil and recent plants in the summer of 1921,

taught Prof. Seward the fascination of polar regions.

Every chapter of this charming little book shows
that the country has cast its spell over him. He does

not attempt to justify his publication, but no justifica-

tion is necessary. The book is a welcome addition

to the literature of polar regions, for very little on
Greenland has appeared in English in recent years.

The author deals mainly with the botany and geology

of the country, but there are some notes on its people

and history, and a number of excellent illustrations

and two maps. In the comparison of Arctic and
Antarctic floras a correction may be made. Prof.

Seward is mistaken in saying that not a single flowering

plant has been disco\-ered within the Antarctic Circle.

The grass Deschampsia antarclica, which he cites from

lat. 62° S., where, by the way, a true Antarctic climate

occurs, was found, along with Colobanlhus crassifolius,

in lat. 68° S. in the west coast of Graham Land by the

French Antarctic expedition in 1909. Another small

point may be noted. Thule, in lat. 76° 35' N., on the

west coast of Greenland, is not the most northerly

settlement in existence. Even if the Eskimo camp
of Etah in lat. 78° 20' N. be passed over, there is the

large Norwegian coal-mining settlement of Xyaalesund

in King Bay, Spitsbergen, in lat. 78° 55' N.

Storiesfrom the Early World. By R. M. Fleming. Pp.

156 + 12 plates. (London : Benn Bros. Ltd., 1922.)

15J. net.

The success which has attended Miss Fleming's book,
" Ancient Tales from Many Lands," has encouraged her

to publish a second collection of tales dealing with the

early world. In an interesting summary of the con-

clusion Prof. H. J. Fleure tells us that folk tales " have

as their basis the interest of men in one another's ways
when even neighbour people had very distinct civilisa-

tions." These tales cover a wide area and represent

various phases of ancient life. One from America
illustrates life before the domestication of animals, but

recent investigation shows that cultivation is in many
regions as old as herding. Many stories indicate the

beginnings of trade and the social value of craftsman-

ship in the earlier development of settled life. That of

Crcesus suggests the conflict between farmer-fishery in

the iEgean and the warrior tribes of Media. That of

Bilkis, Queen of Sheba, shows the Hebrews from the

point of view of Islam, but Miss Fleming might have

given the incident when Solomon hears that the Queen's

legs were hairy, and forces her to raise her skirts in

passing over the glass floor of his palace, believed to be

a river, one incident which has parallels from India,

strangely omitted in this world-wide survey. But folk
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tales must not be pressed too far as evidence of pre-

historic or ancient life. They have wandered too much
to be distinctive of special types of culture—what is

permanent is the incident, which is combined in many
ways according to the fancy of the story-teller. The
book, as a whole, is interesting and suggestive, and
supplies excellent reading for children.

Marine Works : a Practical Treatise for Maritime
Engineers. Landowners, and Public Authorities. By
E. Latham. Pp. xii + 174. (London : Crosby Lock-
wood and Son, 1922.) i6s. net.

The scope of Mr. Latham's book is fairly wide, as may
be seen from the following brief list of subjects treated :

waves, maritime structures, tidal berths, pile-driving,

marsh lands, coast defence, navigable rivers, scour

and deep-water quays. There is also an appendix
on legal aspects of maritime engineering. The treat-

ment of these subjects is a little uneven. Some parts

of the volume are detailed and contain much useful

information, particularly in regard to unit cost prices

of work actually carried out. Elsewhere, there is a
superficiality a little out of keeping w-ith the title of
" Treatise." For example, in the first chapter the

author states that " the theor\' of wave action is of

little practical value," and dismisses the matter with
some scanty reference to certain writers who would
scarcely claim that their contributions to the literature

of the subject are as weighty and authoritative as

those by others whose names are ignored. Tiiis rather

slighting allusion to theory is scarcely justified by the

facts. There are other opinions and views expressed,

to which exception might be taken, but apart there-

from, there is much that is useful as an addition to

technical knowledge. The book is stated to be the

outcome of sixteen years' professional practice, and as

such should be of value to practical engineers.

(i) Second Year College Chemistry. Pp. xi + 311. 155.

net. (2) Second Year College Chemistry : a Manual
of Laboratory E.tercises. Pp. vii + 115. 75. 6d. net.

By Prof. W. H. Chapin. (New York: J. Wiley
and Sons, Inc. ; London : Chapman and Hall, Ltd.,

1922.)

(1) Prof. Chapin's book has, for English readers, a
somewhat misleading title. It is not an elementary-

treatise on inorganic chemistry, but a clear and very-

interesting introduction to general and physical

chemistry
—

" the general principles which are the

framework of our science." The gas laws, atomic and
molecular theories (including the periodic system,

radioactivity and the structure of the atom), solutions,

equilibrium, and electro-chemistry, are all reviewed
from the modem point of view, and the result is a
readable, accurate, and stimulating book for junior

students in universities.

(2) This is a companion volume to the " Second Year
College Chemistry." The experiments include an ele-

mentary course in practical physical chemistry, and
some of them are new. Although the practical courses

in English institutions are differently arranged. Prof.

Chapin's book will he found useful by teachers in the

physical chemistry laboratory, as well as by lecturers

on this subject.
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Secret Sects of Syria and the Lebanon : a Consideration

of their Origin, Creeds, and Religious Ceremonies, and
their Connection with and Influence upon .Modern Free-

masonry. By B. H. Springett. Pp. 351. (London:
G. Allen and Unwin, Ltd., 1922.) 12s. 6d. net.

Mr. Springett's aim is to show that the rites of Free-

masonry are derived from the mystic religions of the

East. These, in turn, he holds, can be traced through
the ancient religions of Egypt and Mesopotamia to the

stellar and solar cults of prehistoric times. He attempts

to pro\e his case by a statement of the esoteric beliefs

to whicli initiates were introduced by a regular grada-

tion in such early cults as the Eleusinian mysteries,

Mithraism, Zoroastrianism, the doctrines of Pythagoras,

the Gnostics, and the Manicheans, as well as in Moham-
medanism and its various sects. He suggests that

Freemasonry can be connected with these beliefs

through the Knights Templar who, he holds, had
probably adopted the tenets of the Manicheans and
had been influenced to a considerable degree by the

Ismaeli, the followers of the Old Man of the Mountains,
known to the medieval world as Assassins. It may be

pointed out that in many cases our knowledge of these

secret tenets is of doubtful accuracy, while the evidence

against the Templars is of little value. Owing to the

author's lack of archaeological knowledge, many of his

arguments will not bear critical examination, while

they embody a number of errors in matter of detail.

Quimica Experimental. By Prof. Roman Galarza.

I : Mineral. Curso de Quimica Cientifica, con los

Principios Recientes de la Fisico-Quimica, para Uso
de las Escuelas Normales y Colegios Nacionales.

Pp. 128. (Cordoba: Angel Alvarez, 1922.)

The volume before us is an introductory treatise on a

very original plan. There is a full account of laboratory

arts, with many useful recipes and practical hints ; a

very interesting historical narrative, which embodies a
good deal of material not usually met with ; and a

description of some of the common elements, including

physical chemistry. The book would be found verj'

interesting and useful by chemical students learning

Spanish. There are some trifling errors : N'ewton
' nacido en Voolsthospe," which reminds one of the

English Alchemist " Germspreiser " [James Price] of

Figuier.

More Beetles. By J. Henri Fabre. Translated by
A. Teixeira de Mattos. Pp. viii + 322. (London:
Hodder and Stoughton, Ltd., 1922.) %s. 6d. net.

This is the fourth and last volume on beetles in the

collected English edition of Fabre's entomological works.

It is of special interest in containing the complete

account of the habits of the dung-beetle Minotaurus

typhceus, which, almost alone among insects, presents

the phenomenon of the male collaborating for many-

weeks with the female in providing accommodation and
provisioning the larder for the offspring. In several

chapters Fabre's scorn of the theory of evolution is

strongly in evidence, notwithstanding that he adduces
numerous instances of exquisite adaptations of struc-

tures to the habits of individual species, and at least

one of sexual selection.
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Letters to the Editor.
\The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, tior to correspond with
the writers of rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of NATURE. No notice is

taken ofanotiymous communications.^

The Function of Mendelian Genes.
In Nature for January 20, p. 74, Prof. MacBride

makes a statement which appears to me to rest upon
a fallacy. Since this fallacy is not uncommon, and
since it concerns a very fundamental problem, I feel

that perhaps a discussion of it in these columns may
serve a useful purpose.

Prof. MacBride, in the review referred to, writes as
follows :

" Prof. Reinke encounters the Mendelian
' gene ' and in our opinion takes it far too seriously.
... It is becoming every day clearer that a ' gene ' is

not a definite unit of structure at all, but simply the
measure of the amount of pathological damage ivhich the
hereditary substance has undergone. [Italics in the
original.] It is a measure, in a word, of the ' im-
perfection of regulation.'

"

The fallacy inv^olved is simply this—that Prof.
MacBride is using the word " gene " as if it meant
" mutant gene." A mutant gene is, strictly speaking,
that portion of the hereditary constitution which is

responsible for the characters of a mutation observed
to arise in Nature or in the course of experiment.
I take it, however, that Prof. MacBride is considering
all definite variations which are inherited according
to Mendel's laws, whether their origin was observed
or no ; this at any rate is now a legitimate extension,
and I shall employ " mutant gene " to denote the
altered portion of the hereditary constitution respons-
ible for variations inherited in a Mendelian way.
Now in point of fact, as Morgan himself and other

writers have taken great pains to point out, the
discovery of each new Mendehsing variation, of each
new mutant gene, implies also tlie discovery of an
allelomorphic " normal gene " responsible for the
production of the " normal " structure and function
of the part or parts affected by the mutation.
The work on Drosophila has completely proved that

iMendelian genes are carried in the chromosomes.
Prof. Batcson, for long sceptical on this point, finally
conceded it last year after seeing the work of Morgan
and his pupils at Columbia Uni\-ersity, New York.
Further, it has proved that within each chromosome
the genes are arranged in a definite way ; the observed
facts are intelligible if we assume that the genes are
arranged in a constant and linear order, while no satis-
factory alternative hypothesis has been put forward.

In any case, the order is identical for all the
homologous chromosomes of the species which are
tested. A mutant gene, therefore, occupies a similar
position in one particular chromosome to that which
is occupied in the corresponding chromosome of the
normal wild strain by an allelomorphic gene which
has not mutated. The mutant differs from the non-
mutant gene by some definite alteration, presumably
of a chemical nature : the existence of series of
multiple allelomorphs, together with other evidence,
proves that a recessive gene is not a mere total
absence of the something we call the dominant gene.
That is to say, in the chromosomes of the normal
wild-type animal or plant there exist a large number
of genes or factors the chemical constitution of which
cannot be altered without giving rise to " mutations."
Some of these mutations are pathological

; others
{pace Prof. MacBride !) are not.'

' See Science Progress for 1921, where Prof. MacBride, in answer to two
letters of mine, eventually adniilted that not all were pathological. This
question, however, does not concern the present argument at all.

But even if they were all pathological, this would
not alter in the very slightest the fact that their non-
mutant allelomorphs constitute an orderly series of
discrete units distributed in hereditj' by the chromo-
some mechanism (i.e. according to the laws of Mendel
as extended by later research), and all necessary for

the normal development of the individuals of the
species. Of course, if all mutati(jns w-ere pathological,
Mendelian genes would have no significance for

evolution. How'ever, they would even so continue to
have the most fundamental significance for normal
hcrcditv.

Perhaps my meaning may be made clearer by a
brief example. In the wild house-mouse, each hair
is black with a yellow band across it, the yellow and
black blending to give an appearance of grey

;
grey

of this tj-pe is technically called " agouti." Black
mice are mutants in which the yellow band is absent

;

this condition is recessive to normal. Yellow mice,
on the other hand, have the yellow pigment extending
the whole length of the hair ; and yellow is dominant
to grey (agouti). It is also dominant to black. The
three types of colour and their behaviour in crosses
can only be explained if we suppose that there is a
definite gene responsible for the production of yellow
pigment, and that this exists in three separate states

—a " strong " state when a great deal of the pigment
is produced, a " medium " state in which a moderate
amount is produced, and a " weak " or non-effective
state in which no yellow pigment is formed at all.

The gene in its medium state is responsible for the
particular proportion of yellow which we see in the
hair of wild house-mice. The three states are all

allelomorphic to each other, the " normal " being a
Mendelian recessive as against yellow, a Mendelian
dominant as against black. It is impossible to escape
from the idea of a discrete unit of definite composition
helping to determine coat-colour in the normal
animal, strictly comparable to the homologous units
responsible for the two " mutations."

This example is also of service as regards the
abnormalit)' or otherwise of mutations and mutant
genes. The alteration productive of all-yellow is

decidedly pathological. Even a single dose of this

gene leads to excessive fatness, and two doses cause
death of the foetus in utero. The recessive " black

"

gene, on the other hand, does not appear to be
responsible for any pathological effects. What is

more, there is no evidence against the view that this

mutant black is strictly comparable to the black of
mclanistic mammals in Nature, and the similarity
is so great that the onus of proof lies on those who
would dispute this homology.

In any event, there are two c^uite distinct aspects
of the gene question—the genetic or hereditary,
and the evolutionary. Mutations in Mendelian genes
may or mav not have been responsible for \-ariation

which has played a part in evolution. This I do not
propose to discuss here, except to say that I know
from many conversations that Prof. MacBride's views
are too sweeping for a number of zoologists. But as
regards inheritance within the species, the Mendelian
gene—once the fallacy of confusing " mutant gene"
with " gene " is seen and avoided—is clearly and
obviously of importance.
We are to-day in a position to make a calculation of

the order of magnitude of the number of genes in the
chromosomes of Drosophila. It is certainly more than
1000

; probably more than 2000 : certainly less than
20,000. The effects of alterations in more than 200 of

these genes (i.e. mutations) have been observed and
studied ; there is no sign that the rapid stream of new-
discovered genes is slackening. With such a number
of genes responsible for keeping the development of a
little fly in the straight and narrow path of normality.
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there seems very lithe room or need for subsidiary
mechanisms of heredity. The cytoplasm presumably
has its functions in this regard : but the absence of

accuracy in cytoplasmic division, together with the
presence of this large battery of genes in the accur-
ately divided chromosomes, make us sceptical as to its

possessing man\ " heredity-determining" substances.
i'"inally, there is no reason to doubt and a good
deal of reason to believe that all higher animals and
plants pos.sess chromosomal gene-complexes similar

in essentials of structure and working to that so
thoroughly analysed in Drosophila.

JriiAN S. HuxLEy.
New College, Oxford,

February 4.

Age and Area and Natural Selection.

I .\M not especially eager to defend Dr. Willis's

[ theory of " Age and Area." My chief interest in
' Dr. Willis's \iews is that they agree with those of

Dr. W. Bateson and myself in accepting and confirm-
ing the conclusion that the distinctions of species have
as a rule nothing to do with adaptation, and therefore
nothing to do with Natural Selection,

i Dr. Clark states (N.murk, February 3, p. 150) that
every s\stematic zoologist whom he knows believes in

Darwin's theory. But 1 long ago became convinced
that the knowledge of systematic zoology, however
profound and however accurate, confers no right to.

and affords no justification for, the expression of
opinions on questions of evolution, or at least on the
causes and processes of evolution. To form a
judgment on such questions requires certainly know-
ledge and experience of systematic zoology, especially
of its principles and of the species in some particular
group or groups of animals, but it also requires a
practical knowledge of modern researches in genetics,
of cytology, of certain branches of physiology, and
of tiie life and habits of some group or groups of
animals.
At the present time zoologists are usually specialists,

and each specialist gives forth conclusions about
problems of evolution based almost exclusively on
the phenomena of his own special study. Dr.
Bateson believes that no facts are of any great
importance except those of genetics, that is to say, of
the behaviour of characters in experimental breeding,
and pays little or no attention to the question of
adaptation. Prof. MacBride, on the other hand, a
specialist in embryology, asserts that the characters
and mutations studied by geneticists are merely
pathological, and that all natural varieties are dis-

tinguished by differences of adaptation, due presum-
ably to the action of external conditions. Dr. Clark
apparently believes that diagnostic characters are all

adaptive and to be explained by Natural Selection.

Dr. Clark states tliat his own special group is that
of echinoderms. I wonder whether he has studied
the mode of life of the species and varieties of echino-
derms in Nature, and if he could bring forward any
evidence to show a correlation between specific

ditlerences and differences of habit and mode of life.

Many of the older systematists, holding no brief for

any theory, recognised (and I think correctly) that
there is a general distinction between characters which
show natural afiinities and are therefore most im-
portant in cla.ssification, and adaptive characters
which are related to habits and conditions, Natural
Selection is a theory of the origin of adaptations, and
in my judgment there is ample evidence that specific

differences are not as a rule differences of adaptation.
Therefore Natural Selection does not explain specific

differences. It is recognised now that in the cultiva-
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tion of animals and plants the marked and constant
characters which distinguish races are not, as Darwin
believed, the gradual result of continued selection,

but are mutations which have arisen spontaneously
in definite form, not by successive stages. Does any
one believe now that the rose comb in fowls is the
result of a series of stages due to artificial selection ?

If Dr. Clark would do me the honour of reading my
book " Hormones and Heredity," he would find these
matters more fully discussed, and would perhaps
understand better why I consider the theory of
Natural Selection to be obsolete. That conclusion,
of course, is not disproved by the fact that many
naturalists still believe in the theory, in America and
elsewhere. But there are specialists in evolution as
well as in systematic zoology and in other branches,
and I venture to say that few who have made a special

and practical study of evolution and are well acquainted
with recent progress in that study, have much faith

in Natural Selection.

It is evidence which is important rather than
opinions, and I would ask what evidence Dr. Clark
can bring forward to prove the adaptive value of
specific and other diagnostic characters in echino-
derms. Personally I am not interested in the
explanation of the origin of species, but in the origin

of the particular characters which distinguish one
species from another. J. T. Cukningham.

University of London Club,
21 Gower Street, W.C.,

February 5.

The Value of e/fli.

1 r is quite customary, at the present time, to use as

the most probable value of c/m that derived by Paschen
from spectroscopic data, as given by equations (12) and
(13). page 272. and (15) and (16), page 275, of Sonimcr-
feld's " .\tombau," third edition. Taking Paschen's
own estimate of the error in Rn.- and Kji, we have a

probable error in e;m of about 0-2 per cent. But I

have shown by a more detailed consideration of all

available data (I'hvsical Revieiv, 17, 589, 1921) that
Paschen's estimate of error for Rn ( o-o6) is certainly

too small, and that the true probable error is nearer

:i;0-2. The latter figure leads to an error of 05 per
cent in elm, and the Pa.schen data, combined with the
best data on atomic weights (4-002 and 1-0077 fo""

He and H) result in e/m = 1-768 -0-009, where the
error in Rn has alone been considered.

Paschen used older and less accurate values for

the index of refraction of air, in his reduction to
vacuum. With the new values Bell {Phih)si>phical

Magazine, 40, 489, 1920) has shown that the value of

Rii.. is raised 0-17 to 109,722-31. Since the calculation

of this constant is independent of any particular
assumptions as to the relative intensity of fine

structure components, it is probable that this revised

value is quite trustworthy, and I shall assume Paschen's
own estimate of error, :rO-04. The calculation of

Rii is much more uncertain. Using the original

Sommerfeld theory, as Paschen did. but all available
data and the newer values for the reduction to
vacuum, I have shown (loc. cit.) that Paschen's value
of Rn is raised 0-14, to 109,677-826. But experimental
results agree more closely with the more rational

Bohr theory as to the intensity relations, and this

theory yields a value of Rn lower by 0-21. .\ny
lowering of the 2 to i intensity ratio of the Balmer
series components leads to a lower value of Rn. I

have suggested 109,677-7 as the most probable value
of Rn. this being the mean value yielded by various
theories. This value, combined with Bell's revised
value of Riic gives 1-762 for elm.
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Finally, the new data by Wood [Philosophical

Magazine, 44, 538, 1922) on the extended Balmer
series makes possible a new computation of Rh. I

find that these new measurements are entirely con-
sistent with the previous data, and yield 109,677-6,
with an assumed intensity ratio of 5 to 4. (A i to i

ratio lowers this result o-o8.) There seems to be
no question that the two fine structure components,
with the exception of Ha and H^, are of nearly equal
intensity. I am therefore inclined to consider

109,677-6 as a preferable value for Rm, and this

yields 1-758 for ejm, a value for which the probable
error is fully 0-5 per cent. The point I should like

to emphasise is that the newer experimental results

for hydrogen indicate that Rho - Rh must have a
larger value than that computed by Paschen, and
hence cjm must be smaller, but that the probable error

is much greater than that assumed by Paschen. 1

have previously [Physical Revinv, i.\, 363, 1919) used
1-773 3s the most probable value of elm, and while
this value mav be slightly too large, I still feel that it

is more trustworthy than the spectroscopic value of

1-758. \Vithout a considerable advance in our
experimental knowledge of the fine structure of the
hydrogen lines, it is scarcely possible to diminish
appreciably the uncertainty in this latter value.

New experimental data on the value of ejm, derived
from deflection experiments or from the Zeeman
effect, are greatly to be desired.

Raymond T. Birge.
University' of California,

January 11.

Sir Christopher Wren's Science Museum.
At the present time, when the thoughts of all are

being directed to the fifty churches and innumerable
other buildings that are associated with the name of

Wren, reference may appropriately be made in Nature
to his epoch-making work for science during the
best twenty years of his life, to his scientific instru-

ments, and to his Science Museum (Fig. i). His

instruments, after having been piously preserved for

many years in the repository of the Royal Society
at Gresham College, have now vanished, but his build-
ing, the Old Ashmolean Museum, is still standing,
though uo longer used for the purpose for which it

was intended.
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Since the destruction in 1767 of Gresham College,

the venerable seat of learning and science, where the
original members of the Royal Society used to hold
their meetings, no existing building is more closely

associated with the spirit of the time of the foundation
of that society than is the Old Ashmolean Museum.
On the occasion of the 300th anniversary of the

birth of Ashmole, this building was described in

Nature of May 17, 1917, as our first public Museum
of Natural History, and now, on the occasion of the
bicentenary celebrations in honour of Sir Christopher
Wren, we would emphasise the intimate connexion it

has with the great architect, who owed much of his

surpassing merit in the arts to the preliminary train-

ing that he had in Oxford as a man of science.

Elmes, in his " Life of Wren " {1823), attributes

the Ashmolean Museum to him, but as some recent
writers have cast a doubt upon the matter, I have
examined all available materials, and have come
to the conclusion that there is every reason for

upholding the correctness of Elmes' attribution.

According to the Vice-Chancellor's Accounts, the
building of Dr. Ashmole's Repository took about
four years (1679-83), during part of which time
Wren was engaged on other important works in

Oxford. It was erected only a few yards from the
Sheldonian Theatre, his earlier work : a science

museum would scarcely have been placed so near
without having consulted Wren. There is no record

of any fee having been paid to him, but he would
have known that the L'niversity was barely able to

meet the building expenses of the new Museum, and
it is known that on occasions he gave his services

free. As president of the Royal Society, and as

builder of some half-dozen churches in London, he
was fully occupied elsewhere during the construction ;

and the work of supervision was entrusted to Mr.
Davis, the University Bailiff, who received 80/. for

this service. Wood, the stone-cutter, received

1912/. ^s. ^d. for the masonry work, and the accounts
of the carpenters, plaisterer, plumber, painter, and
glazier were settled separately.

A finely designed portal, flanked
by columns and opening under
a richly ornamented canopy, leads
into a large room running the
whole length of the building,

about 58 ft. 6 in. long by 24 ft.

10 in. wide. It is lit by five

high windows on the north side.

On the upper floor a similar room
has been divided into two, which
are perhaps the best lit rooms
in Oxford, having large windows
on three sides, N., S., and E.

or W^ It is necessary to em-
phasise this point, because a
contrary statement, disparaging
Wren's building, appeared in the
Times for December 2, 1922.
The windows are about 10 ft.

high by 4 ft. 6 in. wide, and there

are no dark corners anywhere.
The illustration printed with

this letter shows the balustrade
round the roof of the building. It

,, .
, „ , is the counterpart of the contem-

poraneous work at Christ Church,
and of the earlier work on the Sheldonian Theatre.
\\'ren was verj' partial to balustrades. Moreover, it

stands within the railing that was undoubtedly
designed by him.
When recalling the connexion of the Museum with

two of the first fellows of the Royal Society—Wren
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and Ashmole—the link with the founder of the Society
should not be forgotten ; the monogram of Charles
II.
—

" C. II."—is carved over the fine balcony window
in the middle of the front of the building.

It is on account of these various associations with
British science and the early days of the Royal Society
that a petition has been laid before the Hebdomadal
Council of Oxford, requesting that the vacant rooms
in the old Museum may be once more used for the
purposes of natural science for which they were built.

R. T, GUNTHER.
Magdalen College, Oxford.

Tesla Spectra of Complex Compounds.

In N.^ture of Januan,- 27, p. 115, a very interesting
letter appeared by J. K. Marsh and A. W. Stewart
on " Tesla Spectra and the Fraunhofer Effect in
Complex Compounds."
More than a year ago I began an investigation

of the band spectra of benzene vapour under the
action of high-frequency discharges. Both the
absorption and emission spectra were examined.
Other more complicated substances were also tried

in a state of vapour.
Upon varying the capacity, and more especially

the self-induction, as well as altering the vapour
pressure between wide limits, emission bands can
very clearly be seen. Each substance has a character-
istic spacing of the emission bands ; they appear in

a perfectly definite order. Nitrogen is a very good
example of this.

In the case of benzene, I photographed a whole
series of emission bands which lie ver\' close to its

absorption and fluorescence bands. I referred briefly

to this in my article on " Spectres d'absorption et

de fluorescence du benzene " {Journal de Physique et

le Radium, Juin, 1922, p. 210).

J. K. .\Iarsh and A. W. Stewart express the wish
to reserve for themselves the further examination of
Tesla spectra. 1 should only like to say here that we
have been working for a long time on similar ground,
but one thing is certain, that we have been working
from entirely different points of view. Our principal
object is to work out the structure, size and shape
of the molecules from their band spectra.
Our investigations, and those of Messrs. Marsh and

Stewart, should therefore be of mutual advantage
one to the other.

The subject is so vast that the more it is investi-

gated, the sooner will the tjuestion of the band spectra
be solved. Victor Henri.

Institute of Physical Chemistry,
University of Zurich,

February 2.

When our letter to Nature of January 27 was
written, we were under the impression that we were
the only workers in this field, as the researches of
Wiedemann, Eberts, and de Hemptinne in 1897 and
earlier years had led to no results in the particular
region which we were investigating. Prof. Henri
has courteously sent us a private communication as
well as the above letter, and has forwarded also a
copy of the paper which he mentions. In this paper
occurs the following sentence :

" Nous avons entrepris
une serie de recherches pour etudier la fluorescence
et la luminescence de la vapeur de benzdne sous
differentes conditions, en particulier sous I'influence

de decharges elettriques diverses." As was natural
in the case of a long paper, this sentence was not
reproduced in the abstract which appeared in the
Chemical Society's Journal ; and as w-e had no
access to the Journal de Physique et le Radium itself,

we were quite unaware that any one was working
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in the field. Thus our work and the unpublished
results of Prof. Henri are entirely independent of
each other ; and we are anxious that the mere
accident of our having been first in actual publication
of detailed results should not in any way deprive
Prof. Henri of his full share in the' credit of the
discovery and investigation of these new spectra.

As Prof. Henri says in his letter, the subject is

being approached along two separate lines, as we
are mainly interested in the relation between the
chemical constitution of substances and the spectra
produced by them, whereas he is working back from
the spectra as a basis to the machinery which pro-
duces the spectra within the molecules and is in-
vestigating also the variations produced by different
electric wave-lengths—a subject which we have no
intention of entering upon now, since it is in his hands.
Our lines of research therefore supplement each other ;

and we cordially agree with Prof. Henri that there
is more than enough room for both our laboratories
to work in this interesting new field. We should
like to express our appreciation of the courtesy which
Prof. Henri has shown in this matter.

J. K. M.\RSH,
A. W. Stf.\v.\rt.

The Sir Donald Currie Laboratories,
The Queen's University of Belfast,

February 8.

Calendar Reform.

During the 16th century Pope Gregory XIII.
effected a very necessary rectification of the Julian
Calendar, which was not, however, legally adopted
in England till 1752. The effect of the correction
was to bring forward the dates of the solstices from
about the tenth to the twent>'-first of June and
December : but the climatic significance of this
astronomical dislocation in the calendar was not
serious, and the calendar months retained the same
distinctive seasonal characters as heretofore. As,
therefore, the present calendar is the same in essentials
as that instituted by Julius and -Augustus Caesar some
2000 years ago, it must have come as a surprise, pos-
sibly a sliock, to many readers of Nature {December 2,

p. 747) to learn that we may shortly be asked to suffer
all the inconvenience and confusion of a catastrophic
alteration in the calendar on grounds which seem
altogetlier trivial. In the first place, the calendar
months now in use have by long association become
enshrined in literature as the very impersonation
of definite stages in the seasonal progression and
retrogression of natural phenomena, and it would
be sheer vandalism to break this association, and
renounce our literary heritage, without far graver
practical cause than can possibly be shown.

In tlie second place, every calendar system must
be framed with reference to the four natural land-
marks of the year, namely, the solstices and equinoxes,
and it is eminently desirable that the two solstices,

and the two equinoxes, which stand opposite one
another in the natural year, should not be lussigned
dates wliich are unsymmetrically disposed to one
another. In the proposed system of 13 months,
the solstices would stand 61 months or time-units
apart, instead of a whole number as in the present
system, and no month would be located diametrically
opposite another as at present, viz. December to June,
March to September, and so on, along the earth's orbit
round the sun. This arrangement would offend the
artistic sense of any one with a vivid appreciation
of the fact that our fundamental division of time,
the year, is not an arbitrary unit but one based on
a grand cycle of Nature.

I 2
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Thirdly, it is said tliat meteorologists and astrono-

mers would welcome months with equal numbers
of days, and no doubt they would, one and all, if

they could order everything to perfection. But
apart from the labour that would be involved in

preserving the continuity of the climatological

record, involving the translation of one calendar
into the other, think of the confusion that would
arise in making comparisons between two systems
which both have the same names of months ! We
should be perpetually having to think and specify

whether it is the old January or the new January
we are considering, and so forth. It would be just

as though, when the new barometer unit the millibar

was instituted to replace the inch, the name " inch
"

had been retained for the new di\'ision. Far better

would it be to have an entirely new set of calendar
names so that the old names would retain their

habitual meanings. It is always open to astronomers
and meteorologists to invent a sj'stem for any special

technical purpose for which it may be required
;

but probably not many of them would take the
narrow \'iew and wish to disorganise the world on
that account.

This country can, when it likes, be very much to

the fore when issues of real importance are involved ;

but with a sane respect for tradition it is scarcely

likely to countenance interference with a system
of time-measurement the correction of which by
Pope Gregory XIII. was designed to hold good for

a very long period ahead. L. C. W. Bonactna.
27 Tanza Road, Hampstead, N.W.3.

January 27.

Time Relations in a Dream.

I WAS much interested by Dr. Atkins's letter in

Nature of January 27, p. 117, about time-rate in

dreams, and more especially by what he says of the
metallic nature of the sound as heard in the dream.
This fits in with an observation I made a couple of

years ago when I v\as in lodgings close to a bell-tower.
It happened that for other reasons I was not sleeping
well at the time, and was frequently waked by the
bell ringing hours and quarters. It always seemed
then of much higher pitch when I heard it in a dream,
or even when I was just awake enough to recognise
the source of sound, than when I was fully awake.
Several times I could follow the same sound repeated
during my transition from sleep to waking, and then
found that I really heard the upper notes of the bell

in their true pitch, the lower notes being completely
blocked out.
Though I have since been able to verify this

interpretation nearly to my own satisfaction, I should
be glad if any one else could confirm it in any way,
as, in the nature of the case, it is difficult to be certain
of one's judgment. Can the physiopsychologists help
towards an explanation, assuming I am right ?

H. F. Biggs.
The Electrical Laboratory,

Oxford, January 29.

The Ascent of Elvers in Egyptian Waters.

In connexion with Dr. Schmidt's article on the
" Breeding Places and Migrations of the Eel

"

(Nature, January 13, p. 51), it may be of interest
to give the results of further observations upon the
arrival and ascent of elvers in Egyptian waters.
The records were made at the pumping -station
mentioned in Dr. Schmidt's article. The station is

exceptionally favourable for such observation, since
skilled observers were (and are) present day and
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night (in connexion with other fishery work) through-
out the year. There can be no doubt, therefore,
that when elvers were reported absent there were in
fact none to be seen. Since the pumping - station
ceases to work early in the summer, this fact may
bring the ascent artificially to an end ; but, as a
rule, there are signs that tlie main run is over before
the pumps stop. The numbers transported are
given as an indication of the extent of the " runs."

All the early " runs " consist of transparent
elvers ; from the mjddle of April onwards about
50 per cent, are pigmented.
The observations are as follows :

igii) — iQ20 Season : No observations prior to
January 20, 1920, on which date transparent elvers
were abundant and remained so until April 15,
when the pumps stopped working. Reappeared in
large numbers on the nights of July 2, 3, and 4.

Total trajisported, 6,260,000.
ii.)20-iQ2i Season : First observed December 15,

1920 (also on some date in Lake Menzaleh, near Port
Said) ; remained few till January 30, when they
appeared in large numbers for two nights only ;

then disappeared completely until April 7, when they
were present for three successive nights. Appeared
again April 19-May 24, when pumps ceased working.
Total transported, 1,797,000.

ig2i-ig22 Season : First observed on November
II, 1921, in small quantity till January 20, 1922 ;

remained abimdant till February 20, 1922 ; dis-
appeared till March 23, continuing in decreasing
numbers until April 10, when pumps stopped. Total
transported, 2,484,000.
jg22-iQ2j Season: First observed October 25;

remained in small numbers until December 4, when
they were abundant for two nights ; remained few
in number to date, January' 24, 1923.
From the abov^e, it may be observed :

(i) That elvers may make their first appearance
at a given place nearly two months later in
one year than another.

(2) That the dates of first appearance in Egypt
are the same as those recorded for the West of
Ireland, France, and Spain—say, 1500 miles
nearer the suggested centre of dispersal in
the Western Atlantic.

(3) That the main " runs " occur in the same
months (February-April) in rivers as widely
separated geographically as the Severn, the
Po, and the Nile, notwithstanding the very
different climatic conditions obtaining in
these months in the last-named region.

G. \N'. Paget.
Coastguards and Fisheries Service, Cairo.

Transcription of Russian Proper Names.
In order to conclude the discussion which followed

my proposal to use letters of the Czech alphabet for
the above purpose (Nature, April 29, 1922, p. 552)—a proposal which was opposed bv Lord Gleichen
and Mr. J. H. Reynolds and defended by Messrs.
Druce and Glazunov (Nature, November ii, p. 635,
and October 14, p. 512)—I tried to find out the opinion ji
of the Academy of Petrograd about this matter. At fl
last, only recently, I have succeeded in obtaining from '

one member of the Russian Academy of Sciences a
copy of a publication :

" Memorial book of the
Imperial Academy of Sciences for 1914—pubhshed
March 20.—S.-Peterburg 1914." This contains on
p. 180 a " Transcription of Russian Proper Names,
approved by the Imperial Academy of Sciences
(accepted in the Conference at the meeting of
December 2/15, 1906)." To this table six notes are
added containing rules concerning the cases in which
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to use or not to use for transcriptions of vowels the
Czech y, referred to in the table under {i)-(5).

a
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" the general consensus of the stars supports the result

given." A proof of that statement, a quantitative
proof, will be found on pp. 42 -44 . I cannot
encroach on your space to quote it here, but may
briefly indicate its nature : P being the pole of the
heavens and E the pole of the ecliptic, let PEC
be a spherical triangle having E C 6°, P E 23° 27',

and PEC 174° 28'. Describe a small circle with C
as centre and C P as radius : then will \V, where E C
produced cuts the circumference of the circle, be that
spot where is situated the so-called " Apex of Solar
Motion." The sides and angles given are not arbi-

trary but depend upon the rate of precession and
of the decrease in the obliquity at the commence-
ment of this century, as is shown on page 44 of the
pamphlet.

This is a geometrical problem the significance of
which your astronomical readers will readily appre-
ciate. The facts it rests on are undeniable, and no
alternative explanation to that suggested has hitherto
been forthcoming, A. H. Barley.
Leppington House,

Hertford.

Mr. Barley's " incautious reader " would be quite
correct in supposing that I had not only " seen " his

pamphlet but read it carefull)'. It is not my practice
to review works that I have not seen. I have, indeed,
followed Draysonian publications with a melancholy
interest from my youth up, and I cannot but regard
them as an example of ingenuity misapplied.

Mr. Barley in his letter does not touch on the points
I made (i) that if the proper motions of stars were
due to any shift of the earth's- axis, all the stars in a
given direction would move together, and there would
be no relative shift among them. But in examining
photographs of the regions round stars with sensible
proper motions (say Capella) the P.M. star is clearly

seen to be moving among the faint stars in the back-
ground at practically the same rate as that given by
the meridian observations. Indeed, Prof. Furuhjelm
was enabled to detect a very distant companion to
Capella by its sharing in its rapid motion relatively

to the neighbouring stars. What is it then but " wrest-
ing " evidence to deny the reality of Capella's motion.
(2) Mr. Bai^ley denies the fact that the ecliptic is

moving among the stars, and quotes Drayson as
having tried to establish from the observations of Hip-
parchus that such motion did not exist. This to me
appears another flagrant example of wresting isolated
observations.

Hipparchus's results were liable to errors of several
minutes of arc, whereas modern results are accurate
to a second or thereabouts. Hence we can get a better
result from 50 years using modern observations, than
from 2000 years using those of Hipparchus. The
modern observations show unmistakably that the
ecliptic is shifting. Of course it is impossible to give
all the evidence for this in the course of a letter, but
I ha\e arranged a small number of observations in a
way that will show an unbiassed reader that such is

the case.

The following table gi\'es the North Polar Distance
of the star i Geminorum as observed at Greenwich in

different j^ears, and also the North Polar Distance of
the sun interpolated for the moment that its Right
Ascension was the same as that of the star. It is to be
noted that the N.P.D. of the star is referred to the
mean equator of the year, that of the sun to the
apparent equator affected by nutation ; we can correct
for this approximately by combining observations
made about nine j'ears apart when the nutation is

opposite in direction and amount.

NORTH POLAR DISTANCE

Star.

836
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Poisoning by Illuminating Gas.

DURING the last few months much attention has

been given in the public press to the question

of the poisonous properties of illuminating gas and
the risk to life which may be incurred if an escape of

gas should take place in an ordinary dwelling. The
only constituent of illuminating gas which has serious

poisonous properties in this connexion is carbon

monoxide.

Carbon monoxide has the property of forming a

dissociable compound with the h;tmoglohin of the

blood just as has oxygen, but the affinity of carbon

monoxide for ha;moglobin is about 240 times that of

oxygen for haemoglobin. The greater the extent to

which the haemoglobin becomes combined with carbon

monoxide the less is its capacity to act as a carrier

of oxygen between the lungs and the tissues of the

body, and if sufficient of the haemoglobin in the

blood becomes combined with carbon monoxide the

normal oxygen supply to the tissues must evidently

be seriously affected. The effects produced by severe

carbon monoxide poisoning are, in fact, those of slow

or rapid asphyxiation.

If blood is exposed outside the body to air contain-

ing both oxygen and carbon monoxide the partition

of the hjemoglobin between the two gases follows the

laws of mass action, being determined by the relative

partial pressure of the gases, allowance being made
for the difference in their affinities. The air in the

lungs with which the blood undergoes gaseous inter-

change contains in man about 14 per cent, of oxygen
when he is breathing ordinary air. If human blood

is saturated in vitro at body temperature with an
atmosphere containing 14 per cent, of oxygen and 77},^

of this proportion of carbon monoxide, i.e. 0-058 per
cent., the haemoglobin will finally become equally

divided l^etween the two gases, or 50 per cent, saturated

with carbon monoxide and 50 per cent, with oxygen.
If the concentration of oxygen is kept constant and
that of carbon monoxide is varied the degree to which
the haemoglobin will become- saturated with carbon
monoxide is as follows ;

In the Presence of 14 per cent, of Oxygen.

Percentage of

carlyn mouoxidc.

0015
003
o-o6
0-I2
0-17

023

Approximate final percentage
saturation of haemoglobin with

carbon monoxide.

20

33
50
67
75
80

If a person is exposed to ordinary air containing
carbon monoxide the haemoglobin in his blood will

gradually become saturated with carbon monoxide
just as in the experiments in vitro, and the degree of

saturation will finally attain a steady value dependent
on the precise concentration of carbon monoxide in

the air that he is breathing. The symptoms that

result will vary with the degree to wliich the haemo-
globin is saturated with carbon monoxide. If the

haemoglobin is 20 per cent, saturated the effects are

practically unnoticeable to a normal healthy man,
though iieadache may be caused by prolonged exposure
or appear subsequently after reaching fresh air : even
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with T,2, per cent, saturation nothing of a really serious

nature occurs, though nausea and headache may be

felt after some time, and transitory giddiness and con-

fusion will occur after any short and severe muscular

exertion. As the saturation of the haemoglobin with

carbon monoxide gets higher the symptoms rapidly

become serious. With 50 per cent, saturation, giddi-

ness, weakness and inco-ordination of muscular move-
ment, failure of mental power, and diminution of

acuity of vision and hearing are pronounced ; slight

muscular exertion causes palpitation of the heart and
undue lireathlessness, and will prol)ably result in

partial or complete loss of consciousness for a time.

Such a degree of saturation must therefore be regarded

as definitely disabling, but, so far as is known, it will

not prove fatal. If the affected person is removed
to pure air the mass influence of the oxygen will

gradually expel the carbon monoxide from the blood,

and the more urgent symptoms will subside fairly

rapidly, though nausea, severe headaciie, and malaise

may persist for many hours. With still higher satura-

tions complete . paralysis and unconsciousness will

supervene, and the end may come with a painless

death from sheer failure of the oxygen supply to the

tissues of the body.

The minimum concentration of carbon monoxide
that will prove fatal is not known with certainty, but

the available evidence points to the conclusion that

death will ensue after an exposure for several hours

to air containing 0-2 per cent, of the gas. Much
depends on the length of time that the blood has been
highly saturated with carbon monoxide, for the longer

grave shortage of oxygen is maintained the more
serious is the damage to the tissues of the body, par-

ticularly to the nervous system, and the more difficult

is recovery. Bearing this in mind it is not improliable

that 0-15 per cent, of carbon monoxide in the air

breathed might prove dangerous to life in the case

of prolonged exposures.

Exposure to relatively high concentrations of the

gas leads, of course, to rapid loss of consciousness and
death, but in accidental cases of poisoning the con-

centration of carbon monoxide is, as a rule, com-
paratively low, and in these circumstances the onset

of symptoms will be gradual though progressive, for

the gas owing to its low concentration will diffuse

but slowly into the blood and it will be long before

complete gaseous e(|uililirium can be established

between the blood and the air in the lungs. Herein

lies a great danger, for so insidious is the onset of the

symptoms that the person affected may not realise

that anything is amiss until he has lost so much power
in his liml)s as to render it impossible to witlidraw

from the danger. With o-i per cent, of carbon mono-
oxide in the air breathed a resting person will become
disabled in about two hours and a half, with 0-2 per

cent, in little more than a hour, and with 0-4 per

cent, in about half an hour. The acceleration of the

respiration and circulation by muscular exercise will

greatly hasten the rate at which carbon monoxide is

absorbed into the blood.

At present there is no legal limitation of tlie amount
of carbon monoxide that may be supplied in ordinary
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illuminating gas. The Departmental Committee on
the Manufacture and Use of Water Gas, 1899, recom-

mended that the Board of Trade should have the power
to limit the proportion of carbon monoxide in illuminat-

ing gas to 12 per cent, or such higher value as should

be considered safe. This recommendation was not,

however^ made statutory. The Departmental Com-
mittee on Carbon Monoxide, 1921, reported " that it

is not necessary or desirable to prescribe any limita-

tions of the proportion of carbon monoxide which
may be supplied in gas used for domestic purposes,"

though a suggestion was considered that a limit of

20 per cent, of carbon monoxide might be imposed.

Pure coal gas contains 6-8 per cent, of carbon mon-
oxide, water gas contains about 40 per cent., and
carburetted water gas about 30 per cent. Water gas

is often added for economic reasons to pure coal gas,

and the illuminating gas supplied to the public not

infrequently contains a quite considerable proportion

of carbon monoxide. Occasionally so much as 50
per cent, of water gas has been mixed with the coal

gas, with the result that the illuminating gas has

contained 20 per cent., or slightly more, of carbon
monoxide. As a rule, however, the proportion of

water gas is considerably lower than this, and some
companies still continue to supply pure coal gas.

An escape of gas is likely to be noticed and quickly

remedied during the daytime, but far greater danger
arises at night when a person mav fall asleep in an
ill-ventilated bedroom without noticing that the tap

of a gas jet has been accidentally left turned on, or

disregarding as trivial an escape of gas from some
faulty fitting. He may then be disabled before he

has any warning of the danger, and when once dis-

abled he may not be found till many hours have
elapsed and it is too late to save him. From the

experimental data recorded by Dr. J. S. Haldane in

the report of the Water Gas Committee it is possible

to calculate the concentration of carbon monoxide
which will finally be attained in a room if there is a

leak 'of gas into it, making the assumption that the

carbon monoxide becomes uniformly mixed with the

air. Even in the most unfavourable circumstances,

when there are no special openings to admit of ventila-

tion, there is always a considerable interchange of air

through the walls, roof, and floor of any room. Even
if the outside air is quite still a volume of fresh air

equal to the cubic contents of the room will gain

admission in i-8 hours in a room of 500 cubic feet,

in. 2-3 hours in one of 1000 cubic feet, and in 2-9 hours
in one of 2000 cubic feet, and these rates may be

doubled if a strong wind is blowing or if the room is

furnished with a fireplace the chimney of which is

not blocked. Taking the most unfavourable case

the following table shows what will happen in three

different-sized rooms if there is a leakage of gas into

these rooms at the rates respectively of 4 and 10 cubic

feet per hour :

Capacitv of room Carbon monoxide percentage eventually reached in the

m cubic feet
room when the illuminating gas contains the following

percentages of carbon monoxide.

A. Leak of 4 Cubic Feet per Hour.

5%. 10%. 15%. 20%. 30%.
500 . . 007 o'i4 0'22 0-29 0'43

1000 . . 0'05 0*09 o'i4 o'i8 0*28

2000 . . 0'03 o'o6 o'09 o'i2 0"I7

P .

f Carbon monoxide percentage eventually reached in the
Cipacitj; ot room ^^^ ^^^^^ ,|^^ illuminating gas contains the following

in cubic teet.
percentages of carbon monoxide.

B. Leak of 10 Cubic Feet per Hour.

5%. 10%. 15%. 20%. 30%.

500 . . o-i8 0'36' o'54 o'72 i'04

1000 . . 0-I2 o"23 o'34 0-46 o'69

2000 . . O'QS-j 0'15 0'22 0"29 0'43

The dotted lines mark the division into fatal and non-

fatal percentages of carbon monoxide on the assumption

that a concentration of 0-2 per cent, of carbon mon-
oxide may prove fatal if maintained for several hours.

On testing the rate of escape of gas from an unlit

gas-jet when the tap was turned on fully, four different

burners chosen at random gave the following results.

Under a gas pressure of 4 inches of water a properly

regulated universal type of incandescent burner with

inverted mantle passed about 4 cubic feet of gas per

hour, and a Bijou burner of the same type about half

that quantity. Under pressures of ij and 3 inches

of water a No. 3 Bray flat flame burner passed about

6 cubic feet and 9 cubic feet per hour, respectively,

and a No. 5 Bray burner about 8 and 11 cubic feet.

Under the most adverse conditions, therefore, the

risk of fatal poisoning would appear not to be very

great in the case of escape from a single well-regulated

incandescent burner so long as the proportion of carbon

monoxide in the illuminating gas does not exceed

20 per cent., save in rooms of very small cubic capacity,

though temporary se\'ere symptoms might be caused.

The real danger evidenth- lies in a leakage of gas con-

siderably greater than that which might be obtained

from such a burner. The pressure under which gas

is supplied differs very greatly in different localities

(under the Gas Regulation Act a minimum pressure

of 2 inches water gauge has now to be maintained in

the gas mains during the night), and an ordinary flat

flame burner through which the rate of escape of gas

will vary roughly as the square root of the pressure

may clearly become a source of considerable danger

if the tap should be accidentally turned full on. Some
flat flame burners of improved type allow, however,

much less gas to escape than the figures given above.

Still greater risk attaches naturally to the grosser

forms of leakage from unlit gas-rings, fractured pipes,

accidentally disconnected unions and the like, pro-

vided that the escaping gas becomes suflSciently mixed

with the air in the room. The Water Gas Committee

found that with a large escape of coal gas the gas

might collect mainly at the top of the room, and if

the air in the room remained undisturbed it might

be long before feeble con\ection currents could estab-

lish a fatal atmosphere at the level of a bed, but the

case is, of course, quite different when the gas is rich

in carbon monoxide.

It must be remembered that the table above in-

tentionally depicts the most disadvantageous condi-

tions for the occupant of the room. The majority

of bedrooms possess a fireplace, and windows and

doors often do not shut very tightly. The natural

ventilation in a room might easily be double that on

which the table is based without any special provision

for ventilation, and the figures shown would then be

halved. Under such conditions it would probably

require a leak into a room of 1000 cubic feet capacity

of 10 cubic feet per hour of gas containing 15 per cent.
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of carbon monoxide to establish in the end a really

dangerous atmosphere. That the risk in any case is

bound to become far greater as the proportion of

carbon monoxide in the illuminating gas is increased

is evident. In the U.S.A., where much greater con-

centrations of water gas are used than in this country

—indeed pure carburetted water gas is often supplied

—the death rate from both accidental and suicidal

gas poisoning appears to be far higher than in England.

An article in a recent number of the American Gas
Association Monthly conveys the impression that the

gas companies are fully alive to the dangerous cjuali-

ties of the gas that they distribute, for one of the

New York Companies is stated to maintain in each

of the districts it supplies a motor van with three

crews working in eight-hour shifts ready to do ordinary

repairs, and to proceed at any hour of the day or

night when a case of gas poisoning is reported, not

only to rectify the fault but al.so to resuscitate the

victim of carbon monoxide if he can be reached in time,

the crews having been specially trained for this purpose.

It is no use belittling the risks incurred by inireas-

ing the proportion of carbon monoxide in illuminating

gas, init they should not be unduly exaggerated. It

is evidently a case for striking a reasonalale balance

between the risk and the economic advantages of

cheap light and heat for domestic purposes. The risk

of accidental poisoning is greater the smaller the room
in which an escape of gas occurs. The steady improve-

ment in the housing of the poorer classes, the general

use of more economical burners, such as incandescent

burners, and the more widespread knowledge of the

fact that illuminating gas does have poisonous pro-

perties undoubtedly justify a higher limit to be set

to the concentration of carbon monoxide permissible

in illuminating gas than was contemplated by the

Water Gas Committee in 1899, but it may very reason-

ably be questioned whether the recommendation of

the Carbon Monoxide Committee in 1921, that no
limitation at all should be imposed by statute, is

really justifiable. The report of the latter committee
is certainly a most unconvincing document.

Imperial College of Science and Technology.

Opening of the New Botany Building (Plant Technology).

THE Imperial College of Science and Technology
was founded to give advanced training not only

in pure science but also in science in relation to in-

dustry-. The close association of pure and applied

science is exemplified in all the departments of the

College, and under the direction of

Prof. J. B. Farmer the botany de-

partment has been not the least con-

spicuous in the development of pure

botany and of the various branches

of applied botany which may be

grouped together as plant techno-

log)-. The department has for a

number of years specialised in train-

ing men as economic botanists, and
particularly for work in the great

plantation industries of the tropics,

such as rubber, cotton, sugar, etc.

Ravages of disease caused by fungal

and insect pests, and by other in-

jurious agencies not yet so clearly

defined, are particularly severe in

these tropical industries, and with-

out the control that science can
supply their prosperity would he

slight. A considerable proportion

of the officers who are engaged
in combating disease in tropical

plantations have received their

scientific training at the Imperial

College.

By the rapid expansion of the work
of the department in the direction of

plant physiology, plant pathology,

bacteriology, biochemistry, and plant technology
generally, the accommodation provided bv the
present botany building became quite inadequate,

though it was opened only so recently as 1914. Accord-
ingly, an appeal for contributions towards the cost of
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an additional building was made to the members of

the Rubber Growers' Association by Mr. Herbert
Wright, an old student of the department and now
chairman of the executive committee of the governing

body of the College. Thanks to Mr. Wright's untiring

New botany (pl.im Icclinology) hiiildiiig, Imperial College of Science anil Teclinology.

zeal and energy and to his personal generosity, the

magnificent sum of 30,000/. was raised.

The new building was designed by Sir .'\ston Webb,
and is a substantial and well-planned structure of five

floors. The ba.semcnt and ground floors are allocated
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to biochemistry, and the first floor to the bacterio-

logical side of plant pathology. The biochemical

department is well fitted for modern work in bio-

chemistry and includes, besides a laboratory for

ordinary class instruction, a large and lofty general

laboratory, a number of special research laboratories

and private rooms, a laboratory for physical work,

a balance room, and a machine room with grinding

mills, presses, vacuum distillation apparatus, etc. The
bacteriological laboratories are not only fitted for

cultural work in microbiology, but also for chemical

work in relation to fermentation by yeasts, moulds,

and bacteria. On the first floor there is also to be a

permanent rubber museum dealing especially with the

diseases to which Hevea is subject.

The new building was opened on the afternoon of

February 16. The ceremony was performed by the

Duke of Devonshire, Secretary of State for the Colonies,

Lord Buckmaster (chairman of the governing body)

Fig. 2.—New botany (plant technology') buildiiiKS, Imperial College of Science anj Technology
Main biochemical laboratory.

being in the chair. Mr. Herbert Wright, in an intro-

ductory speech, explained that the development of the

department was due to the foresight and genius of

Prof. Farmer, who many years ago realised how much
could be done for the development of tropical industry

by men with a proper training in such branches of

botany as plant pathology and plant physiology. The
response to the appeal to the Rubber Growers' Associa-

tion was so encouraging because the members knew
that the College had year after year trained men
qualified to adv ise on vital problems relating to parasitic

fungi, insect pests, and other problems of importance to

tropical estates. The past pupils of the botanical de-

partment were scattered everywhere in the tropical

regions of the Empire.
Prof. Farmer gave a brief survey of the work of the

department, and stated that the number of students

had increased from 78 in 1914-15 to 137 in 1922-23,
a very large proportion of these being research students.

Tliis increase, together with the development of such
branches of plant technology as biochemistry and
bacteriology, had made urgent the further accommoda-
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tion which the new building now provided. In the

scientific education of plant technologists for tropical

regions no attempt was made to give such men any
detailed knowledge of tropical agriculture ; that could

only be satisfactorily done on the rubber estate, the

.

sugar plantation, etc.. What was aimed at was a

thorough grounding in the fundamental sciences on

which plant technology was based.

The Duke of Devonshire said that it gave him much
pleasure to come to the College and open the new
botany building. He well recognised the importance

of tropical agriculture. In tropical Africa alone the

area of the British dependencies was many millions of

acres, with a population of thirty millions, practically

all of whom were dependent on agriculture, which

was, however, at present but imperfectly developed.

Nothing could more surely contribute to the advance-

ment of such dependencies than the application of

science to the many problems of agricultural develop-

ment. The Colonial Office, in estab-

lishing the Imperial Bureau of Ento-

mology and that of Mycology, in

founding the Imperial Department
of Agriculture for the West Indies,

and more recently the College of

Tropical Agriculture in Trinidad,

had shown a realisation of the

importance of science in its appli-

cation to the problems of the

development of the agricultural

resources of the Colonies.

A vote of thanks to the Duke of

Devonshire was proposed by Sir

Frank Swettenham (chairman of

the Rubber Growers' Association)

and was seconded by Sir Arthur

Dyke Acland.

In connexion with the opening

ceremony a large number of e.vperi-

ments and preparations illustrative

of plant physiology and pathology

were on view. One set of exhibits,

which will form a permanent series,

was arranged to show the diseases

to which the rubber plantations are liable. It con-

tained many large specimens which have been

procured by skilled men and shipped direct from

the plantations. It is safe to say that it forms the

most complete exhibition of its kind that has ever

been seen in Europe, and there is no doubt that it

will be of considerable service to the new depart-

ment for teaching purposes. Characteristic specimens

of the obscure and much-dreaded disease, brown
bast of rubber, were also displayed. The methods
of investigating diseases were illustrated, and a large

series of cultures of bacteria, fungi, and yeasts were

on view.

A number of exhibits of physiological apparatus

were also to be seen. These took the form mainly of

instruments which recorded automatically (usually by
an electrical device) the rate of some important vital

process of the plant, such as growth, transpiration,

change in the size of the pores (stomata) of the leaf,

and so on. An apparatus for enriching with carbon

dioxide at constant partial pressure the air supphed
to growing plants was also included.
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Obituary.

Dr. C. p. Goerz.

DR. CARL PAUL GOERZ, the founder of the well-

known optical and instrument-making firm of

C. P. Goerz, died at his home in the Griinewald, Berlin,

on January 14, at the age of sixty-nine years. The
record of his life is a remarkable one of industry and
perseverance successfully exercised in the creation of

a great establishment for the production of scientific

apparatus of precision.

Although Dr. Goerz, to whom the honour of Doctor

Ing. honoris causa was accorded by the Technical

High School of Charlottenburg, had received no special

academic scientific training, he realised the vital need

for the exercise of scientific knowledge and research

in such work as that to which he was devoted. His

success is attributable to his commercial capacity,

to his power of appreciating the value of the leaven

of science in industry, and to his ability to utilise and
encourjfge the efforts of those with whom he associated

himself.

Towards the end of i886 Dr. Goerz commenced
business in Berlin as a small retailer of mathematical
instruments, and later of photographic apparatus.

In 1887 he engaged his first employee, the number of

whom increased to many thousands during the recent

war. The present firm dates nominally from 1888,

when a small and simply equipped workshop was
established in Berlin for the manufacture principally

of photographic cameras. For the optical computation
of the objectives he was fortunate in engaging the

services of Carl Moser, who died in 1892.

Further progress resulted from the association of

Paul Goerz with Ottomar Anschiitz, whose pioneer

work in the instantaneous photography of animal
action had attracted much public attention. But
the greatest advance in the fortunes of the firm is

attributable to the introduction of the Goerz double
anastigmat, designed by a casual applicant for scien-

tific employment, Emil von Hoegh.
Thereafter the progress was rapid. The present

headquarters and well-equipped workshops were com-
menced in 1894. Numerous branches were estab-

lished in foreign countries, and during the war a large

mass-production factory was erected in the suburb of

Zehlendorf. A separate works was de\otcd to the pro-

duction of photographic film and kindred chemical work.
Realising the need for unrestricted supplies of

optical glass. Dr. Goerz establislied on ground adjacent
to his mass-production works at Zelilendorf the Send-
linger optical glass works, the origin of which can be
traced through the laboratories of Steinheil at Send-
linger near Munich to the original glass works of

Fraunhofer.

Dr. Goerz is survived by his second wife and by a
daughter and two sons, the children of his first wife
who died in 1897.

Tlirough his death the German optical industry has
lost a vigorous leader of striking personality, respected

by all who were associated witli him, and particularly

by his many employees, in whose welfare he always
exercised an active interest.

J. W. F,
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The Hon. R. C. Parsons.

Readkr.s of Nature will have learned with regret of

the death of the Hon. Richard Clerc Parsons in London
on T'lniiary 26, in his seventy-second year. After a
brilliant career at Trinity College, Dublin, where Mr.
Parsons graduated in honours at twenty-two years of

age, he was apprenticed to Messrs. Easton and .\ndcrson,

and it was during this period that liis love of hydraulics

developed and became tlie dominant factor in his life's

work. In January 1875 he was asked by Mr. Anderson
to make experiments upon centrifugal pumps, and the

work culminated in the reading of a paper, entitled
" The Tlieory of Centrifugal Pumps as supported by
Experiments," before the Institution of Civil Engineers

—a paper which gained him the Miller Prize. This
was his first-fruits, and in his later work, both scientific

and practical, he continued to be principally concerned
with water-flow. Mr. Parsons read many other papers
before the Institution, from which he received the

Telford gold medal, the .Manby premium, and the George
Stephenson medal. His first important post was that

of resident engineer of tiie South Hants Water Works

;

in 1880 he became a partner in the firm of Messrs.

Kitson and Co., Leeds ; seven years later he entered

into partnership witli the late J. F. La Trobe Bateman,
F.R.S., and so commenced the consulting practice

which lie ccmtinued until his death.

Much of Mr. Parsons's work was carried out abroad
;

for example, the water supply and drainage of the city

of Buenos Ayres, and the scheme which he prepared for

the drainage of Petrograd. He held many important
consultative appointments, and it was while acting in

the capacity of engineer for the \\'ater Works Company
of Rosario that his inventive faculty exerted itself in

producing an apparatus for automatically adding a

coagulant to a water supply before filtration. To this

he gave the name Tiltometer. It was followed by
anotiier invention called the Senfrot, for adding salt

to water when under pressure.

Periiaps Mr. Parsons's most important invention was
the Stcreophagus pump introduced by him in 1911, and
used for the pumping of sewage or water containing

solid matter. In this, use is made of revolving blades,

which cut up any solids, and thus prevent the possibility

of choking. The description of this pump, and also of

another, known as the Flexala, which was designed for

dealing vvitii fluids containing erosive substances, was
given in a paper read before the Institution of Civil

Engineers in 1919 entitled " Centrifugal Pumps for

dealing with Liquids containing Solid, Fibrous or

Erosive Matters."

Mention should be made of the interest which Mr.
Parsons took in educational work. During his stay in

Leeds he was connected with the development of the

Yorkshire College, now the University of Leeds, and he
was for thirty-three years connected with King's College,

London, of which he was treasurer and vice-chairman.

He was al.so, on the nomination of the University of

London, a governor of the Imperial College of Science

and Tecimology, and was a vice-president and manager
of tlie Royal Institution.
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Mr. W. M. Hutchings.

The death of a well-known metallurgist, Mr. William
' Maynard Hutchings, occurred at Harrogate, at se\-enty-

three years of age, on January 17. Mr. Hutchings'

school-da}'s were spent at a Moravian school on the

Rhine, and he received his technical training in metal-

lurgy and mining at Leipzig and Freiberg. After

leaving the Uni\-ersity he opened an assay office in

Liverpool. Later he spent some years at the lead

smelting works at Petrusola in Italy, and after a short

period in South Wales became manager of Walker
Parker and Co.'s Deebank Lead Works at Bagillt,

North Wales, where he replaced the older Pattinsonian

process by the then comparatively new Parkes process.

In 1889 Mr. Hutchings joined the firm of Messrs.

Cookson and Co., Ltd., at Newcastle, as their chief

metallurgist and technical manager. In conjunction

with the late Mr. Norman Cookson, he designed and
installed a large Parkes desilverising plant, which was
at the time a model of efficiency. He also introduced

for them the first chamber white lead works in this

country, which he operated with great success. He
retired from active duties in 1915, but held a con-

sulting post with this firm till the time of his death.

Throughout his busy life Mr. Hutchings found time

to carry out investigations in other branches of science,

and his numerous and lengthy papers on the petrology

of shales, clays, and slates published in the Geological

Magazine created great interest, and are evidence of

his active mind and patient capacity for research.

He also contributed frequently to several scientific

periodicals, and at one time contributed a regular

column to Engineering. He was an original fellow

of the Institute of Chemistry and some time member
of the Society of Chemical Industry.

Mr, Hutchings was essentially a strong man, thorough
in all his work, a distinguished metallurgist, and a

fearless advocate of his own convictions. He was of

a retiring disposition, but a lover of Nature, and a

notable characteristic was his intense love of animals.

We regret to announce the following deaths :

Rev. J. C. P. Aldous, author of " An Elementary
Course of Physics," and formerly chief naval in-

structor of the cadets in H.M.S. Britannia, on
February i8, aged seventy-three.

Prof. E. E. Barnard, professor of practical astro-
nomy in the University of Chicago, on February 6,

aged sixty-five.

Prof. J. \V. Caldwell, emeritus professor of chem-
istry in Tulane University of Louisiana, on January 2,

aged eighty.

Dr. J. A. Elliott, professor of plant pathology in

the Universit}/ of Arkansas and pathologist in the
Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station, on
January 18.

Dr. James Gow, formerly headmaster of West-
minster School and author of " A Short History of

Greek Mathematics," on February 16, aged sixty-nine.

Prof. S. Giinther, emeritus professor of geography
in the Technical High School of Munich.

Prof. S. S. Keller, head of the department of
mathematics of the Carnegie Institute of Technology,
on January 12.

Mr. F. J. Lloyd, agricultural chemist, for many
years connected agricultural and dairy societies, on
February 8, aged seventy.

Dr. F. Ncesen, professor of physics in the Military

Technical Academy of Berlin, and known for his

work on the determination of trajectories by a photo-
graphic method, aged seventy-three.

Prof. \V. N. Parker, emeritus professor of zoology
at the University College of South Wales and Mon-
mouthshire, Cardiff, on February 22, aged sixty-five.

Dr. Terano, director of the Aeronautical Research
Institute in connexion with Tokyo Imperial University
and formerly professor of naval architecture in the
Engineering College of that University, on January 8,

aged fifty-four.

Current Topics and Events.

The council of the Royal Society has recommended
for election into the society this year the following

fifteen from the list of candidates:—Dr. E. D. Adrian,

Dr. W. Lawrence Balls, Prof. Archibald Barr, Prof.

C. H. Desch, Prof. E. Fawcett, Prof. F. Horton, Dr.

R. T. Leiper, Prof. J. W. McBain, Prof. J. J.

Rickard MacLeod, Dr. G. A. K. Marshall, Sir Douglas
Mawson, Dr. W. H. Mills, Dr. J. S. Plaskett, Prof.

H. R. Procter, and Prof. W. Wilson.

The official opening of the new research laboratories

of the General Electric Co., Ltd., at Wembley on
February 27 was an interesting event. It is probable
that this is much the largest industrial research

laboratory erected by any firm in this country. The
buildings have a total floor space of more than
80,000 sq. ft., and the tour planned out for visitors,

comprising a passage through all the laboratories and
workshops, involves a walk of something like three

miles. There is a well-equipped library, and an
organised system of abstracting and recording papers
for reference has been devised. Throughout the
building, pipes carrying gas, compressed air, a vacuum
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service, etc., have been installed, the taps being

painted in distinctive colours. A feature is the

arrangement whereby pipes and electric cables traverse

a gallery at the top of the building so that none are

carried under the floor, the outlets descending from

the ceilings. In addition to the large number of

rooms devoted to different sections of research work,

there are wood and metal workshops, and a small

experimental factory where new types of lamps can

be made and tested on a small scale, so as to eliminate

all manufacturing difficulties before manufacture in

bulk is attempted. In these days, when demand for

economy plays such an important part in the pro-

grammes of manufacturing concerns, it is interesting

to note this enterprising departure, which will doubt-

less be well repaid.
,

A coNSiDER.'VBLE amount of attention has been

devoted in the daily Press to a paper dealing with

various alleged dangers to eyesight of electric light,

read by Mr. A. E. Bawtree before the Royal Photo-

graphic Society on February 13. One of the points

raised, the high intrinsic brilliancy of filaments, has
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a certain degree of justification, and various members
of the Illuminating Engineering Society who were

present at the discussion agreed that electric lamps,

in common with other modem illuminants, require

proper shading. The effects of ultra - violet light

have been thoroughly studied, but it is now generally

agreed that the possibility of injury' to eyesight

being caused by the small proportion of such radia-

tion present in incandescent lamps is remote. Cer-

tainly the matter does not deserve to be regarded

with alarm. Moreover, photographers should be well

aware that the amount of ultra-violet light in natural

light is considerably greater than that in most
artificial illuminants. Of other problematical dangers

such as " X-ray, electron, and undiscovered emana-

tions," the author could present no confirmatory

evidence and they were not regarded with any
concern by the audience, the speakers dissenting

from most of his suggestions. The matter is of

interest as furnishing one of those cases in which

alarmist statements are indiscreetly published in the

daily Press, and relatively small difficulties, easily

overcome by reasonable care, are magnified. A
little prior consultation with experts in such ca.ses

would enable editors to avoid giving publicity to

unconfirmed statements which are liable to cause

misapprehension on the part of the public.

Among the resolutions adopted by the council of

the American Association for the Advancement of

Science at the December meeting at Cambridge,

Massachusetts, is one referring to recent attempts in

various parts of the United States to prohibit the

teaching of evolution as applied to man. The council

asserts its position and that of the Association with

. its 11,000 members clearly and emphatically in the

following resolution :
" (i) The council of the associa-

tion affirms that, so far as the scientific evidences of

the evolution of plants and animals and man are

concerned, there is no ground whatever for the asser-

tion that these evidences constitute a ' mere guess.'

No scientific generalisation is more strongly supported

by thoroughly tested evidences than is that of organic

evolution. (2) The council of the association affirms

that the evidences in favour of the evolution of man
are sufficient to convince every scientist of note in

the world, and that these evidences are increasing in

number and importance every year. (3) The council

of the association also affirms that the theory of

evolution is one of the most potent of the great

influences for good that have thus far entered into

human experience ; it has promoted the progress of

knowledge, it has fostered unprejudiced inquiry, and
it has served as an invaluable aid in humanity's
search for truth in many fields. (4) The council of

the association is convinced that any legislation

attempting to limit the teaching of any scientific

doctrine so well established and so widely accepted by
specialists as is the doctrine of evolution would be a
profound mistake, which could not fail to injure and
retard the advancement of knowledge and of human
welfare by denying the freedom of teaching and
inquiry which is essential to all progress."
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Thf, association of Sir Christopher Wren with the
Old Ashmolean building at Oxford, to which Mr. R. T.

Gunther directs attention in a letter published in our
correspondence columns, is of particular interest at

the present time, on account of the celebration of

the bicentenary of Wren's death. Mr. Gunther's
suggestion, that the upper rooms of the building

should be used as a science museum, has received

the support of practically all the leading members
of scientific departments of the University, as well

as of others. If this proposal is appro%'ed, it is

hoped that the valuable collection of old astronomical
and other scientific instruments offered by Mr.
Lewis Evans to the University will be housed in the
Old Ashmolean building, which, should Mr. Gunther's
views be correct, will thus be restored to its ancient
purpose.

H.R.H. The Prince of Wales has accepted the
presidency of the Empire Forestry Association, and
is presiding at the Association's annual meeting at

the Guildhall at 3 p.m. on March 2. At this meeting
the new council of the Association will be elected,

consisting of 45 members—9 for the United Kingdom,
10 for the Dominions, 2 for India, 6 for the Crown
Colonies and Dependencies, and 18 for affiliated

societies—nine of these representing Overseas associa-

tions. The Prince of W'ales is proposing the adoption
of the report of the Empire Forestry Association,

which has made remarkable progress since it was
formed as an outcome of the post-war Imperial

Forestry Conference. The .\ssociation is promoting
a permanent exhibition of Empire commercial

timbers in London, and will play an important part

with regard to the timber section at the British

Empire Exhibition in 1924.

A SPECIAL exhibit of abnormal growths taken from

trunks, branches, and roots of trees and shrubs has

been arranged in Museum IV. at Kew Gardens. The
specimens include burrs, witches' brooms, deformed

leaves, contorted stems, fasciated shoots, deformed

roots, and other items. In some instances the de-

formity is due to injury at an early period of the

plant's life ; in others (as in fasciation) it may be

caused by luscious growth, while deformed leaves

may sometimes be a reversion to a former type.

Witches' brooms are usually caused by irritation set

up by fungus or insects. They are very common on

birch, but occur on many kinds of trees. Burrs on

trunks may follow a blow on the bark or the punctures

of insects. Burrs are often very large, and the wood
is prettily marked. It is in demand for furniture

and cabinet work, and often commands a high price.

Curved trunks (as in the pine stems exhibited) are

brought about by the tunnelling of the larvae of a

small moth. Irregular annual rings are often caused

by a tree being fully exposed to sun and air on one

side and crowded on the other. Roots are often

deformed by growing in gravel beds or between the

bricks of walls, whilst the development of aerial

roots on trees and shrubs may be due to an injury or

to excessive moisture.
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An address on " Biological Contributions to
Sociology," delivered by Prof. J. Arthur Thomson
before the Sociological Society on February 20,

Prof. G. Elliot Smith in the chair, raised a number
of questions of wide interest. Knowledge of what
may be termed the natural hi.story of man is closely

related to the study of social activities and changes,
and it should be used to promote the healthy growth
of civihsed society. Among biological subjects which
have a direct bearing upon this development are
heredity and environmental influence, variation as
the raw material of possible evolution, the relation

of individuation and reproduction, population
problems, the results of inbreeding and outbreeding
in man, the selective influence of disease, and the
preser\ation of the physically unfit in civilised Kfe.

As regards the physical characteristics of man,
natural selection has ceased to operate in modern
society, and the weak and morally or mentally
deficient are encouraged to live at the expense of

the strong. Society itself will eventually have to
decide whether it will continue to promote the
reproduction of the unfit or adopt measures of
artificial selection with the object of eliminating
them. Man can be the master of his own destiny,
and is not altogether the creature of circumstances,
as are other natural species. The race ought, there-
fore, to look to scientific guidance for human growth
not only towards individual fitness but also towards
a higher human perfection.

At the Royal Asiatic Society on February 13,
Mr. E. J, Holmyard delivered a lecture on Arabian
alchemy and chemistry, in the course of which
attention was directed to the large amount of material
available in manuscript form in the libraries of
Europe, especially Constantinople, and in Cairo. Mr.
Holmyard also expressed the view that it was probable
that the laboratory note-books of the chemists of

Islam might prove,' if they could be found, of at least

equal importance with their more famous books. The
question of Geber was considered, and some lantern
slides, showing typical forms of apparatus, were
exhibited. In the discussion which followed, Prof.

E. G. Browne laid stress on the need for a thorough
and adequate study of the development of chemistry
in Islam. Dr. C. Singer disagreed with the lecturer's

statement that the Arab chemists kept their chemistry
free from astrolog)', and said that a belief in astrology
was a normal part of the mental equipment of all

educated men in the Middle Ages. Mr. Robert
Steele showed the connexion between Arab chemistry
and medieval European chemistry, and Prof. J. R.
Partington brought forward further evidence in

favour of Mr. Holmyard's views that Berthelot's
arguments against the identity of Geber and Jabir
ibn Haiyan were unsound. Dr. Gaster pointed out
the importance of Berthelot's work on the Greek
alchemists, and Mr. H. S. Redgrove suggested that
it was rash to assume that the mystical alchemical
verse of Ktahd ibn Yazld had no practical meaning.

The annual general meeting of the Institution of

Heating and Ventilating Engineers was held on
February 6, and Mr. John Watson was elected
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president for the year. In his presidential address
he stated that they might be proud of the progress

of the Institution, in membership and influence,

during the twenty-five years of its existence. Several

Go\emment departments have representatives on
the Institution's committees, showing that its

influence is extending. Referring to the education
of the engineer, Mr. Watson considered that the

facilities now offered are much in advance of any-
thing previously available. At the age of 21 or

22 years, any intelligent youth who has followed

the prescribed 6-years course suggested in " Advice
to Intending Students " would be well informed in

general knowledge of elementary engineering science,

and in the basic facts of heating and ventilation.

Mr. Watson also referred to some technical matters.

The question of super-power stations for the supply
of cheap motive power had been discussed by the
district heating committee in conjunction with a
committee of the Institution of Electrical Engineers.

The use of condensing engines in existing stations

led to an enormous amount of heat being carried

away in the condensing water, whereas bj' using

some of these stations as combined heating and
power stations, and utilising the exhaust steam for

heating and hot water supply to buildings in the

vicinity, something like 50 per cent, of the heat

content of the fuel would be realised in useful work,
instead of perhaps 12 per cent.

Dr. W. H. Maw, president of the Institution of

Civil Engineers and past-president of the Institution

of Mechanical Engineers and of the Royal Astro-

nomical Society, has been awarded the Bessemer
gold medal of the Iron and Steel Institute. The
medal was founded by Sir Henry Bessemer in 1873,

and is awarded annually to any member or non-
member of the Institute who may be (i) the inventor

or introducer of any important or remarkable inven-

tion, either in the mechanical or chemical processes

employed in the manufacture of iron or steel
; {2) for

a paper read before the Institute, and having special

merit and importance in connexion with the iron

and steel manufacture
; (3) for a contribution to the

Journal of the Institute, being an original investiga-

tion bearing on the iron and steel manufacture, and
capable of being productive of valuable practical

results. The medal may also be awarded for work
not coming strictly under the foregoing definitions,

should it be considered that the iron or steel trades

have been or may be substantially benefited thereby.

A diploma accompanies the award of the medal,

in which it is formally stated that the award is

" for eminent services in the advancement of metal-

lurgical knowledge," or, alternatively, " for eminent
service in the advancement of the application of

iron and steel."

A DINNER to celebrate the twenty-fifth anniversary

of the foundation of the Rontgen Society will be held

on Thursday, March 15, at the Hotel Cecil, Strand,

London, W.C.

The annual meeting of the Royal Society for the

Protection of Birds will be held at the Middlesex

Guildhall, Westminster, S.W., on Wednesday, March 7.
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Major-General Sir William B. Leishman has
been appointed Director-General, Army Medical Ser-

vice, in succession to Lieut.-General Sir T. H. J. C.

Goodwin.

The degree of doctor of laws honoris causa has
been conferred on Sir Frederic Kenyon, director and
principal librarian of the British Museum since 1909,

by Princeton University, New Jersey.

At the Bristol Museum, according to the report

for the year ending September 30, 1922, Mr. F. G.
Pearcey has built up in an exhibition case the repre-

sentation of a living coral reef. " A collection of

typical reef corals has been covered with a thin

gelatine layer, coloured as true to the living coral as

pos.sible, and arranged in natural fashion upon a
modelled sea-floor, together with Crustacea, mollusca,

sea-urchins, and fishes." It sounds simple, but needs
in the artist that knowledge of actual reef conditions

which Mr. Pearcey possesses, thanks to his voyages in

the Challenger and other exploring ships.

Among the books to be published during the spring

and summer this year by the Clarendon Press and

the Oxford University Press are : Vol. 5 of the trans-

lation of Suess's " The Face of the Earth," being the
index of subjects and of persons and places; "The
British Coal-mining Industry during the War," Sir

R. A. S. Kedmayne, comprising chapters on the pre-

control period—1915-16, the period of government
control— 191 7-18, de-control—1919-21, general sur-

vey of the coal-mining industry of the United
Kingdom during the period 1914-21 and appendixes ;

" The Legacy of Rome," edited by C. Bailey, with
the following contributions : Religion and Philosophy,

C. Bailey, Family and Social Life, H. I^ast, Literature,

J. W. Mackail, Language, H. Bradley, The Science

of Law, F. de Zulueta, The Conception of Empire,
E. Barker, Roman Architecture and .\rt, G. McN.
Rushforth, Science, Dr. C, Singer, Admiaistration,

H. Stuart-Jones, Communications and Commerce,
G. H. Stevenson, Agriculture, W. E. Heitland,

and Engineering, G. Giovannoni ;
" Makers of

Science," I. B. Hart, in which an attempt is made to

present a sur\-ey of the broader movements in the

history of the physical and mathematical sciences

from Greek days to the present time.

Our Astronomical Column.

Partial Eclipse of the Moon.—.\ partial eclipse

of the moon will occur during the morning hours of
March 3. and may be well observed if the atmosphere
proves favourable. The moon will enter the denser
shadow of the earth at 2'' 28'" a.m., the middle of

the eclipse will be at 3'' 32'" a.m., and our satellite

will emerge from the shadow at 4'' 36™ a.m. The
fainter shade or penumbra will also involve the moon
between i'^ 13'" a.m. and s"*

51'" a.m. The northern
or upper region of the disc will be obscured, and if

we regard the whole surface as equal to i-o the
proportion eclipsed will amount to 0-38, or nearly
two-fifths. This eclipse is a return of that of February
19, 1905, when the magnitude was about three-tenths.
The cycle of recurrences in eclipses is equal to

18 years and 11 days and was discovered by the
Chaidaeans. who named it the Saros. It enabled the
ancients to foretell the return of these phenomena
with tolerable accuracy.

The .Atmosphere of Venus.—Mention has been
made in this column (May 6, 1922, p. 592) of the result
obtained by Prof. St. John and Mr. G. B. Nicholson,
at Mt. WiLson, demonstrating the absence of the lines of
water-vapour and oxygen in the spectrum of Venus.
A paper by them in Astrophys. Journ., December
1922, gives full details of the investigation, with
beautiful reprints of the spectra, which are arranged
to make the Doppler dLsplacement of the solar lines

in the spectrum of Venus clearly visible, while it is

absent for the water-vapour band, showing its telluric
origin. It is stated that the spectra confirm Prof.
Slipher's result that fifteen days seem to be an
inferior limit for the period of rotation of Venus.
A review is given of former results. Vogel,

Scheiner, and Arrhenius all concluded that water-
vapour is present on Venus from the apparent
strengthening of its spectral bands ; but obviously
the use of the Doppler principle with a high dispersion
is far more decisive. It is concluded that the quantity
of oxygen in the atmosphere of Venus can scarcely
exceed a thousandth of that in our own, or it would
have been detected.
The authors quote the suggestion of Arrhenius
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that the oxygen in our atmosphere may ha\-e resulted

from plant life, so that if Venus had no organisms
on it oxygen would not be present in its atmosphere.
Proceeding to speculate on the conditions on the
planet, they consider that the slow rotation would
be likely to cause violent air circulation, owing to
the great difference of temperature between the day
and night hemispheres. It is supposed that the
rotation, though slow, is not so slow as to put one
hemisphere in perpetual night. The absence of water
would make the ground very dusty, and high winds
would raise dense clouds of it. It is suggested that
this is the nature of the Venus clouds. According
to Prof. Russell their albedo is less than that of

our clouds. It is suggested that direct photographs
through violet and infra-red filters, as used by Prof.

R. W. Wood on Jupiter and Saturn, would give

information about these clouds, and might even
reveal the surface below in regions where they were
thin.

The Radial Motions of Stars of Type N.—
This tA-pe (Secchi's Type IV.) consists of red stars

with carbon bands. Lick Observatory Bulletin No.

342 contains a study of the velocities of twenty-five

of these stars in the line of sight by J. H. Moore.

Twenty-three of these stars have well - determined

proper motions, and a correlation of these with the

radial velocities enables the mean parallax of the

group to be determined. Three different methods of

treating the data give the closely accordant values of

the latter 0-0032", 0-0028', 0-0031'. The mean ap-

parent magnitude of these stars at maximum is 6-i,

which implies a mean absolute magnitude of -1-5,

in good agreement with the value -1-3 found by
Luplau-Janssen and Haarh from the proper motions

alone. This gives confidence in the result.

It appears that these stars are giants, in an early

stage of their career as stars. Till the Giant and
Dwarf Theory obtained currency, the red variable

stars were generally looked on as expiring suns, and
compared to a candle flickering in its .socket before

extinction, but this new research combines with

many others to show that this \iew is incorrect.
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Research Items.

Psychology in Engineering.—In his Sidney
Ball memorial lecture (Scientific Management and
the Engineering Situation, Barnett House Papers,

No. 7, Oxford University Press, 1922. Price is.).

Sir William Ashley discusses the much debated
problem of scientific management, with special

reference to the engineering trade. He reviews its

beginning in America, its development there, and the

interest aroused in it in this country. He points out
that, as it has arisen in the engineering trade, it

bears the marks of people accustomed to think in

terms of the exactly measurable, engineering being
largely a matter of exact formula?. Unfortunately
for the mechanist, the human being is quite frequently
influenced by motives which defy exact measurement.
Aiming a4 increasing output and thereby diminishing
the cost for each unit of work, it was attempted by
time and motion study and a bonus system to settle

the problem of wages. It has, however, introduced
more complications to an already complicated
problem, and just where it leaves the domain of

mechanics to enter that of psychology, it breaks
down. English psychologists criticise the so-called

scientific management, not because it calls itself

scientific, but because it is not sufficiently scientific.

The application of science to industry is valuable,

but it is not scientific to apply the principles of
one science to problems belonging to another of a
quite different order.

Fleas and Plague in India.—One of the most
striking features of the prevalence of plague in India is

the relative immunitv of Madras compared with, for

example, Bombay or the Punjab. The Advisory Com-
mittee for Plague Investigation examined the prob-
lem at length, but failed to find any satisfactory
explanation. It was believed at that time that the
prevalent rat flea all over India was Xenopsylla
cheopis. Rothschild, however, afterwards found that
under that identification three very closely allied

species—A', cheopis, X. astia, and X. brasiiiensis—
had been confused, and Hirst pointed out that the
distribution of plague in India and Ceylon corre-
sponded well with the hypothesis that the real A'.

cheopis was alone an effective transmitter of the
disease. He now reports {Indian Journal of Medical
Research, vol. x., 1923, p. 789) a full series of experi-
ments confirming his earlier work, and showing that
A', astia, the prevalent rat flea in Madras, will carry
plague from one animal to another only with much
more difficulty than A", cheopis, the rat flea of Bombay.
Details of plague epidemics in Colombo, where plague
has never become widely spread and where the fleas

are mostly A', astia, with a few A', cheopis, bear out
his thesis in a striking manner. It seems as if a
considerable advance has been made in the epidemi-
ology of plague which illustrates the fundamental
importance of systematic zoology in these problems.

Effects of the Contiguity of Organisms.—In a
series of experiments on the influence of density of
population on longevity in the fly Drosophila, R. Pearl
and S. L. Parker show (America)i Journal of Hygiene,
vol. iii., 1923, p. 94) that the optimal density for dura-
tion of life is not the minimal density The mean
duration of life increases with increase of density of
population up to a certain point, and afterwards, as
would be expected, declines. Thus, starting with about
2 flies per ounce bottle the average life is 28 days,
which increases rather rapidly to about 40 days with
50 flies per bottle, declines again to 28 with a density
of about 90, and to 17 and 13 with densities of 150
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and 200. This favouring effect of organisms on one
another recalls the observations of T. B. Robertson
(Biochemical Journal, vol. xv., 1921, p. 612), who
found that the rate of asexual multiplication of the
infusorian Enchelys was niuclj greater if the culture
contained two individuals to start with than if only
one was present. It is too familiar to most bacteri-

ologists that the dispersion of a few bacteria in a
large volume of culture liciuid will often fail to give
a successful growth which is obtained with certainty
if the same number of organisms is sown in a small
quantity of medium. All this suggests a general
proposition that contiguity to like individuals is,

up to a certain point, favourable to the life of

organisms.

Cork Formation.—In a continuation of the useful
ph5rsiological studies in plant anatomy carried out
at the University of Leeds, Prof. J. H. Priestley and
Miss L. M. Woffenden {Xew Phytol., vol. 21, No. 5)
have made a study of the causal factors in cork
formation. A causal sequence can be traced both
in the formation of wound cork and leaf scars, as well
as in the natural internal origin of a cork layer. A
parenchyma surface is first blocked by suberin
deposits in presence of air. This is followed by the
accumulation of sap at the blocked surface, and this
in turn gives rise to the development of a phellogen
or cork cambium in the area involved. In the
absence of air, a meristematic zone may be artificially

produced without the formation of cork in the cell

walls.

Growth and Maturation of the Sugar Cane.—
Dr. Kuyper has described the physiology of sugar
formation, and the methods used in Java to harvest
the canefields at the exact moment of highest
maturity in " The Formation of Sugar and the
Ripening in Sugar Cane " (Suikervorming en ryping
by het suikerriet), Archief voor de Suiker-industrie
in Nederlandsch Indie, 1922, 2e deel biz. 195-321,
Mededeelingen No. 5. Cultivation is so directed that
the fullest use is made of the available light, and in

this connexion the author discusses the questions
of the optimum distance between the plants and rows,
the effect of tying up the canes as a preventive
against lodging, the influence of yellow stripe disease
upon sugar production, and the relation between
cellulose formation and sugar content. In Java
the process of ripening of sugar cane is carefully
watched by means of analyses of samples taken
regularly every two or three weeks. The course of
maturity can be judged by the relation between total

solids and the quotient of purity (Brix and RQ) in
the different parts of the stalk ; the glucose ratio
changes in a way which is the reverse of that seen
in the percentage of available sugar. It has been
proved that the time of planting and the ago of the
cane have much influence upon the maturation
process, as if climatic conditions are favourable
the sugar content of fields of different ages may
reach almost the same final percentage, whereas
under unfavourable conditions the late planted canes
will not be so rich in sugar. Maturing is found to
progress most regularly in places in which the rainfall

is very low during the milling season, but where the
soil contains sufficient moisture to prevent the cane
from dying without permitting further growth to
occur.

Oceanography of the Southern Ocean.—A note
by Commander F. A. Worsley in the Geographical
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Journal for February- gives some account of the
hydrographical work of the Quest expedition. Thirty-
two soundings were taken in the Southern Ocean.
The first series was from a point 500 miles east of the
South Sandwich Group to about lat. 60° 45' S., long.
4° E.. and then to lat. 69° 18' S.. long. 17° 11' E.
The position and details of the soundings are not
given, but it would appear that water of practically

3000 fathoms was crossed in the supposed " deep
"

in the Biscoe Sea. Shoaling water towards the south,
practically where Bellingshausen made his southern
attempt in 1820, confirmed that navigator's belief in

the occurrence of land not far off. A depth of 1089
fathoms might occur within 50 miles of the Antarctic
continent. From this point an irregular line of
soundings was carried westward across the mouth of
the Weddell Sea towards Elephant Island. These
confirmed the discoveries of the Scotia and Deiitsch-

laml, which showed the Weddell Sea to be approxi-
mately 2500 fathoms in depth. No soundings were
taken between Elephant Island and South Georgia,
and only three were taken between South Georgia
and Tristan da Cunha. None appears to have been
taken in the uncharted waters to the east of the
South Sandwich group. It is most unfortunate that
heavy weather prevented oceanographical work ex-
actly in those areas where the gaps in knowledge
are widest. A search for a reported reef 350 miles
E. by N. of Tristan da Cunha showed that it does
not exist. The paper also contains a new map of
Gough Island and some additional surveys in South
Georgia.

Oil E.xplor.ation in New South Wales.—The
Federal Government of Australia recently offered a
reward of 50,000/. for the discovery of commercial
deposits of petroleum within the continent, in order
to encourage private enterprise in prospecting. Not
content with this, the New South Wales Government
has made a further offer of 10,000/. for the discovery
and production of 100,000 gallons of natural mineral
oil within the State, and so that such enterprise, if

ndertaken, should be carried out with at least a
Bchnical chance of success, a blue-book has been pre-
tared by the Geological Survey of that State, which
iscusses petroleum and natural gas and the possi-

bilities of their location within its confines. The
publication is a credit to all concerned, but more
particularly to its author, Mr. Leo J. Jones, who,
writing primarily for the non-technical public, has
set forth the principles of oil production in a com-
mendably lucid manner. By following the text of
the first five chapters of the pamphlet carefully, no
ultimate failure can be set down to ignorance^ and
the " wild-catter," if unsuccessful, can reasonably
lead ill-luck. The two concluding chapters review
ast operations for locating oil-pools in New South

^\'ales and discuss the possible areas awaiting ex-
loration. A complete stratigraphical succession for

the State is quoted, and forms the basis of a brief
survey of the oil potentialities of each formation.
In the summary, however, we are acquainted with the
official opinion regarding future oil possibilities, two
extracts from which read as follows ;

" The prospects
of obtaining commercial supplies of oil in New South
Wales are by no means bright . . .," and again
"... New South Wales will have to depend for its

oil supplies, not upon deposits of crude petroleum,
but upon the mining and distillation of oil shales . .

."

already known to occur extensively in the state ;

witli which observations we are in entire agreement.
It woidd thus seem that the New South Wales
Government is reasonably safe in offering the reward
quoted, and, for that matter, the Federal Govern-
ment is probably in a similar position.
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Meteorology in Mysore.—The twenty-ninth
annual report for 1921 and a separate report on
rainfall registration in Mysore for 192 1, prepared
under the direction of Mr. N. Venkatesa Iyengar,
meteorological reporter, have recently been published
by the Mysore Government. The annual report
contains data for the four observatories. Bangalore,
Mysore, Hassan, and Chitaldrug. Monthly means
for the several elements are compared systematically
with the respective normals for 29 years. Annual
means of temperature at the four observatories
differed by rather more than 4° F., Bangalore being
the coldest with 69 ''•2 F. and Chitaldrug the warmest
with 73°-6 F. Rainfall for the year was greatest,

36-62 in., at Bangalore, which is 1-43 in. more than
the normal, the least, 24-37 •"-. *t Chitaldrug, which
is 0-50 in. less than the normal. According to the
report on rainfall registration, rain is measured at
226 stations, the mean for the State being 36-19 in.

against an average of 36-10 in. The greatest rainfall

in 24 hours was 14-60 in. at Agumbi in the Shamoga
District on July 30. The two heaviest falls of rain

in 24 hours during 192 1 are given for each of the
rainfall stations. Percentage of the rainfall is given
for each season in each district and for the State
as a whole. For the State in the cold weather period,

January and February, the percentage of the normal
was 238 ; in the hot weather period, March to May,
it was 3 per cent, deficient ; in the south-west monsoon
period, June to September, it was 5 per cent, deficient

;

and in the north-east monsoon, October to December,
it was 1 1 per cent, in excess. The rainfall is given
for the several river basins, and the departure from
the normal. The detailed results are of considerable

value to the world's meteorology.

Concentration of Minerals by Multiphase
Magnets.—The problem of the utilisation of multi-
phase currents for the separation of minerals from
ore continues to be developed by Mr. W. M. Mordey.
An important paper on the subject, which he read

in December 192 1 before the South .African Institu-

tion of Electrical Engineers, was dealt with in an
article by Prof. Truscott, of the Royal School of

Mines, in Nature of April 29 last year. Experi-
ments illustrating the physics of the method were
shown last summer at the conversaziones of the Royal
Society, and were repeated with some extensions

on the occasion of the Silvanus Thompson Memorial
Lecture at Finsbury Technical College on February i.

Meanwhile, in the Bessemer Laboratory of the Royal
School of Mines the process is assuming a character
approaching practical requirements. A stream of
" pulp," consisting of crushed mineral in water, is

passed down a launder, under which is placed a
multipliase magnet. The magnetic field causes the

mineral constituents to move gradually to one side

of the stream, leaving the gangue on the other side.

In this test the nuiterial principally made use of

is an ore of Xorivcgian specular lucmatitc, a crystal-

line oxide of iron, which, being almost non-maguetic,

is not amenable to treatment by ordinary magnetic
separators. I'nder the influence of the multiphase

magnet, the particles of this material can be seen

moving steadily across the stream, from one side of

the launder to the other, in a way that will be under-

stood by those who have witnessed these experiments

with dry materials. The test has also been carried

out with an ore of magnetite. This powerfully

mignelic material is, for the most part, held stationary

over tlie poles of the multiphase magnet ; but when
the field is reduced in strength, its action resembles

that of specular haematite, i.e. the concentrate forms

on one side of the stream, and the gangue is washed
down on the other.
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The Unit Activity of Animal Organs.

/^NE of the most remarkable features of the
^-^ animal body is the fact that each organ has
more substance than is necessary to do its normal
amount of work. Teleologically it is easy to see that
some such arrangement is necessary for successful
survival, but it is more difficult to imagine the
mechanism by which it is kept in working order.
If a muscle is used less it grows smaller, and if it is

used more it grows larger. In each case it preserves
the margin of power which is known as " reser\-e

force," despite the definite general relation between
quantity of substance and quantity of fimction. In
a recent number of the Journal of Pathology and
Bacteriology (vol. xxv. p. 414) Dr. V. R. Khanolkar
makes some interesting speculations and observations
which seem to throw light on the problem, and he
extends them into suggestions which may clear up
some obscure points in respect of the distribution
of pathological lesions in organs. So long ago as
1 87 1 Bowditch formulated the proposition that if the
frog's heart responds at all to an artificial stimulus
it responds with the greatest contraction of which
the muscle is at the time capable. This principle
of " all or nothing " has since been extended to
other excitable tissues, most convincingly to muscle
and nerve, and by implication to glands which receive
their normal stimuli through the nervous system.
On this basis, moderate activity of a skeletal muscle
means maximal activity of a moderate number of
the units, in this case muscle fibres, of which it is

made up and not moderate activity of all the units.
In other words, in ordinary circumstances only a

proportion of the units of anv organ are active at
any one time. How then do the other units escape
the consequences of the rule that tissue which is not
used atrophies and disappears ? Marey in 1885
found that the responsivity of the frog's heart to
external stimuli is least when it is actually contracting
and is only gradually restored to normal after the
contraction is over. Each period of activity is thus
followed by a " refractory period " in which the tissue
will not respond to a strength of stimulus which
would normally rouse it to activity, the resistance to
excitation fading away until the normal excitability
is regained. This refractory phase has been closely
studied in nerve muscle and sense organs, and Gotch
described it as a general phenomenon of living sub-
stance. In this way a rotation of activity among the
units of any organ is brought about : with moderate
activity in response to moderate stimulation a
proportion of the units are constantly in action, but
as the refractory period of each oiie comes on it

stops working and its function is taken on by another
unit with its activity more remote and its refrac-
tory period completed. As the activity of the whole
organ is increased owing to stronger stimulation, the
refractoriness of units is broken through first in

those the activity of which is remote, next in those
which have functioned more recently. Finally, with
maximal stimulation all the units are forced into
simultaneous action.

It seems likely that the^ principles, elucidated
b)' the classical method of " wiring frogs on to
machinery," are applicable to other tissues in which
their demonstration is more difficult. What con-
stitute anatomical " units " is not known. In nerve
and muscle they are the individual fibres, in the
central nervous sj'stem probably nerve cells, in the
kidney possibly the glomerular-tubal systems, in

glands apparently groups of adjacent cells—but they
might be parts of organs, cells, or even parts of cells.

Dr. Khanolkar has specially concerned himself with
the kidney, and supposing that each glomerulus
with its efferent tubule is a unit, points out that the
hypothesis would explain the irregular distribution
of the lesions in the common chronic degeneration
of that organ. Assuming that the original injury
is due to some poison circulating in the blood, it

follows that more of it will reach active than passive
units since activity is always associated with a local

increase in blood supply. On general grounds also

it is quite likely that functioning cells are more
reactive and hence more easily poisoned than cells

at rest. In chronic general nephritis some glomeruli
are destroj-ed while others appear to escape injury
altogether, and the diseased and healthy units are
found scattered uniformly all over the organ. It is

suggested that the injured units are those which
happened to be active when a toxic concentration
of the poison was in the blood. Extending the idea
to other organs, it follows that activity always renders
a tissue more susceptible to poisonous substances,
which may be the explanation of why the parts
of the nervous system most constantly in heavy use
are specially liable to sufler in general lead poisoning
and other similar relations. Failure of an organ
from over use might in part be due to this, in part
to the absence of rest for any of the units. It is well

recognised that hypertrophy of skeletal muscle is

best secured by exercises which seem absurdly mild :

on the hypothesis of unit activity it is easy to under-
stand why light dumb-bells should keep more units

in the best possible condition than heavy ones.

Dr. Khanolkar adduces experimental evidence that
in the kidney during moderate activity only some
of the glomeruli are in action, while more or all will

excrete actively when the organ is strongly stimulated
with diuretics. Incidental observations on the
adrenal medulla, pituitary, pancreas, and salivary

glands give histological evidence of the same partial

activity. The whole fits in well with Krogh's recent
demonstration that many capillaries in normal
organs are at any one moment closed and out of

action.

Climates of the Past.

w. R. ECKARDT, of Essen, has contributed a
memoir," Palaoklimatologie, ihre Methoden

und ihre Andwendung auf die Palaobiologie," to
Prof. Abderhalden's comprehensive " Handbuch der
biologischen Arbeitsmethoden" (Urban und Schwarzen-
berg, Berlin), of which it forms Heft 3 of Abteilung
10. It is written in what may be called the ilber

Alles type of German, without much consideration
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for the southerner or the stranger, and sentences
containing more than 100 words are not uncommon.
It embodies, however, a valuable and critical review
of the way in which various classes of geological
evidence may be used as indications of the climatic
environment of the faunas and floras of the past.

The character and colour of fossil soils are discussed
by Dr. Eckardt, equally with the distribution of
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fossil organisms. It is pointed out that areas of
bogland {Sunipfflachmoor) and peat may arise even
in tropical conditions, moisture and low-lying land
being the real necessities, and Wegener is cited as
regarding all the great coal-basins as formed in a
zone of ecjuatorial rains. The important question of
annual rings in wood, discussed recently in Deecke's
Palaophytologie " (see Nature, September i6,

P- 375). receives careful consideration, and the author
concludes that these rings cannot be used by them-
selves as elucidating climatic conditions. Dr. Eckardt
supports the view that seasonal changes of tempera-
ture have been felt in polar regions even when the
climate was warmer over the whole earth ; but at
certain periods mild subpolar winters have been
associated with summers much hotter than those
of the present day.

A. Handlirsch is interestingly quoted as showing
how the length of the anterior wing in insects may
be used as an indication of prevalent temperature,
since it increases at the present day from an average
of 7 mm. in central Europe to i6 mm. in the tropics.
The length in Lower and Middle Carboniferous strata
in our latitudes is as much as 51 mm., but decreases
in Upper Carboniferous and Permian times to 20 or
to 17 mm. Little that bears on his subject has
escaped Dr. Eckardt, and the correlation of scattered
scientific observations, in the hope of solving problems,
is aptly illustrated in his concluding sentence, where
he quotes Eckholm as showing that great importance
must be attached to the obliquity of the ecliptic in

explaining the post-Glacial distribution of the hazel-
nut in Scandinavia.

Dr. Eckardt points out that at the present day
the relative distribution of land and water has aii
influence on climate only about a third or a quarter
as important as that of latitude. Prof. E. W. Kerry,
however, in a paper on a possible explanation of
Upper Eocene climates (Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc,
vol. 61, p. I, 1022), urges that a prevalence of low-
lying land as against mountain areas, and an enlarge-
ment of oceanic areas, allowing of free circulation
from broad equatorial basins to the poles, was a
sufficing cause of the warmer, though still zonal,
conditions revealed by Eocene vegetable remains.
The Upper Eocene hazel, for example, came no
farther south in Eocene times than lat. 45°, because
the Atlantic basin resembled in breadth that of the
present Pacific Ocean. The author even looks back
to the views of Lyell, and suggests that " the dis-
tribution and altitude of the land and sea " mav
have accounted for the glacial epochs.

A. Brockmann-Jerosch, who is much quoted by
Dr. Eckardt, has recently suggested that glacial
conditions in Switzerland were favoured by an
oceanic chmate and a copious rainfall (" Die Vegeta-
tion des Diluviums in der Schweiz," Conferences
de la Soc. Helvetique des Sci. nat., 1920, p. 73).
Perhaps the proximity of the mountains in this area
removed one of the factors relied on by Berry.
There is clearly much philosophical discussion still

before us in pateochmatology. G. A. J. C.

Studies on Phytophthoras.

I
X the Medcdeelingen v. d. Landbomvhoogeschool,
Wageningen, xxiv.. No. 4, 1922, Miss de Bruyn

publishes (in English with a Dutch summary) a paper
entitled " The saprophytic life of Phytophthora in
the soil." After reviewing the literature pertaining to
fourteen species of the genus in relation to the ques-
tion of their capacity for life as saprophytes in the
soil. Miss de Bruyn describes her own work on the
cultivation of the three species, P. Svriiigte, P.
erythroscptica and P. infestans, in soils of different
types. Most of the experiments were carried out
with soil which had previously been sterilised, and
details of the growth in this medium are given in
each case.

The general conclusion reached is that Phyto-
phthoras are not such obligate parasites as was
formerly supposed, ami it is claimed that the experi-
ments carried out prove that each of the species
mentioned can actually live and grow in the soil.

Cultures on sterilised soil as well as on other media
were exposed out of doors to rather severe frost for
several days, and it was found that P. Svringai and
P. erythroscptica survived such treatment. So far
as the cultures in soil are concerned, however, it

would appear that such survival may have been due
the presence of oospores. In the case of P.
stans (the oospores of which are still unknown in
uire) the results of exposure to similar conditions

were not concordant, and the question as to whether
this species can o\-erwinter in the soil is regarded as
unsolved. It was found, however, that when grow-
ing on sterile raw potato slices, P. infestans sur-
vived a temperature of -9° C, although at this
low temperature the potato slices themselves were
blackened.
Attempts were made to cultivate P. Syringa and

P. erythroscptica in non-sterilised soil, but' the results
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do not appear to have been very satisfactory. It
seems clear that further and more critical work will
have to be carried out before it can be accepted as
convincingly established that these two fungi are
really capable of sustained growth and development
in ordinary soil. No information is given as to
whether P. infestans was found to live and grow in
ordinary unsterilised soil ; and speculation as to
whether the survival of this fungus in the soil from
season to season may account for primary outbreaks
of potato blight seems therefore altogether premature.

Another recent contribution to our knowledge of
this fungus is contained in a doctorate thesis presented
to the L'niversity of Utrecht by Miss M. P. Lohnis,
entitled " Onderzoek over Phytophthora infestans
(Mont.) de Ry. op de aardappelplant." (Wageningen,
H. \'eenman, 1922.) An account of pure culture
work with various media is given ; immature oogonia
and oospores were found twice in cultures on raw
potato and Quaker Oat agar.

Experiments on the manner in which infection
of the potato occurs are described, and in discussing
the question of the propagation of the blight from
season to season it is recorded that on five occasions a
diseased tuber was found before any infection of the
foliage was apparent. It is suggested that the fungus
may perhaps subsist in the soil, but this point is not
yet regarded as definitely established. Other matters
dealt with are the influence of the stage of develop-
ment of the plant on its susceptibility to infection,
the mode of entry into the tubers and growth of the
fungus in the subterranean parts of the plant, the
formation of wound cork and varietal resistance to
blight. The thesis is provided with a summary in
English, and a more detailed abstract of it will be found
in the Review of Applied Mycology, I. 8. Aug. 1922,
P- 253-
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Aeronautical Research Committee.

'HE report of the Aeronautical Research Com-
mittee for the year 1921-22 (H.M. Stationery

Of&ce, 1922, IS. 6d.) consists of two parts. The
first—the report proper—gives a formal resume of

the activities of the committee, and of its sub-

committees on air-inventions, aerodynamics, engines,

materials and chemistry, meteorology, accidents,

fire pre\'ention, and load factors. A feature of great

interest in this report is the reference to the loss of

the Airship R38 and of the valuable lives thus cut

short. The committee deprecates the tendency to

make development in aircraft depend upon the

investigation of accidents, and advocates strongly

the method of systematic research directed to each

element of the design. It asserts the necessity of

employing tlie highly trained and skilled researchers

that are now available for the scientific study of

aeroplane and airship development, and on the

question of finance counters the " axe " enthusiasts

as follows :
" The money which would have come

to this country had R38 been a success would have
maintained the research of the Committee in full

activity for a period of five years. In another way
it may be stated that, should the work of the Com-
mittee lead to a reduction by one of the aeroplanes

written off per year as a result of crashes, it would
have earned the cost to the Air Ministry of the fees

paid to its members." This is a sufficiently cutting

condemnation of so-called " economy," but one
wonders how much effect it will produce in official

circles.

The second part of the report consists of a supple-

ment, giving in some detail an account of the re-

searches that ha^•e been and are being conducted,

with indications of their scope and results. In

aerodynamics the chief topics studied have been

control at low speeds, the general theory of aeroplane

flight (investigated by Prof. G. H. Bryan), aerofoils,

the circulation and vortex theory of Prandtl, etc.

On internal-combustion engines work was done on
trustworthiness, sparking-plugs, fuels, etc., while it

is of interest to read that a beginning is being made
(at Cambridge University and at Armstrong College,

Newcastle) to bring University workers into contact

with Go\'ernment aircraft research. The meteoro-

logical work dealt with the structure of the atmo-
sphere and the formation of cyclones and fog, and
with instruments, etc.

The part of the supplements dealing with accidents

will naturally attract much notice. The accident to

the Tarrant "Triplane " Tabor " led to the discovery

of inadequacy in the rudder control, and to the

development of relay controls for dealing with the

longitudinal control plane. Airship R36 suffered

accidents wliich showed the necessity for experi-

mental work on an actual airship. In the case of the

R38 the disaster was due to structural weakness in

the design. No calculations had been made of the

stresses caused byaerodynamical forcesand movements,
although such stresses may exceed considerably those

due to weight and buoyancy. While it appears that

model data would, indeed, have been sufiicient to

indicate the kinds of stresses that would be obtained

in flight manoeuvres, the committee emphasises the

importance of full-scale work.
It is not possible here to mention all the numerous

items of aeronautical research referred to in the

report. Suffice it to add that, at a ridiculously small

cost to the nation, work is being done that will add
as much to our national security and commercial
prosperity as the many millions we spend so thought-
lessly in response to popular clamour.
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The Hydrautomat.

'X'HE problem of raising a small quantity of water
•*• to a considerable height by utilising the energy

of a larger mass of water has been solved in a number
of ways. In the seventeenth century, the City of

London was supplied with water pumped from the
Thames by means of a recigrocating pump, driven
by a crank which was made to rotate by a water-
wheel turned by the flow of the river. The " hy-
draulic ram " is a device that has been successfully

used, and recently there has been developed a device,

the hydraiitomat, which utihses the pressure of the
atmosphere to lift water (Allen Hydrostatic Pump
Syndicate, Ltd., no Victoria Street, S.W.i).

Let it be supposed that there is a source of supply
at a height of H feet above a tail race. For example,
water might be led along a channel constructed by
the side of a falling stream, the slope of the channel
being less than that of the stream, to some point at
which there is a difference of level H feet between
the water surface in the channel and the river.

At a height H/2 from the river bed is constructed a
closed tank which is connected to the supply channel
by means of a siphon pipe entering the closed tank
at the bottom, and to the bottom of the tank is

connected another siphon which has a rising limb
and a discharging limb taken down to the river bed.
To the top of the closed tank is connected an air-pipe
which has connexions to a series of closed tanks
placed at various heights, on a hillside, say. Each
of these closed tanks has a siphon pipe led from
the bottom of the closed tank to the top of an open
tank at a higher level. From the top tank of all the
water can be taken to any desired point.

Let now the water be allowed to flow from the
channel into the lowest closed tank, entering at the
bottom. The air in this tank will be compressed
and will be conveyed under pressure along the rising

pipe, and to each of the closed tanks above, from
which the water is raised to the open tanks above.
When the pressure in the lowest tank reaches a
certain value, the discharging siphon automatically
operates. The escaping water acts upon a flat vane,
which is connected to a lever controlling a valve
which cuts off the supply from the channel to the
lowest tank, and a partial vacuum is produced in

the closed tanks. Water is thus drawn from any
one of the open tanks to the closed tank immediately
above it. There is thus an alternate delivery and
suction stroke for each lift of iH. The only valve
is that between the channel and the lowest tank.
The device is an exceedingly interesting and simple
one, and the plant required is inexpensive in first

cost and upkeep. A plant is working at Carshalton,
Surrey.

University and Educational Intelligence.

Bristol.—A tablet bearing the names of all

members of the L'niversity who fell in the war is

shortly to be placed in the new University buildings.

The war memorial committee is very anxious to
guard against omissions, and will be grateful if

relatives of the fallen who have not already com-
municated particulars will inform the secretary of

the committee accordingly.

C.\MBRIDGE.—The offer of the Ministry of Agri-
culture to found a professorship of animal pathology
with funds from the Development Commissioners has
been accepted. The Coimcil of the Senate has pub-
lished recommendations as to the duties and emolu-
ments of the professorship, and if these are approved
the election to the new chair need not be long delayed.
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Lef.ds.—At a meeting of the Council on February
21, Prof. Sniithells was reappointed to the office of

Pro-Vice-Chancellor.
Mr. James Kobb has been appointed district

lecturer in agriculture.

It has been decided to reinstitute a formerly exist-

ing professorship of therapeutics in the department
of medicine, and to elect Dr. W. H. Maxwell Telling

to this chair.

London.—The Senate has made a grant of 75/.

from the Publication Fund to the Rev. F. J. Wyeth
in aid of the publication by the Royal Society of his

D.Sc. thesis entitled " The Development of the
Auditory Apparatus and Associated Structures in

Sphenodon Pumtatus."
The Senate has adopted a resolution recording with

great regret the resignation of Dr. M. J. M. Hill

of the Astor chair of pure mathematics at University
College, which he has occupied since 1884.

The Academic Council has prepared a table show-
ing the universities from which, up to the present,

applications have been received for registration as

Internal Students for the Ph.D. degree. The classified

totals are as follows :—

Great Britain (London 171) and Ireland 255
Europe 10
Australia and New Zealand . . . 16
I'nited States of America ... 30
India 62
South Africa 3
Canada 8

Japan i

385

The degree of D.Sc. {Engineering) has been con-
ferred upon Mr. A. E. Clayton for a thesis entitled
" Papers on Alternating Current Machinery " and
other papers.
The council of Bedford College for Women

invites applications from women for a post-graduate
scholarship in sociology', value 150/., for one year.
Further information is obtainable from the Secretary
of the College, Regent's Park, N.W.i.

Manchester.—The Council has approved a scheme
for the establishment of a Colloids Research Labora-
tory in the Iniversity. A sum of 11,842/. has been
subscribed and given to the University towards the
endowment and cost of the equipment of the depart-
ment. Mr. D. C. Henry, at present a lecturer in
chemistry, has been appointed lecturer in colloid
physics and will take charge of the I^aboratory,
which will be known as "The Graham Research
Laboratory." The Council has expressed its hearty
appreciation of the gift to the various subscribers, and
especially to Dr. Kenneth Lee, who has been largely
responsible for the scheme.

Mr. Norman B. Maurice has been recommended
for the degree of Ph.D., his thesis being " On the
Unsaponifiable Constituents of Commercial Rosins."

Oxi-ORD.—The Edward Chapman Research prize
of Magdalen College is to be offered for competition
at the beginning of the summer term this year for
a published piece of original research in one of the
following departments of natural .science : physics
or chemistry-, including astronomy, meteorology,
mineralogy, geologj-, or the biological sciences of
zoology and botany, whetlier treated from the
morphological, pateontological, physiological, or path-
ological point of view. The prize is of the value
of 20/. and restricted to members of Magdalen.
Further particulars are obtainable from Mr. R. T.
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Gunthcr, Magdalen College. Competing essays must
reach hini not later than May i.

Three fellowships, tenable for two years, each of
the annual value of 200/., are being offered by the
Uni\'ersity of Wales to graduates of that university.
Applications must be received before June i next by
the Registrar, University Registry, Cathays Park,
Cardiff, from whom further information may be
obtained.

Notice is given that the tenth election to Beit
fellowships for scientific research will take place on or
before July 16 next, and that the latest date for the
receipt of applications is .\pril 19. Forms of applica-
tion and all information may be obtained from the
Rector, Imperial College, South Kensington, S.W.7,
upon written request.

A LECTURE on the work and aims of the newly-
establishcd West Indian .\gricultural College, Trini-
dad, will be given at Vernon House, Park Place, St.

James Street, S.W., at 8 p.m., on Monday, March 5,
by Mr. W. R. Dunlop, of the Imperial Department of
Agriculture, who has taken an active part in the
organisation of the College. The chairman at the
lecture will be Dr. A. W. Hill, director of the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Kew.

The next meeting of the Imperial Education
Conference is to be held in London at the end of
June of this year. The last meeting was held in
London in 191 1, and but for the war the Conference
would have met in 1915. The Conference will be
attended by official representatives from the Educa-
tion Departments of the Sclf-goveniing Dominions
and Colonies and the British Isles, and various
matters of common interest will be discussed, in-
cluding the question of the interchange of teachers
within the Empire.

The third report of the British .Xssociation Com-
mittee on Training in Citizenship, presented at the
Hull meeting in September last, has recently been
issued and is obtainable from the secretary of the
committee, Lady Shaw, 10 Moreton Gardens, S.W.5.
The greater part of the report is devoted to an
appendix containing a bibUography of books on
civics, .\bout 12 pages are occupied by this list,

which mentions altogether about 400 books, pam-
phlets, and magazine articles. It was found impos-
sible and undesirable to include all books bearing on
the subject ; there can be no doubt, however, that
any serious student with this list in hand could
rapidly make himself familiar witli the various
aspects of civics and tlie different points of view
apparent in the treatment of the subject. As is

natural, only publications of the last few years are,
in general, mentioned. One suggestion, of special
interest to readers of N.ature perhaps, occurs after
a study of the report : What would an anthropologist
say to this vast literature'of citizenship ? He would,
we judge, divide it into two classes : first, those
writings in which citizenship is looked at as the
natural course of life in a human community, and in
relation to the essentially simple occupations on which
all human life is based ; and, second, those in which
chief place is given to current, and often unscientific,
views of human Ufe and organisation. The choice
between those two types of book would be of import-
ance not only in connexion with citizensliip, but also
in connexion with science-teaching.

The jubilee of the University Extension movement
will be celebrated this year at Cambridge, where it

began under the leadership of Prof. James Stuart, of
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Trinity College, in 1873. Delegates from all the uni-

versities of the Empire and many of those of the
United States, as well as representatives of local

lecture centres and tutorial classes and local education
authorities, will be invited to attend a conference, to

be opened on July 6 by Lord Balfour as Chancellor

of the University, which will last until July 10. The
annual summer meeting will be held at Oxford on
July 27, when Sir Michael Sadler will deliver the in-

augural lecture of a course on " Universities and their

Place in National Life." The list of lecturers will

include Prof. Clement Webb, Dr. Selbie, Canon
Ollard, Principal Ernest Barker, Dr. Cranage, Dr.
L. P. Jacks, Mr. Ramsay Muir, Sir Gregory Foster,

Principal Childs, Mr. J. A. R. ISfarriott, Mr. Albert
Mansbridge, Mr. J. R. M. Butler, and ]Miss Maude
Royden, and probably Dean Rashdall, Prof. Rait,

and Mr. Coulton. The subsidiary subject of study
at the meeting will be " The Social and Economic
Problems of English Country- Life," introduced by
Sir Daniel Hall. The following statistics are taken
from annual reports for 1921-22 on ' University Ex-
tension work of the Universities of Oxford, Cam-
bridge, and London, the figures for the several uni-

versities being given in the abo\e order : number of

courses, 121, 92, 144 ; enrolment, 12,000, 11,721,

12,431. Summer vacation courses are being organ-
ised this year by or in connexion with almost all

the English universities, the University of Wales, and
the University of Aberdeen. Holiday courses for

foreigners will be provided at Cambridge and London.

The results of a comprehensive in\estigation of the
home-residence of university students in 1920-21,
undertaken by the United States Bureau of Educa-
tion, have been tabulated in Bulletin, 1922, No. 18.

On an average, one-fourth of the students in the
universities and colleges of a State came from outside
the State and \\ per cent, came from foreign countries.

Of these 6900 foreigners, Asia contributed 2506,
North Anaerica 2156, Europe 1379, South America
563, Africa 223, Australia 61, China 1443, Canada
1294, Japan 525, West Indies 396, Russia 291, Mexico
282, India 235, Central America 184, France 160,

Great Britain 149, South Africa 141, Brazil 126,
Norway 94. From United States possessions (chiefly

the Philippines, Hawaii, and Porto Rico) there were
1456 students. The returns pubhshed by the Uni-
versity Grants Committee for the same year show
that of full-time students in universities and university
colleges in Great Britain in receipt of treasury grant
(but excluding Oxford, Cambridge, Guy's Hospital
Medical School, and Trinity College, Dublin), 42 per
cent, came from places beyond 30 miles from the
institution, 6-2 per cent, from beyond the United
Kingdom, and 1-7 per cent, from foreign countries.

Turning to the Universities Yearbook, 1922, we find the
percentage of students from outside the United King-
dom was 8, the difference being due to including
returns from Oxford, Cambridge, Dublin, and Guy's :

Asia contributed 1576, Afnerica 781, Europe 645,
Africa 1187, the Pacific 281, China 143, Canada 200,

Japan 73, West Indies loi, Russia 91, India 1240,
France 62, U.S.A. 400, South Africa 832. Similar
stati,stics in the Swiss Bulletin Universitaire of Nov-
ember last show that of students attending the seven
Swiss universities in 1922, 20 per cent, were foreigners,

the proportion being highest in Fribourg, Geneva,
and Lausanne ; at the Federal Polytechnic, Zurich,
the proportion was 16.

In view of the recent recommendation of the Board
of Education's Consultative Committee that more
attention should be paid in secondary' schools to the
cultivation of music and that this subject should be
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gi\'en full recognition in the first and second school
certificate examinations, the report recently published
by the United States Bureau of Education (Bulletin,

1921, No. 9) on the " Present Status of Music In-
struction in Colleges and High Schools " is of interest

to teachers and others in this country. It appears
that nearly half of the universities and colleges in

America allow entrance credit in musical theory and
more than one-third in " appreciation," including
history^ form, and so on. Recognition of applied
music for entrance quaUfication is a matter of very
recent development, but already in 1919 more than
one-sixth of these institutions allowed entrance credit

in piano, viohn, etc., and half as naany recognised
performances in orchestra, glee-clubs, and chorus
singing. In 25 per cent, credit for applied music is

allowed toward the B.A. or B.Sc. degree. In general
it may be said that there is ample evidence of increas-
ing interest in the development of music as a social,

cultural, and professional subject in the universities

and colleges. The same may be said of the high
schools, where orchestra is becoming an increasingly
important feature of school life and courses in har-
mony and appreciation are often provided. The re-

port does not distinguish between boys and girls

except as regards glee-singing, of which there appear
to be almost as many boys' as girls' courses. The
fact that credit toward school leaving certificates is

granted in a large proportion of the schools offering

music courses seems to indicate that there is an
effort to present these courses in a manner sufficiently

thorough to make them compare in requirement with
the other courses of the high school.

An American criticism of higher education in Aus-
tralia and New Zealand has been published by the
United States Bureau of Education in Bulletin, 1922,
No. 25. It is based on a visit to Australasia in 1920
by Dr. C. F. Thwing, president emeritus of Western
Reserve University and author of " Univ-ersities of

the World " (Macmillan, N.Y., 191 1). Among other
differences between American and Australian uni-

versities Dr. Thwing notes that whereas one half or
more of American undergraduates look forward to a
business career, most of those in Australia are pre-
paring for the professions and only a very few go
into business : most of the engineering graduates
enter the Federal Public Works departments. Train-
ing for the professions, while thorough in a practical

sense, lacks generally the liberal foundation given in

the American college. Dr. Thwing, who is interested

chiefly in the sociological aspects of university ques-
tions, considers that notwithstanding the apparent
success of the adult-education movement in the
universities, their influence on the community is

slight and there is a tendency for their members to
confine themselves to their special work and avoid
all public responsibility. He believes that in the
presentation of many subjects, such as government
and economics, teachers are liable to be hampered by
the fact that the university depends for grants for its

support on a government which is often controlled by
doctrinaire leaders of the so-called working classes.

Until recent years no chair of economics was estab-

lished in any university, although education for

citizenship should ha\'e been one of the principal

services of the university to a community in which
there is a dearth of men of any great distinction in

the political sphere, and parties are generally content
with negative cries. While Dr. Thwing was gathering
materials for his account of Australasian universities.

Prof. E. R. Holme, of Sydney, happened to be simi-

larlv engaged in studying higher education in America
and preparing his book on " The American Univer-
sity."
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Societies and Academies.

London.

Royal Society, February 22.—G. I. Taylor and
C. F. Elam : The distortion of an aluminium crystal

during a tensile test (Bakcrian lecture). A rectangular

specimen i x i x 20 cm. cut from a round bar of

aluminium, which had been treated by the method
of Carpicnter and Elam, so that it consisted of one
single crj'stal, was stretched through successive

extensions of o, 10, 20, 30, 40, 60. and 78 per cent.

of the original length. At each stage of the test,

distortion was determined by measurements of

scratches ruled on the surface and the directions

of the cr>'stal axes were determined by X-ray analysis.

The method for determining the nature of the dis-

tortion was to find lines of particles which were
unextended by the strain. The directions of these

lines lie on a quadric cone, which evidently has two
positions corresponding with the two configurations

from which it was derived. It was found that, up
to 40 per cent, elongation, the " unextended cone

"

was of a degenerate form consisting of two planes,

one of which contained in all cases the same particles,

while the other contained different particles for

different strains. Distortion was due to slipping or
shearing over the former plane. By X-ray measure-
ments it was found that the slip plane was identical

with an octahedral (III) plane of the crj'stal. The
direction of the shear was along one of the three
principal lines of atoms in the octahedral plane.

\\Tien the specimen was extended beyond 40 per cent,

elongation, the effect of the shear was to rotate

the axis of the specimen relative to the crystal

axes in such a way that another (III) plane came
into a position where its inclination to the axis

was the same as that of the slip plane. In these
circumstances slipping might occur on both planes
simultaneously.

Aristotelian Society, February 5.—Prof. A. N.
WTiitehead, president, in the chair.—May Sinclair :

Primary and secondary consciousness. Consciousness
is defined as a state of awareness, of knowing that
there is something " there." Idealism regards the
world as arising in consciousness ; realism regards it

as existing apart from and independent of conscious-
ness. Primary consciousness is all that is present to
the subject in perception, contemplation, memory,
and immediate thinking, before reflection, judgment,
and reasoning has set in. It says nothing about the
external and independent existence of its content or
object. Secondary consciousness is consciousness of
consciousness. It is all reflection, judgment, reason-
ing, all the plajf of mind round and about its object.
Secondary consciousness is always distinguishable
from its object and primarj' consciousness is not.
Therefore secondary consciousness alone supports the
realist's assumption and provides the basis for his

attack. At the point where consciousness is most
vivid, most intense, its identity with its object is

absolute : as in the consciousness of a lightning flash,

of shell-fire, or toothache. Here there is no possibility

of analysing into consciousness and independent
object. Yet at this point primary consciousness is

the intensest affirmation of its object's existence.
There is no reason why this should be so if realism
Were true. We cannot then distinguish between con-
sciousness and its object. When we seem to be doing
this we are really distinguishing between primary and
secondary consciousness, and the distinction falls

within consciousness. Implicit judgments of per-
ception present a difliculty. They would seem to be
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primary. But all explicit judgments are clearly

secondary. The realist judgment is of this nature

and it comes too late to save the independent reality

of the object.

Royal Anthropological Institute, February 6.—Mr.

H. J. E. Peake in the chair. — E. O. Rutter :

The natives of British North Borneo. Fifty years

ago the native population of North Borneo con-

sisted of pirates, who ranged along the coasts, and
of head-hunters, who hved in small communities in

the hills. The natives may be divided into three

groups—the people of the coast, the people of the

plains, and the people of the hills. The coast natives

are mainly Bajaus, Sulus, and Illanuns ; they are

Mohammedans and, for the most part, sea-gipsies.

Boats take the place of caravans and they make
their living from the produce of the sea. Even
when they build houses they are usually constructed

over the water upon the seashore or the river banks.

Some are accomplished horsemen. The inhabitants

of the plains arc the Dusuns, a race of farmers, law-

abiding and industrious, who cultivate the rice which
is their staple food. Some of the Dusuns come into

the hill group and with them are the .Muruts. The
latter are the most primitive race. They Uve in

villages of one or perhaps two houses 200 or 300 feet

in length, perched high upon a hill to be out of the

way of raiding-parties. Only within the last few

years have they abandoned head-hunting, which was
the outcome of feuds between villages. Peace terms

were sealed by bathing in the blood of buffaloes and
planting stones as witnesses of oaths of peace.

Linnean Society, February 15.—Dr. A. Smith
W^oodward, president, in the chair.—A. M. Alston :

On the method of oviposition and the egg of the

beetle Lvctus brunnens Steph.—V. S. Summerhayes :

r,ichens collected by the Oxford University Expedi-
tion to Spitsbergen in 1921. In all, 68 species in

27 genera of Uchers were found, chiefly on Bear

Island, a mass of limestone rock, and Prince Charles's

Foreland, of siliceous rock.—F. Howard Lancum

:

Curious oviposition by a specimen of the clouded

yellow butterfly, Colias edusa. A female Colias

ediisa refused to deposit ova and declined to feed.

At tlie end of a fortnight it was transferred casually

to a leaf of a potted plant of white clover, and it

laid one egg, and by moving it seventeen times in

succession to different leaves, seventeen eggs were
obtained. It was curious that it would not deposit

an egg until it was moved.—B. Daydon Jackson :

C. A. Agardh's " Aphorismi botanici," Lunda,
1817-26, 8". The volume confirms the practice

prevalent in Scandinavia to the middle of the previous

century, the Praeses being the actual author, and the

Respondentes being little better than dummies.

Royal Meteorological Society, February 21.—Dr.

C. Chree, president, in the chair.—E. Gold : A pro-

posed reform of the calendar by Dr. C. F. Marvin,

Chief of the U.S. Weather Bureau. Dr. Marvin in

his pamphlet states that the only modification of

the Gregorian calendar which meets the need of the

meteorologist is one which calendars the year in

exactly 13 months of 28 days each, each of which

would' start on a Sunday. One day in each year

and an additional day in leap year, should be set

apart as public holidays.—S. Fujiwhara : (i) On the

growth and decay of vortical systems. Water
vortices of a like sense of rotation attract, and

vortices of opposite sense repel each other. Vortices

grow by amalgamation, and cyclones and anticyclones

can be regarded as following similar laws. The
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equation of growth of energy of vortices is similar
to the equation for vital growth given by Brailsford
Robertson. (2) On the mechanism of extratropical
cyclones. From the equation for change with time
of the vorticity of horizontal motion in the earth's
atmosphere devised by Hesselberg and Friedmann,
the most important source of energy of a cyclone
is in the vorticity of the surrounding field. The
feeding of a cyclone along the steering surface (of
the Polar Front theorj') is capable of explanation
as the absorption by the main whirl of the horizontal
whirl which forms at the surface.

Edinburgh.

Royal Society, February 5.—Prof, F. O. Bower,
president, in the chair.—A. G. Ogilvie : Physiography
of the Moray Firth coast. The coastal features along
the Moray Firth from Golspie to Inverness, thence
east to Port Gordon, were described. The Firth seems
to occupy the site of a foundered crustal block,
bounded by known fractures on the north-west, and
by possible faults on the south side. Four marine
platforms occur there, but the detailed IcvelUng shows
that the inland margin of the highest beach is never
above ninety feet. Some of the flat expanses of
gravel and sand, hitherto regarded as remnants of
this terrace, seem to be outwash aprons from the
retreating glaciers. Special attention was directed to
the constructive action of the sea in originating
shingle bars and sand bars, which unite to form
forelands and strand plains.

Cambridge.

Philosophical Society, February 5.—Mr. C. T.
Heycock, president, in the chair.—E. A. Milne :

The escape of molecules from an atmosphere, with
special reference to the boundary of a gaseous star.

—

J. E. Jones : Free paths in a non-uniform rarefied
gas with an application to the escape of molecules
from an isothermal atmosphere. In a gas such as
exists at the outer fringes of an atmosphere the usual
formulae of the kinetic theory for the calculation of
free paths are no longer applicable. The necessary
generalisations have been applied to find the condition
under which a molecule may escape from an atmo-
sphere. The total number of molecules lost in this
way has then been enumerated by a more detailed
method than has been used hitherto.—J. S. Rogers :

L series of tungsten and platinum.—R. H. Fowler :

Contributions to the theory of a-particle phenomena.
Pt. I. Stopping powers. Pt. II. lonisation.—C. G. F.
James : The representation of varieties in space of
three and four dimensions.—M. J. M. Hill : On the
fifth book of Euclid's elements.—G. H. Hardy : A
chapter from the notebook of Mr. Ramanujan.

—

E. C. Titchmarsh : Hankel transforms.—J. P.
Gabbatt

: A generalisation of Feuerbach's theorem.

P.\RIS.

Academy of Sciences, February 5.—M. Albin Haller
in the chair.—G. Bigourdan : The 'Cabinet du Roi

"

and the forgotten discoveries of Rochon. An
historical account of the installation of this observa-
tory in 1 761, its equipment and an account of the
astronomical work done there by Noel, Leroy, and
Rochon.—Charles Richet, L. Garrelon, and D.
Santenoise

: The larj'ngo-cardiac reflex.—A. Blondel :

Influence of the speed governors controlling turbo-
alternators on the oscillations of the electrically
connected sets. Case of indirect regulation.—R. de
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Forcrand : The hydrates of krypton and argon.
The dissociation pressures of these hydrates have
been measured at varying temperatures and the
heats of formation calculated from the results.

—

J. Roudaire-Miegeville : The grapho-mechanical deter-
minations of systems of real or imaginary solutions
of algebraical equations. A development of the work
of Kempe and of Koenigs on tracing algebraic curves
by an articulated system.—Charles Fremont : The
cause of the formation of the elongation at constant
load near the elastic limit in testing mild steels.

—

Th. Moreux : The probable cause of the anti-solar
glow.—A. Buhl : The mass and electromagnetic
fields of Th. De Bonder.—Paul Dienes : Tensorial
geometry.—J. Haag : The distribution of the mole-
cules of a gaseous mass ; application to the formula
of Van der Waals.—Albert Perard : Study of some
neon radiations with the \iew of their applications
to metrology. A comparison of the cadmium line

(508-582 niMJ with five neon lines. The ratios of

the cadmium and neon lines are not constant. The
systematic variation proved that the neon lines were
very close doubles.—L. Bouchet : Application of the
plane-cylinder electrometer to the determination of

the inductive capacities of solid substances.—R. de
Mallemann : Determination of the electromagnetic
double refraction of active liquids.—Rene Ledrus :

The increase of dispersion in photo-electric X-ray
spectra.—St. Procopiu : The arc spectra of metals
in various media and in a vacuum. The metals
studied were copper, gold, zinc, cadmium, magnesium,
calcium, and aluminium, and the arcs were produced
in air, hydrogen, coal gas, nitrogen, water, and in a
vacuum. All the metals gave a stable arc in nitrogen,

including magnesium, calcium, and aluminium, with
which it is difficult to maintain an arc in air. Stable
arcs were also produced in a vacuum. Details are
given of the change produced in the lines.—P.

Dejean : Correlation between the hypothesis of the
elementary demagnetising field and the theory of

the molecular field.—E. Darmois and J. Perin :

Dextro malic acid and the utilisation of ammonium
molybdomalate for the resolution of racemic malic
acid. The dextrorotatory malic acid prepared by
Walden's method is partially racemised, and it

contains about J dextrorotatory' acid and J laevo-

rotatory acid. By conversion into ammonium di-

molybdomalate a separation can be effected.—G.
Claude : The application of coke oven gas to the
synthesis of ammonia. After removal of benzol by
oil and carbon dioxide by lime water, the remaining
gases are separated by fractional condensation, the
hydrogen passing on to the ammonia apparatus.

—

Raymond Delaby : The characterisation of the
alkylglycerols.—Leon Bertrandand Antonin Lanquine:
Extension of the dupUcalures provenfales under the
Cheiron layer (Alpes-Maritimes) to the west of the
Var valley.—Filippo Eredia : The dryness of Italy

during the year 192 1.—E. and G. Nicolas : The
influence of hexamethylene-tetramine and formalde-
hyde on the internal morphology and chemical
changes in the bean.—A. Polack : "The physiological
determinism of the accommodative refle.x of the eye.

—J. Dragoiu, F. Vies, and M. Rose : Cytological
consequences of the lowering of the hydrogen ion

concentration on the evolution of the egg of the sea-

urchin.—A. Goris and P. Costy : The urease of

fungi. The urease from Boletus ediilis was studied :

detailed accounts of the effects on the enzyme of

heat, acids, alkalies, neutral salts, and antiseptics
are given.—L. G. Seurat : The fauna of penetration
of South Tunisian rivers.—R. Herpin : The sexual
relations in Perinereis cuUrifera—L. Leger and E.
Hesse : A fungus of the Ichthyophonus type, a
parasite of the intestine of the trout.
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Sydney.

Royal Society of New South Wales, December 6.

—

Mr. C. A. Sussmilch, president, in the chair.—Miss
Ida Brown : Notes on hornblende and bytownite
from hypersthene gabbro, Black Bluff, near Broken
Hill. A description of the separation of hornblende
and plagioclase felspar from a gabbro which occurs
about six miles to the south-east of Broken Hill, and
a discussion of their chemical composition and optical

properties.—H. G. Smith and J. Read : The glucoside
occurring in the timber of the red ash, Alphitonia
excelsa, Reiss. The red colour of this timber is due
to the oxidation, upon exposure to light and air, of a
characteristic constituent, which shows a marked
resemblance to fustin, the glucoside of young fustic,

Rhus cotinus. The substance sometimes occurs as a
chalky deposit in the cracks and shakes of the timber,
and it may also be extracted from the wood shavings
with boiling water. It melts at 218-219°, and is

probably identical with the glucoside of Rhodosphacra
rhodanthema, having the formula CjeHjoO,,. It forms
a mono-potassium salt, and a corresponding am-
monium salt. It is hydrolysed with extreme difficulty

by boiling dilute acids.—A. R. Penfold and R. Grant :

The economic utilisation of the residues from the
steam rectification of the essential oil of Eucalyptus
cneorifolia and the germicidal values of the crude oil

and the pure active constituents. The dark-coloured
waste product contains 6-5 per cent, au.stralol

(phenol) and 25 per cent, aromatic aldehydes, princi-

pally cryptal, the remainder being sesquiterpenes,
etc. The active constituents when tested by the
Rideal-Walker method have high germicidal values.
The crude oil when emulsified with rosin soap has a
coefficient of 6-5, and forms a cheap and powerful
disinfectant.—A. R. Penfold and F. R. Morrison :

The essential oil of Eriostemon Crowd [Crowea
saligna). This tall shrub, found on the rocky sloping
banks of creeks and rivers in the Sydney district,

yielded 0-4 of an oil heavier than water ; the principal
constituent (90 per cent.) was a new phenol ether,
for which the name " croweacin " is proposed. Its

molecular formula is C,,H,,0,, and it contains one
methoxy group. On oxidation with potassium per-
manganate it yields a neutral body, C,,HnO,, of M.P.
93° C, and an acid, C.H,0„ of M.P. 153° C—M. B.
Welch : A method of identification of some hard-
woods. In search of an accurate method of identify-
ing certain hardwood timbers, particularly the
Eucalypts, extracts obtained by boiling a definite
weight of shavings in a known volume of water were
examined. Various reagents, such as ferric chloride,
lime-water, etc., were added to the extract, and a
comparison made between similar timbers. The
method does not give results with certainty.—M. B.
Welch : The resinous exudation of rosewood. The
resinous exudation or " sweating " which destroys
the jwlish of rosewood is due to numerous minute
drops of oil in certain parts of the wood. A steam
distillation of shavings gave a yield of more than
3 per cent, of a bluish-coloured oil. Sweating is

apparently due to lack of seasoning, or to polishing a
freshly prepared surface.—W. S. Dun and Sir Edge-
worth David : Notes on the occurrence of Gastrio-
ceras, at the Irwin River Coalfield, W.A., and a
comparison with the so-called Paralegoceras from
Letti, Dutch East Indies. Gaslrioceras Jacksoni
occur in the Gascoyne River district, W.A., in a very
well-marked horizon in the Lower Marine Permian
beds, which has been traced for more than 20 miles.
A new form is identical with Haniel's Paralegoceras
sundaictim from the Permian of the Island of Letti.
This is associated with a brachiopod fauna of a
definite Asiatic Permian facies, and it will thus be
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possible to attempt a more definite correlation of the
Western .Australian beds with the Permian of .\sia

and Eastern Europe.—W. R. Browne and W. A.
Greig : On an olivine-bearing quartz-monzonite from
Kiandra, N.S.W. An explanation of the very rare
association of the two minerals olivine and quartz in

the same igneous rock. The chemical composition of
the rock is given.—W. R. Browne : Note on the
occurrence of calcite in a basalt from the Maitland
district, N.S.W. An account of a basalt containing
about 15 per cent, of interstitial calcite, which is

believed to be the result, not of surface alteration, but
of deposition from magmatic waters during the
crystallisation of the rock.— J. K. Murray : Notes on
the bacteriological aspect of pasteurisation of milk
for Cheddar cheese-making. Pasteurisation, coupled
with the use of a good starter, greatly favours those
bacteria which prqduce a cheese of good flavour and
aroma. The " pasteurised " cheese was better in

flavour and aroma than the " raw " check cheese and
did not markedly lose in texture or body. Its

vitamin content is not considered to be in any marked
degree different from that of the ordinary " raw "

cheese.

Melbourne.

Royal Society of Victoria, December 14.—Mr. F.

Wisewould, president, in the chair.—F. Chapman and
I. Crespin : The Austral Rhynchonellacea of the
" nigricans series " with a description of the new
genus Tegulorhynchia. The forms of the " nigricans

series," fossil and recent, in the southern hemi-
sphere, which have been referred to the boreal genus
Hcmitiiyris, constitute a distinct zoological group
Tegulorhynchia. The Cainozoic species of Tegulo-
rhynchia have probably evolved from a Jurassic form
like that of Burmirhynchia, without the intervention

of the Cyclothyris type, which was so predominant
in the Cretaceous of Europe. The direct line of

descent is probably from the European type Burmi-
rhvnchia variabilis. The bathymetrical distribution

of the forms living in southern waters has been found
to be of value in comparing the stratigraphical

characters of the fossil series.— J. R. Tovey and P. F.

Morris : Contributions from the national Herbarium
of N'ictoria, No. 3. The paper contains a description

of a new species, Kunyea stilphurea Tovey and
Morris, from West Australia, and records of new
regional distribution of native and introduced plants.

A new introduction, Tradescanlia flumineusis Veil.

(Water Spiderwort), is recorded and also some additions

to the introduced flora of Coode Island.—H. S. Baird :

The occipital bones of the Dipnoi. Sections of the

exoccipital bone of Ceratodus, and comparison with

a developmental series of Lepidosiren, show no
evidence of endochondral ossification. It appears prob-

able that the endochondral method of ossification—

a

pliylogenetically more highly developed mode of bone
formation—does not exist in the Dipnoi.—G. Home :

Aboriginal cylindro-conical stones. Cylindro-conical

stones are found in the Darling district and \Nest to

L. Eyre. They are unknown by the Darling blacks ;

also by all except a few old men of L. Eyre tribes.

These call them uncanny, being the petrified penis of

one circumcised with a firestick before the moora
introduced the knife. Afterwards the stones must
be lost. Circumcision was unknown where the stones

most abound.

Official Publications Received.

Acailcriiif 'ifs Sciences (Ci-ska Akademic Ved a Um^ni). Bulletin

International. ResiinK-.t (les travAux prCHent^^s. Clu.<«se de<i Sciences

mathoniatiques, naturelles et de la M^lt-clno. 18* unnee (11H3). Pp. iii

+ 8ii7 l'.i>' annee (I'."14). Pp. iv+415. 'JO" annee (l»lll). Pp. iii-HOS

Sl« annie (14'17). Pp. iv + 408. 22« »nn«e (1U20). Pp. iv+225. (Prague.
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Diary of Societies.

SATURDAY, March S.

Association of Technical Institutions (Annual General Meeting) (at
Carpenters' Hall), at 11 and •!.

UoYAL Institution of Gbkat Bkitain, at 3.—Sir Ernest Ruiherford :

Atomic f'rojeetiles and their Pioprrties (3).

GiLBBKT Whitk Fbllowship (at 6 Queen Square, W'.C.l), at 3.—Dame
Helen Gwyniie-Vaugliau : The Mechanism of Inherit^inue.

Jl/O.VD 11', March S.

llOYAL Astronomical Society (Geophysical Discussion), at 6.—The
Absolute Measurement of Magnetic Force. Chairman. Dr. C. Chree.
Speaker.* : F. E. Smith, Sir Arthur Schuster, H. Spencer Jones (and
possibly Dr. A. Crichton Mitchell).

Royal Institution of Orf.at Britain, at 5.—General Meeting.
Royal Colleoe of Surobons of Enoi.and, at 5 —Sir Arthur Keith :

Man's Posture : its Evohition and Disorders (1) (Hunterian Lectures).
Society of Enginkers, I.vc. (at Geological Society), at 5.30.—A. S. B.
Acltemiaun : The Physical Properties of Clay (fifth paper) ami the
Dynamics of Pilc-drivinsr.

iNSTlTiniiiN OF Ri'BBER lNi)rsTRY(at Eoyiiieers' Club, 3(1 C0Yentr>- Street),
at ti.30.—H. Savage : Telegiaph Cable Manufacture, Rubber aiid Gutta-
percha.

Institution of Electrical Enoineers (Informal Meeting), at 7.—J. H.
Parker and others : Discu-sion on Control iu Industry.

Akistotelian Society (at University of London Club), at 8.—E S.
Rus.sell : Psycho-hiolo^y.

Royal Sociktv of Arts, at 8.—J. E. Sears : Length Measurement (1)
(CJantor Lectures).

Society of Chemical Ixdust rv (London Section)(at Engineers' Club, 39
Coventry Street), at 8.— Dr. T. M. Legge : Indu.striil Poisoning and the
Works Chemist.

TUESDA r, March 0.

Royal IssmTTioN of Great Britain, at 3 Sir Arthur E. Shipley :

Llle and its Rhythms (•). Rhythm in I^iving Organism.
RoVAL Society of Arts (Dominions and Colonies Section), at 4.30.—

.Major B. A. Uelcher: The Dominion and Colonial Sections of the
British Empire Exhiliition.

Royal Collec.e of Physicians of London, at 6.— Dr. G. Evans: The
Nature of Arterio-.sclerosis (1) (Goulstoniau lectures).

/ooLOoicAL Society of London, at 5.30.— H. G. Cannon : A Note on the
^oiea of the Land-Crab, OtnV.mma nrmaljiw.—Miss L. E. Cheesman :

Notes on the Pairing ..f the Land-Crab, (ar((i.-i,m(i armatiiin.—X>T. C. F.
Sonntaj!

:
The Comparative Anatomy of Tongues of the Mammalia,

yill. Cariinora.— li. Kirkpalrick: A New Species of the Tunicatt
hlii:umoliiHl(i with leniarkalile .Sensory Organs. .\o. 24. Results of

'

Oxford University E\peilition to Spitsbergen, ll«l._T. H. Ring :

Blephant-.Scals of Kerguclen Island.
Institution of Civil Enoineers. at li.

Royal Photoorai^hic Society ofGbeat Britain (ScientiBc and Technical
Group), at -.— K. C. 1). Hickman : An Electric Indicator for Washing-
troughs.—A C. Banfield: The " Perlect" Camera.

Rontoen Society (at Institution of ElectricalEngineers), at 8.15.

IVEDNBSDAY, March 7.

INSTITUIE OF Metals (at Institution of Mechanical Engineers), at 10.—
Dr. Aitchison : The Mechanical Properties of the Magne.-ium Alloys.—
I rof. H. C. H. Carpenter and C. C Smith: Tests on Work-hardened
Aluminium Sheet.—Kathleen E. Bingham and Dr. J. L. Haughlon : The
Constitution of some Alloys of Aluminium with Copper and Nickel.—M.
Cojk: The R^crystallis.ition of Cold Worked Cadmium.— Dr. A. W.
Gray ; Volume Changes accompanying Solution, Chemical Combination,
ami Crystallisation in Amalgams.—At '-'.SO.-Dr. W. Rosenhain, S. L.
Archbutt, and S. A. E. Wells : The Production and Heat Treatment of
Chill Castings in an Aluminium Alloy (" Y "). — Prof. P. C. Lea, Dr. V.
•* Collins, and Dr. E. A. F. Reeve: The Modulus of Direct Elasticity
of Cold-drawn Metals as a function of Annealing Temperature.—A. M.
Portevin: The Structure of Butectics.—R. Genders: The Extrusion
Defect in Brass Rods extruded from a Multiple Die.—S. Beckinsale

:

Further Stiiilies in Season-Cracking and its Prevention. Tlie Removal
of Iiilornal Stress in tlO :40 Brass.

Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (at the Middlesex Oaild-
hall, Westminster), at 3.—Annual MeetiuK.

Royal Colleoe of Siiroeons of Enolanu, at 6.—Sir Arthur Keith :

Man's Posture : its Evolution and Disorders ('2) (Hunterian Lectures).
Institution of Electrical Enoineers (Wireless Section), at C—H.

Morris-Airey : Development of Naval High Power Valves.
Society of Public Analysts and other Analytical Chemists (at
Chemical Society), at 8.—A. Lucas : The Examination of Firearms and
Projectiles.— R. C. Frederick : The Interpretation of the Results obtained
in the Analysis of Potable Waters.— S. B Phillips : Determination of
the Purity of Vanillin.

Royal Society of Arts, at 8.— Prof. E. P. Stebbing : The Forests of
Russia.

Entomological Society of London, at S.

THURSDAY. March 8.

Institute of Metals (at Institution of Mechanical Engineers), at 10.—
R. C. Reader : Some Properties of the Copper-Rich Copper-Aluminium
Alloys.—C. R. Austin and A. J. Murphy : The Ternary System Copper-
AUiminium-Nickel.—Col. N. T. Bclaiew : The Inner Structure of the
CryslaKirain .-IS revealed by Meteorites and Widmanstatten Figures.—
A. L. Norbury : The Hardness of Annealed Copper.—A. L. Norbury

:

The Hardness of certain Copper Alpha-Solid Solutions.—At 2.30.—
H. Heape : The Density and the Hardness of the Cast Alloys of Copper
with Tin.—Dr. D. Hanson and Marie L. V. Gayler : The Heat-Treat-

icate

the
The

ment and Mechanical Properties of Alloys of Aluminium with Small
Percentages of Copper.— Marie L. 'V. Gayler : The Constitution and Age-
Hardening of the Ternary Alloys of Aluminium with Magnesium and
Copper.—R. Genders : Tlie Seleroscope Hardness Test. A New Form of
Magnitier Hammer.—N. B. Pilling and R. E. Bedworth : The Oxidation
of Metals at High Temperatures.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—T. Stevens : Water Power
of the Empire (2).

Royal Society, at 4.30.—A. B. Wood, H. E. Browne, and C. Cochrane :

Determination of Velocity of Explosion Waves in Sea Water. Variation
of Velocity with Temperature.— P. Jl. S.^Jlackett : The Study of Forked
Alpha Ray Tracks.—E. Hatschek and P. C. L. Thoriie : Metal Sols in
Non-dissociating Liquids. I. Nickel in Toluene and Benzene.—H.
Hirata: Constitution of the X-Kay Spectra belonging to the L Series
of the Elements.—A. Egeiton: The Vapour Pressure of Lead. I.

—

A. C. Egerton and W. B. Lee : Some Density Determinations.-A. C.
Egerton and W. B. Lee : Separation of Isotojies of Zinc.

London Mathematical Society (at Roj'al Astronomical Society), at 5.

—

Prof. A. E. H. Love : Some Ele'ctrostatie Distributions in Two
Dimensions.—J. P. Gahbatt: A Hyperspatial Analogue of Feuerbach's
Theorem.—Prof. G. H. Hardy and E. C. Titehmarsh: Solutions of
some Integral Equations considered by Hatenian, Kapteyn, Milne, and
I.ittlewood.—S. C. Dlar ; Some Integral Equations connected with the
Elliptic Cylinder Functions.—J. Vinogradow : Laltice Points in Regions
of two or thiee Dimensions —M. Merker : G^iieintion et etude d'une
surface du 3" ortire particulifere.—H. W. Tuinbull : Tlie General
Symbjlic Notation for the Princhile of Duality and its Application to
Determinants. —E. W. Hobson : (>n Generalised Fourier Series.

Royal College of Physicians of London, at 5.—Dr. G. Evans: Tlie

Nature of Arterio-sclerodis (2) (Gonlstonian Lectures).
Royal Society of Medicine (Balneology and Climatology Section), at

5.30.— Dr. Sonntag and others : Discussion on The Vagus and Sympathetic
Nerves and their Relation to Hydrology and C-'limate.

Society of Dyers and Colourists (I,ondon Section) (at Dyers' Hall,
Dowgate Hill), at 7.— B. Brown and H. .Jordan : The Valuation of Dye-
stuH's by Titration Methods. (Rapiil Commercial Estimation of Value.)

OcTicAL Society (at Imperial College of Science and Technology), at 7.80.

—H. Dennis Taylor: Optical Designing as an Art-T. Smith: The
Distrilmtion of Correction Duties in Optical Instruments.

Institute of Metals (London Ivocal Section) (at Institute of Marine
Engineer.s), at .«.—Opeu Discussion.

Cauera Club, at 8.15.—H. Main : A Pilgrimage to Provence.

FRWA Y, March 3.

Royal Astronomical Society, at 5.

Physical Society of London (at Imperial College of Science and
Technology), at 5.— Sir Williaiu Bragg : The Crystalline Struclni-e of
.Vnthracene. —Dr. A. B. Wood and Capt. U. E. Browne: A Radio-
acoustic .Method of locating Positions at Sea.— J. H. Powell and Dr.
.1. H. T. Roberts: The Frequency of Vibration ofCircular Diaphragms.

Royal Colleoe of Surgeons of* England, at 5.—Sir Arthur Keith ;

Man's Posture : its Condition and Disorders (3) (Hunterian Lectures).
MAi.ACOLtioiuAL SOCIETY OF LoxDoN (at Llnncsn Society of London), at 6.

iNsriTUTK^N OF Heating AND Ventilating Enginee'rs (at Engineers*
Club), at 7.—J. G. Clark : Gas as a Fuel.

.Junior Inbtitdtion of Enoineers, at 7.30.—R. C. D. Fell: Rolling Mill

M'lchinery.
Royal Photooraphic Society of Great Britain, at 8.—W. Sanderson:
Over the Geiiiini to the Valley of the Rhone.

Institute of Chemistry at 8.-^E. J. MacGillivray : Some A.spect8 of the
Law of England atl'ecting Chemists.

Royal Institution ok Great Britain, at 1>.—Dr. C. W. Saleeby : Sun-
light and Disease.

SATURDAY, March 10.

Uoyal Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—Sir Ernest Rutherford:
A-omic Projectiles and their Properti»-s (4).

Gilbert White Fellowship (at i; Queen Square, W C.l), at 3—Con-
versazione.

PUBLIC LECTURES.

SATURDAY. March 3.

Horniman Museum (Forest Hill), at 3.30.—.Miss M. A. Murray: Legends
of the Gods of Ancient Egypt.

MOSDAY, March 5.

Victoria Leaove House (22 Eccleslon Square, S W.l), at 5.—P. t>.

Warren : Peeps at Ceylon Life, Industries, and Vegetation.

Overseas Club and League (at Vernon House, Park Place, S.W.I), at

8.—W. R. Dunlop : The Work and Aims of the West Indian Agricultural

College, Trinidad.

TUESDA Y, March 6.

London School of Economics, at 5.—A. W. Flux : Statistics, before,

during, and after the War : Prices.

School or Oriental Studies, at S.—Sir E. Denison Ross : Early

European Intercourse with the East.

WEDNESDAY, March 7.

University College, at 5.— Dr. A. H. Drew : The Cultivation of Tissues

in Vitro (2). (Succeeding Lecture on March 14.)

Kino's College, at 5.—Sir Herbert Jackson : .Some Thoughts on the

Relations of Science and Industry.

THURSDAY, March 8.

Royal Institute of British Architects, at 5.—W. Bayes : Painting

and Architecture.

SATURDAY, March 10.

HoRNiMAN Museum (Forest Hill), at 3.30.—H. N. Milligan : The Great
Sea-.serpent
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THE GROCERS' COMPANY'S RESEARCH

SCHOLARSHIPS.
With the object of encouraging original research in SANITARY

SCIENCE, the Grocers' Company offer THREE SCHOLARSHIPS,
each of ;£3oo a year, with an allowance to meet the cost of apparatus and
other expenses in connection with the work, tenable for one year, but renew-
able for a second or third year, subject to the conditions of the scheme
under which they are established.

The next election will take place in May 1923.
(One Scholarship vacant.)
Applications nnist be sent in before April i to the CtEtiK of the Grocers'

Company, Grocers' Hall, London, E.C.2, from whom a form of application
and further information may be obtained.

BEDFORD COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON).

POST-GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP IN SOCIOLOGY.
The Council of Bedford College for Women invite applications for the

above scholarship. Value ^£150 for one year. Open to women only.
For further information "^pply Thb Secretary, Bedford College,

Regent's Park. N.W. i.

BEIT FELLOWSHIPS FOR SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH.
NOTICE is hereby given that the TENTH ELECTION OF

FELLOWS will take place on or about July 16, 1923.
Applications must be received on or before April ig, 1Q23.
Forms of application and all information may be obtained by letter,

addressed to the Rector, Imperial College, South Kensington, London,
S.W.7. England.

COUNTY OF ESSEX.
EAST ANGLICAN INSTITUTE OF
AGRICULTURE, CHELMSFORD.

Appointment of Assistant Lecturer in Agricultural Chemistry.

The Es^c.v Agricultural Committee invite applications for tlie post iif

ASSISTANT LECTURER in AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY at

the East Anglican Institute of Agriculture, Chelnisfoid.

The salary will be ^350 per annum, rising by annual increments of j£20 to

;C45o, and the position will be held during the pleasure of the Council, and
be subject to termination by three months' notice.

Canvassing of members of the Committee or the County Council is

forbidden.
Forms of application may be obtained from me, and applications ac-

companieil by cjpies of not more than three recent testimonials (which will

not be returned) must reach ine not later than March 15, 1923.

JOHN H. GOOLD,
Shire Hall, Chelmsford. Clerk of the Essex County Council.

March i. 1023.

UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL.
The University invites applications for the

following Grade III. posts which will be vacant on
August I, 1923 :

ASSISTANT LECTURER IN ZOOLOGY1
ASSISTANT LECTURER IN CHEM- -^^^^^ '^^'^

per annum.
ISTRY (ORGANIC) j

Applications should be lodged with the Registrar,

from whom further particulars are available.

March 3, 1923.

UNIVERSITY OF DURHAM.
ARMSTRONG COLLEGE, NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE.

CHAIR OF PHILOSOPHY.
The Council of Armstrong College invites APPLICATIONS for this

CHAIR. Salary £800 per annum. Appointment to date from October 1,

1923.
Ten copies of applications and of not more than three testimonials must

be received by the undersigned by May i, 1923.
Further particulars on application.

J. V. T. GREIG,
Registrar.

VACANCY for MATHEMATICAL AND
SCIENCE MISTRESS in first-class Girls' School (Lancs-X loo

boarders. Maths, to Scholarship standard. ;Ci5o resident. Hoopers
(Educational Agents) Ltd., 361 Oxford Street, London, W.i.

BOARD OF TRADE, STANDARDS DEPARTMENL
A vacancy exists for an ASSLSTANT EXAMINER in the Standards

Department of the Hoard of Trade with establishment in H.M. Civil Service
after two years" approved service. The duties are mainly in connection
with the examination of weighing and measuring apparatus of novel types
with a \ iew to their approval for use in trade.

Candidates, who must be British subjects by birth, and the sons of
fathers also Uritish subjects by bjrth, should possess a University Degree
(or its equivalent) in Science or Engineering, and should have had practical

workshop experience. Preference will h€ given to ex-service men.
The salary is jC'50, rising by £t^^ to ^300 per annum, with bonus which

is re-assessed half-yearly on the basis of the average cost-of-living figure for

the previous six months. The present bonus on ^150 is ;C94 : i4s.> making
the total remuneration ^^244 : 14s.

Applications with copies of testimonials should be made in writing to the
Principal Estahlishment Officer, Board of Trade, Great George
Street, Westminster, S.W.i. not later than March 17, 1923.

MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE AND
FISHERIES

Applications are invited for an appointment as I NSPECTOR In connection
with Agricultural and Horticultural Education and Research.

Candidates must be not Itss than twenty-five yearsof age, and in addition
to having taken a course in Science or Agriculture at a University or Agri-
cultural College should have had a special training in the science and practice
of Dair>'ing.

Salary £,^$0 per annum rising to ;C4oo p^r annum, plus Civil Service Bonus.
Preference will be given to ex-service applicants.

Forms of application and copies of the regulations affecting these appoint-
ments can be obtained from the Secretakv. Ministrj- of Agriculture and
Fisheries, 10 Whitehall Place, S.W.i.

Application forms must be returned not later than March 26.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
The Senate invite applications for the following UNIVERSITY

READERSHIPS tenable at Bedford College:

READERSHIP in GEOGRAPHY, salary /700 a year.
READERSHIP in MATHEMATICS, salar>- X500 a year.

Applications (12 copies) for either post must be received not later than
first post on April \-^, 1923. by the Academic Registkar, University of
London, South Kensington, S. W.7, from whom further particulars may be
obtained.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
The Senate invite applications for the R.\MS,\Y MEMOUI.\L CHAIR

of CHEMICAL ENIUNEERING tenable at University College. Full
particulars may be obtained from the AcADt.Mic RiiGlsi rab, University of
London, South Kensington, London, S.W.7.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF WALES.
ABERVST\V\TH.

(One of the Constituent Colleges of the University of Wales.)

DEPARTMENT OF PURE MATHEMATICS.
Applications are invited for the post of .XSSLSTANT LECTURER in

PURE MATHEMATICS under Hrofessor \V. H. Youns, K.R.S., for the
Session commencing October 1923. Evidence of ability in undertaking
research in Analysis and Geometry will be required. Salary ;C3oo.

.\pplications should reach the undersigned (from whom further particulars

may be obtained) not later than March 23.

C. G. BURTON, General Secretary.

THE ROYAL TECHNICAL COLLEGE, GLASGOW.
The Governors invite applications for the CHAIR of ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERING, from which Professor Magnus Maclean, M.A., D.Sc,
LL.D,, is about to retire. Salary jCiooo.

Applications and testimonials should be sent, not later than March 22,

to the Director of the College, from whom further particulars may be
obtained.

TRADE JOURNALISM — Wanted on
editorial staff of firm of technical publishers, young chemist (not over

25) of public school and college training and some journalistic experience.

Knowledge of photographic processes and apparatus an advantage.
Applicants are asked to state fully record at school and college and
subsequent occupation. Photograph and specimens of literary work
may be sent and will be returned. Write Bi>.\ 727, Revnei.l's, 44
Chancery Lane, W.C.2.

M.Sc, GEOLOGY, CHEMISTRY, age 28,
four years' war service, desires post, anything. an>-«licie. I3ox 62, c/o

Natlue Office.

EXCITING SEA EXPEDITION—

;

Vacancies for scientific men. Capital essential. IvEGIon, 6 Adam
1

Street, Adelphi, London, W.C.2.
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CONTENTS.
Preservation and Restoration . . . . .

Physiology in Medicine. l!v Prof. E. H. Starline,
F.R.S. .

'
.

Normal and Abnormal Psychology .

Carotin-like Colours in Plants and Animal Tissues
Paradoxical Science .....
Our Bookshelf
Letters to the Editor :

—

The Opticnl Spectrum of Hafnium.— H. M. Hansen
and S. Werner ......

Kchinoderm L.irva; and their Hearing on Classifica-

ticm. — Dr. Th. Mortensen ; Prot. E. W.
MacBride, F.R S

.Medical Kducation.— Sir G. Archdall Reid, K B.E.

.A Relativity - predicted Mcclianical Kifcct in the
Electromagnetic Field.—Prof. Alex. M'Aulay .

The Measurement of the Rates of t)xidatiiin ami
Reduction of Haemoglobin.- Dr. H. Hartridge
and F. J. W. Roughton ....

Stages of CJoliji Hodies in I'rotozon. (Wih diagram.)
—Miss S. D. King and Prof. J Bronte
Gatenby ......

Seleciive Interruption of Molecular Oscillation
R. d'E. Atkinson
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Preservation and Restoration.

ONI'] of the most important services which science

can render to mankind is in the discovery of

the precise origin of corrosion and decay brought about

by natural causes and of methods of counteracting

the destructi\e agencies. It becomes increasingly im-

portant to man to preserve, during such times as he

may desire, the material fruits of his labour in their

original form. Foodstuffs must be preserved during

periods of plenty and during transportation to lands

where liiey are scarce ; structures of wood, metal and

stone must be safeguarded from the destruction caused

by living organisms, water, frost, and the atmosphere
;

fabrics must be protected from the deterioration

brought about by light and bacteria. The annual

monetary loss due to our lack of knowledge of the

mechanism and counteraction of the plienomena in-

volved is enormous and, in fact, incalculable.

For evidence of our ignorance in such matters it is

only necessary to look at the stonework of almost any
ancient building ; a cursory examination of some of

our modern buildings will indeed suffice. Is it im-

possible completely to protect and preser\e stone from

decay and destruction ? Is the vast annual sum spent

in protective paints for iron and steel structures really

essential expenditure ? Such questions as these are at

present unanswerable, l)ut they are unlikely to remain

so if adequate scientific research be directed to the

problems so obvious to ever\- one. Brearley's dis-

cover)' of stainless steel, important as it is, is but a

minor success in such a wide field, for the use of this

material is greatly restricted by its price. Neverthe-

less, the discovery encourages the belief that, so far as

metals are concerned, the broader problems are not

insoluble.

Individually, the problems of corrosion and decay are

not very attractive to the independent research worker

of the present day ; the lure of more recondite fields

of research is generally too powerful. But viewed col-

lectively these problems are so important economic-

ally, and so far-reaching, as to call for co-ordinated

investigation on a wide scale. In such investigations

Government can and slinuld play a valuable part as

an organising and directing agency, and it is satis-

factory to note the steps already taken in this country

to initiate and to subsidise the necessary research.

Perusal of the last Report of the Advisory Council for

Scientific and Industrial Research (see Nature, Feb-

ruary 3, p. 165) shows that in addition to the assistance

gi\en to two professional bodies in aid of researches on

special types of corrosion, the Department is carrying

out several kindred inquiries under its own direction.

Grants have been made to the Institute of Metals for
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the investigation of the corrosion of condenser tubes

and of aluminium, and to the Institution of Civil

Engineers for a research upon the deterioration of

structures in sea-water. In direct association with the

Department is the Food Investigation Board, which is

dealing with the fundamental problems of food pre-

servation. The Fabrics Research Committee and the

Forest Products Research Board are interested in the

protection of fabrics and woods respectively from decay,

and we understand that a committee has recently been

formed to inquire into methods of preserving stone-

work. Finally, by means of the laboratory which has

been set up at the British Museum, the Department

has provided for research into the causes and preven-

tion of corrosion and decay occurring in museum
specimens. Though each of these organisations has

its own specific ends in view, judicious co-ordination

of their efforts and intercommunication of the results

they obtain will doubtless be of great assistance to the

general progress.

A second report ^ on the investigations in progress at

the British Museum has recently been published, and

its appearance could scarcely be more opportune. The

information it gives will be of great value to the

curators of museums of antiquities and, we imagine,

will be specially welcome to those who are engaged in

the responsible and delicate task of recovering the

archaeological treasures of King Tutankhamen's tomb.

Little scientific research directly bearing upon the

preservation and restoration of museum specimens has

been undertaken in the past. Too often have the at-

tempts at restoration been left in the hands of museum
workmen whose empirical efforts have in some cases

ended admirably, in others disastrously. Successful

methods so devised have sometimes jealously been

guarded as " trade secrets " guaranteeing continuity

of employment. Such an unsatisfactory' state of affairs

cannot continue ; if it is our duty—and indubitably it

is—to preserve for future generations the evidences of

past phases in the life of mankind, then it is essential that

knowledge of trustworthy preservative processes should

be communicated freely to all concerned. It is gratify-

ing that Great Britain should take the lead in in-

stituting scientific research of a very high order in this

direction, and in publishing the results for the general

benefit of all who are possessors or curators of valuable

antiquities.

The Department has admittedly been very fortunate

in enlisting Dr. Alexander Scott as director of

the investigations which are being conducted at the

British Museum laboratory. His second report, like

its predecessor, shows abundant evidence of the high

' "The Cle.iningaml Restoration of Museum Exhibits." Second Report
upon investigations conducted at the British Museum. Published by H.M.
Stationery Office, 1923. Price is. net.
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degree of experimental resource required in work of

this kind, and of the very fragile character of many of

the objects which he has successfully restored and

protected from further deterioration. But in Dr. Scott

the fears and caution of the antiquary are tempered

by the confidence born of scientific knowledge ; as a

result of this happy combination we have on record

the solutions to a number of problems which have long

been a source of anxiety to museum curators. Prints

and pictures, and objects of stone, silver, iron, lead,

copper, bronze, and wood have all been brought to

Dr. Scott for treatment, and subsequently have been

returned to their places in the museum restored and

insured against further attack.

The work at the British Museum laboratory has

hitherto, naturally, been chiefly of a chemical character.

But many museum problems have a microbiological

aspect. The cellulose-destroying moulds and bacteria,

for e.xample, must play an important part in the decay

of fabrics, paper, and other materials in museums ; in

time, doubtless, the laboratory will be able to turn its

attention to these problems. Reference to such a

development suggests the interesting possibilities which

would be involved in a microbiological examination

of the fabrics and cellulosic debris found in King

Tutankhamen's tomb. Even though the examination

proved negative so far as the discovery of spores of

bacteria and moulds is concerned, valuable informa-

tion would be yielded by the decayed material itself, for

it is now known that cellulose fibres which have been

attacked by such organisms show characteristic mark-

ings. We strongly hope that facilities will be given for

such an examination to be made before the material

has become infected with present-day organisms.

Attention should be directed to a feature of Dr.

Scott's report unusual in Government publications, the

excellent collotype illustrations ; these supply striking

visual confirmation of the successes he describes.

Physiology in Medicine.

The Heart as a Power-Chamber : a Contribution to Cardio-

Dynamics. By Dr. Harrington Sainsbury. (Oxford

Medical Publications.) Pp. xii -I- 248. (London :

Henry Frowde and Hodder and Stoughton, 1922.)

12s. 6d. net.

IF we compare the text-books of physiology of to-day

with those of twenty years ago, we cannot fail to

be impressed, not only with the vast strides that have

been made by the subject within this short time, but

also with the fact that a large majority of the latest

discoveries, which have an intimate bearing on the

understanding and control of disease, could not figure
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at all in the physiological equipment of the men who

studied medicine at that time and are now in the full

tide of practice. Even the professional physiologist

finds it difficult to keep himself abreast of the course of

discovery in his own subject. It would seem, therefore,

almost impossible to expect a man in a busy practice to

appreciate wliat recent physiology has done and«is doing

for his science and for his craft. Many men, and those

not the least successful, do not attempt the task, and

trust to their craftsmanship and tlicir powers of naming

a diseased condition, that is, of placing it in a category

familiar to them which they tlierefore believe they

understand, and to their experience in treating such

cases without, at any rate, harming the patient.

At the present time the condition is improved by the

establishment of clinical units, of which the heads have

time and opportunit)-, not only to advance their own

subject, but also to keep abreast of the more important

researches in the collateral sciences, so that they may
serve to some extent as interpreters of the latter to their

professional brethren. But even for the practitioner

who is not so fortunately situated the task is not so

impossible, if his training in physiology has been of the

right character and has fallen on favourable soil. In

the physiological training of tlie student it is not

collections of facts or strings of arguments which are of

supreme importance, but the method by which these

facts are attained and the attitude of mind of the

investigator. If he can carry this method and this

attitude of mind into the wards, every case becomes for

him a physiological experiment. Diagnosis is not the

application of some appropriate label, but an under-

standing of what is happening in the body and how the

disorder of any given function has come into existence.

The whole of his practice becomes a research, and with

one problem after another crying out for solution his

attention and his curiosity are kept awake for any light

which may be thrown by physiology or other science on

the questions with which he has to deal. The true

scientific physician must remain a physiologist during

his whole life.

In the work under review Dr. Sainsbur\' shows that

he has not forgotten the lessons in physiological method

and thinking that he learned with Sidney Ringer.

Taking as his text the action of the heart and the

modifications that this may undergo in disease, he

endeavours from his pathological and clinical experi-

ence to reconstruct the conditions in the living organism

and, as he says, " to visualise the organs and tissues

dynamically." He shows that in every case the test

of structure must be the functional adequacy of the

tissue. Given a case of heart disease the important

thing is not an intimate analysis of the heart sounds

and their modifications, but the knowledge of what the
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heart can do, and what are its powers as a pump, i.e. in

maintaining the circulation of the blood.

In the first chapter, on the anatomical relations of the

heart, the author gives an interesting series of measure-

ments of the relative weights of the different parts of the

heart, and shows that the muscular tissue surrounding

each cavity is roughly proportional to the work that the

cavity has to do in the maintenance of the circulation

of the blood. Thus the muscular tissue of the auricles

is roughly only one-tenth of that of the two ventricles,

while the muscular tissue of the right ventricle as com-

pared with that of the left ventricle is a little less than

one-tliird of the latter (i - 2-5). In this case there

would seem to be a discrepancy between the mass of

the muscle and the actual work done by each cavity.

It is probable that tlie work of the left heart is five or

six times as great as that of the right ventricle. The

smaller difference in the muscular tissue may be due

to the greater mechanical disadvantage attendant on

the arrangement of the muscular fibres of the right

ventricle.

When we consider the enormous strain that may be

tlirown upon the walls of the left ventricle during

exercise it is astonishing to find that one part of its

wall, namely, that of the extreme apex, is only a few

millimetres thick. Dr. Sainsbury points out that the

heart would tend to rupture at this point if it had to

sustain the full pressure of the blood during the ventri-

cular systole. He suggests that at the very begirming

of systole the blood is squeezed out from the apex by

the preliminary contraction of the vortical fibres at this

spot. As a matter of fact, Lewis has shown that the

vortex of the left ventricle is one of the places where the

wave of negativity preceding contraction appears

earliest, though the time is short which elapses between

the appearance of the wave at the apex of the ventricle

and that at other parts of the two ventricles. It must

be owned that electrical measurements give no support

to the further hypothesis of the author, namely, that

the circular band of fibres surrounding the left ventricle

must contract later than the spiral fibres.

Attention is directed to a fact which often escapes

notice, namely, the large size of the aorta and big veins

as compared with the heart. Here we have a pump
putting out about 4 oz. of blood at each stroke into a

vessel x\ inches in diameter, and the big veins entering

the heart have a total cross-section even larger. We
sliouid be almost justified in speaking, therefore, of an

arterial sac and a venous sac, each serving as a reservoir

of blood to supply the arterial system and the heart

respectively.

It is always difficult to judge of the relative value of

results obtained by different methods in a science with

wliich one is not in daily contact. In Dr. Sainsbury's
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account of the venous pulse he raises difficulties

which are really due to the attempt to make a minute

comparison between the results of two methods, one of

which is accurate to one-thousandth of a second, and

the other only to one-twentieth of a second. By the

optical method we can obtain very accurate records of

the intra-auricular pressure. These show small eleva-

tions of pressure, one due to the contraction of the

auricle, the second to the beginning of the ventricular

systole and the sharp closure of the auriculo-ventricular

valves, and the third to the accumulation of blood in

the auricle during the continued contraction of the

ventricle. A tracing of the venous pulse in the neck

taken with a polygraph also shows three elevations

which must have a similar causation. The middle one

has been called the ' carotid pulse ' by Mackenzie, and

was ascribed by him to the pulse in the carotid trans-

mitted to or through the jugular vein. This extraneous

element in the venous pulse may possibly be often

present in the tracings taken by this method, but it is

really of not much importance whether it is e.xternal or

whether it is due to the propagation of the wave of

pressure which occurs in the auricle at the beginning of

systole. Within the limits of error of the apparatus the

' c ' wave may serve to mark the beginning of the

^'entricular systole, since it occurs either at the very

beginning or within two-hundredths of a second

afterwards.

In his description of ' tone ' as applied to the heart,

the author, in common with many clinicians and guided

by the ph)-siology of a few years ago, takes a view

which I believe is erroneous. He describes tone as

resistance to distension and therefore as a property

which comes into play during diastole to prevent over-

distension of the heart. Such a property would hinder

rather than further the action of the heart pump. The

filling of the heart is determined by the inflow. If the

inflow increases, the rate of the heart (in the intact

animal) increases pari passu so that this organ shall

not be too distended. To prevent over-distension the

strong fibrous sac of the pericardium is provided. It is

important that the heart during diastole should present

as little resistance as possible to distension, since any

resistance would cause a rise of venous pressure and

impede the circulation. If we examine the clinician's

idea of a heart with good tone, we find he is really speak-

ing of a heart with good contractile power, i.e. one which

contracts strongly and empties itself, or nearly so, at

each beat. The ' tone ' would be measured rather by

the systolic volume than by the diastolic volume of the

heart. The term, however, is so ambiguous and has

given rise to so much confusion that it would be better

not to employ it at all in connexion with the heart.

There are certain other points which one might
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criticise, such as the part ascribed to the capillaries in

the maintenance of the normal resistance of the circula-

tion, as well as the mechanism of the absorption of drugs

administered subcutaneously. But it is on account of

its point of view that Dr. Sainsbury's book is useful

and can be recommended to students. It might, indeed,

be set to senior students as a Object of commentary

and criticism from a physiological standpoint. If they

could take the habit of mind of the author with them

into the wards, their training in physiology would not

have been in vain. E. H. Starling.

Normal and Abnormal Psychology.

(i) Beyond the Pleasure Principle. By Dr. Sigm.

Freud. Authorised translation from the Second

German edition by C. J. M. Hubback. (The Inter-

national Psycho-Analytical Library, No. 4.) Pp.

v-l-90. (London: G. Allen and Unwin, Ltd.,

1922.) 6s. net.

(2) Fundamental Conceptions of Psychoanalysis. By

Dr. A. A. Brill. Pp. vii + 344. (London : G. i\llen

and Unwin, Ltd., 1922.) 12s. dd. net.

(3) Studies in Psychoanalysis : An Account oj Twenty-

seven Concrete Cases preceded by a Theoretical Ex-

position. By C. Baudouin. Translated from the

French by Eden and Cedar Paul. Pp. 352. (London :

G. Allen and Unwin, Ltd., 1922.) 125. dd. net.

(4) Medical Psychology and Psychical Research. By
Dr. T. W. Mitchell. Pp. vii + 244. (London:

Methuen and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 7^. dd. net.

(5) The Measurement of Emotion. By W. Whateley

Smith. (International Library of Psychology, Philo-

sophy, and Scientific Method.) Pp. 184. (London :

Kegan Paul and Co., Ltd. ; New York : Harcourt,

Brace and Co., Inc., 1922.) 10s. 6d. net.

(6) Remembering and Forgetting. By Prof. T. H. Pear.

Pp.,xii + 242. (London: Methuen and Co., Ltd.,

1922.) jS. 6d. net.

(i)pROF". FREUD'S "Beyond the Pleasure

JT Principle "'
is not a long essay ; but it is

exceedingly difficult to read, not only because of the

style in which it is presented, but also on account of

the philosophical ideas which the author attempts to

express. It is packed full of observations, theories,

and extensions of theories of great interest and

originality.

The reader will not always, perhaps, be able to find

himself in agreement with the argument ; but he will

certainly be stimulated to think. Originally, Freud's

theory worked with fairly simple conceptions. The
" pleasure-principle " emerged as a result of actual

psychoanalytical practice. Any mental process
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originates in a state of tension, which is unpleasant

;

and, in virtue of this principle, moves towards re-

laxation. There is a tendenc>- towards stability.

But this tendency is met and checked by a " reality-

principle " to which the sane psyche must adjust itself.

Nevertheless, in the long run this too makes for

pleasure. But phenomena are oiiserved—certain forms

of play in children, dreams in cases of war-neuroses,

etc.—which seem to indicate a compulsion to repeat

unpleasurable experiences. These show in a high

degree an instinctive character. Considering this

repetition of unpleasant activity, Freud accordingly

puts fonvard the speculation tluit instinct might be

" a tendency innate in living organic matter impelling

it towards the reinstatement of an earlier condition."

Developing this speculation, Freud reaches the con-

clusion that the goal of instinct, as of life itself, is

death. Originally, again, psychoanalysts had drawn

a sharp distinction between the " ego-instincts '' and

the " sex-instincts." How, then, could an "' ego-

instinct " such as that of self-preservation have death

as its goal ? The answer is found to be given in

Narcissism. Self-preservation is in reality libidinous.

The libido is turned upon the ego and, pro tanto, away

from the object. Accordingly, instead of the old

distinction between the " ego- "' and " sex-instincts,"

a distinction is now drawn between the " life- " and
" death-instincts." These have striven together for

mastery from the very beginning of the emergence of

life from the inorganic. The " pleasure-principle

"

marks the " life-instincts " with the universal tendency

of all living matter, namely, to return to the peace of

the inorganic world. The " reinstatement-compulsion "

lies behind it as well as behind the " death-instincts
"

of the organism.

Freud advances other highly ingenious and interest-

ing speculations in his essay, of which one is a theoretical

account of the development of the nervous system, open

to the assaults of the exterior world only through a

limited number of special channels which protect it

from the prodigious energy without. But this nervous

system is unprotected from the instinctive forces which

arise within the body. These are not " bound " but

free-moving nerve processes stri\-ing for discharge

;

and they give rise to disturbances comparable to the

traumatic neuroses.

(2) Brill's " Fundamental Conceptions of Psycho-

analysis " consists of the lectures of a course given to

students in pedagogics in the University of New York.

It is an elementary presentatiori of the Freudian

principles and doctrine, and deals with the familiar

topics of psychoanalytic literature—forgetting, stam-

mering, lapses, mistakes, dreams, etc. There is an

interesting chapter on the only child, another on
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selections of vocations. The book is diffuse, of a free-

and-easy style, and full of Anruericanisms. It is pub-

lished in England, but the type and spelling suggest

that the plates were cast in America.

(3) Most people come to an inductive science with

metaphysical presuppositions of one kind or another.

In " Studies in Psychoanalysis " Baudouin makes a

protest against the spirit of the systematiser, which

has " been the bane " of the subject. The first part

of the work is taken up with theoretical exposition.

The second consists of 207 pages of case histories given

in detail. The beginner is well advised, in the trans-

lators' preface, to commence with the cases and read

the theory afterwards. He will thus be in a better

position to examine the inductions made by the author

in the light of the facts.

Baudouin links up psychoanalytic theor)- with

general psychology. He is an eclectic, accepting

principles from authors of widely differing views, and

adding to them views of his own. His most personal

contribution to the practice of psychotherapeutics is

his conjoint use of psychoanalysis and suggestion.

He is averse to the practice of either alone. The

employment of the two methods together has been

much criticised, many analysts condemning it out-

right ; nevertheless it is difficult to see how suggestion

can be kept out of an analysis. As the author remarks,

" transference " is an effective relationship between the

analyst and the patient, in which the ideoreflexes of

suggestion occur naturally. This appears to be so
;

and therefore a controlled use of suggestion would

seem to be reasonable. The present forms of sugges-

tion and of analysis grew in two parallel lines of

development from a common origin. Psychoanalysis

was, in the first instance, practised on subjects in the

hypnotic state.

The histories of the cases given are interesting, and

range from those of quite young children to adults.

The book is well translated. A good glossar>' of

psychoanalytical terms is provided, as well as a

bibliography and a very complete index.

(4) Dr. T. W. Mitchell is president of the Society

for Psychical Research, and in his work on medical

psychology he discusses a number of facts derived from

abnormal and pathological psychology with the view of

throwing light upon " psychic " problems. The main

topic treated is multiple personality—for the account

given of the appreciation of time by somnambules and

the case of hysteria described in detail really relate to

this. An account is given of an interesting series of

experiments carried out by the author, which con-

sisted in the performance of post-hypnotic suggestions

involving the appreciation of lapse of time on the

part of the subject. Mitchell considers that, whether

K I
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we treat the data as orthodox men of science or

transcendentally, there is a large residuum of un-

explained phenomena. In view of the controversy

alluded to above, it is interesting to note that Mitchell's

hysterical patient, in whom several " personalities
'"

developed, was ultimately cured, partially by analysis

carried out in the hypnotic state, and partially by

word-association tests in the waking state. Besides

the study of this case, the well-known classical cases are

recounted and discussed.

The latter chapter deals with body and soul. The

author examines the various psycho-physical theories

in connexion with abnormal and pathological states
;

and the existence of a transcendental " soul," as the

substrate of consciousness, is put forward as a legitimate

hypothesis by which to account for some of the striking

phenomena of multiple personality. Thus straying

into the " vaguer regions of transcendental specula-

tion," the author strangely makes no mention of

hylomorphism, into which theory the facts would

seem to fit as well as into those of Plato or Descartes.

(5) A great deal has been written on the emotions,

both from the point of ^'iew of their expression and

from that of introspective description. But it is only

recently that much experimental investigation has

been devoted to them. Mr. Whateley Smith attacks

the problem in an experimental manner ; and his

" Measurement of Emotion " is one of the pioneer

steps in that direction. The author, using the psycho-

galvanic reflex, reaction times, and reproduction tests

as indicative of emotional changes, carried out a

series of experiments on fifty subjects in order to

ascertain the effect of emotion upon memory. Measure-

ments were taken for 100 reactions to stimulus words

(modified Jung list), and a number of these words were

later learned by heart and reproduced at intervals by

the subjects. Thus a memory-value, to be correlated

with the aflective value of the words in question, was

obtained.

It was found that affective tone is of two kinds,

positive and negative, and that positi\-ely toned words

tend to be remembered, while negatively toned ones

tend to be forgotten. The galvanometer records both

kinds of tone. Reaction times and failures in repro-

duction are, in general, signs of negatively-toned

words. Reaction-word experiments were also carried

out with subjects under the influence of alcohol. It

was found in these cases that highly-toned reactions

gained and moderately-toned ones lost ; and that the

reactions in general regressed towards an all-or-none,

or protopathic, type. The research is a well-planned

one, and some of the conclusions valuable not only in

themselves, but also in their applications to other

problems in psychology.
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(6) Prof. Pear's work on memory is not an ordinary

text-book on the subject. In the first place, it is a

popular exposition, growing out of a nucleus of lectures

originally delivered to officers of the R.A.M.C. on the

normal functions of memory, intended to help them

to estimate abnormalities in their patients. In the

second place, its net is cast wide enough to include

much that is usually not treated in formal discussions

of the topic.

Pear deals with the nature of memory and the

mechanism of remembering, as well as of the process

of forgetting. There is an important chapter on the

functions of the image, in which the question of " image-

less thought " is treated, and much on dreams, their

mechanism and analysis. This last has become very

prominent of recent years in relation to memory in

connexion with psychoanalysis. The book has appen-

dices on syna;sthesia, number-forms, muscular skill,

and the significance for problems of memory of some

recent experiments (Head's and Rivers's) on the nervous

system. It is written in the characteristic breezy style

of Prof. Pear, and should lie of value as an easy intro-

ductory avenue to the subject of which it treats.

Carotin-like Colours in Plant and
Animal Tissues.

Carotinoids and Related Pigments : the Chromolipoids.

By Prof. Leroy S. Palmer. (American Chemical

Society Monograph Series.) Pp. 316. (New York :

The Chemical Catalog Co. Inc., 1922). 4.50 dollars.

TO all who are interested in the investigation of the

colouring matters produced by Nature in the

vegetable and animal kingdoms this work should be

welcome. It forms one of a monograph series, being

produced under the auspices of the American Chemical

Society in accordance with an arrangement with the

Inter-Allied Conference on Pure and Applied Chemistry

which met in Julv 1919. The series will form a very

valuable addition to chemical literature in the English

language if all the volumes deal as thoroughly with

their respective subjects as does this one.

The author restricts himself to red, orange, and yellow

pigments which can be extracted from the tissues by

fat solvents—the carotinoids and related colouring

matters. The opening chapter contains a very neces-

sary review of the nomenclature in use, in the course of

\\hich the various irregularities and overlappings that

exist are clearly indicated and the methods of nomen-

clature used in the treatise itself is set out. This

cliapter is, of necessity, rather disjointed in character,

and the section dealing with non-carotinoid plant pig-

ments is poor. For the sake of convenience the author,

when passing to the description of the carotinoids which
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occur in plant life, adapts the sulidivision of his field

into carotinoids in Phanerogams • (ch. ii.) and caro-

tinoids in Cr>-ptogams (ch. iii.). Although, as ad-

mitted by the writer, there is no loiiical reason for so

Icing, as the various pigments are widely distributed

through Nature, this method of treatment has been

worked up in an interesting maniur and the interest

leepens as each group is dealt with.

Passing from plant to animal life, the literature con-

eming the occurrence of carotinoid pigment in Vertc-

irates (ch. iv.) and Invertebrates (rh. v.) is surveyed.

Later chapters deal with the very highly interesting

problems concerning the chemical and biological re-

ationships which may exist betwicn plant and animal

cretinoids ; also with the ideas tliat have been put

brward concerning the functions which carotinoids

)erform in plant and animal life.

Three chapters are devoted to the description respec-

ely of the methods of isolation, the properties and

nethods of identification, and the (juantitative estima-

ion of carotinoids. Interesting plates show the crystal

orms of several pigments of this group, also spectro-

)hotographic records of their absorption bands. A
;ummar\' follows each chapter.

A comprehensive bibliograph)- is included, and

Uowed by author and subject indexes—which, how-

ver, cannot be described as complete. It is unfor-

unate that in places careless phraseology' is used, which

msiderably detracts from the pleasure of the reader.

le volume contains a very large mass of information

at will be invaluable to all investigators working in

is field.

Paradoxical Science.

'A< Constitution of the Universe. (The Theory of

Intersistence), dedicated to my Subscribers. By Louis

Stromeyer. Pp. x.x + 255 + xv. (Bangalore : Iliggin-

bothams, Ltd., 1922.) n.p.

OST secretaries of local scientific societies (as

well as many other people) have experience of

e man who possesses the type ol mind exemplified in

is book : a mind as attracted b\- scientific hypothesis

a moth to a flame, and as wanting in discretion as

e moth. The author is a mining engineer in India,

d in his preface writes not without some modest

ense of his temerity in composing this hook and

inducing a number of friends to finance its publication.

k few words of apology, however, and particularly

:he confession that it has been written hastily and

ivithout opportunity to consult proper scientific

iterature, will scarcely excuse so hardy a piece of

[^resumption. No man occupied with practical affairs,

especially if his work is based on the application of
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physical science, like mining, would fail to adopt an

attitude of severe disapproval towards an amateur who,

while confessedly ignorant, proposed to reverse all the

conclusions arrived at by men experienced in these

afifairs, and to substitute wholly new theories and

methods
; yet most practical arts are relatively simple,

compared with the vast and complex structure of

modern science, which these amateurs are eager to

raze and rebuild. It is, indeed, remarkable that this

obvious consideration should not prevent men, often

capable and successful in their own work, from em-

barking on so foolish an enterprise, and imagining

that they

" Can tell us easy how the world was made.
As if they had been brought up to the trade,

And whether chance, necessity, or matter,

Contrived the whole establishment of nature."

This book bears the typical marks of its class : a

title of ample scope, chapter-headings of appropriate

vagueness (" The Fundamentals," " Form and Posture,"

" Co-ordination," " Phases," etc.), arguments in an

involved pseudo-philosophical style, and, as befits such

a work at the present day, preoccupation with relativity

and the magic name of Einstein. By request, the

author has included a chapter specially devoted to

the criticism of " modem theories "
; it is surprising

to find the bulk of this devoted to objections against

a subject so relatively simple as the kinetic theory of

gases and of matter generally.

The objections here raised (and they are typical of

those brought forward elsewliere in the book) merely

show, when examined, that the theories in question

have proved difficult to the author's comprehension,

and difliculties of this kind are probably the bond of

union between the author and his supporters. There

is nothing to be ashamed of in finding theories difficult

to understand, especially if, as is often the case, they

require an acquaintance with mathematics and a back-

ground of physical knowledge which are themselves

only attainable by careful study. Such difficulties are

by no means a mark of inferior ability : the late Lord

Rayleigh, for example, mentioned at a British Associa-

tion meeting some years ago that he had formed no

opinion on a certain result in the theory of diffraction,

obtained by Sommerfeld, because to appreciate the

matter properly would require a fortnight's serious

reading, which he did not feel ready to give to it.

But in science, as in religion, there are some who by

their own unaided powers

" Will undertake the universe to fathom.

From infinite down to a single atom.

And, where they've least capacity to doubt.

Are wont t' appear most perempt'ry and stout."
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One is tempted, indeed, to go on quoting Samuel

Butler, who, whatever the quality of his rhymes,

summed up the truth of this matter in a few caustic

passages. For language adequate to describe the

obscurity and tedium of such books one would need

the powers of a Swift or a Pope.

Our Bookshelf.

(i) A New Manual of Logarithms to Seven Places of

Decimals. Edited b^' Dr. Bruhns. Thirteenth

Stereotype edition. Pp. xxiv + 610. (London:
Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1922.) 125. 6d. net.

(2) Tables of Ji-r'^ and i-r^ for Use in Partial

Correlation and in Trigonometry. By Dr. J. R.

Miner. Pp. 49. (Baltimore, Md. : The Johns
Hopkins Press, 1922.) i dollar.

(3) Two-figure Tables. Compiled by C. R. G. Cosens.

On Card, 10 in. x 4£ in. (Cambridge : Bowes and

Bowes; London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., n.d.)

6d. Quantities of one or more dozens supplied at

45. per dozen.

(i) The first table in this edition of Dr. Bruhns'

Manual is a reprint of Kohler's table of logarithms of

integers from loooo to looooo, covering 180 pages.

Auxiliary tables of proportional parts at the side of

each page give all necessary assistance to a computer
in finding the logarithms of six- and seven-figure

numbers. Eight-figure logarithms of integers between

looooo and 108000 are not given, as in the original

Kohler and the modern Chambers, " since the addition

of logarithms of numbers from looooo to 108000 does

not appear to offer a sufficient advantage." With
this we do not agree. Eight places of decimals in

logarithmic work in dealing with numbers that slightly

exceed i-o are only equivalent to seven places for

numbers in the neighbourhood of 9-0. Within recent

years the present re\'iewer was engaged in computing
work in which the eight-figure logarithm was essential

for numbers just greater than i-o. In fact it was only

regretted that the eighth figure was not available from

looooo to 1
1
5000.

There follow tables of the logarithms of sin x, cos .v,

tan X, and cot x, the entries being given at intervals

of one second from x = o° to x = 6°, and at ten-second

intervals from 6° to 45°. In the latter range si,\ pages

are assigned to each degree of arc, whereas one page is

given to each minute from o' to 10'. The tables of

differences and proportional parts on each page give

every help needed in interpolation.

A few minor tables are added to the above main
ones. The tables on each page are set out in an
attractive way, and the new edition will be found to

be a very serviceable one.

(2) The tables in this pamphlet give the numerical

values of J{i - r'^) and i - r^ to si.\ decimal places for

values of r between o-o and i-o at intervals of o-oooi.

Differences and subsidiary tables for interpolation are

not appended. Thus the table gives the consecuti\e

entries

^(i -r^) = o*567026 when r = 0-8237,

^(i-r2) = 0-566881 when » = 0-8238,
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and a slide-rule calculation is necessary to evaluate the

function when )= 0-8237463.

The tables were " calculated with a view to their

bearing on partial correlation coefficients : they serve

equally to determine cos and cos^ 6 from sin ^ by a
single reading. •

(3) On the two sides of this card are printed the

numerical values of sixteen functions, x"^, x?, ^x, l/x,

.V5, ijx, logjQ .V, loge X, e^, e'^\ sin x, cos x, tan x, sinh x,

cosh .V, and tanh .v, the intervals for .\- being o-i between
0-0 and 5-0, and 0-5 between 5-0 and ro-o. In tabulat-

ing the circular functions, x is measured in radians and
not in degrees. E.xcept in special cases two-figure

accuracy is retained throughout. This amount of

accuracy is sufficient for plotting many elementary

graphs for the purpose of which the card is primarilv

intended. W. E. H. B.
'

Essai d'optique sur la gradation de la lumiere. Par

Pierre Bouguer. (Collection " Les Maitres de la

Pensee scientifique.") Pp.xx-l-130. (Paris : Gauthier-

Villars et Cie, 1921.) 3 francs.

Pierre Bouguer was born at Croisic in 1698. At
an early age he was initiated in mathematics and
problems of na\igation by his father, who was one of

the best hydrographers of his time. When only

fifteen years of age he occupied the chair of his father,

who had just died, and afterwards distinguished

himself by his researches in physics, astronomy, and
navigation. He is remembered to-day principally

by his work on photometry, and by his expedition to

Peru in 1735 to carry out a measurement of a degree

of latitude, thus contributing to the solution of the

important problem of the figure of the earth. It was

during this expedition that he obtained an estimate

of the mean density of the earth from pendulum
observations in the neighbourhood of Chimborazo.

The present essay, in which he laid down the funda-

mental bases of the science of photometry, is repro-

duced from the original text of 1729. The author

discusses methods of measuring the intensity of light,

the manner in which the intensity is changed by reflec-

tion or by absorption, and explains how to calculate the

diminution in the intensity after the light has passed

through various thicknesses of the absorbing medium.
His work is distinguished by its clarity and the masterly

realisation of the essential points in the problem to be

solved.

The Internal Combustion Engine : a Text-book for the

Use of Students and Engineers. By H. E. Wimperis.

Fourth edition (revised and enlarged). Pp. xvi -t- 320.

(London, Bombay and Sydney : Constable and Co.,

Ltd., 1922.) 125. 6d. net.

It is not surprising that a fourth edition of this valuable

work should have been called for within thirteen years

after its first publication. As is well known, the pro-

gress of the internal combustion engine during the war
was very rapid, due largely to aviation. By rearranging

some of the older matter, the author has been able to

give an account of these advances, including recent

experimental work on explosions in closed vessels, and

modern fuels and fuel mixtures suitable for use in petrol

engines. The chapter on the efficiency of petrol engines

has also been brought up-to-date and now includes
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some matter referring to the loss of power at altitudes

in aero engines. Two methods ha\ c been proposed for

getting rid of this difficulty, namely, the production of

an artificial atmosphere by means of a blower in the

carburettor intake, or using an oversize engine, which

is kept throttled down at low altitude. In either case,

the object is to design an engine which can develop

constant power up to a certain height. For altitudes

up to 20,000 feet, the over-dimensioned engine appears

to be considered the simpler solution.

Mazes and Labyrinths: A Genera! Account of Their

History and Developments. B\ W. II. JIatthews.

Pp. xviii + 254. (London: Longmans, Green and
Co., 1922.) iSs. net.

Mr. M.\TTiiEWS, who does not pretend to be a trained

archjeologist, tells us that his l)ook originated in a

question addressed to him by his little son as he played

on the seashore. " Father, who made mazes first of

all ? " As his bibliography shows, he has studied the

literature of the subject, and lie has collected much
information summarised in a popular way. He begins

with the two great labyrinths of antiquity, that at

Knossos in Crete, and the second near Lake Moeris in

Egypt. In describing these, he depends on the safe

guidance of Sir A. Evans and I'rof. Flinders Petrie.

The former was based on a tradition of the complex
of buildings forming the royal palace, the latter was
{wssibly used for sepulchral pur[)oses. Though, as

Sir James Frazer suggests, the dancing-places associated

Iwith these ancient labyrinths may have been used in

Isome magical way connected with sun worship, it is

Idiflicult to connect them with modern mazes, like those

|at Hampton Court or Hatfield, adjuncts to garden
planning, and intended for the amusement of visitors.

["he best part of the book is the collection from various

ources of illustrations of various types of mazes.

lany of these have been destroyed in modern times,

nd this book may serve a useful purpose in directing

flttention to their interest, and may tend towards the

reservation of those which survive to our day.

\The Outdoor Boy. Edited by Eric Wood. (The
Modern Boy's Library.) Pp. 280. (London :

Cassell and Co., Ltd., n.d.) 55. net.

[Probably no class of the community takes a greater

[interest in the education of their sons than the readers

I of Nature. While the most suitable form of educa-
[tion will long remain the subject of debate, few will

[deny the importance of the out-of-doors side, both

I
from the {X)int of view of awakening a love for and an

[interest in Nature and preparing for the duties of

citizenship.

The book before us, one of a series edited by Mr.
Eric Wood, is divided between scout-craft and Nature-
craft, the idea being to convey to the boy in a clear

and simple manner many of those things which he
most wishes to know. The scout-craft section appears
to us most admirable and should be a mine of informa-

tion to many a boy who is unable to join an actual

scout troop. The Nature-craft section consists of an
excellent chapter on bird study and similar chapters

packed with information about the insect world.

Boys upon whom we have tried the test find it alto-

gether admirable.
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A Text-book of Quantitative Chemical Analysis. By
Dr. A. C. Gumming and Dr. S. A. Kay. Fourth
edition. Pp. xv -1-432. (London: Gurney and
Jackson ; Edinburgh : Oliver and Boyd, 1922.)

155. net.

The first edition of this book was published in 1913,
and the appearance of the fourth edition less than ten

years later shows that it has been found in practice

a most useful guide to students. The present volume
should [)rovide a sound course of quantitative analysis

for students in universities and technical schools. It

is very practical, and gives many hints to students
which will save the time of teachers. The reduction

method with Devarda's alloy might ha\-e been given
for the estimation of nitrates, instead of the one with
reduced iron, which is less satisfactory. In the descrip-

tion of the Lunge nitrometer no mention is made of

the important correction for the solubility of nitric

oxide in the acid. The directions for the preparation

of cupferron reagent on p. 410 will he found useful,

as the price charged for this substance is almost
prohibitive.

Group Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego. By Dr.

Sigm. Freud. Authorised tran.slation by James
Strachey. (The International Psycho-Analytical

Lil)rary, No, 6,) Pp. v + 134. (London: G.Allen
and Unwin, Ltd., 1922.) -js. 6d. net.

A GOOD and clear translation of Freud's short essay on
group psychologj^ is given by Mr. Strachey. The work
begins by a brief examination of the views of earlier

writers, particularly of Le Bon and M'Dougall.

Freud's own method of approach to social psychology
is naturally by way of an analysis of the motives of

individual behaviour. He treats the group as a collec-

tion of persons bound together by some form of love

relationship, and to the formation of the group ascribes

what to many will appear to be an overweighted im-

portance to the leader. His discussions of the phe-

nomena of " identification," and of the relations of
" being in love and hypnosis," are interesting in them-
selves ; but his application of the results of his dis-

cussions to the explanation of social behaviour is not

convincing.

Elementary Organic Chemistry. By W. II. Barrett.

Pp. 256. (Oxford : Clarendon Press ; London

:

Oxford University Press, 1922.) 45. 6d. net.

During the last two or three years a number of ele-

mentary books on organic chemistry have appeared,

and it may be doubted whether any purpose is served

by further multiplication of the same material treated

in the same way. The present volume has no very

new features, but it gives a very clear and interesting

account of the fundamental facts and theories of

organic chemistry suitable for students preparing for

scholarships at the universities. It also provides a

course suitable for those beginning the subject in the

universities, and for medical students. Experiments

are included. The section on stereochemistry is

particularly good, and a chapter is devoted to general

methods of synthesis and analysis. The very moderate

price of the book and its undoubted merit should make
it popular.
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Letters to the Editor.

\^The Editor does not hold himselj responsible for
opinions expressed by his correspondetits. Neither

can he undertake to return., nor io correspond ivilh

the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of NATURE. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.^

The Optical Spectrum of Hafnium.

During the progress of the work of Coster and
Hevesy on the concentration and isolation of the

new element hafnium (atomic number 72), the dis-

covery of which was announced in Nature of

January 20, p. 79, we have examined spectroscopically

a large number of their preparations in order to

establish the optical spectrum of hafnium, and at

the same time to assist in the chemical work on its

isolation. In all our exposures we have for the

sake of comparison also photographed the spectrum
of a specimen of very pure zirconium prepared by
Coster and Hevesy from commercial zirconium by
removing the hafnium content.

The spectra were photographed with a Hilger

quartz spectrograph of largest size, and in our

preliminary work we ha\e confined ourselves to the
spectral region between 2500-3500 A.U., which
could be exposed in a single setting of the spectro-

graph. The spectra were produced in an ordinary
carbon arc, the salts being placed on the cathode.

The lines which are gi\'en in the table below as the

most prominent hafnium lines in the region mentioned,
are all lines which were not visible in an intense

spectrum of the purified zirconium, while their

intensity increased gradually in the preparations

which by X-ray analysis were found to contain

hafnium in increasing amounts. In the last specimens
prepared by Coster and Hevesy, and estimated to

contain about 90 per cent, hafnium, the lines ascribed

to hafnium were among the most intense lines in

the spectrum. In the table is given the wave-length
X in international A.U. in air, measured against

iron normals, and an estimation of the relative

intensity I in the usual scale (strongest lines denoted
by 6).

A.
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numerous Astropectinids live exclusively on a muddy
bottom, and also that nimicious Spinulosa and
Forcipulata live on a sandy or muddy bottom.

Prof. MacBride states that my appeal to Dr.

Bather's reply is quite mistaken, because I forget

that " what Dr. Bather objected to was my [Prof.

MacBridc's] fathering of Dr. .Mortensen's views on
him." May I only quote the following sentence from
Dr. Bather's reply :

" It is not for me to break any
lances fin defence of Dr. Mortensen, but if Prof.

MacBride is acquainted with Dr. Mortensen's ' Studies

in the Development of Crinoids ' . . . I am rather

astonished that he should so belittle our Danish col-

league's work on those lines." If this sentence is meant
by Dr. Bather to express his substantial agreement
with Prof. MacBride in their \icws on Echinoderms or

to repudiate Prof. MacBridc's fathering of my views
on him, I am very sorry that I shall have to moderate
very considerably the admiration which I have always
had for his lucid way of expressing his opinions.

To Prof. Gemmill's remarks (Nature, January 13,

p. 47) I must reply very decidedly that I am not
narrowing down the Phanerozonia to include only
the family .\stropectinidaB. The families Luidiidae,

Archasterida?, and Goniasterida-, at least, arc likewise

typical Phanerozonia. On the other hand, the position

of the Asterinida; and the Gymnasterida; is just one of

the weak points in the classification of Asteroids, and
the latter can by no means be said to be " frankly

Phanerozonate.

"

The conclusion that, since tlie larvK of the two
families, Astropectinidae and Luidiidae (not of the
Astropectinidae alone as Prof. Gemmill states, by inad-

vertence, of course), regarded (by most specialists on
Asteroids) as the more primitive forms, have no
sucking disc, the existence of such a disc in the larvae

of those groups regarded (by most specialists on
Asteroids) as more specialised types, is a secondary
adaption, may, possibly, not be " inevitable "

; but,

in any case, this conclusion is not illogical or absurd.
1 have no direct interest in maintaining the Brachio-
laria to be a secondarily specialised larval type. If

conclusive proof is given that the Brachiolaria is the
primitive, the Astropectinid-larva the specialised

form, I shall not hesitate to drop my present view.
But I must maintain that this view is not unjustified

by the facts so far known.
I am sure Prof. Gemmill will agree with me as to

the desirability of researches on the development and
metamorphosis (and, not least, the postembryonal
development) of many more forms than those few,
which have been studied up to now. Not even the
development and metamorphosis of Asteropecten has
been studied by means of modern methods, the re-

searches of Joh. Miiller and Metchnikoff still remain-
ing the only base of our knowledge of this subject.
I hope very sincerely that Prof. Gemmill will extend
his admirable studies to this and many other
Asteroids, as I also hope that both he and Prof.
MacBride will agree that my efforts to widen our
knowledge of the development of Echinoderms are
not entirely without value, and that the views
expressed in my work, however much they mav dis-

agree in them, are not entirely without reasonable
foundation. Th. Mortensen.

Zoological Museum, Copenhagen,
January 22.

I sH.vi.i. summarise the points at issue between
Dr. Mortensen and myself as briefly as possible.
He complains that I made an " unprovoked personal

attack" on him. Nothing was further from my in-

tentions. The so-called attack was a criticism of
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certain views attributed to Dr. Mortensen by Dr.
Bather in a review of one of Dr. Mortensen's recent
works in Nature. Dr. Bather seemed to think that
Dr. .Mortensen beUeved that after all the development
of Echinoderms might be an alternation of generations
as Johannes Miiller originally suggested. As Dr.
Mortensen has unreservedly repudiated this view
there is nothing more to be said on this point.

But Dr. Mortensen did say that the Axed stage in

the development of Asteroids (discovered by me in

1893) was of secondary character, because it was
absent in two families (.Astropectinidae and Luidiida;)

classed together as Pa.xillosa. I had a perfect right
to conmient severely on statements such as these,

because (i) the fixed stage is found in the most widely
di\crsc families belonging to two of the great primary
divisions of Asteroidca. (2) The fixed stage regarded
as an ancestral reminiscence, enables us to understand
how and why the ancestors of Asteroidea passed from
the stage of free-swimming bilaterally symmetrical
animals to the stage of radially symmetrical forms
creeping over the bottom. (3) If lir. Mortensen had
known what he as a specialist in Echinoderms might
reasonably be expected to know, namely, what has been
determined as to the physiology and habits of I.uidia

and Astropecten, he could never have regarded them
as primiti\e, but would have recognised them as what
they are, the most specialised of all Asteroidea.

It is not a question of the ground on which parti-

cular starfish can be dredged up. Every marine
biologist knows that sporadic individuals of rock and
gravel-inhabiting species can be dredged on sand or
mud. The dredge, indeed, gives no precise information
as to the habitat of a species, for the bottom is usually
" patchy." But Luidia and Astropecten when observed

ill life are found to be burrowing species, which when at
rest are almost completely buried in the sand or mud
in which they live like many Ophiuroids, and the
structure of the arms is modified in relation to such
habits. .\ fixed stage in the ontogeny of such forms
would be an impossibility, for in such an environment
the larva would find nothing to which it could attach
it.self. By a happy coincidence I received a few
days ago Part V. of W. K. Spencer's " Pateozoic
Asterozoa." In this work I read " The existence of

large marginals throws no light on the affinity of

extinct species, but it does throw light on the shape
of the arm " [i.e. it is adaptive). When the arm is

flat and the dorsal skeleton reduced to a flexible mem-
brane the borders of the arms must be strengthened.

Dr. Mortensen accused me of referring contemptu-
ously to certain specialist students of external features

only. I am afraid I must plead guilty on this count.

I have spent weary time in going through the ponder-
ous works of Sladen and Ludwig, and so far as any
attempt to correlate structure with function is con-
cernecl, these authors might just as well have been
describing postage stamps as Asteroidea. The
distinction between Phanerozonia and Cryptozonia
was made by Sladen. The Phanerozonia were stated

by him to be the original and primitive group (a)

because fossil starfish were all phanerozonate, (6)

because cryptozonate forms when j'oung are phanero-
zonate.

I have ne\er been able to find the evidence on
which (b] is ba.serl. I have often seen young imagines

of Asterias and .Asterina, but there is certainly nothing
"phanerozonate" in their appearance. Statement

((() is absolutely inaccurate. If Dr. Mortensen is open
to conviction on this point let him study W. K.
Spencer's monograph, where he will find every fossil

form from Pateozoic strata carefully described, and
further, an attempt made to correlate its structure

with its probable habits. He will learn that Crypto-
zonia are just as old as Phanerozonia, and that the
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oldest starfish of all are neither Cryptozonate nor
Phanerozonate and ha\e no plates corresponding to

the marginals of Astropecten at all.

Lastly, as to the accusation that I belittled Dr.

Mortensen's work. I ha\'e no wish to depreciate his

work, but with the exception of the treatise on the
Crinoids (Comatulidae) , which is irrelevant to the point
at issue, it is not what I regard as embryology at all.

By that term I understand the attempt to follow

through the development of the organs of the adult
from their beginnings in the embryo or larva with a

view of obtaining light on the ancestry of species.

Dr. Mortensen's researches on Echinoderm larvae have
been purely classificatory, and he has done valuable
work in determining which larval forms belong to

certain adults. His recent work on Comatulidse, it is

true, is embryologic^l : he has confirmed the results

of Bury and extended them to other species ; but he
dismisses the conclusions of other embryologists
without sufficient consideration of facts.

E. W. MacBride.
Imperial College of Science and Technology,

South Kensington, London, S.W.,
Februarv 2.

Medical Education.

I AM sorry Prof. Dakin (Nature, February 3, p.

151) should think my letter (Nature, January-

13. P- 50) nierel}' an attempt to open another dis-

cussion on evolution. 1 do not know how I could
have expressed myself more clearly. Manifestly, a
knowledge of svich things as the anatomy of frogs and
dog-fish cannot persist in the minds of medical
students or be useful to them intellectually or pro-
fessionally unless linked with other studies. They
can be so linked only through truths about develop-
ment, variation, heredity, and evolution. But here
the naturalist is in conflict with the physiologists,

psychologists, pathologists, and medical men into
whose hands the students pass and whose opinions,

abundantly supported by evidence, they always
adopt.

It is one thing to demonstrate that evolution has
occurred, and for this none are better qualified than
naturalists. But evolution is not disputed by
medical men, though, owing to the biologj' they
learn, few give it a thought. It is quite another
thing to demonstrate the method of evolution. Here,
to say the least, naturalists are not in a position to

ignore evidence derived from other sciences. For
example, they have very di\'erse opinions about
fluctuations. But did ever a naturalist see a fluctua-

tion in a living being existing under natural condi-

tions, other than man [e.g. a sparrow or house-fly,

the most familiar of all) ? If he did, was he able to
follow that being throughout its career and test the
influence of that fluctuation on its life ? If he did,

was he able to note the effect on offspring and
descendants ?

Verj' obviously our whole immediate knowledge of

fluctuations, natural selection, and the method of

evolution is derived from human beings, among
whom alone we are able to observe with that suffi-

ciency and minuteness which extreme familiarity
confers. Thus e\erv man (not only Prof. Dakin's
superman) knows that powers of resisting the car-

nivorous bacillus of tuberculosis occur in all shades
between wide extremes (therefore they are fluctua-
tions; ; that they tend to run in families (therefore
they are inheritable) ; that the less resistant tend to
perish and the more resistant to survi\e (therefore
there is natural selection) ; that every race is resistant
n proportion to the length and severity of its suffer-
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ings (therefore natural selection is the antecedent
of evolution) ; and that what is true of tuberculosis
is true also of e\ery lethal and prevalent disease
(therefore the instances are in thousands and include
all the world and all humanity—indeed every case in
which we are able to observe closely).

Naturalists, unable to obser\'e«ither fluctuations or
natural selection among plants and lower animals,
must get their ideas about the method of evolution
either from obser\ations on man or else through mere
guessing. Apparently they prefer not only to guess
but to claim scientific status for their guesses. After
all, man is an animal. I do not know why he should
be thought unworthy of study.
What does Prof. Dakin mean by "it is highly

desirable that first-year medicals, raw youths from
school, should make their first acquaintance with the
animal world through less expensive material than
human bodies "

? Expensive in what—money or time ?

Does Prof. Dakin suppose that raw youths dissect

fewer humans because they dissect more frogs ?

I gather that he disapproves of attempts by me to
discuss evolution, " for his letter indicates a very
imperfect acquaintance with biologists and their

work." I think by biologists he means zoologists

and botanists. But, if I be incapable, why not end
the nuisance by indicating my errors. A jury always
grows suspicious when not the evidence, but only the
opposing attorney is attacked. There has been much
of this hinting at my ignorance—doubtless with
reason, if not with proof. Nevertheless, I know some
elementary facts which, it seems, are outside the range
of the average naturalist, e.g., that events do not
happen (characters do not develop) without ante-
cedents (nature) and exciting causes (nurture)

;

that living beings are bundles of adaptations ; that the
multicellular organism springs from a germ in which
are none of the characters it afterwards develops,
and therefore, inherits nothing but its nature (the

sum of its potentialities for development), and
develops nothing except in response to nurture ; that
our powers of observation are proportionate to our
familiaritj' with the objects of study ; that whenever
we are able to observe sufficiently closelj' we always
find natural selection in full swing ; that the varia-

tions selected by Nature are always fluctuations

;

that the result is always adaptive evolution ; that
man, unlike Nature, frequently selects mutations

;

that therein lies the difference between natural and
artificial selection ; and so on.
On these elementary facts I have founded some

equally elementar\- questions. Why are some char-
acters supposed to be more innate, or acquired, or
inheritable than others ? What precisely was the
great Lamarckian controversy about ? Was it

founded on anything but a play on words ? Why is

the word inherit used with two directly contrary
meanings ? What is meant by the statement that
" Nature is five perhaps ten times stronger than
nurture," and what by the statement that " muta-
tions, but not fluctuations, have their representatives
in the germplasm "

? Why, in the face of enormously
massive evidence, is it supposed that there is no
natural selection, or that natural selection is merely a
preserver, not a creator, of adaptations ? Why in

the face of equally massive evidence is it maintained
that the inheritance, not merely the reproduction,
of mutations is independent ? And so on. I notice
that the erudite people who are so ready to proclaim
my ignorance are not equally ready to face these
facts and answer these questions. Nevertheless, both
facts and questions, however elementary, are funda-
mental. Unless they be met, posterity will regard a
page of Darwin, who always met his difficulties with
candour and \\ithout arrogance, of more value than all
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the thousand publications of those who bark at the

dead lion.

As Prof. Dakin has been good enough to suggest
that I am ignorant, may I supply him with proof and
the readers of Nature with a test? I do not know
what naturalists (the biologists of Prof. Dakin) mean
by their key-words " innate," " acquired," and
" inherited " when applied to characters. Does Prof.

Dakin know ? Will he tell us ?

G. Archdall Reid.
Southsea, February 19.

A Relativity-predicted Mechanical Effect in the

Electromagnetic Field.

The present writer would certainly starve if his

bread depended on supplying a certain experimental
verification here asked for. It should, however, be
mere Boys' play to those who measure the gravita-

tional constant with a little pile of sovereigns and
a quartz fibre, or who photograph the wake of a
flying bullet. The mathematical argument leading
to the prediction indicated below is sent to England
by the mail carrying this letter, for publication, but
I cannot say where and when it will appear.
A body, say a crystal, at rest in an electromagnetic

field should experience a force per unit volume, in
Maxwell's notation and in E.M. units, equal in
magnitude and direction to

VKB - ESvD -^^V(DB - EH/4Jrc*),

where K is conduction current and c the velocity of
light in vacuo. It is possible that the third term
has been given before, but I have not seen it any-
where. The \-erification here asked for is that of
the existence of this term. VEH is in the direction
of a light ray and V'DB is normal to the correspond-
ing front. In an isotropic transparent body, VDB
= /;'(VEH/4irc^), where k is the index of refraction.

Unfortunately, 4irc' is about 10" x 1-131, but my
son, Dr. A. L. M'Aulay, tells me that the magnitude
of VEH ma}- readily be made equal to 10", so that
the effect may be detectable.
The term indicates that when a wave-train traverses

a point the matter at the point is always urged
along the ray towards the nearest wave-crest or
wave-trough, and normal to the front /rom the nearest
crest or trough. Can any reader suggest a plausible
physical reason why this should occur ?

I may remark that Maxwell's expression for the
force per unit volume is

V(K-l-dD/rf/)B-ESvD,

and that probably most relativists would drop the
dDjdl from this expression. Let the physicist tell

us which, if any, of the three expressions is verified
experimentally. Alex. M'Aulay.

University of Tasmania, November 28, 1922.

The Measurement of the Rates of Oxidation
and Reduction of Haemoglobin.

We have recently been engaged on the deternuna-
tion of the %'elocities of the chemical reactions of
hemoglobin. These are of interest both to the
physiologist because of the important part played by
this pigment in respiration, and also to the physical
chemist because this pigment is an almost unique
example of a large complex protein molecule which
combines with gases in a simple chemical manner.
Some of the results that we have obtained and the
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methods we have used may therefore be of interest

to readers of Nature.
In order to measure the rate of reduction two

solutions were prepared: (a) a i-5 per cent, solution
of whole blood in tap water, (6) a solution of sodium
hyposulphite (NajS^O,) in tap water which was
rendered neutral to brom - thymol - blue by the
addition of sodium carbonate solution. These two
solutions were by suitable means forced under a
pressure of, roughly, 500 mm. of mercury into the
mixing chamber of the measuring apparatus through
conical jets of small bore, so that the two solutions
imderwent vortex motion at a high rate of speed.
Preliminary tests of the measuring apparatus, using
as fluids a sodium hydroxide solution containing
phenol phthalein and a rather stronger solution of
acid, showed that mixing and chemical combination
were complete with one measuring apparatus in less

than 0-0055 sec, and with another apparatus in less

than 0-0005 sec. The mixed blood solution and
reducing agent passed from the mixing chamber of
the apparatus in use down a glass tube with known
velocity, being examined at different positions by
means of the reversion spectroscope, by which we
could ascertain the ratios of those amounts of ha;mo-
globin still combined with oxygen and those in the
reduced state.

We thus obtained the concentration of oxyhaemo-
globin (OjHb) at a series of instants, the intervals
between which could be readily obtained from the rate
of linear flow of the solution down the tube, and the
positions of the points examined by the spectroscope.

Experiments on the rate of reduction of oxy-
haemoglobin (OjHb) by the reducing agent (Na^SjO,)
have shown that with increase of concentration
of the latter the rate of reduction increases to a
maximum, beyond which it cannot be raised by a
further increase. This we take to mean that the
process consists of two stages

:

(i) Reduction of oxvhaemoglobin, i.e.

OjHb^Oj+Hb.
(2) Removal of O, (liberated from OjHb) by com-

bination with the reducing agent.

As the concentration of the reducing agent is

increased, the free o-xygen formed from OjHb by
stage I is removed more quickly, until a concentra-
tion is reached at which the " free " oxygen is re-

moved so quickly that the reaction OjHb-s-Oj -t-Hb

is not appreciably opposed by the reverse reaction

O, + Hb-^OjHb. Further increase in concentration
of' the reducing agent cannot therefore further

accelerate the velocity of the reduction of the O^Hb,
the latter being now solely determined by the

velocity of the reaction O^Hb-^Oj -f Hb. We have
other evidence in support of this view, which we
hope to present at length elsewhere. The time
taken for complete reduction of O^Hb when the
concentration of Na^SjO, was sufiicient to secure the
" maximum " rate of reduction was about 0-5 sec.

at 12° C. This rate of reduction is such as to be a
factor of importance in considering the conditions

which determine the rate of uptake of oxygen by
organs within the body. We found further that the

logarithm of the concentration of OjHb when plotted

against time gave a straight line relationship, as

should indeed be the case if the reduction of OjHb
is a monomolecular process.

The measurements of the velocity of oxidation

of hsmoglobin required the preparation of large

quantities of reduced ha;mogl9bin solution. This
was obtained by spraying a solution of blood in tap
water heated to 50° C. into a large vacuous container,

thus causing the gases combined with the hamoglobin
to be liberated. This reduced blood solution "was
mixed with water containing dissoh'ed oxygen by

K 2
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forcing both fluids into the mixing chamber of one
of the observing apparatus described above. It was
found that the combination was a very rapid one,

the reaction being complete in one hundredth part
of a second at io° C. At body temperature it is

probable that the velocity would be even higher.

This gives some idea of the intense rapidity with
which oxygen entering the blood, as the latter passes
through the lungs, becomes chemically combined
with haemoglobin. It seems to us possible that
similar methods might be useful for determining the
velocity of other rapid chemical reactions.

H. Hartridge.
F. J. W. ROUGHTON.

"Physiology Laboratory, Cambridge,
February 7.

Fig.

trophozoite showing an excentric and juxta-nuclear
apparatus (GA) ; 2, the older trophozoite has a
scattered apparatus, and in the " corps en barillet

"

stage in 3 the apparatus in each cell is again juxta-
nuclear and excentric. The work is still proceeding
in several species, and this is merely a preliminary
announcement. S. D. King.

J. Bronte Gatenby.
Zoological Department,

Trinity College, Dublin.

Stages of Golgi Bodies in Protozoa.

In the Anatomischer Anzeiger (47 Band, 1914) Jan
Hirschler, in his paper " Ueber Plasmastrukturen in

den Tunicaten-, Spongien-, und Protozoenzellen,"

gives a description of the trophozoite of Monocystis
ascidiff, in which he figures Golgi bodies. This has
never hitherto been confirmed, nor are any other

stages known.
For some time we have been carrying out work

on an Adelea, and after considerable difficulty

succeeded in getting excellent preparations of the

Golgi apparatus in many stages of the life cycle. In
the accompanying illustration (Fig. i) is the young

Selective Interruption of Molecular Oscillation.

Mr. Fairbourne (Nature, February 3, p. 149)
has reopened a subject which I believed was certainly
closed ; but since the fallacy is practically the same
as before, though a little less easy to detect, I feel

that I cannot then have been sufficiently clear for
him.
None of Mr. Fairbourne's arguments has yet dis-

posed of the validity of the ordinary treatment to be
found in any text-book on the kinetic theory ; for the
elementary kinetic treatment of gaseous pressure is

independent of the diameters of the gas-molecules,
and would be perfectly valid if they were, as for

the first approximation they are assumed to be,

particles of a finite mass but zero radius ; in this

case, however, the mean free path would be infinite

at every pressure, so that Mr. Fairbourne has intro-
duced no new factor by confining himself to the case
of long free paths.

This being so, it is not to be expected that space
can be found in these columns for a disproof of
whatever inadequate alternative to the accepted
methods of analysis may be brought up ; but I

suggest that in this particular case he has not proved
that he has satisfied a condition which he admits
is vital, namely, that the numbers of molecules
crossing XY and AD in unit iiiue must be shown to
be not proportional to their lengths. Many of the
"superfluous" molecules which ultimately cross XY
spend first a long time in the cone ; there is nothing
in his treatment which prevents such molecules
being counted a very large number of times, since
all points on their long paths may equally be taken
as centres of small spheres O. Mr. Fairbourne's
treatment is inconvenient ; but it is obvious, since

it does not discount the classical method, that, if

carried out correctly, even it would have given the
classical result.

I have always maintained that the length of the
mean free path is irrelevant ; I observe that he now
admits this (" Subsequent intermolecular collision in

the cone cannot destro\' the excessive downward bias,"
etc.). The inevitable conclusion, as I pointed out last

July, is that the pressure is without any influence
except on the magnitude of the effect. It being
granted that the molecules do not interfere with one
another in any relevant way, the effect must be
directly proportional to their number, i.e. to the
total pressure. At atmospheric pressure, therefore,

perpetual motion should be an accepted phenomenon
even if the effect were measurable only with ambiguity
at the pressures used by Mr. Fairbourne.

R. d'E. Atkinson.
Hertford College, Oxford,

February 13.

A Biochemical Discovery of the Ancient
Babylonians.

At a lecture given recently in Cambridge by Prof.

Okey my attention was directed to a passage written
by Galileo in 1623 in which this pioneer of scientific

method attacks the doctrines of the classical philo-

sophers with his usual irony and vehemence. I refer

to a section of his "II Saggiatore," in which Galileo

replies to his contemporar)' Sarsi, who had quoted
Suida to the effect that the Babylonians used to cook
eggs in an emergency and when no fire was available,

by rapidly whirling them in slings. (" Babylonii
iniecta in fundas ova in orbem circumagentes,
rudis et venatorii victus non ignari, sed lis rationibus
quas solitudo postulat exercitati ' etiam crudum
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ovum impetu illo coxerunt.' " Suida, Lessicografo.

Bizant., x.)

Galileo makes the following caustic comments :

" Se il Sarsi vuole che io creda a Suida, che i Babilonii

cocesser 1' uova col girarle velocemente nella fionda,

io Io creder6 ; ma diri bene, la cagione di tale effetto

esser lontanissima da quella che gli viene attribuita,

e per trovar la vera io discorrero cosi : Se a noi non
succede un effetto che ad altri altra volta a riuscito

^ necessario che noi nel nostro operare manchiame di

quello che fu causa della riuscita di esso effetto, e

che, non mancando a noi altro che una cosa sola,

questa sola causa sia la vera causa. Ora, a noi non
mancano uova, n6 fionde, nd uomini robusti che le

girino ; e pur non si cuocono ; anzi, se fusser calde,

si raffreddano piii presto ; e perchd non ci manca
altro che 1' esser di Babilonia, adunque 1' esser Babiloni

d causa dell' indurirsi 1' uova e non 1' attrizion del-

r aria : che e quelo ch' io volevo provare." (If Sarsi

commands me to believe on the authority of Suida
that the Babylonians used to cook eggs by swiftly

swinging them in slings—I will. But I will certainly

say that the cause of such results is far from that
which he attributes ; and in order to discover the
true cause I will reason in the following way ; If we
do not succeed in obtaining a result which was success-

fully obtained at another time, some one factor at
least must be lacking which is necessary for the success-

ful production of the result. Now, we have no lack

of eggs, nor slings, nor strong men to swing them,
and yet they do not cook; on the contrary, if already
warmed the swinging would cool them more quickly.

Since the only factor that is lacking is that we are
not Babylonians, therefore the fact of being a Baby-
lonian is the cause of the eggs solidifying, and not
the friction of the air : and this is what 1 set out to

prove.) (Galilei, Opere, vi. Also in " Frammenti
e Lettere " (1917), p. 66).

If Galileo had actually put his experiment to the
test he might have written otherwise. Within the
last few years it has been " discovered " that egg
white under mechanical strain such as vigorous

shaking or very high hydrostatic pressure undergoes
coagulation {vide Robertson, " Physical Chemistry of

the Proteins," 1918). In a paper to be published
shortly in the Proc. Roy. Soc. (read at the meeting
of February 15), I show that chemical changes which
occur on heat-coagulation also occur on coagulating
an egg by mechanical means.
The myths and anecdotes of the ancients are almost

invariably built on some foundation of fact ; and it

seems highly probable that the Babylonians were
aware that eggs could be coagulated by vigorous
movement (such as swinging in slings). If this be so,

the phenomenon of mechanical coagulation proves
to be another example of a former observation re-

discovered—in this ccise after the lapse of thousands
of years ! Leslie J. Harris.
Emmanuel College, Cambridge,

February' 16.

Use of Yeast Extracts in Diabetes.

AVe have recently shown (Journ. of Physiol. 57,
p. too, 1922) that there is present in the blood of
normal persons a sugar of a reactive nature, which
gives the same osazone as glucose, but has a lower
rotator>- power. In the blood of persons suffering
from severe diabetes mellitus, this sugar is not
present in amounts capable of detection. In con-
junction with Dr. Devercux-Forrest, we have found
that, after administration of insuhn to diabetic
persons, whereas the quantity of sugar in the blood
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is decreased, the amount of normal blood sugar is

increased.
We have also shown (Proc. Physiol. Soc, December

i6, 1922) that extracts of pancreas and liver together
alter the rotatory powers of glucose and fructose
in vitro. It was suggested that the absence or in-

activation of either the pancreatic or liver factor
was the cause of diabetes. Since the pancreatic
and liver factors were markedly accelerated by the
addition of phosphates, it seemed possible that one
constituent of the pancreatic factor might be a sugar-
phosphoric acid complex. As an essential step in

the metabolism of sugar by yeast is held to be the
formation of hexose-phosphoric acids, it seemed
possible that an extract of yeast might take the
place of the pancreatic factor.

We have obtained a solid preparation from yeast
which would appear to have similar properties and
effects.

When a solution of this substance is injected into
rabbits, a very definite lowering of the blood sugar
occurs, in every- waj- comparable to that which we
ha\e found after injections of insulin. Rats when
injected die in convulsions similar to those caused
by insulin.

Some properties of insulin and of this extract of
yeast are very similar. Both contain organic phos-
phorus and carbohydrate. Seliwanoff's reaction is

positive in each case after hydrolysis.
We are at present engaged in a further investiga-

tion of these extracts. L. B. Winter.
W. Smith.

Biochemical Laboratory, Cambridge,
February 16.

Meteorological Nomenclature and Physical

Measurements

.

In reply to Sir Napier Shaw's kindly rejoinder in

Nature of February 17, p. 218, to my meditations
on the progress of meteorology, I prefer to his simile

of a boat-race that of boats striving to tow the not

yet quite ship-shape bulk of meteorological research

forward on its destined course. Although Sir Napier
Shaw's was the best equipped of the boats, in which
he was able to experiment with new modes of pro-

pulsion, I am sure he recognises that I was pulling

with all my strength, if independently, at least in the

same direction as himself. That I pulled in grim
earnest with the result of long disablement accounts

for my present position (which strikes me as more
desolate than dignified) on the shelf, from which I

see the now graceful lines of the new meteorology

moving ahead with Sir Napier's new engines installed,

and though almost out of hearing I listen to their

beat in order to form an opinion as to how they act.

I should be sorry indeed if anything I said were to

retard or discourage any one on board that oraft or

cast a shadow on the laurels with which Sir Napier

Shaw has been crowned by the scientific world to the

joy and pride of every British meteorologist.

Dropping metaphor, there is surely large room for

helpful difference of opinion as to terminology and
the relative value of facts and formulae. I do not

dislike the metric system in spite of its occasional

awkwardnesses, nor would I hesitate to embrace the

millibar if it seemed to me to be making for unity

instead of adding a new ramification to diversity.

In the works I was reviewing I failed to see the signs

of the coming of the millenium of the millibar ; but

if it is on its way, " come it will for a' that."

Hugh Robert Mill.

February 19.
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The Origin or Basis of Wireless Communication.^

By Sir Oliver

FINSBURY Technical College has done splendid

work throughout its short history. It fills a

distinct niche, it supplies a felt want in the education

of the Central metropolis, and I hope that any idea of

closing it has now subsided. It has had, moreover,

a brilliant array of teachers, men who appeared

specially adapted to serve the needs of its special kind

of students. I will here only mention three con-

temporaries who worked together after 1885, when
the initial start had been made, and the early

traditions settled, by Ayrton and Perry. Silvanus

Thompson became principal in 1885, and had as his

colleagues John Perry and Raphael Meldola. John
Perry was remarkable as a teacher, and did his best to

cultivate a wider interest in the rather narrow technic-

ally trained students who came under his paternal

supervision, encouraging them to read novels, to take

an interest in literature, and—even in mathematics

—

to take a broader outlook than most teachers thought

it worth while to cultivate. As for Silvanus Thompson,
the breadth of his outlook and width of his interests

are almost proverbial. He represented a rare com-
bination of scientific aptitude and high artistic faculty,

together with a fondness for literary study among
archives, and he became in the eyes of all his con-

temporaries—including Lord Kelvin and Lord Rayleigh

—a recognised historian of science. He had a keen love

of the past and of discoveries in their nascent stages.

Old documents and records were of real interest to him :

and he used to do his best to dig out of obscurity some
of the pioneers and early workers towards developments
which afterwards became famous.

Early pioneering work is too often overlooked and
forgotten in the rush of a brilliant new generation, and
amid the interest of fresh and surprising developments.

The early stages of any discovery have, however, an
interest and fascination of their own ; and teachers

would do well to immerse themselves in the atmosphere
of those earlier times, in order to realise more clearly

the difficulties which had to be overcome, and by what
steps the new knowledge had to be dovetailed in with

the old. Moreover, for beginners, the nascent stages

of a discover)' are sometimes more easily assimilated

than the finished product. Beginners need not, indeed,

be led through all the controversies which naturall)'

accompany the introduction of anything new ; but

some familiarity with those controversies and dis-

cussions on the part of the teacher is desirable, if he
is to apprehend the students' probable difficulties.

For though he does not himself feel them now, the

human race did feel them at the new fact's first

introduction ; and the individual is liable to recapitu-

late, or repeat quickly, the experience of the race.

A large number of people now interested in the most
modern developments of wireless have but little idea

—

perhaps none at all—of the early work, in apparently

diverse directions, which preceded and made such
developments possible. Even those who are high

authorities in wireless telegraphy, and know nearly all

that can be known about it—like the distinguished

* From the first Silvanus P. Thompson memorial lecture delivered at
Fiasbury Techoical College on Febniary i.

Lodge, F.R.S.

dean of this college, Dr. Eccles—can scarcely know
the early stages quite as well as Silvanus Thompson
and I knew them ; no one, indeed, can afterwards

feel in touch with the history so closely as those who
have lived through the period covered by it. Only
those who have survived the puzzled and preliminary

stages of a discovery can appreciate fully the contrast

with subsequent enlightenment. It may suffice to say

that the term " inductance " or " self-induction,"

which we now use so glibly, did not at first exist ; and
that so late as 1888 Sir William Preece still spoke

of it as "a bug-a-boo "
: whereas it is the absolute

essential to tuning, and even to electric oscillation.

Faraday was the first to direct attention to it, under

the name " electrotonic state ;
" and he treated it ex-

perimentally with his usual skill. Lord Kelvin, who
first introduced it as a mathematical coefficient, without

any explanation, called it " electrodjiiamic capacity."

The name self-induction was given to it by Maxwell,

though it was long before it was understood or utilised,

and the name " inductance " is a nomenclature of

Heaviside.^

I wish in this lecture to say practically nothing about

anything to do with wireless later than 1896. What I

have to deal with is the early pioneering work apart

from practical developments. Let me here say at once,

to avoid misunderstanding, that without the energy,

ability, and enterprise of Signer Marconi, what is now
called wireless would not have been established com-
mercially, would not have covered the earth with its

radio stations, and would not have taken the hold it

has upon the public imagination. Before 1896 the

public knew nothing of its possibilities : and for some
time after 1896, in spite of the eloquence of Sir William

Preece and the demonstrations by Signor Marconi, the

public thought it mj'sterious and almost incredible ;

and still knew nothing about the early stages. Indeed,

I scarcely suppose that Signor Marconi himself really

knew very much about them. He had plenty to do
with the present ; he felt that the future was in his

hands ; and he could afford to overlook the past.

It may be doubted whether the younger generation,

who are so enthusiastically utilising, and perhaps

improving, the latest inventions, will care much about

the past either. Incidentally, however, I want to say

two things to those who are occupied with the subject

to-day. First, do not hesitate to speak and think of

the ether of space, as the continuous reality which

connects us all up, and which welds not only us but all

the planets into a coherent system. Do not be misled

by any misapprehensions of the theory of Relativity

into supposing that that theory dispenses with the ether,

merely because it succeeds in ignoring it. You can

ignore a thing without putting it out of existence :

and the leaders in that theory are well aware that

for anything like a physical explanation of light or

electricity or magnetism or coliesion or gravitation, the

ether is indispensable. The ether has all these functions,

and many more. We are utilising it every day of our

- Silvanus Thompson wrote a pamphlet on the early history of wireless.^ in

connexion with a successful application before Lord Parker for the extension

of my fundamental tuning patent of 1897. This pamphlet has never been
published, but it ought to be. 1 had not time to quote from it.
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lives ; and it would be ungrateful, as well as benighted,

if we failed to render due homage to its omnipresent

reality and highly efficient properties. It lies at the

origin of all electrical developments, and forms the

basis for this new and broadca.st method of communi-
cation.

That is one thing : the second is to congratulate

all those whose wonderful and rapid advances ha\'e

rendered possible the astonishing feat of, in any sense

and by whatever means, carrying the human voice

across the Atlantic. When Signer Marconi succeeded

in sending the letter " s " b\- Morse signals from

Cornwall or Ireland to Newfoundland, it constituted

an epoch in human history, on its physical side, and
was itself an astonishing and remarkable feat. The
present achievement of changing over from Morse

signals to ordinary speech, made possible by the valves

of Prof. Fleming and Dr. Lee de Forest and others, is

a natural though still surprising outcome and develop-

ment of long-distance transmission, and must lead to

further advances, of which at present we can probably

form iiut a very imperfect conception.

Well now, I must go back to \ery early times. In or

about the year 1875 Mr- Edison observed something,

which at that time could by no means be understood,

about the po»6il)ility of drawing sparks from insulated

objects in the neighl)ourhood of an electrical discharge.

He did not pursue the matter, for the time was not

ripe ; but he called it " Etheric Force "—a name which

rather perhaps set our teeth on edge ;—and we none
of us thought it of much importance. Silvanus

Thompson, however, took up the matter in a half-

hearted sort of way, and gave a demonstration to the

Physical Society of London in, 1 believe, June 1876

—

a paper which I have had a little difficulty in finding in

the Proceedings of that Society. Nothing much came
of it, however, though his argument tended to show
that the sparks could be accounted for on known
principles. The value of this is merely that it must
have rendered Thompson susceptible to methods of

detecting real electric waves, when they were discovered

later.

It was found afterwards that Joseph Henry, at the

Smithsonian Institution in Washington, had observed

something of the same kind so early as 1842. He
seems to have had an intuition of the possible import-

ance and far-reaching consequences of his observation,

for he speaks as foUow's (I quote from a passage cited

in my " Modern Views of Electricity," an appended
lecture " On the Discharge of a Leyden Jar " ') :

—

" It would appear that a single spark is sufficient

to disturb perceptibly the electricity of space through-
out at least a cube of 400,000 feet of capacity, and
... it may be further inferred that the diffusion of
motion in this case is almost comparable with that of
a spark from flint and steel in the case of light."

That is to say, so early as 1842 Joseph Henry had the

genius to surmise that there was some similarity

between the etherial disturbance caused by the dis-

charge of a conductor and the light emitted from an

ordinary high temperature source.

In the Hght of our modem knowledge, and Clerk

Maxwell's theory, we now know that the similarity is

' See also Naturf, vol. 39, pages 471-474
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very near akin to identity. Both sources emit ether

waves, though prodigiously differing in length.

Subsequent to these early stray observations, a

suggestive semi-private observation, of a partially

similar kind, was made by that singular genius and
brilliant experimenter, David Hughes, the inventor of

the microphone or telephonic transmitter, and of the

Hughes printing telegraph still used in France. He
was a man who " thought with his fingers," and worked
with the simplest home-made apparatus—made of

match-boxes and bits of wood and metal, stuck

together with cobbler's wax and sealing-wax. Such
a man, constantly working, is sure to come across

phenomena inexplicable by orthodox science. As a

matter of fact, Hughes unknowingly was very nearly

on tlie trail of what was afterwards discovered, in a
much more enlightened manner, by Hertz. Hughes,
too, got sparks in the course of his experiments, but

he also got something very like coherer action by
means of his microphone detectors. They enabled

him to get actual galvanometer deflexions—such as

Hertz never got.

I cannot at the moment fix the date, but it was early

in the 'eighties and before either Hertz or me. Hughes
was a telegraphist, and though he would never have

worked out the subject mathematically as Hertz did,

and would not have been interested in matters of

theory, he might well have stumbled, even at that

early date, on something like a rudimentary system of

wireless signalling, had he been encouraged. But he

was not encouraged. He showed his results to that

great and splendid mathematical physicist. Sir George

Stokes ; and Stokes, alas, turned them down, con-

sidering that they were explicable either by leakage or

some other known kind of fact.

That is the danger of too great knowledge ; it looks

askance at anything lying beyond or beneath its

extensive scope ; whereas an experimenter operating

at first hand on Nature may quite well occasionally

stumble on a fact which lies outside the purview of

contemporary science, and which accordingly neither

he nor any one else at the time understands. Crookes

himself had a similar experience. In his pertinacious

and svstematic way he explored many unfamiliar and

untrodden regions ; and he also invited the attention

of Stokes to a simple and easily investigated case of

abnormal movement ; Stokes, however, perceiving that

such motion was physically impossible, declined to

take any interest in it or even to see it. His reason told

him (and tiie reason he gave was) that on recognised

principles the asserted phenomenon could not happen.

But that was precisely its point of interest, and that was

whv Crookes with his instinctive sagacity conceived

that such things held within them the germ of a great

science of the future.

In Crookes's case the germ still remains unfructified

by orthodox science. In Hughes's case the germ was

rediscovered and has borne fruit a million-fold. But

this is to anticipate. Suffice it now to direct attention

to the collection of Hughes's apparatus now unearthed

by the energy and piety of Mr. Campbell Swinton, and

exhibited in the Science Museum at South Kensington.

Let us try, however, to avoid imitating the mistakes

of our revered scientific ancestors : though I admit it

is a difficult task. So much rubbish is brought to our
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notice that we are bound to run the risk of neglecting

a jewel among the chaff.

These spasmodic observations, however, are not

exactly discoveries : they were more akin to vague
intuitions. The first and gigantic step in the real

discovery was made by Clerk Maxwell, in or about

1865 : and he made it in mathematical form, not in

experimental actuality, by one of those superhuman
achievements which are only possible to our greatest

mathematical physicists. He did not discover either the

way to generate ether waves, or to detect them ; but

he did give their laws : he legislated for them before

they were born. He knew the velocity with which
they must move, and gave implicitly, though without

elaboration, the complete theory of their nature.

Up to his time the nature of light was unknown.
All the other theories of light had attempted to explain

it on mechanical principles, like the vibrations of an
elastic solid. Light was known to consist of transverse

waves : the wave-length and the frequency of oscilla-

tion could be determined. But no one knew what
was oscillating, nor what the mechanism of propaga-
tion was. With extraordinary genius Fresnel and
MacCullagh had explained the phenomena of light in

all detail as regards reflection, refraction, diffraction,

interference, and polarisation. But the nature of the

waves was unknown ; and the elastic solid theor}',

though fascinating, was felt by those who dived most
deeply into it to contain some flaw, and to be, strictly

speaking, unworkable. Light did not seem explicable

on djTiamical principles—the principles which were so

fruitfully devised by Galileo and Newton for dealing

with ordinary matter.

MacCuUagh's theory indeed was not dynamical, and
in that respect had some advantage. But it was also

vaguer and less definite on that account ; though,

being thus indefinite and yet enabling results to be

achieved, it was less liable to be upset and replaced by-

future discovery.

To Clerk Maxwell we owe the epoch-making discovery

that light was not a mechanical oscillation at all, that

the ordinary mechanical properties of matter did not

apply to it, but that it was explicable solely and wholh'
in terms of electricity and magnetism. It is impossible

to sum up his discovery in a few words ; but roughly

we may say that the most obvious outcome was :

(i) That if electric waves could ever be generated

they would travel with the velocity of light.

(2) That light was essentially an electromagnetic and
not a mechanical phenomenon.

(3) That the refractive index of a substance was
intimately related to its dielectric coefficient.

(4) That conductors of electricity must be opaque to

light.

Maxwell showed further, though he did not then
express it in language of this character, that the ether

had two great and characteristic constants, of value

utterly unknown to this day, though guessed at by a
few speculators like myself ;—one of them the electric

constant of Faraday called K ; the other the magnetic
constant of Kelvin called /i. It was impossible then,
and it is impossible now—though it is not likely always
to remain impossible—to determine the value or even
the nature of either of these constants. But Maxwell
did perceive a way of measuring their product ; and he
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was the first to measure it. Their product is known
;

and it is equal—as he showed it must be—to the

reciprocal of the square of the velocity of light.

Well now, this great discovery aroused in us young
physicists the keenest enthusiasm. In the early

seventies of last century—I thirtk about 187 1 or 1872
—I remember discussing it with the man we all now
know and honour, J. A. Fleming, who at that time was
a fellow student with me in Prof. Frankland's advanced
chemical laboratory at the brand-new College of Science,

South Kensington. A year or two later, at Heidelberg,

I studied Maxwell's treatise pretty thoroughly, and
formed the desire to devote my life if possible to the

production and detection of Maxwell's electric waves.

I used to discuss the possibility of producing these

waves with my great friend, G. F. FitzGerald, whose
acquaintance I made at the meeting of the British

Association in Dublin in the year 1878 ; and he wrote

some mathematical papers discussing the possibility of

producing such waves experimentally. I myself also

spoke at the British Association about them, in 1879,

1880, and again in 1882 at the Royal Dublin Society.

FitzGerald, as I say, examined mathematically what
then seemed the abstruse question of electric wave
production ; and after some hesitation came to the

conclusion that direct artificial generation of waves
was really possible on Maxwell's theory, in spite of

certain recondite difficulties which at first led him to

doubt it. (See " Scientific Writings " of FitzGerald,

edited by Larmor, pp. 90-101.) Indeed one of his

papers on the subject was originally entitled " On the

Impossibility of Originating Wave Disturbances in the

Ether by Means of Electric Forces." The prefix " im "

was subsequently dropped ; although his first, or 1897,

paper concluded thus :

" However these [displacement currents] may be
produced, by any system of fixed or movable con-
ductors charged in any way, and discharging them-
selves amongst one another, they will ne\'er be so
distributed as to originate wave-disturbances pro-

pagated through space outside the system."

In 1882 FitzGerald corrected this erroneous conclusion,

and referred to some early attempts of mine at pro-

ducing the waves. (" Scientific Writings," p. 100.) I

state all this in order to emphasise the difficulty which

in those early days surrounded the] subject on its

theoretical as well as on its practical side.

In 1883, at the Southport meeting of the British

Association, FitzGerald took a further step and sur-

mised that one mode of attaining the desired result

would be by utilising the oscillatory discharge of a

Leyden jar—the theory of the oscillations of which had

been worked out, partly by Helmholtz and more fully by
Lord Kelvin, 30 years before—if only we had the means

of detecting such waves when they were generated.

Production of Waves.

In 1887 and 1888 I was working at the oscillatory

discharge of Leyden jars (initially in connexion with

the phenomena of lightning), and—with the assistance

of A. P. Chattock—I then found that the waves

could be not only produced but also detected, and

the wave-length measured, by getting them to go

along guiding wires adjusted so as to be of the right
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length for sympathetic resonance. Thus I olstained

the phenomenon of electric nodes and loops, due to

the production of stationary waves by reflection at the

distant end, and in my own mind thus verified Max-
well's theory. (I gave a hrief account of this work,

with calculations of wave-length, in The Electrician for

September 21, 1888, page 623. Many other passages

of early history can be found in the same volume about

that date. It was an important year.)

Transmission along wires popularly sounds different

from transmission in free space, but it was well known
to me that the process was the same, and that the

waves travel at the same speed, being only guided by
the wires, much as sound is guided in a speaking-

tube, without the velocity of transmission being to any
important extent altered. The theory is given near

the end of my paper—an important one as I think,

and as Silvanus Thompson agreed—in the Philosophical

Magazine for August 1888, where the experimental

production of much shorter waves is also foreshadowed.

The beginning of my experiments was reported to

the Society of Arts in April 1888 ; they are recorded,

as said above, in the Phil. Mag., and they were more
completely described orally at the British Association

at Bath that year. (See the Electrician, vol. 21, pp.
607-8, September 1888.)

In that year, also, I heard for the first time of

Hertz's brilliant series of experiments, where, by the

use of an open-circuit oscillator, he had obtained waves
in free space, and b}- reflection had also converted them
into stationary waves and observed the phenomena
of nodes and loops, and measured the wave-length.

Attention was directed to these experiments of Hertz

by FitzGerald in his presidential address to Section A
of the British Association meeting at Bath in 1888.

No wonder they interested him ; for they showed that

his method of utilising the oscillatory discharge of a
Leyden jar was effective ; and, to the surprise of all

of us, including Hertz himself, that the waves from an
opened-out condenser had sufficient power to generate

sparks in an insulated conductor upon which they

impinged ; the detecting conductor, as generally used

by Hertz, being in the form of a nearly closed circle

with a minute spark gap at which the scintilla appeared.

The radiating power of even a small Hertz oscillator

was calculated by me in a subsequent paper (Phil.

Mag. for July 1889, p. 54). and was found to be 100

horse-power, while it lasted. The duration was excess-

ively short, for, at that rate, practically all the energy
was expended in a single swing (about the loo-millionth

of a second), but its power of producing little sparks

was explained.

This work of Hertz was splendid. He was then pro-

fessor at Carlsruhe, still quite a young man. He had
been trained under Helmholtz ; and I had made his

personal acquaintance in Berlin when I went to call on
Helmholtz in 1881, on a tour of the universities of the

Continent. He was then llelmholtz's demonstrator,
and was thought highly of by that great master. He
could speak English, and was very friendly. I did not
see him again till some time after the publication of

his great discovery. ••

Hertz was not at that time fully acquainted with
Maxwell's theory, although he knew his equations better

than any other German except Helmholtz. Maxwell
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had not then made any serious impression on the

Continent. Even Hertz does not seem at first fully to

have realised what he was doing, and did not use the

words " electric waves." That title was attached to

his subsequently translated book at the suggestion of

Lord Kelvin. He spoke about the out-spreading of

electric force ; somewhat as Joseph Henry had done.

That was the title of his book. He worked out the

phenomena he observed with extraordinary skill, both

experimentally and mathematically, rapidly perceiving

that Maxwell's theory could be applied to them, and
that it might be elaborated in detail so as to include the

whole of his phenomena. He it was who drew those

accurate diagrams of the genesis of the waves, showing
what is happening near the oscillator at every phase

—

diagrams which now appear in most text-books and of

which the upper half is represented as scouring across

the country. He knew that true waves were not

emitted till beyond a quarter-wave length from the

source. He knew how they were polarised, and how
their intensity differed in the equatorial and polar

directions, and how it varied with what may be called

latitude. In fact he rapidly came to know all about

these waves. As to us, we knew not which to admire

most— his experimental skill when working with a

tiresome and irritating mode of detection ; or his mathe-

matical thoroughness in ascertaining the laws of their

propagation. A synopsis of his equations will be found

clearly cited in Preston's " Theory of Light." as well

as in other books. I translated some of his papers into

Nature. Never was there the smallest iota of jealousy

between us, or anything but cordial and frank apprecia-

tion. Maxwell and Hertz are the essential founders of

the whole system of wireless. That is to say, they

constructed the foundations solidly and well. Of the

super-structure—splendid as it is now—we are as yet

far from seeing the completion.

In March 1889 I lectured to the Royal Institution

on " The Oscillatory Discharge of a Leyden-jar,"' and

incidentally exhibited many of the effects of waves,

both on wires and in free space, with overflow and

recoil effects. But there was nothing akin to signalling

exhibited in this lecture, as there was in the subsequent

lecture in 1894.

Nevertheless, Sir William Crookes, on the strength

of these experiments—which he mentions—wrote a

brilliant article in the Fortnightly Rroiew for February

1892 (vol. 51, p. 173) in which he foreshadows actual

telegraphic accomplishment by that means, and in-

dicates also the possibility of tuning or selective

telegraphy, which was not actually born till 1897.

He is evidently impressed with the experiments both

of Hertz and of myself, and he quotes from my Phil.

Mag. paper of August 1888 in confirmation and illus-

tration of his prevision. For he says—after speaking

of choosing wave-length with which to signal to specific

people
—" This is no dream of a visionary philosopher.

All the requisites needed to bring it within the grasp

of daily life are well within the possibility of discovery,

and are so reasonably and clearly in the path of re-

searches now being actually prosecuted in every capital

of Europe, that we may any day expect to hear they

have emerged from the realm of speculation into that

of sober fact." Then he goes on— evidently refer-

ring to the experiments of D. E. Hughes, at which
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he must have been present^
—"Even now indeed

telegraphy without wires is possible within a restricted

radius of a few hundred yards, and some years ago

I assisted at experiments where messages were trans-

mitted from one part of a house to another, without

any intervening wire, by almost the identical means
here described."

That article appeared in 1892, and was an anticipation

of genius. Too little appreciation is felt to-day for

the brilliant surmises and careful and conscientious

observations of a great experimental worker like

William Crookes ; and on some of his researches

orthodox science still turns its weighty and respectable

back.

Other Methods of detecting Waves.

In 1889 I had come across the effect of cohesion

under electric impetus, and employed it to ring a bell

under the stimulus of the overflow of a Leyden jar,

as described in my paper to the Institution of Electrical

Engineers in 1890 (vol. xix. pp. 352-4, where D. E.
Hughes's comment on it is also recorded). In 1893 I

heard — through a demonstration by Dr. Dawson
Turner at Edinburgh—of Branly's filings-tube—an
independent discovery of M. Branly, which really

constituted an improvement on the first rough coherer

idea. What I had called a coherer was not this, but
a needle-point arrangement, or the end of a spiral

spring touching an aluminium plate, which was and is

extremely sensitive, but rather unmanageable.
With a Branly's filings-tube I made many more

experiments, developing the subject ; and on the un-
timely death of Hertz I determined to raise a monument
to his memory by a lecture at the Royal Institution on
these experiments (Friday, June i, 1894), which I

styled " The Work of Hertz "—meaning that it was
a direct outcome and development inspired by that

work. I soon found that the title was misleading, so

that in the next edition I changed it into " The Work
of Hertz and some of his Successors," and afterwards
changed it still further into " Signalling across Space
without Wires "

; for that, of course, is what was being

' Colonel Crompton now tells me that the experiments to which Crookes
was probably referring were conducted not l)y Hughes but by Willoughby
Smith, who seems to have demonstrated that some sort of communication
was possible in this way.

done in laboratory fashion all the time. The depres-

sion of a key in one place produced a perceptible

signal in another—usually the deflection of a spot of

light—and, as I showed at Oxford, also in 1894,

employing a Thomson marine speaking galvanometer

lent me by Alexander Muirhead, i. momentary depres-

sion of the key would produce a short signal, a

continued depression a long signal ;—thus giving an
equivalent for the dots and dashes of the Morse code

—if the filings-tube were associated with an auto-

matic tapper-back. One form of such tapper-back

was then and there exhibited—a trembler or vibrator

being mounted on the stand of a receiving filings-

tube. This was afterwards improved, with Mr. E. E.

Robinson's help, into a rotating steel wheel dipping

into oiled mercury. Our aim was to get signals on

tape, with a siphon recorder, and not be satisfied

with mere telephonic detection. We succeeded ; but

more rapid progress would have been made had we
stuck to the telephone, as wiser people did.

Telegraphy 1894 to 1896.

M)' Royal Institution (1894) lecture was heard by
Dr. Muirhead, who immediately conceived the desire

to apply it to practical telegraphy. When my lecture

was published—as it was in the Electrician, with dia-

grams roughly depicting the apparatus shown, drawn
(some of them) skilfully but not always quite cor-

rectly, by the then editor of the Electrician, Mr. W. H.
Snell—it excited a good deal of interest; stimulating,

to the best of my belief, Capt. (now Admiral Sir Henry)
Jackson, Prof. Righi, and Admiral Popoff to their

various experimental successes which have been else-

where described.

I was too busy with teaching work to take up
telegraphic or any other development ; nor had I the

foresight to perceive, what has turned out to be, its

extraordinary importance to the Navy, the Merchant
Service, and indeed Land and War service too. But
fortunately in Italy there was a man of sufficient

insight to perceive much of this, and with leisure to

devote himself to its practical development. In 1896
Signor Marconi came to this country—and the rest is

public knowledge.

Man and the Ice Age.^

By Prof. W. J. Sollas, F.R.S.

THE great advance recently made in our knowledge
of the Quaternary epoch begins with the observa-

tions of General de Lamothe on the ancient shore-lines

which run along the coast of Algeria at heights of about
100, 60, 30, and 20 metres above the existing sea-level.

They maintain their course with such remarkable
uniformity that M. de Lamothe was unable to regard
them as due to elevation of the land, and consequently
attributed them to changes in the level of the sea, and
was thus led to predict that similar shore-lines would
be discovered on the opposite coast of the Mediterranean
and particularly in Provence ; a prediction which was
subsequently verified by Prof. Deperet.
Next Prof. Gignoux, a friend and former pupil of

Prof. Deperet, made a detailed investigation of these

shore-lines and their associated deposits in the Western
' A lecture delivered to the Geological Society of London on January lo.
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Mediterranean, and embodied his results in a masterly

monograph.
Finally, Prof. Deperet himself extended these in-

vestigations to the Eastern Mediterranean and the

west coast of the North Atlantic Ocean. In a com-
prehensive review of the whole subject he proposed

the following classification of the Quaternary deposits,

based on the four marine terraces of de Lamothe.
I. Sicilian (Doderlein). Coast-line at from 90 to

100 m. The most perfect example of this stage is

afforded by the Conca d'Oro or basin of Palermo, an
ancient bay of the Mediterranean now filled up with

Quaternary deposits. They commence with a blue

clay containing near its base the famous fauna of

Ficarazzo, which points to cold conditions and a depth

of 90 metres. Traced towards those localities where

the sea was clearer, the clay passes into a Polyzoonal
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limestone resembling our Coralline crag, while towards

the shore it becomes sandy. Ascending in the series,

the sand increases and finally passes into conglomerates,

which at the summit (90 m.) extend over a rocky

platform bored by Lithodomus and encrusted with

barnacles—to end against the foot of steep cliffs which

are undercut and penetrated by sea caves.

The Sicilian stage is sharply marked off from the

Calabrian (Upper Pliocene) by a stratigraphical un-

conformity and a fauna which is distinguished by the

disappearance of many Pliocene moUusca, and the

advent of many " cold " species from the North Atlantic.

These were brought probably by a cold marine current.

At Reggio the Sicilian terrace has yielded an entire

skeleton of Elephas antiquus.

2. MiLAZziAN (Deperet). Coast-line at from 55 to

60 m. The deposits of this stage are chiefly littoral

with a fauna indicating a temperate climate, but

warmer than that of the existing Mediterranean.

3. Tyrrhenian (Issel). Coast-line at 28 to 30 m.
This includes the well-known Strombus beds {Strombus

bubonius) which are found all round the Mediterranean.

The fauna is characterised by " warm " species, such

as still live ofif the coast of Senegal and the Canary
Islands.

4. MoNASTiRiAN (Deperet). Coast-line 18 to 20 m.
This is named from the city of Monastir in Tunisia,

adjacent to a locality very rich in fossils of the stage.

The fauna is almost identical with the Tyrrhenian, but

on the north coast of the Mediterranean contains no

"^warm " species.

The Four Corresponding River Terraces.

General de Lamothe has shown that the four Quater-

nary beaches or shore-lines of Algeria correspond with

the four Quaternary terraces of the river Isser in

Algeria, and Prof. Deperet has similarly identified the

Quaternary river terraces of the Rhone with the ancient

beaches of Provence.

Thus the river terraces were determined by the base

level of erosion, i.e. in the first place by the position

of the sea-level at the time of their formation.

They are thus liberated from their supposed depend-

ence on the four glacial episodes of Prof. Penck. This

distinguished investigator had, as is well known, attri-

buted the transport of the material of which they con-

sist to the action of the comparatively feeble rivers

which issued from the moraines of the glaciers at their

full extension during a glacial episode,—a view scarcely

inconsistent with palseontological evidence.

Commont has correlated the four terraces of the

Somme with those of the Rhine, and de Lamothe has

correlated them with the four Quaternary sea-levels.

But the three lower terraces of the Somme, i.e. the first

or Monastirian, second or Tyrrhenian, and third or

Milazzian, all contain in their lowest deposits a warm
fauna, which in the case of the lower two includes

Hippopotamus—an animal which certainly was not

swimming in the Somme at a time when Switzerland

and the Baltic buckler were covered with ice and ice

was floating in the English Channel. Messrs. Hinton
and Kennard have further shown that a warm mam-
malian fauna characterises the greater part of the

terraces of the Thames.
Thus both marine and river terraces unite in pro-
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claiming a warm climate and so far, apart from the

Sicilian, we have encountered no signs of an Ice Age.

Connexion of the Terraces with the Moraines.

We turn then to the moraines which afford evidence

of the intercalation of glacial episodes in the otherwise

genial climate of the Quaternary age. Prof. Deperet

considers that he has proof of the association of the

Milazzian terraces with the external moraine of the

Rhone (.Mindel), of the Tyrrhenian with the inter-

mediate moraine (Riss), and of the Monastirian with

the internal moraine (Wiirm). This association by no
means imphes synchronism, but it enables us to assign

the several moraines to their respective stages.

From the point of view we have now reached it will

be perceived that the term " Great Ice Age " is a mis-

nomer, and that instead of speaking of a glacial age

interrupted by genial episodes, it would be far more
in accordance with fact to speak of a genial age inter-

rupted by glacial episodes.

Since these glacial episodes were quite certainly

intercalated it will naturally be asked why they are

not more obviously represented in the fauna of the

Quaternary age. The answer to this is that the

remains of a cold fauna are by no means infrequent,

but the gravels at the base of a terrace are not the

place to look for them. It is to the slopes between

the terraces that we should turn, for it is these which

correspond with glacial episodes, and when, as generally

happens, they are covered with loss we find in it the

bones and teeth of such cold-loving species, as we
might expect.

It may further be pointed out that terraces, both

marine and fluviatile, mark a stationary level of the

sea when deposits were accumulating, in which the

contemporary' warm mammalia might easily be pre-

served.

In the intervals when the sea-level was changing

the work of denudation ruled supreme and undisturbed

deposits were formed but sparingly. Now and then

no doubt the bones of some animal belonging to the

cold fauna might escape destruction and find burial

in a marine terrace along with the warm fauna proper

to it, and thus possibly have arisen some of those

perplexing anomalies of distribution with which we
are only too familiar.

Regressions.

The movement of the sea-level does not appear to

have been a simple fall from the Sicilian to the Milazzian

KiG. i.--Oscillaiions of the (Juaicrnarj- sea-level, a^, Sicilian stage; ^c,

Mibz/ian; cd, Tyrrhenian; ii \o Neolithic peat, Monastirian. The
numbers indicate the heights of the marine terraces in metres;.

coast-line and from the Milazzian to the Tyrrhenian
;

there is evidence to show that it fluctuated (Fig. i), first
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sinking from the Sicilian to somewhere not far from the

existing sea-level and then rising to the Milazzian, and

similarly for all the succeeding stages.

Chronology of the Human Family.

The researches of Mr. Reid Moir have made us

familiar with the existence of some member of the

Hominidae in the Red Crag, i.e. in the Calabrian stage

of the Pliocene system, and if Prof. Deperet is right

in referring the Forest Bed to the Sicilian, man seems

to be also represented in this stage.

In the Milazzian (third terrace of the Somme) human
artefacts are found associated with a warm fauna.

Some of them are primitive forms of the Chellean

boucher, and the industry as a whole is known as the

Strepyan or Pre-Chellean.

The Tyrrhenian (second terrace of the Somme) affords

the typical Chellean industry. It was indeed from
this stage at Abbeville that Boucher des Perthes

obtained the so-called " coup de poing " by which he

established for the first time the existence of man at

this remote period.

In the Monastirian, represented by the lowest gravels

of the first terrace, the Chellean attains its final stage

of evolution. It is still associated with a warm fauna.

But these gravels are " ravinees " by a later one which
brings with it Acheulean implements and the mammoth.
If our preceding correlations are correct, the Acheulean
must evidently be referred to a later stage of the

Monastirian when the Wiirm glaciation was beginning

to make itself felt. The Mousterian and all the suc-

ceeding industries of the Upper Palaeolithic would then

belong to the closing days of the Monastirian and the

final retreat of the ice.

The interpretation seems to represent the present

state of our knowledge, but it is not without its

difficulties ; one of the most perplexing is suggested

by the " warm " Mousterian of Comment. More than

one explanation may be offered of this, but the question

may w-ell be left to future research.

Comparison of the Coast-Lines of the Northern
AND Southern Hemsphere.

A eustatic movement of the sea-level is by itself

unproved and unlikely, but a general deformation of

the globe might well produce effects involving such

a movement. That epeirogenic movements cannot be

excluded is shown by the fact that the Tyrrhenian

coast-line is deformed by local disturbances so that

m the Strait of Messina it stands at 100 m. instead of

30 m., and in the Isthmus of Corinth even reaches

300 m. The Quaternary age was indeed by no means
so reposeful as seems to be generally assumed ; it

includes movements of the earth's crust affecting wide

areas and on no inconsiderable scale, as is shown by
the recent observations of Prof. Bosworth in Peru,

and Dr. Molengraaff in the East Indies.

This immensely complicates our problem. Prof.

Deperet has sketched in bold outline a remarkable and
suggestive history of the Quaternary age. To work

it out in all its details will be the arduous task of more
than one generation of geologists.

That a general deformation of the globe was in

progress during Tertiary and Quaternary times is

suggested by the general presence of raised beaches

on both sides of the equator. On the north. General

de Lamothe determined the existence of ancient coast-

lines in Algeria at 325, 255, 204, 148, 108, 60, 30, and
18 m. On the south, they have been observed in

Mejillones Bay, Chile, at 320-300, 225, 133, 111-108,

40, and 15-18 m.
It looks as though the earth accomplished its con-

traction by pulsations.

Obit
Prof. Paul Jacobson.

ON January 26 the death occurred at Berlin of Prof.

Paul Jacobson, who was widely known as the

general secretary of the German Chemical Society and
as the editor of important chemical works. He was born
on October 5, 1859, at Konigsberg in Prussia, and he

studied under A. W. Hofmann at Berlin and Victor

Meyer at Gottingen. In that university he became a
lecturer, and followed Victor Meyer to Heidelberg,

where he became professor. Jacobson carried out a
number of researches in the field of organic chemistry,

especially on azo- and hydrazo-compounds, which
earned him the reputation of a careful and original

research worker. At the same time he began with
Victor Meyer the " Lehrbuch der organischen Chemie,"
in which these two workers have put on record an
immense amount of knowledge and experiences.

After the early death of Victor Meyer, Jacobson con-
tinued to work alone, unfortunately without being able

to finish it.

In 1897 Jacobson removed to Berlin as editor of the
Berichte der Deutschen Chemischen Gesellschaft and
general secretary of the society. He transacted the
business of this society with indefatigable industry and
perfect tact until September 191 1. He then became
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scientific editor of the Abteilung fiir Sammelliteratur,

which was founded by the society for the purpose of

re-issuing F. Beilstein's " Handbook of Organic

Chemistry " and M. M. Richter's " Lexicon of the

Carbon-Compounds," and between 1900 and 1906

Jacobson edited five supplementary volumes to the

third edition of Beilstein's Handbook. Then he

commenced the fourth edition of this standard work,

which is to be completed in the near future. The new
editions of M. M. Richter have been continued under

the supervision of Jacobson by R. Stelzner, as " Litera-

turverzeichnis der organischen Chemie."

The death of Paul Jacobson will be deeply regretted

by all who came to know him in the meetings of the

Society and at international congresses. Scientific

research suffers a great loss by his death.

Prof. W. N. Parker.

The death occurred on February 22, at the age of

sixty-five, at his residence at Cardiff, of Prof. W. N.
Parker, emeritus professor of zoology at the University

College of South Wales and Monmouthshire.
Prof. Parker was a pupil of Hu.xley and for a time

acted as his demonstrator. During 1881 and 1882 he
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\\as lecturer in liiology at University College, Aberyst-
i\ vth. He joined the staff of the University College
<il South Wales and Monmouthshire when it opened
its doors in 1883, and retired in September 1922. He
;me of an illustrious family, being a son of the late

if. \\. K. Parker, and a brother of the late Prof.
1 J. Parker. He married a daughter of the late Prof.
August Weismann, who survives him, and leaves a
family consisting of a son and two daughters.

Prof. Parker was for many jears president of the
'logical section of the Cardiff Naturalists' Society
mI a member of the science committee of the National
:seum of Wales. To the latter institution he pre-
ued a valuable collection of zoological material a
A months prior to his death. In collaboration
^^\ his brother he wrote Parker and Parker's " Prac-
tl Zoolog>'." He also translated into English

\\ i-ismann's " Germ Plasm " and an abbreviated form
of Wiedersheim's " Vergleichende Anatomic der Wir-
hcltiere." In addition, he published original papers
on the following subjects :

" Anatomv and Phvsiology
Protopterus," " Poison-organs '

of Trachinus,"
riie Structure of the Young of Echidna aculeata,"
Persistence of the Left Posterior Cardinal Vein in the
ig, with Remarks on the Homologies of the Veins

in the Dipnoi," " The Respiratory Organs of Rhea,"
' On some Points in the .\natomy of the Indian Tapir

ipirus Indicus)," "The Anatomy of the C«cum in

Rabbit {Leptis ainiculus) and Hare {Lepus timidiis)";
ollaboration with F. M. Balfour, "On the Structure

and Development of Lepidosteus "
; and in collaboration

with T. H, Burlend, " On the Efferent Ducts of the
Testis in Chimtera monstrosa."

Prof. Parker devoted himself for nearly fortv vears
the interests of the College and University and to

' development and organisation of the zoological
department. It is impossible to speak too highlv of
the courage and determination which he brought to

ir upon his work in the face of great difficulties in
early days of the College. He will be sadly missed
a large body of former students who passed through

iu^ hands, in whose personal welfare, both in the
department and outside, he always took the keenest
! urest. The news of his death will be received with

at regret by a large circle of friends and former
leagues.

J. II. L.

Mr. F, J. Lloyd.

The death of Mr. Frederick James Lloyd on February
ti removes an interesting figure from the ranks of the
older workers in agricultural science in this country.
Mr, Lloyd was born at Sketty, near Swansea, in 1852,
and was educated at Bristol 'Grammar School. After
hiving school he proceeded, for family reasons, to
study law, but, showing a natural aptitude and in-

St in science, he soon rejected a legal career and
nd an opening in the laboratory of the late Dr.
Icker. The training received there during the next

r years was supplemented by evening studies at
••jCs. College, London, and subsequent experience in
iiiistry during a sojourn in Germany. On his return

t i England he became successively chief assistant to
1

'
Thomas Stevenson, of Guy's Hospital, and at the
ratory of the Royal Agricultural Society, ulti-
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mately setting up in practice on his own account as
an agricultural chemist.

Mr. Lloyd's knowledge of physiology and agricultural
chemistrv thus acquired led him natiirallv to a special
mterest in the subject of dairving, with which he
became still more closely identified on the death of
Dr. Voelcker by his appointment as consulting chemist
to the British Dairy Farmers' Association. His close
connexion with that body lasted throughout his life
and directed his attention to questions of milk produc-
tion and the feeding of dairy stock in relation thereto.
In due course he began a series of investigations on the
manufacture of Cheddar cheese, undertaken on behalf
of the Bath and West and Southern Counties Agri-
cultural Society, which proved verv helpful to cheese-
making farmers of the West of England and brought
him into contact with the special agricultural interests
of that area. Cider-making particularlv attracted his
notice. In association with Mr. Neville Grenville,
and again on behalf of the Bath and West Society, he
started experiments designed to improve the methods
of manufacture then current on farms. These extended
over some ten years and resulted in the establishment
of the National Fruit and Cider Institute at Long
Ashton in 1903, Mr. Lloyd acting as director until
1905. This Institute, now associated with the Univer-
sity of Bristol, and serving as its Agricultural and
Horticultural Research Station, has been de\eloped by
the Ministry of Agriculture to function as the senior
Fruit Research Station for this countrv, and stands
as a direct result of Mr. Lloyd's work.

Mr. Lloyd lived also to see the establishment of
the Research Institute for Dairying at Reading. His
pioneer studies on both the subjects with which he was
so closely identified have thus found fitting recognition.
Much of Mr. Lloyd's work was published bv him in

the form of a series of reports in the Journal of the
Bath and West Society, of which for some twenty years
he was associate editor. Those relating to cider were
reput)lished later by the Ministry of Agriculture. He
also, while holding an appointment as lecturer on
agriculture at King's College, London, published his
lectures in book form under the title of " The Science
of Agriculture," a volume which has been translated
into several languages.

We regret to announce the following deaths

:

Prof. A. S. Butler, lately professor of natural
philosophy in the University of St, Andrews, on
March 2, aged sixty-eight.

Sir Ernest Clarke, until 1905 secretary of the Royal
Agricultural Society of England and the first lecturer
in agricultural history in the University of Cambridge,
on March 4, aged sixty-seven.

Prof, B, E, Fernow, emeritus professor and dean
of the faculty of forestry at the Umversitv of Toronto,
and first chief forester of the United States, ori
February 6, aged seventy-two.

Prof, G, Lefevre, professor of zoology in the
University of Missouri, on January 24, aged fifty-nine.

Prof. Vladimir M. Shimkevich, professor of zoology
in the University of Petrograd,

Rev, William Wilks. for twenty-five years secretary
of the Royal Horticultural Society and the producer
of the well-known Shirley poppies, on March 2, aged
seventy-nine.
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Current Topics

Much excitement was recently created all over the

world by the sensational headline, " Cause of influenza

discovered at Rockefeller Institute, says Dr. Flexner."

The announcement was given a prominent position in

the daily papers and everywhere was lauded as one

of the greatest medical discoveries known. Almost

alone among our contemporaries we stated the actual

facts of the work of Olitsky and Gates, the reputed

discoverers of the long-sought-for microbe of influenza,

and we recommended the adoption of a cautious

reserve until further data were revealed. Some of

the inner history of this latest American press boom
are now published in an editorial in the Journal of the

American Medical Association (February lo), which

has the greatest circulation of the medical papers of

the United States and is a journal of the highest

repute. It seems that after the sensational announce-

ment above, the Journal telegraphed to Dr. Simon
Flexner, who replied that his announcement was

merely a summary of papers already published by
Olitsky and Gates in the ordinary way in the Journal

of Experimental Medicine. The summary was pre-

pared for the New York State Department of Health.

Dr. Flexner states that some one in the State publicity

department had headlined the summary without his

knowledge. Now that the actual statement of Dr.

Flexner has appeared in the Health News Service, it

is seen to be nothing that has not been known for the

last three years, and as the Journal of the American

Medical Association points out, the " organism can-

not be said to have been conclusively shown to be

the cause of the condition known as epidemic in-

fluenza," a view which we ourselves independently

printed. In justice to the Press it is stated that in

this instance it was not to blame, but it is not stated

who was. The Journal deprecates this method of

publication, leading as it does to false hopes for

thousands of sufferers, and to the ultimate discredit

of real advances in medical science.

Telegrams from New York appeared in several

newspapers of February 28, announcing the dis-

covery of a fossilised human skull in the province of

Santa Cruz, Patagonia. The Times of March i pub-

lished particulars relating to the skull, which were

obtained by its correspondent at Buenos Ayres from

the discoverer. Dr. Wolf, formerly of the Canadian
Geological Survey. The skull, it appears, was found

not by Dr. Wolf but by a settler seven years agfo in

sand-hills in the pampas lying some twenty miles to

the west of the port of Santa Cruz. The discoverer

reports it to be " petrified " and " probably of tertiary

origin." As regards its characters, all that is to be

learned is that it is " long in proportion to its width,"

that its " frontal eminences are well marked," and
that it may be a woman's skull. It is true that there

exist in Patagonia deposits of the right age to yield

fossil remains of Pliocene man, and on numerous
occasions, during the past twenty-five years, claims
of his discovery have been made. None has stood
the Test of inquiry ; wlien the remains proved to be
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and Events.

human, it was found that a mistake had been made
concerning their geological antiquity ; when their

antiquity was upheld, the remains proved not to be
human. Whether the discdVery now announced
will prove an exception remains to be seen.

It is reported that excavations now being carried

on at Ur of the Chaldees on behalf of the British

Museifrn and the University of Pennsylvania have
brought^iyight a temple of the Moon God. As Ur
was the sejiT of the worship of deified kings and one of

the greatest centres of ancient theology, its further

investigation is likely to add considerably to our
knowledge of the religious and social life of early

Mesopotamia. The site and the purpose of the

temple were first identified through the interpretation

by Rawlinson of four cylinder seals discovered in 1854
by J. E. Taylor, who located the temple tower and
excavated an adjacent building and burial mound.
Further excavations were carried out by Mr. R.

Campbell Thompson in 1918 and by Dr. H. R. Hall,

on behalf of the Trustees of the British Museum, in

1919. Dr. Hall also investigated a neighbouring site

at Tell el-Obeid, where he found much copper, in-

cluding several lion heads and a large relief, in a

pre-Sargonic building {circ. 2900 B.C.) beneath a plat-

form of unburnt brick, probably of Dunghi of Ur
{circ. 2450 B.C.). The site of Ur itself was occupied

from neolithic down to quite late times, the temple

having been restored by Nabonidus in the sixth

century B.C. As regards its early inhabitants, Mr.

Campbell Thompson, in the Times of March i, points

out that the present excavations may be expected to

throw light upon his suggestion that the people of

this area differed in race from the Sumerians. This

view is based upon the character of the fragments of

hand-made, painted pottery found by himself and
Dr. Hall at Ur, Eridu and Tell el-Obeid, which is

identical with that discovered by de Morgan at Susa
in Elam. This latter, in turn, is referred to a similar,

but rougher, type found at Anau in Turkestan.

A WELL-PRESERVED dolmen has been discovered

by workmen while excavating at the back of a house

at St. Ouens, Jersey. Associated with the dolmen
was a kitchen midden full of limpet shells and con-

taining an ancient human skull and a round stone

for grinding corn. The skull is very much flattened

in the frontal region, and it is no doubt on this

ground that a very high antiquity, exceeding that

of Pithecanthropus erectus, has been attributed to it

locally, as is stated in a highly coloured report which
appeared in the Daily Mail of February 26. It is

also suggested that the kitchen midden is of meso-
lithic age. Although the find is of considerable

interest, neither supposition appears to be well

founded. Shell-fish must always have been, as

they are still, an important element in the diet of

the islanders, and therefore does not necessarily

indicate a mesolithic culture, while the association

with the dolmen and a stone for grinding corn would
suggest that a very early date in the neolithic period
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for the skull is not probable. The flattened appear-

ance of the skull, upon whicli stress is laid in the

port of the discovery, may be due to pathological

luses, but more probably is, as often happens,

a case of flattening due to post-mortem pressure

after burial. I'urther details of the measurements
of the skull will be awaited with interest, as it will

l)e important to note whether, notwithstanding its

distortion, it is to be ascribed to the Mediterranean

liing-headed type.

On February 12, Prof. Otto Pettersson, director of

llie Swedish Hydrographic Biological Commission,

t'.othenburg, celebrated the seventy-fifth anniversary

<if his birth, and both chemists and oceanographers in

this country, to whom his genial personality is so

well known, will wish to join in offering him their

t ongratulations and their good wishes for his future

prosperity. Having in early life made a European
reputation as a chemist, Prof. Pettersson turned his

attention to the study of oceanography, and much of

the work in that subject during the last thirty years

lias owed its success to his initiative and inspiration.

Mis name is particularly associated with the founda-

tion in 1902 of the International Council for the Study
of the Sea, of which organisation he was president for

a number of years. It was largely owing to Prof.

I'ettersson's influence and efforts that the Council

survived the trying period of the European war and
has since renewed and extended the valuable co-

operative researches which it is conducting in the

interests of the fisheries. We rejoice to know that in

spite of his advanced age, Prof. Pettersson's zeal for

scientific work is in no way abated, and that he
nmains an active and energetic investigator, more
especially of problems affecting the sea.

The sixth Silvanus Thompson memorial lecture of

the Rontgen Society is to be delivered on Tuesda}',

May I, by Dr. C. Thurston Holland.

The gold medal of the Astronomical Society of the

Pacific was presented to M. B. Baillaud, director of

the Paris Observatory, at the American Embassy in

Paris on February 26.

I")R. Christopher K. Ingold was awarded the
.Meldola medal of the Institute of Chemistry, for the
second time, at the annual general meeting of the
Institute held on March i.

An excursion to Devizes and Sahsbury Plain,

extending from May i8 to 21 inclusive, particulars

of which are obtainable from Mr. B. H. Cunnington,
Wiltshire Archaeological Society, Devizes, has been
arranged by the Prehistoric Society of East Anglia.

The Medical Research Council has appointed the
following scientific committee to organise an in-

vestigation into dog's distemper : Sir William B.
Leishman (chairman), Mr. J. B. Buxton, Capt. S. R.
Douglas, Prof. F. Hobday, and Dr. C. J. Martm.
A member of the Council's staff will act as secretary
to the committee, and communications should be
addressed to the Secretary, Distemper Research
Committee, 15 York Buildings, Adelphi, W.C.2.
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The British Association recently acted in co-opera-

tion with a number of other " travelling " societies in

requesting the railway companies to revert to the

pre-war practice of granting return tickets at single

fare and one-third to members attending meetings,

on presentation of a voucher. The Association has

now been informed that in connexion with its next

annual meeting, in Liverpool, September 12-19, this

concession will be made by the companies.

At the meeting of the Franklin Institute of the

State of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, held on February

21, Dr. Lee de Forest received the Elliott Cresson

gold medal awarded to him by the Institute for his

invention of the three-electrode audion. In present-

ing Dr. de Forest for this award, his invention was

characterised as one of the most important ever made

in the field of the electrical transmission of intelligence,

and one which through its development has marked

a profound revolution in the art of radio communica-

tion.

The tenth annual general meeting of the Institu-

tion of Petroleum Technologists will be held at the

house of the Royal Society of Arts on Tuesday,

March 13, when an address will be delivered by Prof.

J. S. S. Brame, the retiring president. The president-

elect for the ensuing session is Mr. Herbert Barringer,

and the vice-presidents are Mr. Alfred C. Adams, Sir

George Beilby, Sir John Cargill, Viscount Cowdray of

Cowdray, Mr. Arthur W. Eastlake, and Sir Thomas

H. Holland.

At the annual general meeting of the Optical

Society, held on February 8, the following officers

and council were elected : President : Prof. A. Barr.

Vice-Presidents : Sir Frank Dyson, Mr. T. Smith,

and Mr. R. S. Whipple. Hon. Treasurer: Maj.

E. O. Henrici. Hon. Secretaries : (a) Business

Secretarj', Prof. Alan Pollard, Imperial College of

Science and Technology, South Kensington, S.W.7;

and {b) Papers Secretary, Mr. F. F. S. Bryson, Glass

Research Association, 50 Bedford Square, W.C.i.

Hon. Librarian: Mr. J. H. Sutcliffe. Editor of

Transactions : Dr. J. S. Anderson. Council
:

Dr.

J. S. Anderson, Instr.-Comdr. T. Y. Baker, Mr.

\V. M. Brett, Prof. F. J. Cheshire, Mr. R. W. Cheshire,

Dr. R. S. Clay, Mr. H. H. Emsley, Mr. P. F. Everitt,

Dr J. W. French, Miss L. M. Gillman, Mrs. C. H.

Griffiths. Dr. L. C. Martin, Prof. A. W. Porter,

Mr. F. Twyman, and Mr. A. Whitwell.

A NEW meteorological observatory at Santa Cruz,

Teneriffe, Canary Islands, was sanctioned by Royal

Decree in July 1921. It is now announced that the

building has been started, and will probably be com-

pleted shortly. The fact is noted in the Meteoro-

logical Magazine for February, and it is stated that

the Island of Teneriffe already has a first-class

obser\'atory at Izana, situated 2307 metres above

sea-level. Being on the direct route from Lisbon

to Kio de Janeiro, these two observatories will be

of great service to transatlantic aerial navigation.

The note adds that a. hydroplane station is also to

be established on the island.
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A MEMORANDUM On the probable character of the

weather in north-west India in January, Februarj',

and March 1923 was prepared by Dr. G. T. Walker,
director-general of Indian observatories, and sub-

mitted to the Government of India on January 5.

The data which control the amount of rain and snow-

to be expected are ;

—

(a) The recent weather conditions

in Persia and north-west India ; these are slightly-

favourable. (6) The seasonal change in the upper
air in northern India, w-hich is slightly adverse.

(c) The atmospheric pressure over India in the

previous October and November, which is neutral,

October being above normal and November below-

normal, {d) Rainfall at Seychelles and Zanzibar ;

rainfall at Seychelles was in defect in November and
December, and at Zanzibar it was in excess in

December. On the whole the indications point to

a slight defect in the w-inter precipitation, but the

indications are said not to be sufficiently pronounced
to justify a forecast of a deficiency.

Referring to the obituary notice of Prof. George
Lunge in Nature of February 17, p. 228, a corre-

spondent has pointed out the last paragraph might
give the impression that Dr. Hurter was of German
nationality whereas he was a native of Schaffhausen,

Switzerland. The wTiter of the notice was concerned

rather with the influence exercised at the time by
the German universities in providing opportunities,

not necessarily for Germans alone, for scientific

training as chemists, some of wjiom came to England

to acquire knowledge and experience of the practical

applications of the science.

We ha\'e received from Messrs. A. Gallenkamp

and Co. a catalogue of " Electrometric Apparatus for

determining Hydrogen Ion Concentration.s." This

includes an apparatus for determining hydrogen ion

concentrations both for work of high accuracy and

for routine industrial work.

Messrs. Bowes and Bowes, i Trinity Street,

Cambridge, have just issued a very useful catalogue

(No. 417) of second-hand books, journals, and

portraits of scientific interest ofifered for sale by them.

It contains 1158 titles, which are classified under

the following headings : Journals, etc. ; Agriculture ;

Anthropology and Ethnology ; Biography ; Biology ;

Botany (including Forestry and Gardening) ; Geology

;

Microscopy ; Zoology (including Ornithology and

Entomologv) ; General Science ; Chemistry ; Physics

(including Einstein Theory) ; Medical (including

Physiology) ; Portraits.

Our Astronomical Column,

Incre.\se of Brightness of Beta Ceti.—There
appears to be no reason to doubt the news that this

star has brightened by more than a magnitude in the
last week or so. The change was first observed by a
British schoolboy named Abbott, resident in Athens ;

being a member of La Societe Astronomique de France,
he telegraphed to M. Camille Flammarion at Juvisy,
whose assistant, M. Quenisset, confirmed the brighten-
ing. Apparently further confirmation has been re-

ceived from the United States. Unfortunately the
star is observable in England only by day or in verj'

bright twilight, and the skies have not been pro-
pitious for studying it. Data for drawing the light

curve are not yet to hand, so that it is premature to
speculate on the probable cause of the increase of
light. The news hitherto available comes through
the daily press ; the Astronomical Bureau at Copen-
hagen has made no communication.

The Zodiacal Light.—Mr. W. F. Denning writes :

—

During the period from about March 8-20 and April
4-18, the zodiacal light may be well observed on clear
evenings in the absence of moonlight. It will be
visible about two hours after sunset as a faint glow
extending upwards, obliquely, through the constella-
tions of the Zodiac, and broadest at its base on the
western region of the horizon. It apparently varies
from night to night, for its visibility is evidently
influenced by atmospheric conditions. Careful ob-
servations of the degree of luminosity, positions, and
boundaries of the light on successive evenings will be
valuable. The most probable explanation of the
phenomenon is that it is due to the sun's reflected
light on myriads of meteoric particles belonging to
systems of little inclination and situated at moderate
distances from the sun.

The Spectra of Visual Double Stars. — Mr.
F. C. Leonard publishes in the Lick Observatory
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Bulletin (No. 343) an important contribution to the
study of the spectra of visual double stars. If the
components of a double star had a common origin,

a knowledge of the spectral relationships existing in
different systems, presumably at various stages in the
course of evolution, might be expected to disclose
the general trend and the comparative rates of
development of these stars. It was with the inten-
tion of gaining more knowledge on this subject that
Mr. Leonard commenced this investigation in 1920.
From a study of eighty visual double stars specially
observed for this work, he finds that tlie spectrum of
the secondary component of a dw-arf star is generally
of a later class and that of a giant star is of an earlier

class than the primary. In both giant and dwarf
stars the greater the difference in magnitude between
the primary and secondary the greater is the absolute
difference in spectral class.

The spectrum of each component of a double star

appears to be a function mainly of its absolute
magnitude ; or in other words, the spectra of the
components of double stars are so related to each
other that, with but few exceptions, these systems
conform to the Hertzsprung-Russell arrangement for

individual stars, plotted according to spectral class

and absolute magnitude. In this configuration, the
fainter component normally precedes the brighter
one, regardless of whether the latter be a giant or
dwarf in the order prescribed by the Lockyer-Russell
theory of stellar evolution. The two earlier conclu-
sions are special phases or necessary consequences of

j

this generalisation. Thirteen binary systems, all

stars of which were dwarfs, indicated that as the sum
of the masses of the components increased, their
disparity in spectral class approached zero. Of any
two stars of unequal mass but of otherwise identical
physical properties, that with the less mass will in
general pass through its life history in advance of the
more massive one.
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Research Items.
The Oldest Christian Tomb in India.—Agra,

which possesses, in tlie splendid mausoleum known as
the Taj, one of the finest sepulchres in the world,
claims also the oldest Christian grave in northern
India. It is known as the Martyr's Chapel, the tomb
of a rich and very pious Armenian merchant called
Martyrose, who died at Agra in a.d. i6ii. The in-

scription on the tomb, now for the first time trans-
lated by Mr. Mesrovb Seth in the Journal of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal, vol. xvii., 1921, runs :

" In this

tomb rested the pilgrim Martyrose son of Pheerbashi
of Julfa. He died in the city of Agra and gave his
goods to God for his soul. 1060 of the Armenian era."
The Archaeological Department has now restored the
tomb of this worthy, a member of the important
.Armenian community of Julfa in Persia, who came to
India as a merchant. An inscription in Persian to his
memory has been placed on the tomb.

The Ismaili Sect of Islam.—The important sect
of the Ismailis or Assassins, the doctrines of which
were preached by the Old Man of the Mountain, has
exercised wide influence in Persia. The scattered
material collected by historians, travellers, and theo-
logians cannot compare in value with the genuine
documents of the sectarian literature, but for five

hundred years, when these materials came to an end at
the time of the Mongol invasion which destroyed the
power of the Assassins, the life of the sect is a blank.
Mr. W. Ivanov, who has spent seven years in in-
vestigating the beliefs of the sectarians in Persia, has
published under the title of " Ismailitiia," a trans-
lation of an important text which throws much light
on the subject. This has been issued by the Asiatic
Society of Bengal as part i, vol. viii. of its memoirs.
It will be interesting to European readers, as the leader
of the sect is the Agha Khan of Bombay who did
notable service to the Indian Government in the War,
and has since devoted himself to the task of calming
the agitation which has arisen in India on the Cali-
phate question.

The Indian Tribes of California.—The Uni-
versity of California, in its series of publications on
American archaeology and ethnology, has issued a large
number of valuable memoirs, but a general survey of
the inter-relations of the culture of these tribes has
hitherto been wanting. This want has now been
supplied by Mr. A. L. Kroeber, an ethnologist to whom
we owe several of these tribal memoirs, who has
prepared a general sketch under the title of " Elements
of Culture in Native California," for the University
series (vol. xiii. No. 8), in which he describes the arts
of life, social organisation, religion, and ceremonies.
This memoir, which gives an excellent survey of the
industrial, social, and religious life of a primitive
people, will be a valuable book of reference to eth-
nologists. It is provided with sketch maps, but
unfortunately a general index is wanting.

MicROBic Transmissible .\utolvsis.—One of the
most interesting developments of modern bacteriology
has been in relation to what is now called the Twort-
d'Herelle phenomenon. This has recently been the
subject of the Cameron prize lecture given by Prof.

J. Bordet, of Brussels, and published in the Brit.
Med. Journal of February 3. In this lecture the
rnain facts are clearly set forth and particularly the
views of Bordet and his co-workers. For those who
have not been following the subject specially it may
be stated that in 1915, F. \V. Twort, Director of the
Brown Institution, London, described a peculiar
glassy-like change which appeared in colonies of
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certain micrococci which he had isolated from calf

lymph. A minute trace of the glassy agent added
to a cultivation of bacteria dissolved the latter, and
strange to say, the glassy agent could traverse fine

porcelain filters without detriment. In 191 7 d'Hcrelle

observed similar phenomena and regarded them as

due to the activity of a living agent which he called
" microbe bacteriophage " on account of its power
of devouring bacteria. This view he has continued
to defend with great vigour. Bordet and Ciuca
adopted an entirely different explanation. They do
not believe the active substance is a living agent at
all but as a product of the bacterium itself induced
in the first instance by some external influence and
subsetjuently capable of indefinite transmission. A
full treatment of the subject will be found in Bordet's
lecture referred to above.

The Spleen.—The functions of this organ are
somewhat obscure. It is generally recognised, how-
ever, that it has something to do with the destruction
of effete red blood corpuscles. A certain proportion
of the corpuscles in general circulation are more
fragile than the rest, in the sense that when distended
by osmosis in hypotonic solutions they burst in

solutions of a higher concentration than do the
younger, more distensible ones. \ recent paper by
Bolt and Heeres, in the Biochemical Journal, vol. 16,

p. 754, shows that after passing through the spleen,

blood corpuscles are rendered less resistant, so that
a larger proportion become haemolysed when placed
in the stronger salt solutions, that is, the less hypo-
tonic solutions. Thus they withstand distension to

a smaller degree than normally. This property is

due to the adsorption of some substance supplied by
the spleen and can be removed by washing with
Ringer's solution. The previous work of Brinkman
and van Dam had shown that the fragility of red
corpuscles depends on the relative proportion be-

tween cholesterol and lecithine in their outer mem-
branes, the former conferring stability, the latter,

fragility. Apparently the spleen adds lecithine in

larger amount than it does cholesterol.

Curing Sleeping Sickness.—In the Empire
Review for February Dr. Andrew Balfour has an
interesting article entitled " Cure of Sleeping Sick-

ness." He deals largely with the claims of the new
German remedy " Bayer 205 " and admits that it

is the most powerful destroyer of the parasites of the
disease so far tested. For a time sleeping sickness and
other trypanosome diseases were looked upon as
absolutely fatal, while later on partial success was
achieved by more than one remedy containing arseni-

cal or antimonial bodies. " Bayer 205 " contains
neither of these in any form, and although its exact
composition is not known, it is suggested that it

belongs to the benzidine dye series. It is a white
powder, easily dissolved in water, neutral in reaction,

without smell, and does not deteriorate on heating.

It possesses extraordinary parasitotropic action on
trypanosomes, and in minute doses can produce a
slerilisatio magna in animals heavily infected with
these parasites. These results worked out by Haendel
and Joetten have been confirmed in man by Miihlens
and Menk in Germany antl by Wenyon and Manson
Bahr in London. Dr. Balfour emphasises the need
for chemical research in this country, and lays stress

on the necessity for persistence, time, money, and far-

sightedness. Ehrlich was fond of summing up the
success of scientific researches in what he termed the
four G's, Geld, Gliich, Gediild, Geschick, which comes
to the same thing.
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Recent Pentacrinid.^e.—In the Journal of the
Washington Academy of Sciences of January 4 Mr.
A. H. Clark publishes a revision of the recent repre-
sentatives of the crinoid family Pentacrinidae. For
many 5'ears the name Pentacrinus has ceased to be
apphed to any crinoid now li\'ing, and now Isocrinus,
to which genus most of the modern species were for

a time referred, is also considered to be entirely
extinct. For the only species that remained—the
Atlantic Pentacrinus wyville - thomsoni— Mr. Clark
founds the new genus Annacrinus.

A New British Enteropneust.—In the current
number of the QuarterlyJournalofMicroscopicalScience
(vol. 66, part iv.) Prof. Alexander Meek records the
discovery of an interesting addition to the British
marine fauna. The Enteropneusta have hitherto
been represented in British seas, so far as known, only
by two species of the genus Dohchoglossus, from the
west coast of Ireland and Scotland respectively.
The newly discovered species is apparently referable
to the genus Glossobalanus, and the name proposed
by Prof. Meek is Glossobalanus niarginatus, the species
being regarded as distinct from any previously
described. Unfortunately only a single imperfect
specimen was obtained, off the coast of Northumber-
land at a depth of 52 fathoms. It is further suggested
that a Tornaria larva sometimes met with in the
North Sea plankton may be referable to this species.

Pomology.—A few years ago Mr. E.'A Bunyard,
of the well-known Maidstone nurseries, upon his own
initiati\-e started a Journal of Pomology, in which
contributions of very great scientific interest have
been published. With its third volume this journal
commences its career anew as the Journal of Pomology
and Horticultural Science, with a powerful publication
committee to support the original editor, the financial
responsibilities now being transferred to the three
horticultural research stations at Long Ashton near
Bristol, Cambridge, and East jNIalling, Kent. In a
foreword. Sir A. D. Hall expresses his interest in the
new journal and his hope that while providing a
medium for the publication of the results obtained
by the investigators at these research stations, it may
also

'
gather together new knowledge and experience

from all kinds of public and private workers connected
with fruit-growing in Great Britain." From the begin-
ning the format of the journal has been good and many
of its photographic reproductions exceptionally fine.
The first number of the new volume contains a valu-
able series of papers upon the raspberry. The genus
Rubus has long been a stumbling-block to systematists,
and Mr. N. H. Grubb appears to have commenced for
Rvtbus Idirus the task which the late Rev. Moyle
Rogers carried out so thoroughly for Rubus fruticosus.
Upon a series of characters the large and confusing
number of varieties of raspberry grown in Great
Britain are arranged within groups and a key given
to permit the determination of some of the more
important varieties. First importance is attached to
the surface characters of the young canes, which fall
into two groups, one pubescent, the other glabrous
or nearly so

; the colours of the spines then provide
another valuable character. This important work is
certainly a necessary preliminary to any .cultural or
experimental work with the raspberry. W. Boyes
describes the characters of different types of apple-
tree shoots, based largely upon the current nomen-
clature of the French horticulturist. F. V. Theobald
describes the apple and plum case-bearer and its
treatment. Herbert W. Miles discusses the control
of the apple-blossom weevil, and G. S. Peren the value
of spraymg for the control of the logan beetle.
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Surveys in the Eastern Kara-koram and
Khotan.—A detachment from the Survey of India,
under Maj. H. Wood, was attached to Dr. F. de
Filippi's expedition of 1913 to undertake exploration
and geophysical researches in the little-known regions
of the Kara-koram at the headwaters of the Shyok
and Yarkand rivers. Maj. Wood's report, which was
delayed by the war, is now published (" Exploration
in the Eastern Kara-koram and the Upper Yarkand
Valley. Dehra Dun : Office of the Survey, 1922.
65.). The work included the survey of the Depsang
plateau, the San Remo Glacier, from which the River
'!>"arkand proves to drain, and the upper valley of
that river. Maj. Wood shows how he ascended what
he believes to be the line of an old route leading across
the head basin of the Oprang, but Dr. Filippi was
forced to abandon his project of exploring that valley.
An appendix contains a discussion of historical

evidence bearing on certain disused or forgotten
routes through the Kara-korams. The report is

accompanied by a series of photographic plates and
a coloured map, on a scale of 1 to 250,000, of the area
surveyed by Dr. F. de Filippi's expedition.

Man as an Agent in Geographical Change.—
Some of the ways in which man modifies the surface
features of the earth were discussed in a lecture by
Dr. R. L. Sherlock, given to the Roj'al Geographical
Society on February 19. Mining and quarrying
assist the natural agents of denudation and transform
scenery. A calculation of the amount of rock
removed in various kinds of excavation by man in

Great Britain since the earliest times shows the
significance of this work. The total excavation spread
over the British Isles would amount to 3-83 inches.

This may be compared with Geikie's estimate of the
rate of erosion in the British Isles, which is 2-72
inches in 2000 years. Surface subsidence is an
important effect of mining operations. Dr. Sherlock
showed how this might be prevented or delayed bj'

leaving pillars to support the roof, or by the method
frequently adopted in the collieries of Upper Silesia

of stowing waste materials in the cavities produced.
The accumulation of waste on the surface may be
utilised to fill up a foreshore as at Middlesbrough,
where 4270 acres have been reclaimed in this manner

;

or it may form artificial hills. In the Black Country'
of Staffordshire some 230 million cubic yards of waste
have been deposited on 23 square miles. Yet in this

rase subsidence has probably more than counter-
balanced the gain. Under the site of London some
50 million cubic yards have been excavated, but brick
or other linings have prevented subsidence. In fact,

the level of London has actually risen by the ac-

cumulation of domestic and other waste. Excava-
tions have shown this to be the case. On its own
debris the height of London grows about one foot a
century. It is probable that in three centuries the
waste from the coal used in London has amounted to

more than 42 million tons. Most of this directly, or
indirectly, in the form of bricks and artificial flagstones,

has been incorporated in the site of London. Dr.
Sherlock also gave examples of man's interference
with rivers, and, by means of pumping, with the
circulation of underground waters.

Oil in Laccolithic Domes.—Of the many geo-
logical structures in which petroliferous sediments
may be involved, elevated, dome-like masses of rock,

resulting from igneous intrusion of the laccolithic

type, are rarely productive of oil on a commercial
scale, save possibly in certain cases in Mexico. There
is, however, no reason prima facie why such a struc-
ture should not be favourable, unless secondary
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mechanical or thermo-dynamical effects on the super-
incumbent strata seriously influence the stability of

organic material within the sediments. Thus it is

not surprising to find that the United States Geological
Survey is turning its attention to such possibilities in

certain areas in the Western States, and a brief paper
(Bulletin 736-F) dealing with oil accumulation in

laccolithic domes in the Little Rocky Mountains region

of Montana (the work of Messrs. A. J. Collier and
S. H. Cathcart) is one of the first results of this

inquiry. In the cases described, the uplifts are due
to intrusions of porphyry, some of which are exposed,
others, in the less denuded tracts of country, being
still covered by sediments of varying ages, principally

Upper and Lower Cretaceous. Of the former, the
Eagle sandstone and the Mowry shale are both pos-

sible oil-bearing horizons, while the Kootenai forma-
tion (Lower Cretaceous) is well known to be favour-

able elsewhere. One or other of these horizons could
be reached by drilling in at least two pronounced
domes, the Guinn and the Grouse-Alder domes,
within the area described, to the south of the Little

Rocky Mountains. The authors do not of course
prophesy commercial success for any fields which may
be opened up here, but they have indicated the most
likely areas in an otherwise discouraging region, and
it will be interesting to observe, both from the
scientific and industrial points of view, the results of

any trials which may ultimately be made as a con-
sequence of their report.

Lighting in Mines.—A striking illustration of the
value of good illumination in enabling output to be
increased in industrial operations is afforded by some
experiments in coal mines described by Messrs. E.
Farmer, S. Adams and A. Stephenson in the Journal
of the National Institute of Industrial Psychology.
The report of the Miners' Nystagmus Research Com-
mittee, issued last year, confirmed the impression that
this disease is due mainly to inadequate illumination.

The present research shows how the miner's work is

hampered and his output affected by deficient lighting.

Tl'.ere are two chief drawbacks to most existing
miners' lamps, the low illumination afforded and the
exposure of the filaments, which, in such dark sur-

roundings, give rise to highly inconvenient after-

images on the retina. The authors describe a form
of cylindrical shield which has a useful effect in avoid-
ing this form of glare, and also give the results of work
for an eight-hour period with the ordinary standard
miners' lamp and with a special " porch-light " giving
six times as great an illumination. It was shown that
the improved illumination led to an increase in output
from 2-47 to 2-83 tons, an increase of 14-57 per cent.

The experiment serves to show the wide field for
improvement existing in lighting conditions in coal
mines and the benefits that might be secured by a
moderate expenditure on research.

Meteorology at Southport.—Results of meteoro-
logical observations at Southport for the year 1921,
and the annual report of the Fcrnley Observatory of
the Corporation of Southport, compiled by the
meteorologist, Mr. Joseph Baxendell, have recently
been issued. The report is published in two editions,
copies being circulated by the Southport Corporation,
and by the Meteorological Office, Air Ministry. The
Borough Observatory of Southport is the longest
municipally-maintained meteorological station in
the British Isles, observations having continued for
the past 50 years. Daily, weekly, and monthly
returns are supplied to the Meteorological Office.

Much time has been devoted to the comparisons
involved in the investigations of meteorological
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periodicities; among the clearly indicated cycles is
one of 5 years, while a rainfall cycle of 53 years is
said to be the chief. An appendix gives monthly
averages, for 10 years, of the amount and duration
of rainfall under different wind directions. It is
shown that winds from southerly points are pre-
eminently those of the rainy quarter. The most
remarkable year during the half-century's existence
of the observatory is stated to be 1921, although in
the north-west of England it was not so dry as several
pre\ ious years : the total deficiency of 4 inches of
rainfall was trivial in comparison with the extra-
ordinary drought over south-eastern England. For
general fine-weather factors there is no known pre-
decessor to equal it, the outstanding feature being
the remarkably high mean atmospheric pressure.
The underground water-levxl remained extremely
low until the substantial winter rains in the latter
part of December. Taken as a whole, the meteoro-
logical results will serve well as a guide for observa-
tions made by other municipal bodies.

Distance Thermometers.—Messrs. Negretti and
Zambra have introduced a type of distance ther-
mometer which appears to get over many of the
difficulties and errors to which such instruments have
been subject in the past. The new instruments
depend on the expansion of mercurj' in a steel bulb
to which a capillary tube of the re<iuired length is

attached. This tube ends in a coiled Bourdon tube
with the free end of which the pointer of tlie instru-
ment gears directly. The pointer moves over a
circular dial about 300° of which are occupied by the
scale. The effect of change of temperature of the
connecting capillary is eliminated by a wire of invar
running down the tube and reducing the volume
of mercury to such an extent that the change of its
volume with change of temperature is identical with
the change of volume of the steel tube. The errors
of such an instrument tested at the National Physical
Laboratory from 0° to 50° C. at no point of the scale
exceeded 0-05° C.

Photo-elastic Research.—In a recent number of
the Memoirs of the Society of French Civil Engineers
(Bulletin de juillet-septembre 1922) Prof. E. G. Coker
gives the text of a lecture, delivered by him last
summer in Paris, which contains an up-to-date
account of the method of exploring stresses in struc-
tures by means of celluloid models examined in
polarised light, a method which is at present making
rapid progress both here and on the Continent, and
bids fair to become indispensable to every scientific
engineer. Besides giving a sketch of the method
and its general applications, Prof. Coker obtains new
and interesting results concerning the testing of
cement briquettes under tension, and compares the
standard forms of such test-pieces adopted in Britain
and France respectively. In particular, he shows
that the standard briquettes adopted in both countries
for cement tests lead to a strikingly unequal distribu-
tion of tensile stress across the middle section of the
test-piece, and thereby to serious error in the deduced
tensile strength. He suggests, as the result of photo-
elastic research, a new sifiape of standard briquette
which is free from this defect. Further illustrations
of the method include a discussion of contact
stresses and an investigation of the stresses arising
from the action of cutting tools, both in the work
and in the tool itself. This part of the lecture is

partly a restatement of results previously described
by the author and Dr. Chakko in the Proceedings
of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers in April
1922, but various novel points are introduced.
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The British Science Guild.

THE JVIansion House was an appropriate venue

for the great meeting organised by the British

Science Guild on February 27 to acknowledge and

proclaim the importance of scientific method, scientific

knowledge, and scientific research as factors in pro-

moting "national and Imperial interests." In the

Egyptian Hall, with its high curved roof, its brilliant

stained-glass windows, its serried banners recalling

battles and heroes of long ago, the Lord IMayor pre-

sided over a distinguished company of representa-

tives of modern science and industry. The first

citizen of London is the honoured custodian of many
great traditions, among which not the least precious

is the city's historic generosity in promoting educa-

tion and "science. The City and its Companies have

in the past given freely of their wealth in aid of these

great causes, and it is fitting therefore that their

faith in science, so amply proved, should stimulate

the new crusade for its increased national recogni-

tion. Not less significant was the King's message

of encouragement which Lord Askwith read to the

meeting, welcoming the efforts of the Guild " to

stimulate the scientific spirit, and to secure that

application of science to industries, commerce, and,

indeed, in all fields of human activities, so essential

to efficiency and to the closer fellowship of all parts

of the Empire."
The Lord Mayor, in his introductor\' remarks,

emphasised the "usefulness of the Guild's work of

propaganda. When, he said, the British Science

Guild *\vas founded in 1905, its first object was stated

to be to convince British people, by means of publica-

tions and meetings, of " the necessity' of applying the

methods of science to all branches of human endeavour,

and thus to further the progress and increase the

welfare of the Empire." Modern civilisation is so

closely bound up with the advance of scientific know-

ledge that all progressive citizens can realise the

service which a body like the Guild is able to render to

this country and to "Imperial development. This is an

age of science, when such wonders as X-rays, radium,

and wireless telephony, which have added so greatly

to human powers and communication, are accepted

almost as commonplace parts of our daily life. More

scientific work is being carried on now than ever

before, and we may expect results which will be of

even greater value than those already achieved.

British science in several directions leads the world,

and it is right that this fact should be more widely

recognised. Science stands not only for new devices

and powers, but also for accurate knowledge and the

right use of man's capacity and individuality. Scien-

tific method must, therefore, be applied to social

problems if the true principles of progress are to be

determined. The Guild stands for national service in

a wide sense : it includes representatives not OTily of

pure and applied science, but also of industry and

capital. After the Napoleonic wars, the nation found

itself exhausted and impoverished. Our national

position was re-established through the steam-engine

and the industrial development which followed. We
have now to look to the science laboratory to restore

our economic position, and even to improved agricul-

tural production. Later in the meeting the same note

was sounded by Sir Joseph Cook, High Commissioner

for Australia, who pointed out that a vast amount

of capital had been wasted through the war, but

the loss would soon be made good if two blades of

grass could be made to grow instead of one or if

the speed of steamships and other forms of trans-

port could be doubled.

The principal resolution was mo\ed by Lord
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Askwith as president of the Guild and accepted
unanimously in the following terms ;

" That this meeting, convinced that the progressive
use of scientific knowledge is essential to industry
and commerce, and that the application of scientific

method to all public affairs would ensure increased
efficiency and economy, pledges itself to support
the efforts of the British Science Guild to promote
national and Imperial interests by means of these
powerful factors."

A letter of apology for absence was read from Sir

Joseph Thomson, which stressed the need for the
popularisation of science on the widest possible
basis. " It seems to me," Sir Joseph said, " that the
remarkable increase in the opportunities for scientific

research which has taken place in the last thirty or
forty years has not been accompanied by a proportion-
ate increase in the means of bringing matters of scien-

tific interest before the great mass of the people. ... I

do not forget the work of some of the great newspapers
in spreading an interest in science by the admirable
articles they publish at frequent intervals, but the
public I am thinking of does not read the Times or the
Morning Post." A more urgent need was to arouse an
interest in science in the bulk of the population, which
would facilitate the passage of measures to promote
the progress of science in this country. Lord Askwith
endorsed this plea and urged also that a great deal
mo.'-e might be done to endow- discoven,-. It was of

immense importance, he considered, that men of

science without the hope of immediate reward should
probe the mysteries of Nature, and that new dis-

coveries should be brought quickly into general
knowledge.
The appeal for some further endowment of

" problem-solvers "—the elder men of science who
devoted their lives to research as apart from the
T,'oung trained laboratory workers—was \igorously
pressed by Sir Ronald Ross. It might be supposed
that the discoverer of the cause of cancer or tuber-

culosis would soon become a millionaire, but he
pointed out that Sir David Bruce, who solved the
problem of sleeping sickness, was now in Madeira
imemployed, and there were three or four others

whom he could name. He suggested that the nation
should pension scientific discoverers of pre-eminent
worth, and allow them to go on working as they
pleased.
The vote of thanks to the Lord Mayor and the

other speakers was proposed by Lord Askwith and
seconded by Lord Bledisloe, who made an interesting

speech on the application of science to agriculture.

It appears that Continental agriculturists use the
results of the researches on fertilisers and plant
diseases at Rothamsted more than we do our-

selves.

The meeting was a prelude to the launching of a
national appeal by the British Science Guild for

increased personal' and financial support, and an
appeal committee has been appointed, of which
Lord Askwith is president. The list of members
includes many distinguished representatives of science

and public life. The director of the appeal is Com-
mander L. C. Bernacchi, physicist of Scott's first

Antarctic Expedition. A comprehensive plan of

objects and methods has been drawn up and will be
widely circulated in due course. The details of the

scheme were not announced to the meeting, but the

Lord Mayor said at the conclusion of his speech
that whatever support was given to it would be
returned a hundredfold in national honour and
profit.
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Research in the Scheme of Higher Education.*

By Dr. Herbert H. Hodgson, The Technical College, Huddersfield.

'PHE present time is exliibiting none other than a
^ break in the continuity of civihsation. No longer
list the production and recognition of supermen be
It to cliance, since unusual genius, in whatever
artcr it may be found, must have a field provided

! its activities if our place as a leading nation has
be maintained. It is the province of higher

iucation to discover this genius, a province, which,
mg to haphazard evolution, is largely at the mercy

. the dilettante, and, as a consequence, not yet in

a condition to evolve those power stations of mind
without which the necessary creative atmosphere
remains ungenerated. The practical results of the
German system of higher education liave been the
creation and development of key industries wherever
possible, these ensuring an industrial system which
afforded the security of continuous employment of
an extremely varied character. This conferred a
measure of national stability which was stout enough
to defy the whole world for four years, and, but for

lack of psychological balance, might have retired the
actual winner of an apparently drawn battle.

The industrial exploitation of chemical science b}'

Germany has entirely changed the international
situation, inasmuch as a flourishing all-round
chemical industry is now essential to the continued
success and progress of all great manufacturing
activities. This industry- dominates the whole trade
situation, and no country, however friendly at
present, must ever be in a position to dictate by
means of it such terms as can spell eventually our
decadence and commercial annihilation. An un-
employment iJroblem of so vast a magnitude as ours
demands the exploration of every reasonable avenue
which may provide economic work, a demand which
leaves no room for the neglect of key industries to be
used against us. This in itself is an answer to the
query as to whether the material importance of the
organic chemical industry warrants its foundation
in Britain. Recent combinations in other countries
between firms engaged in key industries are ominous
portents for the future.

The greatest key industry is that of synthetic dye-
stuffs, which, once established permanently, will

prove the greatest source of well-being to our nation
yet conceived. Its potentialities are bewildering in

their immensity and can create and fashion the \exy
future itself, so it becomes imperative that no external
nation must be allowed to possess such a weapon as a
monopoly. The war demonstrated the tempera-
mental fitness of our countrymen for tlie dyestuffs
industry, and, in spite of the current hostile criticism,
I hold with Sir William Pope that only a few years
are required for the organisation of a perfect lattice
of fine chemical industries.

No industry dependent upon men of science for its

progress will be able to survi\c external competition
of a kind which Germany, the United States, and
Japan are capable of exerting, unless a creative
atmosphere is generated within the walls of our
schools and our standards of intellectual attainment are
raised to a much higher level than at present obtains.
It is not sufficiently realised how much rescarcli work
has to be done before any tangible results accrue, and
therefore a multiplication of agencies is necessarj", a
practical proposition only to be realised by means of
our higher educational system.

From a paper rc.-id at the Annual Meeting of the Association of Technical
lostituUons on March 3.

Any comparison of pre-war British and German
chemical ability which attempts to e.xalt the German
as one apart, even as something chemically occult,
must take the fact into account that so much of our
best intellect as revealed by scholastic agency is

ab.sorbed into the ci\il service that the essence of
liritain's research ability has never yet taken part in
the industrial competition. In Germany the con-
trary has obtained. The British chemical mission to
Germany after the Armistice found that industry
there is systematically linked with the universities,

and concluded that if our industries are to succeed in

the future it is in this direction probably more than
in any other that improvements must be effected.

It must be realised that liigher education with
respect to science and technology is at the parting of
the ways, and whether the future is to emphasise the
mediocre and the mechanical or to reveal latent
genius will also decide whether the chemical industry,
with its quota towards the solution of our unemploy-
ment problem, will also take root in this country.
Our educational programme, therefore, must include
a readjustment of the aims of technical education
and the evolution of a new branch of the teaching
profession to deal with the higher standard of student
attainment necessary. No chemical department
should be without a definite and distinct research
section in which, at the earliest stage possible,

students should be initiated into the methods of
scientific inquirj'. This was the practice of the great
Hofmanri, and it is as practicable to-day as it was in

his brilliant period. The entire staff should also
have service in the research section as part of their
duties but with safeguards for individual expression.
By this means a network of research colonies will be
brought into existence, and the pivotal principle must
be insisted upon that directors of research must not
be prevented by details of organisation from actual
personal participation. A large amount of individual
responsibility will thus be generated with a greater
resultant effort. As the late Prof. Meldola said, " I

have not the least hesitation in declaring the belief

that a school of chemistry which is not also a centre
of research is bound to degenerate and to become a
mere cramming establishment not worth the cost of

maintenance." There should also be research centres

on the lines of the Emperor William Institutes in

Germany, an ideal proposed by Sir David Brewster
sevent)' years ago for providing research careers for

worthy men.
I would also suggest that patents should be examined

by research organisations, and, where dishonest, the

fact broadcasted, so that the intending fraudulent
monopolist can be banished from our midst.

Another factor of far-reaching importance to

industry is the establishment of English as a language
for scientific publications at least co-equal with
German. This can be secured on a stable basis

only by the quality and quantity of our scientific

output.
Only by the development of British research

ability can our security as a nation be maintained
and our prosperitj- advanced, since by it a lattice of

industries will result, which, by reciprocity with the

research agencies, will promote the extension of each.

We shall then face the future with the determination

to produce results in chemical science not inferior in

quality or quantity to those in realms of knowledge
where our leadership has never been in dispute.

NO. 2784, vol.. Ill]
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Physics in Industry at the Wembley Laboratories.

""PHF, General Electric Company, Ltd., is now a

1 verv large organisation, which employs some

twenty thousand workers. It has engineering works

at Birmingham, where it manufactures all kinds of

electrical machines. At Stoke, near Coventry, tele-

phones are manufactured. At the Osram lamp works

at Hammersmith, lamps and valves of all kinds are

made. At Erith, the company took over a few years

ago the works of Messrs. Eraser and Chalmers, which

manufacture steam turbines and mining plant. At

Southampton, electric cables of all kinds are manu-

factured, and the company has glass works at Leming-

ton-on-Tyne. Mainly on the initiative of IMr. Hugo
Hirst, the managing director, it was decided some six

years' ago to establish a central laboratory to carr\-

out the scientific and industrial researches which are

essential for the progress of industry. Mr. Clifford

Paterson, who was then the head of the electro-

technical' department of the National Physical

Laboratory, was appointed superintendent, and he is

now helped by a staff of physicists and engineers

many of whom have world-wide reputations.

The opening of the research laboratories on

February 27 was a very interesting function. Lord

Robert Cecil, speaking at the opening ceremony, said

that the immediate task of the country is to repair the

waste of the war. To do this the first and most

essential requirement is to use even,- endeavour to

increase the output of human energy and skill. This

can only be done in two ways, namely, by reducing

expenditure and by increasing the efficiency of pro-

duction. Research, by making every man's skill go

further, adds to the world's wealth. Science has no

territorial boundaries. By promoting research the

relations between this country and the world arc-

improved. Sir J. J. Thomson, who also spoke, pointed

out that it is absolutely necessary that a research

laboratory should have a highly efficient staff. The

capacity for the highest kind of research is rare.

Training may increase the efficiency of a researcher,

but it cannot put insight and originality into him. It

is also certain that no research laboratory can guar-

antee delivery. The output of such a laboratory is

always highly irregular and spasmodic. Sir Joseph

Thomson also dwelt on the importance of cultivating

the thinking powers of the community to the utmost.

The research laboratories are situated near Wemble>'

and have a total floor area of 80,000 square feet, but

they have ample room for expansion. The building

has' a north-hght roof and nearly all of it is only one

storey in height. The upper floor galleries carry most

of the electric cables and the hydraulic pressure,

steam, gas, and vacuum pipes required by the experi-

menters.
These galleries carry the arterial system essential

for the laboratory without the necessity for conduits

or ducts. This greatly increases the flexibihty of the

whole system.
The machinery in the central sub-station supplies

the electric power, keeps the gases in circulation, and

maintains the vacuum in the vacuum pipes through-

out the building. Power at a pressure of 2850 volts

and on the three-phase system is supplied by the North

Metropolitan Electric Supply Co., and is converted

into various pressures, both direct and alternating,

for the distributing mains by means of motor gener-

ators and transformers, the lighting system is

permanent, and is not touched for experimental

purposes. The method of arranging the experi-

mental distributing system is an extension of that

which Mr. Paterson used at the National Physical

Laboratory.
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In addition to the electric machinery the sub-
station contains the vacuum and compressor plant.
Two rotary compressors feed into a horizontal boiler
placed in the gallery, and this stores the compressed
air which is required for experimental purposes.
There are also three vacuum pumps driven by motors
which are in continuous operation. These exhaust
a fine vacuum main to the low pressure of 0-5 mm. of
mercury and rough \'acuum mains to pressures down
to 6 mm. of mercury. There are also high-pressure
hydraulic mains, compressed-air mains, and a one-
inch hydrogen main.

There are two splendidly equipped workshops, one
for metal and one for wood. These make the special

apparatus required by the staff. They also engage in
research work of their own, devising and improv-
ing automatic machinery and suggesting means of
accelerating and improving the methods of production.

In the vacuum physics laboratory. X-ray analysis
and analyses for detecting traces of gases are made.
A novel question that is being investigated is the
X-ray danger that may exist in connexion with the
use of valve tubes at high voltages. For example,
when these tubes are being exhausted, pressures of

10,000 \olts and upwards are sometimes applied.
CJrdinar\- bulb glass which contains about 18 per cent.

of lead is impermeable to these rays, but the special

silica tubes often used in valve work are permeable ;

it is therefore necessary to know whether the work
is dangerous or not. The problems produced by the
static charges and other high voltage effects produced
in bulbs are also being studied.

Some of the laboratories, for example the one for

measuring the life of lamps, are used for routine
testing. There were 800 lamps undergoing life tests

simultaneously. They were of all kinds, carbon
filament, metal filament, neon lamps, etc. Some of
the neon lamps produce very novel effects and they
are in great demand at present in physical laboratories.

In photometry the equipment is very complete, and
the various problems of illumination are being
investigated by most scientific methods. A novel
photometer was shown in operation which measured
the absorbing power of various surfaces for light. By
the use of this instrument the " blackness " of the
mside coatings of lamp bulbs tarnished by use can be
measured.

.\ specially novel and interesting feature of the
laboratories is that they contain four small experi-
mental factories for making electric lamps, tungsten
wire, thermionic valves, and primary batteries, and
these laboratory factories are regarded as tools which
any of the research staff can use in connexion with
the further development of a research. It is inadvis-

able to specialise research to too great an e.xtent.

Lamp research, for example, is not confined to the
intensely interesting work on vacuum physics. It is

equally concerned with metallurgical research, glass

research, radiation from solids and gases, and high
tension electrical phenomena in general. In a
research laboratory it is neces-sary that the staff

should be interested in practically every kind of

research.
Many other interesting researches are being carried

out at Wembley, and some of the work done has
already proved of great commercial value in the
factory. The importance of physics in electrical

development may be illustrated by the case of the
ordinary switch for the electric lamp. In the old

days, an ominous bluish light sometimes made its

appearance when the switch was turned off, and
occasionally a switch was burnt out. The base of
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the switch was sometimes made of wood, which is

a very poor insulator. Electricians then improveti
matters by accelerating the rate at which the terminal
pieces separated when the current was broken. Later
on it was found that a double air break was a vast
improvement, and the base is now made of the best
vitreous porcelain, which is practically a non-con-
ductor. Those who use switches nowadays seldom
if ever consider the thought that has been expended
on their development. Every device in a progressive
factory is undergoing continual improvement, and
practical men recognise the value of an experimental
and theoretical study of the physical laws which
govern its development.
The new laboratory' at Wembley is one of the

largest research laboratories in this country. Com-
pared with American standards, however, it is not
large. The research laboratory of the Western
Electric Co., Inc., of 463 We.st Street, New York, has
a 13-storey building on a floor area of 400,000 square
feet, and employs 1600 full-time researchers under the
able guidance of Dr. Jewett, president of the .\merican
Institution of Electrical Engineers. The results ob-
tained, howe\er, are seldom in proportion to the
size of a research laboratory, and we were much im-
pressed by the ability of the staff at Wembley.

University and Educational Intelligence.

Aberdeen.—The honorary degree of I^L.D. was
conferred, in absentia, on the Duke of Richmond and
Gordon, Chancellor of the University, at a meeting
of the Senatus Academicus held on Tuesday, Feb-
ruary 27.

Prof. W. Mitchell, vice-chancellor and Hughes
professor of philosophy in the I'niversity of Adelaide,
South Australia, has been appointed Gifford lecturer
for the sessions 1924-25 and 1925-26.

Cambrtdge.—The Grace approving the regulations
for the admission of women students of Girton and
Newnham Colleges to titular degrees in the University
has now been approved and one stage of a long-drawn-
out controversy has been completed. Among the
other privileges granted to women students by the
new regulations is included the right to be admitted
to instruction in the I'niversity and to University
laboratories and museums, though the number receiv-
ing such instruction at any one time is limited to five

hundred. Women are now admitted as research
students on the same footing as present candidates for
the degrees of M.Litt., M.Sc. and Ph.D.
The Right Hon. T. Clifford Allbutt, Gonville and

Cains College, Regius professor of physic, has been
appointed as delegate to the celebration next June of
the Sooth anniversary of the foundation of St.
Bartholomew's Hospital and the Priory Church of
St. Bartholomew the Great.

The opening of the new chemistry section of the
Technical High School of Stockholm is announced
in the Chemiker Zeitung of February 10. The build-
ing cost 3,300,000 kroner, and has four large labora-
tories for inorganic, organic, technical, and electro-
chemistry, and a smaller for the study of fermentation.
The Director is Prof. W. Palmaer. It is stated that
in size the building is exceeded only by that of
Boston.

A REPORT on the development of adult education
in rural areas has been issued (H.M. Stationery
Office, td.) by the Adult Education Committee
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constituted in April 1921 by the Board of Education.
The report reviews the work in this field of existing

organisations—Local Education and other County
Authorities, Women's Institutes, University Exten-
sion Committees, Workers' Educational Association,
Association of Village Clubs, Y.M.C.A., Educational
Settlements, and County Unions of village organisa-
tions,—the conditions of State aid, and the available
sources of supply of books, and concludes with
several practical suggestions. Among the opinions
formulated by the Committee are : schemes of rural

education properly organised can secure immediate
and notable success provided village initiative and
co-operation are encouraged ; some form of county
organisation, such as the Oxford Rural Community
Council, is essential ; national organisation is desirable
and has been provided for by the recent establish-

ment of a representative council by the National
Council of Social Service

;
pioneer lectures and short

courses of lectures are a necessary prelude to formal
classes and merit State aid ; the full development of

the Carnegie Trust Rural Library Scheme will solve

most difficulties as to the supply of books. As
regards this last point, it is explained in a highly
interesting memorandum appended to the report
that it is the policy of the trustees to promote the
establishment of county schemes controlled by
County Council Education Committees, and 192,000/.

was set aside by the trustees in February' 1920 to

enable every county to inaugurate one. By January
1922 thirty-eight were in operation. The key-stone of

the whole system is the Central Library for Students
(London and Dunfermline), from which any good-
class modern book on a serious subject can be obtained
through the county librarians.

Statistics of 670 Universities, Colleges, and Pro-
fessional Schools, published by the I'nited States
Bureau of Education as Bulletin, 1922, No. 28, shows
a total student enrolment for 1919-20 of 521,754, of

whom rather more than one-third were women ; by
departments—preparatory 59,309, collegiate 341,082,
graduate 15,612, professional 57,131. Of the 670
institutions, 109 were under pulDlic and 561 under
private control : 82 were independent professional

schools. Of 586 universities and colleges with under-
graduate students, 354 were co-educational, and
reported 162,558 men and 96,908 women; 117 were
maintained exclusively for men and 115 exclusively

for women. Enrolments in the professional schools
were ; law 20,992, medicine 14,242, dentistry 8809,
theology 7216, pharmacy 5026, veterinary medicine
908. The percentage of women students ranged
between 14 in pharmacy and o-oi in veterinary

medicine. Engineering schools enrolled 51,908
students, almost all men, distributed as follows :

general engineering 10,231, civil 8859, mechanical
11,789, electrical 9469, mining 3048, chemical 5743.
The number of engineering students more than
doubled itself in the decade 1910-20. The total

amount of benefactions— excluding government
grants—was 65 million dollars. The total income
per student—363 dollars in 1920—has risen steadily

since 1890, when it was only 68 dollars. During the

same period the percentage of receipts derived from
the Federal Government, the State, and the city has

increased from 12 to 27 and of student fees from a to

26, while the percentage from producti\e funds and
private benefactions has decreased from 65 to 38.

The following figures relate to universities and uni-

versity colleges (excluding Oxford and Cambridge) in

Great Britain in receipt of annual Treasury grants

in 1920-21 : income per student 54/., percentage of

income from endowments 11, parliamentary grants

34, grants from local authorities 9, tuition fees 32.
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Societies and Academies.

London.

Royal Society, March i.—A. Mallock : The effect
of temperature on some of the properties of steel.
The period of torsional vibration and the length of
a steel wire were automatically and continuously-
recorded in terms of time, while the temperature
was varied between 15° and 1000° C. The results
show (i) that the variation of the rigidity of steel
between ordinarj' temperature and a dull red heat
is small (less than i per cent.)

; {2) that above the
critical temperature (about 800° C.) the rigidity
decreases rapidly

; (3) that the temperature co-
efficient of expansion does not show any marked
change as the metal passes through the critical
temperature

; but (4) that a comparison with the
coohng curves of iron and steel proves that the
specific heat of the high temperature form of the
metal is much less than it is at temperatures below
the critical point.—C. H. Lees : Inductively coupled
low-resistance circuits. The oscillations in each of
two circuits of low resistance coupled by their mutual
inductance can be simply expressed in terms of a
certain product of capacitance and inductance.
The expressions for the currents lead to a simple
graphical solution of the problem.—Lord Rayleigh :

Studies of iridescent colour, and the structure pro-
ducing it.— (i) The colours of potassium chlorate
crystals. The structure of the iridescent potassium
chlorate crystals investigated by Stokes and the
late Lord Rayleigh is examined microscopically.
The periodic twinned structure inferred by the latter
is clearly shown in the photographs taken under
the microscope with polarised light. Some crystals
have exceedingly complex structure, showing many
groups of evenly spaced twin planes and a very
complex reflection spectrum. This results from high
interference from twinned layers situated a consider-
able distance apart. Chlorate crystals, giving a
silvery reflection, were obtained by Madan, who
heated the ordinary colourless crystals to about
250° C. A complex twinned structure is induced,
and photographs of the structure of the crystal and
of the reflection spectrum show corresponding
irregularities in each, resulting from want of flatness
in the twin planes. (2) Mother-of-pearl. The results
generally confirm those of Brewster and A. H. Pfund.
Micro-photographs show the grating structure of a
pearl oyster shell and the structure of parallel layers
of an " ear " shell. The absorption spectrum of the
latter shows that in agreement with the spacing of
the layers the reflection is of the second order.

(3) The colours of Labrador felspar. The colours
seen by reflection arise from two distinct origins :

—

(rt) Specular reflection from tabular inclusions, which
show the colours of thin plates and are often 0-2 mm.
in dimensions

; they are distributed parallel to one
of the cleavages, [b) Diffuse reflection from a plane
about 15° away from the cleavage mentioned ; this
is the source of the striking colours observed. When
the diffuse reflecting plane is examined microscopically
under conditions which ensure that the light only
comes from a \-ery thin stratum, it is found that the
plane of reflection is patchy. The patches are of
irregular outhne. The diffuse character of the
reflection is accounted for by the small diameter
of these reflecting surfaces, regarded as independent
optical apertures. Their size (0-005 mm.) accounts
approximately for the angular diameter of the diffuse
image of a point source seen by reflection. The
colour of the reflection is not sharply hmited to special
regions of the spectrum, and can be explained by
the interference of streams of light from the two
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surfaces of each patch. The patches may be fissures

in the material, and there is evidence that their
thickness is not absolutely uniform. The brightness
of the colour is explicable by the large number of
reflecting patches adding their effects, without
definite phase relation such as would give rise to
regular interference.—L. V. King : On the complex
anisotropic molecule in relation to the dispersion and
scattering of light.

Society of Public Analysts, February 7.—Mr. P. A.
Ellis Richards, president, in the chair.—E. Griffiths-

Jones : Titanium in Nile silt. Titanium is determined
by a colorimetric method after freeing the sample
from silica ;

1-3-2 -55 per cent, of titanium oxide was
found. Egyptian straw showed only 0-4 per cent, of
titanium oxide on the ash.—Osman Jones : Notes on
the examination of preserved meats, etc. The
presence of a trace of zinc chloride in the tin container
(which sometimes arises through the use of this salt

as a soldering flux) causes a more rapid absorption
of tin by the food contents ; the use of sealing fluid

containing a high boiling-point solvent also causes
a disagreeable flavour to be imparted to the food
material. The absorption of tin by the meat contents
of a can is greatest at the time of processing and
almost ceases after about 4 months. A dilute

solution of iodine in potassium iodide gives a crimson
colour with agar, while with gelatin an orange-
coloured precipitate is produced.

Optical Society, February 8.—F. W. Preston :

On the properties of pitch used in working optical

glass. Pitch as a material for mounting lenses for

polishing possesses many remarkable advantages.
Its colour is valuable ; the dull black surface in

contact with the lens prevents reflection of hght at
the second face of the glass. Its coefficient of

expansion approximates to that of glass, it melts
at a relatively low temperature, and remains plastic

through a considerable range. Pitch, being an
undercooled liquid, may be made sufficiently solid

to resist deformation by external pressures during
the pohshing operation, and yet left sufficiently

plastic to yield to internal stresses, so as to be self-

annealing at ordinary temperatures. The alteration

of properties on prolonged heating is its most serious

disadvantage.—T. Y. Baker : Prismatic astrolabe
designed and made at the Admiralty Research
Laboratorj% Teddington. This instrument, used for

accurate geodetic survey work, is a modification of

that designed by MM. Claude and Driencourt, which
lias been extensivel>- used in Egypt. The modifica-
tions are : (i.) The prism can be rotated about an
axis parallel to its edges, and the angles of the prism
are allowed to depart slightly from 60°

; by using

each edge of the prism in turn as the front edge,

three observations of the star can be made instead
of only one, the mean of the measured altitudes

being exactly 60°. (ii.) A refracting prism of small
angle is mounted to cover one quadrant of the object
glass and a duplicate image of one star is thus
produced in the field of view. The dupUcated images
are on the same horizontal level. Observation for

contact is made by noting the instant when the

descending image is on a level with and between the
duplicated images. Laboratory' trials show that

whereas the mean error of observation with the old

scheme was 0-2", with the new arrangement it is

o- 12".

Aristotelian Society, February 19.—Prof. Wildon
Carr in the chair.—C. E. M. Joad : The problem of

free will in the light of recent developments in

philosophy. It is generally admitted that on the I

basis of the Materialist and Mechanist theories, the I
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conditions which must be satisfied if free will is

I'ossible are not fulfilled, since causation is conceived
as proceeding always from the material to the naental.

It is not generally recognised, however, that the
\ italist theories, for which the ultimate reality is

lito or spirit, also preclude the possibiUt>' of free

\\ ill. There are two difficulties in regard to the theory
"\ a vital principle or spirit, (i) How can a homo-
neous unity differentiate itself into individual
mifestations which are in some sense less real

...in itself, unless it contains in itself the principle
I it difference ab initio, that is to say, unless it is a

plurality and not a unity ? (2) Assuming that this

iluiiculty could be surmounted, how can the in-

dividuals so formed act, desire, or will with a motive
force, other than that derived from the underlying
vital principle ? If the energ>' with which they
desire is that of the vital principle, and the will with
which they suppress the desire, if they do suppress
it, is also that of the vital principle, it follows that

they are responsible neither for their desires nor for

their suppression. These difficulties cannot be solved
on the basis of a reaUty which consists of an initial

unity, but the problem of free will, if not actually
liable, takes an entirely different complexion if an
itial dualism or plurahsm be a.ssumed.

Association of Economic Biologists, February 23.

—

Prof. E. B. Poulton, president, in the chair.—Sir John
Russell : Partial sterilisation of soil. The discovery
that partial sterilisation increased the bacterial
activity of soil was accidental, but when followed
up it showed protozoa were present in the soil depress-
ing bacterial numbers. It also showed that certain

ioil bacteria have the remarkable power of breaking
"le benzene ring, decomposing such unlikely sub-
itances as benzene, toluene, naphthalene, phenol,
itc, and utilising them as food. Partial sterilisation

kills or reduces disease organisms : here, however,
leat is the only certain agent, the various chemical
;ubstances having specific properties rendering their

feneral use difficult. A knowledge, however, of
iisease organisms to be suppressed and of the sub-
itances toxic to those organisms, allow the costly
leafing process to be superseded by the much cheaper
ihemical treatment. Finally, partial sterilisation

)roduces chemical changes in the soil, some of the
)roducts of which have important effects on the
>lant. Thus, heating soil produces something which
itimulates root development. At present partial
iterilisation is used by the scientific worker to open
ip new fields of investigation, and by the practical
prower to obtain better crops as the result of the
ncreased bacterial activity, the freedom from disease
organisms, and the presence of the root-stimulating
.ubstances.—H. G. Thornton : The destruction of
iromatic antiseptics by soil bacteria. Soil anti-
leptics fall into two groups : those resembling toluene
n mode of action, and those resembling phenol.
The second group produces a sudden and great
crease in the bacterial numbers in the soil, which

s only temporary and is not accompanied by any
considerable increase in ammonia production. The
effect suggested that organisms fed on this group
i compounds. Phenol, cresol, and naphthalene,
when •added to ordinary manured soil, disappear
rapidly, due largely to a biological cause, and bacteria
were found which in pure culture were able to derive
the energy necessary for growth by decomposing
these compounds. These organisms fell into three
groups, non-motile resembling B. phloei, large rods
producing clostridial sporangia, and short oval
pseudomonads. The Pseudomonas group is of chief
importance in producing phenol destruction in the
soil.
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Paris.

Academy of Sciences, February 12.—M. Albin
Haller in the chair.—C. Guichard : Two triple

orthogonal systems which correspond in such a
manner that the second tangent of one shall be
the polar reciprocal of the third tangent of the other
with respect to a linear complex.—A. Andant : The
appUcation of photography to the study of critical

opalescence. The phenomenon was studied by means
of a Hilger spectrograph, and the opacity measure-
ments were made with a Fabry and Buisson micro-
photometer. Curves are given showing the variation

of opalescence in ethyl acetate with temperature
and with the wave-length.—M. de Broglie and J.
Cabrera : The K absorption spectrum of clement 72
(celtium). Some specimens containing zirconium
show a feeble band with wave-length \ = oi905A.
From corresponding spectra of ytterbium (N = 70)
and lutecium (N=7i) this line would belong to the
element of atomic number 72.—Mile. Irdne Curie :

The distribution of length of the a-rays.—L. J.
Simon : Viscosity, neutralisation, and isomorphism.
The gradual neutralisation of arsenic and phosphoric
acids has been followed by viscosity measurements.
NaHjPOj is indicated by a well-marked viscosity

minimum : NajPO, shows a viscosity maximum.
The arsenate and phosphate viscosity curves are very-

similar.—H. Colin and Mile. A. Chaudun : The
diastatic hydrolysis of the glucosides of alcohols.

Determination of the molecular weights. An experi-

mental method of fixing the molecular weight of a
glucoside by measuring the quantity of enzyme for

which the glucose set free from a fixed weight of

glucoside no longer incretises with the amoimt of the

enzyme. Measurementsof propyl, isopropyl, butyl, and
isobutyl glucosides are given.—P. Job r The complex
ions formed by silver salts and aqueous solutions of

ethylencdiamine.—Marcel Delepine : The potassium
irido-dipvridino-dioxalates.—.Marcel Godchot : The
I : 2 cyciohexanediols and ortho-chloro-cyclohexanol.

—Paul Pascal and M. Gamier : Two definite com-
binations of nitrogen peroxide and camphor. The
melting-point curve of camphor-nitrogen peroxide

indicates two definite compounds, 5N,0, + 4C,oH„0
and 2N,0, + 3C,„H„0.—Charles Baron and Albert

Verley : Contribution to the study of a national

petrol. Study of the miscibility of alcohol (94-100 per

cent.) with ordinary petrol.—F. Dienert : Contribution

to the study of the circulation of water in the chalk.

Results of experiments with fluorescin. Water
circulation in the chalk takes place by fissures only

and not by filtration. A detailed experimental

study of each region is necessary to detennine the

course of the water underground.—Pierre Bonnet :

The existences of limestones containing I'ral Fusulina

in southern Transcaucasia.—Raoul Blanchard : The
terraces of glacial closing.—Sabba Stefanescu : The
contraction of the lower maxillary of mastodons and
elephants.—Emile F. Terroine, A. Feuerbach, and E.

Brenckmann : The unit of energy metabolisni and

the active mass of organisms.—Albert Lecaillon :

The tendency to albinism in the hybrids of Dafila

acuta and Anas boschas.—Jules Amar : The law of

minimum in biology.

Official Publications Received.

CarncKie Iiistinaion of Wnshinsston. Year Book No. 21, 1022. Pp.

xiii-^414. (Washinijton,)

Annual Koport of the Director, United 8t«t«8 Coast anJ GeodBllu

Survey to the Secretary of Commerce for the Fiscal Year eiiiled Juno

30. U122. Pp. iv + US-hSS cliarts. (Washington: Government Printing

Office.)
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Department of the Interior : United States Geological Survey. Forty-

third Annual Report of the Directoi' of the United States Geologital

Survey to tlie Secretary of the Interior for the Fiscal Year ended June 30,

VXl'l. Pp. li + SO. (Washington : Government Printinj^ Ottice.)

Proceedings of the University of Durham Philosophical Society. Vol.

6, Part 4, lifJ'J-l'.iL';^. (.lulin Theodore Merz Memorial Nuniher.) Pp.
215--J;iO. (Xeuca.stle-on-Tyne.) 2s. tiff.

Carnegie Institution of Washington. Annual Report of the Director of

the Department of Botiuical Rosoarch. (Extracted from Year Book Xn.
21 for the Year l'.)22.) Pp 47-7r>. (Washington.)

U'*port of the Direct >r of tlie Observatory to the Marine Committee,
and Meteorological Results derluced from the Observations taken at the

Iviverpool Observatory, Didston, Birkenhead, in the Years 1020-21.

(Published by order of tlie Mersey Docks and Harbour Bjard.) Pp. 75.

(IJidston.)

Diary of Societies.

SATVRhAY, March 10.

Royal Institution of Gkkat Britain, at S.—Sir Ernest Rutherford :

Atomic Projectiles and their Properties (4).

Gilbert Whitk Fellowship (at 6 Queen Square, W.C.I), at Z.~
Conversazione.

MO'SDAY, March 12.

Victoria Institute (at 1 Ci-ntral Buildings, Westminster), at 4.30.— Rov-
Prof. A. S. Geden : Value and Purpose of the Study of Compaiative
Religion.

RovAL SociETv OF MEDICINE (War Section), at 5.—Col. J. P. C. Fuller:
Problems of Future Warfare; to be followed by a discussion on The
Medical Problems of Future Warfare.

Rival Coli.eoe ok Surueons of England, at 5.—Sir Arthur Keith :

Man's Posture : its Evolution and Disorders (4) (Hunterian L,ectures).

Roval SociETV or Arts, at S.—J. E. Sears, jun. : Accurate Length
Measurement (2) (Cantor Lectures).

Surveyors' iNsriTuriox, at s.— C. ti. Eve: The Revaluation for Land-
lord's Property Tax, Schedule A.

Roval Gkuoraphical Sociktv (at .tlolian Hall), at S.30.—O. G. S.

Ciawford : Air Survey and British Archaeology.

TUKSDAY, March 13.

Roval Institution of Great Britain, at 8.—Prof. C. G. Seligman :

Rainmakers and Divine Kings of the Nile Valley (1).

Royal Societv ok Medicine (Therapeutics and Pharmacology Section),

at 4.30.~Prof, F. R. Fiaser, Dr. A. N. Drury, Dr. A. E. Clark-Kennedy,
and Dr. T. F. Cotlon : Discussion on the Action of Quinidine in Cases
of Cardiac Disease.

Royal So<-ietv of Medicine (General Meeting), at 5.—J. E- Adams :

The Urgent Need for Education In the Control of Cancer, to be lollowed

by a discussion by Dr. C. P. Childe, Lord Dawson, Dr. H. Spencer,
and others.

Roval Coli.e<;e of Pby31CIan3 of London, at 5.—Dr. G. Evans : The
N'atiire of Arterio-aclerosis (3) (Goulstonian Lectures).

iNsTiTunoNOF Fetroleum TEcHNOLoiiisi s (Annual General Meeting) (at

Royal Society of Arts), at o.30.— Prof. J. S. S. Brame : Presideutal
Address.

MiNRRALOfiicAL SOCIETY (at Geological Society of London), at 5.30.—A.

Hutchinson : A Graphical Method of correcing Specific Gravity Deter-

m-nation*.—('. E. Tdley : Genesis of Rhombic Pyroxene in Thermal
Metiimorphism. M ineral Associations and the Phase Rule.—C. S.

Garnett : A Peculiar Chhmte-rock from Ible, Derbyshire. The Dis-

sociation of Dolotnite.— A. Brammall and H. F. Harwood : The
Dartmoor Granite: («) Porphyritic Felspars, and Biotite ;

(fc) Anda-
lusite, StUimanite, Cordierite, and Spinellids.—J. G. C. Leech : Some
Occurreucas of Titanium Minerals on St. Austell Moor.

British PsvcnoLOdiCAL Society (EducatioLi Section) (at London Day
Training College), at 6.— U. Gordon : TheEfiTect of Schoolingon Intelli-

gence Tests.

Institute ok Marine Engineers, Inc., at 6,30.—W. A. Dexter: The
Development of the Air Pump for High Vacuum.

Royal Photographic Society of Great Britain, at 7.—Annual General
Meeting.

QuEKETT Microscopical Club, at 7.30.—C. H. Caffyn : Rocks under the

Microscope.
Royal Anthropological Institute, at 8.15.—Miss M. Edith Durham:
" Bird-men" and related Customs in the Balkans.

Sociological Society (;it Leplay House, 65 Bolgrave Road), at 8.15.—
J. A. Hobson : Bias in the Social Sciences.

Royal Society of Meuh-ine (Psychiatry Section), at 8.30.—Dr. C. SI

Myers: The Association of Psychoneuroses with Mental DeHcieocy.—
Dr. H. J. Norman : Genius and Insanity.

IFEDNESDAV, March 14.

RtiYAL College op Scroeons of England, at 5.—Sir Arthur Keith :

Man's Posture: its Evolution and Disorders (o) (Hunterian Lectures).
Geological Suciktv of London, at 5.30.

Fellowship of MRniciNL; (at Unyjil Society of Medicine), at 5.30.—A.
J. Walton ; Tlie OiHereiitial Diagnosis of Surgical Dyspepsias.

Institution of Automobile Engineers, at 7-45.—Major T. G. TuUoch :

Multiple-wheel and Track Motor Vehicles.

KovAL Society of Arts, at 8.—Sir William Warrender Mackenzie: In-

dustrial Arbitration.

THURSDAY, March 15.

Royal Institution or Great Britain, at 3.— Lt.-Col. E. A. Strange

:

Japanese and Chinese Lacquer (1).

Roval Society, at 4.30.—G. C. Steward : Aberration Diffraction Eftects.

—Lord Rayleigh: Further Observations on the Spectrum of the Night

Siiy.— Lord Rayleigh: Studies of Iridescent Colour, and the Structure
producing it. IV. Iridescent Beetles.—Prof. J. W. Nicholson: Oblate
Spheroidal Harmonics and their Applications.—Prof. J. W. Nicholson
and Prof. F. J. Cheshire: Iht^ Theory and Testing of Right-angleil
Prisin.s.—Prof. J. C. McLennan and I). S. Ainslie : The Fluorescence
and Channelled Absorption Spectra of Ciesium and other Alkali
Elements.— Dr. W. Stiles ; Tlie Indicator Method for the Determination
of Coellicieuts of Diffusion in Gela, with special reference to the
Dillusion of Clilorides.—H. T. Flint : A Generalised Vector Analysis of
Four Dimensions.

LiNNKAN Society ok London, at 5.

Royal College ok Physicians of London, at 5.—Dr. A. J. Hall:
Encephalitis Lethargies (Ei)idemic Eneephalilii.) (1) (Lunileian Ltc-
tures).

Royal Society of Medicine (Dermatology Section), at 5.

Royal Aeronautical Soi'iety (Ht Royal Society of Arts), at 5.30.

—

Prof. B. Melvill Jones : The Control of Aeroplanes at Slow Speeds.
Institution of Mining and Metallurgy (at Geological Society of
London), at 5.3o—Annual Meeting.

Child-Study Society (at Royal Sanitary Institute), at 6.—Sir Richard
Gregory : The Position and Character of Science in Schools.

Institution of ELtcTRiCAL Enuincers and Roval Institute of British
Architects, at 6.— F. Hooper and J. W. Beauchanip : Co-operation
between the Architect and tlio Electrical Engineer.

Chemical Society, at 8.— E. H. Usherwood and M, A. Whiteley : The
Oxime of Mesuxamide (/sonitrosumalonaniide) and some Allied Com-
pounds. Part in. Ring Formation in the Tetra-substitnted Series.

—

H. H. Morgan : The Preparation and Stability of Cuprous Nitiate and
nther Cuprous Salts in the presence of Nitriles.—F. Challenger, A. L.

Smith, and F. J. Paton : The Interaction of Hydrogen Sulphide,
Thiocyanogen, and Thiocyanic Acid with Unsaturated Compounds.
— Prof. T. M. Lowry : Tlie Polarity of Double Bonds.

Instiiute of jMetals (London Loral Section) (at Institute of Marine
Engineers, Inc.), at S.—W. B. Clarke and others: Discussion on The
H.'at Treatment of Non-Ferrous Metals.

Camera Club, at 8.15.—C. P. Crowther: The M;iu behind the Camera.

FRIDA Y, March 10.

UovAL SiiciETY OF Arts (Dominions and Colonies and Indian Sections),

at 4.30.—Lt.-Col. Sir Leonard Rogers: Recent Advances towards the
Solution of the Leprosy ProbleTu.

KovAL Society ok Medicink (Otologv Section), at 5.—Dr. F. M. U.

Wulshe : The Symptomatology of Eighth Nerve Tumours.—W. Trotter :

The Surgical Treatment of Tumours of the Eighth Nerve.

Royal Cc)LLE<iE of Surceons ok Enoland, at 6.—Sir Arthur Keith :

Man's Posture : its Evolution and Disorders (6) (Hunterian Lectures).

Institution of Mechanical En<;ineers, at t'.—Second Report of the

Steam-Nozzles Research Committee.
Radio Society of Great Britain (at Institution of Electrical Engineers),

at 6.30. —L. F. Fogarty : Accumulators, Dry Cells, and the Currents

used in the Reception of Hadi(t Telephony, illustrated by Experiments.
Junior Institution of Engineers, at 7.30.—C. H. Woodlield : Com-

parative Power Costs.

Royal Photographic Society OK Great Britain (Pictorial Group Meeting,

in conjunction with the Athliation of Photographic Societies), at S.—
R. H. Lawton : A Criticism of the Prints in the Affiliation Print

Competition.
Royal Society of Medicine (Electro-therapeutics Section), at 8.30.—

Prof. Gosta Forsell : Some Observations on Movements of Gastro-

intestinal Mucosa.

SATURDAY, March 17.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—Sir Ernest Rutherford :

Atomic Projectiles and their Properties (5).

PUBLIC LECTURES.

SATURDAY, March 10.

HoRNiMAN Museum (Forest Hill), at 3.30.—H. N. Milligan : The Great

Sea-serpent.

MONDAY, March 12.

Inner Temple Hall, at S.— Dr. C Porter: The Principles and Practice

of Sanitary Legi.slatiou (Chad wick Lecture).

TUESDA Y, March 13.

London School of Economics, at 5.—Sir Henry Reid : Food Supplies

(Statistics, before, during, and alter the War) (4).

University Cullkge, at 5.15.—Prof. E. T. Whittaker: Electric Fields in

Atomic Physics (succeeding Lectures on March 15, 20, and 22).

ly-EDPfESDAY, March 14.

King's College, at 5.30.—Sir Richard Gregory ; The Influence of Science.

THURSDAY, March 15.

Royal Institute of British Architects, at 5.—H. 9. G^^odhart-

Rendel : Architecture— a Necessity or a Luxury?
Central Library (Fulham Road), at 8.—A. H. Page: Architectural and
Record Photography.

FRIDAY, March 1G.

University College, at 5.30.—Sir Gregory Foster : Lectures—their Use

and Abuse.
Chelsea Polytechnic, at 8,15.-Prof. A. C. Seward: A Summer ui

Greenland.

SATURDAY, March 17.

Horniman Museum (Forest Hill), at 3.30.— Dr. A. Abram :
Travelling

in the Middle Ages.
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BEDFORD COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON).
POST-GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP.

^^i'^ Council of Bedford College for Women invite .-ipplications for aPOST-GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP in SCIENCE to l« awarded in
June t923. Open to graduates of Bedford College only. Value /izs a
year for two years.

For further information apply to the Secretary, liedford College
Regent's Park, N.W.i. ^ '

BATTERSEA POLYTECHNIC
LONDON, S.W. II

Award of Tate Scholarships for Session 1923-24.
The examinations for the award of SCHOLARSHIPS in ENGINEFR-

ING, SCIENCE, and DOMESTIC SCIENCE, will be held on Tuesday
June 5,1923, and the succeeding days. The scholarships vary in value from
X.20 10 .£30 per annum with free tuition, and are tenable for two or three years.

Last day of entry .-Vpril 21, 1923.
Full particulars on application to the Princii'AL.

NATIONAL UNION OF SCIENTIFIC
WORKERS.

The Aim of the NATIONAL UNION of SCIENTIFICWORKERS is to bring together into one professional organisa-
tion all qualified scientific workers, viz. :

Those engaged {a) In Higher Educational and Reseaich
Institutions.

{b) In Industry and Consultative Practice.
(f) In State and Municipal Scientific De-

partments.

Applications for membership are invited from all scientific
workers with university degree or equivalent professional quali-
fication. Further particulars may be obtained from

THE GENERAL SECRETARY, N.U.S.VV.,
25 ^'ictoria Street, S.W. i.

UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL.
The University invites applications for the

following Grade III. posts which will be vacant on
August I, 1923:

ASSISTANT LECTURER IN ZOOLOGY
ASSISTANT LECTURER IN CHEM- '^''''"y ^3oo

ISTRY (ORGANIC)

Applications should be lodged with the Registrar,
from whom further particulars are available.

^'1

I

per annum

.

March 1923-

KENT EDUCATION COMMITTEE.
COUNTY SCHOOL FOR BOYS, DILLINGHAM.
The Commillee invite applications for the post of HEAD.MASTER of

the above-named School, which will be opened in September 1913. The
School will accommodate ioo pupils, but has been planned with a view to
future evtension to 400. Applicants must be Graduates of a University in
the United Kingdom, and must be experienced in Secondary School work.

Salary- i,taa a year, rising by annual increments of /20 to Lloo, or by
'1? u° 1

°' ="^'=0'''''"g '° '1«: number of pupils in attendance. This salary
will be subject to the usual deduction of 5 per cent for Superannuation, and
a further 5 per cent in respect of the voluntary abatement of salaries.

Forms of application, together with Scales of Salaries, Conditions of
Appointment and Terms of Service, may be obtained from Mr. K. L. Wills,
Dlstri.:t Education Officer, Elm House, 15 New Road Avenue, Ch.atham,
to whom they should be returned not later than March 21, 1923.

March 6, 1923.
E. SALTER DAVIES,
Director of Education.

THE POLYTECHNIC,
REGENT STREET, W.i.

T^Jn^ n^°,\'l!;';?"
"'" shortly proceed to appoint a HEAD of theDEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY. SalarV in accordant with the

Burnham Scale and resolutions thereon by the London County Council is
ADoo to .£750.

Applications s^hould be made on special form. (Send stamped addressed
envelope to the Director of Education on or before March 20, 1923.)

CHELSEA POLYTECHNIC,
CHELSEA, S.\V.3.

Day and Evening Courses in Science under Recognised Teaclvers
of London University.

I. INDUSTRIAL CHEIHISTRV .DEPARTMENT.
Technical Courses in Analytical and Manufacturing Chemistry,
Pharmacy, Food and Drugs, A.I.C. Courses, Metallurgy, AssavitXE.
Foundry Work, Research. *

II. INDUSTRIAL PHYSICS DEPARTMENT.
Practical work in General Physics, Applications to Industries,
Metrolog)', Calorimetry, Illumination, Acoustics, Electrical
Measurement, Research.

III. BIOLOQICAL AND OEOLOQICAL DEPARTMENT.
Courses for B.Sc, etc., in Botany, Geology, Mineralogy, Zooloey,
Special Courses in Bio-chemistry, Bio-physics, Bacteriology,
Physiolog)-, Hygiene, Entomology, Plant Pathology. Course for
Iropical Planters, Research.

Telephone : Kensington 809.
SIDNEY SKINNER, M.A.,

Principal.

BATTERSEA POLYTECHNIC,
LONDON. S.W. 1 1.

/'/7Hr;)»a/—Robert H. Pickard, D.Sc, F.K.S.

Head o/Clum!cal DepartiHent—}. KENYON, D Sc, F.LC.
Day and Evening Courses in Pure Chemistry (Inorganic and Organic) in

preparation for University Degrees and A.I.C. and other professional exam-
inations.

Special Technological Courses in Chemical Engineering, Oils, Fats and
Waxes, Mineral Oils and Wa.xes, Toilet Soaps Manufacture, Lubricating
Oils and Greases, Paper Making and Paper Testing, Paper .Making (Engin-
eering), Commercial Paper Work. Applied Bacteriology, Testing of Disinfec-
tants, Analysis of Foods, Waters, Fertilisers and Feeding Stuffs, Microscopy
of Food and Drugs, Flour Milling, etc.

The instruction is both theoretical and practical, fully equipped labora-
tories being pro\ ided.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
following UNIVERSITYThe Senate invite applications for the

READERSHIPS tenable at Bedford Collfge :

READERSHIP in GEOGRAPHY, salary ijoo a year.READERSHIP in MATH EMATICS, salary i;;oo a year.
.Applications (12 copies) for either post must be received not later than

hrst post on April 13, 1923. by the Academic Reuistkak, University olLondon South Kensington, S.W.7, from whom further particulars may be
obtained. ^

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
The Senate invite applic.nlions for the R.\.MS.\^ MEMOKI \L CH AIR

of CHjEMICAL ENGINEERING tenable at University College. Full
particulars may be obtained from the Acade.mic Registrar, University of
London, South Kensington, London, S.W.7.

THE ROYAL TECHNICAL COLLEGE, GLASGOW.

I- Jr'^TxPrJ^V.TJr^.''';?'''
applications for the CHAIR of ELECTRICALENGINEERING, from which Professor Magnus Macle-an, M.A. D ScLL.U., IS about to retire. .Salary ^fiooo.

'

Applications and testimonialsshould be sent, not later than March 22
10 the Director of the College, from whom further particulars may be
obtained. '

PHOTOMICROGRAPHY-
mat F,,6. hy W'aison. Perfect Condition,
Hlnt, 51 Longley Road, Harrow.

~\\ in. Holostig-
£,^ : los. List Price, £6.

ACCURATE CHEMICAL THERMOMETERS.-
no' C, t5o* C, 250* F., 300* F.. 2i. ; 2oo° C, 2i. 61/. ;

360" C, 400* F.
3S.- 500' C, gasfilled, special glass, io.f. Beckmann Thermometers
with Auxiliary .Scale, ^Jn* C, 22J. M. each.—Cheeld, Chesham.

OLD PLATINUM, COLD
Dental AHoy, Scrap, &c..

Purchased for Cash or Valued.

SPINK «Sc SON, Ltd.,
17 a IS PICCADILLY, LONDON, W.I.

EST. 1772.
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A National Water Policy.

THIC .Minister of Health has recently appointed

a Standing .\dvisory Committee " to confer

with representatives of the Ministry on questions of

water supply." From a reference in the public an-

nouncement of this appointment to the final report of

the Water Power Resources Committee of the Board of

Trade, it would appear at first sight that the step is

the outcome of one of the recommendations put for-

ward by that Committee in its report of November
192 1, which was reviewed in Nature of February 9
last year (vol. 109, p. 161). The proposal therein

made, it may be recalled, was for the formation by

Act of Parliament of a controlling water commission

having jurisdiction over England and Wales, with

statutory powers and duties. In commenting on such

a far-reaching and momentous proposal, we felt it

desirable to deprecate the idea of setting up a fresh

department with a retinue of officials and an additional

burden of salaries for the ta.xpayer.

Our first impression, therefore, was one of gratifica-

tion that apparently the departmental proposition had

been dropped and that, in place of it, there was to be

a " Standing Committee," presumably honorary, with

advisory functions. On further consideration, how-

ever, we became less confident that the announcement

covered all that it implied, and whether, in fact, it was
in any degree a materialisation of the Water Power

Committee's findings. Inquiry has confirmed the sus-

picion that the Ministry of Health is only concerned

with the water question as regards supplies for domestic

use, and that the terms of reference of the Advisory

Committee, though unspecified, cannot possibly be

stretched to cover functions which lie within the pro-

vince of the Board of Trade.

An inspection of the list of the committee shows it

to comprise the names of si.\ gentlemen connected with

municipal waterworks administration in various official

capacities. With one exception, we miss altogether

any name which appeared as signatory to the very

full and comprehensive report of the Water Power
Resources Committee. There is, indeed, a marked

absence of that representation of broadly national,

scientific, and industrial interests which should, in our

opinion, form a prominent, if not a predominant,

element in a committee dealing with the policy of

development of the water resources of the country.

This is the more disappointing in that, according

to the Press, the first meeting of the committee

has already been held, and it is announced that

it discussed two matters which were in the forefront

of the Water Power Resources Committee's recom-

mendations, and have been the subject of earnest
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advocacy by Nature for a number of years past.

These are (i) the formulation of the outlines of a

national water policy, and (2) the survey of the water

resources of England and Wales. We are not in

possession of information as to the views of the members
of the Advisory Committee on these points, but we
conceive that they must have been somewhat seriously

handicapped by the absence of assistance from the

compilers of the very valuable report to which we have

alluded. In regard to the second point, we note that

the survey is already in hand, and is being made by

the Engineering Department of the Ministry of Health.

We confess that we are puzzled by this statement.

Conservation and control of water power resources for

industrial purposes is not very obviously a question of

health, or of physical well-being. We are therefore at

a loss for an explanation, unless it be, that the survey

is limited to sources of water supply for domestic use.

If so, this is not only regrettable as making it an inquiry

of inadequate scope, but it is also inconsistent with the

announcement that the survey is being prosecuted " on

lines recommended by the Water Power Resources Com-
mittee in their final report." Turning to that report,

we find the recommendation expressed as follows :

" That in view of the importance in the national

interest of the utilisation of water power, wherever

this is commercially practicable, the Board of Trade,

or the Electricity Commissioners, should be charged

with the duty of studying, supervising, and promoting

the development of all water power. The (Water

Power) Department should collect data concerning, and

cause surveys to be made of water power resources,

and they should give the widest publicity to the results

of their inquiries."

Clearly it is not within the province of a Ministry of

Health to prosecute such a research, which must He

outside the education and training of its officials. Our

own suggestion was that the work might be done as a

branch of the Ordnance Survey, as it is done in the

United States by the Geological Survey.

A matter of such outstanding importance as national

water power control demands the most careful and

competent handling. It has been the subject of a

searching and painstaking investigation by a committee

thoroughly representative in character, the recom-

mendations of which, after several years of exhaustive

study and the issue of three reports, were to the effect

that the matter did not admit of procrastination or

delay, and that it should be dealt with on a generous

and effective scale. They were " thoroughly convinced

of the necessity of such action if the national water

resources are to be properly conserved and fully and

systematically utilised for all purposes, and that the

work should be proceeded with unremittingly." We
NO. 2785, VOL. II l]

therefore urge that the matter should be entrusted to

a committee with a scientific and technological element-

of adequate proportions, and that the survey should be

placed in the hands of a department closely associated

with this particular class of work.

The Gas Industry.

(i) The Administration and Finance of Gas Under-

takings : with Special Reference to the Gas Regulation

Act, ig20. By G. Evetts. Pp. xi + 374. (London:

Benn Bros., Ltd., 1922.) 325. 6d. net.

(2) Modern Gasworks Chemistry. By Dr. G. Weyman.

Pp. X + 184. (London: Benn Bros., Ltd., 1922.)

25^. net.

(3) Gasworks Recorders : their Construction and Use.

By Dr. L. A. Levy. Pp. xi + 246. (London : Benn

Bros., Ltd., 1922.) 355. net.

(4) The Distribution of Gas. By W. Hole. Fourth

edition, rewritten and enlarged. Pp. xv-t-699.

(London : Benn Bros., Ltd., 1921.) 505. net.

THE gas industry had its modest origin in the

researches of William Murdoch, the " incom-

parable mechanic " to whom the Royal Society awarded

its Rumford medal for his work in the production

and utilisation of illuminating gas. Its rapid growth

owes much to the co-operation of the scientific workers,

although in the early days, even as now, there were

not lacking prominent and distinguished men of

science prepared to wail a Jeremiad over the industry.

While to-day the nature and magnitude of its opera-

tions entitle the gas industry at least to contend for

pride of place among applied sciences, whether chemical,

mechanical, or physical, it cannot be too strongly

emphasised that the industry is the child of pure

science, and its present-day problems the problems

of pure science. The industry asserts that pure and

applied science are one and indivisible.

Scientific literature, apart from technical journals

and the Transactions of various institutions, dealing

with the fundamentals of the processes and control

of manufacture of towns' gas is not at present very

extensive. The volumes under review, together with

Meade's " Modern Gasworks Practice " in the same

series, and Prof. Bone's " Coal and its Scientific Uses,"

constitute practically the only modern English works

dealing specifically with the scientific and other

problems of the gas industry.

(i) Consider the magnitude of the industry. We
learn from Mr. Evetts's book that in the United King-

dom the public supply of gas is in the hands of about

1630 undertakings. About 20 million tons of coal and

65 million gallons of oil are employed annually in the

manufacture of gas in the country. By-products of
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irbonisation amount to 10 million tons of coke,

uSo million gallons of tar, 170,000 tons of sulphate of

nimonia, and 45,000 tons of sulphur annually. About

7 per cent, of street lamps in the country are lit by

IS. The annual make of gas is approximately 1200

million therms supplied to consumers through about

S million meters. The figures are clamant for the

maintenance of a due sense of proportion in criticism

of the industn,\ We commend them to the notice

if any inclined to regard the gasworks as the original

home of the three-card trick, and the gasometer as

the present-day residence of the Borgias.

Mr. Evetts has produced an extremely clear and

readable account of the legislative and adminis-

'rative aspects of the gas industry. Primarily in-

nded to meet the requirements of the student, the

junior assistant, and others desirous of qualifying for

high administrative posts in the industry, the book

\\ ill be welcomed by a much wider circle of readers.

The provisions of the Gas Regulation Act, 1920,

enabling gas to be supplied and sold on the basis of

its potential thermal value, are set out in Chapter 2.

Although from the date of the publication by the

lioard of Trade of the brochure on Gas Standards

tlie gas industry generally welcomed the suggested

new method of supply (p. 34), it should be remarked

tliat at a somewhat earlier date such suggestions

were regarded favourably only by a very small minority

of representatives of the gas industry considering the

subject. The supply and sale of gas on the only

< imceivable scientific basis, namely, on a thermal

basis, having regard to present-day uses of gas, we

owe to the Board of Trade. The electrical unit of

energy supply is termed the Board of Trade Unit.

We suggest that correspondingly the unit of supply

i)f gaseous energy should be designated the Board

of Trade Therm.

Among the matters dealt with by Mr. Evetts are :

the sliding scale of gas charges, parliamentary pro-

cedure when applying for a Bill, the model Bill, repairs

and depreciation, hirings and fittings, arbitration and

other workaday matters. Chapter 8, dealing with

financial aspects of the sale of gas by therms, is a clear

statement of the numerous facts to be taken into

' iinsideration before a calorific value is declared.

Advocates of the supply of low-grade gas should

ponder well the tables on p. 242, giving the costs of

mains and the pressures necessary to deliver a definite

(|uantity of energy in the form of gases of various

calorific values. In this connexion we m&y remark

that such changes in declared calorific value as have

recently occurred have all been in the direction of

supplying gas of higher calorific value.

(2) Dr. Weyman's book on modern gasworks
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chemistry describes the methods employed in the

control of plant and processes employed in the manu-

facture of towns' gas. Chapters are devoted to coal,

carl)onisation, coke, refractory and insulating materials,

tar, ammonia, oxide purification, steam raising, water

supply, and lubricants. A great amount of work has

gone to the collection of the very large number of

analytical and other tests comprised in the volume

We regret that frequently these are not sufficiently

detailed or clearly described to afford working instruc-

tions. Occasionally, and more especially in regard

to what would be regarded as essentially physical

tests, the descriptions are inaccurate or meaningless.

As examples, we would refer to the calorimetric radia-

tion correction (p. 27), the standardisation of the

Wanner pyrometer (p. 56), and the determination of

thermal conductivity (p. 74). It is certain that the

methods described for the determination of the thermal

conductivities of materials will not yield results of

much value in the hands of the works chemist. This

class of work should, we think, for the present, until

l^e gas industry is equipped with its own large central

testing establishment, be allocated to the National

Physical Laboratory. In any case, if this section of

the book is to be retained in later editions, it should

include a description of the simpler flow methods,

developed at the National Physical Laboratory for the

determination of thermal conductivity, and probably

more suitable for adoption in industrial laboratories.

(3) Dr. Levy's work on gasworks recorders is the

complement of Dr. Weyman's. Control of chemical

processes can be based upon the results of snap-tests

or the indications of recording devices. There is much

to be said for lioth methods. Painful experience with

some recorders forces the present writer to the un-

fortunate conclusion that generally the former method

is to lie preferred to the latter. Individual observers

suffer from their " personal equations." Recording

devices are not without their idiosyncrasies. Their

value and trustworthiness are to be determined by

the " acid test "
: How far is the record influenced

by, and only by, variation in the characteristic to be

recorded ? Frequently the influence of disturbing

factors, such as friction, temperature, and the rest, are

completely overlooked in the design of such instruments.

Pressure and vacuum gauges, pyrometers, gravito-

meters, gas analysis and volume recorders, and densi-

meters are among the recorders discussed in this volume.

The activity, born of the Gas Regulation Act, 1920,

among makers of scientific instruments is evidenced

by the chapter devoted to recording gas calorimeters.

Prof. Boys's instrument, incorporating many novel

features and points of geometric design, is worthy of

the close attention of scientific instrument makers
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generally. Incidentally it may be mentioned that

an important feature of this recorder, namely, that

the calorific value is recorded in strict relation to the

chart ruling, however the chart may be displaced on

the drum, is omitted from the description of the chart

on p. 127. The electrical flow meter of C. C. Thomas

described on p. 208 el seq. is finding extensive application

in industry, more especially in America. In all descrip-

tions of this instrument with which we are acquainted,

it appears to have been overlooked that the device

is merely an application of the constant flow method

of calorimetry introduced by Prof. Callendar, and is

one more in the lengthy and lengthening list of con-

tributions—not always acknowledged—made by pure

to applied science. Considering that the platinum

resistance thermometer is among the most accurate

of all indicating or recording instruments, it is dis-

appointing to find its calibration inaccurately described

on p. 62 and the variation of the resistance of platinum

with temperature wrongly given in Fig. 56.

The main defect of the present volume is what we

may be pardoned for describing as its apparent partisan

character. About one - third of the instruments

described are the products of a single firm. This is

certainly unjustifiable in a work claiming, according

to the preface, to describe all recording instruments

of utility in gas engineering. We are acquainted with

at least five types of recording pyrometers which go

unmentioned although they are of utility at least

equal to that of any described. Scant justice is done

to certain forms of carbon dioxide recorders, to depth

gauges, to water or steam meters. The recording

specialities of one firm are referred to in the advertise-

ment pages included in the volume but are not found

in the text ! We register our protest against this

growing tendency in English scientific literature of

a certain type.

(4) Under the Gas Regulation Act of 1920, the gas

undertaking is interested in the supply of gas right

up to the point of combustion of the gas in the burner.

Mr. Walter Hole, from his experience as superintendent

of the City of Leeds Gas Mains and Distribution

Department, is, we think, as well qualified as any one

within the industry to undertake the task of com-

piling a standard work on the subject of gas distri-

bution. That a fourth edition of his work has been

called for is eloquent testimony that it supplied a

need felt in the industry. We would suggest, however,

that the subject of gas distribution is so large that a

treatise to be adequate must be the result of the

co-operation of a number of experts in its various

branches. In these days of specialisation it is not

to be anticipated that a single individual will be able

to deal adequately with, e.g., the jointing of steel mains
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and the laws of flow of gases in pipes. The result of

such an attempt might be foreseen and is evident in

the present volume. The section devoted to main-

laying is excellent and constitutes the best part of

the volume. That devoted to* a theoretical discus-

sion of the flow of gases in pipes is inaccurate and

altogether inadequate. It would be well, we think,

to include the work of Stanton and Pannell and the

empirical formula deduced by Lees from their results

in this section.

New chapters on inferential meters and gas for

industrial purposes have been included. The former

is not entirely adequate. The form of Pitot tube

developed as the result of work carried out at the

National Physical Laboratorj' is quite incorrectly

attributed to Griggs. This error will serve to illustrate

the author's apparent general lack of acquaintance

with the more strictly scientific aspects of the subjects

of gas distribution. The chapter on gas for industrial

purposes is wholly commendable and illustrates the

great de\'elopment which has occurred within recent

years in this direction, a development very much

accelerated by the call for munitions during the War.

Summing up our impressions after carefully reading

the four volumes, we would say that the gas industry

has at long last started on the way to provide itself

with a scientific and technical literature which shall

be in some measure adequate to its needs and deserts.

The four volumes here briefly reviewed stand in serious

need of overhauling, and we suggest that when a further

edition of any of the volumes is called for, the proof-

reading should be a little more carefully done. Gram-

matical errors and split infinitives are in some of the

volumes almost as thick as " leaves in Vallombrosa,"

and we are tempted to infer that the gas industry has

its own peculiar variant of Kings' English. The

prices of the volumes are, even in these days of inflated

index figures, exceedingly high. A considerable portion

of the text and illustrations in Mr. Hole's and Dr.

Levy's volumes is available gratis in the form of

trade circulars, and we believe that these circulars will,

owing to the high price of issue of the volumes, con-

tinue to be the main source of information consulted

by the great majority interested in gas distribution

and gas-works recorders. J. S. G. Thomas.

The Earth under the Rule of Man.

Man as a Geological Agent : An Account of His Actions

on Inanimate Nature. By Dr. R. L. Sherlock. Pp.372.

(London : H. F. and G. Witherby, 1922.) 20s. net.

THE Human period of the Quaternary era has set

in. Disregarding epochs of the Pleistocene or

of earlier periods in which man has left traces of his
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existence, his activity may be said to have begun when
a clear field was given for migration. His rule on the

earth's surface was assured by the disappearance of

continental glaciation from the temperate zones.

Henceforward, he began seriously to modify the earth.

The impro\ement of the entrance to a cave was

probably his first essay in denudation ; the building

of a barricade against wild beasts foreshadowed the

vast works of transport and accumulation that are

traceable in the Pyramids or in Cuzco.

By turning up the soil with pointed sticks, and

later with some primitive form of plough, man assisted

natural agents in the disintegration of hard rocks.

As the soil developed under culture, with a constant

renewal of its air-ways and water-ways, the subsoil

in humid climates became modified in an opposite

direction. Its interstices were choked by fine material

washed in from above. There was a greater retention

of water in the overhnng soil, and acres that at one

time were liable to run dry became available for the

continuous growth of plants. When a patch became

poor and temporarily exhausted, the early and un-

skilled cultivator moved to some adjacent area, just

as the Berber of the Tell, with his camel-plough, or

the Bantu in some forest-clearing, with his wooden

hoe, is apt to do at the present day. In this way the

earth was primarily and profoundly influenced by

man. Let us remember that if our " civilisation
"

comes to us from the crowded life of cities, our

" culture " reaches farther back, and was born with

the first tillage of the fields.

This widely spread and continuous attack upon the

land-surface does not appeal to Dr. Sherlock so much
as might have been expected. He is more concerned

with the localised and spectacular results of engineering

pertinacity in recent centuries. These lend themselves

to statistical treatment, and they can be compared

with the slowly cumulative effects of natural, that is

to say non-human, agents. Dr. Sherlock has brought

together a large amount of curious information, and

is able to tell us (p. 24) the total output of coal from

(Ireat Britain between 1500 and 1913 a.d., the area

(p. no) of England and Wales under pavements in

1908, and the height of the brick structure (p. 236)

that forms the famous mound of Babylon. A fine

example of his zeal for calculation appears on p. 73,

where, by the use of average specific gravities, he

records the output of quarries of eleven types of

material during nineteen years in cubic yards in place of

tons ; 2-75, however, seems a slip for 2-25 in the case

(if gypsum ; and is it scientific to use for quarried

ironstone a factor so precisely stated as 4-017 ?

It was well worth while to direct attention to the

normous bulk of the artificial hills of slag or shale
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that are still growing in our mining areas. The

illustrations facing pp. 203 and 207 are convincing

e\-idence of the activity of man. The modification

of an area of complex structure by the spread of a city

over it is excellently typified in the chapter on London.

The story of the origin of Moorfields in water that was

banked up against the Roman Wall, and of the re-

placement of the alluvial mud of the Wall Brook and

the Langbourne Water by the subterranean floors of

some of our most monumental city buildings, might

have been told in even greater detail. Dr. Sherlock,

however, is not to be lured into the picturesque. He
does not step aside to mention the lining of corridors

in modern ofl[ices and hotels with the spoils of Egj'pt

and Numidia, with slabs of imperial porphyry, " fiam-

meggiante come sangue," and with pale marbles volup-

tuously veined ; or the accumulation of exotic blocks,

exceeding in variety and length of travel the erratics

of an ice-age, which man has brought together to deck,

say, San Paolo fuori le Mura, even in an epoch of

nineteenth-century restoration. The amount of Caen

stone in the south of England, or of the corresponding

oolite from Portland in the grey limestone areas of

Ireland, suggests similar reflections. A conspicuous

example of man's energy in geological transport is

to be found in the Portuguese stone that was brought

in carracks round the Cape to build the jutting fort

on the coral shore at Mozambique.

Though the reader's imagination is not touched by

Dr. Sherlock, plenty of facts are given on which to found

an outlook. A sense of accurate hard work pervades

the volume. The material has been quarried out,

and the result of its accumulation is neither a slag-

heap nor a cathedral. We have noticed only one

misprint (" Berschlag " for " Beyschlag "), and few

matters that the geologist could reasonably question.

We wish that we could agree with the optimistic

statement on p. 112 that " no sooner is a part of the

road-covering destroyed than more material is brought

from a quarry to replace it." In illustration of the

denuding effect of ordinary traffic, a photograph of

one of the deeply cut by-w*ys in the Folkestone Sand

of Surrey would have been welcome as a touch of

rural England. It would refresh one after reading

of the 156,000,000 cubic yards of comminuted quartz-

conglomerate on the Rand.

The construction of tiie volume is such that its

main lines suggest attractive by-ways. The amazing

transference of rock-material for agricultural purposes

from Chile, Christmas Island, or the desert-edge of

Gafsa, might well deserve a mention. The de-

structive action of man-made sulphuric acid in the

atmosphere of our industrial towns has been pointed

out by Mr. J. A. Howe. Dr. Sherlock, however, has

L I
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provided us with ample material for developing the

subject along such paths as may appeal to us most

nearly. Grenville A. J. Cole.

Comparative Psychology.

Handhitch der vergleiclienden Psychologic. Heraus-

gegeben von Gustav Kafka. Band i : Die Entwick-

hmgsstufen des Seelenlebens. Pp. viii + 526. Band

2 : Die Fnnktionen des normalen Seelenlebens. Pp.

viii + 513. Band 3:] Die Funktionen des abnormen

Seelenlebens. Pp. viii + 515. (Miinchen : Ernest

Reinhardt, 1922.)

THE present is often said to be a psychological age,

and certainly the recent rapid multiplication of

psychological books and lectures would seem to justify

the above statement. One happy result of the stimulus

which popularity has given to the production of psycho-

logical literature has been to make that literature

extensive and varied. Nevertheless a survey of that

literature shows that the psychologist's library is by

no means adequate to his needs. There are at least

two regrettable deficiencies, deficiencies which are

more obvious in English than in German psycho-

logical literature. There is, on one hand, no large-size

and generally accredited work on theoretical or pure

psychology, a work sympathetically mediatory between

the several divergent schools of contemporary psycho-

logical thought, a work which provides a basis of theory

for the co-ordination of the as yet somewhat scattered

results reached in the various fields of psychological

research. There are in existence many first drafts of

and essays]^towards such a work, but none is detailed

and comprehensive enough, apart from the fact that

none of them can claim anything like general agree-

ment ; and this deficiency, however unavoidable,

however much a symptom of scientific health, is

obviously very disconcerting to students.

The second deficiency, the one most in question here,

is the absence of a sustained and comprehensive

attempt to describe the world of living beings from the

psychological point of view. Twenty years ago this

would have seemed an impossible, if not a thankless

task. To-day it is at least possible to make a beginning.

For one of the many indications of the psychologicalness

(if the word may be permitted) of this age has been and

still is the rapid and unresting invasion of one realm

after another of concrete experience by the psychologist.

From the somewhat supermundane and, to many, jejune

science, closely associated with metaphysics, which it

was in the last century, psychology has developed into

a science which touches practical interests and activities

at a thousand points. Education and industry, art and

society, war and peace, all have begun to be at least
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discussed and often treated from the psychological

point of view. And one result of this successful

ramification has been the accumulation of material

for such a description of the world.

What a fascinating gazetteer tllat would be, a psycho-

logical gazetteer of the world ! A survey of the world

through the eyes and from the vantage point of the

psychologist ! What tantalising glimpses one has of

a psychological description of politics, of business,

of courtship and marriage. . . . Those preserves of

opinion which, as Mr. Trotter says, are deemed too

lofty for knowledge and are reserved for conviction,

would no longer be able to keep their sacrosanct aloof-

ness. One would seek to understand not only the origin

and persistence of the opinions but also the taboo itself.

All phenomena, oaths, and tea-parties, morality and

social rank, would be approached from the point of

view of psychological interpretation. Ethical and

aesthetic prejudgments would neither deter nor mislead,

they would be explained. One would psychologise on

a cosmic scale, never stopping till the psychology of the

psychologist himself had been written.

There is scant prospect, alas, of anything of the

quality and scale of the above for a very long time •

to come. Intensively and extensively contemporary

psychology is not equal to such a task. On one

hand, psychology, despite its recent advances, has not

yet explored, much less cultivated, the full extent of its

territory. Progress has been ragged, and while here

the workers are many and progress rapid, there it is well

if a bare seisin has been taken. On the other hand, I

psNchological theory is as yet too limited and too

sketchy, neither strong enough nor comprehensive

enough, for the organisation and interpretation of the

vast mass of data with which it would have to grapple.

But half a loaf is better than no bread, and if even

relative finality cannot be looked for, yet a beginning

is feasible. If no beginning has so far been made, with

the possible exception of the late Wilhelm Wundt's

obsolescent and inadequately conceived " Volker-

psychologie," the fault must lie with the necessary

specialisation of contemporary psychology. The indi-

vidual psychologist has been marooned, as it were, in

his own field of work, ample though that field has often

been ; his tentatives towards communication and co-

operation have been baffled by the immensity of the

science, and few have had the courage and the vision

even briefly and imperfectly to envisage that science

as an articulate whole. So that even the little that

was possible has been left undone, and the reader who

wishes to gain even a cursory and incomplete conspectus

of psychological experience must pursue his purpose

through scores of ill-related and narrow volumes.

The student's labours have been considerably
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lightened, and the present unfortunate and unnecessary

state of affairs significantly improved, by a recently

published work. This is the "Manual of Compara-

tive Psychology " edited by Prof. Gustav Kafka, of

Munich, to which twelve psychologists, including

himself, have contributed. The work itself is divided

into twelve sections, each section constituting a specific

department of psychology and being written by a

specialist in that department. These sections are

grouped, somewhat unequally, into three groups, each

group corresponding to a volume of some five hundred

pages. The three groups are : The Evolution of Mind

(Animals, Primitive Mankind, and Children) ; the

Functions of the Normal Mind (Language, Religion,

Art, Society, and Vocational Psjchology) ; and the

Functions of the Abnormal Mind (Psychopathology,

Sex, Dreams, and Criminals).

This list sufficiently indicates the scope of the work.

It is easy to find omissions : law, industry, and

morality are inadequately represented, for example,

while the editor himself deplores the absence of a

section on the psychology of science, an omission due

to his inability to find any one to write the section.

It is easy also to find fault with the arrangement of the

subject-matter. To mention one point only, it is surely

not justifiable to give the impression that sex and

dreams are abnormahties. One might again stress the

occasional overlapping, the occasional unevenness of

treatment and of point of view, and the more than

occasional stodginess of manner, due largely to excessive

compression on tlie one hand, and to theoretical in-

coherence on the other hand. But this is a pioneer

work and must be judged leniently. If the reader

brings an active and organising mind to its perusal,

then the defects will be neutralised and the solid

qualities of the work appreciated. For this reason

one hesitates to recommend the work to the general

reader, above all to the general reader who knows
little or no psychology, and to whom an overloaded

and viscous style is repellent. To those better

versed in psychology its comprehensiveness, its

accuracy, and its excellent bibliographies will make
their appeal. They will be grateful for the compact
account of the psychology of language. They will be
glad to have Sante de Sanctis' views on dreams, inas-

much as they are the views of a man who began the

study of dreams before Freud published his " Traum-
deutung "

; and they will be appreciative of and grate-

ful for much else in this timely work. The fact that it is

written in German will constitute but one more reason

for regret that an international language for science

has not long since made the peculiar aptitude of the

German for this type of work the common property of

mankind.
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Our Bookshelf.

Handbiich der Pjianzenanalomie. Herausgegeben \'on

Prof. K. Linsbauer. II. Abteilung, i Teil : Thallo-
phyten. Band 6 : Bakterien und Strahienpiize.

Von Prof. Dr. Rudolf Lieske. Pp. iv + 88. (Berlin :

GebriJder Borntraeger, 1922.) 45. 6d.

Tnii purpose of this handbook, which is to be comprised
in a series of monographs by specialists in the various
branches of the suliject, is to give, in brief compass, a
critical presentation of the present state of our know-
ledge of plant anatomy and cytology. In the volume
before us, Prof. Rudolph Lieske, of the University of

Heidelberg, has l>rought together, in a commendably
brief and useful form, a critical digest of what is at
present .known of the morphology of the bacteria and
ray-fungi (Actinomycetcs). The first part of the book
contains an account of the bacteria. In reference to

the nuclei and nuclear structures which have been so
frequently described, it is concluded that, although
there can be no doubt about the existence of minute
granules with nuclear characteristics, the presence of

true nuclei in the bacteria has by no means been
proved. The author has some interesting observa-
tions upon the recently described symplastic stage in

bacterial development, and on Ihe so-called sexual
reproduction of bacteria, .\mong other topics dealt
with are pleomorphisni and variability, filtrable viruses,

and m\cohactcria.

In the second part of the volume the ray-fungi are
dealt with. In discussing the systematic position of
the group it is pointed out these organisms have
certain characteristics in common both with bacteria
and fungi, and that they must be looked upon as an
independent group standing between the two. The
various forms of the Actinomycetes present an astonish-
ing variability both in morphological and physio-
logical peculiarities, and the characters which have
been used by various observers to discriminate species

are so inconstant that no dependence can be placed
upon them.

A literature list a<i(>mpanies each part of the work,
and there is a good index.

Mathematics and Physical Science in Classical Antiquity.

By D. ('. Macgregor. Translated from the German
of J. L. Ileiberg. (Chapters in the History of

Science, II.). Pp. no. (London: Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 1922.) 25. 6d. net.

This volume gives a general survey of the science of

classical antiquity, laying special stress on the mathe-
matical and physical aspects. It opens with an account
of tlie Ionian natural philosophy, pointing out that
science is tiie development of early attempts of man
to see his way in the world outside. Next there is a
ihapter on the achievements of the Pythagorean school,

followed by two others on the progress made in the
fifth century B.C. One of these is on mathematics,
still under the influence of Pythagoras, and the other
on medicine, which then reached a level not surpassed
before the Alexandrian age. The work of Plato and
Aristotle is adequately dealt with, while the longest

chapter in the book is assigned to Euclid, Archimedes,
and the .Mexandrian school. In the period of de-
cline which followed (second and first centuries B.C.)

/.' .rc-Ti. .0

.
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only medicine made any real progress, and a four-page
chapter is sufficient to record the work of the Romans.
The last chapter, a long one, is devoted to Greek
scientific literature of the Byzantine empire, it being
stated that the founders of modern science, such as

Galileo, Copernicus, and Newton, learnt from the Greeks
not only particular results but also the very meaning
of science.

Naturally Prof. Heiberg's little book makes no
pretence of being a complete history of science in

classical antiquity. It puts the achievements of the
different schools of thought into a true perspective, and
the language throughout is free from technicalities.

The book would be improved by the insertion of more
dates, even when these are only known appro.ximately.
(A companion volume deals more fully with the medical
and biological sides of the subject.) W. E. 'H. B.

Tested. Methods of Metallurgical Analysis {Non-Ferrous).
By S. Pile and R. Johnston. Pp. 128. (London :

H. F. and G. Witherby, 1922.) 7^. 6d. net.

In referring to the literature of metallurgical analysis

the student, and even the worker of experience, fre-

quently finds himself at a loss to select, from the mass
of alternative detail offered, a method suited to his

immediate requirements. The authors of the present
work, while disclaiming any novelty in the methods
given, have collected together a series of well-tried

methods of which they have had personal experience.

The book deals mainly with commercial metals and
their more important alloys. It opens with a few
introductory remarks on general analytical procedure,
and on sampling. In the latter no mention is made of

the frequent necessity for rejecting the first few drillings

of a bar to avoid the introduction of skin impurities,

as distinct, of course, from segregated elements. The
suggestion of dissolving up a large quantity of metal,
and working on an aliquot portion of the solution, is

a good one, and worthy of more general adoption. The
metals are dealt with in alphabetical order, several good
methods being given for each metal, and special atten-

tion is paid to details of manipulation. The inclusion

of " moisture " among the determinations is rendered
possible by the somewhat " scrappy " reference to fuels

and oils. A similar extension in the case of sulphur is

treated at greater length. No mention is made of gold

or its alloys.

With some exceptions, perhaps of secondary im-
portance, the book is a sound and careful compilation,

and should meet all the requirements of those needing,

at the working bench, a trustworthy guide to assays

coming within the scope of the book, familiar or

otherwise.

Faune de France. 4 : Sipunculiens , Achiuriens,

Priapuliens. Par Prof. L. Cuenot. Pp.31. (Paris:

P. Lechevalier, 1922.) 3 francs.

To this excellent series, promoted by a federation of

the French natural history societies. Prof. Cuenot, of

Nancy, contributes an account of the curious marine
animals that used to be classed together as Gephyrea.
Nowadays it is supposed that the resemblances between
the three groups mentioned in the title are due to
convergence, and that each group was derived inde-
pendently from some primitive ancestor of the annelids.
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Prof. Cuenot, whose writings of twenty years ago on
some of these creatures are well known to zoologists,

has here given a clear, interesting, and well-illustrated

summary of the species living round the coasts of

France. British zoologists, though they have the

works of Shipley and the more recent paper by Southern,
may none the less welcome this convenient aid to the

study of a remarkable assemblage. F. A. B.

Manuel de filature. Par F. Rubigny. (Bibliotheque

Professionnelle.) Pp. 366. (Paris : J. B. Bailliere

et fils, 1922.) 10 francs.

The volume under notice is one of a series of techno-

logical works, written primarily for the use of workers

in the several industries, and deals with the spinning

of all kinds of fibres, including asbestos and artificial

silk, and also with the spinning of paper yarn. The
treatment follows similar lines to those adopted by
other writers on spinning, but with rather more atten-

tion to function and less description of machinery
details than is the case with English works on the

subject. Though this book cannot, any more than

similar works on spinning technique, be taken as a

trustworthy guide with respect to the raw materials,

yet considering the wide field covered in less than 400
octavo pages, the treatment is otherwise remarkably

adequate ; and the book should be found a useful

supplement to the usual works on spinning.

Coiirs de physique mathSmatique de la Faculte des

Sciences. Par Prof. J. Boussinesq. Complements
au tome 3 : Conciliation du veritable determinisme

mecanique avec I'existence de la vie et de la liberte

morale. Pp. xlviii -1-217. (Paris : Gauthier-Villars

et Cie, 1922.) 30 francs.

This book is in the nature of a supplement to a complete

course of mathematical physics by the University of

Paris professor. It contains an extraordinary variety of

matter, not very well arranged, but its main purpose is

to round off a natural philosophy course by including, or

rather by reconciling, the mechanism of physical nature

with the indeterminism of life and consciousness. To
a certain extent this has been the intellectual problem

since Leibniz. Prof. Boussinesq can scarcely be said

to claim to bring forward anything distinctively new,

but he discusses the problem with full scientific know-

ledge and keen philosophical interest.

Smith's Intermediate Chemistry. Revised and rewritten

by Prof. J. Kendall and E. E. Slosson. Pp. xv + 566.

(New York : The Century Co. ; London : G. Bell

and Sons, Ltd., 1922.) 85. dd. net.

There can be no doubt that this book, the first edition

of which was reviewed in Nature of October 14, 1920,

p. 208, has been greatly improved by revision. It is

now more balanced in treatment, is very well printed

and bound, and is probably the best elementary treatise

on chemistry of the day. The inaccurate historical

note on oxygen (p. 28), which was mentioned in the

former review, has been toned down, but is still some-

what incorrect. Apart from the very clear and modern

account of the chemistry of the common elements, the

book contains a large number of brief notes on im-

portant matters (vitamins, enzymes, atomic structure,

isotopes) not often met with in elementary manuals.
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Letters to the Editor.

\The Editor does not hold himself responsible for
opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return., nor to correspotid with
the writers of rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communicationsi\

Origin of Radioactive Disintegration.

In a letter to Nature of September i6, 1922 {vol.

no, p. 379) R. N. Pease directs attention to the
possibility that the radioactivity of the heaviest
elements may be due to the disturbing effect of the
electrons in the atom. This view may be traced
back to the time of the discovery of radioactivity
(of. J. J. Thomson, Phil. Mag. 7, 265, 1904, and Lord
Kelvin, Phil. Mag. 8, 525, 1904). The problem,
however, has been seriously complicated by the
circumstance that, on the basis of ordinarv mechanics
and electrodynamics, the outstanding difficulty has
not so much been to understand that radioactive
disintegration can occur as to understand the simple
law of radioactive decay. For the latter question,
it seems that the development of the quantum
theory has prepared the way to a deeper insight in

the sense that the same law may be shown to apply
to transition processes between stationary states of
quantised systems.
On the basis of the quantum postulates alone it

is an open question whether the nuclear instabihty
is a strictly spontaneous process solely dependent upon
the state of the nucleus itself, or whether external
influences also play an essential part. A tentative
argument in favour of the latter view is perhaps
afforded by the fact that the life-periods of the
elements at the beginning of the disintegration
series are very large. This fact suggests the idea
that the nuclei may be intrinsically stable and the
radioactivity of these elements induced by the
action of an external field of force, the origin of which
may be looked for in the surrounding electrons.
The regular variation in the life-period of successive
elements in the disintegration .series seems to indicate
that the disintegration, when once initiated, proceeds
spontaneously until a stable element is reached.
On the other hand, the occurrence of radioactivity
in the elements of low atomic numbers (rubidium
and potassium) might be due to an enhanced efficiency
of the perturbations due to some sort of resonance
in the interaction between the nuclear and the
electronic motion.
The force exerted by the electrons at a point in,

or close to, the atomic nucleus will increase rapidly
with increasing atomic number on account of the
decreasing dimensions of the electronic orbits belong-
ing to a permanent group. It will, however, in
addition, depend intimately on the nature of the
electronic configuration. If this configuration at
every moment exhibits central symmetry, the forces
from the electrons will to a large extent neutralise
each other. The case is essentially different in the
recent theory of Hohr, according to which the electrons
belonging to a particular group and moving in
eccentric orbits will approach the nucleus in succession.
The shortest distance from the nucleus will be
attained by the electrons moving in orbits with
azimuthal quantum number equal to i, and will
then be given by

rf=^^«j(l-a«N') . . . (,)

approximately. Here N is atomic number, d^ the
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radius of the orbit in the normal hydrogen atom,

: 7-2 X 10"* is the constant occurring inand
2're'

the theory of the fine structure of hydrogen lines.

For the uranium atom the above formula gives
rf = 15x10-'- cm. On the other hand, the inferior
limit for the diameter of the uranium nucleus,
derived from the energy of the a-particles from
uranium on assuming this energy to be due to the
electrostatic repulsion of the nucleus, comes out of
the same order of magnitude as the above value of
d. At the moment of closest approach these electrons
will thus exert forces upon the individual particles
of the nucleus which may be of the same order of
magnitude as the electrostatic attraction or repulsion
between the particles themselves. For still larger
ati)mic numbers, d will rapidly decrease while the
nuclear dimensions will be expected to increase. It

is therefore seen that for some atomic number not
far ahead of that of uranium the electrons in question
would have to pass quite close to the nucleus, and
thus exert large perturbing forces on the nuclear
particles. For still larger atomic numbers a motion
for which the nuclear field is treated as due to a point
charge would become impossible as the electrons
in question would have to collide with the nucleus.
On the whole, it does not appear excluded that the
presence of radioactivity among the heaviest known
elements as well as the apparent absence of elements
of higher atomic numbers may be connected with
some sort of interaction between the nuclear and the
external electrons.

The efficiency of this interaction will be expected
to depend intimately on certain resonance conditions,
as is the case for ordinary mechanical systems.
The frequencies of the motion of the nucleus must
in general be expected to be of an altogether liigher

order of magnitude than the frequencies in the
motion of the electrons ; but there remains the
possibility that the nucleus as a whole will rotate
and this rotational frequency may in some cases be
comparable with some electronic frequency. The
case when the nucleus rotates with an angular
momentum equal to /i/2>r is of special interest, as
this value appears to be associated with the most
stable state of quantised systems. The rotational
frequency w may then be estimated from the ex-
pression

where M and a are the nuclear mass and radius of
gyration about the axis of rotation. Assuming the
nuclear dimensions to increase from about 8 x lo*" cm.
in helium (Rutherford and Chadwick) to about
6xio'"cm. in uranium (cf. above) this frequency is

found to decrease from abt)ut 10'° sec.-' in helium to
about 10" sec.-' in uranium. The latter value is

essentially larger than the value to be expected for
\alency electrons. This is also necessary in order
to understand the fact that the radioactive properties
hitherto on record are independent of chemical
combinations. It will further be found compatible
with the assumptions regarding the nuclear dimensions
to assume the frequencies of nuclear rotation in

potassium and rubidium to be of the same order
of magnitude as the electronic frequencies of the
K and the L electrons respectively in these elements.
The above considerations, however, are to be

regarded merely as tentative suggestions, and our
knowledge of nuclear structure is probably far too
scanty to permit of any definite conclusions concern-
ing these questions at present. S. Rosseland,

Copenhagen, Institut for teoretisk Fysik,
February 12.
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The New Marine Biological Research Station

of the Bergen Museum.

For close upon one hundred years researches

regarding marine fauna have been a prominent part

of the work carried ovit by the Bergen Museum.
The first biological station in Norway was built in

the year of 1891 and was attached to the museum.
.On account, howe\er, of the expansion of the city

of Bergen, the pollution of the salt-water supply
for the station gradually increased to such an extent

that the biological work there had to be abandoned.
By the generosity of private donors, who realised

that the fine traditions of the maritime research

work carried out at Bergen should be maintained,

the Trustees of the Bergen Museum have been
enabled to build a new station. The biological

station (Fig. i) is now situated on the island of

Herdla, about seventeen miles from Bergen. The
station is thus right in the centre of one of the richest

and most promising fields for research of the west
coast of Norwa}', well known also through the

kept open all the year round, and thus offers good
opportunities for collecting material during the

winter months. The station contains the necessary
accommodation for housing naturalists visiting it.

A 25-ton research vessel, the Herman Friele, is

attached to the station, and is equipped with
appliances for research down to a depth of 1500
metres. Jloreover, the station is provided with a

smaller open motor boat and various rowing-boats.

By the opening up of this new station, facilities are

afforded for utilising again the particularly favourable
conditions for marine biological investigation offered

by the west coast of Norway. I shall be glad to

reply to any inquiries regarding the station or the

reservation of tables. A. Brinkmann.
(Director.)

Museet, Bergen, Norway.

-Marujc liiological Station at Herdla, sccu from llic ijord,

investigations of such British naturalists as Norman,
Jeffreys, Harmer, Punnett, and others. The open
sea, the deep fjords, and the narrow sounds with
their strong currents, offer here the most varied and
changing conditions of life for marine fauna, which
accordingly is extraordinarily' rich and well repre-

sented.
Any biological condition typical of the west coast

of Norway may be reached within less than two
hours' sail" from tlie station. The salt-water supply
is taken from a depth of approximately 25 metres,
which guarantees salt water of excellent quality
and without appreciable changes in temperature and
salinity. Thus are present the best conditions for

experimental and embryological research. .

The object of the station is to serve as a basis for

scientific investigations, as well as for the inter-

national courses in marine biology which were held
at the Bergen Museum for a number of years until

1914, and with a large participation from abroad.
The station is open to naturalists of all nations.

During the period in the summer when no courses
are held, the station has tables for ten scientific

workers besides the staff. During the winter there
are tables for five only. Being situated close to the
open sea, which never freezes, the station can be

Industrial Applications of the Microscope.

While one reads with satisfaction in Nature of

February 17, p. 239, of the ever-increasing examples
of the application of the
microscope to industry, the
fact remains that the use
of the mineralogical micro-
scope with the small amount
of knowledge of crj'Stal

optics necessarv' has up to

the present been practically

disregarded.
In 19 1 8 a considerable

amount of work was done in

this connexion dealing par-

ticularly with explosives,

but the results were never
published, and hence it is

thought that the following

example may be of interest.

It was proved quite defin-

itely at the Ardeer Factory
of Nobel's Explosives Com-
pany that the degree of

nitration in guncotton and
nitrocellulose could be
ascertained directly by the

optical properties of the
product. Thus it was
found that the birefringence

of ordinary cotton fibre before nitration was strong

and of a positive character. The same cotton after

being fully nitrated showed strong birefringence but
of a negative character, while cotton with an inter-

mediate degree of nitration was shown to be practi-

cally isotropic.

It was found afterwards that a corresponding work
had been carried out by Dr. Phil Hans Ambron in

Germany, and he published a table giving the actual

values and character of the birefringence of nitrated

cellulose and also nitrated ramie or China grass. It

is, of course, true that the degree of nitration can be
obtained quicker and more accurately by means of a
nitrometer, but the two lots of information differ

widely. The nitrometer gives the average nitration

of the whole sample while the microscope gives the

actual nitration of separate fibres, and is therefore a
valuable test of the homogeneity of the sample.
During the War, when acetone was unobtainable,

a substitute had to be found as a solvent for nitrated

cellulose in the making of cordite. Ether-alcohol
was the substitute used. Now, while cellulose and
almost any form of nitrated cellulose are soluble in

acetone, ether-alcohol win only dissolve nitrated

cellulose of a certain percentage nitration, and the

homogeneous nitration of large samples of cotton was
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l>y no means easy or altogether certain, and hence the

uicroscopic method should have been invaluable,

i'he results of these experiments were obtained too

late to be used on a large scale, but they certainly

show an example of the class of information
ibtainable.

Another application of a rather humorous nature
an also be cited. A large consignment arrived in

ihe factory of what was called ground silica. This
was sent to the analytical department and its per-

centage of silica ascertained. It was pointed out,

liowever. that the value of ground silica did not lie in

tlie purity of the material but in its fineness and
homogeneity. This was tested both by elutriation

ind the microscope. The microscope revealed the

lact that the material was nothing but an inferior

sand, with very little grinding. Ground sihca must,
of course, always show conchoidal fracture and not
rounded grains. This sample was also shown to

contain the mineral glauconite actually replacing the

tests in small fragments of foraminifera, and hence
had during its formation been closely connected with
the sea. The price per ton indicated that the material

was supposed to have been obtained by the grinding
of vein quartz.
The identification of asbestos has been published

before, but it bears repeating. Platinised asbestos
was extensively used in the sulphuric acid plant.

The asbestos was originally supplied from the conti-

nent, but during the war this supply was not available.

The South African asbestos or the mineral crocidolite

was used as a substitute with very disastrous results.

It was decided, therefore, that the nature of the

original asbestos must be obtained by chemical
analysis and all samples similarly tested. The
chemical analysis of a complicated silicate like

asbestos is a long and by no means easy process, as

the asbestos is seldom free from other complicated
silicates. Now, it was found by a very simple
mineralogical test that the original sample was the
mineral chrysotile, and by similar tests it was quite
easy to ascertain which of the other samples was also

chrysotile and to pick out the purest. In this way,
a dozen samples were tested in tw^o hours, whereas
the chemical analysis had already been in hand for

three months, and was likely at the same rate to take
another six and give no information whatever.
The simple test for chrysotile w-as mounting it on

a microscopic slide in mononitrobenzene and rotating

it between crossed nicols. The refractive index was
obtained by the Becke method. The refractive index
together with the birefringence and optical character
render the mineral quite distinct from any other .sold

as asbestos. These are three of the very many
occasions that cropped up so frequently.

Ashley G. Lowndes.
Marlborough College, Wilts.

Factors of Odorous Strength.

In the letter from Mr. J. H. Kenneth published in

Nature of February 3, page 151, a relation is in-

dicated between the odours of certain substances and
specific gravity. If, however, we examine the boiling-

points of the odorous constituents of the four oils

mentioned, we find that in order of increasing vapour
pressure the oils stand as follows : sandalwood (305),
cedarwood (280), origanum (230), and terebene (160),

the figures in brackets being the approximate boiling

points. This order is precisely that represented by
the specific gravity quoted by Mr. Kenneth.

I scarcely think the phenomenon with which
Mr. Kenneth's letter deals, can safely be ascribed to
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the specific gravity of the oils, although pHDSsibly in

this instance the specific gravity is a property con-
comitant with volatility. Volatility alone, however,
does not afford a completely satisfactory explanation
of this and many other phenomena connected with
the smell of an odoriferous substance. There are at
least four factors concerned, namely : (i) Volatility

;

(2) solubility in the aqueous layers in the nose ;

(3) solubility in the lipoid fats of the nose, and
(4) chemical reaction with osmoceptors in the nose.

A substance which fails to satisfy any one or more
of these factors is odourless, and it is obvious that
variations in the factors will produce variations in

both the strength and the quality of the odour.
T. H. DURRANS.

The Dyson Perrins Laboratorj',
South Parks Road,

Oxford, February 6.

With reference to Mr. Kenneth's letter in N.\ture
of February 3, p. 151, I should like to point out
that, if the "votes" be counted on a sort of pro-
portional representation scheme by adding to the
tirst votes for each substance half the second, a
third of the third, and a quarter of the fourth, we
get the following results in votes :

S. C. O. T.
i8-66 11-56 9-33 6-33

This result seems to me to enforce Mr. Kenneth's
argfument. Frank H. Perrycoste.

Higher Shute Cottage, Polperro R.S.O.,
Cornwall, F'ebruary 17.

The Life-Cycle of the Eel in Relation to Wegener's
Hypothesis.

In Nature of January 27, p. 131, under the title
' The Distribution of Life in the Southern Hemi-
sphere, and its Bearing on Wegener's Hypothesis,"
an account is given of a discussion at a recent meeting
of the Royal Society of South Africa on this question.
Opinions were divided, the geologists suspending
judgment, while the hypothesis was opposed on
botanical and entomological grounds as being un-
necessary. On the other hand, it was said that the
most important zoological evidence in support of
Wegener's theory was provided by the distribution

of the isopod, Phreatoicus.
It seems to me that strong evidence in favour of

Wegener's hypothesis is to be found in the life-

history of the European freshwater eel, as revealed
by the brilliant researches of Dr. J. Schmidt, of
Copenhagen. For something like eighteen years
Dr. Schmidt ha,s been engaged on this subject. He
has published numerous papers and has summarised
his results in the Philosophical Transactions, pub-
lished a year ago, and quite lately in Nature
(January 13). It will be sufficient for the present
purpose to allude only to certain of his results.

Of the two freshwater eels of the North .-\tlantic,

the American species spawns somewhat to the south
and west of the spawning region of the European
species, and the larvie attain full size and, after

metamorphosis, enter the freshwaters of the .•\merican

coast when about one year old. On the other hand,
the larva; of the European species, originating more
to the east but still in the same region, are trans-

ported bv the .\tlantic Drift and its continuations,

aided perhaps by their own efforts, it may be for

thousands of miles, as shown in the chart, p. 51 of

the article in Nature of January 13. Still more to

the point, the larva; are about three years old when
thej' become transformed into elvers and enter
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freshwaters. A larval life so extremely prolonged,

as Dr. Schmidt points out, is qxiite unique. The
rate of growth, moreover, is extraordinarily slow.

At full size, after about three years' growth, the

larvae are approximately three inches long, although

the temperature of the water in which they are

immersed is comparatively high. In our own waters

with much lower temperatures most young fishes would
attain a corresponding length in as many months.

The extremely slow growth of the larvae of the

European eel is thus an adaptation to the prolonged

journey.
It is scarcely possible to understand this unique

phase in the life cycle of the European eel on the

hypothesis that the geographical conditions were
formerly the same as now exist. But if Wegener's
theory be accepted, the explanation is simple. As
the coasts slowly receded from one another the

larval life of what became the European species was
more and more prolonged by natural selection in

correspondence with the greater distance to be
traversed. T. Wemyss Fulton.

41 Queen's Road, Aberdeen,
February i6.

The Stoat's Winter Pelage.

Sir Herbert Maxwell's letter on the above in

Nature of February 17, p. 220, raises points of great

interest. Presumably if his glacial explanation be
correct, stoats taken from the Scottish Highlands to

the south of England will still become white in the

winter; whereas stoats brought from the southern
counties to the north of Britain will remain the

same colour the year round. Has this ever been
put to the test ?

It w-ould be instructive to know whether winter

coats intermediate in shade between brown and
cream-white are ever assumed. I ask this from the

point of view of mutation, which is so much to the

fore at present. Have, for example, circumpolar

white animals arisen from coloured ones through
chance albinos being preserved and increased by
Mendelian segregation, or have they appeared
through the selection of paler and paler forms leading

eventually up to white ?

Then again, taking Sir Herbert Maxwell's explana-
tion as correct, ha\'e we not here an example revealing

how slowlv evolution may work ? The elimination

of the arctic winter garb of the stoat in Britain is

not yet complete, though some thousands of years

at least must have elapsed since the last ice age.

One more point : Is the British stoat as regards

its pelage reverting to the pre-glacial condition, and
if so, how does this harmonise with the view that
evolution is irreversible ? John Parkin.
The Gill, Brayton, Cumberland.

Sir Herbert Maxwell's attractive thesis (Nature,
February 17, p. 220), that latitude and not winter
temperature regulates the seasonal change of the
stoat's pelage from brown to white, does not meet
all the facts of the case. Islay is farther north than
Monreith, and yet in Islay a large proportion of the
stoats retain their summer colour throughout the
winter.
Having made arrangements some time ago to

obtain specimens of the Islay stoat, regarded by
Mr. Gerrit Miller as a distinct race, I was struck by
the fact that individuals killed in December and
February were in summer coat. This suggested in-

quiry as to the usual course of events in the island,

and Mr. IMacdonald reported that there white winter
stoats are rather the exception than the rule ; that
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of more than 20 stoats he had killed during the winter
of 1921-22, only one was entirely white, although in

the previous winter the proportion was higher, about
six being white ; but that only in exceptional years
did the proportion of white individuals attain to

about half of the total number killed.

Now the latitude of Edinburgh is not far off that
of Islay, yet my impression is that here almost all

the stoats become white in a normal winter.

These and other facts strengthen the old idea that
climate is somehow involved in the colour-change,
which seems also to depend to some extent on the
condition of the individual animal.

James Ritchie.
The Royal Scottish Museum,
Edinburgh, February 21.

Sir Herbert Ma.xwell, in Nature of February 17,

p. 220, directed attention to what he considered the
conditions determining the winter change of colour in

stoats, and inferred that the tendency to undergo such
a change is usually the inherited characteristic of some
particular strain or breed, rather than the outcome of

anv special present local severity of climate. He said

the effect was most marked in the Highlands of Scot-
land and diminished regularly as one travelled south,
until on reaching Cornwall the winter blanching seemed
almost entirely in abeyance.

Since his observations appear to be confined to the
island of Great Britain, Sir Herbert may be interested

to learn that as a boy at Jersey, about the year 1880,

I happened to come across a white stoat. This was
shot by a neighbour, in St. Lawrence valley, and, after

being stuffed, kept by us for some years. It repre-

sented a perfect ermine, the fur being pure white
except for a black tail. I never heard of, or saw, any
other specimen in Jersey, either white or brown. The
case seems interesting, for the stoat belonged to a
breed which must have been free from any extraneous
admixture, particularly from the north, since that
remote period in the past, when the French coast (on

which the Channel Islands are situated) was finally

separated from Great Britain by the English Channel.
Further, the climate being mild and uniform, the
tendency to assume a winter pelage can only have
resulted from very ancient inheritance.

R. de J. F. Struthers.
Exeter College, Oxford.

The Subject Index to Periodicals.

May I add a few words of information to the
appreciative review of the above publication which
appeared in Nature of February 17, p. 214. Our
headings are " The Subject Headings used in the
Dictionary Catalogues of the Library of Congress "

to which an annual supplement is published. These
are linked up with the corresponding classes in the
shelf-classification of that library. The advantage of
this type of catalogue is that, if properly compiled,
it combines system and uniformity with the property
of immediate reference. It is in fact a class catalogue
in which the headings are arranged in " index "

order. Your reviewer's suggestion that we should
print a list of the journals indexed in each Class List
will be certainly adopted when our funds admit of it.

Our Class Lists for 1915-16 contained such Lists as
well as -Authors' Indexes, and it was with the utmost
regret that we were compelled to discontinue these
features.

The following extract from an official letter now
being circulated widely throughout the British Empire
may interest some of your readers :
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" In assuming responsibility for the Index the
Council of the Library Association was actuated by
the following considerations :

" (1) That, in view of the rapid growth of the periodi-

cal press, the analytical indexing of periodicals could
be carried out with due regard to efficiency and econ-
omy only by co-operative effort.

"
(2) That such co-operative publication should be

controlled by a British professional body rather than
be left to the enterprise of a foreign publisher.

"
(3) That the Index should be compiled by trained

library workers on a voluntary basis, and that the
price should be fixed as nearly as possible to the cost
of production, and without any idea of profit."

Every effort will now be made to bring the Subject
Index up to date. We hope to complete the 1920
Class Lists this summer and commence the publication
of the 192 1 Lists in the autumn. For further particu-
lars application should be made to the Hon. Secretary
of the Library Association, Westminster Public
Libraries, Buckingham Palace Road, S. W.

E. W. HULME,
Editor of " The Subject Index

to Periodicals."
Gorseland, North Road, Aberystwyth,

February 23.

Time Relations in a Dream.

I HAVE read with much interest Dr. Atkin's letter

in Nature of January' 27, and also Mr. Barcroft's
letter in the issue of October 23, 1919 (vol. 104, p. 154)
to which he refers. My own observations, made in

various degrees of semi-consciousness, appear to
show that there is no such thing as a definite time
relation, as it depends entirely on the degree of
consciousness, the time scale being enormously
shortened in the semi-conscious state most remote
from wakefulness, so that the images produced by
the n>ind must succeed one another with extra-
ordinary rapidity when in that state. As wakeful-
ness increases, the time scale seems to expand, and
the succession of events proceeds more and more
slowly, until it practically stops or becomes normal
as wakefulness resumes absolute control. I have
been led to believe that the mind is always active
—just like the heart always pulsates -whether we
are asleep or awake, and that control and memory
are the features of our waking condition, so that
we do not remember the images it calls forth, except
when we are beginning to awaken, and the degree
of activity of our memory in our dreams and the
extent of the dream memorised merely depend on
the rapidity with which we reach wakefulness.

I have made a number of observations of hypno-
pompic pictures, or optical illusions, which occur
while sinking into slumber or during gradual awaken-
ing. I described my first observations in the Journal
of the Society for Psychical Research for April 22,
192 1, but since then I made several curious observa-
tions, some of which concern the case in point.
The hypnopompic pictures which I have observed

are generally landscapes passing slowly before one's
closed eyes, when in an almost awake condition, one
being fully aware of one's wakefulness, and having
one's full reasoning powers while the illusion proceeds,
so that one can make precise observations and experi-
ments as to the effect of volition, etc. The pictures,
which are extraordinarily sharp and full of detail,
appear as an endless panoramic band or film passing
slowly before one's mind's eye, so to speak. The
film may pass i.i any direction, right to left, or the
reverse, or vertically downwards, or obliquely. A
film may snap, but it invariably slows down as
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consciousness increases, till it becomes motionless
and then gradually fades.

It seems as if several such bands or films could
exist at the same time, passing one in front of the
other, and sometimes in different directions, the
uppermost alone being visible of course, and its

sudden ending by snapping allowing the one under-
neath to be visible. This would explain the sudden
changes which are often noticed in dreams. The
fact that the film is panoramic (and not cinemato-
graphic, that is, without perception of translation)
is remarkable, as one would have expected it to be
cinematographic in character. Once, attaining con-
sciousness very rapidly, I glimpsed, for a couple of
seconds, a blurred mass of lines such as one sees
from an express train on a wall quite close to the
track lines caused by the persistence of vision
of the details on the wall, combined with their motion
relatively to the train. I have no doubt whatever
that I had witnes.sed the hypnopompic " film " nearly
at its normal speed, but with a mind already " slowed
down " by the return to consciousness, and unable
to cope with its speed and see the details which
otherwise I am persuaded—by the agreement of all

my observations—would have been visible.

The latter observation bears directly on the
question of duration. At such a high translation
speed, hundreds of times faster than the usual
speeds 1 had hitherto observed, a whole panoramic
view must pass in an extraordinarily short time.
Moreover, at such a speed, cinematographic effects

are possible, but I fail altogether to imagine bv what
mechanism they could take place, and so far my
observations have given me no clue, although I have
once or twice witnessed variations in the process
which prevent me from despairing of getting further
insight into this mysterious working of our minds.
It seems as if control and memory slowed down the
working of the mind so that the speed of succession
of the images is an inverse function of the degree
of wakefulness. M. Gheury de Bray.

40 Westmount Road, Eltham, S.E.9,
February 10.

The Social Influence of Science.

In his article in Nature of February 17, p. 209,
Mr. F. S. Marvin says :

" When in the sixteenth
century the mind of Ancient Greece awoke again ..."
The advent of modern science is here considered as
a revival and continuation of Greek knowledge ; an
opinion very commonly held, but entailing some
difficulty—a millenary period of stagnation and even
retrogression. This is inconceivable ; the very
essence of science is progress, continuous but not
steady, because the rate is increasing. This charac-
teristic of science was pointed out in the Harveian
Oration for 1807 by Sir William Roberts (" Science and
Modern Civilisation," Nature, October 28, 1897, vol.

56, p. 621).

.\ntiquity has been artistic, literary, philosophical

with deductive reasoning ; but is markedly deficient

in the objective study of Nature and the inductive
mentality. The philosophers' knowledge of things
\.vas part of their system, based on a priori principles.

Their opinions were many and conflicting, with
various degrees of credulity, a few of them by chance
right. The influence, if any, on the birth and growth
of modern science has been very limited ; the method
of working, by patient observation and experiment-
ing, is exactly the reverse. The rise of the experi-

mental inductive method was like a botanical muta-
tion and inaugurated a new era in the evolution of

mankind. Ad. K.
Antwerp, February 17.

L 2
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It is true that progress was made in certain direc-
tions during the " millenary period of stagnation,"
for example, the improvements in inathematics due
to the Arabs. Yet the main fact in the re-birth of
science in the sixteenth century is the discovery of

the work of the Greeks, especially in geometry,
astronomy, and geography. Descartes goes back to
Pappus, Copernicus to Aristarchus, Toscanelli to
Ptolemy. There is no question that in the general
spirit with which the medieval mind regarded Nature
there was retrogression, and that the Greek mind did
come to life again at the Renascence, partly in its

broader quality of rational inquiry, partly in the
actual works of Greek thinkers.

F. S. Marvin.

German Book Prices.

In reference to Prof. Browning's letter in Nature
of December 23 (vol. no, p. 845), I should like to
point out an added difficulty in India and Burma.
Not only are exorbitant prices charged for German
books, but to the majority of our students such books
are useless owing to their ignorance of the language.
The Indian or Burmese student already has to learn
English in order to study chemistry, and to ask him to
learn German as well is too great a handicap and
should be unnecessary.
The appearance of certain recent works on inorganic

chemistry shows that British chemists are capable of
compiling exhaustive treatises, and a dictionary of
organic chemistry in English would be invaluable.
The Society of Dyers and Colourists is preparing a
colour index, and the combined strength of the
Chemical Society and Institute of Chemistry should
be able to produce a work on organic chemistry which
would enable Indian or Burmese students to carry
out research in organic chemistry without constant
reference to German works.

D. H. Peacock.
Universitv College, Rangoon,

Februarv 2.

markings, practically as well as when they were
drawn. Alfred W. Porter.

Physical Laboratory, University College,

London, February 26.

Single Crystals of Aluminium and other Metals.

The brilliant account given by Mr. G. I. Taylor
at the Royal Society (February 22) of the deforma-
tion of single crystals of aluminium leads me to
direct attention to work done in this laboratory ten
j'ears ago by jNfr. B. B. Baker and Dr. E. N. da C.
Andrade. Mr. Baker showed that sodium and also
potassium cylinders when stretched contracted later-
ally so as to lead to an approximately elhptical section,
and when they broke they did so at a chisel edge.
The surfaces are marked with a double set of slip
lines. A photograph of the appearance is shown in
the Proceedings of the Physical Society of London
for 1913.

Dr. Andrade, who was experimenting at the same
time on the traction of metals, showed that similar
results were obtainable with tin and lead, and also
with frozen mercury {Phil. Mag. 1914). He con-
cludes that they are due to large uniform crystals of
a size comparable with the diameter of the rod.
From the regularity of behaviour over a length of
several centimetres it may be concluded that both
were dealing with single crystals several centimetres
long in the case of each of these materials—at any
rate in the same sense as that in which the crystals
of aluminium are spoken of as being single.
The crystals of sodium are still in my possession,

having been carefully preserved in anhydrous paraffin.
They show the characteristics, even the fine surface
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Paradoxical RainfairOata.

At Blue Hill careful measurements of rainfall have
been made for thirty-seven years. There is no break
in the record and the amounts are checked by more
than one gauge. Data for the entire period 1886—
1922 are given in Blue Hill Meteorological Observa-
tions. The average monthh- values are :

January
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Recent Aeronautic Investigations and the Aeroplane Industry.^

By Prof. Joseph S. Ames, The Johns Hopkins University, U.S.A.

FEW industries offer better illustrations than

the manufacture of aeroplanes of the intimate

relation between purely scientific investigations and

the practical ap[)lication of their results. As an

example of this fact, attention may be directed to

three e.xperimental researches in progress at the

laboratories and flying-station of the National Advisory

Committee for Aeronautics at Langley Field, Virginia.

These researches were begun and are being conducted

in order to add to our knowledge of the science of

aeronautics, but their results are of the utmost im-

portance to the industry and also to the art of aviation.

Other illustrations might well have been selected, but

these are, in many respects, of " actual " importance.

The first research deals with the pressure distril)u-
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Fig. 1.

tion over the wings, tail-surfaces, etc., of an aeroplane

—an old problem, studied with marked success by the
staffs of the British establishments at Teddington and
Farnborougli. What is novel in the present investiga-

tion is the e.xtension of the problem to aeroplanes
making manoeuvres, and to wings of different plan form,
varying the angle of attack and the aileron angle. The
method adopted is simple : numerous series of small
openings are made in the surface to be investigated

;

each of these is joined by a rubber tube to a capsule
containing a metal diaphragm, to which is attached a
tilting mirror ; a beam of light is reflected from this

on to a pliotographic film which may be shifted, thus
permitting a series of observations to be made. The
apparatus in use records the pressures existing at sixt)-

points simultaneously. All the diaphragms are, of

course, standardised and calibrated. (In the case of

' Substann: of a lecture delivered before the Franklin Institute, Phila-
delphia, on November 23, 1922.

wind-tunnel experiments a number of liquid mano-
meters are used.)

Among the questions already investigated are : the

change in pressure distribution produced by a loop, a

roll, etc. ; the effect of the shape of the wing-tip,

square corners, elliptical, raked off, etc. ; the influence

of the air-stream from the propeller. In all cases the

pressures are measured quantitatively, and the results

are shown in two wa)'s : by making plaster or wooden
models, like a relief map ; and by drawing contour

lines of pressure (Figs, i and 2). From the knowledge

thus obtained, the aeroplane engineer can decide upon
tlie best shape of wing or elevator, etc., and upon the

relative strengtii required in different parts of his

structure ; and further, if a breaking sand-load test
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is thought necessary, he can so distribute the load as

to make it correspond to actual flying conditions.

The second research was undertaken to learn the

actual motion of an aeroplane in alighting, taking off,

making oscillations and manoeuvring, and at the same
time to record the motions of the control surfaces and
the forces exerted by the pilot (Fig. 3). A large number
of instruments are required, all of which were newly
designed with special reference to lightness and com-
pactness, as well as to accuracy. The central instru-

ment is a pliotographic film wrapped on a cylinder

which is in rotation, for all records are made upon this

by l)eams of light reflected from mirrors w'hich form

part of all the various instruments. When in actual

use on an aeroplane, the pilot simply presses one button

at the beginning of a manoeuvre, and this starts every-

thing. The instruments in use at the present time

are as follows :

(a) Chronometer, consisting of a constant speed
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motor, properly governed. Lines of light are recorded

at definite intervals, e.g. two seconds.

(i) Air-speed recorder, simply a Pitot-Venturi nozzle

attached to suitable pressure-recording capsules.

(<) Single component accelerometer, consisting in

the main of a damped steel spring, one end of which
is free.

3i^ Second /on: Second

Fic. -Showing the curves of pressure on the entire surface of the

rudder at various intervals during a left turn.

(d) Three-component accelerometer, a combination

of three of the previous instruments. The sensitive-

ness of the three is adjusted corresponding to the

amount of the acceleration to be expected.

(e) Angular velocity recorder, making use of a

high speed electric motor as a gyroscope. The curves

obtained by this give, when integrated, angular

displacement, and when differenti-

ated, angular acceleration.

(/) Three - component angular

velocity recorder, a combination

of three of the previous instru-

ments.

(g) Control position recorder, con-

sisting essentially of three spring-

controlled spools threaded on an
axial screw, each spool actuated

by a wire leading to the horn of

the control surface.

(/;) Force recorder, using a carbon

pile resistance method.
Of course all these instruments are

not used at the same time, but only

as many as are needed for the study

of each particular question.

From a practical point of view these instruments

allow the performance of an aeroplane to be recorded

accurately, in a manner quite free from the personal

impressions of the test-pilot ; and, further, the records

taken in any manoeuvre tell a story which is perfectly

plain. Numerous questions, often raised by pilots.

have already been answered, and pupil pilots have
received great assistance.

The last research to be mentioned is one which is

only beginning, but the apparatus has been carefully

tested, and a few preliminary readings have been made.
This refers to a new method of investigating the
" scale effect." In the ordinary wind tunnel the forces

and moments on a model of about one-twentieth the

full scale are observed, and from these measurements
deductions are made as to the promised performance
of the full-sized aeroplane, or part thereof. It has
been known for many years that in order for these

deductions to be justified it would be necessary to have
in the tunnel and in the flight of the actual aeroplane

the same Rejmolds's number, as it is called. This

number is the fraction pVLI/x, in which /> is the density

of the air, V is the relative velocity of the air-stream,

L is a linear dimension of the aeroplane (or part), and
fi is the coefficient of viscosity. It is clear that the

Re^'nolds's number in the tunnel is about one-twentieth,

or less, that of the aeroplane in flight. To obviate

this, a complete wind tunnel has been installed inside

an elongated steel tank—35 feet long, 15 feet in

diameter—in which the air is kept compressed to 20
or 30 atmospheres (Fig. 4). The walls of the tunnel

proper are hollow, and in this space the balances are

installed, so as to be out of the air-stream. The
attitude of the model in the tunnel may be varied, and
the balancing weights may be shifted, etc., by small

W'mdoiv
Stuffing bo*

Floor line Manhole 5'X 3'
Electric t^ires Floorline

KlG. 4.—Compressed air wind-tunnel.

electric motors, controlled from outside the tank.

Readings consist in viewing through suitable small

windows a number of Veeder counters. The import-

ance of this apparatus from the point of view of aero-

dynamics is sufficiently obvious, and from that of the

aeroplane designer even more so.

Radiography and Physics.

Bv Dr. G. W. C. Kaye.

''r'HE frail, untrustworthy X-ray tube of 1895
-* and the more robust and dependable tube of

the present day do not differ in principle. The X-ray
tube still remains a device for generating high-velocity

electrons and suddenly depriving them of that velocity

* Abstracted from tbe opening address to the Society of Radiographers,
October 31, 1922.
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by hurtling them against a target. In fact, the tube

possesses all the characteristics of a battlefield, except

that as yet we lack the ability to give our shells speeds

of the order of 50,000 miles a second. Then, just as

a flash of flame accompanies the sudden stopping of

the shell, so do the X-rays set out in all directions

from the target, travelling in straight lines just as
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light rays radiate from a lamp. The X-ray tube is,

indeed, an X-ray lamp in which the applied voltage

is analogous to the temperature of a luminous lamp.

If we raise the temperature of the latter, we shorten

the average wave-length ; so with the X-ray bulb,

if we raise the voltage the average wave-length is

diminished.

In the light of present-day knowledge, what do we
know to be the factors which control output from an
X-ray tube .-' The radiographer is concerned more
with the general or continuous spectrum of X-rays

than with the superposed rays characteristic of

the target. In regard to the former the facto]^s

are three : (a) The number of the cathode rays or

electrons which strike the target
; (i) tiie speed of

the electrons
;

(c) the massiveness of the atom of the

target, (a) is represented by the current through the

tube, (i) by the voltage across the tube, (c) by the

atomic weight or, more precisely, the atomic number
of the metal of the target.

To what extent do these several features come in ?

To settle these points let us call in the aid of the X-ray
spectrometer and var}' each of the factors one by one.

The spectrometer spreads oiit into a continuous fan

of rays all the various wave-lengths present, and tells

us, moreover, the amount or intensity of each wave-
length. So that if we plot wave-length against in-'

tensity, we get a curve whicii clearly reveals the

composition of the beam. Furthermore, the area

of the curve is a measure of the output. If we do this,

we find that the several spectral curves show that

the X-ray output is proportional to the current, to

the atomic number of the target, and to the square

of the voltage.

We notice that the voltage comes in as a second-

power term, and the importance of measuring voltage

by the radiographer not sporadically but as a routine

procedure day in and day out should be stressed.

For the applied voltage has a dual importance : it

not only dominantly affects the output, but it is the

sole arbiter of quality or penetrability or wave-length.

The time is approaching when we must gradually

relinquish the use of the terms " hard " and " soft
"

X-rays and accustom oursehes to speak of wave-
lengths. For e.xample, in deep therapy we can say
that the spectrum of rays employed lies between
o-o6 and 0-2 A.U., the mean effective wave-length
being about 0-15 A.U. or less. The radiographer who
uses point spark-gaps up to, say, 6 inches long employs
a spectrum of rays ranging from about o'i2 to 0-4

A.U., the mean effective wave-length generally lying

>etween 0-2 and 0-3 according to the filter and nature
o{ the high potential generator. We might make a
l>eginning by agreeing, for example, that " hard

"

rays refer to rays with wave-lengths shorter than
o-i A.U., and that " soft " rays have wave-lengths
longer than 0-3 A.U., the intervening rays being of
" medium " hardness.

Let us consider the career of an electron in an
X-ray tube impelled towards the target with a velocity

which it owes to the applied voltage V. The chances
that that electron will ultimately come into suitable

conflict with one or more atoms in the target and so

generate X-rays are slight—about 1000 to i. The
energy of the electron is, in fact, much more likely
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to be frittered away as heat. Assuming that the
unlikely happens, one of two things may occur : the
electron may lose all its energy at one encounter or
it may do so in- instalments in a succession of en-

counters. In other words, if we agree to think of its

energy in terms of the original driving voltage (V),

then it may lose the whole of V in one step or do .so

in a number of steps.

Now Planck's quantum relation tells us that when-
ever an electron has its speed altered the wave-length
of the X-ray produced is inversely proportional to

the energy given up by the electron ; that is, to the
equivalent loss of propelling voltage. It will be noted
that no question arises of the nature of the target.

To put it another way :

/ Loss of propelling \ AVave-length of\
\voltage on electron^ Vrcsulting X-ray/ ^""='^-

In those encounters where the whole of the energy
of the electron is transferred in one fell swoop, the
slK)rtest-wa\ed X-rays possible to that voltage will

lie generated. They will be accompanied by a variety

of longer waves depending on the varied experience
of other electrons, but always a short-waved limit

is set by the magnitude of the full exciting voltage.

We are led to appreciate a number of other results.

It is seen at once why w-e do not get (as was once
imagined) homogeneous X-rays when a tube is excited

by constant potential, and where all the electrons

reach the target with the same velocity. Neverthe-
less, we should expect that the proportion of short

waves would be greater with constant potential than
it would be with fluctuating potential, the peak value
of which is equal to that of the constant potential.

Furthermore, from what is known of the effect of

voltage on output, we should anticipate a greater

X-ray output (and less heating of the target) with a
constant voltage tiian when that voltage is diluted

with lower voltages. Both these surmises as to the

superior efficacy of constant potential are confirmed
by the X-ray spectrometer.

With reference to the existence of a minimum wave-
length or boundary to every spectrum of general X-
rays, this is fully i)orne out by spectrometer measure-
ments and photographs. Numerically, Planck's rela-

tion becomes :

/Minimum wave-\ /MaximumN _
\ length in A.U. ) \ voltage J-i^'350-

This very simple relation provides us with a scale of

quality which, if not perfect, is more exact than any
which the radiologist has been in the '.labit of using.

If we glance at typical spectral curves of X-ray emission,

we see that they are not S)inmetrical — the centre

of gravity of the curve is well towards the quantum
limit— the shortest waves are the dominating ones,

and still more so if the rays are subjected to normal
type filtering. The mean effective wave-length of a
spectrum of rays is seen to approximate to the wave-
length of the peak of the curve ; that is, the wave-
length of maximum intensity. Now, there is some
evidence that the " peak " wave-length is proportional

to the limiting or quantum wave-length, and this fact

enaliles us so to identify very fairly the quality of a
mixed bundle of X-rays. No doubt something depends
on the wave-form of the exciting potential, but the
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effect of this is probably less important as the voltage

is raised. The precision of the method would be

enhanced if steps were taken to standardise apparatus

and technique, so that all work could be done by the

use of, say, three or four spectra the distinctive features

of which, including energy distribution, could be deter-

mined and specified.

Among the other interesting aspects of ihe X-ray
tube is the distribution of the rays in different direc-

tions from the target. With the usual 45° target the

rays are most intense at right angles to the cathode

ray beam. For radiographical purposes it is often

better to mount the target face more nearly at right

angles to the cathode beam and thus employ a pencil

of rays which leaves the target face at a relatively

small angle. The width of the focal spot is thus

foreshortened and definition enhanced.

If penetrating power is the important factor, then

we may well endeavour to utilise the X-rays leaving

the tube in the direction of the cathode rays, which
X-rays are of appreciably shorter wave-length than in

other directions. Thus a tube in which the target

also served as a metal window would offer adxantages
on this score.

The proper choice of filter may do much to increase

the effectiveness of a tube. For example, it is knowg>
that, weight for weight, silver is relatively more trans-

parent than lead to short waves, but is relati\ely less

transparent to longer waves. Again, copper is rela-

ti\ely superior to aluminium in letting through short

waves, but relatively inferior as a filter if long waves
aie required.

What has the future in store for us as regards

X-ray tubes ? Higher voltages are coming—one hears

rumours of 500,000 volt tubes in Germany ; and both
the United States and Germany have, I understand,

developed transformers giving i million \'olts. The
life of 200,000 volt tubes is none too long ; there will

be many difficulties to overcome before a 500,000 volt

tube will become a practical proposition.

A crying need is more robustness in the X-ray tube,

which must become more of an engineering job. The
portable Coolidge tube with lead-glass walls \ inch

thick and a window of soda-glass for letting out the

rays is to be commended on this score. Equally
robust is the new miniature dental tube of similar

design which measures only 4 to 5 inches long and
has a diameter of about \\ inch. It is operated at

45.000 volts and 10 milliampereS, is mounted in the

same oil-tank as the transformer, and gives excellent

definition. It also contributes substantially to the

protection which the radiographer has a right to demand.
In this connexion we may confidently look forward to

a time at no very distant date when, in the interests

of the operator, all protective material and apparatus

shall be certified by the National Physical Laboratory.

This will be realised when I mention that different

makes of lead-glass on the market differ by 100 per

cent, in protective value. The same remark applies

10 lead-rubber.

What should be our ideal in radiography .' To make
tiie process as simple and noiseless as taking an ordinary

photograph. The patient should hear nothing un-

toward, the apparatus should look no more formidable

than a camera. Spark and brush discharges should

be taboo ; the rumble of rotating machinery anathema.
Standardised technique must be the order of the day
for much of the radiographer's work. The number of

\ariables must be cut down.
It is possible that the future may witness the fuller

development of the metal X-ray bulb of a design

radically different from the present. Much work is

being done on them at the present time. But in

almost every section of a radiographer's X-ray equip-

ment there is room for great ifiipro\ement. How low

the efficiency is may be gathered from the following.

We may take it that the efficiency of the high-tension

generator is of the order of 50 per cent., that of the

X-ray bulb i/iooo. We may assume that half the rays

emitted by the bulb are utilised, that half these useful

rays are arrested by the object, and that 1 per cent,

of the remainder is recorded by the photographic

plate or screen (rather more, say 5 per cent., if an
intensifying screen is used). Thus the overall efficiency

of an X-ray equipment is of the order of i in

Soo.ooo.

An Inquiry into Dog Distemper.

FOR some considerable time it has been felt in this

country that an investigation might be under-
taken with advantage on the mystery of dog distemper,
and the matter has recently been brought to a head by
an appeal from the editor of the Field to dog lovers.

A considerable sum of money has been promised, and
the Medical Research Council has undertaken to
organise an experimental inquiry with a view of finding

out the causal agent of the disease and possibly a
prophylactic. As announced in Nature of March
10, a committee has been appointed under the chair-

manship of Sir William Leishman, the other members
being J. B. Buxton, S. R. Douglas, F. Hobday, and C. J.
Martin. Other workers, it is suggested, will be co-opted
for special investigations later on.

Distemper is an acute highly contagious disease, pre-
senting symptoms somewhat analogous to measles in

man. While some have regarded it as specific for the
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dog, others consider that it occurs in cats, young foxes,

wolves, jackals, hysenas and even monkeys. From its

contagiosity it is certain that the cause is a microbe of

some kind, which, however, has hitherto remained un-

masked. Indeed, there is very little real scientific

knowledge extant on the disease. This is in part, at

any rate, due to the fact that what veterinary surgeons

and the laity call distemper is almost certainly not one
but several different diseases. That one of these is the

specific disease distemper is, however, very probable.

At present the concept of " distemper " is entirely

clinical. Thus, one finds descriptions in the literature

of catarrhal, gastric, nervous, and exanthematic types

of the disease. There is a great bod)' of evidence to

show that one attack of the malady confers a durable

immunity on the survivor. The disease occurs in all

countries and was apparently known in antiquity. On
tlie other hand, there is a tradition—it is little more

—
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nut distemper was introduced into Europe from South
America in the seventeenth century. There have been
many researches on tlie probable cause, and from the

lime of Semmer (1875) down to the present, every
known type of microbe has been incriminated, many
authors with great assertiveness having maintained

It they had found the specific micro-organism.

^h^ny have beheved that Carre came nearest the

ith with the idea that the causa morhi is an invisible

HTobe which can traverse bacterial filters. With
nitrates obtained from nasal secretions he obtained

li thai effects which were claimed to be identical with

true distemper, and he regarded the visible bacteria

'und by others as of the nature of secondary invaders,

lich obtained a hold on the tissues as a result of the

l>ressing effect of the real filter-passing virus.

This view is largely accepted without criticism, and
1- said to be the line along which the new committee

will work. It may be pointed out, however, that

Carre's work, which is not given in any great detail,

has been adversely criticised by Galli-Valerio, and
especialh- by Kreganow, wlio worked under the direc-

tion of P'rosch, himself a known and successful worker
on the filter-passer of foot-and-mouth disease. Filter-

passers have been suggested or proved for a number of

patliological conditions, notably the mosaic disease of

tobacco plants, foot-and-mouth disease. Cape horse

sickness, fowl plague, molluscum contagiosum, etc.

These filter-passers have much in common. They are

highly infectious, invisible, filterable,and non-cultivable.

The causes probably constitute a new group of living

things, which, if discovered in the case of distemper,

may throw a flood of light on many unknown causes of

disease in man, and it is for this reason that the work
now being undertaken on distemper will be watched
with unusual interest. W. B.

Obituary.

Prof. E. E. Barnard.

I T may safely be said that the whole astronomical
' world is mourning the death of Edward Emerson
rnard, which occurred on Februar>" 6, and very

my will feel it as the loss of a personal friend even
re acutely than as the removal of one of the

rld's most remarkable observers.

I'rof. Barnard was born at Nashville, Tennessee, on
I kcember 16, 1857 ; he was left fatherless and destitute

I 'X the Civil War, and had to go out to work in a
jihotographic studio in Nashville at the age of nine, after

the most meagre opportunities of education. But his

subsequent career is a remarkable proof of the adage that

^^llere there is a will there is a way." He worked
St faithfully for his employers, and at the same time
oted his e^•enings to private study ; it was not till

' age of nineteen that his attention was directed

astronomy by perusal of Dr. Dick's " Practical

tronomer." The next year he had saved enough
1 ' l)uy a 5-inch telescope, with which in 1881 and 1882
l.r discovered the first two of his large family of Comets.

In 1883 Prof. Barnard obtained a fellowship in

astronomy at Vanderbilt University, which ga\e him
the opportunity for perfecting his education and the

use of a 6-inch equatorial, with which he did useful

work on comets, nebulse, and double stars.

In 1888 Prof. Barnard went to the Lick Observatory,
where he had the advantages of a giant telescope and
a splendid climate. Three years later he made the

sensational discovery of the fifth satellite of Jupiter,

the first addition to the retinue of that satellite since

the days of Galileo. In 1889 he had observed an
eclipse of Japetus by Saturn and the ring which gave
important information on the transparency of different

parts of the crepe ring. He was also doing very useful

photographic work, photographing the Galaxy and the

tails of comets with the Willard lens. These photo-
graphs showed interesting detail, in particular the

shattered tail of Brooks's Comet of 1893. He demon-
strated the value of a lantern lens for depicting faint

diffused nebulosity ; in particular, he discovered a huge
nebula with many wisps that wandered over the greater

part of Orion, the former " great nebula " of which

was but a pigmy compared with it. Besides discovering

\ery many new comets, he was frequently first in the

field in detecting periodic ones on their return ; for

example. Pons-Winnecke in April i92i.the position of

' which had only been roughly predicted. In 1896 he

, left the Lick Observatory for the Yerkcs Observatory,

but the change involved no real break in his work.

Prof. Barnard took up a new and fruitful line of

work in recent years, making a minute study of the

light changes of all the Novae that have appeared in

modern times. Many of them had become excessively

faint and difficult objects, but he was able to prove
that some of them were still varying in a more or

less regular manner.
Mention should also be made of Barnard's discovery

of the star of largest known proper motion ; this was
no mere accident, but a well-earned fruit of careful

study of numerous photographs.

Prof. Barnard was both a fellow and an associate of

the Royal Astronomical Societ\', and was awarded its

gold medal in February 1897.

It is pleasant to record that Prof. M. Wolf named
two of his minor planet discoveries Barnardiana and
Rlioda after Barnard and his late wife. It is a testimony

to the universal sentiments of affection and esteem

that were felt towards them.

A. C. D. Crommeun.

Prof. J. Radcliffe.

Prof. Joseph Radcliffe, h^d of the department
of Municipal and Sanitary Engineering in the Muni-
cipal College of Technology, Manchester, died on
February 16 at his residence in Crumpsall after a brief

illness, at the age of sixty-six years.

A native of Rochdale, Prof. Radcliffe was forced by
circumstances to commence to earn his own living at a

very early age, but managed to attend e\ening classes

with such success that he was one of the first scholar-

ship students sent by the Rochdale Pioneers' Co-operat-

ive Society to the then Owens College at Manchester.

After serving an engineering apprenticeship in Roch-
dale, he passed into the Waterworks department, where

he gained a special experience, which led to his later
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appointment as engineer to the Todmorden water-

works. In 1891 he commenced his career as professor

in the Manchester College of Technolog}', where he

had previously devoted untiring energies to founding

the department by holding evening classes. In 1906,

the Victoria University of Manchester conferred on

him the degree of M.Sc.Tech. ; and practically all the

institutions and societies interested in his subjects had
recognised his great abilities.

It is no exaggeration to say that the death of Prof.

Radclifife will be sincerely mourned all over the globe

by former students, the numbers of which must literally

run into thousands. Apart from his sound teaching, his

wonderful kindness and modest, genial disposition have

made his one of the most regretted losses his college and
profession have ever sustained.

Mr. T. W. Stratford-Andrews.

Mr. T. W. Stratford-Andrews, who died on

February 17, was a director of many companies con-

nected with electrical industries. He was born in

1870 and educated at King's College. London, and his

practical training in engineering was obtained at the

works of Siemens, Schuckert, in Berlin.

Mr. Stratford-Andrews succeeded his father as

managing director of the Indo-European telegraph line

in 1899, but before assuming his new duties he took

part in the expedition which went 800 miles up the

river Amazon to lay an extension of the Western
Brazilian telegraph cable. In 1897 also he rode on

horseback through Russia and across the Caucasus to

Teheran to inspect the route of the Indo-European
land line. This journey he described in a little book
entitled " Overland to Persia." In 1913 he covered

the same ground again in a motor car accompanied by
his wife and his sister. He was decorated by the Shah

of Persia for his services, and received the thanks of the

Russian Government.
Mr. Stratford-Andrews was the first to introduce

direct automatic \\ heatstone working on the Indo-

European system. He also initiated, in conjunction

with Sir Henry Kirk of the Indo-European (Govern-

ment) department, direct operation at high speed

between London and Karachi, a distance of 5600 miles.

In his later years he took the greatest interest in

radio-telegraphy and telephony, and he was chairman

of the Radio Communication Company. His wide

knowledge and technical insight were much appreciated

by his numerous colleagues.

Prof. Ignaz Vogel.

The death occurred on December 29 last of Prof.

Ignaz Vogel, a well-known agricultural bacteriologist

and mineralogist. He was born on April 15, 1871, at

Altenkunnstadt in Franconia, and after studying

chemistry under Emil Fischer at Wiirzburg he

graduated in 1S93. Taking up physiological and
bacteriological research work, he became assistant to

Prof. Dunbar at Hamburg, where he remained till 1900.

He w-as then appointed to the position of bacteriologist

at the agricultural experimental station of Posen, being

transferred five years later to the Emperor William

Institute at Bromberg. In 1914 he was called to

Leipzig as director of the bacteriological department of
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the Agricultural Institute of the University of Leipzig,

where he succeeded Prof. Lohnis, who had received an
appointment as agricultural expert in the United States.

Prof. Vogel published at Marburg a number of

researches on the occurrence and the transformation

of the various kinds of sugar in the bodies of plants and
animals, most of which appeared* in the Zeilschrift Jur
Biologic. Later he turned his attention to the study
of the bacteria of the soil, and of solid and liquid manure.
He published numerous papers concerning the fixation

of atmospheric nitrogen in the form of ammonia, and
the transformation of this substance into nitrates and
albumen, most of which appeared in the Zenlralblalt fiir

Bakteriologie. In the " Handbuch der Milchwirt-

schaft " he edited the agricultural section.

The researches of Vogel ha\e contributed greatly to
the increase of agricultural production by showing how
the various methods of manuring can be properly

adjusted to the qualities of the soil. In his university

work he trained a number of able pupils, being always
willing to communicate his great knowledge to his

colleagues. All those who have been able to enjoy his

teaching and society greatly regret the loss that

agricultural science has suffered through his premature
decease.

Prof. A. N. Favaro.

On September 30 of last year, there passed away
at Padua, Antonio Nobile Favaro, widely known for

his numerous contributions to the history of mathe-
matics and physics. Born at Padua on May 21, 1847,
educated at the University of Padua and at the engineer-

ing schools at Turin and Zurich, he entered in 1875
upon his long career as professor of projecti\-e geometry
at Padua. His " Lezioni di statica grafica " (1877)
were soon after translated into French. So early as

1873 he began the study of the history of science by
a contribution on the evolution of planimeters. For
nearly half a century he worked assiduously on questions

dealing with the history of mathematical instruments,

with papers and letters of Tycho Brahe, N. Tartaglia,

Leonardo da Vinci, and others.

The researches for which Favaro is best known, and
which mark the crowning effort of Jiis long career, are

on the life and work of Galileo and his friends. In

1887, Favaro received a commission from the Italian

Government to edit the complete works of Galileo.

He devoted nearly thirty years to this task and brought
out the " Edizione Nazionale " of Galileo's works in

twenty volumes, which serves as a model to other

go\crnments as to what can and should be done in

editing the works of great men of science. As by-

products Favaro brought out a series of publications,
" Amici e corrispondenti di Galileo Galilei," consisting

of more than forty parts and constituting an important

contribution to our knowledge of science in Italy during

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

,
Florian Cajori.

\\"e regret to announce the following deaths :

Dr. Norman Dalton, senior physician to King's
College Hospital and formerly professor of patho-
logical anatomy in King's College, London, on
March 9, aged sixty-five.

Prof. J. D. Van der Waals, professor of theoretical

physics in the University of Amsterdam, on March 8,

aged eighty-five.
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Current Topics

It is fitting that some reference should be made
in these columns to the fact that it was just fifty

irs ago that Mr. Edward Clodd, the veteran

icntific thinker, happily still with us, published

ins first book, " The Childhood of the World." In

\\io, at the advanced age of eighty, he published

his " Magic in Names." In the period which elapsed
' tween the appearance of these two books, Mr.

lid devoted the leisure of a busy life of affairs

scientific research in branches of study connected

li the physical and mental evolution of man. The
lilts were embodied in a number of volumes dealing

; li various aspects of this central problem, of

\\ hich the principal are :
" The Childhood of Religion,"

I ^-5 ;
" Myths and Dreams," 1885 ;

" The Story of

ation," 1888; "The Story of Primitive Man,"

15; "A Primer of Evolution," 1895; "Tom
; Tot," 1898, perhaps his best known and most

I luluring work ;
" The Story of the Alphabet," 1900 ;

.uul " Animism," in 1906. In addition he produced

iiographs on his friends and associates—Bates,

Amazon fame. Grant Allen (iqoo), Huxley (1902),

and a volume of " Memories " published in 1916.

Mr. Clodd was one of a band of workers, of whom
lluxley and Tylor were the best known, and who
now, unfortunately, have nearly all passed away.
To their untiring efforts to promote and popularise

anthropology, its present po,sition as a .serious branch
(if scientific study is almost entirely due. Those of

a ^ounger generation who were first introduced to

till- evolutionary point of view in the studj' of man
1 of his religion and mental concepts through the

incid exposition and power of logical demonstration

(if which Mr. Clodd is a master, owe to him a debt

of gratitude which is not likely to be forgotten.

I'URTHER details of the progress of excavations at

the Temple of the Moon God at Ur of the Chaldees,

t'. which reference was made in these columns last

V, ock (see p. 336), are now to hand. Information

Ljiven in a telegram published in the Times of March

7 indicates the relation of the present discoveries

t') those made by Dr. Hall in the course of his in-

M stigations—a point which previously was not clear.

h would appear that the portion of the Temple
discovered by Dr. Hall was the terrace of the main
hnilding which lay underneath. In the course of

present excavations, which have been made
ru.tinly in the south-east comer of the mound, one

(chamber has been found, which it is conjectured

may be the innermost shrine, containing a valuable

hoard of jewelry including many bracelets and
necklaces, mostly of gold, and a tiled courtyard in

which a gutter, such as was habitually used for

I . illecting and carrying off the blood of a victim,

iLjgests that it was the place of sacrifice. The
!t of the Moon God was evidently re-established

. \ Nebuchadnezzar, who made his daughters priest-

esses of the Temple, which he restored in the sixth

century B.C., as is shown by an inscription. The
upper bricks of the ruins were of this period, but
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and Events.

tho.se underneath were much earlier, and it is clear

that in the restoration of the Temple the original

foundations were, so far as possible, left untouched.

Dr. Charles Hosir's lecture on Saravvak at the

Royal Colonial Institute on February 27 was opportune
in affording material for a comparison in methods of

administration and development with British North
Borneo, an area which has attracted some little

attention recently. Sarawak, a territory of some
sixty thousand square miles, is perhaps best known in

connexion with the romantic history of the Brooke
family and as an independent native .state under
British protection, which has been ruled for nearly
a centurj' by a family of white men. It is, as Dr.
Hose said, " perhaps the greatest achievement in

state-making of the nineteenth century." It was
founded by Sir James Brooke in 1840, and came under
British protection in 1888 when its population
numbered 600,000. The inhabitants include Malays,
Dayaks, Kenyahs, Kayans, and a number of primitive
tribes, still pagan, whose customs and beliefs have
furnished, as readers of that valuable book " Pagan
Tribes of Borneo," by Dr. Hose and Prof. McDougall,
will remember, much material for the comparative
study of rehgion, especially in connexion with their

methods of divination and their beUef in a spirit

helper in animal form. The policy of the Brooke
family has been to preserve, under an autocracy, as
much of native custom as possible, retaining the great
offices of state held by Malay nobles at the time of

Sir James Brooke's accession to power, and associating

the natives with the administration. As Dr. Hose
pointed out in his lecture, several chiefs in bygone
daj's endeavoured to establish peace through wide
areas, but failed. To achieve enduring success the
unifying influence of a central authority was needed.

This has been furnished by the Rajahs, who, without
breaking up old forms of society, have supplied

elements lacking in the old system.

Information has been received that an All Russian
Agricultural Exhibition will be held in Moscow on
August 15-October I. In a circular issued by the

Russian Trade Delegation it is stated that foreign

firms, institutions, and private persons are invited to

participate in the exhibition, and that all privileges

granted to Russian exhibitors will apply equally to

foreign exhibitors. Special arrangements will be
made to facilitate the delivery of exhibits, all such
goods being given preferential treatment on the rail-

ways and waterways of the Republic, and for con-
venience of transit all foreign exhibits will be exempt
from Customs examination at the frontier, provided
that the goods bear regulation labels. Provision will

be made for the insurance and safeguarding of ex-

hibits, both during transit and at the exhibition

itself. A fixed tariff of charges for space in the

foreign section has been drawn up, all charges being
payable in advance and not to be refunded if ex-

hibitors renounce their allotted space or finally

abstain from exhibiting.
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The Council of the Institution of Mining and

Metallurgy has made the following awards ; The
gold medal of the Institution to Mr. Edgar Taylor,

president, 1909-1911 and 1916-1918, in recognition

of his services to the Institution since its foundation

in 1892 and as an evidence of appreciation of his

honourable record of work in connexion with the

development of the mining industry, particularly in

India ;
" The Consolidated Gold Fields of South

Africa, Ltd." gold medal to Dr. Leonard Hill, in

recognition of his valuable researches on ventilation

and for his paper on " Ventilation and Human
Efficiency," contributed to the Transactions ; and
" The Consolidated Gold Fields of South Africa,

Ltd." premium of forty guineas to Mr. H. F. Collins,

for his paper on " The Igneous Rocks of the Province

of Huelva and the Genesis of the Pyritic Ore-bodies,"

contributed to the Transactions, and in recognition of

his researches on the subject.

An invitation is extended to Farmers' Clubs,

Chambers of Agriculture and Horticulture, and other

bodies interested in agriculture or market-gardening,

to visit the Rothamsted experimental fields during

the coming summer. The guide demonstrator is

Mr. H. V. Garner, who for the past two summers
has very successfully served in this capacity and

has been able to make the visits both useful and

interesting to farmers. Among important items of

interest are : experiments on the manuring of arable

crops, especially wheat, barley, mangolds, potatoes ;

manuring of meadow hay ; effect of modern slags

and mineral phosphates on grazing land, hay land,

and arable crops ; crop diseases and pests ; demon-

strations of good types of tillage implements, tractors,

etc. At any convenient time between May i and

October i, there is sufficient to occupy a full day,

and there is provision for assuring that the time

shall not be lost, even if the weather turns out too

bad to allow of close investigation of the fields. The

director of the Station, Sir John Russell, will be

happy to arrange full details with organisations of

farmers, farm-workers, and others wishing to accept

this invitation. Small groups of farmers are specially

welcomed ; if possible, arrangements should be made

beforehand, but it is recognised that farmers' move-

ments must often depend on the weather, and no

one need stay away because he has been unable to

write fixing a date.

The departmental committee recently appointed

to consider the present system of charging for coal

gas on a thermal basis has now issued its report as

a White Paper (Cmd. 1825, 6rf.). The main recom-

mendation is that the method of charging for gas

on the thermal basis should be continued and extended

to all statutory gas undertakings within the scope

of the Gas Regulation Act. Thus is vindicated the

really scientific method of asking the consumer to

pay according to the amount of heat he receives.

In the days of Argand and the flat-flamed fish-tail

burners, light was produced by the combustion of

the particles of gas in the surrounding air, and gas

supply was then maintained at an illuminating
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standard. With the advent of the incandescent

.mantle, and the increasing use of gas fires, illuminatory

properties in gas becarre of secondary importance

to its heating values, and a calorific standard was
introduced in 1916. The heat unit in common use

in Great Britain for expressing the value of fuels

has been, for many years, the British thermal unit,

which is the amount of heat required to raise the

temperature of i lb. of water 1° F. under appropriate

conditions. This unit was used in gas calorimctry,

and a gas was said to have calorific value of 500 British

thermal units when 1 cubic foot gave out, when
burned, sufficient heat to raise the temperature of

500 lb. (about 50 gallons) of water through 1° F.

To obtain a conveniently practical unit, the therm,

which is equal to 100,000 British thermal units, was
adopted.

The Weekly Weather Report for the week ending

March 3, issued by the Meteorological Office, Air

Ministry, gives a summary of the weather for the

several districts of Great Britain for the past winter,

comprised by the thirteen weeks from December 3,

1922, to March 3, 1923. The daily mean temperature
for the period ranged from 40-1° F. in the east of

Scotland to 46-9^ F. in the Channel Islands. During
the winter the extreme readings ranged from 61° in

the Midland Counties to 13° in the east of Scotland,

while in England the lowest temperature recorded

was 22° in the Midland Counties and the south-east

of England. Total rainfall was greatest in the north

of Scotland, where the measurement was 18-52 in.,

which is 2-17 in. more than the normal; but the

greatest excess on the average was 5-47 in., which
occurred in the south-west of England. There was
an excess of rain everywhere, the minimum excess

being an inch in the east of England, where the total

measurement was 6-53 in. Rain fell with greater

frequency than the normal over the whole of Great

Britain : the largest number of days with rain was

74 in the north of Scotland ; the least, 53 in the north-

east of England. The duration of sunshine was
fairly equal to the normal in all districts. At Green-

wich the mean temperature for the winter, December,
January, and February, was 42-4° F., which is 2-9°

above the normal for thirty-five years ; temperature

ranged from 57° to 24°. Rain fell on 49 days, which
is 4 days in excess of the normal, and the total measure-
ment was 6-6o in., which is i-o8 in. more than the

average for thirty-five years. The duration of

bright sunshine at Greenwich was 118 hours, which
is II hours fewer than the normal.

News received in Christiania, according to the

Times, reports the arrival of Capt. R. Amundsen
on December 15 at Nome, Alaska, from Wainwright,

on the north coast, where he is wintering. His visit

to Nome was to ascertain news of the Maud, which
is now drifting across the polar basin. Capt. Amimdsen
e.xpects to leave Wainwright or Point Barrow on

his flight across the Pole to Spitsbergen in the middle

of June. On March 6 a wireless message from the

Maud reported her position as lat. 74° N., long.

170° 30' E. The ship has drifted about half a degree
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lOrth and three degrees west of her position in tlie

niddle of December. Her speed of drift is about

he same as that of the Fram at the same time of

ear, but the Maud is still well to the east of the

lew Siberia Islands and has not passed beyond the

hallow and partially charted waters of the con-

inental shelf.

H.M. THE King has approved the grant of a Koyal

Charter of Incorporation to the Institution of Royal
engineers. The Institution, then known as the

.oyal Engineers Institute, was established as a

oluntary association in the year 1875 for the general

idvancement of military science, and more particu-

ly for promoting the study of such subjects as are

f importance to the military engineer. In pursuance

its objects, the Institution has directed its efforts

( the advancement of the science and art of engineer-

;g, especially in relation to their application to

lilitary purposes, and has thus been able to afford

.terial assistance to those engaged in dealing with

e important problems of defence connected with

e British Empire. The Institution has during the

it 47 years published 950 occasional, as well as

ther, papers on military and other scientific subjects :

ese papers, except those which are of a " Secret
"

ir " Confidential " character, are available to the

eneral public. Inter alia, the Institution now ad-

ninisters an important fund established in connexion
dth the award of scholarships to the children of

eceased officers and other ranks who have fallen in

he performance of their duties while on active

ervice.

In an article in the Fortnightly Review for March, Sir

Charles Bright discusses the relation between the

empire's telegraphs and trade. He concludes that

t is of national importance that there should be a

teat all-round reduction in cable tariffs. As this

rould doubtless result in greatly increased traffic it

rould necessitate laying many additional cables on
lifferent routes. He also dwells on the importance
if the immediate completion of the Imperial " wireless

ihain," as well as alternative wireless chains. On
Uarch 5, Mr. Bonar Law announced that the Govern-
nent is to proceed with the erection in this country
if a state-owned and operated station capable of

»mmunicating with any part of the Empire. At
iie same time licenses are to be issued to private

iompanies for the erection of stations in this country
or radio-communication with any part of the world,

subject to the conditions necessary to secure British

control. The Marconi Company has thus been
granted the license for which it lias long asked, and
it intends immediately to erect five large power
Stations to communicate with the Dominions and
South America, and five smaller stations for more
local traffic. The cost of these stations will be about
two million pounds. It seems to us that this

extension of long-distance communication will be of

immediate benefit to this countrj', and the ensuing
reduction in the tariff may induce the cable companies
to co-operate with the radio companies. As Sir

Charles Bright points out, this country has consider-
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able leeway to make up ; America, for example, uses

3400 kilowatts for its radio stations, and France 3150,
while the British Empire only uses 700 kilowatts.

The Spring Foray of the British Mycological
Society will be held at Bristol on April 20-23. Head-
quarters for the meetings will be at the botany
department of the University.

An exhibition of Carboniferous corals has just

been completed by Dr. W. D. Lang and Dr. Stanley
Smith in the Geological Department of the British

Museum (Natural History). Polished specimens and
transparent sections have been prepared to illustrate

the structure of each genus, and explanatory dia-

grams have also been added.

The second annual general meeting of the National
Institute of Industrial Psychology will be held in

the rooms of the Royal Society on Tuesday, March 20.

Among the speakers will be the Earl of Balfour. Sir

Lynden Macassey, Dr. (". S. Myers, Sir Robert
Hadfield, and Sir Charles Sherrington.

At a representative meeting of botanists held at the
Linnean Society's rooms on Friday, March 2, it was
decided to hold an Imperial Botanical Conference of

British and Overseas botanists in 1924 about the
beginning of July. An executive committee was
appointed, with Sir David Prain as chairman, Mr.
F. T. Brooks as honorary secretary, and Dr. A. B.

Rendlc as treasurer. An invitation to attend the
conference will be sent at once to Overseas botanists.

Prof. Joseph S. Ames, who gives an account of

recent aeronautic investigations in the L'nited States
elsewhere in this issue, has been chosen to deliver the
eleventh annual Williur Wright memorial lecture of
the Royal Aeronautical Society. The lecture, the
subject of which will be " The Relation between
Aeroi.autical Research and Aircraft Design," will be
given at the house of the Royal Society of Arts on
May 31.

The Royal Irish Academy devoted its meeting on
February 26 to a commemoration of the centenary
of Pasteur. Addresses were delivered by Dr. W. R.
Fearon, Prof. .\. C. O'Sullivan, and Prof. Sydney
Young (president of the Academy), dealing with
various aspects of his work, and an address in French
by Prof. R. Chauvir6 dealt with Pasteur as a typical

Frenchman.

A SCIENTIFIC superintendent under the Fishery
Board of Scotlanil will shortly be appointed. He will

conduct and supervise the scientific fishery investiga-

tions which the board may consider necessary, and be
in charge of the board's laboratories at Aberdeen.
Applications for the post, accompanied by copies of

any published papers of the applicants, if deemed
desirable, and the names of at least two referees, must
reach the secretary of the board, loi George Street,

Edinburgh, by, at latest, March 31.

The Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries will

shortly appoint an inspector in connexion with
agricultural and horticultural education and re-

search. Applicants for the position must have taken
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a course in science or agriculture at a university or

college of agriculture, and should have had special

training in the science and practice of dairying. Forms
of application and copies of the regulations governing

the appointment may be had from the Secretary of

the Ministry, lo Whitehall Place, S.W.i. Applica-

tion forms must be returned by March 26.

We have received intimation of the opening at Lake
Trasimeno of a laboratory for the study of the biology

of the lake, including researches on the fresh-water

fishes. The lake, which is about thirty miles in

circumference, offers many opportunities for limno-

logical work. It is to be hoped that this new station

will receive the support which will justify its con-

tinuance. The premises have been provided by the

University of Perugia, and Dr. Osvaldo Polimanti,

professor of physiology in the University, has been

appointed director, and intending workers should

communicate with him.

Mr. G. M. B. Dobson will deliver a lecture to the

Royal Meteorological Society on March 21 on " The
Characteristics of the Atmosphere up to 200 km., as

obtained from Observations of Meteors." Meteoro-

logical observations in the free atmosphere by
means of ballons-sondes have not been carried to

heights much greater than 30 kilometres, but Prof.

Lindemann and Mr. Dobson have recently put
forward a method of determining the temperature

at much greater elevations by means of observations

of meteors (see Nature, December 9, 1922, p. 794).

Those interested are invited to attend the meeting,

which will be held in the Society's rooms at 49 Crom-
well Road, South Kensington, London, S.W.7.

At the annual general meeting of the Institute of

Metals held on Wednesday, March 7, the following

officers for the year 1923-24 were elected :

—

President

:

Mr. Leonard Sumner. Past-Presidents: Sir Gerard A.

Muntz, Bart., Engineer Vicc-Admiral Sir Henry J.

Oram, Sir George Beilby, Prof. H. C. H. Carpenter,

and Engineer Vice-Admiral Sir George Goodwin.

Vice-Presidents : Sir John Devvrance, Mr. W. Murray
Morrison, Sir Thomas Rose, Dr. W. Rosenhain, Sir

William E. Smith, and Prof. T. Turner. Honorary

Treasurer : Mr. A. E. Seaton. Members of Council :

Mr. W. H. Allen, Mr. L. Archbutt, Mr. G. A. Boed-
dicker, Mr. T. Bolton, Dr. H. W. Brownsdon, En-

gineer Vice-Admiral R. B. Dixon, Prof. C. A. Edwards,

Mr. S. Evered, Dr. R. S. Hutton, Mr. F. C. A. H.

Lantsberry, Sir Charles A. Parsons, Mr. H. A. Ruck-
Keene, Dr. R. Seligman, Mr. James Steven, Mr. F.

Tomlinson, and Mr. H. B. Weeks.

Our Astronomical Column.

Great Fireball in Northern India on December
28, 1922.—Mr. W. F. Denning writes that " letters

have been received reporting a splendid fireball which
appeared over the Punjab at about the time of sunset
on December 28. It was observed by a great number
of people, and accounts published in the Civil and
Military Gazette (Lahore) include descriptions from
Simla, Peshawar, Balloki, Moghalpura, Sargodha,
Jhelum, Rawalpindi, Bakloh, Dharamsala, Lahore,
Sharaqpur, Murpur, and other stations.

Many of the accounts are of little service, but
Col. W. E. Pye and Lieut. Stephenson at Shagai,
Khyber Pass, North-West F-rontier, give an excellent

description of the phenomenon. The observed path
at the latter place was from 6°-43° to 20°-48^, and the
fireball exhibited moderately slow motion. It left

a long white streak which endured about fifteen

minutes. A large number of the observers allude to

the streak as perfectly straight at first, but it soon
assumed a zig-zag shape, and drifted away from the
place of its early projection. At one station the
streak, which appeared to be vertical when formed,
became horizontal in twelve minutes, the lower end
having moved the required distance. At Sargodha,
six minutes after the great illumination due to the
meteor, loud rumbling sounds were heard, caused by
the disruption of the object. These would indicate

a distance of 75 miles.

From a comparison of the observations the fireball

seems to have been an early Quadrantid with a
radiant at 234° -1-55°. The height was about 54 to

29 miles, and velocity about 25 miles per second.
The luminous course was directed from N.N.W.
to S.S.E. It crossed the river Chenab, and ended
about 100 miles N.E. of Mooltan.

These results are only approximate. The object
was one of great splendour, and it is hoped that
further observations wiU be forthcoming.

Stellar Spectra of Cl.ass S.—In the current
number of the Astrophysical Journal (December 1922)
Mr. Paul W. Merrill directs attention to a number
of red stars having spectra similar to that of R
Geminorum, which differ from any of the well-known
types of spectra which form the Harvard classifica-

tion. In this classification the red stars are known
as M and N types and each of these is subdivided,
but no stars are known which have a spectra inter-

mediate between them ; M stars have characteristic

titanium flutings and N stars carbon fiutings. This
peculiarity has led to the adoption of a break in the
main series of stellar evolution types of spectra.

Thus an M star of increasing temperature becomes
consecutively in the evolutionary series a K, G, F,
etc., type star, while an N star, also a giant, becomes
an Ro, G, F, etc., type star in its progressive stages.

Mr. Merrill shows in this paper that the stars he has
discussed should properly form a third division of

the giant series joining on to the main sequence of

evolutionary stages between the types Ma and K.
This progression may be likened to three sets of rail-

way lines joining up at two positions near each other
and continuing as a single line. Thus :

/Ro Na Nb No

B A F G K Ma Mb
^ \S Se

Mc

It is interesting to note that the Harvard classifica-

tion is based to a great extent on the replacement of

metallic lines by ionised lines, and eventually by
gaseous lines, the higher the temperature ; but Mr.
Merrill points out that while some M stars show
ionised lines, so also do the S stars ; this presents, as
he says, "an anomalous circumstance which invites

investigation."
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Research Items.
African Sign Writing.—Mr. C. W. Hoblev in the

Journal of the East Africa and Uganda Natural
j

History Society, No. i8, March 1923, has given some
examples of sign writing collected in East Africa. It
includes reproductions of the large fauna of the
country, giraffe, elephants, and the like, and their
spoor, supposed to indicate to the friends of the artist
tiie presence of game in the vicinitv. Others seem
to be marks of locality and property." The custom of
using signs still survives among" the natives. In
Togoland, if a man calls on a friend and finds him

I

absent, he will pull a little grass from the roof of his hut
land attach it to a stick outside the door to announce

I

to the owner that a visitor has called. Wemba hunters
[make marks on their arms to record the number of
jthe bigger animals they have killed, and in some parts
lof Kavirondo the birth of each child is marked by a
Icicatrisation on the abdomen, possibly with some
nagical object. The facts collected by Mr. Hobley
[id the illustrations he has pro\ided are interesting
connexion with the origin of writing.

The Catholic Christians of Eastern Bengal.—
Little has hitherto been known of the remarkable com-
lunity known as the Firingis or " Franks " of Eastern
'engal. The late Dr. James Wise gave some account
of them in the very rare volume entitled " Notes on
"he Races, Castes, and Trades of Eastern Bengal," of

|which only twelve copies were pri\ately printed in
' andon in 1883, and even libraries like those of the
Sritish Museum, the University of Cambridge, and
lie Royal Anthropological Institute do not possess a
opy. Some of the information was, however, copied

Sir H. Bisley in his " Castes and Tribes of Bengal."
ame fresh details of this curious people have now
een collected by Mr. H. E. Stapleton, special officer

! the University of Dacca, and published in vol. .xvii.,

1922, of the Journal of the Asiatic Societj' of Bengal.
'Tiey are believed to be descended from the Portu-
iiese pirates who infested the Delta of the Ganges in
lie sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Thev un-
doubtedly include many converts from the local races,
liey speak nothing but Bengali, are indistinguishable
Dm Bengalis in dress and means of livelihood, and

until recently they made no claim to Portuguese
iescent. They now number about 8500, but of these,
2000, under the French Fathers, are converted natives
id have no claim to the name Firingi.

Productivity of Hill Pastures.—An inquiry-
_cmducted into the productivity of hill pastures in
ixmoor, Wales, and Northern England (" University
of Oxford Institute for Research in Agricultural
Economics : The Productivity of Hill Farming,"
by J. Prj'se Howell, Londoii, Oxford University
''ress, 1922. IS. net) has shown the value of artificial

aanuring of pasture and of more intensive cultiva-
don in increasing the production of mutton, woo),
id beef per acre. Much improvement in this

iirection is possible on the lower-lying ground, but
5t is less practicable on farms with an extensive range
lof high sheep-walks. The improvement of the latter

I
will always be difficult owing to the considerable
cost involved, but the committee of inquiry make
[certain recommendations which could well be carried
lout. Much depreciation of flocks occurs, especially
in Wales, from the practice of allowing the rams to
roam at will over the unenclo.sed sheep-walks, and
it is recommended that a more efficient system of
control of rams be instituted and enforced. The
management of the "Commons" with grazing rights

lis very unsatisfactoni', and joint action by the com-
Imoners is essential if matters are to be improved.
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Bracken, heather, and gorse are too often allowed to
grow unchecked, thus reducing the feeding value of
the land, and the systematic burning of heather and
gorse, and the eradication of bracken, would prove
most advantageous. The mortality among the Hocks
from \arious diseases is very heavy, and causes great
monetary loss, and the committee emphasise the fact
that a systematic inquiry into the diseases affecting
sheep is a matter of the most urgent importance.

Rusts in South Africa.—The great economic
importance of rusts, owing to the considerable loss
in crops that they cause, renders it essential to
determine the life historj' of as many types as possible
in order to discover the second host where unknown.
Infection experiments have shown that the common
rust on Vigna angitstifolia produces spermagonia and
fficidia on this species from October to January, and
then infects the Besem gras (Tristachva rehmani) by
means of aecidiospores (M. Pole-Evans, Union of
S. Africa, Science Bull., Nos. i and 2 of 1923). Uredo-
spores and teleutospores are produced on the second
host, the winter being pa.ssed in the latter stage, and
with the fresh growth of the Vigna in spring, infection
occurs by sporidia developed from the resting
teleutospores. This rust on sweet pea and Besem
gras is a new species of Puccinia which has not yet
been described and named. A similar life cycle has
been established for the mealie rust (Puccinia maydis),
of which the spermagonia and aecidia occur from
October to December on Oxalis coriiiculata. This
connexion was originally established by Dr. Pole-
Evans, and has now been confirmed by these infection
experiments. Other species of Oxalis tested proved
to be quite immune.

Colour Inheritance in Seeds and Flowers.—
In a paper showing the inheritance of certain brown
and red pigments in the seeds of soy bean and rice

varieties, Mr. I. Nagai (Journ. Coll. Agric, Imp.
Univ., Tokyo, vol. 8, No. i) has also made experiments
on the physiology of the pigments involved. They
are in two groups, the anthocyanins and the reddish-
brown phlobaphenes. The whole subject of the
genetic physiology of these pigments is discussed,
and the limitations in our knowledge of the relations
between genes, chromogens, and enzymes in colour
production are pointed out. In the same Journal,
Dr. S. Ikeno describes the genetics of flower colour
in Portulaca graudiflora. The condition of colour
inheritance resembles that in various other genera,
the factor C producing an orange colour, C-l-G
yellow, C + R red, v/hile magenta, which is probably
the original colour, is produced by C, R, and a blueing
factor B acting together. R and B generally show
complete linkage, but occasional crossing over pro-
duces red-rtowered plants. Reverse mutations were
also obtained, from white to magenta or red, as well

as bud mutations, which were already known. Drs.
K. Miyake and Y. Imai (ibid. vol. vi. No. 4) similarly'

analyse the flower colours of Digitalis purpurea.
The purple colour is due to the presence of two
factors C and P. When P is absent the flower is

white with red spots, while in the absence of C it

is white with yellow spots.

The Strength of the Plant Cuticle.—Botanists
have recognised the importance of this question
since the investigations conducted at the Imperial
College of Science under the direction of Prof. V. H.
Blackman have led to the conclusion that some
parasitic fungi pierce the cuticle of the uninjured
plant purely by pressure. They will therefore find
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considerable interest in the conclusion drawn by
recent writers in the Journal of the Textile Institute

as to the surprising strength of the cuticle surround-
ing a cotton hair. From different lines of investiga-

tion this result is arrived at by R. S. Willows and
his co-workers in the Research Department of Tootal,
Broadhurst Lee Co., Manchester, in their experiments
upon mercerisation (Journ. of the Text. Inst., xiii.

pp. 229-40, December 1922), and b)' H. F. Coward
and L. Spencer upon the absorption of caustic soda
solutions by cotton (Journ. of the Text. Inst., xiv.

pp. 832-45, Jan. 1923). All these investigators con-
clude that the swelling of the cotton hair in alkali may
be considerably restricted by the resistance to expan-
sion of the cuticle and give cogent grounds for this

conclusion. Such a strong cuticle upon a hair which
has largel)' matured within a closed fruit is at first

sight a surprising phenomenon. It is interesting to
note that H. J. Denham, in his study of the destruc-
tion of the cotton hair by micro-organisms (Journ.
of the Text. Inst., xiu. pp. 240-48, Dec. 1922 V inclines

to the view that some of these organisms can penetrate
the healthy cuticle. This cuticle resists cold alkalis

at high concentration and its hydrolysis by any
organism has yet to be detected ; but in view of
these studies upon its strength, the actual method
by which the uninjured cuticle is penetrated would
seem to deserve close investigation.

Impounding Water for Mosquito Control.—In
Bulletin 1098 of the U.S. Department of Agriculture,

1922, Mr. D. L. van Dine describes a method of con-
trolling the breeding of malaria mosquitoes in the
lower Mississippi Valley. In this region the bayous
or shallow streams of the delta, with their accompany-
ing vegetation, greatly facilitate the breeding of

anophelines. The topography renders drainage im-
possible, and a trial was therefore made of clearing a
section of the bayous and impounding the water so

as to convert what was practically a marsh into a
lake. The essential points in this method are the
preliminary clearing of all vegetation, the provision
of a sufficiently high permanent level of water, to

suppress the further growth of aquatic and semi-
aquatic vegetation, and the maintenance of a clean
margin. The experiment thus carried out is stated
to have given good results.

Growth of Cassava Plants.—T. G. Mason has
an interesting note in the Scientific Proceedings of
the Royal Dublin Society, vol. 17, N.S. Nos. 11-13,

pp. 105-112, December 1922, upon the growth of

some Bitter Cassava plants in St. Vincent, West
Indies, under equivalent conditions save that half
the plants were ringed through the phloem near the
base of the stem, measurements of growth being made
both before and after the operation. The experi-
mental results show that this ringing did not affect

the growth in length of the shoots for several weeks
and then only to a relatively small extent ; the
fleshy roots, on the other hand, accumulated far

less weight of reserve material upon the ringed plants.

The author scarcely appears to put the simplest
interpretation upon these experimental results when
he declines to assume that the normal channel for

the passage of this food to the root has been inter-

rupted by cutting through the phloem, but assumes
instead that the ring has blocked the passage of

some mysterious correlating agency from the dominant
apical shoot bud, and that in the absence of this

unknown factor normal transmission of organic
solutes in the xylem is impossible.

Origins of Petroleum.—In an important paper
on the marine kerogen shales from the oil-fields of
Japan (Sci. Rep. Tohoku Imp. University, Ser. 3,
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vol. I, No. 2, 1922, Maruzen Co., Tokyo), Mr. Jun-ichi
Takahashi describes a number of interesting deposits
of Miocene and Pliocene age from various islands

of the Japanese group, including a series where
radiolaria, sponge-spicules, and diatoms are associated
with what was originally sapropelic matter. The
author concludes that the karogen has arisen from
" nectons and kelps " which have " been repeatedly
buried by ash and detritus from submarine volcanoes."
He illustrates the memoir by photographs of rocks
and marine fossils, and of a remarkable series of
thin sections of the sapropelic ooze.

Cannel Coal, Lignite, and Mineral Oil in
Scotland.—The Geological Survey has published re-

cently volume xxiv. of its special Reports on the
Mineral Resources of Great Britain, which gives an
account of a number of minor occurrences of cannel
coal, lignite, and mineral oil in Scotland outside
the recognised Scottish oil-shale fields. The work
has been done by a number of members of the staff

of the Geological Survey, and the publication is

edited by Dr. W. Gibson. It is of course important
that all such occurrences should be put on record,
although, as is pointed out in the memoir itself, they
have little or no economic value ; nevertheless they
are of interest to the geologist, and the information
here gi\en may prevent waste of money and energy
in attempts to develop them.

The Warialda Meteorite of New South Wales.
—The Warialda meteorite, which is defined as a fine

variety of hexahedrite, has been described, figured,

and its analysis given by J. C. H. Mingaye (Rec.
Geol. Surv. N.S. Wales, vol. x. part i). It is identical
in crystallographic structure with the Bingera and
Barraba meteorites which were found in the same
district, and the three are probably products of the
same fall, of which it is hoped further specimens maj'
yet be discovered.

Orthopterous Insect Wing in a Selenite
Crystal.—In the Mount Elliott Copper Mine, North
Queensland, at a depth of 260 feet from the surface,
and embedded in a large crystal of selenite, enclosed
in the actual copper lode worked in that mine, there
has been found a portion of the wing of an Ortho-
pterous insect. This interesting fragment forms the
subject of a paper by Dr. R. J. Tillyard in the Records
of the Geological Survey of New South Wales, vol. x.

part 2, The crystal must have been formed by per-
colating waters long after the lode itself came into
being ; its age is, consequently, very uncertain, but
the author inclines to the view that it is late Tertiary.
The conclusion reached after a careful study of the
fossil is that it represents an archaic type belonging
to the family of long-horned grasshoppers (Tetti-

goniidae), and does not belong to any genus known
to exist in the world to-day. Accordingly it has
received the name of Aastrodictva corbouldi, n. gen.
et sp., the trivial name commemorating the manager
of the mine through whose instrumentality the
specimen was saved from destruction and forwarded
to the Survey.

New Brunswick Oil-shale and Gypsum De-
posits.—Memoir 129 of the Geological Survey of
Canada records the geolog}' of the Moncton Map-area,
which includes parts of the counties of Westmorland
and Albert lying in south-east New Brunswick.
Besides giving an account of the general geology of
the district, incidentally the geology of the Carbon-
iferous rocks for the most part, the memoir gives

some new facts relating to the oil-shale deposits.

These shales are associated with certain horizons in

the Carboniferous sequence, and an effort has been
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made to elucidate the structures accurately to enable
the extent of the resources available to be calculated.
Actual oil and gas possibilities are practically negli-

gible, but the shales at places like Albert Mines and
Rosevale are both well known and valuable, while
several other localities offer good prospects. Since
May 1921, the D'Arcy Exploration Co. (a subsidiary
of the Anglo-Persian Oil Co.) has been operating at
Rosevale, mainly on experimental lines with a special

type of retort (Wallace), and the results have so far

proved quite satisfactory. The average recovery of I

oil from a ton of shale is about 30 gallons, the specific I

gravity of the product varying from 0893 to 0903. I

This compares favourably with that obtained from the
Scotch retort on the same material, where the yield is

less and the gravity of the oil usually higher. Some
gypsum and anhydrite deposits described from the
region also form interesting and economically valuable
occurrences : these are in the Hillsborough Series of
Mississippian age and are at present being worked in

the Demoiselle and Hillsborough basins. The rela-

tionship of the gypsum to the anhydrite deposits
appears to be obscure here, as is frequently the cas^
elsewhere ; but the theoretical problems to be solved
have a direct bearing on the future working of the
deposits.

Cloud FoRM.\riON-.—The Royal Magnetical and
Meteorological Observatory of Batavia, in Verhande-
lingen, Xo. 10, gives a discussion by Dr. C. Braak on
cloud-formation, nuclei of condensation, haziness,
and dimensions of cloud-particles. The data were
determined by means of Aitken's dust counter. In
addition to the observations made in the East-Indian
Archipelago an appendix is given on observations
made in the Indian Ocean during a voyage from
Java to Europe. Observations were also made on
dry fog in the Archipelago as well as in other regions.
Individual observations are published, so that the
details can be examined. The differences between
land and sea are given, and the variations with height
above sea-level. The number of nuclei in the open
sea under humid conditions was 120 per c.cm., and
in the open sea in the dry season 1620 per c.cm. ; in

the neighbourhood of the land the mean number
was 2560. The variation with height above sea-
level shows a great decrease in the number of nuclei
with increased height. Seasonal variations are con-
sidered, dealing chieHj' with observations in Java and
Sumatra. Much of the haze experienced is attributed
to smoke from forest and prairie fires. The size of
the particles is said to have a larger influence than
their number on the density of haze, careful observa-
tions being made w-ith a microscope to test this view.
Valuable generalisations have been made on the
subject, and these will doubtless be tested by other
observers. This paper was taken as the subject for
discussion at the evening meeting at the Meteoro-
logical Office on February 5, and is referred to in
the Meteorological Magazine for February.

The Electrical Conductivity of Glass.—The
February issue of the Journal of the Franklin Institute
contains a communication from the director of the
Applied Science Section of the Nela Research
Laboratories, giving the results of the research of
Mr. L. L. Holladay on the con<luctivities of glasses
at temperatures up to 500° C. Between 20° and 75° C.
the resistance from the inside to the outside of the
glass tubes used was measured, and at higher tempera-
tures the resistance of a length of the tube. In all

the eleven glasses tested the conductivity could be
' expressed as the product of a constant into a power of

the temperature centigrade about -
J, into «, the base

of the Napierian logarithms, to the power - A.'T, where
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A is a constant and T the temperature centigrade. A
table of values of the constants for the glasses tested

is given.

Heating in Electric Conductors.—An important
research on the heating of buried cables has just

been communicated to the Institution of Electrical

Engineers bv Mr. S. W. Melsom and Mr. E. Faws.sett.

Most of the tests were made at the National Physical

Laboratory, but some were made under actual

working conditions, the cables being laid in all kinds

of soils. The rating of a cable depends on the rate at

which it can dissipate the heat generated in it by the

electric current, and hence it was necessary to calculate

what current it could carry under different working
conditions. Apparently the thermal conductivity of

the insulating material of the cables does not vary
appreciably with temperature, and thjs the solutioris

of the thermal problems which Fourier gave in his
" Theorie analytique de la chaleur," published in

1822, apply. The thermal constants of various kinds

of soil arc given, and so by the help of formulas the

maximum permissible currents in the various cases can
be readily computed. It was found that in certain

cases existing cables could carry greater currents

safely, and hence economies can be effected. The
research, which was a costly one, has taken several

years, and was carried out on behalf of the British

Electrical and Allied Research Association.

.\ Recording Saccharometer for Brewing.—
Messrs. Negretti and Zambra have constructed an
instrument known as a hydrograph or recording

saccharometer, which is compensated for tempera-
ture. It has been designed and constructed to

provide a simple and practical means of showing and
recording the specific gravity of wort flowing to the

under-back, copper, etc. It consists of a cylindrical

vessel on the lower portion of which is a J -in. pipe,

through which the wort is admitted. To prevent

eddies in the vessel, an inlet pipe leads into an annular
ring, which distributes the flow evenly round the

vessel. A cylinder and copper gauze is also provided

through w-hich the wort percolates. An outlet pipe

at the top of the external cylinder is provided, and
here again there is another annular ring over which
the wort flows, with the object of preventing eddies.

Within the inner copper gauze cylinder a hollow float

of thin nickel heavily coppered is suspended. The
hollow float is completely filled with the liquid, and is

connected with the recording instrument by means
of a chain immediately above the vessel. The chain

is connected with a grooved quadrant mounted on a

knife-edged axis. On the opposite side a weight is

provided to balance the float when it is in the liquid,

the zero adjustment being provided by an adjustable

weight. The indications of the instrument are rendered

independent of temperature from the fact that the

wort in the cylinder and in the float are at the same
temperature. The clock carrying the chart revolves

once in six hours, and the graduated portion of the

chart is marked from 1000 to 1100° specific gravity.'

and subdivided to 2° specific gravity, which on the

chart is equal to ^„th of an inch. The pen marks in

a continuous ink line on the chart, and the readings

can be made to i° specific gravity with the greatest

accuracy. In an ordinary mash tun, however, the

wort from the various taps are often running at

different temperatures and at a different specific

gravity, so that the measurements made with the

wort from one tap will not of necessity give the

average specific gra\ity of the whole wort. The
objection does not apply if the wort is draw-n off

through one spend pipe or is running from the under-

back to the copper.
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Humanism in Technical Education.^

By Sir Thomas Holland, K.C.S.I., K.C.I. E., F.R.S.

\J ERY few questions have been more discussed
* than that of education, and the reason for

it is quite obvious ; for educational methods are as
varied as the students who have to be educated,
and perfection can be reached only when a system
is designed to meet the special circumstances of each
individual. Some plants want pruning, others require
fertilising, to produce their best results. One peda-
gogue thinks discipline should be the cure for all

students' evils ; others preach the importance of
maldng the w-ork attractive. The clash of ideals is

heard most in our technical schools. One authority
wants full-scale machinery', another says that the
college workshop is merely a misleading caricature of

a commercial factory. We are told that the student
of science and technology can never become an
educated man without a dose, and a fairly large dose,
too, of the so-called " humanities "

; he must always
be narrow othenvise, if not absolutely lopsided, and
can never be prepared in an institute of science and
technology efficiently to undertake the full duties
of citizenship.

In a community of science workers discordant
notes are similarly heard. One presses for pure
science as the main requirement of the practical
technologist ; another urges training in purely techni-
cal methods. The practical man thinks he has used
a very hard word indeed when he calls the science
student a theoretical idealist, a dreamer. The
student of science pretends to despise the practical
man as a mere i^le-o'-thumb worker, often, however,
because he fails to grasp the principles which underlie,
and the long process of expensive research that has
evolved, the so-called rule-o'-thumb. The doctrinaire
student of science very often is, as some one has
said of the early riser, conceited all the morning
and stupid for the rest of the day.

It is, however, impossible to lay stress on any one
truth without apparently being unfair to some
other truth. Somewhere between these extremes
the maximum of truth is to be found. It is too often
so that where science is taught, the student is crammed
with the facts instead of trained in the methods.
The product of the science class is sometimes handi-
capped by what Prof. Huxley, the greatest of my
predecessors at South Kensington, called " pre-
cocious mental debauchery "—the result of too many
bouts of book-gluttony and lesson-bibbing.

I do not intend this evening to follow up any of
these apparently divergent doctrines. We have
learnt now, if we never appreciated it fullv before,
that a country cannot defend itself in war, or fight
the relentless battles of peace, without science and
technology. But the technologist will not remain
only an expert in the workshop. He has duties as
a citizen and must face relations, and competitive
relations too, with other human beings, with most
of whom he is xmable to communicate in technical
terms alone—the technical terms that he learns in
the class-room. To be appreciated, he must under-
stand and be understood by others : he wants the
" humanities."
Now what is meant by the " humanities "

? A
dictionary' will tell you that classical learning is

intended by the same word that we also use for a
study of the dispositions and sympathies of man.
Sure enough, the study of classical literature once
had this meaning. Late in the middle ages the

' From an address delivered at the Sir John Cass Technical Institute on
January 31.

study of the classics revealed to the world the long-
buried wisdom, especially of fhe Greeks—their art,

their religion, and, more important, their science.

That discovery gave rise to the great movement
which we speak of generally as the Renaissance

—

the revolt of intellect from previous feudalism and
theological bondage—resulting not only in the revival
of literature, art, and that religious freedom which
is generally known as the Reformation, but in the
development also of scientific curiosity, what, to
avoid the secondary meaning of curiosity, we now
call research. It gave us the Copernican for the
Ptolemaic reading of the solar system ; it gave
us also in practical form the mariner's compass
and, with the exploratory spirit which accompanied
it, the discovery of the Americas, of South Africa,

India, and the Far East ; it gave us the invention
"of gunpowder and that of paper and printing, which
facilitated the distribution of the new learning to
a wide world.
How many of these developments, which succeeded

one another with the speed of a revolution, were due
to independent origin and from other sources, and
how many were quickened by the rediscovery of
buried philosophies, we need not stop to inquire

;

but it is obvious that what would otherwise have
been but slow combustion developed, because of
this discovery, at the speed of an explosion. That
discovery was specially the discovery of humanism
in Greek literature. Greek literature acted on
medieval scholasticism like nitric acid on a com-
bustible cellulose ; cotton was converted into gun-
cotton.
The lesson to be learnt from the Renaissance is

strengthened by a consideration of what happened
afterwards to classical studies. With the passage of
time, classical learning like an organism went through
a period of vigorous j-outh, vitalising the world with
new energy and new ideas, until it reached the stage
of adolescence, and, with it. specialisation.

That is the life-history of every organism. With
specialisation the study of the classics became
narrowed to its linguistic, grammatical, and purely
rhetorical aspects : its main object became obscured
and stricken with a formalism and a pedantry that
has given us false ideas, and the narrow spirit of

a mutually admiring coterie, that wrote Latin and
Greek verses to one another and to no one else. It

has engendered a wild form of pedantry that regarded
a false conconl or a false quantity in Greek, not at
all as we should regard a similar mistake in French,
but as a shock to the higher order of things, which
deserved scorn and reprobation when committed
by a man, cruel punishment when committed by a
boy."

These are not the words of a prejudiced and jealous
scientific man, but the judgment of a distinguished
classical scholar, the present Vice-Chancellor of

Oxford. Reviewing the situation in this way before
the Congress of Universities in 1921, Dr. Farnell
pleaded for the revival of humanism in classical

studies, and I wish similarly to direct attention to
the importance of humanism in science and tech-
nology, for w^e also are exposed to the very same
danger that Dr. Farnell says has now nearly strangled
classical scholarship in our public schools and younger
universities. We can thus learn something from the
classics ; we can profit by their mistakes, knowing
that it is never so easy to recognise our own as the
mistakes of others.
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During the middle two quarters of the nineteenth

century, science went through what we might call

its Renaissance period. In its philosophical aspects,

it was a revolt in part against a widespread mis-

interpretation of theology, and, in educational

policy, it was a revolt against the dominance of what
we regard as a perverted and senile form of the

classical humanities. We do not object to the

humanities, but to that devitalised residue of the

humanities that is without humanism.
I am not now going to discuss the relative merits of

science and classics as educational media, but I

want to bring home to you the danger of defeating

the very end of science itself. Scientific men are

also liable to succumb to that form of pedantry which
in classics exchanged humanism for grammar and
rhetoric, and that homologue of pedantry in most
religions which tends to kill doctrine by ritual. Do
not let us claim that science can give mental training

as good, when really we mean as bad, as that afforded

by classics. You may remember what Huxley said

of Peter Bell, whose dead soul, according to Words-
worth, saw nothing in Nature :

" A primrose by the river's brim,

A yellow primrose was to him.
And it was nothing more."

Huxley asked if Peter Bell's apathy would have been
roused one whit by the information that the primrose

is a dicotyledonous exogen, with a monopetalous
corolla and central placentation. This additional

information would have added no more to the human-
ising influence of the primrose on Peter Bell than
any form of exegetical analysis of a Greek text in

exchange for Greek philosophy and Greek art.

Let us take an illustration from one of the depart-

ments of this Institute—that of metallurgy. The
syllabus of this subject refers to " Bessemer and open-
hearth plant and processes." A fair summary of

what I, as a junior student, had to learn under this

head would be as follows :
" The original Bessemer

process, as conducted in a ganister (silicious) lined

converter, does not effect the elimination of phos-
phorus from the pig-iron ; but by using a basic

(dolomitic) lined converter, Thomas and Gilchrist

found it possible to eliminate the deleterious element
that affects the quality of the resultant steel, so

it is now possible to u.se a phosphoric pig-iron for

Steel making." Later, coming under the influence

of a professor with a wider outlook of the world, I

leamt that this so-called basic process changed the
whole of our international relationships. It opened
up the enormous phosphoric ores of Germany,
Belgium, and America. It resulted, therefore, in a
challenge to British supremacj- in the steel business.

Just think of what that meant to railway develop-
ment, shipbuilding, machinery-, and dozens of de-

pendent industries ! Obviously, realisation of this,

to me, quite unforeseen meaning in a purely technical

fact opened up a new world of human interest.

Who was Thomas and who was Gilchrist ? Those
were the first questions that occurred to one.

Thomas, I found, was a magistrate's clerk who
attended evening science classes at the Birkbeck, a
college having an object similar to that of the Sir

John Cass Institute, and named for the same good
reason after its founder. Gilchrist was his cousin,

and he pro\-ed to be much more interesting to nie,

for he was an old School of Mines student and a
Murchison medallist.

Thomas and Gilchrist made, by their invention,

a greater impression on the history of civilisation

than any two Prime Ministers we have ever had, a
greater influence than the sum-total of that exercised
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by one devoted to optimistic militancy and his

counter-irritant, the apostle of tranquiUity. Thomas
had what the great Mr. Gladstone described, in

reviewing his memoirs, as "an enthusiasm of

humanity." I am ready to assert that a review on
these lines of the way in which the baisic process of

steel-smelting has affected historj', especially when
so touched with the human relations of the two men
to whom it is due, is all that is neces-sary for the

student. He will soon satisfy his own curiosity

about technical details ; he will soon be studying

the question himself in the library and the workshop.
This stirring of that form of curiosity that Dr.

Johnson called " the thirst of the soul " and " the

characteristics of a vigorous intellect " will give

human, living interest to a student's work. The
teacher's task is three parts done and faithfully

fulfilled when he has inspired the student sufficiently

to impel him to find out the rest for himself. Nothing
appeals to a man like humanity.

In a thoughtful paper read before the Congress of

Empire Universities in 1921, Prof. Cecil Desch
advocated the adoption of the historical method
in science teaching. But history consists of innumer-
able biographies. As Emerson said, " There is pro-

perly no history, only biography." History, divorced
from biography, can be as dull and deadening as

either Greek grammar or descriptive technology.

The educational balance is not secured by requiring

students to attend a formal course of classics or

history as well as of science. That would be merely
to double the offence. A physician does not apply
a counter-irritant if he can get at the seat of the

disease. It is not separate courses of history and
science—a mechanical mixture—that are wanted,
but the history of science itself, that is, a chemical
compound. Giving two separate doses of two un-
related subjects to act as mutual correctives is equiva-
lent to giving a man a metallic sodium pUl with a
sniff of chlorine gas, when what he wants is merely
a pinch of common salt.

But for the power unwisely given to examiners
to make or mar a student's career, I would like to

try the experiment of covering a syllabus of, say,

metallurgy or chemistry by lectures on biography
alone. I believe students could be trusted to fiil

in the historical frame-work on their own account, and
to find out for themselves all that is required in the
way of technical details. They shall succeed, of

course, in varying degrees just as they do now ; but
whether they succeed partially or wholly, all shall be
better men for having made an effort inspired by a
natural and healthy curiosity ; they shall have had
the very training which lays a sure foundation for

what the scientific man calls research ; and what
the scientific man calls a training for research is the
very kind of training which qualifies a man to face

the problems of after life, when every difficulty that
the student has to face after he has left the institute

shall have no apparent resemblance to any question
previously treated, either in the lecture-room or the
laboratory. Every problem that the student meets
with aftenvards shall be a piece of new research to
him.

Sir Richard Gregory, in his address to the British

Association last year, defined education as the
" deliberate adjustment of a growing human being
to its environment ; and the scope and character of

the subjects of instruction should be determined by
this biological principle." I agree, and as the techni-

cal student's environment will be human beings,

with little or no familiarity with his own pet technical
terminology, he wants to go into the world with a
full appreciation of the human cispects and importance
of his special subject.
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The Flora of an Indian Island.^

A S a preliminary to the faunistic study of Barkuda,
-'*- one of several islands in the Chilka Lake,
Dr. N. Annandale has investigated its climate,

physical structure, palaeontology, and vegetation.

The lake is a maritime one in the extreme north-east

of Ganjam, and is connected with the Bay of Bengal.

The island, some three hundred acres in extent,

though isolated for terrestrial animals, is within
the range of insects of feeble flight and that of

dispersal for many seeds. The climate is that of

the coasts of the Circars to the south and Orissa to

the north. The physical structure is simple and the
geological formation uniform ; the rocks are the
quartz schists of the Ganjam .Malias. The changes
in the shore water-level, though of faunistic import-
ance, scarcely affect the vegetation. The rocks

contain no fossils, but sub-fossil molluscan shells

abound in the soil of the island and the sand of its

shores. These shells indicate that the island, as

such, is recent ; the age of the rocks has no bearing
on its existing biological features.

Though the vegetation is restricted, several types
occupy different areas. Much of the surface has been
colonised primarily by species of Ficus, mainly
F. bengalensis, with an undergrowth of Glycosmis
and a partial thatch of woody climbers. This is

gradually replaced by other species of Ficus accom-
panied by trees like Melia Azadirachta and Strychnos
Nux-Vomica, while the undergrowth is reinforced

by Capparis and Zizyphus. The foreshore vegetation

is scanty. Where the coast is rocky the species

present, though fewer than on sandy or gravelly

sections, are arboreal and therefore more conspicuous.

Behind the foreshore comes a Pongamia belt, broken
m places by intruding Crataeva and Melia. Within
this zone, besides surviving Ficus groves with
Glycosmis undergrowth, are areas where the latter

is replaced by Weihea ceylanica, the former by
Crataeva, Odina, and Albizzia. Stony areas have
a scanty plant-covering ; the rock-flora of the interior

includes masses of two arboreal Euphorbias, E.

' Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol. 7, No. 4. " Introduction

to the Study of the Fauna of an Island in the Chilka Lake," by Dr. N.

Annandale.

antiquorum and E. neriifolia. The commonest tree

on the island is Melia Azadirachta
;

perhaps the
most abundant herb indigenous there is Oldenlandia
Hevnei.
Dr. Annandale's ecological sketch is supplemented

by a plant-list prepared from his specimens by two
members of the Botanical Survey staff. This
important adjunct to the paper is somewhat marred
bv typographical errors, and shows want of uniformity
in citation. Messrs. Narayanaswami and Carter
have not supplied an analysis of the vegetation
from the point of view of plant-distribution to
correspond with Dr. .Annandale's discussion of the
subject from the point of view of plant-association.

Their carefully prepared list provides all the material
required for the purpose, but they have made it

more troublesome for those desiring to ascertain the
facts by adopting a taxonomic system which, what-
ever its academic merits, has the inconvenience of
differing from that used in the " Flora of British

India."
The affinities of the Barkuda flora are South

Indian. The list enumerates 139 plant-forms, of
which two may be new while five remain undetermined.
The remaining 132 include twenty-one, nearly 16 per
cent., not reported from Orissa north of the lake,

and seventeen, nearly 13 per cent., never found
north of the Dckhan. One species, Riccia crispatula,

has hitherto only been known from Ceylon ; two,
Selaginella tenera and Weihea ceylanica, have only
been reported from Ceylon and from India south
of the Dekhan. Thirty-five, more than 32 per cent.,

of the Barkuda species reported from North-eastern
India, arc themselves indicative of South Indian
affinity. Seven are littoral plants that are North-
eastern Indian only, because they occur on the
Orissa coast and in the Sundribuns. The remaining
twenty-eight include ten reported only from Orissa,

which is a northward continuation of the Circars,

and eleven reported only from Chutia Nagpur,
which forms a north-eastern extension of the Dekhan,
while the remaining seven have been met with both
in Orissa and Chutia Nagpur but not in the Gangetic
Plain.

The Sed Festival of Ancient Egypt.

AT a meeting of the Royal Anthropological
Institute held on February 20, Mr. P. E.

Newberry presented a paper on " The Sed Festival

of Ancient Egypt." This was perhaps the most
ancient of all the many Eg\'ptian festivals : it was
certainly the most important. There are representa-

tions of it on monuments from the beginning of the

1st Dynasty down to Ptolemaic times.

Various interpretations of the festival have been

given, but none of them are entirely .satisfactory.

According to the Greek version of the Rosetta Stone,

it was a festival marlcing a period of 30 years, but
there are records of it being celebrated in the 2nd,

15th, 22nd, and 25th years of different kings' reigns.

It appears to have been a repetition of the festivals

of a coronation and its celebration seems to have
procured for the king a new lease of life. It cer-

tainly had .something to do with the king's assump-
tion of responsibility for the protection of Egypt. It

should be especially noted that the king's daughters

take a prominent part in the festival. On the mace
head of Narmer-Menes is the earliest representation

of it : here there is a princess seated in a palanquin
and behind her are three men in the act of running :
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this scene is also found in the Sed festivals of Neusere
(Vth Dyn.), of Amenhotep III. (XVIIIth Dyn.),
and of Osorkon (XXIInd Dyn.), although in the
later examples young princesses standing replace

the figure in the palanquin. This ceremony is prob-
ably the most primitive one of the Sed festival and
represents, Mr. Newberry believes, a race, and a
race for no less a prize than the Kingdom. Frazer
in his " Lectures on the Early History of Kingship

"

(p. 260 sq.) notes that .something, apparently the
right to the hand of the princess and to the throne,

has been determined by a race, and he quotes in-

stances from classical and other sources. " Such a
custom," he saj's, " appears to have prevailed among
various peoples, though in practice it has degenerated
into a mere form or pretence."
Although it is often assumed that the kingship

was hereditary, in the male line—that the son regu-

larly succeeded his father on the throne—it is certain

that in Egypt the king claimed his right to the
kingship, not because he was the son of his pre-

decessor on the throne, but because he married the
hereditary princess who might be the widow or
daughter of his predecessor. It is obvious, there-
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fore, that the marriage ceremony must have been a
very important one in anrient Egypt. Egyptian
women marr^' early in life, sometimes at lo or ii,

oftener at from 12 to 14 years of age. No doubt
the same custom prevailed in ancient times. At
13, or even earlier, a girl may be a mother, and from
40 to 45 she becomes incapable of bearing children.
When she becomes incapable of bearing children
the husband often takes a new wife : this may perhaps
explain why the Sed festival was called the 30 years'
festival : for if a girl is married, say at 12, she ceases
to be able to bear children at 42, just 30 years after
her marriage, and her husband takes another wife.

If the hereditary princess predeceased her husband,
then it must have been necessary for the king to
marry again so as to retain the kingship ; this would
explain the fact that the Sed festival was sometimes
celebrated in years earlier than the 30th year of a
king's reign. It also explains why a king sometimes
married his own eldest daughter. If the hereditary
princess .survived her husband, then i\Lr. Newberry's
theory explains why she is sometimes married to
her husband's successor. This theory would also
give a reason for it being a kind of repetition of the
king's coronation and for its procuring for the king
a new lease of power.
There is yet another fact \\ hich suggests the theory

that the Sed festival was a marriage festival. It

was celebrated in a booth or tent (called Sed) raised
high above the ground ; and with Semitic peoples the
tent plays a very important part in marriage cere-
monial, as Robertson Smith notes in his " Kinship
and Marriage," p. 198 If.

Chemistry in Industry.'

VTATUR.XL science — and in this connexion
-'^ chemistry must be given a position of great
prominence—is by far the most important dynamic
factor in human progress. Notwithstanding its

liability to abuse, its discoveries have, on the balance,
made enormously for the greater good and greater
happiness of the human race.

The direct utilisation by the State of the services
of the professional chemist is a matter not only of
immediate concern to chemists themselves, but also
of high importance to the community at large, and
it is one of the functions of the Institute of Chemistry
to ensure that the relations between the appointing
authorities and those who hold official chemical posi-
tions are of a satisfactory character. Unfortunately,
some public bodies do not appear to be aware of the
lengthy and expensive nature of the chemist's training
or of the difficulties and responsibilities connected with
his work, and consequently the advertised conditions of
some public posts are not commensurate with the
importance of the services demanded. There is a
tendency on the part of local authorities to utilise

the services of unqualified or imperfectly trained
persons for carrying out what are regarded as simple
routine proces-ses, a practice against which the council
of the Institute has protested vigorously on the ground
that it constitutes a serious danger to the community
and involves a waste of public money.
The disinterested zeal of the scientific worker is

without parallel in the whole world, but it is not
wise for any country to presume too much on this
disinterestedness. Science is one of the greatest and
freest of all givers, but it has a right to demand that
recognition in the councils of the nation to which
it is entitled. The indirect effect of proper State
treatment is very great and the rulers of Germany
know this well. A leading German industrial chemist

' From an address (lelivereti to the Institute of Chemistry at the annual
general meeting on March i, by Mr. K, Chaston Chapman, F.R.S.
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said recently that notwithstanding Germany's position
of virtual bankruptcy, the State, at the instigation
of the commercial committee of the Reichstag, had
come to the help of the great chemical and phvsical
societies, particularly to that of the Kaiser Wi'lhelm
Institute, and if the State could not continue financial
aid, the German people themselves must give their last
mark to maintain science.

Although the supply of qualified chemists exceeds,
for the moment, the demand, there is no cause for.
serious alarm. The profession attracted a larger
number of young men during the last four years
than in any previous corresponding period. Notwith-
standing the increased output from the colleges and
the intense industrial and commercial depression, the
new members of the profession are being steadily
absorbed. This absorption may be taken as a definite
indication that chemistry is more highly valued by
the manufacturer than formerly, and that the leaders
of industry and commerce are turning more and more
to science to assist them in the solution of their
various problems.

An Intestinal Parasite of Man.
\\7E understand that Sir Ronald Ross is engaged at

the Ministry of Pensions in the investigation of
Giardi intcstinalis, often known as Lamblia intestinalis,
which, of the three or four common flagellates inhabit-
ing the intestine of man, has the greatest claim to
pathogenicity. Moreover, it differs from the others
in being an inhabitant of the duodenum and upper
part of the small intestine instead of the large intestine.
It is probably the first parasitic protozoan to have
been observed, for, as Dobell has pointed out, the
famous Dutch observer Leeuwenhoek saw it in his
own stools so long ago as 1681 . From that time down
to the present day there has been much controversy
as to the significance of its presence in the human
intestine. Some regard it as a definitelv harmful
organism, while others believe that it does not damage
its host in any way.
The frequent occurrence of the flagellate in enor-

mous numbers in certain cases of mucous enteritis
seems to suggest that it may sometimes be patho-
genic, though, like parasitic amoebae and bacteria
which are known factors in disease, it often occurs
in perfectly healthy individuals, who are to be
regarded as carriers. American workers have
brought forward evidence that Giardia iutestinalis
may invade the bile duct and gall bladder and cause
irritation in these organs. Flagellates belonging to
the same genus occur in domestic animals, such as
dogs, cats, rats, and mice, but it appears that these
are distinct from the human form, though Cirassi and
others believed that human beings became infected by
ingesting the encysted forms of the flagellate which
escape in large numbers in the dejecta of these
animals. Careful experiments have, however, shown
that it is not possible to infect animals with the human
parasite, and slight morphological differences point
to the existence of a number of distinct species.

Reproduction of the flagellate is by a complicated
process of binary fission. The organism also becomes
encysted in ovoid cysts within which division into
two takes place. These cysts are found in the dejecta,
and are responsible for the spread of infection. It is

only during periods of diarrhoea that the free-
swimming flagellates occur in the stool, so that
infection of human beings is generally recognised by
the discovery of the cysts. There is no known method
of ridding a human being of infection, and if it is

correct that the flagellate may sometimes damage its
host, the outlook for these unfortunate individuals
is not a bright one.
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University and Educational Intelligence.

Belfast.—At the recent meeting of the Senate of the
Queen's University, it was announced that the bequest
of 57,000/. from the late Henry Musgrave, a well-known
benefactor of the University, had been paid. Of this

sum 30,000/. is left to the absolute control of the
Senate, to be used and applied for such purpose as
the Senate shall consider necessary. Mr. Musgrave
directed that 7000/. be invested, and the income
applied towards paying an additional reader in

connexion with the chair of physics. The sum of
20,000/. is to be invested, and the income applied in

perpetuity for the promotion and encouragement of
research in pathology, physiology, physics, biology,

and chemistry. The income is to be applied in

founding and maintaining studentships for promoting
research in these subjects. Each studentship shall

be held for one year, but if the electors are satisfied

with the work of the student he may be elected for

a second year but no longer. If at any time there
shall not be any suitable candidate, or if in any year
there be a surplus, such surplus shall form a fund out
of which special grants may be made to graduates of
the University engaged in research. The Senate has
agreed that the annual value of the studentships shall

be 200/., and has appointed Prof. Ashworth, Prof.
Lorraine Smith, Sir Joseph Larmor, and Prof. Collie,

together with Prof. Symmers, Prof. Milroy, Prof.
Morton, Prof. Small, and Prof. Stewart, to be the
electors of the above studentships.

Mr. R. C. Johnson, Balliol College, Oxford, has
been appointed lecturer in physics in succession to
Dr. Gray, who resigned his appointment in December

;

Mr. S. P. Mercer, head of the Seed Testing Depart-
ment of the Government of Northern Ireland, has
been appointed lecturer in agricultural botany and
plant diseases.

Bristol.—The I-ong Fox lecture will be delivered
by Prof. F. Francis on Tuesday, March 27, at 5 o'clock.

The subject will be " The Relation between Chemistry
and Medicine."
The Coombe Memorial Scholarship, of the annual

value of 60/. and tenable in the faculty of engineer-
ing of the University of Bristol, will be offered
for competition for the first time this year. The
scholarship has been established by the Engineer-
ing and the National Employers' Federations (West
of England Association) as a memorial to a former
president, and will be open to candidates who
habitually reside within the area of the Association,
which includes the counties of Gloucester, Somerset,
Wilts, Devon, and Cornwall, as well as the city of
Worcester and the towns of Hanley Castle, Malvern,
Malvern Wells, Pershore, and Newport, Mon. The
examination will be held at the Merchant Venturers'
Technical College on Wednesday, July 4 next, and
applications must be sent to Mr. A. Storey, director
of the Association, not later than July i.

Cambridge.—The Adams prize for an essay on
" The Theory of the Tides " has been awarded to
Mr. J. Proudman, Trinity College, director of the
Liverpool University Tidal Institute. The essay
submitted by Mr. H, Jeffreys, St. John's College, is

highly commended.
Prof. H. A. Lorentz, of Haarlem University, will on

May 15 deliver the Rede lecture on " Maxwell's
Electromagnetic Theorv."
On the conclusion of the last of the courses for

naval officers held in the University since the termina-
tion of the war, the First Lord of the Admiraltv has
written to express the thanks of the Board of the
Admiralty for the great service which the University
has rendered the Navy. He expresses the hope that
in some shape or other the intimate association

between the two may still be kept alive for the
mutual benefit of both,

Mr. M. B. R. Swann, University demonstrator in
pathology, has been elected fellow and lecturer at
Gonville and Caius College.

Edinburgh.—On Thursday, March i, the Right
Hon. David Lloyd George daJivered his address as
Lord Rector to the students.

Mr. Lloyd George was afterwards entertained at
lunch in the Union, and in replying to the toast of
his health referred to the fact that seven of his
colleagues in the late Government were graduates of
Edinburgh. He dealt in an impressive manner with the
relation of the universities to the War. He confessed
that although he had known the part played by the
universities in building up national efficiency, he
never realised till the days of war what a national
asset a great university was. He doubted very much
whether the rich men of this country quite realised
at the present moment what a national reserve a
university is. After referring to the new kind of
warfare developed by an enemy which was the most
highly trained intellectual machine probably in the
world, Mr. Lloyd George said the moment came when
we called upon our universities, and they came to
our rescue and poured out their trained minds—in
the War Office, at the Admiralty, at the Ministry of
Munitions—bringing the whole resources of their
scientific knowledge, and, what was still more,
knowing where to place their hands on people who
had the training to enable them to take up the
problems. He continued

—
" I don't know, I tell you

now, what would have happened to us if we had not
had the universities to fall back on in those dark
days. I will tell you more. In the end our university
brains beat theirs. War, you may say, is not what
universities are for. I agree, but war is the great
test of the nerve of a nation, of the muscle of a nation,
of the heart of a nation. It tests every faculty of
the human mind as well as the human body, and' the
test came ; and in every particular, on land and sea,

where scientific knowledge was required, where
trained ingenuity was needed, we defeated the foe.

That was due to the universities. Therefore I regard
universities not merely as the great training-ground
... I regard them as the fourth arm of defence for

the security of this land."
Mr. Lloyd George warmly eulogised the services

rendered by Principal Sir Alfred Ewing at the
Intelligence Department, and stated that the work
he did there gave information which ultimately
brought America into the war.

Leeds.—The Honorary Degree of Doctor of Laws
was conferred upon Major the Right Hon. Edward
Frederick Lindley Wood, president of the Board of
Education, on March 5. Prof. Barbier, in presenting
Mr. Wood, said :

" The University desires to do
honour to one who, the scion of a Yorkshire family of
high distinction, is himself ' commended for the gifts

that come from learning." Mr. Edward Wood has
won the respect of his fellow countrymen by the grave
sincerity of his judgment. He holds an office of

onerous responsibility in our public education. And
by his unselfish generosity he has given to the transfer
of an historic mansion the grace of a great benefaction
to the city of Leeds."

London.—Applications are invited by the senate
for the Ramsay Memorial chair of chemical engineer-
ing tenable at L^niversity College. Particulars are
obtainable from the Academic Registrar, University of

London, South Kensington, S.W.7.

Sheffield.—At the meeting of the Council on
March 9 the following appointments were made : Mr.
G. Grant Allan, to be assistant bacteriologist ; and Mr.
H. P. Lewis, to be assistant lecturer in mining geology.
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Societies and Academies.

London.

Royal Society, March 8.—A. B. Wood, H. E.

Browne, and C. Cochrane : Determination of velocity

of explosion-waves in sea-water ; variation of velocity

with temperature. An accurate determination of

the velocity of explosion-waves in the sea gives ;

(a) V' = 4953-5 (l i) ft. /sec, at 16-95 (ioi)" C.

and salinity 35 per cent.

(6) V = 4836 (+2) ft. /sec, at 60 ( + o-i)° C. and
salinity 35-1 per cent.

(c) ¥ = 4847 (±1-5) ft./sec, at 70 ( + o-i)° C. and
salinity 35-2 per cent.

In the new technique developed, it is unnecessary
to know the exact position of charge relative to
receivers. The results lead to a mean value of

lo-g ft./sec. per ° C. as the tcmperature-cocfhcient
of velocity in the range 6° C. to 1

7" C. The following

expression represents the velocity at any temperature
f C. within this range, and at any salinity S (parts

per thousand)

;

V = 4627-i- I3-7/-OI2/2 + 3-735.

The salinity-coefficient is approximately 3 to 4 ft./sec.

per I per cent, increase of salinity, the theoretical

value being 3-73 ft./sec. per i per cent. No change
was detected for charges varying in weiglit from
9 oz. to 300 lb. of explosive and no variation with
depth. The coefficient of adiabatic compressibility
of sea-water at 16-95° C. and 35 per cent, is

0^= 42-744 (±0-02) X lo''. Combining this with
Ekman's value of Qs, the ratio of the specific heats
of sea-water under these conditions of temperature
and salinity is 7= 10094 + 00005, in good agreement
with 1-0090, deduced from thermo-dynamic data.

—

P. M. S. Blackett : The study of forked alpha-ray
tracks. Forked alpha-ray tracks obtained by the
Wilson condensation method were studied. The
lengths of the tracks of the recoil atoms yield

information concerning the relative ionisation due
to different kinds of ionising particles, and of the
average charge carried by them. Mesisurements of

the angles between different parts of the tracks gave
the masses of the recoil atoms in three particularly

favourable cases.—A. Egerton : On the vapour
pressure of lead.—I. The vapour pressure is measured
by effusion of vapour at low pressure through a hole

'of measured area. Temperature is maintained
constant by a selenium cell relay arrangement
within 1/3° C. for many hours at about 800° C.

Pressures were measured to 10'' mm. The vapour
pressure of ordinary lead between 1200-600° absolute
is expressed by the equation log />= 7-908 -9932/T.
The latent heat of vaporisation of lead (X^) is

47,000 i 1000 cal. The chemical constant of lead is

I-84-J-0-2, agreeing well with the theoretical value
(I-853) obtained from the relation 3/2 log M-Ct, = C.

The vapour pressures of lead and the uranium-lead
isotope appear to differ by 2 per cent., but the result

is rendered uncertain by an unexplained lowering
of vapour press\ire which lead undergoes on pro-
longed heating in vacuo.—A. C. Egerton and W. B.
Lee: (i) Some density determinations. The Archi-
medes method of determining densities is rendered
more accurate by utilising certain mobile and heavy
organic liquids which avoid air bubbles and damping
difficulties, and incrcas"? the weight of liquid displaced.

Ethylene dibromide and carbon tetrachloride were
employed with accuracy. A satisfactory sample of

metal for density determination is prepared by filter-

ing, casting, and heating in vacuo. The density of

lead is 11-3437 at 20° C. The probable error of the
' nine determinations on three different samples is
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I part in 100,000. The maximum departure from
the mean value for any single determination is less

than I part in 12,000. A sample of uranium-lead
would have an atomic weight of 206-26 from the

density obtained. (2) Separation of isotopes of zinc.

Two sets of distillations of pure zinc have been
carried out in high vacuum, under conditions to

obtain a slightly ditferent concentration of the isotopes

in the final residue of the final distillate. The samples
are cast in vacuo and seeded with a particular kind

of zinc. The first distillations gave a residue of

slightly increased density, but the distillate possessed

the same density as the original zinc. The second
distillations gave a residue of increased density

(about I part in 3700) and a distillate of decreased

density (about i part in 3000). Determinations on
seven samples of ordinary zinc give the density of zinc

(prepared in the described way) as 7-1400 (the

probable error being less than I part in 100,000).

Flaws, allotropes, different physical conditions, and
impurities are improbable. The amount of the
separation agrees with Dempster's observations of

isotopes of weights extending over six units (namely,

64-70), but is not so great as might be found for

equal parts of 64 and of atoms of weights 66, 68,

and 70.—E. Hatschek and P. C. L. Thorne : Metal
sols in non-dissociating liquids. I.—Nickel in toluene

and benzene. Very stable sols of nickel in a medium
free from ions can be produced by decomposing
nickel carbonyl dissolved in mixtures of toluene and
benzene, containing a small amount of rubber, at
100° C. In the electric field the particles of disperse

phase move to, and deposit on, both electrodes.

Electrophoresis in fields of different strengths, all

other factors being equal, shows that the amounts
deposited are proportional to the first, or a lower,

power of the potential gradient. Therefore positively

and negatively charged particles are originally

present in the sol. The sol resembles typical pro-

tected aqueous sols, inasmuch as it is coagulated

by liquids which are not solvents for the protective

colloid, i.e. rubber. The coagulum is only very
imperfectly peptised again by rubber solvents, such

as toluene or benzene.—H. Hirata : Constitution of

the X-ray spectra belonging to the I- series of the

elements.

Zoological Society, February 6.—Sir S. F. Harmer,
vice-president, in the chair.-— Oldfield Thomas:
(1) A new rock-kangaroo, Petrogale godmaiii, sp. n.

It is like P. assimitis, but with a whitish tail, broader
nasals, and larger secator. Its habitat is Black
Mountain, near Cooktown, N. Queensland. (2) Skull

of a pygmy fruit-bat from Sumatra. The generic

name ^thalops is jiroposed.—C. A. .\dair Dighton :

Coat-colour in greyhounds.—E. G. Boulenger : The
experiments of Dr. Kammerer and others upon
amphibians and insects.—E. Leonard Gill : The
Permian fishes of the genus Acentrophorus.—Charles

F. Sonntag : On the vagus and sympathetic nerves

of the terrestrial carnivora.—E. P. Allis : The
pdstorbital articulation of the palato-quadrate with

the neurocranium in the Ccelacanthida;.—G. S.

Giglioli : On the linguatulid arachnid, RaiUietieUa

furcocerca (Dicsing, 1835), Sambon, 1922.—Mrs. Rita
Markbreiter : Some ^iicrofilaria found in the blood

of birds dying in the Zoological Gardens, 1920-1922.

February 20,—Dr. A. Smith Woodward, vice-

president, in the chair.—D. Seth-Smith: Sexual dis-

play of the Magnificent Bird-of-Paradise {Diphyllodes

magnifica hunsteini).—Einar Lbnnberg : Kcmarks'on
some palearctic bears.— E. VV. Shann : The embrj'onic

development of the porbeagle-shark, Lamna cornubica.

—Robert Gurney : Some notes on Leander longirostris,

M.-Edwards, and other British prawns.
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Faraday Society, February 19,—Sir Robert Robert-
son, president, in the chair.—A. W. Porter and J. J.
Hedges : The law of distiibution of particles in

colloidal suspensions with special reference to Perrin's

investigations. Pt. ii. The behaviour of particles

specifically lighter than the medium has been ex-

amined in regard to distribution with height, using
for the purpose emulsions of paraffin in water. The
change of concentration occurs only at the bottom
of the containing vessel. There is an increase of

concentration with height reckoned from the bottom.
A type of curve is suggested which fits closely the
experimental results.—D. B. Macleod : On a relation

between surface tension and density. The empirical
relation 7/(ft-p,,)* = C, where -y is the surface tension

at any temperature, /), and p„ the densities of the
liquid and the vapour at the same temperature and
C is a constant for each liquid, fits the experimental
figures with remarkable accuracy for temperatures
ranging from the melting-point to the critical tempera-
ture.—D. B. Macleod : (i) On a relation between
the viscosity of a liquid and its coefficient of expansion.
If x^ be the volume of the free space in i c.cm. of

a liquid at 0° C. and \- x„ the volume occupied by
the molecules, it is assumed that at a temperature
i° C. the volume of the free space is ^„ -f a< + fii^ + 7<'

—the volume of the molecules remaining constant.
The viscosity of liquids is expressed as a function

of the free space, thus i;;4Ar* = C. For normal liquids

A is nearly unity. For associated liquids it has a
higher value. The values obtained for the free space
for various liquids at their boiling-points are practically

constant and of the order required by Van der Waal's
theory. An expression is given for the viscosity

of liquids at different temperatures and pressures.

(2) On the viscosity of hquid mixtures showing
maxima. The viscosity of liquid mixtures is a function
of the free space of the constituents and of the mixture.
In the case of liquid mixtures showing a maximum,
the increase of viscosity is due mainly to the increase
of density, which in turn is due to the chemical
affinity between the constituents. It is probable
that complexes which are formed further reduce the
free space and consequently increase the viscosity.

—

F. H. Jeffery ; Electrolysis with an aluminium anode,
the anolyte being (i) solutions of sodium nitrite,

(2) solutions of potassium oxalate. With solutions
of sodium nitrite probably the primary product of

reaction at the anode is aluminium nitrite which is

hydrolysed rapidly to hydrated aluminium oxide
and nitrous acid, the latter giving rise to nitric oxide
and nitric acid. With solutions of potassium oxalate
the product of reaction at the anode is a com-
plex anion derived from aluminium. The salt

Ks'iA^CjOjjai . 3H2O can be derived from the anolytes
after electrolysis. It is probable that the salt is a
true complex salt comparable with potassium chromi-
oxalate, and if this be true, the alumini-oxalate
complex can be represented in three dimensions
just as Werner represented the chromioxalate. The
isolation of a complex salt from an anolyte dc«s
not imply necessarily that the constitution of the
anionic part of this salt is identical with that of the
complex anion present in the anolyte after electrolysis.—Maurice Cook : Crystal growth in cadmium. Evi-
dence has been obtained that unworked crystals can
grow under certain conditions. The usual methods of
preparing metallic specimens for microscopic examina-
tion are useless, since the specimen cannot be regarded
as unworked after it has been sawn off the original,
ground, and polished. In these experiments the
metal is cooled in such a way as to be free from the
stresses usually set up during solidification. The
results obtained indicate that during annealing
considerable crystal growth has taken place. Irregu-

larity in the shape of the grains is probably a factor
greatly facilitating crystal growth.—S. D. Muzaffar :

Electric potential of antimony-lead alloys. Measure-
ments of the electric potential of the antimony-lead
alloys were made by means of a quadrant electro-

meter against a calomel electrode in N KOH,
N Pb{N03).i, and tartar emetic with tartaric acid
solutions. The results reveal an identity of potential
up to 98 per cent, antimony with that of lead, which
show the formation of no solid solution and no
chemical compound between the two metals.

Royal Microscopical Society, February 21.—Prof.

F. J. Cheshire, president, in the chair.—Sir W. M.
Bayliss : Colloids and staining. The histologist is

concerned with the staining of particles, large or

small, sometimes present in the living cell, some-
times formed by fixing agents. The process is a
complex one ; but, as would be expected from the
heterogeneous nature of the systems concerned,
adsorption is the chief factor, especially in its electrical

aspect ; chemical combination seems to be of less

importance. Thus, surfaces with a positive charge
take negative (" acidic ") dyes, those with negative
charge take " basic " or positive dyes. The degree
depends on the magnitude of the charge, as shown
by the effect of electrolytes, alcohol, heat, isoelectric

point, etc. The removal of the amino groups from
proteins has no effect on the process. Adsorption
can be distinguished from chemical combination in

certain cases, such as silk dyed with the acid of

Congo-red. The fixation of stains by heat is difficult

to explain. The action of mordants is also obscure ;

chemical combination as " lakes " is only a partial

explanation, since these are stated to be resistant

to acids. Differentiation appears usually to be a
process of colloidal dispersion of the " lake." In a
few cases, as the staining of fat by Soudan III., parti-

tion in accordance with solubility is the main factor.

A. Mallock : The resolving power and definition of

optical instruments. Resolving power is taken as

indicating the least distance (angular or linear) at

which two points can be seen as separate in the

field of the instrument ; definition is the ratio of

that area of the field over which the resolving power
is maintained to the whole area, or, shortly, the

dimensions of the least objects appreciable and the

range over which the appreciability extends. Optical

images are formed when and where a number of paths

from one point to another have the same optical

length, in which case either point may be considered

as the image of the other. By optical length is

meant the length measured in wave-lengths in the

medium through which the path proceeds. The
constancy of this length causes all the waves emanat-
ing from' one of the points to arrive at the other in

the same phase, and this condition may be used to

determine the form of the reflecting or refracting

surfaces required to make one point the image of

another. Resolving power depends on the rapidity

with which the length of the optical path varies as

the distance from the geometrical focus is increased :

the more rapid the variation the greater is the con-

centration of the Ught and the smaller the luminous
area which forms the image of a point. For telescopes

where the angular aperture of the lens is small the

variation is proportional to the diameter of the object

glass, and a perfect lens one inch in diameter should

have a resolving power of 4 in. of arc. For microscopes

where the angular aperture of the lens is large the

least appreciable distance is about X/2 or 1/100,000 in.

with ordinary light. Test plates for microscope
objectives consist of groups of fine lines ruled on
films of anilin colour, the thickness of which is only

a small fraction of a wave-length of light.
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Paris.

Academy of Sciences, February ig.—M. Albin

Hallcr in the chair.—G. Urbain : Celtiiim, element of

atomic number 72. A discussion as to the priority

of Coster and Hevesy. The author cites tlie earlier

work of Dauvillier and himself, and concludes that

Coster and Hevesy were not the disco\'erers of

element 72, but have only found a material in which
it is present in a relatively high proportion. The
author claims that the name celtium has priority

over hafnium for this element.—J. 1.. Breton : Spark-

gaps in which the spark in a gaseous dielectric is

deflected by a strong air current. Two types of

spark-gap are described. The simpler of the two
consists of a conducting disc of metal or graphite

rotating with a high velocity in a hermetically closed

cyhnder filled with coal gas or the vapour of alcohol.

The sparks play between this disc and two graphite

electrodes. 1-ong uninterrupted working is .secured

by water-cooling or by a fan. The apparatus has been
successfully appUed to the working of a high - fre-

quency-induction furnace.—Jules Andrade : Isochron-

ism and quadratic friction.—Georges Friedel : Choles-

teric bodies.—C. Sauvageau : The prolonged quiescent

state of an ephemeral Alga (Mesogloia).—^I. W. C.

Brogger was elected a foreign associate in the place of

the late M. Schwendener.—.\. Myller : Systems of

curves on a surface and the parallelism of M. Levi-

Civita.—M. Juvet : A generalisation of Jacobi's

theorem.—M. Malaval : Permanent deformations by
extension and compression.—IVl. Mesnager : Observa-
tions on the preceding note.—P. Dumanois : An
aerodynamical arrangement for testing motors. The
usual fan resistance does not permit of continuous
variation. The author encloses the fan in a cylindrical

drum closed by two plane parallel walls, one of which
is constructed of radiating shutters. By partially

opening the shutters, when fixed to a 12 h.p. motor,
the number of turns per minute can be varied between
950 and 1470, a sufficient variation for practical con-

ditions of use.—M. Rateau : Remarks on the preced-

ing communication. M. Dumanois' apparatus has
advantages over the Froude brake.

—

.\. Weinstein :

The unicitj' of sliding movements.—Charles Bohlin :

The autologous series belonging to the problems of

two and three bodies.—Ernest Pasquier : A simple
expression of the acceleration of mercury in the case

of the problem of two bodies, taking into considera-

tion the movement of the perihelion of the planet.

—

Thad^c Peczalski : The relation between Young's
modulus and the ratio of density to atomic ma.ss.

The relation E = B(«/M)' is deduced, in which E is

Young's modulus, 5 is the density, M the atomic mass,
and B a constant (8x10' kilograms per sq. mm.).
The calculated and experimental values are compared
for nine metals.

—

.\. Marcelin : Superficial fluids.

The unlimited extension of oleic acid. A study of the
" superficial pressure " exerted by a thin layer of

oleic acid on water. When the layer of oleic acid is

one molecule thick the acid may be regarded as being
in an intermediate state between the free and dis-

solved states, to which the name of " superficial

solution " is given.—St. Procopiu : The appearance of

the flame, arc and spark lines in the arc -spectra of

metals in a vacuum.—.Mbert Portevin and Fran9ois
Le Chatelier : .\ phenomenon observed during the
test by extension of alloys in course of transforma-
tion. The peculiarity observed was confined to
aluminium alloys of the duralumin type with or
without the addition of other metals (manganese,
zinc). The elongation of the test pieces, instead of

increasing continuously with the pull, progressed by
repeated oscillations of an amplitude amounting to

4 per cent, of the load and with a frequency of several
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oscillations per second. The phenomenon attained

its maximum amplitude immediately after tempering.
—.\. Bigot : The action of heat on kaolins, clays, etc.

Black pottery. A study of the black pottery from
the Bouchets Cave (.\rd6che), from Basutoland, and
of Etruscan black vessels.—Andr6 Brochet : The
hydrogenation and dchydrogenation of castor oil and
its derivatives. Castor oil with active nickel was

treated with hydrogen at 150° C. under pressure. The
pressure showed a scries of oscillations which can be

interpreted by assuming a series of hydrogenations

and dehydrogenations. The fully hydrogenated pro-

duct gave ofif hydrogen on heating with nickel to

about 280°, but the product finally obtained did not

correspond with the original oil.—Rene Locquin and

Sung Wouseng : the hydration of the dialkylethinyl-

carbinols and the preparation of the a - hydroxy-

metliyl ketones. Tertiary acetylenic alcohols of the

type RR.C(OH) .CeeCH are readily converted into

the ketones PR . C(OH) . CO . CH3 by Dcniges' reagent

(acid sulphate of mercury). Details of the method
are given and a description of five ketones prepared

by this general method.—Henry Joly : Stratigraphical

observations on the Oxfordian and Lusitanian at

certain points in the Ccltiberic chain (Spain).—L6on
Bertrand and Antonin Lanquine ; The large Pro-

vencal sheets of .\udibcrgue and Cheiron (Maritime

Alps).—E. Schnaebele ; The present structure of the

primary X'osges. The application to the whole of the

Vosgcs of observations made especially to the north

of the valley of Ville.— I.. Giraux ; The geological

position of the neolithic workshops of the forest of

Montmorency.—J. Beauverie: The relations existing

between the development of wheat rust and climate.

The sharp contrast between the climatic conditions in

192 1 and 1922 showed that Puccinia Irilicina is

especially the rust of dry seasons and P. graminis is

the rust of wet seasons, the latter doing the most

damage from the point of view of yield of grain.—M.

Rose, J. Dragoiu, and F. Vies : The reversibility of the

phenomena of arrest by lowering the /'H in the

evolution of the eggs of the sea urchin.—M. and Mme.
G. Villedieu.—The action of insoluble oxides on the

mildew of potato (Phvtophthora infestans). It is

generally admitted that for a substance to act on a

living organism it must first be rendered soluble.

Experiments on the toxic action of the insoluble

oxides of various metals (magnesium, cadmiuni,

nickel, cobalt, zinc, copper, mercury) on the conidia

of potato mildew are in direct contradiction with this

hypothesis.— K. Herpin : Comparison between the

sexual behaviour of some nereidians from the coasts of

the Channel.—Ch. Gravier : Remarks on the preced-

ing communication.—.-Vuguste Lumiere : The possi-

bility of realising intestinal disinfection. An account

of some experiments with sodium argentothiogly-

cerine sulphonate, AgS . CH,.CH(OH) . CH., .
O.SO^Na.

Experiments on a dog showed that while a dose of

I gm. of bcnzonaphthol per day had no effect on the

number of organisms in the fecal matter, the ad-

ministration of the -same weight of the silver com-

pound sterilised the intestine in four days.

Official Publications Received.

Heiiort of th9 Ciinaiiian Arctic Expedition, 11113-18. Vol. 6 : Fishes

an.! Tunicatos. Part It : Ascidiaoa. (Southern Party, lillS-liS.) By A.

(1. Huntsman. Pp.14. Vol. 7 : Crnstacci. Part O : Eupliyllopoda. By
Frits .I()hansi>n. Pp. 3t. Part N : Thn Cnlst-icMin Life of some Aretic

l.agoons, Lukes, ami Ponds. {Southern Party, iyi3-lii.) By FriW

Juliansen. Pp. 31. Vol. 8 : Mollnsks, Kchinoilerins, Otlenterates, etc.

Part G : Ali-yonaria and Actinaria. By Prof. A. E. Verrill. Pp. 104.

Part 1 : Hydroids. By C. McLean Fraser. Pp.5. (Ottawa.)

Minutes and ProceeilinKs of the Institution of Civil En;;ineer8 ; with

other Selected Papers. Kdited by Dr. H. H. JetTcolt. Vol. 214. Pp.

iv + 30'J+6 plates. (London : Gt. George Street.)
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Department of Fisheries, Ceylon. Bulletins of the Ceylon Fisheries.

Vol. I, IJuUetins 1-3. Edited by Dr. J. Pearson. Pp. iv+ 134.

(Colombo.)

Forest Bulletin No. 4S : Note on Kiudal or Hongal(7'er»una7iap'WN(;u,?a^i,

W. and A.). By R. S. Pearson. Pp. 12. (Calcutta : Government Printing

Office.) G annas.

Forest Bulletin No. 52: Classification of Thinnings. Pp. o-|-7 plates.

(Calcutta : Government Printing Office.) C annas.

Department of Agriculture and Natural Resources : Weather Bureau.
Annual Report of the Weather Bureau lor the Year mii". Part 4 : Hourly
Results of the Observations made at the Magnetic Observatory of Antipolo,

near Manila, P.I., during the Calendar Year 191'.'. Pi>. 47. (Manila:
Bureau of Printing.)

The Journal of the Institute of Metals. Edited by G. Shaw Scott.

Vol. 23. Pp. ix + lOlO. (London : 36 Victoria Street.) 31s. 6d. net.

Diary of Societies.

SATJJRDAY, March 17.

Bkitish Mvcological Society (in Botjiny Department, University
College), at 11.—Rev. P. .1. Alexander: An Ecological and Phenological
Account of the Mycetozoa of Surrey.— Miss M. H. Carre, Dr. A. S.

Home, Miss H. M. Judd, and Mrs. H. S. Williamson : Eidamia.

—

Dr. J. S. B. Elliott and Miss O. Stanstield : The Life History of
Pofythrinciiim Tri/oHi Kun/e.—J. Ramsbottom : (1) The Correspondence
of Berkeley and Broome; (2) Mycology at the Briti^ll Empire Exhibi-
tion (lLi-24).

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—Sir Ernest Rutherford:
Atomic Projectiles an i their Proi>erties (5).

MONDAY, March ll".

Royal Geoobaphical Society (at Lowther Lodge, Kensington Gore),

at 5.—Col. M. X. MacLeod, Squadron-Leader F. C. V. Laws, and Major
Griffiths : Recent Developments of Air Photo-topogiaphy.

Institution of Electrical Engineers (Informal Meeting), at 7.— H. T.

Young and others: Discussion on the Need for Co-operation between
Electrical Manufacturers and Contractors.

Institution of Mechanical Enoineebs (Graduates' Section), at 7.—
R. C. Bond : The Walschaert Locomotive Valve-gear.

Royal I.vstitute of Bnirisii Architects, at s.—G. E. S. Slreatfeild

:

The Hammersmith Housing Scheme.
Aristotkuan Society (at University of London Club), at 8.—Miss H. D.
Oakeley and others: Discussion on Prof. Wildon Carr's A Theory of

Monads.
Royal Society of Arts, at 8.—J. E. Sears, jun. : Accurate Length
Measurement (H) (Cantor Lecture).

Chemical Industry Cluh (at Whitehall Court), at 8.

TUESDAY, March 20.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—Lecture: Diseases of the

Prehistoric Britons.
Royal Society of Medicine, at 5.—General Meeting.
Royal College of Physicians of London, at 5.—Dr. A. J. Hall

:

Encephalitis Leihargica (Epidemic Encephalitis) (2) (Lumleian
Lecture)

RovAL Statistical Sociktv, at 5.15.

Newcomes Society (at Prince Henry's Room, 17 Fleet Street), at 5.30.—

D. Brownlie : The Early History of the Gas Process.

Institute of Transport (at Institution of Electrical Engineers), at

5.30.—Lecture on Town-planning and Re-modelling in Relation to

Traffic.

ZooLor.icAL Society of London, at 5.30.—Sushil Ch. Sarkar : A Com-
paiative Study of the Buccal Glands and Teeth of Opisthoglyph Snakes,

and a Discussion on the Evolution of the Order from Aglyi)ha.—O.
Thomas and M. A. C. Hinton : The Mammals obtained in Darhir by the

Lynes-Lowe Expedition.— R. I. Pocock : (I) The External Characters of

Elaphurus, Hydiopotes, Pudu, and other Cervida* ; (2) The CIas sitication

of the Sciurida-.

INSTITOTICN OF ClVlL ENGINEERS, at 6.

Institute of Marine Engineers, Inc., at 6.80.—J. Lamb: Operation of

the Marine Diesel Engine—Cylinders and Pistons.

Royal Photographic Society of Great Britain (Scientific and

Technical Group), at 7.—W. F. A. Ermen: The Preparation of Metol

and its Homologues.
Medico-Leoal Society (at Medicil Society of London), at 8.30—Dr.
H. A. Burridge and others : Discussion on State Elfort to rescue

Drug Victims, with special reference to the Dangerous Drugs Act.

WEDNESDAY, March 21.

Institution of Naval Architects (at Royal United Service Institution)*

at 11.—Sir EusUce T. d Eyncourt and J. H. Narbeth : A Proposed
Aircraft-carrying Mail Steamer.—Sir John E. Thornycroft and Lieut.

Bremner : Coastal Motor Boats in War-time.—At :-f.—A. C. F. Henderson :

Remarks on Some of the Present-day Problems in the Design of Ships.

Women's Engineering Society (nt 20 George Street, W.l), at ti.l5.—Dr.

R. S. Hutton : Scientific Studies of Manual Work (Motion Study and
Vocational Training).

Koyal Microscopical Society (Industrial Applications Section), at 7.—
E. Hatschek : The Slandard Methods of Ultra-microscoiiy.—Dr. A. C.

Thayseii : The Destruction of Cotton and other Fabrics by Bacteria, and
the Importance of the Microscope in the Studv of this Destruction.

Royal Meteorolooical Society, at 7.30.—G. M. B. Dobson : The
Characteristics of the Atmosphere up to 200 km., as obtained from
Observations of Meteors.

liovAL Society of Arts, at S,—Dr. F. W. Edridge-Green : Some Curious
Phenomena of Vision and their Piactical Importance.

Entomological Society ok London, at S.

KovAL SociErv OF Mi-DiciNE (Social Evening), at '.».—Dr. H. C. Cameron :

The Mystery of Lord Byron's Lameness.

THURSDAY, March 22.

Institution of Naval Architects (at Royal»United Service Institution),

at 11.—The Hon. SirCharles A. Parsons, S. S. Cook, and H. M. Duncan :

Mechanical Gearing.—W. Le Roy Einmet : Electric Ship Propulsioi..

At 3.— G. 8. Baker and W. C. S. Wigley : Model Screw Propeller Expeii-

ments with Mercantile Ship Forms. AtS.-K.C. Barnaby : The Powering
of Motor Ships.

Royal Institution of Great Bbitain, at 3.—Lt.-Col. E. F. Strange :

Japanese and Chinese Lacquer (2).

RovAL Society, at 4.30.—G. Hewett : The Dusuns of British North
Borneo.-L. T. Hogben and F. R. Winton : The Pigmentary Eflector

System. III. Colour Response in the Hypophysectomised Frog.—H.
R. Hewer: Studies on Amphibian Colour Change.— J. Walton: On
Rhexoxylon, Bancroft. A Triassic Genus of Plants exhibiting a Liane-

typft of" Vascular Organisation.—Margaret Tribe: The Development of

the Hepatic Venous System and the Postcaval Vein in the Marsupialia.

—I. Gray: The Mechanism of Ciliary Movement. HI. The Ettect of

Temperature.-E. Ponder : The Inhibitory Etlect of Blood Serum on
H;i-molysis.

U<jyal College of Physicians of London, at 5.—Dr. A. J. Hall :

Encephalitis Lethargica (Epidemic Encephalitis) (3) (Lumleian
Lecture).

Fellowship of Medicine (at Royal Society of Medicine), at 5.30.— Dr. H.
W. Barber: The Investigation of certain Diseases of the Skin in the

Light of Recent Research.
Child-Study Society (at Royal Sanitary Institute), at 6.—Dr. H. C.

Miller: The New Discipline.

Optical Society (at Imperial College of Science and Technology), at 7.30.

—Dr. L. C. Martin : Surveying and Nautical Instruments from an
Historical Stanil point.

Camera Club, at S.15.—T. Bell: Portraiture.

Royal Society of AIedicine (Urology Section), at 8.30.—S. Joly

:

Diverticulum of the Bladder with .special reference to Operative Treat-

ment.

FRIDAY, March 23.

Institution of Naval Archhects (at Royal United Service Institution),

at 11.— Prof. T. B. Abell : The Behaviour of StiHened Thin Plating

under Water Pressure.-Dr. J. Montgomerie : Further Experiments on
Large-size Riveted Joints.—J. Anderson : The Influence of Form upon
the Stability and Propulsion of Passenger Ships.—At 3.—W. Thomson :

The Effect of Variations in Loading on Longitudinal Structural Stiesses

in Sliips.—E. V. Telfer : Graphical Trim Calculation and a Trim
Nomogram.

Association of Economic Biologists (in Botany Theatre, Imperial

College of Sci-'nce and TechnologjOt at 2.30.—Prof. J. H. Priestley

:

The Causal Anatomy of the Potato Tuber.—E. H. Richards : Cellulose

Decomposition: its Control and Applications.

Physical Society of London (at Imperial College of Science and
Technology), at 5.—Dr. W. J. H. Moll: A Moving-coil Galvanometer
of Rapid Indication.—Dr. W. J. H. Moll : A Thermopile for measuring
Radiation.—Capt. C. W. Hume: Aberration and the Doppler Effect oq
the Theory of Relativity ;—and the following Experimental Demon-
strations :— C. R. Darling and the Hon. F. W. Stopford : The Produc-
tion of E.M.F.'s by Heating Junctions of Single Metals,—R. H.
Humphry: The Double Refraction due to Motion in a Vanadium
Pt'utoxide Sol, aiid some Applications.

Junior Institution of Engineers, at 7.30.—R. J. Siddall : History and
Development of the Underground Railway.

KoyalPhotographicSocietyofGreatBritain, at 8.—F. G. Newmarch :

A Tram]' through CorsiL-a.

Roval Institution of Great Britain, at 0.—Sir Ernest Rutherford:

Life History of an Alpha Particle fi-om Radium.

SATURDAY, March 24.

UovAL Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—Sir Ernest Rutherford:

Atomic Projectiles and their Properties (0).

BBiTiaa PsvcBOLOGiCAL Society (at King's College), at 3.15.—Mibs Mary
Start: The Estimate of Duration.

PUBLIC LECTURES.

SATURDAY, March 17.

HoRNiMAN Museum (Forest Hill), at 3.30.-Dr. A. Abnim :
Travelling

in the Middle Ages.

TUESDAY, March 20.

School of Ouiental Studies, at 5.—Sheikh AM el Razek : The Study

in Europe of Moslem Civilisation.

WEDNESDAY, March 21.

Royal Institute of British Architects, at 5.— Lord Sunmerof Ibstone :

The Public and the Architect.

SATURDAY, March 24.

Horniman Museum (Forest Hill), at 3.30.—Dr. W. A. Cunnington : The

Natural History of Lobsters and Prawns.
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BEDFORD COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON).

POST GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP.
The Council of Bedford CoUeae for Women invite applications for a

POST-GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP in SCIENCE to be awarded in

June 1923. Open to graduates of Bedford College only. Value ;Ci25 a
year for two years.

For further information apply to the Secretary, Bedford College,
Regent's Park, N.W. i.

PRIFYSGOL CYMRU.
UNIVERSITY OF WALES.

THREE FELLOWSHIPS, tenable for two years, may be awarded
in 1923 to Graduates of the University of Wales. The value of each Fellow-

ship will be £,"200 per annum. Applications from Candidates for the

Fellowships must be received before June i, 1923, by the Registrar,
University Registry, Cathays Park, Cardiff, from whom further information

with rec^'rd to ihe Fellowsliips may be obtained.

H.M. SIGNAL SCHOOL,
R.N. BARRACKS, PORTSMOUTH.

Applications are invited for two vacancies for ENGIXEERS, GRADE
IL, in the LAIIORATORV SECTION of the above School. The duties

concern the development of Wireless Telegraphy, etc., for Na^'al purposes.
Preference given to candidates possessing an Honours Degree in Physics or
Electrical Engineering.
The salary scale is £^1^0, rising by annual increments of £\o to £,yx> per

annum, plus bonus based on the average cost of living figure. The minimum
pay plus bonus at present is ^£244 per annum.

The appointments are not established and the Federated Universities

Superannuation Scheme is applicable.

Applications giving full particulars of the candidate's experience, War
Service, etc., should be addressed to The Secretakv of the Ad.mikali v

(C. K.), Admiralty, S-W.i, from whom further particulars of the duties, etc.,

can be obtained.

BEDFORD COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON).

The Cuiincil of Bedford College invite applicalions for (he posts of
(i) DEMONSTRATOR in ORGANIC CHEMISTRY; (ii) DEMON-
STRATOR in INORGANIC and PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY; (iii)

PART-TIME ASSISTANT in LATIN.
Candidates must h.ive an Honours Degree or its equivalent.

-Applications must be received not later than Saturday, April 28.

For all particulars apply to the Secretary, Bedford College, Regent's
Park, N.W.I.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
The Senate invite applications for the following UNIVERSITY

READERSHIPS tenable at Bedford College:

READERSHIP in GEOGRAPHY, salary ^700 a year.

READERSHIP in MATHEMATICS, salar>' Xlsoo a year.

Applications (12 copies) for either post must be received not later than
first post on April 13, 1923, by the Academic Kegistkar, University of
London, .South Kensington, S.W.7, from whom further particulars may be
obtained.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
The Senate invite applications for the RAMS.AV MEMORIAL CHAIK

of CHEMICAL ENGINEERING tenable at University College. Full

particulars may he obtained from the .'Xcadkmic Rkgisirar, University of

London, South Kensington, London, S.W.7.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON, KING'S
COLLEGE,

The Delegacy require the services of a DEMONSTRATOR in IJOTAN V
(man). Salary j^zso per annum. The duties wi!l commence in April.

Opportunities will be given for research work.
Applications, with two copies of not more than three recent testimonial>,

should be received not j.tter than April lo by the Secketarv, Kings
College, Strand, W.C.:;, from whom further particulars may be obtained.

X-RAY ENGINEER requires position.
Considerable practical experience and good knowledge of theory ; al.vu

scientific side of X-Ray work, including physics and mathematics. Box
66, c/o Nature Office.

MUSEUM ASSISTANT; Youth i8, seeks
post. Camb. Scnr. 2n<i Cixss Honours. Matric Excnip"., Entomologist,
Illustrations line and colour. Natural History. Prehistoric Man,
References. K. WILKINSON, 64 Longstonc Road, Eastbourne.

RESEARCH APPOINTMENT UNDER
THE MINES DEPARTMENT.

The Secretary for Mines invites applications for a POST under the Safety
in Mines Research Board. The appointment is a whole-time one and the
provisions of the Federated Universities Superannuation Scheme apply.
The salary, including superannuation contributions and all other emoluments,
will depend upon the qualifications of the c^didate selected and will not ex-
ceed jCiooo per annum.

Candidates must possess high general scientific qualifications and experi-

ence in engineering, and a knowledge of coal mining will he a recommenda-
tion. The holder of the appointment will be required to advise the Board
on questions of research in regard to the safety problems of coal-mining, to

prepare programmes of research, to organise and superintend research work,
.ind generally to co-ordinate the scientific work of the Hoard. It will also

be his duty to prepare a scheme for the centralisation of the research work
of the Hoard in a permanent Station.

Applications, which should be addressed to the Under Secrrtakv for
Mines, Mines Department, Dean Stanley Street, London, S.W.i, should
reach that address not l.tter than April 30, 1923.

March 1 1923.

BRIGHTON SUMMER SCHOOL, 1923.

Dirt-dor— Vxoi. T. II. Pear, M.A., B.Sc.

In the Municipal Training College, on the Front, from
July 30 to August 11 inclusive.

Courses in Gener.il Psychology, Experimental Psjchology, History' of
Education (suitable for Diploma students), etc.

Hostel accommodation for men and women at College Hostels on the

Front.
Further information from Ho.nokarv Secketarv, 8 Eastern Terrace,

Brighton.

TUITION BY CORRESPONDENCE
Rapid preparation by highly qualified tutors for

MATRICULJVTION,
Intermediate and Final B.A. and B.Sc,
OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE LOCALS.

Single subjects may be taker. :— Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Krcnch,

^Iathematics. Chemistry, Logic, etc. F"ur terms address

—

Mr. J. CHARLESTON. B.A. (Hons. Oxon, & Lond.),
14 Elsham Road, Kensington, \V.14.

TO LET—for July and August -Plas Gwyn,
Bangor, overlooking Snowdon rnd Straits, large garden (tennis, poultry

kepi). Prof HkVAN,

PHILOSOPHICAL MAGAZINE-For Sale,
eleven years, comp'ete 1904 to 1914 inclusive, unbound. What offers?

I. W'li.uMAN', 16 Shadwell Ruad, Portsmouth.

FOR SALE—NATURE, Dec. 1919 to date.
Unbound. £,2- ^^'Li-'*'. 37 Woodville Ruad, Golders Green, N.W. 11.

ACCURATE CHEMICAL THERMOMETERS.—
110° C, 150° C, 250' F., 300' F.. 2j. ; 200' C, 2s. 6'f.

;
360° C, 400' F,

3J. ;
500' C, gasfillcd, special glass, loj. IJeckmann Thermometers

with Auxiliary Scale, tAi' C.. 22s. 6//. each.

—

Cheblo, Chesham.

WE SPECIALISE IN THE QUANTITY PRODUCTION
OF OPTICAL AND MECHANICAL PARTS ON AN IN-

TERCHANGEABLE BASIS. WE INVITE ENQUIRIES.

TAYLOR, TAYLOR & HOBSON LTD.,
74 NEW^MAN STREET. LONDON, W^.l.

SCIENTIFIC APPLIANCES
DALE & HOLLINS

Electrical, Magnetic, Optical Materials and .Apparatus, Dynamos,
Motors, Insulated Wires. Batteries, Relays, WIRELESS RADIO
Parts and Fittings, Crj-stals, Valves, 'Phone-, Condensers, New
Duros Accumulators, do not wear out. Electric Clocks, many

new articles. Nnv List free.

Lenses. Prisms, Mirrors, and at! Artists* Materials and
Drawing Instruments. I^rge stock of good Second-hand
Electrical an.! Scientific Instruments. Full lllustratdi List

6d. pQbi free. See our sliowroom and windows, or write us. In centre of
London—Top of Kingsway.

SCIENTIFIC APPLIANCES, 11 & 29 SICILIAN AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.I.
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Labour and Science in Industry.

THE statement issued by the Trade Union Congress

on February 19 entitled " The Attack on Labour

Standards " calls for notice from those interested in

the scientific organisation of industry. It is stated

quite truly that " During the last 150 years industrial

conditions have been revolutionised. Labour-saving

devices have been introduced : steam and electric

power have been developed, and the increased pro-

ductive capacity of industry' following innumerable

inventions and scientific discoveries has enabled those

who work by hand and brain to increase enormously

their output." But if this increase in mechanical

power is to be labour-sa\-ing, it must not, they go on

to say, be at the expense of those who labour, and they

have some fear that an attempt is being made " to

utilise the present ' slump ' for the purpose of degrad-

ing conditions of employment to the lowest possible

point." In particular it is claimed that a reduction in

the hours of labour is the only means of enabling the

workers to share in the triumphs of civilisation and

industrial peace, and that a firm front must be main-

tained on that point.

It would be impossible in a short article, and un-

suitable in these columns, to enter on a discussion of

the detailed questions involved in various industries

at the present day ; but the general question is one

of the highest moment. Seeing that the application

of science to industry has transformed society in the

period referred to, and has indirectly affected poHtics,

art, education—in fact every side of Western life—it

behoves us to consider with the utmost care how far

the mass of the workers has benefited by the change.

By this it must ultimately be judged, for whatever

may be the eternal value or eternal permanence of

knowledge in itself, as soon as we apply it to the

conditions of our life, it must be judged by the effects

on the whole people and not on the few. As a human

being, enjoying the products of industry, the happiness

of the manual worker has an absolutely equal claim

to moral or legal consideration with that of those w^ho

direct or organise his work.

This will scarcely be questioned nowadays on the

employing side. Are not the " workers " on their side

now ready to agree that, so far as we can judge in

so difficult a matter, since the Trade Union action

and legislation of the last three-quarters of a century,

the conditions of the working-class are both happier,

more intelligent, and more humane than they were

before Watt invented the steam-engine ?

But, it will be said, is not the betterment, if real,

due not to science, but to legislation and other

action necessitated by the evils which the industrial
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revolution had produced ? Above all, have the

" workers " received a fair share in the increased

products ?

On the latter point a decision commanding universal

assent is impossible. There is no absolute standard

of justice in such affairs. If we can be satisfied on the

general question, that the condition of the workers

has been appreciably improved by the applications of

science to industry and life, it would be unreasonable

to seek a mathematical proportion. Can we ? Im-

mediately after the introduction of big machines and

factory production, we certainly could not. The

herding together of crowds of poor people in hideous,

hastily constructed, and insanitary town-dwellings was

a monstrous evil. Even now these conditions too

largely persist to allow a very roseate picture to be

drawn. But, on the other hand, so much has been

done to ameHorate them that it would be equally un-

true to paint quite so black a picture as may be heard

described from Labour platforms. Life has been trans-

ferred from country to town for the mass of our people,

and that has its inevitable drawbacks. But it is not

on the whole an unhappy or degraded life. Houses

have been, and are being, vastly improved. Hours

of labour have been reduced, and there is not the

slightest prospect of their return to the condition of

the early factory years. Facilities for education and

enjoyment have been vastly increased, or rather newly

created. Health is remarkably improved.

One result of the change in industry due to science

is seldom noted in these discussions, and yet it is one

of the most important. Mass production and scientific

machinery have between them thrown up a large new

class of men intermediate between the manual workers

and the capitalist director. This class—the foreman,

the shop-steward, the manager, the man with ex-

ceptional organising or mechanical ability who invents

and sets up on his own account—is the most character-

istic human product of the industrial revolution and

one of the weightiest factors in modern society. Those

estimating the share taken by " Labour " in the fruits

of scientific industry cannot omit this, whicli is the

best paid section and nearest to the mainspring. More-

over, in general we may note that those industries

which have absorbed most brains in their develop-

ment, notably engineering, also pay the highest wages.

Agriculture, which has up to the present remained

most primitive, pays the lowest.

The application of science to industry does not appear,

therefore, to carry with it the wholesale degradation

of the working-class as is sometimes contended, though

the great mass who do purely mechanical work are

rightly the chief concern of the social reformers and the

Trade Union Congress. F. S. M.
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An Antarctic Saga.

The Worst Journey in the World: Antarctic, 1910-1913.

By Apsley Cherry-Garrard. (In 2 vols.) Vol. i.

Pp. Ixiv -I- 300 -t- 4 -h 30 plates -1- 4 maps. Vol. 2 . Pp.

viii + 301-585 + 28 plates + i map. (London, Bombay,

and Sydney : Constable and Co., Ltd., 1922.)

63J. net.

'^T^HIS is the sixth book to give the story, or part of

X the story, of Capt. Scott's last expedition, and

it is in some ways the most remarkable of them all.

Mr. Cherry-Garrard took part in three of the worst

journeys ever made in the Antarctic or anywhere else,

and the iron of his sufferings has entered into his soul

and imparted a ferric quality to his recollections. He

writes often with a forceful epigrammatic directness that

makes one gasp ; again he falls back into pages of rather

heavy going, for his quotations from the other books on

the expedition are very numerous, albeit they are well

chosen. The very first paragraph of the preface sets

the keynote of simulated cynicism and paradox.

" This post-war business is inartistic, for it is seldom

that any one does anything well for the sake of doing

it well ; and it is un-Christian, if }-ou value Christianity,

for men are out to hurt and not to help—can you wonder

when the Ten Commandments were hurled straight

from the pulpit through good stained glass. It is all

very interesting and uncomfortable, and it has been a

great relief to wander back in one's thoughts and

correspondence and personal dealings to an age in

geological time, so many hundred years ago, when we
were artistic Christians, doing our jobs as well as we
were able just because we wished to do them well,

helping one another with all our strength, and (I speak

with personal humility) living a life of co-operation in

the face of hardships and dangers which has seldom been

surpassed."

This prepares us for the last sentence in the preface,

which in turn illuminates the literary landscape of these

volumes

:

" My own writing is my own despair, but it is better

than it was, and this is directly due to Mr. and Mrs.

Bernard Shaw. At the age of thirty-five I am delighted

to acknowledge that my education has at last begun."

An author possessed of so humble and hopeful a

disposition should not take it amiss if a critic tries to

help by suggestions of improvement as well as by

hearty recognition of exceptional candour and artistic

power.

To begin with, the historical introduction detracts

from the value of the book, of which it occupies sixty-

four pages. It ought to have been much shorter and

focussed more directly on McMurdo Sound. Un-

fortunately, Mr. Cherry-Garrard went direct to Cook's

" Second Voyage " and neglected to check his extracts

in proof, otherwise he would not speak of " ^w^pissated
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juice," nor would he have quoted a longitude as

" 2° East " without adding Cook's essential words " of

the Cape of Good Hope." On the other hand, he

omitted to consult the Challenger " Narrative." but

took from some uncited source the surprising statement

that the Challenger " spent three weeks within the

Antarctic Circle," the actual time having been more

nearl)' three hours. Later histor>- as summarised by-

Mr. Cherr\--Garrard also requires revision. Borch-

grevink should have been mentioned as the first man

to land on the Ice Barrier and travel over its surface, and

Armitage might have been named as the leader of the

first party to ascend to and tra\el over the great polar

Plateau.

Incidentally, the paging of the l)Ook reveals the fact

that it was designed as one volume, for vol. 2 begins

with p. 301, and as the exigencies of printing made it

difficult to end vol. i on p. 300 four unnumbered pages

had to be introduced, and so a singularly clear descrip-

tion of the embryology of the Emperor penguin by

Prof. Cossar Ewart, which occupies those pages, has

necessarily escaped the index.

As a general account of Scott's last expedition Mr.

Cherry-Garrard's book surpasses all the others. Mr.

Priestley's book on the northern party. Dr. Griffith

Taylor's and Mr. Ponting's on the main wintering party,

and Capt. Evans's account of his personal experiences

are fine books, each in its way dealing admirably with

special aspects but leaving the e.xpedition as a whole

unchronicled. The two great volumes of Scott's Last

Journey giving the official account omit the pre-

liminary arrangements for the expedition, of which

Mr. Cherry-Garrard gives a racy account, and enter

too fully into the fears and anxieties of the leader on

the great southern journey to leave a clear impression

on the mind. Again, the exquisite reproductions of

Dr. Wilson's beautiful water-colours and the panoramic

sketches of scenery give to the volumes before us a

charm that in large part compensates for the very high

price which their inclusion necessitates.

If poetry be indeed definable as " emotion recollected

in tranquillity," Mr. Cherry-Garrartl has given us a true

epic of exploration. His emotion was strong and his

recollection is sardonically calm. The description of

the " worst journey in the world " from Cape Evans to

Cape Crozier in winter darkness to obtain eggs of the

Emperor penguin is the most vivid and moving we ha\'e

met with in polar annals. The mellow nobility of

Wilson's character and the dauntless cheeriness and

resourcefulness of Bowers made them ideal companions

in a desperate adventure, and despite the deprecatory

references to himself we can see that Mr. Cherry-Garrard

was not unworthy of his associates. To be sure,

Bowers would not have worried if all the penguin eggs
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had been broken, nor would Wilson have tiiken offence

at the superior aloofness (real or imaginary) of a

museum official, which hurt the author severely. All

the same, we think the Gilbertian humour and grotesque

exaggeration of Mr. Cherry-Garrard's efforts to extort

from the " Chief Custodian " an expression of the value

of the objects for which three men had put their lives

to the touch may well be passed by as a piece of

friendly banter, for to the general reader it serves

as an artistic relief to the grim horror of the quest.

The description of the main southern journey and of

the ascent and descent of the Beardmdre Glacier is a

most valuable piece of first-hand narrative. Still more

must one appreciate the story of the return of the last

supporting party under (!apt. Evans, which is told

in large part in the very words of Lashlcy, one of the

two " naval ratings " who saved the life of their leader

by heroism as fine as ever was. The diary, given in its

original lower-deck language, is a masterpiece of rugged

prose that defies all rules of grammar and is incapable

of imitation.

Mr. Cherry-Garrard conveys a good impression of

the scientific aims of the expedition in untechnical

words ; but in our opinion the real value of the book is

as a contribution to polar psychology. Priestley has

treated of this aspect of the expedition more formally ;

but here we have a quarry of the raw material with

which psychologists will know how to deal. As a rule,

official reports fail in a candid treatment of the human

element in an expedition, while the unauthorised

records of subordinates usually fail in trustworthiness.

Yet we know more of the mental state of Cook's com-

panions in 1773-75 frotri Forster's ill-natured volumes

than from the great navigator's own calm narrative,

and we get delightful sidelights on Sir James Ross from

M'Cormick's " Polar Voyages " in spite of the conceit

and short-sightedness of the writer. We cannot view

Mr. Cherry-Garrard's analyses of the character of his

leader or his . comrades as ill-natured, while he is

certainly totally free from any suggestion of claiming

superiority for himself, and, save in the case of the

"Chief Custodian" referred to above, he is obviously

sincere.

To future students of polar travelling this book will

prove invaluable whether all the opinions put forward

in it are accepted or not. We are reluctant to raise

controversies that would no longer serve a practical

purpose ; but no future explorer can afford to pass by

the criticism of the rations used for sledge-travelling

or the inquiry into the real cause of the collapse of

Scott's party. While the immediate cause was, as

Scott stated, the shortage of paraffin for heating and

the totally unexpected low temperature of the air on

the Barrier surface in March, Mr. Cherrj'-Garrard
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indicates that an unfortunate dietary had led to the

slow and gradual undermining of the health of all the

members, lowering their vitality to a point which made

the struggle hopeless. The discussion of this subject is

painful ; but it is scarcely likely that the views put

forward will be accepted by the survivors of this or

other polar expeditions without very careful scrutiny.

It must be remembered that only experience can test

the sufficiency of any diet, and that the best theoretical

views are open to revision in the light of new knowledge.

The War included so many large-scale experiments on

mal-nutrition that any one criticising Scott or his

advisers for their views in 1909 must be careful to do so

with respect only to the state of knowledge at that time.

Capt. Scott was a great leader, and it may be that

the wa\'e of hero-worship which rose to so unprecedented

a height when the news of his fate became known over-

shadowed the merely human side of his character.

Even if all that Mr. Cherry-Garrard says of the strength

and of the weakness of his late leader stands the test

of time, the question cannot but arise whether the time

for such a characterisation has yet come. In the

future it will be a valuable piece of comparative study

to contrast one great leader with another, but it will

never be fair to compare the searching analysis of

Capt. Scott with the more conventional presentment

of other leaders whose qualities have been dealt with,

let us say, with the reticence dictated by Victorian

standards of consideration for the feelings of surviving

relati\-es.

We think that it may be possible to combine fearless-

ness with good taste by placing on record in some safe

keeping for future study the most intimate personal

criticism of explorers by those who have been most

closely in contact with them ; and we should like to see

all personal diaries of all the expeditions secured from

the risk of destruction, especially from the risk of

destruction by the writers themselves in after years,

by deposit with a responsible institution in trust for

posterity. Hugh Robert Mill.

Indian Irrigation.

Triennial Review of Irrigation in India, 1918-1921.

Public Works Department of the Goxernment

of India. Pp. v + 222. (Calcutta: Government

Printing Office.) 5 rupees.

INDIA is a land of many problems, and not the least

difficult and perplexing is that of irrigation. The

meteorological conditions vary there more than any-

where else in the world, within an equivalent area.

The country contains alike the locality (Cherrapunji)

with the greatest recorded average annual rainfall

(460 inches) and arid tracts where rain is practically

unknown. More troublesome than these extremes is
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the general irregularity of the incidence of precipitation,

its unequal distribution, its capricious periodicity, its

liability to entire failure. Drought and famine are

ugly visitants to a country, but they are only too

familiar to the unfortunate inhabitants of the land

of the Moguls.

There is no need, therefore, to enter any plea or make

any justification for irrigation works in India. Not

merely the happiness and comfort but the very

existence of many thousands of lives depends upon

the provision of supplies of water by artificial means

to the crops during the dry season.

The volume before us contains a record of the irriga-

tion works carried out during the tricnnium 1918-21

by the Public Works Department of the Government

of India. It also embodies an extremely interesting

review of the inception and progress of various under-

takings of the kind during a period of some forty years.

The 10} million acres irrigated by Go\-ernment Works

in 1878-79 have grown to 28 million acres in 1919-20.

Perhaps a l^etter method of forming an idea of the

works themselves is to speak in terms of channels

constructed. By the year 1900-1 there were 39,142

miles of Government channel in operation. In 1920-21

this length had increased to 55,202 miles. Every year

there has been an average addition of 800 miles.

From an agricultural point of view, the triennium

1918-21 consisted of a central prosperous year between

two lean years. In the first year the average deficiency

in the rainfall throughout the plains was greater than

in any preceding year since 1877. In 1919, on the

other hand, the precipitation for the whole season was

5 per cent, above the normal. In the following year

another set-back occurred, and the percentage below

the normal ranged from 13 in the United Provinces to

no less than 83 in Sind. Commenting on these facts

and their relationship to the irrigation works already

in existence, the report truly says :
" But for the works,

on millions of acres the crops would never have come to

maturity ; on millions more, no crops at all could have

been sown. ... It is safe to say that even 20 years

ago, many tracts would have suffered from widespread

famine which, owing to the facilities now afforded for

irrigation, passed through the triennium unscathed."

The review of the triennium period includes a notice

of the great Triple Canals project in the Punjab,

commenced in 1905 and finally completed in 1917. It

consists of 433 miles of main canals and branches and

3010 miles of distributaries, in connexion with which

nearly 20,000 miles of watercourses have also been

constructed. The total area commanded is 6250

square miles, and it is proposed that 1,675,000 acres

shall be irrigated annually, .\nother notable under-

taking referred to is the Divi Island project in the delta
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' of the Kistna river in Madras, which is an attempt to

1 effect irrigation on a large scale by pumping. The

\ installation comprises eight double-cylinder Diesel

engines, each of 160 h.p. and driving a centrifugal

pump capable of discharging 73 cu. ft. per second on a

12-foot lift. .-Vnother engine is to be added shortly.

Among the works now in hand is the Sarda Canal in

the United Provinces. The decision to construct this

canal finally settles what has probably been the most

contentious question in the irrigation of India. The

controversy over the matter ha.s lasted for more than

half a century. The canal when constructed will

irrigate the North-Westem districts of Oudh. It will

comprise 478 miles of main canals and branches and

3370 miles of distributaries.

Space does not admit of reference to other interesting

schemes which are described in the report. Its 222

pages are replete with useful information, which will

repay study by those interested in the subject. There

is a helpful series of maps and diagrams, many excellent

photographs, and some tabular statements showing

the financial results of the various irrigation operations

throughout India. Brysson Cunningham.

Scientific Societies in the British Isles.

The Year-Book of the Scientific and Learned Societies of

Great Britain and Ireland : a Record of the Work done

in Science, Literature, and Art during the Session igsi-

22 by numerous Societies atid Gm'ernment Institutions.

Compiled from Official Sources. Thirty-ninth

Annual Issue. Pp. vii + 374. (London: C. Griffin

and Co., Ltd., 1922.) i^s. net.

THE appearance once more of Messrs. Charles

Griffin's well-known Year-Book afifords us an

excellent opportunity for taking stock of the position of

science in the British Isles. Tlie volume is arranged in

the customary st\ie, the x'arious bodies dealt with being

divided among fourteen sections according to the nature

of their activities. In each section again, there is a

further grouping according to the location of the society,

institution, or department in London, the Provinces,

Scotland, or Ireland. As is only to be expected, most

of the more important entries appear in the London

groups. In each case, some particulars of the society

or institution are given, together with a list of its

publications during the year when available.

The total number of societies, research departments,

etc., appearing in the 1922 Year-Book exceeds 550, of

which it is fair to say that some 480 are concerned,

directly or indirectly, with science. The remaining 70

are accounted for by literature, history, and law. In

addition to these, there are long lists of local societies

and clubs interested in photography, law, or medicine.

The distril)ution of the societies among the various
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sections is also interesting. Section i, including bodies

dealing with all branches of science, has 75 entries

;

sections 5 and 7, covering biology and mechanical science

respectively, have 90 each ; section 13, on archaeology,

has 63, while section 14, on medicine, has 54 entries

apart from the long list of local medical societies.

The various societies and bodies of a similar nature

appearing in the Year-Book can be di\'ided fairly

sharply into two distinct groups ; those which exist for

the publication of research, and those which are better

described as functioning for the popularisation and

spread of knowledge. Of the five hundred or so fetries

appearing, about one hundred seem to fall into the

former group ; and of these 14, including the Geo-

logical Surveys, the National Physical Laboratory and

the Royal Observatory at Greenwich, are supported by

Government.

A mass of similarly interesting information exists in

this valuable publication, and it may seem ungracious

to ask for more. That is, however, the penalty of pro-

viding good fare. The suli-title of the volume states

that it deals with the year 1921-22, but, for example, it

is somewhat late in the day to find information on the

British Association brought up only to the Edinburgh

meeting of 1921. Further, we would suggest the in-

clusion of the numerous Research Associations now in

existence, while it would add much to the interest of the

volume if the number of members of each society could

be indicated. \ few errors in classifying the entries

have been noticed ; for example, the Nature-Study

Society and the School N'ature-Study Union appear in

the section headed Psychology. These are, however,

minor blemishes in a most valuable publication, which

wc l)elieve is the only single volume providing an out-

line survey of the activities of most, if not all, the

learned societies of the British Isles.

Aluminium and its Alloys.

(i) Aluminium and its Alloys. By Lieut.-Col. C. Grard.

Translated by C. M. Phillips and H. W. L. Phillips.

Pp. xxxiii-i-184+16 plates. (London: Constable

and Co., 1921.) 17^. dd. net.

(2) The Institution of Mechanical Engineers : Eln'enth

Report to the Alloys Research Committee : on Some

Alloys of Aluminium {Light Alloys). By Dr. W.
Rosenhain. S. L. Archbutt, and Dr. D. Hanson.

Pp. 11-1-256 + 24 plates. (London: Institution of

Mecfianical Engineers, 1921.) 425.

(i) T lEUT.-COL. GRARD'S book is essentially a

J ^ treatise on the mechanical properties of

aluminium and some of its commercial alloys. The

extraction of the metal is described in two pages, and

nn more detail is given than in an elementary textbook,

M I
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although there are several plates showing the power

houses of Continental works. The account of the

economic position of the industry' is also too meagre

to be of much use. The valuable part of the book

consists of a long series of diagrams of mechanical

properties of metal that has been subjected to various

thermal and mechanical treatments, and of a corre-

sponding series for certain of the light alloys and for

the aluminium bronzes. Tensile strengths are given

in metric and British units—an excellent practice.

The lack of any theoretical discussion deprives

these sections of much of their value. The ageing

of duralumin and similar alloys is a puzzling pheno-

menon when presented in the form of a mere record

of tensile and hardness tests, but becomes comprehen-

sible when considered in the light of microscopical

and electrical evidence, and interpreted by means ot

the theory of solid solutions. Most of the photo-

micrographs represent the copper-aluminium alloys,

commonly called aluminium bronzes. The writer

appears to be unaware of the work that has been done

in this country, at the National Physical Laboratory

and at the Royal School of Mines, which has thrown

so much light on the properties of this metal and of

the light alloys. The book will be found useful chiefly

for reference, when information is sought as to the

strength, hardness, cupping quality, etc., of the alloys

with which it deals.

(2) The latest report of the Alloys Research Com-

mittee is of a very different standard. The recent

work carried out at the National Physical Laboratory

has led to the preparation of sex'eral new alloys of

technical importance, the most remarkable being the

alloy " Y," which retains its strength and resistance

to alternating stresses at elevated temperatures, and

is also resistant to corrosion. This alloy contains

copper, nickel, and magnesium. The report includes

studies of the constitutional diagrams of several of

the binary and ternary systems, and an investigation

of the causes of age-hardening in aluminium alloys.

In this conne.xion the importance of magnesium silicide

as a hardening agent is shown, and the changes of

hardness with time and ternperature are correlated

with the changes in solubility of this compound in the

solid solution. The principal casting alloys are found,

from measurements extending over long periods, to be

stable in dimensions, and there is no doubt that these

researches have added to the range of structural

materials of high (juality available to the engineer,

and that a great future lies before light alloys, suitably

heat-treated. The photo-micrographs illustrating the

volume are remarkably clear, and their beauty will

be appreciated by all who have had occasion to prepare

these alloys for examination. C. H. D.
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Our Bookshelf.

Handbitch der biologischen Arbeitsmethoden. Heraus-
gegeben von Prof. Dr. E. Abderhalden. Abt. V :

Methoden zum Studium der Funktionen der einzelnen

Organe des tierischen Organismus. Teil 3A, Heft 3,

Lieferung 69 : Entwicklungsmechanik. Pp. 441-

538. 630 marks. Abt. IX : Methoden zur Erfor-

schung der Leistung des tierischen Organismus. Teil

I, Heft 2, Lieferung 71 : AUgemeine Methoden.
Zoologische allgemeine Methoden. Pp. 97-438.
2160 marks. (Berlin und Wien : Urban und
Schwarzenberg, 1922.)

The number of subjects included in these two parts of

Abderhalden's great " Handbuch " precludes, in a short

notice such as the present, anything beyond a mention
of the chief topics discussed.

Lieferung 69 is devoted to " Entwicklungsmechanik."

Here Herbst discusses methods of artificial partheno-

genesis ; Gijnther Hertwig. the method of irradiation of

the germ-cells by radium and Rontgen rays ; Romeis,

the technique of investigations on the action of organic

extracts, such as muscle, thyroid, and suprarenal ex-

tracts, on invertebrates, anuran tadpoles and urodele

larvae ; and Braus, the methods of tissue cultures in

vitro.

Lieferung 71 is more extensive. Przibram is re-

sponsible for a chapter of about 90 pages on " Living

Material for Biological Inxestigations." In this he

considers the choice of species to be empl())-ed in bio-

chemical researches, how and whence to obtain them,

their transport and maintenance, the terrarium, the

aquarium (including the setting up and aeration of sea-

water aquaria), and the insectarium. In addition,

there is given some account of the application of

chemical agencies, the means of obtaining and main-

taining various degrees of moisture and of pressure, the

application of mechanical agencies, and the alteration of

the action of gravity. The subjection of the animals

to the action of electricity and of magnetism, the

application of heat and of light (measurement of the

degrees of light, coloured light, ultra-red and ultra-violet

rays), and the isolation and marking of the subjects of

the experiments arc also dealt with.

Two sections of 40 pages each are devoted to

methods of preservation of zoological preparations

and to zootomical technique. The methods of re-

construction by means of wax or paper plates are

fully explained, while shorter but useful sections deal

with the preparation of simple text-figures by the

author, and with the production of transparent museum
preparations.

Oxidations and Reductions in the Animal Body. By
Dr. H. D. Dakin. Second edition. (Monographs on
Biochemistry.) Pp. ix -I- 176. (London: Longmans,
Green and Co., 1922.) 6^. net.

The complex chemical compounds taken as food by
animals are not brought by a single reaction of oxida-

tion to their final states of water, carbon dioxide, and
urea. They pass through many intermediate stages,

which are of great interest and importance, not only
from the purely chemical aspect, but also on account of

the fact that many of them play a part in the production
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of substances which have a profound influence on
physiological processes. It is the object of Dr. Dakin's

monoirraph to describe these intermediate stages, and
the reader may be satisfied that he will obtain the latest

information on the subject. The book is to be highly

recommended. It has a good index and a complete

bibliography. The section on carliohydrates has iieen

almost entirely rewritten since the previous edition.

The description of o.xidations which can proceed with

the aid of water without free oxygen is of interest in

itself, but such processes are of sulisidiary importance

in the higher animals, since these cannot exist without

free oxygen.

With reference to certain views lield as to the signific-

ance of catalase, the author concludes that there is no
evidence that this enzyme has any connexion with

o.xidation ; it may, however, be of use in decomposing
excess of hydrogen pero.xide, produced in the course

of autoxidation, into inactive oxygen. The author

points out that he is not concerned with the thermo-

dynamics of the various reactions, nor with the cata-

lytic mechanisms by which they are brought about,

although he devotes a few pages to autoxidation and
the peroxide systems, and to the important gluta-

thione system of Hopkins. This omission is not to be

regarded as a serious defect, because the object of the

monograph is of a different kind. It reminds us,

howe\-er, that there is an urgent need for a monograph
dealing with the thermodynamics and general physical

chemistry of the oxidation mechanisms of the living

organism. W. M. B.

A Treatise on the Integral Calculus : with Applications,

Examples, and Problems. By J. Edwards. Vol. 2.

Pp. XV -t- 980. (London: Macmillan and Co. Ltd.,

1922.) 50J. net.

In the second volume of his large treatise on the integral

calculus. Mr. Edwards deals with multiple integrals,

eamma functions, Dirichlet integrals, definite integrals

m general, contour integration, elliptic functions, the

calculus of variations. Fourier scries and integrals,

mean values and probaljility, and tlic iiarmonic analysis.

The volume contains an immense collection of formulae

and questions extracted from examination papers and
from the older literature of the subject, which may
prove useful for reference to the sophisticated reader,

but are more likely to repel than to inspire the students

for whom the book appears to be intended.

Mr. Edwards is confessedly out of sympathy with

modern tendencies in mathematical education, and

thinks that students do not learn enough skill in

manipulation. He prefers that they should devote

their energies to acquiring proficiency in methods which

are in many cases obsolete, rather than that they should

obtain the same results by a systematic application of

a few powerful general theorems. This tendency is

particularly obvious in the chapters on definite integrals

and on elliptic functions. In consecjuence, that resi-

duum of problems for which the older methods are still

the most suitable receives rather less than justice. His

use of the methods of differentiation and integration

under the integral sign, change of the order of integra-

tion, etc., is uncritical, and is not likely to conduce to

clear thinking on these important subjects. His defini-

tion of a function of a complex variable is unsatisfactory,
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and entirely misses the point in failing to emphasise

the crucial importance of the existence of a unique

derivative. In the bibliography of the chapters on the

calculus of variations he refers the reader to a number
of obsolete treatises, but ignores the important modern
works of Iladamard and Kneser.

The teacher of to-day may use this work for reference

himself, but he will scarcely wish his pupils to make
their first acquaintance with the processes of analysis

from its pages. E. G. C. Poole.

Farm Buildings. B)- W. A. Foster and Deane G.

Carter. (Agricultural Engineering Series.) Pp. xv
+ 377- (New York: J. Wiley and Sons, Inc.;

London : Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1922.) 155. net.

The little work under notice is intended to guide the

American farmer and agricultural student in designing

and constructing farm buildings. It is stated that

farm buildings have had tlieir most rapid dc\elopment

in America in the years since 1910. Prior to that one

could, and indeed still can, find the early buildings put

up by the first settlers, made of logs, if trees were

abundant, or of sods or boards if they were not, as

happened on the prairies. Now, however, these rough

constructions have largely disappeared, or remain only

as stores of subsidiary importance, and their place is

taken by large new and characteristic-looking structures

of steel and concrete. The change is not only one of

convenience : it represents a great saving on the farm.

It is estimated that at least 100,000,000 dollars is lost

annually to .\merican farmers through depreciation of

farm machinery due to lack of proper housing ; that

200,000,000 dollars are lost annually owing to the con-

.sumption of badly stored food by rats ; and further, that

considerable increases in milk and meat production

could be obtained if the animals were better housed.

The authors discuss the best types of bams, stables,

cowsheds, pigstyes, etc., and give many illustrations

showing how to adapt the design to the available situa-

tion or space, and what materials should be used in

construction.

The English agricultural student will find the volume

of particular interest for its sections on silos, pigstyes,

and cattle-sheds, and for a fund of information showing

how the .American farmer, suffering from even greater

shortage of labour than his British confrere, has never-

theless succeeded in putting up buildings of undoubted

utility.

British North Borneo : An Account of its History, Re-

sources and Native Tribes. By Owen Rutter. Pp.

xvi -1-404 -I- plates. (London, Bombay, and Sydney :

Constable and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 21s. net.

Although Sir West Ridgeway, the chairman of the

British North Borneo Company, contrifnites a preface

to this volume, it is in no sense an official publication.

This will be appreciated by those who are conversant

with recent criticisms of the company's methods of

administration. The author is both fair and unbiassed.

The story of North Borneo is not without stirring

incident. In the last century its coast was infested

with pirates, whose extermination was first undertaken

seriously in 1845 at the instigation of Rajah Brooke of

Sarawak. Their subjugation was completed only in

1879, the year the British North Borneo Company was
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formed. Of the numerous native risings with which
the company has had to deal, the most formidable was
that headed by the redoubtable Mat Saleh, who was
defeated and killed in 1899.

Mr. Rutter gives a very complete account of the
geography and economic resources of the country, of

which, however, the greater part is still undeveloped.
The native population offers many points of interest

to the ethnologist. The Dusuns and Muruts, the up-
country agricultural population, are of Indonesian
stock. The coastal peoples, Bajau, lUanun, and others,

represent an incursion of Malayan stock. The latter

are Mahommedans, while the former are pagan. A
remarkable feature in the religious beliefs of some of
the Dusuns is the cult of the sacred jar, in each of which
a small company of relatives has a joint ownership.

Incandescent Lighting. By S. I. Levy. (Pitman's
Common Commodities and Industries.) Pp. x-i- 129.
(London : Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, Ltd., 1922.)
35. net.

The author has produced an interesting and well-

written book which gives a good historical account of

the development of artificial lighting
;

particular
attention being given to incandescent lighting. A
chapter is devoted to the growth of the rare earth
industry. The dramatic discovery of rich deposits of

monazite in the British Empire, and notably at Travan-
core in India during the War, was a great help to this

country ; the sands at Travancore contain more than

45 per cent, of monazite. The processes of extracting
pure thorium compounds from monazite demand great
ingenuity, and they are well described. Descriptions
are also given of the recent great improvements in the
manufacture of incandescent mantles. The author
gives a very fair comparison of the costs of oil, gas, and
electric methods of lighting. The average candle-
power (formerly called the mean spherical candle-
power) should, however, have been taken as the basis

of the comparison and not the mean horizontal candle-
power.

Lubrication and Lubricants : a Concise Treatment on the

Theory and Practice of Lubrication ; the Physical,
Chemical, and Mechanical Properties and Testing oj

Liquid and Solid Lubricants ; with Notes on Recent
Developments and Examples from Practice ; for En-
gineers, Chemists, and Students. By J. H. Hyde.
(Pitman's Technical Primers.) Pp. x-f-114. (Lon-
don : Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, Ltd., 1922.)
2s. 6d. net.

Although very uneven, the little book under notice is

interesting. The definitions are usually rather care-
lessly given, if at all. Thus, in the chemical section
(which is not very satisfactory) neither the iodine nor
the acetyl value is explained, although both are quoted.
Langmuir's name is incorrectly spelt throughout the
book. The chapter on recent developments is of

interest, and deals among other matters with the varia-
tion of efficiency with temperature and the effect of

adding vegetable to mineral oils. We have previously
commented on the very ambitious titles of the small
books in this series ; the remark applies in the present
volume, and any one who expects what he might from
the title will be disappointed.

Molybdenum Ores. By Dr. R. H. Rastall. (Imperial

Institute : Monographs on Mineral Resources with
Special Reference to the British Empire.) Pp. ix + 86.

(London : J. Murray, 1922.) 5^. net.

The molybdenum minerals, their origin and mining,

are dealt with, and an accouBt of the metallurgy of

molybdenum is also included in this work. The account
of the electrical treatment on p. 5 does not seem com-
plete, as no mention is made of the furnace charge.

The sections on the sources of supply appear to be ex-

haustive, nearly every reported occurrence of molyb-
denum being mentioned, together with the production,

if any. The table on p. 12 indicates that the demands
for the metal are limited ; the production in 1918 was
equivalent to about 800 metric tons of metal ; that in

1921 was only 7 tons. The principal use is in the pre-

paration of special steels ; a lower amount of molyb-
denum will replace tungsten in a high-speed tool steel,

and a small amount of moh-bdenum is said to improve
a mild structural steel.

History of Chemistry. By Dr. F. P. Venable. Pp.
vii-f-169. (London and Sydney: D. C. Heath and
Co., 1922.) 55. net.

Dr. Venable's " History of Chemistry " is a second
edition of a book that appeared in 1894. A historj' of

chemistry which contains no illustrations or diagrams,

and in which formulae are used only in the few
passages where their historical development is under
consideration, must be subject to serious limitations

and in the nature of things cannot be much more than
a sketch. It is not quite clear to the reviewer what
type of reader will be attracted by such a sketch ; but
it is likely that the well-read student of chemistry will

find some interest in this brief outline, and may be led

li)- it to follow up the history of his science in some
volume in which more details are given.

The Elements of Scientific Psychology. By Prof. Knight
Dunlap. Pp. 368. (London : Henry Kimpton,
1922.) i8.y. net.

The author has here produced one of the best and
most useful of the man)- text-books now available on
psychology. He is a good experimentalist, and is

thoroughly alive to the importance of a knowledge of

piiysiology to the psychological student. He shows
himself able at the same time to maintain a distinctively

psychological point of view. The main faults of the

book are that it attempts to cover too much ground,

and that occasionally it presents, as text-book material,

conclusions which require to be subjected to much
further research.

Grundziige einer PhvsiokUmatologie der Festldnder.

Von Dr. Wilh. R. Eckardt. Pp. v-i-123. (BerHn :

Gebriider Borntraeger, 1922.) 45. 6d.

Dr. Eckardt has produced a useful little book, which

aims at giving an outline, according to the most recent

investigations, of the distribution of temperature,

pressure, and precipitation in the main land-masses.

Particular attention is paid to Europe. There are a

number of sketch maps and diagrams, and a short

bibliography. The book gives in a convenient and
authoritative way informatiort that is not generally

accessible in a collected form. It should prove very

acceptable to students of geography.
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Letters to the Editor.

\The Editor does not hold himself responsible for
opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, nor to correspond with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.'\

The Wegener Hypothesis of Continental Drift.

The chief value of the discussion on the Wegener
hypothesis is that it has given rise to a reconsideration
of the problems presented by the configuration and
relations of the major features of the earth's surface.
The elaborate structure of theory built up by Dr.

Wegener, and so effectively criticised by Mr. Lake (see

Nature, Februarj- 17, p. 226), will have few, if any,
thorough-going defenders in this country, but some of
its leading features cannot be lightly dismissed. Mr.
Crook (Nature, February 24, p. 255) has recalled to
our notice the suggestions put forward by Osmond
Fisher, and later by VV. R. Pickering, that the separa-
tion of the moon from the earth, which Sir George
Darwin believed to have resulted from tidal action,

took place in the region now occupied by the Pacific
;

that our satellite took with it three quarters of the
earth's crust, and that the remaining quarter, from
which our continents trace their descent, has since
split up into fragments which have drifted apart over
the heavier fluid magma below, leaving channels
between them, the most important of which is now
the Atlantic Ocean. Here we have an interesting
approximation to certain of the assumptions of the
Wegener hypothesis ; but both Osmond Fisher and
Pickering, it will be noticed, considered the separation
of the continents to be the result of a general drift

towards the Pacific. In this the>- differ from Wegener,
who attributes it to a varying lag of the earth's crust
relatively to its interior, so that one portion became
separated from another.

If the former view is well founded there should be
a certain amount of symmetr)' about an equatorial
diameter drawn to the centre of the Pacific from its

antipodes in .\frica. It is therefore interesting to
note that Prof. SoUas in a communication to the
Geological Society in 1903 (Q.J.OS., vol. 59, pp. 184-8)
declares that "an axis of terrestrial symmetry"
'passes through the middle of .\frica on the one side,

and the Pacific Ocean on the other," a depression in

the Pacific corresponding to a dome in Africa. He
is inclined to accept Osmond Fisher's hypothesis, that
the Pacific owes its origin to the birth of the moon,
and suggests that the .African dome represented an
unsuccessful attempt on the opposite side of the world
to give birth to a second satellite. This symmetry is,

it is true, obscured by the east and west folding, which
is such a frequent feature in the earth's crust, and is

attributed by Wegener to a drift away from the poles
towards the equator, but is not improbably the result

of a movement from the equatorial region to the poles
due to the slowing down of the earth's rotation and
consequent decrease of the ellipticity of its figure and
of the equatorial protuberance.

Like Mr. Crook, Prof. Sollas follows Suess in believ-

ing that the Atlantic owes its origin not to continental
movement but to the foundering of the tract which it

now occupies. My principal object in writing is to
point out that the hypothesis of the drifting apart of
North and South .America from Europe and Africa is

quite consistent with that of a subsidence and sub-
mergence of a great part of the ocean area that now
separates them ; and that the latter is in fact the
consequence of the former.
The evidence, based on similarity of lithological

characters and fossil contents of the rocks, that South
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America east of the Andes and the Falkland Islands
were once in much closer proximity to .\frica, is to
my mind conclusive, and scarcely less is that of a
former association of a great part of India and of
Australia with .Africa. Tliere seems, too, every reason
to believe that, although masked in places by other
tendencies, there has been a general movement of the
lighter continental crust or Sial from Africa towards
the Pacific. This appears to be a drift from a region
of a comparatively low gravity to one of higher
gravity.

.\s we have seen, Wegener and others believe that
the earth's crust lags behind the solid core as a result
of tidal retardation, and that this lag varies from point
to point. If this is the case, the folded mountains
that have their roots deep in the earth's interior will,

no doubt, have a smaller lag than other portions of the
earth's crust, and therefore, as Prof. Joly suggests, a
relative movement from west to east. How far such
movements are of importance it is at present im-
possible to say.
Whatever may be the ultimate causes of the relative

movement of continents, they can only be effective
when they operate in a direction in which the earth's
crust does not possess sufficient rigidity to oppose
them. We can no longer suppose that there is a fluid
substratum to the earth's crust. It is probable that
the solid crystallised zone below the oceans is usually
fifteen to twenty miles in thickness, and at tho.se

depths the enormous pressure of 90 to 120 tons to the
inch will give a comparatively high rigidity at the
temperature of about 800° C. that may there prevail,
even to an uncrystallised magma. Where, however,
a great thickness of sediment has accumulated in the
neighbourhood of a continent on a sea-bottom, it will

—

as IJana was the first to point out—by acting as a
blanket, cause the temperature of the rocks beneath to
rise and become less rigid, especially if they are basic
in composition. In this rise of temperature, Prof.
Joly believes radioactivity plays an important part.
At the same time the area concerned will sink slowly
to satisfy the requirements of isostasy, forming a
trough parallel to the coast line. If a period of com-
pression in a direction at right angles to the coast
supervenes, the rocks will yield to it and the trough
will be laterally compressed and deepened while the
sedimentary accumulations are thrown into folds. In
this way the land masses surrounding the Pacific have
been enabled gradually to advance inwards from its

circumference, their progress being marked by folded
mountain ranges. Yet the Pacific, as a whole, apart
from the marginal portions, being comparatively free
from sedimentation, has preserved its rigidity and
successfully resisted compression.
On the other hand, there seems reason to believe

that .Africa is in the main the centre of a region of
tension, due to the outward drift of continental
masses in the circumstances already described. It is

obvious that the separation caused by such a move-
ment must involve a deficiency of material in the
separating tract, and a loss of stability on the margin
of the separated masses. Sometimes the blocks into
which they are divided by jointing will fall forward
one upon another like a succession of bricks and so
give rise to a number of faults dipping away from the
rift. Examples of this are seen in Skye and Caithness.
More usually the slow subcrustal movement towards
the line of fracture will carry the solid crust with it.

The result will be a series of faults hading towards
the region of tension and with a downthrow in that
direction. In North Devon and Cornwall I have
shown that there is evidence that there has been a
general debacle of the rocks towards the west in Ter-
tiary times. North-west and south-east faults occu-
every few yards with a considerable hade to the south-
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west ; but the slickensides show that the movement
was oblique, partly down the fault planes and partly-

parallel to the strike of the faults to the north-west,
the latter component being the more important, so

that the total movement to the west must have been
considerable. At the same time there has been a
general tilt of the country in that direction. I am given
to understand that somewhat similar faulting occurs
in the South of Ireland, and, no doubt, it exists else-

where on the eastern shores of the Atlantic. The total

westward movement visible on the land does not
amount to more than a few miles, but the downward
displacement that accompanied it must have resulted

in the submergence of a large area to the west, and the

same structures, no doubt, extend still farther in that
direction under the sea. In the actual neighbourhood
of the rift (to use the convenient term employed by
Prof. J. W. Gregory) there may well be a complete
absence of the Sial, so that the Sima would be found
close below the abysmal deposits of the deep sea, as

Wegener supposed to be the case. There is, however,
no reason to suppose that the opposite shores of the

continents represent the actual margins of the rift,

and we cannot expect to find the close correspond-
ence between them which he endeavours unsuccess-
fully to demonstrate. Submarine plateaus rising in

the midst of greater depths may represent portions
of Sial submerged between two rifts.

The solution of these problems should be regarded
as an urgent task for the immediate future. There is

little doubt that further information with regard to

the density of rocks below the sea-bottom would result

from the systematic measurement of the \'ariation of

gravity at sea with concurrent determination of its

depth. The new methods that are now available are

at once more rapid and more trustworthy than those
previously employed, and might well be carried out
either by the Navy or the great ocean liners. Valuable
information, too, will be yielded by the Eotvos
balance with respect to the rocks below the sea in the

immediate neighbourhood of the shore.

John W. Evans.

The Function of Mendelian Genes.

In N.^ture of March 3 there appears a letter from
Mr. Julian Huxley on " The Function of Mendelian
Genes," in which he criticises a paragraph in a review

of mine published in Nature of January 20. As I

think that the difference between ^Ir. Huxley and
myself is due to a certain extent to a misunderstanding
of my meaning, perhaps you will allow me space to

make a brief reply.

Mr. Huxley's main point is that in treating

Mendelian genes as ineasures of pathological damage
to the hereditary substance, I forgot that each dis-

covery of a presumably pathological mutant gene
implied the existence of an allelomorphic normal
gene in the type, and that in this way we were
enabled to analyse the hereditary machinery of the

type.
The paragraph to which Mr. Huxley alludes was a

small item in a review devoted to vitalism. Mr.
Huxlev and I had a prolonged battle in Science

Progress last year, and perhaps before long we may
have another friendly encounter in the same journal.

As he alludes to this contest in a footnote, I may
here say that he is incorrect in stating that he forced

me to admit that not all mutations were pathological.

All I said was that I could not make such a universal

statement without examining each case, but I may
add that I have yet to meet with the Mendelian
mutation which is not pathological. My answer to

Mr. Huxley is that of course I recognise the existence

of hypothetical allelomorphic normal genes, which
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taken together make up the hereditary machinery of

the type, but I doubt the value of the analysis of

this machinery into genes at all. The only analysis

of the hereditary complex which seems to me to be
at all interesting or fruitful, is its dissociation into

the factors out of which it wg,s actually historically

built up. I regard this complex as the solidification,

so to speak, of the reactions of the race to the varying
experiences through which they have gone during past
ages. New habits have been superposed on old ones,

with accompanying modifications of structure ; and
when we ha\e unravelled this history completely, we
have given as exhaustive an account of the origin of

the hereditary machinery as is possible.

The normal " gene " is an imaginary section of this

machinery invented to account for the damage which
a mutant gene introduces. j\Ir. Huxley alludes to

the existence of multiple allelomorphs as proving that
the recessive mutant gene is not the mere absence
of something which we call the dominant gene. I

think that a series of multiple allelomorphs inevitably

suggests a graded series of varying degrees of damage,
or, as we may phrase it, a series of increasing intensities

of defect. Such a series is given by the mutants of

the red eye of the wild Drosophila. These are listed

as vermilion, scarlet, cherry, pink, eosin, cream, and
white ! What other plausible explanation can be
given of these than the gradual disappearance of the
dark red pigment of the normal eye ?

One of the mutant genes of Dro.sophila produces a
variation termed " balloon wing." In insects showing
this variation the two layers of ectoderm forming the
wing are widely divaricated from each other, the
space between them being occupied by a bubble of

air. Now there is a general consensus of opinion
based on palaeontology, embryology, and comparative
anatomy as to the evolutionary history of insects'

wings. They began as slight lateral extensions of

the dorsal terga of the thorax, at first in all three seg-

ments ; but later they were confined to the posterior

two segments. In the beginning they served merely
as parachute planes to break the fall of the insect

when it leaped into the air ; later, as they grew longer

and flexible, they became capable of independent
movement, and so developed into the varied types of

wing found at the present day. On what phase, one
may ask, of this history of progressive functional

evolution does the existence of the balloon wing
mutant throw the smallest light ?

We are gradually learning to recognise that the

body of an animal is built up by the co-operation of

the semi-independent growths of a number of tissues

and organs which, however, mutually limit and deter-

mine the extent of each other's growth. The com-
promise which is arrived at, is expressed in the normal
specific or racial structure of the animal, and may be
expressed by the term "regulatory balance." When
the race is exposed to new surroundings, the regulatory

balance is altered and a new race is evolved. This

accounts for the fact noticed by Sturtevant that

allied species differ from one another in numbers of

minute points affecting all the organs of the body,
whereas mutations are characterised bjf marked dif-

ferences affecting only one or two organs. Mutations
may be defined as pathological disturbances of this

regulatory balance ; if they are so severe as to pro-

duce a noticeable effect on the offspring when intro-

duced by only one parent, they are dominant ; if

their effects are only apparent when both parents are

affected, they are recessive.

Mr. Huxley's comparison of the mutant black

mouse to the melanic local races of wild species is

unfortunate. The black mouse (which I have often

reared) is co\-ered with a fur of so uniform colour as

to make it exceptional among mammals. It may be
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compared to the various melanic sports which occur
in other species of mammal, such as the black leopard.

I have seen a black individual among a litter of the
common Canadian squirrel.

On the other hand, a melanic local race implies a
new regulatory balance. As an example of the rela-

tion of racial character to the environment, I may
mention the common red grouse of Scotland, supposed
to be the only species of bird peculiar to Britain. In
Europe there is the allied species of willow grouse,
differing in having the tips of the primaries white
and in turning white in winter. When a Scotch
landowner imported the willow grouse he found that
in two or three generations they became indistinguish-

able from the red grouse ; and when red grouse were
introduced into Norway, they rcN'erted in a few
generations to a form indistinguishable from the
willow grouse. E. W. M.\cBride.

Zoological Department,
Imperial College of Science,

March 5.

Definitions and Laws of Motion in the
'• Principia."

In his recent interesting article (Nature, February
17) on the Definitions and Laws of Motion in the
" Principia," Sir George Greenhill reopens a very old
discussion (Nature, vol. 39, 1888-9). It might have
been expected that the lapse of one-third of a century-

would have been sufficient for reconciliation of the
engineer and the physicist. Every scientifically

trained engineer knows, as Sir George Greenhill
knows, that no confusion is introduced by the employ-
ment of a given multiplier or divisor in e\'ery term of
an equation.
The only new feature nos\' gi\en in the mathematical

discussion lies in his equation (i),

Wi</^=F/,
in which it is insisted that the ^ as a divisor must be
attached to the v and not to the W. But, in the
weight problem, this merely makes the equation an
identity with W= F ; and, if we introduce F as a non-
gravitational force, say by the use of a spring-balance,
or a column of compressed air, etc., still giving / its

old value, we find a different average F, and therefore

a different \V, at different localities. It is this local

variation of W which reveals to the physicist an
absence of that aspect of invariance, the existence of
which he, as a scientific man, feels compelled to search

, for. And his search is not in vain ; for he finds that,

with V, I. and average or actual F (non-gravitational)
all constant, W is proportional to g, and therefore
the attachment of ^ to W is justified, in his belief, bv
Nature. In fact, he has come into contact with the
materiae vis insita.

I have never known any student of engineering
who, having first had a normal training in physics,

felt compelled, in his engineering studies, to alter his

ideas. He knows that his " factor of safety " in

constructional details is large enough to cover such
variations of g as he meets with in practice. The real

quarrel (if it still exists) is only one regarding the use
of the word " pound," and the context in the engineer's
or the physicist's statement usually prevents confusion,
even if it were not the case, as I have always found it

to be, that the student of engineering is quite willing

to speak, when clearness re(iuires it, of the mass of a
pound and the weight of a pound.

I do not agree with Sir George Greenhill that Mach
was right in saying that Newton's Def. I. is only a
definition of density. I regard it as presuming that
the meaning of density is known, so that the definition

is really one of the quarlitus materiae, to which the
materiae vis insita or inertia massae is proportional.
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It then implies the physical law that inertia is inde-
pendent of the form of aggregation, and depends, for
a specific material, only on the extent of the aggrega-
tion. Nor do I agree with him that Newton's use of
many different words for the name of the same thing
was undesirable. We must remember that Newton
was the pioneer, introducing new ideas, and requiring
therefore to use e\ery form of phraseology or nomen-
clature that might help to make them understandable.

Sir George Greenhill disagrees with Tait, and credits
him with the honour of introducing innovations. Now
Tait was a modest man, and a loyalist towards
Newton. He gives the honour to Newton, whose
interpreter only he was. The further statements on
this point made in Sir George Greenhill's second
article do not alter the position.

Tait's wise words (I.e.) of a third of a century ago
are well worth attending to to-day, apart from
electrons. He said "... mass is the personal
property of a body, one of the invariable things in

nature :—and not an accidental property dependent,
for its amount and even its very existence, on the
momentary surroundings. The letter M has hitherto
been used by Newtonians in this sense. If anyone
has since attached to it another and different sense, he
is responsible for the consequent confusion. Would
it not be well if Prof. Greenhill, and the School to
which he has attached himself, would kindly leave to
Newtonians their M, as defined for them by their

Master ; and (with severely logical consistency) turn
it upside down (thus, W) when they wish to embody
their own revolutionary definition ? No Newtonian
will refuse to recognise Wt'*/2^ as a correct expression
for .so much energy :—though he will probably think
it both clumsy and complex, and will prefer to write
as usual his Slv^/z." W. Peddie.

University College, Dundee.

In his article under the above title in Nature of
February 17, Sir George Greenhill expresses the
opinion that it would be worth while to examine the
previous state of the theory of dynamics to see what
laws were current before the statement as given by
Newton. The evidence of Newton on this point is

often overlooked, though it is noted by Tait. In the
scholium to Corollary VL on the Third Law of Motion,
Newton freely acknowledges the work of his pre-
decessors.

" Hactenus principia tradidi a mathematicis recepta
et experientia multiplici confirmata. Per leges duas
primas et corollaria duo prima Galilaeus invenit
de.scensum gravium esse in duplicata ratione temporis
et motum projectilium fieri in parabola ; conspirante
experientia, nisi quatenus motus illi per aeris resisten-

tiam aliquantulum retardantur."
In these days of the Fletcher trolley and Atwood's

machine it would be interesting to know what were
the experiments Xewton had in mind as confirming
dynamical principles. Mach has pointed out the great
achievement of Galileo in arriving at the First Law of
Motion, but he does not assign him credit for a
knowledge of the Second Law. It is quite apparent
from the abo\e quotation that in the time of Newton
there existed a tradition that Galileo's teaching of
dynamics embodied the Second Law as enunciated in

the " Principia." This is borne out by Lagrange in his

introduction to the second part of his " M^canique
.Vnalytique," in which he states that the Second
Law is contained in the note added by V'iviani at the
suggestion of Galileo to the " Dialogues of Two New
Sciences " (Eng. Trans. Crew and De Salvio, p. 18 (), de-
ducing that the speeds falling down planes of different

inclinations but of the same height are equal. In
this note it is assumed as self-evident that the
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accelerations of a given body are as the forces pro-
ducing them. This result combined with the fact

that all bodies have the same gravitational accelera-

tion corresponds to the form (Flw= alg) recommended
for elementary teaching and favoured by Sir George
Greenhill.

The acknowledgment which Newton makes to
Wren, Wallis, and Huygens for the discovery of the
laws of impact is generally known in connexion with
his description of his own experiments on impact.
His attitude tow-ards these experiments is different

from that of the critical exposition of dynamics of

to-day, in which the Third Law is placed in the position

of honour from which the Second Law is derived by
observation or experiment. With Newton, however,
the Third Law requires justification, as shown by the
conclusion of his description of his experiments on
impact. " atque ideo actionem et reactionem esse

aecjuales."

One other extract is worthy of attention. Under
Definition IIL of materiae vis iv.sita Newton remarks,
" Per inertiam materiae fit ut corpus omne de statu
suo vel quiescendi vel movendi difficulter deturbetur."
This objective view of inertia is better adapted for

the general qualitative introduction to inertial mass
than the innate view consequent on an initial state-

ment of the First Law. This objective view frequently
finds expression in elementary text-books, but might
receive greater emphasis in view of the electromagnetic
theory of inertia, and the initial discrimination
between inertial mass and gravitational mass forced
on us by the modern theory of relativity. The
quantitative definition of mass as a measure of inertia

merely interprets " difficulter deturbetur " in terms
of acceleration. We may say then, as a preliminary
to a more exact definition, mass is a measure of the
difficulty of accelerating a body.

F. E. H.\CKETT.
College of Science for Ireland,

Dublin.

The Resonance Theory of Hearing.

I HAVE been reading with great interest various
accounts of ingenious models made to illustrate the
resonance theory of hearing, but I have been un-
fortunate enough to miss any clear reference to any
structure in the cochlea which could respond on a
physical basis to all vibrations which are capable of

being appreciated by the human ear, or rather nervous
sj'stem.

I have before me a pianoforte with a register of

seven octaves, containing wires which vary from about
150 cm. in length and more than o-.). cm. in diameter to

wires lo cm. long and tightly stretched. If the range
were continued to the eleven possible octaves the
extreme dimensions would be proportionately modi-
fied, being lengthened in the one case and shortened
in the other. This, I take it, is the best pianoforte
manufacturers can do, and that if they could have
used shorter or finer wires they would have done so.

Let us turn then to the human cochlea and form
some idea of its dimensions relative to such an instru-

ment. It consists of a tube coiled two-and-a-half
times, about 35 mm. in length, and varying from
4 mm. to I mm. in diameter. The total cubic con-
tents of the cochlea, according to Sir Arthur Keith,
are 70 cubic mm, The third canal of the cochlea
has a diameter varying from 0-5 mm. to o-8 mm. The
basilar membrane has, according to Keith, a diameter
varying froni 0-17 mm. to 0-4 mm., with an average
area of 13-2 sq. mm.

If the cochlea as a whole be considered, it can be
likened in size to a stout silk thread 35 mm. in length.
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If the third canal of the cochlea alone be considered
it can be likened to a silk thread 35 mm. in length, with
an average width of 0-5 mm.
How is it possible to imagine structures of this order

of magnitude capable of differential resonance to the
vibrations of sound ? From the ability of the investi-

gators who have been dealing with the problem, I

am certain that such an elementary difficulty cannot
have escaped them for a moment, but I shall be grate-

ful to any physicist who will throw light on a problem
which is as difficult as it is fascinating. If the presence
of anatomical resonators capable of responding to
vibrations of the var^'ing length indicated can be
demonstrated, the resonance theory can well be con-
sidered. Otherwise it must be abandoned.

James W. Barrett.
105 Collins Street, Melbourne,

January 5.

Sir James Barrett's letter expresses a difficulty in

the way of acceptance of the resonance theory which
I believe to be more generally felt than perhaps any
other, namely, the difficulty of conceiving that a
structure so minute as the cochlea, which may be
compared in size to a small split-pea, can contain a
series of resonators capable of responding to some
4000 separate tones extending over about 1 1 octaves.
When we compare the suite of strings of a piano,
which will respond only to 85 separate tones in 7
octa\es, although tliey occupy with their case a space
of 10 to 15 cubic feet, and weigh several hundred-
weight, the whole conception seems indeed bizarre
and absurd.

This difficulty may be considered under two head-
ings :

(i) How to account for the minuteness of the scale.

(2) How it is possible to have such a wide range of
tones within so small a cubic space.

(i) Scale.— If it be granted that we are to look for

our resonating elements in the transverse fibres of the
basilar membrane, the scale of the cochlea will be
determined by the length of these fibres. This again
will be determined by the formula

Number of vibrations per sec.

\ / tension in dynes
2 X length of string V mass of unit length of slength of string

-.1 fi
2/^ m

It is obvious that in this formula, for any particular
value of «, I can be given any value we choose by
assigning suitable values to t and m. Theoretically,

there is no reason why the resonators should not be
10 or even 1000 times smaller than they are in the
cochlea. Practically, the limits of what is possible
are set by the strength, fineness, and flexibility of

the materials available. The particular factor which
renders this extraordinary reduction of scale possible
is, that in the cochlea the factor ni is large out of all

proportions with what obtains in any of our stringed

instruments. This result is attained by the beautiful
mechanical device of loading the strings each with a
definite mass of cochlear fluid.

(2) Differentiation.—The fibres of the basilar mem-
brane are differentiated for length, tension, and mass
just as are the piano strings. Accepting Keith's
measurements, the differentiation for length is

sufficient to account for i\ octaves; that for mass
(as determined by the " fluid load ") for about 2\
octaves. The remaining six to seven octaves of the
audible scale must be due to variations of tension, as

applied by the spiral ligament. This means a pro-
portion of something like i to 5000 or 10,000 between
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the lowest and highest tension. In a good section of
the cochlea the spiral ligament will be seen to exhibit

a progressive differentiation in bulk and closeness of
texture not inconsistent with such extremes of tension.

Further, the upper and lower limit of tension can be
roughly calculated, and the resulting values are

possible ones. The highest is only about a quarter
of the breaking strain of tendinous structures of the
same fineness.

Helmholtz recognised quite clearly the bearing of
the " load " on the basilar fibres in rendering possible
the small scale of the cochlea, though he failed to
realise the progressive differentiation of the fibres for

mass thereby effected. He says, " That such short
strings should be capable of corresponding with such
deep tones must be explained by their being loaded
in the basilar membrane with all kind of solid forma-
tions ; the fluid of both galleries in the cochlea must
also be considered as weighting the membrane, because
it cannot move without a kind of wave motion in that
fluid " (second English edition translated by A. J.
Ellis, p. 146).
No doubt if Helmholtz had known the anatomical

structure of the spiral ligament, which was described
by Albert Gray in 1900, the whole mechanism of the
cochlea would have been clear to him.

George Wilkinson.
387 Glossop Road, Sheffield.

Stirling's Theorem.

In starting from dn = 1 and then making dn infini-

tesimal. Dr. Satterly's demonstration in Nature of
February 17, p. 220, is scarcely convincing, and the
error introduced by this step is represented in his

answer by the absence of the factor if Jn or the term
J log n, neither of which is entirely negligible when n
is large. I suggest the following adaptation of his
proof, which avoids, I think, the inconsistency referred
to above.

Log w +

1

- log |n = log (w-n).

.". by Taylor's theorem

(D+DVi2_+ . . . ) log'n^=logn +i/n + . . .

all terms on the right being negligible after the first
when n is large.

•••'°g^=
D+D'/|2 +

logn

= g(i -D/2 +AD»+)logM

= / log n rfn - J log n + kjn + . . .

= n log n -n -\ log n + C.

The constant can readily be evaluated by the use
of Wallis's expression for ir.

James Strachan.
20 Woodside Terrace, Darlington,

February 23.

Echinoderm Larvae and their Bearing on
Classification.

Though loth to prolong this discussion, I wish, in
fairness to Dr. Mortensen and myself, to say that
I did not accuse Dr. Mortensen of regarding the
echinoderm metamorphosis as a case of metagenesis.
What I did write in Nature for December 8, 1921,
seems to agree entirely with Dr. Mortensen's state-
ment on March 10, 1923—a statement accepted by
Prof. MacBride.

*^ ^
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Against Dr. Mortensen's view, that the sucking disc
of Hrachiolaria is a relatively recent acquisition.

Prof. MacBride would cite me as in substantial
agreement with himself (Nature, January 13). That
agreement extends to our common belief that all

groups of echinoderms have passed through a fixed
stage at some time in their ancestral history. On
the precise relation of that fixed stage to the adult
structufe in the case of the starfish, we do not agree.
Dr. Mortensen, it appears, is one of those who support
my particular view. The sucking disc of the Brachio-
laria has certainly been regarded by me, as by Prof.
jMacBride, as confirmatory e\'idence of the general
theory. But if, as Dr. Alortensen now suggests, it

be a secondary development, the theory does not
necessarily fall, and Dr. Mortensen distinctly says
that it does not. On the other hand, assuming Dr.
Mortensen to be correct in his assertion that the
forms with such a larva are only the more specialised,

the sucker may none the less perpetuate an ancestral
structure.

Until the geological history of the starfishes has
been more fully worked out along the lines followed
by Dr. W. K. Spencer, it is safer to e.xpress no opinion
on the classification of the forms now living.

F. A. Bather.
March 11.

Constitution of Blaclc Malietu Sand.

We have made a careful chemical and X-ray
analysis of the black sand from Maketu, N.Z., from
which Dr. Alexander Scott believed he had isolated
the oxide of a new clement. We are able to confirm
Prof, Bohr's conclusion that no new element is present.

Starting with 1000 ijrams of the sand we obtained
1-7 grams of material free from silica, and insoluble
in sulphuric acid. Fusion with sodium bisulphate
did not bring this into solution, thus confirming Dr.
Scott's experience, but it is interesting to note that
on fusion with potassium bisulphate the residue went
into solution completely, and was found by both
chemical and X-ray analysis to consist of about
equal parts of iron and aluminium. Prof. Bohr
found an appreciable quantity of titanium in the
residue, while we found no more than a trace ; but as
our residue was only 0-2 per cent of the ore our
extraction was probably more complete.

C. J. Smithells.
F. S. GOUCHER.

Research Laboratories,
General Electric Co., Ltd.,

Wembley, March 8.

Scientific Periodicals for Czech Students.

I HAVE recently received a most earnest and pathetic
request from a group of Czech students at the Uni-
versity of Prague asking me whether this Society could
send them an English scientific periodical, l^nfortun-
ately we have no funds for this, but it has struck me
that it might be possible for some of your subscribers,
who perhaps do not have their copies of Nature
bound, to let me have them to send to these students.
It would be a really kind and charitable act, and
would be helpful in promoting the good feeling between
ourselves and the Czecho-Slovaks, which is so useful

at the present time.
If the papers were to be sent from London, I could

arrange to call for them at stated times, so that no
trouble of packing or postage would be involved.

B. O. TUFNELL.
The Czech Society of Great Britain,

Kensington Palace Mansions, W.8, March 2.

M 2
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The Egyptian World in the Time of Tutankhamen.

By Dr. H. R. Hall.

THE name of Tutankhamen, king of Egypt, whose
reign may with comparative certainty be

placed in the decade 1360-1350 B.C., is now a household

word, and is probal^Iy known to many who have never

heard of Thothmes or Rameses. The discovery of his

tomb at Thebes by Lord Carnarvon and Mr. Howard
Carter, with its wealth of funerary furniture and the

magnificent state which probably enshrines the actual

body of the king, has made Tutankhamen famihar to

all ; so that, at any rate for the time, we regard him
as the typical Egyptian pharaoh of his age. But, as a

matter of fact, he was an ephemeral and undistinguished

monarch personally, and his short reign is only remark-

able for one fact, the return of Egypt to the polytheistic

faith of her forefathers after the short episode of the

Disk-worshipping heresy of his father-in-law, Akhenaten,

the artist, poet, and pacificist, one of the most extra-

ordinary figures of the ancient world.

Akhenaten is the outstanding figure of his century,

but he, again, is not the typical great king of his time :

it is his father, Amanhatpe or Amenhotep III., the

Memnon of the Greeks, who can rightly claim that

position. Akhenaten was too strange and unconven-

tional a figure. Tutankhamen began by following the

heresy of his father-in-law, but in his day the reaction

came, and the great god Amen of Thebes, king of the

gods and head of the imperial pantheon, returned to his

own. It is probably on this account that Tutankhamen
was buried in the magnificent splendour that we see

:

Amen-Ra and his triumphant priests saw to it that the

returned prodigal received fitting burial, with all the

provision that the old religion could give him to ensure

his dignity and well-being in the next world.

It is at the moment of his return to the national

religion's fold that we survey the state of the world as

known to the Egyptians, for to go further afield would
bear us into endless paths of speculation. Egypt and
Mesopotamia give us the only known chronological

bases for real history at this time ; to go outside their

world, into the Bronze Age of Western Europe, for

example, would be to cast loose from the control of

known dates and events and to speculate merely as to

the probable growth of civilisation, not to write histor}'.

What was the world like outside Egypt, as known to

the Egyptians, in Tutankhamen's day ?

About 1580 B.C. the Syrian and Canaanite invaders

who had dominated Egypt for at least two centuries,

the Hyksos or Shepherd-Kings, had been expelled by
force, and the Egyptians, filled with the spirit of

revanche, had in their turn imposed their rule on the

lands of their oppressors. The raids of the earlier

kings of the XVIIIth Dynasty, which now occupied

the throne of Thebes, had crystallised under Thutmases,
or Thothmes, III. into a settled policy of conquest and
empire, and Amenhotep III. was the undisputed ruler

of S>Tia, Palestine, and Phcenicia.

These countries were regarded by the kings of

Babylon and Assyria as the rightful domains of the

king of Egypt, their peoples as his subjects. He was
their lord in peace and war. Egyptian residents and
generals controlled the native princes. The Egyptian
frontier ran from the Amanus and north of the Aleppan
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district to the Euphrates near Carchemish, and thence

down the river for some distance, till it turned off and
ceased in the undefined wastes of the desert, reappearing

at the head of the gulf of Akabah, in the land of Edom.
The great historical cities of Syria, Aleppo, Carchemish,

Damascus, and Jerusalem ; the Phoenician cities of the

coast from Arvad in the north, past Byblos, of old an
Egyptian centre, Tyre, and Sidon to Akko in the

south ; the towns of the Philistine coast, from Dor to

Gaza ; had already existed for centuries. But though
the Phoenicians were there, the Philistines were not
yet in the land which afterwards bore their name,
Palestine. They did not arrive in Canaan till nearly

two centuries later.

Outside the Egyptian border to the west, in the days

of Amenhotep III., the ancient kingdom of Babylonia
existed in august but somewhat faded and inert

majesty, as old as Egypt and as proud, but weak
and querulous, trusting to the power of old renown as

her protection against attack rather than to warlike

prowess. Officially she now bore the name of Karduni-

yash, an appellation given her by the kings of her

foreign Kassite d\-nasty, a race of conquerors, probably

of Indo-European origin, who had come from beyond
the Zagros some four centuries before.

North of her, on the Tigris, was AssjTia, also an
ancient power, but younger ; Babylonian in culture,

but more purely Semitic in race ; and rejecting the

claim to suzerainty which Babylon sought to impose
on her. To the west of Assyria was the ill-defined

kingdom of Mitanni, the land of Northern Mesopotamia
between the Khabiir, the Euphrates, and the moun-
tains of Diarbekir, inhabited by an intrusive race of

uncertain origin ruled by kings probably, like the

Kassites, of Aryan origin.

Farther west, beyond Taurus, was the confederation

of tribes of the Anatolian Hittites, who owed allegiance

to an overlord, the " Sun " of Khatti, reigning in

central Anatolia, at a city represented by the modem
Boghaz Koi, east of the Halys. The ancient Semitic

population of Cappodocia no longer existed, having

been destroyed or expelled by the Hittites.

Hittite tribes had already crossed the Taurus, in-

habited the districts of Aleppo and Carchemish, and
had even pushed outposts down as far south as

Palestine, where they lived under Egyptian rule, side

liy side with the Canaanites and with Aryans from
Mitanni.

South of the Anatolian Hittites was Cilicia, in-

habited by a kindred race, of whose culture we know

"

little, but that it owed much, probably, both to the

Hittite and to the Syrian.

The island of Cyprus, the people of which also were

racially related to the Anatolians, probably, had re-

cently been conquered by .i^gean tribes from Rhodes
and Greece itself, who brought with them the Mycenaean
culture, now beginning in Greece to take the place of

the Minoan civilisation of Crete from which it was
derived. The Minoan civilisation was now eclipsed on

account of the collapse of the dominion of Knossos,

which had sent ambassadors to Egypt in the days of

Thothmes III.
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This was, leaving out of account the Sudan in the

south and the wild Libyan tribes to the west, the

world as known to the Egyptians. Of Italy, they

probably had as yet no knowledge.

Towards the end of the reign of Amenhotep III. a

revolution broke out in Syria and Palestine. Shub-
biluliuma or Suppilulius, king of the Hittites, a

monarch full of guile, aspired to oust Egypt from the

control of Syria and to destroy Mitanni. He found

tools ready to his hand in certain discontented and
rebellious Amorite princes of the Lebanon and in the

Phoenicians of Arvad, and stirred up strife. Amenhotep
quelled the revolt for a time, but it broke out again,

and when his extraordinary son, .\khenaten, ascended

the throne, the whole country seethed with turmoil.

The new king was interested only in his project of

[
reforming the Egyptian religion ; he was a man of art

land of peace, and for the first time in history, perhaps,

I
a great king refused to go forth to war, and allowed his

I
dominions to fall away from him.

Palestine and Syria were in chaos. Wandering

j tribes, among them those Khabiri who have been

[credibly identified with the Hebrews, overran the land,

Ithe Hittite princes of the south revolted, and with

I
them certain chiefs of Aryan (? .Mitannian) origin who

[also had settled there under tlie Egyptian dominion.

The Canaanite chiefs and Phrcnician princes who

I

remained faithful were gradually borne down in the

I
absence of help from Egypt, and at the end of Akhen-

laten's reign the whole country had fallen away from the

In Tutankhamen's day the great prince Huy may
Irepresent himself on the walls of his tomb, as he does,

Ibringing Semitic chiefs to offer tribute to his majesty,

[but we see that this can have been but a farce : the

Iking's writ ran no farther than the coast of the Sheph-

elah, probably. In the north the Amorites had laut

Kchanged one master for another, for they now be-

ne the vassals of the Hittites, albeit under a looser

Bntrol than that of Egypt. Tlic Hittite control of

ria continued unchallenged till the days of Seti I.

ad Rameses II., fifty years later, when Egypt essayed

reimpose her yoke on the Semites. Long wars
fensued, waged directly by Egypt against the Hittites,

until about 1279 B.C. a peace of exhaustion was con-

tcluded between the protagonists, a peace of which we
have the full protocol, signed and sealed by the Great

JKing of Egypt and the Great King of Khatti, couched
lin diplomatic and legal phraseolog)' that might have

Ibsued from a modern chancellery. It was a com-

promise : of her old Asiatic dominion Eg\pt retained

only Palestine ; Syria fell to the Hittites and remained
theirs till, eighty years later, the invasion of the

Philistines and their seafaring allies from the North
overthrew the Hittite kmgdom and tore Palestine

itself from Egypt.

Tutankhamen, then, was confronted across his attenu-

ated frontier by a far more formidable foe than the

Babylonian could ever be. Mitanni was gone—de-

stroyed by Shubbiluliuma after all help from Egypt
had proved vain. Assyria, trusting in the prowess of

her soldiers, kept her independence of both Babylon
and Kiiatti ; Shubbiluliuma seems prudently to have
let her be. Her king, .\shur-uballit, was a long-lived

and probably a politic as well as a doughty ruler.

Somewhat later, in the time of Rameses II., Shal-

maneser, king of Assyria, was a much more powerful
monarch than the Babylonian Kadashman-turgu, and
it was partly in apprehension of his power, probably,

that Rameses and Khattusilis, the Hittite ruler, finally

compromised their differences.

The collision of different national civilisations at this

time produced none of the mutual approximations that

might have been expected. Only Egypt began to

show signs, more accentuated later, of Semitic in-

fluence in her culture. Babylon, however, shows no
signs of Egyptian influence, the Hittites perhaps a

little, the Mycenaeans more. But there is no landslide

in any direction anywhere. Each people remained
faithful to its traditions. There were colonies of

Mycenaean artists, as of Semitic and even Hittite

craftsmen in Egypt. But though the Egyptians prized

and used Greek products, we find no direct imitation of

Minoan art even in the free and untrammelled Egyptian
art of Akhenaten's time, though the works of the

Minoan artists must have appealed to the realistic and
truth-loving king. There is no trace of Minoan or of

Mesopotamian influence yet in any of the objects of

Egyptian art discovered in Tutankhamen's tomb of

which photographs have been published : the weird

heads, for example, of one of the gilded couches that

have been thought to be Mesopotamian in aspect are

merely heads of the Egyptian goddess Thoueris in her

fierce and typhonic character. We should, in fact,

expect Mesopotamian influence less than Minoan or

even Hittite. The Thoueris-head was adapted by the

Minoans for the heads of their water-demons.

Such, in brief survey, are the main characteristics of

the outer world known to Tutankhamen and his people,

and of Egypt's relations with it.

Recent Advances in Photographic Theory.*

Bv Dr. C. E. K. Mees.

THE study of the physico-chemical relations

,

on which depend the form in which a pre-

cipitate is produced has been developed by a number
of workers in recent years, and its application to the

precipitation of silver halide has been studied by
ISheppard and Trivelli. In his earlier work Trivelli

made a large number of photomicrographs of emulsions

taken from standard photographic plates and films,

* Communication No. 165 from the Research Laboratory of the Eastman
Kodak Company. From a lecture delivered before the Franklin Institute

I
of Philadelphia on December 7, v^zi.
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one of which is reproduced in Fig. i. It will be seen

that the silver bromide grains, of which the emulsion

is composed, are of very varied sizes, there being

present a large number of small grains, down to the

limit of those visible witli a microscope, and a smaller

number of large grains, including some of very much
greater area than the smallest grains present. The
largest grains are all polygons, with angles of 60° and
120°. There is a tendency to round off the corners

and edges of the small grains, so that the smallest

grains appear to be more or less spherical.
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A study of these small spherical grains by R. B.

Wilsey, however, using the methods of X-ray crystal

analysis, shows that even the smallest grains are still

definitely crystalline and have the same structure

as the large grains, the crystalline form being a cubic

lattice.

So long ago as 1915 it was realised that the dis-

tribution of the different sizes of grains in an emulsion

might play a very important part in determining the

characteristics of that emulsion. The problem was

to measure the distribution of the grains ; that is,

the number of grains of a given size which occurred

in an emulsion and the variation of the number with

the size of the grain. This problem has often arisen

in scientific work. It has been studied in connexion

with suspensions of all kinds. Various indirect

methods of attacking the problem have been suggested.

It is possible to get determinations by settling the

emulsion, taking advantage of the fact that the larger

particles will settle most rapidly according to Stokes's

law, but the direct method is, clearly, to spread out

Fig. I.

a thin layer of the emulsion and to count the different

sizes of grains occurring in it. Trivelli photomicro-
graphed a thinly coated emulsion at an enlargement
of 2500 diameters, enlarged the negatives to 10,000
diameters, outlined all the grains of these enlargements,
and then planimetered the grains and obtained tables

showing the areas of the different grains present, at

least a thousand grains being counted for each emulsion.
Sheppard and Wightman obtained the same results

by the use of the camera lucida instead of photo-
micrography. From these tables cur\es were obtained
showing the relation between the size of grains and
the number present for several standard emulsions.
Fig. 2 shows the results for the portrait film and slow-
lantern emulsions. It will be seen that the curve
shows a distribution of sizes of grain which corresponds
approximately to a probability curve, the maximum
number of particles being of a diameter of approxi-
mately 0-5 /«, the particles both smaller and larger

than this being fewer, until we have \'ery few par-
ticles indeed of larger size than 2-7 yu and also few of

smaller size than 0-2 /i. On this small side no par-
ticles can be measured less than 0-2 /n, because this is

the limit of the resolving power of the microscope.
It is probable, however, that curves showing

diameters will not be of real value, because the con-
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trolling factor will not be the diameter of the particles,

but their projective area, as shown in Fig. 3.

Svedberg investigated systematically the relation

between the size and sensitiveness of grains in photo-

graphic emulsions. He prepared emulsions so thinly

SIZE - freSuency curve
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coated that the grains were all in single layers, and
counted the grains of different sizes by classifying

them into four classes. The emulsions were then

exposed and developed, and the developed silver

removed, the remaining grains, representing those

which had not been made developable by the action

of light, being counted. In this way curves could be

obtained showing the sensitiveness of the grains of

each class, and it was found, as might be expected,

tliat the larger grains were much more sensitive than

the smaller grains.

Svedberg next assumed that the product of the

light action in the halide grain—that is, the substance

of the latent image—consists of small centres distributed

SIZE-»RE1 CURVE

Fig. 3.

through the grain or through the light-affected part of

the grain, and that these centres are distributed

according to the laws of chance. If a plate be developed
for a very short time the grains show these centres

as small black spots upon them. This was shown by
Hodgson as early as 1917 (Fig. 4).

Not only did Svedberg demonstrate the existence

of these centres, but he also made plain their relation to

the silver bromide grains by photographing the grains
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before development by deep red light, then develop-

ing for a short time and removing the undeveloped
halide. On the plate there are then left small dots,

and comparisons with the first plate showed these

to correspond with the silver halide grains originally

present.

S\-edberg has shown that the number of centres

produced in this way by initial development increases

with the exposure in accordance with the usual photo-

graphic laws, and it might be assumed that tlie dis-

covery of these centres produced during development
is a proof of discreteness in the action of light upon
the grain, and that they must result from a structure

in the silver bromide grains existing either before

exposure or produced during exposure, and corre-

sponding, for example, to spots of sensitiveness.

\Vhile the evidence for this seems very great, it must
be remembered that we know nothing about these

centres until development takes place, and that even
if the whole grain were equalh- affected by the action of

light and changed to the same extent, we should still

expect development to take place first at some local

^
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microscopic ripples encounter a wooden ship. We
should expect that they would produce no effect,

especially as they may have passed many other ships

without having affected them, but, for some reason,

as these tiny ripples reach the ship, a plank of the
same weight as the log is hurled out of the ship to a
height of exactly one hundred feet, and the whole
energy which was originally supplied by the log falling

into the water is concentrated upon the ejection of

the plank. It will be seen at once how inadequate
the wave theory is to account for this phenomenon.
Similar difficulties occur in connexion with photo-
electricity or the liberation of electrons under the
influence of light.

The method by which a photographic emulsion
adds up light during a long exposure has always been
a great problem when it is considered from the point
of view of the classical wave theory. If we accept
the idea that the grains of silver halide in an emulsion
are exposed to a continuous flood of light from a distant

star, for example, then each grain must be imagined
to be integrating light until it has received enough
to make it developable. Since the exposure required
in astronomical photography is frequent!)- \-ery long,

we must consider that the grains continue to integrate

the light for many hours, and it is difficult to imagine
any mechanism which would enable them to do this.

The difficulty is enhanced by the fact that even a
very brief exposure continues to produce an effect

after an interruption of a long period, so that if all

the grains have been affected by the first exposure,

they must be capable of storing energy quite in-

sufficient to make them developable and to hold this

energy for a long period, and then resume its accumula-
tion at the level where the interruption occurs. In
the same way, when we study the exposure of the
individual grains, even if we could imagine some
mechanism by which the grains could store up the

energy falling upon them until they became develop-
able, we should expect that all the grains of the same
size would become developable at the same time,
unless, indeed, we assume the process of exposure to

be autocatalytic in nature. When grains are examined
under the microscope, however, some of them are

found to have been affected before others. If we
imagine that they all have become exposed to a uniform
flood of light, we must consider that these grains differ

in sensitiveness among themselves, and that the
possibility of change on exposure, so that they become
developable, is due to the presence of a sensitiser.

This may be either concentrated unequally in the

different grains or may form centres of sensitiveness

similar to those supposed to exist by Svedberg and
other workers in the field, who think that the centres

found at the beginning of development are the origin

of sensitiveness, and are present from the time of

making the emulsion.

If we had no prior knowledge of the wave theory of

light, however, it is clear that the simplest explanation
of the sensitiveness of different grains would be that,

instead of a continuous flow of light in the form of

waves on to sensiti\-e films, the light was falling upon
it as a rain of projectiles, and that these projectiles

made developable any grains that they hit, the grains

that were missed not being developable, but being
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hit later if they continued to be exposed to the radia-

tion. Naturally, the bigger the grains the more
likely are they to be hit, so that a calculation can be
made of the relation between the size and the per-

centage number of grains which will become develop-

able after a given exposure.

Silberstein suggests that the projectiles, rather than

being called " corpuscles," which gives the idea that

they are round, should be called " light darts," and
should be imagined to consist of a long train of waves
of very small diameter travelling with the velocity

of light.

It is obvious that this theory of light darts would
meet the difficulties which are offered by the phenomena
of X-rays and photo-electricity to the idea of a con-

tinuous wave front, while not excluding the possibility

of the formation of interference and diffraction effects.

At first sight it would seem to offer a solution of the

problem of the integration of exposure by the silver

halide grains of the emulsion, since we might as.sume

that, instead of a grain integrating energy falling

upon it until it had received enough to make it de-

velopable, it was not affected at all until struck by a

quantum of light, and then became developable com-
pletely. If this was so, however, we should expect

that the amount of energy necessary to make a grain

developable would be, on the average, one quantum, and
at most a few quanta, more than one being necessary

because of the chance that a fresh grain would not be

struck by every " light dart " falling upon the emul-

sion, some falling between the grains and others

striking grains which were already developable.

In some work which has just been started in our

laboratory we are getting results from which I think

we may conclude as a preliminary statement that, for

high-speed emulsions, several hundred quanta of violet

light are necessary per grain in order to make the grain

developable. If this is confirmed, the light dart

hypothesis would seem to be scarcely sufficient by

itself to explain the integration of energy by the emul-

sion, and we are thrown back on to the idea of differ-

ential sensitiveness among the grains, or of spots of

limited area on the grains, so that of the hundreds

of quanta striking a grain only one may be considered

to be operative, the rest falling upon the insensitive

portions of the grain. Suppose that the fraction of

a grain which is sensitive is c, and this consists of

an average of K spots of w area, then

Ew=ea.

Now, if a grain has no spots, it will be quite insensitive

and will not be developable, no matter how long it is

exposed, so that the value of R and w can be deter-

mined experimentally by counting the grains left

o\ er after a very prolonged exposure.

In any case, a question of great importance* in con-

nexion with the latent image is the amount of energy

required to make the silver halide developable. If the

new determinations show that several hundred quanta

of violet light per grain are necessary, then a revision of

ideas relating to the latent image itself will follow, as

compared with those ideas derived from the belief that

the energ)' available is only one quantum per grain, in

which case it is clear that the latent image mu.st depend

upon a change occurring in a single atom of silver or
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halogen, since the only work we can imagine one

juantum capable of doing is to release a single electron

Irom an atom. If several hundred quanta per grain

are available, then it is clear that not one atom of

silver per grain may be affected, but that several

hundred atoms may be changed, and that an appreci-

able, though very small, amount of chemical decom-
position may be effected by the energy available.

More important still, quantitative differences in the

mount of latent image present in a grain become
possible. If only one quantum per grain is available,

I i;rain is either exposed or not exposed, but if energy

irresponding to an amount of several hundred quanta
o used, we might imagine that a grain could become
partly exposed, so that, for example, it might be

developable by a developer of high reduction potential

but not by one of lower potential. Moreover,

grains might clearly be of different degrees of

sensitiveness—that is, they might require different

amounts of energy to make them developable—and

the whole idea of quantitative differences in sensitive-

ness and exposure, which is so difficult if we imagine

one quantum of energy per grain to be sufficient to

produce a complete change in the grain which will

make it developable, becomes perfectly intelligible.

On the other hand, the division of the sensitive area

into a number of small sensitive spots, which accords

with the ideas both of Silberstein and those of other

workers such as Svedberg who have located sensitive-

ness in " centres," would still enable us to retain the

idea that a single quantum of energy is sufficient for

exposure if it reaches one sensitive spot.

Obit
Dr. James Gow.

'yilE lamented death on February 16 of Dr. James
i Gow, formerly headmaster of Westminster School,

ad author of " A Short History of Greek Mathe-
matics," calls for notice in N.\ture. Educated at

King's College School, Gow went to Trinity College,

'ambridge, in 1871, and was 3rd Classic and Chan-
Uor's classical medallist in 1875. He was elected

iillow of Trinity in 1876, the year in which it was
disserved as a curiosity that the four fellows of Trinity

then elected all had monosyllabic names and mustered

no more than fifteen letters between them : Cox,

nicks. Lord, Gow. Three of them, including Gow,
rowed for the historic Second Trinity Boat Club, now
extinct.

Gow's mind was alert, quick, and versatile ; he

'uld have succeeded at almost anything he undertook.

i he son of an artist, he had himself decided talent

1 the same direction ; he was, as an undergraduate,

devoted to music. But his main work was in classics,

and even there his interests were very varied. His
fi Uowship dissertation was on the origin of gram-
latical gender ; he edited the Odes and Epodes and

the Satires of Horace ; and he produced one of the

most useful books ever written for schoolboys, a " Com-
l)anion to School Classics "—a pioneer work which gave
a lead to more ambitious and bulky handbooks since

issued from the University Presses and elsewhere.

The " Short History of Greek Mathematics " is

another proof of Gow's versatility. His original in-

tention was to write a history of the city of Alexandria.

He contemplated a chapter in that work which should

deal with the mathematical school from Euclid to

Diophantus. But this project led him insensibly to

uiore general mathematical topics, such as the develop-

iient of numeral systems, Egyptian arithmetic, Greek
ilculation and Greek theory of numbers, with the

1 suit that the material accumulated became too

xtensive for a chapter in a more general history,

ad he decided to make Greek mathematics the subject

\ a. separate work. Such a book was very much
\;mted ; here, too, he was breaking new ground.

There were three recent and important German works
by Bretschneider, Hankel, and Moritz Cantor, but no
book in English at all comprehensive. The under-
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uary.
taking was the more arduous in that Gow had made
no special study of mathematics since his school-

davs, and it is no small proficiency in mathematics that

is required for the compilation of such a history. The
work proved a little une\-en owing to the fact that

the arithmetical portion was written on a scale too

large to allow of the history of geometry being treated

with equal fulness if the whole work was to be in a

reasonable compass ; and Gow realised that with
" a history like this ... the utility will no doubt

vary as the brevity "
(p. 145).

The best possible test of a book is, perhaps, the

impression that it makes upon a reader who takes it

up thirty or forty years after its publication. This

book stands the test well. It is true that the mass

of the material that must be included appeared to

Gow at times to be overwhelming : for he speaks in

his preface of the labour having often been dreary.

But this certainly would not be gathered from the

finished work, which is from first to last anything but

dreary. Many things in it have necessarily been super-

seded as the result of subsequent researches, but the

book can still be read with the same pleasure as it

aroused on its first appearance. T. L. H.

Rev. William Wilks.

Horticulture is the poorer by the sudden death

on March 2 of the Rev. William Wilks, vicar of Shirle)-,

Croydon, 1879-1912. The son of Dr. G. F. Wilks,

born at Ashford, Kent, on October 19, 1843, William

Wilks was educated at Clapham and Pembroke College,

Cambridge, where he took his degree in 1864. He was

intended to follow his father's profession, but forsaking

that course, after studying at Wells, he took orders,

and was appointed curate of Croydon in 1866. The

rest of his life, e.\cept for his annual holiday on the

Continent, or latterly in Scotland, was spent in that

neighbourhood, and when in 1912 he resigned his

vicarage he went to live and garden next door at the
' Wilderness " which he had built, and where he died.

There is no need to speak here of Mr. Wilks's parish

work—the concourse of local people at his funeral

at Shirley showed how it was appreciated—but rather
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of his work in and for horticulture. For nearly sixty

years he was intimately connected with the Royal
Horticultural Socict)^ His grandfather and father had
both taken a keen interest in gardening at Charing
and Ashford, and the curate of Charing, the Rev.

J. Dix, for some time chairman of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society's Floral Committee, was an intimate
friend of his youth. His love of Nature and gardening
was still further fostered by his education under Prof.

Pritchard, and by his vicar at Croydon, Canon Hodgson,
so that when he went to Shirley he was well

equipped to follow his bent in the large garden of the
vicarage. He liecame a member of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society's Floral Committee about 1880, and
at the great reconstruction of the Society in 1888 he
was appointed honorary secretary. He filled the post
of secretary until 1920^ when he retired and was elected

to the council..

In 1888 the Society was in very low water ; its

liabilities were great, its finances low ; it had less a
horticultural than a social policy ; it seemed doomed
to early wreck, after weathering the storms of eighty-
four years. With its new secretary, Sir Trevor
Lawrence, Sir Daniel Morris, Sir William Thiselton-
Dyer, Sir Harry Veitch, Mr. George Paul, Sir Michael
Foster, Dr. Masters, and others, a determined return
to a horticultural course was made, and in steering that
course William Wilks took a leading part. He was a
great secretary. A man of wide vision, a fine judge
of men, courteous, tactful, able to bend men and things
to the policy the new council had determined upon,
cautious but ready to seize opportunity, loyal to his

council and inspiring loyalty, ready with encourage-
ment, kindly in restraining excess of zeal, an able
organiser, under him the Society progressed from
potential bankruptcy to financial prosperity, from a
membership of about 1000 to more than 16,000, to

the possession of its fine hall and offices, its Journal
(which he edited from 1888 to 1906), its great garden
at Wisley, with its school of horticulture and the
development of research into gardening problems
which all along he had seen to be essential to sound
progress, and which, as soon as finance permitted, he
fostered with all his power. His aim all through was
to further British horticulture in its widest sense,

and for his work for the Society, until it had been
placed upon a sound financial footing, he took not
even the most modest remuneration. The Society
to-day is a monument to his work.
The gardens of the world, large and small, even

into the Arctic regions, are the richer for Mr.
Wilks's own gardening efforts, for from an aberrant
field-poppy he raised the wonderful strain of

Shirley poppies, and freely distributed seed every
year to all comers. As with his poppies and fox-
gloves, he deemed no pains too great to spend upon the
selection and increase of beautiful hardy things, and
no pleasure to exceed that derived from sharing his

beautiful things with others. His writings in the
Journal were of these things. In his quiet garden
he grew the choicest of hardy fruits, for he was a
pomologist of no mean order, and he cared for
and studied there the plants and animals it con-
tained and attracted, with all the love of a true
naturalist.
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Sir Ernest Clarke.

Sir Ernest Clarke, a man of singular ability, and
gifted in many different directions, was perhaps best

known as secretary of the Royal Agricultural Society

of England from 1887 to 1905.

Himself a Suffolk man, bora at Bury St. Edmunds
in 1856, Clarke had a special interest in East Anglia,

and contributed largely to the enrichment of its archaeo-

logy, literature, and folklore. In especial he showed
himself an adept in unearthing the truth and in de-

molishing many of the erroneous statements that had
found their way into past records. This same power
marked his treatment of agricultural history and
literature when, as the first Gilbey lecturer, he gave,

in 1896, his series of lectures at the University of

Cambridge, from which, in 1894, he had received the

degree of Hon. M.A. Indeed, one may say that he

was the first serious student of this subject since

Arthur Young.
After service in the Local Government Board, and

then as assistant secretary in the Share and Loan
Department of the Stock Exchange, Clarke was
selected in 1887, out of 106 candidates, to be secretary

of the Royal Agricultural Society of England in succes-

sion to the late H. M. Jenkins. As secretary of the

Society he distinguished himself by his great activity

and powers of organisation. He had great ideals as

to the position which such a Society as his should

occupy as the leading authority both at home and
abroad, and such he worked constantly to make it.

For more than eighteen years he acted in this capacity,

receiving the honour of knighthood in 1898. Later,

however, came the disastrous days (1903-6) arising

from the decision of the Council to abandon the

peripatetic Shows and to have a permanent Show-
ground at Park Royal, and this resulted in Clarke's

resignation in 1905. He then returned to the City,

and was associated, to the close of his active career,

with various commercial enterprises.

Following on the death of his wife in 1918, Clarke

was struck down with a paralytic seizure, and for the

last four years of his life was unable to leave his room.

But he retained to the end the clearness of intellect,

and the interest in all around him, that had marked
his active days.

Though he could never be called an " agriculturist,"

Clarke contributed largely to its history and literature,

and the Journal of the R.A.S.E. contains many ad-

mirable reports of his, chiefly memoirs of noted

agriculturists, such as Philip Pusey, Sir James Caird,

the Duke of Richmond, etc., besides the " History of

the Board of Agriculture," " Agriculture and the

House of Russell," etc. To the series of King's

Classics he contributed, in 1903, a new edition of " The
Chronicles of Jocelin of Brakelond," an account of

monastic life in the days of Abbot Samson, and he

made many other contributions to archaeological,

historical, and folklore societies. He was an original

member of the " Confreres "
; and one of the " Sette of

Odd Volumes "—being the " yeoman " in that body,

and president in 1898. He was also a past-president

of the Chartered Institute of Secretaries. Clarke was,

in addition, a gifted musician, a brilliant conversation-

alist, and a man of much reading and wide general

knowledge. J. A. Voelcker.
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Current Topics and Events,

By Clause 9 of the " Fees (Increase) liill," the

Government proposes to confer upon the Trustees

of the British Museum a power which they have

never sought and which, we are certain, they do not

desire—a power to charge fees for admission to the

Exhibition Galleries both at Bloomsbury and South
Kensington. Of course, if the power is granted by
Parliament, the Treasury will take good care that the

Trustees exercise it. The precise proposal is to

charge a fee of 6rf. on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday,

and Friday. How much better will anyone be for

this ? The probable receipts seem to us to be

ridiculously overestimated by the Geddes Committee,

since they only allow for a reduction in the number
of visitors of less than one-half. Speculation on
such a matter is rather idle. We know only that a
charge of M. on three week-days at the Victoria and
Albert Museum brought an average yearly return

of 1000/. Against a possible income of, say, 1200I.,

have to be set expenditure on the installation of

turnstiles and a considerable diminution in the

receipts from the sale of publications, which has been

greatly extended of late in both sections of the Museum.
But this sort of haggling is beside the mark. The
condemnation of this retrogiade proposal depends

on no nicely calculated less and more, but on the

disservice that will thereby be done to popular educa-

tion in its widest and highest sense. The nation will

lose and the Museum will lose, for we may be sure

that gifts in money and in kind will not flow so

readily to a half-closed establishment. It seems, too,

as though the Government would lose whatever
popular support it now possesses. The British

.Museum has become in a very real and living sense

a national possession, and the nation will refuse to be
robbed of its free enjoyment.

The reluctance to discuss the monetary value

of their services is a tradition which dies hard among
the brain-workers in this country and abroad, and
is in large measure responsible for the unenviable

position of many salaried workers during and since

the War. In the legal and medical professions,

which occupy a legalised privileged position and are

further safeguarded by the needs and the attitude

of the community, professional unity is possible and
demands for improved conditions of sers'ice and
better remuneration for these classes are generally

uccessful. The success of medical men in this

I ountry in particular has given an impetus to other

[irofessional workers towards combination, and
various organisations now exist having for tlieir

.ivowed object the improvement of the economic
l)osition of the professional classes. In France,

after approaching first the Confederation G^n^rale

du Travail, and later the General Association of

I'^mployees—both organisations of manual workers

—

the brain-workers ha\e decided to form their own
independent ConfMeration des Travailleurs Intel-

lectuels. It is already in a position to exert con-

siderable influence in the Chamber of Deputies and
tlie Senate, and its success has"provoked the creation
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of similar bodies in several other European countries.
In this country there is an organisation, the National
Federation of Professional Technical, Administrative,
and Supervisorj- Workers, founded in 1920, having
similar aims. Hitherto it has not been able to obtain
the support of the medical, legal, engineering, teach-
ing, or scientific associations. These may join the
federation later, but, in the first instance, they will

probably find it better to form their own federation.

The time is certainly opportune for a movement to
be made in this direction.

The sum of 1,000,000/. provided for agricultural

research and education under the Corn Production
Acts (Repeal) Act, 192 1, has now been provisionally

allocated for the furtherance of various schemes,
and the details are outlined in the current issue of
the Journal of the Ministry of Agriculture. The
suggested grants cover a wide field, and in several

cases are intended to be supplemented by certain

moneys raised by the institutions benefiting therefrom.
Dairying, silver-leaf research, and fruit growing are

to be aided in various centres by the provision of

building and maintenance funds, and a scheme is

under consideration for the establishment of an
Animal Pathology Research Station at Cambridge
University. Support is also being given to the

National Poultry Institute scheme, with special

provision for research in various directions, for

commercial experiments and for higher instruction

in poultry keeping. On the educational side additions

are being made to the research scholarships and
travelling fellowships, the advisory services are to

be completed and strengthened, while a considerable

sum has been provisionally allocated for grants in

aid of capital expenditure at university departments
of agricultural colleges. County agricultural educa-
tion will benefit in a similar way. The approximate
allocation under the above headings is as follows :

Research and Advisory work, 465,000/. ; Higher
Agricultural Education, 84,000/. ; County Agricultural

Education, 170,000/. ; Scholarships for the sons and
daughters of Agricultural workers, 117,000/. ; Miscel-

laneous Schemes, 74,000/. Some re-arrangement of

the above sums may, however, prove to be necessary

as the schemes are more fully investigated and begin

to be worked out.

The Retail Pharmacists' Union, in a recent an-

nouncement with regard to the subject of the accurate

dispensing of medicines, describes the training re-

quired for the profession of pharmacy. The announce-
ment is, however, headed with the words " The
Chemist," and this has led Mr. A. Chaston Chapman,
president of the Institute of Chemistry, to suggest

again that the time has come for the pharmacist to

relinquish the use of the term " chemist " in favour

of those who definitely practise chemistry. Mr.

Chapman points out that "the Institute of Chemistry,

as the representative chartered professional body of

chemists, numbers upwards of 4000 fellows and
associates, whose qualification demands a four years'
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university course, or the equivalent, and the majority

of whom are engaged in the many branches of in-

dustry on which the science has a bearing. In other

countries the strict equivalent of the word ' chemist

'

signifies, as it should, one who professes chemistry,

and not in any case the pharmacist, druggist, or

dispenser of medicines."

The summer meeting of the Institution of Electrical

Engineers will be held at Manchester and Liverpool

on June 5-8. Visits have been arranged to important
electrical works in the locality.

A CONFERENCE of the Women's Engineering Society

will be held at the University of Birmingham on
April 11-14. Particulars can be obtained from the

general secretary, Miss C. Haslett, 26 George Street,

Hanover Square, London, W. i.

In the new edition of Zittel's " Grundziige der
Palaontologie, " lately published, Profs. Broili and
Schlosser refer to the tooth of the supposed ape-man,
Hesperopithecus, from Nebraska, U.S.A., as being a
problematical specimen. They state that it may
perhaps be the first milk-molar of a primitive horse.

The Geological Department of the British Museum
(Natural History) has just acquired the palaeo-

botanical collection of Dr. Dukinfield H. Scott. It

comprises more than 3000 microscope slides, chiefly

of British Carboniferous plants, on which most of Dr.

Scott's own researches have been based. It is a

direct continuation of the Williamson collection

which was acquired by the Museum in 1896.

It is stated in the Chemical Age of March 10, that

at the annual meetings of the American Chemical
Society to be held next month. Prof. F. G. Donnan
and Principal J. C. Irvine will be among the British

delegates. The subjects for discussion will include

motor fuels, the history of coal tar dyes, insecticides

and fungicides, and the chemistry of cellulose.

It is stated in a Press dispatch from Oklahoma
City appearing in Science, that an amendment pro-

hibiting the purchase of books or copyrights teaching

the theory of the evolution of the human race was
inserted in the State Free Text Book Bill which
passed the lower house of the legislature on February
21. Only one dissenting vote was cast against the
anti-Darwinian section.

The Mueller medal and fund have been awarded
to Mr. J. H. Maiden, Government Botanist of New
South Wales and director of the Botanic Gardens,
Sydney, in recognition of his botanical work. The
medal was founded in memory of the late Baron von
Mueller, Government Botanist of Victoria, and is

awarded at each meeting of the Australasian Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science, which, in 192^,
sat at Wellington, New Zealand. It has been
awarded previously for botany, zoologv-, geology, and
ethnology.

Prof. Horace Lamb, late professor of mathematics
in the Owens College and University of Manchester

;

Lord Meston of Agra and Dunottar, formerly Lieut.

-
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Governor of the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh
;

and l\Ir. G. Gilbert Scott, Royal Academician, have

been elected members of the Athenaeum Club under
the provisions of Rule II. of the club, which
empowers the annual election by the committee
of a certain number of persons " of distinguished

eminence in science, literature, the arts, or for public

service."

A SYMPOSIUM and general discussion on alloy

resistance to corrosion will be held at the Department
of Applied Science of the University, Sheffield, on
Friday, April 13. The meeting is being organised

jointly by the Faraday Society, the Sheffield section

of the Institute of Metals, and the Manchester Metal-

lurgical Society, and the scope of the discussion will

include the new non-corrodible, non-ferrous alloys,

such as stainless nickel silver and the nickel chromium
allovs, as well as stainless iron and steel. A general

introduction to the discussion will be given by Prof.

C. H. Desch. Further particulars may be obtained

from Mr. G. R. Bolsover, Brown-Firth Research

I,aboratory, Princess Street, Sheffield, or from the

secretary of the Faraday Society, 10 Essex Street,

Strand, London, W.C.2.

Farmers' Clubs, Chambers of Agriculture, and
other bodies or individuals interested in agriculture

are invited to visit the headquarters of the National

Institute of Agricultural Botany, Huntingdon Road,
Cambridge, during the coming summer. They will

be able to see trials of new varieties of wheat and
barley in progress on the trial ground, and a collec-

tion of different varieties of various farm crops

growing in the field. The buildings of the Institute

will also be open to inspection ; these include the

Official Seed Testing Station for England and Wales,

where testing of seeds is always being carried out.

The most interesting period for inspecting the In-

stitute is from June to August, and all who wish to

take advantage of the invitation should communicate
with the director of the Institute, Mr. W. H. Parker.

Mr. T. Sheppard, the energetic Curator of the

Hull Municipal Museum, by the publication of a

series of pamphlets describing the collections in his

charge, has done much to popularise the study of

science and archaeologj', and has given an example
to those in charge of similar collections. A recent

publication is a list of the specimens of natural

history, antiquities, and applied art. The museum
dates from 1823, and the specimens collected by
the Literary and Philosophical Society finally passed

to the Hull Municipal Museum in 1902. Since then

the collections, particularly of local scientific objects

and antiquities, have been largely extended, and the

museum now holds a high place among similar

institutions. Its value has been largely increased

by Mr. Sheppard's continuous efforts to bring the

collections to the notice not only of local visitors but
of those from a distance.

The British Non-Ferrous Metals Research Associa-

tion has adopted a somewhat novel way of com-
municating the results of its recent investigations
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to its members. Lectures are arranged at one or
more centres to which only the members of the
Association itsell are admitted. Two objects are
served in this manner: first, early confidential
< -inmunication of the results of the research is

sured to those who have given it financial support

;

and secondly, the investigator gets into close and
immediate contact with that section of the industry
chiefly interested in his work. This private lecture
system has so far been applied to two subjects. Dr.
W

. Rosenhain has reported on the investigation on
jpper, and the influence upon its properties of small

quantities of impurities, which is being carried out
tor the Association by Dr. D. Hanson and others at
the National Physical Laboratory ; and Mr. E. A.
liolton has described work on the cause and preven-
tion of red stains on brass, which he is carr>-ing out
at the University of Birmingham.

The Staff Association of the British Museum
atural Historj') held, on March 8 in the Museum

Hoard Room, a scientific reunion which was attended
1 >• about seventy members and visitors. Round the
room were arranged a large number of interesting
•Ejects. Among the geological exhibits may be

cially mentioned the portions of the fossilised
Mvtieton of Baluchitherium, a gigantic perissodactyl
ungulate from Baluchistan, recently described by Mr.
! oster-Cooper. This species is closelv related to the
rhmoceros, and is the largest land mammal at present
known. An exhibit of the fauna of submarine cables
^lUracted much attention, particularly the portion
ol a cable, brought up from a depth of 750 fathoms,
•nvmg a shark's tooth broken off in the wire sheath.
series of mounted specimens of animals acquired

. y the aid of the Rowland Ward bequest were shown,
i lie flattened cr\-stal of diamond anrl the well-formed
ruby crystal, both formerlv in the John Ruskin
collection, were on view. It being the intention of
the Trustees to adapt a bav in the Central Hall for
the purpose of displaying the South African elephantm Its natural surroundings, Capt. Guy Dollman had
"H'pared a model on a one-eighth scale to demon-

ate the effect
; artistically designed and executed

.Old efficiently lighted, this model was exhibited and
proved very popular. Messrs. C. Baker demonstrated
their most recent microscopes and accessories.

An International Air Congress will be held in
I ondon on June 25-30 this year under the presidency
-I the Duke of York, when opportunities will be
irovided for the reading and discussion of papers
Ml every aspect of air matters. The Congress will
lo divided into four groups (each again divided into
nb-groups) which will meet simultaneouslv. Group

.\ will deal with methods of research, aerodynamics
controllability, structural methods, materials and
alighting gear. Group B is subdi\ided into sections
on fuels and lubricants, motive -power plant air
screws. Group C will discuss air transport' and
navigation problems, and in Group D airship design
and construction will be discussed. Further parti-
culars can be obtained from Lt.-Col. W. Lockwood
Marsh, General Secretarjr, International Air Congress,
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London, 1923, c/o The Royal Aeronautical Society,
7 Albemarle Street, London, W.i, England.

Under the title of - The Claim of Antiquity,"
the Councils of the Societies for the Promotion of
Hellenic and Roman Studies and of the Classical
Association have issued an interesting bibliography
of books for those who know neither Latin nor Greek.
It provides a list of the best books, originals or
translations, dealing with the general subject of
classical literature; the most important authors;
philosophy and religion

; history ; geography

;

science
;

art and archa;ology
; and social life, giving

the prices of each publication. The volumes pub-
iLshed in the excellent Loeb Library have done much
to spread the knowledge of classical literature among
those who are ignorant of or have forgotten their
classical learning, and the present publication,
compiled by experts, will do much to advance the
objects which these classical societies have in view.
It will furnish an acceptable addition to all school
libraries.

The Secretary for Mines invites applications for a
research post under the Safety in Mines Research
Board. Candidates must possess high general
scientific qualifications and experience in engineering,
with, if possible, a knowledge of coal mining. The
person appointed will be required to advise on
questions of research on the safety problems of
coal mining, to prepare programmes of research, and
to organise and superintend research work. Applica-
tions for the position must reach the Under-Secretary
for Mines, .Mines Department, Dean Stanley Street
S.VV. I, by, at latest, April 30.

The tricentenary of the birth of Blaise Pascal
occurs on June 19, and preparations have been made
for celebrations in France on July 8-9. The President
of the French Republic will attend the meetings,
the chief of which will be a commemoration gathering'
to be addrcs.sed by the .Minister for Public Instruction
and other members of the French Academy. There
will also be a meeting at the summit of the Puy de
D6mc, when a member of the Academy of Sciences
will speak on the famous experiment carried out
there, at Pascal's suggestion, of observing the baro-
metric height at the summit and comparing it with
that at the base of the mountain. A difference of
three inches in the height of the mercury column
was observed, giving Pascal justification for his
conclusion that the column of mercury in the
barometer is supported by the pressure of the
atmosphere.

At the annual general meeting of the Geological
Society held on February 16, the following officers
and members of council were elected : President :
Prof. A. C. Seward. Vice-Presidents : Dr J W
Evans, Mr. R. D. Oldham, Dr. H. H. Thomas,' and
Prof. W. W. Watts. Secretaries.- Mr. W. C. Smith
and Mr. J. A. Douglas. Foreign Secretary.- Sir
Archibald Geikic. Treasurer.- Mr. R. S. Herries.
Other members of council.- Dr. C. W Andrews
Mr. F. N. Ashcroft, Prof. P. G. H. Boswell, Prof'
W. S. Boulton, Dr. Gertrude L. Elles, Dr. J. S Flett
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Dr. F. H. Hatch, Prof. O. T. Jones, Mr. W. B. R.

King, Dr. W. D. Lang, Prof. S. H. Reynolds, Sir

Aubrey Strahan, Sir Jethro Teall, and Mr. H. Woods.

At the general meeting of the Asiatic Society

of Bengal on February 7, the following of&cers

and members of council were elected :—President :

Dr. N. Annandale. Vice-Presidents : Sir Asutosh

Mukhopadhyaya, Mr. Mahamahopadhyaya Hara-

prasad Shastri, Dr. J. Coggin Brown, and Lieut.-Col.

J. D. W. Megaw. General Secretary : Mr. Johan van

Manen. Treasurer: Prof. C. V. Raman. Philo-

logical Secretary : Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar. Joint

Philological Secretary : Mr. S. Khuda Bukhsh.

Natural History Secretaries : {Biology) Dr. P. J.

Bruhl and {Physical Science) Mr. P. C. Mahalanobis.

Anthropological Secretary : Ramaprasad Chanda.

Medical Secretary : Major R. Knowles. Honorary

Librarian : Dr. T. O. D. Dunn. Honorary Numis-

matist : Mr. C. J. Brown. Other Members of the

Council: Dr. Upendra Nath Brahmachari, Mr.

Kumar Sarat Kumar Roy, Sir R. N. Mookerjee. Mr.

Pramatha Nath Banerjee, and Dr. W. A. K. Christie.

The Australian National Research Council is

making preparations for holding an important Pan-

Pacific Science Congress in Australia in August next.

The sympathy and support of the Commonwealth

Government has been secured, and it is expected and

sincerely hoped that scientific workers representing

all the countries bordering, or having interests in, the

Pacific will send representatives to this congress.

Already the Commonwealth Government has issued

cordial invitations to the countries concerned, inviting

them to join in making this congress a success. It is

well known that in international matters the Pacific

must play an important part in the near future, and

a fuller knowledge of its peoples, its products, and its

natural phenomena, from a scientific point of view, is

urgently desirable. The first Pan-Pacific Science

Congress was held at Honolulu in August 1920, and

it is proposed that the Australian meeting should be

opened at Melbourne on August 13, 1923, and on

August 23 be transferred to Sydney, and terminate

there on September 3. Arrangements are being made

to deal with the following subjects : (a) agriculture

and veterinary' science ;
{b) anthropology and ethno-

logy ; {c) biology, including botany, entomology,

zoology ; {d) geography and oceanography ; (e) geology

;

{/) hygiene and climatology ; and {g) physics, including

geodesy, geophysics, radiotelegraphy, and seismology.

Among the office-bearers are the following : Australian

National Research Council—Sir David Orme Masson,

The University, Melbourne {President) ;
R. H.

Cambage, Royal Society, Sydney {Hon. Secretary and

Treasurer) ; Prof. A. C. D. Rivett, The University,

Melbourne {Joint Hon. Secretary). Pan-Pacific Com-

mittee— Sir Edgeworth David, The University,

Sydney {Chairman) ; E. C. Andrews, Mines Depart-

ment, Sydney {Hon. Secretary).

The projection of light in optical lanterns and

kinema apparatus, discussed before the Illuminating

Engineering Society on February 20, is a problem

that evidently deserves more study. It appears
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from the results of recent tests that in most optical

lanterns only about six per cent, of the light furnished

by the source is usefully applied on the screen. In

the kinema projector, with its small aperture and

shutter, the percentage is even less. Moreover, even

the light reaching the screea is not all profitably

used, for much of it is reflected on to walls and

ceilings and never reaches the eyes of the audience.

Some attempts to utilise gas-filled incandescent

lamps in place of arcs were also described, and the

results of investigations seem fairly promising.

Other items of interest in the discussion included a

demonstration by Major Adrian Klein of his new

colour-projector, and a three-phase alternating current

arc shown by INIr. J. Eck. From a scientific point

of view the Klein projector is particularly interesting,

as the colours are not produced by means of filters,

but by the aid of a train of prisms. When these

spectrum colours are projected on painted scenery

very vivid changes are produced.

The annual report of the Meteorological Committee

to the Air Council for the year ended March 31, 1922,

has recently been issued. It is the sixty-seventh year

of the Meteorological Office and the second report

submitted to the Air Council instead of to the Treasury

as formerly. The meteorological service now com-

prises many meteorological organisations which in

past years have been carried on separately and inde-

pendently. In all, the total stafi aimed at to complete

the organisation is 375. Retrenchments undertaken,

however, by all Government departments have led

to some modified programmes for the meteorological

service, and reductions in the stafi have taken place

instead of the wished-for augmentation. The total

whole-time stafi of the Meteorological Office and its

out-stations has changed during the year from 266 to

261. The year has seen a great increase in the

interest of seamen in weather information, and the

report mentions that it is greatly to be regretted that

this increased interest should coincide with conditions

which have made it imperative to reduce rather than

to extend the activities of the Marine Division. Data

now being received are gradually getting back to

pre-war conditions, when it was equally felt that

excessive observations were costly. For forecasting

work the report states that, although certain messages

are still received by cable, almost all European

countries have now adopted the use of wireless

telegraphy, and it is growing evident that it will

shortly be possible to dispense entirely with the

exchange of messages by cable. Much information

is given relative to aviation and the upper air, new

developments entailing much organisation. The

British Rainfall Organization is now controlled by

the Meteorological Office, and among many other

branches of work may be mentioned atmospheric

pollution and the oversight of attached and sub-

sidiary observatories.

The Journal of the British Science Guild for

February contains a summarj' of the proceedings at

the annual dinner in May last year. In proposing

the toast of the British Science Guild, Sir Arthur
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Mayo-Kobson mentioned the interesting fact that
Lord Curzon had distributed 500 prospectuses of the
Guild's " Catalogue of British Scientific and Technical
Books " to His Majesty's Consuls abroad. He also

pointed out the thirst for scientific knowledge that
was developing in \'arious parts of the Empire he had
recently visited, where fruitful opportunities for the
work of the Guild appear to exist. Among others
who spoke, Mr. H. G. Wells pleaded for a wide view
of science, which should not be regarded as a monopoly
for any nation, though they naturally hoped that the
British Empire would make a worthy contribution
to the general store of knowledge. The late Mr.
F. W. Sanderson, whose genius as a schoolmaster
is the subject of appreciatory editorial reference,

emphasised the value of scientific methods in schools
in developing a desire among boys to " get at the
truth." He added that a catalogue of the British

Scientific Products Exhibition had been of great
interest to the boys. Other contributions to the
journal cover wide ground. There are extracts from
recent articles in the press on the Guild's national
appeal. Prof. Flinders Petrie and Admiral Ballard
have contributions on " The Science of Sailing." Dr.

J. A. Harker deals with " The Fi.xation of Nitrogen,"
Mr. A. P. M. Fleming with " Radio-Telephony," and
Mr. Leon Gaster with " Illuminating Engineering."
Dr. R. S. Clay furnishes a note on " The British
Pianoforte Industry." As usual the Journal also
contains a series of readable notes illustrating the
application of science in daily life.

Commander Hilton Young makes to us the sug-
gestion that insects may be able to appreciate the
proximity of a solid body by detecting the pressure
difierences which would be set up by air currents
impinging on the latter. He asks whether this
possibility has been examined, and a distinguished
naturalist to whom we submitted the inquir>' states
that various entomologists have referred vaguely to
insects being affected by changes of air pressure.
Forel speaks of the sensitiveness of insects to slight
movements in the air and to slight vibrations in his
" Le Monde social des fourmis," vol. 2 (1922),
and Folsom in his " Entomology " (1906) suggests
that the sensillum placodeum may be affected by air
pressure. Another work by Forel, " Sensations des
insectes " (1886), and Berlese's " Gli Insetti." should
also be consulted.

The firm of Mr. C. Baker, of 244 High Holborn,
London, W.C.i, has issued the January number
(No. 77) of its w ell-known classified list of second-hand
instruments and scientific works. The catalogue is

arranged in sections, each confined to a specific class
of apparatus, and contains a number of useful items.
Those in need of physical apparatus, microscopes,
cameras, etc., would do well to consult this list.

Many students to whom Dr. A. Holmes's " Petro-
graphic Methods and Calculations " is of interest and
value will be glad to learn that the work, hitherto
available only in one volume, will in future be obtain-
able in three separate parts dealing respectively with
Specific Gravity, Separation and Determination of
Minerals, and Detrital Sediments ; Thin Sections ; and
Chemical Analyses and their Interpretation. The
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publishers are Messrs. Thomas Murby and Co., i Fleet

Lane, E.G. 4.

Messrs. H. K. Lewis and Co., Ltd., 28 Gower
Place, London, W.C.i, are now issuing monthly lists

of additions to their .scientific and technical circulat-

ing library, instead of quarterly lists as previously.

Ever\^ eifort is made to meet the needs of workers
in laboratories connected with the manufacturing
industries, and the latest works on scientific research

on all kinds of raw material and manufacturing pro-

cesses are freely added to the library. These may
also be seen in the technical books department, or a
list will be sent to any inquirer.

With the assistance of prominent specialists in

many parts of the world, Mr. Jerome Alexander,

50 East 41st Street, New York City, is preparing a
comprehensive book on " Colloid Chemistry : Theo-
retical and Applied." British contributors include

Dr. E. F. Armstrong, Prof. H. Bassett, Sir W. M.
Bayliss, Dr. E. F. Burton, Mr. W. B. Hardy, Prof.

F. G. Donnan, Mr. F. E. Lloyd, and Dr. A. E. Dunstan.
Mr. Alexander invites any one who may have infor-

mation of interest on experimental facts and practical

applications of colloid chemical principles to send
him a brief statement for inclusion in the book.

Messrs. Longmans and Co. have in the press
" Friction," by Dr. T. E. Stanton, of the National
Physical Laboratory, in which work the attempt is

made to deal concisely with the whole subject of the
mechanical friction which exists between bodies in

contact, solid, liquid, or gaseous, under forces pro-

ducing, or tending to produce, their relative motion.
Attention is given to friction due to the flow of fluids

over solid surfaces, with special reference to the
dimensional theory ; also to the lubrication theories of

Osborne Reynolds, Michell, and Sommerfeld, and to the

recent researches at the National Physical Laboratory
on lubrication. The section on solid friction includes

the theories of rolling friction and of the stability of

structures on soft earth, together with the results of

some modern experiments on materials used for brake
blocks, and the final chapter is devoted to a discussion

of Reynolds's theory of the relation between the heat
transmitted to solid surfaces by fluids flowing over
them and the frictional resistance of the surfaces due
to the flow, and an examination of the experimental
data bearing on this theory.

The spring announcement list of Messrs. Chapman
and Hall, Ltd., contains many books of scientific

interest, among which are :
" Vital Factors of Foods :

Vitamins and Nutrition," by C. Ellis and Dr.

Annie Louise Macleod, aiming at furnishing all

essential facts regarding vitamins, and at bringing

together the literature on the subject ;
" Perfumes

and Cosmetics : with Special Reference to Synthetics,
'

'

by W. A. Poucher ; and " Electric Lift Equipment
for Modem Buildings," by R. Grierson, which deals

with the .selection, installation, operation, and
maintenance of modem electric passenger, goods, and
service lifts. The same publi.shers will also issue a
new and completely revised edition of " Electrical

Engineering Practice," by J. W. Meares and R. E.

Neale, in two volumes, the first of which will be ready
shortly.
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Research Items.
The Pyramids of Merge and the Candaces of

Ethiopia.—A new chapter in the history of Egypt
has been disclosed by the work of the Harvard-Boston
Expedition in the Sudan, of which a summary is

given b}' Prof. G. A. Reisner in Sudan Notes and
Records, vol. v. No. 4. About 900 B.C. a Libyan
family occupied Napata and seized the roads from
Egypt to the mines and the southern markets.
Ethiopia was then a province of Egypt, and for the
first time they made it an independent kingdom
and Egypt one of its provinces. They were not
negroes, but of a mixed brown race which had
previously lived in Ethiopia. For about 80 years
they ruled 3000 miles of the Nile valley, and they
were finally driven back to Ethiopia, ruling at
Napata and building their pyramids there. In the
end the branch settled at INIeroe became the more
powerful, and this kingdom persisted uninterrupted
for another 650 years. Thus it has fallen to the lot
of the expedition to trace the history of this family
through more than twelve centuries.

Head-hunting in Papua.—In the March issue
of Man Mr. E. B. Riley gives an account of the
method of preparing the heads of enemies practised
at the village of Dorro in Papua. After the flesh
and brains are removed a piece of rattan cane is

fixed to the bottom of the mummified skull to take
the place of the lower jaw and to act as a support
for the packing of the neck. It was difficult to
ascertain why the lower jaw is not replaced. The
explanation seems to be that they prefer to hang
this up in the house, and keep it as a mark or token
of the owner's prowess in war, when the mummified
head is discarded on account of natural decay

;

but the lower jaw is sometimes replaced, being tied
to the zygomas, as in the case of the rattan cane
above described. Finally, the head is dried, being
fixed on a wooden framework over a fire lighted
for that purpose, and the hair is pulled out on the
second day as decomposition of the skin advances.
Following this paper is a description by Dr. A. C.
Haddon of stuffed human skulls from the Fly River
District, Papua, two of which are preserved in the
Cambridge and Manchester Museums.

Criminal Tribes of India.—The problem of
dealing with the nomadic, predatory tribes of India
has been considered for many years by the Imperial
Government. All sorts of repressive measures have
been put in force ; the tribes have been proclaimed
and attempts have been made to segregate them in
settlements under police control. This svstem has
always broken down, and these people, including the
Sansias of the Punjab, the Doms of the United
Provinces and Bihar, the Yerukalas and Korachas
of Madras, have continued to be a pest to the country,
and much violent crime was committed by them.
Some twenty years ago a proposal was made by the
Salvation Army to take charge of these people, and
the result of the experiment is described in a paper
by Commissioner Booth Tucker, read before the
Royal Society of Arts (vol. Ixxi. No. 3661). The
Salvation Army has collected some of these people
in settlements, each in charge of a European, where
the more respectable members act as police, in-
dustries are taught, and efforts made to raise their
moral character. In the debate which followed the
reading of this paper several experienced Indian
administrators, including Sir E. A. Henry, Sir John
Hewitt, and Lord Pentland, bore testimony t:. the
success of the experiment, which mav be' said to
have solved one of the most diflicult' problems of
Indian administration.
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Fatigue in Laundry Work.—Miss May Smith
is to be congratulated upon her recent Report (No. 22)
to the Industrial Fatigue Research Board (H.M.
Stationery Office, price 2s. 6dr), embodying " Some
Studies in the Laundry Trade." Owing to the great
variety of articles dealt with in laundries, the measure-
ment of output, so as to serve as an index of the
relations between working conditions and the human
factor, proved unusually difficult. Nevertheless, she
has been able to show that there is a reduction in

efficiency in laundries towards the end of the day,
which tends to be greater during a ten-hour than
during a nine-hour day. These conclusions are
strikingly corroborated by the data afforded by the
interposition of " dotting " tests, which, in addition,
reflect passing variations in the health and mental
state of the worker. Miss Smith finds clear evidence
of the beneficial effects on efficiency which occur after

a fifteen minutes' rest pause has been introduced into
the morning spell, but the greatest influence on the
laundresses' output appears to be due to the vast
individual differences in the workers' efficiency.

Apparently the atmospheric conditions of laundries
compare very unfavourably with those in potters'

shops, boot and shoe factories, and cotton-weaving
sheds. But when conducted under good conditions,

Miss Smith believes that laundry work is not detri-

mental to the health of the workers. The variations
in health due to excessive standing, faulty movements,
and improperly designed machinery receive attention,
and recommendations are made in regard to super-
visors, the provision of seating, unsuitable footwear,
change of occupation, etc.

Our Oldest Settlement in Africa.—Dr. Frank
Dixey has followed up his physiographic description
of the colony of Sierra Leone (see Nature, vol. 105,

p. 689, 1920) bv a complete petrographic survey of
the main promontory (Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc.

London, vol. 78, p. 299, December 1922). The
peninsula forming the colony proper has been carved
out of a remarkably uniform and unusually large
stock of norite, the fine-grained character of which
indicates that the present surface follows that of a
dome of intrusion. Veins of coarser norite, and some
of aplite, cut this mass, which is regarded as post-
Cambrian, but of ancient date. The only strata on
its surface are post-Pliocene gravels. This extensive
occurrence of basic igneous rock furnishes further
evidence of the existence of a West African petro-
graphic province of strongly magnesian character.

Surveys of the Sahara.—A new map of the
western Sahara, between the Atlas to the north, and
the Senegal and Niger to the south, and the meridian
of Paris on the east, is published in La Geographie
for January. The map, which is on a scale of

I : 2,000,000 is based on information collected by
the French military posts in the Algerian Sahara,
Mauretania, and the Sudan, and particularly the
explorations of Capt. Augieras who, in addition
to various journeys in the Sahara between 1913
and 191 7, crossed the desert with a small column
in 1919-20 from Algeria to Senegal. This crossing,

which is briefly described in an article accompanying
the map, was from the French outpost of Tabelbala,
south of Colomb Bechar, in a south-westerly direction

to the outpost of Atar, whence by a circuitous route
Bogue on the Senegal was reached. This entailed,

from post to post, a total march by camel of some
1500 miles, which was accomplished, excluding rests,

in 78 days. In such a survey there must obviously
be inaccuracies and Capt. Augieras regrets his in-

ability to get more satisfactory longitudes, but the
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map shows great improvements on former maps of
this part of the Sahara.

Distribution of Ice in Arctic Seas.—The pub-
lication by the Danish Meteorological Institute of
The State of the Ice in the .\rctic Seas, 1922,"

directs attention to a somewhat unusual year, but
unfortunately information is almost entirely lacking
from Siberian waters and very scanty froni the Beau-
fort Sea. By April the extent of pack in the Barents
Sea was much smaller than usual. Bear Island,
which had been free from ice all winter, was clear
and open water almost reached to Xovaya Zemlya.
The edge of the ice continued to retreat. In jiily
tlie whole west coast of Nova>a Zemlya was clear,
and in August Franz Josef Land was probably access-
ible by open sea. Early in the year conditions in
Spitsbergen were about normal. In May and early
June an unusual amount of ice drove round the South
' ape before continuous easterly winds, but this re-
dted in the west coast being practically free from

ice for the remainder of the summer. Oh the north
coast conditions were particularly favourable, and a
\essel reached lat. 81° 29' X. Some sealers circum-
navigated Spitsbergen, a feat that is not possible in
most years. In the Greenland Sea the belt of pack
lay more westerly than usual, and though the east
coast of Cireenland does not appear to have been
clear of ice, open water touched the coast in about
lat. 74' X. during August. Jan Mayen and the coast

I Iceland were free from pack from May onwards
ihroughout the summer. On the Xewfoundland
lianks both pack and icebergs were abundant in early
spring, but July was clearer than usual. In Davis
Strait the winter ice was thinner aud the " west ice

"

less abundant than usual. In Bering Strait condi-
tions were fairly normal, but along the north coast
of Alaska the pack pressed hard and navigation was
much hindered.

E.\RLY History of the Bi..\ck Curr.^nt.—The
Cidrdeners' Chronicle has recently commenced a very
titeresting series of notes under the heading " Early
otanic Painters." In the issue of February 17, the
L.;ures of the Black Currant reproduced from the
aintings by Jean Bourdichon (1457-? 1521) are
xtremely interesting, and raise the query whether

the cultivation of the black currant may not be of
longer date than is usually supposed. R. G. Halton
of the East Mailing Re.searcli Station has recently
Icscribed existing varieties of the Black Currant, and
••> judge from his brief account of its early history
lournal of Pomology, vol i. Xo. 2, p. 68), it receives
ant notice from the earlier chroniclers of horti-
iiltural effort.

A New Culture Medium for Bacterial Count
Work.—For bacterial counting work, in which the
l>lating method is used, a first essential of accuracy is

1 hat the medium used in plating should give uniform
suits. There are two respects in which a medium

liould display this uniformity. In the first place, it

liould be reproducible, that is' to say, different batches
I medium .should give similar results. In a medium
cently developed at Rothamsted (H. G. Thornton,

Innals of Applied Biology, vol. ix. p. 241, 1923), this
producibility has been achieved by using pure
liemical compounds as food constituents and especi-
lly by selecting those compounds that were found
'it to alter the reaction of the medium during

! crilisation. In the second place, parallel platings
I a suspension of organisms made on a single batch
1 medium should develop the same number of

' olonies (within the limits of random sampling
variance). Uniformity in this respect involves the

independent development of each colony on the plate,

and on agar media this is frequently prevented by the
development of bacteria that form rapidly spreading
colonies which interfere with the development of

other bacteria. .V special study was therefore made
of a common " spreading " organism with a view of
limiting its growth. It was found that the organism
spread over the agar surface by active motility and
that the factors controlling its spread were (i) the
existence of a surface film of water on the agar, and
(2) the rate of multiplication previous to the drying
of this film. In the present medium this rate of

multiplication has been much reduced, so that
spreading colonies are greatly restricted.

Silkworm Diseases in India.—The subject of
silkworm diseases is not a new one in India, but
notwithstanding the fact that sericulture is probably
a much older industry in that country than in Europe,
there arc no corresponding early records of disease.

The whole problem is very fully discussed in a recent
memoir by Dr. A. Pringle Jameson (Report on the
Diseases of Silkworms in India, Calcutta, 1922.

pp. 165 and 8 plates). It appears that all the re-

cognised diseases are prevalent, and those of the mul-
berry, muga, and eri worms are the same. I'ebrine

is only of importance in mulberry worms : losses are
still heavy, mainly because the majority of rearers use
une.xamined eggs or " seed." Muscardine is almost
confined to mulberry worms and is a most serious

complaint, whole rearings being frequently lost.

Flacherie is of less importance in mulberry worms,
while grasserie is stated to cause loss to all species.

Conditions in India make the control of disease con-
siderably more difticult than in temperate countries,

but there is no reason why the industry should not
be placed upon a surer footing. The crux of the
whole question lies in the " ryot," and, if improve-
ment is to be effected, the village rearer must be
instructed as to the causes of disease and induced
to go in for better methods of rearing. Since the
industry is carried on by cottagers, the latter should
be encouraged to use disease-free " seed." The
extension of the Government nurserj' policy will avail

little unless the rearer can be induced to educate
himself to adopt better methods. The most im-
portant work of the Government sericultural ofiicers

should be instruction and supervision, w-hile seri-

cultural schools should be established. The seri-

cultural department officials themselves should
conduct research work on a practical scale, and
an attempt should be made to provide them with the
chief literature on this subject in order that they may
keep abreast with sericultural research. Improve-
ments are to be looked for from the work of the
provincial sericultural departments being extended
among the villages.

Fibres from the Tropics.—A noticeable feature
of journals recording activities in tropical agriculture
is the interest at present being taken in the subject
of fibre production. The Tropical AgrictiUiiriilist,

issued from Peradeniya, records promising experi-
ments with cotton, and in its December issue (1922)
devotes considerable space to a paper by E. Mathieu,
superintendent of the Government Plantation, Kuala
Kangsar, upon the cultivation of the " Kapok" tree,

Eriodendron Anfractuosum. In the fruits of this

plant, hairs grow freely on the inner side of the valves
of the capsule but not upon the seeds themselves,
so that the separation of the fibre from the seed is

a relatively easy matter. The export of this fibre

from Java in 1912 exceeded 10,000 tons, and owing
to the increasing demand from Europe and America,
its cultivation seems likely to extend in Ceylon.
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The same number of this journal has a note by
A. P. Waldock upon the " akund " fibre, obtained
from tlie slirubs Calatropis giganiea. and C. procera,

which the writer considers may have industrial

possibilities as a village industry. In Industrial

India, vol. i. No. 12, the possibilities are discussed
of the " roselle " fibre, obtained from the bark of

Hibiscus Sadariffa, particularly var. Altissima, which
is said to have gi\'cn good yields of fibre in Malaya,
in regions with rainfall between 90 and 120 inches.

For dry tropical regions there is " sisal," the fibre

from the leaf of Agave rigida, var. sisalana. In
Tropical Life for January Major L. A. Notcutt
begins an interesting discussion of the possibilities

of the cultivation and extraction of sisal, more
particularly with reference to the problem whether
the East African product may hope to compete
with the Mexican in cost of production. At present
our knowledge with all these fibre plants as to what
conditions in cultivation favour maximum fibre

development in the plant is entirely empirical, but
such recent researches as those of Dr. W. L. Balls

and H. A. Hancock (Proc. Roy. Soc, 93 B, 426-439,
1922) upon the growth of the cotton hair, and the
numerous investigations upon cotton and flax, now
being published in the Journal of the Textile Institute,

arouse hopes that we may soon have a deeper insight

into the problem of wall formation and thickening
in the plant, and this should prove the first step
towards the control of cultivation with the view of

facilitating the formation of fibre.

FORAMINIFER.\L S.i^NDS IN CORSICA. MeSSrS. E.
Heron-Allen and A. Earland (Bull. Soc. Sci. hist, et

nat. de la Corse, 1922, p. 100, Bastia) find that the
red sands of the Gulf of Ajaccio, which were supposed
to owe their colour to derivation from adjacent
granite rocks, are in reality largely composed of

foraminifera. Some ten per cent, of their volume is

composed of the rose-pink Polytrema niiniaceum, a
species having a wide distribution in the Mediterranean,
with which ^Ir. Heron-Allen was concerned in his

recent report for the Terra Nova expedition. The
authors, in an inserted fly-sheet, show that they have
much cause to complain (as was remarked in the
famous " Printers' Bible ") that printers have
persecuted them without cause.

Deposition of Silica in Sedimentary Rocks.—
In such cases as the famous Devonian cherts of

Rhynie, or the silicified forest of Arizona, geologists

have urged the probability of an invasion of silica in

solution from volcanic magmas. In suitable climatic

conditions, however, much silica must be set free

during laterising processes, and this may wander far

from its original source. In the Proceedings of the
Rhodesia Scientific Association, vol. 20, p. 9, 1922,
Mr. H. B. Manfe records the interesting case of the
silicification of a fairly recent freshwater shale at the
base of the Kalahari Sands at Gwampa. Mr. T. B.
Lawler of Princeton University (Amer. Jonrn. Sci.,

vol. 205, p. 160, 1923) describes the sheets of chalcetory
that traverse the Oligocene strata of S. Dakota,
passing alike through the sands and the included
fossils. He attributes the vertical cracks in which
they have been deposited to the squeezing out of

water during the settling down of the beds, as the
humid conditions of Oligocene times in the Dakota
area were succeeded by an arid climate in the Miocene
period.

Earthquake Periodicity and Tidal Stresses.—
Recent numbers of the Bulletin of the Seismological
Society of America (vol. 12, 1922, pp. 49-198) contain
a memoir by Mr. Leo A. Cotton on earthquake
periodicity with special reference to tidal stresses

in the lithosphere. A welcome feature is the
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sympathetic examination of Perrey's neglected laws
(of greater frequency about the syzygies, perigee,
and the lunar passages of the meridian)

; the author
considers that the first and second are supported by
a high degree of probability, while the third is un-
sound. The second part of the memoir deals with
the effects of tidal stresses in the earth's crust, with
special reference to the geological aspects of the
subject, such as the position of the originating
faults. The author considers 316 world-shaking
earthquakes from 1899 to 1903, and shows that
earthquakes are more frequent when the sun or
moon is near the horizon, and that there is a very
high maximimi of frequency when the sun and moon
are so situated that they exert their tidal stresses

in the same direction.

Meteorology at Liverpool.—Results deduced
from the meteorological observations taken at the
Liverpool Observatory, Bidston, in the years 1920
and 1921, have recently been published by the
Mersey Docks and Harbour Board. The report and
discussion was prepared by Mr. W. E. Plummer,
director of the observatory. Observations are sup-
plied three times daily to the Meteorological Office,

which also receives monthly and annual returns.
Daily results are given for the two years and the total

and means are grouped for each month and each
year. For 1920 the mean atmospheric pressure was
29-942 in. (printed in error as 29-924 in.) ; the mean
was above 30 in. in 5 months. The mean air tem-
perature was 49-6° F., which is 0-5" F. above the
normal, the absolute maximum was 78° F. and the
minimum 21° F. The total rainfall was 33-34 in., which
is 4-82 in. more than the normal ; the duration of

sunsliine was 1257 hours, which is 222 hours less than
the normal. For 1921 the mean barometric pressure
was 30-045 m., which is more than a tenth of an inch
higher than in 1920 ; in a similar report for Southport
especial mention was made of the exceptionally high
barometric pressure which characterised 1921. The
mean at Liverpool was above 30 in. in 7 months.
The mean air temperature was 51° F., which is 1-9° F.
above the normal ; the absolute maximum was 86° F.
and the minimum 28' F. The total rainfall was
22-47 in., which is 5-95 in. less than the normal

;

the duration of sunshine was 1585 hours, which is

99 hours more than the normal. The general modifi-
cation of scales for the several elements which is

being uniformly adopted by the Meteorological Office
is not as yet being followed at the Liverpool Ob-
servatory.

The Scattering of Light by Liquids.—When a
beam of ordinary light passes through a liquid its

intensity gradually diminishes according to the ex-
ponential law owing to the scattering of the light by
the molecules of the liquid. The light scattered in

a direction transverse to the beam should be com-
pletely polarised. According to a paper in the March
issue of the Philosophical Magazine, Prof. C. V. Raman
and Mr. Rao have examined nine liquids to deter-
mine to what extent the theories of scattering are in

agreement with the facts, and find that the Einstein-
Smoluchowski theory is the most satisfactory. Accord-
ing to it the scattering should be proportional to

the compressibility and absolute temperature of the
liquid and inversely proportional to the fourth power
of the wave-length of the light used. They find that
the transverse light is only partially polarised, but,

on applying the correction specified by Cabannes,
which is due to the non-symmetrical molecules, the
theory gives correctly the amount of the scattering.

As the critical temperature of the liquid is approached,
the scattering becomes very large and the polarisation

of the scattered light more complete.
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The Indian Science Congress
'PHERE is a real danger that the severe retrench-
* merit in public expenditure now in progress in

India may lead to a curtailment of activities in those
departments in which such restriction is least desir-

able, namely, the educational and scientific services

devoted respectively to the training of workers and
the investigation and development of the resources
<>f the country-. It was therefore very opportune

1 hat the presidential address delivered at the Indian
.-Science Congress which has completed its tenth
session at Lucknow (January 8-13) emphasised the
danger of apathy towards scientific knowledge and
the immense problems bearing upon the welfare of
India still awaiting solution. The president, Sir M.
\isvesvaraya, himself a distinguished engineer and
for many years the successful administrator of one of
the largest and most progressive of the Indian States,
I ightly laid stress on the appalling state of destitution
HI which quite 100 million out of the total population
t)f 320 million in the country live, and the necessity
for scientific research to increase the food supply,
raise the standard of living, develop resources and
train the people for citizenship. The address con-
tained constructive suggestions towards stimulating
research, promoting co-operation and concentration
i)f effort and making the results of scientific work
both in India and abroad more readily available.

The sectional presidents dealt with a variety of
-ubjects and their addresses were mostly of a general
liaracter. A few words regarding each must suffice,

nd those who are interested will no doubt refer

to the complete report which will before long be
published by the Asiatic Society of Bengal. In his

discourse to the Section of Physics and Mathematics,
1 'r. S. K. Banerji reviewed recent theories regarding
the origin of cyclones and discussed in particular the
I vclones of the Indian seas, their origin, movements
lid disappearance. He favoured the view that

• lunter currents hav'ing their origin in differences in

temperatures over large geographic areas initiate the
conditions that give rise to a system of gyrating
winds in these storms, and that the condensation of
water vapour supplies the energy necessarj' to main-
tain them for a long period of time. Dr. Meldrum in

a brief opening address to the Section of Chemistry
made out a case for regarding the study of this

subject as a liberalising influence.

Mrs. Howard in her address to the Botanical
-M'Ction dealt with the role of plant physiology in
Ljriculture and indicated a number 01 directions in

u hich botanical research is desirable, such as the
factors underlying high quality in agricultural pro-
duce, the scientific interpretation of field experi-
ments, the precise nature of various agricultural
practices which come under the head of mutilations,
tlie relations between physiology and the incidence
of disease, and the basis of acclimatisation and change
of seed. It was suggested that investigators in the
Indian universities would find in these subjects many
problems of great scientific interest and practical
importance.

Dr. Pillai in his address to the Section of Agriculture
ipitomised recent researches in soil science. Prof.

. Matthai gave the Section of Zoology a very interest-
iig survey of recent oceanographical research, with
pecial reference to the Indian Ocean, dealing very
ally with the physical and chemical factors influenc-
ing marine life and its distribution. Especially note-
\\orthy was the reference to recent work on the
olour of the light that penetrates by transmission
iid scattering into the depths of clear ocean water

and its possible influence on the coloration of marine
fauna and the development of their powers of vision.

In the Section of Geology, Dr. Pascoe dealt with the
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pala-ography of Burma. Major Acton discoursed on
the aims and economic value of medical research to
the section devoted to this subject. The importance
and interest attaching to the study of cultural anthro-
pology was well emphasised by Dr. J.J. Modi in the
section over which he presided.
A general survey of the work of the Congress

indicates that scientific investigations in India are
to a considerable extent directed by the special needs
of the country, and indeed perhaps even more atten-
tion should be given than at present to subjects such
as the chemistry of Indian natural products and
problems arising therefrom. As an example of the
kind of work being accomplished at present in this

direction may be mentioned an interesting paper by
J. L. Simonsen and M. Gopala Rao in which they
showed that an exceedingly small proportion of

pyrogallol added to Indian turpentine inhibits its

tendency to oxidation for some months and thus adds
greatly to its value. The practical side of research
was also emphasised in a symposium of the Sections of

Agriculture, Botany and Chemistry, in which a whole
morning was devoted to the discussion of the nitrogen
problem in Indian agriculture, and in another joint

meeting, of the Sections of Botany and Agriculture,

devoted to the improvement of fodder and forage in

India. The same tendency is also found strongly
reflected in the proceedings of some of the sections,

notably in those just mentioned and in the Section
of Medical Research.
Fundamental research as distinguished from applied

science was strongly represented in the pliysics

section of the Congress, and this was largely owing to

the influence of the Calcutta .school which has grown
up during the past few years. Among some of the
papers which dealt with new fields of research may
be mentioned one by Mr. K. Seshagiri Rao on the
scattering of light in fluids at low temperatures. A
remarkable fact elicited by recent work (see Proc.

Roy. Soc, November 1922, p. 159) is that the light

transversely scattered in liquids which at ordinary
temperatures is very imperfectly polarised increases

in intensity and at the same time becomes more and
more completely polarised as the temperature is raised

towards the critical point. In Mr. Seshagiri Rao's
work, the study of the scattering is carried down to

low temperatures, and an effect of the opposite kind
is noticed. The quantitative results promise to

throw light on the nature and magnitude of the

thermal agitation of the molecules at low tempera-
tures. An analogous investigation by Mr. Lalji

Srivastava on the scattering of light in crystals was
also presented to the Congress.

There is scarcely space to refer here in detail to

the numerous other papers dealing with subjects so

varied as vortex motion in fluids, formation of

ripple-marks, earthquake coda, chromatic emulsions,

acoustics of the pianoforte, whispering galleries,

theory of band-spectra, temperature ionisation of

gases, and a-rav tracks in argon and helium, to

mention only a selection, presented to the section at

Lucknow. A reference may, however, be made to a
paper which evoked a most animated discussion at

the meeting, that is one by the writer putting forward

a new theory of the well-known blue colour of clear

ice in glaciers (see Nature. January 6). In reply to

some of the points raised, attention was directed to

the very remarkable fact that during the process of

artificial crystallisation involved in the manufacture
of ice, the suspended matter originally present in the

water is rejected by the crystals as they form and
accumulates in a "pocket. Ice which shows the

blue opalescence is quite free from colloidal matter
of anv kind. C V. Ram.\n.
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The Exploitation of the Sea.

""PWO very important documents bearing on the
' subject of the rational exploitation of fishing

grounds have recently become available. The first is

the report to the Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries

of the British delegates who attended the meeting
of the International Council for the Exploration of

the Sea, held at Copenhagen in September last.

The other is the Report of the Danish Biological

Station (xxix., 1922). Both papers are of very
great interest.

The British official report emphasises the practical

nature of the work of the Council and gives an account
of its organisation. There are four sections (hydro-

graphy, plankton, statistics, and fish). The work of

the fish section is carried out by committees, and those
which deal with the investigation of the herring,

cod and haddock, and of the biology of the Atlantic

slope are of great interest to British workers. Pro-
grammes of the investigations adopted by these

committees are gi\'en in the report. One important
committee, that on the plaice fisheries, has now
completed its work, and the recommendations made
by it have been appro\ed by the Council and are

given in full. These are that the parts of the North
Sea situated (i) between the Continental coast and
the i2-fathom line from N. lats. 52° to 56°, and (2)

between the 12-fathom and the 15-fathom line, be
closed to steam trawlers and motor vessels of more
than 50 h.p., the inner zone throughout the entire

year and the outer one during the months July to

aiarch. No size-limits with respect to the fish caught
are recommended. The Council recognises the diffi-

culty of enforcing these measures without the

sympathetic support of the fishing industry, but
it regards this as a matter for the concern of the

governments of the participating countries. It is

considered that the adhesion of Germany to such a
scheme of regulation will be essential. The Council

advises the continuance of observations and the

review of the whole proceedings after three years

have elapsed.

The meaning of the impoverishment of a plaice

fishing ground is examined by Dr. C. G. J. Petersen

in the second of the reports noticed. Since 1893
this distinguished Danisli zoologist has studied the

fisheries in the T.imfiord and in the adjacent seas.

In 1893 the old styles of plaice fishing were super-

seded by newer and more efficient methods, and Dr.

Petersen thought then that this meant " the end of

the golden day.for the fishing industr)^" and he had
similar thoughts about the North Sea plaice fisheries.

Now -he confesses that later de\elopments have shown
that he was wrong. What has occurred in the two
areas is much the same ; the quantities of plaice

taken per day's fishing by the old types of vessels

were much greater than those now being taken by
the newer boats fitted with much more efficient gear.

Why ? In both areas there was an " accumulated
stock " of fish. Vessels of low fishing capacity could

do well on such grounds.

How to remedy this "impoverishment"? There
are two theories of regulation : (i) to raise more
young plaice either by protecting the breeding fish

so as to allow them to reproduce at least once in

their lifetimes, or by artificial, hatching, and (2) to
legislate and otherwise deal with the fishery so as to
increase the growth-rate of the plaice, because it is

not merely a vast quantity of fish on the grounds that
is desirable but rather an increased rate of production
of plaice-flesh. An overcrowded ground may harbour
small old plaice or young and relatively big ones.
Plaice which do not grow at all consume from three
to four times their own weight of food. In the Baltic
there are fish of 32-36 cm. in length which are 4-5
years old as well as others of the same sizes but of

9-18 years old. The best policy is so to regulate the
fishing as to increase the proportion of the younger,
more rapidly-growing fish.

How to do this ? The conditions in the North
Sea illustrate the difficulty—and the remedy. If the
r.)ogger Bank were an island surrounded by shallow
water, vastly more plaice would grow to good market-
able sizes than do now. As it is, the fishing is probably
too intense and plaice are caught more rapidly than
they can migrate out from the overcrowded grounds
just off the Continental coasts. The restocking of the
deeper parts, where the fish will grow well, from the
nurseries (where they grow slowly) must keep pace
with the depletion of these grounds. This means
two kinds of measures: (i) size-limits in fishing, and
(2) transplantation, both being modified according
to the circumstances. If young plaice do not migrate
out into fa\-ourable parts of the North Sea they
must be assisted. Dr. Petersen himself made success-
ful transplantation experiments in the Limfiord long
ago, and more recently, English investigators have
shown, beyond all doubt, that the same measures
were practicable, and sure to be highly successful,

in the North Sea.
The rationale of a continued and still more intensive

exploitation of the fishing grounds is indicated by
the scientific investigations. The transplantation
experiments show which are the favourable grounds

;

growth-rates are known, and the work now in progress
by the Englisli investigators is giving results of value
in regard to the supplies of food on the various
grounds. The difficulties belong only to the practical

working of the regulatorv measures. Something like

a scientific " nationalisation " of the deep-sea fishing

industry appears to be necessary in the interest of

an increased food supply, should the apprehensions
of a failing stock be justified. It seems like a revolu-

tionary proposal to suggest that permission to exploit
the offshore fishing grounds should become necessary
and that this permission should be accompanied by
certain conditions, yet something of the kind may
have to come in the near future. IMeanwhile the
scientific work in progress is affording the data
whereby such proposals can materialise when the
administrations are ready. J- J-

Solar Radiation.

VOLUME IV. of the Annals of the Astrophysical
Observatory of the Smithsonian Institution

contains the investigations on solar radiation made
by the director. Prof. C. G. Abbot, assisted by F. E.

Fowle, L. B. Aldrich, and others. The work in the

Northern Hemisphere has been transferred from
Mt. Wilson to Mt. Harqua Hala, Arizona ; that in

Chile from Calama to Mt. Montezuma. In 1914
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pyrheliometers were taken up to a height of 25 km.
by small balloons. The atmospheric pressure was
3 cm. of mercury ; the value of the solar constant
indicated was 1-84 calories per cm.^, in good agree-

ment with the adopted value.

Mr. Clayton compared the variations of solar

radiation measured in 1913-14 with the temperature
records in various parts of the world ; he found a
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( orrelation that was positive in the Tropics and Polar
-;ions, negative in the Temperate zones. He also
iincl that the temperature in Argentina was corre-

1.1 ted to the short-period variations of radiation
observed in Chile, and he suggests that these changes
have a tendency to recur in periods of 12 and 22 days.
I'hey are interpreted as being due to varying trans-
I'lrency of the solar atmosphere. Measures of the
I lightness of Saturn indicated similar variations, but
\v iih a time-interval proportional to the difference of
liiugitude of Saturn and earth. Tliis would be ex-
)>lained by the solar regions of high or low radiation
I" ing carried round by the sun's rotation.

riie excess of radiation at sunspot maximum is

.l)lained by the greater activity of solar convection
urents at that time ; these bring hot matter from

the interior to the surface, which more than balances
;lie loss of heat in the spots themselves.

rhe mean state of transparency of the solar atmo-
iicre is measured by observations of the radiation

' different distances from the centre of the disc.

The contrast between centre and limbs is found to be
greatest when the solar spot activity is greatest. On
the other hand, the short-period increases of radiation
are associated with less contrast between centre and
limb.
The work also gives information on the trans-

parency to radiation of different layers of our own
atmosphere. "The atmosphere above n km. con-
tributes more than half the radiation of the earth
viewed as a planet. . . . Nearly the entire output of
ra<liation of the earth to space, more than J, arises
from the atmosphere and clouds."
The albedo of a large white cloud in the sunshine

was measured from a balloon above it and found to
be 78 per cent. Prof. H. N. Russell's discussion of
Miiller's observations of the albedo of Venus gave
the value 59 per cent. It is concluded that the
clouds on V'enus while general are not thick enough to
give full cloud reflection except forobliciue rays. The
albedo of the earth seen from space is estimated as
between 43 and 45 per cent.

T
Botulism in Scotland

HE Scottish Board of Health lias issued a very
clear and interesting report on the circum-

stances attending the deaths of eight persons from
!' itulism at Loch Maree in Koss-sliirc last year, and

ne of the vivid tragedy of the occurrence is lost in
> telling by Dr. G. K. Leighton.
On .August 14, 1922, a number of guests stopping

111 the hotel went out for the day, and within a week
\ of Ihem, as well as two of the attendant ghillies,

re dead. Once some sort of food poisoning was
Mispected, the distribution of the fatalities between
tlicse living in the hotel and those living in their own
lu lines in the neighbourhood at once implicated
luncheon, the only meal taken in common, as the
s urce of the poison, and further inquiries appeared

bring particular suspicion on a glass jar of wild-
;ck paste out of which about a dozen of the
ndwiches had been made. The empty jar was
1 Innately recovered, and Mr. Bruce White, at the
niversity of Bristol, was able to show that the small
igments of paste left in it were intensely poisonous
mice, and from them to isolate the Bacillus botu-
iis itself. One of the ghillies was not hungry

.lough to eat all his sandwiches and took one home
V ith him : when he fell ill next day and rumour
Ingested something wrong with the lunch his friends
iried the sandwich, which was retrieved later and

-iiown by animal experiment to be extremely to.xic.

.\ guest also failed in his appetite and threw the most
art of a sandwich to a wagtail on the lake shore ; a
inth later Dr. Leighton found the decayed remains

1 a small bird among the stones.
There has, indeed, seldom been an outbreak of food

poisoning in which the facts were so clear and so
plainly verified. The only point of interest which
the report fails to elucidate—and perhaps the facts
could not be ascertained with complete accuracy

—

is how many people ate any of the poisonous paste
without having symptoms : it seems likely that there
may have been about five.

."Vs has lately been shown by Dr. K. F. Meyer of the
University of California (N.\ture, January 20, p. 95)
B. botiiliiitis is a widespread common inhabitant of
the soil, and may often be found on fruits, vegetables,
and other food -stuffs. Taken with food in any
numbers that are reasonably possible it is harmless,
and in tliis way differs sharply from the food poison-
ing bacilli of the Gaertner and .\ertrycke group, which
multiply inside the body and cause illness by pro-
ducing a definite infection. li. boliiliiiiis is poisonous
only it it has been able to grow for .some time under
favourable conditions outside the body and produce
large quantities of its potent to.xin ; man is poisoned
by the toxin, not infected by the bacillus. Laboratory
experiments show that the resting spores are excep-
tionally difficult to kill by heating. Considering,
indeed, the wide distribution of the bacillus in Nature,
the rarity of botulism is a remarkable testimony to
the care with which potted meats and so on are
usually prepared. Really efficient sterihsation is a
secure preventive. The difficulty is that the glass

containers, which the public ajsthctically prefers,

cannot be heated to a sufficiently high temperature
without an undue proportion of breakages. There
seems to be no good reason why they should not be
prohibited and tins made compulsory.

Building Construction Research.

'PHREE reports on investigations connected with
' house construction and allied subjects have
cently been issued by the Department of Scientific
nd Industrial Research.'
In the first of these, Mr. W. H. Wainwright gives

' ime details of the cost of cottage building, and at
lie present time, when the cost of building is a very

' Dcp-irtmenl of Scientific and Industrial Re>c.irrh. Building Research
>rd : Special Report No. 6. "\ Graphical Cost Analysis of Cottagc-

;il(liiig." By W. H. Wainwright. Pp. iv *- 8 f jo diagrams. 2S. fij. net.
iilding Reseiwch Board : Special Report No. 5, " BuildinK in Cob and Pise
rerre : a Collection of Notes from Various Sources on the Construction of

irth Walls." Pp. IV - 40. 2s. net. Fuel Research Board : Special Report
.\o. 4, " Tests on Ranges and Cooking Appliances." By A. H. Barker. An
iixlract from the Report of the Building Materials Research C'>mmittee.
Pp. vi + 55 + 15 figs. 2s.61J.net. (London: H. M. Stationery Office, 1922.)

vexed subject and development schemes have to be
very carefully debated owing to financial stringency,
such information should be valuable. It is only by
careful analysis in the matter of outlay that organisa-

tion can be improved and economy effected, and
those engaged in large building works will find in

these tables much interesting matter. The diagrams
are partly compiled from data collected by the
Ministry of Health ; some are calculating graphics

which should .save time and do something to popular-
ise graphic methods among technicians, while others
show the rise and fall of prices in labour and materials
from 1914 to 1922 and are of general application.

Mr. Wellcr in his editorial introduction anticipates
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an obvious criticism that the basis of calculation

may be of changing value owing to changed condi-

tions by stating that the percentage cost of materials

in a cottage in 1914 and 192 1 was found practically

identical. From the diagrams the increased cost of

a cottage due to variation in the market price of

a material can be at once ascertained. We imagine

that variations in human output are a good deal less

amenable to graphic representation. Apart from this,

however, a great deal of useful matter on relative

costs and methods of calculation will remain truly

recorded in this publication.

The notes which constitute the report on cob and

pise building form an interesting epitome of a subject

which came into great prominence during and after

the war, when bricks were prohibitive in price and

the bricklayer was laying them at a minimum rate

never contemplated. It is very unlikely that the

methods of building described will ever become

general, though in special local circumstances they

will continue to have value.

The contributors to these nctes write quite dis-

passionately, a fact which adds greatly to the value

of the concise information given. Various methods

used are explained in detail with dimensioned sketches

of the simple shuttering and tools used in this con-

struction, while photographs of cob and pisi cottages

show how satisfactory a home it is possible to pro-

duce, even for two-storied buildings, direct from

natural earths. Walls, which may be of lumps

from a mould or formed in situ, are one or two feet

in thickness and the houses are said to enjoy a very

equable temperature and to remain dry, but a brick

or concrete foundation about a foot high is necessary.

The recent times of stress have produced a great

many new types of building, but if we are to judge

from American experience it would seem that, taking

capital and current cost over a decade, the ordinary

brick still holds its own against later competitors.

Houses or cottages having been constructed, it

is necessary to provide heating appliances, and range-

makers and others will find much useful information

in the third of these reports. • The necessity for the

conservation of fuel energy during the war pro-

vided the stimulus for this useful investigation. It

is common knowledge that the kitchen range is, in

most houses, the main and most wasteful coal con-

sumer, and it is surprising that range-makers have

not before now turned their attention to the pro-

duction of more efficient designs. This may be due

partly, as the author points out, to the incompati-

bility of running economy and initial low cost of

apparatus, but if capital and current costs were

simply tabulated the purchaser would soon realise

the ultimate cheapness of a range designed to utilise

more heat units.

The purposes of a range for boiling, baking, water

heating, and perhaps warming, render, the report

tells us, a really economical design impossible, and
attention should therefore be directed to the con-

sideration of any means for separating these functions

which might be'practicable at least in large establish-

ments. These functions were tested independently

both from a broad physical and also from a purely

culinary standpoint. "Considered as separate func-

tions, only 2 J per cent, of the heat is transmitted

to the oven, 12 per cent, to heating water, and 1-5

per cent, to the hot plate, as an average for commercial

ranges. These figures were very largely increased

in appliances designed during the tests. It has been

stated that market conditions preclude the com-
mercial success of many improved types of range.

Diseases of Plants in England in 1920-21.^

By Dr. E. J. Butler, CLE.

MOST countries in the civilised world have been

forced within the last twenty years to take

steps to protect their crops from the menace of foreign

parasites. During that period, with the growing

recognition of the aid that science can give to agri-

culture by studying the cause and control of plant

diseases and pests, has come a great increase in

knowledge of the dangers of unrestricted traffic in

plants. Many instances have occurred to prove how

real is the risk of introducing plant parasites from

other countries and how difficult to guard against.

America has been the chief sufferer, but it is sufficient

to mention gooseberry mildew and wart diseases of

potato to show that England has not escaped.

Distances, as measured in time and in the amenities

of transport, are constantly contracting between the

continents, and the interchange of living plants

—

with their parasites—goes on in ever-increasing

volume. Quarantine restrictions, at first imposed m
a few special cases, have extended until at present

the exporting seedsman or nurseryman is faced with

barriers to his trade which are often extremely

hampering. It is easier for a human being to enter

the United States to-day than for a potato, unless it

is accompanied by a sheaf of health certificates ;
while

total prohibition of certain categories of plants is

not uncommon.
Corrcspondinglv heavy responsibilities have fallen

on the official plant pathologists of the various

• Ministri- of Agriculture and Fisheries. Report on the Occurrence of

Funsus Bacterial and .allied Diseases on Crops in England and Wales for

the years 1920-31. (Miscellaneous Publications, No. 38.) Pp. 104.

(London: H.M. Stationery Office, 1922.) 3s.net.

countries. Produce for export has to be inspected

and certified, and imports from each country have to

be scrutinised for possible dangers. As an essential

foundation for efficiency in what may be called the

Plant Protection Service," it is obviously necessary

to know what diseases already exist in one's own
country and what may be introduced from each of

the countries from which imports are received.

Plant disease sur\eys have been developed in nearly

all the more advanced countries, that of the United

States being the most complete, as is natural in view

of the vast interests involved. So far as the fungous

diseases are concerned, it is to Mr. A. D. Cotton,

mycologist to the Ministiy of Agriculture, that is

diie the organisation of the English survey. The
present report is the third of the series for which

he has been responsible, and will be the last in view

of his appointment as keeper of the Herbarium, Royal

Botanic Gardens, Kew. It is also by far the most

complete that has yet appeared and is second to none

in any European country.

The report covers the two years ig2oandi92i. These

years offered an extreme contrast in their meteoro-

logical features, and not the least valuable of the

results of the survey is the way in which the differences

in the two seasons are reflected in the incidence of

particular diseases. Potato blight, a lover of cool

and damp conditions, was rampant in 1920, but

could not withstand the hot, dry summer of 1921.

The attack of crown rust on oats in Wales was un-

precedented in the former year and singularly slight

in 192 1. The mildews, on the other hand, were

unusually bad in 1921, and common scab of potatoes.
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a disease that has recently been shown to prefer
warm soils, established a record in virulence.

One may hope that the accumulation of such facts

(of which the report contains many), and their

correlation with the weather charts which are attached,
will enable trustworthy forecasts of the intensity of
particular diseases to be issued. It is unnecessary
to emphasise the practical value of this to the grower.

Another point of the highest practical interest,

and one that is best brought out by the methodical
records of a survey, is that of varietal resistance to
specific diseases. Such a year as 1920 is invaluable
in establishing the behaviour of different varieties

of potatoes to blight under optimum conditions for

the latter. Kerr's Pink, for example, appears at or
near the top of nearly all the lists of blight-resistant

potatoes that are also immune to wart disease.

Equally valuable are the records of new crop
parasites. No less than 136 names have been added
to tliis report as compared with that for 1919, and
several of these are diseases not previously known to
occur in the country.
The report deserves a wide circulation at home

and abroad, as it presents in a handy and convenient
form a remarkably complete summary of the fungous
and allied troubles with which the British grower has
to contend.

Wave-power Transmission.

A N interesting paper has recently been presented
'' to the North - East Coast Institution of
Engineers and Shipbuilders, by \V. Dinwiddle, on
wave - power transmission. Wave-power machines
are classified under three heads : (i) Continuous
waves, where the generating plunger moves with
simple harmonic motion. (2) Impulse waves, in
which a single harmonic motion is transmitted in

wave form at regular intervals, greater than the
period of the motion itself. (3) Sychronous and
asychronous motors, monophase or polyphase, in

which direction research is proceeding.
Liquids such as oils and water are at present the

media used, while the transmission of impulse along
a steel wire has been used. A reciprocating pump
plunger of small stroke is oscillated at a high speed at
one end of a closed pipe line. Waves of compression
and expansion are propagated through the pipe line.

If the pipe line is completely closed at the other end,
very high pressures can be generated in the pipe line

;

but if a plunger similar to the pump plunger is placed
there, this will move in synchronism with the pump
plunger, and is therefore able to do work on some type

,
of machine. To prevent excessive rise of pressure in
the pipe line when the sychronising plunger is stopped,
capacity analogous to a condenser in an electric

circuit is put in the pipe line, and if all machines are
cut off a stationary wave is formed and theoretically
no energy is given to the system by the generator.
It is desirable that connexions to machines along
the pipe line shall be made at J wave-length points.
Machines tapped in at half wave-length points along
the pipe will be self-starting and stable in running,
while those at the quarter wave-length and three-
quarter wave-length will not be self-starting. If,

however, a machine is started at half wave-length
along the pipe, then a machine at a quarter wave-
length will start ; and if a machine is started at a
wave-length along the pipe, then machines at a

• quarter and three-quarter wave-length will start.

That this is so can be seen by examining the changes
of pressure that take place at these points, when there
is a stationary wave, and when there is a progressive
wave superimposed on the stationary wave.

The principle has been successfully applied to
controls on aeroplanes, to the working of rock-
drilling machines, and to riveters. A description
of the special transmission pipes to resist the high
pressures generated, and the mechanism for rotating
the rock drill, is given in the paper.

University and Educational Intelligence.

Aberdeen.—The University Court has agreed to
refit the Botanical Museum in Old Aberdeen, prior

to the occupation of the new botanical department
which is at present being built there. It has also

agreed to make provision for increased laboratory
accommodation for the department of chemistry.

CAMBRIDGE.—Mr. T. M. Cherry, Trinity College,

has been elected to an Isaac Newton studentship,
and the tenure of the studentship of Mr. W. M. H.
Greaves, St. John's College, has been renewed for

one year.
Smith's prizes have been awarded to Mr. J. C.

Burkill, Trinity College, for an essay on " Functions
of intervals and the problem of area," and to Mr.
\. E. Ingham, Trinity College, for an essay on " Mean
value theorems in the theory of the Riemann Zeta-
Function." Kayleigh prizes have been awarded to

Mr. E. F. CoUingwood, Trinity College, for an essay
on " The formal factorisation of an integral function
of finite integral order," to Mr. W. K. Dean, Trinity
College, for an essay on " The elastic stability of a
plane plate," to Mr. E. C. Francis, Peterhouse, for

an essay on " The Denjoy-Stieltjes integral," to

Mr. C. G. F. James, Trinity College, for an essay on
" The analytical representation of systems of space
curves," and to Mr. M. H. A. Newman, St. John's
College, for an essay " On discontinuities of functions
of a .single real variable."
The subject proposed for the Adams prize for the

period 1923-4 is " The physical state of matter at

high temperatures." Investigation is suggested of

the statistical equilibrium of an assemblage of atoms
in various ionised and quantised states together
with free electrons and radiation. The essay may
deal, howe\er, in any way with the simplifications

or the complications which appear in the properties

of matter at high temperatures.
The Special Board for Oriental Studies will proceed

to the election of the Eric Yarrow student in .Vssyrio-

logy earlv next term.
The Board of Research Studies in publishing its

third report announces that the number of research

students has ri.sen to 179. Of these about two-thirds

are working on the scientific side ; chemistry and
physics have the largest number, followed b\' botany,
agriculture, and biochemistry.

Grants from the Gordon Wigan fund have been
made to Prof. Punnett for plant- breeding experi-

ments, to the Museum of Zoology for cases, to Prof.

Gardiner for a centrifuge and incubator, to Mr.
Ilarker for sections of rocks, and to Prof. Seward
for sections of fossil plants.

Durham.—The council of Armstrong College,

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, invite applications for the

chair of philosophy. The latest date for the receipt

of applications and testimonials is May i. They
should be sent to the Registrar.

London.—The following doctorates have been
conferred :

—

Ph.D. in Science : Mr. M. V. Gopala-

swami of L'niversity College for a thesis entitled
" Economy in Motor" Learning "

; Mr. A. M. Moshar-
rafa of King's College for a thesis entitled " The
Quantum Theory of Spectral Series "

; Mr. W. S. G. P.
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Norris of the Imperial College (Royal College of
Science) for a thesis entitled " The Formation and
Stability of Spirane Hydrocarbons "

; and Edith H.
Usherwood of the Imperial College (Royal College
of Science) for a thesis entitled "

(i.) The Formation
of Heterocyclic Rings involving Reactions with the
Nitroso- and Nitro-groups in their various Tautomeric
Modifications

; (ii.) Experiments on the Detection
of Equilibria in Gaseous Tautomeric Substances."
A post-graduate scholarship in science of the

yearly value of 125/., for two years, is being offered
to Bedford College graduates for award in June
next. Further information will be furnished upon
application, by the Secretary of the College, Regent's
Park, N.W.i.

Manchester.^—Mr. R. S. Adamson has resigned
his post as senior lecturer in botany on his appoint-
ment to the Harry Bolus chair of botany in the
University of Cape Town.

Mr. C. R. Christian has been appointed temporary
demonstrator in pathology.
The Court of Governors has authorised the confer-

ment of the following honorarv degrees : D.Sc. :

Prof. Niels Bohr, Copenhagen ; Prof. F. G. Hopkins,
Cambridge ; and Mr. W. B. Worthington, president
of the Institution of Civil Engineers, 1921-1922.

We have received from the newly constituted
University of Lithuania, Kaunas (Kovno), a copy
of a bilingual—Lithuanian and English— calendar.
The University, which was opened in Februari'
1922, has the following faculties : theology and
philosophy, humanities, law, mathematics and
natural sciences, medicine, and technical science
(engineering, chemical technology, architecture, etc.).

It has 45 professors, 37 docents, and 35 members of
the junior teaching staff, while there are more than
a thousand students. It appeals to cultural in-

stitutions to help in the establishment of a library
by sending books and other publications.
r

j^ouGHBOROUGH COLLEGE Celebrated its first pre-
sentation day on March 10, when the College diploma
was conferred on some 250 students of the following
departments : mechanical and civil engineering (69),
electrical (31), automobile (32), pure and applied
science (10), commerce and economics (88), training
of teachers (31). The Minister of Labour, Sir Mon-
tague Barlow, who presented the diplomas and gave
an address, remarked that the College is carrying
out a very interesting experiment in undertaking a
course which combines very closely theoretical
studies and practical experience. This feature, to
which we directed attention in our issue of October
11, p. 562, aims at securing for engineering students
advantages comparable with those which a School
Hospital gives to :nedicals. An essential principle

of management of the instructional factory is that
the output should be saleable. During the war the
College trained more than 2300 munition workers,
and at its close inherited the fine buildings erected
for this work as well as valuable engineering equip-
ment. Among the post-war students have been
more than 500 enrolled under the scheme of grants
for higher education for ex-service students ; 237 of
them have taken the diploma, and of these 138 have
been satisfactorily placed in employment. The
number of private fee-paying students enrolled is

343. There are students from Australia, South
Africa, India, and many foreign countries. The
College aims at a normal enrolment sufficient to
enable the productive work scheme to be carried on
as a commercial and economic enterprise.
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Societies and Academies.

London.

Royal Society, March 15.—J. A. Carroll : Note on
the series-spectra of the aluminium sub-group. In
contradistinction to the alkali metals, the highest
terms in the known series-spectra of the elements of
the aluminium sub-group are the common limits of
the sharp and diffuse series, and not the limits of the
principal series. Measurements of the ionisation and
resonance potentials for thallium suggested that there
might be a yet undiscovered principal series in the
far ultra-violet, the limit of wliich would be the
greatest term and would correspond with the
normal state of the thallium atom. Against this is

the absence of positive evidence of such a series, and
the easily reversible nature of the lines of the subor-
dinate series in the arc spectra. Evidence as to the
normal state of the atoms is afforded by an investiga-
tion of the absorption spectrum of the cool vapour of
one of the elements in question, e.g. thallium. The
lines were members of the subordinate series, thus
confirming the original series arrangement. The
results accord with the latest developments of

Bohr's theory. — W. E. Curtis : The structure of
the band spectrum of helium.—II. Seven of the
doublet bands previously examined by Fowler have
been studied in detail. "The structure of the bands, in

the main, is in agreement with the requirements of
the quantum theory ; some discrepancies are dis-

cussed in connexion with Kratzer's half-quantum
hypothesis. Values for the moments of inertia of

the molecules concerned are derived by a graphic
method. Several perturbations are recorded (the

first examples in this spectrum) and their significance

is discussed.—G. C. Steward : Aberration diffraction

effects. Diffraction theory would indicate that the
image of a luminous point, given by a sj-mmetrical
optical system, should be a system of luminous rings,

and this was investigated by Airy in 1834 ; geo-
metrical theory leads to a consideration of several

tvpes and orders of aberration, and the modification
of the " ideal " diffraction pattern produced by these

geometrical aberrations is discussed. The method
adopted depends upon the Eikonal function of Bruns.
Aberration diffraction effects are dealt with, assuming
that the stops of the optical system are circular, with
centres upon the axis of symmetry. Other stops
used, namely, the usual circular aperture, but with
the central portion stopped out, one (or two parallel)

narrow rectangular aperture, and a semi-circular

aperture are also considered. — Lord Rayleigh :

Further observations on the spectrum of the night
sky. Specially designed spectrographs having a work-
ing aperture of //-g are described. The northern
and southern horizons have been photographed
simultaneously on the same plate, and the aurora
line recorded almost down to the horizontal direction

in each. There is no marked difference of intensity

between them. The negative nitrogen bands appear
fairly often in photographs taken in the north of

England, but similar spectra taken in the south of

England do not show them. They are always strong

in the Northern Lights in Shetland. Two bright

lines or bands in the blue and violet were always
observed, the approximate positions, determined on
the ver\ small scale spectra, being 4200 and 4435.
Their origin is not known. In addition, there is the

aurora line 5578, also of unknown origin, and the dark
Fraunhofer lines H and K.—Lord Rayleigh : Studies

of iridescent colour, and the structure producing it.

IV.—Iridescent beetles. Some of the iridescent

beetles which have striking metallic colours show
band systems in the spectrum of the reflected light.
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That from Pelidnota sumpUiosa shows a central

maximum bordered on either side by subordinate
maxima in exactly the way that reflection from a
uniformly spaced assemblage of 34 thin plates would
require. In the spectrum from one of the golden
beetles, Callodes panniliis, the bands are accounted
for on the supposition of two assemblages, each
consisting of several reflecting planes, the distance

between the assemblages being about 8m.— J- W.
Nicholson : Oblate spheroidal harmonics and their

applications.—J. W. Nicholson and F. J. Cheshire:
(In the theory and testing of right-angled prisms.

—

I C. McLennan and D. S. Ainslie : On the fluores-

cence and channelled absorption spectra of caesium
;ind other alkali elements. Caesium exhibits a
tinorescence and a channelled absorption spectrum in

t!ic neighbourhood of \ = 8ooo when the vapour of

element is traversed by white light. In the

sorption spectrum, bands separated by intervals

liiat were simple multiples of 24 A were found.
I ike .sodium, pota.ssium exhibits channellings in its

sorption spectrum, in the neighbourhood of the
ond member of its doublet series. Indications

]i i\e been obtained of channelling in the absorption
spectrum of litliium in the near ultra-violet region.

—

" Stiles : The indicator method for the determina-
n of coefficients of diffusion in gels, with special

' rence to the diffusion of chlorides. The coefficient

litYusion increases at a greater rate per degree rise

: temperature the higher the temperature ; the
relation between coefficient of diffusion and tempera-
ture in gels is thus not linear as is usually sissum'ed

1' T free diffusion in water. The coefficient of diffusion

(Iccrea.ses with increasing concentration of gel and
reases with decreasing concentration of the diffus-

^ salt. Empirical expressions are given for these

relationships.—H. T. Flint : A generalised vector
analysis of four dimensions. An account is given of

invariant vector calculus in a notation which is

ie natural generalisation of that of Gibbs. Contra-
iriant and covariant vectors are related by means

an operator—the extended idena-factor, and
ensors are introduced as dyadics and polyadics.

le expressions familiar in the tensor calculus of

iemann and Christoffel appear very simply in the
lalysis. Separated points arc connected by the
eodetics, and a simple definition of parallelism at

TO points leads at once to the Weyl parallel dis-

placement relations.

Geological Society, February 28.—Prof. A. C.

Bward, president, and, afterwards. Prof. W. W.
l^'atts, vice-president, in the cliair.—S. Hazzledine
7arren : (i) The late glacial stage of the Lea Valley

|Third Report). One new section found occurred at

lie level of, and in the area occupied by, the Middle
Taplow Terrace, whereas all the other sections

ere in the Low Terrace. It consisted of a bed of

ed-bearing clay, in the middle of an old gravel-pit

tly built over. The Taplow- deposits yield a
urly temperate fauna and flora. The site is close

the head of a small streamlet, and it is assumed
at the .\rctic plant-bed is of Low-Terrace or
Dnders-End date, and that it represents the silting

^f a stream which flowed across the Taplow Terrace.

Vccording to a report on the Arctic flora by Mrs. E.
". Reid and Miss M. E. J. Chandler, there is nothing
distinguish the flora from that of the previously-

iescribed localities of the Lea Valley. (2) The
ilephas-anliquus bed of Clacton-on-Sea (Essex), and

~ts flora and fauna. The deposit fills a deep, narrow,
steep-sided, river-channel which apparently flowed
into the Tliames when that river occupied the deep
channel now submerged off the coast of Essex. The
Clacton bed vields evidence of an abundant flint-

industry which is one of the best-known representa-

tives of the Mesvinian series. This is of l^te ChcUean
or Early Acheulean date, although it shows no
cultural'connexion with those industries, but it may
be the precursor of Mousterian. The deposit is also

rich in mammahan remains. Appended to the paper
are detailed reports on the palaeontology.

Linnean Society, March i.—Dr. A. Smith Woodward,
president, in the chair.—J. N. Halbert : Notes on
the Acari, with descriptions of new species.—C. F. M.
Swynnerton : Aspects of African woodland formations.

Rain-forest, coppice, and tbicket due to grass-fires,

the means of prevention from injury by such fires,

and the preservation of the forests by careful nurture,

were dealt with.

Aristotelian Society, March 5.—Prof. A. N. White-
head, i)resident, in the chair.—E. S. Russell : Psycho-
biology. Physico-chemical method is applicable to

many of the phenomena of life, but it fails of complete
success because it cannot take account of the in-

dividuality and striving of the Uving thing, nor its

flexibility of response. Also it cannot take into

consideration, as an active factor, the past history

of the organism, for it must regard past history as

completely summed up in present state. The true

alternative to the materialistic view is not vitalisrn,

but a psychobiological view based upon a monadistic

philo.sophy. Both the movements and the morpho-
genctic responses of the organism must on this view
be interpreted as actions of a living individuality,

carried out in response to its own sensed environment,
in pursuance of the fundamental conative impulses
which are the core of its being.

Zoological Society, March 6.—Sir S. F. Harmer,
vice-president, in the chair.—Mr. Caldwell : A case

of apparent melanism in Tippelskirch's Giraffe

(Giraffa catnelopardalis tippehkirchi).—H. G. Cannon :

A note on the zoaea of the land-crab, Cardisoma
armalum.—Miss L. E. Cheesman : Notes on the

pairing of the land-crab, Cardisoma armalum.—
C. F. Sonntag : The comparative anatomy of the

tongues of the mammalia.—VIII. Carnivora.—T. H.
Ring : The elephant-scals of Kerguelen Land.—R.

Kirkpatrick : On the tunicate Rhizomolgiila globularis

Pallas. No. 24. Results of the Oxford L'niversity

Expedition to Spitsbergen, 1921.

Socie'ty of Public Analysts, March 7.—Mr. P. A.

Ellis Richards, president, in the chair.—A. Lucas :

The examination of firearms and projectiles. A
particular weapon may sometimes be recognised by
the rifling marks imprinted on a bullet, while the

nature of the fouling left in the barrel after the

weapon has been fired may afford information as to

the nature of the original powder and also, in some
cases, the period that has elapsed since the last

discharge. The composition, dimensions, and mark-
ings on bullets, slugs, etc., are described, and direc-

tions are given for the reproduction of rifling marks
and for the chemical analysis of projectiles.—R. C.

Frederick : The interpretation of the results obtained

in tlic analysis of potable waters.—S. B. Phillips :

Determination of the purity of vanillin. After

reviewing the various methods proposed from time

to time the author described two processes for

estimating vanillin—one volumetric, and the other

gravimetric.

Edinburgh.

Royal Society, March 5.—Prof. F. O. Bower,
president, in the chair.—F. O. Bower : The relation

of size to the elaboration of form and structure of
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the vascular tracts in primitive plants. Measure-
ments of the diameters of the whole part (stem or
petiole) and of the conducting tract (stele or meri-
stele) in many living and fossil plants show that
increasing size is accompanied by increasing com-
plexity of structure. There is a tendency in the
various organs of plants to decentralise their con-
ducting tracts as the part enlarges, and to advance
them in greater or less degree towards the periphery
of the transverse section. This decentralisation is

carried out homoplasticall)^ with details differing
in the several parts affected, in various primitive
organisms. It is not inherent in any one organ.
The final result may be a convergence of structure
in different plants, and in different parts of the same
plant. This is illustrated (i.) by the solenostele, (ii.)

by the zygopterid petiole, (iii.) by the' Dipterid
petiole, (iv.) by the petiole of Anachoropteris.
Stellation of the stele or of the xylem, medullation,
decentralisation of the stele, and finally its dis-

integration, so far as they are functions of increasing
size, must lose grade for comparative purposes.

—

Miss Margery Knight : The life history and cytology
of Pylaiella litoralis. Development and the re-

productive processes were described. This involved
a detailed cytological study of the organism. In
particular it is shown that there is no obhgate relation-
ship between cytological features, somatic characters,
and reproductive organs. The object of the paper
is to emphasise this fact, and thereby to reopen
discussion on the value of cytological characters in
phyletic study.—A. Steuart : An electric clock,
with detached pendulum and continuous motion.
The speed of the driving electric motor is controlled
by a pendulum, without throwing any work on the
latter. A gravity arm acts on the pendulum, and
then short-circuits a resistance in the motor armature
circuit. The n^otor raises the gravity arm, and so
replaces the resistance. A powerful turret clock
and a silent regulator clock were demonstrated.

Sheffield.

Society of Glass Technology, February' 21.—Prof.
W. E. S. Turner, president, in the chair.—W. W.
Warren : Organising for production from pot
furnaces. The function of a furnace is to melt glass.
For most purposes, circular gas furnaces, either
regenerative or recuperative, are to be prefsrred to
those of rectangular shape. Among the advantages
of working to a time-table in the matter of founding
and working during definite periods are : (a) the
responsibility devolved on the producer and furnace-
men to have glass ready in time for their co-workers

;

(b) mixing, filling pots, and all labour subsidiary to
glass-making work smoothly in an appointed groove.
Informal talks with the men's committee, with a
blackboard for illustrating points and explaining
figures, rarely failed to convince them that foreign
competitors' methods and prices were a challenge to
business sport. But if there were rewards at the end
of the production programme, the men must share.

—

F. W. Hodkin and Prof. W. E. S. Turner : The effect
of boric oxide on the melting and working of glass.

—

\"iolct Dimbleby, S. English, and Prof. W. E. S.

Turner : Some physical properties of boric oxide-
containing glasses. Prof. Turner presented these
two papers. The new British chemical glass, Ameri-
can pyrex glass for chemical ware and cooking ware,
and various forms of illuminating glasses, all contain
boric oxide. Although the addition of boric oxide to
a silicate glass brought a marked increase in the
durability, this beneficial effect only holds good up to
a certain point. Similar inversions in other pro-
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perties, e.g. in the thermal expansion, the annealing
temperature, the density, and refractive index, had
also been found.

Official Publicatiops Received.

Imperial Earthquake Investigation Committee. Sei.smological Notes
No. 3 : Tlie Semi-Destructive Karthciuake of April 26, 1922. By P. Omori.
Pp. 30+ 18 plates. (Tokyo.)
The Cat nejiie Founilation for the Advancement of Teaching. Seventeenth

Annual Report of tlie President and of the Treasurer. Pp. vii-i-211.
(New York.)
Annual Repnrt of the Department of Fisheries, Bengal, for the Year

ending 31st March lii22. Pp. iii-f.8+2. (Calcutta: Bengal Secretariat
Book Depot.) 4 annas.
Lick Observatory Bulletin No. 343 : An Investigation of the Spectra of

Visiuil Double Stars. By Frederick C. Leonard. Pp. 169-194. (Mount
Hamilton, California.)
State of California: Fish and Game Commission. Twenty-seventh

Biennial Iteport for the Yc»rs 1920-1922. Pp. 139. (Sacramento:
California State Printing Office.)

Shirley Institute Memoirs. Vol. 1, 1922. Pp. v+174. (Did.sbury,
Manchester: Shirley Institute.)
Journal nf the College of Agriculture, Hokkaido Imperial University,

Sappoi-o, Jai)an. Vol. in, P.-irt 5 : Experimental Studies on the Developing
Egi^s. By T. Inukai. 1 : Age and Environment in Amidiibia. Pp.
107-140+2 plates. Vol. 10, Part 6 : Spectro-Chemical Studies on some
Biochemical Color Reactions. By Tetsut^iro Tadokoro. Pp. 141-189+ i>

plates. (Tokyo : &Iaruzen Co. Ltd.)
University of London : University College. Report of the University

College Committee (February 1922-February 192;i) with Financial State-
ments (for the Session 1921-22) and other Documents for Presentation to
the Senate. Pp. 104. (London : Printed by Taylor and Francis.)

Sruithsimian Institution: United States National Museum. Bepoiton
the Progress and Condition of the United States National Museum for the
VearendinK June 30, 1922. Pp. 210. (Washington: Government Printing
Office.)

Diary of Societies.

SArUEDAY. March 24.

KovAL iNSTiTiiTinN OF GREAT BRITAIN, at 3.—Sir Emest liutherford :

Atomic Projectdes and their Properties (6).

A/O.VD .41', March 26.

Victoria Inj'TITute (at Central Buildings, Westminster), at 4.30.—Rev.
J. J. B. Coles : Relativity and Christian Philosojihy.

Institi'TE of Actuaries, at 5.—P. N. Harvey : The Scheme of National
Health Insurance considered in relation to "tlie Valuations of Ai>pTOve(i
Societies as at December 31, 19H5.

RovAL St)ciETV OF Medicinic (Odontology Section), at 8.—J. H.
Mmiimery aiici B. Grellier : Multiple Dentigerous Cysts.—Mrs.
Mellanby: Diet, Dental Stiuclureand CJi-ies.

RovAi, Geographical Society (at .-Kolian Hall), at 8.30.—C. Christy :

The Waterways of the Sudd Region, Bahr el Ghazal.

TVKSDA Y, March 27.

Hoval Society of Medicine (Medicine Section) (at St. Bartholomew's
Hospital), at 5.

KovalPhotouraphic Society OF Great Britain, at 7.—Sir Frank Baines :

The History and Repair of the Roof of Westminster Hall.
iLi.iTMiNATiNn Eni;ineerinu SOCIETY (at Royal Society of Arts), at 8.

—

r. J. Waldrain and J. M. Waldram : Window Design and the Measure-
ment and Predetermination of Daylight llbimination.

Royal Anthropological Institute, at 8.15.—Prof. W. Barthold : The
Nomads of Central Asia.

WEDNESDAY, March 28.

Geological Socifty of London, at 5.30.— Dr. E. Greenly: Further
Researches nii the Succession and Metamorphism in the Mona Complex.

Royal Microscopical So(Uety (Industrial Applications Section), at 7.

—

Demonstrations and Exhibits:— J. W. Atha and Co. : The New Zeiss
Pliotographic Eye-piece, "PlioUu."—J. II. Barton: A New lleseaich
Microscope of Original Design.— R. and .1. Beck, Ltd. : A Microscope
s])ecially suitable lor the Examination of Large Surfaces of Paper and
of Prints and Engravings.—The Edison Suan Electric Co. Ltd. : The
Ediawan Poiiitolite Lamp, 30, 100, 5U0, and looO c.p. in Operation ; The
AVorking of the Alternating Current Pointolile Lamp.—Ogilvy and Co. :

A New Stereoscopic Magnifier giving Large Field of View and Long
Working Distance.—M. P. Swift : Professor Sliand's Recording Micro-
meter which is designed to facilitate the Quantitative Estimation of
Minerals in Uock.s.—At S.—J. Straclian : The Manufacture of Containers
and Papers used for the Wrapping of Foodstutls.— H. B. Wrighton

:

The Jlicroscope in Metallurgical Research.—S. R. Wycherley : Micro-
scopy in the Examination of Manufactured Paper.

PUBLIC LECTURE.

SATURDAY, March 24.

HoRNiMAN Museum (Forest Hill), at 3.30.—Dr. W. A. Cunnington : The
Natural History of Lobsters and Prawns.
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BALANCES & WEIGHTS

SPECTROMETERS

Particulars and Prices on application to—

JOHN J. GRIFFIN & SONS, L^d.

Kemble Street, Kingsway,

London, W.C.2.

REYNOLDS & BRANSON, Ltd.
LABORATORY FURNISHERS AND MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS.

Balance, Analytical, Rystos
New Model. Improved vertical

movement of rider hook, rider scale

running from end to end of beam and

plumb line. The bearings are agate

throughout ; the beam of hard

magnalium. Base of black crystal.

Mahogany case with counterpoised

front, hinged side doors and sliding

back and brass levelling screws. To
carry aoo grammes, sensitive to (th

milligramme, or i^th milligramme

with a less load ^£14 o o

Balances renovated and repaired in our own Workshops.

For Analytical and other Balances and Weights, see special Catalogue,

C:ttaloguc8 of Chemical and Physical Apparatus and Chemicals.

Post Fret" on request.

14 Cominercial Street, Leeds.

HUMIDITY

RECORDING ASSMAN
PSYCHROMETER

with Ventilating Fan and Electric Motor.

Write for full particulars.

Megretti © Zambra
38, HOI BORN VIADUCT E.C.I.

LONDON.
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UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN.
VACATION COURSE, JULY 16-27, 1923.

SHORT COURSES BY PROFESSORS AND LECTURERS.
Group I. LiTEiiARV AND ARTISTIC Studirs, including: Present-day

Germany; Recent Advances in Education; The Study of Words;
Celtic Literature ; Public Speaking ; Recent Advances in Palaeography.

Group II. SoczAL AND HiSTORRAi. STUDIES, including : The Economic
Evolution of the XlXth Century; The Settlement of St. Columba in

lona ; The Call of John Knox to Reformed Ministry, at St. Andrews ;

Scottish Civilisation in the Early Centuries, a.d. ; Cosmogonies, Old
and New; Recent Excavation in Palestine; The Chapel, King's Col-

lege ; The Law of Insurance ; Johann Sebastian Bach ; Bach's Original

Hymn Tunes, illustrated by a choir of voices.

Group III. Science, including: Evolution ofa Land Flora; Bio-Chemlstry

;

Modern Science and Garden Craft ; The Applications of Meteorology
to Aviation, Gunnery, etc. ; Public Health ; The Nervous System of

Man ; Sidelights on Human Disease from the Comparative Pathology
Standpoint ; Some Recent Advances in Physiology ; The Hive Bee in

Health and Disease ; Recent Progress in Parasitology ; Catalysis and
its Industrial Applicjition.

The lectures will be given in the forenoons.

Historical and Scientific Excursions will i>e arranged for the afternoons.

Fee Two Guineas for the whole Course ; One Guinea for a week.

For further particulars apply to the SECRETARY to the UNIVERSITY
OF ABERDEEN.

DICKINSON RESEARCH

TRAVELLING SCHOLARSHIP IN MEDICINE.

The Trustees invite applications for the Dickinson Research Travelling

Scholarship in Medicine.
The Scholarship is of the value of ;£3oo, tenable for one year. Candi-

dates must have graduated at the University of Manchester in Medicine and
Surgery in any one of the three academic years immediiitely preceding the

award of such Scholrnrship, and must have earned distinction in so doing.

A copy of the Regulations governing the Scholarship can be obtained

from the undersigned, to whom six copies of application should be sent not

later than Tuesday, May i, 1923.

March 2, 1923.

FRANK G. HAZELL,
Manchester Royal Infirmary,

Secretary to the Trustees.

ROYAL HOLLOWAY COLLEGE
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON).

The Easter Term commences on Monday, April 23, 1923. THE
SCHOLARSHIP EXAMINATION in 1924 will be held in SIarch in-

stead of April, and the closing date of entry will be February 9, 1924.

Further particulars may be obtained from the Secke 1 akv. Royal Holloway
College, Englefield Green, Surrey.

H.M. SIGNAL SCHOOL,
R.N. BARRACKS, PORTSMOUTH.

Applications are invited for two vacancies for ENGINEERS, GRADE
II., fn the LAUORATORY SECTION of the above School. The duties

concern the development of Wireless Telegraphy, etc., for Naval purposes.

Preference given to candidates possessing an Honours Degree in Physics or

Electrical Engineering.
The salary scale is X150, rising by annual increments of £\o to ;^3oo per

annum, plus bonus based on the average cost of living figure. The minimum
pay plus bonus at present is ^^244 per annum.

The appointments are not established and the Federated Universities

Superannuation Scheme is applicable.

Applications giving full particulars of the candidate's experience, War
Service, etc., should be addressed to The Secretary of the Admikaltv
(C. E.), Admiralty, S.W. 1, from whom further particulars of the duties, etc.,

can be obtained.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
The Senate invite applications for the ASTOR CHAIR of PURE

MATHEMATICS tenable at University College. Salarj' ^1000 a ye.ar.

Applications (12 copies) must be received not later than first post on May 24,

JOZ3, by the Academic Rrgistkar, University of London, South Ken-
sington, S.\V.7, from whom further particulars may be obtained.

BEDFORD COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON).

The Council of Hedford College invite applications for the posts of
(i) DEMONSTRATOR in ORGANIC CHEMISTRY; (ii) DEMON-
STRATOR in INORGANIC and PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY; (iii)

PART-TIMK ASSISTANT in LATIN.
Candidates must have an Hononrs Degree or its e{]uivalent.

Applications must be received not later than Saturday, April 28.

For all particulars apply to the Secketarv, Hedford College, Regent's
Park, N.W.i.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
The Senate invite applications for the following UNIVERSITY

READERSHIPS tenable at Bedford College :

READERSHIP in GEOGRAPHY, salary ;(;7oo a year.

READERSHIP in MATHEMATICS, salary /:soo a year.

Applications (12 copies) for either post must be received not later than
first post on April \-i„ 1923, by the Academic Registkak, University of
London, South Kensington, S.W.7, from whom further particulars may be
obtained.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
The Senate invite applications for the following posts :

UNIVERSITY CHAIR of PHYSIOLOGY tenable at Kings College.

Salary ^800 a year.

UNIVERSITY RIlADERSHIP in Physics tenable at Guy's Hospital

Medical School. Salary ^^400 ^ year.

Applications (12 copies) must be received not later than first post on
May 19 and 16, 1923, respectively, by the Academic Rh(.istkar, ITniversity

of London, South Kensington, S.W.7, from whom further particulars may
be obt.iined.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON, KING'S
COLLEGE.

The Delegacy require the services of a DEMONSTRATOR in BpTAN Y
(man). Salary ^250 ijer annum. The duties will commence in April.

Opportunities will be given for research work.
'Applications, with two copies of not more than three recent testimonials,

should be received not later than April 10 by the Secretary, King's
College, Strand, \V.C.l', from Mhom further particulars may be obtained.

CHELSEA POLYTECHNIC,
CHELSEA, S.W. 3.

Day and Evening Courses in Science under Recognised Teachers
of London University.

I. INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT.
Technical Courses in Analytical and Manufacturing Chemistry,
Pharmacy, Food and Drugs, A.I.C. Courses, Metallurgy, Assaying,
Foundry Work, Research.

II. INDUSTRIAL PHYSICS DEPARTMENT.
Practical work in General Physics, Applications to Industries,

Metrology, Calorimetry, Illumination, Acoustics, Electrical
Measurement, Research.

III. BIOLOGICAL AND QEOLOaiCAL DEPARTMENT.
Courses for B.Sc, etc., in Botany, Geology, Mineralogy, Zoology,
Special Courses in Bio-chemistry, Bio-physics, Bacteriology,
Physiology, Hygiene, Entomology, Plant Pathology. Course for

Tropical Planters, Research.

SIDNEY SKINNER, M.A.,
Telephone : Kensington 809. Principal.

BATTERSEA POLYTECHNIC.
LONDON, S.W. II. '

Principal— Wowv.v:? H. Pickard, D.Sc, F.R.S.

Full-time day courses in Engineering (Mechanical, Civil and Electrical),

Chemistry, Flour Milling, Physics, Mathematics.

Students prepared for University of London Internal Degrees, A.I.C.

Examination, and Polytechnic Diplomas.

Evening courses in Engineering, Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics, and

Music in preparation for Internal Degrees in the Faculties of Science,

Engineering and Music.

Library, Writing Room, Common Rooms, Refreshment Rooms, large

Athletic Ground, etc.

Particulars on application to the Principal.

TO SCIENTISTS AND RESEARCH STUDENTS.
THE INTERNATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SERVICE BUREAU,

employed by British Government Departments, University Professors, etc.,

supplies complete Continental and American bibliographies on any scientific,

literary, or medical subject. Chemical work a speciality. Extracts made.
Headquarters: Vienna. English representative: "Alexandrian," ia

Longridge Road, Earl's Court, S.W.5.

FIRM OF CONSULTING CHEMISTS
in North of England require Chemist with experience in organic work.
Apply, giving particulars of training, experience, etc., to Ko.k No. 6S,

c/o Natl're QfTice.

JUNIOR CHEMIST WANTED for Hos-
pital Laboratory in North AVales. Graduate with training in physio-

logical chemistry preferred. Reply stating age, particulars of training

and salary required to Box 67, c/o Nati;re Office.
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National Health and Medical Research.*

THE elaborately detailed report of the Medical

Research Council for the past year gives much

food for thought, whether we receive it in the spirit

of the ta.x-payer, anxious to be assured that his con-

tribution to the national health is being worthily

expended, or in the spirit of the watchman, eager only

for a sign, but untroubled by detail. We all have in

us something of the tax-payer and, let us hope, some-

thing more of the watchman, so let us see how these

respective parts of us are catered for in the Council's

report. Whether we are able to appreciate its con-

tents or not, we, as tax-payers, have always demanded

this sort of governmental report. Does it not concern

the disbursement of 130,000/., or something like a

halfpenny per head of the population, on the pursuit

of new knowledge that is to alleviate human suffering ?

Unthinking lay and even medical critics might regard

it as a perilous investment. Were they holders of

cinema shares, they would probably accept without

question a similar disbursement to the parents of a

Jackie Coogan.

If, then, we expect to find definite assurance that

new knowledge leading directly and immediately to

improvement in the health of the community has been

acquired, we shall be disappointed. The average

newspaper, keen only for sensation, would vote it

dull. But a closer study of the report, including its

admirable introductory chapter by the special Com-

mittee of the Privy Council, is calculated to bring to

the more responsive of us the conviction that inability

to appreciate springs from our own ignorance and short-

sightedness. We gather, in fact, that the machine

which registers advance in scientific medicine resembles

a piece of complicated clockwork, the w^ieels of which

represent movements in all the biological and physical

sciences, not excluding mathematics. We note, for

example, how the Hill katathermometer—an instru-

ment of precision for measuring the cooling power of

the atmosphere—may be made to afford a most

valuable index of conditions affecting the efficiency

of the worker in factory and workshop. We note also

recent progress in our knowledge of the biological

action of sunlight, and its remarkable influence on

diseases such as rickets. A new field is here opened.

The discovery of insulin by the Toronto workers is

alluded to at length. We gather that a method of

preparing a potent product of consistent uniformity

has not yet been achieved, but doubtless this difficulty

will yield to further research. It is worth reflecting

that this new knowledge might still be withheld from

us, were it not for the elaboration in recent years of

' Report of the .Mcdic.il Research Council (or the year 1921-j j. (Published

by His Majesty's Stationery Office.) 3s. 6d. net.
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quantitative tests for sugar in the blood. It is probable

that many a preparation of pancreas has failed, in the

past, to become established because its physiological

activity could not be satisfactorily tested and recourse

was limited to casual clinical trials. When one con-

siders the plethora of commercial pancreatic prepara-

tions already on the market, which claim to contain

the specific sugar-destroying principle, it is comforting

to know that the Medical Research Council has taken

the action it has, and that its own experts are

actively engaged in studying methods that may yield

preparations of uniform potency. In connexion with

these difficulties, we note with some interest Dudley's

work at the National Institute in refining pituitarj'

extract. Apparently, the further the purification

was carried, the less potent the substance became

physiologically. This is not the first time that such

stumbling-blocks have interfered with attempts to

refine biologically potent principles contained in organ

extracts or in culture fluids which have served for the

growth of micro-organisms.

It would be superfluous to attempt to enumerate

the many lines along which research is being pursued,

either by expert workers at the National Institute or

by the many outside specialists whose work the Medical

Research Council encourages or finances ; nor can we

mention even the terms of reference of the numerous

committees and sub-committees which have taken

upon themselves the task of co-ordinating attack

upon a multitude of problems in all fields of scientific

medicine and hygiene. Membership of these com-

mittees is no sinecure, and it is notorious that much

self-denying work is performed. Veril)-, the appre-

ciative tax-payer can have no reason to grumble

at the way in which his exiguous contribution to the

community's health is expended.

Now what has the report to say to the watchman

seeking for a sign ? We believe the organisation of

research under the aegis of a responsible body of

scientific advisors is a valuable national asset. Will

such organisation interfere with the individual freedom

of the research worker ? Is there a danger that the

extension of the team-principle and the laying down

by a higher authority of precise research programmes

may stifle what originality the worker may possess ?

The answer is, we believe, that there are men who

work best in a team and men who prefer to work alone,

and that there is ample room for both types. There

are periods both in war and in peace when stocktaking

of knowledge is essential if we are again to make

advance into the unknown. The present is one of

those times of national stocktaking in medical science.

The very fundamentals of many departments of medical

science require revision. A doyen of the chemical
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world recently referred to certain developments and

proposals in biological chemistry as being simply ^

re-search, with the accent and insistence on the first

syllable.

The statement is both true and false. Simple

reconstruction must inevitably form an integral part

of modern research. Possibh' the biological sciences,

on which advance in scientific medicine mainly hangs,

contain a greater proportion of inexact, un-coordinated,

and incomplete statement than the so-called exact

physical sciences. Every advance in the latter reacts

on biology, necessitating re-search in some form or

other. Co-ordinated investigation by teams is neces-

sary in peace as in war, and the fruit will duly appear.

The scientific investigation of deficiency diseases-—

a

war-time necessity—has developed into something

like a science of its own. The organised investigations

on anaerobic bacteria^—another war-time necessity

—

which was perhaps a very typical example of a

re-search, has already borne abundant fruit in recent

e.xact studies of such diseases as botulism and braxy.

What of the night ? The morning cometh.

J. C. G. L.

The Fourier-Bessel Function.

(i) A Treatise on Bessel Functions and their Applica-

tions to Physics. By Prof. A. Gray and G. B.

Mathews. Second edition prepared by A. Gray and

Dr. T. M. MacRobert. Pp. xiv -1-327. (London:

Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 36s. net.

(2) A Treatise on the Theory oj Bessel Functions. By
Prof. G. N. Watson. Pp. viii -1-804. (Cambridge:

At the University Press, 1922.) 70s. net.

THE function to which these volumes are devoted

received its name from the astronomer Bessel,

1824, on introducing it for the coefficients in the ex-

pansion of radius vector, and true or eccentric anomaly

in a Fourier series of sines and cosines of multiples of

mean anomaly or time. Two years before, in 1822,

Fourier had encountered the same function essentially

in his anal^-tical theory of heat, and his variable is the

square of the variable of Bessel.

The function is, however, first met in a dynamical

problem, of the oscillation of a vertical chain, investi-

gated by Bernoulli, 1738, and here the Fourier form is

the natural one to use. The oscillation is replaced by

a steady motion of permanent shape in a chain hanging

down, and revolving bodily, and this is easy to realise

experimentally ; the plane oscillation is then seen in

the shadow on a vertical wall.

Take the condition of relative equilibrium of a length

X above the lowest point, where it is assumed that the

displacement is small enough for vertical distance x
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and the length of the chain to be undistinguishable, so

that the tension T= <ix, as at rest, o- the line density.

Putting g = u>H, where I is the height of the equivalent

conical pendulum revolving at the same rate <i>, the

equation of relative equilibrium is

T'^.+ l'T-^idx€ 1-
(Py dy y

having a solution y = bY{xjl), where F(x) is Fourier's

function, defined by the series

F(x) = l^
x)"

The sort called Furniture Chain is suitable for ex-

periment : the links are small hollow brass spheres,

joined up by rivet links, and it is sold in various sizes.

A length of the large size of about 4 feet is suitable

for whirling round by hand, and producing a curve in

I, 2, 3, 4, . . . waves, showing to the eye the position

of the first roots of F(:c)= o.

Standing up on a chair or the table, a length of 8 or

12 feet of the smaller size may be set in rotation by

the dynamobile toy. The chain springs at once into a

series of waves, where the higher roots are seen and

their spacing, prolongation of the figure at the end of

Gray.

The chain can also be used to show off a real catenary

curve, instead of the string recommended in Routh

—

much too kinky and destitute of flexibility to form a

good catenary. And dropping the chain from a height

is a good problem on a steady blow, equivalent of a series

of impacts of the discrete links.

With a rotating chain of variable density, o-.v", the

tension T=(TX"*^l{n + i), and the equation changes to

the solution of which may be written

md / is the length of the subtangent at the lowest point.

For if u = F{x) is the solution of the equation

d^u du

dx^ dx

differentiating « times, with y = (-d/dx)'*u — Fn(x),

d^y dv ( — x)^

1 he Fourier function of the Mth order.

Here n may be changed into - n, and the differentia-

tion into an integration, making F_„(x) = .r"F„(*).

Gray's function !„(/) (p. 20) is the equivalent of

F,.(-*).
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But with the variable z = 2 Jx of the Bessel form,

the equation changes to

s«^ + (2« + i>£ + j«y= o,

and this, withy = (i3)""«, into

d^u du

defining u = J„(s) = (i2)'*F„(Js^), and the simplicity dis-

appears of the derivation of J„(2) from JXz) by suc-

cessive differentiation or integration ; factors intervene

of powers of z.

The interlacing of the roots of F„ and F„ ^. j is evident

from the differentiation ; and there is an infinite series

of positive roots, but none are negative.

This chain of variable density could be imitated by

a flexible lattice blind, of appropriate curvilinear out-

line, hanging vertically, and rotating bodily.

Lecornu's problem of the oscillation of a large

weight, raised or lowered by a chain of which the

density may be neglected, is seen in operation in the

erection of the tall buildings springing up around ; it

gives rise to similar expressions.

A Fourier function of fractional order arises in the

question of the stability of a tall mast or tree, or of a

chimney stalk when it begins to flinch on the foundation,

and starts to curl over from the vertical ; illustrated

experimentally by a thin steel wire clamped in a vice.

Witii uniform cross-section, the equation is

where p= dyjdx, k is the radius of gyration of the hori-

zontal section across the plane of flexure, and e is

Young's elastic length of the material, quotient of the

modulus of elasticity divided by the density.

Every linear differential equation of the second order

is reducible, by a change of independent and dependent

variable, to the canonical form

I d^u -

M dx^

and when the differential invariant I = ^.v'', any power

of X, the form to which Riccati's equation is reducible,

the equation is reduced to Fourier's form by a mere

change of the independent variable to

k^m +
2^

^~(w + 2)«'

and becomes Fourier's equation for

« = F„(s), n-- m + 2

(Watson, p. 88).

Here with the uniform column on the verge of droop-

ing from the vertical, m= i, />= iF_)(.v^ 9«A^).
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The smallest root of F_j = o is about 088, say J

(Watson) ; this makes the critical height

for a circular rod of diameter i.

For steel, we may take ^= 250 million cm, one

quarter of a quadrant Q of the Earth, ^'^£ = 500.

With a steel wire held in the vice vertical, one milli-

metre in diameter, d= o-\ cm, the critical height

x=epo d^ = ioj-j cm, a little over one metre. As the

height is increased through this length, the vibration

becomes sluggish more and more, and finally ceases,

and the wire droops.

The drooping of a candle on a hot day will give an

illustration ; also a field of corn when it is ripe, where,

to obtain a complete solution, the weight of the head

would require the introduction of the Fourier function

of the second kind, or a Bessel-Neumann-Weber function

(Gray, p. 14; Watson, p. 308) ; so too for the addition

of a weight at the end of the vibrating chain.

Here the flexural elasticity keeps the rod, mast,

or cornstalk vertical ; a flexible chain cannot be made

to stand upright ; the sign of x would be changed in the

relation, and the Fourier function has no negative root.

But a quasi-rigidity can be imparted, as in the re-

ported rope trick of the Indian juggler magician, if our

chain carries a gyroscopic flywheel in rapid rotation

inside each link, like a pile of spinning tops, and then, as

shown in Phil. Mag., Nov. 1919, p. 506, the differential

equation of the former result changes to the form

.d^y dy y
^"-^^d:?-dx + 7 = °'

with X measured downward from the free end at the

top ; the solution is

/a - X'

Ty= bF

and the first value of ^= is given by (a-x)/Z=i-44.

Thus a length x of the gyroscopic chain can be made to

stand upright, given by x"=a- 1-44 /.

The whip and whirl of a revolving shaft has become

a question of practical importance in the swift-running

machinery of a turbine, internal-combustion flying-

machine motor, and gyro-compass.

Here it is obvious that the shaft will depart from

the straight form when the revolutions are equal to the

lateral vibrations of the shaft at rest, held between

the same bearings, the disturbing and restoring force

being the same in the two cases.

The more general form of the differential equation,

required when the cross-section and density varies as

some power of .-v, will be

|^(,.|) + /,,.^= o,
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and hence a change to the independent variable

kx'"-"-*-^

will lead to Fourier's equation of order

n= ;

—

»i — 9 + 2

The general solution of Riccati's equation is thus

expressed by the Fourier function ; and the condition

that Riccati should have a solution in finite terms

requires n to be half an odd integer.

Beginning with w = -\,

I ^.{-2jx)^''_C0S2jx^
n2>^ Jt

and a phase angle e may be added to the variable 2 Jx
to include both forms of the function.

Then the other Fourier functions of order half an odd

integer are derived by an integration or differentiation

with respect to x :

d , ^ , , sin2 Jx
'^'Jx~'

s/'rF,(x)=-^^/7rF_,{xy-

, _ , , cos 2 ^x sin 2 Ix

J^Fi(x) = ^ -I- s^ - = X >F-sW.
X 2X'-

and so on.

The same simplicity of derivation is not so obvious

in the table (Gray, p. 17) for J,i+i(s), although the sines

and cosines are replaced by sin, cos (3 + «).

Functions of this fractional order are of frequent

occurrence in mathematical physics, as in the vibration

of a sphere (Love's " Elasticity," Lamb's " Hydro-

dynamics ") for the functions ^„ and ^n, solution of

(V^ + w^)0 = o, in the propagation of spherical waves

or the conduction of heat ; also for the function F„

of Bromwich and yp of Macdonald in electromagnetic

waves ; simplicity would be obtained if all these

functions were referred to the Fourier form and classed

there {Phil. Mag., Nov. 1919, pp. 508, 526).

The Fourier function comes in useful for the dis-

cussion of a long flat tidal wave in an estuary or channel

of vertical cross - section K, and surface breadth b,

treated as slowly variable, on the assumption of K
and b varying as x" and .x">, simple powers of *.

The Fourier function is suitable, too, in the discussion

of diffraction (Gray, Chapter XIV.), provided the area

of a circular fringe is taken in the formula instead of the

circumference or diameter.

The derivation, by differentiation and integration, of

the Fourier function of different order marks it out as

more appropriate than Bessel for the passage, in Lord

Rayleigh's manner, of the tesseral harmonic P„*(/i)

direct into a Fourier function F^(.'c = JwiV) as the order
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n is increased indefinitely {Phil. Mag.. Nov. 1919,
1). 526).

In Graj's treatise the phjsical applications are kept
in view throughout the book up to the end. The re-

quirements are considered of the mixed mathematician.
Not to start with general theory, but to give definite

technical e.xamples, to show how the problem may be
reduced to the differential equation considered, he
will consult the appropriate part of the book as the need
arises, and will take for granted the discussion of details

i
of pure analysis, on the validity of an expansion, definite

integral expressions, asymptotic expansions, and all the

niceties appealing to the pure mathematician of a

I

logical metaphysical intellect.

These can be skipped by the physical student en-

j
grossed in a physical problem, and only anxious to dig

lout the facts and apply the formula to a concrete

I

numerical application, for which the tables at the end of

I
the book will give the requisite material.

The treatise of Watson has a different scope. A
first short historical chapter cites name and date of the

[pioneers up to 1826 encountering the function in

d>Tiamical, astronomical, and heat problems, namely,

I

Bernoulli, Euler, Fourier, Bessel.

After this introduction, all definite mention of the

physical application is dismissed by Watson in the

subsequent 800 pages, and the reader is not encouraged
to lift his eye from the page and look up at any

Baterialisation of the analysis, or to study a geometrical

cture.

The book proceeds in what is now the conventional

Danner of a modern analytical treatise, stopping in

la leisurely manner to emphasise and scrutinise every

ossible objection that may arise on the part of rigour.

Those who like this work become uncommonly fond of

St, and lose interest in a realisation of the ideas.

" Making possible the necessary degree of abstraction

as one of the most important merits of mathematical
[logic."

The Bessel function has few attractive analytical

Iqualities, and docs not deserve elaborate treatment

Ito the e.xclusion of more valuable interest, say of tlte

lelliptic function.

The students must be few to afford the time de-

linanded for this subject, not to speak of the expense^
|for Watson's book, 705.; and Gray's of 327 pages, at 365.

We see the tax laid on knowledge by the price of

[all mathematical work
; the expense of publication has

Irisen far beyond anything contemplated in the old

days of debate in the Mutual Improvement Society

Ion the need of a free press and cheap diffusion of

I knowledge.

It is the fashion to-day to discard a redundant i in

the name Bernoulli, as in the Bemoullianum Mathe-
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matiral .Museum in Basel, Basle, Bale in Switzerland.
But Maclaurin in his " Account of Newton's Philo-

sophical Discoveries," 1750, spells the name Bernovilli,

and here we see the etymological derivation and a
reason for the restoration of the banished i.

G. Greenhill.

A Yearbook of the Learned World.
Inde.x Generalis: Atinuaire ghihal des Universitis,

Grandes tcoles, Acadimies, Archives, Bibliotheqties

,

Instituts scientifiques, Jardins botaniques et zoolo-

giqiies, Musics, Observatoires, Sociilis savantes.

Published under the direction of Dr. R. de Montcssus
de Ballore. Pp. 2111. (Paris: Gauthier-Villars
et Cie, 1923.) 35^.

WE welcome the appearance of the third (1922-23)
issue of a work which, pending the issue of

"Minerva" in its old form, is the only comprehensive
directory of the learned world. Its scope is shown by the
following analysis of its 21 11 pages : (i) Directories of

universities, colleges, and professional schools grouped
b)- countries, 913 pages

; (2) astronomical observatories,

86 pages
; (3) libraries and archives, 325 pages

; (4)
museums and scientific institutes, 100 pages

; (5)
learned societies and academies, 194 pages

; (6) list of

savants who desire to exchange original dissertations

with their fellow-workers,
7 pages

; (7) index of names
(more than 40,000), 428 pages

; (8) other indexes and
vocabularies, 53 pages. In part (i), in addition to the

names of professors, lecturers, and other teachers and
their subjects, are mentioned the principal adminis-

trative officers and, in many cases, the date of founda-
tion, the total number of students, and the total annual

expenditure ; in part (2), publications, principal instru-

ments, and programme of work ; in part (3), days and
hours of admission and annual holidays, date of founda-

tion, special features, number of volumes, MSS., etc.,

annual budget, catalogues, rules for borrowers, name of

librarian ; in part (4), similar particulars with general

description of exhibits or plant and mention of publica-

tions
; in part (5), olijects and aims, number of members,

date of foundation, names of president and secretary,

subscription, particulars of meetings, lists of fellows

and of foreign members of some of the more import-

ant societies, and details of publications.

The editing of such an enormous mass of data is a
formidable task and Prof. R. de Montessus de Ballore,

the distinguished scholar who has had the courage to

undertake it and the energy and perseverance to com-
plete it, has thereby earned the gratitude of savants of

all countries. The editor, who states that his object

has been to achieve " the utmost clearness for refer-

N I
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ence," is to be congratulated on his judicious selection

of t)'pe and on the ingenious device whereby he refers

in the index of names not only to the page but to the

particular section of the page in which the name sought

is to be found.

The most generally useful part of the book, on the

merits of which it will be judged, is part (i), and we

have therefore examined some of the entries in this

part, selected at random, in order to test its general

accuracy. In such a work absolute accuracy is un-

attainable, but the editor, aiming at a high standard,

" thought it better not to publish any information

except such as has been directly communicated by

administrative chief officials. ... He has further had

the proof of each entry corrected by its contributor."

He has branded with an asterisk the rather numerous

institutions which have failed to reply to his question-

naires in time and has reproduced the notices of them

which appeared in the 1920-21 issue : thirty-one institu-

tions which have not replied since 19 19 have been

excluded altogether. This procedure unfortunately has

not prevented what we cannot but regard as an excessive

percentage of error in the entries tested.

We venture to offer a suggestion regarding the entries

in part (i) relating to institutions in the British Empire

—about one-third of the total number. It is that the

editor might use as the basis of such entries the Year-

book issued by the Universities Bureau of the British

Empire. Had he done so he would not have omitted

such important institutions as the Osmania University

of Hyderabad, Deccan, the University of Rangoon, the

University of Patna (except for casual references), and

University College, Swansea, his entries would have

been more rather than less up-to-date, he would have

saved himself a great deal of labour and expense, and

would have been saved from such " howlers " as His

Grace Eamon de Valera (Chancellor of the N.U.I.) and

showing (and indexing) Petro Drilling as the name of a

teacher instead of showing it as a subject (petroleum

well-boring).

There is, moreover, another and a very important

side to the question. If our university administrative

officials, after having supplied returns to their own

Universities Bureau and to Government Departments,

are to be plied with requests for the self-same informa-

tion in different forms for international Indexes and

the League of Nations (which now proposes itself to

compile something of the kind), it will not be surprising

if some of the answers are short or if the pages of the

Index become even more abundantly starred than at

present. If the universities of each country would

combine to produce a national yearbook, these would

make the best possible material for (if not constituent

pajts of) an Index Generalis. For the British Empire
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the work is already done. Italy has her " iVnnuario

degli Istituti Scientifici "—not yet appearing annually,

however. The American Council on Education is, in

its recently formed Division of College and University

Personnel, acquiring much of tl^e requisite material for

such a yearbook, and Switzerland and the Nether-

lands have similar inter-university organisations.

The Cactus Family.

The Cadaceae : Descriptions and Illustrations of Plants

oj the Cactus family. By N. L. Britton and J. N.

Rose. Vol. 3, pp. vii + 255, with 24 plates.

(Washington : Carnegie Institution, 1922.)

ALL who grow Cacti will be glad to learn that

the third volume of this fine work has been

issued. It will probably appeal to a larger number of

Cactus fanciers than the two preceding volumes,

because it treats chiefly of the smaller kinds, which are

more generally cultivated than the columnar or climb-

ing species. This volume is of the same high standard

of excellence as the two others, and as an account was

given in Nature of July 7, 1921 (vol. 107, p. 580) of

the general character, scope, and details of the work,

it will be unnecessary to repeat them here.

The subtribes dealt with in this \^olume are the

Echinocereanae, consisting of 6 genera (3 of them new)

and 115 species, the largest genera being Echinocereus,

60 species, and Echinopsis, 28 species. The Echino-

cactanse consist of 28 genera (18 of them new) and

166 species, the largest genera being Ferocactus, 30

species, Malacocarpus, 29 species, Gymnocalycium,

23 species, and Echinofossulocactus, 22 species.

The Cactanae consist of the two genera Discocactus,

7 species, and Cactus (better known as Melocactus),

18 species. Altogether 36 genera (of which 17 are

monotypic and 21 are new) and 306 species are de-

scribed, and well illustrated by 250 figures in the text,

and 24 plates, most of them coloured.

Most of the Echinocactanse are known to cultivators

as belonging to the genus Echinocactus, and they will

perhaps find it difficult to understand why, in this

volume, only 9 species are placed under that genus,

and all the others relegated to other genera. The

reason is that while the vegetative characters of a

lar<Te number of species is similar in type, the structural

details of their flowers differ, and these floral differences

have, in this work, been utilised for generic distinction

in a manner not practised before. All this is made

manifest in the keys, which are concise and clear, so

that with the aid of the very numerous illustrations

few should find difiiculty in referring an unnamed

species of the group to its proper genus.
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It is much to be deplored that such a cumbersome
ritence-like name as " Echinofossulocactus " should

luive been brought into use, but unfortunately there

ems no valid reason for its rejection, for although it

IS been o\erlooked, it was proposed and characterised

I years ago. It would, however, be of benefit to

orticulturists and botanists alike, if, at the next

r.otanical Congress, a law could be made to prohibit

the formation of such atrocious names in future.

The charming coloured plates gi\e a good idea of the

hi'auty of the flowers of these prickly plants, and the

lews showing some of them as they grow wild will

nvey to the mind of the cultivator the appearance

tliey should have when well cultivated. Of the

'ants figured, Ferocactus rectispinus is one of the most
I iking on account of the formidable aspect it presents

l>y its stout straight spines about 4 inches long. Of all

"e flowers figured the most remarkable is that of

hiimosa rhodacantha (better known as Echinopsis

rhodacantha), which is curved in a sigmoid manner,
and has the petals closed tightly around the exserted

-tamens and style, quite unlike that of any other

nus.

The well-known spineless Echinocactus Williamsii

I- rightly removed from that genus and now forms a

monot>-pic genus under the name of Lophophora

Williamsii. This plant has remarkable narcotic pro-

perties and has long been used by certain tribes of Xorth

American Indians in some of their ceremonies. One
peculiarity of this plant is that its stamens are irritable,

and when touched at the basal part they rapidly close

in around the style, dusting their pollen upon the insect

(ir other thing that touched them ; an evident means of

' uring cross-fertilisation. A very full index com-
j)letes the volume. There remain to complete the

work the subtribes to which the genera Mammillaria
and Rhipsalis belong. \. E. Brown.

Our Bookshelf.

Kinematograph Studio Technique. (Technical Primers.)
By L. C. Macbcan. Pp. .\ii+iii. (London: Sir
Isaac Pitman and Sons, Ltd., 1922.) 2^. 6d. net.

\ccoRDiNG to the subtitle of this little book, it is
" a

practical outline of the artistic and technical work
in the production of film plays for producers, camera-

• n, artistes, and others engaged in or desirous of
iiering the kinematograph industry." There are
apters on production, the camera and its lenses,
idio lighting and outdoor work, dark-room pro-
'iure, and so on. No previous knowledge of the
:l>ject is assumed, and many will be interested to

iiarn of the artifices by which .some of the more striking
film scenes are produced, while they may also be
surprised at the amount of painstaking labour and
ttention to detail which goes to the making ai a
rcessful film.
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The Chemistry of Dental Materials. By Prof. C. S.

Gibson. Pp. 176. (London: Benn Bros., Ltd.,

1922.) 12s. dd. net.

A C.\REFUi.LY selected area in chemistry, largely metal-

lurgy, is dealt with in this treatise, but what is done
appears thorough. The treatment is not narrow and
utilitarian, but as scientific as is possible. The second
half of the book deals with miscellaneous materials

used in dentistry, such as porcelain, cements, abrasive

materials and antiseptics, and in this, of course, much
information is given which cannot be found in the

ordinary te.xt-books of chemistry. The Brunner-Mond
process for zinc, described on p. 100, is said to be now
obsolete, and the same applies to the third form of tin

(p. 105). Some mention of modem processes for lead

extraction might have been given. Davy's name is

incorrectly given on p. 146.

(i) Installations Hectriqiies industrielles : Installation—Entretien—Controle. Par R. Cabaud. (Biblio-

theque Professionnelle.) Pp. 333. (Paris : J. B.

Bailliire et fils, 1922.) 10 francs net.

(2) Alternating Current Electrical Engineering. By
P.Kemp. Second edition. Pp. xi-i-515. (London:
Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 17^. net.

(i) The first part of M. Cabaud's book deals in a general

way with electric installations for light and power. The
numerical examples given will be helpful to the practical

engineer. The maintenance of an installation is dis-

cussed in the second part, and in the third part methods
of control are described. Various methods of penalis-

ing consumers who take their supply at a low-power
factor are given.

(2) The principal changes in the new edition of Mr.

Kemp's book are a new chapter on the protection of

alternating current systems, and a number of altera-

tions in the chapters on instruments.

The Radio Amateur's Hand Book. By A. F. Collins. Pp.

xix + 329 + 8 plates. (London, Calcutta, and Sydney :

G. G. Harrap and Co., Ltd., 1922.) js. 6d. net.

A POPULAR description of radio communication which

will lie helpful to amateurs is given in this book. The
author uses the proper technical terms, so any one who
has read this book will be in a position to benefit

by more advanced treatises on the subject. In the

glossary, however, the attempt to define highly tech-

nical terms in the simplest language is of doubtful

utility. Capacity is defined as " any object that will

retain a charge of electricity." The book concludes

with a long list of radio " don'ts," wliich will prove

instructive to the beginner.

The Pupils' Class-book of Geography : the Americas.

By Rd. J. S. Lay. Pp. 176. (London : Macmillan

and Co., Ltd., 1922.) i^. ^d.

It is not easy to write an elementary text-book on
geography which has any interest for the pupils who
use it and at the same time is truly geographical,

but Mr. Lay appears to have succeeded. His book is

accurate, readable, and well illustrated by e.xcellent

black and white maps, and presents the essential

features of the geography of the Americas.
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Letters to the Editor.

\^rhc Editor docs not hold himself responsible for
opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, nor to correspo?id with
the writers of, rejected manitsitipts intended for
this or any other part of Nature. No ?iotice is

taken ofanonymous com/nunicationsj]

The Nature of the Liquid State.

In his recent lecture to the Chemical Society on
" The Significance of Crystal Structure," Sir William
Bragg has described and discussed the extremely
important results obtained in his laboratory by the
X-ray analysis of various carbon compounds, notably
those belonging to the aromatic series. The special
feature brought to light by the investigations is that
the ultimate unit of crystal structure or elementary
parallelepiped is not the chemical molecule, but,
generally speaking, is a complex formed by the union
of two, tliree, or four molecules. Further, the sym-
metry of the crystal tends to increase with the
number of molecules in the unit, and also with the
symmetry of the molecule itself. In fact, there are
simple quantitative rules, first stated by Shearer,
connecting these quantities.
The question naturally arises whether when a

crj'stal is melted and passes into the liquid state, the
units in the latter condition are the same as in the
crystal, or whether these break up further into the
indi\idual molecules. A method of investigating
this very fundamental point is furnished by studies
on the molecular scattering of light. If the units in
the liquid state are the chemical molecules, that is,

the same as in the condition of vapour, there should
be a simple quantitative relation between the amount
of unpolarised light (due to optical anisotropy)
scattered by equal volumes of liquid and vapour and
the densities in the two states of aggregation. This
relation was indicated in my letter in Nature of
July I, 1922, but the method of calculation there
given has to be amended to make allowance for the
fact that the electric polarisation within a fluid is,

according to the Lorentz-Mosotti formula, greater
than in free space. When this correction is made, it

is found that the amount of unpolarised light actually
scattered is considerably smaller than that indicated
by the calculation. The conclusion thus appears to
be forced upon us that the ultimate unit in the liquid
state is not the same as in the state of vapour. On
the other hand, if we adopt the view that the ulti-

mate unit is the same in the liquid state as in the
crystalline state, a way is opened for a satisfactory
explanation of the observed result. For, according
to Shearer's rule, the symmetry' of the unit is always
greater than that of the molecule, and hence the
amount of unpolarised light scattered by it should be
diminished, as is actually observed.
A further consideration which suggests that the

ultimate unit in the liquid state is the same as in the
crystalline solid is the existence of those remarkable
substances, known as liquid crystals, studied by
Lehmann and others. If a liquid be conceived of as
a collection of elementary' crvstal parallelepipeds
which are ordinarily prevented ' from thermal agita-
tion from forming regular arrays, it is easier to under-
stand how in fa\'ourable circumstances, such arrays
come into existence temporarily and as quickly dis-
appear. This conception appears to fit in very well
with the mathematical framework of the kinetic
theory of liquid crystals recently developed by
Oseen (Stockholm Academy, Handli'ngar, 1921).
The same conception also appears to furnish a

satisfactory explanation of the tendency shown by
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many liquids to refuse crystallisation and to pass
into a highly %'iscous or glassy condition when super-
cooled. We have only to suppose that the units

gradually join up, but in an irregular way, and form
an optically heterogeneous structure. This concep-
tion of the constitution of vitreous solids is supported
by the results of an extensive* series of observations
on the scattering of light in optical glasses and in

supercooled organic liquids carried out under the
writer's direction.

Finally, it may be remarked that the conception
suggested does not, so far as the writer can see,

appear to be inconsistent with any other known facts

regarding the physical properties of liquids.

C. V. Raman.
210 Bowbazaar Street,

Calcutta, India,

February 22.

Prof. Raman's very interesting explanation of his

observations on the scattering of light by liquids is

not affected if a slight change is made in his sug-

gestion as to the appearance of the crystal unit in

the liquid phase.
The crystal unit is a parallelepiped of minimum

volume, the corners of which are occupied by molecules
alike in all respects, including orientation. The de-
iinition allows the unit to be delimited in an indefinite

number of ways. It is improbable that any one of

these occurs as the only kind of unit in the liquid.

For Prof. Raman's purpose it is sufficient, I think, to

suppose that association, when it occurs, is ordered,

the molecules joining up as if they were beginning
to build a crystal. Let us suppose, for example,
that the crystal belongs to the monoclinic prismatic

class, in which there are four types of molecular
arrangement. Any molecule of one type possesses

with any molecule of the other three types, a plane,

a digonal axis, or a centre of symmetry, respect-

ively.

Groups of mutually arranged molecules may well be
expected to form under suitable conditions, but it is

not likely that the group will always consist of four,

or be put together the same way. The group could
always, however, be incorporated into a complete
crystal : possibly some redressing of the boundary
might be required.
An ordered association or incipient crystallisation

has been suggested by .Astbury (Proc. Roy. Soc, 102,

p. 527) as the cause of the variability of the optical

activity of tartaric acid with the strength of solution.

The Debye-Scherrer photographs of colloidal gold

show that each particle is essentially an association

of gold atoms in crystalline array. It is possible that

on the surface there is disorder which affects the

further growth of the particle.

The point is that whenever association takes place,

it tends to do so in the ordered fashion of the appro-

priate crvstal. W. H. Bragg.

The Wegener Hypothesis and the Great Pyramid.

In the discussions on the Wegener hypothesis I have
not yet seen an allusion to the direct evidence given

by Flinders Petrie (" Pyramids and Temples of

Gizeh," second edition, 1885, pp. 11 and 41) of a
change in azimuth at Gizeh amounting to four or

five minutes since the erection of the Great Pyramid.
Petrie's account of the high accuracy used in the

construction of the pyramid seems to render quite

impossible an error of 4' in the laying down of a

meridian line 700 feet long, from which other base-

lines were set off during 30 or 40 years. As my
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other, Lt.-Col. M. M. Bidder, pointed out to me,
• - i-n,' annual class in the local school of engineers
would, in its turn, verify the meridian line under the
supervision of their instructors

; yet the second
ramid has the same orientation (5J' west of north)

~ the core-plane of the first pyramid.
There are five meridians deduced by Petrie (p. 41)

from his measurements. Of these the lowest and
highest values occur in the Great Pyramid, being
- 3' ^}," id" for the casing sides and - 5' 49''±7"' for

• passage. The four of them representing the Great
ramid core and passage, and the Second Pyramid
ing and passage, are all co\ered by the value

t' SS'xI?"- Petrie's conclusion (p. fi) is "that
: original base was probably more accurate than
"5 inch in length and 12" in angle."

George P. Bidder.
Cambridge, February 26.

The undoubted trend of the pyramids at 4600 B.C.

IS about 5' west of the present pole. Each of the
ta A\as probably set out afresh from polar observa-
n, as that would be easier than transfer by measure-
nt. The accuracy of work there to 12" of angle is in

•ping with the accuracy of later work, as of granite
mes 20 square feet in area with only inch/iOo

1 ror at 3300 B.C., or of weights in eighth century
I), with variations all within grain/200. The cause
a change of a.\is of about 5" per century might be

10 to ocean currents or to eartli deformation.
\V. M. F. Petrie.

Science and Armaments.

Dr. French's reply (Nature, February 10) to
my letter in the issue of January 20 does not touch

' m the essential idea which I desired to express.
lid not raise the question of the dispensability or
lispensability of armaments at the present moment :

luestion on which a great deal might be said, but
which, I think, is somewhat outside the province
N.\ture. The very columns of this journal are,

>ve\cr, a witness to a \'ery real international
therhood between men of all lands who find a
nmon interest in the study of natural science and
its ceaseless warfare for the knowledge and control
material things for the common good of humanity.
faking the wider view, how can it be a consolation
it, under the urge of apparent national exjjediency,
II should be spending their time in devising new
thods of warfare by the application of that know-
;i;e and training which should be a blessing to
ukind instead of a curse ? The new weapon used
linst A by B is to-morrow directed by A against
Moreover, these methods, the scientific cleverness

<o;il interest of which often provide a poor mask for
t]ieir brutality, arc directed, not against barbarism, but
' 'izely against those for whom we now profess friend-

ip. Such a condition may be difficult to avoid,
n the great danger is that we should treat it as
lural and inevitable, and grow insensible to the
ime of these things. Have we forgotten the
Uy of

" All valiant dust that builds on dust "
?

I n the time of Davy it seems clear that science was
pected as a thing apart from war, and we are led

inquire the reason for the change. Has it not
n the wiUingness of inventors to exploit their
owlcdgc, and to allow themselves to be exploited
men who cared less than nothing for science and

! that it really stands for ? There was small
triotism in many transactions that might be
ailed, for things were sold to the highest bidder.
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M)- first letter was, in brief, a plea that we should
treat our science as something rare and precious,
belonging not to ourselves only but also to all nations.
Whatever burdensome and unpleasant tasks it may
fall to our national lot to perform, we shall not face
them the less effectively because we keep some of
our most cherished possessions free from the dust
of conflict. Hence my comment on the proposed
action at the Science Museum. L. C. Martin.

Royal College of Science,
South Kensington, S.W.7.

Hafnium and Titanium.

Referring to Sir Edward Thorpe's interesting
letter on this subject in Nature of February 24, I

would point out that the Cornish village of " Manac-
can " is in the parish of Manaccan, which adjoins the
parish of St. Keveme. There is an error also in the
spelling. ' Menaccan " should be Manaccan, and so
with the stream at " Lenarth," it should be Lanarth.
Presumably, therefore, the Cornish mineral should
have been called Manaccanite and not Menaccanite,
and the " new element " from it should have been
termed " manachin " and not " menachin."

Wilson L. Fox.
Falmouth, February 26.

Tlie Cause of Anticyclones.

In a letter to Nature of December 23 (vol. no,
p. 845) Mr. W. H. Dines has raised certain questions
connected with the cause of anticyclones. The chief

observational facts to be explained are the features

peculiar to mosl high pressures, namely, the warm
troposphere, the high and cold stratosphere. But
not all anticyclones are warm even from a height of

3 km. up to 8 km. Some are cold to considerable
heights. The gradual rise of the coefficient of cor-

relation between pressure and temperature at the
same level as one proceeds from o to 4 km., and the
comparative uniformity of the coefficient from 4 to

8 km., is in itself strong evidence that in our latitudes

these first 4 km. are the theatre of changes of air

more and more frequent as the surface is approached,
and that in the regions above 4 km. the air is nearly
always of f)ne .sort as regards its origin. Again, with
regard to persistence, Hanslik pointed out that only
the " warm " anticyclones are steady and slow
moving; the "cold " ones move quickly. Further
facts to be taken into account are, that the conception

of an anticyclone as a region of great vertical stability

and of fine bright weather appears to be correct as a
rule only for the " warm " anticyclone. In the other

type anything short of violent weather conditions

may be experienced.
I have recently (Q. J. Roy. Met. Soc, January 1923)

put forward some evidence in support of the view that

the explanation of the temperature peculiarities of

the high- and low-pressure systems of our latitudes is,

to a large extent, contained in the Bjerknes theory

of their origin. In particular, when a pocket is made
in the polar front by the southward rush of a great

patch of polar air and when the pocket is afterwards

closed behind this patch by the equatorial current

from the south-west, the result is the formation of an
anticyclone with closed isobars. From an examina-
tion of a more or less continuous series of upper-air

observations I endeavoured to show that in such cases

the change in barometric pressure at a given spot in

the British Isles was ijideed brought about by the

fact that a thickness /i +Sh of polar air had replaced

a thickness h of the equatorial current, and that the
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upper layers of the equatorial current appeared to

have been raised unchanged through the height oh.

Provided that the polar air was not more than 2 or

3 km. in depth, anticyclones formed in this way would
be " warm " anticyclones, and would possess the
features associated with such. But there are almost
certainly cases where the encroaching polar air

extends right up to the base of the stratosphere, and
these appear to have all the characteristics of the
cold, rapidly-moving anticyclone. This cold air,

passing as it does into latitudes warmer than those

where it acquired the main features of its existing

temperature distribution, is heated from the bottom
upwards, and becomes sufficiently unstable to pro-

vide within itself moderate rain and much cloud,

but probably not persistent heavy rain. (It seems
likely also that anticyclones do reach us in which
there is either no polar surface air or only a negligible

amount. Their formation was probably a much more
gradual though similar process, and took place in more
southerly latitudes.)

Mr. Dines has referred to the difficulty of maintain-
ing the polar air in situ. The patch of polar air with
which we are dealing may be described as a roughly
circular one of 1000 or more km. in diameter ; in the
case of a " warm " anticyclone we may limit its

depth at the deepest part to 2 or 3 km. ; in the case

of a " cold " anticyclone the depth in the centre may
include the whole thickness of the troposphere. It

appears to be maintained in situ, so far as it is main-
tained, by the currents which produced it. But
actually the motion of most " cold" anticyclones

—

i.e. those of the deep polar air—does strongly resemble
that of the flat drop of mercury on the laboratory

table.

This problem was dealt with hydrodynamically by
Exner in 1918 (Sitzungsber . Akad. Wiss., Wien Ila,

127, 1918, pp. 795-847). He assumed as the initial

conditions the existence of a mass of cold dense air

(at rest or in motion) covering a small portion of the
earth's surface and surrounded on all sides and above
by warmer, less dense air. Particular points made
by him include— (i) that the rotation of the earth
renders possible the maintenance (at a slight inclina-

tion to the horizon) of a definite fixed bounding
surface between the cold and the warm air

; (2) that

if a long ridge of cold air divides into two ridges

flowing apart like cold waves, then the square of the
velocity of separation of these waves is proportional

to the depth of the cold air and to the difference of

density between the cold and the warm
; (3) also

that in such a case friction with the earth's surface

results in a shallow cold film being left over the whole
area traversed by the waves and in the consequent
gradual reduction in the height of the waves.

There is another consideration which supports the
view that an anticyclone is of complex structure, and
that is the frequency with which the air above an
" inversion " of temperature can be shown to be of

different origin from that below. It has usually been
said that the surface layers were being cooled by
radiation, also that there was outflow of air in these

layers, and that the upper air, descending and settling,

was being warmed adiabatically. When, however,
an attempt is made to apply numerical data, cases

arise where the change of temperature at a given

point in space appears to have taken place much more
rapidl}' than can be pro^'ided for by the most favour-
able time scale of the assumed operating causes.

But in particular it is difficult to see why these causes
should lead rapidly to the formation of comparatively
sharp discontinuities of temperature of the order of
10° F., and also how they can lead to other than a
verj- unstable vertical distribution of temperature.
It seems much simpler, being provided with air of
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about the appropriate temperatures to northward
and southward respectively, to explain the formation
of anticyclones and their temperature distribution by
means of the horizontal motion and interaction of

these " polar " and " equatorial " currents.
• A. H. R. GoLDiE.

Wimbledon, S.W.ig, March 8.

The Phantom Island of Mentone.

On a fine dark night, looking towards the point of
Mentone from the sea-front about the middle of the
West Bay, the appearance is presented of a dark
island rising out of the sea in the gap which separates
the lights of Mentone from those of Bordighera, some
ten miles distant. This " phantom island " appears
to be about 200 feet high, and from its darkness one
would imagine it to be thickly covered with vegetation,

its sides rising steeply out of the water. It is directly

opposite, and quite near the sea-front of Mentone,
from which it is separated by a very narrow channel
of water. It appears, in fact, to be quite close to
Mentone.
The explanation of this curious optical illusion is

comparatively simple. The lights of Mentone and
those of Bordighera present the appearance of being
ranged round a curved bay, and they throw their

reflections on the water, but they are separated by
the East Bay, which is not seen, and by a dark,
unilluminated portion of the coast. The correspond-
ing part of the sea is devoid of reflections, and the
impression is produced of a dark obstacle breaking the
continuity of the line of lights and of their reflections

in the water. This effect has been seen by independent
observers on several occasions.

G. H. Bryan.
University College of North Wales,

March 6.

Ball Hardness and Scleroscope Hardness.

In the ball hardness test Meyer found that \. = ad".

By combining this relation with Brinell's formula H =
L/A, it can be shown that the hardness number when

the ball is immersed up to its diameter is —D"'*.
^

7r

This value has been called the " ultimate hardness
"

(H„), and is independent of the initial condition of the
metal with regard to cold work.

Several attempts have been made to obtain a
relation between standard Brinell and scleroscope
numbers. The results have been more or less unsatis-

factory. If, however, values of H„ be plotted against
the scleroscope numbers of metals in the annealed
condition, the points lie on a smooth curve which is

independent of the ball diameter. The following
results have been obtained by the writer using balls

of I mm. and 10 mm. diameter:

Sample.
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These resu
(Fig. :).

Its are plotted in the diagram below

H„

then

H„= X 10"

07951"=— XIo"-^

S'" = 0.806a xio"-=.

Hl'gh O'Neill.
The Victoria University of Manchester.

March 5.

Metallic Crystals and Polarised Light.

During a research, not yet completed, on the
optical properties of crystals, certain observations
made in the case of metals appear to justify publica-
tion, from their importance in metallurgy.

If an etched metal specimen is examined under
the microscope with the usual mode of illumination,
but with plane-polarised light, and the reflected light
is viewed through a " crossed " analyser, the different
crystals in the field of view are sharply distinguished
by differences of brightness. Rotation of the stage
causes the brightest to grow dark and the darkest to
light up, each crystal passing through four maxima
and four minima in a complete revolution. The
portions thus marked off often form parts of a crystal
which appears of uniform structure under ordinary
illumination

; some structural difference which is

indistinguishable, or with difficulty distinguishable
without polarised light, produces marked differences
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The relation between H„ and scleroscope number is

quite good. The equation for the curve is :

H„ = o-79S'".

It is of interest that the ultimate hardness of man-
ganese steel is higher than the scleroscope figure
indicates.

If, as is believed, the value of H„ is independent of
the ball diameter (D), then

AH. =a, . D,".-' = flj . Ds»r«.

k varies for different metals. Also, since with the
10 mm. ball

with the crossed Nicol arrangement, which thus
promises to be an effective new weapon in the
metallurgist's armoury.

Curiously enough, these phenomena were observed
quite independently by Miss Olwen Jones, who is

engaged on the above-mentioned research in tliis

laboratory, and by my colleague, Mr. C. Handford,
of the Department of .Metallurgy, who was working
on a quite different problem. It was only on con-
sulting him on the .metallurgical aspects of the
matter that I learned that he had noticed the effects
a few days before. Her work suggests to Miss Jones
that the cause may very possibly be a fine striated
or laminated structure of the crystals, producing a
sort of serration of their surfaces, the direction of the
striation differing from crystal to crystal. When
the vertical plane containing the serrations is parallel
or perpendicular to the plane of polarisation in the
incident beam the reflected light is piane-polarised,
and is therefore extinguished by the analyser ; when
the angle between those planes is 45° or 135° the
eliipticity, and therefore the brightness, is maximum.

Further investigations are being made both to
test this theory and to develop the metallographic
technique of the method. J, H. Shaxbv.

^'irianlu Jones Physical Laboratory,
University College, Cardiff, March 12,

Easy Method of observing the Stark Effect.

In the course of our investigations on the pole
effect of the iron arc, we used a special device to
keep the arc steady in the vertical position, and
photographed the spectrum by means of a large
quartz prism on a Littrow mounting. The lines
originating in the electrode, extending from the
visible part of the spectrum down to the ultra-violet,
showed distinct separation, which was identical with
the Stark effect observed with vacuum tubes. The
separated lines show polarisations parallel and per-
pendicular to the field, which at the maximum
amounts to about 20,000 volts per cm., and is con-
fined to a very thin layer at the electrode, indicating
a steep gradient. We found it convenient to work
with a 500 volts arc, although the same phenomenon
can be observed with a 100 volts arc. The effect is

observed at the low-er electrode, whether this be
anode or cathode. Other metals can be used instead
of iron.

The observation of the Stark effect is thus rendered
extremely easy, as the only process involved is the
production of a steady arc and the use of a spectro-
scope sufficiently powerful to resolve the lines into
components. H. X.\gaok.\.

Y. SUGIURA.
Institute of Physical and Chemical Research,

Hongo, Tokyo, February 13.

Volcanic Dust and Climatic Change.

On page 20 of his very interesting book, " The
Evolution of Climate," Mr. C. E. P. Brooks says
that I have " attributed glaciation to the presence
of great quantities of volcanic dust in the atmosphere."
This is too generous. 1 only insist that volcanic
dust is one of the factors that control climate, and
that at times it may (not must) have been an im-
portant factor, especially when mountains were high
and continents extensive.

W. J. Humphreys.
U.S. Department of .Agriculture,

Weather Bureau, Washington,
February 17.
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The Character and Cause of Earthquakes.^

By R. D. Oldham, F.R.S.

THE character of earthquakes, that is, of the

disturbance which can be felt and causes

damage, has long been established as a form of elastic

wave motion, originated by some sudden disturbance

in the substance of the earth. In some cases, such as i

the Japanese earthquake of 1891 or the Califomian

of 1906, the earthquake was accompanied by visible

fractures and displacements of the solid rock, and w-here

these have been observed it has also been noticed that

the violence of the disturbance reached its maximum
close by, and became less as the distance from the

fracture increased. From this it is evident that, in

such cases at least, the earthquake originated from

the jar caused by sudden rupture of the rocks, and

the fault, or fracture, may be regarded as the cause

of the disturbance to which the earthquake was due.

In many other cases, where no actual faulting or

fracture is visible at the surface, and especially in

earthquakes of moderate intensity and e.xtent, a study

of the observations makes it very probable that the

immediate cause of the disturbance was a fresh move-
ment along an old fault, or the formation of a new one,

5ur/sce let'o/ofRii/er Bsn/r. /844-

Bed of Pursn. /8^4

Eastern Sind, across the Runn tck the Kori creek, and
on the banks of this river were fertile and populated

tracts ; also on this river was situated a frontier fort

of the Government of Cutch, where customs duties

i
were collected. Then, in the eighteenth century,

through changes in the river courses far inland, the

supply of water in this river began to fail, and a series

of bunds, or what we would now call barrages, was
built to hold up the water and divert it for irrigation.

Towards the end of the century, the whole of the

water supply was intercepted, and the region below

relapsed into a state of desolation ; but the fort of

Sindri was still maintained, with a small garrison and

a few officials to collect the dues, and so things con-

tinued until June 16, 1819, when the classic earth-

quake of Cutch occurred.

The fort of Sindri was not only ruined, but the

ground on which it lay was also lowered in level,

water flowed in from the sea, and the small garrison

of .Sindri saved themselves from drowning by taking

refuge in the main tower, whence they were rescued

bv boat the ne,\t day. Nor was this subsidence the

Limit of
Sindri

'-pTob^ble^itconorsurface in >8,9

3oele {Z' y '7o miles.

Fig. I.—Section across the .\llah Bund and Sindri depression of June i6, 1819.

and so may be found in many te.xt-books the statement,

put forward and elaborated, that faults are the cause

of those earthquakes classed as tectonic. Thus it

might seem that the cause of earthquakes had been

explained, but this is only the beginning of the story,

for we need to know what causes the fracture which

gives rise to the earthquake.

In pursuing this object, reference ma)' be made to

an earthquake which occurred more than a hundred

years ago, at a time when the observation of earth-

quakes was in its infancy, and when little information

of present value could be expected, had it not been

for certain peculiarities in the country affected, and
in the effect of the earthquake. Just beyond the

north-western angle of the Indian Peninsula lies one of

the most extraordinary regions of the world, known as

the Runn of Cutch ; more than 200 miles in length, and

some 30 in width, it is a level barren plain, so flat and
so near the sea-level that when the waters of the sea

are heaped up, by the south-west monsoon, and the

streams from the surrounding country come down in

floods, the greater part of the surface is co\'ered with

a sheet of w-ater, varj'ing from a few inches to five or

six feet in depth.

The whole of this region, however, has not always

been so barren as at present, for, up to the seventeen

hundreds, a large ri\-er, fed by the waters of the Punjab,

and by overflow from the Indus, flowed dow n through

* Condensation of a course of two lectures delivered at the Royal Institu-

tion on January 30, February* 6.
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only change noticed, for, about four miles to the north,

where before had been only a dead level plain, the

survivors observed a long low mound, stretching east

and west with a height of about 20 feet, along the

northern edge of the flooded area. This mound, so

like an artificial embankment, was immediately named
the " Allah Bund " or " God's Barrage," on the same
principle which named the bunds or barrages higher

up the stream after the names of their makers.

Ten years later^ the ruins of the fort were seen still

standing out of a waste of waters, and twenty-five

years later, in 1844, a careful survey was made and
levels taken, and this survey revealed a remarkable con-

dition of things (Fig. i). From the north the surface

of the delta sloped southwards, at about eight to ten

inches in the mile, to within six miles from the crest

of the Allah Bund, when a reverse slope was met, and
the surface gradually rose to nearh- 20 feet above the

level of the continuation of the southerly slope, or the

level at which it presumably stood before the earth-

quake. Thence there was a steep slope downwards,
to the water of the Sindri lake. On the south the

original reports mention a depth of twelve feet of water

close to the shore, immediately after the earthquake,

and, as the original surface level must have been a few-

feet above that of the sea, we have a depression of some
fifteen feet, which gradually died out in a distance of

some six miles to the southward. From these facts

it is clear that there was no appreciable cliange of

level at a distance of about si-x miles on either side
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of the line of the Allah Bund, but that along that

line the ground on the north was upraised by some
twenty feet and on the south depressed by some
fifteen at the time of the earthquake.

The next earthquake to be considered is one which

has been investigated with great care and in great

detail; it is the Califomian earthquake of April 18,

1906. In this there was a visible fracture, following

what is known as the San Andreas fault, along which

the shock attained its maximum intensity. This

fracture was crossed at various points h\ roads and

fences, and after the earthquake it was noticed that,

where these crossed the line of fracture, they were no
longer continuous, but the ends were shifted laterally

l>v distances which varied at different places, but

frequently amounted to twenty feet. This was not

all, for the displacement was of a very curious nature,

revealed by surveys of the displaced fences, and by a
repetition of the original trigonometrical survey of the

region. These showed that for a distance of some
miles back from the fault line the stations had been

displaced, those nearest to the line by the greatest

amount, which lessened as the distance increased and,

;it about five miles or so to the east, became very small.

.Moreover, it was found that the movement on the

eastern side of the fault had been to the southwards,

and on the western towards the north.

Here we have a result very like that in Cutch ; in

Imth cases there was a well-defined line along which

prrmanent change of position of the ground took place,

simultaneously, in opposite directions on either side

of the line of separation, and in both cases the displace-

ment decreased in amount with increasing distance,

till it ceased to be measurable at a distance of about

half-a-dozen miles. The only ditTerence was that in

California the displacements were horizontal, with

little or no change of level, while in Cutch they were

vertical, whether accompanied or not by horizontal

shifting cannot be known.
Paradoxical though it may seem, this movement on

opposite sides of the fracture in opposite directions is

quite in accord with known physical principles. If

any block of material is compressed or stretched in

one way, while free to expand or contract in a trans-

M rse direction, or if it is twisted by two opposite sides

iig forced in opposite directions, a complicated

-tern of strain is set up, and if the strain is more
than the material will bear, disruption will take place,

on opposite sides of which the material will move in

I pposite directions.

-Models to illustrate this principle have been con-

structed by others and myself, and from these con-

siderations there has arisen what is known as the

elastic rebound theory of earthquake origin, and as

nerally expressed this takes the form of a very slow

wth of strain and a sudden release by fracture.

ihe former, however, is by no means necessary, and
the same result, as regards displacements of the ground,

would be attained if the strain was rapidly, even

suddenly, produced. There are, in fact, reasons for

supposing that the growth of strain is not slow but

rapid, yet the fracture and elastic rebound theory

might be accepted as sufficient, if earthquakes could

always be attributed to a single fracture, or to a close-

set group of fractures ; but in the case of great earth-
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quakes, and sometimes of minor earthquakes also, the
interpretation is put out of court by a study of the
distribution of the intensity of the disturbance.

In illustration I may take first the great Indian
earthquake of June 12, 1897, in which the central

region of greatest intensity covered an area of about
140 miles long by 40 miles broad, over which there was
a complicated scries of faults, fractures, and distortion,

which was certainly widely different from the com-
paratively simple origin generally assumed for earth-
quakes. This seemed at the time sufficient to account
for all the facts, though there were some recorded as
diflicult to explain, and later examination seems to
have established the conclusion that the origin of the
earthquake cannot be limited even to this extensive
area. In this earthquake only two of the isoseists

could be plotted in detail, those of eight degrees and
of two, or the extreme limit at which the shock could
be felt ; both exhibit considerable irregularities of

outline, the most conspicuous of which is a pronounced
projection to the westwards, and on the continuation
of this line is a detached area, where the shock was
again felt, after a gap where it was not felt. Col.

Harboe has suggested, from a study of the recorded
times, that there was an extension of the origin along
this line, and though his plotting of the origin cannot
be accepted in detail, I am convinced that, in the main,
his conclusions are correct, for they very materially
help to explain some peculiarities of the recorded

I observations, which remained inexplicable on the older

and more generally used interpretation.

From this it appears that in earthquakes covering
a large area we are not dealing with a simple disturb-

ance, starting from an origin of restricted dimensions
and propagated outwards, but with one of complex
origin ; and that in the outer regions of the seismic

area the disturbance may be compounded of wave
motion propagated from a more or less distant origin,

where the initial severity was great, and of that coming
from a nearer origin, of a lesser degree of severity, so

that, instead of a fracture of at most a few tens of miles

in length, we have to deal with a cobweb-like system
of fractures, or something analogous, which may run
to hundreds of miles.

The general drift of the argument I wish to set forth

is probably best illustrated by the California earth-

quake of 1906. In this the greatest degree of violence

was found along the line of the San Andreas fault, but
the plotting of the isoseists shows that there was not
only an independent centre in the San Joaquin valley,

some forty miles to the eastwards, but also several inde-

pendent centres of great intensity at lesser distances from
the San Andreas fault. .Moreover, the displacements
recorded by trigonometrical survey make it pr()l)able

that other similar independent centres would be found
to the west, if the waters of the ocean had not made
observation impossible. The records, therefore, indi-

cate a set of separate centres of disturbance, scattered

over a region of about three hundred miles in length

by very possibly one hundred miles in width, and these

separate centres, though independent as regards the

surface shock, were all evidently connected with some
common cause. Had they been the result of breakage
under a slowly growing strain it is difficult to under-
stand how so complicated, scattered, and extensive a

N 2
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series of fractures could have originated simultaneously,

but it is, to say the least, much less difficult to under-

stand if the development of strain over the whole of

the central area had been sudden, or at any rate rapid.

Then there is another point to be noticed, that in

the central region the successive isoseists lie close

together, while in the outer fringe they lie far apart

;

thus the distance separating the isoseists of ten and
seven degrees, covering a range of three degrees of

intensity, varies from 6 to 20 miles on either side

of the San Andreas fault, while in the outer regions

a similar range of three degrees covers from 120 to

250 miles. The close-set isoseists of the central region

indicate a shallow origin, and such is proved by the

San Andreas rifts, where the origin reached the surface

of the ground ; the widely set outer isoseists .similarly

indicate a deep-lying origin : and so we reach the

conclusion that the earthquake origin was of a two-

fold nature, the great violence in the central region

being due to fractures and displacements close to, or

at a comparatively shallow depth below, the surface,

and that these fractures were the secondary result of

a more deep-seated disturbance or bathyseism.

Having reached this conclusion there remain two
questions of importance, what is the depth, and what
is the nature of this bathyseism ? As to the depth,

the study of a remarkable, though only feeble, earth-

quake which affected northern Italy on August 7,

1895, has led me to conclude that the ultimate origin

lay at 100 to 150 miles below the surface ; but the best

indications are to be had from the long-distance records

of disturbances, which need not necessarily have been
great earthquakes, in the ordinary sense of the words.

From these Dr. L. Pilgrim, in 1913, deduced the

conclusion that the origin of the disturbance, in the

case of the Californian earthquake, lay at a depth of

about 100 miles, and, more recently, a similar method
has been developed in this country by Prof. H. H.
Turner, who has shown that the long-distance records

indicate depths of origin ranging from fifty to three

hundred miles below the surface of the earth. Now
it seems fairly well established that earthquakes of

quite shallow origin do not give rise to distant records,

even when very violent in the place where they are

felt, and it is probable that the disturbance recorded
by these distant seismographs is not the superficial

destructive earthquake, but the bathyseism.
Next comes the question of the nature of the bathy-

seism. That it must be in some way accompanied
by a change in bulk of the material underlying the

central area of the earthquake, seems clear, in some
cases at least. Fracture such as is sufficient to explain

most of the features of the surface shock seems out

of the question, for the depths place it in the region

of what it is n9wadays the fashion to call the astheno-

sphere, that is, a part of the earth which is weak and
plastic against stresses of long duration ; but as regards

change of bulk, recent researches have indicated one

very likely mode in which it might be brought about.

It is known that the foundation rocks of the outer

crust are everywhere composed of an aggregate of

crystalline minerals, the detailed study of which shows
that the material must once have been in a condition

analogous to that of fusion, from which it has solidified

by cooling to its present condition. Further, it has

been shown that the same original magma may crystal-

lise out as quite different mineral aggregates, differing

in density, and therefore in volume, by anything up
to 20 per cent. The exact conditions which determine

the passage from one form of chemical grouping to

another are not known in detail, but it is probable that

in each case there is some critical limit of temperature

and pressure which determines it. If there were, in

the interior of the earth, a mass of material near this

critical limit, a small change of pressure or temperature

might bring about a change of chemical combination,

and with it a greater or lesser change of bulk, which,

transmitted to the upper layers of the earth's crust,

would give rise to displacements and distortion. Such
changes might be unaccompanied by earthquakes,

if they were slow and gradual, or, if rapid or sudden,

might give rise to fractures in the surface rocks, of

greater or lesser magnitude, and covering a larger or

smaller area, according to the bulk of the deep-seated

material undergoing a change of \-olume.

Without insisting on this as the nature of the bathy-

seism, and it is possible that other causes as yet un-

suspected may also be at work, it is evident that we
have an explanation which w-ould suffice in the case of

the larger, and of many of the smaller earthquakes. Yet
there are some causes, perhaps no inconsiderable fraction

of the total, in which the whole process leading up to

the earthquake seems to lie quite close to the surface.

To these, always small in extent, though sometimes

of considerable severity, the consideration which I

have outlined cannot at present be applied ; in part

they must be due to quite different causes, the con-

sideration of which is not without interest, but this

interest only arises after more extended and technical

study than could be presented, even in outline.

Hydrogen Ion

By Prof. A. V
CERTAIN solutions are capable of conducting

electricity, although their separate pure com-
ponents are themselves incapable, or capable only to

a slight degree, of so doing. This conductivity is

attributed to the " ionisation " of the dissolved body,
that is, to the splitting up of its molecule into two or
more parts, some carrying a positive and others a
negative charge, the resulting " ions " being capable
of migration under an imposed electric field, and so

giving to the solution the power of carrying a current.
The electrically neutral molecule breaks up into (a) a
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Concentration.

Hill, F.R.S.

negatively charged part, containing an excess of

electrons which lend it its negative charge, and (i) a

positive portion with a deficit of electrons, this deficit

resulting in an equal positive charge. These positive

and negative ions attract one another, as do all positive

and negative charges, and are separable only if their

mutual attraction be small enough to be overcome by
the inter- and intra-molecular dynamic forces (not yet

properly understood) tending to their separation.

The attraction between two charges is far greater if

they be separated by some media than by others, to a
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dejrree inversely proportional to the so-called specific

inductive capacity of the medium. Water has one of

the highest specific inductive capacities of all known
substances, so that in it the attraction between two
ions is relatively small : hence in water the ions may
separate more effectively than in other solutions, and
watery solutions are found to show the phenomena of

electrolytic dissociation to an exceptional degree. Now
water is a solvent of unique importance, partly because

of its common occurrence, partly because it dissolves

so many other bodies, and especially because, without
exception, all biological phenomena occur in media
which are essentially solutions or suspensions in water.

I lence the study of the electrolytic dissociation of

liodies dissolved in water is of quite peculiar interest,

(specially in physiology.

N'ow water itself is capable of electrolj'tic dissocia-

tion, though only to a small degree. In pure water at
22^ C, eighteen parts in ten thousand million, that is,

line ten-millionth part of one gram molecule per litre,

i< liroken up into hydrogen (H") and hydroxyl (OH')
ns, the denoting the positive and the ' the negative

' ii.irge. Such a very small degree of dissociation is

"I little importance in pure water: its insignificance

presumably due to the smallness of what we have
lied—to cover our ignorance—the dynamic forces

unding to separate H2O into H* and OH'. In solu-

tions, however, especially in solutions of acids and
alkalies (that is, of bodies capable, by their own dis-

sociation, of yielding one of the ions of water, H' or

I 'H'), even this small dissociation of water into its

I'lns may become of preponderant importance.

It is obvious that the ions of the solvent itself, if

present in appreciable amount, might be expected to

]ilay a special role in the behaviour of a solution:

there is, however, a very real interest in the study
(il the hydrogen ion, in view of modern theories of the

1' I'trical constitution of matter. Atoms are supposed

possess a positive nucleus, with a charge equal to

ine multiple of the elementary negative charge on

1 electron, with layers of electrons circulating round

tlie nucleus in stable orbits. The simplest atom of

all is hydrogen, with a positive nucleus of unit ele-

mentary charge and a single negative electron revohing
rniind it: remove this negative electron from a dis-

^•ed hydrogen atom, and we are left with a singly

• uarged positive nucleus—next to the electron the

simplest of all known natural bodies. In mobility,

in combining power, in general d\Tiamic effectiveness,

this dissolved elementary unit might be expected to

1 If . and actually proves to be, an agent of quite peculiar

importance.

Expressing concentrations, in gram molecules (or

i'lns) per litre, by means of brackets, it is found that

at 22° C. in pure water,

[H-][OH']=io-".

Tliis is the law of chemical mass action, which, in such

a dilute solution as water is of its own ions, is accurately

'Mved. Now in pure water there is no other agent

i.ible of carrying electricity, and since the water

If cannot carry an appreciable resultant charge the

Mtive and negative charges must balance one

iiiother, and therefore

[H-] = [OH']=io-'.
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If, however, we dissolve in the water another substance
supplying one of the ions of water, for example, hydro-
chloric acid (HCl), which we may regard as being
almost totally dissociated into its ions H" and CI', to
a concentration (say) of one gram molecule per litre,

then the equation above is entirely upset : the hydrogen
ion concentration [H"], or c.YL as we shall often call it,

has now become unity instead of 10"', so that the
hydroxyl ion concentration [OH'] is now only 10- ".
Even this, expressed in actual molecules, is an astonish-
ingly large number : there are about 6 x lo^^ molecules
in a gram molecule, so that even in normal liydro-
chloric acid there are six million Iiydroxyl ions per
cubic centimetre. Clearly, even a strong solution of

acid contains an appreciable number of hydroxyl ions.

If, conversely, we dissolve caustic soda to make a
" normal " solution, instead of hydrochloric acid, then
[OH'] becomes unity and [IT] becomes lo"". We
may make up different strengths of acids or alkalies in

which the hydrogen and hydroxyl ion concentrations

Acid.
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considered is outside the limits of any reasonable

diagram : occasions, in physiology, where this occurs

will be comparatively rare.

The hydrogen ion concentration of a solution can be

measured in a variety of ways : {a) by calculation from

the laws of mass action, with a knowledge of the com-

ponents of the solution and the proper constants ; (p)

by the use of a so-called hj'drogen electrode : if a

platinum wire, coated with platinum black and satur-

ated with hydrogen gas, be dipped into a solution, it

acts like a metallic electrode of pure hydrogen, and its

electrode potential can be measured and made to give

the f.H of the solution
;

(c) by the use of so-called

" indicators," that is, dyes which change colour as the

hydrogen ion concentration is altered, owing pre-

sumably to changes in their degree of electrolytic

dissociation : the colour is used to measure the value

of c.H. The study and measurement of the hydrogen

ion concentration is becoming to-day almost a complete

science in itself, and progress in physiology, and in

some branches of colloid chemistry, still waits on

further improvements in the accuracy and adapt-

ability of its technique.

The importance of the hydrogen ion concentration

in biology is bound up with the phenomena attending

the dissociation of weak acids and of the so-called

amphoteric electrolytes, and with the theory of

" buffers." A weak acid, for example, carbonic acid

HgCOg, is one which is only slightly dissociated into

its ions : the reaction HjCOj^H+HCO'g goes almost

entirely >s- : similarly with a weak base. The salt of

a weak acid is a very effective regulator of the hydrogen

ion concentration ; it acts as a " buffer " to resist the

effect of adding a strong acid. Let the salt of the

weak acid be XY, dissociated into its ions X' and Y'.

Let us add to this a strong acid HZ, dissociated into

H' and Z' : we might expect the c.H to be largely

increased. In our solution now are all the ions X', Y',

H', and Z' : H" and Y', however, cannot exist side by
side in solution in appreciable amount, since (by

hypothesis) .the acid HY is a weak one, that is, the

reaction H'-f Y'.JiHY goes almost entirely -=. Hence
the hydrogen ions are eliminated to form the un-

dissociated weak acid HY, and we are left (i.) with

the ions X' and Z' of the salt XZ of the strong acid,

and (ii.) with the undissociated weak acid HY.
The expected increases in cH can, in this way, be

reduced almost to an insignificant amount, and in

physiology (where an exact constancy of c.H appears

to be necessary for the maintenance of the normal
physico-chemical structure and behaviour of the living

cell) the presence of very effective " buffers " in ever}'

organ, tissue, and cell has been shown in recent years

to be of ultimate importance. Phosphates, carbonates,

and the salts of proteins, such as haemoglobin, are the

chemical agents by which this regulation is effected.

In addition to these we have what we may call " living

buffers," the cells of the respiratory centre and the

kidney for example, which by their activity maintain,

in an amazingly accurate manner, the constant c.H

required in the " internal environment " of all the

other cells of the body ; that is, in the blood and tissue

fluids which bathe them. In the body, the important

buffers are those absorbing the effects of added acid,

especially carbonic and lactic acids, which are pro-
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duced with great rapidity and amount during muscular
exercise. The salts of weak bases, however, are equally

effective buffers, from the physico-chemical point of

view, in their capacity of neutralising the effect of

strong alkalies. Some bodies, moreover, the so-called
" amphoteric electrolytes," of which amino acids and
proteins are the most notable, are capable of function-

ing both as weak acids and as weak bases : hence their

salts (for example, sodium " haemoglobinate," or

haemoglobin chloride) may act, under suitable con-

ditions, as buffers of either type.

The importance of the hydrogen ion concentration

in physiology is almost certainly concerned—at least

in part—with the electrical properties of the proteins

which constitute the formed constituents of living cells.

It may also be concerned with the processes of oxida-

tion and reduction occurring in metabolism, but with

these we will not deal further now. Proteins ^.re

complex compounds of amino acids, and each amino
acid possesses the latent possibility of acting either

as a weak base (in virtue of its-NH2 group) or as a
weak acid (by reason of its - COOH group). Hence
proteins are capable, at a suitable c.Y{., of forming salts

at many and varied points in their enormous molecules.

These salts are largely dissociated into their ions, so

that the protein of the living cell may be regarded as

a large electrified molecule, surrounded by a shell of

attendant positive (or negative) ions.

The electrical phenomena accompanying any form
of activity in a living tissue demonstrate the import-

ance of this electrification of the fundamental chemical

basis of protoplasm, and it is well known that the

existence and properties of colloidal solutions are

intimately dependent upon the electrical charges on
the surfaces of the colloidal particles. Now the degree

of dissociation of a weak acid HZ, into its ions H' and
Z', depends upon the hydrogen ion concentration :

according to the laws of -chemical mass action the ratio

of the dissociated to the undissociated part is inversely

proportional to c.H. Hence, if the protein be acting

as a weak acid, the degree of electrification of the

protein molecule will be decreased by an increase of

c.H, and if the behaviour of a living cell depend upon
the electrical characters of its protein constituents we
should expect it to be largely modified by an appreciable

change in c.H.

This actually occurs : the most violent and extensive

physiological response is produced, both in single cells

and in larger complex animals, by quite small changes

in c.H, and all animals possess the power of reacting,

in a sudden and vigorous manner, to any alteration in

the c.H of the fluid immediately in contact with their

cells, in such a sense that the change is diminished, or

neutralised, and the physico-chemical characters of

the protein molecules of their protoplasm are main-
tained in their normal state. We know, at present,

very little about the molecular structure of living

protoplasm : we cannot, however, be far wrong in

supposing that the ionic and electrical phenomena
displayed by the protein molecules which constitute

it are among its most fundamental properties, and that

these are modified, to a high degree, in accordance with
purely physico-chemical laws, by the hydrogen ion

concentration of the fluid in which it is suspended or

dissolved.
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Obituary.

T'

Dr. J. G. Leathem.

HE death of Dr. John Gaston Leathem on March
19, at the age of nearly fifty-two years, removes

a scholar who was prominent in the world of Cambridge
mathematics. Coming from Queen's College, Belfast,

in 1891, he made his mark in the triposes of 1894
and 1895. He held the Isaac Newton studentship for

^ironomy and physical optics during the period

1S96-99, soon gaining al.so a fellowship at St. John's
College. His interests were then mainly in electro-

(h-namic theory ; and the work of his studentship

[iroduced a memoir (Phil. Trans., 1897, pp. 89-127).

which ought to be classical, in which the theory of the

magneto-optic rotation of light and the cognate
reflection eflfect were finally systematised and co-

ordinated, under the test of laborious comparisons
with the numerical experimental data.

In due course Dr. Leathem became mathematical
lecturer at St. Jolin's College, and afterwards univer-

sity lecturer : and for a series of years he exerted a
wide influence on the teaching. For the mathematical
tripos he was an examiner on as many as six occasions,

two of them (1912, 1913) after he had been withdrawn
from all teaching except an annual advanced course

on electrodynamics. For he had become senior

bursar of his college in 1908, and henceforth he threw
himself into its external affairs and general adminis-

tration with assiduity and practical success.

In 1905 Dr. Leathem took up the editorship, in

conjunction with Prof. E. T. Whittaker, of a series

of Mathematical Tracts projected by a Cambridge
group of lecturers, which, in numerous volumes, has

become under their care an important survey, almost

an encyclopaedia, of domains of recent higher mathe-
matics. To this undertaking he contributed the earliest

volume of the series, and one on optical systems.

His own later special investigations, exhibiting the

geometrical trend that is associated with the Irish

school, thus including applications of conformal trans-

formations to physical problems, were published mainly
by the London Mathematical Society and the Royal
Irish Academy. A note in Roy. Soc. Proc. established

an unexpected mode of interaction between a magnet,
supposed to consist of revolving electron-systems, and
a varying electric field, too small, however, to permit

of experimental scrutiny.

During the \\'ar Dr. Leathem felt bound to volunteer

for work in the Research Department at Woolwich
Arsenal, then in need of mathematical help, handing
over as much of his bursarial work as was possible

to senior colleagues. About two years ago he had
to submit to a sudden and very drastic surgical opera-

tion : in time he recovered, and though never strong

again, he resumed his activities with all the previous

zeal and judgment. But the mischief could only be

delayed, not removed : and his loss will now be deeply

felt not only in his own college but also throughout

the university. J. L.

Dr. E. a. Merck.

The death took place at Darmstadt on February 25
of Privy Councillor Dr. E. A. Merck, senior partner of

the chemical works of E. Merck. Dr. Merck was born
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at Darmstadt on July 30, 1855 ; he studied pharmaco-
logy and chemistry, and took his degree in Freiburg
i. B. under Ad. Claus. He then took over the Engel-

apotheke, which had been in the possession of the family

of Merck since 1668, and became one of the managers
of the chemical works of E. .Merck.

Tlie works, wliich were then on only a modest scale,

were greatly enlarged through the energy and initiative

of Dr. Merck and his cousin, Louis Merck, who was his

partner, and developed into one of the greatest manu-
factories of preparations for medical purposes. To the

production of drugs was added that of alkaloids,

the preparation of synthetic remedies (for example,
" veronal "), and various sera. In response to the

demand of chemists for pure reagents, the production

of chemically pure preparations and solutions for volu-

metric analysis was taken in hand, and the firm's

products became famous throughout the world. The
connexion between the industry of chemical prepara-

tions on one hand and the pharmaceutical chemists

and physicians on the other was steadily maintained

by the literary publications :
" Mercks Jahresi>ericht,"

" Mercks Index," and " Mercks Reagenzienverzeichnis."

Dr. Merck took an important part in all these de-

velopments. At the same time he worked continually

for the improvement of the training of pharmaceutical

chemists and the social position of the whole chemical

profession. For six successive years he was president

of the Verein Deutscher Chemiker, and he represented

German chemistry at many international gatherings.

His strong historical interest led him to give particular

attention to the work of Liebig, and he was one of the

founders of the Liebig Museum at Giessen.

We regret to announce the following deaths ;

Prof. A. S. Dogiel, professor of histology in the
University of Petrograd, whose investigations on
the liistology of the peripheral nervous system are
well known.

Prof. A. S. Flint, emeritus astronomer of the

Washburn Observatory, University of Wisconsin, on
February 22, aged sixty-nine.

Prof. W. S. Haines, profe,ssor of cliemistry, materia
niedica, and toxicology at Rush Medical College,

and professor of toxicology in the University of

Chicago, on January 27, aged seventy-two.

Sir Joseph M'Grath, a vice-president of the Royal
Dublin Society, and registrar of the National Uni-

versity of Ireland since 1908, on March 15, aged
sixty-four.

Mr. W. Pearson, for nearly fifty-eight years pro-

sector to the Museum of tlie Royal College of Surgeons
of England, on March 15, aged eighty-t\vo.

Sir Thomas Roddick, formerly professor of surgery,

McGill University, and the first Colonial president

of the British Medical Association, at its Montreeil

meeting in 1897, on February 20, aged seventy -six.

Sir William Thorbum, emeritus professor of

clinical surgery in the University of Manchester, on
March 18, aged sixty-one.

Prof. J.
Trowbridge, emeritus professor of physics

at Harvard University, on February 18, aged seventy-

nine.

-Mr. E. W. Vredenburg, of the Geological Survey of

India, on March 12.

Prof. N. E. Wedensky, professor of physiology in

the University of Petrograd.
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Current Topics and Events.

The Conjoint Board of Scientific Societies was dis-

solved by a resolution passed at a meeting of the

Board held at the Royal Society on March 22. The
Royal Society took the initiative in the formation of

the Board in 1916 ; and when a few months ago the

council decided that the society no longer desired

to remain in this federation, whether under the

original constitution, or the new one proposed, there

was little hope for the continued vitality of a body so

sharply truncated. The chief scientific and technical

societies—about sixty in all—in the British Isles

were represented on the Board, and the special com-

mittees appointed from time to time have produced

a number of notable reports. Among such com-

mittees may be mentioned those on the water power

of the British Empire, glue and other adhesives,

national instruction in technical optics, timber for

aeroplane construction, and the application of

science to agriculture. A couple of years ago the

Board appointed a committee to arrange for the pub-

lication of a world-list of scientific serials, with indica-

tions of libraries in the chief centres of Great Britain

where such periodicals could be consulted. It is

gratifying to know that the interests of the Board in

the list, towards the publication of which the Carnegie

United Kingdom Trust made a grant of 1000/., have

been vested in three trustees, so that notwithstanding

the dissolution of the Board the issue of the list is

assured. For this provision thanks are due largely

to Dr. P. Chalmers Mitchell. In its early years the

Board owed much to Sir Joseph Thomson, who, as

president of the Royal Society, was president also of

it. Sir Arthur Schuster and Sir Herbert Jackson

were associated with the Board throughout its exist-

ence, and did invaluable work for it, while the de-

voted service rendered by the Secretary, Prof. W. W.
Watts, created a sense of indebtedness which can

never be adequately expressed. It is impossible not

to regret that a federation of such early promise

should have had so short a life.

Sir Frederick Mott, pathologist to the mental

hospitals of the London County Council for twenty-

seven years, and director of the Council's pathological

laboratory, is retiring from the service at the end of

this month. By his own researches and by stimulat-

ing and encouraging the spirit of investigation in

others, he has brilliantly discharged the difficult task

of establishing the tradition that it is the business of

the authority having control over asylums for the

insane, not only to see to the security and comfort of the

inmates, but also to secure that progressive work on
the nature and causes of mental diseases shall be

directed towards their prevention and cure. His

demonstration that general paralysis of the insane is

in fact a late manifestation of syphilis in the nervous

system is perhaps the most conspicuous piece of his

personal work among patients and in the laboratory,

and it has entirely altered our conception of the

disease. The Archives of Neurology and other jour-

nals show the quantity of good work which came
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from the laboratory at Claybury—the more remark-
able when we remember that Sir Frederick was also

a busy general physician attached to Charing Cross

Hospital. Two of the plans in which he was much
interested have now matured in the moving of the

central laboratory to a more accessible site in London,
and in the establishment of the Maudsley Hospital at

Denmark Hill for the study of the early stages of

mental derangement. The solid foundation which
he has laid should do much to secure success for the
new arrangements.

Among the important centenaries of scientific

interest this year is that of the birth of Sir William

Siemens, who was born in Lenthe, Hanover, on April

4, 1823, and died in this country on November 19,

1883. Siemens took up his residence in England in

1844, and from 1859 was a naturalised Englishman.

It would be difficult to measure the value of his

services to our industries, for he was one of the fore-

most electrical engineers of his day, while as a metal-

lurgist his name is connected with the introduction

of the regenerative furnace and the manufacture of

open-hearth steel. His scientific knowledge was no
less noteworthy than his inventive ingenuity, while

above all he was a man of affairs. The first president

of the Society of Telegraph Engineers, he also served

as president of the Mechanical Engineers and of the

Iron and Steel Institute. It was in his address to the

latter body that he threw out the pregnant suggestion

of utilising some of the power of the Niagara Falls

and transmitting it long distances by electric con-

ductors. In much of his work he was associated with

his brothers Werner, Carl, and Friedrich. In the

issue of Nature for November 29, 1883, Lord Kelvin

gave an account of Siemens's scientific career and
work as a contribution to our series of Scientific

Worthies.

On April 7 occurs the centenary of the death of

the French physicist Jacques Alexandre Cesar

Charles, the pioneer of scientific ballooning. Born

in 1746, Charles began life as a clerk in the Ministry

of Finance. He devoted his leisure to scientific

pursuits and he became known as a lecturer and

experimenter. In 1783, a few months after the

brothers Montgolfier had made their first experiments

with the hot-air balloon, Charles conceived the idea

of filling a balloon with hydrogen. His first im-

portant demonstration was made in December i,

1783, when Charles and his companion, Francis

Robert, rose from the gardens of the Tuileries to a

height of 9000 feet. Charles made his hydrogen by

the action of iron on sulphuric acid. To him is due

the invention of the valve, the car, the use of ballast,

and the employment of rubber for rendering the

silken envelope gas-tight. He was also the first to

use the barometer in a balloon. Very great interest

was excited by the work of Montgolfier and Charles,

and Lavoisier was instructed by the Paris Academy
of Sciences to draw up a report as to the value of

the discovery. Charles was admitted to the Academy
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in 1785, received a pension from Louis XVI., and,

after the Revolution, occupied a post at the Con-

servatoire des Arts et Metiers. He is buried in the

Pdre-Lachaise cemetery.

Thanks to the generosity of the Spanish Govern-

ment the Science Museum, South Kensington, now
possesses a model of the flagship of Columbus, the

Santa Maria, in which, accompanied by the Pinta

and Nir.a, he made his famous voyage of discovery

in 1492. The model is a copy of one in the Naval
Museum, Madrid, and has been made under the

supervision of the director, Capt. Don Antonio de la

Reyna y Pidal. From time to time many inquiries

have been made regarding the details of the Santa

, Maria, and for the Chicago Exhibition of 1893 a

. replica was constructed and sailed across the Atlantic

bv a Spanish crew under Capt. Concas, the course

followed being that travelled by Columbus. The
I Pinta and Nina were small vessels of about 40 or

50 tons, but the Santa Maria had a displacement

of 233 tons. She was 95 feet long over all, carried

a complement of 52 men, and mounted eight guns

f
for firing stone shot. Another of the existing models

of the Santa Maria is that made by Capt. Terry,

who searched Southern Europe for information ; this

model is illustrated in Chatterton's well-known
" Sailing Ships and their Story."

Mr. Stanley Baldwin, Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer, announced in the House of Commons on

March 22 that he had decided to withdraw the

proposal to charge fees for admission to the British

Museum, Bloomsbury, and the Natural History

Museum. The announcement followed a statement

by Major Boyd-Carpenter, Parliamentary Secretary

to the Ministry of Labour, that the cost of equipping

the British Museum and the Natural History Museum
with turnstiles for the collection of admission fees

had been estimated at ;£50o, and that possibly one

extra attendant would be recjuired.

A CONVENTIONAL distinction is often drawn between

science and art, but in their finest developments they

have much in common. In an address before the

Circle of Scientific, Technical, and Trade Journalists

on March 20, Prof. Beresford Pite defined the artist

as one who found his pleasure in his work—a defini-

tion that surely applies equally well to the researcher

in pure science. He also pointed out that the full

development of architecture requires the stimulus of

contact with other countries. The Elizabethan period

was one of poverty in architectural effort, though

literature flourished, a condition attributed to the

isolation of this country from the Continent, owing
to religious differences. This again applies to science,

for the crippling effect of lack of intercourse with

men of science in other countries is well recognised.

Perhaps a third point of similarity might be found

in his claim that the architect, like the man of science,

.does much work without prospect of reward. He is

not paid for what he " rubs out," neither is the ex-

perimenter proportionately rewarded for the many
fruitless experiments that usually precede a genuine

discovery. In the course of the discussion the Press,
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the influence of which in directing public attention

to the claims of science has already been invited at

previous meetings, was given an opportunity of hear-

ing a masterly lecture on the ideals of architecture.

The annual meeting of the National Institute of

Industrial Psychology was held on March 20 at the

rooms of the Royal Society. Mr. H. J. Welch,
chairman of the Institute, presided. Lord Balfour

was the principal speaker, and he pointed out how
mistaken is the idea that science has nothing to do
with practical life. As a nation we are too apt to

think that science exists for men of science, and that

it can have no interest for practical men. He wished
to bring together men of science, capitalists, leaders

of labour—all the forces of society—in order to further

the work of uniting science and practice. By the

application of physiology and psychology Lord Balfour

expressed the hope that the labours of the wage-
earners may be made easier and smoother, so that

work, instead of being a kind of torture, may become
a pleasure. He quoted Francis Bacon to the effect

that the object of science is the relief of man's estate.

The ne.xt speaker. Sir Charles Sherrington, president

of the Royal Society, described the changes which
have taken place during his lifetime in the

position of psychology. The early pioneers in ex-

perimental ps)'chology occupied themselves with prob-

lems which seemed quite remote from any practical

application ; now, many of these early researches are

recognised as of far-reaching practical importance.

Sir Charles made a special plea for adequate support

for, and sympathy with, that part of the work of the

Institute which is known as vocational selection.

Most boys have no chance whatever of getting into

an occupation that suits them best ; unguided, they

drift into any trade. Both Sir Lynden Macassey

and Mr. A. Pugh showed from different points of

view that there is more waste in industry owing to

indifferent management than to indifferent workman-

ship. Industrial managers are more equipped, as a

rule, for controlling machines than for controlling

men. Dr. C. Myers, director of the Institute, gave

some details of the actual work of the Institute.

The Central Mining-Rand Mines premium of 25/.

has been awarded by the South African Institution

of Engineers to Mr. W. J. Home, organiser of tech-

nical education, Transvaal, for his paper on " Tech-

nical Education for Trades," read at Johannesburg.

At the ordinary scientific meeting of the Chemical

Society held on March i. Prof. Bohuslav Brauner,

Prof. Ernst Cohen, Prof. Gilbert N. Lewis, Prof.

Charles Moureu, Prof. Ame Pictet, and Prof. Theodor

Svedberg were elected honorary fellows.

The King and Queen have consented to lay the

foundation-stones of the new buildings for medical

research at University College Hospital, London.

These buildings, it will be remembered, have been

made possible by a munificent gift of 1,250,000^.

from the Rockefeller Foundation, announced some

three years ago. It is probable that the ceremony

will take place towards the end of May.
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The annual general meeting of the Society of

Chemical Industry will be held at Cambridge on
June 21-23. Dr. E. F. Armstrong will deliver his

presidential address on the first day of the meeting.

On June 22, the Society's medal will be presented to

Dr. C. C Carpenter, and later in the same day Dr.

F. W. Aston will deliver an address on " Isotopes."

During the early part of the same week, it will be
remembered, the International Union of Pure and
Applied Chemistry is also meeting at Cambridge.

At the annual general meeting of the Chemical

Society, held on March 22, Sir James Walker, the

retiring president, delivered his presidential address

entitled " Symbols and Formulae." The following

elections were afterwards declared : Prof. W. P.

Wynne as president ; Prof. J. F. Thorpe as treasurer ;

new vice-presidents, Dr. J. T. Hewitt, Prof. G. T.

Morgan, Sir William J. Pope, Prof. J. M. Thomson,
and Sir James Walker ; new members of council.

Dr. E. F. Armstrong, Prof. W. N. Haworth, Dr. C. K.
Ingold, Dr. H. McCombie, Dr. G. W. Monier-Williams,

and Dr. J. Reilly.

In Great Britain the period of Summer Time will

begin this year at 2 a.m., G.M.T., on Sunday, April

22, and will continue until 2 .\.m., G.M.T., on Sunday,

September 16, In Belgium, Summer Time begins

after midnight on March 3 1 . The Paris correspondent

of the Times states that, in order to meet the opposition

to Summer Time from representatives of agriculture

in the Chamber of Deputies, the French Government
has decided to substitute for it the time of Strasbourg,

which is about thirty-five minutes in advance of

Greenwich time.

With reference to the letter published in Nature
of February 17, p. 222, describing a remarkable

mirage observed at Cape Wrath on December 5,

1922, a letter has been received from Mr. Albert

Tarn of Thornton Heath, who describes a somewhat
similar occurrence at Oban in August 1885. Mr.

Tarn states that he was sleeping in a bedroom at

the back of a house adjoining the Waverley Hotel,

so that the room faced inland. During the course

of the night he awoke, and on looking out of the

window saw what appeared to be a view of Oban
Bay with the moon shining on the water. The
date is not given, and no observations are available

to decide whether the circumstances resembled those

at Cape Wrath.

The report of the National Museum of Wales

for 1921-22 announces the completion of the western

section of the new building and of the western portion

of the entrance-hall. A fumigating chamber has

been installed to rid specimens of insects and other

pests. Among the many interesting accessions we
note a beaker of early Bronze Age type from

Glamorganshire, which contained the remains of a

child's skull showing symptoms of rickets, the

earliest recorded instance of this disease in Great

Britain or perhaps in the world. Several thousand

specimens of fossil plants most carefully collected

from the successive beds in the Coal Measures of
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Gilfach Coch and Clydach Vale by Mr. David Davies,

and the basis of his recent paper before the Geological

Society, have been presented by him and will be
preserved in cabinets given for the purpose by local

bodies interested in the coal indjistry.

The Australian National Research Council has
commenced the publication at Sydney of a quarterly

journal under the editorship of Dr. A. B. Walkom,
which is to give short abstracts of papers written by
Australian scientific workers—even when they appear
in periodicals not published in Australia. The price

of the journal is 4s. per annum. The first four

numbers of the journal have already appeared, and
extend to 32 pages. The abstracts are arranged in

sections according to the branches of science repre-

sented on the Research Council, and the 245 which
constitute the first year's total are distributed among
the sections as follows : agriculture 70, botany 31,

chemistry 14, engineering i, geography i, geology 18,

mathematics i, mining and metallurgy o, pathology

13, physics I, physiology 4, veterinary science 3,

zoology 88. Cross references are given so that an
abstract of interest in a section other than that in

Avhich it appears can readily be found. The distri-

bution of the abstracts among the sections is interest-

ing as evidence of the extent to which science is being

brought to bear on the special problems which a

developing colony presents to its Government.

Mr. J. Reid Moir is publishing through Mr. W. E.

Harrison, the Ancient House, Ipswich, under the

title of " The Great Flint Implements of Cromer,

Norfolk," an account of his discoveries in 192 1 of a

large and 'remarkable series of flint implements and
flakes, to which attention has already been directed

in the columns of Nature. The forthcoming volume

will contain a number of illustrations by E. T. Ling-

wood.

We have received from Messrs. Watson and Sons

Parker Street, Kingsway, Bulletin 50. S., containing

descriptions of some new X-ray accessories. A new
mercury interrupter with a rotary rectifier designed

for continuous work under heavy loads is illustrated,

also an automatic time-switch for exposures ranging

from one-sixteenth of a second to thirty seconds. The
extensive use of X-rays for therapeutic purposes has

led to great improvements in the design of suitable

stands which serve the double purpose of holding the

X-ray tube and allowing it to be manipulated at any
angle. The new stand illustrated here has some good

constructional features, and the tube itself is almost

completely enclosed by protective material which has

an absorption equivalent of 3 ram. of lead. This

protective shield is provided with an arrangement

which permits of forced air cooling during the working

of the tube.

The 1922 Year -Book of the Franklin Institute,

Philadelphia, contains some interesting facts from the

history of the Institute. It was organised in 1824

for " the discovery of physical and natural laws and

their application to increase the well-being and com-
fort of mankind," and duly installed in its own house
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t«-o years later. It is noteworthy that in 1831 a
I'lint committee of the Institute and the American
I 'liilosophical Society began systematic meteorological

bservations in aid of agricultural and other interests,

iid eight years later the Pennsyhania legislature

lade a grant of 4000 dollars for the purchase of instru-

lentsat the discretion of the Institute ; this is stated

1 be the earliest instance on record of the appro-
riation, in any country, of public funds for the collec-

;'>n of facts relating to the weather. The Institute

Aards medals, of which the best known is the

ranklin medal, for distinguished work in advancing
jiliysical science or its applications; it was founded

in 1914, and among its recipients have been Sir James
Dewar and Sir J. J. Thomson. Other awards made
are : the Elliott Cresson medal, for research and
invention ; the Howard N. Potts medal, for dis-

tinguished w'ork in science or the arts and for papers
presented to the Institute ; the Edward Longstreth
medal, for meritorious work in science or the arts

;

and the Boyden premium of 1000 dollars, to any
resident of N. America who shall determine by ex-

periment whether all rays of light and other physical

rays are or are not transmitted with the same velocity ;

an award was made in 1907 for a solution dealing

with the visible and ultra-violet parts of the spectrum.

Our Astronomical Column.

Meteors in April.—Meteors are seldom abundant
in April, but there are a number of interesting
showers visible, including the Lyrids, which are con-
nected with the first comet of 1861. This display
usually attains a maximum on April 21, and the con-
ditions will be rather favourable this year, as the
moon will be visible only as a cra^ent in the evening
sky. The Lyrids exhibit a radiant which moves
eastwards about i degree per day, and we require
more evidence on this point. The shower, however,
is of very short duration in its active stage, and
meteors belonging to it are rarely seen two or three
days before or after the date of maximum.

In April there are a large number of feeble showers
which it is desirable to investigate further. These
include positions near a Persei, ^ Ursae Majoris,
a Cygni, o Cephei, etc. In Hercules. Corona, Bootes,
and Ophiuchus there are a few well-pronounced dis-
plays- which apparently recur annually.

The Eclipse of September 1922 in Queensland.—Mr. J. C. Russell, of Brisbane, sends some notes
on his observations of this eclipse made at Stanthorpe,
a fa\ourite summer resort, nearlv 3000 feet above
sea-level. The N.S.W. Branch of the B.A.A. were
also stationed here. There was an extensive view
over the plain to the west, and the moon's shadow
was seen approaching, a little in front of the horizon
'nic, and therefore about 10 miles distant, looking

!;e a local rain squall. Shadow bands were observed
..I the same time. The central dark bands were

I
12 or 15 inches apart, about 4 inches wide, fringed
with an equal width of half-tone on each side, and a

ight strip between them. They passed at the rate
10 per second. Their least' distance from his

f was 8 feet. They were followed to a distance of
or 50 feet, where 'they appeared fainter but 3 or

Ij

times wider than when nearest. He ascribes them
to compressional waves in the air caused by the
cooling effect of the shadow cone, which was passing
at a rate exceeding that of sound. Mr. Ku.s.sell also

• ikes the plausible suggestion that the shapes of the
lids as seen are largely modified by the phenomenon
persistence of vision. He thinks' the apparent en-
Ljemcnt at a distance was a (partly mental) effect
" to this cause.
Uuring totality the shadow covered most of the
\", but near the horizon to north and south there
is a red glow, due to distant regions of the atmo-
liere beyond the shadow. {This effect was also
n in Norway in 1896.) The shadow was 120
Its wide, and the observer 9 miles north of the
ntre.

The corona was seen with direct vision to a distance
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of J diameter from the limb, being very bright : with
averted vision two faint extensions were seen, one
to N.W., the other in the upper part, each 5 minutes
wide and reaching to i i diameters from the limb

;

they gave the corona the appearance of a wind-
vane, a simile used on former occasions. Mr. Russell's
description of the corona mentions three immense
" spearheads " of white light, one to the zenith, the
other two on the lower side, the left-hand one being
the larger ; these formed "as it were a great forked
beard." .\ ruby spot, doubtless a prominence, was
seen on the low left hand.
A few stars were seen during totality, but they were

not specified. An account in B.A.A. Journ. (Jan.)
, by Dr. A. F. Turner states that six were seen, of
which Venus, Mercury, Jupiter, and Spica were
identified ; two that were seen far to the south may
have been a and ^ Centauri.

Problems of the Nebul.i;.—The Rev. H.
Macpherson contributes an article on the nebulae
to Discovery (Mjirch). The numerous and rapid
changes of view that have taken place with regard
to them illustrate the difficulty of know-ing w-here
to place them in schemes of stellar cosmogony. The
" island universe " theory of the spirals was received
back into general favour ten years ago, but Mr.
van Maanen's detection of perceptible rotatory
movements in several of them, in combination with
the spectroscopic determination of radial velocities,

enables hypothetical paralbxes to be estimated.
These correspond to distances of a few thousand
light years, so that they appear to be within the
limits of our own universe. Dr. Jeans regards the
luminous knots on the rims of these spirals as giant
stars in process of formation at the rate of one every
few centuries.

There is another difficulty not felt at the time
when stellar types O, B, A were supposed to be the
earliest in the spectral sequence, which the " Giant
and Dwarf " theory renders puzzling : this is the
frequent association of these types with planetary
nebute in the case of O, and with bright diffused
nebulc-e in the cases of B, A (Orion and the Pleiades).
It would seem that these nebulae can scarcely be
regarded as the parents of the stars that they sur-
round, since, if such were the case, they would be
much more in evidence round giant stars of type M.
The conclusion appears to be that the natural condi-
tion of nebulosity is dark, but that it may become
bright either by simple reflection, as appears to be
the case with the nebulae in the Pleiades, or by
selective excitation, which causes some of its gases
to glow. Prof. Russell compares this to the excita-
tion that occurs in a comet when near perihelion.
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Research Items.
Arch^ological Exploration at Zimbabwe.—

A

noteworthy contribution to the discussion of the
origin and date of the Zimbabwe ruins appears in the
recently issued vol. xx. of the Proceedings of the
Rhodesian Scientific Association in the form of a
communication from Mr. H. R, Douslin, lately
Director of Public Works, on " Recent Explorations
at Zimbabwe." Mr. Douslin has excavated the ruins
on two occasions. In 1909 the trench made by Dr.
Randall-Maclver in 1905 was carried down to solid

rock by a pit under the wall of the Temple. The
base of the foundations was reached at about 2 ft.

and the rock at about 10 ft. below surface level.

Only broken pottery, of a type common to all the
ruins and similar to that made bv natives to-day,
was found. In 1915 excavations were carried out
inside the wall of the Acropolis, which it is assumed
was built before the Temple, and a large part of the
red-earth filling was removed. The original entrance
was disco\'ereci—a passage many feet below what is

considered to be the original foundation of the wall
on the western side. It ended against a dead wall
of the internal red - earth filling. This filling, on
which many of the internal walls are built, would
therefore appear to be of more recent origin than the
main outer wall. Solid rock was reached at about
ten feet below present surface level, where the old
dwellings were found. Their workmanship is

superior to that of present-day natives and of a
character unknown to them. The finds included
two finely ornamented copper bands, an iron shackle,
assegais, fragments of a soapstone bowl, and the
usual Kaffir beads and pottery. No gold was found,
and the author points out that the gold ornaments,
etc., for which the greatest antiquity has been
claimed, were found on or near the surface ten feet

above the original occupation level.

Social Significance of U.S. Army Intelligence
Tests.—Prof. P. E. Davidson discusses in the
Scientific Monthly (February 1923) some of the
generalisations which have been drawn from the
now well-known American Army intelligence tests.

These tests, originally applied in order to differentiate

men for army posts, disclosed the unwelcome fact

that large numbers of the population ranked very
low in innate intelligence. Some writers have
concluded from this that the traditional democratic
ideal must be renounced, as only a gifted few are
capable of ruling. The writer of the article believes,

however, that three assumptions have to be made
if such conclusions are sound : (i.) that the army
draft was truly representative of the American
population in general

;
(ii.) that the tests were

really tests of native ability and not of educational
advantages

;
(iii.) that the native intellect in

question is so general as to condition social success
of any significant kind. He gives reasons for dis-

puting each of these assumptions, and shows that
large numbers of the more intelligent members of

the community were unrepresented, that the tests

made heavy demands on language knowledge, and
that many factors other than native ability help
to determine a man's social position. While agree-
ing that the gifted minority should have every
possible advantage, he disputes the belief that these
alone should be trained, while large numbers are to

be denied training because of an arbitrarily imputed
stupidity. The article gives a salutary and timely
check to the ardent enthusiasts who would impute
to tests more than they can legitimately bear. It

is frequently the social applications of scientific

research that are unscientific.
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Efficiency in Fine Linen Weaving.—A report
on fine linen weaving has been prepared by Mr.
H. C. Weston on behalf of the Industrial Fatigue
Research Board (Report No. 20, " A Study of

Efficiency in Fine Linen Weaving," Textile Series

No. 5, H.M.S.O., 1922, IS. 6d. net). The investiga-

tion was undertaken for the purpose of enabling a
comparison to be made between the conditions of

work and efficiency in linen-weaving sheds and in

cotton-weaving sheds, the latter having previously
been investigated. The output from each of forty

looms was recorded, hourly readings of the wet-
and dry-bulb temperatures were taken, and the
amount of time noted during w-hich artificial light

was used. A detailed description of the nature of

the weaving process is given and the general condi-

tions of the sheds. Tables showing the hourly,

diurnal, daily and weekly variations of efficiency

and temperature are appended. The writer con-

cludes that there is evidence to show that the eco-

nomic limit of temperature for fine linen weaving is

reached when the wet-bulb temperature exceeds
73° F. Up to this limit increase of temperature
results in increase of productive efficiency, but
beyond it efficiency falls owing to the discomfort

and fatigue of the workers. He also shows that the

use of artificial light reduces efficiency approximately
by II per cent, of its normal daylight value. A
similar result was reported in a previous investigation

made by the Industrial Fatigue Research Board
into silk-weaving. These results are not unworthy
of consideration in discussions of daylight saving.

The Distribution of Megalithic Monuments
in England and Wales.—In the Proceedings of

the Manchester Literary' and Philosophical Societj'

(vol. Ixv. No. 13) Mr. W. J. Perry supplies some
further arguments in support of his theory that

megalithic monuments were the work of a race of

miners engaged in the search for precious metals and
other valuables. This he holds to be established in

the cases of Cornwall, Devonshire, Wales, Derby-
shire, Northumberland, and Cumberland. The diffi-

culty remains regarding those in Dorset, Wilts, and
Oxford, including Stonehenge and Aveburj'. The
explanation is that this latter series is situated on
the Upper Chalk flint-bearing formation. " Flint

implements," he remarks, " are found in all parts

of the country, even in places far away from the

source of the material. Sir John Evans mentions
particularly Devon and Cornwall as regions where
there is an abundance of flint implements and flakes,

and these counties have no flint-bearing formations,

though in some places there are some on the surfaces.

These w^ould not be nearly so good for the purpose

as those from the chalk regions of Wilts and Dorset.

We have thus the remarkable fact that flint imple-

ments are found all over the country, and that the

builders of megaliths, including long barrows, have
chosen out those very portions of the chalk countrj'

which produce flints."

Distribution of Organisms in Culture Media.—
As a rule the accuracy of biometrical determinations

must be ascertained empirically from a statistical

study of the observations ; in certain cases, as has
been shown in the theory of haeniocytometer counts,

the law of variation may be calculated, and the

accuracy known with precision, provided the tech-

nique of the counting process is effectively perfect.

.V studv of the extensive bacterial count data
accumulated at Rothamsted by Cutler and Thornton,
using Thornton's agar medium, indicated that the
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same law of variation, the Poisson series, was obeyed
by the number of colonies counted on parallel plates.

Statistical tests were devised which pro\'ed that, save
for a small proportion of definite exceptions, the
necessary perfection of technique was effectively

realised (R. A. Fisher, H. G. Thornton, \V. A.
Mackenzie, Annals of Applied Biology, vol. ix. p. 325,
1923). In studying the exceptional cases it appeared
that these fall into two classes, (i) an abnormally-
high variation which, when investigated experiment-
ally, has been traced to certain bottom-spreading
organisms isolated from soil from Leeds and from
Rothamsted, and (2) an abnormally low variation

ascribable to defective procedure in the preparation
of the medium. Application of the same tests to

other extensive series of bacterial counts showed that
a similar approach to theoretical accuracy, though
rare, had been obtained by Breed and Stocking in

counts of B. colt in milk. It should be emphasised
that all cases of departure from the theoretical law
of distribution, which have been investigated, are
associated with large systematic errors in the means ;

for this reason simple tests are presented by which
ich deviations from the theoretical accuracy of the

method can be detected.

Primulas of Central Asia.—Mr. F. Kingdon
Ward, who was referred to in N.\ture of February
17, p. 231, as returning to England after extensive
travels in Central Asia, has been contributing some
account of his previous (seventh) expedition in Asia
ill the Gardeners' Chronicle since May 1922. These
articles not only describe very \'ividly the first

iliscoveries of manv new plants, to be of interest

afterwards to the British growers of novelties, but
also frequently raise interesting general questions
liom the point of view of a keen observer of plants ;

-, for example, the discussion in the issue of February
(p. 80), as to the association of meal—a granular

axv deposit developed on the cuticle—and fragrance
in the Primulas, and the observation that the Primulas
found growing on bogg>- habitats are generally without
meal.

The Cuticle of Cotton.—A paper by R. G'
1 argher and M. E. Probert. in the Journal of the
Textile Institute, vol. 14, pp. T4g-T65, February
1923, seems to represent a notable advance in our
knowledge of the chemical composition of the plant
cuticle. Material extracted from American cotton
by benzol, heating with superheated steam, was
available from some very large scale experiments.
This method opens up the possibility of hydrolysis
(luring extraction, but the large bulk of material
made available by the scale of operations has pro-
\ided very precise information as to certain con-
stituents of the cotton wax, although doubt may
remain as to the exact form in which they are present
in the cuticle. A new alcohol, gossypyl alcohol,

CjnH.^O, is identified and described, montanyl
alcohol, CjsHsjO, present in smaller amount, is also

described for the first time ; small amounts of ceryl

and carnaiibyl alcohol were also found, and a mixture
of phytosterols ; little if any glycerol was present.
Palmitic, stearic, and oleic acids were found in the
free state, the sodium salts of montanic, cerotic,

palmitic, and stearic acid were identified, as well as
the salt of an acid, Cj.H^O^, oleic acid and a lower
isomeride of oleic acid were present as esters, but
the proportion of unsaturated acids, either free or
combined, was small. While this work, on one hand,
will throw much light on the problem of scouring
cotton, on the other, it gives much needed informa-
tion as to the chemical constituents of the plant
cuticle.
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The Isoetace^.—Norma E. Pfeiffer has published
a most valuable systematic study of this family in

the Annals of the Missouri Botanical Garden (vol. 9,

No. 2, April 1922). After a brief account of the
morphology and ecology of the- genus, which is in-

complete as a bibliographical account of European
work upon Isoetes, the species are grouped into sections,

and keys are provided for the identification of species

within the sections. Breaking away from former
systematic studies, where habitat characters have
largely been used for the establishment of main sub-

divisions, the present sections are based upon the

megaspore surface, whether tuberculate, spiny,

crested, or reticulate. Within the sections great use

is made of the lobing of the corms and the amount
of development of the velum ; megaspore characters

are again frequently used, and eight plates are pro-

vided with photographic illustration of megaspores

of different species. The family is a remarkable

one to the student of plant distribution. Of the

64 species described, most are very restricted in

range, the onlv exceptions being Isoetes Braunii,

,Dur., in North .America, and /. lacusiris and /.

echinospora in Europe. Some of the Mediterranean

forms appear to the author to show close affinities,

as though originating from a common stock; but,

on the whole, present knowledge of the species and
their distribution is too puzzUng, and probably too

incomplete, to encourage premature speculation as

to centres of distribution and evolutionary tendencies.

It is interesting to find one submerged species—/.

echinospora—a.\\\a.ys without stomata while /. Braunii

always possesses some.

Physiography of Porto Rico.—A detailed study

of the phvsical geography of the West Indian island

of Porto Rico by Mr. A." K. Lobeck is pubUshed by
the New York .Academy of Sciences (vol. i. pt. 4).

It is the last section of a complete survey of the

island undertaken by the Academy. The present

part, which includes a large-scale map, is the out-

come of field work in 1916-17. The physiographical

history of Porto Rico appears to have begun with a

complex mass of igneous rocks which were eventually

reduced to a peneplain, except for two well-defined

monadnock groups, now known as the Luquillo moun-
tains and the Cordillera Central. No direct evidence

on the horst nature of this ancient land mass was
available. Uplift of the peneplain led to a new
cycle of erosion, but only along the northern side of

the island was a second peneplain produced. On
the south the island was worn down less effectively,

probably because of inadequate rainfall. Partial sub-

mergence then allowed the formation of coastal plains

on both north and south sides which, after uplift,

were considerably dissected. Mr. Lobeck traces these

events and discusses also recent changes now in pro-

gress, illustrating his lucid paper by photographs and

block diagrams. Some notes are added on the

islands of Desecheo, Mona, Vieques, Culebra, and
Muertos.

Pliocene Vertebrates from the Tertiarif.s of
Arizona.—On the initiative of the United States

Geological Survey and with the co-operation of the

United States National Museum, Mr. J. W. Gidley

went early in 192 1 to collect fossil vertebrates in

the San Pedro Valley, Arizona, with the view of

establishing the age of the deposits there, which

until then had been termed Pleistocene. A pre-

liminarv report has now been issued as Professional

Paper 131-E of the United States Geological Survey.

I'nfortunately the material collected represents for

the most part new species which cannot therefore

be correlated with known faunas of other localities
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where the age of the beds has been established.
With two or three species of true horse (Eqiius) are
associated the remains of Hipparion, Pliohippus,
some Proboscidia, Camelidae, Cervidffi (including
Merycodus), Caxnivora, numerous Rodentia, and
Glyptotherium, as well as reptilian and bird remains.
The author, therefore, refers these beds to the
Pliocene, and points out that the presence of a true
llama, a glyptodont, and a rodent belonging to a
genus now living only in South America, bears out
the theory of the derivation of the South American
fauna by migration from North America, and that
such migration maj- have taken place about this

epoch. Detailed descriptions, with figures, of the
Rodentia and Leporidae, all of which represent new
species and total some twenty in number, form the
major portion of the paper. The reptiles and birds
are to be dealt with later by other writers.

The Himalayan Mountain System in South-
east Asia.—One of the objects of Prof. J. W.
Gregory's recent journey to Yunnan was to study
the geographical relationships of the Alps of Chinese
Tibet. A sketch of his conclusions appears in the
Geographical Journal for March. He contends that
the structure of western Yunnan is best explained
on the view that the line of Himalayan folding is

not wholly bent in Assam into the Burmese arc
which follows the Arakan mountains, the Andamans,
and the Nicobars into Sumatra, Flores, and Timor.
Two routes have been suggested as the eastern
prolongation of the Himalayas, the Great Khingan
mountains, and the Tsinling mountains. The former
view is untenable owing to the essential difference
in structure ; the latter is a doubtful thesis since
there arc indications that the Taliang Shan of southern
Szechwan, which would appear to be a link in this
chain, are east and west folds of Hercvnian age.
The evidence is more in favour of the Himalayan
line being continued in the Nan Shan mountains,
which separate the Yangtze Kiang from the Si
River, although information as to their geological
structure is still meagre. According to Prof. Gregory's
interpretation, the Burmese-Malay arcs of folding
form a loop on this eastern prolongation of the
Himalayan axis comparable with the Persian loop
in western Asia and the Apennine loop in Europe.
The eastern end of the Malay arc is generally re-

presented as a reversed bend round the Banda Sea.
Prof. Gregory agrees with Suess that this is not .so,

and holds that the Malay arc continues into the
mountains of south-eastern New Guinea. On the
north of the Banda Sea these folds are also obvious
and are continued in the northern mountain axis
of New Guinea. But the eastern end of this line of
folding is now cut across by the Pacific, into which
it must at one time have extended. The paper
also contains important evidence on the river system
of Chinese Tibet.

Periodicity of Earthquakes.—Messrs. D. Muki-
yama and M. Mukai, in a paper too brief to be quite
clear {Japanese Joiirn. of Asir. and Geoph. vol. i,

1922, pp. 49-54), indicate a general similarity in the
deviation of the atmospheric pressure-gradient at
the time of an earthquake from the mean pressure-
gradient in each of four selected districts in Japan.
The question of the influence of rainfall on earthquake-
frequency is considered, as regards the Philippines,
by the Rev. M. Saderra Mas6 (Bull, of the Weather
Bureau for February 192 1). He shows that in the
western districts of both Luzon and Mindanao
earthquakes are most frecjuent during the rainy
season, but in the eastern districts of both islands
during the dry season. Thus, though rainfall may

have some influence, it cannot be the main deter-
mining factor in the frequency of earthquakes.
The late Mr. Marshall Hall, in his studj' of the earth-
quakes of Jamaica from 1688 to 1919, suggested
the existence of nearly forty earthquake-periods
varying in length from about 10 to about 30 days
in the different epicentres, especially one of about
21 days in the epicentre of the earthquake of 1907.
These periods have been examined by Prof. Turner
(Mon. Not. R.A.S., Geoph. Sup., vol. i, 1923, pp.
31-50), who arrives at the interesting results that
they are multiples of 2i'oo minutes, and that the
intervals between the means of these periods are
also multiples of the same unit, or 00145843 day.

Structure of Benzene.—In the February number
of the Journal of the American Chemical Society,
Dr. M. L. Huggins discusses the structure of graphite,

benzene, and other organic compounds from the point
of view of X-ray measurements by Hull and by
Debye and Scherrer. He concludes that graphite
consists of layers of close-packed benzene complexes
of the type proposed, from the point of view of organic
chemistry, by Korner in 1874. This is built up of

six tetrahedra, tluee on each side of a plane, with
edges adjacent, and with the vertices alternately

above and below the plane. On the assumption that
similar close-packed layers are present in benzene
and many of its derivatives, the dimensions of the
benzene hexagon are computed from crystallographic

data. The half length of this is 2-47 A., the half-

width 2-14 A., and its area I5'84 A. 2. The cor-

responding figures from Debye and Scherrer are

252 A., 2-i8 A., and 16-47 ^-^ The probable error

in each case is about i per cent.

Space Groups and Crystal Structure.—With
the development of such methods of studying the
arrangement of the atoms in crystals as are furnished
by the use of X-rays, the geometrical theory of space
groups has become of the utmost importance. Until

recently the work published upon this theory has
been primarily directed towards the preparation of

a statement of all the different kinds of symmetry
which are crystallographically possible. Such a
statement, when complete, must give all the possible

wavs of arranging points in space which, by their

arrangement, express crystallographic symmetry. In
his" Krystallsysteme und Krystallstructur " (Leipzig,

1891) Schoenfiies gave an analytical expression for.

the results of this theory in its most general form,
but, before it is applicable to the study of the struc-

tures of crystals, modifications of this original repre-

sentation are necessary. First, there must be
selected such a portion of the grouping that, in its

calculated effects upon X-rays, it can be taken as

t\pical of the entire arrangement. Secondly, the
X-rav experiments which have alrea'dj' been carried

out show that the number of particles (atoms) con-

tained in the unit cell is commonly smaller than the
number of most generally placed equivalent points

of the space group having the symmetry of the

crystal. The special arrangements of the equivalent
points (upon axes, planes, and other elements of

symmetry), whereby the number of most generally

placed equivalent positions is reduced, arc thus of

great importance, and it becomes essential to be able
to state all of them in any particular case. In liis

" Gcometrische Krystallographie des Discontinuums "

(Leipzig, 1919), Niggli has given the simpler of

these special cases. The complete set of them,
enumerated by R. W. G. Wyckoft, is now presented
in " The Analytical Expression of the Results of the
Theory of Space-Groups," in Publication 318 of the
Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1922 ; price 3.25
dollars.
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The Dyestuffs Industry in Relation to Research and Higher Education.'

By Dr. Herbert Levinstein.

I

yX'^ITHIN one generation we have seen the small
' ' mechanics' institute in a provincial city develop

into an institution of university standing, constitut-
ing a technological faculty giving degrees, with some
of its professors sitting on the uni\ersity senate. In
one way or another London, liirmingham, JJristoI, all

the large cities, show the same change. It means that
within this period an enormous change has taken place
in the character and requirements of our industries,

and consequently in the demand for highly trained
\ oung men. The industrial world has changed. The
present characteristic of industry is the tendency
towards large units, using as one of their weapons
an intelligence department (a research department),
tquipped with every resource of science. This is in

'self nearly as far removed from the Victorian system
industry as that was from its predecessor, and it is

. I using nearly as great a social change as the indus-
trial revolution that followed on the introduction of
iiiachinery.

rhe scientific educational establishments in this

untry arc fundamental to the whole structure. By
the vitality and originality, by the number and the
nullity of our teachers, the world can judge of the
l>acity of Great Britain in the long-neglected scien-
lic industries, of which dyestuffs and fine chemicals

i c pre-eminent.
rfie dyestuffs industry is what is loosely termed a

..cy industry. Mr. Runciman, speaking in the House
if Commons on November 27, 1914, said: "The
iinbined capital of such operations of te.xtile and
her industries which require aniline dyes comes to no
-s than 200,000,000/., and about 1.000,000 of our
iiployees are either directly or indirectly interested

.1 the adequate supplies of dyestuffs for their main
industries." There were few people who questioned
at that time the urgency and importance of producing
\\ ithin our own shores the commodities required to
apport so many staple industries. We were at war
ith Germany, on whom we had been dependent in

,
-ace time for 80 per cent, of our requirements, and

at that moment it was necessary, both from an
economic and military point of \iew, to replace at
nee those vanished supplies from home sources.
What happened after the War ? In 1913 the dye-
uffs industry in England supplied about 10 per cent.

1 the British consumption, which amounted in round
ugures to rather more than 20,000 tons. The factories
\\ ere comparatively small, and the number of chemists
[iroportionately few. By Armistice Day the two
jirincipal companies, already loosely united, employed

' ime 7000 persons, nearly 300 of whom were academic-
Uy trained chemists—an unheard-of number in this

amtry. During the two years following the .\rmis-

;e more than 25,000 tons of dyestuffs manufactured
|\- this British company alone went into consumption
in Great Britain.

The extraordinary prosperity in the textile trades
at that period had its aftermath in the slump. In
1919, however, the employment provided by these
trades, and the money brought into this country as
payment for exports, were factors without which this

countr\' would not ha\'e readily recovered from the
paralysis of war. The total value of the exports of
printed and cotton dyed piece goods alone during
1919-20 amounted to 270 million pounds sterling.

In October 1920 the British Dyestuffs Corporation
alone employed some 8000 people, with a yearly wage
roll of 1,600,000/. This company used 4000 tons of

^ From a paper read before the Association of Technical Institutions oo
March 3.

coal per week, 1000 tons of pyrites, and corresponding
quantities of heavy chemicals and raw materials.
These figures may be considered large in this country-,
where we are not so familiar with \-ery large plants,
but they are small compared with the aggregate of the
German I.G.

Suddenly in October 1920 the slump fell upon the
country. The position was made much worse by four
factors. German production revived, considerable
quantities of German dyes were imported as repara-
tions, the Sankey judgment temporarily removed all

protection from the home producer, and the rapid
external depreciation of the mark temporarily made
it difficult to compete with Germany in neutral
markets. Stocks fell in value, large sums of money
were lost, and the production of British companies fell

almost to pre-war figures.

The dyestuff and fine chemical industries in this
country, are by no means assured of a prosperous,
development. If the factories are allowed to decay,
the staffs to be gradually diminished, the capital
invested rendered unremunerati\e, our position will
become less strong. .\t the moment, should the occa-
sion arise, the factories and organisations created
during the war years are a source of strength.
The developments of higher scientific education in

this country, on which our scientific industry is based,
tend to strengthen the national life in a way which
may not be immediately obvious but yet quietly
and unobtrusively may be of fundamental importance
to the State. There is another reason of great import-
ance in favour of a flourishing and progressive dye
industry. The dye industry is a key industry to in-
vention. Its importance as a factor in producing new
inventions is well summarised by .Mr. J. .\. Choate, the
author of an official American publication issued by
the Alien Property Custodian of the United States
Chemical Section :

" The Technical skill and equipment provided by
a successful Dye Industry, furnishes the means, and
almost the sole means, to which every nation must
look for advances in the application of chemical
science to practical undertakings. No other industn,^
offers a livelihood to any such large numbers of highly-
trained scientific chemists nor any such incentive to
continuous and extended research."
Any firm wishing to become a serious factor in the

world's markets for fine chemicals and dyes must
employ a number of research chemists. Existing
products tend towards obsolescence, competition from
other makers tends to lower their price, and new
demands constantly arise and are satisfied or created
by new products for which high prices can be obtained
owing to their novelty and, at first, the absence of
competition. In the long run that nation will pre-
dominate in this industry which brings out the best
and the largest number of new products.

These research organisations are expensive. Why
then did the Germans start in this race for new pro-
ducts ? They found this kind of research to be
extremely profitable to their shareholders. Conse-
quently, it was developed, and they were able to bring
out annually quite a number of new products which,
pushed by enterprising .salesmen in all markets, home
and foreign, gradually became established branches of
manufacture in Ciermany.

Research for new products costing no more than
the old, but for which the public will pay a higher
price, is intimately wrapped up with the question of
patents. Without the prospect of a monopoly for a
term of years, and the lure of high profits, this kind of
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work would not be undertaken on a comprehensive
scale. Unfortunately, the monopolies granted in our
country in the past for this kind of work were granted

to German industries, and not to our own, and large

profits were made out of British patents by the German
dyestuff works. A similar research system, if suffi-

ciently supported on the commercial and technological

side and directed with sufficient knowledge of the
requirements of the industry, and with some imagina-
tion, can be made to payin England just as in Germany,
where this combination existed. It is important to

remember that firms employing this modern com-
mercial weapon were large, for the amount of money
that can be spent on research is a function of the

turnover.
It is further true that to build laboratories, to

engage for them a number of chemists, are not alone

sufficient for our success.

If the streani of chemical invention can be induced
to flow in this country in the future not less sluggishly

than in Germany, we shall gradually build up new
industries as the Germans built up theirs.

In this country we rely too much on our staple

industries and look too little for new inventions to

find food and employment for our people. In the

Report of the Department of Scientific and Industrial

Research, 1921-22 :

"
. . . It is well recognised that for four-fifths of

their food and for a great part of the necessary raw
and semi-manufactured materials for industry the

people of these islands are dependent on supplies from
overseas. These supplies can only be obtained if this

country is able to carry on its exporting industries in

future with greater efficiency than the restof the world."

The Department spent in this year more than half a

million pounds with this purpose in view, and pro-

vision is made for expenditure on a similar scale for

the current year. Under its auspices no less than

24 Industrial Research Associations have been formed,

of which 22 are licensed by the Department, and
received more than 86,000/. in grants during the year
in question. Broadly speaking, the work of the De-
partment and of the Research Associations with which
it collaborates is to ensure the best utilisation of our
natural resources and of the raw materials which we
buy from abroad for our staple industries, with the

view of increasing the efficiency of those industries

and enlarging the demand for their products in

customer countries.

This work does not replace that of private firms,

but is complementary to and ought to stimulate it.

There is a radical difference between industrial re-

search carried out by a company and that by a

Research Association, or by a Department of State.

Patents taken out by chemists who receive part of

their emoluments from the Department, belong
apparently to the Government. Patents which may
be taken out by a Research Association would pre-

sumably be available for all subscribers and could not

easily become a profitable monopoly for any one
member. For this reason it appears likely that in the

future, as in the past, the dyestuffs industries and the

allied fine chemical industries will be the main source

from which chemical discoveries will be transferred

from the laboratory to the factory.

Running through all this is one common factor

which must be realised if the expectations of the State

are to be satisfied. The industry must be big. There
must be large factories containing plant capable of

producing great quantities of organic chemicals, staffed

by an adequate number of experienced and well-

trained chemists. Moreover, the factories must be
growing. It is an industry which cannot succeed if

it be static. It must be ever increasing its plant and
the number of its chemists and ever spreading its
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tentacles wider and deeper into the markets of the
world.

It follows that if the industry is successful there will

be a continual flow of students from the universities

and technical schools to the industry. Two distinct
classes of chemical students are required : (a) for
factory and research, and (6) for the dyehouse and
technical sales. It is customary in aniline dyestuff
factories to recruit the chemists for plant supervision
from their own research department. The young
chemist engaged on leaving the university is first

placed in the research department for at least a year
before a permanent engagement is made. The train-
ing required of a dyestuff works chemist is usually
identical, whether he intends to devote himself after-

wards purely to research, or, as in the majority of
cases, to become actually employed in the factory. It

is of the first importance that chemists should have a
good general secondary education. After taking his

degree the student should cary out, under direction,

original work for one or, preferably, two years. What
branch of organic chemistry he studies is compara-
tively immaterial. A special knowledge of dyestuffs
chemistry is not very important.
Undoubtedly a knowledge of chemical engineering

is useful, but subjects added, however useful, will be
at the expense of chemistry. The recent formation of
the Institution of Chemical Engineers is welcome.
Good chemical engineers are invaluable in any chemical
industry, but, above all, good organic chemists are
wanted in the dyestuff industry.

There is also a considerable demand for another
type of chemist. All aniline dye works have a dye-
house which fulfils a treble function—the control of

the production, the valuation of new specimens sent in

from the research department, and the supply to the
sales organisation of technical information and assist-

ance in the application of dyestuffs. The technical
salesman is a person of great importance in the
industry. He should preferably take a pure or techno-
logical science degree, followed hy a course in dyeing,
printing, paper-making, etc., at a technical college.

There is a constant demand for such men in a flourish-

ing dyestuffs industry, the more so as the experience
obtained in the experimental dyehouse is so varied,

that such men are afterwards sought for as managers
or as assistant managers in print-works, dyehouses,
paper-works, and the like.

The foundation stones of our scientific industries
were laid by those responsible for the creation of our
great technical institutions and University Colleges.

If that is so, we should expect to see during the years
which have elapsed since 1914 a corresponding develop-
ment in the chemical schools of this country. The
progress in the study, teaching, and research in pure
chemistry has been at least as striking as the progress
of those sections of chemical industry such as fine

chemicals and dyestuffs in which we were not particu-
larly strong before the War. Twenty or thirty years
ago the German organic schools were as pre-eminent
in research and in teaching as the German dyestuff
and fine chemical industry. To-day one may fairly

say that there are several organic chemical schools in

this country equal to that of any organic chemical
school in Germany. Brilliant original work is being
done here. Students are attracted to schools where
good research is being done, and so round each head
is formed a coterie of young men deriving inspiration
from their chief, to strengthen the ranks of industry.
Probably there has never been such a concentration
of chemical talent as that which gathered round
A. von Baeyer in Munich thirty or forty years ago, but
something of the kind is happening in Great Britain
to-day, and not in one centre alone.

Thirty years ago, institutions comparable, for
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example, with the Federal Polytechnic at Zurich or

the Technical High School of Charlottenburg did not
exist in Great Britain. The scale on whch they were
designed, their large staffs of distinguished teachers,

the number of full-time students, students who had
remarkably good secondary school training and had
passed a rigorous entrance examination, astonished
all English visitors. The English organic chemist
with industrial experience was equally astonished at,

for example, the Leverkusen or the Badische factories.

These factories differed from the corresponding English
factories in scale, in the size of the buildings, their

staflts, their financial results, just as the British schools

differed from the corresponding German institutions.

The number of students taking a degree in pure
science at 17 English and Welsh Universities in 19 13-
1114 was 1867. In 1921-22 the number was 4575,

about two and a half times the 1913-14 number.
the University of Cambridge the figures were as

iiiiows :

Number of chemical students
working ....

I' 'Search workers .

iff, including professors .

1913-14. 1921-22.

498 804
10 (about) 29
25 43

The growth of the dyestuffs industry within this

rcriod is well known, and there has been a similar

)wth in the fine chemical industry. In 1913 some
) fine chemicals were made in England, whereas

4000 are now being made; for every ton of fine

Lhemicals made here in 1913 exactly 2 J tons are made
to-day. This ratio is identical with that of the in-

crease in science students taking a degree course.

Is it possible that this parallel growth in our teach-
ing institutions and newer industries is accidental ?

Tlie figures are symptomatic, but they indicate that
the strength of our higher teaching bodies is a
"leasure of our strength in the industries depending

1 invention.
It may be said that there has been in Germany, too,

and no doubt in other countries, a great increase in the
number of students at their High Schools. In part
this is one of the social changes brought about by the
new industrial revolution.
The increase in the number of chemical students

is partly due to the publicity given in 1914 to the
renascent dyestuffs industry, and to the support given
by public opinion and by the Pre.ss for the first time
in our history to those engaged in these industries.

These industries open out to a young man who has a

love of research the opportunity of earning a livelihood
in a most interesting way, with the added possibility,
if his inventions prove commercially successful, of
earning considerable profits. Before the War it was
difficult to live by research.

It is probable that the grants made by the Depart-
ment of Scientific and Industrial Research have tended
to increase the number of chemists undertaking train-
ing, " for the underlying object of the Scheme of
Grants is the output of an increased number of trained
scientific investigators." At the same time, the
Department has done much to increase the possibility
of finding employment for chemists. The Depart-
ment, including its headquarters staff, boards and
committees. Fuel Research Station and the Research
Associations, already employs 78 chemists, none of
whom were employed in 1913, at salaries ranging from
about 250/. to 2000/., the majority between 350/. and
700/. In other Government Departments, too, there
has been a great increase in the number of chemists
employed. In 1913-14 the staff of the Government
Chemist consisted of 48, with a salary range of 120/.
rising to 1500/. The majority of tlie posts ranged
from 120/. to 500/. In 1921-22 there were 75 posts,
ranging in salary from 300/. to 700/. At the War
Ofifice in 1913-14 there were 22 posts and 2 teaching
posts at the Ordnance College. The salary range was
about 150/. to 550/. In 1921-22 there were 93 posts,
with salaries ranging from 300/. up to 1200/., but with
the majority falling within a range of 300/. to 700/.
At the Admiralty in 1913-14 there was one inspector
of cordite, in addition to the teaching staff at the
Royal Naval College at Greenwich and the schools at
Dartmouth and Osborne. In 1921-22, in addition to
these teaching staffs, there were 20 posts with salaries
of from about 150/. to 600/. The total number of
chemists who can to-day find employment in the
service of the above Government Department is thus
193 more than in 1913.

In the 192 1 report of the Department it is stated
that of the 132 students receiving grants 24 found
employment under the State or under State-aided
research institutions, 22 went into the teaching pro-
fession, and none went into industry, no doubt owing
to the slump in trade.

If our fine chemical industries begin to increase
their staffs regularly, as in prosperous years they will,

the situation will be improved, but it is to the general
trade of the countn,- and not to the specifically
chemical industries that we must look to give employ-
ment to all those who have taken a chemical degree.

Large Telescopes and their Work.
CIR FRANK DYSON'S presidential address to
"--^ the Optical Society on February 8 on the
subject of " Large Telescopes " dealt with the pro-
gressive advance of astronomy so far as it was brought
about by the increased optical powers of telescopes.

The Copcrnican system was established before the
discovery of the telescope, but Galileo's telescope re-

moved many difficulties and commanded its accept-
ance. The great telescopes of Herschel revealed
the vast extent and variety of the stellar system.
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, excellent
achromatic telescopes of 6 inches were made by Fraun-
liofer and Merz, and in 1824 an object glass of 9-6
inches was made for Struve at Dorpat with which
he carried out his great work on double stars.

When the Russian National Observatory at Pol-
Uovo was founded a 15-inch glass was obtained from
the Munich firm, and this was the largest refractor
in the middle of the nineteenth century. The large
telescopes of this time were the reflectors of Lord
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Rosse and Lassell, and with them the heat from the
moon was measured and new satellites of Uranus
and Neptune discovered. A new development in
reflecting telescopes came with the process of silvering
on glass, and gradually these superseded speculum.
In England in the early 'eighties photography of
nebute began with Common's photograph of the
Orion nebula, and was pursued by Isaac Roberts.
The manufacture and mounting of reflectors was
brought to a high degree of perfection by Ritchey at
the Verkes Observatory, but it was with the Crossley
reflector, made by Calver and presented to the
Lick Observatory by Sir Edward Crossley, and re-

mounted by Keeler, that most systematic work was
done.

Meanwhile, larger refractors were being made. In
1868 one of 26 inches aperture was made by Cooke
for H. S. Newall of Newcastle. This was soon
followed by large telescopes in America by Alvan
Clark, by Grubb in England, and the brothers Henry
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in France. In 1892 a 36-inch glass was made for

the Lick Observatorj' by Alvan Clark, and a 40-inch
for the Verkes Observatory in 1897. These large

telescopes led to the discovery of new satellites, the
accurate determination of the sizes of planets and
satellites, but their main work—used visually—was
the discovery and measurement of large numbers of

double stars, leading to a very satisfactory knowledge
of the masses of stars. Used with the spectroscope,
they gave the %'elocities of stars to and from the
earth, and enabled the velocity of the sun among the
stars to be determined as 19 kilometres per second.

This result, in combination with measurements of
angular motions of stars, served to give the mean
distances of stars. Large photographic refractors

have made possible the measurement of the actual
distances of thousands of stars, leading to a much
more complete view of the steljar system.
The discoveries made by the large 60-inch and

loo-inch reflectors of Mt. Wilson and the 72-inch of

British Columbia were also detailed, culminating
with the measurement of the size of the disc of

Betelgeuse and of several other stars by the inter-

ferometer as applied by Michelson.

Irish Sea Plankton.^

CIR WILLIAM HERDMAN, in an interesting^ paper recently issued, gives a summary of

plankton researches in a single area extending over
a period of fifteen years, and compares the results in

each year in such a way that certain general facts

are at once apparent.
The object of the investigations was twofold: " (i)

To study the distribution of the plankton as a whole,
and of its various constituents during the year ; antl

(2) to arrive at some estimate of the representative

value of the samples collected in the plankton nets."

The results show very clearly that the distribution

of life in the sea is not uniform, but that the organisms
appear in patches. Although this applies to a certain

extent to all the plankton, it is especially the case
with the copepods, which are frequently present in

large swarms in one place, while possibly only a
short distance away few or none occur. This natur-
ally affects the distribution of other organisms feed-

ing on the copepods, especially fishes, and is of

fundamental importance. The diatoms were found
to be more evenly distributed both vertically and
horizontally during their maximum in the spring
than at anv other time. Comparing the records for

the fifteen years (1907-21), there is always this spring
maximum of phytoplankton (chiefly diatoms), which
may range from ^larch to June and reach to hundreds
of millions in one haul, a dinoflagellate maximum, in

much smaller numbers, coming on about a month
later ; and later still, a copepod maximum ranges
from June to October. In late summer or autumn
each group may have a second smaller maximum in

the same order.

That the bulk of the plankton consists of a small
number of genera, chiefly diatoms and copepods (and
only a few species of copepods), is well established,

and these few form the chief food of most of the

marine animals. So far as fishes are concerned,

copepods are by far the most important food of the

young stages, and also of the plankton-eating adults;

but as most copepods are predominantly diatom
feeders the presence of diatoms is quite as important
to the fish as to the copepod. With regard to the
phytoplankton, however. Sir Willianr Herdman ap-
parently regards it as the direct food of many larval

fishes, at any rate of the plaice in its infancy, which
he has seen with its stomach full of diatoms.
The diatom maximum occurs usually just before

the time when most of the fish larvae begin to be
abundant, and the copepods follow. These plankton
investigations are thus of great importance rela-

tive to the food of fishes.

Dr. Johan Hjort suggests that large mortality

among the fish larvae may occur because of the lack

of suitable food at the time when they begin to feed.

In the present plankton investigations, together with
data gathered from experiments in the plaice hatch-
ing at the Port Erin Biological Station, it is shown

' *' Spolia Ruuiana. V. Some Results of Plankton Investigations in the

Irish Sea," by Sir WiUiatn Herdman. Extracted from tlie Linuean Society's

Journal—Botany, vol. xlvi., July 1922,
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that diatoms are abundant usually a short time
before the very young plaice are set free ; but in

four out of thirteen years the diatoms were late, and
in these years it is possible that the young fishes may
not have found enough to eat. " The evidence so
far seems to show that larvae set free as late as March
20 are fairly sure of finding suitable food : but if they
are hatched as early as February they run some chance
of being starved."
While discussing fully the phytoplankton in rela-

tion to fish larvffi very little is said of the zooplankton
other than copepods, and one would infer from the
conclusions that it is only the diatoms which are of
importance as young fish food in the spring. It is,

however, probable that in spite of the fact that more
diatoms than anything else are present, yet the zoo-

plankton is really of more direct value as food for the
larval and post-larval fishes : for example, cirripede

nauplii and mollusc larvje besides copepods, the latter,

although not at their height in the spring, yet occurring
in large numbers.

Sunlight is shown to play a very important part
in the growth of the plankton. In the daytime, how-
ever, the largest hauls are usually not at the surface

but at about five or ten fathoms, the depth varying
with the meteorological conditions. It is regarded as

probable that the spring phytoplankton maximum is

due chiefly to the great increase of sunlight aided by
the winter increase of carbon dioxide and other food
matters. The rapid disappearance of the diatoms
after the spring maximum is accompanied by a greater

alkalinity of the water, and it is suggested that it

may be due to the injurious effect of their own
metabolism. May not the explanation lie partly in

the fact that the'diatoms are eaten by an enormous
number of pelagic animals coming on just after the
diatom maximum ?

As to the representative value of the samples
collected in the plankton nets, it is shown that

variation in the composition of similar hauls is great.

These differences show clearly that the life in the sea is

not spread evenly either horizontally or vertically, but
everywhere occurs irregularly. Simultaneous hauls of

similar nets were usually different in quality even if

alike in quantity, and the same applied to successive

vertical hauls in which the amount of organisms was
much the same in each haul but different in kind.

In plankton investigations in which tow-nets are

used, howe\er carefully the experiments may be
carried out, there is necessarily a great deal of in-

accuracy, which is freely admitted and discussed.

None of the numerical results can be absolutely exact,

but when, by examining and recording these, certain

phenomena are seen to repeat themselves year after

year, we can at least feel sure that by making these

careful quantitative experiments in connexion with
numbers of hauls all carried out in an exactly similar

way, we are approaching the solution of the general

problems relati\'e to the distribution of life in the sea.

M. V. L.
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University and Educational Intelligence.

Bristol.—Dr. L. J. Russell, lecturer in philosophy
at the University of Glasgow, has been appointed
to the chair of philosophy which will be vacated by
Prof. C. D. Broad at the end of the current session.

Cambridge.—The Duke .of Devonshire has been
elected High Steward of the University in succession

to the late Earl of Plymouth. So far back as the
fourteenth century a Cavendish held high office in

the University, and the name of Henry Cavendish is

perpetuated in the Cavendish chair of experimental
physic.

Mr. G. S. Adair, scholar of King's College, Mr. P.

M. S. Blackett, Bye-fellow of Magdalene College, and
Mr. B. Ord, organ scholar of Corpus Christi College,

I
have been elected fellows of King's College.

Leeds.—The Council has agreed with the Uni-
\ ersity of Basle to a scheme of mutual recognition
of certain courses and examinations in the case of

students proceeding from either of these Universities
to the other.

I London.—Prof. A. V. Hill has been appointed as
from August i next to the Jodrell chair of physio-

L;y tenable at University College. Prof. Hill was
lucated at Trinity College, Cambridge. He was

1 hird Wrangler, and obtained a first class in physiologj'

in the second part of the Natural Sciences Tripos.
Ic was fellow of Trinity College from 1910 to 1916,
id in the latter year was elected fellow of King's

ToUege. During the War he was director of the
anti-aircraft experimental section of the Munitions
Inventions Department and a member of the Inven-

,
tions Committee. Since 1919 he has been professor
of physiology in the Victoria University of Man-
chester. He is the author of a number of papers
in the Proceedings of the Royal Society and the
Journal of Physiology.

Mr. W. J. Perry has been appointed as from August
I next to the University readership in cultural

anthropology tenable at University College. He
was educated at Selwyn College, Cambridge, and
studied ethnology under the late Dr. Rivers. Since

19 1 9 he has been reader in comparative religion in

the Victoria University of Manchester, and has also

delivered courses on ethnology in the department
of psychology of that University. He is the author
of " The Megalithic Culture of Indonesia," " The
Children of the Sun," and " The Origin of Magic
and Religion," and of numerous papers on ethno-
logical and anthropological subjects.

Dr. B. Malinowski has been appointed as from
August I next to the University readership in social

anthropology tenable at the London School of

Economics. From 1914 to 1918 he was engaged in

anthropological field-work in Eastern New Guinea.
He is the author of " The Family among the Australian
Aborigines " and " Argonauts of the Western Pacific,"

and of a number of articles on anthropological and
allied subjects.

The following doctorates have been conferred :

—

D.Sc. in Agricultural Chemistry: Mr. N. M. Comber,
an external student, for a thesis entitled " The
Flocculation of Soil Particles considered in relation

to the -Action of Lime and the Constitution of the
Soil," and other papers. D.Sc. in Physics . Mr.
E. T. Paris, an external student, for a thesis entitled
" On Doubly-Resonated Hot-Wire Microphones,"
and other papers.
The Senate has resolved to hold a reception for

the sixth triennial congress of the Soci^t<5 Inter-

nationale de Chirurgie, wliich will be held in London
in July next.
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M.-VNCHESTER.—The chairman of the council, Sir

Frank Forbes Adam, has received from the Viscount
Morley of Blackburn a letter asking leave, on account
of the growing weight of years, to withdraw from
the office of Chancellor of the University, the resigna-

tion to take effect from April 30. The council passed

a resolution expressing regret at losing the Chancellor,

and deep appreciation of the honour which he has

conferred on the University during his tenure of office.

The council passed the following resolution :
" The

council have heard with deep regret of the death
of Sir William Thorburn, professor-emeritus of the

University. They desire to record their sense of his

great services as an administrator, a teacher, and an
investigator, his eminence as a surgeon, and the whole-

hearted devotion with which he sacrificed himself in

the service of his country. His sterling integrity

inspired respect in all his colleagues and students.

The council desire to convey to his relatives their

profound sympathy with them in their loss."

The following appointments have been made :—Mr.

F. Fairbrother, to be lecturer in chemistry ; Dr. D. S.

Sutherland, to be clinical lecturer in infectious dis-

eases ; and Dr. R. Marsden, to be hon. clinical lecturer

in tuberculosis.

Mr. W. H. Allen, past-vice-president of the

Institution of Mechanical Engineers, has presented

to the Institution the sum of 1000/., and has desired

the council to select a suitable student or graduate
to receive this grant, in three annual instalments,

at Trinity College, Cambridge. Applicants should

preferably be between 20 and 25 years of age, and
must be able to satisfy the council that they possess

such educational qualifications as will ensure that

they would derive the maximum possible benefit

from an honours course in engineering (Mechanical

Science Tripos) at Cambridge. Preference will be
given to an applicant who has had some practical

workshop training. Applicants must be prepared

to go into residence at Cambridge in October 19.23.

Applications should be made on a form to be obtained

from the secretary of the Institution, and must be
returned not later than May i

.

The Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries an-

nounces that a number of scholarships under the

scheme approved last year for establishing scholar-

ships and maintenance grants for the sons and
daughters of agricultural workmen and others are

offered for award for the session commencing in

October next. The scholarships are provided out

of the special fund for agricultural development voted

by Parliament under the Corn Production Acts (Re-

peal) Act, 1 92 1. They are of three kinds: Class I.

scholarships, tenable for three years at Oxford, Cam-
bridge, or other Universities, enabling students to

attend degree courses in agriculture ; Class II. scholar-

ships, tenable for two years, at certain university

departments of agriculture and agricultural colleges

;

and Class III. scholarships, tenable for one year at farm
institutes and similar institutions. Candidates for

Class I. and Class II. scholarships must be at least 17

years of age on J une 30, 1923, and must satisfy the selec-

tion committee that they have reached a sufficiently

high standard of education to derive educational benefit

from the courses of instruction. For Class III.

scholarships candidates will be required to furnish

evidence of their acquaintance with practical agri-

culture, and they must be at least 16 years of age on

June 30, 1923. Applications should be lodged with

the Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries,

10 Whitehall Place, London, S.W.i, not later than

May 14.
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Societies and Academies.

London.

Royal Society, March 22.—L. T. Hogben and F. R.
Winton : The pigmentary eflfector system. III.

—

Colour response in the hypophysectomised frog.
After complete removal of the pituitary gland, the
melanophores remain permanently contracted, even
when the frogs are exposed to conditions which are
optimum for darkening of the skin ; they can be
made to expand by pituitary extract, but the animals
regain pallor under conditions which invariably
produce darkening in the normal or partially hypo-
physectomised (anterior lobe alone) frog. The mini-
mum dose of pituitary extract for melanophore
expansion was compared in normal and pituitaryless
frogs. The experiments provide evidence that :

(i) the rhythm of colour change in normal life is

correlated with fluctuating amounts of pituitary
secretion, and (2) direct nervous influences do not
play a significant role in co-ordinating pigmentary
responses in Amphibia.—H. R. Hewer : Studies on
amphibian colour change. The presence of " frayed

"

ends to processes and isolated granules and irregular
edges to the concentrated mass of granules precludes
any theories postulating amoeboid movement of
cell processes. This is supported by (i) irregular
movements of the granules

; (2) slight m.assing of
granules towards tips of processes in dispersed phase ;

and {3) stained sections of skin. Adult Rana
temporaria respond, similarly to other Amphibia,
to factors of normal environment. Dryness and
light background cause concentration ; moisture and
dark background dispersion, how temperature causes
dispersion and medium temperature concentration.
Higher temperatures appear to have an intermediate
effect. Neither nitrogen nor hj-drogen produced
any effect during three hours ; carbon dioxide did
not affect colour before proving toxic ; oxygen
produced concentration in melanophores ; chlorine
changes melanin granules to a red colour.—J. Walton :

On Rhexoxylon, Bancroft : a Triassic genus of
plants exhibiting a liane-t>'pe of vascular organisation.
The genus Rhe.xoxylon was instituted in 1913 for
a fossil stem from South .Africa. The evidence
given by certain structural details was in favour of
attributing it to the Palaeozoic group of polystelic
arborescent plants, the Medulloseae. The study of

additional specimens from South Africa shows that
the organisation of the vascular system resembles
very closely that of certain modern South American
Lianes, especially in the anomalous methods of
secondary thickening of the axis. Histologically, the
secondary wood of Rhexo.xylon resembles that of
the group Dado.xyla, characteristic of the southern
botanical province during the latter part of the
Palffiozoic era. Possibly Rhexo.xylon, as a specialised
ecological type, bore much the same relation to the
gymnospermic Dadoxylon stock as the modern
Liane bears to the angiospermic group at the present
day, and the occurrence of an anomalous type of
vascular system in the modern Liane is an example
of a repetition, in a distinct phylum, of a specialised
organisation e\'olved in Palaeozoic times. The fossil

stem Antarcticoxylon prieslleyi Seward, from South
Victoria Land, Antarctica, has some of these
peculiarities, and its occurrence in the Beacon
Sandstone Series of Antarctica points to a probably
close relationship between portions of this series
and the Stormberg Series of South Africa, from
which came the majority of specimens of Rhexoxylon.—G. Hewett : The Dusuns of British North Borneo.
The Dusuns themselves claim descent from the
Chinese who settled in North Borneo. The general
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pohtical conditions in Asia during the thirteenth
centurj' led to the invasion of North Borneo by
Kublai Khan. The Bruni tribute was transferred
from Majapahit to China, and the Chinese acquired
the throne of Bruni. The Bruni government based
its claim to the whole territory of North Borneo
on the marriage of Sultan Akhmed to the Chinese
daughter of Ong Shin Ping, who was in all probabihty
the occupant of the Bruni throne at the time. The
Chinese occupation and development probably lasted
some four hundred years.—M. Tribe : The develop-
ment of the hepatic venous system and the postcaval
vein in the Marsupiaha. The development of the
hepatic veins is subject to v-ariation. Two venous
rings of vitelline origin are transformed into a spiral

vessel encircling the gut. In most genera the left

allantoic vein becomes the more important and in
some genera it anastomoses with the spiral vessel.

The mesenteric vein is probably derived, in part,
from the caudal venous ring. The postcaval is

derived from three sources. The postrenal section
takes origin from the paired supracardinal plexus,
the renal section from the subcardinal veins, the
hepatic and prehepatic sections from the vitelUne
veins. The azygos and lumbar veins, and the supra-
renal sinusoids, are derived from the supracardinal
plexus. The left suprarenal vein is the persistent
left subcardinal vein.—J. Gray : The mechanism
of ciliary movement. III.—The effect of tempera-
ture. Between 0° and 33° C. the speed of the cilia

on the gills of Mytilus increases with a rise in tempera-
ture, although the amplitude remains normal.
Between 34° and 40° C. there is a marked falling

off in the amplitude of the beat, followed by a reduc-
tion in speed. At 40° C. the cilia come to rest in

the relaxed position. At 45° C. the cilia occupy
the contracted position. The temperature coeflicient

of movement between 0° and 32 5° C. varies from
3- 1-1-92. High temperatures have a destructive
effect on individual cells of the epithelium. In well

aerated tissue the oxygen consumption is directly
proportional to the speed of the beat between
o°-30° C. At about 30° C. the initial oxygen
consumption is not maintained, due to the dis-

integrative effect of the temperature on the epithelium.
The effect of temperature on the activity of cilia

is closely parallel to its effect on cardiac muscle.
—E. Ponder : The inhibitory effect of blood serum
on haemolysis. The hsemolytic action of saponin is

inhibited by the proteins of serum, and also, to a
lesser extent, by the cholesterol. The action of the
bile salts is inhibited by the proteins, and by the
lecithin of the serum. The inhibitory power is

fairly constant in man and animals, is altered by
drying the serum, and is affected by bacterial action.

A quantitative study of the inhibition produced by
serum shows inhibition is probably due to the forma-
tion of a loose compound between the proteins of
the serum and the hemolytic agent. The inhibitory
effect of haemoglobin on haemolysis produced by
saponin and bile salts is considered. Probably the
reaction which takes place between saponin or bile

salts and red cells is a chemical one of the first

order.

Royal Anthropological Institute, March 13.—Mr.
H. J. E. Peake in the chair.—Miss M. Edith Durham :

" Bird Men " and kindred customs in the Balkans.
On the western side of the Balkan peninsula a con-
siderable part of the population still identifies itself

with birds. Thus the Albanians call themselves
Shkypetars, and derive the word from Shkyp, an eagle,

and regard the killing of an eagle as unlucky. In
Montenegro also there is a strong bird tradition. Here
it is the " soko," the falcon. Officers address their
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men as " my falcons." and Montenegrins hail each
other as falcons. In the traditional ballads of the
people the falcon appears as the messenger. Between
the popular hero, Marko Kralyevilch, and the falcons

there exists a very great friendship. In other
ballads the hero actually refuses to kill a falcon on
the ground that it is kin to him, and in yet another
the Tsar's daughter is with child by a " bird man,"
who is a falcon by day and who dies when his wings
are taken from him, killed by the jealous Vilas who,
in their turn, fly about in the guise of swans. The
falcon and the swans dwell on the mountains where
the sun rises, and magic lights herald their coming
and going. The tale is obviously the remains of

some ancient beliefs about the sun and the birds

.md recalls the quaint bronze bird chariots of the
sun, found at Glasinatz in Bosnia. Ballads also

describe warriors of the Middle .Ages dressing them-
selves up with eagle's tails and wings, and a print
from a book on Turkey by Nicholas dc Nicolay (1568)
shows such a warrior. Plume-wearing is extinct,

but in the Eagle dance of the Montenegrin he leaps

high off the ground, flaps his arms, and yells.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, February 26.—M. Albin
Haller in the chair.—The president announced the
death of E. Arids, corresponding member for the
section of mechanics.—Andre Blondel : The calcula-

tion of the forced oscillations of an electrogenic group
(or of an analogous apparatus) turning with a constant
mean velocity, but submitted to periodic variations
of the motor couple at the same time as an elastic

resisting force variable with the angle of deviation.
—M. Louis Gentil was elected a member of the section
of geography and navigation in succession to the late

M. L. Fave.—Boris Delaunay : The geometrical
interpretation of the gencrahsation of the algorithm
of continued fractions given by V'oronoi.—Maurice
Lecat : Expression of the most general determinants
of a matrix as a function of the sections.—C. E.
Traynard : Surfaces of the fourth degree with fifteen

double points and singular Abelian functions.

—

Rene Lagrange : \'arieties with zero total torsion in

Euclidian space.—Stanislas Millot : .\ criterion of the
probable value of certain experiments.— J. Griatou :

The rotational, but permanent, movement of liquids

possessing viscosity, when the trajectories are plane
and vertical.—C. Flammarion : The increase of
brightness of the star ^ Ceti. A sudden increase in

the brightness of this star was notified on February 1

3

by Mr. Abbott from Athens. This has been confirmed
by observations at Juvisy by the author.—Emile
Belot : The collective and discontinuous evolution of
stars and nebulae.—M. Holweck : The optical pro-
perties of X-rays of great wave - length. Experi-
mental evidence has been obtained of the diffraction
of X-rays of a minimum wave-length \ = 47 A (effective
wave-length \ = 6oA approx.). Evidence of the
reflection of X-rays by a polished bronze surface is

also given.—G. Laville : The propagation of electro-
magnetic waves, maintained along two parallel wires.
The theories of Kirchhoff and Lord Kelvin appear to
explain the phenomena of propagation as exactly as
the more complicated theories of Sommerfeld and
M. Mie.—V. Ylostalo : The measurement of high-
frequency coefficients of self-induction.—H. Copaux
and Ch. Philips : The heat of oxidation of glucinum.
A correction of an earlier result ; the new figure is

131-3 calorics in place of 151-5 calories.—Paul Riou :

The velocity of absorption of carboi. dioxide by
animoniacal solutions. Curves are given showing the
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influence of additions of ammonium chloride, sodium
bicarbonate, and sodium chloride to the solution, and
of changes of temperature.—L. J. Simon : The action

of methyl sulphate and of potassium methyl sulphate
on monobasic organic acids in the absence of water.

The interaction of anhydrous organic acids with these

substances in certain cases may be used with advan-
tage for the preparation of methyl esters.—.\. Roche
and V. Thomas : Researches on picry-l sulphide.

Study of the binary mixture : tolitc-picryl sulphide.

This explosive was extracted from German bombs

:

it is very stable and stands a compression of 500
kilograms per square centimetre without losing its

property of detonating.—Raymond Delaby : The
preparation of some ethers and glycidic derivatives

of alkyl glycerols.— Y. Milon : The fauna and age
of the carboniferous limestone of Saint-Segal (Finis-

tfire).—Jean Piveteau : The morphology of the
scapular arc of the Permian reptiles of Madagascar.

—

Methodi Popoff : The respirator^' system of plants.

According to the generally accepted view the respira-

tion of plants is confined to the leaves. This view
leads to difficulties, and it is suggested that plants

ha\'e a respiratory system presenting analogies, from
the physiological point of view, with the respiratory

system of animals.—Marcel Mirande : The proteo-
lipoid nature of the sterinoplasts of the white lily.

By the application of various microchemical tests the

central bod)' of the sterinoplcists has been pro\'ed to

be of a lipoid nature, covered with a thin external
layer of proteid material.—P. Delauney : New re-

searches relating to the presence of loroglossin in

native orchids. Loroglossin has been isolated, up to

the present, from 17 species of native orchids belong-
ing to five different genera.—Paul Becquerel : Observ-
ations on the necrobiosis of plant protoplasm with
the aid of a new reagent. The reagent consists of

methylene blue (2 parts), Bismarck brown (i part),

and neutral red (i part) in aqueous solution (t n.'oirti)-

The death of the cell is accompanied by definite

colour changes in the parts stained by this reagent.

—

G. L. Funke : Biological researches on plants with
creeping stems.—Marc Fouassier : The influence of

copper on the lactic fermentation. The minute
traces of copper dissolved by milk in contact with
that metal have a distinctly retarding influence on
the growth of the lactic organism.—.\. Desgrez and

J. Meunier : The mineral elements of the blood.

—

L. Cu^not, R. Lienhart, and M. Mutel : Experiments
showing the non-heredity of an acquired character.

—

Ed. Lesne and M. Vaglianos : The utilisation by the
organism of the C vitamins introduced through the
parents. From experiments on rabbits the authors
conclude that it does not matter whether the C vita-

mins are introduced by ingestion or by injection, the
beneficial effect is the same in either case.—A.
Pezard, Knud Sand, and F. Caridroit : The experi-
mental production of bipartite gynandromorphism in

birds.

March 5.—,M. Albin Haller in the chair.— G.
Urbain and A. Dauvillier : The coexistence of celtium
(element 72) and the yttria earths. The view of
Coster and Hevesy regarding the improbability of

element 72 being associated with the rare trivalent

earths is said to be negatived not only by the work
of the authors but also by the discovery of
this element by Goldschmidt and Thomassen in

malakon and in alvite.—Charles Moureu and Charles
Dufraisse : Auto-oxidation : attempt to explain the
mechanism of anti-o.xygenisers.—Andr6 Blondel : Ele-

mentary calculations of the couples damping alter-

nators with a forced regime in the theory of two
reactions, when the resistances of the armature are
neglected.—C. de la Valine Poussin ; Quasi-analytical

L
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functions with real variables.—Ph. Glangeaud : The
earthquake of October 12, 1922, in the Creuse and
tlie Limousin, and some earthquakes in the north-
west of the Central Massif. A map of the district

over which the shocks were felt is given, showing
also the hnes of the faults in the geological strata.

These earthquakes in the Central Massif are due to
slipping along the old lines of the faults.—M. Gabriel
Bertrand was elected a member of the section of

chemistry in the place of the late H. Georges Lemoine.
—Georges Darmois ; The local integration of the
equations of Einstein.—F. Defourneaux : A category
of polynomials analogous with electrospherical poly-
nomials.—N. Abramesco : The auto-generation of

curves.—Henri Milloux : The growtli of integral
functions of finite order and their exceptional values
in the angles.—Kyrille J'opoff ; The pendulum of
variable length.—J. Haag : The interior problem of
Schwarzschild, in the case of a heterogeneous sphere.—B. Salomon : The gryoscopic analogies of syn-
chronous and asynchronous electrical machines and
the transposition into mechanics of certain diagrams
of electrotechnics.—MM. Huguenard, Magnan, and
A. Planiol : An apparatus giving the instantaneous
direction of the wind. This is a modified com-
pensated hot-wire anemometer. By using this and
the compensated hot-wire instrument for measuring
wind velocity, both the instantaneous direction and
velocity of the wind can be recorded on the same
chart. Examples of such records are reproduced,
and their bearing on problems of flight without
motors indicated.—Jean Chazy : A correction derived
from the theory of relativity to the Newtonian time
of revolution of the planets.—J. Ph. Lagrula : Test
of the rapidity realisable in equatorial measurements
of small planets with a telescope provided with a
photo-visual comparator and some additional acces-
sories.—J. Guillaume : Observations of the sun made
at the Lyons Observatory during the fourth quarter
of 1922. The results of- the observations talien on
61 days during this quarter are summarised in three
tables showing the number of spots, their distribution
in latitude, and the distribution of the faculse in

latitude.—Henri Beghin and Paul Monfraix : A new
gyrostatic compass. This instrument, composed of

a sj'stem of three gyrostats, has been specially designed
to neutralise the deviations produced by the motion
of the ship.—F. W. Klingstedt : The ultra-violet

absorption spectra of the cresols.—A. Dauvillier :

The high frequency spectrum of celtium. Reply to
a criticism by D. Coster and G. Hevesy.—Andr^
Charriou : The removal of acids from solution by
precipitates of alumina. A study of the removal
of chromic acid by aluminium hj^droxide, and of
the means of purifying the precipitate by washing
with suitable reagents.—R. Locquin and Sung
Wouseng : The preparation of various pinacones
by the action of alkyl magnesium compounds on
some a-hydroxy-methyl ketones. Details of a
generally applicable method for preparing bitertiary
a-glycols of the type RR'C(OH)—C(OH)R"(CH3).—
Pauline Ramart : A molecular transposition in the
pseudo-butyl-diphenylcarbinol series. A study of
the compounds produced by the action of acetic
anhydride and acetyl chloride upon the alcohol
(CjHs), . C(OH) . C(CH3)3.—Emile Andre: The separa-
tion of methyl oleate and methyl liijoleate by frac-
tional distillation. The separation is difficult, owing
to the tendency of the linoleate to form polymers.

—

A. Mailhe : The decomposition of the aryl form-
amides. A new method of preparation of substituted
ureas. The vapours of formanilide passed over
finely divided nickel at 400°-4io° C. give some aniline
and diphenylurea. The formotoluides behave similarly.
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—Henri Longchambon ; The study of the spectrum
of the triboluminescence of some substances. Crystals
of tartaric acid when broken give a band spectrum
of nitrogen similar to that obtained from sugar.
Crystals of cadmium sulphate, uranium nitrate, and
fluor spar also show nitrogen bdnds. The light from
the uranium salt, which has a colour differing from
the other, shows the four green fluorescence bands
of uranium nitrate.—E. Schnaebele : The granites
of the Champ du Feu (Vosges).—L6on Bertrand and
Antonin Lanquine : The co-ordination and origin

of the Pyrenees-Proven9al structural units in the
south-west of the Maritime Alps.—Pierre Bonnet

:

The tectonic relations of the gneiss and coal measures
in the northern Morvan.—Henry Joly : The con-
stitution of the Jurassic at Torrelapaja and Bordejo
(Celtiberic chain, provinces of Saragossa and Soria,

Spain).—E. Benevent : The mistral on the coast of

Nice. The freedom of Nice from the mistral is not
due to its sheltered position, but to its situation
with respect to the trajectories of the barometric
minima.—Joseph Levine : Triatomic hydrogen and
meteorological depressions.—J. Beauverie : Influence
of the rainfall during the " critical period " of wheat
on the yield. Provided the rainfall during the
" critical period " is below a certain amount, the
yield of wheat is roughly proportional to the rainfall.

—A. A. Mendes-Correa : The proportions of the
hmbs in Portuguese. The Portuguese, from the
point of view of the proportions of their limbs, are

of a clearly European tvpe.—Henri Pieron : The
propagation of luminous stimulation of the retina

to the cerebral outer layers.—Marc Romieu : The
histological study of the testicle of Orthagoriscus

mola.—R. Hovasse and G. Teissier : Peridinians and
Zooxanthelles.—C. Levaditi and S. Nicolau : The
filtration of neurotropic ultravirus through collodion

membranes. The virus of rabies, encephalitis, herpes,

and neurovaccine can be filtered under pressure

through collodion membranes. The filtrates vary
in toxic power ; not only from one membrane to

another, but also according to the nature of the virus.

Official Publications Received.

RepcM't of the Commissioner of EJncaLion for the Year ended June 30,
!'.>2i;. Pp. iii+32. (Wa.shingto» : Government Printing Office.)

Report of the MarlborotiKli College Natural History Society (founded
April'.ith, 1801) for the Year ending Christmas, lii2-'. (No. 71.) Pp. 72 -I-

3

plates. (.Marlborough.)
Forest Bulletin No. ^\ : An Investigation of certain Factors concerning

the Hesin-tapping Industr>- in I'inm Umfii/ulia. By H. G. Champion.
Pp. '20. (Calcutta : Government Printing Office.) 8 annas.
Carnegie Institution of Washington. Aniuial Rei>ort of the'Director

o( the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism. (Extracted from Year
Book No. 21 for the Year 1022.) Pp. 21)0-300. (Washington.)

Diary of Societies.

WEDNESDAY, April 4.

Society of Public Analysts and other Analytical Chemists (at

Chemical Society), at 8.— Dr. S. White : Physiological standardisation.

—

H. S. Evans : An Investigation into the Chemistry of the Reinsch Teat
for Arsenic and Antimony, and its Extension to Bismuth.— Dr. G. W.
Monier-Williams : The Estimation of Boric Acid in " Liquid Eggs" and
other Foodstutfs.

Entomological Society of London, at 8.

FRlDAr, April 6.

Royal Society of Arts (Indian Section), at 4.—G. R. Clarke : Postal
and Telegraph Work in India.

Philolooical Sociktv (at University College), at .5.30.—Prof. W. A.
Craigie : Dictionary Prospects.

Institute of Marine Engineers, Inc., at 6.—Annual Sleeting.

SATURDAY, April 7.

Gilbert White Fellowship (Annual General Meeting) (at ti Queen
Square, W.C.I), at 2.—Sir David Prain : Presidential Address.
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Problems of Tuberculosis.

IN the Empire Revieiv for March Dr. Leonard Williams

brings forward the perennial theme of the Spah-

linger treatment of tuberculosis. This " treatment
"

has been the subject of extravagant and repeated press

notices since 1914, and when it is shorn of its decora-

tions, what does it amount to ? Merely that M. H.

Spahlinger has made, or his friends have made for him,

a number of categoric statements, unsupported by

proofs of the kind demanded in scientific work,

that he can cure tuberculosis in man and animals.

In a relatively small number of cases of consumption,

clinicians have stated that the disease was arrested.

Dr. Leonard Williams, an ardent supporter of M.

Spahlinger, cites the communication of the latter to

what he calls the " high-browed Paris Academy of

Sciences." This communication (1921, t. 172, p. 494)

occupies exactly one page and four lines, and is a

reiteration of former statements without any evidence

whatsoever that they are correct or of essential

scientific value.

Dr. Leonard Williams also quotes .'Vpril 28, 1914, as

memorable in the history of tuberculosis, for on that

day Prof. Letulle presented to the French Academy

of Medicine a communication entitled " Traitement

de la tuberculose par la methode Henri Spahlinger."

In the Bull, de I'Acad. de Mid. (1914, 3. s. t. 71, p. 610)

we find that the communication occupies exactly

eighteen lines, and was a preliminary note addressed

to the Academy by Dr. E. Lardy of Geneva and Drs.

Colbeck and Leonard Williams of London. Prof.

Letulle was charged to examine the note, but up to

date we have been unable to find any further reference

to the matter in the Bulletin, although Dr. Leonard

Williams tells us that " the text of the communication

was duly published and rapidly found its way into

the lav press." It would be interesting to know where

the full communication may be found.

M. Spahlinger's treatment is stated to be both anti-

genic and antitoxic, and he claims to have produced

many different tuberculous toxins by a method not

published. The process is a long one, and the cost of

production we are told is high, involving prolonged

treatment of large numbers of cattle. The only other

tuberculous problem referred to by Dr. Leonard

Williams is really a panegyric on the work of Calmette.

We are told that the " campaign against tuberculosis

will never make any serious headway until the disease is

attacked at the source. That source is the tuberculous

cow." This may be Dr. Leonard Williams' opinion,

but it is entirely opposed to the conclusions reached

by the arduous experimental efforts of a generation

of accurate workers. W. B.
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Archaeological History.

(i) Die Franken iind Westgoten in der Volker-

wanderungsseit. By Nils Aberg. (Arbeten utgifna

med understod af Vilhelm Ekmans Universitets-

fond, Uppsala, 28.) Pp. viii + 282 + 9 kartes.

(Uppsala : A.-B. Akademiska Bokhandeln ; Leipzig :

Otto Harrassowitz ; Paris : Libr. Honore Champion,

1922.) 15 Kr.

(2) The Bronze Age and the Celtic World. By Harold

Peake. Pp. 201 + 14 plates. (London : Benn

Bros., Ltd., 1922.) 425. net.

ARCH^OLOGICAL method has made three

principal advances hitherto. Early attempts

to explain similarities and diversities of form and

style in human handiwork were put on a scientific

basis in Germany by Klemm (whose " AUgemeine

Kulturgeschichte der Menschheit " appeared in 1843)

and were re-interpreted on Darwinian lines by Pitt

Rivers's " Principles of Classification " published in

1874 ; Kapp's " Grundlinien einer Philosophic der

Technik," Semper's " Der Stil," and Hoernes' " Ur-

geschichte der Kunst " marking later refinements

of this morphological criticism. Stratigraphical cor-

roboration of evolutionary sequences thus indicated

begins with examination of the Swiss lake-dwellings

by Keller, Troyon, and others, the word Kultiir-

schicht first appearing in an excavation report of 1855.

The spade-work of Ramsauer at Hallstatt from 1862,

of Warren and Wilson at Jerusalem from 1867, and of

Schliemann at Troy from 187 1, are notable early dis-

sections of long-inhabited ground ; and the developed

technique of this kind of stratigraphy may be studied

in Petrie's " Methods and Aims in Archaeology."

The two books now under review approach archaeo-

logical problems from yet another point of view. Even

casual finds are at all events found somewhere. They

can be plotted on a map ; and when these plottings

are suflnciently numerous, and their geographical dis-

tribution begins to be apparent, regions of occupation

by this or that phase of culture may be defined, and

the spread or shrinkage may be inferred of the people

who practised each kind of handiwork which the

finds reveal, and felt the needs which the craftsmen

of each generation were there to satisf)-. Thus, as

Rostovtseff says of his own study of " Iranians and

Greeks in South Russia " (Oxford, 1922), " we are

gradually learning how to write history with the help

of archaeology." The method is precisely that of the

staff-officer who establishes an enemy's order of battle

from cap-badges and scraps of local newspaper, and

estimates its artillery value from the splinters of his

shells ; and the value of archaeological training was

demonstrated on every front in the recent war.
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Obviously this kind of antiquarian geography has

had to wait until the finds themselves were sufficiently

numerous ; until they had been sufficiently announced,

in museum catalogues and publications in detail ; still

more, until geographers (and, Ifet us add, geologists)

had accustomed their archasological colleagues to

regard their proper " fossils " from the new point of

view, looking not only " to the hole of the pit whence

they were digged " but also " to the rock whence

they were hewn."

(i) Dr. Aberg's work on the stone age culture of

northern Europe, and on the first age of metal in the

Iberian peninsula, is sufficient guarantee for scientific

scholarship of the first order ; his book on " East Prussia

in the Migration Period " is an original contribution to

one of the darkest phases of European history ; and

his present monograph on the " Franks and Visigoths

in the Migration Period " is of the same fine quality.

Naturally, his treatment of the material varies. Visi-

gothic handiwork must be won by travel and research

in local museums and private collections, and we are

here still among the pioneers. But Prankish antiqui-

ties have been copiously published and studied, and

the casual finds have been supplemented by systematic

investigation of whole burial grounds, so that " sequence-

dating " supplements the comparison and affiliation

of types, and facilitates interpretation of regional

surveys. As most of the work has been done hitherto

by French archaeologists, and from the point of view

of the invaded regions, the principal need was now

to look at the whole matter from the other side.

As Rostovtseff puts it, in a parallel case, " I do not

regard South Russia as one of the provinces of the

Greek world . .
." but "as always an Oriental land,"

so Dr. Aberg might say that he does not regard the

Franks as one of the peoples who intruded upon

Gallo-Roman civilisation, but as always a Teutonic

people. The result is an interpretation not only of

the Prankish finds of the west, but also of all the

congruous material east of the Rhine, north of the

Alps, and so far afield as Hungary and Scandinavia,

and also in Lombardy and beyond, as contributions

to the narrative of a progressive Frankification (so

to speak) of indigenous Teutonic culture through the

instrumentality of those peoples of Teuton origin who

had most completely appropriated the west-land

civilisation which they mastered politically.

Thus, in a sense which will be a revelation to many,

Gallia victa viclorum cepit : or as Dr. Aberg puts it

(p. 15),
" the Franks in Gaul were influenced indeed,

like the Goths in Italy, by Roman culture, but in

contrast with them, the)' retained their power in spite

of their loss of Teutonic quality, thanks to the main-

tenance of intercourse along the lines of communication
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with the heart of Germany. Consequently there was

no gulf here between Germanic and Roman, but a

gradual transition. Roman organisation pressed

slowly eastward. . . . The focus of development, which

in Merovingian times had been mainly Gaul, shifted

o\'er in Carolingian times on to German soil. Here

came about the last amalgamation of Roman and

Germanic which is the foundation of modem Europe.

Only Scandinavia still stayed long outside this de\-elop-

ment, as a last remnant of ancient Germany, and a

wound in the side of Europe which was hard to heal."

For the stages of this revolution in social and political

structure Dr. Aberg offers us as testimony not edicts

iir charters, nor a cursus honorutn such as has revealed

the spirit and the structure of imperial Rome, but

the mute eloquence of hundreds of brooches and

buckles, of ingenious design, intricate ornamentation,

and accurately plotted distribution. His inventory

of t)'pe-specimens occupies 42 pages, and his nine maps

of the principal phases which he has been able to

distinguish are models of this kind of interpretation.

His first two chapters, occupying only forty pages,

trace the outlines of the whole inquiry, and summarise

the course of events before the opening of the fifth

century, at which his proper study begins. These and

the subsequent later review of Merovingian influence

east of the Rhine are what will chiefly interest the

historian ; the remainder of the book, with its ample

and well-executed illustrations, concerns rather the

student of design and of the transference of decorative

motives from one repertoire to another.

The account of the Visigothic occupation of Spain

and Portugal (pp. 206-240) is more tentative, because (as

already noted) the material is scanty and inaccessible,

and, to judge from the specimens which are figured

here, less instructive as to the movements of Germanic

peoples in this region. Provisionally, Dr. Aberg groups

all Germanic antiquities from this area as " Gothic,"

reserving till a later stage the possibility of assigning

some types to particular peoples.

A word should be added to congratulate the Vilhelm

Ekmans Fund at Uppsala on having produced so learned,

valuable, and well-appointed a volume at the rate of

less than three farthings per page.

(2) Mr. Peake's book is of a different quality. Spaci-

ously printed, and well bound—^and we must add,

more than adequately priced at 2jd. per page—it is

little more than a reprint of a course of six University

tures, with acknowledgments of the principal

MHirces of printed information, the bare minimum of

outline diagrams, and far less than the due minimum
of distribution maps. The author disarms criticism

when he declares his purpose to be " not so much to

record evidence as to interpret it, to restore the main

features of early history than to describe archaeological

remains." It is, in fact, an essay rather than a formal

treatise. It covers very wide ground, from a pre-

liminary survey of the pre-Celtic continent—Nordic,

Alpine, and mixed Mediterranean stocks, partially

brought into economic relations by slow breach of

natural barriers, especially forest and mountain, and

by the pervasive wiles of the " prospectors "—to the

problem of the replacement of bronze by iron for cutting-

weapons, and the superposition of " P-Celts " upon
" Q-Celts " and of other P's upon other Q's.

To be proficient at all points of such a programme

would be a giant's task. Mr. Peake has read widely

(though scarcely widely enough) and has thought in-

dependently and boldly ; and his book is always

readable and intelligible. Frequently his suggestions

carry conviction ; his mistakes are mostly of omission
;

and his summaries even of the most controversial

matters are discreet and fair. Obsolete learning he

b for the most part content to leave on one side, and

where he feels obliged to review the course of inquiry,

as in the chapter on the " Aryan Home," he knows

how to select main turning-points, and distinguish

the permanently suggestive idea from the transitory

prejudices which advertised or obscured it at its

inception.

The problem which Mr. Peake has set before himself

is to compare the archaeological evidence for reputed

movements of peoples within peninsular Europe, from

the end of the third thousand years B.C. to the beginning

of the first, with the philological conclusions on the

same subject derived from the relationships and dis-

tributions of languages. His conclusion, briefly stated,

is that the distribution over Europe and its neighbour-

hood, of the series of types of so-called " leaf-shaped

swords " of bronze, is such as to indicate successive

eruptions of peoples armed with these swords, from

the Hungarian plain into various adjacent regions and

beyond them. Also that the disappearance of the later

types of the series from Hungary itself and from sur-

rounding districts may be so closely associated with

the distribution of other swords, similar but derivative

and made of iron, as to justify the inference that it

was the aggression of the men of the iron swords that

determined the retreat or disappearance of the users

of " leaf-shaped " bronze blades. Lucky finds of

tyjiical swords in datable surroundings, and especially

the discovery in Egypt of a sword of European type,

about half-way down the morphological series, engraved

with the name of King Seti II., who reigned only from

1209 to 1204 B.C., enable him to reckon the probable

duration of the whole series of events, and to institute

a Ncry suggestive comparison of them with the move-

ments of the two main groups of Celtic-speaking peoples.
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from much the same area of origin around the middle

Danube, into Western Europe and Britain, and of

similar waves of " P-using " and " Q-using " immi-

grants into peninsular Italy, and probably also into

Greece ; though Mr. Peake is discreetly reserved in

his treatment of these last.

Much of Mr. Peake's material is, of course, familiar
;

it is his courageous attempt to compare disparate

series, and draw historical conclusions, which justifies

his book ; and it will be found full of suggestive

passages, even by those who will best appreciate the

difficulties of his task and the defects of his equipment

for it. It is eminently a book to be judged by its

merits, not by its faults. It has omissions, but its

main argument is clear and generally coherent ; it

has sHps and some misapprehensions in detail, but

they do not seriously detract from its cogency. Its

central contribution to learning, the establishment

of a morphological sequence among the " leaf-shaped

swords " by comparative study, not of their blades

but of their hilts, is of considerable importance. This

is a kind of work of which much more remains to be

done : a similar essay on the fibulas alone would prob-

ably lead to appreciable revision of the conclusions of

Montelius and his contemporaries a generation ago,

and would be the only conclusive test of the validity

of Mr. Peake's inferences. It must also be noted here

that even what has been attempted in this essay is

but the first-fruits of the great inventory of the types

of prehistoric implements, so long overdue, of which

only the British section of the bronze implements has

been systematically attempted as yet, by Mr. Peake

himself and a British Association committee. Till

such an inventory has been very greatly extended,

and the distributions which it alone can reveal have

been plotted and compared, prehistoric archaeology

can scarcely be said to have entered upon a truly scien-

tific phase. It is one of the merits of any piece of work

such as this essay, that it illustrates by example,

even if also in some degree by anticipation, the value

of such an addition to archjeological equipment as

the British Association's inventory is already proving

itself to be.

Gelatin and Glue.

Tlie Chemistry and Technology oj Gelatin and Glue. By
Dr. R. H. Bogue. (Mellon Institute Technochemical

Series.) Pp. xi + 644. (New York and London :

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1922.) 305.

A NYONE who, in recent years, has had occasion to

ir\. deal with the question of gelatin has been con-

fronted at the outset with the fact that no adequate
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summary of the existing knowledge was available.

An immense amount of information was widely

scattered in the various scientific and technical journals

of all countries, but it was so \'aried in character, and

very often so contradictor)', tHkt the task of making

a summary which was something other than a mass

of apparently disconnected facts seemed almost hope-

less. The pioneering work of Procter in England,

which dealt chiefly with gelatin, and of Pauli in Austria,

which was concerned with proteins in general, gave the

first indication of the basis on which such a summary
could be made ; but the more recent work of Loeb in

America has perhaps helped more than anything else

towards a clarification of ideas. The work of Brails-

ford Robertson should also be mentioned, since he

has collected a large amount of experimental data,

although his theoretical conclusions are accepted

l.)y few.

The clarification of ideas has been chiefly confined

to the physico-chemical treatment of the subject.

The more purely chemical aspect of the question has

not advanced much beyond the identification of the

break-down products of gelatin, and the more or less

satisfactory methods of estimating the percentages of

the various kinds of combined nitrogen.

During the last few years American scientific journals

especially have obtained a large number of papers on

gelatin, which have been published by workers other

than Loeb. Among the chief of these workers has

been Dr. Bogue, and it is therefore not to be wondered

at that, of three books on gelatin which have been

announced in the American press for some time past,

his is the first to be published. Dr. Bogue is research

chemist for Armour and Company of Chicago—would

that English gelatin firms were as wide awake in this

respect as the American ones !—and is consequently

in touch with the technological as well as with the more

purely theoretical side of the subject. His book has

therefore been awaited with interest by those who
have to deal with gelatin, and they will not be dis-

appointed, since the author has been eminently suc-

cessful in correlating and summarising the enormous

amount of material at his disposal, and in giving a

clear and readable account of the subject. After an

introduction dealing with historical and statistical

considerations, the theoretical aspects of the subject

are considered. These include the constitution of

the proteins, the chemistry of gelatin and its con-

geners, the physico-chemical properties and structure

of gelatin, gelatin as a lyophile and as an amphoteric

colloid.

The author seems to have contented himself with

giving only such literature references as are necessary

for drawing up a connected account of the subject.
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This was probably a wise course to adopt, since other-

wise tlie book would have become \'ery unwieldy, but

it has meant that a number of important papers pub-

. lishcd in German journals are not mentioned. For

example, Dr. Bogue is a great advocate of the fibrillar

structure of gels, but no mention is made of similar

views put forward by Moeller in a number of different

papers in the Kolloid Zeilsihrifl. A lucid description

is given of the various physico-chemical properties of

gelatins and glues and the various theories are dealt

with in detail. If anything, the author has not been

sufficiently critical in describing the theories of Brails-

ford Robertson, who assumes a peculiar kind of dis-

sociation which appeals neither to the organic nor to

the physical chemist, and against which there is a mass

' evidence accumulated by Pauli, Loeb, and others,

lually. Dr. Bogue attempts to modify Robertson's

ttieory, so as to make it more in accordance with the

work of Loeb, but the modified theory is still open to

most of the objections raised against the original

theory.

The second part of the book deals with the techno-

,ical aspects of the manufacture, testing, chemical

analysis, evaluation, uses and applications of gelatin

and glue. The point of view taken is that of the chemist

rather than that of the plant technologist, and this

makes the appeal of the book all the greater to the

student and investigator. In the chapter on the uses

and applications of glue there is a section on glue-room

nomy and technology, which may be recommended

i.r study to all users of glue on a large scale, so that

increased efficacy, based on the application of scientific

principles, may be attained in their workshops.

There is also a special cliapter on water-resistant
j

glues and glues of marine origin, which should be read

in conjunction with the first report of the Adhesives

Research Committee. An appendi.x deals more

especially with the electrometric and indicator methods

of determining hydrion concentrations.

Generally speaking, there is little which calls for

criticism, e.xcept the curious statement made on p.

221 that acetic acid is an amphoteric substance be-

cause the hydrogen of its carbo.\yl group may be sub-

stituted by metals and the hydroxyl by chlorine (by

the use of phosphorus trichloride). A few misprints,

such as " existance " and " catinary," have been

noticed, and the following statement on p. 141 requires

revision :
" but this does not follow for a continuous

membrane that was semipermealjle in the sense of

being able to dissolve the solvent or medium of dis-

persion would likewise behave as an ultra-filter."

Also, why should it be necessary to write " Anfangs-

dekrement " instead of " initial decrement " .•*

k
T. S. P.
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Flora of New Zealand.

Die Vegetation der Erde. Sammhing pfianzengeo-

griipliischer Monographien. llerausgegeben von

Prof. A. Engler und Prof. 0. Drude. XIV. The

Vegetation of Netc Zealand. By Dr. L. Cockayne.

Pp. xxiii + 364 + 2 maps + 65 plates. (Leipzig : W.
Engelmann ; New York : G. E. Stechert and Co.,

1921.)

WITH tiie landing of Sir Joseph Banks and Dr.

Solander at Poverty Bay on Octoljer 8, 1 769,

our knowledge of the flora of New Zealand commenced,

but unfortunately the results of the labours of these

two intrepid explorers have never been published,

though the plates of the new plants were prepared

at Banks's expense and the descriptions were drawn

up b\- Solander. From this time onwards various

expeditions, both English and French, reached New
Zealand, making small collections, the results of which

were published, but Sir Joseph Hooker's first volume

of his " Flora Antarctica," published in 1847, must

be regarded as the first comprehensive flora of these

islands. As a result of the help received from many
collectors. Hooker published his " Flora Novae

Zelandiae " (1853-55), which truly marked a new era

in the botany of New Zealand, but still little was

known of the South Island alpine flora, and it is to

Travers, Haast, Hector, and Buchanan that we owe a

great deal of our knowledge of the flora of this region.

Sir Joseph Hooker again contributed to our know-

ledge of the flora in his " Handbook of the New Zealand

Flora " (1864-67), undertaken at the instance of the

Government of New Zealand, and since then the task

has been fittingly and very ably taken up by New

Zealand botanists, among whom must especially be

mentioned T. Kirk, T. F. Cheeseman, D. Petrie, and

L. Cockayne, the author of the valuable work under

notice. Dr. Cockayne commenced his botanical work

in 1887, and has continued his explorations with great

assiduity and keen insight ever since. Becoming

gradually more interested in ecology, the present

volume, dealing with the vegetation of New Zealand

in its man\- aspects and in relation to the varied plant

associations, could not have been entrusted to more

worthy hands. Nor could the subject have been more

ablx- treated.

In an introductory chapter the history of our know-

ledge of the flora is detailed and the book is then

divided up into four parts. The first part, as is proper

in a treatise planned on ecological lines, deals with

the physical geography and climate of the three main

islands and of the outlying groups, the chapter on the

climate and rainfall being contributed by Mr. D. C.

Bates. It is unfortunate that the maps are sadly

O I
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deficient in the way of names and orographical details,

both of which are essential for a proper appreciation

of the work. Possibly the difficulty of publication

so soon after the War, and also in Germany, may
account for this blemish to a book which is remarkable

in the excellence of its form and style, considering

that author and publisher were at opposite sides of

the world.

The second part naturally occupies the greater

portion of the book, since it deals with the various

formations or plant associations, and full details and

excellent illustrations are given of the leading physiog-

nomic plants and their growth forms. In the first

section the sea-coast vegetation with the character-

istic dune plants, salt meadow and coastal scrub.

Olearia and Veronica associations, are described, and

this leads to a discussion of the plant formations of

the lowlands and lower hills, characterised by many

peculiar endemic New Zealand plants. Among these

the " Southern Beech " forests, comprised mainly of the

different species of Nothofagus, are of great interest.

Passing upwards through the grasslands or steppe,

where the " Tussock " (Poa, Festuca, and Danthonia)

associations flourish, the author naturally follows

with an account of the vegetation of the high moun-

tains. This is remarkable in that no less than 498

species of vascular plants are entirely confined to the

mountains, but since many lowland plants are also found

at high elevations, the alpine flora is found to number

945 species. Of these no less than 561 are endemic.

In Part III. the relationships of the New Zealand

flora are fully dealt with, but it may be mentioned

here that of this flora about 35 species belonging to

as many genera have near relatives in subantarctic

South America.

The vegetation of the outlying islands is then fully

dealt with on the same lines as that of the main islands,

and, in the subantarctic islands, it is shown that

there are some 55 endemic, 123 New Zealand, and 32

subantarctic South American plants, nine of which are

not found on the main islands of New Zealand.

The fifth section of this second part deals with the

effect of " settlement " upon the plant covering of

New Zealand and is by no means pleasant reading.

The hand of man, his introduced animals and plants,

have, in New Zealand as elsewhere, wrought irreparable

destruction and modifications in the primeval and

singular plant covering.

In the final part, Dr. Cockayne gives a brief but

useful history of the flora from the Jurassic period

to the present time, and lays stress on the subantarctic

affinities both of the flora and fauna of New Zealand.

Whether land connexions with an antarctic continent

ever existed, or chains of islands linking the southern
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continents provided the bridge which enabled species

to migrate to what is now S. America on one hand

and Tasmania on the other, must ever remain a

problem. Dr. Cockayne considers that the difficulty of

transoceanic transit is too great to account for the

affinities, and, no doubt rightly, inclines to the problem-

atical bridge of land or islands in the dim past. What-

ever may have been the origin of this interesting

primeval flora, it is very satisfactory to note that the

Government of New Zealand is taking all possible steps

to preserve, so far as may be possible, its unique features.

Electrical Engineering.

Standard Handbook for Electrical Engineers. Prepared

by a Staff of Specialists ; Editor-in-Chief : Frank

F. Fowle. Fifth edition, thoroughly revised. Pp.

xviii-i-2137. (New York and London: McGraw-

Hill Book Co. Inc., 1922.) ^os.

WE think that the volume under notice justifies

its title as being a " standard " handbook.

The general make-up and arrangement leave little to

be desired. The whole field of electrical engineering

is divided into twenty-five sections each complete in

itself ; these are all numbered and by special depressions

on the edges of the pages any particular section is

found at once. The index is good, the references being

made to section and paragraph. The sections have

all been written by well-known American engineers

and physicists and have been brought carefully up to

date ; for example, the section on units is written by

Kennelly, magnetic circuits by Karapetoff. illumination

by Millar, and electric ship propulsion by Hobart.

We were momentarily surprised to learn from Prof.

Kennelly that the M.T.S. (metre-ton-second) and the

Q.E.S. (quadrant-eleventh-gram-second) systems had

come into extensive use. This latter system, however,

is only the international electromagnetic system used

in electrical engineering. We were glad to see it

definitely stated that the electric and magnetic con-

stants of the ether should not be taken as pure

numerics. The section on power transmission is very

thorough and data are given which would be very

difficult to find elsewhere. The twenty-fourth section

gives the 192 1 edition of the standards of the American

Institute of Electrical Engineers. In connexion with

the distortion of waves, we are sorry to see that they

still call a certain very variable ratio the " deviation

factor " of the wave. In defining the distortion of a

wave it is necessary to take into account the phase

differences as well as the magnitudes of the amplitudes

of its harmonics. We notice also that a resistance

coil, a choking coil, and an inductive coil are now called

a resistor, an inductor, and a reactor.
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The final section is on general engineering economics

and will be of great interest to commercial engineers.

It is stated "that " profits " represent a return on the

capital over and above the normal rate of interest.

For example, if the difference between income and

' spenditure was 10 per cent, then assuming that

6 per cent, is the normal rate of interest on invest-

ments, the " profit " would be 4 per cent. Apparently

in America there is no agreed theory of depreciation,

the straight-line or simple interest method and the

sinking-fund or compound interest method are both

ill used.

The references given include the best American and

I'.nglish authorities and are useful ones. We can

luartily recommend the book. A. R.

Our Bookshelf.

The Yearbook of the Universities of the Empire, 1923.

Edited by W. H. Dawson. (Published for the Uni-

\ersities Hureau of the British Empire.) Pp. xii +
692. (London : G. Bell and Sons, Ltd., 1923.)

js. (id. net.

Thk latest edition of the Yearbook, revised and ampli-
fied, should be of the greatest help not only to those

iicially concerned in university administration, but

-ilso to all who are interested in the developments
"ithin the British Empire of higher and professional

hication. It is no small feat to compress within the

'\er of an easily handled (and well indexed) volume
the essential details of the calendars of the sixty-six

universities of the Empire. Mr. Dawson, who has

iiled the liook for the Universities Bureau, has accom-
jji.shed the task ver\^ creditably, and the abbreviations

and other typographical devices to which he has had
recourse do not in any way militate against intelligi-

liility, and, so far as we have tested it, the information

\ en is both accurate and adequate.

The appendices, which now run to more than 150
pages, contain some interesting information, not easily

accessible elsewhere, regarding admission to the various

•olessions and the qualifications necessary. A section

1 foreign uni\ersities gives some brief but useful

particulars of the principal universities on the continent

tnd also of the universities of the United States, includ-

I J a list of the institutions approved by the Association

.\merican Universities.

Mention should also l)e made of the information

lating to the admission to universities in the United
.Migdom of persons educated abroad, to scholarships

iiul grants for research, and to the distribution of

subjects of study among British universities. Particu-

l.iriy interesting is a table showing the numbers of

^indents from overseas, which suggests that the re-

urces of this country for postgraduate and otiier study
I- now being apjireciated. The total number of such
iidcnts is more than 4000. At London University

! inc there are 81 from Egypt, 336 from South Africa,

4') from Canada, 72 from the United States, and 335
I rum India.
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The Microscopical Examinalion of Foods and Drugs.
By Prof. II. G. Greenish. Third edition. Pp. xx-i-

386. (London : J. and A. Churchill, 1923.) 185.net.

Prof. Greenish's volume stands alone as a modern
English text-book of the subject, and it is a matter of

considerable satisfaction that author and publisher

combine to keep tiie work abreast of the times. In the

new edition, the text has been carefully revised and
brought up-to-date, but we are informed that the

inclusion of additional matter has not been possible on
account of the prevailing high costs of paper and print-

ing. We hope that by the time a further edition is

called for. a means will have been found to overcome
this difficulty, if it should still exist.

The book is too well known to need detailed descrip-

tion, but for the benefit of new students and others we
may mention that its special value lies in the fact that

it furnishes detailed information regarding methods of

investigation which have been developed during many
years by an acknowledged expert in the subject. In

work of this kind, prolonged and continuous experience

is a sine qua nan for accurate determinations, and tiie

methods .so fully and clearly set out in this handbook
bear unmistakable evidence of such experience. The
book is essential to all pharmacological laboratories

and students, and we suggest that teachers of
" pure " botany would find many hints as to methods
and material which would be of assistance to them
in obtaining fresh ideas for the scheme of practical work
to accompany their histological lectures. If in a later

edition it is decided to retain " silk " as a material for

description, we suggest that space should be found for a
somewhat fuller treatment of the subject, including a
reference to the important results obtained by von
Hohnel in his investigations of the different kinds of

commercial silks.

The Analysis of yon-Ferrous Alloys. By Fred Ibbotson

and Leslie Aitchison. Second edition. Pp. ix-t-246.

(London : Longmans, Green a,nd Co., 1922.) \2S. dd.

net.

The fact that a second edition of this text-book has

been called for is evidence that it has been found useful

by analysts. War experience has led to an enlarge-

ment of the field of non-ferrous alloys, and the authors

ha\e therefore added to the matter of the former

edition an account of the analysis of alloys containing

aluminium as their principal constituent, and also of

those rich in nickel, such as cupro-nickel and nichrome.

The light aluminium alloys form a particularly difficult

class, and it has been found necessary to devote a
special chapter to the separation of zinc and aluminium,
till- authors recommending the precipitation of zinc

sui[)hide from alkaline solution or the electro-deposition

of /.inc. The otherwise excellent section on electrolytic

analysis suggests that no cathodes other than platinum

an<l mercury can be used successfully, but many
laboratories now employ copper and nickel gauze

cailiodes with entire success ; an important considera-

tion when the cost of platinum is so high.

The subject of hydrogen sulphide precipitations is

dealt with thoroughly, this being a matter on which
it is most important to have a clear view of the con-

ditions affecting ' precipitation. The newer organic

reagents, such as cupferron, are not described.
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The work may be thoroughly recommended to profes-

sional analysts as well as to students, the authors
having a wide personal experience of the methods thev
describe, their views on the best methods of analysing

difficult alloys being particularly valuable.

La RadioUUphonie. Par Carlo Toche. Pp. vi + 98.

(Paris : Gauthier-Villars et Cie, 1922.) 10 francs.

The book under notice gives an interesting general de-

scription of the best and most modern methods of

radiotelephony. It presupposes on the part of the
reader an elementary knowledge of the subject and a
general knowledge of science. It begins by describing

the physiology of the voice, giving photographic records

of voice vibrations obtained by Marage. It is interest-

ing to note that oscillograms obtained of microphonic
currents produced by speech are not so simple as those
shown. The arc, alternator and valve methods of

radiotelephony are next described, more stress being
laid on the theory than on the history of the art. Due
credit is assigned to the work done by the American
Western Electric Co. A good discussion is given of the

possibility of simultaneous communications in radio-

telephony-. The essential frequencies required for

speech vary between 200 and 2000 per second, and the

frequency of the carrier waves between 15,000 and three

million per second. The author concludes that the

maximum possible number of simultaneous communica-
tions is 1492. It has to be remembered that many of

these waves have short wave-lengths and are therefore

not suitable for long-distance transmission. For inter-

national and intercontinental systems the possible

number would be much smaller. The number of

possible radio-telegraphic systems with carrier waves
is very much larger than the number of possible tele-

phonic systems.

The Grammar of the Lamba Language. By C. M. Doke.
(Published under the Joint Auspices of the Univer-
sity of the Witwatersrand, and the Council of Educa-
tion, Witwatersrand.) Pp. ix + 157. (London:
Kegan Paul and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 65. net.

It is a pleasure to extend a welcome to this scholarly

study of the Lamba language, not least on the ground
that it is published under the auspices of the Wit-
watersrand University and Council of Education, and
bears witness to the official interest now taken in native

studies.

The Lamba language is spoken throughout the Ndola
district of North-Western Rhodesia and in the south of

the Katanga, this area lying in the centre of Bantu
Africa. It is claimed to be the most primitive dialect

of Bantu now extant, a view to which the author
inclines on the ground of its strict adherence to rule

and the great simplicity of its phonetics. Numeration
is based upon the quinary system. The use of ono-

matopoeia is very prevalent, and not only can all

verbs be reduced to a monosyllable root, but they

also appear to have evolved from onomatopoeic sounds,

adjectives and nouns representing a further stage in

evolution. Lamba contains a number of loan words
from Portuguese (the earliest), Swahili, English, and
Dutch, as well as from other Bantu dialects. The days
of the week, it is interesting to note, are taken from
Chinyanja.
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A Manual of Practical Anatomy : A Guide to the

Dissection of the Human Body. By Prof. Thomas
Walmsley. In 3 parts. Part 3 : The Head and
Neck. Pp. viii-t-272. (London : Longmans, Green
and Co., 1922.) 10s. 6d. ne%.

The third part of Professor Walmsley's " Manual of

Practical Anatomy " is devoted to the dissection of

the head and neck, for which a period of about ten

weeks is suggested. The usual order of dissection is

adopted, the various regions and organs being treated

separately, but without that strict confinement to

region which is so confusing to the student when
dealing with a structure which appears in different

portions of the dissection. The instructions for the

guidance of the dissector are clearly given ; the anatom-
ical descriptions are complete and well illustrated by
diagrams which the student is encouraged to label from
his own specimen. The only defect in the book is that

the index is not very complete. We are glad to observe

that the nomenclature is in the British (Old) termin-

ology. The book can be thoroughly recommended as a

guide to the student in the dissecting-room.

Inorganic Chemistry : A Text-book for Schools. By
E. J. Holmj-ard. Pp. x-i-560. (London: Edward
Arnold and Co., 1922.) 6s. 6d.

Mr. Holmyard has written what is really an excellent

text-book for schools. The style is clear and the

arrangement on the whole good, although the very

late appearance of the halogen elements is perhaps not

quite fair to their great activity and their participation

in the lives of the other simple bodies. The historical

notices, as might have been expected, are excellent,

and they and a number of portraits of famous chemists

add considerably to the interest of the book. We
wish this book the full success it deserves.

The Handbook of Palestine. Edited by Harry Charles

Luke and Edward Keith-Roach. (Issued under the

authority of the Government of Palestine.) Pp.

xii-i-295. (London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1922.)

12s. net.

This is mainly a handbook of general information, but

there are short chapters on the geology and natural

history and a note on the flora. Forestry receives more
attention. Meteorology is scarcely noticed. The sec-

tions on races and on archjeology are fairly full. A
folding sketch-map shows roads, railways and archaeo-

logical features, but no relief. The handbook should

prove of value to every visitor to Palestine, but it might
be given a wider and more permanent value if the

historical and scientific sections were extefided.

The Radio Year Book, 1923 {First Year). Pp. viii + 148.

(London : Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, Ltd., 1923.)

IS. 6d. net.

It is intended to make this the Year Book of the new
industry which is rapidly growing, owing to the great

popular interest which is being taken in broadcasting.

Section I. gives general information of use to radio

amateurs. Section II. gives short and trustworthy

articles on subjects of general interest in the working

of radio apparatus, and Section III. gives information

which will be useful to manufacturers and suppliers of

the apparatus. The articles are by well-known experts,

and the book should prove useful.
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Letters to the Editor.

[ The Editor dots rwl hold himself responsible for
opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither

can he undertake to return, nor to correspond with

the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of NATURE. No notice is

taken ofanonymous communications.^

On Urbain's Celtium Lines.

In a previous letter (N.\ture, March 10, p. 322)
vve have shown that the optical spectrum of the
w element hafnium, of atomic number 72, which
•IS discovered a short time ago by Coster and

Hevesy, does not contain any of the lines belonging
to the characteristic spectrum ascribed by Urbain
i'limptes rendus, t. 152, 191 1, p. 141) to an element
Itium belonging to the famih' of rare earths, which

I inent was assumed by Dauvillier and Urbain
iniptes rendus, t. 174, 1922, pp. 1347 and 1349 ;

ATURE, February 17, 1923, p. 218) to possess the
oniic number 72.

Through an examination of the very careful

measurements of the spectra of the rare earths
published during the last few years by Eder, we have
learned in the meantime that the greater part of

Urbain's celtium lines have been observed by this

author (Wiener Ber., Ila, vol. 124, 1915) in the
spectrum of a preparation of the rare earth element
cassiopeium or lutetium. The discovery of this

element (atomic number 71) was announced in 1905
by Auer von Welsbach, to whom the former name
is due, while the name lutetium was proposed in

i<to7 by Urbain, who published at the same time
the first list of lines of its optical spectrum (Cotnptes

ndus. t. 145, 1907, p. 759).
In the table below we give the wave-lengths of

liie celtium lines from Urbain's paper, together with
their relative intensities (by use of the numbers
2. 4, 6, and 8 instead of Urbain's notations : moyenne,

<ez forte, forte, tris forte) and the corresponding
Aave-lengths and intensities from Eder's measure-
ments of the cassiopeium spectrum, corrected to
Rowland's scale.

Urbain's
Lines.
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On Celtium and Hafnium.

In our letter of February g, which appeared in

Nature of February 24, p. 252, we have shown that
the element hafnium, of atomic number 72, detected
bv us in zirconium minerals, possesses physical and
chemical properties quite different from those ascribed

to a rare earth element celtium, the discovery of which
was announced by Urbain in 191 1, and which recently
was believed by Dauvillier and Urbain also to possess

the atomic number 72. In a communication of

February 19 to the Paris Academy of Sciences
(Comptes rendus, vol. 176, p. 496, 1923) Urbain dis-

cusses the same problem and still claims the identity

of his celtium with our hafnium and by a claim of

prioritv rejects the latter name. In the meantime,
through the investigation of Hansen and Werner (see

Nature of March 10, p. 322, and the above letter in

this issue) on the optical spectrum of hafnium and on
the spectrum ascribed by Urbain to celtium, new data
have been brought to light, and we should therefore

be glad to take the opportunity to complete our
arguments as regards the questions discussed by
Urbain.
To put the matter clearly we must go back to the

time preceding the announcement of the discovery of

celtium. As is well known, Marignac succeeded in

1878 in isolating from a mineral from Ytterby a

substance which was considered to be a new element
and called ytterbium. In 1905 Auer von Welsbach
[Wiener Anzeiger, x., 1905 ; see also Sitztiyigsberichte

115, July 1906, and Lieb. Ann. 351, p. 464, 1907)
announced the discovery that this substance was a

mixture of two elements, for which he later proposed
the names aldebaranium and cassiopeium. Detailed
information with regard to the spectra of these ele-

ments and their atomic weights was first published by
him in 1907 [Wiener Sitzungsberichte. 116, December
1907), shortly after a similar announcement had been
made by Urbain [Comptes rendus, 145, p. 759, 1907),
who was the first to publish lists of lines for the
separate spectra of the two new elements, and pro-

posed the names neo-ytterbium and lutetium. By
continued purification of his preparations, Urbain
observed in the following years a gradual change in

the spectrum and magnetic properties and announced
in 191 1 [Comptes rendus, 152, p. 141) the detection

of a further element, which was called celtium, for

which a separate list of spectral lines was published.

Through the work of Hansen and Werner referred

to above, it is clear, however, that the latter lines are

due not to a new element but to the element which
was called lutetium by Urbain and cassiopeium by
Auer von Welsbach, in the spectrum of preparations
of which the same lines were also observed b}- Eder
in 191 5. To this we may add that the same view is

supported in a striking way by investigations on the
magnetic properties of the various preparations.

The circumstance that the paramagnetism of Urbain's
preparations of 191 1 was three or four times smaller

than that of his former preparations need not be
explained as due to the presence of a new element, but
may be considered as a consequence of the gradual
concentration of the element cassiopeium or lutetium
in his preparations. Thus Stephan Meyer [Wiener
Sitzungsberichte, 117, p. 955, 1908) in his investiga-

tions of the magnetic properties of the rare earths had
already found in 1908 for the paramagnetism of a
cassiopeium preparation a value almost as sniall as

that measured in 191 1 by Urbain for the preparation
which was believed to contain the largest percentage
of celtium.

In view of the conclusion drawn by Hansen and
Werner as regards the optical spectrum, this circum-
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stance may be taken as a proof that the original
preparations of Urbain from 1907 [Comptes rendus,
145. P- 759) contained only a rather small fraction of
the element cassiopeium or lutetium and presumably
much less than the preparations of Auer von Welsbach
of the same time. In this connexion it is of interest
to mention that, according to the quantum theory of
atomic structure, the element of atomic number 71
must be assumed to be diamagnetic in its trivalent
chemical compounds. In fact the absence of para-
magnetism of such compounds is a necessary conse-
quence of the theoretical conclusion that in the triply
charged ions of the element 71 we first meet with a
completed electronic configuration of four cpiantum
orbits. (See N. Bohr, " Theory of Spectra and
Atomic Constitution," pp. 106, 114, Cambridge
University Press, 1922.) It was this conclusion which
led to the anticipation verified by our discovery of
hafnium, that the element 72 should not have proper-
ties analogous to the rare earths, but be a homologue
of zirconium.
As will appear from the above, the existence of an

element with the properties ascribed to celtium cannot
be maintained, and we think ourselves justified in
concluding that the important problem of the nature
of the element 72 may he considered as settled by the
discovery of hafnium and the investigation of its

properties. While thus the general conclusions of
Dauvillier and Urbain must be rejected, there remains
the question, of secondary importance, whether the
two extremely faint X-ray lines observed by Dauvillier
in Urbain's preparation, which was believed to con-
tain celtium, can have been due to a contamination
of this preparation by a trace of hafnium. In the
discussion of this point it must be emphasised, in the
first place, that Urbain, in the course of his purifica-

tion, made all possible precautions to remove elements
other than the rare earths from his preparations. In
fact, in his note in Comptes rendus, 191 1, quoted above,
M. Urbain states that " des impuretes de toutes
sortes, provenant soit des vases, soit des reactifs,

s'accumulerent necessairement dans des eaux meres
successives. J'ai fait differents traitements de ces
eaux meres par I'hydrogene sulfure. I'ammoniaque
et I'acide oxalique, de maniere a eliminer tout ce qui
dans cette substance n'appartenait pas au groupe des
terres rares. J'ai examine ensuite la terre purifi^e et

parfaitement blanche." Now our investigations of
the chemical properties of hafnium have shown that
this element, just like zirconium, can be separated
easih' from the rare earth elements by a treatment
with oxalic acid.

Only two lines of the element 72 were claimed to
have been detected by Dauvillier, and even in the case
of the most intense of these lines we meet with the
difficulty that it falls in the same place in the' spectrum
as the strongest zirconium line in the second order.

As an argument against ascribing this line to zircon-

ium, Urbain states that the optical spectrum of his

preparations did not show any zirconium line. An
investigation of Urbain's spectrum of the " celtium

"

preparation, however, does not show any line of the
hafnium spectrum (see Hansen and Werner, Nature,
March 10, 1923) either. If the possibility of the
presence of one of these elements in Urbain's prepara-
tion can be taken seriously into consideration, it

should be expected that zirconium would be present
in greater amount. In fact, zirconium was likely to
be more abundant in the original mineral than
hafnium, and a purification of rare earth preparations
from zirconium and not simultaneously from hafnium,
bv treating with oxalic acid or any other method
mentioned by Urbain, is scarcely imaginable in view
of the close similarity of the chemical properties of
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1 liese elements. As mentioned in our previous letters,

liowever, the two lines ascribed by Dauvillier to the
clement 72 were lying 4 X-units distant from our
llf-lines, which is distinctly more than the limit of
experimental error," whereas the lines of the elements
;o and 71 measured by Dauvillier (Compter reudiis,

\ol. 174, p. 1347, 1922) on the same plates closely
ai^ree with the measurements of the same elements
"litained by Coster {Phil. Mag., vol. 44, p. 546, 1922).
As the two lines according to Dauvillier were ex-
tremely faint, they may easily be explained to be of
'ome other origin.

It is of interest to note that, at various times,
Minouncements have been made as to the complexity

(if zirconium. In 1845 Svanberg claimed that in

decomposing zircons he discovered a new element
norium," with a lower atomic weight than zircon-

ium. His and Sjogren's (1853) statements were later
disproved by the work of several investigators in-

cluding Marignac. In 1864 Nylander reported the
existence of two earths in zirconia. Five years later,
liy a spectroscopic investigation of zirconium, Sorby
was led to announce the discovery of " jargonium "

and Church of " nigrium." Finally, in 1901 Hofmann
and Prandtl thought that they had found in euxenite
a new element related to zirconium. It is also
interesting to note that Mendeleeff, as we learn from
Sir T. E. Thorpe's letter in Nature of February 24,
p. 252 (March 17), suggested that the extraordinarily
discordant values for the atomic weight of titanium,
found by several chemists, might be due to the
presence of a homologous element of higher atomic
weight in their material. Whether these statements
in some cases may be explained by the presence of
hafnium in the minerals and preparations under
investigation, it is not easy to decide. The intricate
chemistry of zirconium, and the great chemical
similarity of hafnium with this element, would in fact
liave made any establishment of hafnium verv
difficult before the development of the powerful
method of X-ray analysis. D. Coster.

G. Hevesy.
Universitetets Institut for teoretisk Fysik,

Copenhagen, March 20.

Constitution of Black Maketu Sand.

The letter of Messrs. Smithells and Goucher in
Nature of March 24, p. 397, under the above title

calls for a short reply from me.
The authors do not state with what object their

experiments were made, but the results of these
differ so much from my own as to suggest that the
sand examined by them was from another part of
the deposit at Maketu, or possibly from an entirely
different source, such as that on the Taranaki Coast.

Is " Prof. Bohr's conclusion that no new element
is present " to be found in any paper published by
him ? If not, it would be interesting to know upon
what authority the authors quote it.

.\s my original communication on this subject was
Kide to the Chemical Society, I feel it my duty to
nd to the Society, in the first place, the residts of

my own further experiments and also those of the
examination of my preparations by Drs. Coster and
Hevesy. This I hope to be able to do in time for
publication in the Society's Journal for April.

Alexander Scott.
34 Upper Hamilton Terrace, London, N.W.8,

March 26.

1 D.-»uviUier's roeasuremcats cirried out since the annotincemcnt of our
i:-rovery, on other m:lterial which possibly cont-iined h.-ifnium, have already

1 him to give new val«e= for the same wave-lengths, which arc respectively
1 and 2'3 X-units larger (Nature, February 17, 1923)
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Tracks of a-Particles in Helium.

Ik a recent issue of Nature (January 27, p. 114),
Messrs. Kyan and Harkins have published some
photographs of the ionisation tracks of recoiling atoms
produced by collision of a-particles with air mole-
cules. We have been also engaged in photographing
the tracks of a-particles froin polonium in helium,
and have obtained some interesting photographs.
Besides the long range recoil helium atoms, we h^.ve
obtained a few photographs in which are shown the
ionisation tracks of all the constituent parts of a
helium atom, namely, of the nucleus and the two
boiuid electrons. They are shown in Fig. i (i and ii).

It will be noticed that both the electrons are ejected
on the same side of the a-particle track. One of
us (D. Hose, Zeil. f. Phys., 12, 207, 1922) has pre-
viously photographed the ionisation tracks of several
thousands of a-particles in hydrogen, and in no case
was a photograph obtained which showed simul-
taneously the ionisation tracks of the two constituents
of a hydrogen atom. This behaviour can well be
explained on the model of the normal helium atom
proposed by Lande and others, according to which
the two electrons move in orbits which are inclined
to one another. If an a-particle strikes the atom^at
the moment when both the electrons are near the
point where their orbits cross, then the probability
of their both being ejected in the same direction is

very great.
The photograph (Fig. i, iii, a) presents some special

points of interest. In it is shown (1) the track of the
a-particle before and after collision, (2) that of a
recoiling nucleus, (3) four small tracks which radiate
out from the circular patch and are due to the electrons
which are ejected from the atom under collision.

Tlie circular patch, which is absent in the photographs
of other recoiling atoms, resolves when seen under
high magnification into a number of lines radiating
from a centre. .\.n enlarged photograph which has
been slightly retouched is reproduced in (iii, b). It
will be noticed also that the path of the recoil atom
is very much curved in the beginning—a phenomenon
we have not observed before in the many tracks of the
recoil atoms which we have obtained in air, hydrogen,
and helium. Its length is 4 cm., and is larger than
any of the other recoiling atom tracks which we have
obtained in helium.

Judging from the number of the electrons which
ha\e been emitted we have here evidentlv the collision
of an a-particle with an atom more complex than
either hydrogen or helium ; we can suppose it to be
either nitrogen or oxygen ; such atoms can well be
expected to be present as impurities. But it is difficult
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to conceive how a recoiling atom of mass 14 or 16
can produce an ionisation track of 4 cm. length in a
mixture of heUum and water vapour, after sufiering

a collision with an a-particle from polonium. The
distance at which the collision took place was about
3 cm. from the source. Probably the phenomena
observed can best be explained on the assumption
that here we have the case of the breaking up of a
nitrogen nucleus by an a-particle with the expulsion
of a hydrogen nucleus, which produces the long
ionisation path. The cause of the large initial curva-
ture of the path remains to be explained. It is not
due to the superposition of a number of large-angled
single scatterings.

Further experiments are in progress.

D. M. BosE.
S. K. Ghosh.

University College of Science, Calcutta,
Februarv 21.

Porto Santo in Pleistocene Times.

The Geological Society of America has recentlv
published an extremel)' interesting review and
summary of the recent work and opinions of specialists

on the Pleistocene, by Dr. H. F. Osborn and Dr.
C. A. Reeds. The chronology' and changes of level

are fully discussed, and we are invited to consider the
evidence in favour of changes in sea-level depending
upon the amount of water withdrawn as ice. It is

improbable that the views of Deperet, in particular,
will be accepted as they stand : but it must be
admitted that the glacial periods produced some
world-wide changes of level, and the question how
great these were becomes an extremely interesting one.
The statement of these views is an invitation to

geologists all over the world to search their coasts
anew, and try to detect evidence of the postulated
phenomena. In the course of this search I believe
few places will better repay study than Porto Santo,
in the Madeira group. I have on more than one
occasion directed attention to the small I. de Cima,
separated from the main island by a narrow and
shallow channel (Boqueirao de Cima), yet possessing
a very distinct species of snail in great abundance,
found nowhere else. The postulated fall of the sea in

glacial times would, I think, certainly unite Cima with
the main island, yet the snail has not passed. That
the snail has evolved in post-glacial times seems
improbable. Between Cima and the main island
are some rocks, and on one of these (Sircada) Miss
Nancy Paterson collected for me some fossil snails,

OcMhephila obtecia and others. I thought at first that
we had evidence of a submerged island or neck of

land between Porto Santo and Cima, once supporting
a snail-fauna, but now washed by the waves. Further
investigation, however, convinced me that the Sircada
Rock was nothing more than a large piece of the
adjacent high cliff of the main island, which had
fallen into the sea, carrying the fossils with it.

Objection may be made that in postulating long
constancy of level for the islets Cima and Baixo
I do not take into account denudation, which would
have worn them down had they not risen (or the sea
fallen). These islets are essentially flat on the top,
and wear away extremely slowly above, but rapidly
along the sides, so that w^e have what may be called
lateral denudation. This can be seen going on at the
present time.

Continuing the investigation, we naturally ask for
marine pleistocene beds. These are to be found at
the Campo do Baixo, west of the Villa Baleira on the
main island. A wide well has been dug at this place,
and it is possible to go down and explore it fully. At
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a depth of about 30 feet is a layer of marine pleistocene
rock, full of shells firmly cemented together. This
rests on dense, dark, volcanic rock, but there is no
evidence of volcanic activity in the material above.
Far above the marine bed, near the surface, is dense
sandy rock containing snail shells, Plebecula bow-
ditchiana (Fer.), OcMhephila t^ctiformis (Sby.), etc.

P. bowditchiana is an extinct species, but it is not
certain that it lived so much later than the marine
beds, for it might have been carried in shifting sand,
though it is a heavy shell to travel in that manner.
Another species of snail, OcMhephila coronata (Desh.),
was found in the marine layer itself. A fine slab of
the marine deposit, carrying many shells, has been
presented to the British Museum. I broke up a
quantity of the material, and submitted a series of
the shells to Mr. J. R. le B. Tomlin, who has very
kindly determined them as follows : Erato prayen-
sis Rochebrune, Mitra fusca Swainson, Cerithium
vitlgatum Brug., Bitlium latreillei Payr. (abundant),
Alectrion incrassata Miill., Trivia ptdex Sol., Rissoa
costulata Aid., Alvania testa At. and Magg., A.
punctura Mont.(?), Mangilia striolata Sc, Natica
sp. (? nmcilenta Phil., or perhaps sanctce-helena Smith),
Anadema calatum A. Ad. (?), Calliostoma exasperatum
Penn., Cardium papillosum Poll, C. tuberculatum L.,

Ervilia castanea Mont., Macrocallista chione L. To
these I may add the common Columbella rustica L..

which was not submitted to Mr. Tomlin. A peculiar
Naticoid and some others were not determined.

This is a modem fauna, many of the species still

abundant in the sea near by. The place is not far
from the sea, a short distance behind the line of sand
hills, which are planted with tamarisk. The level of
the deposit is little if at all below that of the shore,
and we are not obliged to postulate anything more
than a deeper bay, now largely filled up with sand.

This brief discussion merely opens up the subject,
and it is to be hoped that some student will pursue
the matter further, combining a charming holiday
with profitable research. T. D. A. Cockerzll.

University of Colorado.
Boulder,

Februarv 21.

The Hertnit-Crab and the Anemone.

In Nature of December 2 and 30, 1922, vol. no
(PP- 735 aid 877), there are two verj' interesting
letters from Dr. J. H. Orton on the relationship
between these animals and the advantages of the
partnership. Many years ag# (September 1901) I

took the opportunity, after a short visit to Millport,
to watch the habits of the species Eupagnrus prideattxii

and Adamsia palliata, which seem always to live

together, the association presumablj' being needful
for their mutual welfare. Possibly my observations
of these may be helpful in understanding the ways of
other Paguridae.
On the occasion referred to, I brought with me

to Sheffield a specimen of the hermit-crab and
Adamsia living together. To ensure their being
undisturbed during my experiments, they were
settled by themselves in a small aquarium and
regularl)' fed with oysters and cockles. I thuS
managed to keep them alive and healthy for nearly
six weeks. The Adamsia, as is usual, had attached
itself head downwards on the underside of the shell

occupied by the hermit-crab, and the two sides of its

base had grown upwards and round the shell, so as to
meet in the centre above the back of the crab, forming
a tube or sack for its accommodation, the crab having
far outgrown the small Natica-shell, which, later, was
found at the bottom of the sack.
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Matters had thus been arranged between the two i

animals so that, as is well known, the head of Adamsia
luing downwards and its tentacles, brushlike, were
carried over the surface of the sand when the hermit-
crab travelled from place to place. The first two
pairs of the long, slender walking legs of the hermit-
crab were directed backwards in a manner which
suggested protection of the anemone, but this appear-
ance was misleading, as it was soon found that their

function, in addition to that of locomotion, was to
steal the food collected by the anemone. This was
efllected most cleverly by an underneath upwards
sweep of the leg, the terminal portion of which pa.ssed

through the tentacles of the anemone and carried any
food found therein swiftly to the mouth of the hermit-
rab. It is interesting to note that these limbs seem
pecially adapted to this purpose. The part men-
tioned (the dactyl) in this species (£. prideauxii) is

long and very slender, and its inner or concave side
is beset with a row of many long fine hairs projecting
inwards like the bristles of a brush, thus forming a
very effective instrument for sweeping out the mouth
of the Adamsia. At times, also, the claws were
doubled under the hermit-crab's body and seized the
food which had been secured by "the anemone. At
first food was supplied for the joint use of the animals.
Later on 1 experimented and tried to feed the anemone
alone, but in this I never succeeded, as although the
hermit-crab could not see the food, it was so instantly
detected and swiftly swept away, as described, that
one wondered how the anemone ever got sufficient

for its own needs. Whether some sensory hairs on
the dactylopodite had anything to do with detection
1 cannot say.

My observations seem to show that, though both
animals benefit, the advantages of the partnership in

this particular case are very largely on the side of the
hermit-crab, which, in addition to being supplied
with food, may possibly derive some benefit from the
.Vdamsia's power when irritated, of firing a broadside
of stinging threads through the numerous portholes
in its sides. So far as I can see at present, the only
profit to the Adamsia is that of being carried from
place to place, and thus afforded a better chance of
securing food, for which, as has often been pointed
'ut, the downward direction of the mouth and
'•ntacles is most favourable. The anemone may, of
nurse, derive other advantages which are less obvious,

I lid the parallel case (to which Dr. Orton has directed
attention) of the little tropical crab, Mctia tessellala,

which carries in each claw a living sea anemone and
uses it as a weapon and also (like Adamsia) as a
collector of food, suggests the possibility.

On the face of it, Adamsia and the little anemones
lirst mentioned .seem to be the willing slaves of the
hermit-crabs, for P. H. Gosse's observation, in 1859,
'f how E. prideauxii with its claws transferred the
.\damsia from its old shell to a new one (" A Year at
tlie Shore," pp. 241-247), which was later confirmed
by Col. Stuart Wortley {Ann. and Mag. \al. Hi$t.,

1863, p. 388), seems to show that the hermit-crab is

the keenly interested active agent in arranging matters
so advantageously for itself. With the common
hermit-crab (E. bernhardus) and Sagartia parasitica,
however, matters are reversed. Here the anemone
vidently takes the initiative, and except perhaps by
the camouflage, etc., which is afforded by its riding
on the whelk-shell occupied by the hermit-crab, the
latter appears to derive no benefit. The position
u.ssumed by the anemone is unfavourable to the
hermit-crab's sharing in its captures ; moreover, the
walking legs of the hermit-crab are not adapted to
securing a portion, the concave side of the dactyl of
E. bernhardus being smooth and practically free from
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hairs, whilst the limb is otherwise unsuitable for the
purpose. It seems as though S. paralitica has taken
a hint from Adamsia and improved upon it.

Arnold T. Watson.
Southwold, Tapton Crescent Koad,

Sheffield, March 15.

Paradoxical Rainfall Data.

Prof. Mc.A.die, in Nature of March 17, p. 362,
directs attention to the apparently paradoxical fact
that the wettest month observed in 37 years at
Blue Hill observatory fell in June, the month with
the lowest rainfall average, whereas the driest month
fell in March, the month with the highest average.
The coincidence is a curious one, but less improbable
than might at first sight appear, since the monthly
rainfall is at many stations extremely variable.
Some idea of its extreme variability may be gathered
from the following table, showing the distribution in
half-inch intervals of the rainfall at Rothamsted for
70 years from March 1853 to February 1923.
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Rothamsted and Agricultural Science.^

By Sir John Russell, F.R.S.

THE Rothamsted Experimental Station has just

passed its eightieth year, having been founded

in 1843. Its study has alwaj's been the growth of

crops, with periodical excursions into problems of

utilisation ; the method of experiment has always

'

been essentially statistical in that the field experiments

were repeated year after year without modification,

with the result that a unique mass of data has now
accumulated which is proving of the greatest value

for statistical investigation.

The work at Rothamsted falls into two great periods :

the first, when Lawes and Gilbert were actively explor-

ing the possibilities opened up by the knowledge of

plant nutrition gained by the early nineteenth-century

workers ; and the more recent period, when close

study of the soil has revealed certain factors of high

scientific interest, and, one is constrained to believe,

ultimately of great practical importance.

The great problem which Lawes and Gilbert set out

to solve was to account for the fertilising value of

farmyard manure. The fact was well known, but

there was no satisfactory explanation. Lawes and

Gilbert proceeded by a method that still—after eighty

years—remains our best. It was known that farm-

yard manure contained three groups of components :

organic matter ; nitrogen compounds ; and ash con-

stituents—potassium, calcium and magnesium salts,

phosphates, silicates, etc. They therefore arranged

vegetation tests with these various groups. The old

idea was that the fertilising value lay in the organic

matter, but Liebig, in 1840, had argued brilliantly

against this view, and suggested instead that the ash

constituents, especially the potassium, calcium and

magnesium salts, were the effective agents. Lawes

and Gilbert were prepared to recognise the necessity

for these mineral salts, but insisted that the nitrogen

compounds were equally required. To put the matter

to a test, they laid out four plots of ground, receiving

re .pectively no manure, farmyard manure, ashes of

an equal amount of farmyard manure, and these

ashes plus a nitrogen compound (ammonium sulphate).

The results were as follows :

Produce of Wheat per Acre, Broadbalk
Field, Rothamsted, 1844.

Grain. Straw,
(bush.) (cwts.)

No manure . . . .16 1120
Farmyard manure (14 tons per

acre) . . . .22 1476
Ashes of 14 tons of farmyard

manure . . . i5 1104
Ash constituents + nitrogen
compounds and ammonium
sulphate, up to . . . 26J 1772

They concluded that farmyard manure owes its value,

not to the organic matter as was for long supposed,

nor to the ash constituents as Liebig had suggested,

but to the ash constituents plus nitrogen compounds.

Now this discovery was of the greatest importance

in plant physiology, but Lawes and Gilbert did not

follow it up in that direction. Instead they applied

* Discourse delivered at the Royal Institution on Friday, February 9.
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it at once to an important agricultural problem then

ripe for solution. There was then (as nearly always

now) a shortage of farmyard manure on farms, and
agriculturists had for generations sought for sub-

stitutes, but with little success. Lawes and Gilbert

saw that the mi.xture of ash constituents and nitrogen

compounds would form an effective substitute, and
further, that it could be obtained in very large quanti-

ties, and of course independently of farmyard manure.
Geologists had discovered vast deposits of calcium

phosphate, which chemists had shown how to render

soluble. Engineers were developing the manufacture

of coal gas and producing large quantities of ammonium
sulphate, while potassium compounds could be ob-

tained without difficulty from wood ashes. Lawes and
Gilbert therefore proceeded to make mi.xtures of these

substances which they advised farmers to use.

Few experiments^have proved so fruitful in stimulat-

ing scientific inquin,-—it is still opening up new fields

at Rothamsted—and in ministering to human needs,

as this simple field trial carried out eighty years ago

on the Broadbalk field at Rothamsted. At first

farmers looked with some misgiving upon this new
kind of manure (which was called " artificial manure "

to distinguish it from farmyard manure, then

known as " natural manure ") ; it seemed incredible

that a harmless - looking powder without smell or

taste could act as potently as the old - time richly

odorous farmyard manure. But they soon came to

recognise its value, and before long they were using

many thousands of tons a year. It is safe to say

that the remarkable development of British agriculture

which took place between 1843, when Rothamsted
began, and 1870, would have been impossible with-

out artificial fertilisers. During that period British

farmers kept pace with the growing needs of the popu-
lation ; indeed they did more, for they helped to

change the " hungry 'forties " into the more plentiful

'seventies. The use of artificial fertilisers is now
developed throughout the civilised world and the

industry has attained enormous dimensions.

This was the greatest achievement of Lawes and
Gilbert. They did many other things for the farmers

of their day, but this alone leaves us owing them a

great debt of gratitude.

As the use of artificial fertilisers spread there arose,

as one might expect, many problems of great scientific

interest or technical importance. Thus it soon

appeared that weather conditions profoundly aflfected

the response of crops to artificial fertilisers. The same
fertiliser mixture which in one season gave results

fully equal to, or even surpassing those of farmyard
manure, would, on the same farm and even in the

I. same field, prove a failure in another season. This

is well shown in the fluctuations in yield on the Broad-
balk wheat field at Rothamsted.

The effect of soil is also sharply marked. On our
heavy soil at Rothamsted the best results are usually

obtained by a fairly liberal use of phosphates, but

there is less necessity for large dressings of potash.

But on the much lighter soil of Woburn potash

is considerably more important, while phosphates
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are less needed, and, indeed, beyond a certain

quantity appear to do actual harm. It is obvious,

therefore, that a complete manure drawn up on the

basis of the Kothamsted experiments would fail in

practice to give the best results on a lighter soil. As
an instance the following may be quoted, this being

one of a general scheme of experiments organised

from Rothamsted :

Barley : Light S.^ndy Soil in Suffolk, 1922.

Bush, per acre.

Complete artificial manure . . 21-5

Incomplete manure : phosphate
omitted ..... 275

No manure .... 160

In this instance the omission of phosphates has raised

the yield by 6 bushels per acre. As against this, an
array of instances might be brought from clay farms

where a phosphate is the one and only thing that

causes crop increases. Any one who had to deal with

m'ti Itt^ '*i^ '»»' fl^i ifii f^l il^ ^^f '1» •<'! '^'f

KiG. T.—Yields of wheal from Broadhalk plots manvircd with complete
artificial manures, and farmyard manure, respectively, compared
with the average yield for the whule couitry.

farmers' problems could multiply apparent contra-

dictions and inconsistencies of this kind. When one
')llects, as we have done at Rothamsted, the results

1 field trials with artificial manures made in different

: arts of the country they seem at first to be simply
i tangled mass of unrelated facts.

Now it is the business of the man of science to sort

I'ut a tangle of this kind, to reduce it to order, to find

the general principles running through it, and finally

to prove the correctness of his conclusions by being

able to predict with certainty what will happen in

ji\en conditions. The recognised method of pro-

. dure is to discover the various factors at work and
investigate them one at a time. This is being done
at Rothamsted in two ways : by field observations,

iiid by quantitative laboratory measurements. Ob-
servations in the field show that each of the fertilis-

ing substances — phosphates, potassium compounds,
nitrogen compounds, etc.—in addition to its general

fleet in increasing plant growth, produces certain

>pecific effects which mav be of advantage, or may
be a disadvantage to the plant in the particular con-

ditions in which it happens to be growing. Thus,
pliosphates have a special influence in hastening the

ripening processes, which no doubt accounts for the

.Suffolk results just quoted. In the dry conditions

<if a sandy soil, ripening is already too early, and any
reduction in an already short growing season cuts
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down the yield ; in cold, wet districts, however, this

property is very valuable.

In the early stages of the plant's life phosphates

stimulate root development to a marked degree ; this

is well shown in their effect on swedes. Nitrogen

compounds tend to increase leaf development and

give greater vigour of growth, but beyond a certain

.
point the advantage is counteracted by a loss of

resisting power, and the plants may fall victims to

attacks of disease. Crops—especially cereals—may
be unable to stand up against the weather and may
become " lodged." Indeed, the proper adjustment of

plant nutrients affords plant pathologists one metliod

of dealing w ith plant diseases.

Qualitative observations of this kind, while of high

value, are not entirely sufficient : it is necessary to

have quantitative measurements of as high an order

of accuracy as possible. At Rothamsted this is done

by means of water cultures and pot experiments
;

all the factors are controlled as closely as possible

and the results are plotted on curves which can be

studied in detail. This method was developed ex-

tensively by Hcllriegel and is now in common use in

agricultural laboratories.

The method naturally invites mathematical treat-

ment, and attempts have been made, notably by

Mitscherlich, to express the curve by equations.

There is a seductive look about a mathematical formula

which rarely fails to appeal to the biologist, but as

a rule the number of experimental points obtained is

much too small to justify mathematical treatment,

and it is not surprising that investigators fail to agree.

Ten vears ago the fashion was for logarithmic curves ;

now it is for sigmoid curves, which are probably

nearer the truth, though not yet a complete expression.

This method of studying single factors is pushed

to a high degree of refinement in plant physiology

laboratories, such as that of the Imperial College

under Prof. Blackman, or that under his brother at

Cambridge, and there can be little doubt tliat the

effect of individual factors on the plant will ultimately

be well known. All this work is giving valuable

information as to causes and principles.

These curves show the relationship between yield

and plant food supply at one particular temperature

which remains constant, and one particular water

supply which also remains constant. But a completely

different set of figures would be obtained if tiie tempera-

ture were different or if the water supply were altered.

Supposing one wished to take account of the effect of

water supplv as well as food, one would draw a series

of curves, wliich would properly be expressed as a

surface, and this has been done by one of the Rotham-

sted workers—Mr. J. A. Prescott—to show the effect

of nitrate supply and spacing on the yield of maize

in Eg>pt. The experiments had the advantage that

the climatic conditions are less fickle there than here.

It would be of the greatest interest to obtain such

surfaces for other pairs of factors.

If an attempt were made to study factors three at

a lime, it would l)e necessary to prepare a series of

surfaces and to embody tliem in a figure in four dimen-

sions, which is certainly beyond the capacity of the

ordinarv agricultural investigator. But in agricultural

field work the factors do not vary one at the time, or
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even two or three at the time ; there may be half-a-

dozen variables. This, of course, enormously com-

plicates any attempt to apply to field conditions the

results obtained by these single factor physiological

experiments. It is possible that when the physio-

logists have completely elucidated all the single factors,

some one will be able to synthesise the material and

build it into some great conception or expression that

will contain all, and thus account for the field results.

But history shows that the genius capable of effecting

a synthesis of this sort is very rare and might have

to be awaited long.

We have therefore adopted another method at

Rothamsted, which is being worked alongside of the

single factor method. Statisticians have, during recent

years, been evolving methods for dealing with cases

where several factors vary simultaneously. These

methods have been applied by Mr. R. A. Fisher to the

Rothamsted field data, and he has been able to trace

.Slow Changes
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something or contains something which artificial

manures do not. This difference we are now engaged
in exploring.

The same method of procedure is used as in study-

ing the effects of artificial fertilisers. A full scientific

investigation into the causes is carried out, but simul-

uineously an attempt is made to find some working
solution of the farmers' problems. The shortage of

farmyard manure is still as acute as ever, and to keep
more animals with the view of making more is un-

economic. At Rothamsted we have attempted to

produce farmyard manure from straw artificially and
without animals. This has been done by Mr. E. H.
Richards and Dr. Hutchison by simulating the essen-

tials of the natural process, namely, watering straw

with a salt of ammonia (actually ammonium sulphate,

but calcium carbonate is mixed with the straw), and
leaving the heap so that the air can get in and the

organisms can do their work. The product is not

yet equal to the natural substance, but it is steadily

being improved, and the very serious difficulties are

gradually disappearing in Mr. Richards's competent
liands. Five years ago a few ounces only of this

artificial farmyard manure had been prepared ; last

year several thousand tons were made on various

farms in different parts of the country, and the news
is spreading. The serious problem of developing the

work from the laboratory to the farm scale has been
possible through the generous and public-spirited

action of Lord Elveden. There seems here the possi-

bility of aid to the farmer and of the development of

an important new industry.

Meanwhile a full scientific investigation is being

carried on to discover wherein farmyard manure differs

from artificials. One important difference is already

known and is being investigated by Dr. Keen. Farm-
yard manure opens out the soil particles leaving bigger

pore spaces ; it allows of the retention of more moisture

and the better circulation of air. All these effects are

beneficial.

There is also another difference. Farmyard manure
and also plant residues (which are substantially the

same thing) decompose in the soil, giving rise to many
substances of different types. The plant foods are

among the end products : indeed, in natural condi-

tions, and, to a large extent, in farms and gardens
also, it is in this way that plants obtain their food.

In using artificial manures we supply these end pro-

»
ducts at once instead of waiting for them to be liberated

gradually by the natural decomposition. Further,
we do not by any means know the whole of the pro-

cesses whereby plant food is made. But there are

certain intermediate products, and it is quite possible

tliat some of these may have a special effect on the

growing plant. Curious stimulating effects are pro-

duced by substances formed when soil is steamed,
or when oxidation is accelerated by addition of char-

coal, and we have obtained the same results with small
quantities of picric acid ; such bodies might well be
formed as intermediates in the decomposition of farm-
yard manure. The whole effect suggests an action

like that of the vitamins of plant physiologists or the

auximones of the late Prof. IJottomley. The chemical
department at Rothamsted, under .Mr. Page, is follow-

ing out the process, and the liotanical department,
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under Dr. Winifred Brenchley, will test any inter-

mediate products which may be obtained.

.\ further important factor, which probably governs

the whole situation, is that a great part of the process

of decomposition and plant food production appears

to be brought about by living organisms in the soil.

Simultaneously, therefore, with the chemical and
botanical investigations, the various biological depart-

ments are busily engaged in studying the organisms

that are doing the work.

It is a wonderful story that is being revealed. The
soil is shown to be the abode of a vast population of

living organisms of the most varied kind. Some of

them are remarkably small ; among them one which

brings about the last stage in the formation of nitrates

—an organism which Rothamsted just missed forty

years ago : another, also just missed at Rothamsted,

which has the remarkable property of fixing nitrogen

in the nodule of the clover plant. Others are larger

and more easily picked out, but their e-xact place in

the soil economy is not easy to determine : probably

they are concerned in the preliminary stages of the

decomposition.

It is impossible to peer into the soil with a micro-

scope, so that indirect methods of exploration have

to be used. At Rothamsted the organisms are counted

and the work they do is estimated by some chemical

process : virtually we take a census of population and

production in the soil. Like other census methods,

it is comparative only : a single census is not much
use ; it is not until several have been taken that one

can find how the numbers and activities of the popula-

tion are being affected by various conditions. The
census is therefore repeated periodically and the

results plotted on curves from which it is possible

to deduce the effect of various factors on the particular

organisms counted.

These curves brought out the remarkable result

that partial sterilisation increased bacterial activity,

and investigation showed that the normal virgin soil

must contain other organisms besides bacteria—organ-

isms, moreover, which .were detrimental to bacteria

and tended to keep their numl)ers down. A search

for such organisms showed that protozoa were present :

manv forms have since been found in the soil, some

of which are known to feed on bacteria. Mr. Cutler

has discovered how to count them, and with the co-

operation of willing workers has succeeded in carrying

out perhaps the most remarkable census yet made
of the liacterial and protozoan population of a natural

field soil. Before the census began many months

were spent in perfecting the methods and technique,

and in making preliminary studies of the soil. The
details were carefully arranged with the statistical

department, and it was decided to take the census

many times at short intervals. Time to a bacillus

or a protozoan is a different thing from what it is to

us, and instead of taking the census every ten years,

or even every ten days, it was taken daily, and at the

same hour every day. Many repetitions were needed

so that the statistician might feel safe in drawing

(inclusions from the data. The census wa.s therefore

made every day for 365 consecutive days, and no less

than seventeen different organisms were enumerated.

A team of five workers kept the investigation going
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without intermission—Sundaj's, Bank Holidays, and
Christmas Day—for a whole year. A mass of data
was obtained of high statistical value which is proving

of the greatest importance in the study of the soil

population. One of the most interesting results was
the proof that the soil population is not steady in

number as had always been assumed, but is in a violent

state of flux. Every organism observed—protozoon
or bacterium—showed great daily variations, which
seemed to be independent of external conditions. At
least one showed a two-day periodicity. The fluctua-

tions of the amoebae were of special interest as they were
exactly the reverse of the bacterial fluctuations. Close

examination of the curves leaves no doubt that the

fluctuations of the amoebae cause the fluctuations of

the bacteria, high numbers of amoebae causing low
numbers of bacteria, and low numbers of amoebae
allowing bacterial numbers to rise : but why the

amoebae fluctuate remains a mystery.

In the case of bacteria it has been possible to make
even closer observations. A census organised by
Messrs. Thornton and Page has been taken each two
hours for several days and nights ; but again the same
wonderful fluctuations are seen. As might be ex-

pected, the amount of work, as measured by the nitrate

present, alters from hour to hour. But the curve was
not quite what was expected : the increases in amount
of nitrate could be understood as representing the

work done by bacteria, but the decreases were more
difficult to explain. There was no rain to wash it

out and there were no plants to take it up
;

yet the

nitrate tends to disappear. The results suggest that

some organism is absorbing it. Algae and fungi could

both do this, and both are found in the soil : Dr. Muriel

Bristol and Dr. Brierley are closely studying them.
Perhaps even more remarkable than the daily

changes are the great seasonal changes. It appears

that the whole soil population is depressed in winter

and in summer, and is uplifted in spring and autumn.
How this comes about we do not know. The pheno-
menon does not seem to be confined to the soil ; the

algae in a pond and the plankton in the sea, like the

organisms in the soil, all seem to feel the joy of spring ;

it is as if Virgil had got hold of some great truth in

natural science, which we have not yet been able to

express in cold scientific terms, when he says that in

spring " Aether, the Almighty Father of Nature,

descends upon the earth, and blending his mighty frame

with hers, gives life to all the embryos within."

("Georgics," Bk. II. 11, 324-327).

The number of organisms in one single gram of soil

—

no more than a teaspoonful—often well exceeds 40
millions. This looks big, but it is difficult to form an
idea of its immensity. If each unit in the whole array

could be magnified up to the size of a man and the whole

caused to march past in single file, they would go in a

steady stream, every hour of the day and night for a

year, a month and a day, before they had ail passed.

We must think then of the apparently lifeless soil which
we tread beneath our feet as really throbbing with life,

changing daily and hourly in obedience to some great

laws which we have not yet discovered
;
pulsating with

birth, death, decay, and new birth. And if the wonder
were not sufficient, we know that in some way these

lowly organisms are preparing the food for our crops

—

the crops on which we ourselves feed. It is possible

—

it is even probable—that our attempts to learn some-
thing of this wonderful population may lead to some
degree of control which would have valuable economic

results. But even if this never happened the work
would still be justified because it shows to the country-

man something of the abounding interest of his daily

task and of the infinite wonder of the soil on which he

spends his life.

The Present and Future of Marine Engineering.

THOUGH shipping and shipbuilding are passing

through a period of severe depression it is

generally considered that more prosperous times are

in sight. The War, as is well known, occasioned

tremendous losses to the shipping of the world—we
ourselves lost over seven million tons—but this has
been more than made up, and the latest edition of

Lloyd's Register Book shows that there are afloat

to-day, exclusive of sailing vessels and vessels under
100 tons, some 29,000 steam and motor ships of a total

tonnage of 61,000,000 tons. This is an increase of

some 14,000,000 tons on the figures for 1914, but
while in that year the United Kingdom owned nearly

44.1 per cent of the world's sea-going steam tonnage
our present proportion is just over -^-^l per cent. In

spite of this, we are still the greatest users of ships

and the greatest builders of ships, though to-day
shipping returns are only too eloquent of ships laid up,

berths empty, shops closed, and machinery idle.

While this is the case, the competition for such
orders as are to be obtained has forced all designers
to study more closely than ever the economics of

shipbuilding and marine engineering, and a vast
amount of investigation and research is being carried
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out. Especially noteworthy are the inquiries being

made into the respective advantages of the steam

engine, the steam turbine, and the oil engine. As a

result of this, the shipowner is to-day offered a be-

wildering variety of machinery of various types, all

of which have their respective merits. A quarter of

a century ago marine machinery was more or less

standardised. Practically every ship built then was
fitted with cylindrical boilers burning coal, and triple

expansion engines. Of the 61,000,000 tons of shipping

referred to above, 51,000,000 tons are still driven by

such engines. Remarkably successful as it has been,

the reciprocating steam engine, however, has long been

superseded in naval vessels and fast liners by the

steam turbine, and now its very existence is threatened,

on one hand by the turbine combined with mechani-

cal, hydraulic, or electric transmission gear, and on the

other hand by numerous forms of the Diesel internal

combustion engine.

The present position of the marine steam turbine is

scarcely less critical than that of the triple expansion

engine. It is twenty-one years since the marine

steam turbine was used commercially, and it is esti-

mated that turbines of more than 50,000,000 horse-
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power have been fitted in ships. There are many types,

such as those of Parsons, Curtis, Rateau, De Laval,

Zoelly, and others, but it was the Parsons turbine

which led the way. Originally the turbine was con-

nected directly to the propeller shaft. To be economi-

cal, however, the turbine should run fast and the

propeller slow. To achieve this object. Sir Charles

Parsons introduced helical tooth gearing, the turbine

shaft having a small pinion whicii geared into a large

wheel in the propeller shaft. Such single reduction

gearing was successfully tried in the s.s. Vespasian in

1909. Since then double reduction gearing, con-

sisting of a train of four wheels, has been largely used.

In this arrangement the pinion in the turbine shaft

drives a wheel on an intermediate shaft, and a pinion

in the second shaft drives the wheel in the propeller

shaft. By this means it is possible to run the turbine

at three or four thousand revolutions per minute while

maintaining a suitable propeller speed. One of the

finest examples of such gearing is found in the latest

liner of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, the

Empress of Canada. Completed last summer, this

vessel is the largest passenger ship running in the

Pacific. Of 21,520 tons, she is driven by twin sets of

lirown Curtis turbines, each set having H.P., ist I. P.,

2nd I. P., and L.P. turbines, which drive the propeller

through double reduction gearing. The main gear

wheel on the propeller shaft alone weighs 65 tons,

while one complete set of gearing weighs about
-'00 tons. Additional interest attaches to this in-

lallation, due to the application of the principle of the

nodal drive devised by Dr. J. H. Smith, of Belfast, in

order to avoid trouble due to torsional oscillations of

tlie various shafts.

But while mechanical gearing of this kind has been

used extensively, there have unfortunately been

serious failures which have given rise to more than a

little doubt as to the trustworthiness of such gearing.

The elucidation of the causes of the failures is among
the most pressing problems facing the marine engineer.

References to this were made in the recent presidential

addresses of Engr. Vice-Admiral Sir George Goodwin,
I )r. W. H. ^faw, and of Prof. T. B. Abell to the Institute

iif Marine Engineers, the Institution of Civil Engineers,

iid the Liverpool Engineering Society respectively,

nd the urgent need for further research was pointed

ut. Failures occur from the wearing or the breaking

I the teeth. In some instances where wear has taken
place the trouble has not been serious, and with further

use the condition of the gearing has improved. When
fracture takes place the i)roken pieces sometimes fall

clear of the wheels, and the damage is slight. If,

however, the broken teeth are caught in tiie wheels

distortion and crushing takes place immediately, and
the gear wheels are rendered useless. The causes of

failure have been variously assigned to inaccurate

cutting of the teeth, want of alignment of the shafts,

improper design, unsuitable or faulty material, and
the occurrence of excessive torsional vibrations in the

shafting and gearing. This latter subject has been dealt

with recently in a valuable paper by Messrs. A. T. Thome
and J. ("alderwood, read before the Xorth-East Coast

Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders.

Recent improvements in steamships, whether driven

by turbines or reciprocating engines, have been largely
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concerned with the stokehold. Though cylindrical

boilers still remain the rule, water-tube boilers are

being fitted in increasing numbers, and in such vessels

as fast torpedo craft and cross Channel steamers the

combination of the water-tube boiler with the geared

turbine is likely to hold its own for a long time. The
water-tube boiler leads to a reduction in weight, it

can be forced at a high rate of combustion, and it is

admirably adapted for use with oil fuel. Naval

vessels have used water-tube boilers exclusively for

many years, but it is only recently the mercantile

marine have taken kindly to them. The most notable

example of the use of water-tube boilers in a merchant

ship is found in the White Star liner, the Majestic, the

ex-German ship Bismarck, which it is anticipated will

run the Mauretania very close for the blue ribbon of

the Atlantic. The world's greatest ship, the Majestic,

is 912 feet long, and displaces, when fully loaded,

64,000 tons. The turbines, originally designed for

66,000 S. II. P., are supplied with steam from 48 water-

tube boilers of the Yarrow-Normand type. These

have a total heating surface of 220,000 sq, ft., or some

40,000 sq. ft. more tlian the boilers of H.M.S. Hood.

Like most of the .\tlantic liners the Majestic is now
fitted for burning oil fuel. Some 15,000,000 tons of

ships burn oil instead of coal to-day, and provided

supplies of oil prove sufficient, the time is not far distant

when the coal-burning ship will be obsolete. When
used under boilers three-quarters of a pound of oil will

do the work of a pound of coal. Then, too, the use of

oil-fuel leads to a great reduction in the stokehold

staff, and from the shipowners' point of view it has

the advantage of making it possible to reduce the

time of a ship in port. The Olympic, for example, can

fill her oil-tanks in six hours ; coaling used to take

4 J days.

It is not, however, with the reciprocating engine or

with the steam turbine that the future of marine

engineering appears mainly to lie, but with the Diesel

internal combustion engine, Diesel brought out his

engine so long ago as 1893. Its success ashore has

been remarkable. For driving ships it has had to

serve a long probation. The Atlantic was first crossed

by a Diesel-driven ship in 1910. Since then its pro-

gress has been more rapid, and practically all marine

engine builders have taken up the construction of

Diesel engines of one form or another. The motor

ship has undoubtedly come to stay, and the placing of

an order by the Union Steamship Company of New
Zealand with the Fairfield Company for a motor

driven vessel of 20,000 tons with a speed of 18 knots

marks an important epoch in its history. This notable

vessel will be 600 ft. long, and will be driven by four

sets of Sulzer two-cycle Diesel engines of an aggregate

power of 13,000 H.P. This is twice the power of any

motor vessel running at present. Such a step is

evidence of the degree of trustworthiness and success

achieved by the motor ship.

The credit of building the first motor passenger liner

belongs to the Elder Dempster Line, which commissioned

the Aba for its West African trade last year, and

has now placed the Adda on the same run. Other

companies are following the lead thus given, and while

in 1914 there were only 297 motor ships afloat there are

now 1620, with an aggregate tonnage of more than one
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and a half inillion tons. Shipowners have the choice

of a dozen types of Diesel engines, such as the Bur-

meister and Wain, the Werkspoor, the Sulzer, the Beard-

more, the Cammellaird-Fullagar, and the Doxford,

some being of the four-cycle and some of the two-cycle

type. These engines differ in many respects, but all

have the same characteristic in being more economical

than the steam engine. Mention may also be made of

the e.xperiment being carried out with the Still engine, in

which the top of the piston is acted upon by the pressure

of the burning gases, while the underside is acted upon
by the pressure of steam raised in a small boiler heated

by the exhaust gases.

In addition to the advocates of the steam turbine

and the Diesel engine there is yet another school of

engineers which believes the future of marine propulsion

lies with what is known as the electric drive. This

system has been developed far more in America than

on this side of the Atlantic, and all recent capital

ships for the United States Navy have electric trans-

mission. In these vessels oil-fired boilers supply

steam to Curtis turbines driving electric generators

which supply current to the motors on the propeller

shafts. The general adoption of such a system, it

was pointed out by Prof. Abell, may lead to remarkable

alterations in the plans of ships, as the engine-rooms

can be placed between decks or otherwise as thought

most suitable. A turbine-electric plant involves the

use of boilers, turbines, condensers, generators, and

motors, but an alternative is to replace the boilers,

turbines, and condensers by Diesel engines. The
various proposals have been reviewed in his book on
" Electric Ship Propulsion " by Commander S. M.
Robinson, of the United States Navy. He there

di\ides both naval and mercantile vessels into classes,

and states which type of machinery he considers most

suitable. For the cargo tramp he would have Diesel

engine and electric drive, for other merchant vessels

and for large war vessels steam turbines and electric

drive, while for destroyers and light cruisers he would
retain geared turbine.

From the foregoing it will be seen that the whole

practice of marine engineering is, as it were, in the

melting-pot, and what the standard form of marine

propulsion will be in the future is difficult to see.

Given trustworthiness, it is economy which has the

deciding influence ; economy in weight, economy in

space, economy in upkeep, economy in fuel. What
the continual striving after economy has done in the

past can be judged by the fact that, fifty years ago, to

convey a hundred tons of cargo a mile required 18 to

20 lbs. of coal ; to-day the same result is obtained with

li to 2 lbs of oil. Finality was thought by some to

have been reached when the compound engine was intro-

duced. Great advances have been made since then.

But while it may not be possible to effect revolutions

on the scale of the past, the time is far distant when
improvements will be impossible.

Obit

Sir James Dewar, F.R.S.

O IR JAMES DEWAR died at the Royal Institu-

«^ tion, in his eighty-first year, on March 27. He
had been working in his laboratory until late on the

night of March 20 and was taken ill in the early hours

of the following morning.

Our scientific edifice is thus suddenly deprived of

one of its main pillars ; we shall not easily appraise the

loss. The immensity and sustained originality of his

genius, the service he rendered to our civilisation, can

be but insufficiently appreciated outside the small

circle of intimates who witnessed his work and, having

penetrated through the thick mask of modesty and
reticence which he habitually wore, could disregard his

sometimes brusque, inconsequent manner, his volcanic,

torrential outbursts of picturesque criticism—knowing
these to be but the expression of an extreme intensity

of conviction and purpose and an overmastering

honesty. At heart he was full of human sympathy, a

most gentle and lovable nature—but the presbyter was
ever in him.

As an experimentalist Dewar stood alone : there has

never been a greater, probably none so great. Science

loses in him a worker of peculiar breadth of originality,

a most fascinating character ; how much the world is

poorer it little knows. He was of a type—almost

primitive, in this competitive age, in honesty of pur-

pose—now fast becoming extinct, a lineal descendant

of his great countryman, Joseph I31ack, in no way less

successful than his jjredecessors, Young, Davy and
Faraday, in adding to the reputation these i)ioneers

created for the Royal Institution as a centre of scientific
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discovery and invention. He also made it a social

centre of great attraction and cast over it an aesthetic

spell which it had not previously known. Davy
sought society but did not fashion it. Dewar could

rarely be persuaded into it but became himself noted

as a host, on account of his own great conversational

power and the beauty of the surroundings he accumu-

lated : his home was the salon of science and art.

As a lad Dewar met with an accident which, in after

fife, he regarded as fortunate. Falling through the

ice, he contracted rheumatic fever and was long unable

to attend scliool but became intimate with the village

joiner. In those days, Scotland having been in close

commercial relation with Italy, fiddles abounded and

the lad had musical tastes. With his own hands he

made several violins, from one of which we heard the

sweetest of music conjured forth, by a skilled lady per-

former, on the occasion of the celebration of his golden

wedding, less than two years ago. He always regarded

the training he thus received as the most important

part of his education and the foundation of the great

manual dexterity which he displayed in his work and

his lectures. He often complained to me of the sad

lack of such ability in the modern student. His master

in chemistry was L)-on Playfair. Dewar was one of

the few who could appreciate Playfair's great scientific

ability and were able to gauge the loss of his early

deflexion into the tortuous paths of politics, which

Playfair himself regretted in later life. The two men
became fast friends and Playfair was long chief admirer

of his pupil's brilliant ability. At one time, I believe,

Playfair endeavoured to secure his entry into thedyestuff

industry ; had Dewar's masterful energy been operative
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in this field our position to-day niiglit well have been

one of unrivalled supremacy.

Dewar also came under Kekule's influence at Ghent.

Komer was then assistant in the laboratory and Dewar
and he became associated in all sorts of devilry—Korner

being a great practical joker and Dewar a wild young
Scot. The stamp of the organic chemist was thus

burnt into his soul at a critical period—the spell of

Komer's marvellous preparative skill being cast over

him ; he often referred to the time. His mathematical

and physical proclivities were thus broadened and he

became a complete chemist in spirit. The Dewar
benzene-formula, though an imperfect expression of

modern knowledge— paper formulae are but short-

hand expressions of character—has not yet lost its

vogue. His name is also written in the pyridine

chapter. He and I were the first users of sulphuric

chlorhydrol, SO3HCI. He did notable work before he

came south—first with Tait. in which he laid the founda-

tion both for his later application of a vacuum in pre-

venting heat exchanges and of charcoal as an absorb-

ent ; and with M'Kendrick, with whom he carried out

an important inquirv on the physiological action of

light.

In 1875 he was appointed Jacksonian professor of

natural experimental philosophy in the University of

Cambridge and became the colleague of Prof. Liveing.

He never carried out the prime duty of his office—the

discovery of a cure for the gout—though in early days

he sought unsuccessfully for the qualification which

might have helped in the work ; unfortunately, he

only spoilt his digestion and so. in later years,, was per-

il irce an extraordinarily careful liver.

Two years after liis appointment at Cambridge he

also became FuUerian professor of chemistry at the

Royal Institution, London. He had twice lectured

there previously on the work he had done with

M'Kendrick. The second lecture (March 31. 1876), his

trial trip, was probably the most carefully prepared,

' crtainly the most logical, discourse he ever delivered;

1 well recollect how fascinated some of us were by it.

Even if it be possible for a man to serve two masters,

ilie task becomes beyond human power when ghosts

aid one of them. As an artist, Dewar had the innate
' rlief of primitive man in ghosts and in the Royal In-

litution laboratory, miserable as was the accommoda-
tion it afforded, the ghosts of Davy and Faraday were
ever al)out him. Let us hope that his successor will

be gripped by thoughts of the trinity which Dewar's

entry into their Valhalla has established. To have
' rved the Institution honourably, in a way to justify

mention in history on a par with them, is an achieve-

ment he, in his modesty, scarcely contemplated as

possible and yet he ever aimed at it. The feeling that

lie had so much exceeded Faraday's period of office

and not only maintained but also steadily improved the

(|uality of his work, I have reason to think, was year
liy year a more and more powerful mainspring of action

in the indomitable fight against circumstances which

he waged during these late bitter times of strife. He
was a terrible pessimist.

To return to Cambridge, he found there no tradition

of practical achievement to influence him. His col-

league Liveing and the Master of his College. Dr.

Porter, were perhaps the only men who fathomed his
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outstanding ability. The crudity of youth was still

upon him and the free manners of a Scottish University

were not those of conventional Cambridge—his some-

times imprecatory style was not thought quite comme
il fattt by the good. No attempt was made to tame
him or provide means for the development of his

.special gift of manipulative skill. Yet he soon began

to exercise an influence which probably has had more
to do with the marvellous recent advance of the

Chemical School at Cambridge than is commonly sup-

posed. The fine volume of collected researches in

spectroscopy which Prof. Liveing and he published a

few years ago, is a memorial not merely to their activity

but of the example they set as exact observers in a

field which, at that time, was in sore need of cautious

workers. And the work he did in London had its

reflex effect at Cambridge.

Dewar was not great as a teacher. His mind was of

too original and impatient a type. He never suffered

fools gladly and students are too apt to be foolish—at

our old Universities, even to ape the part of superior

beings. His forte lay in directing competent hands,

not in forming them. He worked himself and through

skilled assistants, not through pupils. He was violently

im])atient of failure in manipulation and his work was
almost entirely manipulatory. He, therefore, never

created a school. The pity of it is that circumstances

were such that he never had a properly large staff.

That he accomplished so much with the assistance of the

few able men who ha\e aided him is proof of his

exceptional skill as a director. It is unfortunate that

the l)a\v-Faraday laboratory was not, from the begin-

ning, organised on lines which would have placed its

resources in his hands rather than at the disposal of

undirected individual workers ; it is a grievous fact

that he leaves no followers trained to use his incom-

parable methods.

Nominallv a chemist. Dewar's work lay in fields of his

own creation, not borderlands but regions liefore un-

cultivated. He was no mere experimentalist but an

artist to his finger-tips and in nose, tongue, eye and ear

—a perfect judge of Wein, Weib and Gesang, giving to

these terms their widest significance ; music came
next to science in his affections.

Though deeply read and a great lover of poetry and
literature, he lacked the gift of ready literary expres-

sion—except in his letters and conversation—and was

often an incoherent lecturer, yet his lectures were the

most masterly and fascinating displays ever witnessed.

He set a standard which has made the Royal Institution

table remarkable throughout the world. Faraday was
i:elebrated for the simplicity of his style—Dewar is to

be thought of on account of the daring of his displays,

the wonderful refinement and appositeness of his

demonstrations, all most carefully arranged and re-

hearsed in advance. He was a great scientific actor,

playing plays with the most thrilling of plots and

entirelv original special scenery for each performance.

His manner, his brogue, even his impatience, gave a

pe( uliar charm to the impression he produced ; but you

did well to have been behind the scenes if you wished

to gather the full meaning of his mes.sage. Ilis demon-
strations were uni<iue in character ; few realise the

infinite loving care he devoted to their preparation. In

their simplicity they were often profound. I can never
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forget the impression I received when I first saw him
burn diamond under Hquid air—the gradual accretion

of the carbon dioxide snow-shower and the blueing of

the fluid by ozone, also demonstrated by the iodine

test. Then the rapid uprush of the mercury in a

barometer-tube full of air when the tube was cooled

with liquid hydrogen : it all but knocked the top off.

Or again, the production of ozone at the surface of

solid oxygen by the impact of ultra-\iolet radiations.

At such moments—and there were many such—the

heart beat with jov at the significance of his feats of

inspiration.

To the outside world Dewar is known as the man who
liquefied o.xygen and other gases and as the inventor

of the vacuum flask—his name will probably go down
the years on this last account. It is due to his memory
that this should be spoken of henceforward as the Dewar

flask : it was his free gift to the public ; had he pro-

tected and developed the in\'ention he might have

amassed a fortune and fully endowed his chair.

The real value of his work on gases, apart from the

impetus it gave to the industrial use of liquefied air in

particular, is to be found in the many new directions

in which he dev'eloped the art of inquiry at low tempera-

tures. Perhaps the most illuminating is the inquiry

into the heat capacities of the elements at the tempera-

ture of boiling liquid hydrogen : the discovery of a

periodic variation, corresponding with that in atomic

volume at ordinary temperatures, is not only surprising

but may well prove to be of profound significance in

the future interpretation of atomic properties in terms

of electronic structure.

Like his great predecessor, Dewar leaves a mass of

material to be interpreted by his successors. Un-
fortunately, he was all too careless in placing his work
on record. Like Turner, he painted for his own
pleasure, to give expression to his genius—but too often

did not put the picture aside for a Ruskin to glory over.

In two essays printed in the Proceedings of the Royal

Institution—one on the "CharcoalVacuum Septennate"

(1909), the other on the "High Vacuum Septennate"

(191 7)—I have briefly summarised his later and chief

work at low temperatures ; in the latter I also briefly

review his work generally as FuUerian professor up to

1917. These essays may serve to guide students. With
him, however, we lose a vast unrecorded experience.

Of late years he had returned to a first love—the soap

film : it saved his life and was his solace, keeping him
from utter despair during the War. He only left it to go

to his last bed of sickness. It is to be feared the record

of the work is a very imperfect one. Those who were

at his last lecture on " Soap F"ilms as Detectors," on the

opening of the Friday evenings this year, will not forget

the occasion. He was obviouslv in physical distress

and feeble but mentally as alert as ever ; the artist

was never more to the fore. His appeal was that made
in Cory's beautiful Incantation.

My sun is stooping westward. Entranced Dreamer
haste,

There's fruitage in my garden that I would have thee
taste.

But he was the " entranced Dreamer "—the fruitage

he gave us to taste was lovel\- ; nothing so exquisite

had before been brought in such perfect form under the

public eye. He recalled Young to us ; then, playing
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with a delicate pencil of air upon his liquid lute, he
made visible, in hues of the rainbow, the multitude of

its melodies, during over a third of his hour. He had
never before lingered so long over a single demonstra-
tion. He knew that we were gazing upon no mere
play of colour but upon a dance of the molecules such
as is at the root of life—and death !

How many of us were serious listeners to the message
he felt was to be his last, that he was most bent on
making, to his urgent appeal on behalf of the Institution

which he had served so long, so well, so nobly—was to

serve even up to the moment of his death ? He will have
worked to no purpose if his appeal be unregarded. The
fate and future of science in our countrv is at stake :

nothing less. The Egyptians, thousands of years ago,

could make worthy provision for the soul of a boy king

of eighteen who had done nothing. Surely our civilisa-

tion cannot be so backward, so thoughtless, so un-

mindful of its present peril, that it will not properly

maintain an altar and a virile priesthood to keep alive

the memor)' of men like Davy, Faraday and Dewar
in the one way they would all wish—by extending their

works in the service of mankind, to its salvation.

H. E. A.

Prof. A. S. Butler.

Arthur St.\nley Butler, emeritus professor of

natural philosophy in the University of St. Andrews,
died at his residence at Upper Redpits, Marlow, Bucks,

on March 3. He was a worthy scion of a family

distinguished in the church, in education, in letters,

and in athletics. His grandfather, the Rev. Dr.

George Butler, senior wrangler, was the distinguished

headmaster of Harrow ; one uncle was Dr. Henry
]\Iontague Butler, master of Trinity College, Cam-
bridge, whose charm of manner he possessed ; another

uncle was the well-known Arthur G. Butler, Dean of

Oriel, a not undistinguished athlete. His father, the

Rev. George Butler, D.D., at one time vice-principal

of Cheltenham College, was latterly Canon of Win-
chester ; his mother, Mrs. Josephine Butler, an author,

philanthropist, and active pioneer in higher education

of women.
Prof. Butler was born on May 17, 1854; educated

at Cheltenham and at E.xeter College, Oxford (of

which his father—a Hertford scholar in his day—had
been fellow), where he obtained first class in Modera-
tions (mathematics) and first-class honours in the Final

School. After further study at Oxford, at Cambridge
in the mechanical workshop under Prof. James Stuart,

and at Liverpool, he was appointed to the chair at

St. Andrews in i88o.

Prof. Butler's experience, especially at Cambridge,

made him realise how desirable it is that students

of natural philosophy should carry out some experi-

mental work in addition to attending lectures and class

demonstrations. But like his predecessor. Prof. Swan,
he had the dilTiculties of want of accommodation and
suitable apparatus. In the first year at St. Andrews
a special grant provided him with some necessary ap-

paratus, and in a few years he succeeded in obtaining a

good practical laboratory well furnished : and then all

his students were required to do some practical work.

As a lecturer Prof. Butler was highly successful.

His lectures to the ordinarv class were characterised
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by definiteness, with clear, simple, and eminently help-

ful expositions from fundamental principles ; they were

illustrated by most successful class experiments and

demonstrations highly appreciated and much enjoyed,

and were occasionally illuminated by quiet flashes of

kindly wit : these were especially effective on the rare

occasions when any student tried to make a disturb-

ance. But probably he was at his best in his honours

class, where his theoretical treatment was often very

elegant and his demonstrations much to be admired.

Prof. Hutler was well read, particularly in geography

—

he was a medallist of tiie Royal Geographical Society

—

Najwleon's Wars, and the Peninsular Campaigns. For

many years he did much work as an examiner in

Mathematics, Pure and Applied, and in English for the

Civil Service Commissioners.

Sir William Thorburn, K.H.E., C.B., C.M.G.

The death of Sir William Thorburn, on March x8,

t si.xty-one years of age, is a loss which will be se\'erely

hit in the obscure fields of neurology and surgery

wliich his scientific mind and clinical acumen did so

much to illuminate.

William Thorburn was the eldest son of the late

I'r. John Thorburn, professor of obstetrics in the

Nictoria University of Manchester, and obstetric

physician to the Manchester Royal Infirmary. He
entered the Owens College (afterwards the Victoria

University) in 1876 and had a distinguished academic

career. He obtained the B.Sc. London in 1880, the

M.B. and B.S. in 1884, taking gold medals in medicine,

obstetrics, and surgerv, with a .scholarship in medicine.

He proceeded to the' M.D. in 1885 and the F.R.C.S.

in 1886. On the death of his father in 1885 he took

up surgery and held junior posts until he was elected

on the honorary staff of the Royal Infirmary in 1890,

becoming full surgeon in 1901 and consulting surgeon

in 1920.

With a particularly acute and logical mind influenced

by the teachings of the late Prof. James Ross, Sir

William Thorburn was early attracted to the problems
presented by injuries of the nervous system, and his

first contribution to medical literature was a paper on
" Obstetrical Paralysis," published in the Medical
Chronicle in 1886 ; this was followed by a paper on
" Injuries of the Spinal Cord " published in 1887 in

Brain. In the field of research thus early indicated
he was a pioneer, and his work resulted in various
publications which have made him for many years
past a recognised authority all over the world on the
surgery of the spinal cord.

In 1891 Sir William Thorburn obtained the Jack-
sonian prize of the Royal College of Surgeons and was
later Hunterian professor ; he was also president of

the Neurological Section of the Royal Society of

Medicine.

Sir William Thorburn was always interested in

medical education ; a first-rate teacher himself, he
trained many who are now teachers in our medical
schools, and was successively surgical tutor, lecturer

on surgical pathology, professor and emeritus pro-
fessor of clinical surgery in the University of Jlan-
chester. His wise ad\ice and willing help were of

great value to the University, not only in the organisa-

tion of surgical teaching but also in its general policy

and administration. As an examiner he had great ex-
perience, particularly at the Royal College of Surgeons,
where he was chairman of the Court of Examiners
and at the Universities. During the War he was at
first, as lieutenant-colonel, in charge of the .surgical

division of the Second Western General Hospital,

afterwards serving with great distinction as consulting
surgeon in France and the Mediterranean. He was
knighted in 1919.

Of distinguished personality and strong character,
with decided opinions, and a fluent and wittv speaker,
Sir William Thorburn will long be remembered with
affection by all who came under his influence.

Current Topics

As already announced (p. 439), the Government, at

the last moment, in deference to the general protest,

dropped its proposal to make a charge for admission

to the British Museum. It was agreed in the House
of Commons on March 26 to delete the clause in the

Fees (Increase) Bill which gave power to the trustees

of the museum to make regulations imposing charges

for admission. The old Act of Parliament remains

in force, under which the British Museum is, in the

words of Sir Hans Sloanc, " preserved and main-

tained, not only for the inspection and entertainment

of the learned and the curious, but for the general

use and benefit of the public to all posterity." The
public, which has saved its rights, should be grateful

to the trustees that they did not adopt the easier

course of accepting the Government proposals. Had
they done so they would no doubt have placated a

Treasurv' rightly eager to cut down the estimates.

They preferred, as trustees for the nation, to take

higher ground. As a consequence it seems probable

that they will have to renew the fight for an adequate
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and Events.

appropriation, if not on this budget, at all events
next year. Let the public, and especially the scientific

public, be quite clear on this matter. Nobody will

wish to gain his freedom of admission at the cost of
hampering the curatorial and scientific work of the
museum. But that this would be seriously hampered
by any further reduction, there is no doubt. When
such items as printing, binding, glass-ware, and cases
for storage and exhibition are about doubled in cost,

even an amount equal to the pre-war grants is hope-
lessly inadequate. No cutting down can be tolerated.

Let the trustees continue to maintain a firm front
in the highest interests of the nation, and they will

be assured of national support.

.\ccoRDiN-G to an evidently inspired article in the
Children's Newspaper ioT yiarch 17, Dr. Alfred Daniell,

of Edinburgh, author of a well-known " Text-book of
the Principles of Physics," has elaborately recon-
sidered the whole theory of the Michelson-Morley
experiment to his satisfaction, and has come to a
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revolutionary conclusion. Dr. Daniell does not care

to debate whether the shift of interference bands
expected by Michelson is likely to occur, or whether
the smaller value elaborately worked out towards the

end of his life by Prof. Righi of Bologna is more likely

to be correct. For according to him it is not the shift

of bands that is important, but the fact that such
bands appear at all. He has convinced himself that

in the Michelson experiment no interference bands
ought to appear unless there is an enormous relative

inotion between earth and ether. Hence, from the

fact that interference bands do appear in every

repetition of the experiment. Dr. Daniell concludes

that such relative motion, amounting to 12,000 miles

a second, is proved to exist. As the interference

part of the Michelson - Morley experiment is of a

straightforward and elementary character, it is

difficult to understand how Dr. Daniell can have
persuaded himself, and can seek to persuade others,

that a motion of the ether is necessary in order

to account for the appearance of interference bands

when a beam of light is split into two halves and after-

wards reunited. The premises upon which this de-

duction is based are not clearly stated in the article,

though several equations are given from which it is

apparently deduced, but they must include an error

which Dr. Daniell has overlooked.

Sir Arthur Keith, in the first of his Hunterian
Lectures on " Man's Posture : its Evolution and
Disorders," which appears in the British Medical

Journal of March 17, reviewed the results of recent

investigations which throw fresh light on how, when,
and where man came by his erect attitude. He
pointed out that extinct forms of man indicate that

the upright carriage of the head was evolved later

than the human form of the lower limb, of which
the origin must be sought in Miocene or possibly

Eocene times. He distinguished three phases of

evolution. In the hylobatic phase the gibbon was
differentiated from its cousins, the Old World and
New World monkeys, by postural adaptations of

bones and muscles in virtue of which it was ortho-

grade and human in type as opposed to the pronograde
monkeys. This differentiation probably took place

towards the end of the Eocene period. The troglo-

dytic phase was represented by the great anthropoid

apes, evolved from the small anthropoids probably
in pre-Miocene times. In the plantigrade phase,

structural changes were confined almost entirely to

the lower limbs. Seeing that man shares so many
characters in common with the great anthropoid apes.

Sir Arthur Keith held that man must be regarded
as one of several aberrant branches of one great stem
which began to break up into the various fossil and
living forms at the beginning of the Miocene or the

end of the Ohgocene period.

Visitors to Kew during the next few weeks should
make a point of seeing a special exhibit of sports

requisites arranged in Museum IV., the Museum
devoted to British forestry. In this exhibit are to

be seen cricket bats, tennis and badminton rackets,

croquet mallets and balls, hockey sticks, and other
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articles in various stages of manufacture. Special

interest is attached to the cricket bat, for, among
the many thousands of woods known to science

(upwards of 5000 kinds are represented in the Kew
collections), no wood has been found that makes a
suitable substitute for the best English willow [Salix

cwrulea) for the blades of bats. The material for

the handles cannot be grown in the British Isles ;

that is the product of one or more tropical palms.

Calamus spp. (Sarawak Cane). The heads of hockey
sticks, the frames of tennis and badminton rackets,

cricket stumps, and the handles of croquet and polo

mallets are made of the best British ash, while

croquet balls are often made of beech, and polo balls

of willow. Various other articles are shown, but those

mentioned suffice to indicate how dependent the

sport-loving public is upon the home-grown timber

industry.

The Director of the U.S. Coast Geodetic Survey
announces that Congress, at its recent session, made
an appropriation of two thousand dollars to the State

department for the support of the International

Latitude Observatory at Ukiah, California, during

the fiscal year 1024, or until some other provision is

made for that station. In the estimates for the Coast

and Geodetic Survey for the fiscal year 1924 there

was included an item which, if it had been approved

by Congress, would have authorised that bureau to

carry on the variation of latitude observations at

Ukiah as a part of its regular geodetic work. It is

hoped that this authority will be granted during the

next session of Congress in order that there may be

no possibility of a break in the obser\-ations for

variation of latitude which have been made con-

tinuously at Ukiah for the last twenty-three years.

While the specification and measurement of arti-

ficial light has been brought to a very fair state of

precision, there has, until recently, been little corre-

sponding advance in dealing with natural illumina-

tion. The chief work in this field has been in con-

nexion with the design of windows for schools, and

an exhaustive report on this subject was issued by
a committee of the Illuminating Engineering Society

shortly before the war. A very complete survey of

natural lighting, accompanied by an account of some
highly interesting methods of measurement, was

presented by Messrs. P. J. and J. M. Waldram at the

meeting of the Illuminating Engineering Society on

March 27. These methods are based on the relation

between the value of unrestricted outdoor daylight

illumination, and the illumination at a specified point

in a room, a factor which should be substantially

independent of climatic conditions and should serve

as an indication of the access of daylight. Of special

interest was the account of methods of estimating

the effect of obstructions to light and the predeter-

mination of daylight-access in buildings. These have

recently proved extremely valuable in ancient light

cases. Mr. J. W. T. Walsh gave some account of the

work on parallel lines being done at the National

Physical Laboratory, and paid a high tribute to the

experimental skill revealed in the paper.
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It is stated in Science of March i6 that Mr. A. H.

Fleming, of Pasadena, for many years president of

the board of trustees of the CaUfornia Institute of

Technology, and its chief financial supporter, has

recently given the Institute about 840,000/. as a

permanent endowment fund. This gift, with Mr.

Fleming's previous donations, make a total of more
than a million sterling, which he has handed over

to the Institute. In making this benefaction, Mr.

Fleming recommends that the Institute should
" specialise in research in chemistry and physics, under

the direction of the most competent men obtainable,

with the most liberal provision, in the way of salaries

and equipment, for the prosecution of such work."

He suggests that efforts should be made to seek out

and assist " the superior student," and expresses his

conviction that " the institute should always remain

a privately endowed institution."

The Paris correspondent of the Times announces
that at a conference presided over by M. Le Trocquer,

Minister of Public Works, on March 31, it was decided

to recommend that Strasbourg time as well as summer
time should be abandoned, but that during the

summer trains should run half an hour earlier. It is

hoped that work in Government offices will begin half

an hour earlier from April 28 to November 3, and that

business and manufacturing firms will adopt the same
course. The Brussels correspondent of the Times
reports that the Royal order fixing the establishment

of summer time in Belgium for midnight on March 31

has been revoked, pending an agreement with neigh-

bouring countries.

The lectures at the Royal Institution after Easter

begin on Tuesday, April 10, when Sir Arthur Keith

will deliver the first of a course of four lectures on the

machinery of human evolution. On following Tues-

day afternoons there will be two lectures by Prof.

A. C. Seward on the ice and flowers of Greenland and
the arctic vegetation of past ages ; and three by
Prof. Flinders Petrie on discoveries in Egypt. On
Thursday afternoons, commencing April 12, Prof.

A. O. Rankine will give two lectures on the trans-

mission of speech by light ; there will be three lectures

by Prof. J. T. MacGregor-Morris on modern electric

lamps, two by Prof. E. G. Coker on engineering

problems solved by photo-elastic methods, and one by
Sir William Bayliss on the nature of enzyme action.

IWo Saturday afternoon lectures will be given by Dr.

I .conard L. B. Williams, on the physical and physio-

logical foundations of character, and two by Dr.

.\rthur Hill on the vegetation of the Andes and the

New Zealand flora. The Friday evening meetings

will be resumed on April 13, when the discourse will

he delivered by Prof. W. H. Eccles, on studies from a

wireless laboratory. Succeeding discourses will prob-

ably be given by Major W. J. S. Lockyer, Prof. C. V.

l^oys, Prof. F. Soddy, Prof. W. A. Bone, Mr. W. M.

.Mordey, and Prof. H. A. Lorentz.

The council of the Geological Society has awarded

the proceeds of the Daniel Pidgeon Fund for the

present year to Mr. Howel Williams, of the University
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of Liverpool, who proposes to investigate the strati-

graphy and vulcanicity of Snowdon.

In view of the need for retrenching expenditure,

the Government of India has decided to discontinue

the publication of the Journal and Bulletins of Indian

Industries and Labour after the issue of Vol. III.

Part I of the Journal and of the Bulletins which are

now in the press.

The Secretary for Mines has appointed a sub-

committee of the Explosives in Mines Research

Committee to carry out investigations on the means
employed for firing explosives. The members are :

Sir Frederick L. Nathan, Mr. J. D. Morgan, Mr.

W. Rintoul, and Prof. R. V. Wheeler.

The following sympathetic message has been sent

by the King and Queen to Lady Dewar through Lord

Stamfordham :
" The King and Queen have heard

with much regret of the death of Sir James Dewar and

desire me to express their true sympathy with you
in your loss—a loss which will be shared by the whole

world of science."

The Prince of Wales has, according to the British

Medical Journal, signified his intention of being pres-

ent at a dinner to be held on May 15, to celebrate the

one hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the Medical

Society of London. Lord Dawson of Penn, president

of the Society, will preside, and a gathering widely

representative of the medical profession is expected.

The Medical Society of London, which was founded

by Lettsom in 1773, is the oldest medical society in

England ; the Royal Medical Society, Edinburgh, is

somewhat older, being founded in 1737.

At the annual general meeting of the Ray Society

on March 16, the following officers were re-elected :

—

President, Prof. W. C. Mcintosh ; Treasurer, Sir

Sidney F. Harmer ; Secretary, Dr. W. T. Caiman.

Mr. Joseph Wilson was elected a vice-president, and

Mr. C. H. Beston and Mr. H. Taverner were elected

new members of council. In the report of the council

it was announced that the final part of Prof. Mcintosh's
" British Marine Annelids " would be published at

an early date, forming the issue to subscribers for

the year 192 1. On behalf of the Society, congratula-

tions were offered to the president on the completion

of this monograpli, of which the first part was

published just half a century ago. The fifth and

final volume of the " British Desmidiacea," prepared

by Dr. Nellie Carter, is now ready for press, and will

be issued to subscribers for the year 1922.

The issues of the New Leader from February 9 to

March 9 contain a scries of articles on " The Structure

of the Atom," by the Hon. Bertrand Russell. These

articles provide an interesting popularisation of

modern work in atomic physics. Thus the idea that

the universe seems like a clock running down, with no

mechanism for winding up again, is compared with

the experience of a tribe of insects which live for only

a single spring day, and may therefore think it strange

that there should be ice in the world, since they would

find it always melting and never being formed. The
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electron moving from one stationary state to another

is compared to a flea, which crawls for a time and
then hops ; or to a man who, when he is insulted,

listens quietly for a time, and then suddenly hits out.

It is perhaps difficult for a technical reader to assess

correctly the value of a popular article, but in this

case a high standard appears to have been reached.

The National Research Council of Japan has

commenced the issue of journals dealing with astro-

nomy and geophysics, chemistry, physics, geology and
geography, botany, zoology, medical sciences and
engineering, at intervals determined by the amount
of matter available. The first six of the ten parts

of the Japanese Journal of Physics for the year 1922

have been issued and cover 48 pages of original

contributions, including one on the band spectrum

of mercury by Prof. Nagaoka, and 26 pages of

abstracts of 71 papers published by Japanese workers,

and supplied by the authors themselves. The whole

of the Journal is in English, and this fact will lead

to a better knowledge and appreciation of the large

amount of research work which is now being done in

Japan.

The Australian National Research Council has

issued a report of its annual meeting held in Sydney
in August last. The council was formed for national

and international purposes in January 192 1 by the

Australian Association for the Advancement of Science,

to which body it has to submit a full report of its

work and proceedings on the occasion of each meeting

of the Association. At the meeting Sir David Orme
Masson was elected president of' the council in

succession to Sir Edgeworth David. Resolutions

were passed urging the need for the State endowment
of systematic research in the Pacific islands under

Australian control, for research work in Australia in

respect of refrigeration, and for laboratories to carry

out industrial investigation and research. Offers of

co-operation with the Commonwealth Institute of

Science and Industry in measures for furthering these

objects were made, and preliminary steps taken for the

inauguration of a publicity campaign for the purpose

of securing that the functions, operations, and financial

needs of the Institute may be more fully appreciated

by the Commonwealth Government, the Legislature,

and the public generally. The council has decided

to ask the Australian Association to regard it as a

fully constituted body free to conduct its own
affairs subject to instructions from the International

Research Council. The first issue of A ustralian Science

Abstracts, published by the Australian Research

Council as a quarterly journal of abstracts of papers

by Australian scientific workers, appeared on August

I, 1922. An invitation has been issued by the

Commonwealth Government through the Research

Council to the representatives of the Pan - Pacific

Scientific Congress to hold the Congress in Australia

in 1923.

The Third Report of the Council of the National

Institute of Agricultural Botany reveals satisfactory

progress in the establishment of the work of the

Institute upon a firm basis. The appeal for fellows
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has met with a gratifying response, and special

interest attaches to the fact that the Prince of Wales
and the Duke of York have consented to become
lionorarj- fellows. In the Crop Improvement Branch
the conditions have now been settled on which yield

trials of cereals will be carried out, and four new
barleys were included in the " full trials " in 1922
at four different stations. The final year's trials

will be carried out in the same districts in the spring

of 1923. Varieties of oats, wheat, grasses, and
clovers are all under observation, and the Institute

is collaborating with the Plant Testing and Registra-

tion Station of the Board of Agriculture for Scotland,

in the collection of strains of certain grasses and
clovers, with the view of collecting information as a

basis for a future scheme of trials and registration.

Special research has been carried out by the official

Seed Testing Station as to the value of " hard seeds
"

in clovers, and of the " broken growth " which occurs

in germination tests. Increases have been made in

the fees charged for seed testing in order to reduce

the net cost of operating the station. At the Potato

Testing Station, Ormskirk, various trials of immunity,

maturity, and yield have been steadily carried on,

more than 2000 entries being received for the official

immunity tests. Progress has been made in the work
of the Potato Synonym Committee, and less synonym- .

ous varieties are now being entered for the immunity
trials.

The second Sorby Lecture, delivered in the autumn
of 192 1 by Prof. C. H. Desch, has recently been

published and is entitled " The Services of Henry
Clifton Sorby to Metallurgy." As Prof. Desch

remarks, Sorby was one of those amateur lovers of

science who have played such a remarkable part in

the scientific history of this country. Some have

been members of noble families, such as Robert

Boyle in the seventeenth and Henry Cavendish in the

eighteenth centuries. Others have been men of the

merchant or professional classes, possessing sufficient

means to allow them to follow the bent of their

minds. Such were Justice Grove, William Spottis-

woode, Edward Schunck, and, greatest of all, Charles

Darwin. To this group belonged Sorby. Free from

the cares of a profession, he gave himself wholly to

science, in the effort to advance which he worked

with extraordinary diligence throughout a long life.

Sorby was a pioneer in many branches of science,

but left it to others to develop his new experimental

methods and to fill in the details of his discoveries.

His great manipulative skill and patience led him

to found at least two new departments of experimental

science— microscopical petrography and metallo-

graphy. Prof. Desch has attempted to discover in

the wide range of Sorby's scientific work, some

connecting thread among the great diversity of his

investigations, and he finds that a prominent motive

in his work is the desire to understand the " form "

of natural objects, using this word in its widest

sense. The address deals, in the main, with that

branch of Sorby's work which led to the foundation

of metallography as a science. It is based on a

careful study of his note-books and specimens, and
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may bi" commended to all those interested in this

matter, as an impartial and penetrating survey of

the subject.

We have received from the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany their latest catalogue, No. 9, dated Janusiry

1923, of organic chemicals. There are 1500 chemicals

listed, with prices, most being products of the East-

man Kodak laboratories.

The latest catalogue (No. 8, 1923) of second-hand
books issued by Mr. W. H. Robinson, 4 Nelson Street,

Newcastle-on-Tyne, although dealing mainly with

works in general literature, contains sections devoted
to voyages and travel, folklore, and books relating to

the north country. The prices asked appear to be very
reasonable.

The announcement list of forthcoming books just

received from Messrs. Methuen and Co., Ltd., contains

particulars of many works of scientific interest, several

of which are translations. Consideration of space

permits reference to only a selection of titles. Among

the translations are " The Origin of the Continents

and Oceans." Prof. A. Wegener, translated, from the

third German edition, by J. G. A. Skerl ;

" The

Principle of Relativity," Profs. Einstein, Lorentz.

Minkowski, Sommerfeld, and Weyl, translated by Urs.

G. B. Jeffrey and W. Perrett ;
" The New Physics,"

Prof. A. Haas, translated by Dr. R. W. Lawson ;

" Atomic Structure and Spectral Lines," Prof. A.

Sommerfeld, translated by H. L. Brose ;
" Recent

Developments in Atomic Theory," Prof. L. Graetz,

translated by Dr. G. Barr ;
" Crystals and the Fine-

structure of Matter," Prof. F. Rinne, translated by

W. S. Stiles ; and " The Mechanism and Physiology

of Sex Determination," Prof. R. Goldschmidt, trans-

lated by Prof. W. J. Dakin. Of the English .science

books in the list we notice the following :
" Interfacial

Forces and Phenomena in Physiology," Sir William

Bayliss; "A Manual of Histology," Prof. V. H.

Mottram; "A Text-book of Intermediate Physics,"

H. Moore; and "The Vault of Heaven," Sir Richard

Gregory.

Our Astronomical Column.

Meteors of March 17.—Mr. W. F. Denning
writes to record that several conspicuous meteors were
observed on March 17. At 7 h. g ni. a fireball w-as

seen from near Durham, travelling from a point
considerably south of the Pleiades to o Andromedae.
Its motion was slow, and it left a trail which, however,
quickly disappeared. The radiant point was probably
in Canis Major, near the bright star Sirius.

At 10 h. 8 m. a rather bright meteor of first

magnitude was seen by Miss A. Grace Cook at Stow-
inarket. It passed through the eastern region of

Canis Minor and was directed from near i^ Gemin-
orum. It left a train. The same meteor was seen
from Bristol, and it traversed a short path between
a and s" Bootis, the direction being from ^ Bootis.
A comparison of the observations shows the radiant
to have been at 309° + 76°, and that the height of the
meteor was from 66 to 48 miles over the region of

Epsom and Horsham. The shower in Cepheus to
which the meteor belonged was seen in the third week
of March, both in 1877 and 1887. At this period of
the year it supplies rather bright meteors with slow
motions and trains. It appears to be an annual
display, and a radiant in the same position has been
I ibserved at other periods of the year, notably in

.Vugust, September, and October.

The Brightening of Beta Ceti.—L'Astronomie
for March gives a few more particulars of the observa-
tions of this star in February. Mr. William Abbott
telegraphed from Athens on February 14, 10 a.m.,

to M. I-'lammarion :

" £clat subit de ii Ceti, sup^rieur
a Aldebaran." M. F. Quenisset at Juvisy glimpsed
the star on F'ebruary 18, but mist prevented estimation
of its magnitude. But on February 23 the sky in

its neighbourhood was remarkably clear, and he
could observe the star from 6 p.m. till 6'' 25"' when it

disappeared behind a tree near the horizon. He saw
it with the naked eye in spite of the bright twilight.

It was at least of the first magnitude (italics in original).

An exact measure was impossible so near the horizon.
The magnitude in " connaissance des temps " is 2-24.

On the other hand, Mr. E. O. Tancock (B.A.A.
Journ. No. 5) searched for the star by day in a clear
sky on February 28 and March 3 without seeing it,

though he could see Mira Ceti (estimated magnitude
rather fainter than 2). Beta Ceti was lower down.

but he considers that he would have seen it if it had
still been of magnitude i on those days. His observa-

tions suggest that the increase of light was short-lived.

Vesta.—Vesta, the brightest of the asteroids, is

now an easy object with binoculars, in the middle
of the constellation Leo. It is due south at 10 o'clock

at the beginning of April. The following ephemeris,

by Mr. Bawtree, is from the B.A.A. Handbook for

'^'3 •""
R.A.

Greenwich Noon. Mag.
h m **' ^^'^'^

April 9 6-6o 10 43-2 19° 20'

„ 17 6-68 10 41-2 10° 11'

,, 25 6-77 10 41-2 18° 49'

The British Astronomical Association is undertaking

the work of providing ephenierides of the four brightest

asteroids. The B.A.A. Journ. No. 5 contains an
ephemeris of Pallas, but as this will be in a much
better position for observation in two months, we
defer giving its place.

Old Egyptian Water-clocks.—Several ancient

time-observations, such as the statement of the

equality of day and night at the equinoxes, make it

clear that some form of clock was employed. It is

therefore interesting to note that casts of two Egyp-
tian water-clocks have lately been presented by the

Egyptian Government to the Science Museum, South
Kensington. One, from Karnak, dates from the

reign of Amenhotep III. (B.C. 1415-1380) ; the other,

from Edfu, is of the Ptolemaic Epoch ; in the former,

time is measured by the uniform escape of the water ;

in the latter, by its uniform admission. In each case

there are twelve different scales, corresponding to the

length of the night or day in different months. Each
of these scales is divided into twelve equal parts,

showing that an " hour " was at first of variable

length, being one-twelfth of the length of the day
or night at the particular time of year.

Claudius Ptolemy collected the observed times of

the phases of a number of lunar eclipses ; these were

used by several investigators, including Newcomb,
Cowell. and F-otheringham. in studies of the moon's
secular acceleration. As the times were presumably
observed with some such instruments as those now
exhibited, their study is of some astronomical im-

portance.
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Research Items.

Early History of the Sioux Tribe.—In the
Journal of the \\'ashington Academy of Sciences (vol.

xiii. No. 3), under the title of " New Light on
Early History of the Siouan Peoples," Dr. J. R.
Swanton produces new evidence, largely based on
phonetics, of the former distribution of this race.
He summarises the results of his inquiries as follows :

" The occupancy of the territory of our Middle West
between the great Lakes and "the Ohio by Siouan
tribes seems to rest on grounds almost historical.
With the strong indications now at hand there seems
reason to think that a close comparative study of
the Siouan dialects would enable us to reconstruct
the general outlines of their ancient geographical
positions with considerable accuracy. If present
indications are not deceptive, when that is done we
shall find that they fell into four major linguistic
groups : a north-eastern, consisting of the ancestors
of the later Siouan tribes of Virginia, the Hidatsa,
Dakota, Biloxi, and Ofo ; a south-eastern, including
most of the later Siouan peoples of the two Carolinas ;

a south-western, composed of the five tribes of
Dorsey's Dhegiha group ; and a north-western,
Dorsey's Teiwere."

High-altitude Mountaineering.—Basing his con-
clusions on his experiences in climbing Mount Everest,
Mr. G. I. Finch discusses the equipment for high-
altitude mountaineering in the Geographical Journal
for March. Up to 21,000 ft. the climber's physical
functions were practically unimpaired and good sleep
and recuperation from fatigue were possible, but at
23,000 ft. sleep was fitful, appetite fell off, and there
was a general loss of physical fitness. The conclusion
is that at, say, 22,000 ft. acclimatisation to altitude
ceases and above that height oxygen should be used,
at first in small doses, and from 26,500 ft. in larger
doses, but the dose must depend on the nature of the
ground. It must also be remembered that oxygen
increases the appetite, and due provision must be
made for this. The stimulating effect of cigarette
smoke was noted at 25,500 ft. Although greater
heights than these were reached without the use of
oxygen, Mr. Finch thinks this procedure unwise, and
believes that above the acclimatisation level a man
must become steadily weaker and unable to recover
from fatigue unless he makes use of oxygen. The
article contains also some hints on clothing, footgear,
and apparatus.

New Plants under Cultivation.—Part II. of
Vol. 148 of Curtis' s Botanical Magazine shows that
figures and descriptions under the new editor, and
conditions of publication, will maintain a high level.
Among the plants described by Dr. Stapf, four are due
to the activities of collectors in China ; two new
Rhododendrons, R. sulfurciun Franch. and R. planetum
Balf, a delightful Labiate from Yunnan named by
Forrest Dracocephalum Isabellas, and a small-fruited
hardy apple Mains toringoides Hughes. Two orchids,
Maxillaria Fletcheriana Rolfe and Cirrhopetalum
triptidians Parish et Reichenb., two succulents,
Eupliorbia anoplia Stapf (S. Africa) and Echiuocactus
undulatus Dietr. (Mexico), two other African plants,
Amorphophallns coffeatus Stapf and Lachenalia
convallariodora Stapf, are described, together with
one plant from the Afghan Indian frontier, Lonicera
Griffitliii Hook. f. and Thoms., a honeysuckle that
seems to offer some difficulties in cultivation, although
it has been grown in an unheated conservatorj' suc-
cessfully and with very pleasing results.
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British Cytospora.—In the Kew Bulletin, No. i

for 1923, W. B. Grove has provided descriptions of
the British species of Cytospora which will be of great
value for mycologists, particularly for phytopath-
ologists, as these fungi do considerable damage,
especially among fruit trees. Cytospora is the name
given to a conidial form, producing upon the branches
of the host plant pustules and ultimately roundish
discs, from the centre of which conidial discharge is

indicated by a black point or little tendril of conidia
held together by mucilage. When the full life-cycle

can be traced, it will probably be found that all the
species can be shown to be stages in the life-history of
some Pyrenomycete, such as Valsa, Valsella or Euty-
pella. The necessary cultural experiments, to connect
these conidial stages with their specific ascophorous
form, should be carried out during the next few years
in the cases where the host plants are cultivated plants
of value. The British locality for a large number of
the 62 species described is given as Kew Gardens,
presumably because suspicious twigs are more fre-

quently removed for expert examination from Kew
than from trees that are less closely examined. Mr.
Grove's list will, however, be an incentive to a more
general study of the British species of Cytospora.

The Oldest Rocks of Maryland.—Following the
general trend of opinion as research progresses among
pre-Cambrian rocks, Eleanora B. Knopf and Anna
T. Jones (" Stratigraphy of the crystalline schists

of Pennsylvania and Maryland," Amer. Joiirn. Sci.,

vol. 205, p. 40, January 1923) assign a sedimentary
origin to the oldest known rocks of Marjdand, which
are styled the Baltimore gneiss. There is no tendency
to revert to the old view that gneisses were depositee!
from primordial hot solutions. Their layer-structure
represents normal sedimentary sheets, in which a
complete recrystallisation of the constituents has
taken place. Some dynamic metamorphism is traced
in portions of the mass ; but the principal feature of
alteration appears to be due to invasion by a batholitic

granite magma, with consequent lit-par-lit injection.

This fact leads the authors to write of the composite
rock as an " intrusive complex of early pre-Cambrian
age," an expression that surely misrepresents the
general conclusion at which their work arrives. The
distribution of metamorphic masses in the local

Palaeozoic series is anomalous, and the presence of
subjacent batholitic invaders is suggested.

A Great Stratigr.\phical Sequence.—The enor-
mous vertical sections provided by the Grand Caiion
of the Colorado River in Arizona remind one of
the old-fashioned geological diagrams, in which the
succession of known strata was represented as con-
tinuous at one spot and based inevitably on a floor of
granite. Yet even the 4000 feet of horizontal beds
exposed by the stream-cut at Bass Trail tell us
nothing of what went on between Cambrian and
Devonian times, and include, as Mr. L. F. Noble's
detailed study shows, several notable if lesser un-
conformities. In Professional Paper 131B, United
States Geological Survey (1922), Mr. Noble does not
confine himself to the Bass "Trail section, of which he
gives a drawing worthy of reproduction as a lecture-
diagram. He provides photographic studies of various
unconformities, which the casual visitor would find

it difficult to trace, and concludes with the suggestive
outlier of Lower and Upper Triassic strata, forming
the flat-topped Cedar Mountain, two miles from the
caiion edge. His discovery in 1920 of the frond of
Callipteris conferta in the Hermit Shale is regarded
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by Mr. White as definitely fixing the Permian age of
that formation, which occurs 900 feet below the top
bed of the Kaibab Limestone on the canon rim. The
author, despite the possibility of an unconformity at
the base of the local Permian, uses the name Carboni-
ferous rather than Permo-Carboniferous for the
whole sequence, a course that .seems unwise, in view
of international usage. Fossils are, on the whole,
rare in these splendid sections ; but Pennsylvanian
and Mississippian strata are both identified, above
a small representative of I'pper Devonian with
Bothriolepis. The whole of the Gotlandian and
Ordovician systems are unrepresented, and we pass
down into undisturbed l^ppcr Cambrian beds some
900 feet above the stream.

Ranger Oilfield, Texas.—The Ranger Oilfield

is situated in the north-west of Eastland County,
Texas, and is one of the most important latter-day
developments of the great Mid-Continent Oilfield

region of the United States. Oil was first struck
here in 191 7, beginning with the bringing in of the
McClesky well at 2000 barrels per day. In 1918
tlie best wells had an initial production of 6000-7000
barrels of oil, and the total output for that year
amounted to more than 6,000,000 barrels. In 1919
the wells collectively made more than 73,000 barrels

of oil per day. Since that time a steady production
has been maintained, though a noticeable decline
is apparently manifest at the present time. The
geology and structure of the field have recently been
dealt with by Frank Reeves in Bulletin 736-E of

the United States Geological Survey. Production
is from nine oil-sands occurring in the Strawn Series,

Sinethwick Shale, and Marble Falls Limestone, all

of Pennsylvanian age. The structure is that of very
slightly inclined strata, the tilt forming part of the
general monoclinal feature of the region as a whole.
Locally, low pitching anticlines have been formed
which have an important bearing on the accumula-
tion of oil in the rocks involved. The oil obtained
from the Ranger field is of a high quality, of mi.ved
base, and has an average specific gravity of 0-84

;

it yields about 30 per cent, of petrol. It is to be
regretted that the bulletin, describing as it does
one of the most important oilfields of the south Mid-
Continent, is not so well illustrated as many whi -,11

embrace far less noteworthy propertifs ; in particular

the index map is almost unread jblo. ihe large

structure maps included at the b.TcL of t!.e publication
are, however, unusually clear and are of great
educational value apart from real technical utility.

Meteorology of the South Atlantic.—Mr.
H. H. Clayton makes reference in the U.S. Monthly
Weather Review for November 1922 to a communica-
tion in the monthly bulletin of the Argentine Meteoro-
logical Office on the physical condition of the South
Atlantic during summer by Mr. R. C. Mossman. The
communication was to aid the relief ship sent by the
Argentine Government each year to and fro between
Buenos Aires and the South Orkneys to carry a party
of new observers and to bring back the observers of

the previous year from the most southern meteoro-
logical station in the world, which has been regularly

maintained for the last twenty years. The period
dealt with is comprised by December, January, and
February, Charts prepared are said to show the
position of the controlling high and low atmospheric
pressures, and wind-roses are given for each 5° square
and for each of the three months. Fog frequencies

are stated to be shown for each wind direction.

Allusion is especially made to the difference between
a fog formed by a warm wind blowing over cold

water and a fog produced by a cold wind over water
at a higher temperature—the fog in the latter case
extending to a much greater height, but the beise not
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always reaching the earth's surface. The British
Meteorological Office has thoroughly discussed the
weather of the South Atlantic, extending to the
South Orkneys, in a volume of monthly charts
(M.O. No. 168) published twenty years ago.

The Roar of the Mountain.—A presidential
address to the Washington Academy of Sciences was
given on January 9 by Prof. W. J. Humphreys of the
U.S. Weather Bureau, entitled " The Murmur of the
Forest and the Roar of the Mountain," which is repro-
duced in \'ol. 13, No. 4, of the Journal. Reference
is made to historical instances recognised as of
weather significance tlirough past ages, and the
roaring of the mountain is taken as an indication of a
general storm within six to twelve hours. The par-
ticular region dealt w-ith is the Gap Mills valley of
Monroe Coimty, West Virginia, but the discussion
has common reference to mountain meteorology.
It is shown how occasionally there are strong winds
simultaneously up both sides of a high mountain
ridge, and it is asserted that when there is an appreci-
able wind from the mountain there is often a lighter

surface wind in the opposite direction up portions of
the mountain itself. With tempest winds the con-
ditions are said to be much like the Helm Wind along
the west side of the Pennine range. Reference is

made to the familiar singing or humming of telegraph
or telephone wires. The tree and forest sounds are
said not to be due to the elasticity of the twigs and
branches but, as in the ca.se of the singing telegraph
wires, to the instability of the vortex sheets their
obstruction introduces into the air as it rushes by
them. The pitch of the £eolian murmur of a forest

is said to be essentially that of its average twig, and
though the note of the twig may be inaudible at
close quarters, the forest may often be heard miles
away. Cloud and humidity are dealt with, as are
also rain and snow.

A Luminescent Chemical Change.—An interest-

ing exfimple of luminescence occasioned by chemical
change in solution, which is said to be more intense
than the usual experiment involving the oxidation of
pyrogallol, is described by W. V. Evans and R. T.
Dufford in the February number of the Journal of
the American Chemical Society. A solution of p-
bromophenyl magnesium bromide in ether is pre-
pared by the Grignard reaction between 24 grams of

magnesium and 23-6 grams of />-dibromobenzene in

130 c.c. of drv ether, with a little iodine. The solution
exhibits luminescence which can be observed in day
light when shaken in a test-tube in an atmosphere of

oxygen. The luminescence spectrum lies between
X5200 and X3500.

Innocuous Metol.—It is well known that metol,
which is one of the most popular of photograpliic
developers, suffers from the grave disadvantage that
if it is allowed to come into contact with the hands
it may cause persistent and exceedingly irritable

sores. Mr. W. F. A. Ermen, of the British Dyestuffs
Corporation, finds that almost certainly this is not
due to metol itself. In a paper read before the Royal
Photographic Society on March 20 (British Journal of
Photography, March 23) Mr. Ermen gave details of

the five principal methods for the manufacture of

metol which the Corporation tried in 1916. A method
of German origin, by the interaction of methylamine
and hydroquinone, gave a very good preparation with
extreme ease, but caused severe outbreaks of poisoning
in both the laboratories and the works. This result

was traced to the presence in the metol so prepared
of the very soluble and extremely poisonous sym-
metrical dimethyl-paraphenylene-diamine. The metol
prepared by the Lapworth process proved to be quite

innocuous.
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Aiperican Association Meeting at Boston.

THE seventy - sixth meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science

was held at Boston on December 26-30. Several of the
addresses delivered by presidents of sections have
appeared in recent issues of Science, and brief accounts
of some of them are subjoined.

Physics and Geometry.

In his address to Section A (Mathematics) Prof.

Oswald Veblen discussed some of the aspects of

postulational geometry in reference to the develop-
ments of physics during the last twenty years.

In the classical branches of physics the main
elements of the abstract point of view have been
implicit in them for a long time. When it is stated
with sufficient clearness iu physical terms what is

meant by undefined elements, unproved propositions,

and so on, it is often found that a physicist classifies

these as truisms of little importance. So far as

practical results are concerned he is justified in

this attitude during the earlier and cruder stages
of physical theory. But experience is showing that
when the results of a more refined experimental
technique force a reconsideration of fundamental
assumptions, the technique of the study of these

assumptions must undergo a corresponding refine-

ment. A recent illustration is afforded by Einstein's

theory of gravitation, which accounts for certain

observed physical phenomena by casting aside the

familiar conception of space and time in favour of

a new one, which is just as self-consistent and capable
of logical development.

Beginning with elementary geometry, the oldest

branch of physics, there is a sequence of statements
arranged in a certain logical order, but void of all

physical meaning. In order to apply them to

Nature, the undefined terms (points, lines, etc.) are

identified as names of recognisable objects! The
unproved propositions (axioms) are then given a
meaning, and when this meaning can be identi-

fied with a true statement the theorems which
are logical consequences are also true, and the ab-
stract geometry takes its place as a useful branch of

physics.

For kinematics it is necessary to have a theory
of time : the undefined terms are " instant " and
" before " or " after," and the postulates one of the
sets of postulates for the linear continuum. The
main theorem is that there is a continuous one-to-

one correspondence between the instants of time and
the numbers of a real number system.

Prof. Veblen has also formulated a set of postulates
for " mass " or " substance," observing that the
postulates proposed may contain both omissions and
redundancies. They have merely been advanced to

emphasise the fact that very little work has yet
been done in this direction.

Allurements in Physics.

In his address to Section B (Physics) Prof. G. W.
Stewart, of the University of Iowa, president of the
section, dealt with the attractive nature of some of

the problems of physics at the present time.
The investigation of atomic structure becomes so

exciting that we may easily forget the absence of
clearness in some of our hypotheses. The static

theories have the advantage that they give clear
pictures of the atoms which can be used in discussion
of the physical and chemical properties of the elements
as they appear in periodic groups and of the com-
pounds they form. The orbital theories, on the
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other hand, have been most successful in explaining
the spectra of hydrogen and helium, and, by the
help of a further hypothesis, the spectra of the alkali

metals. In his most recent work Bohr has departed
from the simplicity of his original hypotheses and
has endeavoured, by assuming electron orbits which
may be circular, elliptical, or highly elliptical, and
penetrate each other in many ways, to construct
systems which would have the properties of the
elements of the periodic table. Although this method
of attacking the problem is not so rigorous. Prof.
Stewart thinks it will prove more fruitful than that
of the statical theories.

Acoustics receives little attention from physicists
of the present day, but Prof. Stewart points out its

allurements, and refers with keen appreciation to
the work of the late Prof. W. C. Sabine of Harvard
on the acoustics of buildings, which is only just

becoming known in Great Britain. The problem of
the best angle for a conical horn seems nearing solution
and the conception of the instrument as a collector

of sound replaced by the proper conception of it

as a resonator.

Gas Ionisation and Resonance Potentials.

An address on this subject was given to Section C
(Chemistry) by Prof. W. A. Noyes of the University
of Chicago. The ionisation potential is the fall of

potential through which an electron must move to
acquire speed enough to drive out of an atom of a gas
on which it impinges one of its outer electrons, known
as valence electrons, and the resonance potential is

the fall through which an electron must move to
acquire speed enough to displace an electron of an
atom from an inner to an outer ring of electrons. The
two potentials should, according to the Bohr theory
of the atom, be connected in a simple way with the
spectrum of the gas, and many measurements have
recently been made to test this theoretical conclusion.

The agreement is not so satisfactory as one would
desire, and there is considerable difficulty in inter-

preting the values of the potentials found in experi-
ment in terms of changes in the atoms. Prof. Noyes
thinks, however, that it is along these lines that our
knowledge of atomic structure and of the mechanism
of chemical combination will develop in the future.

Geology's Debt to the Mineral Industry.

Dr. Willet G. Miller, president of the Section E
(Geology and Geography), selected as the subject of
his presidential address, " Geology's Debt to the
Mineral Industry." He explained that, throughout
the history of its development, the progress of the
science of geology has been helped to a large extent
by work connected with the mineral industry.
Werner and his disciples did much for the science of

geology in its early development by their investiga-
tions of earth-structure as revealed in mines. William
Smith, the English civil engineer, whose great work
as the " father of geology " is so well known, estab-
lished the principles of stratigraphical geology as a -

by-product of his work on engineering problems. He
complained that the theory of geology was in posses-
sion of one class of men, the practice with another.
Logan, the great pioneer of field studies in Canada,
especially in the pre-Cambrian areas, declared that
for many years he was engaged in coal-mining and
copper-smelting, and that his connexion with geology
related largely to its economic aspects.

After Logan's time little progress was made in
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pre-Cambrian studies in Canada until after the dis-
covery of ore-bodies at Sudbury, Cobalt, and Por-
cupine in Ontario. Meanwhile, on the United States
side of the border such advance as was made was
the outcome of studies connected with extensive and
important developments in the mining of iron ore
and copper ore in that region. Indeed, both in its

inception and throughout its history the prime
motive underlying the work of the United States
Geological Survey has been an economic one ; and
that Survey furnishes an excellent example of the
valuable scientific work made possible only by the
great utility of the organisation by which it was
^ .irried out. Other examples could be given, and

'r. Miller mentions particularly that of South Africa,
where the .science of geology profited immensely as
a result of the establishment of diamond-mining and
gold-mining industries.

Dr. Miller had no difficulty at all in showing that
geology owes a great debt to the mineral industry.
His address will be read with much interest bv that
ever-increasing band of workers who feel, as he feels,
that science and art should be mutuallv helpful and
not distrustful of one another, and that a genuine

lentific worker does not necessarily sacrifice dignity
. '> carrying out investigations the' results of which
are likely to be useful.

Structure and Origin of the Plant Gall.

Prof. Melville T. Cook devoted his address, as
president of Section G (Botany), to the subject of
plant galls, and thus rendered a service to the workers
in a field where literature is very scattered. In
.\merica, as in Europe, this study has been shared
between entomologists, bacteriologists, mycologists,
and other students of plants, and a general com-
prehensive account is difficult to find ; from this
address it appears that there is still much work to
Ix" done, progress probably having been delayed by
the specialist angle from which each inves'tigator
has approached the problem.
The old idea that the gall arose as the result of a

special fluid excreted by the insect as it punctured
the plant has long been discredited ; but although it

is known that the gall tissue develops pari passu
with the growth of the larva from the deposited
• .;g, there is very little information as to how the
rva reacts upon the plant tissue and whether the
Meet is produced by mechanical or chemical agencies.
riie reaction evidently depends in part upon the
plant tissue affected, and Prof. Cook lays great
tress upon the fact that it is usually only meri-
lematic tissue which is stimulated to abnormal
rowth

;
but bearing in mind the conditions under

, hich cork meristem arises in the plant as the result
of a wound, it seems probable that in a living tissue
the capacity for meristematic activitj' will usually
be found in the proximity of the potential gall-
former.

KiJster, in 191 1, divided gall tissues into abnormal
growths, consisting only of parenchyma, the kata-
plasmas, and growths undergoing further differentia-
tion of tissue, the prosoplasmas. Prof. Cook, and
also Wells, have developed this original classifica-
tion indicating that the more highly developed
prosoplasm is a more specialised form of growth
which has had its " kataplasmic " stage ; the most
complex types, such as the Cynipid galls, actually
showing differentiation into four zones arranged
concentrically around the larval irritant. Galls of
fungoid or bacterial origin are also discussed in the
light of this description of types of insect galls,
and it will interest British botanists to find that
Prof. Cook has evidently an open mind as to the
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analogy drawn by Dr. Erwin b'. Smith between the
crown gall caused by Bacterium tumefaciens and
the malignant growths found in the animal. He
is evidently inclined to regard Dr. Smith's " em-
bryomas," arising at a distance from the original
infection, as due to the disturbance of normal
functional activity in the host, just as in the case
of the formation of aerial tubers upon the potato
as the result of the attack of lihizoctonia Solani.

The Mining Industry of Canada.

Dr. J. B. Tyrrell selected the history of Canadian
mming for the subject of his presidential address
to Section M (Engineering). In such an address the
details of so wide a subject cannot of course be
dealt with, but Dr. Tyrrell gave a very clear outline
of the general course of progress of the Canadian
mining industry. Necessarily, in so doing he has
included much interesting infoVmation on the develop-
ment of Canadian metallurgy, for it is impossible
to separate these two arts when tracing the history
of either in any particular new country, any more
than they can be divorced when considering the
early history of human civilisation as a whole.
The records of Canadian mining commence as

early as 1576 with Erobisher's attempt to find gold
on the shores of the bay that now bears his name.
Better success attended later efforts to work the
commoner minerals, and the history of true mining
in Canada may be said to date from the discovery
of coal near Sydney, Cape Breton, in 1672, which
laid the foundation of the important coal -mining
industry and perhaps even more important iron
and steel manufacture of the Maritime Provinces.
Dr. Tyrrell chronicles the discovery of bog iron ore
in the province of Quebec about the middle of the
17th century, and the erection of a blast furnace to
smelt this ore in 1 737. So far as iron is concerned, the
history stops with the erection of charcoal furnaces
HI Ontario in 1810, followed by another in 1813 in
Norfolk County, which remained in blast until 1847
It is to be regretted that Dr. Tyrrell did not carry
this particular industry somewhat further. An
interesting chapter would be furnished, for example,
by the attempts to utilise the iron sands along the
north shore of the St. Lawrence : these were dis-
co\ered in 1767, when a Mr. Molson of Montreal
built forges of the Catalan type to smelt them ; but
his enterprise was commercially unsuccessful though
he made good iron, and it closed down after a life
of nine years. The same fate attended attempts
inade afterwards by others, among whom was Dr.
Sterry Hunt. A charcoal blast furnace was erected
early in the 19th century at Londonderry, Nova
Scotia, where a brand of pig-iron, which at one time
had a great reputation under the name of Acadian
pig-iron, was smelted from ores consisting chieflv
of brown hsematite and ankerite. At this place
the first coke blast furnace in Canada was built
about 1876 by the Steel Company of Canada, Ltd.
Afterwards attempts were made to utilise the interest-
ing fossil ore of Nictaux in the Annapolis \'alley.
Nova Scotia, but now the important iron industry
of this pro\'ince relies upon the magnificent Wabana
ore brought across from Newfoundland.

Dr. Tyrrell describes well and clearly the modem
developments in Canadian mining, which he dates
from the construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway
in 1885, and shows good grounds for his conclusion
that in mining " our country offers a field for ex-
tensive and intensive research second to none in
the world," though he justly emphasises the need
for a thorough scientific training for those who are
to take the lead in future developments.
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Experimental Production of Green

and Colourless Hydra.

GOETSCH, of Munich, has carried out a
series of experiments on Hydra, and has

published the results in some half-dozen short papers,

two of which form the subject of this notice {Die

Naturwissenschaften, pp. 202-205, 867-871, 1922).

Specimens of Hydra are either green, brown, or grey,

and these are regarded by most authors as belonging

to distinct species or even genera, though in certain

cases the brown and grey are difficult to distinguish.

Goetsch points out that the brown and green may
also be difficult to distinguish, for some of the former

can take green alga; into their endoderm cells and
form a symbiotic union similar to that long known
in green Hydra.

Goetsch obtained from a warmed tank in the

Botanic Garden in Nymphenburg some brown Hydra
which showed pathological features, and when he

fed these with alga; they developed a green colour

first around the mouth, then in the foot region, and
finally in the intervening portion, so that in about

a fortnight the entire animal had an intense green

colour. The spread of the algas was accompanied

by a progressive diminution in the size of the Hydras
so that they had difficulty in capturing their prey,

the reserve material of the interstitial cells degener-

ated, and budding cea.sed. These green examples
disappeared from the aquarium, but a few which
remained in culture vessels were fed with freshly

killed Daphnia and were thus carried through their

abnormal condition. The reciprocal toleration be-

tween the Hydra and the alga soon becomes an
intimate association. Afterwards these Hydra
produced buds containing the green algae, and some
of them showed ovaries or testes—apparently two
were males and two were females.

It is impossible to determine whether the specimens

are H. atlenuata or H. vulgaris. The alga in these

green specimens is (as in the true green Chlorohydra)

a Chlorella, but differs from that in Chlorohydra in

being twice as large, and in being situated in the

distal end of the endoderm cells, whereas in Chloro-

hydra the algae are near the base of the endoderm
cells. These green examples differ further from
Chlorohydra in that the symbiosis is easily lost ; if

the green specimens are kept in the dark or cold

the green colour disappears with the exception of a

small amount around tlie base of the tentacles,

but on transferring the specimens to better conditions

the algae begin to multiply again. Specimens kept

four weeks in darkness lost every trace of their

algEE ; the only way to make these green again was
to introduce into " them fresh alga; contained in

crushed pieces of green specimens enclosed in the

carapace of a Daphnia.
Goetsch suggests that this brown Hydra is a new

mutant, and that with the origin of this mutant
capable of receiving the algae in the warm house in

the Botanic Garden the conditions were for the

first time favourable for the institution of the sym-
biosis. This union cannot be maintained through

the cold of winter, and is not transmitted through

the egg. In Nature the Hydras would probably not

have come through the first attack by the algffi, for

those in the cultures owed their survival to artificial

help. If a brown and a green specimen of the

same species be cut into two and a brown piece

and a green piece be joined together by means of a

hair, there is a gradual extension of the algae into

the previously uninfected part.

The problem of the production of colourless

specimens from the green Chlorohydra has also been
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attacked by Goetsch. Colourless examples were
obtained by Whitney by placing Chlorohydra in

weak glycerine, which caused the endoderm cells to
expel their algae. Hadzi kept Chlorohydra in the
dark and they produced eggs without algae, and he
thus obtained alga-free examples one of which was
reared. Goetsch kept Chlorohydra under unfavourable
conditions—cold, darkness, and lack of calcium

—

to suppress the growth of the algae, and then liberally

fed the Hydra so that their cells multiplied so quickly
that the algae could not keep pace. After a few weeks
of such treatment the buds produced were of a paler

colour, especially in the middle region of the body.
As this is the region where asexual reproduction
takes place, ofispring were eventually obtained free

from alga5. These whitish specimens are more
feeble than green examples, and require careful

treatment. A spontaneous return of colour in these

white specimens has not occurred, although some of

them have lived for four months in the light.

Deep green and colourless pieces were joined

together and the spread of the green algje was studied.

Algae thrust out of the endoderm cells of the green

part are taken up with other food by the endoderm
cells of the other part, so that after a few days the
whitish part begins to exhibit a green colour, even
at places distant from the junction. If a bud is

formed at the junction of the two pieces it may be
half green and half white. Such a bud affords

strong evidence against the purely ectodermal origin

of buds.

University and Educational Intelligence.

Aberdeen.—At the spring graduation held on
March 28, Sir George Adam Smith, the vice-chancellor,

presiding, the degree of LL.D., honoris causa, was
conferred on Sir William H. Beveridge, director of the
London School of Economics ; Dr. E. W. Hobson,
Sadleirian professor of pure mathematics, University

of Cambridge ; Dr. W. Mackie, of Elgin, distinguished

by his researches on the geology of the north-east of

Scotland ; Sir George H. Makin, consulting surgeon to

St. Thomas's Hospital ; and Prof. C. Niven, emeritus-

professor of natural philosophy. University of Aber-
deen.
The degree of Doctor of Science (D.Sc.) has been

conferred on Dr. J. L. Rosedale for a thesis—** On
the Hydrolysis of the Proteins of Flesh."

The' Senatus Academicus has appointed Prof.

Matthew Hay to represent the University at the

Pasteur centenary celebrations to be held in Paris

and Strasbourg in May.
Prof. Kruyt, Utrecht University, will deliver a

university lecture in the faculty of science on May 11.

Durham.—Prof. H. Louis, at present professor ot

mining and surveying, and William Cochrane lecturer

in metallurgy at Armstrong College, will vacate his

appointments on September 30, 1923, on reaching

the retiring age. Prof. G. Poole, of the University

of Leeds, has been appointed as professor of mining.

This appointment was made by the council on the

recommendation of a joint committee of the College

and the Durham and Northumberland Coal Trades
Association. Dr. J. A. Smythe, at present senior

lecturer in chemistry, will take over the Wilham
Cochrane lectureship in metallurgy ; other arrange-

ments are being made in connexion with the survey-

ing teaching, formerly under the supervision of Prof.

Louis.
Prof. R. F. A. Hoernld. professor of philosophy, has

now left England to take up his appointment as

professor of philosophy in the University of Johannes-

burg. The council of Armstrong College will proceed
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to the appointment of a successor to take up office

in October.
Prof. G. H. Thomson, professor of education, and

joint author with Dr. Wilham Brown of the " Essen-
tials of Mental Measurement," has been invited by
the Teachers' College, Columbia University, New
York, to spend next academic year there, delivering
advanced courses on psychology. The councU of
Armstrong College has granted him a year's leave for

this purpose.

London.—Presentation Day will be held in the
Koyal Albert Hall, on Thursday, May 3.

The degree of D.Sc. in biochemistry has been con-
ferred on Miss K. H. Coward, an internal student, of
I niversity College, for a thesis entitled " The Forma-
tion of Vitamin A in Plant Tissues."

Applications are invited for the Astor chair of pure
mathematics tenable at University College, in succes-
sion to Prof. M. J. M. Hill, retired. The latest date
ior the receipt of applications, by the Academic
Registrar, University of London, South Kensington,
S.W.7 (12 from each candidate) is May 24.

Manchester.—The trustees of the Dickinson
^' holarships, open to medical students and graduates

I the University, have announced the conditions and
regulations. The scholarships are as follows : (i.)

research travelling scholarship in medicine, of the
\alue of 300/. for one year, awarded annually : the
scholar is required to spend at least ten months abroad
and undertake there original investigation

;
(ii.)

anatomy scholarship (25/. for one year), to be awarded
I'

I the most distinguished first-year anatomy student;
li.) surgery scholarship (75/. for one year, offered in

ilternate years to a scholarship in pathology), open to

medical graduates of the I'niversity ; the scholar
must devote himself to original investigation ; and
i\-.) pathology scholarship (75/. for one year), on the
ame lines as the surgery scholarship. Full particu-

lars are to be obtained from Mr. Frank G. Hazell,

Secretary to the Dickinson Trustees, The Royal
Infirmary, Manchester.

Oxford.—A fund amounting to nearly 2000/. has
been raised to provide a memorial of the late Sir

William Osier, Regius professor of medicine. It has
been decided to place a memorial bronze plaque in

the University Museum, and to award a medal every
five years to a graduate of the University who has
made some distinguished contribution to medical
science. It is also desired to provide a fund to assist

teachers in the I'niversity to travel for purposes con-
nected with medical knowledge and research. For
this latter object further contributions are required

;

these should be sent to Mr. A. P. Dodds-Parker,
i Holywell, Oxford.
The professor of pathology, Dr. G. Dreyer, has been

appointed to represent the University at the forth-

coming celebration at Paris and Strasbourg of the
centenary of the birth of Pasteur.

Mr. Ml E. Shaw, of Xew College, has been elected

Radcliffe travelling fellow. The Radcliffe prize has
been awarded to Dr. A. D. Gardner, University Col-

lege, sometime Radcliffe travelling fellow.

The Matteucci gold medal, conferred as a posthum-
ous honour by the International Research Council at
Brussels in 1919 on the late Mr. H. G. Moseley, of

Trinity College, has been received at Oxford and
delivered to his mother, Mrs. SoUas.
The governing body of Exeter College will hold an

election in the summer term to a research fellowship
of 200/. a year, free of income tax, tenable for 5
years. Candidates, who must be members of the
University of Oxford of at least B.A. standing, must
send in applications by May 15 to the rector, who will

supply further details.

Societies and Academies.

IX)NDON.

Geological Society, February 16.—Prof. .'V.C. Seward,
president, in the chair.—A. C. Seward : The earlier

recoids of plant-life (presidential address). Refer-
ence was made to the \'iews of Dr. Church on the
origin of life in the waters of a primeval world-ocean,
and on the origin of terrestrial vegetation from highly-

organised .\lgae transferred by emergence of portions
of the eartli's crust above the surface of the water.
The vegetation of the land may have received addi-
tions from upraised portions of the crust at more
than one epoch in the history of the earth. The
course of evolution is probably more correctly illus-

trated by the conception of separate lines of develop-
ment, than by that of a branching tree implying the

common origin of the main groups of plants. The
unfolding of plant-life must be considered in relation

to the changing geological background. Diffusion-

phenomena, as illustrated by the so-called Liesegang
figures, possibly explain the origin of some of the
structures which are usually attributed to organic
agency. We have no knowledge of any Pre-Cambrian
land-tlora. The phyla of Lycopods and Ferns are

regarded as independently-evolved groups. The wide
geographical range of Archaeopteris was emphasised,
and reference was made to the difficult problems
laised by the occurrence of Upper Devonian floras

well within the Arctic circle, at least equal (in the
variety of the plants and in the vigorous development
of the \egctation) to the more southern floras of

Ireland, Belgium, and other regions.

March 14.—Prof. K. C. Seward, president, in the
chair.—E. M. Anderson : The geology of the schists of

the Schichallion district of Perthshire. Between Cam
Mairg and Schichallion the succession is :—graphite-

schist : pebbly quartzite : mica-schist : non-pebbly
quartzite : schichallion boulder-bed. Following the
boulder-bed, and thus on the same side of the quartzite,

are a white limestone, a banded series of siliceous and
micaceous rocks, a grey carbonaceous limestone, and a
slightly carbonaceous mica-schist, which may be named
the grey schist. On approach to the white limestone
the boulder-bed becomes highly calcareous. This
conglomerate is probably a tillite, and has been
partly formed from the material of the limestone.

There may thus be a chronological sequence, of which
the oldest visible member is the grey .schist, extending
upwards to the Ben Ledi grits in an adjoining part

of Perthshire. In the northern part of the Schichallion

district the Dalradian series is bordered by the

Struan flags. The junction is probably not an
unconformity, but either a normal fault which has
been affected by strong . horizontal movement, or

else a folded thrust.—H. H. Read : The petrology

of the Arnage district in Aberdeenshire : a study
of assimilation. The modification of magmas by
the incorporation of material of sedimentary origin

is here termed contamination. In the Arnage mass
in Aberdeenshire the sediments concerned in con-

tamination are : (a) andalusite-schists and pebbly
grits of the Fyvie series ; and (6) biotite-schists and
subordinate hornblende-schists of the Ellon series.

The contaminated rocks occur as a roof-zone, some
hundreds of feet thick, overlying a sheet of norite

rich in magnesia, and are of four types. Assuming
that the initial magma was normal gabbro, the

contamination-process depends on reciprocal reaction

between initial magma and xenoliths, whereby^ the

magma loses magnesia and lime and becomes richer

in alumina and alkalies, the final results of the

reciprocal reaction being the granitic Ardlethen
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type of contaminated rock and certain xenoliths

extremely rich in magnesia and lime. The modified
xenohths sink in the acidified magma of the con-
taminated zone ; they pass into the underlying
sheet of initial gabbro, which becomes enriched in

magnesia and lime, with the formation of the norite

now seen beneath the contaminated zone. The
chemical variation in the contamination-process is

exactl)' the same as that in igneous rocks as a whole.
Reciprocal reaction may play a part in magmatic
differentiation, especially in the great gabbro-sheets.

Mineralogical Society.March 1 3 .—Dr. A. Hutchinson

,

piesident, in the chair.—A. Hutchinson : A graphical
method of correcting specific gravity determinations.
A diagram is given by wMch the correction for air

displacement and reduction to 4° C. can be read off

directly.—A. Brammall and H. F. Harwood : The
Dartmoor granite (Widecombe area). Field evidence
and analyses support the conclusion that the granite

is a composite laccolite and that four successive
stages of intrusion are recorded by (i) dark and
relatively basic granites scantily exposed and by
certain cognate xenoliths resembling basic segrega-
tions ; (2) a more acid granite which caps many tors

and yields mineral evidence of having assimilated
country rock ; (3) a still more acid granite intrusive

into the latter
; (4) minor acid intrusions. Felspars,

garnet, cordierite, etc. are desciibed, and evidence
for differentiation is given.—C. E. Tilley : Genesis
of rhombic pyroxene in thermal metamorphisni ;

mineral associations and the phase rule. Free-silica

hypersthene-bearing hornfelses of sedimentary origin

can be divided into a calcic and non-calcic group, and
considered as derived from a normal shale hornfels

by increments either of CaO, (MgO+FeO), or less

commonly KjO. Silica-poor hypersthene hornfelses

can be derived from the free-silica types, and the
hypersthene is then frequently accompanied by spinel.

The derivation of all these hornfelses can be graphic-
ally expressed in systems of three or four components.
The hypersthene is derived from the chlorite in the
original sedimentary rocks subjected to metamorph-
ism. Hypersthene arises when enstatite, augite,

or amphibole-bearing igneous rocks enter contact
aureoles. Rhombic pyroxene is produced by con-
tamination of gabbroic rocks.—C. S. Garnett : (i) On
a peculiar chlorite-rock at Ible, Derbyshire. A band
in the dolerite sill at Ible is completely altered to a
foliated mass of chlorite, with associated veins of

fibrous chlorite (resembling chrysotile in appearance).
The analyses and characters of this material are

compared with those of " epichlorite." (2) The dis-

sociation of dolomite. Dissociation is inappreciable
up to 625°, and at 898° it is complete. The tempera-
ture-dissociation curve is continuous.—J. G. C.

Leech : Occurrences of rutile, brookite, and anatase in

the St. Austell granite. These minerals occur in the
red pneumatolysed granites of the area, the mode of

occurrence being essentially the same as that recorded
for Dartmoor occurrences of these minerals.

Linnean Society, March 15.—Dr. A. Smith Wood-
ward, president, in the chair.—J. Parkin : The
strobilus theory' of Angiospermous descent. The
idea that the flower has evolved by reduction from a
bisexual cone of a special type is elaborated. This
Anthostrobilus is characterised by having the micro-
sporophylls borne on the axis invariably below the

, megasporophylls ; it is peculiar to the Angiosperms,
Bennettitales, and Gnetales. From the Pterido-
sperms, strobUate plants arose either (i) by the
segregation of the two kinds of sporophylls into
unisexual cones, or (2) by their aggregation into one
and the same cone. The Anthostrobilus maj' have
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been called into being through the substitution of
insect-polhnation for wind-pollination. The Angio-
sperms are regarded as a monophyletic group and
the Monocotyledons as of monophyletic origin from
the Dicotyledons and of Ranalian extraction. The
8-nucleate sac is taken as primitive for Angiosperms.
A return to the Ranales as the starting-point for the
evolutionary study of the flower is advocated.

Aristotelian Society, March 19.—Prof. A. N. White-
head, president, in the chair.—Miss H. D. Oakeley :

Prof. Wildon Carr's Theorj' of Monads. The import-
ance as well as the difficulties of this theory lie in its

attempt to combine into a unit}' the points of view
of idealism and of creative evolution. The means by
which the two viewpoints are brought into unity is

the concept of realitj' as activity. The theory raises

complex and many-sided problems in regard to a
monad's knowledge, the nature of the material world,

inter-monadic intercourse and the ultimate reality

within or beyond experience. The problem of know-
ledge is conceived by Prof. Carr from the point of

\'iew of relativity and the doctrine of perspectives.

The material universe results from the dichotomy of

experience essential to activity, for activity can be
conceived only as an opposition of antithetical

forces. " Activity " is the core of the metaphysical
theory. It is the reality of the monad, and its first

expression is the aesthetic creative production of

images. The doctrine of the monadic nature of

reality is based on intuition, but Prof. Carr claims

that modem science confirms his view, arguing that

science must postulate that monads constitute the

real, in order to make its results fully intelhgible.

Knowledge according to the theory must be perspec-

tive in form, and this also is supported by arguments
from modern scientific relativit}'.

Royal Microscopical Society, March 21.—Prof-

F. J. Cheshire, president, in tlie chair.—M. T. Denne :

An improved apparatus for the production of photo-

micrographs. The apparatus consists of a bed made
up of two heavy rectangular metal bars, upon which
slides a carriage, one end of which is shaped to act

as support for the microscope lens system, a separate

microscope not being used. The carriage also bears

one end of the camera bellows, and an optical bench
for the below-stage apparatus. The head of the

camera with dark slide fitting is fixed at one extremity

of the bed itself. The eyepiece of the microscope

is brought through the orifice of the plate-holder

fitting, when adjustments may be made, the camera
bellows being collapsed over the body of the micro-

scope. For metallurgical work the usual vertical

illuminator is employed with a right -angle prism

arranged above the main optical axis. The apparatus
is compact, although giving 800 mm. camera exten-

sion, and, since it is not necessary to swing the

microscope out of the axis for preliminary adjust-

ments, difficulties due to decentraUsation are

eliminated.—A. C. Thaysen and H. J. Bunker:
The destruction of cellulose fibres and fabrics by
micro-organisms and the importance of the micro-

scope in the study of this destruction. Destruction

of fibres such as cotton and flax involves vast sums
of money ; the United States Department of Agri-

culture place the annual damage to American cotton,

on this account, at seventy miUion dollars. Different

types of cotton are differently affected. All true

Indian cottons appear to deteriorate quickly, at a

rate which is constant. American cottons are far

more resistant, but they also show a constancy in

their rate of deterioration. The greater resistance

of American cottons appears to be due to at least

two factors : the absence of food, and some more
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positive factor. This latter appears to be affected

by climatic conditions, since American cottons grown
in India show, on the addition of food material, an
accelerated rate of deterioration. Selective breeding
might possibly assist in the isolation of strains of

cotton resistant to bacterial attack.—E. Hatschek :

The standard methods of ultra-microscopy. The
methods of making visible those particles small
compared with the wave-length of light (loo ^m and
less) fall into two classes : (i) illumination at right

angles to the axis of the microscope (Zsigmondy-
-^iodentopfif ultra-microscope and Jentzsch ultra-

)ndcnser), and (2) axial illumination so arranged
;iat direct light is totally reflected at the cover
lass (dark ground condensers, e.g. paraboloid,
irdioid, concentric, etc.). The performance of the
lit ultra-microscope was discussed.

Royal Meteorological Society, JMarch 21.— Dr. C.
I liree, president, in the chair.—G. M. H. Dobson :

( liaracteristics of the atmosphere up to 200 km., as
obtained from observations of meteors. The rate of

licating and evaporation of a meteor depends on the
.\\t density. Nearly all the kinetic energy of the
meteor is finally radiated as visible light, and thus
observations of a meteor's total brightness and
\'clocity give its mass. Hence from the observed
< haracteristics of meteors it is possible to calculate
iiic density of the air at the height of their appearance
and disappearance. The rate of change of density
with height will indicate the air temperature. From

\ e observations of meteors the temperature of the
iir is about 220° a. (-63° F.) up to 50 km., thus
agreeing with the results of ballon sondes. Above
<io km. the temperature is about 300° a. (81° F.), and
the density at 100 km. is about 100 times greater
than that usually calculated on the assumption of a
uniform temperature of 220° a. The high tempera-
ture is presumably due to the absorption of solar
: idiation by the air in addition to terrestrial and

1 mospheric radiation, due possibly to the presence
111 ozone formed at great heights by the sun's ultra-
violet light. There is indirect evidence of an annual
variation of air temperature.

Dublin.

Royal Dublin Society, February 27.—Prof. J. A.
Scott in the chair.—P. A. Murphy: On the cause of
rolling in potato foliage ; and on some further insect
carriers of the leaf-roll disease. The mechanism of
rolling of potato foliage as caused by leaf-roll, and
incidentally by some other diseases and injuries, is

discu.ssed. The cause of rolling in the cases investi-
gated is the distension of the spongy parenchyma
tullowing the accumulation of carbohydrate in the
leaves. The activities of a capsid (Calocoris bipunc-
ilus), a jassid [Typhlocyba ulmi), and an aphis
Myzus Persicie) which develops on the sprouts of
unplanted tubers, in carrying leaf-roll are discussed.

—John J. Dowling : The recording ultramicrometer :

its theory and applications. The theoretical prin-
ciples of the device, together with a description of
ime experimental investigations into the conditions

1 operation, are discussed. The degree of sensitivity
attained imdcr ordinary laboratory conditions is

lo"' cm. ; this being strictly reproducible and the
apparatus quite easy to operate. The operation of
the apparatus at still higher sensitivities requires
special precautions, such as screening and the like.

March 27.— Prof. J. A. Scott in the chair.—R. L.
Praeger : Catalogue of scientific and technical period-
icals in DubUn libraries. A card-index catalogue
showing all the scientific periodicals available in Dublin
has been prepared by a special committee. In each

case the extent of the sets in each library is shown,
together witii any breaks which occur. Thus it is

possible to ascertain if any number of any periodical,

whether current or extinct, is available in Dublin,
and where it is to be found. It is proposed to

endeavour to improve the supply of such literature

bj- suggesting the discontinuance of some periodicals

which are unnecessarily reduplicated and their replace-

ment by others at present unavailable.—W. R. G.
Atkins : The hydrogen ion concentration of the soil in

relation to the flower colour of Hydrangea horlensis'Vi .,

and the availability of iron. The hydrangea produces
blue flowers when grown in acid soil, since iron salts are

absorbed in larger amou.its and react with the pink
flower pigment. Iron is absorbed by plants mainly
in the ferrous condition, for at ordinary soil P„ values

ferric iron is completely precipitated. Ferrous salts

arc not completely precipitated at P„7. The lessened

.solubility in alkaline soils is considered in relation to

chlorosis. Iron pan formation is connected with the

oxidation of the ferrous hydroxide precipitated when
acid soil solution percolates to a region of higher P„
value.—H. G. Becker and E. F. Pearson : Irregular-

ities in the rate of solution of oxygen by water. A
form of apparatus is described which permits the

process of absorption to be observed continuously by
means of a sensitive water manometer, the tempera-
ture being maintained constant to o-i° C. The
results obtained show that during the early stages,

absorption follows a logarithmic curve very closely,

but after the gas-content has risen to about 70 per

cent, of saturation the absorption tends to become
irregular. This indicates that the force producing
the slow mixing during the early stages tends to

become very small, and therefore uncertain in its

action towards saturation.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, March 12.—M. Albin Haller

in the chair.—Luigi Bianchi : A kinematic property

of W surfaces.—M. Jules Bordet was elected a foreign

associate in succession to the late M. Ciamician, and
M. J. Comet corresponding member of the section of

mineralogy in succession to M. W. C. Brogger, elected

foreign associate.— Mordoukhay-Boltovskoy : The
logarithm of an algebraic number.—M. Hadamard :

Remarks on the preceding communication.—M.
Mandelbrojt : Taylor's series with gaps.—M. Malaval :

Hardening (of metals). Metals can be hardened not

only by longitudinal extension (Seigle) but also by
compression, and the latter method was applied in

191 2 to a gun, with good results.—Georges Darmois :

The local integration of Einstein's equations (interior

problem).—M. Cisotti : Plane movements of liquids

endowed with viscosity.—D. Eginitis : The reform of

the calendar in Greece. A discussion of the political

and ecclesiastical difficulties attending the reform of

the calendar in Greece.—M. de Broglie and E. Friedel :

The diffraction of the X-rays by smectic bodies.

The smectic state is defined as one in which the

molecules, having a common direction, are distri-

buted along parallel equidistant surfaces. Such
substances should act on X-rays like the system of

parallel reticular planes of a crystal. In confirma-

tion of these views experiments on the diffraction of

X-rays by solutions of sodium oleate are described.

Combined with the experimental figures of P. V.

Wells, these results form the first direct measurement
of the wave length of the X-rays starling with optical

wave lengths, and without making use of either

Avogadro's constant or Planck's constant.—J.

Cabrera : The Umits of K absorption of some ele-

ments. Results are given for a group of sixteen

elements, mainly from the rare earths.—M. Volmar :
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The photolysis of tartaric acid and the acid alcohols.
Solutions of tartaric acid exposed to ultraviolet light
give off gas containing carbon dioxide (66 per cent.),
carbon monoxide (lo per cent.), hydrogen (21 per
cent.), and hydrocarbons. The solution contains an
aldehyde and small quantities of a substance re-
sembling the hexoses.—Pierre Steiner : The ultra-
violet absorption spectrum of veratrol and vanillin.
The absorption curve of veratrol resembles that of
pyrocatechol : the introduction of two methyl
groups into the pyrocatechol molecule has only a
shght influence on the spectrum.—Victor Henri and
E. Walter : The law of the distribution of the bands
in the ultraviolet absorption spectrum of the vapour
of toluene.—Armand Castille and F. W. Klingstedt :

The ultraviolet absorption spectra of benzoic acid
and of the three oxybenzoic acids. The ortho- and
meta-oxybenzoic acids give nearly the same spectrum,
but the para acid shows marked differences in the
number and appearance of the absorption bands.

—

M. Bourguel : The preparation of true acetylenic
hydrocarbons. Sodium amide removes hydrobromic
acid from many brominated hydrocarbons. The
reaction can be followed by titrating the ammonia
evolved

; the yields are good, and there is no tendency
to polymerisation of the acetylene derivative.

—

M. Lespieau : The dinitrile of /<-oxyglutaric acid,
CN . CHj . CH(OH) . CH2 . CN.— P. Dienert : Sub-
terranean circulation of water in fissured ground.

—

M. Solignac : The tectonic of the country of the
Mogods, the plateau of Hedil and of northern Bejaoua
(Northern Tunis).—E. Bauer and A. Danjon : Atmo-
spheric absorption on Mont Blanc.—Jean Dybowski :

A new industrial force : the utilisation of the heat
furnished by thermal springs. A suggestion that the
hot water from thermal springs might be utihsed for
forcing fruit and plants under glass.—P. Bugnon :

The number of cotyledons of Ficaria. Ficaria
ranunculoides has been regarded by different authors
as containing two, one, or no cotyledons, and the
true number has an important bearing on the theory
of the origin of the monocotyledons. Ficaria pos-
sesses two leaf organs having the same anatomical
connexions with the root as the two cotyledons of
the dicotyledonous species of the same family : the
most plausible hypothesis is tliat Ficaria is hetero-
cotyledonous.—Marcel Mirande : The nature of the
secretion of the sterinoplasts of the white hly. The
central body of tlie sterinoplasts is a lipoid solution
of phytosterol.—M. Trabut : Carpoxeny and bud
mutation in cultivated Citrus.—J . Feytaud : A plan
of campaign against the Dorj'phore of the potato.

—

A. Demolon and P. Boischot : Researches on the
assimilabiUty of phosphatic manures. A saturated
solution of carbon dioxide was used to dissolve the
soluble phosphate, and special attention was given
to the effect of tlie presence of calcium carbonate on
the amounts of phosphorus extracted from various
types of phosphatic manure.—H. Herissey : The
reversibility of the ferment action of a-rf-mannosidase.—Marcel Baudouin : Radiography applied to the
study of the lesions of prehistoric human bones.
Human remains of the polished stone age have been
submitted to radiographic examination with interest-
ing results. Fractures in bones have been detected,
certain congenital lesions identified, also a case of
chronic osteoarthritis, and two traumatisms due to
foreign bodies, one of which is undoubtedly a
sharpened flint.—Andre Broca and Jean Comandon :

The representation of movement in pictures.—Jacques
Pellegrin : New contribution to the ichthyological
fauna of the fresh waters of Morocco.—H. Bordier :

The influence of diathermic d'Arsonvalisation on the
endocrinic glands. Apphcation to the treatment of
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Basedow's disease. This method of treatment, of
which the technique is described, has been applied
witli success to several cases of exophthalmic goitre.

Diary of Societies.

SATUUDAY, April 7.

Gilbert White Fellowship (Annual General Meeting) (at 6 Queen
Square, W.C. U. at 2.—Sir David Prain : Presidential Address.

MONDA r, April 9.

Vii'TDRiA Institute (at Central Buildings, 'We.stminster), at 4.30.—A.
Hiorth : Irrigation of Palestine.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 5.—General Meeting.
Society of Engineers, Inc. (at Geological Society), at .'j.30.—T. Exley-

l-'isher; The Work of the Labour Corps in France during the War, \vith
Particular Reference to the ITS Labour Company.

Royal Institute of BhrrisH Architects, at a.—H. M. Fletcher: The
Architecture of Provincial France.

Arlstotelian Society (at University of London Club), at 8.—Prof. C. D.
Broad : The Natural Meaning of the Unconscious.

KovAL Society of Arts, at 8. — E. Kilburn Scott: The Fixation of
Nitrogen (1) (Cantor Lectures).

Society of Chemical Industry (London Section) (at Engineers' Club, 89
Coventry Street), at S.— 8. S. Zilva and J. C. Druiumond : The Cod
Liver Oil Industry of Newfoundland. —E. W. Blair. T. S. Wheeler,
and J. Reilly : A Study of the Separation of the Gases formed in th«
N-butyl-alcohol-acetone Fermentation Process.

Royal Geographical Society (at .Kolian Hall), at 8.30.—P. Bigelow :

Geographical Influences bearing upon Japan and her Neighbours.
Institution of Rubber Industry (at Engineers" Club, Coventry Street).
—Dr. D. F. Twiss : Rubber Pigments.

TUESDA r, April 10.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—Sir Arthur Keith : Tlie

Machinery of Human Evolution (1). Nature of the Machinery.
Society for the Study of Inebriety (at Medical Society of London),

at 4.—Dr. W. M. Feldman and others : Discussion on Racial Aspects
of Alcoholism.

Institution of Petroleum Technologists (at Royal Society of Arts),
at .'i.30.—A. E. Chambers : Potrero No. 4. A History of One of Mexico's
Earliest and Largest Wells.

Zoological Society of London, at 5.30.—Dr. G. M. Vevers : Notes on a
Recent Visit to Zoological Gardens in Holland and Belgium.—Prof. K.
Kostanecki : A Remnant of the Omphalo-mesenteric Arteries in the
Manatee.—Dr. C. F. Sonntag: The Anatomy, Physiology, and Patho-
logy of the Chimpanzee.

Institution of Civil Engineers, at 6.—A. Binns : The King George V.

Dock, London.
Royal Photooraphic Society of Great Britain (Scientiflc and
Technical Group), at 7.—H. M. Cartwright : Study of Bichromated
Gelatine with reference to Photogravure.—W. Clark: The Reduction
Centres of a Silver Bromide Emulsion.

RoNTiiEN Society (at Institution of Electrical Engineers), at 8.15.—
M. A. Codd : A New Method of Operating Induction Coils.

WEDNESDAY, April II.

Royal Society of Arts, at 4.30.—E. Paniell: The Resources and Trade
of Sarawak.

Institution of Electrical Engineers (Wireless Section), at 6.—Dp.

N. W. McLachlan : The Application of a Revolving Magnetic Drum to

Electric Relays, Siphon Recorders, and Radio Transmitting Keys.
Institution of Automobile Engineers, at 7.30.—C. W. J. Talis : Rail-

less Trolley Traction.

THURSDAY, April 12.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—Prof. A. O. Rankine : The
Transmission of Speech by Light (1).

Institution of Electrical Engineers, at 6.—A. G. 'irVarren : The X.ray
Examination of Materials.

Optical Society (at Imperial College of Science and Technology), at 7.30.

—

V. Twvman : The Hilger Microscope Interferometer.—A. Whitwell

:

The Form of the Wave Surface of Refraction.—J. H. Barton : A New
Research Microscope of Original Design.

Insiitute of Metals (London Local Section) (Annual General Meeting)
(at Institute of Marino Engineers, Inc.), at 8.—Dr. S. W. Smith : The
Surface Tension of Metals.

Camera Club, at 8.16.—E. A. Robins : The Edible Oab.

FRIDAY, April 13.

Royal Astronomical Society, at 5.

Royal College of Surgeons of England, at 5.—Sir Arthur Keith :

Madder-stained Specimens illustrating the Process of Bone-growth.
Malacolooical Society of London (at Linnean Society), at 6.

.lUNioR Institution of ENfnNEERs, at 7.30.—C. B. Clapham ; Instrument
Equipment of Aeroijlanes.

Royal Photourapuic Society of Great Britain, at 8.—J. B. H. Weaver

:

Cathedrals of Northern Siiain.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 9.—Prof. W. H. Eccles :

Studies from a Wireless Laboratory.

PUBLIC LECTURE.

TUESDAY, April 10.

Orebham College (Basinghall Street), at6.—W. H. Wagatall': Geometry.

(Succeeding lectures on April 11, 12, and 18.)
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ROYAL INSTITUTION OF
GREAT BRITAIN,
21 ALBEMAKLK STREET, W.i.

GENERAL COURSES OF LECTURES AFTER EASTER. 1923.

At Three o'clock.

Sir Arthur Keith, F.R.S., "The Machinery of Human Evolution.
"

Tuesdays, April 10, 17, 24, May i.

Professor A. C. Seward, F.R.S., "The Ice and Flowers of Greenland,"
and "Arctic Vegetation of Past Ages." Tuesdays, May 8, 15.

Professor W, M. Flinders Petkie, F.R.S., "Discoveries in Egypt."
Tuesdays, May 22, 29, June 5.

Professor A. O. Rankine, "The Transmission of Speech by Light."
Thursdays, April 12, 19.

Proiessor J. T. Macgregor - MoRRis, " Modern Electric Lamps.
'

Thursdays, Apri! 26, May 3, 10.

Professor E. G. CoKJiR, F.R.S., "Engineering Problems solved by
Photoelastic Methods." Thursdays, May 17, 24.

Sir WiLi.rAM M. Haylis'^, F.R.S., "The Nature of Enzj'me Action.
'

Thursdays, May 31, June 7.

Sir Owen Seaman, "Sonnets and Ballads of Danie Rosseiti." Satur-
days, April 14, 21.

Dr. Leonard L. AL Williams, "The Physical and Physiological
Foundations of Character." Saturdays, April 2S, May 5.

Mr. JwHN B. McEwBN, "Dance Music," "Harmonic Evolution."
"Musical Education." Saturdays, May i?, 19, 26.

Dr. Arthur W. Hill, F.K-S., "The Vegetation of the Andes," "The
New Zealand Flora." Saturdays, Jime 2, 9.

Subscription (non-Members) to all Courses of Lectures (excepting the

Friday Evening Discourses and the Juvenile Lectures), Four Ciuineas.

.Subscription to a Single Course, Two Guineas or One Guinea.
The Friday meetings will begin on April 13 at 9 I'.m., when Dr. W. H.

EccLES will give a Discourse on "Studies from a Wireless Laboratory."
Succeeding Discourses will probably be given by Mr. W. J. S. Lockver,
Mr. C. V. Bovs, Professor F. Soddv, Professor W. A. Bone, Mr. W. M.
MoKDEV, Sir Aston Webb, Professor H. A. Lorkstz, and Miss Joan
Evans.

Information as to Membership and other matters connected with the

Institution can be had at the Secretarial Office, 21 Albemarle Street, W.i.

IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, S.W.7.

DEPARTMENT OF OPTICAL ENGINEERING AND
APPLIED OPTICS.

A Special Course of Six Weekly Lectures on "The Polarisation of
Light and Some of ns Technical AHt'LicATioNs," by Professor F. J.
CHESHIKE, C.B.E., F.Insl.P., P.R.M.S., commencing on Monday,
April 30. at 6.30 P.M.
The Petrological Microscope will receive special attention in these

Lectures.
For admission tickets application should be made to the Registrar at

the above address, or the fee may be paid at the first lecture. Fee, los.

UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN.
BLACKWELL PRIZE ESSAY.

THE BLACKWELL PRIZE of 'IHIU'J V POUNDS, open to l^n-

restricted Competition, will be awarded in 1924 for the Best Essay, provided
the Trustees are of opinion it is of a sufficiently high standard, on ** The
History of the Fishing Industry of the Port of Aberdeen since 1800."

Essays must be lodged with the .Secretarv of the Universiiy on or

before January i, 1924.

Each Essay must bear a motto, and be accompanied by a sealed envelope
bearing the same motto, and enclosing the name and address of the writer.

H. J. BUTCHART, Secretary.

BEDFORD COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON),

POST GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP.
The Council of IJedford College for Women invite applications for a

POST-GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP in SCIENCE to be awarded in

June 1923. Open to graduates of Bedford College only. Value £,xi~f a
year for two years.

For further information apply to the Secretary, Bedford College,
Regent's Park, N.W.i.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
DIXON FUND.

Applications for grants from the DIXON FUND for assisting scientific
investigations, accompanied by the names and addresses of two references,
must be made to the Acadrmic Re(;istrar. University of London, South
Kensington, S.W.7 (from whom further particulars may be obtained) b^fcie
May 15, 1923.

CHELSEA POLYTECHNIC,
CHELSEA, S.\V.3.

Day and Evening Courses in Science under Recognised Teachers
of London University.

L INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT.
Technical Courses in Analytical and Manufacturing Chemistry,
Pharmacy, Food and Drugs, A. I.C. Courses, Metallurgy, Assaying,
Foundry Work, Research.

II. INDUSTRIAL PHYSICS DEPARTMENT.
Practical work in General Physics, Applications to Industries,

Metrology, Calorimetry, Illumination, Acoustics, Electrical

Measurement. Research.

III. BIOLOGICAL AND OEOLOQICAL DEPARTMENT.
Courses for B.Sc, etc., in Botany, Geology, Mineralogy, Zoology,
Special Courses in Bio-chemistry, Bio-physics, Bacteriology,
Physiology, Hygiene, Entomology, Plant Pathology. Course for

Tropical Planters, Research.

Easter Term begins on April 17.

SIDNEY SKINNER, M.A.,
Telephone : Kensington Soq. Principal.

BATTERSEA POLYTECHNIC.
LONDON, S.W.I I.

Principal—KOBERT H. PiCKARD, D.Sc, F.R.S.

COURSES FOR WOMEN.
Full-time day courses for women preparing to be teachers of Domestic

Subjects.

Preparation for posts as Institutional Matrons and Housekeepers and for

colonial and home life.

Full-time day courses of training for Women Health Visitors and Infant

Welfare Workers.

Evening courses of training for Sanitary Inspectors, Health Visitors,

Meat and Food Inspectors, Smoke Inspectors, etc

Day and Evening courses in Art, Music, and Domestic Science.

Hostels for Women Students. Large Athletic Ground and numerous

clubs and societies.

NATIONAL UNION OF SCIENTIFIC
WORKERS.

The Aim of the NATIONAL UNION of SCIENTIFIC
WORKERS is to bring together into one professional organisa-

tion all qualified scientitic workers, viz. :

Those engaged (a) In Higher Educational and Research
Institutions.

(b) In Industry and Consultative Practice.

(f) In State and Municipal Scientific De-
partments.

."Applications for membership are invited from all scientific

workers with university degree or equivalent professional quali-

fication. Further particulars may be obtained from

THE GENERAL SECRETARY, N.U.S.W.,
25 Victoria Street, S.W.I.

TO SCIENTISTS AND RESEARCH STUDENTS.
THE INTERNATIONAL BIBUOCRAPHICAL SERVICE BUREAU,

employed by British Government Departments, University Professors, etc.,

supplies complete Continental and American bibliographies on any scientific,

literary, or medical subject. Chemical work a speciaUty. Extracts made.
Headquarters: Vienna. English representative: "Alexandrian," lA

Longridge Road, Earl's Court, b.W.5.

UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS.
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS.

The Council will shortly proceed to the appointment of an ASSISTANT
LECTURER in the DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS. Duties
to begin October i. Salary £350 to ^£400 a year, in accordance with quali-

fications and e.vperience. It is desirable, but not essential, that the selected

candidate shall possess a competent knowledge of the higher portions of
some branch of Applied Mathematics. Applications, stating academic
career and subjects of special study, together with testimonials (one copy)
and references, should reach the Rei;istkar, The University, Leeds, on or
before April 27, 1923.
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Research in Animal Nutrition.

THE recent munificent gift of 100,000/. made by

Sir Alfred Yarrow to the Royal Socict)- i.s a

tribute to the service of science to industry from a great

manufacturer. It is somewhat astonishing, however,

how little money has been gifted for research work into

agricultural problems, in view of the fact that animal

husbandry, with the occupations that depend directly

upon it, is the most important industry in this country,

and that, in spite of the large home production of

animal foods, it is still necessary to import to a value

of more than 200,000,000/. per annum without even

then meeting fully the demands for some of those

animal products.

We are probably correct in stating that in no other

industry has so little been done in Great Britain

to develop the scientific side, to find out the most

economical methods of feeding, to reduce the relatively

enormous mortality among many kinds of stock, to

investigate the true nutritive value of the raw materials

of feeding stuffs and the processes by which they are

converted into the commercial finished product. It is

true that Rothamsted is a monument to a brilliant

pioneer in agricultural research, but for long this

institute stood practically alone. It was not until the

establishment of the Development Commission in 191 1,

which was appointed with the object of developing rural

industries, that any real effort was made to improve

this di.sastrous state of things. The Commissioners

came to the verj' rational conclusion that one of the

most essential things was a national scheme of research

in agriculture.

As the result of full inquiry the Commissioners

determined to establish two centres for the study of

animal nutrition, one at the School of Agriculture at

Cambridge under Prof. T. B. Wood, and the other at

Aberdeen in connexion with the North of Scotland

College of Agriculture and the University of Aberdeen.

At Cambridge advantage was taken of an already

existing and excellent research organisation, which was

assisted financially and de\-eloped. At Aberdeen, how-

ever, a new institution had to be established. The

amount of the capital outlay was estimated at 40,000/.

to 50,000/., and of this sum 20,000/. was obtained from

the Development Commission.

In spite of this splendid grant, if it had not been for

the very public-spirited action of Dr. John Quiller

Rowett, who promised an initial subscription of 10,000/.

and a further contribution if necessary, it is probable

that the establishment of the institute might have been

delayed for years for lack of funds. It is fitting that

the name of this generous donor, who was willing to

support this experimental institute before its capacity
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to undertake research was pro\-ed, should be for all time

associated with it. All who are interested not only

directly in agriculture, but also indirectly in food pro-

duction generally, are under a deep debt of gratitude

to Dr. Rowett. It is pleasant to record that the

example of Dr. Rowett has already stimulated an
Aberdeen donor, Mr. Walter A. Reid, to give 5000/.

towards the development of the library and the

statistical department of the Rowett Institute.

The food troubles of the War ought to have brought

it home to all that British agriculture was in a parlous

state. Great Britain may be able to raise the finest

horses and cattle in the world, but nevertheless our

agriculture in general is in a backward condition. Sir

Thomas Middleton before the war drew a most interest-

ing series of comparisons showing the effect of the

application of science between agriculture in Great
Britain and in Germany, where the soil is inferior to

ours. From each 100 acres of land the German farmer

obtained t,t, tons of corn to the British 15, 55 tons of

potatoes to the British 11, 28 tons of milk to the British

i7i, and even 4J tons of meat to the British 4.

Research in Great Britain in other branches of science

would have been in a poor state if it had had to rely

in the past on support from public funds. We owe
much of our outstanding position in various sciences

to gifts from far-sighted private benefactors. Surely

agriculture, which becomes the hobby of so many of

our successful business men, ought to attract the

necessary funds to assist in the investigation of problems

of really national importance. There is abundant
opening both at the Rowett Institute and at Cambridge
for generous donors to assist, for example, by the institu-

tion of experimental farms on a large scale at these

institutes. Such practical workshops as experimental

farms are essential to demonstrate to the so-called

" practical " agriculturist that there are ways better

than his own of doing things, that will convince him,

for example, that there is such a thing as the hygiene of

the cowhouse and byre. Men talking and lecturing

about the possibilities of doing things properly will not

suffice
; there must be actual demonstration of the value

of the suggested change. The soil breeds an individual

slow to convince, but facts tell. As Dr. Orr, the

director of the Rowett Institute, has shown, even in

the short time the work has been running at Aberdeen,

such farms can be made to pay their way. The pig

farm he established last year already shows a positive

financial balance.

It must not be forgotten, too, that indirectly from

these experiments on farm animals there will eventually

emerge a great body of knowledge of direct use in the

solution of human nutritional problems. Dr. Rowett,

when conveying his donation to the Aberdeen Institute,
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definitely recognised this fact, and even stipulated that

so far as possible the nutrition of man as well as that of

animals should be kept in view.

As there is no institute or laboratory devoted to the

investigation of the nutrition ai man in Great Britain,

these animal stations will have to be depended upon for

a great deal of the information we now lack on mineral

metabolism, to take a single outstanding example of a

neglected field of study. We trust, therefore, that

generous provision will be made for the mainten-

ance and extension of the valuable research work on

problems of nutrition being carried on at Aberdeen

and Cambridge.

The King's English.

Notes on the Composition of Scientific Papers. By the

Rt. Hon. Sir T. Clifford AUbutt. Third edition.

Pp. xii-i-192. (London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd.,

1923.) 6s. net.

IR CLIFFORD ALLBUTT, the author of this

little book, informs us in the preface that he

has occasion in his capacity as a member of the Medical

Faculty of the University of Cambridge to read, in

the course of each academic year, some seventy or

eighty theses which are presented for the degree of

M.B. and about thirty which are offered for that of

M.D. Of the value of such theses, as indicative of

the prospective graduates' attainments or ability,

there is a difference of opinion. Considering the

usual age and opportunities of the candidates, and

their limited professional experience, the theses are

necessarily, for the most part, mere compilations

culled from text-books, or from the records of cases

in the medical journals. But, however limited their

value, we are disposed to agree with Sir Clifford AUbutt

that they serve a useful purpose. The search through

the literature is of itself a salutary and desirable

regimen. It serves to concentrate the student's atten-

tion on a single subject, and ends by making him a

better informed man on that particular subject than

he otherwise would be. Of course, much depends

upon the choice of the subject. Sir Clifford's experi-

ence is that, on the whole, the candidates choose wisely.

He tells us that the matter of these theses is good,

often excellent. What he complains of is the manner

of their presentation. In composition some are fair,

and a few are good, but the greater number are written

badly, some very ill indeed. " The prevailing defect

of their composition is not mere inelegance : were it

so, it were unworthy of educated men ; it is such as

to perplex, and even to travesty or to hide the author's

meaning."

The purpose of Sir Clifford AUbutt's book is to
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direct attention to these faults of " style " and of

literary composition, in the hope that candidates for

medical degrees may avoid the many solecisms which

their theses too frequently display. It is easy to see

how they arise. The art of literary composition is

Idom a part of the school training of a youth.

it is taught at all it is loo frequently dealt with by

master who has no real aptitude for literary crafts-

iiianship, whose knowledge of our literature is limited,

and whose critical faculty is not very acute. To bring

out the best that is in a boy, to " enthuse " him with

the subject, requires a teacher of rare gifts, of wide

reading, knowledge, and experience. It is far easier

' teach mathematics, or the elements of physical

ience, or even such subjects as history or a modem
language, than it is to inculcate the best method of

handling such a rich and flexible language as English

in written composition. The consequence is that

literary composition occupies, as a rule, a very sub-

ordinate position in the curriculum of a school, and

the youth enters upon his higher education or even

upon his life's work with a verj" limited experience

of the richness and beautj- of his mother-tongue and

with little or no knowledge how properly to deal

with it.

Sir Clifford AUbutt's strictures are based mainly

upon his experience of the graduation theses of

medical students, but they are no less applicable to

the composition of scientific papers in general. The
man of science, as a rule, springs from the same class

as that which furnishes the medical man, and their

upbringing and scholastic training are identical. It

is therefore to be expected that they should both

suffer from the same disabilities. Hence the author

is fully justified in the selection of the more

comprehensive title which he has attached to his

work. A very limited experience of the periodical

literature of science affords ample proof of the relevancy

of his criticisms. Scientific memoirs are too frequently

mere transcripts of laboratory journals, w ith no proper

attempt at selection, logical arrangement, economy

of expression, lucidity, unity, or sirnplicity—the

cardinal virtues which Sir Clifford AUbutt rightly

insists should characterise all literature.

The book is evidently the result of much careful

study of contemporary scientific literature, and it is

replete with illustrations and examples of faults in

literary composition to be found in scientific communi-
cations. The author's criticism is in the main con-

structive. If he points out a solecism, as a rule he

shows how it should be avoided. At times, although

he would doubtless deprecate the implication, he

appears to be a little hypercritical and over-fastidious,

and some exception might justly be taken to his ruling.
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The fact is the English language is not standardised,

and it is contrary to its genius and to its progressive

nature that it should be. Its character is largely

determined by use and wont, and by the example and

influence of the acknowledged masters of literary

craftsmanship. There is no established standard of

style. " The style is the man." The styles of John-

son and Addison, of Ruskin and Carlyle are as wide

apart as the poles : they are indi\'idualistic and char-

acteristic of the men. It is this variety which serves

to make our language the noble instrument that it is.

He who constitutes himself a literary censor, and

takes up an ex cathedra attitude in the matter of

literary composition, especially in the case of a lan-

guage such as English, needs to be very sure of his

ground and to walk warily. Years ago a certain

Dean of Canterbury was constrained to publish a

little book on the " Queen's English." That book

was somewhat pitilessly handled by Mr. Washington

Moon in a rejoinder entitled the " Dean's English."

This episode should be a warning to those who would

rush in where angels may well fear to tread. Sir

Clifford Allbutt has certainly the courage of his opinions

and is not slow to tell us of his likes and dislikes, but

even he, like the great Homer himself, sometimes

nods, and lays him,self open to rebutting criticism.

At the same time, his book is well worthy of the atten-

tion and careful study of all who seek to write correctly,

and with a pious regard to the splendid inheritance

they possess in their mother-tongue.

Eastern Tibet.

Travels of a Consular Officer in Eastern Tibet : together

with a History oj the Relations between China, Tibet,

and India. By Eric Teichmann. Pp. xxiv + 248 -(- 64
plates -I- 8 maps. (Cambridge : At the University

Press, 1922.) 255. net.

EASTERN Tibet remains the least known part of

Asia in spite of its exceptionally interesting

problems. An important contribution to its geography

has now been made as one of the indirect results of the

British expedition to Lhasa in 1904. The Chinese

then feared the annexation of Tibet to India, and to

avert this danger immediately sent an agent to Eastern

Tibet ; in the following year, this " Amban " and his

escort were massacred, and several French missionaries

were murdered at their stations along the Tibetan

frontier. To suppress the revolt Chao-erh-feng in-

vaded the countr}', and Chinese authority was estab-

lished and agents reinstalled in Lhasa.

Chao-erh-feng was a man of remarkable capacity,

and he secured the personal trust of the Tibetans by

a policy which protected them from the tyranny of
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the lamas, and by the severity with which he punished

any ill-conduct by his own soldiers. During his rule

the Chinese position in Tibet was secure. When the

Manchu Dynasty was tottering he was recalled east-

ward and made Viceroy of Szechuan. He was executed

in Cheng-fu, the capital of that province, by the

revolutionists in 191 1, after a heroic effort to maintain

the old government. The author fully recognises the

genius of Chao-erh-feng, whom he describes as " one

of China's greatest Empire builders," and says that

" with him passed away Chinese ascendancy over

Tibet." He adds that Chao-erh-feng's justice and fair

dealing are still remembered. This tribute to the

great Chinese administrator is the more weighty as

the author's sjonpathies are rather pro-Tibetan.

After Chao-erh-feng's death Chinese rule in Tibet

promptly collapsed. The Tibetans in 1912-13 re-

covered most of the lost country, and after a five

years' truce resumed their eastward advance in 1918.

There was then no Chinese force available for the

defence of Western China, but there can be little doubt

that if the Tibetans had seized some of the territorj-

they coveted, the Chinese would reconquer it as soon

as the internal difficulties in China are smoothed down.

To avoid a prolonged war between Tibet and China,

the British Government used its influence to secure a

peaceful settlement. Mr. Eric Teichmann, then the

British Consul at Ta-tsien-lu, acted as the local mediator,

and in this volume he tells the story of the Tibeto-

Chinese war and negotiations, and describes the

journeys he made during his efforts to arrange peace.

By great tact and patience he persuaded both sides

to accept a temporary arrangement which may be

ultimately adopted without loss of prestige to either

side. He induced them to revert to the frontier which

had been recognised from 1 727-1905. During these

negotiations Mr. Teichmann had exceptional oppor-

tunities for travel in unknown parts of Eastern Tibet.

He is an enthusiastic and capable geographer, and

made the best of his chances. The volume in which

he records his experiences and observations will remain

one of the standard works on the geography of East

Central Asia.

The district including most of his routes hes north

of the Ta-shueh-shan or Great Snow Mountains, which

rise on the northern side of the famous road from

China to Lhasa. From the foot of these mountains

extends a vast tract of down country about 13,000 ft.

above sea level ; it is dissected by valleys from 2000 to

3000 ft. deep, and rises into high snow-covered ranges

of which the heights and relations are unknown.
Mr. Coales, the author's predecessor at Ta-tsien-lu, has

shown that the country is largely composed of red

sandstone and limestone. This view is confirmed by
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Mr. Teichmann ; but there is no evidence as to which

of four possible series this limestone belongs, and

without further information as to the geological

structure and trend of the snow-capped mountains,

the fundamental structure of. the country remains

uncertain. Mr. Teichmann's careful observations are

the more useful owing to the excellent index. There

are numerous photographs, a series of seven sketch

maps, and a large map of Eastern Tibet reprinted from

the Geographical Journal.

J. W. G.

Hereditary Diseases of the Eye.

University of London : Francis Galton Laboratory

for National Eugenics. Eugenics Laboratory

Memoirs, 21. The Treasury of Human Inheritance.

Vol. IL : Anomalies and Diseases of the Eye.

Nettleship Memorial Volume. Part L : Retinitis

pigmentosa and allied diseases ; Congenital station-

ary night-blindness ; Glioma retinae. By Julia Bell.

With a Memoir of Edward Nettleship by Dr.

J. B. Lawford. Pp. xv+123 + 26 plates. (Cam-

bridge : At the University Press, 1922.) 455. net.

ALL students of genetics will welcome the resump-

tion of publication of " The Treasury of Human
Inheritance." interrupted, like so many other scientific

researches, by the War. Prof. Karl Pearson has now

been able to issue Part L of the Nettleship Memorial

Volume, devoted to retinitis pigmentosa and allied

diseases, congenital stationary night-blindness, and

glioma retinae. The report on and pedigrees of these

diseases is preceded by a memoir of Edward Nettleship,

written by his old colleague. Dr. J. B. Lawford. Nettle-

ship was a fine example of the combination of clinician

and researcher, which, to the honour of British medicine,

has been frequent in this country and perhaps especi-

ally frequent in the department of ophthalmology.

Dr. Lawford has well brought out Edward Nettleship's

sterling qualities, which added lustre to a family dis-

tinguished in the fields of pure scholarship and philo-

sophy. Nettleship possessed, to a very eminent degree,

the patience, powers of observation, and natural

sagacity which are essential to success in the investiga-

tion of problems of inheritance. His career adds one

more to the numerous proofs that arduous medical

practice is no barrier to distinguished success in pure

science.

The composition of the work was entrusted to Dr.

Julia Bell, who has acquitted herself admirably. The

discussion of the genealogical material is preceded in

each case by an historical and anatomical account

of the anomaly in question which, while scientifically

adequate and strictly impartial, is intelligible to the
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educated layman. The pedigree plates maintain the

very high standard of achievement set by former

;
publications of the Gallon Laboratory. With the

exception of glioma retinae—a rare and malignant

;
disease—few of the conditions here dealt with threaten

1
life, while nearly all of tliem so greatly interfere with

the comfort of existence—in some cases making it

impossible for the victim to follow his profession

—

that their recognition is frequent. It would therefore

be expected that a large amount of genealogical

material should be available. Such is the case, but

the absolute frequency of the diseases is small, and in

many instances, such as that of the classical Nougaret

i.imily, victims are by no means anxious to reveal

their disability to strangers.

It is particularly appropriate that the volume should

' dedicated to the memory of Nettleship, for a large

lare of the material relating to retinitis pigmentosa

ad the lion's share of the data of congenital stationary

night-blindness are the product of his own researches.

" The Treasury " is planned to be a storehouse of

facts, so that no complete analysis of the data is at-

tempted ; but certain interesting points are made.

\ttention is specially directed to two : (i) the presence

. other defects in the family histories, (2) the etiological

importance of consanguinity. As to (i), it would seem

that each of these defects tends to occur largely as a

single defect, but that if retinitis pigmentosa is associ-

ated with deafness in the stock the link is a close one.

With respect to (2), consanguineous marriages are far

more common in the diseased stocks than in the

iieral population, save in the case of that form of

congenital stationary niglit-blindness which is limited

to males. In only one case, however, does the pro-

portion of afiected offspring of consanguineous mar-

riages seem to exceed materially that found among the

offspring of non-consanguineous marriages, a result

differing from what has been observed in the records

of deaf-mutism and albinism.

The very rare and usually fatal anomaly, glioma

retinae, scarcely lends itself to statistical treatment.

However, in view of its absolute rarity—it is estimated

not to furnish more than 0-03 per cent, of all patients

suffering from diseases of the eye—the fact that it has

been possible to compile thirty-six histories showing

\ more than one case in a stock is strong evidence that

this, too, is an hereditary defect.

In a prefatory note, Prof. Karl Pearson thanks the

Medical Research Council for a grant in aid of the work,

and expresses a " hope that the work as completed

will be considered to have justified their support."

The scientific public will have no doubt on that score
;

there could be few objects more worthy of national sup-

port than the preparation of scholarly and impartial
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records of the facts of human inheritance. Dr. Bell

has, in our opinion, produced a thoroughly satisfactory

monograph, which will at once take rank as a standard

work while being—a quality by no means to be pre-

dicated of all standard works—adequate from both

the literary and the artistic points of view.

Chemical and Physical Tables.

Tables annuelles de constantes et donnies numiriques

de chimie, de physique et de technologic. Vol. IV. :

Annces 1913-1914-1915-1916. Premiere partie.

Pp. xxxii + 626. Dcuxieme partie. Pp. xxxv + 627-

1377. (Paris : Gauthier-Villars et Cie. ; London :

Cambridge University Press ; Chicago : University

of Chicago Press, 1921-1922.) 2 parts, 7/.

FOR reasons which are not very clear, the earlier

volumes of the " Tables annuelles " have not

been fully used in this country ; but a cursory inspection

of Volume IV. will give the physico-chemical doubter

cause to think, while an hour's serious use of it will

convert him completely. Which of us can lay his hand

on his heart and say that he has missed nothing

essential to his subjects of research ? Let him open

these volumes and—unless he has already consulted

them — he will be humbled. Landolt - Bornstein

carries us up to the end of 1911 ; from that time

onwards, no indexes or abstracts, however complete of

their kind, afford a sufficient guide to the seeker after

data, who must nowadays add to his scientific equip-

ment the faculties of a British Museum historian and

the time in which to exercise them.

There are here recorded the classified, clearly indexed

data amassed during four years from 340 periodicals

and other sources by 32 abstractors in 19 countries,

collated by 27 well-known compilers who are specialists,

and edited by Dr. Charles Marie (to whose devotion

and enthusiasm the " Tables annuelles " so largely owes

its existence and its success). The general control is

vested in an executive of eight eminent physical

chemists from a powerful international committee

representing 23 nations.

It is obvious that to neglect the output of such an

organisation as this would be sheer waste. In the

writer's opinion (formed in spite of a hitherto some-

what inert attitude towards the earlier volumes) there is

no library of physics and chemistry, pure or applied,

which can now afford to be without this publication.

The price seems high at first sight ; but it is an invest-

ment which will repay itself many times, even before

the next volume appears.

In the plan of the work much has, naturally, been

gained from Landolt-Bornstein, but the scope is con-

siderably wider and at the same time more detailed.

P I
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A series of practical tests in various sections shows

that it is easy to trace at once the information sought

;

and to this end a system has been adopted in which

rigidity has been tempered very wisely. There are

chapters in Part II. which one might have expected

to be placed near others in Part I. ; for example,

thermochemistry is separated from thermodynamics in

this way, and cryoscopy from vapour pressures ; but

some change in the sequence of sections may doubtless

be made hereafter, and in the meanwhile there is no

obstacle to utility. The printing is clear ; and with

the tabulated data the compilers give sufficient indica-

tion of the experimental method used, mention any

general formulae found applicable by the author, and

state the conditions quite unambiguously. The use

of graphs instead of tables in dealing with subjects

such, for example, as absorption-spectra, equilibrium

mixtures of metals, or the ignition of gaseous mixtures,

is well carried out. In chapters treating of organic

compounds Richter's classification is used ; and it is

clear that the vexed question as to the organic or

inorganic nature of calcium carbide would present no

difficulty to the editor, for he provides the useful

category of " Corps mixtes." This name, however,

although no doubt correct in French, should certainly

not be rendered in English as " mixtures." The mis-

spellings of English authors' names are probably not

more frequent than can be matched in English references

to foreign literature.

Dr. Marie prints his regrets that this volume, covering

1913-1916, is only now issued ; but, as in the case of

Dr. Johnson's dog, the marvel is, not that it is done

so well, but that it is done at all ; for the difficulties

during and just after the War must have been very

great. That these difficulties have been passed, so

that we have Volume IV., are informed of an accelerated

issue of Volume V. (1917-1921), and may look for a

regular progression thereafter, is a real achievement

•in advancing research. I. M.

Our Bookshelf.

Modern Tunneling. By Da\-id W. Brunton and John
A. Davis. (New Chapters on Railroad Tunneling,
by J. Vipond Davies.) Second edition, revised and
enlarged. Pp. x + 612. (New York : J. Wiley and
Sons, Inc. ; London : Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1922.)

335. net.

The first edition of this work was published in 1914,
and its contents were limited to mine and water-supply
tunnels. The present edition has been revised and
enlarged by Mr. John Vipond Davies, and contains new
matter dealing with large-sized tunnels. The early

part of the volume contains a very good discussion on
the plant required in the construction of tunnels, and
includes such subjects as the factors influencing the
choice of prime movers, types of air compressors, surface
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plant generally, and methods of ventilation. This is

followed by critical descriptions of the various under-

ground appliances, guch as rock-drilling machines, the

methods of blasting, haulage, etc. The great develop-

ment of tunnels during the last fifty years has been due
to the application of high explosives and rock-drills,

and this part of the subject receives adequate treatment.

Details of the cost of a large number of tunnels are

included, together with the speeds attained in driving

them. There are two comprehensive bibliographies, and
these may be regarded as an essential feature in a book
on this subject and of moderate dimensions. The
matter is presented in a very readable manner, and the I

volume will be of service not only to the engineer 1

engaged in practice but also to the student of civil

engineering.

La Force moirice Slectrique dans VIndustrie. Par Eugene
Marec. Pp. viii-i-613. (Paris: Gauthier-Villars et

Cie., 1922.) 55 francs.

M. Marec's book is written for those who, having a

sound theoretical knowledge, are more concerned with

the choosing and instalhng of electrical machines than

with the manufacture of them. The operation of the

finished machine is discussed mainly by describing its

characteristic curves. The engineer is thus enabled to

judge which type of machine will prove the most useful

for the particular purpose he has in view. The various

methods of installing electrical machinery in a work-

shop are fully described. The book will be of use to the

English engineer, as it will show him the best modem
French practice, and it will be helpful for him to com-
pare it with his own. The various French methods of

charging for alternating-current power will interest him.

One method is to charge the consumer for the watt-

hours he has consumed. In addition a further charge

is made for the magnetising hours, this further charge

only being zero when the consumer uses apparatus the

power factor of which is unity. The latest French rules

for standardising apparatus and methods in electrical

engineering are given. The comparison of them with

the American and English rules is instructive.

Orographical, Regional, Economic Atlas. Edited Idv

T. Franklin. Part 4 : Africa. Pp. 32. (Edin-

burgh : W. and A. K. Johnston. Ltd. ; London :

Macmillan and Co., Ltd., n.d.) is. 6d. net.

This collection of forty-seven diagrams and maps
of Africa and parts of Africa is wonderfully good value.

It includes a coloured orographical map of the whole

of Africa and sectional maps of the same on enlarged

scales. A uniform scale for these sectional maps
would have been an advantage. The maps appear

to be accurate and revised to date. The allocation of

the Cameroons to the League of Nations on one map
is apparently a slip. The atlas deserves a wide use.

The All-Electric Age. By A. G. Whyte. Pp. xiii-(-

242. (London : Constable and Co., Ltd., 1922.)

7^. 6d.

Mr. Whvte gives an interesting and accurate account
of the latest electrical developments. He has refrained

from speculating about the future, but we think that

if he had pointed out the directions in which advances
will probably be made he would have added to the

interest of the book.
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Letters to the Editor.

[ Ike Editor does not hold himself responsible for
opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, nor to correspond with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Natuke. A'o notice is

taken ofanonymous communications.']

The Cause of Anticyclones.

In reply to Major Goldie's letter in Nature of
March 31, p. 429, the following figures may be of
interest.

Defining an anticyclone as a region where the
barometric pressure exceeds 3020 inches (io22'7
inh.), there are 52 cases of anticyclones in the British
Isles during the years igog to 1922 inclusive in which
the results of regLstering balloon observations are
available.

Expressed as a departure from the mean for the
height and date, these 52 cases give + i 6° F. at i km.,
•4-5° F. at 2 km., and +5-6° F. at 3 km. for the
mean departure in an anticyclone. At i km. there
are 18 negative values, at 1 km. there are 16, and at

3 km. there are 13. Ten instances, or only about one
in five, show negative departures at each height.

For cyclones with a barometer reading below 29-40
inches (995'6 mb.) the corresponding mean figures are
-61° F., -8-3° F., and -97° F., with 3, 2, and i

jwsitive signs respectively, out of 27 cases.
The above figures, the results of observations pub-

lished by the Meteorological Office, do not seem to
me to point to the conclusion that in England anti-
cyclones are formed by pockets of cold polar air, but
another test is available.

.\s I imderstand the theory of the Polar Front,
polar air should be cold and have a low relative
humidity ; cold because it comes from a colder lati-

tude, and dry because it is gradually warming up
without a fresh supply of water and hence has a
decreasing humidity. Conversely, equatorial air

should be warm and nearly saturated. Where, then,
pwlar air lies under equatorial air and forms a dis-

continuity, the inversion of temperature should be
associated with an increase of relative humidity in the
upper layer. Actually, just the reverse is the case.

I have examined the published figures for the
continent, where records of the humidity are available
for the years 1910 and 191 1 separately; both years
are consistent, and the combined result of nearly 300
obser\ations is as follows :

—

Percentage value to the nearest digit of observa-
tions in which an increase of relative humidity
accompanies a temperature inversion, o per cent.
Cases of inversion with no appreciable change of
humidity, 4 per cent. Cases with distinct decrease,

36 per cent. Cases with very distinct decrease, 22
per cent. In these results both surface inversions
and those over 3 km. are excluded.

Since the figures are not published on a homo-
geneous plan, classification is difficult, but " No appre-
ciable change " means 5 per cent, or under, and
' Distinct decrease " means a fall of 20 per cent, or
more.
One solitary instance of an increa-se of humidity

exceeding 5 per cent, (it was 6 per cent.) was found ;

it occurred at \'ienna on December 6, 1911.
The continental figures are fully supported by many

hundreds of kite ascents in England, and they prove
that cases of warm damp air overlying colder and
drier air are practically non-existent.
Thus it appears from the abundant observational

material available that the lower layers of the atmo-
.sphere are almost always cold in a cyclone, and are
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usually (three cases out of four) warm in an anti-

cyclone ; also that when an inversion of temperature
occurs it is nearly always associated (.t8 cases out of

62) with dry rather than damp air above.
W. H. Dines.

Benson, Wallingford.

Hypotheses of Continental Drift.

In many recent discussions of Wegener's theory
and of other geological hypotheses, the assumption
has been freely made that any force, however small,

can deform the earth to any assignable extent if

only it acts long enough. To declare that this

assumption is incorrect is scarcely possible, in the
absence of much more accurate knowledge of the
physical conditions within the earth than we at
present possess ; but there is substantial evidence
against it.

We believe that mountains have stood for millions
of years, indicating that the rocks at their feet can
endure for that time stress-differences equal to the
pressure at sea-level in the middle of a mountain.
The strength of rocks at depths of 200 to 400 km.
is almost certainly less, but no geodetic observations
indicate that the strength is insufficient to support
an uncompensated hill 200 metres in height ; in-

equalities greater than this appear on the whole
to be compensated, but the unexplained gravity
anomalies remain almost the same whether we suppose
that inequalities less than 200 metres in height are
compensated or not. Other data, however, indicate

that isostasy is not always perfect : Dr. Morley
Davies has pointed out one, and I have shown that
several otherwise uncoordinated data can be co-
ordinated on the hypothesis that the rocks in the
asthenosphere, though weaker than those near the
surface, have a finite permanent strength, .\ccord-
inglv, the hypothesis that the asthenosphere can be
deformed to an unlimited extent by any small force

acting for a long time is one to be regarded with
great suspicion, and not to be accepted until it has
been proved that it will account for more than
appears to be explicable on the contrary hypothesis.

In conjunction with this hypothesis another is

often utilised, which can be definitely stated to be
inconsistent with physical knowledge : namely, that
such a small force can overcome a much larger

force acting for the same time in the opposite direc-

tion. In Wegener's theory, for example, not only
is a small force supposed to have moved .\nierica

across the Atlantic, but also the resistance of the ocean
bottom to deformation is supposed to have caused
the elevation of the Rocky Mountains. Now, given
a sufficiently weak asthenosphere and enough time,

it would be possible to twist the outside of the earth
over the inside to any extent. So long as the layers

of equal density remained symmetrical about the
polar axis, no elevation or depression of rocks
taking place, deformation could proceed undisturbed,
America going steadily on its way without mountain-
building or any other phenomenon observable by
geologists. In order that mountain-building may
take place, however, energy must be supplied to

raise and lower the rocks affected against gravity
;

and to keep them in position, in spite of the tendency
of gravity to restore the symmetrical form, the force

required must be enough to overcome gravity and
the strength of the surface rocks. The minimum
stress needed to account for mountain-building is

therefore greater than the pressure due to the weight
of the mountain. Tidal friction and differences

between the values of gravity at the tops and bottoms
of continents are capable of proilucing stresses of
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the order of 10-' dynes per sq. cm., whereas to

elevate the Rockies something like lo' dynes per
sq. cm. would be required.

A hypothesis that may be of use in accounting for

continental drift, if the latter is considered to be
indicated by the geological evidence, is based on
Jeans's proof (Proc. Roy. Soc. 93, 1917, 413-417)
that the earth is stable with regard to first harmonic
deformations. The fact that most of the land is in

one hemisphere indicates that a first harmonic de-

formation exists, and must therefore be tending to

die down ; the only possible means of destroying
the asymmetry being for the continents to break
up and spread out so as to get as far apart as possible.

If, then, we are prepared to admit that the continents
were once all united into one mass, it is probable
that they would have broken up and separated
widely, since the stresses in them must have been
comparable with the pressure at sea-level due to

the weight of a continent, which is at any rate a

moderate fraction of the strength of rocks. Wegener's
suggestion that India has moved towards the main
mass is, of course, inconsistent with this hypothesis.
The possibility that the continents were formerly

imited has been regarded bv Mr. Crook (Nature,
February 24, p. 255) as in harmony with Osmond
Fisher's theory of the origin of the Pacific. The
latter theory, however, is open to a serious objection.

The birth of the moon on the resonance theory
would require a violent distortion of the earth,

sufficient to shatter into fragments any crust that
might have already been formed, and these would
distribute themselves symmetrically over the liquid

interior at once instead of waiting a thousand million
years to do it.

Prof. Sollas's suggestion, mentioned by Dr. Evans
in Nature of March 24, p. 393, that there are traces
in the earth of the incipient formation of a second
satellite, is not in quantitative accordance with the
resonance theory of the origin of the moon. It is

practically certain that the earth-moon system, when
combined into one body, did not rotate sufficiently

fast for instability, but it is just possible that it could
have rotated fast enough for resonance to magnify
the solar semidiurnal tide to such an extent as to
rupture the mass into two parts. If the moon was
formed in this waj', however, it must have taken
away with it so much angular momentum that the
earth could ne\-er again ha\e approached conditions
suitable for either resonance or instabUity.

Harold Jeffreys.
St. John's College, Cambridge.

The Life-Cycle of the Eel in Relation to

Wegener's Hypothesis.

The argument in Dr. Wemyss Fulton's very
interesting letter in Nature of March 17, p. 359,
must be divided into two parts. First, it is pointed
out that the gradual recession of the east and west
coast-lines of the North Atlantic Ocean from one
another would explain in a very satisfactory manner
the evolution of the amazing migrations of the
larval eel. Secondly, it is assumed that Wegener's
continental drift is the only method of effecting
that gradual recession. It is possible to concur
heartily with the first thesis, without admitting the
second.

Suess explained the North Atlantic Ocean as
haying been formed, during the later ages of the
Cainozoic era, by successive foundering of portions
of a pre-existing land surface. Except that the
recession of the two coasts would then have been
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spasmodic instead of continuous, the general result

from the point of view of the inhabitants of the sea
would be just the same as if the two continents were
drifting apart. While acknowledging our indebted-
ness to Dr. Fulton for pointing out how the life-

history of the eel fits in with the other evidences of a
gradually widening Atlantic, we need not admit that
these wonderful migrations prove continental drift

any more than the migration of birds across the
Mediterranean proves that Africa has drifted away
from Europe. A. Mori.ey Davies.

Imperial College of Science and Technology,
South Kensington, S.W.7,

March 19.

The Combination between Oxygen and
Haemoglobin, and the Criteria of Adsorption.

HiEMOGLOBiN Combines with oxygen approximately
in the ratio of 16,670 to 32, by weight, as was shown
by Peters (Journ. of Physiol., vol. 44, p. 131). It is

clear, then, that in solution the particle of haemoglobin
is very much larger than the particle of oxygen which
combines with it. If one might assume that the
densities and shapes of the particles were similar,

then their surfaces would be in the ratio 64 to i ;

in any case, and whatever the degree of aggregation
of the particles, probably only a very small part of

the surface of the haemoglobin particles can be
actually covered by oxygen when combination ceases
at the stage of oxy-hasmoglobin.

This shows that the attraction of haemoglobin for

oxygen is a highly localised property of the haemo-
globin particles. For if this attraction were more or
less evenly distributed over the surface, it would be
satisfied only to a small extent, when a small part
of the surface was covered, and at higher concentra-
tions of oxygen than those which are found experi-
mentally to give saturation with oxygen, more oxygen
would be taken up.
Taking the thermal motions of the particles into

account does not affect this argument, since the
movements of the particles according to the laws of

the kinetic theory do not affect their surface areas.

Now, if the attraction of haemoglobin for oxygen
is of such a character that it is satisfied when only
a small portion of the surface is covered, it seems
impossible to regard this combination as a case of
adsorption.
The criteria of adsorption are perhaps not yet so

well defined as could be wished, if differences of
opinion as to whether a given process should be
classified as adsorption or not are to be avoided.
I am inclined to think that a process is rightly

classified as adsorption, if the substance taken up by
the surface continues to be taken up until the whole
surface is uniformly covered, but not otherwise.
Covering the surface uniformly is of course meant
in the sense in which a gas or homogeneous solid is

said to fill space uniformly ; that is, uniformly to a
being armed with a microscope to which individual
atoms are small.

This definition is both definite theoretically, and
in accordance with common conceptions of adsorption.
It is difficult, indeed, to see what other definition is

possible in the present state of knowledge. It is

perhaps, however, desirable to state the definition

clearly ; although, as I feel it must have been present,
whether formulated or accepted as self-evident, to
the minds of many workers on adsorption, no sort

of novelty is claimed for it here.

A definition of adsorption based on the nature or
quality of the forces attracting the adsorbed substance.
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is now impossible, since it appears proved by Lang-
niuir's work that there is no ditlficulty in accounting
both qualitatively and quantitatively for many cases
of adsorption, by means of the already very familiar
forces which cause combination between metals and
oxygen to form oxides, or the forces which bring
about solution.

Obviously adsorption cannot be defined as " that
^^hich occurs at the surface of a colloid"; since

lloids themselves are not yet a well-defined class

1 substances, and indeed the best studied cases of
adsorption are at plane interfaces, not at the surfaces
of colloids.

With the definition of adsorption proposed, a
process would be excluded if, as with haemoglobin
and oxygen, combination occurs only at some defined
locality on the surface. Similarly, the ordinary
reactions of organic chemistry will be excluded, as
they should be, since the substances taken up go to
definite atomic groupings in the molecule. The com-
bination of oxygen with haemoglobin is seen to belong
to the same class as most organic reactions.

It remains to examine whether the definition is

practically applicable to known cases of adsorption,
as well as theoretically justified ; and whether, in

the case of oxygen and tuTmoglobin, the arguments
originally put forward in support of the adsorption
process are cogent enough to o\erride the definition.

All cases of adsorption, from a gaseous phase, or
from solution, on plane, or nearly plane, interfaces,

are obviously compatible with the definition, since the
common method of calculating the amount of ad-
sorption assumes uniformity of distribution on the
surface, and the results are generally expressed per
sq. cm. of interface.

In the cases of adsorption on colloidal surfaces,
when the extent of surface is usually not known,
and the adsorption is expressed per gram of
adsorbent, the definition is probably also applicable.
Mecklenburg {Zeitsch. /. physikal. Chemie, vol. S^,

p. 622) described experiments showing in several
cases that the adsorption on different specimens
of the same adsorbent, prepared, however, under
different conditions, varied in a precisely similar way
with concentration for each adsorbent, but the total
amount adsorbed per gram was proportional to a
factor in each case, this factor being presumably
proportional to the area of the adsorbent.

In proposing the theory that the oxygen in oxy-
haemoglobin is held by adsorption. Wo. Ostwald
(KoU. Zeitsch., vol. 2, pp. 264, 294) based the argument
on two supposed facts : first, that no definite satura-
tion point of oxygen with luemoglobin could be found,
a fact now shown to be incorrect ;, and, second, that
the amount of oxygen taken up at different pressures
could be fairly accurately represented, under certain
conditions, by the so-called " adsorption isotherm,"
y=kc'' (y =amount taken up, c= concentration of
oxygen).
The mere fact that the variation of the amount

taken up fits the " adsorption isotherm ' does not
seem now to be a sufficient ground for classing
a process as adsorption. The "isotherm" has,
until quite recently, been an empirical fact with-
out theoretical explanation ; and not only does
it contain two independent arbitrary constants, which
makes the fitting of a set of experimental data easier
than would be the case otherwise ; but also it is, at
the best, usually only accurate at low concentrations,
divergences being found at higher concentrations.
A more accurate equation relating amount adsorbed

to concentration has been deduced recently (Henry,
Phil. .1/a?., vol. 44, p. 68y, 1922) on the assumptions
of a small range of molecular attraction and a mono-
molecular adsorbed layer, using well-established
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equations of the kinetic theory ; and the author
also gives a derivation of the " adsorption isotherm

"

on theoretical grounds. It would seem undesirable,
however, to use the form of the relation between
amount adsorbed and concentration as a criterion
of adsorption, for this relation can never be a very
simple conception, depending as it does on so many
factors : but nothing could be simpler than to
conceive of a surface as possessing either localised

or diffuse attraction for a substance it takes up.
It may be that in some instances it is not yet possible
to form any estimate of the fraction of the surface
covered

; yet as accurate knowledge of the dimensions
of molecules and of their orientation on surfaces
accumulates, the applicability of the criterion here
suggested will increase. I have tried to show,
however, that it is already more generally applicable
than any other. N. K. Adam.
The University, Sheffield, March 6.

Labour and Science in Industry.

The article by " F. S. M." under this heading in

Nature of March 24, p. 385, emboldens me to inquire
whether the time has not come for a really searching
scientific re-examination of the natural fundamental
basis of the economic system under which we perish.

That it is necessary to ask such a question as that in
this article, whether, after a century's unparalleled
progress in the domination of the forces of Nature and
the fertile labours of inventors and producers, the
average lot of the people is really better than it was
in consequence, suggests a certain lack of scientific

imagination. The question which many thoughtful
people are now asking themselves, and which a few
scientific men at least should have asked before the
War, is not whether the material lot of the people is up
to what it was before the use of science, but why is it

not vastly improved. What kind of a civilisation ought
to be the result, if science were directed in accordance
with natural laws to the constructive purposes of
life, rather than only so for the purposes of mutual
destruction ? Civilisation can scarcely revert in

peace-time to economic law, in which the tokens of
wealth usurp the place of reality, without raising the
very general aspiration that the advantages of war
and peace might be combined by proceeding accord-
ing to natural laws in peace-time.
The first economists, the French Physiocrats, did

make an effort to base their system on the laws of
Nature, and in their doctrine, that the origin of

wealth was the land, and in the later doctrine of Marx,
that it was in human labour, certain obvious elements
of natural truth were embodied. But in the present
system there is no natural truth obvious at all. It is

an offence against common sense. The production
of wealth to-day is a relatively finished science, in

which probably little that is fundamental remains un-
known ; whereas a century ago it was an empirical art
as different from the present science as astronomy is

from astrology or chemistry from alchemy. But the
science of distributing the product—that is, the science
of token wealth—is so little understood that the most
incredible consequences are accepted as natural and
inevitable.

In a natural community, if people were short of the
necessities of existence, and knew how, they would
produce and consume them. In ours, with the return
to conditions of peace and victory, they are idle by
the million and deteriorate mentally, morally, and
physically, dumbly acquiescent in the requirements
of a system no one pretends to understand. If one
asks why, it is because of certain conventions with
regard to bits of metal and paper to which we have all
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been born and brought up, but to which probably not
one in a hundred, even among scientific men, has given
two minutes' original thought.
The great clarification of ideas which distinguishes

modern science, and especially physical science,

ought not to stop short of this m.ost vital and funda-
mental problem which so menaces the well-being of
the community. It is, indeed, a most fascinating
problem for its own sake. The mathematician would
enlarge his knowledge of the consequences of a
mistake in sign in a field where such mistakes are of
fearful import to whole nations, and the physicist,

of a perpetual-motion machine fallacy underlying and
destroying the hopes, not of a half-crazv would-be
mechanic, but of a half-crazy would-be mechanical
civilisation. In his well-known book, " Instincts of

the Herd," Mr. Trotter has put one obvious point
inimitably. " It is this survival, so to say, of the
waggoner upon the foot-plate of an express engine,
which has made the modern history of nations a
series of such breathless adventures and hairbreadth
escapes." I venture to suggest that the survival
of the herd-instincts of the waggoner in an express
age applies as much to those who have built the
express as to those who try to drive it.

The British Association naturally suggests itself

as providing the proper platform for this proposed
re-examination of the physical basis of our economic
system, since it has an Economics Section which, no
doubt, would welcome as eagerly as tlie public the
introduction of an element of science into its proceed-
ings. One needs to be only a casual observer of the
trend of events to know that the public, thoroughly
alarmed by the consequences of peace, and fearfully-

awaiting asphyxiation in the next war, would take an
interest in this question that would rival that of the
palmy days of Huxley and the Bishops.

Frederick Soddy.

We shall all sympathise with Prof. Soddy's desire
that our industrial system should give a state of
society in which the material lot of the people should
be " vastly improved " by the application of science.
We should differ from him in various degrees as to
the extent to which this has been alreadv secured,
and the means which should be taken to accelerate
the process. I gave in the article quoted some
reasons for believing that considerable improvement
had taken place : it seems, in fact, untrue to say that
" we are perishing " imder our present economic
system. The only country which can be said to
have come near to " perishing " is Russia, which
attempted entirely to discard the system and is now,
after a desperate experience, painfully and slowly
retracing her steps. The next most seriously dis-

tressed country in the world is China, which has never
attained to our modern industrial system.
By all means enlist the Economics Section of the

British Association in a discussion of the problem

—

or rather the host of problems—involved. I5ut do not
antagonise the Section at starting by suggesting that
it would be a good thing to introduce " an element
of science into its proceedings." The Section has been
proceeding on that assumption for a good many
years now. F. S. M.

Tactile Vision of Insects and Arachnida.

With reference to Commander Hilton Young's
suggestion noted on p. 409 of Nature for March 24,
it may possibly be of interest to record the con-
clusion at which I and my colleagues arrived, when
engaged, two years ago, in research on the so-called
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eyes in insects and arachnida. In all the species
studied, including the house-fly and red ants among
the former, the house spider [Tegenaria donicsHca)
and many of the Epeirae among the latter, we were
forced to the conclusion that the organs generally
known as eyes do not act as organs of vision. What
their main purpose is, w-as never certainly determined
by us ; but the many phenomena which were studied
as evidence of sight could all be reduced to touch
sensations. For example, to take perhaps the simplest
illustration, if the hand be slowly advanced towards
a fly on a window-pane, the insect, if it be a vigorous
specimen, will evade the caress. But if the hand
be advanced towards the fly when the insect is on
the opposite side of the glass to the hand, it may
often be necessary to tap severely in order to disturb
its wanderings.
Apart from air currents due to the motion of the

hand, and possibly some convection currents due to
the heat of the same, it is difiicult to afford any
other satisfactory explanation of this simple pheno-
menon, which any one can examine for himself with
the greatest of ease. J. P. O'Hea.

St. Beuno's College, St. Asaph,
March 24.

The Resonance Theory of Hearing.

The difficulty expressed by Sir James Barrett in
Nature of March 24, p. 396, is probably more
apparent than real. If attention is focussed on the
relative dimensions of the various parts of the cochlea
rather than their actual sizes, I think that the range
of analysis can be explained.

In the short compass of a letter I cannot deal with
a full consideration of the analytical mechanism of
the cochlea. A variation in pressure applied to the
fenestra ovalis, if it is to cause a movement of the
basilar membrane, must cause movement of the
liquids in the cochlea. The impedance due to the
inertia of the liquid is considered bj' Mr. Wilkinson
as a " load " on the vibrating strings. In all con-
siderations of the action of the cochlea the influence
of the viscosity of the liquid has been overlooked
(see Philosophical Magazine, 1922, vol. 43, p. 349).
The friction of the liquid against the walls of the
cochlea impedes the movement of the liquid so that
if the diameter of the cochlea were uniform the
resistance would be proportional to the distance from
the fenestra ovalis. As the cochlea becomes narrower
this is a safe assumption. If the highest audible
note acts on the basilar membrane 5 m from the com-
mencement of the cochlea, the ratio of the impedance
due to viscosity of this highest note to the lowest
note might be 35,000 to 5. This is approximately
the ratio given by Mr. Wilkinson without the assump-
tion of any difference in tension in the fibres of the
basilar membrane. I do not wish to imply that there
is no difference in tension, but the greater bulk of
the spiral ligament may be merely to resist a greater
strain, and is not necessarily an indication of a greater
initial tension.

If one wishes to look at this subject from the point
of view of resonance, the effect of viscosity can be
illustrated by narrowing the orifice of an air resonator.
This lowers the note, just as the viscosity makes the
note lower for the distal end of the cochlea, but the
viscosity of a liquid will be much more important
than the viscosity of a gas. Viscosity, however, is

only one of the factors concerned in sound analysis.

H. E. RoAE.
London Hospital Medical College,

Whitechapel Road, E.i,

IMarch 26.
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THE recent discovery of Tut'enkhamun's tomb has

naturally aroused a jrreat deal of interest in the

attempt made by that king's father-in-law, Okhnaton,
to establish a monotheistic form of sun-worsiiip as the

State religion of Egypt, and indeed of the whole

Eg)'ptian empire. Properly to appreciate this very

striking phase of Egyptian religious thought, it is

necessary to have some knowledge of the old " ortho-

dox " sun-cult, the State religion of Egypt, since at any
rate the sixth, and possibly the third dynasty—a cult

which can be traced back to the very dawn of Egyptian

history.

The centre of this ancient sun-cult was On, the

Heliopolis of the Greek writers, a city which lay close

to Memphis and the site of modern Cairo. Heliopolis

was almost certainly the political centre of a united

Eg)'pt in the predynastic period, though at a time not

necessarily long anterior to the beginning of the first

dynasty and tlie founding of Memphis by Menes. The
pred)Tiastic king of HeliopoHs was high-priest of his

city-god, the sun-god Re'-Atum, and was also regarded

as his embodiment. Immense influence was exercised

by Heliopolis upon Egyptian theology and ideas in

general, and even when Heliopolis ceased to be the

actual capital of Egypt, the Egyptian king was still

regarded as the embodiment of the sun-god and his

high-priest, and Re'-Atum still maintained his place as

the State-god. Owing to the religious and political

ascendancy of Heliopolis, a number of the local pro-

vincial gods were identified with the sun-god by their

priests in order to enhance their prestige. Of course,

this identification was particularly likely to take place

when what was once a pro\-incial town became the

centre of government, as did Heracleopolis at the

beginning of the ninth, and Thebes at the beginning of

the eleventh dynasty.

As a result of their being identified vvith the Helio-

politan sun-god, and owing to the great prestige, and,

no doubt in early times, superior culture, of Heliopolis,

the temples erected for the worship of the solarised

local gods were copies of the Heliopolitan sun-temple;

moreover the liturgy celebrated therein in honour of

these divinities was that celebrated in honour of their

Heliopolitan prototype. In course of time the Helio-

politan form of temple was universally adopted in

Eg)'pt, and also, by a natural process, the Heliopolitan

liturgy came to be celebrated in honour of every im-

portant god and goddess throughout the length and
breadth of the land. This remarkable uniformity in

temple architecture and in worship seems to have
prevailed so far back as the old kingdom, about 2900
to 2475 B.C.

The king of Egypt, as we have seen, was the high-

priest of the sun-god. He was also high-priest of all

the local divinities of Egypt, and in this capacity he
celebrated, or rather was supposed to celebrate, the

liturgy in every Egyptian temple. His relations with
the solarised divinities were of course practically the

same as his relations with the Heliopolitan sun-god

himself, a circumstance which naturall)' must have
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The Sun-Cult in Ancient Egypt.

By AvLW.\RD M. Black.man, D.Litt.

influenced his relations with other divinities and must
have helped forward greatly the solarisation of all

Egyptian temple-worship.

What, it may be asked, were the ideas of these ancient
sun-worshippers as to the nature and character of their

god ? The most outstanding of all the qualities attri-

buted to the sun-god by the Heliopolitan priests is his

righteousness. The sun-god is not only represented

as loving righteousness and truth and hating iniquity,

but also it was said that he it was who " fashioned

righteousness." Righteousness is so much a part of

the god's being that he is said to live (i.e. feed) on it,

just as Hapi the Nile-god is said to live on fish ! This
righteous god demanded righteousness in his worshippers
also, and before the Osirianisation of the Egyptian
conceptions of the life after death, a process which they
underwent in the period between the end of the Old
and the beginning of the Middle Kingdom (about 2475
to 2160 B.C.), the sun-god was regarded as the judge of

the dead, in which capacity certain texts represent him
as weighing righteousness in a balance, i.e. testing the

righteousness of the dead.

Now the king of Egypt (in the first instance the king
of Heliopolis) was thought to be, as we have seen, the

embodiment of the sun-god. Accordingly, like his

divine prototype he was sup|)osed to be the upholder
of righteousness, truth, and justice. But the close

association of the king with the god not only associated

the god's righteousness with the king : it also associated

the kingship with the god. Thus the sun-god, who is

represented in the myths as the first king of Egypt,
came to be regarded as the prototype of all Egyptian
sovereigns, the ideally righteous king, the pattern of all

would-be righteous Pharaohs. In a literary composi-

tion of the Feudal Age, describing the miserable plight

of Egypt under the rule of a weak Pharaoh, a sage

contrasts the prevailing unhappy conditions with the

state of affairs in that far-oflf golden age when the sun-

god, the ideal king, ruled over Egypt. He speaks of

the sun-god as " the shepherd (lit. herdsman) of all

men, with no evil in his heart." " Where is he to-

day .'
" he asks. " Does he sleep perchance .' Behold

his might is not seen !

"

Purity, and particularly physical purity, was another
attribute of the sun-god. Everything connected with

him must, it was maintained, be pure, and only those

who were pure could approach him. Consequently
Uistral washing was a marked feature of the sun-cult,

no priest being able to enter the sun-temple (eventually

any temple) to officiate until he had undergone purifica-

tion. Even the sun-god himself is represented as

washing or being washed every morning in some mytho-
logical lake or pool before appearing above the eastern

horizon.

Now according to one conception, the sun-god was
reborn every morning, having been born in the first

instance, be it noted, out of the waters of the celestial

ocean. Naturally enough, therefore, his daily rebirth

came to be associated with his daily lustration, and he

was supposed to be reborn every day at dawn as the

result of washing or being washed in the waters of this

or that sacred pool. In accordance with this concep-
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tion, an early and important episode in the liturgy,

which was celebrated every day at dawn in all Egyptian

temples (in the first instance, of course, the Heliopolitan

sun-temple), was the washing or sprinkling of the

divinity's (originally the sun-god's) cultus-image with

water, in imitation of the sun-god's supposed daily

matutinal lustration.

The Heliopolitan king, the sun-god's embodiment,

was, as already stated, his high-priest, and in this

capacity he entered, or was supposed to enter, the sun-

temple every day at dawn to celebrate the liturgy.

Before he entered the god's presence he had, like every

other priest, to undergo purification, but in his capacity

of embodiment of the sun-god he was conceived of as

reborn as the result of his ceremonial washing, just as

was his divine prototype. As we shall see, the king

was also regarded as the son of the sun-god, and was

thus thought of as rebegotten as well as reborn through

the agency of the lustral water, this being identified

with the sun-god's own efflux, the very efflux with

which he had brought into being his two children, Shu
and Tefenet. The king's lustral washing took place in

an adjunct of the sun-temple, called the House of the

Morning, so named on account of the very early hour

at which this ceremony took place. The king not

only underwent lustration in this chamber, but he was
also robed, anointed, and crowned there, invested with

the royal insignia, and apparently also presented with

a light repast, after which proceedings he was ready to

enter the temple to officiate.

The consort assigned to the Heliopolitan sun-god

by his priests was Hathor, a goddess who was especially

associated with music and dancing. The queen, as

wife of the high-priest of the sun-god, was, in accord-

ance with Egyptian custom, that god's high-priestess
;

moreover as wife of the embodiment of the sun-god she

was considered to be the god's earthly wife, and so was
identified with Hathor. Like her divine prototype she

was associated with music, and it was her function to

sing and rattle her sistrum while her husband, the high-

priest, celebrated the liturgy.

A notable feature of the worship of Hathor was the

performances of her musician priestesses, who were

attached to her temple in large numbers. These per-

formances consisted in dancing to the accompaniment
of the rattling of sistra and the beating of single-

membrane drums. Since Hathor was assigned to the

sun-god as his wife, musician-priestesses were attached

to his temple, and their dancing, singing, and playing

thus became a feature of the sun-cult—eventually of all

the solarised cults of Egypt. Over these musician-

priestesses in the provincial temples presided the high-

priestess, the wife of the high-priest, who, as inscrip-

tions occurring in several temples explicitly state, was
regarded as the wife of the god, and was as such identi-

fied with Hathor—the god himself being identified with

the sun-god. The musician-priestesses attached to the

great solar or solarised temple at the capital were, of

course, presided over by the queen, the earthly counter-

part of Hathor par excellence. These musician-

priestesses of Hathor consciously impersonated Hathor
in their performances, and are actually spoken of as

Hathors. Thus not only the high-priestess was
identified with Hathor, but the musician-priestesses

over whom she presided were designated Hathors also.
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Since the chief musician-priestess—at the capital the

queen, or in the provinces the local high-priest's wife

—

was regarded as the god's earthly consort, the ordinary

musician-priestesses were reckoned to be his concubines,

in which connexion it is interesting to note that the

Temple of Luxor, which was dedicated to the solarised

Theban Amun, was known as the Southern Harim of

Amun ; so it was possibly the headquarters of that

god's concubines.

Owing to the queen holding the position of wife of

the sun-god, her son, the future king, naturally came to

be regarded as the actual physical son of that divinity,

the explanation of this wondrous happening being that

the god had intercourse with the queen by incorporat-

ing himself in the reigning Pharaoh.

A brief description must now be given of an ordinary

Egyptian temple, and some account of the ideas which

the Egyptians entertained with regard to it, all of which
will show effectually how preponderating was the influ-

ence of Heliopolis in all matters religious, and how
complete was the process of solarisation which Egyptian
temple-worship and all its accessories had undergone,

certainly before the end of the Old Kingdom, possibly

at a much earlier date.

A great ornamental gateway flanked by two towers,

commonly called a pylon, admitted to an open court

surrounded by a colonnade. Behind this court was
the h\rpostyle or pillared hall, and behind it again,

buried in profoundest darkness, lay the sanctuary,

containing the cultus-image of the divinity to whom
the temple was dedicated. In adjoining rooms were
enshrined the images of the co-templar divinities. Yet
other rooms served as store-chambers for the sacred

utensils and vestments, or for the performance of

special ceremonies.

Owing to the prevailing solar influence, Egyptian

temples, certainly in early times and often later, were

orientated east and west, so that the rising sun at the

equinoxes might light up their dark interiors. Indeed,

according to the current Egyptian conception, it was
the sun-god before all others who dwelt in every temple,

which was regarded as a small replica of heaven itself.

Thus a favourite description of a temple is that it is

" like heaven in its interior, while Re' (the sun-god)

rises within it."

Against the eastern face of either of the above-

mentioned pylon-towers were erected two or four,

sometimes even five, tall masts—four to ten in all

—

from the tops of which fluttered white, green, blue, and
red flags. These towers themselves were equated with

the two sisters Isis and Nephthys, who were regarded

as a pair of midwives lifting up the newly-born sun into

the sky every morning.

In front of the pylon there generally stood two
obelisks, one on either side of the gateway. The
obelisk, or rather the pyramidion on top, was closely

connected with the sun-cult, being a replica of the

sacred henhen-iXant in the temple at Heliopolis. This

stone was the emblem of the sun-god, one of the forms

under which he was worshipped, and on it he was said

to have sat when he begat of himself the god Shu and

the goddess Tefenet.

Colossal statues of the royal founder or benefactor

of the temple were often erected in front of the pylon

beside the obelisks. Other statues of the king, repre-
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senting him either in the guise of a worshipper or

offerer, or as just standing or seated, were set up in

various parts of the temple. Through the medium of

these statues, which to the Egj-ptian mind were very

closely connected with tlie person they represented

(that person being regarded as immanent in them), the

king could, according to the character of the statue,

function perpetually either as worshipper or offerer, or

else as the recipient of worship and offerings.

In the main sanctuary, and in the sanctuary of each

of the co-templar divinities, was a shrine containing the

cultus-image, which was as a rule quite small—sixteen

inches to four feet in height—and made of wood. Some-
times the shrine was a monolithic naos set up against

the back wall of the sanctuary, with a bronze frame

inserted in front fitted with double doors. More often

the shrine was in the form of a boat, which rested upon
an altar-like stone pedestal, the place where it stood

being designated " the great place." In the centre of

the boat, covered with a \eil, was a cabin containing

the image. Poles were attached to these boats so that

they might be carried in procession, the number of

priests who supported them varying from eight to

twenty-four, or even twenty-six. In the sanctuary of

the Heliopolitan sun-temple there were two such boat-

shrines, representing the morning- and evening-barque

of the sun-god. The boat-shrine is undoubtedly of

solar origin, for it was the sun-god in particular who was
conceived of as sailing across the sky in a boat.

The sanctuary, or else the actual naos containing the

image, is often designated " Heaven " or the " Horizon"

in inscriptions, and one of the titles borne by the high-

priest of the solarised Theban Amun was " Opener of

the Doors of Heaven in Elect-of-PIaces (Luxor)," it

being the duty of the chief officiating priest to open the

doors of the shrine or sanctuary at an early stage of the

temple liturgy.

Ever)- temple possessed its sacred pool containing

the water used for purificatory purposes, and it is to be

noted that this pool, for reasons that have been fully

set forth above, seems always to have been associated

with the sun-god.

Again, every temple down to the latest times pos-

sessed its vestry or House of the Morning, an adjunct,

as has already been pointed out, of the ancient Helio-

politan sun-temple.

One of the clearest proofs of the complete solarisa-

tion of institutional religion in Eg)^t is to be found in

the organisation of the priesthood, which at every

temple was divided into four " watches," or, as the

classical writers designated them, phylee. These
" watches " bear the names of the four quarters of a

ship—the bow-, stem-, starboard-, and larboard-watch,

names which mythological texts assign to the four

watches into which the crew of the sun-god's ship was
divided. It was evidently the Heliopohtan priests

who were first divided into four watches bearing these

names, for, as already stated, the sun-god was supposed

to traverse the heavens in a ship and his priests may
well have been regarded as his crew.

The liturgy itself consisted largely of a series of

toilet-episodes, and thus closely resembled the cere-

monial toilet of the Pharaoh in the House of the

Morning, a resemblance due to the fact that both

imitated the same performance, the supposed daily
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matutinal ablutions of the sun-god, the cultus-image ot

the divinity (originally the sun-god) being washed or

sprinkled witli water every day at dawn, as the god
himself was believed to be. That the other toilet

episodes in the temple liturgy—robing, anointing,

crowning, etc.—were like those performed for the king,

was due to the fact that the sun-god, for whom the rite

was instituted, was himself regarded as a king—the
divine prototype of all Heliopolitan kings. The chief

officiant at the liturgy was supposed to be the Pharaoh,
but it was of course impossible for the supreme head of

the highly organised Egyptian state of historic times to

function daily as high-priest, even in the temple at the

capital, let alone in the countless temples scattered over
the length and breadth of the land. His place was
therefore taken by a deputy, the local high-priest, or

some other member of the higher grade of the priest-

hood. In addition to the chief officiant a number of

assistant priests took part in all the ceremonies, as

certain representations clearly show.
The liturgy falls into three main divisions: (i) A

series of pre-toilet episodes, among w-hich were included
the unbolting and opening of the sanctuary or naos doors,

the sweeping of the sanctuary floor with a cloth or

besom, preliminary fumigations with incense, the pros-

tration of the celebrant, the chanting of the praises of

the god, and the removal of the image from the shrine.

(2) The lustral washing of the image, followed by a long

series of other toilet performances. (3) The liturgy

terminated with the presentation of a meal to the god,

a lengthy and highly ceremonious proceeding. When
the food- and drink - offerings had all been laid in

order before the image—the heaped-up food offerings

surmounted with bouquets of flowers and the wine-

jars wreathed with garlands—the officiant extended his

right arm and, bending his hand upwards in the pre-

scribed manner, pronounced a formula beginning with
the words " An offering which the king gives." The
recitation of this formula was preceded by the burning
of incense and the pouring out of a libation. The priest

having next recited the formula of " Summoning the

divinity to his repast," performed the act of consecra-

tion, by which each item of food and drink was finally

made over to the divine banqueter. This act consisted

in the king, or his deputy the priest, standing before

what was to be offered, and four times stretching out

over it or towards it a ceremonial baton called the

kherp-\^&X.civ\, which he grasped in his right hand.

The last act of the officiant before he left the sanctu-

ary was to remove all traces of his own and his assistants'

footprints. This he did by sweeping the floor once

more with a cloth or besom. The sanctuary door

was tlien closed and bolted and a clay seal affixed to the

bolts.

Before bringing this preliminary article to an end, it

should be pointed out that music, vocal and instru-

mental, was a great feature of Egyptian worship—

a

much greater feature than may have appeared from

what has already been said in connexion with the

musician-priestesses. These priestesses, it would seem,

headed by the god's earthly wife, the high-priestess,

rattled their sistra, beat single-membrane drums, and
chanted hymns in the divinity's praise, all the time that

the chief officiant and his assistant priests were execut-

ing the various ritual acts, while male musicians also

P 2
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bore their part in the proceedings, singing, and playing

on flutes and stringed instruments.

The following and concluding article willjleal with

the monotheistic Aton-reUgion instituted by Okhnaton,

and so enthusiastically practised and propagated by
him at his capital, El-Amarna^ in Middle Egypt.
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The Photosynthesis of Plant Products.^

By Prof. I. M. Heilbron.

DESPITE the enormous strides that have been

made by chemists during the last decades in

the elucidation of many classes of plant products and

the actual synthesis of individual members, the methods

hitherto employed in the laborator)' are so essentialh-

different from those carried out by the plant that the

synthetic processes of the living organism have come

almost to be regarded as something fundamentally

apart from those of the laboratory. The investigations

on photosynthesis now being carried out in Liverpool by

Prof. Baly and myself, although as yet of a quite pre-

liminary nature, have, in my opinion, already shown

that such a conclusion is entirely unwarranted and that

the key to the problem of plant s},Titheses is to be found

in the study of the energy transformations involved in

the primary reaction wherein the plant brings about the

fixation of atmospheric carbon dioxide. Apart from the

purel)' academic interest of the subject, the problem of

photosynthesis demands the attention of the community

as a whole, for, with the elucidation of the reactions in-

volved, the economic aspect of the question must inevit-

ably become more prominent, and practical results of the

greatest value to mankind may conceivably accrue.

The work of the earlier investigators on the subject

has led to the formulation of certain definite conclusions.

Thus, it has been proved beyond question that photo-

s\Tithesis takes place in the green leaf of the plant and

that, under natural conditions, assimilation apparently

consists in the absorption of carbon dioxide by means

of the chlorophyll contained in the chloroplasts and its

deoxidation and condensation therein, in the presence

of water and sunlight, to sugars. It is obvious that,

in order to obtain any satisfactory explanation of the

role played by the chlorophyll, its constitution, and

above all its reactions, must be known. The first

advance in this direction is due to von Baeyer,^ who
suggested that the initial product of assimilation was

formaldehyde, which then further condensed to form

carbohydrates. This hypothesis was rapidly put to the

test in two directions. Innumerable attempts have

been made to prove the presence of formaldehyde in the

green leaf itself, but in every case where this appeared

to be established its formation could as readily be

explained as being derived from sources other than

assimilation. As regards the production of formalde-

hyde from carbon dioxide in vitro, this has actually

been carried out in numerous ways,^ none of which,

* Substance of lectures delivered at the Royal Institution on February
I and 8.

' Bar. (1S70) 3, 68.
^ Usher and Priestley, Proc. Roy. Soc. (1906) B, 77, 369.
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however, are directly comparable with the conditions

existing in the plant itself. The most detailed work in

this connexion is that of Moore and Webster,* who
showed that, under the action of light, formaldehyde

was readily produced in solutions of carbonic acid con-

taining colloidal uranium hydroxide or ferric hydroxide.

As a result of these experiments, Moore concluded that,

although chlorophyll had come to be universally re-

garded as the fundamental agent for photosynthesis,

the evidence was purely inferential, and it was more
probable that the synthesis of formaldehyde in the

presence of sunlight was actually due to the inorganic

iron present in the colourless portion of the chloroplast.

Recent research shows this hypothesis to he incorrect.

Iron is undoubtedly essential to plant Hfe, just as it is

to animal life, and its function seems to be closely

associated with chlorophyll formation. Leaves starved

of iron suffer from chlorosis but, in these, photosj-nthesis

does not take place, and there can be Httle doubt that

the real catalyst for the assimilation reaction is chloro-

phyll. Our knowledge of the constitution of this

interesting and highly complex pigment is mainly due

to the work of Willstatter and his collaborators,^ who
have established the fact that the following four pig-

ments are invariably present in the green leaves of all

land plants : Chlorophyll A, CsjHjjOgN^Mg, chloro-

phyll B, CssH,oOgN4Mg, carotin, C40H5J, and xantho-

phvll, C4,H5g02. From an exhaustive study of the

assimilation of carbon dioxide by the green leaf,

Willstatter ® has been able to arrive at certain very

important generalisations. He has found that in all

cases the oxygen evolved is absolutely equivalent

to the carbon dioxide absorbed, which definitely

proves that formaldehyde must be the first product,

since the primary formation of such other substances

as have from time to time been suggested would neces-

sitate a volume ratio greater than 1:1. Further, from

the results of experiments carried out both in the leaf

and in vitro, he has been able to show that, although

chlorophyll is inactive to dry carbon dioxide, it is

nevertheless capable of combining with carbonic acid

to form a labile addition compound. He concludes

that this latter, by the absorption of light energy,

is rearranged into a formaldehyde peroxide complex

from which,v by means of enzyme action, formalde-

hyde is liberated, oxygen evolved, and chlorophyll

regenerated.

« Proc. Roy. Soc. (r9l3) B, 87, 163.
' Willstatter und StoU, " Untersuchungen uber Chlorophyll," Berlin, 1913.
• Willstatter und Stoll, *' Untersuchuogen ijber die Assimilation der

Kohlensaure," Berlin, 1919.
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This work still leaves much unexplained and in no
way helps to disentangle the paradox that whereas, on
one hand, formaldehyde must actually be produced,

it nevertheless does not exist in the leaf. Nor does it

aflford an explanation of the rapid synthesis of either

the disaccharides, such as cane-sugar, or of storage

-tarch. Again, it is curious that, if the reactions are

actually those specified by Willstiitter, Nature should,

apparently by caprice, in\ariably ensure the presence of

the two chlorophyll components and also the carotinoid

pigments, when one chlorophyll individual would by
itself be sufficient. It would seem more probable that

the four pigments are present because each has an
ilisolutely definite role to play in the mechanism of

issimilation. This suggestion is strongly supported by
a consideration of the striking oxygen values existing

between the two pigment classes, these being in strict

agreement with the amount of oxygen liberated in the

photosynthetic operation.

Returning now to the consideration of the primary
synthesis wherein carbonic acid is deoxidised to formal-

dehyde, this reaction is a highly endothermic one,

impossible to realise under the conditions commonly
tniployed in the laboraton,\ On the other hand, car-

Ijonic acid is able to absorb light of very short wave-
length (A = 20o/i/x), and, if exposed to light of this

frequency, the formation of formaldehyde, without the

agency of any catalyst, can readily be demonstrated
under these purely photochemical conditions. More-
oxer, in the presence of a suitable basic coloured

ibstance, such as malachite green, with which the

arbonic acid can combine loosely, the formation of

formaldehyde can be demonstrated in visible light, the

malachite green acting as a photocatalyst for the

reaction.'

Carbohydrate Production.

The formation of sugars on exposure of aqueous
solutions of formaldehyde to ultra-violet light was
demonstrated by Moore and Webster.* These observa-

tions have been fully confirmed, and it has been found
that the wave-length of light which brings about this

reaction (A = 290/i/x) is photochemically distinct from
that required for the synthesis of formaldehyde itself.

In our earlier experiments in Liverpool, it was con-

sidered that the photosynthetic formation of carbo-

hydrates had to take place in two distinct stages, but,

- will be explained below, later experiments have
iiown that this interpretation was incorrect, the actual

process being simpler. The formaldehyde molecule,

when first produced by photosynthesis from carbon
dioxide, exists in a highly reactive phase, identical with
that obtained when ordinary formaldehyde is photo-
1 liemically activated. This type of formaldehyde we
have designated " activated formaldehyde," and it is

this which must be photocatalytically produced through
'le agency of the chlorophyll, and immediately
ndenses to sugars, for, as is well known, ordinary
rmaldehyde has no such property. It follows from
lis that the formaldehyde detected in the carbonic

acid experiments cannot have been a direct product of

photosynthesis, but must have resulted from a sub-
sequent decomposition of photosynthesised sugar.

That carbohydrates readily jield formaldehyde under

I

* B.ilv, Hcilbron, and Barker, Jour. Chem. Soc. (1921) Z19, 1025.
8 Ptoc. Roy. Soc. (1918) B, 90, 16S.

the influence of short wave-length light has been proved
experimentally, and thus the detection of formalde-

hyde in any photochemical operation may be regarded

as sure evidence of photosynthesis.

The investigation into the nature of the sugars formed
by the photochemical activation of formaldehyde is still

being carried out, but we have been able to prove con-

clusively that the condensation leads to the production

of hexose sugars alone. This fact affords a ready

explanation of the formation of disaccharides and
starches, for the freshly photosynthesised hexose mole-

cule must e.xist in a highly reactive phase, and con-

sequently further condensations will inevitably take

place.

Nitrogen Assimilation.

The problem as to the origin of the many classes of

nitrogen compounds occurring in the vegetable kingdom
is one fully equal in importance to that of the formation

of carbohydrates, but although many have speculated

on their possible s^Tithesis, little definite evidence has

hitherto been adduced to account for their production.

The questions which liave to be considered in this con-

nexion are, first, under what conditions and in what
state does the nitrogen enter the plant, and secondly,

is the fixation process a photos\-nthetic reaction .-'

With regard to the manner in which nitrogen is supplied,

the general method would appear to be that it passes

into the roots in the form of nitrates, or possibly

ammonium salts, present in the soil. In addition to

the introduction of nitrogen in this man;ier, Moore *

has found that in the case of unicellular algse, providing

abundant carbon dioxide is present, elemental nitrogen

from the atmosphere can be absorbed and directly

utilised. This discovery, which is of quite exceptional

interest and fully corroborates Jamieson's i" earlier

investigations, is still further supported by the recent

observation of Lipman and Taylor," who claim to have
proved that ordinar)- wheat is able to assimilate up to

20 per cent, of its total nitrogen content in the form of

free nitrogen.

It was noted by Schimper that nitrites are invariably

present in the green leaf when kept in the dark, but

that they rapidly disappear on exposure to light, and

the deduction may thus be drawn that these are the

active substances employed in the nitrogen fixation.

The direct assimilation of atmospheric nitrogen in no
way invalidates this conclusion, for there can be little

doubt that the free nitrogen will readily react with the

nascent oxygen formed during the photolysis of the

carbon dioxide to yield oxides of nitrogen.

With these facts in mind, exhaustive experiments are

now being carried out in Liverpool on the interaction of

nitrates with activated formaldehyde. It has been

found that under all conditions the primary reaction

product is formhydroxamic acid,** ^C = NOH, a

substance which had previously been obtained by

Baudisch '^ in his pioneer work in this field. The forma-

tion of formhydro-xamic acid takes place only in the pres-

ence of activated formaldehyde, no trace of it being found

• Moore and Webster, Proc. Roy. Soc. (iQio) B, i)i, 201 ; (1921) B, 92, 51.
" Reports .^Kricullural Research Association, Aberdeen (1905-1911).
" Sc\ence, i<)22, November 24.
" ISaly. Hcilbron, and Hudson, Jour. Chem. Soc. (1922) 121, 1078.
** Ber. (19! ij 44, loog.
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when solutions of ordinary formaldehyde and potassium

nitrate are allowed to remain in the dark. Now, as this

acid is also produced on passing carbon dioxide through

aqueous solutions of either potassium nitrate or potas-

sium nitrite exposed to ultra-violet light, the requisite

proof is furnished of the statement that the freshly

synthesised formaldehyde must be beyond doubt
activated formaldehjde. These experiments have led

us to the conclusion that formhydroxamic acid marks
the initial stage in the phytosynthesis of nitrogen com-
pounds. This view is further substantiated by the fact

that, on exposure to ultra-violet light, formhydroxamic

acid rapidly reacts with activated formaldehyde to form

various other products, many of a complex nature,

whereas in the absence of light no such change occurs.

In the course of these experiments, other facts of

great importance have been noted. It has been found

that by employing excess of nitrite no reducing sugars

whatsoever are formed, but that if the activated formal-

dehyde is in excess of that utilised by the nitrite, the

presence of reducing sugars can be readily detected.

These experiments prove that the synthesis of nitrogen

compounds by the interaction of nitrites with activated

formaldehyde takes precedence over the condensation

of the latter to carbohydrates. In the plant, however,

as the amount of nitrogen actually fixed is small in

comparison with the total carbon assimilated, both

carbohydrate and protein formation take place simul-

taneously.

As regards the type of substances which have been

classified up to the present, conclusive proof of the

formation of a-amino acids has been obtained, and thus

a definite intermediate stage in protein production has

been reached. At least four distinct types of a-amino

acids have so far been isolated in the form of their copper

salts, and it is certain that at least one of these is a

complex acid, possibly analogous to histidine.

In addition to the synthesis of amino acids, nitrogen

bases, such as methylamine, pyridine and piperidine,

have been isolated. Substances of alkaloidal character

are also formed in the reaction, but as yet we have been

unable to separate any one alkaloid in sufficient quantity

for detailed investigation.

Another line of attack, at present in active progress,

is the study of the action of ammonia on photochemically

activated formaldehyde. Here again it has been

ascertained that, whether one starts from carbon di-

oxide and ammonia or from ordinary formaldehyde and

ammonia, identical products are obtained. Moreover,

although under normal conditions interaction only

occurs under the influence of light of very short wave-

length, by employing ammoniacal copper solutions the

reaction can be photocatalysed to take place in visible

light. In all cases the presence of methylamine,
pyridine or piperidine, can again be recognised after

comparatively short exposure to light, and by extending

the period of illumination to several days the presence

of alkaloids can also be experimentally confirmed.

In this case it has been possible to isolate an indi-

vidual alkaloid in sufficient quantity to enable numerous
qualitative and physiological tests to be carried out.

Despite the difficulties of identification of these sub-

stances, the experimental evidence obtained would
seem definitely to indicate that this photosynthetic

alkaloid is coniine."^*

In conclusion, I would direct attention to some
general deductions naturally arising from the work in

hand. According to the views now put forward, it

necessarily follows that, both in the case of the photo-

s\-nthesis of carbohydrates and also in that of the phyto-

S}Tithesis of nitrogen products, the whole centre of

activity must be contained in the green leaf itself. As
to the manner in which translocation from this point

to other portions of the plant is brought about, it may
be suggested that, as the synthesis of active hexoses

takes place concurrently with the production of nitrogen

compounds, the conditions are especially favourable for

glucoside formation. In this way a method would be

found for the easy removal of insoluble materials from

the leaf.

Finally, I would emphasise the point that in regard

to the work being carried out by Prof. Baly and myself,

our only claim is that we consider it by no means
impossible to reproduce in the laboratory processes

strictly analogous and directly comparable with those

taking place in the plant. The chemistry of photo-

synthesis is new and strange, and as such will un-

doubtedly be viewed with a certain degree of scepticism,

for the inherent conservative spirit among even

scientific investigators tends to react against any new
order of things. Photosynthesis is in the main the

chemistry of one single substance—formaldehyde. The
whole process is dependent on energy supplied from the

sun and made available through the wonderful activity

of the pigment chlorophyll.

n Baly, Heilbron, and Stem, Jour. Cbem. Soc. (1923) 123, 1S5.

Obit
Lord Carnarvon.

WE much regret to record that Lord Carnarvon died

at Cairo on April 5, from the effects of pneu-

monia, supervening on erysipelas and blood-poisoning,

the result of a bite on the cheek by an insect, presum-

ably a mosquito.

Lord Carnarvon was born on June 26, 1866, and was
the son of the fourth Earl, whom he succeeded in 1890.

He was educated at Eton and Trinity, Cambridge.

He travelled extensively, won a reputation as a big-

game shot, and was interested in the Turf. He was a

great connoisseur and collector of illuminated books,

manuscripts, and medals, as well as of antiquities of

fine workmanship and small size. Of the last-named
he had a remarkable and, in some respects, a unique
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uary.
collection. It is, however, in connexion with the study

of the history and antiquities of Egypt that Lord

Carnarvon's name will be handed down to posterity.

In 1906 he, in association with Mr. Howard Carter,

formerly inspector under the Egyptian Antiquities

Department, began excavations, chiefly on the north

side of the Assassif Valley near Der el Bahari, which

resulted in the discovery, among other finds, of the

tomb of the " King's Son " of Dynasty XVTII. in 1908

and, in 1910, of a rich tomb of Dynasty XII. The
results of these early excavations were embodied
in Lord Carnarvon's " Five Years' Excavations in

Thebes," which appeared in 191 2.

After the War, Lord Carnarvon began excavations

in the Valley of the Kings, a site which had rewarded
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Ulit excavations of Mr. Theodore M. Davies with some
remarkable finds. No striking results were obtained

until November 5 last, when Mr. Carter discovered the

tomb of King Tutankhamen—a discovery unique in

the annals of archaeology. The interest of the objects

taken from the tomb, remarkable both in their number
and character, grew from day to day, and culminated
(in February- 17, when the opening of the inner chamber
revealed the shrines in which it is expected that the

body of the king will be found. Work was then closed

lor the season.

It adds a note of tragedy to Lord Carnarvon's death

that he will not be present when the opening of the

innermost shrine crowns his labours, but his name will

alwa)s be honoured as one who added a vast store to

•ir knowledge of the civilisation of Ancient Egypt.

Dr. C. I. Forsyth Major, F.R.S.

Dr. Charles Immanuel Forsyth Major, who died

at Munich on March 25, aged seventy-nine, was bom
in Glasgow, of Scottish parents, but removed when an
infant to Constantinople, and lived for mo-st of his life

abroad. He was educated in Switzerland, Germany,
and Italy. Graduated Doctor of Medicine in Basle in

1868, and began his career as a medical practitioner

in Florence.

Dr. Major was, however, always interested in natural

history, and his association with Riitimeyer in Ba.sle

led him to become an enthusiastic student of fossil

mammals. While occupied with his professional duties

in Florence, he took every opportunity of collecting

and examining the mammalian remains found in the

superficial deposits in the valley of the Arno, and from

1872 onwards he published in Italy a series of small

papers on the.se remains, describing and discussing

them in a more exhaustive manner than had previously

been attempted. He summarised his results in the

Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society of London
in 1884, pointing out that the later Pliocene mammals
were all distinguishable from those of the early Pleisto-

cene when fossils were studied in detail. At the same
time he published valuable memoirs on the dentition

of rodents from the Bohnerz of Switzerland and South

Germany {Palmontographica , xxii., 1873), and on the

dentition of the early true horses {Abhandl. Schweiz.

Paldmit. Ges., 1877-80).

About 1886 Dr. Major abandoned his medical

practice, and began to devote himself entirely to scien-

tific research. With the help and encouragement of

his Swiss friend, M. W. Barbey, he made a thorough

exploration of the Pliocene accumulation of mammalian
hones in the island of Samos, and brought back a great

collection, of which part was presented by M. Barbey
to the College Gaillard at Lausanne, and the other part

was purchased by the British Museum. In 1889 Dr.

Major made another important collection of mammalian
remains from a Pliocene torrent-deposit at Olivola in

the Carrara mountains in Italy, and this was also

purchased by the British Museum. Dr. Major followed

his collections to the British Museum, and was tempor-
arily employed there in cataloguing the fossil mammals
until 1909. While thus occupied he published a
\ aluable series of papers in London. He also arranged
to prepare a ("atalogue of Fossil Rodentia for the
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British Museum, and a large monograph of the Samos
Mammalia, which unfortunately were never produced.

In 1893 Dr. Major contributed his important memoir
on the skull of a giant lemur, Megaladapis, from a
cavern in Madagascar, to the Philosophical Transactions
of the Royal Society, and the novelty of this discovery
led him to plan an exploration of the caverns and
marshes of Madagascar. With the aid of a government
grant from the Royal Society, he visited Madagascar
in 1894-95, and brought back an important collection

of fossil mammals and birds, which is also now in the
British Museum. On these fossils he wrote several

descriptive papers.

In his later years, however. Dr. Major found increas-

ing difficulty and diffidence in preparing his results

for publication, although his researches were pursued
with accustomed diligence. Much of his valuable
work on rodents and on the relationship between the
fossil Samotherium, which he discovered in Samos,
and the existing okapi of the Congo Forest, is thus
unfortunately lost to science. Dr. Major was elected

a fellow of the Royal Society in 1908, and about the
same time was awarded a small Civil List pension. He
then returned to the Mediterranean region which had
interested him for .so many years, and spent most of the

remainder of his life in Corsica. He still continued to

collect and study mammalian remains, chiefly from
the caverns and rock-fissures of Corsica, but he now
ceased to do more than make manuscript notes.

A. S. W.

Mr. E. W. Vredenburg.

Geology has lost a cultured worker by the death
of Ernest Watson Vredenburg, who passed away on
March 12, at the age of fifty-three. His death was
probably hastened by the constant and now painfully

verified foreboding that he might never be able to

finish the great task which he had undertaken of

revising the Tertiary palaeontology of the Indian region.

We have had occasion at times to notice some of the

numerous instalments which he has published during
the past few years in the Records of the Geological

Survey of India ; they and other papers now in the

press were intended to prepare the way for a com-
prehensive monograph which he hoped would justify

his reason for differing from his colleagues on some
questions of stratigraphical correlation ; but the

burden was too great for that hyper-sensitive, artistic,

and retiring nature which tended to keep him apart

from his colleagues, who nevertheless appreciated his

deep learning, unrelenting industry, and tenacious

adherence to independent views.

Mr. Vredenburg, who was half French in race and
wholly so in upbringing, graduated at Paris in Science

and Letters before entering the Royal College of Science

and School of Mines, where he took a double associate-

ship, in geology and mining, before joining the Geo-

logical Survey of India in 1895. He spent the first

part of his official work on the relatively uninteresting

unfo.ssiliferous rocks of Central India, and did not

get an opportunity of discovering his main bent till

his transfer to Baluchistan, the geological features of

which he revised and summarised in 1910. There

and in the adjoining regions of Sind he became deeply

interested in the stratigraphy and palaeontology of the
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Lower Tertiary system, extending his work afterwards

to the younger beds in the Burma oil-fields.

South Kensington students will remember him as a

brilliant pianist who would have had a distinguished

position in the musical world if he had not concentrated

on the palseontology of India. During his early days

in India he show-ed a tendency to become engrossed

in archaeological interests until palaeontology claimed

him first as a devotee and finally as a victim.

Count Fernand de Montessus de Ballore.

The small band of seismologists has suffered a serious

loss through the death of M. de Montessus de Ballore.

Born in 1851, he was trained at the ificole Polyteclinique,

where he was a fellow-student of Marshal Foch. In

1881 he was sent as chief of a military mission to San
Salvador. There he became interested in the frequent

earthquakes of the Central American republics, and he

continued his seismologjcal studies on his return to

Paris as Directeur des Etudes at the Ecole Polytech-

nique. In 1907 he was appointed director of the

earthquake-service in Chile, a service which, through

his efforts, became one of the first rank.

De Montessus will be chiefly remembered and valued

for his studies on the distribution of earthquakes.

His great work on " Geographic Seismologique," which

occupied his leisure for twenty-four years, was published

in 1906. Few men could be so well qualified as he

for an undertaking so vast, for he had a good knowledge

of six foreign languages. Having collected records of

nearly 160,000 earthquakes, he showed that seismic

regions follow the principal lines of relief, that, in a

group of unstable regions, the most unstable are those

of the greatest relief, and that more than 90 per cent,

of the earthquakes occurred along two narrow zones

occupying great circles of the earth, which he called

the Mediterranean circle and the circum-Pacific circle.

In 1907 his second work, " La Science Seismologique,"

appeared and at once took its place as an authoritative

treatise.

Besides these two volumes and a small popular book
published in 1911, de Montessus was the author of many
memoirs. One of the latest was a bibliography of

seismology containing the titles of more than 9000
books and papers. In the preparation of these works,

he had collected a library, perhaps the most extensive

of the kind in existence. This was bought a few years

ago by the late President J. C. Branner, and was pre-

sented by him to the University of California. C. D.

Prof. M. Abraham.

The issue of the Physikalische Zeilschrift for

February i contains an obituary notice of Prof. Max
Abraham by Profs. M. Born and M. v. Laue. He was
born at Danzig in 1875 and studied under Planck at

Berlin. After graduating he became Planck's assistant,

and in 1900 privatdozent at Gottingen. For a short

time in 1905 he acted as professor at the University of

Illinois, and, after his return to Gottingen, was in 1909
appointed professor of theoretical physics at Milan.

The War ended this, and he held temporary posts till

last year, when he was appointed professor of theoretical

mechanics at Aix-la-Chapelle. Illness prevented him
commencing duties there, and he died of tumour on the
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brain on November 16, 1922. He was well known in

this country for his book " Theorie der Elektrizitat,"

for his articles on vectors and on electromagnetic

waves in the " Mathematische Encyklopadie," and for

his papers on the dynamics of electrons, all giving

evidence of a clear and logical mind.

We regret to learn from Australia of the death, at

the end of January, of Dr. J. L. Glasson, at the age of

thirty-four years. Dr. Glasson was a student of the

University of Adelaide, where he worked under Sir

William Bragg, and from that University he received 1

his doctor's degree. He succeeded in winning a travel- I

ling research scholarship of the Exhibition of 1851, and
with it came to this country. He entered Gonville and
Caius College, Cambridge, in 1909 as an advanced
student, and, going to the Cavendish Laboratory, did

valuable research work under Sir J. J. Thomson. In

1912 he was appointed lecturer in physics in the Uni-
versity of Tasmania, Hobart, and while there he did

valuable work for the Electrolytic Zinc Co. and for the

Tasmanian Carbide Co. This post he resigned in 1919,
returning to Cambridge for research for a couple of

years, after which he accepted an appointment as lec-

turer in physics in the University of Melbourne, which
he held at the time of his death.

The sudden death from angina pectoris on March 15
of Mr. G. E. Bullen, Curator of the Herts County
Museum at St. Albans, is announced. Among the

smaller museums in the country there can be few which
have been raised to such a pitch of excellence, and
this has been due entirely to the whole-hearted devotion

and enthusiasm of Mr. Bullen during the past twenty
years. A considerable extension and rearrangement

of the collections has recently been completed, and,

especially on the archaeological side, the museum is

now a model of what a local museum should be, the

clear demonstrative labelling of the exhibits being a

special feature. Mr. Bullen's work had been for some
time carried on in defiance of indifferent health, and
his death at the early age of forty is a great loss.

The Chemiker Zeilnng of March 17 announces the

death in the beginning of March of Prof. Robert

Scheibe, formerly professor in the Academy of Mines,

Berlin, and later active in South-west Africa and
Bolivia. In the issue of March 15 the death on

March 10 of Prof. Ernst Salkowski, since 1880

director of the chemical side of the Berlin Patho-

logical Institute, is announced. Prof. Salkowski was
born on October 11, 1844, in Konigsberg, and at first

worked with Virchow. His researches covered a wide

field in physiological chemistry.

We regret to announce the following deaths :

Dr. H. H. Stoek, professor of mining engineering in

the University of Illinois since 1909, on March i, aged
fifty-seven.

Dr. John Venn, F.R.S., president of Gonville and
Caius College, Cambridge, and for many years lecturer

in logic and moral philosophy in the University, on
April 4, aged eighty-eight.

Mr. S. H. Wells, director-general of the Egyptian
Department of Technical, Industrial, and Commercial
Education since 1907, on March 28, aged fifty-seven.
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Current Topics and Events.

With this issue appears the first of a series of

supplements which it is proposed to publish from

time to time dealing descriptively with subjects of

wide scientific interest. The present supplement is

devoted to a discourse delivered at the Royal Institu-

tion on March 2 by Dr. G. C. Simpson, director of the

Meteorological Office, and it provides in a convenient

form a synopsis of existing knowledge of common
meteorological phenomena. The method of dealing

with the subject is characteristic of the present-day

physicist, and it is essentially interesting. Satura-

tion and relative humidities are somewhat fully

• lescribed, and this is followed by a discussion of

ndensation at temperatures above the freezing

ioint. It is of interest to note that the number of

nuclei present in the air varies from a minimum of

about 100 per c.c. to 100,000 or 150,000 per c.c. at

times in cities such as London and Paris. Condensa-

tion nuclei are formed in various ways, one being the

liousehold fires and factory chimneys wliich produce

large quantities of nucleus-forming material, chiefly

sulphurous oxide. In England something like 5000

ns of sulphur are burnt each day in coal fires, giving

enough sulphur products to pollute the atmosphere

of the whole of Great Britain. Haze and mist,

though so much alike in appearance, appear to be

fundamentally different, haze owing its origin to

foreign matter and a small amount of water, while

mist is due to an actual precipitation of water from

\apour to liquid. On the other hand, there appears

to be no fundamental difference between mist and
fog, fog is generally only a dense mist. Above the

fog temperature inversion prevents all upward motion

of the air and the smoke made by large towns is kept

fairly stationary and within a few hundred feet of the

ground. Clouds, rain, thunderstorms, hail, snow,

and other aspects of weather are so often topics of

conversation that Dr. Simpson's authoritative dis-

course upon them will be welcomed by all scientific

readers.

The nomination of Sir David Bruce as president of

the British Association for the meeting in Toronto
next year is a well - deserved honour which will

be gratifying to the many friends and admirers of

this distinguished scientific investigator. Sir David
belongs to the Royal Army Medical Corps, and early

in his career made a name for himself by cultivat-

ing the Micrococcui ntelitensis and establishing its

causative relationship to Malta fever by reproducing

the disease in monkeys. Later, in 1904, he was the

leader of the Royal Society's Malta Fever Com-
mission, which made the important discovery that

lifty per cent, of the goats in Malta were infected and
ten per cent, of them excreted the micrococcus in

lieir milk. Within a year of prophylactic measures
Ijased on this fact being put in force, the cases at

Malta fell to one-tenth of the former numbers, and
ince that time the Navy has been practically rid of

ne of the main causes of sickness in its personnel. Of
till greater interest and importance are Sir David's
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patient and well - thought - out researches on the

greatest obstacle to the civilisation of tropical Africa,

tsetse-fly disease of animals and man. His demon-
stration of the Trypanosoma Brncei as tlie cause of the

fatal tsetse-fly disease of cattle and horses in 1894
paved the way for his demonstration in 1903 that
" sleeping sickness is, in short, a human tsetse-fly

disease," by a wonderfully well conceived and worked-
out experiment carried out as leader of a series of

Royal Society Commissions working in Africa over a
number of years. The etiology of two of the most
important tropical fevers was thus elucidated by
his investigations, with widespread results. Sir

David is characterised by the thoroughness of his

work and the intuition he has always brought to

bear on every problem he has tackled. He is very
fortunate in his helpmeet. Lady Bruce, who has

shared in both the hardships and the scientific work
of his many African expeditions.

FiFTYyearsago, on April 18, 1873, JustusvonLiebig
died at Munich at seventy years of age. In 1824, at

the early age of twenty-one, he began his career

as professor of chemistry at Giessen and he devoted

the first twenty years of his academic work to

researches in the field of organic chemistry and in

developing and perfecting practical laboratory in-

struction. The results of these labours quickly met
with general recognition, and on his first visit to

England Liebig was referred to by Faraday, at the

meeting of the British Association at Liverpool in

1837, as one of the greatest of living chemists. Great

difiiculties had to be overcome by Liebig when he

began to extend his theoretical and practical work
to biological problems. In 1840 he published
" Organic Chemistry as applied to Agriculture and
Physiology," and in 1842 " Animal Chemistry, or

Organic Chemistry as applied to Physiology and
Pathology." The doctrines of the nutrition of plants

and animals contained in these epoch-making works

were at first rejected by chemists, physiologists, and
agriculturists, but most of them were established in

the course of the following years. Liebig's view that

plants build up their organic parts exclusively from

the carbon dioxide of the air and the water contained

in the atmosphere and the soil, and that in intensive

agriculture the mineral substances, especially potash,

phosphoric acid salts, and nitrogen compounds, must
be supplied to the soil in the form of artificial

fertilisers, in addition to natural manure, was first

accepted in England. After Liebig had modified his

original opinion that the artificial fertilisers must be

fairly insoluble in order not to be washed away by
the rain, having recognised the extent to which the

soil is capable of absorbing these substances, his

doctrine of artificial fertilisation was generally

accepted and forms the foundation of modern agri-

culture. In 1864 and 1865 Liebig wrote, at the request

of the Lord Mayor of London, important papers

on the utilisation of the sewage of London. Other

widely-known publications are those on meat extracts,
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baking methods, soup for infants, silver mirrors, etc.

Liebig gave a popular exposition of his views in his

" Familiar Letters on Chemistry," a work from which

many students of science have derived interest and

inspiration.

The season's excavations at Ur of the joint expedi-

tion of the British Museum and the University of

Pennsylvania closed early in March. The chief

results were described by Mr. C. Leonard Woolley in

a lecture, reported in the Times of April 2, which he

delivered at Bagdad before leaving for England.

The excavations were made in a walled enclosure,

resembling a citadel, within the walls of the city, in

which the most prominent building was a ziggiirat of

four stories, the tower of the Temple of Nanna, the

Moon god, completed about 2250 b.c, and coated

with blue glazed bricks by Nabonidus about 550 B.C.

One of the most interesting finds was a headless diorite

statue of Eannatum, King of Lagash about 2900 B.C.,

which may have been a trophy of war. From its

earliest beginnings, possibly in 3600 B.C., until it

was altered by Nebuchadnezzar in about 600 B.C.,

the plan of the Temple remained unchanged. The
find of a golden statue in a small temple at the foot

of the tower indicates that this monarch introduced

a change in ritual, to which reference is made in the

book of Daniel, and brought the god from the seclusion

of the sanctuary out into the open to be an object of

public worship and veneration.

A QUESTION agitating workers in several branches

of science at the present day rather more intensely

than usual is the furnishing of an adequate guide to

the growing volume of published work. The lapse

of the International Catalogue and the great increase

in the costs of production have made the situation

acute. It has long been recognised that there is a

vast amount of overlap and of wasted effort, and

that, if only the various societies and publishing

bodies would combine, they could provide a better

service at less cost. This was the line followed by

Dr. J. R. Schramm, of the National Research Council,

Washington, in a recent lecture on the indexing of

biological literature [Science, November 3, 1922). He
held up Chemical Abstracts as the example to be

followed, and considered that the Federation of

American Biological Societies, to which we have pre-

viously referred, could produce a similar Biological

Abstracts, equally complete, at an annual expenditure

per member of 6 to 8 dollars. Dr. Schramm, it will

be seen, believes that abstracts are what the workers

want. Prof. Cockerell, in his comments on Dr.

Schramm's proposals (Science, January 5, 1923), seems

to prefer an analytical index, such as is furnished by the

"Zoological Record." We agree with Prof. Cockerell

;

but, apart from that, the question is : Will a sufficient

number of individuals be prepared to pay ? The
experience of the " Zoological Record " suggests that

they certainly will not. This, however, may in part be

due to the existence of the many competing, though
less complete, abstracts and indexes, and in part to

the ignorance and inertia of the workers. If, not only

the American societies, but also the biological societies
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of the whole world, would federate for this purpose,

so that the proposed Record or A bstracts were virtually

the only one in existence, and were thus inevitably

brought before each individual worker, then success

would be assured. But that " if " implies the sup-

pression of vested interests and of the nationalism

which hampered the International Catalogue.

The theory of the tides is a very strong source of

attraction for a certain group of unscientific specu-

lators. One of the latest of these to put his ideas

into print is Mr. Evan McLennan, of Oregon, from

whom we have received a pamphlet entitled " Nature

Notes, Critical and Constructive." After betraying a

complete misunderstanding of the theory of the tide-

generating force on the principle of gravitation, he

remarks, " It would, quite probably, be regarded as

a far greater violation of the principles of science to

question the theory of gravitation than to swallow

the inconsistency," and " Of the forty federal institu-

tions established by our own Government alone for

the purpose of scientific research and the increase

and diffusion of knowledge, and of the more than

1500 investigators paid from the public treasury to

do this work, there is in all probability not one who
could be induced by an outsider to give the slightest

attention to any vital criticism of the Newtonian

theory of gravitation." We can assure Mr. McLennan
that in his own country alone there is a large number
of scientific men who would enthusiastically give their

attention to any real inconsistency in the accepted

theory of gravitation.

The Corn Sales Act came into force on January i,

so that it is no longer possible for buyer and seller of

corn in Great Britain to misunderstand each other as

to the particular kind of stone in which a transaction

had been conducted. All such transactions must now
be in cwts. of 112 lb. The Union of South Africa

has, according to the March issue of the Decimal

Educator, adopted the cwt. of 100 lb., so that the

same kind of difficulty is likely to be felt in dealings

between South Africa and this country as we have

just avoided here with regard to corn. In both cases

the Decimal Association advises the use of the 50-

kilogram standard, which is approximately no lb.

In the same way, to overcome the difficulty of the

American gallon being only about five-sixths of the

British gallon, the Association and the Metric Associa-

tion of America recommend the introduction of the

litre for all trade in liquids. With regard to our

coinage, the Decimal Association is concentrating its

efforts on the introduction of a high-value penny, of

which 10 would go to a shilling, and the withdrawal

of the threepenny-piece. In place of the latter a
double-penny nickel coin would be issued. It is not

proposed that new penny coins should be issued.

The annual meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute

will be held at the Institution of Civil Engineers,

Westminster, on Thursday and Friday, May 10 and
1 1 . The Bessemer medal will be presented to Dr.

W. H. Maw, and the award of the Andrew Carnegie

research scholarship for 1923 will be announced.
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Twenty-four papers will be presented during the I

meeting, and their subjects will be announced in

the Diary of Societies in Nature.

The May lecture of the Institute of Metals for the

jMesent year will be delivered by Dr. W. Rosenhain

S o'clock on Wednesday, May 2, at the Institution

: Mechanical Engineers. The subject will be " The
Inner Structure of Alloys."

The Hansen prize for distinguished microbiological

work has been awarded this year by the committee

of Danish trustees to Dr. E. J. Allen, director of the

Marine Biological Association's laboratory at Ply-

mouth, for his experimental researches in marine

microbiology. It will be remembered that this award,

to which we referred in our issue of February 3,

p. 156, consists of a gold medal and a sum of 2000

kroner. Dr. Allen has been invited to visit Copen-

hagen to receive the medal and to deliver a lecture on

his work on May i.

A well-preserved rib of the gigantic dinosaur,

tiosaurus leedsi, obtained by the late Mr. Alfred N.

I eds from the Oxford Clay near Peterborough, has

just been added to the other remains of the skeleton

exhibited in the geological department of the British

Museum (Natural History). The rib measures six

feet in length, and is remarkable for its slenderness.

The three lectures of the series on physics in in-

dustry arranged by the Institute of Physics last year

will be published shortly in the series " Oxford
Technical Publications." The fourth lecture of the

series, entitled " The Application of Physics to the

Ceramic Industry," will be delivered by Dr. J. VV.

Mellor on Wednesday, May 9, at 5.30 p.m., at the

Institution of Electrical Engineers. Other lectures

will be delivered later by Prof. C. H. Desch on " The
Physicist in Metallurgy," and by Dr. A. E. Oxley on
" The Physicist in the Textile Industries."

As no Bill providing for a period of Summer Time
was passed by the French Chamber of Deputies before

adjourning for the holidays, the French Government
has decided not to define such a period this year, but
merely to take particular measures in regard to

holiday and health resorts.

The seventy-sixth annual meeting of the Palaeonto-

graphical Society was held on March 31 in the Geo-
logical Society's rooms, Burlington House, Mr. E. T.

Newton, president, in the chair. The annual report

of the council referred to the reduction in the size of

the society's annual volume owing to increased costs

and smaller membership, but announced the early

I'cginning of new monographs of Malacostracous
< rustacea, by Mr. Henry Woods, and of Gault
Ammonites, by Dr. L. F. Spath. Contributions had
been received towards the cost of plates from the

Vniversity of Bristol and from Mr. F. W. Harmer.
.Messrs. A. J. Bull, E. Heron-Allen, H. B. Milner, and
A. Wrigley were elected new members of council.

Mr. E. T. Newton was re-elected president, and Mr.

Robert S. Herries and Dr. A. Smith Woodward were
re-elected treasurer and secretary respectively.
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A NOTE on cleaner air for London appears in the

Meteorological Magazine for March. The Public

Control Committee of the London County Council is

considering how far fog in London is the result of

atmospheric pollution due to preventable causes, and

how far the atmosphere may be improved by the

larger use of electricity for power and other purposes.

It is also being considered whether further powers

are required to deal with the emission of smoke.

Detailed reports have been prepared, and these appear

to be under discussion by the Council.

A new type of pocket magnifier is now included in

the optical products of Messrs. Cooke, Troughton and

Simms, Ltd., Buckingham Works, York. We have

had an opportunity of examining one of these. The

lens consists of an achromatic doublet giving a mag-

nification of five with a focal length of 2 in., an

aperture of 085 in., and a field of view of about 2 in.

in diameter. The field is fiat and free from distortion

and colour, and the definition is good over the whole

of it. The lens is fitted in a duralumin mount which

can be folded when the magnifier is not in use.

Magnifiers of this type are now being supplied with

powers of 2 J, 5, and 10 respectively.

Beginners in bee-keeping will find some useful

information in Leaflet 128, recently revised by the

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries. Bee-keeping

is an occupation eminenth' suitable for small-holders,

cottagers, and others with only a limited space avail-

able. The insects are, moreover, active pollinators

of fruit blossoms, and consequently have other uses

besides the production of honey. Having mastered

the contents of this leaflet, we advise the beginner to

procure the collected leaflets on bee-keeping (seven

in number), which can be obtained from the Ministry,

at 10 Whitehall Palce, S.W.i, at the low price of 6d.,

post free.

The Gifford Emonds prize, value 100/., which is

awarded every two years for an essay on a subject

dealing with ophthalmology and involving original

work, and open to any British subject holding a

medical qualification, is now open to competition.

The subject chosen is " Iridocyclitis." Preference

will be given to original work based on any branch

of the subject, rather than to compilations of the

writings of previous observers. Full particulars of

the prize can be obtained from the Secretary Super-

intendent, Royal London Ophthalmic Hospital,

E.C.:. Essays must be sent in not later than

December 31, 1924.

Messrs. H. Sotheran and Co. (43 Piccadilly. W.i)

have recently purchased and are offering for sale as a

whole the library of books on British ornithology

formed by Major W. H. .Mullens. It contains about

3000 volumes, and ranges from the " Avium prae-

cipuaruni " of William Turner. 1544, to Bcebe's

recently completed " Monograph on the Pheasants."

The catalogues issued by the firm of Bernard

Quaritch, Ltd., 11 Grafton Street, W.i, are always

of interest. The latest one (No. 376) contains up-
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wards of 1700 titles (with, in many cases, comments)
of books in the following subjects : botany, agri-

culture, early medicine and surgery, forestry', fruit-

culture, gardens and gardening, herbals. and tobacco.
As usual, many choice and rare volumes are
included.

No. XI. of the " Publications de la Soci6t^ de
Chimie Physique " is a short monograph of 15 pages
on isotopes, by M. Maurice de Broglie, which was
delivered as a lecture in November 1920. The
previous publication was a lecture on Bohr's theory
of the constitution of the atom. The monograph is

published by Hermann et Cie at the price of 2 francs.

Two series of somewhat similar monographs are being
issued by the Libraire Scientifique Albert Blanchard.
One of these, of which seven parts are announced,
consists of groups of two or three lectures on physical
subjects. In addition to these a series of foreign

scientific monographs is being issued. The third of

these, which has recently come to hand, is by Prof.

Kossel, and bears the title " Les Forces de Valence et

les Spectres de Rontgen." The monograph covers

70 pages, and is issued at a price of 4-50 francs.

The Society of Glass Technology, which has its

headquarters at the University of Sheffield, has issued

a useful handbook, a " Directory for the British Glass

Industry," price 75. 6rf. to non-members of the

Society. The volume is divided into sections pro-

viding lists both alphabetical and classified of glass

manufacturers and craftsmen, with particulars in most
cases of the class of work produced, and lists of

firms supplying material and machinery required in

glass making and working. The concluding short

sections give useful information concerning industrial

associations, trades unions. City Companies, educa-

tional institutions, and research associations, and
publications dealing with glass technology. It is

difficult to understand on what principle the selection

of a group of publications, mentioned in the last

section, which are referred to as " Periodicals in which
articles on glass and ceramics occasionally appear,"

has been made.

Our Astronomical Column.

A Supposed Meteorite at Quetta.—The Pioneer
Mail for February 23 reports the fall of a supposed
meteorite at Quetta on January 25, which, if con-
firmed, will for the first time establish the power of a
meteorite to cause a conflagration. The fragments
of the meteorite collected are said to weigh 6 tons, with
a volume of 500 cubic feet ! Hence the material
must be abnormally light for a meteorite. It struck
a large stack of closely packed straw 30 feet high, and
penetrated it nearly to the ground. The " meteorite

"

is said to consist of materials like slate-grey igneous
rock, volcanic glass, and coke. Possibly the stack
was struck by lightning and the fused residue of the
straw has been mistaken for a meteorite. The Geo-
logical Survey of India will doubtless settle the nature
of this phenomenon.

Solar Eclipse Investigations.—At the meetings
of the Australasian Association for the Advancement
of Science held at Wellington, X.Z., two papers
dealing with obser\'ations of the total solar eclipse

at Wallal were communicated by Prof. A. D. Ross,
who was a member of the Crocker Eclipse Expedition
of the Lick Observatory. Shadow bands were ob-
served for two minutes before and for one minute
after totality. They altered in appearance, but the
most persistent type was indistinct dusky bands
about 6 inches wide, at 17-inch intervals, moving
in a direction 30° S. of E. at 6 or 7 miles per hour.
The bands at times came in groups and de\'eloped

from a general shimmering effect. Their appearance
"was inconsistent with a diffraction theory, but sug-

gested irregular refraction due to atmospheric tem-
perature inequalities. The wind was from N.N.W.
to N.W. at about 4 miles per hour, and there was a
temperature drop of about 8° due to the eclipse.

By comparison of six photographic plates exposed
to a region surrounding the south celestial pole about
mid totality and during twilight the same evening,
it was found that the eclipse illumination corresponded
to twilight with the sun ]\° below the horizon.

Wellington Anti - screen plates were used. The
humidity was about 45 per cent, at the time of

totality and about 50 per cent, at twilight, so that
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it is unlikely that the estimate of brightness was
much affected by variation in the transparency of

the atmosphere. Determination of the brightness
of the corona was attempted with a specially designed
integrating photometer, but the measurements of
the plates had not been completed.

Planetary Radiation.—No. 460 of the Scientific

Papers of the Bureau of Standards, Washington,
contains an account of researches made at Flagstaff

by W. W. Coblentz on the thermal radiation from
planets and stars. A cell of water i cm. thick is

used to separate the long heat-waves from planets
(due either to inherent heat or to warming of the
surface by the sun) from the reflected solar radiation.

A vacuum thermocouple made of bismuth wire was
used to measure the radiations, the instrument being
mounted on the 40-inch reflector. Observations on
the moon are stated to confirm Very's results, but
are not described in detail.

The observations lead to the conclusion that the
planetary (long wavelength) radiations, e.xpressed

as percentages of the total radiation received from
them, are Jupiter (o), Venus (5), Saturn (15), Mars

(30), the moon (80). The high figures for the moon
and for Mars indicate that rarity of atmosphere
increases the warming of the surface ; further, the

northern hemisphere of Mars, which was in autumn,
and more cloudy than the southern hemisphere,

indicated a lower planetary radiation. It is hoped
to compare the radiation from the orange and dusky
regions of Mars, which might give a clue as to the

conjectured interpretation of the latter as regions

of vegetation.
The zero figure for Jupiter is concluded to be due

to the enormously thick atmosphere, which acts as

an opaque screen to the radiations from the (supposed)

heated interior. The instrument is restricted to

wavelengths 7 to 12 m. Hence nothing can be stated

about radiation between 4 and 7 m. or from 12 to

15 M.

The star temperatures are given as 3000° for type
M, 5900° for Capella and sun (type G), and 12,000°

for type B, in close accord with previous results.
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Research Items.

k

Migrations of the Waxwing.—The waxwing,
Ampelis garrulus, is not a rare visitor to our shores.

Seldom a winter passes but one or more is observed in

eastern parts of Britain, and occasionally its numbers
indicate a very considerable immigration. The
largest ever witnessed in Scotland occurred in the
late autumn of 192 1, and is discussed by Ur. J. Ritchie
in the Scottish Xaliiralist, September 1922-February
1923. The immediate cause of Scotland's share in

this immigration is due in the first place to the lack
of food-supply in Norway. The summer of 1921 in

that counti^- has been notorious for the lack of wild
berries upon which the waxwings feed. Large flocks

of the birds congregated in the southern part of

Norway, but, finding insufficient food, took advan-
tage of easterly winds accompanied by a rapidl>
rising barometer to reach our shores. The meteor-
ological phenomena associated with the migration
are complex, and Dr. Ritchie promises to deal with
them in a future paper.

Botanical Survey and Ecology in Yorkshire.
—Under this title a most valuable and comprehensive
account of the development of our knowledge of the
Yorkshire flora is given by Dr. T.
W. Woodhead in the Naturalist for

.March 1923. The first flora of
Yorkshire was published at Halifax
in 1840 by Henry Baines, and since
then the three Ridings have been
more intensively dealt with in the
three well-known floras, Baker's
" North Yorkshire," Arnold Lee's
" Flora of West Yorkshire," and
Fraser Robinson's " Flora of the
East Riding of Yorkshire." Many
other valuable systematic works
dealing with the Yorkshire flora

are described by Dr. Woodhead,
who then proceeds to narrate the
development of botanical survey
and the mapping of plant associa-

tions, under the in.spiration of the
brothers Robert and Wilham G.
Smith. Around these men an active
band of workers gathered, and
in December 1904 the Central Committee for the
Sur\ey and Study of British Ycgetation was formed
at a meeting held at the house of Dr. W.
G. Smith in Leeds ; in 1913 this Committee was
replaced by the British Ecological Society with its

wider membership. Two \egetation formations that
have been extensively studied in Yorkshire are the
woodlands and the moorlands, and Dr. Woodhead
briefly traces the development of our knowledge of
these characteristic vegetation features, their distribu-

tion, development and occasional retrogression.
There is an interesting discussion of the significance

of the vegetation found in the peat of the Southern
Pennines, and the bearing that the studies have "upon
persistence of the flora from pre-glacial times. Dr.
Woodhead's work upon the relation of vegetation
survey to the many other activities and interests of a
district was well illustrated by the extraordinarily
interesting series of maps of the Huddersfield area
that were on view in Hull during the British Associa-
tion meeting, in the exhibition room of the Yorkshire
Naturalists' Union. Jt is therefore natural to find

that the presidential address to the Yorkshire Natur-
alists' I'nion closes with the expression of a hope that
such ecological studies may extend to man, and that
the local museum may enshrine the results of an

intensive local survey of plant and animal, including

human communities.

A New Process for making Stereoscopic Maps.—
A paper read at a recent meeting of the Paris Academy
of Sciences (Comptes rcndus, January 22) described a
new method, due to M. G. Poivilliers, for obtaining
stereoscopic maps. The various methods proposed
hitherto have been based on the use of two conical

perspectives, the production of which involves prac-

tical difficulties ; in M. Poivilliers's method two
cylindrical projections are used, one vertical and the

other oblique. Referring to the accompanying illus-

tration (Fig. i), the projection A is an ordinary contour
map ; the projection B is obtained from A by shifting

the contour lines in the direction east-west by an
amount proportional to their altitude above an
arbitrarily chosen datum line. The resulting stereo-

scopic \iew shows theoretically a slight curvature
effect which, however, does not alter the relative

relief. In examining with a stereoscope even the
above reproductions, the result obtained is very
striking. The " falsified " map B was in this case

drawn by hand with the aid of a tracing of A, but it

Fig. I

A—(Ir.lin.nrv • n—Complemcnl.iry m.ip. with cent )ur
lines di&placcd.

is easy to imagine a simple apparatus by means of

which this can be done semi-automatically. The
contour interval is in this case 20 metres, and corre-

sponds to a horizontal shift of 05 mm. It is antici-

pated that M. Poivilliers's method, on account of its

simplicitv, will tend to generalise the use of stereo-

scopic maps, especially for purposes of instruction in

topographical surveying. It has also been suggested
that the process could be usefully applied to geological

maps, bv making it possible, for example, to visualise

the superposition of successive layers inside the earth.

Atmospheric Humidity in the United States.-—
Prof. R. de C. Ward, of Harvard University, is the
author of a communication on the above subject in

the U.S. Monthly Weather Review for November 1922.

The communication is admirably illustrated with
diagrams ; two are given for January, at 8 a.m. and
8 P.M., and two for the corresponding hours in July,
showing the relative humidity by lines of equal
value over the whole of the United States. The
element is a real and definite factor in climate, and
especially affects our bodily comfort. The values
give the ratio between the amount of moisture in

the atmosphere and the amount which could be
present without condensation. On the Pacific,
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Atlantic, and Gulf coasts the lines show a distinct

tendency to be parallel to the sea-coast. The
distribution is chiefly controlled by temperature,
direction of prevailing winds, distance, and direction

of the chief source of moisture supply, and general

topography. Charts given with the communication
are taken from the ' Atlas of American Agriculture."

A belt of uniformly high relative humidity along the
coasts averages about 75-80 per cent., and at times
exceeds qo per cent, on the Pacific coast. Inland, in

parts, the minima relative humidity during the hot
summers fall to 30 per cent., and even 20 per cent.

over the districts of most extreme aridity. Absolute
humidity, which shows the actual amount of water
vapour in the air expressed in decimals of inches, and
known as vapour pressure, is also dealt with ; two
charts are given showing the equal pressure lines over
the United States in the months of January and July.
Temperature is essentially the chief control of

absolute humidity ; in mid-summer the amount of

moisture in the atmosphere is generally from two to

four times as great as in mid-winter.

Geology and the Ice-cap in Northern Green-
land.—The interest of Dr. Lauge Koch's geological

mapping in Northern Greenland (Nature, vol. no,
p. 91) is now increased by his preliminary account of

Peary Land. His new map (.4w. Journ. Sci., vol.

206, p. 190, 1923) shows the continuation of the
Caledonian folding through the north of the region,

where moraine-matter from the glaciers descending
from the south obscures much of a country in any
case difficult for research . The ice-cap extended a good
deal farther north at the maximum of the Pleistocene

ice-age, but did not cover all the coastland. It may
be remarked that in this area we have once more
evidence of the potency of snow-domes in promoting
widely spread glaciation. It seems unnecessary, if

unfashionable, to shift the pole to account for every
local centre of ice-radiation. The main result of

Lauge Koch's recent work is the discovery of a richly

fossiliferous Ordovician series far greater in extent
and thickness (870 m.) than he could anticipate when
he began his arduous explorations in 191 7.

Production of Lead in Britain.—In the numbers
of Chemistry and hidnsirv for March 16 and 23, Prof.

|

H. Louis contributes a most interesting and valuable
account of the production of lead in Britain. He
begins with a clear account of lead in ancient times.
The first definite mention of the production of lead
in Britain occurs in Pliny (a.d. 77) ; a pig of lead has
been found in the Mendip Hills bearing the name of

the Emperor Claudius (a.d. 49), and in a.d. 64
smelting in Flintshire began. Some pigs of Roman
lead are stamped ex arg., i.e. desilvered—probably by
cupellation. The progress made in the Middle Ages
is described in detail by Prof. Louis, whose articles

have a wide interest.

Substitution in the Benzene Nucleus.—In the
Chemical News of March 16, Messrs. R. Fraser and
J. E. Humphries discuss the problem of substitution
in the benzene nucleus in the light of the Lewis-
Langmuir theory of co-valence. They start from
three simple postulates related to the octet stability

of an atom or group, and discuss in an interesting
manner many known results in organic chemistry.
In the chaotic mass of unco-ordinated facts which
lies heavy on organic chemistry a ferment is evidently
moving ; in time the material will no doubt be brought
into order, and discussions of the type of that
mentioned cannot fail to be of service in this direction.

Early History of the Gas Process.—The early
history of the manufacture and distribution of towns'
gas was briefly outlined by Mr. D. Brownlie in a paper
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read before the Newcomen Society on March 20.

Van Helmont, in 1600, observed that " coal did belch
forth a wild spirit or breath." Other early pioneers
include Thomas Shirley (1667), Robert Boyle (1691),
Stephen Hales (1726), J. Clayton(i739), Bishop Watson
(1781), the Earl of Dundonald (1781), and Minckelers

(1784). William Murdoch lighted his house at
Redruth with coal gas in 1792. At first the gas was
burned at the open end of an iron pipe, but the
accidental use of an old thimble led to the introduction
of a burner in which the gas was lit at a number of

jets issuing from a perforated thimble. Messrs.
Boulton and Watt's works at Soho, Birmingham,
were illuminated by gas in 1802. The plant erected
by Murdoch for this purpose differed in little but
scale from the horizontal settings and gasometers of

to-day. Lebon, in France, worked along much the
same lines as Murdoch, and illumined his house with
coal gas in 1801. Winsor illumined part of Pall

Mall with gas in 1807. Samuel Clegg introduced
lime purification in 1806, and invented the first gas-

meter in 1815. In the early days gas was distributed
through lead or wood pipes. Cast-iron pipes were
introduced in 1810, and wrought-iron pipes in 1825.

John Grafton, in 1820, introduced the use of fireclay

instead of iron for retorts. This permitted the tem-
perature of carbonisation being raised from 1400° F.

to 2000° F. Clegg patented retorts for continuous
carbonisation in 1815. The first vertical gas retort

was patented in 1828 by John Brunton.

Photometry.—In his annual address before the
Philosophical Society of Washington, the retiring

president, Mr. E. C. Crittenden, presented an in-

teresting survey of problems involved in the measure-
ment of light. The address has appeared in the
Journal of the Washington Academy of Sciences
(vol. 13, No. 5, March 4, 1923). In the introduction
Mr. Crittenden recalls several notable advances in

photometry, such as the adoption of the international
unit of candle-power by all leading countries except
the Germanic nations. In view of the uncertainties
attending the use of flame standards, this unit is

now usually preserved by the aid of calibrated electric

incandescent lamps ; the process is analogous to that
adopted for the international ohm, derived from a
mercury standard but maintained by means of wire
resistances. However, there is this important dis-

tinction, that we have as yet no adequate, accurate,

and reproducible primary standard of light. One of

the most hopeful lines of investigation is that pursued
at the L^.S. Bureau of Standards, where experiments
on a black body maintained at a definite temperature
have been made ; the black body takes the form of

a carbon-tube electric furnace matched in colour by
comparison with certain standard incandescent lamps.
But further information on the accuracy with which
temperature can be maintained is needed. The
address also directs attention to the fundamental
distinction between conceptions of light as radiation,

and as a physiological impression—a distinction that
becomes specially important when we have to deal

with sources yielding light of different colour. The
physiological phenomena affecting such comparisons
are discussed, and some remarks are made on the
results of " equality of brightness " and " flicker

photometer " measurements. The visibility curve,

throughout the spectrum, of the normal eye has now
been ascertained with fair precision. A knowledge
of this should enable us to evaluate the luminous
power of any variety of radiant energy ; and if, in

addition, the primary standard based on the black
body at specified temperature should prove satis-

factory, considerable progress towards the scientific

measurement of light will have been made.
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Biometry and Genetics.

pROF. RAYMOND PEARL and his students con-
^ tinue to make important contributions to the
biology of man and other organisms on a statistical

basis. In a recent paper (Pearl and Bacon, Johns
Hopkins Hospital Reports, vol. xxi. Fasc. iii.) an
analysis is made of the relation of the relative size of

heart, liver, spleen, and kidneys to tuberculosis. The
data were derived from 134 1 autopsies in which there
were tubercular lesions. Sbc indices for the relative

weights of the above organs were used as the basis of
statistical investigation in relation to age, sex, race,

.md cause of death. It is shown that the relative

weights of liver and heart, and heart and spleen change
progressively during life ; also that in cases of fatal

tuberculosis the absolute weight of the heart is less

and of the spleen greater than normal, probably
because these changes are brought about by the
lisea.se. Curves of age show that when tuberculosis
alone is fatal it kills at comparatively early ages.

Many other interesting facts are brought out in this

statistical study.
In " dry " America, experiments with alcohol have

a particular interest. Stockard has shown with
guinea-pigs and Pearl with fowls that individuals
which throughout life received daily doses of alcohol
by inhalation are much longer-lived than their un-
treated sibs. In a recent note {Amer. Jotirn. Hygiene,
vol. ii. No. 4) Prof. Pearl points out that the actuarial
data of insurance companies, which are generally
supposed to show that the consumption of alcohol in

man in any quantity shortens life, are practically
worthless. From 1569 family history records care-
fully collected in the vicinity of Baltimore, he con-
cludes that while heavy or steady drinking lowers the
xpectation of life, the moderate or occasional con-
sumption of alcohol has no such effect on either sex.

In experimental studies on the duration of life in

Drosophila (Pearl and Parker, Amer. Naluralist, vols.

55, 56) the authors compare the percentage of sur-

\ivals at successive ages with the corresponding curve
for man. A day in the life of a fruit-fly corresponds
roughly with a year in the life of a man. Large
numbers of flies of different stocks were bred under
carefully standardised conditions. The length of the
imaginal life was noted and the results compared with
the statistics for man, beginning at the age of fifteen

years. Fundamentally similar curves are obtained in

the two cases. In Drosophila it is shown that long-
winged flies have two or three times as great an
expectation of life at any age as short-winged flies,

and that other hereditary differences in duration of
life also occur. The death-rates generally increase
steadily with advancing age. The mortality curve
for Drosophila is then compared with that for modern
man and for the population of the Roman provinces
111 Africa about the beginning of the Christian era
(from data of MacDonnell, Biometrika, 1913). The
Drosophila curve generally runs intermediate between
these two. The modern curve of human mortality is

liverted from the normal by the prolongation of life

I if many of the less rugged by measures of public health
and sanitation.

By selection and inbreeding from Drosophila stocks
. it was possible to isolate strains showing large differ-

f
ences both in mean duration of life and in the form of

f- the mortality distributions, while in inbred lines the
genetic differences remained constant for ten to twenty-

; five generations. It was shown that occasional
\ etherisation of the flies has no appreciable effect in

lessening their duration of life. There is some evi-
dence that in crosses, duration of life may segregate
like a Mendelian character. A pedigree indicating

I something of the same kind in man is presented by

Pearl (Amer. Joiirn. Hygiene, vol. ii. No. 3). In the
father's family only 10 per cent, survived to the age of
fiftj- years, in the mother's family 75 per cent, reached
that age, and in the offspring 87-5 per cent.

Using 100 births/deaths as a " vital index," Pearl
and Burger (Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. vol. 8, No. 4) plot
the curve for this index for England and Wales in the
years 1838-1920, from statistics in the Annual Reports
of the Registrar-General. This ratio shows a slow
but e.xtremely steady increase until 1914, with only
two slight fluctuations caused by influenza epidemics
in 1847 and i8go. The birth-rate in the meantime
showed a slow increase until about 1878, then a more
rapid decrease until 191 4, and a marked recovery since
the war. Thus while in the year 1838-39 the number
of births for each death was 1-4, in 1920 it was more
than 2. Tlie whole curve for the vital index sho«s a
remarkably steady increment in the rate of population
growth, with a high degree of regulation of death-rates
to variations in the birth-rate. Measured by the
criterion of the vital index, it is concluded that the
population of England and Wales is " biologically
more vigorous " than in 1838. But this merely means
that its net rate of increase is greater, and takes no
account of the differential character of the birth-rate.
In another note in the same issue. Pearl considers the
sea.sonal fluctuations in the vital index of the popula-
tion, based on the same data, and finds that in each
year it has its lowest value in the winter quarter
(ending March 31), and its highest value in the summer
quarter. In other words, in the winter months the
birth incidence is relatively low and the death inci-

dence relatively high, as might be expected.
That density of population influences fecundity was

formerly shown for fowls, and similar results have now
been obtained for Drosophila (Pearl and Parker, Proc.
Nat. Acad. Sci. vol. 8, No. 7). The rate of repro-
duction of this fly is shown experimentally to vary
inversely with the density of population. This is

the converse of Farr's law that the death-rate varies
directly with density of population. It is suggested
that the world-wide increase in density of popula-
tion may account for the general decline in birth-
rates which has taken place in the last forty years.
The subject is one which deserves further "investi-

gation.
A hexadactylous Norwegian family in which the

postaxial digits (little fingers and toes) are double, is

described by Aslaug Sverdrup (Journ. Genetics, vol.

xii. No. 3). The condition is traced through six

generations, and two types of polydactylism are
recognised. In type A one finger, usually the fifth,

is duplicated, while in type B the sixth finger is re-

presented by a small attached appendage. Both these
types are already well known. The condition behaves
in general as a dominant character, but in one line of
the family, showing chiefly the .\-type, there is an
excess, and in another, showing only the B-type, a
deficiency of polydactyls. Moreover, an A - type
individual may have either A- or B-type offspring,
whereas B-types cannot produce A-types. It is

concluded that the B-type is probably determined by
a single Mendelian factor with sometimes a failure of
dominance, while the A-type is probably due to
cumulative factors. The .\-type of Polydactyly is

sometimes accompanied in this family by a form of
brachydactyly due to shortening of certain meta-
carpal bones, but also in some cases to short phalanges.
Such papers on the inheritance of human abnormalities
are important in their recognition of the necessity for
accurate and detailed observations.

In a study of the inheritance of patching in the
flower of the sweet pea Prof. Punnett (Journ. Genetics,
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vol. 1 2 ,No. 3) introduces facts which cannot be explained

on the ordinary ^Mendelian basis. The sweet pea
Duke of Westminster sometimes has on the wings

a larger or smaller patch of purplish pink. Such
patched plants give normal, red, and patched off-

spring in varying proportions. Certain branches of
' patched '' plants are sometimes normal. The seeds

from such normal branches show no constant genetic

difference from the rest of the plant, nor was any
evidence obtained that the normal, patched, and red

flowers on a patched plant differed from one another
genetically. There is no indication of genetic differ-

entiation in the germplasm of different parts of the

plant. Nevertheless, patched plants are not apparently
all alike. As in striped Mirabilis, the pair of colour

characters may behave either as a segregating

Mendelian pair or form a mosaic. There is no sufficient

explanation of this mosaic condition at the present

time, but it represents a condition differing distinctly

from ordinary Mendelian behaviour.

In a second paper on the inheritance of characters
in some of the many rice varieties, Mr. F. R. Parnell,
with the assistance of Messrs. G. N. R. Ayyanger,
K. Ramiah and C. R. S. Ayyangar (Mem. Dept. Agr.
India, Botany, vol. xi. No. 8), deals with the colours
of glumes and grain, also with dwarfing and with shape
of grain. The dwarf variety differs very markedly
from the type, but behaves as a simple recessive. A
result of economic importance is that the weight of
the grain varies with the shape. The hereditary
behaviour of a number of colour factors is analysed.
Another genetic paper of economic value is a study of
certain forms of cotton by Mr. Ram Prasad (Agric.
Inst. Pusa. Bull. No. 137). Long fibre is considered
to be a dominant character in cotton. Some evidence
is obtained that long fibre is correlated with long
stigma, plants with short lint having shorter styles.

If this is the case it would enable roguing of undesirable
plants producing short lint to take place much earlier
than would otherwise be possible.

Norway and Iceland : An Interesting Contrast.

V[ ORWAY has many interesting features to a
-'- ' visitor with scientific and technical tastes.

The ubiquity of electricity generated from water-
power has often been the subject of comment. The
peculiar formation of the high tablelands, with lakes

at heights of 1000-3000 feet, constantly renewed by
water from the snows above, is favourable to hydro-
electric supply. The potential value of the water-
power of Norway has been assessed at 15,000,000 h.p.,

of which about one million is at present in use.

The mountainous nature of the country has other
interesting consequences. One curious result is that
communication between valleys is often less easy in

summer than in winter, when roads and passes become
covered with deep snow and can be traversed by ski

and sleigh. The nature of the country has developed
isolated scattered communities with pastoral tastes

and special local industries, such as the hand-woven
fabrics for which Norway is famous.
The climate has much in common with that of

England. Bergen is notorious for its rainfall, and the

humid atmosphere is doubtless responsible for the

luxuriant growth of trees, springing in niasses out
of the bare rock lining the fiords in a manner that

seems to invite study by experts in forestry. The
use of timber in Norway is universal. Buildings are

almost invariably of wood, and tlie humbler cottages

are roofed with turf, which seems to thrive in the

moist atmosphere. In mountainous Norway grass

is scarce. Hence the custom of sending cattle up
to the mountain " saeters " in the summer, so that

the grass at the level of the fiord can be stored in

summer-time. This cut grass is hung up to dry on
horizontal lengths of wire. Possibly British farmers

could take a hint from this practice, as crops in this

country are often spoiled by rain.

Geologically the great tablelands of Norway, with
their stretches of perpetual snow at relatively low
level, and their vast glaciers (the largest in Europe
with the exception of those in Iceland) are of great

interest. It is a strange sight to find these great

glaciers descending right down to the level of the

fiord, as happens, for example, at Fjaerland.

Iceland furnishes some interesting contrasts to

Norway. The climate is more stable and less like

that of Britain. Whereas in Norway trees are every-

where, in Iceland there are practically none. Hence
we find a new material for buildings of the better

class—corrugated iron ! Grass is also scarce, and i
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Iceland is one of the few countries where rabbits
will not thrive. The scenery, though almost destitute
of verdure, is not monotonous and has a charm of
its own. It consists mainly of alternations of rock,
la\'a, and sand, with, on the lower slopes of mountains,
stretches of moss. All vary remarkably in colour.
Rocks are black, bro\«i, purple, and occasionally bright
red. Sand may ha\e any tint from yellow to black.
Amazing changes in colour, difficult to explain and
offering an interesting study to the physicist, occur
as the sun sets. A curious feature is the astonishing
brilliancy of the setting sun, exceeding by far that
usual in England. The pools of molten lava also
afford a field for study. Their position is indicated
by a sulphur-yellow crust, but the upper liquid
contents are often bright blue, changing to scarlet

at a lower level. Hecla, by the way, although the
mountain best known to English readers, is by no
means the best example of \'olcanic action, and is a
comparatively inconspicuous mountain.

Ice and snow, usually not far distant in Norway,
are universal on the higher mountains of Iceland, and
the blanket of ice and snow creeping over the edges
of precipices forms an important element in the
general scheme of coloration.

In one respect Iceland and Norway seem to be
much alike— in the hospitality accorded to the
English visitor. In Norway, especially when one
leaves the beaten track, one is conscious of an atmo-
sphere very different from that in many hotels in

Europe. In Iceland, once he leaves the capital, the
traveller finds practically no hotels, but he can rely
on the generous hospitality of the districts visited.

Ponies are the usual mode of conveyance. It is

stated that the import of horses is forbidden, as the
Icelandic Government desires to keep the strain of

ponies pure.
In Norway the present writer was impressed by

the high general level of education. One could
converse on equal terms with persons of all degrees,

and learn facts of interest about the country.
English is a compulsory language in the schools,

and is often spoken with considerable facility. Even
in Iceland, it appears, English is spoken more
frequently than might be expected. Here again
there is a high le\el of education, but owing to the
remoteness of the island some strange conceptions
of England prevail.

In Iceland, as in Norway, a variant of Danish is
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spoken. But whereas in Norway the entrance of

foreign words is not resented, in Iceland they in-

variably undergo translation before acceptance. The
writer was given to understand that the language is

written and spoken in almost exactly the same manner

as it was a thousand years ago, and that the ancient
sagas can be read with the same ease as the modern
newspaper. Probably there is no other country in
Europe where this strange perpetuation of ancient
forms of speech prevails.

The Survey of India.

''PHE report by Col. Ryder, the present Surveyor-
' General of India, referred to below,' shows

that in the year 1919-20 the Indian Survey Depart-
ment had fully recovered from the dislocatioa due
to the War.
During this period there were no less than 19

survey parties in the field, of which 12 were topo-
r iphical. On the normal scale of one inch per mile
inch of which was revision) and smaller geographical

- .lies, about 2800 square miles was turned out,

while on the larger scales, ranging from i\ inches to
-•

t
inches and even 64 inches (city and town surveys),

the output, detailed partly in miles and partly in

.icres, was reckoned to be satisfactory. Every class
lit country was included in the field of work, from
the sands of Rajputana to the dense forest-covered
hill tracts of Burma, and we read of the time-old
difficulties, heavy and continuous rain, malaria, and
c\en of the clearance of villages by man-eating tigers.

U is interesting to observe that the sources of the
Irawadi (so long a geographical problem) were finally

mapped.
.\lthough the costs of the different classes and
lies of survey are set out in considerable detail,

11 is difficult to frame any conclusion as to whether
those costs have risen since the War. The normal
'Tic-inch scale of original survey apparently varied

tween 20 Rs. per square mile in Bengal and 70 Rs.
;ii Lower Burma. This does not indicate any great
increase on pre-war costs, but in itself scarcely justifies

any general estimate.
In tlie geodesic and scientific branch of the depart-

ment there is a curtailment of activity. No first-

iss triangulation was carried out, and both the

- Records of the Survey of India ; Annual report of Parties and Offices
1919-20, vol. 15.

pendulum and latitude observations were suspended, .

but the registrations of tidal curves by means of
self-registering tide-gauges were continued at Aden
and at the principal ports of India. Levelling
operations were also continued, and a new geodesic
level net of India has been inaugurated on which
levelling of high precision on the " fore and back "

system will be the method employed. Like the exact
determination of the height of the principal peaks
of the Himalaya, it might be open to question
whether the practical results of extreme precision
are worth the expense of determination. The
magnetic survey was also carried on during this
season. The report closes with the usual returns of
the computing- and drawing-offices.
The chief point of interest in the volume is found

in Appendix II.—the report on the expedition to
Kamet by Major Morshead, who afterwards took
such an active part in the Everest expedition.
Kamet (25,445 ^^et high) is the culminating peak of
tlie Zaskar range, and afforded Major Morshead and
that distinguished mountaineer. Dr. Kellas, an ex-
cellent opportunity for scientific observation on the
effect of high altitudes on the human body. Appendix
III. is also interesting, recording a note on the topo-
graphy of the Nun Kun massif in Ladakh by Major
Kenneth Mason. He has a good deal to say in criti-

cism of Mrs. Bullock Workman's claim to have
established the height and position of certain peaks
of that group, in which she disagrees with Indian
Survey results. It is always dangerous for the
amateur to claim greater accuracy than that main-
tained by the Trigonometrical Survey of India.
Mrs. Bullock Workman, in publisliing her account
of her extraordinary feats of chmbing, pits herself
against the G.T.S. and suffers accordingly.

T. H. H.

Polish Celebrations of the 450th Anniversary of the Birth of Copernicus.

N'ICOLAUS
COPERNICUS was born on February

19, 1473, in ToruA (Thorn), a town situated on
the Vistula, in the north-west of Poland ; the 450th
anniversary of the birthday of the great astronomer
occurred thus on Monday, February 19, and was
celebrated in many parts of Poland with much
solemnity. Impressive ceremonies were held in

Warsaw, Wilno, Poznaii, L6dz, Wloclawek, and
Kieke ; in the Jagellonian University of Cracow
(where for four years, 1491-1495, Copernicus was an
undergraduate) the celebrations in commemoration
of the anniversary will be held at a later date, probably
in May.

In connexion with the Cracow proceedings a
work, " Stromata Copemicana," will be published

under the auspices of the Polish Academy of Sciences

and Letters in Cracow ; its author is Prof. L.

Birkenmajer, the well-known biographer of Copernicus.

We have not the space to enter into an account of

Prof. Birkenmajer's investigations, but the following

interesting fact may be mentioned ; On the October
page for the year 1505 of the book " Calendarium,
Magistri Joannis de Monte Regio," preserved in the
t ppsala University Library (sign. " Incunab." 840),

I'lof. Birkenmajer discovered, in Copernicus's well-

known handwriting, the Polish inscription (twice
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repeated) " Bok pomagay " (Our Lord, help us).

Writing on this interesting detail, Prof. Jan Lo^, the
well-known philologist (and professor of the history
of Polish language in the Jagellonian University of
Cracow), says :

" In the year 1505 every Pole would
have written the words given above exactly in the
form in which Copernicus has written them " (Jezvk
Folski, vol. viii.. No. i). Prof. Birkenmajer adds
that in 1505, or perhaps in 1506, Copernicus had al-

ready in his mind the ideas which eventually took form
in the well-known revolutionary " Commentariolus."
The Copernicus commemoration at Toruh extended

over the two days—February 18 and 19 ; delegates
from all the universities, high schools, scientific

societies, etc., of Poland, and other guestswere cordially
received by the municipality and citizens of Toruii.
The proceedings included the inauguration of the first

general meeting of the Polish Astronomical Societv.
This meeting resolved unanimously to ask the Polish
nation to establish a National Astronomical Institute
in Poland ; an attempt with this object in view was
made by Prof. Banachiewicz, of the Jagellonian
University of Cracow, and exists in the form of an
astronomical station in the Carpathian Mountains.
A memorial tablet on the house where Copernicus was
born was also unveiled.
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Pathology of Market Produce.

TOURING recent years great efforts have been made
^-^ by the biologist to gain such a knowledge of the

diseases of cultivated crops as will permit methods of

control to be placed at the disposal of the grower.

A reference to the pages of the Annals of Applied
Biology, the official organ of the Association of

Economic Biologists, together with the number of

other papers published each year dealing with the

life history of disease-producing organisms infecting

plants, will show that considerable progress has been
made in this still comparatively new field. But some
brief papers published in Phytopathology, the oificial

organ of the American Phytopathological Society, will

show that in the United States a new field of scientific

investigation has been opened between the crop and the

consumer. Much of the produce, especially of market
garden and greenhouse, is extremely perishable, and
the cost of fruit or vegetables to the consumer is

largely contributed to by the heavy loss that occurs

during transit and marketing.
In 1917 in the States a Food Products Inspection

Service of the Bureau of Markets was established and
was soon working in close collaboration with the

trained investigators of the Bureau of Plant Industry.

As is pointed out by G. K. K. Link and M. W.
Gardner in a brief review of the first year's work that

resulted from the joint attack upon the pathology of

market crops (Phytopathology, g, pp. 497-520), the

first result was a revelation of the enormous economic
importance of the problem, to which the long distances

of transit in the United States naturally contributed.

In water-melons alone, from four States during 191 8,

the market inspection services record a loss of i J million

dollars, while hundreds of car loads of grapes from
California were almost a total loss, due to decay
induced by Botrytis, Penicillium, and Aspergillus.

Furthermore it was found that these losses, stoically

borne by the trade as " part of the game " and passed

on to the consumer, very largely arose from preventable

causes, with the result that pathologists are being

pressed to extend their survey from the growing crop

to the study of the crop during harvesting, storing,

shipping, and marketing.
Another line of biological inquiry has also been

indicated : the task of salvage when prevention of loss

is no longer possible. Most of these diseases are
fermentation processes, and a controlled fermentation
may yield a by-product of value. At the outset the
market pathologist has found himself forced to recog-
nise almost a new type of disease organism. Under
field conditions this type has limited importance, but
under market conditions the plant tissues are less

resistant and these organisms show much greater
virulence while attacking a wide range of plant
species ; among such organisms are found the bacterial
soft rots and Botrytis.

The American pathologist has already reached the
stage at which his first survey enables him to indicate
to grower and salesman the most harmful types
of disease, the characters by which they may be
recognised by the non - expert eye, the conditions
leading to the spread of these diseases and the most
practicable methods for their control during transport
and storage. It may be argued that in Great Britain,
the small distance involved in transit renders the
question of less importance. But short distances do
not always mean rapid transit, and in any case, the
most casual inspection of a fruit and vegetable market
would show that American experience in this question
may be of real value.

Of general application also are such results of the
preliminary American work as their experience with
strawberries, where N. E. Stevens finds (Phytopatho-
logy, 9, pp. 171-177) that strawberries picked early in
the day, even if wet, keep better than those berries
picked after the sun has been on them for some hours.
Pomologists also will be quick to admit that we have
still to learn the reasons for the different keeping
qualities of the same variety of apple if gathered
under different conditions. Under the stimulus of war
conditions very great progress was made in Great
Britain in the investigation of food storage conditions,
and as a consequence some attention has been paid
in recent scientific communications to the organ-
ism found causing damage among stored produce.
American experience, however, would seem to raise
the more general question whether the phytopatho-
logical experience of the investigator should not be re-

orientated so as to embrace the whole history of
the vegetable, from field to table.

The Eruption of Sakura-jima in 1914.

PROF. OMORI has recently (Dull. Imp. Earthq.

Inves. Com., vol. 8, pp. 467-525) published

his sixth, and apparently last, memoir on the eruption

of Sakura-jima of January 12, 1914, and following

(Jays—the greatest of all known eruptions in Japan,
if greatness be measured by the amount of lava

outflow and ash precipitation. The six memoirs
fill a volume of 525 pages and are illustrated by
107 plates. They constitute, according to the author,
" a modest geometrical and seismological report on
the great Sakura-jima eruption of 1914, and the

course of the after-events followed for the next

8 years." Prof. Omori's readers will, I imagine,

take a somewhat different view. They are more
likely to regard the volume as the finest monograph,
from a physical point of view, that has ever yet been
written on a volcanic eruption.

Summaries of previous memoirs have from time

to time appeared in these columns.^ The first

(September 191 4) contains a general account of the

eruption and its accompanying phenomena. The
second memoir (April 1916) deals with the sound

* Vol. 94, p. 289 ; vol. 98, pp. 57-58 ; vol. roo, p. 35 ; vol. 106, pp. 165-166.
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and ash-precipitation areas of the eruption, the
accompanying changes of level and the earlier
outbursts of the volcano. The third (December 191 6)
summarises the subsequent course of activity. After
a pause of more than three years, the fourth memoir
(Alarch 1920) appeared containing the results of the
levelling surveys and the soundings in Kagoshima
Bay made after the eruption. The fifth part (March
1920) is devoted to the seismographical observations
of the fore-shocks and after-shocks, while the sixth
(November 1922) deals chiefly with the destructive
earthquake of January 12, 1914.
The interest of this earthquake lies in its occurrence

during the eruption about 8i hours after it began.
It was clearly a tectonic, and not a volcanic, earth-
quake. Instead of being a sharp brief shock of small
disturbed area, the movement at Kagoshima was
of considerable strength and duration ; it was felt

for about 220 miles to the N.E. and S.S.W., and was
strongly registered by European seismographs.'
The epicentre was situated in the Kagoshima channel,
about 4 km. south-east of the observatory in that

" Nature, vol. 92, 1914, p. 717.
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' city. Judging from the duration (i-g seconds) of

the preliminary tremor. Prof. Omori infers that the
focus was distant 14 km. from the observatory and

I therefore at a depth of 13 km. Numerous stone-

i

lanterns and tombstones were overthrown in Kago-

I

shima, the average direction of their fall being

I
N. 68" W., which agrees roughly with the direction
of the first movement registered in the same place.

The trigonometrical re-sur\ey of the district revealed
horizontal movements since the eruption began of

J -62 to 4 52 metres to the north-east and north
in the north and north-west parts of the island,

while new soundings made in the north part of

Kagoshima Bay showed that the floor of the bay
had sunk from one-half to four fathoms, except in

two spots in which a rise of from one to three fathoms
had occurred. An hour or a Httle more after the
cartliquakc, small sea-waves or tsunami swept over
' he shore at Kagoshima. At about the same time
r later, the cable from Kagoshima to Sakura-jima,

w hich crosses one of the elevated spots, was fractured
(in the fiat bottom of the channel about one-third
if its width from the coast of the island. Prof.
iinori points out that it was not a single clear fracture,

^uch as might have been formed if the application
of the tension had been instantaneous, but that
numerous breakages occurred over a length of 420
leet, the average distance between successive breaks
being 1-7 feet. He infers that the horizontal and
ertical movements of the sea-bed took place

gradually.

The occurrence of a great tectonic earthquake
111 a volcanic district and during the progress of an
ruption is somewhat rare. Prof. Omori gives some
ther e.xamples from Japan in this memoir. Their
onncxion with the corresponding eruptions can
-carcely be doubted. It seems equally clear that
tliey do not owe their origin to the volcanic outburst
itself, but that eruption and earthquake are both
< tfects of the same deeply-seated cause.

C. Davison.

Fishery Research in Lancashire.

T^HE report on the scientific fishery investigations
^ carried out under the auspices of the Lanca-

shire and Western Sea Fisheries District Committee
tluring the year 1921, which is edited by Prof. James
Johnstone, the honorary director of the scientific

work, is characterised by the extremely cautious way
in which it has been drawn up. While the absence
if very definite conclusions must to some extent be

I matter for regret, it has to be admitted that the
.imount of evidence collected, though very extensive
when considered in the aggregate, is still insufiicient
'o make any other course possible for a highly-
rained and critical mind. Like so much of the

\ aluable fishery work which has been accomplished
during the last twenty or thirty years, these investiga-
tions have tended to show how exceedingly complex
the problems may become, and how difficult it is

to get together data sufficiently varied in character
and in sufficient quantities to provide material for
their solution. The investigations do, however,
afford clear indications of the hues upon which
future research should proceed and make it certain
that many of the questions discussed may be answered
in the future, if the necessary faciUties can be provided
on an adequate scale.

The two most important articles in the report
deal with the plaice and the herring. The plaice
investigations were commenced in 1908 and were
specially extended in 1919-21. They are now
summarised for the whole period in a series of tables

which include all the data. These tables will have
a permanent value as a record of the condition of

the plaice population, and will be invaluable for

comparison with the results obtained in future years.

The discussion of the data is limited to broad general

features, and is directed throughout to show the
bearing of the work on the actual practical problems
with which the Sea Fisheries Committee is called

upon to deal.

The herring work is of a more technical statistical

character, and it is difficult to avoid a feeling of

regret that so much work in mathematical analysis

has been carried out upon samples containing for

the most part only 50 fish. The work, it is true,

is preliminarj-, and it will probably be found more
profitable in the future to examine fewer samples
and fewer characters but with very much larger

numbers of fish.

Mention must be made of Mr. R. J. Daniel's work
on the chemical composition of mussels, especially

on the substance which has been called " glycogen
"

in these shell-fish. It is most important that these

biochemical studies should be continued, for they
promise results of much interest.

The report of the Marine Biological Station at Port
Erin for 1922 has also been published recently. The
most important paper in this report is by the late

Prof. Benjamin Moore, in co-operation with Messrs.

E. Whitley and T. A. Webster, on the subject of

photo-synthesis in marine algae. The authors show
that green, brown, and red algae are arranged on the
shore so that each kind is in that intensity of illumina-

tion which is the optimum for the colour scheme of

chromophylls it possesses. In strong illumination,

green algae synthesise far more rapidly than red, but
in weak illumination the red algae synthesise more
rapidly than green. The brown algae are intermediate

in their action.

The two reports reflect credit both on those

responsible for the organisation of the investigations

and on those who have carried them out.

University and Educational Intelligence.

Aberdeen.—By the bequest of the late .Miss Anne
Hamilton Cruickshank in 191 1, a sum of money was
set aside for the foundation of a chair in astronomy.

The special trustees have now reported to the Uni-

versitv Court that the accumulated sum available

exceeds 15,000/., and have recommended the founda-

tion of a chair, or lectureship, in astronomy, includ-

ing navigation and meteorology. The recommenda-
tion is under consideration by a committee of the

Court. Miss Cruickshank was the daughter of John
Cruickshank, professor of mathematics in Marischal

College and I'niversity from 181 7 to the union of the

Universities in i860. Mi.ss Cruickshank also founded

the Botanic Gardens and the Cruickshank Law prize,

while the Science Library of the University is associated

with her name.
Notice is given that the Blackwell Prize Essay,

value 30/., and open to all, will be awarded in

1924 for the best essay on " The History of the

Fishing Industry of the Port of Aberdeen since

1800," provided any essay sent in is of suflScient merit.

Eacli essay (which must bear a motto and be accom-

panied by a sealed envelope bearing the same motto

and enclosing the name and address of the sender)

must be sent to reach the Secretary of the University

not later than January i, 1924-

C.-^MBRiDGE.—A Bill has been presented to the

House of Lords appointing Statutory Commissioners

for the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge to make

NO. 2789, VOL. Ill]
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statutes and regulations in general accordance with
the recommendations contained in the recent Report
of the Royal Commission, The Cambridge Com-
missioners named in the Bill are Viscount Ullswater
(chairman), Bishop Ryle, Sir Thomas Heath, Sir

Richard Glazebrook, Sir Henry Wilson, Sir Hugh
Anderson, Dr. Peter Giles, Mr. William Rendell, and
Dr. Hugh Dalton. It is perhaps significant of the
difference between the two Universities that the only
Fellow of the Royal Society among the Oxford Com-
missioners is Sir Archibald Garrod, Regius professor
of medicine. A few only of the provisions in the Bill

can be selected for mention here. In making statutes
the Commissioners are to have regard to the main
design of the founder of any institution or emolument
affected by the statute. In the case of a statute
affecting a college they are to have regard to the
maintenance of the college in the interests of educa-
tion, religion, learning, or research. In particular, in

prescribing the scale or basis of assessment of contri-
butions made by the colleges to University purposes,
regard is to be had in the first place to the needs of
the several colleges in themselves for educational and
other collegiate purposes. It is not desired in reform-
ing Oxford and Cambridge to reform away the peculiar
characteristics which have built up their present
strong position in the world of education, religion,

learning, and research.
Dr. G. S. Graham Smith, Pembroke College, has

been appointed reader in preventive medicine ; Dr.

J. T. MacCurdy, Corpus Christi College (also of
Toronto and Johns Hopkins Universities), has been
appointed University lecturer in psychopathology ; J.
Mills, research student, Gonville and Caius College,
has been elected to the Nita King research scholar-
ship in the etiology, pathology, and prevention of

|

fevers.

London.—The latest date for the receipt of appli-
cations for grants from the Dixon Fund for the assist-

ance of scientific investigations is May 14 next.
Applications, accompanied by the names and ad-
dresses of two references, must be sent to the Aca-
demic Registrar, University of London, South Ken-
sington, S.W.7.

Dr. Ethel N. Miles Thomas, fellow of University
College, London, has been appointed lecturer in botan)'
and zoology at University College, Leicester.

The Times announces that Sir Walter Buchanan, a
pioneer of the frozen-meat export mdustry, has given
10,000/. for the establishment of a chair of agriculture
at Victoria College, Wellington (N.Z.).

The LTniversity of Budapest announces that
summer courses will be held this year from August i

to September 15 under its auspices. Lectures will be
given by members of the faculties of theology, law,
medicine, arts, and economics. Full prospectuses
are in preparation.

The Government of Western Australia has allocated
a special grant this year for the commencement of
the permanent buildings of the Uni\^ersity of Western
Australia, Perth. As recommended by the pro-
fessorial board, the science departments will be the
first to be removed to new premises, and the present
grant for the period ending June 30, 1923, is for the
provision of a joint building for the biology and
geology departments. The next buildings to be
erected will be those for chemistry and for physics.
The new site for the University is at Crawley, and
covers an area of about 160 acres. The science
buildings will be placed on high ground adjoining
the national reserve of King's Park, and their
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southern frontages will command a splendid view
of the broad sheet of Melville Water on the Swan
River.

We notice that numerous appeals have been
issued by professors in Germany for money for

institutions for higher education and research, such
as the Emperor William Institute for Physics, the
English Seminary in Berlin University—by Prof.

Alois Brandt, who advocates the compulsory teaching
of English in all the higher public schools of Germany
—the Cancer Research Institute, the Seminary for

Christian Archaeology, the Egj'ptian Seminary, and
the High School of Jewish Studies. It is stated that
a good deal of political recrimination has found its

way into the appeals. Whatever may be thought
of the policies of the German Government since the
War in other respects, it cannot fairly be charged with
failure to appreciate the vital importance of education.
We have excellent authoritv for believing that
throughout its financial difficulties Germany has
had no disposition to economise in its educational
expenditure. The imiversities, as was pointed out
in these columns some months ago, were never
depleted of students during the War to anything
like the same extent as ours, while since the War
they have been filled to overflowing : but the appeals
would seem to indicate that the Government has
been less generous to institutions for higher education
and research than to the elementary and secondary
schools and the new " People's High Schools."
The depreciation of the mark has of course led to
difficulties in the way of obtaining English books
and periodicals, and these have been to some extent
met by a system of exchange with British universities

established last year by the Universities Bureau.

The twenty-first annual meeting of the Carnegie
Trust for the Universities of Scotland was held on
February 14, Lord Sands presiding. The original

endowment fund of 2,000,000/. has been increased by
547,000/., in addition to which there are reserve funds
amounting to nearly 183,000/. Expenditure for the
year ended September 30, 1922, amounted to 125,292/.,

including : assistance in payment of class-fees,

61,217/. ; grants to universities and colleges for

buildings, lectureships, libraries, etc., 44,925/. ; en-

couragement of post-graduate study and research,

17,063/. ; annual grant to women students' union,

250/. ; management expenses, 5193/. Post-graduate
study and research were encouraged by fellowships,

scholarships, and prizes (6958/.), grants towards
salaries of part-time research assistants (3600/.),

grants to the Laboratory of the R.C.P., Edinburgh
(2740/.), to St. Andrews Institute for Clinical Re-
search (1000/.), and other grants (2765/.}. Arrange-
ments were made with the Department of Scientific

and Industrial Research for the simultaneous con-
sideration of applications. During the year sums
amounting to 1387/. were voluntarily repaid by or

on behalf of 39 beneficiaries, making a total of 12,583/.

repaid since 1901. The repayments by women ex-

ceeded those by men for the first time both in num-
ber and total amount. In the annual report of the
Carnegie Corporation of New York, issued a few days
earlier than the Scottish report, stress is laid on the
dangers and difficulties incidental to the administra-
tion of all such charitable foundations and the
necessity for the exercise of careful discrimination

and constant watchfulness for the harmful as well as

the beneficial results of giving. Among the former
it mentions the overcrowding of the colleges with
students, manv of whom would find their greatest

happiness in other vocations than those to be sought
through college training.
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Societies and Academies.

London.

Zoological Society, March 20.—Prof. E. W.
MacBridc, vice-president, in the chair.—S. Ch.
Sarkar : A comparative study of the buccal glands
iiid teeth of opisthoglyph snakes, and a discussion
II the evolution of the order from Aglypha.

—

Idfield Thomas and M. A. C. Hinton : On the
..lammals obtained in Darfur by the Lynes-Lowe
expedition.—R. I. Pocock : (i) On the external
' liaracters of Elaphus, Hydropotes, Pudu, and other

rvidae. (2) The classification of the Sciurida:.

The Optical Society, March 22.—Instr.-Commander
I . V. Baker in the chair.—Dr. L. C. Martin : Survey-
ing and navigational instruments from a historical

>tandpoint. Before a.d. 150 accurate knowledge of
tl\e >lediterranean basin was obtained by Ptolemy.
I >ne of the best known of the early instruments was
Ue astrolabe, and this instrument was developed
nsiderably by the Arabs and others. Specialised

lorms were used for navigation. In the seventeenth
centurj' a simplified form of the astrolabe, capable
of being suspended or mounted horizontally on a
stand, was employed as a theodolite. This was
subsequent to the description of Digges's Iheodoliltis,

in which independent horizontal and vertical axes
were employed. The use of the telescopic sight was
not applied to surveying instruments till the beginnmg
of the eighteenth centurj'. The history of the level,

from the " open sight and gravity controlled " forms
to the telescopic levels of Picard and the bubbles
of Thevenot, was also discussed. Improvements by
various artists in tlie methods of graduation of circles

nd the development of dividing engines from
Imdley to Ramsden and Troughton were matters

of the greatest moment in the development of modern
instruments. Later developments were shown in

the instruments by Troughton and by Cary, which
brought the level of construction (from the purely
scientific point of view) almost up to that of our
own time.

Cambridge.

Philosophical Society, March 5.—Mr. C. T. Heycock,
president, in the chair.—Sir Ernest Rutherford : The
capture and loss of electrons by o-particles. In a
recent paper (Proc. Roy. Soc: A, 102, p. 497, 1922)
G. H. Henderson showed that swift a-particles can
capture electrons and are thus con\'erted into singly

, charged and neutral helium atoms. The magnetic
deflexion of a pencil of a-rays in a high vacuum
showed by the photographic method after passing
through mica the presence of two bands—one, the
main band, due to He + + , and the other, the midway
band, due to He + particles. The relative number of
the latter increased rapidly with reduction of velocity
of the o-rays. These conclusions have been confirmed
by the scintillation method. By deflecting the mid-
way band by a combined electric and magnetic field,

it has been proved that it is due to He -1- particles.

For any velocity there is a temporary equihbrium
between the number of He + + and He + particles,

such that the number of captures is equal to the
number of losses. The ratio of the numbers of singly
and doubly charged particles between the velocities

77 X lo* and 18 X 10' cm. per second, varies approxi-
mately as the inverse fifth power of the velocity.
The disappearance of the midway band when gas at
low pressure is introduced in the path of the rays
gives a method of determining the mean free path of

the He + particles in air and other gases before con-
version into He + + . The mean free path varies
roughly as the velocity of the o-rays, and is 4 to 5
times longer in hydrogen and helium than in air.

The mean free path for capture varies roughly as the
inverse sixth power of the velocitj'. The mean free

path in air for a velocity 1-5 x lo* cm. per sec. is

about 0-56 mm. at N.T.P. for capture and o-oo8 mm.
for loss. The average a-particle captures and loses

an electron many hundred times before it is absorbed.
—P. Kapitza : Some observations on a-particle

tracks in a magnetic field.—H. Lamb : The magnetic
field of a helix.—\V. Burnside : (i) The theory of
errors of observation

; (2) The solution of a certain
partial difference equation.—P. M. S. Blackett : A
note on the natural curvature of o-ray tracks.

.\n apparent relation exists between the plane and
direction of the cur\'ature of the parts of a forked
track and the plane and type of the fork itself. The
natural curvature possibly involves the effect on the
ionisation of the probable assymmetric structure of
singly charged o-particles.

Sheffield.

Society of Glass Technology (Birmingham meeting),
March 21.—Prof. W. E. S. Turner in the chair.

—

H. S. Blackmore, Violet Dimbleby, and W. E. S.

Turner : A rapid method of testing the durability of

glassware. \Vlien a very dilute solution of i part in

1000 of the alkaloid, narcotine hydrochloride, is

heated to boiling-point inside a glass vessel, the alkaloid

is thrown out of solution, and can be seen as a fine

precipitate if the glass is of poor quality. Good
glasses should show no sign of deposit when heated
at the boiling-point for an hour.—D. Turner and
W. E. S. Turner : The corrosion of fireclay refractory

material by glass and glass-making materials.

—

Edith M. Firth, F. W. Hodkin, and W. E. S. Turner :

The effect of saltcake in corroding fireclay materials.

Both papers were presented by Prof. Turner. Ex-
perimental evidence w'as detailed, showing that in

glass-melting the corrosion of the pots or the tank
blocks is most severe during the early stages of the

melting of the batch ; sodium nitrate, potassium
nitrate, and borax are particularly corrosive. As the

proportion of saltcake used in the batch increased, so

did the extensiveness of the corrosion. Resistance

to corrosion can be improved by firing the pots and
blocks at 1400° C. before the charge of batch was
inserted

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, March 19.—M. Albin Haller

in the chair.—The president announced the death

of aM. Van der Waals, foreign associate.—-Emile

Borel : The appro.ximation of rational or incom-
mensurable numbers belonging to given enumerable
ensembles.—L. Lecornu : The time of revolution

of the planets. .\ discussion of a question raised

in a recent note by M. Jean Chazy.—Charles Moureu
and Charles Dufraisse : Auto-oxidation and anti-

oxygenic action. The catalytic properties of iodine

and its compounds. The case of acrolein. According

to the theory of the mechanism of anti-oxygenising

action developed by the authors, iodine and its

compounds should exert catalytic properties in

phenomena of auto-oxidation, and should, under
certain conditions, possess the anti-oxygenising pro-

perty. Iodides of various metals and organic bases

(33 in all) were shown to inhibit the oxidation of

acrolein at a concentration of i in 1000.— I,. Maquenne:
The hydrolysis of maltose by malt extract.—G.

Gouy : The improvement of the microscope by the
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use of X-rays.—C. Guichard : Triply indeterminate

systems of spheres, circles, and double points.

—

Jules Andrade : An arrangement of four regulating

springs producing a constant friction and a quadratic

friction.— J. B. Senderens : The catalytic dehydration

of alcohols by dilute sulphuric acid. Both the

ether and substituted ethylene can be prepared by
the action of sulphuric acid on the coriesponding

alcohol, and the ratio of ether (alkyl oxide) to

ethylene can be varied by the addition of water

to the arid.—Ph. Glangeaud : A trial boring for

petroleum at Crouelle, near Clermont-Ferrand (Puy-

de-D6me). The boring was taken down to 856 metres,

and full details of the strata met with are given.

At 596 metres there was a strong evolution of

inflammable gas and about a ton of a heavy oil

was collected (density 0-963, sulphur 9-3 per cent.).

More oil, in smaller quantities, was obtained at

greater depths. The tube was broken by an accident

at 787 metres.—M. Emanuele Paterno was elected

foreign associate, in succession to the late Prince of

Monaco.—Georges Bouligand : Some points in func-

tional analysis.—W. Margoulis : The general theory

of the representation of equations by means of

mobile elements.—J. Haag : The problem of n bodies

in relativity.—Henry Hubert : A method, considered

as new, for the stereoscopic representation of topo-

graphical surfaces.—R. Dufour : High irequency

induction furnaces.—A. Leduc : A new improvement
of the equation of state of gases.—Leon and EugSne
Bloch : Spark spectra of higher order. A study of

the spectrum of mercury obtained by the oscillating

discharge in a silica tube without electrodes. The
appearance and number of lines change as the

voltage increases.—C. E. Guye : The kinetic inter-

pretation of the rule of van't Hofi.—Rene Audubert :

The action of gelatin upon concentration cells.

A study of the effect of the progressive addition

of gelatin on the E.M.F. of the concentration cells

Agl—AgNOs ; AgCl—AgNOa ; Ag.S—AgNOa. The
results appear to show that the Ag ion is adsorbed

by the gelatin.—L. Bert : A new sjoithesis of

cumene and /^-cymene. Isopropyl sulphate reacts

with CjHjMgBr giving cumene : the magnesium
derivative of ^-bromotoluene with isopropyl sulphate

reacts similarly, giving ^-cymene.—Emile Andre :

The acid-alcohols contained in the oil from grape

stones.—Henry Joly : Some peculiarities of the

Bajocian in the neighbourhood of Montmedy (Meuse).

—Ch. Maurain : Magnetic measurements in Brittany.

The results of observations made at forty-one stations

in August and September 1922, and the magnetic
elements (declination, inclination, and horizontal

component) reduced to January i, 1922.—Filippo

Eredia : The temperature of the air in the province

of Tripoh.—L. Blaringhem : New facts relating to

the hybrids of wlieat and .Egilops.—H. Colin and
Mile. V. Trouard-Riolle : Dissociation of the hybrid :

smooth-bearded black barley and Albert barley.

—

Lucien Daniel : Regeneration of the potato by
grafting. An account of attempts to increase the

resistance to disease of the potato by grafting on

tomato. The experiments have given promising

results.—A. Polack : The accommodative compensa-
tion of the chromatism of the eye. Insufficiency

of d'Alembert's theory. —• L. Garrelon and D.

Santenoise : Relations between the resistance of the

organism to poisons and the rapid modification of

the oculo-cardiac reflex. Contribution to anti-

anaphylaxy.—Marc Romieu : Contribution to the

comparative histology of striated muscle.—Mme. J.

Samuel Lattes : The physical conditions which
accompany the phenomenon of necrosis produced by
radium radiation.
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Official Publications Received.

Report of till' llngby School Natural History .Society for tlin Year 1922.

TlicNatioiral University of Ireland. Calendar for the Year 1922. Pp.

viii-f323-l-S;i4-l-80. (Dublin.) „ >. .. ,

Annals of tlie Transvaal Museum. Vol. >", Part 3 : The bphegida- of

South Africa. By Dr. George Arnold. .Part 2. Pp. US-IW Vol. »,

I'art 4 : The Sphegida- of So\ith Africa. By Dr. George Arnold. Part S.

Pp. 1111-253. (Cambridge : Printed at the University Press.)

Stonylmrst College observatory. Kesnlts of Geophysical and Solar

Observations, 1',I22. With Report and Notes of the Director, Rev. A. L.

Cortie. Pj). xv + 43. (Blackburn.) .

Annnairo de lObservatoire Royal de Belgique, 1024. Pp. Ti-t-..SU.

(Bruxelles : M. Hayez.)

Diary of Societies.

Mt/.Vfl/41', April 10.

Royal «eoob*phic*l Society (at Lowther Lodge, Kensington Gore),

at 5 —W. Irwin : The Salts of the Dead Sea and River Jordan.

Royal Colleoe of Suroeons of Enolakd, at 6.—Prof. Shattock :

Demonstration of Specimens Illustrating Reiiairs of Fractures.

UniTlsii P.svclioLooicAL Society (Industrial Section) (at University

College), at >).—Dr. G. H. Miles: Rest Pauses.

RovAL Society ok Arts, at S.-E. Kilburn Scott: The Fixation of

Nitrogen (2). (Cantor Lecture.)

CUE.MICAL lNDi;sTRV Cloh (at 2 Whitehall Coart). at 8.

rVKSDAY, April 17.

BovAL Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—Sir Arthur Keith: Tlie

Machinerv of Human Evolution (2). Uow Old Structures are Lost.

Royal Society of Medicine, at 6.—Genera! Meeting.

Royal Statistical Society, at 5.15.-Dr. E. C. Snow : Trade Forecasting

and Prices. „ i > i e on
Royal Society of Medicine (Orthopa'dics Section), at 6.30.

INSTITCTION OF Civil Engineers, at 6. —Special General MeeUnp.

Institute of Marine Eno.neers, Inc., at ti.30.-H. Clark : The Opera-

tion of Water-tube Boilers lor Cargo-Passeuger Ships.
,.,„,,,,„„.

Royal Photoobaphic Society of Great Britain, at ,.—J. C. Dolliiian .

Difficulties in Painting .ind Photography. j. v,.,«„ Tlie
Royal Anthropological Institute, »' 8-1\-M'8S Tirade K«n. T^ie

Ceremonial Dances and Magic RlUs of the Island of Bah, Dutch tast

WEDNESDAY, April 18.

Royal Meteorological Society, at 6.-W. H. Dines and L. H- «• »;"*»;

An Examination of British Upper Air Data in "L« ,L^^^ "^ "**.

Norwegian Theory of the Structure of the Cyclone. — Tatuokobaj as .

TheMecli ni-sm of Cyclones and Anti-cyclones.-Capt. E. C. Slnuikland :

Niites on the Fluctuations of Mean-sea-level in Relation to Change of

Atmospheric Pressure, from Observations at Liverpool, August and

(iSoicAfSoo?ETV OF London, at 5.80.-J. F. N. Green : The Structure

of the BowmoiePortaskaig District of Islay.
Proto/oa of

Royal Microscopical Society, at 8.-D. W. Cutler: The Protozoa or

the Soil.-Piof. A. C. Sewai-d : The Use of the Microscope in Pahvo-

botanical Research.
THURSDAY, April 19.

ItoYAL Institution of Great Britain, at 3.-Prof. A. O. Eankine: The

Transmission of Speech by Light (2).
v»rl«iid

1 iNNEAN SOCIETY OF LoNDoN, at .'..-B. Heroii-Allcn and A. ''•»':'«•"'•

The Foramiiiifera of Lord H.iwe Islan.l, South Paciflc.-The General

Secretary : The History of Botanic Illustration in Colour during Four

InsiTtotIon of Mining and Metalluboy (at Geological Society of

S,,!'I'FTv"roR'coN'lVRUCTlVK BlRTH CONTROL AND RACIAL FROC.BES8 (at

k'sex nan, 8tran!ll,"t8-C. E. Pell: Is the Fall in the Birth-rate a

(,rF';u!''ri SOCIETY, at 8.-R. Ibbotsonand J. Kenner: The Influence of

Ni" o-groups on ihe Reactivity of Snbstituents in the Benzene Nuc ens.

Part \II Reactions of 2:5- and 4 :5-dinitrom-xyleue.— S. K Birch,

o A It Kon and W S. (i. P. Nonis : The Chemistry of the Three

Carbon System Part 1. The InHue.ice of the Cvcfohexane Ring on the

^3.8y Change -Is. Meds'ortl, : The Promotion of Catalytic Reactions.

''"''
' FRIDA !', April 20.

Royal Society of ARTa (Dominions and Colonies and Indian Sections)

at 4 30 -Sii Richard A. S. Redmayne : The Base Metal Resources of

U^^:,"So!LEoE"orsuR«EONS OF Enoland at 6.-Sir Arthur Keith:

The Shape and Relationships of the Stomach.

Institution OF Mechanical Enoineebs, at 11.

.,„„^„. ti,a Business
.luNioR Institution of En.mneers, at 7.30.-H. U. Munro

.
The Business

iNsT^TioNoF^kNoiNEERiNo INSPECTION (at Royal Society of Arts), at

7.30.-C. H. Riohardson : The Inspection of Ball ««""«''„
„,p,, . ^he

ROY^L PHOTOORAPHir SOCIETY OF GbEAT BRITAIN, at 8.-J. Se«ell .
Hie

Commercial Aspects of Pictorial Photograpl^-.
,.„„,,., n„neral

Royal Society of Meoicine (Amesthetics Ssc^'O") <*?"'*'
„i',';'*„d

Meeting and an Ordinary Meeting), at 8.30.--Dr. J H. Chamecott^nd

others r Discussion on Coroners' Inquests: the Classihcation of AnKS

thetic Deaths as violent or unnatural. o.„fi„nN .t s in —
Royal Society of Medicine (Kl'-etro-Jh'jrapeutics section) at &30

Dr. R. W. a. Salmoud : A case illustrating the value of Pneuniopen

Ro?AL Institution of Great Britain, at O.-Dr. W. J. S. Lockyer: The

Growth of the Telescope.
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RONTGEN SOCIETY

The Silvanus Thompson
memorial lecture

The Sixth Annual SILVANUS THOMPSON
MEMORIAL LECTURE will be delivered by

Mr. C. THUHSTAN HOLLAND, D.L., Ch.M..
Honorary Consulting Radiologist, Liverpool Koyal Infirmary,

on TUESDAY, May 1, 1923, at

The Institution of Electrical Engineers, Savoy

Place, Victoria Embankitient, London, W.C.2,

at 8.15 P.M. Entrance free to those who are interested.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
A Course of Eight Lectures on " NuTRirroN " will be given by Prof.

V. H. MOTTRAM, M.A. (Professor of Physiology in the University), at

King's College for Women, Housbhqld and Social Scienxe Depart-
ment (61 Campden Hill Road, \V.8), on Mondays and Wednesdays,
April 30, May 2, 7. 9, 14, 16, 23, and 28, at 4.30 p.m. ADMISSION
FREE, WITHOUT TICKET.

EDWIN DELLER, Academic Registrar.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
The following Lectures have been arranged :

A Lecture on " Problems of Fundamental Astronomy " by Professor

W. DE SITTER (Professor of Astronomy in the University of Leiden) in

the department of Physics, Imperial Colle(;e of Scikncb and Techno-
logy, Imperial Institute Road, South Kensington, S.W., on Monday,
May 7, at 5.15 p.m. The Chair will be taken by the Astronomer- Royal
(Sir Frank Dvson, LL.D., F.R.S.)-

A Lecture on "The Electric Charge of Colloids" by Dr. H. R.
KRUYT (Professor of Physical Chemistry in the University of Utrecht) in

the department of Chemistry, University College, London (Gower Street,

W.C.), on Tuesday, May 3, at 5 f.M. The Chair will be taken by Professor

F. G. Donnan, C.B.E., F.R.S. (Professor of Chemistry in the University).

A Course of Three Lectures on " Phasks of Indian Geology" by The
Hon. Sir THOMAS H. HOLLAND, K-C.S.I., K.C.I. E., F.R.S. (Rector

of the Imperial College of Science and Technologj'). at Umversity
College, London (Gower Street, W.C.), on Wednesdays, May g, 23, and
30, at 5. 15 r.M. At the First Lecture the Chair will be taken by The Right
Hon. Lord Chelmsford, G.C.M.G., GC.S.I., G.C.I. E., G.B.E.
ADMISSION TO THE LEC lURES IS FREE, WITHOUT

TICKET.
EDWIN DELLER, Academic Registrar.

BEDFORD COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON),

REGENTS PARK, N.W.i.

J'rindpai—W\ss M. J. TuKE, M.A.
Degree Courses in Arts and Science. Course of Training in Social Work.

For Resident and Day Students.
Easter Term begins Thursday, April 26, 1923.

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH.
The MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE AND FISHERIES is pre-

pared to receive, not later than May 15 next, applications for grants in aid

of scientific investigations bearing on agriculture to be carried out in

England and Wales during the academic year commencing October 1, 1923.

The conditions on which these grants are offered are set out on the pre-

scribed form of application (A. 230/I), of which copies may be obtained from
the Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Whitehall Place,
S.W.I.

April 1923.

MUSEUM OF PRACTICAL GEOLOGY,
28 JERMVN STREET, LONDON, S.W.i.

The Museum is closed for repairs till further notice.

The offices and library of the Geological Survey are open to callers.

April 13, 1923. JOHN S. FLETT. Director.

TUITION BY CORRESPONDENCE
Rapid preparation by highly qualiliej tutors for

MATRICULATION,
Intermediate and Final B.A. and B.Sc,
OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE LOCALS.

Single subjects may be taken :— Latin, Greek, Hebrew, French,
Mathematics, Chemistry, Logic, etc. For terms address

—

Mr. J. CHARLESTON, B.A. (Hons. Oxon, & Lond.),
14 Elsh.im Road, Kensington, W.t4.

UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS.
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS.

The Council will shortly proceed to the appointment of an ASSISTANT
LECTURER in the DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS. Duties
to begin October i. Salary £350 to ^^400 a year, in accordance with quali-

fications and experience. It is desirable, i)ut not essential, that the selected

candidate shall possess a competent knowledge of the higher portions of
some branch of Applied Mathematics. Applications, stating academic
career and subjects of special study, together with testimonials (one copy)
and references, should reach the Regi;>tkar, The University, Leeds, on or
before April 27, 1923.

BEDFORD COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON).

The Council of Bedford College invite applications for the posts of
(i) DEMONSTRATOR in ORGANIC CHEMISTRY; (ii) DEMON-
STRATOR in INORGANIC and PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY; (iii)

PART-TIME ASSISTANT in LATIN.
Candidates must have an Honours Degree or its equivalent.

.Applications must be received not later than Saturday, April 28.

For all particulars apply to the Seci^etary, Bedrord College, Regent's
Park, N.W.I.

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION.
Appointment desired as DIRECTOR ; fifteen years British, Continental,

atid Colonial experience. Fighting service with His Majesty's Forces,

1915-1919. Physically fit. Will proceed any part of Empire.

Address: "CEME," c/o Nature.
N.B.—Transit letter and reply takes 40 days.
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supplies complete Continental and American bibliographies on any scientific,

literary, or medical subject. Chemical work a speciality. Extracts made.
Headquarters: Vienna. English representative: "Alexandrian," ia

I.ongridge Road, Earl's Court, S.W.5,

WANTED to purchase set Geological
Magazine, also collection of geological and geographical books as
nucleus of a University library. Teaching collections and apparatus
also required. Professor L. Dudley Stamp, KilUecrankie, Sidcup,
Kent.

FOR SALE—" Electrician," Vol. 42 to Vol 48
inclusive (fiound). ''Journal of Institution of Electrical Engineers,"
Vol. 46 to Vol. 60 inclusive (Unbound).
Apply H. T., 4 York Mansions, Battersea Park, S.W.n.

STUDENTdesires useof calculating: machine
—an\vi'tiere in Luiition. Hitchcock, 36 .Adelaide Road. IJrockley.

ACCURATE CHEMICAL THERMOMETERS,
10' C, 150* C, 250' F., 300° F., aj. ; 200° C, 2f. 6<L : 360* C., 400*
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Luxiliarv Scale, t%° C, 22J. (>d. each, .\pproval.

—
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Science and Government Administration.

SENSE, experience, humility, and imagination may
teach one the need of advice : but some under-

standing of the subject is required to know whom to

ask for advice and how to ask him ; and still more

to select advice, apply it, and act on it. In scientific

matters this receptiveness of the recipient is an essential

condition, otherwise the adviser is merely pouring

water upon a flat plate ; it bounces off, yet the plate

shines and glories in its wetness.

In view of the supremely scientific character of

modem war, can we say that the Army Council, Board

of Admiralty, and Air Force Council possess the sine

qua non for asking, selecting, applying, and acting on

scientific advice in relation to the myriad problems of

their occupation ? These administrative bodies are

called upon to foresee the wants of war and to make

purchases and initiate researches for their fulfilment.

They should, therefore, not only know what is wanted,

but also understand what can be obtained. In the

restricted sense of this use of the word " want " Julius

Caesar did not want electric light. He would have

had to be even more remarkable than he was to want

it, and then he could not have described the want

effectively to any listener.

It is quite common for the lay public to be too un-

acquainted with what it can get to form a clear idea

of its requirements—the man who tries to install

central heating, or drains, without architect or builder

will understand what is here meant. Luckily most

people have sufficient knowledge of the subject and

feeling of humility to determine them to go to the

architect—that is because central heating and drains

are everyday things. The lay public did not want

railways—it did not know how to want them ; it did

not want automobiles until some years of education

had been applied, and, coming nearer to our subject,

the Army and Navy did not want aeroplanes until

long after they were shown theniP We are not making

an accusation, but merely giving examples to show

that the human faculty of wanting is a function of

knowing what can be evolved, that is, education ; and

of imagining to what uses that provision can be ex-

tended, that is, vision.

Tliere is the reciprocal of this also in " «o/-wanting."

Ask any young officer at random if he wants the

Finance Member of the Army Council ; facetiously,

but not without disclosing a true feeling, he will reply

that " he has no use for him." With fairly precise

analogy, if it were to be suggested to any member of

the three councils named that a man of distinguished

scientific attainments is wanted on these councils, he

would with equal conviction, equal error, and possibly

with equal facetiousness say, they " have no use for

him "
. . .

" they have^their advisers."
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Suppose that there rises to the top at rare intervals

a scientific admiral, " M.G.O.," or " Member for

Supply and Research," it still remains the fact that

in the absence of provision for securing by the law

of the land that there shall be a man of wide scientific

attainments on those councils, we cannot depend

that, when a problem arises in council, its possible

relation to science will be automatically and early

considered. In many cases science will not be thought

to touch the matter at all—and no attempt be made
to get such advice. Unless there be some one, with

full rights of membership, to probe into what can
" per impossibile " be got from science, it is no comfort

to know that there exist outside the Council advisers of

great skill—since they would not be consulted—nay, they

could not be consulted owing to the difficulty for the in-

expert to pose the question even if he suspects the want.

A strong case can be made out for a scientific

member of council—present at the fountain-head of

war policy—at the place where the large problems

arise, just as there is, at present, a finance member
of council. The analogy of the finance member is

apt because the public mind is far more financially sensi-

tive and sane than scientifically acute and trained.

Indeed, these councils themselves are almost certainly

more awake to finance than they are to science. Is

there not a House of Commons and a Press with money
sense and taxation sensitiveness ? But there is no

similar power behind the scientific aspects of the case.

It is not worth while to pose the false dilemma : which

won the war, money or science ? But it may be said

that it is no use thinking the nation can safeguard its

money if it does not safeguard its science. The aware-

ness in money matters of the public due to its daily

preoccupations, its annual state accountancy, etc., has

ensured for money a representative at headquarters,

but science has nothing of the kind.

No doubt the appeal of science would be better

appreciated if it were expressed on terms of money.

As an illustration of this the following episode is

worth relating. The war council of a certain State

was in session. A grave question had to be settled

:

advisers were outside the sacred chamber whence a

member of council emerged, and, taking aside a man
of science of European reputation who was in at-

tendance and in the employ of that Army, propounded

a question. As happens in such cases the inquiry

sounded like :
" How far is it from Somaliland to

Good Friday ? " so that the reply (and who has not

gone through this ordeal !) began by hypothecating

the alternative possible meanings and an inquiry as to

which was intended. " I am not here to be interro-

gated but to be answered," was the reply inspired by

a very proper fear of disclosing a clue to the secret

policy in contemplation. The representative of science

NO. 2790, VOL. I I l]

I then gave an elementary lecture in which he reserved

with dramatic instinct the essence of his reply for the

climax. Before that was reached, however, the august

member had excused himself and returned to his

colleagues—fortified as a schoolboy would be for the

reading of Plato by a knowledge of his subject limited

to the alphabet. In the sequel some millions (not

of marks) were expended on the scheme, which, how-

ever, was unfruitful.

Events and actions of this kind can be avoided

only if the following principles are borne in mind :

(1) It is difficult even to ask for scientific advice

so as to get it—unless the inquirer has scientific training.

(2) After asking for advice it cannot be taken without

scientific training.

(3) When advice is taken it cannot be made effective

without scientific training.

(4) However scientifically competent a man may
be, he cannot advise on a case without knowing a fond

how the problem arose and when, what qualifies it,

and what alternatives might be employed to bye-pass

the difficulty while still arriving at the goal.

It must be accepted that a genuine and thorough

scientific training is not compatible with the multi-

farious changes of duty, changes of locality, changes

of personnel, etc., essential to naval, military, and air

force training. The development of a versatile, more

or less uniformly trained force requires a rota of occupa-

tions by which officers and men, at stated periods of

two or three years, are moved on to the various forms

or classes which constitute the war school we call the

Army, Navy, and Air Force. It is an accepted prin-

ciple that no fighting man must become an indispensable

expert ; his loss would be too severe a discomfiture

—

his ipse dixit too formidable a threat to authority

—

his specialised training, and the unexpected bye-paths

into which the laws of Nature would lead him, too

incompatible with the whole principle of a versatile

force of obedient and capable units united by a sedul-

ously cultivated esprit de corps.

This is sound policy, and its acceptance leads to the

conclusion that the scientific member of council can-

not, any more than the finance member, be one of the

routine organisation as we know it. We need scarcely

plead here, after the War, that there is not, in a man

of distinguished scientific attainments, any inherent

unworthiness to be entrusted with State secrets. There

is nothing peculiar about a suitably selected major-

general that makes him a more acceptable recipient

of such secrets than an equally well-chosen man of

science. Nor yet is administrative ability incompatible

with the widest range of scientific attainments.

The present-day divorce between the science which

must infuse the war machine and the men who ad-

minister it is not of all time. Of old, as now, transport.
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communications, weapons, archery, etc., involved a

knowledge of man's endurance, food consumption,

horses, shoe leather, the elastic qualities of yew, the

flight path of arrows, and the like, but then, unlike

to-day, every member of the governing staff was

easily an adept in these matters, competent to select

and profit by any expert specialisation—when for a

spell generals commanded the fleet they were soon

discovered not to be adept and the sea was entrusted

to those who were. In both cases it was unnecessary

to provide a seat on the council for the astrologer,

alchemist, or magician of the time. To-day, however,

all this is changed.

It is not to be expected that even a carefully chosen

and widely informed scientific member of council can

know ballistics, meteorology, chemistr)', metallurgy,

the thermodynamics of the petrol engine, the intricacies

of sound detection, or of wireless procedures, the

stability of ships, the phugoids of aeroplanes, the

rotary derivatives of their equations of motion, etc.

;

but given a really sound scientific representative none

of these subjects is to him what most of them are to

the Army Council, Admiralty, and Air Force Council

—

at the best, jargon : at tlie worst, stupidity. Such

a man would and could seek advice, because he knows

enough of the problem and of the outlook of science

to see that it was wanted. lie could take advice

because he would know enough to sift it, test it, select

it, and present it for consideration to a council with

the real purpose and personalities of which he would

be acquainted.

How can we make such a need be felt by the war

machine, which is certainly not asking our advice

about it ? Only by public opinion ; and clearly this is

difficult. Scientific opinion deserves better regard and

esteem than it gets, and it suffers this loss because of

the quite unreasonable contempt with which it views

the operations of politicians. The world of science

abstains from making its voice heard in the only way
it can be heard, through the megaphone of the politician,

by reason of the pressure of its organisation. It has

itself no organisation. Some of the wiser men, who
lifted their heads from the absorbing interest of their

own grindstones, did in fact form a Conjoint Board of

Scientific Societies, which died a month ago. This body

comprised the leading Institutions and Societies in the

British Isles concerned with pure and applied science.

It might have leavened the lump, and reminded the

technical world that it is an organic part of modem
social organisation. Let us hope, as taxpayers, if

from no higher motive, that science and technology

may yet form a federation to promote recognition of

their significance in the affairs of the State.

Mervyn O'Gorman.
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The Structure of the Atom.

The Theory of Spectra and Atomic Constitution : Three

Essays. By Prof. Niels Bohr. Pp. x+126. (Cam-

bridge : At the University Press, 1922.) 75. 6d. net.

THE beautiful conception which inspires and

co-ordinates practically the whole of modem
atomic physics is the atomic model of Rutherford and

Bohr. Its essential feature—the nucleus—-was first

put forward by Rutherford in 191 1 on the basis of

experiments on the scattering of a-particles. So con-

vincing is this model that after only twelve years it is

known no longer as " the atomic model of Rutherford

and Bohr," but is simply taken for granted as " the

atom." In this development, moreover, the ideas of

Bohr have played such a dominating part that it is

of the greatest importance that the three essays of this

volume should be accessible in English, as well as in the

original Danish and German, to the widest circle of

readers. We welcome most heartily their opportune

appearance.

When a theory such as the present is expounded

semi-historically by its principal creator, a critical

account of the theory itself is scarcely the function of

a review. Such a critical discussion could be nothing

less than an exhaustive survey of the whole tendencies

of modern physics. It is perhaps a less impossible

—

certainly a more relevant—task to attempt to bring to

notice the various stages of the theory represented by

the three essays in this book, in the hope that some faint

reflections of their beauty and convincingness may be

conveyed to those whose studies are directed elsewhere.

Some preliminary remarks of a general nature may

not be out of place. Though the theory itself finds a

place for much advanced mathematical analysis and

demands the development of new and more powerful

weapons than those yet available, in the hands of Bohr

it is never an abstraction divorced from contact with

physical realities. Rather he succeeds in bringing it

ever into closer contact, and expounds it in these essays

in a simple non-mathematical way which should be

capable of being followed by any one who is prepared to

accept the mathematical theorems on which the work

is necessarily based. The mathematician will desire

to look further into the foundations and will be re-

warded. But those who are not mathematicians need

not for that reason fall short of full conviction. It is

unavoidable to speak of the theory, in description or

exposition, as " explaining " certain facts of experience.

But the theory is non-mechanical—in fact, is nowadays

identical with the quantum theory—and " explanation"

by the theory cannot mean explanation in the classical

sense. Explanation of a fact can mean no more than

its correlation with and co-ordination among an existing
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body of other facts which can all be similarly related to

the same general principles ; this, however, is enough.

Beyond this we can ask for nothing less than a re-

formulation of the whole principles of physics, which

shall present both classical mechanics and electro-

mechanics and the quantum theory as parts of a homo-

geneous whole. So far the divergencies between the

two theories have become, if anything, rather more than

less fundamental and mysterious, but the pomts of

contact between the two theories, embodied mainly in

Bohr's correspondence principle, have become ever

more numerous and more sure. They are linked in a

way which compels regard for them as two aspects

of the same reality. It is the range and power of the

correspondence principle, emphasising all these resem-

blances, which gives the theory its overwhelming

appeal.

It is unnecessary to dwell on the first essay
—

" On the

Spectrum of Hydrogen " (December 1913)—which

presents, in a way now generally familiar, the suggestive

but ad hoc arguments by which Bohr started the theory

with such a combination of the ideas of Planck and

Rutherford as to explain the spectra of the atoms of

hydrogen and ionised helium and to promise an inter-

pretation of the general laws of spectra. We pass to

the second, " On the Series Spectra of the Elements "

(April 1920), which breaks fresher ground. During

1913-1920 the theory had developed rapidly in its

applications to subsidiary features of the hydrogen

spectrum, which, besides Bohr and others, Sommerfeld,

Schwartzschild, Epstein, and Debye took part in

working out. It was extended to account with com-

plete success for the fine structure of the hydrogen lines,

and the effect thereon of external electric or magnetic

fields. These advances can be summarised by saying

that the way had been discovered for applying the

quantum theory to a certain class of atomic systems of

any number of degrees of freedom. This class is

technically known as the class of quasi-periodic systems

which permit of separation of the variables. Jlean-

while Bohr put forward his correspondence principle,

of which the germ is already present in the first essay,

and the principle of mechanical transformability which

he derived from Ehrenfest
;
principles which knit the

foregoing results into a co-ordinated whole.

Briefly, the correspondence principle is this. If we
expand the motion of a system in a series of sines and
cosines of the time, a multiple Fourier series, in the

complete radiation of the system demanded by classical

theory a component of definite frequency, a definite

" combination tone," will correspond to each term in

the expansion. The correspondence principle asserts

that there is a fundamental connexion between each
" combination tone " and the possible switches from
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.orbit to orbit, or changes of quantum number, which,

on the quantum theory, give rise to radiation. In the

limiting case of large quantum numbers there must be

full agreement not only in frequencies but also in

polarisations and intensities. .This presents a rational

means for extending the correspondence to all quantum
numbers ; every switch " corresponds " to a definite

harmonic constituent in the mechanical motion of the

atom. If any particular constituent is absent not only

from the motion in the initial and final states but also

from the whole family of mechanically possible motions,

which are not themselves permitted orbits or stationary

states but form a continuous transition between the

initial and final states, then the corresponding switch

will never occur. The complete success of this principle

in accounting for details of the hydrogen spectrum is

well known. A successful beginning has even been

made by Kramers in the study by its means of relative

intensities.

This, however, is only part of the ground covered by
the second essay, which also applies these ideas to other

spectra, in particular those of helium and the alkaH

metals. These sections must be read with Parts II. and

III. of the third essay, which make important correc-

tions. First, the assumptions of stationary states and

the fundamental relation E= hv between energy and

frequency (first essay) explain naturally the combina-

tion principle of Ritz, for Ritz's " terms," the com-

binations of which are spectral lines, have now a

physical meaning as the energies of the atom in its

various stationary states. Consider a concrete example

—sodium—with nuclear charge 11 and 11 planetary

electrons. The inert properties of neon (10) indicate

that we must suppose that the first ten electrons form

together a very stable structure into which no further

electron can be taken up on the same footing.

To a first approximation then, from the point of view

of the eleventh electron, the effect of the first ten will

simply be to modify the field in which it moves, so that,

while its central symmetry is approximately preserved,

the effective nuclear charge is a function of the distance

from the nucleus, which is 11 at short distances and i at

large. The same arguments hold for other alkali metals.

If the exact law of variation of effective nuclear charge

were known (numerically), the energies of all possible

stationary states of the single external electron could

be computed. We must, in any case, find that the set of

stationary states forms no longer (as with hydrogen) a

single series of terms depending on an integer n, but a

double series depending on two integers n and h. We
find that with absolute confidence we can identify the

sharp terms with those for which ^=1, principal terms

^ = 2, diffuse terms ^ = 3, and Bergmann (fundamental)

terms Jfe= 4. Moreover, on the correspondence principle,
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only those combinations of terms will normally give

rise to lines for which li changes by ±1. This is

precisely what is found to occur, and the puzzling

incompleteness of Ritz's combination principle is

entirely accounted for. There is, moreover, no real

element of arbitrariness in this explanation, for the

variation of the effective nuclear charge is of course

due to the already bound electrons. These must lie

in permitted orbits of definite quantum numbers which

fit in witii those of the spectral terms for an appro.xi-

mately central field of force, not very greatly modified

from that which acts on the last electron. The numeri-

cal requirements of the theory- can be satisfactorily met,

and there remains no doubt that the atom must be

regarded as fitting together in some such way. Perhaps

this paragraph somewhat overstates the completeness

of the theory as here expounded by Bohr, but it does

not, I think, misrepresent it.

Besides its main contribution, the second essay also

touches on and exhibits in their proper perspective

other spectral facts—the spectra of ionised atoms, in

particular those of the alkaline earths, with their Ryd-

berg constant 4A^, which results naturally from the

double residual charge with wiiich the ionised atom

controls its last electron ; doublet and triplet separa-

tions, which arise from the deviation of the atomic field

from central symmetr)- leading to the introduction of a

third quantum number ; finally, the unique nature of

the helium spectrum with its absence of inter-combina-

tions, of which an explanation in terms of a further

generalisation of the correspondence principle may at

least be said to be in sight.

These are mainly facts of which the explanation is

still under development, but three further complete

successes of the theory must also be recorded. The

idea of stationary states accounts completely for the

differences between emission and normal absorption

spectra. An atom in its normal state can absorb only

those lines for which the normal state is the initial

stationary state of the absorption switch. For an

alkali metal this means the principal scries of doublets

only—for an alkaline earth the principal series of

singlets. In other cases, such as the aluminium sub-

group, the theory leads us to expect that the normal

state will correspond to the first principal term and that

the absorption spectrum will be tiie sharp and diffuse

series—an expectation recently confirmed by direct

experiment. Secondly, the phenomena of resonance

spectra are fully accounted for. Thirdly, the theory

assigns definite energies to the various atomic states, and

this assignment can be tested directly by the study of

electronic impacts. This is by itself a complete branch

of modern physics directly inspired by the theory,

which it as directly and completely confirms.
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The third essay, " The Structure of the Atom and the

Physical and Chemical Properties of the Elements
"

(October 1921), is the most novel and important of the

three. It differs from the others in being slightly

revised in translation to bring it up-to-date (May 1922).

This essay brings the whole of the available evidence

—

X-ray, chemical, optical—to bear on the specific

question of the structure of the atom ; that is, the way
in which the planetary electrons are arranged. We
have already seen that this is implicitly discussed, and

a definite view reached, in connexion with the theory

of series spectra. Other evidence merely confirms and

crystallises this view. The goal to be attained is the

theoretical deduction, from the principles of the

quantum theory properly formulated, of the periodic

table of the chemical elements, and all other atomic

properties. Bohr shows that the fundamental process

which must be considered is the successive binding of

electrons one after another by a nucleus originally

naked, and that, if we could say what would be the

final orbit of the «th electron bound by a nucleus of

charge Z, we could deduce the general features of the

periodic table and other atomic properties in the

desired manner. He shows that already we know-,

partly theoretically, partly empirically, a very great

deal about these binding processes. The arguments

cannot usefully be summarised. The result is that

we can specify with considerable certainty the two

principal quantum numbers, « and k, of the orbits in

most atoms. The orbits thus fall into a number of

groups, and we know the number of eciuivalent orbits

in each group. The groups of orbits are arranged with

various types of spatial symmetry ; they must on no

account be thought of, as in earlier models, as forming

coplanar rings of electrons. The systematic study of

X-ray le\-els begun by Kossel in the field opened up by

Moseley has played a leading part in this development.

There are two crucial points to be emphasised in the

present position of the theory, which can best be stated

as questions. Can we deduce from the quantum theory

the particular points at which a group of electronic orbits

fills and a ne-w group starts ? In particular, can we prove

that the third electron in the lithium atom must remain

in a new type of orbit {n = 2, k=i) and not fall into an

orbit equivalent to those of the first two electrons

(n = I, i = i) ? Secondly, can we deduce from the theory

the regular sequences of physical and chemical properties,

together with their occasional interruption for groups of

homologous "elements such as the iron group or the rare

earths ? It can scarcely be said, and Bohr, I think, does

not claim that an unqualified " yes " is yet the answer

to the first question ; but putting the question is itself

a great advance, and the lines on which an answer

will be forthcoming are already clear. It seems certain

Q I
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that the impossibility of the third electron getting into

a i-quantum orbit is of the same nature as the im-

possibility of intercombinations in the helium spectrum

or of the two coplanar electrons of the orthohelium

spectrum getting both into coplanar i-quantum orbits.

These impossibilities seem to be connected with the

absence of any coherent class of mechanically possible

orbits which continuously connect together the initial

with the desired final state, but the absence of such

classes is scarcely yet established.

Granted the answer " yes " to the first question, the

answer " yes " in general terms can now be given fairly

to the second, though of course only a fraction of the

interesting points of detail have yet been worked out.

It can already be stated definitely that, for example,

the iron group accompanies the establishment of orbits

of type (« = 3, ^ = 3) in the normal atom which (it is

almost a direct deduction) appear for the first time at

scandium. They occur in the fourth period and differ-

entiate it from the second and third because there for

the first time is it arithmetically possible for .successive

atoms to differ by an e.xtra electron in an inner orbit

instead of in an e.sternal one. In the same way the

rare earth group is associated with the development of

orbits of the type (m = 4, ^ = 4), the outer orbits con-

sisting of both 5-quantum and 6-quantum orbits, the

same in number and much the same in form from atom

to atom.

It is a great theory and a great work. Its most

fruitful stages are yet to come.

R. H. Fowler.

Religion and Evolution.

The Religion of Science. By Prof. William Hamilton

Wood. Pp. xi-l-176. (London: Macmillan and

Co., Ltd., n.d.) 65. net.

AT the present time it is especially interesting to

compare the way in which, in different parts of

the world, thoughtful men regard the relation between

religion and science. We should expect to find a

general uniformity in the different attitudes of repre-

sentative thinkers in Great Britain and America. We
are largely of the same stock. We speak substantially

the same language, so that books in large numbers pass

in both directions across the Atlantic. But it is a

curious fact that the popular religious dislike of evolu-

tion, which even enters into politics in the Middle

Western States, affects leaders of American thought.

No theologian of eminence in England would now
challenge a scientific conclusion, for which experts com-

bine to demand our assent. Yet, in the book before

us, the professor of biblical history and literature in a

college at Hanover, N.H., makes a vigorous attack on
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" the religion of science," and argues that man cannot

be fitted into the scheme of biological evolution. No
fossil or organic half-man, says the professor in impres-

sive italics, has ever been disco7>ered, and never will be.

(Grammatically the final clause means the opposite

of what the professor intends ; but we will let that

pass.)

Most readers of N.\ture will be tempted to say at

this stage, " The man's a crank. No need to read

further." But the judgment would be unjust. Prof.

Wood, though his literary style is at times painful, has

clearly given close thought to the problems which he dis-

cusses. As against certain views expressed by American

writers, in works with which we are unfamiliar, he

argues acutely. He shrewdly exposes the illegitimate

metaphysical assumptions of the " science-theology,"

which we should agree with him in condemning. But

he has not apprehended the larger synthesis generally

accepted by English theologians. Because his outlook

is too limited, the theory of evolution seems to him to

eliminate " God as a real existence and personality."

So to preserve religion he rejects evolution.

This apparent necessity could not arise were there

not a latent dualism in his thought. Christian the-

ology in the third century took over from Neoplatonism

a belief in the unity and solidarity of the universe.

This belief, of course, is in fundamental harmony with

the teaching of Christ. Failure to preserve it intact in

all its implications is the source of most of the diffi-

culties which have troubled Christian divines in their

warfare with " science - theology." Prof. Wood is

really following a degenerate tradition when he opposes

the " natural " to the " supernatural " instead of

pleading that in all Nature spiritual activity is mani-

fest. His dualism causes him to speak of, " on one side,

the non-moral development of the universe which is

continuous, while within this, or related to it, is the

moral evolution terminating in man." He can also

say, " The main point is not whether mankind came

originally from a single pair or was spawned like larvae,

nor is it our simian ancestry. It is that man is a de-

rived and, therefore, secondary product." We need not

comment on the biological character of the first sen-

tence ; but we would ask. Why should the derived

product of the harmonious working of a universe, in-

formed by Spirit, be secondary ? Surely we should

expect the creative activity of Spirit to work towards

something of which it is the archetype ; or, in more

familiar language, that God has, by the slow process of

evolution, created man for communion with Himself.

Prof. Wood does not see that, if Christian thinkers

can justify their belief that the whole world arose and

took its pattern because of the creative activity of

Spirit, they need not quarrel with evolution. On the
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contran', the biolopcal doctrine then becomes a de-

scription of the wa)- in which Spirit has worked ; and,

by interpreting it, we get an understanding of the nature

of spiritual reahty. By tacitly opposing Nature and

Spirit the professor finds it difficult to resist the con-

clusion that " the original and primal is the real."

But if we are convinced that the process " from nebula

to man '' reveals Spirit working in time, we shall see,

in Nature, degrees of reality which have successively

emerged, the la.st being the consciousness of civilised

man.

How can we meet the contention that there is no

such reality as Spirit .' We answer that the funda-

mental objection to the naturalism, which Prof. Wood

terms science-theology, is that it is inconsistent with

itself. It makes spiritual judgments while denying

spiritual reality. Science, within its proper sphere, is

|uantitative. In it the mind abstracts those aspects

"f Nature which can be measured. But then the mind

irms scientific concepts " in which the phenomena

given in perception attain to a higher degree of coher-

ence and of truth." We prize these concepts because

if their truth-value. But value-judgments belong to

the world of spirit, to a kind of existence to which

merely numerical categories do not apply. To the

iime spiritual world such qualities as justice and

virtue belong. Strictly speaking, they lie outside the

realm of natural science. Men of science are always,

'(ten unconsciously, interpreting their results by means

of value-judgments. Such a phrase as " the survival

of the fittest " is a well-known example of this process.

For the explanation of a thing or an event we have to

use what is above it in the scales of existence or value.

Yet, in spite of this, men of science who are constantly

studying properties of matter, living or dead, jump to

the metaphysical conclusion that matter is ultimate

reality. The legitimate conclusion is rather that ulti-

mate reality is spiritual, and that goodness and beauty,

like truth, reveal its nature.

The relation of matter to spirit continues to perplex

us. But the tendency of modern physics is increasingly

to reduce matter to a mere metaphysical abstraction,

like the ether, which is the subject of energy. Some
physicists appear to regard matter as nothing but a form

of energy. But neither view will allow us to regard the

universe as a self-acting machine, for in such a con-

ception mind can have no place. Moreover, as soon

as natural science ceases to be merely descriptive, the

idea of causation enters in. We cannot explain cause

unless we admit creative action working towards a

definite end, so that the laws of Nature express the

uniform mode of action of a Supreme Will. The

doctrine of evolution indicates the purpose of that

Will, for it asserts that earth's life-process has led to
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man, whose conscience tells him that he must be loyal

to absolute values e.xternal to himself. God, in short,

reveals His own nature in the highest faculties of

humanity.

It cannot, we think, be fairly argued that belief in

evolution destroys the Christian hope of eternal life.

That hope rests ultimately upon belief in " the conserva-

tion of values," upon a conviction that the attributes

of God are eternal with Him. We now know enough

of the universe to be sure that within a measurable

jjeriod life upon this earth will come to an end. All

humanity's spiritual achievements will then perish

unless there is a Kingdom of Heaven where they are

eternally preserved. Among such achievements the

perfecting of personality ranks highest. It is difficult

to conceive either of timeless existence or of a perfect

human soul ; but the reasonableness of our hope of

eternal life is not thereby destroyed. Significantly

Christianity connects belief in human immortality

with its doctrine of the Incarnation, its affirmation that,

in a perfect Man, God has actually been revealed.

We can do no more than hint at our reasons for dis-

agreeing with Prof. Wood's point of view. But, because

we have criticised his views, we would commend his

honesty, his freedom from bigotry, and the high seri-

ousness of his aim. The problems which have engaged

his attention are as difficult as they are vital. It is

probable that humanity will never solve them com-

pletely ; it is certain that now we can but see " as in

a glass darklv." E. W. Barnes.

A Peruvian Desert.

Geology 0/ the Tertiary and Quaternary Periods in the

North-west Part 0/ Peru. By Dr. T. 0. Bosworth.

With an Account of the Palaeontology by H. Woods,

Dr. T. W. Vaughan, Dr. J. A. Cushman, and others.

Pp. xxii-H434. (London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd.,

1922.) 2/. 55. net.

THERE are few contributions to geological science,

published in recent years, of greater value than

this description of some three thousand square miles

of the littora! of northern Peru.

Dr. Bosworth, who was formerly in the British

Geological Survey, was still a )-oung man when he left

it to take up economic work, but he had already made

himself a name for sound and original geological

research. The present publication is not the result

of a rapid traverse of the area with which it deals,

but is the fruit of several years of exploration, reinforced

by detailed surveys in many places and numerous

borings for oil, in which the characters of the strata

traversed were carefully observed. Dr. Bosworth has
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had one great advantage ; the desert conditions that

prevail expose clearly to view much more of the

characters and structures of the rocks than meets the

eye in more fertile regions. At the same time, he has

spared no pains to make his work as complete as

possible. In order that the fossils collected should

be properly described he has enlisted the services of

a number of the leading palaeontologists in this country

and America, and their descriptions, figures, and con-

clusions are given in full.

The district described rarely exceeds a thousand

feet in height above sea-level. It lies between the

Pacific and a background of the Western Andes, which

consist of pre-Tertiary rocks folded under the stresses

of the zone of compression that encircles the greatest

in the immediate neighbourhood of the shore, raised

above its previous level. It was at the same time

broken up into numerous blocks separated by minor

faults, often of considerable throw, constituting a

kind of fault breccia on a gigantioscale.

In this aggregate of dislocated sediments the actidn

of the sea, assisted by subaerial agencies, excavated

a broad, nearly horizontal shelf, which reached to the

foot of the mountains, and became submerged suffi-

ciently to allow of a new series of deposits being laid

down upon it, which must be referred to the Quaternary

Period, as they contain remains of forms identical

with those living in the adjoining sea. Then a period

of elevation supervened, and the former sea-floor was

exposed to view as a nearly level plateau—a tahlazo.
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ary time a duration of at least five million years., which

seems an over-estimate. In all probability the rise

of the land has not been continuous, but rapid move-

ments of elevation have alternated with long ages of

quiescence, while the occasional periods of submerg-

ence may be explained by a slow continuous rise of

the ocean level, such as is believed by Daly to have

taken place in the Pacific. It is worthy of note that

there appears to be no evidence of any renewal of

compression since that to which the mountains owed

their formation in late Cretaceous or early Eocene

times. This suggests a doubt as to whether the west-

is described ; but it is unfortunate that in deference

to the wishes of the International Petroleum Company

no detailed account of the main oil-field is given.

" With the exception of a few general comments,

sanctioned b)' the Company, the development and

conclusions of the past eight years are excluded from

this description." Considering how much the great

industrial organisations owe to science, one would

expect from them a little generosity, even a little

sacrifice of material advantage, if such be required,

that they may repay their debt to research by adding

their quota to the general fund of human knowledge.

Fig. 3.
— " Ralio tit Leon " growing among blocks of quartzite in llic Amctape Mountains. (The liright of these plants lierc is about 3 feet.)

From " Geology of the Tertiai^ and Qtiatcrnar>* Periods in the North-west Part of Peru."

ward movement of South America, postulated by

Wegener, can have continued far into Tertiary times.

There is not space to follow the author in his descrip-

tion of the climatic conditions in the desert ; of the

effects of the rare torrential rains and the slow desicca-

tion that succeeds ; of the deeply cut valleys, the

breccia fans, and the valley and marine terraces ; of

the work of sun and wind, and of the scanty animal

and vegetable life ; except to say that the book should

take its place beside the writings of Walther and Cloos

in the libraries of all students of the desert.

The concluding chapters contain a useful account

of the petroleum deposits of the area, in which oil-

wells have been sunk to a depth of 4000 feet. Valu-

able information is afforded as to the stratigraphical

range of the oil, and the history of its exploitation
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It only remains to state that the book is excellently

illustrated by numerous sketches and reproductions

of photographs (two of which are given here) and

by clearly-drawn maps, plans, and sections.

John W. Evans.

Our Bookshelf.

Aspects of Science. By J. \V. N. Sullivan. Pp. igr.

(London : R. Cobden-Sanderson, 1923.) 6s. net.

Most works on that department of thought which lies

on the frontier between philosophy and science should

be included by pharmacologists among tiie class of

narcotic drugs. As narcotics tiiey are very eflfective,

for they induce oblivion rapidly and profoundly, and
tliey have the great advantage of being without any
of the undesirable—or other—after-effects that are
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common with such drugs. Notably, they have not the

great drawback of most narcotics of inducing a craving

for the constant repetition of the dose. Perhaps this

character is partly determined by the circumstances

in which these works are mostly used. Observa-

tion will confirm the general impression that such books

are largely resorted to b)' elderly men of science, after

working-hours, in the fastnesses of club libraries or by

the domestic fireside. Mr. .Sullivan's book is, however,

useless for such purposes, for he defies slumber !

We do not remember to have read in English any-

thing on the philosophical implications of science com-

parable to this little book for its wit. Easy writing is

said to make hard reading, and, if the converse is true,

an immense amount of labour must have been thrown

into this series of very short chapters. Short though

they are, many of them leave a feeling of remarkable

completeness, and some of them, such as those on
" Assumptions in Science " and " The Sceptic and the

Spirits," are really little masterpieces in which we feel

Mr. Sulli\-an has said the last word in the present state

of knowledge.

There are many books on the nature of science and

on its philosophical and ethical relationships, but

there are very few that will appeal to younger people.

Mr. Sullivan has, however, produced such a work. It

can be safely placed in the hands of any student

;

most of it can be understood by any intelligent boy or

girl of the age of sixteen ; it is always challenging

without ever being dogmatic, and witty without ever

being cruel or " cheap." Any scientific man with the

slightest philosophical bent must find this work stimu-

lating and refreshing, and it is obviously written by one

with a remarkably wide working knowledge of science.

C. S.

Handbi'.ch der biologischen ArheitsmetJioden. Heraus-

gegeben von Prof. Dr. Emil Abderhalden. Abt.

iX : Methoden zur Erforschung der Leistungen der

tierischen Organismus. Teil 4, Heft i : Methoden

der Erforschung bestimmter Funktionen bei einzelnen

Tierarten. Lieferung 76. Pp. 122. (Berlin und

Wien : Urban und Schwarzenberg, 1922.) Grundzahl:

4-8 marks.

The new section of Abderhalden's invaluable " Hand-

buch der biologischen Arbeitsmethoden " contains a

very useful resume of methods for the study of diges-

tive secretions in the lower forms, an account of the

technique of gonadectomy and transplantation of

germinal tissue in insects, together with a rather longer

review of experimental procedure in the study of

pigmentary responses. This section, by Diirken,

suffers, like the author's recent " Einfiihrung in die

Experimentalzoologie "
(1919), from a complete dis-

regard of the large volume of experimental work on

amphibian metamorphosis and the illuminating ob-

servations on colour response which have emerged

from it during the past eight years ; consequently

it deals exclusively with methods for studying factors

which induce pigmentary resporises rather than the

mechanism which co-ordinates them. Perhaps it is

inevitable that such omissions should occur owing to

the economic handicaps under which scientific workers

are pursuing their labours in Central Europe at the

present time. Still, it is difficult to believe that the
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author of the " Methoden zum Studium des Pigment-

wechsels " had no opportunities of consulting the

extremely important work of Spaeth, Redfield, Smith,

.\llen, Laurens, and Swingle, none of whom is men-
tioned in his survey, though there have been since

1918 few numbers of the Journal of Experimental

Zoology which do not contain some contribution to

the physiology of pigment response in amphibia,

reptiles, or fishes.

Infant Mortality. By Dr. Hugh T. Ashby. Second

edition. (Cambridge Public Health Series.) Pp.

xii + 224. (Cambridge: At the University Press,

1922.) i^s. net.

By " infant mortality " is meant the ratio which the

number of infants who die in any one year bears to

the number of births in that year. The rate for the

country generally remained more or less stationary

until 1905, since when, however, it has steadily de-

creased, so that during the last two or three years it

has been only about half that which obtained in the

late nineties of last century. Infant mortality is of

enormous national importance, for with the present

low death-rate, which it will be difficult in the future

materially to reduce, and a falling birth-rate, now-

only about two-thirds what it was at the end of last

century, the maintenance of our population will

largely depend upon the survival of as large a propor-

tion as possible of the infants born.

The appearance of a second edition of Ashby's
" Infant Mortality " is therefore opportune. The

practical side of the question has been kept in view

throughout, and purely medical technicalities have

been omitted. The condition is a very complex one,

but an attempt is made to ascertain its main causes
;

one of these, summer diarrhcea, has been practically

suppressed. The number of still-births and the

mortality during the first week of life are still far too

high, and their causes merit further investigation.

Maternal mortality shows an actual increase of late,

and needs to be taken seriously in hand.

The author has skilfully marshalled his facts, and

the chapter on the means by which infant mortality

mav be further reduced gives an excellent summary
of the subject.

Pests of the Garden and Orchard. By Ray Palmer and

W. Percival Westell. Pp. 413 + 47 plates. (London:

Henry J. Drane, Farringdon Street, n.d.) 25^. net.

In the work under notice the authors have aimed at

meeting the needs of practical agriculturists and horti-

culturists by collecting into one book all the available

information on plant pests and diseases necessary for

their guidance. Insects and other animals, fungus

diseases and weeds, are all dealt with categorically under

their separate headings, a short description and the

methods of treatment being given in each case. Many
of the numerous illustrations are very clear, but others

are scarcely sharp enough to prove efficient aids to

identification.

Among other useful features special attention may
be directed to the detailed formulae for sprays, with

antidotes to the various poisons used in their composi-

tion, and also to the identification and spraying tables

for insect pests and plant diseases. For identification
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these are classified under the heading of the plant

attacked, and the chief features of each are indicated

with reference to the further descriptions in the text,

whereas the spraying tables summarise the applicable

methods of treatment with instructions as to the time
they should be carried out. Altogether the practical

man, and others, will find this a most useful handbook
for obtaining much of the necessary information that is

therwise very scattered.

Business Geography, hy Ellsworth Huntington and
Prof. F. E. Williams. With the co-operation of Prof.

R, M. Brown and Lenox E. Chase. Pp. x + 482.

(New York : J. Wiley and Sons, Inc. ; London :

Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1922.) 135. 6d. net.

The authors intend this volume to be used after

a course on commercial and industrial geography. It

deals with the principles of geography, the effect of specific

u'cographical factors, types of human communities, and
the trade and commerce of the continents, with more
detailed consideration of the United States. The book
is a welcome addition to the volumes already available

on the geography of production and commerce, and in

its width of outlook and wealth of ideas should prove
very stimulating, and occasionally provocative, to all

readers. In one essential respect it differs from most
books on the subject : the human factor in business

relations receives ample consideration. The world is

I rcated not merely as so many places, each producing
' man\- products : the varying physical and mental

qualities of races are recognised and given their due
weight in the explanation of the development of the

world. Stress is also laid on the relation of man to

different climates in respect of wealth and efficiency.

The book is admirably illustrated, and there are a
number of ingenious exercises attached to each chapter.

It is a book that should find wide acceptance in spite of

its unattractive title.

Practical Colour Photography. By E. J. Wall. Pp.
vii + 248. (Boston, Mass. : American Photographic
Publishing Co. ; London : H. Greenwood and Co.,

Ltd., 1922.) 135. 3d.

The representation of colour, in addition to form and
liL,'ht and shade, by photographic means is a subject

lat has been allowed to get very far behindhand so

ir as text-books of photography are concerned. Mr.
\\'airs volume is therefore very welcome as doing a

great deal towards filling this gap in photographic
literature, which has been automatically increasing for

many years. It does not quite fill the gap, for photo-

mechanical methods are not treated of, historical and
theoretical data have been, so far as possible, omitted,

and the scope of the work has been restricted by the

fact that all methods and formulx given have been
personally tested in practice. But within the limits

indicated it is surprising how many methods there are

of representing colour. Of three-colour processes there

are the carbon and gum bichromate processes, the im-
liibition of dyes, mordanting processes, the bleach-out

process, and the use of screen plates (autochrome,
Paget). Of what may be called direct processes there

are the interference heliochromy of Lippmann, the use

of " silver subchlorides," and the diffraction and pris-

matic dispersion processes. Finally there are two-
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colour processes, and those adapted specially for cine-

matography. The book forms an excellent practical

introduction to the subject.

Le Nfgatif en pholographie. Par A. Seyewetz. Deux-
ieme edition, revue, corrigee et augmentee. (En-
cyclopedic scientifique : Biblioth^que de Photo-
graphic.) Pp. viii + 308. (Paris: Gaston Doin,

1923-) i5"4o francs.

M. Seyewetz is chiefly known to us by the researches
that he has carried out, often in conjunction with M.
M. Lumidre. One naturally expects an author to treat

more fully of those subjects that he has personally

studied. In the present case this is a distinct recom-
mendation, for the author's investigations have been
so largely connected with the processes involved in

negative making. The summaries of the characters,

use, and effects of the various developing agents are

especially valuable. It is of interest to notice that M.
Seyewetz is not one of tho.se who believe that develop-
ment is a mechanical process which cannot be varied

except to the detriment of the negative. The paper
and the quality of the illustrations of this volume show
that our neighbours have not recovered so far as we
have in this country from the detrimental effects of the
War, but these matters do not detract from the sterling

character of the volume.

Practical Handbook on the Diseases of Children : For
the Use of Practitioners and Senior Students. By Dr.
Bernard Myers. (Lewis's Practical Series.) Pp.
xvi + 548. (London: II. K. Lewis and Co., Ltd.,

1922.) 215. net.

The important subject of diseases of children is one
which is too often neglected in the curriculum of the
medical student. Dr. Bernard Myers has produced a
handbook in which he has treated the subject mainlv
from the practical side. He has adopted the usual
arrangement of considering anatomy and physiology
first, then clinical investigations and the diseases of the
various systems. Articles have been contributed by
experts in their special branches, e.g. biochemistry,

serum therapy, physiology of digestion, and syphilis.

Some confusion may arise from the separation of

nutritional disturbances from affections of the stomach
and intestine, and also from the classification of nutri-

tional disturbances as " failure to gain." " dyspepsia,"
" decomposition," and " intoxication."

The moderate size of the book, its concise descrip-

tions and practical aspect, combine to make it a useful

addition to the student's text-books and the practi-

tioner's library.

Religion and Biology. By Ernest E. Unwin. (Christian

Revolution Series, No. 15, Pp. 185.) (London:
The Swarthmore Press, Ltd. ; New York : George
H. Doran Co., 1922.) 6s. net.

This work, written from the point of view of a member
of the Society of Friends, is an attempt to outline the
biological approach to questions of religious thought,
and should be of use to school teachers. The author
believes he has a message for biologist and school-

masters. His gentle and spiritual point of view never
raises opposition, and the book will be found of value
for the purpose for which it is designed.
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Letters to the Editor.

{The Editor does not hold himself responsible for

opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither

can he undertake to return, nor to correspond with

the writers of rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of NaTURK. No notice is

taken ofanonymous communications?^

Crystal Structure of Basic Beryllium Acetate.

Prof. G. T. Morgan recently sent me some
well - formed crystals of basic beryllium acetate

Be40(C2H.,0.,)6, suggesting that their analysis by
X-ray methods would, in all probability, be of con-

siderable interest. The results show, I think, that the

anticipation was well founded.
The molecule is a perfect tetrahedron. The crystal

structure is that of diamond, a molecule replacing

each atom of carbon. The carbon atom is itself

tetrahedral, but is very nearly a sphere. The slight

departure from sphericity is shown by the presence

of a very small second order in the reflection by the

tetrahedral plane of diamond. In the acetate this

effect is large, because the tetrahedral character is so

much more pronounced than in the carbon atom.
The oxygen atom must be at the centre of the

tetrahedron. The beryllium atoms lie on the lines

from the centre to the corners ; and each (C2H3O2)

group must be associated in a very symmetrical
manner with one of the tetrahedron edges.

Prof. INIorgan and I hope to give, at a later date, a
fuller description of the analysis, and to discuss the

inferences that may be drawn from it.

W. H. Bragg.

A Theory of the Viscosity of Liquids.

As is well known, the viscosity of gases and its

variation with temperature has received a satis-

factory explanation on the basis of molecular theory.

Little progress has, however, been made towards
explaining the phenomena of the viscosity of con-

densed media—that is, of liquids and solids from a

molecular point of view. What is evidently required

is a working hypothesis which will indicate why,
when a substance passes from the state of vapour to

that of liquid, its absolute viscosity is greatly increased

but diminishes with rising temperature, while that of

the vapour increases in the same circumstances. I

propose in this note to put forward briefly the outline

of a theory which appears to have claims to serious

consideration, as it indicates a quantitative rela-

tion between the viscosity of a liquid and of the
corresponding vapour which is supported by the
experimental data.
The manner in which transverse stress is propagated

through a material medium is known in the cases in

which the substance is in the state of vapour and
in that of a crystalline solid. In the former case,

momentum is transferred through the diffusion of

the molecules between parts of the medium in relative

motion, and this is a relatively slow process. In the
crj'stal. on the other hand, the stress is transmitted
in the form of transverse elastic waves, and the latter

process, at least for ordinary displacements, is ex-

tremely rapid. We may conceive that in a liquid,

momentum is transported partly by the first process
and partly by the second, and that the effective

viscosity' depends on their relative importance.
The ratio in which the two modes of propagation are
operative may be determined from thermodynamical
considerations, combined with certain simple sup-
positions regarding the constitution of a liquid.

We shall assume that the state of aggregation of the
molecules in a liquid is of a composite character :

some of the molecules are quite free to move, and may
be termed " vapour " molecules ; the others are
attached to each other somewhat as in a crj'stal, and
may be termed " crystalline " molecules. In deter-

mining the proportion of the Awo types, we shall

consider only binary encounters between molecules.
Let El be the work required to separate a pair of

molecules of the first type, and E, those of the second
type. Then applying Boltzmann's distribution law,

we may, as a first approximation, take the relative

proportion of the two types of aggregation in the
dissociation equilibrium to be as e "^i/k' to e^^!'", where
R is the gas-constant and T the absolute temperature.
The next step is to determine the rate of transport of

momentum through the medium. In the " vapour "

part of the aggregation, the transport occurs by
bodily movements. In the " crj-stalline " part, the
rate of transport may be considered to be practically

infinite. The effective rate of transport in the liquid

is therefore greater than in the vapour at the same
temperature and pressure in the ratio f^i/«T/eH,/RT.

The viscosity of the liquid is therefore given by the
formula iiiqui.i ='?v.ip..ur e"=«-Ei'/". Since Ej^- E, it follows
that the viscosity of the liquid will diminish with
rising temperature.
The next step is to determine the absolute magni-

tudes of the energy constants Ej and E,. As was first

pointed out by Sutherland, in the cases of gases and
vapours the attractive forces between the molecules
tend to increase the frequency of collisions and thus
diminish the viscosity. The matter has been further

examined by Chapman, who has shown that Suther-
land's constant is one-sixth of the mutual potential

energy of the molecules when in contact. It is con-
venient to use an amended form of Sutherland's
formula and write

'(vapou, <=-- Ti £-=.",

where E3 is another energy-constant. From Chap-
man's work it would appear that E2 = 6Ej, and we
may also take E, = E3. Hence, finally, we have

l!li,luid='!v.ipoiir
e5E,RT_

E3 may be found from the data for the viscosity of

vapour at different temperatures, and the formula
thus enables the viscosity of the liquid to be calcu-

lated a priori.

To illustrate the matter, it will suffice to take the
case of benzene as an example. The table shows the
viscosity of liquid benzene at different temperatures
as determined by Thorpe and Rodgers, and also as

calculated from an empirical equation of the type
i;=AeB/T.

Viscosity of Benzene Liquid.

A =00000951.
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It will be seen that the formula represents the
viscosity of the liquid within an average error of

2 parts in a thousand ; and that the constants A and
B are in fair agreement with the values calculated

from the data for the viscosity of the vapour. An
empirical formula of the type Ae"'^ is found to

represent closely the variation of the viscosity of

many liquids, especially at the higher temperatures.
I As we have assumed that the " vapour " molecules

I
are identical with those actually found in the gaseous

I

state, we cannot expect the experimental constants

I

A and B to agree exactly with those indicated by the
theory outlined in this note in all cases. Consider-

able deviations actually occur in the case of " as-

sociated " liquids, in which presumably the effect of

the molecular fields of force cannot be handled so

simply.
The further discussion of this question and of

the extension of the theory to the case of dense
%'apours on one hand, and to supercooled liquids

and amorphous soUds on the other hand, offers a most
interesting field of research. The treatment suggested
can obviously be improved in several directions,

especially in the discussion of the dissociation equi-

librium between the two types of molecules, and the
pffect of high pressures on the viscosity of liquids

aid probably be explained by a more exact in-

cstigation. C. V. Raman.
210 Bowbazaar Street,

Calcutta, India, March i.

Colour Temperature and Brightness of Moonlight.

Our more complete knowledge of full or black-body
radiation embodied in Planck's law makes it possible

to speak of the temperature of radiation as well as the
inperature of radiating bodies. Thus, the tempera-
ire of any visible radiation is the temperature to

which a black body must be raised to emit light as

nearly as possible of the same integral colour or
quality as that of the radiation in question.
The necessary " colour matches " involved in

comparisons of a given radiation with that of a black
body at a known temperature may be easily and
quite accurately made with a contrast photometer.
Radiation temperatures thus determined are called
" colour temperatures." The colour temperature of

the zenith sun as seen from the earth, according to
.\bbot's bolometric data, which extend into the infra-

red spectrum, is 5600° abs. If correction is made for

the absorption of the earth's atmosphere, we get a
value of 6500° abs. for the colour temperature of

sunlight above atmospheric limits. When a contrast
photometer is used for making " colour matches " to

determine colour temperature, a black- body source
at a corresponding temperature is necessary for com-
parison. To avoid the necessity of a comparison
Ijlack body at very high temperatures, advantage
can be taken of Planck's formula for black -body
radiation for computing a distribution of intensities

in the visible spectrum which will give the integral

colour of the source under examination, as measured
by an optical pjTometer with monochromatic
screens.

This procedure was followed in some observations
made to determine the colour temperature of moon-
light. The disappearing filament pyrometer with
blue and red glass screens was focused on one of the
brighter portions near the centre of the full September
moon, igi6, when near the meridian. These readings
were repeated under nearly the same conditions a
year later. The colour temperature found for moon-
light on the two evenings in question agreed to

within 50°.
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With the same pyrometer data we can also deter-

mine the brightness temperature of the moon for a
given wave-length ; that is, determine the tempera-
ture of a black body which has the same brightness
or intensity for the same small wave-length interval

chosen for comparison. Thus, with a red glass

screen transmitting an average or effective wave-
length of 0-665 M, we may determine the brightness
temperature of the moon for this wave-length. It

is also possible, from the data thus obtained and the
brightness of a black body, to calculate the brightness
of the moon in candles per square centimetre. Thus,
knowing the illumination due to the sun, the reflecting

power of the moon for sunlight may be calculated.

The data determined from these various observa-
tions and calculations are shown in the following

table :

Colour temperature of moonlight . 4125" abs.

Brightness temperature(\ = o-665/u) 1575° abs.
Brightness for total light . 0-25 candles/cm.'
Reflecting power for total light . 0-07

The difference in colour temperature between the
sun and sunlight reflected from the moon, 5600° and
4125° respectively, indicates that the observed area
of the moon reflects selectively, the coefficient being
about twice as large at the red end of the spectrum as

at the blue. The greater difference in brightness
temperature of these two is due to the low albedo or
average reflecting power of the moon's surface.

W. E. FORSYTHE.
Nela Research Laboratories,

National Lamp Works,
Cleveland, Ohio,

March 21.

Botanical Aspects of Wegener's Hypothesis.

In the account which appeared in Nature of

January 27, p. 131, of the discussion on the distribu-

tion of life in the southern hemisphere, which took
place before the Royal Society of South Africa, I am
said to regard the botanical evidence as completely
opposed to Wegener's theory. The remainder of

the article generally followed the official report issued

by the society.

My point was that the ancient phyla, with
excellent means and ample time for dispersal,

are generally valueless as indicating former land con-
nexions. On the other hand, the distribution of the
modern groups, especially the Angiosperms, in the
South Temperate sub-continents took place in the
main after the disruption envisaged by the Wegener
theory. Thus neither ancient nor recent groups
give us any material assistance in criticising this

suggestive hypothesis, so far as concerns the
relationships between the South American, South
African, and Australasian floras. The botanical

evidence for the southern hemisphere is certainly

not " completely opposed " to Wegener's theory : it

simply does not provide any crirical test of that
theory, so far as I can see at present.

R. H. COMPTON.
National Botanic Gardens,

Kirstenbosch, Newlands,
Cape Town,

February 26.

I ACCEPT Prof. Compton's correction of the phrase
" completely opposed "

; it is perhaps too strong a
term to have used. Prof. Compton's letter, however,
at least admits that the evidence from the botanical

side is valueless as a critical test for or against

Q 2
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Wegener's h3'pothesis, and emphasises the fact that
supporters of that hypothesis must look elsewhere
than to the facts of animal and plant distribution for
positive evidence in its support. Zoologists and
botanists are dependent on the geologist and geo-
physicist for the correct interpretation of the palaeo-
geographical changes which have taken place in the
earth, and must be guided by them in selecting the
basis on which the known geographical distribution of
living forms can be explained.

The Writer of the Article.

Use of the Triode Valve in Spectrometry.

The three-electrode valve ofiers a very simple
and trustworthy method of amplifying the small
currents produced in the thermopile of an infra-red
spectrometer. Bright lines are more readily picked
up and the limits of absorption bands determined
with greater certainty with a valve and telephone
than with a galvanometer. Moreover, the valve is in-

stantaneous in action, while a sensitive galvanometer
takes an appreciable time to give a trust^vorthy
indication—so much so that the fainter lines are apt
to be missed when using a long-period galvanometer.
In the thermopile circuit an interrupter is necessarj'

:

this may take the form of a steel wire maintained
in vibration electrically to which is attached a
small wire dipper making contacts through a cup
containing mercurj'. The interrupted thermopile
current is passed through the primary of a small
step-up transformer the secondary of which is

connected to the grid of the valve.
For quantitative work the thermopile current is

balanced by a potentiometer, a minimum of sound
in the telephones indicating the point of balance.
The valve has a further advantage over the galvano-

meter in that it is unaffected by vibration or stray
magnetic fields. The use of a valve for such work
would seem to have many other applications, and
to this end further experiments are being carried
out. L. Bellingham.

71 Hornsey Rise,

London, N.19,
March 22.

The Release of Electrons by X-rays.

In his interesting article, " Recent Advances in
Photographic Theory," in Nature of March 24, Dr.
Mees touches upon the nature of X-rays and the
mechanism of their production, and quotes Sir William
Bragg's analogy of the plank of wood dropped into
the sea.

I believe that Sir William Bragg put forward this
analogy- in a Robert Boyle Lecture, rather with a
view towards successfully visualising the electron-
X-ray process than of proving an individual relation-
ship between them. One is tempted to say that an
analogy never proves anything, although it may be
thoroughly illuminating.

It is an extraordinarj' fact that a beam of X-rays
will release electrons from an object which they hit,

with just the velocity of the stream that originates
the rays ; it appears probable from energy considera-
tions that this relation cannot hold down to the
individual electron, so it might not be unprofit-
able if experiments were directed towards finding the
limiting strength of the stream of electrons for the
production of X-rays. S. Russ.

Phvsics Department,
The Middlesex Hospital, W.i,

March 26.
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The Magnetic Disturbance of March 24-25.

A considerable magnetic disturbance occurred
on March 24-25, as recorded by the Stonyhurst
magnetographs. There was no marked sudden com-
mencement of the disturbance, but the declination
magnet began to move steadily towards the W.,
accompanied by a decrease in horizontal force, be-
tween the hours 8 and 9 G.M.T. The dechnation
magnet attained the extreme limit of its westerly
movement at 13 h. 14 m., when it began to move
gradually towards the E. At 17 h. 12 m. a period of
rapid oscillations commenced on the declination
magnet. On the horizontal force magnet the de-
crease in force was succeeded, at 12 h. 24 m., by an
increase. A very rapid oscillation of increase and
decrease occurred between 17 h. 2 m. and 17 h. 18 m.,
the range being 88 7 (i 7= 10-' C.G.S. unit).

A quieter period ensued on the declination magnet
bet^veen 18 h. 24 m. and 21 h. 12 m., while the hori-
zontal force magnet, after the rapid oscillation at 17 h.

2 m., showed a gradual decrease in force, which
reached its limit at 18 h. 48 m. A remarkable rapid
oscillation, to E. and return to W., occurred on the
declination magnet, between 21 h. 12 m. and 21 h.

26 m.. the range of the oscillation being 38'. This was
accompanied on the horizontal force magnet by an
even more noteworthy rapid oscillation of increase
and decrease of force, of range 189 7, between 21 h.

24 m. and 21 h. 50 m.
The only other notable feature of the disturbance

was a bay in both elements, bet\veen March 25, 2 h.
12 m., and 3 h. o m., the range in declination being
16', and in horizontal force 97 7. The more violent
phases of the storm had ceased by March 25, 8 h.

The extreme ranges were, in declination 1° 6', and in

horizontal force 238 7. The vertical force magnet
showed a general movement, with oscillations, of
increase and decrease of force between the hours
March 24, 17 h. 12 m., and March 25, 4 h. 24 m. This
would indicate the period of the greatest activity of
the disturbance. The sensibility of the magnet is

uncertain, but the extreme range was about 80 7.

A disturbed period in magnetic activity occurred
on February 25-28, so that this storm follows after an
interval of 27 days, the synodical rotation period of
the sun. But the solar surface has been unusually
quiet during the past two months, at least so far as
spots, which have been very few and of small area,
and faculae, which have been very faint, are con-
cerned. The connexion of these disturbances with
solar phenomena will require further elucidation.
Father Dechevrens, 5./., recorded strong earth-
currents at his observatory, St. Louis, Jersey, during
the February disturbance. It will be interesting to
hear of any observations of aurora borealis.

A. L. Cortie, S.J.
Stonyhurst College Observatory,

April 3.

Pressure of Fluidity of Metals.

Mr. Hugh O'Neill, in his letter in Nature of
March 31, p. 430, gives what he calls H„, the " ultimate
hardness " of tin, zinc, and steel. On referring to
my letter at p. 17 of Nature of January 6, it will be
seen that H is there used for H„, and that the pressure
of fluidity =toice the ultimate hardness. The units
of H„ given at p. 430 are evidently kilograms per
sq. mm. Expressing these in kilos per sq. cm. and
multiplying by 2 we obtain the following values of
the pressures of fluidity as calculated by Mr. O'Neill
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by means of his equation gjiven at p. 773 of Nature
of December 9, 1922.

Metal.
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The Sun-Cult in Ancient Egypt.^

By Aylward M. Blackman, D.Litt.

II.

IT has often been maintained that the Aton-cult
instituted by Okhnaton (Amenophis IV.) displays

non-Egyptian features and is in a large measure the
product of foreign influences. I hope, however, clearly

to show here that in the main it is the outcome of certain

tendencies of the old solar religion discussed in the
previous article— tendencies which had begun to

manifest themselves so far back as the Old Kingdom,
which came increasingly into evidence during the

Middle Kingdom and the eighteenth dynasty, and
finally found in the teaching of King Okhnaton a some-
what particularised expression.

It was pointed out in the first article that the sun-

god, owing to the political and religious importance
of Heliopolis, became at a very early date the State-god
of Egypt, and that the priests of a number of the local

gods, in order to enhance their prestige, identified them
with the sun-god, the goddesses who were associated

with these gods being identified with Hathor, the sun-

god's consort. There was also, it must be noted, a
distinct tendency to identify the various divinities

with one another, thus considerably reducing their

number as separate entities in the Pantheon. All this,

combined with the prevailing uniformity in the structure

and equipment of the temples, the temple liturgy, and
the organisation of the priesthood—a uniformity due to

the predominant influence of Heliopolis—fostered the
growth of monotheistic or, anyhow, henotheistic ideas.

During the Middle Kingdom, when a Theban line

of kings ruled over a united Egypt, Amun, the local

god of Thebes, was identified with the sun-god, being
henceforth known as Amunre'. As a result of the
imperial expansion of Egypt under the Theban emperors
of the eighteenth dynasty, the sun-god, originally the
national god of Egypt and the prototype of the Egyptian
Pharaoh, became in the person of Amunre' a world-
god and a world-ruler. Thus the victorious Tethmosis
III. says of Amunre' that " he seeth the whole world
hourly." A hymn in praise of the sun-god, written in

the reign of Amenophis III., the father of Okhnaton,
speaks of the sun-god as " the sole lord taking captive
all lands every day, as one beholding them that walk
therein." The once merely national god has thus
become a deity who exercises universal sway and
possesses universal vision.

But the god of this hymn is not only the all-powerful,

all-seeing ruler : he is also the beneficent protector and
sustainer of mankind—" the vaHant herdsman who
drives his cattle, their refuge and the giver of their

sustenance." It will be remembered, of course, that
the sun-god appeared already in the literature of the
seventh to eighth dynasties in the guise of "the shepherd
(or herdsman) of all men." This same hymn further
emphasises the sun-god's beneficent nature in calling

him " a mother, profitable to gods and men." As is

so frequently maintained in the religious literature of

the Imperial Age, this hymn also asserts that the sun-
god is the source of all, including his own, being.

1 Continued from p. 502.
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" Thou art the craftsman shaping thine own limbs
;

fashioner without being fashioned,"

From this and other compositions it can be seen

that the religious thought of the period just preceding

the reign of Okhnaton was distinctly monotheistic in

its tendency. It was only necessary to advance this

tendency a step or two further to arrive at actual

monotheism. This is what Okhnaton did when he

asserted definitely once and for all that the sun-god
wasnot only the supreme and universal god, but also the

only God—an assertion that had never been definitely

enunciated by the theologians who had preceded him,

but had only been sporadically and somewhat vaguely

hinted at by them.

The universality of Okhnaton's god is clearly set

forth in the famous hymn, which so closely resembles

the 104th Psalm, and of which the king claims, probably
with right, to be the author. The sun-god is represented

as the All-Father, the source of all life. He it is who
has created the different nations and assigned them their

divers complexions and languages. He has also pro-

vided for their sustenance, making the Nile to well up
out of the nether world to water the land of Egypt,
but setting a Nile in the sky for other peoples, whence
it comes down as rain. " Thou didst make the distant

sky in order to rise therein, in order to behold all that

thou hast made. . . . All men see thee before them,
for thou art Aton of the day aloft."

There has_been a certain amount of controversy as

to whether Oklinaton was actually himself responsible

for the establishment of this monotheistic sun-cult.

As has been stated at the beginning of this paper, some
scholars incline to the view that the Aton-cult is

distinctly of foreign origin and that its being established

as the State-religion was due to the influence of Tyi,

herself a foreigner, by 'whom her son Okhnaton was
completely dominated. Others, again, have maintained
that the establishment of this cult was due to the

successful intrigues of the Heliopolitan priests, who,
attaining the ascendancy over a weak king, temporarily

regained the religious hegemony of Egypt.
Those who take the view that the religious revolution

was the work of Tyi and foreign influences, or of an
intriguing priesthood, find the main support for their

respective theories in the fact that the body, supposed
to be that of Okhnaton, is that of a man who could

not have been more than 25 to 26 years old when he

died, while the skull shows distinct signs of hydro-

cephaly, indicating that the person in question was
weak intellectually. As Okhnaton is known to have
reigned for more than sixteen full years, he can, if this

is his body, have been only ten or eleven years old

when he came to the throne and the religious revolution

began, and only sixteen or seventeen when he definitely

broke with the priests of Amun, changed his name
from Amenhotpe to Okhnaton, and deserted Thebes
and founded his new capital at El-Amarna. Yet
before this change in name and residence two of his

daughters, as a relief distinctly shows, were old enough
to accompany him when he officiated at the temple
liturgy, and, moreover, before the aforesaid change
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took place, i.e. before the sixth year of his reign, we
happen to know that Okhnaton celebrated the so-called

jfrf- festival, a festival marking the 30th anniversary

of tlie Pharaoh having been designated heir to the

throne. Had it not been for the age-limit imposed by
Okhnaton's supposed body, we should naturally have
imagined, in view of this last piece of evidence, that

when he succeeded his father, Amenophis III., he must
have been at least 24 or 25 years old.

As a matter of fact, however, though the coffin in

which the body was found was beyond question made
for Okhnaton, yet the body itself is almost certainly

not his, the date of the objects found thereon, as Prof.

Sethe has recently shown, precluding that possibility.

There can be little doubt, therefore, that Okhnaton
was a full-grown man when he came to the throne,

while at the time of his break with the priests of Amun
and his shifting of the capital to Middle Egypt he was
more than 30 years old, and accordingly at the height

of his intellectual and physical vigour. The fact that

Okhnaton's supposed body is not his at all also disposes

of the theory that he was weak mentally. There is,

therefore, no necessity whatever to suppose that the

new faith, which contemporary records so closely

associate with the person of the king and which he was
certainly quite old enough to have formulated, was
the product of foreign influences during a regency of

Tyi, nor yet of the Ileliopolitan priesthood struggling

for a religious and political supremacy. That Okhnaton
really was a man of e.xceptional mental gifts and high

ideals—Breasted calls him " the first individual in

history"—is evident from that remarkable portrait of

him found at El-Amarna in 1912 and now in the Berlin

Museum. All who see it are impressed by the beauty
of the features and expression, the thoughtfulness per-

vading the whole countenance.

We need not, however, go to the other extreme, as

some writers have done, and regard the love of right-

eousness and the beneficence attributed to Okhnaton's
god as primarily the expression of the king's own ideas

and feelings. On the contrary, as has been pointed

out in the preliminary article, these are the very

qualities assigned to the old Ileliopolitan sun-god.

How far, indeed, the old solar religion had advanced
in these particular directions, even before the Middle

Kingdom, is especially evident in a literary composition

of the ninth to tenth dynasties, to which by an over-

sight no reference was made in the above-mentioned
article. In one portion of the work in question the

ancient writer speaks of men as " the flocks of God
(«.«. the sun-god)." God, he goes on to say, "made
heaven and earth at their (i.e. men's) desire. He
checked the greed of the waters, and made the air to

give life to their nostrils. They (men) are His own
images proceeding from His flesh. He arises in heaven
at their desire. He sails by (i.e. in the celestial solar

barque) in order to see them. . . . When they weep
He heareth. . . . How hath He slain the froward of

heart ? Even as a man smiteth his son for his brother's

sake. For God knows every name." ^ In the pre-

ceding section of the same work we read that " more
acceptable (to the sun-god) is one righteous of heart

than the ox of him who doeth iniquity."

^ A. H. Gardiner, " New Literary Works from Ancient Egypt," in Journal
of Egyptian A rch^ology, vol. i. p. ^4.
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That Okhnaton's sun-cult is nothing more than a

special development of the older sun-cult becomes
only more evident the further one pursues one's re-

searches. In the earliest stage of the cult the god

appears simply in the guise of the Heliopolitan sun-god,

Re'-Horus of the Two Horizons (Re'-Harakhte), with

whom indeed, as we shall see, he was actually identified.

As such he is depicted as a human figure with a hawk's

head surmounted by the uraeus-encircled sun's disk.

Later on, however, but before the migration of the

court to El-Amama, the mode of representing the god
was entirely changed. He was depicted as a solar

disk, from which descend rays terminating each in a

human hand—these hands being the only trace left

of the old anthropomorphism, if they are not, as is

quite likely, simply an expression of poetic fancy.

The urseus was also retained, sometimes hanging from

the disk, generally, however, rising up from the bottom
edge towards the centre, though it was of no religious

significance, but merely the emblem of kingship

—

Okhnaton's deity being not only the world-god but

the world-king.

The name of the new god in ordinary everyday

parlance was pa Aton, " the Aton," aton (tin) being

the word used then and earlier to denote the visible,

physical solar body, though, as Sethe points out, the

word seems occasionally to have been employed, even

before Okhnaton's time, to designate the sun-god him-

self. Generally, however, it just denotes the sun as

a natural phenomenon or cosmic body, as distinguished

from the god dwelling in it, a sense in which the word
Re' is never used.

According to the old theological teaching the physical

sun was simply the embodiment of the god. Thus we
read of " Atum (the sun-god) who is in his aton,"
" Re" whose body is the aton," and him " who lightens

the Two Lands (Egypt) with his aton." In fact, it

was exactly on account of the very definite_ meaning
of the word aton, Setlie maintains, that Okhnaton
chose it as the designation of his god ; for the new
religion was entirely materialistic in its conception of

the Supreme Deity, in marked contrast to the—it must
be confessed—much more spiritual conception of the

old religion. Indeed it is just here that Breasted has

gone astray when he asserts that " it is evident that

the king was deifying the force by which the sun made
itself felt on earth," ^ an assertion that is based on a

mistranslation of the Aton's official nomenclature (see

below). On the contrary-, it was the actual cosmic

body, the physical sun itself, not a mysterious power

incorporated in it or working through it, which

Okhnaton made his subjects worship.

In addition to the ordinary name, the Aton, the god

also bore an official or formal designation, the words

composing it constituting a short profession of faith

—

a compressed creed. This designation, which, on

account of the god's world-wide kingship, was, like

the two names borne by every Pharaoh, enclosed in

two cartouches, appears in two forms, an earlier and

a later. The earlier, which dates from the very com-

mencement of the reform, and continued in use until

after the seat of government had been moved from

Thebes to El-Amarna, is as follows :—" Liveth Re'-

' Breasted, " Development of Religion and Thought in Ancient Egypt,"

p. 321.
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Horus of the Two Horizons, rejoicing in the horizon,

in his name Shu who is Aton." The new god is thus

identified with the two forms under which the sun-god

was known both before and after the reign of Okhnaton

—Harakhte (= Horus of the Two Horizons) and Shu.

The epithet " rejoicing in the horizon " is not, Sethe

points out, an invention of Okhnaton's, but appears

earlier in the eighteenth dynasty as a description of

the sun-god. Shu, originally personified space, was,

as Sethe also points out, a common appellation of the

sun-god from the Hyksos period onwards, and never

(certainly not as written in this cartouche with the

sun-determinative) can be used in the sense of " heat
"

or " splendour," as Breasted and Erman respectively

have supposed. Sethe rightly maintains that the

prominent feature in this official nomenclature is the

element Re'-Harakhte, the name of the Heliopolitan

sun-god, all the rest, even the name Aton, being purely

subsidiary.

The later official designation, which came into force

apparently soon after the eighth year of the king's

reign, is marked by certain significant changes. It

runs as follows :

—
" Liveth Re', the ruler of the Two

Horizons, who rejoices in the horizon, in his name
Father of Re', who has come as Aton."

It will be seen that Horus and Shu, names which

Okhnaton perhaps thought were too definitely associ-

ated with the old religion, have been struck out and

replaced by two epithets, "Ruler of the Two Horizons
"

and " Father of Re'." The name Re', which has not

been interfered with, had been, as Sethe points out,

a regular element in the Pharaoh's first cartouche

ever since the fifth dynasty, and as such was of no

theological significance. Also the king evidently had

no objection to this old name of the sun-god. For

example, he still retained the royal title Son of Re'
;

Re' appears as an element in his own first name and in

the names of his two daughters ; two temples or shrines

associated with his mother Tyi and his daughter Meri-

taton bore the name " Shade of Re' "; and the king him-

self, like other Pharaohs, is officially spoken of as Re'.

The element " Father of Re' " in the god's official

designation is interesting, taking as it does the place

of Shu. Shu, according to the old Heliopolitan

theology, was the son of Re', and as such he actually

was assigned that title. It would, Sethe suggests, have

been scarcely tolerable to the founder of the new re-

ligion that Aton, the creator and author of all being,

should be regarded as the son of Re', the sun-god of

the old religion. Okhnaton therefore asserts that his

god is the father of Re', i.e. he makes him cosmically

older. The fact that the god is called Re', and, at the

same time, the Father of Re', reminds one of the old

epithet of Amun, Bull of his Mother, which simply

means that he is self-created, that is, that he was not

begotten by another. Sethe rightly maintains that

though this epithet has a polytheistic touch about it,

Okhnaton would have been as little conscious of this

as were the Christian Fathers when they formulated

the doctrine of the Blessed Trinity.

Sethe directs attention to another very interesting

point in this later designation of the god. " To come,"

he says, " has obviously here, as so often, the meaning
of 'to come again.' The Father of Re' in question

is thought to have come again after he had obviously

disappeared or had been mistaken for another through

man's ignorance, and indeed he has come again in the

form of the apparently new but in reality primaeval

god of Amenophis IV."

Let us now consider briefly the temples of the Aton
erected at El-Amarna and the liturgy celebrated therein.

The main difference between the temples of the Aton
and those of the old Solarised religion lies in the fact

that the former seem to have been roofless. There

were thus no columned halls and dark, mysterious

sanctuaries with their surrounding chambers, the place

of these being taken by a series of main and subsidiary

courts lying behind the forecourt and leading one out

of another. The reason for this architectural change

was that Okhnaton permitted no cultus-image of his

god to be made, not because he was an iconoclast or

afraid of idolatry, but because his conception of God
was so intensely materialistic. The Aton, as already

pointed out, was the actual physical sun, the cosmic

body itself, not a divinity dwelling in that body and

manifesting himself through it, and therefore ready

similarly to manifest himself through a cultus-image,

which was " the body " of the divinity it represented,

according to the ideas of the ancient theologians—as we
should express it, the divinity's embodiment. Offer-

ings had, therefore, to be made direct to the god in the

sky, a procedure which necessitated a roofless temple,

for no roof must intervene between the god and the

offerings held up to him and laid on the altar.

Despite this complete break with the old concep-

tion of the indwelling presence of the god in the

temple-sanctuary,—a conception which brought the

god so near to his priests and worshippers—it is remark-

able how closely in many respects the general plan and

equipment of the traditional Egyptian temple were

adhered to, a clear indication that there were no direct

foreign influences at work in the new religion ;
indeed,

the architecture down to the ver\' last detail is purely

Egyptian. We still find the pylon with its two be-

flagged towers and the great forecourt with its large

stone altar in the midst*—the forecourt being colon-

naded in the case of the temple bearing the name of

" Shade of Re' of the Queen Mother, the Great Royal

Wife, Tyi." Evidently, too, the rearmost court of all

in the Aton-temples, which occupied the place of the

sanctuary in the ordinary Egyptian temple, was re-

garded as particularly sacred. Again statues of the

king and also of the queen were set up as heretofore

in different parts of the temples, the king and queen

being thus enabled, so it was thought, to function

perpetually as worshippers and offerers, or conversely

as the recipients of worship and offerings. Yet again,

before the entrance to what N. de G. Davies calls " the

inner temple " of the Aton stood eight tanks of water

for the purification of those who entered it. Such

tanks or pools of water were, as pointed out in the

preliminary article, a characteristic feature of the old

Heliopolitan sun-cult. Finally, the " inner temple
"

was called the House of the Benben, the hmben being,

as we have seen, the sacred pyramidion in the great

sun-temple at Heliopolis. Curiously enough, in the

representations we possess of Okhnaton's Aton-temples,

' By an oversight no reference was made in tlie account of an ordinary

Egyptian temple, given in the preliminary article, to the stone altar that

always stood in the colonnaded forecoiurt.
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no obelisks (which were so closely associated with the

old sun-cult) are depicted as standing before the main
entrance or elsewhere in the sacred precincts. How-
ever, we know that Okhnaton erected an obelisk in

honour of Harakhte-Aton at Karnak, probably in

connexion with his i^i-festival celebrations.^

The Aton-teniple liturgy itself is clearly the old

temple liturgy adapted to the new ideas and new
requirements. As there was no cultus-image, there

was no place in the new worship for the toilet,

or indeed many of the pre-toilet, episodes of the

old liturgy. The worship of the Aton seems to

have consisted mainly in the presentation to the god
of food- and drink-offerings, perfumes, and flowers,

and in the chanting of hymns and in musical perform-

ances in general. But the ceremonies connected with

the presentation of offerings were those of the old

religion, the officiant consecrating the offerings in the

time-honoured fashion, i.e. by extending over them the

sD-called Wifr/)-baton. As in the old liturgy, this ritual

act was preceded by the burning of incense and the

pouring out of a libation of water ; indeed, the burning

of incense and the pouring out of a libation were, as

in times past, the regular accompaniments of every

act of offering. The liturgy was celebrated, as of old,

to the accompaniment of the rattling of sistra, and also

of other musical performances, vocal and instrumental.

Lastly, it should be pointed out, the ceremony of

sweeping the floor—the removal of the foot-prints

—

before and after the celebration of the liturgy seems

almost certainly to have been retained.

This article cannot be satisfactorily concluded with-

out a brief discussion of two important questions that

have already been touched upon in the preceding para-

graphs, namely, Okhnaton's quarrel with the priests

of Amun, and the theory advanced by some scholars

that in the establishment of the Aton-cult we are to

recognise a temporary restoration of the political and
religious supremacy of the Heliopolitan priesthood.

Long before the time of Okhnaton the Theban god
Amun had been completely identified with the Helio-

politan sun-god. What, then, was the cause of the

king's rupture with the priests of Amijn and his break-

ing away from all Theban influences ?

It must be borne in mind that the monotheistic

tendencies of the preceding period had in no way
affected the customary performances of the old in-

stitutional religion. Whatever may have been the

speculations and ideas of the learned and enlightened

few, the worship of the gods was conducted in exactly

the same way as it had been for centuries, without a

single hint at a change in the traditional ceremoniiil.

Okhnaton's religious revolution, on the other hand,
not only entailed a great change in the conduct of the

temple services and far-reaching structural alterations

in the temple buildings, but also, since the king would
brook no rival to his god, the suppression of all the

festivals and other performances connected with the

provincial cults and with the various cults established

at the capital. All this was a completely new attitude

in Egyptian religious experience ; indeed we are en-

countering the " jealous God " for the first time in

human history, several centuries before His appearance

among the Hebrews. The feelings both of the priests

' Scbafer in Amilicht BerichU aus den preuszisch. Kunstiammlungm, xl.

10, col. 227.
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and of the masses of the people must have been deeply

stirred by this attack on their religious observances,

particularly in so far as it affected the festivals cele-

brated in honour of the local divinities, festivals which

no doubt played as great a part in the lives of the people

as do those celebrated in honour of the local Egyptian
saints at the present day.* In fact, there can be no
question that Okhnaton's reform meant far too sharp

a break with the past for his intensely conservative-

minded subjects.

It should here be pointed out that so early as the

reign of Tetlimosis III. all the priesthoods of Egypt had

been combined in one great organisation, with the high-

priest of .\mun at their head. To the high-priest of

Amun, therefore, and to the priesthood of Amiin as a

whole, all the local priesthoods would have looked to

champion their threatened rights, while in Okhnaton's

eyes this very high-priest and priesthood would have

appeared as the embodiment of all the forces of reaction

against which he was struggling. Herein lay quite

sufficient cause for his breaking away entirely from

Thebes and the Theban god. We must also remember
that Okhnaton's materialistic conception of the Aton
was entirely opposed to the—as already pointed out

—

much more spiritual conception of the sun-god formu-

lated by the theologians of the old religion. It was

impossible to regard the actual corporeal and localised

divinity, such as Okhnaton maintained his sun-god to

be, as capable of identification with a being (or beings)

who could manifest himself (or themselves) in all

manner of forms and in many places. Did the cause of

the final rupture reside in this difference of conception

as to the nature of the Godhead ? If so, we have here a

foretaste of those great theological controversies which

troubled the Christian Church of the first five centuries,

and of the seventeenth-century wars of religion.

Let us now briefly consider the theory that in the

institution of the Aton-cult we are to recognise the

restoration of the political and religious supremacy of

Heliopolis. In view of all that has been set forth in

the preceding paragraphs, the Heliopolitan sun-cult is

clearly to be regarded as the basis of the new religion,

or rather as supplying all the material out of which

the new edifice was constructed. On the other hand,

the particular shape that that edifice assumed must be

regarded as the work of Okhnaton. If the sun-cult

had been officially promulgated by the organised priest-

hood of Heliopolis or, as Borchardt ' suggests, of

Hermonthis (Heliopolis of Upper Egypt [Iwnw sm']),

Okhnaton, instead of founding an entirely new capital

at El-Amarna, would have been obliged to install the

seat of government in or very near the actual official

centre of the religion he had adopted. But he was

able to act as he did, because the religion he professed

was regarded as a completely new religion, a special

revelation to himself, as he distinctly asserts. It was

therefore not associated with any particular locality,

so he was free to make his capital in an)- place that

seemed to him to be most free from the old traditions

and best adapted to his requirements.

Lastly, just a few words on the frequently-made

assertion that foreign influences are discernible in the

• See W. S. Bbckraan, " Festivals cclebr.iting Local Saints in Modem
Egypt," in Discovery, vol. iv. .No. 37, pp. 11-14.

' MiUtxlungen dtr DcuUchtn OrientOesellicluif, tu Berlin, March 1917,

No. 57, p. 27-
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Aton-cult. That there are no traces whatever of such
influences, but that the Aton-cult is in every respect

essentially Egyptian, the facts set forth in this article

must have made perfectly clear. However, it is pos-

sible that Okhnaton had foreign blood in his veins, for

Prof. Elliot Smith maintains that his maternal grand-
father, luyu, is distinctly non-Egyptian in type. To
this dash of foreign blood, therefore, may well be due
the originality clearly displayed by Okhnaton in the

particular expression which he gave to a certain trend

of religious thought prevailing among his contem-
poraries.
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Scientific Investigation of the Whaling Problem.

By Sir Sidney F. Harmer, K.B.E., F.R.S.

THE Colonial Office has recently announced that

the Discovery has been purchased by the Crown
Agents for the Colonies, on behalf of the Falkland
Islands, for employment in researches, principally on
whaling, ofif South Georgia and the South Shetlands.

The Discovery was built for Capt. R. F. Scott's first

Antarctic Expedition (1901-1904). She is a strong

wooden vessel of about 700 tons register, and she has

been chosen with special reference to her suitability

for ice-work.

Subantarctic whaling commenced at the end of 1904,
at a time when the industry was regarded as almost
obsolete, owing to the exhaustion of the old whaling
fields. It increased with so much rapidity that more
than 10,000 whales were caught during the season

1911-12. At first concerned almost exclusively with
the humpback, the operations are at present supported
almost entirely at the expense of the much larger fin

whale and blue whale. Humpbacks showed an
alarming decline in numbers after the 1911-12 season,

though they have made some recovery during the last

two whaling seasons.

It should be realised that modern whaling is carried

on by comparatively small steam vessels fitted with

appliances for the capture of the whales, the products
of which are worked up by factories on shore or by
larger steamers, the floating factories. In either case,

suitable harbours are required as bases, and the most
favourable localities at present known are South Georgia,

which lies to the east of the Falkland Islands, and the

South Shetlands, which are farther to the south-west.

These islands are dependencies of the Falkland Islands,

and are accordingly under British jurisdiction.

As the result of several memoranda which were
prepared in 1917 by Mr. E. R. Darnley, of the Colonial

Office, an Interdepartmental Committee on research

and development in the dependencies of the Falkland
Islands was appointed by the Secretary of State for

the Colonies in 1918 ; and its report (Cmd. 657) was
published in 1920. The report contained a number of

recommendations with regard to the investigations

which were required ; and the purchase of the Discovery
is the first practical result of these suggestions. It

should be mentioned that an earlier Anglo-Swedish
scheme for the investigation of the same problems
was abandoned on the outbreak of war in 1914.
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The object of the projected voyages is to obtain

scientific evidence bearing on the whaling problem

generally, with the view of ascertaining to what extent

protective measures are required. It has to be deter-

mined, in the first instance, what are the species of

whales which are being hunted. Although known to

the whalers as humpback, fin whale, and blue whale,

it is uncertain whether these are identical with the

northern whales known by the same names. Whales

are migratory animals, and there can be no reasonable

doubt that they visit the Antarctic Ocean in order to

profit by the rich food-supply of its waters, and that

they afterwards depart, fatter than when they arrived,

to warmer waters, which are probably visited for

breeding purposes. More definite information is re-

quired with regard to these migrations, and it is hoped

that it may be possible to obtain direct evidence by a

system of marking individual whales.

The period of gestation, the seasons when pairing

and birth take place, and the rate of growth after birth

all need further study. The plankton requires m-
vestigation, in view of the dependence of the whales

on it for food ; while the temperature of the water,

with other hydrographical questions, has to be studied,

in order to ascertain how far these factors influence the

movements of whales. There is already some reason

to suppose that the position of the northern edge of

the Antarctic ice is a factor which is correlated with

the success or failure of a season's working. If the

summer is relatively warm the ice will be too far to

the south and the whales will probably be too distant

from the base. If the summer is cold the whales will

be too much to the north. It may be anticipated that

there is an optimum position for the ice which brings

the main stream of whales to the neighbourhood of

the whaling stations.

Although whalebone whales all feed on plankton,

individual species are known to have a preference for

one kind of plankton rather than another. In most

localities the humpback consumes a considerable

amount of fish, while the blue whale is said to feed

exclusively on Crustacea. The distribution and the

seasonal occurrence of various kinds of plankton, and

the examination of the stomach-contents of whales,

are matters with which the expedition will certainly

have to deal ; and the results may prove to have a
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distinct bearing on the question why each species of

whale differs from the otliers in its seasonal occurrence.

The abundance of whale-food is dependent on condi-

tions favourable for the growth of diatoms and other

chlorophjll-containing organisms ; and in this con-

nexion may be mentioned Mr. A. G. Bennett's interesting

obser\ation that the skin of certain whales is covered

by a film composed of innumerable diatoms. The
evidence is in favour of the view that this skin-film is

not present on thin individuals which have recently

come down from the north, but that it develops during

the stay of the whales in Antarctic waters. The study

of the film and perhaps of whale-parasites may prove

to be capable of giving important information with

regard to migrations.

For many years the Norwegians have taken the

leading place in the whaling industry, and they have
large interests in Antarctic whaling. It is thus natural

that they should feel anxiety with regard to the possible

results of a protective policy, and this is shown by an
article recently published in the Anglo-Norwegian Trade

Journal (Vol. 9, No. 98, Februar)'). The comments
in question were a rejoinder to criticism.s of the whaling

industry which had appeared in the Morning Post, based

on a lecture given by myself, as reported in Nature
(Vol. no, December 16, 1922, p. 827). I had pointed

out, on the incontrovertible evidence of history, that

the operations of whalers in the past have been in-

variably followed by a depletion of the whaling fields.

The Atlantic right whale no longer frequents the
\- of Biscay in numbers sufficient to maintain a

aling industry, nor is the Greenland whale still

lumon in the bays of Spitsbergen, in Davis Straits,

"I even in the North Pacific. The grey whale dis-

appeared long ago from the lagoons of California, and
re is no longer occupation for the hundreds of vessels

ich left European and American ports annually, in

tiie eighteenth and part of the nineteenth centuries,

in pursuit of the Greenland and other right whales

1 the sperm whale. With these facts in view the

ist that is required is the adoption of a cautious

policy, lest the mistakes of the past should be

repeated.

The whaling companies are admittedly interested in

the avoidance of extermination, which would mean
the closing of their operations, but their advocates
have maintained that, in view of the enormous extent
of the oceans which are frequented by whales, the
activity of hunters in a small area is not likely to

produce much effect in reducing their number. It

will be, seen, however, by consulting a map, that South
Georgia and the South Shetlands lie in the region

where the ^Vntarctic Ocean is narrowest, and that they
are admirably situated to intercept the stream of whales
in their circumpolar movements. It would not be
surprising if operations at these stations alone were
found capable of depleting very seriously the entire

stock of Antarctic wliales, even if no new stations were
to be founded in other localities, as seems likely to

happen in Ross Sea, for example. The danger is all

the greater, taking into consideration the highly

efficient methods of modem whaling.

The acquisition of a sound body of scientific evidence
is the object of the expeditions which are being planned
by the Colonial Office. Although I do not conceal
my personal conviction, as at present informed, that
whaling is being conducted on too large a scale, I do
not deny that a study of the subject by competent
investigators on the spot may lead to a different

conclusion. The Trustees of the British Museum have
acted in an advisory capacity to the Colonial Office

since they first became interested in Antarctic whaling,

not long after its inception. I am authorised to state

that they do not desire to take up an extreme position

in the matter, but that their efforts are directed to
the restriction of whaling to an extent which is not
inconsistent with the permanent preservation of whales.

This is a moderate view, witli which it may be hoped
that the representatives of the whaling industry will

agree in principle. The article to which I have referred

virtually admits as much, and the willing co-operation
of the whaling companies will be of the greatest value
to the expedition. It may be hoped that it will be
possible to find a modus Vivendi satisfactory to both
parties, who are equally interested in preventing the
extermination of whales.

Einstein and the Recent Eclipse.

I''HE results of the expeditions from Canada and
tlie Lick Observatory to W'allal, Western Aus-

ilia, for the solar eclipse of last September have now
lie to hand; and l)oth report in favour of the

1 iiistein shift of starlight. In each case the number
'I stars measured was very large—exceeding eighty

—

the magnitudes being between the seventh and the
It nth. From this it is evident that the exposures were

iiparatively long, and consequently there would be
nsiderable extension of the corona on the plates,

wliich would obliterate the stars nearest the sun. The
measures, however, were sufficiently exact to give a

' decisive result using the more distant stars. Profs.

Campbell and Trumpler measured all their plates in

duplicate ; the values for the shift at the limb of the

sun deduced from the individual plates ranged from
1-59" to 1-86'', the mean of all being 1-74". which is

only o-oi" less than Einstein's predicted value.

As Prof. Campbell is well known to have been in no
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sense predisposed in favour of Einstein's theor)-, this

result, combined with that of Prof. Chant and the

mean of the Principe and Sobral results in the 1919
eclipse, will probably be regarded as setting the ques-
tion at rest. Prof. Campbell says in his telegram that

he considers further work of this kind unnecessary, so

that he will attack other problems in the Californian

eclipse of next September. There are still the plates

taken by the Australian expeditions to be measured.
This is to be done at Greenwich ; their scale is smaller

than that of the Lick Observatory plates, so that

probably less weight will attach to them.
The evidence as regards the presence of the shift in

the solar spectral lines is now fairly evenly balanced
" For " and " Against "

; but in any case this test is

a less decisive one than the otiier two, since there are

so many known causes of shift of spectral lines, which
it is not easy to eliminate completely.

A. C. D. C.
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Current Topics and Events.

The agricultural Tribunal of Investigation ap-

pointed by the Government to inquire into the present

position of the farming industry and to suggest

methods for its improvement has issued an interim

report. Its recommendations are being actively dis-

cussed in the daily press, mainly from the political

aspect. At present the majority of farmers are un-

doubtedly in an unsound economic condition, and

especial interest therefore centres in these sections of

the report dealing with agricultural organisation and

education. The Tribunal is impressed by the extent

of co-operative measures both in Europe and in

America, and in urging that British farmers should

form similar organisations, suggests that the study

of the economic organisation of the industry should

have fuller recognition in the farm institutes and agri-

cultural colleges. The Tribunal pays a tribute to the

work carried out by the research staffs of these in-

stitutions and considers that the departments dealing

with the economic problem should be further de-

veloped. New systems of farm management, in

particular the mair.tenance of livestock on arable

land,—the soiling system,—are suggested as urgent

problems to be investigated from this point of view.

It is pointed out that in the United States 50 per

cent, of the research grants are devoted to farm

economics as against 10 per cent, in this country. In

this connexion, however, it should be remembered

that the term " farm economics " has a much wider

interpretation in America than would be admitted

here, due in part to the absence, until recently, of

the settled rural population that marks the older

countries. Making due allowance, however, for this

and for the characteristic American tendency towards

over-organisation, the comment of the Tribunal still

remains true in substance. It is to be hoped that

this essential bridge between the research workers

and the farmers will be strengthened as a result of

the Tribunal's recommendations.

The Secretary of State for the Colonies has ap-

pointed an executive committee to control the re-

searches recommended by the Inter-Departmental

Committee on Research and Development in the

Dependencies of the Falkland Islands, and in par-

ticular the investigation of the question of the

preservation of whales and of the whaling industry,

which has been subject to Government regulation

since its inception nearly twenty years ago. The

members of the committee are as follows :—Mr.

Rowland Darnley (chairman). Colonial Office ; Sir

Sidney Harmer (vice-chairman), British Museum
(Natural History) ; Mr. H. T. Allen, Colonial Office ;

Mr. J. O. Borley, Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries

;

Capt. R. W. Glennie, R.N., Admiralty ; Mr. J. M.

Wordie, Royal Geographical Society : and Sir

Fortescue Flannery, of Messrs. Flannery, Baggallay

and Johnson, consulting naval architects to the

Crown Agents for the Colonies, who has consented to

serve as a member of the committee until the Dis-

covery, which has been purchased for the purposes of
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the research expedition, has been reconditioned. In

another part of this issue, Sir Sidney Harmer gives

some account of the scientific results to be expected

from the cruises which it is anticipated the Discovery

will undertake.

The report of the nineteenth year's work of the

Department of Terrestrial Magnetism of the Carnegie

Institution of Washington has lately been issued in

the Year Book of the Institution for 1922. The
non-magnetic ship Carnegie, after twelve years'

voyages which have been of great import to the

science, is now out of commission for a time, while

the observing staff is largely occupied with re-

observations in land areas where further information,

chiefly to determine the secular variation, was needed.

An analysis of the vast body of data acquired by the

Department is now in progress. Two magnetic

observatories have been set up, in Western Australia

and in Peru, regions of the globe where such institu-

tions are much needed, and help has been given in

carrying on the former German observatory at Apia,

in Samoa. The Department has now turned its

energies to the much-neglected study of earth-

currents, and is devising new methods of registration.

Dr. S. J. Barnett, chief of the section of experimental

work in pure magnetism, is vigorously prosecuting

his researches on magnetism by rotation, and the

converse effect. The investigation of atmospheric

electricity is also being extended. A conference of

American men of science was held at the Department

during the year, in order to consider what modifica-

tions, if any, of the original programme of the Depart-

ment should now be made, and the conclusions and

recommendations of the conference are being taken

as a guide in the further development of the activities

of the Department.

In the " Shirley Institute Memoirs," vol. i, 1922,

recently received, are collected the ten papers pub-

lished during the year by the British Cotton Industry

Research Association. A perusal of this volume affords

an encouraging picture of the future of textile research

in this country if the high standard indicated is main-

tained. The work described falls naturally into three

well - defined sections—chemical and physical, bio-

logical, and technological. Four papers are resumes

of the literature of some chemical, physical, and botan-

ical aspects of cotton, and should be of much value

to workers in this field, in which the literature is

scattered and much of it almost inaccessible : more

than 380 references are given. The biological papers

have been dealt with previously in these columns and

need no further mention. The three most striking

papers are the technological contributions dealing

with some properties of yarns, such as regularity in

relation to tensile strength and twist. They materi-

ally increase our somewhat scanty knowledge of the

nature of yarns, and the original methods of investiga-

tion described are of wide application. Until the

present publication little of permanent value has been

done on yarn structure since the pioneer work of
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Oliver in 1905-7 (Proc. Koy. Soc. Edin.). A large

field of work of extreme difficulty and fascination is

here awaiting attack by the physicist and the mathe-

matician, and not the least important of the functions

of textile research associations lies in removing such

problems from the almost complete obscurity and
isolation thej- have hitherto " enjoyed." It is almost

unknown outside the industry that many of the most

fundamental problems in textile technology are prob-

lems for the mathematician and the mathematical

physicist, and there is little doubt that in a few years'

time a real and considerable demand will exist in the

textile industries for such workers : this should not

be without interest for those engaged in the training

of students in our universities.

The Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries has re-

issued Leaflet No. 71, dealing with the Colorado beetle.

The discovery of this destructive insect in the neigh-

bourhood of Bordeaux last year renders it necessau'y

to take any precautions possible in order to guard

against its entry into this country. On several

occasions it has been carried by shipping to Europe,

and has even become temporarily established on a

small scale. During 1901-02 it occurred in potato

plots in the neighbourhood of Tilbury docks, but was
successfully eradicated by prompt measures. The
present infestation in France is of a most serious

nature, and it is known to have spread over about
100 square miles. In all probability its area of

occupation is even larger, as it is difficult to investi-

gate so large a district with equal thoroughness. The
reappearance of the insect during the coming season

will be watched with some anxiety, and, unless the

most drastic measures are taken on a very large

scale, there is every chance that it will remain, and
ultimately establish itself as a continental pest. In

the latter event it can be scarcely more than a matter
of time before it reaches England, since it is obviously

impossible to prevent stray insects coming over un-

observed in vessels from Bordeaux. The potato in

this country is singularly free from insect pests, and
it is to be hoped that the Colorado beetle will be

unable to establish a footing. It is, however, gratify-

ing to know that the Ministry of Agriculture has
given the matter the fullest consideration ; but it is

incumbent upon all growers to inform the Ministry

of the first sign of the appearance of the insect in

the field, in order that it can be dealt with immediately

by experts. There is no doubt that it can be eradi-

cated if measures are taken sufficiently early ; but it

is evident that in France it has spread and multiplied

to an extent which renders effective control a matter
of great difficulty.

In the issue for March 9 of Chemistry and Industry

appears a review of the position of the nitrogen

industry in France. The French Chamber of Deputies

has recently approved the agreement made in

November, 1919, with the Badische .\nilin und
Soda Fabrik, whereby the French were to pay
5,000.000 francs for the right to work the Haber
process, together with all information necessary to

carry on the process as worked at Oppau and Merse-
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burg. Part of this sum would be paid on the

ratification of the agreement, and the remainder when
the factor)' has produced a minimum of 20 tons of

fixed nitrogen per day for fifteen consecutive days.

A royalty would also be paid when production reached

a certain figure. The agreement has given rise to

much discussion of the merits of the Haber and other

processes. ,\n inquiry instituted by the French
Government in 192 1 led apparently to the conclusion

that under existing conditions the Haber and Claude
processes offered practically equal advantages, and
the matter can be settled only on the basis of ex-

perience gained in working the various processes on
a large scale over a considerable period. (Cf . Nature,
vol. 107, page 765 ; vol. 111, page loi.)

Sever.\l new flying records were established

during February, according to the Meteorological

Magazine for March. A record climb of 20,000 feet

in 12 min. 24 sec. by Flight-Lieutenant Haig at

Martlesham Heath is noted as announced in the Times
of February 6. The speed at ground level was 189
miles per hour. At Marseilles, on February 15, M.
Sadi Lecointe is said to have broken the world's record

for speed over a four-kilometre course : his average
speed was 234 1 miles per hour, breaking the previous

record by more than 10 miles per hour. Another French
airman, M. Maneyrol, on February 26 established a
record, making a motorless flight of 10 kilometres

(horizontal distance) near Cherbourg during a strong

south-westerly wind. Three notable flights are said

to take place this year : an expedition of five French
aeroplanes was to start on March 15 on a world tour,

probably lasting two years. An American crew
will fly from Berlin to Chicago, towards the end of the

year, in the Zeppelin air-cruiser now being con-

structed for the American Government. A flight

across the North Pole is to be attempted at the end
of June in connexion with Amundsen's expedition

;

the distance to be covered is 2250 mUes, and it is

expected to fly this distance from Point Barrow to

Spitsbergen in 26 hours.

We are asked to announce that the Museum of

Practical Geology, 28 Jermyn Street, S.W.i, is closed

for repairs until further notice. The offices and
library of the Geological Survey remain open.

The Brussels correspondent of the Times states

that it has been decided to begin Summer Time in

Belgium on April 21.

On Thursday next, April 26, at 3 o'clock. Prof.

J. T. MacGregor-Morris will begin a course of three

lectures at the Royal Institution on " Modern Klectric

Lamps," and on Saturday, .April 28, Dr. Leonard
Williams will deliver the first of two lectures on the
" Physical and Physiological Foundations of Char-

acter." The Friday evening discourse on April 27
will be delivered by Prof. C. V. Boys on " Measure-

ment of the Heating Value of Gas," and on May 4
by Prof. Soddy on the " Origins of the Conception of

Isotopes."

At a quarterly meeting of the council of the Royal
College of Surgeons of England, held on April 12, the
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Jacksonian Prize for the year 1922 on " The effects

produced by radium upon living tissues, with special

reference to its use in the treatment of malignant

diseases," was awarded to Mr. H. Sidney Forsdike,

of the Soho Hospital for Women. Sir Arthur Keith

was elected Vicary lecturer for the ensuing year.

Dr. H. H. Dale, head of the department of bio-

chemistry and pharmacology of the Medical Research

Council, the Rev. G. Milligan, Regius professor of

divinity and Biblical criticism in the University of

Glasgow, and the Very Rev. Dr. W. F. Norris, Dean of

York, have been elected members of the Athenaeum

Club under the provisions of the rule of the club which

empowers the annual election by the committee of a

certain number of persons " of distinguished eminence

in science, literature, the arts, or for public service."

The Institute of Physics admits physicists to a

grade of associate membership, and it is believed that

there must be a large number of young physicists at

present outside the Institute who are eligible for this

grade. All students and others who have conducted

a vear's work of satisfactor\- research are eligible if

they have a degree of approved honours standing, or

if they pass the equivalent examination of the Insti-

tute. Ultimatel}', it is probable that the associate

group will be much larger than that of fellowship,

and that new fellows will be selected mainly from

it. The Institute has now an appointments register,

and many applications for young physicists have been

received from manufacturing firms and research

laboratories. Regulations for admission to the

Institute can be obtained from the secretary-, Mr.

F. S. Spiers, 10 Essex Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

At the meeting of the Royal Geographical Society

held on April 9 the president announced that H.M.

the King had been pleased to approve the award of the

Royal Medals as follows : The Founder's Medal to

Mr. Knud Rasmussen for his exploration and research

in the Arctic regions during the last twenty-five years :

the Patron's Medal to the Hon. Miles Staniforth Cater

Smith for his explorations in the unknown interior

of Papua. The council has awarded the Murchison

Grant to Capt. A. G. Stigand for his map of Ngami-
land ; the Back Grant to Mr. B. Glanvill Corney for

his studies in the historical geography of the Pacific
;

the Cuthbert Peek Grant to Messrs. R. A. Frazer and

N. E. Odell to assist them in continuing their explora-

tions of Spitsbergen ; and the Gill Memorial to Capt.

Augieras for his journey in 1920-1921 from Algiers

to Mauritania.

Preliminary notice has been issued of the arrange-

ments for the Hull congress of the Royal Sanitary

Institute to be held on July 30-August 4. An
inaugural address will be delivered by the Right Hon.

F. R. Ferens on the first day of the meeting ; on

July 31, Sir Alexander Houston will lecture on " A Pure

Water Supply," and a popular lecture on " Industry

and National Welfare " will be given by Mr. B.

Seebohm Rowntree on August 2. The congress will

meet in four sections dealing with sanitary science,
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engineering and architecture, maternity and child

welfare including school hygiene, and personal and
domestic hygiene, respectively, and there will be
numerous conferences of sanitary inspectors, health

visitors, medical officers of health, veterinary in-

spectors and representatives of« sanitary authorities.

During the congress, a Health Exhibition will be held

in the Wenlock Barracks.

The annualreport of the director of the Field Museum
of Natural History, Chicago, for 1921, is written by
D. C. Davies, who succeeded the late F. J. V.

Skiff on December 19 of that year. The chief event

chronicled is the re-opening of the museum in its new
building (which is, we believe, in Grant Park) on May
2, 192 1. The opportunity has been taken to place on
exhibition for the first time a skull of the northern

mammoth, found in gold-mining at a depth of 100

feet at Woodchopper Creek, Alaska. The specimen

is represented on a Plate. Among accessions is to be

noted the collection of Lower Palaeozoic fossils made,
chiefly from Ohio localities, by the late C. B. Dyer.

The bird collection has been enriched by a large

number of albinos and specimens of abnormal colora-

tion. The removal of the museum has led to a large

increase in the number of visits, especially by school

children.

At the Boston meeting of the American Association

for the Advancement of Science in December last, the

centenary of the birth of Gregor Mendel and Sir

Francis Galton was celebrated by a series of addresses

which are published in the March number of the

Scientific Monthly. Prof. E. M. East dealt with

"Mendel and his Contemporaries." Prof. T. H.
Morgan, in a paper on "The Bearing of Mendelism
on the Origin of Species," points out that small

mutations are really the material on which Darwin
chiefly relied to furnish a basis for evolution. He
also discusses the question of species sterility, and
points out difficulties of evolutionary interpretation

which may arise from the occurrence of parallel

mutations. Dr. J. Arthur Harris compares the in-

fluence of Mendel and Galton on the history of

biology, and concludes that the latter has had a more
varied and far-reaching effect on the history of science.

Finally Prof. G. H. Shull asks for donations to a
" Galton and Mendel Memorial Fund," the money to

be appUed to the publication of expensive illustrations

in the journal Genetics.

We have received from Messrs. Ridsdale and Co.,

of Middlesbrough, a report on the second period of

three years in the preparation and use of a series of

chemical standards prepared by this firm, with the

voluntary co-operation of a number of analytical

chemists throughovit the country. The report was
submitted to a meeting of the co-operators held

recently at York. Very thin turnings of steel are

now being used to facilitate the determination of

carbon by combustion. The series of standards now
available includes the whole range of carbon steels,

together with four alloy steels, two cast irons, and a

basic slag. Certain resolutions were passed at the

meeting, urging the desirability of extending the use
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of chemical standards for analysis, and the establish-

ment of a more formal organisation on a firmer

financial basis. These standards are now widely

used, and the movement seems likely to become self-

supporting, some 15 or 20 co-operators taking part

in each standardisation, and the number of users,

both at home and abroad, being large.

Under the title Capita Zoologica, anewquarto Dutch
zoological periodical has recently appeared. It is

issued under the editorship of Prof. Dr. E. D. van
Oort, director of the State Museum of Natural History

at Leyden, and is composed of transactions on system-

atic zoology, each part forming a complete work which
is sold separately. A number of transactions will form
a volume of about 500 pages, with plates and engrav-

ings. The contributions are published in English,

French, and German. The part before us of this well-

executed publication is Deel i, Aflevering 4 (1922,

price 24 guilders), and is devoted to a description of

flies of the group Dolichopodinae of the Indo-Austral-

cisian region by Th. Becker. It is evidently an im-

portant contribution by this recognised authority,

and extends to nearly 250 pages, 222 illustrations

occupying 19 plates. The previous three parts of

this journal deal respectively with Nematodes, by Dr.

J. G. de iMan
; Rhizostomes, by Dr. G. Stiasny ; and

Oligochsetes, by Prof. W. Michaelsen.

;
We have received from Messrs. Pastorelli and

': Rapkin, Ltd., of 46 Hatton Garden, E.C.i, a new
; catalogue of chemical thermometers. All the instru-

ments listed are stated to be of British make, and as
• a guarantee of this the thermometers bear the name
;

"Britgl.^," the registered trade mark of the British

1 Lampblown Scientific Glassware Manufacturers Asso-

! ciation, Ltd. The list in question is very compre-
' hensive and covers a variety of ranges from - 30° C.

to 600° C. Thermometers with corresponding ranges

on the Fahrenheit scale are listed in most cases.

The ranges are varied in such a manner that it should

1 be possible to select a reasonably open scale ther-

mometer for any temperature. Quotations are given
for two main classes of thermometers, namely, low-

priced chemical thermometers and best quality stan-

dard laboratory thermometers. We are pleased to

note that in both classes there is a considerable

i
reduction in the prices which have been prevailing

! of late years. For convenience, the cost of supplying
National Physical Laboratory certificates with the
latter class of instruments is shown separately. A
special section is also devoted to high range ther-

mometers constructed of borosilicate glass and nitro-

gen-filled. These can be supplied in metal sheaths
for industrial use.

Part 3 of volume t of the Abstract Bulletin of the
Research Laboratory of the Lamp Works of the
General Electric Co., Cleveland, Ohio, deals with 36
researches recently published, and extends to nearly
220 pages. It has been found advisable to expand
the pure and applied sections of the laboratory into

two separate laboratories for pure and applied science
under the directions of Dr. E. F. Nichols and Mr. M.
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Luckiesh respectively. Both laboratories contribute

to the re.searches abstracted in the pn-scnt part. As
an illustration of the thorough way in which industry

in America is going into the scientific and technical

questions which underlie manufacturing processes,

we would direct attention to a paper of 32 pages

by Mr. Luckiesh on the physical basis of colour

technology, in which the methods used to investigate,

by the help of the spectro-photomcter, the properties

of the dry pigments used in the paint industries, of

the dyes, their mixtures and .solutions, and of the

various substances used in producing coloured glasses,

are described. With data of the kind described

available, many of the diflSculties and obscurities of

the colour industries are removed, and progress

becomes rapid, while without them much groping

in the dark is inevitable.

Part F of the " Guide-book of the Western I'nited

States " has just been issued as Bulletin 707 of the

U.S. Geological Survey. Its author, Marius B.

Campbell, writes for the tourist who looks with an

intelligent interest from the windows of his parlour-car

on the " Denver and Rio Grande Western Route "
;

but side-excursions are duly encouraged and described,

and the maps show, in brown stippling, some ten

miles depth of country on either side of the adventur-

ous line. Numerous illustrations are given of the

scenery along the route, which starts from Denver
and ends at Salt Lake City. West of Canon City

(not " Caiion " or " Canyon," be it obser\-ed) the

railroad enters the Royal Gorge of the Arkansas River,

which is cut 1000 ft. sheer in pre-Cambrian granite,

overlain by stratified rocks of Upper Cretacous age.

We are shown the fantastic arid weathering of the

rose-red Permocarboniferous sandstone in the famous
Garden of the Gods, and Pike's Peak appears as a

portion of a snowy range. The ancient local glaciation

of Colorado is not neglected, and the time-honoured

error as to the origin of the term roches vioulonnies is

once more repeated on Plate 55. The protected

fauna is illustrated, and the fauna that tried in vain

to protect itself at the opening of Cainozoic times is

finely represented by restorations of Stegosaurus and
Triceratops. Stegosaurus, by the bye, means " roofed

lizard," not " plated lizard." This and the other

guide-books of the series must not be overlooked by

those who travel in America, and they contain much
geographical • and geological information which is

rendered accessible in European libraries, through the

generosity of the Survey, for those who may never

cross the Atlantic.

Bulletin No. 133 of the Engineering Experiment
Station of the University of Illinois is entitled " A
Study of Explosions of Gaseous Mixtures," by Prof.

A. P. Kratz and Mr. C. Z. Rosencrans. The report

contains a valuable bibliography of the subject,

beginning with Dalton and Humphry (not " Hum-
phrey " as in the report) Davy, and after passing

in review such cla.ssical researches as those of Dixon,

Berthelot, Petavel, Bone, Jouguet (not " Jouget,"

as in the report), Thornton, and others, the literature

references are carried up to 192 1. A brief summary
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of this work, and some new experiments by the

authors are given. The report will prove useful

to all who are interested in this very important
subject.

Messrs. Dulau and Co., Ltd., 34 Margaret Street,

W.I, have just issued a valuable catalogue (No. loo)

of upwards of 2600 second-hand science books and
serials which they have for disposal. The list is

conveniently arranged under the headings—ornitho-
logy, entomology, conchology, the lower inverte-

brates, general zoology, botany, horticulture, agricul-

ture, geology, mineralogy, astronomy, mathematics.

engineering, and early medical works. It should

interest many readers of Nature.

Among the books shortly to be published by the

Oxford University Press is " The Glass Palace

Chronicle of the Kings of Burma," which has been

translated for the Burma Research Society by Pe
Maung Tin and G. A. Luce. The chronicle is the work
of the committee of

'

' learned monks, learned brahmans,

and learned ministers " appointed in 1829 for the

purpose by King Bagyidaw of Burma. The title is

taken from the Palace of Glass, in a chamber of which

the compilation was made.

Our Astronomical Column.
Greece adopts the Gregorian Calendar.—The

Gregorian Calendar was adopted for civil purposes
in Greece from the beginning of March. As Russia
has apparently taken the same step, the old or Julian
style becomes practically obsolete. M. D. Eginitis,
director of the Athens Observatory, contributes a
paper to the Comptes rendus of the Paris Academy of

Sciences, March 12, in which he notes that the finding
of the decree of Nicaea, a.d. 325, shows that, far from
prohibiting such a change, it in reality rather demands
it. The decree simply directed that Easter should
everywhere be kept on the same day ; by implication
this day was the first Sunday after the 14th day of
the first lunation after the spring equinox, which was
assumed to occur on March 21. When it was found
that the Julian Calendar did not maintain the equinox
at this date, the reform at once became appropriate.
The causes that for so long retarded its acceptance in

eastern Europe were largely removed by the War,
and M. Eginitis addressed a memorandum to the
Greek Government in December 1918, which has now
been followed.
The Greek Church is not at present adopting the

reform, the reason being the expectation of the
speedy adoption of other calendar changes in the west,
for which it prefers to wait.
Some of these reforms are being discussed by the

International Congress of Chambers of Commerce
now meeting in Rome ; but experience shows the
extreme difficulty of persuading the world to adopt
changes in their fixed habits, however desirable in

themselves, so that we can scarcely share the sanguine
view of M. Eginitis, who shares the expectations just

mentioned.

The Eighth Satellite of Jupiter.—Prof. E. W.
Brown contributes an article on this satellite to
Astronom. Journ.'No. 817. He makes use of Delaunay's
algebraical expressions for the various terms, which are
theoretically available for any satellite ; however, in

cases of such large eccentricity and inclination as
those of J. VIII the terms do not converge rapidly
enough to be used straight away. Prof. Brown,
whose great experience gained in his new lunar theory
comes useful, shows how estimates may be made of
the remainders, and in particular finds a solution for

the mean motion of the perijove. The general rule
both with planets and satellites is that the apse moves
in the same direction as the body, but in the case of

J. VIII the higher terms of the series reverse the
earlier ones, and produce motion in the opposite
direction. Prof. Brown refers in his work to G. W.
Hill's paper on the motion of the lunar perigee ; it is

interesting to recall that it was this work of Hill's

that gave Brown the idea that he afterwards followed
so successfully in his lunar theory.
The period of revolution of the perijove of J. VIII

is about 800 years, an unusually long period for a
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satellite. It is welcome news that Prof. Brown proposes
to continue his work till he has arrived at expressions
which will enable the place of the satellite to be pre- 1

dieted without the tedious method of mechanical I

quadratures. Mr. J. Jackson has also been at work on
the satellite, using a combination of observed and
calculated positions, and gives an ephemeris for the
present apparition in the Observatory for March. The
chief importance of observing this satellite and the
still fainter J. IX is that they will ultimately give a

better value of Jupiter's mass than any other method.

Astronomy in the United States.—The section
of Year Book, No. 21, of the Carnegie Institution

of Washington, dealing with astronomical work
carried out in departments of the Institution in-

cludes several items of general interest. The so-called

K-term in radial velocities, that is, an average motion
of recession shown by all spectral types, but especially

by type B, where it amounts to 4 km. /sec, is discussed.

More than half of this is removed by adopting newly
determined wave-lengths for the lines of oxygen,
nitrogen, silicon and helium that were used ; it is

further pointed out that certain lines formerly used
were double, and therefore unsuitable. A small residual

recession may be due to the Einstein effect. Work
on the proper motions of the red stars has shown that
these are generally small in the case of types M and N ;

M stars have large radial velocities, they are there-

fore mainly giants, and very distant. The radial

velocities of type N stars are small, indicating that their

average mass is high. Both types give much the
same direction for solar motion as that generally

adopted.
Studies have also been made on the progressive

differences of spectra from type Bo to B8. In B8
the oxygen and nitrogen lines disappear, while a
number of enhanced metallic lines appear ; it is

anticipated that discussion of these facts may advance
the theory of ionisation, and our knowledge of the

constitution of matter.
The meridian observers seem to be worked very

hard ; they are on duty for a week at a time, and
observe time-stars at intervals not exceeding 6 hours,

besides circumpolars at both culminations. What
w-ould the advocates of an 8-hour day say to this ?

The object is to eliminate personality, but it is

found that when an observer is fatigued he observes

differently than he does when fresh. One of the
objects of this series of observations is to deter-

mine the laws of differential refraction both in Right
Ascension and Declination, and if possible to con-

nect it with the meteorological conditions. There
is little doubt that differential refraction is the cause
of the perplexing variations in time-determinations
from different observatories, and that its determina-
tion would mean a marked increase of accuracy in

meridian work.
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Research Items.

Bone Harpoons discovered in Yorkshirk.—In
I '122 Mr. A. Leslie Armstrong described in Man two
bone harpoons said to have been found at Hornsea,

I
West Yorkshire. At the Hull meeting of the British

' Association the harpoons were again exhibited, and
Mr. Sheppard, curator of the Hull Museum, ques-
tioned their authenticity on v-arious grounds. Tlie
matter having been brought to the notice of the
Council of the Royal Anthropological Institute, a

,
committee, consisting of Sir C. H. Read, Dr. A.
Smith Woodward, and Prof. Percy F. Kendall, was
appointed to investigate the matter. The report of
the committee is published in the April issue of Man.
riie members report that there is no evidence in the
olijects themselves that is conclusively against their
K'tnuineness : that the similarity of the barbs in the
two examples, though found 4 miles apart, points to
the conclusion that they are the work of the same
individual. " It is worthy of remark that at the time
the earlier find was made there was no available
I xample of a Maglemose harpoon." " Mr. Sheppard
iippears to have had strong grounds for doubting
the authenticity of the harpoons, but the evidence
1)11 which his judgment is based is no longer verifi-

able."

B.\Bv Clinic St.vtistics.—No. X. of the " Studies
in National Deterioration " (Cambridge I'niversity
I'ress, 156. ), forming a subsection of the series of
I 'tapers' Company Research Memoirs, is a thorough
analysis of data provided by a baby-clinic in a large
manufacturing town, carried out by Miss M. N.
' .\rn and Prof. Karl Pearson. The authors have

ide very full use of the method of correlation and
i' ach various conclusions of interest and practical
importance. Two of these may be noted. The first

is that there is a considerable if not very large (0-37-
0-43) correlation between the health of an infant at
birth and at the end of the first year, a result com-
patible with general biological considerations, incom-
patible with the catch word " all babies are born
healthy." The second is that although the use of a
l>al)y " comforter " is associated with ill health over
tlie full period of observation, the correlation is almost
iloubled when the health of babies under 14 days
old is correlated with use of a comforter. The most
plausible interpretation is that the delicate babies
are preferentially supplied with comforters rather
than that the comforter itself is an important cause of
ill health. Those readers who are not versed in the
correlational calculus will find the numerous dia-
grams helpful.

Bot.\nv in Indi.\.—The report for 1921-22 of
L Lieut. -Col. A. T. Gage, the director of the Botanical
Survey of India, directs special attention to the
appearance of Parts I. and II. of the " Botany of
Bihar and Orissa," by Mr. H. H. Haines. These two
parts contain the description of 76 families, from
the Ranunculaceffi to Cornaceae. Part IV. of the

llora of the Presidency of Madras," by Mr. J. S.
Gamble, has also appeared, containing the families
Kubiacea? to Ebenacese. The most interesting eco-
nomic de\elopment in progress appears to be the
promotion of cinchona planting in Southern Burma
under the superintendence of Mr. P. T. Ru.s.sell.

Cinchona seedlings were planted out in May 1921, on
a site near the Heinze river at an elevation of 1700
feet. Unfortunately this situation proved to be
apparently " the point of impact of the very arrow
head of the monsoon "

; during June, July and August
more than 240 inches of rain fell and more than half
the seedlings succumbed. The survivors have since
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I been growing very well, but it is proposed to recom-
mence operations farther south in the Tenasserim
Division of Burma, where the rainfall is both less in

amount and more evenlv distributed over the year.
The cultivation of Ipecacuanha has apparently com-
menced very successfully on an experimental scale in

Southern Burma, the temperature being more equable
in this climate than in the Eastern Himalayas where
this plant is grown.

Genetics and the History of Wheat.—The
Maine .\gricultural Experiment Station continues to
be prolific in genetic results, the chief contribution
being from Drs. Karl Sax and John W. Gowen. In
an important paper on sterility in wheat hybrids
{Genetics, vol. 7, p. 513), Dr. Sax continues his work,
in which it is shown that the three groups of wheat
species, namelv, the Einkorn, Emmer, and Vulgare
groups, have respectively 7, 14, and 21 chromosomes
as their haploid numbers. He has now investigated
the chromosome behaviour in various hybrids be-
tween these different groups and finds conditions very
similar to those obtained by Rosenberg, Gates, and
others in similar hybrids. In crosses between members
of the first two groups there are, for example, 7 bivalent
and 7 single chromosomes, the latter separating at
random when the former split. The origin of the tctra-

ploidand lie.xaploid conditions in wheat is also discussed.
Prof. Perci\al has shown that all three of the groups of

wheat can be traced back to prehistoric times, Einkorn
being grown in Central Europe in Neolithic times,

Emmer and Vulgare also being prehistoric in Europe,
and the former dating back to 5400 h.c. in Egypt.
All the groups are therefore of sufficient age for a
considerable evolution to liave taken place within
them. The higher numbers of chromosomes appear
to have arisen by duplication of the original set of

7 pairs. This would mean also duplicating the heredi-

tary factors present. Now in wheat, 14 different

characters are known to be dependent on one factor,

4 depend on two factors, while only the red grain

colour is represented by three independent factors.

Hence it would appear that in the polyploid wheats
most of these factors had arisen as mutations after

the origin of the tetraploid and hexaploid conditions.

Prof. Percival considers that the Vulgare (hexaploid)
group arose as a hybrid between Trilicum aegilops

and a member of the Emmer (tetraploid) group. The
study of the chromosomes is clearly of the greatest

importance in tracing the history of our cultivated
crops. The species of Avena (oats) show a similar

series of chromosome numbers. Polyploid wheat
hybrids produce small or wrinkled seeds. The endo-
sperm in a cross between tetraploid and hexaploid
forms mav contain 14 x 2 -I- 21 (

= 49) chromosomes or
21 X 2-1- i4( - 56) chromosomes according to which is

the male parent, as the female parent contributes two
nuclei. These unbalanced conditions result in ab-
normal development of endosperm.

Infection and Cytological Studies of Pi.asmo-

para.—In the Journal of the College of .Agriculture,

Hokkaido I'niversity, Sapporo, Japan, Vol. XL,
Part 3, Makoto Nishimura gives a description of the

methods of infection and of fertilisation of Plasmopara
Hahtedii Earlovv, parasitic upon Helianthus annuus
and other Composites in America. Although pub-

lished in Japan this work was carried out at Columbia
University under the guidance of Prof. R. A. Harper.

The most striking feature of the infection experiments

is the demonstration of zoospore infection through

the roots, the zoospores apparently penetrating the

middle lamellse in the absorptive region of the root.
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Oospores were freely formed b)' the fungus, especially

in the roots of the host, but also in stem and leaf,

and fertilisation was studied in properly fixed and
microtomed material. An interesting description is

given of a large " receptive pupilla " of the oosphere
which protrudes into the antheridial cell at first, in a
manner that recalls Murphy's description of fertilisa-

tion in Pythium erythroseptica. Afterwards this pro-

trusion is withdrawn and apparently its retraction

conducts the fertilisation tube from the antheridium
into the centre of the oosphere. One nucleus is dis-

charged through this tube into the oosphere from the
antheridium.

United States Geodetic Survey.—The annual
report of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey
for ig22 contains a long record of work accomplished
during the year. Hydrographic surveys were carried

out principally in the approaches to Chesapeake Bay,
off northern California, in the waters of south-east

Alaska, and the Philippine Islands. New charts, to

the number of 27, were published to cover all areas

for which adequate data were available. In some
areas, principally Alaskan waters, the production of

new charts is delayed until the primary triangulation

is completed. The aerial survey of the Mississippi

delta was finished and promises such favourable
results that an extension of this means of coastal

survey is projected. Outstanding features of the
geodetic work of the Survey were the completion of

the 1600-mile arc from Huntsville in Alabama to

Williams in Arizona by way of Memphis and Albu-
querque. This arc furnishes accurate positions in

seven states and crosses an area badly in need of

horizontal control. Work was continued on several

other arcs, including one from Dixon Entrance to

Wliite Pass, Alaska, which is part of a long arc from
Puget Sound, in which the Canadian Geodetic Survey
is co-operating. Good progress was made in precise

triangulation in Alaska. The Survey is co-operating
with a committee of scientific workers in making an
intensive study of earthquake phenomena. Mag-
netic work and tidal observations were extended
during the year. The director points out the need
for investigations on the Atlantic coast and par-

ticularly for the exploration of the Gulf Stream. He
urges also that oceanographical work should be
undertaken in the Atlantic outside the 100-fathom line

and in the Pacific beyond the looo-fathom contour.
Lastly, he emphasises the amount of wire-drag work
that must be done along the coasts in the interests of

navigation.

The Crumpling and Rifting of Earth-Blocks.
—Otto Baschin, of Berlin, in Die Naturwissen-
schaften for February 9, directs attention to what he
believes to be a hitherto unnoticed factor in the
tectonics of the earth's crust. He starts by the ad-
mission of considerable vertical movements of eleva-

tion and subsidence in the crust, and these are
probably of an order that Wegener's hypothesis
rejects. Baschin urges that a rising earth-block, as

it comes into a region with greater rotational velocity

than that in which it previously lay, becomes a
retarding influence in its new surroundings, and in

consequence exerts a pressure towards the west.
Similarly, a sinking block is an accelerating factor

and exerts a pressure to the east. If a continental
block sinks on the east side of a line running north
and south, and rises on the west, rifting may occur
along the line ; if it rises on the east and sinks on the
west, compression and axial folding are set up.
Other cases are of course considered, and the drifting
of blocks towards the equator {PolfluchI) is dis-

cussed.

The Laramie Problem of the Rocky Mountain.
—The coal-bearing beds of the Rocky Mountain
region have now been the subject of a considerable

literature, and in Professional Paper 130 of the U.S.

Geological Survey (Washington 1022), F. H. Knowlton
presents a useful review of the progress of what is

known as the " Laramie problem." In 1875 this

problem led Cope to the conclusion that there was no
alternative but to assume the possibility " that a
Tertiary flora was contemporaneous with a Cretaceous
fauna, establishing an uninterrupted succession of

life across what is generally' regarded as one of the
greatest breaks in geologic time." The term Laramie
itself arose out of the need for a non-committal term
for beds regarded by Clarence King, then at work
upon the exploration of the fortieth Parallel, and by
F. V. Hayden, busy with the survey of Northern
Colorado, as certainly conformable, although it was
regarded by King as Tertiary and by Hayden as

Cretaceous. Knowlton, having shown that the work of 1

Lee and himself makes clear the existence of an un- I

conformity in the midst of the coal-bearing so-called

Laramie rocks of Colorado and New Mexico, points

out that when their flora is studied in detail the

strata below the unconformity are Cretaceous, and
those above Eocene. This work, based upon a long

study of all the main collections of plants from these

strata, has been in progress since 1889, its publication

being delayed until its author was clear that the long-

standing problem was definitely in process of settle-

ment. The flora so carefully studied is not in itself

extensive, and the preservation of the plant im-

pressions in the soft friable sandstone is far from
perfect. The specimens are very fully described,

and are figured in 28 plates, some pen drawings, and -

photographs.

Osage Oilfield, Wyoming.—The Osage Oilfield,

Weston County, Wyoming, was developed as the

result of the chance striking of oil on land adjacent

to the Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy Railroad in

1919, and there sprang into existence, within a year

after this discover^', a town having a population

of more than 1500 persons, possessing well-built

roads and buildings in addition to the usual field

equipment in connexion with the production of

petroleum and its products. During the same
period more than 200 wells were drilled, pipe-lines

were laid, and a refiner>- with a capacity of 500
barrels of oil per day was established. According to

investigations by A. J. Collier, published as a

bulletin of the United States Geological Survey
(No. 735-D), in 1921 the Osage field had an average
daily output of 550 barrels of oil ;

several gas wells

were giving collectively 500,000-1,000,000 cubic feet

of gas per day, and some eight or nine flowing wells

yielded a good supply of water (a characteristic

feature of this part of the State). Production of

oil was maintained during that year from about
100 good wells. Stratigraphically the rocks belong

essentially to the Cretaceous sj'stem and are of

typical Rocky Mountain region facies. The Colorado

group, containing the Newcastle sandstone, is the

important series of deposits from the point of view
of petroleum production. Structurally the field is

related to the Black Hills uplift lying to the N.E.,

and the general dip of the rocks is to the S.W., at

about 5° where normal. Minor corrugations in what
is otherwise a simple monoclinal structure determine
the presence of local anticlines and of the oil. The
oil-pools are formed by moderately porous sand-

stones (about 19 per cent, average porosity) occurring

as lenses within the shale formations, and the oil

itself is of a light olive-green colour, low specific

gravity, and high petrol content.
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Climatic Continentality and Oceanity,

By L. C. \V. BoNACiNA.

"M'OT much less important among the geographical
-'^ factors which determine cHniate than latitude

and altitude, is the relative distribution of land and
sea, or, in short, continentahty versus oceanity, and
in view of the somewhat large class of students who
encounter this aspect of climatology it seems desirable

to direct attention to a couple of German maps which
have recently appeared indicating the distribution of

continentality over the globe as a whole and over
Europe in detail {Peteriimuiis Mitteilungen, June 1922,
R. Spitaler after G. Swobodna).

It is possible to represent the mean or normal
temperature of a particular latitude at any time of

the year in an equation involving, also, the intensity
of insolation and the relative distribution of land and
water in the neighbourhood ; and therefore it comes
aliout that there is a means of seeing how the tempera-
ture of a given point in summer, winter, or the year
as a whole, compares, on one hand, with full " con-
tinentality " such as would uniformly prevail over a
hemisphere covered entirely with land, or, on the
other hand, with full " oceanity " such as would
( liaracterise an entire water hemisphere. The maps
in (juestion are based upon the annual range of air

temperature between January and July, but are not
quite the same thing as simple maps of equal annual
range would be, because the annual range is to some
extent affected by differences of latitude which are
allowed for in the relationship just referred to.

Taking full " continentality " as 100, and full
" oceanity " as o (zero " continentality "), lines of
equal percentage value are drawn- across the entire

map of the world except the inter-tropical belt,

uncertainty for which attaches to the fact that the
significance of the seasons is not the same as it is in

extra-tropical latitudes.

There is a large area in the interior of North
America with i)o per cent, continentality, the Sahara
region and much of Western Asia with 100, and a
considerable portion of Eastern Asia suffering from
a super-continentality amounting to as much as 130.
''~'iis is explained by the abnormal winter cold of

nlral Asia, due to a certain type of atmospheric
' iiculation set up over this great land-mass, which
results in a local degree of continentality greater than
'at proper to a uniform land hemisphere. A high

_;ree of continentality also prevails over the land-
ked North Polar basin where the ice-covering
^es the percentage of the Arctic Ocean to near too.

the other end of the scale we find 5 per cent. (95
1 cent, oceanity) over that part of the North
lantic between Iceland and Norway, and o (full

o.eahity) over much of the oceanic areas in the
S 'uthern Hemisphere, while local regions in the South

' ific and tlic Southern Ocean, under a special trend
-.ea and air currents, experience a slight degree of
;'or-oceanity amounting to -5 per cent, on the
itinentality scale (105 oceanity). In consequence
the circulation of the atmosphere there are regions
ere continentality trespasses upon the sea, e.g. the

. ellow Sea and Sea of Okhotsk with 70 per cent., and
« liere oceanity invades the land, e.e. England and
1 ranee with 20 to 45 per cent., values actually lower
than that of the land-locked Mediterranean Sea,
« hich averages about 45 per cent.

It is clear, therefore, that these maps show some-
thing more than the simple effect of local land and

influences upon the annual range of temperature,
1 it would have been instructive to have a carto-
i|)hical representation of this effect as well, un-
iiplicated by the effect due to the transference of
ntinental and oceanic conditions beyond their
-|)ective domains. If one turns, for example, to
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the more detailed map of Europe, there is 10 per cent,
continentality .Tlong the west coasts of Ireland and
Scotland, and the 50 per cent, line, marking the
boundary between the " continental " and " oceanic "

parts of the continent, driven back by the prevailing
Atlantic winds to the longitude of eastern Germany
except for outliers around Spain, Switzerland and
Sweden. Even the neighbourhood of London, the
most continental portion of the I'nited Kingdom, has
a percentage no higher than 27, and the generally low
value, about 25 per cent, for England as a whole
with a position fairly well balanced as between land
and sea, immistakably reflects the dominating
influence of the prevailing oceanic winds. There can
be little doubt, indeed, that if the south-east of
England were normally controlled by a stagnant
contracyclonic system of circulation allowing more
local temperature controls to gain the ascendant, the
continentality would rise to near 50 per cent., and to
near 75 per cent, if the prevailing winds were con-
tinental east winds instead of the actual oceanic west
winds. This conclusion is strongly supported by the
high degree of continentality, about 70 per cent.,
which prevails on the east coast of the (inited States
in consequence of the westerly circulation from the
interior of the continent.

Instructive as these German maps are, they do no
more than touch the fringe of the subject inasmuch
as there are other criteria by which thermal con-
tinentality may be judged, namely, diurnal range of
temperature and the magnitude of irregular devia-
tions from the normal, both of which run roughly,
but not exactly, parallel with the .seasonal or annual
range above considered. It could be shown, for
example, that in relation to the inland parts of
England the east coast is somewhat more " con-
tinental " according to annual range than according
to diurnal range of temperature. This is because the
short-period range between day and night is more
definitely influenced in the long run by local distance
from the sea, whereas the seasonal range of tempera-
ture is more markedly affected bv continental types
of weather, transporting summer heat or winter cold,
on the east coast than it is farther west.

Interesting, too, is the study of continentality from
the point of view of deviations of particular seasons
from the normal, and here a striking lesson is afforded
by the climates of London and Paris. The French
capital on the average of a long series of years is
2° F. colder than the English in January and 3° F.
hotter in July, the greater difference in summer being
apparently due to the more southerly latitude, which
would work with the continentality difference in the
warm season but against it in the cold. 'S'et it is

during occasional periods of severe cold that the more
violent continentality of Paris is so emphatically
demonstrated. The month of December, 1879, was,
on the continental mainland, one of unparalleled
rigour, the mean temperature day and night for the
entire month in Paris being so low as iS'^ F., or some
20° below the normal. But the coldest December
ever recorded in London, that of 1890, a month of
appalling gloom and as cold as any winter month
that has occurred since the establishment of records,
had a mean temperature not lower than 29° F.,

or only 10" below normal, while the same month
in Paris was 12° below, or only less cold than 1879.
There are many similar instances of wider departures
from the normal on the other side of the Channel.

I'acts of this kind constitute an obtrusive aspect of
climate, but they are apt to be eclipsed in the common
practice of limiting one's studies to means and
averages.
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Discovery of Marine Beds at the Base of

MOST of the papers recently published in the
Records of the Geological Survey of India

naturally take the form of shading with details the
general outline previously known. Some of the results

published in the last general report of the director
(Records, Geological Survey of India, vol. 54, Part i)

are, how^ever, of special interest as showing that some
of the previously accepted outlines need reconsidera-
tion. We have space to notice only one of them at
this stage, and that because the director's announce-
ment may not be superseded for some time by a
more detailed description.

Among the results hitherto regarded as final

has been the conclusion that the Peninsula of India
has never been submerged beneath the sea since early
Pateozoic times, except for narrow strips extending
not far from the present coast lines. Towards the end
of 1921, however, the discovery by Mr. K. P. Sinor of
a very thin marine bed at the base of the Lower
Gondwana system, on the small coalfield at Umaria in

the Rewah State of Central India, suggested a review
of the previously accepted view regarding the stability

of the peninsular Horst. Early last year, after this

discovery had been reported to the director of the
Geological Survey of India, a field collector was
deputed to obtain further specimens, and these
included, besides Productus, a species of Spiriferina

related to and probably identical with Spiriferina
cristaia var. octoplicata.

This discovery thus unexpectedly provides evidence
of the fact that the sea in Carboniferous times tres-

passed on to the continent of Gondwanaland farther
than was previously suspected ; for the Umaria
coalfield is some 500 miles from the present west coast,

400 miles from the east coast, and 400 miles from the
marine formations which lie away to the north of
the crystalline axis of the Himalayan range. In
view of the fact that portions of the western States
of Central India and the northern parts of the Bombay
Presidency were invaded by the sea just before the
outflow of the great Deccan trap early in Cretaceous
times, one is tempted naturally to regard marine
trespass from the west as the most natural line of

the Gondwana System in Central India.

advance and subsequent retreat ; but there is a
possibility also that this Productus bed in Rewah
records the spread southward of the Permo-Carboni-
ferous sea which left thick masses of Productus lime-
stone in the Punjab, Kashmir, end Tibetan plateau.
The discovery is thus one of very great interest

to students of geomorphology ; but though doubtless
the basal (Talchir) rocks of the Gondwana system will

now be searched afresh with renewed hope, the
chances of finding further evidence are remote. The
coal seams of peninsular India all lie above the
Talchirs, and mining operations naturally are not
carried below the coal beds for purely scientific

objects, while it is only around the edges of the coal
basins that narrow strips of the underlying Talchirs
occasionally peep out. The surface is fairlv flat—

a

soil-covered peneplain which is lapped over on its

northern margin by the mantle of Gangetic alluvium
of unknown thickness.

Some years ago this discovery would have had a
double interest ; for the problem of correlating the
great freshwater Gondwana system with the standard
stratigraphical scale was the occasion of some contro-
versy due to differences of opinion which naturally
follow indirect inferences from homotaxis. But
twenty years ago characteristic members of the Lower
Gondwana Glossopteris flora were found associated
with Productus beds in Kashmir, whither presumably
they were carried hy one of the rivers then running
from Gondwanaland into the great Eurasian ocean
known to geomorphologists as Tethys. The base-line
thus became definitely established and at a level in

the vertical scale near that which W. T. Blanford and
others had advocated from indirect evidence many
years before. Blanford lived long enough to hear
of the Kashmir discovery, which proved that in the
Indian region the Productus marine fauna and Glos-
sopteris land flora were contemporaneous. What
polemics would have been saved, probably, if he had
surveyed the Central Indian instead of the economic-
ally more important eastern coalfields, and had thus
been able to start from a recognisable stratigraphical
base line on the Peninsula itself.

The Calcutta School of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene.

''PHIS teaching and research institution was
-' opened two years ago, and an account of its

work is given in a paper by one of the staff. Major
Knowles. The laboratory has four floors with
220 feet of north light and a shorter wing at right

angles to the main front, while the special hospital

for tropical diseases has more than 100 beds, both
having been constructed and partially endowed at a
cost of about 120,000/., nearly two-thirds of which
were raised by the founder. Sir Leonard Rogers, and
by Major Knowles. The staff of whole-time pro-
fessors and research workers now numbers thirty-

three, special laboratories and investigators being
provided for kala-azar, dysenteries, ankylostomiasis,
leprosy (for which a separate institute is to be built

opposite the school at a cost of another 20,000/.),

diabetes and filariasis, all in addition to the teaching
staff of the school. The departments now number
seventeen, three or four sections commonly combining
on one research under the director, Col. J. W. D.
Megaw, thus furnishing the team work so essential

to success.

The teaching is purely post-graduate, the number
admitted being limited to 50 by strict selection.

The course for the diploma in hygiene lasts nine
months and that in tropical medicine six months,

against four in the Liverpool and three in the London
School of Tropical Medicine. After an hour's clinical

work in the hospital, a lecture is given illustrated

by numerous lantern slides, epidiascope pictures, and
cinematograph films. This is followed by practical
work in the class-rooms for the rest of the day illus-

trating the same subject, after which that lecturer is

free for the rest of the week for research and prepara-
tion for his next class.

In the short time the Institution has been open,
important work has been published, or is in the press,

on the pathology and treatment of leprosy by Muir ;

on the diagnosis by a new test and the treatment
of kala-azar by Napier ; on the differentiation of
chronic dysenteries by the reactions of the stools by
Knowles and Napier ; on the poisonous amines of
dysentery and cholera bacilli, and also in lathyrism
and epidemic dropsy by Acton, Chopra (professor
of pharmacology), and S. Ghosh (chemist). Tropical
skin diseases are being closely studied with the help
of the full-time artist and the photographer of the
school. Every case admitted is worked out clinically

and microscopically by all the sections concerned, and
careful records are kept. This cannot fail in due time
to result in important additions to our knowledge of
tropical diseases in view of the unrivalled clinical
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material available in the special hospital and in the

600 additional beds of the adjacent Medical College
group of hospitals.

The new Institution is evidentlj' destined to take
a leading place in scientific medical research and
teaching in the British Empire.

Virus Diseases of Plants.

TJ UM.W pathology has naturally had first claim
'^ -^ upon the services of the investigator of

disease, but a study of plant diseases is probably
equally essential to human progress, and tlie timely
review in Science Progress (No. 67, January 1923),
by Dr. E. J. Butler, director of the Imperial Bureau
of Mycology, bears elociuent witness to the great
activitv with which the special problems of plant
pathology are now being attacked. It was only
towards the close of the last century that the pro-
pagation of disease in plants was shown to be effected

in some cases by a filterable virus, but since then
facts and theories as to virus transmission have
followed in rapid succession from various Continental
and .Vmerican laboratories. Verj' few observations
have so far come from British laboratories, and it

may be hoped that the very comprehensive and
critical review presented b)- Dr. Butler will direct

more attention to this fascinating field of work.
Manv obscure conditions prevailing among growing

plants should receive elucidation as a result of investi-

f;ation into this problem, while the facilities the
plant provides for experimental work may enable
the whole mechani.sm of transmission by a virus to

be submitted to a very critical analysis. For more
than a centurv it has been known that in certain

cases of variegation, if a branch bearing variegated
L;reen and white foliage be grafted upon a plant of
1 he same species with normal green foliage, the
\ariegated habit will slowly extend to the branches
formerly bearing normal green leaves. This type
of " infectious chloro.sis " is still of obscure origin,

and in this case, as with the curious " peach yellows,"
investigated in the United States, and in the " spike

"

disease of the sandalwood tree in India, grafting

appears to be the only artificial method of trans-

mission. .\11 these puzzling abnormalities, varying
from innocuous variegation to serious diseases such
IS the " spike " disease, which threaten to extinguish

.1 profitable crop, may receive elucidation through
the study of virus diseases more amenable to ex-
perimental treatment.
Among the diseases suitable for investigation,

perhaps the best known are the " mosaic " diseases,

so called from the patchy discoloration they usually
produce upon the plant surface. Tobacco mosaic
provides a remarkable case of transmission by a
highly infectious virus which has been very thoroughly
examined by H. .\. AUard in the United States. In
this case, if the hairs upon an infected plant are
carefully cut with a sterile scissors, infection may
follow if the hairs upon a healthy plant are then
• ut with the contaminated scissors. Originally
onsiderable support was given to a theory that the
infectious principle in tobacco mosaic was enzymic
in nature, but Allard showed that, although ultra-

microscopic, the infectious substance could be
(moved from the expressed plant juice by filters

I hat left the oxidase activity of the juice practically

unimpaired. However, the strongest argument in

favour of an organism is furnished by dilution

experiments in which the e.xpressed juice, diluted to
I in 10,000, still retains infectious properties. One
of the most puzzling properties of the tobacco virus
is its extraordinary stability to chemical reagents
usually very toxic to living protoplasm and its

resistance to relatively high temperatures. In the
absence of any information as to the life-history
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of the invisible parasite it is impossible to correlate
this resistance with any special growth form.
The invisibility of the organism sets an upper

limit to its size in accordance with the resolving
powers of the microscope ; experiments with bacterial
filters, in view of their tendency to clog, do not
permit a lower limit of size to be assigned w-ith

confidence, while, on the other hand, the way in

which a mycetozoan Plasmodium w-ill filter through
a cotton-wool plug, cleaning itself from ingested
food particles in the process, suggests caution in

considering passage through a filter a proof that the
natural diameter of the organism is smaller than
that of the pore of the filter.

Although a filterable virus was first demonstrated
as a cause of disease in the case of the tobacco
mosaic, plant pathology is not so far advanced in

its study of the organism as human pathology.
One great difficulty is that the culture of the

organism outside the plant has so far proved im-
possible ; in this respect these are as confirmed patho-
gens as the well-known group of rust fungi. Some of

the virus diseases, as potato leaf:roll, net necrosis
of the tuber, etc., seem to propagate only within a
special tissue, the phloem. This is worthy of con-
sideration when attempts are made to cultivate the
organism on artificial media, as the phloem is relatively

alkaline in reaction and both cell walls and contents
are probably very distinctive in chemical composi-
tion.

Many of these virus diseases are propagated by
insects^ and Dr. Butler discusses critically the
evidence which has been brought forward to explain
the greater success of transmission when the plant
cuticle is pierced by the insect rather than by needle
or knife. One interesting possibility is the need for

a necessary part of the life cycle of the pathogen
to be completed in the insect carrier, but more work
is also required upon the natural healing of punctures
caused by insects and by instruments. The manner
in which some aphids are also alleged to puncture
always in the neighbourhood of the phloim also

provides a very interesting problem for further
observation and experiment.
One interesting result of this work is the consider-

able significance it gives to the aphis as a carrier of
plant diseases. At the International Potato Con-
ference held under the auspices of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society in November i<j2i, Mr. A. D. Cotton
pointed out how the recent work of yuanjer in

Holland and Schultz and Folsom in the States
emphasised the importance of the relative intensity

of aphides and possibly other insects in the propaga-
tion of leaf-roll. This disease, which is of very
great economic importance, seems to spread from
plant to plant chiefly in districts where the aphis-
attack is general early in the season. As a result,

the disease is transmitted very extensively in the
warmer English counties, while in the Northern
Scottish counties its spread may be little or nil,

coincident apparently with the relative absence or
late development of aphis infestation. This is very
suggestive in relation to the proved value of Scotch
seed-potatoes, and this important problem alone,

with the new light it throws upon the principles to
follow in seed-selection, w-ould justify the extensive
exploitation of this comparatively new field of
scientific investigation.
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University and Educational Intelligence.

Aberdeen.—Mr. W. G. Mackinnon has been
appointed assistant in geology in succession to Miss
Margaret Smith, resigned.

Liverpool.— On March 2 a new building com-
prising five chemical laboratories was opened by Lord
Haldanc as an extension of the University. Three
floors are devoted to inorganic and two to organic
chemistry, with extensive provision for research work.
The building forms part of a scheme outlined before

the War, which will require a further sum of 175,000/.

for completion.

London.—The following doctorates have been
awarded :

—

Ph.D. in Science : Mr. R. J. Ortlepp, of

the London School of Tropical Medicine, for a thesis

entitled " Studies on Helminthes Parasitic in Terres-

trial Vertebrates,'-' and Miss W. A. Leyshon, an ex-

ternal student, for a thesis entitled " Forced Oscilla-

tions in Self-maintained Oscillating Circuits."

A number of free public lectures and courses

of lectures by distinguished men of science has
been arranged for this term. At University College,

Sir Thomas Holland will deliver three lectures on
" Phases of Indian Geology "

; Prof. G. N. Lewis,

professor of chemistry in the I'niversity of California,

three lectures on " The Structure and Behaviour of

the Molecule "
; and the following lectures by well-

known Dutch scientific workers :
" The Electric

Charge of Colloids," by Prof. H. R. Kruyt,' professor

of organic chemistry in the University of Utrecht, on
May 8 ;

" The Rotation of the Earth and its Influence

on Optical Phenomena," by Prof. H. A. Lorentz,

professor of physics in the University of Haarlem, on
May 17, in addition to a course of three lectures,

commencing June 4, on " Problems in Relativity."

Other lectures at Ihiiversity College include three by
Mr. W. Macnab on " Some Scientific Principles of

Chemical Industry," three by Prof. G. Dawes Hicks
on " Kant's Theory of Beauty and Sublimity," one by
Prof. C. Spearman on May 25 on " Psychology as a
Career," and one by Prof. W. M, Flinders Petrie on
May 17 on " Receirt Discoveries in Eg^'pt."

At King's College, there is a course of three lectures,

on ' Ethics and the Philosophy of History," prepared

by the late Prof. E. Troeltsch, professor of philosophy

in the I'niversity of Berlin ; and four lectures on the

tercentenary of the birth of Blaise Pascal by Prof.

H. Wildon Carr.

Other lectures arranged under the auspices of the

University are : three lectures by Dr. P. Giles at

the School of Oriental Studies on " The Aryans," and
a lecture, on May 7, at the Imperial College of

Science, by Prof. W. de Sitter, professor of astronomy
in the University of Leyden, on " Problems of

Fundamental Astronomy."
Notice of the lectures will be given from week to

week under the heading " Public Lectures " in

N.\TURE.

It is stated in the British Medical Journal that

Dr. J. S. Anderson has been appointed to the chair

of medicine at the University of Hong Kong. Dr.

Anderson had a distinguislied career at the University

of Glasgow, and afterwards joined the stafl of the

Helminthological Department of the London School

of Tropical ^Iedicine.

.\ PRELIMINARY announcement has been issued

regarding the University of Geneva Summer School
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to be held on July i6-September i. In addition to
the usual courses in modern French language and
literature and lectures on current international
problems (including the projects and achievements of
the League of Nations, the International Labour
Office, the Red Cross, etc.), there will be, for advanced
students only, laboratory and iield work in botany
under the direction of Prof. Chodat at La Linnea
(altitude 5600 feet) in the Mont Blanc district, and
field geology and mountain chmbing under the
direction of Prof. Collet in the Mont Blanc, Jungfrau,
and Matterhorn regions. Among the lecturers at
the Summer School last year were professors of
the Universities of Geneva, Paris, Bonn, Vienna,
Christiania, Turin, and Washington, and of Dart-
mouth College (U.S.A.). Detailed information can
be obtained from the Swiss Legation.

Prof. E. W. Scripture, formerly of Yale Univer-
sity and latterly engaged in carrying out investigations
in London, has been appointed honorary professor of
experimental phonetics in the University of Vienna.
The appointment is significant alike of the growing
importance of the subject, of the revival of this Uni-
versity after the devastation caused by the War, and
of the movement discernible in the universities of the
world as a whole towards such an interpenetration in
disregard of international boundaries as was charac-
teristic of the universities of the middle ages. Prof.
Scripture was one of the pupils of the Abbe Rousselot,
who was a pioneer in a field of knowledge the scientific

exploration of which had scarcely been attempted
when the Abbe began his researches thirty years ago.
Recently it has yielded results of such immediately
practical importance that it is receiving greatly
increased attention. Prof. Scripture himself claims
to have discovered that phonetics provides an efficient

means of diagnosing earlier than would otherwise be
possible, and thereby giving opportunities for the
application of curative treatment to, general paralysis

and disseminated sclerosis ; also that the study of

speech records of epileptics points to a revision of the
hitherto accepted theory of the essential nature of

this disease.

We have received from the Universities Bureau of

the British Empire a list of students from the King's
Dominions Overseas and from foreign countries en-

rolled for the current session in universities and
university colleges of the United Kingdom. It

affords material for some interesting statistical com-
parisons. The total number, 4131, shows a decrease
of 8 per cent, compared with the total for the pre-

vious session (1921-22). In the following analysis

showing the numbers of students from the several

continents and countries, the corresponding figures for

ig2i-2 2 are given in brackets wherever markedly
different: Africa 1171. .\merica 764, Asia 1401 (1576),
Europe 542 (645), Australia and New Zealand 250
(280) ; Egypt 298, including 67 at Birmingham and 81

at London; South Africa and Rhodesia 303, including

82 at O.xford, 43 at Cambridge, 336 at London, 142

(178) at Edinburgh, and 76 (95) at Dublin ; Canada
and Newfoundland 157 (200), including 60 (87) at

O.xford ; South America 73 ; U.S.A. 402, including

224 at Oxford; West Indies and Bermuda 120;
China 119 (143); India, Burma, and Ceylon, 1094
(1240), including 175 at Cambridge, 335 (446) at

London, 150 (170) at Oxford, 137 (173) at Edinburgh,
loi (65) at Glasgow

; Japan 51 (73), France 52,

Russia 91, Switzerland 43 (61), other countries of

Europe 356 (431). In Nature, March 3, p. 308, we
gave similar statistics regarding students in the United
States and in Switzerland.
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Societies and Academies.

London.

British Mycological Society, March 17.—A. S.

Home and H. S. Williamson : The morphological
and physiological characteristics of two new species

of Eidamia were described and compared with those
of E. acremonioides, the only species previously
included in the genus. One species obtained from
oak wood is strongly acidophile and causes coloration
of the wood ; the other, isolated from decaying
apples, is capable of causing rot in Bramley's seedling

apple when kept under ordinary storage conditions
or at a constant temperature of 1° C.—M. H. Carre and
A. S. Home : Various fungi were grown in soluble
pectin of a high degree of purity extracted from
apples. Certain fungi utilise the pectin with pro-
duction of acidity (Botrytis, Diplodia cacaoicola),

others break it down completely with the production
of sugar (Eidamia from apple), while some are
apparently incapable of growth in pectin.—A. S.

Home and H. M. Judd : The Eidamia from apple
grown in sugar solutions exhibits different reactions

according to the sugar used, as evidenced by the
odour (of coconut oil), liquid coloration, and rate

of growth (on plates). The reactions appear to
show a definite relation to the configuration of the
sugars concerned.—H. S. Williamson : The species

of Eidamia from oak caused the production of a
yellow colour in seasoned wood. This colour was
reproduced when normal oak was inoculated with
conidia of the fungus, and was found to be partly
due to the colour of the conidia and partly to a yellow
refractive substance produced in the metabolism of

the fungus and accumulated in some of the cells

of the wood.—J. S. Bayliss Elliott and O. P. Stansfield :

The life history of Polythrincium Trifolii. The
Hyphomycete stage is followed by a pycnidial stage.

After the pycnidial stage reaches maturity the
clover leaves wither. It was found possible to
obtain further development by placing the leaves

between glass cover-sUps placed between ivy leaves

buried in soil in plant pots in the open. The perfect

form is not a species of Phyllachora as has usually
been supposed, but Dothidella.—J. Ramsbottom :

The correspondence between M. J. Berkeley and
C. E. Broome preserved in the National Herbarium
covers a period of more than forty years, and gives

a clear idea of the way in which the collaboration
between the two was carried on. It contains a
mass of biographical detail, particularly of Berkeley,
and gives a much better picture of the " Father of
British Mycology " than do the meagre and mis-
leading biographies which have so far been pubUshed.
—P. J. Alexander : The dates of appearance and
habitats of the Mycetozoa of Surrey. No month
is without a representative, and three-quarters of
the British species have been recorded for the
county.

Association of Economic Biologists, March 23.

—

Prof. E. B. Poulton, president, in the chair.—J. H.
Priestley : The causal anatomy of the potato tuber.
The potato haulm is angular with three leafy expan-
sions rising from the angles ; a primary endodermis
in the underground stem disappears in the region
where the leafy angles appear. The circular, un-
winged stem formation is a result of growth in

darkness. The formation of the tuber at the end
of the stolon coincides with the disappearance of
the endodermis and the appearance of cork in the
epidermal or subepidermal layer. The increase of
tissue in the tuber is due to the meristematic activity
both in the cortex and in the periphery of the pith.
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Earthing up potatoes may increase the stem area
from which tuberiferous stolons may arise, and
adequate moisture in spring with consequent vigorous
root pressure may favour the formation of stolons ;

tubers may be expected to arise upon the stolons

when the evaporation of water from the leaves
exceeds water supply from the roots.—E. R. Speyer
and O. Owen : The action of simple aromatic com-
pounds on the cucumber woodlouse (Armadillidium
speyeri, Jackson). Observations were made on the
effects due to contact, vapour, and mixing with the
soil at a concentration on M./ioo in 250 gm. of soil ;

/>-cresol and />-nitrophenol are less active than the
corresponding ortho compounds, and both nitro-

phenols are less active than phenol. One part
phenol in 750 parts soil is sufficient to kill all woodlice
introduced during a period of 20 days, and this time
corresponds with the disappearance of retardation
in germination of tomato seeds sown in the same
soil. Phenol and the cresols were the most active

compounds tested ; naphthalene disappears within

4 days of mixing with soil ; thymol, camphor,
hydroquinone, and a-naphthol act slowly.

Royal Microscopical Society (Industrial AppUcations
Section), March 28.—Mr. J. Leonard Spicer in the
chair.—S. R. Wycherley : Microscopy in the examina-
tion of manufactured paper. Paper is composed of

disintegrated vegetable fibres, their length, strength,
and breadth giving colour and durability. Linen
fibres give the strongest and toughest of papers,
and in their natural condition are tapered at the ends.

The fibres have nodes which often burst, and then
the fibres curl over and the hooks entangle one with
the other, knitting together. Tested with Herzbcrg
solution the result is brown coloration ; with zinc

chloride solution, claret coloration. Cotton fibres,

the main constituent of high-class writing papers,

are even and round with a number of twists along
the whole length. Wood fibres are merely fibres

of wood crushed or reduced to pulp : chemical
wood - pulp fibres are always longer and cleaner
than those of mechanical wood pulp. The fibres

are distinguished by their bordered pits ; they give

a low-grade paper. Esparto fibres are long, thin,

and smooth with a narrow canal, and there is always
a residue of seed hairs. A microscope will often
show whether the fibres have been too severely
treated by the beaters, and also whether a heavy
proportion of re-pulped paper has been used.

—

J. Strachan : The manufacture of papers for wrapping
and containing food-stuffs. Legislation is required
specifying the proper wrapping for particular foods.

Papers for this purpose are classified as follows :

Food-holders, such as the paper wrapper and the
paper container ; food-carriers, such as the bo.v,

the carton, and the fibre-board packing-case. The
paper bag is used both as holder and carrier. The
most important class of paper is that used in direct

contact with the food-stuff. The basic paper for

this should be a pure bleached cellulose, sterilised

during the process of manufacture. Chemical and
physical treatment of this base gives a variety of

papers for specific purposes, such as the exclusion
of colloids, moisture, and gases, or the retention of

oily matter and flavours.—H. B. Wrighton : Objec-
tives for metallurgy. The mounts should be of a
metal which will resist the strongly acid atmosphere
present in laboratories wheie analytical work on
metals is carried out, and the front lenses should
be protected against damage by accidental contact
with metallic specimens. Glasses and cements used
must be of a permanent character, as considerable
heat is developed by the intense light used in the
photomicrography of metal specimens. The most
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suitable balance among the various optical corrections
differs somewhat from the one generally accepted
for the other branches of microscopy ; in particular,
flare should be reduced to the absolute minimum.
The requirements of metallurgical microscopy are
sufficiently distinct to justify the production of
objectives computed and designed specially for this

work.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, March 26.—M. G. Bigourdan
in the chair.—R. de Forcrand : Thallium hydroxide.
The usual method of preparing thaUium hydroxide
by precipitation of the sulphate with barj'ta is very
tedious, and liable to give an inipure product. A
better method is to treat thalUum ethylate, CjHj . OTl,
with water and starting with TIOH and TljO prepared
in this way, the thermochemical constants have been
redetermined.—M. Soula : Taylor's series having an
infinity of zero coefficients.—P. Noaillon ; A harmonic
function the gradient of which vanishes at infinity.—
Henri Chretien : Recording time, in figures, to the
thousandth of a second, with an electrically main-
tained pendulum. A description, with illustrations,

of a new recording chronograph of simple construc-
tion.—G. E. Beggs : The e.xact solution of problems
indeterminate statically by means of paper models.

—

M. Lafay : The possible use of the microphone to
facihtate problems of flight.—J. Trousset : Can the
observation of the planets furnish arguments for or
against relativity ? The author gi\'es reasons for
answering this question in the negative.—Paul
Mondain-Monval : The variation of heats of solution
with temperature. Details of experiments on heats
of solution of potassium, sodium, and ammonium
nitrates, potassium sulphate, and ammonium and
potassium chlorides at 0° and 18° C.—Th. Tommasina :

Contribution to the dynamo-kinetic theory of the
electron and the atom.—Georges Dejardin : The
critical velocities of the electrons in krj'pton and
the production of the spectra of this gas. An
account of work done with a tliree electrode tube
of an improved type. The ionisation potentials of
argon and krypton were found to be 15-2 +0-2 volts
and 12- 7 + 02 volts respectively : the double ionisa-

tion potentials were 340 volts and 28-25 volts.

Krypton, like argon, gives two spectra, details of
which are given.—Albert Portevin : The variations
of capacity accompanying the thermal treatment of
hollow steel bodies. Study of the influence of the
tempering temperature, rate of cooling, and hardness
of steel on the changes of capacity of steel shells.

—

L. J. Simon and M. Frejacques : The methylating
and sulphonating action of methyl sulphate on
phenols in the absence of water. Tliis reaction is

very complicated. With phenol at least eight sub-
stances are present : methyl ether, anisol, phenol
and anisol sulphonic acids and their methyl esters,

and methylsulphuric acid. The methods of separa-
tion are given.—A. Mailhe : A new preparation of
the tetrasubstituted ureas. The formamide of meth^'l-
aniline, CjHj . N(CH3)(COH), passed as vapour over
finely divided nickel at 38o°-400° C. gives sym-
metrical dimethyl-diphenylurea, CO(N(CH3)(C,H5)),.
That the method is of general apphcation is proved
by other examples.—F. Bordas and T. Touplain :

The denaturation of ethyl alcohol. The use of

alcohol as a constituent of a motor fuel requires a
cheaper denaturant, and one easily detected. The
use of methyl or ethyl borate is suggested.—P.
Gaubert : The liquid crystals of anisal-^^-amido-
azotoluene. A reply to some criticisms of G. Friedel.—M. Solignac : The tectonic of the plain of INIateur
and its approaches (Tunis).—F. Baldet : Contribution
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to the study of atmospherics. A method of searching
for and partially eliminating low frequency parasitic
currents of atmospheric or telluric origin.—Pierre
Dangeard : The vacuome in the pollen grains of
Gymnosperms. Application of the vital coloration
method (neutral red) to the study of tlie pollen
grains of Taxus baccata, Cephalotaxiis Fortunei,
Cupressiis Lawsonia, and Pinus Armandi.—Mile.
France Gueylard ; Intervention of the spleen in the
phenomena of adaptation to changes in salinity.

It is known that Gasterosteus aculealus can be trans-
ferred from fresh to salt water, and rapidly adapts
itself to the change of medium. It is shown that
change in the salinity of the medium results in.

changes in the spleen, the higher the proportion of
salt in the water, the greater the reduction in the
proportional weight of the spleen.—Marcel Duval
and P. Portier : The impermeability to urea of certaia
tissues of selacian fishes.—Jules Amar : The law of
vivireaction in biology and pathology. This law is

stated thus : any pathological or physico-chemical
act which tends to reduce the phenomena of organic
oxidation provokes, by a defence mechanism, a
relative increase of the pulmonary ventilation.

—

L. M. Betances : The specific differentiation of the
hematic cell in the Metazoa.—Andre Lwoff : The
nutrition of the Infusoria. Although, under natural
conditions, the nutrition of free infusoria is purely
phagocytic, it is possible, in a suitable medium, to
feed some species by means of dissolved substances.
—Boris Ephrussi and Andre Lwoff : The double
cyclic periodicity of the zone of division in Colpidium
colpoda.

Washington.

National Academy of Sciences (Proc. Vol. 9, No. I,

January).—H. W. Brinkmann : On Riemann spaces
conformal to Euclidean space. An w-dimensional
Riemann space can be "imbedded" in an (n+2)-
dimensional Euclidean space.—O. Veblen : Equiaffine
geometry of paths. A definition of volume which
generalises that used in Riemann geometrj' is derived.

—L. P. Eisenhart : Aftine geometries of paths
possessing an invariant integral.—J. R. Kline :

Closed connected sets which are disconnected by the
removal of a finite number of points.—R. S. Wood-
ward ; Some extensions in the mathematics of

hydromechanics. A development of some of the
equations used to describe fluid motion when
viscosity is taken into account.—P. D. McMaster
and P. Rous : Hydrohepatosis, a condition analogous
to h^'dronephrosis. Prolonged obstruction of the
bile duct in dogs causes distention of the duct and
of the gall-bladder with " white-bile," a colourless,

waterj' fluid. A pressure obstacle causes reduction
in total secretion and in the percentage output of

some of the substances secreted, as in kidney obstruc-

tion, though the distention caused is less marked.

—

H. Laugier and R. Legendre : Novocaine and curarisa-

tion. Novocaine causes morphological changes in

nerve fibre, and a solution (i in 10,000) in physiological

salt solution causes an increase in the intensity of

a suddenly established current necessary to provoke
visible muscular contraction, and decreases the
interval before response occurs.—F. G. Benedict and
E. G. Ritzman : Under-nutrition and its influence on
the metabolic plane of steers. Eleven adult steers

were fed for about 4* months on one-half their

original maintenance ration. Changes in body
tissue were measured by the carbon dio.xide output,

using a respiration chamber. .\t first there was
rapid reduction in li\-e-weight, due to changes in

intestinal ballast or fill ; afterwards there was slow
steady loss, due to drafts on body material ; and
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during the last few weeks the weights were practically

constant. The animals remained active, but the
pulse dropped from 44 to about 28. Maintenance
level of metabolism in control beasts was 2150 calories

per 24 hours per square metre of body surface ;

for the underfed animals it was 1475. On refeeding,

the animals rapidly regained weight and were readily
fattened. The energy value of the faeces remained
practically constant at 4-778 calories per gm. of

water-free substance under all feeding conditions.

—

C. G. Darwin : A quantum theory of optical dispersion
(see Nature, December 23, 1922, p. 841).—W. H.
Cole ; Circus movements of Limulus. The animals
were subjected to diffuse and non-directive illumina-
tion, and only one lateral eye was allowed to function.
In accordance with Loeb's tropism theorj', the
diameter of the circles traced out was inversely
proportional to the intensity of the light.

(Proc. Vol. 9, No. 2, February').—R. W. G. Wyckoff

:

On the hypothesis of constant atomic radii. Starting
from caesium dichloro-iodide, values have been
calculated for the " spheres of influence " or atomic
radii of several atoms. These values are compared
with the corresponding observed interatomic distances.
Many discrepancies occur, showing that it is not in

accord with experiment to assign a definite size to each
atom. In some groups of isomorphous compounds
composed of two kinds of atoms a law of constant
atomic radii appears to hold. In compounds of

different crystal structure, in which the manner of

arrangement of the atoms of one kind about those
of another (atomic environment) is different, the
interatomic distances are unlike.—A. Van Maanen :

Photographic determination of parallaxes with the
loo-inch reflector (Mount Wilson). Four fields

have been measured, including the helical nebula
(N.G.C. 7293). Using the parallax derived, +0058,
the object appears to have a diameter 375 times
that of the solar system.—H. Shapley : Light and
colour variations of Nova Aquilae 1918.4. The
nova was a star (lo-ii mag.) at least 30 years before
its discovery. Rise in brightness began on June 7,

1918, reached a maximum, at visual magnitude - 1-2,

in two days, when it was brighter than any star in

the sky except Sirius, and decreased four magnitudes
by June 25. Semi-periodic fluctuations occurred
until October, with decreasing brightness, and since
then it has continued to decrease until it is now
about magnitude 10.—E. H. Hall : A theory of
the Hall effect and the related effect for several
metals. When a magnetic field acts at right angles
to a current flowing along a thin strip of metal,
the equipotential hues are no longer at right angles
to the line of flow (Hall effect) and a transverse
temperature gradient is set up (Ettingshausen effect).

Analogous effects are obtained if heat is flowing
along the strip. The explanation offered assumes
that conduction implies the existence of two streams,
one of free electrons and the other of associated
electrons, which oppose each other.—F. B. Sumner :

Studies of sub-specific hybrids in Peromyscus. Three
different crosses between geographic races of deermice
were studied in respect of 1 7 quantitative characters.
The mean values for any character in the hybrid
is usually between the parental values. Means for
the two hybrid generations (F, and Fj) generally
agree. There appears to be a tendency towards
increase of variability which is not due to environ-
mental factors. Most of the elements of the total
sub-specific complex seem independent of each
other in inheritance, and no single character behaves
in obvious Mendelian fashion.—G. A. Miller : Sets of
conjugate cycles of a substitution group.—A. Carrel:
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Leucocytic secretions. Evidence was obtained of

the production of substances promoting growth
of homologous fibroblasts and destroying foreign

er>'throcytes, both in vitro and in vivo. This supports
Renaut's view that the function of the white corpuscles

of tlie blood is to bring nutritive substances to the

fixed cells of the tissues, and it also appears that they
can bring regenerative substances to injured adult

tissue. A foreign protein added to leucocytic cul-

tures increases the production of growth-activating
substances ; in vivo this may precede the production
of anti-bodies.—W. M. Davis : Drowned coral reefs

south of Japan. Some of the Riu Kiu and Benin
Islands are on the margin of the coral seas of to-day ;

they have no regular sea-level reefs, though their

shore-lines resemble those of the embayed islands

of the coral seas. The islands may have been pro-

tected by reefs while suffering erosion during a period

of greater emergence followed by relatively slow
submergence. Continued upward growth of the

protecting reefs has possibly been inhibited by
decrease of ocean surface temperature. A tempera-
ture high enough for the growth of the suggested

coral reefs may have been caused by the deflexion of

the North Equatorial current of the Pacific when the

ocean surface was lowered during the Glacial epochs.

Cai.cutt.\.

Asiatic Society of Bengal, March 7.—Lily Strick-

land-Anderson : Music and the Hindu Pantheon.

An attempt to apply the principle that Hindu
mythology represents a kinetic or fluidic and not a

static or concrete mode of thinking, to the Hindu
Pantheon, specially relating to music.—K. G. Sinha :

On some Maithili dramas of the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries. An attempt is made to explain

the nature and importance of the dramas as throwing

light on the development of Mithila art and culture.

—

C. V. Raman : (i) A theory of the viscosity of

liquids. An attempt is made to calculate the vis-

cosity of liquids theoretically on the basis of the

molecular hvpothesis. (2) The molecular xlotropy of

liquids. Tlie optical anisotropy of the molecules

evidenced by experiments on the scattering of light

is discussed, and an attempt is made to find how the

molecules influence each other's position and orienta-

tion.—N. Annandale : Bivalve molluscs injuring

brickwork in the Calcutta docks. A note on injury

done to brickwork by the boring mollusc Martesia

fluminalis and on other molluscs associated with it.

—

P. Bruhl and K. Biswas : On a new species of

Cylindrospermum from Bengal. Description of a

new species, Cylindrospermum doryphorum, sp. nova,

Briihl et Biswas. Comparison with known species.

—

L. Dudley Stamp and L. Lord : A preliminary note

on the ecology of part of the riverine tract of Burma.
The area dealt with embraces a zone of country on

either bank of the Irrawaddy river between Prome
and Yenangyaung, which covers more than 4000

square miles. The inter-relationships existing be-

tween the geological formations, soils, climate, and

the distribution of the vegetation are traced in detail.

The plant formations are classified into 13 groups and

the investigation revealed that climate, especially

rainfall, is really the main determining factor m the

development of any particular type of vegetation

within this region.—S. L. Hora : Zoological results of

a tour in the Far East. (Fish, Part I.) The first

pait of a report on a collection of fish from a maritime

lagoon connected with the Gulf of Siam which

contains water of very variable saUnity. Forty-eight

species of the Selachii and of seven teleostean orders
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are discussed. A new species of pipe-fish, and one of

Mastacembeius, are described and also a new colour

form of M. arnmtus.—B. Prashad : Revision of

Kobelt's nomenclature of the Indian Ampullariidae.

Official Publications Received.

South Australia: Department ol' Mines, Mining Review for the Half-

Year ended 30th June 1922. Compiled by Lionel C. E. Gee. Pp. 64.

(Adeliide.)

South Australia. Annual Report of the Director of Mines and
Government Geologist for 1921. Pp. 104-2 maps. (Adelaide.)

The Carnegie United Kingdom Trust. Ninth Annual Rpport (for the

Year ending 31st Dfcember 1922) submitted by the ExeL-utive Committee
to the Trustees on Friday, !'th March 1923. Pp. xii+03. (Edinburgh.)

Tlie Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and
Ireland. Vol. 52, July to December 1922. Pp. vi.+l.'il-324+ 12. (London :

Royal Anthropological Institute.) 158. net.

Ministry of Public Works, Egypt. Report on the Work of the Physical

Department for the Year ending 31st March 1922. By Dr. H. E. Hurst.
Pp. 22. (Cairo : Government Printing Office.) P.T. 5.

Regenwaarnemingen in Nederlandsch-Indie. Twee en Veertigste
Jaargang, 1920. Pp. vi + 123. Drie en Veertigste Jaargang, 1921.

Pp. iii + 123. (Weltevreden, Java : Landsdnikkerij.)

Annual Reports : The Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia for

the Year ending 30th November 1921. Pp. 74. (Philadelphia.)

Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia.

Vol. 74, 1922. Pp. iii+313-f-22 plates. (Philadelphia.)

Annals of the Missouri Botanical Garden. Vol. 9, No. 8, September.
Pp. 233-332. (St. Louis, Mo.) 1 dollar.

Library of Congress. Report of the Librarian of Congress and Report of

the Superintendent of the Library Building and Grounds for the Fiscal

YL-ar ending 30th June 1922. Pp. 209. (Washington : Government
Printing Otiice.) 50 cents.

Diary of Societies.

MONDAY, April 23.

Victoria Inptitute (at Central Buildings, Westminster), at 4.30.—Dr. D.
Anderson-Berry ; Occultism : at the liar of Phihjsophy and Rfliginn.

Royal Society of Mfdicine (General Meeting), at 6.— Sir Archibald
Garrod, Dr. F. J. Poynton, Dr. M. Cassidy, and Dr. A. F. Hurst:
Discussion on 'I'he /Etiology and Treatment of Osteo-arthritis and
Rheumatoid Arthritis.

Royal Colleoe of Surgeons of Enoland, at 5.—Prof. Shattock

:

Syphilis.

Institution of Mf.citanical Engineers (London Graduates' Section), at

7.—S. H. G. Warne ; Recent Steam-Wagon Progress, and a Suggested
Design.

Institotion of Electrical Enc.ineers (Informal Mpeting), at 7.—E. H.
Shaughneisy and others : Discussion on Practical Broadcasting.

Royal Institutk of British Architects, at 8.—W, G. Newton: The
Literature of Architecture.

RovAL Society of Arts, at 8. — E. Kilbuvn Scott : Nitrates from Air (3).

(Cantor Lectures.)
Faraday Society (at Chemical Society), at 8.—J. H. Shaxby and J. C.

Evans : The Properties of Powders—The Variation of Pressure with

Depth in Columns of Powders.—E. E. Walker: The Properties of

Powders. Part VI. The Compressility of Powders. Part VH. The
Distribution of Densities in Columns of Compressed Powder.—E. K.

Rideal : The Rate of Hydrogenation of Cinnamic and Phenylpropiolic

Acids.—A. Tatlel ; The Temperature of Maximum Density of Aqueous
Solutions.—L. Anderson : Note on the Coagulation of Milk by Acid.

Royal Society of Medicine (Odontology Section), at 8.—Dr. C. F.

Sonntag : Some Points in the Comparative Anatomy of the Mouth and
Tongue.—G. J. Harborow : A Case of Unerupted Incisors and Canines

in a Male aged 59.—B. Sprawson : The Vascular Supply of the Enamel
Organ of Felis domesticas.

RovAL Geooraphicai, Society (at JEolian Hall), at 8.30.-L. M. D.

Buxton : Inner Mongolia.

TUESDAY, April 24,

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—Sir Arthur Keith: Tlie

Machinery of Human Evolution (3). How New Features are Gained.

Royal Society of Medicine (Medicine Section), at 5.30.— Dr. C. Gouldes-

brough : Osteo-arthritisof the Spine.— Dr. H. L. Tidy : Glandular Fever

and Infective Mononucleosis,
Zoological Society OF London, at 5.30.—R. B. Murray: Exhibition of a

Giant Centipede from Trinidad, and Mounted Skins of Oil-birds.— Lt.-

Col. S. Monckton Copeman and Major E. E. Austen : Exhibition (with

photographs) of a unique British Dipteron, taken on Primrose Hill.—
Baron F. Nopcsa : The Origin of Flight in Birds.— E. C. Stuart Baki>r

:

Cuckoos' Eggs and Evtdution.
Institution of Civil Enojneers, at 6. —Annual General Meeting.
RovAL Photooraphic Society of Great Britain (Scientilic and
Technical Group), at 7.—Capt. J. W. Bampfylde: Photomicrography as

applied to the Iron-Carbon.

WEDNESDAY, April 25.

Royal Society of Arts, at 4.30.—Conference on the Milk Question.

—

Papers : Prof. R. S. Williams : The Arguments for maintaining an Open

Market for Fresh Milk.—Prof. J. C. Drumnioiid : Changes in the

Digestibility and Nutritive Value of Milk induced by Heating.—Dr. S. S.

Zilva : The EftVct of Heat on some PhysiologicJil Princiides in Milk.—
Capt. J. Golding and Mrs. A. T. R. Mattick ; A Demonstration of some
of the Chemical Changes in Milk on Heating to v;irious Temperatures.

ItovAL Microscopical Society (Industrial Apjilications Section), at 7.

—

C. Baker : Junior Engineer Metallurgical Microsrope and the Greoiiough

Binocular Microscope.—R. and J. Beck, Ltd. : New Research Outtit for

Metallurgical Work, including Microscope, Oamora, Optical Bench, etc.

—

Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd. : Projector and FuUolite Lamps.-
M P. Swift: Use of Dichroiscopes for the Identiticntion of certain Gem
Stones.—W. Watson and Sons, Ltd. : Petrological Microscopes.-At 8.

—

J. E. Barnard; The Manipulation of the Microscope in Industrial

Laboratories. Part L lUuminants and Illumination.—Dr. M. C. Stopes :

The Microscopical Examination of Coal in relation to Fuel Economy
and Elticiency.

British Psychological Society (Medical and Education Sections)

(at London Day Training College), at 8.—Drs. East, Burt, Shrubsall,

and Stoddart : Symposium on Delinquency and Mental Defect, to be

followed by a discussion.

THURSDAY, April 26.

Royal Institution or Great Britain, at 3.— Prof. J. T. MacGregor-
Morris : Modern Electric Lamps (1). Glowing Solids in vacuo (Tungsten
Lamps).

Royal Society, at 4.30.—Prof. T. R. Merton and R. C. Johnson : Spectra
associated with Carbon.—R. A. Watson Wattand Dr. E. V. Appleton : The
Nature of Atmospherics.—Prof. W. A. Bone, D. M. Newitt, and D. T. A.

Townend : Gaseous Combustion at High Pressures. Part III. The
Energy-absorbing Function and Activation of Nitrogen in the Combus-
tion of Carbon Monoxide.—Dr. I. Masson and L. G. F. Dolley : The
Pressures of Gaseous Mixtures.-W. R. Bousfield and C. Elspeth
Bousheld : Vapour Pressure and Density of Sodium Chloride Solutions.

—

Prof. F. A. Lindemanu and G. M. B. Dobson : A Note on the
Temperature of the Air at Great Heights.—Prof. G. H. Hardy and J. E.
Littlewood : Lindelofs Hypothesis concerning the Riemann Zeta-

function.
London Mathematual Society (at Royal Astronomical Society), at 5.

—

Grace Chisholm Young: The Solution of a Pair of Diophantine Equations
connected with the Nuptial Number of Plato.—H. W. Hichmond : (1)

The Electrostatic Field of a Plane Grating with Thick Rounded Bars
; (2)

Notes on the use of the Schwarz-ChristoHel Transformation in Electro-

statics.—E. G. C. Poole: The Discontinuous Motion produced in an
Infinite Stream by Two Plane Obstacles.—A. E. Ingham: Two Mean
Value Theorems concerning Hiemann's Zet.i-function.-A. E. Jolliffe : The
Inflexions oi the Non-singular Plane Quartic— R. Vaidynathaswami

:

Transversal Problems in Hyperspace.—T. Stuart: Certain Diophantine
Equations.—M. Riesz : Sur I't-quivalence dea cwrtaines m^thodea de
sommation.— K. Basu ; The Perturbations of the Orbit of the Valency-

electron in the Generalised Ilydrogen-unlike Atom.—Pandit Oudh
Upadhyaya: Cyclotomic Heptasection.

Child-Study Society (at Royal Sanitary Institute), at 5.30.—Annual
General Meeting.— At 0. — Dr. W. G. Sleight: Children's Taste in

Pictures.

Institution of Electrical Engineers, at 6.

—

Ij. Breach and H. Midgley:

The f)rive of Power Station Auxiliaries.

Society of Dyers and Colourists (London Section) (at Dyers* Hall,

Dowgate Hill), at 7.— L. G. Lawrie : Fur Dyeing.
Royal Society of Medicine (Urology Section), at 8.30-Clinical and

Pathological Evening.

FRIDAY, April 27.

Association of Economic Biologists (in Botany Theatre, Imperial

College of Science and Technology), at 2.30.—Dr. C. M. Wenyou : Some
Recent Observations on Pathogenic Protozoa of Plants and Animals.

—

(To be followed by a discussion.)

Royal Society of Medicine (Study of Disease in Children Section),

at 5.— (Epidemiology and State Medicine Section), at 8.—Dr. T. F.

Dewar : The Incidence of Venereal Disease in Scotland.

Physical Society of London (at Imperial CollegR of Science and

Technology), at 6.—Tlie Research Staff, General Electric Co., LUh:
The Analysis of Bubbles in Glass.— Dr. H. P. Waran : A Simple

Regenerative Vacuum Device, and some of its Applications.—Capt
H. Shaw and E. Lancaster Jones : Application of the Eiit vos Torsion

Balance to the Investigation of Local Gravitational Fields.—L. F.

Richardson: Demonstration of an ElectromagnRtic Inductor. — Dr.

F. LI. Hopwood : Demonstration of Experiment Illustrating Time-Lag
in Vision.

Royal Collehe of Surgeons of England, at 5.—Sir Arthur Keith :

Surgical Anatomy of the Foot.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers (infonnal Meeting), at 7.—

Adjourned Discussion on paper by A. E. L. Chorlton : The Use of Light

Alloys in place of Iron and Steel.

Junior Institution of Engineers, at 7.30.—J. Fearn : Stock Control.

Royal Photographic Society of Great Britain, at 8.—A. Watkins

:

Early British Trackways.
Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 9.—Prof. C. V. Boys : Measure-

ment of the Heating Value of Gas.

SATURDAY, April 28.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—Dr. L. L. B. Williams:

The Physical and Physiological Foundations of Character (1).

PUBLIC LECTURE.

WEDNESDA K, April 25.

Kino's College, at 5.30.—The late Prof. E. Troeltsch (by Dr. E. Barker)

:

Ethics and the Philosophy of History. (Succeeding lectures on May
2 and 9.)
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UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
The following Lectures have been arranged :

A Lecture on " Problems of Fundamental Astronomy " by Professor

W. DE SITTER (Professor of Astronomy in the Uni\'ersily of Leiden) in

the department of Physics, iMPERtAL CoLl.Et;F, OK SciKNCE and Techno-
LOGV, Imperial Institute Road, South Kensington, S.W., on Monday.
May 7, at 5.15 p.m. The Chair will be taken by the Astronomer-Royal
(Sir Frank Dyson. LL,D., F.R.S.).
A Lecture on "The Electkic Charge of Colloids" by Dr. H. R.

KRUVT (Professor of Physical Chemistry in the University of Utrecht) in
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Salary ^800 a year.

UNIVERSITY READERSHIP in Physics tenable at Guy's Hospital
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May ig and 16, 1923, respectively, by the Acadk.mic Rrc.istrar, ITniversity

of London, South Kensington, S.VV.y, from whom further particulars may
be obt.iined.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
The Senate invite applications for the ASTOR CHAIR of PURE

MATHEMATICS tenable at University College. Salary £1000 a year.
Applications (12 copies) must be received not later than first post on May 24,
1923, by the Acadf.mic Rkgistkar, University of London, South Ken-
sington, .S.W.?. from whom further p.trticular^ may be obt.nined.

TRANSLATIONS. BIBLIOGRAPHICAL

CHELSEA POLYTECHNIC,
CHELSEA, S.W.3.

Day and Evening Courses in Science under Recognised Teachers
of London University.

I. INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT.
Technical Courses in Analytical and Manufacturing Chemistry,
Pharmacy, Food and Drugs, A. I.C. Courses, Metallurgy, Assaying,
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ASTRONOMICAL AND MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS.
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Education and Science in the Civil Service

Estimates.

THE provision for Kducition, Science, and Art

for the year ending .March 31, 1924, in the Civil

Service Estimates continues to show reductions upon

previous years. Excluding Ireland, the expenditure

under these heads was 61,675,301/. in 1921-22 and

54,150,207/. in 1922-23. For 1923-24 the estimate

is 49,902,435/.—a sum which is less than the actual

expenditure of 1921-22 by 11,772,866/. This is an

enormous reduction, and however serious the economic

situation—and one must grant that the financial strin-

gency is still great—such a reduction cannot be viewed

with unconcern iiy those who have the real interest of

the country at heart.

It should be noted, however, that the estimates under

review include expenditure other than that upon school

education. They include the cost of national museums

and art galleries, as well as grants to scientific and

industrial research, and to universities and institutions

of university rank. The Board of Education estimate

is 41,934,047/., a decrease of 3,340,953/. ; while the

estimate of the Scottish Education Department is

5,922,995/., a decrease of 869,379/. These two re-

ductions together make up the major portign of the

proposed reduction of 4,247,772/. for the current

financial year.

It will be instructive to examine in more detail

some of the proposed expenditure. In the Board of

Education estimates the grant for elementary^ education

is put down at 33,069,100/., a reduction on last year

of 1,999,693/. and on 1921-22 of 3,929,613/. One is

moved to remark that if a reduction in this grant of

almost four millions in two years can be made without

detriment to the future efficiency of the nation, there

must have been something radically unsound in the

distribution of these grants in the past. If, however,

the future efficiency is seriously threatened by such a

reduction, then an apparent economy may well turn

out to be a real extravagance, -^gain, the estimate for

the grant for higher education is 7,315,520/., which

means a reduction of 707,055/. on last year's grant, or

of 1,462,910/. on that for 1921-22. It is clear that the

reductions in the grants for higher education are pro-

portionately much greater than for elementary educa-

tion and may well have serious consequences. In

particular, it would be difficult to justify the reduction

of 4000/. for technical colleges—and this in addition to

a reduction of 10,000/. in the previous year—and that

of 123,725/. for the training of teachers. On the other

hand, it was to be expected that the grant for the higher

education of ex-Service officers and men should auto-

matically decrease. Accordingly, 310,000/. is estimated

as compared with 1,015,000/. last year, with a corre-
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spending reduction of 7283/. in cost of administration

of this grant.

So far as the administrative staff of the Board of

Education is concerned, there seems to be little reduc-

tion in numbers. Apparently the reduction in the cost

of this service will depend mainly upon the fall in the

index figure of the cost of living, since the bonuses on

salaries are made with reference to it. One would

think that in view of the extensive reductions in the

grants to elementary and higher education, the estimate

of 356,982/. for inspection and examination, not-

withstanding a reduction of 26,061/., is higher than

necessary, and could be further reduced without

serious detriment. With one important exception,

reductions have been the rule rather than the ex-

ception ; the estimate for pensions to teachers is

2,400,000/., as against 1,860,000/. last year. This

increase of 540,000/. was expected, and no doubt

will be exceeded next year. With regard to this, of

course, one must take into consideration the contri-

bution of 5 per cent, of the teachers' salaries.

Under the head of Aid to Students, further reductions

are noticeable. Last year there was a reduction of

4500/. in the sum allowed for scholarships, studentships,

and exhibitions tenable at universities ; this year there

is a further reduction of 2000/. Similarly for students

at training colleges the total estimate for this year is

119,170/., as compared with 137,095/. last j'ear. The

total reduction in the grant in aid of students is 19,982/.,

and this comes as a further reduction upon a drop of

10,213/. last year. One cannot but feel uneasy at the

withdrawal of 30,195/. in two j'ears from a class of

students, presumably deserving, but unable to afford

the cost of a higher education.

The estimates contain some interesting " Notes
"

as to the further measures proposed for keeping down

the cost of education. The Board of Education defines

its attitude regarding the expenditure of local education

authorities which will be recognised for purposes of

grant. In 1922-23 this expenditure was not to exceed

62,450,000/. A later revision fixed the sum at

60,595,000/. This year the amount is limited to

58,902,000/., and of this total not more than 300,000/.

may be spent on the provision of meals. Higher

education fares no better. The total expenditure by

the local education authorities to be recognised by the

Board of Education for 1923-24 must not exceed

12,160,000/., as compared with 13,000,000/. in 1922-23.

This year, too, a clause is inserted in the Notes to the

effect that the number of students recognised for grant

under the Regulations for the Training of Teachers

during the financial year 1923-24 is expected to be

12,066, as compared with 12,640 in 1922-23. This

reduction, it may be stated, is not due to a lack of
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candidates coming forward, but to the policy adopted

by the Board of reducing the number of those in

training.

Turning now to the votes under the Treasury, we

find that there are still further* reductions. After the

reduction of 19,157/. last year in the grant for scientific

investigation, it is a little disquieting to find a further

decrease of 1303/. this year. Similarly, the drastic

reduction of 118,486/. last year in the vote for scientific

and industrial research has been followed this year by

the proposal of a further net reduction of 20,574/.

It will be unfortunate if this reduction should hinder

the progress of scientific research at a time when such

research is most urgently needed. The grant in aid of

universities and colleges is estimated at 1,169,000/.,

which is the same as last year. It will be remembered

that in 1921-22 the grant from the E.xchequer for the

university institutions of the United Kingdom was

1,500,000/. Although the present estimate is only for

university institutions in Great Britain, the reduction

for these bodies this year will be little short of 250,000/.

At the same time it should be noted that other institu-

tions (in particular, Oxford and Cambridge) and certain

clinical units of the London Medical Schools have been

since added to the list, and are now receiving substantial

grants under this vote. It would seem that universities

and colleges as a whole have been badly hit by the

economies of the last two years. One can readily

understand why those who believe in education,

and particularly in higher education, are viewing

with grave concern the present position. It would be

little short of a national calamity if the opportunities

for research or the development of university education

in this country were to be restricted at the very time

when they should be fostered and encouraged.

Weights and Measures, with some
Geophysics.

A Dictionary of Applied Physics. Edited by Sir

Richard Glazebrook. In 5 volumes. Vol. 3 :

Meteorology, Metrology, and Measuring Apparatus.

Pp. vii + 839. (London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd.,

1923-) 63^- net.

IT would be difficult to over-estimate the value of

the contents of this book, and our debt of gratitude

to Sir Richard Glazebrook for having collected and

edited the articles is very great indeed. A certain

amount of the information contained is new, and prac-

tically the whole of the remainder is inaccessible to the

ordinary student.

It is not easy to specify in a few words the subjects

treated, and the sub-title—meteorology', metrology.
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and measuring apparatus—is not very helpful ; in

fact, it is difficult to understand why this title was

chosen, except for its attractive alliteration, for it

certainly would not lead us to expect articles on

earthquakes, oceanography, radiation, and many other

subjects which are not meteorology, or metrology, or

measuring apparatus.

As a matter of fact, most of the subjects treated

appear to fall into some such classification as the

I

following :

Measurement.—Theory and practice of measure-

' ments of length, mass, time, and their derivatives ;

alcoholometry ; saccharometry ; drawing instru-

ments ; calculating instruments ; combination of

observations ; and allied subjects.

I

Geophysics.—Form and mass of the earth ; meteoro-

logy, including atmospheric electricity ; oceanography
;

seismology and tides.

On the other hand, terrestrial magnetism, electrical

and magnetic measurements, and thermometry are not

treated in this volume.

' One of the chief values of the articles lies in the fact

that they are not compilations from text-books and

ientific journals, but each is written by a man whose

me is engaged on the work he describes. This is

1 learly seen from the following list of the institutions

which have provided writers from their staffs, past or

present. There are 43 main articles in the volume,

of which 12 are provided by the National Physical

Laborator)', 7 by the Meteorological Office, 2 each by

tlie Royal Geographical Society and the Survey of

India, i each by the Bureau of Standards, U.S.A., and

tlie Ordnance Survey. The writers of the 18 remaining

irticles include such well-known names as Profs. Boys,

Knott, Sampson, Skinner, and Turner ; Sir Horace

Uarwin, and Mr. C. T. R. Wilson.

Before dealing with the articles themselves, it may
be worth while to remark on a few points connected

with the general arrangement of the book which have

struck us very forcibly while reading the 800 or so

pages of which it consists. The arrangement is

obviously a compromise, and a compromise can never

give entire satisfaction. It would appear that the

first idea of the work was that of a dictionary with

probably the alphabetic arrangement throughout, as

in the " Encyclopaedia Britannica." But that idea

has been modified, and a series of volumes each dealing

with more or less allied sut^jccts has been adopted.

We cannot be too grateful for this decision ; for in

these hard times a single volume may be within the

means of many who could not afford the whole set.

We cannot help regretting, however, that the whole

dictionary idea was not abandoned at the same time.

Whatever the intention may have been, the volume
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before us is practically a collection of 43 articles and

an index to them ; but instead of the latter being placed

at the end, it is embodied by the dictionary method

throughout the whole book, and the articles are strung

on to it like large beads on a necklace. This method

has two great drawbacks : in the first place, the long

breaks in the sequence ol the words, due to the inter-

polation of the long articles, make it difficult to turn

up a word quickly. Then technical difficulties of

printing have made it impossible to give references to

pages, and the reader is referred to sections and para-

graphs of the main articles, the title of the article

being set out in full in each case. This entails a great

deal of unnecessary printing, and it is not easy to find

a specified paragraph, as the sections in some cases

extend over several pages. A simple index with refer-

ences to pages would have served the same purpose,

and would not only have been easier to use but also

probably have reduced the size of the volume by many

pages, with great convenience to the reader and a

reduction in the cost of printing.

While we are discussing the convenience of the

reader, it may be as well to direct attention to the

want of system with regard to references to literature.

Some of the articles have very full references while

others have practically none, but the method of making

the references varies from article to article. In some

the references are given in the text, in others in foot-

notes, while in a few they are collected together in a

bibliography at the end of the article, the numbered

items of which are indicated in the text by the use of

numbers in brackets. In fact, this book reflects the

chaos in general scientific literature in this matter.

Nothing is more disturbing when reading a difficult

article than to have the attention constantly dis-

tracted by frequent references to footnotes, some of

which may be of importance to the argument, and

therefore must be read, while others are only refer-

ences to literature. For this reason it is surely desir-

able that there should be some distinction between the

two kinds of references. The method which seems the

most reasonable is to use figures in brackets in the

text to connect with references to literature collected

together at the end of the article—or chapter in the

case of a text-book—while notes necessary to the

argument should be given, if they cannot be avoided,

at the foot of the page, and attention directed to them

by an asterisk or other conventional sign used to

indicate a footnote. In this way a reader would

almost unconsciously f)ass over the literature refer-

ences and yet never miss a footnote. The advantages

of this method are so obvious when many references

are given that it is surprising it is so little used.

There is still one more point of arrangement which
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affects the convenience of the reader. The articles in

these volumes owe their outstanding value to the high

authority of the authors, and it is unlikely that any

one will consult an article without wishing to know

who wrote it. He will look first at the beginning of

the article, and not finding the name there he will

probably turn to the end, where he will find the

initials of the author. But it is very seldom that the

initials of the best-known writers are familiar, so the

reader has not yet got the information he requires. He

may then recollect having seen a " List of Contribu-

tors " at the beginning of the book, and here he will

finally find the name belonging to the initials. Why-

should not the name of the writer have been put at

the commencement of each article, where the reader

naturally turns to find it ?

Returning now to the articles themselves, they are

so numerous, and deal with so many subjects, that it is

quite impossible to notice them all, so we must content

ourselves with a few words on one or two of the most

important.

In the group of articles dealing with measurement,

the discussion of metrology by Mr. J. E. Sears, the

Deputy Warden of the Standards, is of outstanding

merit. Without going into a great deal of detail a

clear account is given of the history of the British and

metric standards of length, mass, and volume, followed

by the theory of the methods used in comparing these

standards with practical measuring apparatus. It

will come as a surprise to most people to read in this

article that two kilogram masses can be compared

with a greater accuracy than two metre standards, the

accuracy being one part in 10* and in 10' respectively.

Mr. Sears's discussion of the relative advantages of the

British and metric systems is very valuable, and

clearly indicates that the advantages are not all on one

side. He is strongl)- opposed to attempts to hurry a

change in Great Britain, and concludes :
" The only

practical policy, and that which has actually been

followed, is to give legal sanction to the alternative use

of the metric system, and to trust to the processes of

time to effect a gradual change. The efforts of those

who desire to see the metric system in universal use

would be more usefully employed in endeavouring to

encourage and facilitate its voluntary adoption in this

way, than in seeking to secure legal compulsion in

advance of public desire."

This article on metrology is supplemented by

separate articles dealing with the practical side of

making measurements and comparing standards.

These are nearly all written by members of the staff

of the National Physical Laboratory, hence we have

in them extremely valuable information of the actual

methods used in this country. It is true that when
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reading the articles one misses information on some

point or other which would have been useful, but

everything cannot be included in a book of finite

dimensions, and on the whole the choice of subjects is

good. The only criticism one* has to make in this

respect, and it applies to the book in general, is that

the articles are very uneven in the amount of detail

given. There can be no doubt that " gauges " are an

important accessory in all accurate measurements of

length, but are they so important as to justify the

longest article in the volume and more than fifty

per cent, more space than is given to the article on

metrology itself .' One cannot help feeling that in

this article we are taken outside applied physics into

engineering practice.

The chief article on the measurement of time is one

by Prof. Sampson on clocks and time-keeping. It is a

delightful article to read, for while it is short and not

overburdened with detail, there is no difficulty in

grasping the principles employed in the different forms

of clocks described. After reading these thirty pages,

one has the feeling (it may not be justified) that one

knows all there is to know about clocks and their ways

from the Glastonbury Abbey clock of 1325 to the

latest Riefler.

In the geophysical section we cannot help regretting

that more space has not been allotted to the writers,

even, if necessary, at the expense of the articles deal-

ing with measurements, which in some cases, as

already mentioned, are overburdened with detail.

Some of the articles are so abbreviated as to lose a

great deal of their usefuhiess ; this is particularly the

case with the article on meteorological optics, which

consists of only sixteen pages, while the descriptions of

thirty-two different map projections are compressed

into five pages.

The articles by Sir Napier Shaw and Capt. Brunt

indicate very clearly the great changes which have

taken place during the present generation in the

outlook of meteorologists. Meteorology has changed

from being an observational study of weather and its

changes to a study, largely deductive and mainly

mathematical, of the atmosphere as a whole. It is not

surprising, therefore, that one hears occasional com-

plaints that the modern meteorologist is too fond of

theory and long names. On the other hand, the

recording of weather had gone on for many, man)'

years without much progress in our knowledge of the

" way of the air "
; but in recent years the physicist

and mathematician have looked our way and the

progress has been startling. In this advance two

names stand out pre-eminent in this country. Dines

and Shaw, and both have written articles for this

volume. Sir Napier Shaw's article on " The Thermo-
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dynamics of the Atmosphere " is characteristic, and

therefore full of new ideas and new views of old ideas.

He treats the atmosphere as a whole as a " heat

engine " of the classical type. An indicator diagram

of a novel type, in that the co-ordinates are tempera-

ture and entropy, is constructed, and we are taken

through a " cycle of operations " which involves a

return ticket from Java to " the cold slopes of the

mountainous Arctic and Antarctic lands," and during

the course of which we realise our entropy like a

normal traveller cashes his circular notes, and occasion-

ally we receive fresh funds from the water vapour

which we have smuggled in our luggage. Sir Napier

1
also introduces us to the " resilience of the atmosphere,"

I from which " arises the capacity of a layer of air to

t as a ' deck ' or ceiling, preventing any vertical

..otion, and therefore limiting the motion of the

.itmosphere to horizontal layers." The whole article

is stimulating and its value cannot be overrated.

Those of us who are interested in atmospheric

electricity are feeling more and more the need for a

Hid account in English of this branch of meteoro-

^.;ical physics. There is more than enough material

r a good-sized book, but the Jew workers in atmo-

iheric electricity in this country have other interests,

id there appears to be no immediate prospect of the

cd being satisfied. We have all the more reason,

Jierefore, to be grateful to Mr. C. T. R. Wilson—one

o( the qualified workers who has other interests—for

his article. There are so many unsolved problems in

•tnospheric electricity that any account of the work

lie and of the theories propounded to explain the

iservations must of necessity exhibit the personal

pinion of the writer. This article is no exception,

id Mr. Wilson's point of view is clearly discernible.

I lis account is, however, perfectly fair, and as unbiassed

• < it could be in the circumstances.

Most writers have recently acknowledged them-

Ives defeated in their attempts to explain the main-

.uiance of the earth's normal electrical field, but Mr.

Wilson makes it quite clear that in his opinion thunder-

storms offer a way of escape from this impasse. The

sTiall amount of evidence wiiich he adduces is not very

impressive, but until more work has been carried out

along the lines indicated by Mr. Wilson it will not be

possible to say that his solution is incorrect.

We began this review with expressing gratitude to

Sir Richard Glazebrook, and we cannot do better than

end on the same note. The criticisms we have made

are of secondary importance and are very much in the

nature of looking a gift horse in the mouth. But there

is no objection in examining the moutli if it helps one

to understand the gift and to make the best use of it.

G. C. SiMPSO.N.
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Climatic Changes.

(i) The Evolution of Climate. By C. E. P. Brooks.

Pp. 173. (London: Benn Bros., Ltd., 1922.)

85. 6d. net.

(2) Climatic Changes : their Nature and Causes. By

Ellsworth Huntington and S. S. Visher. Pp.

xvi + 329. (New Haven : Yale University Press
;

London : Oxford University Press, 1922.) 17J. 6d.

net.

AmHUNDRED million or a thousand million years

ago tlie temperature of the earth's surface

was very much the same as now," say Profs. Hunting-

ton and Visher in the first chapter of their " Climatic

Changes "
(p. 15). This uniformity of climate through-

out geological time, in contrast with the inconstancy

of the weather from day to day and from year to year,

is the great paradox of geological meteorology. The

climatic conservatism of the earth as a whole is

qualified by great local changes which have produced

glaciations at about ten different geological dates and

acclimatised in high latitudes plants allied to those

now confined to warmer regions. The study of

climatic changes has the especial attraction that it is

a tempting explanation of the fall of civilisations and

States, since man is obviously dependent on the

weather.

(i) The perennial controversy as to whether climatic

change is due to terrestrial or to celestial causes is

continued in the two new works by Brooks and by

Huntington and Visher. While Mr. Brooks main-

tains that the climatic changes proved by geology can

be explained by alteration in the distribution of land

and water, the American authors attribute them to

occasional changes in the condition of the sun. Mr.

Brooks in expounding, his conclusion, rejects the

atmospheric theories based on variations in the amounts

of carbon dioxide and of volcanic dust, and his verdict

on this question is given added weight by Dr. G. C.

Simpson's testimony, in an introductory note, to his

authority on meteorology. Mr. Brooks explains the

last main geological change of climate as due to great

uplifts of land in high latitudes having enlarged both

polar glaciers and tropical deserts. He " shows how

enormously effective the land and sea distribution really

is," by calculating what the temperatures on one zone

on the earth would be if it were composed solely of land

or were occupied entirely by sea. In a useful appendix

he provides data by which the effects on temperature

of variations in land and sea can be calculated.

Unfortunately, the meteorological sections of Mr.

Brooks's work are relatively short, and most of it is

devoted to accounts of geological and historical varia-

tions of climate on which the author's opinions are less

R I
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authoritative. He adopts the views of Prof. Ellsworth

Huntington that some great political changes in

classical times were due to a climatic change in the

southern part of the North Temperate zone. These

views were discussed and rejected in a paper in the

Geographical Journal (vol. 43, 1914, pp. 148-172, 293-

318), and as Huntington and Visher, who quote that

paper, say (p. 92) that in the main its " conclusions

seem to be well grounded," the former author has

apparently abandoned some of the views which Mr.

Brooks still quotes on his authority. That section of

Mr. Brooks's work is out of date, as is also the argu-

ment based upon the occurrence of Galaxias in South

America and New Zealand, since the discovery that

this fish breeds in the sea. The main value of Mr.

Brooks's book depends on its meteorological chapters

and its weighty support to the conclusion that glacia-

tions can be explained by geographical changes. He
omits reference to the impressive testimony on behalf

of that theory by Lord Kelvin.

(2) The interesting and suggestive volume by

Messrs. Ellsworth Huntington and Visher shows an

exceptional knowledge of the literature and contains

an illuminating discussion of important problems on

the borderland of meteorology, astronomy, and geology.

They discuss Brooks's paper in support of the geo-

graphical explanation of glaciations, but dismiss it,

since the distribution of ocean and continent at the

time of the Pleistocene glaciation was much the same

as it is now ; the differences they claim were insuffi-

cient to have produced so great a climatic change.

They admit that changes in the positions of land and

sea may be an important secondary agency. Differ-

ences of opinion as to past climates are not surprising

in face of the authors' divergencies of statement as to

existing geography :
" To-day the loftiest range in

the world, the Himalayas, is almost unglaciated
"

(Huntington and Visher, p. 144) ;
" The Himalayas,

owing to their heavy snowfall derived from the south-

west monsoon, bear numerous great glaciers . . .

"

(Brooks, p. 77).

The authors adopt the view that climatic changes

are due to variations in solar activity. They have

been convinced, in spite of a prepossession to the con-

trary, that the periodicity and seasonal variation in

earthquake action and concurrent climatic changes

are due to a planetary influence which also controls

the appearance of sun-spots. They discuss the nature

of this influence and conclude that it is not tidal but

electrical. The effect on the earth of increased sun-

spots is not by direct variation in temperature, since

increased glaciation does not involve any general

change in the earth's temperature, which the authors

insist has been practically uniform throughout geological
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time. Increased solar activity affects the earth by

producing special storminess, with increased snow-fall

in areas of high pressure and diminished rainfall and

loess formation elsewhere. If the planets have such

an important though indirect effect upon the earth's

climate, the approach to the solar system of some of the

greater stars must from time to time have a still more

powerful influence on solar activity. The authors

claim that great stars may approach the solar system

sufficiently to stimulate intense activity in the sun,

and thus produce glaciations on the earth at intervals

of time consistent with the requirements of the geologi-

cal history of climate.

The views on geological climates put forward by

Messrs. Huntington and Visher appear to be generally

well substantiated, as in their belief in the existence of

climatic zones throughout geological time (p. 171) and

that (p. 169) " as far back as we can go in the study of

plants, there are evidences of seasons and of relatively

cool climates in high latitudes "
; but their conclusions

as to historic variations in climate are less well sup-

ported. They attribute the English famines of 1315-16

and 1321 to a special climatic stress due to a " consider-

able swing towards the conditions " that produce

glaciations. In support of this view they quote

Petterson (Quart. Jour. Meteor. Soc, vol. 38, 191 2),

that the 14th century was a period of extreme climatic

variation, but they have overlooked Hildebrandsson's

reply to Petterson's paper (Nov. Act. R. Soc. Sci.,

Uppsala (4), IV., 1915).

Famines are so often due to an untoward con-

catenation of many unfavourable circumstances that

they are not a sure foundation for hypotheses of

climatic change. Standard authorities on the his-

torical distribution of famine do not support the view

that the English famines in the early part of the 14th

century were abnormal in origin. It is even doubtful

whether that period was especially famine-stricken.

Dr. Farr, in his classical paper on the variation of

wheat prices (Joum. Statist. Soc, London, IX., 1846,

pp. 158-174), shows that famines were evenly distributed

throughout the nth to i6th centuries. " In the nth
and 1 2th centuries a famine is recorded every 14

years on an average, and the people suffered 20 years

of famine in 200 years. In the 13th century my
list exhibits the same proportion of famine, and nearly

the same number of years of famine. . . . Upon the

whole, the scarcities decrease during the three follow-

ing centuries; but the average from 1201 to 1600 is

the same—namely, 7 famines, and 10 years of famine

to a century. This is the law regulating scarcities in

England." Walford's table of famines (Insurance

Cyclopaedia, 1874, vol. 3, pp. 165-170) shows that the

rise in the price of wheat during the famine of 1315-16
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was exceeded in that of 1437-38, when the rise of

price from 45. or 45. 6d. a quarter to 26^. %d. was

higher than the quintuple increase upon which Hunt-

r ington and Visher lay stress for 13 15.

The English scarcity from 1581-1603 was equally far-

reaching, as famine at the same time caused cannibal-

ism in Ireland and devastated Persia. The famine in

England from 1694-99, attributed also to " rains,

frosts, snows—all bad weather," might have produced

j
as disastrous consequences as that in the 14th century,

but for the improvement in internal transport. An
instructive table in Brooks's volume (p. 155) dis-

credits the hypothesis that the English famine of

1 315-16 was due to a period of abnormally severe

weather, as it represents severe winters as fairly evenly

distributed throughout the half centuries from 1075

to 1425. The discussion of the causes of these famines

by Thorold Rogers (" Agric. and Prices in England,"

. vol. i., 1259-1400, 1866, pp. 28-30), whom Huntington

I and Visher quote for facts about the 1315-16 famine,

jives no support to the view that they were due to any

progressive change in climate or to climatic severity of

a special order. J. W. Gregory.

The Copper Age in Spain and Portugal.

La Civilisation inMithique dans la Pininsule Ibhiqiie.

(Arbeten utgifna med understod af Vilhelm Ekmans
Universitetsfond, Uppsala, 25). By Nils Aberg.

Pp. xiv + 204 + 25 plates. (Uppsala: A.-B. Akad.

Bokhandeln ; Leipzig : Otto Harrassowitz ; Paris :

Libr. Honor6 Champion, 1921.) 15 Kr.

IT is a pleasure to peruse the work of an author like

Dr. Nils Aberg, whose studies are so comprehen-

sive. Too many prehistorians work and publish in their

own small area without much reference to cultures

outside, or occupy themselves with the necessary,

though in the long run barren, task of extracting the

more important essentials from the ever-growing mass

of literature in order to present a concise scheme that

can be used by others as a basis of study. Dr. Aberg's

objective is far wider in scope, for although his main

interest is naturally in Scandinavia, the whole of Europe

is really included for the purposes of his work. The

volume in front of us is only the latest of a number of

memoirs, the object of which is to trace, from a study

of the typology of various objects, the directions from

which came the influences that were at work in Europe

Irom Neolithic to Bronze Age times.

Any prehistorian who has worked on the Continent

will derive pleasure from the very first page, for the

book is dedicated to £mile Cartailhac. To those who

have worked with and drawn inspiration from Car-

tailhac such a dedication seems natural. But here it is
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not only a tribute to that wonderful old man, who died

in harness only a short while ago, for his book, " Les

Ages prehistoriques de I'Espagne et du Portugal,"

published so far back as 1886, still remains a standard

work on early times in the Iberian Peninsula, and

again and again the reader will notice the use that Dr.

Aberg has made of it.

A great deal of work has been done by Dr. Aberg,

and a number of collections, both private and in

museums (not to speak of the considerable literature

on the subject), has been utilised in the compilation of

this work. The book opens with a short preface in

which the author exposes his reasons for studying the

area and his general views. There follows an introduc-

tion in which the current views and the literature of the

subject are shortly discussed. Next, after giving an

account of the background to the period under discus-

sion, the development of the megalithic tombs in the

Peninsula, and the principal objects and types of tool

found during the Iberian copper age, are described

and illustrated by numerous and excellent figures

and plates. The whole forms an exceedingly useful

study which can only be gathered elsewhere by a

process of foraging in much larger works. There

follows an account of a number of sites in Portugal

and Spain ; finally a brief comparative study of

similar cultures elsewhere, in France, Italy, and

England. .Much local work has still to be published

by Bonsor and others, and many details still await

solution, but in the meantime, the volume before us

gives a clear and rapid account of what has been done,

and its important bearing on the contemporary cultures

farther north. The Spanish Peninsula has been

favoured in having large deposits of metal ores, and so

a brilliant copper age developed, the influence of which

was felt farther north in regions where stone tools

still had to be used owing to lack of metal ores, at a

time when little commerce was possible.

The book is lacking in one particular respect, and

that is in the absence of an account of the Spanish

" Third Group " rock - shelter paintings. This art

clearly belongs in date to our author's period, for many

of the conventionalisations figured on pottery appear

on the walls of the rock-shelters. Thus on pages 133 and

145, decorations engraved on pottery from Los Millares

and Las Carolinas are illustrated, which can be matched

exactly by paintings on the rock-shelter walls (for

example, at Jimena, at Las Figuras, and a score of other

sites). This art was not purely decorative ; it had

some (as yet imperfectly known) object, and so is im-

portant in tracing out the civilisation of the period.

It is true that there has not been as yet any complete

or satisfactory study published on this subject, so that

its importance has not been always properly realised.
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Sufficient has been done, however, in this respect to

make its omission from Dr. Aberg's book a serious

blemish. This can easily- be rectified in a later edition

by the addition of a further chapter.

Dr. Aberg is to be congratulated on his excellent

work, which indeed well repays a careful perusal.

M. C. BURKITT.

A Railway Manual.

Manuel des chemins de Jer. Par J. Bourde. (Biblio-

theque Professionnelle.) Pp. 444. (Paris : J.-B.

Bailliere et fils, 1922.) 12 francs.

MBOURDE'S book is intended for workers who

, are desirous of extending their knowledge over

larger fields than is covered by their actual every-da)-

work, and for whom the big special volumes are in-

accessible or unintelligible. The author is of opinion

that the workman is too often condemned to be a mere

wheel in a mechanism, and that he is not allowed

sufficient initiative. The series of volumes to which

our author's book belongs is intended to furnish oppor-

tunities for the workman, and each of the 150 volumes

has been written by an author who has special know-

ledge of the subject on which he writes. The reason for

the lack of works of this type in this country is probabh'

connected with the difference between the French and

English people in their mental characteristics and in

their education. The English are of course intensely

practical, and not at all bookish. It is not implied

that the French are not practical, but they ha\e

been brought up more on the bookish side than

English engineers. The present writer knows one

railway engineer who is—or was—anxious to write a

book on railways, and he had accumulated a great mass

of material. His lack of literary skill and the immense

volume of his own knowledge will, however, in all pro-

bability prevent the completion of the book.

The volume under review, dealing with railways

from the engineering point of view, covers the ground

very thoroughly ; it is written in plain language and

gives the essentials to such an extent that a person

having already a practical acquaintance with &ny one

branch of railway work would, by the aid of the book,

readily fit himself to deal with problems outside his

own special domain.

With regard to the details of the book, a beginning

is made with surveying and levelling, the drawing of

plans and representation of heights by contour lines

and other methods. With this preliminary the author

is in a position to tackle the general design of the railway

line, including questions of traffic, gauge of rails,

curves, and gradients, all from the most general point
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of view, and so as to decide on the best route. Other

chapters discuss, from the same point of view, transition

curves, cuttings and embankments, the calculation of

earthwork, the latter subject being treated in con-

siderable detail ; also the problem of the economical

arrangement of excavation and embankment, con-

sidered especially with respect to length of haul.

Assuming now that the actual route is decided upon,

the author treats of the detail design and carrying out

of the work, this portion of the book taking up more

than one half of the whole 444 pages. There are six

chapters treating in succession of the design and

execution of cuttings and embankments, bridges,

viaducts, culverts, and tunnels ; then follow two

chapters on masonry works with a general discussion

of the materials to be used : stone, metal, wood, etc.

With all the earthwork finished, bridges and heavy

masonry work completed, the next subject is the

permanent way of the line, and the author gives a very

clear and concise account of the several component

parts, especially dealing with the rail, its different

sections and methods of support, with a clear treatment

of the gradual introduction of curvature on rails by

means of transition curves. The planning of stations,

with the various problems involved in the junctions

and crossings of the tracks, is given fairly thoroughly,

and a chapter is devoted to station buildings, including

the buildings required for the rolling stock.

The book is of a type which would be welcome in

Great Britain, although of course a translation would

be of little use.

Our Bookshelf.

Carl Ruinkers Hamburger Slernverzeichnis /S^j-o, ent-

haltend 17724 Sternorter, abgehilet aiis den Beobach-

tungen am Meridiankreis der Hamburger Sternwarte

in den Jahren /Sj6 bis /Sjd. Herausgegeben von
Dr. Richard Schorr. Pp. xiv-l-488. (Bergedorf

:

Verlag der Sternwarte, 1922.) n.p.

Dr. Richard Schorr has rendered a great service to

exact astronomy in making and publishing this re-

reduction of the great Hamburg catalogue of Carl

Riimker, containing 17,724 stars, mostly faint, observed

with the Repsold Transit Circle (of 4 inches aperture)

between 1836 and 1856. It is of interest to learn from

the short biographical sketch of Riimker that he held

a commission in the British Mediterranean fleet from

1812 to 1817, holding the post of instructor in naviga-

tion. He then went to Paramatta Observatory, N.S.W.,

as director ; while there he made useful observations of

Encke's Comet at its first predicted return in 1822.

He returned to Hamburg as director of the Observatory

in 1833, remaining there till his health failed in 1857.

The Transit Circle was quite a good one, and the early

date of the stellar observations renders them of value

for the determination of proper motion.
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The reduction has been repeated ah initio, the data
being entered from the original observinfi l)ooks. The
clock and azimuth errors and equator-points werederived

by the use of Auwers's positions of fundamental stars.

Pulkovo refractions were used. The probable error of a

re-reduced catalogue place (depending on i-8 observa-

tions, the average number) is 0-083" secant decl. in R.A.,

and i-o" in decl. The difference of magnitude equation

for 3-5 mag. and 8 mag. is about o-o8". This has not been

applied. The star places were compared individually

with those of the Astronomische Gesellschaft Catalogues

and the differences are given beside the star places,

though the interval in years is not given.

Many errata in Riimker's reductions were detected

I

and corrected in the course of this comparison. These

;
are mentioned in footnotes. There were some stars

for which Riimker did not read the full number of

microscopes, but in all cases there is ample material

to determine the necessary correction. Finally a list

is given of the proper motions that have been published

I for Riimker stars, some 6000 in number. It should now
be possible to increase this list with the aid of the newly

!
published positions.

To save expense the catalogue was not set up in type,

but written by hand and multiplied by a mechanical

process. It is, however, quite clear and legible.

A. C. D. C.

Mathematik und Physik : Eine erkenntnistheoreiische

Untersiichiing. Von E. Study. (Sammlung Vieweg,

Heft 65.) Pp. 31. (Braunschweig : F. Vieweg und
Sohn, 1923.) 675 marks.

In this tract Prof. Study's chief aim is to discuss the

<]uestion : What is to be regarded as mathematical
and what as specifically physical in theoretical physics ?

I low comes it that parts of mathematics and of physics

< an be combined so as to form a higher unity } For
the purposes of his discussion he defines mathematics
as the limit towards which present-day mathematics
seems to him to be tending, in which it will include

ralculation by means of natural numbers (positive

integers) with all that is based thereon, and nothing

besides. When, for example, projective geometry is

'' arithmetised " by identifying a point, or a straight

line, with the set of homogeneous co-ordinates repre-

senting it, the word point, or straight line, as the case

may be, becomes merely a symbol bearing no logical

relation either to the material world or to our concept

of space.

Thus all branches of geometry, Euclidean or other,

are logically independent of experience. Similarly

t " arithmetical physics," arising from the arithmetisation

I

of the mathematical portions of physics, is based

J
logically on calculation by means of numbers alone,

developed in one particular direction, chosen from
many possible alternatives on the basis of a judgment
of value, not of cause, in so far as it is desired to make
only investigations closely related to experience. Thus
the relation of theoretical physics to the content of

experience appears to be not logical, but only psycho-

logical and historical. The content of theoretical

physics is threefold : (i) a purely mathematical part,

characterised by the method of deduction
; (2) an

experimental part, characterised by the method of

(incomplete) induction ; and (3) an intermediate part,

characterised by an independent method, that of

" idealisation." By idealisation Prof. Study means

the process whereby we substitute the simple abstract

reality of mathematics for the infinitely complex and

barely comprehensible reality of physics.

This tract can ije recommended as a very stimulating

introduction to the philosopiiical aspects of mathe-

matics and physics by a writer who is eminently

fitted for the task by the wide range of his knowledge

as well as the importance of his own contributions to

science.

Musical Acoustics based on the Pure Third System.

By Thorvald Kornerup. Translated by Phyllis A.

Petersen. Pp. 56. (Copenhagen and Leipzig : Wil-

helm Hansen, 1922.) 2S. 6d.

In this little book the author discusses very fully the

relations of the pitches of the notes in the various scales

in just intonation and in a variety of temperaments.

Instead of Ellis's logarithmic cents, the millioctave is

here used, which (as its name implies) is one-thousandth

of an octave instead of Ellis's one-twelve-hundredth

of the octave. It is pointed out early in the work that

for a pure intonation of the minor triad, D F A, the

D must be only a small tone above C and a large

tone iiclow the just E. The fact that the major chord,

G B D, equally needs a D which is a small tone below

the just E and a large tone above C, does not seem to

receive equal emphasis.

The book contains very many diagrams and tables.

One of the most striking diagrams is the author's

tonal circle in which the circumference contains a

single octave, equal angles corresponding to equal

differences of frequencies. Thus, putting one C at the

starting-point on the circumference, the other notes

occur at the following angles, the D i)eing what is

called in England grave D and denoted by D". The
ordinary D would be at 45°.

Angles . 0° 40° 90° 120° 180° 240° 315° 360°

Notes . C D' E F G A B C
Quite a number of scales and temperaments are treated

at length, special attention being directed to the nine-

teen steps to the octave, which is considered to be the

consequence of the third system and the practical ideal.

Other temperaments considered are as follows, and

illustrate the fulness of the treatment

:

No. Steps No. of Steps in c, in . . «
of in Semi. Sci.ii.

o',^^'
Author. Dale.

Tones. Tone, tones, lone.

5x2 +2X1 = 12 Aristoxenos. c. 350 b.c.

5x3 +2X2 = 19 Elsasz. c. A.D. 1590.

5x5 +2x3 = 31 Vicentino. c. 1546.

Iz X 6\ 2 ^ 4. = 41 Paulv. Janko. 1882-1901.13x71
'2'''+2xs = s^ Nicholas Mercator. c. 1675.

The work is in some respects rather fanciful but will

repay careful study. E. H. B.

Production iconomique de la vapeur. Par Dr. 0.

Manville. Pp. vii+407. (Paris : Gaston Doin, 1923.)

25 francs.

M. Manville;'s work is timely. While French industries

in pre-War days consumed 64 million tons of coal, the

addition of Alsace-Lorraine has increased the potential

demand to 80 million tons. To meet this there exists

L
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but 25 to 30 million tons from the French mines

(compared with 40 millions in the days when the mines

had not suffered from war), leaving a possible gap of

55 millions in the balancing of the account. The author,

who is obviously alarmed by these figures, estimates

the supplies from Belgium, England, the Saar, and
Lorraine as but 29 millions and speculates doubtfully

on the prospect of getting regularly the required balance

from Germany. He points out that in any case the

cost of the imports must be in the neighbourhood of

6 milliards of francs, unless the present wasteful methods
of coal utilisation are changed. To the elimination of

these wasteful methods the author accordingly addresses

himself, suggesting that in the matter of steam pro-

duction alone two of the six milliards can be saved.

The book contains a full and satisfactory account of

modern steam plant and its various accessories, besides

giving much space to calculations. The author remarks,
" La plus grande partie de nos usines ont une origine

modeste. Ce sont de petites installations, qui se sont

developpees, au cours d'affaires plus ou moins heureuses."

Those in charge of the modest organisations of which

he speaks may find the book rather difficult, but their

remedy is simple since the author is a consulting engineer

and his personal assistance will doubtless be available

on demand.

The Sea Gypsies of Malaya : An Account of the Nomadic
Mawken People of the Mergui Archipelago. By W.
G. White. Pp. 318. (London : Seeley, Service and

Co., Ltd., 1922.) 215. net.

The Mawken of the Mergui Archipelago, more generally

known as the Selung, whose customs, behefs, and modes
of life are described in this volume, are literally nomads
of the sea, as the greater part of their life is passed in

their peculiarly constructed boats. The reason they

themselves giv-e for this mode of existence is, that after

they had migrated from the mainland, whence they

had been driven by the incursions of Burmese peoples,

they had to abandon their settlements on the islands

owing to the raids of Malayan pirates. It is a moot
question whether they are to be regarded on linguistic

grounds as the northernmost branch of the sea-going

Malays or as a derivation from Further India. Their

own traditions, as already mentioned, favour the latter

origin. As the author was in charge of the census of

these people in 1911, he was able to obtain a considerable

insight into their system of relationship, of which a

remarkable feature is the stress laid upon the distinction

between elder and younger in most, but not all, the

degrees of relationship. It is a pity that Mr. White's

work has called him to another part of the world and

that he will not be able to carry out further investigations

among this interesting and little known people.

The Meaning of Meaning : a Study of the Influence of

Language upon Thought and of the Science of Sym-
bolism. By C. K. Ogden and I. A. Richards. (Inter-

national Library of Psychology, Philosophy, and
Scientific Method.) Pp. xxxii 4- 544. (London :

Kegan Paul and Co., Ltd. ; New York : Harcourt,

Brace and Co. Inc., 1923.) 12s. 6d. net.

This rather pretentious volume is at least twice the

size it need have been in consequence of the choice by
the editors of uncomfortably large type and extravagant
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spacing. Its title is apparently adopted from the

subject of a symposium at the Oxford philosophical

congress of 1921, and the book is a medley of already

published papers and editorial paragraphs. The col-

laborating authors of the main essay apologise in the

preface for its lack of systematisation, and make the

excuse that their lives are too busy for them to spare

the time necessary to re-write it. They have included

in their book an introduction by a third author and
supplementary essays by a fourth and fifth. The aim
of the whole is to provide materials for a science of

meaning. The book contains a good deal of amusing
matter and some valuable criticisms, but it is formless

and unequal.

Chile : To-day and To-morrow. By L. E. Elliott. Pp.

X -I- 340 -t- plates. (New York : The Macmillan Com-
pany ; London : Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1922.)

24s. net.

Among recent books on Chile this stands out as one of

the most important and fullest for purposes of reference,

although its value in this respect is somewhat impaired

by the lack of an index. The sections on Chilean

history and on mining and agriculture are particularly

full and useful. The book would be enhanced by more
attention to the physical features and climate of the

country, which are both treated very briefly. Like most
books on South America this volume is mainly eulo-

gistic, but the critical note is not absent, and the author

clearly has a wide experience of the country. There

is an interesting chapter on Easter Island, the distant

possession of Chile in the Pacific.

Elementary Determinants for Electrical Engineers. By
H. P. Few. Pp. vi-t-98. (London: S. Rentell and

Co., Ltd. ; New York : D. Van Nostrand Co., 1922.)

45. net.

In many of the everyday calculations of electrical

engineering, determinants are useful, and Prof. Fleming

showed many years ago how the resistances of networks

can be computed by their means. The very complicated

formulae which telephone engineers use in order to

balance the capacity effects in multiple twin cable are

easily proved by determinants. This book can be very

easily understood, and will be appreciated by those for

whom it is written. The e?:amples are numerous and

well chosen.

Optical Methods in Control and Research Laboratories.

By Dr. J. N. Goldsmith, Dr. S. Judd Lewis, and F.

Tw>Tnan. Vol. i : Spectrum Analysis, Absorption

Spectra, Refractometry, Polarimetry. Second edition.

Pp. iv -I- 56 H- 3 plates. (London : Adam Hilger. Ltd.,

75A Camden Road, 1923.) i.f. 6d.

This pamphlet forms a valuable introduction to the

use of spectroscopes, spectrophotometers, refracto-

meters, and polarimeters, and, while avoiding detailed

descriptions of the instruments, gives ample references

to such descriptions. Sufficient information is given

in the pamphlet to enable a works physicist to select

the proper instrument for the work to be done and to

know where to look for further information on the

subject.
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Letters to the Editor.
the present, without interest. Further, cos t = -\,

with the semi-incHnation 7i-585° and F =2-5892, gave

{The Editor does ttot hold himself responsible for
opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither

can he undertake to return, nor to correspond with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of NATURE. No notice is

taken ofanonymous communications.']

The Grossed-orbit Model of Helium, its lonisation

Potential, and Lyman Series.

Taking for granted the dynamical legitimacy of

the crossed-orbit model as originally proposed by
Bohr [Zeits. fiir Physik. ix., 1922, p. i) for normal
helium, I find for its negatived total energj', with the
usual Coulomb law of force, and treating the two
orbits as " circular " in the literal sense of the word.

.E = 7N.4i-;^F(sin»)]. (1)

where F is the complete elliptic integral of the first

kind, i the inclination of the planes of the two
one-quantic orbits, in Bohr's case 120°, and the
remaining letters are the usual symbols of the uni-

versal constants. In accordance with symmetry, the
electrons are assumed simultaneously to pass the
nodes, that is, the opposite ends of the common
diameter. (Details of deduction of (i) are given in

a paper to be published shortly.) If one of the
electrons be removed to " infinity," the energy of the
remaining ionised atom He* is - 4NCA, where N =N30 :

(i +»«/M). The small difference X^^ -N being irrele-

vant for our purpose, the ionisation work thus be-

comes, by (i), \V = Nci'i(3 -7F/4)r), or, the equivalent
wave-number (of the flash emitted at the return of
the removed electron).

<3-^F(sini)]. (2)

For Bohr's model 1 = 120° and, to four decimals,
F =2-1565. Thus >' = i-7987N, and since N is equiva-
lent to 13-54 volts, the corresponding ionisation

potential,

V= 24-35 volts (3)

which is remarkably close to 24-5, the latest value
observed and corrected by Lyman. The wave-length
corresponding to (3), or the limit of Lyman's new
series, would amount to \^ =506-8 A.
Thus far Bohr's (idealised) model, corresponding

to -cos i=i, a value supported in Bohr's paper
(I.e., p. 32) only by a terse reference to the quantum
condition for atomic angular momentum.
Now, suppose for the moment that there are

dynamically possible states of the system also for some
inclinationsdifferingfrom 120^. Thenthewave-number
emitted at the passage from He* to such an i-model will

be given by (2), with N = 1-0975.10' as a sufficiently

correct compromise value. It has seemed especially

interesting to apply (2) to simple rational values of
- cos i other than |, with a particular view of cover-
ing, perhaps, some of the observed members of
Lyman's series, which are four,

X, =584-4, Xs=537'i. '^3=522-3, X.=5i5-7,

with the conjectured X„ corresf>onding to 24-5 volts
or, very nearly, to (3) as limit. The results thus
obtained were as follows :

The "normal" value -J being already treated,

the next simple rational value cos t = - §, to which
corresponds F = 2-3404, gave, by (2),

^=537-2,

encouragingly close to the observed Xj. The very
next, however, cos t = -

J, yielding X = 56i-9, was, for
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X =585-0,

close enough to the obser\'ed Xj, and cos i = -i,
»72 =63-435°, F = 2-2571, yielded

X=522-9,

equally close to X,. But one observed member of

the series, 515-7, remained uncovered. Working back
from this, by (2), the required semi-inclination is

found to he 61-97°, whence -cos 1=0-558, while the

nearest simple fraction S is 0-555. - - - But whether
5 and 9 are still " small " integers must be left to

every one's own judgment. In fine, the formula (2),

regardless of its significance or deduction, gives the

correct ionisation potential for - cos i = \, and at the

same time, for

-cos i=%, \, \, \,

the observed Lvman Unes X^, X3, X,, X,, respectively,

the initial state being always that of He*, and the

final energy level being each time given by (i) with
the corresponding inclination. Notice that for i=o,
F=ir/2, and (i) gives 49/8 Nc/i, the familiar energy
level of Bohr's older (untenable) ring model.

WTiether the model of normal helium (i=i20°),

with almost circular orbits, is dynamically legitimate,

seems doubtful. Finally, a decision with regard to

the dynamical possibility of the remaining four con-

figurations, leading to remarkable coincidences, would
require a thorough and complicated analysis, which
the writer is not in the position to offer. Unless some
new lines are discovered beyond 500 A., the domain
worthy of investigation in this respect, on either the

accepted or modified dynamical and quantic principles,

would extend only from i = i20° to less than 177-63°,

the latter being the inclination for which the right-

hand member of (2) vanishes, when the system is

ready to break up of its own accord.
L. SiLBERSTEIN.

Rochester, N.Y., March i.

The Nature of Light Quanta.

In a letter to Nature of April 21, 1921 (vol. 107,

p. 233), Sir Arthur Schuster pointed out that a
quantum radiation could not, on account of the
nniteness of its energy, f = hv, be regarded as homo-
geneous light of frequency i-, for homogeneity implies,

strictly, the existence of an infinite train of waves of

constant amplitude.
Since all attempts to find a type of nearly homo-

geneous light with total energy hv have been com-
paratively unsuccessful, it seems worth while to

consider the hypothesis that an appro.ximately homo-
geneous type of light is the result of the interference

of two or more quantum radiations of an elementary
character.

Let us assume that an elementary quantum radia-

tion, in the form of a plane wave travelling in the
direction of the axis of x, is specified by an electro-

magnetic field in which the electric vector E is trans-

verse to the direction of propagation and represented

by a vector of type f(x-ct)P, where F depends only
on z and v and represents in magnitude and direction

the electric force in a two-dimensional electrostatic

field, of finite energy W, arising from {XJsitive and
negative charges situated within a small finite area

A in the _%i-plane.

If f{x) - -— , the total energy in this electro-

magnetic field is wp\N and is thus finite in spite of

the fact that there are electric charges travelling in
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the direction of the waves with the velocity of Hght.
These charges he within a cylinder meeting the plane
of yz on the boundary of A. The magnetic vector is

perpendicular to the electric vector and equal to it

in magnitude both inside and outside the electric

charges. The Maxwell-Lorentz equations are satisfied

everywhere, and the fact that we are able to specify
a type of radiation the total energy of which is propor-
tional to the maximum frequency pc = v indicates that
quantum theory may be quite compatible with these
equations. That all frequencies up to po occur is

seen at once from the equation — =
/ cos qx . dq.

X . D

We are justified in regarding this type of field as
elementary because, as Levi - Civita pointed out
many years ago {Comptes rendus, t. 145, 1907), the
electromagnetic force on the moving electricity

vanishes everywhere and so the electricity moves
freely under no forces and no forces are needed to
keep it intact. In this connection it may be men-
tioned that the force of type 2i/'v(p Ji-v'/c'), which
has been used to balance the electric force in a
suggested model of a stationary electron {Physical
Review, September 1922), is also' zero in the present
case because f = o and v^ = c''.

Superposing two quantum fields with

/
- sin

(p + dp) {x-ct)

x—ct
and/=

sin p[x—ct)

X- ct '

respectively,

and with coincident cylinders (or light-darts, to

use Silberstein's term), we obtain a wave of nearly
homogeneous radiation of total energy TrWdp. When
the light-darts in the two fields are separate entities

but close together, the total field still represents an
approximately homogeneous type of radiation, but
it also possesses some of the properties of a quantum
radiation because the light-darts can be regarded as

independent and one of them can be captured by an
atom and its energy hv absorbed while the other one
escapes.
The composite field will behave like radiation of

frequencies lying between f and r-t-rfi/ when reflected

and refracted if the elementary quantum-radiation
behaves like light of frequency v = cp.

To test this point we have considered the reflection

of our elementarj' quantum radiation at the surface
of the moving mirror x = id. The reflected wave
proves to be one of the same type as the first, the

electric vector heing ~f(x+ct)V, where /(^) = -—

and P' =p
c—u
c + u

Thus Doppler's principle holds just as if pc were
the frequency of homogeneous light instead of the
maximum frequency contained in the quantum radia-
tion. The energy relation e' = hv' still holds and it

looks as if W could be regarded as a universal constant
heIt.

It should be remarked that the elementary radiant
field considered here is simplj' a particular case of
a more general type of simple radiant field in which
the rays and light-darts issue from a moving point.
An ordinary type of electromagnetic field can be built

up by superposing two or more simple radiant fields

of this type and proceeding to the limit. If, then,
ordinary electromagnetic fields are to be regarded as
composite, there is nothing strange in regarding an
approximately homogeneous type of radiation as
composite. H. Bateman.

California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, California,

March 5.
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Spermatogenesis of the Lepidoptera.

I SHOULD be glad of the hospitality of the columns
of Nature to reply to two obser\ers whose papers
in the December number of the Quarterly Journal of
Microscopical Science have only recently come under
my attention. Dr. Robert H. Bowen, of Columbia
University, has investigated the spermatogenesis of

the Lepidoptera, a subject which formed the first part
of my series of papers on the " Cytoplasmic Inclusions
of the Germ Cells." His account differs from previous
ones chiefly in two respects—he states that the mito-
chondrial part of the spermatid is not a skein or
spireme but a plate-work, and what is a much more in-

teresting objection, he denies the previous descriptions
of the metamorphosis of this skein into a tail-sheath,

and instead describes it as degenerating, and the tail

region being formed of a new central substance.
In the same Journal, Mr. Graham Cannon has re-

described the louse mitosome, and supports Dr.
Bowen 's conclusion that this body is not a skein but
a plate-work. Dr. Bowen agrees with me so far as
the general appearance of the material is concerned,
but in a long discussion brings up a number of reasons
for supposing that the body in question is a plate-

work something roughly like the head of a fancy
chrysanthemum. jNlr. Graham Cannon has also given
a similar and short account of his reasons for suppos-
ing that this body is actually a plate-work formed by
a system of vacuoles.
Some years ago when Prof. Doncaster was writing

his latest book, he came to see the material illustrating

my view that the acrosome is always formed in

association with the Golgi apparatus. He was shown
my preparations of Smerinthus testes, and objected
then to my description of the mitosome or neben-
kern as a spireme. Dr. Bowen and Mr. Cannon will

be glad to know this. However, I never found any
reason to alter my views, even with such distinguished
opposition, because it seemed to me that whether the
" spireme " was formed of a flat ribbon, or a round
string, it was actually pulled out as the spermatid
lengthened, much like a ball of string. The figure

formed by the mitochondria of the spermatid is not
a matter of importance so far as concerns the larger

questions surrounding the study of the cytoplasmic
inclusions.

When, however, we turn to the second objection
brought forward by Dr. Bowen, we find a matter of

considerable importance. Dr. Bowen 's " central sub-
stance " was believed to be the partly unravelled or
pulled-out mitochondrial skein ; it is figured by me
in Plate 25, fig. 47, of my paper. His account of

this new substance being something apart from the
nebenkern or mitosome, and of the latter not taking
direct part in the formation of the tail, is worthy of

reinvestigation.

Except for Dr. Bowen's new interpretation of

the formation of the sperm tail, he adds nothing
new to our knowledge of the spermatogenesis of the
Lepidoptera. His account is valuable, however,
because of the fact that it confirms my drawings
of the appearances of the material already described
by me. Some of his spermatid cells are effete and
drawn from bundles which are in the process of

formation of atypic sperms. The whole question will

be dealt with bj' me in a full account elsewhere. I

merely take this early opportunity of stating my
position.

Mr. Graham Cannon's statements will also be
examined at length elsewhere.

J. Brontij Gatenby.
Zoology Department,
Dublin University,

April 9.
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A Static or Dynamic Atom ?

Some writers still contrast the static atom of
Lewis and Langmuir with the dynamic atom of Bohr,

j
as if the two alternatives were mutually exclusive.
It does not seem to be realised generally that any

I
inconsistency there may ha\'e been between them has
vanished completely with the publication of Bohr's
later views on atomic orbits ; speculations about
chemical constitution based on the static atom can
be translated directly into the language and con-
c options of the d>-namic atom.

The fundamental idea of Lewis is that non-polar
iimbination consists in the sharing of electrons
between atoms in such a way as to complete stable
electronic configurations. If the sharing of an elec-

tron means the sharing of an orbit, and if the stable
electronic configurations are those in which the
i;roups of highest quantum number are completed, as
they are in the rare gases: then the Lewis-Langmuir
theory, expressed in terms of Bohr's conceptions,
states that such compounds are formed when some of
the electronic orbits, instead of surrounding one
nucleus only, surround both, and therefore help to
complete the quantum groups of both atoms. With
this principle as a guide, it is merely a matter of

I

linguistic alteration to interpret on the basis of a
dynamic atom the conclusions which have been
reached on the basis of the static atom.
Of course the question remains whether the theory

III be true and whether such shared orbits are
issible. This is a matter for quantum theory to
cide. My last letter to Nature on this subject
\ovember 25, 1920, vol. 106, p. 408) succeeded in

.citing from Prof. Bohr the first statement of the
Liter and most exciting developments of his theory ;

[lerhaps this one will be equally fortunate !

Until the question is settled, it would be waste of
time to make the necessary translation, even in a few
examples. But it may be well to point out that, if

this interpretation of the "sharing of electrons"
can be accepted, the task of explaining chemistry
according to the Lewis theory will probably be
facilitated. For it seems likely that some limitations
at present imposed upon the forms of sharing and
upon the stable configurations could be removed. So
far as I can see, Lewis's principle that only pairs of

electrons are shared, and Langmuir's principle (in

the original statement) that the stable configuration
is always an octet, are based not so much on definite

facts as on the need of some guiding principle if

speculation is to be limited. The limitations sug-
gested by the identification of stable configurations
with the completion, or partial completion, of quan-
tum groups are not exactly those which are usually
adopted at present ; but once more, while the whole
basis of the theory is so uncertain, the attempt to

i decide the constitution of particular compounds is

premature. Norman K. Campbell.

The Zwartebergen and the Wegener Hypothesis.

Critics of the Wegener hypothesis have made a
good deal of capital out of the northward deflexion of

the folds of the Zwartebergen on approaching the
west coast of Africa, but their failure to point out the
cause of this deflexion seems to me to lay them open
to the charge of advocacy which they so freely lay at
Wegener's feet.

The deflexion is produced by the incidence of the
chain on a massif of older rocks of the Swaziland
.stem with a core of granite trending north-west.
'II nearing this resistant axis, the folds bend north-

west and then north forming the Cederbergen.
1 inally, they flatten and die out northwards. It is
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clear that the existence of the granitic axis has inter-
fered with the direct westerly continuation of the
folds. The interference, however, is only local, for
the Cederbergen do not continue for any distance to
the north.
An exactly analogous deflexion occurs in the case

of the Armorican folds in Ireland where they impinge
on the highly resistant north-easterly trending
Wicklow chain with its massive granitic axis. The
folds turn north-east in Tipperary as they approach
the granite and then north in Kilkenny and Queen's
County, where they flatten out and finally disappear.
The analogy is very perfect in that the final deflexion
from the general trend of the folds is greater than
would be brought about by a mere falling into line
with the Wicklow chain.
Now, as every one is aware, the interruption along

the line of the Wicklow granite does not stop the
Armorican folds. They are renewed on the other
side of St. George's Channel in southern Wales, where
they once more assume their normal direction. If,

therefore, we imagine the supposed Atlantic rift

valley to have opened up along St. George's Channel,
so as to leave Ireland attached to Newfoundland, we
may profitably consider what would have happened
when one of those irrepressible Germans had come
along and announced that it once formed part of the
British Isles, basing his argument on the fact that the
Irish and Welsh folds, as well as other geological
structures, fitted one another when the countries were
placed in juxtaposition. The critics would at once
have objected that the Armorican folds in Ireland on
the west side of the .\tlantic turned up northwards
before they reached the coast, and therefore could
not be regarded as a continuation of those of Wales.
It is clear that the objection would have no force in

this instance, so one may well ask whether it has any
in the actual case of Africa and South America.

W. B. Wright.
Manchester, March 31.

Egyptian Water-Clocks.

Permit a brief correction to the paragraph in

Nature of April 7, p. 479, on the casts presented to
the Science Museum. "The variable divisions of the
water-clocks are not for different lengths of day, but
compensations for the changes of viscosity of water,
over 9° and 12° F. respectively. This is proved by
the extremes being nearer to the equinoxes than to
the solstices, to harmonise with the slow passage of
heat through massive temples. Further, the conical
form of the clepsydra of 1400 B.C. was to compensate
for the greater flow under fuller pressure, the form
being a near approach to a portion of a parabola.
Thus the variation of pressure was as 1 : 3-7, and the
water varied as i : 2-9 to meet this.

W. M. Flinders Petrie.

A Permanent Image on Clear Glass.

After silvering an ordinary clock glass {about 5 in.

diameter) on the convex side, I noticed on removing
the wax, with which the concave side had been pro-
tected, that a perfectly distinct image of a small
child's head had been rendered visible. The image is

a photographic "positive."
It occurred to me that the clock glass had possibly

been a photographic plate at some earlier time. Pre-
sumably it was a plane surface then. In giving the

glass the curvature requisite to a clock glass it would
be expected that any silver which may have been
deposited while the plate was flat would have been
disturbed when the glass had been moulded in a
molten condition to its present shape. The image,
however, is not distorted in the slightest degree.

R 2
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I should be glad if any readers of Nature would
supply an explanation of the production of this

image. Eric Robinson.
Bedford School, Bedford,

March 24.

I .MUST thank the Editor for the opportunity he has
given me of examining the very interesting silvered

reflector specimen submitted by Mr. Robinson.
The image of the child's head has evidently a

photographic origin, as Mr. Robinson suggests, but
that the glass was at some earlier time a photographic
plate that had later been heated and allowed to settle

down in a suitable mould seems to be improbable, for

the following reasons :

The image occupies only a small part, about an
inch square, near the edge of the plate, the remainder
of which shows no photographic details. There is, as

Mr. Robinson remarks, no evidence of distortion at

the curved portions, and a close examination of the
surface shows none of those minute fractures that are
usually visible when an old photographic plate is

stripped and silvered.

When the image is examined closely, it is seen that

there is a sharp line of demarcation especially at the

right-hand side and the bottom, which suggests that

at some time the head has been cut from a photograph
and pasted inside the clock face. As the result of

contact, or possibly under the action of the light, the

image has then been impressed upon the glass. At
some later date the photograph has been removed but
the image on the glass has persisted and been rendered
visible by silvering.

There are many examples of images being formed
in the manner described on glass surfaces. A " To
Let " notice pasted inside a window often becomes im-
printed on the glass, and the image may persist there-

after for a very long time. Recently I observed on
a tramcar window the wording of an advertisement
that had been pasted on the glass and later removed.
Silvering would of course make the images much more
conspicuous.

In the hope of being able to reproduce Mr.
Robinson's specimen, two photographs were attached
with water inside a similar clock face and exposed to

the light of an arc lamp for four hours. After the
photographs had been removed the surface was
thoroughly cleaned and silvered. Notwithstanding
the briefness of the exposure, the images were then
quite recognisable.

As there was reason to think that the appearance
might be whollv or partly attributable to contact
rather than exposure to light, a glass surface was
cleaned with caustic potash and upon it there was
roughly sketched a face by means of a quill moistened
with stannous chloride. The liquid was allowed to

remain for two minutes on the surface of the glass,

which was then recleaned bv means of a cotton-wool
pad and weak caustic potash solution. After silvering,

the details of the .sketch could be observed, although
previously no traces were apparent.

Another plate was similarlv treated but not silvered.

When this plate is breathed upon, the face can be
distinctly seen.

The subject is one that deserves fuller investigation.

So materialistic an explanation as the above is not,

I fear, so attractive as a psychic one.

James W. French.
Anniesland, Glasgow, April 9.

Tactile Vision of Insects and Arachnida.

It would be interesting to know more details of

tlie research carried out by Mr. J. P. O'Hea on the
"so-called eyes in insects and arachnida" (Nature,
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April 14, p. 498, in connexion with Commander
Hilton Young's suggestion), from which he arrives at
the surprising conclusion that " the organs generally

known as eyes do not act as organs of vision." The
species Mr. O'Hea mentions are the house-fly, red
ants, Tegenaria domestica, and " many of the Epeirae."

We have here an assortment of which the power, and
even manner, of vision are scarcely comparable.

Taking lirst the spiders, sight plays practically no
part in the life of the common Epeirides ; the eyes, so

far as one can see, simply serve to distinguish light

from darkness, and form no clear image. This is

not quite true of Tegenaria (the other spider men-
tioned). A sudden movement of the hand, when the
spider comes out to take a fly, I have known to send
it back (this is also true of Agelena labvrinthica and
others). In this case, however, it is a large moving
object which frightens the spider, and it will hesitate

in its attack if the insect cease to struggle, so that
it does not find it by sight.

As for the red ants (the species is not stated), we
have the mass of Lord Avebury's work, as well as

that of Forel and many others, in determining the part
vision plays. One of the simplest cases is that quoted
by Forel ("Senses of Insects," pp. 124-128), in which
he found that specimens of Formica pratensis experi-

enced considerable difficulty in finding the nest when
their eyes were varnished (the antennary sense, how-
ever, playing the most important part).

It is in the case of the house-fly that Mr. O'Hea's
conclusions are most surprising. He maintains that
if one igradually brings the hand up to a fly on a
window-pane, "if it be a vigorous specimen, [it] will

evade the caress," whereas if one approaches it from
the other side of the pane the fly takes little notice.

His conclusion is that the fly recognises the approach
of the hand, not by vision but by currents of air due
to the motion of the hand or by convection currents
due to heat of the same.

I have lately had occasion to catch a number of

flies (Musca domestica and Calliphora vomitoria), and
have found that one of the best ways was to bring
a glass tube slowly and continuously up to the fly

(any sudden movement almost always causes the fly

to escape). If the movement is quite steady, the
fly does not realise the situation until covered by the
tube ; it cannot apparently appreciate a slow move-
ment.
When the fly is on the other side of the glass we

have several factors to consider. For example, if the
fly is outside, its field of vision below itself will be
limited owing to bright reflections all round (its eye
being close to the glass) ; hence movements from inside,

even if the fly could see below itself, would have to
be sudden and on a larger scale to disturb it.

The most obvious test to apply is as follows :

Approach the under side of the fly (i) through glass,

when, as stated, it often takes no notice
; (2) through

trellis (such as a meat-safe is made of), when, in my
e.xperience, the same thing occurs. This seems to
dispose of the idea that the fly is affected by con-
vection currents. The explanation of the facts I

should suggest to be somewhat as follows : The sur-

face of the compound eye available to the fly for

looking downwards is smaller than that on the top
of the head. Moreover, the lower portion is never
used when the fly is resting normally on a solid

opaque body and the fly has only to take into account
attacks from above. An attack from below (when the
fly is at rest) is outside its normal experience. One
may recall also that the ocelli are situated on the top
of the head and are usually considered to be useful

for close vision. The experiment, to be in any way
conclusive, should be repeated with the eyes of the
fly varnished.
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Mr. O'Hea must, however, have more facts which
enable him to deny the use of an insect's eyes for

vision in the face of all the work of Lord Avebury,
Plateau, Forel, and many others.

As for Arachnida, an immense number of examples
could be quoted as indicating power of vision. The
loUowing are obvious (and are cases where " convec-
tion currents " are definitely excluded) :

A male Attid will start to dance before the female,
though a glass' partition separate them, and he turns
liis head to watch her as she moves.

I have at present two specimens of Lycosa Narbon-
tiisis, which, when out of their burrows, will dart back
when a sudden movement is made near them,- that
is within about three yards. (They are always under
glass, so that convection currents will explain nothing.)
A slow approach, as with the fly, does not disturb them.

It seems to me that, in testing,Commander Hilton
Young's hypothesis, we cannot assume the absence of
insect vision on such slender evidence as that brought
forward bv Mr. O'Hea. We must either experiment
uith species which are known to possess absolutely no
power of sight, or obliterate the eyes with a varnish,
and then see how the insect behaves in the neighbour-
hood of a solid body. G. H. Locket.

Salmon's Cross, Reigate, Surrey,
April 15.

Science and Economics.
Prof. Soddy is an eminent chemist and physicist,

and it is consistent with his own investigations that

[ he should seek for the " natural fundamental basis
of the economic system under which we perish

"

N'ature, April 14, p. 497). If the natural basis of

tlie system be such as to cause us to perish, the object
of a re-examination is, perhaps, to alter Nature and
reconstruct de novo. Or, does Prof. Soddy mean
that there are natural economic laws of which we
are, as yet, not aware, and for which we should search ?

1 We know, however, that nineteenth-century econo-

I mists enunciated natural laws of economics such as
competition (survival of the fit) and supply and
demand (action and reaction). These laws, neverthe-
less, were not " natural " to economics ; they were
adapted from Nature, as then expounded, and applied
artificially by the governments in certain countries.

Prof. Soddy now says, and with some reason, that
the present economic system is an offence against
common sense. It seems then that the natural
obvious truths of the nineteenth century as inter-

preted economically are, in this century, both un-
scientific and senseless. Many no doubt will agree
with him that the complex modern financial system
which evolved through several centuries pan passu
with science, and admirably served to stimulate,

restrain, and direct the desires and ambitions of an
imperfect human race, does not function as re-

sponsively as it did. Age may be the ca\ise ; it has
not renewed itself by new forms of thought as has
science. But, whatever the cause, one ventures to

disagree with Prof. Soddy when he says that no
one pretends to understand the system. This is

true only as one might say " no one pretends to

understand the ' atomic ' theory "
: a few do—that

is, those who conduct the operations. Certain
axioms hold good until new conditions are intro-

duced ; but it is somewhat easier, one would think,

to find the formulas necessary to control operations
under new conditions in a laboratory than in the
world of human affairs. In the former, mathematics
are at hand, but of what assistance are these scientific

methods in dealing with complex and unequally
developed human beings whose conflicting desires

and opinions cannot be mathematically computed
and resolved by formulae ?
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Again, Prof. Soddy 's assertion that the production
of wealth is now " a relatively finished science " has a
ring of finality hitherto unassociated with science.
Many civilisations have shown evidences of great
wealth, and its production is always a finished science
at any time in an epoch, though relatively so to another.
In our own day the need for human labour has not
yet been entirely eliminated. It is even less probable
that the distribution of wealth will ever become a
finished science—at least, until " Earth's last picture
is painted." Were the dispensers of credit (whether
by patronage or " democratic control ") to achieve
a temporary perfection in adjusting the desires and
deserts of the social hierarchy even in regard to
material things, the mere force of individuality in
human beings would upset the balance in time, and
the fact of evolution makes this event inevitable,
as history shows. There may be a science of the
distribution of wealth, and, if so, it is probably
associated with the science of government, an art in
which rulers and princes of earlier times were especially
trained

; but one must conclude that its principles
are not those of applied physics, for mankind cannot
be controlled, transmuted, and led so rapidly and
readily on the path of evolution as can the " elenients"
in the physicist's laboratory.
The ultimate basis of credit in any age is character

and ability, on which have been founded the Codes
of Laws and social formulae of all great civilisations
from the earliest Laws of Manu. It may he as well,
therefore, for the preservation of our modern know-
ledge, that the system by which " tokens of wealth

"

are distributed should not be radically changed until
character is once more clearly defined and appreciated
by all classes. W. Wilson Leisenrino.
Oakley House, Bloomsbury Street,

London, W.C.i, April i6.

Effect of Plant Extracts on Blood Sugar.

(By Cable.)
In the early days of my investigations in connexion

with insuhn, I predicted that whenever glycogen
occurred in Nature an insulin-like substance would
also be found. Putting this theory to the test, I

obtained positive results first with clam tissue, and
later with yeast. This result was obtained during
the latter part of January-. In the light of this latter
result, my mode of reasoning was changed. If veast
contains an insulin-like hormone, other plants may
also contain it. Extracts of tissue of a variety of the
higher plants were, therefore, prepared, and the effect
of subcutaneous injection of these extracts upon the
blood sugar of the normal rabbit was ascertained.
The effect of certain plant extracts upon the blood
sugar of depancreated dogs was also studied. Ex-
tracts made from onion tops, onion roots, barley
roots and sprouted grain, green wheat leaves, bean
tops, and lettuce were found to produce marked
hyperglycaemia in normal rabbits. The day following
the administration of an extract of green onion tops
to a depancreated dog with a blood sugar of 0190
per cent., a blood sugar of 0090 per cent, was ob-
served. The results of this inve.stigation were com-
municated to the Society for Experimental Biology
and Medicine at the meeting in New York City on
March 21, when I suggested the name " Glucokinin

"

for this new plant hormone. Since that date I notice
in Natire of March 10 a letter by Messrs. Winter
and Smith stating that they have obtained positive
results with yeast extracts. These authors would,
therefore, share coincident priority with me in this
particular. J. B. Colli p.

Biochemical Laborator\', University of Alberta.
April 11.
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The Interferometer in Astronomy.^

By Prof. A. S. Eddington, F.R.S.

TO the naked eye the stars and planets equally

appear as points of light. A telescope magnifies

the planets into discs, but no telescope is large enough
to render visible the disc of a star. We can calculate

that a lens or mirror of 20 ft. aperture would be

needed to show us even the largest star disc ; the

construction of such an instrument, if not hopeless,

is far distant. We have considerable knowledge as to

the size of stars, but until recently it was all found by
indirect calculation ; no test had made out the image

to be other than that of a geometrical point. At the

risk of going over familiar ground I must consider

briefly the mode by which a telescope forms an image
—in particular how it reproduces that detail and con-

trast of light and darkness which betrays that we are

looking at a disc or a double star and not a blur eman-
ating from a single point. This optical performance

is called resolving power. Resolving power is not

primarily a matter of magnification but of aperture
;

provided we use an eyepiece of reasonably high power
the limit of resolution is determined iiy the size of

aperture of the object-glass.

To create a sharply defined image the telescope

must not only bring light where there ought to be

light, but it must also bring darkness where there

ought to be darkness. The latter task is the more
difficult. Light waves in the aether tend to spread in

all directions, and the telescope cannot prevent indi-

\idual wavelets from straying on to parts of the picture

where they have no business. But it has this one

remedy—for every trespassing wavelet it must send a

second wavelet by a slightly longer or shorter route

to interfere witli the first, and so produce darkness.

This is where the utility of a wide aperture arises—by
affording a wider difference in route of the individual

wavelets, so that those from one part of the object-

glass may be retarded relatively to and interfere with

those from anotiier part. A small object-glass can

furnish light ; it takes a big object-glass to furnish

darkness.

Recognising that the success of an object-glass in

separating double stars and other feats of resolution

depends on the production of darkness in the proper

place by interference between the waves from different

parts of the aperture, Michelson asked himself whether
the ordinary circular aperture was necessarily the most
efficient for giving the required interference. Any
deviation from the circular shape is likely to spoil the

definition of the image—to produce wings and fringes.

The image will not so closely resemble the object

viewed. But, on the other hand, we may be able to

sharpen up the tell-tale features. It does not matter

how different the image-pattern may be from the

object, provided that we are able to read the significance

of the pattern. If wu cannot reproduce a disc, let us

try to produce something which is distinctive of a disc.

A little reflection suggests that we ought to increase

the resolving power by blocking out the middle of the

object-glass and using only two extreme regions on
one side and the other. For these regions the differ-

> Froui the presidential address delivered before the Royal Astronomical
Society on I-'ebruary 9, on presenting the gold medal of the Society to
Prof. A. A. Michelson.

ence of light-path is greatest, and the corresponding

wavelets are the first to interfere ; they are the most
efficient in furnishing the dark contrast needed to

outline the image properly.

But if the middle of the object-glass is not going to

be used, why trouble to construct it ? We are led to

the idea of using two widely separated apertures, each
involving a comparatively small lens or mirror—after

the pattern of a range-finder. That is much easier to

construct than a huge lens circumscribing both aper-

tures.

It is one thing to detect a small planetary or nebular

disc ; it is another thing to make a close measure of

its diameter. It is one thing to detect the duplicity of

a star ; it is another thing to measure the separation

of the components. Michelson's first experiments

were directed not towards performing feats of resolu-

tion beyond what had pre\iously been attained, but
towards improving the accuracy of measurement. He
applied his method first to measuring the diameters of

Jupiter's satellites—discs which are easy to detect, but
verv difficult to measure trustworthilv with an ordinary

micrometer. But it is easier to understand the applica-

tion of the method to measurement of double stars than

to the diameters of discs ; and I shall therefore speak

more particularly of the double-star problem first,

although that is not the historical order.

Consider light coming from a distant point and
passing through two small apertures, A and B. the rest

of the object-glass being l)locked out (Fig. i). From each

aperture the light disturbance diverges in all directions,

and our problem is to find the nature of the luminous

pattern formed in the focal plane, this pattern con-

stituting the image which is viewed and magnified by
the eyepiece. At the point P (where, according to

geometrical optics, the single point-image ought to

appear) we have full illumination because the w-aves

from the two apertures have equal paths, AP and BP,
and reinforce one another. A little to one side we
have another point of full illumination, Q, ; the paths,

AQi and BQj, are unequal, but differ by exactly a

wave-length, so that the waves again arrive in the

right phase to reinforce one another. Similarly w-e

shall have a series of points of full illumination, Qj, Q„
etc., where the path-difference amounts to 2, 3. etc.,

wave-lengths. Intermediately there will be points of

darkness where the path-difference is i, li, 2J wave-

lengths, and the waves arrive in opposite phase and

NO. 2791, VOL. Ill]
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cancel one another. The light-pattern viewed by the
j

eyepiece is tiius a line of alternate bright and dark

fringes. At first sight it might .seem that the fringes

, would continue of equal brightness to a great distance
;

but actuallv they soon fade away, because in the more
oblique directions there is interference, not merely

between tlie two apertures, but between different

parts of the same aperture. In fact the fringes appear

as fine detail in the midst of the small diffraction disc

which would be formed by either of the apertures singly.

.\rrange that the two apertures arc movable, and

widen their distance apart. The points Q,, Qj, Q3 now
come closer together, that is to say, the fringes con-

tract. Decrease the distance and the fringes spread

out. It is a simple matter to find a formula giving

the width of the fringes for any given separation of

the apertures.

When the object viewed is a double star—two points

of light—each point will produce its own line of fringes,

and these will be superposed if the double star is a

close one. It may happen that the two systems of

fringes are in step, in which case the alternate bright

and dark spaces will be conspicuous : but if they are

at all out of step the pattern will he blurred. Rcnem-
bering that wc can alter at will the widtli of the fringes

by varying the separation of the apertures, we can

ridjust them, so that the bright fringes for one com-

nent coincide with the dark spaces for the other

nponent. If the two systems are of equal bright-

,s one system will fill the gaps in the other, leaving

rely a line of uniform briglitness ; if the two com-

nents are of unequal brightness the same adjustment
v,\\\ give minimum visibility of the alternation of light '

iivl sliade. Varying the distance between the aper-
1

res this critical position can be fixed with consider-

'le precision ; and for close double stars of not too

K-qual magnitude the separation is measured in this

..ay much more accurately than with a micrometer.

I

The disc of a single star or planet is likewise measured

by finding a position of the apertures for which the

I
fringes disappear. It is not now a problem of two
1 lints producing overlapping fringes, but every point

1 the circular disc produces a fringe-system, and the

I ilects must be summed. When the diameter of the

ilisc is f22 times the width of the fringes (i.e. the dis-

lace from one bright fringe to the next) the integrated

ilL'Ct is uniform illumination and the fringes disappear

altogether. It is not much use trying to see in one's

h-'ad a result which is more fittingly the subject of

algebraic calculation ; but we may notice in a general

way that with this ratio the two outer quarters of the

disc fall at places where the central half is producing

dark spaces. That indicates roughly how the different

portions of the disc compensate one another. The
(iliservation consists in varying the separation of the

aperture until the fringes disappear ; the diameter of

the disc is then 1-2 times the fringe-width calculated

lir that separation.

The possibilities of a method of this kind had been

LKplored to some extent before Michelson took up the

|)roblem ; indeed Stephan in 1874 had attempted un-

successfully to detect the discs of stars by this means.

We owe to Michelson the practical demonstration of its

success. His first paper appeared more than thirty

years ago in the Philosophical Magazine for July 1890.
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The next year he followed up the theory by measuring
the diameters of the four satellites of Jupiter at the

Lick Observatory. The method proved entirely

successful, and his measures were afterwards closely

confirmed by Hamy at the Paris Observatory in 1899
using the same device. The great value of the method
seemed to be proved ; it was thoroughly tested ; and
it forthwith lapsed into oblivion.

In 1919 Michelson again took up the matter with

energy. He made observations in August with the

40-in. refractor at Yerkes which were found to be
encouraging ; and he went on to use first the 60-in.

and then the loo-in. at Mount Wilson with the more
ambitious design of surpassing the highest resolving

power yet reached. At Mount Wilson he had the

co-operation first of J. A. Anderson and afterwards of

F. G. Pease. A great success was quickly obtained

with the double star Capella. Capella is a spectro-

scopic binary with a period of 104 days. It was
known that tlie distance of its components must nearly

approach the limit of visual detection, but attempts

to observe it visually had failed. (I may remark that

that is a rather controversial statement to make

—

particularly at the R.A.S.—but the controversy is now
ancient history.) With two narrow apertures in the

beam from the loo-in. mirror the fringes were ob-

served and then brought to minimum visibility by
varying the position angle and separation of the aper-

tures. The changing position angle and distance were

traced through the revolution. .\nderson's measures,

afterwards continued by Merrill, iiave given a very

accurate orliit. The .separation of the two components
varies from 0-04" to 0-05". P'rom a comparison of this

visual orbit with tlie spectroscopic orbit we find the

parallax of Capella and also the mass. The ])arallax

is 0-063", '•^^'^ '^h^ components are respectively 4'2 and

y^ times as massive as the sun. The parallax does

not differ much from that given by trigonometrical

and spectroscopic determinations ; but these were

very rough values, whereas the interferometer parallax

is presumably of the highest order of refinement, I

suppose that the mass determinations are about the

best we have for any star,^ But what is especially

important is that Capella is the only giant star

for which we know both the mass and the absolute

luminosity,

I may perhaps be allowed to refer to a personal

interest in this first big result of Michelson's method.

Capella now supplies the chief lacking constant in the

radiative theory of stellar equilibrium, for which I

had waited five 3'ears, It is, I think, generally con-

ceded that the absolute magnitude of a giant star

mainly depends on its mass, and theoretical formulae

can be found expressing the law of dependence. But
we need to know one pair of corresponding values in

order, as it were, to anchor the formula. Hitherto

that correspondence could only be guessed roughly

from statistical knowledge of the average luminosity of

giant stars and an estimate of the corresponding

average mass based on our general knowledge of the

masses of stars (which, unfortunately, relates chieffy

to dwarf stars). Having now the exact figures for

Capella, we can substitute a precise determination

' The masses of a Centauri, Sirius, and Procyoii may have about Ihe

same accuracy, but 1 do not think that any others reach this standard.
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instead of the provisional estimate ; the change is by
no means unimportant, the original estimate having
been considerably in error.

Capella would have been slightly beyond the theor-

etical resolving power of the Too-in. if used in the

ordinary way, though an elongation might have been
detected. Resolving power was actually gained by
blocking out the mischievous central portion of the

aperture. But now came the final step—to produce
fringes with a greater path-difference than any tele-

scope yet constructed could provide. In 1920 a 20-

foot interferometer, designed by Michelson and Pease,

was constructed, in which the two interfering apertures

could be separated to a distance of 20 ft. This was
used in conjunction with the loo-in. mirror, which
helped to bring the two beams together to produce
their fringes. One might say that Michelson was now
employing a 20-foot mirror ; only, since he was only

intending to use two small areas at its edges, he
economically constructed those particular areas and
left the rest of the mirror to imagination.

On July 10, 1920, the great 20-foot beam was placed

across the telescope. On December 13 success was
attained, and the diameter of Betelgeuse was measured.
Its interference fringes had totally disappeared when
the mirrors were at 10 ft. separation, although the

other stars showed them. The deduced diameter was
0-045"—about the same size as a halfpenny fifty miles

away.
Michelson 's visits to Mount Wilson were limited to

the summer months, and he was not present when this

result was obtained. When he returned in 192 1 he

found his collaborators much occupied in trying to

find some plan of obtaining definite measures of the

visibility of the fringes instead of vague judgments.

He suggested the plan of using two apertures, one fixed

and the other variable ; a difference in the size of the

apertures reduces the visibility to a definite extent,

depending on the ratio of the two apertures. Finally,

a comparison apparatus was constructed with one
square aperture of 4 in. and the other a square
variable from 4 in. to zero, in order to afford a
definite scale of visibility.

In the early trials it took days to find the fringes,

but as gradual improvements were made a few hours'

work on the first night of a series of observations

sufficed ; the subsequent settings being made in a few
moments.

I need only touch very briefly on later developments.

Diameters of Antares, Aldebaran, Arcturus, and ii

Pegasi have since been measured. But, of course, the

discs of most stars are far below the limits for a 20-foot

instrument. Prof. Hale is now constructing a 50-foot

interferometer, and it is estimated that thirty or forty

stars will be within its grasp. There is no need for a
large mirror, and the use of the loo-in. in conjunction

with the first interferometer was rather a luxury. The
50-foot is of different design, and will not depend
on any other telescope. All the diameters of stars

measured up to the present confirm very closely the

theoretical values that had been predicted for them.
The enormous actual size of these stars—the earth's

orbit could be placed entirely inside Betelgeuse—is

a picturesque feature of the results ; but that was
a confirmation of facts already established almost
beyond doubt.

It is not unlikely that interesting bypaths may be

opened up. Considerable fluctuations in the diameter

of Betelgeuse have been found, which may or may not

he due to varying definition. The star is an irregular

variable showing also changes of line-of-sight velocity,

and the correlation of varying diameter with these

other fluctuations would be of great physical interest

if it turns out to be genuine. Michelson has pointed

out that it is theoretically possible to determine by the

interferometer the distribution of light over the disc

—

the law of darkening at the limb. That is a conceivable

development for the future.

Sunlight and Disease.^

By Dr. C. W. S.aleeby.

" TN the beginning, God said. Let There Be Light."
J- In or before the eighth century B.C., Zarathustra,

foremost among many sun-worshippers in many ages,

taught the cult of the sun and the green leaf and
thrift, in place of pillage and murder. In the beginning

of medicine, Hippocrates, practising at Cos in the

temples of /Esculapius—son of Phoebus Apollo, god
of the sun and medicine and music—practised the

sun-cure. In the beginning of our era, Galen and
Celsus used the sun. In the Dark Ages, by a pitiful

misconception, the cult of the sun fell into desuetude

as a species of pagan Nature-worship, and ill persons

were treated alike in physical and in intellectual night.

Tuberculosis and other ills were treated by the Sover-

reign touch, reputed to cure the " king's evil."

In the second half of the nineteenth century, we find

certain heralds of the dawn. In 1856, Florence Nightin-

gale vigorously but vainly protested against the

orientation of Netley Hospital, observing that no
sunlight could ever enter its wards. In 1876, Sir

* From a discourse at the Roya! Institution on March g,
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Benjamin Ward Richardson praised sunlight in his

" Hygeia, The City of Health." In 1877, Downes
and Blunt showed that sunlight will kill anthrax

bacilli. In many writings at this period, John Ruskin

upheld sunlight and declaimed against the " plague-

cloud " of smoke above our cities. In 1890, Dr. Theo-

bald Adrian Palm {nat. 1848), who still practises

medicine at Aylesford. in the Garden of England,

showed by the geographical method that lack of sun-

light is the chief factor in the causation of rickets,

and added an admirable series of recommendations

accordinglv.^ His paper was entirely ignored, and

I found it in America, thanks to an American biblio-

grapher. Robert Koch and others showed that sun-

light kills tubercle bacilli. In 1893, Niels Finsen began

to cure lupus, a form of cutaneous tuberculosis, by

the local use of sunlight, and Sir James Crichton-

Browne made observations to the same effect in this

country. In 1900, on May i, the London Hospital

= " The Geographical Distribution and ^Etiology of Rickets," The Prac-

titiomr, October and November 1890.
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began the cure of lupus by the local use of sunlight,

thanks to tlie really effective Sovereign touch of Queen
Alexandra, who was instrumental in bringing her

young fellow-countryman's idea from Copenhagen.

In 1003. Dr. A. Rollier opened at Leysin, in the

Alpes Vaudoi.ses, the first clinic for the treatment of

-'i-called surgical tuberculosis by sunlight ; and in

1 1) 10 he applied his idea to prevention by the establish-

ment of the " school in the sun," at ("ergnat, just

Ill-low Leysin.' In 1914, he published his book, " La
Cure de Soleil," but the world catastrophe of that

\ear caused it to be overlooked. In this country

his methods have been followed recently by Sir Henry
Gauvain, at the Treloar Hospital at .\lton and Hayling
Island, where very simple sheds and solaria serve to

achieve results never approached by Xetley, the pre-

tentious and misplaced architecture of which exists

in the same county to point the contrast between
its century—the last of the ages of darkness—and
the dawn in our own. In a very few other places,

also, such as the Queen Mary's Hospital for Children

at Carshalton, under Dr. Gordon Pugh—photographs

of which from the air show a series of three-sided

solaria strongly resembling the health temple at Cos,

—

at Leasowe near Liverpool, at PerPisburg near Buffalo

in the United States, and, following a recent lecture

of mine, at the Heritage Craft .Schools, Chailey, Sussex,

tlie sun-cure is employed. At several others, which
I have visited, the sun-cure is said to be employed,
l>ut is not, the elements of the matter being unknown
to the persons in charge.

The results of heliotherapy, as seen in person, or

recorded in RoUier's radiographic and clinical atlas

of 1914, or shown by means of illustrations, are un-

approached, for certainty, safety, ease, beauty, restora-

tion of function, and happiness during and after treat-

ment. No explanation of them, to be called intelligible

or adequate, is offered by any of its practitioners.

Being myself without patients or laboratories, I

have used only the geographical method, and have
found, at each place studied, a tendency to believe

tliat the various factors there present are essential

!i)r the results obtained. In the mountains, altitude

is insisted upon ; at the sea, the argument for " helio-

.\lpine " is replaced by an argument for " helio-

Marine." In high latitudes, the Mediterranean is

described as impossible for sun-cure ; on visiting the

Mediterranean, I found the sun-cure gloriously succe.ss-

lul on the French and Italian Riviera, and there are

'iimilar reports from Spain. The fundamental bases

were lacking for a superlatively successful empirical

practice, conducted by various clinicians under widely

varying conditions and in ignorance, for the most
part, of each other's methods. No rational statement
of the scope of heliotherapy could be obtained, some
strongly denying, while Rollier strongly averred, that

tuberculosis is amenable to the treatment when it

happens to be situated in the lungs, as it is amenable
when situated elsewhere. In his volume of 1914,
Rollier mentioned certain other conditions besides

tuberculosis, such as rickets, a non-bacterial disease,

hut the only explanation of the sun-cure that he offered

was based on the antiseptic action of sunlight, while

» The " school in the sun," in summer and winter, was demonstrated alter
tic discour>e by means of a film.
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Gauvain explicitly regarded the sunlight as only an
adjuvant in his method.

Clearly tlie need was for a properly co-ordinated

scientific inqi'iry into the action of sunlight upon the

body in health and disease. We were using it as we
used digitalis for the heart before pharmacology (to-

compare a great thing with one relatively trivial)
;

we needed a true piiysio-pharmacology of this incom-
parable medicainent. My demands (e.g. in Nature,
December 8, 1921, p. 466; January 5, 1922, p. 11)

for such an inquiry were met, after six months, by the

Medical Research Council, early in 1922, and from
the date of the appointment of the Special Committee,
under the chairmanship of Sir William Bayliss, a new
chapter in clinical and preventive medicine, I believe,

will be seen to begin, its provisional opening being

the new and largely rewritten translation into English

of " La Cure de Soleil," * on which I resolved immedi-
ately after my first visit to Leysin.

Already we have at least made it clear to all critics

that the action is due to the sun's light and not to its

heat. So long ago as 1779, Ingenhouss showed that

the dissociation of carbon dioxide by the green leaf

is due to the sun's light and not to its heat. Vet. in

several instances, the sun-cure has been tried, with
calamitous results, by clinicians who, making no
inquiry into the matter, have exposed the unaccus-

tomed chests of phthisical patients to the mid-day
sun, perhaps for an hour or two, with natural results

in fever and haemoptysis. Already, also, the idea

that the light is less valuable in killing the infective

agent than in raising the bodily resistance to it^an
idea to which I invited attention nearly twenty years

ago, at the death of Finsen—has come into the clinical

mind. Since last August in the Light Department
of the London Hospital—which has done such splendid

though limited work on the older hypothesis, since

1900—the general light bath has been used as well

as the local treatment, and cases which resisted the

latter have been completely cured b)- general exposure

of the nude skin to the electric arc lamp, without
local irradiation. W'e must use a combination of light

and cold, which I have been commending for some time
on the evidence of visits to Canada, where a magnificent

childhood, free from rickets, thrives in extreme cold,

thanks, as I belie\e, to a brilliant sun.

In various American laboratories the subject is now
being advanced : notably in Columbia University,

New York, under Dr. Alfred F. Hess and his fellow-

workers. They attribute the major part of the action

of the sun to the ultra-violet rays, by which, in experi-

mental animals and also in infants, they are able to

cure rickets with great speed, ease, and certainty, and
to increase very markedly the phosphorus in the

blood of infants on a constant diet. When I saw this

experimental and clinical work in New York last

December, the result had already been reached of

demonstrating an annual curve, from month to month,
of phosphorus in the blood of infants, with a maximum
in June-July, and a minumum in March, corresponding

with the monthly height of the sun in New York.

By radiographic studv of the bones of infants, it had
also been shown that no new cases of rickets occur

• " Heliotlicrapy." by Dr. \. Rollier. with forewords by Sir H. J. Gauvain
and Dr. C. U'. Saleeby. Oxford Metlical Publications, 1923.
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, in New York in June-July, and the maximum number
occur in March. Dr. Hess now informs me that the

calcium content of the blood follows the same curve as

the phosphorus content. Among earlier noted seasonal

eflfects of sunlight, quoted by Hess in his latest paper,

are the presence of increased iodine in the thyroid of

cattle from June to November, and the greater resistance

of guinea-pigs to aceto-nitrile poisoning in summer.

Iless and his workers have also begun the study of

various clothing materials in this connexion, and find

that they vary in their power of permitting or obstruct-

ing the action of light. Specimens of a mercerised

cotton, one white and the other black, otherwise

identical, the former allowing light to act and the

latter interfering with it, have been examined by me,

and I find no difference, due to the black dye, in the

spacing between the fibres of the material. But I

understand that the Department of Applied Physio-

logy of the Medical Research Council has found, in a

series of observations as yet unpublished, that the

biological action of light can be graded by temperature.

I am in hope that these specimens of material may
be studied hv the delicate methods associated with

the name of Prof. Leonard Hill, and that it may be

found that the black material produces a higher tempera-

ture than the white of the subjacent skin, thus pre-

judicing those unknown and beneficent chemical

reactions which appear to need light and cold for their

development.

The belief grows upon me that the asserted futility

of heliotherapy in phthisis is due to the overheating of

the patients in the sun. I think that a new chapter will

open in the treatment of that disease when practitioners

acquaint themselves with the principles and practice of

heliotherapv before exposing their patients to the sun.

The power of sunlight and of cod-liver oil in rickets

has suggested to Prof. Harden that the light may
cause the skin to produce vitamin A for itself—though

no instance of the synthesis of a vitamin by the animal

body is known. The most recent work at the Lister

Institute shows that light is unable to replace vitamin

A completely, but appears to make a small quantity

more effective. Miss Coward's work shows that vitamin

A is present in the parts of flowers which contain

carotin. Sir William Bayliss has suggested to me
that the production of this vitamin in green plants

is a function of the carotin rather than of chlorophyll,

and that probably the carotin acts as a sensitiser for

ultra-violet rays. In this connexion we must remember

that pigmentation of the skin is a marked feature of

the sun-cure, and that patients who do not pigment

well do not progress well. No one who has seen and

touched the typical pigmented skin of a helio thera-

peutic patient can doubt that very active chemical

processes are there occurring. Perhaps we should

regard the skin less as a mere integument than as an
organ of internal secretion. The pigmented skin under
the sunlight is surely that ; and we may ask whether
it contributes, as Sheridan Delepine suggested,^ to

the making of hemoglobin. I ojve also to Sir William
Bayliss the information that Dr. H. H. Dale, a member
of his committee, has shown that smooth muscle can
be made to contract by ultra-violet rays.

Aerial and other photographs of Manchester, and
the Potteries, and of Sheffield, taken at successive

hours on Sunday and Monday, demonstrate the

obstruction of sunlight by our urban smoke, the

industrial and the domestic chimney being both
responsible : but while Sheffield deprives itself of more
than half its sunlight, Essen is absolutely smokeless,

and Pittsburg, which I have visited for the purposes

of this inquiry, has abohshed 85 per cent, of its smoke.
Sections of the lungs of an agricultural labourer and
a typical urban inhabitant of our country, the latter

being heavily infiltrated with smoke, illustrate a
cognate aspect of our subject.

Yet another point is illustrated by recent work of

Hess, which shows that the milk of cows fed on pasture

in the sunlight maintains the growth and health of

young animals, wliereas the milk of cows fed in shadow
and on vitamin-free fodder will not maintain life.

Our children are thus disadvantaged in winter by
light-starvation, and by the defect of the milk of light-

starved cows.^

Photographic study of houses and housing on both

sides of the Atlantic illustrates the problem of urban

light-starvation. Finding New York smokeless in

1919, I later made investigations with the aid of

Dr. Royal S. Copeland, the Health Commissioner of

that city, and found that the death-rate from pul-

monary tuberculosis had been reduced by one-half

in the period, 1905-1919, of the operation of the

sanitary regulation against smoke.' The restoration

of sunlight to our urban lives is the next great task

of public health in this country.
" There is no darkness but ignorance," as Shake-

speare said. In every sense we need " more light."

Then we must apply our knowledge, less for helio-

therapy than heliohygiene, until we ha\-e banished

what I call the diseases of darkness, and it maj- be said

of us that " The people that walked in darkness have

seen a great light, and they that dwell in the land of the

shadow of death, upon them hath the light shined."
* Joitrnil oj Physioh^v, vol. xii., 1891, p. ^y.
• To some extent, .\ntipodcan sunlight, in the form of dried milk from

N'ew Zealand, comes to the rescue.
' The smoke prohibited in New York, or in Winnipeg, where I found

similar regulations, need not, as in our futile Public Health .-Vet, be " black,"
Sec • The Eugenic Prospect " (Part II., " Let There Be Light "), by Dr.
C. W. Saleeby. (Fisher Unwin. London ; and Djdd Mead and t^o., New
York. 1921.)

Domestic Animals in

THE perennial alarm of the possible transmission of

diphtheria from diseased animals to man is again

occupying the attention of the British daily press. This

time it arose out of the death of a little girl who was

thought by her mother to have contracted diphtheria

from certain chickens which were kept in the house.

The mother's view was supported by a medical man,

who said that birds are subject to the germs of diph-
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Relation to Diphtheria.

theria and die of the disease. He had no doubt also

that dogs and cats could have diphtheria, and he knew
of instances of pigeons which had it.

The present writer has recently made an exhaustive

critical analysis of the literature on this subject, and
can state definitely that this bird, cat, and dog story is

a pure myth. Diphtheria bacilli have been found on

three occasions in cows (cases of Dean and Todd (1902),
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Ashby (1906), and Henry (1920)), and h\ two authors

(Cobbett (1900) and Minnett (1920)) in horses. No
proved diphtheria bacilli have ever been found occur-

ring spontaneously in cats, dogs, or fowls. In 1920
Simmons obtained, from two cats, bacilli resembling

diphtheria bacilli in man, l)ut differing in the funda-

mental respect that they fermented cane sugar, which
human diphtheria bacilli do not.

The belief that cats are frequently capable of trans-

mitting diphtheria arose in Great Britain largely ou(

of work done by E. Klein for the Local Government
Board in 1889 and 1890. lie based his opinion on
the existence of spontaneous diphtheria in cats on the

fact that a very fatty condition was found in the

kidneys, a lesion which he regarded as pathognomonic
of the disease in this animal. Before Klein pul)lished

this statement it was already well known (Gluge (1850),

Ilandfield Jones (1853), and Beale (1869)) that all

normal cats show this lesion—a fact confirmed by
modern writers like Hansemann (1897), Fibiger (1901),

and iMottram (1915-16). In an extensive inquiry in

1919-20, Savage w-as unable to find, nor could anyone
produce, a cat infected witii diphtheria bacilli.

The doctrine of milk - borne diphtheria was also

largely based on Klein's work (1890). He alleged that

when cows are injected with cultures of diphtheria

bacilli in the shoulder, these diphtheria bacilli appear in

the milk and the animals suffer from an eruptive disease

of the udders and teats. Dean and Todd (1902) traced

a milk-hornc epidemic of diphtheria to cows with scal)s

on the udders. They showed that the eruption was

not due to diphtheria, and they regarded the diphtheria

bacilli found in the udder as a superposed infection

from the saliva of an infected milker. In 1920 Ijenry

.studied an epidemic of thirty-two cases. The disease

was traced to milk. The dairy-maid was found to be

suffering from cutaneous diphtlieria, and from her the

udder became affected, this in turn transferring the

disease to the hands of the maid's father.

So far as is known, these are all the positive facts

of the animal transmission of diphtheria to man. We
may therefore assume that it is an event of exceeding

rarity. With regard to birds there is no proved

instance that these animals have ever transmitted the

disease. So-called croup and diphtheritis in birds have

nothing to do etiologically with human diphtheria.

It is not necessary to assume an animal origin of an

outbreak of diphtheria until all possible human sources

in the immediate neighbourhood have been excluded.

This can lie done only by cultivations, and not by the

pious opinions of mothers and medical men without

experience in bacteriology'. W . B.

Obit

Prof. E. Majewski.

THE late Prof. Erazm Majewski, the Polish natural-

ist, who died on November 15 last in Warsaw,
was a scholar and pioneer worker of a type characteristic

t the difficult and discouraging conditions in pre-War
'oland—a country divided by three alien states, two
I which forbade the use of the native language, even

in the primary schools, excluded native teachers, and
suppressed native culture.

Born in 1858, in the provincial town of Lublin. Prof.

Majewski studied science at the University of Warsaw.
In order to devote himself to research, to which he

ad felt attracted from earliest youth, he had first to

i:ain a financial independence, for at that time there

were no endowments, no academic positions, no possi-

bilities of scientific publication for a Pole who wanted
to work in his own language and for his own country.

Prof. Majewski took up and developed an important
l>ranch of chemical industry and thus obtained a living

t first, and afterwards what, for Polish conditions,

light be considered a small fortune. With this he

luld not only find leisure for his own research, wliich

soon became very strenuous and extensiv-c, but he also

was able to finance research and help a number of

younger students.

"Prof. Majewski's own activities were astoundingly

multifarious : translations into Polisli, popular exposi-

tions, manuals, monographs, scientific novels, treatises,

and last, not least, solid original contrii)utions, partly

based on research in the laboratory and in the field.

The subjects of his work were commensurately e.xten-

sive : chemistry, botany and geology ; later on,

ethnography, prehistory and archa ology ; finally, in

the last ten years of his life, economics, sociology, and
history of civilisation. Perhaps the most lasting value
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will be retained by his archseological and prehistoric

studies, through the impetus which he gave to excava-

tion and collecting, through the foundation of an

excellent periodical {Swiatoicit), which he financed and

edited himself, and through the formation of a large

and valuable collection of Slavonic archieology, pre-

sented in 1921 to the Scientific Society of Warsaw.

All Prof. Majewski's work reveals a man of genius

in the marvellous grasp of each problem touched upon,

in the original and independent point of view, in the

amazing power of study and assimilation. It shows,

of course, also the defects of its qualities : such

enormous output over a wide range is bound to entail

a certain degree of dilettantism, many hasty generalisa-

tions, and a tendency to avoid all negative evidence.

All the defects of the late Prof. Majewski's work, how-

ever, are due mainly to the unfavouralilc conditions

under which he worked : absence of scientific organisa-

tion, of co-operation and of division of work, all of

which leads to the unlimited pegging out of claims over

the vast territory of science by an enterprising and

independent mind, to lack of self-criticism, to an easy

lapsing into over-ambitious schemes. The qualities

whicii he possessed, on the other hand, are native and

intrinsic to his own mind, and entitle us to hope that

his country, which can produce .such people as he

under the most discouraging conditions, will, when its

political and economic foundations are once more

secure and its scientific work organised, be able to

contribute its due share to the progress of science.

B. M.

Dr. Hartwig Franzen.

On February 14 the death occurred at Karlsruhe,

Baden, of Dr. Hartwig Franzen, extraordinary professor

of organic chemistry at the Technical High School.
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ITartwig Franzen was born on March 21, 1878,31 Nortorf,
Holstein

; he- studied at Heidelberg, Berlin, and Copen-
hagen, graduating in 1901 at Heidelberg and becoming
a private lecturer in chemistry at that university. His
first work was published in collaboration with Th.
Curtius, the discoverer of hydrazine and hvdrazoic
acid (azoimid), whose favourite pupil he was. 'in 1910
he became extraordinary professor and was called in
1912 to the Technical High School at Karlsruhe as sub-
director of the organic chemistry institute. Franzen
worked on gas analysis and embodied his results in his
'' Practicum," which was published in 1907. He also
mvestigated the hydrazine compounds and problems in
the chemistry of fermentation and the physiology of
plants. Many of his publications deal with the con-
stituents of green plants. Franzen was a well-known
investigator and an efficient teacher. His early death
leaves a great gap in the ranks of the younger German
chemists, and his numerous friends and pupils will
faithfully preserve his memor\-.

We regret to announce the following deaths :

Mr. F. W. Harmer, for more than fifty years a
fellow of the Geological Society and well-known for

his studies of Pliocene mollusca, on April 24, aged
eighty-seven.

Prof. G. D. Hinrichs, formerly professor of physical
science in the University of lovi'a and of chemistry at
the St. Louis College of Pharmacy, aged eighty-six.

Sir Albert J. Hobson, pro-chancellor of the Univer-
sity of Sheffield and for twenty years a member of the
council of the University, on April 20, aged sixty-one.

Prof. V. Th. Homen, Pippingskoldsche professor
of applied physics in the University of Helsingfors,
aged seventy-five.

Dr. A. Latham, physician and lecturer in medicine
at St. George's Hospital, who was known for his work
on pulmonary consumption, on April 13, aged fifty-

six.

Prof. E. W. Morley, professor of chemistry at
Western Reserve University from 1869 until 1906 and
known for his part in the Michelson-Morley experi-
ment to detect motion of bodies through the aether,
aged eighty-five.

Sir John Watney, chairman of the Council of the
City and Guilds of London Institute, on March 25,
aged eighty-nine.

Mr. J. Wright, well-known for his work on Irish
foraminifera and carboniferous fossils, on April 7,
aged eighty-nine.

Current Topics and Events,

The " Zoological Record," which for nearly sixty
years has annually supplied zoologists with biblio-

graphical references to the literature of their subject,
and in particular has performed the task of recording
the names of new genera and species introduced each
year, is threatened with extinction. Although the
responsibility for producing the Record was tem-
porarily shared with the International Catalogue,
which has ceased to exist, the credit for its publica-
tion, during recent years, has otherwise belonged
exclusively to the Zoological Society, which has thus
earned the gratitude of workers in all parts of the
world. The decision of the council of the Society
to cease publication, except on certain terms which
are explained in another part of this issue, will be
received with regret and consternation by a large
number of investigators. It is urgently necessary
that a combined effort should be made to save this

invaluable serial, and those interested are invited to
communicate with Sir Sidney Harmer, at the British
Museum (Natural Histon,'). Suggestions will be
welcomed, but it is hoped that many will be able to
express their sympathy in a practical form, by under-
taking to subscribe for the annual volumes or for

the separate parts in wluch they are individually
interested, or by giving assistance of an even more
direct nature.

The treatment of diabetes by the use of the extract
of the pancreas known as " insulin " is now made
more widely possible by the fact that it has been put
upon the market by the British Drug Houses in con-
junction with Messrs. Allen and Hanburys, Burroughs,
Wellcome and Co., and Eli Lilly and Co. On account
of the limited supply as yet available, the Medical
Research Council has made certain recommendations

to the Ministry of Health with regard to its eco-

nomical use. The Minister has appointed the follow-

ing committee to advise him on the subject : Sir

George Newman, Dr. R. A. Bolam, Sir Walter Fletcher,

Sir Humphry Rolleston, Dr. Alfred Salter, and Dr.

McCleary. This committee, which can be addressed

at the Ministry of Health, Wliitehall, has recom-
mended that insulin should be supplied only to

hospitals and medical practitioners who have at their

disposal means of determining the sugar content of

the blood. Those to whom the preparation is

supplied shall undertake to make observations of

the changes in the amount of sugar in the blood in

correlation with the dose of insulin given. It shall

not be given where the symptoms can be controlled

by moderate restriction of diet. It may, however,

be given in coma, as an emergency treatment, or in

preparation for a surgical operation. Detailed in-

structions for its use and for obviating the results of

too large a dose are supplied by the makers with each

sample.

A MEMBER of an Indian Provincial Legislative

Council was reported recently to have demanded that

the budget allotment for combating hookworm disease

shovild be cut out because, as ninety per cent, of the

people suffered from this serious disability, " it was a
normal state of health and there was no meaning in

spending money on investigation and prevention of

the disease." The demand revealed a dangerous

depth of ignorance, or, what is worse, a perversion of

knowledge—for the speaker was an Indian doctor

—

which is only equalled by that of another member
asking not long ago what steps a Provincial Govern-

ment proposed to take to diminish the deaths due to

lightning ! Unfortunately, the Retrenchment Com-
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mittee has recently recommended decentralisation of

medical research in India, with consequent dependence
of all grants for its support being voted annually by
the large Indian Council majorities. The qualifica-

tions for such serious responsibility can be gauged by
' the above examples, and thej' are combined with

j
administration by an Indian Minister who is very

unlikely to look beyond his own province and race for

iL'search workers. Moreover, the original grant of five

lakhs of rupees (33,000/.) a year for medical research

[
was cut down to 3J lakhs during the War, and is now
recommended to be abolished. In its place tl\e 33
lakhs accumulated by the Indian Research Fund
Association during the War, and ear-marked for a

new research laboratory in Delhi, is to be capitalised

to bring in about two lakhs a year for the full support

of the bacteriological department, which is to be

deprived of twelve of its officers—more than one-third

of the total number—the whole savings from this

small department being disproportionally great as

compared with many far less valuable and life-saving

forms of expenditure. The future of medical research

in India will be dark indeed if such large reductions

in finance and personnel arc effected, and still more so

if the remaining funds are to be placed at the mercy
every year of the large Indian majorities on all the

Provincial Councils, few of whom have had the

-slightest scientific knowledge or training.

The first congress of Polish Chemists and Physicists

met in Warsaw on April 3. With a total membership
of about 850, this meeting has taken a high place

among recent Polish scientific congresses, and the

organising committee is to be congratulated upon the

brilliant success achieved. A large gathering of

scientific and industrial chemists and physicists, to-

gether with representatives of the Government, the

Municipality of Warsaw, and of various societies and
corporations, filled the Great Hall of the Technical

High School of Warsaw on .\pril 4, when the meeting
was welcomed by Dr. Mikulowski Pomorski (Minister

of National Education), and short scientific addresses

were delivered by Prof. Ladislas Natanson (Rector of

the Jagellonian University of Cracow), and by Profs.

Marchlewski, Bialobrzeski, and Moscicki. The scien-

tific proceedings of the sections were full of interest ;

about 120 papers were read in various chemical

sections and about 36 in the section of physics ;

there were many communications showing serious

work and real progress. Particularly interesting, in

the section of physics, were communications by Profs.

Pienkowski, Zakrzewski, Wolfke, and Reczynski on
experimental investigations in progress in various

fniversify laboratories in Poland. The meeting con-

cluded on April 6 with an address delivered by Prof.

ToUoczko, and the usual \-otes of thanks. The hearty
reception accorded to scientific men coming from all

parts of Poland was much commented upon by those

who attended this very successful meeting.

The first conversazione of the Royal Society this

year will be held at the Society's rooms, Burlington
House, on Wednesday, May 16.
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Thk J lines announces that the Anthropological-

Geographical Society of Stockholm has conferred the

Anders Retzius Medal in gold upon Sir Aurel Stein

for his archa;ological research in Central Asia.

The twenty-ninth James Forrest lecture of the

Institution of Civil Engineers will be delivered on

May 4 by Sir Richard Glazebrook, who will take as

his subject " The Interdependence of Abstract

Science and Engineering."

Dr. H. M. Dale will deliver two Oliver-Sharpey

lectures at the Royal College of Physicians of London
on May i and 3, at 5 o'clock, taking as his subject
" The Activity of the Capillary Blood-vessels, and its

Relation to certain Forms of Toxsemia."

The Adolph von Baeyer Memorial lecture will be

delivered before the Chemical Society by Prof. W. H.

Perkin, in the Lecture Hall of the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers, Storey's Gate, S.W.l, on

Thursday, May 10, at 8 p.m.

The Secretary for Mines has appointed the follow-

ing to be additional members of the Safety in Mines

Research Board : Prof. W. S. Boulton, Prof. S. M.

Di.xon, Dr. J. S. Haldane, Prof. C. H. Lees, and Prof.

J. F. Thorpe.

The Chemical Society Research Fund Committee

will meet early in June. Applications for grants

should be made on forms obtainable from the .\ssistant

Secretary, Chemical Society, Burlington House,

Piccadilly, W. i, and must be lodged with the Assistant

Secretary by June i.

Appuc.\tions for grants in aid of scientific in-

vestigations bearing on agriculture to be carried out

in England and Wales during the academic year

beginning on October i next should reach the Secretary,

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Whitehall Place,

S.W.I, by, at latest. May 15. The applications must

be made upon form A. 230/1, copies of which can be

obtained from the Secretary to the Ministry.

Applic.vtions are invited by the Ministry of Agri-

culture and Fisheries for a limited number of research

scholarships in agricultural and veterinary science,

tenable for three years and each of the annual value

of 200/. The latest date for the receipt of applica-

tions, which must be made upon a prescribed form, is

July 15. The form and particulars concerning the

conditions of the scholarships are obtainable from the

Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries,

Wliitchall Place, S.W.i.

An election of not more than six junior Beit

Memorial fellows for medical research will take place

in July next, and the persons elected will be required

to begin work on October i. Each fellowship is of

the annual value of 350/., and the usual tenure is

three years. The latest date for the receipt of

applications is June i, or, in the case of candidates

giving residents abroad as referees. May 15. Forms

of application and all information may be obtained

by letter only addressed to Sir J. K. Fowler, Honorary

Secretary, Beit Memorial Fellowships for Medical

Research, 35 Clarges Street, W.i.
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Dr. Edward P. Hyde, who organised the Nela
Research Laboratories in 1908, and for the past few
years has occupied the position of director of research
of the National Lamp Works of the General Electric

Co., Cleveland, has tendered his resignation, to take
effect on June 30. Dr. Hyde, who has been active
in scientific and technical affairs for a number of

years, has decided to take a prolonged rest abroad.
He will temporarily discontinue many of his activities

in scientific and engineering societies, but will retain

the office of president of the International Commission
on Illumination until its plenary meeting, to be held
in the United States in 1924.

In connexion with Dr. Simpson's Royal Institution

discourse on " The Water in the Atmosphere," pub-
lished in Nature of April 14, Prof. A. W. Bickerton
writes to suggest an alternative formation for hail-

stones which have the form of cones mounted on
hemispherical bases. It is suggested that these may
be formed by the freezing of raindrops which solidify

first on the outside, then, as the core freezes, the
expansive pressure bursts the spheres along the lines

of minimum resistance, these being the lines of a
pentagonal dodecahedron. The difficulty of this ex-

planation is that soft hail, to which reference was

made by Dr. Simpson, forms above the region where
raindrops are met with. Also the " stones " of soft

hail are frequently so large that the mass of twelve
of them would be much greater than the mass of the

largest possible raindrop— which has a diameter of

less than half a centimetre.

The Gifford Lectures delivered in 1922 by Prof.

C. Lloyd Morgan will shortly be published by ]\Iessrs.

Williams and Norgate under the title of " Emergent
Evolution." Among the chapter headings are the

following :—emergence, mental and non-mental, re-

'

latedness, reference, memory, images, towards reality,

vision and contact, relativity, causation and causality,

and evolutionary naturalism.

Messrs. Sotheran's Catalogue of Science and
Technology is always of bibliographic interest and
value, being carefully classified, and containing in-

formative annotations to many rare volumes offered

for sale by the publishers of the catalogue. The
latest part is No. 783, dealing with mathematics.

It should be seen by all who take an interest in

the subject. The catalogue is obtainable from H.

Sotheran and Co., 140 Strand, W.C.2.

Our Astronomical Column.

The Planet Jupiter.—This planet will arrive at
opposition to the sun on May 5, when its distance
from the earth will be about 410 millions of miles.
It is now visible during the whole night, and is

favourably situated for telescopic examination. The
Great Red Spot in the southern hemisphere remains
faintly visible, and a slight increase in its rotation
period has occurred in the last few years. Its present
longitude is 228-, so that it precedes the zero meridian
ot System II. by about 3 h. 38 m. Observations of
the transits of this marking will be valuable, and may
be witnessed at about the following times :

—

h. m, h. m.

April 29. 8 47 G.M.T. May 8. 11 6 G.M.T.
May I. 10 21 ,, ,, II. 8 37

3- II 59 .. ,, 13- lo 15
6. 9 28 ,, ,, 18. 9 22 ,,

The extensive dusky marking, known as the south
tropical disturbance, is now in contact with the
following end of the Great Red Spot, and it will be
interesting to watch this object, as it passes the Red
Spot in ensuing months.
From recent observations by Mr. F. Sargent of the

Durham University Observatory, it appears that
the rotation period of the south edge of the South
Equatorial belt of Jupiter shows an abnormal period
of 9'' 52'" 37^*. This latitude on Jupiter falls between
the two well-known currents, on which Systems I.

and II. were based, the periods being 9'' 50™ 30' and
9'' 55'" 40-6^ (Nautical Almanac, 1923, p. 568-71).
The unusual time of rotation was derived from a

mean of three markings, but the observations extended
over too short an interval to obtain exact results.

There is no doubt, however, that there is a:, inter-

mediate current between that in which the Great
Red Spot is situated and the equatorial markings, and
it will be important to follow the objects seen by Mr.
Sargent which on March 29 were in longitudes from
309-7° to 325-1° (System I.).
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Spectra of Three O-type Stars.—Dr. H. H.
Plaskett contributes to the Publications of the
Dominion Astrophysical Observatory (vol. i. No. 30)
an important research on the spectra of three O-tj'pe

stars. These stars show enhanced line spectra
which can only be reproduced terrestrially under
extreme conditions of excitation. Their spectra thus
afford an opportunity for testing theories on the
origin of spectra and for ascertaining some of the
physical conditions in stellar atmospheres. The
stars in question were 10 Lacertae (Oe 5), 9 Sagitta;

(Oe 5) and B.D. 35° 3930 N (Oe) and their spectra
were secured with the universal spectroscope at-

tached to the 72-inch reflector using one-, two- and
three-prism dispersion. ' Dr. Plaskett first points out
that if the Pickering lines (f Puppis) are due to
enhanced helium, Bohr's theory predicts the existence
of enhanced helium components about 2A to the
violet of the hydrogen lines. He then gives his

evidence for showing that those predicted components
are present in his spectra, which demonstrates that
the Pickering lines and X 4686 are due to enhanced
helium.

In two of the stars Dr. Plaskett employs the mean
\va\-e-lengths of the enhanced helium lines for the
determination of the value of the Rydberg constant
N2 for helium, and deduces the values of Planck's
constant and the mass and charge of the electron.

Those values he compares with recomputed values
from Paschen's value of N2 and with results from
other methods of determination. He deduces the
temperatures of the O-type stars under discussion

and gives the following values : 9 Sagittae, 18,500° K ;

10 Lacertffi, 15,000° K ; and B.D. 35° 3930 N, 22,000°

K. He finally suggests a modification of the Harvard
Classification of the O-type stars as follows :

Class Oo, Pickering lines disappeared ; Class O5,
(B.D. 35° 3930 N) ordinary helium disappeared

;

Class O7 (9 Sagittae) Mg-i-, 4481 missing; Class O9,
Si HI -1-, pair 4552, 4567, on the point of appearing.
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Research Items.

Excavations at Ancient Carthage.—A corre-

spondent writing in the Times of April 9 describes

the result of excavations on the site of ancient
Carthage conducted by a party of Americans working
in co-operation with French archa;ologists. Their

I work is timely, as the site of this city is in danger of

i becoming a modern suburb of Tunis. Within the

city itself the remains of two sanctuaries and the
potters' quarter have yielded some sculptured stones
and numerous specimens of pottery. But the most
important discovery is an underground corridor

through which a supply of water passed, and some
rock-cut tombs, containing statues, two on recumbent
stone coffins of Greek work, and others showing that
the Carthaginians were dependent for their art on
Greece and Egj'pt. It is hoped that further explora-

! lion will throw light on the Roman buildings and
North African architecture during the Christian
period.

Clash of Ideals in Modern India.—The Earl of
Ronaldshay, Governor of Bengal, 1917-22, delivered

an interesting address before the Indian Section of

the Royal Society of Arts, which is printed in the
Society's Journal (vol. Ixxi., No. 3, 665), on the
situation in India. The motive force of the native
movement is " fear lest before the triumphant assert-

iveness of Western civilisation all that is essentially

and distinctively Indian is doomed to perish and
utterly to disappear." As regards education, there is

dissatisfaction with the present system, but it is not
1 asy to discover what it is that Indians desire to see

I king its place. There is an emphatic demand for

cational or practical instruction—they object to the

1 resent courses as displaying a Western bias ; the
demand in Bengal for medical training is clamorous

\\<\ widespread, "and many Indians who are far

'in being hostile to the British connexioi desire to
nee a more distinctly Indian orientation given to the
education imparted to their people." The address,
which deserves attention, takes, on the whole, an
optimistic view of the present situation.

Psychology and Criminal REspoNSiBiLiTY.—In
Psvche (vol. iii.. No. 2) Dr. W. Brown discusses the

titude of modem psycholog>' to responsibility. He
.ows that there is a tendency for those who under-

>t<ind incompletely the aims of modern psycholog},-,

to believe that a general spread of its doctrines will

result in a weakening of the sense of moral respon-
sibility. He discusses the legal definition of re-

siionsibility and describes cases where a crime of
\ lolence may be committed for which the person
mnot be held responsible. The psychologist, as such,
concerned with the problem of studying the causes

.1 the history of the person which have led to the act,
and the contribution of recent work is in the direction
I A tracing the influence of the acts and phantasies of
infancy and childhood ; it appears not infretiuently
I liat the people answerable for the victim's upbringing
re really responsible. Modern psychology does not
ritest tlie reality of moral responsibility. While it

iiulds the view that criminals suffering from certain
1 jrms of mental disease are less fully responsible than
are normal people, it does not countenance the view
tliat all criminals suffer from mental illness, nor that
mental illness is an invariably sufficient excuse for
crime.

The Alphabet used in Writing Malay.—There
is no record of the Malay language having been written
until the Arabs reached Indonesia, the oldest existing
tlocuments being written in the Arabic character.

which is still largely used. After the Arabs came the
Portuguese, Dutch, and English, and each nation
adopted its own system. It has laeen felt for a long
time that it would be a convenience if a uniform
system of spelling were adopted. Hitherto the choice
has lain between Arabic characters and the Dutch or
English spelling, none of which are quite satisfactory.

Mr. C. H. Pownall in a pamphlet entitled " The
Writing of Malay " (Cambridge, W. Haffer and Sons,
Ltd.) suggests that the system known as " Peetickay,"
advocated by Dr, W. Perrett in a book issued by the
same publishers in 1920, should be adopted. It pos-
sesses the special advantage that those who suffer

from writer's cramp find it a great relief, as the pen
is more frequently raised from the paper than in

ordinary writing. Mr. Pownall regards this system
as preferable to the symbols used by the International
Phonetic Association : but it does not seem probable
that a con.servative oriental race will be inclined to
adopt a new system instead of the systems to which
they are accustomed. In the end, in spite of certain
difficulties, English will hold the field.

The Laws of Vision and the Technique of Art,
—In his treatise on landscape painting, Birge Harrison
shows that a picture is most artistic when it repro-
duces our retinal impressions, and his theme has been
taken up and developed by Messrs. A. Ames and C. A.
Proctor and Miss Blanche Ames in an interesting
paper published under the auspices of the Rumford
Fund in the February issue of the Proceedings of the
American Academy. The retinal picture is less dis-

tinct at the edges than at the centre and is distorted
in the " barrel " manner, while the retina itself is

more sensitive to blue near the edge than at the
centre. When a photograph of a landscape or build-
ing taken with a camera having a lens with the same
properties as the eye is compared with one taken
with a corrected lens, that taken with the artificial

eye produces the more artistic effect. On examining
a number of pictures by distinguished artists, the
authors have found evidence of the use—conscious or
unconscious—of the technique suggested by these laws
of vision by da Vinci, Rembrandt, Israels, Millet,

Turner, Whistler, De Hoogh, and others, but only by
one living artist—Orpen. The authors urge that the
retinal picture should be made the basis of the
technique of art.

Classification of Cirrus Clouds.—In Geografis/ta
annalcr, 1922, 3-4, Mr H. H. Hildebrandsson has a
short paper in which he discusses an international
terminology for the various kinds of cirrus clouds.
After full consideration of the forms of cirrus de-
scribed bv L. Besson, C. J. R. Cave, A. W. Clayden,
C. Ley, J. Loisel. I'Abb^ Maze, H. Osthoff," and
J. Vincent, all the cUussifications of whom are sum-
marised, Mr. Hildebrandsson proposes seven main
types. Some of these are rare and none is common
in its typical form, but they serve as a basis of a
classification to which all cirrus can be referred. The
seven types, each of which is briefly described and
in many cases illustrated, are uncinus or caudatus,
vertebratus, pennatus, filosus, confertus, fioccosus,

and nebulus. The names have the merit of being
indicative of each type, and are easily remembered.
The classification certainly seems to be sounder than
some former ones which recognised a dozen or more
main types.

Climatoi.ogical Normals for Egypt and the
Sudan.—The Physical Department of the Ministry
of Public Works, Egypt, has issued a book of normcds
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which comprises 63 stations, and in addition to the

Eg>'ptian and Sudanese stations, it includes seven

stations in Cyprus, one in Crete, and one in Abyssinia.

Many of the normals cover a period of 20 years.

Normals for rainfall are given for 76 stations, for the

total number of years for which trustworthy records

are available. It is said not to be uncommon,
especially in the Sudan, for the relative humidities

to fall below 10 or even 5 per cent. Wind force

given throughout is stated to be in terms of numbers
on the Beaufort scale. The scale is given as o-io,

but Beaufort scale should be 0-12. The equivalents

in miles per hour given for the scale o-io is in fair

agreement with the Beaufort values o-io given by
the British Meteorological Office. The percentage

frequency of wind direction is given for most stations.

Most of the Egyptian stations have single louvred

screens ; this seems scarcely satisfactory, especially

for a hot country. Monthly maps are given for

isobars and prevailing winds, for air isotherms, and
for rainfall. The tables of normals are of great

value to the world's meteorology. The absolutely

highest temperature on a single day at many stations

exceeds 120° F. and in places even touches 130° F.

On the coldest day in winter frost is exceptional in

the shade to the south of 20° N. Rainfall for a single

day is occasionally more than the average total fall

for the month ; there are two instances of 1 1 inches

and more in the 24 hours—at Alexandria in December
1888 and Tombe in the Sudan in July 1914. A rain-

fall map intended as a frontispiece will be issued

separately.

Peat in the United States.—Though peat is

still looked on with hesitation as a source of industrial

fuel in the near future, every national geological sur-

vey is attracted by the numerous schemes for its

exploitation. That of the United States has issued

Bulletin 728, on " The occurrence and uses of Peat

in the United States," by E. K. Soper and C. C.

Osborn (1922). The maps record very considerable

deposits in the regions of more temperate Climate, as

in Minnesota towards the Canadian border. It is

pointed out that, contrary to popular belief, the

Mississippi basin is poor in peat, owing to the high

temperature, which accelerates the decay of vegeta-

tion, and the frequent tioods, which deposit sheets of

alluvium. Some of the plates illustrating the infilling

of basins of various types introduce unusual scenes,

such as the Dismal Swamp, with its decaying forest,

in the Virginian coastal plain. When we come to the

treatment of peatlands for raising crops, we find that

the customary advice is given, to clear away the

upper peat as much as possible, to drain thoroughly,

and to add materials that will provide the land with

something like a reasonable soil. The case is familiar

to us through agriculture in the English fenlands.

The Bulletin forms a good handbook for the apprecia-

tion of lowland peat-deposits by the student.

Genetics ok Productivity.— In a study of pro-

ductiveness in apple trees. Sax and Govven (Bull. 305,

Maine Agric. Expt. Sta.) show that this quality is

closely associated with habit of growth, although soil

differences in an orchard also play a part. They also

show (Bull. 307) that many commercial varieties of

apples are self-sterile and that insect visits are essential

for the setting of fruit. They recommend the inter-

planting of different varieties which are inter-fertile

and flower at the same time. In two other papers

(Bulls. 301 and 306) on milk production in Holstein-

Friesian cattle, a further study is made of the trans-

mitting powers of sires for milk production, and
of the relative merits of a 7 - day or a 365-

day test for the relation between milk yield and
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percentage of butter-fat. That the daughters of

different sires inherit differences in their milk pro-
duction is well known. But pedigree results show
that the cattle breeder's principle that " like begets
like " is not a sufficient one to follow in breeding for

milk production.

Moulds on Meat in Cold Storage.—On behalf
of the Food Investigation Board, F. T. Brooks and
M. N. Kidd recently published, in Special Report
No. 6 of the Board (192 1), an account of the " black
spot " produced upon meat in cold storage by the
activity of moulds. In this report it was demon-
strated that the moulds responsible for the discolora-

tion could grow and reproduce, although the meat
was kept at - 6° C. F. 'T. Brooks and C. C. Hansford
have now published the more interesting mycological
results of this valuable piece of applied research in
the Transactions of the British Mycological Society,
vol. 8, Part III., pp. 1 13-142, 1923. They conclude
that Cladosporimn herbarum is the species responsible
for all the cases of " black spot " on meat they have
observed, and that Hormodendron cladosporiodes is

identical with it. This Cladosporium appears to
occur very generally on vegetable refuse as well as
on meat, and to be very variable in habit, so that a
careful control of its structure and growth on a wide
range of culture media is necessary for its identifica-

tion. Many of its forms appear to have been de-
scribed as species. Among the other moulds growing
on cold stored meat two new species, Sporotrichum
carnis and Toriila botryoides, have been isolated ;

while on one occasion a new genus turned up in a
woolly patch of mould present on a consignment of
skinned Australian rabbits. In view of the laboratory
from which the present work is issued, it is appropriate
that the authors have named the new genus Ward-
omyces in memory of the late Prof. Marshall Ward.

The Spread of Rusts upon Cereals.—With work
proceeding for the new Ph.D. degree at many British
Universities, we shall probably have many theses
published in which essentially British problems are
materially elucidated by overseas investigators.

Certainl)' Karm Chand Mehta, now professor of
botany at Agra College, India, as a result of his work
at Cambridge under the direction of Mr. F. T. Brooks,
has given us a most valuable study of the methods
by which cereals are attacked year after year by the
various species of the rusts (now published in the
Trans. Brit. Mycological Soc, vol. 8, Part III.,

pp. 142-176,1923). The rusts are quite unable to grow
as saprophytes, hence there is great difficulty in

their continued maintenance in pure culture, and
much discussion as to the method by which these
fungi maintain themselves through the winter when
their normal host plant is harvested in the autumn.
These parasites were some of the first microscopic
forms in which a well-marked life cycle was traced
with essential stages in two separate host species,

often plants of widely different nature, and in the
case of the black rust of wheat, Piiccinia graminis
Pers., the present paper supplies further evidence for

the truth of an oft-contested thesis that the wheat
plants may be infected from the accidial stage upon
the winter host, the wild barberry. In the case of

the other rusts of wheat, brown rust, P. triticina

Erikss., and yellow rust, P. glnmarum Erikss. and
Heun, the observations and experiments here recorded
show the significance of the self-sown seedlings of the
wheat left in the ground after the harvest ; upon
these the fungus persists and the uredospores formed
upon them are the main source of infection of the
new crop. This paper, as some earlier classic papers
from the Cambridge laboratory, is fundamentally
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opposed to the point of view of the great Scandinavian
mycologist Eriksson, who has assvimed that the fungus
must persist through the hfe-cycle of the host plant

as an undetectable protoplasmic contamination,
" mycoplasm," intermingled with its own living sub-
stance.

Artesian Water in Australia.—In the report
for 192 1 of the Director of Mines and Government
Geologist for South Australia, there is included a
useful map of the principal artesian basins of Australia,

made in connexion with the interstate conference on
artesian water which met at Adelaide in September
1921. The map is of special interest in showing the

isopotential lines or the heights above sea-level to

which the water will rise. These lines have been
accurately determined in many parts of the great
artesian basin, especially in New South Wales and
Queensland. They are less certain in parts of South
Australia, but they are sufficiently accurate to show
the absence of any concealed south-westerly outlet.

The basin as a whole has marginal intake beds sur-

rounding it. Fragmental isopotential lines for the
Murray river basin have been embodied in the map.
The scale of the map is too small to allow detail in

the case of the basins of Willochra valley. Port Pirie,

Cowell, and Adelaide plains. There is a lack of in-

formation in the case of the Eucla basin, but from the
variable salinity of the water it would seem to be
derived from more than one source in the sandy desert.

Generalised Optical Law.—Part i of volume 24
of the Transactions of the Optical Society contains
the generalised optical law communicated by Mr. T.
Smith to the Society in December last and called by
iim the optical cosine law. It includes as special

ises the law of refraction, the coma sine law, the
.i.Kial displacement and other exact laws of optical

instruments, and runs thus ; If I is the angle of
inclination of a ray to a chosen fixed direction in the
hject space and I' the inclination of the emergent

;ay to a chosen fixed direction in the image space,
then the rays for which cos \=p cos I' -vq where p
and q are constant touch caustics S in the object and
S' in the image space, and if S be displaced a small
<listance s along the fixed direction in the object
pace to S, the image caustic S' will move along the
ii.Ked direction in the image space through a distance
.s', where n's' ~nsp and n n' are the refractive indices

of the object and image media. The application of

this generalised law to the construction of a telescope
aplanatic at all magnifications is given as an illustra-

tion.

Wind Steadiness in the Upper Air.—To the
March number of the Meteorological Magazine Mr. H.
Harries contributes some curious facts about the
flights of toy balloons in " races " organised by Major
MacLulich at Brighton during the summer of 1922.
On August 2} two balloons were liberated together,

and next morning they descended in the little village

of Marcel par V'itrey, Haute Saone, having travelled

in company S. 51° E., 295 miles. On September 21

t\vo others started together in a dead calm, made a
perpendicular ascent of about 2000 feet, and dis-

appeared m a cloud. Within 12 hours both dropped
in the streets of Cassel, Germany, the course and
distance being N. 85° E., 365 miles, at a rate of 30
miles an hour. Numerous balloons were sent off on
September 9, under well-marked anticyclonic north
wind conditions. The cards of 43 of them were
recovered within a small area in the north of France,
nearly all having followed a course between S. 2° E.
and S. 5° E. They had attained an altitude where
the wind was of gale force, one of the balloons, found
aj hours after its despatch, having covered io8 miles,
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at a rate exceeding 43 miles an hour. Of a different
character were the flights of September 13, the
balloons being liberated in front of a cyclone approach-
ing Brighton from the midland counties. The cards
of 20 were returned, and of these 15 were drawn into
the cyclone and descended in various places in Kent,
Essex, Suffolk, Bucks, and Berks—the greater part of
the circuit of the cyclone. The other five, apparently
attaining a higher altitude, were caught in a westerly,
veering north-westerly, current, which carried them
to north-eastern France. One dropped at St. Ouen,
Paris, 226 miles distant from another despatched at
the same time, which descended at Thatcham Park,
Stowe, Bucks.

Active Hydrogen and Chlorine.—In the Pro-
ceedings of the Science Association, Maharajah's
College, Vizianagram, published in December 1922,
Mr. V. Venkataramaiah gives an account of some
further experiments he has made on active hydrogen.
Hydrogen gas obtained by the action of heat, and of
water, on sodium hydride, as well as hydrogen gas
which had bubbled through molten sodium, reacted
with sulphur in the cold, and therefore contained
active hydrogen. Similar results were obtained with
potassium and calcium. Other methods for the
activation of hydrogen (burning oxygen in hydrogen,
surface combustion of hydrogen and oxygen on
platinum, high tension arc in hydrogen, high tempera-
ture arc in hydrogen, and the passage of hydrogen
through heated platinum and palladium) are described
in further papers. In the same journal Mr. Venka-
taramaiah describes the activation of chlorine, pre-
pared by heating gold chloride and dried with
phosphorus pentoxide, by the .silent discharge, by
electric discharges in the gas, by ultra-violet light,

and by the heat of an electric arc. The gas combines
with ozone to form C1.,0, with sulphur to form SXlj,
and reacts with benzene in the dark to form CgHiCl,.

The Herbert Pendulum Har'dness Tester.—
Two points to be looked for in a " hardness " tester
are simplicity of operation and results independent
of the mass and thickness of the specimen. These
are among the desirable features of a new instrument
made by Messrs. Edward G. Herbert, Ltd., of Man-
chester, others being portability and the immunity
of the specimen from damage due to testing. Thin
strip, case-carburised steels, minerals, and glazes on
pottery thus come within the scope of the machine.
The apparatus consists of an arched casting weighing
4 kg., surmounted by a curved spirit-level graduated
from o to 100. It is supported on the specimen by
a I mm. ball fixed beneath the centre of the arch.
With the standard setting the instrument has its

centre of gravity o-i mm. below the centre of the ball,

and is thus free to oscillate. " Scale tests " are made
by placing this rocker normally on the specimen and
tilting it until the level-bubble reads o. On releasing
the instrument the graduation to which the bubble
floats is the " Scale Hardness Number " {e.g. glass 97,
mild steel 30). The recommended " Time tests

"

are made by causing the " pendulum " to oscillate

and noting with a stop-watch the time for ten swings.
Strange to say, while mild steel requires 20 seconds,
the " Time Hardness Number " of glass is 100 seconds.
Both tests, then, depend upon the degree of indenta-
tion of the specimen, and a time factor appears to be
involved. There is good agreement between succes-
sive determinations. While the instrument detects
" strain-hardness," it does not appear to indicate
relative machining properties. The high ranges of
the time hardness scale may be opened out by raising
the centre of gravity of the " penduluni," and
altogether the system presents many important
possibilities.
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The " Zoological Record."

WITH the exception of the " Archiv fiir Natur-
geschichte," which is about nine years behind-

hand and consequently of very Httle use, the " Zoo-
logical Record " is at present the only bibliographical

guide to zoological literature being published in

the whole world. In the annual report which the
Council of the Zoological Society will lay before the
forthcoming annual general meeting it is recom-
mended that the Society shall not undertake the
printing of any further volumes after the issue of the
one in hand xmless it receives substantial assistance

towards meeting the cost. It is estimated that the
cost of preparation and printing is 1900/., towards
which about 800/. is received from sales and sub-
scriptions, leaving a net cost of 1 100/.

With the object of ascertaining the views of

other societies interested in scientific zoology on the
question, a meeting of representatives was held in

the Board Room of the Natural History Museum on
April 16. In the absence of Sir Sidney Harmer,
the director, owing to a family bereavement, the
chair was taken by Lord Rothschild, a Trustee of the
Museum and himself an eminent zoologist. Among
the institutions and societies represented were the
following : Linnean Society, Geological Society,

Marine Biological Association of the United Kingdom,
Imperial Bureau of Entomology, British Ornitho-
logists' Union, British Ornithologists' Club, Royal
Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, Wellcome
Bureau of Scientific Research, Malacological Society,

Conchological Society, Challenger Society, Ento-
mological Society of London. Letters urging the
need for the " Zoological Record " were received from
representatives of the Tropical Diseases Bureau,
Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine, and the
L'niversities of Cambridge, Durham, Birmingham, and
Wales. The meeting was unanimously agreed as

to the imperative need for the continuance of the
Record, and authorised Sir Sidney Harmer to form a
committee of those interested to confer with the
Zoological Society as to the arrangements for carrying
on the work.

In response to a question as to the attitude of the
Trustees of the British Museum, Lord Rothschild
stated that they had ordered the following statement
to be sent to the Zoological Society for use in support
of its appeal for assistance :

" The Trustees of the British Museum recognise the
great value of the services rendered to science by the
Zoological Society, which has for some years pro-
duced the annual volumes of the ' Zoological Record.'
The indexing, year by year, of the names of newly-
described genera and species, and of alterations in

the names of others, may be regarded as an absolutely
essential adjunct to work in this science. Although
primarily of importance to systematists, the establish-

ment of a correct nomenclature and the recording of
new names are quite as necessary to workers in other
branches of zoology, who are ultimately dependent
on the systematists for the discrimination of the
species with which they deal. With the accumulation
of an enormous body of new facts, increasing in

amount each year and much of it hidden away in

the pages of publications which are difficult of access,

the study of zoology is peculiarly dependent on having
the record kept complete and up-to-date. The work
of future naturalists would become almost impossible
if each investigator had to make for himself a complete
survey of the literature of his subject, published
during many years without being indexed. The
Trustees are accordingly of opinion that the continued
publication of the ' Zoological Record ' is indispen-
sable to the progress of zoology. They have heard
with regret that the Council of the Zoological Society
is unable to undertake the sole financial responsi-
bility for the appearance of the annual volume, and
they have no hesitation in expressing their conviction
that in these circumstances a strong effort should
be made to obtain contributions from scientific

societies and other bodies interested, with the view
of relieving the Zoological Society of a part 01

the burden which it is no longer willing to carry
unaided."

Agricultural Progress in India.

T^HE steady advance in the progress of scientific
•' agriculture in India is reflected in a recent
number of the Agricultural Journal for India (xvii.,

part vi.), in which a variety of experimental work
is reported. D. R. Sethi describes successful at-

tempts to reclaim large tracts of the desert area of
the Kapurthala State, illustrated by striking photo-
graphs. Since igi8 about 100 acres of the worst
land in the district have been levelled and provided
with an ample supply of irrigation water, free from
alkali salts, by means of a large tube well equipped
with power-driven machinery. The loose sandy
soil was rendered more tenacious by green manuring
with sann-hemp, which decays in about a fortnight

after ploughing in and has a most marked action
in binding the sand together, further improve-
ment being effected by the introduction of clay
carted from the low-lands. Good crops of maize,
cotton, wheat, sugar-cane, cow-peas and other legumin-
ous crops are now being grown on the land, and it

is hoped to be able to render such reclamation an
economic proposition.
As the relative value of nitrogenous organic manures

depends largely upon their nitrifiability, F. J. Flymen
and D. V. Bal have tested a number of these on
various typical soils of the Central Provinces and
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Behar, under varying conditions of climate and
cultivation. The nitrogen of castor cake appears
to be quickly available in most soils, the others
following in decreasing order of a\ailability. Ground
nut cake is exceptional in that it decomposes slowly
in most soils, but very rapidly and effectively in

black cotton soil. The nitrifying power of typical

rice soil, where the cultivation is of an anaerobic
or semi-anaerobic nature during a great part of the
year, is much less than that of soils subject to open
cultivation.

The phosphatic manuring of rice soil has received
attention from M. R. Ramaswami Sivan in pot and field

experiments with Trichinopoly phosphatic nodule.
This mineral contains too much lime, iron, and
alumina to be manufactured economically into super-
phosphate, but it appears to be a suitable manure
for paddy lands when applied with decomposing
organic matter. In pot cultures with rice the phos-
phate alone was ineffective, but the addition of

green manure brought the phosphate into action
and resulted in a very considerable increase in crop.

Nitrogen, as sulphate of ammonia, was a less efficient

agent in rendering the phosphate available. The
residual effect of this mineral phosphate seems to be
considerable, but this point is still under investigation.
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The hydrogen-ion concentrations of some Indian
soils and plant juices have been determined by
VV. R. G. Atkins (Bull. 136, Agricultural Research
Institute, Pusa), who suggests that the method may
1 useful to agriculture in various ways, as, for
xample, to delimit the degrees of soil acidity or

alkalinity within which it is possible to grow certain
crops, and to determine the lime requirements of
particular soils. The acidity of .some sandy Assam
soils is suggested as the cause of their high content
of available phosphate, which is beneficial to indigo
and other crops. The reaction even of highly cal-

careous soils may be somewhat modified by manurial
treatment, the use of such manures as sulphate of
ammonia or potash rendering the soils slightly less

alkaline, the reduction being about P„ 0-4. A
further reduction takes place in waterlogged soil,

owing to the accumulation of carbonic acid. The
value of gypsum on black alkali lands is attributed
'> the fact that calcium sulphate will, by precipita-

: ion of calcium carbonate, reduce the alkalinity of
a sodium carbonate solution from Ph 10 or less to
Ph 8, the latter being a limit suitable for plant life,

whereas the former is not.

Fact and Phantasy in Industrial Science.'

'X'HE title of the lecture is intended to add to the
^ obvious meaning of " industrial science " the

' implementary idea of a discipline or school of
I'hilosophy, and an interpretation under which the
iintithesis conveyed in the current expression " pure
and applied science " is divested of any unreality.
In regard to accumulation of exact knowledge of
jihenomena, no distinction of method or object is

evident. " Pure science," however, is ideal in a sense
which seldom characterises industrial research or
scientific development of production.
The cellulose industries represent a vast accumula-

tion of exact knowledge and a formidable array of
statistical evaluation of fundamental matters of
accepted fact. This tends to eliminate phantasy and
imagination from the investigation of the primary
routine processes of these industries, whereas these
faculties have full play in the secondary arts of
decorative treatment, e.g. in weaving design, bleaching
nd finishing, dyeing and printing : on the other hand,

' lence has contributed new products, e.g. mercerised
cottons, and the artificial (cellulose) silks, and
.ittendant progressive extensions and developments,
both artistic and scientific. Systematic scientific
study of cotton, as an organic structure, as a colloidal
complex with specifically characteristic hydration
capacity, and as a chemical individual, is opening a
\ ista of new developments of the primary textile
industries.

Moreover, industrial research in this section adopts
the unit cotton hair, as the determining factor of the
industry, which is a radical change of the basis of
accepted fact, from the empirical to the scientific.

Similarly in the papermaking industry, current
research concerns itself with units of minute dimen-
sirins, and the phenomena of the unseen and sub-

iisiblc order. ' This trend of research again involves
he faculties of phantasy and its more disciplined form

of imagination.
The future of creative or constructive development

of the cellulose industry would appear to be bound
up with the application of physical and biological
method : the former in investigating the properties
of cellulose as such, and its actions and reactions
in relation to hght, heat and electricity ; the latter

' Abslr.^ct of a di^oiirse tlcliver«I at the Koyal Itistitution on Friday
Kcbniai^- 1, by Mr. C. F. Cross K.R.S.

in investigating the conditions of origin of cellulose

structures, the natural history of bacterial resolu-
tions, and the fonnation of humus, peat, lignite and
coal. This general sketch of the matter of the lecture
was developed by specimens and demonstrations.
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Depth of Earthquake Foci.

nPHE question of the depth of earthquake foci is
•' attracting considerable attention among seis-

mologists, and forms the subject of several recent
papers (\ion. Not. R.A.S., Geoph. Sup., vol. i., 1923,
pp. 15-22, 22-31, and 50-55). In the first of these
Dr. Dorothy Wrinch and Dr. H. Jeffreys consider
the seismic waves from the Oppau explosion of
September 21, 1921, which were registered at five

observatories on the Continent at distances ranging
from 110 to 365 km. from Oppau. Using the method
of least squares, they find that the velocities of the
P and S waves (first and second preliminary tremors)
are respectively 5-4 and 3-15 km. per sec. These
values, which are of course those for the superficial

sedimentary layer, are much less than those deter-
mined from observations of earthquake waves (7-1

and 40 km. per sec.) for the upper layers.

A more important earthquake with a superficial

origin is the Pamir earthquake of February 18, 191 1,

which, as Prince Galitzin suggested and Dr. JelTreys
has shown, was the result of the fall of a great
landslip. This earthquake was recorded at seis-

mological stations all over the world. Dr. Jeffreys
compares the times of arrival of the P and S waves
at various distances from the origin with those given
by the standard tables. The latter represent the
average of a large number of earthquakes, the foci

Oi which were situated at various, though unknown,
depths, but none of which was on the surface. Now,
if the latter depths were great, as suggested by the
late Dr. G. W. Walker, there should be considerable
differences between the observed times for the Pamir
earthquake and those given by the tables. From
the absence of any such differences. Dr. Jeffreys
concludes that the foci of the earthquakes on which
our tables are based were not at depths greater
than 120 km.

In the third paper. Prof. Turner supplements a
former note (see Naturf., vol. 110, p. 55). Observa-
tions on the angle of emergence of earthquake waves
at Pulkova led Galitzin to discern the existence of

three new " critical surfaces " at the depths of 106,

232, and 492 km. Prof. Turner remarks that the
relative depths of earthquake foci also concentrate
about three chief values. The absolute depths are

unknown, but, if they are the same as those of

Galitzin's surfaces, they result in a surface value of

the P waves agreeing with that obtained from the

Oppau explosion, and suggest that destructive earth-

quakes probably originate in the uppermost layer,

at a depth of 106 km.
Prof. Omori attacks the question from a different

f>oint of view, but also depends on time-observations

(Japanese Journ. of Astr. and Geoph., vol. i, 1922,

abstracts p. 16). He finds that the distance (x km.)
of a station from the earthquake centre and the

duration (v sec.) of the first preliminary tremor at

the station are connected by the relation x = T.\zy.

From observations made at three stations (Tokyo,
Mito, and Choshi), he finds that the focal depths of

ten earthquakes felt at Tokyo in 1919-1921 range
between 27-5 and 46-0 km., w^ith an average of

34 km. In a later paper (Seismol. Notes, vol. i,

No. 3), he assigns, by the same method, a depth of

48 km. to the focus of the .semi-destructive Tokyo
earthquake of April 26, 1922. C. D.
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University and Educational Intelligence.

Belfast.—At the meeting of Senate of the Queen's
University held on April 20, it was agreed to receive
the resignation of the vice-chancellor, the Right Hon-
ourable and Rev. Thomas Hamilton. Dr. Hamilton
was appointed vice-chancellor by Queen Victoria in
i88g as president of Queen's College. At that time
the annual endowment was 8000/. and the number
of students less than 400. The annual endowment
is now 36,000^ and the number of students 1250.
During his long presidency his services were in-

valuable. In 1901 a fund of 100,000/. for the better
equipment of the College was received, which made
possible the erection of laboratories for teaching and
research. By the Universities Act of 1908 the Queen's
College was dissolved and became the Queen's Uni-
versity, and Dr. Hamilton was named in the charter
as vice-chancellor and president. The Senate ap-
pointed a special committee to make inquiries as to
a person suitable for nomination to the office of
president and vice-chancellor.

Leeds.—The Leeds Education Committee and the
Universit)' have co-operated in setting up a new
course of training for students who may expect to
occupy posts of directive responsibility in the printing
trades. The University has no Printing Department
of its own ; but in other respects is able to offer the
kind of training which is needed by a man who will

afterwards take a responsible position in business life.

The Leeds Technical School Printing Department, on
the other hand, is to provide technical training in the
various processes of printing and the full course will

extend over four years. The first three years will be
spent in reading for the University degree, one of the
subjects for which will be printing. A fourth year,
leading to a diploma, will be spent wholly on printing
at the Technical School. The work for the degree
will comprise economics, including commercial and
financial organisation and the economics of the print-
ing and allied industries, statistics, accountancy,
commercial law, mathematics, physics, mechanical
engineering, and printing. The scheme will come into
operation next October.
The Dewsbury County Borough Council has voted

a grant of 400/. a year to the University and the
Halifax County Borough Council has made a grant
of 750/. for the current financial year.

Dr. R. W, Whytlaw-Gray, Fellow of University
College, London, has been appointed professor of
chemistry as from October i in succession to Prof.
Arthur Smithells. From 1900 to 1902 Dr. Whytlaw-
Gray worked imder Sir William Ramsay on a re-

determination of the atomic weight of nitrogen. This
work was completed in the laboratory' of Prof. R.
Anschutz in the University of Bonn. On his return
from Germany in 1906 Dr. Whytlaw-Gray was
appointed on Sir William Ramsay's staff at University
College, London, and in 1908 he became assistant
professor. While there, he conducted important in-

vestigations on the physical constants of gases and
was associated with Sir William Ramsay in the well-
known work on radium emanation (niton). This
work involved exceptional experimental difficulties,

less than one-tenth of a cubic millimetre of the gas
being available. With this almost infinitesimal
quantity Messrs. Ramsay and Whytlaw-Gray suc-
ceeded in determining its physical properties, thus
proving that the emanation belonged to the helium
family of elements. In connexion with- this very
delicate work. Dr. Whytlaw-Gray constructed a
specially designed balance which Was sensitive to
1/250 thousandth of a milligram. Since 1914 Dr.
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Whytlaw-Gray has been science master at Eton
College.

London.—A course of eight free public lectures
on " Nutrition " will be given at King's College for
Women (Household and Social Science Department),
61 Campden Hill Road, W.8, by Prof . V. H. Mottram,
on Mondays and Wednesdays, beginning on April 30.
The lecture hour is 4.30, and no tickets are required.

Oxford.—The next award of the Rolleston
Memorial Prize will be made in Trinity Term, 1924.
The Prize, the value of which is about 100/., is given
for original research in animal and vegetable morpho-
logy

; physiology and pathology ; or anthropology.
Candidates must be graduates of Oxford or Cambridge
of not more than six years' standing. For other con-
ditions the Oxford University Gazette for April n
should be consulted. Candidates wishing to compete
must forward their memoirs to the Registrar of the
University of Oxford before March 31, 1924.

Mr. George Grant, Appointments Secretary and
Senior Warden of the University Halls of Residence
for Men Students, Universitv of Liverpool, has been
appointed Registrar of University College, Southamp-
ton, as from September i, 1923.

Dr. S. p. Smith has been appointed professor of
electrical engineering at the Royal Technical College,
Glasgow, in succession to Prof. Magnus Maclean, who
is about to retire after occupying the chair for twenty-
four years. Since 191 2, Dr. Smith has been lecturer,

and later assistant professor^ in the Electrical Depart-
ment of the City Guilds (Engineering) College,
Imperial College of Science and Technology, London.

An important conference is being organised bv the
University of Leeds for the discussion of certain
questions affecting the supply of full-time education
for boys and girls beyond the age of eleven years and
the choice of subjects in school examinations. The
conference will be held in the Great Hall of the Uni-
versity on Saturday afternoon, June 9, and will be
attended by representatives of schools and univer-
sities, as well as by others engaged in educational
work. The main subject of discussion will be the
broadening of the basis of the secondary - school
curriculum. Though less than three per cent, of

pupils in State-aided secondary schools proceed to
universities, the courses usually followed lead to
examinations of university matriculation standard
and scope, and are unsuitable for pupils who will not
continue their education at universities. The follow-

ing motions will therefore be put before the con-
ference for consideration, and a vote will be taken
upon them :— (i) That representations be made to the
Board of Education, urging the pressing need of further
provision (by legislative change, if necessary) for the
full-time education of boys and girls up to the age
of sixteen, to include not only instruction of the type
now offered by the recognised secondary schools, but
such variations from it as will meet the needs of pupils

who may not intend to proceed to a university.

(2) That this conference welcomes the recent action
of the Joint Matriculation Board of the Northern
Universities in the direction of allowing greater free-

dom in the choice of subjects in the First Secondary
School examination, but is of opinion that greater

freedom in the grouping of courses for the Higher
Certificate is desirable in the educational interests of

the pupils in secondary schools. Correspondence on
the subject of this conference may be addressed to
Sir Michael Sadler or to Mr. A. E. Wheeler, The
University, Leeds, who will be glad to have the names
of those intending to be present at the conference.
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Societies and Academies.

London.

Geological Society, March 28.—Dr. H. H. Tliomas,
vice-president, in the chair.—E. Greenly : Further
researches on the succession and metamorphism in

the Mona complex. Fragments from the v-olcanic

series of Bangor show that the metamorphism of the
complex is older than that scries. The basic schists

of the Eastern Aethwy region appear to be derived
from the spihtic lavas. A singular effect of ana-
morphism in its earliest stages is that quartz-epiclasts
have been corroded and invaded by the carbonates
of a calcareous grit. Titaniferous varieties of the
Bodwrog marble in the Penmynydd Zone furnish
evidence as to the conditions of development, under
dynamic metamorphism, of rutile and of sphene.
As regards the ancient floor, more fragments of

ancient crystalline schists have been found, one of

them being in the Fydlyn I3eds, a lower horizon than
any that had hitherto yielded any such fragments.
The gneissic structures are older than the deposition
of the bedded succession. Banding resulted from
deformation of a differentiated basic magma at an
advanced stage of consolidation. Three generations
of pegmatite are distinguished, the earliest of which
is subsequent to the consolidation of the banded
gneiss. Granitoid banding followed granitoid permea-
tion, and also the appearance of the basic magma
from which the hornblendic gneisses were developed.
Thus, the micaceous gneisses must be regarded as
the oldest known member of the gneissoid complex.

Aristotelian Society, .^pril 9.—Prof. A. N. White-
head, president, in the chair.—C. D. Broad : Various
meanings of the term " unconscious." Six senses
of the term " unconscious " are distinguished.
(i) As used to differentiate one kind of substance
from another, it means " inanimate." {2) As applied
to the temporary condition of an animate substance,
it means " not at the moment consciously aware of
anything." This definition is not complete till we
have defined (3),

" conscious " and " unconscious,"
as applied to experiences. An experience is "relatively
unconscious " if it is owned by some mind which
is not at the time in control of a body. It is

" absolutely unconscious " if, at the time of its

occurrence, it is owned by no mind. These are the
only senses in which we can titerallv talk of " uncon-
scious experiences." {4) The traces and dispositions
which have to be assumed in order to explain memon,-,
instinctive behaviour, etc., are often called " uncon-
scious states." There is no reason to think that
these are, or are anything like, experiences. It is

best to call them " mnemic continuants." (5)
Experiences which were conscious when they happened,
but cannot now be remembered by normal means,
are often called " unconscious." It would be better
to call them " inaccessible." Their traces form part
of the unconscious in sense (4). They themselves
are not literally unconscious experiences in sense (3).

Lastly, (6) the name " unconscious " is often applied
to ordinary conscious experiences (especially desires
and emotions) which are not properly discriminated
by their owner because the acknowledgment of their

true nature and objects would be unflattering to him.

Royal Meteorological Society, April 18.—Dr. C.
Chree, president, in the chair.—W. H. Dines and
L. H. G. Dines : An examination of British upper
air data in the light of the Norwegian theory of the
structure of the cyclone. A list of dates on which
temperature observations were available in lingland
S.E. was sent to the Meteorological Office, which
notified all those on which evidence of the polar

front might be expected. Grai)hs of the lapse rate
from 0-5 km. to 5-0 km. were dniwn for such dates,

but no peculiarities not readily explained by the
ordinary casual variation were found. The prob-
ability of finding an inversion appears to be almost
a linear fimction of the surface pressure. Kite
ascents made at Pyrton Hill indicate that an inversion
is nearly always associated with a decrease in the
humidity, whereas the Norwegian theory requires

an increase. The observational evidence for lingland
does not support the theory that the superposition
of equatorial over polar air is the usual form of the
structure of a cyclone.—T. Kobayasi : On the
mechanism of cyclones and anticyclones. Mathe-
matical expressions are obtained which represent a
cyclone having definite properties. As the cyclone
advances it draws into its inner region a strip of

air lying near the ground in its track. Meanwhile
the air outside the two edges of the strip flows round
the opposite sides of the cyclone, meeting behind it.

Thus if the portions of air outside the two edges
of tile strip were at different temperatures, then
by their contact they would produce the instability

which is characteristic of the squall line.—E. C.

Shankland : Notes on the fluctuations of mean sea-

level in relation to change of atmospheric pressure.

The heights to which tides will rise in the world's

principal harbours and estuaries are pre-determined
by analysis and presented to navigation in the form
of tidal predictions. Meteorological conditions inter-

fere with these predictions. Observations show that

the mean sea-level varies inversely with the height

of barometer ; there is a tendency to increase the

factor from 13-25 (the specific gravity of mercury
as compared with sea-water), to a figure approaching
20 when using the mean isobar of the locahty as

barometric datum. Observations extending over a
period of autumnal anti-cyclonic weather of con-

siderable 'geographic extent, point to the acceptance
of a 1/20 factor under these meteorological conditions,

the barometric pressure being above normal during

the entire series.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, .Vpril 3.—M. Guillaume
Bigourdan in the chair.—Emile Picard : Two
elementary- theorems on the singularities of harmonic
functions.—M. de Sparre : The yield of reaction

turbines furnished with aspiration tubes. Modifica-

tions of the formulae given in earlier communications
produced by the addition of an aspiration tube,

with and without partitions. An example is given

in which the initial maximum yield was o-8i6, with

simple aspiration tube 0-865, and a still higher

figure for certain cases of tubes with partitions.

—

E. Mathias, C. A. Crommelin, and H. Kamerlingh
Onnes : The latent heat of vaporisation and the

difference of the specific heats in the saturated state

for neon. .\ table is given showing the molecular

heats of vaporisation for oxygen, argon, nitrogen,

neon, and hydrogen.—S. Lefschetz : The integrals

of the second species of algebraical varieties.—G.

Valiron : Remarks on a theorem of M. Carlemann.

—

Hilairc de Barenton : A new interpretation of the

Sothaic period. A new theorj' of the ancient Egyptian
calendar.—L. Vegard : The spectrum of the aurora

borealis and the upper layers of the atmosphere.

An account of work done at the Tromso Geophysical

Institute. The greater number of the lines in the

spectrum of the aurora borealis can be identified

with nitrogen lines, but there are four lines not

given for nitrogen, which cannot be attributed to

hydrogen, oxygen, or helium. There is no evidence

for the existence of hydrogen or helium in the upper
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atmosphere. It is possible that the four Hnes not
identified, inchiding the green hne (5578-4), may be
due to nitrogen.—L. d'Azambuja : New measure-
ments of the velocity of rotation of the filaments.
Evaluation of the height of these objects above the
solar chromosphere. The average velocity does not
sensibly vary from one filament to another : it is

independent of the shape, intensity, and extent of
the filaments observed. There is a clear reduction
of velocity toward the pole, the angular velocity
being 14-45°- i-9o° sin' X, where \ is the hehographic
latitude.—Louis Dunoyer : Induction spectra and
spark spectra. Reclamation of priority as regards
work by Leon and Eugene Bloch, and a discussion
of the nomenclature of spectra.—Pierre Lamare

:

Geological observations on the Yemen. The region
of the Yemen (south-west angle of Arabia) presents
remarkable geological and lithological analogies with
the Somali and Abyssinian regions. The properties
of the six main types of basalts are summarised.

—

C. E. Brazier : Magnetic measurements in Normandy.
The magnetic elements (on January 1, 1922) are
given for 43 stations in the Departments of Eure
and Seine-Inferieure.—Mile. Y. Dammann : The
Kansou earthquake : determination of the epicentre.
This earthquake took place on December 16, 1920,
in the north China province of Kansou, and for the
determination of the epicentre the seismological
records from 24 observatories were utilised.

—

Mme. J. Samuel Lattes : Some numerical values
characterising the radium rays responsible for the
phenomenon of necrosis.

Official Publications Received.
Papers and Pr()ci-i-(lin;;s of tin- lluyal .Scidi^l.v ol Tasmania for the Year

1922. Pp. V-H04+8 plaie.-i. (Iliibart, : Tasniaiiian MiLseum.) 10s.
Report.s of thn Council and Auditois of tlie Zoological Society of London

for the Vear I!l-23, [irepar^d for tli« AnTinal General Meeting to be held on
Monday, April 30, 11123. Pp. 6-i. (London.)
Review of Agricultural Operations in India, 1921-22. Pp. vi4-160.

(Calcutta: Government Printing Ottice.) 1.4 rupees.
The Science Reports of the Tulinku Imperial University, Senrtai, Japan

Second Series (Geology), Vol. 6, No. 2 : On some Tertiary Brachiopods
from Japan. By Ichiro Hayasaka. Pp. 25+ 2 plates. (Tokyo and Sendai :

Maruzen Co. Ltil.)

Union of South Africa. Report of the South African Museum for the
1 ear ended ai.st December 11122. Pp. ii + U. (Cap"> Town.)
Report and Balance Sheet of the National Botanic Garden.s of South

Africa. Kirstenbosch, Newlands, Cape (and the Karroo Garden, Whitehill,
near Matjesli>ntein), for the Year ending SLst December 1(122. Pp 23
(Kirstenbosch.)
The Institution of Civil Engineers. Engineering Abstracts prepared

from the Current Periodical Literature of Engineering and Applied
Science, published outside the United Kingdom. New Series, No. 15
April. Edited by W. P. Spear. Pp. U)6. (London.)

Diary of Societies.

SATURDAY, ApRir, 2,S.

RoVAL IN.STITUTION OF GREAT BRITAIN, at 3.—Dr. L. L. B. Williams : The
Physical and Physiological Foundations of Character (1).

iWSDAY, April 30.

Institute ok AcTiiAniEs, at 5.—A. D. Besant : Notes on some Actuarial
Aspei-ts of the Local Government and other OHicors' Superannuation
Act, 11122, and on a llethod suitable for the Initial Valuation of a Small
Fund of the "Otticer" Type.

RovAL CoLLEOE or Surgeons of England, at 5.—Prof. Shattock :

Spina Bitida, etc.
RovAL S.iciETV OF ARTS, at 8.—S. S. Cook : Recent Improvements of the
Steam Turbine (1). (Howard Lecture.)

TUESDAY, May 1.

RovAi. In.stitution of GRE.4T BRITAIN, at 3.—Sir Arthur Keith : The
Machinery of Unman Evolution (4). Are our Bodies Changing?

Royal Institution of Giieat Britain, at 3.—Annual Meeting.
liOYAl. CoLLKdE OF Phvskian.s OF LoNuoN, at 5.— Dr. H. H. Dale: The
Activity of the Capillary Blood-vessels, and its Relation to Certain
Forms of Toxwmia (Oliver-Sharpey Lectures) (1).

Royal Society of Medicine (Orthoptedics Section), at 5.80.—Annual
General Meeting.

Royal Photographic Society of Great Britain, at ".—F. G. Tutton :

Three-colour Carbro.

UovAL Anthropolooical Institute, at 8.15.—V. G. Childe : The Neolithic
Painted Pottery of South-Eastern Europe.

RiiNTiiEN Society (at Institution of Electrical Engineers), at 8.1.5.

—

C. Thurstan Holland : X-rays and Diagnosis (Sixth Silvanus Thompson
Memorial Lecture).

WEDNESDAY, May 2.

Geological Society of London, at 5.30.—̂ rof. J. Joly : The Bearing of
Some Recent Advances in Physical Science upon Geology.

Institution of Electrical Engineers (Wireless Section), at 6.—Prof.

C. L. Fortescue: The Design of Inductances for High-Freciuency
Circuits.

Society of Public Analysts and other Analytical Chemists (at

Chemical Society), at 8.—W. Dickson : The Quantitative Determination
of Henipand Wood in Papers containing these two Fibres.—H. Jephcott:
'I'he Estimation of Fat, Lactose, and Moisture in Dried Milks.—A. L.
Bacharaeh : Tlie Estimation of Lactose by the Polarimetric and Gravi-
metric Jlethods.—M. S. Salamon : The Melting Point and Iodine Value
of Retined Natural D. Camphor.—A. G. Francis: The Presence of
Barium and Strontium in Natural Brines.

Royal Society of Arts, at 8.—M. Drake: The Fourteenth-century
Revolution in Glass Painting.

Entomological Society of London, at 8.

Institute of Metals (at Institution of Mechanical Engineers), at 8.—Dr.

W. Rosenhain : The Inner Structure of Alloys (Thirteenth Annual May
Lecture).

THURSDAY, May 3.

RoTAL Institution of Great Britain, at 3 Prof. J. T. MacGregor
Mon-is : Modern Electric Lamps (2). Glowing Solids in Gases.

Royal Society, at 4.30.—F- A. E. Crew : Studies in Intersexuality.

1. .A Peculiar Type of Developmental Intersexuality in the Male of the

Domesticated Mammals.— B. J. Morgan and J. H. Quastel : The Re-

duction of Methylene Blue by Iron Compounds.—C. F. Cooper : The
Skull and Dentition of I'araee ratherium biiiilunse. A genus or abeiTant

'

Rhinoceroses from the Lower Miocene Deposits of Dera Bugti.— Dr.
W. L. Balls : The Determiners of Cellulose Structure as seen in the

Cell Walls of Cotton Hairs.- 1, de B. Daly : The Influence of Mechanical
Conditions of the Circulation on the Electrocardiogram.

LiNNKAN Society of London, at 5.—Dr. W. T. Gordon: The genus
Pili/s. — R. Gurney : The Crustacean Plankton of the English Lake
District.— S. L. Ghose : A Systematic and Ecological Account of Blue-

green Algte from Lahore.—J. Groves: Notes on Indian Charophytes.

—J. G. H. Frew : The Jlorphology of the Head and Moutli-parts of

Vlilorops liriiiopus Meig. (Diptera). — A. M. Alston: The Genital

System of the IJeetle Ly--tus brujiw^us St*ph.
Royal College of Physicians of London, at 5.—Dr. H. H. Dale:

The Activity of the Capillary Blood-vessels, and its Relation to Certain

Forms of Toxu-mia (Oliver-Sharpey Lectures) (2).

Chemical Society, at 8.— Prof. H. B. Baker: Change of Properties of

Subsfemces on Drying. Part II.— II. Bassett and P. Haltoo :
The

Sodium Salts of Phenolphthalein.—U. Bassett anil B. G. Durrant :
The

Action of Thiosulphates on Cupric Salts.— R. G. W. Norrish and Dr.

E. K. Ridial : The Conditions of Reaction of Hydrogen with Sulphur.

Part II. The Catalytic Etlect of Oxygen. Part III. On the Mechanism
of the Reaction of Hydrogen witli Sulphur and its Catalysis by Oxygen.—
Prof. T. M. Lnwry : Studies on Electrovalency. Part II. Co-ordinated

Hydrogen.—H. Hunter : Investigations on the Dependence of Rotatory

Power on Chemical Constitution. Part XX. The Rational Study

of Optical Properties : Refraction a Constitutive Property.

Royal Society of Medicine (Obstetrics and Gyna-cology Section)

(Annual General Meeting), at 8. — L. P. Pugh : Investigation into

Ovarian Disease in Cows-— Dr. A. Donald: The Clinical Aspects of

-\denomyoinata of the Female Pelvic Organs.

FRIDAY, May 4.

Royal Astronomical Society (Geophysical Discussion), at 5. —The
Volatilisation of Meteors, in relation to the Density and Temperature of

the Air at 60 km. Chairman, Prof. A. S. Eddington. Opener, Prof.

F. A. Lindemann; other speakers, Miyor O. M. Dobson, Sir Napier

Shaw, and F. J. Whipple.
Institution of Civil Engineers, at 6.—Sir Richard T. Glazebrook : The
Interdependence of Abstract Science and Engineering (Twenty-ninth

James Fon-est Leeture)-
JuNion Institution OF Engineers, at 7.30.—8. A. Stigant: A. C. Neutral

Point Earthing.
lloYAL Institution of Great Britain, at 9.—Prof. F. Soddy: The
Origins of the Conception of Isotopes.

SATURDA Y, May 5.

UoYAL Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—Dr. L. L. B. Williams

:

The Physical and Physiological Foundations of Character (2).

PUBLIC LECTURES.

MONDAY, April 30.

King's College for Women (Household and Social Science Department),

at 4.30.—Prof. V. H. Mottram : Nutrition. (Succeeding Lectures on May
2, 7, 9, 14, lli, 23, and -28.)

TUESDA Y, May 1.

Kings College, at 6.30.—Prof. A- P. Newton : Africa and Historical

Research.

THURSDAY, May 3.

St. Mary's Hospital (Institute of Pathology and Research), at 4.30.—

Prof. W. Bulloch : Spallanzani's Researches on Respiration.

FRIDA Y, May 4.

University College, at 5.—W. Macnab : Some Scientific Principles of

Chemical Industry. (Succeeding Lectures on May 11 and IS.)
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THE INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS.
LECTURES ON PHYSICS IN INDUSTRY.

The Fourth LcLture of this series on " The Ari-i-icATioNs of Physics to
THE Ceramic Inuusiries " will be delivered by Dr. J. W. ME I,LOR, on
Wednesday, May 9, 1923,31 5.30 p.m., at the Institution of Electrical
Kngineek--, Victoria Embankiiientj W.C.2. Sir J. J. Thomson, O.M.,
Pres.Inst.P., will preside. Admission free by ticket to be obtained from
F. S. Si'iERS, Secretary, 10 Essex Street, Strand, W.C.2. Telephone :

City 4002.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
A Lecture on "The Rotation of the Earth and its Influence on

Optical Phenomena" will be given by Prof. Dr. H. A. LORENTZ,
F.R.S. (Professor of Physics in the University of Leiden), at Universiiv
CoLi.ECiE, London (Gowcr Street, W.C.i), onTHURSDAV, May i7,at5.',o i'.m.

The Chair will be taken by Sir William H. IJragg, K.B.E., F.R.S.
(Qiiain Professor of Phy.sics in the University). ADMISSION FREE,
WITHOUT TICKET.

EDWIN DELLER, Academic Registrar.

THE ROYAL SOCIETY.
MOSELEY RESEARCH STUDENTSHIP.

The Secretaries of the Royal Society are prepared to receive applications

for a MOSELEY RESEARCH STUDENTSHIP of the value of ^.^oo

per annum, awarded "for the furtherance of experimental research in

Pathology, Physics, and Chemistry, or other branches of science, but not

in Pure ^Iathematics, Astronomy, or any branch of science which aims
merely at describing, cataloguing, or systematizing." The appointment is,

in the first instance, for two years, but may in exceptional circumstances be

extended.
Applications must he received not later than June i. Further particulars

and forms of application can be obtained from the As;sistant Secretaic^
OP the Royal Society, Kurlingion Huuse, London, W.i.

THE LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AND
POLITICAL SCIENCE.

A RESEARCH STUDENTSHIP for post-graduate work of the value

of ^175, in addition to fees, tenable for two years, will be awarded in July
1923. Candidates should apply to the Director, London School of
Economics, Houghton Street, Aldwjxh, London, W.C.2, f^r aTorm of

application, which should be completed and returned not later than May 31.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
TheUNIVERSITV STUDENTSHIP in PHYSIOLOGY of the value

of Cy^ will be awarded shortly to a student qualified to undertake research
in Physiology. Applications must reach the undersigned (from whom lull

particulars may be obtained) not later than May 31, 1923.

F.DWIN DELLER, Academic Registrar.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
DIXON FUND.

Applications for grants from the DIXON FUND for assisting scientific

investigations, accompanied by the names and addresses of two references,

must be made to the Acadrmic REtiisTRAR. University of London, South
Kensington, S.W.7 (from whom further particulars may be obtained) befoie
May 15, 1923

TUITION BY CORRESPONDENCE
Rapid preparation bj- hifibly qualified tuiors for

MATRICULATION.
Intermediate and Final B.A. and B.Sc,

OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE LOCALS.
Sinele subjects may be taken :— Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Erench,

iMatbematics, t_'hcniislry, Logic, etc. For terms address

—

Mr. J. CHARLESTON, B~A. (Hons. Oxon, & Lonc>.),

14 h-lsham Road, Kensington, \V.14.

KENT EDUCATION COMMITTEE.
COUNTY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, BROMLEY.

WANTED in September a SCIENCK MISTRESS. Principal subject,
Botany to Higher Certificate Standard ; sub>idi;ny Nature Study and either
ALithematics or Physics. Good degree and experience essential. Provincial
IJurnham scale. Apply immediately to the He.^d Mistress.

E. SALTER D.-VVIES, Director of Education.
April 26, 1923.

TRANSLATIONS, BIBLIOGRAPHICAL
WORK, and COMPUTATIONS.
Clapham, S.W.4.

Apply M.Sc, OR Elms Road,

BIRKBEGK COLLEGE.
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.)

Prineipal—GEORGE SENTER, D.Sc, Ph.D., F.I.C.

EVENING COURSES for the Degrees of the

University of London in the Faculty of Science and
for the Geography Diploma.

Facilities are also provided during both day and

evening for Post-Graduate and Research Work.

Catendar, is.; by post, is. sd. Prospectus free.

For full particulars, apply to the Secretary,

Birkbeck College, Fetter Lane, E.C.4.

APPOINTMENTS BOARD
OF THE

IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY,
SOUTH KENSINGTON, S.W.7.

EMPLOYERS requiring men who have received a thorough training in

Science and Technology-, and who are Diplomates or Associates of the

Imperial College, or of one of its three constituent Colleges, are asked to

make use of the services of the Board. No fees.

The Imperial College includes The Royal College of Science, The Royal
School of Mines, and The City and Guilds (Engineering) College. The
Associates of the Colleges receive thorough training in Science and lech-
nology, including .\eronautics, Applied Optics and Optical Engineering,
Biology, Chemical Technology, Chemistry (all branches), Engineering (all

branches, including Metallurgy, Mining, Mining Geology and Oil Tech-
nology*)- Geology, Mathematics and Mechanics, and Physics.

CEYLON.
A vacancy exisi.s for an ASSISTANT GOVERNMENT ANALYST.
A candidate mui^t be Associate or Fellow of the Institute of Chemistrj'

by examination in Branch E (chemistry—including microscopy—of Food
and Drugs and Water) ; and must have had experience in general analytical

and bacteriological work in addition to experience in toxicological analy.sis.

Honours Degree of a British University in addition preferred.

Salary- j^soo, rising by two increments of jCso, and one of ^40 to j^6oo in

fourth year or on reaching age 30, then by A30 annually to jCgto. Rent
allowance in addition.

Free passages for officer and family np to four persons inclusive.

.Appointment on agreement for three years, but reasonable prospect of
permanent appointment if satisfactory,

.Applicatidns should be addressed in writing to the Assistant Private
Secretary (Appointments) Colonial Office, S.W.i, from whom application

forms may be obtained. Testimonials should not be sent until asked for.

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE,
BANGALORE.

PROFESSORSHIP OF BIOCHEMISTRY.
There will be a vacancy in the PROFESSORSHIP of BIO-

CHEMISTRY in 1924. Applicants will be expected to have achieved
some considerable reputation as research workers and must have had good
experience in teaching.

Particulars may be obtained from (he .Secretary, Cambridge University
.Appointments Board, University Offices, St. Andrews Street, Cambridge,
who has been authorised to collect and forward applications to the Seleciing
Body. Applications should reach the Secretary by May 31, 1923.

WANTED — A Translator of Foreign
Technical and Scientific Papers. A good knowledge of French, German,
Spanish, and Italian essential. Applications, stating age, qualifica-

tions, and experience, to be addressed to the Mana<;kr, Research
Department, Nobel's Explo-^ives Coy., Ltd., .\rdeer, Ayrshire.

FOR RESEARCH WORK IN LONDON.
A lirm of consultants require : (1) A Physical Chemist (Graduate)

; (2)

A man having some experience of the Textile Industries, to act as

Secretary. Apply, giving fullest particulars of training, experience,
etc., to Box Nf>. 77, c/o Naii'ke Office.

TO LEARNED SOCIETIES—Good Office
accommodalion in upjier part of house, quiet situation,

West side of Tavistock Square. Resident caretaker. Box
5, c/o Nature Office.

RADIO-ACTIVITY.— Experimental Outfit.
Clean, safe, convenient. Materials, apparatus, full instructions. Shows
electrical, luminous and photographic effects. los. od.

—

Ghav, 40
Grange Road, Lewes.
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Broadcasting and Wireless Licences.

THE wireless licence problem has for some time

been engaging the attention of the Post Office

authorities, and acute differences appear now to have

arisen between the Postmaster-General and the British

Broadcasting Company as to the conditions under

which licences may be issued to amateurs who either

own home-made wireless sets or desire to build up

such sets. Matters have been brought to a head by

the present Postmaster-General refusing to impose

upon amateurs restrictions which the British Broad-

casting Company claims it has a right, under its

agreement with the Post Office, to insist upon. The

Postmaster-General made a statement in the House

of Commons on April 19 on the situation that has, in

consequence, come to pass : he then informed the

House that negotiations had taken place on the licence

question between himself and the Company, and that

the latter had suggested that the Post Office issue

to the home-constructor a licence, without any clog, at

zos., of which 155. was to go to the Company. This

proposal was promptly declined by the Postmaster-

General. Then, in the course of further negotiations,

the Company expressed its willingness to permit the

Post,)Office to issue to amateurs a licence at 105., of

whicfi oht-half was to go to the Company, but such

licence- was to be subject to the clogging provision

that jt should alone be issued to those home-con-

structfors who either own, or propose to build up,

listening-in sets with parts of " B.B.C." manufacture.

This proposal has also proved unacceptable to the

Postmaster-General.

It was perhaps inevitable, in view of the terms and

conditions contained in the agreement entered into

between the Post Office and the British Broadcasting

Company, and of the provisions in the articles of

association of the Company, that the present trouble

should have arisen. Neither the Post Office authorities

nor those responsible for the promotion of the British

Broadcasting Company appear to have appreciated

correctly certain psychological aspects of the wireless

situation from the point of view of a large and important

section of those interested in that field. The subject,

it may be remembered, was well ventilated at the

time that the provisional committee representing the

promoters of the British Broadcasting Company was

carrj'ing on its preliminary negotiations in the autumn

of last year. It should, therefore, have been clear

to the Postmaster-General of the day, his advisers,

and the promoters of the Company, that many con-

flicting interests were involved and that the greatest

caution was needed in handling what was undoubtedly

a difficult problem (see Nature for August 19 and
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October 7, 1922—vol. no at p. 237 and p. 469). The

situation actually created by the agreement between

the Post Office and the British Broadcasting Company

has been such that; almost from the very beginning,

two important classes—the small manufacturer and

salesman of wireless apparatus and the amateur

experimenter—in the wireless field have felt them-

selves seriously aggrieved by the policy adopted by

the parties to the agreement in relation to wireless

licences, owing to the deliberate attempt made to fetter

their freedom of action, each in his own particular field.

As regards the small manufacturer, it is argued that

he has no real cause of complaint, since by subscribing

but for a single one-pound share he can at once avail

himself of all the benefits secured by the British

Broadcasting Company from the Post Office under

its concession. However, there is a not unnatural

objection and disinclination on the part of small

manufacturers to join a combine in w-hich their most

powerful competitors have a preponderating influence

and voice. Further, an impression prevails, rightly

or wrongly, that the inquisitorial powers which the

British Broadcasting Company appears to have ac-

quired under its articles of association may be, and

are being, used to the detriment of the smaller share-

holding companies : for example, a suspicion exists

that the organisation of the Company is being made

use of by the powerful shareholding companies, to

some extent, as a sort of intelligence department for

the purpose of obtaining information likely to be

useful in connexion with the protection of their patent

rights and interests. In all the circumstances, then,

it would obviously be wrong for the Post Office to

take any action with the view of compelling any

British manufacturer to join the Broadcasting Company:

in this view the present Postmaster-General has ex-

pressed his concurrence.

One of the chief arguments used in favour of broad-

casting services being provided alone by a single

company, and of the present rule that only apparatus

bearing the " B.B.C." mark shall be used for broad-

casting purposes, is that the British market is being

flooded with wireless apparatus manufactured in

countries with depreciated currencies ; and, therefore,

without safeguards of the nature indicated here, the

broadcasting industry would be destroyed. It may,

of course, be of vital importance, as the British Broad-

casting Company alleges to be the case, to protect

from unfair foreign competition, at the present time,

the industry in question. Should any protective

measures be desirable, the proper method of dealing

with this aspect of the situation is surely by the direct

and open one of imposing on foreign telephone apparatus

and parts an import duty to be collected in the ordinary
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way by the Customs authorities, and not by the in-

direct, clumsy, and, what must prove to be, ineffective

method of attempting to prevent the use for a specific

purpose, by means of ministerial regulations and

articles of association of a traSing company, of some

particular material after its unrestricted importation.

As regards the other class the rights of which appear

to be seriously infringed under the broadcasting agree-

ment, that is to say, the amateurs, a misapprehension

seems to exist in the minds of some of the promoters

of the British Broadcasting Company as to the nature

of the bargain made by them with the Post Office.

Owing to the great and rapid increase in the so-called

" experimental licences " issued since the advent of

broadcasting—the actual increase is from about 10,000

in the summer of last year to 35,380 at the present

date— the Company seems to have taken alarm at

the construction placed b\- the Postmaster-General

on the language of Section 2 (i) of the Wireless Tele-

graphy Act, 1904 (4 Edw. 7, c. 24), which authorises

the issue on special terms of a licence to an applicant

who " proves to the satisfaction of the Postmaster-

General that the sole object of obtaining the licence is

to enable him to conduct experiments in wireless

telegraphy." Certain of the promoters of the Company

appear to think that, in view of the terms and condi-

tions of the agreement negotiated by them with the

Post Office, they are to be the judges as to the meaning

to be placed on the provisions of the Section of the Act

referred to. They are inclined to put an exceedingly

narrow construction on the language of the statute,

and seem to claim that the issue of the " experimental

licence "—the rights of the Postmaster-General in

relation to the granting of which are in no way

abrogated or restricted under the Company's broad-

casting agreement—shall alone be to actual research

students and those in a strictly analogous position :

that is to say, they wish to see the ordinary amateur

deprived of his right to an " experimental licence."

Owing to the attitude taken up by the British Broad-

casting Company, the issue of licences other than those

in respect of the listening-in sets bearing the " B.B.C."

mark has been suspended since January i last, and,

in consequence, some 33,000 applications for " ex-

perimental licences " were waiting to be dealt with

on April 19.

When addressing the House of Commons on April

19, the Postmaster-General announced that, in the

opinion of the Law Officers of the Crown, if he is satisfied

that the object of an applicant for a licence is to

experiment in wireless telegraphy, not only may he

issue an " experimental licence " to him, but also he

is bound to do so. Accordingly, he has referred the

outstanding applications in question to some expert
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me/nbers of his staff in order that they may advise

him as to the cases in which the licences are being

honestly sought for the purpose of conducting ex-

periments in wireless telegraphy, and on tliis advice

he intends forthwith to act. It would, indeed, be

exceedingly mischievous if the narrow construction

sought to be placed on the language of the statute

as it affects " experimental licences " were to be

accepted by the Postmaster-General. It is to be

hoped that his expert advisers will deal with the

question submitted to them in the light of the plain

language of the Act of 1904 and in accordance with

the well-known principles relating to the interpretation

of the provisions of statutes which affect private

rights. The expert advisers will, no doubt, bear in

mind that in the case of any particular amateur the

dominant reason prompting him to apply for a licence

may well be, and often is, that he desires to conduct

experiments, and, therefore, in his case as in that

(if the research student, the listening-in to broadcasting

services is altogether a secondary consideration,

although the existence of such services is possibly of

some assistance to him in connexion with his experi-

ments, and for this use he will, under the Postmaster-

General's proposal, be contributing his 55. a year.

The Postmaster-General made the further important

announcement on April 19 that he proposed immediately

to set up a committee consisting of members of Parlia-

ment, expert members of his staff, a member of the

British Radio Society, and a director or other official

of the British Broadcasting Company, if possible, to

consider the whole future of broadcasting. The

members of this committee have now been appointed

and their names appear in another part of this issue.

It is eminently desirable that a thorough inquiry

should take place ; in this way the various issues

which have been raised can most satisfactorih- be

separated out, in order that each may be dealt with

on a practical basis on its own merits. One of the

most important of the questions upon which a sound

decision is required is that relating to the position

of the amateur worker in the wireless field : there are

to-day thousands of young fellows who are induced

to take up as a hobby some technical or scientific

subject, owing almost entirely to the pleasure they

derive in carrying out practical work with a view of ob-

taining a clear understanding of some of the mysteries

of Nature. It is desirable tliat the committee which

the Postmaster-General has now appointed should make
a definite pronouncement on this particular point

:

it cannot fail fully to recognise the importance of

seeing that nothing is done unreasonably to hamper

the activities of this particular class of workers in

the wireless field ; indeed, it is likely to appreciate the
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value of encouraging them, both with the view of

benefiting science by their work and by their inventive

faculty, should they possess any, as well as of assisting

the industries of the country by the trade in the sale

of the materials they may require for the purposes

of their experiments.

History teaches that there are certain directions in

which an attempt to impose statutory restrictions

prompts people alone to measures of evasion, and on

so wholesale a scale as practicallv to paralyse the

arm of the law : to mention but a single example, the

legislature, with doubtful wisdom, endeavoured at

the beginning of the eighteenth century to suppress

the so-called " Common-law Companies," and passed

the famous Bubble Act, 1718 (6 Geo. I. c. 18), with this

object in view. The Act, as is well known, proved a

dead letter and was, a century later, repealed ; the

legislature, finding that it must tolerate the joint-stock

company, set accordingl)- to work to regulate what it

could not suppress, and to-day the whole country is

reaping benefit from the facilities which were created

to jiermit the incorporation of commercial and in-

dustrial undertakings. The present situation in

relation to the amateur worker in the wireless field

is almost identical witii that which existed a couple of

centuries ago in relation to the joint-stock company.

It behoves those, then, who may be called upon to

deal with the wireless licence problem to bear steadily

in mind the teachings of history of the kind to which

this allusion refers.

Biology in Utopia.

.1/^/; Lihe Gods. By H. G. Wells. Pp. viii + 304.

(London, New York, Toronto and Melbourne

:

Cassell and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 7s. 6d. net.

nrHE columns of Nature are not the place to discuss

*• the literary merits of Mr. Wells's new book

—

although, for the matter of that, good style or artistic

capacity and appreciation are qualities as natural as

any otiiers. Suffice it to say that he has achieved a

Utopian tale which is not only interesting but also

extremely readable. Most readable Utopias are in

reality satires, such as " Gulliver's Travels," and the

no less immortal " Erewhon." Mr. Wells has at-

tempted the genuine or idealistic Utopia, after the

e.xample of Plato, Sir Thomas More, and William

Morris ; and, by the ingenious idea of introducing not

a solitary visitor from the present, but a whole party of

visitors (including some entertaining and not-at-all-

disguised portraits of various living personages) has

provided a good story to vivify his reflections.

However, since Mr. Wells is giving us not only a

story, but his idea of what a properly-used human
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faculty might make of humanity in the space of a

hundred generations, his romance has become a fit

subject for biological dissection in these pages.

Mr. Wells pictures a world where, in the first place, the

advance of physico-chemical science and its application,

to which we are already accustomed, has attained a far

higher pitch of perfection. Further, machinery has

become so self-regulating that it does not make man

•captive, as Samuel Butler prophesied, but is a real

servant. Also, instead of machinery and mechanism

occupying the foremost place in the life of the majority

of men, as Bergson laments that they are tending to

do to-day, they have apparently been rendered not

only more efficient, but also more self-regulating, and

are as subservient to the will of the community as a

motor-car that never gets out of order is to its owner.

In the second place, life has been subjected to a similar

control. This is a process which the biologist sees

so obviously on its way that it should excite no surprise.

As our knowledge of genetics increases, our applica-

tion of it must outstrip the past achievements of empiri-

cal breeding as much as the application of scientific

knowledge of principle in chemistry, say, or electricity,

has outstripped the achievements of empiricism in those

fields. Mr. Wells's wonderful flowers and trees are

almost there already : we will not worr\' about them.

Even his domestic-minded leopards and tigers, more
" kittenish and mild " even than Mr. Belloc's, should

not be lightly dismissed after recent experiments on the

inheritance of tameness and wildness in rats—not to

mention our knowledge of many breeds of dog.

Meanwhile, Mr. Wells also imagines a purging of the

organic world. The triumphs of parasitology and the

rise of ecology have set him thinking ; and he believes

that, given real knowledge of the life-histories and

inter-relations of organisms, man could proceed suc-

cessfully to wholesale elimination of a multitude of

noxious bacteria, parasitic worms, insects, and carni-

vores. Here again we have no right to quarrel. Mr.

Wells does not need to be reminded of the thistle in

California or the rabbits in Australia : his Utopians

proceed with exemplary precautions. All this is but

an extension of what has already been begun.

In the third place, however, human as well as non-

human life has been subjected to this control ; and this

in two ways. First, by an extension of the methods

previously used. The accidents and circumstances of

life have been altered—there has been a further control

of external machinery. This has been, of course,

chiefly in the fields of social and political institutions.

A great part of such change is only intelligible as a

corollary of the other supposed change. But we may
here direct attention to one idea which is imagined as

at the root of much of it—the idea that man is master
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in his own house of Earth, as opposed to the idea which,

with few exceptions, has until now dominated his

history—the idea that he is the slave, sport, or servant

of an arbitrary personal Power or Powers.

Finally, we come to the most radical and inevitably

the most provocative of our author's imaginings—that

which concerns not the alteration of things in relation

to a constant human nature, but the alteration of that

human nature itself. Here Mr. Wells is extremely

interesting. He reduces the role of eugenics to a

minimum, exalts that of education, or, if you prefer it,

environment, to a maximum. Eugenic change has

been restricted to " breeding out " (Mr. Wells does

not initiate us into methods) certain temperamental

qualities—habitual gloominess, petty inefficiency, ex-

cess of that " sacrificial pity " Mr. Wells dislikes so

much, and so forth.

The rest has been accomplished by proper education,

and, above all, by a " change of heart " as regards the

essential aims of life. Mr. Wells sums this up in a

phrase (in which one recognises his devotion to the

late headmaster of Oundle) as the substitution of the

ideal of creative service for that of competition.

The realisation of this ideal is made possible in the

first instance by a proper application of psychology to

early life, so that painful repression and stupid sup-

pression shall not occur, and men and women shall grow

up unridden by hags of sex or fear, and yet without

separation of any important fragment of their mental

organism from the rest. Education sensu reslriclo then

steps in, and enlarges the capacities of the unhampered

growing mind, while the substitution of a form of tele-

pathy for speech reduces the time and energy needed for

communication. Meanwhile, a rational birth-control

provides a world not overcrowded and overstrained.

By these means, Mr. Wells imagines, a race has been

produced of great beauty and physical strength, great

intellectual and artistic capacities, interested primarily

in two things—the understanding of Nature for its own

sake, and its control for the sake of humanity. By
control Mr. Wells means not only utilitarian control,

but that which, as in a garden, is to please and delight,

and that highest control of material— artistic and

scientific creation.

The Utopians, owing to their upbringing and social

environment, come to think and act so that they need

no central government, no law-courts, no police, no

contracts. In this Mr. Wells is only telling us what we

all knew already, that in most men it seems theo-

retically possible to produce a " change of heart "

—

i.e.

substitute new dominant ideas for old—and that if this

is effected, restrictive measures gradually become un-

necessary. He is careful not to make his Utopia too

ideal. It is as ideal compared with this world as would
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be Olympus : but as short of perfection as Olympus

seems to have been. Tlie men and women there are

often discontented and restless ; criticism is abundant.

Mr. Wells knows that intellectual and aesthetic achieve-

ment opens the door to the iiighest known happiness of

the present ; he keeps them so, with all conditions and

limitations of their being, in Utopia.

Let us go back and try to see how much of Mr.

Wells's speculations fall within the bounds of possi-

bility. All Utopias must suffer from lack of familiar

associations, for it is by familiar associations, especially

with things of youth and childhood, that emotional

appeal is made and real assent gained. Thus, whatever

stores of loved memories a Utopian may have, whatever

driving force he may draw from the sight of familiar

places and objects, we can only see his emotional life

from outside, as an Englishman on his first visit to the

United States notices the differences from England

rather than the resemblances. But if we remember

that they must have each their private growth of life,

and that this must be in many ways like ours, we get

over the first stile.

We have already dealt with Mr. Wells's applied

physics and chemistry and his applied biology of lower

organisms. That in a sense is commonplace—common-

place made surprising ; none the less, it is good to have

it so well done, to have people reminded that the rate

of this sort of change not only need not slow down, but

can continue, and continue to be accelerated, for a very

long time. What of his applied biology of man ?

Minor criticisms are easy to make. The Utopians, for

example, go either almost naked, or else clothed in

garb of the indeterminate simplicity that seems to be

fashionable in all Utopias. Mr. Wells is perhaps so

revolted by the dulness of modern male attire that he

underestimates the amount by which dress enlarges

jthe human horizon, giving us a hundred extra varia-

ions of personality, raising the possibilities realised

the courtship - decorations of lower animals to an

'infinitude of permutations.

With the rediscovery of Mendel's laws and their

recent working out, we are introduced to the theo-

retical possibility of an analysis of the hereditary

constitution similar to the chemist's analysis of a com-

pound ; and so, presumably, in the long run to its

control. There are great teclmical difficulties in higher

organisms, and application to man presents yet further

difficulties. Still, the fact remains that the theoretical

possibility exists for us to-day, and did not exist twenty-

five years ago. We must .further remember that all

discoveries concerning the history of man remind us

that we must think, not in centuries as heretofore, but

in ten-thousand-year periods when envisaging stages

in human development.
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We must further recall the lessons of evolutionary

biology. These teach us that, however ignorant we

may be regarding the details of the process, life is

essentially plastic and has in the past been moulded

into an extraordinary variety of forms. Further, that

the attributes of living things have almost all been

developed in relation to the environment—even their

mental attributes. There is a causal relation between

the absence of X-rays in the normal environment and

the absence in organisms of sense-organs capable of

detecting X-rays, between the habits of lions and their

fierceness, of doves and their timidity. There is,

thirdly, no reason whatever to suppose that the mind of

man represents the highest development possible to

mind, any more than there was to suppose it of the

mind of monkeys when they were the highest organisms.

We must squarely recognise that, in spite of proverbs

to the contrary, it is probable that " human nature
"

could be considerably changed and improved.

Next, we have the recent rise of psychology. Much

nonsense doubtless masquerades under the name of

psycho-anahsis or " modem " psychology. None the

less, as so shrewd a critic as the late W. H. R. Rivers

at once saw, and as has been put to such practical uses

in therapeutic treatment, there is not only something

in it, but a great deal. Repression, suppression,

sublimation, and the rest are realities ; and we are

finding out how our minds do work, ought not to work,

and might be made to work. It is clear that the

average mind is as distorted and stunted as a much-

below-average body ; and that, by just so much as a

great mind is more different from an average one than

great from average bodily capacity, by so much would

proper training be more efficient with mind than even

with bodies. Here the extravagances of some eugenists

find their corrective ; Mr. Wells's imagination is

pursuing to its logical end the line taken by such

authorities as Mr. Carr Saunders in his " Population

Problem."

Again, .Mr. Wells, being a major prophet, perceives

without difficulty that the substitution of some new

dominant idea for the current ideas of commercialism,

nationalism, and sectarianism (better not beg the

question by saying industry, patriotism, and religion)

is the most needed change of all. Here, again, he is in

reality only adopting the method of Lyell and Darwin

—

uniformitarianism—and seeking the key of the future,

as of the past, in the present. There is to-day a slowly

growing minority of people who not only profoundly dis-

believe in the current conceptions and valuations of the

world and human life, but also, however gropingly, are

trying to put scientifically-grounded ideas in their place.

Belief is the parent of action ; and so long as the

majority of men refuse to believe that they need not

S I
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remain the slave of the transcendental, whether m the

shape of an imaginary Being, of the Absolute, or

Transcendental Morality, they cannot reap the fruits

of reason. If the minority became the majority,

society and all its institutions and codes would be

radically altered.

Take but one example, and a current one—birth-

control. When Mr. Wells's " Father Amerton " finds

that it is the basis of Utopian civilisation he exclaims

in horror :
" Refusing to create souls ! The wickedness

of it ! Oh, my God !

"

This is the great enemy of true progress-—this belief

that things have been already settled for us, and the

consequent result of considering proposals not on their

merits, but in reference to a system of principles which is

for the most part a survival from primitive civilisations.

Mr. Wells may often be disagreed with in detail : he

is at least right in his premises. A perusal of his

novel in conjunction with a commentary would be

useful. " Men Like Gods " taken e« sandviche with,

say, Punnett's " Mendelism," Trotter's " Instincts of

the Herd," Thouless's " Psychology of Religion."

Carr-Saunders's " Population Problem," Whetham on

eugenics, and a good compendium of recent psycho-

logy, would be a very wholesome employment of the

scientific imagination. J. S. H.

Linnean Correspondence.

BreJ och SkriJveJser of och till Carl von Linni med

understod of Svenska Staten utgijna af Uppsala

Universilet. Forsta Afdelningen, Del 8 : Bref till och

fran Svenska enskilda personer Kalm - Laxman.

Utgifna och med upplysande noter forsedda af J. M.

Hulth. Pp. v + 200. 6 kroner. Andra Afdelningen,

Utliindska brefvaxlingen ; Del i : Adanson-Brijn-

nich. Utgifven och med upplysande noter forsedd

af J. M. Hulth. Pp. viii -1- 430. 12 kroner. (Uppsala :

A.-B. Akademiska Bokhandeln, 1916 and 1922.)

SINCE the death of Carl von Linne, better known in

this country under his Latinised name of Linnaeus,

nearly a score of works have been issued containing

selections of his letters, many of them restricted to his

relations with a single person, as Jacquin, B. de Jussieu,

or Sauvages. But these only dipped into the extensive

correspondence which is available, and the Swedish

Government has aided the University, of which

Linneeus was so distinguished a professor, to bring out

a complete issue of all the letters known to be in exist-

ence, as part of the publications commemorating the

bicentenary of the birth of the great naturalist in 1907.

The editor was, naturally. Emeritus Professor T. M.

Fries, who, four years earlier, had produced his monu-
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mental life of Linne and was steeped in Linnean lore and

knowledge of his contemporaries. Six \-olumes had

been brought out under his editorship when his death,

early in 1913, closed his industrious career, and left the

series of volumes less than half* finished. These six

belonged to the first section, devoted to letters to and

from Swedes ; a seventh was partly prepared, and the

first volume of the second section, devoted to foreigners,

was in course of preparation when the editor's life

closed. The successor to Fries was Dr. J. M. Hulth,

chief librarian of the University of Uppsala, but the

time available for the subject so essential was obtained

with difficulty by a ver>' busy man. Nevertheless, we

have here two volumes for a brief survey—volume 8 of

the first section, extending from Kalm to Laxman,

and a first volume of the second section, embracing the

letters from Adanson to Briinnich.

Naturally, the latter volume attracts the non-

Swedish reader, nearly the whole being in Latin, and the

forty-nine writers include Francis Calvert, sixth and

last Lord Baltimore (the owner of Maryland), Sir Joseph

Banks, John Bartram, the early North American

botanist of Philadelphia, Johann Bartsch, the close

friend of Linnseus, who fell a victim to the climate of

Surinam, Anna Blackburne, Herman Boerhaave, the

celebrated Dutch physician, whose pathetic farewell to

Linnaeus is one of the most touching episodes in the

Swede's career, and Patrick Browne, whose volume on

Jamaica plants incited Linnseus to buy his herbarium

for himself. Much might be extracted from these

letters, but their comparative accessibility prompts our

passing on to the other volume before us.

The forty-one letters from Pehr Kalm to his former

teacher extend over 118 pages, more than half the

volume, and are especially interesting. Kalm had

travelled in Russia, whence the first letters were sent,

but having undertaken a journey to North America, he,

with an assistant, reached London in February 1748,

and hastened the same day to report his arrival. His

letters, written in Swedish, are couched in a fresh and

lively style, and convey his first impressions. He
hesitated to call upon the persons to whom he had been

recommended till he should have acquired a better

command of English, for though many wrote and spoke

Latin, it was differently pronounced, and thus difficult

to understand. In this he succeeded, as he was obliged

to stay six months in London, waiting for a ship to

America. He remarked on the milder winter of

England compared with that of Sweden, and of the

many plants w'hich could stand out of doors unharmed.

Soon we find him telling about his acquaintances.

Philip Miller of Chelsea Physic Garden, and a special

friend Richard Warner of Woodford (1711-1775),

whose splendid garden yielded many seeds for Uppsala,
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John Ellis, Ehret the botanical artist, Dr. John Mitchell,

and others were among the earliest of his acquaintances

in London. Then the scene shifts to Philadelphia,

where he was often with Bartram :
" he lives about five

miles from Philadelphia, a thoroughly good fellow and a

strong Linnean ; we have botanised a good deal round

the country, and he has promised to send a quantity of

rare seeds to Uppsala if he can manage to do so with the

next ship." Kalm then turned his steps to Canada, and

returned to Pennsylvania at the end of the year, again

reaching London in the spring of 1 751, and Stockholm a

month later, passing on to Abo ; in that University he

liad been appointed professor of economy, and on his

return he took up the duties of his chair until his death

in 1779, the year after the death of his old teacher.

There are but few letters here from Linnaeus, the

reason no doubt being that, the recipient having sewn

these letters into a volume, they probably perished in

the fire of 1827, which destroyed the town and Uni-

\ersity of Abo.

Martin Kahler (1728-17 73), another of the Linnean

pupils, had intended to travel to the Cape, but that

intention was hindered by the Dutch. He therefore

travelled in France and Italy, whence he returned in

1757. Magnus Lagerstrom (1691-1759) was a director

of the East India Company of Goteborg (Gottenburg),

and in that capacity was able to supply novelties to

Linnaeus ; thirteen letters are here printed, but the

letters to Lagerstrom are unknown. The last writer

in the volume is Erik Laxman (1737 ?-i796), whose

name is well known for his work amongst Siberian

plants. B. D. J.

Technology of Oils and Fats.

Chemical Technology and Analysis of Oils, Fats, and

Waxes. By Dr. J. Lewkowitsch. Sixth edition,

entirely revised by George H. Warburton. (In

3 vols.) Vol. 3. Pp. viii + 508. (London: Mac-

millan and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 365. net.

THE third and final volume of this well-known

book deals principally with the technology of

manufactured oils, fats, and waxes, as, for example,

the refining of edible oils, the making of soap and

candles, the purification of glycerine, oil hardening,

and the preparation of polymerised, boiled, and

oxidised oils. In appraising the value of these sections

it must be remembered that the book deals essentially

with the chemical aspect of these industries, and that in

the few pages which can be spared to each it is im-

possible to attempt more than a general outline of the

processes in common practice.

In particular, it is not part of the author's scheme

to indicate on the more mechanical side of the industry
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which type of plant or process is at the moment gener-

ally in use in an up-to-date factory. One consequence

of this treatment is that the accounts of the manu-

factures appear antiquated when read by one acquainted

with practice, and the student of chemical technology

trained on this book would justly be accused in the

works of being too theoretical. On the other hand, it

will l)e said there are numerous highly specialised text-

books devoted to each of these subjects, and a brief

summary of them from the more purely chemical

point of view is quite enough to attempt. In this

connexion it may be suggested that the book is rather

overi^urdened with statistics. .

An important section is that devoted to waste oils

and fats : it may be defined as an essential function

of the chemist in any industry to eliminate waste and

to utilise the so-called waste products. In oil-refining,

for example, much depends, from the economic point

of view, on obtaining both a high yield of the refined

product and the retention of the foots in a form in

which they can be utilised. The respective values of

soap stock, or soap stock fatty acids, often make all

the difference in the refiner's profit. Latterly a number

of alternative processes have been tried in this con-

nexion, and some reference to them might well have

been included in this volume.

The subject of iiydrogenated fats is dealt with very

adequately in the well-known book of Carleton Ellis,

so that the author may be excused for devoting only

ten pages to it. Of some interest is a paragraph re-

ferring to the use of such fats in the edible-fat industry,

particularly on the Continent, and indicating doubt

as to their suitability. Actually to-day hardened fats,

particularly whale oil, are the most popular materials

for edible fats on the Continent, and the refiners are

willing to pay a price for the raw oil which puts it

beyond the reach of the soap-maker, at whose instance,

it may be remembered, the hydrogenation process was

invented. The refined product, which is absolutely

free from nickel and of a high standard of purity, has

many desirable qualities, though from the most modern

point of view the absence of vitamins must be held

to be a disadvantage. Very little hardened fat, how-

ever, is used in margarine made in Britain.

Probably no section of the industries based on oils

and fats has developed more in this country than the

manufacture of margarine, owing in the main to the

abnormal conditions imposed during the War. The

advance in the technology of this industry has been

enormous, both in the methods of refining the crude

fats, in their selection and blending, and in the actual

manufacture of the margarine, including the bacterio-

logical processes of imparting the special butter flavour.

The new factories are models of their kind, and triumphs
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of cleanliness and organisation. Unfortunately, the

difficulties of distribution are such that the consumer

cannot with certainty buy his pound of margarine in

perfect condition unless his retailer is certain of a quick

sale ; and although the same difficulty applies to butter,

more tolerance is extended to the older commodity.

A problem which is engaging an increasing amount
of attention in the fat industry is that of texture. A
fat, that is to say, a triglyceride, may either contain

three of the same acid radicles or two or more different

acid radicles, in which case it is spoken of as a mi.xed

glyceride. A mixed glyceride has properties ver\'

different in regard to melting-point, consistency, etc.,

from a mixture of glycerides. Again, fats which,

when separate, have similar properties which are

satisfactory from the technical point of view, may
have altogether different and far less satisfactory

properties when mixed. Such theoretical considera-

tions have an important practical bearing in the

chocolate and biscuit industries.

Sufficient has perhaps been said to indicate how
diverse are the problems to be found within the in-

dustries of the fats and oils, and how wide must be the

scope of a work dealing with their chemical technology.

Dr. Lewkowitsch's book has played no small part in

aiding many an investigator to do his share in advancing

the knowledge of them, and each new edition has

reflected in turn the new information acquired. The

newest edition is no exception to this and is replete

with information, and it is with no wish to detract

from its value that it is suggested that when the

time comes for it again to be revised it may be

advisable largely to remodel the plan on which it

is built. E. F. A.

Our Bookshelf.

(i) Steam Turbines. By Prof. W. J. Goudie. Second
edition, rewritten and enlarged. Pp. xviii + 804.
(London : Longmans, Green and Co., 1922.) 30^.
net.

(2) Modern Practice in Heal Engines. By T. Petrie.

Pp. xi + 264. (London : Longmans, Green and Co.,

1922.) 15.?. net.

(3) Notes and Examples on the Theory of Heat and Heat
Engines. By John Case. Second edition, revised
and enlarged. Pp. vi-i-138. (First issued in 1913
as " A Synopsis of the Elementary Theory of Heat
and Heat Engines.") (Cambridge : W. Heffer and
Sons, Ltd. ; London : Simpkin, Marshall and Co.,

Ltd., 1922.) -js. 6d. net.

(i) Prof. Goudie's treatise was first issued in 1917,
and the volume has become a standard work. Its

value has been proved by teachers, students, and
professional men engaged in practice. The book
has been out of print for some time, owing to the
author's desire to bring it up-to-date, and this has
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meant the formidable task of rewriting practically

the whole work. To those acquainted with the first

edition, the result will be found extremely serviceable,

inasmuch as not only recent designs are included, but

also additional matter is given bringing the theory up-

to-date. The thoroughness with which the task of

revision has been carried out is evidenced even in the

numerical examples. The volume is now one which
cannot be dispensed with by any one engaged in steam
engineering.

(2) This book is divided into three sections dealing

with steam boilers, steam prime movers (including

steam turbines), and internal-combustion engines re-

spectively. Some of the descriptive parts of the section

on steam turbines are taken from the article written

by Prof. Gerald Stoney and the author for the " Dic-

tionary of Applied Physics " (Macmillan). The field

covered is wide, and the book contains a large number
of illustrations descriptive of the details of modern
plants. Despite this, the author has succeeded in

presenting as much of the theory as the average

student requires in his college course. Students re-

quire a general treatment such as is contained in the

present work, and they will also appreciate the fact

that it contains no very difficult mathematics. There
are a number of worked examples in the text, but it

would be an improvement if some exercises were in-

cluded for the purpose of enabling the student to test

his knowledge.

(3) Mr. Case's volume of notes, worked examples,

and exercises on the theory of heat engines will be

helpful to many students. Most parts of the subject

are covered, and those omitted do not present any
particular difficulties.

The Pageant of Nature : British II 'ild Life and its

Wonders. Edited by Dr. P. Chalmers Mitchell.

(Complete in about 36 fortnightly parts.) Part i.

Pp. 72. Part 2. Pp. 73-144- Part 3. Pp. 145-
216. (London : Cassell and Co., Ltd., 1923.) i^. ^d.

net each part.

The avowed object of this new publication is to provide

the libretto to the play of Nature in Britain, and, by
describing in clear and accurate language the varied

phenomena which can be observed at all seasons of the

year during almost any country ramble, to stimulate

observation, to foster a love of Nature and, perhaps, to

spur on to further independent discovery the keener and
more gifted of its readers. It is essentially a book of

Nature study, of observation in the field, of animals and
plants in their natural surroundings. All the authors

who ha\'e contributed to its pages—and there are no
fewer than twenty in the three parts under notice—are

well known for their admirable first-hand studies of wild

Nature, in one or other of its many branches, with eye,

field-glass, and camera and, may we add, with pen, and
their articles are illustrated with original photographs

taken either by themselves or by other equally skilled j

and enthusiastic Nature photographers.

It is perhaps invidious to make a selection from a
number of articles all of which reach a high level of

charm, accuracy, and simphcity ; but special mention
should be made of Dr. Francis Ward's delightful

studies of otters and fishes, illustrated by a unique

series of remarkable photographs of these animals taken
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under water, \[r. Edgar Chance's account of the egg-

laying habits of the cuckoo, and Dr. Landsborough
Thomson's articles on birds. The illustrations, in

colour, photogravure and half-tone, are excellent on the

whole. Particularly charming are four studies of the

feeding of a cuckoo by its foster-parent, a meadow pipit,

the work of Mr. T. M. Biackman. The reproductions

of the photographs illustrating Mr. Chance's article,

however, scarcely do justice to the originals.

The general editor, Dr. P. Chalmers Mitchell, in a

^hort introduction, makes a strong appeal for the wider

udy of Nature in the field. This publication should

far to stimulate such study and to fulfil his hopes

to turn all our readers into watchful lovers of Nature."

( hambers's EncyclopcBdia : a Dictionary 0/ Universal

Knowledge. New edition, edited by Dr. David
Patrick and William Geddie. Vol. i : A to Beatty.

Pp. vi + 824. (London and Edinburgh : W. and R.

Chambers, Ltd. ; Philadelphia : J. B. Lippincott

Co., 1923.) 20^. net.

A NEW edition of this work is welcome, for in spite of

the many encyclopaedias now available, Chambers's still

holds its place. It is not exhaustive and does not

(laim to be a compendium of all knowledge, but at the

1 me time it would lie difficult to find any subject of

' rieral interest that finds no place in its volumes.

I iie work has the further merit of easy reference, the

subdivisions of the larger subjects being arranged in

their respective places in the alphabet. The form and
appearance of the pages which have been familiar to

several generations are unchanged, but the matter has

been revised, new articles being given where necessary

and others brought up-to-date. New coloured maps,
mostly by Bartholomew, have been added. That of

North America needs a little revision in the north of

' ireenland, but for all general purposes they are

\iellent. The illustrations would appear to be mainly
the woodcuts of earlier editions.

In one respect we might suggest an improvement in

this useful work. Some geographical articles still con-

tain descriptive matter that is unworthy of the advances
in modern geography. Without any greater demands
on space the descriptions of many countries could be

made far more explanatory' and graphic than is the

'•ase. Thus, in the article on the Balkans certain

iriking features, such as the central plateau, the fold

ranges parallel to the sea, the two great corridors, and
the gateways to the sea should be emphasised as l)eing

keys to many Balkan problems. The article as it

stands is full of accurate information which might be
1 letter displayed. The same criticism is applicable to

.\ll)ania and other articles. The low price of the

encyclopaedia is noteworthy.

Wind and Weather. By Prof. .Mexander McAdie. Pp.
82. (New York : The Macmillan Company, 1922.)

1.25 dollars.

Prof. McAdie's little work is more historical than a
current discussion of wind and weather. Much of the
work is a dissertation on " The tower of the winds,"
which has been standing at Athens for the past twenty-
two centuries. The allegorical figures of the winds given
are reproductions copied from the frieze of the tower
and the author has extemporised on them. Boreas, the
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north wind, is referred to as a cold and boisterous wind
from the mountains of Thrace ; Kaikias, the north-east

wind, who carries in his shield an ample supply of

hailstones, is supposed to be ready to spill them on
defenceless humanity ; Apheliotes, the east wind, is

styled a graceful youth, with arms full of fruit and
wheat ; Euros, the south-east wind, is depicted as a

cross old fellow, intent on the business of cloud making ;

Notos, the south wind, is the master of the warm rain

;

Lips, the mariners' wind, the south-west, said to be

favourable for bringing the ships speedily into harbour
;

Zephyros, the west wind, is represented as a graceful

youth, scantily clad, with his arms filled with flowers,

while Skiron, styled lord of gusty north-west gales,

carries with him a brazen fire bucket and is said to spill

a generous stream of hot air on all below.

The latter part of the book is more practical and deals

with the weather map and current meteorology, although

in an elementar>' way, and this part seems to suggest that

the author had American weather in mind rather than

the weather in other parts of the world. C. H.

Text-Book on Wireless Telegraphy. By Dr. Rupert
Stanley. Vol. 2 : Valves and Valve Apparatus.

Second edition. Pp. xi-(-394. (London: Long-
mans, Green and Co., 1923.) 15.?. net.

In this edition a new chapter has been added describing

high-speed signalling, recorder reception, short-wave

signalling, and directional apparatus. In the author's

opinion the two outstanding problems for research

work are the elimination of atmospherics and the inven-

tion of a cheap system of high-speed reception able

to withstand ordinary wear and tear. We agree with

him that the well-established term " valves " should be

used to designate the special vacuum tubes used in

radio signalling.

In his preface the author points out that the develop-

ment of radio signalling since 1918 has been much
hampered owing to doubts about the validity of the

patents of many of the methods and types of apparatus

whicli were used in the War. The tedious delay in the

establishment of broadcasting stations in Britain was
largely due to disagreements between manufacturing

firms on this question.

The Year-Book of Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony,

1923. (Edition for Amateurs.) Pp. xcv + 824.

(London : The Wireless Press, Ltd., 1923.) 6s. net.

The progress in the art of radio communication is so

rapid that a new " Year-Book " is a necessity for all

who wish to keep abreast of the times. We learn that

in the United States nearly two hundred broadcasting

transmitting stations are now in practically continuous

operation and that the number of listeners is nearly a

million. Canada comes next with fifty-three broad-

casting stations, twelve of which are in Toronto alone.

In France great jarogress has been made in perfecting

high-frequency alternators. It is now possible to get a
500-Kilowatt 15000-frequencyaltematorwhichwill have

an over-all efficiency of 85 per cent. Latour has also

shown how, by means of a 100,000-volt transformer and
using two electrode valves as rectifiers, a pressure of

200,000 volts direct current can be easily and com-
paratively cheaply obtained. These high pressures are

of great value as they open up new fields for physical

research.
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Letters to the Editor.

[ The Editor does not hold himself responsible for
opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return^ nor to correspond with
the turiters of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Na'IUKK. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.~\

Hafnium and New Zealand Sand.

The account which was given in Nature of Feb-
ruary 10 (p. 195) of the very refractory substance
which I obtained from a black titaniferous iron sand
from New Zealand and believed to be the oxide of
the newly discovered element, hafnium, requires now
to be brought up-to-date. In that account it was
mentioned that I had sent to Copenhagen practically
all my purified material for X-ray examination and
comparison with the preparations and specimens of
the discoverers. Three specimens were sent : (a) the
sand itself, (6) the cream-coloured substance labelled
in 1918 " New Oxide," (c) the cinnamon-coloured
oxide which resulted from the atomic weight deter-
minations (Chem. Soc. Jour, for February, p. 312).
The total amount of (b) and (c) was between 0-3 and
0-4 gram each and was all I had. The result of the
first examination by Drs. Coster and Hevesy was to
the effect that they were unable by X-ray spectral
analysis to detect hafnium in any of the three speci-
mens, and this I announced at the meeting of the
Chemical Society on February 15.

Drs. Coster and Hevesy very kindly undertook a
much more thorough and laborious examination, both
by X-ray and by optical spectral analysis, especially
of [c), which was naturally regarded as the purest
sample of the oxide. They did this in the hope of
finding some evidence of the presence of some of the
other elements still missing, and in particular element
No. 75, but in this they were unsuccessful. Their
final report is that " The chief components are un-
doubtedly iron and titanium " with traces of man-
ganese, aluminium and magnesium. As soon as I

received this statement on i\larch 19 I set to work on
what remained of (b) and (c) to try to unravel the
mystery of the high atomic weight which had seemed
to prove conclusively that the oxide was that of an
element with an atomic weight at least one and a
half to two times that of zirconium (90-6). As the
full analytical details and the steps by which the
explanation was arrived at are given in the Journal
of the Chemical Society for April, p. 881, I need not
do more here than give the general conclusions. My
further chemical examination of the cinnamon-coloured
powder (c) agrees entirely with that of Drs. Coster
and Hevesy in proving that it consists practically of
oxides of titanium and iron, the latter only to the
extent of about half a per cent. It is to the presence
of this iron oxide that the cinnamon colour is un-
doubtedly due.
The " New Oxide " (b), however, seems to be a

new oxide so far as chemical literature is concerned,
but not the oxide of a new element. Further in-

vestigation showed it to contain a large percentage
of silicon and that, so far as could be ascertained
with the small quantity which I had, there seems to
be but little doubt that it is a form of titanium
dioxide in which part of the titanium is replaced by
silicon. It is due in all probability to this replace-
ment of titanium by silicon that the " New Oxide "

owes its resistance to the attack of sodium bisulphate
on one hand and caustic soda on the other.
The substance extracted from a New Zealand sand

(while my specimens were in Copenhagen) by Dr.
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C. J. Smithells and Mr. F. S. Goucher (Nature, March
24, p. 397) in the Research Laboratories of the General
Electric Company, is entirely different from my " New
Oxide." This is clearly pro\ed by their own state-
ments ; hence their experiments with it have no
bearing on the composition and properties of the
substance isolated by me.

I gladly avail myself of this opportunity of acknow-
ledging and thanking Prof. Bohr and Drs. Coster and
Hevesy for all their courtesy and for the very great
trouble they have taken to assist me in the elucida-
tion of what seemed to be a real mystery. It is with
sincere pleasure that I have just learned that they
have succeeded in the difficult task of preparing
hafnium compounds in a state of purity sufficient to
enable them to locate its atomic weight between 179
and 181. Ale.xander Scott.

34 LTpper Hamilton Terrace,
London, N.W.S,

April 25.

A Meteorological Disturbance of an Oscillatory

Character.

A DISTURBANCE possessing a pronounced oscillatory

character swept across the Gulf of St. Vincent, South
Australia, on the morning of February 24. It may
be of interest to put upon record its chief features.

At 5.10 A.M. those who were sleeping out of doors
were rudely awakened after a stifling airless night
(wind N.N.E., strength o - 1) by a sharp westerly
squall. A lull was succeeded by a second squall

about 7 minutes after the first ; a well-marked line-

cloud accompanied it, but no rain fell. The wind
then dropped to a gentle S. breeze for a few minutes,
but the approach of another splendidly developed
line-cloud arching the horizon from S.S.E. to N.N.W.
heralded another squall from the west. The upper
atmosphere was almost cloudless, save on the western
horizon, where an alto-cumulus layer drifted slowly
from a northerly point. Again the wind went round
to the S. and dropped, but a third line-cloud brought
a fresh squall from the west.

The writer, observing from Glenelg, faced forty

miles of sea stretching out to the westward, and it

was a very fine sight to watch the unbroken lines of

cloud, 2000 to 3000 feet up, approaching at a very
great speed and stirring up an almost calm sea into

momentary activity. The three clouds passed over
within the space of a quarter of an hour, and were
separated by approximately equal intervals of time.

The wind which accompanied them was not very
violent, probably between 30 and 40 miles an hour,
but strong enough to ca\ise the anchored yachts to
swing round through 90° from S. to W. in a few
seconds.
Though no further line-clouds were observed, the

oscillatory character of the disturbance continued,
and at two further intervals of 8 and 7 minutes
respectively the squalls and vagaries of the shipping
were noted. Eye observations were then suspended,
but the writer is indebted to Mr. Bromley, Common-
wealth Meteorologist for the State of South Australia,

for traces of the automatic records obtained at
Adelaide, 6 miles inland and E. of Glenelg, which
show that the pulsations continued for about an hour
altogether. The periodicity is especially well-marked
in the barograph and wind velocity curves repro-

duced below ; at first they keep remarkably in step,

each rise in the barometer coinciding with an increase

in wind velocity and \ice \ersa, but there is some con-
fusion in the velocity graph towards the end of the
disturbance. The anemo-biagraph has been under
suspicion of furnishing low readings, but it is also
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probable that the squalls lost something in intensity
in travelling inland.

From the accompanying graphs (Fig. i), the
average period appears to be about 7-5 minutes

;

from the times of observation of the pulsations at
Glenelg and Adelaide we calculate that they were
travelling inland at approximately 30 miles an hour,
and that they were between 3 J and 4 miles apart.
The wind direction graph shows that, except for

the initial squall, the changes in direction were neither
so regular nor so pronounced in Adelaide as they were
on the coast ; as would be expected, the changes
generally, but not invariably, coincided with the
rise of the barometer. This graph records a series

of small abrupt changes in direction, leading from
VV.S.W. to S.S.E., each pulsation, except the third,

sending the wind round some 15°. This is very
different from what was observed at Glenelg, where,

5^0 5 30 ^O e'SO 7-0 7 50
' a.Tn..

Fig. I.— Records of .in oscillatoiy meteorological tlislurbance at

Glenelg on Feltruai^- 24. '1 he times at which squalls and
line-cloiids were observed at Glenelg are marked .S and C
respectively. The autographic instruments were at

Adelaide.

at any rate for the first 6 pulsations, the wind was S.

during the lulls and W. during the squalls, rather as

though there were intrusions of westerly air from
above into a gentle S. current in the lower levels.

It is difficult to account for these differences because
the intervening country is flat, and both Glenelg and
Adelaide arc on the direct line of advance of the dis-

turbance.
The barograph record shows first a slight depression

and then a sudden rise of about 004 inch, some-
thing like half the amount observed in the case of

some famous line-squalls. Later oscillations are less

intense, the average of all being 0-02 inch from
hollow to crest. From the original barogram I have
measured the amplitudes of the successive oscillations,

taking the dotted line drawn through the minima as
datum line. Except for the last oscillation, which
shows some irregularity, the amplitudes closely

follow an exponential law. This is indicated in the
final graph, where the abscissjc represent equal time
intervals between successive maxima, and the

ordinatcs the amplitudes, A. The full line represents
the curve A = .\|,e-»-'^, where x is the time between
maxima ; the crosses mark the measured amplitudes
on an appropriate scale. The logarithmic decay of the
amplitudes suggests that viscous forces are involved
in the phenomenon, though whether they act by
diminishing the forces which occasion the pulsations,
assuming that they are formed successively, or by
diminishing the oscillations in their transmission, we
have no means of ascertaining.

As regards the general meteorological conditions,
the barometer had been falling for some time and the
disturbance marked the beginning of a rise which
continued for some hours. The Commonwealth
weather-map compiled at 8.30 a.m. indicates that
a shallow V-shaped depression, probably part of a
monsoonal system, had recently passed across
Adelaide from W. to E. ; the axis then lay along a
S.S.E.-N.N.W. line, which is rather curiously the
direction along which the axis of the lines of cloud
extended. Mr. Bromley kindly gave me access to a
large number of weather charts and barograms,
from which it appears that though unstable condi-
tions are liable to arise with the passage of depressions,

no evidence of regular pulsations occur except that
above described and, also rather curiously, a com-
paratively feeble example on the previous day (11 a.m.

February 23). In this case the oscillations increased
in intensity as time went on. There were 5 pulsations
with an average period of about 7 minutes, but the
maximum amplitude was not more than o-oi inch.

Se\'en well-marked pulsations are shown upon the
wind velocity graph, reaching lo miles per hour.

W. G. DUFFIELD.
Dundrennan, Glenelg, South Australia,

March 3.

Phosphorescence caused by Active Nitrogen.

In 1904, in the Aslrophysical Journal, the present
writer described the spectrum of the afterglow of

active nitrogen, and showed that the vapours of
mercury and other metals present in the tube partici-

pated in the afterglow. Some years later the present
Lord Kavleigh showed that luminosity of the vapours
of many substances is excited by active nitrogen.

Recently I have found that it also excites phosphor-
escence in a number of solid compounds. By opening
a stopcock between the discharge tube and the pump,
a jet of active nitrogen could be directed against a
small quantity of the substance. In a number of

cases phosphorescence was produced, which lasted

for several seconds. The colour was green or bluish

green, and the spectra all appeared to be continuous,
except in the case of the first two substances named
below, which showed characteristic bands. The
results were as follows :

Strong.— Uranium nitrate, uranium - ammonium
fluoride, zinc sulphide, barium chloride, strontium
chloride, calcium chloride, coesium chloride. These
are arranged in the order of brightness.

Weak.—Lithium chloride, sodium chloride, potas-

sium chloride, sodium iodide, potassium iodide,

sodium carbonate, strontium bromide.
No effect.—Potassium sulphate, potassium nitrate,

potassium hydroxide, mercurous bromide, calcium

carbonate, calcium sulphate, calcium sulphide, lead

chloride, cadmium iodide, magnesium nitrate, zinc

chloride, manganese chloride, thorium oxide, chalk

sugar, sulphate of quinine.

With the exception of the first three, the excited

substances are little or not at all affected by light, but
most of them are excited by cathode rays. It is

remarkable that a specimen of calcium sulphide very
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sensitive to light was not at all affected. With the
same exceptions, the effect was obtained only after

partial drying, but appeared to be destroyed by
complete calcination. Some of the substances did
not always respond, even when taken from the same
bottles as portions that did. None were chemically
pure.

It seems possible that the phenomenon is due to
chemical reactions with the active nitrogen, or it may
be due to the presence of free electrons. An insulated
electrode was sealed into the exhaust tube about a
metre from the discharge tube and connected with an
electroscope. When the latter was negatively charged
little effect was produced by a stream of active
nitrogen just past the stage of luminosity. When
it was positively charged, it was rapidly discharged.
When an uncondensed discharge was used with the
same nitrogen, or the condensed discharge through
inactive nitrogen, little effect was produced in either
case. Recombination was apparently complete before
the gas reached the electrode. As there must ha\e
been equal numbers of positive and negative ions,

the loss of the positive charge must have been due to
the greater mobility of the negative ions, and presum-
ably they were free electrons. An attempt to measure
the specific ionic velocities of the ions failed, on account
of the electrostatic disturbances due to the disruptive
discharge.
Under the conditions of these experiments, the line

spectrum of nitrogen was not gi\-en by the light in

the discharge tube. This indicates that molecular
dissociation was small. The ions were probably for

the most part molecular ions and electrons. The
isolated bands in the first group which are the most
characteristic feature of the spectrum of the active
nitrogen afterglow must, of course, be due to molecular
radiators. The afterglow depends upon the presence
of a trace of oxygen (or some electronegative element)
and is destroyed by the presence of more than a trace.

It may be that in pure nitrogen there is no appreciable
afterglow, because the great electron density favours
rapid recombination. When there is an excess of
oxygen, the electrons may all attach themselves to
oxygen, and the final step may be the formation of
nitric oxide, with the emission of Deslandres' third
group of bands. If there is enough oxygen to remove
most but not all of the electrons, recombination may
go on slowly, the afterglow continuing while it lasts,

the' spectrum being due to the recombination of
electrons with positive molecular ions. Of course
the alternative is not excluded that active nitrogen
may be monatomic and the characteristic radiation
is emitted when it resumes its ordinary state.

E. P. Lewis.
Department of Physics,

University of California.

Active Hydrogen by the Action of an Acid
on a Metal.

Evidence for the formation of active hydrogen
from its positive ion in an acid has been negative.

The reports of the latest workers in this field, Wendt
and Landauer (Jour. Amer. Chem. Soc. 42, 930 : 1920)
show that there are certain difficulties to be met.
The main one is to eliminate the moisture that
accompanies a rapid evolution of hydrogen and at

the same time not to destroy the active hydrogen if any
were formed. If the velocity of the gas stream were
too low, the active component would decay before
reaching the sulphur. Then if the velocity were too
high the moisture carried over would form a protecting
film on the powdered sulphur and prevent the re-

action between the two to form hydrogen sulphide.

During the work on the acti\ation of hydrogen by
corona discharge it was found by Wendt and Grubb
(Jour. Amer. Chem. Soc. 42, 937 : 1920) that active
h)'drogen combines with pure nitrogen togive ammonia.
This method of testing for active hydrogen can be
used to good advantage where moisture is carried

along with the evolved hydrogen, since the spray
does not prevent the contact of active hydrogen and
the nitrogen.

If hydrochloric acid or sulphuric acid is dropped
upon metallic magnesium suspended in such a way
that the metal is at no time immersed or partly
covered with any large portion of liquid, the drop
of acid can react with the metal in the shortest possible

time. This gives off hydrogen very rapidly, in fact

almost explosively, and with a minimum quantity of
spray. If this evolved hydrogen is brought in contact
with pure nitrogen it is found that ammonia is formed
very readily. The active hydrogen was then passed
through a plug of glass wool before coming in contact
with the pure nitrogen. The activity of the hydrogen
still persisted as shown by the formation of ammonia.
Therefore, the activity of the hydrogen cannot be
due to ions or atomic gas. But Langmuir (Jour.
Amer. Chem. Soc. 34, 1324 (1912)) has shown that
monatomic hydrogen does not react with nitrogen to

form ammonia. In view of this fact, if we allow pure
nitrogen to escape at the surface of the magnesium
where the hydrogen is evolved we find a maximum
quantity of ammonia formed. The amount of

ammonia formed increases with an increase in the
rate at which the acid is dropped upon the metal.
This, of course, means that the amount of the active

component varies with the velocity of the gas stream.
If the acid is dropped on the metal very slowly

and the evolved hydrogen passed through glass wool
before coming in contact with nitrogen, no ammonia is

formed. This indicates that the active hydrogen has
reverted to the ordinary form before meeting the stream
of nitrogen. The life of the active gas seems to be
not longer than two minutes. This 'checks very
closely with the life of triatomic hydrogen formed by
other methods.
These results seem to substantiate the theory of

Wendt and Landauer (Jour. Amer. Chem. Soc. 44,
510: 1922), namely, that triatomic hydrogen ought
to be produced wherever atomic hydrogen is evolved.
It is reasonable then to expect that a higher percentage
of active hydrogen would be found in the gas evolved
from the surface of the metal, than in the molecular
hydrogen subject to electronic bombardment in a
discharge tube. In the former all the hydrogen
evolved goes through the atomic state, while in the
latter case only a very small amount of atomic gas
may exist at one time. The discharge would also

destroy some of the active variety.

The preliminary results to determine the percentage
of activation are in harmony with this theorj'. Further
work is in progress to determine the quantitative
relations of some of the factors involved.

A. C. Grubb.
Department of Chemistry,

University of Saskatchewan,
Saskatoon, Sask., Canada, April 2.

The Viscosity of Liquids.

I WISH very briefly to supplement the remarks made
in. a previous communication on this subject in which
I have suggested that the viscosity of liquids and its

variation with temperature may be explained on the
hypothesis that the liquid state of aggregation is

composite in character ; that is, is composed in part
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of molecules " rigidly " attached to each other as in

a solid, and in part of molecules which are relatively

mobile as in the gaseous state (Nature, April 21,

P- 532)-
That the supposition made regarding the constitu-

tion of liquids is prima facie a reasonable one is, I

think, clear from thermodynamical considerations.
The liquid stands midway between the solid and the
gas and has affinities to both. The volume of a
liquid at temperatures slightly higher than the
melting point is only moderately different from that
of the solid, and hence the probability that many of

the molecules are at any instant at the same distance
from each other as in a solid is considerable. This
probability may indeed be found from the latent heat
of fusion of the substance. If W be the heat of fusion

in ergs per mol, the number of molecules in the
" rigid " and " mobile " states should be approxi-
mately in the ratio e"'""

The mechanism of viscous flow of a liquid is

perhaps clearest if we consider the case of a thin
layer enclosed between two parallel plates, one of
which slides over the other. When a steady state

is reached, the " rigid " parts of the liquid move
practically as complete wholes, and hence the effect

of their existence is to diminish the thickness of the
layer through which momentum has to be trans-
ported by the " mobile " molecules, and thus to
increase the vLscosity. As a rough appro.\imation,
this increase is in the proportion of the numbers of

the two types of molecules. A more exact theory
should take into account also the volumes occupied
by the two types of aggregation and their changes
with temperature.
The effect of pressure on viscosity of liquids would

arise in two distinct ways. In the first place, we have
a change of volume on fusion, and hence, by the
Le Chatelier-Braun principle, the assumed dissociation
from the " solid " to the " mobile " aggregation would
be retarded by pressure, so that the viscosity should
be increased. With substances such as ice which
contract on melting, we have the opposite effect.

In the second place, pressure diminishes the volume
occupied by the "mobile" molecules, and therefore
also the distance through which they have to transport
momentum. This would increase the viscosity. At
temperatures not much higher than the melting point,
the first effect would preponderate. This is strikingly
illustrated in the case of water, the pressure-coefficient
of viscosity of which is negative up to 32° C. that is,

even at temperatures much higher than that of
maximum density. C. V. R.\man.

210 Bowbazaar Street,

Calcutta, March 15.

Green and Colourless Hydra.

In Nature of April 7 a short account is given of
the interesting experiments made by Goetsch on the
conversion of the green Hydra into a pale Hydra.
Some years ago I observed what may be called a
natural experiment of the same kind. At the south
end of the tunnel that conducts the water supply of
Manchester from Lake Thirlmere under Dunmail
Raise to the Grasmere valley there is a small settling
tank, and on the walls of this tank I found a very
large assembly of milk-white Hydras. An examina-
tion with a pocket lens led me to the conclusion that
they were only a white variety of the common Hydra
viridis, and were probabh- the offspring of parents
living in the tunnel. These white Hydras were
evidently enjoying the full vigour of life.

Sydney J. Hickson.
The University, Manchester, April 11.

Single Crystals of Aluminium and other Metals.

With reference to Prof. Porter's letter in Nature
of March 17, p. 362, the accompanying photographs
(Figs. I and 2) may be of interest. They illustrate at

a magnification of 100 diameters the type of fracture

obtained when a drawn tungsten wire consisting of a
single crystal is broken in tension. The fracture is

FrG. 2.— .Same specimen photogr.-iplied in a plane al right angles to

that of Fig. I, shewing no reduction in diameter in this plane.

always of the wedge type, the wire being ven,' greatly
reduced in tliameter in one plane while it suffers no
appreciable reduction in the plane at right angles.
The photographs show the same specimen after
fracture taken from two planes at right angles. The
diameter of the wire was 0-05 mm.

C. J. Smithells.
Research Laboratories,

General Electric Co., Ltd.,
Wembley, March 20.

Stirling's Theorem.

A SMALL modification of the proof given by Mr.
Strachan in Nature of March 24, p. 397. leads to an
asymptotic series for n ! rather more convergent than
Stirling's. The symbol n ! standing, generally, for

r(M -h i), we have

log (n +i) ! -log (n -J) ! =log (« + J).

Hence, by Taylor's theorem.

(d-
D'
2*3!

D»
. .) logn! = log(M-(-4).
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/ 1 D 7D' \

the constant in the integration being determined as
before. _

Stirling's first approximation, \'2irM ii'e-", makes
i!^o-922, whilst N2iri(n-f- J)

/«}"•"' makes i! = i-028
and so is a little closer. H. E. Soper.

8 Causton Road, Cholmeley Park,
Highgate, N.6.
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Selection and Segregation.

In view of recent discussions in tlie columns of
Nature, tlie following remarks may be of interest.

Charles Darwin did not explore for himself the vast
resources of the new territory which he discovered,
nor did he traverse all the passages leading to it.

He " allured to brighter worlds and led the way."
In doing so it is possible that he did not arrive at
the point of disentangling the qualitative from the
quantitative implications of selection. It will be
remembered that his theory was followed by long
discussions on " What is a species ?

"

Natural selection is mainly qualitative, while
specific differences are essentially quantitative. If

Darwin can be said to have missed this distinction it

was because he could not anticipate all the objec-
tions that might be brought to bear upon his mar-
vellously fruitful concept. Moreover, quality and
character often appear without any obvious separa-
tion, and in all cases the mind has to be addressed to
the task of discrimination.

It is the province of Mendelism or genetics to deal
with the analysis of unit characters and to exploit
favoured individuals. Natural selection is concerned
with the combination of characters, internal as well

as external, and with the preservation of favoured
races. Combination of characters gives quality to a
genus ; segregation of characters imparts novelty to

a species. Mendelism and Darwinism clearly belong
to different categories ; though of course they meet
on the common stamping-ground of heredity.

Natural selection is the directive force which con-
trols the motive impulse of evolution and holds it

within bounds. It thus becomes to our view the
guardian of mutations, the custodian of change ; that
is to say, it provides an automatic control over the
fitful mutations of the organism. The four pillars of

organic evolution—struggle, survival, mutation, and
adaptation—are properly orientated by natural selec-

tion. This operates in certain directions under certain

conditions of climate and contact ; it is the chain of

events which assigns an organism to its place in

Nature. Nevertheless, the simple thesis had not been
excogitated before it was expounded by Darwin. It

was a permanent gain to knowledge which can never
be repeated, like the discovery of the circulation of

the blood by Harvey and the biogenesis of reproduc-
tion by Redi.
Darwin gave us a theory of qualitative evolution

by the natural selection of spontaneous variations in

the open. Survival for an hour or for an aeon implies
unconscious selection for the time being. On the
other hand, Mendel gave us a quantitative law of

alternate inheritance of contrasting characters under
culture. A single example, expressive of many, may
serve to bring the distinction between intrinsic

qualities and gross realities into crude relief.

Leaf-mimicry is one manifestation of interrelation

of plants and animals, of which floral imitation and
stick and twig shapes are others. It is a quality so

intangible that it may be called into question even
when most obtrusive. Individual observations are

therefore of little moment until confirmed. The leaf

butterfly (Kallima) and the leaf insect (Phyllium)
resemble a leaf in different senses—the former ver-

tically, the latter horizontally—the recognition of the
resemblance in these classic examples being old-

established. Some years ago (" Spolia Zeylanica,"
II, 1904) it was my privilege to bring to scientific

notice for the first time the behaviour of a leaf fish

(Platax) in Ceylon. Similar observations on a species

of^Platax in the Philippines have since been recorded
by Dr. Th. Mortensen of Copenhagen. {Vidensk.
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Medd. fra Dansk naturhist. Foren., Bd. 69, 1917,

P- 63-)

Admitting the existence of leaf-mimicry in diverse
planes and orders, we can only begin to explain it

on the basis of natural selection, the leaf shape being
desirable and attainable when other contributory
factors are equal. ' Arthur Willey.
Department of Zoology,

McGill University,
Montreal, April i.

Distribution of Megalithic Monuments.
In Nature of March 31, p. 442, reference is made

to Mr. W. J. Perry's speculations upon the builders
of megalitliic monuments. Perhaps you will be good
enough to find room for some criticisms. There
is a real danger that the scientific study of archaeo-
logy may be overwhelmed by the tide of theorising
which is now flowing so strongly in this country.

Mr. Perry believes that the builders of megalithic
monuments chose to settle in those regions which
furnished natural supplies of what the note in Nature
terms " precious metals and other valuables." If

so, then why did so many of them settle in the Cots-
wolds, where natural flint is almost non-existent,
and where no metals occur ? In this region—in the
counties of Gloucestershire and Oxfordshire—there
are fifty-six Long Barrows, which Mr. Perry rightly
includes within the class of megalithic monuments.
Why are there more than twice as many Long
Barrows in Gloucestershire alone as in all the other
flint-producing counties of East and South-east
England ?—The East Riding of Yorks, Lincolnshire
(none), Norfolk (none), Cambridgeshire (none), Essex
(none), Herts, (one), Bucks, (none), Beds, (two),
Oxfordshire (none in Chilterns), Surrey (none),
Sussex and Kent (perhaps a dozen at most between
the two). If it was flint that determined their
settlement-areas, there is more to be found in any
single parish of any one of these counties than occurs
naturall}' in the whole of Gloucestershire ! Why,
further, is it that there is not a single Long Barrow
within forty miles of Grimes Graves, the great
Neolithic flint-mining district of East Anglia, and
no megalithic monuments within a hundred miles ?

But the greatest difficulty is in Mr. Perry's sugges-
tion that the builders of megaliths travelled in search
of metals. There is no evidence that the builders of
British megaliths knew of or made any use of metals.
Not a single fragment of metal has ever been found
in a megalithic burial chamber in England, M'ales,
or Scotland. Accordingly, the opinion of archaeo-
logists for half a century has been that all megalithic
burial-chambers (including those in Long Barrows)
are neolithic ; and there is no evidence of any sort
to suggest that this opinion is erroneous, much less

to prove it wrong.
Some controlling factors in the distribution of

Long Barrows over a part of England and Wales
were suggested in Ordnance Survey Professional
Paper No. 6. The facts upon which my conclusions
were based were presented fully, both in tabular form
and upon a map (O.S. quarter-inch. Sheet S), For this

region the facts—about a quarter of them new to
science— are not available elsewhere. When the
survey of England and Wales is complete, it will be
time to draw conclusions about the country as a
whole. Until then, those interested would be
serving science better by assisting in the collection
of facts than by indulging in premature speculation.

O. G. S. Crawford.
Ordnance Survey Office, Southampton,

April 14.
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The Surface Movements of the Earth's Crust.'

By Prof. J. JoLY, F.R.S.

THE land surface of the globe has been, for the

most part, many times covered by the sea in

the course of geological time. The mountain ranges

of the earth, as now known, have only recently at-

tained their present elevation ; other mountain ranges

formerly existed which have now been all but obliter-

ated by the remorseless effects of denudation.

It is important that we should study for a little

what happens when a great mountain range is developed

on the surface of the globe. There is a long period

of preparation for the stately event ; a period many
millions of years in duration. First, there are signs

of unrest in the solid land of the continents. The sea

rises on the coasts and transgresses on the wide lands

within, very gradually stealing over the lower levels.

This process may not be steady and continuous. There

may be periods of retreat followed by periods of

advance, but always the land, as a whole, goes on sink-

ing deeper and deeper into the sea. JIany millions of

square miles may be covered with the shallow seas

—

perhaps to a depth of two or more hundred fathoms

—

so that a considerable portion of the land area of the

globe may become sea before the downward movement
ceases. This transgression is a slow process ; so slow

and long-enduring that, while the submergence lasts,

great depths of sediment accumulate in the trans-

gressional seas.

Then at length there comes a resurrection. The
land begins to emerge ; but not the old land which
went down. Where the great accumulations of sedi-

ment had been, mountain ranges arise. In short,

what arises from the ocean grave is a crushed and
wrinkled world, shattered by faults and over-thrusts

and e.xhibiting every evidence of great horizontal

compression. One attendant of these events is the

outbreak of volcanoes and floods of lava welling out

of fissures in the earth's crust. The latter generally

appear along western coasts, or to the west of the

new-bom mountain ranges.

These events draw to a close when the land has

attained its former elevation, more or less. There
is then a new era of geological history—a long era of

organic progress, lasting many millions of years, during

which minor oscillations of the crust and local deforma-
tion may occur. This is a period of active denudation.

The last-bom mountains are degraded by denudation,

and their sediments collected into the great troughs

or geosynclines, and the sublime but unreasoning

sequence of events is repeated all over again.

Such has been in leisurely repetition the history

of the earth. Certain world-revolutions are generally

accepted—although geologists are not all agreed as

to their number—as comprised in the period of 150
or 170 million years which the statistics of denuda-
tion and the record of thorium lead ascribe to the age
of our era. Four or five world-revolutions appear to

enter into that time interval. Thus 30 or more
millions of years may, tentatively, be ascribed to the

genesis and consummation of a world-revolution.

^~^ From a public lecture delivered under the auspices of the Royal Dublin
Society on March 7.
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From these broad features of geological history it

is evident that some source of unrest, acting upon the

surface of the earth, which periodically recuperates its

strength, runs a course involving an enormous ex-

penditure of energy, and then dies down into quietude,

must exist. What can this source of unrest be ?

In the science of isostasy we are confronted with the

strange fact (for fact it undoubtedly is), that the lands

of tlie earth—firm as they may appear—are yet float-

ing like rafts or pontoons on a yielding substance far

beneath. Now, the continents are built of rocks,

such as granite, gneiss, sandstone, etc., and in the

same way as the sea-water must be denser than the

icebergs which float upon it, so the substance which
buoys up the continents must be denser than granite

and chemically similar materials.

We get a very sure guidance as to the nature of the

sustaining substance in a direct and simple way by
paying attention to the nature of the lava which is

poured out in enormous volumes on the surface of

the land during times of revolution. This substance

comes up as a thin and very fluent liquid. It may
flow for 50 or 60 miles over the ground before con-

gealing. It solidifies to a black and heavy solid—ba.salt.

Tliere appears to be no doubt—and in this many
petrologists are agreed—that basalt is the primary
rock-magma upon which the continents float and
which buoys up the great oceans of the earth. Just
beneath continents and oceans it forms a la\-er over

the whole earth—a layer to which isostasy ascribes

a depth of some 60 to 70 miles. This substance,

basalt, therefore, plays a very important part in the

surface histor}- and physical piienomena of the globe.

Primarily, and most important of all, we know that

it contains a small quantity of radio-active substances.

No basalt ever examined failed to rc\eal this fact. These
radio-active substances continually evolve heat. We
know of no conditions which can check, or in any way
alter or modify, this ceaseless evolution of thermal

energy. Hence we must recognise that in every

cubic centimetre of this great magmatic ocean upon
which the continents and seas float there is a source

of slow thermal evolution.

Keeping in mind that the central problem to be

solved with respect to the great land movements
affecting the surface of the globe is to account for

the great outbreak of igneous activity and crustal dis-

turl)ance all over the surface of the earth every 25

or 30 million years, we naturally ask if the perermial

supply of radio-active heat may not furnish the

explanation.

The thermal properties of basalt under ordinary

conditions luave been fairly well examined. At a

temperature of 1150° it softens, at 1225° it flows

freely, forming a ver>' mobile but heavy liquid. In

passing from one state to the other there is a

volume increase of about 10 per cent, of the initial

volume. Tliis may be a rather excessive value. It

is not less tlian 6 per cent.

Now, tlie fact that the basalt in these great floods

reached the surface in a fluid state is adequate proof
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that it was at a high temperature in the regions deep
down from which it came. This is its condition

generally all the world over during times of revolu-

tion. There are many reasons for believing that at

the present time it does not and cannot generally

exist in the fluid state ; although deep pockets of the

fluid magma must probably exist at all times through-

out the magma-ocean and beneath the continents,

there extends for a very long period after a revolu-

tion a shallow layer of the melted rock. Generally

throughout the deep isostatic layer it possesses the

characters of a plastic solid and is yielding enough
for the continents to float upon it. The addition of

a certain known quantity of heat to each gram of the

highly heated basalt will convert it to the liquid state.

We know, as the result of many experiments, the

quantity of radio-active substances in basalt. Samples
from various great lava flows and volcanoes have been
examined. There are certain variations in the quanti-

ties observed from one great flow to another. Taking
a mean we can calculate the quantity of heat which
would be generated, say, in one million years in each

gram of the basalt. Briefly stated, the results of

our investigation show that the heat accumulated in

about 25 million years would suffice to turn the solid

basalt, nearly at its melting-point, into a liquid.

The first effect of this change will be a considerable

expansion in volume and corresponding loss of

density and buoyancy. For, as has been stated, the

solid basalt near its melting-point expands some 6

to 10 per cent, of its volume in changing to the liquid

state. The result upon the continents is easil)' in-

ferred. When a ship sails from the salt water of the

ocean into a river of fresh water it sinks a little ; so

also the continents will sink a little. The waters of

the ocean will therefore transgress upon the lands,

advancing century after century as the basalt changes

its state, as we know happens in periods preceding

a revolution. Hence the earliest phase of geological

change finds an explanation in the melting of the

basalt which floats the continents.

But other consecutive consequences follow. For
when, all over the earth, beneath continents and
oceans, there extends a deep sea of melted lava, it is

evident that conditions arise favourable to greatly

increased volcanism both on the land and over the

floor of the oceans.

The melted basalt will again lose heat and revert

to the solid state. It may take 3 to 4 million years for

this to happen, but happen it must. For liquids part

with heat much more quickly than solids, just because

circulation can go on in them. Now the basalt, where
it laps against the rocky floor underlying the oceans,

loses its heat far more rapidly than radio-activity can

supply it. It probably melts away a good deal of

the ocean floor in the process of parting with its heat.

The ocean floor is very probably, almost certainly,

also basalt. Possibly this floor becomes very thin

indeed in the course of the long period during which
the great ocean of lava is returning to the solid or

plastic state.

It will be understood that the change of state has

completely altered the conditions of heat-loss, the

gain of heat per gram remaining the same at all times.

The solid basalt can only lose heat by conductivity

—
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a very slow proces?. Beneath the continents even
this means of escape is almost closed, because the base

of the continents possesses a high temperature, arising

from the radio-active content of the continental

materials themselves. Beneath the ocean, a few
miles down, the conditions become much the same.

Thus the solidified magma must conserve practically

all its heat-gains. When fusion becomes general con-

vection begins, as well as other movements later to be
referred to. The escape of heat beneath the oceans

becomes then relativel)' rapid.

But now notice the effect upon the continents of

this reversion to the solid condition. When the basalt

regains the solid state it also regains its original density
;

and the land regains its original buoyancy. The
continents must now rise again to their former altitude

above the sea. They are as ships passing from the

river to the ocean. The waters which flowed in upon
the continents during the slow process of the melting

of the basalt must recede again as the basalt re-

solidifies. Hence a final great phase of geologic change
finds explanation in the physical properties of the

basaltic ocean and its inevitable thermal changes.

We can only discuss with any degree of definiteness

the events progressing in the upper region of the great

basaltic ocean. For the depth of this ocean is prob-

ably not less than 60 miles, and the pressures pre-

vailing in such depths greatly modify the behaviour

of substances experiencing accession or loss of heat,

but there is no reason to believe that any effects to

which reference has been made will be seriously modified.

On the contrary, the effects, so far as we can infer

them, of great pressure in the depths appear to bring

events still more into harmony with geological observa-

tions and inferences.

From what has been stated we see that the reason

for the long time intervals between the epochs of world-

wide revolution is to be found in the smallness of the

quantity of radio-active substances existing in the great

sustaining magma supporting the continents and the

oceans. On an average, it takes some 25 millions

of years for the change of state to be brought about

attending which the continents must sink and the

waters transgress upon their surface. Then some 3
to 5 millions of years may be required for the stored

radio-active heat to be again dissipated. The cycle is

therefore accomplished in, say, 30 millions of years.

These figures are given merely as suggestive of what
might prevail. Various causes, which cannot be dis-

cussed, may modify them.

We live at a period immediately succeeding a very

great world-revolution. The lava ocean has lost its

heat of fluidity for the most part, and the continents

float upon the basalt sea as upon a plastic or viscous

body nearly at its melting temperature. These con-

ditions are really very wonderful ; but the explanation

of our immunity is simple. The melting-point of the

continental rocks is from 200° to 500° higher than that

of basalt. Again, solid rock conducts heat badly.

Hence little or no heat reaches us from the fiery ocean

beneath.

We have next to consider if we cannot find an ex-

planation of mountain-building and volcanic phenomena
as involved in the changes we have been discussing.

We know that the ocean tides are due to lunar and
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solar gravitational attraction. Oceanic tides are com-

paratively feeble phenomena ; for not only is the ocean

shallow and obstructed by land, but also water is a

fluid of low density. But during times of revolution,

just beneath the continents and oceans, there comes

into existence a vast and far deeper ocean, composed

for a great part of a highly fluid substance having

a density three times that of water. We seem to have,

therefore, good and sufficient reason for expecting

greatly intensified tidal phenomena to arise during these

times. So also a precessional force must act with

intensified effect in periods of revolution. Both these

forces tend to retard the surface crust of the earth in

its diurnal rotation from west to east ; that is, they tend

to hold it back a little from partaking of the general

easterly rotation of the globe. The effect is greatest

in equatorial regions.

Fig. I shows, to an exaggerated vertical scale, a

'•''/, tVi^" »'•,;•.> i' ,' v

Fig. I.—Diagram uf continental border-section W. to E.

portion of a continent seen in section, along with a
part of a neighbouring ocean, both floating upon the

basaltic magma. West is to left and east is to right.

We must imagine that the lower, more viscous part

of the magma possesses the full west-to-east angular
velocity of the earth; but the continents and oceans

and upper layers of the magma are, in virtue of the

westerly forces just referred to, not moving quite so

fast in that direction. They respond, in fact, to the

forces urging them westward. We perceive that this

involves, of necessity, an east-going force or pressure

acting upon the submerged parts of the continents, and
more especially upon the more deeply submerged parts

;

that is, upon the displacements required by isostasy

to float the greater raised features of the continents.

The diagram is intended to illustrate the effect of

the magmatic pressure with reference to mountain

-

building. We have already seen that mountain ranges
arisj where great depths of sediment collect for long
ages. These accumulations may amount to several

miles in depth ; the sediments pressing down the
crust as they collect.

It is well known that this process creates a linear

area of weakness in the floating continent. We can
picture what happens. The great load bends down
the crust, forcing it deep into the hot magma. It

becomes seamed with gaping vents and cracks, ex-

tending parallel with the axis of the trough into which
the magma forces itself.

Now, if a horizontal force acts upon a continent
affected with such an area of weakness, this part yields

first and the sediments are crushed and forced both
upwards and downwards. The part that rises up
forms the mountain range ; the part that is thrust
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downwards acts as compensation or buo}'ancy, which
serves to float the mountain. The one adjusts itself

to the other. The mountains slowly sink or rise till

there is equilibrium. Thus, in course of ages, we get the

floating mountain range. It will be perceived that the

volume of the downward displacement is much greater

than the mountain range. This is because the density

of the crust does not differ greatly from that of the

sustaining magma.
Such great ranges as the Cordilleras of North and

South America rose up out of troughs of sediments in

this manner. They were specially favourably oriented

to receive the easterly pressure of the underlying

magma, and, correspondingly, they are in many respects

the greatest mountain developments of the globe.

However, while it seems easy to understand that

the formation of mountain ranges directed more or less

north and south might arise in this manner, it is more
difficult to imagine chains of mountains like the Hima-
layas or like the P)-renees originating in the west-

to-east force arising from tidal or precessional effects.

This brings us to the consideration of the possibility

of the continents having shifted their relative positions

during geological time.

Many are now weighing evidence for and against

such extraordinary possibilities as to whether the

Atlantic Ocean is not a comparatively recent innova-

tion ; whether New Zealand was not recently de-

tached from Australia, and India from the eastern

shores of Africa, and so on. Before this interesting

question arose biologists and geologists generally got

out of their difficulties by assuming the former exist-

ence of land connexions or " bridges " which subse-

quently " foundered " and disappeared.

Now, according to the present explanation of the

surface movements of the earth, the foundering of such
" bridges " would be difficult to realise; for they are

of lower density than the basaltic magma upon which

thev at one time floated. So that it becomes very diffi-

cult to imagine the former existence of these bridges.

Not only is this the case, but also the present theory

certainly suggests that differential movements of the

continents might quite possibly have taken place. I

do not mean to convey that these supposed great

mo\ements necessarily arise out of our theory, but it

is at least remarkable that a theory which appears to

explain much—and on a basis which can claim to be

more than merely hypothetical—should offer what may
be regarded as a rera causa for continental drifting if

other considerations require it. The continents during

times of revolution become acted upon by forces tending

to move them towards the east ; and, what is even more
relevant, these forces must of necessity be different in

intensitv from one continent to another. In fact,

the magmatic drive- applied to a continental mass

depends upon the depth of its immersion and also on

the existence of great displacements extending down-

wards into the deeper parts of the magma.
Another consideration in favour of continental

drifting must be taken into account. The continents

become acted upon by these forces only during the

period of magmatic fluidity. We saw that this fluidity is

ultimately lost, mainly in consequence of heat escapmg

through the ocean floor ; this floor being probably more

or less melted away during the process. It may be
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that the reduction in thickness of the ocean floor is

carried so far as to remove what is really the main
obstacle to differential continental movement—the

existence of a strong and rigid ocean floor, holding the

continents immovably fixed to one another.

We return for a moment to the problem of the

elevation of such ranges as the Himalayas, which
trend more or less east and west. We are now pre-

pared for the possibility that the explanation of these

events was due to a certain small amount of con-

tinental movement. It is a fact that tidal and pre-

cessional forces are greatest in equatorial regions.

May it not have been that the great continent of Africa,

experiencing the effects of this, rotated just a little,

its southern extremity moving eastward ; and so also

for Peninsular India ; so also for the Spanish Penin-

sula } A small turning movement, crushing the ancient

geosynclines, would suffice. For, after all, the greatest

mountains are but very tiny wrinkles upon the surface

of this huge world.

The outflows of lava on the western coasts of the

continents, or to the west of great mountain masses,

or brought up by the downward faulting of rift valleys,

to which I have already referred, seem to give us direct

evidence of the magmatic pressures of which we have
been speaking. The injection of lava into the great

mountains, or its ejection from lofty volcanoes, finds

explanation in the great volumes of included basaltic

magma which are taken up in the crushed and shattered

sediments of the geosynclines when these are floated

up from the depths of the earth's crust.

In the foregoing remarks I have endeavoured to

trace, on the basis of isostasy and radio-activity, the

existence of cyclical changes, prevailing in the isostatic

layer, which are in harmony with the observed recur-

rent world-revolutions. While a certain grand sim-

plicity in the nature of these events, and the existence

of a general resemblance between the character of one

revolution and that of the next, permit of this treatment,

it would be an erroneous inference that the physical

events of historical geology are concentrated in the

relatively brief periods of world-wide mountain-build-

ing. For in truth an endless succession of minor
changes have affected the crust of the earth. Between
the great revolutions transgressions of the ocean have
occurred over considerable areas. Crustal warping,

and even mountain elevation of lesser ranges and
batholithic invasion of the crust, as well as renewed
volcanism, have not been uncommon. All the events

of the greater revolutions may appear locally, and
always on a lesser scale.

In point of fact, these lesser, inter-revolutionary

events are, probably, part of the primary phenomenon
and owe their existence to energy concerned with the

genesis of the former. For consider that during millions

of years the continental crust, throughout every part

of it, has been subjected to those same enormous
stresses, vertical and horizontal, that served to uplift the

Cordilleras to heights of more than 20,000 feet ; and
that, at the time when the floor of the ocean congealed

around the continents and tidal effects died out, the

vast volume of the land was left deformed by these

great stresses, strained, often to fracture wherever
rigidity prevailed, and with isostatic adjustments' pro-
foundly disturbed.
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The inter-revolutionary periods of geological history

must witness the readjustments necessitated by this

accumulation of potential energy. Areas of low
resistance

—

i.e. the geosynclines, the volcanic areas,

or recently deformed regions—piust experience the

concentrated results. Moreover, all the conditions

for very prolonged continuance of these minor
activities exist. For there is no other way in which
the accumulated energy may find relief save in crustal

disturbance or readjustment. It will be slowly doled

out for ages as the effects of denudation call upon it,

or as thermal events give it occasion to intervene, for the

cooling of the magma beneath the continents must be

extremely slow. Sheets of melted lava must underlie

them, throughout almost the whole of geological

time, although deeper down there may be comparative
rigidity.

It will be apparent from all this that there is nothing

unaccountable either in the existence or nature of

inter-revolutionary events. On the contrary', we may
say that their absence would be highly unaccountable.

Even more, I think that as we study these events we
must conclude that they cannot represent more than

a fraction of the stored energy attending a great

revolution.

This leads to the energy question at large. Whence
does it all come .' To answer fully that question would
lead us back over much of the ground we have already

pursued. But as regards energy other than radio-

active we may briefly answer :
" From the rotation

of the earth." And is it not adequate ? Look at the

diagram of an earth-sector (Fig. 2) ; with a floating

Fig. 2.— Earth-sector showing b.'isaltic layer and continents to
scale of ladins.

crust 20 miles thick and an isostatic layer 70 miles

deep. Consider how petty are the crustal energies

contrasted with the stored energy of the globe, built

as it is out of materials twice as dense as the conti-

nental rocks, and possessed, even to-day, of a surface

velocity of 1000 miles an hour.

In its biological aspect how great and wonderful it

all is ! The living being working out his destiny on

this poor raft, unknowing of the fiery ocean upon
which his world is floating : unknowing of the inevit-

able sinking and uplifting which in truth largely

control the destinies of his race. Death-dealing forces

all around, and yet the light of life shining age after

age upon the earth.
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Water-Power in the British Empire.*

By Theodore Stevens.

THE Water - Power Committee of the Conjoint

Board of Scientific Societies in its various reports

has ably summarised tlie information on water-power

available throughout the British Empire, and the Board

of Trade Water-Power Resource Committee and Sub-

Committee have dealt with the British Isles in a

similar way. Canada has done more measuring of

those resources than any other part of the Empire.

Canadian water-powers in service, catalogued in

Water Resources Paper Number 27, numbered, in

There have been, within the last twenty years, water-

plants installed in twenty diflferent places, in every one

of which after the capital was spent there was a rude

awakening to the fact that the quantity of water neces-

sary for the work undertaken was not available. A
total of 25,000,000/. has been spent in those twenty
places, and has proved financially unprofitable. Much
more capital has elsewhere been profitably invested.

Many other water-powers have proved successful.

Enough has been said to show that reasonable caution

Klii. I.—Victoria FalLi, Rhodesi.-i ; view from the air.

XriWiObyLot. Sir H. .-/. Ki« Kytteittd, K.ti.h.

The river at the fall is i mile witle and drops into a n.-trrow porge 400 feel Jeep.
The I.irge m-xlel of Victoria F.»ns in th« Imperial Institute, South Kensington, London, aids one to visualise this configuration.

1920, 336 developed water-powers. Of these the
nummary, arranged by me unijer the di.Terent heights
'f falls, shows

I ? were working with heads of water between 5 and 10 leet

;

17 at heads between 11 and 15 feet ;

M .. .. .. 16 „ 30 ..

~^4
.. .. .. 31 .. 7° ..

With these figures before us. development of any
head of water that may be available can be justified

from past experience ; but it is a great mistake to
conclude that sufficient power can be developed from
a stream until all the details of the problem have been
fully studied.

' Substance of two lectures delivered at the Royal institution on March
I and 8. when illustrations of the important waterfalls in each part of the
Fmpire were shown.
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necessitates efficient preliminary study before capital

is invested.

Another note of caution refers to the distance that

it is economical to transmit power. For example, it

would not pay to generate hydro-electric power to

supply a lighting load 75 to 100 miles away, if there is

a coal-mine near the consumers' end of the transmission

line ; nor is it practicable to undertake to supply
separate villages and farms on the line of a high-voltage

transmission, because it costs many thou.sands of

pounds to tap power from a high-voltage line, and the

small consumption in village and farm cannot possibly

pay the interest on this expenditure. It woulti be un-
necessary to make such comments if this uneconomi-
cal arrangement had not been seriously advised by
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engineers whose experience evidently did not include

such electrical details.

Seventeen years ago it was suggested that Victoria

Falls (Figs. I and 2) would supply Johannesburg, and

I have preserved a copy of tlie original prospectus of the

company, including a map of the proposed transmission

over a distance of 600 miles from the water-power across

and into coal-mining districts. The company which was

then floated has paid handsomely ; but it wisely burns

coal and says nothing about water-power. Even the

hotel at Victoria Falls is lit by an oil engine. Similarly,

if an examination is made of the super power zone in

the United States, which embraces the great industrial

area in the Eastern States, it will be found that it

approaches within 200 miles of Niagara Falls, where

many millions of horse-power run to waste, but it is

mmam

"^v;>^tM

*'«

part of main falls, lly courtesy of the British Soulh A

I

not suggested that power should be derived from

Niagara for that super power zone.

It is also true that Niagara power is delivered 270

miles from the Falls. The selling price (by Govern-

ment, without profit) in bulk to the towns at that

distance is three times the selling price for similar

power near the Falls. There is always an excess of

water at Niagara Falls. Under other conditions, for

example, where summer flow is limited and cheap coal

is available, it might be easy to prove that it is cheaper

to generate electricity locally from coal than to transmit

water-power so far.

Tidal-power fascinates every one who studies it
;

and when our coal supplies are much nearer depletion

than at present, it may be utilised on a large scale.

The Ministry of Transport published a scheme (since

withdrawn) for developing tidal power on the river

Severn, and said that the power was so vast that it

exceeded "all the potential sources of inland water-

power in the United Kingdom put together." But

two and a half times the power proposed for develop-

ment in the Severn exists in other parts of the British

Isles, where it is free from the irregularity due to the

variation in the times of the tides, and it can be

developed for 5,000,000/. less in first cost than the

estimate for that tidal power ; the estimate, in my
opinion, was not half enough to do the work specified.

We might allow this scheme to rest in peace, since

the Geddes axe was first sharpened for use on the pro-

moters of it ; but, from time to time, it is brought

forward as practicable. If one reads the Interim

Report on Tidal Power by the Board of Trade Water-
Power Resource Committee, it will be seen that nothing

more costly than further investigation and study of the

complications involved was recommended by that

Committee ; and the Electricity Commissioners dis-

sociated themselves from any knowledge of the power-

house, two miles long, with railway trains using the

power-house as an economical bridge across the river.

We have an example of a corporation electricity

supply being changed from a financial

burden on the rates to a satisfactorily

profitable undertaking in the report

of the Chester electrical engineer,

Mr. S. E. Britton, by utilising a small

head of water (which \aries from

nothing up to 8-5 feet, because the

tide comes up to the water-power

plant's discharge). In seven years,

on a capital of 56,000/. in steam-

plant, there has been a relative loss

)m of 15,000/.; while 18,000/. capital

; invested in the water-plant has

n shown 82,000/. profit, leaving a net

I profit of about 67,000/. ; but it is

essential to realise that this water-

power cannot be utilised for a satis-

factory statutory supply of electricity

in Chester without the steam-plant

to produce current from coal when
the water-power is not available (due

to high tide or to insufficient flow in

the river).

Shawinigan in Canada is an ex-

ample of a beautiful waterfall con-

I

cerning which, I believe, it was an American who

I

wrote :

{

At every waterfall two Angels stay.

One clothed in rainbows, the other veiled in spray.
The first, the beauty of the scene reveals

;

The last revolves the mighty water-wheels.
1 And there those two fair sisters ever stand,
I Utility and Beauty, hand in hand.

To-day, instead of standing to be admired, " Beauty "

I

is to be "found voluntarily undertaking some useful

' work.

The water at Shawinigan Falls now flows down
inside pipes. Where, in the days of Beauty, only an

1 occasional sportsman visited the falls, is to be found

to-day a town of 12,000 inhabitants, amply provided

with work and wages by the water-power which is

utilised for various electro-chemical manufactures, as

well as for supplying the cities of Montreal and Quebec
with electricity.

In Ireland the writer carried out surveys of the

power available in the largest rivers, for the Irish

Hydro-Electric Syndicate and for the \\'ater-Power
Resources of Ireland Sub-Committee under the chair-

manship of Sir John Purser Griffith, and has shown
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that it would lie practicable in an average year thus

to supply a demand three times as great as the present

demand in the whole of Ireland for electricity, and has

recommended and shown the economy of linking up
this supply to all important towns and cities ; utilising

existing steam-electric stations to supply current when,
iiwing to drought, one summer's flow of the rivers is

too far below the average summer flow. The combina-
tion is like that at Chester, but on a much larger scale.

Suppose we allocate part of each of the rivers Shannon
iind Erne to the manufacture of carbide and of nitrogen

fertilisers and operate this plant as fully as the flow of

water permits ; with an average output we could make
in a year fertilisers containing 20,000 tons of nitrogen.

Ivach of these works would be of the size recommended
as economical by the Nitrogen Products Committee of

the Ministry of Munitions.

It is not definitely known how much nitrogen fertiliser

can be utilised within Ireland ; but there are markets
for carbide and for nitrogen fertilisers outside Ireland,

so any excess over home requirements could be ex-

ported at a profit.

The nitrogen in various compounds used in a year in

the world amounted to 694,600 tons - pre-W'ar and
1,219,000 tons post-War (1919). There is nothing

excessive in recommending fixation in Ireland of 3
per cent, of the world's annual pre-War consumption
of nitrogen.

There would be work throughout the year, but more
people employed at the chemical works in winter-time

* American Electro-Chemical Society's Proceedings, Volume 34.

than in summer. It is well known that about 10,000

workers leave Ireland every summer to do farming in

Scotland and England and return to their more eco-

nomical life in Ireland during the winter-time. For
some of those there would be thus provided winter

work in their own country ; while, of course, there

would be employment throughout the year for an
appreciable number.

There are nitrogen fixation plants near Niagara
and at various other places in the world. About half

of the pre-War consumption of nitrogen was in the form

of native nitrate of soda. Among the many important

applications of water-power, the one in Tasmania,
where the Electrolytic Zinc Co. of Australasia, Ltd.,

utilises 30,000 horse-power from the Tasmanian
Government Plant for the preparation of high-grade

zinc, is worthy of especial mention.

More attention should be paid to the selection of

industries that require large amounts of power, and to

their establishment at sites where suitable water-power

is available. We cannot recall too often the history

of Niagara's development. Before electricity was a

commercial form of energy, capital was invested (during

the years 1853 to 1861) in making provision for direct

water-power ; in 1861 it w'as ready, but it ran to

waste for ten years before the first consumer arrived

in 1871, It was not until 1894 (forty-one years after

the commencement referred to) that a profitable

amount of power was utilised. Water-power is the

cheapest form of energy when fully utilised twenty-

four hours in the dav.

Obit

Prof. J. D. van der Waals.

WITH Johannes Diderik van der Waals, who died

on March 8 at Amsterdam, at eighty-five years

of age, one of the great figures in the history of modern
physics and physical chemistry has passed away. His
thesis on the continuity of the liquid and gaseous state

was a revelation in the study of fluids, the remembrance
of which was to glorify the golden jubilee of his doctorate

next June, and after establishing it he continued for

some forty years to apply his efforts to the same subject,

marking the steps of his success by further brilliant

discoveries. When the Nobel Institute honoured this

lifework, van der Waals was still occupied rounding
ofl the comprehensive views science owed to him.
For about half a century he was in the front of the
workers in the domain he had opened. In the ten
years which separate us now from then his forces

began to give way, and later bodily and mental suffer-

ings, borne with modest resignation, set in. At last,

only short visits allowed us to show to the venerated
and beloved friend, whose heart we felt remained
unchanged, what he had done for us.

Van der Waals was bom on November 23, 1837,
at Leyden. He was a self-made man who took ad-
vantage of the opportunities offered by the University
which he later honoured by his curatorship. It was
not until he was thirty-six years of age that he wrote
his thesis. With it he himself opened the period of

Dutch science, which his elder friend Bosscha and he
hoped to be one of the results of secondary education.
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u ary.

In 1877, van der Waals became a professor at Amster-

dam, and began to exert his great influence on the

development of Dutch physics. One of the character-

istics of his highly admired teaching was the introduc-

tion of Gibbs's great work to the chemists. I vividly

remember as an example of it how Bakhuis Roozeboom,
to whose first experiments the Leyden physical

laboratory had been in the position to give some help,

obtained results, which were inexplicable until van

der Waals came to give him the key to it in Gibbs's

doctrine of phases, his deep insight clearing the way
for Roozeboom's brilliant work on the phase rule,

Verv much was done by van der Waals for the Roj-al

Academy of Sciences at Amsterdam. For twenty-

four years he was the soul of the Board, and in 1896

he even accepted the secretaryship of the Academy,
a post which he filled until 191 2, Here as every-

where else he showed a never-failing unselfishness and

high conception of duty. We owe to him the modern
form of the Proceedings and their English translation,

which he directed, both w-ith an incomparable energy.

The great efforts he bestowed on these periodicals have

been well rewarded by the effect their stimulating

influence had on Dutch science.

The scientific work of van der Waals forms a monu-
mental whole of a special style. Characteristic of it is

the intuition by which he introduced happy simplifica-

tions and approximations leading to a high degree

of qualitative agreement of his theories with Nature,

which in the case of the law of corresponding states

rose even to a surprising quantitative appro.ximation.
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The first idea of the image of the fluid state which

was gradually developed by van der Waals came to

him when he combined the kinetic theory of gases

with the determination of the cohesion in Laplace's

theory of capillarity. With the aid of very happy
approximations he built up the kinetic theory of the

fluid state. Such a simplification gave in the first

place the calculation of a molecular pressure which

represents the cohesion, and the result of the calculation

led him to the profound conception that the molecules

of the gaseous and the liquid state are identical and

exert identical forces. Secondly, he accepted as by

inspiration an exceedingly appropriate form for what
would be the outcome of the calculation of the kinetic

pressure at higher densities. The simple equation of

state which he obtained in this way reproduced the

well-known diagram of Andrews-Thomson, as the

representation of a series of stable and unstable states

of mechanical equihbrium. It gave a deeper insight

into the continuity of the liquid and gaseous state

as well as a luminous explanation of the critical

phenomena. It stood even the crucial test which van

der Waals only with apprehension undertook to apply

to it ; that is, the calculation of the critical data of

carbon dioxide of Andrews from the deviations from

Boyle's law according to Regnault. Finding correct

values for these meant a great discovery. The various

thermal properties of fluids treated until then in

different chapters of physics proved now to be at

least approximatively contained in a single equation

with only two specific constants, the volume and the

attraction of the molecules, their molecular weights

being given by their composition. Later researches

have proved, more and more, the greatness of the

genius which led van der Waals to his equation of

state. Even now it is the most appropriate one

to discuss qualitatively the properties of fluids.

Directly from this can be derived the second great

discovery of van der Waals, namely, that it is onl\-

necessary to introduce the reduced values of volume,

temperature, and pressure obtained by dividing the

values of these variables by their critical values into

the equation of state, to reduce this equation to the

same equation for all substances. Simple as this

substitution is, it took seven years before it was

arrived at, and then only by van der Waals himself,

who had been wrestling for a long time with the

explanation of the deviations between his equation

of state and reality. He had followed many false

tracks in order to find some regularity in the devia-

tions of the different substances, and had reached

the conviction that to compare substances they

have to be considered in corresponding states ; that

is, at the same values of the reduced variables. At

that moment he found the law of corresponding states.

Its scope is far wider than that of the equation of

state. It involves the bold idea that the thermal

properties of all substances can be derived from those

of a single one simply by numbers of proportionality

;

and, what is marvellous, the law approximates more
closely to Nature than the equation from which it is

derived. How much I was under the influence of its

great importance as much as forty years ago may be

best judged by my taking it then as a guide for my
own researches. It has had a great effect on the work
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of liquefying the permanent gases (in his thesis van
der Waals predicted that air had to be cooled below
-158° C. to be liquefied, which has proved nearly

correct) and of attaining the nadir of temperature.

This cannot be better illustrated than with the words

of our deeply mourned Sir James Dewar in a letter

to me, expressing that van der Waals was " the

master of us all," " whom we cannot honour too

much." All substances, except for small differences,

appear in the light of the law of corresponding states,

as van der Waals expresses it, as individuals of the

same kind. He liked to direct attention to the fact

that his friend Dewar had proved that, taking tem-

perature as a measure, hydrogen was, according to

his prophecy, a dwarf. To read to van der Waals a

report of the experiments which proved that helium,

though a very small dwarf, was yet well shaped, was
a happ)- moment in my life, especially as the report

showed the profit derived from van der Waals' law

of corresponding states and at the end referred to his

words that " matter would always show attraction."

As all normal substances are almost copies of the

same model, van der Waals was anxious to bring his

equation of state in closer approximation to this

general model and to understand the differences

between the various substances. To his pondering

on the influence of association into double molecules

on the deviations, we owe his theory of binary mixtures,

which covers a yet vaster and more varied field than

his previous discoveries. It is especially this theory

to which, in connexion with the beautiful work of our

deeply mourned Kuenen, I owe the strong ties which
united me to van der Waals. For many years I went
to his study at Amsterdam for a " monthly private

course," that is, a consultation on the Leyden work,

and I found van der Waals always at his table filled

with papers, with the portrait of his wife, who died at

an early age, on the chair in front of him. In these

hours it often occurred that from an unpublished

calculation he could rightly predict some error to be

found in the diagrams of the experiments ; and it is

from them that I ha\-e got an idea of tlie amount of

work from which his genius came to his intuitions.

It would occupy too much space here to refer in

detail to the work of van der Waals, which groups

itself around these three great discoveries. I can

only point out that he tried to combine the theory

of specific heats with that of the equation of state,

and that in the end he was occupied with the very

interesting problem of the influence of the conglomera-

tion of greater number of molecules ; that of quasi-

association. Rounding off in this way the chapter

he wrote in the history of science, he gave us, at the

same time, a glimpse of that chapter which the next

generation has to write, containing a rational applica-

tion of quantum considerations in van der Waals'

theory of the fluid state.

Not less than the extraordinary intellectual gifts

which made possible his great life work, his friends

admired his severe culture of the ideal and his noble

character. We remember the pious heart, in whose
friendship we rejoiced, and with a feeling of deep

sorrow at the loss of his presence, we give him here

the tribute of our profound gratitude.

H. Kamerlingh Onnes.
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Dr. Arthur Latham.

The medical profession has lost a somewhat striking

personality by the death of Dr. Arthur Latham at the

relatively early age of fifty-six. The son of a former

Regius professor of medicine at Cambridge, who still

survives, Dr. Latham was brought up in a cultured and

scientific atmosphere, while his Oxford degree implied

the double advantages of the two older English Univer-

sities. He was elected assistant physician to St.

George's Hospital in 1898, and there soon showed his

ability in teaching and his always masterful and
dominating personality. A man of precise logical

thought and of great determination, he could ill

tolerate indefiniteness of view- and indecision, and it

is not surprising therefore that he had enemies as well

as cordial friends.

Whatever Dr. Latham undertook, he made himself

thoroughly acquainted with, and it was fortunate that

the award to him of a prize for an essay on a tuber-

culosis sanatorium early determined the chief trend

of his work. Although sanatoria for consumptives

have not achie%ed all that was expected of them,

this has been largely owing to their misuse under

the pressure of the administration of the National

(Health) Insurance Act, patients being sent in large

numbers to sanatoria, for whom treatment in hospitals

was indicated. Dr. Latham contriliuted other papers

and small books on tuberculosis ; he was a member of

the Departmental Committee on Tuberculosis, which

laid down the lines on which the state anti-tuberculosis

measures were to be carried out ; and in many other

ways helped to bring the anti-tuberculosis crusade to

its present ad\anced condition.

Of Dr. Latham's value as a medical politician, of

the important work which he did to secure the firm

beginning of the Royal Society of Medicine, this is not

the place to write ; but the memory of his clear and
incisi\e speaking, arising out of logical thinking, of

his pertinacious advocacy of great causes, and of his

success in advancing the interests of preventive

medicine, will not soon die.

We regret to announce the following deaths :

Prof. Gustav Kohler, director of the Mining
Academy, Clausthal, for the years 1887-1914, and
who had taught there since 1880, at the age of eighty-
four.

Sir Shirley Murphy, vice-president of the Royal
Sanitary Institute and other scientific societies, and
for twenty-two years Medical Officer of Health for

London, on April 27, aged seventy-four.

Dr. Alfred SchoU, a director of the Agricultural Ex-
perimental Station, Miinster, and deputy-editor of

the Zeitschrijt fiir Untersuchung der Nahruiigs- und
Geiiussmiltel, on February 12, at the age of forty-six.

Mr. H. J. Seaman, for many years general director

of the Atlas Portland Cement Co., New York, who
was responsible, with Hurry, for introducing the use
of coal dust in rotary^ tube furnaces for the burning
of clinker, on February 9.

Current Topics and Events.

Prof, de Sitter, who is to give a lecture at the

Imperial College of Science and Technology on Ma)^ 7,

on " Problems of Fundamental Astronomy," and will

lecture also at Manchester on May 9, and at Edinburgh
on May 18, was a pupil of Kapteyn's, who was invited

by Gill in 1896 to work for a time at the Cape. He
made determinations of the parallaxes of several

southern stars with the heliometer. For his thesis

for doctor of science at Groningen he presented a
" Discussion of the Heliometer Observations of

Jupiter's Satellites." He has continued these re-

sesirches and developed a new method for treating

the mutual perturbations of the satellites, and is

still engaged discussing photographs taken at the

Cape and Greenwich for the determination of the

necessary constants. After his return to Groningen
Prof, de Sitter participated in a number of Kapteyn's
investigations dealing with the dimensions and struc-

ture of the stellar universe. British men of science

owe a debt to Prof, de Sitter for giving during the

War, before Einstein's work reached England, three

papers in the Monthly Notices of the Royal .Astro-

nomical Society which presented to English readers

an account of the generalised theory of relativity.

Prof, de Sitter has made important contributions to

this subject and has examined the various cases

where any astronomical verifications may be obtained.

In an article in the April Quarterly Review, Lord
Ernie writes on " Victorian Memoirs and Memories."
His account of Huxley runs as follows : " Mrs.
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Asquith, who describes a meeting with Huxlev at

Jowett's, and remarks that he had about him little

of the juste milieu, does not appear to have been
favourably impressed. But Huxley was not always

the gladiator. To me he was irresistibly attractive,

because I fancied that I had caught a glimpse of his

true outlook on life. When I think of his destructive

criticism, I see again the arabesque with which he

had adorned the side of the first page of his article

on ' Lux Mundi.' Up the margin ran a vine-clad

trellis : on the top crowed the cock of theology-, and
towards him crept the fox of science. I remember
also discussing with him one of his numerous con-

troversies—I think the Gadarene swine. With the

impertinence of comparative youth, I expressed

surprise at the quantity of vinegar and mustard
which he mixed with the discussion of questions

that to many people were matters of life or death.
' My dear young man,' he answered, ' you are not

old enough to remember when men like Lyell and
Murchison were not considered fit to lick the dust

off the boots of a curate. I should like to get my
heel into their mouths and scr-r-unch it round.' A
wistful smile lit up his plain rugged face, as he
added :

' And they never seem to reflect what a

miserable position mine is standing on a point of

Nothing in an abyss of Nothing.' The world saw
much of the first mood, little of the latter."

The council of the Zoological Society of London
presented an eminently satisfactory report for the
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last year at the annual general meeting on April 30.

There has been an increase of nearly two hundred in

the number of fellows ; the additions to the collections

are more numerous than in the preceding year, the

result chiefly of the receipt of H.R.H. The Prince of

Wales's Nepal and Malayan collections : the attend-

ance at the gardens maintains a very high level ; and

the financial position of the Society is thoroughly

sound. The Proceedings have reached their pre-War
standard as to bulk, the number of illustrations, and

the promptness of publication ; but the issue of

Transactions has not yet been resumed. An appre-

ciative reference is made to the work of Mr. Pocock,

whose resignation of the post of superintendent has

lately taken effect. Zoologists will learn with regret,

akin to dismay, of the decision of the Society to cease

publication of the " Zoological Record," owing to

the inadequate support received. The Society has

rendered an invaluable service to zoological science

throughout the world in having undertaken the

responsibility of the Record for so long a period, and

it is a matter of grave concern that its efforts have

met with so poor a measure of support. The council

reports that excellent progress has been made in the

construction of the new aquarium, and it is hoped

that this will be ready for opening in the autumn of

the present year. A favourable report is given of the

durability of the coloured labels, painted in fusible

enamel on tiles, which were introduced last year on

the results of special experiments, and their use is to

be extended as rapidly as possible. The scheme for

the instruction of school teachers, which has been in

operation since 1910, has been suspended for the

present, as a large proportion of the London school

teachers have now taken advantage of it.

The results of a conference of veterinary authorities

convened by the Government of India at Calcutta

in February last were summarised in the Times of

April 17. Anthrax infection in the case of East

Indian wool, hair, and hides is so serious that special

attention has been directed to the subject. Yet,

according to the official returns, anthrax is a rare

disease in India. The cost of disinfecting wool is

greater than its present value, and the conference

came to the decision that the agencies for notification

of the disease in India must be improved, and that

much skilled research and inspection are needed

among the living animals in the country, if the disease

is to be attacked at its seat. Surra, a disease of

horses and camels, is now known to be due to a

parasite of the group that gives rise to sleeping

sickness in Africa. Tuberculosis is proved to be a

frequent cause of loss of cattle, but little is known
as to its prevalence. In short, " veterinary educa-

tion, veterinary research, and veterinary legislation

and administration in India are wholly unsatisfactory,

and it is urgently to be hoped that the Government
of India will give immediate and serious attention

to the conclusions reached by the Conference."

The meeting of the Illuminating Engineering

Society on April 24 was notable for the large number
of representatives of associations concerned with the
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printing industry which attended to join in the dis-

cussion of Mr. L. Caster's paper on the lighting of

printing works. Employers and employees joined

in expressing appreciation of the importance of

adequate illumination, and the Rt. Hon. C. W.
Bowerman, who opened the discussion, contrasted

the attention that is now being paid to the subject

with the neglect of past years. Mr. Gaster dealt very
fully with the lighting of compositors' benches,

machine-rooms, etc., showing a number of attractive

photographs taken by artificial light, and mentioning
the values of illumination recorded in each case. It

would appear that recent experience favours the use

of general lighting as compared with the " patchy "

local lights formerly customary, and pictures were
shown of rooms flooded with light up to io-12-foot

candles. It was interesting to learn that the cost of

lighting in general forms only about i per cent of the

wages bill in this industry, which employs highly

skilled labour. Mr. Gaster also put in a word for the

requirements of the journalist, who is called upon to

read manuscripts at high speed, and whose work often

demands scrupulous accuracy. Proper lighting, both
for proof-readers and in the editorial rooms, is most
important, and it is singular that in some large

newspaper works this matter is neglected, although

the section of the building devoted to the actual

printing processes may be relatively well lighted.

Prof. J. A. Fleming, University College, London,
has been asked by the British Broadcasting Company
to broadcast an appreciation of the scientific work
of Sir James Dewar on Friday evening. May 4, at

P.M. The message may be heard by all having a

wireless telephone set which can pick up from 2 LO
in London.

The eighth Guthrie lecture of the Physical Society

of London will be delivered on Friday, May 11, at

5 o'clock, at the Imperial College of Science and
Technology, by Dr. J. H. Jeans, who will take as his

subject " The Present Position of the Radiation

Problem."

Prof. J. B. Leathes, professor of physiology in

the University of Sheffield, will give the Croonian

lectures of the Royal College of Physicians in June ;

Prof. E. H. Starling, the Harveian oration on St.

Luke's Day, October 18 ; and Dr. John Hay, of

the University of Liverpool, the Bradshaw lecture

in November.

It is stated by Dr. Theiler in the Chemiker-Zeitung

for March 20 that pure methyl alcohol is quite non-

poisonous. The poisonous nature of impure wood
spirit is due, not to the methyl alcohol it contains,

but to the impurities which are present, such as

ally] alcohol, allyl acetate, acetone, and their very

poisonous homologues.

According to the Chemiker-Zeitung for March 22,

Prof. G. Tammann, of Gottingen, has received the

Bakhuis-Roozeboom medal of the Royal Academy
of Sciences, Amsterdam. This medal is conferred for

researches connected with the phase rule, and was

presented, for the first time, to Prof. F. A. H. Schreine-
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makers of Leyden in 1916. Prof. Tammann will

receive the medal personally at the May sitting of

the Academy.

Thf, fourth of the serie.s of lectures on physics in

industry, being delivered under the auspices of the

Institute of Physics, will be given in the hall of the

Institution of Electrical Engineers, Victoria Embank-
ment, W.C.2, on Wednesday, May 9, at 5.30 p.m., by
Dr. J. W. Mellor, of Stoke-on-Trent, who will deal

with " The Application of Physics to the Ceramic

Industries." Sir J. J. Thomson will preside. No
ticket of admission is required.

At the anniversary meeting of the Royal Society

of South Africa, held in Cape Town on March 21, the

following officers were elected ; President : Dr. A.

Ogg ; Hon. Treasurer : Dr. L. Crawford ; Hon.

General Secretary : Dr. W. A. Jolly ; Members of

Council: Mr. K. H. Barnard, Dr. J. W. Bews, Dr.

J. P. Dalton, Dr. J. D. F. Gilchrist, Dr. S. H.

Haughton, Dr. J. S. v. d. Lingen, Dr. T. J. Mackie,

Dr. A. W. Rogers, and Dr. S. Shonland.

An address on " The Worth of Science " will be

given at a meeting of the London Branch of the

National Union of Scientific Workers on Tuesday,

May 8, at 6 p.m., at the Birkbeck College, Bream's
Building, E.C., by Sir Richard Gregory. The chair

will be taken by Mr. C. S. Garland, M.P. The
meeting is intended primarily for members of the

Inion who are scientific workers in Government
departments, but a cordial invitation is extended to

"on-members interested in the work of the Union,

pecially those in public employment.

Applications are inNdted by the Secretaries of

the Royal Society for a Moseley research student-

ship, value 300/. per annum, " for the furtherance

of experimental research in pathology, physics, and
chemistry, or other branches of science, but not in

pure mathematics, astronomy, or any branch of

science which aims merely at describing, cataloguing,

or systematising." The appointment will, in the first

instance, be for two years, but it may, in exceptional

circumstances, be extended. Further particulars and
forms of application are obtainable from the Assistant

cretary of the Royal Society, Burlington House,
'Wi. The latest date for the receipt of applications

!•< Friday, June i.

The eleventh International Physiological Congress
ill be held in Edinburgh, on July 23-27, and the

1 lowing officers have been appointed : President,

r Edward Sharpey Schafer ; Treasurer, Prof. A. R.
ishny

; Secretaries, Prof. G. Barger and Prof. J. C.

.Mcakins ; Assistant Secretary, Miss Dorothy Charlton.

1 hose who desire to be enrolled as members are

requested to forward their names and addresses,

'ogether with the amount of their subscription (25s.),

' Miss Charlton, Department of Physiology, Uni-
\ xTsity, Edinburgh, who will send on request particu-

lars of hotels and lodgings, and all other necessary

information. Opportunities will be afforded for the
exhibition of physiological apparatus.
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The Minister of Health has appointed the following

committee " To investigate the comparative value,

for the therapeutic purposes for which cocaine is at

present used, of various possible substitutes, and the

evidence as to risk, if any, of such substitutes becoming

drugs of addiction "
: Dr. J. Smith Whitaker, Dr.

N. G. Bennett. Dr. R. W. Branthwaite, Dr. T.

Carnwath, Dr. J. H. Chaldecott, Dr. H. H. Dale,

Mr. T. B. Layton, Dr. G. F. McCleary, Mr. R.

Foster Moore, and Sir William Henry Willcox. The

secretary is Dr. E. W. Adams, Ministry of Health,

to whom all communications relating to the work of

the committee should be addressed.

The Postmaster-General has appointed the follow-

ing committee to consider broadcasting : Major-

General Sir F. Sykes (chairman) ; the Hon. J. J.

Astor ; Mr. F. J. Brown, Assistant Secretary of the

Post Office ; Sir Henry Bunbury, Controller and

Auditor-General of the Post Office ;
Viscount

Bumham, chairman of the Newspaper Proprietors'

Association ; Dr. W. H. Eccles, president of the

Radio Society of Great Britain ; Sir Henry Norman ;

Mr. J. C. W. Reith, general manager of the British

Broadcasting Company ; Sir William Robertson ;
and

Mr. C. Trevelyan. The terms of reference of the

committee are :
" To consider (a) broadcasting in all

its aspects
; (b) the contract and licences which have

been or may be granted ;
(c) the action which should

be taken on the determination of the existing licence

of the British Broadcasting Company ;
(d) the uses

to which broadcasting may be put
;

(e) the restrictions

which should be placed on its user or development."

An article on " Botulism in Scotland " which

appeared in Nature of March 24. p. 415, referred

to the difficulty, due to breakages, in heating glass

containers for potted meats, so as to secure pre-

ventive sterilisation. Dr. G. R. Leighton, the

author of the report described in our article, says

on this subject: " I find it is a common experience

in the trade that glass containers cannot be heated

above boiling-point without the risk of a good many
being broken." Mr. R. L. Frink, director of research

of the Glass Research Association, in a letter to us,

urges that such statements are scarcely justified,

and do not take into account " the strenuous efforts

that are being made to establish glass in its proper

place as the most suitable container for foodstuffs."

He adds: "Within the last month I have received

information dealing with those properties and the

use of glass as a food-container requiring pasteurisa-

tion and sterilisation (the latter being at temperatures

of 230°-250° F.). It is shown that of more than

400,000 gross of containers used, there was less than

0-25 per cent, breakage, causing a loss not exceeding

two-thirds of that suffered by the use of tins." Also

as " the contents of tins are susceptible to fermenta-

tion or decomposition there is great danger that

ptomaine may be propagated or that soluble salts

of lead may exist in the contents."

The Geological Survey of New South Wales is

fortunately able to continue the publication of its

valuable Records. The last two numbers, vol. x.
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pts. I and 2, have been received, and contain some
important communications, such as :

—
" Palaeonto-

logia Novas Cambriae meridionalis ; Occasional De-
scriptions of New South Wales Fossils," No. 8, and
presumably the last, from the pen of the late R.
Etheridge, junr. ;

" A Census and Index of the

Lower Carboniferous Burindi Fauna," by Dr. W. N-

Benson ;
" Note on the Occurrence of Graptolite-

bearing Beds of Ordovician Age at Yalgogrin and
Ariah Park," by L. F. Harper ;

" Materials for the
Study of the Devonian Palaeontology of Australia,"

by Dr. W. N. Benson, in which is included a useful

bibliography, and a " Census and Index " which will

prove invaluable to students.

An article on " The Present Situation in the Radium
Industry," by H. E. Bishop, in Science of March 23,

gives an interesting account of the influence which
the discovery of a rich deposit of radium will have on
supplies in the future. Rich ore was discovered near
Elizabethville in the province of Katanga in 1913,
during prospecting work by the Union Minidre de
Haut Katanga, a Belgian corporation. Before any
developments of the find could occur the War broke
out. The secret was so well kept that no word
reached the outside world until a very large plant

for radium extraction had been erected at Oolen in

Belgium. In spite of the fact that the ore is trans-

ported 2000 miles down the Congo, across the ocean
to Antwerp, and then b)^ rail to Oolen, its richness

allowed of radium preparations being put on the
market in the early part of last year at a considerably
lower figure than that at which it has been main-
tained for some years by the American companies.
As a result of conferences between the representatives

of the American companies and the Belgian, a joint

selling organisation has been formed. We learn from
the article that the question of a tariff to protect the
radium industry of America has been discussed, and
apparently the decision taken that the preferable

policy' is one by which a lower price of tlie commodity
will lead to its more widespread use.

CiRCUL.^RS Nos. 120 and 121 of the U.S. Bureau of

Standards, Washington, are of interest as showing
the wide scope of tlie work of the Bureau and how
the interests of various sections of the community are

looked after in America. No. 120 describes the
" Construction and Operation of a Simple Home-
made Radio Receiving Outfit," and No. 121 describes

the " Construction and Operation of a Two-circuit
Radio Receiving Equipment with Crystal Detector."
They are both clearly written, and can be obtained
from the Government Printing House at Washington
for a few cents. The apparatus described can all be
made at home. The movable coil tube, for example,
can be made from a round cardboard box which
contained table salt, and the outer cardboard cylinder

can be an old oatmeal box. For a set which will

receive messages from a high-power radio telephonic

station up to 75 miles, or from a medium station up
to 10 miles distant, the cost varies from 10 to 15 dollars.

The simple apparatus described is suitable for every-
day work, but mention is made that parts of the
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apparatus may possibly be covered by existing

patents. A test buzzer for finding the most sensitive

spots on a galena crystal is regarded as a necessity,

and is included in every estimate. As crystals are

quite cheap, insensitive crystals should never be

used. *

We have received the first five parts of the Japanese

Journal of Chemistry , issued by the National Research

Council of Japan, Tokyo, 1922. The president of

the Council is Baron K. Furuichi, and the vice-

president Prof. J. Sakurai, and there is a committee

of publication. As we have already stated in these

columns (April 7, p. 478), the Council issues a journal

devoted to chemistry and another to physics, each

in ten numbers annually, a journal dealing with

geolog\' and geography quarterly, and a proceedings

and journals covering botany, zoology, medical

sciences, astronomy and geophysics, and engineering,

occasionally. Communications relating to these

publications should be addressed to the Secretary,

National Research Council, Department of Educa-

tion, Japan. The editorial matter, and most of the

papers, in the numbers of the Journal of Chemistry

which have been received are in English. Besides

original papers, there are abstracts of papers which

have been published in Japanese journals. The
standard of the publications is high, and the journals

will be useful to European readers in keeping in

touch with much first-class work now appearing in

Japanese journals.

The Ministry of Public Works, Egypt, has pub-

lished the report on the work of the pliysical depart-

ment for the year ending in March 1922. Dr. H. E.

Hurst, controller of the department, records that in

spite of an inadequate staff the scope of work has

widened in several directions. Rainfall returns were

received from thirty stations in Egypt, eiglity-nine in

the Sudan, forty-five in Uganda, fifty-five in Kenya,

five in Abyssinia, and one each in Aden, Somaliland,

Zomba, Seychelles, Mauritius, and Cyprus. Arrange-

ments have been made to start a new station at

Dangela in north-west Abyssinia. Regular readings

of river discharges were made at si.xteen stations on

the Nile, Atbara, Rahad, and Dinder. The discharges

of the White Nile and Main Nile in February 1922

proved to be the lowest on record. The level of the

Bahr-el-Gebel and the White Nile fell below the

bottom of many of the gauges, and new methods had

to be devised quickly to mean the levels. The
meteorological service has been active. During the

year Egypt had twenty-six and the Sudan twenty-

nine meteorological stations. This was an increase

of four ; new stations have been opened at Suez, Delta

barrage, Giza, Makwar, and Bir Abu Tif in the Sinai

peninsula. The station at Mansura was closed. Of
the Egyptian stations, that at Helwan is of the first

order and fourteen are of second order. Investiga-

tion of the upper air continues at Helwan and else-

where in co-operation with the Royal Air Force. The
report contains records of other valuable work.

Messrs. W. Heffer and Sons, Ltd., Cambridge,

have sent us a copy of their catalogue (No. 223)
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of 381 publishers' remainders. The copies are as

published, i.e. not second-hand, and the reductions
in many cases are considerable. Several books of

scientific interest are included. The list should be
seen by all who are in search of book bargains.

The Oxford University Press announces " Race
Problems in the New Africa," by the Rev. W. C.

Willoughby, in which will be discussed the relation

of Bantu and British in the parts of Bantu Africa

which are under British control. The same house
will also publish " A Practical Hausa Grammar, with

exercises, vocabularies, and specimen examination
papers," by Capt. F. W. Taylor.

Messrs. A. and C. Bl.\ck, Ltd., have in prepara-

tion new editions of vol. 2 of Dr. D. H. Scott's
" Studies in Fossil Botany " (Spermophyta) and

vol. I (Radiography) of Dr. R. Knox's " Radiograpliy

and Radio-therapeutics." In the first-named work
the account of the so-called " Seed Ferns " (Pterido-

sperms) has been completed, rearranged, and for the

most part rewritten. A number of families are

described more fully than in the pre\ious edition.

The systematic position of the Pteridosperms is dis-

cussed, and a new view is taken of this question

differing widely from that formerly' maintained.

In the second work the opportunity has been taken to

bring the text up-to-date in regard to the progress of

radiography, and to include a chapter on the author's

recent work on gallstones. The volume also includes

some appendices, one consisting of a report of the

committee which was appointed to consider the

protection of the operator from the effects of over-

exposure to X-rays or radium.

Our Astronomical Column.

The Present Conditio.v of the Gi.\nt Planets.
—Some surprise was created at the meeting of the
Royal Astronomical Society on April 13 by a paper
from Dr. Harold Jeffreys in which he raised doubts
about the gcnerallv accepted view that these planets
are still at a ven,' high temperature. He made an
estimate of the amount of heat that would have been
radiated by Jupiter in the course of a period of three
hundred million years, on the assumption of a high
temperature throughout this period, finding that it

exceeded the probable initial supply ; he drew a
. further argument from the low densities both of

primaries and satellites, in the case of these four
planets, concluding that thev are built of less dense
materials than the inner planets. While there was
some agreement with these views at the meeting,
there were several expressions of dissent. The very
energetic processes that are obviously going on upon
Jupiter can scarcely be ascribed to the very feeble

solar radiation, which is only one-twenty-seventh of
that received by the earth. Moreover, if Jupiter

, were formed of material of the same density as that
forming its satellites, the much greater force of
gravitation upon it would produce a higher density
through compression, unless counteracted by heat
or some similar agency. A further argument was
drawn from the spectra of these planets photographed
at Flagstaff ; these all showed broad absorption
bands, implying dense atmospheres.

It will be remembered that recent studies of Jupiter
by the bolometer indicated no sensible heating effect

;

but this was ascribed at the time to a dense absorbing
atmosphere rather than to an actually cool interior.

In any case, it is always in the interests of truth for

any weighty evidence that can be put forward against
accepted results to be considered seriously in an
impartial frame of mind.

Nature of the Spiral Nebulae.—Recent dis-

coveries on the rapid rotational motion of the spiral
nebula;, which has been revealed both by spectro-
scopic determinations of velocity in the line of sight,
and by Dr. Van Maanen's discussion of photographs
taken at an interval of some years, has shown that
these objects are not directly comparable with the
Galactic system. Their distance can be roughly
estimated by comparing the angular and linear
rotational velocities ; it is of the order of a few
thousands of light-years, which is far too small to
permit us to regard the regions of uniform luminosity
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as being due to the combined light of millions of

stars. Prof. Lindemann read a paper before the
Royal Astronomical Society on April 13 in which he
put forward the view that they are simply vast
collections of cosmical dust, the diameters of the
particles being of the order of lo'* cm., that being
the size for which light-pressure is most efficient.

In other words, as Prof. Turner expressed it in

the discussion which followed, the spirals are regarded
as the dustbins of the stellar system, into which all

interstellar dust is swept by the light-pressure

exerted by the stars. An explanation would thus be
afforded of the remarkable freedom from dust of

the interstellar spaces, which was brought out by
Prof. Harlow Shapley's work on the globular clusters,

and by other researches. Prof. Lindemann suggested
that the light of the spirals was simply reflected

light from the whole stellar system ; their spectrum,
which seems to be a blend of all the stellar types, is

in accord with this view. The case would be analogous
to that of the Pleiades nebulae, which give the same
spectra as those of the stars which they surround.
Prof. Lindemann showed that on certain assumptions
as to the thickness of the spirals, reflected starlight

would account for the observed luminosity. The
mass of the spirals would still be of the order of

thousands of suns, and they might still be regarded
as providing the material of future clusters.

Variable with a Remarkable Spectrum.—
Dr. Harlow Shapley, in Harvard College Observatory
Bulletin No. 783, describes the spectrum and the

light variation of the tenth magnitude star H.D.
81137 (I^..\. 9'' i8-7'", Dec. -52° 8') as "both of

unprecendented types." The spectrum belongs to

the type ^la of the Harvard Classification, and contains
five well-marked bright lines or bands coinciding with
some of the strongest bright lines in the spectrum of

1) Carina;, the origins of which are unknown.
The spectrum of i; Carinac is not classified by the

Harvard observers but described simply as " peculiar,"

but it is probably a hot star. H.D. 81137, as it is

classed Ma, is comparatively a cool star, so this is an
example of a cool star exhibiting bright lines of a hot

star nature. Approximate positions of these lines

are X\ 4244, 4287, 4352 to 4358, 4414 to 4416, and

4452 to 4457.
, . ,

The light curve showed a steady rise from 9-8 m
1890 to 9-2 in 1901, and has since steadily dropped,
reaching lo-i in May 1922, so the period of variability

is long.
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Research Items.

The Coin Collection at Hull.—The Wilberforce

House Museum at Hull contains an interesting collec-

tion of local coins and tokens, a catalogue of which
by Mr. W. Sykes has now been published. A mint
was established in the city b>' Edward I. in the year

1300, and two silver pennies, the only variety of coin,

so far as is known, struck in this mint, are included

in the collection. The inscription on the obverse is

" Edwardus Rex Angliae Dominus Hyberniae," " Ed-
ward, King of England, Lord of Ireland," and on
the reverse " Vill. Kyngeston," " Town of Kingston-
upon-Hull." The collection of seventeenth century
tradesmen's tokens is fairly complete, containing 30
out of 34 examples.

The Roman Walls in Northern Britain.—The
study of the Roman Walls has been considerably

advanced bv two papers published in the Journal of

Roman Studies (vol. xi. part i, 1921). In the first

paper Mr. G. Macdonald discusses the building of the

Antonine Wall, with a fresh study of the inscriptions
;

in the second Mr. R. G. Collingwood enters upon the

history of Hadrian's Wall. 'These two exhaustive
papers must form the basis of all later attempts to

discuss the problems involved in their construction.

Mr. Collingwood suggests that Hadrian's Wall was
not, as one is apt at first sight to suppose, a military

work intended to give tactical advantage to troops

on the defensive, but a police work, intended to

facilitate the patrolling of the frontier-line against

unauthorised crossing.

The Northmen in England.—An admirable
article in the April issue of the Quarterly Review, by
Mr. Reginald Lennard, shows that so far from the
warriorWest Saxon kings like Alfred the Great being the
protagonists in this period, it was the intrusion of the
Northmen which changed the fabric of Anglo-Saxon
society. This \dew is based partly on the work of

sociologist-historians like Maitland and Vinogradoff,
but mainly on that of philologists like Mr. Allen
IVIawer, who have been working at the place-names
of northern England. The extent of the Norse
vocabulary on place-names is a new and important
discovery, and the writer points out that in the early

English kingship, taxation, and the judiciary, the
Norse influence was great. The explanation suggested
is that the Norsemen gained by travel and commerce
an experience denied to the home-loving Saxon.
They were champions of freedom : the growth of the
English manor was largely influenced by them ; and
in art the Norse spirit is now widely recognised.

Our Teutonic Forbears.—Under this title Prof.

F. G. Parsons contributes a valuable article, in which,
from the point of view of an anatomist, he describes

in the Times of April 14 the results of the exploration
of Saxon burial-grounds at Margate, Mitcham, and
Bedford-on-Avon. At Margate the dead are found
buried in regular rows, as in a modern cemetery, a
habit the Jutes brought with them from the continent,
where the so-called "row-graves" or Reihengrahen
have been long recognised in North-West Germany.
The Jutes' burials may be always recognised from
their habit of burying an earthenware bottle, usually
near the face of the dead : it po.ssibly contained ale

or mead for the refreshment of the ghost. From the
arms and other adornments it is certain that at
Mitcham and Bedford-on-Avon the sites were
occupied by pagan Saxons, long-headed, long-faced
members of the Nordic race, though every now and
then a broad head of Mid-European origin turns up,
warning us that the Angles, Saxons, and Jutes were
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not an altogether pure race. The average height

5 ft. 6 in. contrasts with 5 ft. 9 in. of the average
Englishman of our day. 'The well-worn teeth show
that much of his food consisted of grain, roughly
ground by soft stones ; he suffered terribly from
chronic rheumatism or osteo-arthritis, and among
the men fractures, often wonderfully well set, appear ;

old head injuries are common, showing the rough,
adventurous life they led. Most of them died before

40, and the proportion of adolescents between 15 and
20 was very great.

Sociological Aspect of Fatigue Problems.—
In Psyche (vol. iii. No. 3) Miss Mona Wilson discusses
the " Problem of Industrial Fatigue " in Great
Britain. She states that she wishes to treat the sub-
ject from a sociological, rather than from a technical
point of view, because, however valuable the results

of scientific research into fatigue may be, they cannot
be adequately utilised without a fundamental change
in the relations between employer and employed.
Until recently no systematic study of industrial

fatigue had been undertaken in Great Britain. The
War, however, with its urgent demands for maximum
output, compelled the Government to consider the
problem of fatigue in relation to output, and ulti-

mately the Industrial Fatigue Research Board was
established to study the human side of industry.

Fatigue showed itself to be a very complicated prob-
lem, and already it has had to be considered in rela-

tion to problems of vocational selection, training, and
motion-study, as well as to the more obvious problems
of hours of labour, speed of production, division of

the working day. As the problems are too detailed

for a single body to undertake them all, the writer sug-

gests that while the Industrial Fatigue Research
Board might initiate lines of inquiry, some of the
better organised trades might form Joint Research
Associations responsible for their-own investigations,

and that for this purpose they might co-operate with
the Institute of Industrial Psychology as well as with
the Board. General conditions for working such
Associations are given, and in particular there is

emphasised the need for giving guarantees to the

employees that, should the result of the research work
be to employ fewer people, those displaced will be
absorbed elsewhere. The article is worthy of careful

consideration both by technical researchers, who some-
times tend to become absorbed in a too narrow aspect

of their investigations, and also by the student of

social problems, who not infrequently tends to neglect

the scientific problems inherent in them.

New Eocene Mollusca from Texas.—Appended
to "A geological reconnaissance in the Gulf coastal

plain of Texas near the Rio Grande," by A. C. Trow-
bridge, is an account of the " New species of Mollusca

from the Eocene deposits of south-western Texas,"
by Julia Gardner (U.S. Geol. Surv. Professional Paper
131-D). They are few in number but decidedly in-

teresting. A subspecies of Ostrea alabamiensis seems
the most abundant form, and Cucullrea one of the

more conspicuous. There is a doubtful example of

Cerithium, which on the plate has been styled
" Melania ?

" and a handsome nautiloid referred to

the genus Enclimatoceras, although as pointed out
by Foord in 1891 (Cat. Fossil Cephalop. Brit. Mus.,

Pt. ii.), this should have borne the prior name of

Hercoglossa.

Geological Research in Sweden.—Volume 18

of the Bulletin of the Geological Institution of the

University of Uppsala (1922) bears the name of
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Hjalmar Sjogren as its editor; but it also records his

death from apoplexy, early in the year. The long
list of his papers, from 1877 onwards, and the apprecia-
tion so aptly written in English by Prof. A. G.
Hogbom, show how greatly geological science has lost

by the passing of one who did not cease to be an
in\-estigator when he could also afford to be a patron.
The Bulletin is prefaced by a portrait that will record
Sjogren's truly noble personality for friends in every
(luarter of the globe ; it is difficult to realise that he
«as already well on his way towards his seventieth
year. The volume covers even a wider range than
usual, from the cr>-stallography of amphibole to

Cretaceous mosasaurs from Texas. We may specially

note G. Frodin's elaborate study of the highlands of

central Sweden, including the Are district, written in

German, and his paper in English " On the analogies

between the Scottish and Scandinavian portions of

the Caledonian mountain-range." In the latter, as

the result of his studies of deep continuous sections

in Sweden, the author urges that the Moinian and
Dabradian complexes in Scotland received their meta-
morphic characters during the Caledonian movements,
and that they are formed of Torridonian (Sparagmite)
and early Palaeozoic formations, rather than of a
pre-Cambrian series metamorphosed before Pateozoic
times. However much this conclusion might simplify

the stratigraphy of certain areas, it seems incom-
patible with the known unconformity of unmeta-
morphosed Ordovician beds on Dabradian schists and
quartzites in western Ireland.

Oil Fields and the Gravity Balanxe.—The
recent use of the Eotv'os gravity balance by the oil

ompanies in prospecting for new and exploring old
<\\ fields has brought into prominence an extremely
sensitive instrument devised nearly thirty years ago by
Baron Eotvos, professor of physics at Budapest, and
onstructed in 1888 by SUss, then director of the
nechanical training workshops of Budapest. The
mstrument and the measurements made by means of

it were described in Hungarian periodicals in 1890 but
were not generally known till 1896, when a short
account appeared in the Annalen der Physik, vol. 59,

p. 354. An instrument has now been acquired for

the Science Museum at South Kensington, and a paper
by Messrs. H. Shaw and E. Lancaster-Jones describing
it and giving its theory and some account of tests made
by means of it, appears in the April issue of the Pro-
ceedings of the Physical Society of London. The
instrument consists of a fine fibre which supports a
horizontal rod, to one end of which a small mass is

directly attached, while from the other an equal mass
is suspended by a second fine fibre. The instrument
determines the difference of the values of gravity at
the two masses, and according to Eotvos will detect a
difference of I x lo* C.G S. unit.

Magnetic Recording Drum for Electric Re-
lavs.—It is now becoming increasingly difficult to
differentiate between telegraph, telephone, and radio
engineers. The paper read by Dr. N. W. McLachlan
to the Radio Section of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers on April 1 1 illustrates this. It is entitled
" The Application of a Revolving Magnetic Drum to
Electric Relays, Siphon Recorders, and Radio Trans-
mitting Keys," and it is of equal interest to every
kind of communication engineer. When the drum is

magnetised, part of it is pressed on fixed iron rings
with considerable force, and this alters the speed.
The author finds that the tangential pull thus ob-
tained is many times greater than the product of
pressure due to the product of the magnetic attraction
and the coefficient of friction. The ratio of the experi-
mental pull to the calculated pull may exceed 50.
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It is suggested that the operation of the device depends
on some form of cohesive action brought into play
by magnetism.

LlppER .\iR Data in America.—Free-air winds at
Lansing, Michigan, are dealt with by Mr. C. L. Ray,
of the U.S. Weather Bureau, in the U.S. Movthly
Weatliey Review for December 1922. Pilot-balloon
observations have been carried out at this station
daily since June 1919, flights having been made for

more than two years at 7 .\.m. and 3 I'.m., except when
impossible through bad weather. Latterly, observa-
tions have only been made at 3 p.m. For the three-
year period, the results are given for the four seasons
of the year for various altitudes from the surface to
6000 metres, and the percentage of the winds from
various directions is shown. More than 50 per cent,

of the surface winds have a south component and
more than 56 per cent, have a west component. At
4000 and 6000 metres the preponderant direction lies

between west and north-west. The variation of the
winds with altitude for each season is given by tables

and graphs. Surface velocities average about three
metres per second. At 250 metres the velocities

average two and a half times greater than at the
surface. Above 1500 metres, winds are consistently

west to north-west. Velocities are greater in the
winter months, and at the 6000 metre elevation the
average reaches 2 7- 7 metres per second as compared
with the summer mean of 12 metres per second at that
level. In the upper levels the easterly winds do not
reach the velocities attained by the westerly winds.
Winds with a surface south component all show a
clockwise movement with altitude and generally have
a west-south-west direction at about 2000 metres.
There is a more or less persistent north component
to the highest levels. The highest velocity reached at
Lansing was 83 metres per second from the north-west
at an altitude of about 7000 metres on December 17,

1919.

Ice Patrol Service in North Atlantic.—The
U.S. Monthly Weather Review for December 1922
contains an article by Lieut. E. H. Smith on " Some
Meteorological Aspects of the Ice Patrol Work in the
North Atlantic." The disaster to the s.s. Titanic on
April 14, 1912, when what was then the largest ship
afloat was sunk by striking an iceberg off the tail of

the Great Bank of Newfoundland, resulted in an ice

patrol being established with the object of preventing
the recurrence of a similar loss. The patrol was of

International origin, the management of the service

being undertaken by the U.S. Government. It is

now about ten years since the service has been in

operation, and much information has been gathered
as to the determination of the variable limiting lines

of menacing ice, and efforts have been made to
determine the causes of the variations as to seasonal
and other differences. Glaciers on the west coast

of Greenland are said to be the great source of icebergs

which appear during March drifting south along the
east side of the Great Bank, and during April, May, and
June they constitute a menace to steamships. The
summer winds in West Greenland, the birthplace of

the bergs, have an immense influence on the number
of bergs over the North Atlantic in the following

season. Off-shore winds drive a great number of

bergs westward into the southerly current, while on
the other hand, on-shore winds tend to cause a poor
ice year. It is said to take appro.ximately five months
for a berg passing Cape Dyer to appear south of the
45th parallel. If the dates of the bergs passing Cape
Dyer were known, long-range forecasting of ice con-
ditions in the North Atlantic would probably be
possible.
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The Total Eclipse of the Sun, September 21, 1922.

By Dr. William J. S. Lockyer.

SOME time ago an account was given in these
columns (December 29, 1921, vol. 108, p. 570)

of the probable expeditions which would go out, and
the stations that would be occupied, for the observa-
tion of the total eclipse of the sun in September of

last year. This programme wa^ very nearly followed,

excepting that Mr. Evershed's party from South
India, instead of occupying one of the islands of the

Maldive group, went to a station, VVallal, on the
north-west coast of Australia, thus joining up with
other expeditions located there.

The eclipse track, it may be remembered, passed
over the Maldive Islands, Christmas Island, and
Australia, leaving that continent on its eastern coast.
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Fig. I.—Comparison between prominence zones and forms of the corona. Trom Monthly
Notices R.-^.S., April 1922, vol. 82, No. 6, p. 324. By permission of the Royal Astro-

nomical Society.

The Maldive Islands seem to have been unoccupied
on this occasion, and the British and German expedi-

tions to Christmas Island were so clouded out that

no observations could be made. All the stations in

Australia were favoured with fine weather, so a
valuable series of records may be expected in due
course.
The success of the Crocker Eclipse Expedition,

which occupied Wallal, is shown by Dr. W. W.
Campbell's account of the expeditioir which appears
in the Publications of the Astrononiical Society of

the Pacific (vol. 35, p. 11). In the first instance, this

expedition was organised on a modest scale, owing
to the probable great difficulties of transport, etc., at

this remote and somewhat inaccessible station in

Australia. The generosity of the Australian Govern-
ment in providing transport from Fremantle, and
assistance both in personnel and material, altered the

whole aspect of affairs. A much enlarged programme
was, therefore, decided upon and was eventually
carried out successfullv.

The main programme was as follows :

A pair of cameras of 5 inches'aperture and 15 feet

focal length for application to the Einstein eclipse
problem ; the Shaeberle camera, aperture 5 inches
and focal length 40 feet, for the photography of the
solar corona : two cameras of 4-inch quadruplet lenses

and 5 feet focus for the Einstein effect and other
possible results of the sun's surroundings : several
spectrographs for the photography of the coronal
spectrum ; and a camera of 5-inches aperture and
66 inches focal length for the photography of the
form of the corona.

Dr. Campbell's account describes very fully the
many and varied experiences of the trip to the

station, the landing, the erection of
the instruments, and the procedure
to prevent the great amount of

dust from affecting the mechanisms
of the instruments. He pays great
tribute to the valuable assistance
rendered by Mr. H. A. Hunt, the
Government meteorologist, charged
with the general organisation of all

the e.xpeditions, and to the officers

and men of the Royal Australian
Navy detailed to accompany the
expeditions to Wallal and provide
for their needs at transfer points
and at Wallal itself. The camp
was quite up-to-date, receiving wire-
less time signals and a weekly aero-
plane mail service.

Eclipse day proved ideal and the
whole programme was followed
successfully.

Owing to the irregularity of the
moon's motion, the times of the
eclipse were not exactly as fore-

casted. On this occasion the dura-
tion of the total phase for Wallal,
assigned by the " Nautical Alma-
nac," was five minutes nineteen
seconds. At Wallal the beginning
of totality came about sixteen
seconds earlier than the predicted
time, and the end occurred about
twenty seconds earlier. Thus,
mid-totality was eighteen seconds
early and the whole total duration

lasted five minutes fifteen and a half seconds.
The corona appeared visually small and relatively

faint, and no large prominences were visible. It is

stated that the form of the corona corresponded to

that generally associated with sunspot minimum.
This verifies the forecast I made in the article in this

journal mentioned above, where it was stated that
" the corona will most probably be of the ' wind-
vane ' type, in which the coronal streamers are re-

stricted to the lower solar latitudes, while the regions
of both poles will be conspicuous by the presence of

the well-known polar rifts." The illustration which
accompanies Dr. Campbell's paper indicates a typical

form of " wind-vane " corona. (See Fig. i.)

Dr. Campbell seems to have made supreme efforts

to measure, on the spot, some of his plates for the
Einstein effect, having previously succeeded in his

arrangements for securing night comparison plates in

the island of Tahiti. He wished at least to make a
preliminary statement concerning the contribution of

the expedition to the solution of the Einstein eclipse
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problem before he left Perth on his homeward journey.

In his own words, " it was a severe disappointment to

me, that the many delays, wholly beyond our control

. . . prevented me from carrying out this plan." (The
plates have since been measured, and, as was an-
nounced in Xature of April >i, p. 541, the results con-

firm Einstein's prediction.)

It was intended that the large-scale photographs
the corcma obtained at Wallal, and by the Adelaide
-pedition at Cordillo Hills, should be compared for

evidence of motion within the coronal streamers,

<luring the interval of 35 minutes between the times
of totality at the two stations. The very quiescent

solar conditions at the time did not hold out very
good prospects, as Dr. Campbell states, but probably
the high quality of the negatives will on closer ex-

amination lead to positive results.

All the spectroscopic results of the corona indicated

alsoa lowactivity of the sun, thecoronal lines being very
much fainter than those recorded in the eclipse of 1918.

The absence of prominences, the smallness of the
corona and its faintness, all tended to make the
eclipse a dark one, thus favouring ideal conditions for
the Einstein plates to secure as many star images as
possible.

There is little doubt that when the complete results
of the Crocker Eclipse E.xpedition come to be pub-
Hshed they will contain a valuable record of the work
accomplisiied during the brief interval of five minutes
fifteen and a half seconds.

Perhaps one may be permitted to take this oppor-
tunity of congratulating Dr. Campbell not only on
the success of this expedition which he so ably led,
but also on his election in January last to the
presidency of the University of California. While
this position will involve great responsibilities and
absorb much of his time, he will still, fortunately,
retain his directorship of the Lick Observatory arid
his residence on .Mount Hamilton, and he will return
there on all available occasions.

Alloys Resistant to Corrosion.

A GENERAL discussion on the subject of alloys

presenting a high resistance to corrosion was
held on .\pril 13 at the University of Sheffield, the
meeting being arranged jointly by the Faraday Society,

the Sheffield Section of the Institute of Metals, and
the Manchester Metallurgical Society. Sir Robert
Robertson, president of the Faraday Society, occupied
the chair. In his opening remarks the chairman

ferred to the economic loss involved in the corrosion

! steel, and to the great step in advance represented
I IV the introduction of stainless steel. In the chemical
iinlustry, the use of high-silicon irons had proved to

of great value. It was important to remember
uit the order of resistance of materials might be

.|uite different towards different reagents, so that in

nitration, for example, while iron and steel would
resist the action of the concentrated acids, the same
solutions after being deprived of their nitric acid

would cause attack. The time was ripe for a general
survev of the subject.

Prof. C. H. Desch, while noting that no theoretical

paper was to be presented at the meeting, remarked
that the study of corrosion had undergone a profound
change in recent years. Formerly, the usual method
of experiment was the determination of loss of weight
of specimens under more or less arbitrary conditions,

< oiipled sometimes with measurements of electrolytic

tential. The first method gave purely empirical

^ults, whilst the second was difficult to interpret,

iiid the resistance of different metals and alloys often

appeared to be quite incompatible with their positions

in the electrochemical series. Gradually, investigators

had become convinced that the physical character of

the products of corrosion was a most important factor

\n the process. A metal which from its electro-

i liemical position might be expected to corrode
rapidly might in the early stages become coated with

I protective film, after which the action was negligible.

I

I

was not only films of perceptible thickness that
rxerted such an influence. Recent work had shown
I lie importance of films of oxygen and other substances,
one atom or one molecule thick, to which no definite

formula could be assigned, but they altered entirely

the chemical character of the surface. It is still

impossible to predict the composition of highly
resistant alloys, and we have to be content with
empirical trials, such as have led to the discoverj' of

the alloys to be described. The theory of the subject
is still imperfect, and he urged that more attention
should be given to the fundamental work of Faraday,
tlie neglect of whose teaching was responsible for much
confusion of thought on the subject of corrosion.

Three main classes of alloys were dealt with by the
readers of papers, namely, the stainless steels, the
alloys of nickel with chromium, and the alloy known as
Monel metal. Dr. W. H. Hatfield gave anaccount of
the extensive series of laboratory tests made in the
Brown-Firth Laboratory, in which many specimens
were exposed to the action of simple and mixed
electrolytes, the results being recorded numerically
and by means of colour photographv. The high
resistance of the alloys of iron with chromium aiul
varying amounts of carbon, known as stainless steels,
was very evident from these experiments. This class
of steels was described in detail by Mr. J. H. G.
Monypenny. The greatest resistance to corrosion in
these steels is obtained by quenching in such a way
as to obtain a homogeneous martensite, wdiile the
attack by reagents is greatest when the steels are
annealed so as to bring about the greatest separation
of the carbide and the ferrite. This is in accordance
with the known effects of galvanic action. Tempering
at such a temperature that the internal stresses are
relieved, but coalescence of the carbide is avoided,
does not lessen the resistance. With a very low
carbon content, nearly all the chromium is in solid
solution, so that the steels are resistant even in the
unhardened state, and this property has led to many
new uses for the metal. The retarding effect of
colloidal substances on corrosion is shown by the fact
that while a properly hardened stainless steel is not
attacked by vinegar or lemon juice, pure acetic or citric
acid of the same concentration produces a marked
attack. The same alloys are highly resistant to the
action of air at high temperatures or of superheated
steam.

It is for their resistance to these agents that the
next series of alloys, those containing nickel and
chromium as their principal constituents, are specially
valued, and these alloys were described by Mr. J. F.
Kayser. The technical alloys contain iron, and the
useful compositions are limited to a comparatively
small area on the ternary equilibrium diagram',
although .some experiments have been made with
alloys outside that range. Copper is occasionally
added when resistance to acids is required, but is

detrimental when high temperatures are involved.
Aluminium has a remarkable hardening effect, owing
to the formation of the very hard and infusible
compound Ni.M. Wires for electric furnaces, case-
hardening boxes, and reaction vessels for ammonia
synthesis, are among the uses to which this group of
alloys has been put. The corroding action of furnace
gases containing sulphur compounds is due to the
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formation of nickel sulphide, which forms a fusible

scale.

Mr. J. Arnott gave a short account of the behaviour
of Monel metal, which is composed chiefly of nickel

and copper, towards various reagents. This alloy is

particularly resistant to sea water, to impure waters
such as those of many mines, and to steam.

An important point was brought out by Mr. J. H. S.

Dickenson, who remarked that for many technical

purposes stainlessness as usually understood was not

required, freedom from pitting and gross rusting

being more important. For example, in submarine
work it is not essential that parts should remain
quite bright, but it is necessary that they should
not become jammed by accumulations of rust. A
piece of soft stainless steel, merely sand-blasted, had
been exposed in the garden for eighteen months, and,

although it had rapidly assumed a yellowish tarnish

after the first rain, it had not lost weight, while a

mild-steel sample had rusted badly. Mr. Macnaughten
remarked that for some purposes a good electrical

conductivity was required as well as resistance to

corrosion, and that in such cases pure nickel had
advantages even over Monel metal.

Some diiferences of opinion were manifested in

regard to the chromium steels. The comparatively
recent introduction of alloys so low in carbon as to be
available for use without hardening, and in the cold-

worked condition, has led to the use of the term
" stainless iron " for such alloys, while other authori-

ties prefer to regard the stainless steels as forming a
continuous series of varying carbon content. Com-
mercial considerations are involved, but it appears
that for practical purposes there is a division, which
occurs at the point where the carbon falls so low that

the use of an expensive ferro-chrome becomes
necessary in the manufacture. Scientifically, there

is no break in the series.

Turning to another class of alloys, an interesting

announcement was made by Mr. Harold Turner,
who exhibited articles made of a new standard silver,

free from copper, but containing the 92-5 per cent,

of silver required in order to obtain the hall-mark.

Although it is not claimed that such an alloy is

resistant to acids, experiments had shown that the
tarnishing caused by the atmosphere of a town was
very greatly less than that of standard silver. Fuller

particulars of this interesting alloy will be given at

a later date. The working qualities prove to be
excellent. No account was given of the alloys of the
nickel silver group, some of which have been improved
in respect of their resistance to corrosion, particularly

by the introduction of tin in place of zinc ; but Mr.
F. Orme described some acid tests with several alloys

of this class, showing little difference between them and
the older alloys. It was, however, argued that these
alloys are not intended for exposure to acids, and that
onl)' a higher resistance to atmospheric action is to be
expected from them.
A valuable paper on the mechanism of so-called

" dry corrosion " was read by Mr. U. R. Evans, of

Cambridge, whose experiments included the examina-
tion of a number of metals and alloys when exposed
to various gases, either saturated with moisture or
in a relatively dry state, excluding the case of the
complete absence of moisture. The action was
regarded as electrolytic, the formation of a thin liquid

film being an essential part of the process. The
conductivity of such a film is an important factor.

When the product formed is hygroscopic, so that the
surface of the metal becomes visibly wet and tlic

liquid may fall off in drops, as in the attack of zinc b\-

hydrogen chloride, nickel by sulphur dioxide, ami
copper by ammonia, the corrosion is very rapid,

j
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Observation of the tarnish colours formed in the
early stages of the corrosion seems to indicate that
local anodic and cathodic areas are present at the
beginning. The formation of temper colours by
oxidation at higher temperatures, as in the case of
iron above 220°, appears to be a different phenomenon.
Dr. R. S. Hutton mentioned that this side of the
subject was engaging the attention of the Non-Ferrous
Metals Research Association, and that Mr. Vernon
was conducting experiments for the Atmospheric
Corrosion Committee in this direction. Mr. Vernon,
in a written communication, questioned the necessity
for the presence of water in such attack by gases, and
offered an alternative explanation of the facts.

The discussion undoubtedly served a useful purpose
in bringing together data as to the classes of alloys
now available when a greater resistance than usual
to corroding agents is required. Great progress has
been made in this direction, to which the stainless
steels and the alloys of the nichrome class, as well as
the older silicon irons, bear witness. The new silver

alloy is a further indication of the attention being
given to the production of alloys which will suffer
less by exposure to the atmosphere of towns. Un-
fortunately, a scientific theory of the phenomena is

still lacking, the theory of corrosion, in spite of its

very extensive literature, being lamentably imperfect.
The process of trial and error, which is at present
almost the only method for the discovery of resistant
alloys, needs to be replaced by a systematic conception
of the process, which will make it possible to predict,
with some approach to accuracy, the behaviour of a
new combination of metals towards a given environ-
ment. The Faraday Society has already performed
useful services in regard to this matter, and it is to be
hoped that when the next symposium is held it may
be possible to review the subject in a less empirical
manner.

University and Educational Intelligence.

Aberdeen.—Sir Robert Home, who delivered his

address as Rector of the University on Thursday,
April 26, dealt with the relation of the Universities to
post-War problems, and with their increasing responsi-

bility for " cultural " education in an age in which
the pressure of business leaves less and less time for

the cultivation of the arts. After the address, he
announced that he intended to offer a prize of 25Z.

for an essa)' on " The Function of Universities in the
Modern State."

Cambridge.—Prof. Nuttall and Sir William Pope
have been appointed to represent the University at
the ceremonies connected with the centenary of the
birth of Pasteur to be held in Paris and Strasbourg
during the present month.

In connexion with the jubilee celebration of the
Local Lectures to be held in Cambridge in July, it is

proposed to confer honorary degrees on Sir Michael
Sadler, Prof. R. G. Moulton, and Messrs. Albert
Mansbridgc, G. P. Bailey, J. H. F'isher, and A. Cobham.

Sir Archibald Garrod, Regius professor of medicine,
Oxford, will deliver the Linacre Lecture on May 5, the
subject being " Glimpses of the Higher Medicine."

London.—A research studentship for post-graduate
work at the I^ondon School of Economics and Political

Science will be awarded in July next. Its value will

be 175^, in addition to fees, and it will be tenable for

two years. Application forms (which must be
returned not later than May 31) can be obtained
from the director of the School, Houghton Street,

Aldwych, W.C.2.
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Manchester.—Prof, de Sitter, of the University
of Leyden, will deliver a lecture on " The Theory of

Jupiter's Satellites " at the University on May g,

at 5.30 P.M. Visitors will be welcomed.

Oxford.—Sir Michael Sadler has been elected
Master of University College, in succession to Dr.
R. W. Macan, who retired from the office on .\pril i.

Sir Michael Sadler was well known m Oxford from
1880 to 1895 as scholar of Trinity and steward and
senior student of Christ Church. He was president of
the Union in 1882, and from 1885 to 1895 he did valu-
able work as secretary- to the then lately-established
Oxford University Extension Scheme. He was ap-
pointed professor of the history and administration
of education at the Victoria L'niversitv of Manchester
in 1903, and became Vice-Chancellorof the University
of Leeds in 191 1. Sir Michael Sadler is the leading
authority upon education in Great Britain, and his

return to Oxford is confidently expected to prove
a source of increased strength to the educational
efficiency of the University.

By the will of Dame Ella ^label Farrar, the sum
of 4000/. is bequeathed to such universitv or university
college in the Transvaal as her executors shall select,

to found a George Farrar agricultural scholarship for

students of European birth.

H.R.H. Princess M.\Ry, Viscountess Lascelles, has
consented to present the prizes and certificates to the
students of the London (Royal Free Hospital) School
of Medicine for Women (Universityof London), Hunter
Street, Brunswick Square, W.C.i, on Saturday, June
1. Scholarships to the total value of loio/. will be
awarded for the session beginning in October 1923.
lull particulars and forms of entry can be obtained
from the warden and secretary of the hospital.

On April 4, the Sterling Chemistry Laboratory of
Vale I'niversity, the first building to be erected out
of the funds provided by the bequest of John W.
Sterling to the University, was formally opened, and
Sir Joseph Thomson delivered an address on " The
Unity of Physics and Chemistry." The date is

interesting as being the centenary of the first lecture
in chemistry delivered at Vale by the first professor
of chemistry, Benjamin Silliman. The building has
cost about 400,000/., and according to Science of
March 23, in which some details of its equipment are
given, it is the finest material plant in the world for

the teaching of chemistry and for research. There
is a laboratory for industrial chemistry, which con-
tains apparatus of factory size, and extends from
the foundations of the building to the roof. The

Titre of the building is devoted to teaching labora-
ries, all on the same level, and separated from each

ither by light walls, which can readily be removed
should it be necessary to enlarge any laboratory.
The building also contains a large number of small
private laboratories, two large lecture-halls, class-

ims, and a well-furnished library.

The foundation, recently announced, of six Henry
i Davison scholarships tenable by Oxford and

I imbridge men for one year in Harvard, Yale, and
I rinceton Universities, may perhaps be regarded as
Mi^nificant of a movement in the United States in
lavour of endowments reciprocal to the Rhodes
Scholarship Trust. Each of the Davison scholar-
ships is worth 1500 dollars plus tuition fees, or about
375/. in all. According to an announcement by the
Oxford selection committee, preference will be given,
other things being equal, to undergraduates in their
second year proposing to return, on the expiry of the
term of tenure of the scholarship, to their own L'ni-

versity for a further year of study. Selection will
not be by examination. The selection committee
will base their choice on a consideration of character,
scholarship, and of general fitness to represent the
University. It is understood that the scheme is, in
its present form, experimental. Compared with
the 96 Rhodes scholarships tenable in Oxford by
Americans, the number of American university and
college scholarships for British students is rather
small. A list published in the " Universities Year-
book " gives : the Rose Sidgwick Memorial, 1000
dollars ; Choate Memorial (Harvard), 1850 dollars

;

Bryn Mawr, three of 720 dollars each ; Union Theo-
logical Seminary, New York, 1200 dollars

; Jane
Eliza Procter (I^rinceton), two of 2000 dollars each

;

and .\uchinloss and Dawson (Yale), 2000 dollars. The
very magnitude of the Rhodes Scholarship Trust has
perhaps hitherto tended to discourage reciprocity.

Education Week in .\merica, December 3-9, was
marked by proclamations by the president of the
United States and by governors of 42 .States, by
hundreds of thousands of addresses, sermons, and
speeches, by special editions of or editorial support
in half of the newspapers of the country and by
articles in practically all the others, by special
exhibitions in practically all the motion-picture
theatres, and by messages from numerous broad-
casting stations. What is the justification for such
a raging and tearing campaign ? The United States
Government Commissioner of Education answers this

question by saying that no step forward in education
can be made except as the result and with the
appro\al of public sentiment, and it is therefore of
fundamental importance to arouse the interest of the
public generally, and not merely of the educator and
educated man, in the needs of education. The
Bureau of Education itself made use in Education
Week of the Government naval aircraft broadcasting
station, and followed this up by establishing a
regular service of broadcast messages. The " radio
talks " are given on Monday and Thursday evenings,
and deal with such subjects as consolidation of rural
schools, health work in schools, etc.

The report for 1922 of the Carnegie United King-
dom Trust gives particulars of grants amounting to
106,669/., distributed as follows: Libraries 68,303/.,
music and the drama 17,320/., physical welfare
10,300/., hostels 6452/., miscellaneous 4294/. Of
the grants for libraries 36,000/. went to rural circulat-
ing, 24,000/. to urban, and 5000/. to special libraries

(central libraries for students, Co-operative Libran,'
of Dublin, Royal Aeronautical Society, College of
Nursing, and Merchant Seamen's), while 1500/. was
given to the School of Librarianship and 1600/. to
the " Subject Index to Periodicals." The trustees
aim at " providing the initial expenditure necessary
for the efficient inauguration " of projects likely to
have permanent national value, and especially new-
projects of a pioneer character, rather than at main-
taining indefinitely enterprises which give no promise
of becoming self-supporting. Their operations derive
from this principle a certain liveliness not commonly
associated with the administration of property in

mortmain. In connexion with the rural libraries

scheme the report comments on the disadvantages of

the system under which in England and Wales the
Education Committee is only a department of the
County Council instead of being an autonomous
authority as in Scotland. Among other important
benefactions are : a guarantee of 1000/. in connexion
with the publication of a " World List of Scientific

Periodicals," showing libraries in Great Britain where
they are on file, and a grant for the National Insti-

tute of Industrial Psychology.
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Societies and Academies.

London.

Royal Society, April 26.—W. A. Bone, D. M.
Newitt, and D. T. A. Townend : Gaseous combustion
at high pressures. Pt. III.—The energy-absorbing
function and activation of nitrogen in the combustion
of carbon monoxide. Nitrogen can no longer be
regarded as an inert gas in the combustion of carbon
monoxide, because when present as a diluent in a
mixture of two volumes of carbon monoxide and
one volume of oxygen undergoing combustion in
a closed vessel under high pressure, it exerts an
energy-absorbing influence which (a) retards attain-
ment of maximum pressure, and (6) diminishes
maximum temperature attained in explosion. The
effects are much greater tlian those due to any other
diatomic diluent. The energy so absorbed by
nitrogen during the combustion period is slowly
liberated as the system cools down after attainment
of maximum temperature, and consequently the rate
of cooling is greatly retarded. These effects are ver>-
marked in the case of a carbon monoxide-air mixture
t2CO +O2 +4N2). In consequence of such energy-
absorption, nitrogen becomes chemically " activated

"

in such explosions, and while in this condition will
combine with oxygen, forming oxides of nitrogen. If
no nitrogen be present in a carbon monoxide-oxygen
{2:1) mixture, carbon monoxide burns in oxygen at
high pressures almost as rapidly as does hydrogen.
There is no correspondingly large (if any) energy-
absorbing effect (other than purely " diluent ") when
nitrogen is present in hydrogen and oxygen mixtures
sirnilarly undergoing combustion, and there is no
evidence of nitrogen being then activated. Two or
three per cent, of hydrogen in a carbon monoxide-
air mixture undergoing combustion prevents any
material activation of the nitrogen. It appears that
the influence of nitrogen in the carbon monoxide-
oxygen explosions is due to its ability to absorb
the particular quality of radiation emitted ; such
radiation is known to be of a different wave-
length from that emitted during the flame-combustion
of hj'drogen. In other words, there seems to be
some constitutional correspondence between carbon
monoxide and nitrogen molecules, whereby the
vibrational energy (radiation) emitted when one
reacts with oxygen is of a quality readily absorbed by
the other, the two acting in resonance.—R. A.
Watson Watt and E. V. Appleton : On the nature
of atmospherics. Observations with a cathode ray
oscillograph, on the temporal \'ariations of the electric
force occurring in radio telegraphic atmospherics
are described. The principal constants of six hundred
typical atmospherics are examined. A bare majoritjf
are quasi-periodic, consisting normally of one com-
plete oscillation, of duration 2000 micro seconds,
the mean change of field being 0-128 volts per metre,
with no marked unbalanced transport of electricitv
on the whole group. The second group consists
of aperiodic impulses, of duration generally about
1250 micro seconds, but frequently reaching 0-025 of
a second, the mean change of field being 0-125 volts
per metre, with a seven to one numerical predominance
of discharges tending to carry negati\-e electricity
to earth in the receiving antenna.— I. Masson and
L. G. F. Dolley : The pressures of gaseous mixtures.
Measurements have been made at 25° of the com-
pressibiUties up to 125 atm. of ethylene, argon,
oxygen, and a series of binary mixtures of these.
The volume of a compressed mixture usually exceeds
the sum of the separate volumes of its two components,
the excess depending on the molecular ratio of the
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two gases chosen and upon the pressure. Thus with
an equimolecular mixture of argon and ethylene
at 80 atm. the volume is greater than the additive
value by 24 per cent. At a given pressure there
is an " optimum " composition, and with a given
composition there is an optimuVn pressure. Oxygen-
cthj-lene mixtures behave quantitatively' in the same
way as argon -ethylene ; oxygen and argon when
mixed show a negligible volume increase, and are
individually equally compressible. The pressure of
a mixture at high densities exceeds the sum of those
measured for the separate constituents ; at moderate
densities it is definitely less. The former occurrence
is due to the actual space filled by the molecules ;

the latter is due to a mutual cohesion between each.
—T. R. Merton aad R. C. Johnson : On spectra
associated with carbon. The spectral changes due
to the admixture of helium to vacuum tubes contain-
ing carbon compounds, and the conditions for

isolating the band spectra associated with carbon,
have been investigated. The " high pressure CO "

bands can be isolated almost completely ; the
"comet -tail" bands are found in vacuum tubes
containing helium and carbon monoxide. In the
presence of helium the distribution of intensity in

the comet-tail bands differs markedly from that
observed by Fowler in tubes containing carbon
monoxide at very low pressures. By the admixture
of hydrogen the comet-tail bands are replaced by
a system of triplet bands,.and the wave-lengths of

the heads of these bands fall into two distinct band
series. In hehum containing a small quantity of
carbon monoxide a new line - spectrum has been
observed under suitable conditions of excitation,

which is attributed to carbon.—\V. R. Bousfield and
C. Elspeth Bousfield ; Vapour pressure and density
of sodium chloride solutions. A standard set of

vapour pressure determinations at 18° C. for aqueous
solutions of common salt at all concentrations was
required. Water and the solution were introduced
into the legs of a V tube surmounting a barometric
column of mercurj-, excluding all air. This necessitated
the boiling of the solutions so that they became of

unknown concentiation. The vapour pressure obser-
\'ations were therefore correlated to the densities of

the solutions and the latter with a complete set of

density observatio.is at 18° C. made on solutions of

known concentration accurate to ±2 in the fifth

place of decimals.—F. A. Lindemann and G. M. B.
Dobson : A note on the temperature of the air at

great heights. The relatively high temperature of

the atmosphere above 60 km. appears to be due to
absorption of an appreciable amount of direct solar

radiation. Thus there should be a large variation

in cemperature at thcs? great heignts. Some evidence
of such variation has been found.—G. H. Hardy and

J. E. Littlewood : On Lindelof's hypothesis concerning
the Riemann zcta-function.

Physical Society, March 23.—Dr. A. Russell in the
chair.—W. J. H. Moll : (i) A new moving-coil
galvanometer of rapid indication. The galvanometer
is designed to secure rapid indication and steadiness

of reading without undulj' sacrificing the sensibihty.

The coil is long and narrow, and therefore of small

moment of inertia ; the mirror is supported by the
wires forming the coil, between which it is slipped,

and the coil is supported between an upper and a
lower vertical wire, as distinct from strips, made
of silicium bronze and put in tension. (2) A thermo-
pile for measuring radiation. The thermopile is

designed to be quick-reading and free from zero-

errors, as well as sensitive. The cold junctions are

in contact with metal masses, and in order that the
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hot junctions may have small heat capacity, the

bi-metallic strips composing the thermopile are made
of plates of constantan and manganin silver-soldered

along an edge, rolled in a direction parallel to the
edge into thin foil, and tlien cut into strips per-

pendicular to the edge.—C. VV. Hume : A note on
aberration and the Dopplcr effect as treated in the
thcorj' of relativity. Aberration has been explained
as due to tne compounding of the velocity of light

with the velocity of the earth relative to the ether

;

hence it appears to conflict with the principle of

relativity. Simple methods are given of treating
this problem consistently with the restricted principle,

and of finding the Dopplcr effect. The result differs

from the non-relativity result by terms of the second
and higher orders in v/c.—C. R. Darling and C. VV.

Stopford : Experiments on the production of electro-

motive forces by heating junctions of single metals.
When a circuit is closed through a junction of a cold
metal with a hot piece of the same metal, large electro-

motive forces are often noticed ; e.g. a bare copper
wire connected to the terminals of a galvanometer was
cut at the middle, one of the cut ends heated and
brought into contact with the cold end, and a large
deflexion was obtained. Electromotive forces up
to 0-25 volt may thus be produced.—R. H. Humphry :

The double refraction due to motion of a vanadium
pentoxide sol, and some applications. In linear
flow the liquid behaves in the same way as a plate
of uniaxial crystal cut parallel to the axis and placed
with axis parallel to the direction of flow. The
iold between crossed nicoLs lights up near an obstacle
niterpo.sed in a stream of the Uquid. Similar effects
due to efflux of the sol from a jet, to the convective
stream from an electrically-heated wire, etc., were
also described.

Optical Society, April :2.—Prof. A. Barr, president,
in the chair.—F. Twyman : The Hilger microscope
interferometer. The instrument is u,sed for measuring
the aberrations of microscope objectives. A col-
limated beam of monochromatic light is separated
into two beams at the transmissively silvered surface
of a plate of plane parallel glass. The transmitted
beam passes through the lens under test, and is

reflected back from the surface of a convex mirror,
which coincides nearly with the approximately
spherical wave front of the light as it con\crges
after passage through the lens. The second beam
is reflected back along its own path by a mirror so
that the two beams recombinc at the silvered surface
of the plane parallel plate. Portions of each beam
then pass on together through a lens to the observer,
who sees an interference pattern apparently located
I in the surface of the lens under test, which is a
'intour map, to a scale of half wave-lengths of the

iight used, of the aberrations of wave-surface caused
in a plane wave.—A. Whitwell : On the form of
the wave-surface of refraction. A series of wave-
urfaces is drawn for each of a number of refracting
-iirfaces or lenses. Each series consists of the
allowing forms, which always follow each other in
'he same order, (i) Saucer type; convex to the
incident light when the refracted pencil is converging,
and concave when the pencil is diverging. (2) Saucer
with inturned edges ; like (i), but the edges of the
wa\'e-surface which ha\e passed through the primary-
focus are concave towards the incident light when
the refracted pencil is converging. (3) Closed surface
type

;
the wave-surface is completely closed like a

>ne with a dished bottom, the axis of the cone
I'cing coincident with the optic axis. (4) Goblet
type

; somewhat like a cliampagne glass set side\.'ays,
the bowl being towards the incident light and the
base towards the secondary focus. (5) Basin type ;
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the base of the goblet has disappeared and just
beyond the focus the surface is like a basin concave
towards the incident light. The diffraction spectra
are found in the neighbourhood of the edges of the
saucers, of the apex of the closed surface type, and
of the rims of the goblet and basin type. Interference
patterns occur in the region bounded by the caustic
and by the extreme marginal rays. By drawing
wave - surfaces half a wave - length apart lines of
maximum and minimum intensity are found which
are the sections of surfaces of revolution on which
the intensity is a maximum or minimum. Sections
of these surfaces by a plane at right angles to the
axis show interference rings. The goblet type of
wave-surface always occurs between the focus for
marginal rays and that for paraxial rays, and may be
called the characteristic of the focus.

Linnean Society, .\pril ig.—Dr. A. Smith Wood-
ward, president, in the chair.—A. B. Rendle : The
structure of the fruit of the mare's-tail (

Hipptiris
vulgaris Linn.). The fruit is a drupe, the upper
portion of which aroimd the persistent base of the
stj'lc, with the seedcoat, is developed in the form
of a stopper which is easily withdrawn on soaking
the ripe fruit. The embryo ultimately fills the seed,
and has the large radicle and hypocotyl so often
found in water plants. The radicle is placed directly
beneath tlie stopper which pro\ides a place of exit
on germination.—B. Daydon Jackson : History of
botanic illustration during four centuries (Colour).
In the early years of printing, copper-plate'"engraving
was employed in providing outlines for hand-colouring
and was in use until the last century, when it was
ousted by lithography. In Redout^'s method of
semi-stipple for coloured prints each colour was
separately applied to the plate and cleaned off,

before finally heating the plate and pulling the print.

Chromo - lithography has greater permanence, if

lasting colours are employed, than hand-coloured
plates. In the three-colour process three (or four)

half-tone blocks are prepared, each to print its own
colour, to give a complete colour scheme. The
weakness of the process lay in this, that it almost
demanded a paper coated with barj'ta or china-clay,

which could not be guaranteed as permanent : in

addition was the temptation to use inks, made from
aniline dyes, which were fugitive.

C.\PE Tow'N.

Royal Society of South Africa, March 21 —Dr. A.

Ogg, president, in the chair.—B. T. Schonland : On
the passage of cathode rays through matter. The
absorption, reflexion, and secondary emission involved

in the passage of fast cathode rays through thin

foils of various metals, and their variation with the
velocity of the rays, were examined. Accurate
measurements were possible up to 0-4 of the velocity

of light. The results show that Lenard's I^w is

only an approximation. The existence of a " range
"

for these particles appears to be established, two
independent methods of measuring it agreeing very

satisfactorily. The values obtained arc in agreement
with the theory of absorption due to Bohr. — T.

Stewart : Holtzhuisbaaken Spring, Cradock. The
spring is a typical Karroo spring. Measurements
of the flow have been taken over a period of 38 years.

The rainfall of a particular season is found to be

reflected in the flow, but is not necessarily propor-

tional to it ; regard must be had as well to the

rainfalls of previous seasons and the " tail " of the

flow produced by them.—Gertrud Theiler : Two
new species of nematodes from the zebra. Cylindro-
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pharynx intermedia inhabits the pelvic flexure and
dorsal colon of the host, of wliich it is one of the
commonest parasites, and Habronema zebra occurs
in fairly large numbers in the stomach.—Sir Thomas
Muir : Note on Zeipel's condensation-theorem and
related results. Both Zeipel's papers on deter-
minants are now over fifty years old and have been
somewhat neglected. One or two of the basic
results of Zeipel's first paper are discussed and a
number of deductions that cluster somewhat pictur-
esquely round them.

Official Publications Received.
My.sore Agricultural Calendar, Ui23. Pp. iii-|-o4. (Bangalore : Govern-

ment Press.) 1 anna.
The Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England. Vol. 83.

Pp. S4 260+cxlviii + 24. (London : J. Murray.) 16<.

Thirty-fourth Annual Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology to
the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, 1'.I12-13. (With accom-
panying paper, "A Prehistoric Island Culture Area of America," by
J. Walter Fewkes.) Pp. 281 +U0 plates. (Washington : Government
Printing Office.)

Report of the Board of Commissioners of Agriculture and Forestry of
the Territory of Hawaii for the Biennial Period ended December 31,
lii22. Pp. vi + 102+16 plates. (Honolulu, Hawaii.)

Diary of Societies.

SATURDAY, Mav 6.

KOYAL INSTITDTION OF Gbeat Bkitain, at 3.— Dr. L. L. B. Williams

:

The Physical and Physiological Foundations of Character (2).

MONDA Y, May 7.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 5.—General Meeting.
Society or Enoineers, Inc. (at Geological Society), at 5.30.—P. Maucli-re :

Pneumatic Handling of Petrol and other Inflammable Liquids.
Aristotelian Society (at University of London Club, 21 Gower .Street),

at 8.—L. J. Russell : Some Points in the Philosophy of Leibniz.
Royal Society or Arts, at 8.—S. S. Cook : The Development of the
Steam Turbine (2). (Howard Lecture.)

Surveyors' Institutiom, at 8.—C. H. Bedells : Some Functions of a
Surveyor under the Settled Land Acts 1882-1890, and Part II. of the
Law of Property Act, 1922.

Royal Geoc.rapiiioal Society (at .Eolian Hall), at 8.30.—F. Kingdon
Ward : The Tibetan Border : Yangtse to Irrawaddy.

Royal Society of Medicink (Tropical Diseases and Parasitology Section)
(Annual General Meeting), at 8.30.—Lt. -Col. A. E. Hamerton : The
Establishment of an Anti-rabic Institute in the Tropics.

TUESDAY, Mays.
Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—Prof. A. C. Seward : The

Ice and Flowers of Greenland.
Institution of Petroleum Technolooists (at Royal Society of Arts),

at 5.S0.—W. A. Guthrie : Heavy tirade Egyptian Crude Petroleum.
ZooLoolcAL Society or London, at 6.30.—The Secretary : Exhibition of
Photographs of Big Game from Choma, Northern Rhodesia.—Miss
L. B. Cheesman : (1) Exhibition of Living Specimens of Peripalm from
Trinidad. (2) Exhibition of Section of a Nest of the Stingless Bee
from Australia.—H. Burrell : Note on a Hibernating Female Specimen
of the Marsupial Ai^rohates pytjm'fus.—F. Martin Duncan ; The Micro-
scopic Structure of Mammalian Hairs.— I. The H-iirs of the Primates.

Royal Society of Medicine (P.sychiatry Section), at 5.30.—Annual
General Meeting.

British Psvcdological Society (Education Section) (at London Day
Training College), at e.—R. R. Dobson : Mental Tests.

Royal Photooraphic Society of Great Britain (Scientific and
Technical Group), at 7.—B. Kilburn Scott : The Pioneer Work of Le
Prince in Moving Pictures.

Quekett Microscopical Cldb, at 7.30.—R. Paulson : Fungi and Birch
Trees.

WEDNESDAY, May 0.

Royal College of Sukoeons of Enoland, at 6.—Prof. G. Keynes

:

Chronic Mastitis.
Royal Society OF Medicine (.Surgery : Sub-section of Proctology) (Annual
General Meeting), at ;).30.—Sir Humphry Rolleston, Sir Thomas Border,
W. E. Miles, P. Lockhart-Mulnmery, Prof. L. S. Dudgeon, Dr. W. E.
Carnegie Dickson, and Dr. A. F. Hurst : Discussion on Ulcerative
Colitis.

Institute of Physics (at Institution of Electrical Engineers), at 6.30.—
Dr. J. W. Mellor : The Application of Physics to »he Ceramic Industry.

Institution of Automobile Enoineers, at 7.80.—Col. R. E. Cromptoii

:

The Effect of Motors on Roads,
Royal Society of Arts, at 8.—Prof. W. A. Bone : Recent Developments

in Surface Combustion, with Special Reference to Recent Developments
in Radiophragm Heating.

THURSDAY, May 10.

Iron and Steel Institute (at Institution of Civil Engineers), at 10 a.m.—
Report.—Presentation of Bessemer Medal to Dr. W. H. Maw.—E. It.

SutcliU'e and E. C. Evans : The Reactivity of Coke as a Factor in the
Fuel Economy of the Blast Furnace.—F. Clements : British Steel Works

Gas Producer Practice. — J. E. Fletcher: Some Characteristics of
Moulding Sands and their Graphical Representation.—J. H. Whiteley
and A. Braithwaite: Some Observations on the Effect of Small Quantities
of Tin in St>-el.—L. Northcott : Note on Temper Carbon.-J. W.
Landon : Change of Density of Iron due to Overstrain.

Iron and Steel Institute (at Institution of Civil Engineers), at 2.30.

—

Prof. H. C. H. Carpenter: The Production of Single Metallic Crystals
and some of their Propei-ties.—Prof .J. O. Arnold : The Co-relation of
the Chemical Constitutions of "True Steels" to their Micrographic
Structures.— D. Hanson and J. R. Freeman: The Cnnstitulion of the
Alloys of Iron and Steel.—T. F. Russell : The Potential Energy of Cold
Worked Steel.—F. C. Thompson and A. Golfey : The Changes in Iron
and Steel below 400° C— L. E Benson and F. C. Thompson : Some
Experiments on Grain-growth in Iron and Steel.

Royal Institution or Great Britain, at 3.—Prof. J. T. MacGregor-
Morris : Modern Electric Lamps (3) : Glowing Gases (Neon Lamps).

Royal Society, at 4.30.— Prof. A. Fowler: The Series Spectrum of
Trebly-ionised Silicon (Si IV).—Sin Robert Robertson and W. E. Garner

:

Caloiimetry of High Explosives.—Dr. H. S. Hele-Shaw : Stream Line
Kilter.— Dr. F. W. Aston : A Critical Search fora Heavier Constituentof
the Atmosphere by means of the Mass-Spectrograpli.— Prof. H. B.
Armstrong: Electrolytic Conduction; sequel to an attempt (I88(<) to
apply a Theory of Residual Altlnity.— Prof. H. E. Arm.strong : The
Origin of Osmotic Effects. IV. Hydrono-dynamic Change in Aqueous
Solutions.— Prof. R, \V. Wood and A. Ellett : The InHuencn of Magnetic
Fields on the .Polarisation of Resonance Radiation.— W. G. Palmer : A
Study of the Oxidation of Copper an<i the Reduction of Copper Oxide
by a new Method.—E. A. Fisher : Some Moisture Relations of Colloids.
II. Further Observations on the Evaporation of Water from Clav and
Wool.

Royal Society of Medicine (Neurology Section), at 5.—Annual General
Meeting, to be followed by a Clinical Meeting.

Institution OK Electrical Engineers, at fi.—Dr. J. A. Fleming: Prob-
lems in Telephony, Soh-ed and Unsolved (Fourteenth Kelvin Lecture).

Optic «L Society (at Imperial College of Science and Technology), at 7.3P.

—Dr. J. W. French : Stereoscopy restated.
Chemical Society (at Institution of Mechanical Engineers), at 8,—Prof.
W. H. Perkiu ; Adolph von Baeyer Memorial Lecture.

FRIDAY, May 11.

Iron and Steel Institute (at Institution of Civil Engineers), at 10.

—

Announcement of award of tfie Andrew Carnegie Research .Scholarship.
—C. A. Ablett : Economic Principles governing the Use of Electrical
Power in Iron and Steel Works.—T. P. Colclough : The Constitution of
Basic Slags— its Relation to Furnace Reactions.—Prof. C. H. Desch
and A. T. Roberts : Some Prop^-rties of Steels containing Globular
Cementite.— K. Honda and T. Murakami : The Structural Constitution
of Irou-Carbon-Silicoii Alloys.—T. Matsushita : Some Investigations on
the (Quenching of Carbon Steels.—E. .7. L. Holman : Note on a Value
for the Surface Tension of Iron Sulphide.

Iron and Steel Institiite (at Institution of Civil Engineers), at 2.30.—
C A. Edwards and 0. R. Austin : A Contribution to the Study of
Hanliiess.— F. C. Langenberg ; An Investigation of the Behaviour of
Certain Steels under Impact at Different Temperatures.—J. .Stead :

The Cold Working of Steel with Reference to the Ten.sile Test.— J. J. A.
.lones : The Acl Range in .\lloy Steels.—C. R. Austin : Some Mechanical
Properties of a Series of Chromium Steels.—H. O'Neill; Variation of
Brinell Hardness Number with Testing Load.

Royal Astronomical Society, at 6.

Physical Society of London (at Impei'ial College of Science and
Technologv), at 6.—J. H. Jeans : The Present Position of the Radiation
Problem (Eighth Guthrie Lecture).

Royal Society of Medicine (Clinical Section), at 6.30.—Annual General
Meeting.

Britisu Psychological Society (.Esthetics Section) (at Bedford College),

at 6.30.—Prof. C. W. Valentine: The Place of Imagery in the Apprecia-
tion of Poetry.

Malacoi.ooical Society of London (at Linnean Society), at 6.

Junior Institution of Enoineers, at 7.30.—W. F. C. Cooper : The Theory
of Resistance to the Flow of Gases and Fluids in Pipes (Durham Bursar's

Lecture).
Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 9.—Prof. W. A. Bone : Gaseous
Combustion at High Pre.ssures.

PUBLIC LECTURES.

MONOA Y, May 7.

Imperial College of Science and Technology, at 6.15.—Prof. W. de
Sitter: Problems of Fundamental Astronomy.

TUESDA Y, May 8.

University College, at ."i.— Prof. H. R. Kruyt : The Electric Charge of

Colloids.—At .6.30.—J. H Helweg : Danish Scenery.
King's College, at 5.30. — Prof. H. Wildon Carr ; Blaise Pascal:

Torcentenarv of his Birth, June 19, 1923 (1) (succeeding Lectures on
.May 15, 22. and -29).

liiRKBECK College, at 6.—Sir Richard Gregory : The Worth of Science.

WEDNESDAY, May 9.

University College, at .M6.—Sir Thomas H. Holland ; Phases of Indian
Geology (succeeding Lectures on May 23 and 30).

THURSDA Y, May 10.

St. Marv's Hospital (Institute of Pathology and Research), at 4.30.

—

Dr. H. H. Dale : The Physiology of Insulin.

Kings College, at 5.30.— Principal L. P. Jacks: Reality in Religion and
Education (Hibbert Lecture).

FRIDAY, May 11.

School of Oriental Studies, at 6.—Dr. P. Giles ; The Aryans (succeeding
Lectures on May 25 and June 8.
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BALANCES & WEIGHTS

SPECTROMETERS

Particulars and Prices on application to—

JOHN J. GRIFFIN & SONS, L^d.

Kemble Street, Kingsway,

London, W.C.2.

REYNOLDS & BRANSON, Lm
Chemical and Scientific Instrument Makers to His Majesty's

Government (Home and Overseas Dominions), Laboratory
Furnishers and Manufacturing Chemists.

TANGENT GALVANOMETER,
having mahogany frame and base

with levelling screws, brass compass,

box, antiparallax mirror, and agate

centred needle, with aluminium

pointer. The coil has three windings

of 2, 50, and 500 turns respectively,

and can be revolved on the base to

adjust the needle to the magnetic

meridian.

PRICES /IND PARTICULARS
ON APPLICATION.

CHEMICAL PHYSICAL, and TECHHICAL LABORATORIES fully

equipped with Balances. Benches Fume Chambers, Apparatus.
Chemicals. A.R. Reaitents, etc.

Catalogues on application.

14 COMMERCIAL STREET, LEEDS.

irrni:

%GRETTI © ZaMBRA
3». HOI BORN VIADUCT E.C.I.

LONDON.

Manufacturers of

Meteorological Instruments

to British and Foreign

Governments.
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UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
A Lecture on " The Rti 1 ATlll^I of the Kar i"h and its Influence cn

Optical Phenomena" will be given by Prof. Dk. H. A. LORENTZ,
F.R.S. (Professor of Physics in the University of Leiden), at Umversitv
Colle<;e. London(Gower Street, W.C.i), on THliKSt)AV, May 17, at 5.10 p.m.

The Chair will be taken by Sir William H. Brago, K.B.E., F.R.S.
(Quain Professor of Physics in the University). ADMISSION FREE,
WITHOUT TICKET.

EDWIN DELLF.R, Academic Registrar.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
A Lecture on "The Psvciiol.Ofiv of Epilei-sv " will be delivered in

English by Dr. E. D. WIERS.M.X (Professor of Psychiatry and Neurology
in the University of Groningen) in the Robert Karnes Hall at the Royal
Society of Medicine, i Wimpole Street, W.i, on Thursday, May 24, at

5.15 P.M. The Chair will be taken by Dr. Robert H. Coi e, M.D.,
F.R.C.P. (E.xaininer in Mental Diseases in the University). ADMISSION
FREE, WITHOUT TICKET.

EDWIN DELLER, Academic Registrar.

The Committee of the " Vereeniging tot Be-

vordering van de Opleiding tot Instrumentmaker"

(Society for the Advancement of the Training

of Mechanics), Leiden, Holland, announces

VACATION COURSES FOR
MECHANICS AND GLASSBLOWERS

to be held in the last half of August in the work-

shops of the Physical (Cryogenic) Laboratory

of the University of Leiden.

Prof. Dr. H. KAMERLINGH ONNES,
President.

Dr. C. A. CROMMELIN,
Secretary-Treasurer.

For Intormatlon and application apply to

Dr. CROMMELIN,
Physical Laboratory, Leiden^ Holland.

THE ROYAL SOCIETY.
MOSELEY RESEARCH STUDENTSHIP.

The Secretaries of the Royal Society are prepared to receive applications

for a MOSELEY RESEARCH STUDENTSHIP of the value of ;^3oo

per annum, awarded "for the furtherance of experimental research in

Pathology, Physics, and Chemistry, or other branches of science, but not

in Pure Mathematics, Astronomy, or any branch of science which aims
merely at describing, cataloguing, or systematizing." The appointment Is,

in the first instance, for two years, but may in exceptional circumstances be
extended.

Applications mu.st be received not later than June i. Further particulars

and forms of application can be obtained from the Assistant Secretary
OF THE Royal Societv, Burlington House, London, W. i.

NATIONAL UNION OF SCIENTIFIC
WORKERS.

The Aim of the NATIONAL UNION of SCIENTIFIC
WORKERS is to bring together into one professional organisa-

tion all qualifieti scientitic workers, viz. :

Those engaged (a) In Higher Education.il and Research
Institutions.

(A) In Industry and Consultative Practice.

(c) In State and Municipal Scientific De-
partments.

Applications for membership are invited from all scientiiic

workers with university degree or equivalent professional quali-

fication. Further particulars may be obtained from

THE GENERAL SECRETARY, N.U.S.W.,
25 Victoria Street, S.W.i.

THE UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD.
The CounciUre.iliout to appoint a PROFESSOR of MATHE:M..VT1CS.

Applications should be received by the undersigned, from whom further

particulars may be obtained, by June 5.

W. iM. GIBBONS, Registrar.

CHELSEA POLYTECHNIC,
CHELSEA, S.W.3.

Day and Evening Courses in Science under Recognised Teachers
of London University.

INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT.
Technical Courses in Analytical and Manufacturing Chemistry,

Pharmacy, Food and Drugs, A.I.C. Courses, Metallurgy, Assaying,
Foundry Work, Research.

INDUSTRIAL PHYSICS DEPARTMENT.
Practical work in General Physics, Applications to Industries,

Metrology, Calorimetry, Illumination, Acoustics, Electrical

Measurement. Research.

BIOLOaiCAL AND QEOLOQICAL DEPARTMENT.
Courses for E.Sc, etc., in Botany, Geology, Mineralogy, Zoology,
Special Courses in Bio-chemistry, Bio-physics, Bacteriology,

Physiology, Hygiene, Entomology, Plant Pathology. Course for

Tropical Planters, Research.

Telephone : Kensington 899.

SIDNEY SKINNER,
Principal.

M.A.,

BATTERSEA POLYTECHNIC,
LONDON. S.W.I I.

/'>/H«)>fl/—Robert H. Pickard, D.Sc, F.R.S.

Head ofChemical Defartment—). KENVON, D.Sc, F.I.C.

Day and Evening Courses in Pure Chemistr>' (Inorganic and Organic) in

preparation for University Degrees and A.I.C. and other professional exam-

inations.

Special Technological Courses in Chemical Engineering, Oils, Fats and

\Va.\es, Mineral Oils and Waxes, Toilet Soaps Manufacture, Lubricating

Oils and Greases, Paper Making and Paper Testing, Paper Making (Engin-

eering), Commercial Paper Work, .Applied Bacteriology, Testing of Disinfec-

tants, Analysis of Foods, Waters, Fertilisers and Feeding Stuffs, Microscopy

of Food and Drugs, Flour Milling, etc.

Ihe instruction is both theoretical and practical, fully equipped labora-

tories being provided.

HOLLAND COUNTY COUNCIL (LINCS.).
AGRICULTURAL INSTITUTE, KIRTON.

The Committee is prepared to receive applications for the appointment of
a BIOLOGIST on the staff of the above Institute. 'Ihe person appointed
will be required to assist with the instruction of students, when the Institute

is opened for leaching purposes. He will he required lo make a special

study of methods of combating Plant Diseases, and must be prepared to

carry out a considerable amount of experimental and advisory work in the
County. A special knowledge of Market Oarden, Fruit and Seed Crops is

essential.

The commencing salary will be ^^y^io per annum, plus travelling expenses
according to scale.

Applications, stating age and experience, together with not more than
three recent testimonuils, must be forwarded not later than May 25, 1923,
to The Agricultural Organiser, Kirton, near Boston, Lincolnshire.

May 3, 1923.

H. C. MARRIS,
Clerk of the County Council.

CITY AND GUILDS (ENGINEERING) COLLEGE. S.W.7.

ASSISTANT PROFESSORSHIP IN ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT.

Owing to the appointment of Dr. Parker Smith to the Chair of Electrical

Engineering at the Koya! Technical College, (ilasgow, the Delegacy will

proceed shortly to the appointment of an ASSISTANT PROFKSSOR to

deal particularly with the Traction and Design Sections of the Electrical

Engineering Deparlnient. Candidates for the post will be expected to have
had sonic experience of this work. Full particulars can be obtained from
the Secretary to the Delecacv, The City and Guilds (Engineering)
College, S.W.7.

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE,
BANGALORE.

PROFESSORSHIP OF BIOCHEMISTRY.
There will be a vacancy in the PROFESSORSHIP of BIO-

CHEMISTRY in 1924. Applicants will be expected to have achieved
some considerable reputation as research workers and must have had good
experience in teaching,

Particular.s may be obtained from the Secretakv, Cambridge University
Appointments Board, University Offices, St. Andrews Street, Cambridge,
who has been authorised to collect and forward applications to the Selecting
Body. Applications should reach the Secretary by May 31, 1923.
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The Zoological Record.

THE decision of the Zoological Society's council to

discontinue the publication of the " Zoological

Record " on the grounds of expense suggests somewhat

opposing thoughts. It is generally admitted, or even

strongly urged, by most workers in every branch of

science that some guide to the ever-increasing flood of

literature is a necessity. If this was true in 1865, when
the " Zoological Record " was started, it is no less true

to-day. The need, in fact, must have increased in at

least the same direct ratio as the number of publica-

tions. Yet in zoology, as in geology and other sciences,

these guides, records, and inde.xes have had a perpetual

and severe struggle for life, in the course of which many
ha\e from time to time succumbed, been revived under

another form, and too often again collapsed.

The " Zoological Record " itself was begun in 1865

as a publication by Van Voorst, under the editorship of

Dr. Albert Giinther, with a distinguished staff of re-

corders. The publisher paid for the printing, but the

manuscript, we believe, was compiled for nothing.

Mr. Van Voorst soon found the loss too great, and,

though he continued as publisher, an association was

founded in 1871 to guarantee the expenses. This

carried on till 1887, when the Record was saved from

extinction by the Zoological Society, which generously

shouldered tlie burden and bore it unaided until the

estabUshment of the International Catalogue of

Scientific Literature. The question then arose whether

the record of zoology should merely become one part in

that vast scheme. Fortunately the secretary of the

Zoological Society was far-sighted enough to preserve

the continuity and title of the Record and the control

of the Society, by inducing his council to contribute

largely to the expense and to maintain its Record

Committee. Consequently, when the International

Catalogue failed, and when the Royal Society declined

to undertake the huge expenditure on what had

virtualh- become its sole responsibility, then zoologists

still found their Record appearing—retarded and

weakened, but in being and ready to resume its old

strength and value whenever they themselves would

provide the necessary sustenance. Unfortunately,

the increased costs of production have coincided with

the loss of a number of subscribers owing to the effects

of war and its setjuelEe. The secretary of the Zoological

Society has over and over again sought in various

directions to supply this loss, but has not met with any

cheering response. All these facts must be remembered

before we venture to blame the Society for its present

decision.

When, now, we see the " Zoological Record
"

threatened with the fate that has overtaken so many
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similar publications, it is time to inquire more closely

into the causes. For one thing, we note that the

editorial and recording work is no longer done for the

love of the science. For many years, indeed, the

editor and recorders have been paid, but of late the

appropriation for this purpose has grown enormousl}-.

Times, no doubt, have suffered an economic change
;

there are fewer people with money and leisure enabling

them to work for nothing. But more of our younger

.workers should be inspired by the thought of service

to their science, and should realise the experience and

knowledge they themselves could gain by compiling a

good Record. The work, too, is lightened for them.

The International Catalogue mtroduced the system of

furnishing the recorders with slips ready written, and

to a certain extent this system is continued by the

pajonent of searchers. We ought, therefore, to be

getting an even better Record than we are, and we

were hoping that it would have been possible before

long to restore some details eliminated by the need for

economy. Clearly, the greater the value the better is

the prospect of selling.

So we pass from the producers to the purchasers.

Here there are two points to be made. First, every

worker should consider seriously whether he is prepared

to devote a large proportion of his time to ransacking

literature, at least that part of it which alone is access-

ible to him, or in default to work in a state of hap-

hazard half-knowledge, or whether he is prepared to

save his time by paying some one else a trifling wage

(about a shilling a week) to furnish him with a complete

analytical index to the yearly harvest of his science.

Put thus, can he remain in doubt ? If he is not stirred

by conscience to pay himself, he can at least insist that

the institution for which he works shall find the money

and provide the book. But there is a second point.

Admitting that there exist a few workers so exceedingly

distinguished that they are furnished with compli-

mentary copies of every paper on their subject that

appears from China to Peru, this can scarcely affect the

fact that most workers in pure or applied zoology are

not in that easy position. The trouble with them is

that, for the most part, they have never heard of the

Record. We believe this statement to be no exaggera-

tion, and we would urge the advisability of some real

advertising. The occasion is favourable, for such

competitors as there have been are nearly all now out

of the running. One good way would be to induce

university professors to instruct their pupils in the craft

of bibliographic research.

What, then, is the conclusion ? For thirty-sLx years

the Zoological Society has earned the thanks and praise

of zoologists for its support of this indispensable aid.

But zoologists at large must now do their share if they
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wish this support to continue. On their side, as well

as on that of the recorders, there must be a little more

enthusiasm and self-sacrifice. The vessel is stranded,

but with good will from all hands she can be kept afloat

till the high tide returns. If the workers will give some

real earnest of this good will, we cannot believe that

the Society which has so long served as pilot will leave

her to be broken up.

Hygiene of the Great War. I

History of the Great War : Based on Official Documents.

Medical Services : Hygiene of the War. Edited by

Major-Gen. Sir W. G. Macpherson, Colonel Sir W. H.

Horrocks, and Major-Gen. W. W. 0. Beveridge.

Vol. I, pp. xii -1-400. Vol. 2, pp. vi + 506. (London:

H.M. Stationery Office, 1923.) 21s. net each.

THE two volumes dealing with that part of the

Medical Services of the War which was con-

cerned with preventive medicine possess great historical

interest and high current value ; they form an admir-

able example of the excellent results achievable when

science is applied to practical life. \

The first volume deals with general administrative

problems, and comprises chapters on sanitary ad-

ministration in the field, on the schools of sanitation

and instruction organised to secure sanitary practice,

on methods of water purification and of disposal of

waste products in different countries, and on the housing

and the clothing of the soldier. The second volume

is concerned with food rations, with the physical

test stations, the base hygienic laboratories, and with

prisoners of war ; these chapters being followed by

special discussions on the prevention of malaria, oi

trench foot, of bilharziasis, of trachoma, of smallpox,

and of plague, which present more vividly than the

other chapters the successful conquest of science over

disease.

The prevention of typhoid and paratyphoid, of

typhus and of trench fever, are not included in the

discussions in these volumes ; but as the prevention

and cure of pediculosis forms the essential element in

the elimination of the last two of these diseases, the

very full discussion given to the methods of disinfesta-

tion found most useful in the War fulfils the main need

from the point of view of health, the clinical accounts

of these diseases being given in other volumes of the

history of the War. Similar remarks apply as regards

scurv}' and beri-beri, but on p. 73 of the second volume

is an interesting statement as to the means taken to

supply British and Indian troops with fresh fruit juice

in Mesopotamia. In the prevention of beri-beri the

addition of oatmeal and dhall to the British ration,

the addition of marmite, and later, the issue of bread
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containing 25 per cent, of atta, were found valuable.

After May 191 7, following the report of Misses Chick

and Hume, germinated dhall was used in outlying

districts, when fresh vegetables or fruit could not be

obtained.

A remarkable feature of medicine in the War was the

stimulus given by war to scientific investigation. The

instance already given is in point; and many other

investigations were successfully carried out under the

ompulsion of urgent necessity. The pathogenesis

'f trench fever unfortunately was only fully revealed

towards the end of the War ; otherwise disinfestation

if soldiers would have formed an even larger part of

army sanitary work than it did. For details of a

valuable investigation of energy expenditure in relation

to food by Dr. E. P. Cathcart, chap. iv. in the second

\olume should be consulted. In the prevention of

trench foot, success was at once attained so soon as

compliance was secured with the army routine order

that every man should remove his boots at least once

in twenty-four hours, drying and rubbing his feet and

putting on dry socks in place of those discarded.

In view of the large part borne by flies in conve)Tng

infection in the South African War, the prevention

of flies in all divisions of the Army was vigorously

promoted in the Great War, and the chapter devoted

to this b a useful summary of the subject. The

chapter on the prevention of infestation by lice,

which is written by Sir W. H. Horrocks, is a masterly

presentation of this important subject, mcluding the

Ijiological facts, on knowledge of which, efficient pre-

ventive measures must be based. The sixty-one pages

devoted to this subject do no more than represent its

relative importance in military hygiene, when we recall

that Colonel Horrocks estimates that in the War 50

per cent, of the admissions to hospital from troops in

the field armies were attributable to lack of personal

cleanliness and to vermin. The great sanitary lesson

of the South African War was that of fly prevention

and satisfactory conservancy methods ; the great

sanitary lesson of the Great War has been that probably

one-half of the disablement of our armies in the field

is due to pediculosis and scabies.

Scabies was made the subject of accurate investiga-

tion at Cambridge, civilians volunteering for this

purpose. These investigations showed that the in-

fection of scabies could be conveyed by sleeping in beds

previously occupied by iieavily infested soldiers or by

wearing their clothing. Perhaps the least satisfactory

disease prevailing among soldiers, from the point of

\-iew of control, was cerebro-spinal fever ; and although

very specialised efforts were made to prevent its dis-

semination, it may be doubted whether these were

successful, apart from the diminished prevalence which
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was secured when barracks became less crowded and an

approximation towards open-air conditions became

possible. There does not appear to be any justification

for the belief that the segregation of contacts with cases

of the disease or the chemical spraying of the throats

of contacts, which was practised on a large scale,

greatly influenced the course of events.

There are but few statistics of disease in these two

volumes ; but it is significant that whereas in the South

African War, with an aggregate personnel of 530,000,

8000 men died of typhoid fever, only 266 deaths from

this disease occurred in the Great War in the Western

Front among British and Dominion troops, with an

average strength of ij millions and an aggregate of

three or four times that number. The relative share

of prophylactic vaccines, of purification of water, and

of the sanitary disposal of waste-products in securing

the remarkably low incidence of typhoid and of

dysentery in the War is not discussed in these

volumes ; but we hope that in some other volume of

the history of the War it will be possible to give details

of any experiences in which one or other of these factors

of prevention was absent, with the view of assessing

their relative value in actual experience.

Attention is directed in Sir W. G. Macpherson's

preface to the fallacious illogicality of estimating the

healthiness or otherwise of troops by the ratio of deaths

from disease to deaths from wounds. This ratio is

evidently one between two variables : in particular

the number and extent of the battles may vary. As a

permissible limit of inefliciency due to sickness in an

army in the field, 0-3 per cent, of strength had been

accepted as a permissible limit ; and this empirical

standard was found in experience to be most useful

in directing attention to the need for special inquiry

in any unit.

The details of sanitary organisation given in vol. i

are of importance to all practical workers, and this

volume will for years form a valuable source of informa-

tion. The success of the sanitary work of the Army in

circumstances involving a manifold multiplication of

existent machinery is one of the most striking features

of the War. Some of the factors rendering this rapid

addition to sanitary staffs practicable are not stated

in these volumes ; but it is noteworthy that the health of

the troops sent abroad depended primarily on the

condition of the rapidly improvised camps which were

scattered throughout this country ; and that the

sanitary safety of these camps depended in large

measure on the sanitary provisions in the districts in

which they were placed, and on the active co-operation

between local and central sanitary authorities and the

Army authorities. The records of the Local Govern-

ment Board and of local authorities show that their
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assistance was given whole-heartedly, and that the

soldiers had the full advantage of the high general

standard of civil sanitary administration in this

country. Furthermore, the Army Sanitary Officers

were recruited from the ranks of medical officers of

health. To these facts, to the excellent Army medical

organisation, to the Army schools of instruction in

hygiene, and to the fact that the sanitary lessons of

the South African War had been learnt, we must

attribute the relative freedom from intestinal infections

during the Great War. The investigations made during

the War have advanced our medical and hygienic

khowledge, and thus the Army will be able to repay its

indebtedness to civilian sanitarians by adding to our

means of preventing disease in the ordinary course of

civilian life.

Radiophones,

(i) Radio Phone Receiving : a Practical Booh for

Everybody. Edited by Prof. Erich Hausmann.

Pp. vii+183 + 14 plates. (London, Bombay and

Sydney : Constable and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 95-. net.

(2) Direction and Position Finding by Wireless. By
R. Keen. Pp. xix + 376. (London : The Wireless

Press, Ltd. ; New York : Wireless Press, Inc., 1922.)

9i.

(3) Wireless : Popular and Concise. By Lt.-Col.

C. G. Chetwode Crawley. Pp. 92 + 8 plates,

(London : Hutchinson and Co., n.d.) i^. 6d. net.

(4) The Wireless Telephone : What it is, and How
it Worfts (including Directions for Building a Simple

Receiver for Wireless Telephone Broadcasts). By
P. R. Coursey. Pp. vi + 113. (London : The Wire-

less Press, Ltd. ; New York : Wireless Press, Inc.,

1922.) 25. 6d.

(5) Crystal Receivers for Broadcast Reception. By
P. W. Harris. Pp. 75. (London : The Wireless

Press, Ltd. ; New York : Wireless Press, Inc.,

1922.) IS. 6d.

(6) Mast and Aerial Construction for Amateurs :

Together with the Method of Erection and other Useful

Information. By F. J. Ainsley. Pp. 82. (London :

The Wireless Press, Ltd. ; New York : Wireless

Press, Inc., 1922.) is. 6d.

(7) The Perry Auto-Time Morse System : an Aid to

the Rapid Acquirement of Speed in the Transmission

and Reception of the Morse Code. By F. W. Perry.

Pp. 16. (London : The Wireless Press, Ltd.

;

New York : Wireless Press, Inc., 1922.) 6d.

A CONSTANT struggle has been going on for the

last ten years between the users of the adjectives

" wireless " and " radio." It is hoped that the ques-

tion will be solved by international agreement. In
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America " radio " is in general use, but in this country

it is probable that " wireless " will be used by many
experts for several }'ears to come. It is easily under-

stood why authors who have written books on " wire-

less " should be loath to change, but that they should

have a strong following seems odd. In our opinion,

" radiophone " is a suitable contraction for " radio-

telephone," and " radiophone communication " is

better than " wireless telephone communication."

Whether we like it or not, there is no doubt that

listening to radio broadcasting has become an every-

day incident in many households. Until about

November 1920 practically the only use of radio-

communication was for signalling between pairs of

stations. That a message sent out from a station

could be heard simultaneously at many others was

generally regarded as an inherent drawback to this

system of communication, except in the case of a ship

in distress on the sea. In the United States radio-

phone broadcasting began with news items and phono-

graph music. The latter item was not so good as

having your own phonograph. You had to be content

with a record chosen by somebody else, at a time which

he thought best. The stations now send out vocal

and instrumental music, time-signals, accounts of

sporting contests, weather and stock-exchange reports,

and so on. If broadcasting is to be a success, the

programmes have to be good from both the recreational

and educational points of view. The quality of the

speech and music reproduced by the radiophones or

the loud-speaking telephone must surpass the per-

formance of a gramophone. The programmes must

be sent out daily at definite times and with absolute

punctuality. Lastly, inexpensive and easily operated

receiving apparatus must be readily procurable.

A development which will probably take place in the

immediate future is the simultaneous transmission of

different programmes. This can easily be done by

using different wave-lengths. The element of choice

will certainly make the broadcasting more attractive.

From the programmes published in America we learn

that the radiophone " cheers the hospitals," brings

" church services to the home-bound " and " enter-

tainment and news to the isolated." A claim is also

made that radio broadcasting tends towards greater

national and international harmony.

On the other hand, Mr. Perry in the preface to (7)

advises every one to learn the Morse Code so as to

listen-in to radio-telegraphic messages, which, he says,

is far more interesting than broadcast radiophone

concerts. In his opinion the constantly changing

personal messages sent out " open up a \'ast field of

interest, amusement, and knowledge." His book is

to help the reader " to maintain a healthy interest
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in such a wonderful subject." It seems to us that

there is room for a book on the subject of the ethics

of " listening-in " to urgent personal and farewell

messages from, for example, passengers on board ship.

This method of obtaining interesting and amusing

knowledge would not appeal to every one.

(i) Prof. Hausmann's book describes in an excellent

and simple way the methods and apparatus used for

receiving radiophone speech and music. Nine of the

most eminent experts in America have co-operated

to produce a thoroughly good book which can be

readily understood without special technical knowledge.

(2) Mr. Keen's book deals not only with the general

principles of direction-finding, but also with the con-

structional details of the installations required for

shore service and for the navigation of ships and air-

craft. It will be appreciated by the expert, for,

although the discussion of problems is usually rather

elementary, it is very thorough. The nomenclature

111 the subject is not yet fixed and so the author occa-

siiinally uses alternative words. We thus find the

cardioid," the "heart-shape," and the "apple"

diagram of reception. Occasionally the author gets

tired of writing about the " Marconi-Bellini-Tosi

"

system and refers to it simply as the M.B.T. system.

TJie notes on field and nautical astronomy given in

the appendix are good and will be helpful to the

engineer.

(3) Colonel Crawley's little book on wireless is

popular and interesting. He points out that the

enthusiasm for broadcasting may have drawbacks.

In the United States it is sometimes called " radio-

flu." The purchase of a cheap set may lead to grievous

disappointment. He gives a thoughtful discussion of

the Imperial Wireless Chain.

(4) Mr. Coursey discusses the essentials of a radio-

phone and how it operates. He uses " wireless " and
" radio " indiscriminately. The book is nicely got

up and will be useful to beginners.

(5) The fifth book on our list will meet the require-

ments of those who desire to construct their own
apparatus. A detailed description is given of a high-

grade crystal receiver suitable for the reception of

the broadcast concerts and radio time-signals sent out
''• the Eiffel Tower station in Paris. It must be

inembered, however, that the concerts broadcasted

iiy the Hague are quite inaudible in even a good

I rystal receiver connected with a large aerial. They
I an be heard only by suitable valve apparatus.

(6) Full particulars are give in Mr. Ainsley's little

Kjk for erecting various kinds of masts and aerials.

Although it is not essential to possess an outside aerial

with every receiving set. yet, when economy is a con-

sideration, it is an advantage to have one. A strong
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36-foot mast is shown the cost of the material for

which was only 255.

(7) In the last book on our list the author describes

an ingenious method of learnmg the Morse system

rapidly. This book should prove very helpful to

many amateur radio-telegraphists.

Those btending to listen-in to the broadcasting

must remember that even the best loud - speaking

telephones appreciably distort speech and music.

They cannot be used, also, unless the signals be so strong

that they are uncomfortably loud on the radiophones.

As a general rule, if it is desired to make signals audible

in a room by means of a " loud speaker " it is necessary

to add a two-valve magnifier to a set which would give

comfortable hearing when used with radiophones.

The two-valve magnifier itself appreciably distorts

speech, thus adding to the troubles of those who

listen-in.

The "Chemical" Sense.

Smell, Taste, and Allied Senses in the Vertebrates. By

Prof. G. H. Parker. (Monographs on Experimental

Biology.) Pp. 192. (Philadelphia and London :

J. B. Lippincott Co., 1922.) los. 6d. net.

HE mechanism of the senses of smell and taste

is apt to be unduly neglected, probably on

account of the fact that in civilised man these senses

do not play a large part in intellectual processes. But

they bring before us some interesting problems as to

the nature of receptor organs in general. It will be

remembered that the object of such organs is to excite

a set of nerve fibres on the incidence of some external

agency of such a kind or intensity as to be unable to

affect these nerve fibres directly. This is done by the

production of some powerfully stimulating agent in

the receptor mechanism at the terminations of these

nerve fibres.

It is difficult to define satisfactorily the difference

between taste and smell. If it be said that the former

relates to substances in solution, whereas the latter

relates to vapours, we are met with the fact that even

vapours must be dissolved in the waterj' layer covering

the olfactory cells. Moreover, the presence in fishes

of a mechanism which appears to be the same as that

of smell in air-breathing organisms suggests the need

of some other criterion. Prof. Parker directs attention

to the lipoid solubility of odorous substances and to

the existence of hairs composed of lipoid material on

the olfactorv cells. The relation of surface tension

and adsorption has also been brought into connexion

with odorous properties. When we come to attempt

to correlate either smell or taste with chemical com-

position we are met with serious difficulties.

T I
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The sense of taste is shown to include at least four

distinct senses—sour, saline, bitter, and sweet. Some
interesting experiments are given on p. 161, which

show that the catfish, Amiurus, responds to meat juice

by means of taste-buds situated on the sides of the

animal. What is also significant is that the response

is accompanied by " local sign," just as touch is in

ourselves. The fish is aware of the position of the

stimulus, turns to it, and swallows the meat. The

response is absent when the nerves to the taste-buds

are cut.

Prof. Parker holds that the sensations produced by

various chemical irritants are to be distinguished from

those of pain, although both are devoid of differenti-

ated receptor organs and are mediated by free nerve

endings. The chemical sense is said to be abolished

by a smaller dose of cocaine than is the sense of pain.

They have in common, however, a high threshold value,

as would be expected from the nature of the structures

stimulated. As the object of the sensibility is mainly

to avoid injury, too great a delicacy would clearly be

a disadvantage. The last chapter of the volume

contains an interesting discussion on the relations

between the common chemical sense and those of smell

and taste. Of the three the olfactory sense is regarded

as the most primitive, that of taste the most highly

developed, with the common chemical sense as inter-

mediate in evolution.

The volume is a very useful summary of our know-

ledge on the subject of the " chemical " senses as a

whole. W. M. B.

Our Bookshelf.

Geologie in Tabellen fur Sludierende der Genlogie,

Mineralogie, und des Bergfachs, der Geographie und
der Landwirtschaft . Von Prof. Dr. K. Andrea.
ErsterTeil. Pp. xv + ()6. Zweiter Teil. Pp. 97-134.
DritterTeil. Pp. 135-228. (Berlin : Gebriider J?orn-

traeger, 1921-1922.) Three parts, ?,s.

The most remarkable things about this representation

in tables of matters with which the geologist has to

deal are the ingenious industry of the author and the

very moderate price at which the book has been so

excellently produced. Whether it will appeal to

students depends much on the individual frame of

mind. We incline to think that the " Tabellen "

—

we had almost written " tabloids "—will be of most,
and indeed of considerable, service in the private

library, as reminding the worker of what to look for

in larger and descriptive treatises. It is to be regretted

that there is no index to the mass of information of an
expected or unexpected nature here assembled.
The author, in view of the abundance of material,

has wisely kept the classification of igneous rocks on
very simple Hues. The customary grading of the " fine

earth " of soils is given in section B of Table 49. Prof.

Andree has directed attention to his use of graptolites
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and ammonites in the stratigraphical tables, and here

the succession of strata in various regions is set forth

under the several systems. The columns dealing with
the later series naturally show far more detail than those

relating to the Carboniferous and older systems. The
full treatment of Cainozoic strata should go far to

correct the notion of their relative unimportance that

still prevails among geologists in the British Isles.

This is, we fancy, the portion of Prof. .\ndree's work
that will be referred to most often.

Prof. Andree in his last ten pages generously provides

a list of authoritative modern works on geology, which
will guide the student into more arcadian fields. With
two exceptions in favour of the United States, and
three of an international character, the books named
are all in German, so that we miss Geikie's " Text
Book,'' Haug's " Traite," and De Margerie's transla-

tion, virtually a revised and extra-illustrated edition,

of Suess's " Antlitz der Erde." G. A. J. C.

Reinforced Concrete : A Practical Handbook for Use in

Design and Construction. By R. J. Harrington

Hudson. Pp. xxiv-i-318. (London: Chapman and
Hall, Ltd., 1922.) 165^. net.

This volume is one of the very few treatises on reinforced

concrete in which the properties of the materials em-
ployed, and the methods of working these materials so

as to produce the finished results, receive adequate

treatment. The matter is of great importance from the

student's point of view ; in too many instances, after

a course in reinforced concrete, the impressions left in

his mind are somewhat hazy, and he is apt to think that

the subject is one consisting only of complex calculations.

The early chapters in the book before us will go far to

remove this impression. Most of the space is taken

up with questions of design, both in theory and practice;

the plan generally followed has been to give a general

discussion of the particular problem, and then to throw

the results into the form of tables and graphs so as to

simplify so far as possible the practical work of the

designer. The reader will find the numerous worked-

out examples ver}- helpful in gaining a knowledge of

the methods of practical design. The portions dealing

with monolithic design are good, and include discussions

on secondary stresses and on continuous beams mono-
lithic with columns. In developing this part of the

subject the author successfully employs the equation

of three moments. The London County Council re-

inforced concrete regulations are included in the volume,

as also are extracts from the British standard specifica-

tions relating to Portland cement, and structural steel.

The author is to be congratulated on his volume, which

cannot fail to be of value both to engineering students

and to those engaged on the practical side of structural

engineering.

The Topography of Stane Street : a Critical Review of
" The Stane Street," by Hilaire Belloc. By Capt.

W. A. Grant. Pp. 95. (London : John Long, Ltd.,

1922.) 55-. net.

In his critical review of Mr. Belloc's " Stane Street,"

Capt. Grant has produced a valuable study of this

Roman way, which, although the author pretends to

offer no opinion on historical or archaeological points

and confines himself to questions of topography, is of
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no inconsiderable interest to archaeologists and students

of Roman Britain. His criticism of Mr. Belloc is that,

while an adept in map reading, his lack of familiarity

with the principles of surveying for map construction

has led him into numerous errors in tracing the align-

ments of Stane Street from Chichester to the site of Old
London Bridge, sixty yards east of the modern bridge.

Mr. Belloc's theory is that there were four great

limbs or sections covering respectively the ground from
Chichester (east gate) to Pulborough Bridge, from
Borough Hill to Leith Hill, from Leith Hill to Juniper
Hill, and from Juniper Hill to the southern end of

London Bridge. Capt. Grant examines each of these

in detail and demonstrates the errors, while in a

further chapter he indicates the true alignments and
discusses the general principles upon which Stane
Street would appear to have been planned. Capt.

Grant is commendably precise in his criticisms, and in

two appendices gives long lists, with references, of
' Errors due to carelessness or Printers' Errors," and
' Errors due to Miscalculation and mis-statements

arising therefrom."

liritish Museum. Guide to the Maudslay Collection of
Maya Sculptures {Casts and Originals) front Central

America. Pp. 94 + 8 plates. (London: British

Museum, 1923.) is. 6d. net.

!'
1 the small but select band of Americanists in this

antry it has always seemed little short of a scandal

that the Maudslay Collection of Maya Sculptures, after

being on exhibition for a short time at the Victoria and
Albert Museum, should have been consigned to store,

where it has remained for thirty years. Its rescue and
display in the galleries of the British Museum pays a
tardy tribute to ])t. A. P. Maudslay 's pioneer researches

and his enthusiastic efforts to preserve a faithful record

of the remarkable artistic skill and culture of the

ancient inhabitants of Central America. This collec-

lion of casts and originals was made by Dr. Maudslav,
entirely at his own expen.se, between the years 1881 and
i8q4. when he made no less than seven journeys to

' intral America, visiting tlie principal sites in Yucatan,
Honduras, and Guatemala.
The preparation of the guide to the collection has

been in the competent hands of Mr. T. A. Joyce, who,
in addition to a detailed description of the exhibits, has

written an introduction dealing with the main character-

istics of Maya culture and, in particular, with their

hieroglyphic and chronological systems. It contains

ixactly the information necessary to enable the un-
instructed visitor to the gallery to appreciate the most
'riking features of this ancient semi-civilisation.

, lora of the Presidency of Madras. By J. S. Gamble.
Part 5 : Ebenacese to Scrophulariaceaj. (Published

under the authority of the Secretary of State for

India in Council.) Pp. 769-962. (London : Adlard
and Son and West Newman, Ltd., 1923.) los. net.

The present part of Mr. Gamble's Madras flora is on
the same lines as previously issued parts. The family

Ebenaceae is completed, with an enumeration of the

24 species of Diospj-ros, several of which are large

trees yielding a black heartwood, or ebony ; and the

treatment of the families of gamopetalous dicotyledons

follows in the sequence usually adopted in the British
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Colonial floras. The principal families are Apocyn-
aceae, Asclepiadaceae, and Convolvulaces, and the part
concludes about half-way through Scrophulariaceoe.

Solanacea; is poorly represented, but in this family, as
in Apocynaceae, several South American genera, in-

troduced in cultivation. ha\e run wild. Mr. Gamble
enumerates eight species of Strychnos, including Xu.k
vomica, the source of stryciinine, and another species,

the seeds of which yield the alkaloid brucine ; a third

species, S. potatorum, derives its name from the fact

that the seeds are used to clear muddy water. Of
the Convolvulaceae, the genera Argyreia and IpomcEa
supply many showy-flowered climbers ; /. Batatas,

sweet potato, is in common cultivation as a vegetable.

Coal and .Allied Subjects : a Compendium of the First

Ten Bulletins issued by the Lancashire and Cheshire

Coal Research Association. By F. S. Sinnatt. Pp.
v-l-205. (London : H. F. and G. Witherby, n.d.)

15s. net.

Mr. Sim.vatt and his collaborators have prepared a
compendium of the first ten bulletins issued l)y the

Lancashire and Cheshire Coal Research Association, and
the intention of the publication is " to enalile those

engaged in the Coal Industry and others to share the

knowledge gained in carrying out the work." The
bulletins have been well worth collecting and issuing

together in this form, which will facilitate ready refer-

ence. They vary in content from such a general

subject as " Notes of Ten Introductory Lectures on
Organic Cliemistry, with Special Reference to Coal

"

(condensed into 32 pages) to the highly specialised brief

bulletin on " Hoo Cannel." One of the most interesting

describes the examination of the inorganic constituents

of coal which deals with those ash inclusions known as

ankerites, while " Coal Dust and Fusain " indicates

another line of work with which Mr. Sinnatt has
identified himself. No very fundamental problems of

fuel technology have been attacked, and some of the

matter is not original, being simply collected in the

bulletins for the convenience of the Research Associa-

tion, but it is a record of useful work. J. W. C.

The Phase Rule and its Applications. By Prof. Alex-

ander Findlay. (Text-books on Physical Chemistry.)

F'iflh edition. Pp. xvi + 298. (London : Longmans,
Green and Co., 1923.) ioi\ 6d. net.

The fifth edition of Prof. Findlay 's book on the

phase rule differs from previous editions in that

the whole volume has been re-set, so that in spite of

containing additional matter there is a substantial

reduction in the number of pages. In the new edition

the iron-carbon diagram has been altered in order to

include the & form of iron which appears when the

pure metal is heated to 1400° or to a somewhat higher

temperature in presence of carbon ; the fi form of

iron has also been eliminated as differing only in

magnetic properties from a-iron or ferrite. New
material has also been introduced in connexion with

the allotropy of sulphur and phosphorus, in \iew of

the fact that these elements can give rise to pseudo-

binary systems. In the later chapters of the book,

additional space has been devoted to the mineral-

forming systems, including both the aqueous deposits

of the Stassfurt salt beds and the igneous calcium

aluminium silicates.
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Letters to the Editor.

[The Editor does not hold himself responsible for
opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return., nor to correspond with
the writers of., rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other pari of NATURE. No notice is

taken ofanonymous communications.']

Molecular and Crystal Symmetry.

The relation between the symmetry of a crystal
and that of the component molecules has been recently
discussed by G. Shearer (Proc. Phys. Soc, 1923, vol.

35, p. 81), who, unknowingly following the same train
of thought, has arrived at the conclusion, previously
stated by Fedorov (Zeits. Kryst., 1912, vol. 52, p. 22),
that a crystal obeys what may be termed a principle
of conservation of symmetry. Thus, if n be the
" symmetry number " of the structural unit or
parallelepipedal brick (the number of identical or
enantiomorphously related asymmetric parts into
which it is subdivisible), tn the number of molecules
it contains, and p the symmetry number of each
molecule, then nlm=p, or alternatively pm = n,

i.e. the symmetry of the individual molecules multi-
plied by their number gives the symmetry of the
crystal. If the formula be correct no symmetry is

dissipated, the whole of the molecular symmetry
being taken up by the crystal. Now, so far as
Fedorov was concerned, the matter was purely
speculative, for the X-ray method had only just
been discovered and its exact meaning was still

obscure, but Shearer has gone a step further by
collecting X-ray data in support of the principle

(or " Shearer's rules "), with the result that it has
been provisionally adopted by Sir W. H. Bragg
(Journ. Chem. Soc, 1922, vol. 121, p. 2766) as a
working hypothesis in the interpretation of X-ray
measurements. As I think the various considerations
advanced by Shearer are inconclusive, and are already
leading to very questionable conclusions concerning
the stereochemical formulae of certain aromatic
compounds, I would here submit the Fedorov-Shearer
principle to a brief discussion.

It is self-evident that any real vindication of the
principle involves a knowledge of all the three terms
p, ni, and n of the formula. Now the last two quanti-
ties are relatively easily determined, but the molecular
symmetry ^ is a much more difficult matter, for it

implies a determination with a tolerable degree of

accuracy of the position of every atom in the structure,

and as such difficulties have iiot yet been overcome
in the case of such complicated compounds as the
benzene, naphthalene, and anthracene derivatives
investigated by Sir W. H. Bragg, it is evident that the
field for testing the principle is very restricted. As
a matter of fact, the evidence adduced by Shearer is

very scanty, consisting as it does of the demonstration
that in no known case is ni > n, followed by the state-

ment that if certain values of p be allowed, then all

the crystals can be brought into line with the prin-

ciple. It must be noted that there is no experimental
evidence in fa\'our of these special ^-values (which
are, then, really postulated), and that most of them
are not what one would expect from chemical know-
ledge (unless, of course, the molecular configuration
in the crystal has not the same symmetry as it has
in solution). Thus, crystal molecules of a- and
^-naphthol, resorcin, benzoic, salicylic, and phthalic
acids are all held to be asymmetric, from which it is

to be inferred that the crystals contain two kinds of
molecules in the manner of racemic acid. Then,
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again, naphthalene is held to have no plane of
symmetry, and so on.

There is, however, one organic compound for which
all the three terms p, m, and n have been reasonably
well established, namely, the ©rdinary tartaric acid
recently investigated by W. T. Astbury (Proc. Roy.
Soc, 1923, vol. 102, p. 506). Tliis is apparently held
to conform with the principle, but as I do not agree
with Messrs. Shearer and Astbury that the molecule
is asymmetric, the case calls for a brief examination.
The acid has long been known to have the formula

HO
H—C»

HO,c/ \

,OH

-H

CO,H

in which the two carbon atoms marked out by
asterisks are the so-called asymmetric carbon atoms,
i.e. atoms surrounded by four different groups in an
asymmetric tetrahedral manner (the four groups
being iii each case H, OH, COjH, and CHOH . COjH).
If a three-dimensional model be constructed according
to the above scheme, it will be found to take three
forms, depending on the way in which the duplicated
groups H, OH, CO^H are arranged about the main
stem, C* *C. One form is identical with its

mirror-image (Pasteur's meso acid) ; the other two
are non-identical mirror-images of each other (enantio-
morphous) and represent the ordinary dexlro acid of
commerce and Pasteur's rare laevo acid respectively.

It is the rf-acid that is under examination, but the
same will hold for the /-acid. If we inspect the model
for symmetry we shall find a twofold (digonal) axis
somewhere or other in the plane normal to the central
stem, no matter how we may have previously affected
the relative positions of the two ends by rotating
one against the other (about the main stem). It

may be added, parenthetically, that Astburj' arbi-

trarily limits his discussion of the stereochemical
model to six such positions, but in every case the
molecular configuration of tartaric acid in the liquid
or dissolved condition is not asymmetric (as generally
described).
With regard to the state of the molecule in the

crj'Stal; a study of Astbury's paper leads me to the
conclusion that the molecule is still symmetrical.
The statement that " one-half of the ordinan,' tartaric
molecule behaves exactly like the other half and is

indistinguishable from it "
; the pains that seem to

have been taken to preserve this parity in allocating
the various atoms within the structure ; and, finally,

the evidence of the numerous figures, all go far to
counteract the impression created by Astbur>''s use
of the term " asymmetric molecule." It seems as
if the unobtrusive molecular twofold axis (normal to
Astbury's " dumb-bell axis ") has been overlooked.
If this is so, then the state of affairs in a crystal

of tartaric acid can be described as follows. The
structure is not simply built up of a single space-
lattice arrangement, with the molecular axes uniting
to create the symmetry axis of the crystal, but is

constructed of a pair of molecular lattices, mutually
interpenetrating, the office of the second being to
restore the symmetry lost by a refusal of the crystal

to recognise molecular symmetry. As all the mole-
cular sj'mmetry is wasted, the Fedorov - Shearer
principle is infringed to the utmost possible limit.

The above exhausts the material at present avail-

able for any practical discussion of the symmetry
principle ; for the numerous inorganic crystals
reviewed by Shearer are evidently not put forward
as proofs, but rather as contingent illustrations of
the way in which the principle serves to limit the
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positions of the electrons in certain atoms The
conclusion must therefore be drawn that the principle
has not been established. On the other hand, I am
not disposed to attach too much weight to the evi-

dence against the principle furnished by tartaric acid
for the following reason. The object of Astbury's
investigation was to explore the connexion between
optical activity and enantiomorphism, and it was
therefore necessary to choose a substance of relatively
complicated composition. The crystals of tartaric
acid are much too involved for any effective test of
the symmetry principle. It is, for example, by no
means certain that a slight deformation of the sym-
metrical crystal molecule into an asymmetric form
could be detected by the X-ray method, and yet this

deformation would be enough to substantiate the
principle so far as tartaric acid is concerned.

It seems to me, therefore, that the whole question
is still open, and that the suitable choice of material
for an eventual test is worthy of a careful considera-
tion. Such aromatic compounds as those under
investigation for other purposes by Sir W. H. Bragg
would seem to be unsuitable, for they are so compli-
cated that the positions of the individual atoms can-
not at present be deduced from the measurements

;

consequently, the shape and symmetry of the mole-
cule have to be assumed. The compounds should
rather belong to the simplest order of molecular
structure ; a molecule containing one atom of carbon
is much better than one containing two. Hydrogen
should be avoided, as it cannot be placed by the
X-ray method. There should be as few kinds of
atom as possible, for the quantitative connexion
between atomic weight or number and reflection
intensity is, perhaps, not too well known. The
symmetry of the crystal should be beyond reproach,
and it should be part of the investigation to assure
it, since as a rule the crystallographer does not take
the necessary trouble to determine the class of
symmetry. Perhaps a suitable commencement might
be made on carbon tetrabromide, CBr,, the corre-
sponding iodide and possibly hexachloro- and hexa-
bromo-ethane (if these are not already too compli-
cated). Such compounds have the advantage that
the carbon content is almost negligible (being much
less than the average percentage of hydrogen in
organic compounds), and the X-ray effect of the
carbon atom might therefore be neglected as a first

approximation, the investigation being, as it were,
simplified to that of a solidified bromine (or iodine)
in which the halogen atoms are limited stereochemi-
cally by the insignificant carbon atom. Moreover,
the dimorphism of the tetrabromide (monoclinic at
ordinary temperatures and cubic above 49°) might
afford information on the extent to which the mole-
cular configuration changes with change of crystal
structure.

Closely related with the above compounds are
others of the same simple chemical type. Tin tetra-
iodide, SnI,, for example, might give interesting
results, since from the X-ray point of view the in-

vestigation might be regarded as that of an element
(by virtue of the approximate equality in atomic
number of tin and iodine), while from the chemical
point of view one can be quite certain it is a compound
(though whether the grouping of iodine atoms is

tetrahedral is not so well grounded as in the case of
a carbon compound). Work on such simple com-
pounds as these might possibly establish the Fedorov-
Shearer principle, and so be of assistance in the study
of more highly developed carbon compounds.

T. V. Barker.
University Museum, Oxford,

April 10.
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Martini's Equations for the Epidemiology of
Immunising Diseases.

E. Martini, in his " Berechnungen und Beobacht-
ungen zur Epidemiologic und Bekampfung der
Malaria " (Gente, Hamburg, 192 1), sets up a system of
differential equations to represent the presumptive
course of events in the development of an endemic in
which recovery is accompanied by acquired immunity.
He adopts the notation :

« = fraction of population affected with the disease,
and infective.

i = fraction of population not available for new in-
fection (immune or already affected).

(1- j) = fraction of population available for new in-
fection.

P—iraction of population newly aflected, per unit
of time.

g = fraction of affected population that ceases to be
so, per unit of time, by recovery or by death.

(«=fraction of immune population which loses
immunity or dies, per unit of time.

a=infectivity (a proportionality factor).
Martini puts the new infections', p per unit of time,

per head of population, proportional both to the
infective fraction u of the population, and also to the
fraction (1-j) of the population available for new
infection, so that /)=«<(!- i), and accordingly writes
his equations :

dti

dt

di

dt'

= att{l-i)-qu—(a~q)u-atii,

= om(1 - i) — mi =au— mi — atii.

(I)

(2)

Martini remarks that these equations cannot be
integrated in finite terms. They are of a type dis-
cussed by the writer elsewhere (American Jo'tinial of
Hygiene, Januarj' Supplement, 1923). Their solution
in series is

«=Pie(«-«)' + P2e-»"-t-Pne=<<'-«)'+Pjjje-2'"'+ ... (3)

«=Ql«<"~»*' + Q2«"""+Qu«'<"~"'+Q22«-='"'+ ... (4)

From this it is seen that :

(i) The equilibrium at the origin (« =t =0) is stable
if, and only if, a'^q. When this condition is satisfied,
the disease will die out.

(2) The solution near the origin cannot take on
oscillatory form, since (a-q) and m are necessarily
real quantities.

There is, however, another equilibrium (as pointed
out by Dr. Martini), namely, at

*' = -V^^=U.say, ... (5)

t =—^=1, say. (6)

This has a real meaning if and only if o>j, that is to
say, just in that case in which the equilibrium at the
origin is unstable ; at the same time, in the neigh-
bourhood of M=U, i = I, we have again a solution

—

(M-U)=P'^eV-|-P',eV^-P'^^(;2A,(+
. , (^j

(t-I)=QV'^''+ QV^''+QV=^''+ • . . (8)

(am^ /a*m' ] ^ 1= -i(-7±S^-^-4(«-9)'»). . (9)

where

We need here give no further consideration to the
case a<q, since the second equilibrium has no real
existence in this case, and the first equilibrum was
found to be stable, the disease dying out.
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In the other alternative, namely, a-^q, we have two
cases to distinguish ;

(I) a-(7 <— J.

In this case \ and \^ are both real and negative. The
equilibrium at U, I is stable, the disease will become
definitely established, if once started. The approach
to equilibrium is aperiodic, asymptotic.

(2) {a-q)
a-m
4?" ^a\ a/

In this case X, and X, are complex, with negative real

parts. The equilibrium at U, I is still stable, but will

be approached by a periodic process of damped oscilla-

tions.

It may be remarked that a solution can still be
given if the coefficients a, tn, q, which have here been
treated as constants, are regarded as periodic or even
as general functions of the time. However, the
numerical evaluation of the coefficients appearing in

the solution then becomes very onerous. It will

suffice, on this point, to refer to the pertinent mathe-
matical literature, as, for example, Picard, " Traite
d'Analyse," 1908, vol. 3, pp. 187, 188, 194, 197 ;

Goursat, " Traite d'Analyse," vol. 2, 1918, pp. 482,

498.
Alfred J. Lotka.

Johns Hopkins University.

The Cause of Anticyclones.

If space permits, I should like to reply to one or
two points in the letter contributed by Mr. W. H.
Dines to Nature of April 14, p. 495.

(i) In the first place, when one is dealing with
two different sorts of air, probably of unequal fre-

quency of occurrence, it appears to me to be unsafe
to depend very greatly on comparison with mean
values derived from all cases considered en masse.
Has not the Bjerknes theory been elaborated as the
result of an attempt to deal with the problem of
atmospheric circulation on the assumption that dis-

continuities might exist, and that therefore—as other
methods would probably fail to reveal them—only
close study of individual cases could hope to succeed ?

Apart from this, Mr. Dines deals with departure
of temperature from the mean for the height and
date. In the paper (y.J.R. Met. Soc, Jan. 1923)
to which reference was made in my earlier letter

(Nature of March 31, p. 429) temperature is dealt
with throughout in relation to given isobaric surfaces.
This seemed particularly desirable in the case of
polar air, for a mass of such air, leaving polar regions
with high velocity and low barometric pressure,
may ^eventually find itself, with much reduced
velocity and with a pressure increased by some
20 to 30 millibars, forming the surface layers of an
anticyclone in temperate regions. The correspond-
ing adiabatic increase of temperature (communica-
tion of heat from warmer seas, etc., being left out of

account as being more or less common to all polar
air moving southward) would be 3° to 5° F., or
enough to bring the temperature at a fixed height

up to about the mean temperature for that height.
If the fifty-two cases of anticyclones referred to by
Mi. Dines are considered from the point of view of

normal temperature for a given pressure it will be
evident that about half must be of polar air up to
I km., and I think this is about as large a proportion
as I should claim for that level. Rather more than
one-fifth would then be polar up to 3 km., and so on.

(2) The question in regard to humidity is very
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complex ; but I have always taken exception to
the view that humidity (either relative or absolute)
would be of much value in distinguishing between
polar and equatorial air apart, that is, from its value
for locating the discontinuity. In particular, polar
air, in its passage over warmer seas, should have
its humidity at all heights affected quite as greatly

as its temperature. Equatorial air, on the other
hand, is being cooled in its surface layers in the
course of its northward journey, and the cooling
effect does not tend to be propagated upward to any
comparable e.xtent ; such factors as are at work
within equatorial air tend rather to rob it of its

water vapour without renewing the supply.
I do not, therefore, consider that where polar air

lies under equatorial air the inversion of tempera-
ture need necessarily be associated with any particular
peculiarity as to relative humidity. At the same time,
the conspicuous decrease of relative humidity is well
known and appears to be common, at least to all

in\-ersions in anticyclones. It may, therefore, be a
natural sequel to the inversion itself, and I offer an
explanation which seems to me not altogether im-
possible. It is that the inversion of temperature
once formed acts as a non-return valve to moisture
(in the same way that it almost certainly does to
dust and haze in the atmosphere), and that very soon
the " convectional lid " accumulates a concentration
of water vapour just beneath it ; the layer of air

just above, on the other hand, succeeds in passing
on upward or allowing to drop below the greater
part of both its dust and its moisture while re-

plenishment of these from below has ceased.
A. H. R. GoLDiE.

Wimbledon, S.W.19,
April 26.

The reply of Mr. W. H. Dines, in Nature, April 14,

p. 495, to Major Goldie's letter, brings out very
convincingly the peculiar fact that the temperature
conditions of the troposphere, both in cyclones and
anticyclones, are such as would rather obliterate
than maintain them. Indeed, when we consider the
problem of pressure distribution, we find that the
conditions are generally exactly the reverse of those
required by the ordinary accepted theory, except in

latitudes within the tropics of Capricorn and Cancer.
We are thus faced with a very striking theoretical
difficulty ; for the winds of the earth do not appear,
in the main, to derive their force and direction from
the temperature conditions at or near the earth's
surface.

One of the most marked effects of surface tempera-
ture on the pressure distribution, other than the
phenomena of the trade winds, is the fact that
along the high - pressure belts of the tropics the
pressure is greatest over the cold land masses during
the winter and lowest over the heated land masses
during the summer. Another clear effect of surface
temperature is the fact that the North Pacific cyclone
and the North Atlantic cyclone (the eyes of the
North Polar cyclone) are more powerful during the
summer than they are during the winter. However,
we have to set against these considerations the
striking facts that throughout the year the great
low-pressure areas are over the frigid poles, which
are not even exposed to the sun's rays during the
winter, and that the high-pressure belts are near the
tropics of Cancer and Capricorn, and cover the
intensely-heated desert lands of the continents. To
surface temperatures, on the other hand, must be
ascribed the great seasonal changes of pressure
and temperature which occur over the elevated
areas of Asia.
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When considering the theory of anticyclones and
cyclones, it is better to pay attention to the great

i

permanent features shown by the distribution of
atmospheric pressure over the earth's surface. It

is to these that the prevalent winds of the atmo-
sphere are due. Small travelling cyclones are of

' ourse interesting; and, strange to say, they show
the same peculiarities of pressure and temperature
distribution as do the much larger permanent cyclones,
liverv'thing points to the conclusion that there is

some other force at work more potent than the
temperature conditions in the troposphere ; and I

have suggested that this force arises from differences
of temperature in the upper stratosphere.

It is true that many registering balloon ascents
show an isothermal condition in the lower strato-
sphere ; but others show <|uite a rapid rise of tempera-
ture with increasing height. A study of these curves
led me to conclude that at a height of 60 km. the
temperature approaches very nearly that of the
earth's surface. That such is the case a study of
meteoric phenomena has demonstrated. Now if' the
distribution of temperature near the limits of the
upper atmosphere varied with the latitude, the
jiressure distribution at the earth's surface would be
affected. It seemed natural to suppose that such
heating would be greater over the equatorial than
the polar regions ; but if this were so, the low-
pressure areas would be in low latitudes and the
high-pressure areas in high latitudes ; which is not
the case.

The above considerations suggested that the upper
atmosphere must be hotter over the poles than it

I
is over the equator ; for, if such were the case, all

our difficulties in trj'ing to account for the pressure
distribution and directions of the winds would vanish.
However, there are several peculiar phenomena of
the polar areas, such as the aurora borealis, which
require explanation as well. This is a matter which
cannot be adequately discussed in a short letter

;

but it is probably due to the deflexion of electrons,
etc. (shot out by the sun), towards the polar areas
by the earth's magnetic field.

It has been objected that my theory necessitates
vertical currents in the stratosphere, which the
temperature conditions would not permit. The
actual temperature conditions would certainly retard

I

the equalisation of pressure by vertical movements
, in the stratosphere, and this would cause it to take

place mainly in the troposphere. It may be that it

is this that makes it appear as though the force
maintaining cyclones resided at the upper surface of
the troposphere, as Mr. VV. H. Dines points out in
one of his papers. Indeed, the inrush due to the
friction of the air with the earth's surface in a cyclone
would lead to an outrush at the top of the troposphere.

It is admitted that there are difficulties in the
theory which remain to be explained ; but they seem
less than those met with when other theories are
considered. R. M. Deeley.

Tintagil, Kew Gardens Road,
Kew, Surrey.

Physical Literature on the Continent.

DuRi.N'G the last few years it has become increas-
ingly difficult for the universities of Central Europe
to procure the scientific journals of other countries,
in consequence of the calamitous depreciation of
German and Austrian currencies. Such a state of
things acts as a deterrent to scientific advancement
in that the knowledge of work done outside only
slowly and imperfectly permeates into these countries
through indirect channels. Quite recently I have had
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two letters from continental physicists in reference to
this matter, and I am anxious to bring the facts to the
notice of the readers of N.\ture, in the hope that
something may be done to remove to some extent the
difficulty which at present exists.

Prof. Benndorf, of the Physical Institute of the
University of Gra/, .Austria, informs me that the last

number of the Philosophical Magazine available in

that city is that of July 1914. In view of the expense,
it has been quite impossible for them to procure back
numbers of this and other English scientific journals,
or to maintain them at present, as will be realised
from the fact that the equivalent in our money of the
annual grant to the Physical Institute of that Univer-
sity amounts only to 23s. The unsatisfactoriness of
such conditions is obvious.
As it is not difficult in the libraries of most of our

university towns to procure at least one copy of the
Philosophical Magazine, it has occurred to me that
perhaps some reader of Nature might be prepared
to assist the Graz Physical Institute, by handing over
his copy of the Philosophical Magazine to that institu-
tion say at the end of each month of issue. Such a
donation would be most acceptable, and the donor may
be sure of the sincere gratitude of the recipients, some
of them well known in physics, such as Benndorf,
Kohlrausch, and Hess.
The second letter has reference to the Physical

Institute of the University of Berlin, which, for like

financial reasons, is no longer in a position to
purchase the PhilosophicalMagazine. Several members
of this Institute, including Prof. Pringsheim, Dr.
Hettner, and Dr. Laski, have suggested to me the
possibility of surmounting the difficulty by an ex-
change of periodicals such as has already been arranged
with America. They propose an exchange of the
Philosophical Magazine as issued for either the /Ceit-

schrift fiir Physik, Die Naturwissenschaften, or some
other journal to be arranged upon.

If any reader of Nature feels disposed to assist in
respect of either of the above suggestions, I shall be
glad if he will acquaint me of the fact, so that I may
put him in touch with the Institutes referred to.

Robert W. Lawson.
The University, Sheffield,

April 18.

Chloroplasts and Cells.

In an interesting account of studies with the
variegated variety of the fern Adianlum cuneatum in

the March issue of the Journal of Genetics, Miss Irma
Andersson shows that the prothallia all sooner or later
develop whitish stripes in which the chloroplasts are
pale green and only half the size of the chloroplasts
in the surrounding green cells. There are no inter-

mediates, nor does any cell contain chloroplasts of
both types. The purpose of this note is to direct
attention to certain facts which appear to have a
bearing on this sharp segregation occurring in gameto-
phyte tissue.

There is evidence from several sources that the size

of the chloroplasts in a cell is controlled and deter-
mined by the size of the cell, or, at any rate, that
whatever determines the one also controls the other.
Thus in tetraploid forms of Solanum nigrum and
tomato produced by grafting, Winkler (Zeitsch. f.
Bot., 8:417-531, 1916) has shown that the chloro-
plasts and starch grains as well as the cells and nuclei
are approximately twice their normal size. Similarly,
in the tetraploid (Enothera gigas it has long been known
(Gates, Arch. /. Zcllforsch. 3 : 525-552, 1909) that
the cells and nuclei are conspicuously larger than in

the parent form, and van Overeem has shown recently
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(Beih. z. hot. Cenllbl. 39 : 19, 1922) that the same
appUes to the chloroplasts and to the xanthophyll
grains in the petals. Also in the experiments of
Bottomley (Proc. Roy. See. B, 89 : 481-507, 1917),
on the eiiect of auximones in stimulating the growth
of Lemna, his figures show (see pi. 22) that not only
the cells and nuclei but also the chloroplasts are
conspicuously increased in size.

In (Enothera gigas the gigantism of these structures
is inherited, while in the Lemna experiments pre-
sumably it was not. Incidentally, this is an example
of the same character being inherited in one case and
not in another. But in its bearing on the fern chloro-
plasts it is interesting as showing how the cell as a
whole controls the characters of its contained chloro-
plasts. The abrupt change from large dark to small
pale chloroplasts in the fern prothallia seems to be of
the nature of an " all or none " reaction in the
genesis of the cell.

That such abrupt transitions do not always occur,
however, is shown by certain striped varieties of

maize (Randolph, Bot. Gazette, 73 1337, 1922) in which
there is a transition zone where the cells contain
plastids of -many intermediate sizes and depths of
colour even within a single cell.

R. RuGGLEs Gates.
King's College, Strand,

London, W.C.2,
April 18.

Nightingale in Uganda.

Ornithologists may be interested to know that
in March, when in camp in the part of the Northern
Province of Uganda known as West Madi, on two
successive mornings I heard a nightingale singing
vigorously about 8-9 a.m. : the bird did not commence
at daybreak, nor did he sing at night.

From the unlinished character of the song, and the
lack of fulness and richness of the notes, I suspected
that the individual was a young bird which had not
yet fully developed his powers.
My attention was attracted on March 13, the day

I reached the camp, about 8.30 a.m., by the familiar
sound, so different from that of any African bird of

the locality : unfortunately, I could not see the bird
in the thick bush. The spot was just such as would
have been chosen by a nightingale in England : a
large clump of big trees with underbush like a small
copse.
The camp was Moyo, about twenty miles west of

the Nile and some ten miles south of the Uganda-
Sudan frontier.

I should be glad to know whether nightingales are
often heard to sing south of the Sahara. I imagine
that this bird was perhaps making its way northwards
from its winter quarters.

G. D. Hale Carpenter.
Uganda Medical Service, Khartoum,

April 23.

Photography of Balmer Series Lines of High
Frequency.

I have recently performed a simple experiment
with the luminous discharge through hydrogen,
which has given results of some interest.

As is well known, it is difficult in the laboratory
to photograph more than the first few members of

the Balmer series, although higher members are well

developed in the stars and nebulae.
Prof. R. W. Wood has shown recently that fifteen

or twenty of the Balmer lines can be photographed
in a specially constructed tube running under very
particular conditions, but I \ have found that an
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easy way of securing what appear to be similar

results is merely to evacuate the hydrogen tube to

a \'ery low point, and then to cause the discharge to
pass by the use of a glowing cathode.

LTnder these conditions, the Balmer series is

brightened relatively to the secondary series ; more-
over, the brightness of the higher frequency lines is

enhanced.
The experiment is clearly suggested by the atomic

model of Bohr.
I hope to publish a detailed account of the investi-

gation shortly, as I am not aware of any previous
experimental work along these particular lines.

R. Whiddington.
The University, Leeds,

April 21.

Mechanism of the Cochlea.

I THINK it is evident that Prof. H. E. Roaf (Nature,
April 14, p. 498) and I approach the problem of the
action of the cochlea from different aspects. He
says :

" A variation in pressure applied to the fenestra
ovalis. if it is to cause a movement of the basilar

membrane, must cause movement of the liquids in

the cochlea." Most writers on the cochlea have
started with this assumption, which is fundamental
for the theories of Wrightson, Lehmann, Meyer,
ter Kuile, and Hurst. But it is not possible to
explain in this manner the fact that sounds can be
conducted through the bones of the skull, and analysed
in the cochlea in the same way as air-borne sounds.
The bone-conducted sounds must be conveyed
through the cochlea fluids to the basUar membrane
as waves of condensation and rarefaction in the
fluid. The impulses thus given to the basilar

membrane must set swinging the sector of the basilar

membrane in tune with their frequency. It is

impossible for the sector to move without setting in

movement the fluid columns between the sector and
the round and oval windows which constitute its
" load." Thus, the movement of the cochlea fluid

originates at the basilar membrane . This phenomenon
of bone conduction is illustrated quite clearly in my
model, which gives localised responses at the same
levels whether the tuning-fork is applied to the
stapes or to the front or back of the brass case.

There is no reason to suppose that the case is

different for air-borne sounds. We can state positively

that the waves of sound do produce alternating

pressure changes in the cochlea fluid, but we cannot
be certain that any movement of the cochlea fluid

results from these pressure changes until one or
more of the sectors of the basilar membrane is set

swinging.
Regarding the action of the cochlea entirely as a

resonance manifestation, fluid friction counts only
as a damping factor. It has important bearing on
sharpness of resonance and persistence of vibration,

but its magnitude is very difficult to estimate.

I am afraid I do not quite follow Prof. Roaf's
suggestion as to the spiral ligament. He says " the
greater bulk of the spiral ligament [in the basal coil]

may be merely to resist a greater strain." Does he
mean bending strain or breaking strain ? If the
former, the only way in which it could so act would
be by producing increased tension, as I (following

Gray) have supposed. If the latter, the breaking
strain of the basilar membrane would be determined
by the strength of its weakest part. However
strong the spiral ligament might be, it could not
prevent the basilar membrane being torn if excessive

force were applied to it. George Wilkinson.
387 Glossop Road, Sheffield.
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Breeding Experiments on the Inheritance of Acquired Characters.'

By Dr. Paul Kammkrer, University of Vienna.

\LMOST a quarter of a century has passed since

I commenced to examine the inheritance of

rertain breeding- and colour-adaptations which I had
'l>tained with amphibia and reptiles. I did not

expect, in relatively so short a time, to obtain positive

results, and, moreover, I was then well under the spell

of Weismannism and Mendelism, which both agree that

omatic characters are not inherited.

In the year 1909 I succeeded in ascertaining that

Salamandra alra and Salamandra maculosa can be so

bred as to produce a complete and hereditary inter-

change (of reproductive characters). The fact that

Salamandra atra, which propagates itself in a highly

differentiated manner, can be made to propagate itself

in the manner of Salamandra maculosa need not

necessarily be regarded as the acquisition of a new
character, but may be an atavism. Since, however,

the breeding habits of Salamandra maculosa can be

changed to those of Salamandra atra, this objection

is (in this case) excluded. I have hitherto always

believed that no true inheritance underlay this pheno-

menon, but only the appearance of heredity (Schein-

vererbung)—the external conditions applied (such as

moisture) affect the germ plasm in the direct physical

and not primarily physiological manner.
In view of my researches on the change of colour in

Salamandra maculosa I could no longer entertain this

belief. If the young animals are kept on a black back-

ground they lose much of their yellow marking and, after

some years, appear mainly black. The offspring of

these, if kept again in black surroundings, bear a row
of small spots, chiefly in the middle line of the back.

If the offspring, howe\er, unlike their parents, are

reared on a yellow background, these spots fuse to a

band.

The yellow markings of the parent generation reared

in yellow surroundings increase at the expense of the

black colour of the Salamandra. If now the descendants

of such strongly yellow individuals be kept on a yellow

background, the yellow portions grow and appear as

wide bilateral stripes. Descendants, however, which,

unlike their parents, are now kept on a black back-

ground have less yellow, but proportionately far more
than the background produces in the offspring of

parents raised in black surroundings. The yellow

markings are arranged symmetrically in rows of spots

on both sides of the body.

It could now be sa d that the diminution of that

colour which in the parents has become increased

exhibited the nature of a non-inheritance. The ac-

quired colour does not remain constant but diminishes.

Ultimately, the grandchildren would have regained the

same colour distribution as that of the initial parents.

Therefore it could be argued we have merely an ajter-

effect and not inheritance.

Against this view, however, we have to consider

several points, (i) Young Salamandra kept on a

'lack background, and reared from parents which had
aot been kept in yellow surroundings, become blacker

in a much shorter time than those (on a black back-

' Lecture delivered before the Cambridge Natural History Society on
Apnl 30.
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ground) which had been reared from parents kept

in yellow surroundings. (2) The descendants in my
experiments are not merely placed in intermediate con-

ditions (for example, a mixture of yellow and black

backgrounds), as was done in most other breeding

experiments on the inheritance of acquired characters—

for example, those of Standfuss and Fischer on butter-

flies and of Sumner on mice. But the descendants are

placed in opposite conditions : strongly yellow Sala-

mandra are placed on a black background, and vice

versa. Each tendency must be neutralised by the

opposing stimulus ; it cannot be thought that living

matter behaves in this respect differently from non-

living matter. (3) The yellow colour of the Sala-

mandra, which descends from parents which have

become very yellow, has at first a tendency to increase

in spite of the opposing effect of black surroundings.

The rows of spots of the freshly metamorphosed animals

tend to fuse into stripes, just as in the case of animals

brought up on a yellow background. Only later these

stripes break up into spots again.

Curt Herbst, in 1919, reproached me by saying that I

did not mention the augmentation of yellow pigment

on a black background, and vice versa. It can be seen

from my slides, which I have already shown in 1909 to

the Congress of German Naturalists in Salzburg, and
in 1910 to the International Zoological Congress in

Graz, that I have made this augmentation clear. I

have always emphasised this phenomenon of inherit-

ance, which Ilerbst did not recognise as such.

Finally, we must not neglect how I have selected my
material. For the experiments on a black background

I used Salamandra which were richly marked with

yellow ; for those on a yellow background, Salamandra

which were least marked with yellow. I used, there-

fore, a negative—or contra—selection to exclude the

objection that I was using animals specially suitable

for the colour changes which they had to undergo. I

had, indeed, to contend with the fact that my animals

were specially unsuitable for the experiments. Those

which would have to change their colour to black were

apparently burdened with a tendency to yellow,

while the others which would have to produce a yellow

race would have to contend against an opposing in-

heritance influence.

In the Vienna woods, where I had myself collected

my experimental material, there were only asymmetric-

ally spo.ted Salamandra (forma typica). My breeding

experiments had changed the spotted Salamandra into

the striped form. The striped race (forma taeniata)

occurs also in the open ; it is true, not in Vienna, but

in districts where the earth is coloured yellow or

yellowish red. In the experiments which I am about to

describe I used Salamandra from the Harz Mountains,

and it was found that the young of these (as in the

experiment) immediately after metamorphosis already

possessed their taeniata markings. In another case,

that of Salamandra originating from the surroundings

of Heidelberg, the freshly metamorphosed young were

irregularly spotted, as mforma typica, and only arranged

their markings during their growth into taeniata. Curt

Herbst has noticed this ontogenetic recapitulation,

T 2
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and has therefore unwittingly confirmed my breeding

experiments. The development of typica into taeniata

is reversible, for it also happens that/o>-/«a taeniata will

change back to forma typica. Mr. E. G. Boulenger has

confirmed this in experimental animals which he kept

in the larval condition on colour backgrounds. He
obtained in this way results far more beautiful and

significant than my own.

At the end of the experiments, then, I have two

types of striped Salamandra : first, the Salamandra

which are found in Nature ; and, secondly, those which

have been bred in the laboratory from spotted parents.

The former is an anciently established natural race, the

latter a " new " laboratory race, and both of these

are externally identical. I used both types for inter-

crossing and inter-transplantation and also to complete

my transmutation experiments.

If spotted Salamandra be crossed with naturally

striped Salamandra, the offspring are of either one race

character or the other in the Mendelian fashion.

Spottedness is dominant over stripedness. If one

crosses naturally spotted Salamandra with experi-

mentally striped Salamandra the hybrids are of an

intermediate character (stripe-spottedness) and Men-

delian segregation does not occur. The hybrid indicates

therefore a difference between " old " and " new "

characters, even though it happens that externally both

are identical. DoubJess both are heritable, but only

the long - established race characteristic obeys the

Mendelian laws. The new characteristic does not

exhibit any atavistic tendency toward the grandparent

race. These facts acquire a special interest when we

recall that the vast majority of Mendelian experiments

has been done on long-established race characters.

These old and new characteristics can be distinguished,

not only by means of crossing-experiments, but also

by means of experiments on ovarian transplantation.

If ovaries of spotted females are transplanted into the

naturally striped ones, then the appearance of the

young is determined by the origin of the ovaries

—

according to the true mother and not according to

the foster-mother. They are always irregularly

spotted. If, on the other hand, ovaries of spotted

females are transplanted into artificially striped ones,

then, if the father is spotted, the young are line-spotted ;

if the father is striped, the young are wholly striped.

The ovary of the spotted female brings into the body

of the naturally striped foster-mother only its own

hereditary properties as effective in fertilisation. In

the body of an artificially striped foster-mother this

same ovary behaves as if it had been derived from the

body of a striped female and as if the eggs of the

striped female had been used in the crossings.

The objection cannot be raised that the operation

was not thorough—that portions of the original

ovaries may have been left behind in the foster-mother,

as in Guthrie's experiments on fowls, which were after-

wards tested by Davenport and found to be merely

cases of regeneration of the original ovaries. Thanks

to its enclosing membrane, the ovary of the Salamandra

can be removed from the surroundmg tissue as a whole.

It is impossible that any remnants could have been

left behind and that the descendants were derived from

these remnants regenerated.

These experiments on ovarian transplantation first
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led me to consider the possibility of the true inheritance

of somatic characters. This conception of mine was

supported by the experiments of Secerov, who, to

begin with, had obtained analogous changes in Sala-

mandra maculosa (forma taeniata) by influencing the

larvae. Secondly, Secerov had measured the amount
of light which was able to penetrate the interior of the

body of the Salamandra. Only one-sixth of one per

cent, of the outer light reached the ovaries, and the

colours of the surroundings were reduced by absorption

by the skin. It is improbable, therefore, that there

could have been any direct colour influence on the

cells of the ovary and a colour-adaptation by " parallel

induction." After considering this, together with the

results of transplantation, only one plausible hypothesis

remains, namely, that the colour changes become
inherited by a " somatic induction "

; by a process

similar to, if by no means the same as, that which

Charles Darwin had already imagined in his theory of

Pangenesis and Cunningham and Hatschek brought

forward later on to explain the phenomena of heredity.

The different reactions of old and new, inherited

and acquired, characters in transplantation and cross-

ing, I have tried to make intelligible by an analogy,

I must confess, provisional and crude. A new piece

of clothing irritates, but this irritation diminishes the

longer the clothing is worn, and it ultimately disappears.

Likewise, there is a morphological irritation from each

part of the body, and this diminishes in the same way.

When there have been recent changes the irritation

is stronger. Under suitable conditions of duration

and intensity the irritation penetrates to the germ
plasma. There it renders permanent a potentiality

for repetition of the actual change which brought it

into play. In a new character, as time goes on, the

morphological irritation diminishes. Its germ-plasmic

induction is no longer effective. It now belongs to

the past. For the present it is no longer necessary,

because without it the corresponding tendency is fixed

in the germ cells. The inductive dependence is a rela-

tion existing between the germ plasm and only new'ly

acquired characters. Between germ plasm and old

characters, the morphological irritation of which has

by use long since disappeared, there exists a complete

independence as demanded by Weismann's theory

and proved by Mendel's experiments.

I will now touch briefly on further results of my
experiments, though these now deal not with in-

heritance but with changes induced on one generation.

Since it is just these experiments which are cited as

evidence against the inheritance of acquired characters,

it will not be out of place to give a brief refutation

of this, as I think, mistaken interpretation. I have

succeeded in developing the rudimentary visual organ

of Proteus unto a full-sized functioning eye by red

illumination to which the animals were exposed for

five years from birth. The degeneration of the eyes

in cave-dwelling animals, according to the other view,

cannot be made hereditary. It is only a non-hereditan,'

modification, a mere environmental change. Other-

wise it would be impossible, by exposure to light for

a single generation, to undo what life in darkness for

so many generations had produced.

What contradicts this view is that exposure to

ordinary daylight is not effective. In daylight the
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skin which covers the rudimentar>' eye is filled with
a dark pigment. This considerable but by no means
complete absorption of light due to the pigment is

sufficient to arrest the development of the eye, so

that the normal degeneration occurs. Red light,

however, causes no pigmentation in the skin, and only
under the influence of this chemically inactive light

is the regression overcome.

The misinterpretation of these data allows me to

make a further general observation. In order to

prove completely that acquired characters are in-

herited we must produce at least one alteration of an
inborn property. But if we only recognise those

properties as hereditari- which are unchangeable,

then we have jrom the very outset excluded all herit-

able transformations, and at the same time rendered
useless any investigations of the matter. If that

which changes cannot be hereditar\-, and if that which
IS hereditary cannot change, we can only predict the

immutability of species and therewith dogmatically
leave on one side, not only the inheritance of acquired

characters, but also the whole theory of evolution.

All existing objections, which rendered insoluble

the inheritance of acquired characters, apply also

to my breeding experiments on Alytes, and I myself
would not have attached any special significance to this

were it not that it is a result of just these experiments
which has aroused the keenest interest in England

—

the development of a nuptial pad in the male Al\-tes.

In male frogs, which pass their mating-time in water,

there appears before mating, usually on the inner

fingers, a rough, horny, glandular, dark-coloured pad.

On the other hand, in Alytes, which mate on land,

no trace of such a pad is to be seen. Yet it can be

made u) appear after several generations by compelling

the Alytes to mate in water, like other European frogs

and toads. This compulsion is brought about by
raising the temperature, under which condition the

mating animals stay longer in the water than usual,

for if they did not do so they would run the risk of

being dried up. Later in life compulsion becomes
unnecessary. The stimulus of warmth produces an
association through which henceforward the Alytes

take to the water of their own accord when they wish
to mate.

Of the many changes which gradually appear in

this wa\er breed during the various stages of develop-

ment—egg, larva, and the metamorphosed animal,

young and old—I will describe only one, the above-
mentioned nuptial pad of the male. At first it is

ronfined to the innermost fingers, but in subsequent
lireeding seasons it ex; ends to the other fingers, to

the balls of the thumb, even to the underside of the
lower arm. After spreading, it exhibits an unexpected
variability, both in the same individual and between
one individual and anoiher. The variability in the

.same individual is shown by the characters altering

from year to year and in the absence of symmetry
between the right hand and the left. In one specimen
the dark pad extended to all the other fingers and
almost over the whole of the left hand. On the

right hand it was never so marked, and it was even less

developed later, because the skin was stripped from
this hand in the living animal for the purpose of

histological investigation. The present skin and pad
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formation next to the inner finger is to be ascribed
to regeneration in the mating season which followed.

Microscopical preparations show the difference between
the thumb skins of the mating male Alytes in the
control breed and the padded skins of the water
breed. The skin on the thumb of the normal male
is subject likewise to an annual change in thickness.

Ah-tes has already in its natural state a tendency
to pad formation, and therefore does not display such
a striking novelty as microscopic observation would
lead one to think.

The great variability and extent of the pad, which
can be produced by cultivation, and its independence
of the testes, as castration experiments show, render
the hypothesis possible, that what we are dealing with
is an artificial creation of a new function. On the*
other hand, the Alytes pad can be interpreted as an
atavism; or again, since the tendency was already
there, one can quite well deny that the character has
been acquired. Further, the influence of the heat
responsible for the change penetrates the whole body
of the cold-blooded animal and may therefore pene-
trate to the germ plasm in a purely physical manner.
It is true that when four generations have altered

in a similar manner, even after the stimulus has been
removed, it is not very plausible that parallel induc-
tion should be the cause, and the subsequent appear-
ances a mere after-effect. But as the atavism objection
can always be raised, it is not very clear to me why
just this experiment (with Alj'tes) is so often looked
upon as an experimentum cruets. In my opinion it

is by no means a conclusive proof of the inheritance

of acquired characters.

Not content with any of the previous experiments,
I carried out, before 1914, what may really be an experi-

mentum cruets. I ha\-e written a few words on it

in my " Allgemeine Biologic." There has been no
detailed publication as yet. The subject is the

Ascidian, Ciona intestinalis. If one cuts off the two
siphons (inhalent and exhalent tubes), they grow again
and become somewhat larger than they were previously.

Repeated amputations on each individual specimen
give finally ver)- long tubes in which the successive

new growths produce a jointed appearance of the

siphons. The offspring of these individuals have also

siphons longer than usual, but the jointed appearance
has now been smoothed out. When nodes are to be
observed, they are due not to the operation but to

interruptions in the period of growth, just as in the
winter formation of rings in trees. That is to say,

the particular character of the regeneration is not

transferred to the progeny, but a locally increased

intensity of growth is transferred. In unretouched
photographs of two young Ciona attached by their

stolons to the scratched glass of an aquarium, the upper
specimen is clearly seen to be contracted ; the lower

is at rest and shows its monstrously long siphons in

full extension. They were already there at birth,

for it was bred from parents the siphons of which
had become elongated by repeated amputation and
growth.

In those animals with artificially lengthened siphons

we can, furthermore, combine with the amputation
at the front end another amputation at the hinder

end. At the hinder end—in the coils of the intestine
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—lies the generative organ, an hermaphrodite gland.

We remove the whole of this part of the body and

leave the front part to regenerate and to reproduce

a new generative organ ; that is, new germ plasm is

formed from somatic tissue. It has been established

already in several species of animals and plants that

Weismann's " continuity of germ plasm " is not

obligatory but, at most, a facultative continuity. The
long-siphon Ascidians with regenerated germ plasm

give birth to progeny also long-siphoned. In this

way the most familiar objection brought against the

inheritance of acquired characters—the claim that

there is a direct influence on the germ plasm—is, I

think, definitely removed. The local character of the

operation in cutting off the siphons renders this chief

objection almost inapplicable. We might, however,

still argue that physical influence still obtains ; that

while I am cutting the siphons at the head, a direct

physical reaction is taking place on the germ plasm.

In this case there would already be established that

tendency which would give rise to an apparent in-

heritance in the progeny.

But now we cut away all the generative organ, with

all its germ cells and its active and latent tendencies.

We await the growth of a new generative organ.

The regeneration takes place at a time when there

are no further disturbances influencing the body.

Nevertheless, the growth to which it gives rise is still

affected. The change therefor^ cannot ha\e been

lying preformed in the original germ plasm. It can

have come ultimately from nowhere but from the

changed body.

The present circumstances are scarcely favourable

for the furtherance of these researches in heredity

in my impoverished countr}'. During the War experi-

mental animals, the pedigrees of which were known
and had been followed for the previous fifteen years,

were lost. I am no longer young enough to repeat

for another fifteen years or more the experiments,

with the results of which I have been long familiar,

before I attempt to break new ground. The neces-

sities of life have almost compelled me to abandon all

hope of pursuing ever again my proper work—the

work of experimental research. I hope and wish with

all my heart that this hospitable land may offer oppor-

tunity to many workers to test what has already been

achieved and to bring to a satisfactorj' conclusion what
has been begun.

The Earth's Electric and Magnetic Fields.^

By Prof. W. F. G. Swann, University of Minnesota.

1.

QUITE apart from those more spectacular mani-

festations of atmospheric electric phenomena
associated with the thunderstorm, we have to recognise

the following facts, as pertaining to the ordinary quiet

day :

(i) The earth is charged negatively to such an

extent as to give rise to a vertical potential gradient

which amounts to about 150 volts per metre at the

surface of the earth, and goes through fairly regular

variations throughout the day and throughout the

year, variations amounting to 50 per cent, or more of

its total value.

(2) The potential gradient diminishes with altitude

until its value at 10 kilometres is practically negligible

compared with that at the earth's surface, a result

which is brought about by the existence, in the atmo-

sphere, of a positive charge, the total amount of which

below the altitude 10 kilometres is practically equal to

the negative charge on the earth's surface.

(3) The atmosphere is a conductor of electricity.

The conductivity near the earth's surface is so small

that a column of the air one inch long offers as much
resistance to the flow of the electric current as would a

copper cable of equal cross section extending to the

star Arcturus and back twenty times over.

(4) In spite of the smallness of the conductivity of

the atmosphere at the earth's surface, its amount is

nevertheless sufficient to ensure that 90 per cent, of the

earth's charge would disappear in ten minutes if there

were no means of replenishing the loss.

(5) The conductivity increases with altitude at such

a rate that its value at an altitude of 10 kilometres is

' Portion? of a lecture on *' Unsolved Problems of Cosmical Physics,"
delivered before the Franklin Institute on December 20, and published in full

in the Journal of the Franklin Institute.
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about fifty times that at the earth's surface, and there

is indirect evidence to substantiate the belief that at

altitudes of the order of loo kilometres it may attain a

value more than 10*1 times that at the earth's surface.

Such a conductivity would cause the upper atmo-
sphere to act, practical!}-, as a perfect conductor in

its relation to phenomena in the lower atmosphere,

(6) There is some evidence for and some against the

view that our atmosphere is traversed by a radiation

of cosmical origin, and of penetrating power ten times,

or more, that of the gamma rays of radium,

A potent factor contributing to the conductivity of

the atmosphere is the radioactive material in the air

and soil. There are, on the average, about 1-5 mole-

cules of radium emanation per c.c. of the atmosphere
over land, yet this small amount is sufficient to contri-

bute ven,' appreciably to the ionisation there. On the

basis of the known amounts of radium and thorium

emanations in the atmosphere, and of radioactive

materials in the soil, we could account fairly well for

the ionisation of the lower atmosphere. The con-

ductivity of the air over the great oceans is, however,

practically as great as it is over land, and is very much
greater than can be accounted for by the radioactive

materials, which are negligible in amount in the ocean

and in the air over it. The assumption of a penetrating

radiation would provide a cause for the ionisation

known to exist over the sea. If, however, we are un-

willing to admit the existence of such a radiation, the

ionisation over the ocean remains to some extent a

mystery, and may have to be attributed to a small

spontaneous ionisation of the gas.

The great problem of atmospheric electricity is, of

course, the explanation of the maintenance of the

earth's charge. The replenishment to be accounted

for is small, amounting to only 1000 amperes for the
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whole earth. As regards the positive charge in the

atmosphere, tliere is little ditTiculty provided that we
can account for the maintenance of the negative charge

on the earth. For, even though a theory which accounted

for the latter did not immediately imply the former,

the known fact of the increase of atmospheric con-

ductivity with altitude, combined with the law of

continuity of flow of the electric current, would be

sufficient to bring the positi\'e charge into e\-idence.

One of the earliest theories of the earth's charge is due

to C. T. R. Wilson, who supposed that the atmospheric

ions would serve as nuclei for the precipitation of rain,

and that the drops would form more readily upon the

negative than upon the positive ions, with the result

that rain would be, on the whole, negatively charged,

and would thus constitute the replenishment of the loss

by conduction. The difficulty confronting this theory

lies in the fact that the conditions necessary for the

precipitation of rain on ions to form drops of appreci-

able size, do not readily occur in the atmosphere, and

in the still more potent fact that, so far as measure-

ments go, 90 per cent, of the rain which falls is posi-

tively charged. Thus, while rainfall may constitute

a factor in the replenishment of the earth's charge, it

is not one which operates in the right direction to serve

as the sole cause.

Another theory of replenishment, depending ulti-

mately upon gravity for the separation of the charges

in opposition to the electric field, is that due to Ebert.

It constitutes a modification of an earlier theory due

to Elster and Geitel. Ebert's theory invokes the fact

that if an ionised gas be passed through a fine tube the

negative ions diffuse to the walls of the tube more
rapidly than do the positive ions. Ebert supposes

that, during periods of fall in barometric pressure, the

air in the pores of the soil, which is ionised on account

of the radioactive material therein, becomes drawn
out into the atmosphere, positively charged on account

of its having deposited an excess of negative ions in the

interstices of the soil. Rising currents of air are then

invoked to explain the transference of the positive

ions to appreciable altitudes, against the electrostatic

attraction of the negative. This theory has been

criticised on account of the insufficiency of the charging

action resulting from the diffusional process, on account

of the smallness of tiie upward convection current of

positive electricity as measured experimentally, and
on account of the fact that it may be shown to predict

a diminution of potential gradient with altitude such

as would result in the gradient itself being practically

negligible at an altitude of a kilometre.

The precipitation theory, and the Ebert theory, are

of a type in which the replenishing action takes place

over a limited region of the earth's surface at any one
^ time, in such a manner that the positive electricity

which is the counterpart of the negative cliarge on
the earth is to be found in this limited region of the

atmosphere. Under such conditions, the negative

charge will be held on the portion of the earth's surface

which lies in the immediate vicinity of the positive, and
tiie potential gradient will be confined to this region.

.\ partial way out of this difficulty can be found, how-
ever, if we admit the existence of a highly conducting

layer in the upper regions of our atmosphere. In this

case, the charge separation sets up a potential difference
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between the layer and the earth, so that the potential

gradient, which would otherwise be confined to the
region of replenishment, is shared as it were by the
earth as a whole. Thus, for example, calculation shows
that if a charged cloud is to be found at an altitude //

above the earth's surface, and if H is the altitude of

the conducting layer, and R the radius of the earth,

the hemisphere of the earth which is symmetrically
remote from the charged cloud receives R/H times the
number of tubes of force which it would receive in the
absence of the layer, and /;/H times the number which
it would receive if the negative charge on the earth

and the positive charge in the cloud were spread
uniformly over the earth and atmosphere respectively.

It may be remarked, moreover, that this action of the
conducting layer provides a partial loophole for escape
from the particular objection to the Ebert theory which
is founded on the impossibility of the positive charge
reaching an altitude of more than a kilometre or so.

Even such a small separation in the region of replenish-

ment would make its own contribution to the potential

gradient at other places through the medium of the
conducting layer. The contributions in these places

would be of a perfectly normal type, the variation with
altitude being determined only by the nature of the
variation of conductivity with altitude, in such a
manner as to keep the vertical conduction current
density independent of altitude.

In 1904 G. C. Simpson proposed a tentative theory
of the earth's charge, in which it was assumed that the
sun emitted negative and positive corpuscles of high
penetrating power. The former were supposed to pass

right through our atmosphere and penetrate the earth,

while the latter were caught in the atmosphere. Such
a degree of penetration is very much greater than any
we are familiar with in the laboratory, for the beta rays

of highest energ\- investigated will pass through only
about 10 metres of air.

\\'e can account for the replenishment of the earth's

charge if we suppose that the atmosphere emits high-

speed negative corpuscles. The earth will then charge
up on account of the corpuscles which come from the

molecules of air lying within striking distance of it.

Such a possibility was examined by the writer in 1915.

So far as the replenishment of the charge is concerned,

the a\-erage range of the corpuscles may be made as

small as we please by supposing a sufiiciently copious
emission of corpuscles. It turns out, however, that

appreciable values of the potential gradient become
confined to altitudes comparable with the average
range, so that for this reason a large range must be
assumed. This difficulty is avoided in a somewhat
similar theory suggested by the writer, and somewhat
later, but quite independently, by von Schweidler.

According to this theory, the emission of corpuscles

from the atmosphere is caused by the penetrating
radiation which, coming from above, and being of a
very hard type, ejects the corpuscles almost completely
in a downward direction. If we assume that only

three corpuscles are emitted per c.c. per second, by
the penetrating radiation, an average range of nine

metres in air at atmospheric pressure is sufficient to

account for the replenishment of the earth's charge.

Two main difficulties confront any corpuscular

theorj- of the earth's charge. The first arises from the
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failure to detect any charging effect, as a result of the

influx of corpuscles, in the case of a mass of insulated

metal surrounded by a thin metal shield to protect it

from the potential gradient. The second arises from
the fact that, in so far as the replenishment of the

earth's charge requires the entry of 1500 corpuscles per

sq. cm. per second, and, a corpuscle moving with a
velocity approximating that of light produces about

40 ions in each centimetre of its path, we should expect

a rate of production of 60,000 ions per c.c. per second.

Experiment reveals a rate of production of less than
10 ions per c.c. per second, and these are attributable,

for the most part, to known causes.

As regards the former difficulty, experiments to

detect the charging effect were made by the writer in

1915, and more recently by von Schweidler, without
finding any such effect. Unless we assume corpuscular

ranges so great that there is negligible absorption in the

test body, this result opposes any theory which invokes

corpuscles shot into the earth from regions outside

our atmosphere, or from the atmosphere itself as a
result of direct spontaneous disintegration. The ex-

periment is not so much in conflict with theory in the

case where the corpuscles are emitted by the pene-

trating radiation, however. If the penetrating radia-

tion is sufficiently hard to pass through the test body
without appreciable absorption, it can be shown that

it will eject as many corpuscles from the lower side of

the body as it injects on the upper side.

Serious as the difficulty concerned with the ionising

action of the corpuscles seems at first sight, there is a
natural way of avoiding it, providing that we assume
the corpuscles to have velocities so closelyapproximating
the velocity of light that their tubes of force become
crowded very greatly towards the equatorial plane.

In these circumstances, if a corpuscle ^ is to give even
a small finite amount of energy to an electron in the

process of ejecting it from an atom, it must give it in

an infinitesimal time, and such a phenomenon would
require the payment of an infinite tax in the form of

energy radiated. A full consideration of the details of

the action shows that the reaction on the electron, due

' The word " corpuscle " is merely used to distinguish the high-speed
electron, the ionising powers of which are under discussion, from the electron
in the atom.

to its radiation, is such that, for any ionisation potential

of the atom, there is a velocity sufficiently near to that
of light, such that a corpuscle having that velocity

would be unable to produce any ionisation in the gas.

The ionisation potential of oxygen, which is less than
that of nitrogen, is 15-5 volts, and on the classical

theory of electrodynamics a corpuscle would fail to

ionise oxygen or nitrogen for all velocities in excess of

200 metres per second below the velocity of light. It

may be of interest to remark that, in order that an
electron should strike down into our atmosphere in the
vicinity of the equator and reach the earth's surface,

without being bent back by the earth's magnetic field,

it would have to possess a velocity nearer to that of

light than the above value, so that the very fact that

it could reach the earth would be sufficient to ensure
that it would not ionise on the way. Moreover, as

another illustration of the same principle, it may be
remarked that the above value for the velocity lies

between the two limits, 400 metres per second less than
that of light, and 4 metres per second less than that of

light, assigned by Birkeland as the limits between
which the velocities of negative electrons from the sun
must lie in order that they shall be capable of accounting
for the aurora. Of course, failure to ionise would pre-

vent corpuscles from functioning as regards the aurora,
and the figures in question are only cited for their

-

general interest. There are other reasons for believing

that the aurora is not caused by negative electrons.

Once we assume these high energies for the corpuscles,

they carry with them the possibility of very great
penetration, as may be shown from a consideration of

the circumstances which determine absorption in the
atmosphere. This penetrating power is enhanced by
the diminution of the power of the corpuscles to com-
municate energy to the electrons by which they pass.

Thus, while, as regards the mere explanation of the
earth's charge, we may avoid the assumption of long
ranges, as in the theory which invokes the penetrating
radiation to eject the corpuscles from the air, we find it

necessary to postulate, for the corpuscles, velocities

closely approximating the velocity of light, in order to

explain the absence of ionisation, and this of itself im-
plies long range as a consequence.

(To he continued?)

The Royal Academy, 1923.

rHE private view of this year's Exhibition of

the Royal Academy took place on Friday,
May 4. The ju.xtaposition of the Royal Society and
the Royal Academy suggests something deeper than
the accident of both being dependent upon the patron-
age of the wealthy and the hospitality of the State.

On either side of the wall that separates the academies
of art and science the work is alike also in this—the
impulse of the worker is to represent and thereby to

preserve the visions that he has seen, that others
might have seen if they had been gifted with the
insight that sees things hidden from the rest of the
world by the blinding candour of Nature. One uses
paint or clay, and the other the printing-press or the
experimental table ; and however dependent either

ma\- be on the smile of the wealthy or the favour of
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the potentate for the means to " carry on," the satis-

faction of achievement in the effort to express what
they alone have seen with the mind's eye redresses
for either the adverse balance of many an account.
A year's Proceedings of the Royal Society show what
the fellows wish to hand on to posterity as expressing
their searching into Nature : so the yearly exhibition
at Burlington House represents the messages to which
the artists of to-day have dedicated their power of
insight.

Passing through the galleries for the first time one
wonders what message the artist is trying to convey
and whether he has succeeded. There can be little

doubt that 200 (Slill Life, by Meredith Frampton)
aspired to give the impression of china ducks and
flowers, and has succeeded ; and the same may be
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said of an impressive study of huge Atlantic waves

close at hand, with a tiny ship in the background,

558 {Henry Hudson, J 607, by Norman Wilkinson);

l)ut what the message is in 15 {Little Dancer, by Glyn
Philpot) is less obvious : it is perhaps the beauty of

i;radations of subdued colour. So also the piece by
the same artist, 170 {Penelope), and 34 {Youth, by
F. Cayley Robinson), and in a drab monotonous way
155 {Hayling Island, by Oliver Hall). There are others,

on the contrary, who use vigorous contrasts instead

of gentle gradations. Such arc 36 {Rocks, Tregiffran,

by Robert M. Hughes), 53 {Sennen Beach, by Laura
Knight), and 234 {Wiltshire Downs, by Edward Buttar),

and even more impressive as an appeal to the sense of

beauty of colour, saffron with blue shadows and pink

sky, 151 {An Autumn Evening in the Western Highlands,

liy Adrian Stokes), and 264 {Seagulls Nesting, by
Charles Simpson), a vision of the colours of spring.

Xot always satisfying are these schemes
; 366 {Sons

of the Sea : Polperro, Cornwall, by John R. Reid)

makes one think of the artist's colourman rather than

Nature's beauty.

One of the striking features of the pictures by the

well-known artists is the sensation of vivid illumina-

tion. Marked discontinuities of light and shade give

the effect, obviously desired, in 25 {AriHez on the

Battlefield of Vitoria, Spain, by James P. Beadle),

72 {Glebe Place, Chelsea, 1922, by George Henr)),

175 {Loi'ers of the Sun, by H. S. Tuke), 278 {Market

Jnv: Thursday, by Stanhope A. Forbes), and 174 {An
Italian Lemon Garden, by H. II. La Thangue) : in the

last the discontinuities are perhaps too strong for real

pleasure. There is a wonderful sense of luminosity

from discontinuity of colour alone without very marked
shadows in another picture by the same artist, The
Mill Stream (64), and also in 336 {The Finish, by
Harr)- Fidler).

A juxtaposition of colours that one may call iri-

descence is artfully used to convey the sensation of

local luminosity in 126 {Golden Summer, Cornish Coast,

by Julius Olsson), and 191 {Surf-bound Shore, by the

same artist), and 565 {The Coastwise Lights, by Harry
Van der Weyden) ; also, but less successfully, for the

illumination of the misty atmosphere of a setting sun
of vast dimensions in 379 {The Fading Day, by Fred
Hall). Some artists boldly paint a pani-coloured

background and let the speclator regard it as sky if he

please. That is noticeable in the colour scheme of 19

{The Trojan Women, by Charles Ricketts), in 226 {The

Sons of Ellis Hajim, Esq., by Charles Sims), and 229
{Brood Mares and Foals at Southcourt Stud, by Alfred

J. Munnings).

As a fellow-student of XaUire one cannot but feel

that the sky must be a very exasperating part of an
artist's subject unless it is all blue, or all grey, or .all

pink. When there are clouds with definite shape and
movement the representation of Nature's varying mood
is very difficult. The natural sky, even when it is most
complex, is not chaotic : it has lines and touches that

suggest order, a horizontal alignment, a characteristic

shape, the detail of an outline, but so suble and so

transient that, while the student is meditating its

features, they are gone. Apparently only the more
noted artists challenge the heavens with a presentation

of this subtle order in disorder, and not with complete
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success. 137 {Tilly Church, by George Clausen) shows

clouds of easily recognised shape, but lacking the

characteristic detail of outline. The most successful

skies succeed by evading the real problem. The
beautiful picture of The Port of London (213), looked at

from above, by W. L. Wyllie, makes an atmosphere of

native smoke and excuses the sky. Almost the same
artifice is used in another picture by the same artist,

A Storm is Coming (217). Details are also avoided by a

general " all-ovcrisimess " in 162 {The Loidands of

Holland), 310 {In from the Sea), both by Robert W.
Allan, and 370 {A Grey Sea, by the Hon. Dufif Tolle-

mache), and in a beautiful Scottish snow picture (124)

by Joseph Farquharson. The challenge is evaded in

236 {Summer Morning, St. Ives, bv Charlton Fortune)

by filling up the sky with seagulls ; but it is deliberately

taken up by Arnesby Brown in quite a number of

pictures—3 {September), 79 {The Swing Bridge), 130

{The Waiting Harvest), 148 {The Watch Toiver) : the

disorder is there patent, hut the whisperings of order

in a disordered sky are missing. No more successful

in this respect are 1 78 {A May Morning at Southcourt,

by A. J. Munnings), 203 {The Mountain Stream, by
Lewis T. Gibh), 335 {Dover and Castle from the North,

by Frank P. Freyburg).

There is a peculiarity about natural skies ; without

any effort one is conscious that one is watching cither

the plan of an extensive layer or the elevation or profile

of individual clouds. It is only occasionally that one
gets that sort of satisfaction out of a picture. It is

ver\' nearly complete in 207 (" If the clouds befull of rain,

they empty themselves upon the earth," by Frank Walton),

in a picture by R. Vicat Cole, and in 484 {Tintagel,

by Algernon Talmage). One misses it in 199 {The Blue

Pool, by the late Mark Fisher), and in 259 {Before the

Ruined Abbey, by Sydney Lee). It has ofccn been

remarked that the Greeks and Romans had no names
for the forms of clouds which we have learned to

recognise so easily. The exhibition suggests that the

reason lies very deeply set.

As one leaves the galleries the questions as to what
message the artists meant to convey and whether they

have succeeded recur. Among the pictures most satisfy-

ing in answering both questions at first sight we may
name 47 {The White Sands of Scilly, by Julius Olsson),

124 (" Some gleams of sunshine mid renacing storms,"

by Joseph Farquharson), already mentioned, 333
{Green-clad Hills, Lake of Annecy, by Terrick William.s),

and 636 {Winter Evening, Engelthal, by Adrian P.

Allinson).

Judging from experience outside, one might have
been afraid that the Academy of 1923 with its

multitude of portraits would have been a nightmare
of horn-rimmed spectacles : it is not so. There is

only one specimen. Portrait of the Painter, by the

late Sir J. J. Shannon. The pervading influence

of the War has also passed away except in the

sculpture rooms and in the satiric picture by Sir

William Orpen.

Scientific worthies are not ver>' conspicuous in the

collection. There is a bronze bust of the late Dr.

Ludwig Mond, and one of the la e Sir James Dewar
(by G. D. Macdougald) ; also a marble bust of Sir J. J.
Thomson, l)y F. Derwent Wood, as well as the portrait

by Fiddes Watt.
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Current Topics

The growth of our knowledge of stellar physics

during the present century has been surprisingly rapid.

It has arisen by combining the results of researches

of most varied kinds. The older astronomy of position

has afforded the data for the positions, distances, and

motions of the stars, which were a preliminary to the

establishment of the theory of giant and dwarf stars,

and also to the detection of the possibility of finding

parallaxes by the spectroscope, and so distinguishing

the giants from the dwarfs. In another field, the

discovery of radium, and radio-activity generally, has

revolutionised ideas on the nature of the atom, and

led to the detection of analogies between chemistry

and dynamics. Prof. Eddington, whose lecture on
" The Interior of a Star," delivered at the Royal

Institution on February 23, is printed as a supplement

to the present issue, is one of the leading pioneers in

this field. His earliest astronomical work was con-

cerned with stellar distances and proper motions

;

but he has recently worked more on the physical

side. Prof. Eddington was one of the first to point

out the importance of light pressure in causing the

distension of giant stars, and also to suggest that

the immense duration of their output of energy is

explicable by their drawing on the store of energy

in the atom. This was first offered as a tentative

explanation, but Prof. Eddington now makes it

definitely. A remarkable confirmation of the correct-

ness of the accepted views on stellar physics was

afforded by the close agreement of the diameter of

Betelgeuse, as given by the interferometer, with that

deduced from the study of the distribution of energy

in the spectrum, which led to a value of the tempera-

ture and surface brightness.

The approaching visit to London of Prof. H. A.

Lorentz, of the Teyler Institute at Haarlem, and

the University of Leyden, is being eagerly awaited

by physicists. Prof. Lorentz is the doyen of mathe-

matical physicists. In 1880 he developed from

electromagnetic theory a connexion between re-

fractive index and density (known by his name),

which holds good through great ranges of density,

though requiring a small correction for extreme states

as recent experiments on carbon dioxide have demon-

strated. At the present time. Prof. Lorentz is

acclaimed in the main for the fundamental work he

has done in connexion with the electromagnetics of

moving bodies. In this work he has served as an

intermediary between the old electromagnetics and

the modern doctrine of relativity. Einstein's results

agree mainly (though not exactly) witti those which

Prof. Lorentz had obtained, " the chief difference

being that Einstein simply postulates what I have

deduced with some difficulty and not altogether

satisfactorily from the fundamental equations of

the electromagnetic field " (Lorentz). Prof. Lorentz

contributed to the explanation of the magneto optic

phenomena discovered by Zeeman and others. " I

may refer in the first place to the intensely stimulating

influence of H. A. Lorentz's theories. It is difficult

to find adequate words to express my indebtedness to
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and Events.

Lorentz's personal inspiration and to his theories
"

(Zeeman). Prof. Lorentz visited the British Associa-

tion at the Birmingham meeting in 1913, and made
important and guarded contributions to the discussion

on radiation and the quantum theory. His first lecture

in London is at 5.30 p.m. on May 17, at University

College, Gower Street. Admission is free, without

ticket. Three other lectures by Prof. Lorentz, at the

same place, have been arranged to be delivered in the

early part of June. He is also lecturing at Cambridge

(Reid Lecture), at Manchester, and elsewhere.

Shortly after the death of Dr. W. H. R. Rivers in

June last, it was suggested that the eminence of his

services to science should be recognised by some form

of memorial ; but it was not found possible to take

any further steps at the time. A few of Dr. Rivers's

friends have now formed a small committee with the

view of giving the proposal practical effect. Among
those serving are : Sir Charles Sherrington, Sir William

Ridgeway, Sir Humphry Rolleston, Sir James Frazer,

Dr. Henry Head, Dr. A. C. Haddon, Mr. Henry
Balfour, Prof. G. Elliot Smith, Dr. C. S. Myers, and
Prof. C. G. Seligman. This committee has now issued

an appeal for subscriptions to a fund of which Dr.

L. E. Shore of St. John's College, Cambridge, acts as

treasurer. The fund will be devoted to the pro-

motion of those sciences in which Dr. Rivers was
particularly interested, but the decision as to the

manner in which this will be effected will rest with

the subscribers, of whom a meeting will be summoned
in due course. It is permissible to express a hope

that the committee and subscribers will decide to

devote the fund to some object which it is known
that Dr. Rivers had closeh- at heart, such as, for

example, the assistance of the publication of scientific

memoirs for which ordinary scientific or commercial

channels are not available on the ground of cost.

During the summer of 1922 a member of the

Cambridge Natural History Society was in Vienna

and made the acquaintance of Dr. Kammerer, who
appeared to be wUling to visit England, should an

opportunity occur. After further correspondence

with Dr. Kammerer, the matter was placed before

the council of the society in March last, and it was
then decided that Dr.' Kammerer should be invited

in the name of the society to give a lecture at Cam-
bridge. ' The invitation was accepted by Dr. Kammerer,
and the lecture is published elsewhere in this issue.

All expenses of the journey were provided for by
contributions from members of the society, and on

April 25 Dr. Kammerer arrived in England, and has

since been the guest of the society.

The Croonian lecture of the Royal Society will be

delivered on June 21 by Dr. F. F. Blackman, who
will take as the title of his lecture " Plant Respira-

tion as a Catalytic Process."

Dr. John Palibin, director of the Botanical

Garden at Batoum, has accepted the post of assistant

to the museum director in the principal botanical
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garden of Petrograd, where he hopes to have more
opportunity for those researches in pateobotany in

which he has won distinction.

At University College, London, on Friday, May 11,

the chairman of the College Committee (the Rt. Hon.

the Viscount Chelmsford) is to unveil a tablet

commemorating the munificent gifts for the new
chemistry building made by Sir Ralph Forster, Bt.

A L0.\N collection of pictures painted by Miss Edith

Cheesman in Mesopotamia will be on view in the

North Gallery of the Imperial Institute from May 7
from 10 A.M. to 5 P.M. daily, except Sundays. Ad-
mission is free. The pictures, which are in oils and
water-colours, are illustrative of life and scenery in

Mesopotamia and include both portraits and land-

scapes.

A Master is required for service on the Colonial

Government ship Discovery, whose duties will be

mainly research in whaling in the Antarctic. Full

information and forms of application are obtainable,

by letter, from the Secretary, Discovery Committee,
Colonial Office, S.W.i. No special form is necessarj'

for candidates abroad. The latest day for the receipt

of applications is May 31.

The Air Ministry announces that the Royal Air

Force pageant, which was instituted in 1920, will

take place on Saturday, June 30, at the London
Aerodrome, Hendon, by arrangement with the

Grahame White Company. It is hoped that the^King

\\ ill be present. The pageant now affords the general

public an annual opportunity of observing develop-

ments both on the flying and technical sides of the

work of the Royal .Air Force.

The Faraday Society will hold a general discussion

on " The Physical Chemistry of the Photographic

Process " on Monday, May 28, in the Hall of the

Institution of Electrical Engineers, Victoria Embank-
ment, W.C.2. Prof. W. D. Bancroft, of Cornell

University, will open the proceedings at 3 p.m. with

an introductory address on " The Theory of Photo-

graphy." This will be followed by detailed considera-

tion of the subject, subdivided as follows:— (i) " The
Physical Chemistry of the Vehicle and of the Emul-
sion "

; (2)
" Reactions in the Plate during Ex-

posure "
; (3)

" Development and Characteristics of

the Developed Plate "
; (4)

" Adsorption Reactions

in Photographic Films." Each section will be intro-

duced by a preliminary address and followed by
general discussion. Among those who will read
papers are Dr. T. Slater Price, Dr. F. C. Toy, Mr.

Olaf Bloch, Mr. T. Thome Baker, M. Clerc, Prof.

Luther, and Prof. Goldberg. Several communica-
tions will be made from Mr. S. E. Sheppard and other

members of the staff of the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany, and papers are also expected from Dr. Chr.

Winther, Dr. Liippo-Cramer, and Prof. L. Plotnikov.

Between the afternoon and evening sessions a com-
plimentary dinner will be given at the Hotel Cecil to

Prof. Bancroft and the other guests. Members of the

Chemical Society are invited to attend this meeting.

Full particulars may be obtained from the Secretary
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of the Faradav Society, 10 Essex Street, London,

\V.C.2.

The New York correspondent of the Times states

that Lieuts. Macready and Kelly completed a non-

stop aeroplane flight across the United States from

New York to San Diego on May 3. The distance

traversed was approximately 2600 miles and the time

is given as 26 hours 50 minutes 38^ seconds.

M. Georges Barbot crossed and recrossed the

English Cliannel on May 6 in a small monoplane

fitted with a two-cylinder 15 h.p. engine, thus winning

a prize of 25,000 francs offered by Le Matin for the

complete journey. M. Barbot left the aerodrome at

St. Inglevert at 6.20 p.m. and arrived at Lympne at

7.21 P.M. ; the return journey was commenced at

8.1 P.M., and the aeroplane arrived over St. Inglevert

aerodrome at 8.45 p.m.

We learn from La Geographic for February that a

wireless station has been erected at Mygbugten, on

the east coast of Greenland, in lat. 73° 30' N., and

has been functioning since last October. The station

is due to the enterprise of the Norwegian Meteoro-

logical Service. Weather reports are sent by wireless

telegraphy to the station on Jan Mayen, and thence

to Christiania. The Greenland station and those on

Jan Mayen, Iceland, Bear Island, and Spitsbergen

almost encircle the Greenland sea.

At the Hull meeting of the British Association in

September last there was a discussion in the Section

of Anthropology upon the genuineness of some bone

implements known as the " Holdemess Harpoons "

(see Nature, October 7, p. 481, and December 2,

P- 735)- ^'r- O- J- ^- Howarth, secretary of the

Association, writes to say that though several re-

ferences have recently appeared to a committee of

the British Association as having pronounced upon

the question, no committee was appointed by the

Association or its anthropological section to investigate

this subject.

At the annual general meeting of the Manchester

Literary and Philosophical Society held on April 24,

the following officers and members of council were

elected : President, Prof. H. B. Dixon ; Vice-

Presidents, Mr. T. A. Coward, Prof. A. Lapworth,

Mr. C. E. Stromeyer, and Prof. F. E. Weiss ; Secre-

taries, Dr. H. F. Coward and Prof. T. H. Pear;

Treasurer, Mr. R. H. Clayton; Librarians, Mr. C. L.

Barnes and Dr. W. Robinson ; Curator, Mr. W. W.
Haldane Gee ; Other Members oj the Council, Prof. W.

L. Bragg, Prof. S. Chapman, Rev. A. L. Cortie, S.J..

Prof. S. J. Hickson, Mr. F. Jones, Laura Start. Mr.

R. L. Taylor, Mr. W. Thomson, and Mr. L. E. Vlies.

The council of the Institution of Civil Engineers

has made the following awards in respect of papers

read and discussed at the ordinary meetings during

the session 1922- 1923 : Telford medals to Mr.

H. W. H. Richards (Ix)ndon) and Mr. E. O. Forster

Brown (London) ; a George Stephenson medal to

Mr. Asa Binns (Ix)ndon) ; a Watt medal to Mr. A. B.

Buckley, jun. (Winchester) ;
Telford premiums to
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Mr. W. A. Fraser (Edinburgh), Mr. S. L. Rothery
(Calexico, U.S.A.), Mr. Mark Randall (Johannesburg).
and Mr. D. E. Lloyd-Davies (Cape Town) ; an Indian
premium to Mr. D. H. Remfrey (Calcutta) ; a Manby
premium to Mr. F. M. G. Du-Plat-Taylor (London)

;

and a Crampton prize to Mr. F. W. Jameson (Kim-
berlev).

An appreciation of the scientific work and dis-

coveries by Sir James Dewar was broadcasted by
Prof. J. A. Fleming on May 4 from the London station

2 LO. Prof. Fleming first referred to Sir James
Dewar's work on the liquefaction of air, oxygen, and
hydrogen, and the invention of the silvered vacuum
\essel for storing these liquids. Closely related with
this work was the discovery of the use of charcoal
cooled in liquid air for the production of high vacua.
Sir James Dewar also made important discoveries in

spectroscopy and in connexion with the production
of physiological electric currents by the action of
light. His work in chemistry contributed to the
invention of cordite, while soap films and their

behaviour in dust-free air occupied his attention until

the last day of his working life. Sir James Dewar's
investigations were undertaken in the first instance
purely out of a disinterested desire to increase

scientific knowledge, but the results have in nearly
every case produced numerous beneficial and practical

applications.

At the annual meeting of the members of the Royal
Institution held on May i, the following officers were
elected : President, The Duke of Northumberland

;

Treasurer, Sir James Crichton-Browne ; Secretary, Sir

Arthur Keith; Managers, Mr. S. G. Brown, Dr. J. M.

Bruce, Sir Dugald Clerk, Prof . J. A. Fleming, Sir Richard

Glazebrook, Earl Iveagh, Sir Alexander C. Mackenzie,

Mr. Robert Mond, Sir Edward Pollock, Prof. A. W.
Porter, Lord Rothschild, Sir David Salomons, Mr.

W. Stone, Sir Alfred Yarrow, The Right Hon. Lord

Justice Younger ; Visitors, Sir Harry Baldwin, Prof.

William A. Bone, Mr. A. Carpmael, Dr. E. Clarke,

Mr. E. Dent, Dr. T. W. Dewar, Mr. G. H. Griffin, Mr.

W. E. Lawson Johnston, Col. F. K. McClean, Sir

Malcolm Morris, Dr. W. Rushton Parker, Mr. W.
Peacock, Major C. E. S. Phillips, Mr. H. M. Ross, and
Mr, S. Skinner. Sir J. J. Thomson has been elected

honorary professor of natural philosophy, and Sir

Ernest Rutherford professor of natural philosophy.

The Duke of Northumberland has nominated the

following gentlemen as vice-presidents for the ensuing

year : Dr. Mitchell Bruce, Lord Iveagh, Sir Edward
Pollock, Lord Rothschild, Sir Alfred Yarrow, The
Right Hon. Lord Justice Younger, Sir James Crichton-

Browne (Treasurer), and Sir Arthur Keith (Secretary).

A CAT.\LOGUE (No. 259) of books in all branches of

chemical science and technology, including the textile

industries and agriculture, has just been issued by
Mr. W. Bryce, 54 Lothian Street, Edinburgh. It

should be very useful for reference. The same book-

seller also issues a short list of second-hand books in

technology, the classics and general literature, surplus

government stock, which are offered at greatly reduced

prices.

Our Astronomical Column.

The April Meteor Shower.—;\Ir. \V. F. Denning
writes :

" This event occurred on the nights of April
21-23. The weather, however, was not verv favour-
able on the night of expected maximum, April 21,

and few meteors could be seen owing to clouds. The
special display of Lyrids supplied nearlv half the total

number of meteors observed on the three nights,
and the radiant point was in the usual position at
about 272°-t-33°.

It sometimes happens that when the Lxiids are
not very abundant, meteors generally are very scarce,

and this appears to have been the case on the recent
occasion, the hourly rate of apparition being only 3.

There are a considerable number of radiant points
in activity at this period of the year, but the great
majority of them are extremely feeble, and an
observer must watch the sky for a long period before
they may be recognised. Two meteors seen on
April 20 last were each recorded at two stations and
the paths indicate radiants at 271° -1-35° and 310°

+ 59°-"

Temperature and Density of the Upper Atmo-
sphere deduced from Meteors.—Prof. F. A.
Lindemann and IVIr. C. M. Dobson contribute a paper
on this subject to Proc. Roy. Soc. (Series A, vol. 102,

No. A 717). They deal with the large number of

doubly observed meteors discussed by Mr. Denning,
and give reasoning which leads to the conclusion that
during most, if not all, of the meteor's visible track,
the molecules of air impinge on a layer of compressed
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air in front of the meteor. Evaporation goes on from
the surface of the meteor, and in general the meteor
is whollv consumed long before reaching the ground.
Long-enduring trains are explained as the slow
recombination of ions separated by the energy of the
meteor. The meteors are shown to be very small

particles. One as bright as a star of the first magni-
tude would be I mm. in diameter. One as bright as

the moon would be 2'5 cm. in diameter (mass 62 gm.).

Discussion of the observed phenomena on these lines

leads to determinations of the temperature and density

of the air at different heights. It is concluded that
the isothermal layer, already discovered by ballon

sondes to e.xtend to a height of 25 km., goes on up to

50 km. ; but that above that height the temperature
again rises to 280° or 300° abs. The density of the air

at 100 km. (about the lower auroral limit) comes out
100 times that previously assumed ; it is suggested
that it may not be hopeless to reproduce the auroral

spectrum in the laboratory, if the corresponding
density is lo'* instead of lo"".

It is suggested in explanation of the high tempera-
ture of the upper air that it is largely composed of

ozone, which is heated by the infra-red radiations

from the earth.
Prof. Lindemann describes in Mon. Not. R.A.S.

for January a method which he is using of photo-
graphing meteors simultaneously at stations some
distance apart, so as to get their height very accurately
in order to apply a more rigorous check to his con-

clusions.
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Research Items.

A Roman Fortified House near Cardiff.—In
the Journal of Roman Studies (vol. xi. Part i), Mr.
R. H. M. Wheeler gives an elaborate account of a
fortified Roman villa, about two miles west of the
w-est bank of the river Ely, at the point where that

river, though still tidal, first becomes fordable. He
concludes that about a.d. 300 this work fell into line

with the general defensive and offensive activities of

the period. At a time when Itomano-Rritish towns
seem to have built or strengthened their walls as the
Welsh tribesmen did, it is not unnatural that a private
householder should have followed the same example
on a smaller scale. It is indeed rather matter for

remark that other examples of domestic fortification

in the late Roman period have been so rarely observed
or recorded. The closest analogy is perhaps the
partially excavated house and baths within the Castle

Dykes near Ripon.

An Oi.d-World Cubit in America.—In Ancient
Egypt, Part iv. 1922, Prof. W. M. Flinders Petrie

directs attention to excavations made by the School
of American Research at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
where the measurements of buildings indicate a unit
of 207 inches. This figure accords exactly to the
well-known Egyptian cubit : 20-62 in the best early
examples, 20-65 '" later cubit rods, 20-76 on the
Roman Nilometers. Babylonia had a rather longer
type, 20-88 in. for the cubit of Gudea's plotting scales,

and this was also tlie standard of Asia Minor, 206 to
20-9, with a mean of all of 2063 in. " How could this

reach New Mexico ? It was evidently Asiatic. We
have evidence from weights of an Asiatic diffusion of

a Babylonian original over India, China, and Etruria.

If the cubit similarly passed to China, it might thence
reach North America. It has been already pointed
out how tlie cross at Palenque (Southern Mexico) was
in its detail of ornament derived from Italian crosses
of about the eighth century, probably carried to
China by the Nestorian mission. By the same route
the Asiatic cubit may have passed over to the New
World at some earlier period."

Marriage Customs in Medieval India.—-In a
paper published in the last issue of the Bulletin .of

the School of Oriental Studies, Sir G. Grierson directs

attention to an epic still recited in Northern India
describing the war between the Rajputs of Bundel-
khand and Delhi. When a Raja had a marriageable
daughter he used to send a challenge to neighbouring
Rajas, who attacked him, and the contest for the
bride was accompanied by .serious loss of life on both
sides. No exact parallel to this custom has been
traced, and it looks as if the bard had exaggerated
the details of the mock fight which occurs on the
occasion of a wedding. The view that this is a
survival of marriage by capture is now generally
abandoned, and anthropologists are disposed to be-
lieve that the mock fight is a symbol of a contest
between the powers of good and evil. The filial

victory of the good spirits is carefully arranged before-
hand, and thus the fertility and happiness of the
union is assured.

Submarine Weathf.ring of Rock-material.—
K. Humnel of Gieszen {Geologische Rundschau, vol. 13,

p. 40, 1922) gives the name " halmyrolysis " to the
processes of decay and reconstruction, akin to weather-
ing, that go on in rock-material on the floor of seas
and oceans. He gives special attention to the origin
of glauconite, and attributes its absence from fresh-
water deposits to the facts that the salts in sea-water
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arc essential to the reactions that buikl it up, and
that certain marine bacteria also play a part. The
organic matter, the humic acid, and the energy of

oxidation on sea-floors are not sufficiently different

from those in lakes to account, as others have sug-

gested, for the absence of glauconite from fresh

waters. We may hope that the author will expand
his views (p. 102) on phosphatisation on the sea-floor,

which he regards as beginning with the absorption of

phosphorus by gels consisting of calcium carbonate.

The colloidal character of the material for which

.\. F. Rogers has recently revived the name of
" cellophane " (see Nature, vol. no, p. 292), might

thus be an inheritance from previous colloidal cal-

cium carbonate ; but this would not account for the

widely spread " halmyrolysis " of marine oozes and

limestones without loss of the intimate structures of

their shelly constituents, which were deposited as

crystalline material.

Tertiary Brachiopoda of Japan.— Ichiro Haya-
saka, whose papers on the Palaeozoic Brachiopoda of

Eastern Asia and the Permian Brachiopoda of Japan
we have already had occasion to refer to (Nature,

July 29, p. 161,' and December 2, p. 749. 1922), has

now dealt with the Tertiarj- Brachiopoda of Japan
(Science Reports, Tohoku Imp. Univ., Scndai, Second
Series (Geology), vol. ii., No. 2). While the waters of

the Japanese Islands are notoriously rich in these

forms, no fewer than thirty-seven species of " lamp-

shells " being recorded therefrom, only thirteen

species and five varieties figure in the present mono-
graph, one species and four varieties being believed

to be new. Of the eighteen forms, seven are only

known fossil, seven are found living in Japanese
waters, while the remainder now inhabit distant

regions. The occurrence in Japan of Terebratulina

septenlrioitaiis in the fossil state, indeed, seems to

be the first recorded instance, and that, since it is

to-day an Atlantic form, is the more remarkable.

In an appendix one other species and another variety

are recorded as coming from the Pleistocene. These

last are apparently additional to the three previously

recorded from beds of that age near Tokyo in 1906.

Thk Inner Structure of Alloys.—The thirteenth

annual May lecture of the Institute of Metals was
delivered on Wednesday, May 2, by Dr. W. Rosenhain.

Referring to the great accumulation of facts in regard

to the properties and microstructure of alloys which

have been forthcoming in recent years. Dr. Rosenhain

considers that it is most desirable that there should

be found a key to this maze of knowledge in the form

of a general theory that will link together the mass of

facts into a homogeneous whole. Such a theory is

put forward, based upon the intimate knowledge of

crystal structure acejuired by X-rays analysis. The
crystal structures found in pure metals are modified

in'thc case of alloys, particularly in those called solid

solutions, where a second kind of atom enters into the

structure of the crystal and produces in it certain

miniite changes. Especially important is the con-

nexion between the minute distortion of crystal

structure which occurs in alloys and the behaviour of

alUns on melting and freezing', while such phenomena
as plasticity, diffusion, and others fall easily into line

with the same tvpe of explanation. This new theory

of ;dIov structure is said to afford a ready explanation

of the' electrical properties of metals and alloys and

the changes of those properties when the metal is

heated or cooled, and cover the phenomena of super-
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conductivitv found in many metals when cooled
nearly to tlie absolute zero of temperature.

Weather Research on the Kermadec Islands.
—The 'Neu- Zealand Journal of Science and Technology,
vol. V. No. 5, contains an article by Mr. D. C. Bates,
director of the Dominion Meteorological Office,

Wellington, on the above. The chief feature of the
article is an effort to stimulate the acquiring of
Sunday Lsland, the largest of the Kermadec Group,
for a meteorological station, which it is maintained
would improve the weather forecasting for New
Zealand. It is shown that cyclonic disturbances
commonly influence the weather at Sunday Island
a couple of days or so before being felt in New Zealand
or the adjacent waters. The island was first dis-
covered in 1788 and was partially frequented by
settlers in 1837, but calamities which have occurred
suggest the question whether it is worth while
occupying apart from weather reporting. The island
is apparently of volcanic origin, and earthquakes
occur about once a month. It is mountainous, with
few flat surfaces ; water is not easily procurable,
and it is out of the track of vessels, The rainfall is

said to be by no means deficient. Meteorological
observations taken for nine months in 1908 show a
total rainfall of 6626 in. during the period ; the
heaviest monthly fall was 11 30 in. during April,
the least, 3-91 in. during September. The highest
temperature in the shade was 85° F. in February, the
lowest 46° F. in August. Easterly winds predominate
from February to ]\Iay, and westerly winds from June
to October. No observations are available for
November, December, and January.

The Delay of Visual Perception.—The issue
of the Optician and Scientific Instrument Maker for
April 20 contains an article by Mr. F. G. Smith which
summarises the recent work of Prof. Piilfrich on the
effect of brightness on the time which elapses between
the formation of an image on the retina and its

perception by the observer. If an object moving
across the line of vision from left to right is viewed
with the right eye direct and with the left through a
smoked glass to diminish the brightness of the image
formed on the left retina, there is a delay in perception
in the case of each eye, but the delay for the left eye
exceeds that for the right, and the body appears to
the left of and behind the actual position it occupies.
If the object is moving from right to left it appears
for the same reason to the right and in front of the
actual position. If it moves alternately to right and
left it appears to describe a circular motion about its

mean position. The experiment is easily done with
a fixed and a moving pencil, and it is rather remark-
able that the phenomenon has not been observed
previously.

British Surveying Instruments.—Several recent
improvements in the design and construction of
British-made surveying instruments are detailed and
illustrated in a paper by W. H, Connell in the Pro-
ceedings of the South Wales Institute of Engineers,
vol. xxxix. No. I, March 15, 1923, which has been
reprinted in pamphlet form by Messrs. Cooke,
Troughton and Simms, Ltd., Buckingham Works,
York. Modern manufacturing methods involving
the extensive use of jigs render possible the attain-
ment of great accuracy and uniform production of
the parts of instruments. The use of new and
improved alloys has diminished the wear of moving
parts, and thus instruments retain their adjustments
for longer periods. Changes in design have led to
the elimination of many adjustments, only one being
necessary or provided in many modern levels, namely,
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that for securing parallelism between the line of sight

and the tangent to the curve of the bubble tube. By
the adoption of the internal focussing telescope
collimation errors are almost entirely eliminated,
and the use of accurately fitting removable cells

permits of the graticules being cleaned or exchanged
without disturbing the collimation adjustment.
Changes have been introduced also with the view of

sa\'ing time and labour in taking readings. For,
example, the bubble, compass, and staff can all be
read from the eye-end of the telescope without change
of position on the part of the surveyor, and the
focussing screw is easily accessible no matter what
position the telescope may be in.

Lithium Carbide and Hydride.—In the Comptes
rendus of the Paris Academy of Sciences for April g
MM. A. Guntz and Benoit give an account of some
properties of a mixture of lithium carbide and lithium
hydride. This homogeneous mixture can be obtained
either by heating metallic lithium in ethylene or by
dissolving lithium carbide in fused lithium hydride.
Submitted to electrolysis this fused mi.xture gives an
abundant deposit of amorphous carbon. This may
arise from a true electrolysis of the carbide or by a
secondary reaction between hydrogen from the
electrolysis of the hydride and the lithium carbide.
From the results of their experiments the authors
are inclined to regard the first view as the correct
one, the lithium carbide being ionised into its elements
in the hydride solution. The minimum electromotive
force required to produce the carbon deposit is about
005 volt.

Vulcanisation of Rubber.—Mr. V. V. Byzov, in

the Journal of the Russian Physical and Chemical
Society, 1921, vol. 53, gives an account of work he
has carried out on the vulcanisation of rubber. The
researches indicate that the processes of hot and of
cold vulcanisation are essentially the same, and are
of extreme complexity. Vulcanised rubber consists

of four components, which may exist in varying
proportions in different samples of rubber. The first

component is crystalline sulphur, which can be ex-
tracted from the rubber by boiling acetone. In a
specimen of rubber containing 2-86 per cent of sulphur,
I '.57 per cent was of this type. Most of the remaining
sulphur is adsorbed in the rubber, and is in the
amorphous plastic condition, tliis form of sulphur
being insoluble in acetone. While plastic sulphur,
under ordinary conditions, soon crystallises, in the
fine state of division in which it occurs in rubber,
conditions are perfect for supercooling, as each
globule of sulphur is enclosed in a protective coat of

colloidal material. To this plastic sulphur is ascribed
the superior elasticity of vulcanised rubber. The
rubber itself undergoes isomeric change to an in-

soluble form, from which a hydrochloride more stable
than that obtained from ordinary rubber may be
prepared, and the ozonide of which gives, on hydrolysis,
not Isevulinic aldehyde, as does that of natural rubber,
but diacetyl propane. Whether this difference is

due to a different degree of polymerisation of the
isoprene molecules, or whether a transposition of the
double linkages has occurred, it is not possible
definitely to state. The fourth constituent of

vulcanised rubber is a polymorph of isoprene di-

sulphide [CioHj^Sjln, but this is not as a rule present
to any great extent. Thus vulcanisation of rubber
is not a reversible process, and the problem of the
recovery of pure rubber from an already vulcanised
material, important in the waste rubber utilisation

industry, appears to be an impossible one, as no means
are known whereby the insoluble isomeride of rubber
can be converted into the natural form.
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The Forthcoming Pasteur Centenary Celebrations at Strasbourg.

\ \ 'E have already announced that the Government
* * of the French Republic has desired to com-
memorate this year tlie centenary of Louis Pasteur,

and Strasbourg, where this illustrious savant com-
menced his scientific and university career, has been
verv fittinglv chosen as the scene for the celebra-

tions. Chief among these will be an international

scientific exhibition—L'Exposition Internationale du
Centenaire de Pasteur—which has been organised
with the object of setting forth the fruits of

Pasteur's work, not only in the domain of medicine
but also in those of industry and agriculture. This
exhibition will be officially opened on June i in the
presence of the President of the French Republic,
members of the French Government, and scientific

delegates from all over the world. On the same day
a monument erected to the honour of Pasteur in

the Place de I'Universite will be inaugurated, and a
further permanent memorial is to take the form of a
Museum of Hygiene. This will consist of a collection

of exhibits illustrative of the various researches of

Pasteur, and will constitute a history, in concrete

form, of the early years of the science of micro-
biology.
The International Exhibition promises to be a most

extensive and complete demonstration of the manifold
results of Pasteur's work, both in pure and in applied
science. It is to be organised in twelve groups,

namely, microbiology, chemistry and chemical in-

dustry-, collective hygiene, general hygiene, physical
training, town hygiene, alimentary hygiene, food
industries, refrigeration, agriculture, silks and seri-

culture, and finally a group devoted to scientific

literature. In order that the exhibition should attain

to that plane of excellence which would make it at
once worthy of the man in whose honour it is being
held, and an attraction to men of science, the organisa-

tion of the various groups and their sections has been
entrusted to those who, by their work, are specially

I

qualified in the various branches of science repre-

I

sented.

I The groups of microbiology and collective hygiene
are naturally the largest and perhaps the most inter-
esting. The former, under the presidency of Dr.
Roux, comprises in all nine sections. There will be
a section devoted to diseases of man, including bac-
teriological and immunological technique, and sections
dealing with vaccinia and vaccine institutes, tropical
diseases and hygiene, diseases of plants, veterinary
diseases, diseases of silkworms and other insects,
parasitic insects, nitrification and sterilisation of soil—a most comprehensive list. The group of collective
hygiene, with its six sections, is to deal with matters
of the greatest importance, such as industrial dis-

eases, tuberculosis, venereal diseases, cancer, mater-
nity and infant welfare, military hygiene, and the
organisation and installation of hospitals ; and the
names of such well - known scientific men as Dr.
Calmette and Dr. Louis Martin, among the presidents
of these .sections, is a guarantee of the standard of
excellence which will be reached in this group. But
it is not only the man of science who will find interest
in this exhibition. The sciences of chemistry and
microbiology find their application throughout in-
dustry and in all phases of our modern civilisation.

It is one of the objects of this exhibition to emphasise
this interdependence of science and industry, and, to
judge from the list of industries which will be repre-
sented by exhibits in the various groups, this aspect
of the question has not been overlooked.
The exhibition will remain open till October, and

during this period congresses on various subjects are
to be held. In this manner it is proposed to discuss
such subjects as tuberculosis, housing, town hygiene,
cancer, leprosy, syphilis, puerperal fever, and milk.
The general secretary of the exhibition is Prof. Borrel,
director of the Institute of Hygiene and Bacteriology
of Strasbourg.

Chemical Characteristics of Australian Trees.

\\ R. HENRY G. SMITH, of Sydney, in his presi-
'^'- dential address to the section of Chemistry at

the meeting of the Australasian Association for the
Advancement of Science, held at Wellington in January
last, dealt particularly with the elucidation of some
chemical characteristics of Australian vegetation,

treating the subject in relation to the generalisations

that may reasonablv be advanced from the considera-

tion of the results secured by the phyto-chemical study
of the principal .\ustralian genera, such as Eucalyptus
and Callitris. This study extended over a period of

more than thirty years, and was undertaken in conjunc-
tion with his botanical colleague, Mr. R. T. Baker.
Some of the chemical peculiarities brought to light

during this investigation appear to be characteristic

of this unique flora, and indicate a distinct uniformity
in progressive characters, suggesting evolutionary
processes as the directing influence in the production
of the numerous groups and species which, in the
aggregate, go to form the more important genera.

The genus Eucalyptus apparently originated in

what is at present the western and north-western
portions of Australia, and as it spread eastward and
experienced varying degrees of soil and climate the
conditions demanded by these new locations and
climatic changes were met by the responding charac-
teristics of the genus.
The chemical peculiarities of nearly two hundred

distinct species were determined, so that man)- data
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were obtained upon which to formulate the more
recent theories regarding the formation of the dis-
tinctive groups.

Eucalyptus is essentially an oil-producing genus,
and already about forty distinct chemical constituents
have been isolated and characterised. These include
1 1 alcohols

; 9 aldehydes ; 2 phenols
; 7 esters

; 5
terpenes ; i ketone ; i sesquiterpene ; i paraffin

;

and also cymene and cineol.

The two main factors controlling the chemical
sequence throughout the genus may be stated in the
following terms : (i) The same species of Eucalyptus
has chemical properties of a comparatively constant
nature wherever found growing under natural con-
ditions, and (2) each constituent follows the sequence
of species in increasing amount until a maximum is

reached in one or more of them.
These conditions are not only true for the several

oil products, but may also be applied to the astringent
exudations or kinos produced in varying amounts by
all the species. The characteristic features of these
exudations are traceable right through the genus, and
are particularly noticeable with the two crystalline
substances, aromadendrin and eudesmin, found in
the older species of the genus. These substances
become extinct when the group of " ironbarks "

is

reached in the sequence of evolution, and are, of
course, absent in all the more recent species, such as
those belonging to the " stringybarks," " pepper-
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mints," " ashes," etc. Eudesmin is a particularly-

interesting substance, and occurs in the kinos of some
species to the extent of ten per cent.

The address also dealt with the chemical peculi-

arities of the Australian Coniferae, and in addition

with the inorganic constituents peculiar to Eucalyptus
trees, instancing the small amounts of mineral matter
secreted in the timbers of those species which often

occur as very large trees, such as E. regnans, E.
pilularis, etc., a condition that suggests the reason
for their continued growth and great size.

The occurrence of manganese, and its importance,
were also discussed, the conclusions being based
upon the results of much experimental work. It

was shown fairly conclusively that the presence of

manganese in such minute quantities cannot be con-

sidered as accidental, but a necessary constituent for

successful growth of these trees, and that some species

belonging to certain groups require a larger amount
of manganese than is necessary for the growth of

those belonging to other gro\ips. The whole question
evidently hinges around the action exerted by the
enzymes in the structural formation of forest trees

and their chemical constituents, and is thus a subject
requiring long-continued chemical research and ex-

periment before a reasonable solution of the problem
can be expected.

Sunshine-Recording.

T N the sunny southern countries of Europe less
^ general interest appears to be taken in the
recording of sunshine duration than is the case in
England, where a certain therapeutic importance is

attached to an allotment of sunshine which in winter
undoubtedly falls below the optimum, although
probably not to a greater extent than it rises above
the optimum during a Mediterranean summer.
However this may be, it is interesting to find the
subject discussed in a short article by Guilio Grab-
lovitz in the comparatively new Italian publication
La Mcteorologia Pratica for July and August 1922.

Various objections are raised to the continued use
of the Italian words insolazione and soleggiamento
to denote sunshine, the term eliofania being advo-
cated instead, which would be anglicised to heliophany.
It appears that the two former terms have medical
significance in connexion with bad and good effects
of exposure to the sun, from which our corresponding
word " insolation," which is virtually equivalent to
the more familiar " sunsliine," is free.

Discussion in the paper turns upon the proper
dates for replacing the equinoctial card by the
summer and winter ones in the well-known Campbell-
Stokes sunshine recorder, in which the sun's rays,
focussed by a glass ball, leave a charred record. It
is argued that the dates officially adopted for the
change, namely, February 22, April 20, August 23,
and October 22, when the declination of the sun is

12°, might with advantage be altered to March i,

April II, September 3, and October 15, when the
declination is 8°

; because in the latter case, during
the passage of the sun through a range of 47° between
the solstices, the equinoctial, summer, and winter
cards would each be used through an equal range,
appro.ximately of 16° (16x3=48), whereas in the
adopted practice the equinoctial card covers a range
of 24° (12 X4 =48). This is a purely technical point
to be settled by reference to the design of the instru-
ment

; but on wider grounds, astronomical and
climatic, the dates actually adopted seem more
natural because, the solar declination being then 12°

N. or S., that is, practically half-way between 0° and
23j° N. or S., they mark what should be regarded
as the real boundary between the solstitial and
equinoctial periods of the year.

In connexion with sunshine-duration recorders,

one can scarcely refrain from commenting upon the
inadeqviate character of instruments which give no
information about the quality or intensity of the
recorded sunshine, and from expressing the hope
that these will gradually be superseded by radio-
graphs like the Callender recorder and Angstrom
pyrrheliometer, which indicate the amount of solar

energy received in a given time. Such radiographs
may not be all that is desired, but at least they show
the difference between the intensity of insolation on
different days, at different seasons, and in different
latitudes or altitudes. They can, for example,
differentiate in comparable measured terms between
the fitful sunbeams of December and the fiery ravs
of June ; or show, again, that a hot day in England
with, sav, an air temperature of 90° F. is thermally
less fierce than a day in Italy having the same air

temperature but under a force of insolation unknown
in Northern Europe. The point is that equivalent
air temperatures are not truly climatically equivalent
unless associated with the same intensity of insola-

tion, and it is well known what an important factor
in the economy of living creatures is the direct

radiation of light and heat. L. C. W. B.

Trieste and Marine Biology.

I^R. INI. STENTA, director of the Natural History
^-^ Museum in Trieste, delivered an address, in

October 1921, at the Trieste meeting of the Italian
Society for the Advancement of Science, on the
important part played by Trieste in the study of
marine biology, and the address has recently been
published (Atti Soc. Ital. Progr. Sci.].

Dr. Stenta referred to the observations of Abbot
Fortis published in 1771 on the islands of the Quarnero,
and those of Abbot Olivi (1792), who gave, in his
" Zoologia Adriatica," a catalogue of the animals
of the Gulf of Venice. Almost all the naturalists
who visited Trieste in the first half of last century
were German ; of these, two may be named—I. L. C
Gravenhorst, who recorded (1831) the results of his

studies on various inoUuscs, echinoderms, and Antho-
zoa ; and J. G. F. Will, who gave an account {1844) of
the anatomy of Scyphozoa, ctenophores, and siphono-
phores. K. E. von Baer came in 1845 from Russia
to Trieste to search for larva: of echinoderms, but the
results in that and in the following year were not
very satisfactory. His visit, however, was fruitful

in another respect, for he encouraged Koch, a young
Swiss merchant resident in Trieste and an ardent
collector, in his project of founding a museum of
the .\driatic faima, which became the centre of studies
on the Gulf of Venice. Johannes Miiller spent the
autumn of 1850 in Trieste working on the develop-
ment of echinoderms and worms, and in the neighbour-
ing bay of Muggia he discovered in Synapta digitata

the parasitic mollusc Entoconcha mirabilis.

Among many who worked at the museum between
1850 and 1870 were Oscar Schmidt, who carried on
researches on sponges ; A. E. Grube, who examined
the annelids and discovered the parasitic rotifer

Seison nebaliae ; and Kowalevsky, who described
(1868) the remarkable sexual dimorphism in Bonellia
viridis. In 1874 the Adriatic Society of Natural
Science was founded, and the 27 volumes of its

Bulletin are rich in observations on the biology of
the area.
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In 1875 the Institute of Marine Biology was
established by the Austrian Government, and many
famous naturalists have worked in its laboratories,

e.g. Metschnikoff, on intracellular digestion and
phagocytosis ; Kowalevskv, on medusa; ; Driesch, on
the development of isolated blastomeres ; the brothers
Hertwig, F. E. Schultze, K. Grobbcn, and Hatschek.

In I goo the zoological station was enlarged and
reorganised under the new director. Prof. C. I. Cori.

A list of the more important investigations carried
on at the laboratory from that time until 1915 is

given by Dr. Stenta, but it is too long to cpiote here.

Mention may, however, be made of Friedlander's
investigation of the constitution of the purple secre-

tion of Murex, for which 14,000 specimens were
collected ; Heider's work on the development of

Balanoglossus ; and Przibram's researches on re-

generation in Crustacea. There were also several
investigations in applied zoology : the culture of

sponges, the coral fishery, and parasitic protozoa of

fishes.

We gather from the concluding part of the address
that the Italian Royal Committee for Marine Investi-
gation, which took over the zoological stations at

Trieste and Rovigno, proposes to suppress the
former, and Dr. Stenta puts forward a plea for its

retention.

Animal Nutrition.^

"T^WO series of Research Bulletins which have
' recently reached this country from America

provide remarkable examples of the laborious—one
may almost say meticulous—methods which dis-

tinguish much of the work now being conducted
at the Agricultural E.xperiment Stations in the
United States. The bulletins in question come from
the stations attached to the Universities of Missouri

and Minnesota respectively. In both cases the aim
was to find out by actual chemical anal\-sis the
constitution of the bodies of cattle at various ages.

In the case of the Minnesota investigations, sixty-

three bullocks, at all ages from three months to two
years and over, were slaughtered and analyses made
of the bodies, not merely as a whole, but under
such divisions as flesh, offal, skin, blood, etc. In

the case of the Missouri investigations, thirty animals
were slaughtered and analysed in much greater

detail. Separate figures for all descriptions of

edible joints and for each organ of the body are

given. It does not require much acquaintance
with chemical routine to realise the extraordinary
labour involved in reducing the separate parts of

the body of an animal to a fine pulp from which
uniform samples of every description of tissue can
be drawn. So far as this country is concerned, the
attempt has been made only once—by Lawes and
Gilbert many years ago—and then with difficulty

three animals in all were completely analysed.

The object of these investigations may be stated
verj' simply. The animal food consumed by man
represents vegetable food converted by stock into
" meat." It is desirable to know the (extent of

the waste involved in this process of conversion.

Incidentally, we also wish to know the relation

between the amount of this waste and the age of

the animal, progressively. The older and larger

the animal, the greater the waste, and consequently

the more costly tlie product. Above all, it is desirable

to ascertain the relation between protein consumed

* studies in Animal Nutrition ; l^niveriiity of Missouri. Research Bulletins,

55 rt uf^. Investigations in Beef Production, UnivcRity of Minnesot.-),

Bull. 193.

and protein stored, for the most costly food of all is

vegetable protein, supplied in the form of costly
oil-cakes ; furthermore, as the raw material is

generally imported from abroad, the economic loss

in Great Britain is very great. There can be no
doubt that, as matters stand, millions of money
are being wasted by farmers in bringing beasts to
a state of fatness required neither by the taste of
the modern consumer nor by the human body's
need for fat. The supplies of cheap vegetable
carbohydrates, from which animal fat can be manu-
factured, are now greater than they were in our
grandfathers' time, but the farmer still goes on
producing from imported feeding - stuffs rich in

protein, animal fat in wasteful quantity. More than
30 per cent, of the body weight of a " fat beast

"

is merely fat. Thanks to the labours of these
American workers, this point can now be driven
home. We can trace at every stage of an animal's
growth w-hat happens to the food it consumes, and
how as it grows older its conversion factor grows
smaller, until, ultimately, it stores only one-twentieth
of what it consumes : how again it turns a larger
proportion of costly protein into fat, rejecting more
and more of nitrogenous matter.

In these days when, we are told, British agri-

culture is faced with ruin, it is unfortunate that
agriculturists apparently cannot be persuaded to give
up one of the most costly and wasteful processes
of their industry. It is not the farmer alone who
is to blame. Both the butcher and the housewife
conspire to maintain the demand for excessively fat

meat, and while the market demand is for fat stock, it

is only to be expected that the present extravagant
system of " fatting " beasts will continue.

University and Educational Intelligence.

HiK.MiNC.H.\M.—.\nnouncement is made of the
Walter .Myers studentship (value 300/. for one year)

for research in any branch of medicine or pathology
approved by the selection committee. The student-

ship is tenable at any approved university, laboratory,

or other institution in the United Kingdom. Candi-
dates may be of either sex, and must be graduates
in medicine of the University of Birmingham of not
more than five years' standing. The holder of the
studentship will be required to devote his whole time
to research. Further information may be obtained
from the Dean of the Medical Faculty of the
University.

C.\MBRIDGE.—.\s announced in our issue of May 5,

p. 621, a fund has been established by the family

of the late Henry P. Davison, of New York, for the
purpose of giving English University men a year's

residence and study in the American Universities of

Harvard, Yale, and Princeton. Three of these

scholarships will be available for next year for

Cambridge. The scholars will be selected from
undergraduates or bachelors of arts now in residence,

the election being on the basis of character, scholar-

ship, and fitness to represent the University. 'J'here

is to be no examination.

Leeds.—In memory of the 326 members of the

University who fell in the War, a piece of .sculpture

by Mr. Eric Gill, which will be fixed to the outer

wall of the University Library, will be dedicated at

the University on Friday, June i. The University

owes this impressive memorial to the generosity

of the late Miss Frances Cross of Coney Garths,

Ripon.
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London.—Prof. E. D. Wiersma of the University
of Groningen will deliver a free public lecture on
" The Psychology of Epilepsy " at 5.15 o'clock on
Thursday, Ma.y 24, in the Robert Barnes Hall, The
Royal Society of Medicine, i Wimpole Street, W.i.
The lecture will be in English.

Manchester.—The following resignations are

announced : Dr. A. V. Hill, from the Brackenbury
chair of physiology, on appointment to the Jodrell

chair of physiology in the University of London
;

Mr. J. P. Headridge, from the lectureship in dental
metallurgy ; and Dr. J. Gray Clegg, from the lectureship

in ophthalmologi,'.

Arrangements are being made for broadcasting
University public lectures by joining up the University
with the MetropoUtan Vickers Broadcasting Station.

It is stated by the Hong-Kong correspondent
of the Times that Sir Catchick Paul Chater has
presented a sum of 30,000/. as a contribution
towards the general purposes of the University of

Hong-Kong.

The Ramsay Memorial Trustees wOl. at the end
of June, consider applications for two Ramsay
Memorial fellowships for chemical research. The
value of the fellowships will be 250/. per annum, to
which may be added a grant for expenses not exceed-
ing 50/. per annum, and one will be limited to candi-
dates educated in Glasgow. Full particulars as to

the conditions of the award are obtainable from
Dr. Walter W. Seton, Secretary, Ramsay Memorial
Fellowships Trust, University College, London,
W.C.I.

The Board of Education has just published a list

of fifty-two holiday courses, which will be held at
different times during the present year but mostly
in the summer months. Nineteen of these courses
are organised by Universities and University Colleges

(of which nine are held in connexion with the tutorial

classes of the Workers' Educational Association),

seven by Local Education Authorities, and the remain-
ing twenty-six bj' various educational bodies. In
addition to general courses for teachers there are
special courses, among which are the following :

economics, gardening, geography, geology, hand-
work, international relations, languages, librariansliip,

medieval and modern universities, mine-surveying,
physical training, psychology, social service, speech
training, and the Victorian Age. The dates of each
course, the fees, principal subjects of instruction,

address of Local Secretary, and other details are
given with each entrj'. This list can be obtained
direct from H.M. Stationery Office, Imperial House,
King.sway, London, W.C.2, or through any book-
seller, price 6rf.

Examination and inspection of secondary schools
in the United States are undertaken by several inde-
pendent and, in many cases, overlapping agencies,

namely—State officers of education, universities or
colleges, and accrediting associations such as the
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools of the
Southern States, the New England College Entrance
Certificate Board, and the North Central Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools. In 191 3 the
United States Bureau of Education prepared a
directory of schools (more than 13,000) which had
satisfied or been " accredited " by these various
agencies as equipped for preparing students for
colleges requiring 15 "units" for unconditioned ad-
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mission, and a fourth edition of the directory has
recently been published as Bulletin, 1922, No. 11.

The definitions of standards involved in the processes
of " accrediting," as set out in the Bulletin, are in-

structive. One on which the various agencies are
all agreed is the above-mentioned " unit " of measure-
ment of secondary school work : a year's study in
any subject, constituting approximately a quarter of
a full year's work, on the assumption that the school
year is from 36 to 40 weeks and that the study is

pursued for 4 or 5 periods (of from 40 to 60 minutes
each) per week, it being understood that a satis-

factory year's work in any subject cannot usually be
accomplished in less than 120 sixty-minute hours or
their equivalent. The subjects recognised by the
various accrediting bodies vary greatly : the College
Entrance Examination Board, for example, permits
the inclusion of English, mathematics, languages,
history, science, and drawing only, whereas the
University of California accepts also mechanic arts,

agriculture, home economics, music, book-keeping,
and stenography and typewriting. Almost all the
State universities specify among their admission
requirements three units of English and two and a
half of mathematics ; nearly half of them require at
least one unit of science ; more than half require
history and foreign languages ; only three require a
classical language.

" The Rising Cost of Education " in America is

one of the main subjects dealt with in the recently
published 17th annual report of the president of the
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teach-
ing. During the past thirty years, while the national
income increased by 500 per cent., the expenditure
for public schools—elementary' and secondary—rose
by 700 per cent., and for universities, colleges, and
technological schools by 1400 per cent. During the
last decade the pace of growth increased, and an in-

creasing share of the cost was transferred to the
Federal treasury. The people still believe in educa-
tion, but are becoming somewhat critical as to
whether the system for which they are paj'ing is

altogether justifying itself in its results; and, in any
case, the fact has to be faced that the cost of schools
cannot be indefinitely increased :

" Education must
reckon with economic necessity." So far the pre-
sident's review discloses a situation identical with
that brought to light in Great Britain by the Geddes
report. Analysis of the factors shows that in
America, as in England, the increase in salaries since
the War has been very great, but that in America it

has been specially pronounced in the colleges : in the
institutions associated with the Foundation, pro-
fessors' salaries rose in four years by 28-83 P^r
cent. The main purpose of the report, however,
is to emphasise the fact that the rise in cost has been
largely due to a change in the conception of education
itself and the part the school is to play in the social

order : to the widespread notion that formal educa-
tion is not only the one way to advancement but also
" the panacea for all social and political disorders";
to the admission to high schools and colleges of great
numbers of pupils ill fitted for them ; to the so-caUed
" enrichment " of the curriculum with a great variety
of subjects in which a mere smattering of know-
ledge is imparted ; to the introduction of vocational
training into the high schools; and to " acceptance
of the notion of scientific research as the primary
object of the college teacher." " Both financial

necessity and educational sincerity require a return
to a feasible and educationally sound conception
of the school."
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Societies and Academies.

London.

Royal Society, May 3.—Leonard Hill and A.

Eidinow : The influence of temperature on the

biological action of light. The biological action of

light is accelerated by warmth and retarded by cold.

This IS true for bacteria, infusoria and human skin.

The temperature coefficient for infusoria, between
1° and 20° C, is about 3-0. By adequate exposure
to cool air over-action of the sun on the skin can
be prevented. The proven success of heliotherapy

applied to children with surgical tuberculosis can
probably be secured for cases of phthisis if these are

no longer exposed in hot sun-boxes, but suitably

stripped and exposed in cool air.—F. A. E. Crew :

Studies in intersexuality. L—A peculiar type of

developmental intersexuality in the male of the
domesticated mammals. Individuals, regarded as

females during the earlier part of their lives, later

assume the behaviour and the secondary sexual
characters of males. They form a series according
to the degree of imperfection of the external genitalia

and the relative degree of development of the
derivatives of the Wolffian and Miillerian ducts.

In all there were paired but mal-descended testes.

The condition appears to be the result of the absence
during the period of differentiation of the sex
organisation of tliat minimum stimulus provided by
the sex-differentiating substance, of the sex-hormone,
in a zygotic male. The Wolffian and Miillerian ducts
pursue an equal and parallel development. The
degree of interscxuahty varies with the stage during
the period of sex-differentiation at which the necessary
minimum stimulus was exhibited. Since the a.ssump-
tion of the secondary sexual characters of the male
type is normal in time, either the minimum stimulus
is ultimately exhibited, or else there is a different
threshold of response to the action of the sex-
differentiating stimulus on the part of various
structures belonging to the sex-equipment.—E. J.
Morgan and J. H. Quastel : The reduction of methylene
blue by iron compounds. The restoration of the
power to reduce methylene blue to boiled milk by
means of ferrous sulphate solution is due to the
inorganic constituents of the milk. Methylene blue
IS reduced by ferrous sulphate solution in the pres-
ence of sodium hydroxide, carbonate, bicarbonate or
phosphate, and of the sodium salts of acids such as
acetic, tartaric, or citric. Ferrous sulphate solution
alone will not effect any perceptible reduction. Two
ferrous molecules always react with one of methylene
blue. The mechanism of the reduction appears to
depend oa the relative affinities of the oxygen
acceptor for the hydro.xyl ion and of the liydrogen
acceptor for the hydrogen ion.—C. F. Cooper : The
hkull and dentition of Paraceratherium bugtiense.
\ genus of aberrant rhinoceroses from the Lower
Miocene deposits of Dcra Bugti. A complete lower
jaw, a nearly complete skull, parts of three other
skulls, several fragments of lower jaws, numerous
loose teeth, and parts of the milk dentition found in
Baluchistan are discussed. The lower pair of incisors
have the form of tusks turned downward. Even
in the oldest specimens they .show practically no
signs of having been used. The condition of the
premolar dentition shows the animal to be in an
early state of evolution, but on a side line, with some
possible connexion with the early North American
Aceratheres. Similar teeth were found in Turkestan
by Borrissyak and described by him as belonging
to Indricotherium ( =BaIuchitherium). and a skull
has been discovered in Mongolia by the American
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Museum expedition and attributed to Baluchitherium.
It has the enormous length of 5 ft., as again.st a
skull length of 3 ft. in the present form, which
makes it the more probable that the two genera arc

properly separated.—W. L. Balls ; The determiners
of cellulose structure as seen in the cell walls of

cotton hairs. The use of plane and circularly

polarised light and of immature hairs shows that the

reversals of the spiral fibrillar structure appear in

full number, as soon as the secondary wall is visible,

indicating predetermination thereof during growth in

length. On development of the pre-cellulosc, the

primary wall shows a pair of opposed spirals with
pitches corresponding to that of the slip spirals of

the secondary wall. These slip spirals are structurally

connected with the quicker pit spirals and invariably

opposed to the latter in direction ; the tangents of

their angles are in the ratio of 4:1, which suggests

polymerisation from the pre-cellulose of the primary
wall. The rotation of the plane of polarisation by
a single layer of secondary cell-wall is inverted on
opposite sides of a reversal point ; thus the molecular

structures of the right-hand and left-hand areas

would seem to be mirror-images. The probable

space-lattice conformation of cotton and other

celluloses seems to indicate a modernised restatement

of Nageli's micellar theory.— I. de B. Daly ; The
influence of mechanical conditions of the circulation

on the electro-cardiogram. Exercise in man produces
changes in the electro-cardiogram which are similar

to those obtained in anaesthetised animals by simul-

taneous stimulation of both stellate ganglia. -Partial

or complete denervation of the heart was produced
in a dog. .Mterations in the mechanical conditions

of the circulation were brought about (i.) by partial

compression of the systemic aorta at various levels

in tlie body, and (ii.) by changing the conditions of

the artificial circulation of the heart-lung preparation.

The most marked changes in the electro-cardiogram

occurred when the arch of the aorta was partially

clamped. The form of the electro-cardiogram of the

dener\ated mammalian heart probably remains
unaltered when the increase in work of the heart is

produced in a physiological manner.

Zoological Society, .April 10.—Dr. A. Smith
Woodward, vice-president, in the chair.—G. C.

Robson : The snail Planorbis sufourii Graells, the

intermediate host of Schistosoma (Bilharzia) haina-

tobium, in Portugal.—C. F. Sonntag : On the anatomy,
physiology and pathology of the chimpanzee.

—

K. Kostanecki ; On a remnant of the omphalo-
mesenteric arteries in the manatee.

Royal Microscopical Society, April 18.—Prof. F. J.

Cheshire, president, in the chair.—D. W. Cutler :

The Protozoa of the soil. Data were obtained from

365 consecutive daily counts of the numbers of

bacteria and protozoa in a normal field .soil. Fourteen-

day averages of the total numbers showed marked
seasonal cha.nges ; the organisms being most numerous
in November and fewest during February. An
inverse relationship exists between the numbers of

bacteria and the active amoebae A two-day periodicity

obtains for the active numbers of one species of

flagellate. Azotobacter, in tiie presence of Protozoa,

can fix more atmospheric nitrogen than when alone.

Experiments on tlie reproductive rate of Colpidium

colpoda show that, according to the age of the parent

culture, death of some of tne organisms follows

inoculation into fresh medium ; also that death

occurs even during the period of maximum reproduc-

tion.—A. C. Seward : The use of the microscope

in paljeobotanical research. Microscopical investiga-

tion can be applied to plants which have been
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preserved in different states, are of different geological

age, and belong to ^'arious divisions of the vegetable
kingdom, and reference was made to the examination
of fragments detached from imperfectly petrified

stems which cannot be cut into sections. Petrified

roots of a Cretaceous fern were described in illustration
of the difficulty of distinguishing between inorganic
and organic structures. The architectural basis of
plant organs has been remarkably persistent through
the ages. Recent palaeobotanical discoveries have
thrown httle light on the problem of evolution.

Manchester.

Literary and Philosophical Society, April 24.

—

Mr. W. H. Todd, vice-president, in the chair.—-T. H.
Pear : A new type of number form. The numbers
appear to be on small square blocks. It is possible,
by imaging a series of them tilted backwards, to see
at a glance a numerical series like i, .2, 4, 8, etc., or
even i, J, J, . . . A?.- To see this last fraction it

is necessary, in imagination, to approach the form
ver^^ closely. Complex numbers hke ^'-i and

J - 9 can be seen vaguely in undefined areas in the
neighbourhood of i and 9 respectively. The form
even represents a billion and a trillion, though it is

difficult to see beyond a source of Ught (to look into
which is hke looking at the sun) which exists near
the place representing a milhon.—W. J. Perry : The
neurological basis of human behaviour in society.
A calm, happy, peaceful behaviour is normal for man
as he is at present constituted. Since this type of

behaviour is universal among peoples in the " food-
gathering " stage of culture, it must have been
acquired at an early stage in the evolution of man,
who, in the course of the development of civiUsation,
has, speaking generally, exhibited war-like, cruel, and
angry types of behaviour to an increasing degree.
An explanation is sought by considering man's brain
as consisting of two distinct parts—the optic thalamus
and the cerebral cortex, or neo-palhum. The optic
thalamus represents the dominant part of the brain
of the lower vertebrates. The cortex is concerned
with "epicritic " sensibihty, the thalamus with
emotional tone. The increasingly violent behaviour
of man as civilisation has proceeded can be referred
to stimuU, due to certain social institutions, which,
by unduly exciting the thalamus, undermine the
control established by the cortex. The removal of

those institutions should therefore have tremendous
effects on human behaviour.

Dublin.

Royal Dublin Society, April 24.—Prof. J. A. Scott
in the chair.—A. E. Clark : Evidence of displacement
of Carboniferous strata in County SUgo. Accurate
plotting of the igneous dykes on the N. coast of

Co. SUgo shows that a strip of country four miles
wide, lying just W. of Aughris Head, has been dis-

placed southwards between parallel faults for a
distance varying from a quarter of a mile on the
W. side to three-quarters of a mile on the E.—E. J.
Sheehy : The comparative values of protein, fat,

and carbohydrate for the production of milk fat.

By feeding lactating goats for successive periods
with carbohydrate, fat, and protein the relative

values of these materials have been ascertained.

Protein (in excess of that required for milk protein
and for body maintenance) and carbohydrate are
equal in value, and fat is z\ times as valuable as
either. In rations containing less than a certain

quantity of fat, however, the substitution of extra
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fat for some of the carbohydrate gives results which
credit fat with a value much higher than i\ times
that of carbohydrate. In addition to its food value,
fat in the ration stimulates milk fat secretion, but
a small quantity suffices for tlje latter purpose.

—

T. J. Nolan and H. W. Clapham : The utilisation

of monomethylaniline in the production of tetryl.

In the nitration of monomethylaniline, metanitrotetryl
is formed in addition to tetryl ; also crude tetryl
formed from commercial dimethylaniline frequently
contains the same impurity. The use of mono-
methylaniline for the manufacture of tetrj'l has,
apart from its cost, been hitherto regarded with
disfavour. Tetryl containing not more than almost
inappreciable quantities of metanitrotetryl can be
obtained in good yield from monomethylaniline if

the latter, before nitration, is converted into its

nitroso derivative. The nitroso group influences the
course of the nitration.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, April 9.—M. Albin Haller
in the chair.—A. Guntz and Benoit : The ionising

power of fused hthium hydride.—Maurice Lecat :

The generalisation and modifications of a theorem
of Frobenius.—E. O. Lovett : Certain functional
properties of conies and their generalisations.

—

Maurice Frechet : The existence of (Q) classes not
complete.—M. Mandelbrojt : Taylor's series with
gaps.—H. C. Levinson : The gravitational field of

11 bodies in the theory of relativity.—Ernest Csilser :

Some dynamical and geometrical properties of move-
ment resulting from the conditions of M. Angelesco.
—G. Laville : The propagation of maintained waves
along an iron wire. The experimental results are
in good agreement with the formula developed from
Maxwell's equations, but the formula deduced from
Kirchofi's theory leads to results not in accord with
experiment.—G. Vavon and A. Husson : Catalysis
and steric hindrance. A study of the reduction
of cinnamic acid and esters and alkjMcinnamic acids

and esters by hydrogen in the presence of a platinum
catalyst. The experimental results are in agreement
with the predictions of the theory of steric hindrance.

J. F. Durand : The action of acetylene on zinc ethyl.

Acetylene was passed into a solution of zinc ethyl
in petroleum ether, and the yellow solid produced
rapidly separated. It gave the reactions of a zinc

acetylide ; water gave acetylene and zinc hydroxide.
Mercury diphenyl treated in a similar manner gave
no reaction.—W. J. Vernadsky : Mendelejeffite, a
new radioactive mineral. This mineral, found near
Sludjanka (on lake Baikal), is a calcium urano-titano-

niobate, containing about 23-5 per cent, of UsOj.
Its crystalline form is described.—Ph. Schereschewsky
and Ph. Wehrle : Elements of a synthesis of the
French and Norwegian methods of weather forecasts.

—Ch. Janet : The ontogenesis of Volvox aureus.—
Lucien Daniel : Variations of perfumes under the

influence of grafting. Experiments on grafting with
wormwood (Artemisis Absinthium) have shown that

the modifications in the leaves and seeds are accom-
panied by changes in the character of the essential

oil : the taste and perfume may improve or deteriorate

with diSerences in the species grafted.—Raphael
Dubois : Tears and the functions of the lachrymal
gland. An enzyme has been isolated from the
lachrymal glands of the cow : it is neither an oxydase
nor a peroxydase, but is a diastase hydrolysing starch
Hke ptyaline ; the name lacr>'mase is given to it.—
M. Lopez-Lomba and Mme. Randoin : The production
of scurvy in the guinea-pig and young rabbit by
means of a new food regime, complete and in bio-
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chemical equilibrium, deprived only of the factor C.

A food is described containing all the necessary
constituents except factor C. The animals fed with
this ration, plus 3 c.c. of lime juice (factor C), made
normal growth. All the other animals fed with the
same ration, minus factor C, after a short jseriod of
rapid growth, developed scurvy and died.—E. Lesn£,
Christou, and Vaglianos : The passage into the milk
of the C vitamins introduced by other means than
the mouth.—E. Fernandez Galiano : The rhythmic
contractions of Vorticella.

—

K. L. Herrera ; The
imitation of plasmodia and chromatic structures by
sodium siUcate coloured with ivory black and drops
of alcohol in diffusion. If drops of absolute alcohol
are allowed to diffuse into a syrupy solution of
sodium siUcate coloured with ivory black, remarkable
imitations of cells, nuclei, and chromatic structures

[ are produced. The structure can be preserved
' fairly well by washing the card with weak alcohol

to remove traces of alkah.—A. Policard : The
mineralisation of histological sections by calcination,

and its interest as a general histochemical method.
The method, described in detail, permits the localisa-

tion of the mineral elements in the positions they
occupy in the Uving tissue.—Rene Jeannel : The
evolution of the copulatory appaiatus in the genus
Choleva. The sexual characters in this genus, both
in the male and female, are more trustworthy than
the external characters in defining the species.

—

Lucien Semichon : The preparation of wine by
continuous fermentation : selection of the ferments
by the alcohol already formed. Natural fermentation
is due to elUptical yeasts, wild and apiculated yeasts,

Dematium, spores of crj'ptogams, and various bacteria,

all of which are objectionable except the first.

Sterilisation of the must, followed by the introduction
of a pure yeast culture, is economically impracticable.
In a must containing 5 per cent, of alcohol the
growth of the elliptic yeasts is favoured and the
objectionable organisms do not develop freely. In
practice, the addition of this amount of alcohol is

not possible, but the same result can be obtained
by a process of continuous fermentation. A portion
of the must is started fermenting with a cultivated
yeast, and after the necessary amount of alcohol
has been produced, fresh must is added at a constant
rate. The method has been successfully applied on
the large scale. — Augustc Lumiere and Henri
Couturier : Barometric depression and anaphylactic
shock. Guinea-pigs, sensitised by egg albumen, are
partially protected against anaphylactic shock by
placing under a bell jar in an atmosphere at about
half the normal atmospheric pressure. The mortality
in the animals thus treated was 40 per cent, against
80 per cent, when the animals were allowed to
remain under normal pressure after the second
injection.—Jules Amar : The law of vivireaction in

pathology.

April 16.—M. Albin Haller in the chair.—Emile
Picard : The singularities of harmonic functions.

—

Charles Richet : The spleen, a useful organ, but
not essential. An account of experiments on
the comparative effects of starvation of dogs with
and without the spleen. Animals can survive for
long periods after removal of the spleen : the exjjeri-

ments prove that animals without the spleen
I require more food to maintain their normal weight,

and die more quickly than normal animals when
deprived of food. — M. d'Ocagne : Normals of
quadrics along their lines of curvature. Charles
NicoUe, Et. Burnet, and E. Conseil : The micro-
organism of epizootic abortion, distinguished from
that of Mediterranean fever by the absence of patho-
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genie power for man. Micrococcus melitensis (the
organism of Maltese fever) and Bacillus abortus
present striking similarities in their morphological
characters, cultures, and pathogenic power towards
the animals commonly used in laboratory experi-
ments ; but B. abortus proves to be innocuous to
man. Cultures injected into five voluntary subjects
caused neither fever nor any other trouble : hsemo-
cultures remained sterile and the agglutinating power
was generally not developed.—Georges Bouligand :

The singularities of harmonic tunctioYis.—Gaston
Bertrand : The problem of Dirichlet and the potential
of the simple layer.—G. C. Evans and H. E. Bray :

Poisson's integral generalised.—Andre Planiol : The
influence of velocity' and of temperature on the
friction losses in explosion motors. The engine was
driven by an electric motor and the power used
measured electrically : in one set of experiments the
air port was fully open, in another the air admitted
was reduced to a minimum. The frictional losses

were found to be a linear function of tlie turns per
minute, the rate of increase being much larger than
was expected. Experiments were also made on the
effect of varying the temperature of the cooling
water.— Wladimir de Belaevsky : A problem of
elasticity in two dimensions.—M. Mesnager : Observa-
tions on the preceding communication.—Antonio
Cabreira : A method of obtaining the geographical
co-ordinates at any height of a star.—Charles Nord-
mann and C. Le Morvan : Observations of the
Pleiades with the hetcrochrome photometer of the
Paris Observatory. A new method for determining
stellar parallax by photometry. The photometric
measurements given show that, for the stars of the
Pleiades studied, there exists a clear relation between
the intensity distribution in the visible spectrum
and the absolute magnitude of the star.—P. Noaillon :

Superficial circulation.—M. Hadamard : Remarks on
the preceding communication.—Albert Perard : Study
of some mercury and krypton radiations with the
view of their applications in metrology. The results

of a large number of comparisons with the red cadmium
line arc given, with the view of detecting the presence
of satellites oi feeble intensity. None of the lines

compared (neon, krypton, mercury) behaved as a
simple symmetrical line.—L6on and Eugfine Bloch :

I
Spark spectra of higher order. Reply to a claim for

priority by M. Duaoyer.—M. A. Catalan : Spectrum
series and ionisation and resonance potentials of

chromium and molybdenum.—L. J. Simon and
A. J. A. Guillaumin : The determination of carbon
and hydrogen by the u.se of a mixture of sulphuric
acid and silver bichromate. The principle of the
method is the determination of the carbon dioxide
produced by heating a known amount of substance
with a measured excess of the oxidising mixture,
and the determination of the excess by the addition
of an easily combustible substance (potassium
methylsulphate), and a second measurement of carbon
dioxide. Results of the application of the method
to ten organic substances of varj'ing types are given.

—M. Lespieau : Some derivatives of the glvcerol

(OH)CHj . CH(OH) . C ; C . CH,(OH).— A. Wah'l and
W. Hansen : Isoindigotine and indine. Isoindigotine

has been proved to be identical with Laurent's
indine.—M. E. Denaeyer : The rocks collected by
MM. Chudeau and Villa ttc in the central Sahara.

—

E. Schnaebele : The tectonic origin of the valleys

of the eastern slopes of the Vosges.^Louis Besson :

Observation of a parhelion of 90°.—Ren6 Soueges ;

The embryogeny of the Valerianacea. The develop-
ment of the embryo in Valerianella olitoria.—Pierre

Georgfevitch : The role of the centrosome in kinesis.

—Mile. Lucienne Blum : Modification of plants
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submitted to culture under glass. Comparative
studies of the same plants grown under glass and in

the open air. Under glass the plant appears to be
stabilised at an earlier stage of its growth. The
organs of secretion are always more abundant in

the plant under glass.—Henry Cardot and Henri
Laugier : The adaptation, transmission of acquired
characters, selection by vital concurrence in the
lactic ferment.—Edouard Chatton and Mme. M.
Chatton : Sexuality provoked experimentally in an
Infusoria, <jlaiicoma sc!)iti/la>is. Predominance of

_
the conditions of the medium in its determinism.

—

Jules Barrois : The development of Echinoderms.

Calcutta.

Asiatic Society of Bengal, April 4.—M. A. Wali :

Hinduism according to Muslim Sufis. Some Sufi

scholars of India conclude that India, like other
countries, has produced prophets and saints, and
that the teachings of the Vedas and Upanishads
are in accordance with the Muslim Scriptures.

—

W. Ivanow : A " witch-case " in medieval India.

A curious and complete case of sorcery in the form
technically called envoiitement from the Siyaru
'l-'Arifin (+ A.D. 1530) which is translated and
annotated.—H. Mitra : Epigraphic notes.—H. C.

Robinson and C. B. Kloss : Some remarks on Mr.
C. Stuart Baker's new volume on the Birds (second
edition) in the " Fauna of British India." A number
of corrections are proposed for the Malaisian and
eastern Indo-Chinese species dealt with.—Zoological
results of the Percy Sladen Trust Expedition to
Yuflnan in 1922, under the leadership of Prof. J. W.
Gregory :—J. C. Brown : An account of the country
traversed by the Expedition.—N. Annandale : Land
molluscs. Eighteen species and one local race are
represented, of which five species (all belonging to
the genus Buluminus or Ena) and one race of

Helicarion resiitaceiis Heude are described as new.

—

B. Prasad : Bivalve molluscs. Six species of

Corbicula from W. Yunnan, a Unionid and a
Sphaerium are recorded from Lake Tali.—S. W.
Kemp : Decapod Crustacea. Three crabs and a
prawii of the genus Caridina were collected. One
of the crabs is a new species of Potamiscus, while
another {Potamon aikinsonianum) is interesting as
being a Himalayan form. The Caridina from Lake
Tali is new and is remarkable on account of the
secondary sexual characters of the male.

Official Publications Received.

AbisUo Natnrvetpnskapliga Station. Observations meteomlogiqups A

Abisko en 1!>21. Faites et r6diy6es par Bror Hedemo. Pp. v+(56.
(Stoclibolni ; Victor Pett^rsons Bokindnstriaktiebolag.)

Repcirt of the Kodaikanal Observatory lor tbe Year 1!)2'2. Pp. 8.

(Madras : Government Press.) (J annas.
Fourth Annual Report of the (Jovernors of the Imperial Mineral

Resources Bureau. Pp. 24. (Loudon.)
Medical Research Council. Third Annual Rejiort of the Industrial

Fati;;ue Research Board to 31st December 1922 (including Personal

Conlribulions from Investigators). Pp. 83. (London: H.M. Statioueiy
Oftice.) 2s. net.

Rocznik Astronomiczny Observatorjum Krakowskie,i;o na rok U*23.

Tom. 2. Pp. iv-H07. (Krakfiw.) is. Cd.

Diary of Societies.

SATUKIiAV, Mav 12.

Anncal Conference of the llNiVfKsiTiEs ok Gkeat Britain and
Iitr.LAND (at- Kind's College), at II.—Sir Theodore Morison and others :

Discussion on The Financial Outlook of the Universities. — Sir W.
Henry Hadow and others : Discussion on JIusic aa a University Subject.
—Sir William H. Heveridge and others: Discussion on tbe Universities
and Training for Administrative and Municipal Life.— A. Greenwoofl,
the Master of Balliol, and others : Discn.ision on Labour and the
Universities.

MONDAY, May It.

VioTOKiA Institute (at Central Buildings, Westminster), at 4.30.— Prof.
T. G. Pinches : Assyro-Babylouian Israel Likenesses and Contrasts.

RoVAL GEooBAPHicAL SociETV (at Lowtlier Lodge, Kensington Gore),
at a —Prof. ,1. W'. Gregory: The Bandi Arc; its Structure and Geo-
graphical Relations.

Faradav Society (at Chemical Society), at^.50 (Annual General Meet*
ing) ; at8.— E. P. Permanand H. L. Saunders; Tbe Vapour Pressures of
Concentrated Cane Sugar Solutions.— E. W. .1. Mardlcs: The Elasticity
of Organogels of Cellulose Acetate.— 1!>. Stockdale : An Example of
Polyuiorpbism in an Intermetallic (^ompounil.—A. L. Norbury ; Some
Expeiinients on the HardTiess of Spontaneous Annealing nf Lead.— F. C.
Thompson and E. Whitehead : Some Notes on the Etching Properties
of Alpha and t^iamnia Forms of Tricarbide of Iron.

Royal Socieiy of Arts, at 8.— S. S. Cook ; The Development of the
Steam Turbine (3). (Howard Lectures.)

TUESDAY, Mat 15.

Royal Institution or Great Britain, at 3.—Prof. \. C. Seward : Arctic
Vegetation of Pa.s: Ages. (Tynddl Lecture.)

Rjval Statistical Socikty, at 5.15.— D. R. Wilson: On Some Recent
Contributions to the Study of Industrial Fatigue.

Institute of Transport (at Institution of Electrical Engineers), at
5.30.— G. J. Shave : The Design and Maintenance of Commercial Motor
Vehicles.

Ki)YAL pBuTOoRAPHic SoclKTY OF GREAT BRITAIN (Pictorial Group), at 7.

RovAL Anthropoi.ooical Institute, at 8.15.—J. H. P. Murray ; Xative
Administration in Pajiua.

Sociological Society (at Leplay House, H5 Belgrave Koad), at 8.15.—
Dr. G. Slater :

'1 he P.sycbological Basis nf Economic Theory.

WKDNKSDAY, May IC.

Uoval Meteorolooicai. Society, at 5.—M. tic Carle 8. Salter and J.

Glasspoole: The Klucliiations of Annual Rainfall in the British Isles

considered cartographically.—A. W. Clayden : (a) An Improved Actino-
graph. (/») Note on the Influence of a Glass Shade.—Capt. E. E.
Ueuest : Notes on the " Sumatras" of the Malacca Straits.

GEOi.ooifAL Society of London, at 5.30.—W. B. R. King: The Upper
Ordovician Rocks of tbe Sonth-Western Berwyn Hills.— Prof. W. J.

Pugh : The Geology of the District around Corris and Aberlettenni
(Merionethshire).

ItoYAL Microscopical Society (Industrial Applications of the Micrc scope
Section), at 7.—L. Taverner : The Principles and Application of Technical
Metallurgical Microscopy.—W. M. Ames : Applications ol tbe Micrcscope
in the Manufacture of Rubber.

Royal Shciety of Arts, at 8.—L. Gaster ; Industrial Lighting and the

Prevention of Accidents.
Society for Constructive Birth Control and Racial Prooress (at

Essex Hall, Strand), at 8.—Earl Kus.sell : Progress and the Law (to be
followed by a discussion).

THURSDAY, May 17.

Royal InstitojionofGiieat Britain, at 3.—Prof. E. O. Coker: Engineer-
ing Problems solved by Photo-elastic Methods (1). Improvement in

Apparatus ; Contact Pre-sures and Stresses.
Royal Society, at 4.30.— Dr. A. E. H. Tutton : (1) A Universal Interfero.

meter. (2) A Wave-length Torsometer and its Use with the Universal
Interferometer.- Prof. L. N. (!. Filon and F. C. Harris: Tbe Diphasic
Nature of Glass as shown by Photo-elastic Observations.—Prof. C. B.
Inglis : Stress Distribution in a Rectangular Plate having two Opposing
Edges sheared in Opposite Direction,s.—Prof T, II. Havelock : Studies

in Wave Ri'.sistance— Influence of the Koiin of the Water-plane Section

of the Ship.-W. M. H. Greaves : A certain Family of Peni)dic Solutions

of Dillerential Equations, with an Application to the Tiiode Oscillator.

Institution of Misino and Mktallcboy (at Geological Society), at 5.30.

RoNTiiEN Society and the ELErTRO-TiiicRAeEUTic Section of the Royal
.Society of Medicine (First Annual Joint Meeting) (in the Barnes Hall,

Royal .Society of Medicine), at 5.30.—Dr. A. W. George : Tbe Pathological

Gail RLldder. (Mackenzie D.ivitison Memorial Lecture.)

Chemical Societv, at 8 (and Informal Meeting).

FBIDAY, May 18.

Rov\i. PiioTooRAPiiic Society of Great Britain, at 7.—Discussion.
RoYAi, Institution of Great Britain, at ii.—W. M. Mordey: Recent

Studies in Alternating Magnetism.

SATURDAY, Mat 19.

Royal Institution or Great Britain, at 3—J. B. McBweii : Harmonic
Evolution.

PUBUIC LECTURES.

MONDAY, Mat 14.

UN1VER.S1TY CoLLwiE, at 5.—Prof. G. Dawes Hicks: Kant's Theory of

B-auty and Sublimity. (Succeeding Lectures on May 22 and 28.)

TVESDAY, May 15.

Oresham College, at (!.-a. R. Hinks: Astronomy. (Succeeding Lectures

on May 16, 17, and 18.)

THURSDAY. Mat 17.

Universitt College, at 2.30.—Prof. W. M. Flinders Petrie: Recent Dis-

coveries of the British School of Archg!Ology in Egypt. (Lecture

repeated on May 23 at 5, and 26 at 3.)

St. Mary's Hospital (Institute of Pathology and Research), at 4.30.—

Prof. F. G. Hopkins : An Oxidising Agent in Living Tissues.

Kings College, at 5.30.—Principal L. P. Jacks: The Higher Education

and the Community of Nations (Hibbert Lecture).

University College, at ,'i.:JO.—Prof. H. A. Lorentz : The Rotation of the

Earth and its Iiitluence on Optical Phenomena.—Dr. 0. Pellizzi :

Bernardino Telesio e la lilosofia europea (in Italian.)
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UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
A Lectuir on "liiiv Psvchoi.O(.v of Epileisv" will be delivered in

English by Dr. E. 1>. WIER.SMA (Professor of Psychiatry and Neurology
in the University of Groningen) in the Robert Baunes Hall at the Rovai.
5ociEi V OK Mbdicink, I Wimpolt: Street, W.i, on Thursi)A.v, May 24, at

5.15 P.M. The Chair u-ill be taken by Dr. R'ibekt H. Cole, M.D.,
*'.R.C.P. (Kxaininer in Mental Uiseasesin the University). ADMISSION
FREE, WITHOUT TICKET.

EDWIN DELLER, Academic Registrar.

UNIVERSITY OF OXFORD.
EXTENSION SUMMER MEETING.

Part I., July 27-August 7 ; Part II., August 7-16.

Subjects : (/i) UNIVERSITIES, Medieval and Modern, and their Place in

National Life; (/') Social and Economic Problems of ENGLISH
COUNTRY LIFE; (r) ORGANIC CHEMlSTKY (August 8-17 in-

clusive), a course under the supervision of Dr. F. D. Chaitaway, F. K.S.

Lectures on UNIVERS.TV HISTORY AND PROP.LEMS : sir

Michael Sadler, Dr. E. Barker, Mr. W. M, Childs, Dr. G. tJ. Coulton, I 'r.

Cranage. .Mr. .-X. C. M. Croome, Sir G. Foster, Mr. E. L. S. Horsburuh,
Dr. L. P. Jacks. Mr. Albert Mansbridge, Mr. J. A. R. Marriott, Mr. P. K.

Mathesun, Mr. Ramsay Muir, Prof. Percy Nunn, Canon Ollard, Prof. R. S.

Rait, Rev. G. C. Richards, Miss .Maude Royden. Dr. Sclbie, Profs. H. H.
Turner and C. C. J. Webb, President of Magdalen, Warden of Wadhnm.
Master of lialliol, and llishops of Carlisle and Manchester. Lectures nn
RURAL PROBLEMS, by Mr. A. W. Ashhy. Mr. G. Dalla.s. Lord Ernie,

Sir D. Hall, Mr. J. L. Hatnmond, Major Hart-Synnot, Mr, C. S, Orwin,
Mr. G. H. Pnwell, Sir H. Rew, Mr. R. Robbins, Lady Mabel Smith, and
Prof. Somervillc.

Ticket lor the meeting, £,1 : 2s. ; for either Part, ^i : los. A list of b()i>ks

for preliminary reading, price 4d., a list of lodgings, price 6d., and pro-

gramme gratis maybe had from Rev. V. E. Hutchinson, Uniiersity Ex-
tension Delcgac\-, Oxford.

UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS.

NEXT SESSION BEGINS
OCTOBER I, 1923.

Candidates for admission in the Session 1923-

1924 should apply at once to the Registrar of

the University, from whom copies of the

General Prospectus or special Departmental

Prospectuses may be obtained.

RAMSAY MEMORIAL FELLOWSHIPS FOR

CHEMICAL RESEARCH.
The Trustees will consider, at the end of June 1923, applications for

FELLOWSHIPS not exceeding two in number, one of which is limited to

candidates educated in Glasgow. The value of each Fellow<>Iup will be
^250 per annum, to which may be added a grant for expenses not exceeding
iljO per aiumm.
The Fellowship will normally be tenable for two years, and may he ex-

tended for a third year.
Full particulars can he obtained from the undersigned, to whom applica-

tions must be forwarded not later than June 15, 1923.

University College, London
(Gower Street, W.C.i).

WALTER W. SETON,
Organising Secietary,

Ramsay Memorial Fund.

UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM.
JAMES WATT RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP.

The Council invites applications for the JAMES WAI T RESEARCH
FELLOWS H IP in the Thermo- Dynamics of Internal Combusiion Engines.
Candidates should hold an Honours Degree in Engineering of a British

University, and have had some experience in Research. The Fellowship
has at present an annual value of .£220, and is renewable. Applications
should be sent in not later than M.iy 31, 1923.

Further particulars may be obtained from the Dean of the Faculty of
Science, The University, Edgbaston, Birmingham.

GEO. H. MORLEY, Secretary.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
THOMAS SWYTHE HUGHES MEDICAL RESEARCH FUND.

Applications for GR.ANTS from the Thomas Smythe Hughes Medical
Research Fund for assisting medical research, accompanied by the names
and addresses of two references, must be made to the .\cai>emic Registkak,
University of London, Suuth Kensington, S. W.7 (from whom further
particulars may be obtained) not later than*June 15. 1923.

TUITION BY CORRESPONDENCE
Rapid preparation by highly qualified tutors for

MATRICULATION,
Intermediate and Final B.A. and B.Sc,
OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE LOCALS.

Single subjects may be taken :— Latin, Greek, Hebrew, S-'rench,

ftiathematics, Chemistry, Logic, etc. For terms address

—

Mr. J. CHARLESTON, B.A. (Hons. Oxon. & Loncf.),

14 Elsham Road, Kensington, W. 14.

TO SCIENTISTS AND RESEARCH STUDENTS.
THE INTERNATIONAL BIBLIOCRAPHtCAL SERVICE BUREAU,

employed by liritish Ciovernment Department'^, University Professors, etc.,

supplies complete Continental and .'\merican bibliographies on any .scientific,

literary, or medical subject. Chemical work a speciality. Extracts made.
Headquarters: Vienna. English representative: "Alexandrian," ia

Longridge Road, Earl's Court, b.W.5.

DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH required for
Falkland Islands (/lovernmeiu Ship "' Discoxery," now fitting out for

marii.c research in .Antarctic and other waters, mainly in connection wiih
whales and whaling,

.Applicants should preferably be graduates in natural science, with a
record of research work in biologj' and experience in the execution of
scientific work at sta, rind must h^ qualified to co-ordinate and controF
the work of a scientific staff.

Salary—;£ioco a )'enr, with free messing when afloat. Application fof
si>mcwhat higher rate might be considered in case of CHudidate with
exceptional qualifications and experience.

Period of engagement 2^ years in first instance, from about Septeniber
I next.

Applications must be received by June 15 and must be on prescribed
form, unless candidate is abroad and unable to obtain form in time.

P'urther particulars and foinis of application can be obtained by letter

from the Skcurtauv. " Discovery " Lomniiltee, Colonial OlTice. S. W. i.

CITY AND COUNTY BOROUGH OF BELFAST.
The Technical InsEructi()n Commil'.ee invite applications for the position

o{ LECTURER in ELEMENTARY SCIENCE and MATHE.MATICS
at tlie Municipal College of Technology, Belfast.

The salary attached to the position is j£2oo per annum with Itonus on the
Whitley award scale. (.\ permanent scale of salary will shurily be adopted.)

Particulars of the duties and conditions of appointnienl miiy be obt;iined

from the undersigned, with whom applications, on the spct i.jl torni proMded
for the purpo-e, must be lodged not later than Noon OD TUESDAY, May 29,
1923.
The duties of the position commence on September i next.

Applications should be accompanied by copies of three recent testimonials
(oriiiinal testimonials must not be sent).

CANVASSING IS STRICTLY FORBIUUEN AN'lJ WILL DIS-
OUALIFY.

RUPERT STANLEY. Principal,
Muniripal Coll<rge of Technology, Belfast.

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE,
BANGALORE.

PROFESSORSHIP OF BIOCHEMISTRY.
There will b- a vacancy in the PROFESSORSHIP of BID-

CHEMISTRY in 1924. Applicants will be expected to have achieved
some consideral)le reputation as research workers and must have had good
experience in teaching.

Particulars may be obtained from the Seckbtarv, Cambridge University
Appointments Hoard, University Offices, St. .Andrews Street, Cambridge,
who has been authorised to collect and forward applications to the Selecting
Dudy. Applic;itions should reach the Secretary by May 31, 1933.

UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL FRUIT AND VEGETABLE

PRESERVATION RESEARCH STATION.
-Vpplications are invited for the appointment k){ (a) BIOCHEMIST and

(/•) MICRO-HIOLOGIST.
Providing that applicants with sufficiently high qualifications are forth-

cotiiing, one of the appointments will be a Principal Assistantship (£600,
rising by annual increments of £,'2<^ to ^8co) and one a Senior ,\ssistantship

(^£400, rising by annu.tl incren^enis of ^20 to ^6co).

Communications with reference to these appointments shopld be
addressed to the Reiiistkak, University of Bristol, to whom applications

should be sent not later than May 26.
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School and Sex.^

IN 1920 the Consultative Committee of the Board of

Education was reconstituted by Order in Council,

iftnd two urgent problems, of scientific character and

far-reaching importance, were referred to it almost

immediately for inquiry and advice : namely, first,

what degree of differentiation is desirable, for boys and

girls respectively, in the teaching of secondary schools
;

and, secondly, what use can be made, in the public

system of education, of psychological tests. On the

subject of the former reference the comm.ittee has

received a vast body of evidence from a long list of

witnesses—from medical men and psychologists, from

teachers and examiners, from employers and business

men ; and the results of its inquiries have now been

brought together in the pages of the report before us.

j
The first chapter, largely the work of the committee's

secretary, Mr. R. F. Young, provides an admirable

'history of the curriculum in secondary schools for boys

land girls ; and this brief chronological survey is followed

'by a descriptive account of the present system of

secondary education, so far as it bears upon the terms

!of the committee's reference. The education of what

was once considered to be the weaker or the gentler sex

has passed through two opposite phases, and is entering

upon a third. The first was a phase of emphasised sex-

idjfference based upon a supposed sex-inequality. It

•was the stage of feminine accomplishments and nothing

more ; it was also, therefore, a stage of educational

inefficiency. During the second period—a period of

reaction—education was based upon an assumed

I

equality of the sexes ; and reformers claimed, and

•endeavoured to secure, an identity of education for

'boys and girls, regardless of sex-difference. This, too,

has not been entirely successful. The committee now

i

discovers signs of a third stage—a stage which its own

report will undoubtedly strengthen and reinforce

—

which recognises that equality does not demand

identity, and would allow the widest possible free-

dom for all individuals, no matter which their sex

might be, to develop their special talents, and to prepare

themselves for their future duties, according to the

peculiar tastes and capacities of each.

It is, however, the central section of the report which

will command the greatest scientific interest. Here the

committee has collected together all the available

evidence dealing with the physical and mental differ-

ences between boys and girls during the critical years of

development.

The known facts regarding the anatomical and

> Board of Education: Report of the Consultative Committee on
DiSerentiation of the Curriculum for Boys and Girls respectively in

Secondary Schools. Pp. xvi + 193. (London: H.M. Stationery Office.

I
1923.) 2S. 91/. net.
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physiological differences between the sexes are concisely

summarised in a special appendix by Dr. J. G. Adami.

The point of chief significance is the peculiarly rapid

growth of the girls during the earlier phases of puberty.

It is remarked that, as a consequence, the girl is almost

adult while the boy is still adolescent. The memo-

randum ends by noticing that some of the most signifi-

cant physiological differences are to be found in the

activities of the glands of internal secretion ; and, since

recent research shows that these glands are intimateh-

connected with emotional activity, this subtle physical

difference is not without a deep psj'chological bearing.

As regards psychological differences generally, the

committee has found that two opposing views appear to

be entertained by various persons who have expressed

opinions upon the subject. The first view maintains

that " the higher the level reached in the development

both of species and of individuals, the greater is the

sex divergence "
; and concludes that " educationally

the first and safest classification is that whicli is based

upon sex." The second view insists that " sex is the

cause of only a small fraction of the mental differences

between individual?," the divergences of man from

man, and of woman from woman, being far greater than

those between one sex and the other.

The committee has reviewed the few scientific investi-

gations carried out upon this problem both in England

and in America, and has manifestly decided that the

weight of the evidence is upon the side of the second

of these alternative beliefs. Tt has been stated, upon

statistical grounds, that the largest sex-differences are

physical differences—differences in height, in weight,

and in bodily strength. Intellectual differences are

far smaller ; and here again the wider divergences

are discovered not upon the higher but upon the

lower levels of the mind, namely, in processes involving

simple sensory or motor activity, in sensation and in

movement ; in the higher and more complex processes

—in general intelligence and in ability to reason—the

differences during the school period are extremely

small. In memor\- and retentiveness, it is true, girls

seem to surpass boys, and women to surpass men ; nor

is this without an obvious educational bearing. But of

all psychological differences the most significant are

those that relate to temperament and character. It is

the quality of her emotions which, in the mental sphere,

chiefly distinguishes the woman from the man.

Thus, inborn sex-differences in mentality are far

slighter than has been popularly assumed. On the

other hand, the cumulative result of the emotional

divergence, and still more of the difference in social

functions, has resulted in wide separation of interest

and outlook, which is only in a small degree innate and

ineradicable, and is chiefly due to tradition, and to the
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varj'ing play of educational influences, whether con-

scious or unconscious.

In actual educational attainments, the differences

vary considerably according to the circumstances of

teaching. Where boys and girls have been taught

together in mixed schools, the differences may be barely

discernible ; but where they have been taught in

distinct departments, there the divergence is wider.

Such differences can be measured easily by means of

standardised scholastic tests.

The chief ascertainable differences appear to be the

following : boys are better at arithmetic, mathematics,

physical sciences, classical languages, geographj', and

drawing
;

girls are better at reading, spelling, hand-

writing, English composition, English literature, and

possibly histor)', modem languages, and biological

sciences. Here very plainly the effects of interest and

tradition are at work quite as much as constitutional

differences of intellectual capacity. The part played

by the two factors, however, can only be disengaged

by further inquiry.

Indeed, the most suggestive paragraphs of the whole

report are those in which the comm.ittee emphasises the

need for further research. It is pointed out that the

provisional conclusions arrived at rest mainly upon the

casual impressions and subjective opinions of school-

masters—men of considerable practical experience, but

of little or no psychological training ; and it is urged

that there is both room and need for a widespread co-

operative inquiry, in which strict scientific methods

shall be employed, and in which teachers, psychologists,

and medical men shall all take part.

Science and Superstition of Primitive

Mankind.

The Golden Bough : a Study in Magic and Religion.

By Sir James George Frazer. Abridged Edition.

Pp. xiv -1-756. (Macmillan and Co., Ltd., London,

1922.) 185. net.

SIR JAMES FRAZER'S " Golden Bough " is in

many respects the greatest achievement of

anthropology—a science the short life-historj' of which

allows still of a rapid survey and a correct apportion-

ment of values. The book, like no other work, expresses

the spirit of modern humanism—the union of classical

scholarship with folk-lore and anthropology. The

marble forms of antique legend and myth are made to

lend their beauty to the crude and queer customs of

the savage and the uncouth usages of the peasant,

while the Gods and Heroes of Olympus receive in

exchange the vitalising breath of life and reality from

their humbler yet more animate counterparts.

It is difficult to review a new version of the work in
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the ordinary manner. It would be as presumptuous

to assess the value of a universally acknowledged

masterpiece of literary art and a classic of scholarship

as it would be unnecessary to indicate the scope of a

work known to every cultured man, a work which has

exercised paramount influence over several branches

of learning and has created new lines of scientific

research. But though it is superfluous to praise the

book or to explain it, the appearance of the abridged

edition seems an opportune occasion for us anthropo-

logists to undertake a little examination of conscience

with regard to this classic. We all admit that we owe

an immense debt to the author of the Golden Bough

and to his work, but have we acquitted ourselves well

of an obligation, have we given him his due in return ?

By this I mean, have we taken all that has been offered

I us and made the most of it ? Have we followed his

lead to the end of the road, have we searched every-

where where the light of the Golden Bough has shone }

For this is the difference between the economic

and the spiritual order of things : that in the former

it is good to receive material benefits, and, speaking

without cant, painful to give them ; while in matters

of the mind it is a joy to bestow but a burden to take,

since this has to be done in an unselfish submission

of the spirit, and requires obedience, discipline, and

patience.

Surveying the immense influence exercised by this

and Frazer's other works on contemporary humanistic

literature, it might appear as if this quarry of inspira-

tion and fact, however rich, must have by now become

nearly exhausted. Literally half the subjects of modern

anthropological argument and controversy have been

submitted by Frazer for discussion : totemism,

problems of the taboo, origins of kinship and chieftain-

ship, primitive conceptions of the soul and spiritual

life—the list could be drawn out indefinitely by going

into more detail. In Great Britain, in France, in

Germany and the United States, whole schools of

anthropological science have flourished or grown

rankly, respectively, on the ground broken and first

cultivated by Frazer. It is enough to mention the

names of Crawley, Marett, Durkheim, Hubert and

Mauss, Van Gennep, Wundt, Freud and his school (in

their anthropological studies), who in their work, some

of it of the very first rank, are more or less dependent

"n Frazer and his initiative. Yet it would be easy to

how that even this immense and most valuable

I'razerian literature has left enormous areas within

tlie enclosure of the Golden Bough ready for further

c ultivation.

It is not from the side of theory, however, that I

wish to approach this great work, but, as a field-worker,

from the point of view of actual research among
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savage races. The test of a scientific achievement lies

in its power of anticipation and of prophecy : a sound

theory must be the forerunner of empirical discoveries,

it must allow us to foreshadow new facts not yet

ascertained by observation. It is not when a man
talks to us about things we have seen already, but when,

from his study, he can foretell unsuspected events, can

direct us towards unforseen treasures of fact, and guide

our researches in unexplored countries, it is only then

that the value of his theories is put beyond doubt or

cavil. This is well known in natural science, where the

value of a theory is always gauged by its lead in the

laboratory or in the field. In humanistic and historical

science the honour of a prophetic voice has been

reserved to its youngest off-shoot, anthropology. For

though " history never repeats itself " when we watch

it over a relatively brief span, interested in its detailed

course of accidental happenings, yet the evolution of

culture, taken as a whole, is submitted to definite rules

and regularities, and human nature, broadly viewed,

as it breaks through the media of various civilisations

and stages of development, remains the same, and, being

subject to laws, is thus capable of prediction.

The Golden Bough has had a triumphant career in

this respect. One after the other the main supports of

the lofty edifice, which at first might have appeared

entirely car\'ed out of the author's creati\'e imagination,

were traced to the solid bedrock of fact by subsequent

disco\-eries among the backward races. The most

fantastic feature in the ritual of Aricia, the succession

by murder, led the author to the theory of the killing

of divine kings, carried out by certain savages, in order

to prevent their end by disease or senile decay. This

theory, when first emitted, had only partial and meagre

evidence in recorded fact. But the brilliant discoveries

of Dr. and Mrs. Seligman about the divine kings of

the Shilluk, about their violent end, regularly inflicted _

after a term of reigning, and about the spiritual suc-

cession by the transmission of the soul, confirmed Sir

James Frazer's theoretical assumptions in every detail.

Following this, field-work has brought, and is still

bringing, fresh evidence, enough to prove that Frazer's

researches have revealed an institution of the greatest

importance among backward races.

Sir James Frazer was the first to express the view that

before humanity had begun to worship spiritual beings

there was a stage of belief and ritual, essentially magical,

in which man assumed a fixed order of Nature, subject

to the power of specific incantations and rites. Modem
research among savages, in the measure as it penetrates

more deeply into the comprehension of native ideas,

tends to establish the correctness, not only of the

general assumption of the magical stage in evolution, but

ako of Sir James's detailed theories of the psj'chology
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of magic. The nature of primitive kingship and power
;

the paramount role played by the taboo and its

psychology ; the importance of harvest ritual and cere-

monies among savages—in all this it would be easy to

show what copious results recent field-work has pro-

duced by following the suggestions and inspirations of

the Golden Bough.

An irrefutable though somewhat external proof of

this is to be found in the ever-increasing bulk of the

book as it passes through successive editions, a score of

new instances appearing to testify to the truth of some

of Frazer's fundamental propositions, where previous

evidence was able only to supply a few.

To mention only the other masterpiece of Sir James

Frazer, " Totemism and Exogamy," we find again, after

some thirty years, a small volume expanded into four

large ones by the rich harvest of facts which followed the

theoretical forecasts of the author. The ignorance of

paternity, at first observed by Spencer and Gillen among

one tribe only, was at once recognised by Frazer as of

extreme importance for the early forms of totemic

belief and organisation and kinship. Here again

this forecast was confirmed, not only by further re-

searches of Sir Baldwin -Spencer in the north of Australia,

but also by the discoveries of Dr. Rivers in the New
Hebrides, and by the findings of the present reviewer

among a number of Papuo-Melanesian tribes of Eastern

New Guinea. There this ignorance is of extreme

importance in shaping the matrilineal ideas and

institutions of the natives, and is also closely connected

with their totemism.

There seems to be some need of emphasising this

empirical fecundity of the book—that is, its essentially

scientific value. The great admiration which this

work has inspired as a literary masterpiece and as a

classic of comparative history, folk-lore, and archseology,

seems to have overshadowed the merits of the book as

an organiser and director of field-work. These merits

are due, not only to the learning and to the constructive

craft of Sir James, but also mainly to his genius in under-

standing the fundamentals of human nature, especially

of the nature of primitive man, such as we see him

represented by the peasant and the savage. In no

other work can we find the same intimate understanding

of savage modes of thought and behaviour, the same

unfailing capacity to interpret the savage's customs,

ideas, and traditions from his own point of view, the

same prophetic intuition of what is really impor-

tant with the native and what is secondary. It is

because of that that no other work of anthropological

theory has received such brilliant confirmation from

later researches in the field, nor is any one of them

likely to stimulate future research to the same degree

as the Golden Bough.
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To substantiate this last forecast I should like to

indicate, on one more point, this suggestive quality of

Frazer's theories. I mean the very Leitmotiv of the

book, the importance of vegetable cults for primitive

magic and religion, the enormous concern of primitive

mankind for the soil's fertility and for its conditions,

the sun, the ram, and the weather. Over and over

again, in the course of the long and devious explanations

of the ritual of Nemi, we meet with the magic of the

skies and of the soil, with the worship of trees, with the

belief in the influence of sex on vegetable fertility, with

harvesting customs and superstitions, with Gods and

Goddesses of the teeming forces of Nature.

The reader remains under the impression that the

interest in the vegetable world has exercised an over-

whelming influence over the formation of magical and

religious belief and ritual ; that these, like the luxuriant

mantle of green which covers our earth, have grown out

of the union of the skies with the earth's fertility.

This view, indeed, is not expressed by the author,

who even, in the preface to this new, abridged edition,

repudiates an extreme form in which this opinion has

been imputed to him, the view, namely, that all religion

starts from tree worship. " I am so far from regarding

the reverence for trees as of supreme importance for

the evolution of religion, that I consider it to have been

altogether subordinate to other factors." This, of

course, is quite true, but if, instead of tree worship, we

take the wider complex of religious phenomena, the

cult of vegetation, or rather of vegetable fertility and

its conditions, I for one would fully endorse the view

that here we have one of the very taproots of religious

growth. I perceive, moreover, that this aspect of the

Frazerian theories opens up new lines of empirical

research of the greatest promise and importance.

The Golden Bough, in this regard, shows us primitive

man as he really is, not an idle onlooker on the vast and

varied spectacle of Nature, evolving by reflection a

sort of speculative philosophy as to its meaning and

origins, but an eager actor, playing his part for his own

benefit, trying to use all the means in his power towards

the attainment of his various needs and desires : supply

of food, shelter, and covering ; satisfaction of social

ambitions and of sexual passions ; satisfaction of some

aesthetic impulses and of sportive and playful necessities.

He is interested in all things which subserve these ends

and are thus immediately useful. Round these he

develops not only his material technique, his imple-

ments, weapons, and methods of economic pursuit, but

also his myths, incantations, rites, and ceremonies, the

whole apparatus of primitive science and superstition.

Among all forces of Nature useful to man, the earth's

fertility occupies quite a privileged and special position

in the mind of the savage. Vegetable life—in its
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perennial periodicity of active exuberance and relative

rest in the tropics ; of life and death in the cold and

temperate zones ; of barrenness and fertility in certain

periodically irrigated deserts—exhibits a regularity and

system, a dependence on causes and motives, which

seem to be almost within the control of man, yet from

time to time so baffling to all his endeavours as to keep

his interests, hopes, and fears constantly alive. On
this borderland, where man's self-sufficiency utterly

fails him, yet where he perceives a clear order ; on this

ground, so vital to himself and so clearly subject to the

play of some extraneous regularities or wills, here the

ideas of magic and religion, always a cross-breed of

reflection and emotion, flourish most abundantly.

Especially where man begins actively to shape the

forces of Nature in agriculture, magic ranges itself side

by side with technical efforts and becomes a controlling

factor of immense importance.

It would be natural to expect, therefore, that among

savages there exists public magic of fertility, and that,

on the sociological side, this leads to the early forms of

chieftainship and kingship, while on the side of belief it

leads to important de\-elopments of ritual and cult.

Here we touch on tiie sociological aspect of Frazer's

theories of early magic. He clearly recognises the

existence of a special class, who, by their magical

knowledge, can acquire social importance :
" the public

magician occupies a position of great influence, from

which, if he is a prudent and able man, he may advance

step by step to the rank of a chief or king." The

author further proceeds to show how very important

these specialised magicians are, both in that they per-

form their services for the whole community, thus

forming an integrating power, and also in that they are

the first examples in the evolution of mankind of

specialists freed from the ordinary burdens and occupa-

tions of their fellow - tribesmen, and able to devote

themselves to one pursuit. The evidence which Sir

James is able to adduce in support of his theory^ of

public magic and of its sociological importance is great,

but not quite adequate to substantiate all his theories.

Thus, among the forms of public magic. Sir James can

find examples only by referring to sunshine, rain, and

w<ather. Even tliis material does not allow him to

iionstrate in detail how political power and social

miluence arise from the exercise of the magical functions.

We are led to inquire : \i vegetable and fertility rites

.irt- so important, how is it that there are no depart-

mental magicians of agriculture on record ? Why does

the public magician only control the conditions of

lility and not fertility itseU ? How can magical

miuence grow into political power.' These questions

M um at first sight to qualify and invalidate Frazer's

theories of early kingship and magic. Yet here again,
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recent results of field-work among primitive people

allow us to settle these doubts and cavils in a manner

once more triumphant for the book, which shows itself

to have been ahead of the material at the author's

disposal.

In ethnographical researches done among some Papuo-

Melanesian tribes of Eastern New Guinea, I found

myself at once in the thick of a social and psychological

situation such as is postulated by the Golden Bough.

The office of the chief coincides there with that of the

public magician. To the control of rain and sunshine

the chief owes an enormous proportion of his executive

power, which he uses to strengthen his position and to

enforce his general will. A faithful disciple of the

Golden Bough, I turned my attention to the institu-

tions associated with agriculture. Then gradually I

began to see that Frazer's theories of the sociologies of

magic, of the role of the public magician, of the depart-

mental control of natural forces, rested on much more

solid foundations than he himself had been able to

realise with the material in hand, and that this can be

demonstrated on the book's own territory, that of vege-

table cults. For not only do there exist in these tribes

departmental magical rites of fertility, not only are

they the most important ones, ranking even before the

weather rites and always carried out by the chief, but

also we can study there the sociological mechanism by

which the garden magician obtains his political power.

In each community we find a garden magician, who

performs his ritual for public benefit. These functions

are always vested in the headman of the community.

In villages which are capitals of a district and governed

by a chief, he himself carries out the magic of vegetation.

In tliis role, the headman or chief commands not only

a high respect, as the man who has in his hands the

forces of fertility and who knows how to tap them, but

he also takes an actual lead in the practical pursuits

accompanied by the magic. For the magical ritual is

intimately bound up with the technical activities. It

imposes a regularity in time, and compels people to

work in order and in organised groups. This refers to

several forms of public magic, such as canoe-building,

fishing, and overseas expeditions, but most conspicu-

ously to garden magic. In this, the magician controls

the work of the whole community during the course of

the year, gives the initiative to the various stages, has

the right of reprimand and punishment, is regarded as

the man responsible for success and failure, and receives

tributes from his fellow-villagers.

Here again we see that, starting from one of those

theories of the Golden Bough which go far ahead of

the available evidence, field-work reaches interesting

and important discoveries. In this case it leads to the

study of primitive economics, a chapter very much

U I
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neglected by the traveller and amateur ethnographer,

and even by the specialist, which promises, however,

to yield results of some importance. For I have no

doubt that my confirmation of Sir James's theories from

a limited ethnographical area will be followed by other

more important discoveries all the world over.

Thus the Golden Bough, far from being a classic in the

sense of having attained the fulness of its glory and de-

serving honourable rest, is a book which still has some

hard service in the field before it, a book which should

be n the kitbag of every ethnographic explorer. A
modern ethnographer, in his researches among savages,

must, while making his observations, remain still in con-

tact with theoretical literature in order to receive from

it constant inspiration and guidance, especially if he is

bent on doing intensive field-work, if he is willing and

able to remain lor months and years among the same

tribe and study it by means of their own language and

by personally taking part in the tribal life. In such

study I derived constant inspiration and benefit from

the works of Westermarck, Karl Biicher, Ratzel,

Marett, Hubert and Mauss, Crawley and Rivers, some of

which I actually have re-read while in the field, others

again in the intervals between my expeditions. Alas !

at that time the twelve volumes of the Golden

Bough were too heavy and costly a burden to carry

across sago swamps, to paddle over lagoons in an out-

rigger always ready to capsize, or to keep in a tent or

thatched hut by no means rain- and insect-proof. Now

the more fortunate field-worker can easily take with

him, handle, and constantly refer to the new, one-

volume, abridged edition.

To the student in his library, this abridged edition

will no doubt only serve as a handy guide, as a sort of

explicit digest, or to the beginner as a preliminary

introduction. The full version is indispensable to the

student, and it is also the most fascinating and instruc-

tive reading to the layman. But no doubt many a one

who was at first shy of tackling directly the Golden

Bough will, in the short edition, find a bridge to the

full work, which is not only the most important achieve-

ment of Sir James Frazer, but also the last word of

modern anthropological scholarship.

B. Malinowski.

Modern Cosmogony.

The Nebular Hypothesis and Modern Cosmogony

:

being the Halley Lecture delivered on May 2j, igss.

By J. H. Jeans. Pp. 31 -1- 4 plates. (Oxford:

Clarendon Press ; London : Oxford University

Press, 1923.) 2.S. (>d. net.

DR. JEANS'S analysis of the modes of rupture

of fluid masses under the influence of excessive

rotation or of the gravitation of other bodies, earned
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him the Adams prize of the University of Cambridge

in 1917 and the gold medal of the Royal Astronomical

Society in 1921. The results appeared in his " Prob-

lems of Cosmogony and Stellar DjTiamics," published

in 1919. The relation between his book and the

pamphlet under review is that while the book was a

theoretical work with an observational commentary,

the Halley lecture is an account of observations with a

theoretical commentary.

The Laplace-Roche theory of the development of a

rotating and condensing gaseous mass showed that it

would be flattened at the poles, and, if strongly con-

densed towards the centre, it would ultimately become

lenticular, with a sharp edge. The next stage was

believed to be that this edge would open all round, and

the matter would pour out to form a ring. The rings

of Saturn were claimed as an example of this process,

but it is now known that they could never have passed

from the gaseous to the solid state if they had been

first produced in this way at their actual distance from

the planet. The heavens have been searched for other

bodies showing rings of Laplacian type, but none has

been found.

Numerous nebulae, however, show the flattened and

lenticular forms indicated by the early stages of the

theory, and Jeans considers that they are true examples

of it. Other nebulae show lenticular centres, with

definite mdications of detached matter around the

equatorial sharp edge, and the more of this matter

there is, the clearer does it become that it is not in the

form of a ring or series of rings, but of spiral arms. In

fact, known nebulae afford examples of every inter-

mediate stage, from the flattened symmetrical mass,

through the lenticular form, to the typical spiral nebula,

and it is difficult to resist the conclusion that this

gradation corresponds to an actual course of evolution.

This evidence is beautifully presented in the published

lecture.

Although the astronomical evidence for such a

phenomenon is strong, it calls for a dynamical explana-

tion. We need to know why the matter is ejected

almost entirely at two opposite points and not uniformly

all around the equator. Jeans suggests, with much

plausibility, that the equator would be distorted by

the gravitation of surrounding bodies, and that, how-

ever small the distortion was, it would suffice to localise

the ejection at two opposite pomts, and hence two arms

would be formed instead of a ring.

Van Maanen, at Mount Wilson, has measured the

motions of identifiable parts of spiral nebulae. The

motion is curious. The arms are approximately

equiangular spirals, and the matter constituting them

is moving outwards along the arms, its velocity in-

creasing the farther it recedes from the nucleus. The
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nucleus is rotating with the arms. Now, this motion is

just what Jeans deduced from theoretical considera-

tions, taking into account the viscosity of the mass.

The time of rotation of the nebula, and the velocities

found spectroscopically, together give an estimate of

the distance of the nebula M. ^^ as 2000 parsecs, and of

its diameter as 30 parsecs. The mass of the whole is

about 100,000 times that of the sun. The nebula in

Andromeda probably has a mass 20,000,000 times that

of the sun.

The velocity of the arms of M. 33 is such that the

whole of the visible matter must have been within the

nucleus 200,000 years ago ; and as we must suppose

that the nebula is older than this, matter must be

continually ejected. Jeans gives strong ground for

believing that it condenses to form stars of mass

comparable with the sun.

The method of rupture of much denser and smaller

masses is ne.xt considered. Jeans has already shown

that a star will break up into two fragments com-

parable in mass if it rotates sufficientl)' rapidly. Some

double stars show such light \ariations and velocities in

the line of sight as indicate that they are in close

contact, agreeing with the hypothesis that they have

just been formed by the fission of a single star through

excessive rotation. Their periods of revolution and their

spectral type (B) agree with further predictions of the

theor)'. In some cases a stationary calcium atmosphere

surrounds both components ; this is readily explicable

as the original atmosphere of the star, which has not

yet attached itself to either component, but will divide

into two when the components get far enough apart.

The last few pages give a short summary of the tidal

theory of the origin of the solar system. Tlie dis-

ruption of the sun by the tidal action of a passing star

is supposed to have led to the formation of the planets.

Jeans considers that such an event may have happened

to some other stars, but that these constitute only a

small fraction of the stars we know. The majority

of the stars are probably unattended by planets, and

perhaps the earth is the only body in the universe

capable of supporting life.

Harold Jeffreys.

Military Mining.

The Work of the Royal Engineers in the European War,

igi4-:g. Military Mining. (Published by the

Secretary-, Institution of Royal Engineers, Chatham.)

Pp. x+ 148 + 61 plates. (Chatham: VV. and J.

Mackay and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 12s. 6d. {ts. 6d. to

members of the I.R.E.)

THE volume before us descril)es a most arduous

branch of the work that the Royal Engineers

were called upon to carrj' out in the War—a branch, the
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final success of which was largely due to the technical

skill of civilian coal-miners from Great Britain working

under mining engineers from the Colonies and abroad.

The book is divided into three sections dealing

with (i) the historj' of mining during the major opera-

tions of the campaign, (2) mine rescue work, and (3)

teclinical considerations.

At the end of the first battle of Ypres " the study

and practice of military mining were suddenly revived

by the discovery that stationarj' trench systems

brought back all the old features of fortress warfare."

Before the end of 1914 at least two mines were ex-

ploded by the enemy under our trenches. This caused

a demand for special mining units, and in February

1915 the first party of British miners arrived in France.

By the end of June 1916, operations had extended so

much that a total force of 25,000 men was employed

in this work, and during that month no less than 227

mines were blown on the British front, loi by us and

126 by the Germans.

The greatest of many successful mining achieve-

ments during the war was the deep-level attack at

Messines on June 7, 191 7, when on a narrow front

and in the space of 30 seconds mines were fired con-

taining nearly 1,000,000 lbs. of high explosive. " The

moral effect of these explosions was simply stagger-

ing," writes General Ludendorflf in his Memoirs, and

he attributes to them the success of our attack. This

scheme was remarkable also for the long period of

preparation (it was begun in the previous summer)

and the consequent anxiety lest its extent should

become knowTi to the enemy. A month before the

attack they were clearly heard in deep workings at

Hill 60, but it was correctly calculated that their

galler>' would just pass clear over ours, and they were

allowed to go on working.

In addition to offensive mining an immense amount

of work was done by tunnelling companies in the

construction of dug-outs, communication tunnels,

and road repair, and during the summer of 1918 in

the removal of mines and traps left by the enemy

as they retired.

Owing to the number of casualties in the early days

of mining, chiefly caused by carbon monoxide from the

detonation of high explosives, rescue work became of

great importance, and was effectively organised under

Lieut.-Col. D. Dale Logan. The next step was the

formation in 1916 of a special medical service for

tunnelling companies, all the officers of which had

been for )-cars in mining practice. A well-deserved

tribute is paid to the work of these officers and of the

rescue men, whom it was found necessary to select

with the greatest care owing to the very trying nature

of their work.
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The apparatus and methods used are described at

some length. It is worthy of note that " with small

exceptions there appeared to be a total absence of

any regular mine-rescue organisation along the whole

German front."

In the technical section of the book a large amount

of information is given on such subjects as disposal

of spoil, listening instruments, and the work of the

mine schools. It also discusses the main principles

which gradually became evident as underground

warfare developed, the most important of which maN-

be summed up in the statement that " the best form

of defence is attack." By a strenuous application

of this idea " the enemy was reduced underground

by the autumn of 1917 to a state of absolute passivity

on the entire front."

Our Bookshelf.

Encyclopedia of Veterinary Medicine, Surgery, and
Obstetrics. Edited by Prof. George H. Wooldridgc.
In 2 vols. Vol. I : Veterinary Medicine. Pp. xiv +
546 + xxiii. Vol. 2 ; Surgery and Obstetrics. Pp.

viii + 547-1 106 + XXX. (London: II. Frowde and
Hodder and Stoughton, 1923.) 2 vols., 6/. ds. net.

To describe this work as an encyclopaedia is a little

misleading. It comprises two volumes, the first of

which deals with veterinary medicine and the second
with veterinary surgery and obstetrics, but they are

distinguished from what are commonly called text-

books on the same subjects only by the fact that a large

number of authors have collaborated in their produc-
tion. The preface expresses the hope that the work
will be found useful to veterinary students, owners of

animals, and members of the medical profession, as

well as to the general veterinary practitioner ; but it is

obvious that the guiding consideration in the production

of the work has, quite rightly, been the requirements

of the practising veterinary surgeon.

No veterinary work on exactly the same plan has

previously been published in Great Britain, but it may
safely be said that as a practical and scientific treatise

it is superior to any of the previous English text-books

on the same subjects. In a work to which more than
thirty autliors have contributed, absolute uniformity

in style and other qualities of the different sections is

not to be expected, but for the most part the language

is clear and concise, and the information is up-to-date.

A notable defect, especially marked in the first volume,

is that the amount of space devoted to different diseases

appears to bear no close relationship to the importance

of the subject. It seems impossible to imagine any
good reason for allowing seventeen pages to horse-

sickness, which is a purely African disease, and six

pages to snake-bite, while tuberculosis is only allowed

ten pages, and glanders, epizootic abortion, foot-and-

mouth disease, and rabies together occupy only sixteen

pages. The value of many of the articles is enhanced
by good illustrations, and the pubhshers' share of the

work has been well done.

Archives de morphologie ginirale et expirimentale.

Fascicule 14 {Morphologie exphimentale) : Le
Diterminisme et Vadaptation morphologiques en
biologic animale. Par Prof. R. Anthony. Premiere
partie : Diterminisme morphologique et morphoginie.

Pp. 374. (Paris : Gaston Doiir, 1922.) 28 francs.

This work is an attempt to describe the form and
structure of animals in so far as they can be shown
to be determined by morphogenetic factors in the en-

vironment. The author begins with generalities about
life, evolution, and variation, sketches the history from
the earliest times of a rational explanation of mor-
phology, upholds the Lamarckian doctrine with the

usual inconclusive arguments, and incidentally places

the Emperor Julian as a precursor of Lamarck. Thence
he passes to the description of observations and ex-

periments on the effect of external factors on structure,

more especially in molluscs and vertebrates.

Although there appears to be little in this account

which is actually new, yet Prof. Anthony has brought
together a number of interesting facts showing how
closel)' structure is correlated with function—how, for

example, the shape and size of muscles and the relative

lengths of muscle fibres and tendons are regulated

according to the motions to be executed, also the shape

and internal structure of bones. It follows that in

many cases they can be altered e.\perimentally.

These observations, however, seem to us to prove,

not that the Lamarckian theory of evolution is correct,

but that organisms are the products of the interaction

of the physical basis of heredity with the environment
in which they develop. This fundamental conception,

long ago appreciated by the botanist with regard to

plants, is still but imperfectly understood by the

zoologist.

Department oj Scientific and Industrial Research.

Memoirs of the Geological Sur'oey. Summary of

Progress of the Geological Survey of Great Britain and
the Museum of Practical Geology for 1921, with

Report of the Geological Survey Board and Report of
the Director. Pp. iv+189. (Southampton: Ord-
nance Survey Office ; Lond<m : E. Stanford, Ltd.,

1922.) 55. net.

For many years past, geologists who wish to keep pace

with research in the stratigraphy or petrology of our

islands have found that they must not overlook the

annual volumes modestly entitled " Summary of Pro-

gress of the Geological Survey." The issue for 192

1

contains a paper by E. E. L. Di.xon on "The Retreat

of the Lake District Ice-Cap," and the formation of

fluctuating lakes held up by glacier - dams. The
relations of kames and outwash-mounds of various

kinds are considered, and the protruded products of

sub-glacial melting, where clearly connected with a
" feeding esker," are well styled " esker deltas."

Foreign geologists may be puzzled at the frequent

occurrence of the name of Lamplugh in a glacial paper

as that of a village at the foot of Owsen Fell. On
p. 129, Dr. R. Kidston provides a new example of

how the determination of the species of Carboniferous

plants enables the " practical man " to determine the

horizons of his coal-seams. The lists of species from

the beds now shown to be Westphalian in the Durham
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and Northumberland Coalfield contain some revisions

of genera, and several new forms are mentioned.
May we suggest that the printing of the titles of such
papers on the cover of the " Summary of Progress

"

would do much to bring the publication into line with

the convenient bulletins of the United States Geological

Survey ? G. A. J. C.
_ < ' f

Comparative Ethnographical Studies, 5 ; Deductions

suggested by the Geographical Distribution of some
Post-Colunibian Words used by the Indians of S.

America. By Erland Nordenskiold. Pp. xiv+176.
(London : Oxford University Press, 1922.) i?>s. 6d.

net.

The fifth volume of Baron Nordenskiold's valuable

series of Comparative Ethnographical Studies deals

with the distribution of words used by the Indians for

certain post-Columbian elements in their culture

—

the domestic fowl, horses and cattle, the banana, iron,

firearms, scissors—and certain partly post-Columbian
elements—European knives, needles, and fish-hooks.

Of these words some are of Spanish or Portuguese
derivation, others are of native invention and are

onomatopoeic, as sometimes for the fowl, or purely

descriptive.

The author's main interest lies in the historical

deductions to be drawn from the distribution of these

words. It affords clear evidence, not only of the course

of the diffusion of culture, but also of trade routes and
of tribal migrations. In many instances, confirmation

is afforded by comparison with the accounts of the

early chroniclers. It is interesting to note that

European culture elements had reached the Aymara
and Quichua from the East before Pizarro came into

contact with them from the West. This valuable

contribution to the history of the Indians of South
America in post-Columbian times will cause students

of South American civilisation to look forward with
eager anticipation to the author's promised study of

pre-Columbian culture on similar lines.

The Industrial Applications of X-rays. By P. H. S.

Kempton. (Pitman's Technical Primers.) Pp. .xiii

+ 112. (London : Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, Ltd.,

1922.) 25. (id. net.

Mr. Kempton's little book gives a good introduction
to " radiomateriology," that is, to the examination of

materials by means of X-rays. The art has made
great strides since the War, and. by means of the power-
ful high voltage apparatus now employed, steel forgings

and castings several inches thick can be satisfactorilv

tested. Examination by X-rays is of particular value
for detecting flaws in metallic products and for

examining welds and joints made liy brazing or solder-

ing. It is also specially useful for examining timber,

reinforced concrete, electrical insulating materials, and
precious stones. The author describes the apparatus
used in industrial radiology and gives interesting

radiographs. Complete installations for the X-ray
e.xamination of materials are described, and due stress

is laid on the importance of protective screens and
safety devices. In the table of spark-gap voltages

given, it is interesting to note that for a given spark-
gap the disruptive voltage increases with the size of
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the spherical electrodes up to a certain value and then
diminislies for larger electrodes. This is in accordance
with theory.

Inca Land : Explorations in the Highlands of Peru.
By Hiram Bingham. Pp. .xvi -1- 365 + 45 plates.

(London : Constable and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 24s. net.

In this volume Prof. Bingham describes a part of the
work accomplished by the four expeditions of Yale
University and the National Geographical Society to
Peru between the years 1909 and 1915. Where so

much is new and of absorbing interest it is difficult

to select any one discovery as outstanding ; although
in archeology most will, no doubt, agree that the

exploration of the ruins of Machu Picchu has been the
most important in its results. This site, with its

magnificent and, in some respects, unique architectural

remains, is held by the author to be probably the Tampu
Tocco to which the pre-Inca people, the Amautas,
retired when the country was invaded from the south
about A.D. 800, and from which the first Inca, Manco
Ccapac, began to extend his Empire about a.d. 1300.
Fascinating, too, is the story of the search for Uiticos,

the lost stronghold of Tupac Amaru, the last of the

Incas, defeated and killed by the Spaniards in 1572,
and for the " white rock over a spring of water," the
site of the Temple of the Sun burnt by two zealous

Spanish friars in 1568. The results obtained by these
expeditions were little short of remarkable, and have
added enormously to our knowledge of the geography,
archaeology, and natural history of tiie country.

Laboratory Manual of Physical Chemistry. By Prof.

Albert W. Davison and Prof. Henn,- S. van Klooster.

Pp. viii-i-182-1-32 pages of sectional paper. (New
York : J. Wiley and Sons, Inc. ; London : Chapman
and Hall, Ltd., 1923.) 10s. net.

This " Laboratory Manual of Physical Chemistry

"

covers only twenty-four experiments, hut tliese are set

out in detail with full references to the literature. An
ample su|)ply of blank pages is provided, together with
ruled spaces for filling in experimental data ; tables

of atomic weights, densities, vapour-pressures, and
refractive indices are also given, with logarithm-tables

and a sufficient supply of squared and triangulated
paper to provide for the whole of the experiments
suggested. The manual, therefore, becomes the
student's note-book as well as his text-book, and will

enable him to place his own results on his bookshelf
in a more orderly manner than is usual.

Causes and Consequences. By Sir Bampfylde Fuller.

P.p. X-1-291. (London: J. Murray, 1923.) 125.net.

The author of this book discourses on many things,

indeed, on all things which concern science and philo-

soi)hy, with an easy-flowing style and irresponsible

dogmatism. His description of insects as " brainless

animals " has already evoked a lengthy correspondence
in the Press, and he might easily be called to account
for a hundred other equally confident and artlessly

simple-minded statements. Thus, for example, he tells

us " it seems clear that some of the theories connected
with the name of Profes.sor Einstein are based upon
a confusion of time and space with rhythm."
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Letters to the Editor.

\The Editor does not hold himselj responsible for
opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, nor to correspond "with

the wi iters of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken ofanonymous communicaiions.'\

Adsorption and Haemoglobin.

As I have in other places entered a plea for more
consideration of the possibility- that adsorption may
play some part in the phenomena of the taking up of
oxygen by haemoglobin, a few remarks on the letter
by Mr. N. K. Adam in Nature of April 14 may be
permitted me, chiefly with the object of making clear
my attitude in the matter. It is briefly this. Nearly
all, if not all, of the workers on the problem direct
their attention only to the investigation and inter-
pretation of these phenomena from the point of view
of mass action in a homogeneous system. Now, while
this may ultimately turn out to be the correct view,
it must not be overlooked that haemoglobin under
most conditions exists in the forni of colloidal aggre-
gates. Thus, surface phenomena may intervene and
should receive due consideration, even if only to be put
on one side. This has not been attempted to any
serious extent, since Wo. Ostwald showed that the data
of the taking up of oxygen by haemoglobin could be
expressed by an adsorption formula. It is true that
such a formula, as Mr. Adam says, contains two
arbitrary constants, and fitting it to the experi-
mental data does not prove anything as to the nature
of the phenomena. But the same statements may
be made with regard to the widely accepted Barcroft-
Hill expression.
Any criticism that I venture to make is not to be

understood as doubting the value of the data that
are being obtained, but rather as directing attention
to certain gaps in our knowledge whicli require to be
filled up before further progress in the interpretation
of the facts can profitably be made. There is, as it

seems to me, some risk of building elaborate hypo-
theses on assumptions which are not clearly demon-
strated. It appears sometimes that workers are so
convinced that the mass action view is aU that is

necessary, that they are not interested in testing the
truth of these assumptions. If it is found that an
experimental result can be explained on the lines of
mass action formula?, however elaborate, it is taken
as confirming the view ; but other hypotheses might
be found equally well to satisfj' the case, if seriously
examined. Compare, for example, Langmuir's for-

mulae for the adsorption of a gas by a crystal surface
with the Hill-Barcroft formula. I am sometimes in-

clined to wish that it were possible for an investigator
who knew nothing about previous theories to attack
the problem as a new one.
But to be more precise—it is undoubtedly a very

important fact that when haemoglobin has taken up
all the oxygen that it can, this oxygen is in the
proportion of one molecule to each atom of iron in

the molecule of haemoglobin. It is natural to believe
that the iron and ox)-gen are directly united. Mr.
Adam's assumption that the oxygen is " locally
attracted " rests on this belief. Are we quite certain
that it is the case ? And even if it were, we know
too little about the forces which bring about adsorp-
tion to be able to exclude the possibility of local

foci, as it were. On the view of chemical combina-
tion, in the strict sense, between oxygen and iron, is

not the greater affinity of haemoglobin for carbon
monoxide than for oxygen rather puzzling ? There
is also the problem of methaemoglobin, another com-
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pound of haemoglobin and oxygen, but one which does
not give up its oxygen to a vacuum. I have not been
able to find in the literature dissociation curves of
oxyhaemoglobin continued beyond the saturation
point in the presence of excess of salts or of carbon
dioxide. On the purely chemical theory, with suffi-
cient concentration of oxygen, the saturation point
should still be in the same proportion of iron to
oxygen. In connexion with the relations between
haemoglobin and carbon dioxide, no proof has yet
been given that the union is of a ditferent nature
from that with oxygen. It is still uncertain whether
the haemoglobin that combines with carbon dioxide is

a sodium salt.

To put the question in another way—does hrcmo-
globin free from sodium combine with carbon dioxide,
or does it not ? But if haemoglobin, as worked with,
is a sodium salt, osmotic pressure measurements give
no direct information as to the molecular weight of
haemoglobin. It appears to be accepted b^• most of
those working on the problems that oxvhaenioglobin is

a much stronger acid than haemoglobin itself. It is true
that to explain the carriage of carbon dioxide by mass
action formula;, this is necessary. But is it impossible
to put the cjuestion to more satisfacton,- experimental
test than has yet been done ? Again, the cause of
the widely divergent results obtained by different
investigators of the heat of combination between
oxygen and hemoglobin has not been adequately
made out. While, therefore, the data which are being
accumulated in so many places are of the greatest
value in relation to the actual behaviour of haemo-
globin under certain conditions, I find it impossible
to interpret them on the basis of any theory until the
questions above mentioned are answered.
A subsidiary point, but one about which agreement

is desirable, is the use of the name " polymerisation "

in place of the more usual one, in relation to colloidal
behaviour, of " aggregation." It would be of advan-
tage if clear definition of these terms, together with
that of " association," could be agreed upon.

It is perhaps to the point to recall those processes
which obey the unimolecular law as deduced from
mass action, at all events in a part of their time
course, although we know that as a whole they are
much more complex than simple chemical combina-
tions.

Turning to Mr. Adam's criterion of adsorption, I
agree that it is impossible to define it by the nature
of the forces concerned. It seems to me, however,
that it is only shown when a sufficient number of
atoms are joined to form a surface. To adopt the
criterion of the whole surface becoming uniformly
co\ered when the concentration rises to a certain value,
neglects, I think, those cases where two or more
substances are adsorbed simultaneously. Mr. Adam
appears to accept Langmuir's views. While these
explain many cases, there are others where the range
of the forces concerned extends beyond one molecule.
According to Evans and George (Proc. R.S., A, 103,
p. 192) the thickness of the lay-er of carbon dioxide
on glass amounts to that of five or six molecules.
Chemical forces in the ordinary sense seem t» be
excluded here. Moreover, accepting the probability
of orientation on an inert surface, hke that of char-
coal, by affinity of certain groups for the water of
the liquid phase, it is difficult to see how the increased
concentration itself is initially brought about. But,
after all, is it not rather an idle discussion to make
definite distinctions between chemical and physical
forces in the region of atomic properties ? Does not
the Braggs' crystal model indicate that the forces
responsible for cohesion, chemical union, and elec-
trical behaviour are one and the same ? The recent
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discovery that in the crystal of berylUum acetate an
oxygen atom has four equal valencies suggests also a
reconsideration of the doctrine of " residual valencies,"

as used by Langmuir in his theory.
W. M. Bayliss.

April 30.

The Complex Anisotropic Molecule in Relation to

the Theory of Dispersion and Scattering of

Light in Gases and Liquids.

OBSERV.A.TIONS by Cabannes,* the present Lord
Rayleigh," Gans,' and others have shown that the
light scattered by various gases in a direction at
right angles to tlic incident beam is not completely
polarised. This is accounted for by Cabannes in
terms of a simple anisotropic molecule of the type
first used by Langcvin * in 1910 to account for electric

and magnetic double refraction. Such a molecule
contains a single dispersion electron acted on by
unequal quasi-elastic restoring forces along the prin-
cipal directions and capable of vibrating with three
different frequencies.

The present writer has extended the theory to
gaseous and liquid media composed of complex aniso-
tropic molecules, in which there are any number of
dispersion charges the principal directions of which
are not parallel. For an isotropic medium in which
all molecular orientations are equally probable, a
general dispersion formula of the Lorentz type is

derived.
In gaseous media, owing to rapidly varying changes

of position, each molecule contributes independently
to the intensity of the scattered radiation. For un-
pwDlarised incident light of intensity I, the depolarisa-
tion is measured experimentally as the ratio of
minimum to maximum intensity when the light

scattered at right angles to the incident beam is

Mm examined by a Nicol prism, and as observed in gases
^K is a quantity characteristic of the molecule. The
^ft ^tensity l,S scattered in a direction t> with the
^^incident beam of wave-length \, to a distance r from
^^B a volume V is given by the formula

rn.ti ,ir^U^-l)' 6(1 + p) ( i-p ,\ ,,
xTY = i w — ' 1 i I + -, cos* e\, IVI * X* n 6-7P I iH-p .( '•

'

[where m is the refractive index corresponding to
'molecular density n.

The corresponding formula for the coefficient of
extinction by scattering is

j^^8.r»(M=-l)2 6 + 3P
3X* n 6- 7p

(^)

A remarkable feature of these formulae is their
invariance with respect to such details of molecular
structure as number and magnitude of dispersion
charges and mutual orientation of principal directions.

In liquids, from the observations of Martin,' Lord
Rayleigh, Kenrick," Raman,' and others, it is now
definitely established that dust-free liquids are able
to scatter light. According to Smoluchowski ' and
Einstein," the explanation of this phenomenon, first

• Cabannes, J., CompUs rendus, i6o, 1915, pp. 62-63 ; Ann. de Phyiique,
15 (I92").

' Strutt, R. J. {Lorvl Ravleigh), Proc. Rov. S<>c. 94A (1918), p. 453 ;

95A (1919). PP- iSS-irf' : 95A (1919). pp. 476-479-
Gans, R., Ann. tUr Physik, 65 (1921), pp. 97-1^3.

• Lansenn, P., /,;• Radium, 7 (1910), pp. 249-260,
' Martin. W. H., Proc. Roy. Soc. Canada, 7 (1913), p. 219 ; /. Phys.

Chem. 24 (1920), p. 478; 26 (1922). p. 75; /. Pkys. Chem. 26(1922), p.

471 ; Bibliography. Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada, 16 (1922), p. 276.
• Kcnrick, F. 13.. J. Phys. ( kem. 26 (1922). p. 72.
' Raman, C. V., " MolccuLar Diflraction of Light " (Univ. of Calcutta

Press. 1922). Letters to XAXtfRE, 1922-23.
• Smohifhowski, X!., Ann. der Pltysik, 25, 1908, pp. 205-226.
• Einstein. .\., Ann. der Physik, 33, 1910, pp. 1275-1298.

observed near the critical point of a liquid, lies in
fluctuations of molecular density due to thermal
agitation. Since a volume of linear dimensions small
compared with a light-wave contains several million
comparatively stationary molecules, it is necessary
in dealing with liquid media to sum the components
of the electric vector in the scattered light-wave from
eacli molecule. In these circumstances, it may be
shown that equally probable orientations of complex
anisotropic molecules within this small volume would
result in the scattered light being completely polarised,
contrary to observation. It is concluded, therefore,
that liquids have an extremely fine-grained crystalline

structure, the crystalline aggregates being supposed to
be incapable of withstanding stress owing to molecular
vibrations, and to be continually breaking up and
re-forming under the influence of these elastic waves,
which according to Debye's '° theory constitute the
energy of thermal agitation. If we suppose the
energy of one degree of freedom to be associated
with the random pulsations of these crj'stalline

aggregates, we derive instead of (i) the following
formula for scattering,

VI -*\« ^'^ ^> 6-7P >r {i-h;;;cos»«}.(3)

where, in addition to the symbols already defined,

R is the gas-constant per gram molecule =83 -2

xio' C.G.S., N is Avogadro's constant =606 x 10",

T is the absolute temperature, and a is the adiabatic
compressibihty.
As in the case of the preceding formulae, (3) en-

joys the property of invariance with respect to details

of molecular structure, and it is derived on the
hypothesis that the molecules in each crystalline

aggregate are not greatly disturbed from perfect
alignment by angular oscillations which result in a
diminution of the depolarisation p as the critical

point is approached, as has, in fact, been recently
observed by Ramanathan " in the case of liquid ether.

For light scattered at right angles to the incident
beam, Martin has shown that the inverse fourth
power law holds good for benzene and waten For
\ = 4358 k. and 20° C, we find for yn.(jT)/(VI) the
following comparisons,

Benzene 2i'5 x 10-' (calc.) 26-0 x 10-' (obs.).

Water 1-85 x 10 * (calc.) 1-77 x lo-* (obs.).

Formula (3) also accounts theoretically for the
relative scattering of some twenty organic liquids
studied by Martin.

This satisfactory agreement between theory and
observation goes far to justify the hypothesis of the
crystalline structure of liquids as just described. To
this view strong support is lent by the observations
of Debye," Keesom," and more recently of Hewlett,"
on the scattering of a beam of X-rays by various
liquids.

Although the results thus far have been based on
a general type of " static " molecule, the theory is

by no means opposed to the modern conceptions of
the " dynamic " atom. For wave-lengths long com-
pared with molecular dimensions, we may suppose
those perturbations which contribute principally to
dispersion to consist of forced oscillations of each
atomic system of electrons with respect to the cor-

responding positive system.
Louis V. King.

McGUl University, Montreal.

" I>ebye, P., .'inn. der Physik, 39 (1912), pp. 789-839.
** Ramanathan, K. R., Proc. Roy. Soc. 102A (1922), p. 151.
*» Dcbyc, P., and Scherer, P., Nach. Ges. Wiss., Gottingen, 1916, p. t ;

Phys. Zeilschrifl, 17 (1916), p. 277 ; 18 (1917). p. 291.
" 13 Keesom, W. H., and Smedt, J. de, K. Ak.ad. Amsterdam, Proc. 25,

3 and 4, pp. 118.124.
" Hewlett, C. W., Physical Revim, xx. 6, December 1922, pp. 688-708.
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The Adhesive Apparatus of the " Sucking-fish."

It is regarded in text-books ' as a well-establislicd

fact that the adhesive organ of the " sucking-fish
"

(Echeneis and Remora, etc.), and a somewhat
similar structure in Pseudecheneis and certain other
freshwater fish, functions as a " sucker "

; in other
words, it enables the fish to adhere by the creation of

a vacuum, or at any rate a partial vacuum, between
the ridges and the rim of which it is consti-

tuted. Observations on Pseudecheneis and its aUies

in natural conditions led both Dr. Annandale
and myself to doubt whether this belief is well

founded.
It is very significant that, as several observers have

noted, Echeneis can be detached from its hold quite
easily by either thrusting it forwards or sideways,

^

while the so-called rim of its adhesive apparatus is

entirely absent as a raised ridge in fresh material or
well-preserved specimens. The whole structure,'

moreover, differs in almost every respect from the
true sucking disc present on the lower surface of

the fish Garra * (Discognathus) and of the tadpoles '

of Rana- Formosa'.
I have recently had an opportunity of conducting

experiments on the living Pseudecheneis, and ha\'e

also had the great advantage of being able to consult
Proi. C. V. Raman on the physics of adhesion
both in this genus and the true Echeneis. We are

convinced that the apparatus of these species, unlike
that of Garra and the tadpoles mentioned above, is

not a true sucker but essentially an elaborate device
for producing the maximum amount of friction. It

is correlated in a very interesting way with the shape
of the fish. The upper surface of Echeneis and the
under surface of Pseudecheneis are flattened to

increase frictional area, while the lower surface of

the former and the upper surface of the latter have
adopted such a form that an advantage is taken of

the swift current, which, instead of dislodging the
animal, presses it against the substratum. Tlie

pressure e.xerted by the current increases friction,

for friction is proportional to two factors—the co-

efficient of friction and pressure. The coefficient of

friction is increased by the presence of a large number
of strong spines, all of which are directed backwards
on the lamellae of the pad of Echeneis, and by in-

numerable microscopic epidermal spines ' found on
the ridges of the adhesive discs of hill-stream fishes.

The plates bearing the spines in Echeneis point

posteriorly, with the result that the spines come into

action against the opposing surface when the fish

is pressed backwards by the current, but are released

when the movement is in the opposite direction.

The enormous difference in the frictional coefficient

for forward and backward movement is easily noticed'

when a finger is passed over the pad of a preserved
specimen of Echeneis. It is also possible that the

ridges and grooves in these fishes assist in increasing

friction much in the same way as the ridge- and
groove-patterns to be found on the tyres of motor
cars.

Echeneis can cling to smooth surfaces in the

absence of currents.' The strong spines on the
lamellae are quite sufficient to render this possible,

and the phenomenon is not at first sight so remarkable

' Gunther, " An IntrtKluction to the Study of Fishes." pp. 460 (Edin-

burgh : 1880): Dahlgren and Kcpner, " Prinriples of Animal Histology,"

pp. 414. {New York : 1908].
• Holmwood, Proc, Zool. Soc. London, pp. 411 (1884); Gud'icr, Ann.

Mag. Nat. Hist. (9), II., pp. 271-306 (1918).
= Storms, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), II., pp. 67-76 (1888).
• Hora, Rec. Ind. Mus. XXIV., p. 47 (1922).
' Annandale and Hora, Rec. Ind. Mus. XXIV., pp. 505-509 (1922).
• Hora, Rec. Ind. Mus. XXIV., pp. 47-58 (1922).
' Homell, Madras Fisheries Bull., XIV., pp. 66 (1921).

as the power of adhesion in opposition, as it seems,

to a strong current.

This note is written chiefly with the object of

bringing this new view of the mechanism of the
so-called sucker to the notice of other workers,
particularly of those who are in a position to make
observations on living specimens of Echeneis, Remora,
etc. I hope myself shortly to undertake fuller

studies of the morphology and histologj'^ of the
adhesive pad with the view of elucidating the subject

further. Sunder Lal Hora.
Indian Museum, Calcutta, March 29.

Vertical Change of Wind and Tropical Cyclones.

In liis article on the birth and death of cyclones

(London Meteorological Office, Geophysical Memoirs,
No. 19, 1922) Sir Napier Shaw makes the interesting

suggestion that the shearing of the head of a tropical

cyclone with reference to its foot, by difference of

velocity at different levels in the air which carries

it, might cause its dissolution. If the hypothesis

that the movement of a cyclone is due to its being
embedded in a flowing current of air is correct, it

will of course be admitted that if there is a con-
siderable gradient of wind upwards, positive or

negative, then there must be a continual shearing of

the cyclone and the shearing must either be continually

countered by the cyclone, or it must die. But the

question is, whether there are occasions when a cyclone

has to face such a strong vertical gradient of wind,
and if there are, what vertical gradient a cyclone can
stand and continue to live ? With regard to the
first point, from an examination of the symmetry of

temperature and pressure Sir Napier Shaw remarks :

" If isobaric surfaces are also isothermal surfaces

there is no change of wind velocity with height. In
any case one would have to assume approximate
uniformity of direction and speed for a thickness of

several kilometres, in order to get a definite connected
body of air in stable motion. Perhaps for the levels

between four and eight kilometres there are enough
occasions of little change of wind velocity between
those levels to furnish convenient circumstances for

the persistence of a sufficient number of cyclones or
cyclonic depressions."
The atmospheric conditions in the region sur-

rounding a cyclonic depression are so different from
those of normal weather, that it is perhaps quite

incorrect to assume that the vertical gradient of

wind, which a cyclone has to encounter, is roughly
of the same order as the gradient derived from the

observations of the motion of pilot balloons under
normal conditions. As pointed out by Sir Napier
Shaw, it is also a matter for careful considera-

tion, what is actually presented to us by the motion
of a pilot balloon in a cyclonic depression. The
irregularities due to local turbulence or the changes
incidental to an inclined axis will appear in the
results with as much weight as the examples of

fundamental structure. Perhaps the altered condi-

tion of the atmosphere in which a fully developed
cyclone finds itself does not permit of too much change
of wind \'elocity with height, and then all our con-

jectures regarding the supposed effect of a Vertical

gradient of wind on a cyclonic svstem will appear
futile.

If a cyclone is to be considered a stable dynamical
system consisting of a vortex with a ring of maximum
velocity, as Sir Napier Shaw considers it to be, and
" protected from the ordinary vicissitudes of weather
by the enormous tnonienlum of a vortex with a high
rate of spin," then as a vortex will generally, except
perhaps for the fact that air is not a perfect fluid.
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fon» a closed system or end on boundaries, we shall

have to assume that in a cyclone the dynamical
' conditions extend from the ground surface to con-

;/ siderable heights. Perhaps also the entire length
J of the vortex and not simply the length where the
. sustaining energy is supplied is effective in offering
- resistance to extraneous forces, because the energy

wherever it is supplied will distribute itself over the
entire length. The high degree of permanence of

the type of motion is also suggestive that its enormous
momentum docs offer considerable resistance to all

forces of destruction. A small vertical gradient of
wind, if there is such a gradient at all, will therefore
probably not shear a cyclone out of existence. It

will perhaps deform the cyclonic system or make its

axis inclined to the vertical ; but if the gradient is

considerable and of long duration, and if the struggle
to maintain its circulation and to remain reasonably
erect proves too much for the cyclone, it will

eventually die.

The possibility of the axis of a cyclone being
inclined to the vertical has long been surmised, and
Sir Napier Shaw himself has advanced arguments
attempting to give definiteness to the meaning of
this idea ('" Manual of Meteorology," Part IV., p.

145). It should, however, be remarked that the
axis of a cyclone being inclined to the vertical will

have a definite meaning only if the whirl is supposed
to extend to heights comparable to the diameter of

the core and not simply to 3 or 4 km., that is, only
a little beyond the levels where the sustaining energyk is supplied, as suggested by some meteorologists,

Tr including Eliot and Dallas.
If. on the other hand, we do not consider the

cyclonic system and the fiowing current, if any, as
two distinct systems, and seek for an explanation of
the movement of cyclones in the mechanism of the
cyclonic system itself, then the consideration of the
shearing of a cyclone due to a vertical gradient of
wind does not arise at all. Consider, for example,
the storms which form in the Indian seas. The
centrifugal force in these storms, especially at the
outer margin, is not strong enough to keep the
monsoon winds feeding into them revolving in a
circular path, with the result that these winds after
taking a small turn deviate from the circular path
and carry the cloud ahead of the storms. The
precipitation and the consequent latent heat set free
in front of the storms reduce the pressure there,
necessitating a readjustment and a shifting of the
isobars. This will in general account for the move-
ments of these storms. It is, of course, implied in

this explanation that it is not the general drift of
winds that makes a cyclone move, but that the
movements of the cyclone involved in its mechanism
make the outlying winds adjust themselves to the
motion. S. K. Banerji.
The Observatory, Bombay. March 27.

A Levitated Magnet.

Presumably all interested in magnetism have tried
to keep a magnet in suspension, by the repulsion of
like poles balancing its weight. In common with
others, I ha\'e always failed to do this with steels
hitherto available. The experiment fails through
inability of the small magnet to resist having its poles
reversed, or diminished in strength, by the intense
field necessary for levitation.

Recent research on magnetic steels has, however,
produced steels having the necessary resistance against
reversal of polarity and with the necessary strength
of magnetic field.
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I find that the experiment of flotation can be
shown by using verj' simple apparatus. The best
results have been obtained by using a solid rod of
special steel. i\ inches by /s, weighing about twelve
grams. This rod is enclosed in a flat glass cell,

slightly larger, giving clearance of about i mm.
between the ends and sides, so that the rod may be
able to move freely. This glass cell should be open
at the top, and have a vertical lieight of about 3
inches. The bottom should also
be made of thin glass—old photo-
graphic plates {quarter plates)
answer \er>- well for making this
glass enclosure, adhesive tape
being used for joining the glass
plates, which may be separated
by flat pieces of wood or glass
slightly thicker than the steel
bar, to give sufficient clearance.
The magnetised rod should rest
freely on the glass bottom (Fig. 1).

Holding the cell vertically, it

is lowered slowly towards the
poles of a horse-shoe magnet,
held vertically. If the poles of
the horse-shoe magnet are of the
same sign as the opposing poles of
the> magnetic rod, the latter will

rise anci oscillate up and down
in its enclosure. When properly
adjusted in the field of a good
magnet the rod will remain per- fig. t.

manently poised about half an
inch above the poles, which should be about the same
distance apart as the poles of the levitated magnet.
Good bar magnets may be used, thus enabling the

correct separation of the poles to be found experi-
mentally.
A much greater distance of separation may be

obtained by using an electro-magnet. In this case
the cell must not be placed on the poles before turning
on the current or the rod magnet will be reversed
before it has time to rise and it will remain on the
floor of the cell, being attracted. The same may
happen if the cell is lowered awkwardly so that only
one pole of the rod can rise : some reversal then
takes place, necessitating remagnetisation of the bar.
The particular steel used by me I owe to the kindness
of Mr. W. H. Glaser, who tells me it contains 15 per
cent cobalt and is known as " cobalt chrom " steel.

F. Harrison Clew.
156 Clapham Road, London.

Science and Economics.

F. S. M., the writer of the article " Labour and
Science in Industry," in his rejoinder to my letter
(Nature, April 14, p. 498) does not seem to grasp
my main point, that the present economic system
has no sound physical foundation, and that it was
an element of physical reality—for example, the laws
of the creation of wealth as distinct from debt—that
1 wished introduced into the proceedings of the
Economics section of the British Association. If the
section has been proceeding on this road for a good
many years now, as claimed, I apologise. But I am
surprised at the slow progress it has made.
My " we," in the phrase " economic system under

which we perish," was meant to be fairly catholic,
and I have no objection to including the Russians
and Chinese, though I think they may outlast us.

My information about Russia is largely from school-
boys, who write to be told the latest about the atom ;

and about China, that the children work in mills

U 2
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twelve and fourteen hours a day, much as we worked
ours here at the same stage of the industrial system.
But on the question whether ive, the British, are
perishing or not, the statistics obtained during the
medical examinations for compulsory military service

were, to say the least, disquieting.

In reply to your correspondent, Mr. W. W. Leisen-
ring (April 28, p. 571), the object of the examination
I advocated is to find out what the physical basis of

economics is, because I think it is entirely the opposite
of what the economists seem to believe. There is

no question of altering it. The natural laws in

connexion with energy and matter were not known
or understood when the present system was formulated.
The system is a reflection of certain passing conditions,

—an ad hoc system, good enough perhaps iifty years
back, but perilous to-day. It should now be possible

to found broadly the physical basis, embodying
modern knowledge of the laws of energy and matter
and the two undeniable principles of the Physiocrats
and Karl Marx to which I made allusion. That
human nature is admittedly imperfect is no reason
why physical nature should be distorted to suit it,

even if that were possible. Because drivers are im-
perfect and of uncertain individuality we do not
insist on imitating their idiosyncrasies in the cars

they drive. Rather we try to make them " fool-

proof."
Mr. Leisenring deduces from my letter that " the

natural obvious truths of the nineteenth century as

interpreted economically are, in this century, both
unscientific and senseless." I accept the deduction,
much as I would if the words " spring " and "autumn"
were substituted for the contrasted centuries : but
I am not clear why Mr. Leisenring should disagree

with my statement that no one pretends to under-
stand the present system. His eulogy of it, whether
historically justifiable or not, was couched in the
past tense, whereas my criticism of it was couched
in the present tense. With regard to the present
financial system, however, if there is one defect it

does not suffer from, it surely is age. Such a system
as the present has never even been attempted before.

It is an absolute innovation ; and to suggest that it

has evolved through several centuries pari passu with
science, and that its ultimate basis is character and
ability, merely shows that it is not understood. Its

ultimate basis is credulity, and, by the standards of

the Codes of Laws and social formulae of all great
civilisations, it is counterfeit.

Frederick Soddv.

Mr. W. Wilson Leisenring's interesting criticism

of Prof. Soddy's economic views in his letter printed
in Nature of April 28, p. 571, appears to have over-
looked some of the most important causes of the
present confusion in the world of economics. Among
these I would put first the well-known psychological
process of inversion, whereby the means is mistaken
for the end, as exemplified by the old mercantile
system or fallacy of representing the accumulation
of gold and silver as the ultimate goal of commerce,
and as being the true basis of national prosperity.
Thus "protection," "tariff reform" (and, indeed,

most of the " labour " or trades union ideals) are
no more than survivals of a belief that money, instead
of being the mere instrument of exchange and a
measure of market values, is of itself the end and
purpose of all trade and labour activity.

A fruitful source of confusion is also ambiguous
terminology. Attempts are often made to div'orce

the economic concept of ivealth from private property.
In their strictly economical signification " wealth
and " labour " are unmeaning apart from property
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and market values. The same ambiguity applies to
" capital," hence all the absurdities associated with
the phrase " capital levy."

I venture also to differ from Mr. Leisenring's
statement that " the ultimate basis of credit in any
age is character and ability." We have here another
illustration of inversion. The true basis of credit is

surely reputation, authority, and familiaritv. These
again depend upon systematic advertisement, or, to
put it less invidiously, upon " practical instruction."

St. George Lane Fox Pitt.
Travellers' Club, Pall Mall, S.W.i,

April 30.

Spermatogenesis of the Lepidoptera.

In a letter to Nature of .\pril 28, p. 568, Prof. J.
Bronte Gatcnby states his position as to the criticism,

made independently by Dr. R. Bowen of Columbia
University and myself, of his account of the formation
of the macromitosome in the spermatogenesis of
Lepidoptera. In doing so he makes a statement that,

if I understand it correctly, is inaccurate and is

certainly misleading.
The macromitosome is formed by the coalescence

of the mitochondrial vesicles. On this point we are
all agreed. The mitochondrial vesicles consist of an
inner chromophobic or lightly staining material
surrounded by an outer layer of chromophilic or
deeply staining material. Now. Dr. Bowen and I

consider that the coalescence of the mitochondrial
vesicles results in " merely larger aggregates of
chromophobic material, the chromophilic material
running together to form more or less complete
partitions between the chromophobic droplets

"

(Bowen, Q.J. M.S., 66, p. 601). On the other hand.
Prof. Gatenby considers that the coalescence consists

of the flowing together of the vesicles forming first

of all elongated structures and then loops of chromo-
philic substance which ultimately join up to form a
" perfectly coiled spireme " in a mass of the chromo-
phobic substance.

In his letter Prof. Gatenby uses the expression
" whether the ' spireme ' was formed of a flat ribbon,
or a round string." This, presumably, indicates

his conception of the difference between our views.
If it does not, I have failed to grasp the necessity

of this phrase. So far as I am aware. Dr. Bowen has
never suggested that the mitosome is formed by the
twisting of a ribbon, and I, certainly, have never used
the word " ribbon " in this connexion. A mass of

soap bubbles cannot be described as made up of a
twisted ribbon of soap solution, whereas it can be
described as a plate work, and that is the description
continually given by Dr. Bowen.

I do not think that the dift'erence between Prof.

Gatenby 's view and that of Dr. Bowen and myself is

of as little consecjuence as Prof. Gatenby implies in

the third paragraph of his letter. If his \ic\vs as to the
formation of the Lepidopteran mitosome are adopted,
then the Lepidoptera are unique among all the
insects in which spermatogenesis has been described.

This is a view that one would hesitate to adopt,
especially in view of the fact that practically all other
recent workers on the spermatogeneses of all other
insects agree more or less closely with the account
of the plate-work mitosome of Dr. Bowen. For this

reason it became important to confirm, if possible.

Prof. Cratenby's description. Dr. Bowen carried out
his work on the Lepidoptera especially for this

purpose, and came to the conclusion that Prof.

Gatenbjf's interpretation of the process was inaccurate.

If, then. Dr. Bowen's account is accepted, the Lepi-
doptera are brought into line with other insects, and
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this is certainly an important result. In view of this

it seems very unfortunate that Prof. Gatenby has
stated that, apart from Dr. Bowen's new interpreta-
tion of the sperm tail, " he adds nothing new to
our knowledge of the spermatogenesis of the Lepi-
doptera." He considers the value of Dr. Bowen's work
to lie in the fact that it confirms his own drawings of
the appearance of the niitosome. After carefully
comparing Dr. Bowen's paper with the original paper
by Prof. Gatenby (Q.J.M.S., 62, p. 407) I really cannot
agree that there is any confirmation whatever. One
figure by Dr. Bowen (Fig. 43) superficially resembles
a corresponding one in Prof. Gatenby's paper (Fig. 14).

Otherwise the figures of the mitosome are totally
different in the two papers.

Prof. Gatenby has not answered the criticism that
I have made of his original description of the forma-
tion of the mitosome. I cannot see how the chromo-
philic outer surface of a drop—which, of course, has
an appreciable area—can, by fusion with another drop,
or even by mere elongation, become transformed
into a thread-like loop that has no appreciable area.
He states merely that the mitochondrial vesicles flow
together, " forming, at first, elongated structures, then
loops, and finally filaments." I have pointed out
{Q.J.M.S., 66, p. 665) that I consider the figures that
accompany this description inaccurate and mis-
leading. Further, if such a process does take place,

surely it would be possible to observe the inter-

mediate stages, and would not these, in any case, be
some sort of plate work ? If Prof. Gatenby would
enlarge upon his somewhat brief description it might
help to clear up the differences between our views.
With regard to the opinion of the late Prof. Don-

caster on the formation of the mitosome I should like

to add a few remarks. In 1919 I had the privilege of
assisting Prof. Doncaster in working out the spermato-
genesis of the louse Pedicidus corporis. We divided
the work into two, he dealing chiefly with the chromo-
some aspect, while I dealt mainly with the cytoplasmic
inclusions. At first Prof. Doncaster was inclined to
believe that the mitosome was formed in the manner
described by Prof. Gatenby, and, in fact, in the
original notes, which I now possess, there are rough
drawings by Prof. Doncaster figuring the mitosome as
a spireme. I could not accept this view, and explained
my conception to him. I'ltimatcly he agreed with
me, and it was at this time—about May or June

—

that he paid the visit to Prof. Gatenby, and objected
to the latters description of the mitosome of Sincrin-
thus. Howe\er, that he was quite prepared to accept
Prof. Gatenby's description is shown by the fact that
in his last book on cytology he gives Prof. Gatenby's
account in full and does not, I think, refer to our
own observations on Pediculus.

H. Graham Cannon.
Zoology Department,

Imperial College of Science,
South Kensington.

The Rodier System of Rat Repression.

In connexion with the article on " The Rat and
its Repression," contributed by me to Nature of
May 20, 1922 (vol. 109, p. 659), f have been favoured
with a letter from Mr. Wm. Rodier of Melbourne,
in which he complains that my^ttitude to his system
of rat repression is unsympathetic, or that, conversely,
he is misunderstood.

I should esteem it a favour if you woidd allow me
to say that I am not unsympathetic to any means
of destroying the rat—an animal which I, at least,

consider to be one of the greatest menaces of modern
civilisation.

The attitude I take to the " Rodier Method " of
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rat destruction is that its principles are so thoroughly
understood by all who have studied the rat problem
that 1 am conscious of no unfairness when I suggest
Mr. Rodier harms his cause when he asserts that
those who do not immediately and unreservedly
become his disciples are necessarily antagonistic, or
stupid.
The difficulties Mr. Rodier has to overcome are

such as are presented by the attitude of authorities
towards putting rats back by rat-catchers who are
paid to destroy their catches ; the attitude of business
houses when they pay for rat-clearing and find male
rats turned back ; and the plight of boroughs who
make it their business to destroy female rats, when
they find their polygamous males mated by females
from contiguous boroughs where the " Rodier Method "

is not in operation.
The whole question is one of education, and my

immediate object is to convince the public that the
rat is one of man's most dangerous foes, and one
that is too expensive to maintain. As for the Rodier
method, I have an open and sympathetic mind ; and
I would suggest that it would help Mr. Rodier's
propaganda enormously if he could show us good
results that could be scientifically checked, say in an
island like Tristan da Cunha, or the Isle of Man. The
authorities in the former island, where I am assured
rats climb trees, would doubtless welcome assistance
to overcome their terrible foes.

Alfred E. Moore.
The Incorporated Vermin Repression Society,

44 Bedford Row, London, W.C.i,
April 28.

Active Hydrogen by Electrolysis.

In 1907 Fischer and Massenez (X. anorg. Chein.,

52, 202, 1907) obtained a concentration of 17 per cent,
by weight of ozone when they electrolysed a solution
of sulphuric acid, using a very high current density.
Since ozone can be produced by this method, it would
seem probable that a high current density at the
cathode might aid in producing the ozone form of
hydrogen. When a solution of sulphuric acid is

electrolysed, using the above principle, the hydrogen
that escapes at the cathode contains an active con-
stituent which combines with pure nitrogen to form
ammonia. Some of the ammonia formed is collected

in the absorption bulb, but quite a large portion of it

remains dissolved in the sulphuric acid solution. This
active constituent in the hydrogen that is evolved at
the cathode is probably the ozone form, and is

produced perhaps in a manner analogous to the ozone
form of oxygen. The per cent, of the active gas
formed varies with the current density and the
concentration of the acid.

Likewise, if a solution of potassium hydroxide is

electrolvsed , using a high cathode current density,

the escaping hydrogen contains the ozone form which
combines with pure nitrogen to form ammonia.

In the electrolvsis of the acid solution the escaping
hydrogen contains a fog which persists after passing
through the absorbing solution. This fog is similar

to, but less dense than, the fog sometimes produced
by ozone when it is bubbled through potassium iodide

solution.

This work is a further verification of the theory of

Dr. G. L. Wendt that tri-atomic hydrogen may be
produced wherever atomic hydrogen is formed.

A. C. Grubb.
Dept. of Chemistry',

University of Saskatchewan.
Saskatoon, Sask., Canada,

April 18.
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The Low-power Aeroplane or Aviette.

By Prof. L. Bairstow, F.R.S.

N/f
UCH attention is being paid in the general and

1 technical press of this and other countries to

flight with low-powered engines. The addition of small

engines follows quickly on the gliding successes of the

past year, but no marked connexion is discernible

between the new features of the two types of flying

machine. The change from aeroplanes having two or

three hundred horse-power, and carrying a single

individual, to aeroplanes of five to ten horse-power

is now so striking as to have stirred public imagination.

Many of those now interested are probably unaware

of the flights made by A. V. Roe more than ten years

ago with a nine horse-power J.A.P. engine.

There is little in the new applications which would
warrant the use of the word discovery, and the change

is probably due in large measure to an emancipation

from the fetters of war ideas. There is reason to

suppose that aeroplanes designed for official use are

subject to so many restrictions that development is

difficult. The advent of the low-power aeroplane is

therefore welcomed as a new outlet for ideas, one which

gives scope to individual initiative, and one which it is

hoped will make a popular appeal.

The unofficial character of the British development

of the aviette is emphasised by the offering of a prize

of 500/. by the Duke of Sutherland for a light aeroplane

of British manufacture and design ; for the Duk-e is

Under Secretary of State for Air, though he is not acting

in his official capacity. A separate prize of 1000/., open

to the world, is offered by the Daily Mail. The most

striking conditions of the competition are :
" The

power unit must not exceed 750 cc. total cylinder

capacity, and the prize w'ill be awarded to the machine

which flies the longest distance on one gallon of petrol,

with a minimum distance of fifty miles to qualify."

Many other conditions apply which relate to ease

of handling on the ground ; there is also the usual

vague reference to stability. It is in accordance with

our present state of knowledge and application that,

while the requirements for performance are always

precise and well-defined, those for stability and control

are valueless. In the competition rules for the low-

power aeroplane there is neither definition nor means

of checking aircraft as delivered in order to ensure a

due measure of stability and control.

The French are, as is usual in matters relating to

aviation, taking an active interest in the aviette, and

in the Times of April 6 we find an article based on a

flight by M. Barbot from Francazal to Toulouse in a

seven horse-power aviette. The ideas of the flyer

appear in the following quotation :

" M. Barbot, who is in Paris, expresses the belief

that his aviette is the forerunner of the aero-taxi

of the immediate future. He contemplates the pro-

duction of a machine which will cost about five

thousand francs (nominally 200/.), which can rise

from almost anywhere and, furnished with a ten or

fifteen horse-power motor, can land slowly w'ithin

thirty yards of its objective and without any risk. . . .

The cost will be only that of a gallon of petrol per

hundred miles."
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In the same issue of the Times is a reference to a
British " power-driven glider "

:

" The test began yesterday at Ashton Park, Preston,
of the first British auxiliary-engined glider, the
Wren, designed and built by the English Electric
Company at their Preston works. It is expected
that the machine will provide valuable data on which
to base the development of the economical aeroplane
of the future. It has been constructed for the Air
Ministry. It is remarkably light, being about
3 cwt., and the dimensions are : span 37 ft., length
23 ft., height 5 ft. The engine is a three horse-
power A.B.C. motor-cycle engine, developed to seven
horse-power, and gives a maximum speed to the aviette
of forty-eight miles an hour. . .

."

These two extracts exhibit the features which define

the low-power aeroplane, and in the remainder of this

article it is proposed to analyse the projects and
achievements in relation to the scientific knowledge
involved. It will be found that the expectation of

100 miles per gallon of petrol in an aero-taxi carrying

pilot and passenger is optimistic but not wildly in

excess of what can be immediately foreseen, using

arguments based on well - established data. On the

other hand, risk is only incidentally reduced, and
neither the extracts nor current technical literature

show any attempt on the part of the designers of light

aeroplanes to pay special attention to the fundamental
problems of stabilit)- and control.

For the past eight or ten years it has been realised

that all good aeroplane design tends to produce a
result in which, for the most economical speed of flight,

the weight carried is about nine times the resistance

experienced. All high-power aeroplanes are able to

exceed this most economical speed ver>' greatly, with

the result that at their maximum speed near the ground
the resistance is more than one-quarter of the weight.

If there be no great reserve of power, considerable

height above the ground is unattainable, and the most
economical speed is fixed by the design of the aeroplane,

in particular by the magnitude of the load carried per

unit area of wing surface. A common loading has been

7-8 lb. per sq. ft. corresponding with an economical

speed of about 60 miles per hour ; a reduction of loading

to 2 lb. per sq. ft. would bring the best speed to about

30 m.p.h.

If the making of a specified journey be the basis of

comparison, then speed in itself has no influence on
petrol consumption per unit of weight carried, but the

horse-power required is directly proportional to the

speed. Indirectly, low speed is advantageous, since a
smaller and light engine suffices for transport. Taking
figures given in the Press as a basis, it appears that the

aviette with a single occupant would weigh about

550 lb. all told, whereas the single-seater fighting craft

weighs from three to four times this amount. The
ma.ximum speed claimed for the aviette is only about
one-third of that achieved by the scout.

Further data lead to an estimation of a probable

mileage per gallon of petrol. Many aero-engines exist

in which the petrol consumption does not exceed 0-5 lb.
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of petrol per brake horse-power per hour, and it is

probable that an airscrew efficiency of 75 per cent,

may be reached. With petrol weighing about 7 lb.

to the gallon it will be found from those figures and a

weight-resistance ratio of 9 that the number of miles

possible per gallon of petrol consumed is roughly equal

to thirty thousand divided by the weight of the aero-

plane. To achieve 100 miles to the gallon, therefore,

it would be necessar)' to improve on existing figures

for performance, since a gross weight of 500 11). yields

only 60 miles per gallon. As an aero-taxi with pilot and
passenger would weigh more than 500 lb. it would appear

that M. Barbot's estimate is not to be easily achieved.

It will be noted, however, that the condition of a

minimum of 50 miles per gallon in the competition

rules for the Duke of Sutherland prize is reasonable.

It will exclude seriously inefficient design without

setting an impossible task.

In making the preceding calculations, no allowance

was made for the use of energy obtained from the

wind itself. As we all know, aeroplanes without

engines, i.e. gliders, have maintained themselves in

the air for several hours consecutively, utilising winds

deflected upwards by a sloping hill-side. Up-currents

of sufficient intensity for support are very local, and
we are yet far from being able to use them for point-

to-point journeys as distinct from tacking backwards

and foj-wards in a chosen locality. The phenomenon of

gliding, as we know it, does not modify the estimate

of power already made, but does show how part of that

power may be obtained from the wind. Langley con-

templated the extraction of energy from the pulsations

of the wind, quite apart from their direction, and this

source of energy is probably very widely distriljuted.

So far, however, little, if anything, has been attempted

in practice in the extraction of this energy, and there

is no clear lead as to the direction in which one might

hopefully proceed.

For some time to come, it may be expected that the

aviette will carry the main source of power for its

support ; economy of fuel may be obtained by utilising

up-currents in the neighbourhood of flight and so

using the engine in passing from hill crest to hill crest.

The condition attached to the Duke of Sutherland

prize that the competition is to take place over a

triangular course of not less than 15 miles reduces

the chances of obtaining substantial amounts of energy

from the atmosphere.

Since a claim for reduction of risk has been made,

it may be as well to state the view that the only

contribution made to safety is in the sense that it is

less dangerous to strike the ground at 30 m.p.h. than

at 60 m.p.h. The inherent defects of the modem
aeroplane which make for danger on stalling are quite

untouched by the new application.

The low-power aeroplane can scarcely fail to react

beneficially on scientific knowledge and its applications.

At the moment, however, it would appear that the

a\-iette has derived its being from knowledge obtained

for other purposes and has not reached the stage of

reciprocation.

[Since this article was written, a very definite

advance in the practical use of the low-power aero-

plane has been made by M. Barbot, who, as was

recorded in our issue of May 12, p. 645, succeeded in

completing the round trip from the French coast to

Lympne in Kent and back again, covering about 80

miles, in a machine with a 15 h.p. engine. His time

for the journey was about two hours and a quarter,

including nearly half an hour's stay at Lympne, and

it is stated that his petrol consumption was about

two gallons.]

f

The Earth's Electric and Magnetic Fields.^

By Prof. W. F. G. Swann, University of Minnesota.

II.

''I""WO of the most characteristic features of the
•• earth's magnetism are the non-coincidence of

the magnetic and geographic axis, and the secular

variation. While a theory which is to claim any degree

of completeness must account for these, one cannot

resist the temptation of searching for any sort of

phenomenon capable of giving a field of the order of

magnitude of the earth's field in the hope that if such

be found it may serve as a possible basis on which to

build a more complete theory.

Attempts towards a theory of the earth's magnet-
ism may be classed roughly in the following four

groups

:

(i) The earth is assumed to be made largely of iron,

and to be a permanent magnet independently of its

rotation, or to be magnetised inductivelv by an external

field.

(2) The masrnetic field is brought about by the rota-

tion of an electrostatically cliarged system.

{3) The magnetic field arises from a state of magnet-
isation brought about by the rotation of the earth.

' Continued from p. 64?.
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(4) The field is caused by electric currents circulating

within the earth.

The high temperature of the earth's interior would

be inconsistent with a state of permanent magnetisation

unless the effect of high temperature is compensated in

.some way by that of high pressure. Induced magnet-

isation suffers from the same cause, and would, more-

over, give a type of field totally unlike the earth's field.

As regards (2), a sphere of the earth's size, rotating

with the earth's angular velocity, would have to possess

such a surface charge as would give it a potential

gradient a hundred million times the earth's potential

gradient in order that the rotation of that surface charge

would produce a magnetic field comparable with the

earth's magnetic field. Even then, it turns out, as

has been shown by Schuster and by the writer, that

owing to the effect of the observer's motion with the

earth's surface, a sign of charge which gave the right

direction for the vertical component would give

the wrong direction for the observed horizontal

component.^

' Inclusion of the effect due to the atmospheric positive charge artpuls

completely the magnetic field which would be observed by one moving with

the earth.
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The difficulties arising from the large electric field,

and from the inconsistency in sign between the hori-

zontal and vertical components may he avoided, at first

sight, by supposing, with Sutherland, that the earth

may be regarded as two superposed spheres of positive

and negative electricity, the diameter of the negative

sphere being greater than that of the positive. The
electric field at external points would be zero, but the

magnetic field would not be zero. The actual density

of positive and negative electricity in the earth is so

great that, if all the positive and negative electricity in

a cubic centimetre could be concentrated at two points

one centimetre apart, they would attract each other

with a force of the order 10-" tons ; and, on account of

this, it is only necessarj' for the radii of the two spheres

of the size of the earth to differ by 2 x lo"* cm. (the

diameter of a single molecule), in order to ensure that

the two, rotating together, would give rise to a field of

the order of magnitude of the earth's field. Unfortun-
ately, however, we find that the electrostatic forces

opposing even this small separation are enormous,
amounting to more than one thousand million volts per

centimetre at the surface of the inner sphere.

Regarding forces which suggest themselves as possibly

available for causing electrostatic separations of the

above or allied kinds, we have, in the first place, gravity,

tending to pull the free electrons towards the earth's

centre, then centrifugal force tending to make them fly

to the surface. Another possibilitv arises from an
action analogous to the Thomson effect, by which the

electronic density tends to decrease as we descend
towards the earth's centre, on account of the increase of

temperature. These effects have been submitted to

calculation by the writer, and it appears that the first

gives rise to a field only 10"" of the earth's field, and in

the wrong direction, the second to a field about io~^^ of

the earth's field, but of a type widely different from that

of the earth, and the third to a field in the right direction

but amounting to only 10" i' of the earth's field.

As a general rule, we may say that it is practically

hopeless to seek an explanation of the earth's magnetic
field on the basis of the rotation of charges which have
been separated against electrostatic attraction, since

the mechanical forces necessary to produce the requisite

separation must be, in all cases, enormous.
If the earth were made mainly of iron, its rotation

would, by gyroscopic action, bring about a partial

orientation of the molecular magnets ; and it has been
experimentally demonstrated by S. J. Barnett that iron

can be magnetised in this way. The effect in the case

of the earth is, however, extremely small, and is only

sufficient to account for a magnetic field 2 x lo''" times

that of the earth.

The suggestion has been made that the interior of the

earth may be endowed with enormously high perme-
ability, and that, in consequence, a very weak force

would be sufficient to cause strong magnetisation

therein. We must remember, however, that the very

creation of a state of magnetisation within a sphere

brings about an internal demagnetising field which is,

as a matter of fact, equal to the external field at the

equator. Hence any primary magnetising agent which
is to be ultimately responsible for the earth's field must
be of such intensity that it will produce, on the mole-
cular magnets, forces at least equal to the forces which
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would be produced on them by a magnetic field equal

in intensity to the earth's magnetic field at the

equator.

Any theory attempting to account for the earth's

magnetic field on the basis of currents circulating within

the earth, calls for some explanation of the electro-

motive force wherewith to produce the currents. In
this connexion it is of interest to recall a calculation by
H. Lamb, to the effect that if currents were caused ro

circulate in a copper sphere of the earth's size, and the
electromotive forces which caused them were removed,
the currents would take ten million years to decay to

one-third of their initial values. Attempts to account
for the earth's field in this way have met criticism on the

basis of the enormous currents which would be calculated

by extrapolation back, even to epochs not more remote
than those during which the earth's crust has been
solid, so that, unless there is some reason for supposing
that the conductivity is, or has been, in the past, even
greater than copper, we are confronted with accounting
for the enormous amounts of energy necessary to have
produced the field initially.

The actual current density within the earth necessary

to account for the earth's field is very small, being, for

example, of the order 10"* ampere per square centi-

metre on the surface at the equator for the case where
the current density is proportional to the distance from
the axis of rotation. If, taking a sphere of iron, we
assume about lo^^ free electrons per cc, it is only
necessary to suppose that the mean velocity of the
electrons at the earth's surface, relative to the centre,

differs from that of the periphery by one part in 7 x lo**

in order to account for this current. It is, perhaps, not
too much to hope that a fuller knowledge of the

mechanism of conduction in solids than we have at

present may lead to an explanation of such a small

difference as arising directly on account of the earth's

rotation.

There is always the chance that the origin of the
earth's field may have to be sought in some funda-
mental but small departure from the ordinary electro-

dynamic laws. In this connexion we may recall

Lorentz's theory of gravitation, according to which
gravitational forces may be accounted for hs supposing
that the attraction between two unlike units of charge is

different from the repulsion between two like units.

Paying due regard to the care necessary in defining

electrical neutrality in this case, the theorj- may be
shown to lead to the conclusion that, in order that the

free electrons in a body shall be in equilibrium, the body
must acquire a charge density to an extent not wholly
determined by the weight of the electrons. Schuster

has discussed the possiliilities in this regard, but it

would appear that, under the most favourable assump-
tions, the density would be insignificant as regards

producing, by its rotation, a magnetic field comparable
with the earth's field.

A greater measure of success is attained by making a
somewhat similar assumption concerning the magnetic
field produced by a moving charge. We first observe

that a magnetic field is ultimately measured in terms of

the force which it exerts on a moving electron ; for

even a material magnet which may be used in the
measurement derives its properties from electrons,

rotating within it. In analogy with the case of electro-
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statics, where we ha\e to deal with the forces produced
by positive on positive, negative on negative, and
positive on negative, we have, in addition, for moving
electrons, the force due to the motion of a positive

electron on a mo\ing positive electron, the force due
to the motion of a moving negative electron on a moving
negali\e electron, the force due to the motion of a

negative electron on a moving positive electron, and
the force due to the motion of a positive electron on
a moving negative electron. The first two of these

four may be taken as the basis for defining the

measures of the two types of magnetic fields produced
by positive and negative electrons respectively. If,

for similar motions, these four forces are all equal,

a moving electron, or a magnet, would be entirely

unaffected by the rotation of the earth as a whole.

If, however, the forces, due to motion, between unlike

moving charges are suitably different from those

i)etween like charges in the same states of motion, it will

immediately appear that the electrically neutral earth

will, by its rotation, produce those forces on magnets
and moving electrons which we associate with a magnet
as ordinarily defined. By making the forces between
electrons of like sign equal for both signs, the force

due to the motion of a negative electron on a moving
positive electron greater than, and the force due to

the motion of a positive electron on a moving negative

electron less than the forces between like electrons to

the extent of about two parts in 10*®, we can account
for the equivalent of a magnetic field of the order of

magnitude of the earth's magnetic field. If we wish

to combine these alterations with suitable alterations

in the electrostatic forces, we can also include gravita-

tion in the complete scheme.

The secular \ariation presents interesting problems
for speculation. There is some evidence for the belief

that the earth's magnetic axis rotates about the geo-

graphic axis once in about 500 years. This will result

in induced currents, and the field we observe, will be that

due to these induced currents (the secondary field), and
that due to the primary causes (the primary field).

Taking an iron sphere of the earth's size for purposes of

illustration, it works out that the flux of the secondary
field through the sphere, which is, of course, related to

that of the primary field, is of such magnitude as to

annul almost comi)letely the non-axial component of

the primary flux, leaving only a small residual non-axial
I omponent, which lies, moreover, perpendicular to the

primary non-axial component. Thus, in order that the

resultant flux shall have an appreciable inclination to

the geographic axis, it is necessary for the primary axis

to lie very near to the equatorial plane, and yet for the

primary flux to be so large that its axial component,
which is small compared with it, represents the axial

component which we observe. This example is given

merely to illustrate the important role which might be

played i)y the induced currents due to the secular varia-

tion in case the earth's interior had a conduc'tivity

comparable with that of iron.

The theory of the diurnal variation is in a better

position than that of the earth's field as a whole. The
suggestion of Balfour Stewart, developed in detail by
Schuster, to the effect that the diurnal variations are

caused by Foucault currents generated ia the upper
atmosphere by the tidal motion of the atmosphere
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across the earth's lines of force, seems well adapted to

fit the facts, its chief difficulty being that it calls for a
conductivity about 3x10" times that found at the

earth's surface. Various agencies have been invoked to

account for this conductivity, namely, ultraviolet light,

gamma rays, negative electrons, and alpha rays, from

the sun, and finally charged atoms of gas, shot out from

the sun by the pressure of light, and endowed thereby

with velocities sutlicient to give them the properties of

low energy alpha particles. The corpuscular radiations

have also been invoked to account for the phenomena
associated with the aurora.

It is probable that ultraviolet light plays no im-

portant role, since it is capable of accounting for a con-

ductivity less than one-millionth of the conductivity

required. x\s regards the corpuscular radiations, the

nature of the precipitation of corpuscles indicated by

the aurora is of a type to correspond to a bending by the

earth's magnetic field such as one would not readily

associate with particles of mass as small as that of

electrons. The ma.ss of an electron increases with its

velocity ; but, so greatly has Birkeland found it neces-

sary to draw upon this phenomenon in order to fit the

facts, that, on the hypothesis of negative electrons, he

is driven to assume velocities ranging from 400 metres

per second less than the velocity of light to 4 metres

per second less than that limit. Alpha particles have
a mass and energy which would be better adapted to

account for the aurora, as has been pointed out by
Vegard ; moreover, the definiteness of their range

ensures the characteristic feature of the sharp boundary
of the luminescence, and the magnitude of the range is

fully sufficient to account for the penetration of that

boundary to the altitudes observed.

The remarkable perturbations of the earth's magnetic

field known as magnetic storms, which occur most fre-

quently in association with high solar activity, suggest

the entry into our atmosphere of electrified corpuscles

during these periods, and it is natural to look to those

corpuscles which are responsible for the conductivity

and the aurora for an explanation of these storms.

While alpha rays have been suggested, some of the

difficulties inherent in the assumption may be gathered

from considerations put forward by Lindemann. On
the assumption of their production by alpha rays, these

storms would call for an incredibly large amount of

radioactive material in the sun. Again, a conical beam
of alpha rays, such as appears to be necessary to account

for the storms, would, on its journey here, suffer, by
self-repulsion, an acceleration of about 10*' cm./sec.^ at

its boundary, in such a sense as to make it spread, so

that it could never arrive as a beam. Finally, even if

the beam could reach our atmosphere, it would charge

it at such a rate that the repulsion due to the charge

which had arrived would, in a few seconds, attain a

value sufficient to prevent the entry of any more rays.

It is for reasons such as these that Lindemann has

been led to favour the view that the primary agencies

responsiiile for magnetic storms are atoms of gas,

ionised i)y the high temperatures in the solar promin-

ences, and shot out of them by the pressure of the sun's

radiation. He shows, moreover, that the velocities to be

expected in these circumstances are such as to give the

particles ranges in harmony with the requirements of

auroral phenomena.
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The Tercentenary of Sir William Petty.

OF the founders of the Royal Society, Wilkins was
born in 1614, Goddard and Seth Ward in 1617,

Evelyn and Bathurst in 1620, Willis in 1621, and Petty
in 1623. Boyle and Wren were somewhat younger,
being born in .1627 and 1632 respectively. Petty,

whose tercentenary occurs on May 26, was thus thirty-

seven years of age when the Society was inaugurated,

and had already given evidence of great administrative

powers. Unhke most of his fellow scientific workers,

his education was gained mainly on the Continent, and
he was a man of twenty-four or twenty-five when first

he settled at Oxford. He was born at Romsey in

Hampshire, the son of Anthony Petty, a clothier, and as

a boy attended the Romsey Grammar School. From
there at the age of fifteen, with a consignment of his

father's goods, he crossed to France, where he entered

the Jesuit College at Caen, apparently maintaining him-
self by the sale of his father's merchandise.
From Caen, Petty returned home, served for a short

time in the navy, but at the outbreak of the Civil War
went abroad again, spent some time at Utrecht and
Amsterdam, and in 1644 matriculated as a student of

medicine at Leyden. He is next found in Paris.

becoming known to Hobbes, Sir Charles Cavendish, and
other English refugees, and attending the meetings of

Mersenne, from which ultimately sprang the Paris

Academy of Sciences. Once more at home he took up
his father's business, invented a process for duplicating

letters, and in 1648 published his tract on education,
" Advice to Mr. Samuel Hartlib, for the Advancement
of Some Particular Parts of Learning." He proposed
the establishment of a College of Tradesmen, with
botanical theatre, observatory, etc., the members of

which " would be as careful to advance arts, as the

Jesuits are to propagate their religion."

Petty next removed to Oxford, where he was able to

associate with the philosophers who during those

troublous times kept the lamp of science burning.

Many of the meetings which Wilkins and Boyle fre-

quented were held at Petty's lodgings. In 1649 he
took his doctor's degree in physic, and a year or two
later became professor of anatomy.
From Oxford Petty was now sent by the Common-

wealth Government to Ireland as physician general to

the forces, where he quickly added to his reputation

by reorganising the medical services. The terrible

massacres of 1641 had by this time been ruthlessly

avenged by Cromwell, and all who could not prove
"consistent good affection " to the English Government
were to be dispossessed of their lands. This resulted in

some 3000 native landowners losing their property.

To Petty was given the task of measuring and surveymg
the forfeited estates. His survey, which has been
described as the iirst attempt to carry out a survey on a

large scale and in a scientific manner, is curiously known
as the " Down Survey " because it was measured
" down " on maps. Besides this. Petty also made a
map of Ireland, completed about 1673, largely at his

own expense. By his work in Ireland Petty himself

gained considerable estates in Kerry and later on set up
ironworks, opened lead mines and marble quarries and
started a timber trade. His duties were not carried

through without gaining for him many enemies, and in
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the last Parliament of the Commonwealth he was im-

peached and for a time his fortunes hung in the balance.

With the Restoration, Petty, who disliked extremists

of all parties, was received favour^ly by Charles II. and

was confirmed in the possession of his Irish estates. He
now was able to resume the society of his scientific

friends, and he was present at Gresham College on

November 28, 1660, when the Royal Society was

formed. He became a member of the first council and
often contributed papers to the Proceedings of a prac-

tical nature. He is several times mentioned in con-

nexion with the subject of shipping, and in 1662 made
some stir by the mention of a double-bottomed or twin-

hulled boat which would go against wind and tide. A
ship constructed to his plans made two voyages be-

tween Dublin and Holyhead and was then wrecked.

The idea has been put into practice several times since

the days of Petty, notably so in the case of the channel

steamer Calais-Doiwres constructed in the 'eighties of

last century. At one meeting of the-Royal Society Petty
" was intreated to inquire in Ireland for the petrifi-

cation of wood, the barnacles, the variation of the com-

pass, and the ebbing and flowing of a brook." Among
his other services to the science of his day was the part

he took in the foundation of the Dublin Philosophical

Society in 1684, of which he was president. He drew up
for the Society a " Catalogue of mean, vulgar, cheap

and simple experiments," and among his advice to

the members was " that they carefully compute their

ability to defray the charge of ordinary experiments

fforty times per annum, out of their weekly contribu-

tions, and to procure the assistance of Benefactors for

what shall be extraordinary, and not pester the Society

with useless or troublesome members for the lucre of

their pecuniary contribution."

Petty was full of worldly wisdom and possessed what

Benjamin Martin called a " universal practical genius."

One result of this was that he died a very rich man. But

at a time when such studies were rare he wrote on taxes,

revenue, the origin of wealth, trade, population, and the

growth of cities. It is on his work as a political

economist that his reputation rests. He condemned the

farming of the revenue of Ireland, suggested free com-

mercial communication between that country and

England, and consistently urged upon the Government

the necessity of a department for the collection of

statistics. He co-operated with John Graunt, another

original member of the Royal Society, in the production

of a book entitled " National and Political Observa-

tions . . . made upon the Bills of Mortality," published

in 1662, which may be regarded as the first book on

vital statistics ever published.

A tall handsome man. Petty was knOwn among his

fellows for his unusually good temper. Evelyn said of

him " there was not in the whole world his equal for a

superintendent of manufacture and improvement of

trade, or to govern a plantation," and Pepys refers to

the charm of his society. Knighted by Charles in 1661,

Petty in 1667 married a daughter of Waller the regicide,

and was survived by three children. He twice refused

a peerage, but his widow was created Baroness Shel-

burne. He died in Westminster on December i6, 1687,

and was buried in the Abbey Church at Romsey.
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Obituary.
Prof. E. W. Morley.

TN the issue of Science for April 13, appears an
^ appreciative notice by Prof. O. F. Tower, professor

of chemistry in Western Reserve University, of the life

and work of Prof. E. W. Morle)-, whose death was
announced in N'.ature for April 28, p. 578.
Edward Williams Morley was born in Newark, New

Jersey, on January 29, 1838, and in 1869 went to

Western Reserve College, then in the town of Hudson,
as professor of natural history and chemistry. In 1882
the College was moved to Cleveland, becoming Adebert
College of Western Reserve University, and there Prof.

Morley taught general chemistry and quantitative
analysis until his retirement in 1906 as emeritus
professor.

Prof. Morley's first work of importance, undertaken
while he was still in Hudson, was on the relative pro-

portion of oxygen in the air (1878-81). The work for

which he is best known to chemists, however, was on
the densities of oxygen and hydrogen and the ratio in

which they combine ; this was carried out at Cleveland
and published in 1895. It is a remarkable tribute to

his work that now, after nearly thirty years, the accepted
values of these quantities are practically identical with
those found by him. Prof. Morley was also eminent as
a physicist, and his characteristic for precision of

measurement is sliown in his early papers on rulings

on glass and on t!ie probable error of micrometric
measurements. While at Cleveland, he collaborated
with Prof. A. A. Michelson in the development of the
interferometer, and with this instrument the well-known
Michelson-Morley experiment on the relative motion of

the earth and tlie ether was carried out. The experi-
ments, though giving negative results, were resumed
later in conjunction with Prof. D. C. Miller.

The accurate work on the determination of the
relative atomic weights of hydrogen and oxygen won
for Prof. Morley the Da\-y medal of the Royal Society
in 1907 ; while in 1904 he had been elected an honorary
fellow of the Chemical Society. He was also an
honorary member of the Royal Institution. In the
United States he received the honour of being made
president of the American Association and of the
American Chemical Society in 1895 and 1899 respect-
ively. He died on February 24, about a month after

his eighty-fifth birthday.

Sir Shirley Murphy.

Shirley Mi'rphy's name during the last thirty
years has been a household word in the ranks of
public health workers ; and his work as medical officer

I of health for the county of London during a period
' of twenty-two years was marked by great improve-

ments in the administrative control and prevention of
disease. From this post he retired a few years before
the War, but at its onset his services were utilised in

taking charge of the sanitar>' services of the London
I

area, for which work he was created K.B.E. in 1919,
having been previously knighted in 1904.

It is, however, rather in Sir Shirley Murphy's
L contributions to the science of epidemiology that
' Nature is chiefly interested. The factors making for
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or reducing the prevalence of such acute infectious
diseases as scarlet fever, diphtheria, measles, and
whooping-cough are complex ; they dififer from such
diseases as typhus fever, typhoid fever, cholera, small-
pox, and epidemic enteritis, which can be entirelv
controlled, given the adequate application of general
and specific sanitation. Like the uncontrolled and
only partially controllable diseases enumerated above,
the members of this last-named group are subject to
cyclical waves, seasonal and longer waves ; but the
vehicles of infection can be put out of action, or by
vaccination in the case of smallpox, personal immunity
is obtainable. Murphy made many contributions in

his annual reports and in the Proceedings of the Epi-
demiological Society to the study of seasonal influences
on scariet fever and diphtheria, showing that there have
been in London seasonal variations in both the fatality
(i.e. case-mortality) and age distribution of notified
cases of these diseases. The cases of these diseases at
ages under five form a larger proportion of the total cases
at the beginning and end of the year than in its middle

;

and even when the necessar)- corrections are made for
variations in age and sex of the cases, the fatality from
these diseases is.subject to seasonal variations. Murphy
advanced the view that the change in the age incidence
of death-rates from phthisis is explicable by successive
additions by birth of a more resistant race, a tenable
hypothesis, though not supported by international
facts as to the phthisis death-rate.

The presidential address delivered by Murphy to the
Epidemiological Society on " The Study of Epi-
demiology " is perhaps the best illustration of his wide
knowledge and keen interest in epidemiological problems.
At the same time it shows very cleariy the complexity
of factors making this study a formidable struggle with
difficulties. He did much to assist in laying the
foundations of a more accurate science of epidemiology

;

and in the pursuit of this study his annual reports to

the London County Council will always be a valuable
mine of information.

Murphy's work was recognised by his own profession,
for he was awarded the Jenner medal by the Royal
Society of Medicine and the Bisset Hawkins medal for

distinguished services to public health by the Royal
College of Physicians. His personality was singularly
attractive ; modest and unassuming, he was always
ready to help his colleagues, and generous in his

appreciation of their work.

Mr. Joseph Wkicht.

The death of Joseph Wright of Belfast on April 7,
at the age of eighty-nine, removes one of the fine old
school of naturalists whose interests were bounded only
by the earth itself. Though prolonged attention to
specific details might have seemed to outsiders a sign

of a mind cabined and confined, Wright's enthusiasm
over the sheer beauty of the organisms that he studied
was an inspiration to the wide circle of his friends.

Joseph Wright was born at Cork in 1834, and, his

parents being members of the Society of Friends, he
was educated at the Friends' School in Newtown, Co.
Waterford. His wife came also from Cork City, and,
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when he settled in business in Belfast in 1868, he
brought the healthy and tolerant atmosphere of his

upbringing to his new surroundings in the north. For
a very long period of years Wright's daylight hours

had to be authe disposal of firms for which he worked.
and only on occasional holidays could he make excur-

sions into the country. He was a warm supporter of

the Belfast Natural History and Philosophical Society

and of the Belfast Naturalists' Field Club. During his

years in Cork he had made a fine collection of Carboni-

ferous fossils, which is now in the British Museum ; in

Belfast he devoted himself mainly to the study of fora-

minifera, fossil and living, and was especially successful

in extracting forms preserved in hollow flints or in

friable chalk from the Cretaceous beds of northern

Ireland. He was able to recognise forms derived from
these beds in detrital deposits of the district, and he
remained convinced that the occurrence of Pleistocene

foraminifera in the glacial deposits studied by him
necessarily implied an incursion of the sea over

northern Ireland.

Wright joined, as a recognised expert, dredging

e.xpeditions in the Irish Channel and off the western

coast, the latter being organised by the Royal Irish

Academy. His judgment became sought by naturalists

throughout our islands and abroad, and many of his

correspondents, while appreciating the fulness of his

knowledge, must have remained ignorant of the life of

hard work and devotion in the intervals of which his

researches were carried on. Those who became person-

ally acquainted with him in his home could not fail to

recognise his truly lovable personality.

Wright was elected a fellow of the Geological Society

of London in 1866, and in 1896 received the honour of

the award of the proceeds of the Barlow-Jameson fund.

He contributed numerous papers to scientific journals,

and his unique collection of foraminifera, mounted by
his own hand, is now among the treasures of the

National Museum in Dublin.

An excellent account of Wright's life and work, to

which we are indebted for some of the details given

above, appeared in the Belfast Telegraph for April 7.

Mr. Sidney H. Wells.

Mr. Sidney H. Wells, who died at St. Leonards on
March 28, was formerly Director-General of Technical,

Industrial, and Commercial Education in Egypt. Born
in 1865, he was educated for the engineering profession

at Birkbeck and King's College, London, and in 1885

he won a Whitworth Scholarship. Four years later

he founded the Institution of junior Engineers, of

which he was chairman for five sessions. In 1889 he

became a master at Dulwicli College on the science

and engineering side. Two years later he removed to

the LIniversity of Leeds as senior assistant in the

engineering department, and in 1893 he returned to

London at the age of twenty-eight to become the first

principal of the Battersea Polytechnic.

In 1906 Mr. Wells was requested by Lord Cromer
to visit Egypt and report on technical education, certain

branches of which had been previously entirely

neglected. As a result of this visit, Mr. Wells was
offered in 1907 the newly created post of Director-

Generalof Technical, Industrial, and Commercial Educa-
tion, a position which he held until his retirement
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eighteen months ago owing to continued ill-health.

His fifteen years' work in Egypt was that of a pioneer,

and the agricultural, commercial, and industrial schools

which are to-day flourishing in all the larger towns of

that country and in many of the provinces owe their

existence entirely to Mr. Wellsis untiring energy and
far-seeing wisdom.
For his War work as Director of Civilian Employment

for the Egyptian Expeditionary Force in 1917-19 Mr.

Wells was made C.B.E. ; he was twice mentioned in des-

patches, and held the second-class orders of the Medjidieh

and the Nile. He was vice-chairman of the Egyptian
Commission of Commerce and Industry, 1916-18.

Mr. Wells was an Assoc. M.I.C.E. and an original

member of the Faculty of Engineering of the University

of London, of which he was afterwards secretary', and
also secretary of the Board of Studies. He was
formerly a member of council of the Headmasters'
Association, a member of council and for four years

honorary secretary of the Association of Technical Insti-

tutions, and a member of the Examinations Board of

the City and Guilds Institute, of the Teachers' Registra-

tion Council, and of the Consultative Committee of the

Board of Education. He was the author of various

text-books.

General E. A. Lenfant.

By the death of General E. A. Lenfant at the age of

fifty-eight, France has lost one of the most noteworthy

explorers of her African empire. He began his work in

Africa in 1898, when he studied the course of the Senegal,

and later the floods of the Niger. In 1901-2 he twice

traversed the middle and lower Niger, passing the

rapids successfully and collecting much useful informa-

tion on the regime of the river and the geography of its

valley. In 1903 Lenfant was again sent to Africa to

investigate the possibility of water transport from the

coast to Lake Chad. On this occasion he explored the

Logone, a tributary of the Shari ; the Kabi, a tributary

of the Benue ; and Lake Tuburi, which lies between the

two. Between 1906 and 1908 Lenfant's explorations

were in the western part of the Ubanghi-Shari country,

around the head waters of the Shari. He showed that

the Bara-Shari is a branch of the Shari, and that the

Pende, which is the same as the Logone, provides the

best route from the Sanaga to the Shari, and so to

Lake Chad. Lenfant was the author of several works

on Africa, including " Le Niger" (1903), "La grande

route duTchad " (1905), and " La decouverte des grandes

sources du centre de I'Afrique " (1909).

We regret to announce the following deaths :

Prof. J. Cox, lately professor of physics in McGill
University, Montreal on May 13, aged seventy-two.

Dr. G. H. Hume, for many years lecturer on
physiology in the University of Durham College oi

Medicine, Newcastle-upon-TjTie, on May 8, aged
seventy-seven.

Prof. C. Niven, F.R.S., lately professor of natural

philosophy in the University of Aberdeen, on May 11,

at seventy-eight years of age.

Colonel G. F. Pearson, former!}^ Inspector-General

of Forests in India, on April 25, aged ninety-six.

Lieut. -Colonel J. C. Robertson, according to the

Times, director of hygiene and pathology at Army
Headquarters, Simla, and in 1912 sanitary com-
missioner with the Government of India, on May 14.
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Current Topics and Events.

The director of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew,
undoubtedly does a public service when he forces

upon the attention of the House of Commons and the
general public the undesirable results that may follow

from the thoughtless lack of control of smoke pro-
duction in neighbouring industrial suburbs. There
can be no doubt that heavy deposits of soot such as
are borne by the e\-ergreens at Kew are clear indica-

tion of atmospheric contamination which will markedy
lower the vitality of the plants in the Gardens and in

some cases may actually prevent their successful

cultivation. When smoke particles are so numerous
gaseous contamination with sulphurous acid is to be
feared, and the evidence is conclusive that these acid
impurities directly injure green foliage at the same
time that their accumulation in the upper layers of

the soil may injure root growth. The experimental
results obtained by Drs. Crowther and Ruston and
their colleagues in the agricultural department of the
University of Leeds have supplied convincing examples
of the extreme con.sequences that may follow indus-
trial pollution in an industrial area, and the Kew
authorities are wise in directing public attention to

the danger before it has reached more serious pro-

portions. At present, probably the greatest damage
arises at Kew from the deposits of dark-coloured
tarry material upon the leaf surfaces cutting down
the supply of light which reaches them and clogging

the pores through which are carried on gas exchanges
vital to their healthy existence. Apparentlv the
atmospheric pollution at Kew can be traced in the
main to the industrial area on the opposite side of the
Thames, and it is to be hoped that, as a result of the
iction taken by the director of the Gardens and bv
the Coal Smoke Abatement Society, prompt steps

will be taken to bring about a cessation of a nuisance
which, it must be emphasised, has frequently been
shown to be capable of prompt control.

Arrangements have now been completed for the
celebration of the centenan,' of Pasteur at Paris

and Strasbourg. The programme is as follows :

—

.\t Paris on Thursday, May 24, there will be a
reception by the President of the E-'rench Republic

[at the Elysce ; on Friday, May 25, a visit will be
paid to the Institut Pasteur and tomb, and in the

I,
afternoon there will be a ceremony at the Sorbonne
under the presidency of the President of the Republic

;

on Saturday, May 26, there will be a visit to the

I'cole Xormalc, followed by a reception at the Hotel
lie Ville ; on Sunday, May 27, a reception will be

I

given by the Societesd'Amitios I*'ran<;aisesa I'Etranger,

and there will be a soirie at the Opera and at the

Theatre Francjais ; on Monday, May 28, there will

be a banquet at Versailles ; and on Tuesday, May
29, rinstitut de France is giving a garden-party at

Chantilly. Thursday, May 31, will be spent at

Strasbourg ; the Pasteur monument will be un-

veiled, and a banquet will be held at middav ; in

the afternoon a visit w-ill be paid to the Palais du
Khin, and the Pasteur Museum and the Hygiene
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Exhibition will be opened. The celebrations will

conclude with a reception at the Hotel de Ville in

Strasbourg.

The ciuestion of the deterioration of stonework in

buildings is a matter of general economic importance.
In the cases of our historic buildings and ancient
monuments, prevention of the serious decay and
gradual demolition of tooled surfaces and main struc-
tures constitutes a special problem which has engaged
the attention of many investigators for a considerable
time without, however, finding any generally satis-

factory solution. The investigation involved is very
complex and needs to be approached from different
angles with the help of wide scientific knowledge.
Accordingly, it has been decided to set up under the
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research a
special committee of the Building Research Board to
report on the best methods by which decay in building-
stones, especially in ancient structures, may be pre-
vented or arrested. The following committee has
been appointed : Sir Aston Webb {Chairman). Mr.
R. J. Allison, Prof. C. H. Desch, .Mr. A. W. Heasman,
Mr. J. A. Howe, Sir Herbert Jackson, Dr. Alexander
Scott, and Mr. H. O. Weller. .\11 communications
should be addressed to the Secretary, Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research, 16 Old Queen
Street. S.W.i.

Pr.^ctical broadcasting was discussed at an infor-

mal meeting of the Institution of Electrical Engineers
on .Vpril 23. .Mr. Shaughnessy, of the Post Ofiice,

in opening the discussion, pointed out that in .\merica
official reports are calling for a radical change in

present arrangements so as to remedy the existing
confusion. The problem for the British authorities
is how best to serve the potential listeners in Great
Britain, the number of whom he estimated at about
two millions. The amateur experimenters are in a
very small minority. The possible alternatives are
(i) a super-station, (2) a number of broadcasting
stations of medium power, and (3) any number of

irresponsible stations. The method adopted has been
to form eight areas, each served by a medium power-
station, the wave-length of each station being as
different as possible within the prescribed limits from
that of neighbouring stations. They had been placed
at the centres of thickly populated districts, for this is

the justification for a popular entertainment. There
is no easy way of detecting those who have circuits

which interfere with the general distribution. The
average listener wants to select his programme, but
if he is too near a broadcasting station it is very
difficult to tune it out. Those who are some distance

away from a station have a much better chance of

picking up the programmes given by several stations.

The tendency at present is to send out sounds which
can be readily heard on the cheapest type of crystal

set. The general opinion was that it was advisable

to encourage the use of the best apparatus.
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The Botanical Society of South Africa was founded

in 1014, when with a membership of 352 it commenced
its task, not merely of developing a general interest

in botany in S. Africa, but also of assisting the estab-

lishment and development of a National Botanic

Garden at Kirstenbosch. The value of the Society to

the work of the Garden has been repeatedly acknow-
ledged both by the former honorary director, the late

Prof. Pearson, and the present honorary director,

Proi. R. H. Compton. More than 3000/. has been

handed over to the Garden from the Society's income,

while special grants to specific pieces of developmental

work have brought into being the rockery in the

Deli, the pond in the Great Lawn, and a part of the

Aloe Kopje. At the same time, still more valuable

work has been done in interesting South Africans in the

great scheme of which the shell as yet alone exists at

Kirstenbosch, and many of the devoted collectors now
supplying plants from all parts of S. Africa for the

Garden were first brought into touch with the Garden
tlvrough the Society. It is good to learn through its

Journal (Part ix. for 1923) that its membership steadily

increases and approaches its first thousand. The
report for 1922 of the honorary director to the Trustees

of the Garden has just been issued, and shows unmis-

takably the need there is for the efforts of such a

societv, which may with growing authority press more
firmly the claims of these gardens upon the State. It

is plain that the lack of capital prevents essential

developments in the proper housing of a trained per-

sonnel, without which the real development of these

gardens, an essential requirement for South Africa's

future prosperity, cannot possibly take place.

The American Chemical Society has undertaken

the issue of two series of monographs—a " Scientific

Series " under the editorship of Prof. W. A. Noyes,

G. N. Lewis, L. B. Mendel, A. A. Noyes, and J.

Stieglitz, and a " Technologic Series " under a Board
of seven editors. This policy is one that carries

with it certain risks. The mere fact that a book is

required to be commercially successful is in itself

some guarantee that the book is wanted, that a

suitable author has been selected, and that the

writing will be done carefully. When, however, a

scheme is launched for stimulating artificially the

production of books, there is a very serious risk that

the standard created by these special conditions

may be lower than when no outside stimulus to

production is used. The conditions are, indeed,

very similar to those which prevail in the publication

of original papers. When a society has ample funds

for publication, and is able to take the initiative in

inviting authors to submit papers, it is only too

probable that the standard of publication will fall

below that which prevails when (for financial reasons

or otherwise) the space available is so restricted

that a very rigid censorship of papers is necessary.

The particularly high standard now reached in the

Journal of the American Chemical Society is indeed

largely due to these limitations, which often prove a

blessing in disguise, not merely to tlie readers of the

Journal, but also to the authors of papers, who are

compelled to adopt a high standard of clarity and
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conciseness. In its new enterprise, the American
Chemical Society has been fortunate in securing a
number of contributions which will bear comparison
with work produced under more normal conditions ;

but there are already indications that unless a very
stringent standard of writing and editing is maintained,

inferior material may obtain publicity, as a direct

result of the intervention of the Society in a field

which has usually been reserved for private enter-

prise.

It is announced in Science that the City of Phila-

delphia, through its board of directors of city trusts,

made the annual presentation of the John Scott medal
awards at a special meetingof the American Philosophi-

cal Society on the evening of April 10. The recipients

were : Sir Joseph Thomson, for his researches on the

physics of the electron ; Dr. F. W. Aston, for his

development of the mass-spectrograph and his studies

of isotopes ; Dr. C. Eijkman, of the University of

Utrecht, for his researches on dietary diseases ; Dr.

Arthur Louis Day, director of the Geophysical

Laboratory of the Carnegie Institution of Washington,
for his researches on optical glass. The awards,

which are made annually by the City of Philadelphia,

are provided from the income of the John Scott fund,

and they are made upon the recommendation of an
advisory committee of five, consisting of representa-

tives from the National Academy of Science, the

American Philosophical Society, and the University

of Pennsylvania.

At the meeting of the Linnean Society held on
May 3 Dr. John Isaac Briquet was elected a foreign

member. Dr. Briquet received part of his early

education in Scotland, and has always retained a
pleasant recollection of his sojourn there. His botani-

cal publications extend over the last thirty years,

very largely upon Labiatae and the botany of Switzer-

land. The most important works by which he is

known in the botanical world are the " Texte synop-

tique," drawn up to guide the International Congress

at Vienna in 1905, a quarto volume of 150 pages, and
his " Prodrome de la flore de Corse," which began in

1910, and reached a second part in 1913. As director

of the Botanic Garden at Geneva, conservator of the

Herbarium belonging to that city (formerly " L'Her-
bier Delessert "), and professor in the University, his

energies have been of late years largely absorbed in

his administrative duties.

On March 18 the National Acclimatisation Society

of France conferred on Prof. A. Henry its large silver

medal. This honour, which was bestowed in re-

cognition of his services to forestry and to horti-

culture, could not have had a more worthy recipient.

Prof. Henry's services to botany have not been less

valuable. It is now nearly forty years since he
began to collect plants in Central and Western
China, largely over areas new to Europeans. Of
his industry and efi&ciency in that work all the

important herbaria in Europe and some in America
contain ample evidence. By foresters and arbori-

culturists his name will always be held in high esteem

as the joint author with the late Henry John Elwes
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of " The Trees of Great Britain and Ireland." for

the botanical part of which he was responsible.

Since the conclusion of that fine work Prof. Henry
has taught forestry, first at the University of Cam-
bridge, and latterly at the Royal College of Science,

Dublin. He has made important investigations into

the origin of hybrid trees, especially of poplars and
the London plane, and recently has been studying

the geographical races of Corsican pine and European
larch, which has involved several journeys to their

natural sites in Poland, the Carpathians, and other

parts of Europe.

The sixth annual general meeting of the Society of

Glass Technology was held in Sheffield on April 18.

Prof. W. E. S. Turner was re-elected president. The
other officers elected were : Vice-Presidents : Mr. E.

A. Coad-Pryor and Mr. W. J. Gardner. Members of

Council : Mr. F. F. S. Bryson, Miss Violet Dimbleby,
Major G. V. Evers, Col. S. C. Halse, and Mr. T. Teisen.

General Treasurer: Mr. J. Connolly. American
Treasurer : Mr. W. M. Clark. Hon. Secretary : Mr. S.

English. Auditors : Mr. Edward Meigh and Mr.

Dennis Wood. The president's address on " The
Year in Review in the World of Glass-making " was
taken as read. A general discussion followed on
works organisation. Mr. W. W. Warren opened the

discussion with a paper on " Organising for Produc-

tion from Pot Furnaces." The case for " Tank-
furnace Works Organisation " was presented by Mr.

T. C. Moorshead.who said that the difficulties, troubles,

and failures which beset the factory manager every

day may all be traced to inefficiency on the part of

the management, and probably to three things

:

(a) lack of foresight, (b) lack of a thorough knowledge
of the factory operation, and {c) lack of initiative.

The causes for these losses of efficiency can be grouped

under five headings : (i) faulty material, '2) poor

labour, (3) poor attendance, (4) large labour turnover,

and (5) machine and mechanical breakdowns.

The anniversary meeting of the Linnean Society

will be held on May 24, when the High Commissioner

for New Zealand will receive the Linnean gokl medal
on behalf of Mr. T. F. Cheeseman of the Auckland
Museum, New Zealand.

Dr. Morley Fletcher has been nominated to

represent the Royal College of Physicians at the

commemoration of the centenary of the birth of Louis

Pasteur, to be held in Paris on May 24 and in Stras-

bourg on May 31-June i.

Prof. J. B. Leathes's subject for the Croonian

lectures of the Royal College of Physicians, to be
delivered on June 7, 12, 14, and 19, is " The Role of

Fats in Vital Phenomena." The FitzPatrick lectures,

en the " History of Medicine," will be dehvered in

November by Dr. C. J. Singer.

A VACATION course for mechanics and glassblowers

is to be held in the last half of August next in the

workshops of the Physical (Cryogenic) Laboratory of

the University of Leyden, of which I^of. H. Kamer-
lingh Onnes is the director. Information concerning

the course can be obtained from Dr. C. A. CrommeUn,
The Physical Laboratory, Leyden, Holland.
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The council of the Royal Society of Edinburgh has

awarded the Makdougall-Brisbane prize (1920-1922)

to Prof. W. T. Gordon for his paper on " Cambrian

Organic Remains from a Dredging in the Weddell

Sea," published in the Transactions of the Society

within the period, and for his investigations on the

fossil flora of the Pettycur Limestone, previously

published in the Transactions.

Dr. Frank Schlesinger informs us that Yale

University Observatory has given a contract to the

J. B. McDowell Company, Pittsburgh, U.S.A., for

the optical parts of a 26-inch photographic telescope

of thirty-six feet focal length. It is expected that

this telescope will be in use within a year. It is to

be erected at a site south of the equator, probably in

South Africa or in New Zealand.

On Saturday, May 19, at 2,30 p.m., a display of

dancing will take place at the Alexandra Palace

Theatre in aid of the Royal Northern Hospital.

The performance deserves mention not only in view

of its worthy purpose, but also because one of the

items is a floral ballet written for the occasion by

Dr. G. Rudorf, a chemist who is inspector in charge

of non-metallic materials for the .\ir Ministry. The

ballet, which lasts three-quarters of an hour, is

scored for full orchestra, and will be conducted by

the composer.

Applicants for grants from the Chemical Society

Research Fund must be made, upon a prescribed

form, on or before June i, addressed to the Assistant

Secretary, Chemical Society, Burlington House,

Piccadilly, W.i. The income arising from the dona-

tion of the Goldsmiths' Company is to be more or less

especially devoted to the encouragement of research

in inorganic and metallurgical chemistry, and the

income from the Perkin Memorial I'und is to be applied

to investigations relating to problems connected with

the coal-tar and allied industries.

In connexion with the Falkland Islands Government

ship Discovery which is now being fitted out for marine

researches, mainly on whales and whaling, in the

Antarctic and other waters, a director of research

will shortly be appointed. Candidates should prefer-

ably be graduates in natural science with a record of

research work in biology and experience in the

carrying out of scientific work at sea. Applications

must be sent by June 15, upon a prescribed form if

the applicant be resident at home (for those abroad

the form is not required), addressed to the secre-

tary of the Discovery Committee, Colonial Office,

S.W.I.

Mr. William Muir (538 Romford Road, London,

E.7) sends us a note of a curious individual habit

developed by a house-sparrow. During the greater

part of two years this bird came to the sill of a

particular window and tapped forcefully and per-

sistently on the glass : this occurred daily during

some periods and was maintained for hours at a

time. Many sparrows were often present, but no

more than the one ever took part in this perform-

ance.
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Mr. Louis Stromeyer, of Kolar Gold Field, Mysore

State, South India, whose book " The Constitution of

the Universe " was noticed in our issue of March 10,

p. 319, has sent us a courteous protest against the

review, particularly on the ground that it contained

no direct detailed criticism of his theory. He con-

tends that the review " would have been more to the

point had it averred that the theory was incompre-

hensible and thus could not be criticised at all." This

was substantially our view, with the addition that

such parts as could be understood were so frequently

wrong as to exclude the author from any right to

serious and lengthy attention in our columns.

We have received a letter from Mr. Leonard Hawkes
with reference to Dr. Jeffreys' conclusion (noticed in

Nature of April 28, p. 585) that the Pamir earth-

quake of February 18, 191 1, was the result of a great

landslip. Mr. Hawkes directs attention to the view

that the earthquake originated at a considerable

depth below the surface and was itself the cause of

the landslip. The point is dealt with by Dr. Jeffreys,

who considers that the energy in the seismic wave was
approximately equal to that which would be developed

by the impact of the falling mass on the ground, and
not greatly in excess, as it would have been if the

rock-mass were loosened by a deeply-seated earth-

quake.

Owing to the proportions to which it has grown,

the book department of Benn Brothers, Ltd., has

been formed into a separate branch of the business,

to be known as Ernest Benn, Ltd. Sir Ernest Benn,
chairman of Benn Brothers, Ltd., will be chairman
also of the new company, and the managing director

will be Mr. Victor Gollancz, who for the past two
years has been manager of the book department of

Benn Brothers, out of which the new business has

developed. This development will involve no change
in general direction or financial control, and the

address is the same as that of tHe parent company,
namely, 8 Bouverie Street, London, E.G. 4.

A SPECIMEN of a new fountain pen, called the
" Research Fountain Pen," has been submitted to

us by the manufacturer, Mr. A. Munro, 65 Preston

Road, Winson Green, Birmingham, and we have used

it with much satisfaction. The pen has two reservoirs,

one of which is first filled with ink in the usual way,
and the ink is afterwards transferred as required to

a reservoir at the nib end by pulling out a knob and
pushing it in again. The walls of the reservoirs are

made of celluloid, so that the amount of ink in either

of these can be clearly seen. It is claimed that the

pen will not blot or leak, and that when it contains

ink it will always write without being shaken. The
pen certainly has some decided advantages, and so

far as we have tested it the claims made are fully

justified.

Messrs. W. Heffer and Sons, Ltd., Cambridge,

have in the press " The Expert Witness," by C.

Ainsworth Mitchell, which will deal with, among
other things, methods of identification by means of

patterns on the feet ; by the pores of the skin ; by
the detection of latent prints on paper, etc. ; methods

of estimating the age of ink in writing, and the

application of X-rays to the identification of old

masters.

Our Astronomical Column.

May Meteors.—Meteoric phenomena are usually
somewhat scarce in May, but fireballs are often more
abundant than in other months. The chief display
of shooting stars, next perhaps in importance to the
Aquarids of Halley's Comet, is a shower radiating

from a position eastwards of Corona and near f
Herculis at about 247'' +29°. They are swift white
naeteors of average magnitude and moderately short

paths, and have been most plentifully observed on
about May 18 and 24, but further observations are

required to determine the epoch of maximum. Fire-

balls are occasionally recorded from Scorpio and from
the western region of Aquila in May, and a few very
slow-moving meteors are seen in some years from
near Capella. Although the meteors visible at this

time of the year are not equal in number to those
appearing on autumn nights, they are of considerable
interest, and have never been sufficiently observed.
The bulk of the observations in this department of

astronomy has been accumulated in the last half

of the year, and it follows that many of the meteoric
systems visible in the spring season have been
comparatively neglected.

Irregularities in the Moon's Motion.—Prof.

Newcomb regarded the irregularity in this motion,
the period of which is about 2i centuries, as the
most perplexing enigma in astronomy. Mr. Walter
Child, of Ashford, Middlesex, has made a suggestion
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which, although of no practical value, is worth men-
tioning, as it recalls one of the exact solutions of the

3-body problem. He points out that there is a

conical space behind the moon, 83,000 miles long,

w^hich is perpetually invisible to us. In this space
he locates a moonlet, which he supposes to influence

the moon's motion. It is true that there is an exact

solution of the 3-body problem with the bodies in a

straight line. The distance behind the moon comes
out almost 40,000 miles for a particle of small mass ;

it would be greater if the mass were comparable with

that of the moon (Mr. Child's diagram places it much
too near the moon). It is also true that the larger

solar perturbations on the particle would be the same
as those on the moon, since they depend only on the

ratio of mean motions. But in view of the fact that

the configuration would involve an incredibly exact

adjustment, and is unstable, it is undeserving of

serious consideration. Moreover. Mr. Child does not

explain how the arrangement could give rise to

perturbations of long period without causing any
short-period ones. Strangely, he seems to imagine
that the moon's librations stand in need of explana-

tion ; the extraordinary thing would be if they failed

to exhibit themselves. They are the natural con-

secjuence of an appreciably uniform rotation combined
with an orbital motion that is far from uniform ; also

of the inclination of the moon's equator to the orbit-

plane.
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Research Items.

Fire-making in the Malay Peninsula.—The fire-

piston for the production of fire is used in a limited

area among the Shans and people of Pegu in Burma,
among the Khas and Mois, in the Malay Peninsula,
Western Sumatra, Java, Bali, Lombok, parts of

Borneo, and in Mindanao and Luzon. Seven speci-

mens of the implement deposited in the Perak Museum
are described bv Mr. Ivor H. N. Evans in the Journal
of the Federated Malay States Museum (vol. ix. Part

4). Thev are made of buffalo-horn, wood, and tin.

Mr. Evans finds that in two out of three attempts
he can make fire by means of it. The important part
is the binding of a rag near the distal end of the
piston, which acts as a washer, and pre\'ents the
e.scape of air. This must be so adjusted that it

allows the piston to pass smoothly down the cylinder
when the piston-head is struck sharply with the palm
of the hand, and it must not be so tight that there is

difficulty in withdrawing the piston fairly quickly, nor
so loose that air can escape from within.

Records of British Coleoptera.—In the Entomo-
logist's Monthly Magazine for April Messrs. J. C. F.

and H. F. Fryer record a species of weevil, Sitones

gemellatus Gyll., from Sidmoutli. Its occurrence
in this country was scarcely to be expected. The
only British species of Sitones with which it could be
confused is S. cambricus, which lacks the mesosternal
tubercle, and has the sides of the prothorax much
more rounded. The same writers also record the
very local beetle Dibolia cynoglossi from Chatteris,

Cambs., where it occurs on Galeopsis. It is an
extremely agile insect, and so quick in its movements
that it is almost impossible to take it by ordinary
sweeping. This may perhaps account for the absence
of records in Britain, Cambridgeshire being apparently
the first addition to its known distribution since

Mr. Donisthorpe's discovery of it at Pevensey in 1902.
Messrs. Fryer further record Chrysomela marginata at

roots of Reseda luiea (?) in the Breck sand district,

near Mildenhall. The record is not conclusive
evidence as to the food-plant of this insect, but it is

suggestive that the larval instars may be spent on
that plant.

A Taxonomic Study in the Crucifer.«.— Vol. 9,

No. 3, of the .Xnnals of the Missouri Botanical (iarden

is mainly occupied by a very full taxonomic study
of the genus Thelypodium and its immediate allies

(Chlorocrambe, Caulanthus, Streptanthella, Warea,
and Stanleyella) by E. B. Payson, which has been
carried out with the view of throwing light upon the
phytogeny of the Cruciferae. The genus is character-
ised by the possession of a gj-nophore or stipe which
raises the ovary and fruit above the torus ; while
sometimes nearly negligible, in the species 7". laciniatus

and T. cucosiim, the stipe is usually more than two
millimetres long. In view of the fact that a very
characteristic stipe is frequently found in the Cap-
paridaceK, a close study of the species of Thelypodium
would seem to be a necessary step toward the fuller

examination of a favourite phylogenetic view which
relates the ancestral form of the Crucifera^ closely to

the Capparidaceae. It is further of interest to find

that the characteristic septum traversing the pod in

the Crucifera; shows a striking peculiarity in the genus
Thelypodium, although no developmental series can
be traced in this character and its interpretation is

very difficult. Extending nearly or quite from end
to end of the pod, through the middle of the septum,
is a broad region composed of cells elongated parallel
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to the marginal framework, and in this region the

cell walls are more or less closely compacted. No
species are now admitted to the genus Thelypodium
that do not exhibit this type of septum.

A JouRN.\L OF Helminthology.—The new Journal

of Helminthology, edited by Prof. R. T. Leiper, is

primarily intended as a medium for the prompt
appearance of original communications by the staff

of the Department of Helminthology at the London
School of Tropical Medicine. Up to the present no
British journal has dealt solely with this branch of

parasitology, and Prof. Leiper is to be congratulated

on this latest addition to scientific literature. The
Journal is to be published bi-monthly, and the

subscription is 25s. a volume. The first number
(price 5s. net) contains five papers, three of which
have a direct bearing on medical and veterinary

science. Dr. A. J. Hesse contributes a paper on the

free-living larval stages of Bunostomum trigono-

cephalum, a common intestinal nematode of the

domestic sheep. Although this parasite is closely

related to the hookworm, infection does not take

place through the skin but by the mouth ; moreover,

the embryos at the infective stage exhibit negative

thermotropism, whereas hookworm embryos are posi-

tively thermotropic. An epidemic of ascariasis on a

skunk-farm has resulted in an inquiry, by Dr. T.

Goodey and Mr. T. W. M. Cameron, into the morpho-
logy and life-history of Ascaris columnaris, a common
parasite of the skunk. The results of their experi-

ments indicate that the larvaj of A. columnaris, in

the course of their migrations in the body of the

definitive host, pass through the lungs, as is the case

with Ascaris lumbricoides and A. megalocephala. Dr.

M. Khalil re-describes a trematode (Xcnopharynx
solus NicoU, 1912) from the gall-bladder of a " Hama-
dryad " {Naja bungarus) ; he also emends the genus

Xenopharynx. Dr. G. M. Vevers contributes two
papers. The first deals with the genus Paragonimus,
which contains all the mammalian lung flukes of

America and the Far East. He confirms Ward and
Hirsch's view that the cuticular spines are the only

trustworthy structures on which to distinguish the

four species of the genus, and also suggests that more
than one species occurs in man. His other paper

contains a descriptive account of some new helminths

from British Guiana.

Linkage in Sweet Pea.—In a paper on hnkage
in the sweet pea (Lathyrus odoratus), Prof. R. C.

Punnett {Journ. Genetics, vol. 13, No. i) reviews the

work begun by Bateson and Punnett nearly twenty
years ago, much of which is now classical in the

history of genetics. He considers the relation between
the number of linkage groups and the haploid number

(7) of chromosomes, and concludes that the two will

eventually be found to correspond. The numerous
pairs of characters such as purple-red corolla, long-

round pollen, and erect-hooded standard are given

new symbols according to the linkage group to which

they belong, and provisional " chromosome maps "

of five of the linkage groups arc made, based on the

percentages of crossing-over. The number of linkage

groups at present appears to be eight, but there are

several groups with as yet untested possibilities of

low-grade linkage, and it is anticipated that the

number of linkage groups will in this way be eventually

reduced to seven, as the chromosome theory of

heredity demands.
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Destructive Distillation of Bones.—Mr. E. V.
Aleksejevski, in the Journal of the Russian Physical
and Chemical Society, 1921, vol. 53, describes a
research he has carried out, at the request of the
Russian Government, on the dry distillation of large
quantities of bones which have accumulated in the
towns of the Tersk district since 1914. He finds that
the quality of the bone charcoal obtained is better if

horizontal retorts are used, instead of vertical ones.
The ammoniacal liquor produced by distillation from
such retorts contains more than twice as much
ammonia as was usually obtained by the old method.
The bone charcoal left in the retorts has a medium
carbon content, and possesses a high degree of

efficiency as a decolourising agent, for which purpose
it is used in the beet sugar industry. It may with
advantage be used as a contact catalyst, as, for

example, in the direct synthesis of phosgene from
carbon monoxide and chlorine, or in any other
reaction of gaseous combination. Its catalytic power
is found in a number of cases to compare very favour-
ably with that of cocoanut-shell charcoal, which is

considered to be the most efficient carbon containing
contact catalyst.

CORREL.\TION OF UPPER AlR VARIABLES. Mf.
P. C. Mahalanobis contributes two Memoirs to the
Indian Meteorological Department (Volume xxiv.
Part ii.) entitled " The Errors of Observation of Upper
Air Relationships" and "The Seat of Activity in

the Upper Air." He comes to the conclusion that
Chapman's corrections to W. H. Dines's correlation
coefficients are open to doubt. But he has fallen into
error in stating that Douglas's coefficients are based on
true heights. In a footnote in the Professional Notes
of the ]\leteorological Office, No. 8, Douglas explains
how he obtained his heights. He (Douglas), in the
quotation given, merely meant that he did not use
altimeter heights based on the erroneous supposition
of a uniform temperature of 50° F. In the second
Memoir Mr. Mahalanobis discusses the height at
which the correlation coefficients between the five

variables are numerically greatest and obtains a much
lower value than 9 kilometres. However, he seems
to have confused the T„, used by Dines, namely, the
mean temperature between i arid 9 kilometres, with
the mean temperature between o to 9 kilometres, and
this fully explains the discrepancies he finds. Leaving
out the temperature of the first kilometre in forming
the mean prevents the relationship between P„, P,,
and T„, being a fixed one, whereas the relationships
between the partial correlation coeihcients given by
Mr. Mahalanobis depend upon Po, P,, T, being con-
nected by a definite equation . If these three quantities
be rigidly connected, the connexion is equivalent to
reducing the indepemlent variables from five to four,
and as a matter of course the partial correlation
coefficients involving the three related quantities
must be i or - 1, and the second and third order
partials must take the form found by Mr. Mahalanobis.

Development Centres in the Photographic
Plate.—It is well established that photographic
development starts at definite points or " reduction
centres " in the individual grains of silver bromide.
Silberstein favours the view that the corpuscular
nature of light is the cause of this, while others regard
these centres as pre-existing in the grains. The
practical importance of the matter is that, if the
latter is true, the emulsion maker may eventually
be able to control the production and sensitiveness of
these centres, and perhaps even to isolate them. Mr.
Walter Clark, of the British Photographic Research
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Association, gives some important results of his

investigation of this question in the May number of
the Journal of the Royal Photographic Society.
He finds that a solution of sodium arsenite has no
measurable reducing action on silver bromide pro-
duced by precipitation, and confirms the fact that
a dilute solution of it applied td a plate renders the
plate developable. This is evidence that there is in
the plate something besides simple pure silver

bromide, which is affected by sodium arsenite (as

well as by light) to form development centres. By
giving a plate a suitable exposure to light to render
the centres developable and then treating the plate
with chromic acid, the sensitiveness of the plate is

reduced to a very low figure but always of the same
order of magnitude if the action is thorough (the

preliminary exposure is necessary). It appears
probable that the chromic acid dissolves the " centres

"

produced by the exposure and that the low remaining
sensitiveness is the sensitiveness of pure silver

bromide.

Mass Spectr.\.—In a communication which appears
in the May issue of the Philosophical Magazine, Dr.
F. W. Aston gives an account of his work with the
mass spectrograph to the end of 1922. The general .

technique has been in the main imchanged, but softer

rays from the discharge tube are being used, and the
photographic plates have had some of the emulsion
dissolved from them to concentrate the sensitive

grains more highly. Helium, nickel, lead, zinc, xenon,
tin, iron, cadmium, thallium, selenium, tellurium,

beryllium, aluminium, and antimony have been
tested, and the constitution of nickel, tin, iron,

selenium, aluminium, and antimony determined for

the first time. Two new isotopes of xenon have also

been discovered. Tin and probably iron show devia-
tions from the whole number rule on the oxygen
scale, and with hydrogen give three exceptions to
that rule. A complete table of elements and isotopes

determined by any of the positive ray methods up
to the present time is given.

A French Oil-Well.—In the Comptes rendus of

the Paris Academv of Sciences of March 19, M. Ph.
Glangeaud gives a note of the oil-well of Crouelle,

near Clermont-Ferrand, Puy-de-D6me, about which
some paragraphs have recently appeared in the Press.

The well-log is an interesting one, particularly from
the geological point of view, and much information
has been obtained regarding the Oligocene facies of

the district between the Puy de Crouelle and the
better-known Puy de la Poix. The beds traversed
seem to belong to the Upper Sannoisien and Lower
and Middle Stampien stages of the system, and,
according to M. Glangeaud, recall in many respects
similar Oligocene beds at Pechelbronn ; further, the
prevalence of abundant organic material and the
conditions of sedimentation are cited as being dis-

tinctly favourable circumstances to the formation and
accumulation of petroleimi. The well was carried

to a depth of about 856 metres, but operations were
subsequently interrupted by casing breaking at 787
metres, w-hich, with consequent water trouble,

curtailed developments. Notwithstanding this, M.
Glangeaud regards the results as being among the
most important and encouraging yet achieved in this

district, still an unknown factor as regards oil poten-
tialities. Certainly the oil obtained from the well,

both in quality and quantity, seems to augur well for

future developments in the area, though on general
geological grounds one can scarcely be optimistic as

to the possibilities of a large field being discovered in

this region of France.
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The Italian Society for the

'X'HE Italian Society for the Advancement of
^ Science is not so ancient an institution as the

British Association, but its objects are identical with
those of its elder sister, and its methods are in many
respects the same. In its present shape it dates from
1908, and its twelfth general session was held at
Catania on April 5-1 1. This was the first occasion
on which the Society has visited Sicily, and it was
evidently a matter of friendly rivalry between visitors

and hosts as to which could do most to make the
meeting a success. Naturally the ancient " Uni-
versita dei Studi " of Catania was in the forefront,

with its picturesque and convenient Palazzo in the
centre of the city, and its numerous laboratories and
affiliated institutes in other quarters. Some sections,

however, were lodged in the municipal buildings
which overlook the University Piazza ; and the open-
ing meeting was held in the spacious Bellini Tlieatre,

only a few minutes' walk from that square. The
Italian Society does not share the apprehensions of

some critics of our own Association in regard to
multiplication of " sections "

: it enjoys no less than
twenty-one of these, and includes in its scope, not
only the physical, biological, and statistical sciences,

but also medical, legal, philosophical, and historical

studies. This accords with the organisation of higher
studies in the faculties of Italian universities, and
certainly has the effect of bringing a wider diversity
of members together, without evident disadvan-
tages.
Two other points of contrast with the procedure of

the British Association may be noticed at this point.

The inaugural address was delivered, not liy the
president of the Society, Prof. Pietro Bonfante. but by
an honoured guest, the Minister of the Interior, Signor
Gentile, who was supported by representatives of the
ministries of Public Works and Justice, the War Office,

and by the Admiral of the local squadron representing
the Italian Admiralty. Shorter addresses of welcome
were given by the president, and by Dr. Alessandro
Russo, Rector Magnificus of the University, but there
was no specialist presidential address as with us, nor
were such addresses given by the presidents of sections.

The sections,being more numerous, were more specialist

than with us, and the attendance at them smaller.
There appeared to be no such apparatus of sectional
committees as we have, and the sectional proceedings
were delightfully informal, and correspondinglv profit-

able. Papers were short and gave the main points
only, leaving details to be elicited in discussion.

There was little display of specimens or diagrams, and
one could have wished for more frequent illustration

of objects antl sites.

The great variety of the sections was compensated
also by the custom (which has been advocated from
time to time in the British Association also) of group-
ing sections in three large " classes," essentially of
the physical, biological, and humanist sciences, and
devoting quite half of the programme on each
working day to discourses of general interest, some

Advancement of Science.

delivered to a whole " class " of sections, which
suspended their sectional meetings meanwhile,
others to " reunited classes," i.e. practically to the
Society as a whole. These more general lectures were
admirably done, and in some instances led to animated
discussion

; exceptionally even to adjourned debate
and to resolutions addressed to the Society as a whole,
or to the Government. As the general, semi-general!
and sectional parts of the programme alternated
between morning and afternoon on different days,
there was ample opportunity for local members to fit
in a fair sample of the Society's work with their
ordinary avocations.

Excursions and social intercourse were not forgotten.
The Regio Commissario gave an evening reception

;

the Prefect of Catania gave another ; there was a
gala performance of Mascagni's opera II piccolo Marat,
conducted by the composer himself ; there was a
whole-day excursion round Etna, arranged through
the Etna>an Railway Company, and admirably organ-
ised, both on the part of the Congressisti and on
that of the townships on the route, which turned out
in gala array with school children, banners, music,
and lavish distribution of home-grown oranges. The
Etnaeans will long remember this invasion of the
scientisti of the peninsula ; nor will tlic foreign guests
forget the evident pride and confidence of the
peasantry in the men who are doing so much to make
that terra di lavoro the paradise which it deserves to
become, .\nother day was devoted to the beautiful
and historic Syracuse, which is easily reached from
Catania by train. More specialist excursions to
factories, agricultural stations, and other local estab-
lishments were arranged for tliose who desired them.
A serious exploration of Etna had to be postponed,
owing to inclement weather, until after the meeting

;

but even those who are not mountaineers could
appreciate the amazing film-record of a mid-winter
climb to the crater-rim, and the numerous papers on
the habits and products of " our mountain," which,
in spite of its occasional tantrums, is regarded with
a queer mixture of reverence and affection by the
Catanians, and becomes an object of daily inquiry
and observance even to the foreign visitor. Its full
glory, however, is not revealed at Catania ; for that,
you must go to Syracuse on such a day, cloudless and
exquisite in form and colour, as fell to the good fortune
of the Congress excursion.

Italian liospitality is proverbial, and the authorities
of the Province, of the city of Catania, and of the
University welcomed the Congressisti with open arms.
Visitors, and especially foreign visitors, will not easily
forget the many acts of unsolicited attention and
courtesy which occurred during their stay, or the
evident friendliness with which the Italian Society for
the Advancement of Science is regarded in the locality
of this year's meeting. Not the least durable token
of this interest is the enrolment in Catania of about
four hundred new members of the Society.

John L. Myres.

Industrial Paints and the Health of the Worker.
T T is unfortunate that a question as to the use or
^ disuse of a paint which is, in essence, a matter
of efficiency and industrial hygiene, should be coni-

' Committee on Indiistri.il Paints; Report of the Departmental Committc«
appointed to re-examine the Danger of Lead Paints to Workers in the Paint-
inii Trades, .and tlu- Comparative Efficiency, Cost, and Effects on the Health
of Workers, of Lead and Leadless Paints, and to advise whether any
modifications of the conclusions and recommendations of the Departmental
CommittcKsi appiiin'cd in X911 have liecome necessarj-. Pp. 66. (London:
H.M. Stationery Otlite, 1923.) 21. 6rf. net.
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plicated by international and labour politics and by
trade interests. Such has, for many years, been the
position of the white-lead question.

In Great Britain, at least, the weight of evidence
is to the effect that for covering power and durability,
especially in exposed positions, there is no white paiiit
or paint base equal to white lead. The one serious
drawback to the use of this and of other lead com-
pounds which are dissolved by dilute acids is their
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undoubted poisonous character. So impressed were
the two Departmental Committees appointed in igii
to investigate the incidence of lead poisoning in the
two largest trades concerned with painting—buildings
and vehicles respectively—that they recommended
that, except for special classes of work of very minor
importance, the use of paints contaming more than
a verj- small percentage of lead compounds soluble
in dilute acid should be prohibited.

During the War much experience was gained with
many materials, and the mere omission to repaint
so many buildings and other structures enabled much
valuable information to be gained. In 1921 the
Home Office found that the information collected in
view of the consideration of the use of lead paints by
the International Labour Organisation of the League
of Nations, was not in the main in accord with the
findings of the 191 1 committees. Another Depart-
mental Committee, with Sir Henry Norman as chair-
man, has therefore reviewed the whole question and
come to rather different and, it may be said, more
reasonable conclusions.

The Committee is satisfied that the specific ill-

nesses of the paint trade are due to lead poisoning and
not, as Sir Kenneth Goadby and Prof. H. E. Armstrong
were inclined to maintain, to the fumes of turpentine
or other hydrocarbon solvents. There certainly
appears to be little evidence of chronic disease due
to these substances when used apart from lead. The
Committee considers it to be generally admitted that
dust from the sand-papering of old or new paint-work

is almost the only cause of lead poisoning. The
introduction of a waterproof sand-paper and the pro-
hibition of dry rubbing-down bids fair to remove
this main cause, and rules as to cleanliness simple
enough to be enforceable may dispel minor causes.

Sir Frank Baines, of H.M.'s Office of Works, was
emphatic as to the superiority of white - lead paint
over any substitute for outdoor painting of buildings.

.'\nalyses of scrapings from various public buildings
confirmed the view that zinc oxide coatings had
almost disappeared, exposing the old lead paint
beneath. On the other hand, it must be pointed
out that leadless paints seem to have given satisfaction

when used on vehicles.

Great Britain is pledged to bring in legislation to
give effect to the decisions of the Labour Organisation
of the League of Nations, and the Committee has
prepared draft regulations accepted by both sides of

the Joint Industrial Council. It seems doubtful, in

view of much of the evidence, whether the prohibition
of white lead in internal painting should be strictly

enforced, but on the whole, the regulations are salutary
and should reduce the number of cases of lead poisoning,
while a system of medical inspection should prevent
n\ild cases from becoming chronic.

Lord Askwith in the Times of April 4 points out
certain international aspects of the question, and
expresses the hope, partly on economic grounds, in

view of the possibility of minimising danger from
white lead, that prohibition of its use for internal

painting in 1927 may not be enforced.

The Duddell Memorial of the Physical Society.

TN October 1920 the council of the Physical Society
• of London decided that Mr. W. du B. Duddell's
memory should be perpetuated, and invited the
council of the Institution of Electrical Engineers
and the council of the Rontgen Society to join in

forming a committee to collect funds for the Duddell
memorial. The following were the members of the
Memorial Committee so formed : Sir William Bragg,
Sir Horace Dar-
win, Sir R. T.
Glazebrook, Dr.
R. Knox, Prof. T.

Mather, Mr. Roger
T. Smith, and Mr.
Robert S.Whipple.
A gratifying re-

sponse was made
to the appeal,
nearly 700/. being
subscribed.
The council

of the Physical
Society, feeling
that Duddell's
name will always
be associated with

,..,^ , .—Duddell Memorial mcd.nl to be presented
the development those who have advanced knowledge by the inv

of scientific instru- materials or methods used in their construction

ments, has decided
that the memorial shall take the form of a bronze
medal to be awarded periodical!}' to those who have
advanced knowledge by the invention or design of

scientific instruments or of the materials or methods
used in their construction. The interest on 400/.

(invested in 5 per cent, inscribed stock) will be given

to the recipients of the medal.
At a meeting of the Physical Society held on

Friday, May 11, Sir William Bragg as chairman of

the Memorial Committee handed to Dr. Alexander

Russell, the president of the Society, the dies for

the medal and the scrip for the investment. Sir

Richard Glazebrook, speaking also on behalf of the
subscribers to the Memorial Fund, dwelt on Duddell's
ability and labour.

Dr. Russell, in accepting the dies, etc., on behalf

of the Society, expressed his pleasure that Duddell's

work, and especially his work in conne.xion with the
Society, should be
perpetuated by a
memorial of this

kind.
The medal (Fig.

i), which is in
' bronze, was de-

-^ signed by Mrs.
-- Alary G. Gillick.

\^^ J lie obverse shows
.^ the head of Dud-
<r dell in profile, with

his name " William
Du Bois Duddell "

written above it.

The dates of his

.

birth and death

periodicaUy by the Physical Society of London to ^°T^ and IQl?
ention or design of scientific instrumeDts or of the are placed in

Roman characters
horizontally

across the medal. The artist has succeeded in

showing in a striking manner the alert energy of
Duddell as well as the erectness of his carriage.
The reverse represents the quest of science for
knowledge, a symbolic figure, throwing light on the
mysteries of the earth. Above the figure the words
The Physical Society of London " appear, while

below is the motto " Rerum naturam expandere,"
which may be freely translated, " To elucidate the
causes of things."
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The Sir Ralph Forster Tablet at University

College, London.

yiSCOUNT CHELMSFORD, chairman of the
* University College Committee, unveiled, in the

presence of a distinguished audience representative
of chemical teaching and of chemical industry, a
marble tablet placed in the hall of the Chemistry
Laboratories at University College to commemorate
the munificent donations made by Sir Ralph I'orster,

Bt., towards the erection and equipment of these
laboratories.

Lord Chelmsford, in his opening speech, referred

to the old Chemistry Laboratories erected in 1871
bv the late Prof, .\lexander Williamson, which, though
in their time the latest thing in chemical laboratories,

had proved quite insufficient and inadequate botn in

space and in equipment. They had, nevertheless,
proved the scene of some of the greatest discoveries

made by the late Sir William Ramsay, ably supported
by Prof. Collie, Prof. Baly, and Prof. Travers. He
recalled how Sir Ralph Forster had intervened at the
last moment with a contribution of 4500/. just two
days before the option for the purchase of the present
site of the Chemistry Laboratories w-as to expire on
January 31, 1911. At a later date, when the question
of the funds for the erection and equipment of the
buildings arose. Sir Ralph Forster had again come
forward, this time with a donation of 30,000/. Lord
Chelmsford dwelt upon the need for private bene-
factors to carry on the work thus begun, and men-
tioned that a sum of 15,000/. is still needed to complete
the physical chemical equipment and the electrical

installation in the new laboratories.

The Vice-Chancellor of the University of London,
Mr. H. J. Waring, speaking in the name of the Senate
of the I'nivcrsity, expressed to Sir Ralph Forster the
grateful thanks of the University for his striking and
timely munificence. The Vice-Chanccllor developed
further the theme already mentioned by Lord Chelms-
ford, namely, the urgent need for private benefactors
for university education in this country-, to supple-
ment the funds devoted to university education by
the Treasury through the University Grants Com-
mittee.

Prof. J. Norman Collie gave an interesting account
of the conditions which prevailed in the old Chemistry
Laboratories when Sir William Ramsay and lie began
their work there in 1887, and referred to the work
which had been carried out in those laboratories
during the time when Sir William Ramsay and himself
had worked in them from 1887 until 191 2.

Sir Ralph l'"orster replied, expressing his deep
appreciation of the recognition given to his help by
the perpetuation of his name in connexion with
University College. He expressed his sense of the
importance of the work which is being carried on at
University College, not only in chemistry but also in
other branches of study. Sir Ralph Forster explained
that from his earliest days he had been deeply im-
pressed by the need for providing the best facilities

for university education for young men of promise,
especially in science, and that it was this feeling
which led him to come forward and supplement
the efforts which were being made at University
College for the provision of chemical laboratories of
the best and most up-to-date character.

After the speeches, the company adjourned from
the large Chemistr>' Theatre to ' the Hall of the
Chemistry Laboratories, when the unveiling was per-
formed by Lord Chelmsford. The tablet, which was
designed by Prof. F. M. Simpson, is of white marble
surrounded by a green marble border. It bears the
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inscription :
" The Ralph Forster Organic Chemistry

Laboratory, so named in grateful recognition of the
generosity of Sir Ralph Forster, Bt. MCMXI."

Cinema Film of the Total Eclipse of the Sun
at Wallal, Australia, September 21, 1922.

"PHERE have been in the past several proposals to
* take a cinema film of a total eclipse of the sun,

but the first real outcome of these proposals is the
film now being shown at the Royal .Mbert Hall. The
pictures illustrate the experiences and the work of the
astronomers of the expedition, under Prof. W. W.
Campbell, to Wallal, on the north-west coast of
Australia, from the time they left Perth until after
the eclipse. The journey to Broome was made
on the S.S. Charon, and afterwards on the lugger
Gwendoline, towed by a lighthouse tender, to Ninety
Mile Beach. On account of the great rise and fall of
the tides, the ship had to anchor five miles out, and
the astronomers with all their baggage had to be
landed in boats through the surf. The equipment was
then transported on donkey waggons to the site
selected for the camp, and in this work the aboriginal
inhabitants of the country, both men and women,
gave considerable assistance. The large amount of
dust, which rose in clouds wherever there was any
work being done, caused great inconvenience. Never-
theless a large camp was soon set up and the asseni-
bling of the instruments commenced. The process of
erection of the tower telescope and of the equatorials
and coelostats, as well as the various rehearsals in
clianging plates and uncovering object-glasses, are
well illustrated. The part of the film showing the
solar corona is good, considering that it was taken
with a cinema lens, but a better picture could easily
be constructed from the negatives^aken by the eclipse
party.
The film will enable those who are interested in

scientific work to appreciate the difficulties which
eclipse observers often have to face. Large and
cumbersome instruments have to be transported long
distances and often erected in almost inaccessible
places where little or no skilled labour can be obtained.
The conditions at Wallal were probably more difficult

than usual, but were bravely faced and overcome.
A wireless apparatus was erected to keep the eclipse
party in communication with the outside world, and
a weekly aeroplane service was instituted. The film
is well worth seeing by those interested in the work
of scientific expeditions. It would have been too
much to expect that a film of this kind, taken under
such difficult conditions, would come up to the
standard of the films produced by special actors in
artificial conditions. However, the fact that the
actual work of the astronomers is interspersed with
pictures illustrating the life of the natives should
make the film one of more general interest. With
these additions the showing of the film takes a little

over an hour. The attempt to produce a film showing
the actual work of a scientific expedition is one which
deserves every encouragement and we wish it every
success.

University and Educational Intelligence.

Birmingham.—Applications are invited for 1;he

James Watt research fellowship in the thermo-
dynamics of internal combustion engines. Parti-
culars of the fellowship, which is of the annual value
of 220/., may be obtained from the Dean of the
Faculty of Science of the University. The latest date
for the receipt of applications is May 31.
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Cambridge.—The University proposes to confer
honorary degrees on Viscount Grey of Fallodon, Lord
Plumer, the Rt. Hon. Stanley Baldwin, Chancellor
of the Exchequer, Sir Aston Webb, president of the
Royal Academy, Mr. M. C. Norman, governor of the
Bank of England, Sir Arthur Evans, Prof. H. A.
Lorentz, Dr. W. H. Welch, and Prof. Niels Bohr.
The vacancy in the newly founded professorship of

animal pathology is announced.

London.—Notice is given that applications for
grants from the Thomas Smythe Hughes Fund for
assisting medical research must be sent not later than
June 15 to the Academic Registrar, University of
London, South Kensington, S.W.7, accompanied by
the names and addresses of two references.

Manchester.—The council has appointed Mr. L.

J. Mordell as Fielden professor of pure mathematics
as from September next. Mr. Mordell, who was
awarded the Smith's prize in igi2, has won a high
reputation as an investigator in the theory of num-
bers, and has been invited by the University of
Chicago to deliver a course of lectures in that subject
during the present summer.

Lord Crawford has been nominated as Chancellor
in succession to Lord Morley of Blackburn.

We learn from the Times that the University of
Cracow has conferred on the Earl of Balfour the degree
of Doctor of Philosophy, and the Polish Minister, who
was accompanied by Prof. R. Dyboski (representing
the Senate of the IJniversity), recently called upon
Lord Balfour to present the diploma.

The Society of Merchant Venturers, Bristol, offers
for competition fifteen scholarships tenable in the day
classes of the faculty of engineering of the University
of Bristol, which is provided and maintained in the
College. Candidates must be not less than seventeen
years of age and must have matriculated. The
scholarships provide free tuition : one is open to
pupils in secondan,' schools ; three are restricted to
pupils of secondary schools in Gloucestershire,
Somerset, and Wiltshire ; ten are restricted to the
sons of officers in His Majesty's service who were
killed in the War ; and one is restricted to a son of a
citizen of Bethune who has passed either the B. 6s L.
or the B. 6s Sc. examination. A War memorial
scholarship is also offered, with a preference to a
candidate who needs pecuniary help and is the son of
a former student who lost his life during the War.
Further particulars can be obtained from the Regis-
trar of the Merchant Venturers' Technical College,
University of Bristol.

The programme of the summer meeting arranged
by the University of Oxford Delegacy for the Exten-
sion of Teaching, to be held on July 27-August 16,
contains a noteworthy list of lectures. The main
subject of study will be " Universities, Medieval and
Modern, and their place in National Life," and in
this connexion there will be lectures on various
universities, on the relation of the university to the
State and to the community, and on the place of
science in university study, the last by Prof. H. H.
Turner. The special economic subject of the meeting
will be " The Social and Economic Problems of
English Country Life," and Sir Daniel Hall is giving
an introductory lecture on " Agriculture and the
Community." Among the lectures in this course is

one by Prof. W. Sommer\ille on " Grasslands." Pro-
vision has also been made for a special course on the
methods of research in organic chemistry. The course
has been arranged to meet the wishes and needs of
the science teachers in secondary schools, and will
be under the supervision of Dr. F. D. Chattaway.
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Inquiries should be addressed to the Secretary of the
Delegacy, Rev. F. E. Hutchinson, University Exten-
sion Delegacy, Examination Schools, Oxford, and
marked " Summer Meeting."

In Nature of August 26, p. 298, reference was
made to the department established by the University
of Calcutta for the study of poverty-, and particularly
unemployment, from a purely scientific point of view
apart from class or political' bias of any kind. We
have now received from the department the first two
of a series of lectures by Capt.

J.
W. Petavel, principal

of the Kasimbazar Polytechnic Institute, on " The
New Social Question "—the question, namely, how
to apply " quite practically and as a matter of
busmess " those principles of co-operation in industry
which socialists have proposed to applv by establishing
State socialism. The lecturer restates the " Deserted
\'illage " problem, which is of special interest at the
present time in India. There are as yet compara-
tively few town-dwellers, but there is a steady and
increasing drift from the country districts to centres
of manufacturing industry', and the problem of unem-
ployment of middle-class' townspeople is acute. The
lecturer suggests that a solution can be found in a
s\'stem of combined field and factory labour colonies,
the homesteads being located along radial lines of
communication converging on the factories. The
first step is to be the establishment of schools com-
bined with farms and workshops within easy reach
of towns. A substantial amount of the pupil's time
at school would be devoted to productive work. The
Vice-Chancellor of the University and many other
prominent citizens of Calcutta were so impressed by
Capt. Petavel s arguments that they issued an appeal
last year for support for such a scheme.

The report of the University of Leeds for 1921-22,
issued recently, deals with a number of topics of
more than local interest. It includes a record of
resolutions passed in January 1922 at a conference
at Leeds of the six universities of the midlands and
north of England defining the factors of university
e\olution which ought, in the opinion of the confer-
ence, to be considered before any institution is
raised to the status of a university, and formulating
opinions regarding several other questions of uni-
\ersity policy. The resolutions were submitted to
and discussed with the University Grants Committee.
There is also a copy of an important letter addressed
by the same universities jointly to the Prime Minister
inDecember 1921 stating the case against the reduction
of the Treasury grants to universities and uni\'ersity
colleges in Great Britain. Appended to this is a
comparative table of grants by local education
authorities to each of the six universities in 1913-14
and 1921-22. It shows increases amounting in the
aggregate to nearly 100 per cent.—from 74,000/. to
136,000/.—the most striking being in the grants
to Durham (5501/. to 16,346/.) and Sheffield (17,226/.
to 39,691/.). The number of full-time students at
Leeds in 1921-22 was 1646—the highest on record
and 150 per cent, higher than in 1913-14. Re\iewing
the University's finances, it is stated that raising
the fees payable by students has for the time being
saved the situation, but that a considerable falling
off in the number of students must be looked for
partly owing to the departure of the ex-service
students and partly on account of the limit placed
by the Board of Education on the number admitted
to the Training Department. Among developments
at tile School of Medicine the report mentions the
institution of a Diploma in Nursing, and claims that
Leeds is the first university in this countrj- to intro-
duce such a diploma.
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Royal Society, May 10.—A. Fowler : The series

spectrum of trebly-ionised silicon (Si IV). Numerous
new lines ot silicon have been observed and have
been classified in four groups representing successive

stages of ionisation. They have been designated

Si I, Si II, Si III, and Si IV. The spectra consist

alternately of triplets and doublets, and the series

constant has successive values N, 4N, 9N, and 16N.
For the scries of Si IV the series constant is 16N.
The spectrum is similar to that of neutral sodium,
Na I. Including Paschen's recent work on Al III,

and the author's previous work on Mg II, which
also have sjsectra similar to that of Na I, data are

thus available for the comparison of the spectra

given by four similarly constituted atoms, which
differ mainly in the charge of the nucleus. The
highest limit of the Si IV system is 364,117, corre-

sponding to an ionisation potential of 40- 6 volts.

—

Sir R. Robertson and W. E. Garner : Calorimctry
of high explosi\cs. A calorimetric bomb was de\ised
in which high explosives could be brought to true

detonation under comparable conditions as regards
density of loading and confinement, without using

a large quantity of explosive. In an explosive
balanced in respect to total combustion, where it is

possible to calculate values for heat of detonation
and volume of gases, the results agree with theoretical

calculations. The influence of the higher heat of

formation of phenol with respect to toluene is reflected

in the similar values for heat of detonation of trinitro-

phenol and of trinitrotoluene, although the latter

has much less oxygen for its combustion. The
nature of the products, and the effect of conditions
under which detonation is carried out on heat
generated, and gaseous reactions involved, chiefly

with regard to liberated carbon, are discus.sed.

—

H. S. Hele-Shaw : Strcam-hne filter. Very thin
films of coloured liquid, or liquid containing matter
in very fine suspension, either lose their colour in

one case, or become deprived of their suspended
matter in the other, on entering such thin films.

In the new form of filter, sheets of paper made
impervious to the fluid containing the suspended
matter are arranged in a pack. By perforating the
pack with a large number of holes it is possible to
get the equivalent of a number of sources and sinks.

This was obtained by using high pressures, so as to

force the matter from one row of holes, acting as
sources between the interstices of the paper, to another
row of holes, each hole in the latter acting as a sink.

Filtration can be made sufficiently rapid for actual
use. The colouring matter of various dyes, from
what were apparently complete solutions, can be
removed, and substances like peat - water rendered
clear and colourless.—F. W. Aston : A critical search
for a heavier constituent of the atmosphere by means
of the mass-spectrograph. The residues absorbed in

charcoal from more than 400 tons of air were dealt
with. Analysis with the mass-spectrograph gives a
negative result and indicates that such an element
certainly does not exist to the extent of i part in
10" of air, and probably not to the extent of i part
in 2 X 10" parts of air by volume. Faint bands
observed in the region corresponding to masses
150 and 260 were found. The first is due to a complex
molecule of mercury* with a multiple charge, but
no conclusion is reached in the case of the other.
The results of the experiments are not in accordance
with the presence of molecular krypton and xenon
in the air, recently suggested.—H. E. Armstrong :

The origin of osmotic effects. IV.— Hydrono-
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dynamic change in aqueous solutions. " Water "

is a complex saturated with the gas Hydrone, OH,.
Primarily, hydrone is the sole potentially " active

"

constituent, but it becomes actually active only under
conditions which suffice to determine electrolytic

change. The vapour pressure either of water or of

a solution is the measure of the proportion of free

hydrone molecules present in the liquid. Although
the vapour pressure is lowered in the presence of

any solute, the solution acquires attractive properties.

The internal activity is increased while external

activity is diminished. The effect produced may be

ascribed to an interaction of molecules of the solute

and those of hydrone. From non-electrolytes (under

the influence of conducting impurity) a simple hydrol

/H
is formed M^ , only a single molecule of hydrone

being " distributed " upon the molecule of the solute,

whatever its magnitude. In the case of potential

electrolytes, a reciprocal interchange of radicles of

salt and hydrone is to be postulated. Not only is

the solute hydrolated, but it is also distributed upon
hydrone, the salt X'R' giving rise initially to the

reciprocal systems
/H /R

R X( and H,Os\OH '\X
As the concentration is lowered, under the influence

H
of hydrone, the complex R X(^ is more and more

OH
/OH

converted into hydronol, H,0( Ultimately the

\h

solution contains the solute only in the form HjO^
\x

together with an equal number of molecules of

hydronol. The " distributed " reciprocal complexes,
including hydronol, are the electro-chemical agents

in a solution. The negative radicle in such complexes
has greater residual affinity than it has in the original

simple molecules. The osmotic pressure manifest in

an aqueous solution is the pressure exercised by
the extra niolecules of hydrone attracted into it

by the " distributed " complexes, one by each com-
plex, acting as though they were present in the

gaseous state. In short, osmotic pressure developed

within an aqueous solution, whatever the solute, has

its origin in one and the same cause and is properly

spoken of as hydrono-dynamic—if the word be per-

missible : indeed, this term may be used as expressive

of the general activity of water, electro-chemical and
osmotic.—H. E. Armstrong; Electrolytic conduction :

sequel to an attempt ( 1 886) to applya theory of residual

affinity. Referring to the distinction which he drew in

1 886 between simple and composite electrolytes—the

former being electrolytes per se, the latter solutions

of " salts "—the author directs attention to the

diverse behaviour of the silver and lead haloids on
electrolysis ; the current being carried, as it were,

by the metallic ion of the silver and by the halogen

of the lead compound. The conclusion is drawn
that the salts of the two metals differ in structure-
perhaps thus :

Ag Ag Ag
I — I — I

l-i-l
Ag Ag Ag

CI,

Pb
I

Pb
Clj

CI, CI,

Pb — Pb
I

Pb — Pb
CI, CI,

The assumption is made that the primarily active

unit is the fundamental molecule, and that the
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circuit is formed by these molecules being coupled
with (distributed at) the electrode face and with the
complex molecules. A similar interpretation is

applied to aqueous solutions.—R. W. Wood and
A. Ellett : On the influence of magnetic fields on the
polarisation of resonance radiation. In the case of
the resonance radiation of mercury and sodium
vapour, strong polarisation of the light can be pro-
duced by weak magnetic fields properly orientated,
and the polarisation of the light normally present
can be destroyed by a magnetic field in a certain
orientation. The field strength necessary for the
destruction of the mercury vapour polarisation is

less than one Gauss.—W. G. Palmer : A study of the
oxidation of copper and the reduction of copper
oxide by a new naethod. A film of copper about
i/iooo mm. thick is prepared by chemical means on
a china-clay rod, which is then clamped in a circuit
carrying a small current at constant E.M.F. The
film is oxidised at i3o°-2io° C. with gaseous oxygen
at pressures up to i atmosphere, and the rate of
oxidation determined by measurements of the
resistance of the film. The rate of oxidation is

proportional to the second power of the amount of
metal in the film, and, for pressures up to 300 mm.,
to the square root of the oxygen pressure. Between
170° and 190° C. the temperature-coefficient of the
o.xidation is negative owing to the .simultaneous
oxidation of cuprous oxide first formed. When
hydrogen or carbon monoxide is mixed with the
oxygen the rate of oxidation is greatly enhanced
after a short initial period. In tlie reduction of
copper oxide by hydrogen and by carbon monoxide,
both gases are adsorbed on the metal and reduce
adjacent oxide, but with hydrogen the water formed
also adheres to the metal. The rate of reduction
in both cases is directly proportional to the amount
of metal present, an additional term in the case of
hydrogen representing the action of the water,

—

E. A. Fisher : Some moisture relations of colloids.

II.—Further observations on the evaporation of
water from clay and wool. The curvature occurring
in the evaporation curves of clay soils, formerly
attributed to shrinkage, is not found with ball clay,
although this substance also shrinks on drying.
This type of curvature appears only in the evaporation
curves of such materials as soils, which are mixtures
of colloidal and non-colloidal substances, and is due
to the simultaneous evaporation of imbibitional water
held by the colloidal and of interstitial water held as
water-wedges between the soil grains. The former
evaporates at a practically constant rate, while the
latter evaporates at a rapidly diminishing rate. The
linear rate-curve of wool is not inconsistent with a
real shrinkage occurring, although no such shrinkage
has been demonstrated.

Faraday Society, April 23.—Sir Robert Robertson
in the chair.— J. H. Shaxby and J. C. Evans : On
the properties of powders ; the variation of pressure
with deptli in columns of powders. In the theoretical
section an approximate mathematical solution is

given of this problem for the case of powder in a
cylindrical tube and in the absence of external
pressure and where the surfaces of equal pressure
are plane. The following equation is arrived at,

^ =/>»,(! -£"*'), where p is the pressure at depth x,

p,„ is equivalent to pg'Rjic and /x to 2c/R
; p being

the mass per unit volume of the powder, R the
radius of the tube, and c a constant depcnding^ on
the coefficient of friction. In columns of lead shot and
of powder, the absolute value of the pressure appears
to depend on the state of packing of the column,
and the resulting shape of the equal-pressure surfaces.—E. E. Walker : On the properties of powders.
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(i) The compressibility of powders. The resistance
offered by powders to static loads and to blows from
a falling weight has been investigated. (2) The
distribution of densities in columns of compressed
powders. Local densities in columns of compressed
powder have been measured, and from the form of
the density gradient curve *the distribution of
pressure in a column of compressed powder has been
deduced.—E. K. Rideal : On the rate of hydro-
genation of cinnamic and phenyl-propiolic acids.

Solutions of sodium phenyl-propiolate and sodium
cinnamate undergo hydrogenation at equal rates of
hydrogen uptake in the presence of palladium sol

in large quantities. The rate of hydrogenation is

governed by the rate of supply of hydrogen to the
palladium in the liquid and is proportional to the
square of the shaking speed, the reaction velocity
being of zero order. Both old and fresh sols com-
mence reaction with a velocity curve of zero order,
but terminate in a reaction velocity curve of the
first order. The salts undergoing hydrogenation as
well as the hydrogen are adsorbed. The adsorbed
salt remains on the surface imtil completely hydro-
genated ; thus the rate of hydrogenation of phenyl-
propiolate is the same as that of the cinnamate, the
former taking up two molecules of hydrogen in the
same time as the latter takes up one.—Leonard
Anderson ; Note on the coagulation of milk by acid.

.Addition of hydrochloric acid to milk of various
dilutions causes precipitation of casein, the amount
of precipitation increasing with increasing amounts
of acid until a maximum rate of settling of the
casein occurs which is inversely proportional to the
dilution of the milk. The fat globules are mechanically
carried down by the casein curd. At higher con-
centrations of acid the casein goes into solution

again, and at still higher concentration is again
precipitated ; this is the salting out of the casein

chloride by hydrochloric acid. Emulsions of benzene
and olive oil in ca.sein solution behave in an analogous
manner to milk with respect to acid and alkali.

Casein is probably the protective agent for the
particles of fat in milk.—A. Taffel : The temperature
of maximum density of aqueous solutions. The
decrease in the total volume which occurs when
I gram of a substance is dissolved in water at a
denhit'e'temperature has been termed the " solution-

contraction " for that substance at that temperature
and concentration. Solution-contraction increases as

the temperature at which solution is brought about is

lowered. With methyl, ethyl, and propyl alcohols,

the solution-contraction decreases with the tempera-
ture. The temperature of maximum density of the
solution is below 4° C. The specific effect of ions

and molecules on the depression of the t.m.d. of

water results from their specific solution-contraction.

Zoological Society, April 24.—Prof. E. W. MacBride,
vice-president, in the chair.—Baron F. Nopcsa : On
the origin of flight in birds.—E. C. Stuart Baker :

Cuckoos' eggs and evolution.

Royal Microscopical Society (Industrial Applications

Section), April 25.—Prof. F. J. Cheshire, president,

in the chair.—W. N. Edwards : The microscopic

structure of coal. The study of the microscopic
structure of coal, though dating back to Henry
Witham (1833), made rather slow progress until

recent years owing to the difficulty of preparing thin

sections. Much detailed work has now been done
by Lomax, Hickling, Stopes, Thiessen, and others,

which has considerably widened our knowledge of

the mode of formation of coal, and has important
economic bearings on questions of fuel economy,
seam correlation, spontaneous combustion and in-
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flammability of coal dust. Stopes recognises four

fairly distinct constituents with different physical

and chemical characteristics in bituminous coal.

The " anthraxylon " of Thiessen, regarded as being
derived from wood rather than from general plant
debris, seems to correspond on the whole to the
clarain of Stopes, whose classification is based on
present constitution rather than probable derivation.

Physical Society, April 27.—Dr. Alexander Russell

in the chair.— J. \V. Ryde and R. Huddart (Research
Staff of tlie General Electric Co.) : The analysis of

bubbles in glass. In order to distinguish bubbles
generated by chemical action in glass from those
introduced by mechanical processes, spectroscopic
tests are made for the presence of nitrogen. To
liberate the gas from the bubbles a specimen of the
glass is placed in one limb of a quartz U-tube contain-
ing mercury ; the glass is heated and disintegrated
by sudden cooling, the tube being plunged into cold
water at the same time that the mercury is thrown
on to the glass.—H. P. Waran : A simple regenerative
vacuum device and some of its applications. Residual
traces of air foul the vacuum above the mercury
column in syphon gauges and other devices. .\ bent
capillary tube ending in a bulb attached to the top
of a siphon gauge will remedy this. It enables the
air to be pushed repeatedly into the vacuum of this

bulb, the mercury- at the bottom of the capillary
preventing the subsequent return of the air. The
device is regenerative in the sense that, irrespective

of any progressive fouling of the vacuum, a fresh-

air-free vacuum is automatically created by it cver^'

time it is brought into action.— H. Shaw and E.
Lancaster-Jones : Application of the Eotvos torsion
balance to the investigation of local gravitational
fields. In view of the sensitivity of the balance,
which measures derivati\-es of gravity- of the order
of 10-* C.G.S. units, it was anticipated that a
gravitational survey of the laboratory' would disclose
the var\-ing effects of the neighbouring ma.sses of the
walls, pillars, etc. The consistency of the results

obtained at each station and tlieir general agreement
witli the calculated effects exceeded expectations,
as the local gravitational field varied so rapidly that
the theoretical assumption of a uniformly varying
field in the neighbourhood of a station was obviously
vitiated.—L. F. Richardson : An electromagnetic
inductor. Two bicycle wheels are mounted \ertically

and co-axially, and are driven in opposite directions

by a 4-volt motor, the driving band being constituted
by an endless wire. The electromotive forces

generated by the re\olution of the wheels in the
earth's field are thus added, the rims of the wheels
being electricallv connected through the driving wire.

The speed of tKe wheels is found by counting the
revolutions against a stop-watch, one of the spokes
being marked for this purpose, and from this speed
and the length of a spoke the K.M.F. can be found
in terms of H.—F. LI. Hopwood : Pulfrich's experi-

ment demonstrating time-lag in vision. The time-lag
in visual perception is greater for dimly than for

brightly illuminated objects. A pendulum carrying
a glow lamp at its lower end swings over a second
glow lamp fixed immediately below the mid position

of the swinging lamp. Both are viewed with one
eye, while in front of the other eye a metal disk
perforated at its centre is placed. The pendulum
then appears to be a conical instead of a plane
jsendulum, the apparent direction of rotation chang-
ing when the disk is transferred from one eye to the

other. The image seen by the obstructed eye
corresponds to an earlier position of the swinging
lamp than does the image seen by the free eye, in

Ionsequence of the greater time-lag in the former case.
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P.\RIS.

Academy of Sciences, .\pril 23.—M. .\lbin Haller

in the chair.—Henri Lebesgue : The singularities of

harmonic functions.—G. Bigourdan : The propaga-

tion of Hertzian waves over great distances : the

order of magnitude, in time, of the perturbations

of the propagation. .\n analysis of the measure-
ments obtained at five observatories of the time taken

by the 300 rhythmic signals (about 4 m. 53 sec.) sent

oiit by the military' wireless station at Paris each day.

The observed times are not affected by the atmo-
spheric perturbations, nor by the receiving apparatus.
—.\. de Gramont : The use of the oxyacetylene blow-

pipe in spectrum analysis, .\pplications to miner-

alog>-. Compared witli the oxyhydrogen or oxygen-
coal gas flames, there are more lines in the spectra,

and the time of exposure can be shortened. Repro-
ductions of flame spectra obtained by this method
from chromite, oligiste, and lepidohte mica are given.
—jC. Guichard : The triply indeterminate systems

of iJ circles.— 1-. Cuenot and L. Mercier : The flight

muscles in the winged forms of Drosophila melano-

gasler.—N. Gunther : An auxiliary theorem.—Paul
Levy : The application of the derivative of non-
integral order to the calculus of probabilities.

—

Rene Lagrange : Varieties without torsion.—Maurice
Frechet : The distance of two ensembles.—.\lf.

Guldberg : The problem of drawing from lottery urns.

—Stanislas Millot : The probability of the existence

of biological laws.—D. Riabouchinski : The paradox
of d'.Membert.—-M. Sudria : The determination of

the position of flexure in a bent beam.

—

\. Leduc :

.\ new equation of state for gases. The expression

^ RTF V t a / . \1

which is based on compressibility experiments
between i and 2 atmospheres only, has been applied

to the results of Amagat for carbon dioxide. Over
a pressure range between 31 and 100 atmospheres
and at temperatures from o°C. to 100° C, the relative

differences between the experimental result and that

calculated from the above equation do not exceed

io-6 per cent.—Hector Pecheux : The magnetism
of nickel. Magnetic measurements are given for

three samples of nickel (the analyses of which are

given) without heat treatment, after tempering and
after anneahng.—Nicolas Perrakis : Contribution to

the cryoscopic study of binary organic mixtures.

\n account of a cr>'oscopic study of the systems
phenol-ethyl alcohol, o-cresol-ethyl alcohol, phenyl

ether-ethyl alcohol, benzene-methyl alcohol, benzene-

isopropyl alcohol, and benzene-normal-butyl alcohol.

—E. Darmois : The action of molybdic acid on the

rotator^' power of the tartaric and malic esters.

An account of the changes in rotator>' power pro-

duced by the action of aqueous solutions of molybdic
acid and alkaline molybdatcs on methyl tartrate

and ethyl malate.—N'ictor Henri : The production

of narrow bands and wide bands in the absorption

spectra of bodies in solution and in the state of

vapour. \ study of the conditions under which a
modification of the structure of an organic substance

causes the change from a line absorption spcctruni

to a band spectrum. For molecules containing only

one double linkage, the first postulate of Bohr does

not apply and the second postulate alone holds ;

for molecules with two neighbouring double bonds,

both postulates apply, the first being determined by
the existence of an electric polarity in the molecule.

—M. Sauvageot and H. Delmas : Tempering extra

soft steel at a \•er^ high temperature. .\ mild steel

containing 0-09 per cent, of carbon was tempered
in water, starting with temperatures from 950° C.
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up to 1450° C. There was a rapid increase in the
elastic limit, resistance and hardness, as the tempera-
ture rose.—E. E. Blaise : Syntheses by means of

the mixed a-ketone zinc derivatives.—Marcel Godchot

:

The oxidation of 1.3.4-dimethylcyclohexanone and
the synthesis of cj'clopentane diketones. The oxida-
tion of the above ketone with potassium permanganate
gives a good yield of 7-methyl-5-acetyl-valeric acid.
The ethj'l ester of this acid, treated with powdered
sodium ethylate in ether solution gives o-acetyl-

/3-methylcyclopentanone. The latter, being a /J-

diketone, forms a sodium derivative capable of
reacting with alkj'l iodides.—Raymond Delaby : The
action of mixed organomagnesium compounds on
the epibromhydrin of ethylglycerol.—M. Caille and
E. Viel : A new reagent for alkaloids and the prepara-
tion of the iodostibinates of these substances in the
crystalhsed state. The reagent consists of a slightly

acid solution of antimony chloride with potassium
iodide. One part of quinine in 100,000 can be
detected

; it forms a yellow precipitate. The method
appears to be equally sensitive with other alkaloids.
By a suitable treatment the alkaloid can be recovered
from the precipitate unchanged.—A. Mailhe : The
decomposition of the formamides of the fatty amines.
Isoamylformamidc vapour, passed over nickel at
360° C. gives a mixture of isoamylamine and isoamyl
nitrile.—M. E. Denaeyer : The rocks of Adrar des
Iforass and Ahaggar. Two saUent facts are shown
by the study of the rocks from the central Sahara,
their crushing, related to the existence of the Saharan
folds, and the existence of alkaline amphibole granites.

These rocks mark a new extension towards the west
of the limits of the alkaline petrographical province
of the Tchad.—E. Chaput and L. Perriaux : The
existence of Albian sands and calcareous pudding
stones on the high plateaux of the Cote-d'Or.—Ldon
Bertrand ; The Proven9al sheets to the east of the
lower valley of the Var,—L, Barrabe : The trans-

ported origin of the Lias massif situated to the west
of Narbonne.—Paul Corbin and Nicolas Oulianoff :

The Mesozoic of Prarion (Arve valley).—A. Allemand-
Martin : The Pliocene of the Cap Bon peninsula
(Tunis).—Henri Coupin : The morphological nature
of the head of the cauliflower. The head of the
cauliflower is not formed by flowers, but by stems
arrested in their development. This arrest is of

tetratological, not parasitic, origin.—R. Chavastelon :

A method for the preservation of wood. A solution

of copper bichromate is recommended and instruc-

tions for its preparation are given. Wood thus
treated is very resistant to the attack of moulds.

—

Fred Vies, Mile. G. Achard, and Dj, Prikelmaier :

Some physico-chemical properties of the constituents

of the egg of the sea urchin.—E. Leblanc : Experi-
mental acerebellation in lizards.—J. Gautrelet : Shock
and parasympathic reactions.—A. Policard : The
histocbemical detection of total iron in tissues by
the method of incineration. The section is ashed
and the iron detected by the colour of its oxide under
the microscope.—C. Levaditi and S. Nicolau : The
mode of action of bismuth in trypanosomiasis and
spirillosis.

Official Publications Received.

U.S. Department nf Aiiricultnre. Department Circular 187 : List ot

Serials currently received in the Library of the U.S. Department of

Agriculture; exclusive of the U.S. Government Put>lications and
Pul;iIication.s of the State Aciricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations.

Arranged by Title, by Subject, and by Region. January 1, 1922. Pp.

iii-)-358. (Washington; Government Printing Ofbce.)

Department of the Interior; Bureau of Education. Bulletin No. 6;
Stale Policies in Public School Finance. By F. H. Swift. Pp. iv-|-o4.

10 cents. Bulletin No. 15; A Kindergarten First-Grade Curricnluui.

By a Sub-Committee of the Bureau of Education Committee of thi>

International Kindergarten Union. Pp. vii-(-60. 10 cents. Bulletin
No. 23; High-School Buildings and Grounds ; a Report of the CQmnIi^sion
on the Reorganization of Secondary Education, appointed by tlie

National Education Association. Pp. xi-f4't. 15 cents. Bulletin No. 20 :

Philanthropy in the History of American Higher Education. By J. B.
Sears. Pp. vi+ ]12. 15 cents. Bulletin No 29: iStalistics ot .State
School Systems. 1919-20. Prepared by Florence Du Hois and H. R.
Bunner. Pp. 68. 10 cents. Bulletin No. 30; Accredited Higher
Inslitulions. By G. P. Zook- Pp. vii-t-iee. 15 cents. Bulletin No. 34 :

Statistics of Land-grant Colleges, Year ended June 30, 1921. By L. K.
Hlauch. Pp. iii-{-07. 10 cents. (Washington; Government Printing
Omce.)

The Record of the Royal Institution of Great Britain, 1922. Pp 122.
(London ; Royal Institution.)

Year-Book of the Department of Agriculture, Ceylon, 1923. Pp Gl-}-41
plates. (Colombo; H W. Cave and Co.)

Statens Meteorologisk-Hydrograliska Anstalt. Arsbok 4, 1922. 1

:

Milnadsuversikt over viiderlek och vattentillgSng. Pp. 139. (Stockholm.)
•J..i0 Kr.

The Kent Incorporated Society for Promoting Experiments in

Horticulture. Annual Report, together with Notes upon the lirst Ten
Years" Work, East Mailing Research Station, Ist .launary 1922 to Sl.st

December 1922 Pp. 52. (East Mailing.) Is.

Diary of Societies.

SATURDAY, May 19.

Royal iNSTrruTioN of Geeat Britain, at 3.—J. B. McEwen; Harmonic
Evolution.

TUESDAY, May 22.

RovAL Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—Prof. W. M. Flinders Petrie

:

Discoveries in Egypt (1).

Royal Photooraphic Society of Great Britain (Scicntillc and
Technical Group), at T.—A. J. Bull; The Relation of Selective

Absorption of Printing Colours to the Errors occurring in Three-
Colour Photography.

WEDNESDAY, May 23.

Royal Microscopical Society, at 7.30.—Annual Pond Life Exhibition.

THURSDAY, May 24.

Medico-Psycholooical Association of Great Britain and Ireland
(at Royal Society of Medicine), at 3.—Dr. C. K. Clarke ; The Fourth
Maudaley Lecture.

Uoyal Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—Prof. E. G. Coker:
Engineering Problems Solved by Photo-elastic Methods (2). The
Testing of Materials ; The Action of Cutting Tools.

LiNNEAN Society of Lo.vdon, at 6.— Anniversary Meeting. Presentation

of the Liuueau Gold Medal to the High Cimimissioner of New Zealand

lor transmission to T. F. Cheesenian.

Optical Society (at Imperial College of Science and Technology), at 7.30.—

D. Baxandall : Telescopes from a Historical Standpoint. (Illustrated

by exhibits from the collection in the Science Museum, South

Kensington.)

FRIDAY, May 2.-).

Royal Society of Medicine (Study of Disease in Children Section)

(Annual General Meeting), at 5.— Discussion on Birth Injuries.

I'uvsiCAL SoolEiY OF LONDON (at Imperial College of Science and

Technologv), at 5.—Prof. C. H. Lees and J. E. Calthrop ; The Effect of

Torsion oh the Thermal ami Electrical Conductivities of Metals.—

A. Rosen ; The U.se of the Wien Bridge for the Jleasurement of

Dielectric Losses.-C. R. Darling; Demonstration of an Bxi erinient on

the Proiluction of an Intermittent Pressure by Boiling Water.—
Dr. N. W. McLachlan ; Demonstration of a Novel Instrument for

recording Wireless Sign ils.

Rdyai. Society of Medipine (Epidemiology and State Medicine Section)

(Annual General Meoiing). at 8.—Prof. B. L. Collis ; An Inquiry into

the Moitality of Coal and Metalliferous Miners in England and Wales.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 9.—Sir A^ton Webb; The
Development of London.

SATURDAY, May 26.

Uoyal Institution of Great Britain, at 3.— J. B. McEwen : Musical

PUBLIC LECTURES.

TUESDAY, May 22.

Gresham Coi.i eoe, at 6.—Sir Robert Armstrong-Jones ; Physic (succeed-

ing Lectures on May 23, 24, and 25).

THURSDAY, May 24.

St Mary's Hospital (Institute of Pathology and Research), at 4.30.—

Dr. B. Hart ; The Development of Psychopathology as a Branch of

Royal Society of Medicine (Robert Barnes Hall), at 5.16.—Prof. E. D.

Wiersma : The Psychology of Epilepsy.

FRIDAY, May 26.

University College, at 5.—Prof. C. Spearman : Psychology as a Career.
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UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
The following Lectures have been arranged :

,. , „
A Course of Three Lectures on " Pkcblems in Relativity, by Pkof.

Ds. H. A. LORENTZ, F.R.S. (Professor of Physics in the Univepsity of

Leiden) at Univeksitv College, London (Uower Street, W.C.) on

Monday, June 4 ; Tuesday, June 5 ; and Thuusuay, June 7, at 5.30 y.K.

At the first Lecture the Chair will be taken by Dr. A. N. Whitehead
ScD-, LL.U., F.R.S. (Professor of Applied Mathematics in the Imperial

College of Science and Technology).

A Course of Three Lectures on "The Sikucturi! and ISehaviouk of

THE Md. ecule- by P«MFEssOK GILBERT N. LEWIS, Ph.D. (Professor

of Chemistry in the University of Caliiornia), at University Cclleck,

London (Gower Street, W.C), on Wednesday, June 6 ;
!• riday, June S ;

and Tuesday, June \i, at 5 I'.w. At the first Lecture the Chair will lie

taken by Professor F. G. Donnan, C.Ii.E., F.R.S. (Professor of Chemistry

'"aD.MISSIo'n'tO the LECTURES IS FREE, WITHOUT

EDWIN DELLER,.\cademic Registrar.

EMPIRE COTTON GROWING
CORPORATION.

THE BRITISH COTTON INDUSTRY
RESEARCH ASSOCIATION.

EESEAECH STUDENTSHIPS.

SPECIAL STUDY STUDENTSHIPS.

Further Studentships (for irniversity graduates only), about eigKn in

number, are offered. They are of the value of i^in per .-innum each, with

certain additional allowances and travelling expenses, and are tenable lor

one year. They will be awarded in J uly next. .. , j j- • ,

rhese Studentships are intended to provide opportunities for addllional

training in scientific research bearing on plant genetics and physiology,

entomology, physics, etc., or for the study of those branches of tropical

aericulture which m.iy be of service to men who may; subsequently be

engaged in agricultural administration or inspection in cotton-growing

counmes. One Studentship is offered by the British Cotton Industry

Research Association for candidates having special knowledge of physics,

engineering or textile technology with a view to its subsequent applicalioii

on the industrial side.
, c. . i.- .

The intention underlying the alloc.-ition of these Studentships is lo

increase the supply of workers with the necessary qu.ihncations who may

later make use 01 the agricultural or industrial applications of their know-

ledge, and so find occupation in and be of service to cotton production and

'"
AppUcam's'for a Studentship under the Empire Cotton Growing Como'-i-

tion must be prepared to spend their Studentship year at the West lljd an

Agricultural College, Trinid.id, 01 at some other Institution .ibroad, selected

by the Corporation, and pass a medic.il ex.imination. _
Particulars of .he conditions of tenuie of the Studentships and Forms of

Application m..y be obtained from the Secretary, Ihe Empire (Totton

Gmwing Corpoialion, Milll.ank House. Millbank, l.ond.in, S.W.i. Forms

of Application must he returned nut laler than June 10. 1^.3.

RAMSAY MEMORIAL FELLOWSHIPS FOR

CHEMICAL RESEARCH.

The Trustees will consider, at the end of June 1923. appUcjitions for

FFLI OWSHIPS not exceeding two in number, one of which is limned to

candidates educated in Glasgow. The value of each Fellowship will be

^,50 per annum, to which may be added a grant for expen.ses not exceeding

'''The'^Feilowship will normally be teiKible for two years, and may be ex-

"
fIiTi p°arl'icul'afsl-ln'be obtained from the undersigned, 10 whom applica-

tions must be forwarded not later than June 15, 1023.

WALTER W. SETON,

University College, London Organising Secrelar,-.

(Gower Street? W.C.i). Rajiisay Memorial fund.

UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM.
JAMES WATT RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP.

The Council invites applications for the JAMES WATT RESEARCH
FELLOWSH IP in the Thermo-Dynamics of Internal Combusiion Engines.

Candidates should bold an Honours Degree in Engineering of a Brit, si.

University, and have h.-id some experience in Research The Fe low ship

has at present an annual value of L^^^^, and is renewable. Applications

should be sent in not Liter than May 31, 1923. , i- „

Further particulars may be obtained from the Dean of the Faculty of

Science The University, Edgbaston, Birmingham.

GEO. H. MOKLEV, Secretary.

TO SCIENTISTS AND RESEARCH STUDENTS.

THE INTERNATIONAl BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SERVICE BUREAU,

eiimloved by British Government Departments, University Professors, etc.,

supplies complete Continental and American bibliographies on any scieutihc,

litera y, or medical subject. Chemical work a speciality Extracts niade.

Headquarters: Vienna. English representative :" Alexandrian, ia

Longridge Road, Earl's Court, S.W.5. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

CHELSEA POLYTECHNIC,
CHELSEA, S.W.3.

Day and Evening Courses in Science under Recognised Teachers

of London University.

I. INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT.
Technical Courses in Analytical and Manufacturing Chemistry,

Pharmacy, Food and Drugs, A.I.C. Courses, Metallurgy, Assaying,

Foundry Work, Research.

II. INDUSTRIAL PHYSICS DEPARTMENT.
Practical work in General Physics, Applications to Industries,

Metrology, Calorimetry, Illumination, Acoustics, Electrical

Measurement, Research.

III. BIOLOGICAL AND QEOLOQICAL DEPARTMENT
Courses for B.Sc, etc., in Botany, Geology, Mineralogy, Zoology,

Special Courses in Bio-chemistry, Bio-physics, Bacteriology,

Physiology, Hygiene, Entomology, Plant Pathology. Course for

Tropical Planters, Research.
^ SIDNEY SKINNER, M.A.,

Telephone: Kensington Soo.
'

Principal.

BATTERSEA POLYTECHNIC.
LONDON, S.W.I I.

Piincipal^\i.<yavx^ H. Pickard, D.Sc, F.R.S.

LABORATORY (or premises suitable for

same) required in S.W.i district. Full particulars 1° gox 188 The

London Press Exchange, 108/111 St. M.trtin s Lane, W.C.2.

Full-time day courses in Engineering (Mechanical, Civil and Electrical),

Chemistry, Flour Milling, Physics, Mathematics.

Students prepared for University of London Internal Degrees, .\.I.C.

Examination, and Polytechnic Diplomas.

Evening courses in Engineering, Chemistry. Physics, Mathematics, and

Music in preparation for Internal Degrees in the Faculties of Science,

Engineering and Music.

Library, Writing Room, Common Rooms, Refreshment Rooms, large

Athletic Ground, etc.

Particulars on application to the Principal.

UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH.
APPOINTMENTS COMMITTEE.

The Committee keeps a REGISTER of MEMBERS of the University

desiring to obtain educational, technical, commercial or other posts, and

employers of all kinds .are invited to make use of the Register in regard

to vacancies. On notification of vacancies the Committee is willing

either to furnish suitable candidates with the particulars, or, if desired,

to recommend selected candidates f..r consideration. In every case

the Committee will obtain so far as possible the testimony of Professors and

Lecturers to whom candidates may be personally known. Ihere is no

commitment of any kind in making use of the Register, and no fee or

commission is charged. .,.,.. _ . , , /^ _-.. „ ,

Further particulais regarding the facilities offered by the Committee may

be obtained from the Secretary

—

Mr. T. A. JOYNT,
The Old College, Edinburgh,

to whom all communications should be addressed.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL COUNCIL.
ASSISTANT TO CHIEF SANITATION CHEMIST.

An ASSISTANT to the CHIEF SANITATION CHEMIST is

required. Candidates must be between 27 and 32 years ol age. Ihey

should be either graduates in science of a recognised University cr should

produce evidence of equivalent academic training T hey should be f ellows

or Associates of the Institute of Chemistry and -should have had special

training, followed by laboratory experience, m Bio-chemistry and

"''saTar°v"Taels 500 per mensem, under a three years' agreement, which is

renewabU at a higher salary in the event of satisfactory services. First-

class passage is iranted, iith half pay during voyage Free medical

atundance is provided, and the employee participates ,n the benefits o a

S. r.e almuation Fund. The present sterling exchange value of the lael is

OS ,d Evchange is, however, subject to fluctuation, and the exchange

v.alue of the Tael should not be taken as a criterion of its purchasing value,

"''it^iluS^l^^^lh^^oimment and also full details as .0 the bcnefi^

enioyed by Municipal iSmployees under their terms of Service and as to

potemUil costs of living, etc., may be obtained from the Council s Agents,

and applications, with fill information as to experience, etc., accompanied

by copies of recent testimonials, should be forwarded 10

Messrs. JOHN POOK & CO.,

.\gents lor the Municipal Council of Shanghai,

j^j^^_ ,jj,, 63 Fenchurch Stieet. London. E.C.j.

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY-Experi-
mental Officer required. Must h.ave honours degree in physics fron,

recognised University, with experience of experimenlal work in charge

of a?ese.arcl. section. Knowledge of nrinciples governing the design of

wiieless valves important. Salary /350 per annum plus civil service

onus with advantages of Federated Superannuation System for

Unii-e'rsiUes. Apply in writing ,0 Secretary, Royal Engineer Board,

War Office, Imperial House, Tothill Street, S.W.i.
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The Pasteur Institute.

FRANCE is occupied thi.s week with the celebration

of the centenary of Pasteur's birth. We, in Great

Britain, have made but a poor thing of the occasion. It

is true that we have praised Pasteur, and published our

recognition of his work; but there has been nothing to

show that he takes a foremost place in our national

imagination. That is the worst of being an island.

We are very proud of Slialccspeare, but we are slow to

admit foreigners into his company
; yet our national

gratitude toward Pasteur, so far as it is possible to com-

pare men so unlike, ought to be even more certain than

our gratitude toward Shakespeare. It is strange and

disgraceful that we have not yet set up a monument
to Pasteur in London. Indeed, we have not even

inscribed his name on any building to remind ever)'-

body of our national debt to him.

Things have been done better in France. It is

possible that the worship of Pasteur has gone too far,

in the " filming " of him. This film was exhibited at

the Jubilee meeting at the Sorbonne, on December 27

last. There are really three films : one to popularise

some scenes of Pasteur's life, and two for the more

exact teaching of schools and institutes. L'Illustration

for March 31 gives a delightful account, with many
pictures, of these films. Doubtless we shall see them

ia England. Meanwhile, some of us have seen Pasteur

^'^taged," and admirably acted by M. Guitry.

Men and women of science may or may not stand

the test of acting ; but they are not intended for

" filming." Take some names at random—Newton,

Danvin, Lister, Kelvin : films " featuring " them would

be nightmares. Besides, the whole meaning and beauty

of their work would be left out. Their work began in

them, but did not stop there ; it became the work of

their followers ; it took many shapes, and was ex-

tended into many new fields of thought and of action.

So with Pasteur's work : he founded his kingdom

in every country of the world ; his influences are

ever)'\vhere ; and that saying of his, in the last year

of his life, " Tant de choses encore a travailler," stands

for the immeasurable extension of his kingdom.

We have received Dr. Calmetle's report, " L'oeuvre

de I'Institut Pasteur pendant la guerre." This valuable

report is published by the Association " pour I'extension

des etudes pastoriennes." An English translation has

been issued. The immediate purpose of this Associa-

tion, which was formed in 1922, is to collect funds to

help students to work on the lines which Pasteur laid

down. Twenty-six members of the Pasteur Institute

died on active service during the war. The cost of

living is a great difficulty in the way of students who
are longing for good work. The Association proposes

to enrol members, whose subscriptions shall provide
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scholarships and endowments of research. We cannot

think of a better way of using these funds. We are

asked also to say that the Association has a store of

bronze medals, commemorative of Pasteur, which may
be obtained for 5 J francs from the Secretary, 6 rue de

Messine, Paris.

Dr. Calmette's report of the work of the Institute

during the War is well worth reading. He rightly

makes much of the fact that the work of the Pasteur

Institute was incessant and far-reaching in the years

just after Pasteur's death. " In less than a third of a

century, Pasteur's teachings revolutionised medicine,

surgery, veterinary science ; created entirely the science

of hygiene for individuals and communities
;

gave a

great impetus to colonisation, and enriched nations b\-

the immense progress of agriculture and agricultural

industries."

The War suddenly strained all the energies of the

Pasteur Institute. All those workers who were not

above the age for active service were mobilised. The

Institute, and its branches in Lille and Algiers, were

requisitioned at once for the needs of the Army. The

demand for protection against typhoid was soon

followed by the demand for protection against tetanus.

It took only a few days to use up the antitetanic serum

—

140,000 doses—which was in stock when the War began.

Between August 1914 and the end of 1914 the Institute

was able to provide more than six million doses of sera

for France alone, partly for the Army, and partly for the

Public Health service. During the German offensive

of March-April 1918, the Institute was providing a

vast daily supply of antitetanic serum. It is worth

noting that the Institute also provided, in the course of

the War, as many as 1,200,000 doses of mallein for the

protection of army horses against glanders. Beside

all the work which was done for the Army in France, we

have to take into account a vast amount of work done

for other countries—Italy, Serbia, Rumania, Belgium.

Moreover, there was all the endless business of re-

search and invention to meet the incessantly changing

conditions forced on the Institute by the exigencies of

war. For example, an immense amount of work was

done on poison gases.

Indeed, the whole strength of the Institute was put

forth unsparingly, not only for the Army but also for the

civilian population. Dr. Calmette does well to praise

the branch Institute in Lille. " Though it was paralysed,

we may even say martyrised, by the German occupa-

tion so early as the first part of October 1914, it took

its share in the common work. Our colleagues who

lived there four years, immured, without any sort of

communication with France, without a letter, without

any journals except the political newspapers of Cologne

or Frankfort, deprived of almost every means of work,
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with much of their material destroyed or stolen, did

all that was possible with their authority and zeal

to protect the civil population against the moral and
material miseries of all sorts from which they suffered."

Of course, other countries were not less busy than

France. They were all working on Pasteur's lines.

It was he, and he alone, who inspired them. To him
the Franco-German War of 1870 had brought misery

;

he took it as his revenge to set France, by his work,

high above Germany. There are not many of us now
living who can boast that we met Pasteur here in

England, and shook hands with him, and heard him

talk of his work. One of us had this good fortune
;

and remembers well the grave and unhappy look of his

face, and the measured and serious tone of his voice.

It was given more to his family and his friends to know
something of the wonderful beauty of his life. The

pity is that we in England have no memorial of him
;

nothing to express to France our gratitude for what he

did for us.

Hormones.

Glands in Health and Disease. By Dr. Benjamin

Harrow. Pp. xvi 4-218. (London: George Rout-

ledge and Sons, Ltd., 1922.) 8^. 6d. net.

THERE is probably no chapter in physiology which

calls forth to such an extent our sense of the

marvellous as that dealing with the internal secretions

and the functions of the ductless glands. All the

effects which have been ascribed in the imagination of

mankind to the action of beneficent or maleficent

fairies or deities are brought here within the domain of

sober physiology as possible results of deficiency or

excess of one or other of the internal secretions. The

production of dwarfs and giants, change of personality,

mania, dementia, and idiocy, the manifestations of

love, hate, rage, and fear, the characteristics which

distinguish male from female, the powers of repro-

duction and all associated therewith, the normal

performance of the processes of digestion and meta-

bolism, have all been shown to be bound up with the

power of certain cells in the body to manufacture

chemical substances which they pass into the blood-

stream. It seems quite natural that the respiratory

centre should be stimulated to greater activity by the

increased production of carbonic acid which accom-

panies muscular exercise, so providing the working

muscles with a sufficiency of oxygen for their needs. A
further development of this correlation by chemical

messengers is found in the alimentary canal, where the

presence of the products of digestion in the stomach

excites, by means of a hormone, the further secretion of

gastric juice. In the same way the entry of the acid pro-
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ducts of gastric digestion into the small intestine evokes

in the epithelial cells lining this tube the development of

a substance—secretin—which is absorbed by the blood-

vessels and carried round to the pancreas, liver, and

intestinal glands, so as to bring about the simultaneous

secretion of the three juices the co-operation of which

is necessary for the complete digestion of all classes of

foodstuffs.

These are examples of the restricted action of the

chemical messengers, resembling closely the reactions

brought about through the intermediation of the

central nervous system, so that we are justified in

speaking of them as chemical reflexes. Other hormones

have a much wider action, which may extend to all

or almost all the cells of the body. Our knowledge of

these is scarcely half a century old, and began with the

discovery in England of the relation of myxoedema and

cretinism to atrophy or failure in development of the

thyroid gland. Later research has shown that these

conditions are due to the absence of a secretion manu-

factured by the thyroid. This secretion has been

isolated and has been found to be a substituted iodine

derivative of tryptophane. On its constant presence

in the blood depends the normal growth and metabolism

of all the tissues of the body. Since these include the

central nervous system, development of the mind is

affected as well as that of the body. Absence of this

secretion in early life results in the production of a

stunted cretin. Increased secretion by a hypertrophied

gland causes increased rate of metabolism, quickened

heart-beat, excitability which may culminate in mania,

changed personality—all of which may disappear when

the gland diminishes in size or the hypertrophied portion

is removed.

Still more wonderful and widespread in its effects is

the pituitary body. This consists of two parts—one of

which is derived from the brain, the other from the

back part of the buccal mucous membrane of the

foetus ; each part is only about the size of a pea.

Increased activity of the anterior part gives rise to

gigantism in the growing animal, or, when it affects the

adult, the overgrowth and deformation of face, hands,

and feet, which is known as acromegaly. If it were

possible to isolate and administer the chemical sub-

stance responsible for these growth changes, we should

be able to rival the effects of the " Food of the Gods "

imagined by Mr. H. G. Wells. Atrophy of this part

causes diminished growth, excessive fat production, and

a condition of infantilism, with lack of development of

the sexual functions. The posterior part, which in

appearance seems to consist of little else but neuroglia,

the supporting tissue of the central nervous system,

produces some substance which can be extracted from

it by boiling water, and has, in infinitesimal doses,
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widespread effects on the most diverse tissues of

the body. This extract is sold under the name of

" pituitrin." According to the conditions existing at the

time of administration it may increase or diminish the

flow of urine ; it causes rise of blood-pressure and con-

traction of the uterus, as well as of all other unstriped

muscle, such as that of the intestines. For these

purposes it has come into actual practice as a thera-

peutic agent. Its presence in minute quantities in the

blood seems to be a necessary condition for the con-

tractility of the blood capillaries, so that it becomes a

regulator of the supply of the nutrient blood to all the

tissues of the body.

It is not surprising that these later achievements

of physiological research have impressed public

opinion and have had a marked effect in the United

States, where the public interest in things medical is

aroused everj' week by popular articles on medical

science in the Sunday papers. The arousing of un-

educated curiosity has its dangers as well as its value.

Sensationalism and imagination have not only rushed

ahead of the ascertained facts but have also opened the

way to a shameless exploitation of the uneducated

curiosity which has been aroused. It is not so many

years since bits of animal organs were regarded as

essential ingredients of remedies for disease as well as

for love-philtres and charms. The heart of the tiger

or of the brave enemy was eaten to give courage to the

victors, and at the present day we find a therapeutics

advertised and exploited which is nothing less than a

return to the superstitious practices of the middle

ages. The principle is simple. If the kidney is

affected, dried kidneys of animals are administered
;

if thire is a failure of sexual powers, ovaries or testes

ate administered in the same way. It is only necessary

to locate the disorder in order at once to apply the

appropriate remedy. Charlatanism finds an easy and

profitable prey in the curious and uneducated. The

only protection against its attacks lies in more complete

education, and it is for this purpose that such a book as

that of Dr. Benjamin Harrow is useful. The author

is apparently not a medical man, but is an associate

in physiological chemistry of Columbia University.

Though the restriction of his knowledge and experience

is apparent, the book is nevertheless of value as a

dispassionate and objective statement of the facts

which are so far known as to the internal secretions.

Throughout the author maintains a proper sceptical

attitude in face of the uncritical or prejudiced state-

ments which have been put forward by clinicians as

to the influence of various preparations of the organs

involved.

There are a few errors of fact, as well as certain

questionable conclusions, which might well be omitted
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in future editions. The statement that the action of

these hormones is catalytic is unjustified and means

nothing. We cannot speak of catalysis

—

i.e. a hastening

of a chemical action—unless we have some definite

chemical action in mind. In the case of these hormones,

as in the case of drugs such as alkaloids, we have not

the remotest idea how they work. It may he that their

action is by catalysis of one or other of the reactions

which occur in the series making up the life of the cell,

but there is no evidence for or against such a statement,

and there is a distinct danger that, by putting the

action of drugs or hormones into such a category-, we may
forget our ignorance and refrain from further attempts

at an analysis of the manner in which they work.

The author seems unaware of the fact so clearh'

brought out by Pezard, that the plumage of the cock is

that of the neutral animal, desexualisation of the hen

bringing about the production of the cock's plumage,

which is left unaffected in the male by removal of the

testes. It is not correct to speak of enterokinase as a

hormone ; it is a ferment which has a definite action

on the trypsinogen secreted by the pancreas, converting

this into trypsin. Two statements are a little surpris-

ing. In explanation of the term " thyroidectomy " it is

mentioned that " dectomy " equals excision. Later on

in the book the word " secretin " is stated to be derived

from the Greek " to excite." These,.however, are minor

flaws and do not interfere with the value of the book as

a whole, which can be recommended as an interesting

and well-balanced account of the present condition of

our knowledge on the subject of internal secretions.

It is couched in such language that it will be intelligible

to any educated reader with the veriest smattering of

scientific knowledge. E. H. S.

Modern Processes of Ore-Dressing.

A Text-Book of Ore-Dressing. By Prof. S. J. Truscott.

Pp. xiH-68o. (London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd.,

1923.) 40J. net.

IN his preface Prof. Truscott states that his work is

written primarily for the service of his ownstudents

at the Royal School of Mines, and correctly observes

that such a book is needed owing to the important

development of flotation processes in recent years.

From the dedication
—

" To Almighty God, the father

of our Lord Jesus Christ "—one must infer that the

author has put forth his best efforts into the work,

and it certainly does bear evidence throughout of pains-

taking care. The matter is arranged methodically ; the

drawings and diagrams are abundant and excellent,

and their selection leaves little to be desired. The

many non-essential details which are often found in

descriptions of ore-dressing plants do not occur, and all
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the space is well employed to give the student a correct

and easy understanding of the subjects described.

The book deals first with washing and sorting

methods and appliances, then with the various types of

machines for breaking, crushing* and grinding of ores.

Next are considered the problems and appliances for

sizing by screens and by water, after which water con-

centration is described. Tlie latter half of the book

deals mainly with flotation concentration, magnetic,

electrostatic, pneumatic, and centrifugal separations.

The space devoted to flotation (one-fifth of the total

text) is indicative of the rapid growth and extreme

practical importance of this method of concentration,

which in less than twenty years has revolutionised the

treatment of low-grade ores.

On the whole, the author is to be congratulated upon

his presentation of a concise view of flotation technics

to the general student, since the subject matter is

extensive and in some aspects recondite. Under these

conditions his treatment of the practical section must

be considered satisfactory, but the chapter devoted to

the more theoretical aspects of the subject is somewhat

involved. This is scarcely to be wondered at, since a

comprehensive theory of flotation (which at almost

every point involves problems in regions of molecular

physics only partially explored) has yet to gain general

acceptance, and is still the battle-ground of two schools

of thought—those on one hand who adopt the doctrines

of the later school of cell: id chemists, seeking explana-

tions for causation based mainly on electrical theories,

and the other or physical school, which finds sufficient

explanation by the application of purely molecular

laws. Electrical theories are both proximate, as the

assumed electrical or electrostatic nature of flocculation

and deflocculation phenomena, and ultimate, in seeking

to explain the useful properties of oils and other re-

agents used in flotation in terms of the electronic

constitution of atoms and molecules. The physical

school is concerned only with the elucidation and

quantification of the molecular attractive forces exerted

between the reacting surfaces at liquid-solid contacts,

such as give rise to surface- and interfacial-tensions,

adsorption, and so on. On these grounds the pheno-

mena of flocculation and deflocculation also seem to be

more satisfactorily explained than by the electrical

hypothesis.

Prof. Truscott, however, prefers to divide his favours

between the two schools, accepting molecular attrac-

tions as explanatory of most of the flotation reactions,

but adopting the electrical hypothesis for flocculation.

The importance of the latter factor may be judged from

the generalisation, now widely accepted, that where

particles in an ore-pulp can be flocculated they can be

floated ; conversely, when they are put into the
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condition of deflocculation (suspension or pcptisation

are other terms used) flotation of such particles will be

rendered impossible. A main object of flotation is,

therefore, to flocculate the valuable mineral in a pulp,

and to deflocculate the gangue or unwanted mineral.

It may be pointed out that Brownian motion (p. 510,

para. 6) is not due to the " inherent kinetic energv'

of extremely fine particles "
; these indeed are passive

agents, their motion being imparted by the kinetic

energy of the water molecules which continuously

bombard them—as shown in Perrin's classic experi-

ments. Some other statements will provoke critical

comment and seem to require qualifications—such,

for example, as that on p. 506, where it is stated that

the necessary filming of a mineral with oil cannot be

achieved if the oil be completely emulsified. In the

form stated it is not a fact, and theoretically it seems

to overlook the phenomena of adsorption.

It should be mentioned that the book makes no

serious attempt to deal with many of the problems

which invariably confront the designers of mills, such

as grades for launders and pipes, wet and dry pulp

elevators and pumps, ore-bin construction, auto-

matic feeders, etc. This, however, cannot be regarded

as a shortcoming, and is jjerhaps to be commended,

^ for the student should not be encouraged to imagine

that he is fully competent to design a plant. It should

be sufficient for him to obtain a thorough understanding

of all ore-dressing appliances and methods in general

!^e, and it is difficult to conceive how he could obtain

1 much sound knowledge so readily, and conveniently

prepared for him, as he can in this book. Prof. Truscott

apparently refrained froTi showing partiality towards

any particular machines or methods, and has been

lutious in his references to their merits or demerits.

i'ractically everything said may be accepted as trust-

[
worthy, though a few statements noticed in respect

of metallurgical matters are not strictly correct ; for

example, that much high-grade lead ore is smelted in

reverberating furnaces, that zinc necessarily renders

slags pasty, and that lead is highly objectionable in

the retorting of zinc. Tiiese slight inaccuracies do

not, however, affect the arguments they are used to

illustrate. S. J. S.

New Works on Relativity.

I
The Maihemaltcal Theory of Relativily. By Prof. A. S.

Eddington. Pp. ix + 247. (Cambridge: At the

University Press, 1923.) 20s. net.

The Principle of Relativity with Applications to Physical

Science. By Prof. A. N. Whitehead. Pp. xii + 190.

(Cambridge : At the University Press, 1922.)

105. 6d. net.
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The Meaning oj Relativity : Four Lectures delivered at

Princeton University, May igsr. By Albert Ein-

stein. Translated by Prof. Edwin Plimpton Adams.

Pp. v + 123. (London: Methuen and Co., Ltd.,

1922.) 55. net.

Modern Electrical Theory : Supplementary Chapters.

By Dr. Norman R. Campbell. Chapter XVI. :

Relativity. (Cambridge Physical Series.) Pp.

viii + ii6. (Cambridge: At the University Press,

1923.) is. 6d. net.

La Thiorie de la relativiti d'Einstein et ses bases

physiques : exposi ilimentaire. Par Max Born.

Traduit de I'allemand d'apres la seconde edition par

Dr. F.-A. Finkelstein et J.-G. Verdier. Pp. xi-t-339.

(Paris : Gauthier-Villars et Cie, 1923.) 25 francs.

The General Principle of Relativity in its Philosophical

and Historical Aspect. By Prof. II. Wildon Carr.

Second edition, revised and enlarged. Pp. viii + 200.

(London : Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 75. 6d.

net.

The Theory of General Relativity and Gravitation :

Based on a Course oj Lectures delivered at the Confer-

ence on Recent Advances in Physics held at the Uni-

versity of Toronto, in January igsr . By Dr. Ludwik

Silberstein. Pp. vi -1-141. (Toronto: University of

Toronto Press, 1922.) 2.50 dollars.

The Mathematical Theory oj Relativity. By Prof. A.

Kopff. Translated by Prof. H. Levy. Pp. viii -t- 214.

(London: Methuen and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 85. 6(/. net.

Vector Analysis and the Theory oj Relativity. By Prof.

Francis D. Murnaghan. Pp. .x+i25. (Baltimore:

The Johns Hopkins Press, 1922.) n.p.

L'ividence de la thiorie d'Einstein. Par Prof. Paul

Drumaux. Pp. 72. (Paris : J. Hermann, 1923.)

6 francs.

OF all the books on the Principle of Relativity

which it has been our good and ill fortune to

peruse during the last three years, there are none

which have given such food for thought as those of

Profs. Eddington and Whitehead. Other books, and

their name is legion, fall into several well-defined

classes. .Among those before us are two serious

and well-executed books addressed to students of ex-

perimental physics by Dr. Norman Campbell and Dr.

Max Born. We are glad to note a cessation of the

flood of popular accounts in which, mainly without

success, more and less well-equipped writers have felt

called upon to try their skill at hitting off the average

man's understanding. Then there are the books in

which metaphysicians have told us the effect which

their reading around the subject, largely in semi-

popular treatises, has had upon their thinking in regard

to theology, sociology, and things in general. To this

very important branch of the literature Prof. Wildon

.\ I
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Carr adds a new edition of his valuable book, which he

has extended by a new chapter giving a more detailed

description of Einstein's theory. Then there is a group

of bare expositions of Einstein's theory, following closelv

his published work, with little digression or reflection.

To this class belong the works of Drs. Silberstein and

Kopff, which are mainly a record of lectures given by

the authors in Toronto and Heidelberg respectively.

Einstein's own volume, entitled "The Meaning of

Relativity," is disappointing, as it falls straight into

the same group, and gives us little more light on the

meaning of relativity, save a re-emphasis that it is

mainly a matter of mathematics. Prof. Murnaghan

in his volume is more specially concerned with the

pure mathematics, and seeks to lessen the difficulties

of " The Absolute Differential Calculus " in any

number of dimensions by tracing the whole subject

through in an elementary manner. Prof. Drumaux
writes a bright, readable, and well-balanced account

of the theory ; his general conclusions are admirable.

But the latest works of Profs. Eddington and White-

head have characters of their own. We are exceed-

ingly -glad to have kept Prof. Whitehead's book

by us until we have had an opportunity of seeing in

book form the matured results of Prof. Eddington's

mathematical investigations and his speculations as to

the interpretation to be placed upon it all. We should

recommend all those who are puzzled by the higher

flights of his imagination to sit down to Prof. White-

head's book, and after worrying through his first four

chapters on physical principles to come back to Prof.

Eddington and reconsider what he has to say. For

while we yield to no one in our admiration for the

work whicli the latter has done in emphasising the

necessity for a thorough revision of the basic ideas of

physical science, there remains an oljstinate feeling

that some of the more fascinating glimpses which he

gives us may not stand a thorough logical examination.

Prof. Whitehead, on the other hand, is a conservative.

He acknowledges and presupposes the magnificent

stroke of genius by which Einstein and Minkowski

assimilated time and space, but, as he says, " The

worst homage we can pay to genius is to accept un-

critically formulations of truths which we owe to it."

Accordingly, the major part of his book is devoted

to a logical consideration of the spatio-temporal

character of events. Chapter II. consists of a lecture

on " The Relatedness of Nature," given to the Royal

Society of Edinburgh. It emphasises the fact that in

our contemplation of Nature we are regarding events

and processes. Descartes considered " stuff " (matter

ether) as being separable from the concept of process,

realising itself at an instant, without duration ; and

to him " extension " was an abstract from the more
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concrete concept of " stuff." Space is thus essentially

dissociated from time. But if, as Prof. Whitehead does,

we find in events the ultimate repositories of the varied

individualities in Nature, then we obtain the four-dimen-

sional space-time as an abstract from those events.

Space and time are thus correlative abstractions which

can be made in different ways, each way representing

a real property of Nature. The '' event " or " point-

event " which is made fundamental by many writers

is therefore a pure abstraction, a fundamental element

in the deductive and synthetic conceptual model which

we have formed of Nature, holding the .same place in

it as the " point " in Euclid's elements of geometry.

So far we should find complete agreement between

Einstein, Minkowski, Eddington, and Whitehead. It

is when we come to the next chapter that we begin to

feel that new ground is being broken, for Prof. White-

head has perceived that the careful scrutiny of funda-

mental ideas necessitated by this unification of space

and time has not yet been thoroughly carried out.

The whole question of the nature of measurement and

how it is at all possible has to be tackled, and we must

begin by analysing the notion of " equality." In

accordance with the ideas above, the fundamental

step must be the matching, not of permanent bodies,

but of passing events. " How time is to be got from the

relations of permanent bodies completely puzzles me."
" Why this pathetic trust in the yard measure and the

clock ? " he exclaims. So, starting from the simple

idea of equality, we are led on into all those speculations

concerning the character of the universe which have

been raised by Einstein's theory.

We are left at the end of this chapter wilh a sense

that " equality " and " measurement," far from being

the sure foundation of physics, are either crude and

primitive modes of experimentation or else the finishing

touches to a wonderfully wrought conceptual picture of

Nature. Here we think Prof. Whitehead and Prof.

Eddington will be in sharp disagreement, and here we

think remains still much room for clear exposition and

hard thinking. While we welcome Prof. Eddington's

authoritative exposition of the mathematical theory

of relativity, our doubts as to the logic of his fascinat-

ing general account of the theory are confirmed.

In the first section the fundamental hypothesis is

stated that " everything we can know about a con-

figuration of events is contained in a relation of ex-

tension between pairs of events. This relation is

called the interval." The equality of intervals is to

be tested observationally. We are told to take a

configuration of events, namely, a measuring-scale, and

lay it over a distance AB, and observe that A and B
coincide with two particular events P, Q (scale-divi-

sions). It seems to us that a scale-division is not an
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event at all, but a world-line or chain of events.

We are then to do the same to a distance CD, and

so prove the equality of the distances AB and CD.

We are told that in this e.xperiment time is not

involved, and to conclude that in space apart from

time the test of equality of distance is equality of in-

terval. Yet the essence of a mcasuring-srale is its

permanence in time. We stumble badly over these

openinir paragraphs, and are glad to get on to the

mathematical developments where all goes smoothly.

The same confusion of thought, as it seems to us,

occurs again in the interpretation of Einstein's law of

gravitation which is I'rof. Eddington's own (§ 66).

Einstein's law is equivalent to the statement that the

radius of spherical curvature of the three-dimensional

section of the world at right angles to any direction in

the four-dimensional continuum has the same constant

length J{i/\). A " more precise statement of this

result " is said to be that " the radius of curvature of

the world at any point and in any direction is in con-

stant proportion to the length of a specified material

unit placed at the same point and orientated in the

same direction." In this more precise statement the

word direction is used in the first instance for a direc-

tion in the four-dimensional world, but " the length of

a specified material unit placed at the same point and

orientated in the same direction" can only be inter-

preted as referring to three dimensions.

We do not raise these criticisms in any captious

spirit. We believe there is a great deal to be said in

favour of the general point of \iew stressed by Prof.

Eddington that the uniformities revealed in Nature by

physical experiment would not have been found if our

physical measurements had not been made with ajjpar-

atus which is itself part of Nature and is therefore per-

vaded by the universal relations. But the picturesque

and concise language employed from time to time in this

book may only too easily persuade the reader that he has

understood when he has in reality only shirked the issue.

Thus, after thanking the author for his very complete

account of the existing state of the theory and its

speculative developments, we return almost gladly to

Prof. Whitehead's conservatism, and read his chapter on

some " Principles of Physical Science." We are almost

grateful for his old - fashioned belief in the funda-

mental character of simultaneity, adapted to the novel

outlook by the qualification that the meaning of

simultaneity may be difterenl in different individual

experiences. We admire his cautious tread along these

unexplored paths, and we should welcome him as our

critic in the task that urgently needs undertaking, of

examining the precise position to be allotted to the

notion of " measurement " in the conceptual universe

of the relativist.
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Fossil Mammals from Bolivia.

Mammijeres /ossiles de Tarija. Par Prof. M. Boule,

avec la collaboration d'.A. Thevenin. (Mission

scientifique G. de Crequi-Montfort et E. Senechal

de la Grange.) Pp. vii-h 255 + 27 planches. (Paris :

II. Le Soudier, 1920.)

FOR more than three hundred years a great

accumulation of bones has been known in the

liighlands of Bolivia near the small town of Tarija.

The bones are scattered in confusion through a deposit

of sandy mud, the parts of a skeleton rarely in natural

association ; and they are often well exposed in the

little ravines which mountain torrents and streams

have cut through the deposit in all directions. During

the final years of the last century a large collection of

the specimens was made by some local residents,

-Messrs. Ecliazu, and when the Marquis de Crequi-

Montfort was exploring the country in 1903 he pur-

chased this collection, and eventually gave it to the

National Museum of Natural History in Paris. The

Marquis has now generously pro\-ided the means for

the publication of the handsome volume before us, in

which Prof. Boule, assisted partly b)- the late M.

Thevenin, makes the new discoveries available for

science. The work is dated 1920, but was only dis-

tributed last year.

All the bones in the deposit at Tarija belong to

mammals, most of them large, closely resembling those

found in the sand and mud of the pampa of .\rgentina

and in the caves of Brazil. They date back either to

the latter part of the Pliocene or to the early part of

the Pleistocene period, and are therefore of special

interest, because they represent the time when the

mastodons, tapirs, horses, llamas, deer, peccaries, and

higher carnivores had just come south from the northern

hemisphere over the newly-emerged land of central

.\merica. and had mingled with the strange edentates,

rodents, to.xodonts, and macrauchenias which were

indigenous to South America, and .soon became, for

the most part, exterminated in their rivalry with the

invaders. Altogether, thirty-five species of large size

are represented, and their remains are described in

detail by Prof. Boule, with the aid both of beautiful

plates in photogravure and of numerous effective text-

figures.

The individuals of several species are rather small

compared with the corresponding forms found in the

Argentine pampa and other favoured regions, for

Tarija is at present nearly 2000 metres aiwve the sea,

and even at the beginning of the Pleistocene period,

when the ele\-ation was possibly less, the conditions

cannot have been very genial. When the assemblage

of animals in question was living in that country.
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however, there must have been both greater warmth

and more moisture to provide sufficient vegetation.

The mastodons, tapirs, and perhaps macrauchenias,

must have inhabited damp forests on the edge of

swamps. The giant ground-sloths. Megatherium and

Mylodon, could scarcely exist without forest vegeta-

tion. The numerous and varied small horses and

llamas were as usual adapted for life on grassy plains.

The Glyptodon was also probably a feeder on grass,

and the Toxodon, which may have fed on dry scrub,

seems to have been comparatively rare. When con-

ditions began to approach those now met with at

Tarija, all these animals would be either exterminated

or driven to lower regions.

Like all his other descriptive works. Prof. Boule's

account of the mammalian remains from Tarija is

much more than a technical treatise. It summarises

and briefly discusses our knowledge of the evolution

of most of the groups represented. It teems with

facts and suggestions which will interest isoth zoologists

and geologists. It is a most valuable contribution to

palaeontological science. A. S. W.

Our Bookshelf.

The Journal of the Institute of Metals. Edited by G.
Shaw Scott. Vol. 28. Pp. ix+ioio. (London:
The Institute of Metals, 1922.) 31.$. 6d. net.

The new volume of the Journal of this Institute is yery
bulky, owing to an increase in the number of pages
occupied by papers and also in that of the abstracts.

Two general lectures are included, one being by Sir

Ernest Rutherford on the relation of the elements, and
the other by Dr. Hutton on motion study and voca-
tional training, the latter subject being a new one in

this connexion. The sixth report to the Corrosion
Committee is mainly concerned with the influence of

colloidal corrosion products on the process, and con-
tains much interesting matter, although the theory
remains in a very imperfect state. The authors do not
commit themselves to the support of any of the theories

proposed in this field, and consider that several different

processes are possible. A further contribution to the
subject of the age-hardening of the light aluminium
alloys is made by members of the staff of the National
Physical Laboratory-, and the hypothesis originally pro-
posed to account for ageing is confirmed by the newer
work. Several other papers deal w-ith the properties
of aluminium and its alloys. A curious binary system
is that studied by Mr. M. Cook. The alloys of' anti-

mony and bismuth form a continuous series of solid

solutions when allowed to solidify slowly, but if, by
rapid cooling, a heterogeneous structure is obtained,
prolonged annealing does not lead to diffusion. This
paper contains some excellent photo-micrographs.
Other papers include a general survey of cutectics by
Mr. F. L. Brady, and a method of deriving a value for

the absolute hardness of metals from the Brinell test

b)- Mr. F. W. Harris,'as well as several contributions
on technical matters.
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The abstracts section shows a great increase in bulk,

and the literature of metallurgy has evidently been

searched very thoroughly ; but some space might be

saved by the avoidance of duplication, and by omitting

papers which are merely popular summaries of existing

knowledge, containing nothing hew. It is always

difficult to decide where the line should be drawn in

such cases, but the fact that the present volume extends

to more than 1000 pages proves that discretion is

desirable in the admission of abstracts to this important

Journal.

The Gold-Headed Cane. By Dr. William Macmichael.

A new edition, with an Introduction and Annotations

by George C. Peachey. Pp. xxiii + 195 + 5 plates.

(London : Henry Kimpton, 1923.) 185. net.

We recently directed attention to an edition of the
" Gold-Headed Cane " edited by Dr. F. R. Packard of

Philadelphia (see Nature, March 3, p. 281). The
present volume, which represents the fifth edition of the

work, is edited by Dr. George C. Peachey, who is well

known in the medical world as the historian of St.

George's Hospital and as a writer of various articles of

medico-historical interest. In a scholarly introduction

Dr. Peachey points out that the only two discoveries of

real value which had issued from English thought before

the Restoration were the work of physicians, namely,

the discovery of terrestrial magnetism by Gilbert in

1603 and the demonstration of the circulation of the

lilood by Harvey in 1628. In the later period, however,

and notably with the death of Sydenham in 1689, the

year in which the autobiography of the " Gold-Headed
Cane " begins, the leading physicians of the period

whose lives are related by the Cane were remarkable

for their success in practice rather than for any impor-

tant additions they made to knowledge. No important

conlributions were made to medical literature by
Radcliffe, Mead, Askew, or Pitcairn. An exception,

however, must be made in favour of Matthew Baillie,

whose position in the history of medicine as the first

great English pathologist is not mentioned by Dr.

Peachey.

The present edition, which is more sumptuous than

any of its predecessors, contains in addition to the

original illustrations six fine photogravure portraits of

Radcliffe, Mead, Askew, the Pitcairns, and Baillie.

Everyday Life in the New Stone, Bronze, and Early Iron

Ages. Written and Illustrated by Marjorie and
C. H. B. Quennell. (The Ever3day Life Series, II.)

Pp. x-t-119. (London: B. T. Batsford, Ltd., n.d.)

y. net.

Mr. and Mrs. Quennell must have found their little

review of the Neolithic and succeeding .Vges vastly more
difficult to write than their earlier book on the Old Stone

.\ge. Not only is the material more heterogeneous in

character and more widely scattered, but on many
points with which they have had to deal summarily
there is also a lack of agreement among archaeologists.

The limitations of space and the requirements of their

public ha\'e precluded any discussion of controversial

matters. To liear this in mind is to disarm criticism on

points which, in a more ambitious undertaking, might
call for extended discussion.

Notwithstanding the vast amount of ground which
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has been covered and the mass of material which they

have had to bring witliin the compass of their little

book, the authors have produced an excellent and very

readable popular account of the peoples of the later

prehistoric ages in North-Western Europe and, in

particular, of Britain. Without entering into detailed

criticism, it may be suggested that more stress might
have been laid upon early trade connexions between
Britain and the Baltic and their bearing upon the

archaeological and ethnological problem. The synoptic

chronological chart of ancient civilisations in parallel

columns will be invaluable to those who have not made a

special study of prehistoric archaeology.

Der fossile Mensch. Von E. Werth. Zweiter Teil.

Pp. 337-576. (Berlin : Gebriider Borntraeger, n.d.)

125. M.

This is the second part of a comprehensive treatise on

the handiwork of early man. It begins with the middle

of a sentence on p. 337 and ends in a similar way on

p. 576, and the re\'iewer has not seen what went before

or came after these broken sentences. The volume
consists of a very detailed and exceptionally well,

illustrated account of palaeolithic flint implements, and
gives information relating to the extinct fossil animals

and plants associated with the various t)pes of im-

plements and to the problems of the glacial periods.

Throughout the book very full bibliographical

references are given to memoirs written in the German
language, and occasionally to those written in French

;

but works written in English and information which

can only be obtained at first hand in I*'nglish memoirs,

such, for example, as that relating to the discoveries at

Piltdovvn and elsewhere in Britain, are wholly ignored.

-Moreover, the \\e\\s expressed in the book are strictly

orthodox, and the author is very cautious in referring to

matters which do not fall into the old scheme of inter-

pretation adopted by him.

Although the work is called " Der fossile Mensch,"

there is, at any rate in this part, no reference to the

fossilised remains of man. Tlie book is a valuable

work of reference for flint implements and for German
ideas regarding problems of chronology. The author

refers Pithecanthropus to the oldest interglacial period

and assigns the Cromer Forest-bed to the same horizon.

G. Elliot Smith.

The Andover District : an Account of Sheet 28j oj the

One-inch Ordnance Map (Small Sheet Series). By
O. G. S. Crawford. (Oxford Geographical Studies.)

Pp. 99. (Oxford : Clarendon Press ; London :

Oxford University Press, 1922.) 75. 6d. net.

Mr. Crawford's memoir covers an area which, as he
points out, is not particularly well adapted to treat-

ment on the lines of natural regions. In the main he

contents himself with indicating the larger divisions,

and has taken his units chiefly on a geological basis.

On these lines he divides the area into three main
natural regions—Andover, the belt of high ground
between Basingstoke and Savernakc, which is crossed

by the Winchester and Newbury Road, and the Vale

I
of Kingsclere. In addition, a portion of the London
Tertiary basin and of the Vale of Pewsey come into the

north-east and north-west corners respectively. Each
of these is studied in detail in respect of its physical
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and economic aspects. In the latter section Mr.
Crawford deals with a subject which in part he has made
peculiarly his own, and his analysis of the relations of

prehistoric Roman and modem settlements and of

early and recent lines of communication in this area
will be highly appreciated by archaeologists and
students of topography.

A number of useful appendices deal with such
subjects as measurements, grouping of parishes, pre-

historic sites, Anglo-Saxon bounds, forest regions,

place-names, and the like. The volume is well illus-

trated b)' photographs and numerous plans prepared
from the C)rdnance Map.

Air Ministry : Meteorological Office. The Marine
Obsemer's Handbook. Third edition (with correc-

tions to September, 1922). (M.O. 218.) Pp. iv + 99.
(London : H.M. Stationerj- Office, 192a.) 55. net.

This iiook is prepared exclusively for the use of navi-
gators and seamen who keep a record of the weather

;

it is especially intended for the mercantile marine.
There are many essentials in the keeping of the Meteoro-
logical Log for the Meteorological Office, among which
may be mentioned the uniformity of scales, much of

which is new to the ordinary navigator. Instruments,
if re(]uired, are loaned l)y the Meteorological Office, which
in return for the instruments supplied claims possession
of the Meteorological Log. Among the observations
required are wind direction and force, barometer,
temperature of air and sea, cloud, weather, state of

sea, the set and rate of current, and other features of

interest. The handbook shows how the obser\-ations

should be made, and how the results arc used for the

advantage of seamen and others.

The present-day navigator lias many advantages
quite unknown to navigators in b\'gone days, especially

with respect to wireless reports, which enable any
captain afloat to make for himself by the aid of

messages from other adjacent vessels a sjnchronous
chart showing the weather conditions by which he is

surrounded. Storms may thus be avoided, and ad-
vantage can be taken of favourable weather conditions.

C. H.

Cours de chimie inorganique. Par Prof. Fred. Swarts.
Troisieme edition, revue et augmentee. Pp. iv + 734.
(Bruxelles : M. Lamertin, 1922.) 50 francs.

The third edition of Prof. F. Swarts' " Cours de chimie
inorganique " includes new matter dealing with the
constitution of the atom, isotopes, and catalysis. It

is perhaps the best book of its type that has appeared
in French, but English students would probably prefer

to learn chemistry from text-books of similar scope
published in their own language.

Outlines of Theoretical Chemistry. By Prof. Frederick
II. Getman. Third edition, thoroughly revised and
enlarged. Pp. xi + 625. (New York : J. Wiley and
Sons, Inc. ; London : Chapman and Hall, Ltd.,

1922.) lis. 6d. net.

Prof. Gf.tman's " Outlines of Theoretical Chemistry,"
which appeared just before the War, received a drastic

revision in 1918. The third edition has been brought
up-to-date by the inclusion of recent work on isotopes

and on atomic structure, but retains most of the
features of the preceding edition.
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Letters to the Editor.

\The Editor does 710I hold himself responsible for
opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to leturn, nor to correspond with
the writers of rejected tnanuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymoids communications^

Gravitation and Light-Pressure in Spiral Nebulae.

Prof. Lindemann's idea that the spiral nebulae

may be clouds of particles small enough to be repelled

bv light is of considerable interest. But we must re-

member that light carries with it another potential

influence which it exerts when it encounters matter,
namely, the power of ejecting an electron with an
energy of the same order as that of the electron

responsible for the light. Star-light, therefore,

should be able to eject electrons with enormous
energy ; and this kind of induced radio-activity may
have several partly unforeseen results. A stellar

variety of spectrum is one of them, if a continuous
spectrum can be composed of a multitude of fine lines,

with gaps only where the specific exciting radiation
was absent.

I'npolarised self-luminosity is surely more likely

than mere reflection of incident light. The reddened
light from the centre, observed by ISIr. Reynolds,
might well be a sunset effect, due to vision through a
number of small blue-reflecting particles ; the pheno-
menon does not harmonise so well with the idea of

borrowed light.

I suppose that Dr. Jeans's spiral polar arms might
occur in a Lindemann cloud as in any other enormous
quasi-gaseous mass.
The fact that some few of these nebulae are approach-

ing the galaxy, instead of rapidly receding, may be
accounted for by the suggestion that in these few
the particles have aggregated into larger groups (as

they may under some kinds of electrification), so

that gra\itation once more predominates over light-

pressure.
The excessive transparency of space seems limited

to our own extensive neighbourhood, for in remote
regions opacity will set in sooner or later, and all

stray radiation—however enfeebled by distance

—

will sooner or later be re-absorbed, with perhaps
exciting and generative material consequences. The
birth as well as the death of matter seems not hope-
lessly beyond our scope. Oliver J. Lodge.

Breeding Experiments on the Inheritance of

Acquired Characters.

Although I agree with Dr. Kammerer in holding
the opinion that somatic modifications do, sooner or
later, affect the gametes or reproductive cells in such
a way as to produce an inherited development of a
corresponding change of structure, I regret that the
evidence presented in his lecture printed in Nature
of May 12 is in some respects open to the objection
that it is not in accordance with the present state of

biological knowledge. Another objection, which may
be partly due to the fact that the lecture is only a
brief summary, is that the evitlence does not include
sufficient detail, or precise comparison with controls.

For example, Dr. Kammerer states that " Thanks
to its enclosing membrane, the ovary of the Sala-

mandra can be removed from the surrounding tissue

as a whole," which, according to the context, is not
the case with the ovary of birds. I have never
heard hitherto of the existence of an enclosed ovary
in any amphibian. I'nless I am altogether mis-

taken, the germinal surface of the ovary is exposed to

the coelom in Salamandra as in other Amphibia, and
the ova escape through this surface as they do in

birds, and not into an internal cavity of the ovary as,

e.g., in teleostean fishes. If the latter were the case

it would be very difficult to understand how ovarian
transplantation could be carried out as in Kammerer's
experiments.
The fact that Mendelian segregation occurs when

naturally spotted Salamandra is crossed with
naturally striped Salamandra, but not when it is

crossed with experimentally striped specimens,
suggests that in the former case the striped character
is gametic, while in the latter it is not. But if the
experimentally striped character is not gametic, what
becomes of the heredity ? Kammerer says doubtless

both are inherited, but the long-established character
obeys the Mendelian law, the new character does not.

But T. H. Morgan has shown that new gametic
characters in Drosophila obey Mendelian laws from
their first appearance. Newness or oldness has
nothing to do with Mendelism. A slight degree of

heredity is possible, then the experimental striping

causes only a slight change in the gametes. Then I

presume the natural striping has been caused by
exposure to vellow surroundings (soil) for thousands
of generations and has become completely gametic,
or almost so.

The difference in Mendelian behaviour then would
be due to the fact that the natural striping is almost
entirely gametic, the experimental striping almost
entirely somatic. Such a result would agree with
the result of my own experiments on the production
of pigment on the lower sides of flat-fishes, supposing
it to be true that spotted salamanders occur in

Nature on dark ground, striped (yellow) specimens
on light or yellow ground.
On the other hand, in the experiments on the

results of ovarian transplantation Kammerer puts
forth the extraordinary conclusion that the soma of

the naturally striped female has no influence on the
ova derived from a spotted female, but the artificially

striped soma makes the ova derived from a naturally

spotted female behave as though they came from
a striped female. Here we have a complete gametic
change d\ie to somatic influence, while accortiing to

the Mendelian experiments there was little or no evi-

dence of gametic change. Such contradictory results

mav be true, but it woukl require a great deal of corro-

boration to prove them.
Kammerer states that the case of Ciona intestinalis

affords an cxperimeniitin cnicis. He certainly ex-

hibited photographs of living Ciona in the parents
of which the siphons had been several times am-
putated. In these young specimens the siphons

were "monstrously long," and had been so "from
birth." Putting aside the fact that Ciona is not, I

believe, viviparous, where were the controls ? I have
a very strong suspicion that all young Ciona when
extended under favourable conditions (e.g. supply
of oxygen and food) have " monstrously long

"

siphons. The evidence required is a large number
of exact measurements, under the same conditions,

of the siphons in the young of parents which were
subjected to amputation, and in those of uninjured
parents. J. T. Cunningham.

East London College, Mile End, E.,

Mav 12.

Vertical Change of Wind and Tropical Cyclones.

The first step towards forming an opinion about
the physical processes which operate in the formation
and maintenance of tropical cyclones is a clear

NO. 2795, VOL. I I l]
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understanding of the structure of the atmosphere in
which the formation takes place. A feature of the
atmospheric structure which is gradually asserting
itself is the resilience of stratification due to the
increase of potential temperature with height. We
have always recognised isothermal structure as
stable, still more so an inversion of lapse rate ; but,
when one thinks of it, it is clear that the datum for
stability is the lapse rate of the saturation adiabatic
for upward movement, and that of the dry adiabatic
for downward movement. Anything on the iso-

thermal side of these lines implies stability and
resilience upon displacement, gradually and con-
tinuously increa.sing up to the isothermal condition
and beyond that to inversion.

Since the stratification is only disturbed by
saturated air sufficiently warm, the successive layers
of the atmosphere in ordinary conditions may be
regarded as independent layers, easily capable of
motion along surfaces of equipotential temperature,
but unable to move up or down across those surfaces.
In this respect the layers are like a pack of cards,
deformable with a certain amount of resilience, very
slippery, but not interpenetrablc. The impenetra-
bility of one layer by another is quite inexorable at
the bottom, where there is a discontinuity of density
between land or water and air, and at the top of the
troposphere, where there is thermodynamic dis-

continuity no less effective in the end, though the
effort involves much greater sacrifice in the way of
displacement required to produce the necessary

. resilience. Between these two extremes of resilience
the surfaces of equipotential temperature are nearly
horizontal. Expression is usually given to the
principle of resilience by regarding the motion in
any layer as being limited to the horizontal. Of
course, the limitation excludes the cases of penetrative
convection which sometimes occur, and also the eddy
effects due to the motion of a layer relative to the

[
next above or below. But one is as rare as heavy
rainfall, and the other, though never absent, is very
small in magnitude. Thus for a first survey both
may be left out of account.

Also, to begin with, it is best to think of the atmo-
sphere as made up of a number of layers of finite

thickness, and not attempt the gradation of an
infinite number of layers of infinitesimal thickness.
There is often a natural sortiog of the structure into
irregular strata ; but, for the moment, let us think
of twenty layers each half a kilometre thick between
the ground and the stratosphere, the two boundaries
the resilience of which must eventually balance the
internal stresses of a quasi - permanent cvclonic
vortex.
The motion in each of the twenty layers except

the lowest will adjust itself to the distribution of
pressure in that layer. The law of the lowest stratum
is different. In consequence of surface friction there
is a flow across the isobars, with all the disturbing
consequences thereof.

As we regard the undisturbed me<iium as a pile
of twenty horizontal layers, so we must regard a
cyclonic system as made up of a number of in-
dependent layers. We must consider the vortical
motion produced in the medium as twenty separate
rotating discs, not as a unified rotating column.
There is practically nothing in the structure to
prevent the slipping of one disc of revolving fluid
over another to any extent. The unit of cyclonic
activity is not a column reaching from earth to
heaven, but a layer, say half a kilometre thick, with
a mass of fluid revolving according to its own laws
between the upper and lower boundaries.

In these circumstances, if the centres of the revolv-
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ing masses were accurately superposed to begin with,

it would be a marvel of Nature if they remained so.

Since pressure is transmitted, the displacement of
one would alter the distribution of pressure for all

beneath, the inflow at the bottom would affect the
mass-distribution of those immediately above, and
the relative motion at the surfaces of separation
would add further complications.

If all this be correct, what might once have been
a vertical revolving column, in a stream of which
the velocity varied with height, would soon have
become a number of separate and more or less

degraded revolving discs. If there happened to be
a thick enough layer in the original medium without
any height-change of velocity, there might be enough
organised rotational energy to preserve the original

identity : otherwise the energy would soon be lost

in eddies and ultimately in frictional heat.

I am not sure whether Mr. Banerji (Nature,
May i<), p. 668) realises that that was the kind of

structure which I had vaguely in mind three years
ago when I wrote the remarks in Geophysical Memoir,
19, to wliich he refers. The lapse of time has enabled
me perhaps to think it out more clearly and to

develop further the condition for no change of velocity

with height. If one imagines a number of masses of

saturated air overcoming the resilience locally, pass-

ing through a series of superposed layers of air and
removing therefrom automatically, by eviction, a
vast quantity of air amounting in the aggregate to

millions of tons, each layer must set up its own
scheme of pressure and rotation independently of the
others. As a means of making a rotating column
the experiment could scarcely succeed if, by the
time that the removal was complete, the centres of

the upper systems were displaced horizontally a long
way from the lowest ; the superposed pressures and
the incidental relative motions would certainly spoil

I
the symmetry and in time destroy the unity of the

I

system.
The monsoon winds, of the peculiar behaviour of

which Mr. Banerji speaks as being sufficient to

account for the movements of the cyclonic storms
in Indian seas, belong to the lowest kilometre and
are therefore not properly amenable to the distribu-

tion of pressure. To my mind surface winds are

primarily disturbers and destroyers of ordered
vortical motion. A well-organi.sed cyclone may
succeed in feeding on their energy and thus increasing

its own vigour in the way which Dr. I''ujiwhara

described recently to the Royal Meteorological

Society. In Geophysical Memoir, 19, I was not
dealing with that part of the subject, but only with
tbe initial stages of the creation of the vortex.

Napier Shaw.
April 27.

The Relation of Actinium to Uranium.

At present the most likely view of the origin of

the actinium series is that uranium II undergoes a
dual change in which about 06 per cent, of atoms
form ionium and the radium series, and the remainder
form uranium Y, the product of wliich, proto-actinium,

is the parent of the actinium series. An alternative

view is that uranium I undergoes the dual change.

In i<)i7 Ficcard from a consideration of the Gciger-

Nuttall relation put forward the view that the

actinium series might arise from an isotope of uranium,
actino-uranium, of atomic weight 240, present in

ordinarv uranium to the e.xtent of about 8 per cent.

Partlv from experimental work carried out by .Mr.

W. P. Widdowson and myself, and partly from a

survey of certain general relations in radio-activity.
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I have come to a different view, which I think re-

presents the facts more adequately than these others.

I agree with Piccard in thinking that the parent
substance of the actinium series is an isotope of

uranium, of atomic weight 240, not genetically
connected with it ; but differ principally in thinking
the atomic weight of actinium is not 232, and that
uranium Y is not the immediate parent of proto-
actinium.
The scheme is as follows ;

Element.
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Vision and Llglit Sensitiveness.

Ik my former letter (Nature, April 14, p. 498) ]

endeavoured to a\oid dogmatism on this very
obscure subject, and aimed rather at stimulating
further research in what seems to be a phenomenon
of great importance Though 1 go all the way with
Mr. I^ocket (N'aturic, April 28, p. 570) in cautioning
the utmost reserve in accepting my hypothesis,
especially as, in my letter, it is supported, and
designedly so, by no more definite evidence than the
tlicking of a fly; still, in the interests of research,
I feel called upon to add some comments to his
letter.

I have collected a large mass of evidence which,
however, cannot be published yet, as it is far from
complete. .Moreover, as much of it appears to
contradict the conclusions of great authorities, some
of whom Mr. Locket mentions, it obviouslv cannot
be urged until I have repeated each essential portion
of it more than once, and explored in each experiment
every possibility.

First of all, then, I submit that it is of the utmost
importance to differentiate clearly between sensitive-
ness to light and vision, both in experiment and in
deduction

; for vision is by means of eyes, light
sensitiveness not necessarily so. Plateau has proved
(Journal de t'Anat. et de la Physiol., 1886, p. 431) that
certain myriapods distinguish between light and
darkness by the general surface of the skin ; though
Forel and Lord Avebury have proved this not to
be the case with ants, 'it would be interesting to
know if it is so in Typhlopone, where there are no eyes.
^^'herevc^ there are eyes I think we may, for the
present, assume that there is sensitiveness to light, but
this is far different from presuming that there is vision.
I have been unable to discover any evidence for vision
in the Epeirje studied, or in Te'genaria domestica or
Agelena labyrintheca, when proper precautions have
been taken. 1 n these instances a fly, with the wings cut
off, will not disturb them ; but, if the fly have wings or
stumps of wings with which it can buzz in the forceps
then the case is ver>' different. The necessity for
taking every precaution may be shown by the extreme
sensitiveness of T. domestica to the' presence of
carbon dioxide, so that even slight breathing on
the specimen causes movement. Though this spider
will revive after a collapse of five minutes in a
vacuum at 6 mm. of mercury, though it will live for
some minutes apparently with comfort in coal gas,
an atmosphere of carbon dioxide kills it instantly.

.•\nother precaution, most essential to success, is
to avoid casting shadows on the animal under
observation

;
in the case of the black-bellied taran-

tula (Lycosa narbonnensis), and in ver\- many others,
there is a manifest seeking for light.' This' is most
apparent when the young are on the parent's back.
Here, possibly, lies the solution of this enigma.
This spider carries her young on her back with, so
far as I can see, no food for about six months. These
fasting j'oungsters grow strong, expend energy, and
certainly do not become emaciated. Do they get
their energy from the air alone ? Do they possibly
get it from the sun, as vegetable life does? I
cannot yet answer this. Here the investigation would
extend from the pigment-spot in Euglena viridis to the
facts of modern heliotherapy.

Turning to Mr. Locket's remarks on the ants, the
species employed for the most part were Formica
fusca and F. sanguinea. In these insects Forel (Rec.
Zoolog. Suisse, 1887) has proved that there is normally
sensitiveness to light which is destroyed by varnishin'g
the eyes, and Lord Avebury mentions (

" Ants, Bees,
and Wasps," 13th edition, 'p. 405) their sensitiveness

.11]

to ' ultra-violet rays much beyond our limits of
vision." This same authority says quite plainly
{op. cit. pp. 273, 272, 266, 256, 251) of Lasius niger
that, though it seems clear that they are helped
by sight," they do not trust much to their eyes
and are " little guided by . . . surrounding objects

''

In another experiment, " if .she [the antl were much
aided by .sight, then slie would have had little
difficulty in finding her way back." On the other
hand, he concludes from further work (pp 268 270)
that by altering the position of the lights " the ant
went wrong." and that, " in determining their
course the ants are greatly influenced bv the direction
of the light." Here the difference between mere
light sensitiveness and vision is strongly supported

Forel's experiment (" Senses of Insects," pp
124-128), noted by Mr. Locket, had seemed to me
conclusive until I repeated it, taking care to supply
several control ants the eyes of which were varnished
with a transparent fluid. From the results I concluded
that the difficulty in finding home was as much
due to the annoyance of being handled and varnished
as to being hoodwinked.
When working on the flies, including both species

mentioned by Mr. Locket, I did not varnish the
eyes

;
I used a second sheet of glass between the

tl\- s back and the mo%ing object. Still this experi-
ment with the second glass was not repeated often
enough to allow me to state mv results with assurance
and I agree with Mr. Locket that varnish should
have been employed. With regard to the motion
of air,— and this is the kernel of Commander Hilton
V oung s hypothesis,—vibration due to sound waves
and simple air currents must be treated separately
Many insects and spiders are extremely sensitive to
the former, and there can be no doubt that the fly
IS sensitive to the latter, though I doubt whether to
the extent suggested by Commander Hilton Young

I cannot agree with Mr. Locket in his use of the
oce I as an explanation. It was, I think, Johannes
MuUer s opinion that they were especially useful for
close vision. But we have the authority'of Plateau
Forel, Reaumur, Marcel de Serres, Duges Lord
Avebury, and others, that varnishing of these'organs
made no difference. Though many, with Forel
(Rec^ Zoolog. Suisse. 1887), Lebert '(" Die Spinnen
der Schweiz "), and Pavesi (Ann. Mus. Civ. di Genova
.1873. P- 344). suggest that the ocelli serve for vision
in semi-darkness, and the eyes for vision in full light
the experiments I have made in this field, necessarily
obscure, ha\-e been fruitless, so far as I have been
able to devise them.
The instance of the male Attid, given by Mr

I-ocket, I have not worked on vet ; as well as themany examples of what appears 'to be lethal fascina-
tion as m Mantis religiosa. There is clearly an
enormous amount of work to be done, so far I
have not touched the scorpions,—and I speak as I
did in my former letter, only of tho.se species which
I have studied, necessarily few relative to the vast
kingdom under discussion. So I can end no better
than again, with Mr. Locket, cautioning reserve

c^ ID . ^ ,1 ^ J- P- O'Hea.
St. Beuno s College, St. Asaph,

.\pril 29.
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Phosphorescence caused by Active Nitrogen.

In a letter under this title in Nature of May 5,
p. 599. Prof. E. P. Lewis announces his recent
discovery tliat active nitrogen excites phosphorescence
in a number of solid compounds. I should like to
mention that during the summer of last year I
observed the same phenomenon in the case of an

.\ 2
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aluminium compound, which does not, however,
occur in the hst of substances given bv Prof. Lewis.

In resuming, during July last, a series of spectro-
scopic investigations begun in 19 13 on the lines of
earlier work by the present Lord Rayleigh and Prof.
Fowler, I attempted a preliminary' observation of
the spectrum resulting from the introduction of the
vapour of aluminium chloride into the stream of
active nitrogen. After a long exposure a solid
deposit was produced on the inside of the afterglow
tube, and when the stream of active nitrogen was
passed through the same tube a few days later the
deposit exhibited a bright green fluorescence. It
was hoped that this observation might be recorded
in a future paper, after opportunitv for further
spectroscopic work had occurred. In view of Prof.
Lewis's announcement, however, perhaps this note by
way of corroboration is not out of place.

W. Jevons.
Physics Department,

Artillery College,

Woolwich, Mav 11.

The Dissolution of the Conjoint Board of Scientific

Societies.

Acting under the instructions of the Executive
Committee, we have now wound up the affairs of the
Conjoint Board of Scientific Societies.

Everything connected with the " I-ist of Scientific

Periodicals " has been placed in the hands of the
Trustees who have been appointed to carry out this

publication. The work on the List is now well
advanced.
The Royal Society has agreed to accept the custod\-

of filed records and documents related to the work of

the Board and its Committees, with the exception of
that just mentioned. These have now been lodged
with the Society, except the records of three Com-
mittees, at present in the hands of their secretaries
for final revision before lodgment with the Society.

Copies of the proceedings of the Board have also
been deposited with the British ;\luseum, the Royal
Society of Edinburgh, the Patent Office, Sir Arthur
Schuster, Sir Herbert Jackson, and Prof. W. W.
Watts. Sets of printed matter have been also handed
to the Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research, the National Physical Laboratorv, the
Science Library, the I'niversity of London, the
Imperial College of Science and Technology, the
British JNluseum (Natural History), and the London
Library. Hkrbkkt Jackson.

W. N\'. Watts.
May I-).

The Capture of Electrons by Swiftly Moving
Alpha Particles.

The swiftly mo\-ing a - particle produces a large
number of ions in its passage through a gas, as is

evidenced by the beautiful Wilson photographs of
a-ray tracks. It is a matter of some surprise thnt
at the act of ionising a molecule, or immediately
after, the a - particle does not attach one or more
of the free electrons to itself. The approach is very
near and the force is that due to a double charge.
The experiments of Rutherford, Marsden and

Taylor, and others indicate that the swiftly moving
a-particles begin to take up electrons when the velocity
has decreased to 0-4 of the initial value (y, = 0-4 ti„j.

The recent experiments of Henderson (Proc. Roy. Soc,
January i, 1923) indicate that at this velocity the
a^particle takes up one electron. It then continues

its smashing career through matter without change
until the velocity is reduced to 0-15 of the initial

value (!'2 = o-i5w„). At this velocity, approximate^,
the a-particle takes up a second electron and becomes
a more or less harmless atom of helium.
The limiting velocities at which the a - particle

captures the first and then the 36cond electron seem
to be rather definitely fixed. The initial velocity
from radium-C is !;„ = 2-o6x 10' cm. /sec. The velocity
at first capture is i'i = o-4i'o = 8'2 x 10' cm. /sec. The
velocity at second capture is stated by Henderson to
be at least as small as v„ = o-\^Vi^= y\ x 10" cm. /sec.

It is desired to point out here that this failure to
capture an electron may be due to the high velocity
of the a - particles. The free electron will at once
start toward the o-particle. If the latter is moving
with a velocity greater than the velocity of fall

(parabolic velocity) of an electron into the K ring,

the electron will fail to reach the K ring and effect

a combination. Having this situation in view, I

have calculated the limiting parabolic velocity for

an electron falling into the K ring of (i) a doubly
charged a-particle and (2) one having a single charge.
The radius of the K ring is given by a = h-lj[Trhne^,

where E is the excess nuclear charge in each case.

This velocity is given by J(«t)'' = Ef/a. From these
considerations the calculated velocity for the first

case is i,'j = 6-2xio* cm. /sec. In the second case

the charge E is single, and the velocity i'j = 3-2xio'
cm. /sec. The experiments are necessarily not very
exact, but the agreement is sufficiently close to

suggest that this may be the proper explanation of

the action.

From this point of view, all a -rays, of whatever
initial velocity, should capture the first and second
electrons at the same velocity. This is a matter
of sufficient importance to determine experimentally.

Bergen Davis.
Columbia University,

New York.

Recent Aurorse.

Magnetic disturbances and associated phenomena
have perhaps a special interest when they occur
during the minimum period of sunspot activity,

owing to the comparative rarity of these events at

this time. When, therefore, I read in Nature of

April 21, p. 534, the account by Father Cortie of the
recent disturbances, it reminded me of observations I

had made of the aurora in activity on the dates
referred to. On February 25, in a very clear sky,

with a nine - days - old moon shining, the northern
horizon was seen to be brightly illuminated by auroral

light at 8.45 P.M. for about half an hour, but no
streamers were seen. On March 24, again in first-

<iuarter moonlight, but a very hazy sky, I saw an
auroral display of unusual beauty at 9 p.m. over
Bassenthwaite Lake. The arch was elevated ten

degrees, with streamers and lances shooting upwards
for, in some cases, another thirty degrees. The
length of the arch I could not measure, owing to each
end being liidden by lofty mountains, but it was
visible for sixty degrees. It was clear-cut below, and
merged gradually into the moonlit haze above.
The reflection of the streamers in the perfect

mirror-like surface of the lake, and the shining arch

flanked b)^ snow-capped heights, dimly seen in the

misty moonlight, combined to form a picture of

indescribable beauty.
W. B. HOUSMAN.

Seaton, Cumberland,
April 25.
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Recent Experiments in Aerial Surveying by Vertical Photographs.*

15y Prof. |{. .Miii.viLL Junes

I.

IT is proposed to describe in these columns the results

of experiments on aerial surveying that have been
in progress at the University of Cambridge; since 1920.

The experiments were made possible b\- the co-operation

of the Royal .\ir Force and the Department of Scientific

and Indusirial Research with the chair of aeronautics

at Cambridge. They were suggested in the first place

by Mr. llamshaw Thomas of Camliridge as the result

of his experiences of air-mapping in Palestine during

the War. The authors wish to acknowledge their

debt to Mr. Thomas, not only for the original

suggestion, but also for valuable advice during the

progress of the work.

To make an accurate survey by air, it is necessary

to have information concerning the position and
oiiemation of the camera at the moment of exposure.

If the ground concerned is flat and the tilt of the camera
is known, the photograph can easily be re-projecied to

give a true plan. When the ground is hilly, two photos
of the same area, taken from known points, and with
known tilts, will provide information from which a
complete model, or map with contours, can be con-

structed.

If tlirce points that are accurately known in position

occur in a photo, it is possible to find the position and
orientation of the camera from internal evidence in the

plate itself. Tills process is called " re-section." It

is thus theoretically possible to map an indefinite area

of country from a single base of three known points,

for these points could be made to occur in the first two
photos, which could then he used to determine the

positions of other points, from which further photos
could be re-sccted, and so on. In practice this process

would lead to accumulations of error which, with the

methods yet available, would soon liecome prohibitively

large. It is for this reason necessary, if the rc-section

method is to be used at present, to pro\ide a net of

ground - surveyed control points such thai lliree will

occur in most, if not all, the photographs.

When the aerial map is merely required to record

changes, or to fill in detail in a country that has already

been closely surveyed, as, for example, in the war
mapping of the Western Front, or in the re-mapping of

towns in peace, many accurately surveyed points will

already exist and the re-section method will be the

obvious one to use. When, however, the problem is

to map large areas of unsurveyed country, as, for ex-

ample, the interiors of Australia or Africa, the cost of

providing so many ground-sur\eyed points will gener-

ally be prohibitive. This will lie especially the case

when the country is flat and heavily wooded.
It is, liowever, precisely in connexion with large

areas of this nature that the outlook for aerial surveying,

on a large scale, is most hopeful. In such cases it will

not, in general, be practicable to spend much money
per square mile of survey, so that it becomes nece.ssary

to employ methods that neither require a close pre-

liminary ground survey nor invohe too much office

* Substance of two lectures delivered at the Roy.il InstitutiOD on February
[5 and 22.
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and Major
J. C. Gkiihths.

labour per photo. Hoth these conditions rule out the

re-section method for work of this class.

Now exact determination of the position and orienta-

tion of the camera in space, by methods that are inde-

pendent of the ])hoto itself, is a matter of great difli-

culty, but it happens that an exact plan of level country
can be constructed from o\erlapping photos, without,

knowing the e,\act jwsition of the camera, pro\-ided that

all the photos are taken from the same height and with

the camera axis vertical. The reason for this is that

all such photos will show a true plan of the ground
to the same scale, and therefore they can be shuffled

together, until the detail joins up everywhere and a

true plan is formed.

If, therefore, a camera can be kept at a constant

height, with its axis vertical, and moved about over

the ground, so that the whole country is covered In-

overlapping photos, it will be possible to construct a

continuous plan of the ground from contact prints

straight from the original negatives : and it will not be

necessary to provide for known points to appear on

each pho:o, or to determine the position of the camera
at each exposure. .Aloreover, the heavy office work
involved in re-secting and re-projecting each photo will

be a\ oided entirely.

Such a process is strictly accurate only when ajjplied

to absolutely flat country, but when working from

10,000 feet; as we do, undulating couniry up to about

500 feet local diflerences of level can be classed as

sufficienlly flat from this point of view. It must also

be remembered that flat country is often the most
difficult to survey from the ground, and is therefore

the country in which an alternali\e method is 1110s:

required.

We are thus led to the conclusion that the econo-

mical mapping of moderately flat country, by means of

vertical photographs, depends upon the accuracy with

which the camera can be maintained at a constant

height, with its axis vertical, and upon the ability of

the pilot to uy so as to cover all the ground with

photographs that will neither overlap too much nor

leave gaps. The experiments at Cambridge have

been concerned mainly with the accuracy obtainable

in these operations, uiven suitable apparatus and
sufficient training in air routine.

Finding the Vertical.

The problem of keeping a constant height is quite

straightforward and easy to understand ; the only

difficulty is to do it. The problem of keepini; the

camera axis vertical is complicated by the fact that all

forms ol apparatus that are designed to indicate the

vertical are disturbed by horizontal accelerations of

the aeroplane, which often persist in one direction for

so long as iwentv seconds at a time. It is possible to

devise gyroscopical instruments that will seek the

vertical so slowly as to average out these disturbances,

hut much experience has been gained with instruments

of this type during the War, and this experience was
not encouraging, mainly owing to the liability to

failure of the delicate apparatus required.

In aerial surveying it is, however, necessary to fly
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very straight and steadily in order to cover the ground

correctly, and, when one is flying straight and steadily,

simple vertical indicators such as the spirit level

indicate truly.

Now it had been foutid, in connexion with bombing

experiments during the War, that it is comparatively

easy to fly \txy straight and steadily when no other

condition is imposed, but that it is much more difficult

to do so when trying to pass over a pre-arranged point.

The reason for this is that the pilot normally estimates

the horizontal and vertical by reference to the horizon,

and, when forced to look at the ground beneath him,

is quite unable to distinguish the true vertical from the

apparent vertical as distorted by acceleration.^ It is

obviously necessary to look at a point in order to get

over it, so that the reason for the distinction between

merely fl5'ing straight and flying straight over an object

is at once apparent. To overcome this difficulty it is

necessary to devise methods of carrying out the survey

with the minimum attention to tiie ground beneath.

We decided to divide our experiments into two groups

as follows :

1. To study the accuracy with which it is possible

to keep the camera at a constant height with its axis

vertical, when the difficulty of finding a predetermined

track is reduced to a minimum.
2. To find out how to fly over a predetermined

straight track without losing accuracy from that

determined above.

In connexion with the first group of experiments, we
were fortunate in having near Cambridge a stretch of

very flat country covered vvitli numerous well-mapped

and easily identified points and traversed by two large

straight canals, more than twenty miles long, called the

Bedford Levels.

It is easy to fly down a long straight landmark of

this nature with very little attention to the ground

immediately beneath. We therefore flew along these

canals at about 10,000 feet, keeping as straight and

level as possible, and taking a series of photographs at

regular intervals. We then developed these photos

and, from them and a 6-inch Ordnance Map, calculated

the position and orientation of the camera at the

moment of exposure by the method of re-section.

The re-section was very laborious, but eventually,

after about two years' work, we obtained results for

170 e.xposures, and these showed a probable error of

tilt of about 1° from the vertical and a probable varia-

tion of height from the mean of a flight of 40 feet. The

distribution of errors in both tilt and height was quite

normal.

From this data it is clear that the tilt of the camera

axis from the vertical seldom exceeded 2° and that

the height of the camera seldom varied more than

100 feet from the mean of each flight. Simple calcula-

tions, supported by previous experience in Palestine,

lead to the conclusion that such errors should not

introduce serious errors into maps made on the assump-

tion that the axis is vertical and the height constant.

This excludes, of course, errors that are cumulative over

large distances.

' It U easily shown that a pilot, looking down at a point beneath him and

trying to fly so as to pass over it, will tend to fly along one of a series of

curves of which the equation is /p=conjt., where / is the perpendicular

from the origin on the tangent from the point where the radius of curvature

is p. These curves in general never pass over the requirxid point {i.tf. the

origin).
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Covering the Ground without Gaps.

The second problem was to cover the required

country to be surveyed without leaving gaps and with-

out losing accuracy. It is on this problem that most
attempts at commercial surveying have broken down,
the primary cause of failure being the inability of the

pilot to distinguish between the true and apparent verti-

cal. So long as the pilot is allowed to look constantly

down at the ground, in an endeavour to cover it accur-

ately', tilts up to six or more degrees are hable to occur,

and the tracks that are made under these conditions

are often so curved as to cause large gaps between the

strips of photos.

By experiment we have found that the best waj' to

solve the difficulty lies in allowing the pilot to locate his

position by reference to the ground beneath, at the start

of each flight only, and insisting that he must fly hence-

forward without further reference to the ground,

To do this in such a way that successive flights on

the out and return journeys will cover the ground in

parallel strips, it is necessary, first, to find and allow for

the wind at the height in question. This we do by a

method that was developed by the Air Ministry for

purposes of aerial navigation, and we have brought the

routine to such a pitch that within ten minutes after

reaching the survey height, 10,000 feet, we can find the

wind and make all necessary calculations for compass

courses, etc. It requires considerable training and

experience before this can be done.

However good the methods employed, the strips on

successive journeys will not be exactly parallel, and,

since they are located only at one end, their length will

t

obviously be hmited if gaps are to be avoided. We
!
find that this limit comes out at between 10 and 15

i miles. The starting points for the strips are either

marked on existing maps or on preliminary strips of

i

photographs, taken along the edges of the mosaic at

I right angles to the mosaic strips ; these preliminary

; strips are called " indication strips."

I

The pilot, therefore, begins by getting over a point,

as accurately as he can, and then taking up a pre-

calculated compass bearing as quickly as possible. A
difficulty may here be experienced owing to the well-

known fact that compasses on aeroplanes are affected

by a change of course and do not settle down on a true

bearing until the aeroplane has been flying straight and

steadily for some time. If the pilot has managed to

get over the starting point while flying on the correct

bearing, this difficulty will not arise, but when working

from tractor aeroplanes, as we are forced to do, one

cannot always manage this, because the lower plane

obstructs the view of the point during the approach,

unless the approach is made in a curve.

To overcome this difficulty we use an apparatus

designed by the Royal Aircraft Establishment. This

consists of a free gyro that can maintain its orientation

in space for some ten minutes, without reference to

the movements of the aeroplane. We release this

gyro while flying on the required course, just before

reaching the starting point, and use it to return to

the correct course immediately after passing the point.

We consider that an apparatus of this nature \vill

always be a great help in aerial surveying, especially

when working from tractors, but we think that a
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survey could be successfully carried out without it

when working from pushers. When fixing without this

apparatus, cither more skill is required, or the beginnings

of each strip will be rather less accurate than they

might be.

The photographic strips themseh'es can be kept

straight by flying on a distant point near the horizon,

but this operation can be much assisted l)y another gyro

instrument that controls the rudder through a relay

and thus keeps the aeroplane on a straight course auto-

matically. This apparatus relieves the pilot of the

most fatiguing part of his work and, by allowing him to

concentrate more on such things as maintaining constant

height and speed, improves the general quality of his

work. We have carried out surveys both with and
without this instrument, and, while we have proved

that accurate work can be done without it, we should

always recommend its use in an)- large surveying

scheme.

Area covered in a Flight,

We have found from experience that 100 sq. miles is

about the area that can conveniently be covered in one

flight. This requires about 80 minutes flying on the

actual mapping and about three hours from ground to

ground. This amount of work is about what a crew

can perform regularly, day by day ; hence it follows

that aerial surveying by these methods can be carried

out at the rate of about 100 sq. miles per day. If the

separate strips are made ten miles long, the average

day's work will, therefore, cover a square of ten miles

to the side.

We have found that an area of 100 sq. miles, involv-

ing about 130 photos, forms a convenient unit for com-
pilation, for, although we have compiled a very successful

map of 225 sq, miles in one unit, we consider this to be

too large for economical work. The method, therefore,

that we favour for mapping large areas, is to compile

the prints of each day's work into separate mosaics and,

after reproducing these to any required scale in a large

camera, or photostat, to fit these larger units together

in the same way as the individual prints were fitted,

(To he continued.)

Science and Radio-Communication.'

By Sir Rich.\rd Glazkbrook, K.C.B., F.R.S.

13R0BLEMS in which there is a close connexion

between theory and practice can be found in

every branch of engineering, perhaps with more striking

effect in electrical and metallurgical science, in the laws

of stress and strain in structural materials, and in the

fatigue of parts subject to vibration, rather than in

the questions which pertain more closely to the domain
of civil engineering. Let me deal first, briefly and
incompletely it must be, I fear, w'ith that branch of

electrical engineering—radio, or wireless telegraphy

—

which at present exercises such a fascination over the

popular mind, which is already and will be to a greater

extent in the future a link to bind together all nations

of the earth. Sir William Anderson, in the first James
Forrest lecture delivered thirty years ago, refers to

Preece's early experiments between La\ernock and
Flatholme, a distance of eight miles, as a startling

consequence of electro-magnetic theory. Now the

earth is girdled with a wireless chain depending from

two, or at most three, great stations. 1 have just

received from the International Union for Scientific

Radio Telegraphy details of a scheme for the determina-

tion of longitude in which the principal co-operating

stations will be Bordeaux, Annapolis, and Pearl

Harbour.
In the year 1865 Clerk Maxwell read before the Royal

Society his paper on " The Equations of the Electro-

Magnetic Field." It was an attempt, which has stood

the test of time—-the conditions which led Lorentz and,

later, Einstein to introduce certain modifications were

not dealt with by Maxwell—to apply mathematical

reasoning to those principles, enunciated by Faraday,

on which the construction of generators and motors,

transformers, and practically all electrical machinery
is based. This reasoning led him to the result that the

effect of changes in an electric current in a conducting

* From the J.imes Forrest lecture on *' The Interdependence of Abstract
Science and Fniiinecrin?.*' delivered before the Institution of Civil Kn^ineeis
on May 4.
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wire would be propagated through space with a speed

depending on the two constants '^ which define the

electric and magnetic conditions of the medium sur-

rounding the wire. The values of these constants for

air can be found from electrical considerations, and

hence the velocity with which electro-magnetic dis-

turbances are propagated can be calculated. To quote

his words :

" We now proceed to investigate whether these pro-

perties of that which constitutes the electro-magnetic

field, deduced from electro-magnetic phenomena alone,

are sufficient to explain the propagation of light

through the same substance," and his conclusion is :

" The agreement of the results seems to show that

light and magnetism are affections of the same
substance and that light is an electro-magnetic dis-

turbance propagated tfirough the field according to

electro-magnetic laws."

Maxwell found that when the calculations were made
the resulting value for the velocity was approximately

equal to the velocity of light. The work was extended

in his " Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism,"'

published in 1873. The values of the velocity of light

and the velocity of propagation of electro-magnetic

waves were not known then with present-day accuracy,

and he concludes that they are quantities of the same

order of magnitude. A glance at present-day ^ figures

shows that they are identical, and the electro-magnetic

theory of light is universally accepted. Nor was the

result true only for propagation through air or inter-

stellar space ; such observations as were then available

showed that, in all probability, it held for all transparent

media, though there were discrepancies, known now to

« The velocity is Riven by 1/ s'/«*. «here * is the inductive cap.icity and

,tt the matfiictic perrae.ibility of the surrounding medium.
• Messrs. Rosa and Dorsey of the Bureau of Standards, discussing; the

various determinations of the electro-magnetic velocity. e.xpress the \icw

that the ricure 2-9980 < 10" cm-/scc. is accurate to i part in zo.ooo,

while the bi>st result for the velocity of light is. to the same accuracy of

me.asurcmcn", 2 9986 < lo" cm./see. Sec " Dictionary of .Applied Physics,"

vol. ii.
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be due to dispersion, which required explanation. But
there was a wide gap isetween this theoretical deduction

of Maxwell and the wireless telegraphy of to-day, which
needed many more investigations in " pure " science

before the bridge was complete. We at the Cavendish
Laboratory—I was a student at the time—implicitly

believed in its truth; but no one had received electro-

magnetic vibrations—at any rate, to his certain know-
ledge. The method of generating them and the means
for measuring them were still to come.

For the former we have to go back to a remarkable

paper * by a very distinguished honorary member of

this Institution, Lord Kelvin. Helmholtz ° seems to

have been the first to conceive that the discharge of

a condenser through a wire might consist of a forward

and backward motion of electricity between the coatings

—a series of currents in opposite directions. Lord
Kelvin took up the question mathematically and in-

vestigated the phenomena. Tie showed that under

certain conditions there would be oscillations of periodic

time 27r\/Z,C, where L is the inductance of the coil,

and C the capacity of the condenser. These oscillations

must, according to the theory, give rise to waves
travelling out into space with the electro-magnetic

velocity. Fitzgerald, at a meeting of the British

Association, had predicted in 1883 that they might be

produced by utilising the oscillatory discharge of a

Leyden jar, and Sir Oliver Lodge in 1887 produced
and detected them. For their detection the principle

of resonance was employed. Any mechanical system

free to vibrate has its own period of oscillation, and
the application to it of a series of small impulses at

intervals coincident with the free period of the system

results in a disturbance of large amplitude. So, too,

an electric system having capacity and inductance has

its own period of electrical oscillation, and, if this

coincides with the period of incoming electrical waves,

electrical disturbances of a magnitude which can be

detected by our apparatus are set up. It is necessary

that the receiver and the transmitter should be in

tune. Lodge made use of this principle, and, by
receiving the waves on wires adjusted to resonance

with his Leyden jar and coil, was able to detect them.

David Hughes, working in the early 'eighties, had
already detected such oscillations, but was discouraged

from pursuing the subject.

In 1879, in consequence of the offer of a prize by
the Berlin Academy, the attention of Heinrich Herz,

then a student under Helmhollz, was attracted to the

problem of electric oscillations and their detection. He
came to the conclusion that with the means of ob-

servation then at his disposal " any decided effect could

scarcely be hoped for, but only an action lying just

within the limits of observation." The investigation

was laid aside, only to be revived in 1886 by a chance

observation of the effect of resonance in two circuits

which happened to be in tune, and his realisation of

the fact that herein lay the means of solution of his

problem. His paper " On Very Rapid Electric Oscilla-

tions " appeared in Wiedemann's Annalen, vol. xxxi.

for 1887, and from this experiment came verification

of Maxwell's theory, the basis of all our knowledge of

wireless.

* Phil. Mag., 1855,
* " Obnr die Krhakung der Kraft," 1847.
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Fitzgerald directed the attention of English physicists

to the work at the British Association meeting in 1888,

and Lodge exhibited many of the effects of the waves
at the Royal Institution in 1889. The investigations

which led to such brilliant results w'ere inspired by
the desire for knowledge ; the idea of their practical

application was entirely absent. Signalling by wireless

waves was not foreshadowed until ("rookes suggested

it in 1892, and in i893,theyear of Sir William Anderson's

lecture, Lodge heard of Branly's coherer and applied

it to the rectification and reception of wireless waves.

From this started the investigations of many of those

whose names as pioneers are familiar to all. But
another discover^' in pure science was necessary to

complete the work.

Edison had shown in 1883 that if an insulated

electrode was inserted in an ordinary glow lamp there

was a current of negative electricity from the filament

to the electrode—the emission of negative electricity

from a hot body had been observed by various experi-

menters—and Fleming made some observations about

this date on the Edison effect. In 1904 he applied

them to produce a vahe rectifier for high-frequency

oscillations by connecting one pole of his receiving

circuit to an insulated plate or cylinder within a carbon

lamp, of which the negative electrode forms the other

pole of the receiving circuit. When the filament is

made incandescent, negative electricity can readily

pass from it to the insulated plate and hence into the

receiving circuit ; the flow of positive electricity in the

same direction is checked ; the lamp has a rectifying

action.

Dr. Lee de Forest improved this oscillation valve a

little later, making it an amplifier as well as a rectifier

by placing between the filament and the plate or

cylinder a grid of metal wire connected to an external

source of electromotive force, by means of which its

potential can be varied. There is ordinarily a current

of negative electricity passing from the filament to the

plate—the plate current it is called—through the inter-

stices of the grid. By varying the potential of the

grid this current can be varied, and the conditions can

be so adjusted that small changes in the potential of

the grid will produce large changes in the plate current;

the plate current is passed through the primarj- of a

step-up transformer, in the secondary of which is the

receiving telephone, and the effect is thereby made
audible. The grid is connected to one pole of the

circuit receiving the incoming waves, and the small

variations of potential which they produce thus give

rise to large variations of the plate current, and hence

the sound is amplified. By placing a number of valves

in series very large amplifications are possible.

The other uses of the valve are very numerous. It

is now employed as a transmitter for wireless work
;

while it finds many applications as a source, or rather

regulator, of vibrations of comparatively short period.

The Post Office has used it as an amplifier of speech,

while Mr. F. E. Smith has applied it as a source of

sound in connexion with the measurement of audibility.

The whole of this arose from Edison's observation of

the discharge of negative electricity from the heated

fil.ament.

To quote again from the first James Forrest lecture :

" The engineer must banish from his mind the idea
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that anything can be too small or too trifling to deserve

his attention." The modern development of the valve,

through the researches of those who have brought it

to its present excellence, has rested on a still smaller

entity, the electron, a body with a mass of o'goo x 10"'"

grams, about i,/i8oo of the atom of hydrogen, carrying

a negative charge of 1-591 xio"** electro-magnetic

units* of electricity, first glimpsed by Crookes, then
; proved to exist by J. J. Thomson.

The appearance of a Crookes tube or vacuum tube
when carrying an electric discharge is well known.
When the pressure is sufTiciently reduced, the tube is

non-luminous except for a beam of light which proceeds
normally from the cathode—the negative electrode

—

and penetrates into the tube a distance depending on

I

the pressure ; this beam constitutes the cathode rays :

' if the rays strike the glass at the end of tlie tube, a vivid

fluorescence is produced.

Crookes showed that the beam constituted a current

I
of negative electricity ; it could be deflected by a
magnet. Experiments by Perrin and J. J. Thomson
proved conclusively the existence of the negative charge.

Thomson showed also that the stream consisted of an
assemblage of minute particles—electrons. He meas-
ured the velocity of the particles and the ratio ejm of

the charge on each to its mass. Further experiments,
of which perhaps those of Millikan are the most im-
portant, have led to a determination of the charge on
the electron, and from this and a knowledge of the
ratio ejm the values of e and m are found. These
values are the same whatever be the nature of the
cathode from which the rays take their origin—the
mass and charge of an electron are the same whatever
be its source. Thus now it is scarcely too much to

I say that nearly all electrical phenomena are conditioned

I

by the presence and motion of electrons. The current
. in a cable is a stream of electrons ; a conductor is a
i body through which they move freely ; an insulator
' checks their activity. The power that drives our

motors comes from them ; the light of the electric

lamp, the heat that comes from an electric radiator,

have their origin in these tiny particles ; the plate

current of the valve rectifier referred to above is a
stream of electrons ; when the grid is negatively
electrified, it adds negative electrons to the stream

;

when it is positive, some of the electrons from the
filament are stopped in their passage through its inter-

stices to neutralise the positive electricity it possesses.

Electrical engineering in its many branches is closely

bound up with the properties of an electron discovered
by men whose sole object it was to ad\ance natural
knowledge. Xor is this all : for from the electron

• One riectro-magnclic unit is the change transferred bv i ampere cir-
culating for 10 seconds.

came X-rays, though this, perhaps, is scarcely the

correct way of putting it, as J. J. Thomson's discovery

really followed that of Rontgen. About 1894, physicists

in many countries were experimenting with Crookes's

cathode rays. A chance observation made by a skilled

worker revealed the fact that the cathode rays produced
an effect outside the tube in which they were generated.

Rontgen in the autumn of 1895 was conducting an
investigation with a vacuum tube wrapped in light-

proof pajjer, and noted that a fluorescent screen of

barium platino-cyanide lying near shone out when the

tube was excited ; if he placed opaque objects between
the screen and the tube, shadows were cast on the

screen, showing that rays, the X-rays, proceeded from
the tube in straight lines ; and it was quickly found
that the rays penetrated substances opaque to light,

the penetration depending on the density of the sub-

stance. There is no need to dwell on the results that

have followed from this and their significance to

engineers. X-rays can penetrate 4 to 5 mm. of lead,

12 mm. of tin, 75 mm. of carbon steel, 100 to 150 mm.
of aluminium, and 300 to 400 mm. of wood. By their

aid hidden cracks or faulty welds can be shown upon
metal structures, while they have been employed for

many industrial purposes, besides their use in surgery
and medicine.

For some time the nature of X-rays was a mystery.
Their rectilinear propagation and the absence of re-

fraction when they fell obliquely on the surface of a
medium other than air were difficult of explanation.

Now it is known that they are produced by a very
rapid change of motion of electrons. When the velocity

of an electron is altered, an electro-magnetic wave is

produced, and, starting from the electron, travels

outward with the velocity of light. The frequency in

this wave—in the number of vibrations per second
produced—depends on the suddenness of the change of

velocity of the electron. If this is very great, the
frequency in the resulting wa\'e is also very great.

When a beam of cathode rays falls on the glass

walls or on the anti-cathode of an X-ray bulb,

the electrons are stopped almost instantaneously.

Electro-magnetic rays of ver\' high frequency

—

X-rays—are produced. Their wave-lengths are now
known to lie between 12x10"* cm. and o-ijxio"*
cm. The wave-length of visible light is between
7700x10 * cin. and 3600x10-* cm., that of ultra-

violet light lies between 3600 x lo"* cm. and 200 x 10-*

cm., and it is to this minuteness of wave-length
that the absence of refraction is due. In the
hands of Sir William and Prof. W. L. Bragg, it has
been the means of revealing the inner structure of

materials in a manner which is of the utmost im-
portance to engineers.

Terrestrial Magnetism and the

THE possible existence of a '" magnetic sense " in

animals has for long been a subject of specula-
tion, and Lord Kelvin is numbered among those to
whom the idea has proved attractive. No direct

evidence in its favour has ever been obtained ; but, on
the other hand, there is no actual proof that some form
of physiological sensibility to the phenomena of terres-

trial magnetism may not exist and be a factor in that
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Orientation Faculty of Birds.

mysterious power of geographical orientation which is

displayed by many animals and by primitive man.
The idea has often been invoked in the case of the

especially remarkable powers of orientation which are

possessed by migratory birds and by homing pigeons,

and it is to be feared that much loose talk has at times

been indulged in on this particular point. A recent

author (F. Cathelin, " Les Migrations des Oiseaux,"
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Paris, 1920) has gone so far as to propound a theory of

migration which dispenses with instinctive behaviour

in favour of " galvanotropism," and reduces birds to

the status of mere automata acting under the com-

pulsion of " des grands courants acriens clectro-ma-

gnetiques oquinoxiaux." Unfortunately for his argu-

ment, it is based on a conception of migration which is
|

not consistent with many of the established facts, and

it presupposes the existence of physical phenomena as

to which the physicists are silent. Nor is its credibility

increased by the absence of any suggestion as to a

possible phj-siological mechanism linking the supposed

physical causes to the alleged biological effects. At

the best it is one of those " explanations " which call

for more explaining than the original phenomena.

In these circumstances one welcomes a serious

attempt, by a biologist and a physicist in collaboration,

to set forth the possibilities of the case. This has been

done by Dr. Rochon-Duvigneaud and Prof. Ch. Maurain

(La Nature, 1923, 232) in respect of homing pigeons.

In this paper Dr. Rochon-Duvigneaud begins by stating

the biological data,' and Prof. Maurain, who is director

of the Institute of Terrestrial Physics in Paris, follows

with a discussion of the physical facts, particularly

those of terrestrial magnetism, which might be relevant.

Prof. Maurain confines himself to a statement of ap-

parent possibilities; he holds none of them as proved,

and he urges the need for experimental inquiry.

Whether his tentative hypothesis is sufficiently plausible

from a biological point of view to constitute a prima

facie case for further research on these lines, however,

is perhaps open to doubt.

Prof. Maurain's suggestion may be stated as follows :

The magnetic declination (angle of magnetic needle's

lateral deviation from the geographical meridian) and

the magnetic dip or inclination (angle of needle's vertical

deviation from the horizontal plane) both vary from

place to place over the surface of the globe. The
periodical variations at any given place, and the

irregular disturbances which also occur, are small in

proportion to the otherwise constant geographical

differences. Roughly speaking, therefore, every

locality has its characteristic declination and dip. If

lines be drawn through the places having the same
declination, and other lines through the places having

the same dip, these lines are (in Europe) roughly at

right angles to each other. The lines thus serve as

co-ordinates, which fix the position of any given locality

like lines of longitude and latitude. Moreover, the

declination and dip increase or decrease progressively

as distance from a given locality is increased, except

along those lines where one or other factor remains

constant. So much is a matter of common knowledge.

It has then to be supposed that the pigeons are

sensitive to changes in declination and dip, and indeed

simultaneously sensitive to each factor independently

of the other, and that when removed to a new locality

the birds have a natural tendency, so to speak, to seek

their own magnetic level. If a pigeon be removed to

another place having the same declination but a greater

(or less) dip, it would fly along the line of equal declina-

tion in the direction of decreasing (or increasing) dip.

Similarly, if removed to a place having the same dip, it

would follow the direction in which the declination

changes towards the amount found at the home locality.
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Again, in the more general case of a bird removed to a

place where both declination and dip are different, it

would be affected by both factors and its homeward
path would be the resultant of the two tendencies. (It

is noted that there is no question of remembering the

magnetic changes experienced on the outward journey,

as a bird removed Iiy a circuitous route will find a

direct path home.)

Ornithologists will be grateful to the physicist for

the statement of a possible case, but they will regret

that Prof. Maurain has confined his argument to the

relati\'ely short journeys performed by homing pigeons

and to the magnetic phenomena as they exist in Europe

(for it is not in every part of the world that the lines of

equal declination and of equal dip run at right angles

to each other, and that there is only one point at which

a given pair of values for these factors is to be found).

They would have Uked to see a case similarly stated in

respect of the migrations of, say, swallows from South

Africa to England (cf. Nature, March 16, 1922, p. 346),

over an area in which more complicated changes in terres-

trial magnetism have to be reckoned with. Dr. Cathelin

notwithstanding (" Le retour au nid reste done pour

nous une des grandes heresies ornithologiques "), an

ever-increasing volume of records of marked birds

shows that swallows and others commonly perform very

accurate feats of " homing " from great distances.

Returning to homing pigeons, however, we may
examine the argument more closely. The physical

phenomena exist, and a remarkable power of orienta-

tion is undoubtedly mvolved in homing ; can a con-

nexion be traced between them ? The most serious

objection seems to be the entire absence of any evidence

of sensibility to magnetism on the part of birds or other

animals ; and without this physiological link specula-

tion must needs be barren. Kelvin got negative results

from his experiment of subjecting the human head to

the influence of a powerful magnetic field ; Du Bois

observed no effect on protozoa ; and the writers of the

paper under discussion have similarly failed with pigeons.

Within a limited field, it must be remembered, the

strong electro-magnets used in such experiments are very

many times more powerful than terrestrial magnetism :

yet for Prof. Maurain's hypothesis we must suppose

that birds are sensitive not only to minute changes

in terrestrial magnetism, but also to changes in two

of its factors separately. It does not seem, therefore,

that the theory can be regarded as a promising one.

Prof. Maurain apparently holds, nevertheless, that

there is a good case for further investigation, and he

discusses in some detail the conditions necessary for

an experiment on pigeons during their actual homing

flight. It is not, of course, possible to interfere with

terrestrial magnetism by means of artificial magnets

over an area of any size, although it is admitted that

pigeons find their way back as easOy to lofts in great

cities, where electric cables and the like cause an appre-

ciable disturbance, as to lofts in the open country.

The pigeon might be made to carry a small magnet and

thus be kept within its field, but negative results would

not be considered altogether convincing, because the

amount of interference with terrestrial magnetism

would be constant throughout ; whether a portable

apparatus giving varying magnetic effects could be

designed is not discussed. Our author considers that
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the only possibility is to rear pigeons in a confined space

within a powerful and varying magnetic field, and to

remove them eventually to a distance under similar

conditions. On being liberated for flight the birds

would, for the first time in their lives, come under the

undisturbed influence of terrestrial magnetism, and in

these circumstances it should, by hypothesis, be useless^

to them as an aid to homing. We may hope that the

experiment will be attempted, hut until and unless

so.nc positive indications are obt;uncd we are justified

in remaining more than a little sceptical as to the

existence of a " magnetic sense." A. L. T.

New General Anasthetics.

'PHREE-QUARTERS of a century ago the era of

*- surgical anxsthesia was suddenly and un-

expectedly opened with ether, chloroform, and nitrous

oxide. The relative importance of these three in

surgery has varied at dift'erent times, but none of the

many substitutes suggested has secured a permanent
footing in surgery, although several have had a shorter

or longer vogue.

The paramount consideration in the choice of an
anaesthetic is safety, and it is recognised that this may
be conduced to by avoiding the prolonged unconscious-

ness of ether and chloroform. This has led to the

increased prominence of nitrous oxide in recent years

;

but while this induces rapid and safe anajsthesia, it

can be used for ordinary surgical work only with

difficulty, owing to the cumbrous apparatus necessary.

Within the last few weeks two new anxsthetics have
made their appearance in acetylene and ethylene, each

diluted with oxygen ; the first hails from the pharma-
cological laboratory of Prof. Straub of Freiburg, the

second from Urs. Luckhardt and Carter of the Uni-

versity of Chicago. Each is said to induce anesthesia

without preliminar)' discomfort and with rapid recovery

afterwards. This short duration of the action is

similar to that of nitrous oxide and ethyl chloride, and
is associated with the rapid absorption and elimination

of the anitsthetics owing to their volatility ; for all

four are gases at ordinary temperature and pressure.

The new anajsthetics appear to be more powerful

than nitrous oxide, however, for they are efficient when
mixed with oxygen, and the anaesthesia can therefore

be maintained continuously without danger of asphyxia.

On the other hand, they are devoid of the halogen

component of ethyl chloride, which lends it an effect on

the heart which is absent in the unsubstituted molecule.

The introduction of these unsaturated hydrocarbons is

of practical and also theoretical interest. A higher

homologuc of ethylene was early suggested by Snow

(1853) as an anresthetic in amylene, and more recently

a purer preparation of analogous composition had some
success under the name of pental. Ethylene and
acetylene have to be kept under high pressure, and it

may be that this inconvenience may militate against

their more general use, even if the favourable reports

, given by their sponsors are confirmed by further
' experience.

Obit

Mrs. Ludwic Mono.

\LL friends of Mrs. Mond, widow of Dr. Ludwig
Mond, will mourn her death, on May 16, at The

Poplars, Avenue Road, Regent's Park, of which she had
I long been the attractive figure and ornament.

Those who knew Dr. Mond intimately enough to

visit his home could never think of him alone but

necessarily associated him with his wife ; they were

an inseparable couple in thought and, in all their

social interactions, as wonderfully adjusted as were

the two salts he caused to interact in the great works
his genius created. This came from the fact of their

early intimate association.

They were first cousins ; her mother was his loving

counsellor when he was a youth ; and they became
secretly engaged before he was of age, when she was
a girl of thirteen at school. Up to ihcir marriage,

after he was established in England, they maintained

a constant correspondence, of a most intimate character,

which it has been my pri\ilege to see in large part

;

it affords the most striking picture possible of the

charm and simplicity of (lerman life in those early

days. Mrs. Mond's letters from the beginning show
an extraordinary maturity and sobriety of judgment.
It is clear thit IJr. Mond's later a'sthelic dexelopment
was greatly due to the foundation laid during this

period, mainly through the influence his wife exerted

on him. In their married life she east a spell upon all

his friends which greatly added to his influence. Her
ability is well brought out by Mr. T. P. O'Connor,
M.P.. in the Siindav Tiinv, in the following few lines :
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" Mrs. Mond, his wife, struck me as being almost as

big a mind as her husband. In a few sentences,

describing the difference between the Gothic and the

Renaissance types of architecture—especially of the

architecture of the cathedral— I got a clearer idea of

the two ideals than I could have learned from a

dozen books."

By Mrs. Mond's death, the nation comes into posses-

sion of Dr. Mond's great gift of Italian pictures and
the Royal Society receives his bequest of 50,000/. It

is a sad fact that the enterprise in which Dr. Mond
was so particularly interested— the International

Catalogue of Scientific Literature—the promotion of

which, I know, was specially in his thoughts when he

made the bequest, has been allowed to lapse almost

at the moment his gift becomes fruitful. He may be

said to have been the main promoter of the Catalogue

and the greatest believer in its ultimate value to the

scientific worker. He would have deplored nothing

more than its abandonment at the time when develop-

ment of the spirit of international co-operation is so

imperative a need.

Unfortunately, we have lost the broad outlook

which characterised Mond and his generation ; Michael

Foster seems to have been its last exponent in the

Royal Society, the last who dared to cultivate

enthusiasm. Apparently, we are no longer able to

maintain continuity of thought and action ; nor,

w-hen we ha\e done well, to realise the importance of

our work and take pride in carrying it to completion.

We prate of science but the true spirit of scientific

method is no longer in us. II. E. A.
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Current Topics and Events.

By the death of Mrs. Mond, widow of Dr. Ludwig
Mond, which occurred on May 16, the Royal Society

becomes the beneficiary, under Dr. Mond's will, of a

considerable sum of money in furtherance of scientific

objects. Dr. Mond, as is well known, was a dis-

tinguished chemical technologist. He worked under
Kolbe at Marburg, later under Bunsen at Heidelberg,

finally becoming domiciled in England, where he
secured the friendship of the leaders of British science,

as also of many persons in literary and artistic circles.

He was elected a fellow of the Royal Society in 1891,

and died in igog, The provisions of his will relating

to gifts to science provided for the payment to the

Royal Society, free of duty, of 50,000/., the income
to be employed in the endowment of research in

natural science, more particularly, but not exclusively,

in chemistry and physics, by means of rewards for

new discoveries and pecuniary assistance (including

scholarships) to those pursuing scientific investiga-

tions, and in supplying apparatus and appliances for

laboratories and observatories, and in such other

manner as the Royal Society should decide to be

best calculated to promote scientific research. There
was also the proviso that the Royal Society's council

might allocate amounts for the publication and
circulation of reports and papers communicated, and
assist the preparation and publication of catalogues

and indexes of scientific literature which the Society

might have engaged in or might undertake in the

future. To the University of Heidelberg a like sum
was left, and for kindred purposes. Certain financial

contingencies entailed that four years might elapse

after Mrs. Mond's decease before these two bodies

entered upon absolute ownership ; notwithstanding,

the legacies were to carry 4 per cent, interest per

annum until paid up. It may be recalled that at

the Royal Society's anniversary meeting of 1910 the

then president referred to Dr. Mond in the following

terms :

—
" The Royal Society has good cause to

cherish his memory as that of a genial Fellow, who
took an active interest in its affairs, affording it at all

times the benefit of his business experience, and ever

ready to aid financially any of its enterprises which
seemed to him to stand in need of assistance. Bv
his will also he has left a munificent benefaction

whereby the Society will ultimately be enriched."

storage house of the Johnson Potato Storage Company
(with a storage capacity of 125,000 five-eighths bushel

baskets), and the farms in the neighbourhood, where
cantaloupes, asparagus, tomatofe, cow peas, soybeans,
and especially sweet potatoes, were growing. The next

day, in the New Jersey district, experiments upon
the control of tomato disease, carried out by a com-
mercial firm, trials of sweet - potato varieties for

resistance to fusarium wilt, and cold-storage plants

and orchards, together with official tests on fungicides,

were examined. The last day was spent in the ex-

tensive " trucking sections," i.e. regions growing

\egetables for the market, around Bustleton, where
the Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment Station

has a research laboratory. Here experiments upon
the control of celery leaf diseases, downy mildew
of the Lima bean, lettuce drop and ihubarb crown
rot were seen in progress. It is true that in Britain

the plant pathologist and other agriculturists have
discussed the problem of potato - growing and
especially their diseases, under the auspices of the

National Horticultural Society, but no opportunities

for the exchange of ideas and the accumulation of

experience are available in this country to British

plant pathologists, such as are annually placed before

some 60 to 70 phytopathologists bv this field

conference.

At the present time the phytopathologinal service

seems to be exceptionally vigorous in the United
States, owing largely to the forward policy adopted
both by the Department of Agriculture at Washington
and by the various agricultural colleges and experi-

ment stations scattered tliroughout the different

states. In Phytopathology for March last, the report of

the fourth annual field meeting of the American Phj-to-

pathological Society makes very suggestive reading

as to the range of activities of the American phyto-
pathologist. The three earlier conferences had been
devoted to potato, fruit, and cereals respectively

;

meeting this time in the important vegetable-growing
region around Delaware and Philadelphia, the con-

ference spent one day inspecting the sweet-potato
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The value of the research laboratories now attached

to many large firms was emphasised by Sir Richard

Glazebrook in his " James Forrest " lecture to the

Institution of Civil Engineers on May 4. The work
of such laboratories is of necessit\' aimed at improving

the products of the firm, but it is being realised more
and more that for this purpose investigations in pure

science are also essential. Probably the best-known

engineering research laboratory controlled by an in-

dustrial firm is that of the General Electric Company
at Schenectady. This laboratory has deliberately

sought entirely new discoveries, new applications of

materials, and new developments of electricity. From
it have come the metalised carbon and the drawn-

wire tungsten filament lamp, the nitrogen-filled high-

eflficiency lamp, the magnetite arc lamp, and the

Coolidge X-ray tube. The development of each of

these has involved investigations of great importance

to pure science ; Dr. l.angmuir, of the G.E.C. labora-

tory, occupies one of the leading places among workers

on the problem of the constitution of the atom.

Other American laboratories are the Westinghouse

Electric and Manufacturing laboratory and that of

the Eastman Kodak Company ; the work of the

latter on light filters is well .known, and has its

bearing on the microphotographic work so important

to engineers. There are few such great laboratories

in England. But there are pioneers who recognised

long ago the value of the great work which science can

do for industry. Manganese steel was produced in

1882 from the laboratory of Sir Robert Hadfield, as

the result of a scientific inquiry into the properties

of alloys. The Brown-Firth laboratories of John
Brown and Sons, and the laboratories of the Westing-
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house works in Manchester have conducted and are

carrving out vahiable researches, and great things are

looked for from the new laboratories of the C'.eneral

Electric Company at Wembley. The ideals which

Mr. C. C. Paterson enunciated at the opening of the

G.E.C. laboratory are high, and should lead to the

advancement of .scientific knowledge in many direc-

tions.

At a meeting of the Royal Society of .\rts on

May 16, a paper on " Industrial Lighting and the

Prevention of Accidents " was read by Mr. I.. Gaster.

The early part of the lecture was devoted to a summary
of progress in illuminants, after which statistics were

I

quoted showing that inadequate lighting is a con-

tributory cause of many industrial accidents, those

arising from " persons falling " being a specially

striking example of this relation. Apart from possible

ill effects on the eye, great importance should be

attached to the effect of unsatisfactory lighting

conditions in causing industrial fatigue, and con-

i-quently ill-health, spoiled work, and diminished

output. In the cotton, fine linen and silk industries

it had been found that output was 5-12 per cent,

less by artificial light tlian by daylight. A recent

investigation of the National Institute of Industrial

Psychology showed that by using a lamp giving four

times the light of an ordinary miner's lamp the

amount of coal produced was increased bv more than

14 per cent. The paper, which was fully illustrated

by lantern slides, including some striking views of

the L.G.O. repair works taken by daylight and
artificial light respectively, was largely devoted to

an exposition of the various reports issued by the

Departmental Committee on Lighting in Factories

and Workshops. It was mentioned that a similar

Committee has been appointed by the Ministry of

Labour in France to deal with the subject, and that

seven .'\merican States now possess codes of industrial

lighting. Mr. Gaster expressed the hope that the

new Factory Act will endorse the recommendations
of the Departmental Committee, and that illumination

will be ranked with heating and ventilation as an
essential item in the interests of health, safety, and
efficiency of work.

We have on several occasions referred with regret

to the fact that no provision is made for a composite
display of scientific disco\ery and achievement at

the British Empire Exhibition to be held next year.

In this connexion the following extract from the
fourth annual report of the governors of the Imperial
Mineral Resources Bureau is of interest :

" The
British Empire Exhibition authorities requested the
Bureau to undertake the organisation of an exhibit

illustrative of the mineral resources of the Empire,
and the Governors set up a Committee which drew
up a scheme for such an exhibit. Numerous meetings
were held and the details of the exhibit worked out.

We were subsequently informed that funds were not
forthcoming from exhibition sources, and the Bureau
then had to abandon the comprehensive scheme
which they had elaborated for the illustration of the
whole mineral wealth of the Empire."
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A NOVEL feature of the meeting of the British

Association at Liverpool, on September 12-19, will be

a scientific exhibition at which there will be exhibits

of apparatus in connexion with each section of the

Association, and others showing recent advances in

applied science. The exhibition will be held in the

buildings of the Central Technical Schools, Byrom
Street, Liverpool, which have been allocated for this

purpose by the Technical Education Committee of

the Liverpool Corporation. The buildings are ex-

tensive and centrally situated, and the electrical and
other facilities are admirably adapted for the purpose.

It is anticipated that all the leading manufacturers

of scientific apparatus in the country will be repre-

sented. The exhibition will be open to members of

the Association during the period of the meeting ; but

in view of the fact that it is the first of its kind, and
will without doubt appeal to public interest in

scientific achievement, it is intended to open the

exhibition on September 10 and to keep it open until

September 22, the public being admitted at a small

charge.

Thk constitution and by-laws of the new Engineer-

ing Joint Council have just been published. This

Council is defined as "an advisory body without

executive powers." It was founded by the Institutions

of Civil, Mechanical, and Electrical Engineers and
Naval -Vrchitects, but it is anticipated also that other

institutions will desire representation on the Joint

Council. These are divided into Constituent Institu-

tions and Affiliated Institutions. The latter may be

transferred to the former group when the standard of

their entrance examinations is sufficiently high and

the number of their corporate members is sufficiently

large. The Council will not initiate proposals, but

will consider matters referred to it by the Council of

any one of the constituent institutions. .Vs the wel-

fare and safety of the whole nation are largely de-

pendent on the prosperity of the engineering in-

dustries, it was felt that they should have a larger

share in the national councils. The Joint Council,

therefore, has been founded to foster engineering

interests and to be ready always to take immediate

action in any national emergency, and it has started

auspiciously. The various institutions have worked

very harmoniously together, and further important

developments may be expected.

The arrangements for the \'isit of Their Majesties

the King and Queen to L'niversity College Hospital

and l'niversity College, London, on May 31, are now
approaching completion. As already announced, the

ceremony is in connection with the great gift made
in ic)2i by the Rockefeller Foundation of New York
for Medical Education. It will have two features,

the laving of the foundation-stones of the new Obstetric

Hospital anfl new Nurses' Home now being erected

on sites adjacent to Tniversity College Hospital, and

the opening of the new Anatomy Building which

has alreadv been erected in Ciowcr Street. Their

Majesties will arrive at 3.15 p.m., and the ceremony

of laying the foundation-stones will take place in a

pavilion to be erected in LTniversity Street. After
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the conclusion of the first part of the ceremony,
Their Majesties will proceed across Gower Street, and
the King will declare open the Anatomy Building.

The gift of the Rockefeller Foundation for these

important medical objects is a sum of 400,000^. for

the erection of the buildings in connexion with
University College Hospital and Medical School

;

435,000/. for an Endowment Fund for the improve-
ment of medical teaching and for the purpose of

developing general medical education and research

on modern lines
; 370,000/. for the erection and

endowment of the anatomy buildings at University

College, including the extension of the physiology
and pharmacology buildings. The total benefaction
thus amounts to 1,205,000/., and is probably the

largest single benefaction ever provided in this

country for educational purposes.

A PRELIMINARY announcement regarding the
general discussion on the electronic theory of valency
arranged by the Faraday Society, to be held at

Cambridge on July 13-14, has been issued. Prof.

G. N. I.ewis will open the proceedings on the Friday
afternoon with a general introductory address, and
he will probably be followed by Mr. R. H. Fowler,

who will contribute a paper intended to open dis-

cussion on the physical and inorganic side of the
subject. Among those expected to speak are Sir J. J.

Thomson, who will be in the chair. Sir Ernest Ruther-
ford, Sir William Bragg, and Prof. W. L. Bragg.
The Saturday morning session will be devoted chiefly

to applications of the theory in organic chemistry.

Sir Robert Robertson, president of the Societ}', will

preside, and opening papers will be given by Prof.

T. M. Lowry and Dr. N. V. Sidgwick. Among those

expected to speak are Prof. W. A. Noyes, Sir William
Pope, Prof. A. Lapworth, Prof. I. M. Heilbron,

Dr. W. H. Mills, Prof. J. F. Thorpe, and Prof. R.
Robinson. On the Friday evening a complimentary
dinner will be given to Profs. Lewis and Noyes and
other guests at Trinity Hall. Arrangements are

being made to accommodate those attending the
meeting in one or other of the Colleges, and it will

be possible to include a limited number of non-
members of the Society. Particulars may be had
from the Secretary of the Faraday Society, 10 Essex
Street, London, W.C.2, to whom applications should
be made at once.

The annual visitation of the Royal Observatory,
Greenwich, will be held on Saturday, June 2.

The annual general meeting of the Institute of

Physics will be held in the rooms of the Royal
Society, Burlington House, on Wednesday, May 30,

at 5.30 P.M. In the course of his presidential address.

Sir Joseph Thomson, who has recentl)' returned from
the United States, will refer to the position of in-

dustrial research there in physics.

At the meeting of the National Academy of

Sciences held in Washington on April 25, the following

officers were elected : President, Prof. A. A. Michelson;

Vice-President, Dr. J. C. Merriam ; Secretary, Dr.
David White ; Foreign Secretary, Prof. R. A. MilUkan;
Treasurer, Dr. F. L. Ransome.
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The U.S. National Academy of Sciences has made
the following awards : the Comstock prize to Prof.

William Duane, professor of bio-physics in Harvard
University, in recognition of his researches on X-rays,

and the Mary Clark Thompson gold medal to Dr.

Emmanuel de Margerie, director of the Geological

Survey of Alsace and Lorraine.

At the Royal Institution on Friday evening,

June 15, Sir Ernest Rutherford will give his post-

poned discourse on " The Life History of an Alpha
Particle of Radium," and his concluding lecture on
" Atomic Projectiles " will be delivered on Saturday
afternoon, June i6.

At the annual general meeting of the Linnean
Society of New South Wales, held on March 28, the

following officers were elected : President : Mr. A. F.

Basset Hull. AIembers of Council (to fill six vacancies) :

Mr. E. C. Andrews, Mr. J. H. Campbell, Mr. H. J.

Caiter, Sir T. W. E. David, Prof. W. A. Haswell, and
Prof. A. A. Lawson. Auditor : Mr. F. H. Rayment.

Prof. J. P. Hill, Jodrell professor of zoology and
comparative anatomy in the University of London,
and Prof. J. T. Wilson, professor of anatomy in the

University of Cambridge and formerly Challis pro-

fessor of anatomy in the University of Sydney, have
been elected honorary members of the Linnean Society

of New South Wales.

At the annual general meeting of the Institution

of Electrical Engineers to be held on Thursday, May
31, there will be presented to the Institution : (i) An
oil painting of the late Dr. Silvanus Thompson
(presented by Mrs. Thompson) ; Dr. Thompson's
library (presented by a number of members of the

Institution and others) ; and (2) a bronze bust of

Dr. Thompson, by Mr. Gilbert Bayes (presented by
the Finsbury Technical College Old Students' Associa-

tion).

News has reached this country of the family of the

late General Rykatchef, who was director of the

Russian Meteorological and Magnetic Service until

shortly before the War. General Rykatchef died on
April I, 1919, his wife on November 22 of the same
year. The last survivor of three sons died on
February 24, 1920. A son-in-law perished on July 6,

1 919, leaving five young children. They, with their

mother and her sister, who is well known to meteoro-

logists and magneticians as her father's constant

companion on his international journeys, are the only

survivors of a once large familv.

The following foreign members ha\ e been elected

by the Geological Society : Prof. L. Cayeux, Paris
;

Prof. J. M. Clarke, director of the New York State

Museum, Albany (New York) ; Prof. H. Douvill6,

Paris ; and Prof. W. Lindgren, Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, Boston, Mass. Foreign correspondents

have also been elected as follows : Prof. E. Argand,
University of Neuchatel ; Prof. L. W. Collet, University

of Geneva ; Prof. R. A. Daly, Cambridge (Mass.)
;

Prof. G. Delepine, Lille ; Prof. P. Fourmarier, Liege ;

Prof. V. M. Goldschmidt, Universitets Mineralogisk
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Institut, Christiania ; Prof. T. G. Halle, N'aturhistorisk

Riksmuseum, Stockholm : Prof. J. F. Kemp, Columbia
University, New York City ; Prof. C. F. Kolderup,

University of Bergen ; Prof. C. I. Lisson, Escuela de

Ingenieros, Lima ; Prof. G. A. F. Molengraaff, Delft

;

Dr. A. Renier, Directeur du Service Geologique de

Belgique ; Prof. P. Termier, Directeur des Services de

la Carte Geologique de France ; and Dr. F. E. Wright,

Geophysical Laboratory, Washington, D.C.

The floral ballet, composed by Dr. G. Rudorf, and
conducted by him at the .Alexandra Palace on May 19,

in aid of the Royal Northern Hospital, as announced
in last week's issue, p. 681, proved very delightful

music. Specially written for a choreographic flower-

story arranged by Mrs. A. E. Ormen Sperring for her

pupils, the work, which lasted three-quarters of an

hour, contains a great variety of melodic material.

In his professional capacity as a chemist, and as

collaborator with Sir William Ramsay in a treatise

on the rare gases, Dr. Rudorf is well known ; and

he is to be congratulated upon the skill he has

shown in the production of a musical work of real

merit.

Mr. F. Edwards, 83 High Street, Marylebone. W.i,

has just circulated a catalogue (No. 443) of some
1 100 books and serials relating to anthropology,

folklore, archaeology, etc., some of which formerly

belonged to Prof. Huxley. We notice that Mr.

Edwards has also for disposal a small collection of

Australian native weapons and implements of the

period 1840-50, from the collection of Mr. S. T. Gill,

an Australian artist.

Our Astronomical Column.

The Theory of Jupiter's S.^tellites.—Prof, de
Sitter, of Leyden, lecturing on this subject at the
University of Manchester on May 9, emphasised the
interest attaching to the theory of the motion of
the four Galilean satellites (to which his remarks
were confined), because they illustrate the more
important features in the theory of the motion of

the planets round the sun, but with a time-scale
reduced in a ratio of about 3000 to i. The theory
can thus be checked by observations extending over
a period of a few decades, but the difficulty of deriving
from the observations the masses of the satellites,

and the elements of their orbits, is greatly enhanced
by the intercommensurability of the periods of the
three inner satellites. Though the tables published
by Prof. Sampson a few years ago represented a
irreat advance at the time of their appearance, they
nil require to be confirmed and ^xtended by other
Methods. The commensurability of the periods
renders the ordinary expressions found in celestial

mechanics too slowly con\'ergent, and necessitates
the search for a new solution, starting from a periodic
solution as the first appro.ximation. The commensur-
ability also makes the observations of eclipses and
transits of the satellites less satisfactory than usual
for the determination of the elements of the system.
In ordei to counter these difficulties, such observa-
tions have to be extended over a whole period of
revolution of Jupiter (12 years) and supplemented
by photographs taken at selected epochs before and
after each opposition. Such observations have been
made at Greenwich, the Cape, and Johannesburg,
and are now in Prof, de Sitter's hands for discussion.
The discussion is well in hand, and the results promise
to be satisfactory.

Unknown Lines in Stellar Spectra.—To all

spectro.scopists the paper by Mr. F. E. Baxandall on
' Lines of Unknown Origin in various Celestial
Spectra " (Mon. Not. R.A.S , vol. 83, p. 166) will be
very welcome. Mr. Baxandall's skill m deciphering
spectra is well known, so the results here collected
are of special value. In the year lyio Sir Norman
Lockyer published a list of fairly prominent lines for
which no satisfactory origins had been found, but
since then many of them have been run to earth,
notably the line at \ 4688, which is now known to
be due to ionised helium, and the i Puppis lines due
to the same element. Eliminating these lines from
the list of unknowns, Mr. Baxandall gives rather a
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formidable table containing about 130 lines still

unknown. The wave-lengths of these lines have all

been observed in some source of celestial light, and
the table indicates which particular source, whether
sun, star, corona, nebula, and so on, in which they
have been obser\'ed. The paper is accompanied by
copious notes and references.

850 New Nebul.u.—Dr. Harlow Shapley, in the
Harvard College Observatory Bulletin, No. 784, points
out that photographs made with the Bruce telescope
at Arec|uipa, Peru, supplement the data for nebulae
not easily reached from northern observatories. On
a photograph made on September 19, 1922, with an
exposure of six hours, centred on R.A. 22'' 40'",

Dec. - 43°, Dr. Shapley has found 850 new nebulae.

On the following night another exposure was made,
this time for two hours only, which showed all objects
brighter than the eighteenth magnitude. He points
out that these new nebute are not of the nature of the
faint irregular nebulous wisps frequently found in the
vicinity of bright spirals, but are distinct nebul.T?, the
fainter ones almost exclusively oval or circ\ilar in

form, distributed over an area of about thirty square
degrees. It is interesting to note that only three
nebulae of the N.G.C. fall within this region antl three

from the second Index Catalogue. The brighter
nebulas are, almost without exception, elongated or
show spiral structure, while the fainter ones appear
largely to be globular. The shape of these latter, as

Dr. Shapley points out, may be due simply to under-
exposure of the plate, since many of the bright
nebuhe, on a short exposure, lose the faint extensions
that reveal their truly elongated shape. The inter-

esting remark is made that on many p^rts of this plate
at the eighteenth magnitude, the nebulae are more
numerous than the stars.

The .\stronomical Society of South Africa.—
A local astronomical society was formed at Capetown
ten years ago ; this has now been extended to include

the Johannesburg society, and the first Journal of the
combined body was published in February. The
inaugural presidential address by Dr. Hough deals

with the tides in a clear and interesting manner,
explaining methods of tidal analysis and prediction,

and giving an outline of Sir G. Darwin's theory of the
development of the earth-moon system by tidal

evolution. The society has been especially active

in comet and variable star work ; the former is fully

dealt with in the Journal.
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Research Items.
Industrial Psychology and Coal Mining.—In

the Journal of the National Institute of Industrial
Psychology (vol. i, No. 6), a colliery director
discusses the application of industrial psychology to
coal mining. He points out that hitherto it has feeen
taken for granted that in some wonderful way the
art of coal mining is handed on from old collier to
young collier and from father to son. Again, the
very vital importance of the industry to the country
has made it the battle-ground of conflicting interests,

so that employers and trade union officials make
many statements about the needs and desires of the
workers, statements which are not infrequently
mutually incompatible. Seeing that there is so much
bias, the writer suggests that the proper person to
obtain actual facts is the man of science. He there-
fore advocates a considerable development of the
small-scale investigation done already by the Institute
for one firm, so that methods of training and instruc-
tion, general conditions of work, and allied problems
should be studied and the best methods discovered.
Just as it has been found necessary to study methods
and training for sport, so a similar study would, in

the writer's opinion, be found helpful in coal mining.
If industrial psychology can show how to increase
output and with it wages, and yet leave the coal-

getter less fatigued, it will do more for the general
trade of the country than has been dreamt of.

Chemistry in Medieval Islam.—In the issue of
Chemistry and Induslrv ioT April 20, Mr. E. J. Holm-
yard contributes an interesting article on this sub-
ject. He points out that no serious attempt has
hitherto been made to study adequately the large
number of Arabic chemical treatises whicti have come
down to us— and he might ha\e added that, in spite

of this, the most dogmatic assertions about some
aspects of the problem are still put forward with
surprising confidence by recent writers on the history
of chemistry. Chemistry vvas taken over by the
savants of Islam from the Greek school at Alexandria
about the 7th century a.d., and for five or six hundred
yeans— namely, to the 12th century—it was almost a

monopoly with them. The most famous of its votaries
was Geber, or Jabir ibn Hayyan, probably born at
Harran in IMesopotamia, who attained a position of

eminence under the Caliph Harun al-Raschid (a.d.

786-808). The identity of Jabir with the Geber of

the Latin works, which became known to Europe
about A.D. 1300, although it is now denied by most
writers, is, according to IVIr. Holmvard, very probable,
and he has important new material in this field. The
leanings to mysticism which Geber and other chemists
show is probably to be attributed to Neo-Platonic
influences, which also tinged their chemical views.
A belief in astrology, and in the connexion between
planets and metals, was shared by all thinking men
of the time, but played a relatively unimportant part
in the chemistry of Islam. Scepticism as to the
possibilities of transmutation also appeared at an
early date. Mr. Holmyard gives many further
details, and his paper is one which throws much light

on this interesting period in the history of chemistry.

Difficult and Delinquent Children.—In Psyche
(vol. ii. No. 4I Dr. R. G. Gordon discusses the
problems concerned with the difficult and delinquent
child. Every teacher and doctor has come across

the child who does not fit in with the others, who,
in spite of all efforts on the part of those responsible,

persists in various forms of misbehaviour, frequently
*of a futile and useless character, and finally becomes
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ungovernable. The problem should be faced by trying
to find out why such a child is difficult, and for this

purpose it should be possible for every suspected
child to be examined, in the first place, physically,
as it is known how such factors as abnormalities in

the secretions of the endocrine glands, eye strain,

etc., affect mental development : then his intelligence

should be tested, and thirdly, his reaction to life

should be investigated. It must be borne in mind
that lack of intelligence is by no means an invariable
concomitant of delinquent behaviour. The writer
hopes that e\'entually the State will provide the
means for such work, but he realises that the time
is not yet. In conclusion, he puts in a timely warning
that the proper selection of workers for such in-

\estigation is of vital importance.

Treatment of Electric Shock.—Sir Bernard
Spilsbury and other writers discuss the condition of

individuals who have been subjected to electric shock,
in Archives of Radiology and Electrotherapy, No. 272,
March 1923, p. 316. The pathological changes in

the tissues in fatal cases are generally very slight—
burning at the point of entrance and exit of the current
and haemorrhages beneath or in the skin and into the
muscles. Although some cases may die from paralysis

of the heart, many are cases of " suspended animation "

due to sensory stimulation causing paralysis of
respiration. In many of the last-named class the
immediate application of artificial respiration will

resuscitate the unconscious and apparently dead with
complete recovery.

Nerves of the Fingers.—In the Journal of
Anatomy (vol. Ivii., Part III., April 1923) Prof.

J. S. B, Stopford, of the University' of Manchester, has
published a short note on the distribution and
function of the nerves to the fingers. The paper is

of exceptional interest and importance, because it

gives a new orientation to the results of the last

twenty years' researches on sensation and the inter-

pretation of the effects of nerve injuries. \\ ith the
object of settling this difficult problem once for all,

Dr. Henry Head submitted himself to experiment
in 1903, and had two nerves in his forearm cut across,

so as to study the process of recovery of sensation.

The nerves selected for this test were supposed to be
distributed only to the skin, and Dr. Head assumed
that when they were cut the nerves concerned with
deep sensibility would remain intact. Prof. Stopford
now finds that the nerves in question are not purely
cutaneous, but also supply joints and some of the

subcutaneous tissues. lience the interpretation of

Dr. Head's classical experiment and the far-reaching

generalisations based upon it need to be re-examined
in the light of these anatomical facts, which are

doubly important because their reality has been
established bv an investigator of rare insight, who has
a sympathetic understanding of Dr. Head's methods
and results.

Linked Characters in the. Millions Fish.—In

a continuation of his investigations on the millions fish

{l.ehistes reticulatus). Dr. 6. Winge (Comptes rendus

trav. Lab. Carlsberg, vol. 14, No. 20) obtained a fish

with a new factor for elongated caudal fin. This
factor shows ordinary sex-linked inheritance, and is

therefore located in the X-chromosome. In crossing

experiments there is evidence that the factor may
become transferred from the X- to the Y-chromosome
by crossing over. It then shows male-to-male
inheritance, as is the case with several spot characters

in Lebistes. Later it may cross over again to the X,
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and so the manner of its inheritance oscillates irregu-

larly between ordinary sex-linked and exclusively
niale-to-male transmission. This furnishes further
evidence of the presence of active factors in the
V-chromosome of fishes. Some of the other evidence
indicates that a localised sex factor is concerned in

sex determination.

Pecl'li.hr Polish \\he.\t Cross.— In crosses
between Polish and Kubanka wheat. Mr. F. L.

Kngledow [Joitrn. Genetics, vol. 13, No. i) has studied
the inheritance of length of glume, the respective
parental lengths being about 12 mm. and 31 mm.
The F, generation was intermediate, while in F, the
three types could be classified by eye and approxi-
mated in numbers to the 1:2:1 ratio expected for

a monohybrid difference. The segregated types bred
true in later generations, while the intermediate type
continued to split. The peculiarity was observed,
however, that the Polish tvpe segregated in F'j had a
mean glume length which had shifted from 31 to
24'f) mm., and this shift was maintained in later

I generations. The nature of this permanent modifica-
i tion in a character through crossing is discussed, and

it is pointed out that a multiple factor hypothesis of
' size inheritance is insufficient to account for the

results. The same phenomenon has been observed
in other wheat crosses, but a complete e.xplanation is

not at hand. Perhaps the measurement of all

glume lengths on each individual might aid in the
nalysis.

.
" Big Bud " of Bi..\ck Currant.—This disease,

I

caused by the currant gall mite, is widespread through-
out Great Britain, and attacks and destroys black
currant bushes. Hitherto no remedy has been dis-

covered. In the orchard of the Crichton Royal Institu-
tion, Dumfries (a mental hospital), with 427 bushes,
the following treatment (eighty-third annual report for

the year 1922, Crichton Roval Institution, Dumfries)
has been tried : The ground round the bushes was com-
pletely covered with straw and dead branches, which
were then ignited (March 28, 1922). The scorched
branches of the bushes were then cut off to within six

inches of the ground, fresh straw was put on, and the
liole again burnt. So far the treatment has been a
iiccess. for (i) less than 10 per cent, of the bushes have

been lost, and (2) fully 90 per cent, have made a good
recovery, showing 2-3 feet growth of healthy wood,
with flower buds, giving promise of a half-crop the
following (this) year, and with no indication of the
mite at the end of 1922.

D.\TE P.^LMS OF Iraq.—The Agricultural Director-
ate. Ministry of Interior, Iraq, has issued the third
memoir of a series upon dates and date cultivation of
the Iraq. In the memoir. V. H. W. Dowson briefly

describes some of the better known varieties of the
female palms of the Iraq and the dates they produce

;

the earlier memoirs have dealt with the habit,
cultivation, and yield of the palms. Some of these
varieties differ markedly in habit of growth and in

average yield of produce, and the dates are by no
means all the same, differing probably as much to
the expert observer as do the different apples displayed
in the shop window to the average Knglisli buyer, to
whom all dates are very much alike. It is interesting,
for example, to learn that the Ista-amran palm,
forming some 45 per cent, of the palm population of
the Shatt Al' Arab, produces a date which the Arab
would class among the " hot," i.e. relatively in-

digestible dates. This palm gives relatively low
yields, and yet probably one-third of the dates
exported from Basrah are of this variety ! Obviously,
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with attention turned to varieties, their quality and
yield, there are great possibilities before the date
industrv, lra<i containing, it is estimated, some
thirty million date palms ; at present, the author
reports, the demand for Iraq dates is only increasing

in the Lnited States. Prepared originally for the

purposes of the Revenue Department of the Iraq,

this memoir is a tribute to the industry of a recently

constituted Administration and to its author, who
confesses that its preparation has been rather a

recreation than a labour, " because the date palm is

so interwoven into the history, literature, and life of

the Arab race."

A Causal Organism of Nasal Polypus.— In his

memoir on lihinosporidium Seeberi (Trans. Royal
Soc, Edinburgh, vol. liii. part ii.. No. 16), Prof.

J. H. Ashworth has accomplished a notable piece

of work, and one which forms a valuable contri-

bution to medical biology. This remarkable organism,
hitherto placed among the Sporozoa but regarded
by Prof. Ashworth as a unicellular fungus, prob-
ably belonging to the Chytridinea;, is responsible for

the development of a form of nasal polypus in

human beings. Fortunately, it appears to be rare,

at any rate among Europeans, and its geographical
distribution is peculiar, including India, Ceylon,
Argentina, and Tennessee, I'.S.A. (one case). Prof.

Ashworth was able to study the organism in the case

of an Indian medical student at Edinburgh, and gives

a detailed and beautifully illustrated account of the
life-history. Attempts to cultivate the parasite in

other animals or in vitro have been unsuccessful, and
the method of infection is unknown.

The Devonian Formation in Australia.—Dr.

W. N. Benson's " Materials for the study of the

Devonian Palaeontology of Australia " (Rec. Geol.

Surv. New S. Wales, vol. x. pt. 2) is a memoir that
will be much appreciated by geological students. It

begins with an historical introduction in which the

author sketches the progress in discovery of the

Devonian rocks of Australia and their separation

from the Silurian with which they had been formerly
associated. The rocks and their contents of the

several faunal pro\inces are next described as well

as the distribution of the Australian Devonian fauna.

There is also a chapter on Middle Devonian vulcan-

icity. An excellent bibliography and a useful register

of the fossil localities follow, but what will prove of

most use to the general student is the very full census

and index of both fauna and flora, which forms half

of the memoir and includes references to close on two
hundred genera.

Upper Cretaceous Dixosauria from Alberta.—
From among a collection of fossil vertebrates in the
University of Alberta, obtained from Upper Cretaceous
beds (Belly River formation) of the Red Deer River,

C. W. Gilmore has singled out and describes, with
excellent figures, some exceedingly interesting Dino-
saurs {Canadian Field S'aluralist, vol. xxxvii.. No. 3).

Corythosauriis crcavatus, n.sp., is the second species

of a genus the skull of which in its general outline

recalls that of a bird rather than a reptile. In the

case of this Dinosaur, however, the beak portion of

the skull is formed by the premaxillaries, the entire

upper and posterior portion of the crest being occupied

by the nasal bones. Quite other in aspect is the skull

of all the Upper Cretaceous armoured Dinosaurs : in

them it is greatly depressed and has a broadly rounded
muzzle. .\ well-preserved skull and right ramus,
which the author tentatively refers to Europlocephahis

tutus, Lambe, has afforded him the opportunity of
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contributing to the knowledge of the cranium of this

group, for with the exception of the type of Pano-
plosawus h;;>!(s, Lambe, only unsatisfactory fragments
have hitherto been available. The author further
directs attention to some features in the cranial

structure of a specimen of Eoceratops from the same
district, as well as to the first occurrence in the Belly
Ri\er formation of a lacertian reptile, as evinced by
the discovery of a dorsal vertebra bearing a striking
resemblance in size and form to those of the genus
Saniwa.

Meteorology of the Gulf of Bothnia.—Several
papers dealing with the meteorology of the Gulf of

Bothnia and the northern part of Sweden have latelv

appeared. In " Strom och Vindobservationer vid
Fyrskeppen " (Havsforsknings Institutets, No. 13,

1922), Mr. G. Granqvist records- the wind direction
and force at certain Finnish lightships, four in the
Gulf of Finland and seven in the Gulf of Bothnia,
during 1921. The records are of varying lengths of

time, in most cases from June to November or
December, but in two cases for January also. Observa-
tions were taken three times daily. In Statens
Meteorologisk-Hydrografiska Anstalt, i. No. 4 (Stock-
holm, 1922), Dr, C. J. Ostman has a paper on " Re-
cherches sur les grands vents pres de la cote sut^doise

du Golfe de Botnie." The observations deal with
the winds above force 7 on the Beaufort scale in

eleven lighthouses and lightships. As a rule, the
records are for the years 1907-1921, and cover the
tvi'elve months. The paper contains a discussion of

the direction and nature of the depressions which
influence the Gulf. The meteorological observations
taken at the Swedish station at Abisko in I.apland
during the year 1921 are published (Abisko Natur-
vetenskapliga Station, Stockholm, 1923). The hourly-

data are given in ex/enso with the legends of the tables

in both Swedish and French. They include records
of the water temperature in Lake Tornetrask.

R.\Dio IN Relation to Weather Observations.
—Weather reports by wireless telegraphy and by the
radiophone as received and disseminated in the
United States from the beginning of this century to

the present date are dealt with by Mr. E. B. Calvert
of the U.S. Weather Bureau in the U.S. Monthly
Weather Review for January. The history of the
initiation and the development of the radio service

is full of interest, and is dealt with from the year 1895,
when Marconi commenced his investigations in wire-

less telegraphv, until the inauguration of radiophone
w-eather broadcasting through the United States in

February last. The Weather Bureau was the pioneer
of all agencies of the U.S. Government in investiga-

tions and experiments in wireless telegraphy. It is

stated by the author that in his opinion meteorology
will advance hand in hand with rad,io, and that there
must be close and undisturbed contact between the
agencies engaged in meteorological and radio activities.

Meteorology is essentially an international science,

and weather has no national allegiance. Weather
conditions prevailing in one country to-day may
affect another to-niorrow, or perhaps a week hence.
The author is very strongly impressed with the
importance of exchange of meteorological reports
between different countries and especially among the
nations in the Northern Hemisphere, in which radio
must play a large and important part. Daily weather
forecasts and storm warnings for all interested in

agriculture ashore and for all vessels afloat in the
open ocean and elsewhere have now become the
common property of all. Mention is made of the
forecasting demonstrated by the French training-ship

Jacques Cartier, which cames weather experts and
disseminates and broadcasts w-eather forecasts daily
in botli English and French, aided by reports from
shore stations and from ships within call.

Atomic Radii in Crystals.*—In a short paper in

the Proceedings of the U.S. National Academy of

Sciences for February, Dr. R. W. G. Wyckoff discusses,

with the aid of numerical data, the hypothesis that
the atoms of each element are of a definite size, and
that crystals are built up by their packing together.

The calculation of the " sphere of intluence " of atoms
can now be made from four independent starting-

points : from metals, from the diamond and divalent
metal carbonates of the calcite group, from pyrites

(FeS,), and with the aid of caesium dichloro-iodide

(CsCLI). The metals do not fit w-ell into the scheme,
calcite and related minerals present difficulties because
of the two different assignments of position which
have been made to the oxygen atoms, while the
results from pyrites and caesium dichloro-iodide are
in substantial agreement and are chosen as offering

the basis for the fairest test of the hypothesis. It is

claimed that numerous results (given in the paper)
not in accord with the hypothesis show conclusively

that the latter is not in harmony with experiment—
a result which might be anticipated on theoretical

grounds, although approximate agreement is obtained
in isomorphous crystals composed of only two kinds
of atoms, where the interatomic distances have
additive properties. In cases of compounds where
the atomic environments are different, the interatomic
distances may change by several tenths of an Angstrom
unit.

Gasoline in the United States.—The natural-

gas gasoline industry in the United States continues
to expand, and the total production of nearly

450,000,000 gallons of gasoline in 1921 exceeded that

of 1920 by some 145,000,000 gallons, according to

statistics recently published in an advance chapter of

the IMineral Resources of the United States for 192 1.

The value of the gasoline produced, however, dropped
to 10,000,000 dollars less than in the previous year,

owing to the break in the petroleum market and the
general lowering of prices. The processes involved in

the production of natural-gas gasoline are constantly
undergoing changes, and there is obviously still

plenty of room for improvement of the plants employed.
The compression process of extraction is fast giving

way to the absorption process, not because the latter

is technically more efficient, but because the product
obtained by the absorption process is more uniform,

stable, and commands a higher market price. The
combination of both compression and absorption
processes, how-ever, is finding increasing favour with
operators, and may quite conceivably become the

standard plant of the future. Production of gasoline

on a large scale is faced with certain problems which
are not always easy to contend with ; for example,
summer temperatures frequently cause difficulty in

cooling the water sufficiently for condensation, while

cold weather, on the other hand, aids condensation
to such an extent that pipe-line freezing occurs,

interrupting the transport of the gasoline. Another
problem seriously affecting the industry is that

connected with waste of gas which must inevitably

occur when a new well is brought in ; obviously, in

operating a new lease, it is not policy to install an
expensiv-e plant until the prol^able output of gas from
several wells has been gauged ;

drilling these new
wells takes time, and thus in developing a property
much gas is initially lost w-hich it would undoubtedly
pay to treat for gasoline.
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The Royal Society Conversazione.

'^"'HE hrst ol the two annual conversaziones of the
* Royal Society was held at Burlington House

on May 16, when Sir Charles Sherrington and the
officers of the Society received the fellows and guests.

In the space available it is impossible to deal ade-
quately with all the exhibits, so we propose to group
them according to subject and to give a brief account
of some of the items in each group.
The National Institute of Industrial Psychology

exhibited some results of the researches it has imder-
taken, among which were curves obtained by Dr.

G. H. Miles and Mr. Eric Farmer showing the effects

of encouraging rhythmical movements and of reducing
needless decisions. Output increased by more than

35 per cent., despite which the workers spontaneously
testified to their lessened fatigue. Mr. Eric Farmer
also demonstrated the reduction of after-images pro-
duced by using a frosted glass on the miner's standard
electric lamp.
The effect of temperature on the biological action

of light was illustrated in a demonstration arranged
'n- the National Society for Medical Research (Ur.

onard Hill and Dr. A. Eidinow). Hay infusoria

..ore exposed in shallow quartz cells to the mercury
vapour lamp. The quartz cell in each case is attached
to a glass cell through which water is circulated at a
uiven temperature. The Ictlial power of ultra-violet
I ,iys is manifested by granulation and loss of mobility,
and at 20° C. these signs appear in about one-third
of the time required at 10° C. Mr. H. J. Buchanan-
WoUaston had an interesting exhibit showing the
value of markings on herring-scales as a means for

estimating age and growth rate of the fish. Scales
from the same fish may have widely diftering numbers
of rings ; those on the outer part of the large scales

should be read in groups, and the age checked by
means of dorsal scales and " key-scales." The ages
iluduced are much less than those obtained by Danish
workers.
Some developments in microscopy were illustrated

1)>- the exhibits of Mr. Conrad Beck and the National
Institute for .Medical Research (Mr. J. E. Barnard,
.Mr. John Smiles, and Mr. F. Welch). Mr. Beck
showed a new illuminator for opaque objects, con-
sisting of an aplanatic ring of glass silvered on the
back surface, which enables a short focus reflector of
great light intensity to be used with powers as high

4 mm. (1/6).

riie Director, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew,
showed specimens of efwatakala grass (Melinis
minutiflora P. Beauv.), a valuable pasture grass in
the tropics, reported to be repugnant to the tsetse
fly. This property appears to be due either to the
aroma of the oil exuded by the hairs on the leaves
or to its stickiness. In another exhibit, species of
Psychotria, Pavetta. and Kraussia (Rubiacea) with
nodular swellings in their leaves, due to the presence
of colonies of bacteria, were show^n. The bacterium
can assimilate free nitrogen from the air. The
Physical Department, Rothamsted F'xperimental
Station, Harpcnden (Dr. B. .\. Keen, with Mr. E. M.
Crowtherand Mr. \V. B. Haines), had exhibits dealing
with flocculation and deflocculation in soils. An
automatic electrical balance, devised by Prof. Oden
and Dr. Keen, gives a continuous time record of the
accumulating weight of deposit from a soil suspension.
Analysis of the time-weight curve thus obtained gives
an indication of the type of soil.

Messrs. J. J. Griffin and Sons, Ltd., showed a
Boys " integrating and recording gas calorimeter

which has already been described in N.vtire (.August
19, 1922, vol. no, p. 251). Dr. Hele-Shaw exhibited

his stream-line filter, which causes the fluid which
has to be filtered to flow- with stream-line motion.
This is done by forcing the fluid down holes drilled
through parallel sheets of paper impervious to the
fluid itself ; the fluid escapes by passing between the
sheets of paper. Dirty water and oil, and water
containing a dye, were all freed of foreign material.
Among the exhibits of the International Western
Electric Company was a low voltage kathode ray
oscillograph. The instrument consi.sts of a glass tube
in which a kathode ray is generated between a hot
filament kathode and a small tubular anode. The ray
is rendered visible by striking a fluorescent screen at
the end of the tube. It is deflected on passing
between two pairs of plates to which two alternating
potentials are applied. The fluorescent spot then
traces out a curve which is a graph of the relation
between the two potentials, .\mong the exhibits of
the Research Department, Woolwich, was an appara-
tus for the detection of feeble X-ray beams by smoke
clouds. A smoke cloud, having a flat top, is produced
in a small chamber, below an electrode maintained
at a potential of about 400 volts. Even a feeble X-ray
beam striking the cloud produces ions, some of which
attach themselves to the smoke particles, and the latter

can be seen rising from the top of the cloud. A chrono-
graph for use with a photographic recorder was also
shown. Time intervals of i / 1 000th second are recortled
on a mo\ing cinematograph record by interrupting the
spot-light from an Einlhoven galvanometer by means
of a wheel with 20 radial vanes, w-hich is made to
revolve at 50 revolutions per second. The accuracy
of the recorder for long or short time intervals is at
least I /10,000th second.

Mr. S. G. Brown exhibited a frenophone, a form
of loud-speaking telephone, in which the sound is

amplified by friction. The telephonic current con-
trols the pressure of a small cork pad upon a revolving
glass disc, and the variations in the resulting frictional

drag are applied to the telephone diaphragm of the
instrument. \'ery clear articulation is produced. In
an exhibit by the Cambridge and Paul Instrument
Co., Ltd., a phonic motor driven by a tuning-fork
controls a contact on a circular rheostat, which is

rotated by a direct-current motor. If the latter gains
or loses speed relatively to the phonic motor, the
rheostat automatically synchronises the motor with
the tuning-fork. The mechanism was designed by
Dr. W. Rosenhain.

Curious as well as interesting were the exhibits of
Mr. Harrison Glew, who showed a bar magnet of
cobalt-steel floating above the opposed poles of a
fixed magnet (Nature, May 12, p. 669), and of Mr.
E. Hatschck, who had a number of permanent
" hanging drop " and vortex forms produced by
running gelatin sol into suitable coagulating solutions,

while the device of Mr. D. Northall-Laurie, showing
photomicrographs of crystals in colour mounted to
show changing tints, was very striking. Colour photo-
graphs (Paget process) are taken of the subject, and
the slides are constructed to allow the viewing screen
to be moved acro.ss the transparency. The tint of

the slide then changes from green through various
intermetliate colours to red, just as the tint of crystals

examined under a microscope by polarised light can
be made to change. There were other specimens and
pieces of interesting apparatus, such as that shown
by Messrs. .\dam Hilger, Ltd., for optical research,

but a fuller account cannot be attempted.
During the evening, Sir Richard Paget lectured on

the reproduction of vowel sounds, and Mr. Walter
Heape on the Heape and Gryll rapid cinema machine.
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Conference of Universities.

T N the programme of the annual conference of the
•^ universities of the United Kingdom, which was
held on May 12 at King's College, l.ondon, the first

place was given to the subject of the financial outlook
of the universities. The income and expenditure
for 1921-22 of the universities and university colleges

of Great Britain in receipt of annual Treasury grants
are displayed in Tables 7 and 8 of the returns recently
published by the University Grants Committee. The
aggregate income of these institutions (Oxford and
Cambridge are excluded from the returns, their

grants having been " special emergency " grants) is

shown as 3,578,768/., derived from: Parliamentary
grants (35'3 per cent.). Fees for tuition and examina-
tion (35'7 per cent.). Local Authorities' grants (117
per cent.). Endowments (10-3 per cent.). Donations
and Subscriptions (27 per cent.), and other sources

(4-3 per cent.). Of expenditure 49-3 per cent, was
on Salaries of Teaching Staff, i3'4 per cent, on
other Departmental Maintenance, 131 per cent,

on Maintenance of Premises, and 102 per cent
on Administration.
The outstanding feature of the situation is the

cramping of university activities owing to want of

funds. " The grave condition of commerce and
industry," says the Committee, " has temporarily
called a halt to the forward movement which derived
its impulse from the experience of the War : such a

halt was natural—perhaps inevitable—but it cannot
be prolonged without arresting developments which
can only be neglected at grave risk to natio'nal

efficiency." The Committee finds in the universities'

expenditure on their libraries an illustration of the
parsimony which they are compelled to practise. In
a report dated February 3, 1921. the Committee
directed special attention to the vital necessitv of

proper provision for library maintenance and declared
that the character and efficiency of a university mav be
gauged by its treatment of this, its central organ, and
it now characterises the expenditure on libraries and
museums in 1921-22 as " dangerously small." The
whole expenditure under this head was about as

much as is spent on the upkeep of their libraries by
the two universities of Chicago and California. The
Committee is satisfied that at practically all the
universities the greatest care has been taken to limit

expenditure to essentials, and to get full value out
of every pound spent. It follows that if the develop-
ments so urgently necessary for national efficiency

are to take place, the universities' incomes must be
augmented.
The discussion at the conference followed generally

the lines of Dr. Adami's paper read at the Universities'

Congress of 192 1, and was directed especially to the
question how far it is possible and desirable to obtain
increases of annual grants from Local Authorities.
Sir Theodore Morison suggested that provincial
universities may be regarded as beneficial alike to
(i) their students, (2) the cities they are located in

and the surrounding districts, and {3) the nation
;

and that where more than two-thirds of the university's

income is obtained from the students and the nation, it

is not unreasonable to look to local sources for an
increase of their contribution. He adduced statistics

showing that if cities which at present grant to their

universities less than the produce of a penny rate, and
counties and neighbouring boroughs which make
grants equal to less than a halfpenny rate, were to

increase their grants to these standards respectively,

the English provincial universities would benefit to

the extent of 55,000/., or 4 per cent, of their total

incomes ; there are, moreover, a number of counties
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and boroughs within the spheres of influence of
universities which do not at present make grants to
them. Nor should it be difficult to convince local

bodies of the great value to tljeir constituents of a
flourishing university in their midst. The services

the universities can render to local communities mav
not be measurable in terms of money, but are not the
less substantial, among them being assistance in the
scientific development of local industries and the
fostering of a spirit of regional independence. General
appreciation on the part of local authorities of the
value of such services should go far to minimise the
dangers, to which attention \\ as directed by several
speakers at the conference, of dependence on grants
out of rates.

With the exception of a remark by the president
of the Board of Education to the effect that he
believed the race of " pious donors " is not yet
e.xtinct, no suggestion was made as to the possibility

of increasing endowments. The income from endow-
ments not appropriated to specific purposes is shown
in the Grants Committee's tables to amount at present
to 155,230/., or 4 per cent, of the total income

;

the income from appropriated endowments is

215,350/. Several speakers acknowledged the in-

estimable value of the services to the universities of

Sir William McCormick's Committee in helping them
to meet the crisis in their finances produced by the
War. The president of the Board of Education,
while assuring the universities that there is at present
no disposition in Parliament to challenge their
autonomy, observed that they would always need to
be on their guard against claims that with the exten-
sion of State aid should go e.xtension of State control.

In opening the discussion on " Music as a University
Subject," Sir Henry Hadow made a vigorous plea for

full recognition by the universities of the study of
musical works as being on a par with, if not a
part of, literature. This recognition would involve
its acceptance as an optional subject for the B.A.
degree. The discussion brought to light the fact
that alike in London, in Wales, and in Scotland, the
recognition of music as an optional subject for

matriculation is being considered, and that the
northern English universities' joint matriculation
board has adopted, and the Oxford and Cambridge
schools examination board is considering, an
adequate music syllabus for their school certificate

examination.
The discussion on " The Universities and Training

for .\dministrative and Municipal Life," opened by
Sir William Bexeridge, who was ably followed bv
Sir Josiah Stamp, showed that the liveliest interest is

being taken in tliis subject both within and without
the imiversities, and that this has been greatly
stimulated by the establishment last year of the
Institute of Public Administration. Most of the
speakers were in favour of the universities providing
in this connexion, not preliminary professional
training, but courses suitable for persons who have
already entered on their official careers. The courses
would be framed in consultation with representatives
of central and local government authorities with the
view of junior officials being released from their

ordinary duties for attendance on them.
Mr. Arthur Greenwood, M.P., spoke on " Labour

and the Universities," and a paper by the Master of
Balliol on extra-mural education was read.

The discussions were marked throughout by an
animation which proved that the subjects were well
chosen. A report of the proceedings will, we are
informed, be published by the Universities' Bureau.
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The Department of Geology, University

of Liverpool.

New Gift from Sir William Herdman.

ON Tuesday. May 15, the Council of the I'niversity

of Liverpool accepted a gift of 20,000/. from Sir

William A. Herdman for the provision of a new
building for the Department of Geology. Sir William
Herdman desired his gift to be associated with the

memorv of the late Lady Herdman, and that the
new laboratories should bear her name. It will be
recollected that, after urging for many years the
desirabilitv of the foundation of a chair of geology

in the University, Sir William Herdman, in company
with Lady Herdman, eventually offered the Univer-

sity the sum of 10,000/. for the purpose of endowing
the George Herdman chair in memory of their only
son, who was killed in action in igi6.

Largely through the foresight of Sir William
Herdman and Sir .Alfred Dale, the late \"ice-Chancellor

of the University, accommodation had been reserved

in an extension of the Zoology Department. The
Geological Department thus consisted of two floors

and a library, but the new professor had the great

advantage of dividing up the shell of the building

into suitable laboratories and of equipping them for

special needs. Sir William Herdman had been
securing for many years valuable collections and
books in preparation for the future department. The
equipment of the laboratories was assisted very
materially bv a gift of 2000/. from Mrs. and Miss Holt,
relatives of Lady Herdman, long well known for

their great and numerous benefactions to the Univer-
sity. Many other donations towards equipment and
the cost of purchasing collections, etc., were made
by Sir William and Lady Herdman in the succeeding
years, and several students in the Department had
rea.son to be grateful for their kind and practical help.

The School of Geology, founded in 191 7, has grown
rapidly—not unexpected, when it is remembered
that Liverpool has long been known for such dis-

tinguished amateur geologists as G. H. Morton,
C. Mellard Keade, H. C". Beasley, and J. Lomas, and
its active Geological Society with a sixtv \'ears' record
of published work. The accommodation of the
Department has for the past three years been in-

sufficient for its needs, and Sir William and Lady
Herdman frequently expressed their desire to see
the school housed more fitly. Lady Herdman's
sudden and lamented death last autumn prevented
the new gift being a joint one, but it was a happy
thought of Sir William Herdman to associate the
names of wife and son with the laboratories and chair
respectively.

Apart from this valuable assistance towards the
furtherance of geological work, it ma>' be recalled
that in 1919 Sir William and Lady Herdman also
endowed the chair of oceanography in the University.

University and Educational Intelligence.

.\berdf.en.—Dr. H. K. Kruyt, professor of phvsical
chemistry in the University of Utrecht, delivered a
University lecture on May 14, his subject being
" The Electric Charge of the Colloids."
The Students' Gala Week in aid of the .\berdeen

Hospitals has realised a nett sum of 4753/.
Prof. J. .Xrthur Thomson has been appointed a

member of the committee of in<|uiry on trawling.

St. Andrews.—Among the names of those on
whom the Senatus Academicus has resolved to confer
the honorary degree of LL.D. at the graduation
ceremonial on July 6 are the following :—Sir William
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Henry Hadow, vice-chancellor of the I'niversity of
Sheffield ; Mr. Herbert William Richmond, Univer-
sity lecturer in mathematics in the University of

Cambridge, and retiring president of the London
Mathematical Society ; and Sir Robert Robertson,
chief Government chemist, London.

Birmingham.—The Huxley Lecture is to be
delivered on Thursday, June 7, 5.30 p.m., at Mason
College, by Sir Arthur Keith, wlio has chosen as his

subject " The Origin of the British People."
Dr. H. H. Sampson has been appointed honorarv

assistant curator of the surgical section of the Patho-
logical Museum, and Mr. J. S. M. Council, honorary
assistant curator of the gynaecological section.

Prof. John Robertson is to represent the University
at the meeting of the National Association for the
Prevention of Tuberculosis, to be held in Birmingham
in July next.

The Ingleby Lectures will be delivered at 4 o'clock
on May 30 and June 6 by Dr. H. Black, who will take
as his subject " The Investigation of the .Alimentary
Tract by X-rays." The lectures are open to all

medical men.

Cambridge.—Dr. W. L. H. Duckworth, Jesus
College, has been elected as representative of the
University on the General Medical Council.

Dr. E. Lloyd Jones, Downing College, has been re-

elected demonstrator of medicine. An honorary
degree of Master of Arts is to be conferred on Dr.

J. T. .MacCurdy, Corpus Christi College, University
lecturer in psychopathology.

Durham.—.\n anonymous donor has presented the
capital sum of 12,000/. to Armstrong College, New-
castle-upon-Tyne, the interest of which is to be
devoted to the establishment of research fellowships
and possibly prizes of similar character to the .\dams
prize at Cambridge, or in such other manner as the
Council of the College may decide is best calculated
to promote original work in pure and applied science
and the humanities.
The Council of the College has decided to proceed

immediately with the erection of a permanent library
at an estimated cost of some 40,000/. It has long
been felt that there is great need of a scholars' library
on the north-east coast, and it is hoped that when the
new library is built it will form a worthy centre for
all students of the district, whether members of the
University or not. It is understood that the Un-
employment Grants Committee are favourably dis-
posed to consider such a scheme as a work of public
utility deserving assistance from public funds.

Edinburgh.—On Wednesday, May 16, Prof. H. R.
Kruyt, of the I'niversity of Utrecht, delivered a
lecture on " The Electric Charge of Colloids "

; and
on l-"riday, May 18, Prof. W. de Sitter, of the Uni-
versity of Leyden, lectured on " Problems of Funda-
mental Astronomy."

London.—Prof. Leonard Bairstow has been ap-
pointed as from September i next to the Zaharoff
chair of aviation tenable at the Imperial College
of Science and Technolog\-. He has been head of
the -Aeronautical Department of the National Physical
Laboratory, and since 1920 has been professor of
aerodynamics at the Imperial College.

Dr. C. L. Boulenger has been appointed as from
September i next to the University chair of zoology
tenable at Bedford College. Since 1922 he has
been lecturer in, and temporary head of, the depart-
ment of zoology at the college. He is the author
of a number of papers on Coelenterata, helminthology,
and other subjects.

Miss B. E, M. Hosgood has been appointed as
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from September i next to the l!ni\ersity readership
in geography tenable at Bedford College. In 1918
she was appointed assistant lecturer in geography
at the College, and has been since 1920 head of that
department.

Dr. John Marshall has been appointed as from
September i next to the University readership in

mathematics tenable at Bedford College. He has
been junior lecturer in mathematics at University
College, Dundee, and senior lecturer in mathematics
at University College, Nottingham. Since 1920 he
has been senior lecturer in mathematics at University
College, Swansea.

Oxford.—On May 15 a decree was passed by
Convocation authorising the presentation of an
address to the Universities of Paris and Strasbourg
on the occasion of the celebration of the centenary of

the birth of Louis Pasteur.
It has been decided to offer an annual scholarship

in chemistry under the will of the late Charles Day
Dowling Gibbs.
A prize in natural science has been established by

Mrs. Emily Poulton, in memory of her daughter,
Hilda Ainley Walker, open to women members of
the Society of Oxford Home-Students.

The Ellen Richards Research Prize of 1000 dollars,

for 1924, is being offered for theses by women, based
on independent laboratory research. If the prize
should not be awarded, a grant may be made under
certain conditions. Information respecting the prize,

and application forms, are obtainable from Dr. Lilian
Welsli, Goucher College, Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.A.,
or from Mrs. Samuel F. Clarke, Williamstown, Mass.,
U.S.A.

Thiv Dr. Edith Pechey Phipson post-graduate
scholarship, value 100.'. a year for not more than three
years, will be awarded in June by the council of the
London (Royal Free Hospital) School of Medicine for

Women. The scholarship is open to all medical
women, preferably coming from India, or going to
work in India, and is for assistance in post-graduate
study. The latest date for the receipt of applications
(whicli should be sent to the Warden and Secretary of
the School, 8 Hunter Street, W'.C.i) is May 31.

The Board of Education is organising short summer
courses of instruction for teachers in technical and
evening schools (Form io5e. U.). Engineering science
and electrical engineering are dealt with at Oxford
and Birmingham. Both courses commence at Bir-
mingham on July 23 and are concluded (July 28 to
August 8) at O'riel College, Oxford. The courses
include practical work on heat engines, hydraulics,
mechanics, materials, electrical testing,

'
wireless,

thermo-electricity and magnetic testing. Building
science is divided into two courses, (a) building
mechanics and structures and (6) general science and
laboratory work, both at Westminster Training
College, Horseferry Road, London, S.W.i. Applica-
tions to attend these courses, to be obtained and
returned through the local Education Authority if

the teacher is working under such an authority, must
be received by the Board of Education not later
than June I.

The Manchester Municipal College of Technology
is this year celebrating its " coming of age." It
originated in a Mechanics' Institution- founded in
1824 with the object, common to many similar
foundations of the .second quarter of the nineteenth
century, of " enabling mechanics and artisans to
become acquainted with such branches of science as
are of practical application in the exercise of their
trades." Conceived without much regard to the
principles of industrial psychology, the methods
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employed commonly failed to attract people of the
class for whom they were intended, and thirty years
after its foundation a vice-president of the Manchester
institution remarked, " Nature was as bountiful to
the working-class in talent and energy as to the
higher classes," but " those for whom this institution
was destined did not avail themselves of it," and
" until we enforced education upon all classes.

Mechanics' Institutions, successful as they might be
to some classes, would not produce the great advantage
they might otherwise do." The Paris exhibition of
1867 having attracted attention to a growing in-

feriority of English arts and crafts, a cry was again
raised for technical education among workmen, and
this was echoed by the directors of the Manchester
institution, who in their report for 1868 approved
of " recurring to a system of education the basis of
which was prescribed in the original preamble, viz.

to instruct the working-classes in the principles of
the arts they practise." In 18S2 it was converted
into a technical school, which was in 1892 taken over
by the City Corporation. The College into which
it has grown had in 1921-22 an income of 143,000/.,
of which nearly 64 per cent, (more than the produce
of a 4d. rate) was provided by the Corporation. Of
the 6223 students 553 were taking courses of uni-
versity standard. An interesting series of articles

upon the work and development of the College has
been contributed to the Manchester City Xews by
the former principal, Mr. J. H. Reynolds.

Among the various links connecting abstract
science and engineering is the scientific education of
engineers. Thirty years ago Sir ^^'illiam Anderson
deplored the fact that except in the noble endow-
ments of the City and Guilds schools and the Govern-
ment institutions at South Kensington in London,
the movement to secure the necessary training
languished for want of adequate support. Sir

Richard Glazebrook, in his " James Forrest
"

lecture to the Institution of Civil Engineers on May 4,
made reference to this, and gave a brief outline of the
conditions at present. The City and Guilds College
—the Engineering Department of the Imperial
College—opened in 1886 with 35 students ; in July
1922 there weie 492 engineering students in the
College, and 138 students of the Royal College of
Science and the Royal School of Mines were also
receiving instruction. The numbers for the Schools
of the LTniversity of London and its other institutions

were not quoted, but it may be said that these show
corresponding increases. In the period from 1903 to
1922 London University conferred 129.1 internal and
756 external engineering degrees. The growth in the
provincial universities and colleges has also been very
large. Among other hopeful signs is the increasing
interest in the education of apprentices shown by
trades unions ; a report on this subject was presented
at the Trades Union Congress last year. The scheme
of industrial bursaries started in 191 1 by the Royal
Commission for the Exhibition of 1851 is for the
award of bursaries to students who have done well
in some branch of science and who propose to go into
works. Up to December last about 19,000/. has been
expended on 185 bursars. The scheme is an ex-
tremely useful one and could be extended with
advantage. Many young men find it extremely
difficult, after a successful college career, to obtain
adequate works experience without causing an
intolerable drain on the slender resources of their

parents. It is also of interest to record that there is

an increasing demand by employers for college-

trained men ; the associations of works and colleges

were greatl}' strengthened during the War, and many
firms now prefer men for their staffs who possess
university degrees.
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Societies and Academies.

London.

Royal Society, May 17.— A. E. H. Tutton : (i)

A universal interferometer. The essential feature is

a travelling microscope driven by a specially con-
structed fine screw along a true V-and-plane guiding
bed ; one of the two glass reflecting surfaces is

carried rigidly with it, and the amount of its motion
is measured directly in monochromatic interference

bands. There is an autocollimating telescope with
micrometer eyepiece, a vacuum tube on the elbow
tube, a constant deviation prism for the selection

of the monochromatic radiation to be used, and
large truly worked glass interference discs. The
telescope is mounted to the right, and the driving
wheel to the left, and the 30-inch long \'-and-plane
bed, in its rigid carrying plinth-bed, is supported
on pillars at the .\iry positions for no flexure, the
whole being mounted on a heavy rectangular base.

The large middle space on the latter is available
for a large circular work-taole with everj' possible

requirement of adjustment for supporting the object
or its manipulating apparatus. (2) A wave-length
torsometer, and its use with the universal inter-

ferometer. This is a refinement of the Voigt instru-

ment for determining the torsion constants of small
bodies. It is essentially a miniature lathe-bed,
carrying two similar but mutually reversed wheel-
and-chuck fittings, the chucks for gripping the object
bar ends, and the wheels, which move solidly with
the chucks, for delivering the force-couple at one end
and holding the object firmly at the other, the two
ends being interchangeable. The power band passes
round the lower half of one puUey-whccl and thence
over a larger pullcy-whcel on a standard. The end
depending from in front of the latter terminates in

a loop of the cord-band, into which the hook carried

by the weight can be allowed slowly to fall, until

the whole weight is acting in twisting the object
bar. The torsometer is supported on the work-table
of the universal interferometer. It is rigidly clamped
with the two aluminium radials carried by the object
bar near its two ends, in contact near their upper
terminations with the blunt knife-edge ends of the
two sliders. The Grayson-ruUng signal is centred
under the microscope wnen the radial under observa-
tion is just in complete contact with the slider. On
delivering the weight and effecting the twist, the
slide and signal move, and the movement is followed
by driving the microscope by the big wheel of the
interferometer until the signal mark is again centred,
the number of interference bands effecting their
transit being counted.—L. N. G. Filon and F. C.
Harris : On the diphasic nature of glass as shown
by photo-elastic observations. A block of flint glass

was heated to about 400" C, when it showed some
signs of softening ; it was then allowed to cool under
longitudinal pressure. On removing the pressure it

was found to have become permanently doubly-
refracting. The residual stress which .should produce
the observed amount of double-refraction does not
balance according to the laws of statics. It is deduced
that a " crj'pto-stress " exists, which does not
manifest itself optically. This leads to the conclusion
that the glass is not homogeneous, but behaves as
a mixture of two components or phases.—C. E.
Inglis : Stress distribution in a rectangular plate
having two opposing edges sheared in opposite
directions. Imagine a thin rectangular plate bounded
by two horizontal lines .\B CD and two vertical

lines AD BC. The two horizontal edges, while
remaining straight and unchanged in length and in
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distance from one another, are displaced longitudinally

in opposite directions, the vertical edges being kept
free from applied stress. The plate being thin,

the distribution of stress consequent on this deforma-
tion is regarded as two-dimensional and the stress

components are obtained through solutions of v* V =0.

.\long the horizontal centre line the stress starts

from zero at the free edge, increases rapidly, and,

for a plate in which the length is considerable com-
pared with the depth, the stress soon assumes a
constant value ; but before doing so, it overshoots
this value, and the curve of stress distribution in

consequence develops humps near the free vertical

edges. If the length-breadth ratio of the plate is

2 to I these humps combine to give a flat-topped

curve. If the plate is square the coincidence of the

humps makes the curve approximate to a parabola.

—T. H. Havelock ; Studies in wave resistance:

influence of the form of the water-plane section of

the ship. In these calculations the ship is represented

by a vertical post of infinite depth the horizontal

section of which is similar to the water-plane section

of a ship. The level lines of the model are varied,

while the displacement is kept constant. In this

manner a comparative study is made of such problems
in ship resistance as the effect of finer lines and
greater beam and of the difference between straight

and hollow hues.—W. M. H. Greaves : On a certain

family of periodic solutions of differential equations,

with an application to the triode oscillator. There
is, under certain conditions, a discontinuous family

of periodic solutions of the equations dxldl =p.\,

dvldl =X(.v) + M, where X {x) is a function of x only,

f and r) are functions of x and y, periodic in y with
period 2ir, and expressible as Fourier Series in sines

and cosines of multiples of y, the coefficients being

functions of x, not involving t explicitly, and m is

a constant parameter. An application is made to

the equation of Appleton and Van der Pol for the

triode oscillator the equation of which can be reduced

to a particular case of the above equations.

Geological Society, April 18.—Prof. A. C. Seward,
president, and, afterwards. Dr. H. H. Thomas, vice-

president, in the chair.—J. F. N. Green : The
structure of the Bowmore-Portaskaig district of

Islay. Quartzite is defined as containing a limit of

10 per cent, of felspar, more highly felspathic rocks

being termed " arkose." On this definition the Islay

upper quartzite is throughout true quartzite ; but
the so-called lower quartzite is not quartzitic, being

composed of arkoses and greywacke-slates identical

with the matrix of the Portaskaig conglomerate ;

they have been grouped together as the Portaskaig

beds. Thus the dolomitic group intervenes between
the Portaskaig beds and the Islay quartzite. The
supposedly Torridonian Bowmore sandstone consists

of arkoses and flags. The flags, which, owing to

isoclinal folding, have apparently an enormous thick-

ness, are identical in minute detail with certain

sihceo-argillaceous flags that always occur in the

dolomitic group next to the Islay quartzite. They
are termed the Bowmore flags. Thus there is no
change of facies at the supposed thrust, and its

presumed line of outcrop shows that the rocks are

folded up without disruption, except for some shear-

ing on the reversed hmbs of overfolds. The Loch
Skerrols thrust is non-existent. The Bowmore flags

are perfectly conformable to the white edge (a well-

marked horizon) of the Islay quartzite ; the dolomitic

flags associated with them are partly or wholly

cut out in places by the Portaskaig beds. The latter

are probably younger than the dolomitic group.

On Beannan Dubh the rocks lie in isoclinal folds

with low dip, by which the Portaskaig conglomerate
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is brought up in anticlines. The structure of Islay
is probably synclinal. Only one system of folding is

required to explain the facts.

May 2.—Prof. A. C. Seward, president, in the
chair.—J. Joly : The bearing of some recent advances
in physical science on geology. In his lecture, Prof.

Joly dealt with the subjects discussed in the article
" Surface Movements of the Earth's Crust " in Natijre
of May 5, p. 603.

Royal Anthropological Institute, May I.—Mr.
H. J. E. Peake in the chair.—V. Gordon Childe :

The Neolithic painted pottery of south-eastern
Europe. The sites in question extended from the
banks of the Dnieper in the Kiev Government to
the slopes of the Carpathians, and are restricted

to the fertile " black earth " belt. Three groups
were found : an eastern group along the Dnieper
(the Tripolje culture proper) with much incised ware;
a central group in Bessarabia, Moldavia, Bukowina,
and Eastern Galicia, where pottery with black
paint predominated, and a western group represented
by Koszylowce west of the Sereth with polychrome
painting. At Cucuteni in Moldavia an older phase
of this culture was discovered with polychrome
pottery and good spiral designs. The painted pottery
comes either from large rectangular structures of

wattle and daub called ploshchadky or from huts
partly hollowed out in the earth [zemlyanky). No
hearths have been found in the former, but the
latter regularly contain an oven situated in a deeper
trench filled with kitchen refuse. No authenticated
metal finds were reported from Schipinitz, and at
other parallel stations (except Cucuteni II.) metal
was either completely absent or represented only
by small implements of pure copper. Pohshed
stone axes were also very rare, but fine flints and
numerous artefacts of bone date the culture to the last

phase of the stone age. The culture of the " black
earth " was apparently terminated by the incursion of
nomadic tribes.

May 14.—Di. A. C. Haddon, past-president, in the
chair.—Mr. J. E. P. Murray: Native administration in

Papua. The principle that government of the back-
ward races should be in the interests of these races
themselves has been followed by the Australian Govern-
ment in the administration of Papua. It is necessary,
however, to understand the Papuan character if an
intelligent native policy is to be pursued, and on this

account an anthropological department was instituted.

The indenture of women is not allowed in Papua
except for domestic purposes under certain conditions.
The indenture of women would probably result in

the breaking up of village life, which would put an
end to any possibility of developing the territory
through native enterprise. Changes introduced into
native life by the arrival of the white man can be
classified as (i) moral

; (2) material ; for the latter

the Government must find a remedy or it fails in

its duty altogether. One most obvious remedy is

work, not merely in the interests of the white
employer, but work for the native's own interest
and on his own land. The introduction of tlie

native tax in Papua has made it possible to deal
comprehensively with the question of native planta-
tions, and plantations worked by natives in partner-
ship with the Government. The proceeds of the
tax are used only for native education and for other
purposes directly for the benefit of the natives. In
the future the danger to the native under Australian
rule lay in " benevolent capitalism."

Linnean Society, May 3.—Dr. A. Smith Woodward,
president, in the chair.—W. T. Gordon : Fossil
coniferous genus Pitys. The specimens were obtained
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from beds of siliceous volcanic ash, at Gullane,
17 miles east of Edinburgh, and comprised a new
species, showing cortex and leaves ; hitherto nothing
was known of the genus, except pith and wood.

—

R. Gurney : The Crustacean plankton of the English
Lake district.—S. L. Ghose : • A systematic and
ecological account of a collection of Blue-green Algae
from Lahore.—J. Groves : Notes on Indian Charo-
phyta. In 1882 representatives of the genera Chara
and Nitella only were known from India. Now a
Nitellopsis, a Lychnothamnus, and three species of
Tolypella have been recorded. Within the past
three years, in a comparatively small area, Mr.
G. O. Allen added three well-marked species to the
Indian flora besides rediscovering C. Wallichii, of
which only the male plant collected in 1809 by
Dr. Wallich was previously known, and establishing
the occurrence of Nitellopsis obtusa (in Kashmir),
the only previous Asiatic record of which was
dependent on a poor specimen from Burmah.

—

J. G. H. Frew : On the morphology of the head-
capsule and mouth-parts of Chlorops tceniopus Meig.
(Diptera).—A. M. Alston: On the genital system
of the wood-boring beetle, Lyctus brunneus Steph.
Both of the ovipositor and the rectum are of great
length.

Aristotelian Society, May 7.—Prof. A. N. White-
head, president, in the chair.—L. J. Russell : Some
problems in the philosophy of Leibniz. The meta-
physical concept of the monad was reached in the
later part of Leibniz's philosophical development
and the sources of the doctrine are only to be dis-

covered by studying his writings, many of which
are undated manuscripts, chronologically. In the
" Discourse on Metaphysics " (1686) we find he has
arrived at the conception of created substance. It

was this conception which provided for him a rational
justification of his view of the relation of God to
the universe and of his conception of the universe
as a harmony. It was into this framework that the
monadology was fitted. Leibniz seems never to have
doubted the vahdity of the conceptions of God as
the architect of the world machine, and as the ruler

of the republic of spirits. The first saved him from
the pantheism of Spinoza, which would have made
the second irrational. The reconcihation of the two
conceptions presented the chief problem of his

philosophy.

Zoological Society, May 8.—Dr. A. Smith Wood-
ward, vice-president, in the chair.—H. Burrell :

Note on a liibernating female specimen of the
marsupial Acrobates pvgmo'tis.—F. M. Duncan :

The microscopic structure of mammalian hairs, with
especial reference to the hairs of the primates.

Optical Society, May 10.—Mr. T. Smith, vice-

president, in the chair.—J. W. French : Stereoscopy
re-stated. Stereoscopic vision is possible only within
certain limits. For certain pairs of objects, whether
on the same or different horizons, there are generally
two extreme critical points beyond which stereo-

scopic vision breaks down. For certain pairs of

objects on the same horizon there are two inner

critical points. Objects of dissimilar form but
approximately the same average angular dimensions
can frequently be combined stereoscopically ; thus
a circle can be combined with a triangle if their

average angular dimensions are about equal. When
the angular dimensions are very different, combina-
tion is generally impossible ; thus, for example,
a thin line cannot be combined with a thick line or

triangle. When the pairs of objects are dissimilar

in size, there is only one pair of outer and inner
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critical points if the objects are on the same liorizon
and one outer critical point if they are on different
horizons. For pairs of objects any of which can be
combined together, there are two pairs of such
critical points.

Royal Meteorological Society, May 16.—Dr. C.
Chrec, president, in the chair.—M. de Carle S. Salter
and J. Glasspoole : The fluctuations of annual rain-
fall ill the British Isles considered cartographically.
Maps expressing annual rainfall 1 868-1921 as a
percentage of the average, fall roughly into three
types, indicating respectively (i.) excess of oro-
graphical rain, (ii.) deficiency of orographical rain,
(iii.) excess of cyclonic rain. The mean range of
variation per annum is 35 per cent., with local

extremes varying from + 80 per cent, to - 59 per
cent. In the earlier years the maxima were generally
in the east : in the middle of the period in the west :

and in the later years in the south. The general
rainfall varied from 136 per cent, in 1872 to 77 per
cent, in 1887, the deviation exceeding 20 per cent,
in only 5 years, and averaging 8 per cent. From
1868 to 1882 maxima occurred at intervals of 5 years ;

from 1889 to 1909 of 3 years ; and from 1910 to 1921
of 2 years. There is also evidence of a long-period
fluctuation with two maxima about 40 years apart.
Annual pressure maps for the same series of years
appear to show three main types of variation due to
(i.) shifting of the S.W. wind drift to N. or S. ;

(ii.) changes in the gradient ;
(iii.) local deflections

of the isobars. Type (i.) appears to determine the
amount of general rainfall ; type (ii.) determines the
distribution of rainfall ; type (iii.) afiects both
variables, and includes all extremely dry or wet
years.—A. W. Clayden : An improved actinograph ;

note on the influence of a glass shade. Two similar
bimetallic coils, like those used for thermographs
but with 7j turns each, are mounted about a common
axis and attached to a recording pen, in such a manner
that the movements of the pen register only the
difference of temperature between the two coils.

The axis is fixed in a position parallel to the polar
axis with the coils at its ends. The instrument
stands in a case so that the coil at the lower end is

shaded from the sun, while the coil at the upper
end is exposed under a hemispherical glass shade to
full sunlight and is blackened. The records for five

consecutive years from February 1914 show a rapid
rise of radiation during January to April, a slight
drop about the middle of May followed by a rise

to June and a fall during the latter half of the year
which is notably more gradual than the vernal rise.—E. E. Benest : Notes on the " Sumatras " of the
Malacca Straits. These squalls usually blow from
the south-west, and are more frequent between
April and October. A greater number is experienced
between Malacca and Pulo Penang than between
Malacca and Singapore. " Sumatras " always occur
at night, and are generally accompanied by thunder,
lightning, and torrential rain ; they seldom last

more than two hours. The strength of the wind
is estimated as between 40 and 55 miles per hour.
A characteristic cloud formation is a heavy arch or
bank of cumulo-nimbus, which rises to an estimated
height of about 7000 ft. and rapidly spreads over
the whole heavens.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, .April 30.—M. .Mbin Ilaller in

tlic chair.—A. Haller and 1,. Palfray : The mixed and
symmetrical i - ethanoic - i - camphomethanoic esters

and their saponification products. These compounds,
containing both the (CHj . CO,H) and (CO^H) groups,
attached to the same atom of the camphor molecule,
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form esters which are singularly difficult to hydrolyse.
—A. Calmette, \. Boquet, and L. Negre : Role of the
terrain in the evolution of experimental tuberculosis
in the rabbit and guinea-pig. The interval of time
between the injection of tubercle culture into a
rabbit and the death of the animal through tuber-
culosis has been proved to be inversely proportional
to the number of bacilli inoculated, the bacilli arising
from the same culture. With guinea - pigs and
rabbits the number of bacilli injected appears to be
the main factor in determining the time of evolution
of the disease, and there are no indications of a factor
involving variable sensibility of the individual
animals.—Georges Bouligand : The singularities of
harmonic functions.—A. Sainte-Lague : Networks.

—

J. Haag : The gravitational field of n bodies. A
correction of an earlier note on the same subject.

—

Louis Roy : Gauss's theorem of least constraint.
This theorem of Gauss is stated to be incorrect.—

•

M. Cisotti : Remarks on the note " Superficial

circulation " by M. P. Noaillon.—F. Henroteau :

N'ariations of the spectrum of the star Cj Orionis.

In addition to the absorption hncs due to hydrogen
and other elements, a photograph of the spectrum
taken at Ottawa in 1919 and January 1920 showed
fine, intense emission lines. These lines were not
found by O. Struve (Verkes Observatory) in 1922,
but were present on a spectrogram taken March 2,

1923. Hence this star, class B and not variable,

shows bright lines only at intervals, a new phenomenon
in astronomy.—Max Morand : Certain electromagnetic
consequences of the principle of relativity.—L.
Dunoyer : Induction spectra and spark spectra.

Reply to a criticism by Leon and Eugdne Block.

—

S. K. Mitra : The demagnetisation of iron bv electro-

magnetic oscillations. A study of the effects of
variation of the frequency of the alternating current
on the residual magnetisation. The demagnetisation
increases as the frequency of the oscillations is

lowered.—F61ix Michaud ; Deformations of jellies by
the action of an electric current. When a jelly is

placed between two metaUic electrodes, and an
electric current is passed, it contracts towards the
anode, and swells out near the cathode. The nature
of the metal used for the electrodes is without
influence. The action depends on the colloid ;

gelose gives a more intense effect than gelatin.

—

Pierre Bremond : The persistence of the colour of

the ions in ceramic colours or colouring materials
obtained at a high temperature. Attention is

directed to the fact that some of the colours shown
by ceramic products due to metallic constituents,

and produced at high temperatures, correspond with
those found in the salts of the same metals, or in

hydrates which are stable only at low temperatures.
—Mme. and M. A. Lassieur : The estimation of

antimony by means of phenylthiohydantoic acid.—
Marcel Pichard : Method of analysis of cocoa butter
and its mixtures with vegetable fats. The method
is based on the form of thecooUng curve of the melted
fat, when allowed to solidify slowly.—L. J. Simon
and Leon Piaux : The conversion of alanine into

pyruvic acid by the direct action of oxygen. Alanine
can be oxidised directly to pyruvic acid by shaking
with oxygen in the presence of alkali and metalhc
copper, but the proportion of copper present must be
carefully regulated (i molecule alanine to ^ atom
copper) and the reaction stopped immediately the
absorption of oxygen ceases.—M. Aloy and M.
Valdiguie : The oxidations and reductions produced
by uranium .salts under the influence of light. The
antioxygen effect of phenols. Uranium acetate can
act like an oxidising-reducing ferment. A solution

of this salt, just acid with acetic acid, when mixed
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with glucose and methylene blue, placed in an
evacuated bulb, and exposed to sunlight, oxidises
the glucose and reduces tlie methylene blue simul-
taneously.—J. Orcel : The prochlorites of corundum
rocks. These minerals, ten analyses of which are
given, are divided into two sub-groups, ripidolites
defined by the ratio MgO/FeO_.3 and grochauite,
with a ratio MgO/FeO=io.—PieVre Viennot : The
Labourd stratum, French Basque region. — Leon
Moret : The facies of the Senonian sponges of the
Beausset basin and their conditions of deposit.

—

C. Kilian : The Immidir, branch of the " Enceinte
Tassilienne," Central Sahara.—Rene Jeannel : Sketch
of the stocking of Europe by the species of the genus
Choleva.—R. Anthony and F. Villemin : The lobation
of the foetal kidney in the primates.—Radu Vladesco :

Diffraction of light by the eyelashes. The diffraction
bands seen under certain conditions are due to the
scales forming the outer envelope of the hair.

—

J. Lopez-Lomba and Mme. Randoin : Contribution
to the study of B avitaminosis in the pigeon.

—

L. M. Betances ; Cytohemato-genesis in the IMetazoa.—A. Weber : The inhibiting action of the internal
medium of batrachians on the fecundation and the
parthenogenetic activation of their eggs. In Rana
Jusca the internal medium, lymph or blood, behaves
towards the activated egg as a toxic substance, to
which the egg becomes permeable after puncture,
while previously it was immunised against this toxic
property.—J.Iaurice Aubertot : The dissemination
and transport of nematodes of the genus Rhabditis
by Diptera.—R. Courrier : Remarks on the fecunda-
tion membrane of the egg of the sea-urchin {Para-
ceulroliis lividus).—Edouard Chatton and Mme. M.
Chatton : The influence of bacterial factors upon
nutrition : the multiplication and sexuality of the
infusoria.—Robert Ph. DoUfus : The cestode of the
fine pearls of the Meleagrina of Nossi-B6.

Official Publications Received.
Journal and Procet'(iinf;s of the Uoyal Society of Western Australia.

Vol. 8, I1121-1922. Pp. x+o-2. (Perth.) •),«.

Health for School Children : Report of Advisory Committee on Health
Education of the National Child Health Council, Washington, D.C.
(Sclinol Health Studies, No. 1 : Department of the Interior, Bureau
of Education.) Pp. VS. (Washington : Government Printin); Office.)
lOcei.ls.

Department of the Interior : Bureau of Education. Bulletin, 1922,
No. 311 : Report of a Survey of the University of Arizona. Pp. viii-(-S9.
Bulletin, 11122, No. 60 : Educational Directory, 1!122-1923. Pp. iii+lTO.
15 cents. (Washington: Government Printing Office.)
Experimental and Research Station, Nursery and Market Garden

Industries' Development Society, Ltd., Turner's Hill, Cheshunt, Herts.
Eighth Annual Report, 1922. Pp. 00. (Cheshunt.)

U.S. Department of Agriculture : Weather Bureau. Monthly Weather
Review. Supplement No. 19 : Thermal Belts and Fruit Growing in North
Carolina. By Henry J. Cox. Appendix : Thermal Melts from the Horti-
cultural Vie\vpoint. Hy W. N. Hntt. Pp. v-t-ItlO. (Washington:
Government Printing ORice.) 60 cents.
Annual Report of the Council of the Yorkshire Philosophical Society

for the Year 1922, presented to the Annual ileeting, February 12th, 1923.
Pp. 03. (York.)

Diary of Societies.
SATUIWAY, .Mat 26.

ROTAL IHSTITBTION OF GREAT BRITAIN, at 3.—J. B. McEwen : Musical
Education.

MONDAY, May 28.

Fabaday Society (at Institution of Electrical Engineers), at 3.—General
Discussion on the Physical Chemistry of the Photographic Process.—
Prof. W. D. Bancroft: Introductory Address—The Theory of Photo-
graphy.—Section I. The Physical Cheniistry of the Vehicle and of the
Emulsiim.- Dr. T. Slater Price: Introductory Address. — Prof. R.
Luther: Effect of Treatment of Gelatin on the Sen.sitivity of the
Emulsion.-E. P. Sheppard, F. A. Elliott, and S. .S. Sweet: Notes on
the Photographic Chemistry of Gelatin.— E. P. Wightman, A. P. H.
Trivelli, and S. E. Sheppard : Structure of the Photographic Emulsion.
—Dr. C. Winther: The Solubility of Silver Bromide in Ammonium
Hromide and Gelatin.—At 5.—Section II. Reactions of the Plato
during Exposure (including Latent Image).—Dr. F. C. Toy : Introdu'-
tr>ry Address—The Mechanism of the Latent Im.nge Formation.—S. E.
Sheppard, A. P. H. Trivelli, and E. P. Wightman: Exposure Theories.
— Prof. R. Luther: The Relation between the Size of Silver Bromide
Grains and Sensitivity.—W. C. Clark : Sensitivity of Silver Halide
Grains in a Photographic Emulsion.- Dr. J. Errera : The Influence of

the Dispersion of Asphalte Solutions on their Light Sensitiveness.—
Section III. Development and Characteristics of the Developed Plate
(including Optical Properties, Sensitometry).—O. Bloch : Introductory
Address—Plate Sensitometry.— Prof. R. Luther : The Characteristic
Curve.—Prof. R. Luther : Proportional Reducting Methods.—Prof. E.
tJoldberg : The Use of the Neutial Grey Wedge in Sensitometry.

—

T. Thorne-Baker : The Effect of Radiations of very small Wave-lengths
on Optical Opacity and Gamma.—S. E. ttieppard and F. A. Elliott

:

The Theory of Development.—L. A. Jones : Recent Progress in the
Sensitometry of I'hotflgraphic Materials.— L. A. Jones: Some New
Instruments for use in Photographic Sensitometry. — F. E. Ross

:

Optical Properties of the Photographic Emulsion.—At 8.— Section IV.
Adsorittion Reaction in Photographic Films.— Dr. Luppo-Cramer

:

Introductory Address. — Dr. Luppo-Cramer : Nucleus Isolation and
Dcsensitisation.— A. L. Luiniere and A Sevewetz : The Chemistry of
the Red Toning of Sulphide-toned Prints.— Prof. R. Luther: Ad-
sorption of Cupric Ion by Silver Bromide : Estimation of Ti-aces of
Copper by a New Catalytic Method.—Prof. R. Luther: Copper as
Catalyst in Photograi»hic Processes : Catalytic Efl'ecta in the Carbon
Process.—E. R. Bullock : Theory of Photographic Due Mordanting.-
Dr. J. Plotnikov: Future Problems in Photography.

Uoyal Institution ofiGrkat Britain, at 3.—Sir Walford Davies : Speech
Ithythm in Vocal Music (2).

RovAL Geoobaphtoal Societv (Aunivcrsary Meeting) (at iEolian Hall),

at 5.30. — Presidential Address. — Presentation of Medals and other
awards, etc.

Royal Institl'ti: of British Architects, at 8.—G. Scott : Tradition
and Originality in Italian Renaissance Architecture.

Abistotklian Society (at University of London Club, 21 GowerJ Street),

at S.—C. D. Burns : The Contact of Minds.
Royal Society of Medicine (Odontology Section) (Annual General

Meeting), at 8.— Dr. S. Wallace : Observations on the Progress of
Preventive Dentistry.

TVESDAY, May 29.

Royal Institotion of Great Britain, at 3.—Prof. W. M. Flinders Petrie :

Discoveries in Egypt (2).

Royal Society of Medicine (Medicine Section), at 5.30.—Annual General
Meeting.

Zoolooical Society of London, at 5.30.—C. Tate Regan : The Skeleton
of Le/itlosteiis, with Remarks on the Origin and Evolution of the Lower
Neopterygian Fishes.—Dr. C. F. Sonntag : The Comparative Anatomy of
the Tongues of the Mammalia. IX. Edentata, Dermoptera, and
Insectivora.—S. Maulik ; New Cryptosome Beetles.

WEDNESDAY, May 30.

Royal Socif,tv of Arts, at 4.30. — A. J. Sewell : Tlie History and
Development of Ih>^ Peranibulatnr and Invalid Carri.age.

Royal Microscopical .Society (Industrial Applications of the Microscope
Section), at 7.—M. T. Denne : An Improved Apparatus for the Produc-
tion of Photomicrographs. —C. A. Newton : A New Form of Microscope
Lamp for Easy Exchange of Paralleliser and Polariser.—M. P. Swift

:

A Hutchinson Universal Goniometer.—At 8.—J. M. Coon : The Micro-
scopical Examination of China Clay.—H. B. Milner : The Microscopical
Investigation of Sands for various Industrial Purposes.

THURSDAY, May 31.

RovAL Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—Sir William M. Bayliss

:

The Nature of Enzvme Action (1).

RovAL Society, at 4.30.—Dr. B. Griffiths and Dr. G. W. C. Kaye : The
Jleasurement of Thermal Conductivity, No. 1.— Dr. G. W. C. Kaye
and J. K. Roberts ; The Thermal Conductivities of Metal Crystals.

I. Bismuth.—C. V. Drysdale and S. Butterworth : The Distributiim of
the Magnetic Field and Return Current round a Submarine Cable
caiTyiug Alternating CuiTent.—Prof. S. Russ : The Effect of .X-rays of
different Wave-lengths upon some Animal Tissues.—Dr. E. P. Armstrong
and Dr. T. P. Hilditch : A Study of Catalytic Actions at Solid Surfaces.

Part XI. The Action of Alumina and certain other Oxides in promoting
the Activity of Nickel Catalyst.—N. K. Adam : The Structure of Thin
Films. Part IV. Benzene Derivatives. A Condition of Stability in

Monomolecular Films.—N. K. Adam : The Structure of Thin Films.
Part V.—W. B. Rimmer : The Spectrum of Ammonia,

Institution of Electrical Enoineers, at (Annual General Meeting).

—

Presentation to the Institution of (a) An oil painting of the late Dr.
Silvanus Thompson ; (/») Dr. Thompson's Library ; (c) A bronze bust
of Dr. Thompson, by Mr. Gilbert Bayes.

FRIDAY, June 1.

Royal Society of Arts (Indian Section), at 4.30. — A. Kendall : The
Participation of India and Burma in the British Empire Exhibition, 1924.

Royal Astronomical Society (Geophysical Discussion), at 5. — The
Variation of Latitude in relation to the Physical Properties of the
Earth's Interior. Chairman, Lord Rayleigh. Speakers, R. Stoneley,
Dr. H. Jetl'reys, and others.

PniLoi.ooirAL SnoiKTY (at University College), at 5.S0.—Dr. H. Bradley:
Dictionary Evening.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 9— Prof. H. A. Lorentz: The
Radiation of Light.

SATURDAY, June 2.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—Dr. A. W. Hill : The
Vegetation of the Andes.

British Psvcboi.ooical Society (at University College), at 3. — Sir

Charles Walston : Some Aspects of the Philosophy of Harmonism and
Future Experiments.

PUBLIC LECTURES.
THURSDAY, May 31.

St. Mary's Hospital (Institute of Pathology and Research), at 4.30.

—

Prof. L. Hill : New Ideas concerning the Biological Action of Light.
University Colleoe, at 5.30.—Prof. A. Cippico : Ludovico Ariosto (in

Italian).

FRIDAY, June 1.

University Colleoe, at 5.30 Dr. P. Lang; Contemporary Swiss
Literature. (Succeeding Lectures on June 8 and 15.)
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UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
The following Kcctines have Ijeen arranged :

A Course of Three Iveuiurcs on "PkohlJcms in Rela 1 ivitv,'* \>y Pkof.
Dr. H. a. LORENTZ, F.R.S. (Professor of Physics in the University of

Leiden), at University Coi-LKGE, London (Cower Street, W.C.) on
Monday, June 4 ; Tuksuav, June 5 ; and Thlksijav, June 7, at 5.30 i'.m.

Al the first Lecture the Chair will Ije taken by Dr. A. N. Whituhkau,
Sc.D., LL.D., F.R.S. (Professor of Applied Mathematics in the Imperial
College of Science and Technology).
A Course of Three Lectures on "Tub S iructurk and Behavioi;k of

THK Molecule" hy Pk-.fessok GILBERT N. LEWIS, Ph.D. (Professor

of Chemistry in the University of Calii'ornia^, at University Ccli-egis
London (Gower Street, W.C.), on Wednesday, June 6 ; Kriday, June S ;

and TuKsi>AV, June 17, at 5 r.M. At the first Lecture the Chair will he
taken by Profcisor F. G. Donnan, C.H.E., F.R.S. (Professor of Chemistry
in the University).

AD.UISSION TO THE LECTURES IS FREE, WITHOUT
TICKET.

EDWIN DELLER, Academic Registrar.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
A Course of Four Advancd Lectures on "Troimcal Hygiene " will be

given by Dr. ANDREW BALFOUR (Director-in-Chief, Wellcome Bureau
of Scientific Research) at St. Bartholomew's Hosimtal Medical
Ct)Li,Ki;E (West Sniithfield, E.C.i), on Tuesoav, June 12; Thursday,
June 14 ; Tuesday, June 19 ; and Thi rsdav, June 21, at 5 f.M. At the

first Lecture the Chair will be taken by The Right Hon. Lord Stanmore,
C.V.O. ADMISSION FREE WITHOUT TICKET.

EDWIN DELLER, Academic Registrar.

EMPIRE COTTON GROWING
CORPORATION.

THE BRITISH COTTON INDUSTRY
RESEARCH ASSOCIATION.

RESEARCH STUDENTSHIPS.

SPECIAL STUDY STUDENTSHIPS.

Further Studentships (for University graduates only), about eight in

number, are oficred. They arc of the value of ^i^o per annum each, with

certain additional allowances and travelling expenses, and are tenable for

one year. They will be awarded in July next.

These Studentships are intended to provide opportunities for addiiinnal

training in scientific research bearing on plant genetics and physiology,

entomology, physics, etc., or for the study of those branches of tropi. al

agriculture which may be of service to men who ma)^ subseqviently ht-

engaged in agricultural administration or inspection in cotton-growing

countries. One Studentship is offered by the British Cotton Indu-itry

Research Association for candidates having special knowledge of physics,

engineering or textile technology with a view to its subsequent application

on the industrial side.

The intention underlying the allocation of these Studentships is to

increase the supply of workers with the necessary qualilications, who may
later make use of the agricultural or industrial applications of their know-

ledge, and so find occupation in and be of service to cotton production and

to the industry.
Applicants for a Studentship under the Empire Cotton Growing Corpora-

tion must be prepared to spend their Studentship year at the West Indian

Agricultural College, Trinid.id, or at some other Institution abroad, selected

by the Corporation, and pass a medical exaniinaiion.

Particulars of the conditions of tenure of the Studentships and Forms of

Application may be obtained from the Seckktary, The Empire Cotton

Growing Corpoiation, Millbank House. Millbank, London, S.W.x. Forms

of Application must be returned not later than June 18, 1923'

RESEARCH PRIZE OF $1000.

The ELLEN RICHARDS RESEARCH PRIZE is offered for award

in the year 1924. Theses by women based on independent laboratory- re-

search are eligible for competition and nuisl reach the Committee before

February 25, 1924. If the prize is not awarded a grant is available iuiii.jr

certain conditions. For circulars of information and application blank.

apply to Dr. Lilian Wkush, Goucher College, Ualtiniore, Maryland, U.S.A.

For further information apply to the Secretary, Mrs. Samuel F. Clakki.,

W'illiamslown, Mass.

UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL.
The University iiuites applications for tiic following EXAMINI--U-

SHIPS for the I'irst School Certificate Kxamination in 1524 :—

CREKK, LATIN AND ANCIliNT HISTORY (Joint Examinur).

I'RENl'H (loint Examiner).
.

M \THEiMA'TICS AND MECHANICS (Joint Exaninier).

RKI.ICIOUS KNOWLEDGE.
HOTA NY.
PHYSICS.
CHbMISTKV.
DRAWING.

Application.s should be lodged, on or before June 20, with the RecisTkar,

from whom further particulars are obtainable.

May IQ, 1923.

THE LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS

AND POLITICAL SCIENCE.

(UNIVERSITY OF. LONDON.)

Director—SiR Willia.m H. Beverid(.;e, K.C.B., LL.D.,

M.A., B.C.L.

DAY AND EVENING COURSES.

Suidents are registered for the degrees of B.Sc. (Econ.),

B.Com., LL.B., B.A. (with Honours in Geography, Sociology,

and .Anthropology), and for Diplomas in Geography, Sociology

and .Social Science, and Journalism. (S])ecial facilities are

alilbrded to candidates preparing for the Higher Civil Service

examinations. ) The School is one of the largest centres of post-

graduate study in the United Kingdom. Students are registered

for liigher degrees in the fields of Economics, Laws, and Arts.

Entrance Scholarships and Bursaries and Research Student-

ships are offered annually.

Students who do not wish to pursue a full Degree or Diploma

Course are admitted to both Day and Evening Lecture Courses.

For further particulars apply to The Secretary, London

School of Economics anil Political .Science, Houghton Street,

London, W.C. 2.

UNIVERSITYCOLLEGE OF SWANSEA.
(A CONSTITUENT COLLEGE OF THE

UNIVERSITY OF WALES.)
Principal—T. Franklin" Sihlv, D.Sc, F.G.S.

The Fourth Session will open on October 2, 1923.
Courses of study are provided for :

(«) Degrees of the University of Wales in Arts, in Pure Science, and in

Applied .Science (Metallurgy and Kngincerins);
(/') Diplomas of the CoUeye in Metallurgy and in Engineering ;

(c) 'Ihe training of Teachers for Elementary and Secondary Schools ;

iff) The first Medical Examination of the University of Wales and of
other Examining Bodies.

Persons who are not desirous of studying for degrees or diplomas may
attend selected College Classes, provided ihey satisfy the Authorities of the

College that they are [qualified lo benefit by such classes.

Entrance Scholarships will be offered for competition in September 1923.

Particulars concerning admission to the College, and of the Entrance
Scholarships, may be obtained from the undersigned.

EDWIN I>REW, Registrar.

University College,
Singleton Park, Sw.-iiisea.

TUITION BY CORRESPONDENCE
Rapid preparation by hi:4;hl>' nualificd tutors for

MATRICULATION,
Intermediate and Final B.A. and B.Sc.|
OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE LOCALS.

Single subjects nia>- be taken :— Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Krcnch,
Mathematics, Chemistry, Logic, etc. Eor terms address

—

Mr. J. CHARLESTON, B.A. (Hons. Oxon. & Lond.).
14 Elsbain Koad, Kensington, W. 14.

TO SCIENTISTS AND RESEARCH STUDENTS.
THE INTERNATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SERVICE BUREAU,

employed by P.ritish Covernment Dcpartnieiils, University Professors, etc.,

supplies complete Continental and American bibliographies on any scientific,

literary, or medical subject. Chemical work a speciality. Extracts made.
Headquarters: Vienna. English representative: "Alexandrian," ia

Longridge Road, Earl's Court, S.W.5.
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Science and Religion.

DOES a description of the worW afford any evidence

of the e.\istence of God ? This is the subject of

a symposium in the April issue of the Hibberl Journal,

and the discussion has particular interest for biologists.

A description of the world is not merely a statement

of those conceptions that we call natural laws, but it

is also an interpretation of what Prof. Whitehead calls

the " passage of Nature "—the evolutionary' career.

In this passage the various points of view taken by

the writers are these : there is an increasing enrichment

of what we may call the content of Nature ; there is

progress ; and there is an effort or striving against

something.

The first interpretation is made by Dr. J. S. Haldane

in an argument of sustained power. The world of

our ex])crience may be known to us through the

mathematical sciences, through physics, and through

biology. The conception attained through pure mathe-

matics is bare; it need not include objects, and it

deals typically with the space and time relationships

between objects. These relations, or differential

equations, need not have physical meanings. The
world, from this point of view, has form but no content.

To construct it out of pure extension, that is, to give

all natural laws geometrical meanings, is the tendency

of the later relativists ; thus the world is deprived of

substance, or at least, the nature of this substance is

ignored. Ne.xt come the physical sciences, enriching

this conception by inserting objects into the world

but ignoring the plain fact that its natural laws are

only working hypotheses which have limited practical

meanings. They are statements of the ways in which

we can act on our physical environment. They are

descriptions of our increased power over Nature.

Then come organisms—which add something new to

the world. This conclusion depends on Dr. Haldane's

difference from the majority of the biologists of the

last generation. " Weighed in the balance of accurate

quantitative investigation the mechanistic theory of

life has been found wanting." What the Victorian

materialism has envisaged in the organism has been
" a vista of mechanisms," one inside the other, so to

speak
;

postulated rather than really observed ; in-

capable of explaining organic functioning, to say

nothing of reproduction and behaviour. The con-

ception is even inadequate as a means of investigation,

and it is being replaced by other methods—for example.

Dr. E. S. Russell's psycho-biology. Thus mechanism

fails and in this failure we recognise a further en-

richment of Nature. Biology becomes a science with

its own fundamental conception of life.

Lastly, there is the self-conscious human personality.
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This we ma)- consider, first, as having immediate self-

interest. On the strictlj' mechanistic outlook, it must

regard all other organisms and conscious persons merely

as moving objects similar to those other objects called

inorganic. But even a purely physical description of

the organism is not to be obtained, and by no process

called scientific can the self-conscious person explain

his own consciousness in terms of mathematics and

physics. Further, he sees other organisms that are

not self-conscious, and so the mere biological life-

conception fails to explain consciousness in other

organisms than himself. So he is bound to make yet

another fundamental conception, that of the conscious,

self-interested organism ; but even that is not all.

Almost cx^xy action that he performs—as a member

of a human community—means that he recognises

other conscious, self-interested persons like himself

:

otherwise he would not seek to convince them, nor

would he praise, or blame, or pity, or like, or hate

them. On the purely mechanistic outlook,, the things

that he does, every conscious minute of his life, are

meaningless.

Then, even the purely physical thing is not a unit.

Anything that is known to us is known only when it

changes. When it changes it does so only because

other things in the physical system to which it belongs

also change. In the long run, the only isolated physical

system that we know is the whole universe, and it is

only by convention that we arbitrarily isolate a thing

from all the rest of Nature. So also the functioning

and behaviour of an organism means that it is acting

on, or reacting with, or adapting itself to the environ-

ment—which is the whole universe. The self-conscious

person (which is also a physical thing and an organism)

is only such because it reacts with other self-conscious

persons. Add to this the literally true conception that

all organisms, conscious or unconscious, are materially

and strictly continuous in the time dimension, then the

whole world is one, and personality is e\'erywhere in it.

Thus, to the physical categories of substance,

necessity, relation, modality, quantity, etc., we must

add those of life, consciousness, and personality. The

personality is universal in time and space and is God.

Next we have Mr. Julian Huxley's interpretation of

the passage of Nature as a progress. But evolution,

he sees quite well, is not necessarily a passage from

the " simple to the complex." It is quite as easy to

look upon the " lower " organism as more complex

than the " higher " one—just because it is undifferen-

tiated. It is plain that the morphological, evolutionary

series of changes is irreversible, and that the goal

towards which all organic races tend, as they specialise,

is extinction. How, then, to define " progress " ?

There is a series of changes that have led up to the
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human race ; let us attach a series of " values " to

these changes, thus making a one-to-one correspondence,

value to morphological change. What are the values ?

Those conditions judged by the human mind to have

value are values. Progress then is the series of evolu-

tionary changes that have human value, and it is,

somehow, a tendency towards good. It is an obscure

feeling " clarified and put on a firm intellectual footing

by biology." It is true that the problems of evil, of

pain, of strife, of death, of insufficiency and of im-

perfection remain to perplex us, but nevertheless

progress is an element " essential to an externally

grounded conception of God," to be incorporated into

the common theology of the future.

Finally, there is Sir Oliver Lodge's interpretation of

evolution as an effort : a conception which is more

fundamental than any other that is touched in this

discussion. Why, in the physical sense, have changes,

or reactions, or events occurred at all ? The answer is

clear. If, by any change, a system can lose free energy

or dissipate its energ)', or increase its entropy-value

(roughly equivalent statements), then that change will

occur of itself. When the free energj' has become

minimal, or the entropy maximal, changes in the

s}stem will cease altogether. Now the only system

which, in strict logic, we can consider is the whole

universe. When entropy has attained its maximum
\alue, or when all energy has become universally dissi-

pated, all changes in the universe, all events, or pheno-

mena (from our human point of view) will have ceased.

The world-paradox is that the universe is still the

locus of change. Given an unbounded past, complete

and final dissipation, with cessation of change, ought

already to have been attained. The passage of Nature

is thus towards materiality, or inertia, or passivity,

but the passage is not accomplished—though it ought

to have been accomplished. The world can only be

the locus of activity and change because something

resists, has arrested, or at least has retarded the

passage towards materiality. There is an effort against

inertia and this is life—the only physical conception

of hfe that appears to be possible. There is a spiritual

as well as a material passage.

Now why are there separate personalities at all ?

On Sir Oliver Lodge's general line of argument it may

be reasoned (by analogy) that personality itself ought

to exhibit a passage, or ought to be dissipated or

absorbed into the universal personality, which is God.

Why are they not so absorbed ? Something, then,

resists the ultimate dissipation of personality, just as

life resists universal energ)'-dissipation. This some-

thing is the " invaluable but rather terrible and fearfully

responsible grant " of Free Will, against which e\en

Deity itself strives. J. J.
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Sanderson of Oundle School.

Sanderson 0/ Oundle. Pp. vii + 366 + 16 plates.

(London : Chatto and Windus, 1923.) 12^. 6d. net.

FEW schools have passed through a more interest-

ing dcNclopment in modern times than Oundle.

It is an old foundation and it has had periods of dis-

tinction in its long histon,', but its real rise to import-

ance began in 1892 when Frederick William .Sanderson

went there from Dulwich to take charge. It was no

light undertaking. There had been an unsuccessful

period : the numbers of boys had gone down, and what

was worse, the standard of work was low. Sanderson

put all his tremendous energy and enthusiasm into

the task and never paused till he had raised the school

to its present high position. Then came his tragic

death last June with the sudden break of all his plans

for future development.

Some of Sanderson's colleagues welcomed the

happy idea of writing down while still fresh in their

minds what they knew of his methods and ideals,

and these impressions have been brought together

and interpreted in this book under the simple and

sufficient title of " Sanderson of Oundle." The

purpose was not so much to praise and honour Sander-

son ; it was the much more important one of saving

all that could be saved of him for the world

.

The task has been well done, and no man could

wish for a nobler memorial. We see Sanderson

entering Oundle as a young man of thirty-five—a very

downright, uncompromising, and resolute personality

—

with perfectly definite ideas of what he wished to do

and a perfectly definite intention of doing it. The

development of the boy was his purpose, not the

fostering of pure scholarship : if the classical method

would n6t serve some other means must be found.

To him no boy was in the first instance stupid or

beyond training, though he might be made so by a

wooden educational system or a stupid teacher : every

boy, even the reputedly dullest, had in him a desire

to make or do something—some creative instinct

—

and if only this could be reached the boy could be

trained. So Sanderson sought to discover each

boy's bent ; for the ordinary boy it was used as a

means of developing his mental powers ; for the

really clever boys full opportunities were provided for

the study of their special subjects. He set up shops

for wood and iron work, where real things were made

(he always disliked instructional futilities), engineering,

chemical and physical laboratories, biological depart-

ments, an experimental farm and an art room ; he

developed music. He had always the latest big thing

in science on show or at work ; a motor-car engine

and chassis which the boys could dismantle and re-
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assemble, an aeroplane engine for the same purpose,

a big wireless set with which they could transmit

their concerts, and a score of other things to awaken

the boys' interest and enthusiasm.

To the purist in education it all seemed very up-

setting—-the multiplicity of forms, the rapid changes

in books and subjects, the refined and delicate apparatus

entrusted to only partly trained schoolboys. But

there was method in it all. Sanderson looked on all

his subjects—shops, laboratories, and sides—as so many
resonators by which to test each individual boy. If

he had enough resonators he could find the one to

which each boy responded ; and so he never hesitated

to start some new side or to drop it when it no longer

serxed a useful end. Once he found a way in to the

real boy the training became easy.

But Sanderson was more than a trainer of the mind.

He loved life and he wished that all might have more

of it. Many of his boys were to become captains of

industry in the large industrial towns. It was not

enough for him that they should understand and be

interested in their future work : he saw that the

surest way to the enriching of their lives was to uplift

it all. To him the meanest tasks of daily life had

in them something divine so long as they were honour-

able and ministered to some need of the community,

and he set himself to find this. He therefore made

his workshops and laboratories serve a higher purpose

than the awakening of strivings for knowledge. " I

want not so much to teach engineering," he once said

to me, " as to find the divineness of it." So he would

never recognise the supposed conflict between science

and religion or the limitations usually imposed on

scripture lessons. The Bible was to him a handbook for

daily life, not merely an exercise for Sundays, and he

always regretted that people knew so little of it ; his

scripture lessons covered the whole range of human

activities. He was always on the look-out for copy for

them. One might be telling him of some recent de-

velopment in science and he would listen with deep

interest ; suddenly liis eyes would twinkle and he would

pull out an envelope and jot down on the back some

note for his next scripture lesson. He would go up to a

boy working in a workshop or laboratorj' and ask him

his \'iews on some new thing—his own views, for all

Sanderson's efforts in librarj', laboratory, ^nd study

were directed to the development of the boy's powers

of thinking for himself. It might be relativity, the

possibilities of " wireless," or something elsQ ; he

would listen and encourage the boy to talk. He would

then give some wider turn—probably sociological—to

the conversation ; for it was always his aim to train

leaders of men rather than mere scholars, and he

knew that no one can lead if he lacks wide sympathies.
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Of late years the social or community interest became

uppermost with him and he believed that the schools

could do much to repair the wreckage of the War ; he

emphasised always the need for co-operation and

puHing one's weight, for choosing the high path, for

steadfast devotion to duties and leaving rights to

take care of themselves.

The last evening of Sanderson's life was spent

with the present writer. He had attended the Rotham-
sted annual function and had obviously enjoyed it.

After the visitors had gone we sat talking and, as

always, he soon came to his plans for the future.

He was delighted that his long -desired Chapel was

to be built. It was to be the centre of the school life

and as beautiful and dignified as he could make it

;

not only with the beauty of stone : it was to be also

in a wonderful garden—a miniature Kew, as he said.

In the windows were to be the great calls to a high

and noble life. Most of all he was delighted with

Lady Scott's statue of the bright-eyed, eager-hearted,

expectant boy—" Here am I, send me "—the type

he wanted to send out to remake a broken world. It

was the man himself speaking of his hopes and ideals,

as few would care to do to another man—ideals of

fulness and richness of life based on beauty and noble-

ness of living. For these we wished our boj's to strive

and so we had entrusted them to him.

Sanderson had thoroughly enjoyed life. He early

found what most men desire—a great cause on which

to spend himself, and to which he could give once

and give all. As the years passed they had but

mellowed him, bringing out his kindliness and his

rich rare gift of keeping touch with youth. When the

news of his death was told to the school there fell a

great silence. It had been the homage given him in

life when he rose to speak ; it was given him now.

But their abiding feeling was one of thankfulness for

the life which had so truly moulded theirs, and of

certainty that this was not the end. The triumphant

song " Let joy and praise to Heaven rise " can rarely

liave been more wonderfully sung than by the boys of

Oundle when he was carried from their midst.

E. J. Russell.

Civil Engineering Geology.

Elements of Engineering Geology. By Prof. H. Ries

and Prof. T. L. Watson. Pp. v + 365. (New York :

John Wiley and Sons, Inc. ; London : Chapman
and Hall, Ltd., 1921.) 225. net.

THE call for a smaller engineering geology than

the large work issued by Prof. Ries and Prof.

Watson in 1914, has led those authors to prepare an
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abridgment entitled " The Elements of Engineering

Geology." The volume includes an account of the

general principles of geology and petrology, apparently

with the intention that the book should suffice for the

geological needs of engineering students. It, however,

includes no sections on stratigraphy or palaeontology,

some acquaintance with which is generally regarded

as essential to a geological course in engineering.

Knowledge of these subjects would be necessary to

the student who would benefit by the long chapter

on ore deposits.

The book may be highly recommended to British

students of civil engineering owing to its clear treat-

ment of many important problems and its instructive

series of maps and illustrations, though its value

to them is inevitably lessened by the fact that

most of its illustrations are taken from American

example and literature. The nomenclature is also

American in such cases, such as " gumbo," and the use

of "diabase" instead of "dolerite." The attribution

of all China clay to weathering is a conclusion which

is emphatically rejected in Europe. The statement

on p. 90 that an oil shale to be of value should yield

from 30 to 60 gallons of oil per ton in addition to

ammonia, is not in accordance with experience in

Scotland, where shales containing 20 gallons or even

less have been profitably worked. Melting snow is

said rarely to affect large streams ; this is cer-

tainly not true of some large rivers in Europe and

Asia, where the spring floods are due to this cause.

The authors use the unlucky term " corrasion " for

mechanical excavation by rivers and " corrosion
"

for solution. The American use of distinct terms

for the basal and lateral wear of the streams

had much to commend it ; but " corrasion " as in

the line " wealth corraded by corruption " means to

" scrape together," and corrasion was first used in

the sense of corrosion apparently by a misprint. In

regard to nomenclature it is also to be regretted that

the authors in a book on economic geology use the

term "mineral " in the sense of " mineral species
"

or " simple mineral " and thus exclude coal, slate,

most ores, oil shale and mineral oil from the category

of minerals.

The chapter devoted to the coastal topography

of the United States is particularly interesting and

well illustrated ; the difference of the problems from

those which have to be dealt with by the British

coastal engineer is shown by the absence in the book

of any reference to groynes. In spite, however, of

the book being mainly adapted for American colleges

it may be warmly recommended to British civil

engineering students. J. VV. G.
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Physicb-Chemical Themes.

(i) Catalysis with special reference to Neti'er Theories

of Chemical Aclimi : A General Discussinn held by

the Faraday Society. (Reprinted from the Trans-

actions of the Faraday Society, Vol. 17, Part 3,

May.) Pp. 545-675. (London : The Faraday Society,

1922.) 95. net.

(2) Some Physico-Chemical Themes. By Prof. A. W.
Stewart. Pp. xii-i-419. (London : Longmans,

Green and Co., 1922.) 215. net.

(3) The Theory of Allotropy. By Prof. A. Smits.

Translated from the German with the Author's

sanction, 1)\- Dr. J. Smeath Thomas. (Text-books

of Physical Chemistry.) Pp. xiii + 397. (London:

Longmans, Green and Co., 1922.) 215. net.

(4) Colloid Chemistry of the Proteins. By Prof. Dr.

\V. Pauli. Translated by P. C. L. Thorne. Part L
Pp. xi -I- 140. (London: J. and A. Churchill, 1922.)

85. 6i. net.

(5) Laboratory Manual of Colloid Chemistry. By Prof.

H. N. Holmes. Pp. xii + 127. (New York: J.

Wiley and Sons, Inc. ; London : Chapman and Hall,

Ltd., 1922.) 10s. net.

(6) Atomic Form : with Special Reference to the Con-

figuration of the Carbon Atom. By E. E. Price. Pp.

iv-(-i40 + viii. (London: Longmans, Green and

Co., 1922.) 55. net.

(i) ' I ^HE Faraday Society's general discussion on

J. " Catalysis with Special Reference to

Newer Theories of Chemical Action " was apparently

arranged in view of the simultaneous presence in

England of Prof. Perrin, Dr. Irving Langmuir, and

Prof. Arrhenius. The first session of the discussion

dealt with the radiation theory of chemical action

and the second session with heterogeneous reactions,

and these form Parts I. and II. of the report. The

discussion on the radiation theory (which postulates

that chemical action is due to radiation and that its

velocity is proportional to the prevailing radiation-

density) was characterised by two dramatic incidents.

Prof. Lindemann pointed out that, .if tiic original

form of the radiation theory were correct, the inversion

of cane sugar must be determined by the density of

radiation of wave-length i -05 n ; on this basis, the

inversion should proceed 50 billion (5 x lo*^ times

more rapidly in sunlight than in the dark), whereas

actually the acceleration is almost negligible. Follow-

ing up this criticism, Dr. Langmuir said that the

radiation theory " has all the characteristics of the

typical unsuccessful hypothesis," since it has been

made progressively more complicated, as successive

attempts at verification have failed. Probably no

theory has ever been put forward in which discrepancies
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of such magnitude have appeared, and it is at least

a sign of courageous optimism that the authors should

still hope to bring it into line with facts.

The discussion on heterogeneous reactions was

opened by a paper in which Dr. Langmuir discussed

the function of the solid surface, with special reference

to the occlusion of ox)-gen on the surface of a tungsten

filament. This takes place at a temperature of 1500° K.

or more, even when the pressure is so low as 10
"•

atmospheres, or when hydrogen, ammonia, or methane

is present, as well as oxygen, showing that the film

of occluded oxygen is extremely tenacious. It was

suggested that the stable film is of monomolecular

thickness, and that the film can only be dissipated

in the form of the oxide WO.,. In the same way the

tenacity with which a trace of carbon monoxide will

cling to the surface of platinum, acting as a powerful

poison as regards its catalytic activity towards hydrogen

and ox)-gen, is attributed to the formation of a mono-

molecular film of carbonic oxide united chemically

with the molecules of platinum. Carbon dioxide

does not behave in this way, and does not act as a

poison to the catalyst. On the other hand, the normal

action of the catalyst in the presence of oxygen is

attributed to the formation of a film of chemically

bound oxygen of higher activity than the free gas.

Experimental work on the catalytic action of

platinum in the oxidation of carbon monoxide and of

hydrogen formed the subject of the second paper

;

and the discussion which followed is reported in full,

together with a number of written communications

on the same subject.

(2) Prof. Stewart has added another to the series

of books, in which he has summarised, mainly perhaps

for the isenefit of the candidate for a degree in honours,

some of the results of recent chemical research. The

method of handling the material in such a volume is

fairly familiar, and criticism may be limited to the

question as to whether the work has been well done.

On the whole, the answer may be given in the affirma-

tive, but in more than one instance the reader who is

familiar with current research will feel disappointed,

because some of the sections appear to have been

written so long ago that they are out of sympathy

with current thought, even althougli later work may
be included either in the same or some other part of

the volume. Thus to many it would appear futile

to discuss the theory of the colloidal state without

including any reference to the work of McBain on

colloidal electrolytes, which has now been going on

for something like ten years ; again it is merely tedious

to read through a discussion as to whether hydrogen

should be placed in Group i or Group 8 of Mendeleeff 's

classification, when modern theory makes it quite

Y I
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clear that this element stands in a class by itself, and

need not be forced into association either with the

alkali metals or with the lialogens. The final chapter,

on atomic structure, is remarkable in that it begins

with a recapitulation of some of the fantastic ideas

of atomic structure that preceded the discovery of the

electron, while it concludes by dismissing Bohr's atom

as " considerably overrated," and setting up in its

place " Stewart's atom " as possessing merits which

are not possessed by the atoms of other workers.

The various chapters of the book do, however,

provide useful summaries of work which must other-

wise be studied either in separate monographs or in

original literature, and to those who prefer this method

of assimilating knowledge the book may be com-

mended.

(3) Prof. Smits, whose monograph on allotropy

has been translated from the German, deals with a

ver>' interesting subject, namely, the application of

the phase rule to those cases in which at least one of

the components is capable of existing in more than

one form, so that the familiar phenomena of phase-

equilibrium are complicated by the occurrence of a

reversible isomeric or polymeric change in this com-

ponent. When the change is sufficiently rapid, the

component in question counts as one molecular species
;

but when the change is slow, each separate form must

be treated as a separate species.

There can be little doubt that if the editor of these

text-books had entrusted to Prof. Findlay the work

of expounding the application of the phase rule to

these fascinating cases, he would have been able to

tell the story in simple language, and in such a way as

to interest and attract the type of student for whom
these monographs are written. It is, however, certain

that, while a translation of the monograph into English

is a real advantage as eliminating one of the most

formidable difficulties of the student, who usually

finds German not an easy language to read, even the

translation gives the impression that the author has

deliberately made the subject as difficult as possible.

One must assume that in his own teaching the author

discusses these phenomena at the close of a rigorous

course of training, and that those who have followed

his lectures may perhaps find in the theory of allotropy

a puzzle worthy of their highly developed skill ; but

to the student who has not gone through this training,

no mercy whatever is shown, and he might well be

excused for forming the opinion that Prof. Smits,

like one of the old alchemists, was trying to disguise

his knowledge, instead of to diffuse it, by using a

bewildering system of sjTnbols and diagrams. Almost

any one of these might " hold up " the reader for

many minutes, if not indeed for hours, while he was
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trying to discover what meaning he must attach to

sjTnbols decorated with a positive cascade of super-

script and subscript signs, and thus to find out the

inner meaning of the diagram. By way of further

punishment, the author omits 'to write down the

chemical formulae of the organic compounds with

which he deals, so that the student must refer to the

original literature if he wishes to know what formulae

have been assigned to the two forms of benzoylcamphor,

or to the various modifications of milk sugar. In

this case it would appear that the author is so con-

cerned with the mathematical dissection of these

compounds in their various phases that he has no

interest whatever in their chemical composition ; and

this view is supported by the attitude which he adopts

in similar cases throughout the volume.

In conclusion, it may be said that if a keen student

wishes to test his abilities by means of a volume which

might well bear the sub-title, " The Phase Rule made
Difficult," the book might perhaps be commended.

On the other hand, the average student will probably

prefer to wait for an interpreter before he attempts

to study the work of an author whose desire for com-

plexity leads him to postulate the existence of half a

dozen molecular species in the simple and orderly

space-lattice of a metal.

(4) Prof. Pauli's monograph on the colloid chemistry

of the proteins possesses nearly all the merits that are

lacking in Prof. Smits' book. Although dealing with

a much more difficult subject, it has the merit of being

not only brief, but also as simple as any treatise on

colloids that has yet appeared. Not only those who

are specially interested in colloid chemistry, but also

chemical students generally, would find both pleasure

and profit in reading the book, and on these grounds

it can be heartily commended. It is, indeed, a parti-

cularly easy task to review a book on which none but

favourable comments are possible.

(5) Prof. Holmes, at the request of the Colloid

Committee of the National Research Council, has

written a " Laboratory Manual of Colloid Chemistry."

The total number of experiments described in the

book is 1 86, and most of these have been tested in

the laboratory over a period of six years. It is an

indication of the importance that now attaches to

the study of colloids that a book dealing with laboratory

experiments only should be called for, and Prof.

Holmes has produced a volume which every teacher

of physical chemistry will find it necessary to possess.

It will also be welcomed by many other workers who
are not responsible for the organisation of laboratory

classes in physical chemistry.

(6) Mr. Price has invented a tetrahedral model of

the carbon atom which has an equilateral triangle
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as section on two of its planes of symmetry', while

its faces arc isosceles triangles. He claims that this

figure lends itself better than the regular tetrahedron

to the construction of models representing the structure

of organic compounds. The close packing of poly-

hedral figures is an important factor in crystallographic

research, but, when it is not correlated in any way

with crystallographic data, it cannot be regarded as

of any value in the investigation of molecular structure.

The author proceeds as if the carbon atoms were

actually tetrahedral in shape, with real poles at the

comers, whereas in fact, the tetrahedron merely serves

as a convenient means of showing the directions in

which the valencies radiate. It is, however, interesting

to notice that the figure which Lewis obtained by con-

centrating four duplets on the centres of four edges

of a cube is actually a tetrahedron of the shape

described by the author, although obviously the

duplets in marsh gas must occupy the alternate corners

of a cube, since all the evidence points to the fact

that methane has the full sv-mmetry of a regular

tetrahedron.

The Trend of Evolution.

The Evolution of Man : a Series of Lectures delivered

before the Yale Chapter of the Sigma Xi during the

Academic Year igsi-igss, by Richard Sivann Lull,

Harry Burr Ferris, George Howard Parker, James

Rowland Angell, Albert Galloway Keller, Edwin Grant

Conklin. Edited by George Alfred Baitsell. Pp.

x + 202. (New Haven: Yale University Press;

London : Oxford University Press, 1922.) 15^. net.

IN the chapter entitled " The Natural History of

Man " Prof. Ferris gives a verj' lucid summary

of the most elementary facts of embryology and

anatomy, which suggests to the uninitiated reviewer

that the Society of the Sigma Xi, for whom the lectures

in this book were prepared, is a lay body unfamiliar

with biological teaching. As a means of interesting

such an audience in some of the manifold aspects of

biology and sociology these lectures no doubt served

a useful purpose, but why call the volume " The

Evolution of Man

"

} One would imagine that in

a series of six lectures with such a title some one

would have discussed seriously the problems of man's

pedigree, and have attempted to explain how and

why the human family acquired those distinctive

attributes of brain and mind which conferred the

rank of mankind upon it. But there nothing of the

kind is to be found in the book.

Prof. Parker gives an excellent account of his in-

vestigations on the nervous system of sponges and

other animals, but the title " The Evolution of the
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Nervous System of Man " raises hopes that are not

fulfilled ; and the same remark applies to the address

by the president of Yale on " The Evolution of In-

telligence," as well as to Prof. Keller's " Societal

Evolution." The criticism one is impelled to make
of all these addresses is that, while they are interesting

and illuminating, both their own titles as well as that

of the book are irrelevant.

In Prof. Conklin's essay, the title of which the

reviewer has adopted as the label for this notice,

is a sane discussion of the trends of civilised mankind

under post-War conditions and an earnest plea for

education, and better education, as the remedy for

the ills of society and the means of averting the down-

fall of the best types of mankind.

Our Bookshelf.

Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction for
Ireland. Memoirs of the Geological Survey of Ireland.

Mineral Resources. Memoir and Map of Localities

of Minerals of Economic Importance and Metalliferous

Mines in Ireland. By Prof. G. A. J. Cole. Pp. 155.

(Dublin : Stationery Office, 1922). 75. 6d. net.

It is much to be regretted that this volume must be

looked upon as the swan-song of the old regime in

Ireland rather than as the first effort of the new
authorities. Information as to the mineral resources

of Ireland has never before been collected into any
authoritative memoir, but had to be sought for piece-

meal among a number of miscellaneous geological and
mining publications, for, as the author of the present

work correctly observes. Sir Robert Kane's book on the

industrial resources of Ireland is now far too old to be

of any real value under the economic conditions of the

present day.

Prof. Cole has done his work extremely well ; he has

arranged the various minerals that Ireland produces in

alphabetical order, commencing with antimony and

ending with zinc. It is perhaps characteristic of an

Irish publication that the most important of all mineral

products, namely coal, is not even mentioned. The
author states specifically that he excludes sands, clay,

and marlile, and devotes his attention to " minerals of

economic importance "
; surely coal should be included

under this head. The other minerals of economic

importance are very fully and clearly dealt with ; the

list of localities is ver)' complete and carefully drawn
up, and all the more important occurrences are briefly

described. If it does nothing else, the present work will

serve to dispel some of the wild statements that are

occasionally heard as to the immense mineral resources

of Ireland, which have been neglected or, it is even

sometimes hinted, deliberately concealed, by jealous

Englishmen, .'\mong the more persistent of such

legends is that of the immense resources of iron ore in

the Arigna valley ; the present work shows that two

persevering attempts were made to found an iron

industrv there, at the end of the eighteenth and again

in the first half of the nineteenth century, and that both

ended in failure ; at what appears to have been the last
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attempt, only 300 tons of iron were produced in seven

years at a cost of 50,000/. A study of the entire

book shows that at the moment barytes is practically

the only mineral of serious economic importance that

Ireland is capable of producing. Apart, however, from

the strictly commercial aspect of the subject. Prof.

Cole's work is of great value to the student of mineral

deposits, inasmuch as it supplies authentic information

concerning the mineral resources of the country.

O'oerzicht van de theorie en de toepassingen van gassen,

waarin de onderlinge bolsingen der moleculen kunnen
venoaarloosd loorden. Door Dr. Jos. ter Heerdt.

Pp. vii + 324. (Utrecht and Nijmegen : N. V.

Dekker & Van de Vegt en J. W. \-an Leeuwen,

1923.) 6.50 florins.

Since the classic researches of Maxwell on the

internal friction of gases and those of Crookes on
radiometer theory, no investigations have been so im-

portant in connexion with the kinetic theory of gases

as the work of Martin Knud.scn on the properties of

highly rarefied gases, in which the mutual collisions of

the molecules may be neglected. Dr. Jos. ter Heerdt
has produced a very clear monograph in which the

work of Knudsen and that of some other investigators,

Soddy and Berry, Gaede, Langmuir, Weber, etc.

(scattered in many periodicals), is brought together

and critically discussed.

After a short historical introduction and some general

considerations regarding the kinetic theory of gases,

(Chap. I.), the author deals in the following chapters

with molecular flow through narrow capillaries and
small holes in plates, with molecular flow through tubes

with a temperature gradient (pressure equilibrium

between two reservoirs at different temperatures, con-

nected by a capillary tube), with the molecular con-

duction of heat and the coefficient of accommodation.
The treatment of the problem of accommodation, as

given in Chap. VI., is new and throws a new light on

the question. Nevertheless no general solution is given

of this very complicated problem. Chap. V. deals with

the radiometer force and with the formula which

Knudsen has deduced for it. In Chap. VII. a full and
detailed description is given of modem high vacuum
pumps, based on the principles of the kinetic theory

of rarefied gases (Gaede, Langmuir) and of different

kinds of high vacuum manometers. The book ends

with a very complete bibliography.

The volume forms a readable and clearly written

monograph on a subject not covered by any existing

work and may be highly recommended to all who are

interested in this subject. It is to be hoped that the

book, which is published in Dutch, will be translated

into English, French or German in order that it may
reach a wider circle of readers. C. A. Crommelin.

Hawaiki : the Original Home of the Maori. With a

Sketch of Polynesian History. By S. Percy Smith.

Fourth edition. Pp. 288 + 20 plates. (Auckland,
Melbourne and London ; VVhitcombe and Tombs,
Ltd., 1921.) 12s. 6d.

It is most fortunate that Mr. Percy Smith was able to

publish the fourth and authoritati\-e edition of this

book before his death, as it contains a considerable

amount of new material and of revised conclusions.
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It represents the gleaning of a long life spent in amassing
new data, and laboriously sifting and collating existing

information. All students of oceanic ethnology owe
a great debt to this painstaking, kindly, and learned

pioneer. Mr. Smith entirely justifies his reliance on
the general accuracy of tradition, and he has been able

to give approximate dates to events in unwritten

history, and also to trace three main migrations into

the Pacific from Indonesia, and numerous migrations

within the Polynesian area. Constructive work of

this kind on imperfect material is necessarily open

to criticism, but Mr. Smith courageously attempts to

interpret hints and obscure words, and by imagination,

controlled by intimate knowledge of Polynesian

ethnology, he has made a plausible connected story,

which, in his concluding words, " will in the meantime
serve the purpose of a summary of the history of the

people, on which others may build."

The Indian dates on p. 85 require revision. The
Saka entered the Panjab about 75 B.C., not 950 B.C.

;

the great colonisations of Java from India are also

placed much too early ; according to Havell they
were due to the final collapse of the Saka power at the

beginning of the fifth century. It is important to

have correct dates for events in India, as Mr. Smith
uses them in the development of his thesis. The view
that the Polynesians may have been in part a branch

of the " ancient Gangetic race " has much to recom-
mend it, but by terming them " Proto-Aryan " he
raises verj' grave difficulties, but, perhaps, Pre-Arj'an

is what he meant to express.

This little book is invaluable to all those who take

an interest in the history of the most intrepid explorers

of the Pacific. A. C. Haddon.

Expressionism in Art : Its Psychological and Biological

basis. By Dr. Oskar Pfister. Authorised trans-

lation by Barbara Low and Dr. M. A. Mugge. Pp.

viii + 272. (London: Kegan Paul and Co., Ltd.,

1922.) 6s. 6d. net.

Dr. Pfister's work is a study by psycho-analytic

methods of a French artist suffering from depression,

who came to the author for psychological treatment.

In addition to the analysis of his dreams, the artist

was asked to draw whatever he liked, and these draw-
ings, usually of an extremely unconventional character,

were treated in the same way as the dreams. The
results are very interesting, both from the insight

obtained into the personahty of the artist and also

from the light thrown on that type of art generally

known as expressionism.

The first part of the book is a study from a psycho-

logical point 'of view of the artist ; the second part

discusses the psychological and biological background

of expressionism. The author shows ho\\' excellent

for diagnostic purposes were the pictures which in-

\ariably represented the artist's psychical state.

From a study of the pictures of other expressionists,

he concludes that all expressionists carry into their

work a number of infantile characteristics. Instead of

attempting to understand the external world, they

turn away and represent their own internal conflicts

in phantasy form, their pictures thus being in reality

self-portraits. If pushed to its logical extremes,

expressionism would result in an absolute rejection
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of the empirical world, and hence in many it tends to

become pathological. The relationship lietween the
various neurutic types and expressionists is discussed.

It is a very interesting study, both of a particular man
and of an art movement ; but the method of writing

is discursi\e, and the book might with ad\antage be
considerably condensed.

The Races of England and Wales : a Survey of Recent

Research. 15y Prof. H. J. Fleure. Pp.118. (London:
Benn Bros., Ltd., 1923.) 5^. net.

Prof. Flelre's modest claim to have gi\en in this

work a survey of recent research is an understatement

which may give a misleading idea of its \ery real

importance as a contribution to the ethnology of

England and Wales—an idea which the brevity of the

book does nothing to remove. It summarises in a fair

and judicial spirit the results of the observations of

anthropologists on the physical characters of the

peoples of England and Wales, both in prehistoric and
in recent times, to which Prof. Fleure himself has

contributed in no small degree ; but it does far "more

than this. It reviews these results in the light of

certain general conclusions on the question of the

development of racial type at which Prof. Fleure has

arrived. The inferences which he has drawn in con-

sequence cannot fail to have a profound influence on
the future discussion of British ethnolog\- as well as

to stimulate observation in certain directions in the

future in support or refutation of his \-iews. Of these,

perhaps the most important is that the intermediate

type, which forms a common element in the population

of Britain, and is usually taken to be a combination

of Nordic and Mediterranean, represents in re<ility an
independent "' descent with modification " within this

country from a palaolithic type.

Cryptography. By Andre Langie. Translated from

the French by J. C. 11. Macbeth. Pp. viii + 192.

(London, Bombay and Sydney : Constable and Co.,

Ltd., 1922.) gs. net.

As there is no manual of cryptography in English, this

book, which is translated from the French, will be

welcomed by all who wish to make a serious study of

the subject, either for practical purposes or as an
intellectual exercise. The author deals with his

subject under three heads. Under the first he gives a
lirief history of the methods of conveying information

secretly, beginning with the Greeks, Egyptians, and
Romans ; under the second he gi\'es examples of

cryptographical writings of which he himself has found

the solution, for the most part, during the War ; and
under the third he gives lists and tables of frequency

of single letters, bigrams, and other combinations in

English and other languages. This section will natur-

ally be one of the most frequently consulted in the

book, as a knowledge of the relative frequency of

occurrence of the different letters and combinations

is essential in all decipherment. The translator adds
a supplementary chapter dealing with methods of

conve>ing information secretly, such as the use of

s\Tnpathetic inks, tramps' signs, the marking of cards

by cardsharpers, and the like, and describes the

I'layfair cipher, a substitution system extensively used

lor military purposes. Commander W. W. Smith,

United States Navy, adding a note on its solution.
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Botulism and Food Preservation {The Loch Maree
Tragedy). By Dr. Gerald Leighton. Pp. xiii + 237.
(London : W. Collins, Sons and Co., Ltd., 1923.)
105. net.

Dr. Leighton's report on the outbreak of botulism at

Loch Maree in 1922 has been already noticed in Nature
(March 24, p. 415) and some account has also been given
of the comprehensive researches of Prof. K. F. Meyer,
of the University of California, into the distribution and
biology of the responsible microbe (January 20, p. 95).
In tlie pre-sent volume Dr. Leighton has collected into a
convenient form most of the available information about
the disease as it occurs in man and animals. Originally

most frequently associated with sausages and especi-

ally common in Wurtemherg, most of the recent cases

have been identified in America and more commonly
with canned vegetables than meat products. " Limber-
neck " in poultry appears to be botulism, and " grass

sickness " of horses is either this or a closely allied

condition. Prevention is a question of the adequate
sterilisation of preserved foods. The second part of

the book recounts the details of the tragedy of the
potted duck sandwiches and concludes with an ample
bibliography.

The Annual Register : a Revieiv of Public Events at

Home and Abroadfor the Year 1922. Edited by Dr.
M.Epstein. Pp. xii + 3i6 + 199. (London: Long-
mans, Green and Co., 1923.) y>s. net.

A WORK of reference that has reached its hundred and
sixty-fourth volume requires no commendation. This
annual re\-iew of the year has an established place

among indispensable works of reference. English

h'story, which appears to include Irish history-, and
foreign and colonial history occupy about two-thirds

of the book, in a summary' which is conspicuous for

its impartiality and lucidity. A chronicle of events is

less well-balanced but extremely useful. The year's

obituary gives biographical sketches of about 300
eminent men and women of all countries. Literature

of the year is dealt with in a forty-page summary, which
is a comprehensive and, to a large extent, critical survey
of the year's books. Science has to be content with a
twehe-page summar}', which, however, ranges over so

wide a field that Httle, if anything, of notable value is

omitted. A full index enhances the value of the book.

A Text-Book of Machine Construction and Drawing.
By H. E. Merritt and M. Piatt. Pp. x+197.
(London : G. Bell and Sons, Ltd., 1922.) 7^. 6d.

net.

Teachers of classes dealing with machine construction

and drawing are frequently put to a great deal of

trouble in seeking for modern examples to put before

their students. Text-books on the subject go out-of-

date, and on account of the great strides which have

been made in recent years in the manufacture of

engineering materials, and in their treatment in the

machine shop, and consequently in design, details have
shown an increasing tendency to become obsolete.

The volume before us contains a large number of

designs suitable for students, and all of these examples

are up-to-date. The authors make use of the American
system of projection, and there is sufficient practical

geometry included for the purposes of the draughtsman.
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Letters to the Editor.

[ The Editor does not hold himself responsible for
opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
cafi he undertake to return, nor to correspond with
the wi iters of rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken ofanonymous communications^

Dr. Kammerer's Alytes.

Those who have followed the discussion of Dr.
Kammerer's claims will be aware that special interest

has centred on the question whether he could pro-
duce for examination males of Alytes showing the
modification alleged to occur in consequence of his

treatment. Some of the circumstances which aroused
scepticism are related in my letter to Nature, July 3,

igig, p. 344. We were originally told {Arch. Entwni.,

1909) that nuptial callosities or Brtinftschwielen ap-
peared on the thumbs of males of the treated strain,

and that in the 5th treated generation (Kammerer's
Fj) all the males had these structures. They are a
conspicuous feature in most Batrachia, and Alytes is

one of the few forms in which they are not known to
occur. Since normal Alytes mate on land and the
treated animals were made to pair in the water, we
were asked (1909, pp. 516-7) to see in these Schwielen
a true functional adaptation. The rugosities were
developed to give the males a better grip of the
slimy females.

Dr. Kammerer remarks that any one who has
compared the feel of a dry toad with that of a wet
one will not question that rugosities on those parts
of the limb which come into contact with the body
of the female are a very necessary equipment for an
aquatic embrace (p. 516). This theme was developed
at considerable length. In Arch. Entwm., 1919, the
same argument reappears, and, various other hypo-
theses being discussed and set aside, it is argued that
the most probable cause of the development of

rugosities was to be found in the change of mating
habits. The process of mating in the water takes
twice or thrice as long and is far more laborious. If

his interpretation is right. Dr. Kammerer continues,
the development is to be regarded as a " funktionelle

Anpassimg : ihre nachweisliche Erblichkeit wiirde
hierdurch an theoretischer Tragweite gewinnen

"

(P- 339)-
Up to 1919 nothing but vague diagrams (1909,

Figs. 26 and 26a) had been offered us to show what
these new organs looked like, and no detailed descrip-

tion had appeared. Dr. Kammerer in that year
published the long paper mentioned above, making
some new statements which I will consider presently.

In illustration a photograph of the whole animal
(F5 in 1913) was given. This picture was rather like

those handed about a few years ago as " spirit-

photographs," and for demonstrational purposes was
worthless. There were also several drawings, and a
photograph, representing sections through the skin
of a supposed Schwielc. At about that time Dr.
Przibram was good enough to send me a slide with
sLx similar sections labelled " F3," which I have
shown to numerous colleagues. As regards the sec-

tions and representations of sections, I do not ques-
tion that they may have been taken through real

incipient rugosities, but the development is slight

and ambiguous.
The description of 19 19 amplifies that of ten years

before. The rugosities were originally described as
in the proper place, namely, on the upper (sc. dorsal)

and radial surface of the thumb ; and as more males
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of F4 and Fs came into breeding condition, rugosities
appeared not simply on the bases of the thumbs but
extended in various degrees and with individual
differences up the inside of the forearm. Inasmuch
as various Batrachians have rugosities in that region
(showing also individual differences and asymmetries),
and since in the embrace of Alytes the parts named
are in contact with the female, the new account
raised no fresh improbability—rather the contrary.
Many modified males are said to have been under
Dr. Kammerer's observation during three years after

he had (1910) been challenged to produce one, but
a photograph of a single specimen—and that abso-
lutely non-committal—was all that had been pub-
lished to show the structures in position. We are
told that the 1913-hatched brood failed to breed, and
the last male (Fj) died in 1914 (1919, p. 328).
But one specimen (presumably that photographed)

was known to be preserved in Vienna. It had been
examined by visitors to the Versuchsanstalt, who
reported verbally and variously as to what they had
seen. A few weeks ago the announcement was made
that this Alytes would be shown in Cambridge, and
I received an invitation to attend a meeting at which
it would be exhibited. Knowing that Dr. Kammerer
had abstained from appearing at the Congress of
geneticists which met at Vienna in September last,

I inferred that he had no new evidence to produce,
and I therefore excused myself from attendance, not
wishing to enter deliberately into what was likely to
prove a profitless altercation. When, however, an
exhibition before the Linnean Society was arranged,
I naturally attended as a fellow of the Society to
see what I could. I expected to see a dark mark on
the thumb or other fingers extending perhaps more
or less over the wrist or up the forearm ; and whether
this was to be interpreted as a nuptial rugosity or
not, would, I imagined, be more or less a matter of

opinion.
What I did see was something altogether different.

The animal was fastened with its back against an
opaque plate in a cylindrical museum glass, with the
ventral surface exposed. The right hand showed
nothing special, but across the palm of the left hand
was a broad dark mark. It looked like a piece of
thickened, blackish-brown skin. Examining it with a
good lens I could see no papillary or thorny structure,

though considering the minuteness of the alleged

spines, I scarcely expected to make them out very
distinctly. But the appearance was quite unlike that
of any natural Brunftschwielen. In them, even in

liana agilis which has them developed very slightly,

one sees with a lens characteristic grey specks, not a
dark uniform surface as in the creature exhibited.

I do not mean that there was no break in the pad as

a whole, about which my memory is doubtful, but
that the surface was uniform and the colour con-

tinuous in tone, without the dotting or stippling so
obvious in true Brunftschwielen. That there was no
development on the right hand was explained. The
skin had been snipped off during life to furnish

sections.

A photograph of the palm of a hand was thrown
on the screen. This palm was pointed to as showing
rugosities, but I saw none. In the specimen ex-

hibited, the backs of the digits were not visible, nor
were we shown any photograph of them.

I direct attention first to the fact that the structure

shown did not look like a real Brunftschwiele. Next
I lay stress on its extraordinary position // was in

tlie wrong place. Commenting on the evidence, I

pointed this out. In the embrace of Batrachians the

palms of the hands of the male are not in contact

with the female. Those who looked at the specimen
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naturally concluded that they must be. One speaker
confidently told me in the discussion that I was
wrong, and that in the common toad the rugosities

are on the palmar surface ! To show how the hands
are placed I send a photograph (Fig. i) of a pair of

Rana agilis killed ancl preserved while coupled. The
lower digits of the male's hands are the thumbs.

Clearly tlie rugosities, to be effective, must be on
the backs and radial sides of the digits, round the
base of the thumb, as in our common frog, on the
inner sides of the forearms, or in certain otlier posi-

tions, but not on the palms of the hands. There are,

Fic. I.

of course, minor variations, in correspondence with
which the positions of the rugosities differ. The clasp
of Alytes, for example, is first inguinal and afterwards
round the base of the head (Boulenger). Minute thorns
may be formed on the back of Bombinator and perhaps
in other places on the skins of Batrachians, where they
cannot serve as Brunftschwieleti ; but on the palm of
Alytes they would be as unexpected as a growth of
hair on the palm of a man.

Dr. Kammerer's own reply was on different lines

from that of the speaker I have mentioned, but
curious and, as I thought, significant. He asked us
to note that in his lecture he had refrained from using
the word " Adaptation "—a defence sound perhaps,
though surely disquieting to his disciples.

The discoveries claimed by Dr. Kammerer are
many and extensive. To geneticists that regarding
heredity and segregation in Alytee (Verh. naturf. Ver.

Briinn, igii) which I called in question at the
Linnean meeting is the most astounding. But what
I then heard and saw strengthens me in the opinion
expressed in 1913, that until his alleged observations
of Brunftschwieloi in Alytes have been clearly demon-
strated and confirmed, we are absolved from basing
broad conclusions on his testimony.

W. Bateson.
May 16.
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The Light Elements and the Whole Number Rule.

I HAVE recently developed a method of generating
anode rays of high velocity which is much more
suitable to mass-spectrum analysis than the hot
anode method previously applied. By means of

this device it is possible to obtain the mass-lines of

the metals of the lithium and beryllium groups at

the same time as those of such elements as carbon
and chlorine, the masses of which are known.
The masses of Li«, Li', Be», Na", Mg", K", K",

Ca*" have all been determined, and the divergence
from whole numbers is in no case so great as one-

tenth per cent, of the mass measured. The masses
of the isotopes of lithium are most probably about
0'005 of a unit high, but naturally this figure does not
have much significance with the present apparatus.
The effects with magnesium and calcium are too

weak to show their fainter components, but the integral

relations between these and the principal lines have
already been demonstrated by Dempster. (Phys.
Rev. .xviii, xx.)

This work completes the determinations of the
masses of the more important isotopes of all the first

twenty elements on the mass-spectrograph, and,

with the obvious exception of hydrogen, each obeys
the whole number rule to the accuracy of experiment,
one part in a thousand.

It is of particular interest that no difference in

mass is detectable between the isobaric atoms Ca"
and A'", for general considerations might lead one to

expect a radical difference in their nuclear structure

owing to the presence of the two additional nuclear

electrons in the latter. F. W. Aston.
Cavendish Laboratory,
Cambridge, May 17.

Microphonic Flames.

[A FEW weeks ago it was reported in the daily Press

that Dr. Lee de Forest had used a flame for the
direct production of telephonic currents by sound
waves In response to a request for details of his

device, Dr de Forest writes as follows.

—

Ed. Nature.]

I have as yet prepared no paper on the subject

of the " microphonic flame." For a long time I had
puzzled over the problem of turning sound waves
directly into electric telephonic currents. I recognised

that sound waves passed through flames in the air
;

also that a flame was, to a certain degree, conducting
electrically. Hence, I reasoned that if one passed

^ current through a flame, its conductivity must vary,

more or less, with the alternate waves of compression
and rarefaction, which constitute sound.

Setting out to verify my deductions, I succeeded
almost at once. I employed first a " bat-wing "

gas-flame, enriched this with potassium salts, used

two platinum wire electrodes across a dry cell battery

of 100 to 200 volts, in series with a high-resistance

(radio) telephone receiver. By carefully adjusting

the electrodes in the flame (especially the cathode—
the position of the anode is not important ; it can
even be located a short distance outside the flame)

I obtained in the telephone receiver a faint but
very perfect reproduction of the music of a gramophone
played 3 ft. from the flame. The adjustment of

the gas pressure, using this type of flame, is critical.

If too strong, the flame roars in the telephone

receiver. If too low, the conductivity and sensitive-

ness of the flame falls off.

1 next employed a type of Welsbach burner and
mantle, using as electrodes platinum gauze " im-

bedded " in the mantle and directly inside the

mantle. Also, an oxy-acetylene flame, employing
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for electrodes platinum wire encased in quartz, which,
of course, becomes conducting in this flame. This
arrangement gives an exceedingly perfect repro-
duction of the sound— voice or music—far better
than any carbon microphone.
A small alcohol burner and flame can be employed.

In this case I recommend as cathode a Nernst glower
as supplying the necessary electrons. Or enrich the
blue flame by potassium or sodium salts fed up
through the wick, with the alcohol.
Audion amplifiers must, of course, be employed

if one wishes to use the "flame microphone " for
broadcasting, radio-phone, or " phonofilm " purposes.
The sensitiveness increases in general with the

impressed P.D. across the electrodes—up to a limit.
Care must be taken to guard against : (i) hissing

due to too high voltage discharge
; (2) flame noises

;

(3) air fluctuations
; (4) depositing of carbon upon

the electrodes.

I have not had time yet to make a careful scientific
study of this phenomenon, but am persuaded it is

chiefly a pressure effect, controlling ionisation and
the ionised conductivity of the flame.

Lee de Forest.

Molecular and Crystal Symmetry.

Mr. T. V. Barker has discus.sed in Nature of
May 12 the theory' advanced by Fedorov and Shearer
with reference to the relations between molecular and
crj'stal symmetry. According to this hypothesis the
symmetry of the crystal includes the symmetrj^ of
the molecule with such additional symmetry as is

afforded by the arrangement of the molecules, if

there be more than one, in the unit parallelepipedon
or cell of the structure.

At the reading of Mr. Shearer's paper I mentioned
some considerations which required to be taken into
account in applying this principle (Proc. Phys. Soc,
vol. 35, p. 99, 1923), and I propose to restate them
here in somewhat more detail.

In many cases there is reason to believe that
molecules have no existence in the structure of a
crystal. In others they appear to maintain their
identity. It does not, however, follow that. the\
retain the full symmetry they possess when in the
free state in a fluid ; for the whole or a part of the
symmetry' may be destroyed by close packing in

the crystal structure. Nor is it probable that the
symmetry actually possessed by the unit cell formed
of one or more molecules is always identical witli

that of the structure of which it forms part.
In the first place, a number of primary cells with

different but similar orientation (including in this
expression a symmetrical relation between enantio-
morphic forms) may be combined by what may be
termed cell-twimiing to form a greater cell witli
higher symmetry. These greater cells may of course
be regarded for cr>'stallographical purposes as unit
or elementary cells ; but it is improbable that thc>-
would always be recognised as such by means of the
X-rays, which would in many cases not permit of
discrimination between the differently orientated
primary cells. The same crystallographic char-
acters would also result from ultra-microscopic
twinning on a larger scale, involving groups ol
differently orientated cells instead of individual cells.

Repeated ultra-microscopic twinning of this char-
acter is believed to take place with the triclinic
mineral microcline, so as to give rise to the mono-
clinic mineral orthoclase.

Apart, however, from regular twinning, one would
expect cells of low symmetry to build up in man\-
instances structures of higher symmetry, but usuall\-
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belonging to the same s^'stem. Perfect identity in

cells is not necessary in the building up of a structure.

A plagioclase crystal is formed of cells both of albite

and of anorthite, with quite distinct atomic composi-
tion, and e\-en to a limited extent of orthoclase which
differs both in system and in* molecular volume.
A\'liere, therefore, the outward forms of cells of the
same substance in different orientations (in the wide
sense employed above) closely resemble each other
but do not show absolute identity, it may be expected
that the crystal structure will be built up indis-

criminately of cells with similar but not identical

orientation. The result will be that the special

features characteristic of a lower symmetry will be
eliminated and only the highest symmetry' of the
system will remain. This is probably the reason why
crystals possessing the symmetry' of one of the lower
classes of a system are comparatively rare, and in
some instances are not known to occur.

These principles are well illustrated by the facts

disclosed in a paper on the " Relation between the
Crj'Stal Structure and the Constitution of Carbon
Compounds, Part I., Compounds of the Type CX, "

(Journ. Chem. Soc, vol. 123, pp. 71-79, 1923), by
Miss Knaggs, of the Imperial and Bedford Colleges.

She shows that in substances of the CX4 type, where
X is an element, the crystal usually belongs to the
cubic system. Those of the type CXjY, where X and
Y are elements, are as a rule trigonal or hexagonal,
unless X is hydrogen, the atoms of which appear to
be too small to determine a trigonal symmetry.
Those of the form C(CX3)4 are usually cubic, as the
trigonal character of the CX3 group enables all four
trigonal axes of the cubic system to be preserved.
Finally, substances of the form C(CX.iY)4 are in

general tetragonal. In every case in which the
symmetry of the crystal shows it to belong to the
same system as that of the molecule, it must
be referred to a higher class, usually that with
the highest symmetri,- in the system. For example,
the molecules CXj and C(CX3)4, which are cubic,

have no axial planes of symmetry, but wherever
there is any definite crystalline form, the crystals

possess such axial planes. In some cases, however,
the cubic system is only recognised by the isotropic
character of the crystals. Again it can be easily
shown that the molecule C(CH2Y)i belongs to a class

of the tetragonal system with only a contra-direc-
tional or inverse tetragonal axis, but the crj'Stals have
all a co-directional or simple tetragonal axis, such as
is found in the higher classes of the tetragonal system.

In many cases, on the other hand, there are iso-

morphic forms with lower s^TTimetry, formed usually
at lower temperatures. In these the atoms are
apparently more tightly packed, and the molecules
\\a.ve either been distorted or have lost their identity
altogether. John W. Evans.

Imperial College of Science and Technology,
South Kensington, S.W.7,

May 15.

In a recent letter to N.\ture (May 12, p. 632) Mr.
T. V. Barker takes exception to statements made
by the \vriters in respect to the relation between the
symmetry' of a crystal and that of its components
(G. Shearer, Proc. Phys. Soc, 1923, vol. 35, p. 81,
and W. T. Astbury, Proc. Royal Soc, 1923, vol. 102,

p. 506). It appears to us that his criticisms are
based on certain misapprehensions.

Fedorov tried to prove (Zeits. Krysi., 1912, Vol.

52, p. 22) that if n is the symmetry number of the
structural unit of the crystal, or, briefly, the crystal
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unit, or, in other words, is the number of identical

or enantiomorphously related asymmetric parts into

which it is subdivisible, if m is the number of mole-
cules it contains and p the symmetry number of each
molecule, then n =»;/>. Mr. Barker believes that
Fedorov failed to prove his case, that the first paper
referred to above contains an unconscious repetition

of Fedorov's argument, which, though new evidence
is brought forward, is still unconvincing, and that
the suggested structure for tartaric acid is against

the principle and not, as we have said, in its favour.

In the first place, Fedorov's statement was surely

unexceptionable in the form in which he made it.

If one of the molecules, or groups of molecules into

which the unit is divided, possesses a plane of sym-
metr}', this can mean only that it has similar relations

with its neighbours on either side of the plane and
through them with the rest of the crystal. That is

to say, the plane of symmetry of the molecule is also

a plane of symmetry of the crystal. On the other
hand, we must be ready to allow, as Sir William Bragg
has pointed out, that a molecule as built into a crystal

may not ha\e the same form as the freer molecule
of a liquid or a gas. Such a difference seems to occur
in the case of tartaric acid, on which account the
cr\'stal and its solution differ in their optical pro-

perties. The molecule may have a plane of sym-
metry in one case and not in the other. It is a
task of the future to correlate the forms and the
symmetries of the molecule in its different con-
ditions. It is by no means improbable that the
differences are small (Journ. Chem. Soc, 1922, vol.

121, p. 2766). Fedorov was quite aware of this

possibility himself. If Fedorov's statement is taken
to refer to the molecule as built into the cr^'stal, it

seems to require no further defence.
In the next place, the rules or principles set out in

the first of the two papers referred to do contain
Fedorov's statement, no doubt. If the author had
been aware of the paper he would have referred to it.

But the essence of the statement which is criticised

is not an enunciation of a law of crystal symmetry
which could not have been and was not o\-erlooked
by the searching examination of the crj'stallographers.

It was an attempt to codify certain results of X-ray
analysis. Fedorov could say, rightly as we think,
that a crystal of the monoclinic prismatic class could
he formed of four groups. A, B, C, and D : of which
B was obtained from A by reflection across a plane,
C by digonal rotation about an axis, and D by in-

version through a centre of symmetry. He had no
direct evidence to carry him further. The X-rays do
go further ; they show that in the crystal unit of
benzoic acid, for example, there reaUy are four groups
so related to one another, and they give their relative
positions. Moreo\'er, they show that each of these
groups is, in substance at least, the chemical mole-
cule. This is new knowledge, which could not be
proved by Fedorov. If it had been in his power to
do so, the crystallographic tables would have con-
tained the dimensions of the unit cell of each crystal

;

and not merely, as they do now, the topical ratios.

We may point out that Mr. Barker is in error also
in supposing that nothing can be said about the
\mmetry of the molecule until the position of every
ilom in it is accurately determined. The X-rays
show that the molecules of benzoic acid, for example,
are divisible into two groups, which present exactly
the same aspect when viewed along the axis of the
cr>'stal and different aspects when viewed in any
other direction. This is in agreement with the hypo-
tliesis that the two are the reflections of each other
across the plane of symmetry, and that each is by
itself asymmetric with respect to that plane.
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Lastly, Mr. Barker refers to the structure of tar-

taric acid, described in the second of the two papers,
as an infringement of the principles set out in the
first, because, as he says, it has an " unobtrusive dyad
a.xis," which does not coincide with the axis of the
crystal. The only answer is that it has not, as may
be seen from Figs. 8, 12, 14, 15 of the paper, or more
easily from the model itself. There is no such axis,

and, therefore, no infringement.
G. Shearer.
W. T. ASTBURY.

Physics Department,
University College, London.

The Mechanism of the Cochlea.

In Mr. Wilkinson's letter in Nature of May 12,

p. 636, three points are raised upon which I wish to
comment.

For the sake of simplicity I described the mechanical
conditions occurring when sountl waves reach the
cochlea in the normal manner by the chain of ossicles.

In the case of bone conduction the mechanism of
analysis ought to be the same as under other condi-
tions. Rone conduction is the response to a continu-
ous series of uniform waves from a tuning-fork which
would produce a corresponding series of \ibrations in a
resonating system. I cannot agree that the move-
ment " originates al the basilar membrane," because
the movement depends on the whole resonating
mechanism, including the inertia and friction of the
fluids.

Damping is the decrease in amplitude due to
resistance, and I believe that by using that term Mr.
Wilkinson intends to deny any influence due to liquid

friction in affecting the note to which the system
resonates. In White's " Handbook of Physics "

(Methucn and Co., first edition, p. 305), I find " partly
closing the mouth [of a resonator] lowers the note."
This is an example of friction in a gas affecting the
frequency of resonance, which is also seen in the well-

known method of tuning organ - pipes. If such an
effect is shown with a gas, surely it must be much
greater with a liquid in such narrow tubes as those of
the cochlea.

With reference to the spiral ligament, I think that
the point is unimportant. I merely pointed out the
danger of deducing from the size of the ligament the
tension on the membrane at rest. To make tlie

point clearer I would suggest the analog^' of the size

of a pair of hooks supporting a cable. The size of

the hooks may not be designed with reference to the
tautness of the cable. The cable may be slack, so
that the only pull may be that due to its weight ; but
large hooks may be used, because the cable may have
to sustain heavy weights from time to time. I am
quite willing to believe that the fibres of the basilar

membrane near the fenestra ovalis may be more
tightlv stretched than those near the apex of the
cochlea, but that does not necessarily follow from the
dimensions of the spiral ligament.

Finally, 1 wish to emphasise that this correspond-
ence arose in relation to the dimensions of the cochlea
and the possibility of such a small structure acting as
a resonating mechanism. The point that I wished
to bring out was that, on account of its small size,

liquid friction will be \'er>' great and that this

friction may be one of the factors in the analysis.

H. E. RoAF.
London Hospital Medical College,

Turner Street, Mile End, E.i,

May 15.
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An Einstein Paradox.

The following, with amplified details to help

discussion, is, I trust, a fair statement of the problem
in Einstein's " Relativity " (Methuen). K, Kj are

together, each provided with a clock. The clocks

agree at noon when Kj starts moving in a straight

line with uniform speed v (estimated in K's units).

Some time later, a light signal is flashed from a
point L on the line, ahead of Kj, and is seen by K, K,
at times /, t' on their respective clocks ; KL = x oi K's
units of space and KjL -x' of Kj's. Then, according
to Einstein,

where c

(i) . . . x'=(x-vt)j Ji-v^lc-,

(2) . . . r= [t-vxlc^)l Ji^^v^,
-- vel. of light in vacuo.

Since (1) does not contain t' we shall avoid the
comparison of clocks by considering that equation
only.
Now let us take the case oi x' = o ; i.e. let the light

signal be made exactly when K^ reaches L.

Then by (i), t = xlv.

But xlv is the time on K's clock when K^ reaches

L ; to this must be added the time for light to come
from L.

Therefore true value of t = xjv+xlc.
Hence (i) appears to be fallacious.

In that case, also, x'^-c-t"^ is not equal to x'^-cH'-.

It is remarkable that Einstein actually considered

the case of x' = o, but overlooked the interpretation

of it.

It may be interesting, possibl}' instructive, to

consider how a " Newtonian ploilosopher " would deal

with the above problem as soon as he became aware
that the velocity of light was not negligible. There
are three cases.

I. As above—the signal ahead of K and Kj, then

t = -
^'x_ {c + v)x—cx'

r=^^+ ^

cv

ic + v)x~cx'

whence
c + v v{c + v)

t'= 1 and x'={i+vjc]x.
c + v ^

2. The signal /yow behind K, Kj, so that x, x' are

negative :

t_x-x'
,

{- x) _(c -v)x- ex'
t— T" — t

V c cv

.,_x - x' {- x') _ {c-v)x~cx '

~
V c—v v{c — v) '

equations which, as might be expected, are deducible

from the previous pair by writing ( - c) for c.

3. The signal from between K, Kj ; or x positive,

x' negative :

« =*^' + ^,

V c

f-^-^\ (-^0,

whence no neat results.

It seems reasonable to conclude that no single pair

of equations, such as the Lorenz transformation, can
meet all the cases !

R. W. Genese.

40 London Road,
Southborough, Kent.

Longevity in a Fern.

I WONDER what is known of the duration of life

in common herbaceous plants, other than annuals
and biennials ? The following instance may serve as
a contribution to the lore of the subject.
About the year 1872 I found on the Mendip Hills

a mature specimen of that curious sport of the hart's-
tongue known as Scolopendrium vulgare var. peraferuni-
cofmitum, in which the mid-rib and the lamina part
company at the apex of the frond, the mid-rib
projecting as a horn, and the lamina forming a
frilled pocket on the anterior surface. I transferred
it to my father's garden in the same neighbourhood,
where it has flourished ever since, retaining its

peculiar character.
In 1917, as it was in danger of being choked by

the growth of surrounding shrubs, I transplanted
it. The stock had twice divided dichotomously,
forming three crowns, of which one was dead. I

placed the living ones where they had room to grow,
and now they are as vigorous, and as young in
appearance, as the original plant fifty years ago.
As the plant was of unknown age when found, and
looks no older after fifty years, its capacity for life

seems indefinite. F. J. Allen.
Cambridge, May 3.

The Recording Ultramicrometer.

The recording ultramicrometer was first verj^

briefly described before the Royal Dublin Society
(Royal Dublin Societj', xvi. p. 185, March 1921 ;

cf. also Nature, June 23, 1921, vol. 107, p. 523).
Since its exhibition at the Edinburgh meeting of the
British Association many short accounts of it have
appeared in England and abroad. Many corre-
spondents have requested further information, and,
as some time may elapse before a full account of my
investigations in this connexion are published, I

take this opportunity of giving some practical hints
to enable others to set up the apparatus.

In Fig. I the three-electrode valve is connected to

KiG. I.—Diagram of connexions : B, 4 to 6 volts ; V, 3O_t0 100 ; E, 1.5 to 6.

L, N, about io cm., flat, 150 turns. G, aperiodic galvanometer,
10-^ amp. per div.

an oscillation circuit of the " Hartley " type, and in

the anode circuit a sensitive galvanometer is intro-

duced, its terminals being shunted by the " zero-

shunt " E, R. The condenser Cj C, of the oscillation

circuit is formed by two parallel metal discs (say

5 cm. diameter). One of these may conveniently
be adjustable by a fine micrometer screw, so that the

capacity can be altered by turning the latter. As
the plates are screwed together, increasing the cap-
acity, it wUl generally be found that, from a certain

point, the anode current increases, reaches a maxi-
mum, and finally rapidly recedes to its original value.

NO. 2796, VOL. I I l]
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This sequence of changes takes place only when the
circuit can oscillate. To follow the complete sequence
it is necessary either to shunt the galvanometer
heavilj' or to substitute for it a milliamperenicter.

A set of observations so obtained is given in Fig. 2,

which represents the apparatus in the best adjustment
for our purpose. To obtain this linear form of curve

3oo

zoo

^Ojr\oi^ coxTrefvC for r\0 oscUla.ti ons -^

l^^-l
. .

I

. .
.

I

CmZ- 01 OZ 03 04 05-

the relative positions (" coupling ") of the coils must
be altered, and the most suitable plate voltages (V)

ascertained by trial. With some ^•alves it may be
necessary to apply a negati\-e potential to the grid

between the points g^ g^. Fig. i. I have used
several common makes of " R Type," hard valves,

and have never found any difficulty in obtaining the
condition shown.
The function of the " zero-shunt " is to by-pass an

amount E/K of the anode current j, so that, if R is

large compared with the resistance of the galvano-
meter, the current through the latter is approxi-
mately j - E/R. When E and R are chosen so as to
make this difference small, a sensitive galvanometer
can be employed, unshunted, which will then give
large deflexions, when the plates of the condenser
suffer minute displacements. In view of the linear

form of the curve (Fig. 2), it will be clear that the
galvanometer reading is proportional to the plate

displacement. Also, calibration is readily obtainable
by shunting the galvanometer, say ten times, and
then observing the deflexion obtained when the
micrometer screw is turned through, say i/iooo cm.
A resistance r up to 1000 ohms may be introduced

into the oscillation circuit to reduce the sensitivity

and widen the range of the plate movement. This
resistance also renders it easier to obtain the linear

adjustment. The large black dots in Fig. i represent
the terminals on the case of the instrument ; the
batteries, galvanometer, and condenser plates are
external and are connected to these terminals. The
actual resistances, coils, etc., are mounted beneath
the ebonite top of a small box, about one foot square
and a few inches deep. Rigid connexions are em-
ployed to eliminate vibrational effects.

In the use of the apparatus for recording small
displacements, movements, etc., one of the condenser

NO. 2796, VOL. I I l]

plates is caused to partake of the movement to be
measured by direct attachment, if possible, to the
moving member. The other plate may be mounted,
as already described, on a micrometer screw device
to facilitate calibration. For steady working, at all

times great care must be taken to employ batteries

that arc in perfect condition, and have an adequate
current capacity. It is advisable to use cells of the
same type for E as for V. Temperature changes
must naturally be avoided in view of expansion
and other effects. For "super" sensitivities (above
10-' cm.) screening and other precautions become
necessary. John J. Dovvling.

University College, Dublin, May 7.

A Permanent Image on Clear Glass.

The interesting observation described by Mr. Eric
Robinson in X.\ture of April 28, p. 569, and com-
mented upon in the same issue by Dr. J. W. French,
is an excellent example of the ease with which the
surface of glass mav suffer modification and retain

it over a long period of time. The present writer

has studied a number of phenomena connected with
" breath figures," and an account of the work will

be found in the Philosophical Magazine for October
last.

If the tip of a small blowpipe-flame is drawn
rapidly across a sheet of glass it can be shown in

various ways that the surface of the glass along the
flame-track has been considerably modified. Flames
of coal-gas, carbon monoxide, and hj'drogen produce
identical results. When moisture from breath con-

denses on the glass it is in the form of a misty deposit

of minute hemispherical droplets, except along the
flame-track, where it collects as a continuous trans-

parent film. The contrast between the two types
of condensation is most marked and constitutes a
" breath figure." These flame-tracks are revealed

when silver is chemically deposited upon the glass

and they can also be traced by the greatly increased

friction which manifests itself when a chemically

cleaned watch-glass, which is being dragged across

the plate, encounters one of the tracks. The in-

sulation of the glass surface is also less along a flame-

track than it is on those parts which have not been
exposed tb the action of the flame.

It is not possible in the space available to give

the evidence in favour of the conclusion reached by
me that at least two causes operate in producing
the modilication of the glass surface which leads to

a " breath figure." One of these is that the flame

removes the extremely thin film of contamination
which certainly covers all glass which has not been
subjected to a rigorous chemical cleansing process,

and the other is probably a physical change in the

surface of the glass itself. The latter is very persistent

and can be detected for many months after the

passage of the flame across the glass. I am inclined

to attribute Mr. Robinson's effect to a physical change
in the glass surface. Is it not possible that the

gelatin of a photographic print which has been
squeegeed upon glass may, when dry, exercise a
considerable force on the surface in contact with it

and that this force may have different local values

depending upon the density of the photographic

image ? Such local differences in tension may impress

upon the glass corresponding differences in surface

structure which would then be capable of detection

as a " breath figure " or by deposition of silver.

T. J. Baker.

King Edward's School, Birmingham,
May 7.
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The Transmission of Speech by Light.^

By Prof. A. 0. Rankine.

IN 1880 Graham Bell devised a system of using light

for transmitting sounds, including speech, and
called his instrument the " photophone." This system
afterwards experienced a chequered career, having
attracted only occasionally the attention of other

investigators, with the result that, although consider-

able improvements have been made, it has until quite

recently remained a novelty. It is beginning, however,
to enter upon the phase of practical use, more par-

ticularly in connexion with some of its applications in

which the distance over which the light acts as the

vehicle plaj-s no essential part. In these circumstances

it is, perhaps, desirable to introduce some modification

of nomenclature. There is little doubt that Graham
Bell's original idea was to transmit speech by means of

a beam of light which travelled over as great a distance

as possible. It is true that the maximum range he

records having attained is 700 feet. The modesty of

this achievement perhaps prevented him from in-

troducing the notion of distance into the name he gave

to the apparatus. Now, however, the name " photo-

telephony " would appear to be appropriate for the

improved system which, with its increased efficiency,

and with the aid of modern amplifying devices, has a

range of transmission of several miles and the im-

mediate prospect of such extension that the earth's

curvature will prove in practice to be the limiting

factor. The adoption of this name for telephony by
light would ha\'e the additional advantage that it

would leave us free to retain the equally appropriate

term " photophone " for those special modifications,

already mentioned, in which distance is an unimportant
consideration.

If we wish to use light for the transmission of sounds

it is clear that we must impose on the light features

which are characteristic of the sounds in question.

The plan generally adopted is to modulate the intensity

of the hght in accordance with the vibrations con-

stituting the sounds. How this is done will be con-

sidered later. For the moment the question is by
what means these fluctuations of intensity can be made
to reproduce audibly the original vibrations. This

reproduction is possible because we have at our disposal

certain substances, of which suitably prepared selenium

is the best-known example, capable of acting as electric

valves operated by variations of illumination. Selenium

is not ideal for the purpose. Indeed, having regard to

its many defects, it is surprising that it functions so

well as it does. Shelford Bidwell, in a Friday evening

discourse at the Royal Institution in 1881, spoke of

the "capricious behaviour" of selenium, and it has

to be admitted that this is still a fair description, even

though many improvements of design and efficiency

ha\'e been introduced by various makers of so-called

selenium cells. There are, for example, obscure changes

of conductivity, occurring slowly, which have defeated

all attempts to use the electrical conduction of selenium

as a basis in photometry.
Fortunately, these relatively slow changes are not

of appreciable importance in connexion with the

' From two lectures delivered at the |_Royal Institution on April 12
and 19.
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photophone, for in that case the fluctuations of light

intensity are very rapid, corresponding, as they do,

to audible frequencies. A more objectionable feature

is that there is displayed a considerable lag in the

electrical valve action, which prevents its operation

being at all efficient, especially when the selenium is

called upon to respond, as in the photophone, many
times a second. If a suitable substitute free from this

inertia-like effect could be found it would very soon
displace selenium cells and the similar devices at

present in use. Of the latter a notable example is the
" thalofide " cell of T. W. Case, which is quicker than
selenium in its response, but is sensitive to infra-red

radiation rather than to visible light, and cannot be

e.xposed to bright light without sulTering deterioration

in its photo-electric properties.

It is not proposed here to describe in detail the

transmitting and receiving devices employed in speech

transmission by light. The writer has, in a previous

issue of Nature,'^ already given some indication of the

hnes of development. With regard to the modulation

of the light by speech two general plans have 'oeen

adopted, namely (i) to cause the speech vibrations

to control the actual candle-power of an artificial

source of light, and (2) to use the voice to actuate a
mechanism which interrupts in the appropriate manner
a beam of light after it has left a constant source.

Graham Bell's transmitter was of the latter type, and,

although until recently the tendency, particularly on

the continent, has been to employ the former plan by
superimposing on the current in an electric arc or

suitable filament lamp the microphonic currents arising

from speech sounds, it is now fairly generally recognised

that greater efficiency can be attained by improved

forms of the interruption method. This method has

also the advantage that it can be applied to any source

of light, and thus brings into our service sunlight, which
is the brightest of all.

The simplest form of the receiving device is a circuit

consisting of a selenium cell, an electric battery, and a

telephone receiver. On exposure of the selenium to

constant illumination, a constant, or, at any rate, a

very slowly varying current passes. If, however, the

illumination is of a fluctuating character—if, in par-

ticular, the variations are those due to modulation by
speech vibrations—the selenium is able, in spite of its

lag, to control the current in a closely corresponding

manner, so that the diaphragm in the telephone

receiver, through which this current flows, is set in

vibration, and emits sounds resembling with a re-

markable degree of accuracy the original sounds used

in modulating the light. The speech currents in this

simple circuit can be transformed into other circuits

if desired, and they can be amplified in the usual way
by means of thermionic valves. It only has to be

borne in mind that selenium cells are usually of very

high resistance, and that, therefore, methods of trans-

formation appropriate to such cases should be employed.

It is easy to arrange the optical system of the

transmitter so that the light projected is confined to a

very narrow angle and directed upon an\- small chosen
=* Nature, vol. 104, P.I604 (1920).
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area in the distance. The amount of light received by
the selejiium, placed, as it is, near the focus of a lens

or mirror of definite aperture, diminishes, of course, as

the distance is increased. Several factors determine
the range of efficient transmission—the intrinsic

brilliancy of the light source, the dimensions of the

optical parts, the sensitivity of the selenium, and the

number of stages of amplification which are used. No
very conclusive tests of the maximum range of the

photo-telephone have yet been carried out : it may,
nevertheless, he asserted with some confidence that,

given sunlight and modern amplifying devices, it is

probably the earth's curvature which would impose a
limit on the range of an instrument of quite reasonably

small dimensions.

It is of interest to compare the photo-telephone with

the system of wireless telephony now so commonly
used in broadcasting. In both, waves in the ether

constitute the fundamental basis ; the medium is the

same and the speed of propagation is the same. In

both, speech viljrations modulate the intensity of the

energy transmitted, and in both the results are made
audible by changes of current in the receiving apparatus.

The details are, of course, dissimilar. The radio-

frequency waves are produced artificially, and are under
control as regards wave-length ; the luminous waves
are taken as we find them emitted from the source.

The detectors—the valve or crystal on one hand, and
the selenium cell on the other—are not strictly com-
parable. But the only really important difference lies

in the lengths of the waves. Roughly, the radio-

frequency waves commonly employed are one thousand
million times as long as those operative in photo-

telephony. This difference is of great importance in

relation to the mode of propagation. Wireless waves
at present in use are so long that they turn readily

round corners, so that not only does the earth'scurvature

impose no serious limitation of range, but broadcasting

in all directions is possible and, indeed, inevitable.

Light waves, on the other hand, are for practical

purposes propagated rectilinearly ; consequently photo-

telephony can never be expected to attain a very great

range. It has, however, the compensating feature that

by its directiveness it implies not only .secrecy of com-
munication but non - interference by simultaneous

transmissions, without the necessity of tuning as in

radio-telephony. It is true that selenium is more
sensitive to red light than to other colours, and is

therefore somewhat selective as regards frequency, but

the suppression of the other colours is not called for,

and would, in fact, be a disadvantage.

The photoph()ne,as distinct from the photo-telephone,

has several other applications. Two may be briefly

indicated. The modulated light from the transmitter

can be focussed into a narrow line upon a uniformly

moving kinematograph film upon which, after develop-

ment, there appears a band of varj'ing opacity corre-

sponding to the light fluctuations, and, therefore, to

the speech orother sounds used for modulating purposes.

The same film, on being run at the same speed between
a source of light and a selenium cell with a suitable

optical arrangement, gives a reasonably good re-

production of the original sounds. With sufTicient

amplification the results can be heard proceeding from
a loud-speaking telephone. The application of this

form of gramophone to the problem of synchronised

pictures and sounds is obvious, and has been described

in an earlier article.^ Many workers in \arious countries

are now concentrating their attention upon perfecting

a system of this kind, and there is no reason to suppose
that realisation will be long delayed.

The speech currents controlled by selenium under
the action of the modulated light from a photophone
transmitter compare favourably in accuracy of form
with those obtained by means of a carbon microphone.
The photophone as a whole

—

i.e. the transmitter and
receiver together regarded as one unit—can thus be

used as a substitute for the microphone in cases where
stricter accuracy in electrical sound transmission is

desired. This necessity has arisen in acute form in

connexion with radio-telephony, in which the radio-

frequency oscillations have to i)e modulated in the

transmitting valve as nearly as possible in accordance

with the sounds it is desired to transmit. A photo-

phone has been used successfully at the Manchester
broadcasting station for this purpose, and for some
months those who listen to this station have been

receiving the results of what can quite fairly be described

as a remarkable sequence of occurrences. A singer

sings, and the aerial vibrations thus created fall upon
a diaphragm. This is forced also into vibration and
imparts its motion to a small mirror, which in turn

deflects a beam of light so that more or less of it reaches

a selenium cell. By its photo-electric property the

cell controls an electric current so feeble that it has

to be amplified by thermionic valves in several suc-

cessive stages before it is intense enough to modulate
efficiently the radio-frequency oscillations in the trans-

mitting valve. Thence the modulated wave travels

through the ether to the receiving aerial ; here, perhaps,

it undergoes one or more high-frequency magnifications,

and then the modulations are detected by a crystal or

valve. Then there may be .several low-frecjuency

amplifications before, eventually, che fluctuating

current actuates a telephone diaphragm causing it to

re-create those aerial vibrations which we hear. When
we bear all this in mind our attitude is not that of

criticism of the defects of reproduction, buc rather that

of amazement that it so closely resembles the original,

• Nature, vol. loS, p. 276 (1921).

Recent Experiments in Aerial Surveying by Vertical Photographs.*

By Prof. B. Melvili. Jones and Major J. C. Griffiths.

II.

Compilation of the Mosaics.

rHE compilation of the mosaics presents consider-

able difficulties unless approached in a systematic

manner, for, although individual prints fit well together,
' Coiilinuci-1 from p. 71 «i.
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there are always some slight errors which tend to

accumulate, unless special precautions are taken to

prevent this occurring.

We begin the compilation by laying out each strip

of photographic prints separately, paying special atten-

tion to the joins between successive prints. Slight
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changes of height, either in the aeroplane or the

ground, will cause slight changes in scale between
successive strips, and slight persistent tilts, either in

the camera or the ground, will cause the strips, as

fitted in the first place, to show fictitious curvatures
due to differences being represented to a larger scale on
one side of the strip than on the other.

To make a good fit between successive strips, these

fictitious curvatures and differences of scale must, so

far as possible, be eliminated by distributing errors

between all the joins of the indi\ idual prints. We do
this by securing to the back of the strips lengths of

stretched clastic, fixed to each print in one spot by
dabs of seccotine, and, when all the strips have been so

treated, we lay them side by side upon a table and
stretch and bend them svstematicallv, until we have

of the distortion of the mosaics, without regard to

scale.

The first of these mosaics was made without the gyro
control on the rudder ; it contains an area of 10 miles
by 5 in which no point is displac«d by more than 100
yards, but outside this area, towards the ends, there are

points displaced by as much as 250 yards.

In the second mosaic, which is the one illustrated in

Fig. I, the gyro rudder control was used, and in this

mosaic there is no distortion greater than 100 yards in

any part. The increased accuracy is due, mainly, to
the greater straightness of the runs, and to the pilot

having been able to give more attention to maintaining
height and speed constant.

The average scale of both mosaics came out to

1/19,800 as against 1/20,000 intended. The difference

Fit;. I.— Photogrnpliic map of 7J by 15 miles, showing the t:!ii^li<: bands used in the compilation. In the finished map the prints

would be properly trimmed and the elastic bands removed.

got the best general fit that can be obtained, without

detail handling of the separate prints.

Provided that the strips were originally taken in

fairly straight lines, this process of systematic adjust-

ment appears to eliminate the fictitious curvature almost

entirely and to adjust the relative positions, even of

points that are far apart, with remarkable accuracy.

A final adjustment is then made, in which attention is

given to each print separately, but no print is moved
far from the position that it has taken up in the system-

atic adjustment. Fig. i shows a mosaic laid out in this

way. Notice the straightness of the strips due to the

gyroscopic control, which was used in this case.

Accuracy of the Maps.

Two mosaics of 7 J by 15 miles have been compiled

in this way, without any reference whatever to exist-

ing maps. Some 40 points were selected on each of

these, and their positions on the mosaic plotted on
transparent paper. A plotting of these same points

was then taken from the Ordnance map and enlargetl

until the best possible fit could be obtained with tht-

points from the mosaic. The two plottings were then

slid over each other until the best fit was obtained,

and thus the remaining discrepancies give a measure
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of I per cent, may be due either to the aeroplane having
been about 100 feet too low, or to errors introduced

during the systematic adjustment.

Compiling to Control Points.

Our next experiment was to start again with new
prints and to compile these two days' work together into

a single 15-mile, square. But this time, instead of

fastening the ends of the elastics down to the table, we
fa.stened them to laths on the edges of the table. (See

Fig. 2.) The object of this was to enable us to apply
systematic strains to the mosaic as a whole, after the

first systematic adjustment, to cause it to fit control

points.

We chose four control points, forming a rough 10-

mile square, and, assuming their positions to be inde-

pendently known (in this case from the Ordnance map),
constructed a template to fit them, upon a scale that

would most nearly fit the corresponding points upon
the mosaic, after its first adjustment. We then applied

this template to the mosaic and found that, owing to

the distortion of the latter, displacements of about 150
>ards were necessary at each control point to obtain an

exact fit. These displacements were given to the mosaic

by moving the laths as a whole, so that the adjust-

ments were distributed over all the joins. The mosaic
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was then given a final adjustment in detail and the

prints stuck down in place after removinj; all the

elastics. When this work had been completed, some

40 points, distributed over the surface of the mosaic,

were measured up and compared with the Ordnance
map, and it was found that there were no errors of more
than 60 yards, except on the extreme northern edge of

the part of the mosaic that was made without gyro

control on the rudder. In this region errors up to 130

yards were recorded.

The scale to which the template had to be constructed

came out at 1/19,930. The difTerence between this

scale and that of the separate mosaics compiled from

the same photos was possibly introduced during the

systematic adjustments.

a good measure of control lietween very widely spaced

ground-surveyed points. If, for example, the photos in

these flights be taken at exactly equal time intervals and

the positions of the ends of the strips be known, the

centre of each intermediate photo could be determined

with considerable accuracy.

We have in hand experiments upon a scheme for

using these indication strips, together with a few long

strips at right angles, to control the positions of the 10-

mile square units. We estimate, on good but not yet

conclusive evidence, that, representing these prelimin-

ary strips by elastic bands and stretching the frame so

formed to fit control points, we could so distribute the

errors that the 100 square mile units mosaics could be

located in position within \ to i a mile, even when the

I'lG. 2. —Showing iiiclhotl of compiling ihc i5-mile Miiiarc photogra|]l)ic m.Tp lo til four coniro! points. 1 tic prints arc hitUlcn by the

weights used to hold them in pl.ice after their fin.il udjustment, Dut the white clastic hands to which the prints arc fastened are clearly

shown. The blaclc elastic bands were added to facilitate systematic straining at right angles to the direction of the strips.

Variations of Height.

The country of which this map was made contains

local differences of level up to 300 feet in several places

and on the extreme southern edge rises to 500 feet above

the lowest part.

Navigational Control.

In some types of countrj', control points even of 10-

mile spacing may not be economically obtainable. The
complete absence of control points would not, as we
have seen, seriously afiect the accuracy of the indi-

vidual mosaics as regards distortion, but it ma)^ leave

their average scale in some doubt. There may, there-

fore, be some difficulty, in these circumstances, in

fitting the mosaics together and in controlling their

relative positions. It will be remembered, however,

that it was necessary, for tiie identification of the start-

ing points of the mosaic strijjs, to begin a survey by
laying down identification strips spaced 10 miles apart.

The most economical way to do this, when mapping over

large areas, would be to commence by laying down a

series of long parallel strips 10 miles apart having a
convenient length of, say, fifty miles. If care is taken to

fly these indication strips very straight and at a con-

stant speed, it may be possible to use them to give quite
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ii^ontrol points are spaced as much as 50 miles apart.

It will be noted that this method of locating position

is unaffected by the presence of hills.

' We do not recommend using control points so widely

.Spaced as this, but we are concerned to show that the

(tmosaics could be located with moderate accuracy even
[when the control points are so far apart.

ij The methods upon which experiments are in progress

tvvould not be limited to use with control points forming

fan)- particular pattern ; they could be used with any
iform of triangulation. If, however, triangulation is

[impracticable, as it may be in flat wooded country, we
;are informed that astronomical methods, carried out
on tlie ground, with the help of wireless time signals,

can be used to locate position within 100 to 200 yards.

If this method could be employed, therefore, in conjunc-

tion with aerial methods, it would be possible to push
accurate mapping into unsurveyed country in v/hich

the ordinarj,- ground - surveying methods, based on
triangulation, are impracticable.

Training and Equipment.

The methods that we have described require con-

siderable skill and special training on the part of the

pilot and observer. If they are not adequately trained
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the probabilities are that the strips of photographs that
the\- produce will be badly curved and leave gaps
between them, while the individual photos will be
tilted up to about 6 degrees and taken from varying
heights. In such circumstances accurate compila-
tion is almost impossible unless a map already exists,

and,e\en then, re-section and re-projection of individual

photos will be necessary if anything but the roughest
results are to be obtained. The gaps that ha\'e been
left between strips will, moreover, have to he filled up

;

and, as this is not an easy operation, several additional

flights may be necessary for a satisfactory completion
of the mosaic.

We are, for these reasons, definitely of the opinion

that to employ crews that are not specially prac-

tised in the work is to court certain failure ; at

least in the earlier stages, before experience has been
gained.

Special equipment, such as gyro rudder controls, etc.,

is, in our opinion, necessary for continuous successful

work at the rate we have indicated, namely 100 square
miles a day. Should the gyros break down in the field,

it would be possible to carry on for a time in the absence
of any gyroscopical aid, but the strain on the pilot

would be so greatly increased that his work would
deteriorate seriously unless he confined himself to

considerably less work than we have indicated for a

single flight.

It is also important to use a stable aeroplane, having
adequate accommodation for the observer and his

camera and for the pilot's special instruments. We
have ourselves used a tractor (D.H. 9a), but we con-
sider that a pusher would be far more satisfactory on
account of the better view downwards, sideways, and
forwards.

Summary.

We have shown that it is possible to carry out aerial

surveying by vertical photographs at the rate of 100

sq. miles to the day's flying. When working in moder-
ately flat country the results so obtained can be worked
up into 100 square mile mosaics which, when reduced

to a suitable scale, will fit a true map within 100 j-ards

at all points. If so desired these maps can be adjusted

to fit any number of control points with very little

extra labour. If these control points are spaced about
10 miles apart, the absolute error of any point on the

mosaic should be less than 100 yards, but, if more
closely spaced control points are available, the errors

can be reduced, reaching a limit of something less than
20 yards, when the spacing is reduced to one mile.

If the available control points are spaced more
widely than 10 miles apart, a measure of control can

be provided from the air by navigational methods. We
estimate that, even when the control points are spaced

so far apart as 50 miles, we could in this way control

the position of the 100 square mile units within J to J

mile. We are working on this problem at present.

The maps can be made throughout from contact

prints off original negatives, no re-projection of indi-

vidual photos being necessary.

Triangulated points, forming any convenient pattern,

can be used as control points ; e.g. previously existing

primary, or secondary, triangulations could be used.

The methods are dependent on there being sufficient

detail visible on the photos to allow them to be joined

correctly ; they would not be practicable on absolutely

featureless deserts or prairies.

Specially trained, picked crews using suitable aero-

planes, specially equipped, are necessary for success.

Obit

Col. G. F. Pearson.

/^N .Vpril 25, Col. George Falconer Pearson died at
^—^ Kington, Herefordshire, aged ninety-six years.

He was one of the last, if not the very last, of devoted
servants of the Crown who joined the Indian service

some time before the Mutiny, and became a dis-

tinguished pioneer of systematic conservancy of the

Indian forests.

Pearson commenced his service in the 33rd Regiment
of the Madras Light Infantry in 1846, in which he
became adjutant, and he also acted for some time as

A.D.C. to Sir Herbert Maddock. He happened to be
on lea\-e at home when the Mutiny broke out, but
returned at once to India and joined his regiment in

the Central Provinces, where he was employed in the

chase of Tipoo Sahib and other rebels. After the

Mutiny he raised a force of military police, 600 strong,

with which he put down general lawlessness in the

province.

Having thus become well acquainted with the
extensive forests and the various tribes living in and
around them, Mr. Temple, the Chief Commissioner,
appointed Pearson the first Conservator of Forests of

the Central Provinces in i860. Pearson, being endowed
with an iron constitution and great energy, devoted
the next eight years to the organisation and administra-
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u ary.
tion of the 20,000 square miles of Government forests

in the province, selecting and demarcating reserves,

introducing a system of regulated utilisation, starting

a successful method of protecting the forests against

the annually recurring forest fires, and regulating

sliifting cultivation ; in other words, substituting a

regular system of management for the method of

reckless devastation of the past. His success brought

him the special thanks of the Government of India

for his valuable services.

In 1868 Pearson was transferred to the charge of the

forests in the North-west Provinces, where he re-

organised the department, estimated the yield capacity

of the forests, and opened out the hill forests by the

construction of roads, bridges, and timber slides, by

which large quantities of timber were brought down
to the plains for railway construction. In 1871 he

was appointed to act for Dr. Brandis as Inspector-

General of Forests, and in 1872 he left India to take

up the appointment of director of studies to the British

forest proljationers at Nancy, a post which he held

until 1884. On his final retirement he settled at

Kington, where he lived for thirty-nine years, being

a J. P. and the friend of all classes of the inhabitants.

Pearson, though not specially educated as a forester,

energetically absorbed and utilised the leading principles

of rational forest conservancy, and took a great part
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in the introduction of a system of rational forest

management in India. He recorded his experiences

and ideas in numerous reports, and lie pulilished a

book on his " Reminiscences " of his acti\ity in the

Central Provinces. He was a great judge of character,

and he succeeded in becoming the friend of those who
served under him, while stimulating them to energetic

action similar to his own. While at Xaiicy. he

overcame in a short time the difliculties which had
sprung up before his arrival, and his influtnci' upon
the students was highly lieneficial ; in return they
loved and admired him. His younger son is a dis-

tinguished member of the Dehra Dun Research

Institute.

Capt. C. H. Ryder.

News has come from Copenhagen of the death of

Capt. Carl Hartvig Ryder, director of the Danish

Meteorological Service, on Ma)' 3. He had been known
to be suffering from rheumatism for some years and
lately to find the cares of his official duty onerous ;

but, to us, the news of his death has come quite unex-

pectedly.

The Danish .Meteorological Office is justly famous for

the early production of Daily Weather Charts of the

Atlantic Ocean, 1873 to 1876, by Capt. IIotTmeyer,

sometime director, a work which was continued by the

Danish Meteorological Office and Deutsche Seewarte

jointly from i88i until 191 1, with the interval of

August 1882 to August 1883, which was covered by the

maps of the London Meteorological Office. In 1921

the International Committee expressed the desire for

the charts to be brought up-to-date and Capt. Ryder
had promised his aid. Further, with its relations to

Greenland and Iceland, Denmark is one of the guardians

of the farthest North, and for many years the Danish

Meteorological Office has compiled all available infor-

mation about ice in northern waters and published with

great promptitude year by year reports thereupon.

Capt. Ryder, a naval officer, was appointed director

in 1907 on the death of Paulsen. He became a member
f)f the International Meteorological Committee in 1910

and was an indefatigable and most helpful member of

that bod\-, especially in regard to weather telegrams

from Iceland. By nature he was disposed to work out

meteorological progress on conservative lines : he

realised that there was still much to be done in improv-

ing the data without which there are no adequate

means of testing theories. His presence at future

international meetings will be sadly missed by his

colleagues. Napier Shaw.

We regret to announce the following deaths :

Dr. D. Duncan, formerly director of Public Instruc-

tion in India and principal of Presidency College,

Madras, and biographer of Mr. Herbert Spencer, on
May 18, aged eighty-three.

Dr. Hans Goldschinidt, the originator of the process

for the preparation of chromium known by his name
and of thermite, a mixture of aluminium and oxide
of iron, used for welding iron and steel, and also in

incendiary bombs, on May 20, aged sixty-two.

Prof. G. L. Goodale, professor of botany at Harvard
I'niversity from 1878 until his retirement as emeritus
professor in 1909, and president ,of the American
Association in 1890, on .April 12, aged eighty-three.

Prof. Immehnann, general secretary of the German
Rontgen Society, in Berlin, on April i, aged fifty-six.

Dr. A. Looss, formerly professor of parasitology in

the School of Medicine, Cairo, a distinguished hel-

minthologist, on May 4, aged sixty-two.

Mr. M. de C. S. Salter, superintendent of the

British Rainfall Organisation, on May 21, aged forty-

two.
Prof. A. G. Webster, professor of physics, Clark

University, Worcester, Mass., known for his work on
acoustics, aged fifty-nine.

Current Topics and Events.

We learn from the Paris correspondent of the

Times that the celebrations of the centenary of the

birth of Pasteur commenced on May 24 with a

reception by the French President at the F^Iys^e.

On the following day the principal ceremony was
held at the Sorbonne, where a plaque was unveiled

which bears an inscription recording the meeting

between Pasteur and Lister in the Sorbonne on

December 27, 1892. This tribute was arranged by
the Association France-Grande Bretagne. .-V visit

was paid by the President and the Minister of

Education to Pasteur's birthplace at Dole on May 26.

M. and Mme. Vallery-Radot, descendants of Pasteur,

have presented a bust of Pasteur, which was unveiled

in the Galerie des Glaces at the Palace of Versailles

on May 28, and the French President is to unveil

the Pasteur monument at Strasbourg on May 31.

.\ kinematograph film tracing the principal events

in the life of Pasteur and giving a general idea of

his scientific work was e.xhil)ited on May 24 to more
than 3000 school-children in Paris, and considerable

sums in aid of French laboratories have been collected

by the sale of Pasteur badges in the streets. A new
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French 10 -centimes postage stamp bearing the

efiigy of Pasteur engraved by Prud'homme has been

issued to mark the occasion of the centenary. We
hope to publish later an account of the celebrations

by one of the British delegates.

As recorded in our columns, the late Arthur William

Bacot, entomologist to the Lister Institute of Pre-

ventive Medicine, one of the most brilliant and

original investigators in the field of medical ento-

mologj', lost his life a little more than a year ago in the

course of an experimental inquiry into the role of

the louse in the transmission of typhus. Several of

Mr. Bacots friends and colleagues have thought that

some memorial of him ought to be established in the

village where he resided and, before Iiis appointment

to the staff of the Lister Institute, carried out

important medico - entomological researches. Mr.

Bacot entered the ranks of specialist investigators

from those of amateur naturalists and Nature

students, and always attached the greatest import-

ance to the teaching of Nature study in the elementary

schools. His colleagues and friends believe that the
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form of recognition which would have been most

congenial to his feelings would be the provision of

assistance to the authorities of the Council schools

in his home (Loughton) in furthering the study of

natural history. With that object, a fund has been

opened—the Bacot Memorial fund. It is proposed

that the interest on any money received—to be

invested in the name of trustees chosen by the sub-

scribers—should be devoted to the purchase of such

pieces of simple apparatus such as collecting boxes,

specimen cabinets, etc., necessary for the develop-

ment of Nature study in a school. It is well known that

in the present state of public finances it is difficult to

obtain grants for such purposes from educational

authorities, and that the availability of even a very

small income makes a great difference to an enthusi-

astic teacher. Should any of Mr. Bacot's friends or

admirers of his work who feel in sympathy with the

proposal care to subscribe to the fund, subscriptions

wdll be gratefully acknowledged either by the hon.

treasurer, Mr. Hubert Baines, Bryn Mawr, Church

Hill, Loughton, Essex, or by Dr. Major Greenwood,

National Institute of Medical Research, Hampstead,

N.W.3.

The Jonas Laboratory for the mechanical testing of

metals and the Edgar Allen Laboratory for magnetic

investigations at the University of Sheffield were

formally opened on May 3 by Sir Oliver Lodge.

These laboratories have been equipped by means of

two gifts of 5000/. each from the late Mr. Joseph

Jonas and the late Mr. Edgar Allen respectively,

accommodation being found in the existing buildings

of the Applied Science Department of the University

of Shefifield. The equipment of the Jonas Labor-

atory includes Armstrong-Whitworth machines of

85 and 50 tons capacity, with oil-pump and accumu-

lator and a variety of extensometers, an Izod machine,

and a new instrument for the detection of early slip

in metals by electrical means. Special equipment

for the study of fatigue has been provided, including

a Haigh machine for alternating tension and com-

pression, a modified Stromeyer machine for alter-

nating torsion, and a modified Wohler machine, the

latter two having been designed and constructed in

the department, and provided with optical devices

for short-period tests. The instruments for the

measurement of hardness include the ordinary Brinell

machines, the small Brinell machine for tests with

balls of small diameter, a scleroscope, sclerometers,

and the Herbert pendulum instrument. There is

also a series of instruments, optical and other, for

determining the accuracy of standard gauges. The
Edgar Allen Laboratory is specially equipped for

investigations on the magnetic properties of steels

and other alloys, and has been designed and arranged

by Dr. T. F. Wall. Current of various voltages,

direct and alternating, is supplied by cables to dis-

tributing boards around the room, and a special

generating set has been installed for obtaining alter-

nating currents of variable high frequencies. A
powerful electro-magnet, capable of producing very

intense fields, has been constructed in the depart-

ment. The electrical instruments include a Duddell
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oscillograph, a variety of measuring instruments,

vacuum thermo -junctions for small alternating

currents, standard condensers and resistances, and
magnetic instruments (Epstein square, fluxmeter,

etc.). The equipment of this laboratory is excep-

tionally complete. On the occasion of the opening,

a number of visitors inspected the laboratories, and
Sir Oliver Lodge delivered an address on the value of

research work in industry.

To commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of the

foundation of the Institution of Electrical Engineers

(under the name of the Society of Telegraph Engineers),

the Council decided in 192 1 to estabUsh a Faraday
medal in bronze to be awarded not more than once a

year for " notable scientific or industrial achievement
in Electrical Engineering, or for conspicuous services

rendered to the advancement of Electrical Science,

without restriction as regards nationality, country of

residence, or membership of the Institution." The
Council selected for the first award of the medal Mr.

Oliver Heaviside, who, unfortunately, owing to ill-

health, was unable to attend a meeting of the

Institution to receive the medal, which was personally

presented to him by the then president, Mr. J. S.

Highfield, at Torquay on September 9, 1922. The
second award of the medal was made by the Council

to the Hon. Sir Charles Parsons, at the ordinary

meeting of the Institution held on Thursday, May 10.

Mr. Highfield, past-president, said that the name of

Sir Charles Par.sons stood first in the engineering

world of to-day, and that there was, he thought, no
one who did not know what a mighty work Sir

Charles had done for the engineering of the last thirty

or forty years. His name would be remembered in

connexion with the design and development of that

great engine for the production of power which we
know to-day, the turbine. After Dr. S. Z. de

Ferranti had also spoken of the work and of the great

benefits that had come to the world as the result of

Sir Charles Parsons's invention, the president, Mr. F.

Gill, presented the Faraday :nedal to Sir Charles.

In making the presentation, the president expressed

the wish that Sir Charles would live many years in

which to enjoy the very special position of regard

and affection of all members of the Institution.

Summer time commenced in France on Saturday
last. May 26, at 1 1 p.m.

Sir .\rthur Keith will deliver the twelfth biennial

Huxley lecture at the Charing Cross Hospital Medical

School on Wednesday, June 27, at 3 o'clock. The
subject will be " Recent Advances in Science and
their bearing on Medicine and Surgery." No tickets

of admission will be necessary.

Prof. W. D. B.\ncroft, professor of physical

chemistry in Cornell University, New York, will

deliver an address entitled " A Plea for Research "

at the house of the Royal Photographic Society,

35 Russell Square, W.C.i, on June 5 at 8 o'clock.

By the will of Sir James Dewar, who died on March
2-], the University of Cambridge is to receive all his

scientific apparatus in the chemical laboratory of the
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University', and, similarly, the Royal Institution will

receive all his apparatus in the Institution and
the laboratory attached to it.

On Wednesday, June 6, the Anglo-Batavian

Society will entertain Dr. H. A. Lorentz, professor of

physics in the University of Leyden, at dinner at the

Langham Hotel, London, W., when Sir Walter
Townley, chairman of the council of the Society, will

preside. Among the guests who have accepted

invitations for the dinner are Lord Haldane, Sir

Frank Dyson, and Sir William Bragg.

Examination of candidates for the Associateship

of the Institute of Physics will be held in London at

the latter end of September next. Applications for

entry must be received before June 30. Forms of

application and copies of the papers set in 1922 can

be obtained from the secretary, 10 Essex Street,

London, W.C.2.

It is stated in the Times that a wireless station

is to be erected on Novaya Zemlya Island by the

Russian authorities. The station will be situated

by Matochkin Strait and will be in communication
with North Russian and Siberian stations. The
personnel will include, in addition to the wireless

experts and meteorologists, a geologist and a zoologist.

The seventy-ninth general meeting of the Institu-

tion of Mining Engineers will be held at Glasgow on

June 12-14, ^"d among the papers to be presented

are " Coal-dust as an Explosive Agent," by Mr. G.

H. Rice, and " The Recent Search for Oil in Great

Britain," by ^Ir. H. P. Giifard. A summary- will be

submitted of the research work carried out for the

committee on the control of atmospheric conditions

in hot and deep mines. Excursions to collieries and
works in the neighbourhood of Glasgow have been

arranged.

At the April meeting of the Franklin Institute,

Philadelphia, the Howard N. Potts gold medal was
presented to Dr. Albert W. Hull of the Research

Laboratory, General Electric Company, Schenectady,

New York, for his paper on " The Crystal Structure

of the Common Elements, "and the Edward Longstreth

medal was presented to a representative of the Soci^te

Genevoise d'lnstniments de Physique of Geneva,
Switzerland, for the universal measuring machine
produced by the company.

The Association of Economic Biologists wiU hold

its annual field meeting at Cambridge on Friday,

June 15. The programme includes visits to the

School of Agriculture, where investigations on animal
nutrition and physiology will be demonstrated ; to the

National Institute of Agricultural Botany, where
will be shown the field trials of agricultural crops,

and to the University Farm and Plant Breeding

Institute to see the investigations in progress on
cereal hybridisation.

The trustees of the Ramsay Memorial Fellowships

for Chemical Research are prepared to consider, at

the end of June, application for not more than two
fellowships, one restricted to candidates educated in
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Glasgow. The fellowships, which are each of the
annual value of 250/., plus a grant of not more than
50/. yearly for expenses, are tenable normally for two
years, but they may be extended to three years.

Applications must be sent by, at latest, June 15, to
Dr. W. W. Seton, L'niversity College, Gower Street,

W.C.i.

At the annual general meeting of the Linnean
Society held on May 24, the following officers were
elected : President : Dr. A. B. Rendle ; Treasurer :

Mr. H. W. Monckton ; Secretaries : Dr. B. Daydon
Jackson, Dr. W. T. C/ilman, and Capt. J. Rams-
bottom ; Other Members of Council : Dr. W. Bateson,
Dr. G. P. Bidder, Mr. R. H. Burne, Prof. F. E.

Fritch, Prof. E. S. Goodrich, Dame Helen Gwynne-
Vaughan, Sir Sidney F. Harmer, Dr. A. W. Hill,

Mr. L. V. Lester-Garland, Baron Rothschild, Dr.

E. J. Salisbury, Mr. R. J. Tabor, Mr. T. A. Sprague,
Prof. F. E. Weiss, and Dr. A. Smith Woodward.

It is stated in the British Medical Journal that the
Ontario Legislature has established a research cliair

for Dr. Banting, the originator of the idea that diabetes
might be controlled by extracts of the islands of

Langerhans, for which the name " insulin " had been
suggested by Sir Edward Schafer a good many years
ago, and under which it has now become a commercial
product. The income of the chair, to which Dr. Best
will act as assistant, will be 10,000 dollars a year.

Dr. Banting intends to be present at the discussion

on diabetes in the Section of Medicine- at the annual
meeting of the British Medical Association in Ports-

mouth.

The first attempt to broadcast a picture by wireless

telephony was made on May 24 at the London
Station of the British Broadcasting Co. The experi-

ment was made by Dr. Fournier d'Albe, who use<l a
special code method adapted to a juvenile audience
of " listeners-in." It being Empire Day, the picture

chosen for broadcasting was a portrait of King
George V. The picture was coded by dividing it into

thirty horizontal strips and splitting up each strip

into twenty squares. A letter was assigned to each
square to indicate its average shading, and these

letters were written out in thirty lines of twenty
letters each. Each line was' divided into four groups
of five letters, and each group was dictated into the
microphone in turn. The lines were numbered, so

that mistakes could be easily avoided. The total

time of transmission, with instructions, was twenty-
two minutes, but it was found that the code message
itself could be taken down in eight minutes. The
picture was reproduced either by graduated dots on
squared paper or on an ordinary typewriter, using

letters of graduated size and making the line space
equal to the letter space. Recognisable reproduc-

tions were made in from twenty to twenty-five

minutes. In the complete method a special type-

writer or " dot-writer " is to be employed.

News has reached Copenhagen of the progress of

Mr. Lange Koch's expedition to north-west Green-
land. The Times reports that Mr. Koch wintered at

Upernivik on Baffin Bay and in March 1922 left for
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Cape York, wliere his survey began. He continued

his work to about lat. 82° N., but was forced to

abandon his project of charting Peary Land. A large

tractor proved very useful for transport, and easily

pulled over snow a sledge loaded with food supplies

and ten barrels of petroleum. After several hundred
miles it broke down and had to be abandoned. Pro-

gress then became difficult. A bad epidemic of

influenza in the Cape York district has caused such
heavy mortality among the Eskimo that it is im-

possible at present to start any expedition from that

base. Mr. Koch intends to return to Denmark in the

course of the present summer.

The arrangements for the International Air

Congress to be held in London at the Institution of

Civil Engineers, Great George Street, London, S.W.i,

on June 25-30, are now approaching completion.

The papers to be presented cover every field of

aeronautical development, and are thoroughly inter-

national in character, as contributions have been
received from America, Belgium, Denmark, France,

Holland, Italy, Spain, and Sweden, among other

countries, in addition to Great Britain. Applications

for membership of the Congress will be accepted up
to Saturday June 9. A number of visits to various

Government experimental and research establishments

and Royal Air Force Stations have been arranged, and
several of the leading aircraft and engineering firms

have expressed their readiness to recei\'e members of

the Congress at their works. Communications re-

garding the Congress should be made to the Inter-

national Air Congress, London, 1923, at 7 Albemarle
Street, London, W.i.

Bulletin 54 S issued by Messrs. Watson and Sons

(Electro-Medical), Ltd., Sunic House, 43 Parker

Street, Kingsway, London, \V.C.2, is a descriptive

list of second-hand X-ray and electro-medical appar-
atus which the firm has for sale. Complete units for

X-ray work are offered, in addition to numerous ac-

cessories, such as induction coil^, Coolidge filament

transformers, mercury interrupters. X-ray tubes,

screens, and so on.

Thk Medical Supply Association, Ltd., of Gray's
Inn Road, London, now supply " Radio-Wave " re-

ceiving apparatus of all kinds, from a " junior
"

crystal set, up to a " Radio-Wave Plutocrat " re-

ceiver with a range of 300 miles. Modern radio sets

are now so simple that no special education or skill

is required to work them. Some of the sets also can
receive the roughest usage without damage. The
receivers made by the Association are of the approved
type and the valve apparatus supplied is fully licensed.

The lengthy list given of radio parts in their catalogue

will be welcomed by amateurs.

Messrs. Longmans and Co. have in the press, for

appearance in their series of " Manuals of Telegraph
and Telephone Engineering," " The Inspection and
Testing of Materials, Apparatus, and Lines," by
F. L. Henley, which will describe the methods em-
ployed in the British Post Office in the inspection and
testing of supplies of the various materials used in line

construction, cables, telephone and Morse telegraph

instruments, and furnish the inspector with a basis of

sound information upon which to form a judgment in

those cases where electrical, mechanical, or chemical

tests are either not available or are not conclusive.

In the same publishers' " I^othamsted Monographs on
.Agricultural Science " will appear " Manuring of

Grasslands for Hay," by Dr. Winifred E. Brenchley

of the Rothamsted Experimental Station.

Our Astronomical Column.

The Diameters of Saturn's Satellites.—Major
P. H. Hepburn contributes a paper on this subject

to B.A.A. Journ. for March. The only one that is

large enough to measure with a micrometer is Titan,

for which Barnard and Lowell agreed in finding a

diameter of some 2600 miles, say 0-7" in arc. Major
Levin found 3500 miles by the eclipse of Rhea by
Titan, April 8, 192 1

;
probably the truth lies between

the two. For the other satellites estimates can be
made (i) from the masses determined by H. Struve,

combined with assumed densities, and (2) from the

stellar magnitudes of the satellites determined by
Guthnick and at Harvard, combined with assumed
albedoes. In practice each method was found to

help the other ; it was established that all the smaller

satellites must have small densities, not much greater

than that of Saturn itself, which is \ of the earth's

density, or 07 of water. In particular, ;Mimas must
have both low density and high albedo, and Major
Hepburn suggested, half seriously, that it might be
a gigantic snowball ; he had in a former paper
suggested that the Ring might be composed of ice

crystals. The values of the diameters considered

most probable are : Mimas, 300 miles ; Enceladus,

450 ; Tethys, 700 ; Dione, 800 ; Rhea, 1000. Data
are lacking for trustworthy estimates of Hyperion
and lapetus. As Jupiter's satellites have also low
densities, some colour is given to the old suggestion

that the outer parts of the solar system are built of

less dense materials than the inner parts. It will be
remembered that the inner satellites of Saturn are
much the smallest bodies the masses of which have
been determined gravitationally, hence determination
of their densities throws new light on our knowledge
of that of small bodies generally. Bodies that have
never been in a molten state might well have inter-

stices bet\veen their particles which would be filled

up in a molten condition.

Annuaire del'Observatoire RoyaldeBelgique,
1924.—Publication of this well-known Annual was
suspended during the War, but the present volume
is a very successful effort to make up for the lost

years. It begins with the ordinary' calendar, astro-

nomical, and tidal information for the year, all given
in great detail, and then follows a full summary of

astronomical progress since 1915 ; thus Wolfer's
monthly sunspot numbers are given for si.x years ;

they show a clearly defined maximum in the middle
of 1917. The stages in the dissolution of the great
eclipse prominence of May 1919 are fully illustrated.

A full account is also given of work on the polarity
of sunspots, the magnetic field of the sun, and
Einstpin's theory, and the discussions to which it

!ias led. There are, in addition, tables and detailed

accounts of planetary, cometary, and stellar work
during the six years dealt with. The volume is thus
\ery useful as an index and guide to contemporary
astronomical progress.
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Research Items.
Dating the Hebrew Exodus from Egypt.—In

the April issue of the Portnighlly Review Dr. H. R.
Hall attempts to estimate the value of the recent

startling discoveries in Egj'pt, but he defers a full

appreciation until next winter's work and an examina-
tion, which must be protracted, of the objects in the
tomb. More definite conclusions are reached by
Mr. Arthur W'eigall in the Empire Review for May.
He identifies the 80,000 " unclean " people, whom
Manetho says that one of the Pharaohs deported to

the east bank of the Nile, with the heretic Aton-
worshippers. Thus arises the question of the Hebrew
exodus, which tradition has associated with Kameses
the Great, the best known of the Pharaohs. But
it more probably occurred in the reign of Tutan-
khamen, 135S-1350 B.C., and this is corroborated by
the Karnak inscription, which states that he was
employing Asiatic slaves in his great work of re-

building the temples ruined by Akhnaton, a result

which raises the question of the connexion of Hebrew
monotheism with the earliest known monotheism of

the Egyptians. It is also interesting to note that
Tutankhamen in the same inscription speaks of Egypt
as being plague-ridden in his reign.

Flints in M.\lta.—In the May issue of Man Miss
M. A. Murray describes the results of excavations at
a group of megalithic ruins of Borg en Nadur, over-
looking the little harbour of Fort St. George, which
forms part of the great bay of Marsa Scirocco on the
south-east of Malta. During the excavation of this

site last summer about thirty stone implements were
found under the pavement west of the dolmen. They
include three specimens the appearance of which
suggests that they are part of an apparatus for

producing fire. Throughout Malta flints of this kind,
generally recognisable by the fact that they contain
no cutting edges and ha\e a characteristic semi-circular
hollow on one side, where the stone had been struck

I

by the steel, are often found. Until the last fifty

years or so, flint was imported into Malta from Sicily

for fire-producing purposes, and during the War, when
tliere was a shortage of matches, these flints came
into use again, and were sought for in the fields where
lliey had been thrown away. The flints found at Borg

II Nadur may have formed part of such a consignment.

Civilisation and Primitive Peoples.—Mr. H.
Halfour in his presidential address delivered before
the Folklore Society, published in Folk-Lore, vol.

xxxiv. No. I, discusses the results of the expedition
to the Naga Hills, Assam, whence he has returned
with a rich store of material for the Pitt-Rivers
Museum. In his address, he discusses the danger
of interfering with the institutions and customs of
primitive tribes. " To root up old - established
indigenous trees and plant in their place alien sub-

: stitutes to which the soil is unsuited is a useless

and unproductive work ; and equally futile and
I unprofitable is it to abolish ruthlessly old-established

beliefs and practices, and to endeax'our to replace
them with imported doctrines and customs, which
have developed under totally different conditions,
and which merely puzzle the natives without en-
lightening them." In the districts most exposed to
foreign influence—that of Christian missionaries and
that of the Bengalis—he noticed " marked evidence
of a comparative lack of that viriUty, alertness, and
zest which I had observed in the more eastern
districts, and the partial atrophy of these qualities
is certainly correlated with the loosening of the grip
upon traditional customs and ritual. I firmly believe
that the comparative inertness is mainly the outcome

4 of change of habit consequent upon contact with
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alien peoples and alien cultures." These conclusions,

arrived at by a singularly competent and sympathetic
observer, demand the attention of all British officers

placed in control of primitive races.

Red Sea-water due to a Dinoflagellate.—
Another instance of discoloration of the sea by a

Dinoflagellate is recorded by K. Hirasaka (Annot.

Zoo/. Japon., x., Art. 15, Dec. 1922). In December
192 1 discoloration of the water in Gokasho Bay,
Japan, was observed and was found to increase until

by January 10, 1922. the entire bay presented " a

deep bloody or a chocolate colour," which continued
to the end of February', when it began to diminish,

and by the middle of March had disappeared. The
depth to which the discoloration extended was from
three or four to six feet. The organism, a new species

of Dinoflagellate of the genus Gymnodinium, seemed
to migrate diurnally according to the temperature
and intensity of light, the colour of the water being
deepest in the afternoon. The author states that

the discoloured sea water was highly luminous.

Japanese Marine Triclads.— T. Kabouraki
(Journ. Coll. Sci. Imp. Univ. Tokj-o, xhv., Art. 3,

Sept. 1922) gives an account of the anatomy of the
tliree marine triclads known from Japan, namely,
Procerodes lactea, Stiimmeria trigonocephala, and
Ectoplana limuli. The former two live beneath
stones, but the last named occurs abundantly on the
cephalothoracic appendages and on the gill-books

of Limiilus longispina, is 4 to 6 mm. long and
about I mm. broad, and usually milky white. The
author concludes a brief discussion of the integument
with his opinion that the turbellarian epidermis is

homologous with the cuticle of the trematodes, and
he regards the rhabdites as the equivalent of gland
secretions, and as being of use to the worm in securing

food as well as in offence and defence. He states that

all three worms are very sensitive and they usually

move to a dark place, and that even on a slight

shock they stop instantly, contract, and remain im-
movable. Ectoplana is not a parasite, and causes

no injurv to the Limulus on which it occurs ; it lives on
the fragments of food left over by the Limulus, and
hence is a commensal. It lays its eggs on the gill

lamellae. Appended is a note on the classification of

the marine triclads and a key to the genera.

Some .\ntarctic Crustacea.—The latest in the

series of reports on the British Antarctic (Terra

Nova) Expedition (Zoology, vol. iii. No. 10),

published by the British Museum (Natural History),

is by Prof. \V. M. Tattersall and deals with the

Crustacea of the order Mysidacea. The usual but
indefensible grouping of these with the very different

Euphausiacea under the name " Schizopoda " is here

abandoned. In addition to the purely antarctic

collections, the report deals with a large amount of

material obtained during the winter cruises of the
Terra Nova off the north of New Zealand. A review
is given of all the known antarctic Mysidacea, and it

is pointed out that they were all taken in deep water
and form part of the cold water fauna which is found
in the depths of all the oceans. The littoral antarctic

species, if any exist, are still unknown. So far as the

evidence goes, however, the distribution of the group
supports Regan's delimitation of the Antarctic Zone.
From New Zealand only three adequately described

species of Mysidacea have hitherto been known. In

this report the number is increased to fifteen, of which
eight are described for the first time. Seven of the

new species belong to the genus Tenagomysis, to

which only two species had previously been referred.

This genus is only known from New Zealand and the
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Auckland Islands. The Terra Nova also collected a
few species in the Atlantic, of which one, obtained
off Rio de Janeiro, is especially interesting. It is

referred to Dana's long-forgotten genus Promysis,
with which Hansen's Uromysis is identified. The
other two species of the genus are from the East
Indian Archipelago, but the seeming discontinuity in

the distribution may be obliterated by further research.

Botany at the Carnegie Research Stations.—
The Carnegie Institution maintains two special
research laboratories, at Tucson, Arizona, and Carmel,
California, where desert and coastal vegetation are
readily studied, but in addition, as Year Book No. 21

of the Carnegie Institution of Washington shows, its

workers are far more widely spread. In the Depart-
ment of Botanical Research, under the general
direction of Dr. W. T. MacDougal, fundamental
researches by H. A. Spoehr and his collaborators are
being carried out upon photosynthesis and respiration.

Some of this work has been published in full since the
issue of the Year Book, as Carnegie Publication No.

325 (Studies in Plant Respiration and Photosynthesis,
Washington, February 1923). Space only permits
the mention of the following points from the brief

summary in the Year Book, which is packed with
interesting facts and views : laevulose is not found to

be so readily used in respiration as glucose : an
explanation of the increased diastatic activity of

leaves kept in darkness is found in the increased
production of amino-acids and their effect on diastatic

action : respiration and photosynthesis are found to

be strikingly inter-dependent and affected alike by
changes in various external factors. Chemists as
well as botanists will be interested in the methods
developed by Dr. F. A. Cajaro for the quantitative
estimation of small amounts of the separate sugars in

mixtures of glucose, laevulose, sucrose, and maltose ;

these methods depend upon oxidation under stan-
dardised conditions and upon estimation of cupric re-

ducing power. Dr. W. T. MacDougal's work upon per-

meability leads him to consider lipins and pentosans
as important constituents of the plasma membrane

;

the effect of different kations upon permeability is

being considered from this point of view, with many
new experiments in progress to elucidate the puzzling
phenomena of " antagonism." Many ecological in-

vestigations by Forrest Shreve are in progress, and
W. Cannon has been stud^diig the evaporating power
of the air and of the plant in South Africa. Dr. F. E.

Clements directs another group of researches. One
notes studies of the water cycle of the plant, of

vascular conductivity by Prof. J. B. Farmer's method,
and the effect of sap movement upon bud develop-
ment ; this work has supplied no evidence for the
once very popular assumption of an inhibiting factor

released by actively growing buds.

New Fossil Turtle from Arizona.—Attention
was recently directed (Nature, March 31, pp. 443-4)
to the remarkable assemblage of vertebrate remains
collected by Dr. J. W, Gidley in the Pliocene of

Arizona, and to the promise of further information
concerning the reptiles. C. W. Gilmore now supplies

the description and numerous figures of a new fossil

turtle from that district (Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus,, vol,

Ixii., art. 5). Kinosternon arizonense, n.sp., the first

extinct representative of the genus in America, is

most nearly allied to the recent K.flavescens (Agassiz),

which, with one other of the eight living American
examples, is said to range into Arizona.

Meteorological Stations in High Latitudes.—
The U.S. Monthly Weather Review for January con-
tains an article by Sir Frederick Stupart, director of

the INleteorological Service of Canada, on the above
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subject, which formed a presidential address, given
before the American Meteorological Society at Boston,
Mass., on December 30, 1922. The author, while
acknowledging the furthering of meteorology when
aiding commerce and finance, suggests that diffi-

culties arise in granting funds for the equipment of an
out-of-the-way Arctic station, although the latter may
materially improve weather forecasting. In the early
days of forecasting in Canada and the United States
the weather services were handicapped by the lack of
data from the North. This great want has more
recently led to the establishment of .stations in

Iceland and Spitsbergen, and still later in Jan Mayen
Island. The Alaskan stations are said to have been
of the greatest use for forecasters in the United States
and Canada. Reference is made to the influence of
radiation during the winter months over the land
areas of Siberia and northern America, which leads to
the formation of high pressure and intense cold, while
in some winters the low pressure of the North Pacific

tends greatly to modify the pressure distribution in

northern America, and in these cases mild winters may
be looked for. In some winters the Siberian high
pressures extend across as one system into America,
and great cold waves sweep southwards. The study
of the dominant anticyclonic and cyclonic conditions
seem so full of promise that the author emphasises
augmenting the number of stations in the Arctic zone.
The study of the conditions in high latitudes would
help also to a better understanding of the severe
storms along the Atlantic steamship routes.

History of an Oil-Well. — Probably few
individual oil-wells are of sufficient technical, apart
from commercial, importance to warrant their being
the subjects of communications to learned societies.

Yet the paper read by Mr. A. E. Chambers to the
Institution of Petroleum Technologists on April 10,

dealing with one of the earliest, largest, and most
celebrated wells in Mexico, namely, Potrero No. 4,

constituted not only an interesting but also a valuable
dissertation on a matter of more than mere local

importance. Mexico, in regard to oil-production, is

a country of surprises ; its wells, even if not always
big producers, at least provide plenty of variety both
in behaviour and in the problems they present
during development and production. Not the least

of these problems is that connected with salt-water, a
particularly formidable one at the present time.

The well under discussion was no exception. Situated

in Vera Cruz State, 50 kilometres N.W. of Tuxpam,
it was brought in as a gusher at the end of 1910 and
not got under proper control till March 1911. Thence-
forward it produced oil until 1914 when, after develop-

ing extensive seepage areas in its vicinity, it caught
fire, owing to lightning, in August of that year. This
fire was not finally extinguished until early in April

of the following year, when the well started producing
again and continued till the end of 1918. Emulsifica-

tion set in in 1919, and this closed the history of the

well. During this chequered career it produced no
less than one hundred million barrels of oil, and the

technical difficulties which had to be overcome in

connexion with its control were of no mean magnitude,
considering the fact that drilling methods in those

days were somewhat crude compared with present-day

practice. The oil originally produced was of an
asphaltic base, s.g. 0-931 at 60" F. The pressure

(closed well) amounted to 825 lbs. per square inch.

Its ultimate appearance in the storage tanks was as

an emulsion having a s.g. of 0-979 and containing

54 per cent, of salt water. In this departure it un-
fortunately foreshadowed the behaviour of many
more recent wells in Mexico, a feature the significance

of which has latterly been so widely debated.
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The Rockefeller Foundation's Gift of the Institute of Anatomy to

University College, London.

'T'HE erection of the new building for the Depart-
•* ment of Anatomy, which also provides an

extension for the Department of Physiol os>' of
University College, London, completes the scheme
for the development of the building for the Faculty
of Medical Sciences which had long been contemplated.
The proposal was first definitely fonnulated in 1907
on the initiative of Prof. E. H. Starling, who took an
active part in collecting the money for the erection in

1908 of the Department of Physiologj', which was
opened in 1909 by the Right Hon. R. B. {now
Viscount) Haldane. The generosity of the late Mr.
Andrew Carnegie made it

possible in 191 2 to add to
the eastern end of the Insti-

tute of Physiology a building
to house the Department
of Pharmacology, which was
formally opened on Decem-
ber 4 of that year by Sir
Thomas Barlow, president
of the Royal College of
Physicians. ' When the War
seemed to have destroyed all

hope of any immediate com-
pletion of the original scheme
by the addition at the
western end of a building to
house the Department of
Anatomy, the Rockefeller
Foundation became aware
of the difficulty and offered
to provide the means for

completing a scheme which
harmonised with its ideals
in medical education. It
Wcis eager to give some
striking expression of Ameri-
can friendship to the British
Empire, and was also anxious
to enlist the help of the
British medical schools in
its great schemes for " the
promotion of the well-being
of mankind throughout the
world."
The Rockefeller Founda-

tion has long recognised how
much the well-being of man-
kind is dependent on the
advancement of medical
knowledge and on the
training of men who can spread the benefits of this
knowledge among their fellow creatures, and to this
end has spent large sums, not onlv in the X'nited
States, but also in South America and China, for the
establishment of medical schools in which research
and the education of medical men should go hand in
hand.

At the end of 1919 two representatives of the
Rockefeller Foundation, Dr. Wickliffe Rose, general
director of the International Health Board, and Dr.
Richard M. Pearce, adviser in medical education to
the Foundation, came to ICurope to inquire into the
methods, problems, and needs of medical education in
this country and on the Continent. While in London
they were informed of the new developments in
medical education which had taken place there under
the stimulus and with the financial help of the Board
of Education. This development consisted in the

establishment at several of the medical schools of

dlinical " units " in medicine, surgery, and gyna;cology,
which were staffed by whole-time teachers, so that

these subjects could be treated like the cognate
scientific subjects, the professor being able to devote
all his working hours to teaching and research without
being obliged to undertake private practice. This
innovation especially excited the interest of the
representatives of the Rockefeller Foundation, since

the Foundation had already played a large part in the
encouragement and endowment of this system of

ipedical education in America.

Ku.. I.—Institute of Ailaluriiy, Uiliver>ily College, London.

The essential feature of the system is the close
Co-operation between all departments concerned in
the medical curriculum. It is recognised that medi-
cine and surgery cannot advance except in associa-
tion with other departments hitherto regarded as
more purely scientific^ in particular, pathology,
anatomy, physiology, and bio-chemistrv.

At University College, Drs. Rose aticl Pearce found
a hospital which had been founded for the e.xpress
purpose of medical education. They found also
active and well-equipped institutes for the study of
some branches of medical science and definite plans
for the completion of the whole scheme of medical
education as soon as the necessary funds were avail-
able. Thus in the College there was fair provision
for physiology, pharmacology, and bio-chemistry, but
no proper facilities for teaching and research in
anatoiiu-, enil)r\oloe;v, and histologv. In the clinical
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subjects of the curriculum, while medicine and surgery
were represented by the whole-time professors at

University College Hospital, there was a lack of beds
devoted entirely to the work of these units, and the
accommodation for research into the chemistry of

disease was deficient ; there was no provision at all

for scientific investigation and teaching in midwifery
and the diseases of women. Plans for remedying
these gaps in the scheme were ready; the only thing
necessary for the realisation of the scheme was money.
The representatives of the Rockefeller Foundation
were impressed with the possibilities of the scheme
for the creation of a complete and scientificall\-

equipped School of Medicine which had been worked
out by the College and Hospital Medical School, and
reported favourably thereon to the RockefellerFounda-
tion. As a result of their report the F"oundation
decided not only to place at the disposal of University
College sufficient funds for the realisation of the scheme
formulated in IQ07, but also to provide the additional

endowment required to maintain the increase in

staff which the scheme entailed. At the same time
the Rockefeller Foundation made an even larger

gift to University College Hospital Medical School
for the promotion of the work of the clinical units.

The new building provides adequate accommoda-
tion and equipment for the study of anatomy and the
prosecution of research. It also gives tangible

expression to a wider conception of the scope of

anatomy, which will now include histologj', em-
bryology, experimental embryology and neurolog^-,

the study of animal movements by cinematography,
radiology, and anthropology, and in fact the study of

man in the widest interpretation of the term, his

evolution, structure, and the historj- of his move-
ments.
The completion of the building for the three

closely allied sciences of anatomy, physiology, and
pharmacology represents far more than the mere
provision of accommodation and equipment for

teaching and research in anatomj'' and of an extension

of the physiological laboratories. It is the expression

of a far-reaching scheme of co-operation, involving on
one hand the closer correlation of teaching and
research in anatomy, physiologj-, and pharmacology,
and on the other the linking up of the work done in

the Faculty of Medical Sciences in the College with
that done in the Medical School of University College

Hospital. Moreover, the new building is a permanent
symbol of the bond of sympathy that unites British

medicine in a common aim with the medical schools

of America and with the Rockefeller Foundation.
By housing the departments of anatomy (with

histology, embr\'ology, and anthropology'), physiolog\-,

bio-chemistr>', and pharmacology in one Institute

with a library and staff-room in common, the way has

been prepared for a closer co-operation between
teaching and research in these subjects than has been
possible hitherto. The new anatomy building is

linked by means of a tunnel passing under Gowcr
Street with the Medical School of University College

Hospital, and it is anticipated that this physical

avenue of communication will facilitate a freer inter-

course between the workers upon the two sides of

Gower Street, to their mutual benefit.

The extension of the department of physiology-

affords ampler provision for teaching and research in

experimental physiology, and makes it possible for

Prof. Starling to remain in the College as Foulerton

research professor of the Royal Society, even though
he relinquishes the Jodrell chair of physiology and the

directorship of the Institute which he created.

Of the five floors in the building, the lowest is

devoted mainly to practical work in anatomy, that is,
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dissecting and radiography ; the next floor to teaching
accommodation and museums, as well as to anthropo-
logical investigation ; the third and fourth to research
in anatomy, histology, and embryology ; and the top
floor to teaching in microscopic anatomy. A basement
contains the heating chambers, toke cellars, tank, and
specimen rooms.
The building, designed by Prof. F. M. Simpson,

faces Gower Street, and has a frontage of 154 feet

exclusive of the end gateway, which gives access to
the south quadrangle. At the back it joins the
physiology building. On a level with the students'
entrance from the south quadrangle are the large
top-lighted dissecting room, with prosectorium and
annexe, the X-ray rooms, injection room, workshop,
and cloakrooms for men and women students.
The rooms for the X-ray examination of the living

subject and for the study of X-ray plates are near
at hand, so that the students may be able, when
dissecting an)' region of the body, to correlate the
X-ray appearance with what they see and handle in

their dissections. The X-ray equipment, the chief

features of which are mentioned later in this account,
has been superintended by Major Charles E. S.

Phillips, who has spared no trouble in devising the
best possible means for teaching anatomy by
radiography.
The main entrance from Gower Street is at the

ground-floor level, and leads by an oak-panelled
vestibule to the hall and central staircase which
serves all floors. On the ground-floor are the museum
and preparation room, lecture theatre, fitted with
the latest Zeiss epidiascope, demonstration theatre,

and rooms set apart for teaching and research in

anthropology-.
On the first floor are the medical sciences library

and periodical room, oak-panelled, with a book-store
adjoining the room for the lecturer in the history of

medicine, the private room and laboratory for the
professor of anatomy, the dean's office, and a series of

research rooms, including a laboratory for compara-
tive neurolog\-. In the latter will be housed a collec-

tion of neurological preparations, the nucleus of

which consists of sections made by the late Dr. Page
May and Sir Victor Horsley, and others presented
by the Central Institute for Brain Research in

Amsterdam at the instance of Dr. Ariens Kappers.
On the second floor are located the research labora-

tories for the professor of embryology, and a lecture

room seated for about ninety students, with an
apparatus for the projection of histological prepara-
tions. Also on this floor are situated a small chemical
laboratory, a laboratory for research in experimental
embr%'olog\-, and the micro-photographic and dark
rooms, while two rooms provide accommodation for

collections of preserved material and microscopical
preparations. Prof. J. P. Hill has made a very rich

collection of mammalian embryos, and aims at

making as complete a series as possible of human
embryos. For research in comparative embryology
the Institute offers unique opportunities.

The main students' laboratory for microscopical

anatomy is situated on the third floor. It affords

accommodation for about ninety students. Adjacent
to the laboratory are the preparation room, the
research laboratory for the assistant in histology,

modelling and aquarium rooms. Accommodation
for keeping live animals is also provided on the third

floor, and provision has been made of facilities for

experimental embryology and for the study of

degeneration effects in the ner\ous system.
In a room set aside for the cinematographic study

of animal movements, there is to be installed a
cinematographic apparatus (so-called ultra-cinema)
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designed by M. Nogues, of the Marey Institute of
Paris, by means of which it is possible to take up to
300 photographs per second of moving objects. This
is perhaps the best method of analysis of reflex
movements and muscular adjustments, such as those
of posture. In presentation such movements can
be made to occupy ten to fifteen times their normal
time. Heavy electric leads are carried to this room
so that brilliant illumination by arc or mercury
lamps may be emploj'ed ; while the flat roof is

admirably adapted to the purpose of cinematography
in summer.
The X-ray department is equipped with tlie latest

type of apparatus for radiography in all its medical
branches. Facilities are pro\ided for rapid work as
well as for the study of movement and anatomical
structure as revealed by the latest X-ray technique
of the day. The power unit consists of a lo kw.
transformer X-ray set, which supplies energy to the
X-ray tubes either when working from below or
above the operating tables, or when used for fluoro-
scopy ; and arrangements are made whereby the
portable trolley control may be connected cither at
a position near the tables or at a separate wall plug
adjacent to the fluorescent screening-stand at the
far end of the room.
One of the X-ray operating tables is fitted with

automatically moving plate carriers beneath the top,
which itself is hinged so as to render the tube box
and diaphragm mechanisms readily accessible. The
other operating table is fitted with a Potter-Bucky
grid, and is the second table of the kind that has
come to this country from the United States. As
well as a large screening apparatus, there is a heavy
type tube stand for general use, and a number of
minor accessories. Apparatus for the special radio-
graphy of the head is also provided.
The high-tension overhead leads are made of nickel-

plated tubing of sufficient diameter to reduce the
formation of corona to a minimum, and a high-
tension switch actuated by strings serves to connect
the transformer terminals with the set of leads
required for each apparatus as desired. The pro-
tection of all engaged in the work of the department
has been carefully provided for, and stray radiation
prevented from entering adjacent rooms by a cover-
ing of lead six feet high upon the walls. The lead

• 't carefully lapped at the joints is hidden beneath
ut boarding which serves to absorb the soft com-

])cinent of any secondary radiation which niav be
produced from the lead by stray radiation. ' The
floor is covered with rubber. An adjoining dark
room and large viewing room, together with a plate
store, completes the department.
The installation has been carried out by Messrs.

Watson and Sons (Electro-Medical), Ltd., London,
who not only did the work of equipping the X-ray

rooms, but also gave Major Phillips the benefit of
their experience in designing X-ray apparatus.
The Rockefeller Gift has also rendered it possible

to effect certain much-needed alterations and ex-
tensions in the departments of bio-chemistry, pharma-
colog>-, and physiology. On the ground floor the
general bio-chemical laboratory receives an extension
behind the anatomy theatre, providing additional

E
laces for advanced students in bio-chemistr)^ The
io-chemical research laboratories are also enlarged

by taking in the whole ground floor of the pharma-
colog>- building, providing in this way two additional
research laboratories and a private room for the
professor of bio-chemistry. In pharmacology further
accommodation for research is provided by dividing
the present pharmacology lecture theatre into two
laboratories. The pharmacolog>' lectures will be
delivered in future in the physiology theatre. This
department receives also two extra laboratories on
the second floor of the physiology building in com-
pensation for the ground-floor laboratories surrendered
to bio-chemislry.
A large part of the first, second, and third floors

of the building connecting the present Institute of
Physiology with the Institute of Anatomy is used for
increasing the laboratory- accommodation for research
in' physiology.
Concerning the architecture, the Gower Street

front is entirely in Portland stone ; the back portions
in Arlesey brick with stone dressings to match the
existing physiology and pharmacology buildings.
The floor of the dissecting room, annexe, and pro-
sectorium is of white mosaic, and the walls of white
glazed brick. On the corridors is a strip three feet
wide of quarter-inch cork carpet, with margins of
white terrazzo in the basement, and of oak or pitch
pine on other floors. A dado of terrazzo with green
panels and white frames runs up the whole of the
staircase and along the sides of the principal corridors.
The floors of most of the working-rooms are cement,
covered with linoleum. The steps and landing of
the staircase are oak on concrete, with iron balustrade ;

arid the museum, library, periodical room, and
entrance vestibule from Gower Street have oak floors.

A passenger lift runs from the basement to the top
of the building, serving all floors, and hand-power
Ufts are provided from the injection room down to
the tank room, and from the tank room up to the
annexe of the dissecting room. The whole of the
building is steel frame construction.

It is of interest that the house in which Charles
Darwin began the compilation of the notebooks for
his " Origin of Species " is only four doors away from
the new building, and it is hoped that eventually upon
this site will be built a Darwin Institute of Anthro-
pology and Biology which will worthily commemorate
the greatest of English biologists.

Applications of Physics
I 'T'HE ceramic industries formed the subject of the

fourth of the series of lectures on " Physics in
Industry " which are being given under the auspices
of the Institute of Physics, and the lecture was gi\en
by Dr. J. W. Mellor on May 9 at the Institution of
Electrical Engineers. Sir J. J. Thomson, president
of the Institute, was in the chair. Ehminating such
applications of physics as are common to other
industries. Dr. Mellor dwelt only on specific applica-
tions of sound, light, heat, electricity and magnetism,

. and mechanical science in the manufacture of pottery
and glassware. He made it clear that, while in these
industries much has been done to utilise physical
principles and knowledge, there remains a very wide
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to the Ceramic Industries.

field in which present practice is crude and un-
scientific, and where all the help which the phvsicist
can give is needed to replace obsolete, rule-of-thumb
procedure by methods which are exact, efficient, and
trustworthy.

Up-to-date manufacturers are following with keen
interest the various attempts now being made to

Ereduce a mode of illumination to imitate natural
ght, for the matching of coloured glazes under

artificial light is usually difticult and sometimes
inipossihlc. In one example quoted where the colour
of a nickel-blue tile had to be imitated, it appeared
that the copy was green in gas-light and blue in day-
light. Many chrome colours which appear green in
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daylight are crimson, pink, or purple in gas or electric

light. D\iring the War, blue lamp bulbs were needed,

but they had to appear blue when illuminated by the

glow of a red filament. Had absorption spectra of

colouring oxides been available, much money and
labour spent in fruitless experiments would have been

saved.
It was due to the measurements made by physicists

on the indices of refraction of small crystals that the

two crystalline forms of silica were detected, and the

knowledge of the transformations has placed the

whole manufacture of silica bricks on a sound
scientific foundation. Recent work on X-ray spectra

promises shortly to do for the fire-brick manufac-
turer what a knowledge of indices of refraction has

done for the silica-brick manufacture.
Applications of magnetism have been but partially

explored. One problem that has been almost solved

is the separation of particles of metallic iron from
clay slip. A system of electromagnets made by the

Rapid Magnetting Company is ingeniously arranged

so that if the magnets cease to work, the dirty slip

will not pass into the purified shp. Success, however,

has not yet been attained in removing particles of

cupriferous pvrites from fire-clays.

The physicist-engineer specialising in heat problems

has an illimitable field for his knowledge and skill.

Dr. Mellor estimates that in firing biscuit-ware only

2 per cent, of the fuel is usefully emploj'ed, although

the processes of brick-firing are much more efficient.

Another series of problems awaiting solution is

connected with the drying of clays and clay-ware,

where serious losses occur owing to the development

of drying cracks unless an inordinately long time is

allowed. It appears that little progress is possible

until the physicist has worked out the distribution of

water in the interior of a drying mass of clay, and he

will obviously have to take into account the relation

between the surface of the drying solid and the

humiditv of the surrounding atmosphere.

Dr. Mellor referred to the studies of the thermal

strains in " ideal " kilns upon which Prof. Lees is

engaged ; later it is hoped to apply these results to

actual kilns, and he expressed the wish that Prof.

Lees would pass on to consider contraction strains

set up during the uneven drying and firing of special

shapes. The results of such an investigation will not

only explain why some shapes fracture and others do

not, but they will also indicate to the designer of

chemical and sanitary apparatus, furnaces and coke

ovens, the shapes to be avoided on account of the

narrow margin of safety in manufacture and use.

Numerous interesting problems relating to the grain

of clay await solution. It appears, for example, that

the particles can be oriented differently so that the

drying and firing contractions are different in different

directions. Then there is the plasticity of clays to

be studied, and, indeed, the whole problem of the

hydrostatics and dynamics of liquids with an in-

definitely large number of particles in suspension.

Akin to this are the colloidal problems—now e\er

with us—but for some unaccountable reason, which

he ascribed to chance. Dr. Mellor preferred to label

this branch of his subject as chemistry and not physics.

Electricity is usefully employed in high tempera-

ture testing work, and also for crucible furnaces,

but a satisfactory electric furnace for firing pottery

has not yet been" evolved, and in any case the cost

of power is here a paramount consideration. Dr.

Mellor indicated the novel problems connected with

the effects of convection currents of hot air tliat

would have to be solved if electrically-heated fur-

naces or kilns came into use. The conditions are

quite different from those in gas- or coal-fired furnaces.
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In conclusion Dr. Mellor referred to the physical
problems connected with the glazing of pottery.
The governing condition here is that the thermal
expansion of glaze and body should be the same.
Data so far obtained have not taken sufficiently into
consideration the complex adjustment of glaze and
body ; for example, there is the tensile strength of
the glaze to be considered, as well as the rate at which
the glaze attacks the body and the effect of solution
of the body in the glaze and its coefficient of expansion.
The lecturer's statement of the case for much

closer co-operation between the ceramist and the
physicist than has hitherto obtained was forcible and
convincing.

The Meteorology of Scott's Last Journey.
'T^HE Halley lecture for 1923 was delivered at
•' Oxford on May 17 by Dr. G. C. Simpson, the

director of the Meteorological Office, who took for
the subject of his lecture " The Meteorology of Scott's
Last March."
The polar party left Hut Point on November 3,

191 1, and first traversed the Barrier, where it experi-
enced a remarkable daily variation of temperature.
In spite of the fact that the sun was continually
above the horizon, var\'ing only from 10° above the
southern horizon at midnight to about 30° above the
northern horizon at mid - day, the regular daily
temperature variation on cloudless days reached
the enormous value of 20° F. This necessitated
travelling by night and resting by day. Several
serious blizzards were encountered.

It is now clear that the Barrier blizzard is extremely
local, being confined to the western half of the Barrier.

During ten months with simultaneous observation
at Framheim—Amundsen's winter quarters in the
east—and at Cape Evans in the west, winds of more
than thirty miles an hour occurred during 30 per
cent, of the time at Cape Evans, and only 2 per cent,

at Framheim. This is due to the fact that when the
pressure is higher over the Barrier than over the
Ross Sea the air tends to flow from the Barrier north-
wards to the sea, but is deflected to the west by the
earth's rotation. The edge of the western plateau
extends like a wall 8000 feet high for more than a
thousand miles along the west of the Barrier and of
the Ross Sea. This prevents the air moving freely

to the west, with the consequence that the air-flow

from the whole of the Barrier is concentrated in the
west, and moves northward with high velocity, giving
rise to the familiar blizzard.

When the polar party was at the foot of the Beard-
more Glacier it experienced a serious blizzard which
gave the greatest snowfall ever recorded in high
southern latitudes. The cause of this bad weather
was the formation of a deep depression over the Ross
Sea, which produced a great flow of warm air from
the Ross Sea to the south of the Barrier.

On reaching the plateau, low temperatures were
experienced. During the five weeks that Scott and
his party were on the plateau the mean temperature
was -19° F., with a maximum of -3° F., and a
minimum of - 30° F. As they descended from the
plateau, the temperature at first rose in the normal
way, but while the party was still on the glacier a
great change in the weather occurred. From this

date—February 11—until March 20, extremely
abnormal conditions were experienced. There was
little or no wind, the temperature fell rapidly to the
neighbourhood of -40° F., and ice crystals were
deposited from the cold air upon the surface which
acted like sand on the runners of the sledge. These
thirty-nine days were the deciding factor in the fate
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of the party. " We all associate Scott's disaster with
the terrible Barrier blizzards, and in the end a blizzard
did prove fata!, but at this time a blizzard, a succession
of blizzards would have been the salvation of them all."
The temperatures experienced by Scott on the

south of the Harrier were between io° and 20° F.
below the normal for the time of year. In these
conditions the returning party struggled on, becoming
weaker and more dispirited everj^ day. On March 16,
Oates made his heroic sacrifice in order to give his
companions a chance of safety. Then at last—on
March 20—the blizzard did come. But it came too
late, and continued too long. When it commenced
the party had food and fuel enough to reach the
depot at One Ton Camp only eleven miles away, but
as the blizzard continued to rage day after day the
fuel was used and food consumed.

" There is little doubt that this blizzard removed
the cold stagnant air and the conditions over the
Barrier became much better for sledge travelling.
But it was too late ; by the time the blizzard ceased,
everj- man of the polar party had passed awa\-, and
in doing so had left a record and created a tradition of
which every Englishman is, and always will be, proud."

Movements of the Earth's Crust.

PROF. H.\NS STILLE of Gottingen has issued,
under the title of " Die Schrumpfung der Erde "

(Berlin : Borntraeger
; price 15. M), a " Festrede "

given to his university, in which he aptly reviews old
and new theories as to the effect of the earth's con-
traction on the features of the surface. He holds that
the conception of a general contraction towards the
interior is well founded ; but there are many ways in
which it may become manifest by wrinklings of the
outer crust. He finds that what G. K. Gilbert styled
" epeirogenic " (now written " epirogenetic ") move-
ments, the sinking or uplifting of the crust over wide
areas, are more in need of explanation than the folding
of mountain-ranges, which has been differentiated as
" orogenetic." The rhythmic pulsation, however, that
causes mountain-building to occur simultaneously and
even catastrophically over the whole earth presents an
unsolved problem. Prof. J. Joly has suggested in a
recent lecture (Nature, May 5, p. 603) that the lieat

I generated by radioactive minerals accumulates at
intervals of some millions of years and so causes a
catastrophe. Cooling of the uplifted layers by their
being brought into proximity with the overlying oceans
starts a new era of quiescence.
We may ask, with an equal sense of adventurous

speculation, if the pulsation may not be still more
primordial and connected with the beating of the last
heart of an undivided universe. Prof. Stille keeps us
from any such rash imagining ; but he points out that
the facts of orogenetic episodes are opposed to the
uniformitarian doctrines of von Hoff and Lyell, which

j
are applicable only to the intervals betvveen great
crustal foldings. Epirogenetic movements occur
during these intervals, and characterise the epoch
in which we live. On the whole, the earth loses
heat by radiation faster than it acquires it by con-
traction ; in tliis remark we recognise an adherence
to views that some geologists regard as quite old-
fashioned.

Prof. Stille's ten pages of
'

' Anmerkungen '

' are almost
as readable as the text of the pamphlet, since he adds
to a wide range of references critical observations
on many of the opinions cited. He remarks that
VVegener's epochs of continental drift do not coincide
with those in which orogenetic movements actually
occurred. In these notes the author writes, as others
have lately done, " Thetys " for Suess's well-chosen
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name " Tethys," possibly by a confusion of Thetis,
daughter of Nereus, with the wife of Okeanos, lord
of the great outer seas. .\. Sander's- review of
diastrophism and earth-history {fieol. Rundschau,
vol. 13, p. 217, November 1922) should be read in
connexion with Stille's memoir. Its author con-
cludes similarly in favour of the contraction-theory,
but regards epirogenetic movements as not necessarily
very slow. Like Stille, he points out that we are
moving a little way back to the views of the
catastrophists.

The Steel Works of Hadfields, Ltd.
V'isrr OF H.R.H. The Prince of Wales.

ML'CH scientific interest is attached to the visit
paid by H.R.H. The Prince of Wales to the

works of Messrs. Hadfields at Sheffield, on -May 29,
when he started up the new 28-in. rolling mill,
which has been installed at the firm's East Hecla
works. This marks an important phase in the
transition from war to peace production of this great
establishment, the head of which is Sir Robert
Hadfield, whose discovery of manganese steel in
1882 may justly be said to have originated the
development of modern alloy steels. The new
reversing 28-in. blooming and finishing mill is

unique in several respects, having been designed
to deal satisfactorily with steels of special nature,
and in particular it is equipped with all the necessary
improvements and labour-saving devices to obtain
tlie most economical production. The mill motor
has a maximum rating of 11,600 horse-power, and
is supplied with current from a fly-wheel motor
generator set, the cast-steel fly-wheel of which is

II ft. 6 in. in diameter and 30 tons in weight. The
mill motor is capable of being reversed from full

speed in one direction to full speed in the other
direction in three or four seconds. The rolls are
28 in. in diameter, and from 6 ft. 6 in. to 7 ft. long,
being manufactured by Messrs. Hadfields of their
special forged steel, and the mill is capable of rolling
15-in. scjuare ingots, weighing 25 cwt., and reducing
tliem to 2i-in. square billets at one heat. It will
also be used for rolling special alloy steels, and rails

up to their heaviest sections and 55 ft. long in
mangane.se steel. The rolling plant accessories are
all of the most modern type, including the necessary
appliances for special treatment of manganese steel.
The whole works show that British engineering is

quite capable of designing, manufacturing, and
cunning rolling mills and other steel plants second
to none in the world. In addition to the 28-in. mill,
the rolling plant also includes ii-in. and 14-in. mills
for rolling round and square bars of alloy and other
special steels.

An interesting feature of the Prince of Wales's
Visit was that he cast his own portrait on a plaque
or medallion 22 in. in diameter of Hadfield manganese
ateel. The medallion was designed by Mr. S.
Kicholson Babb, who has several sculptures in this
year's exhibition of the Royal Academy. In the
course of his tour the Prince was shown a number
of exhibits illustrating the .scientific work of the
Hadfield Research Department. These included a
complete equipment for all branches of the mechanical
testing of iron and steel, and the latest apparatus
in use for iron, steel, and fuel analysis, and oil testing.
The scientific instruments used in the exact control
Of the lieat treatment of special steels were also
shown, and it is of interest to note that at one time
no less than 15,000 pyrometer readings per week
were taken in the works in the various steel making
and treating departments. A demonstration was
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also given of the effect of low temperature on the
properties of steel. Other interesting research exhibits

included fusnaces and methods of testing refractories ;

also apparatus for testing the electrical and magnetic
properties of steel and its micrographic structure.

A visit was paid to the firm's experimental proof
butt in which are developed the large calibre pro-
jectiles for which Messrs. Hadfields are notable.
Exhibits of historical interest included old metal-
lurgical books from the valuable collection of Sir

Robert Hadfield, and a number of ancient iron

specimens from Egypt, India, etc. The Prince was
also shown the original small transformer made in

1903 of the low hysteresis steel invented by Sir

Robert Hadfield, which material, on the authority
of Dr. T. D. Yensen, has since saved the world a

sum equal to the cost of the Panama Canal.

Technology and Schools.

'T'HE Association of Teachers in Technical
• Institutions held its annual conference on
May 21 at Leicester. The new president, Mr. W. R.
Bower, of Huddersfield Technical College, delivered
an address on the position of technical education,
in the course of which, after quoting with approval
the views on this subject expressed in the Board of

Education's Draft Regulations of 1917 for Continua-
tion, Technical, and Art Courses, he described the aim
of technical teachers as " to blend education with the
life and work of the people." The special character-
istic of their method is to bring education by means
of part-time courses, not only to the homes of the
people, but also into their workshops and offices.

Comparing their work with university work, he said.

"Our principal function is to develop character and
mentality by means of higher education amongst
the many ; the university should be more concerned
with the individual and his fitness to become a

specialist of the first order ; their successes so far

have been in letters, mathematics, and science
rather than in technology', even if physicians and
lawyers are included amongst the technologists."
The principal problem of technical education is

" the satisfaction of the ambition of the young adult
as a scholar, a craftsman, and a citizen."

Among other matters touched on in the address
were : the increase since 1859 of the number of
students in technical institutions from 500 to nearlv
a million ; and science courses in secondary schools.
" Dabbling in technology " is strongly condemned
as is the planning of school science courses for

direct connexion with possible university courses or
advanced professional study. On the other hand.
clo.se correlation with the work of the local technical
college is commended. Mr. Bower also referred tn
the imminent prospect of publication by the Burnhani
Committee of a list of technical qualifications of
teachers to be deemed equal to degrees—a prospect

j

regarded with mingled feelings by the teachers, who
foresee excessive stress being laid on paper qualifica-
tions. It was stated that the source of supply of

prospective technological teachers is to be found !

only in industrial districts. The admission of '

advanced technical students to share in post-graduate
and research work in universities, even when the\'

do not hold the ordinarily pre-requisite degrees,
was mentioned, and it was maintained that this

j

concession would be of considerable benefit to the
universities.

A resolution was passed by the Conference pressinj;
I

for a committee of inquiry with the view of correlating;
technical education with education generally.

1
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University and Educational Intelligence.

Aberdeen.—Prof. Matthew Hay has resigned the
position of Medical Officer of Health to the City
of Aberdeen, which he has held for thirty-five

years.

Cambridge.—Mr. S. M. Wadham, Christ's College,
has been reappointed as senior demonstrator in
botany. It is proposed to confer an honorary M.A.
degree on Mr. H. F. Bird.

London.—A course of four free public lectures on
" Tropical Hygiene " will be delivered by Dr. A.
Balfour, of the Wellcome Bureau of Scientific Research,
at St. Bartholomew's Hospital Medical College on
June 12, 14, 19, and 21, at 5 o'clock.

Notice is given that the election of a Sharpey
physiological scholar will shortly take place. "The
scholarship, which is of the value of 200/., is for

one year, but renewable, tenable in the department
of physiology at University College. Applications,
with particulars of academic training and list of

publications, if any, must be sent by, at latest, June
23, to the Secretary of University College, Gower
Street,. W.C.I.

Manchester.—The Court of the University has
approved of the institution of a special diploma in

bacteriology. This is the first diploma in this subject
instituted in this country, and the courses of instruc-
tion which candidates will be required to attend
before presenting themselves for examination are
designed to supply a thorough training in the general
principles of the subject, together with advanced
courses in one or more special branches. Graduates
in medicine and in science of any approved university
may enter for the course, and the syllabus has been
designed to meet the requirements of medical gradu-
ates who wish to qualify for bacteriological posts or
to obtain a special knowledge of medical bacteriology,
and of graduates in science who desire to take up
some branch of bacteriological work. The diploma
will be awarded to candidates who, after graduation
in science or in medicine, have attended the prescribed
courses over at least one academic year, satisfied the
examiners in the written and practical examinations,
and presented a satisfactory thesis on an approved
subject. It is hoped that the action of the University
in instituting this new diploma will meet the needs
of a considerable number of post-graduate students
for whom no adequate provision has hitherto been
made, and will help to supply efficiently trained
bacteriologists for the numerous posts for wliich they
are now required.

A NUMBER of research studentships are being
offered to vmiversity graduates by the Empire Cotton
Growing Corporation, and will be awarded in July
next. The studentships, which are each of the annual
value of 250/. plus certain extra allowances, are
intended to provide opportunities for additional
training in scientific research bearing on plant genetics
and physiology, entomology, physics, etc., or for the
study of those branches of tropical agriculture which
may be of service in agricultural administration or
in inspection in cotton-growing countries. A student-
ship is offered by the British Cotton Industry Research
Association to candidates having special knowledge
of physics, engineering, or technical technology.
Accepted students must be prepared to spend the
period of their studentship at the West Indian
Agricultural College, Trinidad, or in some other
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institution abroad selected by the Corporation.
Particulars of the studentships and forms of applica-

tion (which must be returned by, at latest, June i8)

may be obtained from the Secretanj', Tlie Empire
Cotton Growing Corporation, Millbank House, Mill-

bank, S.W.I.

The annual report of the I'niversity of London
University College Committee (1922-23) records

important developments in several directions. The
new Rockefeller building for anatomy, histology, and
embryology, and the engineering building, including
the Charles Hawksley hydraulics laboratory, begun
in 1919, are nearing completion and will be ready for

occupation in October. A new department of chemi-
cal engineering will shortly be established. The
student enrolment, abnormally swollen during the
three years following the War, showed a decrease of 4
per cent, in 1921-22, but has since then remained
steady : on January 31. 1923, it was 2513. The pro-

portion of post-graduate and research students (i5

per cent.) is very high. The undergraduates were
distributed in 1921-22 as follows: arts 58 per cent.,

science 19, medicine 13, engineering 8, law 2. The
number of students from abroad—518—is very large.

Of this number 100 were vacation course students, of

whom 33 were from France, 15 from Holland, 12 from
Scandina\ia, and 10 from Switzerland. There were
108 students from India, 27 from the United States,

23 from S. .Africa, 26 from Japan ; 30 per cent, of

post-graduate and research students were from abroad,
including 54 from India. The evening work of the
College, mainly of a post-graduate character, is

steadily increasing, so that the buildings are now open
five evenings a week. Free public lectures by the
provost, 15 professors, and 20 other members of

the college staff, and by 29 visitors, were attended by
more than 6000 persons, the approximate aggregate
number of attendances being 13,500.

" One of the most important events in the history
of higher education in Belgium," according to the
president of the administrative council of the Univer-
sity of Brussels, was the decision of the government
last June to grant a subsidy of one million francs to
each of the two " free " or non-state universities

—

Brussels and Louvain. He cites the recent grants by
the British Treasury to Oxford and Cambridge as
precedents justifying the acceptance of such patronage,
and asserts that, far from being menaced, the inde-

pendence of his university is remarkably strengthened
—apparently because the ministers understand that
a subsidy implies no title to exercise control over
university teaching. In each of these two univer-

sities live chairs have recently been endowed for 15
years by Mr. Hoover's C.R.B. (Commission for Relief

in Belgium) Educational Foundation. Thanks to

this endowment, to a grant of 20 million francs from
the City of Brussels, and to gifts of several millions

from the heirs of Ernest Solvay and their relatives,

the ficole Polytechnique of the t'niversity of Brussels
is now excellently equipped for training in civil and
electrical engineering. A subvention of 30 million

francs from the Rockefeller Foundation has enabled
the medical school to modernise its seven-years'
medical curriculum, more comprehensive courses
in physics and chemistry being included in the earlier

part, the final year being reserved exclusively for

clinical work. Of the 24 Americans studying in

Belgium imder the " P'ondation Universitaire
"

(C.R.B.) bursar>' scheme 20 were last year at the
University of Brussels, where also were 71 other
foreign students including only one from Great
Britain.

Societies and Academies.

London.

Linnean Society, May 10.—Dr. A. Smith Wood-
ward, president, in the chair.—Paul Kammerer :

Breeding e.vperiments on the inheritance of acquired
characters (see Nature, May 12, p. 637).

Physical Society, May 11.—Dr. Alexander Russell

in the chair.— J. H. Jeans: The present position of

the radiation problem. (Guthrie lecture.) Classical

dynamics are in conflict with experience with respect

to the radiation problem. The discrepancies suggest
that the laws of Nature must be discontinuous. To
e.xplain the observed nature of black-body radiation

Planck propounded the quantum theory ; in the

hands of Bohr it soon became apparent that the

quantum theory contained also the clue to the Hne
spectrum. Einstein's hypothesis of light quanta
appeared to possess obvious advantages, but has
had to give way before the destructive criticism of

Lorentz and others, and the direct experimental test

bf G. I. Taylor. The different methods of inter-

change of energy between matter and ether, or radia-

tion, may be classified as sub-atomic, atomic, and
mass transfers. Typical of the first is the emission

or absorption of radiation by a Bohr atom ; of the

second, the motion constituting heat in a solid ;

and of the third, the transmission of momentum
occurring when a beam of radiation falls upon the

surface of a perfect retiector. Pliysical and chemical

transfers take place by quanta, while mechanical
transfers take place according to the classical laws.

Applying the general principles to a special problem,

the case of the exchange of energy between a free

electron e and a field of radiation X, it seems probable

that no exchange of energy can occur. A conception

in regard to this which was used by Einstein in 1917
appears difficult to interpret except on the view that

electric forces are a manifestation of a sub-universe

tnore fine-grained than anything we have yet

imagined.

The Faraday Society, May 14.—Sir R. Robertson
in the chair.—E. P. Perman and H. L. Saunders :

The \-apour pressures of concentrated cane - sugar

solutions. Few measurements have been made in

'the ca.se of concentrated solutions except at low

temperatures. In the present observations the con-

centrations were from 10 per cent, to saturation

and the temperatures 70-'-90° C. The vapour
bressure was measured directly, the actual pressure

being balanced against a column of mercury. The
pressure-concentration graph is not a straight line,

as in previous determinations by a dynamic method,
and the results are in harmony with Callendar's

theory that definite hydrates are formed in solution.

The results also show that Babo's law holds for

•sugar solutions.—E. W. J. Mardles : The elasticity

of organogels of cellulose acetate. The phenomena
of the strain, variable with time and partly reversible,

and the persistence of deformation and optical

anisotropy, have been ascribed to the formation

with time, while under stress, of a metastable phase,

due to the altered orientation of the molecules com-
posing the complexes which have aggregated to

form the gel structure. The relation between the

modulus of elasticity and concentration for the

organogels of cellulose acetate is expressed (approxi-

mately) by the expression E =AC", at higher con-

centrations over limited ranges ; n decreases with

-fall in temperature. The relation between log E
and temperature is approximately rectilinear over

the range of temperature examined. Addition of

substances to the gel mainly affects the modulus
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in proportion to the change in the number ot particles

which aggregate.—A. L. Norbury : Some experi-

ments in the hardness and spontaneous anneaUng
of lead. When Brinell hardness tests are made in

lead the " time factor " is an important variable.

The load, therefore, has to be applied and removed
almost instantaneously and loads up to 300 kg.

only can be used with a 10 mm. ball. Loads were
maintained for varying lengths of time and the

results are interpreted according to Meyer's form\iki

L =ad:", where L is the load, d the diameter of the

impression, and a and n constants. It appears that

the more annealed the lead the more the results

are affected by the time factor. With cold-hammer-
ing, lead is spontaneously annealed at room tempera-
ture, and the rate of anneaUng increases with the

amount of deformation, so that lead which has been
severely hanimered shows no increase in hardness.

—

D. Stockdale : An example of polymorphism in an
intermetallic compound. A study of the hquidus
of the copper rich aluminium-copper alloys shows
that the compound CujAl exists, but is unstable
above 1015° C. The compound can probably exist

in two polymorphic forms.—F. C. Thompson and
E. Whitehead : Some notes on the etching properties

of the a- and /i-forms of carbide of iron. The
transformation of iron carbide at 200° C. has been
studied from the point of view of the etching properties.

The effects, positive or negative, of numerous reagents

are recorded. The best reagent for differentiating

between tlie two forms of carbide was found to be
potassium copper cyanide. Incidentally the self-

tempering of samples of white iron quenched from
below 300° C. was confirmed.

Cambridge.
Philosophical Society, May 7.—Mr. C. T. Heycock,

president, in the chair.—G. D. Liveing : The recupera-
tion of energy in the universe.— J. E. Purvis : (i)

Infra-red spectra. (2) The absorption spectra of

some organic and inorganic salts of didymium.

(3) The absorption spectra of solutions of benzene
and some of its derivates at various temperatures.

(4) The absorption of the ultra-violet rays by phos-
phorus and some of its compounds.—E. C. Stoner :

A note on the electromagnetic mass of the electron.

—R. • R. S. Cox : Chemical constants of diatomic
molecules.
May 21.—P. A. MacMahon : (i) The partitions of

infinity. (2) The prime numbers of measurement.
—M. H. A. Newman : On approximate continuity.

—

J. P. Gabbatt : The pedal locus in hyperspace.

—

D. R. Hartree : On some approximate numerical
applications of Bohr's theory of spectra,—A. G.
Thacker : Some statistical aspects of geographical
distribution.—J. Walton : On the structure of a

middle Cambrian Alga from British Columbia {Mar-
polia spissa, Walcott).— F. T. Brooks and W. C.

Moore : On the invasion of woody tissues by wound
parasites.

Dublin.
Royal Irish Academy, April 23.—Prof. Sydney

Young, president, in the chair.—W. McF. Orr :

Solutions of sj^stems of ordinary linear differential

equations by contour integrals. The writer starts

with the equation <p{D)x=f{t), where .^ is a poly-
nomial of degree r. The solution, subject to the
conditions that ii itially x and its derivatives up to
(r- i)"" shall have given values, may be written

»'-i;^,["?-:r"t:/.s^,.^-'/('>-.
where the integrals with respect to X are taken
round a contour which encloses all zeros of <t>{\).
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Not only is this solution verified, but it is also

obtained from the original equation. This is done
by changing the independent variable to t', multiply-

ing across by e*('-')rf/', integrating from o to t,

multiplying across by d\l<j>{\), and integrating round
an infinite contour. Simultameous equations are

solved similarly.

P.^RIS.

Academy of Sciences, May 7.—M. Albin Haller

in the chair.—The president announced the death

of Sir James Dewar, corresponding member of the

general physics section.—Henri Lebesgue : The
singularities of harmonic functions.—M. Mesnager :

Observations on a communication by M. Sudria

(April 23).—L. Joubin : The cruises proposed by the

Office scientifique et technique des pgches during

1923. A programme of the work proposed for the

coming season on the Poiirqiioi Pas ? under M.
Charcot and on La Tanche, under M. Rallier du
Baty.—M. d'Ocagne : Equations with four variables

representable both by simple and double alignment.

—C. Deperet and L. Mayet : The phyletic branches

of the elephants.—M. Marin Molliard was elected

a member of the section of botany, in succession to

the late M. Gaston Bonnier.—Pierre Humbert :

Certain orthogonal polynomials. — Paul Levy: The
stable laws in the calculus of probabilities.—Bertrand
Gambier : Systems of superabundant points in the

plane : application to the stud}^ of certain surfaces.

—Jean Dufay : The spectrum of the nocturnal sky.

In the part of the spectrum studied (plate excludes

the green and yellow) the light of the sky at night

has qualitatively the same composition as sunlight.

E. Fichot : The peculiarities of -the amphidromic
regime of open seas.—S. Rabinovitch : The geo-

metrisation of electromagnetic forces.—Pierre Auger
and A. Dauvillier : The existence of new hnes, one

a Sommerfeld doublet, excluded by the principle

of selection, in the I- series of the heavy elements.

—

Victor Henri : The ultra-violet absorption spectrum

of the vapour of benzene chloride. A reproduction

of the spectrum is given, together with a diagram
showing its decomposition into groups and series.

From the spectrum the molecule would appear to

be asymmetrical.—Mile. I. Curie and G. Fournier :

The 7 radiation of radium-D and radium-E. The
results are in good agreement with those found by
Rutherford and Richardson. In addition the exist-

ence of a penetrating radiation due to radiurri-E

has been established and its coefficient of absorption

determined.— Suzanne Veil: The evolution of the

molecule of chromium hydroxide in water.— H.
Pelabon : The thermoelectric power of alloys. For
alloys not forming definite compounds the thermo-
electric power usually lies between the values

corresponding to those of the pure metals, but the

thermoelectric power can never be calculated by
the mixture rule. Results for lead-antbnony alloys

are given.—M. Aubert and (i. Dixmier : The stabihty

of alcohol-petrol mixtures in the presence of water.

The results are summarised in two diagrams showing

the effects of the gradual addition of water to alcohol-

petrol mixtures, with special reference to the point

at which separation into two layers takes place.

—

M. Sauvageot and H. Delmas : The possibility of

tempering extra mild steel at a \-ery high temperature.

As the amount of carbon in steel diminishes, approach-

ing pure iron, the critical tempering temperature

rises rapidly, and coincides with the melting - point

when the carbon is a little less than 0-09 per cent.

(with manganese 0-33 per cent.).—Paul Mondain
Monval : Eutectic points in saline solutions.—Robert
Stumper : The corrosion of iron in the presence of

iron sulphide. Experiments showing that iron in
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contact with sulphide of iron is more rapidly corroded
tlian when tlie sulphide is absent. The action is

electrolytic, since the presence of the sulphide in the

same water was without effect unless the iron and
the sulphide were in direct contact or connected by
an iron wire.— -f'ierre Jolibois and Pierre Lefebvre :

The dehydration of gypsum. Gypsum healed in a
current of Avy air at varying temperatures gives no
indication of the fonnation of the semihydrate.
On the other hand, if heated in steam at i6o° C, the

semihydrate CaSO, . JH./) is formed.—^Mme. Pauline

Ramart and J. Blondeau : The molecular trans-

formations accompanying the dehydration of the

primary a - a - disubstitutcd phenylethyl alcohols.

—

MM. Chaumeil and V. Thomas : Researches on picryl

sulphide. Study of the binary picryl trinitroanisol

sulphide.—Raymond Delaby : The action of the

magnesium halidcs on the epibromhydrin of ethyl-

glycerol. — MM. Bordas and Touplain : Specific

characters of the heavy oils of beechwood creosote.

The presence of cerulignol in these tars, giving a
blue coloration in alcoholic solution with hme or

baryta, s\iggests that these heavy oils may form a
suitable ingredient in the mixture used for denaturing
alcohol.—Maurice Piettre : The estimation of huraic

and fatty materials in the soil by means of pyridine.

Pj'ridine is an excellent solvent for humus. Diluted
with an equal \olume of water, it can be used to

extract and determine the fixed and free humus in

.soil.—Ch. Mauguin : The reflection of Rontgen rays
on certain remarkable reticular planes of calcite.

The experiments described form a new confirmation
of the hypothesis of W. L. and W. H. Bragg on the
structure of calcite.—L. Cayeux : The phenomenon
of imprints in the Mesozoic iron minerals of France.

So far as the ooUtic iron minerals arc concerned,
the impressions may have been caused by pressure
alone, or by solution with or without pressure effects.

—Leon Bertrand : The role of the Proven^id adwince
folds in the tectonic of the .Maritime Alps.—Pierre

Bonnet : The existence of the Coniacian in the
Daralageoz ma.ssif (Southern Transcaucasia). —
Americo Garibaldi ; ThjToidectomy and immunity.
A comparison of the results by various workers on
this subject leads the author to modify the view put
iward by him in 1920. The removal of the thyroid

I uses an increased sensibility towards substances
hireign to their internal medium, but at the same
time tlie defensive power of the organism undergoes
marked increase.—M. Tiffeneau and H. Dorlencourt :

V new series of hypnotics, the arj'ldialkylgl>cols.

these glycols, of which phenyldiethylglycol,

QHs . CH(OH) . C(OH)(QH6)s, may be taken as the

type, show marked hypnotic properties both towards
mammals and fishes. These properties are due to

the glycol group, and arc strengthened by tri-

sub.stitution : they vary, between certain limits,

with the number of carbon atoms in the molecule,
and are modified by the relative positions of the

substituting groups.—Raphael Dubois : Gyratory
antikincsis.—P. Vignon : The mimeti.sm of the

Pterochroza.—Louis Roule : The peculiarities of the

Rhdne basin with respect to its ichthyological fauna.

Washington.

National Academy of Sciences (Proc. Vol. 9, No. 3,

March).—H. S. Reed: A note on the statistics of

cyclic growth. The lateral shoots on a young
apricot branch develop typically in three groups
along the branch, and their size and number are

greatest in the group nearest the proximal end of

the branch. The mean lengths of corresponding
lateral shoots are symmetrical about a mean for

each group.—R. A. Millikan : Stokes' law of fall
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completely corrected. The form of Stokes' law

proposed is

(>-Ki\av

F = H-A7/a

where F is the force acting, v the velocity produced,

7) the viscosity of the medium, //a is the mean free

path over the radius, and A' is a factor which varies

tlieorctically from 07004 to 1-164 as, witli decreasing

density, l\a changes from very small to ver>' large

values and allowance is made for a percentage of

specular reflection at the surface of the oil. The
change in A' means physically a change from viscous

resistance to resistance due to molecular impact.

Experimental values of A' obtained by the oil-drop

method in several gases at varying pressures vary

from 0864 to 1-154.—C. Barus : Gaseous vi.scosity

measured by the interferometer U-tube. For air,

a capillary tube is attached to the closed limb of

the U-tube containing air at sUghtly niore than

atmospheric pressure. The displacement of the

interference fringes decreases exponentially with

time, and the decrease is timed over equidistant

scale parts of an ocular micrometer. The value

found for air in a heated room is 0-000180.—T. W.
Richards : Compressibility, internal pressure, and
atomic magnitudes. Internal pressure is defined as

tlie pressure exerted by the force of affinity. Curves

were obtained, partly by extrapolation, for tlie

pressure-volume relations of sodium, potassium,

chlorine, and bromine, reduced to a gram-atom basis,

and the atomic diameters of these elements in the

chloride and bromide of each metal were computed.
The compressibility of the products calculated from

tliese data is said to agree with the experimental

values. The results are in accord with the theory

that atoms are subject to different pressures in

different chemical combinations, and their bulks

depend on this and on the compressibility of the

elements concerned.—J. Kendall and E. D. Crittenden ;

The separation of isotopes. As applied to chlorine,

a solution of sodium chloride in agar-agar jelly is

made the middle section of a tube used as an electro-

Wtic cell built in three sections each three feet long.

Between the anode and the chloride is a sodium

hydroxide gel and .solution, and separating it from

the cathode is a sodium acetate gel and solution,

tlie latter containing acetic acid. The boundary
surfaces remain distinct because the chloride ion is

preceded by a faster hydroxyl ion and followed by
a slower acetate ion. The sections of the cell are

renewed as the boundary surfaces move, so tliat the

chloride ion eventually travels through about 100 feet

of gel ; 110 or 220 volt lighting circuit is suitable.

The isotopes, if of different ionic mobilities, will

appear at opposite end of the sodium chloride gel

column. It is also suggested that since the discharge

potentials of the isotopic chloride ions in any naturally

occurring solution differ by 0-03 volt, it should be

possible to effect electrolytic fractionation.—J. W.
Churchman : The mechanism of selective bacterio-

Stasis. Acid fuchsin at 45° C. appears to kill Gram-
negative organisms, while Gram-positive organisms

are unaffected ;
gentian violet has the reverse effect.

A mixture of two similar dyes showing this selective

bacteriostasis may prove better for the treatment

of infection than either alone.—H. C. Sherman :

An investigation of the chemical nature of two

tj'pical enzymes : pancreatic and malt amylases.

Malt amylase appears to consist of a coagulable

protein and a proteose or peptone. Deterioration

is due to hydrolysis. Pancreatic amylase is similar

though less stable in solution. With both substances,

hydrolysis was checked by the addition of amino
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acids. There appear to be two stages in the enzyme
activity of pancreatic amj^lase, the latter of which
is promoted when lysine and tryptophane are added,
indicating that these acids are closely bound in the
enzyme molecule as in typical proteins.—A. J. Lotka :

Note on the relative abundance of the elements in

the earth's crust. Arranging the elements appearing
in the lithosphere, hydrosphere, and atmosphere in

the order of the percentage in which they occur
according to Prof. Harkins's data, some curious
arithmetical properties of the percentages and atomic
numbers appear. The results suggest that the eartli's

crust may be the product of subatomic disintegration
of the nucleus on which it rests.—S. Lefschetz :

Continuous transformations of manifolds.— J. W.
Alexander : A lemma on systems of knotted curves.
Every 3-dimensional closed orientable manifold may
be generated by rotation about an axis of a Riemann
surface with a iixed number of simple branch points,
such that no branch point ever crosses the axis or
merges into another.—W. M. Smallwood : The nerve
net in the earthworm (preliminary report). Struc-
tures considered to be nerve fibres pass round the
cells in the circular and the longitudinal muscles
of the body wall and each blood-vessel appears to
have a nerve net. The nerve net in the layer covering
all the internal organs is very extensive, originating
apparently in the body wall. The nephridia appear
to have a particularly good nerve supply.

Official Publications Received.
Jalirblicher der Zentralanstalt fiir Meteorologie \in(i (leodynamik.

Amtliche VeroHentlichuni;. Jahr>,'ang 191S. Neue Folge, 55 Band. Pp.
xiv+A24+ B3S+C30+ F15. (Wien : Ceroid und Koinp.)

Conseil Permanent International i)Our I'Exploration de la Mer. Rap-
pr rts el Proces-Verbaiix des Rennions. Vol. 29 : Ua)>pirt Atlantiiine 1921.

(Travaux du Comiti; du Plateau Continental Atlantique) (Atlantic Slope
Committee). Par Dr. Ed. Lc Danois. Pp. 75 -1-1'.' planches. (Copenhagiie ;

A. F. Host et Fils.)

Department of Commerce : Circular of the Bureau of Standards. No.
13S: A Decimal Classihcation of Radio S.ibjects—an Extension of the
Dewey System. Pp. 33. 10 cents. No. 14*2 : Tables of Thermodynamic
Properties of Ammonia. Pp. 48. 15 cents. (Washington : Government
Piinting Ottice.)

Department of Commerce : U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. Serial

No. 216 : Use of Geodetic Control for City Surveys. By Hugh 0. Mitcliell.

(Special Publication No. 91.) Pp. vi-80. (Washington; Government
Printing Office.) 20 cents.
Smithsonian Institution: Bureau of American Ethnology. Bulletin 77:

Villages of the Algon(jnian, Siouan, and Caddoan Triljes West of the
Mississippi. By David 'I. Bushnoll, Jr. Pp. x-)-2114-.56 plates. (Wash-
ington : Government Printing Office.)

Department of the Interior: United States Geological Survey. Bulletin

720 : Economic Geology of the Sammertleld and WoodsHeid Quadrangles,
Ohio, with Descriptions of Coal and other Mineral Resources except Oil

and Gas. By D. Dale Condit. Pp. 156-M2 plates. 30 cents. Bulletin

737 : Manganese Deposits of East Tennessee. By G. W. Stose and F. C.

Schrader. Pp. x-f 1.54-1-30 plate.s. 50 cents. (Washington ; Government
Printing OtHce.)

Dep;irtment of Commerce : Tecbnologic Papers of the Bureau of

Standards. No. 235 : Thermal Stresses in Steel Car Wheels. By Geoige
K. Burgess and G. Willard Quick. Pp. 3137-403. (Washington : Govern-
ment Printing Office.) 15 cents.

Diary of Societies.

SAmUDAY, JONE 2.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—Dr. A. W. Hill : Th?
Vegetation of the Andes.

MONDAY, June 4.

Oil Confebenck at the Sixth International Minin<i Exhibition (at

Royal Agricultural Hall, Islington), at 12 and 2.30.— E. H. Cunninghan.

Criig: The Riddle of the Carpathians.— Dr. M. Kraus : Oil Deposits ai..l

the Tectonics of Vertical Pressure.—R. d'Andriniont : Note on the

Genesis of Hydrocarbons and their Localisation in certain Zones of the

Earth ~s Crust.

Institute of Actuaries, at 5.—Annual General Meeting.

Royal In.stitution of Great Britain, at 5.—General Meeting.

Aristotelian Society (at University of London Club), at 8.—Sir Leslie

Mackenzie : What does Dr. Whitehead mean by " Event"?
Royal Society of Chemical iNctiSTRy (London Section) (at Chemical

Societv), at 8.—Dr. H. S. Hele-Shaw : Tlie Stream-line Filter.

Royal Geobraphical Society (at yEolian Hall), at 8.30.—F. Rodd :

Journeys in Air.
TUESDAY, June 5.

Oil Conference at the Sixth iNTtBNATioNAL Mikinc. Exhibition (at

Royal Agricultural Hall, Islington), at 12.—A. Bceby Thompson :
Oilheld

Waste.

RovAL Institution or Great Britain, at 3.— Prof. W. M. Flinders
Petrie : Di.-.coveries in Egypt (3).

Royal Society of Arts (Dominions and Colonies Section), at 4.30.

—

Sir Edward Davson : The Economic Conference and Crown Colony
Development.

Fellowship of Medicine (at Royal Society of Medicine), at 5.30.—R.
A. Hendry : The Value of Antenatal Supervision

RiiNTOEN Society (at Institution of Electrical Engineers), at 8.15.—
Prof. S. Buss: The Effects of X-rays of Different Wave-Lengtha on
Animal Tissue.—T. Thorne Baker : The Establishment of a Definite
Relationship between Exposure and Density in an X-ray Plate.

n'EDXESDAY, June 6.

Royal Society of Medicine (Surgery Section), at 5.30.— R. H. A. White-
locke : The Treatment of Fractures of the Patella.—W. White : .The
Closure of the Supra-pubic Fistula following Prostatectomy : Observa-
tions on Sixty-eight Cases.

Geolooical Society of London, at 6.30.—Dr. H. Bolton : AnewBlattoid
Wing from the Harrow Hill Mine, Drybrook, Forest of Dean,— Dr.
C. E. Tilley : Contact-Metaniorphism in the Coinrie Area of the Perth-
shire Highlands.

Institution of Electrical Enoineers (Wireless Section), at 6.—C. E.
Horton: Wireless Direction-linding in Steel Ships.

Entomological Society of London, at 8.

THURSDAY, June 7.

Oil Conference at -ihe Sixth International Mining Exhibition (at
Royal Agricultural Hall, Islington), at 12 and 2.30.—Prof. J. Voitesti :

The Mode of Appearance of the Petroleum Deposits in the Caipathian
Region, with general consideration on tlie Genesis of the Petroleum
and the Source of the Actual Deposits.—Ma.ior J. A. Lautier : An
Economic Study of Petroleum Mining by Underground Drainage.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—Sir William M. Baylisa

:

The Nature of Enzyme Action (2).

Royal Society, at 4.30.—Sir Charles Slierrington and B. G. T. Liddell

:

Stimulus Rhythm in Reflex Ti-tanic Contraction.—K. N. Moss : Some
Effects of High Air Temperatures and .Muscular Exertion upon Colliers.
—F. A. E. Crew : The Signihcance of an Achoudroplasia-like Condition
met with in Cattle.

LiNNEAN Society of London, at 5.

Royal Collece of Physicians of London, at 5.—Prof. J. B. Leathes

:

The RAle of Fats in Vitnl Phenomena. (Croonian Lectures (1).)

Chemical Society, at8.—H. Hunter: Investigations on the Dependence
of Rotatory Power on Chemical Constitution. Part XX. The Rational
Study of Optical Properties : Refraction a Constitutive Property.

—

A. E. Qoddard : Researches on Indium. Part I. Diphenyl Indium
Chloride and Phenyl Indium Oxide.—E. P. Perman and W. j! Howells :

The Properties of Ammonium Nitrate. Part VI. The Reciprocal Salt
Pair, Ammonium Nitrate and Potassium Sulphate.— E. W. Lanfear and
J. F. Thorpe : Ring Chain Tautomerism. Part VI. The Mechanism of
the Keto-cyclol Change in the Propane Scries.—E. H. Usherwood : The
Reversibility of Additive Reaction)*. Part I. The Ahlol Reaction.

—

C. K. Ingold : Mechanism of the Pinacone-jiinacoline and Wagner-
Merrwein Transformations.—A. E. Goddard : Researches on Antimony.
Part I. Tri-m-xy^ylstibine and its Derivatives.

Royal Society of .Medicine (Obstetrics and Gynscology SectionX at 8.

—

V. Bonney : Diurnal Incontinence of Urine in Women.—L. Phillips:

The Treatment of Dysnienorrhtea, with Analysis of 100 Cases.

FRIDAY, June 8.

Oil Conference at the Sixih iNTERNArioNAL Mining Exhibition (at

Royal Agricultural Hall, Islington), at 12 and 2.:lO.—O. A. Young and
8. D. Tuthill : The Standardisation Movement in America, and its

Relation to and Application towards the Elimination of Waste in the
Petroleum Industry.—G. Howell : The Carit)bean Oil Region.

Diesel Enoine Users' Associ ^tion (at Institution of Electrical Engineers),

at 2.30.—Eng.-Commdr. W. P. SiUince ; Ijosses in Heat Engines and
Means of .\ voiding Them.

Royal Astronomical Society, at 5.—W. S. Adams and G. Stromberg

:

Stellar Velocity and Absolute Magnitude; Note on a Paper by Prof.

Eddingtou and Miss Douglas.—A. Buxton : Note on the Effect of

Astigmatism on Star-Discs.

Physical Society of London (at Imperial College of Science and
Technology), at 5.— Prof. J. G. Gray : A General Solution of the Problem

of Finding the True Vertical for AH Types of Marine and Aerial Craft,

to be followed by a discussion.

Malacolooical Society of London (at Linnean Society), at 6.

Royal Society of Medicine (Ophthalmology Section) (Annual General

Meeting), at 8..30.—Miss Ida 0. Mann: Some Suggestions on the Em-
bryology of Congenital Cre.scents.-P. Doyne ; The TourniJe Reaction.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 9.—Miss Joan Evans ; Jewels

of the Renaissance.
SATURDAY, June 9.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 3.— Dr. A. W. Hill ; The New
Zealand J'lora.

PUBLIC LECTURES.
MONDAY, June 4.

University College, at 6.30.— Prof. H. A. Lorentz: Problems in

Relativity. (Succeeding Lectures on June 5 and 7.)

TUKSDA Y, June 5.

Kino's College, at 6.30.—Miss Hilda D. Oakelcy: The Conflict within

the Greek Moral Ideal. (Succeeding Lectures on June 12 and 19.)

WEDNESDAY. June 6.

DNIVEB.SITY College, at 5.—Prof. G. N. Lewis: The Structure and

Behaviour of the Molecule. (Succeeding Lectures on June 8 and 12.)

THURSDAY, June 7.

St. Marys Hospital (Institute of Pathology and Research), at 4.30.—

Prof. F. G. Hopkins; An Oxidising Agent in Living Tissues.
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UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
A Course of Four Advanced Lectures on " Tropical Hygiene " will be

given by Dr. ANDREW BALFOUR (Director-in-Chief, Wellcome Bureau
of Scientific Re>;earch) at St. Bartholomew's Hospital Medical
College (West Smithfield, E.C.i), on Tuesday, June 12; Thcrsuav,
June 14 ; Tuesday, June 19; and Thlksdav, June 21, at 5 p.m. At the
first Lecture the Chair will l>e taken by Ihe Right Hon. Lord Stanmore,
C.V.O. ADMISSION FREE WITHOUT TICKET.

EDWIN DELLER, Academic Registrar.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER.
DEPARTMENT OF BACTERIOLOGY AND PREVENTIVE

MEDICINE.
Diploma in Bacteriolog'y.

The First Course of Instruction in connection with the above Diploma
will commence in October 1923.

The course is open to Graduates in Medicine or in Science of any
approved University, and extends over one Academic year. The first

examination for the Diploma will be held in July 1924.
Intending Candidates should send their names to the Internal Regis-

trar, from whom further particulars may be obtained.

IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY.

HENRY GEORGE PLIMMER FELLOWSHIP IN

PATHOLOGY.
Applications are invited from candidates qualified to pursue rcsearcJi in

PATHOLOGY (including Morbid Anatomy, Histological Anatomy,
Chemical Pathology, Protozoology, Bacteriology, and allied subjects in

either Zoolo^' or Medicine or Botany) for Election to a Fellowship for the

year beginning September i, 1923. Further particulars will be sent on
application, in writing, to The Rector, Imperial College of Science and
Technology-, South Kensington, S.W.7.

Applications must be received not later than June 25, 1923.

APPLICATIONS are invited by the Salters'
Instilule of Industrial Chemistry, Sailers' Hall, St. Swithin's Lane,

K.C.4, for a limited number of Fellowships for Post Graduates in

Chemistry who are desirous of adopting an industrial career. The
Fellowships are of the annual \alue of .£250 to iJsoo and fall_ vacant

in Octoher nexl. Applications, with full particulars of training and
experience, must reach the Clerk of the Salteks' Comhanv before

July 1.

EMPIRE COTTON GROWING
CORPORATION.

THE BRITISH COTTON INDUSTRY
RESEARCH ASSOCIATION.

RESEARCH STUDENTSHIPS.

SPECIAL STUDY STUDENTSHIPS.
Further Studentships (for University graduates only), about eight in

number, are offered. They arc of the value of ^£250 per annum each, with

certain additional allowances and travelling expenses, and are tenable for

one year. They will be awarded in July next.

These Studentships are intended to provide opportunities for additional

training in scientific research ))earing on plant genetics and phj-siology,

entomology, physics, etc., or for the study of those branches of tropical

agriculture which may be of service to men who may subsequently be

engaged in agricultural administration or inspection in cotton-growing

countries. One Studentship is offered by the British Cotton InduMry
Research Association for candidates having special knowledge of physics,

engineering or textile technology with a view to its subsequent applicatio:i

on the industrial side.

The intention underlying the allocation of these Studentships is to

increase the supply of workers with the necessary (jualitications, who may
later make use of the agricultural or industrial applications of their know-
ledge, and so find occupation in and be of service to cotton production and
to the industry'.

Applicants for a Studentship under the Empire Cotton Growing Corpora-

tion must be prepared to spend their Studentship year at the West Indian

Agricultural College, Trinidad, 01 at some other Institution abroad, selected

by the Corporation, and pass a medical examination.

Particulars of the conditions of tenure of the Studentships and Forms of

Application may be obtained from the Secretary, The Empire Cotton

Growing Corporation, Millbank House, Millbank, London, S.W.i. Forms
of Application must be returned not later than June 18, I923.

BIO-CHEMIST wanted for Marine Bio-
logical Station at Millport. Commencing Salary ^^350. Applications

with three References to be forwarded on or before June 30 to A.
Lawrie Brown, Writer, 88 Bath Street, Glasgow.

CHELSEA POLYTECHNIC,
CHELSEA, S.\V.3.

Day and Evening Courses in Science under Recognised Teachers
of London University.

I. INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY BEPARTMENT.
Technical Courses in Analytical and Manufacturing Chemistry,
Pharmacy, Food and Drugs, A.I.C. Courses, Metallurgy, AssayiDg,
Foundry Work, Research.

U. INDUSTRIAL PHYSICS DEPARTMENT-
Practical work in General Physics, Applications to Industries,
Metrology, Calorimetr>', illumination, Acoustics, Electrical
Measurement, Research.

III. BIOLOaiCAL AND QEOLOQICAL DEPARTMENT.
Courses for B.Sc, etc., in Botany, Geology, Mineralogy, Zoology,
Special Courses in Bio-chetiustry, Bio-physics, Bacteriology,
Physiology, Hygiene, Entomology, Plant Pathologj-. Course for

Tropical Planters, Research.

SIDNEY SKINNER, M.A.,
Telephone: Kensington SpQ. Principal.

BATTERSEA POLYTECHNIC.
LONDON, S.W.I I.

/'r/wz/a/—Robert H. Pickard, D.Sc, F.R.S.

COURSES FOR WOMEN.
Full-time day courses for women preparing to be teachers of Domestic

Subjects.

Preparation for posts as Institutional Matrons and Housekeepers and for

colonial and home life.
^

Full-time day courses of training for Women Health Visitors and Infant

Welfare Workers.

Evening courses of training for Sanitary Inspectors, Health Visitors,

Meat and Food Inspectors, Smoke Inspectors, etc.

Day and Evening courses in Art, Music, and Domestic Science.

Hostels for Women Students. Large Athletic Ground and numerous
clubs and societies,

UNIVERSITY OF LIVERPOOL.
SESSION 1923-24.

The Autumn Term begins on October 4. Prospectuses and full particu*
lars of the following m.iy be obtained free (with the exception of the
Calendar, price 2s. 6d., post free, 3s.) on application to the RtolsrKAR:

FACULTIES OF ARTS, SCIENCE, MEDICINE, LAW, AND
ENGINEERING.

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE.
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIC DESIGN.
DEPARTMENT OF COM.MERCE.
INSTITUTE OF ARCH^O. OC.Y.
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION.
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL STUDIES.
SCHOOL OF LOCAL HISTORY AND RECORDS.
SCHOOL OF RUSSIAN STUDIES.
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION BOARD.
DEPARTMENT OF PUIiLIC HEALTH.
SCHOOL OF TROPICAL .MEDICINE.
SCHOOL OF VETERINARY SCIENCE.
SCHOOL OF DENTAL SURGERY.
DOCTORATE IN PHILOSOPHY.
FELLOWSHIPS, SCHOLARSHIPS, STUDENTSHIPS, EX-

HIBITIONS, SPECIAL GRANTS AND PRIZES.
HALLS (iF RESIDENCE.
UNIVERSITY CALENDAR.
JOINT BOARD MATRICULATION EXAMIN.ATION.
AWARD OF HIGHER SCHOOL CERTIFICATES.
AWARD OF SCHOOL CERTIFICATES.

CHESHIRE SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE.
Applications are invited fur the post of LECTURER in .\GRICUL-

TURAL CHEMISTRY. Salarj- ;t25o, rising ^£300 by annual instalments

of j£;5, with board residence.

Particulars and form of application, to be returned before June 16, 1923,

from Pkincipai.. Cheshire School of Agriculture, Reaseheath, Nantwich.

Y. F. POTTER, Director of Education.

TO SCIENTISTS AND RESEARCH STUDENTS.
THE INTERNATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SERVICE BUREAU,

employed by British Government Departments, University Professors, etc.,

supplies complete Continental and .American bibliographies on any scientific,

literary, or medical subject. Chemical work a speciality. Extracts made.
Headquarters: Vienna. English representative: "Alexandrian," ia

I.ongridge Road, Earl's Court, S.W.5.
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Medical Education in England.

IN a memorandum of nearly two hundred pages,

addressed to the Minister of Health, Sir George

Newman has reviewed some of the recent advances

in medical education in England. * The occasion is

timeh-. Ne\er before has there been such an urgency
and expectation of reforms ; never, as since the War,
such general appreciation of the vast potentialities of

medical science in determining the society of the future.

There is no medical school in Britain but has felt

reinvigorated by the general sense of change and
movement forwards. Like the celestial shades.

Benevolence and Gratitude, in Tourguenieff's amusing
satire, Science and Practice have been made acquainted.

Of all tlie heavenly company they alone did not know
each other before. Congratulation is free and happy

;

it is part of the new atmosphere of hope and fresh

resolve.

Since the publication of an earlier memorandum
in 1918 " there have been significant developments

in Medical Education " in England, and medical

education in England was, on the whole, ahead of the

rest of the world already. Probably this last is a fair

summary of the facts as they are presented here, not

by Sir George Newman alone, but by a host of industri-

ous correspondents, in great wealth of detail, albeit

from diverging points of \iew. Darwin and Huxley
among the naturalists, Shakespeare, Keats, and
Wordsworth among the poets, are requisitioned to

point the moral of Sir Clifford Allbutt, who has said

that " at this moment it is revealed to us that Medicine

has come to a new birth. . . . What is then this new
birth, this revolution in Medicine } It is notliing less

than its enlargement from an art of observation and
empiricism to an applied science founded upon research

;

from a craft of tradition and sagacity to an apphed
science of analysis and law ; from a descriptive code

of surface phenomena to the disco\ery of deeper

afiinities ; from a set of rules and axioms of quality

to measurements of quantity."

The new knowledge came in almost bewildering

succession—cell changes, toxins, immunology, asepsis,

internal secretion, cardiology. " The medical man
may now be, if he will, master of his fate " ; and we
know that this jubilation is scarcely in excess or ill-

founded. We know that chemistry and physics have

S^ved the physiologist nobly and untiringly ; that

kn enlightened anatomy, liberated from the narrow

specialism of the dead-house, is rising to its old com-

mand of all biological problems ; that British physiology

* " Recent Adv.-inces in Medical Education in England." A Memorandum
addressed to the Minister of Health by Sir George Newman, Chief Medical
Officer of the Minislr)' of Health and of the Board of Education. (London :

H.M. Stationery Office, 1913. \s. 31/. net.)
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adds still to unequalled conquests ; that " integration
"

in medicine has at least begun.

Why, then, should we turn from Sir George New-

man's remarkable document dissatisfied and oppressed ?

It is not primarily the wealth of medical knowledge

that is Sir George Newman's theme, but the problem

of student inheritance. It may be true that " the

most after all that can be accomplished ... is to

provide him with the tools of learning in order that

by experience he may become a reliable and effecti\e

workman." It is true, if by " tools of learning " is

meant something which, though vague, is positively

and certainly immeasurably short of his ultimate

attainment as a representative physician or surgeon,

or an efficient general practitioner. In the most that

can be accomplished is room for widely divergent ideals

and attitudes. " Science," writes Dr. Bateson, " is

not a material to be bought round the comer by the

dram, but the one permanent and indispensable light

in which every action and every policy must be judged.

. . . The splendid purpose which Science serves is

the inculcation of principle and balance, not facts."

Is this sentiment, so ingrained in the outlook of the

man of science who necessarily looks forwards and

away from the already known, a safe approach to the

discussion of the adventitious and the merely academic

in the medical curriculum ? Over and over again it is

borne in upon us that the medical student is the veriest

beast of intellectual burden. The biologist writes

threateningly that "if the medical man is not a biologist,

he is nothing," while it is admitted that " what is

necessary is a widening of the basis, less imposition

of details on the memory of the student, and an

introduction to scientific thought and method." In

chemistry " the amount of detail imposed upon the

student in didactic lectures is still perhaps too great."

Anatomy " has been robbed of its heritage and reduced

to the routine and detailed analysis of a scrapped

machine, and the only goal has all too frequently been

the examination test." The past student of anatomy

was " overburdened with a multiplicity of detail,

wearied with bone classes and a hundred systematic

lectures, and harassed by meticulous examinations

for which he is driven to prepare himself by ' cram-

ming.' " Even in medicine and surgery " the student

is overfed for his size." He attempts to learn, merely

for examination purposes, much that is of little value,

yet fails completely to master the simpler knowledge

and manipulations which may fall to his lot frequently.

How could it be otherwise when the prestige of famous

schools depends upon pass lists and distinction lists, and

not by any means upon the " inculcation of principle

and balance " which only life, " never overlooking a

mistake or making the smallest allowance for ignor-
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ance," can test ? Much as the fame of some of them

deserves to be founded in the breadth and distinction

and power to influence of their teachers, that is the

case in scarcely one. " At present, in spite of the

reasonableness, high competency and goodwill of the

examiners, the system remains a shackle upon medical

education."

Sir George Newman offers two remedies for this

malady. The first is time and the natural order of

events, a necessary element, doubtless, in every

advancement. The second is the acquisition of a

more practical outlook throughout the training of the

student. His science should be applied science. We
wonder whether the historical and, as it were, develop-

mental setting in which Sir George Newman has cast

his study has not misled him there. Is the progress of

medicine really an orderly progress as of one body ?

The point is sharpened by Prof. Halliburton, to whose

views the memorandum gives assent. " I venture to

think," he says, " that not infrequently the fault lies

not with the physiological teacher, but with the hospital

physician. . . . The physician, after an inadequate

study of the science of physiology in the remote past,

may have lost all touch and s}'Tnpathy with the science

of to-day, may have sunk into an easy empiricism, and

may be content to cloak his ignorance by sneers at the

application of scientific methods to practice." Thought-

ful students have themselves recognised (or suspected)

that it was there the bottom fell out of their curriculum.

They had been taught to expect too much from practice:

had confused applied science with the application of

scientific methods. Sir George Newman regards the

antithesis between the practical man and the inquiring

man as false. But it is not false. It lies at the root

of all the present difficulties of medical education.

The "clinical unit" system— a genuine device of

integration—may do much to resolve it ; but confusion

of thought in regard to it will prove the most dangerous

obstacle to that great reform in medicine which now

opens before us so hopefully.

British Coal-Mining in the War Period.

The British Coal-Mining Industry during the War. By

Sir R. A. S. Redmajme. (Economic and Social

History of the World War, British Series. Published

on behalf of the Carnegie Endowment for Inter-

national Peace.) Pp. xv + 348. (Oxford : Clarendon

Press ; London : Oxford University Press, 1923.)

105. 6d. net.

SIR RICHARD REDMAYNE is to be congratulated

upon having produced a work of quite exceptional

interest ; the historj' of the means by which the British

coal supply, upon which our chances of victor)' so greatly
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depended during the War, was maintained, must

necessarily be interesting, but it becomes e\en more so

when it is told by one who himself played a leading

part in this strenuous work. In no other way would

it have been possible for the public to gain even an

insight into the elaborate and complex operations that

were required in order to maintain the output of this

indispensable fuel through the whole of that trying and

anxious time.

The inception of the present book is somewhat

curious ; it is published under the auspices of the

Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, in pur-

suance apparently of a theory that the Ijest way to

prevent wars in the future is to explain all the details

necessary to carry them on successfully. Whatever

may be thought of this proposition, it has certainly

given occasion for the publication of matter of the

highest interest. Sir Richard's narrative is chrono-

logical, the leading events of each year, so far as the

subject of coal supply is concerned, being grouped

together. For much of what he has written he io and

must remain the sole authority, but it can fairly be

said that the description sounds very straightforward,

and leaves on the reader's mind a convincing im-

pression of impartial accuracy. Coal control necessarily

bulks ver\' largely, and it need scarcely be said that

Sir Richard writes of coal control from the point of

view of one of the controllers ; it would no doubt have

been an immense advantage to have had a companion

chapter written by one of the controlled. The harrow

appears to be remarkably well pleased with itself, but

it is just possible that the toad may not be quite so

appreciative.

Sir Richard is of the opinion that upon the whole

the coal control worked well ; and although it has been

severely criticised in many quarters, the subject is so

complex that it is difficult to see how any system could

ha\e been devised that would not be liable to many
grave objections. Sir Richard, indeed, almost hints at

defects when he points out, as he does in more than

one passage, that direct financial control of the collieries

might well have been avoided had it not been for the

turbulence, selfishness, and disloyalty of one section of

the industry—the coal miners of South Wales ; he

seems to think that their attitude rendered direct

control absolutely necessary.

In appointing the coal controller it was possibly

right to select a man of business ability and the power

of organisation and administration rather than one

possessed of technical knowledge and experience in

coal production ; but even though this may have been

sound policy, it was certainly wrong to have chosen for

his subordinates, for the men with whom the colliery

manager would come into direct contact, so many who
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were unacquainted with mining matters. When a

colliery manager found that the representative of the

coal control, to whom he had to state his case and to

whom the decision even in matters of great importance

appeared often to be left, was absolutely ignorant of

the elements of the mining industn,', he naturally lost

faith in the Department, and the coal control fell into

disfavour, which could have been largely avoided had

the subordinate executive of the coal control known

more about coal mining. It may possibly not be true

that the colliery manager who asked for a new winding

rope 300 fathoms long was informed that the Depart-

ment could not grant him more than 150 fathoms, or

that a request addressed to the coal control for washed

nuts was referred to the food controller ; but the mere

fact that such stories were current shows well enough

how little confidence the coal control department suc-

ceeded in inspiring into the coal trade.

Necessarily, the doings of the coal control and the

various sub-departments into which it was divided

make up the greater part of the book, but probably

to many readers the final chapter, in which Sir Richard

summarises the economic history of the coal industry

and gives the conclusions which he himself draws from

this review, will be the most interesting. At the present

moment it is perhaps most important to point out that

Sir Richard's views have matured since he gave his

evidence before the Sankey Commission ; he there

carefully avoided expressing any decided views on the

nationalisation of collieries, and went so far as to say

that in his opinion no man can say whether mines

would be as eflSciently run if they are centralised and

run as a national concern as they are under present

conditions. Now he writes very differently :
" Com-

plete freedom of action for those engaged in the

maiiagement is absolutely essential to the successful

conduct of so highly organised and technical an industry

as that of coal-mining. Where an industry has to be

conducted under a great diversity of conditions the

edicts of a central authority stand in constant need of

modification as they are applied to particular cases.

Otherwise work will be conducted wrong-headedly and

in defiance of material facts. True as this is of all

great industrial concerns, it is particularly so in the

case of mining." " Whatever results may accrue from

such a policy \i.e. nationalisation], from the record of

observation I find great difiiculty in believing that it

would make for efl^iciency. . . . Even if nationalised

control were not vetoed by the inherent physical

ditlkulties of the case, it would still have the dis-

advantage of removing from the industry the great

energising forces of personal responsibility and in-

itiative."

If this book did nothing else tlian record in_such
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unmistakable language Sir Richard's adhesion to the

views that have been expressed by practically every

one experienced in the technical administration of

collieries, it would serve a most useful purpose at the

present moment; but in addition it presents, as has

been indicated, an inside view of one of the most

complex of the various emergency administrations

developed by the stress of war conditions, and forms

a document which no student of industrial economics

can afford to neglect. H. Louis.

The Structural Units of the Body.

Kmil Fischer—Gesammelte Werke. Herausgegeben von

M. Bergmann. Vtitersuchungen tiber Aminosduren.

Polypeptide und Proteine II. (1907-1919). Von

Emil Fischer. Herausgegeben von M. Bergmann.

Pp. ix + 922. (Berlin : Julius Springer, 1923.)

245. 2d.

AT the beginning of the twentieth century know-

ledge of the nitrogenous constituents of the body

lagged far behind that of the fats and sugars, and the

information available as to the composition and

structure of the various forms of protein was of the

scantiest. Within five years a complete change in

this respect was effected as the result of the labours of

Emil Fischer and his pupils—not only were the con-

stituents of the proteins almost completely identified

both qualitatively and quantitatively, but also the

artificial synthesis of most of the individual units was

effected, and the first steps taken towards their coupling

together to form polypeptides.

Fischer's pioneer work on the amino acids, poly-

peptides, and proteins commenced just prior to his

taking possession of the new laboratories in the

Hessischestrasse, Berlin, about 1899, and during the

next six years this was his main work : he republished

his collected papers in 1906. Dr. Bergmann has now

collected the further publications in this series up to

1916 : they amount to a stately volume of 892 pages.

During the last few years of his life Fischer worked in

the main at problems in sugar chemistry, but he alwa\s

spoke of his intention to return to investigations of the

proteins.

The papers reprinted in the volume before us fall

naturally into four classes—the investigation of the

individual amino acids which form the units from

which the proteins are built up, the synthesis of poh-

peptides of ever-increasing structural complexity from

the amino acids, the investigation of the degradation

products of protein hydrolysis, and the study of the

remarkable so-called Walden rearrangement of groups

attached to asymmetric carbon atoms, which takes

place during a variety of relatively simple chemical
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reactions. The value of the collected papers as a work

of reference is materially enlianced by a carefully

prepared index.

Fischer's work in these fields is in many ways typical

not only of the man himself but also of the German
method. The problem was attacked thoroughly,

methodically, and sj'Stematically, with all the re-

sources of a great and newly-equipped laboratory ; an

adequate number of trained assistants were available,

funds were not lacking, and the time of the professor

himself was not too much occupied by routine and

administrative work, which could be performed equally

well by a less gifted individual. Publication was

prompt, and could be secured without that friction

with editorial committees which is so destructive of

enthusiasm.

In all, nineteen amino acids have been separated as

products of protein hydrolysis. GlycocoU was isolated

so far back as 1820 by Braconnot, who obtained

it from gelatin, together with leucine, which Proust

had found two years earlier in cheese. Oldest of all

is cystine, the only protein constituent containing

sulphur in its molecule, which was discovered in 1810

by WoUaston. Fischer added proline and oxyproline

to the list in 1901-2, and discovered the more complex

diaminotrioxydodecanic acid in 1904. Hopkins and

Cole isolated tryptophane in 1901. The amino acids

typify all classes of acids : normal paraffins, aromatic

analogues and their hydroxy derivatives, dicarboxylic

acids, heterocyclic pyrrolidine compounds, imidazols,

indols, and lastly diamine substances. They occur

in the proteins as optically active forms, and have

mostly been synthesised in this form.

Having fully characterised the amino acids, Fischer's

next step was to devise methods of coupling them

together, at first in pairs, to form what he named

dipeptides, and afterwards in increasing numbers

until a molecule approximating in complexity to the

actual protein was obtained. It will be evident that

the number of possible isomerides of such compounds

obtained by altering the order in which the various

amino acids are linked together is very large. Thus

for an octadecapeptide synthesised by Fischer from

15 molecules of glycine and 3 molecules of lysine there

are 816 possible different methods of arrangement.

Judging from the results of the analysis of the products

of the partial hydrolysis of the natural proteins, they

never contain long chains of a single amino acid, but

are highly complex, each following link in the chain

being a different acid. In this respect there is a

resemblance to the fats, the natural compounds being

in the main mixed glycerides containing several fatty

acid radicles. As a consequence the number of possible

isomerides of a product having the structure of casein
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is enormous. When our methods are more refined, such

minor variations may possibly serve to explain the

differences between the caseins derived from the milk

of various animals and the highly specific behaviour

of various proteins in immunity tests. Of outstanding

importance is the fact that the synthetic products are

attacked by those enzymes which normally effect

protein digestion. Material is thus afforded for the

systematic study of the fermentative processes in the

organism, and it may be claimed that the chemist has

gone a long way to meet the physiologist on common

ground.

The synthesis of the type protein may be said to

have been accomplished by Fischer, but the synthesis

of an actual protein is quite another matter, and least

of all will it ever be possible economically to make

synthetic protein at a price to compare with the product

of the vegetable world. Alike with sugar, fat, and

protein, it is the problem of man so to increase yield,

and maybe quality as well as quantity, as to provide

a sufficiency of cheap food for our needs. The applica-

tion of chemical knowledge to agriculture and to

horticulture in ever-increasing intensity is not the least

important of our tasks.

At the moment of putting down this monumental

work, with more than a pang of sorrow that its author

has passed beyond, one cannot help the involuntary

comparison with an entirely different type of chemist

of our own race—Sir James Dewar. Fischer, the

patient, untiring observer and investigator in the

organic laboratory, never allowing himself to deviate

from his plan. Dewar, all genius and impatience, full

of daring, an artist above all both in his science and

his spirit. E. F. Armstrong.

Actuarial Mathematics.

(i) Calculus and Probability for Actuarial Students.

By A. Henry. (Published by the Authority of and

on Behalf of the Institute of Actuaries.) Pp. vii + 152.

(London : C. and E. Layton, 1922.) 125. 6d.

(2) Life Contingencies. By E. F. Spurgeon. (Pub-

lished by the Autiiority and on Behalf of the Institute

of Actuaries.) Pp. x.\vii + 477. (London: C. and

E. Layton, 1922.) 30s.

(i) 1\ /r R- HENRY'S volume contains a course of

IVX differential and integral calculus, coupled

with finite differences, designed primarily to meet the

requirements of actuarial students. Stress is laid

throughout on the numerical methods with which

actuaries are mainly concerned. The treatment of the

differential and integral calculus suffers from lack of

rigour and would not satisfy a modern pure matliema-

tician. It contains nothing, however, likely to mis-
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lead those whose main interest lies in the numerical

applications.

The eight chapters on finite differences give all

the most useful rules for interpolation, both direct

and inverse. A numerical example, to evaluate

/{^•3$335), given / (2-30103) = 200, /(2-32222) = 2io,

/(2-34242) = 220, / (2-36173) = 230, is worked out by

four methods which lead to the same result, 215-442.

Such illustrations as this tend to increase the faith

of a reader sceptical about the validity of the formulae.

The section on integral calculus contains a useful

chapter on approximate numerical integration includ-

ing the formulae of Lubbock, W'oolhouse, Simpson,

Weddle, and G. F. Hardy. A chapter on probability

and a collection of exam]Mcs conclude the volume.

Mr. Henry's book is one wiiich can be strongly recom-

mended, not only to actuarial students, but to all

whose work lies in the numerical applications of the

calculus and finite differences.

(2) The second volume before us is issued as the

" official " text-book on life contingencies. It dis-

cusses mathematically such subjects as mortality

tables and their statistical application, probabilities

of life and death, and all the usual types of assurance

and armuity. A mortality table, on which the calcula-

tion of assurance data rests, is necessarily constructed

from experimental evidence : it gives the number of

people, among N aged n years, who may be expected

to attain the age of n + .•v years. The usual tables are :

(i) English life tables compiled from census returns

and death registers, (2) tables compiled from the

experience of British life offices, relating to the select

class of lives with which the companies have dealt,

and (3) such tables as Gompertz's and Makeham's,

which are based on conjectured theoretical expressions

for the functions occurring in a life-table.

Mr. Spurgeon's volume will now be accepted as

the standard treatise, so far as the subjects with which

it deals are concerned. A reader possessing a fair

working knowledge of elementary mathematics, in-

cluding the calculus and finite differences so far as

they are contained in Mr. Henry's companion volume,

should be suflSciently prepared to read most of it.

The arguments throughout the book are clearly pre-

sented, and the theory is illustrated by many solved

numerical examples—most of which involve using

data supplied by the tables.

We cannot help thinking that the notation adopted

for some of the actuarial functions is unfortunate. In

certain types of mathematical work a multiple-suffix

notation is helpful, but such symbols as

V""' I A' rV""'

present considerable difficulties to both printer and

Z I
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reader. It would certainly be desirable for such an

intricate notation to be simplified.

The book ends with eighty pages of tables giving

the numerical values of certain actuarial functions

according to various laws of mortality.

W. E. H. B.

Our Bookshelf.

Nutrition de la plante : utilisation des substances

iernaires. Par Prof. M. Molliard. {EncyclopMie

Scientifique: Bibliotheque de Physiologie et de

Pathologic vtgitales) Pp. 306. (Paris : Gaston

Doin, 1923.) 15-40 francs.

In this volume the author has aimed at presenting, as a

concrete whole, much of the scattered information with

regard to the ultimate utilisation of the non-nitrogenous

compounds produced by plants in the course of their

metabolism. Dealing in the first place with the diges-

tion and migration of reserve materials, chiefly sugars,

starches, and oils, attention is directed to the function

of the various diastases, and to the mechanism of dia-

static action. It is concluded that diastatic reactions

represent merely a particular case of the ordinar\-

catalytic phenomena, the apparent discrepancies beinjj;

explained by the colloidal nature of the catalyser and

the physical properties of the products resulting from

the reaction. Respiration, with its attendant pheno-

mena of oxidation, is discussed in some detail with

special reference to the function and mode of action of

the oxydases. Other oxidation processes are exempli-

fied by fermentations induced by some of the lower

fungi and bacteria, as in the production of acetic acid

by various bacteria and oxalic and citric acids by

certain Mucedineac. The final chapters deal with

fermentations which do not result in the fixation of

oxygen, particularly alcoholic fermentation and intra-

molecular respiration, together with the production of

such substances as lactic and butyric acid by bacteria

in the presence of the appropriate sugars. The book

thus provides a useful resume of the aspect of plant

nutrition with which it deals.

Matter, Life, Mind, and God : Five Lectures on Con-

temporary Tendencies of Thought. By Prof. R. F.

Alfred Hoernle. Pp. xiii-f 215. (London : Methuen

and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 6s. net.

The five lectures in " Matter, Life, Mind, and God "

present us with the main tendencies of philosophical

thought in respect of the great problems of philosophy

indicated by the title. "Prof. Hoernle's aim is to

consider these questions synoptically, and he shows

admirably how no one abstract point of view of a single

science can be considered as having exhausted reality.

His treatment of the relations of science, religion, and

philosophy, of the tendency away from a materialistic

outlook (he calls this chapter " The Revolt against

' Matter ' "), of the order of Nature, of the nature

and function of mind, and of religion and the

meaning of " God," is fresh and stimulating. The

book suffers from a certain diffuseness, which is

perhaps inevitable considering the wide range of the

tendencies of thought which are considered in it
;
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and this fact is apt to mask the synoptic conclusions

which the reader is expected to draw from it. There
are excellent bibliographies appended to each chapter,

w ith notes as to the relevancy of works cited to various

positions stated in the text.

Memories of Travel. By Viscount Bryce. Pp. xiii

-1-300. (London : Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1923.)

125. 6d. net.

From many notes of travel, written in various parts

of the world, these sketches have been selected for

pubhcation. They cover a wide range, Iceland,

Poland, the Alps, Palestine, Siberia, North America,
and the islands of the Pacific. Slight as most of the

chapters are, they were well worth publication. Lord
Bryce was a careful observer of Nature and had
interests so wide and a taste in scenery so catholic

that every land seems vivid before the reader's eye.

His charm of style and ease of description make one

overlook the occasional weakness in his geological

explanations. The chapter on Iceland, written in

1872, gives a description of Icelandic scenery and
peasant life that could scarcely be improved and yet

it runs to less than fifty pages. Vivid pictures of

Tahiti, of travel in the Altai mountains, or climbing in

Europe are equally fresh and interesting. Even his

" catalogue of the scenery of North America " is most
attractive, although the whole continent is embraced
in some two dozen pages. It is to be hoped that

further sketches will be selected for publication from

the wealth of material which Lord Bryce left. There

is ample room among works of travel for these de-

lightful sketches.

The Appearance of Mind. By James Clark M'Kerrow.

Pp. XV -f 120. (London: Longmans, Green and

Co., 1923.) 6s. net.

This is a first book by a young author. It is a striking

argument ably developed. It is almost a common-
place in philosophy to deny the reality, in the sense

of substantial or causal unity, of the object of know-
ledge, and to reduce things to phenomena. Mr.

M'Kerrow holds that the notion of mind is even more
misleading and less justifiable. It must be de-

subjectified in a way which even Hume did not succeed

in attaining. The immaterial principle which he

would substitute for mind is " viable equilibrium."

He denies that his theory is identical with behaviour-

ism, which is equally anxious to disclaim mind, but

he suggests that it may supply just what is wanting

to behaviourism to make it work.

The Chemistry Tangle Unravelled : being Chemistry

systematised on a New Plan based on the Works of

Abegg, Kossel, and Langmuir. By Dr. Francis W.
Gray. Pp. x-l-148. (London: Longmans, Green

and Co., 1923.) 6s. net.

This book is mainly an exposition of the work of

Kossel. In spite of its title, it does not throw any
new light on chemical problems, and the student would

be well advised to read the original papers of Kossel,

Lewis, and Langmuir rather than to attempt to absorb

their theories in the less attractive form in which they

are presented by Dr. Gray.
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Letters to the Editor.

\The Editor does not hold himself responsible for
opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, nor to correspond with
the writers of rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of NATURE. Xo notice is

taken ofanonymous communications.'\

The Isotopes of Germanium.

Using the improved method of accelerated anode
rays I have been successful in obtaining the mass-
spectrum of germanium. The anode contained a
fluorine compound made by the action of HF on a
pure specimen of germanium oxide for wliich I am
indebted to Prof. Dennis of Cornell University.
The effects are somewhat feeble, but satisfactory

evidence of three isotopes has been obtained. Their
mass-lines are at 70, 72, 74, and appear to be whole
numbers though the accuracy of measurement is not
so high as usual. The intensities are roughly in the
proportion 2:4:5, which agrees reasonably well with
the value 72-5 for the chemical atomic weight at
present in use.

These values conform to the general rule connecting
even atomic number with even atomic weight. It

will be noticed that Ge'" is isobaric with the weakest
and heaviest component of zinc discovered by
Dempster, and Ge" isobaric with the lightest and
weakest isotopes of selenium announced in Nature
of November 18, 1922, p. 664. F. W. Aston.

Cavendish Laborator>',

Cambridge, May 23.

The Wave Theory and the Quantum Theory.

In a letter published in Nature on December 23,

1922, I put forward a theory of dispersion which
attempted to begin the reconciliation of the quantum
theory with the wave theory. I have received several
letters criticising my hypothesis, and it seemed to me
that it would be well to acknowledge the justice of
the criticism. By a small change it is possible to
meet the objection, but this change carries certain
important implications. In my former letter, in

order to be concise, I had to get as quickly as possible

to the positive results, but here I wish to set out the
train of thought from which the hypothesis started,

and to indicate some of its consequences. It is

perhaps well at once to say that in its present shape
the hypothesis is in rather severe difficulties over one
phenomenon, but nevertheless the argument leads to
a good many criticisms of existing theories which
may be of interest.

it must be taken as absolutely certain that both
the electromagnetic theory and the quantum theory
are valid in their respective fields, and equally certain
that the two descriptions are incompatible. We can
only conclude that they are parts of an overriding
system, which would give rise to mathematicsd
formula; identical with those of the present theories.

It is true that from the present theories predictions
can be made which are verified ; this does not con-
firm the physical pictures associated with those
theories, but only shows that the limits of their

validity have not been reached. Now although the
developments of the quantum theory in the past ten
years have been enormous, and though there is no
sign of their ceasing, yet these developments have not
tended in the very smallest degree towards closing

the gap which separates it from the wave theory.
For this reason it seemed to me that the only hope
of finding a reconciliation must lie in some other
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direction, and that it would be best deliberately to

give up thinking of details and to go back to funda-
mentals.

In starting to modify existing theories it is obviously
best to change as little as possible, and therefore we
have at once to choose wliether it shall be the wave
theory or the quantuin theory which shall serve as

basis. On this question there will be a great diversity

of opinion, but to me it seems that the wave theory
is undoubtedly to be preferred. The chief reason for

this is that, so far as we know, the classical theory
gives correctly the observed results in the interference

of light, no matter how high the frequency or how
feeble the intensity ; so that even if we could find

a new language in which to describe interference, it

would be possible exactly to transform the mathe-
matics which expressed it into the present language
of waves. In other words, the wave equations imply
an infinite number of degrees of freedom and it can
make no difference by what name these degrees are

called. The main objection to the electromagnetic

theory is that it claims to present a complete system
of mechanics, and it is this completeness that is its

fault ; but the wave theory is only a part of the

electromagnetic theory, and we can get a large

latitude for modification by retaining only this part

and altering the part which describes the interaction

of waves with matter.
In the quantum theory it must be conceded that,

for such things as resonance potentials or the hydro-

gen spectrum, it is extraordinarily difficult to conceive

of an)' alternative explanation ; but, even allowing

for the danger of being over-critical of an avowedly
incomplete theory, it is not too much to say that

from first to last the associated physical picture is in

great difficulties. In the first place frequency, which
plays such a leading part in the theory, is not at all

the' same thing as it is in mechanics, and is not

susceptible of any clear definition. Then there is the

difficulty that the quantum conditions determining

the permissible Bohr orbits can only be explained

physically by attributing to the electrons a know-
ledge of' the future. Again there is the extreme
formalism of the Correspondence Principle, a most
powerful method of advance, but one which even by
itself would force one to beheve in the inadequacy of

the quantum picture. A great part of the success of

the theory of spectra has Iain in the demonstration

that the properties of the atom can be described in

terms of whole numbers, but the dynamical concepts

associated with these numbers are chiefly derived

from analogy with the case of hydrogen, and could be

reinterpreted in conformity with any new interpreta-

tion that was found for hydrogen. For all these

reasons it is natural to suppose that the complete

picture will resemble the classical theory much more
closelv than it will the quantum theory.

In mv former letter I brought up the point that

there is no reason to believe in an exact conservation

of energy, but only in a statistical balance. The
point is hot at all new, but from much discussion of

the subject 1 think there is no doubt that many
physicists consider a breach of the law of conserva-

tion as a serious objection to any theory. If we are

to believe at all in the wave theory it is much more
reasonable to maintain the exact opposite. The
photoelectric effect is an impossibility in conjunction

with the wave theory if energy is exactly conserved,

but if only a statistical balance is required, then it

becomes nothing more than one unexplained problem

among others. Again there exist rigorous proofs

that no system of differential equations can give the

observed law for the partition of energy among a

large number of degrees of freedom ; but these
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proofs make use of exact conservation, and fail if it

is denied ; so the denial makes it far more possible
to believe in the continuity of Nature. In the course
of various discussions it has been suggested to me
that it would be more satisfactory to suppose that
energy was exactly conserved, but could become
latent. It is difficult to see what advantages such an
idea can have ; but, at any rate, there is an essential
difference in it, for it would imply that the total
apparent energy of an enclosed system will fluctuate
about a fixed average value, whereas in the case of a
statistical balance it may slowly wander away from
the initial value and will exhibit no tendency to return
to it. Of course the wave equations possess an energv
integral, and so acceptance of the wave theory implies
conservation of energy in free space ; it is for inter-
action with matter that it need not hold.
The principal point which I wish here to make is

that a mere acceptance of the wave theory implies
certain important consequences, which must follow
no matter what is the nature of the reaction between
waves and matter—consequences which have perhaps
not always been fully appreciated. The starting-
point is that when a light wave acts on matter there
is certainly a reaction on the light and that it is

inconceivable that this should be anything but a
spherical wave issuing from the matter. Now con-
sider what happens when light is absorbed. Evi-
dently the molecules must give out waves of such a
type that the transmitted light is reduced in intensity,
and the diminution can only arise through the inter-
ference pattern composed by the plane and the
spherical waves round about the produced direction
of the incident beam. Moreover, the reduction is

only possible if there is some phase relation between the
incident and the emitted light. Examined from any
other direction there will be no interference and the
matter will appear to emit light—in other words,
there must certainly be a scattered wave. It can be
shown without more specific hypothesis that its

magnitude is related to the optical constants of the
matter in much the same way as it is in the classical
theory. To any one accustomed to thinking only in
terms of the electromagnetic theory there will be
nothing remarkable in all this, though it is worth
noting how much more general it is than the electro-
magnetic theory ; but I have never seen the point
mentioned in connexion with the quantum theory,
and it appears to me that this scattered wave, having
a phase relation with the incident and determining
the balance of energy, is one of the most essential
features to be watched in any attempt to work out a
quantum theory of absorption.

In my former letter a similar argument led to the
dispersion formula. Dispersion is more or less ade-
quately described by the classical theory, provided
that the electrons are supposed to be retained with
such forces that in a free vibration they would emit
light of frequency corresponding to some spectrum
line. On the other hand, this line can only be
described in terms of the quantum theory by the
difference between the energies of two stationar\-
states. Now the most striking merit of the Bohr
theory was that it gave a simple physical meaning to
the " terms " of the spectrum line, and the meaning
ought also to apply for refraction. P'or this reason
I tried the idea that an atom could only give out a
standard type of wave, intending it to be the same wa\-e
as in a free emission, and was much surprised to find
how easily this led to the ordinary dispersion formula.
In a private letter Prof. Bohr pointed out to me an
objection which makes it impossible to maintain the
hypothesis in this simple form, because if the standard
wave were as large as is indicated^by the quantum

theory, it would not explain the refraction of very
faint lights. He has since published the same
criticism in Zs. f. Ph., vol. 13, 3, p. 117. I had over-
looked this important point, but after writing the
letter I came across another result which suggested
the need for modification. TJxib was that the
intensity of scattering of hard 7-ra)'s would be
proportional not to the intensity, but to the amplitude
of the incident rays. This seemed a very improbable
result, but not quite inconceivable in view of the
well-known difficulties about the scattering of 7-rays.
In the course of a visit which I paid to Montreal,
Dr. J. A. Gray, of McGill University, who is familiar
with such work, very kindly agreed to examine the
question experimentally, and has since informed me
that he has verified that the scattered intensity is

proportional to the incident intensity. • In the
meanwliile it was evident that a simple modification
of the hypothesis would meet the difficulty, and it

also meets Prof. Bohr's objection. It was before
assumed that the scattered light depended on the
product of two factors. One of these was the prob-
ability of excitation, proportional to the rate of
change of the incident electric force ; this I called
A„{S'E.ISt)dt. The other was the amplitude a„ of the
standard wave. It is only necessary' to alter the
assumptions by taking A„dt as the probability and
n„(oE/c/) as the amplitude of the scattered wave for
both objections to disappear. The excited wave is

still characteristic of the atom in frequency and
phase, but its amplitude is proportional to the
incident wave. This is the form of the theory with
which I have since been working. But the failure

of the standard wave is a very severe blow to
accepted ideas of the quantum theory. It is not
possible to suppose that the atom goes right into its

upper quantum state ; but instead we are forced to
believe that the atom, so to speak, knows what the
upper state is like without going there, and the
exact opposite of this is one of the greatest merits of
the Bohr theory. We must now believe (and the
same conclusion can be drawn from the \'iews of
Bohr in the paper already cited) that the two
stationary states associated with a spectrum line have
a much more intimate connexion than is suggested
by the theory of emission, a connexion of which
their dynamical formulation gives no hint ; and once
this is admitted it becomes very questionable exactly
what the physical nature of the states may be, and
how much further we may depend on the simple
ideas hitherto in vogue.
The necessary abandonment of the standard wave

destroyed the strongest argument for my hypothesis,

as it could no longer unite the classical theory with
the simple form of the quantum theory. Neverthe-
less it seemed well worth while to follow it up, for it

explains interference while departing very widely
from the difficulties in which the classical theory is

involved. In the course of later work it has appeared
that all the ordinary phenomena of optics are given
quite satisfactorilv, including dispersion, metallic

reflection, optical activity. X-ray reflection, and
scattering as exemplified in the light of the sky.

The theory gives a straightforward interpretation of

one of the two effects recently discovered by Clark
and Duane (Proc. Nat. Acad., vol. q, p. 126 and p. 131).

For the " X-peak " I know of ife explanation, but
the other effect strongly suggests that white X-rays
can excite the characteristic radiations of the atoms
of a crystal in phase. In this instance I think my
hypothesis has very distinct advantages over the
classical theory, but it would be premature to discuss

' The test consisted in varying the distance of the source—changing its

amount would not have done.
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the matter here. What may be called second order
scattering does not work very well on the hypothesis,

but neither does it on the classical theory. Rather
perversely the phenomenon which causes almost
insuperable difficulty is the one which is most satis-

factory on either the classical or the quantum theory,

and that is the phenomenon of resonance radiation,

as exhibited in Wood's work with mercurj- vapour.
On my hypothesis the vapour ought to be e-xcitable

by light of wave-lengths different from its own,
instead of requiring a very exact adjustment in the
incident light, as it in fact does. It seems possible

that a satisfactory modification of the hypothesis
might result from a study of this failure.

In connexion with resonance radiation it is worth
raising the question of whether the resonant light has
a phase relation with the incident. In the quantum
theory it is always assumed that it does not, but
there does not seem to be much direct evidence.

As pointed out above, there must be some light

scattered in the process of absorption, and this Ught
must have a phase relation, but it would depend on
the phase difference whether this is the observed light

or only a much weaker emission of the same fre-

quency. I suppose the balance of evidence is rather
against the phase relation ; on that side there is the
fact that one line of the spectrum can excite the
emission of others, and there is some indication of the
existence of a considerable latent period. On the
other side any form of the wave theor>- requires that
at least a part of the scattered wave should be in

phase, and there is also some support, though not
very strong, in Wood's recent discovery that the light

is nearly completely polarised. Perhaps the work of

Clark and Duane may also be invoked on this side.

As general conclusion the argument shows that the
physical picture associated with the present quantum
theory can be valid only over a very limited field, and
that the more satisfactory parts of the electromagnetic
theory can be taken over by a wave theory freed
from many hampering restrictions.

C. G. Darwin.
Institute of California,

Pasadena.

The so-called " Baccy-juice " in the Waters
of the Thames Oyster-beds.

During May or June the waters over the oyster-
beds at various places in the Thames estuary become
periodically brown-coloured. This brown coloration
is called " baccy-juice " by the local fishermen, who
have connected with it such important observations
on fisheries that its nature is worth recording. By
the courtesy of Major A. Gardner and Mr. Louis
French, I obtained on May 24 and May 28 tow-
nettings and living samples of the " baccy-juice "

from off Whitstable and off West Mersea, and find,

as surmised, that the brown coloration is due almost
entirely to the presence of great numbers of the
spherical colonies of the brown flagellate Phaiocystis.
It is well known that Phasocystis occurs periodically
in the English Channel and in the North Sea, and it

is not surprising that it should occur in a similar way
in the Thames estuary. The occurrence of " baccy-
juice " in the Thames estuary is not welcomed by
the fishermen (excluding oyster fishermen), who say
that it is useless trawling for fish in the locality of
this material, and also state that a cold spell of a few
days is sufficient to cause it to disappear ; these
apparently good practical observations are well worth
recording.
The Phaeocystis from both sides of the Thames

estuary, it is interesting to note, were carrying on
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each colony two or three individuals of a species of
Acineta, closely allied to if not identical with Acinela
tuberosa, var. fraiponti, which is taking advantage of

the floating Phaeocystis to adopt a planktonic and
semi-parasitic habit.

A brown coloration of the water over oyster-beds
in the riverine portion of estuaries is also very
common in summer and autumn, but in the rivers

Yealm and Helford and in the Hamoaze estuary this

colour is due almost entirely to various peridinians,

which constitute a very large proportion of the diet

of oysters at this time. In an estuary more open to

the influence of tlie sea, where high salinities probably
occur, as at Padstow, a brown coloration in autumn
was found to be due to enormous quantities of a
species of Chajtoceras. In July 1922 the slight brown
coloration of the water over the oyster-beds in the
West Mersea creeks of the River Blackwater was due
to a variety of diatoms, among which Leptocylindrus
danicus,^ Cleve, was the most common ; but at the
same time the diatom, Nilzschia closterium, was the
dominant and almost the only floating form in those
stagnant or semi-stagnant oyster-pits which had mud
on the bottom. J. H. Orton.

Marine Biological Laboratory,
Plymouth, May 28.

The Relation of the Critical Constants and the

True Specific Heat of Ferromagnetic Substances.

A M.\GNET sliould have, like a fluid, three critical

constants—a critical temperature, a critical intensity

of magnetisation, and a critical field. The critical

temperature and the critical intensity may be ex-

perimentally determined ; the critical field is more
difficult to find by experiment, but it may be calculated
from the other two critical constants. When this

is done for iron, cobalt, nickel, and magnetite it is

found that the critical fields are very simply related

to one another, being almost exactly in proportion
to the numbers i-o {i'5), 2-0, and 3-0 respectively.

Further, these numbers are inversely as the true
specific heats of these substances at their critical

temperatures, and the product of the critical field

and the true specific heat must therefore be a constant.

For iron this constant is 0-0223, for cobalt 0-0230,

and for nickel 0-0225 ; for magnetite it is 0-0691, but
if this is divided by 3, the number of atoms of iron

in the molecule, the result again is the number 0-0230.

The critical field is calculated as OI8l„, where is

the absolute critical temperature, and lo the maximum
intensity of magnetisation ; and hence the true
specific heat multiplied by the ratio tf/Io is 0-0225 x 8,

that is, 0-18. Now this number is, to a close ap-
proximation, five times the energy per unit of

temperature for one degree of freedom calculated

from R, the gas constant, and the atomic weights of

the ferromagnetic metals, and this points to the
specific heat at the critical temperature as that
corresponding to five degrees of freedom. As there

are three degrees of freedom in the calculation of

the specific heat at air temperature, there must be
an acquisition of two degrees of freedom at the
critical temperature, a conclusion which has been
reached by a different method, and was the subject

of a letter printed in Naturk of July i, 1922 (vol.

no, p. 10).

The result stated above may be put in another
way by saying that the thermal energj' at the critical

temperature and the ma.ximum intensity of magnetisa-
tion of the ferromagnetic substances are proportional

to one another.

* I am indebted to Dr. M. V. Lebour for this identification.
;
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Some relation of this kind was surmised by Faraday,
who wrote: "My impression has been that there
was a certain temperature for each body (well known
in the case of iron) beneath which it was magnetic,
but abo\e which it lost all power ; and further,
there was some relation between this point of tem-
perature and the intensity of magnetic force which
the body when reduced beneath it could acquire

"

{Pliil. Mag., 1836, vol. iii. p. 177).

J. R. ASHWORTH.
55 King Street South, Rochdale,

May 5.

A Puzzle Paper Band.

Some thirty or forty years ago geometricians were
much interested in the endless band of paper to which
one half twist had been given before joining the ends.
This gave the figure having only one surface and one
edge. At that time those who studied this figure
were so obsessed with the consequence of cutting
down the middle line of such a band or of a band
with two or more half twists that I believe no one
noticed the result which I wish now to describe. It

is the doubling up in a proper manner of an endless
band to which foiir half twists have been given so as
to produce the endless band first described but of
double thickness. The first band is shown at A,
as an endless belt connecting two crossed shafts

for which, as is well known, it is

Yp exactly fitted. B shows the band
with the four half twists all on one
side in the form of two complete
loops, and to be uniform with the
other it is shown as an open band
connecting two parallel shafts. The
only object of putting in the shafts

and pulleys is to assist the perspec-
tive. They are not wanted in making
the experiment. Now if B, which
appears sufficiently uncompromising,
is folded up properly it becomes A
but of double thickness.

I used this doubled A for a time as a record sheet

for my recording calorimeter, for, having a head-room
to work in of four feet and a movement of paper
of six inches a day, I was able in this way to obtain

a continuous record for 32 days on one side of the
paper only. This is superseded now by a more
convenient arrangement.

It ma)- be worth while to add that while lying

awake one night I visualised A in two thicknesses

and saw it to be what I wanted, and the next day
I found it all right. \\'hat I did not visualise was
the puzzle that it is to fold up B into an A of double
thickness, and that it makes a first-class parlour

puzzle game. It has this further advantage that a
number may be made, some with right-hand and
some with left-hand twists, so that any preliminary
success gained on one may make the other seem the

more difficult. The band should be not less than 50
times as long as it is wide.
Of the four half twists two are easily seen in the

finished double thickness band, for each thickness

has one half twist ; it is amusing to find out where
the other two have gone. C. V. Boys.

The Viscosity of Liquids.

In Nature for May 5, p. 600, Prof. C. V. Raman
writes :

" I have suggested that the viscosity of liquids

and its variation with temperature may be explained
on the hypothesis that the liquid state of aggregation
is composite in character ; that is, is composed in part
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of molecules ' rigidl)- ' attached to each other as in a
solid, and in part of molecules which are relatively
mobile as in the gaseous state (Nature, April 21,

P- 532)."
The above hypothesis was suggested by me in a

paper which appeared in the Phil.,Mag. for Feb. 1888,
p. 156. In solids the atoms or molecules, in normal
conditions, are, in the majority of instances, adhering
to each other, and if, owing to vibratory movements
within the mass, the adhesion should be broken any-
where, the same bond is quickly restored if the mass
be only moderately strained. If, however, the mass
should be in a state of considerable strain, broken
bonds may make new attachments, and the solid be
permanently deformed. In the case of liquids,

although the majority of the molecules are bonded by
chemical forces, a number, depending upon the tem-
perature, etc., are continually breaking bond, even in
the absence of strain, but, instead of again remaking
the original bonds, they may form fresh bonds. In
the paper already quoted, p. 160, 1 remark :

" Gravity
may, therefore, give rise to a slow but continuous
change of form in an elastic substance in the interior
of which liquefaction and resolidification are con-
stantly going on." The theory, particularly as
regards ice, was afterwards developed in some detail,

and I should like to invite attention to a paper on
" The Viscosity of Ice," Proc. Koy. Soc. A, vol. 81,

1908, p. 250,
Irving Langmuir (Jour. Amer. Chem. Soc, vol.

xxxix., Sept. 1917, p. 1858) also advances the same
idea. He remarks :

" The mobility of a liquid is thus
due to a shifting of the relative positions of atoms
wliich are all chemically combined with each other.

''

R. M. Deeley.
Tintagil, Kew Gjirdens Road, Kew, Surrey,

May 14.

Perseid Meteors in July 1592.

In Nature of November 18, 1922 (vol. 110, p. 667),
there appeared a letter from Mr. H. Beveridge,
directing attention to a statement by Abiil Fazl that
" on the 27th day of Tir O.S., which might correspond
to about July 28, 1592, three hundred little stars or

pieces of stars [sitdracha) were seen traversing the
heavens from west to east." The date, Tir 27, belongs
to the Tarikh-i Ilahi, or Divine Era, which was used
by Abiil Fazl, and must not be confounded with other
calendars in which the same month names occur.

In a study assisted by Mr. Beveridge's courtesy I

have examined a large number of dates belonging to

this era, and I find that each j^ear was made to begin
at the sunset following the vernal equinox, and, so far

as the dates can be tested by the days of the week or

by an astronomical phenomenon, each month would
appear to have been made to begin at the sunset
following the entrance of the sun into a sign of the

zodiac. There is one instance, however, where a
month is made to begin one day earlier than it should

according to this rule. According to this rule Tir 27
should begin at the twenty-seventh sunset after the
summer solstice, which in the year 1592 would be
on July 7 of the Julian calendar or July 17 of the

Gregorian calendar, and I infer that the meteors were
observed on the night of July 17-18 of the Gregorian

calendar. There is no reason to suspect an error of

more than one day in this date. In his translation of

Abul Fazl's Akbarnama Mr. Beveridge identified Tir

24 of that year with July 4 of the Julian calendar, and
I take it that July 28 in his letter to Nature was a
lapsus calami.

In the Observatory for May 1923, p. 169, Mr. W. F.
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Denning examines the dates of abundant showers of
Perseids and finds that a large proportion of them
can be satisfied by a period of ii'75 years. This
period would give an abundant shower for the year
1592, and Mr. Denning has included that year,
apparently on Mr. Beveridge's authority, in the list

of years of observed maxima. A list of Perseid
showers, or at least of showers at the time of year
when Perseids are expected, is to be founil in Arago,
" Astronomic populaire," iv. p. 296-8, and is extracted
from Biot's " Catalogue general des ^toiles filantes

. . . observes en Chine," published in Memoires
prisentis d I'Academie, sciences math, et phys., x., p.

129, etc. To these Chinese observations it is possible
to add one from Matthew Paris of the date 1243 July
26. The complete series then becomes : 714 July 15,

784 July 10, 830 July 22, 833 July 23, 835 July 22,

841 July 21, 865 Aug. I, 924 July 21-23, 925 July
22, 23, 926 July 22, 933 July 20-25, 1243 July 26,

1451 July 27, all Julian dates.

An analysis of the dates of the medieval observa-
tions shows that the date of maximum intensity of

the Perseid shower has not shifted its position in

the sidereal year since the year 830 at latest. The
date corresponds to a solar longitude of 138° reduced
to the equinox of 1900. A few of the showers recorded
in history fall a little before or after that date, and in

two instances (784 and 865) the difference is as much
as ten days on either side of the normal maximum.
In 1592. on the other hand, the recorded shower falls

nineteen days earlier than the normal maximum, and
this raises a doubt whether it was really a Perseid
shower at all or some otherwise unknown shower
which happened to fall in a year when an abundant
Perseid shower was due. J. K. Fotheringham.

University Observatorj-, Oxford,
May 21.

The Measurement of Overvoltage.

In general, the term overvoltage refers to the
difference between the potential required to discharge
an ion at a particular electrode and tlie calculated
reversible value, in the same electrolyte. Strictly

speaking, therefore, overvoltage only exists while
the current is flowing, and hence measurements,
should be made under these conditions. Some
workers, however, state that the " transfer resistance

"

of a gas film at the electrode causes the measured
potential to be in excess of the true value ; con-
sequently, an alternative method has been adopted
in which a rotating commutator rapidly interrupts
the polarising current and connects the experimental
electrode with the potentiometer system. In this

way disturbing influences due to transfer resistance

are said to be eliminated, since the potential of the
electrode is measured when the current is not flowing.

This method gives lower results than the direct method
for the following reasons : (i) When the polarising

circuit is broken, an extremely rapid fall of potential
occurs, which is appreciable even in the small interval
that elapses between the periods when current flows

;

{2) since the current only flows intermittently through
the experimental cell, current density and time effects

are not comparable with those obtained when the
current flows continuously

; (3) the continual make
and break of the circuit by the commutator sets up
alternating induced currents, and it is well known
that electrical discharges of such a nature tend to
lower the potential of a polarised electrode.

In some recent work, hitherto unpublished, the
magnitude of the effects due to these induced currents
has been investigated. The lowering of potential
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was found to depend upon the particular electrode
examined, and was usually of the order of 0-3 volt,

and in some cases as much as 0-5 volt. The value
of the induced current, and consequently its effect

on the potential, will depend on the frequency of the
intermittent current, and upon the resistance and
self-inductance of the circuit ; but it seems fairly

certain that the lowering of potential, due to induced
currents in the commutator method for measuring
overvoltage, is considerable.

In order to eliminate as many sources of error as
possible, the following method for the measurement
of overvoltage is being tested. The commutator
method is being used, but a " choking coil " of high
self-inductance is placed in the circuit in order to
reduce the induced current to a negligible amount.
Further, instead of the polarising and potentiometer
circuits being made for equal intervals of time, the
latter will only be complete for about 10° in each
revolution. Thus for about 97 per cent, of the time
the polarising current will flow throiigh the cell, and,
if the commutator revolves 3000 times per minute,
only 00007 seconds will elapse between opening and
closing the current circuit. To ascertain the magni-
tude of the fall of potential during this period, further
experiments will be made, either by varying the
speed of the commutator, or by increasing the period
per revolution in which the experimental electrode
is connected with the potentiometer system. By
extrapolation, it should be possible to determine the
potential of the electrode at the instant of breaking
the current, and the results compared with those
obtained while current is still flowing, in order to
determine the effect of the so-called " transfer
resistance." S. Glasstone.

University College, Exeter,
May 22.

A New Phototropic Compound of Mercury.

In an attempt to prepare the phototropic com-
pound, dimercuric-diiodo-disulphide, described by
Dr. Ray (Jour. Chem. Soc. 1917, T, 101-109), we
accidentally discovered a new phototropic mercury

/HS
compound of the formula Hg^ through a mistake

^CNS
of the laboratory attendant in supplying us with
potassium nitrate in the place of the nitrite. The
compound is prepared by the interaction of a
mercuric salt with ammonium sulphocyanide and
thio-urea in a solution of acetic acid in the presence
of an o.xidising agent. The compound is also pre-

pared bv the action of hydrogen sulphide on mercuric
sulphocyanide. This gives us a clue to the constitu-

tion of the yellow mercuric compound.
The compound is very phototropic, inasmuch as it

is effected by strong sunlight in less than i/6oth of a
second and by diffused daylight in a few seconds.
It appears, therefore, to be the most phototropic
compound as yet known. In researches on this

compound we have prepared a red variety of mercuric
sulphide by precipitation methods. Again, by the
decomposition of the yellow mercuric compound, we
have prepared a yellow variety of mercuric sulphide

which shows interesting thermotropic properties.

By the action of free iodine on the new phototropic
compound, an iodine compound of mercury which is

also phototropic has been prepared. Further work
is in progress. Y. Venkataramaiah.

Bh. S. V. Raghava Rao.

Research Laboratories, Maharaja's College,

Vizianagram, May 9.
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Ancient Egyptian Chronology.

By Dr. II. R. Hall.

WHEN one is told that Tutankhamen, the

Egyptian king, the discovery of wliose tomb,
followed by the tragedy of Lord Carnarvon's death,

has aroused such widespread interest in ancient Egypt,
reigned roughly between the years 1360 and 1350 B.C.,

it is naturally asked by many how this is known with

such certainty ? The Egyptians had no regular era.

They merely spoke of such-and-such a year of King X.
The Assyrian, however, possessed a continuous era, of

which each year was noted by the name of an
eponymous official. The definite fixing of this Assyrian

era has been due to the help of astronomy. In a

certain eponymy of the eighth century B.C., an eclipse

of the sun is recorded as having taken place in the

month Sivan (May-June). This has been reckoned

astronomically to have taken place in 763 B.C. All

other evidence of the kind fits in with and confirms

this : the eponym-dates are certain to the actual year

so far back as 893 B.C., when the later Assyrian series

began, and are also now certain to within a few years

at a much earlier period. So far back as the ninth

century, at least, then, we can fix Egyptian dates

with the aid of j\ssyTian synchronisms, and we find

that Shishak I., the conqueror of Jerusalem, must have

reigned about 930 B.C., which is not so different from

the old traditional bibhcal date of 975 B.C.

Besides having no era, the Egyptians took no notice

of eclipses. They did, however, possess an " epoch
"

which was based on astronomical observation : the
" Sothic cycle." At an early period, apparently in

the year 4241 or 4238 B.C., the Egyptian calendar war,

fixed to begin with the first day of the first month on

the day of the heliacal rising of Sothis or Sirius. The
year consisted of 360 ordinary days + 5 epagomenal.

The necessity of intercalating a day every fourth year

was not noticed. Hence, as time went on, the months
lost all relation to the seasons, and the heliacal rising

of Sirius would not correspond again with the first day
of the year until a whole cycle of 1460 years had been

completed. This cycle was recorded, but only used

for calendrical purposes, never for dating events.

We know from classical sources that a new " aeon
"

or cycle began in a.d. 139 or 143. The Alexandrian

mathematician, Theon, called the beginning of the

preceding cycle, which began in 1321 or 1317 B.C., the
" era of Menophres." Now we know from syn-

chronisms with Babylonian and Assyrian history, as

well as from dead reckoning of the length of reigns,

checked by the statements of Manetho (the Egyptian
historiographer who lived in the third century B.C.),

that roughly about 1321-1317 B.C. must have fallen

the short period between the Egyptian kings flarmais

(Harmhab) and Seti I., the end of the XVIIIth and the

beginning of the XlXth Dynasty of Manetho ; and
between them reigned Rameses I., whose second

name was Menpehre. Evidently he is Menophres, and
the beginning of the era and the date of either 1321

or 1317 B.C. must have fallen in his reign. With this

conclusion all the other evidence agrees.

Reckoning back from this date, we find that the

dates of certain new-year festivals that are recorded

on certain days of the month in certain years in the
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reigns of Thutmases (Tethmosis or Thothmes) III.,

and Amenhatpe (Amenophis) I., predecessors of

Menophres, can be fixed to the ye^rs 1474 or 1470, and
1550 or 1546 B.C. The date for Thutmases III. is

confirmed by the identification of two new-moon
festivals recorded on certain days of the month in two
stated years of his reign as those of May 15, 1479, and
February 23, 1477 B.C. Our ver>- full knowledge of

the history of this time (the XVIIIth Dynasty) enables

us to say definitely that these dates correspond to

what a dead reckoning of the kings' reigns back from
Menophres would demand. Also they fit in absolutely

with the dates, based ultimately on the epon^-m-lists,

demanded for Babylonian and Ass^nrian history at this

time, when synchronisms with Egypt were frequent.

Computing further back from the reign of Amenhatpe I.

we find that I'ahmases (A'ahmes or Amosis) I., his

predecessor, and the founder of the dynasty, must
have ascended the throne within a few years either

way of 1580 B.C.

So we know that Tutankhamen reigned about 1360-

1350 B.C. He preceded Menophres by about thirty-

five years, most of which was occupied by the reign of

Harmais or Harmhab. The heretical king Akhnaten,
the monotheistic worshipper of the god of the sun's

disk, of whom there has been so much talk lately, and
his father the great Amenhatpe or Amenophis III

(Nibmare, the Mimmuriya of the contemporary
Babylonians and Memnon of later Greek legend) will

have reigned circa 1410-1360 B.C., the date also de-

manded by the sjTichronisms with Babylonia.

I have implied that no Egyptian dates earlier than

1580 B.C. are so certain as these. Of course there are

the exceptions of the era-dates of 2781 (2778) and 4241

(4238) B.C. But we do not know what kings were
reigning at these dates. Amosis, I imply, is the first

king of whose date we can be certain ; but this view
is not universally held by Egyptologists. Some would
go further back, to at least 2000 B.C. for certain dates,

which are again deduced from the Sothic reckoning,

on the following grounds.

In a papyrus of the Xllth Dynasty it is stated that

Sothis rose heliacally on a certain day cf a certain

month in the seventh year of King Senusret III.

German investigators have computed this date at

1882 (1878) or 1876 (1872) B.C. ; but from the same
data a British computer, Mr. Nicklin, has arrived at

the date 1945 B.C. There is, therefore, evidently some
room for doubt in the matter.

The German date is, however, generally received,

and the Xllth Dynasty therefore currently ascribed

to the period 2000-1788 b.c. But, apart from the

fact of Mr. Nicklin's \arying computation this date

has seemed to several, including myself, to be open to

.serious objection, because it does not allow sufficient

time for the Xlllth Dynasty and the period of the

Ilyksos kings. We have an Egyptian record of the

kings, the Turin Papyrus, which gives a long hst of

the monarchs of this period, though without dates.

Manetho, the Ptolemaic historiographer (or his com-
mentators) assigns a lengthy period of time to this

age. Yet the evidence from Crete is in favour of a
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short period, and would not disagree with the German
dates. That of Egyptian archaeology and art is also

in favour of the shorter dates, yet scarcely for so short

a period as a bare two hundred years. We have, too,

so many coniemporar>' records of kings of this time

(apart from the evidence of the Turin Papyrus) that

we cannot suppose that only two hundred years

elapsed between the end of the Xllth and the begin-

ning of the XV'IIIth Dynasty. The Hyksos period

alone can, one would think, scarcely ha\e occupied

less than two centuries.

So impressed is Prof. Flinders Petrie by these argu-

ments (and others) that he boldly supposes that we
must put the Xllth Dynasty back a whole Sothic

period in time, and make Senusret III. reign about

3300 instead of about 1900 B.C. He has not been

followed in this cutting of the Gordian knot, for few

will believe that 1600 years can have elapsed between

the two great dynasties, which on the ancient monu-
mental lists of kings at Abydos and Sakkarah are

immediately coterminous, the Hyksos and their pre-

decessors being regarded either as usurpers or of no

account. Prof. Capart is the only Egyptologist who
seems inclined to go somewhat in the direction of sup-

porting Prof. Petrie, but he must do so at the expense

of abandoning the astronomical calculation, which
Prof. Petrie accepts.

Personally, being unable to believe either that so

few as 200 or so many as 1600 years separated the two
dynasties, I can only suspend judgment until the

astronomers have examined the question and the

evidence anew and have recalculated the date indi-

cated by the observation in Senusret's reign. Until

then I can only suppwse that some mistake either in

ancient observation or modern calculation has occurred,

and adopt provisionally the very round date of circa

2000 B.C. for the end of the Xllth Dynasty, which
would satisfy most historical, archaeological, and
artistic demands,

i This date would give the Middle Kingdom (Xlth-

XVIth Dynasty) the date circa 2350-2000 B.C. We
know the lengths of the reigns of the kings of the

Xllth Dynasty accurately from contemporary monu-
ments, and Manetho combined with the monuments
gives us an adequate idea of the Xlth.

;
Now the Turin Papyrus becomes important. Its

I regnal years for the Old Kingdom (Dyns. I.-V'II.) are

often useful, in conjunction with Manetho and the

monuments, and it gives the definite sum-total of the

reigns of this period as 955 years. Allowing about

150 or 200 years for the IXth and Xth D)'nasties (so

far as they were not contemporary with the Vlllth

and Xlth) and for the period of interregnum in art and
civilisation which certainly elapsed between the Vllh
and the Xlth, we can roughly date the Old Kingdom
to the round date circa 3500-2500 B.C. The three

conquerors of the North, the Scorpion, Narmerza,
and 'Ahai, who seem to have become conflate in later

Egyptian legend as Meni or Menes, the first king of all

Egypt and founder of the 1st Dynasty, will then have
reigned about 3600 or 3500 B.C.

This date is about two centuries earlier than that
maintained by the Germans, who are followed by Prof.

Breasted. Prof. Petrie, of course, in accordance with
his theor)^, goes much further back, returning to the
remote date of more than 5000 B.C. wliich used to

be credited twenty or thirty years ago. Capart moves
in the same direction, too far in my opinion, and rely-

ing somewhat on an interpretation of the evidence of

the fragments of the Palermo Stone (an ancient con-

temporar)- monumental chronicle of the time of the

Vth D)-nasty) put fonvard by Borchardt, which has
been shown to be misconceived and untrustworthy by
Prof. Peet.

The pred)Tiastic period, when there existed two
independent kingdoms, if not three, in Egypt, wliich

had arisen out of neolithic primitiveness, will then date

to any length of time before 3500 B.C. that one may
be inclined to credit. The institution of the fixed

calendar in 4241 or 4238 B.C. will have been the first

important sign of civilisation in Egypt.
Such, explained as succinctly as possible consist-

ently with intelligibility, is the evidence on the subject

of ancient Egyptian chronology. If the astronomers
will turn their attention to the Kahun date and re-

compute it, and also tell us whether any ancient

mistake is possible and of what kind, we shall all be
better able to make up our minds on the subject of

the dates before 1580 B.C.

That there is room for a recomputation is shown
by the divergence of the calculations of Mr. Nickhn
and of the Germans. That doubts of the neces-

sary validity of all astronomical calculations of this

kind are not altogether mistaken seems to be shown by
the fact that the astronomical fixation of certain early

Mesopotamian dates by Kugler, which has been

accepted for several years past, is now discredited by
many Assyriologists on the authority of the newly-

discovered Assyrian king-lists and on account of the fact

that Kugler's calculations, I understand, place the

harvest season at an impossible time of the year.

These doubters would bring the epoch of Hammurabi
down again to nearly the date originally advocated by
the late Prof. King before he accepted Kugler's results.

The 800th Anniversary of the Foundation of St. Bartholomew's Hospital.

IN the long history of St. Bartholomew's Hospital^

now extending over eight hundred years, during

which the gates have never been closed or the wards
entirely empty, many men have served the Charity

well and faithfully. The exacting nature of the duties

required of those attending upon the sick do not leave

much time for speculative science, but the staff of the

hospital has always been foremost in advancing the

art of physic. The hospital was founded in 1123 ; and
the celebration of its eight hundredth anniversary is
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being held this week. It was founded upon a religious

basis and was placed in charge of a master, eight

brethren and four sisters of the Augustinian Order.

They liad no science, but the scanty records of the

treatment adopted shows that common sense prevailed

and the experience gained was sufficient to build up a

great tradition of practice and nursing.

The religious foundation lasted uninterruptedly for

four hundred years until the Reformation led to a

reconstruction. The enlightened policy of the citizens

Z 2
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of London prevented spoliation and wholesale destruc-

tion, so that the Charity as it exists to-day still retains

some of its original archaic characteristics. A succession

of great surgeons—Vicary, Gale, Clowes, and VVoodall

—

held office in the hospital under the later ludor
sovereigns. They were men who had gained their ex-

perience in the foreign wars and had served so far afield

as Poland and Russia. Rough, practical surgeons, they
concerned themselves with the sick and hurt and in an
abortive attempt to raise their own professional status.

Of science they knew nothing. It was slightly better,

perhaps, on the medical side. Dr. Timothy Bright did

some service when he invented his system of shorthand,

but the discoveries of William Gilbert in magnetism
seem to have been entirely unknown to them, although

as members of the same profession and of the same
college, living together in a small town, they must ha\e

been constantly in association with him. The governors

of the hospital would indeed have done themselves

great honour bad they chosen him as their first physician

under the new foundation instead of electing one who
was afterwards hanged, drawn, and quartered for con-

spiring to poison Elizabeth.

The real scientific history of the hospital begins with

William Harvey, appointed physician in 1609, who
announced his discovery of the circulation of the blood

in the Lumleian lectures at the College of Physicians

in 1616. The discovery revolutionised the practice of

medicine and made possible an experimental physiology.

The very simplicity of the proofs were a stumbling-

block to his contemporaries, but the teaching was
eagerly accepted by the younger generation, those

founders of the Royal Society who formed so wonderful

a band at Oxford and in London just after the

Restoration.

When Harvey died, the mantle of science in the

hospital fell sometimes on the medical and sometimes

on the surgical side of the house. Percivall Pott began

to teach surgery systematically, and his lectures were

attended by John Hunter, the founder of scientific

surgery in England. The pupils of Pott followed each

other in a long succession as surgeons to the hospital

and quasi cursores handed on the Hunterian teaching

to our own day. Earle and Abernethy, Lawrence,
Savor)-, and Butlin bridged th^ interval between the

death of Hunter and the dawn of Lister. But, as in

the time of Harvey, the older teaching had become so

ingrained in the school that it was found difficult to

accept the doctrine of the germ theory of disease and
the revelations of antiseptic surger}'. It was not until a

new generation came into its own that men like C. B.

Lockwood entered whole-heartedly into the promised
land of Listerism, and Klein, Kanthack, and Andrewes
advanced the great science of bacteriology.

Until 1836 the teaching of chemistrj' was in the

hands of the physicians to the hospital, but from that

time onwards it became specialised and the school was
fortunate in obtaining a regular succession of first-rate

teachers ; Brand, Stenhouse, Frankland, Abel, Odling,

Russell, and Chattaway followed each other, the

students were well taught, and some opportunities were

afforded for original work. In like manner. Sir Lauder
Brunton, before he became physician to the hospital,

was a pioneer in experimental pharmacology, and in

that branch of knowledge which has since de\eloped

into bio-chemistr}'. Between 1882 and 1912 Steavenson

and Lewis Jones by their work at the hospital raised

medical electricity from a scientific empiricism to its

position as a recognised branch of medicine. Lewis

Jones, indeed, in his all too short life fairly earned

the title of " the Father of Medical Electricity'"

A great hospital leads to advances in many depart-

ments of science. New problems are constantly pre-

sented ; the permutations and combinations arising in

the complex structure of the human body are endless

and the chemist and physicist are often able to give

material help in placing medicine upon a firm basis

of fact.

The Complete Gasification of CoaL

By Dr. J. S. G. Thomas.

IT is well known that the percentage thermal efficiency

of gas production from coal can be increased b>-

gasifying the coke resulting from the high temperature

carbonising process, and various processes and plants

for effecting this conversion have long been available.

Shortage of fuel supplies during the years of the War,
and afterwards, resulted in the Board of Trade issuing

instructions to gas companies to " stretch " their

supplies of gas. The " stretching " process intended

was to consist of a reduction of calorific power of the

gas supply, accomplished by dilution of straight coal

gas with either blue or carburetted water gas. The
attention of the industry in all countries was, at the

time, naturally directed towards increasing the efficienc}

of production of water gas and its efficient utilisation

admixed with coal gas in a towns' gas supply. In

England considerable work on these lines was done

by George Helps, the " big noise " of Nuneaton.

Much publicity has recently been given to a plain

designed by C. B. Tully, and operated at Bedford, lor

the complete gasification of coal. Altogether, since
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1919, about two hundred such plants have been erected

in this country, the largest being installed at Halifax,

which is capable of producing about 7000 therms per

day. The installation at Bedford comprises two sets,

each capable of producing about 2 500 therms per twenty-

four hours. The average percentage composition of the

gas is approximately CO2, 5 ; N^, 5 ; Oj, 0-5 ; CO, 36 ;

Hj, 45 ; CH4, 8 ; C„H„„ 0-5, and the calorific power
is about 350 B.Th.U. per cubic foot. Bedford is

supplied with a mixture of straight coal gas with about

51 per cent, of this gas, the resulting calorific power
being about 460 B.Th.U. per cubic foot. Manu-
facturing costs in the case of the Tully plant are stated

to amount to about 2--;^d. per therm and the capital

manufacturing charges to about o'oSt?. per therm. The
desirability or otherwise of the manufacture and
distribution of this gas in any definite case must be

determined by a variety of factors, among others by
the size of the undertaking, local conditions as regards

supplies of raw coal, characteristics of the demand for

gas, storage capacity, and size of the distributing
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system. Increased costs must be incurred in the

distribution of the gas compared with those incurred

in the case of straight coal gas.

On one matter to which public attention has recently

been directed we would remark that the possibility

of converting the comparatively large percentage of

carbon monoxide in water gas into carbon dioxide or

methane is by no means a novel proposition either

from the scientific or industrial point of view. Sabatier

and his co-workers showed, many years ago, that in

the presence of nickel, cobalt, or palladium, carbon

monoxide and hydrogen at 230-400° C. react to form
methane and water, thus : CO -f 3H2 = CH4 + H^O. This

hydrogenation is subject to the important objection

from the technical point of view that while hydrogen
must be present in excess, an equal volume of hydrogen
must be added to water gas to provide the mixture

theoretically necessary. This hydrogen can be derived

from water gas, and the net result is that the yield

of methane is only about 15 per cent, of the total

water gas employed. Sabatier pointed out that by
passing water gas over nickel at 400-500° C. the following

reaction occurred; 3CO-I-3H2 = CH4-hH20-(-C-(-C02.

The carbon deposited on the catalyst may, at the same
temperature, be caused to react with steam to form a

mixture of hydrogen, methane, and carbon dioxide,

whereby the catalyst is regenerated for use in the first

phase of the process. Sabatier further suggested that

both phases might be combined by passing water-gas

and steam over a nickel catalyst at 400-500° C, when
the following reaction occurs: 5CO-l-5H2 + HjO=
2CH4 + 2H,-i-3CO,.

These various reactions are summarised in a recent

paper by Drs. E. F. Armstrong and T. P. Hilditch,

read before the Royal Society (see X.\ture, Februarj'

3, p. 168), in which they direct attention to a reaction

between carbon monoxide and h)-drogen which has

hitherto apparently escaped notice. They find that

the action between equal volumes of carbon monoxide
and hydrogen in the presence of nickel or a similar

catalyst at temperatures below 300° is in the main
represented by 2C0-i-2H2 = C02 + CH4. It will be

noticed that the gases carbon monoxide and hydrogen
participate in the reaction very approximately in the

relati%-e proportions in which they are present in blue

water gas, (43 per cent. CO, 48 per cent. Hj). The
reaction, though never complete, proceeds to a very

considerable extent, and the authors consider the

process may be of value in gas practice as the proportion

of methane is 25 per cent, of the water gas decomposed,
whereas by any of the other processes referred to the

maximum possible yield is only 20 per cent.

The idea of the technical utilisation of the first

reaction referred to above for the production of

methane, and the application of the reversible reaction

CO -f- HjO = CO2 + Hj for the production of hydrogen
has recently been revived in connexion with the TuUy
plants. It must be realised that little if any actual

large-scale operations of this nature have hitherto been

carried out. Considerable experience is necessary for

the successful operation of catalytic plants operated

at relatively high temperatures and dealing with the

huge volume constituting a day's make of towns' gas

in the case of even one of the smaller gas companies.

It is contemplated that the plant required would be

of the same nature as that designed for the catalytic

purification of gas from sulphur compounds which is

in successful operation in the works of the South
Metropolitan Gas Company. Operating charges would
possibly amount to about \d. per therm. It is question-

able whether it would be technically feasible to remove
the carbon dioxide produced. A suitable catalyst has

been prepared, and small-scale operations in a plant

capable of treating 200 cubic feet of gas per hour have
been carried out. Large-scale operations constitute a
much more difficult proposition.

Obituary.
Mr. F. W. H.\rmer.

BV the death on April 24 of Mr. Frederic William

Harmer, within a few days of the completion of

his eighty-eighth year, the county of Norfolk loses one

of its most distinguished sons and East Anglia the

penultimate survivor of a band of amateur and pro-

fessional geologists to whom science is under deep
obligations, not merely for the elucidation of local

problems, but for the establishment of principles and
of methods of research of European or even wider

application.

Mr. Harmer, descended from a stock the most ancient

in Norfolk, was early imbued with a love of science,

especially of geology, and the fortunate chance of a
meeting in 1864 with Searles V. Wood the younger
directed his enthusiasm and energy along lines of

research that, with one significant break, he followed

to the end of his long and useful life. Tlie two friends

embarked upon the study of the records of the Ice Age,
and, in pursuance of Wood's conviction that accurate

mapping of the glacial deposits was essential to the

decipherment of their story, the task—never before

attempted—was undertaken, and in the course of a
few years an area of 2000 square miles was mapped on
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the scale of one inch to the mile. Harmer's share was
the county of Norfolk and the northern parts of

Suflfolk.

^Vood told the present writer that the young officers

of the Geological Survey with whom he was often in

conflict ought to be grateful to him and his friend

because their demonstration of the practicability of

mapping drift deposits had compelled the Survey to

increase its staff. Copies of the map, claimed by its

autiiors to be the first of its kind ever produced, have
been deposited in the library of the Geological Society

and in the Museums at Norsvich and Ipswich, and a

lithographed reduction of the eastern portion was
ayjjjended by Wood to one of the supplements to his

father's great monograph of the Crag Mollusca.

The period of his association with Wood, of whom
Mr. Harmer always spoke with touching reverence and
aflection, was brought to a premature close by the

complete breakdown of Wood's health ending with his

death in the early 'eighties. The loss of his friend and
master acted as an effective damper upon Mr. Harmer's

geological activities, and for more than a decade he

threw his energies into business and the multifarious

duties of municipal life.
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The meeting of the British Association at Ipswich

in 1895 was marked by the reappearance of Mr. Harmer,
to the great surprise of a generation that had come to

regard his work as finished. He presented two import-

ant papers upon the Coralline and Red Crags, which
were received with great interest and attention by new-
comers in the field of Pliocene geolog)' and also by
distinguished workers from France and Belgium present

at the meeting.

From this time until the end of his life Mr. Ilarmer's

interest and activity never flagged. He again took to

the field and contributed many important papers to

the Geological Society and other bodies. In Pliocene

geology his achievements were many and valuable.

The discovery of a deposit of Red Crag at Little

Oakley, which yielded to his minute and pertinacious

investigation a fauna of unparalleled richness, led him
to a general review of the Pliocene geology of East
Anglia, giving definiteness to the opinion long held by
workers in that field that the deposits of Red Crag age

marked successive stages in the withdrawal of the

North Sea from south to north.

A discussion of the fragmentary Upper Tertiary

patches of Lenham gave occasion for the correlation

of the British Pliocenes with those of Belgium and
Holland. His achievements in this field of study have
the enthusiastic recognition of the geologists of Holland,

Belgium, and France.

The remarkable contrast presented by the contem-
porary Pliocene deposits of the two sides of the North
Sea in regard to the abundance of shells led to investi-

gations of great moment. Premising that shells are

cast up in profusion on the Dutch coast by the pre-

valence of onshore winds, Mr. Harmer showed that in

Pliocene times the western shores received the shelly

beaches. He proceeded from this to an elaborate

discussion of the meteorology of the Pliocene and
Glacial Periods, the first attempt by any man of

science to apply the methods and results of modern
meteorology to the solution of geological problems.

This pioneer work has been followed up by many
writers, notably in the recent book " The Evolution of

Climate " by Mr. C. E. P. Brooks, to whom Harmer's
work was apparently unknown.
The many additions to the Mollu.scan fauna of the

Upper Tertiaries rendered necessary the resumption of

the work of description interrupted by the death of the

elder Searles Wood. Mr. Harmer undertook the task,

and it is gratifying to know that shortly before the

accident by which his death was accelerated he had
revised the final proofs of the last of a series of

supplements to the monograph on the Crag MoUusca
published by the Palaeontographical Society.

The great value of Mr. Harmer's work was recognised

by his geological brethren ; from the Geological Society-

he received the Murchison medal ; he was elected

successively Membre Associe £tranger and Membre
Honoraire of the Belgian Geological Society ; and the

University of Cambridge conferred upon him the

honorary degree of M.A.
Two of Jlr. Harmer's sons adopted a scientific career,

in which they have attained very high distinction ; the

elder. Sir Sidney F. Harmer, is well known as the

director of the Natural History Department of the

British Museum ; the other, Mr. William Douglas
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Harmer, called at a very early age to the position of
warden of St. Bartholomew's Hospital—always regarded
as a presage of future distinction—is now the senior

surgeon in the throat department of the hospital.

Percy F. Kendall.

Mr. M. de C. S. Salter.

The death on May 21, after a short illness, of Mr,
.Mortyn de Carle Sowerby Salter, at the early age of

forty-two, remo\'es from the scientific world an e.\-

tremely able worker just at the moment when the
mastery he had attained in his special field of study
had brought him in sight of important achievements.
The son of Mr. M. J. Salter, he was educated at

Bancroft's school, and passed directly, at the age of

si.xteen years, to an assistantship in the British Rainfall

Organisation under its founder Mr. G. J. Symons.
Here he developed an aptitude for statistics and a
patience with detailed routine which enabled him
later to grasp the scientific principles underlying the

distribution of rain and de\elop an enthusiasm for

research combined with sagacity in the practical

application of his knowledge.

.Mr. Salter became my chief assistant at Camden
Scjuare in 1907, and from 1912 onwards relieved me
of ihe whole responsibility for the accuracy of the
annual rainfall tables in " British Rainfall." In 1914.

he was appointed assistant-director and in 1918 joint-

director of the Organisation, and on the transfer to

the Meteorological Office of the Air Ministry in 1919
he became the first superintendent-in-charge, and was
thus able to make the transition from private to

official management easy for the five thousand voluntary
observers.

Mr. Salter's health was always precarious, but he
was nevertheless an indefatigable worker, and to the

fact that no Medical Board would pass him for any
form of military service is probably due the survival

of the long-established system of rainfall investigation

throughout the years of the War.
Mr. Salter served on the council of the Royal

Meteorological Society and as a vice-president for

many years ; and he was an active member of the

Institution of Water Engineers. He contributed

numerous papers to these societies and to the Meteoro-

logical Magazine, of which he was joint-editor since

1913. He took a considerable part in the compilation

of annual rainfall maps of the British Isles and of

large-scale rainfall maps of many counties and other

areas in co-operation with me, and after my retirement

he carried the rainfall mapping of the country far

towards completion. His little book " The Rainfall

of the British Isles," published in 1921, gives an

e-xcellent account of the existing state of knowledge
on the subject. In a paper on the fluctuations of

annual rainfall considered cartographically, in collabora-

tion with Mr. J. Glasspoole, read to the Royal Meteoro-

logical Society during his last illness, Mr. Salter gave

an important discussion of the regional relations of

rainfall and atmospheric pressure full of promise for

future development.

For twenty-three years I found Mr. Salter a loyal

fellow-worker and faithful friend, keenly intelligent,

absolutely trustworthy, full of sympathy and con-
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sideration. I have pictured him writing my obituary

notice ; I never thought the natural order would be
reversed. Hugh Robkrt Mill.

Prof. E. Hagen.

The issue of the Physikalische Zeitschrift for April i

contains the account of the life and work of the late

Prof. E. Hagen given by Prof. E. Giimlich at the meet-
ing of the German Physical Society on March 9. Prof.

Hagen was born at Konigsberg on January 31, 1851,
and losing his mother, who was the youngest daughter
of Bessel the astronomer, in 1856, was brought up by a
stepmother for whom he had a lifelong affection. On
the removal of his father to Berlin he became a pupil

at the local Gymnasium and in 1871 entered the

University. After two years there he went to Heidel-

berg, where he graduated in 1875, having in the mean-
time acted as assistant to Bunsen. The next two
years he spent at Dresden as assistant to Toepler and
a further si.\ as assistant to Helmholtz at Berlin.

In 1883 Hagen became a lecturer in the University

of Berlin, and next year extra professor of applied

physics at the Dresden Polytechnic. In 1887 he
became physicist to the Xavy and, removing to Kiel,

acted also as extra professor at the Uni\ersity. In

1893 he became director of the technical section of the

Reichsanstalt at Charlottenburg. He married in 1896
the daughter of Von Bezold the meteorologist , and in

1904 joined the staflf of the German .Museum at Munich.
He died of inflammation of the knee on January 15.

He was best known in this country for his work in

conjunction with Rubens on the connexion between the

electrical conductivity and the radiating and reflect-

ing powers of metals.

It is with much regret that we record the death of

Dr. Elizabeth Acton, on Sunday, May 13, after a pro-

longed illness. Dr. Acton was a distinguished student

of the late Prof. G. S. West in the Iwtanical department
of the University of Birmingham. In 1908 she took
her Bachelor of Science degree with honours, and in

the following year received the M.Sc. for research work
in botany. After that time she was almost con-

tinuously engaged in botanical research, and in 1916
was awarded the degree of D.Sc. (Birmingham). Her
contributions to the study of fresh-water algre are of

outstanding value, and her work throughout was
marked by great thoroughness and painstaking

accuracy. Her early death has removed a devoted
worker from the sphere of botanical research. Dr.

Acton's activities outside her scientific work were
necessarily limited, owing partly to her continuous

ill-health and partly to her retiring disposition. She
was a loyal friend, and her uncompromising honesty

was one of her chief characteristics. J. S. B. E.

E. M. P.

We regret to announce the following deaths :

Prof. J. Chiene, emeritus professor of surgery in

the University of Edinburgh and a friend and
disciple of Lord Lister, on May 29, aged eighty.

Canon W. W. Fowler, president in 1901-2 of the
Entomological Society, and author of " The Coleoptera
of the British Islands," on June 3, aged seventy-four.

Prof. Franz Neger, professor of botany in the
Dresden Technical College and director of the
Botanical Gardens there, who worked w-ith Baeyer
for several years and published a thesis on de-
hydracetic acid, aged fifty-four.

Current Topics
The immense progress which has been made in the

elucidation of crystal structure by means of X-rays,

since the first discovery of von Laue at Munich in

1912, and especially the quantitative development
which has afforded the absolute distances separating

the atoms, their actual sizes, and the dimensions of

the space-lattice cells, is largely due to the invention

of the ionising X-ray spectrometer by Sir William

Bragg. The brilliant use made of that instrument at

University College, London, and latterly also by an
increasing number of other w-orkers in various parts

of the world, has been the means of accumulating a
surprising amount of knowledge of the structure and
structural dimensions of a large number of substances,

many of the more recently studied of which are no
longer of the simplicity of those first submitted to

investigation. It must prove of interest, therefore, to

our readers that we are able to present, as a supple-

ment to the present issue, a revised form of an
admirable lecture which was recently delivered by
Sir William Bragg to the Royal Society of Arts.

The most noteworthy fact which emerges from the

accumulated results, including those derived from
the photographic method of Laue and the powder
methods of Debye, Scherrer, and Hull, is that the
conclusions of crystallographers, based on the most
accurate crystal measurement and on the perfected
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geometrical theory of crystal structure, are proved to

be correct, both as regards the nature of that structure,

and its relative unit-cell dimensions in those few- cases

in which it had been possible to determine them.

These relative dimensions are now converted into

absolute values by the X-ray spectrometric measure-

ments. The recent venture into the more difficult

field of organic substances is adding a further chapter

of exceptional interest, and is of immense importance

both to chemistry and to optics. The results have

already had the happy effect of restoring the mole-

cule to its proper place in the .solid state, from which

only a misreading of the first few results with the

simplest inorganic compounds had temporarily dis-

placed it. Moreover, they have rendered it clear

that the number, nature, and arrangement of the

external electrons of the atom itself are involved in

cementing together the parts of the crystal structure,

so that further work is bound to throw light on

atomic structure, and possibly to decide between, or

combine the correct portions of, the rival theories

concerning it.

Circular No. 137, issued by the Bureau of Stand-

ards, U.S.A., is the fourth of a series of circulars

describing very simple radio receiving sets which

were originally prepared for use by the Boys' and
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Girls' Radio Clubs of the States Relations Service,

Department of Agriculture. In Circular No. 120 it

was shown how a single circuit and in Circular No. 121

how a double circuit crystal-detector set could be

made out of ordinary domestic materials. It is now
shown how the operation of either set can be im-

proved by the use of a very simple and cheap con-

denser connected across the telephone receivers and

a similar one connected in series with the antenna.

Clear instructions are also given for constructing a

simple loading coil so that longer waves can be

received. The condenser in series with the antenna

makes it easy to tune to wave lengths of less than

300 metres, whilst the condenser across the telephone

receivers increases the intensity of the signals. The
loading coil enables time signals, etc., to be received

from high power stations. The parts for the aux-

iliary condensers cost about 80 cents, and the parts

for the loading coli about 3 dollars.

Messrs. W. Heffer and Sons, Ltd., Cambridge,

have just circulated a very full and useful catalogue

(No. 224) of scientific books and serials numbering

upwards of 2000 titles and classified under the

headings of agriculture, husbandry, and farriery

;

anthropology and ethnology ; botany ; chemistry,

chemical technology, and metallurgy ;
geology,

mineralogy, and palaeontology ; zoology and biology
;

physiology, anatomy, and medicine
;
psychology and

psycho-analysis portraits of men of science ; and

mathematics, physics, and engineering. The list is

especially interesting from the fact that many of the

works are from the library of the late Sir William

Ramsay. We note that Messrs. Heffer are offering

f01 sale in one lot a large collection of books, pamphlets,

and serials dealing with aeronautics.

The cinematographic film, entitled " The Wonder-
land of Big Game," which Major A. R. Dugmore is

showing at the Polytechnic Hall, Regent Street,

London, is certainly one of the finest of its kind and

deserves the attention of all interested in natural

historj'. It is the result of a special expedition to

East Africa made by Major Dugmore in 1922, and it

is shown in connexion with a most charming and

lucid explanatory lecture delivered by Major Dugmore
himself. The outstanding merit of this film is its

entire truthfulness and freedom from fake. It shows

about thirty species, not only in their natural sur-

roundings, but also under perfectly natural conditions,

vuiharried by the big game hunter and usually un-

conscious of the presence of the harmless photo-

grapher. Save for occasional shots at lions, only one

shot was fired at an animal during the expedition,

and that was one intended merely to turn a rhinoceros

from a headlong charge upon the camera. The
animals are shown grazing at their ease upon the

veldt, moving through the forest glades, or coming
down to the water-holes to drink. The pictures of

the common and Grevy's zebras, rhinoceros, elephant,

buffalo, oryx and other antelopes, and, above all, of

the reticulated giraffe are of very great interest ; no
one, with an experience wholly derived from Regent's
Park, can imagine the grace of giraffes in free motion.
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The flashlight portraits of a lion and his mate also

deserve special notice. Though perhaps less thrilling

than some of the photographs of lions exhibited at

other places recently, they are true to life, showing
the animals as they normally behave, and not as

they are when, infuriated by p3.in, they are held in

a powerful trap, concealed by some convenient bus h
from the lens of the camera. Portions of the film

will appeal also to thosewho are interested in anthropo-
logy, physical geography, and geology. Major Dug-
more deserves success ; and we hope that his lecture

will draw large audiences for a long time to come.

The work that has been ca rried on by the British

Science Guild since 1905, with the object of bringing

about a better public appreciation of the value of

science, is in many respects unique. There is no body
that has done more to bridge the gap between the

public and the man of science. Among various

matters of general interest that are now engaging
the attention of its various committees may be
mentioned the adequate representation of science at

the British Empire Exhibition and the question of a
British Empire patent. The Catalogue of British

Scientific and Technical Books has proved a valuable

piece of work, and it is satisfactory to note that sales

and contributions have brought in a sum which
almost equals the cost of production. The publica-

tion of a new edition is now being taken in hand.

An interesting step has been the issue of publicity

leaflets summarising recent scientific developments
in popular form. The first of the series, by Prof.

J. C. McLennan, deals with " Helium and its Uses."

The production in mass of this non-inflammable gas

for use in airships is a fascinating stor}^ and there is

no more striking example of scientific achievement
during the War. The second leaflet, by Prof. J. A.

Fleming, on " The Thermionic Valve " is now in

preparation. There is no doubt that this new
departure will be of service in promoting the objects

of the Guild. Naturally, however, such propaganda
work carmot be conducted without the " sinews of

war." At the special meeting at the Mansion House
on February 27, and again at the annual dinner on
May 30, reference was made to the appeal now being

issued by the Guild for contributions to form a fund
of 50,000/. to enable its programme to be energetic-

ally developed. It is to be hoped that this appeal,

which has received most influential support, will

meet with a generous response.

The second, or ladies', conversazione of the Royal
Society this year will be held at Burlington House
on Wednesday, June 20.

Dr. a. Bowman, senior naturalist on the staff of

the Fishery' Board for Scotland, has been appointed

superintendent of scientific investigations under the

Board.

Prof. C. Moureu, president of the Societe Chimiquc
de France, will deliver a lecture on " Les gaz rares

des sources thermales, des grisous et autres gaz

naturels " at the rooms of the Chemical Society,

Burlington House, on Thursday, June 14, at 8.30 p.m.
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H.R.H. THE Prince of Wales has graciously

accepted enrolment as an honorary member of the

Institution of Mining Engineers and of the Institution

of Mining and Metallurgy*.

The Board of Managers of the Royal Institution

has elected Sir William Bragg to be Fulk-rian pro-

fessor of chemistry, and director of the Laboratory

and of the Davy Faraday Research Laboratory, in

succession to Sir James Dewar.

The list of honours conferred upon the occasion of

the King's birthday includes the following names of

men distinguished in scientific fields ;

—

Knights :

Mr. G. H. Knibbs, director of the Bureau of Science

and Industry, Commonwealth of Australia ; Prof.

W. J. R. Simpson, professor of hygiene. King's

College, London ; and Dr. H. W. G. Mackenzie, senior

censor. Royal College of Physicians. K>iight Com-
pamoH of the Order of the Indian Empire (CLE.),

Mr. J. Evershed, director of the Kodaikanal and

Madras Observatories. Member of the Order of the

British Empire {M.B.E.), Mr. R. Ward, superintendent

of the Botanic Gardens, British Guiana.

A limited number of fellowslxips for post-graduates

in chemistry who are desirous of adopting an industrial

career are being offered by the Salters' Institute of

Industrial Chemistry to become operative in October

next. The fellowships are of the annual value of from

250/. to 300/. each. Applications, with full particulars

of training and experience, must reach the clerk of the

Salters' Company, Salters' Hall, St. Swithin's Lane,

E.C.4, before July i.

Under the auspices of the Pontificia Accademia
Romana dei Xuovi Lincei, a number of public lectures

on subjects of scientific importance has been given

recently in Rome. On April 26 and 27 Prof. C. J.

de la Vallee Poussin, of the University of Louvain,

lectured on functions of a real variable ; on April 28,

Prof. G. Gianfranceschi, of Rome, dealt with the

structure of the atom ; and on April 30, Prof. G.

Boccardi, of the University of Turin, discussed the

position of research on the variation of latitude. A
lecture in commemoration of Louis Pasteur was
delivered on May 2 by Prof. A. Anile, of the University

of Naples, who dealt with the life and work of

Pasteur. The addresses are to be printed and
published by the Academy in due course.

The Soci6t6 Franfaise de Physique, the head-

quarters of which are at 44 Rue de Rennes, Paris,

was founded in 1873. There are now more than iioo

members, including 250 foreign members. Meetings

are held twice monthly, and the transactions are

published in a Bulletin. In addition to the Bulletin,

members receive every month the Journal de Physique

et le Radium, which publishes original communications,
particularly on subjects dealt with at the meetings

of the Society, and includes a review of a large number
of French and foreign periodicals. Persons desirous

of becoming members should send to the president

a written application, supported by the recommenda-
tion of two members. The yearly subscription for

foreign members is 65 francs, with an entrance fee of

10 francs.

In connexion with the visit of H.R.H. the Prince

of Wales to the East Hecla Works of Messrs. Had-
fields, Ltd., to which reference was made last weels,

P- 759. we have received a description Of the equip-

ment of the works, including the research laboratories,

which are provided with a \ery extensive range of

instruments for the study and investigation of steels.

In addition to the mechanical laboratories, in which
alternating and impact tests are conducted as well

as the older tests, there is a thorough equipment
for the standardisation of pyrometers, whether
thermo-electric, resistance, optical, or radiation.

The apparatus in this section includes a Harkcr
furnace for very high temperatures. Electrical and
magnetic testing instruments are also included, in

addition to the usual micrographic equipment. A
feature of the department is the collection of specimens
illustrating the researches which led to the discovery

by Sir Robert Hadfield of manganese steel and of

low hysteresis steel. Collections illustrating the early

history of metallurg>- were also exhibited on this

occasion.

The Board of Managers of the Wasliington Academy
of Sciences has elected the following honorary foreign

members in recognition of their prominence in their

respective fields and their intimate connexion with
scientific work in Washington : Prof. L. Manouvrier,

Paris, for his work in anthropology; Dr. C. F. A.

Christensen, director of Universitetets Botaniske

Museum, Copenhagen, for his services to systematic

botany, particularly his monographic studies of

tropical American ferns of the tribe Dryopterideae
;

Dr. Paul Marchal, F'rench Ministry of Agriculture, for

his investigations in biological problems and their

relation to agriculture, and especially for his research

work in polyembryony ; Mr. E. C. Andrews, Govern-
ment geologist of New South Wales, for his work in

geology, particularly in the fields of origin of coral

reefs, physiography, origin of the Australian flora,

mountain formation, and origin of metalliferous

deposits ; Sir Ernest Rutherford, for his distinguished

work in chemistry ; Prof. F. Omori, professor of

seismology. Imperial University, Tokyo, for his out-

standing work in seismology ; Prof. G. Stefanini,

Florence, for his in\estigations in palaeontology and
stratigraphy, especially the tertiary formations of

Italy and echinoids in general ; and Prof. Max Weber,
I'niversity of .\msterdam, for his work in zoology.

In the Journal of the Franklin Institute for May,
General Squier describes a method of transmitting

the telegraph alphabet whicli can be applied to radio

communication, telegraph lines, and submarine cables.

Owing to the rapid expansion of radio telephony and
telegraphy the problem of interference, both natural

and artificial, has become one the solution of which
must shortly become imperative. As there are only

a limited number of lanes through the ether their

conservation is of international importance. Radio
waves are used very widely in navigation and for

radio beacons. In addition, we seem to be on the

threshold of another great development—" photo-

broadcasting," which will require and demand still

more ether channels to serve the public of the near
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future. Radio telegraphy as conducted at present

causes great disturbance. The power stations produce

great explosions in the ether, the waves sent out

having a wide range of frequencies which interfere

with all forms of radio receiver. At present the radio

engineer has utilised all the audio range of frequencies

and ^several octaves of the radio frequency range.

General Squier's plan is to utilise the infra audio

range of frequencies, which are not used at present.

An advantage of his system is that it cannot interfere

with radio receiving. When applied to submarine

telegraphy a modulating frequency of lo per second

corresponds to 75 words per minute, which is far

higher than any form of sound reception.

At a meeting of the Optical Society held on

Thursday, May 24, Mr. R. S. Whipple, \-ice-president,

in the chair, the sixth of the series of lectures on the

evolution and development of optical instruments

was delivered by Mr. David Baxandall, the subject

being " Telescopes before the early part of the 19th

century." The period from the time of Roger Bacon
(d. 1292) to the beginning of the 17th century was
dealt with at some length, particular attention being

directed to William Bourne's description (1585I of a

12-inch perspective glass of about 15 feet focal

length, which gave telescopic vision and magnified

distant objects about twenty times. The invention

of the telescope with concave eyelens by Hans
Lippershey in 1608 was then dealt with and William

Gascoigne's description of the way he arrived at the

invention of telescopic sights quoted. The invention

of the Gregorian and Newtonian reflecting telescopes

was next referred to, and followed by a description of

Hadley's reflector. The work of Chester Moor Hall,

and the researches and work of John Dollond and
Peter Dollond on the development of the achromatic

lens, were also discussed. The lecture was illustrated

by a number of pictures of old telescopes and by
exhibits from the Science Museum, which included

an early Italian telescope, and object-glasses or

telescopes by various telescope-makers from the latter

part of the 17th until the early part of the 19th

century ; the original glass negative made \>y Sir

John Herschel in 1839 ; William Herschel's polishing

machine, and the 7-foot reflector with which he

discovered the planet Uranus. A number of these

examples are from Mr. Thomas H. Court's collection

in the Science Museum.

C.\PT. R. Amundsen hopes to undertake his

projected flight across the North Pole about the

end of June. After a visit to Nome, Capt. Amundsen
returned to Wainwright, his winter quarters near

Cape Barrow, the most northerly point of Alaska,

in April last. The Norwegian Storthing has voted

60,000 kroner for an expedition to go to his support

on the European side of the polar basin. In an
article in the Times Mr. H. W. Sverdrup, second in

command of the Maud, discusses the prospects of a
successful flight to Spitsbergen or Cape Columbia
in Grant Land. Capt. Amundsen has been provided

by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey
with a Fischer sextant with an artificial horizon.
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This should allow him to measure the altitude of

the sun with an exactness of 10' to 20' and possibly

i' to 2'. If, however, the sun is obscured, Capt.

Amundsen will require to fly by compass only. In

this case he will have to change his course every now
and then in order to follow a rfteridian from Point

Barrow to the Pole, whereas from the Pole a constant

course can be kept. If solar observations are im-

possible, there is only the actual flying time on which

to calculate the position. Sixteen hours from Point

Barrow should take the airman to the Pole, from

which a compass course of N. 171° W. should land

him on Spitsbergen. The difficulty will be to estimate

leeway, etc. A contrary wind of about 10 metres a

second would allow the aeroplane to reach only

lat. 85° N. after sixteen hours' flight, and a course

of N. 171° W. from there would take it to the New
Siberia Islands. Mr. Sverdrup agrees that the

prospects for a successful flight to Cape Columbia
must be considered more favourable.

At the annual meeting of the Illuminating Engineer-

ing Society on May 24, the report of the Council

contained a summary of much varied and useful

work. A joint committee, on which the Society

and educational bodies will be represented, is to be

appointed to consider courses of instruction in

illuminating engineering, and the preparation of a

suitable textbook for the use of students. Dr.

J. F. Crowley presented a paper on " The Use of

SjTichrpnously Intermittent Light in Industry,"

which was illustrated by some striking experiments.

The development of the neon lamp, which can be

completely extinguished and lighted at a high

frequency, has revolutionised methods and led to

important industrial developments. By the aid of

an oscilloscope utilising such lamps fed bj' an alternat-

ing current of regulated frequency, the motions of a

high-speed machine can be apparently slowed down
until they are almost stationary. Thus the move-
ments of the mechanism of a sewing machine,

illuminated by the intermittent light of a neon lamp,

can be followed with perfect ease and any small

irregularities observed at leisure. The method has

been applied to many problems involved in textile

machinery, where exact and regular speed-regulation

is of great importance ; and in other cases it is possible

to detect and observe such phenomena as undue
play at bearings, effects with whirling shafts, etc.,

which are quite unrecognisable by ordinary steady

light. Mr. P. R. Ord also demonstrated the use of

the Nutting-Hilger spectrophotometer for the com-

parison of natural and artificial daylight, an apparatus

which affords valuable information on the colour-

revealing qualities of such lighting units. A number
of curves were shown to illustrate the departure from

normal daylight and the extent of the variations in

the spectrum of daylight at different times in the

day.

Many optical instruments, in the construction of

which prisms form an essential part, are grouped

together in a new catalogue which has just been

issued by Mr. John Browning, of 37 Southampton
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Street, Strand, London, \V.C.2. A wide range of

direct-vision pocket spectroscopes, some with and

some without comparison prisms and micrometer

scales, is included, together with larger portable sizes

fitted with collimators. Among the table spectro-

meters manufactured by the firm is one of an auto-

collimating type in which the telescope has an object-

glass of I in. diameter and 9 in. focal length. The
circle is 5 in. in diameter with two verniers reading

to 1'. Other instruments described are stereoscopes,

prismatic compasses, prismatic field and opera

glasses, and there is also included a short, light-

weight telescope having a Porro prism erecting

system and fitted with a revolving adapter carrying

two eyepieces giving magnifications of lo and 15

respectively ; this should prove useful to the tourist

or naturalist. Simple explanatory notes describing

the construction, use, and adjustment of the various

instruments increase the usefulness of the catalogue.

The latest catalogue (No. 444) of Mr. F. Edwards,

83 High Street, Marylebone, W.i, is devoted to

biography and history. It contains a short list of

lives of men of science, reasonably priced.

A TRAXSL.^TiON, by Jessie Elliot Ritchie and
Dr. J. Ritcliie, of Prof. H. Boule's " Les Hommes
Fossiles " is to be published shortly by Messrs. Oliver

and Boyd, Edinburgh, under the title of " Fossil

Men : Elements of Human Palseontology." The
work has been brought up-to-date by the addition

of notes by the author.

As many of the works on natural history published

by the Trustees of the British Museum (Natural

History') are out-of-print and difficult to obtain, a list

of the volumes on sale by Messrs. Wheldon and

Wesley, Ltd., 2 Arthur Street, W.C.2, should be of

interest to many readers of Nature. The catalogue,

classified according to subjects, is New Series, No. 7.

It can be had upon application to the publishers.

The Cambridge University Press is to publish this

Summer, under the title of " The Domain of Natural

Science," the Giflord Lectures delivered by Prof.

E. W. Hobson in the University of Aberdeen in 1921

and 1922. The work is an attempt to settle the

relation of " that complex of knowledge and ideas

which is denoted by the term natural science " to

religion and philosophy at the present day. To
attain this object the author has examined the his-

torical development, aims, and true characteristics

of the various departments of natural science. Vol.

xviii., Q-S, of the Royal Society of London Catalogue

of Scientific Papers, Fourth Series, will be issued by

tlie same house immediately.

Our Astronomical Column.

June Meteoric Displays.—Mr. \V. F. Denning
writes :

" Sometimes a fair number of meteors are to

be seen during the short nights of June, and there are

many radiants visible, but they are so feeble that
> unless the observer maintains long vigils he will not

J
gather sufficient paths to indicate the places of

; radiation accurately.
i

" Some of the chief radiants at midsummer are :

213° +53° 245° +64° 252° -13° 252° -23°
260° -12° 260° -22° 261°

-I- 5° 280° - 13°

J72°-t-68= 282° -24° 354° +40° 355° +77°

Considering that the twilight is strong and persistent
during the whole of the night and that therefore the
conditions are not favourable, the meteors are often
more in evidence than would have been expected.
The nights of June are also so agreeable for outdoor
work that this particular time of the year is an attract-
ive one to the student of meteors. It is true that
what may be termed the real opening of the meteoric
season occurs at the middle of July, but June antici-

pates a few of the advantages of the former month
in a minor degree.

" The Perseids possibly commence to display the
vanguard of their coming host at the end of June,
and this question needs further attention. A few
meteors exhibiting all the characteristics of the
Perseids have been recorded so early as June 25-26
and with conformable directions, but it is just pos-
sible that other showers may have been responsible.
To ascertain the truth two observations at distant
lations are required, and observers should make
pecial efforts to obtain them during the last week in
June and first week in July. If this endeavour were
thoroughly carried out we should soon acquire the
necessary evidence and discover the opening date of
the great Perseid shower. It is by far the finest
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annual display e.xhibited in the heavens and lasts for

a longer period than any other stream, for late

Perseids are seen until about September 5 and 6,

wlien the radiant is at 90° +57° on the N.E. boundaries
of Auriga."

The Corona of 1908 and Solar Prominences.—
In the Memoirs of the Kodaikanal Observatory (vol.

1, Pt. ii. p. 67) Mr. Evershed referred to the corona
of 1908 as affording a test of the relationship of

prominences to coronal streamers, because the
KodaikAnal photograplis of prominences showed
considerable activity over the sun's south polar

region and an almost complete absence over the
north pole. In Mon. Not. R.A.S. vol. 83, p. 153,
he returns to this subject because, as he says,
" the corona, as drawn by the late Mr. Wesley from
photographs obtained at Flint Island by Mr. McClean,
shows the opposite distribution as regards the
coronal streamers, which are more conspicuous over
the north polar region than over the south, and thus
the test in this instance appears to fail, although
from previous eclipses there seemed to be a close

correspondence between the coronal streamers and
the principal zones of prominence activity." Mr.
E\ crshcd was therefore led to re-examine the orienta-

tion of the Flint Island photographs in relation to

his own prominence photographs and Dr. Campbell's
published photograplis of the corona. He has now
come to the conclusion that the north and south points

on Mr. Wesley's drawings should be interchanged.
Mr. Evershed concludes that " Dr. Campbell's

orientation is correct and that the corona of 1908
is not an exceptional case, but, on the contrary,

adds weight to the evidence previously found for a
close relationship between prominences and corona]

streamers as advocated by Major Lockyer in his

recent and also his earlier paper."
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Research Items.
Steatopygous Figures found in France.—

Female figures with that remarkable conformation
known as steatopygous have been found in southern
Europe from time to time, and have been connected
with the peculiar build of Bushmen-Hottentot
women. A figure of this kind discovered at Lespugue,
Haute-Garonne, is described by Dr. Ren6 de Saint-
Perier in L'Anthropologie, vol. xxxii. No. 5-6, with
a useful list of references to other figures of the same
kind.

Balkan Embroidery Patterns.—In the May
issue of Man Miss Edith Durham publishes a series

of interesting embroidery patterns from the Balkan
Peninsula. Those worked in cross-stitch are generally
used by the Slav-speaking peoples, those in chain-
stitch by the Albanians. Up till very recent days
embroidery was used lavishly on the garments of

both men and women. The superiority of the
Albanian as a designer is marked in this series.

He is the artist of the Balkans, and the curvilinear
patterns run through the inlaid metal work antl

carving, which is now fast d3'ing out. He is usually
his own silversmith, and the rough ornaments whicji
he makes are extraordinarily like those found at
Glasinatz, which include little doves pierced to wear
as amulets.

" Sheep-tracks " on Grassy Slopes.—Close-set
grassy ridges running parallel along the surface of

a bank are familiar in manv countries, and almost
everywhere the popular explanation of their presence
is that they are due to the traffic of sheep. Hilmar
(pdum, of the Danish Geological Survey, has recently
made a study of their appearance and development
in the Faeroe Isles and in Denmark, and finally disposes
of the myth of their zoological origin {Danmarks
geolog. Undersig., Raek. iv. Bd. i). He finds that
the formation of the ridges, which he names " terra-

cettes," originates in a settling of the loose earth on
an unstable slope into a position of greater stability.

At first a series of horizontal cracks appears in the
turf covering a steep slope, then the narrow turf
section between two cracks sinks slightly, turning
at the same time about a horizontal axis, so that its

surface comes to rest at an inclination rather less

steep than that of the slope as a whole. The ridges,

once begun, increase in definiteness, owing to the
filtering out by the grassy coating and final settling

of soil particles washed down by rain. The whole
process is of a superficial character and is entirely

a geological phenomenon.

The Population of India.—In anticipation of

the report on the Indian Census of 1921, Mr. J. T.

Marten, Census Commissioner, ga\'e an interesting

review of the results in a lecture delivered before the
Royal Society of Arts and published in the Society's

Journal of April 6. The economical conditions of

the country suffered naturally from the effects of the
War, and the difficulties attending the enumeration
were increased by the failure of discipline among the
people resulting from political unrest. The niost

interesting departure on this occasion was the attempt
to extend the census of industries, but the weakness
of the Industrial Department has made the result

somewhat disappointing. Mr. Marten remarks : "We
have a population with verj'' considerable natural
capabilities of increase. That increase is checked by
ignorance of and indifference to maternal and infant

welfare, by occasional famines and by epidemics,
such as malaria, plague, and influenza. We endeavour
year by year to minimise the effect of these checks.
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What if our endeavour should be successful ? Can
India support a considerable increase of population
in the future under any conditions that seem likely to
arise ? If not, which is to lead* the way to economy,
the birth-rate or the death-rate, and will the other
follow ? In this connexion we have made some
tentative efforts to collect in some provinces, where
circumstances seemed most suitable, on special
schedules, some statistics of the size and se.x constitu-
tion of families in different social strata, with a view
to obtaining information as to the normal fertility of
married couples. The attempt is beset with diffi-

culties."

Chromosomes in Man.—The number of chromo-
somes in man has long been uncertain. In 1914
von Winiwarter published the most trustworthy
account, finding 47 chromosomes in male germ cells

and inferring 48 in the female. Other investigators
found 24, and at one time it appeared that this
half number was characteristic of the negro. Dr.
T. S. Painter (Journ. Expil. Zool. vol. 37, p. 29)
has recently published a paper which probably
settles the matter. He finds 48 chromosomes in

both the white man and the negro. The reports
of 24 were probably due to clumping of the cliromo-
some pairs before fixation. Dr. Painter finds that
the 48 chromosomes include an- X-Y pair of sex-

chromosomes. The Y-chromosome is very small and
was probably overlooked by von Winiwarter. Painter
also finds giant spermatogonia! cells with larger

nuclei and twice as many chromosomes (approxi-
mately 96). The occurrence of giant spermatozoa
has long been known. If they are functional then
triploid individuals might arise, and it is pointed
out that some of these with new combinations of
sex-chromosomes might be intersexes or herma-
phrodites, such as have been shown to occur in a
similar way in Drosophila.

Mineral Constitution of Soil-types.—James
Hendrick and George Newlands {Journ. Agric.

Science, 1923, p. i) have examined the mineral
particles constituting the more sandy grades separated
from the " fine earth " of a number of British soils,

dealing with the material finer than 3 mm. in diameter.
They find that the separation of different minerals is

practically impossible for grades below the " fine

sand " of English workers—that is, finer than 0-04

mm., a figure that should have been stated. The
coarser grades, however, can be divided mechanically,
magnetically, and microscopically, into an " ortho-

clase group," including all the felspars, a " quartz
group," and a " ferrosilicate group." A number of

minerals, such as zircon, garnet, and tourmaline, that
are " accessory- " in the parent rocks appear in
" surprising amount " in the soils, owing to their

resistance to abrasion and decay. A greater surprise

is the constant record of granular haematite, side by
side with scaly yellow limonite. The authors hope
that such investigations may be of service as showing
the reserve of bases present in the silicate particles. 1

The fresh state, howe\er, of many of the felspars

suggests that the agriculturist has little to gain from
the coarser grades, apart from their influence on soil-

texture, unless, as is quite possible, chemical exchanges
take place on the surfaces of the grains. It is well,

indeed, that the study of adsorptive reactions should
not be entirely restricted to the colloidal field.

Land Mollusca of the South-western United
States.— In the year 1905 Dr. H. A. Pilsbry

published the first of a series of memoirs on the
" Mollusca of the South-western States." Later instal-
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merits were mostly written in collaboration with

J. H. Ferris, and now the eleventh part by these
two well-known American malacologists has just
come to hand (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad., vol.

Ixxv.). It is as admirable both in descriptions and
figures as its predecessors, and deals principally with
those members of the Helix family that inhabit
the desert lands of Arizona. The genus Sonorella
dwells in colonics in the interstices of the screes and
tumbled talus of the volcanic rocks forming the
hills of that arid and sparsely inhabited region,
seldom coming to the surface save in very wet weather.
Their collection is therefore an arduous matter
only to be undertaken by a properly equipped
expedition. The prospective interest lies in the
fact that each group of hills seems to have largely
its own species, or variety of snail, and that when
the whole area has been surveyed important deduc-
tions as to the physical geography of the past may
be built up on the evidence of the distribution, past
and present, of these moUuscan forms.

Dorsal Eyes of the Sea Slug.—K. Hirasaka
{Annot. Zool. Japon. x.. Art. 17, Dec. 1922) gives an
account of the dorsal eyes of the amphibious sea-
slug Onchidiuin verritculatum, which occurs abund-
antly near the Marine Biological Station at Misaki.
The dorsal surface of the slug bears numerous papillae

of varying size, some of which are provided with
eyes, one to seven in number. In the posterior third
of the body some of the papillae are of large size and
branched, forming the respiratory " gill-trees."

Semper stated that the eyes decrease in number as
the slug grows, and he put forward the view that the
eyes were in course of degeneration ; but the present
author shows that Semper was mistaken in his belief

that the eyes disappear as growth proceeds. The
cornea of each eye consists of modified epidermal
cells, below which is a fibrillar connective tissue

forming a circular sheet containing in its peripheral
parts circular and radial muscle fibres. The lens is

composed of a large distal cell and a small proximal
group of cells, the former differentiated into a distal,

spherical, more or less homogeneous body, and a
basal cup-shaped part containing the nucleus. Early
in development this cell exhibits a nerve issuing from
us base, but the nerve becomes atrophied in the fully

developed eye. The proximal lens cells form a
group of usually three or four nucleated cells. Lining
the proximal two-thirds of the pigmented cup which
envelops the eye is the retina—a single layer of cells

loosely packed together, and imbedded in connective
tissue. In the basal part of each cell is a large lumen
filled with a coagulable substance, and proximally
the cell tapers into a nerve fibre which enters one of

the nerves passing to the pleural ganglia.

Mineral Fertilisers.—.\s a result of three
years' residence on the island, Launcelot Owen
(Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc, vol. Ixxix. p. i, 1923)
describes the deposits of tricalcium phosphate that are
exploited in Ocean Isl., a member of the Gilbert
group. These have originated in guano, which
gathered in the hollows of a " karrenfeld," worn out
of upraised coral-limestone. The fantastic features

of this old surface of erosion have been well illustrated

by G. S. Robertson in his work on " Basic Slags and
Rock Phosphates " (1922), where views of the
similar surface of Nauru Isl. are also given. L.
Owen states that the loose friable phosphate is in no
sense alluvial, but results from the aggregation of

concretions. The coral-rock, including the pinnacles,
became dolomitised, and was then permeated by the
phosphate down to a depth of fully fifty feet. A
level exists where the percentage of tricalcium
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phosphate sinks from its normal 88 to 79 per cent.,

and below this no phosphate deposits of any extent

are found. The author (p. 13) rejects the idea of

the occurrence of compounds such as dahllite and
apatite, and is apparently unaware that the rock of

Sombrero, once regarded as pure tricalcium phosphate,

is now proved to consist of dahllite. He notes (p. 6)

the occurrence of a translucent isotropic and amor-
phous phosphate, which he regards as colloidal. This

IS possibly the substance for which A. F. Rogers

revived the name coUophane in 1922. As a contribu-

tion to our knowledge of potassic fertilisers, the

U.S. Geological Survev (Bull. 727, 1922) has pub-
lished G. R. Mansfield's investigation of " Potash

in the Grecnsands of New Jersey," with maps showing

the distribution of the sands and marls. The
general characters of glauconite as a fertiliser are now
well known ; its application to the land is beneficial,

though it mav not equal in effect the recently described
" potash shales " of Illinois (Illinois Univ. Agric.

Station, Bull. 232, 1921.)

Synthetic Marble.— The generally accepted

theory of the igneous formation of marble rests on
crude experiments made by Hall (1801-3), in which
chalk was heated in a closed gun-barrel. In the April

number of the Journal of the Chemical Society Dr.

M. Copisarow describes some interesting experiments,

which tend to support an aqueous origin of marble.

When solid calcium chloride and hydrated sodium
carbonate, or a paste of precipitated chalk and sodium
chloride solution were heated in an autoclave at

300° at a pressure of 24 atmospheres for 8 hours, a

compact mass of marble, capable of taking a high

polish, was formed. The salts present facilitated the

solution of the chalk or other form of calcium car-

bonate and the high pressure conditioned crystallis-

ation. When sodium sulphate was used with

calcium chloride a compact mass of alabaster was
formed.

Sea-level Changes in Denmark.—An investiga-

tion of a submerged peat-bog in the harbour of

Rungsted, Denmark, by Dr. Knud Jessen, of the

Danish Geological Survey, has revealed considerable

changes in relative levels of sea and land in the

neighbourhood of Copenhagen during the late-glacial

period (Danmarks geolog. Unders'tg. Raek. iv. Bd. i).

About 260 metres off the coast, and at a depth beneath

the surface of the sea of some 20 metres, was found

a fresh-water clay
—

" Dryas-clay "—containing land

plants, and this was overlaid first by deposits con-

taining, among other things, bones of a vole and of a

wild pig ; secondly, by peat containing oak, alder,

ha/el, etc.; and, 'finally, by sea-mud with cockle

shells and recent sea-sand. The indications seem to

be that, at the beginning of the late-glacial period,

the sea was 18 metres higher at Copenhagen than
now, and that elevation of the land took place later,

so that at the end of the late-glacial period it stood

at least 24 metres above its present level relative to

the sea; this elevation persisted from the younger
Dr>as-period till the Littorina submergence, which
finally broke the land-connexion between Seeland and
Scania.

Vertical Movements of the Atmosphere.—
Mr. I. I. Kassatkine, in his monograph of the above
title which has been published in the Bulletin of

the Imperial Society of Naturalists in Moscow,

191 5, puts forward a theory of rain formation.

According to this theory, upward currents of air,

on reaching the cloud level, cause still further

separation of moisture by raising the clouds. The
drops thereupon coalesce to form larger ones, which
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will eventually attain a size such that they can fall

against the direction of the upward current, instead
of being carried up still higher. Whether these
drops reach the earth's surface or not \vill depend
on the nature of the layers of air through which the>-

must pass. If the latter are dry, and the upward
current strong, they will have evaporated away before
reaching the earth. If the height of the clouds is

/;„ and the height to which they are lifted is /i^, then,
before any rain can reach the earth, the ratio h,\li,,

must attain a limiting value a, which for Moscow-
has a value which varies from 2'5 to 3'5 ; when
its value falls below this, irrespective of the degree
of cloudiness, no rain can fall. The anomalouslv
low rainfall of Swakopmund is explained, on this

basis, to be due to the presence of a pronouncfJ
inversion caused b)' the sea-breeze, below the averaj;e
cloud level, which inhibits the development of

upward currents. Farther inland, where this factor
does not exist, the rainfall is much greater.

Projection for Aeronautical Maps.—In 1919
the International Aeronautical Conference decided
to adopt the Mercator projection for the general
small-scale air map. In the Geophysical Supplement
(vol. i. No. 3) of the Monthly Notices of the Royal
Astronomical Society, Col. E. M. Jack and Capt.
G. T. McCaw contribute a paper on the value of

Mercator in this connexion, answering criticisms
that have been made regarding its adoption. The
substance of the paper was read to the British
Association at Hull. The essential value of these
small-scale maps is for aerial navigation ; that is,

for the direction of the course of the aeroplane from
one point to another. In consequence it applies
not to local large-scale maps but to maps on a scale

of I : 2,000,000 or I : 3,000,000. In most criticisms

of Mercator, the use of the polyconic has been
advocated. The authors reply to these arguments
by pointing out that the disadvantages of the poly-
conic are threefold—the sheets do not fit together,
the measurement of bearings is less simple and
direct than in Mercator, and, with a single exception,
no straight line represents anything in Nature sa\e
as an approximation. On the other hand, a good
case is made for the use of Mercator, even if that
projection, in common with all others, has some
obvious defects. The authors answer the criticisms

at length, but point to the essential quality that
Mercator possesses, of representing a line of constant
bearing as a straight line, as being of prime import-
ance to the navigator. The varying scale does not
trouble the aviator, but the bearing line enters into
almost every problem with which he has to deal.

Mercator enables him to solve these problems by
simple graphic means, and, as a result, he prefers
it to any otlier projection. At the same time the
authors admit that, if fl>'ing beyond lat. 70° becomes
common, some other projection will need to be used
for polar regions, but this does not affect the problem
at present.

Free-Air Pressure Maps for the United States.
•—Supplement No. 21 to the U.S. Monthly Weather
Review is a discussion on " the preparation and
signiiicance of free-air pressure maps for the central
and eastern United States," by Mr. C. Le Key
Meisinger. The aim of the author is to develop
barometric maps of free-air levels which shall have
a direct and important bearing upon accurate fore-

casting for aviation. The discussion opens with
" the history and problems of American barometry,"
and an explanation is given of the relations involved
in the reduction of pressure from one level to another,
temperature introducing a considerable difficulty.
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The author, referring to practical experience being
required to demonstrate the value of free-air pressure
maps, and stating that the United States does not
possess this experience, mentions that in Japan
daily maps of the 3-kilometre level have been drawn
for several years and are of gre^it service to Japanese
forecasters. Details are given of Dr. R. Sekiguchi's
experience in forecasting from these' maps in Japan.
Cyclonic centres in the Far East show better agree-
ment with the trend of the isobars on the 3-kilometre
maps than with that at sea-level. Various interesting
examples are given, and probably valuable informa-
tion may be gained from these for other parts of
the globe. A large number of specimen maps are
shown for sea level, i -kilometre level, and 2-kilometre
level, while details are given of each series. The
work is of considerable importance to aviation, and
the upper-air charts show what the winds are doing
aloft when it is often impossible to gain the informa-
tion from the sea-level charts. It is claimed that the
discussion affords a glimpse of the physical processes
at work, and may help to lift us from empiricism a
little nearer to that ultimate goal toward which
students of weather forecasting are striving.

Endurance Limit of Steels. — Engineering
Bulletin No. 136 of the University of Illinois contains
an account of further experiments on the fatigue of

metals, conducted by H. F. Moore and T. M. Jasper.
The new results, which have been obtained by
similar methods to those described in a former
Bulletin, confirm the existence of a true endurance
limit for steels of different compositions. For
moderately hard steels, this limit may be found by
rapid tests in which the rise of temperature is

measured. Only a few preliminary tests have been
made by Gough's method of determining the increase
of deflexion as the range of stress is increased. A
fairly close correlation is found to exist between
the endurance limit and the ultimate tensile strength
or the Brinell hardness, and a much less close con-
nexion between the endurance limit and the yield

point and limit of proportionality, there being no
correlation with the impact or repeated impact
values. It should be remarked, however, that the
range of materials studied was not very wide, and
the authors did not examine defective materials.

A formula for the effects of cycles of stress not
involving complete reversal is proposed, the results

not being in agreement with Goodman's diagram.

A New Filament Electrometer.—In the issue

of the Physikalische Zeitschrift for April 15, Dr. C. W.
Lutz, of the Geophysics Observatory, Munich, de-
scribes an improved form of filament electrometer,
which has been constructed by the firm of Edelmann,
for use in the observatory. The filament is of

platinum, and its lower part is attached to one end
of a diameter of a circular loop of quartz fibre ; the
other end of the diameter of the loop being attached
to the sliding frame by means of which the whole
may be removed from the instrument for replace-

ment of the filament. The deflectors between which
the filament is placed are adjustable by means of
screw heads outside the metal cover of the instru-

ment. The filament is observed through a micro-
scope magnifying 285 times, and, for distances of

the deflectors from the filament exceeding 4 mm.,
the deflexions are proportional to the applied volts
over the whole of the scale of the ocular of the

J
microscope, which is graduated from a central zero
to 50 on each side. The insulation throughout is

amber. The sensitivity of the instrument may be
varied by the usual methods from ooox to 2 volts
per division of the scale.
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The Royal Observatory, Greenwich.

Annual Visitation.

T''HE visitation of the Royal Observatory took
place on Saturday afternoon, June z. In

addition to members of the Hoard of Visitors a large

number of guests interested in astronomy were
present, and took part in the inspection of the
observatory and instruments.
The astrographic equatorial has been remounted

on its return from Christmas Island, and the instru-

ments left in Russia in 1914 have just arrived safely

after an absence of nearly nine years. The .\stro-

nomer Royal in his report expresses his regret at the
failure of the Christmas Island expedition ; he notes,

however, that the close verification of the Einstein
shift by the Lick Observatory expedition renders it

unnecessary to send an expedition from Greenwich
to observe the Californian eclipse next September.
The exchange of wireless signals has reopened the

question of the small differences of time-determina-
tions at different observatories. Examination of the
bearings of the transit circle showed that the western
pivot was bearing only on its eastern edge ; this was
remedied by a slight lowering of the bearing. The
test was made by placing some rouge on the bearings,

then lowering and rotating the instrument ; the
presence or absence of rouge on the pivot showed
where it was in contact with the bearing.

The results of the wireless time comparisons for

the year are given ; the annual means are Paris

+ o-iosec.; Bordeaux +0-14 sec. ; Nauen o-oo sec. ;

Annapolis (August to December only) +0-03 sec.

The plus sign means that the other station is late on
Greenwich. In the case of Annapolis, the discord-

ance is wholly explicable by the time of transmission
;

o-o6 sec. of the Paris and Bordeaux discordances is

due to the fact that Leverrier's Tables of the Sun,
used in France, diifer by this amount from those of

Newcomb. In the long run these differences will

probably give excellent determinations of longitude.

Observations of the moon are dealt with in special

detail in the present report, on account of the fact

that Hansen's tables, used in the " Nautical .\lmanac"
from 1862 to the end of 1922, have now been super-
seded by those of Brown. This was, therefore,

selected as a suitable occasion for collecting all the
Greenwich observations of the moon made since the
time of Bradley, and reducing them to Brown's
system (modified by using Fotheringham's secular
acceleration, which is ^-"joi" in excess of Brown's).
It was then found that the residuals could be repre-

sented by two empirical terms, one with amplitude
3" and period 70 years, the other with amplitude ij"

and period 59 years. The two terms are now in

unison, producing a large oscillation, but in Bradley's
time they tended to neutralise each other. A full

comparison is given between Brown's Tables and
observation for the first quarter of 1923 ; there is a
nearly constant error in longitude of - 7-8*', about
half of which is due to Brown's use of too small an
acceleration.

Observations with the Cookson floating telescope,

lent by Cambridge Observatory, are being continued.
Mr. Jones has revised his determinations of latitude

variation with this instrument ; and they are in

satisfactory accord with those made elsewhere. One
of the seven-year maxima of latitude variation is due
about 1923. The 28-inch equatorial is being used for

observation of close and difficult pairs ; 66 pairs

with .separation less than o-^" , and 105 between 0-5"

and i-o" have been observed during the year. Mr.
Jackson is continuing to deduce hypothetical paral-

laxes for these and other stars.

The 26-inch refractor is being used for photographic
determinations of stellar parallax ; 49 parallaxes
have been determined during the year, making a
total of 195 with the instrument. The 30-inch
reflector is being used for photography of stellar

spectra with a combination of prism and grating.

A principal spectrum is thus obtained, bordered by
diffraction spectra of known relative intensities, thus
determining the density gradient of the plate for all

wave-lengtlis. With the astrographic equatorial
some of the fields photographed about twenty years
ago are being re-photographed through the glass, so
that superposition on the earlier plates, film to film,

enables proper motions to be deduced. The work
has begun with zone 65° N. Declination, and will

gradually approach the pole.

Sunspot activity continues to decline. There was,
however, a considerable group of spots visible from
December 22 until January 4 in latitude 6° N. A
high-latitude spot in 41" S. was photographed on
November 14 and 15.

The following are the provisional magnetic ele-

ments deduced for 1922 :

Declination 13" 46-6' W., Dip 66° 51-9', Hor. Force
0-18449, Vert. Force 0-43181 (the last two being in

C.G.S. units).

The weather report is for the twelve months ending
April 30, 1923. The mean temperature was 49-8° F.,

being 0-2° above the average. On two days, Ijoth in

May, the temperature reached 90° F. It fell to
freezing-point on 21 days. There were 1404 hours
of bright sunshine, 31-5 per cent, of the possible

amount.
The Astronomer Royal naturally refers to the

severe loss which the Observatory has sustained in

the death of Mr. W. W. Bryant, noting his enthusiasm
in former years as a meridian and double-star observer,
and the zeal and energy with which he afterwards
carried on the work of the Magnetic and Meteorological
Department. Allusion is also made to the astro-

nomers who have visited the observatory for special

purposes during the year ; they include Sir. Dodwell,
director of Adelaide Observatory, Messrs. Comrie and
Greaves from Cambridge, and Mr. S. Gaythorpe, who
came to study the Horrocks MSS. in connexion with
a biography of Horrocks which he is preparing.

A. C. D. C.

Royal Visit to University College and Hospital, London.

ON Thursday, May 31, the King, who was accom-
panied by the Queen, opened the new Institute

of Anatomy at University College, London, and laid

the foundation-stone of the new Obstetric Hospital.
Her Majesty laid the foundation-stone of a Nurses'
Home which is to be erected on an adjacent site in
connexion with University College Hospital.

Before a gatheringTas brilliantly representative of
the science and practice of medicine as of philan-
thropy and affairs, his Majesty said there could be
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but few instances on record in which any foundation
had received 1,200,000/. from a single benefactor in

a single gift. The magnificent generosity of the
Rockefeller Trustees is the more impressive since

it was bestowed by a citizen of the United States of

America upon a college and hospital in London, and
thus upon the people of Great Britain and the Empire.
The declared purpose of the trustees is " to promote
the well-being of mankind throughout the world."
That they should have selected the University of
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London to receive this princely endowment is not
merely a high and well-deserved compliment and the

creation of yet another tie of sympathy and friend-

ship linking ns to the United States ; but it is also

the evidence and declaration of their conviction that

the progress of science and the welfare of mankind
are not delimited by national or racial boundaries,

and that work done in London for the relief of human
suffering, the improvement of medical education and
the advance of science, is a service to the whole
world. The advance of knowledge and the ever-

rising standard of medical education necessitate

reorganisation which would give an impetus to the

more effective training and equipment of the British

practitioner. The underlying principle is as old

as Ecclesiasticus ;
" The wisdom of a learned man

Cometh by opportunity of leisure, and he that hath
little business shall become wise." Its specific

application to medical teaching and research is new.
Continuing, the King referred to her Majesty's

particular satisfaction on learning that the care of

maternity and infant life, in which the Queen has
always been actively interested, is part of the

scheme, and that the claims of the nursing service have
not been overlooked. The privilege of accepting the
munificent gift of the Rockefeller Trustees imposes
obligations upon the staff to fulfil the ideals which
it represented, and upon the public to furnish neces-

sary support. It is inconceivable that Englishmen
should decline to welcome this generous challenge

from our kinsmen across the Atlantic to a friendly

rivalry in medical skill, devotion, and beneficence.

His Majesty cordially wished Godspeed to this great

enterprise.

The address was followed with responsive attention,

and when the stones were laid their Majesties pro-

ceeded to the library of the Medical School and thence

to the new building of the Institute of Anatomy.
A tour of the building was made, their Majesties

being particularly interested in the brilliantly-

lighted dissecting-room and the equipment of the

X-ray rooms, where the director of the Institute,

Prof. G. Elliot Smith, demonstrated various radio-

graphic and anatomical exhibits, among them plates

taken twenty years ago of the mummy Thothmes
IV., and whole specimens made transparent by the

Spalteholz method to facilitate comparison with
X-ray plates by students of anatomy. Both their

Majesties were also keenly interested in radiographic

plates and photographs shown by Mr. H. A. Harris

revealing the effect of successive illnesses upon the

growth of the long bones of a child.

JI
The Mind of the Maori.

'HE authorities of the Dominion Museum at

Wellington, New Zealand, have published a

series of monographs on the ancient institutions,

mental and spiritual concepts, and ceremonies of

the pre-European Maori, with an examination of the

esoteric meaning underlying innumerable personifica-

tions and mytho-poetic allegories. They are written

by Mr. Elsdon Best, who is regarded as the greatest

living authority on lilaori history and folldore.

In the first paper mentioned below,' stress is laid

upon the two different phases of Maori religion.

The ritual and teaching of the priests and men of

superior rank were of a distinctly higher type than
that of the common people. They formed the most

' Dominion Museum Monographs. ..o. i. Some Aspects of Maori Mylii

and Religion. No. 2. Spiritual and Mental Concepts of the Maori. No. 3.

The Astronomical Knowledge of the Maori, Genuine and Empirical ; in-

cluding Data concerning their Systems o£ .-Vstrogeny, Astrolatry, and

Natural .Astrology, with Notes on certain other Natural Phenomena. No. 4.

The Maori Division of Time. By Elsdon Best. Wellington (New Zealaadj,

1922.
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intensely tapu portion of Maori esoteric lore and were
so jealously guarded that for many years they were
entirely unknown to Europeans.

Mr. Best's account of Maori myths is derived from
the East Coast tribes. There is an elaborate
cosmogony. Things celestial and terrestrial are
spoken of as persons, and the processes of evolution
are described in genealogical form. In the beginning
was the vast unknown time of Po, before Rangi
and Papa (sky and earth) appeared. From the
union of these arose certain supernatural beings
whose names are known throughout Polynesia

—

Tane, Tu, Rongo, Tangaroa, Tawhirimatea, and
Whiro. These beings formed and arranged the
present world. Mr. Best gives a highly poetical

account of their varied exploits, and in some of the
concepts finds a likeness to ancient beliefs in Chaldea,
Egypt, India, China, and Japan. The cosmogonic
genealogy' of Rangi and Papa, which in one account
consists of such names as Pu (root). More (extremity).

Take (stump), Weu (fibre), is compared to the
World-Tree of Scandinavian myth, and the three

baskets of knowledge obtained from the heavens by
Tane are likened to the three baskets or books of

knowledge of the Indian Buddhists.
Mr. Best describes four classes of Maori gods.

The first, alone, is lo, the supreme deity, then come
the departmental and tribal gods, and lastly, the
spirits of dead ancestors. The startling suggestion
is made that the name lo may be a form of Jehovah.
Several other gods are compared with those of Egypt
and Assyria.

The Maori conception of the spiritual nature of

man is concisely stated by Mr. Best in the following

account from a native :
" The conclusions he arrived

at from what he considered clear evidence were

—

that man possesses a spiritual quality that leaves

the body during dreams and quits it for ever at the
death of the physical basis (this is the wairna) ; that

death is marked by the passing, the extinction, of

an invisible activity called the manawa ora (breath

of life) ; that man also possesses a physical life-

principle termed the mauri—one that cannot desert

the living body but does so at death ; that he possesses

yet another life-principle called the hau, that can be
affected by the arts of black magic ; that man
possesses several sources of mental and intellectual

activity, and that the semblance of man, or of any
entity, may be taken and employed as a medium in

ceremonies believed to affect the originals."

The papers on astronomical knowledge and the

division of time are remarkable examples of Mr.
Best's intimate acquaintance with the lore of the

Maori people. The Maori named the heavenly bodies

and accounted for them in myths ; they used them
as time measurers and guides in navigation ; and
they personified them and worshipped them as bene-

factors and deities.

In these papers Mr. Best has given us a highly

interesting and in many places an intensely poetical

account of the speculations and fancies of the Maori
mind. The only weak points are the comparisons

of Polynesian names with those of the ancient world.

These entirely fail when the words are traced by
strict phonetic law to their cognates in Indonesia

and Melanesia. Sidney H. Ray.

The Promotion of Research in the

University of Bristol.

TT is common knowledge that the universities of
* Great Britain are woefully lacking in funds

specifically allocated to the furtherance of their main
function, namely, research. Too much prominence
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cannot, therefore, be given to the activities of the
Colston Research Society in the city of Bristol, the
object of which is the promotion of research in its

University. This Society, under a slightly different

name, was originally founded in 1899 for the purpose
of promoting the cause of a university at Bristol, and
it played a most influential part in securing the
foundation of the University ten years later. It

then turned its attention to the assistance of a
specific branch of university activity and chose that
of the promotion of research.
The Society met for its annual dinner and collection

on Junej under the presidency of Mr. Claude B. Fry,
with Prof. Flinders Petrie and Sir Richard Gregory
as the principal guests. The collection, which
amounted to 669/., brought the total sum collected

since its inauguration twenty-three years ago up to
nearly 12,000/.

The annual sum of about 600/., which is thus
available for research, is allocated to the various
departments of the University of Bristol by a joint

committee of the Society and the University. It is

interesting to note that, while the greater part of the
funds collected is provided by local merchants and
industrial firms, the Society accepts the term research
in its widest sense and has recently made awards to
the arts faculty', which will be continued so far as
funds permit.

In addition to the collection, an important exten-
sion in the activities of the Society was made by
the president for last 3'ear, Mr. Ernest Walls, which
seems likely more and more as years go on to cement
the relationship between the University and local

industries. This act was the foundation of a number
of annual Colston research fellowships. These fellow-

ships are post-graduate in character and are ear-

marked to a particular faculty or branch of research,

or to a particular research problem. In those cases
in which the research problem is of an industrial
character and carried out, with the consent of the
supervising professor, at the wish of the firm, addi-
tional funds for apparatus and material are also

available. The donor of a fellow-ship has access to
the research work and receives the results of the
work twelve months prior to publication. During
last year fellowships were provided by the Imperial
Tobacco Co. (botany), Messrs. J. S. Fry and Sons
(engineering), Christopher Thomas Bros, (chemistry),
Messrs. Packer and Sons (chemistry), .Mr. Frank
Cowlin (medicine), and Messrs. E. S. and A. Robinson
(chemistry-). That the scheme is an undoubted
success is borne out by the fact that at the recent
meeting of the Society it was stated that five of the
above fellowships w-ere being renewed for a second
year and that two new fellow-ships had been promised,
one from Messrs. Carsons, Ltd., and the other from
Messrs. William Butler, both in chemistry.
To those conversant with the relations between

imiversilies and industry in a country like the United
States, this may seem to be a very small organisation

;

but in the present depressed state of the finances of
British universities, the existence of one Society
rallying to the support of the most essential function
of a university' is exceedingly encouraging, and the
scheme may be commended to the notice of other
centres of learning.

Radiation Theory.

C\^ Monday, May 28, a lecture was delivered at
^-^ the University of Edinburgh by Prof. H. A.
Lorentz, ot the University of Haarlem, on " Primary
and Secondary Radiation." In the course of his
remarks, Prof. Lorentz said that in former times the
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radiation of light was held to be due to the presence
in the luminous source of small particles vibrating
about positions of equilibrium ; in the electromagnetic
theory of light this idea became more definite, in
that the oscillating particles were supposed to be
electrically charged. The progress made in the last
few years has shown that, in many cases at least,

this explanation of radiation can no longer be main-
tained.

In Bohr's theory of spectral lines, the emission of
light is due to the transition from one stationary
state of an atom to another. The frequency of the
emitted radiation is determined by the change in
the energy of the atom, and is widely different from
the frequency really existing in the atom, in which
the electrons freely revolve around the nucleus.
When light is emitted by a luminous body, and, in
general, when we are concerned with the original
production of waves, we can speak of a primary
radiation, whereas the term secondary radiation can
be applied to those cases in which particles that
are struck by incident rays thereby become centres
of emission.

There is perhaps but one case of primary radiation
for which the old theory still holds, namely, the
emission of electromagnetic waves by an antenna.
If, as has been shown by the experiments of Tolman
and Stewart, an electric current in a metallic wire
consists of a motion of electrons, then this must
also be true of the alternating currents in the antenna,
so that here the oscillatory motion of the electrons
is seen to produce waves.

As to the secondary radiation, this appears in
many cases to conform to the classical laws. This
can be illustrated by the consideration of (i) Huygens'
principle and his construction for the progression of
a w-a\"e front, (2) the propagation of light in a system
of molecules, (3) the scattering of light by molecules
(blue of the sky, Loi-d Rayleigh's formula), (4) the
scattering of X-rays (Barkla's experiments), (5) the
diffraction of X-rays by crystals, it being possible,
as has been shown by W, L. Bragg and Bosanquet,
to calculate in this case the intensity of the secondary
beams by means of the old theory.
Even for the primary radiation of light, the classical

theories need not wholly be abandoned.

Soil Acidity and Plant Distribution.

A N important series of studies on the hydrogen
-^*- ion concentration of the soil and its relation to
plant distribution has been published by Carsten
Olsen {Compt. rend. Lab. Carhbcrg, xv., 1923). These
studies deal with the hydrogen ion concentrations
of a series of Danish soils covered by natural vegeta-
tion, the observed range being from P„ 3-4 to 8-0.

The composition of the vegetation is found to be
very closely correlated with the hydrogen ion con-
centration of the soil, and the author considers that
the distribution of the more important species may
be largely determined by this factor. The number
and density of species in a given place are also found to

be greatest when the soil reaction approaches neutral-

ity. Olsen further points out that the vegetation
of alkaline soils poor in mineral nutrients bears no
resemblance to that of very acid soils poor in nutrients.

This section of the paper is very impressive in its

wealth of data, and it includes exhaustive tables

showing vegetation composition in relation to P„
and also a large number of partial soil analyses. Only
those who have used the field methods employed by
Olsen can really appreciate the extent and thorough-
ness of his investigations.

The author then deals with the growth of typical
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indicator species in water cultures. Species normally

growing on acid soils are found to show best growth

in nutrient solutions with a reaction of about P,, 4'o.

On the other hand, plants normally growing on neutral

or alkaline soils show most vigorous growth in culture

media of about P,, 6 to 7. In these media the plants

of acid soils do not thrive and become chlorotic.

Olsen further examines the theory of Hartwell and
Pember that soil acidity may be associated with the

toxicity of aluminium ions. Though aluminium was
found to be toxic to barley, the theory appeared not

to be valid for plants of alkaline soils in general.

Further, while his observations confirm the idea that

acid soils as a whole produce ammonia rather than

nitrates, Olsen's experiments show no evidence for

the supposition that the plants normally growing on

acid soils utilise ammonia and not nitrates, or that

the plants of alkaline soils can only utilise nitrates.

Both nitrates and ammonia appear to have the same
value as sources of nitrogen in the cases examined,

and, moreover, nitrification may be much more active

in acid soils than is commonly supposed, as rapid

nitrification existed in soils as acid as P„ 4-4.

This valuable paper should be in the hands of all

those interested in soil acidity and plant growth.

University and Educational Intelligence.

Birmingham.—The late Elizabeth Kenway of

Moseley has left to the University a legacy of 1000/.,

free of duty, to be applied as the Council shall think

fit.

We learn from the Times that the late Joseph
Samuel Taylor, of the firm of Taylor and Challen,

engineers, has left the residue of his estate, after

numerous bequests to local charities, to the Uni-
versity for research work in mechanical engineering,

metallurgy, and chemistry.

Cambridge.—In connexion with the coming meet-

ing of the International Union of Pure and Applied
Chemistry, it is proposed to confer honorary degrees

of Doctor of Science on M. A. Haller, president of

the Academv of Sciences of the Institute of France,

Prof. W. D. Bancroft, Cornell University, Prof. E. J.

Cohen, University of Utrecht, Prof. C. Moureu,
College de France, Prof. R. Nasini, University of

Pisa, Prof. A. Pictet, University of Geneva, and
Prof. F. Swarts, University of Ghent.

Mr. J. E. Littlewood, Trinity College, has been
reappointed Cayley lecturer in mathematics ; Mr.

R. A. Herman, Trinity College, has been reappointed
University lecturer in mathematics, and Mr. J. Gray,
King's College, has been re-elected Balfour student.

It is recommended that a special grant of 25/.

be made to the Marine Biological Station at Plymouth.

Manchester.—The Sheridan Delepine research
fellowship in preventive medicine, value 300/. for one
year, will be awarded shortly. The elected candidate
will be required to register as a research student of

the University, and to devote the whole of his time
to research in the department of bacteriology and
preventive medicine. Applications, together with
particulars of the qualifications of the candidates and
of the proposed subject of research, should reach the
Internal Registrar on or before June 15.

St. Andrews.—The Court has agreed to hold in

trust a sum raised in recognition of Dr. David
McEwan's services as professor of surgery in Dundee.
The income from the fund is to be employed in pro-
viding an annual prize in surgery to be awarded to

the best student in that subject in the Final M.B.,
Ch.B. Examination in the University.

It is expected that Mr. Rudyard Kipling, Rector
of the University, will be installed and will deliver

his rectorial address on Tuesday, October 9.

The summer meeting of the Association of Women
Science Teachers will be held at Reading, on
Saturday, July 7.

Notice is given that applications for the Ramsay
Memorial fellowships in chemical science, of the
value of 300/. a year each, must be made not later

than June 15 to Dr. Walter Seton, secretary of the
Ramsay Memorial Fellowships Trust, at University
College, London, W.C.i, from whom full particulars

of the conditions governing the award can be obtained.

Applications are invited from Edinburgh Uni-
\ersit)' medical women for the Dr. Jessie ^lacgregor
prize of 50/. for the best piece of original work,
published or unpublished, in the science of medicine.
Competitors must lodge the record of their work,
accompanied b}' a letter vouching that the work was
done by the sender, and mentioning the place or
places in which it was carried out, not later than
June 30, with the Convener of the Trustees, Royal
College of Physicians, Edinburgh.

The University of Geneva is organising a summer
school in which are included two attractive courses
of botanical and geological field-work. The botanical
course, opening on July 10 and closing on September
10, will be conducted by Prof. R. Chodat, director of

the Alpine station at Bourg-St. Pierre in the Grand
St. Bernard region, where the course is to be held, and
studies will be made of Alpine flora, plant distribu-

tion, etc. The geological course will be in the charge
of Prof. L. W. Collet, professor of geology in the
University of Geneva, and the first portion, July 10-15,

will be spent at the University. The remainder of

the course, July i6-August 10, will be devoted to
field-work on tectonics and glacial geology. Both
courses provide opportunities for numerous expe-
ditions. Further information about the courses
can be obtained from the Secretary of the University
of Geneva, or in Great Britain, from the Economic
Division, Swiss Legation, 32 Queen Anne Street,

London, W.i.

A STUDY of Dental Education was undertaken
early in 192 1 on behalf of the Carnegie Foundation for

the Advancement of Teaching by Dr. William J. Gies,

of Columbia University. Each of the Dental Schools
of the 1,'nited States (47) and Canada (5) has been
visited, its equipment thoroughly inspected, and its

relationships with other educational institutions

ascertained. The investigation has been carried on
with the active co-operation of the Dental Educational
Council of America and the Canadian Association of
Dental Faculties and of the local faculties. The
recently published annual report of the Carnegie
Foundation announces that Dr. Gies's report will

shortly be ready for issue. There being no national
board of dental examiners, the examinations for

licence to practise in the several States are dissimilar,

and the dental laws differ in many of their require-
ments where uniformity would have obvious advan-
tages. A compilation of these laws, which have not
hitherto been easily accessible for comparative study,
has been prepared and will shortly be issued with
comments on their main educational features. Cus-
tom blinds us to the anomaly of the isolation of
dentistry as compared with ophthalmology, aural
surgery, laryngology, and other specialties of medicine
—of putting teeth and jaws in an elaborately insulated
compartment by themselves—and a reconsideration of
fundamentals such as is likely to be involved in and
entailed by Dr. Gies's study may have beneficial results.
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Societies and Academies.

London.

Royal Society, May 31.—E. Griffiths and G. W. C-

Kaye : The measurement of thermal conductivity.
No. I. Three types of apparatus of the " plate"
type arc described for the rapid precision determina-
tion of the thermal conductivities of materials at
low conductivity. Encrgj- was supplied by electrical

means and temf>eratures were measured by thermo-
couples. .\n a\erage time for the attainment of the
" steady state " was 30 minutes or less, and the
average accuracy of measurement of the conductivity
was about i per cent. Among the topics discussed
was the thermal resistance at the bounding faces of

a material, the effect of superimposing layers of
compressible material, the measurement of the
thickness of compressible material, the dependence
of the conductivity- of timber on structure and
moisture-content and the variation of the conductivity
of rubber with mineral content.—G. W. C. Kaye and

J. K. Roberts : The thermal conductivities of metal
crystals. I.—Bismuth. .\ " plate " apparatus
measuring thermal conductivities as high as o-02
C.G.S. with an accuracy of about i per cent., using
specimens 1 cms. by I cm. in area and about i or
2 mm. in thickness was used. The conductivities
of single crystals of metallic bismuth in directions

parallel and perpendicular to the trigonal axis at
18° C. are, in C.G.S. urfits, 0-0159 and 0-0221. The
ratio of conductivities is 1-39. The mean value
o-oigi agrees well with the figure 0-0193 obtained
on bars by Jaeger and Diesselhorst in 1899. Thus
in the case of bismuth metal in the aggregate, the
distribution of the constituent small crystals is

random, and the effect on the thermal conductivity
1 of any inter-crystalUne layers is not appreciable.

—

L C. V. Drysdale and S. Butterworth : The distribution
^ of the magnetic field and return current round a

submarine cable carr\-ing alternating current. Pt. I.

(By C. V. Drysdale.) An exact knowledge of the
magnetic field distribution in the neighbourhood of

a submarine cable is of great importance in connexion
with leader gear and the propagation of radio signals

between submerged stations. Investigations have
been carried out since 1918 at the Admiralty Experi-
mental Stations at Parkeston Quay and Shandon,
with the object of determining the magnitude and
phase of the magnetic field in and above the surface,

and of the return current in the water, as well as
the velocity of propagation and attenuation of the
electro-magnetic waves in the water and the sliielding

effect of the cable armouring. Measurements were
made with an alternating current potentiometer on
horizontal and vertical search coils above and below
the surface and on electrodes in the water at fre-

quencies from 50 to 500 periods per second. Pt. II.

(By S. Butterworth.) Expressions for the distribu-
tion of electric force due to a long cable carrying
alternating currents and immersed in a sea of uniform
depth have been obtained in the fonn of Eonrier
integrals and formulae have been developed which
cover the following cases : (1) The field above the
-urface of the sea when the depth of the water is

small
; (2) the field above the sea at large distances

from the cable, there being no restriction in regard
to depth ; (3) the field below the surface of the sea
for points vertically above the cable ; and (4) the
field below the surface of the sea at large distances
from the cable when the depth of the sea is great.
The results for points abo%'e the surface of the sea
have been verified by tests in which the sea is re-

placed by a sheet of lead. The formulae are in
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substantial agreement with actual sea observations.
—S. Russ : The effect of X-rays of different wave-
lengths upon sonle animal tissues. Two regions in

the X-ray spectrum were selected, and it was arranged
that equal doses of X-ray energy were absorbed in

their passage through the tissues. In these circum-
stances more profound effects wers produced by the
longer wave-lengths (0-45-0-30 A.U.) than by the
shorter wave-lengths (about 0-168 A.U.), both upon
the nomral skin of the rat and upon Jensen's rat
sarcoma. The degree of this differential action is

more pronounced in the case of the skin than it is

for the tumour, the numerical values being 6 and
2-6 respectively. These numbers are termed " thera-
peutic factors. '—E. F. Armstrong and T. P. Hilditch :

A study of catalytic actions at solid surfaces. Pt. XI.
—The action of alumina and certain other oxides in

promoting the activity' of nickel catalyst. In the
absence of any carrier for the nickel, the presence of
a small proportion (up to 5 per cent.) of an oxide,
such as that of aluminium or magnesium, increases
the catalytic activity of the reduced metal. When
the nickel oxide is deposited on a support, e.g.

kieselguhr from which the metallic constituents have
been extracted, the catalyst is inferior to that on
natural kieselguhr. Its activity is restored if about
20 per cent, of alumina is precipitated with the
hydroxide of the nickel. If this proportion of alumina
is first deposited on the acid-extracted kieselguhr
and the nickel hydroxide or carbonate then precipitated
on to this preparation, the catalytic activity of
the product generally exceeds that of nickel on the
natural kieselguhr. It seems that the action of the
non-reducible oxide is mainly mechanical and con-
nected with increase or diminution of the surface
area of the exposed nickel.—N. K. Adam : The
structure of thin films. Pt. IV.—Benzene deriva-
tives.—A condition of stability in monomolecular
films. Derivatives of benzene, such as hexadecyl
phenol, containing one long chain and one polar
group in the para position, orient on water surfaces
like fatty acids, the phenol group forming the head
of the molecule in contact with the water. Com-
pounds such as cet\-l palmitate, palmitic anilide, etc.,

which contain one polar group placed between two
chains or one chain and a ring, do not adhere to a
water surface well enough to give measurable con-
den.sed films. The para sulphonic acids in hexadecyl
and octadecyl benzene give soap-like solutions in

water. Pt. V. Bromine in the a position, in the
bromo-acids and esters, increases the cross-section

of the molecules in the films. The bromine atom
increases the solubility of films of the higher fatty
acids. It also lowers the temperature of change
from condensed to expanded films ; but it docs
not appreciably affect the properties of the films,

when expanded. The double linkage in the a /j

position relative to the COOCjIls group increases
the cross-section of the molecule in the films, as it

does in iso-oleic acid.—W. B. Rimmer : The spectrum
of ammonia. Of the three bands which are associated
with the spectrum of ammonia, the ultra-violet band
has already been investigated in detail by Fowler
and Gregory, and is represented in the solar spectrum.
The " Schuster bands " \ 5635 and \ 5670, have given
no sign of resolution under high dispersion, and it

is probable that they do not occur in the solar

spectrum. The " a band " of Eder and Valenta is

of great complexity, consisting of about 3000 lines ;

there is no conclusive evidence that this band occurs
either in the solar spectrum or in the spectrum of

sunspots. The Schuster bands seem to have their

origin in the normal ammonia molecule and the
ultra-violet band is probably due to emission from
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a more stable combination of nitrogen and hydrogen.
The a band appears to be associated with a combina-
tion of nitrogen and hydrogen* of intermediate
stability. The occurrence of the ultra-violet band
alone in the solar spectrum indicates that only the
most stable combination of nitrogen and hydrogen
can exist under the conditions that obtain in the
reversing layer.

Royal Microscopical Society, May i6.—E. J.
Sheppard, vice-president, in the chair.—W. M.
Ames : Applications of the microscope in the manu-
facture of rubber. This work falls into two divisions,
examination of pigments and examination of micro-
sections of rubber, both of which involve special
methods. For work on pigments, particularly when
investigating particle size, sUdes should be prepared
by tlic method of Green so as to ensure uniform
distribution of the pigment in one plane. The
microscope enables relative particle sizes to be
determined with certainty. Owing to the great
resiUency of rubber, the preparation of sections
sufficiently thin to be examined by transmitted
light is difficult. Inorganic pigments if present can
be identified, and their distribution studied. Certain
organic materials such as fibre, reclaimed rubber,
glue, and rubber substitute can also be identified.
The behaviour of the sulphur formations in the
rubber can be observed as the rubber perishes, and
a comparison made between natural and artificial
(heat) ageing. The variation, with temperature, of
the solubility of sulphur in vulcanised and unvulcanised
rubber can also be observed. Wher rubber under
strain is examined, vacua are found between the
separate units of sulphur formations, and at the
poles of crystalline pigments, but have not been
detected in the case of gas-black or zinc oxide.
Permanent internal deformation is visible in the
rubber after retraction.

Geological Society, May i6.—Prof. W. W. Watts,
vice-president, in the chair.—VV. B. R. King : The
Upper Ordovician rocks of the South-Western Berwyn
Hills. The district described lies in the south-
eastern corner of the i-inch Ordnance Survey Map,
Sheet 136 (Bala). The area is one where the beds
strike in a north-easterly and south-westerly direction,
with dips nearly vertical. The black graptolitic
shale-group is of shallow-water, probably lagoon,
origin. The area appears to have been one of
shallow water throughout Upper Ordovician times,
and actually became land at the end of that period.
The gap in the succession occasioned by this uplift
was greatest in the south-east, near ' Welshpool

;

while the areas on tlie north (Glyn Ceiriog) and west
(Bala) remained under the sea. The shallowing of
the water in these areas is, however, manifested by
the deposition of either gritty beds or oolitic Ume-
stones. A new species of Calymene is described from
the upper part of the Ashgillian, where it is taken as
a local index-fossil.—W. J. Pugh : The geology of the
district around Corris and Aberllefenni (Merioneth).
The succession and structure of an area of about 25
square miles, lying south-east of Cader Idris, are
described. The area has been surveyed on the scale
of 6 inches to the mile. The rocks are partly Lower
Silunan and partly Upper Ordovician in age. The
Valentian succession is similar to that described at
Machynlleth (O. T. Jones and W. J. Pugh, Q.J.G.S.
vol. Ixxi. (1915-16), p, 343), and the same classification
is retained. It is considered to rest conformably upon
the Bala series. The general strike, from south-west
to north-east, is determined by the fact that the area
lies on the south-eastern flank of the Harlech Dome

;

but the district is crossed by important folds transverse
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to the normal strike. These structures have been
correlated with those described farther south at
Machynlleth.

Aristotelian Society, May 28.—Prof. A. N. White-
head, president, in the chair.—C. Delisle Burns : The
contact of minds. The word " mind " is taken to mean
mental process or percipient event, and thus to refer

to all such facts as thinking, feeling, and the sensation
which accompanies or is part of thinking. It is

generally admitted that mental processes are grouped
so that they " belong to " distinct persons or selves

;

but there is also a connexion between these groups
of mental processes in co-operation or communication
or intercourse between persons. In communication
" I " am aware that " you " are thinking, that is

to say, I am aware that you are or have a mind ;

or it may be said that I am aware that an " other
"

mind exists. The problem to be considered, then,
is how I come to know that an other mind exists.

The traditional view is that " 1 " come to know that
other minds exist by a process of inference, based
upon a comparison of my " body " with other bodies.

This traditional view has already been attacked by
Lossky and others. It seems false, first, because it

implies a very unhkely description of psychological
development. Secondly, at any stage in life the
differences between my own body and other bodies
in my contemplation are so great that the likeness

can scarcely be a valid logical ground for the belief

that other minds exist. As an alternative to the
traditional view, therefore, it is suggested that Prof.

Alexander's term " enjoyment " may provide an
explanation of the way in which " other " minds
come to be known. But enjoyment must then be
taken not to imply any process peculiar to " my "

thinking or feeling. That is to say, there must be
enjoyment of co-operation or communication. As
objects are given in contemplation, so other minds
are given in another form of awareness. There is,

then, direct contact of minds, not " through " bodies
or across any bridge which is non-mental. This,

however, does not mean that mind is not bodily
;

since mental process is probably the name for a
relation, the terms of which are bodily. \\'e need
not assume that mental process is explicable in terms
of " body " or that " body " is explicable in terms
of mental process : but the contact of minds occurs
in one area of reality and the contact of bodies in

another, and the two are inseparable, as the force
called gravitation is inseparable from " mass."

Dublin.

Royal Irish Academy, May 14.—Prof. Sydney
Young, president, in the chair.—J. J. Nolan and

J. Enright : Experiments on large ions in air. The
effects of such substances as sulphur dioxide and
ammonia on the de\'elopment of large ions were
investigated. The effect of temperature on the large

ions was examined. The large ion is unaffected

up to 100° C, but at that temperature begins to
break up. The coefficient of recombination between
large and small ions was determined. The conditions
under which multiple charges on the large ion can
occur were investigated. The large ion in the atmo-
sphere has probably a single electronic charge.

Edinburgh.

Royal Society, May 7.—Prof. F. O. Bower, president,

in the chair.—Miss A. V. Douglas : The sizes of

particles in certain pelagic deposits. Samples of

sea bottom brought back by the Quest from the South
Atlantic bottoms were examined for the distribution

of sizes of particles. The estimation is made by
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allowing continuous deposit of the particles from
suspension in water upon one pan of a balance and
thence ascertaining the rate of deposit and estimating
the associated sizes, employing Stokes's law. The
result is a measure of relative numbers of particles

of each equivalent spherical radius. Six samples
are treated, tliree of diatomaceous ooze, and three

of globigcrina oo?e. The features of the curves
showing proportionate distribution of sizes confirm
the characters formed by Sven Oden from the
Challenger specimens.—R. A. Houstoun and \V. H.
Manson : Note on a new method of investigating
colour blindness. In a previous paper Dr. Houstoun
in\'estigated 23 cases of congenital colour blindness

and exliibited the results by contour lines on the
colour triangle. The same method has been applied
to 14 cases of colour bUndncss induced by disease.

The results show that there is no difference in kind
between the two classes of cases, and that here also

trichromasy passes into monocliromasy directly

without passing through dichromasy as an inter-

mediate case.—W. Peddie : The mechanism behind
relativity. The Lorentzian equations of transforma-
tion from one reference frame to another were
introduced in order that Maxwell's equations of

propagation of electromagnetic action should be
invariant in form under the transformation. Besides
this explicit assumption, there is, further, the implicit

pjostulate of a single unique luminiferous ether
through which action is propagated at a constant
(or approximately constant) speed. The theory of

relativit)' was originated by the latter postulate as
much as by the former. The compulsion to adopt
Lorentzian relativity disappears if we postulate
instead that each atom of matter is associated with
a strain form (in an underlying ether) through which
alone it receives light, and that it emits light into
the similar strain forms of other atoms. The
Michelson-Morley result, the aberrational effect, the
Fresnel dragging coefficient, and the Dopplcr effect,

all follow ; and only the Newtonian relativity is

employed, for light is propagated independently to
each observer.—R. A. Sampson : On Lorentz's
equations and the concepts of motion. This paper
is a mathematical examination of the foundations
of Lorentz's equations, with special reference to the
time paradoxes which it is well known that they
imply. As a result a group or family of similar

equations emerges, among which Lorentz's form
occupies a peculiar place. Other members of the
family introduce no paradoxes and are equally
competent to exphiin all the known critical experi-
ments.— J. Marshall : The interior and exterior space-
time forms of the Poincar6 electron in Weyl's
geometry. Forms for ds* are obtained from Weyl's
gauging equation. Assuming g,, =0, the value of

^M is obtained, and arising from the ds' form, a
pressure is shown to act inwards on the electron.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, May 14.—M. Albin Haller in
the chair.—C. Guichard : The triple orthogonal
systems of M. Biancbi. Application to a problem on
reciprocal polars with respect to a sphere.—M. de
Sparre : Concerning hammering in return mains.

—

J. L. Walsh : .V theorem of algebra.—Rene Garnier :

L'niform functions of two independent variables
defined by tlac inversion of an algebraic system to
total differentials of the fourth order.—Georges
Bouligand : The singularities of harmonic functions.
—H. G. Evans and H. E. Bray : Poisson's formula
and the problem of Dirichlet.—J. Haag : The resolu-
tion of certain equations of Fredholm by means of an
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integral scries.—Max Morand : The electromagnetic

origin of inert mass and heavy mass.—Maurice

Nuyens : Gravific field due to a massic sphere taking

into account the cosmic constant.— Pierre Steiner :

The ultra-violet absorption spectra of tlie alkaloids

of the isoquinohne group : narceine. The ultra-

violet absorption curve of narceine resembles generally

that of narcotine and of opianic acid. The curve of

hydrocotamine is different from the preceding. So

little as 005 milligrams of narceine in 2 c.c. of solvent

can be detected spectrographically.—A. Dauvillier :

High frequency spectrographic researches in the

group of the rare earths. The results of a detailed

examination of the L series of cerium, neodymium,
samarium, europium, and gadolinium.—M. S. Lam-
bert : Stereoradioscopy.—F. Wolfers : .\n appearance

of reflection of X-rays at the surface of bodies.

—

Hector Pecheux : The magnetism of steels. An
account of measurements made with three steels of

varying carbon content. For forged annealed steels

the permeability decreases with increase of carbon.

—

C. Athanasiu : The sensibility of photographic plates

containing mercury salts. Of the mercury salts

studied, the plates with mercuric iodide were the

most sensitive, with a maximum in the green, the

sensibility decreasing rapidly and uniformly with the

wa\e-lcngth. Curves are given showing the relation

between the sensibility and the wave - length for

mercuric and mercurous iodides, mercurous bromide,

and chloride.—P. Laffitte : The formation of the

explosive wave. A study of the explosion of carbon

bisulphide and oxygen, utilising the photographic

method of Mallard and Le Chatelier.—Alfred Marx
and Jean Rozieres : The purification of liquids by the

simultaneous action of centrifugal force and the

electric field. The removal of colloidal matters in

suspension from liquids has been attempted by
centrifugal force and by electrical fields, but neither

method has completely solved the problem on the

industrial scale. The use of an electro-centrifugal

separator (2700 turns per minute, voltage gradient

4000 volts per centimetre), has proved successful

with dirty transformer oil, the breaking down voltage

being increased from 19,000 to 31,000 volts. This

material remained practically unchanged when
rotated at the same speed without an electrical field ;

the latter, without rotation, also proved ineffective.

—

Paul Pascal : The preparation of sodium meta-

phosphate at a low temperature. By the interaction

of sodium ethylate and ethyl metaphosphate, sodium
metaphosphate is produced at a temperature between

35° and 40° C. Its cryoscopic behaviour proves this

.salt to have the formula NaPO,, differing from the

polymers previously known. The salt may be heated

to 800° C. without polymerisation.—Pastureau and

H.Bernard: Tetrameth'ylglycerol. The chlorhydrin

(CHjij . C(OH) . CHCI . C(OH)(CH,)„ the mode of

preparation of which has already been described by

the antliors, on treatment with an aqueous solution of

potassium carbonate gives tetramethylglycerol.

—

Alfred Gillet : A verification of the antioxygen power
of the polyphenols : relation between the fastness to

light of dyes on the fibre and the presence in their

molecule of the diphenol function (ortho- or para-).

With the exception of pyrazolone dyes and cotton

fabrics dyed with a copper mordant, great stability

of dyes on fibre is closely related to the presence in

the molecule of an o- or />- diphenol group.—Ph.

Schereschewsky and Ph. Wehrle : The study of

clouds bv synoptic photography (the cloud week).

—

J. Houdas : The preservation of seeds in inert gases.

Certain seeds (such as Geubera Jamesoni) lose their

germinating power after exposure to air for a few

weeks. In sealed tubes in an inert gas (hydrogen or
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carbon dioxide) the germinating power of seeds of tliis

plant has been proved to be unchanged after eleven
years. The seeds of other plants have given similar
results.—L. J. Simon : The determination of carbon
in arable soil. The method of wet combustion with
silver bichroinate is recommended.—J. M. Lahy : The
graphical study of the stroke in typewriting. The
speed of typewriting is a function of the alternation
of the hands. No general rule can be given as to the
number of fingers to be used ; the touch is personal,
and the most favourable mode of working can only
be obtained by study of the individual.— .\uguste
Lumiere : The toxicity of autolysates and of tissue
extracts.—J. Lopez-Lomba : Changes in weight of

the organs of the pigeon in the course of B-avitamin-
osis. The changes of weight in ten isolated organs
of the pigeon fed with a diet deficient in B-vitamins
are shouni graphically.—Samec and V. Isajevic : The
composition of glycogen. A comparison of the
properties of starch and gljxogen. There arc \'arious

points of difference, the most marked being the higher
proportion of phosphorus in the glycogen.—J. Voicu :

The effect of humus in small and larger doses on the
fixation of nitrogen by Azobacier chroococcum.—
Alphonse Labbe : The influence of the increasing P„
of sea-water on the rapidity of segmentation of the
eggs of Halosydna and Sabellaria.—Robert DoUfus :

The trematode of mother-of-pearl in Provence mussels.—Foveau de Courmelles ; The similitude of forms of

shock in medicine, their dangerous but avoidable
superposition. A discussion of anaphylactic .shock pro-
duced by X-ray treatment, and means of avoiding it.

Cape Town.

Royal Society of South Africa, April i8.—Dr. A.
Ogg, president, in the chair.—C. von Bonde ; Note
on the Heterosomata (flat-fishes) of South Africa.
Some abnormalities are discussed which are occasion-
ally found in pigmentation, scales, etc., of flat-fish

generally, and in particular in some new species
described.^-T. Stewart : Some notes on the drougiit
of 1922-23 on Table Mountain. The first rainfall

observations on Table Mountain were begun in

January, 1881, when a gauge was placed at a spot
called Disa Head, the elevation of which, above the
sea-level, is about 2500 feet. Additional gauges were
fixed, until by the year 1900 there were eleven in all.

The a\-erage rainfall for 30 years on the highest
portion of the mountain is about 75 inches. The
average for the same gauges for 1922 was about 66J
inches, and there were ten years of the 30 when the
average was lower. On no previous dry season has
the precipitation at Waai Kopje (elevation 3100 feet)—which gives results for 42 years—been so low as it

has been for the seven months, September-March;
1923. If the Disa Head station is taken as indicating
the conditions at the 2500 feet level, the Ary seasons
of 1883-84, 1919-20, and 1920-21 were drier than the
last one.—J. S. Thomas : The sulphide and hydro-
sulphide of ammonium. By the action of hydrogen
sulphide on alcoholic solutions of ammonia at 0° C,
solutions were obtained in which the ratio [NH3]/[H2S]
approximated to i ; i.e. the solution consisted mainly
of ammonium hydrosulphide. Ammonia reacts with
ammonium hydrosulphide suspended in ether ex-
tremely slowly, but on the addition of a small quantity
of alcohol a rapid reaction takes place and a heavy
yellow oil separates, having the composition (NHiJj
S2NH3. This substance is very unstable, and is

extremely toxic. When this oil is allowed to stand,
transparent cubic crystals separate for which the
ratio [NH3]/[H2S] was found to be 2. This substance
appears to be anhydrous ammonium monosnlphide.
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Diary of Societies.

SATUBhAY, JuSK 0.

RovAi. Institotion of Great Britain, at 3.—Dr. A. W. Hill : The New
Zealand Flora.

MONDAY, Ji'.NE 11.

Vic:toria Institute (at Central Hall, Westminster), at 4.30. — E. W.
Maunder : The Two Sources of Knowledge : Revelation and Science
(Annual Address).

TUESDAY. June 12.

Royal Colleoe of Physicians of London, at 5.—Prof. J. B. T/eathes;
The Role of Fats in Vital Phenomena. (Croonian Lectures (2).)

Zoological BociKTV OF London, at 5.30. —R. Bronm : The Structure of the
Skull in the Carnivorous Dinocephalian Reptiles.—N. A. Mackintosh ;

The Chondrocranium of the Teleostean Fish s^bast^s manntw.—R. 1.

Pocock ; The External Characters of Pigmy the Hippopotamus
(Clut-ropis lilnrifiisis) and the Suida- and Canielida^.—Major E. E.
Austen : A Revision of the Family Pantophthalmidie (I)iptera), with
Descriptions of new Species and a new Genus.— R. L>art and Dr. C. W.
Andrews : The Brain of the Zeuylodontidie (Cetacea), with a Note on
the Skulls from which the End-cranial Casts were taken.—O. Thomas
and M. A. C. Uintoii : JIamnials cullecled by Capt. Sbortridge during
the Percy Sladen and Katliaiian Expedition to Orange Kiver.

Bkitish PSYciioLOiiiCAL SOCIETY (Education Section) (at London Day
Training College), at 6.—Dr. P. B. Ballard : The Validity of certain

New Methods of Testing.
Qi'EKETT Microscopical Club, at 7.30.—J. Burton; Notes on Fixing,

Staining, and .Mounting Freshwater Algic.—Secretary : Notes on
Mounting and Report of Petrographical Interest on the Deposits sent

by Mr. Hamm to the Club.—J. H. Barton : Dcmon.stration of a New
Form of Microscope.

Royal Anthropological Institute, at 8.15.—Rev. W. IT. Leembrugger

:

Social Transitions among the Natives of New Georgia, Solomon
Islands.

THUIISDAY. June 14.

Royal Society, at 4.80.—Dr. C. Chree : Magnetic Phenomena in the

Region of the South Magnetic Pole.—O. R. Howell: The Catalytic

Decomposition of Sodiian Hypochlorite by Col>alt Peroxide.—Nina M.
Hosali : The Seismic Waves in a Visco-Elastic E.irth.-J. W. Lanrton

and H. Quinney : Experiments with the Hopkinson Pressure Bar.

—

S. F. Grace : Free Motion of a Sphere in a Rotating Liquid at Right

Angles to the Axis of Rotation.—B. F. J. Schonlaud : The Passage of

Cathode Rays through Matter.

Hoval Collroe of Physicians of London, at 5.—Prof. J. B. Leathes

:

The RAle of Fats in Vital Phenomena. (Croonian Lectures (3.))

Optical Society (at Imperial College of Science and Technology), at 7.30.—

S. G. Starling: Levels ami Level Bubbles.—T. F. Connolly: A New
Form of Balloon Theodolite.—B. W. T:iylor : The Primary and Secondary

Image Curves formed by a Thin -Vchromatic Object Glass ivith the

Object Plane at InUnity.

Chemical Society, at S.30.—Prof. C. Moureu : Les gaz rarcs des sources

therniales, des gri.sous et autres gaz naturels (Lecture).

Royal Society of Medicine (Neurology Section), at 8.80.—Dr. L. R.

Ycalland : Hysterical Fits, with .some reference to their Treatment.

FRIDAY, June 15.

Royal Society of Arts (Indian Section), at 4.30.—Sir John H. Marshall

:

The influence of Race on Early Indian Art (Sir George Birdwood

Lecture).
Royal Photooraphic Society of Great Britain, at 7.—Mr. and Mrs.

II. E. Batty: A Simplified Method of Printing in the Gum-Bichromate

Process (with a Demonstration).

Royal Institution of Great Hkitain, at '.i.—Sir Ernest Rutherford :

The Life History of an Alpha Particle from Radium.

S.iTURDAY, June 16.

Royal Institution of Great Britain, at 3.—Sir Ernest Rutherford :

Atomic Projectiles and their Pr.iperties (VI.).

PUBLIC LECTURES.
MONDAY, June 11.

University College, at 5.—N. Fryer : Unknown Central Europe.

TUE-^DAY, Junk 12.

St. Bartholomew's Hospital Medical Collece, at 5.—Dr. A. Balfour :

Tropical Hygiene. (Succeeding Lectures on June 14, 1», and 21.)

WEDNESDAY, June 13.

University College, at 5.30.—J. C. Grondahl : Norwegian Literature of

the Present Day.
- THURSDAY, June 14.

St. Mary's Hospital (Institute of Pathology and Research), at 4.30.—

Prof. G. Dreyer : Some New Principles in Bacterial Immunity and their

application to the Treatment of Refractory Infection.
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APPOINTMENTS BOARD OF THE IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,

SOUTH KENSINGTON, S.W.;.
EMPLOYERS requiring men who have received a thorough training in

Science and Technology, and who are Diplomates or Associates of the
Imperial College, or of one of its three constituent Colleges, are asked to
make use of the services of the Board. No fees.

The Imperial College includes The Royal College of Science, The Royal
School of Mines, and The City and Guilds (Engineering) College. The
Associates of the Colleges receive thorough training in Science and Tech-
nology, including Aeronautics, Applied Optics and Optical Engineering,
Biology, Chemical Technology, Chemistry (all branches), Engineering (all

branches, including Metallurgy, Mining, Mining Geology and Oil lech-
nology), Geology, Mathematics and Mechanics, and Physics.

TUITION BY CORRESPONDENCE
Rapid preparation by highly qualified tutors for

MATRICULATION.
Intermediate and Final B.A. and B.Sc,

OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE LOCALS.
Single subjects may be taken :—Latin, Greek, Hebrew, French,

Mathematics, Chemistry, Logic, etc. For terms address-

Mr. J. CHARLESTON, B.A. (Hons. Oxon. & Lond.),
14 Elsham Road, Kensington, W.14.

APPLICATIONS are invited by the Salters'
Institute of Industrial Chemistr>', Salters' Hall, St. Swithin's Lane,
E.C.4, for a limited number of Fellowships for Post Graduates in
Chemistry who are desirous of adopting an industrial career. The
Fellowships are of the annual value of i^z^o to £,yx> and fall x-acant
in October next. Applications, with full particulars of training and
experience, must reach the Clerk of the Salters" Comi-anv before
July I.

TO SCIENTISTS AND RESEARCH STUDENTS.
THE INTERNATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SERVICE BUREAU,

employed by British Government Departments, University Professors, etc.,

supplies complete Continental and American bibliographies on any scientific,
literary, or medical subject. Chemical work a speciality. Extracts made.

Headquarters: Vienna. English representative: "Alexandrian," ia
I^ngridgc Road, Eart's Court, S.W.5.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION from
World-wide Sources. Write to us if you require Information or
Research of any kind. We have a large staff of Experts, and Unique
Facilities for procuring information. Bibliographies, Abstracts from
Foreign Periodicals, Mathematical Work; Translations from all

languages, Technical Typing. Department A, The London Re-
search and Information Bureau, 5 Tavistock Square, W.C.i.
Museum 7686.

DEPARTMENT OF SCIENTIFIC AND
INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH.

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF GREAT BRITAIN.
The Department of Scientific and Industrial Research are about to

nominate candidates for not more than three vacancies for GEOLOGISTS
on the Geological Survey of Great Britain.

Salary—;£30o per annum fixed (inclusive) for the first two years ; on con-
firmation of appointment, ^25o-^2o-;C45o (plus Civil Service bonus). The
posu are pensionable under the normal Civil Service regulations, and there
are prospects of promotion to higher posts.

Candidates must have attained the age of 21, but must not have attained
the age of 30 on April i, 1923. Preference will be given to candidates who
have served with H.M. Forces in the Great War. Candidates will be
expected to have had a sound general training in Geology equivalent to
that required for a University Honours degree; experience of post-graduate
work in Geology and knowledge of French or German, or both, will be
regarded as important qualifications.

Further particulars and application forms may be obtained from the
Director, Geological Survey and Museum, 28 Jermyn Street, S.W.i, to
whom application forms should be returned, together with copies of testi-
monials, not later than July 7, 1923.

UNIVERSITY OF DURHAM.
ARMSTRONG COLLEGE, NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE.

LECTURER IN CIVIL ENGINEERING.
The Council of .\rnistrong College invite applications for a LECTURE-

SHIP in CIVIL ENGINEERING. Candidates must be qualified to
teach Surveying and have practical experience and a University degree.
Salary .^350 to .£400 per annum according to qualifications. Duties
commence October i, 1923. Ten copies of applications and of not more
than three testimonials should reach the undersigned not later than July 7
1923.

. J. Y. T. GREIG,
Registrar, Armstrong College.

EAST LONDON COLLEGE
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON),

I'rincqml-i. L. S. H.\TTON, M.A.

PASS AND HONOURS COURSES IN THE
FACULTIES OF ARTS,

SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING.
FIRST YEAR MEDICAL COURSE.

POST GRADUATE AND RESEARCH WORK.
Composition Fee, £23 : 2s. per annum.

EVENING COURSES. M.A. FRENCH, M.A. & M.Sc.
MATHEMATICS.

RESEARCH WORK IN EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECTS.

Prospectus, post free. E. J. WIGNALL, Registrar.

Department of Scientific and Industrial Research.

A JUNIOR ASSISTANT METALLURGICAL CHEMIST
AND METALLURGIST

is required for the Department of Metallurgy and Metallurgical Chemistry
of the

NATIONAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY.
Candidates should have a good Honours Degree in Chemistry or Metal-

lurgy—preferahly with experience in research work. Scale of salary, ^£175-
/»5-.j£235 per annum, plus usual Civil Service honus

; present initial pay,
j^278 : 19s.

Superannuation provision will be made under the Federated Super-
annuation System for Universities, under which a contribution of approxi-
mately 10 per cent, of salary is paid hy the Department, and 5 per cent, is

paid by the officer. Preference will be given, other things being equal, to
ex-service men.

Application, giving particulars of age, qualifications, experience, military
service, etc., and enclosing copies of testimonials or names of referees,

should be made in writing not later than Monday, June 25, to Thb
DiRECTOK, National Physical Laborator>', Teddington, Middlesex.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF SOUTH
WALES AND MONMOUTHSHIRE.

COLEG PRIFATHROFAOL DEHEUDIR CYMRO A MYNWY.
The Council of tlie College in\itesappticationsfor the post ofASSISTANT

LECTURER in the Departments for the Training of Men Teachers for

Elementary' and Secondary Schools.

'I'he Salary will be ^300 per annum.
Further particulars may be obtained from the undersigned, hy whom

three copies of applications with testimonials (which need not be printed)
must be received on or before July 2, 1923.

D. J. A. BROWN, Registrar.
University College,

Cardiff, June 5, 192J.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF SOUTH
WALES AND MONMOUTHSHIRE.

COLEG PRIFATHROFAOL DEHEUDIR CYMRU A MYNWY.
Applications are in\ited for ihe appointment of an ASSISTANT

LECTURER and DEMONSTR.\TOR IN CHEMISTRY.
Salary ^^300 per annum. The appointment will date from October i, 1923.
Further particulars may be obtained from the undersigned, by whom

three copies of application and testimonials must be received on or before

June 18, 1923.
D. J. A. BROWN, Registrar.

University College,

Cathays Park, Cardiff.

i

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF SOUTH
WALES AND MONMOUTHSHIRE.

COLEG PRIFATHROFAOL DEHEUDIR CYMRU A MYNWY.
The Council of the College invites applications for the post ofASSISTANT

LECTURER and DEMONSTRATOR in PHYSICS.
The Salary will be £,yxi per annum.
Further particulars may be obtained from the undersigned by whom three

copies of applications with testimonials (which need not be printed) must he
received on or before July 2, 1923.

D. J. A. BROWN, Registrar.

University College,

Cardiff", June 7, 1923 .
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The Organisation of Research in India.

THE remarkable results that have been achieved

in recent years in India by scientific plant-

breeding are strikingly illustrated by a table contained

in " A Review of Agricultural Operations in India,"

recently published by the Government of India

(Calcutta : Superintendent of Government Printing,

1923)-

In the season 1921-22 the area under new and

improved varieties of crops was returned at nearly

3I million acres. To this should be added a large area

(particularly of wheat and cotton) laid down with seed

obtained from other sources than official Seed Depots.

Of the above-mentioned area, no less than approxi-

mately I J miUion acres were under improved cottons,

yielding in some cases an increased profit to the culti-

\ators of 20.f. per acre. But in regard to this crop,

Indian administrators are still not satisfied with the

progress made. An Indian Central Cotton Committee

was appointed to examine the whole problem of cotton

growing and marketing. This Committee reported in

August last, and already the Indian Government has

adopted one of its recommendations and passed an Act

authorising the levy of a cess of 4d. per bale of cotton

exported and consumed in mills, the money so raised

to be used to create a Central Fund for Cotton Research.

It is estimated that this cess will produce about

45,000/. per annum (or one-and-a-half times the total

amount originally set aside for agricultural research

in Great Britain by the Development Commission).

The greater portion of this sum will be devoted to the

creation of a Cotton Breeding and Seed Distribution

Institute, to be established, probably at Indore, in

Central India. In addition, a definite scheme for

research in technological problems has been formulated.

An experimental spinning plant will be provided for

this purpose. Further, an information bureau has been

started for the collection and distribution of trade and

agricultural information. It is probable that the

central breeding station at Indore will be placed under

the direction of Mr. and Mrs. Howard, whose successful

work at Pusa in wheat-breeding is well known in Great

Britain.

The Central Cotton Committee has also been instru-

mental in securing the enactment of measures designed

to cope with the difficulties peculiar to the improvement

of the cotton crop. Cotton being a plant which,

usually, is cross-fertilised, an improved variety cannot

be handled in a small way. Consequently, an Act has

been passed which gi\es the Government power to

notify a particular area (generally 2000 square miles)

for protection, and so prevent, over a large region,

the sowing of any variety other than that which it is
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desired to introduce. The official regulation of cotton

" gins " and presses is also likely to be introduced.

All these measures are an example of energetic and

purposeful action taken by Government, under the

inspiration of results achieved by research in the

interests of agriculture. The progress already made

has, no doubt, been favoured by the great field which

the Indian crops provide for plant improvement.

(There is no space to tell of the achievements in the

breeding of sugar-cane, but the distressed agriculturists

of Great Britain will read with envy of a crop of an

improved variety of sugar-cane yielding 60 tons of raw

cane per acre, as against a normal 20 tons, worth at a

moderate estimate 60/.) But when favourable condi-

tions are allowed for, there remains the fact that the

Government appreciates, and has been quick to develop

economically, the results of scientific work. It was not

content to let these results rest at the laboratory stage.

What could be accomplished by similar methods in

Great Britain it is difficult to say ; some remnants of en-

lightened despotism still linger in India, and can be used

quickly and effectively in the interests of progress ; but

it might be worth considering whether in the present

sorry plight of agriculture some measure of action

similar to that followed in India could not be taken. In

particular, the idea of creating a research fund by the

levy of a cess on the product that it is desired to

improve may be worthy of consideration. Bacon,

cheese, butter, wool, flax are examples of products that

are imported into Britain in large quantities, to the

detriment of the home producer. Is organised research

powerless to help .'' There can be no doubt as to the

answer, but our politicians, while ready to give lip-

service to the value of " education and research," and

even grants of money in aid of experimental work, have

failed to show an adequate appreciation of the need of

following up the achievements of research by adminis-

trative action, such as that so effectively taken by the

Government of India.

Shield Tunnelling.

Shield and Compressed Air Tunnelling. By B. H. M.

Hewett and S. Johannesson. Pp. x-l-465. (New

York and London : McGraw-Hill Book Co. Inc.,

1922.) 255.

OF late years engineers have been dri\en more and

more to find a location for railways, roadways,

and large water-mains below the surface of the ground.

In cities, by going underground the cost of acquiring

valuable property is escaped. In crossing rivers, a

tunnel may be less expensive than a bridge. A method

has been devised for tunnelling in soft or water-bearing

ground in which the miners work in a shield and an
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inrush of water is prevented by compressed air. In

this method rings of cast-iron segments are erected in

the shield, forming a water-tight lining, and as each

section is completed the shield is driven forward by

hydraulic jacks, leaving the lining to support the rock

or earth. The more difficult the ground the greater is

the advantage of this method of working. The number

of tunnels which have been so driven in different

countries is now large, but though the method is simple

in principle the difficulties and dangers met with in

carrying it out are among the most serious which tax

the skill and experience of the engineer and contractor.

Information about shield tunnelling is scattered in

the proceedings of professional societies, and the treatise

of Messrs. Hewett and Johannesson is one of the first

in which the data of past experience are gathered

together and the attempt is made to formulate

principles and rules of practice. It is an excellent

treatise, full of information, well illustrated, and com-

petently discussed.

Brunei patented the first shield, and by its help over-

came the very great difficulties of driving the first

tunnel under the Thames (1825-1843). In 1869,

Barlow promoted the construction of the Tower Subway

for foot passengers under the Thames. When con-

tractors feared to undertake the work, a young engineer,

Greathead, designed a new form of shield and completed

the turmel in a year. This was in dry London clay.

Then, when such difficulty was experienced in driving

the two Hudson River tunnels in water-bearing silt at

New York that the work was temporarily abandoned,

Greathead and Baker carried it on for 2000 feet by a

shield and compressed air. Stopped again by want of

capital, the tunnels were completed in 1904 by Jacobs.

Later the Blackwall and Rotherhithe tunnels under the

Thames and others abroad were successfully con-

structed by the same method. Descriptions of these

and a full bibliography are given in this treatise.

The cast-iron lining for shield-driven tunnels is now

in general use. The space between the lining and

ground is filled by cement grout, forced by compressed

air through holes in the lining, and the interior is made

fair by brick or concrete. The joints of the lining are

caulked with rust cement. There is a bulkhead behind

the shield through which the compressed air is forced,

and it contains airlocks for men and materials. The

shield is driven forward by hydraulic jacks, working

with pressures up to 6000 pounds per sq. in. and

exerting a total force amounting to 6000 tons in some

cases. Usually in the shield is a hydraulic erector for

lifting and placing the cast-iron segments and mechani-

cal excavators for removing the soil at the face. It

may give an idea of the complex arrangements neces- <

sary if it is stated that among the equipment required
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are a low-pressure plant for supplying air to keep back

the water ; a high-pressure plant to supply compressed

air for working rock drills and other tools ; a service

water supply for grouting and washing ; an electric light

and power supply ; and transportation plant. A useful

chapter is one on the working force needed, the rate of

progress in different cases, and the cost.

The authors give a theory of the stresses in the

tunnel lining, a subject hitherto far too much neglected,

designs having followed rule-of-thumb methods. This

is not a suitable occasion for discussing a mathematical

theory. The mode of treatment is unusual, but the

results arc interesting. The authors seem to underrate

the erection stresses due to the weight. The most

important external load is the earth pressure. The

theory of earth pressure of Rankine is adopted, in

which c depending on the angle of repose is the ratio of

the " active " horizontal pressure to the vertical pres-

sure and i/c the ratio of the " passive " resistance of

the earth, if the structure presses against it and is on

the point of displacing it. But the statements (p. 76)

that if the active horizontal pressures are not suffi-

ciently large in relation to the vertical pressures the

tunnel will have a tendency to deflect horizontally, and

(p. 53) that if k lies between trand i/c the tunnel lining

will not be subject to a moment, require more justifi-

cation.

An interesting chapter is that on compressed-air

illness and the precautions to prevent it. The cause is

the absorption of an excess of nitrogen by the blood

—

disengaged if the pressure is reduced. The cure is

careful limitation of the period of work and slow decom-

pression. If in spite of precautions cases of illness

occur, the remedy is to recompress and decompress more

slow^ly. For this a hospital lock is provided.

W. C. U.

Colour Vision and Colour Vision Theories.

(i) Colour Vision : A Discussion of the Leading

Phenomena and their Physical Laws. By Prof. W.
Peddie. Pp. xii + 208. (London: E. Arnold and

Co., 1922.) I2S. 6d. net.

(2) Colour and Methods of Colour Reproduction. By
Dr. L. C. Martin. With Chapters on Colour Printmg

and Colour Photography, by William Gamble. Pp.

xiii + 187. (London, Glasgow and Bombay : Blackie

and Sons, Ltd., 1923.) 125. 6d. net.

THERE are no subjects on which discussion and

demonstration are more needed than those of

vision and colour vision. The trichromatic theory as

presented i)y Helmholtz was the best theory in relation

to the facts known at the time, but the difficulties of
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the theory were thoroughly recognised by him. That

it was a theory and not a fact was stated by Helmholtz.

That all colours can be matched by a mixture of three

selected simple colours is a fact, but the statement

that there is an underlying trichromatic basis is not

only not a fact, but it is also not supported by any fact

which cannot be explained in another way, and there

is the most conclusive evidence that this is not the

case, while another explanation is completely con-

sistent with the facts. The state of chaos existing in

many minds with regard to colour vision is due to the

assumption that the trichromatic theory is a fact. H
the theory be denied there is no evidence for it, and this

was known to Helmholtz.

(i) Prof. Peddie's book is an uncompromising accept-

ance of the theory as a fact. The book is an admirable

exposition of the functions of three variables, but no

attempt is made to answer any of the objections to

the theory or to show how the theory is consistent

with known facts. In this respect the author differs

from other writers, who admit that something more

is required. If we regard colour perception as developed

secondarily to light perception, as it undoubtedly was,

we can form a series from total colour blindness to

super-normal colour perception. The colours differing

most physically in wave-length being first discriminated,

these gradually approached each other until green was

discriminated in the centre as a new colour, then yellow,

then blue, then orange, and lastly indigo. The ex-

planation, therefore, why red and green make yellow

when mixed is, that yellow having replaced the red-

green of a previous state of development, the colour

perception is not sufficiently developed to discriminate

between a mixture of red and green and simple yellow.

No two accounts of the trichromatic theory agree,

and the theorj' is loaded with subsidian,- hypotheses,

many of them quite inconsistent with each other ; that

is to say, one will explain one set of facts but not another

set of facts for which a different arrangement is required.

Space will not permit of more than a few of the very

long list of objections to the trichromatic theory being

given here. If a.mixture of spectral lights red, green,

and violet be made to match a simple white, on the

trichromatic theory the internal physiological processes

should be identical ; but if the eyes be now fatigued

with a red light containing that used in the mixture,

about twice as much green will be required in the

mixed white, the mixture appearing bright green to

a normal person with unfatigued eyes. Again, if a

spectrum be viewed with an eye fatigued by looking at

burning sodium, the yellow will have disappeared from

the spectrum and the red and green will appear to

meet, but a feeble red at the end of the spectrum will

be quite visible. If, however, after looking through a
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deep-red glass for the shortest possible time the terminal

red be viewed, it will not be visible. On the trichro-

matic theory much greater fatigue of the red sensation

process is obtained with the burning sodium.

When we come to colour blindness, which, according

to Helmholtz, is the key of colour vision, the trichromatic

theory fails completely to explain any case when it is

fully and thoroughly examined. How, for e.xample, does

it explain that more than 50 per cent, of the dangerously

colour blind can get through the wool test ? How are

the innumerable cases of dichromic vision to be ex-

plained } All see in the spectrum two simple colours

and a neutral region, but one is only detected by \-ery

efficient tests, others by very rough tests : the latter

are obviously much more colour blind than the first

class. How are the trichromic, with their absence of

the yellow sensation and wide monochromatic area

in the yellow region—for example this may be from

A6io jifi. to A535 /i/u—to be explained .' How is it that

in so many cases the apex of the luminosity curve

remains at the normal point and a normal white equa-

tion is made } Why, indeed, should a man who has

three colour sensations be colour blind at all ? As a

matter of fact, there is considerable variation in colour

perception without colour blindness ; a man may make
an anomalous white equation without being colour blind.

Finall)-, it can be clearly shown that, with a man
having a defective terminal red, this is not due to a

diminution of a hypothetical red sensation which is

aflected by rays corresponding to every part of the

spectrum. For example, a man may have shortening

of the red end of the spectrum ; he may pass the wool

test, or if the proper colours be there, put certain pinks

and violets together as identical. Shown a bright red

in the lantern corresponding to the shortened portion,

he does not see it at all. It will be noticed that the

pinks he puts with the violets are much lighter than

the latter, but when viewed through a blue-green glass

both appear identical in colour and shade to the normal-

sighted. The blue-green glass has cut off the red rays.

How, according to Prof. Peddie's construction, can a

man with shortening of the red end of the spectrum

pick out yellow at the normal-point and have a luminosity

curve with the normal apex ?

The valuable work of Shelford Bidwell, which is so

inimical to the trichromatic theory, is not mentioned.

Bidwell showed that the phenomena of intermittent

light are quite inconsistent with the compound character

of the yellow sensation. H the image of a white object

be formed suddenly on a portion of the retina which

was prexiously occupied by the image of a black object,

this image is surrounded by a red border. Bidwell

states :
" Though the image of the needle was colourless

when the patch was illuminated by the greenish-yellow
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rays of the spectrum, it appeared red when the same

hue was formed by combining red and green rays."

The fact that the red border is not found with the pure

greenish-yellow spectral light and is found with the

compound light is strong evidence against the compound

nature of the yellow sensation when caused by simple

yellow light.

(2) The valuable book by Martin and Gamble should

l)e read by all interested in colour. It is very well

written, and gives an admirable account of the facts

and views of different writers, without bias towards any

particular theory. Dr. Martin states in the preface : "It

is now more than ever necessary that the limitations

of the trichromatic theory shall be explored, still by

physically sound methods but by men who are fitted

to understand the psychological and physiological view

points. Furthermore, there is a great deal of work

which needs the most careful verification and checking."

The book is divided into three sections. Part one

deals with the nature of light and colour, colour analysis

and S)Tithesis, the colours of material objects, their

nomenclature and measurement, colour in regard to

illumination, colour in human experience, and colouring

materials. This part is so clearly written that it can

be easily understood by any one who has not much

knowledge of physics and mathematics. Part two deals

with the eye and its reactions to light, photometry,

instruments for colour measurement, colour vision with

an account of the principal theories, and colour blindness.

Part three is written by Mr. Gamble, and deals with

colour printing and photography in colours. A number

of useful tables are given in an appendix.

Nature Knowledge and Pastime.

(i) Great and Siiiall Things. By Sir Ray Lankester.

Pp. xi -I- 246. (London : Methuen and Co., Ltd.,

1923.) 75. 6d. net.

(2) The Badger : Afield and Underground. By H.

Mortimer Batten. Pp. 159 -I- 12 plates. (London:

H. F. and G. Witherby, 1923.) Ss. 6d. net.

(3) A Perthshire Naturalist : Charles Macintosh of

Inver. By H. Coates. With a chapter on Scottish

Folk-music by H. Wiseman. Pp. xx -I- 244 4-32

plates. (London : T. Fisher Unwin, 1923.) 185.net.

(4) The Highlands with Rope and Rucksack. By Dr.

E. A. Baker. Pp. 253 + 19 plates. (London:

H. F. and G. Witherby, 1923.) 12s. 6d. net.

(i) 'T~*HE volume before us is the fifth, if we are not

_l mistaken, in a series of volumes whereby Sir

Ray Lankester has rendered notable service to those

persons who, though debarred by circumstance from

undertaking sustained research, deeply sympathise with

adv-ance in natural science, are eager for sound informa-
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tion, and grateful to a competent showman, so to speak.

In the present volume the author ranges wide—from

the gorilla which, having spent its childhood iri devoted

attachment to a lady in Sloane Street, sickened and

died when she was obliged to part with him, to the

parasites of a pond snail and MetchnikoflE's investigation

of the means of making old age still older. The title of

the book is well chosen, for it contains the conclusions

of a trained intellect upon such great problems as the

suffering inseparable from the existence of all animals,

and upon such small ones as the relati\-e advantage

(or otherwise) of the different ways of using tobacco.

Even those smokers who display little interest in

chemical science, though rightly regarding nicotine as

the chief toxic agent in tobacco, may feel relieved in

learning that " it is a colourless volatile liquid, which

is vaporised and carried along with the smoke," and

not the malodorous oily juice that collects in the stem

of a foul pipe or the stump of a cigar.

Elderly folk who were reared in the belief that they

had to work their way through life equipped with only

five senses—sight, hearing, smell, taste, and touch

—

may be surprised to learn that all the time they have

been served by double that number. Increased know-

ledge of physiology has revealed the existence in the

human frame of a distinct apparatus and separate

nerve-threads for the perception of heat, cold, and pain,

for muscular contraction and for the maintenance

of equilibrium, all of which—except the last, which

escaped consideration—were of old roughly assigned as

functions of the sense of touch.

Sir Ray L;inkester points out that the mosi salient

anatomical difference between man and the gorilla

is in the structure of the foot. In man the axial line

of the posterior limb passes straight down the shin-

bane to the hallu.v or great toe ; whereas in plantigrades,

such as bears and anthropoid apes, it is directed between

the third and fourth digits, leaving the hallux to be

deflected and developed into a powerful grasping organ.

The importance of this difference consists in the

absence of any trace of a form of foot intermediate

between that of man and the ape.

This volume, like its predecessors in the series, is

written with lucid fluency, is admirably illustrated, and

many readers will pass a hearty vote of thanks to the

author for having devoted his well-earned leisure to

their profit.

(2) In his great work on British and Irish mammals,

Mr. J. G. Millais apologised for having quoted at so

great length from Sir Alfred Pease's treatise on the

badger, which had rendered it scarcely possible to

write anything new upon that subject. While Mr.

Mortimer Batten can scarcely claim to have made fresh

addition to our knowledge of the habits of this most
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cryptic creature, he has recorded in very readable form

his own patient observation thereof, confirming much
that has been written by other naturahsts and giving

his own views upon points whereon these have differed.

He considers the badger to be " the most abused and

misunderstood of British wild beasts," quoting the

sickening treatment of the animal prescribed by

Nicholas Cox in the sixteenth century before baiting it

with terriers. " Cut away the nether jaw, but meddle

not with the other, leaving the other to show the fury

of the beast, although it can do no harm therewith."

Drawing the badger, a so-called sport which it is to

be feared is still in vogue as a clandestine pastime, was

made illegal by the Act of 1850 ; but unfortunately

there is no law against " trying " terriers on a captive

badger.

Sir yVlfred Pease stated that the badger had become

rare in Scotland and had " entirely vanished " from the

north-cast of that countn,-. Mr. Mortimer Batten,

however, has satisfied himself that the race sur\-ives in

far greater numbers than most people think, founding

his opinions not only on the badgers which he has

himself found, with his terriers, in cairns, but also on

the great preponderance in some hill districts of the

tracks of badgers in snow over those of foxes.

Naturalists have differed widely in estimating the

period of the sow^ badger's gestation. Mr. Millais

accepted fifteen months as possible, at least for a badger

in captivity ; Sir Alfred Pease put it at nine months,

Tom Speedy at seven, Sir Harry Johnston at six ; but

Mr. Batten gives good grounds for agreeing with Capt.

Salvin that the normal term is eleven or twelve months.

He rejects the supposed analogy with the roe, which

has been credited with the power of postponing par-

turition until circumstances are suitable for her.

" What really does happen in the case of the roe is

this—the embryo does not develop, or at least develops

vePi" slowly, during the first four months of pregnancy,

so that she carries her young close upon four months
longer than is normal. This peculiarity of the roe is

proliably owing to a total change of environment—that

is, the animal originated under semi-tropical conditions,

and migration northward during [? after] the glacial

age led to a postponement in the operation of parturi-

tion."

This may pass for speculation on an obscure problem
;

the value of Mr. Mortimer Batten's book consists in

the convenient manner in which he has summarised all

that is known of one of our larger wild animals, subject

to critical light from his own observation, and has

supplied excellent photographs and explanatory cuts.

(3) Charles Macintosh was of a type not infrequent

among the Scottish peasantry—men self-taught in

some branch of natural history ; keen observers but

ill-equipped with appliances and books of reference,

2 A I
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patiently accumulating facts until, in middle life or

past it, some happy accident brings their work to the

knowledge of those whose scientific standing enables

them to advise and assist. Probably there are and have

been many " mute, inglorious " Tyndalls and Huxleys

to whom such chance never came ; but just as the

labours of Robert Dick of Thurso on the Old Red Sand-

stone were recognised and redeemed from oblivion by

Hugh Miller and Sir Roderick Murchison, so when

Dr. Buchanan White started in 1872 to investigate the

mycology of Perthshire he found that Macintosh, a

humble rural postman on a weekly wage of \2s., had

gone far to make a complete collection of the Basidio-

mycetae, and straightway enlisted him as an auxiliary

and correspondent of the Perthshire Society of Natural

Science.

Charles Macintosh was born in 1839, the son of a

handloom weaver in the village of Inver, near Dunkeld.

When he was sixteen years old he obtained employment

in a sawmill, and two years later met with an accident

that deprived him of all the fingers and the thumb of

his left hand. In 1858 he was appointed post-runner

in the district between Dunkeld and Ballinluig—

a

sylvan and riparian region most congenial to one with

his bent for botany and natural history. His daily

round afoot was about 16 miles, enough, it might

be thought, to abate inclination for serious work when

off duty ; but

" ingenium res

Adversae nudare Solent,"

and Macintosh's appetite for knowledge was insatiable.

With the aid of a very imperfect microscope and a few

antiquated works on botany, by the time he became

acquainted with Dr. Buchanan White in 1872 he had

made a very extensive collection, not only of the flower-

ing plants, but also of the ferns and other crjfptogams

of Strathtay. After that, having supplied himself out

of his savings with better instruments and modern

books, he contributed several additions to the flora of

Perthshire, including seventeen species of fungus hither-

to unrecorded in Britain, of which four were new to

science, namely, Curreyella auciiparice, Melogramma

elongatimi, Ascobolus Carletoni, and Ombrophila megalo-

spora. He finished 32 years' service under the Post

Office in 1890, and died in 1922.

Mr. Coates has done full justice to the subject of this

memoir, which is very fully illustrated, the frontispiece

being an exceptionally interesting photograph of

Macintosh. We have noted very few slips : the great

oak at Birnam may possibly be a survival of the

primeval forest, but not so the sycamore (p. 60), for

that is not an indigenous species. Both trees are well

known to the present writer, and to estimate their age

at one thousand years is to disregard what is obviously I
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their vigorous prime. To describe a family bible as

"a human document" (p. 11) is grievously to mis-

apply a metaphorical phrase. Lastly, widely as the

spurious adjective " phenomenal " has come into use

in the sense of " extraordinary," t^ describe the Tay as

having been reduced by drought to " almost phenomen-

ally small proportions "
(p. 221) is surely neither sense

nor English !

(4) A certain German philosopher is credited with

the doctrine that every object of interest should be

inspected from its proper point of view—a church from

the outside, a tavern from the inside, and a mountain

from the bottom. Whate^•er may be Dr. Ernest

Baker's opinion about churches and taverns, he holds

emphatically that the worst aspect of a mountain is

from the bottom. Its only legitimate purpose is to be

climbed on its most difficult side. The first fifty pages

of his treatise on " the excellent sport of rock-climbing
"

are applied to a denunciation of Highland landowners

for putting difficulties in the way of tourists and trippers,

but for which he is confident that the Scottish Highlands

would attract as many holiday folk as Switzerland

does.

Dr. Baker's own narrative testifies to the fact that

the summer climate of the Highlands is scarcely so

serene as that of Switzerland. In his adventures

among the Highland hills he encountered many spells

of dismal weather.

" We were awake betimes, but rain was falling, and
for three long days the weather remained too bad
for serious climbing. Stob Dearg was continuously

swathed in mist ; and the gullies, as we could see afar

off by the tracks of white, were spouting water amain "

(p. 78).

As for landowners, there are no doubt surly ones as

well as others of milder mood ; but the powers of both

in preventing access to their estates are more strictly

limited than Dr. Baker explains. They can only

proceed against trespass by obtaining interdict against

individuals. " Trespassers will be prosecuted " is

brutum fulmen unless damage can be proved. It may
be doubtful whether a judge would decide that damage

had been done in the incident described as follows ; but

the immediate consequences might have been serious

if the Highland glens had been as full of holiday-makers

as the author would like to have them.

" As usual on a new climb, we found many splinters

hanging in dangerous places, and the worst of them we
cleared away. One big lump of porphyr)', caught in

unstable equipoise on the bevel-end of a ledge, gave
rise to a memorable incident. I was held from above
by the rope while I gave the rock a final shove that

released it. Thirty feet below, a pinnacle stood out

from the face, a squarish mass some twenty-five feet in

height and about sixteen in girth. It is discernible in

the photo taken near the foot of the climb, but its

place knows it no more. . . . We calculated afterwards
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that it would weigh 80 or 90 tons. . . . The falhng rock I

hit the top of it. The pinnacle shook in its socket,

lurched forward, bowed majestically over, and, almost

before we knew what was happening, went hurtling

down the cliffs and gullies. It cleared some hundreds
of feet at a leap ; then striking a projection, bounded
off, leaving an ugly scar behind, and thundered on down
the crags, smashing off corners, crashing into the screes

in the gullies and splashing up the snow like water.

. . . The whole ridge vibrated like a bridge with a
heavy express rushing over."

Pretty pastime ! yet landowners are but human after

all, and might not unreasonably demur to much of this

kind of thing. There is no evidence that in his scrambles

Dr. Baker took any notice of geology, botany, or any-

thing except the opportunity for hazardous athletics.

His book is illustrated with many good photographs of

hill scener)'. Herbert M.\xwell.

Psychotherapy.

Suggestion and Mental Analysis : An Outline nf the

Theory and Practice of Mind Cure. By Ur. William

Brown. Third edition, with Inde.\. Pp. 176.

(London : University of London Press, Ltd., 1923.)

y. 6d. net.

AS implied by the title. Dr. Brown's " Suggestion

and Mental Analysis " brings together the

widely divergent views of the two principal schools

of psychotherapy. It is an attempt to harmonise

the theory and practice of the hypnotists, suggestion-

ists, and autosuggcstionists, on one hand, and of the

psycho-analysts on the other. It is generally claimed

by the partisans of each school that its method is

exclusively the best suited for the treatment of those

forms of psychoneuroses in which mental therapy is

indicated. Indeed, as Dr. Brown points out, extremists

of both schools agree in disclaiming any possibility

of a synthesis of their methods. In practice, however,

it not seldom works out that such disclaimers are

ignored, even liy the purists. Dr. Brown argues that

the various methods of psychotherapy can be advan-

tageously employed in combination. He bases his

views upon a very large number of typical clinical

cases which have passed through his hands both in

civilian practice and as a result of the special con-

ditions due to the War. With regard to the latter

ca.ses. Dr. Brown worked mainly by suggestion and

hypnosis, and with marked success. He now advocates

a judicious use of all the methods, some of which are

more especially adapted to one type of case and some

to others. He thus, on empirical grounds, declares

himself to be an eclectic.

The book is elementary—even popular— liut it

touches upon most of the points which are treated

at length in the large and continually growing literature
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of psychotherapy. The first chapters deal with

generalities on suggestion and the subconscious, and

sketch briefly the theories and methods of the analysts.

Several interesting case - histories are given in some

detail to illustrate the dissociation due to hysteria

and hysterical epilepsy. Hypnosis is contrasted with

suggestion, and is itself declared to be a form of dis-

sociation ; in consequence of which the conclusion

is—rightly—drawn that frequent hypnotising of a

patient is dangerous. Nevertheless, hypnosis is a

valuable procedure to employ in certain cases. Indeed,

all proved methods are valuable. This is the general

conclusion of the book, in which such divergent view^s

as those of Charcot, Bernheim, Freud, Jung, Cou6,

and others are considered.

The more scientific and therapeutic part of the

volume is supplemented by three chapters on the

"philosophical background," which consist of a s'um-

mary exposition and criticism of the philosophy of

M. Bergson. It is true, as Dr. Brown remarks, that

" every revolution in scientific theory synchronises

closely with the development of new ideas, and even

new systems, within the domain of philosophy "
;

and no doubt Bergsoii's philosophy synchronises to

some extent with the rise and growth of recent psycho-

therapeutic theory and practice. There are obvious

similarities in both. But it is not obvious why these

chapters should have been included in a book on

psychotherapy ; and their inclusion makes it appear

rather overweighted with speculation. The present

is the third edition of the book ; and it is clear that

this excellent elementary presentation of the theory

and practice of " mind cure " meets the good reception

it deserves at the hands of the public. There is a

good index.

Our Bookshelf.

Cements and Artificial Stone : a Descriptive Catalogue

of the Specimens in the Sedgwick Museum, Cambridge.

By the late John Watson. Edited by Dr. R. H.
Rastall. Pp. xii + 131. (Cambridge: W. Heffer

and Sons, Ltd. ; London : Simpkin, Marshall and
Co., Ltd., 1922.) 6s. net.

The collections brought together by the zealous care

of Mr. Watson in the Sedgwick Museum ha\e been
of great service in technical geology. Probably much
may still be added to the samples of cement and
artificial stone described in the present volume, as

these materials become still more favoured by architects

and engineers. The labour and art of the mason may
decline, but the production of durable cements for

covering walls, the colouring of them until they surpass

in brilliance the painted surfaces of Roman times, and
the imparting of increased delicacy to moulded work
in stucco, are alike honourable and artistic occupations.

The materials of artificial slabs are largely natural
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rock, brecciated or pulverised, but otherwise untreated,

and the pride of their makers lies in the production of

monolithic blocks of more uniform texture and more
free from cracks than can be obtained from ordinary

quarries. Mr. Watson (p. 76) gives an impressive

account of the hollow blocks of reinforced concrete, each

weighing 2464 tons, and measuring 66 by 53 by 50 feet,

used in harbour-construction at Valparaiso in 1917.

It seems as if a house of considerable size, with stair-

cases and passage-ways, could now be moulded round

a light steel framework as a single piece, and trans-

ported by flotation to any quarter of the globe.

The author shows (p. 94) how well-known building-

stones, with their pleasing colours, are already success-

fully imitated, and how a great field lies open before

the manufacturer of light roofing-tiles that may
compete in our towns with the monotonous grey tints

of slate. Nothing is likely to oust polished granite

from its supreme place as a decorative stone for towns
;

but those who would decry the use of artificial stone

must remember that the glories of Verona, the Hansa
Towns, and Hampton Court are largely due to the

manipulation and moulding of detrital clay. Mr.

Watson gives a long and interesting history of the

Portland cement industry, which his specimens fully

illustrate. He directs attention (pp. loi and 114) to

the good acoustic properties of selenitic cement for

lining walls ; but we cannot find a mention of the

remarkable cement now formed from magnesite and
used for floors. The early use of the Italian poztolana

(which even the " Encyclopaedia Britannica " spells

in places poszuolana) is well mentioned ; but we doubt

if (p. 2) Puteoli was also known to the Romans as
" Putevolano." G. A. J. C.

Special Steels : a Concise Treatise on the Constitution,

Manufacture, Wording. Heat Treatment, and Applica-

tions of Alloy Steels,for Students, Operators, and Users

of Special Steels. Chiefly founded on the Researches

regarding Alloy Steels of Sir Robert Hadfield. By
Thos. H. Burnham. (Pitman's Technical Primers

Series.) Pp. xxii-l- 194. (London: Sir Isaac Pitman
and Sons, Ltd., 1923.) s^. net.

This small volume is a welcome addition to the

literature dealing with special steels, as it contains a
large amount of useful information compressed into a

small compass. The necessity for economy in the

use of iron ore is clearly indicated both by Sir Robert
A. Hadfield and the author, who show that, by the use

of special steels, the amount of iron necessar}' for most
purposes is greatly reduced.

Considerable information is given relating to the

constitution and manufacture of special steels and to

their later heat or other treatment. Much useful work
has been done during the past twenty years in connexion
with the heat treatment of ordinary carbon steel, but
this treatment, in the case of large masses, is always
unsatisfactory on account of the impossibility of

bringing about uniform structural changes. If, how-
ever, carbon steel is alloyed with other elements a

considerably greater range of mechanical and other

properties is available. Tliese considerations are dealt

with in this small book. Accounts are given of various

classes of special steels, while under " chromium
steel " details are given relating to rustless steel, such
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as its composition, mechanical and heat treatment,

mechanical properties, resistance to corrosion, and its

applications. A chapter each is devoted to silicon,

manganese, and tungsten steels, while some details are

given respecting the manufacture, properties, and uses

of other types of special steel. Tli£ final chapter (xii.)

jioints out the general trend of progress, and there are

four appendices which deal respectively with : (i)

carbon steels
; (2) a classified list of papers by Sir

Robert A. Hadfield
; (3) a list of symposia of the

Faraday Society; and (4) the relation between hardness

number and shock qualities, tensile strength and
compression strength of various types of steel.

The book provides the .student and the practical

man with a handy survey of the subject, and should

find a place in all technical libraries. W. H. M.

(i) Animal Nutrition : Foods and Feeding. By E. T.

Hainan. Pp. 52. 2s. net. (2) Farm Costing and
Accounts. By C. S. Orwin. Pp. 31. is. 6d. net.

(3) Insect Pests and Fungous Diseases of Farm Crops.

13y A. Roebuck. Pp. 55. 2s. net. (4) Poultry

Keeping on the Farm. By Edward Brown. Pp. 54.

(London : Benn Bros., Ltd., 1923.) 2S. net.

The four little books under notice belong to the
" Successful Farming Series," the purpose of which
is " to raise the standard of British Farming in all its

branches."

Even in this small compass Mr. E. T. Hainan (i) has

developed the subject of animal nutrition from the

fundamental scientific facts to the practical deductions

drawn therefrom. The exposition is lucid, and the

book should not only interest farmers who have no
scientific knowledge, but it should also be of real use

to them in their daily work.

(2) In " Farm Costing and Accounts," by Prof. C. S.

Orwin, simple methods are given for keeping financial

accounts suited to the needs of almost any farmer

—

and incidentally sufficient for purposes of reclaiming

excess income tax—and an outline of the methods of

keeping the more intricate costing accounts.

(3)
" Insect Pests and Fungous Diseases of Farm

Crops," by Mr. A. Roebuck, contains descriptions of

the common insect pests and the appearances of plants

attacked by them or by various fungi. The writer sug-

gests prophylactic measures such as balanced manures,

and the avoidance of harbouring places for pests such as

are found on untidy and ill-kept farms and buildings.

(4) In " Poultry Keeping on the Farm," Mr. Edward
Brown emphasises the possibility of increasing verj'

greatly the number of poultr\- kept in this country.

In his opinion this increase can take place most profit-

abl)' on farms, where the birds could find much of their

food ; but he maintains that there are also big open-

ings for specialised poultrv' keeping, more especially

in the vicinity of large towns, and for selective

breeding.

The Elementary Principles of Lighting and Photometry.

By J. W. T. Walsh. Pp. xvi -1- 220. (London :

Methuen and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 10s. 6d. net.

Mr. Walsh's book may be regarded as a useful supple-
'

ment to pre-War works on illumination. 1 he text may
be conveniently divided into four main sections. We
have first an account of the effect of light on the eye,
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followed by an explanation of terms and elementary

principles. Next there are chapters dealing with

various aspects of photometry, leading to a discussion

on calculations of illumination. Finally we have, in

the second half of the book, a general discussion

of practical ligliting problems. Consideration of the

human eye forms a natural starting-point, and in

general a logical sequence of sul^jects is adopted. One
may question, however, whether the separation of

heterochromatic photometry and the flicker - photo-

meter in the penultimate chapter is desirable. Surely

this might more fiily have been included in the earlier

section of the hook dealing with photometry in general ?

Mr. Walsli's experience at the National Physical

Laboratory has stood him in good stead in dealing

with this phase of the subject. The hints on laboratory

practice are sound, and there is a useful description

of the chief forms of illumination-photometers. It is

interesting to note that, with proper precautions, an
accuracy of 2-3 per cent, is considered possible with

this class of instrument. The chapter on industrial

lighting contains a useful survey of the work of the

Home Office Departmental Committee on Lighting in

Factories and Workshops, and the contents of various

American codes. One is glad to note the inclusion

of a chapter on daylight illumination, which is now
being studied in a more scientific manner than in

the past.

The final chapters on colour and light-projection

include a variety of special applications of light such

as motor-car iieadlights, searchlights, flood-lighting,

and artificial daylight. (In the calculation of flood-

lighting on p. rSg a slip appears to have been made.)

The book is concluded by a series of definitions of the

chief photometric quantities, a bibliography, and an
adequate index.

VArc ilectrique. Par Maurice Leblanc fils. (Recueil

des Conferences-Rapports de Documentation sur la

Physique. Vol. 3,
!" Serie, Conferences 7, 8.

fidite par la .Societe yowrwa/ de Physique.) Pp. 131.

(Paris : Les Presses Universitaires de France, 1922.)

10 francs.

The first chapter of the work under notice contains

the more important formulae obtained by modem
physicists in connexion with the electric arc. A
drawback to the use of these formula; is that it is

difficult to find out where theory ends and empiricism

begins. If we accept the formulie we have to abandon
the theory of dimensions as applied to equations. In

the second chapter Mrs. Ayrton's work is well described.

It is stated that Blondel was the first to prove that

there was no appreciable counter electromotive force

in the arc. If E denotes the potential difference across

the arc and I the current through it, then dE/dl is

called the resistance of the arc, and it is pointed out

that it is a negative quantity. A good description is

given of magnetic and mercury vapour lamps. The
phenomena shown by the so-called " non-arcing

"

metals, such as phosphor-bronze, aluminium-bronze,

aluminium and zinc, are attributed to a metallic oxide

covering the electrodes with an insulating layer or

to the vapour being difficult to ionise. It is pointed

out that although the current and voltage vanish

instantaneously in alternating current arcs, yet their
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power factor is not unity. This is stated to be due to

the fact that they do nol both follow the sine law. As
a matter of fact, provided that the ordinate of the

current wave is always proportional to the ordinate

of the voltage wave, and they vanish instantaneously,

the power factor would be unity whatever the shape

of the voltage wave. The third chapter gives the

technical applications of the electric arc to searchlights,

furnaces, electric welding, for producing high-frequency

waves, and in electric " safety valves " for protection

against lightning. A. R.

Machine-Shop Mathematics. By G. Wentworth, D. E.

Smitii, and H. D. Harper. (Wentworth-Smith
Mathematical Series.) Pp. v -1-162. (London: Ginn
and Co., 1922.) 5^. 6d. net.

The presentation, in most cases without proof, of

a hundred and twenty formulae in as many pages can

scarcely lay claim to the title of mathematics, but this

book forms nevertheless a clearly worded and practical

introduction to machine-shop calculations. Its scope

is confessedly limited to the needs of those who hope
to become expert machinists with little or no mathe-
matical grounding, and throughout the book more
attention is paid to the explanation of technological

details than to the development of method. The use

of measuring instruments and calculations affecting

cutting speeds, taper turning, screw cutting, indexing

and gear cutting are clearly described, generally with

the aid of excellent diagrams. The number of formulae

is large, and a judicious reduction in this respect would
bring emphasis on to the more important without

prejudice to the range of the book. Illustrative

problems are worked out in the text, and examples

throughout are numerous and well chosen. Their value

to the self-dependent student would, however, be greatly

enhanced if answers were given. Calculations are in

most cases made to cover British as well as American
practice, but reference tables at the end give American
standards only. H. W. S.

An Introduction to the Psychology of Religion. By
R. H. Thouless. Pp. vi-t-286. (Cambridge: At
the University Press, 1923.) 7^. 6d. net.

There is an undoubted movement of thought towards

a restatement of religion and religious problems along

the lines of recent psychological achievement. This

has already taken the place, to a large extent, of the

apologetic defence of religion on the plane of the

sciences of Nature. Mr. Thouless writes for those

who wish to make a study of the problems of religion

from a psychological point of \iew without any prior

knowledge of psychological terminology. The most
interesting parts of his book are those in which he

relates religion to certain of the instinctive tendencies

of man, while defending it from the charge of being no

more than a subjective experience of gregariousness

or sex ; and his chapter on the phenomena of mysticism,

for which he goes in the main to the mystics of the

Roman Catholic Church. He treats this subject with

great insight and exactness, and interprets it sym-

pathetically in the light of recent psychoanalytical

theory. The book, while avowedly " popular," will

be of interest to students both of religion and of

psychology.
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Letters to the Editor.

\The Editor does not hold himself responsible for
opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, nor to correspond with
the -Wi iters of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of Nature. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications?^

Gravitation and Light-pressure in Nebulae.

Does not Prof. Lindemann's theory of spiral
nebute (discussed by Sir Oliver Lodge in Nature of
May 26, p. 702) fail tlirough disregarding the absorp-
tion or reflection of radiation which must necessarily
accompany any mechanical action of light-pressure ?

Prof. Lindemann's typical nebula has a mass of
about 01 gram per sq. cm. of area, which is

probably something like the true value ; but to get
this value, Prof. Lindemann's assumed particles of
diameters lo"* or lo"' cm. must lie behind one another
some thousands deep. The particles in the outer-
most layer are, no doubt, acted on by light-pressure in
the way supposed, but not so those in the inner
layers ; these are shielded from light-pressure but
not from gravitation—and here the whole theory
seems to fail. Incidentally, a nebula formed of solid
particles lying thousands deep would surely be too
opaque for novae formed in its interior to be seen as
novae.

The whole question seems to be governed by a
calculation much simpler than any given by Prof.
Lindemann. If a star or group of stars emit radiant
energy E per unit time, the flow of momentum
through any cross-section of a cone of solid angle w
will be Ecj/4irC per unit time. Thus the maximum
mass m which light-pressure can possibly support (or
repel) in this cone at a distance r from the light is

given by
7mM_ Eoi

r^ 47rC'

where 7 is the gravitation constant, and M the mass
of the star or stars. Thus the maximum mass per
unit area, mjur^, is

I E
4ir7C M'

This is of course independent of r, because gravita-
tion and light pressure both fall off as i /r' ; it does
not depend on the number of stars at work, since E
and M are each proportional to that number. For
the aggregate of matter in the universe we may
perhaps put E/M equal to unity, this being about
half its value for our sun. The maximum mass per
unit area which light-pressure can support or repel is

now i/47r7C, or about one gram per 25,000 sq. cm.,
whereas the spiral nebute, on Prof. Lindemann's
own estimate, have one gram per 10 sq. cm. No
doubt it may be argued that the nebulae in the past
were more tenuous than now, but the nebute reduced
to a surface-density of one gram per 25,000 sq. cm.
would cover the heavens many times over at any
reasonable distance.

I have long wondered whether a true example of
suspension in equilibrium between gravitation and
light-pressure may not possibly be found in the shells
which constitute the outer surfaces of the planetary
nebulae. That there is suspension in equilibrium
seems scarcely open to question ; the hypothesis that
gravitation and liglit-pressure are the equilibrating
agencies satisfies all the numerical tests I have been
able to apply. But it is necessary for stability that
the matter should be gaseous, as' is in fact spectro-
scopically found to be the case. A hollow shell of

solid particles can be suspended in equilibrium, but
this equilibrium cannot be stable for radial displace-
ments. Press the shell closer in to the star and its

particles shield one another more from light-pressure,
so that gravitation becomes relatively more potent
than light - pressure and the shell falls in. But a
hollow shell of gas may be stable if its temperature is

such that its degrees of dissociation and ionisation
are sufficiently sensitive to changes of temperature.
Press such a shell closer in to the star and its

constituents break up more ; assuming that this
increases its opacity, light-pressure becomes relatively
more potent and the shell is driven back. Draw the
shell out to a radius greater than the equilibrium
radius and the converse occurs : the equilibrium is

stable. J. H. Jeans.
May 28.

In the issue of Nature for May 26, p. 702, there is

an interesting letter by Sir Oliver Lodge about a
suggestion I had put forward on the nature of the
spiral nebula;. Sir Oliver Lodge suggests that the
recombination of electrons ejected photoelectrically
might well be more important as a source of light

than simple reflection. This does not seem to me
probable. In spite of many efforts to improve
photoelectric cells, the best type only gives an
efficiency of about 2 per cent. Even if the spirals

were equally efficient, therefore, only this fraction of
the incident energj' could be emitted in the form of
light on recombination of the electrons. It is probable
that any material of which spirals may be composed
has a reflection coefficient of at least 20 per cent, and
very likely 50 per cent., so that ordinary reflection

must be at least ten times and is probably some
hundreds of times as effective as the process imagined
by Sir Oliver Lodge. F. A. Lindemann.

Clarendon Laboratorv',
University Museum, Oxford,

June 4, 1923.

Selection and Segregation.

I think by " recent discussions in the columns of
Nature " Prof. Arthur Willey (Nature, May 5, p.

602) alludes to discussions started by me. I gather
that he believes that evolution is founded on muta-
tions the inheritance of which is Mendelian, and,
therefore, that natural selection preserves but does
not create racial change. Experiment furnishes him
with justification, but not with proof. On the same
evidence, and a great deal more, divergent opinions
have been founded. Crucial tests are required-
tests which, from the nature of the case, experiment
cannot furnish, but which may be found in abundance
among facts that are within common knowledge
and are not disputed. So far as I am able to judge,
they do not support Mendelian theory, and to them
I invite Prof. Willey's attention. If I be mistaken,
it should be easy to indicate my errors. If I be
right (I am not alluding to Prof. Willey), is it worth
while to ignore evidence which is common property
and on which attention is more or less riveted, or to
hint that I am ignorant of the latest work of the
truest biologists—and then to scuttle from my
challenge ? In spite of Mendelians, the Mendelian
facts are so illuminating that they are sure, when
Unked with the rest of our knowledge, to influence

immensely our conceptions of, and control of, life.

They can be so linked only by means of crucial in-

stances. May I, therefore, iterate a few of the latter ?

1 have some morals to draw or imply. Can a flaw
of fact or reasoning be found in the following ?
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1. Our powers of observing are proportionate to

our familiarity with the objects of study. In all

Nature, we are, for purposes of observing fluctuations

and natural selection, sufficiently intimate with only
one species—our own (see Nature, January 13,

p. 50). Either we must derive our evidence from
the lives and deaths of men, or else our thinking is

mere guessing. Examining the evidence, we find

(a) that stringent natural selection is in full swing
all the world o\er; (6) that fluctuations, not mutations,
are chosen ; and (c) that the result is always adaptive
evolution. If that be the case with men, whom
naturalists describe as having " escaped from selec-

tion," is it not, to say the least, likely to be the case
with other types ?

2. Human races never differentiate while there is

interbreeding, but invariably diverge when separated
by time and space. So far as clear evidence goes,

this is true of all natural types. Have we not here
proof that offspring blend parental differences, and
therefore that natural racial change is based on
fluctuations ?

3. It has been said very truly, " The fact that the
gametes of the cross transmit each member of the
pair pure, is as strong an indication as can be desired
of the discontinuity between them." The converse
must be true also ; if the members of the cross

blend, we have proof that the unlikeness between
them was built up of fluctuations. Now, all human
races, and so far as I know all natural races, blend
when crossed, except in characters linked with sex.

4. There is massive evidence, not disputed by
Mendelians, that male is undeveloped female, and
vice versa. Here we have alternate patency and
latency, alternate reproduction, not alternate in-

heritance. Male and female characters, belonging to
different sets, do not blend ; but, presumably, the

patent characters of the one sex blend with the

latent characters of the other. Sometimes, as in

aphides, the patency and latency extends unaltered
over many generations. But if, as is alleged, the
inheritance of sex is Mendelian and segregation
occurs, how is the prolonged latency of the male
traits conceivable ? Theoretically males, as well as
females, should appear in the first parthenogenetic
generation, after which, since the males cannot
reproduce, and the females have become pure
dominants, males should never again appear.

5. If a mutant crosses with the normal, we have,
admittedly, in the impure dominant, exactly such
patency and latency as is found in sexual characters.

Niendelians insist that afterwards there is segregation,
and, therefore, that in following generations pure
dominants and recessives occur. How, then, does
it happen that " pure " dominants sometimes produce
recessives, and recessives dominants ? How does it

happen that purely bred domesticated types (e.g.

pigeons, poultry, and many plants) often " throw
back "—reproduce the ancestral type which according
to theory was eliminated perhaps hundreds, perhaps
even thousands, of generations previously ? Is this

not clear evidence that Nature treats mutations like

sexvial traits, making their reproduction, not their

inheritance, alternate ?

6. Crossing often reveals long-lost ancestral traits

among artificial varieties, but never among men or
other natural types. Is this not clear proof that while
man often chooses mutations. Nature selects among
fluctuations ? But man does not always choose
mutations. Sometimes, though he cannot easily

perceive fluctuations except among his own kind, he
selects them. Thus speed in racehorses is due to
a high average of excellence in a thousand co-
ordinated structures. A thousand mutations occur-
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ring at once are out of the question. As might be
expected, (a) racehorses tend, in lack of stringent

selection, to retrogress with a speed which is pro-

portionate to the antecedent progression, and (b) the
offspring of a cross between race and ordinary' horses

blend the parental differences, as in hunters and hacks.

7. Apparently, then, the crossing of mutants with
the normal results in alternate reproduction. Yet
careful artificial breeding produces all the effects

of alternate inheritance ; for in this way undesired
traits may be rendered almost permanently latent,

as witness the narrow stripes revealed by the offspring

of horses crossed with the broad-striped BurcheU
zebra, whence it appears that man never domesticated
the horse as such, but began with an animal striped like

the Somali zebra, tlie coloration of which he rendered
latent by selecting mutations. Human mutations

—

idiocy, hare-lip, tumours, and so on—are common

;

but useful human mutations are unknown. Many
of them, idiocy, for example, become yearly more
common, and medical men, believing that they
usually indicate the reappearance of latent ancestral

traits, hope by preventing procreation to reduce
their frequency. If, however, Mendelian theory be
correct, they are new variations, and the position of

humanity is hopeless. In that case the human species

is " ever-mutating "
; and, since human mutations are

ever-injurious, there is no scope for selection. And
yet the odd thing is that there is always selection, and
the result is always improved adaptation.

8. I suppose my word " predisposition " (potenti-

ality, diathesis) corresponds somewhat with the

Mendelian word " gene." But I merely follow physio-

logists and pathologists who, assuming germinal
predisposition, seek in each case to discover the
nurture that causes development. If I have specu-

lated, it is only to suppose, as others h<ave done, that

perhaps all the cells of the body are aUke in nature,

and differ only through nurture. "Gene," on the

other hand, implies a knowledge more profound, or

an assumption more daring. Itself a discrete unit,

it is the representative of a unit character (one with
Mendelian inheritance). Like the " physiological

units," " gemmules," and " determinants " of our
predecessors, it is a brick in the architecture of the
germplasm. It is difficult to understand, however ;

for the multicellular individual, a cell-community, is

compounded of characters ; and a character may be a
sub-community (e.g. rose-comb, extra digit, black-

smith's muscle), or a quality of the whole com-
munity (for example, size, shape, coloiir), or a quahty
of a character (for example, colour of a flower^. As
wc have just seen, crossed natural varieties blend
their characters : have they, then, no unit charac-
ters, and, therefore, no genes ? I understand that

characters, not their modifications, are represented

by genes. Thus there is a gene (or genes) for normal
but not for diseased skin, for skin-colour but not for

sunburn, for normal but not for blacksmith's muscles.

Unfortunately I know of no character that is not a
modification of its antecedent self. Thus the muscles
of the athlete were modified by nurture from those

of the ordinary man, which were modified from those

of the youth, and so on right back to the germ-cell.

Which, then, is the character, and which its modifica-

tions ? Obviously all characters are " fluctuations

due to conditions of environment, to nutrition,

correlation of organs, and the like. There is no
indisputable evidence that they can be worked up
and fixed as a specific character." But try to con-

cei\-e a character which is not a product of some sort

of nurture ! It appears, then, that genes represent

nothing conceivable, and that evolution is impossible.

But the attempt to understand genes makes my head
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ache. Intellectually unfit to grapple with these
subtilties, I must return to the simple, if crude and
ignorant, physiological conception that all characters
are products of germinal predisposition and somatic
nurture ; and to the notion that, while there is

always blending and sometimes alternate reproduc-
tion, there is never alternate inheritance.

G. Archdall Reid.
20 Lennox Road, South, Southsea, Hants,

May 17.

Martini's Equations for the Epidemiology of
Immunising Diseases.

The differential equations constructed by Dr.
Martini and quoted by Dr. Lotlca in Nature of May
12, p. 633, namely,

du , .^ , .

.1 -«)-?«, . . (i)
dt

di

Jt
= au{i -i) - mu, (2)

aroused my interest by the statement that they
cannot be integrated in finite terms. I have noticed
that in one particular case the integrals of the equa-
tions can be expressed in a moderately simple form,
and that in this case Dr. Martini's second position of
equilibrium, namely,

m{a - q) a -a
aq a

is unattainable within a finite time unless it is

permanent.
The particular case in question which has come to

my notice is that in which q = m, that is to say, the
fraction of the affected population which ceases to be
so per unit time is equal to the fraction of the immune
population which loses immunity or dies per unit time.

In this case it is evident by subtraction that

du di

'di
~
dt'

-q{u-i),

so that u - i = kqe *', where A is the constant of
integration. On substituting for i in (i) it is evident
that

du
dt

= {a -q -{-aKqe ''')u - att^

an equation reducible to the linear form (and so
soluble by quadratures) by the substitution d= i/m.

The solution, wluch it will be sufficient to quote, is

i^ »
(
- )"a"+'A"e-""

u ,Xo{a -q){a -2q) . . . [a-nq-q)'

-l-B exp{(q-a.)t + aAe'^'\,

where B is the second constant of integration.
It is easy to see that the second position of equi-

librium is given in this case by

. a-q
u-t=—-,

a

and if u and i have this value for a finite value of t,

it is readily seen successively that A = o and B = o,

so that u and i have this value for all time. On the
other hand, whatever be the values of A and B, the
value (a-q)la is the limit to which both tt and i tend
as the time tends to infinity, provided that a exceeds

q ; a a does not exceed q, they tend to zero, unless

B = o.

I imagine from Dr. Lotka's silence concerning these

results that they have not been previously obtained,
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and, for all I know, the case q=m may be of no
practical importance. But the analysis which I have
given seems to me to throw some light on what the
behaviour of the solution might be expected to be in

the general case. G. N. Watson.
The University, Birmingham,

May 12.

The Structure of Basic Beryllium Acetate.

The remarkable compound BejOICjH^OjJe, the
crystal structure of which Sir William Bragg describes
in his letter in Nature of April 21, p. 532, can be
given a chemical formula in complete accordance
with its properties. Tanatar and Kurowski have
described (Journ. Russ. Phys.-Chem. Ges. 39, 936,
1630

; 40, 787 ; Clieni. Centr. 1908, I. 102, 1523 ;

II. 1409) a series of compounds (including the formate,
acetate, propionate, and benzoate) of the general
formula BcjOAj. These compounds have none of

the characteristics of salts. They are volatile, they
have low melting-points (some are liquid), they are
soluble in organic solvents such as benzene, and they
do not conduct electricity.

They resemble the non-ionised members of the
" chelate " series of compounds, to which Prof.
Morgan has directed attention. These are derived
from substances containing such groupings as
HO -C C =0, which combine with an atom of

a metal by replacement of the hydroxyl hydrogen,
and at the same time also (as he has shown) through
the carbonyl oxygen. The simplest example is the
volatile beryllium acetylacetonate (formula I.). The
carbonyl oxygens becoming trivalent must each lose

an electron. These two electrons go to the beryllium,
which already has two \'alency electrons, and thus
give it the four required to constitute the four non-
polar links in tlie resulting compound. Chelate com-
pounds of tliis type, in which the group is attached
through both oxygens to the same mctalljp atom,
are not formed by the carboxyl grotip, obviously
because this would lead to the formation of a 4-ring,

which is unstable. But there is no reason why the
carboxyl should not react in this way if the attach-
ment is to two different metallic atoms, with the
formation of a ring of 5 or 6 atoms.

This must happen with basic beryllium acetate.

We have at the centre, as Sir William Bragg suggests,

the o.xygen atom attached to 4 beryllium atoms.
The octet of the oxygen is made up of 4 electrons

from the four beryllium atoms, and four from the
oxygen. But the oxygen atom originally had six

valency electrons, and so it must lose two. The
attachment of the acetate group to two berylhum
atoms is shown in formula II. It forms a 6-ring :

—

Be—

O

\ / \
O C—CH3

/ \ +/-
Be—

O

II.

CH,—C—

O

O—C—CH3
II \ = / 1!

CH Be CH
I +/ \+ I

CH,—C = = C—CH,
I.

But in forming the ring each acetate group must
lose an electron from its carbonyl oxygen, so that
the six give up six electrons, in addition to the two
given up by the central oxygen. We therefore have
eight electrons, two of which go to each beryllium
atom, increasing its valency electrons from 2 to 4.

Thus each beryllium atom can form four non-polar
links, these being (i) to the central oxygen, and
(2, 3, 4) through three acetate groups to each of the
other tliree beryllium atoms. One of these six chelate

groups thus corresponds to each edge of the tetra-

hedron.

I
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Mr. T. V. Barker has pointed out to me that if

the double link in the carboxyl group remains per-
manently attached to one particular oxygen atom,
the most symmetrical configuration of the molecule
is one that exhibits a threefold axis of symmetry,
and consequently is enantiomorphous : but if the
double link oscillates between the two oxygens, then
the symmetry is that of a regular tetrahedron.

Tanatar and Kurowski have described {I.e.) a
compound Zr4O5(0CO-C,Hs),, which is soluble in

benzene. Now zirconium can form 6 non-polar links,

and in the group Zr : O two of these form the double
hnk to the oxygen, which also absorbs two of the 4
zirconium valency electrons. Thus the group ZrO
resembles a beryllium atom in having two free valency
electrons, and also the power of forming four non-
polar links. The zirconium compound can therefore
be formulated as (ZrO)40(OCOC,H5)8, with a structure
exactly analogous to that of the beryllium compound.
It would be interesting to know whether this zirconium
benzoate has, as one would expect, a crystal structure
similar to that of the basic beryllium acetate.

N. V. SiDGWICK.
Dyson Perrins Laboratory, Oxford, May 15.

Biology of Man.

In the review by J. S. H. of Mr. Wells's " Men Like
Gods " (Nature, May 5, p. 591) we are told that
even domestic-minded leopards and tigers are not
lightly to be dismissed after recent experiments on
the inheritance of tameness and wildness in rats.

Almost in the next paragraph we are further informed
that the role of eugenics is to be reduced to a minimum,
and its functions are to be replaced by education.
Wildness in the lower animals is to be removed by
selective breeding, wildness and brutality in man is

to be cured by education, by environment, and that
mysterious process a " change of heart." It is very
strange how dominant is the wholly unwarranted
belief that man is an animal for whom other laws
hold than for his humbler mammalian kindred.

Karl Pearson.
Galton Laboratory of National Eugenics,

University of London.

In referring to the reduction of eugenics to a
minimum I was quoting Mr. Wells, not putting
forward my own views. Later on, in criticising

Mr. Wells, I expressly referred to the possibility of
the " control of heredity " in man as well as in lower
organisms.

In the second part of his letter Prof. Pearson is

ambiguous. He refers to " the wholly unwarranted
belief that man is an animal for whom other laws
hold than for his humbler mammalian kindred."
In one sense of the word other this is of course wholly
unwarranted—if, that is, we take it to mean " wholly
different." If, however, we mean that, besides the
laws applicable to lower organisms, there are " other "

additional laws at work in the sphere of human evolu-
tion, then I venture to say that we arc enunciating
a truism. To take the simplest and most important
example. No other organism can transmit tradition

for more than one generation : man can. Or to
take another example cognate to the " change of
heart " (which need be no less important for being
" mysterious "), you do not find cows or sheep or
other of man's mammalian kindred stopping the
business of their existence to look at the sunset or
at a work of art ; whereas man (or rather many men)
do so.
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One of the chief human characters of man is his
greater modifiability (in the strict biological sense).
This implies that alteration of environment, especially
of social environment, must co-operate with eugenics
if any human progress is to be achieved. J. S. H.

Official List of Fourteen Generic Names of Fishes.

The Secretary of the International Commission on
Zoological Nomenclature has the honour to notify
zoologists, especially ichthyologists, that Prof. David
Starr Jordan and the I'.S. Fish Commission concur
in recommending the adoption of the general principle
that names now current are not to be discarded unless
the data show this to be a clear-cut necessity. Under
this general principle they propose that the following
fourteen generic names of fishes, in regard to which
a difference of opinion exists, shall be provisionally
legitimised with the types indicated :

Aetobaius Blainv., 18 16 (type. Raja narinari
Euphrasen) ; Conger Guv., 1817 {Muraena conger
L.) ; Coregonus Linn., 1758 (Salmo lavaretus L.) ;

Eleotris Bloch and Schneider, 1801 (gyrinus Cuv. and
Val.) ; Epinephelus Bloch, 1792 (marginalis Bloch);
Gymnothorax Bloch, 1795 (recticularis Bloch) ;

Lampetra Gray, 1851 (Petromyzon fluviatilis L.) ;

Malapteruriis Lacepede, 1803 {Silurus electricus L.) ;

Mustelus Linck, 1790 {Squalus miisielus L. [ =Mustelus
laevis]) ; Polynemus Linn., 1758 (paradisaeus L.) ;

Sciaena Linn., 1758 (umbra L. =Cheilodipterus aquila
Lacep. as restr. by Cuvier, 1815) ; Serranus Cuv.
(Perca cabrilla L.) ; Stolephorus Lacdp., 1803 (com-
mersonianus Lac6p.) ; Teuthis Linn., 1766 (javus L.).

The Secretary of the Commission will delay the
vote on this case until one year from date, in order to
give to the profession ample opportunity to e.\press

concurrence or dissension as respects any or all of
these names. C. W. Stiles,

Secretary to Commission.
25th and E. Streets, N.W.,

Washington, D.C., May 10.

Tertiary Brachiopods from Japan.

With reference to the notice of Ichiro Hayasaka's
memoir on " Tertiary Brachiopods from Japan " in
Naturk of May 12, p. 647, may I add my testimony
as to the extreme importance of this work, and, at
the same time, direct attention to one or two dis-

crepancies ? To do full justice to this memoir is

beyond the scope of this letter, and one can only
deal with the matter in the briefest possible way.

Mr. Hayasaka is to be congratulated upon having
provided us with such an excellent list of Japanese
Tertiary Brachiopoda, many of which seem to be
correctly placed as to genus and species. There are
some forms, however, which one is surprised to find
included in the list, for example, Hemithyris psittacea,

Tercbratulina captit-serpenlis, T. septentrionalis, Magel-
lania (Neothyris) lenlicularis, and Magadina cumingi.
With regard to H. psittacea, considering its wide

circumpolar distribution, it might reasonably be
expected to occur as an Upper Tertiary fossil in

Japan ; but the figures given by Hayasaka do not
suggest this species to me. They show a much
larger shell, without the characteristic beak.

ferebratulina caput-serpentis (now retusa) is North
Atlantic in its distribution, and a variety (v. emargin-
ata) inhabits the Mediterranean. It ranges from the
Miocene in Europe.

'ferebratulina septentrionalis is also a North .\tlantic

species, occurring on both the American and North
European shores. The geological history of this

2 A 2
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species is not well known ; but it is cited from the
Pliocene. 1 am dealing with its supposed occurrence
at the Cape in a forthcoming paper.
The presence of the essentially Austral forms,

Magellania lenticiilaris and Magadina cumingi, in the
Tertiarv rocks of Japan, opens up a very wide
question as to the former geographical distribution
of these genera. With regard to the first species, I

might point out that the figures accompanying the
memoir do not suggest the New Zealand form ;

figure 17 especially being very' unlike.

As to Magadina cumingi, the figures certainly

present a general resemblance to the species occurring,
off the coasts of S.E. Australia and to certain New
Zealand Miocene forms. But identity in outward
appearance is not a safe criterion. It is found by
experience that it is necessary to investigate the
interiors before a species can be definitely referred

to its proper genus. Forms having the same shape
externally may possess quite different loop-stages.

This feature is nowhere better displayed than in the
forms possessing Bouchardiform beak characters, like

the species in question.
In conclusion I should like to point out that Dall's

generic name for T. grayi Reeve, namely, Pereudesia,

1920, is antedated by my Coptothyris, 1918 (replacing

my Thomsonia, 1916, preoccupied). This fact has been
pointed out in other papers. By the recognition of

tills form as a distinct genus there are now three
finished types of northern genera in the Dallinina?.

J. Wilfrid Jackson.
Manchester Museum,

May 21.

The Ionising Potentials of Nitrogen and Hydrogen.

In a paper published last autumn (Proc. Roy. Soc.

A, 10;, pp. 283-293, 1922) I suggested a new mode of

attack on some ionisation problems and described its

application in experiments on mercury vapour. The
object of the method is to give a direct means of

studying the types of ion produced in a gas or vapour
by the impact of electrons of known speed. The
experimental principle involved is the combination
of an ordinary ionising potential arrangement with a
simple positive-ray analysis apparatus. The exten-
sion of the method to gases and some of the results

obtained may be of interest.

For the production of ions the common arrange-
ment of a tungsten filament, a grid and a plate is

used. Electrons from the filament are accelerated to
the grid by a field \\ and then retarded b)' an opposing
field V2 which also serves to draw positive ions
toward the plate. A narrow slit in this lets through
a beam of positive ions which are then further
accelerated by a large electric field, V3. These ions
are then bent in a semicircle by a magnetic field and
detected electrically. Diflferent values of V3 bring
ions of different mje on to the detecting slit. By
using two Langmuir pumps a sufficiently high vacuum
is maintained in the positive ray box to prevent
scattering, and very sharp peaks are obtained corre-
sponding to different types of ion.

In nitrogen it was found that for values of V,
slightly above the ionising potential of 169 volts, only
molecular ions of mie =28 were present. As V, was
increased small numbers of N++ ions began to appear
at 24-1 ±10 volts, while N"*" ions were not present
in appreciable numbers until V, passed 27-7ii'0.
These three critical potentials are interpreted as
corresponding to the transitions Nj—^-Nj^-fe",
No—>-N++-fN + 2e" and N,—>-2N+-f2f". If this

interpretation is correct, the first ionising potential
of atomic nitrogen is about 1 1 volts and the second
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about 18 volts, assuming the heat of dissociation of
nitrogen to be of the order of 140,000 calories,

equivalent to six volts.

At a value of V, corresponding to the K-limit for
nitrogen (375 volts) the proportion of atomic ions
increased very sharply.

Preliminary results on hydrwgen indicate that
the ionisation of molecular hydrogen in the neigh-
bourhood of i6'5 volts is not usually accompanied
by dissociation as has been generally supposed.
Whether there may be a small number of atomic ions
produced at this point is not yet certain. Experi-
ments are being continued. H. D. Smyth.

Cavendish Laboratory,
May 25.

Chromosome Numbers in Aegilops.

I HAVE recently been investigating the cytology
of species of Aegilops, and find the chromosome
numbers as follows :

—

Haploid
Number.

Aegilops cylindrica = 7
A. ovata =14
A. ventricosa =14

On morphological and other grounds I expressed
the view in my monograph on " The Wheat Plant

"

that one or both of the former species appear to be
involved in the ancestry of the vulgare group of wheats.

Later I hope to discuss the significance of these
chromosome numbers in relation to this hypothesis.

John Percival.
University College, Reading,

May 26.

[
Effect of Insulin upon Blood Sugar Concentration.

The injection of insulin into rabbits causes the

j

blood sugar concentration to be lowered, as deter-

! mined by micro methods. When a certain concen-
tration is reached, 0'05 per cent, by Bang's method,

j

the animal goes into convulsions. If the animal is

then killed and the sugar extracted from a large
quantity of blood, it is found that it is without copper-
reducing value as determined by the Wood - Ost
method. Tliis method is not liable to estimate
substances in blood other than reducing sugars.

There is, however, a considerable quantity of

carbohydrate present, as indicated by the a-naphthol

j
test. The substance is dextro-rotatory. We have
not succeeded by acid hydrolysis in obtaining copper-
reducing substances from it, though these can
apparently be formed under certain conditions as a
result of enzyme action in vitro.

}

Dudley and Marrian (Proc. Physiol. Soc, May 19,

1923) have shown that the glj'cogen content of the
liver and muscles of animals is greatly diminished
after insulin. We have obtained from the liver and
muscles of rabbits after insulin a substance similar to

I

that present in blood under this condition. Owing
to its resistance to acid hydrolysis it would not be
estimated by ordinary methods. The chemical
nature of this sugar is being studied.

j

We noticed in the case of some solid preparations

I

that the a-naphthol reaction gradually disappeared
! on drying. Mr. H. F. Holden suggested that this

I

might be due to polymerisation, and that on hydrolysis
I with acid the a-naphthol reaction would reappear.
We find that this happens. It seems possible that
the carbohydrate content of the animal body may be
not appreciably diminished after large doses of

insulin. The above facts would suggest that the
sugar stored in the body as glycogen is converted
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into this peculiar form. Can this be the " Zwischen-
kohlenhytlratc " which Laquer suggests is formed as
an essential step in carbohydrate metabolism ?

L B. Winter.
\V. Smith.

Biochemical Laboratory, Cambridge,
June 4.

The Value of the Planck Constant h.

In Naturk for March 3, p. 287, I directed attention
to the desirability of obtaining new data on the value
of f/)»!, from deflexion experiments or from the
Zeeman effect.

Dr. Harold D. Babcock, of the Mt. Wilson Observa-
ton,', has just finished a series of measurements on
the value of elm, from the Zeeman effect, and obtains
as the weighted mean of 49 separate determinations,
a value of 1761 x 10', as compared with my recom-
puted value of i'758 + o'oo9 from spectroscopic data.
A thorough study of possible errors leads \)x. Bab-
cock to the conclusion that the error in the above
value can scarcely exceed ±0-002. On this basis Dr.
Babcock 's new value of elm is the most accurate now
known.

Particular interest attaches to the value of the
Planck constant h, using this new value of elm. Of
the seven methods listed by the author in his deter-
mination of the most probable value of /; {Pliys. Rev.,

14, 361, 1919), the only method involving the value
of ejm is that from Bohr's theory of the Kydberg
constant N„. Using for the sake of technical

accuracy the value of N»( = 109,737) and the
assumed value of e/m = 1-761 +0-002, we obtain
A = 6-556±o-oii instead of 6-542+0011, using

1-773 r 0-002 for the value of elm. This latter value
of elm and its error were obtained from the results

given in Kaye and Laby's Tables. It is now evident
that the close agreement in the mean value of dm, from
Zeeman effect and from deflexion experiments, given
in those tables, is merely an accident, and that the
author's previous assumption of error in ejm was
unjustifiably small.

The new value of h is not only in very close agree-

ment with my previous most probable value (6-5543),
but coincides exactly with Duane's latest value, from
the continuous X-ray spectrum. I'sing these two
new values of h (methods 3 and 4 of the article

cited), we obtain as a corrected most probable value
/i = 6-557 " lo"" erg. sec. I believe that the error in

this quantity can be scarcely more than a few units

in the last place, unle.ss Millikan's value of e is un-
expectedly in error. Raymond T. Birge.

Universitv of California,

Mav 18.

A Method of Broadcasting Pictures.

I HAD occasion to suggest to the British Broad-
casting Co. a few weeks ago that an attempt should
be made to " broadcast " a picture, and proposed a
simple method of doing so. 'The company thereupon
invited me to try the e.xperiment on Empire Day
(.May 24). A photograph of H.M. King George V.
was chosen as a suitable subject, and it was broadcast
at 5.45 P.M. in 20 minutes, and instructions were given
for reproducing the picture, cither in typescript or in
graduated dots on squared paper.
Most of the pictures show an unmistakable like-

ness. The best versions were sent in by Gladys
Haylock, Queen's Park, London, and Reginald
Matthews, King's Lynn. The former, who is 11

years old, states that the reproduction was made in
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three-quarters of an hour. The B.B.C. has decided,
as a reward, to broadcast the portraits of these
children in turn.
The method is, briefly, the following : The picture

is divided into a number of small squares, and the
average brightness of each square is indicated by
one of six letters. The estimation is made by anv
photometric method, but a little practice soon teaches
one to estimate it by mere inspection. The six letters
are chosen so that the spaces taken up by them in
typewriting have different average shadings forming
a scale of darkness which corresponds to the average
shading of the
squares repre-
sented by the
letters. Another
consideration in

this choice is the
ease of telephonic
transmission. The
letters X, I, J, G,
M differ sufficient-

ly in pronuncia-
tion to be un-
mistakable, and
the last four have
increasing dark-
nesses when
typed ; X repre-
sents a note of
exclamation. The
lightest space is

indicated by a
full stop, dictated as
bv the vowel sound O

stop.' A blank is indicated

m

Fig. I shows a picture consisting of 1520 dots. It

is a reproduction of a half-tone picture only 8 mm.
wide which I " coded " with the aid of a special

microscope kindly lent to me by Prof. R. R. Gates.
The number of dots used is somewhat large.

For the Empire Day experiment it was necessary
to have a smaller number of dots, so as not to
exhaust the patience of the recipients. The result of
limiting a picture to 600 dots is seen in Fig. 2.

Each line contains 20 dots. The letters represent-
ing these are dictated in fives, thus :

(I) g J J J J J g
{i) g m g j

x g j j g g . . .

and so on.
The quickest method

of reproduction is to

use a special typewriter
having six letter keys,

each connected with a

lever printing a dot of

the corresponding size.

A simple photographic
method with two dis-

continuous movements
might also be used, in

which case we might
obtain a negative for

subsequent multiplica-

tion.

Coloured reproduc-
tions have also been
suggested, but no doubt
the chief advantage of

the method will be
found in its extreme
simplicity.

m
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Hay Fever.

HAY fever is a catarrhal affection mainly of the

upper respiratory passages, which occurs only

in certain individuals and is due to the poisonous

action of the pollen of certain plants which they
have inhaled. Our knowledge of the disease may be

divided into three periods, viz. clinical, experimental,

and therapeutic. The clinical period was inaugurated

by John Bostock, the physiologist, in 1819. He gave
an admirable account of the symptoms as they occurred

in himself every summer over a period of thirty-eight

years. Other accounts, complete and incomplete,

gradually accumulated, and these were analysed with

great discrimination and acumen by Phoebus of

Giessen, who published his work " Der typische Friih-

sommer-Katarrh " in 1862. Nothing has been added
to the pure clinical history of the disease since this

time. The second period is typified by the masterly

scientific research of Dr. Charles H. Blackley, of Man-
chester, who was also a sufferer from the disease. In

fiis work " Experimental Researches on the Causes

and Nature of Catarrhus aetivus," 1873, he established,

by ingenious methods, the fact that hay fever is caused

by the inhalation of pollen. To this period belong

also the works of W. P. Dunbar, of Hamburg. He
also was a hay-fever sufferer. Going beyond Blackley,

he proved that it is only the protein of the pollen that

is the toxic agent. The third period, in which fall

attempts to prevent or cure the disease by specific

means, is associated particularly with the names of

Noon and Freeman in England and Dunbar in

Germany.
It was in 1819 that the disease was made known

by Bostock, who described the symptoms from which
he suffered every June and July almost all his life.

These symptoms were, a sensation of heat in the eyes

with itching and smarting. After about a week,
violent sneezing occurred, with a feeling of tightness

in the chest, difficulty of breathing, languor, and loss

of appetite. Towards the end of July, all this dis-

comfort spontaneously disappeared. It is remarkable
that medical history contains only one or two tri\ial

and doubtful references to such a condition before

the appearance of Bostock's paper in 1819. In 1828 he

made a second communication and included statements

of twenty-eight cases like his own. All developed the

disease at the same time of the year—the summer, and
nothing special could be ascertained as to its cause

from the age, sex, constitution, or mode of life of the

sufferers, who were mostly males.

In this second paper Bostock referred, however, to the

idea, apparently prevalent even at that time, that the

morbid state was engendered by effluvia from new-
mown hay, but he was not of this opinion from
observations on himself, both at Ramsgate, where
there was no hay, and at Kew, where there was much.
He considered that the main factors which led to an
outbreak were dazzling sunlight and excessive summer
heat. Even in 1828, however, MacCulloch refers to

the " term hay-fever lately become fashionable "
; and

William Gordon, writing in 1829 on the " nature,

cause, and treatment of hay asthma," said that there

could be no doubt that it was due to the aroma emitted
from the flowers of grass, particularly from those of

Anthoxanthum odoratum or sweet-scented \-crnal grass.
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He based this view on the grounds that (i) the plant

is one of the most strong scented of the grasses
; (2)

because as soon as it begins to flower, and not until

then, the asthma begins
; (3) because as the flowers

arrive at perfection the disease increases ; and lastly,

liecause after the flowers have died away previous

sufferers can pass through the most luxurious meadows
with impunity.

After the accounts of Bostock and Gordon, cases

began to be published, and all the authors were of

opinion that the disease occurred in certain persons

who were presumed to ha\'e a predisposition to it, and
it was early recognised, especially by EUiotson (1833),
that inheritance plays a part in the idiosyncrasy, a

belief that all later observation has confirmed. Of

59 histories analysed by Phoebus, 23 occurred alone

in their respective families, whereas 36 were associated

with one or more other families. The whole of the latter

occurred in 13 families, being distributed as follows :

in 8 families 2 affected (brothers and (or) sisters)
;

in 5 cases father and child. In 2 families 3 members
were affected ; in i family 4 members, and 2 families

5 members. In one of the latter, a man, his daughter,

and three sons suffered, while a fourth son was made
asthmatic by the smell of guinea-pigs. The disease

was known to be commonest among the better classes,

and many of those who have written on the subject

were themselves attacked. Among these may be
mentioned Bostock, Blackley, Gream, Kirkman, Fleury,

llelmholtz (the physicist), Dunbar (the bacteriologist),

and Verworn (the physiologist). Among 150 cases

collected by Phoebus 100 were male and 50 female.

Although it was early suggested that the origin

of the symptoms was referable to vernal grass in

flower, there were authors whose experience did not

permit of such an exact diagnosis. Some thought

that grasses were all equally detrimental, others

that only aromatic grasses were the agents, and
particularly Anthoxanthum odoratum. Others again

blamed rye-grass, hay as such, roses, trees in bloom,

dust, sunlight, heat, and even bacteria. The last was
the view of Helmholtz. Even where grasses were
incriminated it was believed that the actual cause

was some aromatic effluvium wafted from the plant.

Some believed that the chief agent was coumarin.

Kirkman (1852) seems to have been the first who
tested upon himself the effect of pollen. At Christmas

he noticed in his hot-house a single plant of Antho-

xanthum odoratum in blossom and laden with pollen.

He plucked it, rubbed the pollen with his hand
and sniffed it up. Almost immediately sneezing

and_ all the symptoms of an attack of hay fever

followed.

It was, however, Charles Blackley who, in a series

of experiments well conceived and admirably carried

out over a long series of years, definitely established

the pollen etiology of the disease. Having obtained

negative results with benzoic acid, coumarin, odori-

ferous substances, ozone, dust, light, and heat, heapplied

himself to the subject of pollen, not of grasses only

but from plants belonging to no less than thirty-five

other natural orders. The experiments were made at all

times of the year, the pollen being applied to himself

or other patients by way of the nostrils, tongue or
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conjunctiva, or by inhalation or actual inoculation ii)

the skin—the most approved modern method of

diagnosis. Pollen from a number of };rasses produced

typical hay fever. Blackley particularly blamed the

pollen of italian rye-grass (Loliutn italicum), meadow
fox-tail fjrass (Alopecurus pratensis), rye {Secale cereale),

wheat (Triticum), oats (Avena saliva), and the common
hazel-nut (Corylus avellana). He also studied the size

and shape of different pollen grains, and concluded that

the disturbance in predisposed persons was due partly

to the mechanical and partly to the physiological

action. In experiments on himself, dazzling light and
heat were ineffective.

To study the distribution of pollen in the atmo-

sphere Blackley then undertook a long series of experi-

ments with ingenious apparatus which he devised, and

he traced by microscopic methods of enumeration ihe

pollen grains in the air in a variety ol weather con-

ditions. From May to the end of July he traced from

day to day the pollen incidence in the air, and showed
how it was subject to great fluctuations depending on

temperature and moisture. About 95 per cent, of

the pollen found was identified as belonging to the

Graminaceae. In dwelling-rooms little or no pollen

was found. By means of moistened glass slips attached

to the tails of kites flown as high as 1500 feet, Blackley

made numerous observations both on the sea-shore and
inland, and demonstrated the remarkable fact that in

the upper strata of the air there was nineteen times as

much pollen as was found near the surface of the earth,

and he showed how pollen can be carried to great

distances by wind currents in the upper reaches of

the air.

Blackley was so far ahead of his time, that despite

the excellence of his work the causation of hay fever

was still regarded as a terra incognita. A common idea

prevailed that it was a nervous disease in certain persons

with a labile or hysterical nervous organisation. The
reinvestigation, on the scientific lines laid down by
Blackley, led, in the hands of Dunbar (1903), to a
complete confirmation of his results ; but Dunbar went
further by proving that the deleterious agent in pollen

is only its protein. Collecting pollen in large quantities,

he showed that extracts are highly toxic in hay-fever

subjects.

One of Dunbar's collaborators—Liefmann (1904)

—

found that, at the time of the worst hay-fever

attacks in the centre of the city of Hamburg, no
less than 250 grass pollen grains settled in 24 hours

on a surface measuring i square centimetre (i.e. about

2,500,000 per square metre). Year by year it was
noted that on the first appearance of pollen in the air

patients began to suffer from hay fever. In the

beginning of June grass pollen is in excess of all others,

and from the third week of July Ijegins to disappear.

Kammann estimated that 40 per cent, of the pollen

mass was protein, and a solution of a strength of

I : 30,000— I : 1,000,000 dropped into the eye could
determine an immediate attack of hay fever. Dunbar
tested the activity of a large number of pollens other
than those from grasses, but mostly with negative results.

Besides the pollens of grasses and sedges the following

pollens were, however, found to be active : honeysuckle
(Lonicera caprifolium), lily of the valley (Convallaria

majalis), Solomon's seal (Polygonatum multiflorum),
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evening primrose {(Enothera biennis), rape (Brassica

napus), spinach {Spinacea oleracea), as well as a number
of Tompositae and privet (I.igustrum vtdgare). These

experiments were all made in Europe. In the United

States of America there is a common form of " hay

fever" caused not by grass pollen but by pollen

of golden rod (Solidago), and particularly ragweed

{Ambrosia elatior). From its occurrence in September

this variety is widely known as " autumnal " or " fall
"

fever. According to the records of the American Hay
Fever Prevention Association, something like i per

cent, of the whole population (about 1,000,000 cases)

are liable to June or autumn fever.

Hay-fe\-er research is being very actively carried

out in the States, and already a very large number of

pollens are known to be toxic. Several general prin-

ciples are emerging from this work ; for example, the

negligible importance of insect-borne pollens as con-

trasted with the importance of those that are air-

borne, and the great variations which occur from the

diversity of the local flora. Important hay-fever and

botanical surveys are now being compiled from many
of the American States. The diagnosis of the capacity

of pollen to produce hay fever is made by cutaneous

inoculation, by a scratch on the forearm, of a dilution

of the pollen protein, which may be extracted in several

different ways. A wheal, 5 or more mm. in diameter,

surrounded by a red halo and appearing within half

an hour, is regarded as a positive reaction.

It is now known that far more plants can produce

hay fever than was formerly supposed. Indeed the

term " hay fever " is quite inappropriate. " Toxic

pollen idiopathy " has been suggested in its place. Later

studies have also directed attention to what are called

" group reactions." Thus patients with June fever

react to grass pollens, while those with autumnal fever

react mainly to the pollen of compositae, such as golden

rod, golden glow, sunflower, and ragweed. The group

reaction indicates that the pollens of allied families of

plants have a common protein chemical constitution.

Although many different pollens can produce symptoms,

it does not follow that all such pollens are of practical

importance in the disease. The principle that only

anemophilous pollen is the natural toxic agent is very

important, and thus the cntomophilous pollens of

golden rod, golden glow, sunflower, and daisy, although

they can produce hay fever, do not do so in practice

except in unusual circumstances. That such circum-

stances do occasionally operate is made clear by the

recent researches of Pott at Bloemfontein. In this

city lie has clearly shown that a severe form of

poilinosis occurs from October to January, and it is

caused by the pollen of the pepper tree {Schinus molle).

Normally this pollen is sticky and is insect-borne, but

in the hot, dry weather prevailing in Bloemfontein it

becomes dried and is dispersed by wind. In fact, it

was the principal and occasionally almost the sole

pollen deposited on glass plates exposed to the air,

and it was also demonstrated in the nasal mucous

secretions of susceptible subjects. Of great importance

also is the determination of the actual dates of flowering

of hay-fever plants in each particular district. More

than 200 plants are known to be capable of setting

up svmptoms of " hay fever."

With regard to the nature of the predisposition which
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renders certain persons susceptible to pollen, nothing

is known with certainty. It has been suggested that the

affected persons may possess a specific proteolytic fer-

ment which, acting on pollen protein, liberates a poison

which is the active agent. The predisposition has been

regarded as allied to anaphylaxis—the state of hyper
sensitivity, which can be induced especially in guinea-

pigs by a sub-lethal dose of a protein of some kind.

Hay-fever predisposition, however, differs funda-

mentally from true anaphylaxis. The anaphylactic

state can be transmitted passively to a normal animal

by means of the serum of an animal rendered actively

anaphylactic. This is not so with hay fever. Dunbar
injected the blood serum of hay-fev-er persons into

guinea-pigs, and twenty-four hours later injected the

animals intravenously with rye-pollen protein. No
positive results were obtained. Further, normal
persons never develop hay fever after the subcutaneous

injection of pollen protein. Dunbar injected a normal
person with quantities of pollen protein far in excess

of what he could have received normally, but this

individual was able to take long walks through
meadows in full flower, with impunity. A normal
person has not the capacity of reacting to pollen

protein, nor can he be made to develop this power
experimentally. It may be said, therefore, that what-
ever is the nature of pollen idiosyncrasy, it is not

to be ranged alongside the true anaphylactic state.

It is allied to those idiosyncrasies which occur in certain

persons who develop asthma or catarrhal s)mptoms
from exposure to the secretions or excretions of horses,

dogs, cats, goats, rabbits, guinea-pigs, or to such

substances as silk, or food-stuffs like white of egg, or

certain drugs.

From the great mass of persons who have the pollen

idiosyncrasy, and the " annual torment," as Blackley

called it, which they undergo, it is not surprising that

many different treatments ha\e been recommended.

If the hay-fever patient could keep away from pollen,

naturally he would not suffer from the disease*

Thousands of persons find relief annually at the seaside

or on islands or barren districts. The German Hay
Fever Association used to recommend Heligoland. In
the United States, Fire Island on tlie Atlantic side of

Long Island has long enjoyed a reputation as a suitable

refuge for hay-fever sufferers. Blackley in England
spoke highly of Lundy Island and some of the islands

in the Hebrides. For the great majority of patients

such luxuries are manifestly impossible.

From the vast number of methods of treatment
praised at one time or another, only two are

worthy of consideration. Dunbar recommended the

serum called Pollantin, prepared by inoculating horses

with repeated doses of pollen protein. This is used
either in the liquid or dn,- state for local application

to the nose before the onset of symptoms. The main
objection to this treatment, w'hich may be most
successful in certain cases, is the temporary character

of the relief afforded. The other method, erroneously

called desensitisation, is the active immunisation of

the patient himself by pollen protein introduced by
Xoon and Freeman. For its success accurate diagnosis

of the specific pollen idiosyncrasy is necessar\' in the

first place, the production of strong protein solutions

in the second place, and pre-seasonal inoculation in

the third place. As the immunity is not durable the

treatment must he annual. By this method Freeman
(1914) recorded 30 per cent, of complete successes and
no improvement in 11 per cent. Between 1916 and
1920 Cooke and Vander Veer injected 1774 patients

with complete success in 25 per cent, and no success

in 10 per cent. The recent results of Bernton (1923)
are of the same order. It is probable that the

state of insusceptibility lasts only for a few weeks,

when the patient again manifests his idiosyncrasy

unaltered. W. B.

The Tercentenary of Blaise Pascal.

Bv Prof. H. WiLDON Carr.

NO one can read the story of Pascal's life without
amazement at the greatness of his genius and

sadness at the mode in which it found expression. To
Voltaire in the eighteenth century he is a " fou sublime,

ne un sidcle trop tot." To Chateaubriand in the

early nineteenth century he is " cet effrayant genie,

qui, a cet age ou les autres hommes commencent a

peine de naitre, ayant acheve de parcourir le cercle des

sciences humaines, s'aperyut de leur neant et tourna
ses pensees vers la religion." He lived at the begin-

ning of the brilliant leadership of France in the intel-

lectual development of Europe. In his short hfe he

did notable work in mathematics and physics, and
above all (to continue the quotation from Chateau-
briand), " toujours infirme et souffrant, fixa la langue

que parldrent Bossuet et Racine, donna le modele de
la plus parfaite plaisanterie, comme du raisonnement
le plus fort."

To appreciate the greatness of Pascal and to discern

the leading motive in his wonderful activity, it is

necessary to enter sympathetically into the spirit of

the age in which he lived, and particularly to under-
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stand the nature of the religious influence which
peculiarly affected him from infancy to maturity.

The outward circumstances of his life may be re-

corded quite briefly. He was born at Clermont in the

Auvergne on June 19, 1623. His father, fitienne

Pascal, was King's Councillor and Magistrate, president

of the Cow des Aides. Blaise had two sisters, Gilberte,

three years older, and Jacqueline, two years younger
than himself. Their mother died when Blaise was
three years old. In 1631 the father retired and settled

with his family in Paris for the sake of their education.

In 1638 he had managed unfortunately to incur the

displeasure of Cardinal Richelieu, and, having good
reason to fear a httre de cachet, had to go into hiding,

lie returned home, however, risking arrest, when he

heard that his dearly loved daughter Jacqueline was
suffering from small-pox, and he remained constantly

with her until her recovery. The following year there

was brought about a reconciliation with the Cardinal,

and shortly after he received the appointment " In-

tendant pour les tallies de la generalite " at Rouen, to

which city the family then went to live. In 1648 the
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" Intendants " were suppressed by Mazarin. and the

Pascals returned to Paris. The followin"; year they

went back to their native Clermont, where Gilberte,

who had married her cousin, P'lorin Perier, was already

settled. In 1651 the father died. Blaise, devoted to

his sister Jacqueline, had hoped that after the father's

death she would continue to make her home with him,

but she had already formed her resolution to enter the

religious life, and would not be dissuaded from taking

immediately the austere vow at the convent of Port

Royal.

The four following years are described by Blaise

as his " mondaine " period. He sought distraction

in travel and society, but in 1655, after a mental

crisis which is described as his second conversion,

he decided to retire and devote himself entirely to

religion. From 1658 till his death in 1662, although

not bedridden or incapacitated from attending to his

ordinary wants, he was so weak and in such continual

pain that he could do no consecutive work. Jacqueline

died in 1661. Blaise in his last illness was nursed by
Gilberte. He died in her house. When the end was
approaching the doctors attending him were assuring

him that there was no danger, and refused to call in the

priest. Pascal was in anguish lest he should die with-

out the sacrament, but Gilberte acted on her own
initiative just in time. She lived to be sixty-seven,

and had five children. She wrote the life of her brother,

and also a life of her sister Jacqueline.

Blaise Pascal was educated by his father, and had
no other tutor. He never entered the university. All

his acquaintance with the intellectual movements of

his age, w-ith its science, its philosophy, its religion, was
derived directly from his father and conversation with

his father's friends. On the other hand, at his father's

house he met the most distinguished mathematicians

and theologians of the time, fitienne Pascal did not

merely supervise his son's education ; he undertook it

alone and unaided in order to follow out a predeter-

mined method, which reminds us, alike in its concep-

tion and in its consequences, of the analogous case of

the father of John Stuart Mill. One part of the scheme
was to concentrate the boy's mind during his earliest

years on perfecting his knowledge of his own language.

His lessons were limited to the grammar and s\-ntax

of his native French, and the teaching even of Latin

was deferred until this was acquired, in the expectation

that the new task would then be comparatively easy.

The other part of the scheme was to defer mathe-
matics, indeed to forbid the study of it, until the

acquirement of languages was perfect. The reason of

this is curious. The father was not only himself learned

in the mathematical sciences, but also had given his

daughter Gillierte thorough instruction in them, yet

he feared for his son that they would prove of such

absorbing interest that he would be distracted from the

study of languages. When the lad was twel\-e, how-
ever, the father discovered that he had acquired,

apparently surreptitiously, an acquaintance with';

geometry which amounted to precocity. He was
found one day demonstrating for himself with banes
et ronds the thirty-second proposition of Euclid's

first book. We are told that after this he was
allowed to read Euclid, but only in his recreation

hours.
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Not less powerful than the parental influence was

that of his sisters. For their education also the father

had original ideas. He did not himself undertake it,

but they were educated by a man as men. Their tutor

was a .Monsieur de Mondory, in favour with the Cardinal

and the Court. Jacqueline was an extraordinarily

precocious child. She was a very pretty girl before

the small-pox destroyed her beauty. She wrote verses

from the time of her early childhood, and when fourteen

composed a comedy in five acts. She was deeply

religious. One of her poems is a hymn of gratitude to

God for her recovery, and she describes the scars left

by the disease as the impressions of God's seal. She

no doubt regarded this illness as a sign of her call to

the religious life. Soon after her entry to Port Royal

she was appointed sub-priore.ss, and she consulted her

superior as to whether she should cultivate her talent

for poetn,-. The reply of M^re Agnes, Arnauld's sister,

is pathetic. " C'est un talent dont Dieu ne vous de-

mandera point compte : il faut I'ensevelir." She signed

the formulary imposed on Port Royal condemning

the Jansenist doctrine under extreme pressure, though

she struggled against it and wished to resist. " Je

sais bien," she wrote to Dr. Arnauld, " que ce n'est pas

a des fiUes a defendre la verite, quoique Ton peut dire

par une triste rencontre, que, puisque les eveques ont

des courages de fiUes, les fiUes doivent avoir des courages

d'eveques." Arnauld insisted, however, and the grief

hastened her death.

To understand the religious fervour of the Pascal

family we must also enter sympathetically into the

spirit of the age. The seventeenth century shows in

all its philosophy, and even we may say in its science,

the influence of a deep personal interest in the problem

of the relation of the individual mind to God. The

reforming zeal of the sixteenth century had spent its

force and been succeeded by the universal conviction

of the reflecting believer that Christianity is much more

than an institution based upon a verifiable historical

revelation, that it is, in fact, a revelation in the philo-

sophical meaning, an interpretation of human and

divine nature. We only understand Pascal when we
see that his religion is not ordinary piety or superstition,

but profound philosophy.

Let us now look at the man himself. He is a younger

contemporary of Galileo and Descartes. He survived

both, but died before Malebranche or Spinoza had begun

to write. This is peculiarly significant in appreciating

his attitude towards the Cartesian philo-sophy, for

Malebranche developed that doctrine along Augustinian

lines, which may have been actually suggested by

Pascal's writings. The illustration of le ciron to

explain the relativity of magnitudes, expounded by

Malebranche in the " Recherche de la Verite," seems

taken directly from a well-known passage in Pascal's

" Pensees."

Pascal agreed with Descartes in his doctrine of the

soul, or thinking substance, with its corollary that

the animals arc automata, but he was revolted by

the " Primipia " and its claim to be able to explain

the world by " figure and movement." " Quand cela

serait vrai," he says, " nous n'estimons pas que toute

la philo.sophie vaille une heure de peine." Notwith-

standing his keen enjo>Tnent of mathematical problems

and his intense interest in physical experiments, the
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whole value of philosophy for him lay in the light it

shed on moral problems, and on the power it gave man
to interpret the Christian revelation. His point of view,

while it accepts the principles of Descartes's philosophy,

applies them in a way which makes his doctrine its

very antithesis.

Descartes was shown the Treatise on Conic Sections

which Pascal composed when sixteen, and refused to

believe in its originality. He thought it the work of

Desargues, from whom indeed Pascal had learnt much,
but Desargues himself acknowledged the originality

of Pascal's treatise in its essential points. In 1647
Descartes paid two \isits to Pascal, who had come to

Paris with his sister Jacqueline for medical advice.

Jacqueline has given an account of their meeting in a
letter to her sister Gilberte Perier. They discussed the

question of the void. Torricelli, the pupil of Galileo,

had demonstrated the phenomenon of atmospheric
pressure by the famous invention of the barometer,
inverting a column of mercury in a glass tube closed at

one end, with the other end immersed in an open
mercury bath, and then measuring the height of the

column.

This was of course the crucial experiment, but
there still remained considerable doubt as to its inter-

pretation. To many, including Torricelli himself, it

was merely a case in point of the old principle that

nature abhors a vacuum. Descartes had rejected this

principle on a priori grounds. Pascal explained to

Descartes his theory of an ocean of air, at the bottom
of which we were situated, and assumed that like all

fluids it would maintain an equilibrium, and reasoned
that above ever}' point of the earth's surface was a
column pressing down on us, the weight of which would
vary with the altitude. He had already made experi-

ments to prove this on a tower in Rouen, and he now
proposed to carry out an experiment on a large scale

on the Puy de Dome in Auvergne. Descartes dis-

cussed it with great interest and confidently foretold

its success. The experiment was carried out by the

aid of Pascal's brother-in-law, M. Perier, with the

result that the time-honoured, firmly established

principle of the abhorrence of a vacuum passed
into limbo.

Pascal's life divides naturally into three periods.

To the first belong the mathematical works and the

physical experiments, to the second the literary

achievement of the " Lettres Provinciales," and to the

third the philosophical and mystical " Pensees." In
all of them his great genius is manifest, and he might
easily have been one of those master minds which
determine the direction of human thought. In science

and philosophy he showed an intellectual power and
incentive which places him on a level with Descartes
and Galileo, yet he stands alone, grand but solitary, in

the great intellectual movement of humanity. It was
more than a religious act, it was typical of his whole
intellectual position, when he joined the solitaires of

Port Royal. We may count his unworldliness as loss

or as gain, but he sacrificed for it alike scientific and
philosophic leadership. The tragedy is that the Chris-

tian Church did not value what he gave to her when
he renounced the world.

The works by which Pascal has immortalised himself
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are " Les Lettres Provinciales " and " Les Pensees."

His mathematical works, like his arithmetical machine
wiiich took three years to perfect and is preserved at

the Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers in Paris, are

valuable for the evidence they afford of the nature of

his genius rather than for their originality of discovery,

but the two great literary works have been read in

innumerable successive editions. Yet strangely enough
both are valued and cherished for what to Pascal him-

self was purely adventitious and no part of the original

design. The " Pro\-inciales " are classical on account

of their attack on the Jesuits and for the exposure of

Jesuit casuistry. The world has little interest to-day

in the Jansenist doctrine, which it was the main pur-

pose of the letters to expound and to defend. Were it

not for Pascal, the very names of Jansenius and Molina

would scarcely be known outside narrow theological

circles. The doctrine of sufficient grace has little more
than antiquarian interest for students, but for Pascal

it was the rationalising of Christian doctrine, the philo-

sophy of a religion of redemption as distinct from the

institution of sacraments and formularies founded on it.

The " Lettres Provinciales " had an immediate
success, but it is unlikely that they would have accom-
plished their design, or have afforded even a temporary
cessation of the Jesuit hostility against the theologians

of Port Royal, but for an event of an altogether different

nature, and one which had a powerful influence on
Pascal himself. This is what is known as the miracle

of the sacred thorn. Pascal's niece. Marguerite Perier,

was a pensionnaire at Port Royal, and the little girl

suffered from an abscess of the lachr}Tnal gland, which

discharged into the eye and into the nose, causing her

inconvenience and suffering. Medical treatment had
proved wholly ineffective, but after having touched the

spot one day with the relic of the sacred thorn, exposed

for adoration on the altar, she was completely cured.

The doctors certified that " la guerison surpassait les

forces ordinaires de la nature," and the miracle was
solemnly attested by the vicars-general of the Arch-

bishopric of Paris.
" Les Pensees " was not designed by Pascal for

publication in any form whatever. When he died a

disordered mass of papers containing his written notes

was found. They were unconnected, casual, jottings

on odd bits of paper, many being incompleted sen-

tences. It was known that Pascal had had in mind to

write an " Apology " of Christianity, a defence against

atheistical arguments. The editors took this as the

clue to the arrangement of the fragments, and Arnauld,

Nicole, and other leaders of Port Royal, after the
' peace of the church," which restored them to their

monastery in 1669, published the first edition of the
" Pensees." Few books have had such a success.

Edition has followed edition through the succeeding

centuries. The original fragmentary notes still exist,

and scholars may now study them in the " Repro-

duction en phototypie du manuscrit des Pensees

de Blaise Pascal," published by Monsieur L6on
Brunschvicg.

Such was the marvellous genius, the tercentenary of

whose birth is being celebrated this year in his native

city, Clermont, and at the scene of his activities. Port

Royal des Champs, near Paris.
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Obituary.
Prof. John Cox.

'yHE death of Prof. John Cox at Hayes Court,
A Hayes, on May 13, removes an interesting

personaUty from our midst. Prof. Cox devoted an
active Hfe to the cause of education and had a varied

educational career, holding, at different times, the

post of University extension lecturer, headship of a
Cambridge college, and a professorship in physics in

a Canadian University.

Bom in 1851, Cox was a brilliant scholar of the

City of London School under Dr. Abbott, where he

was a contemporar)' and competitor for scholastic

honours with his friend H. H. Asquith. He went as

a scholar to Trinity College, Cambridge, and studied

mathematics, being eighth wrangler in 1874. Equally

versed in classics, he took a good place in the Classical

Tripos of the same year. He gained a fellowship at

Trinity College on a dissertation in which he apphed
Hamilton's methods to some problems in geometrical

optics. He was for ten years warden of Cavendish

College, Cambridge—a new College offering residential

facilities to a younger class of undergraduates at a

reduced cost. Ultimately the College was closed down,
though some years after Cox had severed his connexion

with it.

In 1890 Cox was appointed professor of physics

in McGill University, Montreal. Previous to that time

the physics had been taught with small facilities by
Dr. Johnson, professor of mathematics. This appoint-

ment gave Cox a great opportunity, for it was at the

time that McGill University was rapidly growing,

through the munificent gifts of the late .Sir William

Macdonald. Ample funds were offered to build a new
physics laboratory, and, before making plans. Cox
was sent on a mission to study the physical laboratories

in Europe and the United States. He threw himself

with great energy into the new project, and the result

was a well-designed laboratory' which at the time of

its opening was one of the finest and best equipped

in the world. Under the impetus given by the appoint-

ment of Callendar and afterwards of Rutherford, the

laboratory became a centre of research in physical

science, and Cox followed with pride and enthusiasm

the pioneer researches of Rutherford and Soddy on
radioactivity.

While keenly interested in all developments of

physics, Cox had not the practical training requisite

for research in experimental physics, but devoted

himself to the teaching and administrative side. A
fluent and polished speaker, he was an admirable

lecturer, and as a speaker for popular audiences on
scientific and general topics he had few superiors. It

was characteristic of his temperament that he was
somewhat dilatory in ordinary business matters and
often required the spur of necessity to deal with corre-

spondence. A man of wide interests and wide social

sympathies he e-xercised a strong influence for good
both in Montreal and the University. In 1909
he retired from McGill with a Carnegie pension to

live in England, and was awarded the honorary degree

of LL.D. by McGill University. He immediately took

up the work of lecturing for the Oxford E.xtension

Delegacy and particularly for the Gilchrist Trust. This
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was a type of work which he thoroughly enjoyed and
carried out with great enthusiasm and success. During

the War, he offered his services to the Ministrj' of

Munitions and assisted in the work of the munition k

tribunals.

After the death of his wife. Cox lived at Hayes
Court with a daughter. He retained his enthusiasm for

science to the end and, before his illness became acute,

followed with keen interest the work of Einstein and
Bohr. Of his publications, the best known is his book
on mechanics published by the Cambridge University

Press. This useful work was written on novel lines,

being largely influenced by the writings of Marx, of

whom he was an admirer. Another small book, "Beyond
the Atom," gives a vivid account of the bearing of

the earlier radioactive researches, with which he had
come in contact in Montreal, on the structure of

matter. A man of fine character, of attractive

personality and varied gifts, his unexpected end will

be mourned by a wide circle of friends. He leaves

two daughters and a son, who is a mining engineer

in Canada.

Mr. R. W. Hooley.

Mr. Reginald William Hooley, whose death on

May 5 at the age of fifty-seven we regret to record,

devoted many years to the study of the geology of the

Isle of Wight, and to the systematic exploration of

the Wealden rocks of the south coast. He made an

important collection of the remains of reptiles and

fishes from the cliffs between Brook and Atherfield,

and established a small museum at his residence at

Winchester. He also acquired an excellent knowledge

of the Wealden reptiles, which he extricated from the

hard rock with great skill, and he wrote several

important papers on his specimens. He described

new Chelonia in the Geological Magazine in 1897 and

1900.

In 1904 Mr. Hooley was elected a fellow of the

Geological Society, and he contributed papers on

unique specimens of the crocodile Goniopholis and the

pterodactyl Omithodesmus to the Society's Quarterly

Journal in 1907 and 1913. During recent years he

discovered and prepared a skeleton of Iguanodon,

in some respects finer than the well-known specimens

at Brussels and showing parts of the skin. Of this

remarkable fossil he wrote an exhaustive memoir,

illustrated by his own drawings, which he had intended

to read to the Geological Society at a recent meeting.

Mr. Hooley was an indefatigable worker, with only

scanty leisure to devoie to science, and his premature

deatli is regretted by the large circle of geologists

and palaeontologists who enjoyed his friendship and

co-operation. His specimens of Goniopholis and

Omithodesmus are already in the Geological Depart-

ment of the British Museum (Natural History), and

the rest of his collection is destined to be added to

them. A. S. W.

We regret that the date of the death of Mr. F. W.
Harmer was given incorrectly in Nature of June 9 as

April 24 : it should have been April 11.
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Current Topics and Events.

Some time ago Dr. George Sarton, of the Carnegie
\
Leyden (astronomy

Institution, Washington, and editor of Isi$, directed

the attention of scientific men to the enormous

amount of ignorance and superstition which still

surrounds theni [Ish, vol. iii. pp. 449-50). This

mental condition is not confined to the poor and un-

educated, but is to be found among many people

who have had the advantage of a collegiate education.

Yet how common is that ignorance has recently been

shown by the attacks made in the United States upon

the Darwinian theory by Mr. W. J. Bryan, a cam-

paign which has found an echo in Great Britain. On
May 25 the writer of a letter headed " War on

Darwinism " in the Daily Mail gravely assured us

that the origin of man has not been discovered by

science, and that the author of the " Origin of

Species " was wrong because " Ruskin laughed the

thing to scorn in ' The Eagle's Nest,' " and " Disraeli

did likewise in ' Tancred.' " That remarkable

epistle emanated from a certain " Modern High

School, Lee, London." Damnant quod non intelli-

gunt ! The logic equals the knowledge : Darwin

wrong because Froude (a manufacturer of English

history), Ruskin (a word-painter), and Disraeli (an

imaginative writer) laughed and did other things !

One would have thought that the days when Dar-

winism was " reviled by bigots and ridiculed by all

the world " were for ever past, were we not forcibly

reminded to the contrary by such fanatical attacks

from time to time. However man's origin may have

been brought about, no trained mind questions the

fact of that origin, which is no mere phantasm but

rests upon irrefragable evidence. Whether it would

be a good thing to teach the doctrines of evolution

in our " modern high schools " may be a questionable

matter ; but it would indeed be a good thing if

teachers in " modern high schools " were to teach

their pupils to emulate the noble example set them

by such scientific men as Charles Darwin and Thomas
Henry Huxley, who devoted their lives to the search

for scientific truth.

and physics), visited Great
Britain. During the months of May and June Prof.

Lorentz visited consecutively the Universities of

London, Manchester, Edinburgh, Leeds, and Liver-

pool, where he lectured on the rotation of the earth

and its influence on optical phenomena and the

theory of the Zeeman effect. In addition to these

lectures. Prof. Lorentz addressed the Royal Institution

on June i on the subject of radiation of light, and gave
by invitation a series of three lectures at University

College, London, on June 4, 5, and 7, on relativity.

The last three lectures formed a connected course,

the aim being to present in a simple form the funda-

mental principles and some of the applications of the

theory of relativity. The other lectures were mainly
devoted to questions belonging to the quantum
theor\' and to a discussion of the relation between
it and former views. In his discourse at the Royal
Institution Prof. Lorentz showed how the ideas of

the corpuscular and the undulatory theory of light

were closely interwoven in Newton's mind and may
be interwoven once more in the phj'sics of the future.

The banquet given to him by the Anglo-Batavian
Society was presided over by Sir Walter Townley,
chairman of the council of the Society. In replying

to the toast of his health Prof. Lorentz expressed his

great appreciation of the welcome which he had
received everywhere in England.

On June 6, at the Langham Hotel, the Anglo-

Batavian Society entertained Prof. H. A. Lorentz

at a banquet which was attended by a number of

British men of science. The Anglo-Batavian Society

was formed a few years ago in order to promote good-

fellowship between the English and Dutch races, on

a similar basis to that of the Pilgrims' Club, which

seeks to promote good-fellowship between Great

Britain and the United States. A couple of years

ago 'the Societ}' was instrumental in establishing an

interchange of University lecturers between Holland

and England. At first this was limited to the medical

faculty, but last year it was decided to extend the

lectures to other faculties, and to include physicists

and others. In that way Profs. J. F. Thorpe, Brereton

Baker, and Sir Humphry Rolleston visited Holland in

the months of February, April, and May last, while

Prof. W. de Sitter, of Leyden (astronomy), H. R.

Kruyt, of Utrecht (chemistry), E. D. Wiersma, of

Groningen (medicine), and Prof. H. A. Lorentz, of
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A REPRESENTATIVE and well-attcndcd meeting w£is

held on Friday, June i, at the Royal Society of

Medicine, at which it was decided to establish a

memorial to the late F*rof. A. D. Waller and Mrs.

\\^aller. In view of their lifelong devotion to, and
enthusiasm for, scientific investigation, it was felt

that the most fitting memorial would be the forma-

tion of a fund to be used for the promotion of scientific

research. Further, in recognition of their close asso-

ciation with the London (Royal Free Hospital) School

of Medicine for W'omen, where Prof. Waller succeeded

Sir Edward Sharpey Schafer as lecturer in physiology,

a post which he held from May 1883 to November
1886, and Mrs. Waller was first a student and
afterwards a member of council, a position which she

held to the last year of her life, it was decided that the

research fund should be entrusted to, and adminis-

tered by, the council of that School. A committee

was formed to carry out this scheme, and the follow-

ing, among others, have consented to serve : Sir E.

Sharpey Schafer (chairman), the Maharaj of

Jhalawar, Sir Charles Sherrington, Sir Humphry
Rolleston, Sir Sydney Russell-Wells, Sir Walter

Fletcher, Sir David Ferrier, Sir David Prain, Sir

Frederick Mott, Sir Leonard Rogers, Miss Aldrich-

Blake, Mrs. Scharlieb, Miss Tuke, Mr. Bousfield, Prof.

Adam, Prof. Halliburton, Prof. Gowland Hopkins,

Prof. Starling, and Mr. Alfred Palmer. Already 1 100/.

has been promised, and further subscriptions may be

sent to the honorary secretaries. Prof. Winifred Cullis

and Prof. J. S. Macdonald, or to the hon. treasurer.

Prof. J. Mellanby, St. Thomas's Hospital Medical

School, London, S.E.i.
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A STATEMENT as to the position of the Scientific

Expeditionary Research Association was made at a
luncheon at the Trocadero Restaurant on June 7.

The objects of this Association were referred to in an
article published in Natiirf. of January 13, 1923.
It has now been arranged that the first expedition
shall start in September next, the three-masted
schooner St. George, of approximately 1000 tons

register, having been secured for the purpose. The
ship, which is designed on the lines of a yacht, is

fitted with auxiliary steam-power, and will be under
the command of Commander D. Blair. It is intended
that .seven or eight fully qualified men of science,

representing biology in its different branches, eth-

nology, oceanography, and geology, shall accompany
the expedition, and that full opportunities shall be
given them for serious scientific work. The expedi-

tion will last for about ten months, and the route
followed will be Panama, Galapagos, Easter Island,

Pitcairn, Ciambier Islands, Rapa, Australs, Cook
Islands, Tahiti, Rangiroa, Marquesas, Cocos, Panama,
Azores. There will be accommodation for not more '

than thirty paying guests, and the cruise should offer

a uniciue opportunity for any one with scientific

interests to visit the Pacific Islands under favourable
conditions for research work, which would supplement
the organised research of the expedition. The
arrangements for the latter are being made by a
committee of scientific men who are specialists in the

different subjects which will be investigated. The
offices of the Association are at 50 Pah Mall, London,
S.W.I.

June opened this year with very unfavourable

weather conditions. May was dull and cold generally,

but statistics of past years show worse weather in

May than that experienced this year. The un-
favourable atmospheric conditions in May occasioned

a drift of cold air over the British Isles from the

Arctic regions. A change, however, has occurred
since the commencement of June, and the drift of

air is chiefly from the Atlantic, with more normal
conditions, although the days are mostly decidedly

cool. Greenwich records afford a ready comparison
with the past for a period of at least 80 years. June
1-6 this year was continuously cold, the day tempera-
tures being below 60°, with the exception of June 3,

when a break of warmer weather was experienced

over the south-west and south of England, and at

Greenwich the maximum in the shade registered 71°,

while the sun was shining for 84 hours. The lowest

mean maximum temperature in June recorded at

Greenwich since 1841 is 62 '4° in 1909, which is 7-6°

below the normal, there being only 3 days during

this month with the temperature 70° or above

;

i860 and 1916 are the only other years with so small

a number of warm days in June. In 1909 the first

half of the month was generally cold. In 1903 June
was also cold, and the two weeks from June 7-20 were

probably colder than any other similar period in

June on record ; the maximum or day temperature

on June 19 was 48-5°, which is the lowest day tempera-

ture in June during the last 80 years, and 5° below
the coldest day in the early part of June this year.
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The annual conversazione of the Institution of

Civil Engineers will be held on Thursday, July 12, at
8 P.M.

Since 191 7 the Royal Society's Gold Medals have
been struck in brass, although the recipients have
been informed that in due course the brass copies

will be replaced by gold. The receipt of an invita-

tion from a prominent firm of jewellers to view the
King's Gold Vase and the Gold Cup made for the
Ascot meeting, 1923, gives reason for the hope that
at no distant date the Mint may find itself in a
position to release the small quantity of gold required

to strike these medals in their proper medium.

The tercentenary of the Oxford University Botanic
Garden will be celebrated on Saturday, June 23,

in the Garden at 3.30-5.50 p.m. The speakers will

include the chancellor of the University, Sir David
Prain, the president of Magdalen College, and Sir

F. W. Keeble, Sherardian professor of botany in the

University.

It is announced in Science that Dr. George K.
Burgess has been appointed director of the Bureau
of Standards in succession to Dr. S. W. Stratton,

who resigned to become president of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Dr. Burgess has been
connected with the Bureau of Standards for twenty
years, becoming chief of the division of metallurgy

in 1913.

In another part of this issue we print an article

on the life and work of Blaise Pascal by Prof. H.
Wildon Carr. Celebrations commemorating the ter-

centenary' of Pascal's birth are to be held in France
on July 8-9. The principal meeting will be in Paris,

where the French President will be present at a

gathering to be addressed by the Minister for Public

Instruction and members of the French Academy.
A meeting will also be held at the summit of the

Puy de Dome, the site of Pascal's classical experiment
showing the fall of the barometer with increasing

height above sea-level.

The trustees of the British Museum have accepted

a portrait of Alfred Russel Wallace, which is being

presented to them by a memorial committee of which
Sir James Marchant is secretary. The artist is Mr.

J. W. Beaufort. The painting will be unveiled in

the Central Hall of the Natural History Museum,
South Kensington, at 12 noon on Saturday, June 23.

Places will be reserved as far as possible for those

specially interested in Wallace's work, on the receipt

of applications addressed to the Director.

The arrangements for the International Air

Congress, which is to be held in the rooms of the

Institution of Civil Engineers, on June 25-30, are

now nearly complete. A large number of papers

has been received ; these have been arranged in

four groups, or sections, and the discussions on the

four will go on simultaneously. The Congress, of

which H.R.H. the Duke of York is president, will

be opened at 10 a.m. on June 25 by H.R.H. the

Prince of Wales. An inaugural address will be
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given by the Duke of AthoU, Under Secretary of

State for Air : while at the final meeting the closing

address will be delivered by the Secretary of State

for Air, Sir Samuel Hoare. Among the important

papers of general interest may be mentioned those

on air mails by General Williamson, on the develop-

ment of commercial aviation by Mr. Handley Page,

on aviation insurance by Mr. Sturge, and on various

airship questions by Major Scott and Ing. Nobili.

Problems in na\'igation and in the medical aspects

of aviation are not neglected, while the standardisa-

tion and the scientific aspects of aviation are re-

presented by papers by Sir Richard T. Glazebrook,

Mr. Le Maistre, Wing - Commander Hynes, Dr.

Stanton, Mr. Southwell, Mr. McKinnon Wood, and

other members of the staff of the Royal Aircraft

Establishment.

The eleventh International Physiological Congress,

which will be held at Edinburgh on July 23 - 27,

under the presidency of Sir Edward Sharpey Schafer,

is apparently the first scientific meeting of its kind

in Scotland, and promises to be very successful.

Already more than 250 physiologists from various parts

of the world have signified their intention of attending

the meeting, and a large number of countries will be

represented. The largest contingent from abroad is

coming from the United States and Canada, and will

number about forty. A second notice has just been

circulated, from which we see that, on presentation

of an official voucher, return tickets to Edinburgh

will be issued at a single fare and a third by any

railway booking office in Britain. The provisional

programme of the Congress includes a reception by

the Lord Provost of Edinburgh and an address by

Prof. J. J. R. Macleod, of Toronto, on insulin. Those

who intend to take part in the Congress should,

unless they have already done so, communicate with-

out delay with one of the secretaries. Prof. G. Barger

or Prof. J. C. Meakins, University of Edinburgh.

The seventh International Congress of Psychology

will be held at Oxford on July 26-August 2, and will

differ from preceding congresses in that it will be

restricted to 200 members, membership being confined

to trained psychologists, and a few others approved

by the committee. It is hoped to provide inter-

national symposia on subjects of present interest,

the contributions being circulated in advance, and

each day will be devoted to a different aspect of

psychology (general, educational, industrial, medical,

social, etc.). The mornings will be occupied in the

discussion of more general problems (such as the

perception of time, the perception of form, the nature

of general ability, the concepts of mental and nervous

energy, the principles of vocational testing, the

psychological value of certain psychoanalytic views),

and the afternoons in the presentation of a limited

number of papers offered by individual members.

Exhibits of apparatus and less technical lectures will

be also arranged. The recognised languages of the

Congress will be English, French, German, and Italian.

Further particulars can be obtained from the assistant

secretary, Mr. W. J. H. Sprott, Clare College, Cam-
bridge.
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The ninety-first annual meeting of the British

Medical Association is to be held at Portsmouth on
July 24-27, and the president-elect, Mr. C. P. Childe,

senior surgeon of the Royal Portsmouth Hospital,

will deliver his address on the first day of the meeting.
The following presidents of sections have been
elected :—Medicine : Sir Thomas Horder ; Surgery :

Sir Henry Gray ; Obstetrics and Gynaecology : Dr.

V. Bonney ; Pathology and Bacteriology : Dr. H.
Maclean ; Neurology and Psychological Medicine :

Dr. Henry Devine ; Ophthalmology : Sir John
Parsons ; Public Health : Dr. A. Meams Eraser ;

Diseases of Children : Dr. E. Cautley ; Laryngology
and Otology : Mr. E. B. Waggett ; Radiology and
Electrology : Mr. S. Gilbert Scott ; Naval and
Militarj' Hygiene : Surgeon Rear-Admiral Sir Percy

Bassett-Smith ; Tuberculosis : Sir Henry Gauvain ;

Medical Sociology : Mr. H. B. Brackenbury ; Ortho-

paedics : Mr. T. H. Openshaw ; Venereal Diseases :

Sir Archdall Reid ; Anaesthetics : Mr. W. J. Essery.

.\ provisional programme has been issued which
includes provision for discussions on diabetes

(Section of Medicine), in which Dr. F. G. Banting, of

the University of Toronto, will take part, on the part

played by fungi in disease (Section of Pathology and
Bacteriology), to be opened by Dr. A. Castellani, of

the London School of Tropical Medicine, and the

artificial light treatment of lupus and other forms of

tuberculosis (Section of Tuberculosis), to be opened

by Dr. Reyn, of the Finsen Light Institute at Copen-

hagen. The annual exhibition of surgical appliances,

foods, drugs, and books will be opened on July 24 and

remain open until July 27. The honorary local

general secretaries for the meeting are :—Mr. C. A.

Scott Ridout, St. Elmo, Clarendon Road, Southsea,

and Mr. E. J. Davis Taylor, 20 Clarence Parade,

Southsea.

After several unsuccessful attempts under the

Russian regime, an institute of geodesy was eventually

founded in Finland in igi8. The first report, which

has now been published, covers the work accom-

plished until the end of igrg. The need for accurate

triangulation in Finland is great. The existing maps
lea\-e much room for improvement. Two chains of

triangulation cross the country, one from north to

south, surveyed about 1840 in the measurement of

an arc of meridian, and the other along the Gulf of

Finland from the isthmus of Carelia to the Aland

Islands. The latter is very defective and the first

is of little use as the triangulation stations were

seldom marked on the ground. The first eighteen

months of the institute's existence were spent largely

in organisation. No funds being available for a new
building, a house in Helsingfors was adapted for the

purpose. Dr. I. Bonsdorff was appointed director

and given a staff of five or six assistants. A small

supply of instruments and a library of about 1000

volumes were acquired. It was decided to begin

work on a line of primary triangulation from the

isthmus of Carelia to the Aland Islands joining to

the triangulations of Sweden, Esthonia, and Central

Europe. A preliminary reconnaissance for this

triangulation was undertaken.
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Under the title Open Air the proprietors of Country

Life have commenced the issue of a new monthly
magazine for lovers of Nature and outdoor life. All

kinds of outdoor activities are to be catered for, and
in the first number there appear articles on walking
and motoring, camping and yachting, fishing, tennis,

birds anil flowers, photography and weather fore-

casting, and the charming scenen,- of the British

countryside. The policy of the magazine is to put
within the reach of every one some knowledge of

Nature, to increase interest and participation in all

outdoor life and pastimes, and to point the way of

obtaining the most lasting and satisfying pleasures

from the beauties and wonders of Nature. The first

number makes a successful attempt to attain this

ideal. The articles are simply and attractively

written and the illustrations are numerous, charming
in effect, and well reproduced. Special mention
should be made of the article on Thomas Hardy's
county

; of the account of the kingfisher at home, by
Miss E. L. Turner, illustrated by her own inimitable

photographs ; and of the description of some of the
wild flcnvers of the countr>-side by Mr. Bedford. If

the standard of the first number is maintained the

magazine should appeal to a wide circle of readers.

We ha\e received a copy of the fourth annual
report of the Governors of the Imperial Mineral

Resources Bureau dealing with the year ended De-
cember 31, 1922. The Bureau maintains an intelli-

gence service in matters relating to the mining and
metallurgical industries, partly by correspondence
with representatives in different parts of the British

Empire and by co-operation with various government
departments, and partly by a system of indexing
published information bearing on mineral resources

in all parts of the world. The information thus

accumulated is of much value in answering inquiries

and compiling reports on mineral resources. This
work of answering inquiries and putting producers
and consumers in touch with one another is of growing
importance in connexion with the Bureau's work.
Since the publication of the last report, the compila-

tion of the " Mineral Conspectus of the British Empire
and Foreign Countries " for the period If)i3-i9i9 has

been almost completed. Special attention is directed

to the eight \olumes on iron ore dealing with the

present and prospective iron-ore supplies of the world,

prepared by the request and with the assistance of

the National Federation of Iron and Steel Manu-
facturers. Two legal publications were issued during
the year, dealing with Transvaal and British Columbia.
A statistical series for the period 1919-192 1 is in the
press, and the parts dealing with the more important
minerals and metals are being published in advance.
A review of the mineral industry of the Empire during

1922 is promised at an early date. During the year
under review the Bureau continued its efforts towards
the unification of mineral statistics, an enterprise in

which it is much to be hoped that success will

attained.

Part i. vol. 18 of the Journal of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, dated January 1923, contains much
interesting material for students of horticulture. The
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Rev. A. T. Boscawen has a note upon New Zealand
trees and shrubs grown successfully in Cornish
gardens ; it is illustrated by seven excellently repro-

duced photographs. Mr. F. C. Stern has an inter-

esting note upon cultivation in a garden made in an
old chalk-pit ; while few plants succeed in pure chalk
rubble, there is a very long list of plants successfully

grown in a mixture of chalk and soil. Mr. J. Coutts

has a paper upon the cultivation of lilies. As a
contribution from the Wisley Laboratory, appears a
twenty-page report by Mr. W. J. Dowson upon the

wilt disease of Michaelmas daisies ; as the result

of inoculation experiments the disease is traced to

Cephalosporium Asteris Dow., provisionally deter-

mined as a new species, though ultimately culture

of the fungus may necessitate its redetermination

as a micro-conidial stage of a Fusarium. An im-
portant practical conclusion in this paper is the

practicability of raising healthy plants by vegetative

propagation from diseased stocks, by striking cuttings

from the tips of the rooted suckers. Mr. A. H. Hoare
briefly describes the Rhododendron bug, Stephanitis

(Leptobrysa) rhododendri Horvath, now scheduled

under the Sale of Diseased Plants Order of 1922
and the cause of severe damage to rhododendrons
in many districts. From the annual report of the

council, the Royal Horticultural Society would appear
to be in a very prosperous and flourishing condition,

the membership of the Society having increased by
1214 during the year 1921.

A NOTE in Nature of May 19, p. 681, referred to

the habit of a sparrow in persistently tapping a

window pane. Sir David Wilson-Barker writes to

say that a chattinch for about two months last

year did almost the same thing, with this difference,

that it never settled on the window ledge. Sir David
suggests that the bird was playing w-ith its own
reflection.

Dr. T. H. C. Stevenson will read a paper on
" The Social Distribution of Causes of Death in

England and Wales," at a meeting of the Society

of Biometricians and Mathematical Statisticians on
June 25, at 8 p.m., in the theatre of the Galton
Laboratory, University College, London. Visitors

will be welcomed.

We have received a copy of No. 142 of the Circular

of the Bureau of Standards, entitled " Tables of

Thermodynamic Properties of .Vmmonia." The pam-
phlet contains some valuable tables, together with an
excellent MoUier chart of the properties of ammonia,
and should be verj' useful to those interested in

refrigeration.

Messrs. G. Bell and Sons, Ltd., announce the

early publication of " The Structure of the Atom,"
by Prof. E. N. da C. Andrade, and a revised and
enlarged edition of " X-rays and Crystal Structure,"

by Sir William Bragg and Prof. W. L. Bragg, in

which the original intention of the authors has been
maintained, namely, to describe sufficiently the

elements of the physics, the crystallography, the

chemistry, and the mathematics required for the

understanding of the subject.
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The volume of the Bulletin International of the
Academy of Sciences of Prague for 191 7 appeared in

1919 under new auspices, but with the handsome
style and typographic excellence of former issues

unimpaired. The Academy continues to publish, in

French or German, much geological, anatomical,
and physiological work, which will no doubt be re-

corded in the various Zentralbldtter
; but it is a

pleasure to consult these papers in their original form,
and to find that their production has so admirably
survived the test of political distractions.

The series of lectures recently given at University
College, London, by Sir John Russell and members
of the staff of the Rothamsted Experimental Station
are to be published by Messrs. Longmans and Co.,

in the " Rothamsted Monographs of Agricultural
Science," under the title of " The Micro-organic
Population of the Soil." Another book to be issued
by the same publishers is " Lead : Its occurrence in
Nature, the modes of its extraction, its properties and
uses, with some accounts of its principal compounds,"
by Dr. J. A. Smythe, in " Monographs on Industrial
Chemistry."

The Geologische Vereinigung continues the issue of

its valuable journal, the Geologische Rundschau, under

the care of Profs. Steinmann, Wilckens, and Cloos,

and the subscription price (lo gold marks for for-

eigners) compares favourably with that of most of

our own scientific periodicals. Volume 13, beginning
in May 1922, contains original articles, such as that

by Steinmann on the uprising of the Andes, as well

as the usual critical summaries that embody much
independent opinion on the part of their authors.

Scientific libraries will do well, by placing the

Rundschau on their shelves, to keep in touch with a

wide range of progressive work, promulgated by
progressive thinkers.

Preliminary arrangements for the regular publica-

tion of the Journal of Scientific Instruments have now
been made by the Institute of Physics in co-operation

with the National Physical Laboratory. The special

attention of those workers who have new designs for

instruments is invited to the fact that the Journal

is to serve as a medium of publication of detailed

descriptions and critical surveys of the behaviour

of such instruments. Original papers or laboratory

and workshop notes dealing with the practical or

theoretical aspects of scientific instruments should

be sent to the Editor, Dr. John S. Anderson, The
National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, Middlesex.

Our Astronomical Column.

Projection of Aldebaran on the Moon.—The
present series of occultations of Aldebaran has once
more directed attention to its apparent projection
on the moon's disc when it disappears at the bright
limb. The subject is discussed by Mr. R. L. Water-
field in the British Astronomical Association's Journal
for March. He describes some interesting experi-
ments that he made, using a card with a minute
pinhole and a lamp behind it as an artificial star.

It was found that the brighter the illumination
of the artificial moon that was made to cover this
star, the further was the latter projected on the disc
before disappearance.

Since diffraction makes every bright point appear
as a disc in the telescope, this will of itself extend the
bright limb of the moon beyond its true position,
and also extend the disc of Aldebaran inwards ; a
considerable fraction, but not the whole, of the
observed projection is shown to be thus explained.
The width of the diffraction ring that can actually
be seen depends on the brightness of the object.
Thus faint stars do not show the projection.
To explain the full amoimt of projection observed,

it was found necessary to invoke irradiation, which
is probably physiological and differs for different
observers ; this is quite in accord with experience
in the case of Aldebaran.

Families of Asteroids.— Mr. K. Hirayama's
researches on the connexion between the orbits of
many of the asteroids have already been mentioned
in this column. He returns to the subject in the
Japanese Journal of Astronomy and Geophysics, vol. i.

No. 3. He studies the secular perturbations by
Jupiter and the other planets, and finds quantities
which he terms " invariable elements," which are a
sort of mean of the actual varying elements. The
important elements are mean inclination and mean
eccentricity. He makes diagrams in which these
quantities are taken as ordinate and abscissa, the
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third important element, the mean motion, being
indicated by varying the colour of the dot. He thus
finds several families of planets that show such
close agreement in these three points that he has no
doubt that they had a common origin ; he indicates

5 families, each being called after the earliest dis-

covered member of it ; the names are Themis, Eos,
Coronis, Maria, and Flora, and the numbers of asteroids

belonging to them are 25, 23, 15, 13, and 57.
There seems to be little doubt that Mr. Hirayama

has hit on a remarkable relation between the orbits

of many asteroids, and that there are strong reasons
for postulating a common origin for each family.

We thus revert in a sense to the old notion of an
exploded planet, but a series of disruptions now
appears more probable than a single one.

Stonyhurst College Observ.\tory, Report for
1922.—Sunspots are regularly drawn and measured
at the College Observatory on every fine day. The
spot activity showed a decided decline in 1922, there

being 93 days when the sun was seen to be spotless, as

against 29 in 1921. On the other hand, the mean
daily magnetic range, both in declination and
horizontal force, showed a slight increase. Spectro-

scopic work was also done, both on the sun and on
stars, a special study being made of y Cassiopeiae.

Papers have been contributed to the Observatory, to

Monthly Notices of the R.A.S. and elsewhere, on the
connexion of magnetic disturbances with sunspots,

on the prominences, and on the proper motions of

stars in the Perseus clusters. Seismological records

were also kept. The disturbance in the Chilian

earthquake of November 11, 1922, was so great that

the boom adhered to the stop, causing a loss of part

of the record. The report also contains full details

of the meteorological observations. Father Cortie

notes that it is intended to utilise the large stock

of stellar spectra at the Observatory for the deduction
of spectroscopic parallaxes.
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Research Items.

Monoliths of the Naga Tribe of Assam,—In
the Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute

(vol. Hi., 1922) Mr. J. H. Hutton discusses the riiono-

liths erected by the Naga tribes of Assam . He assumes
that the monolith erected when the founder gains
the highest social rank is the translation into stone of

the original phallic posts, which seem to be connected
with the monolithic remains at Dinapur. Many
Angamis erect a pair instead of a single stone, of

which the erect stone represents the male and the
prostrate stone the female—the object being a
magical means of procuring fertility for the members
of the tribe, their cattle, and crops. On the other
hand, these monoliths are memorials of the dead.
Of two possible explanations, the more likely one is

assumed to be that the monolith is merely a transla-

tion into stone of the wooden statue erected in honour
of the dead by villagers who do not erect memorial
stones. The alternative is that the erect stones
originally commemorated a feast, and thus became
the memorial of the giver. It has always been a
problem how monoliths, like those of Stonehenge,
were erected. Mr. Hutton was present at the erection

of one of these stones, dragged by human labour,

and his careful description of the methods employed
throws much light on the general question of monolith
erection.

The Rooting of Cuttings.—Prof. J. Small has
a note in the Gardeners' Chronicle for May 5 upon
his experiments at Belfast, in collaboration with Miss
M. J. Lynn, upon the effect of watering with dilute

acetic acid upon root production by cut shoots.

The experiments appear to be preliminary in nature,

and no data are supplied as to the actual hydrion
concentration around the base of the cutting, but
the results reported certainly seem to show greater

root production after treatment with very dilute

vinegar. In experiments with cuttings of Aiicuba
Japonica evidence was obtained indicating that
carbon dioxide might have a stimulating effect upon
root production. These results may pro\e of great

practical importance if confirmed upon further trial,

but so far the experiments with species, difficult to

strike in ordinary practice, are not sufficiently

advanced to justify the drawing of conclusions.

Sleep Movements and Vegetative Reproduc-
tion IN Plants.—The Journal of Indian Botany,
vol. iii.. No. 5, contains a paper by W. T. Saxton
upon " Nyctinastj'," in which it is suggested that
instead of the plants adopting a special " sleep

"

position at night, the leaves then actually resume a
normal position, relaxing from a position of " physio-
logical strain " which has been assumed under the
influence of daylight. R. H. Dastur has a note upon
vegetative reproduction by root runners, in which
it is assumed that the current teaching is that buds
are only formed upon roots when the plants are old
or when the original stems are removed or cut down.
The writer is evidently unaware of Beijerinck's

classical paper of 1887, in which the natural production
of buds on the roots of healthy plants was fully

described and the literature of the subject, extensive
even at that date, very fully cited.

Chemistry of some Japanese Plant Products.—
In Acta Phytochimica, vol. i, No. 2, Yasuhiko .-Xsahina

gives a resume of his researches, previously published
in Japanese, upon the active principles in the dried
fruit of livodia ruteecarpa, which in recent times has
been almost exclusively used as tincture in Japan
instead of tincture of iodine. In addition to e\-odin,

previously isolated by Keimatsu, Asahina recognises
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two alkaloids, evodiamin and rutaecarpin, giving

different colour reactions with cold concentrated

sulphuric acid, and a terpene that is possibly ocimen.

Yuji Shibata and Kensho Kimutsuki make the

important suggestion, backed by considerable experi-

mental evidence, that the spectrograph pro\'ides a

valuable means of identifying and distinguishing

the various flavones rapidlv and surelv, while Keita

Shibata, Shojiro Iwata, and Makoto Nakamura
describe baicalin, a compound of a new flavone with

glucuronic acid obtained from the roots of Scutellaria

baicalensis.

Investigations upon Fruit Trees.—The Journal

of Pomology and Horticultural Science, vol. 3, No. 2,

April 1923, contains a preliminary report by L. N.

Staniland upon the results to date of his quest for

apple stocks resistant or immune to woolly aphis.

The paper, although preliminary, describes a large

number of experiments and observations upon

artificial inoculations, from which it appears that the

Northern Spy stock is immune under English con-

ditions. As it is not a stock suitable for all purposes

in this country, research is now extended to its

seedlings, which are also to be tested for immunity.

Some of the Paradise stocks at East Mailing are very

much more resistant than others, while two " Wilding

Crabs " have been found which appear to be immune.

The search for immune individual stocks is being

continued with the view of breeding work in which

immunity may be combined with other desirable

characteristics. There is also a valuable report by

M. B. Crane upon the " Self Sterility and Cross

Incompatibilitv " of cherries, apples, and plums,

which describes the continuation of the work upon

this problem previously reported upon by I. Sutton

in the Journal of Genetics, vol. vii. (reprinted in the

Journal of Pomologv, vol. i). The paper provides an

enormous mass of' valuable data, supplemented by
some striking photographs, of the results of various

crosses, and of self-pollination experiments. The

results seem to place beyond doubt the fact that

many \arieties of fruit trees are completely self-

sterile, while in the sweet cherry and the plum, cross

incompatibilitv occurs, i.e. some varieties crossed

with pollen of certain other varieties wholly fail to

form fruit. The importance of these conclusions,

supported with full data as to varieties and their

behaviour, to the grower stocking an orchard, scarcely

needs comment. Points of great scientific interest

continuallv arise in the course of such long-continued

and carefully controlled experiments ; for example,

the observation now reported that apple varieties

originally quite self-sterile have indubitably become

slightly self-fertile with advancing age.

New Isopod from Central Australia.—Prof.

C. Chilton describes (Trans. R. Soc. S. Australia,

xlvi., 1922) a new species of Phreatoicus, a fresh-

w-ater crustacean, which occurred in thousands in

the hot water near an artesian bore at Hergott, a

little south of Lake Eyre. The specimens had well-

developed eyes and were of a dark-slaty colour ;

hence they evidentlv had not come up the bore from

underground water's. Specimens were later found

in various springs and natural waters over an area

of about thirty miles, so that the species is widely dis-

tributed. Although the species is placed for the

present in the genus Phreatoicus, it differs from the

other members of the genus in the greater expansion

of the basal joints of the last three pairs of perx-opods

and in the apparent absence of the coxal joints of

all the peraopods. The first species of Phreatoicus
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was described in 1883 from the underground waters
of the Canterbury Plains, New Zealand, and other
species of the genus and of allied genera were sub-
sequently described from the surface and under-
ground waters of Australia. In 1914, Barnard
recorded a species of Phreatoicus from the mountain
streams of Cape Colony. The characters and dis-

tribution show that the family is an ancient one,
and this was proved also by the discovery of a
fossil species, from the Triassic beds of New South
Wales, not very different from some of the existing
species.

New Soualodonts from the Miocene of Mary-
land.—R. Kellogg describes and figures the remains
of two Squalodonts recently discovered in the
Calvert Cliffs (Miocene), Maryland (Proc. U.S. Nat.
Mus., vol. Ixii., Art. 16). Of the two, one is definitely
referred to a new species, Squalodon calvertensis, the
other is at present indeterminate. The introduction
to the paper gives a good summary of the history
of the Squalodonts generally, and is followed, under
the misleading and erroneous title of "Nomenclature,"
by a descriptive list of the various species and a
" key."

The Constitution of Clays.—In Bulletin 708 of
the U.S. Geological Survey. (1922), H. Ries and other
authors describe " The High-grade Clays of the
Eastern United States." Of all rocks, clays probably
offer the greatest difficulties to petrographers. W.
Maynard Hutchings (Gcol. Mag., 1890, p. 266) prepared
thin films from clays for microscopic examination,
retaining the particles in their relative positions.
Except wliere lamination has to be studied, no great
advantage arises from this method, and H. C. Sorby
(Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc, Proc, 1880) did good work
on separated grains, which could be pressed down or
rolled over under the cover-glass. Allan B. Dick's
" smudge " method (" Kaolin, China-clav, etc.,"

Mus. of Pract. Geology, p. 261, 1914) keeps the
constituents matted together for comparison of their
optical characters, and something similar seems to be
effected by the squeezing-out process adopted in the
American researches (Bull. 708, p. 293) by R. C.
Somers. His photographs give the impression of
coherent sections ; but probably only a massing of
the mineral particles can be inferred. Chlorite is

omitted from the list of minerals observed, and
Hutchings failed to recognise it even where altered
biotite formed an important constituent of his clays.
He found it, however, abundantly in slates derived
from the decay of basic igneous rocks, such as his
" ash-slates," and H. B. Milner, in his recently pub-
lished "Introduction to Sedimentary Petrography,'
regards its appearance in loose sediments as due to
the breaking down of slates and schists. It would
seem that the green hydrated products from ferro-
magnesian silicates, wisely called by various authors
" chloritic matter," should find a considerable place
as constituents of many clays and sandstones, though
probably in a highly comminuted form. R. F.
Somers recognises halloysite and diaspore in the
American clays, in addition to the prevalent flakes of
kaolin. The white material known as " indianite

"

from south-central Indiana is discussed by W. N.
Logan (Bull. 708, p. 147), who finds it to consist
mainly of the hydrous aluminium silicates, halloysite,
and allophane. In the field it is associated and inter-
locked with a sandstone of Pennsylvanian age, blocks
of which graduate into the clay, and H. Ries (p. 161)
comes to the very interesting conclusion that the
indianite has arisen from replacement of quartz
pebbles, through the action of aluminium sulphate
spreading from the underlying pyritous shales.

Stokes's Law of Fall of a Sphere.—In the
issue of the Proceedings of the United States Academy
of Sciences for March 15 Prof. Millikan, now of the
California Institute of Technology, gives a summary
of a theoretical and experimental investigation of
the law of fall of a sphere in a viscous fluid which will

be published later in full in the Physical Review. On
theoretical grounds he shows that the viscous resist-

ance to the motion of a sphere of radius a with
velocity i; in a fluid of viscosity « and mean free path I

must be 6Tranvl(i +A7/a) where A' is a constant
which must decrease as the density of the fluid de-
creases. In order to express this decrease he writes
A'=A -I- Be"'"" where c is a constant. He finds that
his experiments with drops of different materials
falling in gases of various constitutions and densities

are all reproduced by the complete formula with
values of A-FB which differ by not more than 3 per
cent, from each other.

Curve Fitting.—In many physical problems,
experimental data give the numerical values of a
function at regular or irregular intervals of a variable

on which the function depends. Often it happens
that these experimental values indicate that the
function starts at zero, rises to a maximum and then
falls again to zero. Frequency distributions, river

gauge readings, and certain physical and biological

data define functions of this type. In such cases it

is often necessary to obtain a theoretical function
which gives a reasonable fit to the data and can at
the same time be integrated. The constants occurring
in the theoretical equation should also be capable
of calculation without such laborious computation as
to make the work impracticable. In a pamphlet,
" A Method of Curve Fitting," issued by the Physical
Department of the Egyptian Ministry of Public
Works (Cairo, Government Publications Office, 1922,
P.T. 5), Mr. S. Krichewsky explains an equation
which has been found to include a wide range of

observations, including frequency distributions. The
equation is

2 =f(x) = dyjdx - ky^ia - r)",

/'» r*'
wherein f(li)=f{h)=°> " =

I /W<^-^. y = j f{x)dx, so

that z is the ordinate at x, and y the area from /,

to X. Mr. Krichewsky's method certainly possesses
limitations due to the small number of free constants
contained in his equation. Much of the pamphlet
is concerned with the calculation of the constants to

fit the equation to sets of observed data.

Hardening Stainless Steel.—Messrs. Auto-
matic and Electric Furnaces, Ltd., of Farringdon
Road, London, manufacture a special electric furnace
for hardening " stainless " cutlery. The demand
for stainless cutlery has been affected adversely by
the fact that in many cases a permanent edge cannot
be obtained bv its use. To get over this difficulty

the steel is treated as follows : it is first heated in

the furnace to a temperature of 970° C. (as shown
by the pyrometer) and then cooled in air. It is

next reheated to the same temperature and quenched
in water. Finally, it is tempered to 220° C. in an
electrically heated mufRe. A very fine micro-
structure is thus obtained. Besides its rust-resisting

qualities, stainless steel has a thermal conducting
coefficient less than one-third that of pure iron.

It is an excellent material for making permanent
magnets for use in positions where freedom from
corrosion is an advantage, as when quenched at

970° C. it has a large coercive force and great

remanence. It is also useful for making mirrors

of all kinds.
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The Liverpool Meeting of the British Association.

'T'HE preliminary programme and invitation
* circular for the meeting of the British Associa-

tion to be held at Liverpool on September 12-19,

under the presidency of Sir Ernest Rutherford, have
just been issued. The Association has met at Liver-
pool on four previous occasions, the years and the
presidents being 1837, Earl of Burlington, afterwards
Duke of Devonshire ; 1854, Earl of Harrowby

;

1870, Prof. Huxley ; 1896, Lord Lister. The meeting
in 1896 was the fourth largest in the history of the
Association, the attendance being 3181, and it is

hoped that tliis number will be exceeded at the forth-

coming meeting. Arrangements have been made with
the Railway Companies in Great Britain under which
members attending the meeting may obtain return
tickets to Liverpool on payment of single fare and a
third.

The provisional programme of addresses, discus-
sions, etc., is given below, the sections being as
follows :—.\, Mathematics and Physics ; B, Chem-
istry ; C, Geology ; D, ZoologA' ; E, Geography

;

F, Economic Science and Statistics ; G, Engineering
;

H, Anthropology ; L Physiology' ; J, Psychology
;

K, Botany ; L, Educational Science ; M, Agriculture.
Wednesday, September 12, 8.30 p.m.—Inaugural

general meeting : presidential address by Sir Ernest
Rutherford, on the electrical structure of matter.

Thursday, September 13.—Addresses by presidents
of sections :—D. Prof. J. H. Ashworth, on modem
zoolog\', its boundaries and some of its bearings on
human welfare. E, Dr. Vaughan Cornish, on the
position and opportunity of the British Empire.
K, Mr. .\. G. Tansley, on the present position of
botany. I, Prof. G. H. F. Nuttall, on symbiosis in

animals and plants. M, Dr. C. Crowther, on science
and the agricultural crisis. Discussions (Sections A,
B, G) on cohesion and molecular forces ;

(Sections

F, J) on psychological assumptions underlying
economic theory ; and (Sections G, J) on vocational
tests for engineering trades.

Friday, September 14.—Addresses by presidents of
sections : C, Dr. Gertrude Files, dealing with some
aspects of evolutional palaeontology. G, Sir H.
Fowler, on transport and its indebtedness to

science, I^, Prof. T. 1^. Nunn, on the education of
Demos. B, Prof. F. G. Donnan, on the phvsical
chemisti-y of interfaces. J, Dr. C. Burt, on the niental
differences between individuals (with special reference
to individual psychology in education and industry).
Discussions (Sections E, H) on the methods of anthro-
pology in relation to the social sciences

; (Sections
F, Mj on the outlook for British agriculture ; and
(Sections B, I) on the physical chemistry of mem-
branes in relation to physiological science. Lecture
(Section D) by Mr. Julian S. Huxley on the physiology
of development in the frog ; and by Prof. G. Elliot
Smith on the study of man.
Monday, September 17.—Addresses by presidents

of sections :—A, Prof. ]. C. McLennan, on the origin
of spectra

; H, Prof. P. E. Newberry, on Egypt as a
field for anthropological research ; F, Sir W. H.
Beveridge, on unemployment and population. Dis-
cussions (Sections J, L) on the delinquent child ;

(Sections E, L) on geography as a basis for a general
science course. Lecture (Section K) by Dr. VV. L.
Balls, on cotton.

Tuesday, September 18.—Discussions (Sections G,
L) on the teaching of dynamics

; (Sections K, M) on
virus diseases of plants ; and (Sections E, H) on the
origin of domestic animals.

Delegates of the Corresponding Societies will meet
on Thursday, September 13, and on Tuesday, Sep-
tember 18, to discuss matters of common interest to
the Societies and the Association. The officers of the
Conference of the Corresponding Societies are :

—

President : Prof. H. H. Turner. Vice-President :

Prof. P. G. H. Boswell. Local Secretary : Miss E.
Warhurst.
An exhibition of scientific apparatus is being organ-

ised and will be held in the Central Technical School.
Leading scientific instrument and scientific apparatus
makers will be represented, and it is belie\ed that
this will be the most complete exhibition of its kind
that has ever been held. It will include the latest

inventions in instruments and apparatus, as well as
charts and diagrams, and, in order to make it

thoroughly representative, every section has been
asked to submit ideas and suggestions.

International Union for Pure and Applied Chemistry.

Conference at Cambridge, June 17-20.

'F'HE International Union for Pure and Applied
^ Chemistry will meet in Cambridge, at the

invitation of the Vice-Chancellor of the University,
on June 17-June 20, when about 150 delegates,
representing more than thirty different countries,
will be present.

The majority of the delegates are expected to
arrive on Saturday, June 16. On Sunday, June 17,
there will be visits to colleges and other places of
interest in the afternoon. In the evening there will

be a reception of the delegates by Sir William Pope,
president of the Union, and the British Federal
Council, in the Arts School.
On Monday, June 18, in addition to the meetings

of committees, a report by Prof. J. W. McBain,
on " The Nature of Soap Solutions," will be pre-
sented and discussed. Two receptions will be held
on tliis day, one by the master of Gonville and
Caius College and Mrs. Anderson, and the other
by the master of Sidney Sussex College and Mrs.
Weekes.
On Tuesday, June 19, there will be the usual

committee meetings, and in addition two reports
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will be presented and discussed. The first will be
by Dr. E. K. Rideal on " Recent Developments in

Contact Catalysis," and the second by Prof. J. F.
Thorpe on " New Aspects of Tautomerism." During
the afternoon there will be a garden party in the
gardens of Sidney Sussex College, and in the evening
the annual banquet of the Union will be held in the
Hall of Trinity College.

On Wednesday, June 20, after the committee
meetings. Prof. F. Gowland Hopkins will present his

report on " Chemical Mechanisms involved in the
Oxidations which occur in Living Tissues."

At 4 P.M. the degree of Doctor of Science, honoris

causa, will be conferred on the following delegates :

Prof. W. D. Bancroft, Cornell Universitv ; Prof.

E. J. Cohen, University of Utrecht ; M. A. Haller,

president of the Paris Academy of Sciences ; Prof.

C. Moureu, Colldge de France ; Prof. R. Nasini,

University of Pisa ; Prof. •Vm^ Pictet, University of

Gene\'a ; and Prof. F. Swarts University of Ghent.
The ceremony at the Senate House will be followed

by a reception by the Vice-Chancellor and Mrs.
Pearce in the Fitzwilliam Museum.
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Technical Chemistry at the University of Edinburgh.

THE experience gained by Sir James Walker in

the manufacture of high explosives during the

War strengthened his convictions as to the vital need
for strong schools of chemistry in British universities,

and led to the view that it might be possible to cater

rather more directly for chemistry students aiming
distinctly for industrial careers than was possible in

Edinburgh at that time. As a result the University

instituted a department in technical chemistry to

meet the needs of those students who desire definitely

to prepare for the practice of chemistry in industry,

and now proposes, under a recently instituted ordi-

nance, to grant degrees of B.Sc. in technical chemistry

leading to the Ph.D. and D.Sc. degrees.

In order to accommodate its ever - expanding
scientific departments, the University recently ac-

quired a site of 115 acres of agricultural land at

Liberton , on the southern outskirts of the city. The
chemistry department was the first to be given

accommodation on the new site, and in 1919 work
was begun on a new chemistry building, the first of

the King's Buildings of the University, which is now
nearing completion. In 1921 a portion of this new
chemistry building was set aside for the technical

chemistry' department, and laboratories were designed

to meet its special needs.

To get a clear idea of the technical chemistry
department it is advisable briefly to sur\'ey the

general building of which it forms a part. The
chemistry building consists of a two-storey frontage

looking towards the city, backed by ranges of single-

storey rooms with some cellar accommodation. The
two-storev portion contains physical chemistry labora-

tories, staff rooms, library, and administrative offices.

Situated centrally behind this portion is a series of

laboratories, having the factory shed type of saw-

tooth roof with north window lights, stores, and a

number of lecture rooms with necessary service and
museum rooms. The lecture rooms are lighted by
lanterns supported centrally over the ceilings, and
an interesting and convenient feature of this lighting

system is the provision of movable ceilings to the

lanterns so that by the touch of a button at the

lecture bench the ceiling can be lowered to cut off

all light from the room for lantern projection pur-

poses. Ventilation is effected by the passage of a
gentle current of warmed fresh air across the rooms
from front to back. The laboratories are very
brightly lighted from above and there is no trouble

anywhere with dark corners. Even in winter there

is little demand for artificial light during the normal
working day. A ventilating fan in one wall of each
laboratory near the roof is designed to keep the

atmosphere fresh, though the provision of an open
fume duct at each student's working place and at

each evaporating and drying outfit ensures a reason-

ably clean atmosphere under heavy working condi-

tions.

Flanking the centrally situated laboratories and
lecture rooms are corridors running the whole length

of the building and giving access to series of smaller

rooms, which run along the east and west fronts of

the building. These rooms are research laboratories,

balance rooms, etc.

The technical chemistry department is situated at

the south-east corner of the building, and apart from
its laboratories has the advantages of lecture room,
dark room, stores, balance room, etc., accommodation
provided in the general scheme. There are tliree

larger and two smaller laboratories, with an adjoining

workshop. The larger rooms have north roof lights,

and normal ventilation is secured by having some of
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the windows capable of being opened. Additional
ventilation is available when necessary in a uralite
fume duct, provided with openings closed by sliding
doors, running along the back wall of the laboratories,
and discharging to the atmosphere through a large-
capacity Keith fan. A bye-pass connexion in the fan
house enables this fume duct to be put in connexion
with a Campbell fume ejector when required.
The floors are of concrete, and slope to centrally

situated grid - covered drains. Further drainage
accommodation is provided at intervals round the
walls of the rooms.
A system of pipes traverses the walls of the labora-

tories at a mean height of 4 ft. 6 in., and tap and
plug connexions are provided at frequent intervals
so that each potential working space has at hand the
following services— electric power and light, cold
and hot water, steam, gas, compressed air, and
vacuum.
Apart from cupboard and shelving accommodation

provided as wall fixtures, there is no fixed furniture,

but movable tables of various heights are available
for use as occasions require.

Plant power units will be driven by their own
motors in order to retain maximum flexibility, both
as regards equipment and its grouping.
One laboratory is provided with a chimney into

which are collected four sheet-iron dam.pered draught
pipes serving as furnace flues. Another room has
a range of three superimposed platforms for use
where a succession of reactions may require gravity
feeds.

Of the smaller rooms one is fitted up on the lines

of the larger ones, while the other is designed more as

an orthodox chemical research room. Here, however,
instead of providing fixed bench accommodation,
light movable tables are supplied so that they may
be arranged to suit the work in hand.
The technical chemistry courses aim at provid-

ing ;—
1

.

A sound instruction in the principles of chemistry.
2. A study of the methods of translating chemical

processes from the laboratory to the works, with
special attention to the combustion of fuels.

3. Practice in such anah'ses as those of water, oils,

and fuels.

4. Laboratory practice in fundamental operations
such as filtration, evaporation, crystallisation, drying,

electrolysis, furnace work, nitration, sulphonation,
fusion, distillation, etc., with small-scale works plant.

5. A sufficient acquaintance with the elements of

engineering practice for the following purposes :

(a) To enable men to co-operate intelligently and
satisfactorily with an engineering staff

concerned with the provision and working
of large-scale plant.

(6) To make men more competent in handling
large-scale operations, the success of which
is largely dependent on the best use of
mechanical and electrical appliances.

(c) To give facility in the interpretation of plans
and drawings and sufficient skill in drawing
to be able to make working drawings of
simple plant parts and structures.

6. An insight into the methods of factory organisa-
tion.

7. An acquaintance with methods of factory
accounting with the view of a proper understanding
of costing processes.

8. When desired—and by special arrangement

—

detailed study of a particular chemical industry or
group of industries.
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The Electric Charge of Colloids.'

By Prof. H. R. Kruyt, University of Utrecht.

SINCE Hardy's publication in 1900, the electric

charge of the particles has been the central

problem of colloid chemistry. I propose to develop
this point of view for both suspensoids and emulsoids,
and indeed in the same manner for both types.

In 1907, Freundlich propounded his theory, ac-

cording to which the origin of the electric double
layer was to be sought in a preferential adsorption
of one of the ions of the liquid. This theory was
applicable to colloid particles with regard to the
external phase, and to capillar^' electric phenomena
with regard to the moving liquid. It gave a satis-

facton,' explanation of many facts concerning the
coagulation of suspensoids and of the investigations

of Perrin and Elissafoff on electro-omosis, of Kruyt
on streaming potentials, and of Powis on cataphoresis.

Several problems of colloid chemistry could be
elucidated by these investigations, e.g. the irregular

series of flocculation, peptisation, etc. Nevertheless
this theory, according to which the double layer

is built up only by ions coming from the e.xternal

liquid, so that the material of the solid wall does
not take any part in the process, could not explain
all the facts. Especially the investigations on the
alkalinesol of SnOj, carried out by pupils of Zsigmondy,
make it obvious that in this case the inner side of

the double layer is built up by stannate and not
by hydroxyl ions.

The special conditions of the atoms at the periphery
of a crystalline particle can account for the formation
of a double layer, as Fajans has pointed out. For
example, when a negative sol of AgBr is niade from
solutions of AgNOa and KBr, with a slight excess

of the latter, the Ag-atoms in the crystal lattice are

each surrounded by six Br-atoms, whereas an Ag-
atom at the crystal boundary is connected to five

only ; thus it will attract a Br-ion from the sur-

rounding liquid towards the vacant place. This ion,

however, is accompanied by a K-ion, which will

place itself near the attracted Br-ion. Thus the
double layer is formed by the special selective

attraction of the solid phase. This train of thought,
when slightly modified, holds too for a disperse

amorphous phase. According to Langmuir and
Harkins, the molecules at a phase interface are

oriented with their electrically polar parts towards
the water ; therefore the conditions are similar to

those at the surface of a crystal lattice.

Has the electric charge in the case of lyophilic

colloids, like the proteins, the same capillary electric

character as in that of the suspensoids ? If not
(and most physiologists consider it so), colloid

chemistrv is on the wTong track. The behaviour
of proteins is often explained as if they gave real

solutions, electrolytically dissociated as amphoteric
electrolytes, following Ostwald's law of dilution.

Kruyt and De Jong have made investigations on

I Synop^i^ of a lecture delivered at the Universities of London, Edin-
burgh, and Aberdeen in May 1923.

the sol of agar, the behaviour of which cannot
possibly be interpreted in that way, the agar being
a carbohydrate though giving a typical lyophilic
colloid. They pointed out that there is a consider-
able decrease of viscosity when small amounts of
electrolytes are added, the effect being a function
only of the valency of the cation, just as is the case
with suspensoids and capillary electric phenomena.
This effect is the electro-viscous effect, already
predicted years ago by Hardy, and thoroughly dis-

cussed in the late von Smoluchowski's last paper.
As the electric charge of the agar particles has,

without any doubt, just the same character as that
of, say, a gold sol, why should a gelatine sol have
a charge of tiuite another origin ? Investigations in

collaboration with different pupils (unpublished until
now for the most part) have convinced me that
with gelatin, glycogen, casein, starch, gum arable,
and even with rubber in benzene, the capillary
electric phenomena play the principal role and can
account for the behaviour, which is often interpreted
as if we were not dealing with colloids, but with
electrolytes in real solution. The influence, especially,

of neutral salts can now be understood much better.

The only difference between suspensoids and
emulsoids lies in the fact that the latter are hydrated
to a large extent, viscosity showing this fact clearly.

Water bound by hydration acts as a stabilising

factor, just as the electric charge does. The latter

can be removed by electrolytes, as mentioned before,
and the hydration by adding alcohol or acetone.
When hydration only is removed, there remains a
suspensoid with all the typical properties of such.
Salting out a protein is a combination of the removal
of charge (according to the valency) and of hydration
(according to the lyotropic strength). Special experi-
ments with agar have made this obvious.

Dr. Bungenberg de Jong has pointed out that the
action of tanning agents, like tannin, is a mere
dehydration, causing just the same effects as alcohol,
though by a very different mechanism.
As a general conclusion, I wish to emphasise the

view that the electric charge of all colloids has the same
origin, namely, a capillary electric one. The electric

charge of suspensoids is their only stabilising factor,

the emulsoids having a second in their hydration.
With both, the way in which the double layer is

built up is not always independent of the material
from which the particle is made : with a gold sol,

as well as with an agar sol, the double layer behaves
in perfect accord with the adsorption theory of
Freundlich. With the sol of stannic oxide, as well

as with a protein sol, the ions of the molecules
situated in the periphery of the particles play an
important role in the constitution of the double
layer.

The advantage of the train of thought developed
here lies in the principle of unity according to which

j colloid-chemistry can be treated.

Plant Ecology.

IN " Die Vegetationsverhaltnisse der Grimselgegend
im Gebiet der zukunftigen Stauseen " (Bern,

Wyss Erben, fr. 8), Dr. Eduard Frey records the
character of the vegetation of an area which will

soon be submerged in connexion with a water-power
scheme in the upper Aare. The area is of special

interest in affording a unique opportunity for .study-

ing the colonisation of naked siliceous rock and
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broken soil exposed by the prolonged retreat of the
glaciers. Dr. Frey describes in detail the physical
characters of the district and the statics of the
different plant associations, and also traces the
succession of plant life from the original colonisation

of unoccupied rock and debris by lichens and mos^s
to the ultimate condition in which vascular plants

are mainly concerned. He remarks on the crowding
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in a very narrow space at the edge of the glacier of

different plants and plant societies. Compared with
the Bernina, the flora of the Grimsel is poor in number
of species, a fact due primarily to the uniform
character of the mineral which forms the basis of

the soil. The general features of the district and
its vegetation, are illustrated by nine very good
photographic plates.

Dr. Mario JaggU's study of the vegetation of the

Maggia delta (" II delta della Maggia e la sua vegeta-

zione," Rascher, Ziirich, fr. 7) on Lake Maggiore,
between Locarno and Ascona, deals with a fluctuating

low-lying area, just above water-level, or periodically

or permanently submerged. The writer describes

the general character of the delta and its recent

transformations, as well as the climatic conditions

in relation to the vegetation. He gives an account
of the plant associations at the different levels and
also a complete systematic list of the species and
their distribution in the area. The work is illustrated

by a coloured phj'to-geographical map and a section

in profile.

A widely differing area forms the subject of a
communication by Rolf Nordhagen (" Vegetations-

studien auf der Insel Utsire im westlichen Nor-
wegen "

; Bergens Museums Aarbok, 1920-21, Hefte
i), who gives an account of the vegetation, with the

constituent plant-associations and a list of the

species, of a small isolated island, about 614 square
kilometres in area, off the west coast of Norway.
The flora of the island bears a strong resemblance
to that of the Faroe Islands, though, unlike the Faroes,

it has no high lands, the highest point being only
80 metres above sea-level. The value of the work
is enhanced by a large number of photographically

produced text-blocks.

University and Educational Intelligence.

Cambridge.—Mr. H. M. Fox, Gonville and Caius
College, has been appointed demonstrator of com-
parative anatomy. The following members of the

staff of the Solar Physics Observatory have been
reappointed for five years : Messrs. C. T. R. Wilson,

Sidney Susse.x College, F. E. Baxandall, C. P. Butler,

and W. Moss.
The Committee for Geodesy and Geodynamics re-

ports that funds have now been secured for the erection

of a small building for practical work near the Ob-
servatory. It is expected to be ready early in July.

A grant of 200/. has been made by the Royal Society

from the Caird Fund towards the purchase of pen-

dulum apparatus for research purposes. A pair of

transit instruments, an astronomical clock, and a
twelve-inch theodolite have been presented to the

School of Geodesy by the Surveyor General of the

Trigonometrical Survey of India, with the approval
of the Government of India ; and other valuable loans

and presents have been received.

Prof. Nils Bohr has been proposed as an honorary
member of the Cambridge Philosophical Society on
the occasion of his receiving an honorary degree from
the University.

London.—The following doctorates have been

awarded :

—

Ph.D. in Science : Mr. L. G. F. DoUey
(University College) for a thesis entitled " The
Compressibilities of Binary Gas Mixtures "

; and
Vidya Sagar Puri (King's College) for a thesis entitled
" Studies in Alternating Current Electrolysis."

The chairman (the Rt. Hon. the Viscount Chelms-

ford) and members of University College committee,

the Provost and members of the academic staff, will

hold a reception at the College on Saturday, July 7.
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The new anatomy building and the extensions of the
physiology and engineering departments will be open
to inspection.

Manchester.—The award of the degree of D.Sc.
has been recommended to Mr. J. C. Duff for a thesis

on " Complex Metallic Ammines," and to Mr. W. F.
Rawlinson for papers dealing with X-ray spectra and
with the properties of supersonic waves in water.

Mr. W. H. Dearden has been elected Hadfield
research scholar in metallography. This is the first

award of the scholarship, which was instituted last

year by Sir Robert Hadfield on the occasion of the
inauguration of the Metallographic Institute at
Stockholm. The scholarship is tenable at the
Institute, and the scholar works under the direction

of Prof. Benedicks. Mr. Dearden was a student of

the Department of Metallurgy, 1919-22, and being
head of his year in the Final Examination was
awarded a graduate scholarship. During the past
session he has carried out research on the causes of

the failure of manganese bronze as a result of the
attack of solders.

Oxford.—The annual report of the Savilian pro-
fessor of astronomy. Prof. H. H. Turner, was presented
to Convocation on Jime 5. Reference is made in the
report to the seismological work done at the observa-
tory, especially on the determination of the depth at
which earthquakes take place, and on the various
periodicities which have been found in the recurrence
of earthquakes, notably one of about four years
wliich seems to be connected with a change in the
earth's interior. In this department Prof. Turner
has received much assistance from Mr. J. S. Hughes,
of New College, whose services have been made
possible by the financial help of Dr. J. E. Crombie,
of Aberdeen. Voluntary work on the Vatican Zones
of the Astrographic Catalogue has been given by
Messrs. F. Sargent, A. Burnet, and C. Martin. Dr.
Fotheringham has lectured on ancient chronology,
and has published papers on the ' Visibility of the
lunar crescent " and on a correction of the secular

acceleration of the moon's mean motion as deter-

mined from occultations and conjunctions in the
Almagest. Mr. F. A. Bellamy has continued his

general supervision of the observatory as first assist-

ant, and has published a paper on faint stars with
large proper motions on plates of the Oxford Astro-
graphic Catalogue. Miss E. F. Bellamy has con-
tinued her revision of the \'atican Zones of the
Catalogue.
At the ensuing Encaenia it will be proposed to

confer the degree of D.Sc. on Sir Ernest Rutherford
and on Prof. Louis Lapicque, professor of physiology
in the University of Paris.

The University of Geneva has conferred the degree
of doctor honoris causa on Prof. A. C. Seward, pro-

fessor of botany in the University of Cambridge, and
on Mr. Douglas W. Freshfield.

Applications are invited by the Imperial College

of Science and Technology for the Henry George
Plimmer fellowship in pathology. Candidates must
be qualified to undertake research in morbid anatomy,
histological anatomy, chemical pathology, proto-

zoology, bacteriology, and allied subjects in either

zoology or medicine or botany. Further particulars

can be obtained from the Rector of the College,

South Kensington, S.W.7. The latest date for the
receipt of applications is June 25.

The Imperial Education Conference, which will

open on June 25 at the Board of Education and
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remain in session until July 6, is the second conference
of its kind, the first having been held in 191 1. The
Chief of the Imperial General Staff convened an
Imperial education conference in 1919, but this was
limited to the discussion of problems which had
presented themselves to the Imperial Education
Committee, War Office, as a result of the experience
gained in the working of the educational schemes
within the British Army and the Forces of the
Dominions. Most of the discussions at the coming
conference will take place in private, but there will be
public (evening) sessions on June 26, June 27, and
July 3 devoted to infant education, the boy-scout
and girl-guide movements, and " The Island and the
Empire " (paper by Sir Charles Lucas) respectively.

Educational films will be exhibited at the Central
Hall, Westminster, on July 5, and an exhibition of

the work of elementary schools and training colleges

in England will be opened by the president of the
Board of Education on June 25. No public official

announcement has been made by the Board of the
subjects to be dealt w-ith in the course of the private
discussions.

The International Federation of University Women
sends us a pamphlet (Occasional Paper, No. 2) con-
taining, inter alia, anarticle by Prof. Kristine Bonnevie,
of the University of Christiania, on the work of the
League of Nations Committee on Intellectual Co-
operation, of which she is a member. Prof. Bonnevie
is of opinion that the most fruitful field for intellectual

co-operation will be found in bibliography, and she
notes that a special committee is investigating systems
of cataloguing and other questions with the view of
facilitating co-operation between libraries of diflferent

countries. Another special committee is studying
exchanges of professors and students, equivalence of
studies, degrees, and diplomas, and the establishment
of international scholarship funds and international
holiday courses. Information is also being collected
about the condition of intellectual life and the
conditions of life for intellectual workers (typically
university professors and artists) in various countries.
Particulars are given of the Federation's campaign
for raising funds for the acquisition of Crosby Hall
as part of an international university women's
residential club-house.

The April number of " The University Bulletin
"

issued by the Association of University Teachers
contains some interesting statistics of salaries of
teachers in the English provincial universities, 15 of
the London colleges, the Welsh colleges, and 4 other
university colleges. From these statistics the follow-
ing mean salaries of full-time teachers have been
calculated : of 478 professors, 933/. ; 970 assistant
professors, readers, and lecturers, 450/. ; 548 assistant
lecturers and demonstrators, 299/. Another table,
designed to indicate the extent of the hardship
suffered by imiversity teachers who have spent some
years in school teaching through those vears not
counting towards pension, brings out the fact that in

12 universities and university colleges 175 teachers
have hail 1446 years of school service, while in some
as many as one-third of the teachers have taught in
schools. Steps are being taken to cultivate relations
with teachers in universities in the Dominions Over-
seas and in the United States. It is stated that
university teachers' associations alreadv exist for
South Africa, Australia, Melbourne, Queensland,
West Australia, and Tasmania, and that others are
projected for Manitoba, Saskatchewan, .Xdelaide,
Sydney, and Hong-Kong. The American Associa-
tion, formed in 1915, embraces 180 institutions in the
United States and Canada.

Societies and Academies.

London.

Royal Society, June 7.—Sir Charles Sherrington and
E. G. T. Liddell ; Stimulus rhythm in reflex tetanic
contraction.—K. N. Moss : Some effects of higli air

temperatures and muscular exertion upon colliers.

The mean daily energy value of the food consumed
by the colliers investigated was 4712 calories. Men
working in hot mines consume more food, and a larger
proportion of salted food, than men in cool mines ;

oxj'gen consumption per minute in various kinds of
work at the face by an efficient collier varies from
about 1300 c.c. to 2000 c.c. In persons not acclima-
ti.sed to heat, the maximum amount of sweat lost per
hour is about 1-4 lbs., whereas in a collier accustomed
to work in a hot place the maximum loss was 5 J lbs.

The sweat contains about 02 per cent, of chloride,
and the loss of chloride during a shift is very con-
siderable. A group of symptoms known to the men
as miners' cramp, or stokers' cramp, is referred to
water-poisoning brought about by the combination
of great loss of chloride by sweating, excessive
drinking of water, and temporary paralysis of renal
excretion.—F. A. E. Crew : The significance of an
anchondroplasia-Iike condition met with in cattle.

Dexter cattle are remarkable for their bodily con-
formation. They produce four classes of calves in

such proportions as to suggest that the Dexter itself

is a di-hybrid in respect of its characters—coat
colour and bodily conformation. A proportion of

these calves are still-born and characteristically
deformed, presenting certain constant features simu-
lating closely those which constitute the condition of

anchondroplasia in the human. The proportions in

which these monstrous calves occur suggest that the
" bull-dog " calf results from the action of comple-
mentary lethal factors which are amplifying factors

producing an exaggerated form of the Dexter char-
acterisation. The pituitary, thyroid, and adrenals
are abnormal. The lethal factor in this case is

probably such as affects the functioning of the
pituitary. It may be possible to eradicate the
" bull-dog " calf by breeding methods.

Physical Society, May 25.—Dr. Alexander Russell
in the chair.—C. H. Lees and J. E. Calthroo : The
effect of torsion on the thermal and electrical con-
ductivities of metals. A method is described of

measuring the effect of twisting on the thermal con-
ductivity of a wire. In each of the steel, aluminium,
copper, and lead wires tested the twist decreases the
conductivity along the wire by a small amount which
is approximately proportional to the square of the
twist per unit length. The change of electrical

conductivity is in general less than the change of

thermal conductivity, but is also approximately
proportional to the square of the twist per unit length.

A. Rosen : The use of the Wien bridge for the measure-
ment of the losses in dielectrics at high voltages, with
special reference to electric cables. One difficulty in

the application of large potential differences to a
bridge is the effect on the arm which has to with-

stand the high voltage. In the arrangements due
to Monasch and Schcring, this arm is the known con-

denser ; in the bridge used by the author the voltage

is applied to the ratio coils. The errors introduced

by earth impedance are eliminated by using the

W'agner auxiliary bridge. Measurements can be
made on cables, and the use of the double bridge in

determining the " wire-to-wire " and " wire-to-

sheath " losses in a multi-core cable is described.

Corrections due to imperfections of the bridge arms
and a simple quantitative theory of the double bridge
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are given.—C. R. Darling : An experiment on the
production of an intermittent pressure by boiling
water. If a glass tube, open at both ends, and of
about 5 mm. bore, be stood in a beaker of boiling
water, steam bubbles form at the point of contact,
causing the water to rise in the tube. The column
of water sinks after a time, and then rises again, the
rising and falling occurring at irregular intervals. If,

however, the tube be narrowed to about i mm. near
the top of the water, and widened out considerably
just above the water surface, the action becomes
regular. The water is apparently superheated at the
points of contact of the tube and beaker, so that the
steam produced can sustain a higher pressure of
water. When the water reaches the widened part
it is cooled and increases in density until the extra
steam pressure at the bottom of the tube is overcome,
when it discharges completely. The capillary bore
slows down the rate of flow in both directions. A
separating funnel with open tap and short stem is

well suited to the experiment. The arrangement
constitutes a simple heat engine, with source and
sink, automatically passing through a regular cycle
of operations.—N. W. McLachlan : A novel instru-
ment for recording wireless signals. The device
consists essentially' of a drum of Swedish iron with
an annular recess in which are situated coils of fine
wire, the ends of the coils being connected to corre-
sponding slip rings. The periphery of the drum is

faced with cast-iron rings. A small steel shoe rides
on the rings, and side play is prevented by a brass
guide-piece with a projection which fits into the
annular recess. At each end of the guide-piece a
hook is formed, and one of the hooks is connected by
a light rod to a duralumin lever pivoted to turn in a
horizontal plane. A silver syphon passes through
the lever and rests lightly on a moving paper tape.
The drum is revolved by a small electric motor, and
when a current flows in one of the coils the shoe is

attracted to the drum and a large pull is required
to prevent relative motion of the two. This pull
actuates the syphon-lever mechanism, which can be
used to show the dots and dashes of the Morse code.
The instrument is extremely sensitive, and will work
at a speed of 150 words a minute with a current of

25 micro-amperes.

Edinburgh.
Royal Society of Edinburgh, May 21.-—Prof. F. O.

Bower, president, in the chair.—A. P. Laurie : An
interesting property of the water molecule. On a
modification of Langmuir's theory of chemical com-
bination, namely, that the two nearest magnetons of
two approaching atoms, forming the Langmuir pair,
move outwards laterally in opposite directions, thus
binding the two atoms together as one common
molecule, a water molecule has four external mag-
netons, in addition to the four which are attaching
the two hydrogen nuclei. This molecule can, there-
fore, form groups combining one with another
to give hollow shells or rings which have the pro-
perty, peculiar to water alone, of having no external
magnetons. In the same way, the hydrates formed
by combining water with a molecule or ion have no
external magnetons, the result being the formation
in solution of molecular groups, which may be
regarded as chemically neutral to each other. They
can account for the properties of water solutions of
salts, resulting in their obeying the gas laws in dilute
solutions, and also for the part played by water as
the only possible medium for organic life.—H. Stanley
Allen : A static model of the hydrogen molecule. A
theory of the constitution of molecules is developed
on the basis of the " quantum force " introduced by
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Langmuir with the view of securing a static model
of the hydrogen atom. It is here assumed that the
" quantum force," which, like the repulsive force
employed by Sir J. J. Thomson in the same problem,
varies inversely as the cube of the distance, is a
repulsion or an attraction accoirding to the sign of
the electrical charges between which the force acts.

On this assumption a hydrogen molecule is possible,
having many of the properties of the molecule
imagined by Bohr but with the electrons at rest
relatively to the hydrogen nuclei. Various configura-
tions of equilibrium are theoretically possible, but
not all of these are stable. The calculated ionisation
potentials are in moderately good agreement with
the experimental results. Though the numerical
values may need modification, it is now possible to
postulate a hydrogen molecule in which the electrons
are at rest instead of in orbital motion. The prin-
ciples may be applied to more complex atomic and
molecular systems.—Henry Briggs and John Mallinson

:

Further tests upon metal Dewar flasks intended to
hold liquid air. The pressure in the vacuous envelope
was obtained by direct measurement, and a series of

results are given for British- and German-made flasks

of different kinds. Radiation is by far the chief

source of heat transfer in a flask holding liquid air,

and further improvement is to be sought only by
better attention to the polished surfaces. Losses by
conduction down the neck and (unless the vacuum
has much deteriorated) by conduction across the
vacuous space are generally relatively small in

amount. The charcoal used makes it unnecessary to
evacuate by pumping to a pressure of less than O'l

or 02 mm. of mercury.

Sheffield.

Society of Glass Technology (at University College,

London), May 16.—Prof. W. E. S. Turner, president,

in the chair.—F. Twyman and F. Simeon : On the
refractive index changes in optical glass occasioned
by chilling and tempering. Chilling dense barium
crown and borosilicate crown glasses may lower the

refractive index by as much as 0-004 ^^d 0-0013
respectively. This lowering of refractive index can
be removed by heating to a temperature and for a
length of time which have been ascertained in certain

cases. A want of homogeneity' can be produced by
moulding, owing to surface chilling, which requires

for its removal a longer maintenance at the high
temperature than would suffice to remove elastic

stress from a homogeneous sample.—V. Stott : Notes
on burettes. Accurate readings can be obtained

much more quickly by using a long emptying time
and a short drainage than by using a short emptying
time and a correspondingly longer drainage time.

The errors occurring through using a burette cali-

brated for a certain deliver}' time, with a jet which
gave a different delivery time are, in some cases, too

large to be negligible.—A. Ferguson : A new method
of glass-melting. The process consists of employing
a cone or column of whirhng gases at 1800° C, into the

vortex of which batch ground to a 60-mesh standard is

dribbled at the rate of two pounds per second ; the

carbon dioxide of the limespar and soda ash is first

driven off in a preheater, so that the work of the

furnace is only to raise the temperature from 850° C.

to 1350° C. instead of from 20° C. All reactions

necessary to form glass molecules take place in a

gas at least two million times less viscous than tank
metal.—S. English ; Natural sillimanite as a glass

refractory. This material possesses properties of

considerable value to glass-makers. Test pieces were
made up by mixing 100 parts of sieved sillimanite

with 10 parts of finely ground ball clay ; such a mixture

M
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can be made into slabs and pressed into crucibles, if

care is taken in working it.

Dublin.

Royal Irish Academy, IMay 28.—Prof. Sydney
Young, president, in the chair.— J. J. Drumm : The
constitution of catechin. Part I. Benzopyranol salts

are prepared from catechin of a type clo.scly allied to

the anthocyanidins. Von Kostanecki's coumarane
formula for catechin is no longer tenable : A. G.
Perkin's chromane formula with slight modifications
is again put forward.

Royal Dublin Society, May 29.—Prof. J. A. Scott
in the chair.—Rev. H. C. Browne : A simple from of
photographic depth chart. The chart consists of

four concurrent lines, and may conveniently be
drawn on squared paper. A straight edge laid any-
where across these lines intersects them in points
which give respectively the stop diameter, the nearest
distance in focus, the distance to be sharply focussed
on, and the furthest distance in focus. The readings
are all direct, reciprocals being avoided. Three
sample charts were described, one suited for general
work, a second especially adapted for the photography
of small objects at short distances and on an enlarged
scale up to 12 or more diameters, and a third intended
for carrj-ing in a photographic note-book, which,
though only 3^ in. x 2i in. in size, gives clear readings
for distances up to 60 feet, and stop diameters up to
1-5 inches.—T. G. Mason : Ligneous zonation and
die-back in the lime (Cilnis medica, var. acida) in the
West Indies. Tangential bands of parenchyma are
distributed in the wood in both normal lime tree
and in specimens affected with " die-back "

; they
originate during periods of relatively great aridity.

The wood from trees affected with die-back exhibits
considerable irregularity in the distribution of the
parenchyma bands, and the sections suggest that the
cambium had been exposed to sudden checks in its

activity. Rapid and repeated desiccation of the
meristems may be an important factor in causing
die-back of the lime.—L. B. Smyth : On a problematic
structure in the Oldhamia Rocks of Bray Head.
These rocks consist of scattered tabular bodies 0-3
mm. in thickness, with rectilinear outlines and of
variable size (average, 1-3 mm. diameter) and shape,
lying on a bedding plane of chlorite-sericite shale.
Their composition differs from that of the shale only
by the greater proportion of chlorite. A considerable
number of the bodies are lozenge-shaped. They may
be crushed pseudomorphs of crystals.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, May 22.—M. Albin Haller in
the chair. The president announced the death of
M. de Freycinet, Free Academician.—A. Vayssiere :

The characters suitable for classifying the gasteropods
of the family of the Cypraeideae. These liave hitherto
been mainly classified according to the character of
the shell and this is shown to be insufficient.—M.
P^lissier : .\n account of the formation of a new
volcanic island south ot Poulo-Cecir de Mer. Plans
of the island and crater, together with a chart show-
ing soundings round the new island are given.—Paul
Livy : .\ functional operation generalising the
derivation of non-integral order.—P. Zervos : Some
transformations of partial differential equations.

—

A. Guillet : The rapid and precise measurement of
the frequency of rotation of the shaft of a motor by
tlie stroboscopic method. A description of the
construction and use of an improved form of stretched
wire stroboscope.—M. Dumanois : The utilisation (in

a motor) of a mixture of lamp oil and alcohol con-
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taining a high percentage of the latter. A mixture
of alcohol (70 per cent.) and kerosene (30 per cent.)

wa.s successfully used to replace petrol in a motor
car : the car was run on this niixture (after suitably

modifying the carburettor) from Paris to Toulouse,

450 miles, without trouble.—Jean Durand : Contribu-

tion to the study of methods of testing foundry
iron.—.\lbert Bazin : The hovering flight of birds :

flights without motor in undulating winds.—M.
Auric : Demonstration of Stefan's law.—.\. Leduc :

The loop of J. Thomson and the new equation of

state of gases.—-E. Brylinski : The propagation of

maintained electromagnetic waves along an iron wire.

Remarks on a recent communication of M. G. Laville

on the same subject.— J. Rossignol : Researches on
the cathode phosphorescence of the ruby. .\n

examination of the influence of the velocity of the

stimulating cathodic electrons on the law of decrease

of phosphorescence of the ruby with time. Synthetic

rubies were employed, with percentages of chromic
oxide var\-ing between 01 per cent, and 10 per cent.

Cur\cs for one ruby are given, showing the relation

between the intensity of phosphoresence, voltage of

the poles of the cathode tube, and fall of intensity

with the time.—Mile. Irdne Curie : .\n arrangement
for measuring strong ionisations due to the a-rays.

The principle of the method consists in utilising for

the ionisation current only a fraction of the o-rays.

This portion is allowed to escape through sectors in a

brass cover and the ratio of reduction, which can be

varied, may be as high as lAir-—^I. Volmar : The
action of light on the tartar emetics. Tartrates of

the type COjH . CH(OH) . CHO(RO) . COJv, in which
R may be antimony, arsenic or bismuth, are decom-
posed by ultra violet light, gas being evolved (carbon

dioxide, carbon monoxide and hydrogen and hydro-

carbons in the case of antimony), and metal

deposited. Double tartrates of copper and of iron

are also changed by exposure to light of short

wave length.—Albert Noyes, jun. : The photo-

chemical decomposition of solid bodies.—A. Bigot :

Kaolins, clays, etc. Colloidal plasticity. Experi-

ments on baking clay briquettes prepared in different

ways, compression of dry powder, compression of

slightly moistened powder, reduction to plastic state

with water. The colloids play an important part in

the results of firing ceramic materials.—F. Zambonini :

Thorium molybdate, Th(Mo 0,)2. Xn account of the

mode of preparation, crystal form and molecular

volume of thorium molybdate.—Pierre Jolibois and
Pierre Lefebvre : Baking of plaster of Paris and
its preservation in moist air. Plaster of Paris which
has been dehydrated at temperatures between 150°

and 300° C. rapidly absorbs water vapour from
saturated air : if the dehydration temperature has

been above 400° C. the rate of absorption of water

vapour is very slow.—F. Diinert and F. Wanden-
bulcke : The estimation of silica in water. The
method suggested is based on the colour developed

by the addition of ammonium molybdate and dilute

sulphuric acid, utilising a standard solution of picric

acid as a colour standard.—Max and Michel Polo-

novski : Etheserolene.—Ch. Mauguin : The arrange-

ment of the atoms in crystals of cinnabar. The results

of an X-ray study of cinnabar crystals.—Mile.

Gertrude Weber : The limit between the Danian and
the .Macstrichtian in the Crimea.—1-. Vegard : The
constitution of the upper layers of the atmosphere.

In a previous communication on the spectrum of the

aurora lx>realis it has been shown that nitrogen is the

dominating element at the upper limit of the atmo-
sphere. It is probable that the nitrogen is solidified

in the form of small cr>'stal.s, and that this nitrogen

dust is charged electrically by the photoelectric effect

of the solar radiation.—Henri Coupin : Remarks on
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the locomotion of the Oscillatoria.—H. Colin and H.
Belval : The supposed reserve dextrins of Mono-
cotyledons. A revision of the work of Leclcrc du
Sablon (1898-1899). The bulb of Hyacinlhus orient-
alis contains no dextrin : the reserve carbohydrates
consist of starch and a soluble levulosan only.—R. de
Litardiere : Remarks on the fixation of Merkel's
liquid and on certain so-called nuclear structures
provoked by fixing reagents with osmic acid base.
An adverse criticism of the results of Overton on the
somatic kinesis in Podophyllum peltatum, with special
reference to the action of various fixing fluids.

—

Raphael Dubois : The toxicity of copper with respect
to moulds. Remarking on a recent communication
by M. and Mmc. Villedieu on the non-toxic action of
copper on moulds, the author directs attention to the
fact that he arrived at a similar conclusion in 1890.
An explanation of the undoubted beneficial effects of
copper suspensions in fighting mould in the vine and
other plants has still to be found, and it is suggested
that since it has been shown that salts of copper may
act both as oxydase and peroxydase, this may be
the cau.se of the observed beneficial action.—Jivoin
Georgevitch : New researches on the Goloubatz fly.
From the heads of this fly a poisonous substance can
be extracted by either water, alcohol, chloroform, or
ether, and injections of this material proved rapidly
fatal to guinea-pigs, rabbits, and white mice. Losses
of cattle through the ravages of this fly have been
unusually heavy this year in Serbia, Roumania, and
Bulgaria.—Alfred Maubert, Leon Jaloustre, and Pierre
Lemay

: The influence of thorium-X on the catalase
of the liver. Thorium-X acts on catalase from the
liver, stimulating in small doses and paralysing in
large doses. The action is due to the a-radiation.

—

Rene Jeannel : The origin of the entomological
fauna of the Carpathians and of the Bihor mountains.—Pierre Lesne : A new appearance of Leticotermes
lucifugus. A Strelitzia in the hot-house of the
Natural Historjr Museum at Paris has been found to
have been seriously attacked by this ant.—Alphonse
Labbe : The genesis of the nemato cysts of the
nudibranchs.

C.\LCUTTA.

Asiatic Society of Bengal, May 2.—B. Prashad :

Observations on the luminosity of some animals in
the Gangetic Delta. Notes on the various methods
of the production of light by different animals are
given.—N. Annandale : Plant and animal designs in
the mural decorations of an Uriya village. The
designs discussed are painted on the walls of houses
on an island in the Chilka Lake. They are mostly
of a very simple nature, consisting of outlines in
white chalk on a red background. The plants or
parts of plants most commonly represented are the
maize, the cocoanut, the sola plant, and the kadumba
flower; the animals— ducks, peacocks, and fish.
The last are alwaj's represented in pairs, forming a
well-known Indian symbol. Other symbols such as
the footprints of Krishna are combined with the
plant designs.—Johan van Manen : on the 4.jth
verse of the Dhammapada. Comparison of the Pali,
Prakrit, Chinese, and Tibetan versions, with con-
clusions concerning " metaphysical punning " as an
essential element of some of the earliest Buddhist
utterances, ascribed to the Buddha himself.

Official Publications Received.
Keportof the Astronomer Koy.-il lo tlie Boaril of Vi.iitors of the Royal

Observatory, Greenwich, read at the Annual Visitation ol the lloyal
Olwervatory, l(i23, June 2. Pp. 20. (Greenwich.)
Eleventh Report of the Jlicrohioloj;iral f^aboratory (Government

Bureau of Microbiology) for the Vear IW.'O. (Extract from the Report
of the Duectir-General of Public Health. New .South Wales, for the Year

[Junk i6, 1923

ended .list December IWO, Section 4.) Pp. 13l-li« (Sydney J A
Speuee.) v j j • •

Twelfth Report of the Microbiological Laboratory (Government Bureau
of Microbiology) for the Year 1021. (Extract from the Report of the
Director-General of Public Health, Sew South Wales, for the Year ended
31st December lii21, Section 4.) Pp. SI-M. (Sydney : J. A. Spence.)
Sudan Government

: Wellcome Tropical Research Laboratories,
Khartoum. Report of the Government Cliemist for the Tear 1022
Chemical Section-Publication No. 2(i. Pp: 30. (Khartoum.)
Department of the Interior : United States Geological Survey. Bulletin

ii86
:

Structure and Oil ami Gas Resources of Ithe Osage Reservation,
Oklahoma. By David White and others. Pp. xvi -(-427-1-60 plates,
(n ashington : Government Printing Office.)
Department of the Interior : United States Geological Survey. Water.

Supply Paper 480 : Surface Water Supply of the United States, 1918.
lart lu: The Great Basiiu Pp. vi 4-271. 20 cents. Water-supply
1 aper 483

: Surface Water Supply of the United States, lols. Part
12 : North Pacific Drainage Basins. B : Snake River Ba.sin. Pp. v-(-171.
I.J cents. Water-supply Paper 508 : Surface Water Supply of the United
States, 1010-1020. Part 8 : Western Gulf of Mexico Basins. Pp. iv -(-136.
lo cents. (Washington : Government Printing Office.)
Annales de I'Observatoire Royal de Belgique. Troiaieme sirie, tome 1.

fascicule 2. Pp. 260-415. (Bruxelles : M. Hayez.)

Diary of Societies.

SATURDAY, Jcne 16.

Royal Institution or Great Britain, at 3.—Sir Ernest Rutherford :

Atomic Projectiles and their Properties (VI.).

hlONDAY, June IS.

Aristotelian Society (at University of London Club), at 8.— Prof G
Dawes Hicks : The Nature of Images.

Royal Ge"oraphi.:al SociErv (at .Eolian Hall), at S.30. — Capt C. J.
Morris : The Gorge of the Arun.

TUESDAY, JnNE 10.

Royal Society of Mediuixb (Special General Meeting), at 5.
Royal Statistical Sociktv, at 5.15.—Prof. A. L. Bowley : Death Rates,
Density and Population.—Dr. .1. C. Duulop : Slisstatement of Age in
the Returns of the Census of Scotland.

MiNEHALOi-.icAL SoriETY (at Gcological Society), at 5.30.—Dr. L. J.
Spencer, with chemical analyses by E. D. Mountain : New Lead-Copper
Minerals from the Mendip Hills (Somerset).—Dr. W. F. P. McLintock :

A Petalite-bearing Rock from Devonshire.—A. Brammall and H. F.
Harwood : Dartmoor (iranite ; Monazite and other Accessory Minerals

;

Tourmalinisation.—S. Tsuhoi : Optical Dispersion of Three Intermediate
Plagioclases.—S. Tsuhoi : A Metliod of determining Plagioclases in
Fine Grains.—C. S. Garnett : The Toadstone Clays of Derbyshire.—
I>r. G. T. Prior: The Meteoric Stone which fell at Ashdon, Essex, on
March 0, 1023.—Dr. G. T. Prior: Tlie Sinai Meteorite.

Royal Anthropolooical Institute, at 8.16.—Prof. P. G. H. Boswell
and J. Reid Moir ; Flint Implements at Foxliall Road, Ipswich.

WEDNESDAY, Jdne 20.

Royal Meteorological Society, at 5.—.T. Edmund Clark and L D,
Margary : Report on the Phenological Observations in the British Isles
from December 1021 to November 1022.— Dr. T. G. Longstalf: Meteoro-
logical Notes from the Mount Everest Expedition of 1022.—R. Arnison :

Exhibit of a new form of Open-scale Barograph by Short and Mason, Ltd.
Geological Society of London, at 5.30.—K. S. Sandford ; The River-
Gravels of the Oxford District.— L. Dollo and P, Teilhard de Chardin :

The Deposits of Paleoceue Mammalia in Belgium.
Society for Constructive Birth Control and Racial Progress (at
Essex Hall, Strand), at 8.— J. Lort- Williams : Birth Control as it

interests me. (Lecture.)

THURSDAY. June 21.

Royal Society, at 4.30.— Dr. F. F. Blacknian : Plant Respiration as a
Catalytic Process (Crooiiian Lecture).

Royal Society of Medicine (Dermatology Section), at 5.—Sir Archdall
Reid : New Metliod of treating Skin Diseases.

LiNNKAN Society of London, at 5.—E. Heron-Allen and A. Earland :

The Foraminifera of Lorri Howe Island.—T. A. Dymes : The Seeds of
the Marsh Orchids.-Prof. A. Dendy and L. M. Freiierick : A Collection
of Sponges Iroui the Abrolhos Islands.- Prof. M. Xalessky : Some New
Species of Permian Osmundaeeie.— Dr. Ethel N. M. Thomas : Observa-
tions on the Seedling Anatomy of the Genus Riciuus. — Dr. C. H.
O'Donoghue; Oiiisthobranchiata from the Abrolhos Islands.—C. N.
Withycombe : The Function of the Bladders in Ctrirutaria vithjarU L.

Chemical Society, at 8.—O. R. Howell : The Constitution of tlie Higher
Oxide of Nickel.— F. Allsop and J. Kenner : The Relationship of the
Tautomeric Hydrogen Theory to the Theory of Induced Alternate
Polarities.—S. Sugden : Electron Valency Theories and Stereochemistry.
—Prof. W. A. Bone, D. M. Newitt, and D. T. A. Townend : The Relative
Influences of Water Vapour and Hydrogen upon the Combustion of
Carbon Monoxide-Air Mixtures at High Temperatures.— I. W. Wark :

Metallic Ilydrnxy-Acid Complexes. Part I. Cuprilactates. — I. W.
Wark: Metallic Hydroxy-Acid Complexes. Part 11. Cuprimalates,
their Formation, Properties, and Composition.—S. Minovici : Cholesterol
and its Role in the Organism.

FRIDAY, Jdne 22.

Physical Society of London (at Imperial College of Science and
Technology), at 5.—Prof. F. Horton : The Excitation and lonisation
Potentials of Gases and Vapours. (Lecture.)
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EAST LONDON COLLEGE
(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON),

l>rlnripal—J. L. S. HATTON, M.A.

PASS AND HONOURS COURSES IN THE
FACULTIES OF ARTS,

SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING.
FIRST YEAR MEDICAL COURSE.

POST GRADUATE AND RESEARCH WORK.
Composition Fee, £22 : 2s. per annum.

EVENING COURSES, M.A. FRENCH, M.A. & M.Sc.

MATHEMATICS.

RESEARCH WORK IN EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECTS.

Prospectus, post free. E. J. WIGNALL, Registrar.

FINSBURY TECHNICAL COLLEGE,
LEONARD STREET, CITY ROAD, E.C.2.

Civil and Mechanical Enghieering—Professor H. P. Philpot,
A.M.Inst.C.E.

Electrical Engineering— Professor W. H. Eccles, D.Sc, F.R.S.

C//<?w;V/ry—Professor A. G. Hale, F.LC.

The College provides practical scientific training for students who desire

to become Civil, Mechanical, or Electrical Engineers, or Chemists.
Candidates arc required to pass an Entrance Examination in Mathematics

and English, but the Matriculation Certificate of any British University,
and certain other qualifications, are accepted in lieu of it. The next
Entrance Examination will be held on I'uesd.^y, September i8. Applica-
tions for admission should be forwarded to the College on forms to be
obtained from the Rkgistrah. The Programme of the College may be
had on application.

THE BRITISH RESEARCH ASSOCIATION FOR THE

WOOLLEN AND WORSTED INDUSTRIES.
The Council invite applications for the following :

RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS up to a value of ^Caooper annum, for

work on Textiles or any problem having a bearing on Woo!, in Chemistry,
Engineering, Physics, Zoology, or other sciences.

ADVANCED SCHOLARSHIPS for those intending to enter the
industry.

Full particulars can be obtained from the undersigned, to whom applica-
tions should be forwarded not later than July 21, 1923.

ARNOLD FROBISHER, Secretarj-.

Torridon, Headingley, Leeds.

TO SCIENTISTS AND RESEARCH STUDENTS.
THE INTERNAnONAL BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SERVICE BUREAU,

employed by British Government Departments, University Professors, etc.,

supplies complete Continental and American bibliographies on any scientific,

literary, or medical subject. Chemical work a speciality. Extracts made.
Headquarters: Vienna. English representative: "Alexandrian," ia

I,ongridge Road, Earl's Court, S.W.5.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION from
World-wide Sources. Write to us if you require Information or
Research of any kind. We have a large staff of Experts, and Unique
Facilities for procuring information. Bibliographies, Abstracts from
Foreign Periodicals, Mathematical Work ". Translations from all

languages, Technical Typing. Department A, The London Re-
search AND Information Bureau, 5 Tavistock Square. W.C.i.
Museum 76S6.

UNIVERSITY OF DURHAM.
ARMSTRONG COLLEGE, NEWCASTLE- LTON-TVNE.

LECTURER IN CIVIL ENGINEERING.
The Council of Armstrong College invite applications for a LECTURE-

SHIP in CIVIL ENGINEERING. Candidates must be qualified to
teach Surveying and have practical experience and a University degree.
Salary ;£35o to £t^Qo per annum according to qualifications. Duties
commence October i, 1923. Ten copies of applications and of not more
than three testimonials should reach the undersigned not later than July 7,

1923

_ J. Y. T. GREIG,
Registrar, Armstrong College.

CHELSEA POLYTECHNIC,
CHELSEA, S.\V.3.

Day and Evening Courses in Science under Recognised Teachers
of London University.

I. INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT.
Technical Courses in Analytical and Manufacturing Chemistry,
Pharmacy, Food and Drugs, A.I.C. Courses, Metallurgy, Assaying,
Foundry Work, Research.

II. INDUSTRIAL PHYSICS DEPARTMENT.
Practical work in General Physics, Applications to Industries,

Metrology, Calorimetrj', Illumination, Acoustics, Electrical
Measurement, Research.

III. BIOLOQICAL AND GEOLOGICAL DEPARTMENT.
Courses for B.Sc, etc., in Botany, Geology, Mineralogy, Zoology,
Special Courses in Bio-chemistry, liio-pbysics, Bacteriology,
Physiology, Hygiene, Entomology, Plant Pathology. Course for

Tropical Planters, Research.

SIDNEY SKINNER, M.A.,
Telephone : Kensington 899. Principal.

BATTERSEA POLYTECHNIC.
Primipal—* '^OMV.'src H. Pickard, D.Sc, F.R.S.

University Courses, day and evening, under Recognised Teachers of

the University of London are provided in Science, Engineering and Music.

CHEMISTRY.—;. Kenvon, D.Sc, F.I.C. ; *J. L. White. D.Sc.
PHYSICS.—'S. Maksh, B.Sc, Ph.D. ; *A. E. Evans, B.Sc
MATHEMATICS.—* F. M. Saxelbv, M.Sc, B.A. ;

• F. W. Harvev,
B.Sc, M.A. ; "W. G. Bicklbv, M.Sc.
MECHANICAL AND CIVIL ENGINEERING.—*W. E. M.

CusNOCK, M.Sc, B.Eng. ; -J. B. Shaw, A.K.C.S, Wh.Ex. ;
• H. M.

Edmonds, li.Sc ;
* V. C. Davies, B.Sc, A.M.I.Mech.E. ;

* H. L. Ding-
wall, B.Sc.(Eng.); K. Hamilio.n, B.Sc.(Eng.); A.Watson, B.Sc.(Eng.).
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING. -* A. T. Dover, M.I.E.E.,

A.Am.LE.E. ;
* H. C. Mann, A.M.I. E.E.; * H. W. Hartbidge,

.\.M.I,M.E. ; 'A. M. Pakkinson, Ii.Sc.(Eng.).

MUSIC—'H. D. WETTON, Mus. Doc, F.R.C.O.
* Denotes recognised teacher of University of London.

There are also :

—

Day Technical College in Engineering and Science. Day Training
College of Domestic Science. Day Department of Hygiene and
Physiology. Day School of Art and Crafts.

Evening Courses in Engineering, Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics,
Bacteriology, Chemical Engineering, Hygiene and Physiology, Art,
Matriculation Subiects, Domestic Economy, Music, Physical Training.

Hostels for Women Students. Large playing fields at Merlon.

SWANSEA EDUCATION COMMITTEE.
SWANSEA MUNICIPAL SECONDARY GIRLS' SCHOOL.
Wanted in September next :

1. A MISTRESS to teach Science (chief subject Physics up 10 London
Matriculation).

2. A MISTRESS with special qualification in Geography.
Candidates for either appointment must he University Graduales^ and

have had experience in leaching the subjects required.

Salary according to Burnham Scale for Secondary Teachers (less 5 per
cent, abatement for 1923-24).

Forms of application on receipt of a stamped addressed foolscap envelope.

T. J. REES, Director of Education.
Education Offices,

Dyne\or Place, Swansea.
June 12, 1923.

NATAL UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
(University of South Africa).

Applications are invited for the position of a LECTURER, to take charge
of the Department of APPLIED MATHEMATICS and to assist in the

Department of PHYSICS. Initial salary ^450, rising, after two years' pro-

bationary service, by annual increments of £^2^ to ,^£650—less contribution,

6 per cent., to University Teachers" Pension Fund. £foo will be allowed for

travelling expenses. Applications, with testimonials (one copy), to reach

the Registrar, Natal University College, Pietermaritzburg, Natal, not

later than October i. Duties to commence not later than March 1.

THE BRITISH COTTON INDUSTRY
RESEARCH ASSOCIATION.

The Council of the Association invite applications for the position of

HEAD of the BOTANICAL DEPARTMENT in the Shirley Institute

shortly to become vacant. The salary- offered is from ^7oo-;^iooo, according

to qualifications. Applications, accompanied by the names of two referees,

must be received not later than July 21, 1923, and should be addressed to

the DiRF.CTOR, Shirley Institute, Didsbury, Manchester, from whom any
further particulars may be obtained.
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University and Secondary Education.

AT the break of gauge between school and university

some confusion and loss of time must be expected

in a country where both systems are not subject to the

control of a state department, and will be excessive

unless the responsible authorities on both sides are

in general accord as to aims and principles. In

England the Board of Education has, during the past

twenty years, worked steadily for such an accord and

has provided machinery, such as the Secondary School

Examinations Council, for making it effective. The

report of the Committee on Natural Science in Educa-

tion helped to focus attention on the subject.

This Committee held that it is desirable on educa-

tional and other grounds that boys who intend to pass

on to a university should, as a rule, remain at school up

to the age of 18 ; that a general course, which should

include science work planned as a self-contained course

of physics and chemistry with some study of plant and

animal life, should be completed normally about the

age of 16, when the First School Examination should

be taken. This should be followed by two years of

.advanced work at school during which those specialising

in science should continue some literary study and those

specialising in literary study should give some time to

science work. Then the universities should adopt such

an examination as the First School Examination as

the normal test for entrance, with such limitations or

amplifications as they may find necessary, e.g. " credit
"

in a certain number of subjects or some measure of

success in the Second Examination. It was also con-

sidered most important that uni\-ersity degree courses

in pure science siiould be so arranged that students

who come well prepared from secondary schools should

not be put back to do elementary work.

• The dovetailing (without wasteful overlapping) of

two years of specialised study in the secondary school

with the first year of university work presents certain

difficulties. Endeavouring to guard against the mis-

handling of these difficulties, the Committee points out

that it is undesirable that work of pupils between

16 and 18 should be disturbed by having to prepare for

an examination (for example, the University Inter-

mediate) not primarily designed to meet school needs
;

candidates in a Second School Examination who do

satisfactory work in any of the subjects required for

the Intermediate should, therefore, be exempted from

further examination in these subjects. This warning

is emphasised in Sir Frederic Kenyon's report of

conferences on secondary and university education

between the Council for Humanistic Studies and the

Conjoint Board of Scientific Societies. The following

resolution was passed by the conference :•
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" A clear distinction in kind between the first-year

studies of a university in an}- faculty and the upper-

form studies of a school is a fundamental principle of

education. A school year should, therefore, in no case

be reckoned as the equivalent of a uni\'ersity year, and
the practice of allowing pupils to present themselves

for a university examination, be\ond the matriculation,

before or upon entrance to a university is to be

deprecated as confusing the educational functions of

school and university and leading to an inappropriate

type of teaching at both."

In the best secondary schools the science work is

really on as high a plane in every respect as that done

in the first year at some of the universities, and the staffs

are just as well qualified. Pupils from such schools

should be able to obtain exemption from the whole of

the Intermediate examination : in other cases partial

exemption is valuable as minimising the university

student's pre-occupation with the business of preparing

for examination. But the introduction of advanced

courses in secondary schools ought not to be allowed

to obscure the principle that work in those schools

should be based on the mastery of fundamentals.

As to the results of neglecting this principle, a useful

lesson may be learnt from the recent history of

education in the United States, as interpreted by the

president of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advance-

ment of Teaching in his report for 1921-22. This indi-

cates such confusion of aims and principles and, in con-

sequence, waste, that by correlation and simplification

of curricula the normal aggregate duration of studies in

the elementary and secondary schools and the college

of liberal arts could be reduced with great advantage

to all concerned from 16 years to 12.

The typical American secondary school, known as

the high school, was formerly called the " People's

College," and gave an intellectual training quite com-

parable with that provided in the authentic college,

which was itself little more than a secondary school.

The courses were on parallel lines and were such as

were deemed suitable respectively for pupils destined

for trade and industrial occupations and for those who

would enter the learned professions. From being

parallel the high school by degrees became anterior to

the college course. Hypnotised on one hand by the

social prestige of the college for which it came to serve

as a vestibule, and driven, on the other, to cater for

the needs of pupils who ought to have been in trade

schools, the high school became involved in an attempt

to teach something of everything from typewriting to

psychology. Meanwhile the colleges, although assuming

some of the functions of the university, continued to

give during the first two years of the college course

what was really secondary education. Surveying the

situation with special reference to the rate of increase,
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lately accelerated in the cost of education, the report

deplores the results of the so-called enrichment of the

secondary school curriculum :

" The high school of to-day h^s been transformed
from a distinctively intellectual agency into one that

offers instruction concerning e\-ery field of human
knowledge, and assumes to provide training for every
vocation and profession. ... In the process the notions

of sincerity and thoroughness in education have been

displaced. . . . The striking characteristic of our schools

under the process of enrichment of the curriculum is

superficiality. . . . The total result is to present educa-

tion and to present technical training as ends to De

gained by superficial means. It would be difficult to

find a graduate of our undergraduate colleges who
knows his native language, who has read the books,

or who has done the thinking, of the youth of eighteen

who graduates from a German gymnasium, from a
French Lycee, or from an English Public School like

Eton or Harrow. ... He knows almost nothing of

intellectual discipline, and is neither able nor in the

mood to bend himself heartily and effectively to a
sharp intellectual task."

It is interesting to compare with this the notes

written eighteen years ago by Mr. A. C. Benson, after

twenty years' experience of teaching at Eton, on the

system then prevalent in English secondary schools

and colleges :

" We send out so many boys not only without

intellectual life, but not even capable of humble use-

fulness . . . they have not had time to read any
English to speak of ... I would raise the standards

of simple education, and force boys to show that they

are working honestly ... a few subjects thoroughly

taught are infinitely better than a large number of

subjects flabbily taught. ... It is difficult to imagine

a condition of greater vacuity than that in which a
man leaves the university after taking a pass degree.

. . . The education is of a contemptible, smattering

kind ; it is really no education at all. It gives no
grip, or vigour or stimulus."

Since then this critic's conception of the principles

and aims of secondary education have been widely

adopted, and it is owing to the consequent improvement

of British secondary school teaching that it can so well

bear comparison with the American system, which seems

to be now afflicted with some of the former vices of the

British. But it would be a mistake to assume that these

vices have been eradicated completely and for ever from

the British system. They have their roots in human

nature, and we must be on the alert to detect their

revival. It is certain that attempts to give effect to the

recent recommendation of the Consultative Committee

of the Board of Education that a more prominent place

in the ordinary curriculum should be assigned to esthetic

subjects will entail conditions favourable to precisely

that illusive " enrichment " of the curriculum which

has had such unfortunate results in America. • The
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recommendation itself is well founded and, given

teachers capable of an adequate conception of the

meaning of art, whose aesthetic faculties have been

adequately cultivated, nothing but good can result

from its adoption, but circumspection is needed ; art,

like religion, is caught rather than learned.

In the February number of the United States publica-

tion School Life appears a somewhat detailed descrip-

tion of a type of school organisation adopted by certain

" progressive " city school boards, notably in Detroit,

Pittsburgh, and Akron, with the object of providing the

varied curriculum and instruction i)y specialist teachers

now generally demanded, while keeping expenses within

reasonable bounds. The pupils spend half of each day

in ordinary class-rooms or " home-rooms," where they

are taught formal subjects—reading, writing, arith-

metic, formal language, hygiene, and history—and the

other half in special rooms or laboratories where they

are taught by specialist teachers of science, art, music,

literature, manual training or shop work, domestic

science, etc. One of these rooms called the auditorium

is devoted to co-ordinating all other work by dramatisa-

tions and other modes of expression, vocational guid-

ance, and \arious devices for preparing pupils " for

more complete living and the self-control and self-

direction needed therefor." These " platoon " or

" work-study-play " schools use all their rooms all

the time, each of the teachers in the " home-rooms "

haNang the care of two groups of pupils, one in each

half of the day. Equipment is minimised and the

cost of supplies lessened. Supervision is easier because

fewer teachers are responsible for results in any
one subject. " Properly directed, the platoon school

epitomises socialised education."

Technology of Fuels.

American Fuels. By Dr. Ra>Tnond Foss Bacon and
William Allen Hamor. (Mellon Institute Techno-

chemical Series.) In 2 vols. Vol. i. Pp. ix-^628.

Vol. 2. Pp. vi -1- 629-1257. (New York and
London : McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1922.) 60s.

IN the preface of this work the authors or editors,

one of whom is a consultmg chemical engineer

of New York and formerly a director of the Mellon

Institute, and the other the assistant director of that

Institute, state that " they have attempted to condense

into a series of specially prepared chapters tlie fruits

of the experience of specialists, thereby placing in the

hands of manufacturers, engineers, and chemists a
composite book representing authoritative accounts of

the fuels now regarded as technically important in the

United States."

The immediate responsibility of the two authors is
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therefore limited, since other names are attached to

most of the twenty-six chapters into which the work is

divided. Most of these names guarantee a first-hand

knowledge of the subject treated, and the editors

" hope that the treatise will be found to give informa-

tive summaries of sound practice and the practical

details which are generally not to be found in the

literature." This method of treatment has both

advantages and disadvantages. The book abounds

with detailed information on all sorts of subjects con-

nected with the treatment of fuel, and of apparatus

designed for its utilisation, information of a quantity

and quality wliich it would have been exceedingly

difficult, if not impossible, for any one or two authors

to provide. At tlie same time the number of subjects

and appliances treated is so great, and their detailed

consideration covers so much ground, that it has been

impossible for the editors to maintain any attitude of

appraisement or to reconcile what maj- be regarded

as conflicting claims. To have done so would have

been a very awkward task and would have lengthened

the book unduly, although it must be remembered that,

in consulting it for the purpose of making a selection of

a process or apparatus, the reader will be called upon to

do this for himself.

The editors say " some of the chapters have been

written from the viewpoint of men who are enthusi-

astic advocates of the particular fuels treated," and

reading the book will undoubtedly lead a discriminat-

ing reader to the same conclusion. The treatment

awarded to some of the processes and appliances is

such as one would expect to find in the correspondence

of a well-informed agent, or in an intelligently pre-

pared catalogue, and its appearance in a book of this

kind is unusual. This is not said in a spirit of con-

demnation, but is intended to convey a warning, which

may be necessary, to a reader who consults it in any

expectation of finding the judicial statements on pro-

cesses and plant to which we have become accustomed

in the best of our technical literature.

Approached in the proper spirit, the book is un-

doubtedly one which can be made of very great service

to everybody concerned with its subject-matter. There

is, however, an aspect of this work to which some

exception may be taken by those who look for well-

balanced international treatment in scientific and

technological writing. To some extent criticism from

this point of view is disarmed by the title, but although

fuels may be American, the technology of fuel is inter-

national and the scientific basis of that technology even

more so. The authors cannot, however, be said to

be very deeply imbued with this principle. The reader

will reap some advantage from the process of selection

which has taken place, inasmuch as this work will
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present to his notice much more fully the contributions

to the science and practice of fuel technology which

have been made by America than would have been

possible in anything hke the same compass if

corresponding notice had been taken of contributions

to the subject from other than American sources.

Partly perhaps on this account, the scientific treatment

of fundamentals is somewhat sketchy and inadequate.

Here, again, if the book is approached with the full

knowledge that it is primarily concerned with the

setting out of American contributions to fuel tech-

nology and the treatment of American fuels (the latter

according to title), little harm is done, and the many
excellences of the book can be utilised to the full.

Reviewing the work more systematically, after a

first chapter on " The Coals of the United States
"

(which includes a six-page table of analyses of repre-

sentative coals), and a second on " The Principles of

Combustion," we find a full and informing chapter

on "The Technology of Coke," by F. W. Sperr, the

chief chemist of the Koppers Company, Pittsburgh.

This occupies 160 pages, and is well done, although it

is charitable to suppose that the work of Sir George

Beilby and others on the structure of coke during the

last two years must have been published a little too late

to allow of its consideration. A useful inclusion here

is a summary on methods of sampling and testing.

Briquetted or compressed fuels are treated next, and

various processes are described, but when the author

says that " there are no unsolved fundamental problem.s

in briquetting practically any kind of material, especi-

ally in the field of fuel," and that " there is nothing

that stands in the way of the design and construction of

a briquetting plant to briquet any kind of coal," he will

find many to question his judgment.

An excellent economic re\iew of coal preparation

raises a number of interesting questions, and in dis-

cussing power-generation and the possibilities of the

turbine we are told that " higher efficiencies may be

more readily obtained by using two vapors in series,

such as mercury and steam. Mercury \'apor has a

much greater density than steam and a lower heat of

vaporisation ; hence the spouting velocity is low and

it may be used in a high-temperature turbine of ver\-

simple design. A mercury turbine and boiler are being

developed by the General Electric Co."

"The Gasification of Fuels," including that of low-

grade fuels, is broadly treated by Mr. Coffin of the

General Electric Co., and conveys a detailed descrip-

tion of a horizontal rotary gas producer made by the

General Reduction Gas and By-Products Co., for

which quite high thermal efficiencies are claimed, and

the capacity to deal with most unpromising materials,

such as anthracite slush containing 20 per cent, moisture
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and 25 per cent, ash, a mixture of coke breeze and slush

containing 45 per cent, of ash, and sawdust. The

statement is made that it has been found possible to

make methane from blue gas synthetically in the

presence of a nickel catalyser, t)ut an expansion of

the term " possible " w'ould have been useful in this

connexion.

In the chapter on the " Distillation of Coal at Low
Temperatures " the excellent and comprehensive

review of the history, theory, and practice of the low-

temperature carbonisation of coal, which was sub-

mitted to the Society of Chemical Industry by Mr. Edgar

C. Evans, has been printed in condensed form, and a

number of processes are described in some detail. One

of the most interesting chapters is on the use of finely

divided fuel, the technique of this subject having been

much more highly developed in America than in Great

Britain. A chapter on " Fuel Oil and its Utilisation
"

is followed by one on " Colloidal Fuel," for which that

well-known authority on the subject—Mr. Lindon VV.

Bates—has made himself responsible. Natural gas

and producer gas technology are treated in turn, and we

are informed that " lack of proper operating organisa-

tion has been the cause of many failures," and that

"another cause is the over - enthusiastic salesman.

Most producer projects look good on paper." There

is a section on freak producers, and a summary which

includes such prohibitions as "Do not employ an

engineer who has never made a mistake on producer

gas work," and " Do not lose your nerve after the first

six months of operation."

Water-gas does not receive anything like so much

attention as might have been expected in an American

work of to-day, and although some costs are given

there is no satisfactory thermal or chemical analysis of

the process.

The chapter on " Blast Furnace Gas " is short, but use-

ful. It is followed by one on the Dayton process, little

known in Great Britain, which is essentially an air-oil-gas

process in which partial combustion of the oil with air

takes place within the retort, thus supplying internally

the heat necessary for the thermal decomposition of the

hydrocarbons. The need for external heating is thereby

minimised. The nitrogen of the air used is, of course,

present in the gas made, which may be of various

grades. It is stated that approximately 4 gallons of

fuel or gas oil is required for the production of 1000

cu. ft. of 450 B.Th.U. gas. A statement which would

require very serious examination before acceptance is

that " theoretically it has been found, and under

practical conditions of industrial operation it has been

proved, that Dayton gas of 450 B.Th.U. per cu. ft. is

required in no greater vohime than illuminating gas

of 630 B.Th.U. per cu. ft. for the same work." The
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metal retorts used seem to undergo rather drastic
treatment, and it would be interesting to know their
length of life.

The chapter on " Surface Combustion/' by Mr. A. E.
Blake, reports mainly progress obtained with the impact
type of burner, and is followed by one on the " Future
of the Artificial Gas Industry," and by others of a
general character, such as " Fuel Conservation," and
" Some Problems in the Utilisation of Fuel," both these
making interesting reading. An appendi.x deals with
methods for the analysis of coal and fuel oils.

The book is well printed and generously illustrated
throughout. It is certain to be very useful, not only
m America but also in other countries, particularly if

read with the discrimination suggested above.

John W. Cobb.

^:.i

The Teaching of the Calculus.

Common Sense of the Calculus. By G. W. Brewster
Pp. 62. (Oxford: Clarendon Press; London:'
Oxford University Press, 1923.) 25. net.

pRO.M time to time in recent years, small books
J. have appeared which would be more or less

correctly describable under the title " How Not to
Teach the Calculus." We are sorry to find the present
volume to be no exception to this rule, at least in its
methods of treatment of infinitesimals.

Its main peculiarity is the wav " quantities of the
second order " crop up continually, and the wav in
which readers are led to believe that it does not matter
much whether these are put in or left out. The main
advantage of this kind of treatment is that students
«'ho have neglected their class-work and absorbed
such a book for their examination are easilv detected
by their examiner, as they are certain to do something
agamst which they were warned in class.

If we take y = x^ and define ^y as the difference
between .v^ and (x + &)2 we undoubtedly get

But surely it would be more in accordance with most
people's ideas of common sense if instead of bringing
in the notion of " second order quantities " the author
had pointed out that this hy represents the change
taking place in the value of the square in an interval
which begins with the value of x and continues for a
distance 6x beyond that value. It would also surely
be easier for a student to see that the greater the
interval &v the more does this variation fail to give a
correct idea of the mamier in which the function was

rying round about the instant that it passed the
value .V. Also, as the term iv^ increases in relative
importance when 8x is made larger, it would not be
difficult for a reader to infer that this squared difference
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represents the error introduced by measuring the change
in .i.finite inter\al situated all on one side of the value x.

In fact, instead of being small quantities which may
be included or omitted in this way, these " second order
quantities " are really rather of the nature of errors

which must be taken off if we wish to study a con-
tinuous process closely at e\'er>' instant. For example,
they represent the correction that would have to be
applied to obtain the velocity of a train at any instant
from the average velocit>- in an interval of one, two, or
more seconds after that instant.

Now, it is customary among mathematicians to use
Sx to denote a finite variation in which second-order
quantities may be involved, and dx to denote the
limiting form. But Mr. Brewster in his preface says,
"The difference between any two values of x is an
easy idea to grasp, and the use of Sx or dx (it does
not matter much which) emphasises the fundamental
meaning of a differential." ..." My advice would be
to regard dx and Sx as the same thing provided Sx is

taken ver>' small, and to be satisfied with a common-
sense explanation of the omission of terms of the
second order." And on p. 23, speaking of dy/dx and
Sy/Sx, he says, " You can get on quite well without
bothering to distinguish between the two."
Again, surely it would be more in accordance with

common sense if some account were also taken of what
happens to a function be/ore the variable reaches the
given value x, and if this were done with the function
x^ we should get a second value of the variation, say

5^y = axSx-Sx^.

The differential equation dy = 2xdx has now a precise
meaning, as it describes a \ariation which always lies

intermediate between the first and second estimates,
however small the interval Sx. As a matter of fact'
fluctuations in statistics, such as increases of population,
rise or fall of stock exchange quotations, are always and
must always be estimated by comparing the \aiue on
any day or year with a previous value.

The same mistake is made in dealing with integration
as applied, for example, to areas. Mr. Brewster's
figures replace the actual area of a curve by a series of
rectangles the left-hand sides of which are ordinates of
the curve. Why does he not try taking the right-hand
sides as well ? If he would only shove his rectangles
one space to the left, taking off the first and adding
one at the end, he would have spared all his arguments
by showing that the true area lies between two limits
the difference of which can be made as small as wc like
by making the slices thin enough.

There is undoubtedly a great demand for a book
that will introduce the notions of a differential co-
efficient and an integral and illustrate them with
applications not involving any other functions than

2 B I
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series of positive integral powers. So far as relates to

selection of subject matter in the form of examples

and applications, " Common Sense of the Calculus
"

exactly meets the case. We should be glad if Mr.

Brewster would republish this collection based on a

different method of dealing with infinitesimals. He
would probably find that instead of making his book

larger it would be possible even to make jt smaller.

The " terms of second order " which give so much
trouble in this treatment can be got rid of completely

by adopting the definition of " limiting equality

"

mentioned in a letter to Nature of Februar)' 10, as

the interpretation of such formulae as dy=P(x)dx.
" Zero " is a dangerous quantity to put in the hands

of a beginner, and so are quantities which " may be

neglected," and it was only a year ago that we had
a student trying to take mathematical honours who
said that two quantities da and db were " of the

same order, therefore they are equal "
! On the other

hand, we have found it possible to condense into five

or six pages of stencilled notes all the information

required to explain differentiation and integration and
to introduce such differentials as dx, dy, ds, dr, rdd,

\rHd, and even dx dy and dx dy dz in a form in which

finite quotients and sums of products can be built up
in perfect safety, second-order quantities being tabooed,

but ds'^= dx- + dy'^ = dr'^ + {rddy^ being legitimate. A
recent paper by Prof. Alfred Lodge in the Mathematical

Gazette evidently is based on the same principle.

G. H. B.

Christopher Wren and the Tom Tower.

" Tom Tower," Christ Church, Oxford. Some Letters

of S'' Christopher Wren to John Fell, Bishop of

Oxford. Hitherto Unpublished. Now set forth

and Annotated by W. Douglas Caroe ; with a

chapter by Prof. H. H. Turner, and another by

Arthur Cochrane. Pp. xii + 127 + 28 plates. (Oxford:

Clarendon Press ; London : Oxford University

Press, 1923.) 255. net.

THIS book was published in honour of the bi-

centenary of Wren's death- on February 25.

The author had been called upon to direct some
necessary repairs to the Isuildings of Christ Church

College, particularly to the " Tom Tower," when his

attention was directed to some unpublished letters

and documents dealing with the original design and
building of the tower, and these have now been

published in the present volume. In addition to a

contemporary copy of the contract between the

College treasurer and the contractor for the building

of the tower, there are seven autograph letters written

by Wren to John Fell, Bishop of Oxford, the first
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dated May 26, 1681, and the last September 9, i682j

when the work was nearing completion. The last

letter is reproduced in facsimile, showing Wren's firm

and very distinct handwriting.

An analysis of each letter follews, and Prof. H. H.

Turner has supplied a commentary to the sixth and

most interesting one. This letter (dated from White-

hall, December 3, 1681) is a reply to a proposal on the

part of the bishop, that the tower should be converted

into an observatory. Wren is too polite to reject

the proposal altogether, but gives good reasons why
it should not be hastily adopted. It would involve a

change in the whole design ; the bell would have to

be lowered so as to heighten the loft, and it might

then not be well heard. The Gothic roof, agreeing

with the rest of the College buildings, would have to

be abandoned, and a flat roof with a horizontal

balustrade substituted, while instead of windows there

would have to be wooden shutters without muUions

or bars. In addition to these objections from the

point of view of an architect, Wren next produces

others froip the point of view of an astronomer, and

here also he could speak with authority, having held

the office of Savilian professor of astronomy for twelve

years (1661-73) until pressure of other work obliged

him to rehnquish it.

" Give me leave to add that such a room as this

will be when built, is no way necessary for observations,

as now they are managed. Were I to set up the

Trade again I was once well acquainted with, and
I think the world doth or may justly own some improve-

ments of it to me, I should require nothing else but

these things. First a large mural quadrant fixt to

a wall truly built in the meridian, and this is best

in an open court or garden, 2'">' a pole to raise large

telescopes and manage them, and the like place is

properest for this also, s""' a quadrant to take

distances fixt to a foot so as it may turn to all sort

of planes . . . must be housed for its better preserva-

tion, but the best house will be a little house of boards

and no other roof but what may be taken quite off

when the instrument is used. . . . We built indeed

an Observatory at Greenwich not unlike what your
tower will prove, it was for the Observators habitation

and a little for pomp ; it is the instruments in the

court after the manner I have described which are

used, the room keeps the clocks and the instruments

that are laid by."

This statement as to what an observatory ought

to be like is very interesting, as showing that Wren

thoroughly agreed with Flamsteed about the require-

ments of practical astronomy. Therefore Oxford did

not get an observatory on this occasion (there were

only two University Observatories in existence at that

time, at Copenhagen and at Leyden), and nearly a

hundred years had to pass, before the Radcliffe

Observatory was built, including a very big tower !
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Mr. Caroe dexotes a chapter to " AN'ren and Greenwich

Observatory/' but the contents are nearly all taken

from Baily's book on Flamsteed. That Wren designed

the Octagon room seems certain, but he had nothing

else to do with the building or the equipment of the

Observatory. This chapter is illustrated by two

plates giving most interesting views of the buildings

and of the interior of the Octagon room, copied from

some old engravings given by Baih' to the Royal

Observatory. It seems, however^ very doubtful

whether the telescope for observing sun-spots by

projection and the large quadrant (Plate XXI.) can

have been at Greenwich in Wren's time ; at least

it is not likely that the quadrant is the lo-foot quadrant

made by Mooke and declared by Flamsteed to be

useless. But if Wren had been able to devote some

of his time to astronomy, he would doubtless have

made his mark in that science. It should not be

forgotten (we have not found it mentioned in the

book under review) that Wren (as well as Hooke and

Halley) had realised independently of Newton, that

attraction if it existed must be according to the law

of the inverse square of the distance, and this was

expressly acknowledged by Newton (Princ. lib. I.

Prop. IV. Scholium). The silly and slanderous

accusation of plagiarism made by Ilearne the antiquary

against Newton, in favour of Hooke and Wren, should

not have been quoted by the author (p. 11) without

comment.

The book is beautifully and most profusely illustrated

and will appeal to many different classes of readers.

J. L. E. D.

The Future of Arctic Lands.

The Northward Course of Empire. By Vilhjalmar

Stefansson. Pp. xx + 274 + 8 plates. (London and

Sydney : G. G. Harrap and Co. Ltd., 1922.) 7^. 6d.

M,f R. STEFANSSON shows, with characteristic

force of expression and wealth of example, that

every efifort to colonise the frontiers of the familiar world

has been retarded by fear bred of ignorance. He regards

the popular repute of the Arctic regions as a survival

of the ancient shrinking of the Mediterranean peoples

from cold and darkness, intensified by tales of the

sufferings of explorers, which he holds to have been

partly unnecessary and partly exaggerated. On the

other hand, he shows that throughout the whole history

of civilisation the centres of political power of the most

advanced races have undergone a steady displacement

northward from the neighbourhood of the tropic. He
holds that this migration of the dominant races is

accompanied by an increase in physical and mental
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vigour, and he would perhaps be inclined to agree with

Richard Chenevix's bold generalisation of ninety years

ago, that character is expressible as a mathematical

function of latitude.

Mr. Stefansson indicates that the natural northward

course of civilisation is now being held up by a super-

stitious tradition maintained by faulty educational

works based on misleading narratives of polar travel.

He insists on the fact that Montana, Dakota, and Mani-

toba are far colder in winter than the low-lying coasts

and islands of the Arctic Sea or the North Pole itself.

Yet in these far severer climates children go to school

daily in temperatures that a polar explorer is \try rarely

called upon to encounter, so that cold need not deter a

sturdy people from moving north.

The main object of the book is to combat this specific

ignorance of polar conditions, and Mr. Stefansson enters

on the struggle with Berserk gusto. He firmly believes

that, even after the mineral resources of Arctic lands

—e.g. the gold, coal, copper, iron, and oil of Alaska

and Northern Canada—ha%-e been exhausted or have at

least lost their sensational attractive power, there

remains a vaster and more permanent source of wealth

for the outer world to draw upon in the incredible

richness of millions of square miles of Arctic meadows.

These are grazed over by herds of reindeer and ovibos,

capable of forming the basis of the largest meat and

wool production the world has e\'er seen. In fact, the

author goes so far as to hold that Arctic meat alone can

furnish a safeguard against famine on an unheard-of

scale when the population of the world has doubled

itself a century hence.

The facts cited as to the growth of reindeer herds in

Alaska, and the popularity of reindeer flesh in large

cities, are most impressive, and the prospects of the

Hudson Bay Company's experiment in rearing the

ovibos (its old name of musk ox is banned) in Baffin

Land appear to be extremely favourable. Mr.

Stefansson points out that the failure of farmers in

northern lands has almost always been due to their

attempts to introduce plants and animals natural to

southern localities, whereas success as surely attends

their efforts when they devote their attention to those

native to the climate.

An interesting chapter is devoted to the prospects of

Polar travel by aircraft and submarines, and it would

almost appear that the adventures of Capt. Nemo under

the ice in Jules Verne's old story were coming true.

Mr. Stefansson is usually careful to base his calcula-

tions and projects on established facts and the opinion

of experts ; but we fear that in one point he has failed

to do so, an'd we cannot accept his prediction on p. 186,

that ' ordinary tramp steamers " can ever navigate

the ice-encumbered Arctic waters. Mr. Stefansson
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wants to provoke controversy and inquiry with regard

to the grounds of his faith in the future of the North,

and the vigour, resourcefulness, and good humour of

his propaganda should make even his critics his friends,

for ever)' one likes a strong man in pursuit of a great

idea. Hugh Robert Mill.

Our Bookshelf.

Occultism and Modern Science. By Prof. T. Kon-
stantin Oesterreich. Translated from the second

German edition. Pp. vii + i8i. (London: Methuen
and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 65. net.

Prof. Oesterreich's book is intended to be a popular

presentation to the German public of the evidences

of " occult " phenomena, which are fairly well known
to English-speaking people. He points out that this

field of knowledge has been little cultivated in Germany,
and, with great impartiality, places such facts as ha\e
been observed before his readers. He examines the

cases of Helene Smith, Mrs. Piper, Palladino, and
Eva C. in detail, and arranges his phenomena under
the heads of states of impersonation, psychometry,
cross-correspondence, telekinesis, and materialisation.

His conclusions are adverse to spiritism ; but, on the

evidence, he seems to have no doubt of the occurrence

of the phenomena in question, though there is no
indication in the book of any first-hand acquaintance

with the subject. Indeed, there is a lack of judicial

balance in the admission of the evidence. Crawford

—

though the facts were clearly not known to Oesterreich

when this work was written—is cited as an authority

for telekinesis and materialisation. The introduction

is remarkably good, as is the general plea for scientific

examination without prejudice of the facts ; but the

chapter on theosophy has little connexion with the

rest of the book, and rather marrs it by the personal

note with regard to Rudolf Steiner which it introduces.

Department of Scientific and Industrial Research : Food
Investigation Board. Special Report No. 15 Jy the

Engineering Committee of the Board. Insulated and
Refrigerator Barges for the Carriage of Perishable

Foods. Pp. iii-f-21. (London: H.M. Stationer)-

Office, 1923.) i^. net.

While in normal circumstances the barges thermally

insulated with four inches of cork at present used in

Great Britain for the conveyance of perishable food

such as frozen meat from the importing ship to the

quay or cold store are found to be adequate, conditions

arise in practice under which they fail. This report

will serve as a valuable guide to those who wish to

provide something better. It is shown that the

ordinary insulated barge is only satisfactory for

48 hours if the frozen cargo is well packed, so that its

rise of temperature owing to its having to cool the

barge may be as small as possible, and if the temperature

of air and water do not exceed 50° F. If the barge can

be pre-cooled to 20° F. it is adequate under the same
temperature conditions for 96 hours. If the temperature

of air and sea water rises above 70° F., the barge, even

when pre-cooled to 20° F., will only prove effective for

about 40 hours, and if it is to carr\- its cargo longer
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it must be provided with refrigerating machinery. In
one experiment with a barge so equipped a cargo of

frozen meat was carried for seven days without its

temperature rising more than 3° F.

Electric Transients. By Prof. C. E. Magnusson,
A. Kalin, and J. R. Tolmie. 'Pp. viii-H93. (New
York and London : McGraw-Hill Book Co. Inc.,

1922.) 125. 6d.

This book was primarily written for the electrical

engineering students of the University of Washington.
It discusses in detail many of the transient phenomena
which ensue whene\er any of the electric " constants

"

of a circuit suddenly alters in value. Excellent

oscillograms are given, the study of some of which
will be of value to advanced students. As a rule, the

transient quiver induced in the current wave by a
sudden disturbance of the circuit dies away rapidly.

In some cases, however, it attains excessive values

and does damage. In a few cases it is continually

in evidence, as, for example, when an electric arc forms
part of the circuit. The question of "transients" there-

fore needs to be studied carefully by electrical engineers.

The introduction is rather too condensed. For
example, we are told that the Ohm's law of the di-

electric circuit is that the dielectric flux equals the

voltage divided by the elastance of the circuit. The
elastance is the reciprocal of the condensance. The
former is measured in " darafs " and the latter in

farads. It is not easy to picture what the authors

mean, as apparently the cross-section of the dielectric

circuit is constant.

Surface Tension and Surface Energy and their Influence

on Chemical Phenomena. By Dr. R. S. Willows and
E. Hatschek. (Text-books of Chemical Research
and Engineering.) Third edition. Pp. viii -1-136.

(London : J. and A. Churchill, 1923.) 6s. 6d. net.

The study of " Surface Tension " has been modified

profoundly by the conception of oriented molecules

which was introduced by Langmuir in 1917, and has

since been developed on a rigid quantitative basis by
the researches of N. K. Adam. These new develop-

ments are described and discussed in the new edition

of this work. The fact that the subject is treated from

the physical rather than the chemical point of view

increases the value of the book as a contribution to

physical chemistry, since it leads to the introduction

of information which is not usually available in books

written by chemists.

Intelligence Tests and School Reorganization. By
Lewis M. Terman and others. Prepared as a Sub-
committee Report to the Commission on Revision

of Elementar}' Education, National Education
Association. Pp. viii + 1 1 1 . (London, Calcutta, and
Sydney : G. G. Harrap and Co., Ltd., n.d.) 4s. 6d.

net.

A USEFUL little set of monographs on the use of in-

telligence tests. Chapter 3
—

" Methods of Individual

Instruction in the Adjustment Rooms of Los Angeles "

—by A. H. Sutherland, is perhaps the most valuable,

as indicating a means of securing the incentive of

personal interest in acquiring information in the case

of backward children.
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Letters to the Editor.

\TIie Editor Joes not hold Itimsdf responsible for
opinions expressed by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return., nor to correspond with
the writers of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of NATURE. No notice is

taken ofanonymous communications^

Dr. Kammerer's Experiments.

As I had the privilege of entertaining Dr.
Kammerer in my house wlien he was passing through
London, and of discussing his experiments with him,
and as 1 acted as his interpreter when he rcpUed to
his critics at the meeting of the Linnean Society,

space may be permitted me in which to reply to the
criticisms of ^^r. Cunningham which appeared in

Nature of May 26, and to those of Dr. Bateson in the
issue of June 2.

I will deal with Dr. Bateson 's remarks first. From
his speech at the Linnean Society I gathered that Dr.
Bateson completely withdrew his charges of bad
faith on the part of Dr. Kammerer, and accepted his

published results as genuine, claiming, however—as
he had the full right to do—to differ from the deduc-
tions which Dr. Kammerer drew from them. But
Dr. Bateson 's letter reads like a prolonged imputation
of fraud to Kammerer ; he refers to Dr. Kammerer's
illustrations as like

'

' spirit photographs,
'

' and demands
further e\'idcnce before he will base any conclusions
on Dr. Kammerer's work. Now, Dr. Kammerer
explained at the meeting that the specimens shown
by him constituted the salvage of the utter wreck of
the experimental laboratories at Vienna owing to the
War. His work has been going on since 1900—the
year in which, unless I am mistaken. Dr. Bateson
began his Mendelian work—and, in my opinion, the
work has yielded results which are of as much
importance in the study of heredity, from the evolu-
tionary point of view, as all the >Iendelian experi-
ments together.
The main point in Dr. Bateson's letter is, however,

that the specimen of AU'tes shown by Dr. Kammerer
to the Linnean Society did not show a typical
" nuptial pad " (Brunstschwiele), and that the alleged

pad was in the wrong place, because it was only the
back of the hand which came in contact with the
body of the female, so that the rugosities should be
there and not on the palm ; further, that a typical
nuptial pad showed papillae, and that he could not
see them in the specimen. In proof of his assertion
that the normal contact between male and female
takes place with the dorsal surface of the male hand.
Dr. Bateson publishes a print from a photograph of
a pair of Rana agilis killed in the nuptial embrace.
I ought to add that he was kind enough to send me
privately a positive of this photograph, which shows
his point more clearly than the print in Nature.

Let us deal first with the structure of the horny
patch. Dr. Bateson omits to say that at the meeting
a section tlirough one of these patches was shown
under the microscope, and that, when the point of
structure was raised in the discussion. Dr. Kammerer
thought it too frivolous to reply to ; he merely
referred to the section which he had exhibited as
answer. Dr. Kammerer, who has cut sections of the
nuptial pads of all our common Anura, and can
detect the species by the appearances shown Iiy the
microscopic preparation, assumed a similar know-
ledge on the part of his audience—but, to judge
from Dr. Bateson's letter, he was rash in doing so.

I have, however, taken the trouble to refer to
Lataste's original figures of the callosities (" M6moire
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sur les brosses copulatrices des batrachiens anoures,"
Annates des Sciences naturelles, 6me series, vol. 3,

1876), and I have no hesitation in saying that
the section shown in the Linnean Society displays
almost exactly the same appearances as those figured
by Lataste in the figure of a section through the
nuptial pad of the closely allied genus Pelodytes.
Furtlier, I have had sections through the nuptial pad
of Rana teinporaria prepared in my laboratory, and I

can see in them the same structures as were shown
in Dr. Kammerer's slide ; of course, in Rana, as
Lataste's figures show, the papilla? are very strongly
developed—much more so than in Pelodytes or
Alytes—but the essential structure is the same. The
pad in Rana, to the naked eye, looks like a simple
patch of pigment, and passing my finger over it I

could not detect the papillae by feeling.

As to the position of the pad. Dr. Bateson seems
to think that he has settled this question for all A niira

by his photograph. Now Alytes belongs to the small
famil\- of the Discoglossidje, probably the most
primitive family of the .\nura. "I'his family includes,

besides Alytes, the genera Discoglossus, Bombinator,
Pelodytes, and Pelobates. Boulenger, in his mono-
fraph,

" The Tail-less Batrachians of Europe " (Ray
ociety, 1897), gives details of the position of the

pads

:

(i) Pelodytes, on the itiner side of the two inner
fingers—-the antibrachium, the brachium.

(2) Discoglossus, on the inner and upper side of the
three inner fingers.

(3) Bombinator, on the inner side of the three inner
fingers and the antibrachium.

(4) Pelobates, copulatorj' excrescences absent.
"The fact is that the primary contact between male

and female takes place neither with the dorsal nor
the ventral surface of the hand, but with the radial
edge, and this is in accordance with Dr. Kammerer's
experience ; for in Alytes the pad first appears here,

as shown in Dr. Kammerer's figures' (those criticised

by Dr. Bateson in Nature of July 3, 1919), and only
later extends to the other fingers. In tight embrace,
as indeed Dr. Bateson's photograph shows, the hand
of the male becomes embedded in a fold of the
female's body, and it is then a question of the direction

in which pressure is exerted whether the additional
callosities will appear on the inner or on the upper
sides of the fingers. Perhaps I may add that the
specimen shown in the Linnean Society had been
previously exhibited at Cambridge, wliere it was
mspected by Dr. Gadow, probably the best herpeto-
logist at present living in Britain.

Dr. Gadow raised none of Dr. Bateson's objections,

but he added the extremely interesting information
that in the Portuguese species, Alytes cisternasii, old

males occa.sionally develop callosities on the tips of

the two inner fingers.

Dr. Bateson refers to Dr. Kammerer's reply " as
disquieting to his disciples," since Dr. Kammerer
stated that he did not regard the nuptial pad as an
adaptation. I fear that my translation of the reply

must have been singularlj' defective if Dr. Bateson
drew any such conclusion. Dr. Kammerer's reply
was that while, of course, the pad in Alytes was the
revival of an ancestral nuptial pad, he had not made
up his mind with certainty as to the stimulus

which had revived it [i.e. whether it was pairing in

water or the contact with the female). He did not
allude to the stimulus in his lecture, and only with
caution and reserve in his paper. The tight embrace
necessary to hold a slippery partner seems to me,

' Afier consulting wilh'Dr. Kammerer, it is obvious to me that Dr. Bateson

mistook a patch of dirt adhering to the fourth finger of the specimen shown
in these figures for the pad.
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however, as it does to Dr. Kaminerer, the most hkely
explanation ; and as the male is frequently smaller
than the female, this may lead to a deeper embedding
of his hand in her flank and a larger area of contact,
and thus to an extension of the callosities.

Since the pad only appears on males in the third

generation after they have begun to pair in water,
and then in the same place as it appears in Pelodvtes
and Bombinator, to suggest that it is not a functional
adaptation but a chance mutation throws a singular
light on what I may term the constitution of the
Mendelian mind.

Turning now to Mr. Cunningham's letter in Nature
of May 26, I find that he criticises Dr. Kammerer's
experiments on Salamander and Ciona. Taking his

remarks on Salamander first, he has misunderstood
Dr. Kammerer's reference to the ovary of the Sala-

mander as being enclosed in a membrane, while that
of the bird is not. It really does not assist in the
controversy for Mr. Cunningham to accuse Dr.
Kammerer of childish mistakes which would disgrace

a first-year student in biology. Translating Dr.
Kammerer's statement into modern technical lan-

guage, it reads thus :

" The ovary of the Salamander
is completely invested by peritoneum and suspended
to the back by a mesentery " (a fact wliich I have
verified), " whereas the ovary of a bird is covered only
on its ventral surface by peritoneum and is largely

retroperitoneal, and therefore more difficult to remove
in its entirety."

Next, Mr. Cunningham refers to Dr. Kammerer's
Mendelian experiments with naturally and artificially

striped Salainanders and the " forma typica." It is

indeed disquieting to find .so sound a Lamarckian as

Mr. Cunningham so much under the influence of

what I may term Mendelian dogmatism as to suggest
that because the artificially-striped Salamander does
not " Mendelise " when crossed with " typica,"
therefore the character is not gametic or hereditary !

Truly a vicious circle of thought : the test as to

whether a character is hereditary or not is sureh^

whether or not it can be transmitted to the offspring.

I agree with Mr. Cunningham that Dr. Kammerer's
results in Mendelising and in ovarian transplantation
are extremely unexpected, and I may add that Dr.
Kammerer himself did not expect them, and frankly
admits that he has been unable to frame an explana-
tion for them which is satisfactory to himself. I will

not waste space by attempting to suggest an explana-
tion, but I will refer Mr. Cunningham to Dr. Kam-
merer's long paper, where full details are given. I

think he will find that the results are such that it

would be difficult for mistakes to be made, and
therefore, unless Dr. Kammerer is to be charged with
deliberate bad faith, they must be accepted.

Dr. Kammerer regarded his experiments on Ciona
as affording the clearest proofs of the inheritance of

acquired characters. He showed photographs of his

results. Mr. Cunningham objects that no photo-
graphs of the controls, i.e. of ordinary adult specimens
of Ciona, were shown, in spite of the fact that Dr.
Kammerer stated at the meeting that the experi-

ment had been conducted on loo specimens, and
that, of course, controls had been made—that, indeed,

the establishment of controls was the A B C of experi-

mental science. I think that Mr. Cunningham, on
reflection, will see that by this attitude he is joining

the ranks of those who seek to escape from the
inevitable deductions to be drawn from Dr. Kam-
merer's results by accusing him of deception, and
this is an attitude with which none of us who had the
pleasure of meeting Dr. Kammerer and seeing his

specimens and discussing matters with him would
have any sympathy. E. W. M.\cBRinE.
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Law governing the Connexion between the Number
of Particles and their Diameters in grinding
Crushed Sand.

The discovery of a simple law relating to continuity
of particle size in fine grinding (or the breaking up
larger into smaller particles) has long been a matter
of scientific and technical importance. By means of
experiments extending over some years, the British
Portland Cement Research Association has definitely
ascertained that, so far as a crystalline substance
such as " standard sand " is concerned, a definite law
does undoubtedly exist, which may be defined
mathematically as follows :

In a given weight of W of finely crushed sand, if

N be the number of particles of diameter x and if N
and X be considered as variables, then in every case
so far tested

N =«(;-'", . . . • (i)

where a and h are two constants characteristic of the
particular sample tested.

Differentiating (i) we obtain:

dx
h . ae' b.Ts. (2)

In other words, the rate of increase with decrease of
diameter, of the number of particles present of any given

size is proportional to the number of particles of thai

size.

It is therefore possible to calculate the number of

particles of any given diameter without going tlirough

the laborious process of sieving.

Another result of this law is that it now becomes
possible to calculate exactly the theoretical amount
of work required to produce powders of different

degrees of fineness, and in that way do for the art

of grinding what has long since been done for steam
and electricity, namely, reduce grinding to an exact
mechanical science. In other words, just as the
engineer knows the amount of electrical energy or

steam necessarj- to perform a given amount of work
under definite conditions, so also he will in future be
able to estimate the amount of work required to
reduce a given material to a given degree of fineness

under given conditions. It will thus be possible

to deduce the efficiency of any grinding machine.
These and other matters will be gone into in a paper
now in preparation, in which the experimental details

will be fully described.
The physical significance of this law is simple.

Consider a set of sand particles A (Fig. i). By
grinding, each of the particles A gives rise to the same
number k (in our illustration ^ =2) of smaller particles

B, each of which in its turn gives rise to the same
number k of still smaller particles C, and so on all

down the scale so far as we can pursue the matter by
means of the microscope, with the ultimate production

of colloidal particles.

The law is probably the expression of the fact that
crystals have a definite and fixed structure, and conse-

quently break up when subjected to percussion or

pressure in a regular and definite manner, which
follows a definite mathematical law when the number
of particles considered are sufficiently numerous to

allow of the application of the law of probability.

The subject is of great scientific mterest. For
example, there is an obvious thermodynamical con-

J
nexion between the work done in grinding (i.e.

producing small particles from large ones) and the

amount of heat required theoretically to gasify the

material. For— considering the simplest possible

case— in gasifying a homogeneous solid material

(without passing through the intermediate liquid
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state) we are merely reducing the material to particles
of molecular dimensions and separated by distances
beyond each other's sphere of molecular attraction.
Whereas in ordinary grinding the same action is

performed but the particles remain of considerable
size. It follows from this that a homogeneous
crystalline substance such as the diamond—which
requires a large amount of heat and a high tempera-
ture to gasify—would be expected to require the
expenditure of more work in reducing it to a certain
fine state of division than a substance like ice (sup-
posed kept at a temperature below freezing-point of
water), which can be comparatively easily gasified.

This aspect obviously opens out a large field of
research until now quite untouched ; for example,

Fio.

there exists a large number of organic crj-stalline com-
pounds of wliich the heats of volatilisation are known,
and the action of which under percussion or pressure
could be investigated from this point of view.
The research work carried out has already pro-

ceeded sufficiently far to allow one to hope that in

the near future the art of " grinding" will be trans-

ferred from its present chaotic state of empiricism
into that of an exact science. The importance of
this development in the gold - mining, pigment, and
other industries—which depend so largely upon the
production of materials in a state of fine division

—

will be apparent when we reflect on the great advances
which occurred in the electrical and steam engineering
sciences when the underlying laws were worked out.

Charles E. Bi.yth.
Geoffrey M.\rtin.
Harold Tongue.

The British Portland Cement Research .\ssociation,

Rosherville Court, Burch Road, Gravesend,
May 30.

Adsorption and Haemoglobin.

One fundamental difficulty in the hypothesis that
oxygen and carbon monoxide are " adsorbed " by
haemoglobin lies in the highly specific nature of the
absorption spectrum of the compounds so formed.
The change in colour of reduced blood, or of a dilute
solution of reduced ha;moglobin, when shaken with
air or ox>-gen, is very obvious to the naked eye, as
also is the change when the oxj-gen is replaced by
carbon monoxide. These colour changes can be used,
either as in Haldane's method with direct \'ision, or
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as in Hartridge's by the spectroscope, for the exact
quantitative measurement of the amount of gas
taken up. Such remarkable, definite, and highly
specific changes in the absorption spectra have no
parallel, so far as I am aware, in any well-authenti-
cated case of adsorption (unless the phenomena of
electrolytic dissociation be classed as such), and must
bo explained by any theory, as of course they are by
that of a specific chemical change in the nature of
hjemoglobin by its combination with gas.

Sir William Bayliss, in his letter to Nature of
Way 19, p. 666, and elsewhere, argues that the
" widely divergent results obtained by different
investigators of the heat of combination between
o.xygen and hajmoglobin " have not been adequately
explained. The explanation really is simple, experi-
mental error. If the solutions, or the blood, be
reasonably aseptic, if due attention be paid to the
carbon dio.xide driven oft when oxygen passes in,

and if the observations be made with sufficient care
and criticism, divergent results are not obtained. Any
theorv can be confused by imperfect experiments.

Again, Sir William Bayliss states that " in con-
ne.xion with the relations between ha;moglobin and
carbon dioxide, no proof has yet been given that the
union is of a different nature from that with oxygen."
Several such proofs exist : (a) it can be shown that
nearly all, if not all, of the COj taken up by blood
at small CO, pressures (i.e. within the " physio-
logical " range) exists there as actual bicarbonate
(HCO'3) ions ; no other reasonable explanation is

possible of the manner in which the hydrogen ion
concentration of blood varies with COj pressure ;

(6) the reaction of blood with CO.j, over the same
range of COj pressures, produces no change whatever
in its absorption spectrum

:
(c) as the CO, pressure

is increased the amount of COj taken up does not
approach a maximum in the same definite manner
as does the amount of oxygen when the pressure of
the latter is increased ; neither is there any such .

precise relation between the Fe and the CO2 as
between the Fe and the O, or CO ; (</) the effect of

CO, on the ha;moglobin-CO reaction is precisely equal
to that of a change of hydrogen ion concentration,
exactly equal to that produced by the CO, but set

up by another acid, such as HCl ; in other words,
the total effect of CO, on the ha;moglobin-CO reaction
is exactly equal to that due to its acid character,
which leaves no margin at all for any specific effect

of CO., in turning out CO ; in contrast to this, the
considerable effect of o.\ygen on the same reaction is

certainly not due to any change of hydrogen ion
concentration produced by the oxygen, for (provided
the hajmoglobin be kept saturated with CO and Oj)
this change is nil

;
{e) the effects (i.) of oxygen and

(ii.) of CO, on the combination of haemoglobin with
carbon monoxide are quantitatively quite different ;

(/) the effects of carbon monoxide on the reactions of
hjemoglobin (i.) with oxygen and (ii.) with COj are
also different.

Sir William Bayliss affirms that "sometimes . . .

workers are so convinced that the mass action view
is all that is necessary, that they are not interested
in testing the truth of the assumption." I can
assure him that at least ten active workers of my
personal acquaintance are " sometimes " ven.' much
interested, and indeed have recently applied the most
stringent and searching tests to the view that the
combinations of haemoglobin with oxygen and carbon
monoxide are in the ordinary sense of the word,
chemical, and obey the usual laws of chemistry.
Tlie accepted manner of " testing the truth of an
assumption " is to make theoretical (and preferably
quantitative) deductions from it, and then to see if.
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and how far, these deductions are verified experi-

mentally. This is being done repeatedly with the
chemical theory of the dynamics and statics of the
haemoglobin reactions. If only those who believe in

the adsorption theory would make some precise
deductions from their theory, it would be easy to
test that also. At present it evades any quantitative
trial.

Attempts have been made to apply the Phase Rule,
and to attribute the properties of large-scale matter
to the single ultimate unit of haemoglobin as it exists

in solution. Presumably this ultimate unit has a
diameter about 10 times that of the oxygen molecule ;

it is presumably in violent, oscillatory (thermal)
movement ; there is no good evidence that it has
ever been observed with the ultramicroscope. To
regard it therefore as a separate phase is to disregard
the statistical basis of the Second Law from which
the Phase Rule is deduced. // the ha?moglobin unit
be indeed a separate phase, then admittedly the
known number of degrees of freedom of the haEmo-
globin-oxygen system prohibits the possibility of

regarding oxy- and reduced haemoglobin as separate
chemical compounds. No evidence, however, can be
given for the existence of haemoglobin, in solution in

water, as a phase separate from the water, except
that it can be precipitated by various violent means

—

which surely is not evidence ; the separate phase is a
pure hypothesis and must be judged by its fruits,

which at present are difficult to discern.
Sir William Bayliss's attitude of continual and

friendly scepticism, on this particular subject, has
had one important and valuable effect, the effect

which he set out to achieve, which, however, his

modesty prevents him acknowledging, or possibly
even from appreciating. It has urged a number of

workers to produce, what was badly needed, a body
of sound quantitative experimental evidence on one
of the most fascinating problems in the borderland
between biology and chemistry-. The e\'idence is

not complete and we cannot convince him j^et ; but
if he will only maintain his scepticism, in an equally
friendly way, for a few years more, he will really
force us to produce all the testimony which he
requires. A. V. Hill.
The University, Manchester,

Mav 31.

In the recent correspondence touching the nature
of the combination of haemoglobin with oxygen,
references have been made to Wo. Ostwald's adsorption
theory. It may clarify the issue if I remind readers
of Nature what that theory was. Wo. Ostwald
argued that the equilibrium between o.xygen and
haemoglobin could be expressed by a curve based on the
following equation, X =KC"', where X is the amount
of oxygen combined with the haemoglobin, C the con-
centration of oxygen in solution, K a quantity pro-
portional to the total mass of haemoglobin present,
and m a constant. The graphic expression of this
equation must necessarily be a simple curve which is

at all points concave to the abscissa. No published
curve representing the equilibrium between haemo-
globin and o.xygen, which has been determined
experimentall}', is of this character, all being more
or less S-shaped, though in some cases the convex
inflection is very slight.

It may seem strange that a theory should have
been put forward which is at variance with the facts
in so fundamental a respect. In justice to Wo.
Ostwald it must be pointed out that he wrote before
the experimental technique now in use had been
elaborated. The most recent curves at his disposal
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were those of Bohr, Hasselbalch, and Krogh (for the
oxj-gen haemoglobin equilibrium at various COj
pressures). These are S-shaped in character, but at
the time commanded less confidence than they
deserved ; I think because they were determined not
as individual curves but as a surface in three dimen-
sions, the pubhshed curves bfeing contours. All

modern work has confirmed the essential character
of the curves of Bohr, Hasselbalch, and Krogh.

Finally, may I pay a tribute to the helpful nature
of Sir William Bayliss's criticism (Nature, May 19,

p. 666), and suggest an extension of that help in the
direction of his modifying Ostwald's theory, expand-
ing it into an equation which would fit the facts

sufficiently exactly to stimulate further research on
the subject. J. Barcroft.

Phj-siological Laboratory, Cambridge,
June 6.

In his letter published in Nature of May 19, Sir

William Bayliss suggests that two cases of adsorption
do not come within the definition of adsorption to
which I directed attention in Nature of April 14.

These are the cases when two or more substances are
adsorbed upon a surface, and when a substance is

adsorbed to a thickness of several molecules. Both
these cases were intended by me to be included, and
I think reasonably so, with the definition that it is a
case of adsorption, if the substance is taken up
uniformly over the whole surface ; uniformly, that
is, when the scale of measurement is large compared
with individual molecules. Tliis sense of uniformity
is well understood in the theory of gases, where a
mixture of gases or a single gas may be said to fill

space uniformly, with equal correctness. I had no
intention of limiting the definition to layers only one
molecule thick ; indeed perhaps I may be permitted,
as it is suggested that I accept Langmuir's views, to
point out that the theory employed by Langmuir
does not seem to me necessarily to postulate that
adsorbed layers are always one molecule thick. Such
a proposition could only be estabUshed by estimating
the amount adsorbed on unit area and calculating
the thickness of the layer in terms of known data as
to the size of the molecules in everj^ case of ad.sorp-

tion ; it does seem to be established by the beautiful
experimental work of Langmuir in many cases, but
is not, I think, claimed by him to be an invariable
law governing adsorption.

Sir William Bayliss says in his first paragraph that
no serious attempt has been made to consider surface
phenomena in the combination of oxygen and
haemoglobin, since Wo. Ostwald showed that the
data of the taking up of oxygen by haemoglobin
could be expressed by the adsorption formula ; but
he seems to have overlooked that the sole argument
put forward in my letter of April 14, to prove that
the attraction of haemoglobin for oxygen is a highly
localised property of the haemoglobin particle, was
that the haemoglobin is so much larger than the
oxygen with which it combines that the oxygen
must be attached to only a very small portion of the
surface. If there were general attraction of the
surface of the haemoglobin particle for oxygen, then
combination would not stop when only a small
fraction was covered, but haemoglobin would take
up much more oxygen than it actually does. Surely
tliis is a very definite attempt to consider the surfaces
of the particles. It is a mistake to confuse the
argument used in my letter with those based on the
well-known mass-action formulae of Barcroft and
Hill ; it is entirel}' independent of them, and essenti-

ally treats the haemoglobin in solution as a hetero-
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geneous system, possessing an interface ; it shows
that this interface is, in fact, very much too large to

be satisfied by the amount of oxygen which is

actually taken up at saturation, and that therefore
the oxygen must be held by some other means than
adsorption. N. K. Adam.
The University, Sheffield,

May 24.

Relation between Haemoglobin-Content and
Surface of Red Blood-Cells.

BiJRKER {Archiv fur die gesammte Physiologic,

cxcv., 1922, p. 516) has demonstrated that the
relation between the haemoglobin-content and the
surface of a single red blood-cell is constant, whatever
may be the divergencies in size and haemoglobin-
content of the blood-cells of different animals.

Taking as examples the rabbit, the chromocytes of

which are of medium size, and the goat, which hcis

ven,- small red blood-cells, he gives the following

numbers :
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" On the possible Extension of the Coal-measures
beneath the South-Eastern part of England (Q.J.
Geolog. Soc, February 1856). Among the geologists

I met at home were Dr. Falconer and Thomas Oldham
;

they were the fir-st friends to meet again in Calcutta in

September 1852. I had read the work of the first with
Lt. Cautley, R.E., and knew something of the Sivalik

Formation when I crossed it at Kasauli in 1853. The
160 drawings cover a very large extent of countr\',

which I roughly spread over thus :

1. Burma ....... 29
2. Calcutta to Simla, via the Ganges Valley and

on to Sealkote . . . . .26
3. Peshawar to Kashmir, through Hazara . 73

4. On appointment to the Trigonometrical Survey
of India and joining Capt. Montgomerie . 10

5. When at Sealkote with 24th Regt. of Foot.
In Sivaliks near Jammu . . .10

6. Various at Cape of Good Hope. Historical of

the time . . . . . .20

Total 168

Nore, Godalming, Surrey,
April 27.

H. H. Godwin-Austen.

Science and Economics.

The function of Nature is not to expound eco-

nomics or finance, but when a famous man of science

uses its widely-read pages to challenge the funda-
mentals of the almost ubiquitous system under which
humanitv lives—or perishes, the humble individual
who has undertaken to defend the philosophy of tlie

system must be pardoned if a little extra space is

required to try to elucidate an aspect of the subject
overlooked both by would-be reformers and unreflect-

ing conservatives.
(i) Prof. Soddy tells us now quite plainly (Naturi;,

May 19, p. 669) that economics should be classified

as natural physical phenomena, and, in effect, that
all would be well with humanity were we to re-

organise our economic system according to the laws
formulated by men of science from their investiga-

tions in inorganic chemistry and physics. This is.

if I may say so, a purely theoretical conception that
is not substantiated by experiment or experience.
Prof. Soddy lays stress on the physical aspect of

phenomena. 1 had thought that scientific investi-

gators had ceased to view any natural phenomenon
as purely physical. However, that is perhaps onU-
a matter of definition ; but granting his termino-
logy, I cannot agree that it is, or ever could be,

possible to apply the laws of physical nature to the
activities of mankind. Inorganic nature appears to

be a finished product, since the laws of its atomic
systems are unalterable by human means. Humanity,
on the other hand, is obviously " in the making,"
and the doctrines and social systems adopted in

different periods are temporary expedients that assist

its evolution and correspond to the stage reached at
any given time. As an Eastern proverb says, " The
gods of one age become the devils of a succeeding
age." Now, this makes life interesting and gives us
all something to do. If mankind were to be re-

constituted as is inorganic nature, instead of being
organised as it is, those of us who now form theories
and opinions and exercise our minds would be without
occupation, if we had not shaken the dust of this dull

world from our arrogant heads and departed to
conquer other worlds.

Seriously, " economics " describes a human method;
it is not a natural science and, hence, cannot be exact.

There is an element in man not governed by the
laws of physical nature, and this principle seeks to
govern and direct them. This may imply " distort-
ing physical nature to suit human nature," but the
father of experimental science started it on the way by
commanding us to " torture Nature," and thoroughly
well have we obeyed him ! The object of science is

surely to understand Nature in order to use it for
human ends. Prof. Soddy would reverse this, and
advocates modelling our economic system on the
laws of physical nature, a proposal tantamount to an
attempt to baulk human evolution and to impose on
man the rules of an inferior order of existence. Theo-
retically it would be easy to formulate a /oo'.-proof
economic system according to the laws of an atomic
system

;
practically, any such system could not be

genhts--^xooi, and, certainly, if we value the evidence
of history, we should be most unscientific to discount
the geniuses who, ever so often, appear and alter
existing conditions and methods. The " Robots " of
the drama could never become a permanent feature
of the human world.

(2) With regard to the age of our present system, it

is necessary to make clear the essential difference
between the financial system and economic methods.
The principles of the former accord with fundamental
characteristics of the human race ; the methods of
the latter are adjusted to changing environmental
conditions and advancing knowledge of the resources
of our planet. The essence of the financial system is,

and always has been, credit, without which no civilisa-

tion would ever have been initiated bv the trusted
geniuses and leaders of the mass of mankind. I fear
there is confusion in the minds of economists, both
orthodox and heterodox, as to the origin and basis of
credit as distinct from money and currencv. Eco-
nomics is a study of methods and theories. When
orthodox, its laws are deduced from observations of
a system at work which it did not originate ; when
heterodox, it consists of speculations, most of which
are useless anachronisms, as their formulje, like those
of Karl Mar.x, do not take account of the fact that
science is transmuting the economic basis of man's
existence, which depends less and less on human
physical "work," more and more on the application,
direct and indirect, of " mental energy."
The financial system, on the other hand, is a principle

in actual operation, and at present its methods are
simply a modification of a tradition of credit-control

handed down through n\any civilisations. Rome,
Egypt, Babylon, India, China, etc., had their financiers

who controlled credit according to the accepted code
of laws. Archaeological investigations, for example,
have produced huge vaults of Babylonian cylinders
containing the records of the accounts of banking
concerns, their debts and credits. It would be naive
to imagine that the personal and commercial inter-

course between the peoples of earlier civilised nations,

such as Greece and Rome, was conducted on a cash
basis without the assistance of credit. When a boy
could be sent from Greece to school in Rome with a
note to his father's banker in that city to pay his

school expenses it is apparent that the credit-system
was in operation. The kind of currency is quite
subsidiary' to the principle of credit—for if the
Emperor of Rome had had bone or other discs of
different sizes etched with the Royal insignia and
issued in amount to meet the exchange needs of his

Empire, the Greek boy would have got on as well

with these as with the silver, gold and copper coins he
used while in the Imperial city. His father, a merchant,
had a credit account in Rome, for use as and when
required

.

"The fact that many of us are onl)' just realising the
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erroneous theories the economists had formulated and
taught about the intrinsic vahie of gold as tlie basis of

currency, is no proof that the initiators of the financial

system, whoever they may have been, laboured under
the same absurd delusion. The reasons why a
particular kind of currency came into use are fairly

obvious to anv one who has tliought about it in

relation to different stages of civilisation and human
development. The problem of counterfeit money has
also to be considered in this connexion. Our present
system is an evolution of the Italian banking system
bequeathed to that nation from a former civilisa-

tion. Since the founding of the Bank of England in

1694. industrv and the financial system have e.xpanded
together on the basis of personal integrity and national

credit. The fundamental principle of the system has
never changed as far back as we can trace it into

the remote past. It is founded on the permanent
principle in human nature described as a sense of
respousibilily (individuality) and a desire for action

(progress and evolution), and it is this which has
guided the granting of credit and the use of a nation's

currency. Individuals who obtain the use of the
community's credit at any time are those who are able

to produce what mankind desires, or is taught to

desire, whether goods, ideas or adventures. It is a
fact that gold alone did not finance the first factories

erected and operated mechanically in this country,
and credit has been issued ever since in increasing

amounts on the basis of the ability of industrial

concerns to produce what men desire to consume.
(3) Prof. Soddy says of the financial system that

" Such a system as the present has never even been
attempted before." This is not correct, as I have
tried to indicate briefly above. He says, further,

that " It is an absolute innovation." An absolute

innovation is impossible under the laws of evolution
and is not known in all the annals of human history,

with the single exception of revolution, which is

always followed by a restoration of tradition in a
modified form. But the inno\-ation here referred to

is evidently the alteration in the class of persons to
whom credit was granted after the introduction of

mechanical power. It appears to have been a funda-
mental innovation because mankind then entered
upon a new stage of evolution under new economic
methods and new incentives and desires ; and,
therefore, the ostensible basis of credit was gradually
transferred from land to the more productive industrial

plant. The use of mechanical energy made it possible

to satisfy growing desires, and the financial adapta-
tion took place naturally as an " intlation " of

currencv necessary for the distribution of the increased
products. This was not a fundamental change in the
financial system as such ; it was a change in economic
methods : a new form or symbol of credit came into use.

The century or more since then has afforded ample
time for the evolutionary process to complete the
cycle of existence of this form so that the signs of
age are apparent, as I suggested in a previous com-
munication. The reasons are obviously that

—

I. Machines are becoming more and more perfect
and human labour less and less necessary for
the production of the means of existence.

.:. Most countries, even into the East, are becoming
industrialised and their products cannot be
marketed abroad as readily as in the nineteenth
century.

3. Credit facilities have become too concentrated in

the extension of industrial production, and the
desires of those devoted to learning and the fine

arts have been comparatively neglected under
a democratic regime.
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The results of i and 2 will gradually operate to

inaugurate a new modification in the use of credit,

because a wider base, another symbol or form of

credit, must be found bj' which the means of human
evolution and of existence under new conditions can
be more adequately distributed. As machines now
perform so much of the world's work, an extensive
"unearned" distribution of currency would be pos-

sible and would benefit the skilled staffs of industries

because of the increased expenditure of the people.

'The " out-of-work " allowance, however, is admitted
to be an imdesirable method, as the recognition
of the mere " right to live " is not sufficient for

those who reali.se the responsibilities of human
government. The ethical effects cannot be dis-

regarded, and the problem in this age of transition

is to find suitable occupations for certain types. The
latent powers in human beings are developed by
individual effort, and it is evident that the financial

system and social laws were originally formed with the
view of inspiring and rewarding such effort. It is

in this respect that our present methods require
modification, and doubtless many new, and exten-
sions of old, occupations would suggest themselves
were the standards of character and attainment
different. The scholarship method of encouraging
self-development and distributing currency could be
extended in other directions and to other occupations,

and incentives devised for human endeavour toward
worthier ends than now attract the majority. But
it would be unsafe to attempt a change on a wide
scale until the principles which should guide the
innovation are clearer.

(4) Finally. Prof. Soddy describes the present
system as " counterfeit." I presume (under correc-

tion) that he has in mind the " interest " on credit-

loans. The philosophy of " usury " is very interest-

ing, as it involves the polar principle which science

has demonstrated, and also the principle of growth
or development which evolution implies. Interest is

roughly the measure of the increased productive
capacity from year to year, and this increase is

returned immediately to industry as new "loans"
and distributed as currency in wages, salaries and
dividends, according to the ability of industry to

absorb and use it. Interest or "usury" acts as an
automatic regulator and indicator ; it shows where
the energy and desires of man are expended. It also

acts as a check and restraining influence on im-
petuous individuals, although to economists who
may not realise the polar principle of " debt " and
" credit " it is rather of the nature of the red flag.

Greed and selfishness (concomitants of the evolu-

tionary process) would be even more in evidence were
human beings not automatically controlled and
regulated by the laws of its own credit system, which
at the same time fulfils the human function of provid-

ing for changing conditions, growing desires and the
development of individuality—otherwise we might,
indeed, perish. Even as things are, honest intention

to meet " promises to pay " and ability to perform
what this industrial age and its ideals demand (Mr.

Lane Fox Pitt's " practical instruction," May 19,

p. 670) underlie our credit system, and any one who
has the " credulity " to evade these conditions comes
sooner or later to the end of his rope and his character.

In conclusion, my object is elucidation and is not

to prove any person wrong, least of all Prof. Soddy,
whose courageous tilting at economic conditions has
stimulated thought and will help to hasten a most
urgent readjustment of methods and conditions

which, in my opinion, can be brought about only by
a change of ideals. W. Wilson Leisenring.
May 22.
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Separation of Isotopic Ions.

In the issue of Nature for June 2, p. 763, there is

a reference to a paper by Kendall and Crittenden

(Washington : National Academy of Sciences, vol. 9,

No. 3) which describes a method for separating isotopic

ions. This method was first described by Prof. F. A.

Lindemann at the Royal Society conference on iso-

topes (March 192 1). A considerable number of

experiments on this subject have been carried out

here during the past year, but it seemed desirable

to postpone publication until a definite result had
been achieved. John G. Pilley.

Clarendon Laboratory,
University Museum, Oxford,

June 5.

Haze on Derby Day—June 6.

There was a dense haze overlying Southern England
on June 6, becoming worse towards evening and
greatly interfering with visibility. It was ver\'

marked in Surrey in the neighbourhood of Epsom,
where the race-goers found it difficult to see clearly.

Records of this haze taken with my dust-counter at

Cheam, between 7 and 7.30 p.m., gave a greyish

deposit of dust particles upon the cover-glass. These
particles varied in diameter from i^ microns down
to ultra-microscopic size ; the average diameter was
about \ micron. Most of them were irregular in

shape and insoluble in water, but scattered among
the irregular dust particles were a number of small

spheres. The proportion of these spheres present

was about 3 per cent, of the total number of dust

particles. They were transparent and usually colour-

less, but some were distinctly brown or reddish. The
maximum diameter of the spheres found was i|

microns, but most of them were less than this. They
were insoluble in water. The haze was unusually

dense for a country district, and the number of dust
particles per cubic centimetre was between 9000 and
10,000.

It will be remembered that on Derby Day there

was very little wind, but what there was was from
the north. It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that

a large proportion of this dust travelled south from
the manufacturing districts of the Midlands. The
presence of coloured and colourless transparent

spheres points towards ash particles ejected from
chimneys, while the grey colour is not what one
would expect if domestic smoke were the origin.

The records obtained during London fogs are black,

and a dense fog gives 40,000 to 50,000 particles per

cubic centimetre.
For comparison with June 6, a dust record taken

at 7 P.M. on the evening of June 10 at Cheam gave
less than 100 dust particles per c.c. The wind was
strong and blowing from the west, and visibility

very good. J. S. Owens.

Perseid Meteors in July 1592.

With reference to Dr. Fotheringham's interesting

comments in N.\ture, June 9, p. 774, on the probable
shower of Perseids in 1592, I thought it best to

accept the date kindly sent to me by Mr. Beveridge,

as it fell near the time when a shower might be
expected to occur. However, the shower of 1592
appears to have been 19 days earlier than the correct

time, and this (with another reason stated laterl at

once throws doubts on the identity of the display
with the true Perseids.
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The near correspondence in epoch may still, how-
ever, occasion some suspicion that the Perseid
shower formed the incident recorded in history,

though the exact date and direction of the meteor
flights are incorrectly given. This idea is encouraged
by the fact that in two other cases (a.d. 784 and 865)
the shower dates differed 10 days from the normal.

It is perhaps important to remark in this connexion
that several rich showers of non-Perseids have been
frequently obser\'ed in modem times which do not
differ materially from the date of the Perseids. Three
of these may be mentioned as possibly the same as the
ancient showers recorded which failed to conform
with the exact Perseid dates.

(i) There is a strong shower at 303° -9° near a

Capricorni on July 25-August 6.

(2) A rich display from 339° -11° in Aquarius on
July 26-August 2.

(3) A fine shower seen in 1879 from Draco 291° 4-60°

on August 21-25.

If the meteors of 1592, to which Mr. Beveridge has
directed attention, " traversed the heavens from west
to east." as stated in the ancient chronicle, they could
scarcely have been Perseids, for the latter are moving
nearly from east to west, and tliis seems an important
detail.

The direction of the meteors of 1592 from west to
east means that their apparent motions must have
been slow and that they were overtaking the earth
in its orbit. The Perseids belong to another class

;

they are swift objects meeting the earth at a velocity'

of 38 miles per second. I was not aware until I saw
Dr. Fotheringham's letter that the direction of the
meteors had been described as from west to east.

I adopted a period of 11 75 years [Observatory,

May 1923) as agreeing with a large number of
abundant returns of the Perseids and as it seemed the
best to be derived. I directed attention to it in the
hope that future obser\-ers would bear it in mind and
test it in the light of additional observations.

W. F. Denning.
44 Egerton Road, Bishopston,

Bristol, May 30.

Tactile Vision of Insects and Arachnida.

With regard to Father O'Hea's letter in Nature
of May 26, p. 705, I wish to point out

—

(i) That I originally questioned the statement that
the house-fly and certain spiders avoided the approach
of one's hand by detecting " convection currents."

(2) That experiments in this direction can only be
made with totally blind insects.

(3) That I have not stated that vision is universal
or even general among insects and arachnida possessed
of eyes, and I offer no explanation (at present) of the
use or purpose of " sightless eyes." Neither can I

enter a discussion on " vision and light-sensitiveness."
I do maintain, however, that many species form

comparatively clear images and can judge distances.
The fact that a male Attid (and some Lycosids) will
perform for the benefit of a female in an adjacent
glass tube is at present only explicable on the assump-
tion of vision. Father O'Hea has not, he says,
worked on this point, and I persist in offering it as
a preliminary objection to his hypothesis. This dis-
cussion cannot, however, proceed to anj^ satisfactory
conclusion until we have his further evidence for a
large number of species ; and until this is forth-
coming I should suggest that a generalisation on the
question of vision among arthropods cannot be made.

G. H. Locket.
Salmon's Cross, Reigate, Surrey.
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The Eotvos Torsion Balance and its Use in the Field.

By Capt. II. Shaw and E. Lancaster Jones.

THE problem of locating from the surface mineral

deposits in the interior of the earth presents

numerous difficulties, and has been considered by many
in\-estigators who have employed methods based on the

physical properties of these bodies, utilising electrical,

magnetic, seismic, and density effects. Speaking gener-

ally the useful minerals are of either ver\- high or very

low density, so that a method dependent upon the

difference in density between the mineral and its

surroundings would appear to be suitable for the loca-

tion of such deposits, especially as these effects are

noticeable at a considerable distance.

The attraction due to a heavy body is superimposed

upon the normal force of gravity at any point in its

vicinity, and it is by observations on this local field by
means of a torsion balance that the disturbing mass

may be located most readily.

The torsion balance of Michell and Cavendish was
redesigned and employed for this purpose in 1888 by
Baron Roland von Eotvos, professor of physics at

Budapest, who gave to the balance a new construction

which is retained essentially in the modern instrument,

although numerous improvements have since been

introduced.

The essential features of the balance can be seen on

reference to Fig. i. A light aluminium beam loaded

with platinum weights is suspended by a fine platinum

iridium torsion wire. One of the weights is attached

directly to one end of the beam, but at the other end
the weight is suspended about 60 cm. below the beam
by means of a fine wire.

The forces of gravity acting on the two masses are

not wiioUy vertical, but have small horizontal com-
ponents which give rise to a minute horizontal torque

tending to rotate the balance arm. The displacement

of the beam relative to its case is observed by means
of a telescope and scale fixed to the case, with the aid

of a mirror carried by the beam.
When the position of equilibrium of the system has

been read, the entire beam and case are rotated through
72° and the observation repeated. Five observations

are thus obtained in one revolution of the balance, and
the rcHdings in these positions are sufficient to furnish

the information required for the station at which the

balance is situated.

The modern type of balance consists of two similar

beam systems placed side by side, with the suspended
weights at opposite ends, and as with this type only

three observations at angles of 120° are required for

a complete determination, a considerable saving of

time results. These improved instruments are in

some cases fitted with photographic recording arrange-

ments, the balance case being rotated automatically

into its new azimuth after the beam has come to rest

and the exposure made.
The suspended system requires most careful pro-

tection against convection currents and other disturb-

ing influences, and consequently is enclosed in a double

or treble-walled brass case of uniform thickness. Tem-
perature and radiation effects are thus reduced con-

siderably, while the additional precaution is taken of

orking at night, thereby eliminating solar radiation
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effects and securing a greater constancy of temperature.

Under these conditions the instrument is found to

give uniform and satisfactory results in the field when
protected only by a tent.

In order to secure the necessarj- degree of sensitiv'ity

it is essential that the period of oscillation should be

large, and Eotvos has succeeded in obtaining a period

of swing of 1500 to 1800 seconds by employing weights

of 30 grams and a beam of 40 cm. length, the lower

Fig. 1.—Section of balance.

weight being suspended at a depth of about 60 cm.

i)cIow the beam. The sensitivity of the instrument is

partlv controlled by the coefficient of torsion of the

suspension wire, and by using a platinum wire 0-04

mm. in diameter, alloyed with 20 per cent, iridium, it

is possible to measure variations of gravity to within one
10 -^ C.G.S. unit per centimetre. These wires, which

have hitherto proved the most suitable for the purpose,

are previously subjected to a special " baking " treat-

ment with the view of eliminating remanent torsion.

Similar instruments of smaller dimensions ha\e been

constructed and tried by Eotvos, but were subse-

quently abandoned as being, unsatisfactory-. Quartz

fil)res have also been employed in place of the torsion
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wire, but it was found by Eotvos that a quartz fibre

which is sufficiently strong to carry the loaded beam
is more rigid than the platinum iridium wire and in

consequence a smaller deflexion of the beam results.

It was parti}' owing to this fact and partly owing to

the exceptional fragility of the quartz fibre that it

was not adopted by Eotvos in his field instrument.

The action of the balance and the nature of the

quantities measured may be appreciated from the

following consideration. Let a system of rectangular

co-ordinates O.-c, Oy, O2, Fig. 2, have its origin at

Fig. 2.—Diagram of be.im system.

the centre of gravity of the balance beam, the axis Oz
directed downwards in the line of resultant gravity at

0, and the axes O.v, Oj' towards the geographical north

and east respectively. It is assumed that a potential

function U exists for the gravitational field about O
and that, for points not outside the range of swing of

the i:)alance beam, we can put

U = Uo +^oS + l^n^"" + iU^jy^ + JU3302

+ ^vt^'J + U13.VS + U2.iys,

where Uq is the value of U at 0.

„ gf, „ ,, ,, the resultant force at 0,

and Uji, U12, etc. depend only on O, not on x, y, and

z. Such an assumption is justified whenever gravity

is normal, or even if there are irregularities in the field,

provided the disturbing masses are fairly distant from

the balance.

If the balance beam lies in any position in the plane

Ory, making an angle a with the axis 0.x, its main mass
is concentrated at two points of which the co-ordinates

are (/' cos (a-t-jr), /' sin (a + n-),0) for the upper weight

and {I cos a, I sin a, h) for the lower. The potential of

the whole system will therefore depend on a, and will

only be a minimum or maximum for a limited number
of values of a. For all other azimuths the beam will

tend to rotate so as to set itself in a position of mini-

mum potential, and will actually rotate until this

tendency is balanced by the torsion of the suspension

wire. The latter, measured by means of the telescope

and scale, affords a means of determining the twisting

moment due to the gravitational field at any value «,

and thus enables us to evaluate the quantities which
specify the field and the torque due to it. It is shown
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in the mathematical theory that these quantities are

none other than the magnitudes

(U22-U11). U,,, Ui3, and U23,

which are thus determined for every station 0.

»

Application of the Balance.

The magnitudes (U22 - Un), Uj2, 1133, U13 deter-

mined by the balance are not sufficient to enable

us to reproduce the complete gra\-itational field about

O—in other words, to describe its equipotential sur-

faces—since we require to know both Un and U22

separately, and also U33 and ^q. Eotvos, however,

has shown that, by means of the four magnitudes

determined by his balance, and one or two pendulum
measurements, the magnitude of ^, the force of gravity,

can be determined throughout a region where the

earth's surface deviates only slightly from the equi-

potential surface through the base point. The balance

is thus of great service to geodesy.

In recent years, howe\er, the balance has been

extensively employed for work having a wider appeal

than the • problems of geodesy. By its capacity to

explore the regions below the earth's surface, not by
penetrating it but by remaining always on the surface,

it has proved itself a valuable ally to the geologist, and
its use is superseding much of the costly boring and
drilling hitherto necessary in locating mineral de-

posits. Wherever such deposits differ sufficiently in

density from their surroundings, and are sufliciently

extensive to cause appreciable irregularities in the

gravitational field at the surface above them, the

balance not only registers their existence, but also

helps to determine their density, shape, extent, and

depth below the surface, so that, in favourable cir-

cumstances, a single boring may suffice to settle any
remaining doubts regarding the nature and size of the

deposit. In this work of exploring subterranean dis-

turbing masses, the same four ([uantities (U22—Ujj),

Ui2) U23, <ind Uj3 are employed, iiut the influence of all

known disturbing masses, and the normal field due to

the size and shape of the earth, must be calculated and

eliminated before accurate conclusions regarding the

unknown masses can be drawn. This may be a very

laborious and complicated process, and may even be

impossible in unfavourable regions, e.g., where there

are mountain ranges of an irregular character in the

vicinity.

In such regions, howe\er, the variations of strata as

regards character and shape are frequently sufficiently

apparent from surface indications to render the use of

the instrument unnecessary, so that the balance is of

most use where it is most accurate, namely, in regions

presenting a regular and comparatively unbroken

surface, but having important irregularities below the

surface.

In this work, certain simple combinations of

(U22 - Uji), U12, U23, Ui3, are more useful than the

masnitudes themselves. Those mainly used are S, R,

A, /x, where

tan
f).
= U2

U,:

R=-,.(l-^2

tan 2/\= -

2
~ Uji) sec 2A,

_2L'i2

U22-Uu-
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The magnitude S represents the " maximum gradient

of gravity in the horizontal surface," i.e., the maxi-

mum amount by which the vertical force of gravity is

increased as we proceed from the origin tlirough unit

distance in any direction in the horizontal surface, and
is obviously the resultant of U13 and U23, the gradients

in the direction O.v, Oy respectively. Also the direc-

tion of this maximum gradient is given by /x, ihe angle

which it makes with O.v.

The magnitude R is equal to the difference between

the reciprocals of the principal radii of curvature of

the level surface at 0, and is always positive. Thus,

if
f>j

is the least radius of curvature at 0, and p^ the

greatest,
j ,

R= ,

Pi P2

while A is the angle which the plane of greatest

radius of curvature, or least curvature, makes with the

plane O*':.

The work of survey consists in finding these values

S, R, X,
f).

at as many stations as possible, correcting

them for normal gravity effects and known irregu-

larities, and plotting the final values, representing

the maximum gradient S by an arrow drawn through

the station in the direction //, and proportional in

length to the magnitude of S, and indicating R by
another arrow in the direction A. The positions,

directions, and lengths of these arrows are then com-
pared with the corresponding arrows given by certain

simple mass distributions of which the effects can be

calculated, and the probable distribution corresponding

to the observed results is deduced.

To illustrate the gravitational effect of a sul)terranean

mass and the variation of the magnitudes measured

by the balance from point to point on the earth's

surface above such a deposit, we may consider the

simple case represented in Fig. 3. Here a horizontal

layer of matter, having a density greater by unity

than its surroundings, is bounded on the top and
bottom by horizontal surfaces at depths 200 and 300
metres below the earth's surface. The layer extends

to infinity in the north, east, and west directions, but

terminates at the south end in a vertical plane through

the east-west line. Let O be a point on the earth's

surface on the line where this vertical boundary meets
the latter, x'Ox the meridian through O, and Oc the
downwards vertical meeting the faces of the deposit
in A and B. Consider the force of gravity due to the
deposit alone—which is thus to be regarded as having
a density unity—at any point X on .v'O.r. The force

at X will be wholly in the plane .rOs, and the corre-
sponding potential surface through X will be a cylinder
having its axis perpendicular to this plane. In these
circumstances the magnitudes U,i, U,2, etc., specifying

Fig. 3.—Results for a simple case.

the disturbing field due to the deposit, can easily be

calculated. Moreover we have

and therefore

L 12 — L' 22 ~ L 23 ~ ^)

A = /x = or TT,

R = U„,

S=U,3.

In Fig. 3 the values of Ujj are plotted as ordinates

corresponding to the abscissae OX in the curve RRR,
and the values of Ujj in the curve SSS. It will be

noticed that the point O, vertically above the edge of

the deposit, is strongly marked in each curve by a

maximum on one and a zero value on the other. The
maximum \alue of S has a magnitude 53 x 10"* C.G.S.

units, and the maximum of R is 26 x 10 "^ units. Since

values of R and S as low as i x 10"* unit affect the

balance, it is apparent that the instrument would

readilv show the effects due to such a subterranean

deposit, and indicate its extremity.

""PHE exhibition recently opened at Gothenburg
i to celelirate the tercentenary of the founding

of that city by Gustavus Adolphus, with its display

of Swedish manufactures, is an eloquent reminder of

the part taken by Sweden in the development of

certain industries and also of the debt of the world

to Swedish men of science. Though she cannot lay

claim to mathematicians of the rank of Leibnitz,

Newton, or Euler, or to astronomers etjual to Galileo

or Herschcl, in chemistry and mineralogy .Sweden

has often led the way, and few countries can boast

of names more widely known than those of Bergmann,
Schcele, Gadolin, Berzelius, Xilson, ("leve, and
Arrhenius.

The rise of science in Sweden is generally traced

to Linnaeus, but it really had its foundation in the

middle of the seventeenth century. Like all the

western nations Sweden felt the influence of the dis-
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Science and Industry in Sweden.

coveries of ("opcmicus, Kepler, and Galileo, and one of

the objects the young and eccentric Queen Christina had

in view when she invited Descartes to her capital,

was to place him at the head of the academy she

proposed to establish. The plans of Christina, however,

came to nothing, for Descartes died in 1650 and four

years later she herself abdicated.

Sweden has a comparatively large territory but a

\erv limited population. Until recent times there were

bui two seats of learning, Uppsala and Lund. Both

are still small cities, the former having about 20,000

inhabitants, the latter some 4000 less. Uppsala is

about 40 miles north of Stockholm, while l.und is

not far from Malmo in the extreme south. Lund
University was founded in 1666, Uppsala in 1476.

It was in Uppsala that Swedish science had its birth,

and there it has found its principal home. Johann
Gestrin and Magnus Celsius (1621-1679) were among
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the mathematicians of Uppsala during the se\'enteenth

century, the former being the author of a commentar>'
on Euclid and works on astronomy and mechanics.
The grandson of the latter, Magnus Celsius, was
Anders Celsius (i 701-1744) who accompanied Clairaut
and Maupertuis on their degree-measuring expedition
to Lapland. To him we are indebted for the Centigrade
thermometer. For some years he was professor of

astronomy at Uppsala.
The great Swedenborg (1688-1772), the learned

Klingenstierna (1698-1785), Martin Stroemer (1707-
1770), Peter Elvius (1710-1749), and Peter Wargentin
(17 1 7-1 783) were all either students or professors at

Uppsala, as was Melanderhjelm (1726-1810), whom
Brougham met when he attended a meeting of the
Royal Academy of Sciences at Stockholm in 1799.
Klingenstierna was the discoverer of the fact that
refraction of light could be produced without colour

;

Stroemer made the first Swedish translation of Euclid,
while Wargentin devoted much of his life to a study
of Jupiter's satellites and was associated with Lacaille

in his work on the parallax of the moon. He was also

the first director of the observatory at Stockholm
founded in 1759 largely through the instrumentality
of the capable and public-spirited administrator,
Claude Grill (1704-1767).
Of all the men of science connected with Uppsala

the place of honour must be given to Linnseus, whose
tomb is in the Cathedral there. Whether we think
of him as a boy watching the bees and flowers in his

father's beautiful garden at Rashult, as the budding
botanist at the school at Wexio, or as the struggling
student first at Lund and then at Uppsala, or again
as the intrepid explorer in the wilds of Lapland, we are
impressed with his untiring energy and his singleness

of purpose. Born in 1707, at the age of twent)'-three
Linnaeus became an assistant professor at LTppsala,

but the years 1735 to 1738 he spent in travel. In
Holland he became the friend of Boerhaave and worked
in the garden of the wealthy Cliffort, near Haarlem.
He also visited England, France, and Germany, and
it was during this time he brought out the first edition

of his " Systema Natura." Returning to Sweden he
was made the president of the newly founded Academy
of Sciences at Stockholm, and in 1741 became professor
of anatomy at Uppsala, where he died on January 10,

1778. With his never-ceasing industry he combined
a passionate love of order, and it has been said that
thus " he was able to serve his own generation with
great effect, to methodise the labour of naturalists,

to devise useful expedients for lightening their toil,

and to apply scientific knowledge to the practical

purposes of life."

Contemporary with Linnaeus, but occupied with
a different branch of science, was Johann Wallerius
(i 709-1 785), the writer of many scientific books and
for a long time professor of chemistry, metallurgy,
and pharmacy. It was to his chair that Bergmann
succeeded in 1767. A native of West Gothland,
where he was born in 1735, Bergmann as a student
came under the influence of Linnaeus and passed
nearly the whole of his life at Uppsala. He was one
of the earliest chemists to deal with chemical problems
in a strictly scientific manner, and he was the pioneer
of systematic chemical analysis. Holding his chair
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until his death in 1784, he counted among his pupils

Johann Gahn (1745-1818), who added manganese
to the list of elements and instructed Berzelius in the

use of the blowpipe, and Johann Gadolin (i 760-1852).

Gadolin became a professor at the university of Abo,
then belonging to Sweden, and- to him Finland was
indebted for the introduction of a knowledge of the

discoveries of Lavoisier and the other French chemists.

The town and university of Abo were destroyed by
fire in 1827, but when visited by Bishop Heber, the

writer of the hymn " From Greenland's icy mountains,"

in 1805, he described it as " a place possessing an

archbishop, fifteen professors, three hundred students,

a ruined castle, a whitewashed cathedral, and certainly

the most northerly university in Europe."
Gadolin had been a candidate for the chair left

vacant by the death of Bergmann, but this was given

to Afzelius (1755-1837). Bergmann's greatest con-

temporary was undoubtedly Scheele. Seven years

younger than Bergmann, Scheele began life as an
apprentice in Gothenburg. From Gothenburg he

removed to Malmo, then to Stockholm and to Uppsala,

and finally settled at Koping where he purchased a

business. It was here he made his great discovery

of oxygen. Endowed with a genius for resolving the

most obscure chemical reactions, Scheele stands

almost unrivalled for the number and value of his

discoveries. He died two years after Bergmann, and
his statue now adorns the Swedish capital.

Though, with the death of Bergmann and of Scheele,

the progress of chemical discovery slackened some-
what, the greatest of Swedish chemists had yet to

appear. Berzelius, who stands beside Linnaeus in

the roll of Swedish science, was born in 1779, a year

after Davy. In 1 798—the year Davy went as assistant

to Beddoes at Clifton—Berzelius became an assistant

to the medical superintendent at Medvi. While

Davy was establishing his reputation at the Royal

Institution, Berzelius as a professor of medicine was
gaining the admiration of Stockholm, and on Davy's

death in 1829 he was recognised as the leading chemist

in the world. Sir William Ramsay once remarked
tjiat he believed that since the time of Boyle none

had done more for the advancement of chemistry

than had Berzelius. His kitchen laboratory at Stock-

holm was as famous as that of Lord Kelvin in the

cellar beneath the old College of Glasgow. Dulong,

Mitscherlich, Gmelin, Gustav and Heinrich Rose

were all taught there by the great master, and Wohler

has fortunately left a description of it. " The labora-

tory," he said, " consisted of two ordinary rooms

furnished in the simplest possible manner ; there

were no furnaces or draught places, neither gas nor

water supply. In one of these rooms were two common
deal tables ; at one of these Berzelius worked, the

other was intended for me. On the walls were a few

cupboards for reagents ; in the middle was a mercury

trough, while the glass blower's lamp stood on the

hearth. In addition was a sink, where the despotic

Anna, the cook, had daily to clean the apparatus."

When in 1833 Berzelius married, the King of Sweden
wrote of him, " Sweden and the whole world were

debtors to the man whose entire life had been devoted

to pursuits as useful to all as they were glorious to

his native country."
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Berzelius died in 1848, and the torch of chemistry

has been handed on by worthy successors such as Lars

Fredrik Nilson (1840-1899) and Per Theodor Cleve

(1840-1905), while to-day science in Sweden has no
more illustrious name than that of Svante Arrhenius,

the originate r of the theory of electrolytic dissociation

and the director of the Xobel Institute of Physics,

who began his career in the old uni\-ersity where
Bergmann had taught.

While chemistry in particular has flourished in Sweden,
other sciences have by no means been neglected. In

all that appertains to the sea and fisheries, to agricul-

ture and forestrj-, and to exploration, much valuable

work has been done. One of the meetings to be held

at Gothenburg this summer is the Congress of Scandi-

navian Naturalists. In astronomy, in physics, and
in geology, Sweden has also played her part. Uppsala
has possessed an observatory since about 1730, and
during the nineteenth century this was directed by
Gustav Svanberg (1801-1882), Herman Schultz (1823-

1890), known for his micrometrical measurements of

nebulae, and by Nils Christophr Duner (i 839-1914),
who devoted himself to a study of stellar spectra and
in 1892 received the Rumford Medal of the Royal
Society. Another well-known astronomer was Hugo
Gylden (1841-1896), for more than twenty years head
of the Stockholm observatory, where Backlund was
his pupil. Anders Jonas Angstrom (1814-1874) began
his career in the Swedish observatories, but his great

work on the solar spectrum was done while he held

the chair of physics at Uppsala to which he was
appointed after the death of Adolph Svanberg (1806-

1857). Angstrom's successors, Tobias Thalen (1827-

1905) and Knut Johan Angstrom (1857-1910), were
also distinguished workers in spectroscopy, while it

was said that Thalen's magnetometer was in use in

every iron mine of importance in Sweden.
Geological studies in Sweden may be said to have

been begun with the writings of Urban Iliarne (1641-

1724), physician to the king, who in 1694 published

his views on the history of the earth. Some of the

earliest geological maps of Sweden were prepared by
Gustav Hermelin (1744-1820) a student of Uppsala
and an officer in the Swedish mining service. Geo-
logical surveys of Norway and Sweden were inaugur-

ated in 1858. Among the directors have been Otto
Torell (1828-1900) and Alfred Tornebohm (1838-

1911). In a countrj- possessing rich mineral deposits,

the work of these geologists has been of the greatest

value.

Apart from agriculture, which still employs about
half the population of 6,000,000, the main industries

of Sweden depend on the iron mines, the magnificent
forests, and the ample water power. The manufacture
of wood pulp and the timber trade have grown
enormously. At one time Sweden was the principal

iron-producing country in the world. Though to-day
her position in this respect is much more modest, the
quality of her iron is still unrivalled. The steam
engine was introduced into Sweden by the Swedish
man of letters, Abraham Edelcrantz (1754-1821),
while the first marine engine was made by Samuel
Owen, whose bust has been placed in the Gothenburg
Exhibition together with a model of the engine he
built. In the field of shipbuilding Sweden has done
much pioneering work, and at one time no writings

on naval architecture were more highly esteemed in

England than those of Chapman (1721-1808), who
was a native of Gothenburg. The famous engineer
and naval architect, John Ericsson, was a Swede, and
began work on the Gota Canal, which had been first

sur\-eyed by Swedenborg, but was built to the plans
of the British engineer Telford. Ericsson was in

England from 1826 to 1839; he then emigrated to the

United States and it was there that he produced the

Monitor which during the civil war sa\ed the North.
After his death in 1889, Ericsson's body was sent to

Sweden in an American warship, and it now lies at

Filipstad in the beautiful Wermland district.

Many Swedish civil and mechanical engineers have
gained a world wide - reputation. Nordenfelt, who
died in 1920, was one of the pioneers of the submarine,
Goransson, who died in 1900, assisted in perfecting

Bessemer's great invention, while Fredrik Kjellin

(1872-1910) was a pioneer of the electric steel industry.

Of the three brothers Nobel, it was Alfred Bernhard
Nobel (1833-1896) who first produced dynamite and
afterwards left more than a million sterling to found
the Nobel prizes. The list could be lengthened consider-

ably, but few names have stood higher than that of

Gustav de Laval (1845-1913), whose cream separators

are to be found in use all over the world ; he is also

widely known as the inventor of the de Laval steam
turbine, the first patent for which was taken out in

1884, the same year that the Parsons turbine was
patented. De Laval, it may be added, was a student
and graduate of Uppsala University, and was thus
one of the makers of modem Sweden who laid the

foundation of their knowledge in the ancient university

where Swedish science had its birth.

Current Topics and Events,

An important paper by Prof. Georges Dreyer, of

Oxford, in the last number of the British Journal
of Experimental Pathology has been the subject of

widespread comment, as, apparently, it is likely to

inaugurate a new era in the specific treatment of

infective disease, and particularly of tuberculosis.

It is a matter of common knowledge that the
" tuberculins " hitherto employed have not been
completely successful against the highly resistant

bacillus of tuberculosis. Dreyer's main thesis—and
it is supported by a mass of accurate experimental
evidence—is that the relative failure of certain

vaccine preparations is due to the presence in some
bacteria of various lipoidal substances which, cover-

ing or incorporated with the protoplasm of the

microbe, offer a considerable protection to the latter,

so that it is able to escape the destructive bactericidal

and other antibodies which are evoked by the host

in response to the infection. By a process consisting

essentially of the extraction of the lipoids, the
" defatted " bacteria have been found not only to

preserve their antigenic properties, but also the

latter are actually enhanced when compared side

by side with antigens which still preserve their
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lipoids. The bulk of Dreyer's work refers to tubercle

bacillus, and there can be no doubt that, so far as

this microbe is concerned, he has proved his point

experimentally. From his protocols he appears to

have done what has not been done before, namely,

the arrest, clinical and histological, of tubercle in

guinea - pigs. It has always been felt that any

method which could bring this about offered great

hopes in the treatment of tuberculosis. It is necessarj',

however, at this stage to adopt an attitude of caution

as regards the treatment of human pulmonary

tuberculosis, for it will be a long time, probably

years, before the full value of the method can be

assessed

.

• In the issue of Science for May i8 prominence

is given to a communication entitled " Problems in

the Field of Animal Nutrition," issued by the sub-

committee on Animal Nutrition of the United States

National Research Council. The paper is an endeavour

to indicate problems and fields of research worthy of

study in relation to animal nutrition. It is note-

worthy that under this heading are included such

diverse subjects as human dietetics, animal and

forage husbandry, judging and food requirements of

farm animals, and diet in relation to reproduction.

There are undoubtedly great advantages in describing

and defining the objects of scientific research, but it

is, perhaps, permissible to stress the fact that, in the

last resort, the organisation of research depends

upon the supply, and, what in this connexion may
be termed, the " nutrition," of qualified scientific

workers ! So far as Great Britain is concerned, it

would appear that the majority of the problems

indicated (with the exception, perhaps, of the scientific

judging of farm animals) are the subject of study in

one quarter or another. For example, at Cambridge

great additions to the knowledge of nutrition continue

to be made at the School of Bio-chemistry under

Prof. Gowland Hopkins, and at the School of Agri-

culture, under Prof. T. B. Wood, workers on nutritional

calorimetry and the physiology of reproduction

continue to make progress. The most prominent

consideration, however, before workers on the scien-

tific aspects of nutrition in Great Britain is the need

for the careful study of what may be termed the

balance of essential food substances, as distinct from

the absolute amounts of each of such, and it would

appear that a great deal has still to be learned as

to the interplay in nutrition between the relative

quantity of proteins, carbohydrates, minerals, and

even vitamins, which may be contained in diets, both

in health and disease. On the applied side of the

subject, the ultimate (and most difficult) problem is,

undoubtedly, how effectively to introduce science

into a subject so much at the mercy of fashion and

prejudice as the feeding of animals.

A PAPER by G. McCready Price on " The Fossils as

Age-markers in Geology " (Princeton Theological

Review, vol. 20, p. 585, 1922) affords interesting

evidence, even in its place of origin, of the campaign

that is being carried on in the United States against

the recognition of organic evolution. The author

states that he is a geologist, who has convinced him-
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self that no true sequence of faunas is traceable in the

rocks, and that zoological provinces may have existed

in which trilobites, nummulites, and ammonites lived

simultaneously in various portions of the globe. The
apparent absence of eroded surfaces between stratified

series that are judged, by thSir fossil contents, to

differ widely in their age is regarded as a proof that

no gap in the sequence has occurred. On this matter
the author should study L. F. Noble's paper on the

succession in the Grand Caiion of Arizona, which was
recently noticed in Nature (April 7, p. 480). It is

alleged that thrust-planes and reversals by folding

have been called in as explanations by those who still

cling to the views put forward by William Smith. It

may be noted that the pioneers in the establishment

of faunal sequences had no concern with doctrines

of evolution ; but Mr. Price states that those geologists

who are " acquainted with scientific methods " have
recently changed their views and accept a " new
geology." When we find that the new geology

accounts for an imaginary mingling of strata by the

occurrence of a universal deluge, we realise that its

scientific outlook is not younger than that of the

Chaldees.

The Albert Medal of the Ro^^al Society of Arts,

which was instituted in 1862 as a memorial of the

Prince Consort, and is given annually for " distin-

guished merit in promoting Arts, Manufactures, or

Commerce," has been awarded this year in duplicate

by the council, with the approval of the president,

H.R.H. the Duke of Connaught, to Sir David Bruce

and Sir Ronald Ross, in recognition of the eminent

services thev have rendered to the economic develop-

ment of the world by their achievements in biological

research and the study of tropical diseases.

At a meeting held recently at the Mansion House,

a committee was formed with the object of providing

a national memorial to the late Sir Ernest Shackleton.

The aim is to establish some suitable memorial of

a permanent nature, but the first object of the

committee will be to provide for the education of

Sir E. Shackleton 's children and to take his place

in supporting his mother. The balance that remains,

after meeting these two obligations, will be devoted

to the encouragement of exploration. The hon.

treasurer of the memorial fund is Mr. Howard
Button, 61/62 Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.C.2.

Subscriptions may be sent to him or to any branch

of the National Provincial and Union Bank of

England.

In order to commemorate the late Dr. W. S.

Bruce, the polar explorer, a Bruce Memorial prize

has been founded by subscription among his friends

and admirers. The prize, which will take the form

of a bronze medal and money award, is to be given

from time to time for notable contributions to

natural science in the nature of new knowledge

resulting from personal visits to polar regions. The

prize will be open to workers of all nationalities,

with a preference for young men at the outset of

their careers as investigators. Arrangements are

being made to leave the selection of the recipients
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of the prize to a representative committee in Edin-

burgh. Further subscriptions will still be welcomed
by the hon. treasurer, Mr. A. N. G. Aitken, 37 Queen
Street, Edinburgh.

The resignation is announced of Sir George Beilby

after nearly seven years' voluntary service as director

of fuel research and chairman of the Fuel Research

Board under the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research, which was established in 1917
to investigate the nature, preparation, and utilisa-

tion of fuel of all kinds. Dr. C. H. Lander has been

appointed director of fuel research, and Sir Richard

Threlfall, a present member of the Board, to be

chairman. The Hon. Sir Charles Parsons will

continue as a member of the Board for a further

period. Sir George Beilby retains his membership
of the Advisory Council of the Department, and has

consented to act as honorary adviser to the Board.

The following have been appointed additional

members of the Board : Mr. R. A. Burrows, Sir

John Cadman, Dr. Charles Carpenter, Mr. Samuel
Tagg, Sir James Walker, and Prof. R. V. Wheeler.

In his recent presidential address to the Institute

of Physics, Sir J. J. Thomson gave some account

of the work he saw during his recent visit to America
in the research departments of some of the great

manufacturing firms. These laboratories were estab-

lished in the face of considerable opposition, but

now the unanimous opinion appears to be that the

research department is one of the most profitable

in manufacturing concerns, and, however great the

necessity for economy, its cost would be the last to

be reduced. The scale of the laboratories is far

greater than anything in Great Britain, and much
of the work carried out is not merely what may be

called development work, but is fundamental scientific

work, worthy of a university laboratory. On the

other hand, the American universities do not seem
dcsigneil to produce a large number of men qualified

to take up advanced research work. For example,

few of the science students have the necessary

equipment in mathematics, and the stern training

which a good honours man in a great English univeisity

has to go tlirough appears to be unknown. The
system is doubtless good for the average man, but
a successful research institute requires something
more than the average man : it needs men with
high scientific knowledge. In this regard. Great
Britain has a distinct advantage which is sorely

needed if it is to hold its own in competition.

THii annual conversazione of the Institution of

Electrical Engineers will be held at the Natural
History Museum, Cromwell Road, S.W., on Thursday,

June 28, at 8.30 p.m.

It is announced in the Times that Sir E. Wallis
Budge, keeper of Egyptian and Assyrian antiquities

at the British Museum, has been elected a foreign

correspondent associate of the Lisbon Academy of

Sciences.

A REPLic.\ of the portrait of Benjamin Harrison,

painted a short time before his death by Mr. Cyril

Chitty of Ightham, has been purchased by private
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subscription and presented to the Maidstone Museum.
It has been placed in the room in which selected

examples of Mr. Harrison's flint implements are

exhibited.

The annual general meeting of the Institution of

Gas Engineers is to be held on June 26-28 in the City
Hall, Belfast. At the first session of the meeting
the Birmingham medal will be presented to Mr. W.
Doig Gibb, and Mr. J. D. Smith, engineer and manager
of the Corporation Gas Works, Belfast, will deliver

his presidential address. A number of reports and
papers will be presented to the meeting and discussed.

" National Baby Week " will be observed on
July 1-7, and we have received from the National
Baby Week Council (117 Piccadilly, W.i) pamphlets
explaining the object of baby week and how to
organise a baby week celebration, and dealing with
the activities of the Council. The Council desires

to promote in the widest sense the safeguarding of
infant life.

It is stated in the British Medical Journal that
Dr. Kleiweg de Zwaar, of Amsterdam, has instituted

a triennial prize of the value of 2500 francs, which
will be awarded for the first time in 1924 for the
best work in physical or prehistoric anthropology
during the preceding three years. Candidates should
appl>' before November i to the Secretary', licole

d'Anthropologie, 15 rue de I'Ecole de Medecine,
Paris.

The Society of Glass Technology has issued a
provisional programme for its visit to France on
June 30-July 6. The details of the meeting are
being arranged by M. Delloye, of the Glaceries de
St. Gobain, Chauny, and Cirey, and visits to a number
of glass factories in and near Paris are promised.
On July 2 there will be a joint meeting for the
presentation and discussion of papers with the
French Society of Civil Engineers, and it is hoped
that Prof. H. le Chatelier will address the meeting.

The centenary of the death of the famous horologist,

.\braham Louis Breguet, will be celebrated in Paris

on October 22-27, by an exhibition of his works at
the Musee Galliera, a special meeting at the Sorbonne,
and a reception at the Hotel de Ville. The Congres
National de Chronometrie will also meet in Paris in

October, under the honorary presidency of M. Baillaud,

director of the Paris Observatory, and of General
Sebert. Besides discussing general questions relating

to chronometry, the congress will aim at the formation
of a Chronometrie Union under the direction of the
International Research Council.

Through the great generosity of Mr. Charles
Heape, of Rochdale, the Manchester Museum will

shortly come into possession of a fine collection of

native implements, ornaments, and weapons, which
will add greatly to the value of the ethnological

collection that it already possesses. The bulk of

the specimens are drawn from the Pacific, but the
collection also contains some objects from the Eskimo
and from Egypt. The collection has been catalogued
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by. Messrs. Heape and Edge-Partingtx>n, and the

catalogue was printed some time ago, and issued

privately. It would be of great advantage to

ethnology if, some day, this invaluable source of

information should be reissued, if necessary by

subscription. The collection contains a representa-

tive set of Polynesian weapons. There are also

many examples of shell-work, especially of mother-

of-pearl, which should be of great interest, and

much that will be of considerable use to the student

of ornament. When the exhibits are classified and

exhibited they will form an excellent foundation

for the study of the material culture of Oceania.

At a recent meeting of the council of the Royal

Agricultural Society, some account was given of the

work in hand by the Society's Research Committee.

Experiments are in progress in Leicestershire to

test the value of basic slags and other fertilisers as

measured by the increase in weight of cattle and

sheep. Silage is to be made in clamps or pits at

Cambridge and tower ensilage in East Suffolk, and

the products are to be used next winter as feed for

dairy cows ; the effects of the silage on the yield

and quality of the milk will be watched. Pig-feeding

is also being investigated at Cambridge, where

experiments will be made on the effects of grinding,

soaking, and cooking on the nutritive value of maize'

and on feeding with barley and potatoes, while

similar trials will be made at the Harper-Adams
Agricultural College on the value of home-grown

products ; in each case, the weight of flesh produced

as well as its quality, will be investigated. The
Research Committee of the Royal Agricultural

Society is doing valuable work in thus supplementing

the investigations carried out at research institutes

and aiding in bridging the gap between the research

worker and the practical farmer.

The Society Franfaise de Physique celebrates this

year the fiftieth anniversary of its foundation, and

to mark the event the Society is organising a National

Physical and Wireless Exhibition which will be held

in the Grand Palais, Paris, on November 30-December

17, concurrently with the Aeronautical Exhibition.

The list of patrons, headed by the president of the

Republic and the chiefs of the various ministries,

includes leading personalities of the French scientific

and industrial world. A guarantee fund of one

million francs has been subscribed by eighty-two

firms and individuals. The exhibition, which will

embrace the principal scientific and industrial applica-

tions of physics, is to be divided into the following

sections : Experimental physics ; retrospective dis-

play of physical apparatus ; radio-telegraphy and
telephony ; vacuum. X-ray and thermionic tubes

;

biological physics, physiology ; telegraphy, telephony,

signalling ; various industrial and domestic applications

of electricity ; electro-chemistry ; electric cables ; glass,

porcelain and other insulating materials ; optics

;

photography, cinematography ; illumination ; rarefied

and compressed gases ; heating ; metallurgy ; acoustics
;

measuring and control apparatus; and instruction,

books, reviews.
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The forthcoming meeting in London of the Inter-

national Association of Navigation Congresses is an

event of outstanding importance in shipping and port

circles. The Congress will be held on July 2-July 6,

and will be attended by numerous and influential

delegates from all over the \\T>rld, many of whom
are contributing reports on matters of which they

have expert knowledge. It is the thirteenth meeting

of the Association ; normally a congress is held every

third year, but the regular sequence was broken by
the War. The last meeting was at Philadelphia in

1912 ; consequently much interest and importance

attaches to the revival of the gatherings after a lapse

of more than ten years. The King has graciously

accepted the position of patron ; Lord Desborough
is president, and there is a strong and influential

British organisation committee. The subjects to be

discussed include the following : [a) Inland naviga-

tion : the utilisation of waterways for the production

of power and its consequences and applications ;

the influence of surface waters and subterranean

sheets of water on the flow of rivers ; and estimation

of the water consumed for navigation and irrigation

purposes, and the portion returned to the subter-

ranean sheet of water, (fc) Ocean navigation : the

accommodation to be provided for ships in order to

satisfy the future dimensions of vessels ; mechanical

equipment of ports ; concrete and reinforced concrete

:

their applications to hydraulic works ; means to assure

their preservation and their water-tightness ; the use

of liquid fuel for navigation and its consequences ; the

utilisation of tides for the production of power for the

working and lighting of ports ; and the principal

advances made recently in lighting, beaconing, and
signalling of coasts, and standardisation (unification)

of the languages of maritime signals.

The Museums Association will meet at the Guild-

hall, Hull, on July 9-13. On Tuesday morning,

July 10, there will be an ofiicial welcome by the

Lord Mayor, and the president, Mr. T. Sheppard,
will give an address on " The Place of the Small
iSIuseum." Later, at the Hull Luncheon Club, the

delegates will be entertained, and the president will

give an address on " The Evolution of a Yorkshire-

man." A number of papers will be read upon
various aspects of museum work, and there will be
numerous social functions and visits to places of

interest. On Friday morning, July 13, there' will

be an address on " American Museums " by a delegate

from the American Museum of Natural History,

New York, and also cinematograph exhibitions. In

the afternoon one section will visit York and will

be entertained by the Yorkshire Philosophical

Society in the grounds there ; another party will

sail for Copenhagen on the s.s. Spero, and from a
preliminary programme received from Dr. C. M. C.

Mackeprang, of the National Museum at Copenhagen,
it appears that the members will be received on
Monday morning, July 16, at the National Museum
and inspect the National Collections ; they will be
then entertained to lunch in the Museum. In the
afternoon they will visit Rosenborg Castle and later

will attend a reception at the Town Hall. On
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Tuesday, visits will be paid to Thorvaldseu's Museum
and the Museum of Applied Art. In the afternoon

the National Art Gallery and the Zoological Museum
will be visited, and later there wUl be a trip in the

Danish Expeditionary ship Dana, which is under the

charge of Dr. Petersen. On Wednesday. July i8, there

will be a visit to the Open-Air Museum at Lyngby,
a visit to the Natural History Museum in Frederiks-

borg Castle, where the members will be entertained

to lunch, and later a visit to the famous castle at

Elsinore. On the following day the members will

visit the Glyptotheke, returning to Hull by the

s.s. Spero on the same evening.

Mr. I. H. N. Evans, of the Federated Malay States

Museums, Taiping, hjis written, lor appearance with

the Cambridge University Press, " Studies in Religion,

Folk-lore, and Custom in British North Borneo and
the Malay Peninsula," giving the results of research

carried out in the years 1910-21. The same house

will publish in the summer "The Banyankole," by
the Rev. J. Roscoe. It will form the second part of

the report of the Mackie Ethnological Expedition to

Central Africa.

In the chairman's report of the National Illumina-

tion Committee for 1922, now issued in pamphlet

form, it is stated that the provisional definitions of

photometric terms and units have now been adopted,

and form the basis of a series to be issued shortly by
the British Engineering Standards Association. The
latter body has been invited to form a sectional com-

mittee on illumination. Reference is also made to the

committee which is investigating the subject of motor-

headlights, and, as a preliminary to suggestions, is con-

sidering the recommendations already made in other

countries. The pamphlet contains an official transla-

tion of the French text of the photometric definitions.

Our Astronomical Column.

Announcement of a New Comet.—Mr \V. N.
Abbot, the British schoolboy in Athens who recently

announced the brightening of Beta Ceti, now reports

the discovert' of a comet on June 12. The Right
Ascension is given as 1$^ 13'" 4", and the Declination

53" 26' N., in the constellation Draco. .\s the tele-

gram is not quite in the regular form, there is some
doubt whether the Declination may not be the com-
plement of the above, that is, 36° 34'. No further

information is at present to hand.

Proposed Soi.ar Observatory in Australia.—
This observatory has now been planned for several

years ; a message, dated April 17, from Melbourne to

the Times indicates that the arrangements are making
considerable progress. The site has been chosen at

Mount Stromlo, near Canberra, the federal capital.

Prof. Duffield, of University College, Reading, was
then in Australia and was being consulted, together
with the Astronomer Royal and Prof. Turner, on the
question of the selection of a director. It was pro-

posed that the new director, when selected, should be
given an opportunity of visiting, among other observa-
tories, the solar observatory on Mount Wilson. As that
observatory takes the leading place in researches on
solar physics, it is obvious that the director of the
new observatory should be intimately acquainted with
its methods, and should arrange a programme of work
that would supplement the results obtained there. As
the two observatories are some 90° apart in longitude,

the Avistraiian station could continue the record of

interesting outbursts after sunset in California.

Photometric Observations of the Planet
Mercury.—It is of considerable importance to
measure the brightness of this elusive little planet,

since the result has a considerable bearing on the
estimate we form of the condition of its surface. The
conditions for doing so are much easier in the tropics,

owing to the shorter twilight, the prevalence of
clearer skies, and the greater altitude of the planet.

Mr. J. Hopmann, who visited Christmas Island for

the recent eclipse, utilised the occasion to compare
Mercury with neighbouring stars (Arcturus, Spica,
Procyon, Regulus, Deneb, Denebola, etc.) and the
planets Saturn and Jupiter. On September 5 it wjis

brighter than Saturn by a whole magnitude, on
November 5 even brighter than Jupiter, which was,
however, lower down. It was seen at Malta on
November 15 when only 12° from the sun.
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Mr. Hopmann has reduced his observations to

distance of Mercury from the sun 0387 1, from the
earth 10, and obtains the formula -0711 mag.
+ 0-03582 mag. (a -50°), a being the phase angle

sun-\Iercury-earth. The first term was given as

-0-998 mag. by Miiller and Jost, their second term
being practically the same as his. In other words, he
makes the planet a quarter of a magnitude fainter,

thus indicating a still lower albedo, and a condition

of surface probably approximating to that of the moon
(Astr. Nachr. 5220).

Photographic Studies of Nebul/e.—Mr. J. C.

Duncan contributes his third paper on the studies

of the form and structure of nebula; from photo-
graphs made with the loo-inch and 60-inch reflectors

and the lo-inch Cooke refractor in the years 1920 to

1922 to the Astrophysical Journal (vol. 57, No. 3).

The previous papers appeared in volumes 51, p. 4, and

53. P- 392, of the same journal. The present com-
munication is accompanied by eleven excellently

reproduced plates. Evidence of the existence of

dark nebulosity is found in N.G.C. 1977, M 78, the

Trifid nebula, the dark objects Barnard 72, 92, 93,
and 133, and the American nebula. Of great interest

is N.G.C. 4038-4039, a bright spiral of unique form
with faint extensions of extraordinary appearance.

In a field the size of the full moon in Coma Berenices,

the loo-inch telescope photographs no less than 319
small nebula;. The object N.G.C. 6822 is found to be
a mixture of stars and small nebula; resembling the

magellanic clouds.

In examining these reproductions taken with the

great loo-inch mirror, one cannot but recall and
admire the line photographs which Dr. Isaac Roberts
took with his small mirror of only 20-inches aperture.

To take a case in point, it is interesting to com-
pare the reproduction of the nebula N.G.C. 1977
in Orion taken with the loo-inch mirror with
Roberts's reproduction in plate 17 in his volume of
" Photographs of stars, star-clusters and nebulae,"

taken in 1889 and published in 1893. The exposure
for Roberts's photograph was 3 hours 25 minutes,

while that with the loo-inch was 5 hours 40 minutes.

There is very little difference between these photo-

graphs except the sharpness of the details and the

greater contrast in light and shade, which in the

100-inch reproduction has been secured purposely by
repeated copying.
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Research Items.

Ethnology of Malta and Gozo.—In the Journal
of the Royal Anthropological Institute (vol. lit.,

1922) Mr. L. H. Dudley Buxton pubhshes an ex-
haustive essay on the ethnology of Malta and Gozo.
The skulls discovered in the course of excavation and
examination of the existing population lead to some
interesting conclusions. The First Race, the Mega-
lith builders, are certainly akin to the early and
present inhabitants of North Africa, Sicily, Corsica,
Sardinia, and Spain, all belonging to the Mediterranean
races. Their successors, the Second Race, exhibit
Armenoid characteristics, and were probably immi-
grants from the eastern Mediterranean. Their arrival
probably occurred towards the end of the Bronze or
in the Early Iron Age. Armenoids with an admixture
of Mediterranean blood, they probably came to Malta
from Carthage. They may have destroyed the
previous inhabitants, or they may have pursued
methods of peaceful penetration. At any rate,
they established themselves firmly in Malta, and all

later introduction of foreign blood has failed to raise
the variation. In later times there have been local
variations, but the differences between Malta and Gozo
are not greater than the differences between the
general population of Malta and at least one, and
possibly more, of the more isolated villages.

Treatment of Leprosy.—In a recent lecture
delivered to the Royal Society of Arts and published
in the Journal of the Society for May 18, p. 452, Sir
Leonard Rogers dealt with the problem of leprosy.
He estimates that at least three million lepers exist.
The disease is communicable, though its infectivitv
is very slight, and isolation of the infective cases is

the only practical preventive measure. Hitherto no
effective treatment has been known ; but during the
last few years, and largely through the researches of
Sir Leonard Rogers, certain derivatives of chaul-
moogra oil, an old Indian remedy for tuberculosis and
leprosy, have been found to exert a beneficial action,
and many of the treated cases have lost all signs of the
disease and appear to be cured.

GlARDIAS living IN MaN AND OTHER ANIMALS.
Giardia Lamblia is a well-known protozoan parasite
of the human intestine, and other similar parasites
are met with in the intestinal tract of the rabbit, dog,
and tadpole. It has been supposed, therefore, that
man may become infected from these lower animals.
In order to throw some light on this question, the
various species have been critically examined by
R. W. Hegner (Atnerican Joiirn. of Hygiene, vol. ii..

No. 4, pp. 435 and 442). G. duode iialis horn, the rahhit
and G. cams from the dog are considered to exhibit
such differences in size, form, and structural details as
to constitute species distinct from each other and from
G. Lamblia. G. agilis from the tadpole is more like
G. Lamblia than the two others, but is sufficiently
different to constitute a distinct species. G. alata,
another giardia from the tadpole described by Kunstler
and Gineste, is considered to be identical with G. agilis.

Cancer in Plants.—The exhaustive researches of
Erwin F. Smith, of Washington, in the pathology of
crown gall in plants have led liim repeatedly to
emphasise the resemblances between the abnormal
growths which may be produced in plants by the
experimental inoculation of Bacterium tumefaciens
and malignant tumours in animals. According to
his view, which is shared by Jensen, the bacteria
provide the stimulus at the beginning of the disease,
which is then continued by the stimulated but
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uninfected cells behaving as parasitic cells similar
to cancer cells. A careful re-investigation of the
facts by W. Robinson and H. \Yalkden in Manchester
{Annals of Botany, vol. cxlvi., 1923, p. 299) does not,
however, bear out this interpretation. They find
that the careful examination of serial sections usually
reveals the relatively close proximity of the causal
bacteria to the proliferating tissues, and that there
is no evidence tliat the cells continue to grbw in
an abnormal way when they are removed from the
immediate influence of the bacterium. The analogy
with animal cancer, in their view, wholly breaks
down.

Fruit-growing in North Carolina.—Supple-
ment No. 19 to the U.S. Monthly Weather Review
contains a discussion by Mr. Henry J. Cox, meteor-
ologist, on " Thermal Belts and Fruit-growing in

North Carolina," and an Appendix by Mr. W. N.
Hutt, former State Horticulturist, on " Thermal
Belts from the Horticultural View-point." The
whole subject is treated with minute detail, specially

screened temperature observations having been taken
at se\'eral fruit orchards and at different positions
on the slopes of the same orchard. The subject is

well illustrated by plates and diagrams, and the results

obtained are scientifically manipulated. Minimum
temperature and its duration are the chief factors

involved in the growing of fruit. Valley floors

must in nearly all cases be avoided unless means are
available for orchard heating, since on critical nights
of temperature inversion the thermometer at the
bottom of valleys often falls 15° or 20° F., and some-
times even 25° or 30° F., lower than higher up on
the slope. Dense vegetation is responsible for great
loss of heat tlirough radiation, and a cultivated
orchard is therefore warmer than one planted in

grass. The topography of a region is paramount.
The Appendix shows the differences of temperature
at 16 stations, and a summary of the horticultural

data, such as first bloom, full bloom, and bloom all

shed, of apples and peaches, with the cause and
date of injurj- where experienced, and the jdeld.

Much of the damage sustained is due to cold-air
traps or frost pockets. In some years a heavy
yield of grapes is secured, while apples are a failure,

this being due to the later blooming period of grapes.
The apple tree is normally an alternate bearer, and
the heavy drain on the energies of the trees one year
is usually followed by a weaker bud development
and lighter crop the following season.

Miocene Cichlid Fish from Haiti.—Prof. T. D. A.
Cockerell describes and figures under the name of

Cichlasoma woodringi, n. sp., an interesting fossil

fish from the Miocene of Haiti (Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus.,
vol. Ixiii. art. 7). Cichlid fish abound in South and
Central America and in tropical Africa, while fossil

representatives have been found in Algeria (Palaeo-

chromis) and in the Eocene of Wyoming (Priscacara).

Six species or races of Cichlasoma are living to-day
in Cuba, and the question arises whether these last

are an invasion from the south or the remains of

a once widely distributed Antillean fauna. Prof.

Cockerell is inclined to hold the latter view.

The Formation of Vitamin -A.— It has been
known for some time that the only source of vita-

min-A is the plant, and that the green parts are richer

in it than the colourless parts are. Dr. Katharine H.
Coward has carried the investigation further, and I
her results are given in two papers in the Biochemical
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Journal (vol. 17, No. i, 1923). She shows, first, that
light is necessary for the formation of \-itamin-A,
although neither chlorophyll, carbon dioxide nor
oxygen need be present. It can also be formed in the
almost complete absence of calcium. A further clue

was given by the apparent close association of the
lipochromc pigments (carotene, etc.) with vitamin-A in

various articles of diet. It had indeed been suggested
that the two substances might be identical. But this

was dispro\ccl by Drumniond. The orange-yellow
pigment, carotene, is w-ell known as giving the colour
to carrots. Dr. Coward found, however, that flowers,

or parts of flowers, exposed to light, if they contained
carotene, also contained vitamin-A, and that absence
of the pigment meant absence of the vitamin. But
both may be present in tissues not exposed to light,

as in the root of the carrot. Evidence is given that
the vitamin has been transported to the root from
the leaves, .\lthough the investigator ventures no
liypothesis on the matter, it seems highly probable,
from the necessity of both light and carotene for

the production of vitamin-A, that the pigment acts
as an optical sensitiser, similar to chlorophyll for

the formation of formaldehyde. It would be of
interest to know whether the rays absorbed by
carotene are the most effective.

Structure of Carbon Monoxide and Nitrogen.
—In an interesting paper in the Proceedings of the
Physico-Mathematical Society of Japan for April,

H. Nagaoka discusses the band spectra of nitrogen
and carbon monoxide. He starts with the assumption
put forward by Langmuir, that the external electron
configurations of the two gases are very similar. The
band spectra, which are presumably due to the exter-
nal electrons of the molecule, should therefore be in

close agreement. This is shown to be the case, with
small differences indicating slight peculiarities of
structure. The author then remarks that the ratio

of the specific heats of the two gases cannot be
accounted for on the assumption of Langmuir that
the two nuclei are in the same cube (a difficulty

pointed out by Partington in 192 1), and he therefore
proposes another model for the gases, in which two
cubes are joined at an edge. This would give the
correct value of i -40. The two connecting electrons
in the edge are pulled together by the nuclei, so that
the resulting external electronic arrangement is that
of two tapering six-faced figures connected by a
narrow neck. The author points out that the values
of the ratio of the specific heats can serve as a useful
criterion in dilferentiating between possible and
impossible electron configurations.

Photo-electric Conductivity of Crystals.—
A number of contributions to our knowledge of
this subject ha\-e been made during the past three
years by Drs. B. Gudden and B. Pohl, of the Uni-
versity of Gottingen, in communications to the
/eitschri/t fiir I'liysift and the Pliysi/talische Zeit-
-chrift, and a short summary of these is given in the
issue of Die NatHruiissenschaften for May 11. They
find that all crystals with high refractive indices
possess this conductivity, and that if, when with-
drawn from the influence of light, they are insulators,
when exposed to it they show an initial conductivity
which is relatively large and proportional to tbe
energy of the incident light. When the wave-length
of the light is altered, the quotient of the quantity
of electricity transmitted divided bv the energy of the
light incident shows the usual maximum at the wave-
length of greatest absorption, but when it is calcu-
lated for the energy of the light absorbed, it continues
to increase towards the longer waves and eventually
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becomes a linear function of the wave-length. Over
this region the authors consider that the observations
justify the conclusion that one quantum of light energy
absorbed gives rise to one electron in the crj-stal.

Ammonium Sulphides.—Although a solution of

ammonium sulphide has been in use in the laborator>'

for many years, the anhydrous substances are not
well known. The solid compounds NH,HS and
(NH,)„S were said to have been obtained by Bineau
in 183S-39 by the interaction of gaseous ammonia
and hydrogen sulphide in the required proportions
by volume, but doubt was thrown on the formation
of the second compound by experiments of Bloxam
in 1895. The matter has been reinvestigated by
Thomas and Riding, whose experiments are described
in the May issue of the Journal of the Chemical
Society. Anhydrous NH,HS is best prepared by
alternately passing ammonia and hydrogen sulphide
into dry ether. Attempts to prepare (NH4).jS were
not very successful. The prolonged action of

ammonia on the hydrosulphide in ether produced no
sulphide, but on the addition of alcohol a yellow oil

separated, which on standing gave some transparent
cubic crystals, believed to be (NHjjjS. The research
throws very little light on the formation of the
latter substance, but the method of preparation of

NHjHS is a convenient one.

.Absorption Spectra and .Vtomic Structure.—
In the Comptes rendus of the Paris Academy of

Sciences for April 23, M. Victor Henri deri\es from
the study of the absorption spectra of a large nimiber
of substances, both in solution and in the state of
vapour, some important conclusions bearing on
Bohr's theory of atomic structure. He shows that

the absorption spectrum of a solution may be either

one composed of narrow bands (10-30 A) disposed

in regular series, or one of broad bands (200-500 A) ;

in a few cases both types of bands are present, but
the narrow ones then occur only in the less refrangible

regions. When the vapour of the substance is examined,
the narrow bands of the solution are replaced by fine

lines, while the broad bands of the solution appear
also in the vapour as unresolved bands. He explains

the narrow bands by the theory of quanta, the

molecule being supposed to possess a series of

stationary states, of which the energy is determined
by the movements of the electrons, atoms, and the

molecule. He distinguishes four cases. When the

molecule contains only a single double bond, such
as C=C, C=0, C=K, N =0, the other atomic
groups in the molecule being all saturated, only

broad bands are afforded either by the solution or

the vapour. When the molecule is as simple as

possible, but contains two or more groups with
double bonds, narrow bands are given by the solution

and fine lines by the vapour, distributed in series

conformably to the theory of quanta. When the

two double bonds arc removed by the introduction

of CHo, the narrow bands run together and form
wide bands both in the solution and the vapour.

When the molecule is rendered more complex by the

substitution of more and more complicated groups

of atoms, the narrow bands of the solution enlarge

and the fine lines of the vapour fuse together, so

that eventually a complicated molecule shows only

broad continuous bands. He therefore finally con-

cludes that for molecules containing only one double

bond, the first postulate of Bohr is inapplicable,

onlv the second postulate being valid ; whereas for

molecules with two adjacent double bonds both
postulates apply, the first being determined by the

existence of an electric polarity in the molecule.
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South-Eastern Union of Scientific Societies.

'X'HE twenty-eighth annual congress of the South-
^ Eastern Union of Scientific Societies was held

at INIaidstone on May 30-June 2 inclusive. Dr. Alex
Hill occupied the presidential chair, in succession

to Sir Charles F. Close. The headquarters of the
Congress were at the Museum, where members were
given every convenience by the curator, Mr. J. H.
Allchin, and the assistant curator, Mr. H, J. Elgar.
The Mayor opened the meetings by welcoming

members and delegates at the Town Hall, where the
ancient maces and charters were exhibited and
described by Mr. W. H. Day, one of the secretaries,

and Mr. W. Dale. Visits followed to various ancient
buildings in the town, of which the town possesses a
large number. All Saints' Church was visited by
more than a hundred members, and was described
by Mr. Dale. The church was built in 1395 by
Archbishop Courtenay and, although renovated in

the last century, remains in practically its original

condition, showing in its fine, delicate and lofty

columns and its windows the best of the perpendicular
characteristics. A very fine set of the original

oaken sedilia, with elaborately carved canopies, were
seen, and about a score of ancient miserere seats in
the choir, which when tipped up have a small seat

beneath, giving a sort of rest for tired singers

and others. Hard by is the Archbishop's Palace,
a stately Elizabethan building, now used as a welfare
centre, with wainscoted rooms and old carving.
The interesting building known as the tithe barn,
with external stone staircase, was also seen. Near
at hand and completing the group of ecclesiastical

buildings is the massive gateway to the old monks'
college, while all were close to the slope leading down
to the !Medway, much used in early days for travel

and transit. The refectory of the Guild of Corpus
Christi, in Earl Street, dating from the fourteenth
century, was next visited. As a fine piece of

mediaeval architecture, it deserves a better fate than
to be used by a brewery for the making of barrels.

It is in dilapidated condition, but the fine roof and
the beautiful windows give an idea of its former
magnificence. It has a dole window. For nearly
three centuries it was occupied by the Grammar
School until 1871. Another party of members
visited at the same time the bacteriological and
chemical laboratories of the Kent County Council,
under the guidance of Dr. C. Ponder and Mr. F. W.
F. Arnaud.

Dr. Alex Hill's presidential address was on
" Antipodean Flora," and in this he gave some
interesting facts of the mimicry practised by certain
plants observed \>y him during his journey round the
world. Reference was made to the possibility of the
isolation of the Australian flora having been accom-
plished by the dividing-up and the shifting of the
land-masses of the Indo-Australian continent in
accordance with what has come to be known as
Wegener's theory. The means by which eucalyptus
and other trees adapt themselves to a rainfall of
8 or 9 inches were described. Exploring the caves
at Yallingup, the root of a jarrah tree was met with
which had gone down 120 feet in search of water.
The morning session of the second day of the

meeting was devoted to botanical papers, and Sir

David Prain spoke on " The Story of some Common
Garden Plants," the potato, the artichoke, and others
being dealt with. A paper by Mr. Robert Paulson on
the "Fungus Root" followed. In the afternoon
three excursions were arranged. Geologists went to
the Aylesford gravel pits and to a Kentish Rag
quarry. Botanists followed^Dr. A. B. Rendle on an
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enjoyable ramble, while a large party visited AUington
Castle, by permission of Sir Martin Conway. A
castle is thought to have occupied the site in
Saxon times, and to have been demolished by the
Danes prior to their traditional defeat at Aylesford.
Owned by Harold Godwin's brother, Ulnoth, it

passed into Norman hands and was rebuilt. As it

appears to-day, it is for the most part the work of
Sir Stephen de Pencester, who fortified it in the
reign of Edward I., in about 1281. Tudor additions
were made. The famous Sir Thomas Wyatt was
once the owner, and as leader of the rebellion to
oppose the Spanish marriage of Queen Mary, he
sufiered the usual fate on its failure. Tennyson lays
the first scene of the second act of " Queen Mary " in

the court of AUington Ceistle. In the evening the
Mayor and Mayoress (Councillor and Miss Wallis)
received the Union in the Museum.
The third day was devoted to papers in connexion

with the Regional Survey Section. Mr. Victor F.
Branford gave an address on " The Natural and the
Social Sciences," a paper which will later be printed
in full. A lecture by Mr. F. W. F. Arnaud on
" Vitamins " reviewed the history of the discovery
of these elusive bodies and showed the present
position of our knowledge of the subject. Botanical
and arcliEeological excursions followed. The famous
Coldrum burial-place was visited, and a description
given by Mr. W. H. Cook. Hailing burial - place
followed, where the site was shown from which the
only Aurignacian skeleton found in this country was
exhumed, and where true implements of that culture
were found. In the evening a lecture by Mr. Reginald
A. Smith, of the British JMuseum, was delivered on
" Prehistoric Man in Kent." The most ancient re-

mains, those found by Benjamin Harrison, of Ightham,
are well represented in the Maidstone Museum.
On the morning of the last day of the meeting, a

masterly address was given by Prof. E. B. Poulton
on " Recent Advances and Discoveries in the Study
of Entomolog)'." The afternoon was devoted to
visiting various megalithic remains in the district.

The " Countless " Stones proved of great interest.

They consist of about twenty large and small stones,

and appear to be the tlirown-down remains of more
than one dolmen, or, as was suggested, of a double
row of standing stones. Some of them are sarsens,

but the majority are apparently Greensand or
Wealden sandstones. An old record was found,
showing that they were thrown down by a farmer
by the aid of gunpowder towards the end of the
eighteenth centurj'. Kits Coty House was next seen,

and a description given b)' Mr. W. Dale. The
" house " is fenced round and is now safely looked
after by the Office of Works. The stones are prob-
ably sarsens and have been shaped to the necessary
requirements of the builders. Discussion ensued as

to the origin of the name the dolmen bears. The
guide-book derivation from Catigem was not thought
quite satisfactory. It is said that a shepherd named
Kit made it liis dwelling, and it may once have been
Kit's Cottage. The so-called White Horse Stone
was then visited, another sarsen about which some
fantastic romance has been weaved. A noticeable

point about these megaliths is that they bear many
cup-shaped hollows, but geologists agree that these

may be due entirely to weathering. Helix lapicida

was found on the White Horse Stone.
The Congress was very successfully carried through,

and the local secretaries, Messrs. W. H. Daj' and J.
W. Bridge, were congratulated upon the arrangements
they had made.
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The Constitution of the Alloys of Iron and Nickel.

NICKEL - "' cc»T —

T^^'HE joint paper by Dr. Hanson, of the National
* Physical Laboratory, and Mr. J. R. Freeman,

jun., of the United States Bureau of Standards, on
the above subject, presented at the May meeting
of the Iron and Steel Institute, is one of great value.

Of the elements used for alloying with iron for

scientific and industrial purposes, none is more
important than nickel. Moreover, the fact that it

is an invariable constituent of meteoric iron, which
may be regarded as a natursd nickel-iron alloy, has
invested the question of the equilibrium of these

tivo elements with a high degree of interest. Its deter-

mination, however, has presented serious problems,
due, on one hand, to the high melting ranges of

the alloys and consequent pyrometric difficulties,

and, on the other hand, to the diffioilty of preparing
the alloys free from carbon. Three years ago Dr.

and Mrs. Hanson carried out a revision of the con-

stitution of these alloys at
temperatures below 900° C.

The present publication
completes this work right

up to the liquidus of the
system.
The alloys were prepared

by melting the purest
materials available in a
" carbon ring " furnace ;

50-gram melts were made
in crucibles of fused alu-

mina enclosed in a refrac-

tory muffle made of a
mixture of China clay with
10 per cent, of alumina.
Purified nitrogen was passed
into the muffle to prevent
oxidation of the melt. In
taking coolingi curves the
melts were inoculated by means of a sawdust of

iron or nickel for the pure metals or a mixture of

the two for the alloys, which prevented supercooling.

Platinum rhodium thermo - couples suitably pro-
tected were used for determining the temperatures,
but they rapidly deteriorated with use, and in the
case of the alloys rich in iron, possessing the highest
melting points of the series, it was necessary to
discard from one to two inches of the wire at the
bulb end after each determination and remake the
junction. The authors succeeded in keeping errors

in temperature measurement, due to couple con-
tamination, within 2°.

The results are shown in diagrammatic form in Fig. 1.

It will be seen that, starting from pure iron, the
liquidus curve drops from 1530^ to 1502° at a con-
centration of about 5-8 per cent, of nickel. Over
this range 5 iron separates. The solidus is the line

AEB. Within this triangle liquid and crystals

co-exist. The area AEG represents the limits of
existence of 5 iron. Below G 5 iron inverts to 7.

It is somewhat remarkable that this transformation
is rapidly raised by the addition of nickel, as shown
by the line GE, and 3 per cent, of this element is

sufficient to raise the transformation point by 100°.

The line EFB represents the equilibrium between
6 iron, 7 iron and liquid, and its meaning may be
expressed in the following way :—Solid E (5 iron) -t-

liquid (^<) react to form solid F (7 iron). The exact
position of the point F has not yet been determined.
The experiments thus indicate that the maximum
solubility of nickel in 5 iron is 3 per cent, and that
this occurs at a temperature of about 1500°.

To the right of B there is an entirely different
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state of affairs. The liquidus curve drops con-
tinuously and much more slowly than hitherto from
B to a minimum at C (1436° C.), the trough being
very shallow, and then rises continuously to D, the
melting point of pure nickel (1452° C). Over the
whole of this range there is complete miscibility
between the metals in the solid state. Nickel,
therefore, is much more soluble in 7 than in 5 iron,
and the alloys consist when just solid of a continuous
series of solid solutions. The solidus between
B and D has. however, not been determined by
experiments and is shown dotted. The authors
state, however, that it is very close to the liquidus
line, and throughout the range from B to D, all

the alloys have very sharp freezing points similar
to those of pure substances. Clearly, therefore,
the temperature range between the liquidus and
solidus is very small.

IRON'NICKEL ALLOYS

1

iSOO

80
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to 1450° C. {within the S range) and similarly cooled.

On examination, a striking difference in structure
between the two was found, constituting evidence
that there is a distinct change in crystal structure
at the 5 to 7 transformation. This may be re-

garded as a confirmation of Westgren's conclu-

sion,* based on X-ray analysis, that 5 and 7 iron
are constitutionally different. He found that the
former has a bodj'-centred and the latter a face-
centred cubic lattice. H. C. H. C.

' Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute. 1922, No. i, p. 241. and Nature,
[uiie 24, 1922, p. 817.

The Indian Eclipse Expedition, 1922.^

^[^HE story of an expedition to observe the total
' eclipse of the sun, seen under the most perfect

atmospheric conditions, but wliich failed to achieve
any results, is described by Mr. Evershed in the report
before us. Mr. Evershed's programme was of a high-

class order, and those who know him and his great
ingenuity in the construction and manipulation of

astronomical apparatus will share his regret at his

extreme misfortune on this occasion.

Originally Mr. Evershed proposed to occupy the
Maldive Islands as his observing station, but, owing
to difficulties of transportation, he and his party
went to Wallal, near Broome, situated on the north-
west coast of Australia, and joined Dr. Campbell's
expedition. For the Einstein effect he took out
with him a 12-inch photo-visual lens particularly well

adapted for this problem, giving, as he states, " a
large field of good definition and a larger scale than
the lenses used previously, or that would be likely

to be used by other expeditions." It was worked in

conjunction with a 16-inch coelostat, and it was the
erratic behaviour of this instrument that spoilt the
results. In spite of constructing a new tangent screw
and refiguring the teeth of the driving sector to
secure better driving qualities, the fifteen seconds
exposure plates showed movement of the star images
and poor definition of the corona due to the bad
driving of the coelostat. Two short exposure plates

were badly fogged " in some unexplained way " over
two-thirds of the surface, but otherwise the remaining
portion showed the ends of the coronal streamers
beautifully defined.

The second main effort of the expedition was to

photograph with large dispersion the spectrum of the
corona on the east and west limbs simultaneously, in

order to determine the displacement of the green
corona line due to the solar rotation, and to secure a
more accurate wave-length of this line. Here again
disappointment was experienced, for the corona line

did not appear at all on any of the plates owing,
probably, to the unusual faintness of this radiation at
this eclipse. Perhaps Mr. Evershed rather courted
disaster on this occasion, as it is generally conceded
that during the time at and near a minimum of solar

activity this radiation is also near a minimum of

brightness.

' Report of the Indian Eclipse Expedition to Wallal, Western Australia,

by J. Evershed, F.R.S. (Kodaikanal Observatory, Bulletin No. 72.)

It will be remembered that the Greenwich expedi-
tion to Christmas Island purposely eliminated the use
of a coelostat in its work by taking out a complete
equatorial photographic telescope. This was done
because experience at the eclipse of May 29, 1919,
seemed to suggest that the definition of the star
images on the astrograpliic plates was poor, owing
probably to the distortion of the coelostat mirror by
the heat of the sun. Mr. Evershed's view regarding
the employment of a coelostat is that it is " good for

the Einstein effect." For only with a coelostat is it

practically possible to get an adequate scale." That
he is emphatic on the point is shown by his statement
that " the question of the coelostat mirror introducing
complications is, I think, a bogy. Plane mirrors
can now be constructed of large size and perfect
figure, and experience with mirrors, good and bad,
has shown that little is to be feared from distortion

of the surface when the silvering is fresh and good,
and simple precautions are taken."

In the opinion of the present writer, the great
drawback to the use of a mirror during eclipses,

whether mounted as a coelostat or siderostat, is due
to the change of figure of the plane surface of the
mirror, which causes an alteration in the position of

the focus of the object glass. On many occasions
during eclipse expeditions, although extreme care
had been taken to secure a "perfect" focus on star

spectra at night (the mirror then being comparatively
cool), the focus was quite different for the solar

spectrum during the daytime. Thus during eclipse

work it was always found most necessary to watch very
carefully the disappearing crescent of the sun on the
ground glass almost right up to the time of totality,

and if necessarj- alter the position of focus accordingly.'

It is satisfactory to note that Mr. Evershed did not
return to India with an empty bag. During a short

stay at Broome on the return journey he set up the
16-inch siderostat and 12-inch lens and succeeded in

obtaining a good high dispersion spectrum of Canopus
and Achernar to use in connexion with his work on
the spectrum of Sirius.

During this expedition Mr. Evershed was ably
assisted by Mrs. Evershed and by Mr. Everson of the
phj'sics department of the University of Western
Australia. William J. S. Lockyer.

= See Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. S., vol. 198. p. 406.

Liberal Education in Secondary Schools.

ON Saturday, June 9, a conference of educationists

in Yorkshire was held in the University of

Leeds under the presidency of the vice-chancellor,

Sir Michael Sadler, in response to a widespread
des're to discuss certain questions affecting the

supply of full-time education for boys and girls

beyond the age of ele\^en years, and the choice of

subjects in the School Examinations. In order to

make the conference widely representative of educa-
tional opinion in Yorkshire, invitations were issued

to the local education authorities, the universities,
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the training colleges, secondary schools, associations

of secondary and elementary teachers, and other

persons of educational experience. Upwards of 270
representatives attended the conference and were
welcomed by the pro-chancellor, Mr. E. G. Arnold.

In an introductory speech, the chairman referred

to the growing desire for wider opportunities of a
liberal education in various parts of the world.

This desire cannot be wholly explained as due to

self-regarding motives. Ambition for advancement J
is no doubt a strong motive, but is not in itself
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blameworthy, especially when cherished by parents
for their children. Sir Michael Sadler believes the
movement has its counterpart in the movement
towards greater freedom in self-government, and its

deepest sources lie in a desire for liberty and the
more generous development of human personality.
Enlightenment and self-discipline are the two in-

separable sides of a true liberal education. The force
behind the desire for such an education is so powerful
that it is the part of wisdom not to disregard it.

He thinks that a liberal education begins away back
in elementary education and extends beyond the
limits of university education ; that some of its

indispensable factors cannot be tested by examina-
tion ; and that it may be secured through diverse
curricula, provided that in everj' curriculum a
humanising spirit prevails.

Certain resolutions were thereafter submitted to
the conference. After a lengthy and interesting
discussion, in which a large number of delegates
took part, the following motion was adopted :

" That
representations be made to the Board of Education
urging the pressing need of further provision (by
legislative change, if necessary) for the full-time
education of boys and girls up to the age of sixteen,
to include instruction of varying types." To this

was added an addendum in favour of the pressing
need of joint action between elementary and secondary
branches of the Board of Education with the view
of such provision and the closer combination of

elementar\' and higher education. It is perfectly
evident that there exists a large body of opinion in

Yorkshire strongly in favour of greater facilities for

education beyond the age of eleven and up to the
age of sixteen. It is not so clear that opinion has
definitely crystallised out as to the form this educa-
tion should take. County Alderman Jackson, chair-

man of the West Riding Education Committee,
expressed the opinion that the atmosphere of the
mine and factory is not suitable for children between
fourteen and sixteen ; at that ^age they should be
in cultured surroundings, and without doubt he
expressed the views of an overwhelming majority
of those pre.sent.

On the question of greater variety in curricula a
discussion arose as to the desirability or otherwise
of creating a new type of school in which instruction
might be given of a kind different from that now
normally offered in the secondary school. It was
argued with some cogency that such a school might
come to be looked upon as a school inferior in grade,
providing an education of an inferior type, not-
withstanding the suitabihty of the courses of in-
struction provided by it for the particular purpose.
There is the danger, too, of segregating one class of
children. Undoubtedly the great bulk of the pupils
who would attend such schools would be drawn from
the elementary schools. It is quite evident that many
members of the conference would view with disfavour
any further differentiation of schools while accepting
the principle of greater differentiation of curricula.
Obviously to them the logical position is to demand
a common name for all full-time education, whatever
its type, between the ages of eleven and sixteen.

Sir Henry Hadow, vice-chancellor of the Uni-
versity of Sheffield, in an interesting speech
introduced a motion which, while welcoming the
greater freedom in the choice of subjects for the
First School Examinations now allowed by the
Joint Matriculation Board of the Northern Uni-
versities, expressed the opinion that there should be
greater freedom in regard to the groupings of courses
for the Higher Certificate. The motion was agreed
to unanimously.

Rothamsted Experimental Station.

.\nNUAL VlSllATION.

A T the invitation of Lord Bledisloe, chairman of
^*- the Lawes Agricultural Trust Committee, a
number of guests representing various agricultural
interests visited the Rothamsted Experimental
Station on Wednesday, June 13, for the annual
inspection of the fields and laboratories.

The morning was occupied in a tour of some of the
experimental plots, including two of the classical

fields—Broadbalk, on which wheat is grown con-
tinuously, and Hoos, where barley is similarly grown.
These have been for many years of the utmost value
and interest to agriculturists in general, and the
opportunity was taken to show the visitors some of
the other plots laid down to test points that had,
directly and indirectly, arisen from the results of
these classical experiments. Among these may be
mentioned the top - dressing series, designed to
ascertain how the yield of the crop is influenced by
spring dressings of artificial fertilisers applied in
varying amounts and at various times ; the malting
barley series, in which the relation between malting
value and manurial treatment is being examined

;

and the residual value of different manures on the
succeeding crops. On this latter field the crop this
year is clover, and the beneficial effect of previous
organic manures, in particular cake-fed dung, is most
striking.

After luncheon Lord Bledisloe briefly reviewed the
purpose and recent progress of the Station. He laid
stress on the care that is taken to avoid the erection
of water-tight partitions between the scientific
worker and the practical farmer, without in any way
limiting the work of fundamental investigation, on
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which the application of science to agriculture is of
necessity founded. Lord Bledisloe also referred to a
number of the external activities of the Station, as
indicative of the efforts made to keep in touch with
the whole life of the countryside.

Sir E. J. Russell, director of the Station, then gave
his statement on the work of the Station during the
past year. The reorganisation of the laboratories
has been completed, and the experimental work on
the farm will shortly follow suit. Very considerable
progress has been made in extending the outside
centres : the experimental fields on the Woburn
Farm are now in charge of Rothamsted, and Dr.
Voelcker, who for many years has been in charge at
Woburn, has consented to continue the work.
Through the generosity of Mr. E. D. Simon, the use
of an extensive farm—Leadon Court, Herefordshire—has been given to the Station, and under the
management of Mr. J. C. Brown an extensive trial
of the soiling system is being carried out. In addi-
tion, the Station has many centres on farms through-
out the country, at each of which a repetition of a
carefully designed experimental programme is being
carried out. By this means it is possible in a com-
paratively short time to obtain trustworthy informa-
tion on the degree to which the results of field trials

at Rothamsted are modified at centres possessing
different soil and climatic conditions. The work is

being carried out at present on malting barley and
potatoes with especial reference to the action of
artificial fertilisers, and wherever possible the aid
and support of the industrial organisations concerned
have been enlisted.
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Passing on to the work in progress in the labora-

tories, Sir John discussed it under its three main
headings,—the cultivation of the soil, the feeding of

the crops, and the maintenance of healthy conditions

of plant work. In connexion with the work on soil

cultivation and the physical properties of the soil, he
stated that the Empire Cotton-growing Corporation
has given a substantial sum for the development of

this work, as it is convinced that questions of soil

physics are of great importance in those parts of the
Empire where cotton is grown. Among other recent

developments are apicultural investigations and work
on the control of insect pests by means of parasites.

The New Zealand Government has been supplied

with parasites of certain pests,—the earwig, pear slug

larvae, and pear leaf midge,—which cause extensive

damage in that country.
Sir Matthew Wallace also spoke of the value of

the work at Rothamsted to the practical farmer. He
compared the present wave of agricultural depression

with that of 1880 when he started farming, and said

that the comparison made him optimistic for the future.

The close relations that must exist between research

centres and agricultural colleges if both are to keep
ahead of the times were alluded to by Principal M. J.

R. Dunstan, of the Royal Agricultural College,

Cirencester. Mr. George Dallas, of the Workers'
ITnion, said he was very greatly encouraged by the

attention now being devoted by the Ministry of

Agriculture and Stations like Rothamsted to the
improvement of the lot of the farm labourer. He
expressed the opinion that the recent increase of

educational facilities will be of great benefit to the

whole industry, and further it will help to prevent
the departure of the best and keenest men from the

land.
In the afternoon the visitors made a brief inspection

of the work in progress in the laboratories.

New Principle of Therapeutic Inoculation.

IN collaboration with L. Colebrook and E. J. Storer,

Sir Almroth Wright published in the Lancet
(February 24, March 3 and 10) an elaborate com-
munication which is an expansion of a special

lecture delivered before the Royal Society of Medicine
in November 30, 1922. It is entitled " New Principles

of Therapeutic Inoculation."
The new principles may be best understood by a

brief reference to the older principles which they are

intended to augment or replace. In the therapeutic
inoculation for infective disease, it has hitherto been
the custom, following Sir Almroth Wright's earlier

work, to inoculate the infected individual with a
vaccine prepared with the virus with which the
individual is infected. While the results in chronic
infections have been on the whole excellent, there

has been disappointment in the cases in which a
heavy infection of a septicemic type occurred. This
was due to a certain extent to the fact that the
elaboration of specific protective substances was a
matter of time, and the state of the individual might
be such that he was incapable of elaborating protective
substances at all.

For a long time, however, it was known that non-
specific bacteria, or indeed substances not bacterial

in origin at all, might be employed to augment quickly
the patient's resistance by a process, it was thought,
of leucocytosis and phagocytosis. While not agree-
ing with this suggested action, Sir Almroth Wright,
by many new and ingenious technical methods,
shows that what he calls an " epiphylactic " response
may be evoked by bacteria wliich are not identical

with those with which the patient is infected. This"
epiphylactic response occurs when inoculation is made
into the blood in vivo or even in vitro, and takes place
immediately by an extrusion of opsonic and bacteri-
cidal elements from the leucocytes—an ectocytic
rather than a phagocytic process. These ectocytic
substances are polytropic in oliaracter, i.e. they act
not only on the homologous but also on heterologous
bacteria.

There is, in fact, a non-specific immunity, and it is

this wliich Wright and his collaborators aim at
producing to tide the patient over the critical days
of his severe infection. The process adopted is named
" immuno-transfusion," and consists of the incorpora-
tion of healthy human blood which in vivo or in vitro

has been made, by inoculation, to develop an adequate
epiphylactic response and is laden with protective
substances. In this process it is clearly pointed out
that quantitative determinations are of the utmost
importance, as a dose of antigen optimal for one
patient may be highly detrimental for another. The
methods recommended are complicated, and treatment
of severe cases of generalised sepsis, if it is to be
successful, must lie in the hands of highly trained
serologists.

University and Educational Intelligence.

Aberdeen.—The Blackwell prize for 1923 has been
awarded to Mr. F. C. Diack, the subject of the essay
being " The Sculptured and Inscribed Stones of the
North-east and North of Scotland."
The University Court has appointed the following

lecturers to the newly instituted grade of reader in

their respective subjects: Geography, Mr. J. M' Far-
lane ; bacteriology, Dr. J . Cruickshank ; public
health. Dr. J. P. Kinloch ; embryology. Dr. A. Low.

Prof. C. R. Marshall has been appointed John
Farquhar Thomson lecturer on " The Human Body "

for the year 1923-4.

Cambridge.—Mr. J. Barcroft, King's College, Dr.
Adrian, Trinity College, and Dr. Hartridge, King's
College, have been reappointed reader in physiology,
University lecturer in physiology, and University
lecturer in the physiology of the senses respectively

;

Mr. A. H. Peake, St. John's College, and Mr. T.
Peel, Magdalene College, have been reappointed as
demonstrators of mechanism and applied mechanics.
Senior studentships have been awarded by the
Roj^al Commissioners for the Exhibition of 1851 to
D. Stockdale, King's College, and J. H. Quastel,
Trinity College.

Sheffield.—An anonymous gift of 20,000/. has
been accepted by the University for the purpose of

founding an undergraduate scholarship and a number
of post-graduate scholarships. The undergraduate
scholarship is to be in the faculty of pure science,

and is restricted to boys from King Edward VII.
School, Sheffield. The post-graduate scholarships

are to enable graduates to pursue research in ferrous

or non-ferrous metallurgy.

At a meeting of the trustees of the Albert Kahn
Travelling Fellowships Foundation on June 14, Mr.
W. Randerson was elected to the fellowship for 1923.
Mr. Randerson was educated at the Imperial College
of Science, South Kensington, and during this year
has been a research fellow of the Salters' Institute of

Industrial Chemistry ; recently he obtained the
degree of M.Sc. (London) for a thesis on the chemistry
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of the soil solution. The value of the award, which
is to enable a student of proved intellectual attain-
ment to enjoy a year's travel for research, is again to
be loool.

The British Research Association for the Woollen
and Worsted Industries is to award shortly a number
of research fellowships and advanced scholarships.
The fellowships, which are tenable in the first place
for one year, are of the annual value of 200/. The
advanced scholarships, also of one year's tenure,
carry a maintenance grant, and are designed to
afford opportunity for specialisation. They are
tenable either in Great Britain or abroad. Applica-
tions for fellowships must reach the secretary of the
Association at Torridon, Headingley, Leeds, before
July 21, and should contain particulars of the
candidate's training and experience.

An article by Mr. H. A. L. Fisher in the Empire
Review for June surveys the progress of education
in the Empire since 191 1, the date of the la.st Imperial
Educational Conference. It has been marked in the
Dominions by a development of university and college
influence even more remarkable than 'the similar
development in Great Britain, and by a quite notice-
able family resemblance between ' the expedients
adopted in the various parts of the Empire for dealing
with school and college problems. As examples of
this resemblance he cites the Ontario Continuation
Schools enactment modelled on the British Act of 1918,
theraising of the school age in .\lberta to 15, Tasmania's
new separate infant department, and Queensland's ex-
tended scheme of medical inspection. 'There has been
likewise a ver\' general augmentation of teachers'
salaries, but this has failed conspicuously to meet
the needs of the situation in sparsely populated tracts
of country. The Director of Education in Manitoba
writes of inexperienced girls placed in cliarge of
district schools because capable men willing to accept
such posts can no longer be found. Australia
organises either correspondence classes or itinerant
teaching. New Zealand employs group supervising
teachers. In Canada, as in the United States, there
has been an important movement in the direction of
concentrating children of rural areas in central schools.
Mr. Fisher concludes his article with a prophecy that
during the next decade the four most important tasks
will be the development of adolescent education in
Great Britain, the strengthening of the .\rts Faculties
in Canadian universities in such a way as to save
these institutions from degenerating into' mere groups
of professional schools with predominantly material-
istic motives, the raising of the matriculation age in
India, and " such reforms (including in the first place
the geographical concentration of the higher teaching
in the Arts and in Pure Science) as may enable London
University to take its rightful place as one of the
great High Schools of the Empire. "

In a paper on methods of college teaching read to
the Association of Land Grant Colleges of America
an interesting sketch was given by Dr. W. W. Charters
of experiments carried out by him as professor of
education in the Carnegie Institute of Technology.
When he joined the Institute some three years ago he
found that while many of the experienced teachers in
the four divisions—Engineering, Industries, Fine Arts
and Women's College — had worked out excellent
methods of teaching by themselves, many of the
younger members of the staff, who had had no
specific and formal training in methods, needed
guidance which it became his duty to provide. Find-
ing nothing for the purpose in books on teaching
methods, the authors of which concern themselves
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almost exclusively with elementary and secondary
education, he organised a weekly seminar and made
the instructors who enrolled for it draw up lists of
their duties and difficulties. He thus obtained a list

of 14 real practical difficulties. He next made a
list of 30 of the best teachers in the faculty, and
the members of his seminar class were let loose on
the chosen 30 to wrest from them the secret of how to
handle the 14 difficulties. The professors surrendered
at discretion, and the storm troops returned stimulated
by the encounters and laden with intellectual spoil,
whicli they proceeded to hammer out into a pamphlet
which has been in use e\er since. In the following
year in the course of a similar campaign, undertaken
with the object of elucidating the difficulties of getting
students to think, it was found that inductive sciences
such as chemistry and physics afforded less opportunity
than others for practice in rea.soning. This was
attributed to the technique of investigation being
so refined and the equipment so elaborate that
principles have to be for the most part merely verified
by students without being re-discovered. In the
third year difficulties in shop and laboratory teaching
were dealt with. Great stress is laid by Dr. Charters
on the value of the weekly seminar for inexperienced
teachers, to be followed when practicable by criticism
of actual performances.

The report for 1921-22 of the Commissioner of
Education of the United States, who, by the way,
is an old Rhodes scholar and graduate of Oxford,
shows that if the Federal Government's appropriation
for his Bureau—the Education Office of the Depart-
ment of the Interior—is, as he says, " infinitesimal,"
it is nevertheless made to go a long way. Education
in the States enjoys the ministrations of 48 Boards
of Education or their equivalents, each of the
sovereign States determining for itself the amount and
character of the instruction provided for the children
of its citizens :

" This is as it should be, for the genius
of the American people will probably never accept
the idea of a centralized national system of public
schools." In the circumstances invaluable service can
be rendered by an unbiased, disinterested agency
which " makes available to all the States the experi-
ences of the most progressive and the achievements of

the most highly endowed." Of the services rendered
by the Bureau the conduct of surveys of State school
systems and of universities and colleges, whether
individually or by groups, is, the Commissioner says,
probably the most far-reaching in effect. This work
has grown very rapidly during the past two years.
Among the developments recorded are : the new
radio broadcasting service, which, as a means of
reaching the general public, particularly parents and
taxpayers, has proved cheaper than printing, reaches
its audience quicker, reaches the mass of people who
will not read printed articles, is more effective because

.it establishes more intimate contact, and, above all,

educates public opinion continuously
; promoting

co-ordination of schools of commerce with schools of

engineering with the view of improving methods of

marketing at home and abroad ; stimulating special
training for foreign service, both Go\ernment and
commercial ; organising home-reading circles on the
lines of the National Home Reading Union in Great
Britain and associations of parents and teachers. Ot
interchange of students between countries the Com-
missioner says, " It is a desirable practice making for

permanent peace and international comity, and is

encouraged by every progressive nation. There are at
least 10,000 foreign students in our institutions of
higher learning and probably as many more in

secondary schools."
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Societies and Academies.

London.

Royal Society, June 14.— C. Chree : Magnetic
phenomena in the region of the south magnetic
pole. Magnetographs were in simultaneous operation
from April to October 1912, at the base stations of
the British and Australasian Antarctic expeditions
on opposite sides of the south magnetic pole. A
comparison is made of the regular diurnal inequalities
and the amplitudes of the absolute daily ranges
of the magnetic elements at the two stations. The
data show the remarkable sensitiveness of the regular
diurnal variations in high latitudes to the presence
of magnetic disturbance. The results are also
applied to the question of a suitable criterion for
the daily activity of magnetic disturbance.—O. R.
Howell : The catalytic decomposition of sodium
h)-pochlorite by cobalt peroxide. The rate of de-
composition of sodium hypochlorite solution hy
cobalt pero.xide is directly proportional to the amount
of peroxide present. It is accelerated by sodium
salts and (in the case of sodium chloride) is directly
proportional to the square root of the concentration
of sodium ions present. The mechanism of the
reaction probably consists in the linkage of hypo-
chlorite ions to the positive oxygen, and sodium ions
to the negative oxygen of the peroxide, with im-
mediate decomposition of the quadri\alent oxygen
compound. With a fixed amount of hypochlorite
the rate is then proportional to the degree of ad-
sorption of the sodium ions. The rate is retarded
by alkali and the retardation is proportional to the
adsorption of hydroxyl ions. The average tempera-
ture coefficient of the reaction between 25° and 50°
is 2-37 and the Arrhenius activation coelficient E
is 16,574. The catalyst is not affected by any of
the common catalytic poisons.—N. M. Ho'sali : On
seismic waves in a visco-elastic earth. Seismic
waves are subject to damping and dispersion de-
pendent on the period. For each type of wave

—

dilatational, distortional, or surface—there exists a
minimum period below which a wave cannot be
transmitted, and for any period above the minimum
two distinct waves can be propagated, one heavily
damped and slow travelling and one lightly damped
and quick travelling. Observations indicate that if

the material in the outer layers of the earth obey
the theory here developed it should have a viscosity
of order 10* or lo" C.G.S. units. This would have
no appreciable effect on the velocity of propagation
of earthquake waves.—J. W. Landon and H. Quinney :

Experiments with the Hopkinson pressure bar.
With a bar of uniform diameter the pressure wave
produced by detonation of gun-cotton is considerably
distorted as it is propagated, but the rate of distortion
decreases as the wave tra\'els along the bar. Pressure
falls away rapidly as distance from the axis of the bar
increases. To determine the maximum pressure
produced in the detonation of gun-cotton the bars
were submitted to special heat treatment in the
hope that overstrain might be reduced. A sub-
stantial improvement was observed except in so far
as the life of the bars was increased. The highest
maximum pressures recorded weie 117 tons per
square inch for a i -ounce gun-cotton primer in

contact with the end of the bar, and 82 tons per
square inch with the primer \ inch away from the
end. These results were obtained with a short bar
of J-inch diameter. With concrete bars the pheno-
mena exhibited are the same in general as with
steel bars, except that the front of the wave appears
to be entirely obliterated, and only the part in which
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pressure is less than the crushing stress of the concrete
is propagated along the bar.—S. F. Grace : Free
motion of a sphere in a rotating liquid at right angles
to the axis of rotation. The density of the sphere
is equal to that of the liquid, and the motion
a small disturbance from one, of uniform rotation
like a rigid body. The motion of the centre of the
sphere is wholly in a plane perpendicular to the a.xis

of rotation, and the disturbed motion of the liquid
is symmetrical with respect to this plane. The
path of the centre of the sphere is a spiral with a
definite pole. The sphere winds round the pole in
a direction opposite to that of the rotation of the
liquid, the motion being such that the time of a
complete turn tends to become constant and equal
to one-half the time of a revolution of the undisturbed
liquid. At points along the prolongation of the
polar axis of the sphere the motion is parallel to
the equatorial plane and is a maximum at the sphere.
Parts of the solution are not applicable for large
values of time.—B. F. J. Schonland : The passage
of cathode rays through matter. The absorption
of cathode rays of velocity 6x io'-i-2 x lo'" cm. /sec.
in various metals has been studied with an arrange-
ment designed to eliminate interference from
secondary rays and to measure both the fraction of
the beam passed through and that actually absorbed
in the foil. The latter fraction \aries with thickness
and velocity in the same mannei for all elements ;

the nature of the \'ariation of the former depends
upon the absorbing material. The results are ex-
plained by applying the theory of absorption due
to Bohr, with which they are in quantitative agree-
ment.

Association of Economic Biologists, April 27.

—

C. M. Wenyon : Recent observations on parasitic
Protozoa in animals and plants. Certain parasitic
Protozoa, such as the Coccidia, and some Haemo-
gregarines, which are inhabitants of the intestinal
canal or wall of the intestine of vertebrates, and pass
from host to host in the encysted form which escapes
in the dejecta, have become so modified in the course
of evolution, that they arc no longer transmitted
by means of cysts but are carried by bloodsucking
invertebrates. It is probable that the well-known
parasites of malaria are modified Coccidia. Intestinal
flagellates, such as Trichomonas, which are normally
inhabitants of the lumen of the intestine, may occasion-
ally enter the blood stream. Reichenow has shown
that in the lizard the entry of the intestinal flagellate

Eutrichomastix into the blood may lead to infection
of the mites, which again give rise to an intestinal

infection of lizards which devour them. Similarly
flagellates of insects like the flea or flies which
usually live only in the in\ertebrate, may establish
themselves in the intestines of vertebrates which
eat them. Thence the}' may invade the blood of

the vertebrate and are undoubtedly ingested by
blood-sucking insects. It is possible that the parasite
of the disease " Kala azar " of man may be an
insect flagellate which enters man by way of the
mouth, gains access to his intestine, and thence
invades his tissues. Plants may be infected in like

manner, for flagellates of the typically insect type
have been found in various species of Euphorbia
and other plants, and it has been shown by Franca
that they are derived from bugs which feed upon
the plants. M. S. G. Breeze : Some causes of sterility

in Solanaceous plants due to Protozoa and Chytri-
diaceous parasites. The plants investigated were
varieties of potato and petunia, and the following
points were noted : (1) \ri Amoeba, similar to Amoeba
g/eba, attacks potato flowers virulently though without
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any outward sign. Tlic tissues are liypcrtropliied

and turgid. (2) Chj-tridiaceous zoospores (probably
synchytrian) occur in anthers in half-grown buds
of Up-to-Date p>otatoes damaged by the Amoeba ;

and some of tlie Amoebje may migrate to the adjacent
ovarian tissue ; the zoospores swim to and fro by
an anteriorly directed flagellum. Associated with
the above is a spore-bearing bacillus with rounded
ends, probably a saprophyte. (3)

" Bird's eye
"

bodies in petunia and potato ovaries are regarded
as possibly a phase of fa), and therefore synchytrian
parasites.

Zoological Society, May 29.—Dr. A. Smith Wood-
ward, vice-president, in the chair.—C. Tate Regan :

(1) Some deep-sea fish^ taken by the Dana Expedi-
tion, under the leadership of Dr.' Johannes Schmidt.
The fishes belong to the verj- rare and little-known
genera Gigantena and Stylophorus, which agree in

having telescopic eyes placed close together and
directed forwards. (2) The skeleton of Lepidosteus,
with remarks on the origin and CN'olution of the lower
neopterj-gian fishes.—C. F. Sonntag : The compara-
tive anatomy of the tongues of the mammalia.

—

IX. Edentata, Demoptera, and Insectivora.—S.

Maulik : New cryptosome beetles.

Paris.

Academy of Sciences, Mav 28.—M. .Mbin Haller
in the chair.—Charles Moureu, Charles Dufraisse,
and Ph. Landrieu : The principle of a general method
for determining the calorific capacity of solids and
Hquids. Application to the determination of the
water equivalent of calorimetric bombs.—P. Villard :

A hydrate of iodine. Iodine and water, compressed
with o.xygcn or nitrogen to 150 atmospheres, give
crystals of a hydrate of iodine. The crj'stals are
cnmson-violet, strongly contrasting with the brown
colour of the aqueous solution of iodine.—M.
Wallerant : Extract from a note of M. Astbury.
The structure of the crystal of tartaric acid, deter-
mined by the X-ray method, is in agreement with
the views expressed by Pasteur in i860.—Charles
Dep^ret : The glaciations of the valleys of the
French Pyrenees, and their relations with the fluvial

terraces. From obser\-ations in the Ariege, Garonne,
Neste, Aure, Gare de Pau, and Gare d'Ossau, there
is complete identity between the Alps and Pyrenees
for the number and periods of extension of the
quatemarj- glaciers.—M. Henri Villat was elected
a corresponding member for the section of mechanics
in the place of the late R. Aries.—Rene Gamier :

Uniform functions of two independent variables
defined by the inversion of an algebraic system of
total differentials of the fourth order.—N. S'altykow :

The methods of integration of partial equations.

—

M. Angelesco : Certain biorthogonal polynomials.

—

H. Milloux : Infinite series of functions and mero-
morphic functions with asymptotic value.—Charles N.
Moore : The generalised Fourier series of non-
integrable functions.—J. Haag : The problem of
Schwarzschild in the ca.se of a curved universe.

—

F. Gossot and R. Liouville : The principles of internal
ballistics.—Jean Chazy : The secular effects of the
theory of relativity in the planetary movements.

—

J. Le Roux: The field of gravitation. — .\. Luthy :

The ultra-violet spectrum of glyoxal. In licxane
solution, this substance gives a series of narrow
absorption bands in the ultra-violet : no compound
of the aliphatic series has hitherto been known to
give narrow absorption oands in the ultra-violet.

—

Guillaume C. Lardy : The ultra-violet absorption
spectrum of diacetyl. In alcoholic solution previous
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observations have shown only a band in the violet
and another in the middle ultra-violet. In hexane
solution the author has found narrow bands. These
bands are not so clearly .separated as the narrow
band.s shown by glyoxal in the same region.—F. W.
Klingstedt : The ultra-violet absorption spectrum
of paraquinone. This substance shows in hexane
solution fourteen narrow bands in the x'isible part
of the sj5ectrum between the green and the violet.

In addition, in the middle ultra-violet there is one
large band, and in the extreme ultra-violet (\=24io)
tliere is one ver^- strong band.—.Albert Colson :

Contribution to the laws of solubility.

—

.\. Ch.
Vournazos : The bismuthamines, a new class of
bodies. These substances are obtained by the inter-

action of bismuth chloride (bromide or iodide) and
an ammonia (or amine) salt in an organic solvent.
As a typical example, the compound BiCljI(NH,)
is obtained by the action of BiCl, on a cold solution
of ammonium iodide in acetic acid. It forms silky
transparent needles, decomposed by water.—Alfred
Gillet and Femand Giot : .\n application of the
antioxygen power of the polyphenols : increase of
fastness to light of dyes on the fibre. .Ml the acid
azo dyes, both on wool and on cotton, are relatively
protected against the action of air under the influence
of light by the o- or /)-diphenol function, whether
the latter is, or is not, a part of the molecule of the
dye. Some eosin dyes behave similarly, but the
nitro dyes, triphenylmethane derivatives, and basic
colours are not protected.—Paul Corbin and Nicolas
Oulianoff : Certain characters of the Hercynian fold
in the Servoz-Lcs Houches region (.\rve valley).

—

Conrad Kilian ; The folds of the crystalline schists
of Ahaggar ; the Saharides.—Ren6 Soueges : The
embryogeny of the Geraniacea;. Development of
the embryo in Erodium ciciilariiim.— G. Hamel :

The limit of vegetation in the Channel according to
the dredgings carried out by the Poiirquoi -Pas ?

No algje were found at depths greater than forty-five
metres, and it concluded that at greater depths than
this all vegetation, with the exception of diatoms,
and plankton, is absent.—Jules Stoklasa : The
origin of the nitrate deposits of Chili. .-Vccording
to one liypothesis, the nitrate deposits result from
the accumulation of excrements and bodies of animals :

another view (C. Noellner) is tnat the nitrates arise

from the accumulation of submarine plants, since
these plants contain iodine, and iodine is an invariable
constituent of " caliche." The author gives reasons
for regarding a volcanic oiigin as more probable
than either of the preceding hypotheses.—J. Lopez-
Lomba and Mme. Randoin : The state of scurvy
produced by a complete regime in biochemical
equilibrium, deprived only of the factor C.—W.
Kopaczewski : Surface tension, swelling, and narcosis.— R. Argaud : The sclerogenic role of the giant
cells.

Washington.

National Academy of Sciences (Proc. \'ol. g. No. 4,
April).— R. 1.. Moore : Concerning the cut-points of
continuous cur\cs and of other closed and connected
point-sets— J. Belling and .\. F. Blakeslee : The
reduction division in haploid, diploid, triploid, and
tetraplcid Daturas. During the first division in the
pollen-mothcr-cells of diploid, triploid, and tetraploid
Daturas, homologous chromosomes are usually con-
nected by their ends. Non-reduction occurs generally
only in haploid plants. The volume of cytoplasm
in the pollen-mother-ccUs is nearly proportional to
the number of haploid groups present.—T. Ellinger :

The variation and inheritance of milk characters.
The records of a herd of 700 cows at Tranekjaer
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Castle, Denmark, whicli consisted originally of Red
Danish dair\- cattle and Jersey cattle, are discussed.

The yield during the first 10-week period of milking

appears to be the most trustworthy measure of a

cow's milk-yielding qualities. The records of the

cross-bred cattle (F,) show no indication of any
single Mendehan factor in the inheritance of milk

characters.—A. R. Olson and G. Glockler : The
critical and dissociation potentials of hydrogen.

A heated platinum filament covered with calcium

oxide in a vacuum tube containing purified dry

hydrogen at o-i mm. of mercury pressure was used

as the source of electrons. The beam of electrons

passed through platinum stops to which \'arying

accelerating and retarding potentials could be given,

and fell on an ionisation cylinder connected with

a quadrant electrometer. The dissociation potential

of hydrogen appears to be 3- 16 volts ; eight breaks

occur in the current-potential curves, five of which

correspond with Unes of the L^Tnan series.—G. L.

Clark and W. Duane : (i) The reflection by a crystal

of X-rays characteristic of chemical elements in it.

Crystals of the compounds KT KI3, Csl, Cslj, and
CsIBr have been investigated and X-rays character-

istic of iodine, caesium, and bromine have been

identified which obey the regular laws of crystal

reflection. The method used is to determine the

position of peaks in the ionisation curve by rotating

the crystal (corresponding to reflections from the

various planes), and, setting the ionisation chamber

at one of these peaks, to move the crystal and the

ionisation chamber, the latter at twice the rate of

the former. A series of peaks are obtained referring

to one set of planes alone. For KI, wave-lengths

of these correspond with the Ka and Kpi wave-lengths

of iodine. The distance between the 100 planes is

3-53 xio-« cm. KI3 is found to be a cube sbghtly

distorted with the edge 4-70x10-' cm. long. Cslj

appears to be a rhombic crystal with cjesium atoms at

each comer and iodine atoms at the centre and at points

equidistant from the centre along the body diagonals.

CsIBr. is also a rhombic crj'stal. (2) On the abnormal

reflection of X-rays by crj'stals. Reflections of X-rays

have been obtained from potassium iodide which

are not in accord with the usual laws of crystal-

reflection. The peaks caused in the ionisation cur\-e

are termed " X-peaks." For small deviations of

the X-ray beam, the X-peak is outside that due to

the 130 planes ; for larger deviations, it is between

those due to the 100 and 130 planes. The X-peak

does not appear unless the incident beam contains

X-rays of .shorter wave-length than those in the

K-series of iodine.—G. L. Clark : The significance

of the experimentally determined crystal structures

of the alkali polyhalidcs. It appears from X-ray

analysis of the polyhaHdes KI,, Csl„ CsIBr,, CsIClj,

that the three halogen atoms lie a diagonal of the

cr>'stal lattice, tHe heaviest in the centre ; the metal

atoms are at the comers. Other polyhahdcs are closely

related chemically and crj^stallographically, and
probably have similar structures, apparently closely

related to the simple halide unit cubes, the halide

group replacing a halogen atom. The size of the

metal atom determines the dimensions of the unit

cell and thus the relative stabilities of the polyhalides

of the group.—E. B. Wilson : Electric conduction :

Hall's theory and Perkins' phenomenon. Perkins

has shown that the addition of a negative charge

to a conducting strip of graphite decreases the

conducti\'ity. This is contrary to what might be

expected on a free electron theory of conduction,

but can be explained on Hall's theor\- of conduction

by streams of electrons and ions, the latter taking

a predominant part.
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Official Publications Received.

Report cf the Director of (he Royal Observatory, Hongkong, for the

Year 192i. Pp. IT. (Hongkong.)
Department of Commerce : U.S. Coa.st and Geodeto Survey. Serial No.

225 • Reconnaissance and Signal Building. By Ja.sper S. Bilby. (Special

Publication No. '.13.) Pp. vH-TT. (Washington: Government Printing

Office.) 30 cents. , „ ,, ..

Smithsonian Institution: United States National Museum. Bulletin

Kill; Contributions *o the Biology of the Philippine Archipelago and

Adjacent Regions : Ophinrans of the Philippine Seas .-.nd Adjacent

Waters. By Prof. Rene Kcehler. Pp. X-I-48C4-103 plates. Bulletin

124 • The Type Species of the Genera of Chalcidoidea or Chalcid-Flies.

By A. B. Gahan and Margaret M. Fagan. Pp. iii+HS. 15 cents.

(Washington : Government Printing Offlce.)
. , „ ,

Report of the Aeronautical Research Institute, Tokyo Imperial Uni-

versity. No. I : Hikoki ni taisuru Kaze no Hokn to Hayasa wo kiroku-

suru Kikai (An Instrument to measure the Direction and Spred of Wind

relative to an Aeroplane). By Tamarn-Takuro. Pp.23. Y. 0.60. No. 2 :

A New Air Velocity Calculator. By T.iyoUnp Suhara. Pp. -^5-81.

Y. 0.70. No. S ; On the Diurnal Variations of Winds in different Coastal

Stations of Japan. By Torahiko Terada and Tatuo Kobayasi. Pp. SS-SS.

Y 1 10 No 4 : On the Decay of Vortical Motion in a Viscous Fluid. By
Kwan-ichi Terazawa. Pp. .ST-ISS. Y. 0.00. No. 6 : On the Distribution

and Variation of Temperature in the Cylinder and Piston of an Aircraft

Engine. By Toyotaro Suhara and Nauzo Sato. Pp. 137-170. Y. 1.20.

(T'lkvu: Maruzen Kabusiki-Kwaisya.)
Neiie Denkschriften der .Schweizerischen Naturforschenden Gesellschaft

(Nouveau'c Memoires de la Societe HelvAtique des Sciences Naturelle.i).

Band 6:i. Pp. xx -1-402 -1-54. Band 54. Pp. iv+ 2:pl-l-32 Taleln. Band
55. Pp. viii+14ii. Band 56. Pp. vi+ 128-l-2S Tafeln. Band 57. Pp.

xi-l-3-2.5. Band .58. Pp. viii^251. (Basel, Genf and Lyon : Georg and

Co.) o

Statens Meteorologisk-Hydrograllska Anstalt. Arsbok, 4, 1922. 2

:

Nederbiirden i Sverige. Pp. 173. (Stockholm.)

Diary of Societies.

ilO'SBAY, June 25.

SOCIETV OF BlOMETRIClA.VS AND MATHEMATICAL STATISTICIANS (at

University College), ntS.— Dr. T. H. C. Stevenson : The Social Distribu-

tion of (pauses of Death in Kngland and Wales.

Royal Society op Medicine (Odontology Section), at 8.—L. E Clare-

mont: Case of Fibro-Cvstic Disease of the Lower Jaw.— Dr. A.

HopewellSinilh : Two Odolomes ; Some Observations on the Histology

and Pathology of the Dental Pulp.

Royal Institute of British Architects, at 8.30.—Presentation of the

Royal Gold Medal.

TVKSDAY, June 26.

iMi'ERlAL Education Conference (at Institution of Mechanical

Engineers), at 8.—Miss L. De Lissa : Recent Developments in Infant

Education and their Connexion with the Work of the Elementary

Schools.
J T, «

RovAL Anthropological Institute, at 8.15.— de Barn Craw.sliay

:

Exhibit of Eoliths from the South Ash Pit on the Kentish Chalk

Plateau, and of Stone Implements from Mesopotamia.—S. Hazzledine

Warren : The PaUeolithic Succession of Stoke Newington.

.Sociological Society (at Royal Society), at 8.15.— Dr. E. Jenks : The
Function of Law in Society.

WED'SESDAY, JUNE 27.

Royal Society of Arts, at 4.—Annual General Meeting.

lloYAL Society of Medicine (Surgery Section), at 5.30— Dr. W. Mayo,

Sir Berkeley Moynihan, J. Sheiren, G. Grey Turner, and A. J. Walton :

Discussion on the Surgery of the Hepatic and Coinmon Bile Duct.s.

Imferiai. Education Conference (at Institution of Mechanical

Engineers), at 8.— Lt.-Gen. Sir Robert S. S. Baden-Powell, Bart.:

The Boy Scout and Girl Guide Movement.

THURSDAY, June 28.

Royal Society, at 4.30.—Prof. V. 11. Blackman, A. T. Legg, and F. G.

Gregory : The Etl'ect of a Direct Electric Current of very Low Intensity

on ttie Bate of Growth of the Colcoptile of Barley.— Miss R. M. Tupper-

Carey and Prof. J. H. Priestley : The Composition of the Cell Wall at

the Apical Meristem of Stem and Root.—L. J. Harris: The Titration

of Amino- and Carboxyl-Groiips in Amino- Acids, Polypeptides, etc.
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Position and Needs of the Science
Museum Collections.

IN an article in another part of this issue an outline

is given of the present state of advancement of

the Museum building scheme at South Kensington,

which was approved in 1912 and started in 1913.

The scheme was that which the Departmental Com-
mittee on the Science Museum and the Geological

Museum proposed in its Report of 191 1 and 1912 as

to (i) the purposes these museums should serve in the

national interests
; (2) the nature, arrangement, and

development of the collections required for these

purposes ; and (3) the buildings required on the South

Kensington site to house these collections. This was
a logical reference, and the report dealt with it faithfuUv

and effectively.

The discussion of the reference inevitably l)rought

the reporting committee face to face with the problem

of co-ordinating these two museums with one another

and with the Natural History' Museum. The com-

mittee found that there was in practice little or no

overlapping of the fields of the three museums, and
in the end it was able to formulate proposals by which

the buildings of the three museums would be brought

into direct communication. Thus the related parts

of the great national collections in the sections of

science concerned would be brought into a continuous

series.

Under the scheme thus initiated, the individuality

of the several museums and their administration under

their existing responsible authorities would not be

affected in any way ; at the same time the group of

museums would afford at a single centre, and in inter-

communicating buildings, a real national museum
representative of science. This feature of the recom-

mendations of the committee was made possible by an

arrangement with the Trustees of the British JIuseum,

who were willing that the new Geological Museum
building should be placed on a part of the ground

allotted to the Natural History Museum, and should

be a part, structurally, of the eastern extension of the

Natural History Museum building.

The scheme is an admirable one. It provides for

the mineral products of the earth complete museum
representation as to natural history, geological

structure, economic conditions, mining, metallurgy,

and all physical and engineering investigations and
appliances bearing on these. Further, it suggests lines

for obtaining similar advantages in relation to other

branches of science as the scheme comes to be applied

in later stages.

The first item of the scheme was the erection of the

Eastern Block of the new Science Museum, and this
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has shown so httle progress since the War that the

councils of a number of leading scientific and technical

societies have found it necessary to direct attention

to the matter and to ask that the building be expedited.

In these times of financial straits it has been a national

necessity to go slowly in the matter of new public

buildings, and precedence in such work must be most

carefully considered. In recent years few things have

been so generally and so fully recognised as the magni-

tude of the contributions which physical and mechanical

science have made to the progress of the country in

knowledge, in industries, in trade, and in war, and

accordingly it might have been assumed that the work

on the Science Museum building, interrupted by the

War, would have had a place in the first rank of the

priority list. Yet here is the Science Museum, which

is charged with the duty of affording public illustration

and visual exposition of the great current advances in

the physical sciences and in the applications of science

to industry, practically obstructed in all new work by

lack of space. The functions of the museum are so

closely related to important national interests that its

equipment has become a matter of urgency, and the

facts summarised in our article on the subject suffice

to show the need for an emphatic appeal that the

continuance of the work on its building should have

an assured place in the programme of new national

buildings.

The building now in progress is the outcome of

action taken in pursuance of representations made to

the Board of Education in 1909 by a deputation and

a memorial from those prominently interested in the

advancement of pure and applied science. In present-

ing the memorial. Sir Henry Roscoe quoted from the

1874 report of the Duke of Devonshire's Commission

on Science, strongly recommending the establishment

of a museum representative of all branches of physical

science, both pure and applied. He and those with

him in the deputation then emphasised the necessity

for proper housing for such a museum, and the ad-

vantages of properly housed collections. They pointed

out, too, that without adequate accommodation the

Museum could not benefit as it otherwise would by

gifts of many objects of interest which have high value

for museum collections.

The fact is that, in the matter of buildings, this

museum has lagged far behind the museums that

represent other branches of knowledge and of culture.

One may well ask how this has come about. The

answer is largely one of history. The Science Museum
is the youngest of our national museums : for although

science collections were first prepared for museum
exhibition in 1857, it was not until twenty years later

tlvit the real possibilities of such collections began to
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be widely recognised. The earlier collections were

formed with the view of following up in particular

directions the impulse which the Exhibition of 1851

had given to public interest in science and industry.

At that time the larger groups»of objects came under

the following headings : Foods, animal products of

industrial value, building structure and materials,

models of machinery and educational apparatus. It

was the Fourth Report (1874) of the Royal Commission

on Scientific Instruction and the Advancement of

Science that directed attention to the wide field of

usefulness that was open to well-devised science

collections ; and it was the demonstration afforded by

the great loan collection of scientific apparatus, formed

at South Kensington in 1876, that proved the turning-

point in the aims of the museum collections. Many of

the objects lent for that temporary collection became

the property of the nation and formed the nucleus of

the collections of to-day. It is right to note here that

the advance then made in the museum ideal owed

much indeed to the initiative and to the indefatigable

labours of the late Sir Norman Lockyer, who was

secretary to the Commission.

Almost concurrent with the wider conception of

the relation of the Museum to pure science came the

recognition of the importance of preserving and

exhibiting actual examples of great inventions. The

manj'-sided appeals of such objects had led Mr. Bennet

Woodcroft to form a collection that was, and must

alwaj'^ be, unique, and the transference of his

collection to the Department of Science and Art

in 1883 laid the foundation of the fine collection

which now illustrates machinery and the history of

invention.

Successive committees have reported on various

aspects of the uses and needs of the Science Museum.

Their reports in 1886, 1889, 1897, 1898, and 1900 form

a long chain of scientific and technical opinion. These,

however, failed to secure the full measure of official

backing and of national support which they well

merited. Yet in their estimates of needs they were

most modest—perhaps loo modest. Men of science

accustomed to work in laboratories providing only

the bare necessaries for their investigations, failed to

realise that the great museum-visiting public needs

space in which to move about freely, and requires the

exhibition of objects rather than a mere opportunity

of examining them under difficulties. Be that as it

may, in accordance with scientific habit they limited

their recommendations, in matter and in measure, to

needs which could be proved up to the hilt ; but people

accustomed to the evaluation of reports in other

interests—reports made, it may be, with greater

imagination and longer views^—had acquired a habit
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of making a large discount from the claims made in

commission reports generally.

Since the new departure in the early 'eighties the

Science Collections, alike in pure and in applied science,

have had many acquisitions of great and abiding

interest, and the methods of displaying these have

developed steadily. The aim of the Museum has been

to do all that considered preparation of objects and

appropriate methods of exhibition can do to enable

scientific instruments, machiner}-, models, etc., to

speak for themselves. By exhibited objects, it affords

telling illustration and exposition pertaining to the

various branches of science within its field and of their

applications in the arts and industries. It also pre-

serves appliances which hold honoured places in the

progress of science or in the history' of invention, and

with such e.\hibits it associates the names of the great

men to whom the world owes these successi\e advances.

This human element in the interests which the Science

Collections present accounts for no small part of the

crowds who visit the galleries at times when any large

section of the public is free from work. The exhibited

machines, or otlier inventions which have created or

revolutionised industries and have altered conditions

of life, arouse in even the most casual of visitors some-

thing more than admiration for the genius and skill

of the inventor. Such objects as those illustrating

earfy steam-engines, telegraphs and telephones, or the

successive stages of the development of ships, never

fail to appeal to popular intelligence and imagina-

tion. Indeed, many of the treasures of the Science

Museum are irreplaceable in respect of value for the

intellectual inspiration of the people.

For the use of the Museum by the general public,

larger space for exhibition and more ample gangways

for the circulation of visitors are the most pressing

needs ; but a suitable setting for the collections, and

a worthy front and entrance to the building, are essential

to the recognition of the real value of the Museum as

a factor in the intellectual machinery of the nation.

Students and investigators who use the Museum need

all these ; but they need more. The report of Sir

Hugh Bell's committee sets out the directions in which

material facilities are required for the critical examina-

tion of instruments, or for public or private exposition

of objects, but until an adequate building is provided

for the Museum collections these uses are seriously

limited ; thus individuals and institutions interested

in physical and applied science must wait for some

years yet before they can enjoy the wider uses pointed

out in the committee's report.

The deputation to the president of the Board of

Education in 1909 pointed out that by far the largest

part of the Science Collections come as gifts or loans,
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so that if an adequate and worthy building were

provided, it need not be anticipated that the annual

subsidy for purchases would be on the high scale

required for the other great national museums and

galleries. The maintenance vote is also relatively

small, and the capital expenditure required for the

building is not even now deterrent. It is not too

much to expect that in these circumstances the work

on the buildings will be pushed forward vigorously and

without break.

Meteorological Physics.

The Air and its Ways: the Rede Lecture (/?.?/) in the

University of Cambridge, with other Contributions to

Meteorology for Schools and Colleges. By Sir Napier

Shaw. Pp. XX + 237 + 28 plates. (Cambridge: at

the University Press, 1923.) 30i-. net.

IX this volume Sir Xapier Shaw has collected fifteen

different lectures and papers upon a variety of

different subjects, to a few only of which we can here

refer. Throughout the whole book is a number of

leading ideas, for which the author has been an

indefatigable and mostly also a successful advocate,

to the benefit of meteorological science.

The first point which strikes the reader when he

opens the book is twenty-four plates representing

the normal distribution of the meteorological elements

over the globe. Several of these charts are new from

the author's hand. By placing these charts at the

beginning of the book, and by returning to them

incessantly in discussing the special questions in the

subsequent papers, the author has succeeded in em-

phasising -Strongly his view of " the weather of any

locality as part of the weather of the world." Statistics

can be made for a single locality. Atmospheric

events, on the contrary, can ne\-er be understood

from local, but only from universal points of view.

To understand the phenomena of the weather means,

according to Sir Napier Shaw, " to bring our know-ledge

of the air into relation with the laws of physics, as

established in the laboratory, and therefore particularly

with the law of energy." We meet with this view

already in the charmingly written first lecture,

" Meteorology for Schools and Colleges," and it follows

us all through the book to the last lecture on "The
Artificial Control of the Weather." An important

consequence of this view of meteorology as applied

physics forms the subject of the second lecture on
" Pressure in Absolute Units."

Among the leading ideas of a more special meteoro-

logical nature the author emphasises in the preface

three as especially important—those of " balanced
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forces," of " eviction/' and of " resilience." In his

discussions of meteorological phenomena these principles

recur repeatedly. We meet with an example of the

application of the principle of resilience on the first

page of the first lecture, when we read this characteristic

remark concerning the conditions for the formation

of orographic rainfall :
" But when you come to think

of it, the explanation requires that the air on the

windward side has to be made to flow up-hill, and no

fluid which technically must be called heavy, as it

is affected by gravity, even if it is as light as air,

flows up-hill without protest. It prefers to go round,

and will exhaust all the possibilities of doing so before

submitting to be driven over." This principle of

resilience should be remembered not least by mathe-

maticians who will work out the theory of atmospheric

movements. In theoretical hydrodynamics we generally

assume the equation s=J(p), density as a function

of the pressure. This equation leads to that state

of " unlimited miscibility " which excludes resilience

and would make it possible for the air to flow up-hill

without protest. But the true equation «=/(/>, 0)

permits the air to take a stable stratification, a per-

mission of which it makes a most extensive use

;

with the consequence that we have laws of motion

very different from those of the idealised fluid, in

which ?=/(/)). I can scarcely be wrong when I say

that this equation has for more than a century acted

as a barrier which has prevented the representatives

of theoretical hydrodynamics from taking up meteoro-

logical problems with success.

The principle of " balanced forces " merits great

attention, not only in qualitative discussions but also

perhaps still more by the attempts to work out mathe-

matical theories of atmospheric motions. The author

gives no mathematical formulation of the principle.

But if I have understood him rightly, I should call

it rather very good advice than a principle. The

most obvious way of developing atmospheric move-

ments might seem to be this : first to consider the

state of equilibrium, and then to examine the con-

sequences of a disturbance of it, in the case before us

of a disturbance of thermal origin. But on account

of the rotation of the earth there is a very long and

diflicult way from the state of equilibrium relative

to the earth to the ultimately resulting motion. The

primary tendency is the production of a direct flow

from the cold to the warm areas. But this tendency

is almost completely checked by the effect of the

earth's rotation. Instead of the direct flow from cold

to warm areas, we get a circulation cyclonic round

the warm and anticyclonic round the cold areas.

Only a small residual leakage is left, conveying very

gradually air from the cold to the warm areas. For
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this leakage the process of " eviction " plays an

important part.

Now Sir Napier Shaw's advice is to shorten this

long development, which it is very difficult to give

in a satisfactory form, and tQ start with that state

of steady motion relative to the earth which is char-

acterised by the " gradient wind." This gradient

wind, by which pressure gradient and deflecting force

balance each other, gives immediately the cyclonic

circulation round the warm areas and the anticyclonic

circulation round the cold. Then, in the second

approximation, we have to add to this pure circulation

the further disturbances, as those connected with

convection and that particular form of convection for

which Sir Napier Shaw has introduced the word eviction.

No doubt his advice will be followed more and more,

both in elementary treatises and especially in mathe-

matical theories, for which this may prove to be the

only practicable way.

I cannot finish this notice without mentioning Sir

Napier Shaw's brilliant style of writing, the many ade-

quate expressions and striking comparisons by which

he succeeds in making the subject clear and ensures

that the reader does not forget the main points. He
is a master of finding the right words, and is not less

a master of illustrating the text by characteristic

diagrams. I only regret that he has not found place

in the book for that really historical diagram by which

he formulated his protest against the old c}'clone

theory and gave the main structure of the new one,

replacing the fine logarithmic spirals running

asymptotically to a centre in the old model simply

by three sets of straight lines, of which two sets meet

each other at right angles. V. Bjerknes.

Philosophy for Men of Science.

Scientific Thought. By Prof. C. D. Broad. (Inter-

national Library' of Psychology, Philosophy, and

Scientific Method.) Pp. 555. (London : Kegan

Paul and Co., Ltd. ; New York : Harcourt, Brace

and Co., Inc., 1923.) 16s. net.

AS men of science are usually impatient, if not con-

temptuous, of philosophical discussion, Prof.

Broad may be thought rash to address a philosophical

work specifically to them, particularly as he is occupied

in discussing the notions of space, time, matter, and

motion, about which the man in the laboratory con-

siders himself better qualified to speak than the philo-

sopher. The author, however, brings to his task both

a knowledge of mathematics and physics and an appre-

ciation of the efforts of philosophers in the " peculiarly

obstinate attempt to think clearly," which constitutes

their chief task. Moreover, unlike many philosophers
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and men of science, he expresses himself clearly, so that

any one who reads his book will discover at least one

philosopher who does not " tell us what every one knows

in language that no one can understand."

Part I consists of an analysis of the conceptions of

space and time in modem physics and leads up to an

account of the special and general theories of relativity.

This has all been done before, but not quite in the same

way. The author starts at the beginning, or what

ought to be the beginning of any such discussion, by

giving a simple account of Prof. A. N. Whitehead's

" Principle of Extensive Abstraction." This prin-

ciple pro\ides a rational method of passing from the

actual facts of sense-experience to the highly sophisti-

cated conceptions, such as points and lines, that are

necessar)' for geometry and mathematical physics, and

is indispensable for any proper theory of space and time.

Prof. Broad's exposition pro%ides a good introduction

to Prof. Whitehead's own decidedly difficult works. In

the second chapter on time and change, with Prof.

Whitehead's treatment of time as a basis, some valu-

able and original ideas are developed. This chapter

is perhaps the most important in the whole book. The

rest of Part i follows well-established lines and does not

call for special comment, except in so far as it gives a

clear account of a difficult subject.

In Part 2 the author takes up his problem from a

different point of view, that of the relation of the

physical theorj- of material bodies to the facts of sense-

experience. Here Prof. Broad is for the most part

breaking new ground, and for that reason alone his

argument is rather more difficult to follow. More-

over, he is now dealing with problems which do not

appeal greatly to the man of science, who may refuse

to recognise them as problems at all. He will probably

assent vaguely to the saying of Petronius standing at

the head of chapter 7 :

Fallunt nos oculi, vagique sensus
Oppressa ratione mentiuntiir.

The man of science may even confess that the

ridiculous theory of pp. 272 and 273 is not an unfair

summar\' of his own and his friends' views as to the

nature of physical objects and their sensible appear-

ances, but still he may be inclined to sa)-, " Why make

all this fuss about it ? I know it is easy for a philo-

sopher, with his puzzles about pennies that are ' really
'

round, though they • look ' elliptical, and about mirror

images, and so on, to pick holes in the ordinary common-

sense and scientific notion of material objects, but what

does it all come to..' The ordinary theory, however

silly ultimately, is simple and familiar and works well

in practice. The philosophical theories are not simple,

there are several different ones, and there is nothing to

show that they are better for ordinary purposes."
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Prof. Broad has not played his cards very well in

order to refute such contentions as this and induce the

man of science to read on, for he has kept his best

arguments for his last chapter. The argument is,

briefly, that the ordinary view only works in practice

by leaving out the facts that do not fit in with it. It

so happens that these inconvenient facts have not, up

to the present time, been important and that the man
of science has been well advised to forget them and get

on with his work, but this happy state of affairs may
not last for ever. The history of the theorj' of space

and time supplies the moral. The traditional theory

was simple and easy to understand and worked well

;

the engineer and the chemist still ask for nothing

better. It has only been gradually that the incom-

patible facts have been forced on people's attention in

spite of struggles to ignore them ; and some people

still ask, " Why all this fuss about the principle of

relativity ? " The only answer is that clear ideas, if

we can get them, are better than muddled ones, how--

e\'er comfortable. What is worth doing for space and

time is also worth attempting for sense perception and

material objects.

It is impossible in the course of a short notice to

make any detailed criticisms of this latter part of the

book ; suffice to say it is the kind of thing scientific

philosophers ought to write and philosophical men of

science to read.

The author shows wit and erudition in his chapter

headings, though he might have translated King Alfred

for us. The index is full and carefully compiled. As the

author shows some pedantry in the matter of authors'

names and titles, it is not unfair to point out that

Galileo is a Christian name, consequently there was no

such person as " Galileo, G." A. D. R.

Geology in 'War.

(i) The Work of the Royal Engineers in the European

War, tgT4-ig. Work in the Field under the Engineer-

in-Chief, B.E.F. Geological M'ork on the Western

Front. Pp. 71+7 plates + 19 figs. (Chatham: W.
and J. Mackay and Co., Ltd., 1922.)

(2) The Work of the Royal Engineers in the European

War, igi4-ig. Work in the Field in other Theatres

of War. Egypt and Palestine—Water Supply. Pp.

vi+64 + 7 maps + 10 plates. (Chatham : W. and J.

Mackay and Co., Ltd., 1921.)

IX 1914 there was no geological organisation in the

British Army, though it w^ould appear that the

Germans had a definite geological establishment in

connexion with each of their Armies. Very early

during the War the need of geological advice was

felt in connexion with the supply of water to the

2 C I
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troops both in the battle zone and on the hnes of

communication, but it was not until April 1915 that

a geologist was appointed, and not until the following

June that he joined the staff of the Chief Engineer

in France. In 1916 Lieut.-Col. Sir T. W. Edgeworth

David joined the staff and eventually became Geological

Adviser at G.H.Q. on matters connected with military

mining. Now a permanent geological establishment

is suggested.

The volume under review gives a concise account

of the work carried out by the geological staff on the

Western Front and is copiously illustrated by maps,

sections, and photographs. The chief method of

supply of water was from borings in the Upper Chalk

(Senonian), and though in many cases the sites for

bores were chosen for military rather than geological

considerations, the maps showing the possibilities of

obtaining a supply in different parts of the area were

invaluable to the Army Water Supply officers. Water

was also obtained from the Thanet Sands, and the

various kinds of apparatus employed in boring and

pumping are described in detail.

An investigation of the water-table in the Chalk

was made in connexion with water supply, and the

fluctuations of level were studied for the purposes of

military mining and the construction of dug-outs.

The importance of a thorough knowledge of geological

structure in connexion with the construction of

military mines is demonstrated, and details are given

of several series the success of which depended on such

knowledge.

Other military activities requiring the services of

the geologist were the winning of road-metal, the

provision of sand and aggregate for concrete, and the

working of such coal mines as remained in the hands

of the Allies.

The plates include a map showing by colour-washes

the suitability of the country for dug-outs and others

indicating the ancient excavations (" Souterrains "),

which were so largely used as cover for troops in

Northern France.

The second volume under notice contains an interest-

ing account of the enormous difficulties successfully

overcome by the Royal Engineers in the supply of

water to the army during its advance across the

Desert of Sinai from Egypt into Palestine.

The work included the laying of a pipe-line, by means

of which a daily supply of 600,000 gallons of Nile

water was carried to the troops in El Arish, and along

the lines of communication ; the transport of water

in railway tanks and on camels ; the development

of local supplies in Beersheba and Ghaza and in the

plains of Palestine, and finally the reorganisation of

the water supply of Jerusalem itself.
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The Antiquity of Disease.

The Antiquity of Disease. By Prof. Roy L. Moodie.

(University of Chicago Science Series.) Pp. xiv -f-

148. (Chicago : University of Qiicago Press ; London

:

Cambridge University Press, 1923.) 1.50 dollars.

Studies in the Palceopathology of Egypt. By Sir Marc

Armand Ruffer. Edited by Prof. R. L. Moodie.

Pp. XX-I-372-F7I plates. (Chicago: The Uni-

versity of Chicago Press ; London : Cambridge

University Press, 1921.) 175. net.

AT a time when those concerned with medical educa-

tion are concentrating their endeavours as never

before upon the problems of the causes and prevention

of disease, a book that attempts to probe into the

distant past and discover the early history of patho-

logical processes is sure of a welcome, even if the

subject is described by the wholly unnecessary and

ambiguous word " palaeopathology." The chief value

of Prof. Roy Moodie's fascinating and well-illustrated

little book is that it directs attention to the scope and

interest of such studies and provides a bibliography

extensive enough to start the inquirer on his way to

enlightenment. The pathological conditions revealed

in fossil vertebrates, and the identification of the

destruction wrought in fossil bones by contemporary

bacteria and fungi, prepare us to accept the evidence

that bodies resembling bacteria and cocci in fossils as

old as the Palaeozoic are actually fossilised micro-

organisms.

The part played by bacteria in remotely ancient

times is as yet only a subject for speculation. " The

pre-Cambrian bacteria so far known are supposed to

have had an activity allied to that described by

Drew for Bacterium calcis and other marine calcium-

precipitating bacteria." " The results of infection by

bacteria are not definitely known prior to the Permian.

Bacteria and fungi, possibly, however, chiefly those of

decay, are widely distributed and well known from the

Carboniferous rocks. Here hes a wide field of research,

although a difficult one, dealing with the origin of

that type of disease which is so troublesome to humanity

to-day. It seems probable from present evidences that

a wide distribution of the bacterial types of disease and

the resulting pathology is a relatively recent pheno-

menon, with an antiquity of a few million years, which,

when compared with the scores of millions, possibly

hundreds of millions, of years which animal and plant

life have existed, is a very brief time " (pp. 13 and 14).

The earlier part of the book, which deals with these

interesting problems of palaeontology, is very suggestive

and stimulating. The latter part, dealing with early

man, makes a more immediate and personal appeal and

is distinguished by the same qualities of suggestiveness
;
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but unfortunately its accuracy cannot be trusted.

The author commits many mistakes which are scarcely

excusable on the part of the editor of the late Sir

Armand Ruflfer's works. It is natural that he should

feel a deep sense of gratitude to the genial scholar

whose writings directed his attention to the study of

the effects of disease in ancient man ; but the works of

Sir Armand Rufifer give no warrant for the many mis-

leading statements in the final chapter of this book.

Hence it becomes necessary to warn readers of this

chapter not to accept its statements as facts until they
have been checked by reference to the standard work
on the pathological conditions found in ancient Egj'ptian

bodies, Prof. Wood Jones's statement in the Report for

1907-08 of the Archaological Survey of Nubia. It

is particularly necessarj' to correct Prof. Moodie's

misleading references to syphilis (p. 117), smallpox

(p. 1 19), pyorrhoea (p. 126), and Pott's disease, which he
says is " so common in Egypt "

(p. 133), when I think

he was aware of only one case (or at most six cases)

found among thirty thousand bodies !

I refer to these blots on a ver\- fascinating and
stimulating book before such insidious errors get fully

launched upon a career of diffusion. In several places

in the book Prof. Moodie refers to the histon,- of these

modern investigations in the pathologj^ of the ancient

Eg\T)tians, and as his account is quite fictitious, perhaps
I might explain how they did begin. Two months after

my artival in Egypt in 1900 the late Dr. W. H. R.
Rivers, who was working on the problems of colour

vision in the natives of Upper Egypt, wrote directing

my attention to the natural preservation of the brain

in the Pre-dynastic bodies being excavated by Dr.

Randall-Mad \er at El Amrah. I went to Upper
Eg)T)t to study this remarkable phenomenon, and the

first ancient Eg\-ptian grave I looked into contained

the skeleton of a boy who lived nearly sixty centuries

ago and had suffered from stone in the bladder. I

sent the specimen to Dr. Shattock at the Royal College

of Surgeons, who published a report on it, and for the

next seven years I devoted much of my leisure to the

collection of pathological specimens from ancient

graves until, in 1907, Dr. Wood Jones began his epoch-
making work of making the collection now in the

Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons, and writing

the only trustworthy account of the pathological

conditions found in Egypt and Nubia that has yet been
published.

The late Sir Armand RufTer did not begin his work
until Prof. Wood Jones and I had completed ours.

In 1908, having discovered a hunch-back among
the mummies of the priests of Amen from Thebes
I asked the late Profs. Ferguson and Rufler whether
they could detect tubercle bacilli in his psoas abscess.
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This started Sir Armand on the work. In attempt-

ing to put the history of these events into their

proper sequence I ought to direct attentir)n to the real

achievements of the late Sir .\rmand Rufler in this

field. These were, first, the perfection of the technique

for the histological study of mummies ; and, secondly,

the discover>- of the eggs of the Bilharzia worm in

mummies embalmed thirty centuries ago. These

results were attained only after long and wearisome

experiment carried on with exceptional skill and
persistence, and represent a very great achievement.

G. Elliot Smith.

Our Bookshelf.

Factors affecting the Control of the Tea Mosquito Bug
(Helopeltis theivora, Waterh.). By E. A. Andrews.
Pp. iv -1-260 + 44 diagrams. (London: Indian Tea
Association, 21 Mincing Lane, 1923.) 3^. 6d.

The work which Mr. E. A. Andrews has carried out
in India in connexion with the mosquito bug of tea

is described in this book. The limitations in the
control of the pest by spraying are discussed, and an
inquir}' into the question of natural checks has led

to the conclusion that the problem could not be solved

by such means. The efTects of climate and the variety
of bush which is cultivated are discussed in some
detail.

The action of various manures has been investigated,

lime and potash manures having been shown to be
of benefit. The relation of cultural operations to the
severity of attack is also included. Whereas no
relation is evident between the total quantities of

potash and phosphoric acid present in the soil and
the extent of attack, manuring experiments have
yielded interesting and definite results. Immunity
would seem to depend on the ratio of the available

potash to the available phosphoric acid. Great
benefit is derived from an increase in the available

potash in the soil, the efTect, however, being only
transient. Analy.ses of the leaves show differences

corresponding to those deduced from observation of

the soils. Immunity has been induced experimentally
by the direct introduction of potash to the plant,

tea bushes so treated remaining immune for the rest

of the season.

The importance of this work from an economic
point of view is very great. The future of economic
applied entomology lies far more in the detailed study
of the relations between the insect, the plant, and the

natural conditions influencing both, than in direct

control by means of insecticides or entomological

methods : such research, however, requires organised

team work between the various branches of science.

Mr. Andrews's work would be valuable if it emphasised
this need alone ; but it also emt>races sound investiga-

tion and a great hope of the discovery of a practical

control for the most serious insect pest of the tea crop.

The author is to be congratulated on his results

and the patience with which he has collected his

numerous data. H. M. L.
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Agriculture in the Tropics: An Elementary Treatise.

Bv Dr. J. C. Willis. (Cambridge Biological Series.)

Third edition, revised. Pp. xvi + 223 + 24 plates.

(Cambridge : At the University Press, 1922.)

125. 6d. net.

Dr. Willis's book was intended, not as a practical

guide in field methods for the tropical agriculturist,

but to serve mainly as an introduction to the study

of the leading economic principles governing the

modern practice of agriculture and planting in the

tropics. With the remarkable developments taking

place in tropical agriculture, such a book will require

periodical revision to keep abreast of the times. The

second edition was published in 1914, and the call

for the present (third) issue has afforded a further

opportunity for revision. It is a pity that no preface

to the new edition has been printed, and, except for

special information supplied by the publishers for

the convenience of the reviewer, it would be difficult

to trace new matter or corrections.

No important re-arrangement of the book has been

adopted. The four parts remain the same and the

slight revisions made in them are neither numerous

nor very important. There are still opportunities,

however, for improvement in the text. In dealing

with the West African oil-palm (Elceis gtdneensis) due

reference is made to the recent planting of the palm

in the East, but the student would gather very little

as to the origin of the " pericarp " oil (not mentioned as

such) from the account given ; while the statement

that " of late another oil has been obtained from the

seeds of the palm " is a little naive. Definite reference

also should be made to the wide use of coco-nut oil for

the manufacture of margarine. Further, as regards

gingelly oil, while it may be true that comparatively

little of the oil is exported from the countries of

production, the statement should be completed by

reference to the important export of the seed for oil

extraction in Europe.

The book remains, however, an excellent introduction

to a subject of great and increasing importance, and

should be read by all interested in the practice and

administration of tropical agriculture and planting.

Crystallisation of Metals : being a Course of Advanced

Lectures in Metallurgy delivered at the Royal School

of Mines, Imperial College, under the Auspices of

the University of London, in February and March

/Q22. By Col. N. T. Belaiew. Pp. 143 -I- 21 plates.

(London : University of London Press, Ltd., n.d.)

js. 6d. net.

Colonel Belaiew has written a book on the " Crystal-

lisation of Metals," which is remarkable in that it

deals with the coarse structure rather than the micro-

structure of metals. It is therefore noteworthy that

a great many of his illustrations are natural size, while

others are x 2, 5, or 10. Only in rare instances are

higher magnifications used, although in certain extreme

cases remarkable pictures are given in which the

magnification is as high as 4500. At the other extreme,

two illustrations are given on a reduced scale (xi)

of Tschernoff's famous crj-stal, more than fifteen inches

in length, which was found in the upper portion of

the pipe in the sinking head of an ingot of soft open-

hearth steel weighing about 100 tons. The final
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paragraphs of the book deal with the structure of

Damascene steel, and include two beautiful illustra-

tions, of approximately natural size, of Damascene

blades, as well as microphotographs with an enlarge-

ment of 1000 diameters. The little book forms an

admirable supplement to existing treatises on metal-

lography, and reaches a level which entitles it to a

place among standard works on this subject.

Visual Illusions: their Causes, Characteristics, and

Applications. By M. Luckiesh. Pp. ix-f252.

(London, Bombay, and Sydney : Constable and Co.,

Ltd., 1922.) 155. net.

In this book Mr. Luckiesh presents one hundred illus-

trations of familiar and little-known optical illusions,

round which the text is written. On account of the

creat complexity of the subject, the author confines

himself to static illusions, and dispenses to a large

extent with theory. It is inevitable that there should

be some overlapping in any classification of visual

illusions, since not seldom more than one factor enters

into them ; but the arrangement or grouping together

in the various chapters which is adopted in the book

is a convenient and practical one. After chapters on

the eye and vision, geometrical and depth, or distance,

illusions are considered in detail. These are followed

by illusions due to irradiation, colour, and lighting.

A special chapter is added on natural illusions, such

as the apparent size of the setting sun as compared

with the sun at the zenith, the magnification of objects

seen through fog, and mirage. The last four chapters

are devoted to applications of the natural principles

of visual illusions to practical purposes, in the shape of

painting, decoration, architecture, and camouflage.

The book is well written and attractively produced,

and should be of interest to others as well as to

students of psychology.

Geology. By C. I. Gardiner. (Science for All Series.)

Pp. X -1-138. (London : J. Murray, 1923.) ^s. 6d.

In 1914, Mr. Gardiner produced his " Introduction

to Geologv " (see Nature, vol. 94, p. 362), in which

he found more scope for originality than is given by
]

this smaller volume. The conception of a work on
^

CTeolosy " for all " must vary with the outlook of the

author, and Mr. Gardiner has had long experience in

the training of beginners in the region where the
^

foundations of stratigraphical geology were laid within 1

the British Isles. We cannot help thinking that " all " 1

would like to hear something of the Laurentian cauldrons

in which the oldest strata of Canada were immersed ;

.

of the rich fauna of the Olenellus-beds ; of the coming

.

of the race of reptiles that was so long to dominate:

the world ; and of the amazing development of
{

mammals, from South Dakota and the Paris Basin to

the Trinil river-bank in Java. But Mr. Gardiner

knows well that a fossil picked up in a Gloucestershire

lane or from a talus in the Isle of Wight may loom

more largely than Atlantosaurus or the titanotheres.

All reputable English text-books insist upon the Wool-

hope Limestone and the Thanet Sands. That we cannot

escape from them in so small a volume is no sign of

Mr. Gardiner's personal limitations. His style is always

clear, and throughout he is in touch with recent

observations. "• " J- ^-
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Letters to the Editor.

\_The Editor does not hold himself responsible for
opinions expressea by his correspondents. Neither
can he undertake to return, nor to correspond with
the wi iters of, rejected manuscripts intended for
this or any other part of NaiI'RE. No notice is

taken of anonymous communications.^

The Mechanical Equivalent of Heat.

With the assistance first of Dr. J. K. Roberts,
now of the National Physical Laboratory,', and later

of Mr. E. O. Hercus, I have been engaged for some
years upon a determination of the mechanical equi-
valent of heat. It is believed that an indication of
the lines upon which the experiment is being made
may be of use to other workers in this branch of

physics.
A number of determinations of what may be called

the electrical equivalent of heat have been made,
including the very thorough work of Jaeger and
Steinwehr at the Reichsanstalt, but since the time of

Joule the only direct measurements of the mechanical
equivalent of heat are those of Rowland published in

1880 and of Reynolds and Moorby. The work of the
former has for long been regarded as of high accuracy.
Reynolds and Moorby 's result is in terms of the mean
calorie, and there is considerable room for doubt as to
the value of that calorie in terms of the 15° or the
20° calorie. This doubt arises from the conflicting
values found for the specific heat of water from, say,
60° to 100° C. It appeared, then, to be desirable to
have a direct determination of the mechanical
equivalent of sufiicient accuracy as to be available
for comparison with the electrical equivalent of heat.
Such a comparison may throw light on the absolute
values of the electrical units. It must be admitted,
however, that to obtain the necessary accuracN- in the
value of the mechanical equivalent for that purpose
will be a problem of some difficulty. But there appears
to be no reason, if the same attention is given to the
question as has been given to the realisation of the
electrical units, why it should not be attained.

In our experiment, work is indirectly converted into
heat ; the work done and the heat developed are
directly measured. The work is found, as in Rowland's
experiment, in terms of a couple and a number of
revolutions ; the heat is measured by a continuous
flow calorimeter in terms of a quantity of water and
its rise of temperature. A correction is made for

the heat lost during an experiment. The relation
between these quantities is

2Trnmgd =Jw{t, -<,) +L

where J ergs per calorie is the mechanical equivalent
of heat. The apparatus is designed so that the heat
lost can either be directly determined, or be eliminated
by taking the difference between the equations for a
heavy and a light run.

The efficiency of an apparatus for finding the
electrical or the mechanical equivalent of heat, which
may be briefly called a J apparatus, is expressed by
two characteristics, namely, (i) the percentage of
the heat developed which is lost, and (2) the accuracy
with which the lost heat can be determined, or
eliminated from the expression for J.
We have gradually developed, after many failures,

an apparatus which, measured by this test, is an
efficient one. We set out in the following table
average figures for the power absorbed, and the
percentage of heat lost in experiments by the observers
named

:
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Observer.
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reduce friction. The bearing (Fig. 2) is a parallel ball-

bearing for which the friction is less than 1/10,000 of

the couple acting on the stator. To eliminate friction,

the wheels over which the above-mentioned wires

pass are carried on steel knife-edges resting on
hardened steel planes.

For the temperature measurements we use platinum
thermometers which are connected differentially to

a Wheatstone bridge made to Miiller's design. During
the course of a year the average variation of the
fundamental interval from its mean value has been
1/20,000 for one thermometer and 1/80,000 for the

other. This would imply that the thermometry is

of satisfactory accuracy.
The evaluation of the heat lost has proved far the

most difficult part of the experiment.
In the earlier designs the loss in some experiments
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was as high as 2 per cent of the heat developed. All

attempts to determine it correctly, or to eliminate it by
taking the difference between a heavy and a light ex-

periment failed , for reasons which cannot be given here

.

To overcome this difficulty the calorimeter system

was reconstructed, by bringing the thermometers
close to the vacuum flask and highly insulating them,

as shown in the accompanying figures. This has re-

duced the heat loss to about i/io of its previous value.

Means have been provided for determining the loss,

and the stator is being modified so that the loss may
be eliminated in the usual manner in continuous

flow calorimetry by taking the difference between a

heavy and a liglit experiment. It is expected that this

alteration will increase the heat developed, and so

reduce the percentage of heat lost still further.

T. H. Laby.
University of Melbourne, April 4.

The Transformation of Electronic into Electro-

Magnetic Energy.

The fundamental propositions given below, which
do not refer to the excitation of characteristic^but to

that of the ordineiry rays which^^have been']_called
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" independent " X-rays, have sufficient experimental
evidence supporting them to justify the following
statements so that they may serve as guiding prin-
ciples for further investigations.

1. When a definite number of electrons in motion
(cathode or /J-particles) of dafinite velocity traverse
very thin layers of different substances, the average
fraction of their energy transformed into that of

electromagnetic radiation (X- or 7-rays) is, per atom
of any one substance, proportional to the square of

its atomic number.
2. In these circumstances, for a given layer, the

energy so transformed depends only on the mass per
unit area of the layer and on the number of cathode
or pi-particles traversing it, being independent of

their velocitj'.

By a very thin layer is meant one so thin that the
ratio of the number of particles emerging from the
layer to the number entering it is very nearl)' equal
to unity.
The reason for the above statement is as follows.

If cathode or /i-particles of definite type and of total

energy E traverse a layer of a substance of unit area

and mass dm, the energy of the X-rays formed in the
layer may be written as XE . dm. We call X the
mass transformation coefficient. The atomic trans-

formation coefficient, a saj', is then obtained by
multiplying X by A/N, where A is the atomic
weight and N is the number of atoms in a gram
of hydrogen. I find that a, which gives the average
fraction of the energy transformed per atom, varies

approximately as the square of the atomic number Z.

while X varies as Z^/A and both a and X vary inverse! \

as the energy of a single bombarding particle. Hence
the above propositions hold approximately, since the
total energy E is proportional to the energy of a
single particle and their number n, so that XE . dtn

varies as « .dm.
With respect to the physical processes underl}'ing

the excitation of " independent " X-rays, certain

considerations incline me to the provisional view that

these X-rays are produced by a collision or by close

interaction between the cathode or /i-particles and
the actual nuclei of the atoms rather than with tlie

electrons surrounding them. J. A. Gray.

McGiU University, Montreal,
May 21.

Dr. Kammerer's Alytes.

Prof. MacBride's letter in Nature of June 23,

p. 841, did not at first seem to require any rejoinder.

But I find that some botanists, and perhaps others

unfamiliar with zoological terms, suppose that the

quotations from Boulenger contradict my statement
that rugosities are not formed on the palmar surfaces.

Boulenger, of course wdth perfect accuracy, states

that rugosities in various genera appear on the inner

side of the digits (italicised by Prof. MacBride).
This is the radial side, as emphasised in both our

letters, not the palmar surface, which was the part

which bore the extraordinary structure visible in

Dr. Kammerer's specimen. W. Bateson.

June 24.

The Breeding Period of Echinus miliaris.

The breeding period of the sea-urchin. Echinus
miliaris, is very interesting from many points of

view ; and especially as this animal readily yields

ripe eggs and sperm with which to carry out artificial

fertilisation in inland laboratories for the observation
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of fertilisation, segmentation and gastrulation stages
in the Ii\ing state. The records made at this

laboratory down to 1919 showed that £. miliaris has
been found to breed from about Februar>'-March to
August. In 1920 I arrived at the conclusion that
certain marine animals, such as the oyster, breed
continuously so long as the sea-temperature remains
above a definite temperature, providing the general
biological conditions are otherwise normal. On this

view, and if the type of breeding in E. miliaris were
the same as that of the oyster, the breeding period of

this sea-urchin should be found to extend to about
November-December, on the average.

In March and April 1920 many successful artificial

fertilisations of E. miliaris were made, and it may be
assumed that similar successful fertilisations could
have been obtained onwards to August. After
August periodical collections of this urchin were made
from the shore to test the view mentioned above. On
September 14 the proportion of ripe individuals

collected was high and six excellent artificial fertilisa-

tions made ; on October 13 the proportion of ripe

individuals collected was smaller, but good fertilisa-

tions were still obtained, and on October 29, although
the proportion of ripe individuals was now lower, an
optimum fertilisation was obtained yielding very
fine and healthy plutei on November 1 . The observa-
tions at Plymouth were interrupted at this time, but
on November 3 a high proportion of E. miliaris which
had been dredged from the oyster beds off Whitstable
were found to be ripe and yielded healthy larvae, which
lived in some bowls as plutei until at least January 5,

1 92 1. A batch of similar urcliins forwarded to
Plymouth yielded an excellent fertilisation on Novem-
ber 10,' and although no fertilisation was made later,

it was observed at various times during the winter
that the gonads of Whitstable specimens examined
remained full. A sample of urchins examined at
Plymouth on January 26, 192 1, showed that a small
proportion of ripe males with full gonads stiU occurred
but no ripe female was found, and the big variation

in size of the gonad observed in the remainder of this

sample points to a distinct physiological difference

between the Plymouth and Whitstable groups.
It is thus clear that successful artificial fertilisations

of E. miliaris may be obtained from Plymouth
specimens during about the period February-March
to November, and that the breeding period in the
south of England may be considered to extend
over the same range, but it is nevertheless open
to doubt whether the capacity to yield a successful

fertilisation may be good evidence that a species is

breeding.
The fact that breeding individuals may be obtained

over such a long period of the year affords good
reason to believe that single individuals may spawn
several times a year, but there is no evidence that
collective spawning occurs in this species at one
given phase of the lunar cycle such as Fox foimd to

be the case in the Mediterranean sea-urchin Diadema
setasum (see Nature, February 23, 1922). In three
collections of E. miliaris from Looe Is. near Plymouth,
on September 23, October 12, and October 28 respec-

tively, the unripe indi\'iduals showed variation in the
size of the gonad ranging from about 1/12 to a full

gonad. These observations do not, however, rule out
the possibility of spawning occurring normally—in

those individuals which are ripe—at certain definite

phases of the lunar cycle, for example, after any low-
water springs ; for it has been observed not in-

* This fertilisation .ind the one at PI>'mouth on October 29 were made
by Mr. A. J. Smith. The lan'ae from the Whitstable urchins November 3,

and the PKTnuuth ones October 29, showed a fine apical tuft of cilia, which
appears not to have t^een recorded in E. miliaris^ although MacBride has
described a similar tuft in £. escul^tUus,
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frequently that ripe specimens collected at low-water
spawn before arriving at the laboratory.

The sex-conditions in the collection of E. miliaris

mentioned above were examined closely for any
appearances indicating sex-change ; for a condition

of sex-change in sea-urchins may be regarded as a
possibility in view of Mortensen's discovery of the

common occurrence of protandric hermaphroditism
in ophiuroids and of Fox's observation referred to

above but not known at that time of the very rapid

(monthly) filling and emptying of the gonads in the
sea-urchin, Diadema : it is also worthy of note that
Gray (Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc, xx. pt. 4, 1921) has
described isolated cases of apparent and true herma-
phroditism in the sea-urchins Arbacia and Stron-

gylocentrotus. In Echinus miliaris, however, no
definite hermaphrodites were found, but in several

gonads at about the period of change from the spent
condition to the rematuring stage, a small quantity
of sperm was found together with gonocytes appar-
ently too large for spermatocytes, and gonads were
found having a colour generally associated with one
sex but with young sex-elements of the other sex.

The female gonad in E. miliaris varies in colour from
white when young to yellow or orange when mature,
whereas the male gonad varies Irom brown to grey.

These differences of colour are undoubtedly an out-

ward expression of the differences in metabolism in

the sexes leading up to—or consequent upon—the
production of mature sex-elements.

A similar sexual colour difference is observable in

the gonad of other animals ; for example, in Crepidula

fornicata the gonad in the male stage is brownish red

but yellow in the female, while that of the herma-
phrodite stage is orange, and it has already been
shown (Orton, Proc. Roy. Soc, vol. 81, B, 1909) that

in the case of Crepidula the primary sexual characters

precede in development and forecast the appearance
of the secondary sexual characters. Thus the colour

of the gonad in animals is undoubtedly closely con-

nected with deep-seated changes—probably induced
by sex-hormones or, as Geoffrey Smith \isualised

them, sexual formative substances— which are

different for the mature male and female condition,

and apparently also for a potential condition of sex

while sex is yet unrecognisable in the primary sex-

elements.
It would, therefore, seem possible that a chemical

test might be devised to detect a sex-potentiality in

an undifferentiated gonad. Such a test if obtained

would be a very valuable help in investigating

suspected cases of sex-change, especially in cases

where a change-over of sex may occur between
successive periods of growth of the gonad as is

possible in Echinus miliaris, Mytilus edtilis, and other

animals, but more probable in the case of the common
limpet. Patella vulgata. In this kind of sex-change
the residual sex-elements in a gonad would often give

a clue to the recent sex-condition, while the chemical

test would provide evidence of the forthcoming or

potential sex-condition.

The rapid change-over of sex in the oyster is also

very strongly suggestive of the existence of a sex-

hormone, as the gonad in a female-functioning oyster

normally changes over quite suddenly after the

extrusion of the ripe ova to the production of male
elements only. There is good ground, therefore, for

looking for a chemical test for sex-potentiality,

especially in invertebrates, and there is no doubt
that our knowledge of sex-conditions would increase

rapidly after the discovery of such a test.

J. H. Orton.
Marine Biological Laboratory,

Plymouth, May 24.
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An Einstein Paradox.

The letter with the above title in Nature of June 2,

p. 742, contained two oversights which I should like

to be allowed to correct.

1. In the second part I inadvertently changed the
meaning of x' . Overlooking the fact that x' in the
first part meant, by implication, the distance of Kj
from L at the time that the light reached him, I

used it in the second part as the distance KjL at
the instant the signal was given. I should have
employed a different letter, atj ; and then, if required,

x' =cj(c+v) of ,rj.

2. A term was omitted from the value of x',

which should have been (i +vlc)x - vt.

R. W. Genese.
40 London Road, Southborough,

June 13.

Tlie Concilium Bibliographicum.

Mv attention has been directed to a statement in

Nature of April 28, p. 584, made in connexion with
the report of a meeting concerning the " Zoological

Record." It is stated that " With the exception of

the ' Archiv fiir Naturgeschichte,' which is about
nine years behindhand and consequently of verj'

little use, the ' Zoological Record ' is at present the
only bibliographic guide to zoological literature being
published in the whole world."

Permit me to recall that the Concilium Biblio-

graphicum at Zurich, founded in 1895 by Dr. Herbert
Haviland Field and approved by the International
Zoological Congress, is still continuing his work.
After Dr. Field's death in 1921, the Concilium was
placed under the auspices of the Swiss Society of

Natural Sciences and the United States National
Research Council, and has published since that time
volumes 30 and 31 of the " Bibliographia Zoologica,"
containing an international review of zoological

papers. Two other volumes {32 and 33) are already
in progress of publication. J. Strohl,

Director of the Concilium
Bibliographicum.

49 Hofstrasse, Zurich,
May 15.

[\Ve have also received a letter from Messrs. Louis
B. Prout and George Talbot, of the Hill Museum,
Witley. They suggest the issue of cards so that
" subscribers would have the current literature

available say every month, and no one would be
obliged to purchase sections which would not be
useful to him." They too direct attention to the
reorganisation of the Concilium Bibliographicum and
strongly urge co-operation with it.

Zoologists will be glad to learn that the Concilium
Bibliographicum is still in being. There was some
excuse for the incorrect statement to which Dr.
Strohl objects, for inquiry at the two chief zoological

libraries in London has failed to produce a volume
of " Bibliographia Zoologica " later than vol. xxx.,
which, though it purports to deal with the literature

down to the end of 1920, is mainly composed of titles

from 1915-1917 ; it also omits Lepidoptera, Hymeno-
ptera, and Vertebrata. But, even were " Biblio-

graphia Zoologica " more up-to-date, more complete,
and more accessible, its plan scarcely enables it to

compete with the " Zoological Record " for the
support of systematists. In the past the peculiar

contribution of the Concilium has been the separate
cards, but we have not seen any of these for a long
time. We hope their issue has not ceased, for it is

along those lines that co-operation seems most

promising. If the Concilium could furnish the titles

completely and promptly, the Zoological Recorders
could work up the analytical index they have been
accustomed to provide. We may remind Messrs.
Prout and Talbot that the several sections of the
" Zoological Record " have bee«i sold separately for
the past twenty years.

—

Ed. Nature.]

Educational Problems of Tropical Agriculture.

It is exceedingl}' important at the present moment
that the attention of men of science should be directed
to some of the needs and problems connected with
tropical agricultural education. As many readers of
Nature are aware, a college of tropical agriculture,

the only one of its kind with pretensions to University
standing within the Empire, was opened last year in
Trinidad, and the ultimate success of this institution,

both from the point of view of education and research,
will, quite irrespective of financial support, depend
upon the institution's outlook and policy and, what
is equally important, the degree of acceptance which
this receives in Great Britain and America.

In England agricultural colleges have not, from
an academic point of view, achieved a very high
status ; nor have they been free from adverse
criticism on the part of practical farmers. The
policy of the institutions, therefore, has been some-
what unstable, tending to oscillate between the solar

force of the universities and the lunar attraction of

the practical farmers. This condition has been
produced through misunderstandings on the following
points ; (a) the nature of agriculture ; (b) the defini-

tion of the word " practical "
; and (c) the difference

between education and instruction.

Agriculture is to some extent an art and to some
extent a profession, but fundamentally and com-
prehensively it is a business, or, if another term be
preferred, it is biological industry. The trouble has
been that most students of agriculture have thought
of it as a profession, whereas the practical farmers
have regarded it as an art. By definition, both are
wrong fundamentally. Unenlightened, the students
have tended to specialise in applied natural science
(often of questionable quality), while the farmers
have been the advocates of concentration on the art
(" real practical work "). The misunderstanding as to
the word " practical " is, therefore, clear. Neither is

practical ; for agriculture is fundamentally econ-
omics, in which faculty practical work can be purely
intellectual, for example, accountancy and statistical

inquiry. Misconceptions as to the meaning of

practical have been responsible for confusion as to
the difference between education and instruction.

The word instruction should be relegated with patent
rights to the Army, Navy, and Police Force. Except
as connoting the routine of one person telling or
showing something to another, it means nothing and
leads to nothing. Education implies understanding
and a training of the faculties including the practical

instincts. Instruction alone is useful for those who
do not want to be, or are incapable of being, educated ;

but matriculated students, such as one now finds in

agricultural colleges, ought to be anxious for, and
capable of, some education.

In the tropics, the so-called agricultural education
of the past has been little more than instruction. A
youth has been instructed how to read a polariscope

or do a Babcock test—and becomes a chemist !

Another is taught to bud oranges or run a sugar mill,

and becomes a planter. This has suited the tropical

temperament and climate, and in most cases, it is to

be feared, the a\erage type of mentality. But if

tropical agriculture is to advance we must aim at.
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and insist upon, higher standards. The planter of

the future must be taught to think and to understand
his economic and biological universe. This is

realised at the West Indian Agricultural College, but
are we going to live up to it ? Will such an outlook
receive the support of tropical public opinion on
which we are so largely dependent for funds ? Is it,

for the present, to be expected ? It is therefore

important that the matter should be appreciated by
scientific opinion in this country to which scientific

workers in the Crown Colonies look verj' largely for

encouragement and protection.
Reference to research has been purposely avoided

in the above observations for the sake of simplicity.

But research, the mother of scientific education, has
also its disabilities in the tropics. Up till quite
recently, the demand, the popular demand, has been
for "trouble-curing" rather than research. The
present danger, however, is that research work may
be interfered with through depriving investigators of

their time in order that they may give instruction.
W. K. DUNLOP.

West Indian Agricultural College,

14 Trinity Square, E.C.3.

Gravitation and Light-Pressure in Nebulae.

In Nature of June 16 there is a most interesting

letter by Dr. Jeans on my suggestion that spiral

nebulae may consist of dust repelled from the stars

by light-pressure. My original note must, I fear,

have been somewhat misleading to have called forth

the particular criticism which Dr. Jeans's letter

contains. As was, I think, brought out in the
discussion at the Royal Astronomical Society, it

was never my intention to suggest that the dust
clouds are so thick that there is any appreciable
shielding ; indeed it is perfectly obvious, as Dr.

Jeans points out, that the whole theory would break
down unless the particles are assumed to be so far

apart that they can be treated individually.

The misunderstanding is tlue to a somewhat
ambiguous sentence at the end of the paper, which
I admit is capable of giving quite a wrong impres-
sion. I had anticipated that my suggestion would
be criticised unless I presented some explanation of

the so-called " novaj " in spirals. The suggestion
put fonvard was that they were similar to terrestrial

meteoritic showers. In order to show that this was
not impossible I put in some very rough quantities,
and endeavoured to show that they would not lead
to absurd results for the characteristics of the nebula.
The density found, based, it may be remarked, upon
the time in which the meteoritic stones are supposed
to evaporate, leads to a mass over the depth of one
light-year of o-i grams per square centimetre. I

agree, of course, that this cannot be supported by
radiation pressure ; indeed a remark by me to the
same effect may be found in the Observatory some
years ago. It would have been better had I said
that this result was some 10' times too high in view
of the obvious transparency of parts of the spirals.

The great uncertainty of the quantities used, how-
ever, emboldened me to say this was of the right
order of magnitude ; compared with the results
derived from other hypotheses to account for the
" nova3," which led to results 10' times greater, this

was perhaps excusable.
Dr. Jeans's criticism, to which I admit my some-

what optimistic sentence laid me open, applies,
therefore, to that part of my paper from which this
unduly large mass w£is derived ; i.e. the hypotheses
introduced to account for the " nova." It is possible
that the quantities which I used might be altered
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plausibly to give a more acceptable value. It is

perhaps even more likely that a more satisfactory

hypothesis may be evolved to account for the
phenomenon. But the main outlines of my suggestion
do not seem to be controverted.

F. A. LiNDEMANN.
Clarendon Laboratory, Oxford,

June 16.

The Heape and Grylls Rapid Cinema.

Owing to arrangements deemed necessary at the
Soiree of the Royal Society on June 20, I was un-
fortunately deprived of the opportunity I had hoped
there to gain, of making a personal explanation
which is important to me and which I beg to be
allowed to make in Nature.
The conception of devising a camera wherewth

photographs could be taken at the rate of 5000 a sec.

occurred to me in consequence of some chance
remarks made to me by an official of one of the great
armament - producing companies in this country.
The lion's share of credit for the successful completion
of the design of the camera, however, is due to my
friend Mr. Horace B. Grylls, who became partner
with me in this adventure in 1914 ; while both of us
arc indebted to my friend Prof. Boys, who, as aU
who know him will readily believe, gave us with
both hands all the help and advice he had to give.

The interest which has lately been aroused by
the exhibition of some of the films I took while the

machine was still in .Messrs. Thos. Cooke and Sons'

workshop in York—experimental films and far from
perfect, I regret to say—calls for some such statement
as 1 now, with great satisfaction, make here.

Walter Heape.
Manor Lodge, Tunbridge Wells,

June 21.

Adsorption and Haemoglobin.

Sir William Bayliss has pointed out, in Nature
for May 19, p. 666, that he is unable to find any
account of experiments on the dissociation curve of

haemoglobin at gas pressures considerably greater

than that at which the haemoglobin is presumed to

be saturated. He seems to imply that there is no
proof that haemoglobin cannot take up more gas
than is required by the theory that a chemical com-
pound is formed, in which one molecule of O, or CO
corresponds to one atom of iron.

The point is important, not only as evidence on
the relative merits of the chemical and adsorption
theories, but also because experimental methods of

determining the oxygen dissociation curve depend
on the assumption that haemoglobin becomes com-
pletely saturated, in contact with air, at the ordinary
temperature of the laboratory.

I have tried to test this question by shaking equal
samples of the same blood (partly reduced) in the
Barcroft differential apparatus, (i) with the bottle

filled with air in the ordinary way, and (2) with the
bottle filled with a mi.xture of air and CO, containing
rather more than half an atmosphere of CO.

It is known that haemoglobin takes up CO more
than 200 times as readily as oxygen, so the effective

gas pressures in the two cases were in the ratio of

at least 500 : i. If the haemoglobin takes up gas

by adsorption, one would expect to find appreciably
more CO taken up than oxygen. As a matter of

fact, a little more CO was taken up, but only that
quantity which is accounted for by the difference of

solubility of CO and air in the liquids present (blood
and dilute sodium carbonate solution).

There was no evidence that the hemoglobin itself

2 C 2
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took up any more CO than oxygen, in spite of the
great difference between the effective concentrations
of the two gases.

Sir WUliam Bayhss also asks for experimental tests
of the assumption that oxyhaemoglobin is a stronger
acid than haemoglobin itself. The limitations of the
hydrogen electrode make the measurement of the
hydrogen-ion concentration of haemoglobin solutions,
in the presence of oxygen, a difficult problem. I have
been able to show, however, that if gas is boiled off

in a vacuum from dialysed ha;moglobin solution, the
electrical conductivity of the solution is considerably
increased by shaking with oxygen or CO. (Pre-
cautions have, of course, been taken to exclude the
possibility of the increased conductivity being due
to impurities in the gas used.)

While this is naturally not a proof that combina-
tion with oxygen increases the acid dissociation
constant of haemoglobin, it is nevertheless the result
to be expected if this be the case, and is a fact to be
explained by any theory, chemical or physical.

Prof. Hill and I have pointed out that the divergent
results of investigators of the heat of combination
of oxygen and haemoglobin may be due partly
to bacterial action, and (in experiments on blood)
partly to failure to allow for the heat changes involved
when oxyhaemoglobin turns out CO, from carbonates.
By eliminating these sources of error we have been
able to get quite consistent results in experiments on
defibrinated blood.
Without making any assumptions other than the

recognised laws of chemical combination and chemical
equilibria, it is possible to explain the behaviour of
haemoglobin by regarding its reactions with CO and
oxygen as purely chemical. Sir William Bayliss has
said that he doubts whether it is justifiable to apply
these laws to a system in which the number of the
phases may be uncertain. Surely the best way to
decide this is by results, and, judging by results, the
chemical theory has amply justified its position as a
fruitful working hypothesis.
Can the adsorption theory explain the phenomena

so completely, with so few untested assumptions ?

Since the paper by Wo. Ostwald in 1908, no attempt
has been made, so far as I am aware, to put forward
a complete theory of the reactions of haemoglobin
as adsorption phenomena. Much experimental work
has been done since then, and until such a theory is

put forward it is difficult to weigh up satisfactorilv
the merits of the two views.
At present the adsorption theory is in danger of

going by default. W. E. L. Brown.
Physiology Department,

University of Manchester, June 4.

A Puzzle Paper Band.
An easy solution of the paper-band puzzle de-

scribed by Prof. C. V. Boys in Nature of June 9,

p. 774, is obtained as follows : Hold the hand with
thumb up and palm towards you

; place the paper
band over the index finger, letting the ends hang
down. Observe which way the original four half-
twists were applied. Treat the nearest of these to
the index finger ow. the palm side of the hand as
if it were that of an ordinary single half-twist band

;

which complete, by looping up one-half of the band
over the finger (the other twists being pushed out
of the way into the remaining half). Then apply
the surfaces one upon another at the finger ; and
turn the other half of the band inside out so as to
get rid of two of the twists. It will be found to
fit exactly upon the first half, as required.

Annie D. Betts.
Hill House, Camberley, Surrey, June 1 1

.
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Paradromic Rings.

Prof. C. V. Boys, in his letter " A Puzzle Paper
Band " in Nature of June 9, p. 774, gives scant
credit to the geometers. Forty years ago they
described the endless band of paper with a half-turn
twist in it, and found that if tut down the middle
line it gave a single endless band with four half-

twists. But they were so obsessed, he saj'S, with
the consequence of cutting down the middle line

that they missed the result he now describes. This
consists in taking a band with four half-twists and
converting it by manipulation into a half-twist band
of double thickness.
But the difference between the known result and

the proposed novelty seems not more than trivial :

for if the medially cut band has its adjacent half-

widths simply slid sideways, one over the other,
along the entire length of the band, the double-
thickness band of half-width is at once produced.
Or, reversely, if the pulleys of Prof. Boys are made
twice as wide, and the outer band is teased sideways
at its entry on to each revolving pulley, the two
halves of the band will presently come edge to edge
throughout and are then seen to be nothing but the
half-twist band medially cut.

As regards this lateral shifting, it is obvious that
any endless band, however much twisted and knotted,
may, when cut down the middle, be continuously
" shuffled," in the way in which a " pack " consisting

of only two cards may be shuffled. Each neighbour
slides over the other in perpetual oscillatory contact,

alternately face to face and edge to edge. Two
different superpositions and tw-o different edge-to-

edge positions occur alternately and cyclically. In
particular, the band with four half-twists may be
arranged as a two-ply half-twist not in one way
only but in either of two ways. For either of the
two different faces of the former may be completely
exposed or completely concealed in the latter.

The sheer puzzle of the manipulation Prof. Boys
plans to make even harder by varying the sense of

the twists, as right-handed or left-handed. I should
propose (somewhat on behalf of the geometers) to

escape this difficulty by letting the paper discriminate

for itself. The instructions w-ould be these. Strip

the band along, two-handedly, until the twists are

concentrated on a short section. They come to

form roughly a circular cylinder, showing two turns
of a ribbon screw. Take two adjacent widths,

touching helically edge-to-edge at any point, and
fold them together as if closing an open book. Then
feed the short circuit at the expense of the long loop

until they come equal, and fit together by stripping.

These operations may quite easily be done blindfold.

Prof. Boys says that the double band shows only

two of the half-turns, and that it is amusing to find

where the other two have gone. But this is vieux

jeu : for Tait explained it in his first paper on
" Knots " in 1S77 ; and he was only following Listing,

who had these things clear in his " Topologie " of

1847. If the paradox is still alive it may be reinforced,

for those who do not know that torsion and curvature

are convertible ; for the double-twist may be hung
over one finger as a festoon of tliree equal loops,

with the six pendant planes all (approximately)

parallel to the finger, and then not merely half but
the whole of the twist appears to have gone.

In a parenthetic confession Prof. Boys admits that

he made his discovery while lying awake one night
;

but this may almost be interpreted as an indirect

testimonial to the day labourers.
G. T. Bennett.

Emmanuel College, Cambridge, June 12.
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Chemical Symbols and Formula.^

By Sir James Walker, F.R.S.

SYMBOLS are both an aid and an obstacle to

thought. Their brevity and simplicity may help

us, working according to a fixed system, to perform

mental operations which without their aid might be

practically impossible. Their generality too may, as

in algebra, enable us to solve thousands of proljlems in

one. On the other hand, we sometimes find in science

a system of symbols which, at first of great value, may
in virtue of its very success so warp our thought or

limit our mental outlook as to constitute a real hindrance

to scientific progress. There is always the danger,

arising from our familiar and constant use of the

symbol, either of forgetting what it properly symbolises,

or of confusing the symbol with the thing symbolised.

The function of the symbol is a practical one ; in

Mach's phrase, it is to effect economy of thought, and

it is precisely because mankind at large is so economical

of thought that the 'dangers of symbolism originate.

The danger, however, must be faced by the student of

chemical science, for without symbols systematic

advance is impossible : the symbols are based on a

theory and permit the representation of that theorj-

iTi detail.

If we examine the practical requirement of a satis-

factory system of symbols, we shall find that the system

must be simple in itself and simple to operate. Con-

sider the Roman schoolboy confronted with the problem

of multiplying MCMXXl'lI by CXLIV. The system

of notation is not too complicated, but to operate with

it is practically impossible. To perform his task he

must abandon the symbolism and have recourse to

concrete objects—the fingers or an abacus. The Arabic

notation, on the other hand, with its consistent valua-

tion by position and the introduction of a symbol for

zero, enables us, once we have passed the barriers of

the addition and multiplication tables, to perform

arithmetical calculations of all kinds with ease and

speed. It is simple in itself and simple to operate.

The same requirements are essential to a system of

chemical symbols. The first symbols, those for the

metals known to the ancients, indicated nothing but

their supposed association with the planets and the

gods ruling them. Thus the solar disk stood for

gold, the lunar crescent for silver, the mirror of

Venus for the Cyprian metal copper, and so on.

Towards the end of the eighteenth century we see

the beginnings of our present system of elementary

symbols. Hassenfratz and Adet (1787) used for the

non-metals straight and curved lines which could be

coml)ined together (much as in phonetic shorthand) to

represent the qualitative composition of compounds.

The symbol for a metal was a circle, and to distinguish

one metal from another the initial of its Latin name

was written within the circle—thus (sb) was the symbol

for antimony.

Dalton used for metals and non-metals alike only

circular symbols, doubtless to represent spherical atoms,

and in his hands the symbols assumed a quantitative

significance based upon his atomic theory. For the

simple non-metals these symbols were arbitrarily

' Presidenlial ad<lress delivered at the annual general meeting of tlie

Chemical Society on March aa,
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chosen, Q representing an atom of oxygen, an atom
of hydrogen, © an atom of nitrogen, and so on. For

the metals he adopted the same device as Hassenfratz

and Adet, using, however, the English instead of the

Latin names, so that for example (l) represented an

atom of lead. Compounds could be represented by

the juxtaposition of the elementary symbols, which

now gave, not only the qualitative, but also the

quantitative composition of the compound. Thus, for

Dalton, water was represented by the sjTnbol 0©>
denoting the combination of 7 parts of oxygen with

I of hydrogen.

Berzelius (1815) took the final step by using Latin

initials for all the elements, dropping the circles which

had surrounded them, and employing affixed numerals

to indicate the number of times the symbol had to be

repeated. It is true that Berzelius spoiled the uni-

formity of his system by using a special dot symbol

for oxygen and writing such formulae as S for sulphur

trioxide. These dotted symbols, however, found little

favour except amongst mineralogists, and gradually

passed out of use. The disuse of the circles is not

without significance—the symbol to Berzelius repre-

sented a combining weight rather than a concrete

atom, and the dual quantitative use persists in the

interpretation of symbols to-day. The symbol C
stands for one atom of carbon or " twelve parts by
weight " of carbon. So we may say that more than a

hundred years ago a system of formulation had been

reached which, with minor alterations, is in use at the

present time for the representation of elements and

the composition of compounds, and is never likely to

be superseded. It is uniform, plain, and simple in

itself, and simple to use in the equations representing

chemical change.

The purely compositional formula?, however, fall far

short of expressing what calls for expression in various

classes of chemical compounds : action and structure

have to be considered as well as composition. The
dualistic formulae of Berzelius illustrate early attempts

in this direction. The formula of sodium sulphate is

not written empirically as Xa2S04, but dualistically as

NaoOjSOj. This formula indicates inter alia that the

sodium and the sulphur belong to two essentially

different parts of the compound. The modern electro-

chemical dualism writes Xa'jSO/, again indicating the

same division of a positive from a negative portion.

In organic chemistr\' the representation of structure

by means of formulae achieved success by the clear

recognition of valency—in particular, the quadrivalence

of the carbon atom. At this point of development the

notion of the atom as structural unit becomes in-

dispensable.

The valency of an element on its experimental side

i.s in essence a numerical conception. We divide a

weight by a weight, namely, the atomic weight by the

eiiuivalent weight, and obtain in consequence a mere

number. When we pass from element to atom, how-

ever, the conception undergoes a transformation, and

receives a concrete meaning. The valency of an atom

may be interpreted as its capacity for combining with

other atoms, again a numerical conception, but one
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leading directly to a symbolism and indirectly to a

mechanical interpretation. Each atom is conceived

as having a definite number of places for the attachment

of other atoms, and as the number is in each case small

we can conveniently represent it in a graphic symbol.

It is not without interest to look back to the origin

of graphic or constitutional formulae and see the

beginnings of our conventional system. Couper and

Kekule, the originators of the idea, suggested systems

widely differing from each other. Couper (1858)

symbolised acetic acid as follows,

^ O OH
C

-0^

C H,

in appearance a near approach to present-day us.age if

we allow for the fact that he assumes = 8 and C = i2.

The manner of linking of various atoms is indicated,

but their valency is not clearly symbolised. Kekule's

graphic formula (1859) for the same substance is shown

below.
Acetic Acid.

(Kekule.) (Loschmidt.)

The valency is satisfactorily represented, but the link-

age of the atoms is confused. Only atoms touching

in a vertical line are supposed to be directly linked.

The system is cumbrous, and Kekule himself used it

but sparingly. For branched chains it becomes im-

practicable.

Loschmidt (1861) devised a clear logical system

which, although he formulated by its means hundreds

of compounds, some of a very complex nature, found

no favour amongst chemists. ITis symbol for acetic

acid is given in the figure. Here linkage and valency

are adequately represented, but the atomic symbols are

arbitrary, and the system, like Kekule's, is cumbrous

to use.

Simultaneously with Loschmidt, Crum Brown (1861),

although he was unaware of Couper's work, used a

symbolism resembling his, and practically identical

with that in current use. He writes glycol as follows :

® ®

® %--® ®--© ®

® ®
Here \'alenc)- and linkage are clear, and the atomic

symbols are no longer arbitrary. VVurtz in 1864 gave

the following formula (I.) for the same substance :

H

€H,
H-

I

H
I

-(J--0-
I

H

-H
(11.)

H-

H
I

-0-

I

H

then, is through Couper, Crum Brown, and Wurtz, and
not through Kekule or Loschmidt. The reason for

the preference shown by chemists is that the symbolism
adopted is more obvious, simpler to use, simpler to

reproduce, and easily adaptable to all organic com-
pounds.

There is a dual character in our graphic formulae

which it is important that we should realise. Let us

begin with the graphic symbols of the elements, thus :

H-, -0-, -C-, where each short line represents a

unit of valency. To the graphic symbols of molecules

is but a step ; the atoms are represented as united

together, the valencies indicating the manner of

attachment (IL). The directness or indirectness of

union of the atom? is here given ; no hydrogen atom is

in this formula directly attached to another ; they are

only indirectly united through carbon or oxygen. For
brevity, we join up the lines representing the valencies

of the various atoms and obtain the customary formula

(IIL). A great change in significance has, however, at

this stage taken place : the valencies have become
" bonds "—the idea of force has entered. What that

force is remains indeterminate ; it is merely something

binding atoms together, and the interpretation of the

symbols is not quantitative in this respect. The
" bonds " do not represent equal forces ; it is patent

that the bond between hydrogen and carbon in the

formula for methyl alcohol represents a different force

from that between hydrogen and oxygen. The current

symbolism may then be interpreted in two senses
;

the lines joining the atomic symbols may be taken

to represent on one hand merely the union of the
'

atoms to the symbols of which they are attached, or

they may represent forces existing between these

atoms. Confusion of these two senses sometimes leads

to erroneous reasoning.

This dual character of graphic formula; is noticeable

from their earhest employment, and I need make no

apology in illustrating it from the work of Crum Brown,

whose recent death deprived our Society of its senior

past-president. In the formula for glycol quoted above

he states (1861) that the dotted hnes therein employed
represent polar forces. In 1864 he represents ethane

thus (IV.),

©
II

® © © ®
(V.)

-o-

H

The line of development of modern graphic formulte,
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® ®
I I

(IV.) @__©-_©--@
I I

I I

® ®
each valence being written independently. He says :

" I may here shortly explain the graphic notation

which I employ to express constitutional formulfe.

... An atom is represented by its usual

symbol surrounded by a circle with as many
lines proceeding from it as the atom con-

(III-) tains equivalents. . . . When equivalents
'S- mutually saturate one another the two lines

representing the equivalents are made con-

tinuations of one another." Here he has

discarded the idea of polar force in his

original formulation in favour of the simpler

conception of number of equivalents. In 1866
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he writes continuous lines between the symbols,

and in 1868 puts the matter thus: "The structural

formula of formic acid [Vj indicates first, that the four

carbon equivalents form one atom, the four oxygen
equivalents two atoms, and the two hydrogen equiva-

lents two atoms ; secondly, that these equivalents are

united in pairs, thus

—

co, co, co, ch, ho ; but it does not

in any way indicate (and we do not know) what is the

potential of each of these pairs—that is, how much
energy would be required to separate the equi\alents

from each other. We know that this potential depends

upon the structure, and we can to a certain extent

trace the nature of this dependence, but as yet we
cannot express the potential numerically, and till

we can do that we do not fully know the constitu-

tion."

On one hand, then, our " bonds " stand for mere
units of valency ; on the other, they are an imperfect

representation of forces. Were the representation of

forces more complete, methyl alcohol would appear
somewhat as shown in the figure below, the small letters

representing numerical values. Even this formula,

however, only gives the magnitude and not the real

direction of the forces, and is besides static, not kinetic.

We naturally shrink from complexity such as this :

imagine the formula of sucrose on a similar basis. We
must content ourselves with something simpler, and

H-
Methyl Alcohol.

yet the simple valency formula has for long been felt

to be inadequate. Apart from the idea of definitely

directed valencies which leads to stereochemical formulae,

the idea of representing partial valencies has been

constantly in the foreground. We cannot properly

split valencies in the old sense, but we can subdivide

forces ad libitum. If the subdivision is carried too far,

however, the formulae may approach in complexity

formulae with quantitatively measured forces, such as

that indicated in the figure.

What the chemist requires in his system of formula-

tion is something, not which he can measure, but
which he can count—counters, in short. Such numerical

counters he possesses in valencies, in co-ordination

numbers, lie may be forced to consider the adoption

of counters of different kinds, for the purpose of

representing essentially different distributions of force
;

but these counters, if they are to be of general practi-

cal value, must neither be too numerous nor of too

great variety. Partial valencies, augmented valencies,

diminished valencies, virtual valencies, represented by
lines of various sorts, thick, thin, curved, dotted, etc.,

all tend to complicate formulae, which lose in obvious-
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ness what they gain, in definition. The humiliating

fact must be admitted that the average man does not

succeed in counting quickly and accurately by in-

spection any larger number of " bonds " than he has
fingers on one hand, unless they are appropriately

grouped—witness the wrong valencies found, not
merely in examination scripts, but even on the printed

page. We ought, then, to set strict limits to the
splitting of " bonds " and the issue of fractional

valency counters. Fortunately, the physicist has pro-

vided us with a new counter, the electron, which has
the great merit of being a physical reality, and,
moreover, of being an undecomposable magnitude, so

that there is no temptation and no possibility of

dividing it further. This counter enables us practically

to halve ordinary valencies, and so offers many ad-
vantages. In the original form given by J. J. Thomson,
lines in the formulae are made to represent tubes of

force passing from an electron of one atom to the
positive core of another, and since in electrically neutral

atoms, for each tube of force which passes out of an
atom a return tube must come in, directly or indirectly,

one valency line on the old scheme is represented by
two tubes of force on the new. The new formulation

enables us to write, for example, symmetrical formulae

for benzene and for the carboxyl group, if we so desire,

thus ;

H

III III

II

H

Or, again, we may represent the valency electrons

directly in our formulae, each atom being equipped
with its doublet, sextet, or octet. Such formulae, or

modifications of them, are coming extensively into use

when multiple bonds are in question, and there is no
doubt that with the electron or electronic tube of force

as counter we obtain a more adaptable and more
flexible formulation of organic compounds than that

afforded by the older valency formulae, although only

with some sacrifice of their simple character.

It will be gathered from what I have said that my
plea is for the utmost obviousness of our symbols and
formulae. Their content and connotation may be as

rich as we please ; the symbols themselves should be

of elementary simplicity. But, it may be asked, why
should we seek to limit the investigator striving for

chemical self-expression to four whole valencies for

carbon if he wants a dozen partial valencies to facilitate

his own thought or to convey his exact meaning ?

And why should he hesitate to adorn his formulae with

arrows or positive and negative signs of polarity if he

feels the necessity ? The answer to such questions

must be of a practical nature. The investigator for

his own use may employ a symbolism as elaborate and
as complex as he chooses, but if he wishes to secure

the understanding and sympathy of others he must
curb any spirit of exuberance. A system of chemical

formulation to have general currency must not be too

elaborate. Otherwise, although it effects economy of
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thought to the expert who devises it, it may demand
such a mental strain of the general chemical reader

as to defeat a main purpose for which it was planned,

namely, the communication of knowledge. I would
quote, both with regard to chemical symbolism and
to chemical nomenclature, the words used bv a character

of Henry James concerning literature, " The observer

is nothing without his categories, his types and
varieties. . . . That's for his own convenience ; he
has privately a terminology to meet it. . . . But from
the moment it's for the convenience of others, the

signs have to be grosser, the shades begin to go. . . .

Literature, you see, is for the convenience of others.

It requires the most abject concessions." Scientific

literature is, above all, for the enlightenment and
convenience of others, and scientific specialists must
be prepared to make concessions to their weaker or

less expert brethren. But whether the symbols we
use are simple or complicated, we should always be
clear as to their true significance, and be on our guard
against their distracting our thoughts from the reahties

which they partly reveal and partly obscure.

Recent Contributions to Aviation Problems.

By Prof. G. H. Bryan, F.R.S.

I^HE attempts which have hitherto been made to

explain the continuous sustentation of tropical

and other birds without the performance of muscular
work have left many doubtful points requiring to be
cleared up. Observers have frequently sought to

attribute the phenomena to something acting in viola-

tion of the principles of elementary mechanics, and
have succeeded in establishing this peculiarity, not
perhaps in the way that they intended, but by the

chaotic way in which such terms as force, momentum,
weight, energy, hft, pull, drag, and gravity are con-

fused by them, and occur indiscriminately mixed up in

their writings. In a paper on " Meteorology and the

Non-Flapping Flight of Tropical Birds," published in

the Proceedings of the Cambridge Philosophical Society,

xxi. 4, Dr. Gilbert T. Walker has now sought to bring

Sound scientific principles to bear on the numerous
observations in India published by Dr. Hankin. From
observations of the temperature of the air at Agra at

different altitudes and hours of the day, Dr. Walker finds

conditions of instability leading to the formation of

strong ascending air-currents, and observations in Egypt
and various partsof India indicate conditions of " bumpi-
ness " in the atmosphere caused by ascending currents,

covering the periods employed by birds for " soaring."

Dr. Walker finds that the angle of gliding of the most
efficient recent aeroplanes is sufficiently low to satisfy

the conditions necessary for continuous sustentation in

the presence of these currents, and he examines in

detail three possible sources of internal work in the

atmosphere, namely, ascending currents, variations of

horizontal velocity as functions of time and place

co-ordinates, and Lord Rayleigh's hypothesis of varia-

tion of horizontal wind velocity as a function of the

vertical altitude co-ordinate. He also carefully considers

the structure of the birds' wings, in comparison with

those of the Handley-Page machine, and the effect

of the flexibility of the quills on the aerofoil form in

ascending and descending glides. Both from theory
and from actual observation, it is found that the

ascending air-currents in the higher regions of the

atmosphere are greater in diameter than lower down,
and from actual observation he contradicts Dr.

Hankin's statements according to which birds are seen

rising in descending currents. It would thus appear
from Dr. Walker's observations that, in the region

dealt with by Dr. Ilankin, the atmosphere possesses

sulificient internal energy to satisfy the conditions of
" soarability " required by the latter observer. In
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regard to the violation of mechanical principles, both
hypothetically by birds and actually by writers, we
cannot do better than quote Dr. Walker's remark that

... " it is strangely " (asterisk and footnote with

references follow) " necessary to insist that it is as

impossible to derive energy from a wind that is constant

in time and space as it is from a perfect calm." To
theories based on a denial of this principle the late Sir

Hiram Maxim used to point out the enormous velocity

of the wind due to the earth's rotation and its orbital

motion about the sun, and he suggested that if writers

believed in these theories, why did not they utilise this

energy for the purposes of flight ?

The recent records of gliding flight in the daily press

afford ample confirmation of Dr. Walker's theories in

regard to the quantity of available internal energy

present in the atmosphere. When we read of aviators

remaining for hours in the air under climatic conditions

not widely different from those prevailing in Dr.

Hankin 's and Dr. Walker's investigations, and of 7 horse-

power engines making long flights at a cost for fuel of

not more than a penny a mile, we have reasonable

prospects of realising a system of cheap transport

largely superseding the use of wheels bumping over
stony roads or iron bars placed end to end.

Apart, however, from the precariousness of the dis-

tribution of the necessary internal energy in space and
time, a motorless aeroplane is in constant danger of

being suddenly brought to rest relative to the air, or,

more accurately, losing all headway, at which instant it

has a vertical acceleration due to gravity, and the

resistance to rotation (pitching, yawing, rolling)

becomes technically describable as " a small quantity

of the second order," thus approximating to the con-

ditions assumed in the problem of rigid body rotation

under no forces.

We are constantly reading of accidents which seem
to suggest that they have arisen from this condition of

affairs, even in the case of motor-driven machines

which are at least equipped with a more adequate means
of extricating themselves from this eventuality.

No system of aviation will ever be satisfactory,

however, until backed up by a more thorough solution

than we now have of the equations of motion of the
" perfect aeroplane." Perfect fluids, perfect conduc-

tors and dielectrics, perfectly smooth bodies, perfect

gases, and so on, are very familiar terms, but the
" perfect aeroplane " has not yet figured in literature as

such, though various formal representations have been
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proposed for it from the time of Lanchester's phugoid
system down to the systems of Brodetsky and the

present writer. These last systems reduce the study of

the perfect aeroplane to the solution of a system of

assumed and stated equations, in fact a problem in

pure mathematics only.

If the conditions necessary for steady motion (under

forces in equilibrium) and inherent stabilityare satisfied,

an aeroplane will tend to assume a state of steady

motion provided that the initial conditions represent a

sufficiently small displacement from the steady state.

But under widely different initial conditions it may
tend to assume an altogether different motion, and, for

example, it may sooner or later lose headway or crash

to the ground, pitching over and over. We are thus led

to considerations of superstability , an inherently super-

stable aeroplane being defined as one which, like a non-

capsizing lifeboat, will tend to assume a state of steady

motion wliatever be the initial conditions of projec-

tion ; failing that, to investigate the limits of super-

stability ; in other words, the limiting initial conditions

under which the machine tends towards instead of

away from steady motion. It is clear that such an
investigation will involve the search for periodic solu-

tions of the equations of motion which, though difficult,

should not be harder than many problems on which pure

mathematicians have set their faces. In condition

with lateral displacements a spiral gliding motion
would represent one limit of superstability, but there

are probably others which may or may not occur in

practical applications. At present I3r. Brodetsky
appears to be the only applied mathematician who
has really made substantial advances tending in this

direction.

It seems rather probable that further developments
will involve the solution of integral equations.

Possible future applications to the location of air-

craft are suggested by a paper by Dr. A. B. Wood and
Capt. II. E. Brown on " A Radio-acoustic Method of

locating Positions at Sea," read before the Physical

Society on March 9, and the discussion thereon, in

which Capt. Fowler, Major Tucker, and others took part.

In this method a wireless signal is made at the same
instant that a charge is fired into the sea, and the times

of arrival of both signals are recorded at land stations,

thus determining the distance of the siiips from them.
The method is obviously applicable to the sound ranging

of aircraft in commercial aviation, but, as Mr. Smith
remarked in the discussion, the captain of a vessel

would certainly need to make the observations himself,

and, up to the present, experiments on detection of
,

acoustic signals, and especially echoes of sound signals,

by means of apparatus carried on aircraft, have not
been so successful as could have been wished. It is to

be hoped, however, that experimental work on this

subject will be continued, as the means hitherto at our
disposal for location of aircraft leave much to be
desired, especially if cross-country flights are to be
effected at any considerable distances from the main
air routes.

Tiie possibilities of employing helium in airships are

discussed by Capt. G. Arthur Crocco in the Atti dei

Lincei, xxxii. (i) 2, 3. It is estimated that from the

natural gas wells in the United States a supply of three

million cubic metres per annum is obtainable, and
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taking twenty years as the life of a well, the cost works

out at two dollars per cubic metre. This supply would

not be sufficient to replenish the consumption of more

than one airship in active continuous service on long-

distance traffic under existing conditions, and Crocco

considers in detail the different causes of loss and the

means of reducing them within practicable limits. The

author separates the consumption of gas into three

categories, which he describes as "consumption of

navigation," " osmotic diffusion," and " washing of the

gas " necessitated by loss of purity, and due to endos-

motic entry of air into the envelope accompanying the

exosmotic diffusion of the helium. The annual losses

of gas due to these three causes are in the ratio of 100,

10, I, and it is estimated that if the first could be

eliminated the annual loss of gas by an airship could be

reduced to 20 per cent, of the total volume, and that a

large fleet of commercial airships could be maintained

in continuous working at a reasonable cost.

The " consumption of navigation " represents the

amount of gas let out to compensate for the loss of

weight of the fuel, and, as pointed out, this assumes

serious dimensions in long-distance journeys where

excessive buoyancy cannot be overcome by lowering the

elevators. Tlie necessity for this discharge of gas can

be obviated in two ways, namely, by condensing the

water in the products of combustion and by " thermic

sustentation," and in his second paper Crocco examines

the former method. It is estimated that 1000 grams

of fuel contain 150 grams of hydrogen, which, combining

witii the oxygen of the air, give 1350 grams of water, so

that by condensing this the gain of oxygen can be

made to compensate for losses in other directions. The

necessary superpressure to effect this condensation can

be secured by means either of causing a back pressure

in the motor or by separate compression. The paper

contains formulae and calculations of the amount of the

superpressure required to effect the necessary conden-

sation, and this of course is a function of the degree of

saturation of the atmosphere. It is found that this

only reaches a serious amount in the case of very hot

and dry weather, such as in average climates only

occurs on a lew days in the year. Remembering that

only 1000 grams out of 1350 have to be condensed, the

author finds that the loss of power required for the

purpose is not sufficient to interfere with the practical

application of the method when the effects occurring

exceptionally are reduced to annual percentages.

In a paper communicated through Prof. Levi Civita

to the Atti dei Lincei, xxxi. (2) 1-2, Dr. E. Pistolesi

employs moving axes to formulate the differential

equations of motion of a fluid in the field of velocity

produced by a screw propeller. In this way the prob-

lem is reduced to one of steady motion. The method

is closely similar to one adopted many years ago in

connexion with problems on the small oscillations of

gravitating rotating fluids, with the difference tiiat

in applications of approximate methods the velocity

components relative to the airscrew will not be small,

but in certain cases it may be possible to regard as

small the components relative to fixed axes set up by

tlie motion of the screw.

Another hydrodynamical line of investigation which

has recently come into prominence in connexion with

the effects of skin friction on the resistances of aircraft
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is the theory of viscosity. This forms the subject of

two papers in the Alii dei Lincei, xxxii. (i) i, 2, by Dr.
Umberto Cisotti, also communicated by Prof. Levi
Civita, the first dealing with motion in canals and the

second with damped waves.

The object of the present article has been to direct

attention to papers published elsewhere than in the

technical journals and periodicals, such as those of the

Royal Aeronautical Society, the Aeronautical Research
Committee, or the Institution of Aeronautical Engin-
eers, all of which are replete with results of other

important and valuable investigations.

Obit
Canon W. W. Fowler.

r^ANON WILLIAM WEEKES FOWLER, Vicar of
^^-' Earley, Reading, died on Sunday, June 3, at

seventy-four j'ears of age. He was suddenly taken ill

in the vestry before the service, and died soon after

service began. Having always been a man of untiring

energy, we feel sure that he would have preferred to

die in harness rather than to have endured' any long

illness.

Canon Fowler was the son of the Rev. Hugh Fowler,
Vicar of Barnwood, Glos, and was bom in January
1849. He was educated at Rugby, where he gained
a scholarship for Jesus College. Oxford. He took a
first in Classical Moderations, and a third in Lit. Hum.

:

he was ordained, and became a house master at Repton
in 1873. In 1880 he was elected head-master of

Lincoln School, where he remained for more than
twenty years. Bishop King appointed him Canon
of Welton Brinkhall in Lincoln Cathedral. He
was Rector of Rotherfield Peppard, Oxon, in 1901-

1904. In 1905 he became Vicar of Earley, in the

gift of the Vicar of Sonning. In 1907 he was
president of the Head-masters' Association, and for

many years was an energetic member of the Reading
Guardians.

Canon Fowler was best known in scientific circles

as an entomologist, being a sub-editor of the Ento-

mologists' Monthly Magazine from 1885 until the day
of his death. He was secretary of the Entomological
Society of London in 1886-1896, president in 1901
and 1902, and vice-president in 1903. He was a

member of the Science Committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society, and in 1906-1907 was a vice-

president of the Linnean Society.

Besides writing numerous notes and articles on
Coleoptera, Heteroptera, etc., in the scientific magazines,
Canon Fowler's chief works were the volumes on
Coleoptera for the " Fauna of British India," including

the General Introduction, the Cicindelidse and
Paussidas, published in 1912 ; the volumes on Hemiptera-
Homoptera, with W. L. Distant, in the " Biologia

Centrali - Americana," published in 1887-1909 ; a
" Catalogue of British Coleoptera," with Dr. Sharp
in 1893, and with Rev. A. Matthews in 1883 ; the
" Coleoptera of the British Isles " in five volumes,
published in 1887-1891, and a sixth supplementary
volume, with Mr. H. .St. J. K. Donisthorpe, published

in 1913. He also published a number of text-books

on the classics, etc., for use in schools.

Canon Fowler was a very broad-minded man,
generous and unselfish, and was much beloved by

, all who knew him. He was alwaj's ready to help

younger men with advice and entomological specimens,

etc., and his death leaves a blank in the ranks of the

older entomologists w-hich will not easily be filled.

Horace Donisthorpe.
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Dr. Hans Goldschmidt.

The inventor of the Goldschmidt thermite process.

Dr. Hans Goldschmidt, died after a short illness on
May 21, in Baden-Baden.
Hans Goldschmidt was born on January 18, 1861,

in Berlin, where his father, in 1847, founded the

chemical works of Th. Goldschmidt, of which he was
the director until his death in 1873. Hans Gold-

schmidt studied chemistry at Leipzig, Berlin, Stras-

bourg and Heidelberg, where he graduated in 1886

under Robert Bunsen. After this he continued his

studies in electro-chemistry and travelled in foreign

countries ; this widened his views on economic

questions. In the year 1888 he entered, as a partner,

the works of his father, in which his brother, Karl

Goldschmidt, had taken the lead since 1882.

Goldschmidt's first technical achievement was the

invention of an electro-chemical process for recovering

the tin from white iron waste, which has found wide

application in many countries. His name became

famous in the year 1894, when he succeeded in reducing

oxides by combustion with powdered aluminium, and

by the tremendous heat of this reaction, metals of

a high melting-point, such as chromium, vanadium,

molybdenum, tungsten, and their alloys with iron

and other metals, melt and can be produced in a pure

state. As a by-product, corundum is formed, which

can be technically utilised for grinding purposes.

The thermite process found an even larger applica-

tion by the use of mixtures of alummium metai with

iron oxide for welding together the ends of rails of

tramways and for repairing broken machinery, especi-

ally of ships. Hans Goldschmidt also discovered a

process for avoiding the formation of holes in iron

tastings and for improving steel castings by the

addition of aluminium.

Hans Goldschmidt was one of the founders of the

Bunsen Society for Applied Physical Chemistry, and

was for many years its president. He was awarded the

lilliot-Cresson-medal of the Franklin Institute. His

liigh scientific standing and good nature will ensure

for him a place in the history of technical chemistry

and in the memories of his numerous friends both in

and out of Germanv.

We regret to announce the following deaths :

Prof. Heinrich Boruttau, a director of the Fried-

richshain Hospital, Berlin, whose work was especially

concerned with the relations of physics to medicine.

He also worked on physiological chemistry and

problems of nutrition. He died on May 15, aged

fifty-four.

Dr. W. d'E. Emery, formerly director of laboratories

and lecturer on pathology' and bacteriology to King's

College Hospital, on June 19.

Mr. E. J. Steegmann, for many years secretary

to the Royal Commission on Human and Bovine

Tuberculosis, on June 8, aged fifty-five.
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Current Topics and Events.

The approaching twenty-fifth anniversary of Sir

Ronald Ross's epoch-making discovery of the mosquito
transmission of malaria is made the subject of a
powerful letter in the Times advocating the establish-

ment of a Ross Institute in London, to be called the

Ross Clinicjue for Tropical Diseases. The letter is

signed by the Marquess of Lansdowne and Lord
Hardinge, ex-Viceroys of India, by a number of

business men connected with the Tropics, and by
presidents and directors of scientific societies at

home and abroad. Among the latter are included

the directors of the Pasteur Institutes of Paris and
Brussels, of the Gorgas Institute in Panama, and of

the School of Hygiene, Johns Hopkins University,

the president of the International Health Commission
of the Danube, and the Director-General of the

United States Public Health Service. The object

of founding a Ross Institute is tvvofold. On one
hand, it is in honour of an Englishman to whom the

whole civilised world and the British Empire in

particular owe a debt of gratitude, and it is intended

to be a public recognition of his services while he is

still among us, and a lasting memorial to him after

his death. On the other hand, it is to enable Ross,

a man of genius, assisted by other experts in medical

science, to exercise his special gifts in the initiation

and continuation of researches into the still unsolved

problems of tropical medicine and hygiene. It is to

be clearly understood that the Ross Clinique is

intended to supplement and not compete with the

existing schools of tropical medicine. Its aim is

research alone, for which there is plenty of room in

the great capital of the British Empire.

In its issue for June ig the Times reported the

great outbreak of lava on the north-eastern flank of

Etna, which occurred on the early morning of

Saturday, June i6, and was already causing wide-

spread devastation. Further details, with a map.
have appeared in later issues of the Times, together

with a report by Prof. Ponte, who has ascended the

slope as far as possible. As in so many previously

recorded eruptions on the slopes of Etna, the lava

has broken out from several mouths arranged along

a fissure, which in this case is near the crater of 1879.

At the time at which this note is written, it is early

to speculate as to the extent to which the flow may
spread, and the experiences of Catania on the southern

side, often repeated in historic times, indicate the

magnitude and the vitality of the great reservoir

that has played so important a part in the physio-

graphy of Pleistocene times. Charles Lyell, from
1830 onwards, roused an interest in Etna as one of

the most appealing examples of earth-structures

reared by forces now in action. A detailed map, on
which dates are inserted, such as that published by
O. Silvestri in his " Viaggio all' Etna " in 1879,

shows how, layer by layer, the vast composite mass
continues to be built up and maintained. The
neighbourhood has now been evacuated, and the

scenes of flight depicted in d'Annunzio's amazing
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film " Cabiria " are repeated in the tragedy of to-day.

Activity is also reported in the small cones that are

growing within the crater of explosion formed in

Vesuvius in 1906.

The memorial portrait of Alfred Russel Wallace
was unveiled at the Natural History Museum and
presented to the Trustees on June 23. Wallace was
born in 1823 and died in 1913, so that the presenta-

tion has appropriately taken place in the centenary
year of his birth. Shortly after his death a com-
mittee was formed to collect funds for the memorial,
which was to take two forms, a tablet in Westminster
Abbey and a portrait in the Natural History Museum.
The first was completed and placed in position in

1914, but the latter was deferred owing to the War
and was only recently finished. Sir James Marchant,
in offering the portrait to the Trustees, gave a short

account of the formation of the memorial committee,
and concluded by asking Sir Charles S. Sherrington,

President of the Royal Society, to unveil it. In his

address the latter alluded to the fact that much of

the fruit of Wallace's expedition in the Malav Archi-

pelago is incorporated in the Museum collections,

and dw'felt upon the happy circumstance of the

juxtaposition of Wallace's portrait and of Danvin's
statue, two men whose discoveries at the same
moment and on the same theme were placed before

the scientific world. Prof. E. B. Poulton, a co-

worker of Wallace, spoke of his life and work, and
testified to the generosity of his character and to the

unselfish enthusiasm with which he encouraged and
assisted the work of others. The portrait was
accepted on behalf of the Trustees by the Archbishop
of Canterbury, w-ho undertook that it should receive

the care that the Museum accorded to its treasures.

He remarked upon the interest which students felt

at seeing what manner of men they were who had
made such great advances in natural science. The
portrait, which is an extremely good likeness, was
painted by Mr. J. W. Beaufort from photographs.

A WRITER under the most appropriate pen-name
of iEolus has recently contributed to the Wimbledon
Borough News two lengthy letters of protest against

the by-pass road that is planned to run alongside

the ground recently added to Wimbledon Common
on the further side of Beverley Brook. While we
sympathise with his love of a Nature unspoiled by
the dust, noise, and smell of motor cars, we cannot
forget that this road is only part of a scheme settled

years before the War, and already modified in this

area to meet the views of those who obtained the

extension of the Common. A further scheme,

already mooted by the John Evelyn Club for Wimble-
don, which might well receive support, is to fence

off part of this tract as a Nature reservation.

Wimbledon is singularly rich in birds, and it is even
possible that some of our wild mammals may yet

linger in the district. If the Common Conservators

could see their way to provide a sanctuary for them
they would earn the thanks of all lovers of Nature.
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Captain R. Amundsen has abandoned his pro-

jected flight from Alaska across the Pole to Spits-

bergen. The Times reports that an official com-
munication to this effect has been issued by the

Admiral commanding the Norwegian fleet. The
statement is made that a trial flight on May 1 1 proved

very unsatisfactory. In full expectation of the flight

being attempted in the third week in June, the

Norwegian Government had sent the Farm to

Spitsbergen with supplies, and the transport Flint,

carrying three seaplanes, arrived at King's Bay in

the middle of June. The seaplanes were to patrol

the edge of the polar pack to the north and north-

west of Spitsbergen in order to render assistance to

Captain Amundsen and his pilot, Lieut. O. Omdal,
in the case of any enforced descent. It was proposed,

if the distribution of the pack rendered it advisable,

to deposit supplies of petrol and food on the ice, each

marked with a conspicuous beacon.

" National Baby Week," which is to be observed

on July 1-7 under the auspices of the National Baby
Week Council, 117 Piccadilly, W.i, brings into

prominence the many problems of infant mortality.

These problems have two phases which seem de-

pendent upon biological conditions : (i) the com-
paratively high death-rate in the first month of life,

and (2) the comparatively high death-rate of male
infants as compared with female infants. In the

year 192 1, the most recent for which detailed figures

are available, there were 105 1 male births for every

1000 female births, while the deaths of male infants

occurred at the rate of 92-85 per 1000 births and
female infants at 72-16 per 1000. During the first

four weeks of life, the " nco-natal " period, the death-

rate was 4001 for males and 3027 for females per

1000 births. These ratios stand with little variation

year by year, though during and after the War the

ratio of male to female births —as was expected on
an empirical basis from historical records alone

—

was slightly higher than the normal (104 males to

100 females). It would seem that this greater

susceptibility to the strains of environment is

characteristic of the male sex. The neo-natal death-

rate, which has yielded but little to those influences

which have proved so effectual in lowering the infant

mortality rate as a whole (from 154 per 1000 births

in 1900 to 77 in 1922), constitutes another difficult

problem in public health. An interesting recent

investigation {by post-mortems) into the causes of

death in sixty-two cases of neo-natal mortality showed
that while 73 per cent, were due to conceivably
preventable conditions, the remaining 27 per cent,

were due to malformations—a finding which might
seem to indicate that neo-natal mortality n^ay be
but the expression in human life of Nature's trial

and error—a biological interpretation which would,
however, tend to discourage infant welfare discussions

on this subject in the forthcoming " National Baby
Week."

In the current number of the Poetry Reviem, Mr.
Oliver C. de C. Ellis has a lively and clieering article

attacking the fallacy that there is any opposition
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between poetry and science. He might very well

have gone further than he has. It would be truer to

say that the highest gifts in poetry are closely akin

to, or even identical with, those required for the

liighest achievements in science. Some of the greatest

poets, Dante, for example, have. been masters of the

science of their time, and Wordsworth, in a famous
passage in the preface to his second edition of the

"Lyrical Ballads," looks forward to a time when
modern science, having entered into the mental equip-

ment of all cultivated men, will inspire a new order of

poetry, as philosophy and rural lore inspired Lucretius

and Virgil and medieval science inspired Dante. Both
orders of mental effort depend, as Mr. Ellis says,

upon the imagination, but whereas the man of

science imagines laws and relations of things which
may be verified and used for guidance as to their

own future action, the poet sees them in their relation

to the human soul. In this sense the work of the

man of science is objective and stands on the order

of events ; the work of the poet is subjective or

moral, and depends for its appreciation upon a state

of mind attuned to his own. " Poetry," as Words-
worth tells us, " is the wealth and fine spirit of all

knowledge "
;

" it is the impassioned expression

which is in the countenance of all science." And,

one must add, that whereas science aims at pure

truth, poetry, having this emotional content, aims

also at giving pleasure. It implies a certain form

and a certain emotional effect, though the substance

must also be truth. It is the " first and last of all

knowledge."

The British Mycological Society is organising a

phytopathological excursion to ^Yye, in Kent, on

Saturday, July 7. Those intending to take part in

the excursion should communicate with Capt. J.

Ramsbottom, at the British Museum (Natural His-

tory), South Kensington, S.W.7, by Wednesday,

July 4-

According to the Chemiher Zeitimg for June, Dr.

Paul KnoUer, lecturer and assistant at the University

of Freiburg (Switzerland), has been appointed

professor of mineralogy and petrography at Dayton
ITniversity, Ohio.

Owing to the increase in the work of the Rotham-
sted Experimental Station, it has been decided to

appoint an assistant director, and Dr. B. A. Keen,

head of the Physics Department, has been selected

for this position.

A circular tablet of blue glazed ware bearing the

inscription " James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879),

Physicist, lived here," has been affixed to 16 Palace

Gardens Terrace, Kensington, where Clerk Maxwell
resided for a time, by the London County Council.

Maxwell's occupation of the house probably dated

from the latter part of i860, immediately after his

appointment to King's College, or the early part of

1861. The first reference to it in his biography by
Campbell and Garnett is in a letter dated May 21,

1861. He resigned his appointment as from Easter,

1865, and left the house for good in March 1866

[ibid. p. 260).
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At a meeting of the Royal Society of New South
Wales on May 2, the following officers for 1923-24

were elected :

—

President : Mr. R. H. Cambage.
Vice-Presidents : Prof. C. E. Fawsitt, Mr. J. N'angle,

Mr. E. C. Andrews, and Mr. C. A. Sussmilch. Hon.

Treasurer : Prof. H. G. Chapman. Hon. Secretaries :

Prof. O. U. VonwUler and Mr. G. A. Waterhouse.

Members of Council : Dr. C. Anderson, Sir Edgeworth
David, Mr. W. S. Dun, Dr. R. Greig-Smith, Mr.

Charles Hedley, Rev. E. F. Pigot. Mr. W. Poole,

Mr. H. G. Smith, Prof. J. Douglas Stewart, and

Prof. R. D. Watt.

The David Livingstone Centenary Medal for 1923

has been awarded to Dr. T. Griffith Taylor, associate

professor of geography in the University of Sydney,

Australia. This medal, founded by the Hispanic

Society of America and awarded by the American

Geographical Society, is given " for scientific achieve-

ment in the field of geography of the southern hemi-

sphere." Dr. Taylor has made notable contributions

to Australian geography, applying the results of his

physiographic and climatic studies to problems of

settlement and human adaptation. He is the author

of several works on Australia and of numerous com-

munications appearing in Australian Government
bulletins, and was senior geologist and leader of the

western parties on the British Antarctic Expedition

of 1910-1913 (Scott's last expedition), on which he

has written " With Scott : The Silver Lining " (1915).

It is anticipated that the medal will be presented

on the occasion of the Second Pan-Pacific Science

Congress, which meets in August and September in

Australia.

On June 10 two departments were opened for the

public and visitors in the new premises of the

Geological Museum of the Petrograd Academy of

Science. One of the departments is devoted to the

general osteological collection and contains among its

exhibits remains of Indricotherium, a giant primitive

rhinoceros-like mammal, from the Turgai Oligocene

deposits (Indricotherium beds), north of the Aral

Sea, recently described by Prof. A. Borissiak (Mdm.

Acad. Petrograd (viii.) xxxv. N6). The other

department, the so-called North-Dvina gallery, is

devoted exclusively to the Upper Permian fauna,

discovered by Prof. Amalitzky, and contains his

types, some of them partly re-developed and re-

describetl by the present curator of the gallery. Prof.

P. Sushkin (Coinptes rendus of the Petrograd Academy
for 1921 and 1922).

One of the main functions of the Fuel Research

Board is a survey and classification of the coal

seams in the various mining districts by means of

chemical and physical tests in the laboratory, supple-

mented where desirable by large - scale tests at

H.M. Fuel Research Station, East Greenwich, or

elsewhere. It is considered that the best way to

carry out this work is by means of local committees,

the personnel of which would include colliery owners,

managers, representatives of the Fuel Research

Board and of the Geological Survey of Great Britain,

as well as of outside scientific interests. In this way
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local knowledge and experience is made available.

The first of these committees has now been actively
at work in the Lancashire and Cheshire area for

nearly eighteen months, and the Board has recently

decided to deal with the South Yorkshire area.

The South Yorkshire Coal Trade Association and
the Midland Institute of Mining, Civil, and Mechanical
Engineers are co-operating in the work. The follow-

ing committee has been appointed : Dr. C. H.
Lander (chairman, pro tent.), Mr. J. Brass, Mr.
Robert Clive (hon. secretar>'), Mr. H. Danby, Lieut.

-

Col. H. Rhodes, Prof. R. V. Wheeler, and Dr. Walcot
Gibson.

The annual general meeting of the Research
Defence Society, on June 20, when Lord Knutsford
presided, was well attended, and the necessary

business was quickly done. Dr. Saleeby lectured on
" Sunlight and Disease "

; and showed lantern-

pictures and films illustrating the past and present

use of " the sun-cure "
: especially the amazing

results which RoUier has obtained at Leysin ; the

downright cure, by light alone, of many fearful cases

of tuberculosis. If the photographs and the films

had not been there, the whole thing would have been
incredible. The sun, that careful doctor, had faith-

fully recorded the work which he had achieved.

Dr. Saleeby also spoke of the experimental research

which is being pursued into the action of light on
life : the relation of light to the storage of phosphorus,

calcium, and vitamin A in the body, and so on : but

we are still a long way from understanding these

mysteries. In Great Britain, a measure of success

has been gained at Sir William Treloar's Hospitals at

.\lton and Hayling Island, and at Queen Mary's

Hospital, Carshalton. But what is the good of

talking of " sun-cure " in this country, in this

weather ? It was a sunless day, near the end of a

sunless May and June. Besides, in our great in-

dustrial cities we poison the air with smoke. Dr.

Saleeby s pictures of Manchester and Sheffield were

Ruskin's prophecies come true. Prof. Dreyer is

working for a better tuberculin-treatment. Mr. Justice

McCardie has spoken his mind on the contagiosity

of a dusty house in which a consumptive patient had

lived. People are learning more about tuberculosis.

But, until we get finer summers, use smokeless

coal, and abolish slums and overcrowding, we must
not expect to repeat the wonders of Leysin in Great

Britain.

On April 6 Mr. G. R. Clarke, the Director-General

of Posts and Telegraphs for India, read a paper to

the Royal Society of Arts on postal and telegraph

work in India. He pointed out that the present

problem is not the erection of more wires to carry

the increased traffic, but to increase the capacity of

the existing wires by the use of multiplex high-

speed instruments. Automatic telephone exchanges

have proved a great success at Simla and Lahore,

and many similar installations are in course of

erection. Radio communication has not proved

successful in India owing to the " atmospherics "

making signalling impossible at certain seasons.
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The research department, however, has perfected

methods of ehminating the disturbances due to this

cause, and so it is hoped that the radio method will

be much more widely adopted in the future. During

the last year postal and telegraph communication

has been established with Tibet and Afghanistan.

The Dalai Lama has given every encouragement to

the establishment of communication between Lhasa

and India. Afghanistan has not yet joined the

Universal Postal Union ; letters are stamped to

India, and a charge is made on delivery, but the

amount of this charge seems to be uncertain. In

the discussion on the paper Colonel Edwards said

that India offered the most wonderful possibilities

in the way of air mail transport. For example, the

journey from Calcutta to Rangoon took at present

3-6 days. If an air mail ser\'ice were employed the

time taken would be only 9 hours. Many similar

cases could be cited. In England difficulties are

caused by fog, but in India the only fogs are the few

that occur during the monsoon.

We have received from the Department of Agri-

culture and Technical Instruction for Ireland a copy
of the catalogue of maps, memoirs, and sections

published by the Geological Survey of Ireland. The
list includes maps, etc., for the whole of Ireland :

they are now to be obtained from the Ordnance

Survey Office, Dublin. The one-inch map for the

whole country is available in 205 sheets. Of the

16 sheets of the quarter-inch map only four appear

to be published. There is a recent six-inch map of

Dublin and surroundings. These maps are colour

printed.

Our Astronomical Column.
Variations in the Spectrum of tf^ Orionis.—

M. F. Henroteau directs attention [Coinptes rendus,

April 30, p. 1210) to the spectrum of the star 6'

Orionis, which is of magnitude 5-17 and situated in

the nebula of Orion (R.A. 5'' 3o"'-5, Dec. - 5° 29', igoo),

being of the B-type spectrum. In 1904 Prof. E. B.
Frost discovered the star to be a spectroscopic
double with a radial velocity of 140 km. In 1919
and 1920 M. Henroteau found that in addition to the
broad absorption lines of hydrogen and other elements,
there were super-imposed on them thin bright lines

which gave a velocity less than that accorded by
Frost. To verify this. Otto Struve of the Yerkes
Observatorv obtained several spectrograms in 1922,
but these showed no evidence of bright lines. How-
ever, another spectrogram on March 2 of the present
year displays these sharp bright lines. Thus we have
a B-type star, not known as a variable, which inter-

mittently presents bright lines, a phenomenon very
rare in occurrence. What adds great interest to this

particular star is that it is situated in the nebulosity
of Orion, and this situation may account for the
peculiarity. M. Henroteau proposes to make a
special study of its spectrum.

Colours and Spectra of Double Stars.—^Till

recently the course of a star's evolution was con-
sidered to be defined by the sequence represented by
types O B A F G K M, and the fact that the fainter

components of binaries are often bluer than the
brighter components was a source of much per-

plexity. One of the results of the " Giant and
Dwarf " hypothesis was to afford a simple explana-
tion of the observed facts, since among giants the
blue stage is later than the red ; and, conversely,
the observed phenomena afford another strong argu-
ment for that hypothesis. Mr. Peter Doig has traced
the bearing of these facts in two papers during the
past year ; now Mr. F. C. Leonard returns to it in

Lick Obs. Bull. No. 343. He has photographed the
spectra of a number of close pairs with a one-prism
spectrograph on the 36-inch refractor, finding it

possible to get separate spectra even with pairs

only I " apart ; where the magnitudes differed the
brighter star was occulted by a screen for part of

the exposure. In order to classify the spectra he
also took spectrograms of several typical stars with
the same instrument, since he notes that slit spectro-
grams differ systematically from the objective-prism
series used at Harvard.
The resulting spectral differences of the components

of the binaries were then correlated with absolute
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magnitudes, and with differences of magnitude and
mass, the facts being displayed in a series of dia-

grams ; he classifies stars not fainter than i.o mag.
(absolute) as giants, the remainder as dwarfs ; it is

clearly shown that among giants the primary is

redder, among dwarfs bluer. Once tlfis law has been
established it enables us to make estimates of the
absolute magnitudes of stars of undetermined paral-

lax. Further, the difference of spectral type in-

creases as a rule with increasing difference of ab-
solute magnitude or of mass, and there is hope that,

by tabulating these differences in as manj' cases as

possible, a clue will be obtained as to the relative

duration of the stages of development corresponding
to the various spectral types ; such information
would be of much use in cosmogony. The research
also affords a proof that the less massive stars pass
through their stages more rapidly than the massive
ones ; this was indeed generally assumed, but it has
been questioned.
The cases of Sirius and 0'' Eridani are noted as

anomalous, the discordance in magnitude being much
greater than we should expect from the disparity in

mass ; Mr. Leonard suggests that in the latter case
the mass-ratio should be reinvestigated ; that of

Sirius cannot be much in error.

The Radial Velocities of 1013 Stars.—Messrs.
W. S. Adams and A. H. Jay contribute to the April
number (vol. 57, No. 3) of the Asirophysical Journal a
catalogue of radial velocities which includes many of

the results obtained in this line of work at the Mount
Wilson Observatory during the past few years. The
list is composed almost wholly of stars with spectra

of types F, G, K, and M which have been observ-ed

not only for radial velocity but also for determinations
of absolute magnitude and spectroscopic parallax.

The spectrograms have been obtained at the Casse-
grain focus of the 60-inch and the loo-inch reflectors,

and the latter instrument was employed chiefly for

stars fainter than the eighth visual magnitude.
Single prism spectrographs with prisms of 64° angle
and cameras of 18-inch focal length were used. The
faintest star photographed was of magnitude 99, and
10 to 15 stellar lines have been measured on each
spectrogram, and a list of those most commonly
emploved is given in the paper. The results here
collected have already been used to some extent by
Stromberg, Scares, and the authors in investigations

of space velocities and the relationship of velocity to
absolute magnitude and mass, but their publication

makes them now available to all.
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Research Items.
Function of the Spleen.—More than ten years

ago Richet showed that dogs from which the spleen
had been removed had to eat more than normal
animals to keep their weight constant. In the
Comples rendits of the Paris Academy of Sciences
of April 16 he states that spleenless animals when
starved lose weight more quickly than the controls,
and concludes that the organ diminishes denutrition

;

its normal function, useful but not necessarv' to
the economy, being to slow down metabolism.
These observations may possibly be correlated with
those of Korenchevsky (Joiirn. Path. Bad. vol. xxvi.,

1923, p. 387), who describes hypertrophy and hyper-
plasia of the germ centres in the spleen in pigeons
with beri-beri caused by an inadequate diet of polished
rice—perhaps an attempt to compensate for the
severe failure of nutrition.

Pal-iocene Prim.\tes of the United States.—
More than ten years ago a considerable collection
was made in the Sweet Grass County, Montana, of
fossils from the Fort Union Palaeocene. The inter-

vening time has been devoted to the cleaning and
preparation of these, among which the mammalian
remains appear to represent at least forty species
belonging to not less than fifteen families and six or
seven orders. The descriptions of these will be under-
taken, order by order, and ultimately combined into
a single monograph. The Primates form the subject
of a memoir by J. W. Gidley (Proc. I'.S. Nat. Mus.,
vol. Ixiii. art. i). Until now true Primates have
not been reported in America from beds older than
the Eocene, and these indicated that earlier forms
must have existed, so that it is not surprising, although
of the greatest interest, that they do occur in the
Fort Union Palaeocene, and that all thence are in
general of a more primitive type. These early
Primates belong to two families : Tarsiidae, repre-
sented b)' four genera, of which three—Paromomys,
Palaechthon, and Elphidotarsius— are new; and
Plesiadapidae, with one new genus—Pronothodectes.
No representative of the Notharctidac appears in

the Fort Union collection. The author discusses
the affinities and relationships of these various forms.
He concludes that the early tarsiids as at present
understood do not represent a natural group. It

would seem, however, that within this group are
to be found the ancestral stock which gave rise to
the living Tarsiers ; and possibly also the ancestral
form whence ultimately sprang the aberrant lemur

—

Daubentonia— of Madagascar. The root group, or
beginning of the Primates as a distinct order, has
still to be sought in yet older formations.

Eocene Pelecypoda of Burma.—The fauna of
the Eocene of Burma is especially rich in Gastropoda,
but contains a lesser proportion of Pelecypoda.
The former were placed in the hands of the late Mr.
Vredenburg for description, while Dr. G. de P. Cotter
has dealt with the latter (Pal. Itid., New Series, vol.

vii., mem. 2). Twenty-five species are described and
figured, of which nearly all are considered to be new.
They indicate that the Yaw stage, to which the
bulk belong, is to be correlated with the Upper
Eocene of Java and the Bartonian of Borneo. The
accompanying plates are remarkably good.

Soil Bacteria and Organic Antiseptics.—In
an article in Discovery for June, Mr. P. H. Gray
discusses the utilisation of organic antiseptics by
bacteria of the soil. Phenol, cresol, toluene, and
naphthalene applied to the soil disappear. This
disappearance is due to the existence of bacteria in
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the soil which attack and destroy these compounds.
Some 200 strains of antiseptic-decomposing bacteria
have been obtained from over a wide area in Great
Britain ; they are able to grow in solutions containing
the antiseptics and even to utilise these compounds
as a source of energy. It is possible to increase
the fertility of the soil by the addition thereto of a
mild antiseptic. This destroys certain soil pests and
disturbs the equilibrium between protozoa and
bacteria in the soil, enabling the latter to increase,
and the bacteria produce available plant food with
an increase in fertility.

The Marine Element in the Fauna of the
Ganges.—Dr. N. Annandale (reprint from Bijdragen
tot de Dierkunde, K. Zool. Genootschap, Amsterdam,
1922, pp. 1^3-154) discusses the marine element in

the fauna of the Ganges. He regards the Bay of
Bengal, with its low salinity and gradual changes
from salt water to fresh, as an exceptionally favour-
able starting-point for an immigration into fresh
water on the part of marine organisms. An im-
migration of the kind has been in progress for a long
period, and many adaptable eurj-haline species are
still attempting to establish themselves above the
limits of tidal influence in fresh water. A very
slight change either in the environment or in the
constitution of the animals themselves would enable
them to do so. The relict and euryhaline faunas of
the Ganges represent different stages in this process
of inland immigration, which has proved successful
owing to the vigorous constitution of those organisms
that have missed no accidental opportunity of
establishing themselves in fresh water. In spite of

superficial changes, a large proportion of both the
relict and the euryhaline forms are of essentially

primitive structure, or at any rate belong to ancient
groups some of which have almost or completely
disappeared from adjacent seas. In other words,
fresh and brackish water have proved a last refuge
for many marine species whose race in the sea was
nearly done.

The Non-Mendelian Inheritance of Size Char-
acters IN Flower Petals.—Prof. R. R. Gates
describes, in the Journal of Genetics, vol. 13, No. i,

March, the inheritance of petal size through four
generations of reciprocal crosses between (Enothera
rubicalyx and QL. biennis. A more or less uniform
Fi generation is followed by wide segregation in F"j,

not only between the size of petals in different plants,

but even on the same plant and in some cases on
the same flower. A close analysis of these flowers

does not suggest frequency curves grouped around
modes dependent upon different size factors, but
rather haphazard distribution of sizes due to the
failure of adjustment between different size tendencies
inherited from the original cross. Such variation

in size does not appear apart from the original cross,

so that germinal factors are involved, but their

representation is not possible, either in terms of

normal Mendelian factors or in terms of the Galtonian
curve for iiuctuating variability. Prof. Gates suggests

that the variable nature of these inherited tendencies,

as exhibited within the individual, may arise through
their partial dependence upon cytoplasmic characters

of the parental forms.

The Oil Palm under Cultivation.—The oil

palm, Eltris guineensis, occurs naturally in West
Africa over an area lying between 12° N. and 12° S.

of the equator. The fruit of the palm has an outer

pulpy coat which contains some 50 per cent, oil
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and an inner kernel with about the same percentage
of an oil of different composition. Both these oils

are of commercial value, and G. G. Auchinleck, in

Bulletin No. 62 of the Department of Agriculture,

Ceylon, estimates that 300,000 tons of kernels and
100,000 tons of palm oil come on to the market
annually. The French, English, and Belgians are

in control in the various oil-producing areas of Africa,

but the Dutch appear to be first in definitely under-
taking the systematic plantation of the oil palm,
some 28,000 acres being planted with this plant
in Sumatra by 1922. If the somewhat uneven
product and irregular supply from the palm's natural
habitat can be replaced by a trustworthy product
developed from a systematic plantation industrj-,

the African palm-oil trade will meet with a formidable
competitor. British planters in the East woulil
probably do well to study Mr. Auchinleck's account
of the oil palm and its product in this bulletin, and to
watch the future history of the oil palms now planted
at the Anuradhapura Experiment Station in Ceylon.

Urease.—A powerful enzyme, which has the
property of causing the rapid conversion of urea
into ammonium carbonate, has been found in many
plant tissues, especially seeds. That of the soya
bean is the best known. Dr. W. R. Fearon, in the
Biochemical Journal (vol. 17, No. i, 1923), shows
that what urease does is to split urea into cyanic
acid and ammonia. He has isolated cyanic acid
from solutions of urea under the action of the enzyme.
The enzyme has no other action ; cyanic acid in

the presence of water rapidly imdergoes spontaneous
hydrolysis into carbon dioxide and ammonia. The
facts can only be satisfactorily explained on the
cyclic formula for urea put forward by Werner

;

that is,

/O
HN :C

^NH,.
The decomposition of urea by acids; alkalies, or heat
proceeds along the same lines. We see also why
urease does not decompose ethyl-urea or methyl-
urea, not because of the nature of the enzyme, but
because these substances do not j'ield cyanic acid.

Valency of Boron.—We have received from the
Koninklije Akademie van Wetenschappen te Amster-
dam a reprint of an interesting paper on " The
Valency of Boron," by Prof. J. Boeseken, from the
point of view of atomic structure. He concludes
that boron exhibits valencies of 3 and 5.

Separation of the Isotopes of Mercury.-—

A

detailed account of the partial separation of the
isotopes of mercury by evaporation in vacuum in

a large steel apparatus is given by Harkins and
Madorsky in the March issue of the Journal of the
American Chemical Society. The atomic weights of
the heavy and light fractions differ by o-i unit.
The partial separation is still a long and somewhat
laborious process, but the authors state that the\-
have designed an apparatus which would give the
same separation in about thirty hours. The heavA
and light fractions are still mixtures of isotopes, six
of which, according to Aston, exist in the case of

mercury.

' Weather at Hongkong during 1922.— The
Monthly Meteorological Bulletin for December 192J
contains " detailed results of observations made at
the Royal Observatory, Hongkong, and the dail)
weather reports from various stations in the Far
East," prepared under the direction of Mr. T. F.
Claxton. The part for December also contains an
annual summarj' of the Hongkong observations
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for the year 1922 and gives the mean and extreme
values of the principal meteorological elements,
with the normal values for the period 1884-1918.
Tracks of the typhoons and principal depressions
which occurred in the Far East during the year
1922 are shown on two plates. At Hongkong the
barometric pressure during 1922 ranged from
30-445 in. during November to 29-174 in. during
August. The air temperature ranged from 93-1° F. in

August to 43-7° F. in November. The monthly mean
was highest in July and lowest in January, the mean
temperature for the two months differing by 22° F.
For the thirty-fi\-e years the highest temperature
observed was 97-0° F. in August 1900, the lowest
32-0° F. in January 1893. The total rainfall in

1922 was 69-44 in-, o^ which 17-54 in. fell in August,
and rain fell on 154 days. The average total rainfall

for the thirty-five years is 83-83 in., the average total

rain in the four months May to .\ugust being 55-13 in.

The greatest prevalence of wind is from the east.

Values of magnetic elements are given for the
year; the means were Declination (west) o°2l'-5. Dip
(north) 30° 46'-o, Horizontal Force (C.G.S. Unit)

0-37279, Vertical Force (C.G.S. Unit) 0-22194, Total
Force (C.G.S. Unit) 0-43386. No mention is made on
the title-page of the Bulletin that the results for the
year and the c>'clone tracks, as well as the averages
for thirty-five j'ears, are given, and a casual reader
might overlook this information, which is of primary
importance.

Egyptian Petroleum.-— Heavy -grade Egyptian
crude petroleum formed the subject of a paper by
JNfr. W. A. Guthrie read recently at the Institute of

Petroleum Technologists. The oil chiefly discussed
was the product of the well-known Hurghada
(Rargada) wells, situated about 200 miles S.E. of

Suez, on the western shore of the Gulf. This field

was first developed in 1914, since when it has
produced 1,201,868 metric tons of oil; its present
output averages 3500 tons per week. Some pro-
portion of the oil contains salt water up to 30 per
cent., an emulsion which, though it has proved
refractory to deal with, seems to respond to electrical

dehydration treatment, a method not always com-
mercially possible. The dry oil flashes below 45° F.,

and its s.g. ranges from 0907 to 0-925. Its sulphur
content varies from 0-5 per cent, to 2-22 per cent,

(comparatively low), while it yields 10- 11 per cent,

asphalt and 7-8 per cent paraffin wax : hence it may
be classed as a true mixed-base oil. Distilled in the
ordinary way, the crude oil gives 8 per cent, benzine
and 15 per cent, kerosene, the residue (above 290° C.)

constituting 76 per cent. Both the benzine and
kerosene can be refined to very high-grade products,
while the residue is utilised for the production of solar

or Diesel oil (432 percent.), hard pitch (29-3 per cent.),

and inferior fuel-oil. The inclusion of an appreciable
quantity of paraffin wax in the pitch is considered
by the author to be advantageous rather than
deleterious to its use for road surfaces, since theoretic-

ally it should enhance chemical stability and render'
the material less liable to crumble or disintegrate
under climatic variations or under ordinary wear
and tear. The author dealt at some length with
paraffin wax extraction, bj' no means an easy problem
in tliis case, but this product actually finds little use
within Egypt itself. One other interesting point
mentioned in the paper was in connexion with the
oil produced from the new field at Abu Durba, on
the east shore of the Gulf ; chemical and physical
tests apparently show that this oil is an inspissated

and oxj'genated product of petroleum : it is of a
ven,' heavy asphaltic character and contains varying
proportions of a waxj' resin.
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PRINCE

Museum Building at South Kensington

'T'HE latest chapter in the long history of museum
•^ building at South Kensington opened in 1909
when a large deputation of those interested in science
and industry presented to the president of the Board
of Education a memorial urging that the time had
come for action with the view of providing proper
housing for the Science Collections at South Kensing-
ton. The memorial, and the speakers who supported
it personally, focussed the opinions of all the leading
scientific and technical societies and
institutions. Acting on the repre-
sentations then made to him, the
president of the Board of Education
appointed in 1910 a " Departmental
Committee on the Science Museum
and the Geological Museum," with Sir
Hugh Bell as Chairman. Three years
later, the adoption of the report of
that committee appeared to secure
the early provision of adequate
facilities for a well-directed advance
in the usefulness of these museums.

Building operations were duly com-
menced, but were interrupted during
the war period. Resumed later, they
ha^•e made so little progress that
representatives of the societies which
originated the movement in igog have
recently had occasion to consider the
present position and to make a
representation with regard to it. .-Vs

the matter is one of wide interest, the
following summary of its salient
features may be of interest to those
who are not familiar with the pub-
lished papers that bear upon it.

then required in new buildings, and recommended the
provision of a building to occupy the ground available
on the existing site, as shown on the accompanying
plan (Fig. i), this building to be erected in three
successive sections, the eastern, the central, and the
western blocks. The committee reported that the
central as well as the eastern block would be required
for the more immediate needs of the Museum.

In the program,me for the replacement of the old

CONSORT ROAD

M P E R > A L INSTITUTE

WESTERN BLOCK ; CENTRAL BLOCKj \
EASTERN BLOCK

NEW BUILDING FOR SCIENCE iMUSEUM

S^

The Science Museum.
For forty years the Science Col-

lections have been developing on con-
sistent lines. For more than twenty
years they have been recognised as
being, among national collections of
the same field, the best museum col-
lections in the world, but as having
the meanest of museum buildings.
It is now thirteen years since the
appointment of Sir Hugh Bell's
committee— a strong departmental
committee of men versed in pure and
applied science. That committee
took careful measure of the possi-
bilities and of the needs of the Science
Museum, and formulated a well-con-
sidered and clear report upon the
whole matter (Report, 1911, and
Report, Part II., 1912).* This report
received warm approval at all hands,
and it was adopted by the Govern-
ment as the bjisis for the develop-
ment of the Museum. The first requirement to be
met was necessarily the erection of adequate and
worthy building accommodation.

In its report the committee quoted the exhibition
space available in 191 1 as 98,000 sq. ft. (94,000 sq. ft.

in old buildings and 4000 sq. ft. in the new Western
Hall), and said that buildings twice as large would be
required for the then existing collections without the
addition of a single specimen. The committee
estimated at 265,000 sq. ft. the total exhibition space

' Report o( Ihe Departmental Committee on the Science Museum and the
Geological Museum, 191 1, Cd. 5625; (Part 11.) 1912, Cd. 6jai.
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buildings by a continuous building occupying the
whole of the Science Museum site from Exhibition
Road to Queen's Gate, three periods in the process
are distinguished. The first, period covers the
erection of the eastern block ; this is the present
period. In the second period, when the new central
block will be in process of erection on ground cleared
by the demolition of the main part of the existing
old buildings, the eastern block of the new building
with the existing western galleries and western hall
" will afford opportunity for exhibiting the collections

made during the first period and for working up fhe
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collections in all departments." The close of the second
period will see both the eastern and central blocks of

the new building fully available for the uses of the
Museum and for the development of its collections.

The committee contemplated a pause in the building
operations at this stage. It said that during the
third period, which will last till the western block is

built, " the new eastern and central blocks with the
existing western galleries, will afford a total accom-
modation that may be expected to suffice for all

requirements until there is a clear call for the western
block."
The first section of the new building—the eastern

block—was commenced in 191 3. Then came the
War : the shell of the building was put to other uses
and continued to be so appropriated for some years
after peace was declared. Building operations have
now, however, been resumed on part of the block,

and this first instalment of the new permanent
quarters for the collections is expected to be com-
pleted by the end of 1924. It will provide, say,

75,000 sq. ft. of new exhibition space—only one half

of the total set-out for the complete eastern block of

the " Bell " report. Moreover, it appears to be
contemplated that the existing Western Galleries,

in which are housed the collections illustrating

mathematics, astronomy, physiography, meteorology,
physics (part), chemistry, metallurgy and mining,
will be vacated about the end of the present year to

make room for part of the War Museum collections.

The Western Galleries provide 33,000 sq. ft. of

exhibition space, and as a part of the old building
which provided 20,000 sq. ft. had to be demolished
in 1913 to make way for the new eastern block, the
total of the old exhibition space available in 1925 will

be 53,000 sq. ft. less than that in use in 191 1. The
new space to be added in 1924 by part of the eastern

block is 75,000 sq. ft., so that the net increase in 1925
as compared with 191 1 will be only 22,000 sq. ft.

Meanwhile, quite apart from additions to other
sections, accommodation has had to be found for the
two important new sections which illustrate respect-

ively aviation and wireless telegraphy and telephony,
and these alone already occupj' more than 12,000 sq. ft.

For all practical purposes, on the programme as

now understood, the Science Museum will be in 1925
no better off in the matter of exhibition space than
it was in 191 1 : that is to say, it will be still so

grossly overcrowded that the collections cannot
possibly be examined in the way museum objects

ought to be. In these circumstances the obvious
practical step is to put in hand for completion not, as

now, merely one half of the eastern block, but the
whole of the block that is not at present in temporary
occupation by the Museum. Better still would it be
to provide other temporary accommodation for the
sections of the collections there exhibited and to

proceed with the completion of the whole block.

Indeed, there must be certainty of active and
continuous progress with the building scheme as a
whole, for not until the central as well as the eastern
block is completed will the Science Museum have any
appreciable increase of space for its steadily growing
collections. Yet it is doubtful if there ever was a
time when the progress of science and invention
required so much of museum exhibition or when the
Museum could do so much to spread intelligent

appreciation of the achievements of science and of its

applications in industry.

The Museum of Practical Geology.
The terms of reference to Sir Hugh Bell's com-

mittee required the committee to consider and report

upon the Geological Museum in Jermyn Street, as well
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as upon the Science Museum. On each it was to
advise as to the purposes the collections should serve,

the lines upon wliich they should be developed, and
"as to the special characteristics which should be
possessed by the new buildings which it is hoped will

shortly be erected on the South Kensington site to
house these collections."

As in the case of the Science Museum, so in that of

the Geological Museum, the report with its appendices
gives clear recommendations on these points. The
committee shows the need for a larger building than
the Jermyn Street site provides, and urges the advan-
tages of bringing the Geological Museum into due
relation with other museums at South Kensington.
Yet ground has not been broken for a new Geological
Museum building.

Now those passages in the report which deal with
the Geological Museum are particularly helpful and
hopeful, for it is evident that the committee gave
special consideration to points affecting the co-

ordination of the several national museums that are

concerned with science, and that it saw the way to

an effective and economical scheme by which, while
each museum would preserve its individuality and
its autonomy, its own organisation and responsible

authority, ail three—the Natural History Museum,
the Museum of Practical Geology, and the Science
Museum—might be grouped and worked so as to

form jointly a complete and worthy national museum
of science. The accomplishment of tliis ideal would
be warmly welcomed by all workers in science no less

than by students and the public at large.

The committee reported that the Geological Survey
Offices and Library and the Museum of Practical

Geology were cramped by the limitations of the

building in Jermyn Street, and that if the necessary
space could be allotted at South Kensington it would
be of great advantage to have a building giving the

required accommodation erected as part of the

general scheme there. The committee pointed out
that collections in the Science Museums represent

the general principles of geology and geography by
examples selected from all parts of the world, while the

economic collections in the Museum of Practical

Geology in Jermyn Street are arranged with special

reference to the needs of the practical man and the
technological student, and its stratigraphical collec-

tions deal specially with the geology of the British Isles.

The committee added that if all these were housed
in new buildings at South Kensington in communica-
tion with the systematic collection of minerals, and
the palaeontological collections arranged according to

their natural affinities in the British Museum (Natural

History), the series would represent at a single

centre the whole field of geological science.

The committee further reported that the Trustees

of the British Museum were willing that the building

for the Museum of Practical Geology and the Offices

and Library of the Geological Survey should be

placed on the part of the site allotted to the Natural

History Museum. The scheme provides that this

building be erected in connexion with and as part,

structurally, of the eastern extension of the Natural
History Museum, when it comes to be built, and that

it be brought into direct communication on its north

side with the new Science Museum building by con-

necting galleries carried over the roadway which
gives access to the back of the Natural History

Museum. (See Fig. i.)

The sketch plan submitted with the committee's

report shows the new building for the Museum of

Practical Geology and the Offices and Library of the

Survey as a self-contained unit. This unit, however,

communicates on the north with the Science Museum
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and its collections illustrating physical geology,

physiography and geography, mining, metallurgy, and
construction, while to the south it is in direct con-
nexion with the mineral and palaeontological collec-

tions of the Natural History Museum. The plan also

shows in the related part of the Natural History
Museum the position of a lecture room which the
authorities of that Museum contemplate for joint use
in connexion with their own Museum and with the
Museum of Practical Geology.

There is no need to detail the many advantages of

this scheme. They are obvious. It should be noted,
however, that the limitations of space in the Jermyn
Street building are no less harmful now than they
were ten years ago. On the other hand, in the case

of the geological section of the new buildings at

South Kensington, financial considerations should
not now present much difficulty, for the value of the
Jermyn Street site would go far to balance the cost

of providing the larger new building on the site

designated for it.

It is worth while to quote here the concluding
section of the 191 1 Report of Sir Hugh Bell's

committee :

" In other depeirtments of knowledge, the British

Museum and the Mctoria and Albert Museum have
set a high standard for the national provision of

Museum facilities. In the domain of Science the
requirements of most of the branches of Natural
History are already admirably provided for at South
Kensington in the Natural History Museum. In no
way overlapping or duplicating the functions of these

great institutions, but representing aspects of human
activity which lie outside their scope, not less ample
provision is necessary for those departments of

knowledge, invention and discovery, the needs of

which have been brought so vividly before us in our
inquiry ; and we are of opinion that no scheme for a
national Science Museum can be regarded as satis-

factory unless it provides the buildings necessary for

affording to Science and the industries all the assist-

ance a Museum can give. A Science Museum in

which all branches of Physical Science, Pure and
.'Vpplied, and the Scientific and Economic work of the
Geological Survey shall be adequately illustrated in

close proximity to the other great Museums at South
Kensington will, we believe, be of incalculable benefit

alike to intellectual progress and to industrial develop-
ment, and will be recognised as an institution of

which the country may well be proud."

Antarctic Geophysics.

'X'HE two reports referred to below ' are the records
* of the aurora observations and gravity deter-

minations made during Capt. Scott's last south polar
expedition, 1910-1913. They are both dated for 1921,
but it was only in February of this year that they
reached us.

The original plans for auroral observations on Capt.
Scott's Terra Nova expedition included photographic
determinations of the height of aurorae, using Prof.

Stormer's method. This part of the programme un-
fortunately proved impossible to execute, owing to
the lack of the necessary special lenses and photo-
graphic plates. The auroral spectrum also was not
observed, so that the work accomplished consisted of
visual observations, namely, sketches, brief descrip-

tions, and times of occurrence of aurorae. These
data are now summarised and discussed by Mr. C. S.

Wright, himself a member of the scientific party.

The sketches and daily log are not reproduced, but
the plan of observation and the resulting data are
described in general terms, discussed statistically, and
finally considered in their theoretical bearing.

Observations were made at two stations, in what
may be termed the Scott-Shackleton strip of the
Antarctic coast. One was Cape Evans, 77'6° S.,

166° E., and the other was Cape .\dare, 71-3° S.,

170° E. Both stations are thus within a few degrees
of the south magnetic pole, but considerably farther

from the pole of the earth's magnetic axis, Cape
Adare being at the greater distance. The two stations

are about 700 kilometres apart, and a horizontal plane
through one station would, in consequence of the
earth's curvature, pass over the other at a height of

about 40 kilometres. Aurorae occur at heights of

about 90 kilometres and upwards above the earth's

surface, so that from either station, in clear weather,
aurora above, or even a little beyond, the other,

would be visible low down on the horizon. The hills

and mountains in the neighbourhood of Cape Evans
obscure the free horizon in some directions, though
the report does not indicate which these are, nor
whether Cape Adare is similarly affected. This in-

' British [Terra .Voi«a) .\ilt,irctic Expetlition. 1910-1913. Observations
on the Aurora. By C. S. Wright. (Published (or the Committee of tbe
Captain Scott Antarctic Fund.) Pp. viii4-48. (London : Harrison aod
Sons, Ltd., 1921.) 75. 6d. net.
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formation, together with more detailed statistics as
to the relative frequency of aurorae at different alti-

tudes, would have added to the value of the report.

In many respects the auroral features at the two
stations are strikingly dissimilar. Aurorae are far

more frequent at Cape Adare than at Cape Evans,
and also more distinguished by brilliance, colour, and
motion. Cape Adare is therefore nearer to the region

or belt of maximum auroral frequency than Cape
Evans is. Moreover, the majority of aurorae visible

from Cape Adare lie to the north, so that Cape -Adare,

and a fortiori Cape Evans, is situated within the belt.

This has an interesting bearing on the size of the
auroral belts ; the Arctic auroral zone is generally

supposed to have a radius of about 20°, and to be
centred at the pole of the earth's magnetic axis.

There is no very recent determination of the position

of the pole, biit it can scarcely have moved more
than a degree or two from its position in 1885, the

epoch of Adams's investigation. Cape Adare is 27°

distant from this point, and as this angle is a lower
limit for the radius of the belt, this radius would
seem to be greater than was to be expected.
The aurorae visible from Cape Adare, since they lie

to the north, must for the most part be less than 3°

above the horizon of Cape Evans. Consequently the
aurorae seen from the latter station must in the main
be different from the former. They represent condi-

tions some degrees within the belt, and they differ in

number and brilliance from those near the belt. They
appear most frequently in a direction slightly north
of east, and least often in the west, .\gain, whereas
the Cape Adare aurorae trend predominantly east and
west, or rather from a little north of west to a little

south of east, the Cape Evans aurorae show a marked
avoidance of the east-west trend. In each case the

trend is perpendicular to the direction in which aurorae

are least frequently seen. Brightly coloured and
quickly moving auronc are rare at Cape Evans, but
fairly common at Cape .\dare.

Aurorae were seen at Cape Evans on about one day
out of three when seeing conditions were favourable,

and about twice as often at Cape Adare. At either

station thev usually appear first at a low altitude

in the direction of maximum frequency, and move
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upwards, approaching the station, sometimes passing

overhead and, after an interval, vanishing wliile in

the region of minimum frequency. The overhead
passage was much more common at Cape Adare than
at Cape Evans.
The aurorae show a well-marked tendency to occur

most often in the early morning, round about 4 a.m.

local time. A secondary maximum occurs at Cape
Adare at 8 p.m., and a trace of it is apparent also at

Cape Evans. In the afternoon the aurorae rarely

pass overhead, but thej' are more often brilliantly

coloured and of swift :notion than those which occur
in the morning. At times of maximum frequency
the aurora is also generally of greatest extent.

In the magnetic report of the expedition, by Dr.
Chree, the connexion between magnetic activity and
the aurora has already been discussed ; Mr. Wright
here carries the discussion further. It is clear that
there is some relation betvveen the two phenomena,
though it is not so evident as in latitudes farther from
the pole, where aurorae are seen only rarely, and are

alwaj'S accompanied by magnetic storms. Mr. Wright
shows, however, that there is a marked correspondence
between the magnetic character of a period of several

hours about the time of appearance of a brilliant

aurora, and the intensity of the aurora ; the relation-

ship is much more close than that between the same
two characteristics at individual hours. Some of the
results of this report had been anticipated by Mawson's
report (1908) on the auroral work of the Shackleton
expedition, though the latter is not confirmed in all

respects. The auroral station in the Shackleton ex-
pedition was not far from Cape Evans.

These valuable memoirs will become of still greater
significance and importance if and when another
south polar expedition conducts similar observations
in a part of the Antarctic considerably different in

longitude from the Scott-Shackleton region, but at a
similar distance from the pole of the earth's magnetic
axis.

Mr. C. S. Wright's report ' on the gravity observa-
tions, for wloich he was responsible, made during the
Terra Nova expedition, is a record of a most manful
struggle against difficulties. It seems very regrettable
that the instrumental equipment of the expedition
was not of the highest quality, for observations in the
Antarctic are sufficiently exacting even under the best
conditions. As a matter of fact, some of the equip-
ment for Mr. Wright's gravity work was very bad,
particularly the old transit circle on which he had to
rely for his clock rates.

Four series of observations were made at Cape
Evans, the first tr^vo being made in a cave cut in snow-

' British (Terra Nova) .Antarctic Expedition. 1910-1913. Determina-
tions of Gravity. By C. S. Wright. (Published for the Committee of the

Captain Scott Antarctic Fund.) Pp. 106 + 4 plates. (London: Harrison
and Sons, Ltd., 1921.) ys. 6d. net.

drift consolidated to ice. The cave being small, the
temperature varied by 10° C. during the time of
observation, due to the observer's presence ; all the
mirror and lens surfaces were frosted by his breath,
and also the prisms, agate planes, and pendulums
themselves. A fortnight's break in the series of
observations for each determination of g was made in
order to allow the mirrors to clear. Notwithstanding
all the efforts made to meet these conditions, the first

two series gav'e such discordant results that in the
second j'ear a change was decided upon.
Attempts were made to build a small observing hut

of (full) petrol cases covered with rubberoid and
canvas ; the hut was to be heated artificially during
the observations. Twice the nearly completed hut
was demolished by blizzards, and when at last it was
securely built and banked with snow, it had to be
abandoned after some days' trial, as it was found
impossible to maintain it at a workable temperature,
or even to keep it free from drift snow. Finally, the
photographic dark-room opening off the living hut
was lent as an observing station. Two series of
observations were made here, in July and August
1912 ; the last series was not so good as that made
in July, probably owing to the whole hut being shaken
by blizzards during the August determination. Re-
jecting the results obtained in the previous j-ear, the
mean value of g from the three pendulums used in

1912 at Cape Evans was 983-003 from the July series

and 983-004 from the August series : the probable
error of the final mean is given as 0-0023 cm. /sec.'.

Commdr. Bernacchi, who on Scott's earlier expedi-
tion was faced with even greater difficulties in some

i respects, obtained the values 982-970, 982-979, and
983-025 from his three pendulums, at a spot fifteen

miles farther south. These values may be compared
with the standard value 981-292 at Potsdam, which
was taken as the reference or base station for the
gravity work, and where Mr. Wright received training
and much help from Prof. Helmert and his stafi at
the Geodetic Institute.

Observations were also made at Wellington, Mel-
bourne, and Christchurch, in the latter case both on
the outward and return journey. The value of ;= had
already been accurately observed at Melbourne by
Hecker in 1904 and Alessio in 1905, who obtained
accordant values 980-003 ; the value found by Mr.
Wright was 980-009, the difference exceeding the sum
of the probable errors in the two cases : no reason
for the disagreement can be assigned. The observa-
tions at Christchurch, like those made there earlier

by Bernacchi, were unfortunately not very successful

or accordant. The observation at Wellington was
the first that had been attempted there. The check
observation at Potsdam at the end of the expedition
agreed well with the initial determination made with
the same pendulums.

Industrial Fatigue Research.

THE third annual report of the Industrial
Fatigue Research Board (H.M. Stationery

Office, price 2s. net) is even more interesting than
those which have preceded it. It contains not only
an account of the constitution, organisation, investiga-

tions, researches, external relations, and publications

of the Board, but also nearly fifty pages of original

contributions from five of its investigators—Mr.
Farmer, Miss May Smith, Mr. Wyatt, Dr. Vernon, and
Mr. Weston.
During its three years of activity the Board has

published twenty-three reports—seven on general
industrial problems, seven on the textile industries,

five on the metal industries, two on the boot and
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shoe industry, one on the pottery industry, and one
on the laundry trade. " More recently, however,
and pending development of some scheme of actual
co-operation with industries . . . the Board have
tended to modify their original procedure, and have
taken as their objective the study of certain general
subjects, not confined to any one industry but of

common interest to all, following up each subject
along lines which experience shows to be most
pronaising and dealing with it both by field investiga-

tion and by laboratory research."

The scientific committees under the Board accord-
ingly comprise those for industrial health statistics,

physiology of muscular work, physiology of the
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respiratory and the cardio-vascular systems, and
industrial psychology. In addition to its five

industrial committees, dealing respectively with the
textile, metal, pottery and glass industries, and with
industries specially affecting women, the Board has
appointed two special committees, one concerned
with Post Office work (more particularly the study
of telegraphists' cramp), the other with Legibility of
Type, in accordance with the recommendation of a
committee " appointed by a Treasury Minute to
select the best faces of type and modes of display
for Government publication."

In this short notice it is impossible to do more than
quote the titles of the interesting essays contributed
to the report by the Board's Investigators ; they
are
—

" Some Considerations concerning Technique,"
" The Use of the Sample in Investigation," " Some
Observations on Industrial Conditions, with Special
Reference to Cotton Weaving," " Atmospheric Condi-
tions and Industrial Efficiency," " Future Investiga-
tions in the Pottery Industrj'," " A Note on Machine
Design in Relation to the Operative."

British University Statistics, 1921-22.*

n^'HE most noticeable feature of the I'niversity
^ Grants Committee's new blue-book is that it

contains only 20 pages, whereas the returns for
1920-21 covered 391. The Committee proposes to
issue a fuller publication on the old lines from time
to time, say once in five years. In the intervals the
public will be the more dependent for information on
the Uni\'ersities Yearbook. Oxford and Cambridge
are not yet included in the returns, as their grants
were " special emergency " and not regular grants.
Excluding ex-Service students (8000 in 1921-22

;

11,512 in 1920-21) the returns show, compared with
those for the preceding year, increases of 2234, or

14 per cent., in the number of full-time men students,
and 699, or 7 per cent., in the number of women
students. The Committee points out that the
numbers in England and Wales are about double
what they were in 1913-14, and that the comparative
smallness of the increase in Scotland (35 per cent.)

was " no doubt due to the fact that the war found
what may be called the ' university habit ' already
firmly established there by long tradition, assisted
since 1901 by the operations of the Carnegie Trust."
Of the total number of full-time students, 93 per

cent, had their homes within the United Kingdom,
58 per cent, within 30 miles from the university or
college ; of the remainder, 5 per cent, came from other
parts of the Empire and 2 per cent, from foreign
countries. Students from parts of the Empire out-
side the United Kingdom constituted 8 per cent, of
the full-time students in London and 7 per cent, of
those in Scottish institutions. Of full-time men
students 6 per cent., and of women 28 J per cent., lived
in Halls of Residence. The percentages of students in

Halls of Residence in London, other parts of England,
Wales, and Scotland were 11, 18, 23, and 5 respect-
ively. Full-time students admitted for the first

time in 1921-22 numbered 9249, including 3421
women

; 52 per cent, were not less than 19 years of
age, 28 per cent, were not less than 18, and 2f per
cent, were less than 17.

Three-fourths of the full-time students were follow-
ing courses leading to first degrees, and 4^ per cent,
were engaged in post-graduate study or research.
Part-time students numbered 14,462, of whom 9455
were occasional students, 11 26 were preparing for

' University (Ir-inls Commitlee. Returns from Universities and Uni-
versity Colleges in Receipt of Treasury (Irant, 1931-19:^2. I*p. 20. (I.nncion:

H.M. Stationcr>- Office, 1923.) 3J. 6rf. net.

first degrees, and 2008 were graduate students or
research workers. In addition there were 14,345
students taking courses not of a university standard.

Full-time students of medicine, including dentistry-,
numbered 11,612 (women, 2595)—nearly 32 per cent.
of the total

; 33 per cent, (men 5805, women 6252)
were enrolled in faculties of arts, theology, law,
music, commerce, economics and education ; 2 j
per cent, (men 758, women 123) were engaged in

the study of agriculture, forestry, horticulture and
dairying ; and the remainder were equally divided
between pure science (men 4295, women 1851) and
technology (men 6019, women 68).
The number of first degrees obtained was 6352,

including 2573 honours degrees ; the number of
higher degrees, 843.
The statistics of income were summarised and

commented on in the article published in Nature of
May 26 on the Universities Conference. Of the ex-
penditure (3,565,375/.), 10 per cent, was for adminis-
tration,. 49-3 per cent, for salaries of teaching staff,

13-4 per cent, for other expenses of departmental
maintenance, 13-1 for maintenance of premises. Of
income, 10-3 per cent, was from endowments, 2^7

per cent, from donations and subscriptions, 35-3 per
cent, from parliamentary' grants, 35-7 from tuition
and examination fees. Recurrent grants from the
Treasury amounted to 1,070,082/., non-recurrent to
271,250/., in addition to which there were special
gfrants amounting to 499,400/. to provide retro-
spective superannuation benefit.

Full-time Students in various Faculties in
1913-14 AND IN 1921-22.
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representative of the various bodies concerned, in-

cluding the directors of the Royal Infirmary, the

directors of the Royal Hospital for Sick Children,

and the University. It is proposed to utilise a site

of more than no acres on the Town Council's

properties of Burnside and Foresterhill, on the north-

western outskirts of the city. The University on its

part would build departments of medicine, surger}',

midwifery, pathology, bacteriology, and pharmacology ,

with adjoining students' hostels. The teaching of

these subjects would be removed from Marischal

College, and the latter part of the medical course

would be passed in immediate touch with the wards.

The scheme has been in existence for about three

years, but has not been pressed. The other bodies

concerned having expressed their readiness to proceed,

the matter is now before the Town Council. The diffi-

culties in the way of the scheme are chiefly financial,

a sum of about three-quarters of a million being

involved. The advantages to the public served by

the hospitals and to the teaching of medicine in

the north of Scotland are incalculable.

Cambridge.—Dr. A. B. Appleton, Downing College,

Mr. D. G. Reid, Trinity College, Mr. A. Hopkinson,

Emmanuel College, and Mr. V. C. Pennell, Pembroke
College, have been re-appointed demonstrators in

anatomy. The Harkness scholarship has been divided

between E. R. Gee, Trinity College, and W. D. West,

St. John's College. Frank Smart prizes have been

awarded to T. A. Bennet-Clark, Trinity College, for

botany, and to A. D. Hobson, Christ's College, and

L. H." Matthews, King's College, for zoology. The
Wiltshire prize has been awarded to F. C. Phillips,

Corpus Christi College.

At the recent conferment of honorar>' degrees on

the Prime Minister, Viscount Grey, Lord Plumer, Sir

Aston Webb, Mr. M. C. Norman, Prof. H. A. Lorentz,

Dr. W. H. Welch, and Prof. N. Bohr, the Public

Orator spoke as follows in introducing the three

honorary graduates in science :

" Inter speculatores omnes venatoresque Naturae

quos hodie physicos proprie vocamus, constat ilium

eminere quern iam ad vos duco. Admodum iuvenis

Physicis professor constitutus, diu in Universitate

Lugduno-Batava docuit, immo vero rude donatus

adhuc docet, physicoruni ipse Nestor. Multa lingua-

rum scientia, multa rerum cognitione, miro ingenii

acumine, talis est studiorum hortator, ut illis qui

Naturae secreta explorant etiam si non adhuc penitus

inveniunt verbo exemplo benignitate praecipue sub-

veniat. Longam iam virorum seriem recolimus qui,

post reformatam Ecclesiam et Lugduni constitutam

Academiam, vitae Brittanicae Batavi lucem por-

rexerunt. Hodie lucis ipsius investigatorem honora-

mus qui nobis qua ratione inter se lux et vis electrica

congruant et cohaereant exposuit. Si Academiae

nostrae laudes hospiti nostro narrarem nonne verba

ilia primum arriperem, ' Hinc lucera '
? et cum

hospitem Universitati vestrae praesento, quid nisi

eadem mihi succurrunt, ' Hinc lucem ' ? Duco ad

vos Henricum Antonium Lorentz.
" Revocamus ilium qui. apud Vergilium, augurio

spreto, neglecta cithara, fama militari recusata,

ut depositi proferret fata parentis,

scire potestates herbarum usumque medendi
maluit et mutas agitate inglorius artes.

Eandem et hodie generis humani curam, eundem
medendi amorem, easdem artes agnoscimus, sed non

ilium inglorium vocamus, qui vitam totam medicinae

consecravit, qui discipulos usum ilium plurimos docuit,

qui non contentus translaticiam tradere scientiam

secreta Naturae voluit ipse explorare et

venienti occurrere morbo.
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Virum talem vobis praesento, Yalensem, in ilia

republica natum quae reipublicae normam dedit
ampliori, multorum in Academia Baltimorensi doc-
torem, diu honoratum, diu amatum, necnon et
Templi illius quod Novi Eboraci posuit Hygeae
Propugnatrici Rockefeller, Flaminem Rectorem Arch-
iatrum. Duco ad vos Willelmum Henricum Welch.

" Iterum inter nos praesentem salutamus alumnum
et condiscipulum qui Danus, patre natus physiologo
clarissimo, in rebus physicis ipse versatus, Angliam
admodum iuvenis petiit, et ad Canum et apud
Mancunienses et didicit et docuit. Illud laeti revo-
camus, quod apud Anglos primo investigavit quomodo
re vera emittatur lux, quod cum patefecisset, atomi
structura quae diu latebat magis intelligebatur.

Hos tantos labores praemio Nobeliano coronatos quis
mirabitur ? sed ex eis quae scientiae speranda sint

incrementa, quis divinabit ? Quippe ad patriam
reverso civium voluntate—quod ceteris gentibus
exemplo sit !—facultas datur ut haec studia discipulis

adiuvantibus libere prosequatur. Duco ad vos Niels
Bohr."

Edinburgh.—An anonymous donor has given the
University a sum of 20,000/. to form the nucleus of
a fund to provide a new Department of Zoology. In
his letter to the Principal, Sir Alfred Ewing, the donor
referred to the inadequacy of the present laboratories

and to the serious disadvantages under which teaching
and research in zoology are being carried on in

Edinbxirgh, and stated that he hoped other support
would be forthcoming so that the new Department
might be erected in the near future.

The building in which the teaching of zoology is

at present carried on forms part of the Old College,

and was altered in 1882, so far as structural conditions
would permit, in the endeavour to meet the needs
of that time. Since then there has been a great
development in the subject and in the methods by
which it is taught, calling especially for more labora-
tory accommodation and better lighting, and in both
these respects the present premises are wholly in-

adequate to meet the needs of the students—science
and medical—and of the post-graduate workers in

the Department. In addition to providing instruction
for science students extending over four years, and
for medical students in their first year, the work of
the Department includes post-graduate courses in

medical entomology, protozoology, and helminthology,
for the diploma in tropical medicine and in public
health. The accommodation in the existing premises,
barely sufficient to meet the needs of forty years ago,

has been hopelessly overtaxed during the last twenty
years, and no alteration of the present building can
remedy the defect. Strong hopes are entertained
that the recent generous gift will be supplemented,
and that the University Court will be able at an early

date to proceed with the erection of the laboratories

urgently needed for teaching and for research.

Leeds.—Huddersfield Town Council has decided
to make a contribution of \oool. a year towards
the maintenance of the University.

The following appointments have been made : Mr.
George R. Ross to be lecturer in bacteriology, and
Mr. R. Stoneley to be assistant lecturer in applied
mathematics.

Prof. Jamieson has been appointed pro-vice-
chancellor for a period of two years from July i in

succession to Prof. A. Smithells.

London.—At a meeting of the senate on June 20
the following appointments were made :

—

Prof. F. Wood Jones, to the University chair of
anatomy tenable at St. Bartholomew's Hospital
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Jledical College. Prof. Jones has been demonstrator
and lecturer in anatomy at the medical schools in
London and Manchester, and since 1919 he has been
professor of anatomy in the University of Adelaide.
He is the author of " Arboreal .Man," " The Principles
of Anatomy as seen in the Hand," and numerous
other publications.

Mr. H. C. Williams, to the Ramsay Memorial chair
of chemical engineering tenable at University College.
Mr. Williams was awarded the Dalton chemical
scholarship for research at Manchester, and he has
since been on the scientific staii of the British Dyes,
Ltd., and head of the department for the manu-
facture of intermediate products under the British
Dyestuifs Corporation. Since igii he has been
research chemist to the joint research committee of
the University of Leeds and the National Benzol
Association.

Dr. R. J. S. McDowall, to the University chair of

physiology tenable at King's College. Dr. McDowall
was lecturer in physiology- at Edinburgh, and, since

1921, lecturer in experimental physiology and experi-

mental pharmacology at Leeds. He is the author
of publications on mammalian muscle, pulmonary
circulation, and numerous other physiological sub-
jects.

.
Mr. G. Stead, to the University readership in

physics tenable at Guy's Hospital Medical School.
^Ir. Stead has been, since 1910, assistant demon-
strator in the Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge, and
is the author of numerous publications embodying
the results of research on the passage of electricity

through gases.

The following doctorates were conferred : D.Sc.
{Engineering} : Mr. J. V. Howard (University College),

for a thesis entitled " The Tension Test in relation

to the Composition of Steel "
; and Mr. S. L. Smith

(Imperial College—City and Guilds College), for a
thesis entitled " Mechanical Hysteresis and Tensile

Deformation of Steel."

Manchester.—The Sir Clement Royds memorial
scholarship in chemistry of the value of 300/. is being
offered to candidates born or resident in the county
of Lancaster, preference being given to the county
borough of Rochdale. Further particulars are obtain-
able from the Internal Registrar, to whom applications
must be sent by, at latest, July 14.

Dr. H. S. Raper has been appointed Brackenbury
professor of physiology' and director of the Physio-
logical Laboratories. Dr. Raper, who is at present
professor of physiology and biochemistry in the
University of Leeds, was engaged in research work
during the War on protection against poison gas, and
from 1918 was head of the Anti-Gas Department.
He is at present retained by the War Office in an
advisory capacity on physiological questions arising

in connexion with chemical warfare.
The following additional appointments have also

been made : Dr. T. M. Bride to be chemical lecturer

in ophthalmology ; Miss Irene J. Curnow to be
assistant lecturer in geography ; Mr. David Stewart
to be assistant lecturer in anatomy ; Mr. E. V.
Ashcroft and Miss Eugenia R. A. Cooper to be
demonstrators in anatomy ; and Mr. W. H. Wood
to be tutor and secretary to the Faculty of Medicine.

The examination for the Aitchison memorial
scholarship, value 36/., covering the full-time day
courses in technical optics at the Northampton
Polytechnic Institute, extending over two years,

will be held on September 25 - 26 next. It is

open to candidates of both sexes. Full particulars

can be obtained from the Hon. Secretary and

Treasurer, Mr. H. F. Purser, 35 Charles Street,

Hatton Garden, E.C.i.

Applications for grants for 1924 from the Van 't

Hofi Fund, which are made to investigators in the

fields of pure and applied chemistry, must be sent

before November i by registered post to : Hot Bestuur

der Koninklyke Akademie van Wetenschappcn ;

bestemd voor de Commissie van het " Van 't Hoff-

fonds," Trippenhuis, Kloveniersburgwal, tc .\nister-

dam. A detailed account of the proposed use of the

grant, and of the reasons on which the candidate

bases his claim, should accompany the application.

The amount available for 1924 is 'about 1 400 Dutch
florins.

The Commissioners for the E.xhibition of 1851

announce that Senior Studentships for 1923 have
been awarded to the following : Dr. W. Davies,

demonstrator and lecturer in chemistry at the Uni-

versity of Oxford ; Dr. L. C. Jackson, science research

scholar in physics of the Royal Commission of 1851,

at the University of Leyden ; Mr. J. H. guastel,

research student in bio-chemistry at the University

of Cambridge ; Mr. D. Stockdale, research student in

metallurgy in the Goldsmiths' laboratory at the

University of Cambridge, and demonstrator in the

I'niversity Chemical Laboratory ; and Mr. H.
Williams, research student in geology at the Uni-

versity of Liverpool.

On June 22, the Universities of Oxford and Cam-
bridge Bill was before the House of Commons, and
the second reading was agreed to without a division.

It will be remembered that the Bill is a result of the

report of the Ro>-al Commission appointed in Nov-
ember 1919 to investigate financial and other con-

ditions at Oxford and Cambridge. Under its pro-

visions, two bodies of commissioners will be appointed,

of which Lord Chelmsford and Lord UUswater are to

be the respective chairmen, to direct affairs in the

Universities for five years. There is also provision

for financial aid for each University ; the Royal
Commission suggested an annual grant of at least

70,000/. in addition to the 30,000/. already received

annually by Oxford and Cambridge.

The excessive prolongation of merely preparatory

general education is trenchantly criticised in the annual
report for 1922 of the Carnegie Foundation for the

Advancement of Teaching. It is pointed out that

the " High School " was intended originally to form
for the common people of the country a college in

which their sons and daughters might be prepared for

various practical callings just as the college proper

prepared its students for the learned professions.

The high school and college offered in fact parallel

modes of education. The high school gradually

came under the complete domination of the academic
colleges and universities until the former became,
what it is in large measure to-day, a \'estibule to the

college, even though but a small number of its

students proceed to college. There has resulted an
" Educational pyramid " comprising 8 years in the

elementary school (from age 6 to age 14), 4 years in

the high school, and 4 years in college—in all 16

years of preparatory training in schools the primary
purpose of which is assumed to be cultural. " The
like of this is not to be seen in any other part of the

world. . . . Without question 4 years can be dropped
out of the programme with advantage to the cause of

education and to the interest of the people and of

their children. But this change also is clearly related

to that conception of education which assumes that

the beginning of education lies in the sincere learning

of a few things rather than in the superficial acquaint-

ance with many."
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Societies and Academies.

London.

Royal Microscopical Society (Industrial Applica-
tions Section), May 30.—Dr. A. Hutchinson in the
chair.—H. B. Milner : The microscopical investiga-
tion of sands for various industrial purposes. The
application of the petrological microscope to the
discrimination of sands and allied rocks suited to
various industrial requirements, such as glass manu-
facture, abrasives, ferrous and non-ferrous foundry
work, silica-brick production, cement, mortar, con-
crete, brick and tile manufacture, and as a source
of economically valuable minerals such as monazite
and thorianite for incandescent gas mantles, etc.,

was discussed. The distinctive properties of sands
for their proper utilisation in the arts can be deter-
mined by the microscope. The employment of the
microscope should not be interpreted as a certain
cure for all technical difficulties, but the full possi-

bilities of the instrument are still unappreciated by
the majority of manufacturers who employed re-

fractory materials. Lines of microscopical research
on refractory sands, particularly in connexion with
silica-bricks, were suggested.

Aristotelian Society, June 4.—Prof. A. N. White-
head, president, in the chair.—Sir Leslie Mackenzie :

What does Dr. Whitehead mean by " e\ent "
? The

word has a peculiar importance in his theory. It is

intended to cover the fact that, on whate^er theory
we finally decide as to the nature of the physical
world, that world cannot now be described or even
discussed except abstractly if we confine ourselves to
terms of space alone ; for space and time have a
common root, and, if we speak in terms of space
alone, we can properly do so only in one of two ways :

either we must use space as meaning space-time or
simply as a second grade of abstraction. In either
case it omits the essential point that the physical
world is to be taken in terms of space and time in

unity. At first sight, the word " event " seems to
overstress the time element. The fact of a happen-
ing is thought of first in terms of time and not in

terms of space. But it is something perceptible that
happens, and if it took no time to happen, it would
not be perceptible ; for it would be nothing at all.

Time, therefore, is of the essence of every happening.
But equally there is no doubt that what happens
physically happens in a space, it happens some-
where, and every physical happening must be thought
of as also in space. Whether explicitly so under-
stood or not, every event in the physical world is,

therefore, a thing to be thought of as involving both
time and space.

Geological Society, June 6.—Prof. W. W. Watts,
vice-president, in the chair.—H. Bolton : On a new
blattoid wing from the Harrow Hill mine, Drybrook
(Forest of Dean), The wing is a right fore-wing
of a new genus of blattoid, and of unusual size.

The surface is densely chitinous, and crossed by a
series of powerful well-branched veins, the cubitus
being especially well developed, and much unlike
any other known among the Coal-Measure blattoids.
The insect probably occupied an intermediate
position between the families Archimylacridae and
Hemimylacridfe. — C. E. Tilley : Contact - meta-
morphism in the Comrie area of the Perthshire
Highlands. The thermal aureole of the Cairn Chois
diorite-complex is divisible into {a) zone of biotite
and (6) zone of cordierite, which rapidly passes into
a zone of true homfelses. In the Aberfoyle-Slate
band, an additional outer zone (zone of spotted
slates) is found ; but no chemical reconstruction
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is apparent. The progression of metamorphism as
here observed is that distinctive of kaolin-free slates

subject to thermal alteration. The rocks of the
hornfels zone—with a minimum width of 150 yards

—

show a wide range of composition. A classification

of the silica-poor hornfeLses is suggested, starting
from a simplified system of fout components. The
mineralogical assemblages thus ideally determined
can be alternati\'ely developed from a consideration
of the chemical changes incident on metamorphism
of sericite-chlorite-quartz assemblages of the original

rocks. Certain abnormal assemblages are considered
as unstable. These, while not invalidating the
hornfels classification adopted, serve to indicate

that equilibrium in the inner contact-zone is closely

approaclied rather than completely attained.

Linnean Society, June 7.—Dr. A. B. Rendle,
president, in the chair.—H. Sandon : Some Protozoa
from the soils and mosses of Spitsbergen obtained
by the Oxford University Expedition.—J. D. F.

Gilchrist : A form of dimorphism and asexual repro-
duction in Ptvchodera capensis. C. E. Moss : The
species and forms of Salicornia in South Africa.

—

J. Burtt-Davy : Geographical distribution of some
Transvaal Leguminosa?. The Leguminosae form the
largest family of Transvaal Spermatophyta, as
regards numbers of species, having about 100 species

more than the Compositoe, and comprising nearly
10 per cent, of the recorded species of the flora.

A large number of the genera have very few species.

The greatest number of endemics generally occur
in genera with the greatest number of species ; and
the species show great variation in range. Even in

the sanle genus some range almost the length of the
Continent. Classified according to their geographical
range of distribution, the Papilionacese fall into

five very distinct groups : (i) the South-western
Cape Province element, (2) the Kalahari element,

(3) the Rain-forest element of the eastern high
mountains, (4) the Tropical African element, and
(5) the Warm Temperate Plateau element. (4) and
(5) account for 94 per cent. (306 species) of the total

Papilionaceous flora and 123 are endemic to the
Transvaal. Adding to these species those which
range into the states bordering on the Transvaal
but not beyond them, the number of endemics
forms 78 per cent, of the population, Fifteen species

(less than 5 per cent.) are common to the Transvaal
and India, and five species are found in Madagascar.
In connexion with the view that arborescent forms
are the older types, it is noteworthy that, with one
exception, possibly introduced, the arborescent and
shrubby species of Papilionacea; (only about twenty
in all) belong to the Tropical African element, and
about half of them belong to genera with few species.

—C. E. Moss : Velaminous roots in terrestrial

orchids. They are especially noticeable in the orchid
genus Eulophia, abundant at the Cape (S.A.).

Physical Society, June 8.—Dr. Alexander Russell
in the chair.—J. G. Gray : A general solution of

the problem of finding the true vertical for all types
of marine and aerial craft. The diflSculties presented
by this problem arise from the horizontal accelera-

tions which result from the turning of vehicles.

A gyroscopic pendulum to succeed must possess a
real precessional period, or a virtual precessional
period during turning motion of the vehicle on which
it is mounted, which is measured in hours. Pioneer
forms of Gray stabiliser comprise a single gyroscope,
mounted with its axis normally vertical, and an
erector connected rigidly to it ; the whole is pivoted
to a gimbal frame by means of two cross pivots.

One form of erector consists of a circular track
carried by the pivoted system, and so arranged
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that when the pivoted system is upright the track
is horizontal. One, two, or more balls rotate on
the track, each controlled by a pusher and a check
carried by a member which rotates slowly (about
12 revolutions per minute) in the direction of spin

of the gyroscope. \\'hcn the system is upright the
balls move round the track in contact with their

pushers, and form a balanced system. When the
system is inclined to the vertical the track is inclined

to the horizontal, and each ball when ascending the
slope of the track rests against its pusher, but after

crossing the crest of the slope it is accelerated down
the track and rests against its check. The motion
of the balls relative to the pushers and checks results

in the application to the pivoted system of an
integral erecting couple. Such instruments possess
an accuracy, for bombing purposes, amounting to

one-eighth or one-tenth of a degree, or about 20 feet

on the ground from a height of 12,000 feet. Later
forms of tlray stabiliser set themselves into the true
\'ertical e\en when the vehicles on which they are

mounted are turning, and this holds for all speeds
of turning. This result is obtained by constructing
the apparatus so that a horizontal component of

spin lies across the pivoted system, which is mounted
so as to be pendulous with respect to the pivots.

The direction of the horizontal spin, and its amount,
are arranged so that when the vehicle turns there
comes into existence a gyroscopic couple, applied
about the fore and aft pivots, which is exactly equal
and opposite to the so-called centrifugal couple
applied to the pivoted system. Both couples are
proportional to the angular speed at which the
vehicle turns, and both change sign with that of
the turning motion.

Zoological Society, June 12.—Sir S. F. Harmer,
vice-president, in the chair.—N. A. Mackintosh:
The chondrocranium of the teleostean fish Sebastes
marintis.—R. I. Pocock : The external characters of

the pigmy hippopotamus (Chcpropsis liberietisis) and
of the Suida; and Camelida;.— E. E. Austen : A
revision of the family PantophthalmidK (Diptera),
with descriptions of new species and a new genus.
—Raymond Dart and C. W. Andrews : The brain
of the Zeuglodontida; (Cetacea), with a note on the
skulls from which the endocranial casts were taken.
—R. Broom : On the structure of the skull in the
carnivorous dinocephalian reptiles.—Oldfield Thomas
and M. .\. C. Hinton : On mammals collected by
Capt. Shortridge during the Percy Sladen and
Kafifrarian Expedition to Orange River.

Paris.
Academy of Sciences, June 4.—M. .Mbin Haller

in tlie chair.—Charles Richet : The function of the
spleen in nutrition. An account of .some feeding
experiments on dogs after removal of the spleen.

—

Gabriel Bertrand and Mile. S. Benoist : A new sugar,
procellosc. jEilter paper is converted into cellulose
octacctate by the method of Maquennc and Goodwin,
and the mother liquors from the crystallisation of
this acetate worked up for the isolation of the new
sugar, to which the name procellose is given. Its
composition is C„HjjO„ and rotation [o]„ = +22°-

8

at 21° C. ; its reducing power is half that of glucose.
Its probable formula is given.—C. Guichard : Two
triple orthogonal systems which correspond in such
a manner that the first tangents to the two systems

, are reciprocal polars with respect to a linear complex.—Sir Richard Hadfield was elected corresponding
member for the section of chemistry in succession
to M. Patemo, elected foreign associate.—Ren6
Maire was elected corresponding member for the
section of botany in succession to the late M.
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Battandier.—Jules Drach : Remarkable classes of

W congruences.—Bertrand Gambier : The curves of

Bertrand, and in particular, those which are

algebraical.—-MM. Schouten and Struik : A theorem
of conformal transformation in differential geometry
of n dimensions.—M. Laine : The integration of

differential equations.—Serge Bernstein : A property

of integral functions.—Henri Eyraud : Multiple

spaces and tensors.—M. Chatillon : The para-

magnetism of cobalt sulphate in aqueous solution.

An explanation of the divergent results of Cabrera
and Triimpler on the coefficient of magnetisation
of cobalt salts. With solutions prepared at ordinary

temperatures, the results are independent of tlic

concentration, but if the solutions are prepared hot

and allowed to cool to the ordinary temperature,

the atomic moment is a function of the concentration.

—M. de Broglie and A. Lepape : The K absorption

discontinuity of krypton and xenon. Krj'pton gave
N =36 (\ =o-8648A') and xenon N =54 {\ =o-3588A).
The last figure is approximate only.—L. Bull : .A.

photographic technique for detecting minute deforrna-

tions in rectilinear objects.—Adolphc Lepape : The
quantitative measurement of radium emanation
by the a-radiatien. Corrections due to pressure

and to the nature of the gaseous mixture. Correc-

tions, generally neglected, should be applied to

measurements of radium emanation : their import-

ance depends not only on the variations of density

and composition of the gas present in the condenser,

but also on the dimensions of the latter.—Jean
Barbaudy : The removal of toluene by steam.

—

A. Boutaric and Mile. Y. Nabot : The influence of

a third substance on the miscibility of phenol and
water.—Marcus Brutzkuo : .\ contribution to the

theory of internal combustion motors. Some
theoretical considerations of the combustion of

gases and liquids in engine cylinders derived frorri

the application of the law of mass action.—Henri

Guinot : A continuous method of dehydrating

alcohol and certain organic liquids. A modification

of the Young method for dehydrating alcohol, in

which the benzene proposed by Young is replaced

by trichlorethylene. The distillate separates into

two layers, the lower layer containing only 2 per cent,

of water and practically the whole (99 per cent.)

of the trichlorethylene. This is returned to the still.

—P. Brenans and C. Prost : The iodosalicylic acids.

The 1.2.3 :irid 1.2.5 mono-iodide acids have been

prepared, starting with aminosalicyhc acids of known
constitution : each of these has been transformed

into the same 1.2.3.5 di-iodosalicylic acid.—A.

Blanchetiere : The action of dry heat on the alkahne

earth salts of the carbamine acids.—L. Cayeux :

The role of the crinoids in the history of the second-

ary oolitic iron minerals. The contribution of the

remains of crinoids to the constitution of the oohtic

iron minerals of the .secondary epoch is of great

importance.—Pierre Bonnet : The Neocretacian of

Daralagcez (southern Transcaucasia).—P. H. Fritel :

Two species of ferns new to the fossil flora of the

millstone grit of Bcauce (Aquitanian).—M. Gruvel :

Some coral deposits on the western coast of Morocco.

—L. £bU : Magnetic measurements in the Paris

basin. The values of the magnetic elements cal-

culated to January i, 1922, are given for 40 stations,

ten of which are new.—R. de Montessus de Ballore :

The methodical prediction of the weather. The
results of a study of statistics given by Louis Besson

in 1905.—J. Riviere : The variation of nocturnal

temperature with a clear sky.—G. Reboul : The
acoustic opacity of banks of clouds :

application

to the rapid determination of the thickness of a

cloud layer.—^Maurice Lenoir : The nucleolar material
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during the telophase of somatic kinesis in the nucleus

in FritiUaria itnperialis.—J. Athanasiu : Motor nerve

vibrations in the animal series.—E. WoUman and
M. Vagliano : The action of light on growth. A
description of tliree sets of experiments on rats

:

the diet of the first set contained 5 per cent, of

butter, and of the second and third sets i per cent,

of butter. The rats were kept in the dark, but the

third set were exposed to ultra-violet light from a

mercury vapour lamp for 3 to 5 minutes each day.

Other experiments were carried out in which tlie

rats received only i per cent, of butter but were
exposed to light. The growth of rats receiving only

I per cent, of butter and exposed to dayhght or

to ultra-violet light was as rapid as those receiving

the larger amount of butter and kept in the dark.

If the food contained no butter, irradiation by the

mercury lamp had no effect. Light alone cannot
compensate for the absence of the fat soluble factor

of growth.—Georges Mouriquand and Paul Michel :

Some osteodystropliic factors and their action

according to the species of animal. Dietic experi-

ments, with deficiency of the C-vitamin, on rats and
guinea-pigs show that these animals present marked
differences in bone nutrition under the same condi-

tions of food. The experiments will be extended
to other species of animals, and it is pointed out that

it is necessar>' to apply the results of feeding experi-

ments with animals with much care, especially as

regards man.—P. Gillot : The variations of some
carbohydrate reserves in Mercurialis perennis.

Maltose, wliich is always present in the reserve

organs of this plant, undergoes variations comparable
with those of the starch and saccharose : hence
this sugar may be looked upon as a reserve substance

of the same order as the other polysaccharides.

—

Georges Tanret : Some bases, of the type of tropa-

cocaine, derived from pseudopelletierine.—E. Kayser :

—The action of yeast on calcium lactate ; the pro-

duction of ethyl alcohol.—Alphonse Labbe : The
critical zones of adaptation to the medium,—L.

Berland : The origin of the spiders of New Caledonia.

Of 150 species of spiders found, 93 species are confined

to that island. The species are most probably of

Malay origin in the Oligocene period.—Rene Jeannel :

The evolution of the blind Coleoptera and the stock-

ing of the caves in the mountains of Bihor in

Transylvania.—Eugene Lacroix : The fundamental
chitinous texture of the shell of certain Foraminifera.

—Armand Dehorne : The interstitial cells in the

testicle of annelids, Stylaria, and Lumbricus.

—

Maxime Menard and Saidman : The action of the

ultra-violet rays on superficial wounds. Details of

17 cases submitted to this treatment, of which
12 were cured and 3 improved.

Sydney.

Royal Society of New South Wales, May 2.—Mr.

C. A. Sussmilch, president, in the chair.—C. A.

Sussmilch : Presidential address. No volcanoes either

active or dormant occur now in New South Wales,

but there is abundant geological evidence to show
that at many stages in its past history nurnerous

large active volcanoes existed. Each subdivision of

the Palaeozoic era had its active volcanoes ;
during

the Ordovician period submarine eruptions took
place in the central part of the State. Later, volcanic

activity appears to have been confined to the New
England area, but here it occurred on a grand scale.

A chain of active volcanoes extended from Port
Stephens past Maitland, Musclebrook, and Scone,

and from thence northwards to Currabubula, and
active volcanoes occurred at Gloucester and on the

Drake Goldfield. The lavas and tuffs poured out
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from these volcanoes aggregated many thousands
of feet in thickness. In the succeeding Permo-
Carboniferous period, when the great coalfields were
being laid down, volcanic acti\'ity, while less intensive,

was still present. In the Mesozoic era, the volcanic
forces appear to have died ©ut, and for several
millions of years volcanic activity was unknown.
In the succeeding Cainozoic era volcanic activity

again asserted itself, and twice at least floods of

basaltic lavas were poured out, submerging vast
tracts of land, and completely covering up some
of the then river valleys, thus preserving some of

the deep leads afterwards worked for gold, tin, and
gemstones. Towards the end of this era, a number
of isolated groups of volcanic cones developed ;

these were the last eruptions to occur in New South
Wales, and for the past million or so years volcanic
activity has been entirely absent.
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'°Power M. All Round Pimlico. Engraved on wood.

DeSed hv E. Woolmer. (Old London Senes Cr.

Jo (London : Wise and Co... Battersea, .922.) 4^- Orf.

General Biology: Natural History

Beebe, W. A Monograph of the Pheasants. In 4

vols. Fcap. foho. Vol. 4. Pp- xv +242 +23 coloured

plates +27 photogravure plates +6 maps. (London.

H. F. and G. Witherby, 1922.) 250s. net^*

Folsom, J. W. Entomology: wth Reference to its

Ecological Aspects. Third edition. (Philadelphia: O.

Blakiston's Son and Co., 1922.) 4 dollars.

Forel, A. Le Monde social des fourmis. Tome 11 .

Sensations, phvsiologie, fourmis et plantes hOtes,

para.sites, nids. 8vo. Pp. 184 + 4 planches. (Geneve.

^'GrJvelfI'/^En^Norvege. (L'lndustrie des P^ches.)

8vo. Pp. 170 + 24 planches. (Pans: Ed. Blondel La

Rouserv 1922.) 25 francs.
.

GUnther, H. Die Grundlagen der biologischen Kon-

stitutionslehre. Cr. 8vo. Pp. vu + 136. (Leipzig: G.

Thieine I0''2 ) 2s. "jd.*

Hayes, M. H. Points of the Horse : a Treatise on

the Conformation, Movements, Breeds and Evo ution of

the Horse. Fourth edition, new impression. toUo, Pp.

621 (I,ondon: Hurst and Blackett, Ltd 1922.) 42^ "ft.

Pearl, R. The Biologv of Death. Pp. 275. (Phila-

delphia and London: J. B. Lippincott Co., 1922.) 2.50

'^"Roberts, C. G. D. Wisdom of the Wilderness Pott

4to. Pp. vi+2i8. (London: J. M. Pent and Sons,

^'^Seward, a/'c.*^ A Summer in Greenland. Cr. 8vo.

Ppxii + 100 +29 plates. (Cambridge: At the University

Press, 1922.) 7s. net.*

Botany: Horticulture: Forestry

Annel O Bcispiele zur mikroskopischen Untcr-

suchung'von Pflanzenkrankheiten. Dritte, vermehrte

und "frbesserte Auflage. 8vo. Pp. .v + 54. (BerUn :

^Slnstlfnl-'Repetitorien. Nr. 21: Physiologic.

I :Vegetatives System. 3 AuAage. Pp. 197- (Leipzig:

^'Err^ra^u'^'Recneil' d'oeuvres de Lto Errera. PMa-

gogie Biographies. Med. 8vo. Pp. i" + 336. (Bruxeles

:

MLamertin ;
London : Williams and Norgate ;

Milan.

U Hoepli; Paris: J.Hermann, 1922.)*
.

lanet C. Le Volvox. Deuxieme m^moire. Roy.

8vo Pp. 66+4 planches. (Paris: Les Presses uni-

^"Unnrcarfv'n!' Brcf Ich Sknfvelser af och till Carl

von LinAe med understod af Svenska Staten utgifna af

I'ppsa a Universitet. Roy. 8vo. Andra Afdelningen,

Ullndska brefvaxUngen, Del i: Adanson-Brunniel.

i;tgifven och med I'pplysandc noter forsedd af J. M.

Hulth Pp viii+ 430. 12 kroner. Forsta Afdelningen,

Del 8 • Bref till och fran Svenska Enskilda personer Kalm-

Laxman. Utgifna och med Upplysande
"f'-^-•^''f.^^

I M Hulth Pp. V + 200. 6 kronei. (Uppsala. A.-a.

i'kademiska Bokhandeln, 1916-1922.) *

Molliard, M. Nutrition de la plante :
Utili.sation

des substances ternaires. (Encyclopedie Scientifique

KbUotheque de Physiologic^ et de P-^^^^^^^^^f^^'^li
Cr 8vo Pp. 50O. (Pans: G. Doin, 1923.) 'S-HOirancs.

Rohde E.S. A Garden of Herbs : a Practica Hand-

book to the Making of an Old English Herb Garden,

together with Numerous Receipts from Authonties.

Popular edition. Demy 8vo. Pp. 241. (London :

Jonathan Cape, 1922.) ys. Oci. net.
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Zoology

Alverdes, F. Ncue Bahnen in der Lehrc vom \'cr-

halten der niederen Organismen. 8vo. Pp. iv+64.
(Berlin : J. Springer, 1923.)
Breitensteins Repetitorien. Nr. 20 : Rcpctitorium

der Zoologie. Von A. Arndt. 4 neubearbeitete Autlage.
Pp. viii + 158. (Leipzig: J. A. Barth, 1923.)
Galloway, T. W. Zoology : a Textbook for I'ni-

s-ersities, Colleges and Normal Schools. Fourth edition.

(Philadelphia : P. Blakiston's Son and Co., 1922.) 2.75
dollars.

Schmidt, K. P. Scientific Results of the Expedition
to the Gulf of California in Charge of C. H. Townsend. by
the I'. S. Fisheries Steamship " Albatross " in 191 1. \'11I :

The .\mphibians and Reptiles of Lower California and the
N'eighbouring Islands. (Bulletin of the American Museum
of Natural History, Vol. 46, Art. 11.) Roy. 8vo. Pp.
607-707 + plates 47-57. (New York: American Museum
of Natural History, 1922.) •

Agriculture

Feytaud, J. \jt Doryphore, Chrysomele nuisiblc a la
pommedeterre. (Numdrosp^cialde la " Revue de Zoologie
agricole et appliquiJe.") 8vo. Pp.48. (Bordeaux: 1ns-
titut de Zoologie, 1922.)
Kaupp, B. F. Poultry Diseases. Third edition, re-

vised. 8vo. Pp. 342. (London : Bailliere, Tindall and
Cox, 1922.) 155. net.

Seymour, G. Potato-growing in Australia. Gl. 8vo.
Pp. 124. (London: Whitcombc and Tombs, Ltd., 1922.)
3s. net.

Willis, J. C. Agriculture in the Tropics : an Ele-
mentary Treatise. (Cambridge Biological Scries.) Third
edition, re\-ised. Oemy 8vo. Pp. xvi+223+24 plates.
(Cambridge : At the University Press, 1922.) 12s. 6rf. net.*

Anatomy : Physiology

Beesly, L., and Johnston, T. B. A Manual of Surgical
Anatomy. (Oxford Medical Publications.) Second edi-
tion. Cr. 8vo. Pp. 575. (London : H. Frowde and
Hodder and Stoughton, 1922.) iSjr. net.
Berry, R. J. A. Practical Anatomy. Second revised

and illustrated edition. 8vo. Vol. I. Pp. 471. 22s. f>d.

net. Vol. II. Pp. 430. 22'!. (yd. net. Vol. III. Part L
Pp.350. 20s.net Vol. III. Partfl. Pp.250. i-js.()d.

net. (London: H. K. Lewis and Co., Ltd., 1922.)
Bulliard, H., et Champy, Ch. .\brtge d'histologie.

Vingt U\ons, avec notions dc technique. y Mition.
Pp- 355 +<J planches. (Paris: Masson et Cie, 1922.)
15 francs.

Halliburton, W. D. The Essentials of Chemical
Physiology, for the Fse of Students. Eleventh edition.
Demy 8vo. Pp. xi+343. (London: Longmans, Green
and Co., 1922.) 8s. i>d. net.*
Langley, J. N. Das autonome Nervcnsv.steni. t'ber-

setzer : E. Schilf. Teil I. 8vo. Pp. iv+69. (Berlin:

J. Springer, 1923 )

Loeper, M. Lemons de pathologic digestive, y s^rie.

Pp. 3|8. (Paris: Masson et Cie, 1922. 1 15 francs.
Schick, B. Das Pirquetsche System der Ernahrung,

fur Arzte und gebildete Laien dargestellt. Dritte Auflage.
8vo. Pp. iv+49. (Berhn : J. Springer, 1923.)
Woringer, P. La Degradation des acides gras dans

I'organismc animal. (Publications de la Societe de
Chimic biologique.) Pp. 140. (Paris: Masson et Cie,
1922.) 8 francs.

Anthropology : Ethnology

Aberg, N. Die l->anken und Westgolen in der Volker-
wanderungszeit. (Arbeten utgifna med understikl af
Vilhclm Ekmans Universitetsfond, Uppsala, 28.; Sup.
Roy. 8vo. Pp. viii+282+9 kartes. (Uppsala: A.-B.

Akademiska Bokhandcln ; Leipzig : O. Harrassowitz
;

Paris : Libr. H. Champion, 1922.) 15 kroner.*
Kroeber, A. L. Elements of Culture in Native

California. (Publications in American Archjcology and
Ethnology, Vol. 13, No. 8.) Imp. 8vo. Pp. 259-528.
(Berkeley: University of Cahfornia Press. 1922.

)

I dollar.*

Perouse, G. La Vie d'autrefois 4 Aix-Ies-Bains. Une
ville deaux a travcrs les sidcles. 8vo. Pp. viii +352 + 15
planche.s. (Chambery : Libr. Dardel, 1922.)
Smith, S. P. Hawaiki : the Original Home of the

Maori. With a sketch of Polynesian History. Fourth
edition. Cr. 8vo. Pp. 28S. (London : Whitcombc and
Tombs, Ltd., 1922.) 12s. bd. net.

Philosophy : Psychology

Bausfield, P. The Omnipotent Self: a Study in
Self-Dcception and Self-Cure. Cr. 8vo. Pp. ^-(-171.
(London : Kegan Paul and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 5s. net.*
Bernhart, J. Die philosophisehe Mvstik des Mittel-

altur.-i. Pp. 292. (Munchen : E. Reinhrirdt, 1922.)
Bertholet, D. La Physique et la mi?taphvsique des

theories d'Kinstein. Fcap. 8vo. Pp. 47. (Paris : Payot
et Cie, 1922.) 2 francs.

Bose, G. Concept of Repression. 8vo. Pp. 223.
(London : G. Routledgeand Sons, Ltd., 1922.) 13s. 6rf. net.
Chavigny. P. Psychologic de I'hygiene. (Biblio-

thique de Philosophic scientifique.) Pp. 228. (Paris :

E. Flamniarion, 1922.) 7.50 francs.
Clauberg und Dubislav. Svstematisches Worterbuch

der Philosophic. Pp. vii+565. (Leipzig: F. Meiner.
1922.) II marks.
Dubor, G. de. The Mysteries of Hypnosis. (Lcs

MystiVes de I'hypnose.) Translated by G. M. Hort.
Cr. 8vo. Pp. .xi + 235. (London: W. Rider and Son,
Ltd., 1922.) 5s. net.

Ellis, H. Sexualpsychologische Studien, Band \T.
Geschk'cht und Ciesellschaft : Grundziige der Soziologic
des Cle.schlechtslebcns. .\utorisierte deutsche Ausgahe
be.sorgt von H. Kurella. Teil 2. Zweite unverandcrle
Auflage. Pp. xiv -1-429. (Leipzig: C. Kabitzsch, 1923.)
Eng, H. Experimentelle Untersuchuiigen iibcr d.is

Gefiililslcben des Kindes im Vergleich mit dem des Erwach-
sencn. (Beihcfte zur Zeitschrift fiir angewandte Psy-
chologic. Heft 30.) Pp. iv 4-258 -no Tafeln. (Leipzig:
J. -A. liarth, 1922.) 9s.

Ericksen, E. The Psychological and Ethical Asjwcts
of Mormon Group Life. Ro}-. 8vo. Pp. loi. (Cam-
bridge : .Vt the University Press, 1922.) 8s. bd. net.

Foerster, O., und Wilmanns, K., Herausgegebon von.
Monographien aus dem Clcsamtgebiete der Neurologic und
Psychiatric. Heft iz : Das archaisch-primitive Erlelx-n
und Denken der Schizophrenen. Entwicklungspsy-
chologisch-kUnische Untersuchungen zum Schizophreneii-
problem. \'on A. Storch. 8vo. Pp.iv-i-Sg. (Berlin: J.
Springer, 1923.)
Freud, S. La Psychopathologie de la vie quotidienne.

.Application de la psjxhanalyse k I'interprdtation des actes
de la vie courante. Traduit de I'allemand par S. Janke-
Icvitch. 8vo. Pp. 321. (Paris: Payot et Cie, 1922.)
14 francs.

Gregor, A., und Voigtliinder, E. Charakterstruktur
vcrwahrloser Kinder und Jugendlicher. (Beihefte zur
Zeitschrift fiir angewandte Psychologic, Heft 31.) Pp.
vi-(-7o. (Leipzig: J. .\. Barth, 1922.) 3s.

Heermance, E. L. Chaos or Cosmos ? Pp. xxiv +
358. (New York : E. P. Dutton and Co., 1922.)
Josey, C. C. The Social Philosophy of Instinct. Cr.

8vo. Pp- -r-l- (London : C. Scribner's Sons, 1922.)
I2S. bd. net.

Kanovitch, A. The Will to Beauty : being a Con-
tinuation of the Philosophies of .\rthur Schopenhauer and
Fricdrich Nietzsche. Pp. 192. (New York : Gold Rose
Printing Co., 1922.)
Knight, R. The Founder of Quakerism : a Psycho-

logical Study of the Mysticism of George Fox. Demy
8vo. Pp. 280. (London : The Swarthniore Press. 1922.)
I2S. bd. net.
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Kraepelin, E. Psychiatric : Kin l.chrbuch fiir Studie-
rende und Arzte. 8 voUstandig umgearbeitete Auflage.
In 4 Banden. Band 2 : Klinische Psychiatric I. Neu-
druck. Pp. xiv+666. (Leipzig: J. A. Barth, 1922.)
25s.

Lange, C. G., and James, W. The Emotions.
(Psychology Classics, Vol. 1.) Pp. 136. (Baltimore, Md. :

Williams and Wilkins Co., 1922.)
Lipmann, O., und Stern, W., Herausgegeben von.

Schriften zur Psychologic der Berufseignung und des
Wirtschaftslebens. Heft \ : Vorstudien iiber die psycho-
Ingischen Arbeitsbedingungen des Mascliincnschreibens.
Von W. Heinitz. 2 Auflage. Pp. 56. (Leipzig : J. A.
Barth, 1922.) is. id.

Lipmann, O., und Stern, W., Herausgegeben von.
Schriften zur Psychologie der Berufseignung und des
Wirtschaftslebens. Heft 2 : 3 Taylorsystem und schvvcre

Muskelarbeit. Von H. Doevenspeck. Pp. 38. (Leipzig :

J. .-v. Barth, 1922.)
Lipps, T. Komik und Humor, eine psychologisch-

asthetische Untersuchung (Beitrage zur Asthetik, be-
grundet von T. Lipps und R. M. Werner, Band 6). 2 un-
veranderte Auflage. Pp. viii+264. (Leipzig: L. Voss,

1922.)
Maurice-Denis, N. L'Etre en puissance. D'apres

Aristote et Saint Thomas d'Aquin. Pp. 236. (Paris :

M. Riviere, 1922.)
Maxwell, J. La Magie. (Bibliothcque de Philosophic

scientilique.) Fcap. 8vo. Pp. 252. (Paris: E. Flam-
niarion, 1922.) 7.50 francs net.

Medical Research Council. Reports of the In-
dustrial Fatigue Research Board. No. 22. : Some Studies
in the Laundry Trade. By May Smith. (Laundry-
Series, No. I.) Roy. Svo. Pp. v+57. (London: H.M.
Stationery Office, 1922.) is. bd. net.*
Medical Research Council. Reports of the In-

dustrial Fatigue Research Board. No. 20 : A Study of

Efficiency in Fine Linen Weaving. By H. C. Weston.
(Textile Series, No. 5.) Roy. Svo. Pp. v+28. (London:
H. M. Stationery Office, 1922.) is. bd. net.*
Mobius, P. J. Ausgewahlte Werke. In 8 Banden.

Band 6 : Im Grenzlande ; Aufsiitze iiber Sachcn des
Glaubens. 2 unveranderte Auflage. Pp. xii-h228.
(Leipzig : J. A. Barth, 1922.) 4s.

Rathenau, W. Ou va le monde ? Considerations
philosoi)hiques sur I'organisation sociale de demain.
Traduction franfaise et avant-propos de S. Jankelevitch.
8vo. Pp. 375. (Paris : Payot et Cie, 1922.) 9 francs.

Robinson, A. W. The Trend of Thought in Con-
temporar)' Philosciphy. (Liverpool Diocesan Board of

Divinity Publications, No. 26.) Cr. Svo. Pp. 30.

(London : Longmans, Green and Co., 1922.) is. net.

Schilder, P. Dber das Wesen der Hypnose. Zweite,
diirchgesehene Auflage. Svo. Pp. ii+32. (BerUn : J.
Springer, 1923.)

Titchener, E. B. Manuel de psychologie. Traduit
par H. Lesage. (BibUothcque de Philosophie con-
temporaine.) 8vo. Pp. 571. (Paris : F. Alcan, 1922.)

35 francs.

Turner, J. The Psychology of Self-Consciousness.
Cr. Svo. Pp. xii-i-243. (London : Kegan Paul and Co.,

Ltd., 1923.) 6s. bd. net.*

Wase, C. Life's Practical Philosophy : an Intro-

duction to Popular Metaphysics and Practical Psychology.
Cr. Svo. Pp. vii-FiSi. (London: W. Rider and Son,
Ltd., 1922.) 4s. i>d. net.

Bacteriology : Hygiene

Abel, R. Bakteriologisches Taschcnbuch : Die wich-
tigsten technischen Vorschriften zur bakteriologischen
Laboratoriumsarbeit. 26 Auflage, bearbeitet von O. Olsen.

Pp. vi -1-143. (Leipzig: C. Kabitzsch, 1923.)
Brumpt, E. Precis de parasitologic. (Collection de

Precis medicaux.) 3'-' iJdition. Pp. 1216+2 planches.
(Paris : Masson et Cie, 1922.) 44 francs.

Calmette, A. LTnfection bacillaire et la tuberculose
Chez I'homme et chez les animaux. i'^ edition. Svo.
Pp. 644-1-23 planches. (Paris: Masson et Cie, 1922.)

50 francs.

j

Clarke, J. J. Vegetable Protists. Alga?, and Fungi,
including Ch>tridiinea; : Various Plassomyxincrp, the
Causes of MolUiscura Contagiosum, Small-pox, Syphilis,
Cancer, and Hydrophobia ; together with the Mycetozoa
and AUied Groups. Pp. 229. (London : Bailliere,
Tindall and Qo-x., 1922.) i^^. •

Gauducheau, A. L'Hygicne positive. Svo. Pp. 64.
(Paris : Les Presses uni\ersitaires de France, 1922.)
Guiart, J., et Grimbert, L. PriJcis de diagnostic

chimi(]ue, microscopique et parasitologique. 4" edition.
S\o. Pp. .x.K + loio -1-4 planches. (Paris: J. Lamarre,
1922.) 48 francs.

Guiraud, L. Manuel d 'hygiene. 40 edition entidre-
nient remaniee et tres augmentce par A. Gauti^. Deux
volumes. Pp. 1280. (Paris : Masson et Cie, 1922.) 30
francs.

Hailer, E. Die Desinfektion. (Weyl's Handbuch
der Hygiene, Lief. 38.) Pp. x 4-520. (Leipzig: J. A.
Barth. 1922.) lis.

Jordan, E. O. A Text-Book of General Bacteriology.
Seventh edition. Pp. 744. (Philadelphia and London :

W. B. Saunders Co., Ltd., 1922.) 25s.

Miner, J. R. Suicide and its Relation to CUmatic
and other Factors. (Monographic Series, No. 2.) Imp.
Svo. Pp. 140. (Baltimore, Md. : American Journal of
Hygiene, 1922.) *

Pozershi, E. Hygiene alimentaire. (Collection d'Hy-
gicne pratique et famiUale.) Fcap. Svo. Pp. x8o. (Paris:
Libr. Delagrave, 1922.) 6 francs.

Williams, J. F. Personal Hygiene Applied. i2mo.
Pp. 412. (Philadelphia and London : W. B. Saunders
Co.. Ltd., 1922.) 2.50 dollars net.

Williams, J. F. The Organization and Administra-
tion of Physical Education. Ex. Cr. Svo. Pp. xiii 4-325.
(New York : The Macmillan Co. ; London : Macmillan
and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 9s. net.*

Medicine : Surgery

AUendy, R. Les Temperaments : Essai sur uue thcorie

l)h\siologique des temperaments et de leurs diatheses avec
applications pratiques a I'hygiene et a la therapcutique.
Svo. Pp. 352. (Paris : Libr. Vigot.) 15 francs.

Anthony, L. P. A Dictionary of Dental Science,

consisting of Words and Phrases used in Dental Literature

and such Words of the Collateral Sciences as relate to
the Art and Science of Dentistry, with their Pronunciation,
Derivation and Definition. Svo. Pp. 324. (London :

H. Kimpton, 1922.) 21s. net.

Bayle. La Paralysie generalc. (Maladie dc Bayle.)

Centenaire de la these de Bayle (1822-1922). Tome I.

Pp. 192. (Paris: Mas-son et Cie, 1922.) 15 francs.

Beihefte zum Archiv fiir Schiffs- und Tropen-
hygiene. Band 26, 1922. Beiheft 2 : Die Behandlung
der Surra mit " Bayer 205." Von G. Baermann. Pp. 55.

(Leipzig : J. k. Barth, 1922.)

Benon, R. lilements de pathologic mcntale : Cliniquc

et mcdecine legale. Fcap. Svo. Pp. 242. (Paris : G.

Doin, 1922.) 6 francs.

Bezangon, F., and others. Precis de pathologic

mcdicale. (Collection de Precis medicaux.) Tome IV :

Maladies du sang et des organes hematopoi<^tiques, par
P.-E. Weill et ^I. Bloch. Jlaladies des reins, par P.

Vallery-Radot. Pp. 62S +4 planches. 20 francs. Tome
V : ilaladies de I'appareil digestif et de la nutrition,

par M. Labbe et G. Vitry. Pp. 790 -H 2 planches. 20
francs. (Paris : Masson et Cie, 1922.)

Bier, A., Braun,H., und Kummell, H., Herausgegeben
\on. Chirurgische Operationslchre. Vierte und filnfte

N-ermehrte Auflage. In 5 Banden. Band III : Opera-
tionen am Bauch. Pp. xiii+576. (Leipzig: J. A.

Barth, 1922.)
Bouch6, G., et Hustin, A. Chocs th^rapeutiques

contre chocs morbides. Pp. 428. (Paris: Masson et

Cie. 1922.) 12 francs net.

Breitensteins Repetitorien. Nr. 14a : Chirurgie.

\: Spezielle Chirurgie. Pp. 124. (Leipzig: J. A.

Barth, im22.) is. 8t/.

Breitensteins Repetitorien. Nr. 24 : Gynjikologie.

5 .\uflage. Pp. 144. (Leipzig: J. A. Barth, 1922.) 2s.
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Breitensteins Repetitorien. Nr. 63 : Medizinische
Terminologie. 4 neubearbcitete Auflage. Pp. 208.

(Leipzig : J. A. Barth. ig22.) 35.

Burnand, Grosjean, Jaquerod, Piguet, de Reynier,
Rossel, Sillig, et Bergen, J.-V. Station climat^-rique

de Leysin : Etudes sur la tuberculose. (Cinquieme serie.)

Pp. 518. (Paris : Masson et Cie, 1922.) 15 francs.

Ghauffard, A. La Lithiase biliaire. 20 edition. Pp.
247+24 planches. (Paris: Masson et Cie, 1922.) 20
francs net.

Gomby, J. 200 Consultations m^dicales pour les

maladies des enfants. 7'> Edition. Pp. 404. (Paris :

Masson et Cie, 1922.) 8 francs.

Grossen, H. S. Diseases of Women. Fifth edition,

reWsed and enlarged. Large 8vo. Pp. 1005. (London :

H. Kimpton, 1923.) 50X. net.

Dietlen, H. Herz und Gefasse im Rontgenbild : Ein
Lehrbuch. Mit einem Beitrag iiber Rontgenbefunde bei

den Arhythmien des Herzens von A. Weber. Pp. xiii +
455 (F-eipzig: J. A. Barth, 1923.)
Donat, J., and others. Diagnostisch-therapeutisches

Vademecum fiir Studierende und Arzte. 21 vermehrte
und verbesserte Auflage. Pp. viii +563. (I^eipzig : J. A.
Barth, 1923.)
Duval, R., et Lacassagne, A. Classification pratique

des cancers derives des epitheliums cutanes et cutan^o-
muqueux. (Fascicule 4 des .Archives frangaises de Patho-
logie gfniSrale et experimentalc et d'Anatomie patho-
logique.) 8vo. Pp. 32 + 16 planches. (Paris: G. Doin,
1922.) 6 francs.

Elnhorn, M. Lectures on Dietetics. i2mo. Pp.
240. (Philadelphia and London : W. B. Saunders Co.,

Ltd., 1922.) 105. (>d. net.

Evans, G. S. Practical Treatise on Artificial Crown-,
Bridge-, and Porcelain-Work. Ninth edition, revised. Roy.
8vo. Pp. 600. (London : H. Kimpton, ry2 2.) 365. net.

Fitzgerald, J. G., assisted by Gillespie, P., and
Lancaster, H. M. An Introduction to the Practice of

Preventive Medicine. Roy. 8vo. Pp. xx + 826. (London:
H. Kimpton, 1923.) 375. 6rf. net.*
Florand et Girault. Diagnostic et traitcment des

affections du tube digestif. (Collection du Medecin
praticien.) Pp. 412. (Paris : Masson et Cie, 1922.)
18 francs net.

Friel, A. R. Electric Ionization : a Practical Intro-

duction to its Use in Medicine and Surgery. Second
edition, fully revised and enlarged. Demy 8vo. (Bristol:

J. Wright and Sons, Ltd. ; London : Simpkin, Marshall
and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 8s. net.

Gennerich, W. Die Syphilis des Zentralnerven-
systems : Ihre Ursachen und Behandlung. Zweite,
durchgeschenc und erganzte Auflage. (Berlin : J.
Springer, 1922.)

Gimlette, J. D. Malay Poisons and Charm Cures.
Med. 8vo. Pp. x+260. (London: J. and A. Churchill,

1922.) 8s. 6rf. net.

Guillain, G. litudes ncurologiques. Med. 8vo Pp.
viii +470 + 4 planches. (Paris: Masson et Cie, 1922.)
25 francs net.

Guillaume, A.-C. Les Occlusions aigues et subaigues
de I'intestin : Clinique, expc^rimentation, th^rapeutique.
Pp. 304. (Paris : Masson et Cie, 1922.) 12 francs net.

GuiUeminot, H. filectricite mddicale : filectrologie

et radiologic, y edition. Roy. 8vo. Pp. xx\'i+642.
(Paris : Masson et Cie, 1922.) 40 francs.

Hadiield, C. F. Practical Anaesthetics for the Student
and General Practitioner. Demy 8vo. Pp. xii+244.
(London : Bailliire, Tindall and Cox, 1922.) 7s. bd. net.

Hirsch, M., Herausgegeben von. Monographien zur
Frauenkunde und Eugenetik, Sexualbiologie und Ver-
erbungslehre. Nr. 5 : Schmerz und Geschlechtstrieb.
Versuch einer Analyse und Theorie der Algolagnie.
(Sadismus und Maisochismus. ) Von J. Schuster. Pp.
iv+43. (Leipzig: C. Kabitzsch, 1923.)

Jarricot, J. Le Dispensaire marin : Un organisme
nouveau de pu6riculture. Koy. 8vo. Pp. 628 + 54
planches. (Paris : Masson et Cie, 1922.) 60 francs net.

Jessner, S. Dermatologische Heilmittel (Pharma-
copa?a dcrmatologica). (Dermatologische Vortrage fOr
Praktiker, Heft 8.) 4 Auflage. Pp. 91. (Leipzig :

C. Kabitzsch, 1923.)

Jessner, S. Lehrbuch der Haut- und Geschlcchts-
leiden cinschliesslich der Syphilide und einer kurzen
Kosmetik, fur Studierende und Arzte. 6-7 unigear-
beitete und sehr erweiterte Auflage. Band i : Haut-
leidcn und Kosmetik. Pp. x\ai + 497 + 39 Tafeln. (Leip-
zig : C. Kabitz.sch, 1923.)
Jessner, S. Schonheitsfehler und ihre Behandlung

(Kosmetik). (Dermatologische VortrSge fUr Praktiker,
Xr. 17.) 5-6 Auflage. Pp. 160. (Leipzig: C. Kabitzsch,
1923)
Jupp£, F. L'Apothicairerie en B^arn. 8vo. Pp. 157.

(Tarbes : Libr. Desbordes, 1922.)
Labat, G. Regional Anesthesia. 8vo. Pp. 496.

(Philadelphia and London : W. B. Saunders Co., Ltd.,

19^2.) Ibs. net.

Laqueur, A. Die Pra.xis der physikalischen Therapie.
Zweite .\uflage. Pp. 360. (Berhn : J. Springer, 1922.)
384 marks.
Lematte, L. L'Opoth^rapie du praticien. Fcap. 8vo.

Pp. 238+3 planches. (Paris: A. Maloine et fils, 1923.)
5 francs.

McCoy, J. D. Dental and Oral Radiography : a
Textbook for Students and Practitioners of Dentistry.
Third edition. Roy. 8vo. Pp. 197. (London : H.
Kimpton, 1922.) 15s. net.

Madinier, J. La Thoracoplastie extra-pleurale dans
le traitcment de la tuberculose pulmonaire. Pp. 124.
(Paris : Masson et Cie, 1922.) 12 francs.

Marie, P. Questions ncurologiques d'actualite. 20
Conferences faites a la Faculte de MiSdecine de Paris en
1921. Roy. 8vo. Pp. 552. (Paris: Masson et Cie,

1922.) 28 francs net.

Martinet, A., avec la collaboration des Drs. Desfosses,
G. Laurens, L. Meunier, Lutier, Saint-Cene et Terson.
Diagnostic clinique : Examens et symptomes. 4'' edition
revue et compl^tee. Pp. 1040. (Paris : Masson et Cie,

1922.) 55 francs.

Medical Officers of Schools Association. A Code
of Rules for the Prevention of Infectious and Contagious
Diseases in Schools. Eighth edition. 8vo. Pp. 48.
(London : J, and A. Churchill, 1922.) 2s. 6d. net.

Medical Research Council. Special Reports. No.
68 : Rickets ; the Relative Importance of Environment
and Diet as Factors of Causation ; an Investigation in

London. (London : H.M. Stationery Oflice, 1922.)
IS. bd. net.

Muzio, G. Geografia medica : Primo saggio nella

litteratura medica itaUana. (Manuali Hoepli.) Fcap.
8vo. Pp. xix + i2i2. (Milano : U. Hoepli, 1922.)

Proust, R., et Charrier, J. Chirurgie de I'appareil

gfnital de la fcmme. Nouvelle sfrie. Pp. 300. (Paris :

Masson ot Cie. 1922.) 10 francs.

Rabinowitsch, L., Herausgegeben von. Tuberkulose-
Bibliothck. Nr. 9 : Der klinische Betrieb in den Lungen-
heilanstalten. Von G. Liebe. Pp. 25. (Leipzig : J. A.
Barth, 1922.)
Ravaut, P. Syphilis, paludisme, amibiase : le Traitc-

ment d'attaque et les traitements secondaires (prSventif,

abortif et d'cntretien). 2" edition refondue. Pp. 214.
(Paris : Masson et Cie, 1922.) 9 francs.

Reinheimer, H. Symbiosis !•. Cancer. Gl. 8vo. Pp.
99. (London : Headley Bros., 1922.) 5s.*

Roger, G.-H., Widal, F., et Teissier, P.-J. Nouveau
Traite de m6decine. Fasc. 2 ; Maladies infectieuses

(suite). Pp. 765+8 planches. Fasc. 5: Maladies in-

fectieuses et parasitaires (fin), cancer. Pp. 740+4
planches. (Paris : Masson et Cie, 1922.) 50 francs
each.

Rose, W. D. Physical Diagnosis. Third edition,

revised and enlarged. Roy. 8vo. Pp. 755. (London :

H. Kimpton, 1923.) 45s. net.

Schnirer, M. T. Taschenbuch der Therapie mit
besonderer Berilcksichtigung der Therapie an den Berliner,

Wiener und an deutschen Kliniken. Neunzehnte Ausgabe.
Small 8vo. Pp. xvi+472. (Leipzig: C. Kabitzsch,

Schwalbe, J., Herausgegeben von. Diagnostische
und therapeutische IrrtUmer und deren Verhiltung.

Vierzehntes Heft ; Erkrankungen der oberen Luftwege.
Von Dr. Friedrich und Dr. Albanus. Pp. 86. (Leipzig :

G. Thieme, 1922.) y. ^d.
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Sergent, E., Ribadeau-Dunias,L.,etBabonneix,L.,
fidite par. Traite de pathologie medicale et de thera-

peutique appliquce. Appareil respiratoire. Tome I.

Pp- 395- (Paris : A. Maloine et fils, 1022.) 20 francs.

Simon, G. E. A Manual of Clinical Diagnosis by Means
of Laboratory Methods, for Students, Hospital Physicians,
and Practitioners. Tenth edition, enlarged and thoroughly
revised. Med. 8vo. Pp. xxiv + 1125+23 plates. (Lon-
don : H. Kimpton, 1922.) 42s. net.*

Sopp, A. Arztliche Beratung zur Erganzung der
Sprechstunde. Nr. 1 1 : Die Erkrankungen der Leber und
Gallenblase, insbesondere der Gelbsucht und Gallenstein-
krankheit. Pp. iv+56. (Leipzig: C. Kabitzsch, 1923.)

SudhofF, K., Herausgegeben von. Klassiker der
Medizin. Band 28 : Hippokrates. Der Volkskrankheiten
erstes und drittes Buch (um das Jahr 434-430 vor Christus).
Aus dem Griechischen iibersetzt und erlautert von G.

Sticker. Pp. 135. Band 29 ; Ambroise Pare, Die
Behandlung der Schusswunden (1545). Eingeleitet, iiber-

setzt und herausgegeben von H. E. Sigerist. Pp. 87.

(Leipzig : J. A, Barth, 1923.)
Sudhoff, K., Herausgegeben von. Studien zur Ge-

schichte der Medizin. Heft 13 : Studien und Texte zur
friihmittelalterlichcn Rezeptliteratur. Von H. E. Sigerist.

Pp. viii + 220. (Leipzig: J. A. Barth, 1923.)
Thierry, de Martel, et Antoine, E. Les Fausses

Appcndicites : fitude clinique, radiologique et thera-
peutique. Pp. 184 -1- 10 planches. (Paris: Masson et

Cie, 1922.) 10 francs net.

Tiinbai,L. Les Diarrh^es chroniques : fetude clinique,

coprologique et thfrapeutique. Pp. 270. (Paris : Masson
et Cie, 1922.) 12 francs net.

Traugott, R. Die nervose Schlafiosigkeit und ihre

Behandlung. Vierte ganzlich umgearbeitete Auflage.
8vo. Pp. \-i + ii6. (Leipzig: C. Kabitzsch, 1923.)
Vogt, C.und O. Erkrankungen der Grosshirnrinde im

Lichte der Topistik, Pathoklise und Patho-Architektonik.
Pp. 171 und ein Atlas von 112 Tafeln. (Leipzig : J. A.
Barth. 1922.)
Weiss, M. Neuere Harnuutersuchungs-Methoden und

ihre klinische Bedeutung. Pp. 37. (Berlin : J. Springer,

1922.)
Weyl's Handbuch der Hygiene. 2 Auflage in 10

Banden. Band 8 : Epidemiologie und Immunitat :

Infektion und Desinfektion : Geschlechtskrankheiten.
Pp. x\tI + i38o. (Leipzig: J. A. Barth, 1922.) 52s.

Whitla, Sir W. Elements of Pharmacy, Materia
Medica, and Therapeutics. Eleventh edition. Cr. Svo.

Pp. x + 680. (London: BaiUiere, Tindall and Cox, 1922.)
los. 6d. net.

Wiener, G. Propedeutique et technique urologiques.
Pp. 483. (Brussels : Libr. Goemaere ; Paris : Masson
et Cie, 1922.) 40 francs.

Miscellaneous

Adult Education Committee. The Development of
Adult Education in Rural Areas. (Paper No. 3.) Gl.

Svo. Pp. vi-i-55. (London: H.M. Stationery Office,

1922.) bd. net.*
Antiquity. The Claim of Antiquity, with an Annotated

List of Books for those who know neither Latin nor Greek.
(Issued by the Councils of the Societies for the Promotion
of Hellenic and Roman Studies and of the Classical
Association.) Cr. Svo. Pp. 30. (London : Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 1922.) IS.*

Ashley, Sir W. Scientific Management and the
Engineering Situation : Sidney Ball Memorial Lecture
delivered before the University of Oxford, October 28,
1922. (Barnett House Papers, No. 7.) Demy Svo. Pp.
28. (London : Oxford University Press, 1922.) \s.*
Brown, G. E., Edited by. The British Journal Photo-

graphic Almanac and Photographer's Daily Companion,
1923. Sixty-second Issue. Cr. Svo. Pp. S08. (Lon-
don : H. Greenwood and Co., Ltd., 1923.) Paper, as. net

;

Cloth, 3s. net.*
Cressy, E. Discoveries and Inventions of the Twen-

tieth Century. Second edition, revised and enlarged.

Demy Svo. Pp. xxiii 4-458 -1- plates. (London: G. Rout-
ledge and Sons, Ltd. ; New York : E. P. Dutton and Co.,

1923.) I2S. (td. net.*
Department of the Interior : Bureau of Education.

Statistics of City School Systems, 1919-20. Prepared by
the Statistical Division of the Bureau of Education under
the Direction of H. R. Bonner. (Bulletin No. 17.) Med.
Svo. Pp. 173. (Washington : Government Prinring
Office, 1922.) 20 cents.*
Department of the Interior : Bureaii of Education.

Statistics of Universities, Colleges, and Professional
Schools, 1919-1920. (Bulletin No. 28.) Med. Svo. Pp.
147. (Washington : Government Printing Office, 1922.)
15 cents.*

Department of the Interior : Bureau of Education.
Accredited Secondary Schools in the United States.
(Bulletin No. 11.) Med. Svo. Pp. 96. (Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1922.) 10 cents.*
Department of the Interior : Bureau of Education.

Higher Education in Australia and New Zealand. By
C. F. Thwing. (Bulletin No. 25.) Med. Svo. Pp.
V + 44 + 8 plates. (Washington : Government Printing
Office, 1922.) 15 cents.*
Evans, R. C. T. Man : What ? Whence ? Whither ?

or the Faith that is in Me. Demy Svo. Pp. v-i-146.
(Chatham : Parrett and Neves, Ltd., 1922.) 2s. net.*
Gamble, W., Edited by. Penrose's Annual : The

Process Year Book. Review of the Graphic Arts, 1923.
Vol.25. Cr. 4to. Pp. xvi + 110 +plates + 64. (London:
P. Lund, Humphries and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 8s. net.*

Hanffstengel, G. von. Die Forderung von Massen-
giitern. Band I : Bau und Berechnung der stetig arbei-

tenden Forderer. Dritte, umgearbeitete und vermehrte
Auflage. Svo. Pp. viii -1- 306. (Berhn : J. Springer, 1923.)
Klages, L. Handschrift und Charakter : Gemeinver-

standUcher Abriss der graphologischen Technik. 5 bis 7
Auflage. Pp. xii + 254. (Leipzig: J. A. Barth, 1923.)

Mellish, M. H. The Writing of Medical Papers.
i2mo. Pp. 157. (Philadelphia and London : W. B.
Saunders Co., Ltd., 1922.) 7s. (>d. net.

Mortimer, F. J., Edited by. Photograms of the Year
1922 : the Annual Re\'ie\v for 1923 of the World's Pictorial

Photographic Work. Demy 4to. Pp. 34 + 64 plates.

(London : Iliffe and Sons, Ltd., 1922.) 6s. net.

Moulton, H. F. The Life of Lord Moulton. Demy
Svo. Pp. 287 + 8 plates. (London: Nisbet and Co., Ltd.,

1922.) 15s. net.*
Olivier, E., und Sigismund, R. Franzosisch fur

Mediziner. 4 Auflage. Pp. viii -1- 168. (Leipzig : J. A.
Barth, 1922.) 4s.

Pearson, F. R. Problems in Intermediate Science :

Physics, Heat, Chemistry. Third edition. Cr. Svo. Pp.
80. (Edinburgh : OUver and Boyd ; London : Gumey
and Jackson, 1922.) 2s. i>d. net.

Robertson, A. The Life of Sir Robert Moray : Soldier
Statesman and Man of Science (1608-1673). Demy Svo.

Pp. xiii 4-223. (London: Longmans, Green and Co.,

1922.) I2S. bd. net.*

Schuster, J. Oken : der Mann und sein Werk.
Vortrag auf der Jahrhundert-Tagung der Gesellschaft
Deutscher Naturforscher und Arzte zu Leipzig. Cr. 4to.

Pp. 24. (Berlin : W. Junk, 1922.) *

Scientific and Learned Societies of Great Britain
and Ireland, The Year-Book of the. A Record of the
Work done in Science, Literature, and Art during the
Session 1921-22, by numerous Societies and Government
Institutions. Compiled from Official Sources. Thirty-
ninth .'\nnual Issue. Demy Svo. Pp. vii+374. (Lon-
don : C. Griffin and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 15s. net.*

Siemens, W. von. Lebcnserinnerungen. Zwolfte
Auflage. Pp. iv -1-221 -t-6 Tafeln. (Berhn: J. Springer,

1923)
Venn, J., and Venn, J. A., Compiled by. Alumni

Cantabrigienses : a Biographical List of all known Students,
Graduates and Holders of Office at the University of

Cambridge, from the Earhest Times to 1900. Part I :

From the EarUest Times to 1751. Vol. 2 : Dabbs-Juxton.
Cr. 4to. Pp. V -1-492. (Cambridge: At the University
Press, 1922.) 15OS. net.*

Washburne, C. W. Common Science. Cr. Svo. Pp.
XV 4-390. (London : G. Bell and Sons, Ltd., 1923.) 4s. 6<i.*

I
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Recent Scientific and Technical Books
Volumes marked with an asterisk have been received at "Nature" Office.

Mathematics
Andoyer, H. Tables logarithmiques d treize d^cimales.

Imp. 8vo. Pp. x+27. (Paris: J. Hermann, 1922.) ^
8 francs.* '

Boutroux, P. Les MatWmatiques. (Biblioth^que
Cosmos.") Fcap. 8vo. Pp. 184. (Paris : A. Michel,

1922.) 5 francs.

Clapham, C. B. Arithmetic for Engineers : includ-
ing Simple Algebra. Mensuration, I.^garithms, Graphs
Tngonometry, and the Slide Rule ; with an Appendix
on Verniers and Micrometers. (The Directly-Useful
Technical Series. ) Demy 8vo. Pp. xiii+49i. (London:
Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1922.) 1$. td. net.*
Gosens, C. R. G., Compiled by. Two-figure Tables.

On card 10" x 4}-. (Cambridge: Bowes and Bowes;
London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1923.) bd *

Gunningham, A., Woodall, H. J., and Creak, T. G.
Haupt-Exponents, Residue Indices, Primiti\e Roots and
Standard Congruences. Pp.136. (London : F. Hodgson
1922.)

Drumaux, P. L'fividence de la th^orie d'Einstein
Sup. Hoy. 8vo. Pp. 72. (Paris: J. Hermann, 1923.)
6 francs*
Ferguson, D. F., and Piggott, H. E. Areas and

Volumes : their Accurate and Approximate Determina-
tion. Cr. 8vo. Pp. vii-(-88. (London, Bombay and
Sydney : Constable and Co., Ltd.. 1923.) 35. 6d. net.*

Fleury, H. Expose el^mentaire de la theorie d'Ein-
stein Cr. Svo. Pp. 34. (Paris: E. Larousse, 1922.)

Gibbs, R. W. M. Constructive Arithmetical Exer-
cises. Based on A. E. I.^vng's Arithmetic. (Extended
with Reference Notes.) Part 1. Gl. Svo. Pp. xi+244
4-44. (London, Glasgow and Bombay: Blackie and
Son, Ltd , 1922.) 3s. 6rf. net.
Gordon, J. W. Generalised Linear Perspective :

Treated with Special Reference to Photographic Land
Surveying and Mihtary Reconnaissance. Demy Svo.
Pp. XVI + 184. (London, Bombay and Sydney : Constable
and Co., Ltd.. 1922.) 21s. net.*
Knopp, K. Theorie und Anwendung der unendlichen

.

Reihen. (Die Grundlehren der mathematisclien Wissen-

'

schaften in Einzeldarstellungen, Band 2.) Pp. x 4-474
'

(Berlin : J. Springer, 1922.)
'

Krichewsky, S. A Method of Curve Fitting. (Ministry
"

of Public Works, Egypt: Physical Department Paper
No. 8.) Imp. 8vo. Pp. iii + 17 + 2 plates. (Cairo:
Government Pubhcations Office, 1922.) P.T. 5.*
Miner, J. R. Tables of Vi -r" and i -r» for Use in

Partial Correlation and in Trigonometry. Med. Svo
Pp. 49. (Baltimore : The Johns Hopkins Press 1922 j

'

I dollar.* '.

Pompignan, A. de. Note sur le calcul tensoriel
Sup. Roy. 8vo. Pp. 32. (Paris: J. Hermann, 1921.)
3 francs* ^ J ;

Steele, R., Edited, with Introduction, by. The
Earliest Arithmetics in EngUsh. (Pubhshed for the
Early English Text Society. ) Med. Svo. Pp. xviii + 84
(London

: Oxford University Press, 1923.) 15s. net.
Study, E. Mathematik und Physik : eine crkenntnis-

theorctische Untersuchung. (Sammlung Vieweg, Heft
65.) Demy Svo. Pp. 31. (Braunschweig: F. Vieweg
und Sohn, 1923 ) 675 marks.*
Tuckey.C. O. Elementary Algebra. Parti. Cr. Svo.

Pp.178. (I-X)ndon: E. ArnoldandCo., 1923.) 3s. 6rf net
Whipple, G. C. Vital Statistics : an Introduction

to the Science of Demography. Second edition revised
and brought up to date. Fcap. Svo. Pp. 576. (New
York : J. Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1923.) 4 dollars

Mechanics: Mechanical Enj^ineerin^

Beck, E. G., Edited by. The Practical Engineer
Mechanical Pocket Book and Diary for 1923. iSmo
Pp. 590-HcxUx. (London: H. Frowde and Hodder and
Stoughton, 19^3) 2i- (>d. net.

Bramley-Moore, S. Motors in a Nutshell : a Plain
Description of the Modern Chassis, with Illustration and
Diagrams of the Engine, Carburettor, Magneto, and
Transmission, together with a section on Roadside
Troubles. Fourth edition. Cr. Svo. Pp. 160. (London:
E. and F N. Spon, Ltd., 1923.) 25. 6d. net.

Cavaillds, H. La Houille blanche. (Collection Ar-
maml Cohn.) Fcap. Svo. (Paris: A. Colin, 1923)
5 francs.

Chorlton, A. E. L. Working Practice in the Design
of large Double Acting Two-stroke Engines. Roy. Svo.
Pp. 86. (London : E. and F. N. Spon. Ltd. 192^ )

5s. net.
•-'01

Crawford, W. J. Elementary Graphic Statics.
(Gnffins Scientific Text-books.) Second edition. Cr.
Svo. Pp. 140. (London : C. Griffin and Co.. Ltd., 1923 )

5S. net. •
-i 3 I

Delaveuve, R. Notes sur les courroies de transmission.
Pp. 7-'. (Paris et Li6ge : Ch. Biranger, 1922.) 12 francs.
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research.

Manchester Association of ICngineers : Report of the
Lathe I'ools Research Committee. Demy Svo. Pp. 89.
(London

: H.M. Stationery Office, 1922.) 5s. net.*
Dinwoodie, W. \\'a\e Power Transmission. Roy.

Svo. Pp. 28. (London : E. and F. N. Spon, Ltd. 1023 )

3s. 6d. net. ^ '

Fichot, E. Les Maries et leur utilisation industrielle.
(Collection Science et Civilisation.) Large Cr. Svo. Pp. vi
+ 255. (Paris: Gauthier-Villars et Cie, 1923.) 9 francs.*
Fowler's Mechanical Engineer's Pocket Book, 1923.

iSmo. Pp. 618. (London: Fowler and Co.. 1922.)
is. net.

'

Fowler's Mechanics' and Machinists' Pocket Book
1923. Edited by W. H. Fowler. Fifteenth annual
edition. iSmo. Pp. 515. (London: Fowler and Co.,
1922.) IS. net.

Gray, W. M. Naval Architecture : a First Course
in Ship Calculations. Med. Svo. Pp. v-t-20i. (London:
Methuen and Co., Ltd., 1923.) \2S. 6d. net.

Hetzel, F. V. Belt Conveyors and Belt Elevators.
i2mo. Pp. 333. (New York: D. Appleton and Co.,
1922.)

Hill, F. T. Practical Aeroplane Construction : a
Treatise on Modern Workshop Practice as applied to the
Building of Aircraft. A Handbook for Students, Ap-
prentices, and Draughtsmen interested in the Aeronautical
Industry. New impression. Demy Svo. Pp. 248.
(London : E. and F. N. Spon, Ltd., 1922.) 105. net.
Johnson, V. E. Model Aeroplaning : its Practice and

Principles. New impression. Demy Svo. Pp. 265.
(London : E. and F. N. Spon, Ltd., 1922.) 6s. net.
Li^nard, G. Construction automobile. Pott Svo.

Pp. lxxx+476. (Paris: Libr. Dunod, 1923.) 9 francs.
Monvoisin, A. La Conservation par le froid des

denrees perissables. Chimie et microbiologic des sub-
stances alimentaires, production du froid, emploi du
froid dans la conservation des viandes, des oeufs, des
produits de laiterie, en s6riciculture, en horticulture, en
floriculture, en boulangorie et dans les industries des
bois.sons ferment^es. Roy. Svo. Pp. xxii -1-502. (Paris:
Libr. Dunod, 1923.) 52 francs.
Nasmith, F., and McLachlan, J., Edited by.

Calvert's Mechanics' Almanack for 1923. Fcap. Svo.
Pp. 197. (Manchester and London : J. Hey\vood, Ltd.i
1923.) 6d. net.

National Research Council. Highway Research
Projects in the United States : Results of Census by
Advisory Board on Highway Research, Division of
Engineering, National Research Council, in Co-operation
with the Bureau of Public Roads, United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture. By W. K. Hatt. (Bulletin, Vol. 4,
Part 3, No. 21.) Sup. Roy. Svo. Pp. ii -(- 103. (Wash-
ington : National Academy of Sciences, 1922.) 1.50
dollars.*

Reveille, J. Dynamique des solides. (Encyclopedic
de mecanique appliqute.) Med. Svo. Pp. 506. (Paris :

J.-B. Bailliere et fils, 1923.) 40 francs.*
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Vaillot, G. Les Moteurs Diesel et les moteurs semi-

Diesel : Tj^pes fixes et types marines. Theorie, des-

cription, combustibles, construction, conduite, avaries

entretien. 2 vols. Demj- ^to. Vol. i. Pp. xii+6io.
Vol. 2. Pp. 374 -f- 29 planches. (Paris: Libr. Dunod,
1923.) 180 francs.

Physics : Electrical Engineering

Arnold, C, Edited by. The Practical Engineer
Electrical Pocket Book and Diary for 1923. i8mo. Pp.
636+cxxiii. (London: H. Frowde and Hodder and
Stoughton, 1923.) 2s. 6d. net.

Bardin, R. L'liclairage et le demarrage electrique

des automobiles. Cr. 8vo. Pp. 64. (Paris : Libr.

Desforges. 1922.) 3 francs.

Benischke, G. Die Transformatoren. Zweite Auf-
lage. Pp. viii -1-277. (Braunschweig: !•. Vieweg und
Sohn. 1922.) 70 marks.
Branly, E. La Telegraphic sans fil. (Collection

Payot.) Cr. 8vo. Pp. 166. (Paris: Payot et Cie.,

1922 ) 4 francs.

Clavier, A. Les Ondes courtes (emission, reception).

Pp. 47. (Paris: Libr. Chiron, 1922.) 4 francs.

Conseil Permanent International pour I'Explora-
tion de la Mer. On Measurement of the Penetration
of Light into the Sea. (Publications de Circonstance,

No. 76.) Sup. Roy. 8vo. Pp. 16. (Copenhague : A. F.

Hpist et fils, 1922.) *

Fowler's Electrical Engineer's Pocket Book, 1923.
iSnio, Pp. 562. (London: Fowler and Co., 1922.)
3s. net.

Fuchs, F. Elektrische Strahlen und ihre Anwendung
(Rontgentechnik). (Der Werdegang der Entdeckungen
und Erfindungen, Heft 3.) Pp. 35. (Miinchen und
Berlin ; R. Oldenbourg, 1922.)
Goldsmith, J. N., Lewis, S. J., and Twyman, F.

Optical Methods in Control and Research Laboratories.
Vol. I : Spectrum Analysis, Absorption Spectra, Re-
fractometry, Polarimetry. Second edition. Roy. 8vo.
Pp. iv -I- 564-3 plates. (London; Adam Hilger, Ltd.,

75a Camden Road, 1923.) is. C>d.*

Institut International de Physique Solvay. Atomes
et Electrons. Rapports et discussions du Conseil de
Physique tenu a Bruxelles du isr au 6 avril 1921 sous les

auspices de I'lnstitut International de Physique Solvay.
Roy. 8vo. Pp. \ai 4-272. (Paris: Gauthier-Villars et

Cie., 1923.) 20 francs.*

Johnson, J. H., Edited by. The Electrical Engineer's
Year-Book and Diary. Imp. 8vo. Pp. 498. (London :

S. Davis and Co., 1923.) 21s.

Klingenberg, G. Large Electric Power Stations.
Vol. 3 : A 130,000 Kilowatt Power Station. Translated
by O. Feldmann. Roy. 8vo. Pp. 1544-4 plates. (Lon-
don : C. Lockwood and Son, 1923.) 21s. net.

Konig, A. Die Fernrohre und Entfernungsmesser.
(Naturwissenschaftliche Monographien und Lehrbiicher,
i3and5.) Roy. 8vo. Pp. vii4-207. (Berhn : J. Springer,

1923.) 7$. 6d.*
Langman, H. R., and Ball, A. Electrical Horology :

a Practical Manual on the Application of the Principles
and Practice of Electricity to Horological Instruments
and Machines for the Measurement and Transmission of
Time ; with an Account of the earliest Electrically-
driven Clock Mechanism. (Lockwood 's Technical
Manuals.) Cr. 8vo. Pp. xi4-i04. (London: C. Lock-
wood and Son, 1923.) 7s. 6d. net.*
Leblanc Fils, M. L'Arc electrique. (Recueil des

Conferences-Rapports de Documentation sur la Physique.
Vol. 3, ire serie. Conferences 7, 8. lidite par la Societe
" Journal de Physique.") Roy. 8vo. Pp. 131. (Paris:
Les Presses universitaires de France, 1922.) 10 francs.*

Mills, J. Letters of a Radio-Engineer to his Son.
Ex. Cr. 8vo. Pp. vi 4- 265 4-12 plates. (London: G.
Routledge and Sons, Ltd., 1922.) los. 6d. net.*
Munby, A. E. A Course of Simple Experiments in

Magnetism and Electricity. Third impression. Gl. 8vo.
Pp.xvi4-90. (London : Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 2s.

Paschen, F., und Gotze, R. Scriengesetze der Linien-
spektren. Pp. iv + 154. (BerUn : J. Springer, 1922.)

Pender, H. Direct-current Machinery : a Text-book
on the Theory and Performance of Generators and Motors.
Med. 8vo. Pp. X4-314. (New York: J. Wiley and Sons,
Inc.; London : Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1923.) 15s. net.

Radio Year Book, 1923, The. (First Year.) A
Bo6k of Reference for all interested in Broadcast Receiv-
ing, for the Scientific Amateur, aivl for those concerned
in the Manufacture and Supply of Wireless Receiving
Apparatus. Cr. 8vo. Pp. vii4-i48. (London: Sir I.

Pitman and Sons, Ltd., 1923.) is. 6d. net.*

Sommerfeld, A. La Constitution de I'atorae et les

raies spectrales. Traduit sur la troisieme edition

allemande par H. Bellenot. (Collection de Monographies
Scientifiques Iitrangeres.) Roy. 8vo. Pp. vii4-384.

(Paris : A. Blanchard, 1923.) 25 francs.*

Stanley, R. Text-Book on Wireless Telegraphy.
Vol. 2 : Valves and Valve Apparatus. Second edition.

Demy 8vo. Pp. xi4-394. (London: Longmans, Green
and Co., 1923.) 15s. net.*

Stock, A. The Structure of Atoms. Translated from
the second German edition by S. Sugden. Revised and
enlarged. Demy 8vo. Pp. viii 4-88. (London : Methuen
and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 6s. net.*
Thompson, S. P. Electrical Tables and Memoranda.

Second edition. 64mo. Pp. viii 4- 136. (London: E.
and F. N. Spon, Ltd., 1923.) is. 6d. net.

Walsh, J. W. T. The Elementary Principles of

Lighting and Photometry. Demy 8vo. Pp. xvi 4- 220.

(London : Methuen and Co., Ltd., 1923.) los. 6d. net.*

White, H. G. Telephone Erection and Maintenance.
Third edition. Cr. 8vo. Pp. 160. (London : S. Rentell

and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 3s. 6d. net.

Chemistry
Association of British Chemical Manufacturers.

Official Directory of Members, with Classified List of

their Manufactures. Demy 8vo. Pp. 319. (London :

The Association of British Chemical Manufacturers, 166
Piccadilly, 1923.) los. 6d.*
Bary, P. Le Caoutchouc. (Les coUoides dans I'in-

dustrie.) Cr. 8vo. Pp. \'i4-255. (Paris: Libr. Dunod,
1923) 3--50 francs.

Baud, P. Chimie industriellc. Cr. 8vo. Pp. 704.
(Paris : Masson et Cie., 1922.) 40 francs.

Benrath, A. Die Nichtmetalle und ihre Verbindungen.
I : Bor-Kohlenstoff-SiUcium-Stickstoffgruppe. Pp. 146.

II : Wasserstoff-Sauerstoffgruppe, Gruppe der Halogene,
Gruppe der Edelgase. Pp. 125. (Sammlung Goschen
Nr. 211 und 212.) (BerUn und Leipzig: Walter de
Gru>i:er und Ko., 1922.)
Bohr, N. Atomernes Bygning og Stoffernes fysiske

og kemiske Egenskaber. Pp. 72. (Kopenhagen : Gjel-
lerups Verlag, 1922.) 3 kr.

Boutaric, A. La Vie des atomes. (Bibliotheque de
Philosophic scientifique.) Gl. 8vo. Pp. 248 4-4 planches.
(Paris : E. Flammarion, 1923.) 7.50 francs net.*
Bradbury, R. H. A First Book in Chemistry. 8vo.

Pp. 687. (New York : J. Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1922.)

5 dollars.

Braithwaite, J. O., and Hampshire, C. H., Edited
by, with the co-operation of Stephenson, T. The Year-
book of Pharmacy. Pp. 546. (London : J. and A.
Churchill, 1922.) 12s. 6d. net.

British Commercial Gas Association, Compiled by
the. Gas Manufacture, Distribution and Use : Teachers'
Notes for Lessons, with Blackboard Illustrations. Second
and revised edition. Demy 4to. Pp. 148. (London :

British Commercial Gas Association, 30 Gros\'enor
Gardens, 1922.) •

Broglie, M. de. Expose concernant les resultats

actuels relatifs aux Elements isotopes. (Publications de
la Society de Chimic-Physique, XL) Roy. 8vo. Pp. 15.

(Paris : J. Hermann, 1922.) 2 francs.*
Darrow, F. L. Questions and Problems in Chemistry.

Cr. 8vo. Pp. vii4-i77. (London: G. Bell and Sons,
Ltd., 1923.) 3s. 6d. net.*

Fischer, Emil. Untersuchungen iiber Aminosauren,
Polypeptide und Proteine II (1907-1919). Gesammelte
Werke, herausgegeben von M. Bergmann. Sup. Roy.
8vo. Pp. ix 4-922. (Berlin: J. Springer, 1923.) 24s. 2<i.*
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Friedheim, C, uiul Peters, F., Herausgegebeii von.

Gmelin-Kraiits Handbuch dcr anorganischcn Chcmie.

7 ganzlich umgearbeitcte Auflage. Licferungen 199-203.

(Band IV, Abt. 2, Bogen 5 bis 24.) (Heidelberg : C.

Winter, 1922.)
Friend, J. N., Kdited by. Text-book of Inorganic

Chemistry. Vol. 9. F'art i : Cobalt, Nickel, and the
Elements of the Platinum Group. By J. X. Friend.
((;ril1in's Scientific Text-books.) Second edition revised.

Med. 8vo. Pp. XXV -^ 367. (London: C. Griffin and
Co., Ltd., 1922.) i8s net.*

Gardner, H. A. Physical and Chemical Examination
of Paints, Varnishes and Colours. Pp. 218. and Supple-
ment of about 150 pages consisting of Circulars issued by
the Inter-departmental Committee, Standard Specifica-

tions Board. I'.S. Government. (Washington : P. H.
Butler, 1.S45 B Street, N'.W.. 1922.) 9 dollars.

Kehrmann, F. Gesammclte Abhandlungen. Band I.

Abt. I : I'ntersuchungen iiber komplexe anorganische
Saurcn. Abt. II: I'ntersuchungen iiber sterische Hin-
derung Pp. viii + 203. (Leipzig: G. Thieme, 1922.) 8s.

Klimont, J. Hie ncueren synthetischen \'erfahren

der Fettindustrie. (Chemische Technologic in Einzel-

darstcUungen : Speziellc chemische Technologie.)
2 ncubearbeitete und vermehrte Auflage. (Leipzig : O.
Spamer, 1922.)

Kling, A. Mdthodes actuelles d'expertises employees
an laboratoire municipal de Paris. Tome II : >iati^res

grasses, bcurre, cires et paraffine, essence de terebenthine,

huiles minerales. Svo. Pp. 328. (Paris : Libr. Dunod,
1922.) },! francs.

Lederlin, P. Blanchiment, teinture, impression,
apprets. (Encyclopedic de Chimie industrielle. ) Med.
Svo. Pp. 543. (Paris : J.-B. Bailliere et fils, 1923.)

45 francs.'

Malinovszky, A. Ceramics : a Manual for Chemists,
Engineers and Manufacturers. Cr. Svo. Pp. 282.

(London : Scott, Greenwood and Son, 1923.) 8s. bd. net.

Newth, G. S. A Text-book of Inorganic Chemistry.
New and enlarged edition. Gl. Svo. Pp. xiii -1-772.

(London : Longmans, Green and Co., 1923.) 8s.*

Noyes, A. A., and Sherrill, M. S. .A,n .\dvanced
Course of Instruction in Chemical Principles. Demy
Svo. Pp. xviii-i-310. (New York : The Macmillan Co. ;

London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1922.) iS.'i. net*
Ostwald, W. Kleines Praktikum der Kolloid Chemie.

4 Auflage. Pp. xii-H72. (Dresden und Leipzig: T.
Steinkopff, 1922.) 3s. ^d.

Palmer, L. S. Carotinoids and related Pigments

:

the Chroniolipoids. (American Chemical Society Mono-
graph Series.) Med. Svo. Pp. 316. (N'ew York: The
Chemical Catalog Co., Inc., 1922.) 4.50 dollars.*

Read, J., Dehvered by. A Study in Historical

Chemistry : being the Livingstone Lectures for 1922.

Demy Svo. Pp. 48. (Sydney, N.S.W. : Camden College.

922.) *

RJchter, V. von. Organic Chemistry : or Chemistry
of the Carbon Compounds. Edited by R. .\nschutz and
H. Meerwein. Vol. 3 : Heterocyclic Compounds. Trans-
lated from the Eleventh German edition by E. E. E'ournier

d'Albe. Med. Svo. Pp. xviii-H326. (London: Kegan
Paul and Co., Ltd. ; Philadelphia : P. Blakiston's Son
and Co., i9-!3) 25s.net.*

Roth, W. Die Entwicklung der Chemie zur Wissen-
scliaft. Pp. 32. (Miinchen und Berlin : R. Oldenbourg,
1922.)
Sabatier, P. Catalysis in Organic Chemistry. Trans-

lated by I-:. E. Reid. Med. Svo. Pp. 406. (New York :

D. Van Xostrand Co.. 1922.) 3 dollars.

Schwartz, R. The Chemistry of the Inorganic
Complex Compounds : an Introduction to Werner's
Co-ordination Theory, .\uthorised translation by L. W.
Bass. Demy Svo. Pp. 82. (New York : J. Wiley and
Sons, Inc., 1923.) 1.75 dollars.

Taylor, R. L. Bleaching Powder and its Action in

Bleaching. I'p- 7^. (Manchester and London : J.
Ileywood. Ltd., 1922.) 4s. bd.

Tuttle, J. B. The Analysis of Rubber. (American
Chemical Society Monograph Series.) Med. Svo. Pp.

155. (New York : The Chemical Catalog Co., Inc.,

1922.) 2.50 dollars.

Technology

Austin, W. E. Principles and Practice of Fur Dress-
ing and I'ur Dyeing. Med. Svo. Pp. vi-Higi. (London:
The Library Press, Ltd., 1922.) 21s. net.*
Belaiew, N. T. Crystallisation of Metals : being a

Course of .Advanced Lectures in .Metallurgy delivered at
the Royal School of Mines, Imperial College, under the
.\uspices of the University of London in February and
March 1922. Cr. Svo. Pp. 143 -1- 21 plates. (London:
LUiiversitN of London Press, Ltd., 1923.) 7s. fx/. net.*

j

Brunner, R. The Manufacture of Lubricants, Shoe
I Polishes, and Leather Dressings. Translated from the
1 sixth German edition. Third ICnglish edition, revised
! and enlarged by H B. Stocks. Demy Svo. Pp. z-,i.

(London: Scott, Greenwood and Son, 1923.) ios.6rf.net.
Duckworth, S. G. Ship Joinery : the Woodwork

Fittings of a Modern Steel Vessel. (Routledge's Modern
Trade-book Series.) Demy Svo. Pp. 222. (London :

G. Routkdge and Sons, Ltd , 1923.) 5s. net.
Eccles, H., and Rackhatn, B. Analysed Specimens

of ICnglisli Porcelain. Cr. Svo. Pp. 53 -1- lO plates.
(London: H.M. Stationery Office. 1923.) is. net.

Fritsch, J. Le Plitre : Fabrication, propriet^s,
applications. Cr. Svo. Pp. viii + 246. (Paris: Libr.
Desforges. 1923.) 12 francs.

Gamble, W. Music EngraWng and Printing : Histori-
cal and Technical Treatise. Fcap. 4to. Pp. x -1-266.

(London : Sir I. Pitman and Sons, Ltd., 1922.) 21s. net.
Geuze, L. Forgeage et laminage. (Encyclopedic

miniere et metallurgique. ) Roy. Svo. Pp. 362. (Paris :

J.-B. Bailliere et fils, 1922.) 30 francs.

Gilbreth, M. ABC de 1 'organisation scientifique
du travail. ( Bibliotheque des Annalcs des Postes et
Telegraphes. ) Cr. Svo. Pp. 96. (Paris: E. Chiron,
1922.) 6 francs.

Hayes, H. Drop Forging and Drop Stamping : an
Introductory Treatise on the Equipment and \fethods of
the Drop F'orge Shop and the Thermal and ilechanical
Treatment and Metallurgy of Drop Forgings. (Pitman's
Technical Primers.) Fcap. Svo. Pp. xi + 108. (London:
Sir I. Pitman and Sons. Ltd., 1922.) 2s. 6rf. net.
Hearson, H. R. The Manufacture of Iron and Steel :

a Handbook for Engineering Students, Merchants, and
Lscrs of Iron and Steel. Second edition. Svo. Pp.
120. (London : E. and F. N. Spon, Ltd., 1922.) 5s. net.
Heermann, P., und Durst, G. Betriebseinrichtungen

der Textilveredelung. 2 Auflage von " .\nlage, Ausbau
und Einrichtungen von Farberei-, Blcicherei- und Appretur-
Betrieben " von P. Heermann. Pp. 164. (Berlin :

J. Springer, 1922.)
Hdrst, I. T. Handbook of Formula?, Tables, and

Memoranda : for Architectural Sur\eyors. Draughtsmen,
and others engaged in Building. Sixteenth edition.
Oblong 32mo. Pp. 712. (London : E. and F. N. Spon.
Ltd , 1923.) 8s. 6rf. net.

Hurst, J. T. Spon's Engineers' Tables for Civil and
Mechanical Engineers, Builders, Contractors, Plumbers,
etc. Twelfth edition. New impression. 64mo. Pp.278.
(London : E. and F. N. Spon, Ltd., 1923.) is. (id. net.
Kiddier, W. The Brushmaker and the Secrets of his

Craft : his Romance. (Pitman's Common Commodities
and Industries.) Cr. Svo. Pp. ix-H42. (London: Sir

I. Pitman and Sons. Ltd., 1923.) 3s. net.
Molesworth, Sir G. L. A Pocket-book of Useful

Formula- and Memoranda for Civil. Mechanical and
Electrical lingineers. Twenty-eighth edition, revised and
enlarged. Oblong 32mo. Pp.760. (London : F). and F. N.
Spon, Ltd . 1923.) 7s. bd. net.

Morgan, S. The Preparation of Plantation Rubber.
With a Preface and a Chapter on Vulcanization bv
H. P. Stevens. Demy Svo. Pp. xvi+331. (London,
Bombay and Sydney : Constable and Co., Ltd., 1922.)
2 IS. net.'

Pattlson, J. T. Aluminium. Traduit de I'anglais

par N. Champsaur. Fcap. Svo. Pp. 100. (Paris et
Liege : Ch. B^ranger. 1923.) 10 francs.

Procter, H. R. The Principles of Leather Manu-
facture Second edition. Roy. Svo. Pp. 696. (Lon-
don : 1;. and I". N. Sjjon, Ltd., 1922.) 32s. net.
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Robinson, C. S. The Recovery of Volatile Solvents.

8vo. Pp. 18S. (New York : The Chemical Catalog Co.,

Inc., ig22.) J. 50 dollars.

Royal Engineers in the European War, 1914-19,
The Work of the. Military Mining. (Published by the
Secretary, Institution of Royal Engineers, Chatham.)
Roy. 8vo. Pp. x + 148+61 plates. (Chatham: W. and

J. JIackay and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 12s. 6rf. ; 7s. 6rf. to

Members of the I.R.E.*
Watson, J., The late. Cements and Artificial Stone :

a Descripti\e Catalogue of the Specimens in the Sedgwick
Museum, Cambridge. Edited by R. H. Rastall. Cr.

Svo. Pp. xii + 131. (Cambridge; W. Heffer and Sons,

Ltd. ; London : Simpkin, Marshall and Co., Ltd., 1922.)

65. net.*
Wolff, H., und Schlick, W. Farben- und Lack-

kalendar : Taschenbuch fur die Farben- und Lack-
Industrie, sowie fiir den einschlagigen Handel. Pp. 177.
(Stuttgart : Wissenschaftliche Verlagsgesellschaft m.b.H.,

1923)
Young, C, Edited by. Spon's Practical Builder's

Pocket-book : a Reference Book of Memoranda, Tables,

and Official Rules and Regulations for Architects and
Builders. Third edition. Fcap. Svo. Pp. 533. (Lon-
don : E. and F. N. Spon, Ltd., 1923.) 8s. dd. net.

Astronomy

Andoyer, H. Faculte des Sciences de Paris. Cours
d'astronomie. Premiere partie ; Astronomic theorique.

y edition entierement refondue. Sup. Roy. Svo. Pp.

iii-f455. (Paris: J. Hermann, 1923.) 35 francs.*

Hawkins, Mrs. H. P. The Star Calendar, 1923 :

with Star Map of the Northern Hemisphere. Gl. Svo.

Pp. 4. (London : Simpkin, Marshall and Co., Ltd.,

1922.) (yd. net.

Homer, D. W. Easy Astronomy. Cr. Svo. Pp.
XV -(-140. (Glasgow: J. Brown and Sons, 1923.) 5s.net.

Maillard, L. Quand la lumitre fut . . . Tome I : Les
Cosmogonies anciennes. Cr. Svo. Pp. 2144-6 planches.

(Paris : Les Presses universitaires de France, 1922.)
Schorr, R., Herausgegeben von. Carl Riimkers

Hamburger Sternverzeichnis 1845.0, enthaltend 17,724
Sternorter, abgeleitet aus den Beobachtungcn am Meridian-
kreis der Hamburger Sternwarte in den Jahren 1836 bis

1856. Roy. 4to. Pp. xiv 4-488. (Bergedorf : Verlag

der Sternwarte, 1922.) *

Whyte, Rev. C. Our Solar System and the Stellar

Universe : Ten Popular Lectures. Med. Svo. Pp.
xi -1-234 -I- 18 plates. (London: C. Griffin and Co., Ltd.,

. 1923.) los. hd. net.*
Willson, R. W. Laboratory Astronomy. Svo. Pp.

1S9. (London : Oxford University Press, 1923.) 6s. td.

net.

Meteorology : Geophysics

Air Ministry : Meteorological Office. Supplement
No. 2 to Particulars of Meteorological Reports issued by
Wireless Telegraphy in Great Britain and the Countries

of Europe and North .Africa. (Containing Amendments
based on Information available up to 15th November
1922.) Med. Svo. Pp. 16. (London : H.M. Stationery

Office, 1923.) IS. i,d. net*
Air Ministry : Meteorological Office. The Marine

Observer's Handbook. (MO. 21S.) Third edition (with

Corrections to September 1922). Roy. Svo. Pp. iv -1-99.

(London : H.M. Stationery Office, 1922.) 5s. net.*

Air Ministry : Meteorological Office. British

Meteorological and Magnetic Year-book, 1919. Part 4 :

Hourly Values from Autographic Records, 1919 ; com-
prising Hourly Readings of Terrestrial Magnetism at

Eskdalemuir Observatory, and Summaries of the Results

obtained in Terrestrial Magnetism, Meteorology, and
Atmospheric Electricity, chiefly by Means of Self-

recording Instruments, at the Observatories of the

Meteorological Office. (M.O. 235!.) Roy. 4to. Pp.

72+3 plates. (London: H.M. Stationery Office, 1922.)

17s. i>d. net.*

Bureau des Longitudes. Annuaire pour I'an 1923
publie par le Bureau des Longitudes. Demy i6mo. Pp.
viii 4-654 +A118 -(-Bi2 -fCi6 + D72. Supplement a I'An-
nuaire du Bureau des Longitudes pour I'an 1923 : Dis-
tribution des pluies en France. 15 planches. (Paris:
Gauthier-Villars et Cie., 1923.) 6.50 francs.*

Department of Commerce :* U.S. Coast and
Geodetic Survey. Terrestrial Magnetism: Results of
Magnetic Observations made by the United States Coast
and Geodetic Survey in 1921. (Serial No. 205, Special
Publication No. 87.) Med. Svo. Pp. ii4-25. (Washing-
ton : t^overnment Printing Office, 1922.) 5 cents.*
Department of Commerce : U.S. Coast and Geo-

detic Survey. Terrestrial Magnetism : Magnetic De-
cUnation in the United States for January i, 1920. By
D. L. Hazard. (Serial No. 215 : Special Publication
No. 90.) Med. Svo. Pp. 30. (Washington : Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1922.) 5 cents.*
Glazebrook , Sir R., Edited by . A Dictionary of Apphed

Physics. In 5 vols. Med. 8vo. Vol. 3 : Meteorology,
Metrology, and Measuring Apparatus. Pp. vii 4- 839.
(Londcm : Macniillan and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 63s. net.*
McAdie, A. Wind and Weather. Gl. Svo. Pp. 82.

(New York : The Macmillan Co., 1922.) 1.25 dollars.*

Geology : Mineralogy

Aberg, N. La Civilisation eneolithiquc dans la

Peninsule Iberique. (Arbeten utgifna med understod af

Vilhelm Ekmans Universitetsfond, Uppsala, 25.) Sup.
Roy. Svo. Pp. xiv4-204 4-25 plates. (Uppsala: A.-B.
Akademiska Bokliandeln ; 'Leipzig : O. Harrassowitz

;

' Paris : Libr. H. Champion, 1921.) 15 kroner.*
Baren, J. van. On the Correlation between the

Fluvial Deposits of the Lower-Rhine and the Lower-
Meuse in the Netherlands and the Glacial Phenomena in

the Alps and Scandinavia. (MededeeUngen \an de
Landbouwhoogeschool et van de Daaraan Verbonden
Instituten, Deel 23, VerhandeUng i.) Roy. Svo. Pp.
324-iS plates. (Wageningen : H. Veennian, 1922.)

2.50 francs.*

Cotton, C. A. Geomorphology of New Zealand.
Part I : Systematic, an Introduction to the Study of

Land-forms. (New Zealand Board of Science and Art :

Manual No. 3.) Demy Svo. Pp. x 4-462. (WelHngton,
N.Z. : Dominion Museum, 1922.) iSs. ; cloth, 22s. bd."

Cullis, C. G., and Edge, A. B. Report on the
Cupriferous Deposits of Cyprus. Fcap. folio. Pp. 48
4- 5 plates. (London : The Crown Agents for the Colonies,

1922.) 20S.*

Deecke, W. Die Fossilisation. Sup. Roy. Svo. Pp.
vii + 216. (Berlin : Gebriider Borntraeger, 1923.) 8s. 2(/.*

Department of the Interior : United States Geo-
logical Survey. Bulletin 724 : Nitrate Deposits in the
Amargosa Region, South-eastern California. By L. F.

Noble, G. R. Mansfield, and others. Med. Svo. Pp. vii

+ 99+35 plates. (Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1922.) 35 cents.*

Department of the Interior : United States Geo-
logical Survey. Water-Supply Paper 463 : Water
Supply of the United States, 1917. Part 12 : North
Pacific Drainage Basins. B : Snake River Basin. Med.
Svo. Pp. V4-16S4-2 plates. 15 cents. Water-Supply
Paper 47S : Surface Water Supply of the I'nited States,

191S. Part 8 : Western Gulf of Mexico Basins. Med.
Svo. Pp. iv 4- 106 4- 2 plates. 10 cents. Water-Supply
Paper 482 : Surface W'ater Supply of the United States,

1 91 8. Part 12 : North Pacific Slope Drainage Basins; A:
Pacific Basins in Washington and L'pper Columbia River
Basin. Med. 8vo. Pp. V4-173. 15 cents. Water-Supply
Paper 484 : Surface Water Supply of the United States,

191S. Part 12 : North Pacific Slope Drainage Basins.

C : Lower Columbia River Basin and Pacific Slope
Drainage Basins in Oregon. Med. Svo. Pp. v 4- 141 4-2

plates. 15 cents. Water-Supply Paper 490-C : Routes,
to Desert Watering Places in the Lower Gila Region,
Arizona. By C. P. Ross. Med. Svo. Pp. iv 4-44-271-315
4- 7 plates. (Washington : Government Printing Oflfice,

1922.) *
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Fox, C. S. d\i\ Engineering Geology. Key. 8vo.

Pp. xvi + 144. (Ix)ndon : C. Lockwood and Son, 1923.)
i8s. net.*

Gardiner, G. I. Geology. (Science for All Series.) Cr.

8vo. Pp. X 4 138. (London: J. Murray, 1923.) 3s. td*
Geological Survey, Memoirs of the. Special Reports

on the Mineral Kesources of Great Britain. Vol. 4 :

Fluorspar. By K. G. Carruthers and R. \V. Pocock

;

with Contributions by D. A. Wray, H. Dewey, and C. E. N.
Bromehead. Third edition. Med. 8vo. Pp. iv+42.
(Southampton : Ordnance Survey Office ; London :

E. Stanford, Ltd., iqiz.) is. 6d. net.*
Geological Survey, Memoirs of the. England and

Wales ; Explanation of Sheet 238. The Geology of the
Country around Aylesbury and Hemel Hempstead. By
R. L. Sherlock ; wath Contributions by J. Pringle, C. P.
Chatwin, and R. \V. Pocock. Med. 8vo. Pp. vi+66.
(Southampton : Ordnance Survey Office ; London :

E. Stanford, Ltd., 1922.) 3S. net.*

Geological Survey, Scotland, Memoirs of the.

Special Reports on the Mineral Resources of Great Britain.
Vol. 24 : Cannel Coals, Lignite and Mineral Oil in Scotland.
By W. Gibson, from Contributions by J. S. Flett, E. M.
Anderson, G. W. Lee, and M. Macgregor. Roy. 8vo.

Pp. iv+73. (London: H.M. Stationery Office; South-
ampton : Ordnance Survey Office, 1922.) 2s. net.*
Gordon, S. G. The Mineralogy of Pennsylvania.

(Special l'ul)lication No. i.) Sup. Roy. 8vo. Pp. 255 +iv.
(Philadelphia : .\cadeniv of Natural Sciences, 1922.) *

Hatch, F. H., and Rastall, R. H. The Petrology of
the Sedimentary Rocks : a Description of the Sediments
and their Metamorphic Derivatives. Re\'ised edition.

Cr. 8vo. Pp. XV +368. (London: G. Allen and Unwin,
Ltd., 1923.) lis. 6d. net.*
Hennig, E. Geologie von Wurttemberg nebst Hohen-

zoUern. (Handbuch der Geologie und Bodenschatze
Dcutschlands. ) I,ieferung i. Sup. Roy. 8vo. Pp. iii

+ 216. (BerUn : Gebriider Borntraeger, 1922.) Ss. 2d.*
McCann, W. S. Geology and Mineral Deposits of the

Bridge River Map-Area, British Columbia. (Memoir 130,
No. II r Geological Series.) Roy. 8\o. Pp. iii + 115.
(Ottawa : Department of Mines, Geological Survey,
1922.) *

Rinne, F. Krystallographische Formenlehrc und An-
leitung zu kr>stallographisch-optischen sowic rontgeno-
graphischen Untersuchungen. 4-5 Auflage. Pp. 254
+ 1 Tafel. (Leipzig: M. Janecke, 1922.)
Shetelig, H. Primitive Tider i Xorge : En oversigt

over stenalderen. Demy 8vo. Pp. iv+380. (Bergen:

J. Greigs Forlag, 1922.) •

StiUe, H. Die Schrumpfung der Erde : Festrede
gehalten zur Jahresfeier der Georg August-Universitat
zu Gfittingen am 5. Juli 1922. Roy. 8vo. Pp. 37.
(Berlin : Gebriider Borntraeger, 1922.) is. Sd.*
Walkom, A. B. Palaeozoic Floras of Queensland.

Part I : The I'lora of the Lower ana Upper Bowen Series.
(Queensland Geological Surve\-, Publication No. 270.)
Roy. 8vo. Pp. 65. including 9 plates. (Brisbane :

Department of Mines, Queensland Geological Survey,
1922.)*
Werth, E. Der fossile Mensch. Zwelter Teil. Sup.

Roy. 8vo. Pp. 337-576. (Berlin: Gebruder Borntraeger,
1923.) I2S. 8rf.*

Geography: Travel

Anderson, A. H. Croydon with its Surroundings : a
Handbook for Visitors and Residents. With Chapters
by J. E. Morris. Fifth edition. Cr. 8vo. Pp. io8 +xxiii.
(London : Homeland Association, 1923.) is. 6rf. net.

Bruce, J. The .\mericas. (The Explorer Geo-
graphies.) Large Cr. 8vo. Pp. viii + 2i0. (London:
G. Bell and Sons, Ltd., 1922.) js.*

Bryce, Viscount. Memories of Travel. Demy 8vo.
Pp. xiii+300. (London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd.,
1923.) 1 25. 6d. net.*

Cameron, Charlotte. Two Years in Southern Seas.
Med. 8vo. Pp. 315. (London- T. Fisher L'nwin, 1923.)
2IS. net.

Conseil Permanent International pour I'Explora-
tion de la .Mer. On the After-Elfect of Ice-Winters

upon the Deep-Sea Temperatures of the Kattegat. By
J. Gehrkc. (Pubhcations de Circonstance, No. 75.)
Sup. Roy. 8vo. Pp. i8. (Copenhague : A. F. H(ist
et fils, 1922.) *

Enriquez, CM. A Burmese .\rcady : an Account
of a Long and Intimate Sojourn amongst the Mountain
Dwellers of the Burmese Hinterland, with a Description of
their Engaging Characteristics and Customs, etc. Med.
8vo. Pp. 282. (London : Seeley Service and Co., Ltd.,
1923.) 2i,'> net.

Fairgrieve, J., and Young, E. The Human Geo-
graphies : Secondary Series. Book 3 : Auro-Asia. Cr.
8vo. Pp. 344. (London : G. PhiUp and Son, Ltd.,

1923.) 3s. Od. net.

Falls, E. Im Zauborder Wiiste : Fahrten, Entdeckungen
und Ausgrabungen der Mcnasexpedition. 8vo. Pp. xii + 260.
(Freiburg i. Br. : B. Herder, 1922.) 90 marks.
Gilman, Isabel A. .Alaska, the American Northland.

(Inter- .-Vnierican Geographical Readers.) Cr. Svo. Pp.
343. (London, Calcutta and Sydney : G. G. Harrap and
Co., Ltd., 1923.) 5s. net.

Griggs, R. F. The Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes.
Cr. 4to. Pp. xvi -I- 340. (Washington: National Geo-
graphic Society, 1922.) *

Guilloteaux, E. Madagascar et la C6te des Somalis,
Sainte-Marie et les Seychelles ; Leur role et leur avenir.
Fcap. 8vo. Pp. 294. (Paris: Libr. Perrin, 1922.) 7 francs.
Longmans' Geographical Series. Book II : The

World for Junior Students. .New edition. Cr. Svo.
Pp. viii 4-502. (London: Longmans, Green and Co.,
1922.) jS.

Longmans' Geography for the Cape Standards.
Standard III. Cr. 8vo. Pp. 32 +8 maps. gd. Standard
IV. New edition. Cr. 8vo. Pp. 74. is. ^d. (London :

Longmans, Green and Co., 1922.)
McKay, Louise. The Mountains of Mourne : their

Charm and their People. Gl. Svo. Pp. 127. (London :

Jarrolds, Ltd., 1922.) 2s. 6d. net.

Martonne.E.de. Abrege de geographic physique. Med.
Svo. Pp. V +355. (Paris: A. Cohn, 1922.) 15 francs*

Philip, G., Edited by. PhiUp's New Ciraphic Atlas.
Demy 8vo. Pp. xxxii + 16. (London : G. PhiUp and
Son, Ltd., 1923.) 2S. net.

Rasmussen, K. In (br Heimat des Polarmenschen :

Die zweite Thule-Expedition 1916-18. Med. Svo. Pp.
viii-i-366. (Leipzig: F. .V. Brockhaus, 1922.) 1500 marks.

Stefansson, V. Hunters of the Great North. Svo.
(London. Calcutta and Sydney : G. G. Harrap and Co.,
Ltd., 1922.) 6s. net.

Stevens, W. C. Vistas. Cr. Svo. Pp. x -1-129.

(New York : .Monteith Book Company, 1923.)
Sweeting, H. R. Nisbet's Sclf-Help Geography

Series : The Americas. Cr. Svo. Pp. 240. (London :

Nisbet and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 2s. Srf.

Townshend,R.B. A Tenderfoot in Colorado. Med. Svo.
Pp. xiii r 2S2. (London : J. Lane, 1923.) los. 6rf. net.

General Biolojjy : Natural History

Barton, F. T. Our Dogs: and All About Them.
New and revised edition. Post Svo. Pp. xxi -1-334.

(London : Jarrolds, Ltd., 1923.) 7s. 6d. net.

Bent, A. C. Life Histories of North American Petrels
and Pelicans and their Allies : Order Tubinares and
Order Steganopodes. (Smithsonian Institution : I'nited
States National Museum, Bulletin 121.) Roy. Svo. Pp.
xii -f 343 -f 69 plates. (Washington: Government Print-
ing Office, 1922.) 80 cents*
Burlingame, L. L., Heath, H., Martin, E., and

Pelrce, G. L. General Biology. Svo. Pp. xxix -1-368.

(New York : H. Holt and Co., 1923.) 3.50 dollars.

Coleridge, Hon. G. Pan's People : the Lure of
Little Beasts. Demy Svo. Pp. 183. (London : T.
Fisher l"nwin, 1923.) 9s. net.*

Daniel, J. F. The Elasmobranch Fishes. Sup. Roy.
Svo. Pp. xi-h334. (Berkeley, Cal. : University of
California I^ress, 1922.) 4.50 dollars.*

Drury, W. D. Garden Animals : Friends and Foes.
Cr. Svo. Pp. 145. (London :

" Bazaar, Exchange and
Mart," 1922.) 2s. net.
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Hall, H. R. Kound the Year in Kichinond Park :

Birds, Mowers and Trees. Gl. 8vo. Pp. 63. (London ;

Selwyn and Blount, I-td., 1923.) is. net.

Hebard, M. Studies in Malayan, Melanesian and
Australian Tettigoniida; (Orthoptera). (Proceedings of

the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, Vol.

74.) Sup. Roy. 8vo. Pp. I2i-2gy +plates 11-22. (Phila-

delphia : Academy of Natural Sciences, 1922.) *

Jameson, A. P. Report on the Diseases of Silk-

worms in India. Sup. Roy. 8vo. Pp. v-»-i65-(-8 plates.

(Calcutta: Government Printing Office, 11322.) 3 rupees.*

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries. Report on
Market Measurements in Relation to tlie EngUsh Cod
Fishery during the Years 1912-14. By E. S. Russell.

(Fishery Investigations, Series 2, Vol. 5, No. i.) Fcap.
folio. Pp. 76. (London : H.M. Stationery Office, 1922.)

1 6s. net.*

Morgan, T. H., assisted by Sturtevant, A. H.,
|

MuUer, H. J., and Bridges, G. B. The Mechanism
of Mendelian Heredity. New edition. 8vo. Pp. xxiv
4- ^60. (New York : H. Holt and Co., 1923.) 5 dollars.

Morgan, T. H. A Laboratory Manual, to accompany
"The Mechanism of Mendelian Heredity." 8vo. Pp.

Id. (New York: H. Holt and Co., 1923.) 25 cents.

Parnell, F. R., with the assistance of Rangaswami
Ayyangar, G. N., Ramlah, K., and Srinivasa Ay-
yangar, C. R. The Inheritance of Characters in Rice,

|

II. (Memoirs of the Department of Agriculture in

India, Botanical Series, Vol. 11, No. 8.) Cr. 4to. Pp.

185-20S + 5 plates. (Calcutta ; Thackcr, Spink and Co. ;

London : \V. Thackcr and Co., 1922 ) 1.4 rupees ; is. id.*
\

Roule, L. Les Poissons migrateurs, !eur vie et leur

pcche. L'n important probleme d'histoiic naturelle

oceanographique et economique. (Bibhotheque de Culture

generale.) Fcap. 8vo. Pp. 175. (Paris: E. Flam-
,

marion, 1922.) 4.50 francs.
j

Schulze, P., Herausgegeben von. Biologic der Tiere
[

Dcutschlands. Licferung i, Tcil 1-},. Demy 8vo. Pp.

2.12 -1-3. 31. (Berlin; Gebriider Borntraeger, 1922.) 8rf.*

Warmington, Rev. E. J. Comparative Humanology.
Roy. 8vo. Pp. xi-t-jOi. (London: Jarrolds, Ltd., 1923.)

12s. (id. net.

Botany : Horticulture : Forestry

Anderson, O. G., and Roth, F. G. Insecticides and
Fungicides, Spraying and Dusting Equipment : a
Laboratory Manual with Supplementary Text Material.

Med. 8vo. Pp. 337. (New York : J. Wiley and Sons,

Inc., 1923.) 3 dollars.

Davis, W. Plant Propagation. Edited by W. D.

Drury. Cr. 8vo. Pp. 211. (London: "Bazaar, Ex-
change and Mart," 1922.) },s. bd. net.

Gunston, H. W., and Hawkes, G. W. Principles

and P'racticc of School Gardening and Connected Hand-
work. (Pitman's Handwork Series.) Demy 8vo. Pp.

195. (London: Sir I. Pitman and Sons, Ltd., 1922.)

bs. net.

Hegi, G. lUustrierte Flora von Mitteleuropa, mit
besonderer Beriicksichtigung von Deutschland, Osterreich

und der Schweiz. 40-41 Lieferung, Band IV, 2 (1-2

Lieferung). 42-44 und 45-47 Lieferung, Band IV, 2

(Lieferung 3-8). (Miinchen : J. F. Lehmann, 1922.)

Linsbauer, K., Herausgegeben von. Handbuch der
Pilanzenanatomie. Allgemeiner Tcil : Cytologic (Die

Organc der Zellc). Band 2 : .-Mlgemeine Pflanzenkaryo-

logie. Von G. Tischler. Sup. Roy. 8vo. Lieferung 6.

Pp. 577-768. Licferung 7. Pp. xv -i- 769-899. (BerUn :

Ciebriider Borntraeger, 1922.) 2 parts, 16s. 5^.*

Onslow, M. W. Practical Plant Biochemistry.

Second edition. Roy. 8vo. Pp. ^1 + 194. (Cambridge:
At the I'niversity Press, 1923.) 12s. bd. net.*

Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. Bulletin of Mis-

cellaneous Information. Appendix I., 1923 : List of

Seeds of Hardy Herbaceous Plants and of Trees and
Shrubs. Roy. 8vo. Pp.31. (London: H.M. Stationery

Office, 1922.) Sd. net.*

Weatherwax, P. The Story of the Maize Plant.

(University of Chicago Science Series.) (Chicago : Uni-
versitj- of Chicago Press ; London : Cambridge University

Press, 1923.) 1.75 dollars.

Zoology

Kiihn, A. Grundriss der allgemeinen Zoologie fur
Studiercnde. Roy. 8vo. Pp. viii 4-212. (Leipzig: G.
Thieme, 1922.) 5s. id.* ,
Trouessart, E. L. La Distribution geographique des

aniraau.x. (Encyclopedic scientifique ; Bibliothcque de
Zoologie.) Cr. 8vo. Pp. 332. (Paris : G. Doin, 1922.)

Agriculture

Allen, A. H. Electricity in Agriculture : the Uses
of Electricity in Arable, Pasture, Dairy and Poultry
Farming ; Horticulture ; Pumping and Irrigation ;

Electroculture and General Mechanical and Domestic
Service on Farms. (Pitman's Technical Primers.) F'cap.

Svo. Pp. x + iiy. (London: Sir I. Pitman and Sons,
Ltd., 1923.) 2s. bd. net.

Andre, G. Proprietes generales des sols en agri-

culture. (Collection Armand Colin. ) Fcap. Svo. (Paris:
A. Colin, 1923.) 5 francs.

Macklin, T. Efficient Marketing for Agriculture :

its Ser\ices, Methods and Agencies. (Social Science
Te.xt-books. ) Ex. Cr. Svo. Pp. x\dii-f4i8. (London:
Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 12s. 6d. net.*
Mukerji, N. G. Handbook of Indian Agriculture.

Fourth edition. Svo. Pp. 622. (Calcutta : Thacker,
Spink and Co. ; London : \V. Thacker and Co., 1923.)
19s. net.

Sundararaman, S. A New Ciinger Disease in Goda-
veri District. (Memoirs of the Department of Agriculture
in India, Botanical Series, Vol. 11, No. 9.) Cr. 4to. Pp.
209-217-1-4 plates. (Calcutta : Thacker, Spink and Co.

;

London : W. Thacker and Co., 1922.) i rupee ; is. 4^.*

University of Oxford : Institute for Research in

.\gricultural Economics. The Producti\'ity of Hill Farm-
ing : being the Report of an Inquiry in Three Typical
Districts. Prepared by J. P. Howell. Demy Svo. Pp.
23. (London : O.xford University Press, 1922.) is. net.*

Anatomy : Physiology

Abderhalden, E. Nahrungsstoffe mit besonderen
Wirkungen : I'nter besonderer Beriicksichtigung der Be-
deutung bisher noch unbekannter Nahrungsstoffe fiir die
Volksernahrung. (Die Volksernahrung, Heft 2.) Pp.
ii-F26. (BerUn : J. Springer, 1922.)

Anrep, G. V., and Harris, D. T. Practical Physiology.
Roy. Svo. Pp. xi + 2i2. (London : J. and A. ChurchiU,
1923.) los. bd. net.*

Grulee, G. G. Infant Feeding. Fourth edition. Pp.

397. (Philadelphia and London : W. B. Saunders Co.,

Ltd., 1922.) 22s. bd. net.

Heiduschka, A. Ole und Fette in der Ernahrung.
(Die Volksernahrung, Heft 3.) Pp. ii+34. (BerUn:

J. Springer, 1923.)
Hill, L. W. Practical Infant Feeding. Svo. Pp. 483.

(Philadelphia and London : W. B. Saunders Co., Ltd.,

1922.) 24s. net.

Hober, R. Lehrbuch der Physiologie des Menschen.
Dritte. ncubcarbeitetc Auflage. Pp. viJi4-56S. (Berlin:

'

J. Springer, 1922.)
Juckenack, A. Unserc Lebensmittel vom Standpunkt

der Vitaminforschung. Wird \oraussichtlich die weitere
Erforschung der physiologischen Bedeutung der X'itamine

die bisherige Herstellung, Zubereitung und Beurteilung
der Lebensmittel wesentlich beeinflussen ? (Die Volks-
ernahrung, Heft 4.) Pp.ii-r5o. (Berhn •

J. Springer,i923.)

Kiss, F. Topogiaphisch-anatomische Sezieriibungen.
(Lehmannsmcdizinische Lehrbiicher.) Pp.83. (Miinchen:

J. F. Lehmann, 1922.) los.

Neumann, R. O. Das Brot. (Die Volksernahrung,
Heft I.) Pp. ii + 114. (Berhn: J. Springer, 1922.)
Newman, H. H. The Physiology of Twinning.

(University of Chicago Science Series.) (Chicago: Uni-
versity of Chicago Press ; London : Cambridge Uni\ersity
Press, 1923.) 1.75 dollars.
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Osterhout, W. J. V. Injury, Recovery and Death
in Relation to Conductivity and Permeability. (Mono-
graphs on Experimental Biology.) 8vo. Pp. 260.

(Philadelphia and Xx>ndon : J. B. Lippincott Co., 1923.)
loi. 6</. net.

Robinson, A., Edited by. Cunningham'.s Text-book
of Anatomy. Fifth edition. Pp. 1577. (London : H.
Frowde and Hodder and Stoughton, 1922.) 42s.

Tomes, Sir C. S. A Manual of Dental Anatomy,
Human and Comparative. Eighth edition, edited by
H. W. M. Tims, with the assistance of C. B. Henry.
Demy 8vo. Pp. vi +547. (London : J. and A. Churchill,

1923.) i8s. net.*
Triepel, H. Lehrbuch der Entwicklungsgeschichte.

Zweite Auflage. Pp. 211. (Leipzig: G. Thieme, 1922.)
9s. (yd.

Anthropology : Ethnology

Bilby, J. W. .^mong Unknown Eskimo : an Account
of Twelve Years' Intimate Relations with the Primitive
Eskimo of Ice-bound Baffin Land, with a Description of

their Ways of Living, Hunting Customs and Beliefs.

Demy 8vo. Pp. 280 -1- 16 plates. (London: Seeley
Service and Co., Ltd., 1923.) i\s. net.'

British Museum. Guide to the Maudslay Collection

of Maya Sculptures (Casts and Originals) from Central
America. Demy 8vo. Pp. 94+8 plates. (London:
British Museum, Bloomsbury, 1923.) is. i>d. net.*

Fleure, H. J. The Races of England and Wales : a
Survey of Recent Research. Gl. 8vo. Pp. 118. (London:
Bonn Bros. Ltd., 1923.) 5s. net.*

Glfford, E. W. Californian Kinship Terminologies.
(University of CaUfornia PubUcations in American
Archicology and Ethnology, Vol. 18.) Sup. Roy. 8vo.

Pp. 285. (Berkeley, Cal. : University of CaUfornia
Press, 1922.) 4 dollars.*

Goldenweiser, A. A. Early CiviUzation : an Intro-

duction to .Anthropology. Roy. 8vo. Pp. xiv+428;
(London, Calcutta and Sydney : G. G. Harrap and Co.,

Ltd., 1923.) 15s. net.

Petrie, W. F. A History of Egypt. In 6 vols. Vol i :

From the Earliest Kings to the XVIth Dynasty. Tenth
edition, revised. Cr. 8vo. Pp. xvi + 294. (London:
Methuen and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 12s. net.*

Philosophy : Psychology

Bousfield, P. The Omnipotent Self : a Study in
-Self-Deccption and Self-Cure. Cr. 8vo. Pp. vii-i-171.

(London : Kegan Paul and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 55. net.

Campion, G. G. Elements in Thought and Emotion :

an Essay on Education, Epistemology, and the Psycho-
Neural Problem. Demy 8vo. Pp. xvi + 162. (London:
University of London Press. I,td.. 1923.) 7s. 6rf. net.*

Fuller, Sir B. Causes and Consequences. Demy
8vo. Pp. X + 291. (London: J.Murray, 1923.) 12s.net.*
King, D. M. Nerves and Personal Power : Some

Principles of Psychology as applied to Conduct and
Health. Demy 8vo. Pp. 311. (London: G. Allen and
Unwin, Ltd., 1923.) los. 6rf. net.

Lucka, E. The Evolution of Ix)ve. Translated by
EUie Schleussner. Demy 8vo. Pp. 303. (Ixjndon : G.
Allen and Unwin, Ltd., 1922.) los. 6rf. net.*

Pflster, O. Some Applications of Psycho-Analysis.
Authorised English Version. Demy 8vo. Pp. 352.
(London : G. Allen and Unwin, Ltd., 1923.) 165. net.*

Rivers, W. H. R. Psychology and PoUtics. and
other ICssays. (International Library of Psychology,
Philosophy and Scientific Method.) Demy 8vo. Pp.
\-ii + i8i. (London: Kegan Paul and Co., Ltd.; New
York : Harcourt, Brace and Co., Inc., 1923.) 12s. ti.

net.*
Rivers, W.H.R. Conflict and Dream. (International

Library of Psychologj-, Pliilosophy and Scientific Method.)
Demy 8vo. Pp. xi + 195. (London: Kegan Paul and
Co., Ltd. ; New York : Harcourt, Brace and Co., Inc.,

1923.) I2S. bd. net.*

Stekel, W. Conditions of Nervous Anxiety and their

Treatment. Authorised translation by Rosalie Gabler.
Demy Svo. Pp. xii+435. (London: Kegan Paul and
Co., Ltd.; New York: Dodd, Mead and Co., 1923.)
25s. net.*

Thouless, R. H. An Introduction to the Psychology
of Religion. Cr. 8vo. Pp. vi-i-286. (Cambridge: At
the University Press, 1923.) 7s. 6rf. net*
Ward, J. A Study of Kant. Demy Svo. Pp. vii

+ 206. (Cambridge: At the University Press, 1923.)
I2S. bd. net.

Wulf, M. de. Mediaeval Philosophy : illustrated from
the System of Thomas Aquinas. Demy 8vo. Pp. 151.

(Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard University Press ; London :

Oxford University Press, 1923.) 8s. bd. net.

Bacteriology : Hygiene

Hope, E. W., in Collaboration with Hanna, W., and
Stallybrass, C. O. Industrial Hygiene and Medicine.
Demy 8\o. Pp. viii -t- 766. (London : Bailliere, Tindall
and Cox. 1923.) 21s. net.*

Kristensen, M. Investigations into the Occurrence
and Cla.<^sification of the Hoemoglobinophilic Bacteria.

Pp. 272. (Copenhagen : Levin and Munksgaard, 1922.)
Robertson,W.G. A. Aids to Public Health. (Students'

Aids Series.) Pott Svo. Pp. 167. (London : Bailliere,

Tindall and Cox, 1923.) 3s. bd. net.

Medicine : Surgery

Baetjer, F. H., and Waters, C. A. Injuries and
Diseases of the Bones and Joints : their Differential
Diagnosis by means of the Roentgen Kays. Roy. Svo.
(London : H. K. Lewis and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 70s. net.

Barr, M. W., and Maloney, E. F. T)-pes of Mental
Defectives, Roy. Svo. (London : H. K. Lewis and Co.,
Ltd., i<)22.) i6s. net.

Bayliss, Sir W. M. The Colloidal State in its Medical
and Physiological Aspects. (Oxford Medical Publica-
tions.) Cr. Svo. Pp. viii +95. (London: H. Frowde
and Hodder and Stoughton, 1923.) 6s. net.

Binnle, J. F. Manual of Operative Surgery. Eighth
edition, revised and enlarged. Roy. Svo. (London :

H. K. I,ewis and Co., Ltd.. 1922.) 63s. net.

Bordier, H. Diathermic et diathermotherapie. Pp.
512. (Paris: J. -B. Bailliere et fils, 1922.) 30 francs.
Bosanquet, W. C., and Wilson, G. S. Green's

Manual of Pathology and Morbid Anatomy. (University
Series.) Thirteenth edition, revised and enlarged. Demy
Svo. Pp. \iii + 624 + 7 plates. (London : BailUere,
Tindall and Cox, 1923.) 21s. net.

Brockbank, E. M. The Diagnosis and Treatment of
Heart Disease : Practical Points for Students and Practi-
tioners. Fifth edition, thoroughly revised and enlarged.
Cr. Svo. Pp. xi-i-232. (London : H. K. Lewis and Co.,
Ltd., 1923.) 6s. bd. net.

Brown, W. L. The Sympathetic Nervous System in
Disease. (Oxford Medical Publications.) Second edition.
Demy Svo. Pp. 161. (London : H. Frowde and Hodder
and Stoughton, 1923.) los. bd. net.

Brugsch, T. Allgemeine Prognostik. Zweite er-

weiterte .-Auflage. Pp. 623. (Berlin und Vienna : Urban
und Schwarzcnberg, 1922.) 3240 marks.
Burnet, J. Dictionary of Medical Treatment and

Diet. Second edition. Pp. 156. (London : A. and C.
Black, Ltd., 1922.) -js.

Burrows, H. Mistakes and Accidents of Surgery.
Demy Svo. Pp. x+470. (London: Bailliere, 'Tindall

and Cox, 1923.) los. bd. net.

Clark, A. J. Apphed Pharmacology. Med. Svo.
Pp. 398. (London : J. and A. Churchill, 1923.) 15s.

net.

Goadby, Sir K. Diseases of the Gums and Oral
Mucous Membrane. (Oxford Medical Publications.)
Roy. Svo. Pp. xvi+383. (London: H. Frowde and
Hodder and Stoughton, 1923.) 42s. net.
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Hare, Dorothy G. Notes on Rheumatism and Gout.
Cr. i6mo. Pp. 82. (London : The Scientific Press,

Ltd., 1923.) IS. 3^. net.

Hare, F. On Alcoholism : its Clinical Aspects and
Treatment. Pp. xi+269. (London: J. and A. Churchill,

1923) 5S- net.

Hewer, C. L. Anaesthesia in Children. Pp. iii.

(London : H. K. Lewis and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 45. 6d. net.

Jameson, J. An Introduction to Electrotherapy :

for the Use of Students. Cr. 8vo. Pp. 208. (London :

H. K. Lewis and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 6s. net.

Johnstone, R. W. A Text-book of Midwifery : for

Students and Practitioners. (Edinburgh Medical Series.)

Fourth edition. Cr. 8vo. Pp. 536. (London : A. and
C. Black, Ltd., 1923.) 15s. net.

Journ^, M. Precis de pathologic medicale. Pp.
1269. (Paris ; A. Maloine et fils, 1923.) 25 francs.

Karn, Mary N., and Pearson, K. Studies in National
Deterioration, X. : Study of the Data provided by a
Baby-Clinic in a large Manufacturing Town. (Depart-
ment of AppUed Statistics, University of London, Uni-
versity College : Drapers' Company Research Memoirs.)
Roy. 4to. Pp. iv + 128. (London: Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, 1922.) 15s.*

Lawson, Sir A. War Bhndncss at St. Dunstan's.
(Oxford Medical Publications.) Demy 8vo. Pp. vii + 148.
(London: H. Frowde and Hodder and Stoughton, 1923.)
7s. bd. net.

Lindsay, J. A. Medical Axioms, Aphorisms and
Clinical Memoranda. Cr. 8vo. Pp. \-iii -F 192. (London:
H. K. Lewis and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 6s. net.*
MacKenna, R. W. Diseases of the Skin : a Manual

for Students and Practitioners. Roy. 8vo. Pp. x -(- 460.
(London : Bailliere, Tindall and Cox, 1923.) 21s. net.

Macleod, J. M. H. Diseases of the Skin : a Text-
book for Students and Practitioners. Roy. 8vo. (Lon-
don : H. K. Lewis and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 70s. net.

MacMichael, W. The Gold-headed Cane. New
edition, with an Introduction and Annotations by
G. C. Peache\'. Cr. 4to. Pp. xxxii4-i95. (London:
H. Kimpton, 1923.) i8s. net.

Mathieu, P., Richard, G., et Haranchipy. Traite-
ment des maladies cardio-vasculaires par le massage, le

mouvement et les agents physiques. Cr. 8vo. Pp. 144.
(Paris : G. Doin, 1922.)
Medical Research, Committee of the Privy Council

for. Report of the Medical Research Council for the
Year 1921-22. Roy. 8vo. Pp. 125. (London : H.M.
Stationery Office, 1922.) 3s. bd. net.*
Medical Research Council. Special Report Series,

No. 71 : Aetiology and Pathology of Rickets from an
Experimental Point of View. (London : H.M. Stationery
Office, 1922.) 4s. net.

Moodie, R. L. The Antiquity of Disease. (University
of Chicago Science Series.

)
(Cliicago : University of

Chicago Press ; London : Cambridge University Press,

1923.) 1.50 dollars.

Osier, Sir W. Aequanimitas : with Other Addresses
to Medical Students, Nurses, and Practitioners of Medicine.
Second edition, fifth impression, with three additional
addresses. 8vo. Pp. 485. (London : H. K. Lewis and
Co., Ltd., 1922.) 7s. bd. net.

Paget, O. F. A Simple Treatment for Tuberculosis.
Cr. 8vo. Pp. xxiii-i-So. (London, Bombay and Sydney :

Constable and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 5s. net.
Robey,W. H. The Causes of Heart Failure. (Harvard

Health Talks.) Fcap. 8vo. Pp.45. (Cambridge, Mass. :

Harvard University Press ; London : Oxford University
Press, 1923.) 4s. bd. net.

Rochard, E., et Stern, W. M. Therapeutique
post-operatoire k I'usage des chirurgiens, praticiens et
infirmieres. Demy 8vo. Pp. 723. (Paris : G. Doin,
1923.) 30 francs.

Saalfeld, E. Kosmetik : ein Leitfaden fur praktische
Arzte. 6 verbesserte Auflage. Pp. 136. (Berlin : J.
Springer, 1922.)

Scottish Board of Health. Report of the Circum-
stances attending the Deaths of Eight Persons from
BotuUsm at Loch Maree (Ross-shire). By G. R. Leighton.
Roy. 8vo. Pp. 47. (Edinburgh and ' London : H.M.
Stationery Office, 1923.) 2s. bd. net.*

Spittel, R. L. Frambcesia Tropica (Parangi of

Ceylon). Demy 8vo. Pp. iv-i-59. (London: BailUere,

Tindall and Cox, 1923.) 5s. net.

Stern, F. Die epidemische Encephalitis. Pp. 228.

(Berlin : J. Springer, 1922.)
Stevens, A. A. The Practice of Medicine. 8vo. Pp.

1 106. (Philadelphia and London,: W. B. Saunders Co.,

Ltd., 1922.) 35s. net.

Tidy, H. L. A Synopsis of Medicine. Third edition,

revised and enlarged. Cr. 8vo. Pp. xv 4-985. (Bristol:

J . Wright and Sons, Ltd. ; London : Simpkin, Marshall
and Co., Ltd. ; Toronto : The Macmillan Company of

Canada, Ltd., 1923.) 21s. net.

Witherbee, W. D., and Remer, J. X-ray Dosage
in Treatment and Radiography. Fcap. 8vo. Pp. vii

+ 87. (New York: The Macmillan Co.; London:
Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 8s. net.*

Miscellaneous

Alton, R. Violin Making and Repairing. (" Work "

Handbooks.) Cr. 8vo. Pp. 152. (London : Cassell and
Co., Ltd., 1923.) IS. bd. net.

Ballore, R. de M. de. Under the Direction of.

Index Generalis : General Year Book of the Universities,

High Schools, Academies, Archives, Libraries, Scientific

Institutions, Botanical and Zoological Gardens, Museums,
Observatories and Learned Societies. Fcap. 8vo. Pp.
2111. (Paris: Gauthier-Villars et Cie, 1923.) 55 francs;

35S-*
Board of Education. Report of the Consultative

Committee on Differentiation of the Curriculum for Boys
and Girls respectively in Secondary Schools. Ro)-. 8vo.

Pp. xvi-i-193. (London : H.M. Stationery Office, 1923.)
2s. 9rf. net.*
Dannemann, F. Die Naturwissenschaften in ihrer

Entwicklung und in ihrem Zusammenhange. Band 3.

Pp. 434. (Leipzig : W. Engelmann, 1922.)

Department of the Interior : Bureau of Education.
Supervision of Rural Schools. By Katherine M. Cook.
(Bulletin No. 10.) Med. 8vo. Pp. iii-(-iii. (Washing-
ton : Government Printing Office, 1922.) 15 cents.*

Jordan, D. S. The Days of a Man : being Memories
of a Naturahst, Teacher, and Minor Prophet of Democracy.
In 2 vols. Med. 8vo. Vol. i, 1851-1S99. Pp. xxix

+ 7104-56 plates. Vol. 2, 1900-1921. Pp. xxix 4-906

4-56 plates. (Yonkers-on-Hudson, N.Y. : World Book
Co., 1922.) 15 dollars.*

Oesterreich, T. K. Occultism and Modern Science.

Translated from the second German edition. Cr. 8vo.

Pp. vii 4- 181. (London: Methuen and Co., Ltd., 1923.)
6s. net.*
Royal Society of London. Year-book of the Royal

Society of London, 1923. (No. 27.) Demy 8vo. Pp.
iv 4-202. (London : Harrison and Sons, Ltd., 1923.)

7s. bd*
Science Masters' Association. Elementary Science,

Nature Study, and Practical Work in Preparatory Schools
and the Lower Forms of Secondary Schools : being a
Report of the Sub-Committee appointed by the Science

Masters' Association, 1922. Demy 8vo. Pp. 20. (Lon-
don : Oxford University Press, 1923.) is. net.*

Sudan Government : Scientific Research Com-
mittee. Bibliography of Scientific and Technical Litera-

ture relating to the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, published
subsequently to 1900. Ro)'. 8vo. Pp. 45. (Khartoum :

Sudan Printing Press, 1922.) P.T. 10 ; 2s.*

Thompson, G., and Leslie, G. H. General Science.

Part I. (Cassell's Library of Applied Science.) Sup.
Roy. i6mo. Pp. 160. (London: Cassell and Co., Ltd.,

1923.) 2S. net.*

Tregarthen, J. C. John Penrose: a Romance of the
Land's End. Cr. 8vo. Pp. vi4-342. (London: J.
Murray.) 7s. bd. net.*

Wells, H. G. The Outline of History : being a Plain

History of Life and Mankind. The Definitive edition,

reWsed and rearranged by the Author. Imp. 8vo. Pp.
xix 4-631. (London, New York, Toronto and Melbourne :

Cassell and Co., Ltd., 1923.} 21s. net.*
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Recent Scientific and Technical Books.
Volii'iies marked ifit/i an asterisk have been receivtil at "NATiJki;" OfTice.

Mathematics

Assistant Masters, Association of. The Teaching
of Elementary Geometry : being the Keport of a Special
Sub-Committee appointed by the Incorporated Associa-
tion of Assistant Masters in Secondary Schools. Cr. 8vo.
Pp.15. (London : Oxford University Press, 1923.) is.net.
Bauer, E. La Throne de la relati^te. Gl. 8vo.

Pp. iv-H28. (Paris: Librairie de I'Enseignement
technique, 1922.) 6 francs.

Brewster, G. W. Commonsense of the Calculus.
Gl. 8vo. Pp. 62. (Oxford : Clarendon Press ; London :

Oxford University Press, 1923.) 2s. net.
Bryan, G. H. Mathematical Tables. Roy. 8vo. Pp.

27. (London : Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 3s. 6(/.*

Bullard, J. A., and Kiernan, A. Plane and Spherical
Trigonometry. With stereographic projections. Cr. 8vo.
Pp.250. (London and Sydney : D. C. Heath and Co., 1923.)
6s. net ; Answers, is. td. net.
Cunha, P. J. da. ReflexOes s6bre a teoria dos con-

juntos. 8vo. Pp.64. (Lisboa: Imprensa Nacional, 1922.)
Eddington, A. S. The Mathematical Theory of

Relativity. Imp. 8vo. F^. ix + 247. (Cambridge: At
the University Press, 1923.) 20s. net.*
Fonten^, G. La Relativit6 restreinte. Avec un

appendice sur la relati\'it6 g^n^ralisee. Gl. 8vo. Pp.
116. (Paris: Libr. Vuibert, 1923.) 6 francs.

Geiringer, H. Die Gedankenwelt der Mathematik.
8vo. Pp. 200. (Berhn und Frankfurt a. M. : Verlag
der Arbeitsgemeinschaft, 1922.) 35 marks.
McKay, H. Arithmetic Reconsidered. Cr. 8vo. Pp.

180. (London : Evans Bros., Ltd., 1923.) 4s. 6d. net.
Mangoldt, H. v. Einfiihrung in die hohere Mathe-

matik fiir Studierende und zum Selbststudium. Large 8vo.
Band i : Anfangsgriinde der Infinitcsimalrechnung und
der analytischen Geometric. 4 Auflage. Pp. xviii + 516.
Band 2 : Diflerentialrechnung. 3 Auflage. Pp. xii +531.
(Leipzig: S. Hirzel, 1923.) 16,000 Mark jcder Band.
Orwin, C. S. Farm Costing and Accounts. Cr. 8vo.

Pp. 31. (London: Bcnn Bros., Ltd., 1923.) is. 6d.
net.*

Rose, W. N. Mathematics for Engineers. Part 2.

Second edition. (Directly-Useful Technical Series.) Demy
8vo. Pp. xiv 4-423. (London: Chapman and Hall,
Ltd., 1923.) 13s. 6a!. net.*
Shade, S., and Margolis, L. Mathematics for

Technical and Vocational Schools. Cr. 8vo. Pp. 491.
(London : Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1923.) 12s. (>d. net;
Answers, is. 3^. net.

Mechanics: Mechanical Engineering:

Aeronautical Research Committee. Reports and
Memoranda. No. 705 : Experiments on Complete Models
of Six Aeroplanes, is. 9(i. net. No. 729 : Reduction of
the Effective Value of Young's Modulus in Flexible
Compression Members. 3^. net. No. 772 : Model Tests
of 64 Section Biplane Wings with Flaps, dd. net. No.
794 : Aerodynamic Loading of Airships. 3^. net. No.
798 : Air Consumption and B.H.P. of Aero Engines.
IS. 3(/. net. No. 804 : Tandem Aerofoils. 6rf. net. No.
809 : Determination of Rotary Derivatives : with an
Appendix on Approximate Formula; for Rotary Deriva-
tives, lorf. net. (London: H.M. Stationery Office,

I9-'.1)

Board of Trade. Water - tube Marine Boilers

:

Standard Conditions for Design and Construction.
(Ij)ndon : H.M. Stationery Office, 1923.) id. net.
Colvin, F. H., and Haas, L. L. Jigs and Fixtures :

a Reference Book showing many Types of Jigs and
Fixtures in Actual Use, and Suggestions for Various
Cases. Second edition, revised and enlarged ; second
impression. Med. 8vo. Pp. vii-(-237. (London:
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Ltd., 1922.) 12s. 6d.*

Croft, T., Edited by. Machinery Foundations and Erec-
tion. (Power Plant Series.) Ex. Cr. 8vo. Pp. xv-t-69i.
(London: McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Ltd., 1923.) 25s.*

Hepworth, W., and Lee, J. T. Railway Permanent
Way : Dimensional Theory and Practice. A Manual for
Engineers, Inspectors. Foremen, etc. (Manchester :

Charks Lever, 40 King Street West, 1922.) 12s. 6rf. net.
Hetzel, F. V. Belt Conveyors and Belt Elevators.

Med. 8vo. Pp. 333. (New York : J. Wiley and Sons,
Inc.

; London : Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1922.) 25s.
net. (Corrected entry.)

Institute of Marine Engineers. Internal Combustion
Engines : Papers Read and Discussed at the Premises
of Marine Engineers, 85-88 The Minories, Tower Hill, E.i,
December 1922. Demy 8vo. Pp. 600. (London : In-
stitute of Marine Engineers, 1923.) r2s. 6d. net.
Jacobs, F. B. Cam Design and Manufacture. Med,

8vo. Pp. vii+122. (London: Constable and Co., Ltd.,

)-9^i) 13-f- net.

Jamieson, A. A Text-Book on Heat and Heat
Engines : Specially Arranged for the Use of Engineers
QuaUf>-ing for the Institution of Civil Engineers, the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers, the Institution of
Electrical Engineers, the Diplomas and Degrees of
Technical Colleges and Universities, and Honours Certi-
ficates of the City and Guilds of London Institute, in
Mechanical Engineering, and for Engineers generally.
Vol. 2. Eighteenth edition, rewritten by E. S. Andrews.
Ex. Cr. 8vo. Pp. xvi+428. (London; C. Griffin and
Co., Ltd., 1923.) 8s. 6rf. net.*

Leigh, C. W. Practical Mechanics and Strength of
Materials. Cr. 8vo. Pp. viii+293. (London: McGraw-
Hill Publishing Co., Ltd., 1923.) iis. 3^.*
Logue, C. H. American Machinist Gear Book:

Simjilified Tables and Formulas for Designing, and
Practical Points in Cutting all Commercial Types of
Gears. Thoroughly revised by R. Trautschold. Third
edition; second impression. Med. 8vo. Pp. ix 4-353.
(London: McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Ltd., 1922.) 15s.*
Moore, H. Some Factors Effecting the Utihsation

of Heavy Fuel Oils in Internal Combustion Engines.
Roy. 8vo. Pp. 32. (London : E. and F. N. Spon, Ltd.,
1923.) 5s. net.

Miiller, C. H., und Prange, G. Allgemeine Mechanik.
Pp- >^+55i- (Hannover: Helwing'sche Buchhandlung,
ly-;.? )

Ramsey, J. A., and Rosbloom, J. 20th Century
Guide for Marine Engineers. Gl. 8vo. Pp. 537. (Lon-
don : Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1923.) 15s. net.

Ross, J. F. S. An Introduction to the Principles of
Mechanics. Demy 8vo. Pp. x-f400. (London:
Jonathan Cape, 1923.) 12s. 6rf. net.*

Schelest, A. Probleme der wirtschaftUchen Loko-
motivcn. 8vo. Pp. 152. (Leipzig und Wien : F.
Deutickc, 1923.)
Snodgrass, J. M., and Guldner, F. H. An In-

vestigation of the Properties of Chilled Iron Car Wheels.
Part 2 : Wheel F'it, Static Load, and Flange Pressure
Strains, Ultimate Strength of Flange. Conducted by the
luigineering Experiment Station, University of Illinois,

in co-operation with the .Association of Manufacturers of
Chilled Iron Car Wlieels. (Bulletin No. 134.) Med.
8vo. Pp. 72. (Urbana, 111. : University of Illinois

F^ngineering Experiment Station, 1922.) 40 cents.*
Webb, W. L. Railroad Construction, Theory and

Practice : a Textbook for the Use of Students in Colleges
and Technical Schools and a Handbook for the Use of
Engineers in Field and Office. Seventh edition, revised
and enlarged. Fcap. 8vo. Pp. xvii-H847. (New York:
J. Wiley and Sons, Inc. ; L.ondon : Chapman and Hall,
Ltd., 1923.) 25s. net.

Wilson, W. M. The Grading of Earth Roads.
(Circular No. 10.) Med. 8vo. Pp. 27. (Urbana, III. :

University of Illinois Engineering Experiment Station,

1923.) 15 cents.*

Physics : Electrical Engineering:

Aeronautical Research Committee. Reports and
Memoranda. No. 778 : An Electric Motor of Small
Diameter for Use inside Aeroplane Models, zd. net.
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No. 807 : R.A.E. Electrical Indicator for High-speed
Internal Combustion Engines ; also Pressure Gauge for
Maximum Pressures, gd. net. (London : H.M. Station-
ery Office, 1923.)

Ballantine, S. Radio Telephony for Amateurs.
Demy 8vo. Pp. 296. (London : Chapman and Hall,
Ltd., 1923.) IS. 6d. net.

Boltzmann.L. Vorlesungen uber Gastheorie. Teil I :

Theorie der Gase mit einatomigen Molekiilen, deren
Dimensioncn gegon die mittlere Weglange verschwindcn.
3 unverandcrter Abdruck. Pp. viii+204. G.Z. 6 marks.
Teil II : Theorie van der Waals ; Gase mit zusammcngc-
setzten Molekiilen ; Gasdissoziation ; Schlussbemerkungcn.
3 unveranderter Abdruck. Pp. x -1-265. G.Z. 7 marks.
(Leipzig : J. A. Barth, 1923.)
Born, M. La Theorie de la relativite d'Einstein et

ses bases physiques : Expose el^nientaire. Traduit de
I'allemand d'apres la seconde edition par F.-A. Finkel-
stein et J. G. Verdier. Roy. Svo. Pp. xi+339. (Paris :

Gauthier-Villars et Cie, 1923.) 25 francs.*
Brillouin, L. La Theorie des quanta et I'atome de

Bohr. (Recueil des Conferences-Rapports de Documenta-
tion sur la Physique. Vol. 2, i"^ Serie, Conferences 4, 5,
6. lidite par la Societe " Journal de Physique.")
Med. Svo. Pp. i8i. (Paris : Les Presses universitaires
de France, 1922.) 15 francs.*

Bureau of Standards. Radio : the Principles under-
lying Radio Communication. From Data Prepared by
the Bureau of Standards. Cr. Svo. Pp. 349. (London :

A. F. Bird, 1923.) 5s. net.

Cermak, P. Die Rontgenstrahlen. (Sonderausgabe
aus " Handbuch der Elektrizitat und des Magnetismus,"
herausgegeben von L. Graetz. Band III.) Pp. iv + 130.
(Leipzig : J. A. Barth, 1923.) G.Z. 4 marks.
Fran9ois, E. Cours elementaire d'electricite. i"-

annee. (Bibliothcque d'Enseignement technique et pro-
fessionnel.) Fcap. Svo. Pp. 352 -f 6 planches. (Paris:
G. Doin, 1923.) 12 francs.

Graetz, L., Herausgegeben von. Handbuch der
Elektrizitat und des Magnetismus. Band III, Lieferung
4. Pp. xii-f 350. G.Z. 16 marks. Band III voUstandig :

Elektronen und lonen. Pp. xii -H074. G.Z. 48 marks.
(Leipzig: J. A. Barth, 1923.)
Groume-Grjimailo, \V.-E. The Flow of Gases in

Furnaces. Translated from Russian into French by
L. Dlougatch and A. Rothstein. Translated from the
French by A. D. Williams. With an Appendix upon the
Design of Open-Hearth Furnaces. Med. Svo. Pp. xxi +
399. (New York : J. Wiley and Sons, Inc. ; London :

Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1923.) 275. 6d. net.*
Gutton, C. La Lampe a trois Electrodes. (Recueil

des Conferences-Rapports de Documentation sur la
Physique. Vol. 5, 1'= Serie, Conferences 11. 12, 13.
6dit6 par la Societe " Journal de Physique.") Med. Svo.
Pp. iSi. (Paris : Les Presses universitaires de France,
1923.) 15 francs.*

Keinath, G. Die Technik der elektrischen Messgerate.
Zweite erweiterte Auflage. Svo. Pp. 477. (Miinchen :

R. Oldenbourg, 1922.)
Luckiesh, M. Visual Illusions : their Causes, Char-

acteristics, and Applications. Med. Svo. Pp. ix-f252.
(London, Bombay and Sydney : Constable and Co., Ltd.,
1922.) 15s. net.*

" Mechanical World " Electrical Pocket Book, 1923.
Fcap. Svo. Pp. 326+ Diary. (London: Emmott and Co.,
Ltd., 1923.) IS. 6d. net.

Pender, H., and Del Mar, W. A., Edited by. Hand-
book for Electrical Engineers : a Reference Book for
Practising Engineers and Students of Engineering.
Compiled by a Staff of Speciahsts. Fcap. Svo. Pp.
xxiii-(-2263. (New York: J. Wiley and Sons, Inc.;
London : Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1922.) 30s. net.*
Ricker, C. W., and Tucker, C. E. Electrical

Engineering Laboratory Experiments. Med. Svo. Pp.
xiv 4-310. (London: McGraw-Hill PubUshing Co., Ltd.,
1922.) IIS. id.*
Thomson, Sir J. J. Les Rayons d'electricite positive

et leur application aux analyses chimiques. Traduit
d'apres la 2"^^ Edition anglaise par R. Fric et A. Corvisy.
Svo. Pp. x-f223-f9 planches. (Paris: J. Hermann,
1923.) 20 francs.

Chemistry
Atack, F. W., Edited by. Assisted by Whinyates, L.

The Chemists' Year Book, 1923. Vol. i. Pp. iv-f422.
Vol.2. Pp. vii +423-1107 +xv. Pott Svo. (Manchester:
Sherratt and Hughes, 1923.) 21s.net.*
Conant, J. B., Clarke, H» T., Adams, R., and

Kamm, O., Edited by. Organic Syntheses : an Annual
Publication of Satisfactory Methods for the Preparation
of Organic Chemicals. Vol. 2. Med. Svo. Pp. vii -1- 100.
(New York : J. Wiley and Sons, Inc. ; London : Chapman
and Hall, Ltd., 1922.) 7s. 6d. net.*

Darling, E. R. Inorganic Chemical Synonyms and
Other Useful Chemical Data. Second edition, revised
and enlarged. Gl. Svo. Pp. vii-mg. (New York:
D. Van Nostrand Co., 1922.) i dollar net.
Darmstaedter, E. Die Alchemie des Geber, iibersetzt

und erklart. Pp. 202. (Berlin : J. Springer, 1922.)
Fuller, H. C. The Story of Drugs : a Popular Ex-

position of their Origin, Preparation, and Commercial
Importance. Demy Svo. Pp. xii -(-358. (London: T.
Werner Laurie, Ltd., 1923.) 15s. net.

Getman, F. H. OutUnes of Theoretical Chemistry.
Third edition, thoroughly revised and enlarged. Demy
Svo. Pp. xi 4-625. (New York: J. Wiley and Sons, Inc.

;

London : Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1922.) iSs. 6d. net.*
Holde, D. The Examination of Hydrocarbon Oils

and of Saponifiable Fats and Waxes. Second edition,
enlarged. Svo. (London : Chapman and Hall, Ltd.,

1923.) 30s. net.

Houben, J., Herausgegeben von. Die Methoden der
organischen Chemie. (WeyIs Methoden.) Zweite Aufage.
Band II. Pp. 1114. (Leipzig: G. Thieme, 1923.) 33s.
Kalning, H. Das cheraische Praktikum des MUUers

und Backers. Zweite, verbesserte Auflage. Svo. Pp.
91. (Leipzig : W. Engelmann, 1922.) 1.25 marks.
Lagueur, B. (Stephen Mlall). The Problem of

Solution : a Tavern Talk between certain Chymists and
Others. With an Introduction by H. E. Armstrong,
and Critical Letters by T. M. L/Owry, A. Findlay, and
Others. Demy 8vo. Pp. 33. (London : Benn ISros.,

Ltd., 1923.) 2s. net.*

Meyer, H. Lehrbuch der organisch-chemischen
Methodik. Erster Band : Analyse und Konstitutions-
Ermittelung organischer Verbindungen. Vierte, vermehrte
und umgearbeitete Auflage. Pp. xxxvi -1- iigi. (Berlin :

J. Springer, 1922.) G.Z. 56 marks.
Mulliken, S. P. A Method for the Identification of

Pure Organic Compounds by a Systematic Analytical
Procedure based on Physical Properties and Chemical
Reactions. Vol. 4 : Containing Classified Descriptions
of about 3700 of the more Important Compounds belong-
ing to Fourteen of the Higher Orders. Sup. Roy. Svo.
Pp. vii -I- 238. (New York: J. Wiley and Sons, Inc. ;

London: Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1922.) 30s. net.*
Newell, L. C. Practical Chemistry. Cr. Svo. Pp.

viii-f543. (London and Sydney: D. C. Heath and Co.,

1923) 5^-*

Swarts, F. Cours de chimie inorganique. Troisieme
edition, revue et augmentee. Roy. Svo. Pp. iv-(-734.

(Bruxelles : M. Lamertin, 1922.) 50 francs.*

Swarts, F. Cours de chimie organique. TroisiEme
edition, revue et augmentee. Roy. Svo. Pp. iii4-674.

(Bruxelles : M. Lamertin ; Paris : J. Hermann, 192 1.)

50 francs.*

Thorpe, J. F., and Ingold, C. K. Synthetic Colour-
ing Matters : Vat Colours. (Monographs on Industrial
Chemistry.) Demy Svo. Pp. xvi-t-491. (London:
Longmans, Green and Co., 1923.) i6s. net.*

Trautz, M. Lehrbuch der Chemie. Band II. Pp.
xxxiv-f634. (Berlin und Leipzig: W. de Gruyter und
Co., 1922.) 25s.

Waeser, B. Die Luftstickstoff-Industrie. Pp. vii -1-

586. (Leipzig : O. Spamer, 1922.) 33,600 marks.
Winderlich, R. Chemie fiir Jedermann. Pp. 112.

(Leipzig : T. Thomas, 1922.)
Wolffenstein, R. Die Pflanzenalkaloide. Dritte,

verbesserte und vermehrte Auflage. Pp. viii-f5o6.

(Berlin : J. Springer, 1922.) G.Z. 18 marks.
Vlppo, A. P„-Tabellen. Zweite, unveranderte Auf-

lage. Svo. Pp. iv-t-75. (Berhn : J. Springer, 1923.)
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Technolog:y
Adams, H. Structural Design in Theory and Practice.

Second edition. Med. 8vo. Pp. 268. (London : Con-
stable and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 10s. (>d. net.

Bacon, R. F., and Hamor, W. A. American Fuels,

(ifellon Institute Technochemical Series.) 2 Vols. Med.
8vo. Pp. 1245. (London : McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.,

Ltd., 1923.) 60X.

Bresson, P. Manuel du prospecteur. (Bibliotht'que
professionnclle.) Pott 8vo. Pp. 452. (Paris: J.-B.
Bailliere et lils, 1923.) 12 francs net.*

Bryant, R. C. Lumber : its Manufacture and Dis-
tribution. Med. 8vo. Pp. xxi+539. (Xew York: J.
Wiley and Sons, Inc. ; London : Chapman and Hall,

Ltd., 1922.) 23s. net.*
Campana, C. R., et Turck, R. Metallurgie et

siderurgic en Australie. 8vo. Pp. viii + 208. (Paris:
Editions de I'Office national du commerce exterieur,

1922.)
Caquas, J.-M. Organisation administrative indus-

trielle appliquee a la construction mecanique en petite

et moyenne serie. 4to. Pp. So. (Paris : Libr. Dunod,
1922.) 10 francs.

Desmaret, L., et Lehner, S. Manuel pratique de la

fabrication des encres ; Encres a ecrire, a copier, de
couleurs, metalliques, a dessiner ; Encres d'imprimcrie.
(Collection Tignol.

) y edition fran9aise. Fcap. 8vo. Pp.
372. (Paris : Gauthier-Villars et Cie, 1923.) 12

francs.

Dumesnil, P. Fabrication de la poussicre blanche :

chaux, ciment, plAtre. Roy. 8vo. Pp. 468. (Paris :

Revue des materiaux de construction et de travaux
publics, 1922.)

Eckel, E. C. Cements, Limes, and Pla.stcrs : their

Materials, Manufacture, and F'roperties. Second edition,

rexised and partly rewritten. Med. 8vo. Pp. xxxi +
655. (New York : J. Wiley and Sons, Inc. ; London :

Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1922.) 32s. bat. net.*
Hall, A. J. Dyes and their Application to Textile

Fabrics. (Pitman's Common Commodities and In-

dustries.) Cr. 8vo. Pp. ix + ii8. (London: Sir I.

Pitman and Sons, Ltd., 1923.) 35. net.*
Hassack, K. Warcnkunde. II : Organische Waren.

(Sammlung Goschen Nr. 223.) 4 erganzte Auflagc. Pott
8vo. Pp. 150. (BerUn und Leipzig: W. de Gruyter und
Co., 1922.) IS.

Hemming, E. Plastics and Molded Electrical Insula-
tion. Pp. vii+313. (New Y'ork : The Chemical Catalog
Co., Inc., 1923.) 5 dollars.

Jakway, B. C. The Principles of Interior Decoration.
Ex. Cr. 8vo. Pp. xvi + 289 + 16 plates. (New York:
The Macmillan Co. ; London : Macmillan and Co., Ltd.,

1922.) I2S. net.

Lozach, P. Agglomeres et pierres artificielles : Con-
siderations gfenerales et technique particuliere. Roy.
8vo. Pp. 39. (Paris : Revue des materiaux de con-
struction et de travaux publics, 1922.)
Marsh, J. E. Suggestions for the Prevention of the

Decay of Building Stone. Demy 8vo. Pp. 20. (Oxford :

B. Blackwell, 1923.) is. f>d. net.

Osann, B. Lehrbuch der Eisen- und Stahlgiesserei.
Verfasst fiir den Gebrauch t>cim Unterricht, beim Selbst-
studium und in der Praxis. Funfte, neu bearbeitete
Auflage. Large 8vo. Pp. xi+693. (Leipzig: W. Engel-
mann, 1922.) 21 marks.

Fillet, J. Traite de st^riotomie (charpente et coupe
des pierres). 4to. Pp. ii + 167. (Paris: A. Blanchard,
1923.) 20 francs.

Plowman, G. T. Etching and Other Graphic Arts:
an Illustrative Treatise. Revi.scd and enlarged edition.
Med. 8vo. Pp. 165. (London : J. Lane, Ltd., 1923.)
I5i. net.

Frat, D. de. Nouveau Manuel complet de filatifte.

2' partie : F'ibres vegetales. (Manuels Roret.) Pott 8vo.
Pp. vi + 514. (Paris: L. Mulo, 1922.)
Scherer, R. Die Kreide, deren Vorkommen, Gcwin-

nung und Verwertung. (Chemische-technische Bibliothek,
Band 372.) (Wien und Leipzig : A. Hartleben, 1922.)
Soper, E. K., and Osbon, C. C. The Occurrence

and Uses of Peat in the United States. (Department of

the Interior : United States Geological Survey, Bulletin
728.) Mod. 8vo. Pp. x + 207 + 18 plates. (Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1922.) 50 cents.*
White, F. B. H. Nickel : the Mining, Refining and

Apphcations of Nickel. (Pitman's Common Commodities
and Industries.) Cr. Svo. Pp. x + ii8. (I^ndon : Sir
I. Pitman and Sons, Ltd., 1923.) },s. net.*
Winter, M. Die Schmierniittel-Anwendung : Mineralol-

Industriehandbuch, Grenznormcn und technische An-
forderungen der Fachverbande fiir sparsame Betriebs-
wirtscliaft. 3 Auflage. Pp.330. (Hannover : C. R. Vin-
centz, 1922.)

Astronomy
Ball, Sir R. S. Great .Xstronomers. Cheap edition.

Ex. Cr. 8vo. Pp. 386. (London : Sir I. Pitman and
Sons, Ltd., 1923.) 5s. net.

Ball, Sir R. S. In Starry Realms. Cheap edition.
Ex. Cr. Svo. Pp. 384. (London : Sir I. Pitman and
Sons, Ltd., 1923.) 5i. net.

Ball, Sir R. S. In the High Heavens. Cheap Edition.
Ex. Cr. Svo. Pp. 386. (London : Sir I. Pitman and
Sons. Ltd., 1923.) 5s. net.

British (Terra Nova) Antarctic Expedition, 1910-
1913. Observations on the Aurora. By C. S. Wright.
(Published for the Committee of the Captain Scott
Antarctic Fund.) Med. 4to. Pp. viii +48. (London;
Harrison and Sons, Ltd., 1921.) 7s. bd. net.*
Brown's Completed Burdwood .\zimuth Tables. New

edition, revised and enlarged ; with additional Appendix.
Roy. Svo. Pp. 338. (Glasgow : J. Brown and Son,
1923.) lox. iid. net.

Hagen, J. G., und Stein, J., Herausgegeben von.
Specola .Astronomica Vaticana V. Die veranderUchen
Sterne. Erster Band : GeschichtHch-technischer Tcil.

Von J. G. Hagen. Roy. 4to. Pp. xx + 8ii. (Freiburg
im Breisgau und London : Herder und Co., G.m.b.H.,
1921.) 42s.*
Hertzsprung, E. Mean Colour Equivalents and

Hypothetical Angular Semi-Diameters of 734 Stars
brighter than the Fifth Magnitude and within 95 ' of the
North Pole. (Annalen van de Sterrewacht te Leiden.
Deel 14, Stuk i.) Med. 4to. Pp. 55. (Haarlem:
Joh. Knschcde en Zoon, 1922.) *

Hertzsprung, E., and Rhijn, F. J. van. The Proper
Motions of 2088 Stars and the Motion of the Open Cluster
Messier 67, derived from Photographic Plates taken by
E. Hertzsprung at the Potsdam Observatoryi; Measured and
Discussed by P. J. van Rhijn. (PubUcations of the Kapteyn
Astronomical Laboratory at Groningen, No. 33.) Roy.
4to. Pp. 15+xxii. (Groningen: Hoitsema Bros., 1922.)*
Jeans, J. H. The Nebular Hypothesis and Modern

Cosmogony : Being the Halley Lecture delivered on
23rd May 1922. Demy Svo. Pp. 3 1 + 4 plates. (Oxford:
Clarendon Press ; London : Oxford University Press,

1923.) 2S. i>d. net.*

Lichtenstein, L. Astronomic und Mathematik in

ihrer Wechselwirkung. Svo. Pp. vii + 97. (Leipzig :

S. Hirzel, 1923.) 6000 marks.
Luyten, W. J. Observations of Variable Stars.

(Annalen van de Sterrewacht te Leiden, Deel 13, Stuk 2.)

Med. 4to. Pp. 64. (Haarlem: Joh. Enschedfi en Zoon,
1922.)*
Newcomb, S. Astronomy for Everybody : a Popular

Exposition of the Wonders of the Heavens. Cheap
edition. Demy Svo. Pp. 366. (London : Sir I. Htman
and Sons, Ltd., 1923.) 5s. net.

Rhijn, F. J. van. On the Mean Parallax of Stars of
Determined Proper Motion, Apparent Magnitude and
Cialactic Latitude for each Special Class. (Publications

of the Kapteyn Astronomical Laboratory at Groningen,
No. 34.) Roy. 4to. Pp. vii + 80 -(- 25. (Groningen:
Hoitsema Bros,. 1923.) *

Sande Bakhuyzen, H. G. van de. Note sur la

refraction a I'intericur d'une lunette horizontale dont
la temperature varie proportion nellement a la hauteur.
Determination des constantcs de la flexion du cercle

meridicn. (Annalen van de Sterrewacht te Leiden, Deel

13, Stuk I.) Med. 4to. Pp. 24. (Haarlem: Joh.
Ensched6 en Zoon, 1921.) *
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Meteorology : Geophysics

Baldit, A. iStudes elementaires de meteorologic
pratique. Deuxieme edition. Roy. 8vo. Pp. xiii+428.

(Paris : Gauthier-Villars et Cie, 1922.) 24 francs.*

Department of Commerce : U.S. Coast and
Geodetic Survey. Results of Observations made at

the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey Magnetic
Observatory near Honolulu, Hawaii, 1919 and 1920.

By D. L. Hazard. (Serial No. 200.) Med. 4to. Pp.

97 +7 plates. (Washington: Government Printing Office,

1922.) 20 cents.*

Department of Commerce : U.S. Coast and
Geodetic Survey. Results of Observations made at

the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey Magnetic
Observatory at Cheltenham, Maryland, 1919 and 1920.

By D. L. Hazard. (Serial No. 214.) Med. 4to. Pp.

97 + 11 plates. (Washington : Government Printing
Office, 1922.) 30 cents.*

Meisinger, G. LeRoy. The Preparation and Signifi-

cance of Free-Air Pressure Maps for the Central and
Eastern United States. (U.S. Department of Agriculture :

Weather Bureau. Monthly Weather Review, Supple-
ment No. 21.) Med. 4to. Pp. 77-1-22 charts. (Wash-
ington : Government Printing Office, 1922.) 25 cents.*

Geology : Mineralogy

Andree, K. Geologic in Tabellcn fiir Studierende der
Geologic, Mineralogie und des Bergfachs, der Geographic
und der Landwirtschaft. Demy 8vo. Teil i. Pp.
XV -1-96. Teil 2. Pp. 97-134. Teil 3. Pp. 135-228.
(Berlin: Gebriider Borntraeger, 1921-1922.) 3 parts, 8x.*

Department of the Interior : United States Geo-
logical Survey. Water-Supply Paper 486 : Water
Powers of the Cascade Grange. Part 4 : Wenatchee and
Entiat Basins. By G. L. Parker and L. Lee. Med. 8vo.

Pp. iv 4-76-1-9 plates. 30 cents. Water-Supply Paper
490-D : Routes to Desert Watering Places in the Papago
Country, Arizona. By I\. Bryan. Med. 8vo. Pp. vi + 4
+ 317-429 -I- 10 plates. (Washington: Government Print-

ing Office, 1922.)*

Department of the Interior : United States Geo-
logical Survey. Professional Paper 131-B : A Section
of the Paleozoic Formations of the Grand Canyon at tlic

Bass Trail. (Shorter Contributions to General Geology,
1922.) Med. 4to. Pp. 23-73 +plates 19-25. (Washing-
ton : Government Printing Office, 1922.) *

Imperial Mineral Resources Bureau. Mineral
Industry of the British Empire and Foreign Countries,

1913-19. Strontium Minerals. (London : H.M. Station-

ery Office, 1923.) Jid- net.

Imperial Mineral Resources Bureau. Mineral
Industry of the British Empire and Foreign Countries,

1919-1921. Aluminium (including Bauxite and Cryolite.)

P^. 31. (London : H.M. Stationery Office, 1923.) is.net.

Jones, L. J. Notes on Petroleum and Natural Gas,
and the Possibilities of their Occurrence in New South
Wales. (Mineral Resources, No. 31.) Roy. 8vo. Pp.
48. (Sydney : Department of Mines, Geological Survey,
1 92 1.) IS. hd*
Kenny, E. J. Tin. (Bulletin No. i.) Roy. 8vo.

Pp. 19. (Sydney ; Department of Mines, Geological
Survey, 1922.) is.*

Knowlton, F. H. The Laramie Flora of the Denver
Basin : with a Review of the Laramie Problem. (Depart-
ment of the Interior : United States Geological Survey,
Professional Paper 130.) Med. 4to. Pp. iv + 175 + 28
plates. (Washington: Government Printing Ofiice, 1922.)

40 cents.*
Levy, F. Quartarstudien in den Chiemgauer Bergen.

(Ostalpinc Formenstudien, Abteilung i. Heft 3.) 8vo.

Pp. 80 + 3 Tafeln. (Berlin: Gebriider Borntraeger, 1922.)
Levy, F. Quartare FormenentwicUlung der Schlierseer

Borge und ihrer Nachbarschaft. (Ostalpinc Formen-
studien, Abteilung I, Heft 2.) 8vo. Pp. 140+7 Tafeln.
(BerUn : Gebriider Borntraeger, 1922.)
Nickles, J. M. Bibliography of North American

Geology for 1919-1920. (Department of the Interior :

United States Geological Survey, Bulletin 731.) Med. 8vo.
Pp.282. (Washington: GovernmentPrintingOfRce, 1922.)*

Payne, F. W. Diatomaceac : Liostephania and its

Allies. Demy 8vo. Pp. 30 + 4 plates. (London: Whel-
don and Wesley, Ltd., 1922.) 3s. net.*

Schofield, S. J., and Hanson, G. Geology and Ore
Deposits of Salmon River District, British Columbia.
(Memoir 132, No. 113 Geological Series.) Sup. Roy.
8vo. Pp. ii+8i+4 plates + 1 rfap. (Ottawa: Depart-
ment of Mines, Geological Survey, 1922.) *

Winchell, N. H., and Winchell, A. N. Elements of

Optical Mineralogy : an Introduction to Microscopic
Petrography. Entirely rewritten and much enlarged by
A. N. Winchell. Second edition. Part i : Principles
and Methods. Med. 8vo. Pp. xv+2i6. (New York:
J. Wiley and Sons, Inc. ; London : Chapman and Hall,
Ltd., 1922.) 17s. bd. net.*
Wright, W. J. Geology of the Moncton Map-area.

(Memoir 129, No. no Geological Series.) Sup. Roy. 8vo.
Pp. ii + 69 + 7 plates + 4 maps. (Ottawa : Department
of Mines, Geological Survey, 1922.) *

Ziegler, V. Le Petrole : son origine, sa composition, sa
recherche. Adapte de I'ou vrage " Popular Oil Geology " par
A.Martin. 8vo. Pp. xviii + 161. (Paris: F. Alcan, 1922.)

Geography : Travel

Aspinall, A. The Pocket Guide to the West Indies.
GI. 8vo. Pp. 498. (London : Sifton, Praed and Co.,
Ltd., 1923.) los, net.

Bacon's Elementary Relief Atlas of the World. Con-
taining 26 plates of coloured Political Maps and 16 Relief
Maps. Cr. 4to. Pp. 40. (London : G. W. Bacon and
Co., Ltd., 1923.) IS. net.

Bacon's Excelsior Atlas of the World. Containing
32 coloured Maps and -^^ inset Maps. Cr. 4to. Pp. 18.

(London : G. W. Bacon and Co., Ltd., 1923.) is. 6rf. net.

Bacon's Excelsior Elementary Atlas. Containing 32
coloured Maps and 29 inset Maps. With index. Cr. 4to.

Pp. 36. (London : G. W. Bacon and Co., Ltd., 1923.)
15. 6d. net.

Bartholomew, J., Edited by. The Handy Reference
Atlas of the World. Tenth edition. Cr. 8vo. Pp. 466.
(Edinburgh : J. Bartholomew and Son, Ltd., 1923.)
Cloth, I2S. 6rf. net ; Quarter morocco, 15s. net ; FuU
morocco, 21s. net.

Baty, R. B. du. 15,000 Miles in a Ketch. Fcap. 8vo.
Pp. 288. (London, Edinburgh and New York : T. Nelson
and Sons, Ltd., 1922.) is. 6d.

Bingham, H. Inca Land : Explorations in the
Highlands of Peru. Med. 8vo. Pp. xvi + 365+45 plates.

(London : Constable and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 24s. net.*
British (Terra Nova) Antarctic Expedition, 1910-

1913. Determinations of Gravity. By C. S. Wright.
(Pubhshed for the Committee of the Captain Scott
.•\ntarctic Fund.) Med. 4to. Pp. 106+4 plates. (Lon-
don : Harrison and Sons, Ltd., 1921.) 7s. i>d. net.*
Carslaw, W. H. Holiday Rambles and Studies.

Pott 4to. Pp. 245. (Paisley : A. Gardner, 1923.)
7s. bd. net.

Christol, F. Quatre ans au Cameroun. 8vo. Pp.
2.(8+8 planches. (Paris: Society des Missions evange-
liques de Paris, 1922.)

Collins' Wide World Geography Reader : America.
Revised. Med. 8vo. Pp. 174. (London : W. Collins,

Sons and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 3s. 3d. net.

Cornish, G. A. A Canadian School Geography. Cr.

Svo. Pp. xiv+450. (Toronto: J. M. Dent and Sons,
Ltd., 1922.) *

Cornish, G. A., Under the Editorship of. The
Canadian School Atlas. Prepared at the Edinburgh
Geographical Institute. Demy 4to. Pp. v+65 maps 4-

16. (Toronto : J. M. Dent and Sons, Ltd., 1922.) •

Daye, P. Sam ou le voyage dans I'optimistc Amferique.
Svo. Pp. vi + 248. (Paris: Pcrrin et Cic, 1922.)
Franklin, T., Edited by. Orographical, Regional,

Economic Atlas. Part 6 : British Empire. Cr. 4to.

Pp. 32. (Edinburgh : W. and A. K. Johnston, Ltd. ;

London : Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1923.) is. bd. net.*

Gobineau, Comte de. Trois ans en Asie (de 1853
a 1858). 8vo. Tome I. Pp. viii+312. Tome II. Pp.
iv+288. (Paris: B. Grasset, 1923.)
Gontard, J. A travers la Californie. Svo. Pp.

258 + 20 planches. (Paris ; P. Roger et Cie, 1922.)
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Grfebert, F. Au Gabon (Afrique ^quatoriale frani;aise).

8vo. Pp. 21O. (I'aris : Societe des Xfissions evangeliques
de Paris, 192^.)
Hinks, A. R. Maps and Survey. Second edition.

Demy 8vo. Pp. xvi + 258 + 26 plates. (Cambridge At
the University Press, 1923.) I2j. bd. net.*

Howard-Bury, C. K. A la comiuete du Mont
Everest. Traduction fran^aise par G. Moreau. 8vo.
Pp. 426. (Paris : Payot et Cie, 1923.) 20 francs.

Leutenegger, A. Begriff, Stellung und Einteilung der
Geographic. 8vo, Ppvi + i6o. (Gotha : J. Perthes, 1922.)
Murray, S. S., Edited by. A Handbook of Nyasaland.

Med. 8vo. Pp. 350. (London : The Crown Agents for

the Colonics, 1925.) 5s.net.
Nutting, W. W. The Track of the " Typhoon." Pp.

xvii+270. (Xew York: Motor Boat PubUsliing Co.,

1922.) 2 dollars.

Parkinson, T. W. F. A Junior Geography of the
British Isles. Kevised, with Maps and Diagrams. Gl.

8vo. Pp.178. (London: W. Collins, Sons and Co., Ltd.,

1923.) IS. id. net.

Shorthose, W. T. Sport and Adventure in Africa :

a Record of Twelve Years of Big Game Hunting, Cam-
paigning, and Travel in the Wilds of Tropical Africa.

Demy 8vo. Pp.316. (London: Seeley, Service and Co.,

Ltd., 1923.) 21s. net.

Survey of India. Explorations in the Eastern Kara-
Koram and the Upper Yarkand Valley. Narrative Report
of the Survey of India Detachment with the Dc FiUppi
Scientific Expedition, 1914. Fcap. folio. Pp. iii+42+5
plates. (Dehra Dun : Office of the Trigonometrical
Survey, 1922.) 3 rupees ; 6s.*

Wilmore, A. Great Britain and Ireland. (Bell's

Geographical Series.) Gl. 8vo. Pp. xii + 262+32 plates.

(London : G. Bell and Sons, Ltd., 1923.) 4s.*

General Biology: Natural History

Apert, E., Cu^not, L., Darwin, le Major, Houssay,
F., March, L., Papillaut, G., Perrier, E., Richet, C,
Schreiber, G. Kugenique et .selection. (Bibliotheque
gfenerale des Sciences sociales. ) Demy 8vo. Pp. iii +
248. (Paris : F. Alcan, 1922.) 15 francs net.*
Batten, H. M., Edited by. Tracks of British Animals.

Life size, on Chart 20 in. x 30 in. (Edinburgh : W. and
A. K. Johnston, Ltd. ; London : Macmillan and Co.,

Ltd., 1923.) 4s. net.*

Burke, H. E., Hartman, R. D., and Snyder, T. E.
The Lead-Cable Borer or " Short-Circuit " Beetle in
CaUfornia. (United States Department of Agriculture,
Bulletin So. 1107, ftofessional Paper.) Med. 8vo. Pp.
56 + 10 plates. (Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1922.) 20 cents.*
Chapman, W. G. Green Timber Trails : Wild

Animal Stories of the Upper Fur Country. Ex. Or. Svo.
Pp. 306. (London : Leonard Parsons, Ltd., 1923.)
8s. (>d. net.

Cohen-Kysper, A. Kontinuitat des Keimplasmas
Oder Wiederherstellung der Keimzelle ? Vortrag gehaltcn
auf der Hundcrtjahrfeier der GescUschaft Deutscher
Naturforscher und Arzte zu Leipzig im September 1922.
Demy 8vo. Pp. 24. (Leipzig: J. A. Barth, 1923.)
G.Z. 0.2 marks.*

Fabre, J. H. Fabre's Book of Insects. Retold from
Alexander Teixeira de Mattos' translation of Fabre's
" Souvenirs entomologiques " by Mrs. U. Stawell. Cheap
edition. Cr. Svo. Pp. 290. (London : T. Nelson and
Sons, Ltd., 1923.) 2s. net.

Fabre, J.-H. Souvenirs entomologiques : litudcs sur
I'instinct et les mccurs des insectes. (Sixi6me s6rie.)

lidition ditinitive illustr6e. 8vo. Pp. iv-H454-n6
planches. (Paris : Libr. Delagrave, 1922.)

Friese, H., Bcarbeitet von. Die curopilischen Bienen
(Apida;) : Das Leben und Wirken unserer Blumenwespen.
Eine Darstellung der Lebensweise unserer wilden wie
gesellig Icbenden Bienen nach eigenen Untersuchungen
fiir Naturfreunde, Lchrer und Zoologen. Roy. Svo.
Lieferung 2. Pp. U3-208 +Tafeln 8-13. los. Lieferung 3.

Pp. 209-304 +Tafeln 14-19. 5s. (BerUn und Leipzig:
W. de Gruyter und Co., 1923.) *

Haeckel, E. The ICvolution of Man : a Popular
Scientific Study. Vol. i : Human Embryology or Onto-

geny. Translated from the fifth enlarged edition by
J. McCabe. Reprint. Demy 8vo. Pp. 378. (London :

Watts and Co., 1923.) 2s. bd. net.

Hentschel, E. Grundziige der Hydrobiologie. (Jena:
G. Fischer. 1923.) G.Z. 4.50 marks.

Horsfield, H. K. Siddights on Birds: an Intro-

duction to the Study of British Bird Life. Med. Svo.

Pp.226. (London: Heath Cranton, Ltd., 1923.) 12s. 6d.

net.

Hudson, W. H. The Book of a NaturaUst. Cheap
edition. Cr. Svo. Pp. 290. (London: T. Nelson and
Sons, Ltd., 1923.) 2s. net.

Jacobsen, J. P., and Johansen, A. C. On the
Causes of the Fluctuations in the Yield of some of our
Fisheries. 2 : The Eel Fisheries. (Meddelelser fra

Kommission for Havunders^gelser. Serie Fiskeri, Bind
6, Nr. 9.) Sup. Roy. 4to. Pp. 32. (K<^benhavn : C. A.
Reitzel, 1922.) 2.75 kroner.*

Johansen, A. O. On the Density of the young Plaice

Population in the Eastern Part of the North Sea and the

Skagcrak in Pre-War and in Post-War Years. (Med-
delelser fra Kommission for Havunders^gelser. Serie

Fiskeri, Bind 6, Nr. 8.) Sup. Roy. 4to. Pp. 31. (K^ben-
havn : C. A. Reitzel, 1922.) 2.50 kroner.*

Koch, A. Mikrobiologisches Praktikum. Pp. 109.

(BcrUn : J. Springer, 1922.)
Myers, Harriet W. Western Birds. Ex. Cr. Svo.

Pp. xii+391+45 plates. (New York: The Macmillan
Co.; London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1922.) i8s.net.*

Oort, E. D. van, Ondcr redactie van. Capita Zoo-
logica : VerhandeUngen op Systematisch-Zoologisch gebied.

Dccl I, .\flevering 4 : Dipterologische Studien, DoUchopo-
dina; der indo-austraUschen Region. Sup. Roy. 4to.

Pp. 247 + 19 Tafeln. ('s Gravenhage : M. NijhofI, 1922.)

24 guilders.*

Poulsen, E. M. On the Frequency and Distribution

of Crangon vulgaris, Carcimis mmnas and Porluntis liol-

satus in the Danish Coastal Waters. (Meddelelser fra

Kommission for Havundersi^gelser. Serie Fiskeri, Bind
6, Nr. 7.) Sup. Roy. 4to. Pp. 18. (K^benhavn : C. A.

Reitzel, 1922,) 1.65 kroner.*
Pratt, Alice D. A Homesteader's Portfolio. Cr.

Svo. Pp. viii + i8i+S plates. (New York: The Mac
millan Co.; London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1922.)

9S. net.

Sconce, H. J. The Romance of Everifarm. Ex. Or.

Svo. Pp. 163. (New York : The Macmillan Co. ;

London : Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 7s. net.

Strubberg, A. C. Marking Experiments with Cod
{Gailiis callarias L.) in Danish Waters, 1905-1913.
(Meddelelser fra Kommission for Havunders^gelser.
Serie iMskeri, Bind 7, Nr. i.) Sup. Roy. 4to. Pp. 60.

(K^benhavn : C. A. Reitzel, 1922.) *

"Taylor, H. O. Greek Biology and Medicine. (Our
Debt to Greece and Rome.) Cr. Svo. Pp. xv + 151.

(London, Calcutta and Sydney : G. G. Harrap and Co.,

Ltd., 1923.) 5s. net.*

Botany: Horticulture: Forestry

Chipp, T. F. The Forest Officers' Handbook of the
Gold Coast, Ashanti, and the Northern Territories.

(Published for the Government of the Gold Coast.) Roy.
8vo. Pp. 149. (I.x)ndon : The Crown Agents for the

Colonies, 1923.) los. net.*

Chun, C, Herausgegeben von. Wissenschaftliche

Ergebnisse der deutschen Tiefsee- Expedition auf dem
Dampfer " Valdivia " 1898-1899. Band II : Erster Teil,

dritte Lieferung. IV : Beitrage zur Kenntnis der Vegeta-
tion und Flora der SeychcUcn. Von L. Diels. (Jena :

G. Fischer, 1923.) G.Z. 10 marks.
Church, A. H. Introduction to the Plant-Ufe of the

Oxford L^istrict. Roy. Svo. Pp. 103, (London : Oxford
University Press, 1923.) 3s. (>U. net.

Engler, A., und Drude O., Herausgegeben von. Die

Vegetation der Erde. XV : Die Ptlanzenwelt der boUvi-

schcn Anden und ihres ostlichcn Vorlandes. Von Th.

Herzog. Roy. Svo. Pp. viii + 258. (Leipzig : W. Engel-

mann, 1923.) 27,000 marks.*
Evans, Mary P. Rusts in South Africa, i : A

Sketch of the Life-Cycle of the Rust on Besem Grass and
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Wild Sweet Pea. (Division of Botany, Science Bulletin
No. I.) Roy. 8vo. Pp. 14+4 plates. 2: A Sketch of
the Life-Cycle of the Kust on Mcalie and Oxalis. (Division
of Botany, Science Bulletin No. 2.) Roy. 8vo. Pp.
8+4 plates. (Pretoria: Government Printing and
Stationery Office, 1923.) *

Goebel, K., Herausgegeben von. Botanische Abhand-
lungen. Heft i : Gesetzmassigkeiten im Blattaufbau.
Von K. Goebel. (Jena: G. Fischer, 1923.) G.Z. 2 marks.
Mackenzie, J. S. F. Wild Flowers and How to

Name Them at a Glance without Botany. Ninth edition.
Med. i6mo. Pp. 228. (London : Holden and Harding-
ham, Ltd., 1923.) IS. net.

Pemberton, Rev. J. H. Roses : Their History,
Development and Cultivation. Cheaper re-issue of the
second edition. Svo. (London : Longmans, Green and
Co., 1923.) 7s. 6rf. net.

Pfeiffer.N.E. Monograph of the Isoetaceae. (Annals,
Vol. 9, No. 2.) Sup. Roy. Svo. Pp. 79-232-1-8 plates.

(St. Louis, Mo. : Missouri Botanical Garden, 1922.)
I dollar.*

Robson, F. British Trees, and How to Name Them
at a Glance without Botany. Sixth edition. Med.
i6mo. Pp. 148. (London : Holden and Hardingham,
Ltd., 1923.) IS. net.

Sweet, C V. Further Experiments in the Air-
Seasoning of Indian Timbers and General Recommenda-
tions as to Seasoning Methods ; with a Chapter on
" Damage to Timber by Insects," by C. F. C. Beeson.
(Indian Forest Records, Vol. 9, Part 5.) Sup. Roy. 8vo.
Pp. viii 4- 142 -^6 plates. (Delhi: Government Printing
Office, 1922.) 2.8 rupees.*
Zimmer, G. F. A Popular Dictionary of Botanical

Names and Terms. Second edition. Cr. Svo. Pp. 130,
(London: G. Routledgc and Sons, Ltd., 1923.) 3s.61i.net.

Agriculture

Bond, J. R. Farm Implements and Machinery. GI. 4to.

Pp.xvi + 282. (London : Benn Bros., Ltd., 1923.) 35s.net.*
Brown, E. Poultry Keeping on the Farm. Cr. Svo.

Pp. 54. (London : Benn Bros., Ltd., 1923.) 2s. net.*
Brown, E. T., Edited by. The Poultry Keeper's

Annual for 1923. Demy Svo. Pp. 189. (London :

C. Arthur Pearson, Ltd., 1923.) 2s. net.

Colvin, C, and Stevenson, J. A. Farm Projects :

a Text-book in Agi-iculture fo^ Seventh and Eighth
Grades and Junior High Schools. Cr. Svo. Pp. x+363.
(New York : The Macmillan Co. ; London : Macmillan
and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 6s. net.

Commonwealth of Australia. A Classification and
Detailed Description of the Oats of Australia : Being the
Third Report of the Special Committee on Seed Improve-
ment. (Bulletin No. 23.) Roy. Svo. Pp. 31 +5 plates.
(Melbourne : Institute of Science and Industry, 1922.) *

Department of Statistics, India. Agricultural Stat-
istics of India, 1920-21. Vol. i : Area, Classification of
Area, Area under Irrigation, Area under Crops, Live-
stock, Land Revenue Assessment, and Harvest Prices
in British India. Thirty-seventh Issue. (No. 1705.)
Fcap. folio. Pp. ix -H 9 charts + 380 -(- 1 map. (Calcutta :

Government Printing Office, 1922.) 2.S rupees.*
Doyle, T. M. Etiology of Equine Contagious Abortion

in India. (Memoirs of the Department of Agriculture in
India, Veterinary Scries, Vol. 3, No. 5.) Cr. 4to. Pp.
1 39- 1 58. (Calcutta : Thacker, Spink and Co. ; London :

W. Thacker and Co., 1922.) S annas
; 9rf.*

Edwardes, T. Bee-Keeping for All : a Manual of

Honcycraft. Cr. Svo. Pp. viii-(-i36. (London: Meth-
uen ,Tnd Co., Ltd., 1923.) 3s. bcL. net.*

Fielding, Sir C. Food. Demy Svo. Pp. xi -1-255.

(London : Hurst and Blackett, Ltd., 1923.) 12s. dd. net.

Freeman, Ella M. A Home Vegetable-Garden:
Suggestions of l?eal Gardens for Home-Makers and
Others. (The Open Country Books, No. 2.) Cr. Svo.
Pp. vi 4-214 -f8 plates. (New York: The Macmillan
Co. ; London : Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 8s. net.

Hainan, E. T. Animals and Nutrition : Foods and
Feeding. Cr. Svo. Pp. 52. (London : Benn Bros., Ltd.,

1923.) 2s. net.*

Hooley, W. Poultry-Craft : a Manual for Instructors,
Students, and all Poultry Keepers. Being an Exposition
of Applied Science Combined with Practical Experience
as Relating more especially to the Utility Problems of
Poultry Culture (excluding Bantams and Caponising).
Demy Svo. Pp. xix +473. (London : The Poultry Press,
Ltd., 1923.) 15s. net.

Institut International d'Agriculture. Vie Assem-
blee generate 8 mai 1922. Enquete sur les mesures
]5rises pour I'intensification de la production agricole.

Ramassage et utilisation des dechets et r^sidus pour
I'aUmentation de I'homme et des animaux, pour les

engrais et les industries agricoles (1914-1920). Mono-
graphic de I'A. liruttini. Sup. Roy. Svo. Pp. 336.
(Kome : LTn.stitut International d'Agriculture, 1922.) •

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries. Report on
the Occurrence of Fungus, Bacterial and Allied Diseases
on Crops in England and Wales for the Years 1 920-1 921.
(Miscellaneous Publications No. 38.) Roy. Svo. Pp.
104. (London : H.M. Stationery Oifice, 1922.) 3s.

net.*

Perry, W., and other Experts. Sheep Farming in
New Zealand. Cr. Svo. Pp. 161. (Auckland, Melbourne
and London: \Vlutcombe and Tombs, Ltd., 1923.) 6s.

net.

Piper, C. v., and Morse, W. J. The Soybean.
(Agricultural and Biological Publications.) Med. Svo.
Pp. XV -f 329. (London: McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.,
Ltd., 1923.) 20S.*

Pool, W. A., and Doyle, T. M. Studies in Rinder-
pest. (Memoirs of the Department of Agriculture in

India, Veterinary Scries, Vol. 3, No. 4.) Cr. 4to. Pp.
iv -(-103-137. (Calcutta: Thacker, Spink and Co.;
London : W. Thacker and Co., 1922.) i rupee ; is. i,d.*

Powdrell, W. D. Dairy Farming in New Zealand.
With a Chapter on " Some Common Diseases of Dairy
Cattle " by A. A. Johnson. (New Zealand Practical

Handbooks.) Cr. Svo. Pp. 104. (Auckland, Melbourne
and London : Whitcombe and Tombs, Ltd., 1923.) 3s.

Roebuck, A. Insect Pests and Fungous Diseases of

F'arm Crops. Cr. Svo. Pp. 55. (London : Benn Bros.,

Ltd., 1923.) 2s. net.*
Tannock, D. Potato Growing in New Zealand.

(New Zealand Practical Handbooks.) Cr. Svo. Pp. 116.

(Auckland, Melbourne and London : Whitcombe and
Tombs, Ltd., 1923.) 3s.

Anatomy : Physiology

Bayliss, Sir W. The Vaso-Motor System. (Mono-
graphs on Physiology.) Demy Svo. Pp. v 4- 163. (Lon-
don : Longmans, Green and Co., 1923.) 7s. 6rf. net.*

Bory, L. Les Phcnomcnes de destruction cellulaire.

Autolyse, hemolysc, bacteriolyse, organolyse, leur role

en pathologic. Svo. Pp. 212. (Paris : Masson et Cie,

1922.) 12 francs.

Burton-Opitz, R. Elementary Physiology. i2mo.
Pp. 411. (Philadelphia and London: W. B. Saunders
Co., Ltd., 1922.) I2S. 6rf. net.

Crile, G. W., and Associates. The Thyroid Gland.
Second edition. Svo. Pp. 288. (Philadelpliia and Lon-
don : W. B. Saunders Co., Ltd., 1922.) 24s. net.

Crotti, A. Thyroid and 'Thymus. Second edition.

Imp. Svo. Pp. 774. (London : H. Kimpton, 1923.)

70s. net.

Dercum, F. X. Physiology of Mind. i2mo. Pp.

150. (Philadelphia and London : W. B. Saunders Co.,

Ltd., 1922.) 8s. 6d. net.

Harrow, B. Glands in Health and Disease. Cr.

Svo. Pp. XV4-2IS. (London: G. Routledge and Sons,

Ltd., 1922.) Ss. bd. net.*

M'Fadyean, Sir J. The Anatomy of the Horse : a
Dissection Guide. Third edition. Demy Svo. Pp. xx
4-388 4-48 plates. (Edinburgh : W. and A. K. Johnston,
Ltd.; London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 30s.net.

Medical Research Council. Reports of the In-

dustrial F'atigue Research Board. No. 21 : Atmospheric
Conditions in Cotton Weaving. (Textile Series No. 6.)

By S. Wyatt. Roy. Svo. Pp. X4-36. (London: H.M.
Stationery 0£6ce, 1923.) 2S. net.*
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Parsons, T. R. Fundamentals of 13io-Chemistry in
Relation to Human Physiology. Gl. 8vo. Pp. x + 281.
(Cambridge : W. Heffer and Sons, Ltd. ; London :

Simpkin, Marshall and Co., Ltd., 192.3.) los. td. net.*
Roger, G.-H. Physiologic normale et pathologi<|ue du

foie. I*p. 400. (Paris: Ma.sson et Cic, 1922.) 22 francs.
Sainsbury, H. The Heart as a Power-Chamber : a

Contribution to Cardio-Dynamics. (Oxford Medical
Publications.) Demy 8vo. Pp. xii+248. (Ix)ndon : H.
Frowde and Hodder and Stoughton, 1922.) 12s. bd. net.*
Schaffer, J. I^hrbuch dcr Histologic und Histogenese

nebst Benierkungen ul)er Histotcchnik und das Mikroskop.
Zweite, verbcsserte Auflage dcr " Vorlcsungen." Small
8vo. Pp. \'iii + 536 + i4 Tafeln. (Leipzig: W. Engel-
mann, 1922.) 25 marks.
Willard, Florence, and GiUett, Lucy H. Dietetics

for High Schools. Cr. 8vo. Pp. xx + 201. (New York:
The Macniillan Co. ; London : Macmillan and Co., Ltd.,
1922.) IS. net.

Anthropolojfy : Ethnology

Fowke, G. .Archeological Investigations, i : Cave
Explorations in the Ozark Kegion of Central Afissouri

;

2 : Cave Explorations in Other States ; 3 : Explorations
along the Missouri River Bluffs in Kansas and Nebraska

;

4 : Aboriginal House Mounds ; 5 : Archeological Work
in Hawaii. Med. 8vo. Pp. 204 + 45 plates. (Washing-
ton : Government Printing Office, 1922.) •

Goldenweiser, A. A. Early Civilization : an Intro-
duction to .\nthropology. Roy. 8vo. Pp. xiv+428.
(London, Calcutta and Sydney : G. G. Harrap and Co.,
Ltd., 1923.) 15s. net.*
Lewin, L. Die Pfeilgifte: nach eigenen toxiko-

logischen und ethnologischen Untersuchungen. Med. 8vo.
Pp. xi+517. (Leipzig: J. A. Barth, 1923.) G.Z. 13
marks*
Mackenzie, D. A. Ancient Man in Britain. Demy

8vo. Pp. XV + 237 + 16 plates. (London, Glasgow and
Bombay : Blackic and Son, Ltd., 1922.) 12s. bd. net.*
Montandon, R. Geneve des origines aux invasions

barbares. 4to. Pp. 222 +20 planches. (Geneve: Georg
et Cie, 1922.)
Nordenskiold, E. Comparative Ethnographical

Studies. 5 : Deductions suggested by the Geographical
Distribution of some Post-Columbian Words u.sed by the
Indians of S. America. Med. 8vo. Pp. xiv-H76.
(London : Oxford University Press, 1922.) i8s. bd. net.*
Pownall, C. H. The Writing of .Malay. Demy 8vo.

Pp. ii-t-io. (Cambridge: W. Hefler and Sons, Ltd.;
London : Simpkin, Marshall and Co., Ltd., 1923.) is. net.*
Rouzic, Z. le. Lcs Monuments mdgalithiques de

Camac et de Locmariaquer : leur destination, leur age.
Pott 8vo. Pp. 50 + 5jlplanches. (Vannes : Lafolye
Fr^res et Cie, 1922.)
Smith, S. P. Hawaiki : the Original Home of the

Maori ; with a Sketch of Polynesian History. Fourth
edition. Cr. 8vo. Pp. 288-1-20 plates. (Auckland,
Melbourne and London : Whitcombe and Tombs, Ltd.,
1921.) I2S. bd.*

Watt, Mrs. S. In the Heartof Savagedom: Reminis-
cences of Life and .\dventure during a Quarter of a
Century of Pioneering Missionary I^alx)urs in the Wilds of
East Equatorial Africa. Edited by Stuart Watt. Cr. 8vo.
Pp.426. (London: Pickering and Inglis, 1923.) 55.net.

Philosophy : Psychology

Abderhalden, E., Herausgegelwn von. Handbuch
der biologischen Arbeitsmethoden. Abt. 6 : Methoden
der experimentellen Psychologic. Teil D, Heft 2 :

Vergleichende Tierpsychologie. Licferung 70 : Bienen-
und Ameisen-Psychologie. Von K. von Frisch und R.
Brun. Sup. Roy. Svo. Pp. 121-232. (BerUn und Wien :

Urban und Schwarzenbcrg, 1922.) G.Z. 4.2 marks*
Barth, P. Die Elemente der Erziehungs- und Unter-

richtslehre. Auf Grund der Psychologic und der Philo-
sophic der Gegenwart. Neunte und zehnte verbesserte
Auflage. Pp. XX + 712. (Leipzig, J. A. Barth, 1923.)
G.Z. 12 marks.

Bingham, H. C. Mechanical Aids for the Classifica-
tion of American Investigators, with Illustrations in the
Field of Psychology. (Bulletin of the National Research
Council, Vol. 4. Part 4, No. 22.) Sup. Roy. 8vo. Pp.
54. (Washington : National Academy of Sciences. 1922 )

75 cents.*
'

Bradley, R. N. Duality : a Study in the Psycho-
Analysis of Race. Cr. Svo. Pp. xi -n86. (Ixjndon :

G. Routledge and Sons, Ltd., 1923.) 6s. bd. net *
Broad, C. D. Scientific Thought. (International

Library of Psychology, Philosophy and Scientific Method.)
Demy Svo. Pp. 555. (London : Kcgan Paul and Co..
Ltd.

; New York: Harcourt. Brace and Co., Inc., 1021 1

l6s. net* "
BUhler, K. Handbuch der Psychologic. Erster Teil :

Die Struktur der Wahmehmungen. Heft i : Die Er-
scheinungsweisen der Farbcn. (Jena: G. Fischer. 102? )

G.Z. 5 marks. ^ J /

Fami, F. Le radiazioni energetiche come deformazioni
spaziali. Di.scussioni suUa teoria della relativiti e
problemi di filosofia scientilica. (Collezione AttualitA
scientifiche, N. 29.) 8vo. Pp. xii + 128. (Bologna : N.
Zanichelli, 1922.) 9.50 Ure.
Friedlander, Dr. Eigenes und Fremdes zu der

Freudschcn Psychanalyse. (Sonderausgabe aus der " Zcit-
schrift fiir angewandte P.sychologie, " Band 22.) ft).
iv+47. (Leipzig: J. A. Barth, 1923 ) G.Z. 1.5 marks.

Givler, R. C. Psychology : the Science of Human
Behavior. Cr. Svo. Pp. 386. (London : Harper and
Bros., 1923.) I2S. bd. net.
Heymans, G. Die Gesetze und Elemente des wissen-

schaftlichen Denkens : ein Lehrbuch der Erkenntnis-
theorie in Grundziigen. 4 durchgesehene Auflage. Pp.
viii-i-440. (Leipzig: J. A. Barth, 1923.) G.Z. 12
marks.
Jung, C. G. Psychological Types : or the Psychology

of Individuation. Translated by H. G. Baynes. (Inter-
national Library of Psychology, Philosophy and Scientific
Method.) Demy Svo. Pp. xxii -^ 654. (London: Kegan
Paul and Co., Ltd.

; New York : Harcourt, Brace and Co.,
Inc., 1923.) 25s. net.*
Klyce, S. Universe. With three Introductions by

D. Starr Jordan, J. Dewey, M. L. Cooke. Roy. 4to. Pp.
X + 231. (Winchester, Mass. : The .Vuthor, 1921.) los.*
Lindworsky, J. Umrissskizze zu einer theoreti.schen

Psychologic. (Sonderabdruck aus " Zeitschrift fiir Psy-
chologic." Band 89, Heft 1-3.) 2 unvcrSnderte Auflage.
Pp. 47. (Leipzig: J. A. Barth, 1923 ) G.Z. 1.2 marks.

Petzoldt, J. Die Stellung der Relativitatstheorie in
der geistigen Entwicklung der Menschheit. Zweite ver-
bcsserte und \ermehrte Auflage. Pp. viii +98 (Leipzie
J. A Barth, 1923.) G.Z. 2.7 marks.
Richardson, C. A. Methods and Experiments in

Mental lests. Cr. Svo. Pp. 94. (London, Calcutta and
Sydney

:
G. G. Harrap and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 3s. bd. net.*

Roback, A. A. liehaviorism and Psychology. Cr. Svo.
Pp. 284. (Cambridge, Mass. : University Bookstore
1922.)

Schumann, F., Herausgegeben von. Psychologische
Studien. Abteilung i : Beitrage zur Analyse der Gesichts-
wahrnchraungen. Heft 7 : Untersuchungen ijber die
psychologischen Grundprobleme der Tiefenwahrnehmung.
Ppiv-t-205. (U-ipzig: J. A. Barth, 1923.) G.Z.6marks.
Simpson, J. V. Man and the Attainment of Im-

mortality. Ex. Cr. Svo. Pp. xii -1-342. (London, New
York and Toronto : Hodder and Stoughton, Ltd 102^ 1

7s. bd. net*
' '

Stern, W., und Lipmann, O., Herausgegeben von.
Beihefte zur Zeitschrift fur angewandte Psychologic.
Beiheft 19: Hamburger .^rbeiten zur Bcgabungsfor.schung.
Nr. II : Untersuchungen uber die Intelligenz von Kindern
und Jugendlichen. Von W. Minkus, W. Stern, H. P.
Roloff, G. und Ada Schober. Herausgegeben von W.
Stern. 2 unveranderte Auflage. Pp. iv + 167 (Leipzie
J. A. Barth. 1923.) G.Z. 6 marks.
Stromeyer, L. The Constitution of the Universe

(The Theory of IntersLstence). Med. Svo. Pp. xx -1-255
-f XV. (Bangalore : Higginbothams, Ltd., 1922.) *

Thomdike, E. L. The Psychology of Arithmetic.
Ex. Cr. Svo. Pp. xvi -h 314. (New York : The MacmiUan
Co.; London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 9s.net.
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Varendonck, J. The Evolution of the Conscious
Faculties. Demy 8vo. Pp. 259. (London : G. Allen
and Unwin, Ltd. ; New York : The Macmillan Co., 1923.)
125. 6rf. net.*

Ward, J. Immanuel Kant (1724-1804). Roy. 8vo.

(Published for the British Academy.) Pp. 22. (London :

Oxford University Press, 1923.) is. 6rf. net.

Williams, J. M. Principles of Social Psychology :

as Developed in a Study of Economic and Social Conflict.

Sup. Roy. Svo. Pp. xii+459. (London: G. Allen and
Unwin, Ltd., 1923.) 25s. net.

Medicine : Surgery

Achard, Ch., et Binet, L. Examcn fonctionnel du pou-
mon. Svo. Pp. i5(). (Paris: MassonetCie, 1922.) I2francs.

Barker, L. F. Clinical Medicine. Svo. Pp. 617.

(Philadelphia and London : W. B. Saunders Co., Ltd.,

1922.) 35s. net.

Bier, A., Braun, H., und Kiitnmell, H., Heraus-
gegeben von. Chirurgische Opcrationslehre. Vierte und
fiinfte vermehrte Auflage. In fiinf Banden. Band IV :

Operationen bei Untcrleibsbriichen, am Mastdarm und
an den Ham- und mannUchen Geschlechtsorganen. Pp.
xiv+520. (Leipzig: J. A. Barth, 1923.) G.Z. 36 marks.
Burnand, R. La Guerison de la tuberculose pul-

monaire. Cr. Svo. Pp. 198. (Paris : J.-B. BailUfere

et fils, 1923.) 6 francs.

Cabot, R. C. Diffcrentialdiagnose. Zweite Auflage
nach der 12 Auflage des Originals. Von H. Ziesche.-

Erster Band. Pp.603. (BerUn : J. Springer, 1922.) 15s.

Cestan, R. Les Epilepsies. Cr. Svo. Pp. 275.
(Paris : E. Flammarion, 1922.) 7.50 francs.

Deycke, G. Praktisches Lehrbuch der Tuberkulose.
Zweite Auflage. Pp.301. (Berlin: J. Springer, 1922.) 12s.

Eagleton, W. P. Brain Abscess : its Surgical Path-

ology and Operative Technic. Med. Svo. Pp. xx+297
-F28 plates. (New York : The Macmillan Co. ; London :

Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 31s. 6rf. net.

Elliot, R.-H. Ophtalmologie tropicale. Traduction
fran9aise par le Dr. Coutela et le Dr. Morras. Pp. 362

-1-7 planches. (Paris: Masson et Cie, 1922.) 30 francs.

Feer, E., Edited by. Text-book of Pediatrics. Trans-

lated and edited by J. P. Sedgwick and C. A. Scherer. Svo.

Pp. 917. (Philadelphia and London : J. B. Lippincott Co.,

1923.) 42s. net.

FioUe, J. Le Curettage uterin. Indications, tech-

nique, accidents, resultats. (Collection de Medecine
et Chirurgie pratiques.) Svo. Pp.128. (Paris : Masson
et Cie, 1922.) 8 francs.

Fischer, L. Diseases of Infancy and Childhood :

their Dietetic, Hygienic, and Medical Treatment. Ninth
revised edition. 2 vols. Pp.1152. (Philadelphia: F. A.

Davis Co., 1922.) 12 dollars.

Frank, R. T. Gynaecological and Obstetrical Path-

ology. Pp. 530. (London and New York : D. Appleton
and Co., 1922.) z\s. net.

Fuchs, E. Text-book of Ophthalmology. Authorised
translation from the Twelfth German edition by A. Duane.
Seventh edition, revised and reset. Med. Svo. Pp. xv 4- 997
(Philadelphia and London: J. B. Lippincott Co., 1923,)

42s. net.

Gibbons, R. A. SteriUty in Woman : its Causes and
Treatment. Med. Svo. Pp. 25S. (London : J. and A.

Churchill, 1923.) 12s. bd. net.

Gittings, J. C., Knowles, F. C., Ashhurst, A. P. C.
Tuberculosis in Infancy and Childhood. Med. Svo.

Pp. iv + 273. (Philadelphia and London : J. B. Lippin-

cott Co., 1922.) lis. net.

Haden,R.L. Clinical Laboratory Methods. Roy. Svo.

Pp. 294 4- 5 plates. (London: H. Kimpton, 1923.) i8s.net.*

Jackson, C. Bronchoscopy and Esophagoscopy : a

Manual of Peroral Endoscopy and Laryngeal Surgery.

Svo. Pp. 347. (Philadelphia and London : W. B.

Saunders Co., Ltd., 1922.) 27s. bd. net.

Lauglilin, H. H. Eugenical Sterilization in the

United States. Sup. Roy. Svo. Pp. xxiii 4-502. (Chi-

cago : Psychopathic Laboratory of the Municipal Court
of Chicago, 1922.) *

Leclercq, A. L'Arterioscl^rose et son traitement :

Les maladies de la cinquantaine. Tome III. Deuxieme

edition. Demy Svo. Pp. 200. (Paris : G. Doin, 1923.)
12 francs.

Letulle, M. Inspection, palpation, percussion, aus-
cultation : Leur pratique en clinique medicale. TroisiC^me
edition, revue et corrigee. Pp. 337 -I- 12 planches. (Paris:
Masson et Cie, 1922.) 14 francs jjet.

Levaditi, G. Ectodermoses neurotropes, poliomyelite,
encephahte, herpes. (Monographic de ITnstitut Pasteur.)
Pp. 275-1-4 planches. (Paris : Masson et Cie, 1922.) 24
francs.

Lynch, F. W., and Maxwell, Alice F. Pelvic Neo-
plasms. Pp. 432. (London and New York : D. Appleton
and Co., 1922.) 21s. net.

Martinet, A. Les Angines de poitrine : le syndrome
chnique, pathogenic, pronostic, therapeutique, pratique
medicale. (Collection de Medecine et Chirurgie pratiques.)
Svo. Pp. 1404-14 planches. (Paris: Masson et Cie,

1922.) S francs.

Mauclaire, PI. Les Greffes clrirurgicales. Pp. 312.
(Paris : J.-B. Bailhere et fils, 1922.) 25s.

Much, H. Die Kindertuberkulose, ihre Erkennung
und Bchandlung : ein Taschenbuch fiir praktische Arzte.
3-5 Auflage. Pp. 74 4-2 Tafeln. (Leipzig: C. Kabitzsch,
1923.) G.Z. 1.5 marks.
Muralt, L. von. Der kunstUche I'neumothorax.
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The Water in the Atmosphere.*

By Dr. G. C. Simpson, F.R.S., Director of the Meteorological Office.

THE dictionary definition of " saturation " is " the

state of a body when quite filled witli another,"

and it is usual to think of saturated air as air which is

full of water vapour to such an extent that further

water cannot be added without condensation taking

place. This, however, is a >vrong conception, for there

is no limit to the amount of water vapour which air

can contain at any temperature, provided that it is

perfectly pure, except that ultimately the molecules of

vapour will be so near together that there will be no

distinction between vapour and liquid.

Air at 30° C. is said to be saturated when its vapour

pressure is 31-51 mm. of mercury, but if to such satur-

ated air we add water in sufficiently small drops it

will be evaporated immediately and the liquid drops

transformed into invisible vapour. If we could add

drops with so small a diameter as i'6 x 10"' cm. the air

would devour them with avidity until its vapour

pressure was more than 126 mm., and then would be

ready for more if smaller drops could be supplied.

The question of whether air can hold more vapour or

not depends entirely on how the water is presented to

it. If the water is presented with a fiat surface, evapora-

tion will take place until there is so much water vapour

present in the air that as many water molecules return

to the surface as leave it ; the air is then saturated with

reference to a flat surface of pure water. If the surface

is curved—convex towards the air—more water mole-

cules will leave each square centimetre of the surface

than in the case of a flat surface ; hence there must be

more vapour molecules in the air before equilibrium is

attained. Thus the saturation vapour pressure over a

curved surface is higher than over a flat surface at the

same temperature. On the other hand, if the water

contains certain impurities

—

e.g. sulphuric acid, calcium

chloride, and salts in general—less molecules leave the

surface than in the case of pure water ; hence a smaller

number of molecules in the air will be sufficient to

produce equilibrium over a solution.

In accordance with the usual practice we will describe

air as saturated when the water vapour it contains is in

equilibrium with a flat surface of pure water at the

same temperature. This will define the saturation

pressure at each temperature, and relative humidities

will be given in terms of this saturation pressure.

It is well known that water can exist in the liquid

state at temperatures far below the freezing point, and

therefore water and ice may exist side by side over a

large range of temperature. But the vapour pressure

which is in equilibrium with ice at a given temperature

I Discourse delivered at Ibc Royal Iii&titutiou on Friday, Marcb 3, 1923.

is lower than that which' is in equilibrium with super-

cooled water at the same temperature ; that is, air is in

equilibrium with ice at a relative humidity below loo

per cent.

Thus, according to our definition of relative humidity,

the water vapour in air may be in equilibrium with

water over a large range of relative humidities accord-

ing to the physical state of the water present. The
following tables give the relative humidity of air in

equilibrium with pure water in the liquid and solid

state.

Table I.

Relative humidity of air in equilibrium with water

surfaces of various radii at 0° C.

,
Radius, cm.
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follows. If there were no dust particles present the

drops of water would have to be built up from aggre-

gates of water molecules. Now the radius of a water

molecule is 2 x io~* cm., therefore if a few molecules

met together by chance they would only form a very

small drop, which would be so small that it could not

exist unless there was large supersaturation. For

example, according to Table II. a drop having a radius of

7'2 X 10"' cm. would require a supersaturation of 20 per

cent., yet nearly 20,000 water molecules would be re-

quired to form such a drop. If, however, there were

dust particles present the molecules of water would be

deposited on them, and the radii of the initial drops

would be so large that little supersaturation would be

required to maintain them.

This explanation appeared to satisfy every one for a

long time, but in recent years considerable doubt has

begun to be expressed. Alread)-, in 1885, Assmann

had searched for the dust nuclei when cloud particles

evaporated under the microscope, and had come to the

conclusion that if any were present they must have a

smaller radius than 2-5 x io~^ cm.

In 1912, Wigand made the reverse experiment. He
first took careful counts of the number of nuclei in the

air, then he created large quantities of dust by beating

carpets, blowing up large clouds of coal, coke, and

ordinary dust by means of bellows. Although he made
such large clouds of dust that it was extremely un-

pleasant to work in them, he could not find any increase

in the number of nuclei in his condensation apparatus.

In 1910, A. Wegener directed attention to another

difficulty. The distance one can see through the

atmosphere depends on the number of dust particles

present and their size. From mea.surements made at

Ben Nevis it had been found, from a comparison between

the transparency of the atmosphere and the number of

nuclei measured in Aitken's instrument, that the damper
the air the less the number of nuclei necessary in order

to see the same distance. The observations gave the

following result

:

Table III.

Depression of the
Wet Bulb.
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supersaturation. A single molecule of a hygroscopic

substance would probably be able to gather around

itself sufficient water to make a drop large enough to

grow by ordinarj* condensation. Thus, whereas the

hygroscopic properties are important to build up a drop

to a certain size, after that size has once been reached

the hygroscopic attraction may cease through excessive

dilution, but condensation will continue until the drop

is in equilibrium with the surrounding vapour.

The ordinary small ion, in my opinion, takes no

part whatever in meteorological processes. Before any

deposition of water can take place on small ions, four-

fold supersaturation is necessary in the case of negative

ions and si.x-fold in the case of positive ions. We have

absolutely no evidence of anything like these super-

saturations in the atmosphere, and I have shown at some

length, in a paper published in the Philosophical

Magazine, that even in the case of thunder-storms, in

which the conditions are by far the most favourable

for the formation of supersaturated air, small ions take

no part in the condensation. Further, we have no

evidence that small ions act like hygroscopic substances;

they do not appear to grow appreciably in size in

saturated air, in fact they act like any other air molecule

until four-fold or six-fold supersaturation is actually

reached.

With regard to large ions (I-angevin ions), these do

appear from Pollock's work to grow with increase of

humidity ; but, as Pollock found that they do not form

in pure air, these ions are probably nothing more than

ordinary iiygroscopic nuclei, with a small ion attached.

Without detracting in any way from the value of

Aitken's work, we see that it is necessar)' to revise his

conclusions, and to say that hygroscopic substances

and not dust form the nuclei of condensation. I do not

tliink that Aitken would have been surprised at this

development of his work, for he clearly recognised the

importance of salt particles as efficient nuclei.

Condensation at Temperatures below the

Freezing Point.

When the temperature of the air is below the freezing

point, condensation of the contained water vapour is

a still more difficult problem, for there is very little

experimental evidence to go upon. One thing is certain

:

owing to the small amount of vapour present, it is

inconceivable that condensation will take place by the

fortuitous meeting of molecules ; some kind of nuclei

therefore will be necessary.

According to experiments made on crystallisation

from supersaturated solutions, we may conclude that

crystallisation does not start readily on a perfectly

spherical surface. An angular nucleus is necessar)-, and

the nearer the angles are to those of the natural angles

of the crj'stal the more readily will condensation take

place. When sledging in the Antarctic with Captain

Scott in 1911 we became enveloped in a fog during

sunshine. On the fog opposite the sun we saw a white

bow in the position usually occupied by a rainbow.

This phenomenon can only be explained on the assump-

tion that the fog was composed of small spheres ; but

the temperature was - 29° C. ( - 21° F.). We are quite

familiar witii super-cooled water drops which have been

formed wlien liquid drops are cooled from temperatures

above to temperatures below the freezing point. In

this case there was no part of the atmosphere within

hundreds of miles of the place of observation in which

the temperature was above the freezing point, and

almost a dead calm existed at the time ; hence these

drops could not have formed at a high temperature and

then been super-cooled.

The only explanation which appears possible to

me is that in the clear air of the Antarctic there

are no " dust " particles suitable for condensation

available, but there are plenty of the hygroscopic

molecules of which we have already spoken. With

increasing humidity these ' hygroscopic molecules

attract water from the air and form clusters of water

molecules ; but we know from colloidal chemistry that

such clusters are in the spheroidal and not in the

crystalline form. If this explanation is correct

we have real liquid drops and the vapour pressure

in the air must be that appropriate to a water

surface—we may neglect the curvature of the drops, as

their radii were probably of the order of o-ooi cm. But

according to Table II. air at - 30° C. is saturated with

reference to ice at a relative humidity of 74 per cent.,

hence in this case the air was heavily supersaturated

with reference to the solid state. This accounts for

the fact, recorded at the time, that " the fur of the

sleeping-bags and the wool of sweaters became covered

with hoar frost," for these substances forgjed excellent

nuclei for tiie condensation of the water vapour direct

into the solid state.

Support for this explanation is given by observa-

tions made by Wegener in Greenland. He describes

how, in temperatures below -40° C. with perfectly

clear air, a strip of fog started at the house and extended

for several kilometres in the direction of the wind. At

such temperatures condensation takes place on water at

100 per cent, relative humidity, but on ice or solid nuclei

at 67 per cent. The actual humidity was between these

limits, therefore the air was not saturated with reference

to the hygroscopic nuclei, but was supersaturated with

reference to solid nuclei. There were, however, none of

the latter present in the pure free air, but the air

escaping from the hut was highly charged with solid

nuclei, chiefly the products of combustion, and when
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this contaminated air mixed with the pure air condensa-

tion took place and the long strip of mist resulted.

This observation furnishes the explanation of an old-

standing difficulty in meteorological optics. Cirrus

and other very high clouds frequently exhibit a most

beautiful colour effect, which has received the name

iridescent clouds, as the clouds appear to be iridescent

with colours like those of mother-of-pearl. If cirrus

clouds are always composed of ice particles, as one has

generally concluded on account of the low temperature

of the atmosphere where they form, the colours cannot

be satisfactorily explained ; but if they are composed

of water drops the explanation is easy. If water drops

can exist at - 30° C. near the earth's surface, there is no

longer any reason to postulate ice crystals for the cirrus

clouds ; and we may now say definitely that iridescent

clouds prove that cirrus clouds are sometimes composed

of spherical water drops. But it also proves that air.

especially in the upper atmosphere, is frequently devoid

of solid nuclei on which condensation can take place.

Haze.—Perfectly pure air is almost completely trans-

parent to visual light waves, and if the air were always

pure we should see distant objects through air almost

as clearly as through a vacuum. But the air is never

pure ; there are always more or less particles of foreign

matter present. The action of these particles is two-

fold : first, they reduce the amount of light reaching

the eye from distant objects ; and, secondly, in the day-

time they scatter the general light of the sky and so

send to the eye extraneous light which reduces the

contrast between distant light and dark objects on

which visibility depends. Generally this foreign matter

consists of a mixture of solid ponderable particles and

hygroscopic molecules. The latter in perfectly dry

air would be practically Invisible, but when loaded with

water in a humid atmosphere they add to the obscurity

of the atmosphere.

The amount of obscurity will therefore vary with the

amount of solid matter and with the humidity of the

air. Haze is due to this kind of obscurity, and varies

in intensity from the slight obscurity of polar regions,

which depends almost entirely on tlie hygroscopic

particles, to the dense obscurity of a dust storm in

tropical regions, which is due almost entirely to solid

particles.

Mist.—When the temperature of air falls, the

humidity increases until the saturation point is reached.

The diameters of the hygroscopic particles grow, but

even in saturated air the amount of water extracted is

not great, and if there is little solid matter present the

obscurity is not marked. But if the temperature falls

below the dew point the hygroscopic particles are

sufficiently large to form excellent nuclei for condensa-

tion, and relatively large amounts of water are de-

posited for small falls of temperature.

Real condensation has now commenced, and the

obscurity changes from that of haze to that of mist.

It has been a common practice»to record atmospheric

obscurity as haze when there is a noticeable difference

between the readings of the wet- and dry-bulb thermo-

meters, and as mist when the readings are the same.

This, however, is not a true criterion, for the air can be

saturated without condensation, while mist cannot be

formed until water has been condensed on account of

a fall of temperature after the dew point has been

reached. The whole process of tlie formation of haze

and mist is continuous, and in practice it is practically

impossible to say when haze becomes mist, although

extreme cases are easily distinguished. Nevertheless

haze and mist are fundamentally different, for haze

owes its origin to foreign matter, and the small amount

of water associated with hygroscopic nuclei, while

mist is due to an actual precipitation of water from

vapour to liquid.

Fog.—There is, however, no fundamental difference

between mist and fog : in most cases fog is only a

dense mist, and the density at which mist becomes fog

is a matter of definition. It is now the practice of the

London Meteorological Office to limit fog to the obscurity

in which objects at one kilometre are not visible.

When mist and fog are formed in fairly clear air they

are white. On the other hand, if the air contains a

large quantity of impurities, such as carbon particles

from imperfect combustion, the mist particles absorb

the impurities and become themselves dark-coloured.

In this way are formed those dense fogs in London

which are likened to pea soup. It was originally

thought that the density of a London fog was due to

the fact that the smoke of the city provided an un-

usually large number of nuclei on which condensation

could take place, thus offering a temptation to the air

to deposit its moisture which it could not resist. As a

matter of fact, there are always sufficient nuclei in the

purest air in England to allow of the formation of fog

whenever the meteorological conditions are suitable.

The relationship between smoke and fog is peculiar,

and may be said to be accidental. The meteorological

conditions which are necessary for the formation of

fog are such that while they last smoke cannot get

away either vertically or horizontally from the place of

its origin. Above the fog there is a temperature in-

version which effectively prevents all upward motion

of either air or smoke, while fogs over the land usually

form in calm air. Thus during a fog practically all the

smoke which London makes is kept over it and within

a few hundred feet of the ground. This smoke, com-

bined with the deposited water, can, as we all know,
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produce such an obscurity that midday is as dark as

midnight. The total abolition of smoke from London

would not reduce the occasions on which mist and fog

occur, but many fogs would remain mists, and we

should never have a " London particular."

For the formation of mist and fog it is necessary that

the temperature of the air should continue to fall after

the dew point of the air has been reached. The extent

of the fall below the original dew point determines the

density of the obscurity, neglecting for the moment

the effect of impurities. This cooling can be brought

about in several ways, of which only two are of real

importance. Fogs may be caused by warm air blowing

over a cold sea or a cold land surface, and the method

by which the temperature of the air is then reduced on

account of turbulence was first explained in a brilliant

paper by G. L Taylor, which has become a meteoro-

logical classic. The fogs of London are, however,

almost entirely due to the loss of heat from the lower

layers of the atmosphere into a clear sky above. The

air radiates its heat, its temperature falls, and condensa-

tion takes place as already described. Other methods

of fog formation, such as the mixing of warm and cold

air, are of secondar>' importance and never give rise to

more than patchy local mists or light fogs.

Clouds.—Adiabatic cooling plays no part in the

formation of mists and fogs, because the pressure

changes in any given layer of the atmosphere are

relatively small and slow. Appreciable adiabatic cool-

ing can take place only when air is raised in the atmo-

sphere, and then the cooling may be large and rapid.

When air not saturated rises in the atmosphere its

temperature is reduced by about 1° C. for every 100

metres of ascent. When the ascent is carried far

enough the dew point is reached, after which any

further rise will cause condensation on the nuclei

present. As the ascent is carried beyond the point of

condensation more and more water is deposited, with

a consequent increase in the size of the drops. This is

the manner in which clouds are formed, and there are

ver)' good reasons for saying that it is the only way.

Thus there is a fundamental difference between the

method of formation of clouds and fogs : fogs form

without any ascent of the air, while clouds are never

formed without it. Thus it is not correct to describe

clouds as fogs of the upper atmosphere.

The very sharp line of demarcation between the air

under a cloud and the cloud itself needs explanation.

There is no slow transition between the clear air and

the cloudy air, as one would expect if clouds were due

to the gradual increase in the size of drops from small

nuclei to relatively large cloud particles. We must

picture the hygroscopic nuclei collecting more and more

water around them as they rise with the ascending

current, owing to the increase in relative humidity.

But when saturation is reached they are still very

small, say about i-i x lo^^ cm., that is, they are smaller

than the wave lengths of light (5x10^^ cm.), and

therefore cannot be directly observed, and produce little

obscurity in the air, which still appears relatively clear.

Drops of this size need supersaturation to grow, but we

see from Table L that only i percent, supersaturation is

necessar)-. They are, however, unstable, for as they

grow they need less supersaturation. Thus as soon as

the air is sufficiently supersaturated to be in equilibrium

with the nuclei the slightest further rise causes the drops

to grow very rapidly to the size in which they are in

equilibrium with saturated air. The height at which

this change occurs is the height of the base of the cloud.

Rain.—Before we are able to form a clear idea of the

processes which give rise to rainfall it will be necessary

to consider tlie laws of the fall of water drops through

the air.

It is well known that in a vacuum all bodies fall at

the same rate with a constant acceleration, so that their

velocity constantly increases. When, however, bodies

fall through a resisting medium, such as air, they more

or less quickly reach such a velocity that the resistance

of the air equals the pull of gravity, after which they

fall with a constant velocity, which is different accord-

ing to the density and shape of the falling bodies.

Experiments have been made to determine the rate of

fall of water drops through air at atmospheric pressure,

and the following " end velocities " have been found.

Table IV.

Radius,
cm.
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(i) As the drops get larger the rate of fall tends to a

constant value of about 8 metres a second.

(c) Drops for which r = 0-25 cm. have the most rapid

fall, larger drops fall more slowly.

Lenard has given the reason for (c). He showed that

the friction on the air causes deformation of the drops,

so that instead of retaining the shape of spheres they

become flattened out, thus presenting an increased re-

sistance to the air through which they are falling. This

deformation becomes appreciable when the radius of

a drop is about 0-2 cm. and then increases rapidly as the

drop grows larger. When the radius is about 0-25 cm.

and the drop is falling at the rate of 8 metres a second,

any further increase in volume produces a greater

flattening, and instead of the velocity being increased it

is slightly decreased. When the size of the drop is

such that if it were not flattened it would have a

diameter of about half a centimetre, r = o-2i cm., the

drop becomes very unstable, and all drops larger than

this quickly break up into a number of smaller drops,

which of course fall more slowly. This means that

raindrops can never fall through air at a greater

velocity than 8 metres a second. Small drops fall

slower than this, and large drops flatten out as soon as

they are falling at 8 metres a second, and then soon

break up into smaller drops.

In the above all the velocities have been given for air

at normal pressure. If, however, the pressure is less, all

the results are the same, except that the velocities must

be increased in the proportion x/B/ ^/P, in which B is the

normal pressure and P the actual pressure.

Dines has found that in Europe the quantity of

vapour in air is always very small. If the whole water

vapour in the atmosphere on an average summer day

were precipitated it would only give a total rainfall of

o-8o in. The greatest amount ever measured on a

summer day in Europe would only give 1-5 in. of

rain, and of course the quantity is much less in winter.

How then can we have rainfall of several inches of

rain in the course of an hour or so ? The answer is

simple : the ascending currents which are necessary to

cause precipitation carry with them their own water

vapour to supply the rainfall. An ascending current of

air which is saturated at 10° C. (50° F.) needs only an

upward velocity of i metre a second to carry with it

sufficient vapour to give a rainfall of more than i inch

per hour, so that there is no difficulty in explaining the

greatest rate of rainfall ever experienced in the tropics.

There are many ways in which the air is caused to

rise in the atmosphere ; ascending currents up to many
metres a second are possible, and do occur in the atmo-

sphere. Let us think of air rising at about 10 cm. per

second, which is the order of the upward velocity of the

air in depressions. At a certain height cloud particles

form as already described. These have a radius of about

O'ooi cm. and fall relatively to the air at 1-3 cm. per sec,

hence they are carried upwards with the air, but the

base of the cloud remains at the same height because

new cloud particles are constantly being formed at that

height. As the air rises the cloud particles grow in

size, because water is being condensed on them, and they

lag more and more behind the air. Drops with a

radius of 0-002 cm. are falling as rapidly as the air is

rising, and therefore remain stationary, while drops of

0-007 cm. are falling at the rate of one metre a second,

and therefore fall through the rising air and appear at

the earth's surface as rain. It is obvious that this

process will continue as long as the ascending currents

continue, and in this way we get the continuous steady

rain with which we are so familiar in this country.

The rate of rainfall will increase as the upward

velocity of the ascending air increases until the upward

velocity becomes greater than 8 metres a second. When
this occurs no water can fall through the ascending air

for the reason already explained. All water condensed

in such an upward current—and it will be a very large

amount— is carried upwards until the upward air

velocity falls below 8 metres a second, as it is bound to

do at some height owing to lateral spreading out. Here

water accumulates in large amounts. It is the sudden

cessation of the upward velocity in such an ascending

current which gives rise to the so-called cloud-bursts,

for when the sustaining current stops the accumulated

water falls just as though the cloud had literally burst.

The accumulated water while it is suspended in the

air is constantly going through the process of coalescing

into large drops, which at once become deformed and

broken up again into small drops. Every time a drop

breaks there is a separation of electricity, and this is

probably the chief source of electricity in a thunder-

storm. This explains why thunder-storms are asso-

ciated with heavy rainfall and do not occur in polar

regions where there is no rain.

Hail.—I have already explained how the small liquid

cloud particles are carried upwards with the ascending

air, but as the air rises its temperature constantly falls,

and there must come a point in the ascent when the

temperature falls befow the freezing point. The cloud

particles do not immediately turn into ice. As a

matter of fact it is not an easy matter to freeze perfectly

pure water, and water can remain liquid at temperatures

far below the freezing point. Observations made on

mountains and in balloons and aeroplanes have proved

conclusively that cloud particles remain liquid at

temperatures so low as - 20° C. How far small drops

can be super-cooled before they solidify we do not

know, but super-cooled drops are in a very unstable

state. From Table II. we see that at -20° C.
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ice forms when the relative humidity over water

is 82 per cent., which means that if water and

ice are simultaneously present the relative humidity

of the air relative to the ice is 121 per cent., i.e. it

is 21 per cent, supersaturated. Thus if a few drops

become converted into ice they are in a iiighly super-

saturated atmosphere, and so will grow rapidly at the

expense of the water drops. Meteorologists generally

consider that - 20° C. is about the limit at which large

water particles can exist without changing into ice.

Let us consider a region in the atmosphere through

which there is an ascending current of air. The air is

supposed to have a temperature of 20° C, and a relative

humidity of about 50 per cent, at the ground. As the air

rises, at first its temperature is reduced by 1° C. for

each 100 metres of ascent. Hence by the time it has

risen 1000 metres its temperature will have been reduced

to 10° C, and it will have reached its dew point. Here

the cloud level begins. As it rises still further its

temperature continues to decrease, but not so rapidly

as before, because the condensation of water vapour

releases the latent heat of vaporisation. It reaches 0° C.

at a height of 3000 metres. Hence the region between

1000 and 3000 metres contains only drops of water.

As the air rises above 3000 metres the temperature falls

still lower, but the water particles do not freeze at once,

they remain super-cooled. We may assume that at

- 20° C, which is reached at about 6000 metres, the

super-cooled drops solidify and the remaining part of

the cloud above this level is composed of snow alone.

There will not be a sharp division between the region

of super-cooled water and tlie region of snow. For a

certain distance ice crystals and super-cooled water will

be mixed together. Such conditions are very unstable,

and from considerations of the vapour pressure alone

tlie ice particles grow rapidly, because the vapour over

super-cooled water is highly supersaturated with respect

to ice. In addition, the slightest contact between ice

and super-cooled water causes the latter to solidify at

once. The original ice particle will therefore quickly

grow in size and, if the ascending current is not too large,

will commence to fall. It has, however, to fall through

3000 metres of super-cooled water drops, and in doing

so grows appreciably in size. As each super-cooled

water particle strikes the ice it solidifies, and also

imprisons a certain amount of air, so that by the time

the ice particle reaches the bottom of the super-cooled

region it is simply a ball of soft white ice without any

sign of regular crystalline structure.

If the descent through the super-cooled region has

been fairly rapid the temperature of the ice ball will be

considerably below the freezing point when it arrives

in the region where the temperature is 0° C, and the

cloud particles are not super-cooled. As it continues

its way downwards it receives a considerable addition

of water : in the first place, by direct deposition, because

it is colder than the air ; and, secondly, by collision with

the water particles. This water covers the surface of

the cold ice ball with a uniform layer of liquid which

quickly freezes into clear solid ice, with little or no

imprisoned air. Finally the ice escapes from the bottom

of tiie cloud, and falls to the ground as a hailstone.

When hailstones are split open to show their internal

structure we can nearly always see the inner soft

white mass of ice which was collected while the stones

were in the super-cooled region, surrounded by a layer

of clear transparent ice formed by the freezing of the

water deposited when the stone was passing through

the non-super-cooled region.

This simple explanation of the formation of a hail-

stone was not considered satisfactory at first, because

it was considered that hailstones produced in this way

must necessarily be small. Trabert calculated that

if a hailstone started to fall from a height of 2 kilo-

metres, and swept up all the water it met on its way

down, its radius would grow only by 2 millimetres.

But Trabert left many things out of consideration, as

pointed out by Wegener. In the first place, he started

his hailstone much too low in the atmosphere ; he

should have started it from a height nearer 8 kilo-

metres than 2. Secondly, he neglected the effect

of the ascending currents. We know that there are

violent ascending currents during thunder-storms, in

wiiich alone hailstones are formed. The ascending

currents may be so violent that even large hailstones

will not be able to fall through them, but they are all

the time falling rapidly relatively to the air, and there-

fore sweeping water out of it.

The velocity with which a hailstone falls through

still air at atmospheric pressure is

v= li^fty/r cm./sec.

If, therefore, the velocity of the ascending current were

10 metres per second, the hailstone could not commence

to fall until it had a radius of 0-64 cm. It would then

commence to fall very slowly as its size grew larger, but

it would all the time be moving relatively to the air at

a greater rate than 10 metres a second. Thus the

effective height through which it would fall would be

\ery great in comparison with the actual height.

It must also be remembered that with such an

ascending current no water could fall in the form of

rain ; all the water would be retained in the cloud, the

water content of which could be very large indeed, thus

giving large quantities of water to be swept up by the

hailstone. When we also take into account that a

hailstone is generally very much colder than the sur-

rounding saturated air, so that the deposition of
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moisture on it from the vapour would be large, there is

no difficulty in explaining the size of all ordinary hail-

stones.

It must not be considered, however, that an ascending

current is steady. Just as we have gusts and lulls in

horizontal winds, so we have increases and decreases in

the velocity of ascending currents. Thus a hailstone

which has penetrated into the lower part of the cloud

might be blown upwards and so go through the whole

process again. In this case we should have a layer of

white ice deposited around the clear layer, around

which again there would be another layer of clear ice.

In fact, if a hailstone is held by the ascending currents

near to the region where the temperature is 0° C, it

might well be carried up and down between the regions

where the water is super-cooled and where it is not

several times. We should then have several con-

centric layers of clear and white ice, and a broken stone

would have the appearance of an onion. Such cases

are not at all uncommon.

For the formation of hailstones two conditions must

be fulfilled.

(a) The clouds must extend through a great vertical

height so that the three regions of water par-

ticles, super-cooled particles, and snow are ex-

tensive and well developed.

{b) There must be violent ascending currents, other-

wise the stones would fall too rapidly to grow

to a large size.

These conditions are best fulfilled in warm regions, for

there violent ascending currents are most easily de-

veloped, and the condensation starts at a relatively

high temperature, so giving regions of water particles

and super-cooled water particles of great depth.

These are the reasons why hailstones only occur during

the summer in temperate regions, and why the most

violent hailstorms and the largest hailstones are found

in tropical regions.

Soft Hail.—If the temperature at the ground were

much lower than in the case just considered, the region

between the bottom of the cloud layer and the zero

isothermal would be much reduced. It is in this

region that the hailstone receives its coat of clear trans-

parent ice. The hailstones which then fall would be

relatively small, and consist only of the soft white

balls appearing in the centre of the more complete

hailstones.

Falls of soft hail of this nature are quite common in

the winter in Europe and in the hills of India ; there

are frequently falls of soft hail durmg the winter and

spring in Simla. The reason is clear, for in Europe the

temperature of the ascending current is so low that the

freezing point is reached almost at the bottom of the

cloud, while in Simla the clouds form over the plains,

and Simla itself is so high that the region in which water

particles exist is mainly below the station. Thus the

hail which falls in Europe during the winter and in the

hills of India falls almost immeeiiately out of the region

of super-cooled water particles, and therefore has had no

opportunity for building up a layer of transparent ice.

The form of these soft hailstones is most instructive.

In most cases they are like cones with a hemispherical

base. It is clear from this form that as they have

fallen through the super-cooled region they have struck

the water particles on their under sides. This has

caused the bases to grow, and the cone above is really

the shape of the stream-lines behind the enlarged base.

A stone which has once commenced to have this form

will retain it throughout, for the cone acts as a kind of

tail and tends to keep the base always at right angles

to the relative air motion.

Snow.—Snow which forms over an ascending air

current in which water particles first form will prob-

ably have solidified cloud particles for nuclei. What-

ever the nuclei may be, as soon as the initial crystals

are formed further condensation takes place exactly

as in the precipitation of water, but the vapour

condenses directly into the solid state without first

going through the liquid state. The crystals of water

are hexagonal prisms, and water in the crystalline state

in the atmosphere shows all the wonderful shapes that

this form of crystallisation can take. Having once

started, the crystals may grow either along their central

axis, giving rise to long thin prisms, or along their six

axes to form hexagonal plates.

Sometimes the growth is uniform, so that the result

is a perfect hexagonal plate, at others the growth along

the axes is more rapid than in the space between ; this

gives rise to stars, having a beautiful feathery appear-

ance. The actual crystals vary in size, from minute

crystals which can scarcely be seen by the naked eye to

plates a quarter of an inch in diameter. In cold regions

the crystals are small, because there is little water

vapour present from which they can grow. In the

Antarctic during the winter, when the temperature was

always near or below 0° F., only the smallest crystals

were seen, so small that they were almost Yike. dust.

When crystals form at temperatures near the freezing

point they grow to their largest size. When the air

is full of large crystals frequent collisions take place.

The crystals become interlocked and bundles of many
separate crystals are formed ; these produce the ordi-

nary snowflakes which, on account of their size and

weight, fall relatively rapidly. It is to these latter that

the term snow should be applied. With this restriction,

snow occurs only when the temperature is near the

freezing point.
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of Standards, No. 81 : Bibliography of Scientific Litera-
ture relating to Helium. Second edition. Sup. Roy. Svo.
Pp. 31. (Washington: Government Printing Office,

1923.) 10 cents.*

Findlay, A. The Phase Rule and its .Applications.

(Textbooks on Physical Chemistry.) Fifth edition. Demy
Svo. Pp. xvi -)- 298. (London: Longmans, Green and
Co., 1923.) los. bd. net.*

Fischer, H. Scifen und Eiweissstoffe, ihrc kolloid-

chemische Bedeutung fiir die Wissenschaft und Praxis.
Autorisierte deutschc Ausgabe von J. Matula. Pp. 188.

(Dresden und Leipzig : T. Steinkoplf, 1922.)

Galarza, R. Quimica experimental (inorgeinica) :

Curso de quimica cientifica, con los principios recientes

de la flsico-quimica para uso de las escuclas normales y
colegios nacionales. Cr. Svo. I» Parte. Pp. 257.
(Rosario, Argentina : A. Alvarez, 1923.) *

I
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Gray, F. W. The Chemistry Tangle Unravelled :

being Chemistry systematised on a Xew Plan based on
the Works of Abegg, Kossel and Langmuir. Cr. 8vo. Pp.
X + 148. (London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1923.)
6s. net.*

Heidelberger, M. An Advanced Laboratory Manual
of Organic Chemistry. Cr. 8vo. Pp. 103. (New York :

The Chemical Catalog Co., Inc., 1923.) 2 dollars.*

Lewkowitsch, J. Chemical Technology and Analysis
of Oils, Fats and Waxes. Sixth edition, entirely revised
by G. H. Warbiirton. In 3 vols. Demy 8vo. Vol. 3.

Pp. viii +508. (lx)ndon : Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1923.)
365. net*
Liesegang, R. E. Beitrage zu einer KoUoidchemic des

Lebens (biologische Diffusionen). 3 umgearbeitete Auf-
lage. Pp. 40. (Dresden und Leipzig: T. Steinkopff, 1923.)
McCulloch, A., and Simpkin, N. Low Temperature

Carbonisation of Bituminous Coal. Demy 8vo. Pp. xii

+ 24S. (London : H. !•". and G. Witherby, 1923.) 18s. net.*
Mellor, J. W. .\ Comprehensive Treatise on Inorganic

and Theoretical Chemistry. Koy. Svo. Vol. 3 : Cu, Ag,
Au, Ca, Sr, Ba. Pp. x + 927. (London: Longmans,
Green and Co., 1923.) 635. net.*
Metzger, H^l^ne. Les Doctrines chimiques en France

du debut du XXIh' a la fin du XVIII'^ SicVle. Med. 8vo.
Tome I. Pp. 496. (Paris : Les Presses universitaires de
France, T923.) 25 francs*
Nernst, W. Traits de clumie gen^rale. 2» Mition

fran^aise completement refondue d'aprds la lo" Edition
allemande par A. Cor\'isy. Deuxieme partie : Trans-
formations de la matiere et de I'^nergie. Koy. Svo.
Pp. 500. (Paris : J. Hermann, 1923.) 40 francs*
Ost, H. Lehrbuch der chemischen Technologic. 13

Aurtago. Pp. \-iii + 815. (Leipzig : M. Janeckc, 1923.) 19s.

Perrin, J. Atoms. Authorised translation by D. LI.

Hammick. Second Knglish edition revised. Demy Svo.
Pp. XV + 231. (London, Bombay and Sydney : Constable
and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 8s. 6rf. net.*
Rieke, R. Die Arbeitsmethoden der Silicatchemie.

2 unveranderte Auflage. (Sammlung Vieweg, Heft 37.)
Pp. 100. (Braunschweig : F. Vieweg und Sohn, 11)23 )

Sadtler, S. P., and Matos, L. J. Industrial Organic
Chemistry. Fifth edition. Koy. Svo. Pp. 691. (Lon-
don : J. B. Lippincott Co., Ltd., 1923.) 35s. net.

Scheithauer.W. Die Braunkohlenteerprodukte. 2 neu-
bearbeitcte .\uflagc. Pp.123. (Leipzig : M. Janecke, 1923.)

Smits, A. Theorie de I'allotropie. Traduction de

J C.illis. Koy. Svo. Pp. 524. (Paris : Gauthier-Villars
et Cie. 1923.) 55 francs.

Vanino, L. Handbuch der praparativen Chemie : ein

Hilfsbuch fiir das .\rbeiten ini chemischen Laboratorium.
Zwcite Aullage. Koy. Svo. Band II : Organischer Teil.

Pp. xvi+888. (Stuttgart: F. Enke. 1923.) Grundzahl:
22.80 marks.

Villavecchia, V., Fabris, G., Rossi, G., Bianchi,
A., e Belasio, R. Dizionario di merceologia e di chimica
applicata. 4' edition. Vol. I : Abclmosco-Cuscuta. Pp.
S70. (Milan: U. Hoepli. IQ2?.) ^5 lire.

Willows, R. S., and Hatschek, E. Surface Tension
and Surface Energy and their Influence on Chemical
Phenomena. (Text-books of Chemical Kesearch and
Engineering.) Third edition. Cr. Svo. Pp. viii -h 136.
(London : J. and A. Churchill, 1923.) Os. bd. net,*
Wirth, F. Brennstoffchemie : wissenschaftliche und

praktische Grundlagen fiir Chemie und Technik der
Verbrennungsvorgiinge und der Brennstofle. Pp. S04.
(BerUn : G. Stilke, 1922.)

Technology

Barberot, A. Fabrication de I'acicr au four Martin.
(Encyclopc'die minidre et metallurgique.) Med. Svo.

Pp. 543. (Paris : J.-B. Baillif'rc et tils, 1923.) 40 francs.

Burnham, T. H. Special Steels : a Concise Treat-
ment on the Constitution, Manufacture. Working, Heat
Treatment and .Applications of Alloy Steels ; for Students,
Operators, and Users of Special Steels. Chiefly founded
on the Kesearches regarding Alloy Steels of Sir Kobert
Hadfield. (Pitman's Technical Primers Series—Double
volume.) Fcap. Svo. Pp. xxii -I- 194. (London: Sir I.

Pitman and Sons, Ltd., 1923.) 5s. net.*

Geer, W. C. The Keign of Kubbcr. Ex. Cr. Svo.
Pp. viii +344 4-32 plates. (London: G. Allen and Unwin,
Ltd . i<)22.) los. 6rf. net*
Greenhaigh, R. Practical Joinery and Carpentry.

(Modern Trade-Book Series.) Demy Svo. Pp. vii -1- 280.
(London : G. Koutledge an<I Sons, Ltd. ; New York :

E. P. Dutton and Co., 1923.) 6s. net.

Hasluck, P. N. Latlie-work : a Practical Treatise
on tlic Tools, Appliances, and Processes employed in the
Art of Turning. Eleventh edition, revised and enlarged.
Cr. Svo. Pp. 244. (London : C. Lockwood and Son,
1923.) 6s. net.

Horner, J. J. The Modern Ironfoundry. (Oxford
Technical Publications. ) Demy Svo. Pp. viii + 256.
(London : H. Frowde and Hodder and Stoughton, 1923.)
15s. net.

Institute of Metals. Name and Subject Index to
the Journal of the Institute of Metals. (\'olumes I-XXV.)
Demy 8vo. Pp. vii + 497. (London: The Institute of
Metals. 1923.) 25s. net ; 12s. (td. to members.

Labriffe, C. Manuel de tissage. (Bibliothique Pro-
fcssionnelle.) Pott Svo. Pp. 4 1 6 -I- 1 2 planches. (Paris:

J.-B. Bailliere et fils, 1923.) 16 francs*
Lamb, M. C. Manufacture of Chrome leather. Pp.

420. (London : The Anglo-American Technical Co., Ltd.,

1923.) 20s.

Michel, J. Travail du bois. (Nouvelle Collection des
recueils de recettes rationnelles. ) Fcap. Svo. Pp. xiv 4-

2S8. (Paris : Libr. Desforges, 1923.) 13.50 francs.
Powell, H. J. Glass-making in England. Sup. Roy.

Svo. Pp. X -HI 83. (Cambridge: At the University Press,

1923.) 25s. net*
Redmayne, Sir R. A. S. The British Coal-mining

Industry during the War. (Economic and Social History
of the World War, British Series : Published on Behalf
of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.)
Koy. Svo. Pp. XV 4-348. (Oxford: Clarendon Press;
London : Oxford University Press, 1023.) los. dd. net.*
Rudolph, W. Die Tonwarenerzeugung. Zweite Auf-

lage. Pp. viii +210. (Leipzig: M. Janecke, 1923.) 4s. 31/.

Smith, G. R. Testing Strength of Materials (Cotton
and Linen). Svo. Pp. 122. (London : E. Marlborough
and Co., 1923.) 12s. bd. net.

Toch, M. How to Paint Permanent Pictures. Cr.
Svo. Pp. 105. (London : Scott, Greenwood and Son ;

New York: D. Van Nostrand and Co., 1922.) 7s. bd.
net.*
Truscott, S. J. A Text-Book of Ore Dressing. Demy

Svo. Pp. xi-HOSo. (London: Macmillan and Co.. Ltd.,

1923.) 40S. net.*

Waran, H. P. Elements of Glass-blowing. Cr. Svo.
Pp. ix4-ii6. (London: G. Bell and Sons, Ltd., 1923.)
2s. 4<i. net.*

Astronomy

Andoyer, H. Cours de mecaniciue celeste. Roy. Svo.
Tome I. Pp. \i+439. (Paris: Gauthier-Villars et Cie,
11)2 3) 50 francs.*

Bigourdan, G. Union .\stronomique Internationale
(U.A.I.). Kapport annuel sur les travaux eflectues par
le Bureau International de I'Heure (B.I.H.) en 1922.
(3'' annee.) Koy. Svo. Pp.40. (Paris: Gauthier-Villars
et Cie, 1923.) I franc*

Coblentz, W. W. Further Tests of Stellar Radiometers
and some Measurements of Planetary Kadiarion. (Scientific

Papers of the Bureau of Standards, No. 460.) Sup. Koy.
Svo. Pp. 535-55S. (Washington : Government Printing
Office, 1923.) lo cents.*

Collard, A. Un Astronome beige : Louis Niesten
(1841-1920). Koy. Svo. Pp. 30. (Bru-xelles : Soci6t6
beige d'.-Vstronomie, 1923.) *

Dreyer, I. L. E., edidit. Tychonis Brahe opera
omnia. Tomi quinti Fasciculus posterior. Demy 4to.

Pp. 217-343. (Hauniae: Libraria GyldendaHana, 1923.) •

Heath, T. The Twentieth Century .Atlas of Popular
Astronomy. Third edition. Sup. Koy. Svo. Pp. iv +
134 + 10 plates. (Edinburgh: W. and A. K. Johnston,
Ltd.; London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 155.

net.
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Mobius, A. F. Astronomic ; Grosse, Bewegung und
Entfernung dcr Himmelskorper. 13 Auflage, bearbcitet
von H. Kobold. Teil 2 : Kometun, Metcore und das Stern-
system. (SammlungGoschen Nr. 529.) Pott 8vo. Pp.128.
(Berlin und Leipzig: \V. de Gruyter und Co., 1923.) is*

Meteorology : Geophysics

Hartnell, G. Terrestrial Magnetism : Horizontal
Intensity Variometers. (United States Coast and
Geodetic Survey, Special Publication No. 89.) Med. 8vo.

Pp. 62. (Washington : Government Printing Office,

1922.) 10 cents.*

Ministry of Public Works, Egypt : Physical De-
partment. Climatological Normals for Egypt and the
Sudan, Candia, Cyprus and Abyssinia. Roy. 4to. Pp.
X -(-93 4- 12 plates. (Cairo: Government PubUcations
Office, 1922.) P.T. 20.*

Shaw, Sir N. The Air and its Ways : the Rede
Lecture (1921) in the University of Cambridge, with other
Contributions to Meteorology for Schools and Colleges.

Imp. 8vo. Pp. XX -H 237 -t- 28 plates. (Cambridge: At
the University Press, 1923.) 30s. net.*

Geology : Mineralogy

Allen, R. Copper Ores. (Imperial Institute : Mono-
graphs on Mineral Resources with Special Reference to

the British Empire.) DemySvo. Pp.x-F22i. (London:

J. Murray, 1923.) 7s. bd. net.*

Fenner, C. N. The Origin and Mode of Emplacement
of the Great Tuff Deposit of the Valley of Ten Thousand
Smokes. (Katmai Series, No. i.) Roy. 8vo. Pp. 74.
(Washington : National Geographic Society, 1923.) *

Fenner, E. G. Everybody's Book of Geology. i8mo.
Pp. 144. (London : Holden and Hardingham, Ltd., 1923.)
2s. net.

Geological Survey : England and Wales, Memoirs of.

Explanation of Sheet 169 : The Geology of the Country
around Coventry, including an Account of the Carbonifer-
ous Rocks of the Warwickshire Coalfield. By T. East-
wood, W. Gibson, T. C. Cantrill, and T. H. WTiitehead

;

with Contributions by H. H. Thomas and the late C. H.
Cunnington. Roy. 8vo. Pp. viii -f 149 4-8 plates. (South-
ampton : Ordnance Survey Office ; London : E. Stanford,
Ltd., 1923.) 5.5. net ; Sheet 169, i in. to i mile, colour-
printed. Drift edition, 2s.*

Gill, A. C. Chromite of Kenai Peninsula, Alaska.
(United States Geological Survey, Bulletin 742.) Med.
8vo. Pp. iv -f 52 -1^4 plates. (Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1922.) 15 cents.*

Imperial Mineral Resources Bureau. The Mineral
Industry of the British Empire and Foreign Countries,

1913-1919. Silver. Pp. 218. (London : H.M. Stationery
Office, 1923.) 4s. net.

Imperial Mineral Resources Bureau. The Mineral
Industry of the British Empire and Foreign Countries,
1913-1919. Molybdenum. Pp. 87. (London : H.M.
Stationery Office, 1923.) is. 6rf. net.

Michel, L. litudes et notes de geologic appliquee.
Roy. 8vo. Pp. X 4- 701 4-3 planches. (Paris et Liege:
Ch. Beranger, 1922.) 80 francs.

Reeves, F. Geology of the Ranger Oil Field, Texas.
(United States Geological Survey, Bulletin 736-E.) Med.
8vo. Pp. iii 4- 1 1 i-i 70 4- 5 plates. (Washington : Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1922.) *

Ries, H., Bayley, W. S., and Others. High-Grade
Clays of the Eastern United States ; with Notes on
some Western Clays. (United States Geological Survey',
Bulletin 708.) Med. 8vo. Pp. xiv4-3i4 4-30 plates.

(Washington : Government Printing Office, 1922.) *

Steidtmann, E., and Cathcart, S. H. Geology of
the York Tin Deposits, Alaska. (United States Geological
Survey, Bulletin 733.) Pp. vii 4- 130 4- 12 plates. (Wash-
ington : Government Printing Office, 1922.) 30 cents.*
Trowbridge, A. C. A Geologic Reconnaissance in the

Gulf Coastal Plain of Texas near the Rio Grande. (United
States Geological Survey, Professional Paper 131 -D.)
Med. 4to. Pp. 85-117 4- plates 29-33. (Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1923.) *

Zittel, K. A. von. Grundziige dcr Palaontologie
(Palaozoologie). Neubearbeitet von F. Broili und M.
Schlosser. II. Abteilung : Vertebrata. Vierte vermehrte
und verbesserte Auflage. Roy 8vo. Pp. v 4- 706.
(Mijnchen und Berlin ; R. Oldenbourg, 1923.) 14s. ^d*

Geography : Travel

Australasian Antarctic Expedition, 1911-1914.
Scientific Reports : Series A. Vol. 2 : Oceanography.
Part I : Sea-floor Deposits from Soundings. By F.

Chapman. Roy. 4to. Pp. 604-3 i lates. (Sydney: J.
Spence, 1922.) 6s.*

Baker, E. A. The Highlands with Rope and Rucksack.
Demy 8vo. Pp. 2534-19 plates. (London: H. F. and
G. Witherby, 1923.) i2<;. bd. net.*
Barker, W. H., and Brooks, L. Junior Regional

Geographies. Cr. 8vo. Book 2 : The Briti-sh Isles. Pp.
174. (London: The University of London Press, Ltd.,

1923.) 2s. net.

Barrow, K. M. Three Years in Tristan da Cunha.
New and cheaper edition. Demy 8vo. Pp. xii4-28o.
(London : Skeffington's, 1923.) 7s. bd. net.

Bartholomew's Quarter-inch Map of Palestine. Oro-
graphical colouring. Roy. 8vo. (Edinburgh : J. Bar-
tholomew and Son, Ltd., 1923.) Mounted on cloth,

los. bd. net.

Bartholomew's World Survey Map Series : Japan.
Contour colouring. 8vo. (Edinburgh : J. Bartholomew
and Son, Ltd., 1923.) Linen, 3s. net

;
paper, is. bd. net.

Belgrave, C. D. Siwa : the Oasis of Jupiter Amnion.
Demy 8vo. Pp. 310. (London : J. Lane, Ltd., 1923.)
15s. net.

Burnett, F. Summer Isles of Eden. Med. 8vo. Pp.
xvii4-2i3. (London : Sifton Praed and Co., Ltd., 1923.)
2 IS. net.

Buxton, E. N. Epping Forest. Ninth edition revised,

with Chapters on its History, Topography, Animals and
Birds, Entomology, Flora, Fungi, Geology of the District,

and Forest Management. Pp. xiv 4-182 4-6 maps. (London

:

E. Stanford, 1923.) 2s. bd.*

Chisholm, G. G., and Birrell, J. H. A Smaller
Commercial Geography. New edition. Cr. 8vo. Pp. xiv

+ 302. (London : Longmans, Green and Co., Ltd., 1923.)
5s. net.

Curie, R. Into the East : Notes on Burma and Malaya.
Ex. Cr. 8vo. Pp. xxxi 4- 224. (London : Macmillan and
Co., Ltd., 1923.) los. net.*

Demangeon, A. L'Empire Britannique : fitude de
geograpliie coloniale. Gl. 8vo. Pp. viii 4-280. (Paris:
A. Colin, 1923.) 7 francs.*

Department of the Interior : United States Geo-
logical Survey. Water-Supply Paper 473 : Surface
Water Supply of the United States, 1918. Part 3 : Ohio
River Basin. Med. 8vo. Pp. v 4- 1 1 5 4- 2 plates. Water-
Supply Paper 507 : Surface Water Supply of the United
States, 1919-1920. Part 7 : Lower Mississippi River
Basin. Med. 8vo. Pp. iii 4- 49 4 2 plates. (Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1922.) 10 cents each.*

Elliott, Blanche B. Jersey : an Isle of Romance.
Demy 8vo. Pp. 260. (London : T. Fisher Unwin, Ltd.,

1923.) los. bd. net.

Franklin, T., Edited by. Orographical, Regional,
Economic Atlas. Part 5 : North America. Cr. 4to. Pp.
32. (Edinburgh : W. and A. K. Johnston, Ltd. ; Lon-
don : Macmillan and Co , Ltd., 1923.) is. bd. net.*

Freshfield, D. W. Below the Snow Line. Demy Svo.

Pp. viii 4- 270. (London, Bombay and Sydney : Constable
and Co., Ltd., 1923.) i8s. net.*

Gibson, A. Cinnamon and Frangipanni. (Ceylon, the
" Isle of Sweet Savours.") Med. 8vo. Pp.260. (London:
Chapman and Dodd, Ltd., 1923.) 21s. net.

Halbfass, W. Grundziige einer vergleichenden Seen-
kunde. Sup. Roy. 8vo. Pp. viii 4- 354. (Berlin: Ge-
briider Borntraeger, 1923.) 15s. 3^.*

Kephart, H. Our Southern Highlanders ; a Narrative
of Adventure in the Southern Appalachians and a Study
of Life among the Mountaineers. New and enlarged
edition. Demy Svo. Pp. 4694-34 plates. (New York:
The Macmillan Co. ; London : Macmillan and Co., Ltd.,

1922.) 125. net.
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Lobeck, A. K. Scientific Survey of Porto Rico and
the Virgin Islands. Med. 8vo. Vol. i. Part 4 : The
Physiography of Porto Rico. Pp. 301-384. (Xew York :

New York Academy of Sciences. \<)ii.) *

Mason, A. Wide Seeis and Many Lands : an Auto-
biography. Ex. Cr. Svo. Pp. xiv+287. (Ix)ndon :

Jonathan Cape, 1923.) 7s. 6d. net.

Michaelis, G. Die Wasserbewegung an der Oberflache
dcs Indischen Ozeans im Januar und Juli. (Venitfcnt-
lichungen des Instituts fiir Meereskunde an der Univer-
sitat Berlin. Neue Folge. A : (leograpliisch-naturwissen-
schaftlirhe Keihe, Heft 8.) Sup. Roy. Svo. Pp. 32.

(Berlin : E. S. Mittlcr und Sohn, 1923.) *

Morgenthaler, H. O. Matahari : Impressions of the
Siamese-Malayan Jungle. Demy Svo. Pp. 240. (Lon-
don: G. Allen and Unwin. Ltd.. 1923.) 7s. (>d. net.

Morris, J. E. The West Riding of Yorkshire. Second
edition, revised. i8mo. Pp. 591. (London : Methuen
and Co.. Ltd., 1923.) 75. 6d. net.
Norden, H. From Golden Gate to Golden Sun : a

Record of Travel. Sport, and Observation in Siam and
Nfalaya. Med. Svo. Pp. 292. (London : H. F. and G.
Witherby, 19^3-) 15s. net.

Perkins, Edna B. The White Heart of Mojave : an
Adventure with the Outdoors of the Desert. Med. Svo.
Pp. 229. (London : T. Fisher Unwin, Ltd., 1923.)
los. 6(/. net.

Puxley, W. L. Wanderings in the Queensland Bush.
Med. Svo. Pp. 213. (London: G. Allen and Unwin,
I,td.. 1923.) los. dd. net.

Ronatdshay, Earl of. Lands of the Thunderbolt :

Sikhim, Chumbi and Bhutan. Demy Svo. Pp. xvii+267
+ 32 plates. (London, Bombay and Sydney: Constable
and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 16s. net.*

Skeat, E. G. (Mrs. Woods). The Principles of

Geography, Physical and Human. Cr. Svo. Pp. 432.
(O.xford : Clarendon Press ; London : Oxford University
Press, 1923.) 6s. 6d. net.*

Speerschneider, C. I. H. Isforholdene i de Arktiske
Have (The State of the Ice in the Arctic Seas), 1922.
(Publikationer fra det Danske Meteorologiske Institut :

Aarbiiger.) Roy. 4to. Pp. 33+5 maps. (Kjiibenhavn :

G. E. C. Gad, 1923.) *

Stefansson, V. The Northward Course of Empire.
Cr. Svo. Pp. XX +274 +8 plates. (London and Sydney :

G. G. Harrap and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 7s. 6rf. net.*
Stock, Mabel. The Log of a Woman Wanderer. Cr.

Svo. Pp. viii + iS7. (London: W. Heinemann, 1923.)
5s. net.

Tatchell, F. The Happy Traveller : a Book for Poor
Men. Cr. Svo. Pp. xii+271. (London: Methuen and
Co., Ltd., 1923.) 75. 6d. net.

Wade, E. B. H. Report on Investigations into the
Improvement of River Discharge Measurements. (Ministry
of Public Works. Egypt : Physical Department Paper No.
7.) Imp. Svo. Pp. 6 -t- 10 plates. (Cairo: Government
Publications Office, 1922.) P.T. 5.*

Winstedt, R. O., Edited by. Malaya : the Straits

Settlements and the Federated and Unfederated Malay
States. Demy Svo. Pp. xi + 283. (London. Bombay
and Sydney: Constable and Co., Ltd., 1923.) I2X.

net.*

General Biologfy : Natural History

Batten, H. M. The Badger : Afield and Underground.
Demy Svo. Pp. 159 + 12 plates. (London: H. F. and G.
Witherby, 1923.) Sx. 6d. net.*

Bonhote, J. L. Birds of Britain, and Their Eggs.
A new edition of " Birds of Britain." Sq. Demy Svo.
Pp. 413. (I-ondon : A. and C. Black, Ltd., 1923.)
I OS. Od. net.

Borradaile, L. A. The Animal and its Environment :

a Text-Book of the Natural History of Animals. Demy
Svo. Pp. \ai + 399 + 4 plates. (I-ondon : H. Frowde and
Hodder and Stoughton. 1923.) iSs. net.*
Chandler, L. G. Bush Charms. Cr. Svo. Pp. 116.

(.\uckland. .Mellxjurne and London : Whitcombe and
Tombs, Ltd., 1923.) 6s.

Coates, H. A Perthshire Naturalist : Charles

Macintosh of Inver. With a Chapter on Scottish Folk-

Music, hv H. Wiseman. Demy Svo. Pp. xx + 244+32
plates. (London: T. Fisher l^nwin, Ltd., 1923.) i8.s. net.*

Gostantin, J. Origine dc la vie sur le globe. (Biblio-

thdque de Culture g^n^rale. ) Gl. Svo. Pp.192. (Paris:

E. Flammarion, 1923.) 4.50 francs net.*

Dacqu6, E. Biologic der fossilen Tiere. (Sammlung
Goschen Xr. S61.) Pott Svo. Pp. 92. (Berhn und
Leipzig : W. de Gruyter und Co., 1923.) is*
Folsom, J. W. Entomology : with Special Reference

to its Ecological Aspects. Third revised edition. Med. Svo.

Pp. vii +502. (London : J. Murray, 1923.) 21s. net.*

Friese, H., IBearbeitet von. Die europaischen Bienen
(Apidae). Das Leben und Wirken unserer Blumenwespen :

eine Darstellung der Lebenswcise unserer wilden wie
gesellig lebenden Bienen nach eigenen Untersuchungen
fiir Naturfreunde, Ixhrer und Zoologcn. Roy. Svo.

Lieferung 4. Pp. 303-400 +Tafeln 20-25. (Berhn und
Leipzig : W. de Gruyter und Co., 1923.) 5s.*

Klaatsch, H. The Evolution and Progress of Man-
kind. Edited and enlarged by A. Hcilbom ; Translated

by J. McCabe. Roy. Svo. Pp. 316. (London : T.

Fisher Unwin, Ltd.. 1923.) 25s. net.*

Lankester, Sir R. Great and Small Things. Cr. Svo.

Pp. xi f246. (London: Methuen an<l Co., Ltd., 1923.)

7s. 6(/. net.'

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries . The Spawn-
ing of Plaice in the Southern Part of the North Sea in

1913-14. By H. J.
Buchanan-Wollaston. (Fishery In-

vestigations. Series 2 : Sea Fisheries. Vol. 5, No. 2.)

Fcap. folio. Pp. 36 -HI I plates. (London : H. M.
Stationcrv Office, 1923.) 7s. 6d. net*
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries. The Plaice

Fishery and the War : Preliminary Report on In\-estiga-

tions. By J. O. Borley and Collaborators. (Fishery

Investigations. Series 2: Sea Fisheries. Vol. 5, No. 3.)

Fcap. foho. Pp. 56 + 15 plates. (London : H.M. Station-

ery Office. 1923.) I2S. net*
Mitchell, P. Chalmers, Edited by. The Pageant of

Nature : British Wild Life and its Wonders. Complete in

about 36 fortnightly parts. Roy. Svo. Part I. Pp. 72.

Part II. Pp. 73-144. Part III. Pp. 145-216. (London:
Cassell and Co., Ltd., " 199 3 ) 's. id. net each part.*

Petronievics, B. L'tvolution universelle : Expose des

prcuves et des lois de revolution mondiale et des Evolutions

particuliores (inorganique, organique. intellectuelle et

sociale). Premiere partie : L'dvolution mondiale. in-

organique et organique. Cr. Svo. Pp. viii-t-212. (Paris:

I'" .\k-an. 11)21.) 7.50 francs net.*

Phillips, J. C. A Natural History of the Ducks. In

four volumes. Roy. 4to. Vol. I : Plectropterinae. Dendro-

cygninae. Anatinae (in part). Pp. xi -h 264 -1- 18 plates 4-27

maps. ( London : Longmans, Green and Co. ;
Boston :

Houghton Mifflin Co.) 210s. net.

Punnett, R. C. Heredity in Poultry. Cr. Svo. Pp.

xi + 204 -I- 1 2 plates. (London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd.,

1923.) los. net.*

Robinson, E. K. The Country Day by Day. New
and revised edition. Demy Svo. Pp. 39i- (London :

Holdcn and Hardingham, Ltd., 1923 ) <i^- "et.

Simroth, H. Abriss der Biologic der Tiere. Vierte

Aurtage, durchgesehen und vcrbessert von F. Hempelmann.

Teil I : luitstehung und Wciterbildung der Tierwelt.

Beziehungen zur organischen Natur. (Sammlung Goschen

Nr. 131.) Pott Svo. Pp. 147- (Berhn und Leipzig:

W. deGruvter und Co., 1923) »«•*

Skaife,'S. H. An Elementary Biology for Use in

South African Schools. Cr. Svo. Pp. vi+304. (Cape

Town : T. Maskew Miller, i9-!3 ) 8s. bd. net.

Sowerby, A. de C. .\ NaturaUst's Holiday by the

Sea being a Collection of Essays on the Marine, Littoral,

and Shore-land Life of the Cornish Peninsula, including

Short Accounts of the Mineralogy and Geology, as well as

of some of the Birds of the Interior. Demy Svo. Pp.

xiv + 2O2 + 16 plates. (I^ndon : G. Routledge and Sons,

i td New York : E. P. Dutton and Co., 1923 ) 7' (>d- net.*

Witherby, H. F., Edited bv. A Practical Handbook

of British Birds. In iS part's. Demy Svo. Part 16.

Pp. 625-720. (London: H. F. and G. Witherby, 1923.)

4s. 6d. net.*
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Botany: Horticulture: Forestry

Bose, Sir J. C. The Physiology of the Ascent of
Sap. (Cossimbazar Endowment Pubhcation.) Demy 8vo.
Pp. XV + 277. {London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1923.)
165. net.*
Bower, F. O. Botany of the Living Plant. Second

edition. Demy 8vo. Pp. xii + 634. (London: Mac-
millan and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 255. net.*
Gamble, J. S. Flora of the Presidency of Madras.

Parts: Rtenaceae to Scrophulariaceae. (Published under
the Authority of the Secretary of State for India in
Council.) Cr. 8vo. Pp. 769-962. (London: Adlard and
Son and West Newman. Ltd., 1923.) los. net.*
Houard, C. Les Zoocecidies des plantes d'.Afrique,

d'Asie et d'Oceanie : Description des galles. illustration,
bibliographic detaillee, repartition geographique, index
bibhographique. Roy. 8vo. Tome i : Cryptogames,
gymnospermes, monocotyledones, dicotyledones (i"
partie), Nos. i a 1806. Pp. 496. Tome 2 : Dicotyle-
dones (20 partie), index bibhographique, Nos. 1807 a 3293.
Pp. 497-1056. (Paris : J. Hermann, 1922-1923.) 2 vols.,

100 francs.*

Janet, C. Considerations sur I'etre vivant. Troisieme
partie : La characee consideree au point de vue ortho-
biontique. Roy. 8vo. Pp. 54 -I- 4. (Beauvais : Impr.
Dumontier et Hague, 1922.) *

Johnson, S. C. Flowering Shrubs, and How to Know
Them. i8mo. Pp.128. (London: Holden and Harding-
ham, Ltd., 1923.) 2s. net.

Maiden, J. H. A Critical Revision of the Genus
Eucalyptus. Roy. 4to. Vol. 6, Part 7 (Part 57 of the
Complete Work). Pp. iv -t- 341-419 -1- plates 232-235.
(Sydney : J. Spence, 1922.) 3s. dd*
Marzell, H. Lnsere Heilpflanzen und ihre Stellung in

der Volkskunde : Ethnobotanische Streifziige. Pp. xxviii
4-240. (F'reiburg im Breisgau : T. Fisher. 1922.}

Zoology
Abderhalden, E., Herausgegeben von. Handbuch der

biologischen Arbcitsmethoden. Abt. IX : Methoden zur
Erforschung der Leistungen der tierischen Organismus.
Teil 4, Heft i : ilethoden der Erforschung bestimmter
Funktionen bei einzelnen Tierarten. Lieferung 76. Sup.
Roy. 8vo. Pp. 122. (Berlin und Wien : Urban und
Schwarzenberg, 1922.) Grundzahl: 4.8 marks.*
Ashworth, J. H. On Rhinosporidium seeberi (Wer-

nicke, 1903), with Special Reference to its Sporulation and
Affinities. (Transactions of the Royal Society of Edin-
burgh, Vol. 53, Part 2, No. 16.) Roy. 4to. Pp. 301-342
+ 5 plates. (Edinburgh : R. Grant and Son ; London :

Wilhams and Norgate, 1923.) 6s.*
Clarke, F. W., and Wheeler, W. C. The Inorganic

Constituents of Marine Invertebrates. (L'nited States Geo-
logical Survey, Professional Paper 124.) Med. 4to. Pp.
ii4-62. (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1922.)
10 cents.*
Delsman, H. C. The Ancestry of Vertebrates as a

Means of understanding the Principal Features of their
Structure and Development. (Published with the support
of the Koninkhjke Natuurkundige Verceniging, Batavia.)
Roy. 8vo. Pp. vii-i-236. (Weltevreden, Java: N. V.
Boekh. Visser and Co. ; Amersfoort, Holland : Valklioflf

and Co , 1922.)*
Dunkerly, J. S. Encystation and Reserve Food

I'ormation in Trinema lineare, Penard. (Transactions of
the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Vol. 53, Part 2, No. 15.)
Roy. 4to. Pp. 297-300 + I plate. (Edinburgh : R. Grant
and Son ; London ; Williams and Norgate, 1923.) is.*

Nierstrasz, H. F., und Hirsch, G. Chr. Anleitung zu
makroskopisch-zoologischen Ubungen. Heft i : Wirbellose
Tiere. (Jena: G. Fischer, 1923.) Grundzahl: 1.50 marks.

Senior - White, R. Notes on Indian Diptera.
I : Diptera from the Khasia Hills ; 2 : Tabanidae in the
Collection of the Forest Zoologist

; 3 : New Species of
Diptera from the Indian Region. (Memoirs of the
Department of Agriculture : Entomological Series, Vol. 7,
No. 9.) Cr. 4to. Pp. W +83-170 4- plates 11-15. (Cal-
cutta : Thacker, Spink and Co. ; London : W. Thacker
and Co., 1922.) 1. 12 rupees; 25.3^.*

Agriculture

Charlton, J. The Determination of Prussic Acid in

Burma Beans {Phaseolus liinalus). (Preliminary Note.)
(.Agricultural Research Institute, Pusa : Bulletin 5fo. 140.)
Sup. Roy. 8vo. Pp.7. (Calcutt*: Government Printing
Office, 1923.) 3 annas.*
Hendrick, j. The Farmer's Raw Materials : Air,

Water, Soil and Manure. Gl. 8vo. Pp. xv-(-2ii.
(Edinburgh : W. Green and Son, Ltd., 1923.) 6s. net.*
Hilson, G. R. Methods of Examination of Certain

Characters in Cotton. (.Agricultural Research Institute,

Pusa: Bulletin No. 13S.) Sup. Roy. 8vo. Pp. 28-1-2

plates. (Calcutta: Government Printing Ofifice, 1923.)
8 annas.*
Howard, A., Howard, Gabrielle L. C, and Abdur

Rahman Khan. The Wheats of Bihar and Orissa.

(Memoirs of the Department of Agriculture in India,
Botanical Series, Vol. 12, No. i.) Cr. 4to. Pp. 20.

(Calcutta : Thacker, Spink and Co. ; London : W.
Thacker and Co., 1922.) 8 annas ; gd*
Howell, J. P. An Economic Survey of a Rural Parish.

(University of Oxford : Institute for Research in Agri-
cultural Economics.) Demy 8vo. Pp. 31. (London:
Oxford University Press, 1923.) is.*

Joshi, N. V. Comparative Manurial Value of the
Whole Plants and the Different Parts of Green Manures.
(Agricultural Research Institute, Pusa : Bulletin No. 141.)
Sup. Roy. 8vo. Pp. 14. (Calcutta: Government Print-
ing Office, 1922.) 6 annas.*

Kelly, E., and Clement, C. E. Market Milk. Med.
8vo. Pp. xvii+445. (New York: J. Wiley and Sons,
Inc. ; London : Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1923.) 19s. net.*
M'Cutcheon, J. The Principles of Agriculture: a

Text-book for Lecturers on Agriculture, Rural School-
masters, Young F'armers, and Students of Agriculture.
Cr. 8vo. Pp. 217. (Edinburgh : E. and S. Livingstone,

1923.) 4s. bd. net.

Middleton, Sir T. H. Food Production in War.
(Economic and Social History of the World War, British

Series : Published on Behalf of the Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace.) Roy. 8vo. Pp. xx-l-373.
(Oxford : Clarendon Press ; London : Oxford University
Press, 1923.) los. bd. net.*

Mitra, M. Helminlliosporiiim Spp. on Cereals and
Sugar-cane in India. Part i : Diseases of Zea Mays and
Sorghum ml are caused by Species of Helminthosporium.
(Memoirs of the Department of Agriculture in India,

Botanical Series, Vol. 11, No. 10.) Cr. 4to. Pp. iii

+

219-242+3 plates. (Calcutta: Thacker, Spink and Co.;
London : W. Thacker and Co., 1923.) i rupee ; is. 4^.*

Fetch, T. The Diseases of the Tea Bush. Demy 8vo.

Pp. xii + 220. (London : Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1923.)
20S. net.*

Putnam, G. E. Supplying Britain's Meat. Demy
Svo. Pp. 169 + 16 plates. (London, Calcutta and
Sydney : G. G. Harrap and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 5s. net.*

Wagenen, J. van. The Cow. (Open Country Books,
No. 3.) Cr. 8vo. Pp. ix+153. (New York: The Mac-
millan Co.; London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1923.)
7s. net.

Anatomy : Physiology

Bell, A. J. Feeding, Diet, and the General Care of

Children. Pp. 276. (Philadelphia : F. A. Davis Co.,

1923.) 2 dollars.

Breton, E. le, et Schaeffer, G. Variations bio-

chimiques du rapport nucleo-plasmatique au cours du
developpement embryonnaire. (Faculte de Medecine de
Strasbourg : Travaux de I'lnstitut de Physiologie.

Recherches de phj'siologie generale sur la determination
de la masse protoplasmatiquc active. ) Roy. Svo. Pp.

197. (Paris : Masson et Cio, 1923.) 15 francs net.*

Ellis, C, and MacLeod, Annie L. Vital Factors of

Foods : Vitamins and Nutrition. Med. Svo. Pp. xvi +
391. (London : Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1923.) 25s.net.*

Insulin : a Simple Explanation of the New Treatment
of Diabetes. Gl. Svo. Pp. 12. (London : Therapeutic
Foods Co., Willesden, 1923.) 6d.*
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Krogh, A. The Anatomy and Physiology of Capil-
laries. (Silliman Memorial Lectures.) Med. 8vo. Pp.
xvii+276. (N'ew Haven: Yale University Press; Lon-
don : O.xford University Press, 1922.) 13J. 6rf. net.*
Newman, H. H. The Physiology of Twinning.

(University of Chicago Science Series.) Cr. 8vo. Pp.
xii+230. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press;
London : Cambridge University Press, 1923.) 1.75
dollars.*

Anthropology : Ethnology

Best, E. Some Aspects of Maori Myth and Religion.
(Monograph No. i.) Roy. 8vo. Pp. 34. (Wellington,
N.Z. : Dominion Museum, 1922.) is.*

Best, E. Spiritual and Mental Concepts of the Maori.
(Monograph No. 2.) Roy. 8vo. Pp. 43. (VVeUington.
N.Z. : Dominion ^^uscum, 1922.) \s.*

Best, E. The .Vstronomical Knowledge of the Maori,
Genuine and Empirical : including Data concerning their
Systems of Astrogeny, Astrolatry, and Natural Astrology

;

with Notes on certain other Natural Phenomena. (Jfono-
graph No. 3.) Roy. 8vo. Pp. 66. (Wellington, N.Z. :

Dominion Jfuscum, 1922.) is. f)d*
Best, E. The Maori Division of Time. (Monograph

No. 4.) Roy. 8vo. Pp.45. (WelUngton, N.Z. : Dominion
Museum, 1922.) is.*

Driberg, J. H. The Lango : a Nilotic Tribe of
Uganda. Roy. 8vo. Pp. 468 + 12 plates. (London; T.
Fisher Unwin, Ltd., 1923.) 63s. net.*
Hinneberg, P., Hcrausgegeben von. Die Kultur der

Gegenwart : ihre Entwicklung und ihre Ziele. Dritter
Teil : Mathematik. Naturwissen.schaften, Medizin. Fiinfte
Abtcilung : .Anthropologic. Unter Leitung von G.
Schwalbe und I--. Fischer. Sup. Roy. 8vo. Pp. viii +
684+29 Tafeln. (Leipzig und Berlin: B. G. Teubner,
1923.) 22s. -jd*

Parry, R. E. The Sikhs of the Punjab. Cr. 8vo.
Pp. 1 28. (London : Drane's, 1923.) 5s. net.

Philosophy : Psychology

Bisch, L. E. Your Inner Self. Cr. 8vo. Pp. xxi +
i8g. (London : Methuen and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 6s. net.
Greig, J. Y. T. The Psychology of Laughter and

Comedy. Demy 8vo. Pp. 304. (London : G. Allen and
Unwin, Ltd., 1023.) I2s. M. net.*

Hayward, C. W. What is Psjchology ? With
Sections treating of Suggestion and Auto-suggestion.
Cr. 8vo. Pp. 254. (lx>ndon : G. Allen and Unwin, Ltd.,
192 v) 7s. 6rf. net.

Hoernlfe, R. F. A. Matter, Life, Mind, and God :

Five Lectures on Contemporary Tendencies of Thought.
Cr. 8vo. Pp. xiii+215. (I-ondon : Methuen and Co.,
Ltd., 1923.) 6s. net*
Hopkinson, A. W. Hope : Reflections of an Optimist

on the Psychology of Holiness. Happiness and Health.
Cr. 8vo. Pp. XV + 226. (London: Constable and Co.,
Ltd , 1923.) 7s. Ud. net.

Inge, bean. The Philosophy of Plotinus : The Gifford
Lectures at St. .\ndrews, 1917-1918. Second edition.
In 2 vols. Demy 8vo. Yol. L Pp. xx+270. Vol. U
Pp. xii - 253. (London: Longmans, Green and Co., Ltd.,

1923.) I'is. net.

MacCurdy, J. T. Problems in Dynamic Psychology :

a Critique of Psychoanalysis and Suggested l-'ormulations.

Cr. 8vo. Pp. XV + 383. (Cambridge : At the L'niversity
Press ; N'ew York : The Macmillan Co., 1923. ) i is. bd. net.*
McKerrow, J. C. The Appearance of Mind. Cr. 8vo.

Pp. XV + I 20. (London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1923.)
6s. net*
Ogden, C. K., and Richards, I. A. The Meaning of

Meaning : a Study of the Influence of Language upon
Thought and of the Science of Symbolism. (International
Library of Psychology, Philosophy and Scientific Method.)
Demy 8vo. Pp. xxxii +544. (London : Kegan Paul and
Co., Ltd. ; New York : Harcourt, Brace and Co., Inc.,

1923.) I2S. 6d. net.*

Santayana, G. The Life of Reason : or the Phases
of Human Progress. Second edition. In 5 vols. Cr. 8vo.
Vol. I : Introduction and Reason in Commonsense. Pp.
xix + 291. Vol. 2: Reason in Society. Pp. viii +205.
Vol. 3 : Reason in Religion. Pp. ix + 279. Vol. 4 :

Reason in Art. Pp. ix + 230. Vol. 5 : Reason in Science.
Pp. ix+320. (London, Bombay and Sydney : Constable
and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 8s. net each.*
Satow, L. Hypnotism and Suggestion. Translated

by B. .Miall. Demy 8vo. Pp. 240. (London : G. Allen
and Unwin, Ltd.. 1923.) los. 6d. net.
Smith, E. M. The Investigation of Mind in Animals.

Gl. Svo. Pp. xii + 195. (Cambridge : At the University
Press, IQ23

) 6s. net*
Spearman, C. The Nature of " Intelligence " and

the Principles of Cognition. Demy 8vo. Pp. viii +358.
(London

: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 15s. net.*
Stekel, W. Psycho-analysis and Suggestion Therapy :

their Technique, Applications, Results, Limits, Dangers,
and F.xcesses. Authorised translation by J. S. Van
Teslaar. Cr. Svo. Pp. xi+isj. (London: Kegan Paul
and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 6s. hd. net.
Terman, L. M., and Others. Intelligence Tests and

School Reorganization. Prepared as a Subcommittee
Report to the Commission on Revision of Elementary
Education, National Education Association. Ex. Cr. 8vo.
Pp. siii + ui. (London, Calcutta and Sydney: G. g]
Harrap and Co., Ltd , 192? ) 4s. 6d. net.*
Wates, G. F. The .\Iagic of Common Sense. Cr.

Svo. Pp. XI + 107. (London : J. Murray, 1923.) 3s. 6d. net.

Bacteriology : Hygiene
Buchanan, Estelle D., and Buchanan, R. E.

Bacteriology for Students in General and Household
Science. Revised edition. Cr. Svo. Pp. xvii+560.
(New York : The Macmillan Co. ; London : Macmillan
and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 12s. net.

Guiart, J. Precis de parasitologic. (Bibliothdque
du Doctorat en MMecine.) 2" Edition, enticrement
revisee. Roy. Svo. Pp.575. (Paris: J.-B. Bailliere et
fils, 1922 ) 25 francs.

History of the Great War : Based on Official Docu-
ments. Medical Services : Hygiene of the War. Edited
by Maj.-Gen. Sir W. G. Macpherson. Col. Sir W. H.
Horrocks, and Maj.-Gen. W, W. O. Beveridge. Demy
Svo. Vol. I. Pp. xii + 400. Vol. 2. Pp. vi+506.
(London : H.JL Stationery Office, 1923.) 21s. net each.*
McKenzie, R. T. Exercise in Education and .Medicine

New (third) edition. Svo. Pp. 601. (Philadelphia and
London : W. B. Saunders Co., Ltd., 1923.) 24s. net.

Orticoni, A., et Clogne, R. Pratique bacteriologique.
Fcap. .Svo. Pp. 490 + 2 planches. (Paris : l.ibr. Le Francois,
1923.) 20 francs.

Medicine : Surgery

Anderson, M. C. Obstetric Tables. Second edition
Cr. Svo. Pp. 119. (London: A. and C. Black, Ltd
1923.) ]s. bd. net.

'

Anderson, M. C. Surgical Tables : a Guide for
Students. Second edition. Cr. Svo. Pp.163. (London:
A. and C. Black, Ltd., 1923.) 3s. bd. net.
Baronaki, E. Le Cancer et son traitement medical

rationnel. Cr. Svo. Pp. xv + ioi. (Paris: A. Maloine
et fils. 1922.) 6 francs.

Bonnier, P. Defense organique et centres nerveux.
(Nouvelle Collection scientifique. ) Nouvclle Edition. Gl
8vo. Pp. x.xiii +284. (Paris: F. .Mean, 1923.) lofrancs*

Daniels, C. W., and Newhan, H. B. Laboratory
Studies in Tropical Medicine. Fifth edition. Med. Svo
Pp. xiii+576 (London: J. Bale, Son, and Danieissoni
Ltd., 1923.) 25s. net.

Davis, F. P. Impotency, SteriUty, and Artificial
Impregnation. Svo. Pp. 168. (London : H. Kiinpton,
1923.) 9S. net.

boble, F. C. The Urethra and the Urethroscope.
(Oxford Medical Publications.) Demy Svo. Pp. x+120
(London : H. Frowde and Hodder and Stoughton, 1923 )

los. bd. net.
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Fuller, A. W. Anaemia : its Causes and Modern
Treatment. With a Chapter on Neurasthenia. Cr. 8vo.

Pp. 64. (London: H. K. Lewis and Co., Ltd., 1923.)

35. bd. net.

Green, T. H. Manual of Pathology and Morbid
Anatomy. Thirteenth edition, revised and enlarged by
W. C. Bosanquet and C. S. Wilson. (University Series.)

Med. 8vo. Pp. 632. (London : Bailliere, Tindall and
Cox, 1923.) 21S. net.

Gross, L. The Blood Supply to the Heart. (Oxford
Medical Publications.) Large 8vo. Pp. 176 + 29 plates.

(London : H. Frowde and Hodder and Stoughton, Ltd.,

1923.) 25s. net.

Lecfene, P. L'Evolution de la chirurgie. (Biblio-

thcque de Philosophic scientifique.) Pott 8vo. Pp. 350.
(Paris : E. Flammarion, 1923.) 7.50 francs.

Lesure, A. Preparation et sterilisation des liquides

injcctables. 4" edition. Fcap. 8vo. Pp. 434. (Paris:

Libr. Le Francois, 1923.) 22 francs.

Macmichael, W. The Gold-headed Cane. A new
edition, with an Introduction and Annotations by G. C.

Peachey. Cr. 4to. Pp. xxiii + i95 4-5 plates. (London :

H. Kimpton, 1923.) i8s. net.*

Nixon, J. A. The Debt of Medicine to the Fine Arts
:

the Presidential Address, delivered on October nth, 1922,

at the Opening of the F'iftieth Session of the Bristol

Medico-Chirurgical Society. Demy 8vo. Pp. 29. (Bristol

:

J. W. Arrowsmith, Ltd., 1923.) is. 6d. net.*

Parsons, Sir J. H. Diseases of the Eye. Fourth
edition. Demy 8vo. Pp. 668. (London : J. and A.
Churchill, 1923.) 19s. net.

Perrin, M., et Mathieu, P. L'Obesite. (Bibliothequc
des connaissances medicales.) Pott 8vo. Pp.246. (Paris:

E. Flammarion, 1923.) 7.50 francs.

Pullen, H. A. Orthodontic Impressions and Casts.

8vo. Pp.93. (London: H. Kimpton. 1923.) 7s.6rf.net.

Rollier, A., with the Collaboration of Rosselet, A.,
Schmid, H. J., Amstad, E. Heliotherapy. (Oxford
Medical Publications.) Demy 8vo. Pp. xxii+288.
(London : H. Frowde and Hodder and Stoughton, 1923.)
25s. net.*

Severns, J. E. Students' Manual of Cavity Prepara-
tion. Second edition. 8vo. Pp. 37. (London : H.
Kimpton, 1923.) 65. net.

Wharton, H. R. Minor Surgery, including Bandaging.
Ninth edition, revised. Demy 8vo. Pp. xii-f647. (Lon-
don: Bailliere, Tindall and Cox, 1923.) 185. net.

Miscellaneous

Aitken, J. Collected Scientific Papers of John Aitken,

LL.D., F.R.S. Edited for the Royal Society of Edinburgh
(w^th Introductory Memoir) by C. G. Knott. Imp. 8vo.

Pp. xxi 4-591. (Cambridge: At the University Press,

1923.) 305. net.*

Allbutt, Sir T. C. Notes on the Composition of

Scientific Papers. Third edition. Cr. 8vo. Pp. xiii +
192. (London : Macmillan and Co.. Ltd., 1923.) 6ir.net.*
" Chemical Age " Year Book, Diary and Directory,

1923. Roy. 4to. Pp. 195. (London : Benn Bros., Ltd.,

1923.) los. 6d. net.*

Dawson, W. H., Edited by. The Yearbook of the

Universities of the Empire, 1923. (Published for the

Universities Bureau of the British Empire.) Cr. Svo.

Pp. xii 4-692. (London: G. Bell and Sons, Ltd., 1923.)

7s. 6d. net.*
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research.

The Cleaning and Restoration of Museum Exhibits :

Second Report upon Investigations conducted at the

British Museum. Roy. 8vo. Pp. iv -1- 1 1 4- 9 plates.

(London : H.M. Stationery Office, 1923.) 2S. net.*

Descour, L. Pasteur and his Work. Translated

from the French by A. F. and B. H. Wedd. Cheap
edition. Med. Svo. Pp. 290. (London : T. Fisher

Unwin, Ltd., 1923.) los. 6d. net.

Duncan, G. S., Compiled by. Directory for the

British Glass Industry. Edited by W. E. S. Turner.

Demy Svo. Pp. 384. (Sheffield : Society of Glass

Technology, 1923.) 7s. 6d. ; 6s. to members.*

Ellis, D. A Science Course for Bakers. Cr. 8vo.
Pp. XU4-175. (London, Glasgow and Bombay: Blackie
and Son, Ltd., 1923.) 55. net.

Eupolis, Jr. Carncadcs on " Injustice "
: an Amoral

Story with the Famous Lost Lecture of 155 B.C. Gl. 8vo.
Pp. 47. (Ashford, Kent : privately printed for Sub-
scribers only by Headley Bros., 1^23.) *

Gentile, G. The Reform of Education. Authorized
translation by D. Bigongiari. Cr. Svo. Pp. xi + 250.
(London : Benn Bros., Ltd., 1923.) 8s. 6d. net.*

Gould, Lt.-Comdr. R. T. The Marine Chronometer :

its History and Development. Med. Svo. Pp. xvi -1-287

+ 40 plates. (London : J. D. Potter, 1923.) 25s. net.*
Graf, E. Technische Berechnungen fur die Praxis des

Maschinen- und Bautcchnikers : ein Handbuch iiber ge-
loste Beispiele aus der gesamten Mechanik, der Maschi-
nen-, Holz-, und Bautechnik, einschhesslich Eisenbeton-
und Briickenbau. Fiinfte, verbesserte Aufiage. Pp.
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The Interior of a Star.*

By Prof. A. S. Eddington, F.R.S.

ON December 13, 1920, the angular diameter of a

star was measured for the first time in history

with an apparatus devised by Prof. A. A. Michelson.

Hitherto every star had appeared as a mere point of

light, and no test had been able to differentiate it

from a geometrical point. But on that eventful

evening a 20-foot interferometer constructed at the

Mt. Wilson Observatory was turned on the star

Betelgeuse, and the measurement revealed that this

star had a disc ^\y of a second of arc in diameter

—

about the size of a halfpenny 50 miles away. The

distance of Betelgeuse is known roughly (unfortunately

it cannot be found so accurately as the distances of

many stars), so that we can convert this apparent

size into approximate actual size. Betelgeuse is not

less than 200 million miles in diameter. The orbit

of the earth could be placed entirely inside it.

The stars are thus not limited to objects of com-

paratively small bulk like the sun ; there are among

them individuals truly gigantic in comparison. We
can add another step to the astronomical, multiplica-

tion table—a million earths make one sun ; ten

million suns make one Betelgeuse. This is a com-

parison of volume, not of amount of material. It

leaves open the question whether, in order to obtain

one of these giants, we should take the material of

ten million suns rolled into one, or whether we should

take the material of the sun and inflate it to ten

million times its present size. There is no doubt that

the latter answer is nearer the truth. Betelgeuse, I

admit, contains more matter than the sun (perhaps

50 times as much) ; but in the main its vast bulk is

due to the diffuseness with which this material is

spread out. It is a great balloon of low density, much

more tenuous than air, whereas in the sun the material

is compressed to a density greater than water.

Whether the star is one of these balloon-like bodies

or whether it is dense like the sun depends on the

stage of its life at which we catch it. It is natural to

think that the stars gradually condense out of diffuse

material, so that they become denser and denser as

their life-historj' proceeds. We can now see in the

heavens samples of every stage in the development of

a star. The majority of those seen with the naked

eye are in the early dififuse state ; that is not because

these young stars are really more numerous, but

because their great bulk renders them brighter and

more conspicuous. What I shall have to say about

the inside of a star refers chiefly to the young diffuse

stars—the giant stars as they are called. The reason

* Discourse delivered at the Royal lustitutioa OQ February 23.

is that we understand much more about the properties

of matter when it is in the condition of a perfect gas

than when it is condensed ; although the difficulties

of treating a dense star like the sun are not insuperable,

we have naturally made the most progress with the

easier problem of giant stars.

Internal Temperatures.

We only observe the physical conditions at the

surface of a star, and at first it might seem impossible

to learn anything about the conditions in the interior.

Consider, for example, the question of temperature.

The nature of the light received from Betelgeuse

teaches us that the temperature is 3000° C.—not an

extravagantly high temperature judged even by
terrestrial standards. But this refers, of course, to

the layer near the surface from which the observed

light is coming ; it is just the marginal temperature

of the furnace affording no idea of the terrific heat

within. I shall not attempt to explain in detail how
we manage to calculate the inside temperatures ; but

I can perhaps show that there is a clue which can be

followed up by appropriate mathematical methods.

Elasticity is a well-known property of a gas, familiar

to e\'er)^body through its practical application in the

pneumatic tyre. What gives the gas its elasticity or

expansive force is its heat, that is to say, the energy

of motion of its molecules hastening in all directions

and continually tending to spread apart. The greater

the heat the greater the expansive force. Now at any

point inside the star a certain condition of balance

must be reached ; on one hand we have the weight

of all the layers above pressing down and trying to

squeeze closer the gas inside ; on the other hand we

have the elasticity of this inside gas trying to expand

and force the upper layers outwards. Since neither

one thing nor the other happens and the star remains

practically unchanged for hundreds of years, we must

conclude that these two tendencies just balance.

At each point the elasticity and therefore the heat

has to be of the exact amount needed to bear the

weight of the layers above. That is the principal

clue by which we determine how much heat there

must be at various depths inside the star.

The internal temperature depends on the particular

star considered, but it is generally from 2 to 20 million

degrees at the centre. Do not imagine that this is a

degree of heat so vast that ordinary conceptions of

temperature have broken down. These temperatures

are to be taken quite literally. Temperature is a mode

of describing the speed of motion of the ultimate

T3
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particles of the matter. In a mass of helium at

ordinary temperatures the average speed of the atoms is

rather less than i mile per second ; at 4 million degrees

it is 100 miles per second. This is a high speed, but

not a speed to feel uncomfortable over. Sir Ernest

Rutherford describes atoms of helium moving at the

rate of 100,000 miles a second. I cannot vie with him.

I usually find that my physical colleagues are rather

disappointed with our jog-trot atoms in the stars.

Material and ^Etherial Heat.

We must imagine then a typical giant star as a

mass of material with average density about that of

air swollen to at least a thousand times the bulk of

the sun. The atoms of which it consists are rushing

in all directions with speeds up to 100 miles a second,

continually colliding and changing their courses. Each

atom is being continually pulled inwards by the

gravitation of the whole mass, and as continually

boosted out again by collision with atoms below.

The energy of this atomic motion constitutes a great

store of heat contained in the star ; but this is only

part of the store. The star contains a store of another

kind of heat—aetherial heat, or sether-waves like those

which bring to us the sun's heat across 90 million

miles of vacant space. These waves also are hastening

in all directions inside the star. They are encaged

by the material, which prevents them leaking into

outer space except at a slow rate. An sether-wave

making for freedom is caught and absorbed by an

atom, flung out in a new direction, and passed from

atom to atom ; it may thread the maze for hundreds

of years until by accident it finds itself at the star's

surface, free now to travel through space indefinitely,

or until it ultimately reaches some distant world, and

perchance entering the eye of an astronomer, makes

known to him that a star is shining.

The possession of this double store of heat is a

condition which we do not encounter in any of the

hot bodies more familiar to us. It is a new phase of

matter beyond the reach of laboratory experiment,

although happily the theory is so simple that there

cannot be much uncertainty as to behaviour. It is

true that a red-hot mass of iron contains a little of

this aetherial heat in addition to the heat comprised

in the motion of its molecules, but it is less than a

billionth part of the whole. Only in the giant stars

does the aetherial portion rise to importance. A
red-hot metal emits aetherial heat, but it keeps no

appreciable store ; it converts the material heat into

this form as it is required for use. The star rejects

this hand-to-mouth method ; and although it is con-

tinually changing elements of heat from one form to

the other, it keeps a thousand years' supply always in

readiness and emits its radiation by leaking aetherial

heat from the store. In older theories this feature

was not realised ; it was supposed that convection

currents must exist continually Jjringing up hot matter

from the interior to replace the surface-matter which

had radiated and cooled. Now it is seen that the

difficulty is rather in the other direction—how does

the star dam back the store of aether-waves so that

they do not escape from it faster than we observe .''

This change of view has necessitated modifications of

the older theories of Lane and others, and has on the

whole considerably simplified the problem.

In the hot bodies of the laboratory the heat is almost

entirely in the material form, the aetherial portion

being insignificant. In the giant stars the heat is

divided between the two forms in roughly equal

amounts. Can we not imagine a third condition in

which this time the heat is almost wholly aetherial,

the material portion being insignificant ? We can

imagine it, no doubt ; but the interesting, and I believe

significant, thing is that we do not find it in Nature.

Light Pressure.

You have heard of the pressure of light—that light

actually has mass and weight and momentum and

exerts a minute pressure on any object which obstructs

it. A beam of light or aether-waves is like a wind, a

very minute wind as a rule ; but the intense aetherial

energy inside the star makes a strong wind. This

wind distends the star. It bears to some extent the

weight of the layers overhead, leaving less for the

elasticity of the gas to bear. That, of course, has to

be taken into account in our calculation of the internal

temperatures—making them lower than the older

theory supposed. Just as aether and matter share

the heat-energy between them, so the aetherial wind

and the material elasticity share the burden of support-

ing the weight of the layers above. We are able to

calculate the proportions in which they share it. To

a first approximation the same proportion holds

throughout nearly the whole interior, and the proportion

depends only on the total mass of the star—not on

the density or even on the chemical composition of

the material. Moreover, in order to make this calcula-

tion we do not need any astronomical knowledge
;

all the constants in the formula have been determined

by the physicist in his laboratory. We need to know

the average molecular weight of the material, but I

shall tell you later how we are able to fix that approxi-

mately in spite of not knowing what elements to expect

in the star's interior ; that happens to be one of the

benefits of dealing with very high temperatures.

Let us imagine a physicist on a cloud-bound planet,

who has never heard tell of the stars, setting to work
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to make these calculations for globes of gas of various

dimensions. Let him start with a globe containing

10 grams, then 100 grams, 1000 grams, and so on, so

that his «th globe contains 10" grams. They mount up
in size rather rapidly. No. i is about the weight of a

letter ; No. 5, a man ; No. 8, an airship ; No. 10, an

ocean liner ; after that comparisons are difficult to

find. The following table gives part of his results :

No. of Globe.
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temperature, and that was good enough for the early

attempts at classification. Sir Norman Lockyer
always stoutly maintained the existence of the ascend-

ing and descending series ; but he was almost alone

among spectroscopists in this. He did not actually

succeed in separating the ascending and descending

stars though sometimes he came very near to the

right criterion. We owe to Russell and Hertzsprung
the actual separation. They discovered it not by
spectroscopy, but by measuring the absolute brightness

of stars
; the greater brightness of the ascending stars,

due to their large bulk, easily distinguishes them from
the descending stars, at any rate in the low-temperature
groups. At the highest temperatures the two series

merge into one another.

The disentangling of the two series, and the recogni-

tion of the true sequence of stellar evolution, is probably
the most revolutionary and far-reaching of recent

discoveries in stellar physics. It began to oust the

older view about 1914, and it is worth noticing that

the discovery was made from observations coming under
the province of the older astronomy and not what is

generally called astrophysics. The data were parallaxes,

proper motions, double star orbits, etc. Tlie spectro-

scopists had been misled as to the order of evolution, and
it was left to the rival branch of astronomy to show the

way; but they were not to be outdone for long.

Adams and Kohlsciiiitter have found an easy spectro-

scopic method for distinguishing the ascending and
descending stars. Although our main purpose now
is to grope in the interior of a star, perhaps we may
emerge at the surface for a moment to consider what
is the difference of surface condition of a diffuse

and condensed star, respectively, which enables the

spectroscope to distinguish between them.

Surface Conditions.

The state of the outermost layers of a star can, it

would seem, be influenced liy two factors only, (1)

the intensity of the stream of radiant energy crossing

through them and (2) the intensity of gra^•itational

attraction holding them to the star. The former is

measured by the effective temperature, so that we
have the two variable factors, temperature and gravity.

The spectrum presumably will vary as the conditions

governed by these factors vary. We must not expect
to be able to classify the spectra accurately in a single

sequence ; they can vary in two directions. The
ordinary classification depends principally on the

temperature factor ; we may call this the longitudinal

sequence. Adams's new method aims at disentangling

the transverse sequence corresponding principally to

the gravity factor. We may say that his method is

really a way of finding the value of gravity at the

surface of a star, although it is not yet possible to

put the value into actual numbers. Clearly, gravity

will be smaller in the diffuse stage than in the dense

stage on account of the greater distance from the

centre to the surface.

The effect of lowering gravity is to make the

density smaller at corresponding temperature. This

introduces an important change in the state of the gas,

namely, ionisation. At moderately high temperatures

the atoms begin to lose one or more of their most
loosely attached electrons, a process called ionisation.

Ionisation is facilitated by low density and prevented
by high density. The theory of ionisation in stellar

atmospheres has been chiefly worked out by M. N.
Saha, who has arrived at many interesting results.

Here we need only remark that the ionised atoms
give rise to different spectra, which have long been
distinguished from the spectra of the neutral atoms.
The lower density in the atmosphere of diffuse stars

should strengthen the " enhanced " lines due to

ionised atoms, compared with the " arc " lines due
to neutral atoms. Tlie difference in general is not
very large, but the atoms of certain elements for which
the conditions are most critical, are specially sensitive

to the change of density. This is the criterion which
Adams and Kohlschiitter found empirically, and it

distinguishes quite easily the ascending and descending
series. To a limited extent it also distinguishes the
larger and smaller stars within the same series.

Although the stars begin to shine on reaching a
temperature of about 3000° and return to this tem-
perature at the close of their luminous existence, they
do not all climb the temperature-ladder to the'same
height. The more massive stars climb higher than
the light stars. We can to some extent calculate
the height to which they will go; but I am afraid
the figures at present are very uncertain, though there
IS hope of improving them before long. The sun's
surface temperature is now about 5900° ; I do not
think that it ever went higher than 6600°; it had
not sufficient mass to go beyond. Sirius, nearly 2i
times as massive as the sun, has climbed to 11,000°"

and at the moment is practically at its maximum'
having only just turned downward. Still hotter
stars like Rigel are known, and these must be more
massive still. At the other end of the scale a star
of mass less than 1/7 of the sun would not be able to
reach 3000°, and could scarcely be luminous; but
in any case sucli small masses would be formed very
seldom, for the reason explained earlier in this lecture.
It is a well-known fact that hot stars on the average
are more massive than cool stars ; we see that this
is accounted for by the smaller stars being weeded
out as the temperature-standard is raised.
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Atoms and Electrons.

We have liitherto pictured the inside of a star as

a hurly-burly of atoms and aether-waves. We must

now introduce a third population to join in the dance.

There are vast numbers of free electrons—unattached

units of negative electricity. More numerous than

the atoms, the electrons dash about with a hundred-

fold higher velocity—corresponding to their small

mass, which is only 1/1850 of a hydrogen atom.

These electrons have come out of the atoms, having

broken loose at the high temperature here involved.

An atom has been compared to a miniature solar

system ; a composite central nucleus carrying positive

charge corresponds to the sun, and round it revolve

in circular and elliptic orbits a number of negative

electrons at comparatively large distances corre-

sponding to the planets. We know the number of

satellite electrons for each element ; sodium has ii,

iron 26, tin 50, uranium 92. Our own solar system

with 8 revolving planets represents an atom of oxygen.

The thermodynamical theory due mainly to Nernst

permits us to calculate roughly how many of these

break loose under given conditions of temperature

and density ; and in a typical star a large proportion

of them must have become free.

This condition solves for us our chief difficulty as

to the molecular weight of stellar material. We need

to know it in order to perform our calculations as to

the state of the star ; and at first sight it might seem

hopeless to arrive at the molecular weight without

knowing the elements which constitute the bulk of

the material. But suppose first that the temperature

is so high that all the satellite electrons have broken

away. An atom of sodium will have separated into 12

particles, namely, 11 electrons and i mutilated atom
;

its atomic weight 23 is divided between 12 independent

particles, so that the average weight of each is

23/12 = 1-92. Next take iron: the atomic weight 56

is divided between 27 particles ; average 2-07. For

tin we have 119 divided by 51 ; average 2-34. For

uranium, 238 divided by 93 ; average 2-56. It

scarcely matters what clement we take ; the average

weight of the ultimate particles (which is what we

mean by tlie molecular weight) is always somewhere

about 2. If only the stars were a bit hotter than they

actually are, it would make our task very easy. Un-

fortunately, they are not hot enough to give complete

separation, and the actual degree of separation will

depend on the temperature of the star, thus intro-

ducing a difficult complication. Generally at least

half the electrons are detached and the molecular

weight must be taken as between 3 and 4. I hope

that the theory of this dissociation of electrons will be

improved, because at present it is the chief bar to

rapid progress with the theory of stellar constitution.

It is a great help to know that the molecular weight

is between 3 and 4 ; but we have reached a stage

when it is becoming necessary for progress to know

it for each star w-ithin much closer limits.

Brightness and Mass.

We pictured a physicist on a cloud-bound planet

who was able from laboratory data to predict how
large would be the masses into which the material

of the universe must aggregate. Let us now set him

a harder task. We inform him that we have observed

these masses of gas, and, choosing one equal, say, to

his 34th sphere, we ask him to predict how brightly

it will shine. I have already mentioned that the star

keeps practically the same brightness so long as it is

a perfect gas ascending in temperature, so it should

not be necessary to give the physicist any data except

the precise mass. To use the same plan as before, we

imagine a series of lamps of 10 candle-power, 100

candle-power, 1000, and so on ; and his task is to

pick out which lamp in this series corresponds ap-

proximately to the star. I believe that it is now

possible for him to perform this task and to pick out

(correctly) the 31st lamp. Hut for tliis purpose it is

not enough that he should know all about the heat

stored in the interior of the star ; the brightness of

the star depends on the rate at which the aether-

waves are leaking out, and that introduces a new

subject—the obstructive power of the material atoms

which dam back the radiant flow.

.\nother name for this obstructive power is opacity.

A substance which strongly obstructs the passage of

light and heat waves is said to be opaque. The rising

temperature towards the centre of the star urges the

heat to flow outwards to the lower temperature level

;

the opacity of the material hinders this flow. The

struggle between these two factors decides how much

light and heat will flow out. We have calculated the

internal temperature-distribution, so that we know all

al)out the first factor ; if then we can observe the

outward flow which occurs, that should settle the value

of the second factor—the opacity. The outward flow

is capable of observation because it constitutes the

heat and light sent to us by the star.

One of the troubles of astronomy is that our in-

formation about the stars is so scattered. We know

tlie mass of one star very accurately, but we do not

know its absolute brightness ; we know the brightness

of another but not its mass ; for a third we may have

an accurate knowledge of the density but nothing else.

For Sirius, Procyon, and a Centauri our knowledge is

fairly complete and accurate ; but not any of these are
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giant stars in the state of a perfect gas, and they are

therefore useless for the present discussion. But within

the last year we have been fortunate enough to obtain

complete and very accurate information for one of the

giant stars, Capella. This is another of the benefits

which astronomy has derived from Prof. Michelson's

interferometer method of observation. The brighter

component of Capella (which is a double star) has a

mass 4-2 times that of the sun and a luminosity 160

times greater. We can use these facts to calculate the

opacity of Capella in the way I have described ;
it

turns out to be 150 in C.G.S. units. To illustrate the

meaning of this, let us enter Capella and find a region

where the density is that of the terrestrial atmosphere

we are accustomed to ; a slab of this gas only 6 inches

thick would form an almost opaque screen. Only -^-^

of the radiant energy falling on one side would get

through to the other, the rest being absorbed by the

gas.

Absorption of X-rays in Stars.

It seems at first surprising that 6 inches of gas could

stop the sether-waves so effectively ; but we might

have anticipated something like this from general

physical knowledge. We give different names to

sether-waves according to their wave-length. The

longest are the Hertzian waves used in wireless tele-

graphy ; then come the invisible heat-waves ; then

light-wa\^es ; then photographic or ultra-violet waves.

Beyond these we have X-rays, and finally—the shortest

of all—the y-rays which are emitted by radioactive

substances.

Where in this series are we to place the aether-waves

in the interior of a star ? It is solely a question of

temperature, and the aether-waves at stellar tempera-

tures are those which we call X-rays—more precisely,

they are very " soft " X-rays. Now X-rays, and soft

X-rays especially, are strongly absorbed by all sub-

stances. The opacity which we have found in Capella

is of the same order of magnitude as the opacity of

terrestrial substances to X-rays measured in the

laboratory. The following table shows a few of the

laboratory results compared with the astronomical

value for Capella

:
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about, meeting other atoms ; after a time a burst atom

meets a loose electron under suitable conditions and

induces it to stay and heal the breach. The atom is

now repaired and ready for another mouthful as soon

as it gets the chance.

From this cause a big difference arises between

absorption of X-rays in the laboratory and in the stars.

In the laboratory' the atoms are fed very slowly ; the

X-ray bundles which they feed on can be produced by

us only in small quantities. Long before the atom has

the chance of a second bite it is repaired and ready

for it. But in the stars the intensity of the X-rays is

enormous ; the atoms are gorged and cannot take

advantage of their abundant chances. The consump-

tion of food by the hungry hunter is limited by his

skill in trapping it ; the consumption by the prosperous

profiteer is limited by the strength of his digestion,

laboratory experiments test the atom's skill in catch-

ing food ; stellar experiments test how quickly it re-

covers from a meal and is ready for another. That is

why the absorption follows a different law in the two

cases.

Capture of Electrons.

To predict-the stellar absorption-coefficient we must

accordingly fix attention on the rate of repair of the

burst atoms. The atom is wandering about advertis-

ing a vacancy for an electron, and numbers of ejected

electrons are rushing about on holiday. Many elec-

trons will come up, look at the situation, and go off

again. How is the atom to trap the electron into

taking up the situation ? I will give you the solution

of this problem which I am inclined to think fairly

probable, though I have not found many who agree

with me. We may compare the electron to a stray

planet entering the solar system from outside, bearing

in mind, however, that the planets (satellite electrons)

must be supposed to repel the invader, and the sun

(positive nucleus) attracts it. Dynamics teaches us

that, provided no actual material collision occurs, the

intruder will scarcely ever be captured, but after

stirring up things a little will retreat again towards

infinity. There are exceptions, as when the sun and

Jupiter conspire to capture a comet, but these would

be verv rare in the conditions corresponding to an

atom. In some cases the intruder would turn the

tables by carrjing off a regular planet, thus compen-

sating for the occasions when it was itself captured.

Probably, as regards repair of the atom, as much harm

as good would be done on the average.

More delicate persuasion being of no avail, there

seems nothing left but for the atom to secure its

electron by brute obstruction. For this reason I take

the view that usually the capture of an electron occurs

through its running against the positive nucleus of the

atom. This nucleus has a highly complicated struc-

ture, the iron nucleus, for example, consisting of 86

distinct charges arranged in some kind of equilibrium.

If by accident an electron runs full tilt into this packed
mass, it will agitate it and lose energy in so doing

;

it will rebound, no doubt, but with smaller velocity

insufficient to carry it out of the sphere of attraction

of the atom.* By a proce.ss of exclusion this seems

the only method consistent with dynamical laws by
which the atom can secure the electron needed for its

repair. Therefore I have concluded that the actual

electron trap is none other than the positive nucleus

—

a region at the centre of the atom known to be about
10 ">2 cm. in radius. It must be remembered that

the nucleus attracts the electrons and will sweep
into tlie trap many which were not initially aimed
at it.

This theory has been adversely critised mainly on

the ground that it is entirely accordant with the laws

of dynamics. At first sight that might not seem a
gra\e objection ; but we have got so used to the atom
behaving in a way which violates the classical laws,

that any theory which does not violate them is liable

to be viewed with suspicion. While admitting that

there are uncertain possibilities in the mysterious

region in the interior of an atom, we must note that

the present problem belongs to a class of investigations

in which the usual dynamical laws are applied by
physicists, often with much success. It concerns the

motion of a free electron—not yet forming part of

any permanent quantised system—a problem which

occurs in the theory of conduction of electricity in

metals, in thermionic phenomena, and in the scattering

of a- and /i-particles. In these problems physicists

are accustomed to assume (rightly or wrongly) that

the classical laws of dynamics are observed, and we
have only followed their (good or bad) example. In

particular in Rutherford's experiments on scattering,

the classical laws of force are found to hold good almost

to the boundary of the nucleus itself. There seems

to be a fair presumptive e\'idence that our stellar

problem should be attacked in the same way
;

although we admit that unknown circumstances may
intervene.*

The strong point in our favour is that this theory

* The kinetic energy at the moment of collision with the nurjeus is
enormously greater than the kinetic energy before entering its sphere of
attraction ; so that a very small piopoHwrude change of kinetic energy by
collision would wipe out the original energy of the electron. The imperfect
elasticity of the collision is a dynamical consequence of the complex structure
of the nucleus. A collision of two simple charges may be perfectly elastic,
except that that would apparently prevent a hydrogen nucleus from ever
recovering its electron.

' While the fast-moving particles undoubtedly penetrate the atom in
the way we have assumed, it is held by some that slow-moving electrons
(as in the stars) are turned back at the surface. The idea seems to have
originated at a time when the positive charge of the atom was thought to
be a large sphere coextensive with it ; and it seems out of keeping with
modem views. It is ignored in current theories of conduction of electricity.
Even if it were conceivable that a neutral atom could so ward oS an electron'
the strongly po&itive atoms in the stan covld scarcely exclude it.

'
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actually does give a value of the absorption-coefficient

agreeing with astronomical observation. Thus for

Capella the calculated value is 110 as compared with

the observed value 150. There are certain doubtful

factors which permit of the result being varied by a

factor 2 or possibly 3 ; and we lay no stress on the

precise accordance. But it appears to be possible

to predict on this hypothesis the brightness of a star

of known mass like Capella to within a magnitude,

which amply solves the problem proposed to our

physicist on the cloudy planet. It may be added that

the theory also explains why the absorption in giant

stars is nearly independent of the wave-length ; but

that is a more elementary result which becomes

apparent as soon as we realise that the problem is

concerned with the rate of repair of the atoms ; many

alternative theories of the conditions of repair would

lead to the same conclusion.

Source of Stellar Energy.

The store of astherial heat and the store of material

heat in the star may be compared to the accumulators

of a power station. We have not yet discovered the

dynamos. The accumulators would run down in a

few thousand years if they were not replenished.

What is the source of the energy maintaining (and

during the ascent of temperature increasing) this

internal store ? We believe now that the source is

sub-atomic energy. One theory is that inside the

star the simpler elements are gradually being built

up into more complex elements, and energy is liberated

in the process ; a more drastic view is that matter is

being entirely annihilated, setting free the whole ot

its energy of constitution. Taking the first theory,

the most conspicuous known case is in the formation

of helium from hydrogen. We do not know how to

make helium from hydrogen, but we know that it is

so made ; we know also that o-8 per cent, of the mass

disappears in the process, and this must be the mass

of the energy— aether-waves — liberated when the

change occurs. jEther-waves weigh very light, and

the energy available from this source is colossal. If

5 per cent, of the star consists of hj'drogen which turns

into helium as a first step in the formation of the

higher elements, that would provide energy sufficient

for all reasonable demands.

We might perhaps expect that the earliest stars

would consist almost entirely of hydrogen, the evolu-

tion of the higher elements having little chance of

beginning until the interior became hot enough to

stimulate the process. But a difficulty arises here.

For astronomical reasons it seems impossible to admit

that even the earliest stars contain more than a very

moderate proportion of hydrogen. I have referred

to the fact that our calculations have been practically

independent of the chemical constitution of the star ;

but one reservation ought to have been made

—

provided, it is not made of hydrogen. H\-drogen gives

results differing widely from all the other 91

elements.

To assume hydrogen as the material would in most

cases destroy the general accordance of theory and

observation ; indeed it is a way of realising the goodness

of this general accordance to note how it disappears

when hydrogen is substituted instead of a normal

element. I think, therefore, that the process of

element-building from protons and electrons must

have begun before the stellar stage is reached. This

is a curious detached piece of knowledge to have

come across in exploring the interior of a star—to be

able to deny that it is mainly composed of hydrogen

though any of the other 91 elements may be present

to any extent ; and it is still more curious that hydrogen

should be the element which we were tempted to

build the stars with, so that this apparently random

denial hits the mark.

Admixture of hydrogen diminishes the proportion

of aetherial energy and setherial pressure, and so permits

gravitation to aggregate larger masses. The occasional

formation of stars of exceptionally large mass (20

to 80 times the sun's) may be due to the accidental

prevalence of hydrogen in the region where they

originated—that is to say, the material was in a more

primitive state as regards evolution of the elements.

^^'e need not be greatl)' concerned as to whether

these rude attempts to explore the interior of a star

have brought us to anything like the final truth.

We have, 1 think, been able to recognise some of the

leading factors participating in the problem and to

learn how many varied interests are involved. The

partial results already attained correspond well enough

with what is observed to encourage us to think we

have begun at the right end in disentangling the

difficulties, and we do not anywhere come against

difficulties which appear likely to be insuperable.

The fact is that gaseous matter at very high tempera-

ture is the simplest kind of substance for a mathe-

matical physicist to treat. To understand all that

is going on in the material of a desk, for example, is

a really difficult problem almost beyond the aspira-

tions of present-day science ; but it does not seem too

sanguine to hope that in a not too distant future we

shall be able to understand fully so simple a thing as

a star.
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.\lchemie des Geber. Sup. Roy. Svo. Pp. x+202.
(Berlin : J. Springer, 1922.) los.*

Ellis, C. Synthetic Resins and their Plastics. Med.
Svo. I*p. 514. (Xew York: The Chemical Catalog Co..

Inc., 1923.) 6 dollars.*
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Hale, A. J. Jfodem Chemistry, Pure and Applied.
Vols. I. -VI. Pp. \-ii+28o each vol. (London: Virtue
and Co., Ltd.. 1923.) 95s complete; i6s. per vol.

Hawk, P. B. Practical Physiological Chemistry.
Eighth edition. reWsed. Med. 8vo. Pp. 709. (London :

J. and .\. Churchill, 1923.) 24s. net.

Heermann, P. Farberei- und textilchemische Unter-
suchungen : Anleitung zur chemischen Untersuchung und
Bewertung der Rohstofle, Hilfsraittel und Erzeugnisse
der Textilveredelungsindustrie. Vereinigte \-icrte .\uflage

der " Farbereichemischen Untersuchungen " und der
" Koloristischen und textilchemischen Untersuchungen."
(BerUn : J. Springer, 1923.) Grundzahl : 11 marks.
Herz, W. Lcitfaden der theoretischen Chemie. .A.ls

Einfuhrung in das Gebiet fiir Studicrende der Chemie,
Xaturwissenschaften und Pharmazie, Arzte und Techniker.
Dritte, durchgesehene und vermehrte .\uflage. 8vo. Pp.
v-r325. (Stuttgart: F. Enke. 1923.) 8.40 marks.

Industrial Paints, Committee on. Report of the
Departmental Committee appointed to Re-examine the
Danger of Lead Paints to Workers in the Painting Trades
and the Comparative Efficiency, Cost, and Effects on the
Health of Workers, of Lead and Leadless Paints, and to
.\d\-ise whether any Modifications of the Conclusions
and Recommendations of the Departmental Committees
appointed in 191 1 have become Necessary. Roy. 8vo.

I^. 66. (London : H.M. Stationery Office, 1923.)
2s. 6rf. net.

Institution of Gas Engineers. Seventh Report of

the Gas Investigation Committee. Demy 8vo. Pp.
56-136. (London : 28 Grosvenor Gardens, 1923.) *

Kttnig, J. Chemie der menschUchen Nahrungs- und
Genussmittel. Band III., Teil z : Untersuchung von
Nahrungs-, Genussmittcln und Gebrauchsgcgenstanden.
Die tierischen und pflanzUchen Nahrungsmittel. Manul-
druck 1923 der 4 .\uflage. 8vo. Pp. xxxv -f972-H 14
Tafeln. (BerUn : J. Springer, 1923.) Grundzahl : 36 marks.

Laurie, A. P. Experiments w-ith a Model to Illustrate

the Combination of Two .\toms consisting of Magnetons
round a Positive Nucleus. (Proceedings of the Royal
Society of Edinburgh, Session 1922-1923, Vol. 43, Part i,

No. 5.) Sup. Roy. 8vo. Pp. 72-S4. (Edinburgh:
R. Grant and Son ; London : VViUiams and Xorgate,
1923.) IS. id*
Mahin, E. G., and Carr, R. H. Quantitative .Agri-

cultural .\nalysis. (International Chemical Series.)

Ex. Cr. Svo. Pp. xiii-h329. (London: McGraw-HiU
PubUshing Co., Ltd., 1923.) 13s. 9</.'

Mazzucchelli, A. Elementi di chimica fisica. Roy.
Svo. Pp. XV + 504. (Roma, Torino, Napoli : Unione
Tipogralico-Editrice Torine.sc, 1923.) 50 lire nette.*

Mitchell, C. A. Ink. (Pitman's Common Com-
modities and Industries. ) Cr. Svo. Pp. ix-HiS. (Lon-
don : Sir I. Pitman and Sons, Ltd., 1923.) 3s. net.*

Neuhausen, B. S. Experimental Physical Chemistry :

for Students in the Medical and AUied Services. Ex. Cr.

Svo. Pp. 53. (Philadelphia: H. N. Rudley. 614 Arch
Street, 1923.) i dollar.'

Ostwald, W. An Introduction to Theoretical and
\pphed Colloid Chemistry. Svo. Pp. 266. (London :

Chapman and Hall, Ltd.. 1923.) 12s. 6d. net.

Poschl,V. Einfuhrung in die KoUoidchemie. Pp. xii -(-

158. (Dresden und Leipzig: T. Stcinkopff, 1923.) 3s. iid.

Pregl, F. Die quantitative organise he Slikroanalyse.

Zweite durchgesehene und vermehrte .\urtage. Pp. \Tii +
-17. (Berlin: J. Springer, 1923.) Grundzahl: 12 marks.
Pringsheim, H. Die Polysaccharide. Zweite, voUig

umgearbeitete .\uflage. Demy Svo. Pp. v -1-234. (Berlin:

J. Springer, 1923 ) 7^- ^ *

Walle, H. van de. Contribution experimentale a
I'etude des composes halogents en C,. Roy. Svo. Pp.
69. (Bruxelles : M. Hayez. 1923.) 6 francs.*

Technolojry
Andes, L. E. The Treatment of Paper for Special

Purposes : the Preparation of Parchment, Transfer, Fire-

proof and .\ntifalsification. Tracing and Cop\'ing, Leather,

Coloured Papers, and Paper -Articles. Translated from the
' ^rman. Second English edition, re\'ised and enlarged.

1 >emy Svo. Pp. 216. (London: Scott, Greenwood and
Son, 1923.) &s. bd net.

Bartel, F. Torfwerke : Gewinnung, Veredelung und
Nutzung des Brcnntorfc-s unter besonderer Beriicksich-
tigung der Torfkraftwerke. Zweite, vollstandig neu-
bcarbeitete Aufiage. (Berlin: J. Springer, 1923.) Grund-
zahl : 8 marks.
Binns, C. F. The Potters Craft ; a Practical Guide

for tlie Studio and Workshop. Second edition, revised and
enlarged. Cr. Svo. Pp. x\-i -i- 206 + 25 plates. (London:
Constable and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 13s. net.

Chatelier, H. le. Die industrielle Heizung, zur
Einfuhrung in das Studium der Metallurgie. Pp. viii +
41S. (Leipzig: Akademische Verlagsgesellschaft ra.b.H.

1923) US-
Cunningham, B. A First Course in Building Con-

struction. Formerly entitled " First Stage Building Con-
struction." Third edition. Gl. Svo. Pp. vii-i-328.

(London: University Tutorial Press, Ltd., 1923.) 4s. 6d.*
Evans, U. R. Sletals and Metallic Compounds. In

4 vols. Demy Svo. Vol. i : Introduction, Metallo-
graphy, Electro-Chemistrj'. Pp. xii -i- 468. Vol. 2 : Metals
of the "A" Groups. Pp. xi-f-396. (London: E.
Arnold and Co., 1923.) Vol. i, 214. net; VoL 2,

1 8s. net.*

Klar, M. Technologic der Holzverkohlung. 2 Manul-
drucknach der 2 .\uflage. Svo. Pp. xxiii -t^ 429. (Berlin:

J. Springer, 1923.) Grundzahl: 16 marks.
Liebing, B. Das saurebestandige Email und seine in-

dustrielle .\nwendung im Apparatebau. Pp.99. (BerUn:

J. Springer, 1923)
Low, A. H, Notes on Technical Ore Analysis for

Students. Svo. Pp. 95. (London : Chapman and Hall,
Ltd., 1923.) 9S. net.

Mars, G. Die Spezialstahle : ihre Geschichte, Eigen-
schaftcn. Behandlung und Herstellung. Zweite, neu-
bearbeitete Aufiage. Roy. Svo. Pp. viii -(-675. (Stuttgart:

f . Enke, 1923.) Grundzahl : 21 marks.
Marsh, J. E. Suggestions for the Prevention of the

Decay of Building Stone. Demy Svo. Pp. 20. (Oxford :

B. Biackwell, 1923.) is. 6d. net.*

Mesnager, A. Materiau.x dc construction : pierres.

(Grandes Encyclopedies industrielles. ) Roy. Svo. Pp.
514. (Paris : J.-B. Bailliere et fils, 1923.) 45 francs.

Sisco, F. T. Technical Analysis of Steel and Steel

Works Materials. Med. Svo. Pp. xiii-t-543. (London:
McGraw-Hill PubUshing Co., Ltd., 1923.) 25s.*

Tammann, G. I^hrbuch der Metallographie. Chemie
und Physik der Metalle und ihrer Lcgierungen. 3 erwei-

terte .\uflage. Pp. xviii-F45o. (Leipzig: L. Voss,

1923)
Winslow, L. L. Elementary Industrial .-\rts. Cr. Svo.

Pp. xiv -1-335. (New York: The Macmillan Co.; Lon-
don : Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 6s. net.

Astronomy
Comstock, G. C. Observations of Proper Motion

Stars 1906-1916. (PubUcations of the Washburn Ob-
servatorj- of the University of Wisconsin, Vol. 14, Part i.)

4to. I'p. 187. (Madison: University of Wisconsin,
1923)'
Schroeter, J. Fr, Spezieller Kanon der zentralen

Sonnen- und Mondfinstemisse, welche innerhalb des
Zeitraums von 600 bis 1800 N. Chr. in Europa sichtbar

waren. Sup. Roy. Svo. Pp. xxiv + 305 4- cl Tafeln.

(Kristiania: J. Dybwad, 1923.)
*

Meteorology
Aristotle, The Works of. Translated into EngUsh.

Meteorologica. By E. W. Webster. Demy Svo. Pp.

\-i-H40. (Oxford: Clarendon Press; London: Oxford
University Press, 1923.) -s. fid. net.*

Claxton, T. F. The \\ inds of Hongkong. (Appendix
to Hongkong Observations, 192 1.) Sup. Roy. 4to. Pp.

105. (Hongkong: Royal Observatory, 192 1.) 2 dollars.*

Granquist, G. Strom och vindobservationer vid

fyrskeppen ir 192 1. (Havsforskningsinstitutcts Skrift

No. 13.) Roy. Svo. Pp. 40. (Helsingfors : Statsrftdets

Tryckeri. 1922.) 3 F. marks.*
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Morlze, H. Contribuipao ao estudo do clima do
Brasil. (Ministerio da Agricultura, Industria e Commer-
cio : Observatorio Nacional do Rio de Janeiro.) Med. 4to.

Pp.,™ + 118. ( Rio de Janeiro : Imprensa Nacional, 1922.) *

dstman, C. J. Recherches siir les grands vents pres

de la cote suedoise du Golfe de Botnie. (Meddelanden
frin Statens Meteorologisk-Hydrografiska Anstalt, Band i,

No. 4.) Roy. 4to. Pp. iii +47 + 2 planches. (Stockholm:
Statens Meteorologisk-Hydrografiska Anstalt, 1922.) *

Qeology: Mineralogy
Boeke, H. E. Grundlagen der physikalisch-chemischen

Petrographie. Zweite Auflage neu bearbeitet von W.
Eitel. Sup. Roy. 8vo. Pp. xi+589. (Berlin: Gebriider
Borntraeger, 1923.) 215. dd*
Falconer, J. D., and Raeburn, C. The Northern

Tin-fields of Bauchi Province. With Notes by A. D. N.
Bain and W. Russ. (Geological Survey of Nigeria :

Bulletin No. 4.) Post 4to. Pp. 67 -mo plates +2 maps.
(London : The Crown Agents for the Colonies, 1923.)
los. net.*

Geological Literature (List of Authors and Titles)

added to the Geological Society's Library during the Year
ended December 31st, 1922. Compiled by the Librarian.

Demy 8vo. Pp. iv-i-136. (London : Geological Society,

1923') 5s*
Geological Survey, Memoirs of the. Special Reports

on the Mineral Resources of Great Britain. Roy. Svo.

Vol. 25 : Lead and Zinc Ores of Northumberland and
Alston Moor. By S. Smith ; with Contributions by
R. G. Carruthers. Pp. iv-nio-(-i5 plates. 3s. 6rf. net.

Vol. 26 : Lead and Zinc Ores of Durham, Yorkshire, and
Derbyshire ; with Notes on the Isle of Man. By R. G.
Carruthers and Sir A. Strahan. Pp. iv -I- 114 4- 2 plates.

3s. net. (Southampton : Ordnance Survey Otifice

;

London : E. Stanford, Ltd., 1923.)*
Halse, E. Mercury Ores. (Imperial Institute : Mono-

graphs on Mineral Resources with special reference to

the British Empire.) Demy 8vo. Pp. ix 4- loi. (London :

J. Murray. 1923.) 55. net.*

Hay, O. iP. The Pleistocene of North America and
its Vertebrated Animals froni the States East of the
Mississippi River and from the Canadian Provinces East
of Longitude 95°. (Publication No. 322.) Sup. Roy.
Svo. Pp. viii 4- 499. (Washington : Carnegie Institution.

1923.) 3.50 dollars.*

Heritsch, F. Die Grundlagen der alpinen Tektonik.
Roy. Svo. Pp. V4-259. (Berlin : Gebriider Borntraeger,

1923.) 95. bd.*

Holmes, A. Petrographie Methods and Calculations.

Demy Svo. Part i : Specific Gravity, Separation and
Determination of Minerals, Detrital Sediments. Pp. xv 4-

230. (London : T. Murby and Co., 1923.) 155. 6rf. net.*

Kober, L. Bau und Entstehung der Alpen. Sup.
Roy. Svo. Pp. iv 4- 283 4- 8 Tafeln. (BerUn : Gebriider
Borntraeger, 1923.) 12s.*

Mansfield, G. R. Potash in the Greensands of New
Jersey. (United States Geological Survey : Bulletin

727.) Med. Svo. Pp. viii 4- 146 4- 10 plates. (Washing-
ton : Government Printing Office, 1922.) 50 cents.*

Martin, H. L'Homme fossile de La Quina. (Archives
de Morphologic generale et experimentale. I'asc. 15 :

Anatomic.) Roy. Svo. Pp. 260. (Paris : G. Doin,

1923.) 25 francs.*

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries : Fisheries

Department. The Marine Deposits of the Southern North
Sea. By J. O. Borley. (Fishery Investigations. Series

2 : Sea Fisheries. Vol. 4, No. 6.) Fcap. folio. Pp. 73 4-

7 plates 4- 14 charts. (London; H.M. Stationery Office,

1923.) 15s. net.*
Niggli, P. Gesteins- und Mineralprovinzen. Sup.

Roy. Svo. Band i : Einfi>hrung ; Zielsetzung ; Chemis-
mus der Eruptivgesteine, insbesondere der Lamprophyre.
Von P. NiggU und P. J. Beger. Pp. xvi 4-602. (Berlin :

Gebriider Borntraeger, 1923.) 285. id*
Paige, S. Copper Deposits of the Tyrone District,

New Mexico. (United States Geological Survey : Pro-
fessional Paper 122.) Med. 4to. Pp. iv 4-53 4- 10 plates.

(Washington : Government Printing Office, 1922.) 25
cents.*

Geography : Travel

Anderson, Capt. A. Windjammer Yarns : Some
Incidents in the Life of a South African Seaman aboard
the Wooden Ships and Steam Tramps of Fifty Years Ago.
Med. Svo. Pp. 256. (London : 'H. F. and G. Witherby,
1923.) I2S. bd. net.

Avers, H. G. Precise Levelling in Texas. (U.S.

Coast and Geodetic Survey : Serial No. 177, Special
Publication No. 77.) Med. Svo. Pp. iv4-iSi. (Wash-
ington: Government Printing Office, 1922.) 15 cents.*
Bowie, W. Study of Time Errors in Precise Longitude

Determinations by the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.
(U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey : Serial No. 220, Special
PubUcation No. 92.) Med. Svo. Pp. ii4-9. (Washing-
ton : Government Printing Office, 1923.) 5 cents.*
Butterworth, A. The Southlands of Siva : Some

Reminiscences of Life in Southern India. Med. Svo. Pp.
X 4- 25S. (London : J. Lane, Ltd., 1923.) \os. 6d. net.

Cornish, V. The Great Capitals : an Historical

Geography. Demy Svo. Pp. xii + 296. (London : Methuen
and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 12s. 6rf. net.*

Department of the Interior : United States Geo-
logical Survey. Water-Supply Paper 479 : Surface
Water Supply of the United States, 1918. Med. Svo.

Part 9: Colorado River Basin. Pp. v 4- 189 4-2 plates.

(Washington : Government Printing Office, 1922.) 15
cents.*

Fairgrieve, J., and Young, E. The Human Geo-
graphies : Secondary Series. Book i : British Isles.

Third edition. Cr. Svo. Pp. 350. (London : G. PhiUp
and Son, Ltd., 1923.) 2s. gd. net.

Freeman, L. R. Down the Yellowstone. Med. Svo.

Pp.282. (London : W. Heinemann, Ltd., 1923.) 21s.net.
Garner, C. L. Precise Triangulation in Texas, Rio

Grande Arc. (U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey: Serial

No. 178, Special Publication No. 78.) Med. Svo. Pp.
iv4-ii8. (Washington: Government Printing Office,

1922.) 15 cents.*

Granquist, G. Regelbundna iakttagelser av havets
temperatur och salthalt under eiren 1919-1920. (Havs-
forskningsinsritutets Skrift No. 16.) Roy. Svo. Pp. 63.
(Helsingfors : Statsr^dets Trj-ckcri, 1922.) 5 F. marks.*
Guilloteaux, E. Les joyeux compagnons des lies du

Soleil aux rives magiques de ITnsulinde. Svo. Pp.
iv 4- 214 4-27 planches. (Paris: Perrin et Cie, 1923.)
Hettner. Europa. GrundztigederLanderkunde, I. 2um-

gearbeitete Auflage. (Berlin: B. G. Teubner, 1923.) 4s. sd.
Hodgson, C. V. Utah-Washington Arc of Precise

Triangulation. (U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey: Serial

No. 165, Special Publication No. 74.) Med. Svo. Pp. 76.

(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1921.) 15 cents.*

Lambert, W. D. An Investigation of the Latitude
of Ukiah, Cahf.. and of the Morion of the Pole. (U.S.
Coast and Geodetic Survey : Serial No. 183, Special
PubUcation No. So.) Med. Svo. Pp. ii4-i09. (Wash-
ington : Government Printing Office, 1922.) 15 cents.*
Mager, H. Les Sourciers et leurs procedes : les

baguettes, les pendules, les appareils automatiques et
autres procedes. 2= edition exposant les progrcs con-
siderables realises de 191 3 a 1922 dans I'artde rechercher,

de d^couvrir, d'etudier les eaux souterraines. Demy Svo.
Pp. xvi + 331. (Paris: Libr. Dunod, 1923.)
Marsh, L., Edited bj'. The Americas. (Rambler

Travel Books. ) Cr. Svo. Pp.80. ( London and Glasgow :

Blackie and Son, Ltd., 1923.) is. Od. net.

Mitchell, H. C., and Eickelberg, E. W. California-

Oregon Arc of Precise Triangulation. (U.S. Coast and
Geodetic Survey : Serial No. 194, Special Publication
No. 84.) Med. 8vo. Pp. 114-53. (Washington: Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1922.) 10 cents.'
Mourhess, C. A., and Bilby, J. S. Precise Traverse

and Triangulation in Indiana. (U.S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey : Serial No. 182, Special PubUcation No. 79.)
Med. Svo. Pp. iv4-89. (Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1922.) 20 cents.*

Mourhess, C. A., and Sutcliffe, W. D. Precise
Traverse, Racine, Wis., to VandaUa, 111. (U.S. Coast and
Geodetic Survey : Serial No. 204, Special PubUcation
No. 86.) Med. Svo. Pp. iv + Si. (Washington : Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1922.) 15 cents.*
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Muir, T. S. Europe : a Descriptive Regional Survey.
Cr. 8vo. Pp. 304. (London and Edinburgh : \V. and R.
Chambers, Ltd., 1923.) 2s. bd.

Muirhead, F., and Monmarch^, M., Ldited by.

Paris and its Environs. (The Blue Guides.) Second
(revised) impression. Fcap. 8vo. Pp. Ixiv +417 +53 +60
maps and plans. (London : Macmillan and Co., Ltd. ;

Paris; Hachette et Cie, 1925.) 14i.net.
O'Brien, F. Atolls of the Sun. Med. 8vo. Pp. xiv

4-508. (London: Hodder and Stoughton, Ltd., 1923.)
20s. net.

Piers, Sir C. P. Sport and Life in British Columbia.
Demy 8vo. Pp. 159. (London : Heath Cranton, Ltd.,

1923.) 7s. 6d. net.

Ratti, Abate Acliille. Climbs on Alpine Peaks. Trans-
lated by J. E. C. Eaton. Med. 8vo. Pp. 136. (London :

T. Fisher Unwin, Ltd., 1923.) 8s. (>d. net.

Renquist, H. DagUga vattenstindsiakttagelser 1913-
1920 vid Finlands kuster. (Havsforskningsinstitutets
Skrift No. 15.) Roy. 8vo. Pp. 82. (Helsingfors :

Statsridets Tryckeri, 1922.) 6 F. marks.*
Sutherland, O. P. Triangulation in Massachusetts.

(U.S. Coa.st and Geodetic Survey : Serial No. i6g.

Special Publication No. 76.) Med. 8vo. Pp. iv + 283.

(Washington : Government Printing Office, 1922.) 30
cents.*
White, Sir H. T. Burma. Demy 8vo. Pp. x 4- 226.

(Cambridge: M tlic I'nivcrsity Press, 1923.) 8s. bd. net.

Wiel, A. The Story of Bologna. (.Medieval Town
Series.) Fcap. 8vo. Pp. xiv 4- 276. (London: J. M.
Dent and Sons. Ltd., 1923.) 5s. (>d. net.

Witting, R. Fjiirdama kring Helsingfors med hansyn
till vattenomsattningen och fororeningcn. (Havsforsk-
ningsinstitutets Skrift No. II.) Roy. 8vo. Pp. 115.

(Helsingfors: Statsr4dets Tryckeri, 1922.) 10 F. marks.*
Witting, R. Havsforskningsinstitutets varksamhet

under ir 1921. (Havsforskningsinstitutets Skrift No. 14.)

Roy. 8vo. Pp. 27. (Helsingfors : Statsr^dets Tryckeri,

1922.) 2 F. marks.*

General Biology : Natural History

Brown, H. Sex Problems and their Solution. Cr.

8vo. Pp. 245. (London : Mills and Boon, Ltd., 1923.)
5s. net.

Butler, E. A. A Biology of the British Hemiptera-
Hetcroptera. Sup. Roy. 8vo. Pp. viii+682+7 plates.

(London : H. F. and G. Witherby, 1923.) 63s. net.*

Chapin, H. D. Heredity and Child Culture. Cr.

8vo. Pp. rai -I- 192. (London : G. Routledge and Sons,

Ltd., 1923.) 6s. net.*
Chisholm, A. H. Mateship with Birds. Cr. 8vo.

Pp. 196. (.\uckland, Melbourne and London : Whit-
combe and Tombs, Ltd., 1925.) 7s. bd. net.

Daglish, E. F. Our Butterflies and Moths, and How
to Know Them. Gl. 8vo. Pp.126. (London: Thornton
Butterworth, Ltd., 1923.) 6s. net.

Dendy, A. Outlines of Evolutionary Biology. With
Glossary of Technical Terms. Third edition, revised and
enlarged. Demy 8vo. Pp. xUii+481. (London: Con-
stable and Co., Ltd., 1923.) i6s. net.*

Dewar, D., Described by. The Common Birds of

India. Sup. Roy. 8vo. Vol. i : The Sportsman's Birds.

Wild Fowl, Game Birds and Pigeons. Part i. Pp. viii

4-44. (Calcutta and Simla: Thacker. Spink and Co.,

1923.) 2.8 rupees*
Eugenics. Scientific Papers of the Second Inter-

national Congress of Eugenics, held at .\merican Museum
of Natural History, New York. September 22-28, 1921.

Med. 8vo. Vol. 1 : Eugenics, Genetics and the Family.
Pp. x+ 439 -I- 26 plates. Vol. 2: Eugenics in Race and
State. Pp. 1x4-472+21 plates. (Baltimore, Md. : Wil-
liams and Wilkins Co., 1923.) 6 dollars each vol. ; 11

dollars the two vols.*

Granquist, G., och Jurwa, R. Talassologiska ex-

peditioncr i haven kring Finland under 4r 192 1. (Havs-
forskningsinstitutets Skrift No. 12.) Roy. 8vo. Pp. 20.

(Helsingfors : Statsridets Tryckeri, 1922.) 2 F". marks.*
HofFmann, B. Fiihrer durch unsere Vogelwelt. Teil

II : Vom Bau und Leben der Vogel. Gl. 8vo. Pp. 148.

(Leipzig und Berlin : B. G. Teubner, 1923.)

Joubin, L., et Robin, A. Histoire naturelle illustrie :

Les Animaux. Lcs Invertebr^s, par L. Joubin ; Les
Vertebras, par A. Robin. Sup. Roy. 4to. Pp. 340 -1- 29
planches. (Paris : Libr. Larousse, 1923.) 55 francs.*
MacGill, Elsie I. The Life-History oi Apl idius aventg

(Hal), a Braconid parasitic on the Nettle .\phis {Macro-
sit>hum iirtica). (Proceedings of the Royal Society of
Edinburgh, Session 1922-1923, Vol. 43, Part i. No. 4.)
Pp. 51-71. (Edinburgh: R. Grant and Son; London:
Williams and Norgate, 1923.) is. bd*

Mitchell, P. Chalmers, Edited by. The Pageant of
Nature : British Wild Life and its Wonders. Roy. 8vo.
Part 4. Pp. 217-288. Parts. Pp. 289-360. (London:
Cassell and Co., Ltd., 1923.) is. 3^. net each part.*
Monsarrat, K. W. Health and the Human Spirit

:

a Biological Study. Gl. 8vo. Pp. 132. (London : J.
Murray. ii(-'3 ) 5s. net*
Morgan, T.-H., Sturtevant, A.M., MuUer, H.-J.,

et Bridges, C.-B. Le mecanisme de I'heredite mende-
lienne. Traduit de I'anglais par M. Herlant. 8vo. Pp.
xvii-i-391. (Bruxelles : M. Lamertin, 1923.) 25 francs.

Pratje, A. Das Leuchten der Organismen : eine Ober-
sicht iilH'r die neuere Literatur. (Miinchen : J. F. Berg-
mann. 1925.) Grundzahl : 3 marks.
Reid, C. Our Birds. i8mo. (London : T. N. Foulis,

1923.) IS. bd. net.

Renquist, H. Talassologiska vArexpeditionen 1922.
(Havsforskningsinstitutets Skrift No. 21.) Roy. 8vo.
Pp. 18. (Helsingfors : StatrSdets Tryckeri. 1922.)

3 F. marks.*
Taylor, Ltd., E. H., Written by the Expert Staff of.

Bees for Beginners. Cr. 8vo. Pp. vii -1-129. (Welwyn :

E. H. Taylor, Ltd., 1923.) 2S. bd. net.*
Wasmann, E. Modern Biology and the Theory of

Evolution. Second impression. 8vo. (London : G. Rout-
ledge and Sons, Ltd., 1923.) 21s. net.

Wood, Rev. J. G. The Illustrated Natural History.
New edition. Roy. 8vo. Pp. 795. (London : G. Rout-
ledge and Sons. Ltd., 1923.) 21s. net.

Botany : Horticulture : Forestry

Bernhard-Smith, A. Poisonous Plants of all Coun-
tries. Second edition. Cr. 8vo. Pp. xii + n2. (London:
Bailliere, Tindall and Cox. 1923.) 6s. net.*

Bower, F. O. The Ferns (Filicales) treated Com-
paratively with a View to their Natural Classification.

Sup. Roy. 8vo. Vol. t : Analytical Examination of the
Criteria of Comparison. Pp. x 4- 359. (Cambridge : At
the University Press, 1923.) 30s. net.*

Bower, F. O. The Relation of Size to the Elaboration
of Form and Structure of the Vascular Tracts in Primitive
Plants. (Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh.
Session 1922-1923. Vol. 43, Part 1, No. 7.) Sup. Roy.
8vo. Pp. 117-126. (Edinburgh: R. Grant and Son;
London : WilUams and Norgate. 1923.) is.*

Church, A. H. Introduction to the Plant -life of

the Oxford District, i : General Review. (Botanical
Memoirs. No. 13.) Roy. 8vo. Pp. 103-1-15 plates.

(New York : Oxford University Press, American Branch ;

London : Oxford University Press, 1922.) 1.20

dollars.*

Costantin, J., et Faideau, F. Histoire naturelle

illustrde : Les Plantes. Sup. Roy. 4to. Pp. 3164-26
planches. (Paris : Libr. Larousse, 1922.) 50 francs.*

Dobbie, H. B. New Zealand Ferns. Demy 8vo.

Pp. 394. (.Auckland, Melbourne and London : Whit-
combe and Tombs, Ltd., 1921.) 35s.*

Goebel, K. Organographie der Pflanzen, insbeson-
dere der Archegoniaten und Samenpflanzen. Zweite,

umgearbeitete Auflage. Drifter Teil : Spezielle Organo-
graphie der Samenpflanzen. Zweites Heft : Die Bluten-
bildung der Samenpflanzen. (Jena : G. Fischer, 1923.)
Grundzahl : 5 marks.
Harvey-Gibson, R. J. British Plant Names and

their Derivatives. Gl. 8vo. Pp. v -t-50. (London : A. and
C. Black, Ltd., 1923.) 2s. bd. net.*

Jameson, H. G. Trees and Flowers of England and
Wales. Cr. 8vo. Pp. 148. (London : Simpkin. Marshall
and Co., Ltd., 1923) 3^- ^d. net.
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Kirkwood, Esther J. G. Plant and Flower Forms :

Studies of TTiipical Forms of Plants and Plant Organs.
Cr. 4to. Pp. xvi+80. (London : Sidgwick and Jackson,
Ltd., 1923.) 7s. 6rf. net.*
Koorders, S. H. Exkursionsflora von Java, um-

fassend die Bliitenpflanzen. Vierter Band : Atlas.

Abteilung 3 : Familie 22-49. Herausgegeben von A.
Koorders-Schumacher. (Jena : G. Fischer, 1923.) Grund-
lahl : 7 marks.
Lindsay, Archdeacon. Plant Names. (Nature

Lover's Series.) Cr. 8vo. Pp. vii + 93. (London: The
Sheldon Press ; New York and Toronto : The Macmillan
Co., 1923.) 2S. bd. net.*
MacWatt, J. The Primulas of Europe. Ex. Cr. 8vo.

Pp. xvi+208. (London: "Country Life," Ltd., 1923.)
I2S. 6d. net.

Maiden, J. H. A Critical Revision of the Genus
Eucalyptus. Roy. 4to. Vol. 6, Part 8 (Part 58 of the
Complete Work). Pp. iv +419-494 + plates 236-239.
(Sydney : J. Spence, 1923.) 3s. bd*
Martin, L. L'Atmolyse et ses applications. 8vo. Pp.

no. (Lyon : A. Rey, 1923.)
Martineau, Alice. The Herbaceous Garden. Fourth

revised and enlarged impression. Med. 8vo. Pp. xv-(-305.
(London : Williams and Norgate, 1923.) 12s. 6d. net.

Palladin, V. I. Plant Physiology. Authorized
English edition, based on the German Translation of the
Sixth Russian edition and on the Seventh Russian edition

(1914). Edited by B. E. Livingston. Second American
edition ; with a Biographic Note and Chapter Summaries
by the Editor. Med. 8vo. Pp. xxxiii + 360. (Philadelphia:
P. Blakiston's Son and Co., 1923.) 4 dollars net.*
Rosenthaler, L. Grundziige der chemischen Pflanzen-

untersuchung. Zweite neubearbeitete Auflage. 8vo. Pp.
iv + 115. (Berlin: J. Springer, 1923.) Grundzahl : 4
marks.
Spoehr, H. A., and McGee, J. M. Studies in Plant

Respiration and Photosynthesis. (PubUcation No. 325.)
Sup. Roy. 8vo. Pp. iv+98. (Washington: Carnegie
Institution, 1923.) 1.50 dollars.*

Weatherwax, P. The Story of the Maize Plant.
(University of Chicago Science Series.) Cr. 8vo. Pp.
XV + 247. (Chicago : University of Chicago Press

;

London : Cambridge University Press, 1923.) 1.75
dollars.*

Zoology
Abderhalden, E., Herausgegeben von. Handbuch

der biologischen Arbeitsmethoden. Sup. Roy. 8vo.

Lieferung 94. Abt. 9 : Methoden zur Erforschung der
Leistung der tierischen Organismus. Teil i. Heft 3:
Methoden der zoologischen Forschung. Pp. 439-584.
(Berlin und Wien : Urban und Schwarzenberg, 1923.)
6.3 Schw. francs.*
Verne, J. Essai histochimique sur les ligaments tegu-

mentaires des crustaces decapodes. (Archives de Morpho-
logie generale et experimentale. Fasc. 16 : Histologic.)

Roy. 8vo. Pp. \aii + i70. (Paris: G. Doin, 1923.) 18
francs.*

Agriculture

Carrier, L. The Beginnings of Agriculture in America.
Med. 8vo. Pp. xvii+323. (London: McGraw-Hill Pub-
lishinj5 Co., Ltd., 1923.) 15s.*

Dowson, V. H. W. Dates and Date Cultivation of
the 'Iraq. Cr. 4to. Part 3 : The Varieties of Date
Palms of the Shatt Al 'Arab. (Agricultural Directorate,
Ministry of Interior, 'Iraq (Mesopotamia) : Memoir 3.)
Pp. v -v 97. (Cambridge : W. Hefier and Sons, Ltd.,

1923.) los. net.*
Hannas, R. R. Popular Poultry Pointers : a Book of

Popular Up-to-date Recommendations that have proved
Successful on many Farms. Cr. 8vo. Pp. xii -1-207 +30
plates. (New York : The Macmillan Co. ; London :

Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1923.) los. (yd. net.*
Petherbridge, F. R. Fungoid and Insect Pests of

the Farm. (Cambridge Farm Institute Series.) Second
edition. Ex. Cr. 8vo. Pp. vii + 177. (Cambridge: At the
University Press, 1923.) 6s. net.*

SudhofF, K., Herausgegeben von. Klassiker der
Medizin. Band 30 : Louis Pasteur. Die Hiihnercholera,
ihr Erreger, ihr Schutzimpfstoff (188). Obersetzt und
eingeleitet von G. Sticker. Pp. 75. (Leipzig : J. A.
Barth, 1923.) Grundzahl: 3 marks.
Wallace, R., assisted by Watson, J. A. Scott. Farm

Live Stock of Great Britain. ?ifth edition, rexased and
enlarged. Med. 8vo. Pp. xx + 868. (Edinburgh : OUver
and Boyd; London: Gumey and Jackson, 1923.) 30s.net.

Anatomy : Physiology

Bayliss, Sir W. M. Interfacial Forces and Phenomena
in Physiology : being the Herter Lectures in New York
in March 1922. Cr. 8vo. Pp. ix-H96. (London:
Methuen and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 7s. 5d. net.*
Boer, S. de. Die Physiologic und Pharmakologie des

Flimmerns. (Berlin : J. F. Bergmann, 1923.) Grund-
zahl : 4 marks.
Bundy, Elizabeth R. Text Book of Anatomy and

Physiology. Fifth edition, revised and enlarged by M.
Tracy and G. Watson. 8vo. Pp. 442. (London : J. and
A. Churchill, 1923.) lis. bd. net.

Embryology, Contributions to. Vol. 14, Nos. 65-71.
(Publication No. 277.) Med. 4to. Pp. iii4-i62-(-i5

plates. (Washington : Carnegie Institution, 1922.) 3.50
dollars.*

Friedetnann, M. Anatomic fiir Schwestern. Achte
Auflage. (Jena: G. Fischer, 1923.) Grundzahl: 3 marks.
Harrow, B. What to Eat in Health and Disease.

Cr. Svo. Pp. ix -f 203 + 8 plates. (New York : E. P.

Dutton and Co. ; London : G. Routlcdgc and Sons, Ltd.,

1923.) 8s. bd. net.*
Medical Research Council. The Kata-Thermometcr

in Studies of Body Heat and Efficiency. Roy. 8vo. Pp.
196. (London : H.M. Stationery Office, 1923.) 5s. net.*

Tandler, J. Topographische Anatomic dringlicher

Operationcn. Zweite, verbesserte Auflage. (BerUn : J.
Springer, 1923.) Grundzahl : 10 marks.

Anthropology : Ethnology

Dixon, R. B. The Racial History of Man. Med. Svo.
Pp. x\'i+583+44 plates. (New York and London:
C. Scribner's Sons, 1923.) 25s. net.*
London County Council : The Horniman Museum

and Library, Forest Hill, S.E. From Stone to Steel : a
Handbook to the Cases illustrating the Ages of Stone,
Bronze and Iron. Second edition. Gl. Svo. Pp. 81.

(London : P. S. King and Son, Ltd., 1923.) bd.*
Roscoe, J. The Bakitara or Banyoro : the First Part

of the Report of the Mackie Ethnological Expedition to

Central .\frica. Demy Svo. Pp. xvi-t-370+42 plates.

(Cambridge : At the University Press, 1923.) 25s. net.*

Philosophy : Psychology

Baudouin, C. The Power Within Us. Translated
from the French by E. and C. Paul. Cr. Svo. Pp. 137.
(London : G. .'Mien and Unwin, Ltd., 1923.) 3s. bd. net.*

Beckwith, C. A. The Idea of God : Historical,

Critical, Constructive. E.\. Cr. Svo. Pp. xiii + 343.
(London : Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1923.) los. bd. net.

Brighani, C. C. A Study of American IntelUgence.

Demy Svo. Pp. x.\v-i-2io. (Princeton: Princeton Uni-
versity Press ; London : Oxford University Press, 1923)
i6s. net.*
Corps, Lt.-Cl. Les Theories dc la relativite depassent

les donnees de I'experience. 4to. Pp. 43. (Paris

:

Gauthier-Villars et Cic, 1923.) 3.50 francs.

Cunynghame , Sir H . H . Short Talks upon Philosophy.
Demy Svo. Pp. vax + 246. (London : Constable and
Co., Ltd., 1923.) 8s. bd. net.

Herring, J. P. Herring Revision of the Binet-Simon
Tests. Examination Manual : Form A. Med. Svo. Pp.
56. (London, Calcutta and Sydney : G. G. Harrap and
Co., Ltd., 1923.) 5s. net.*
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Hoop, J. H. van der. Character and the Unconscious :

a Critical Exposition of the Psychology of Freud and of

Jung. Authorized Translation by Elizabeth Trevelyan.
(International Library of Psychology, Philosophy and
Scientific Method.) Demy 8vo. Pp. viii + 223. (Lon-
don : Kegan Paul and Co., Ltd. ; New York : Harcourt,
Brace and Co., Inc., 1923.) los. 6rf. net.*
Jung, E. Le principe constitutif de la nature

organique. (Bibhothdque de Philosophic contemporaine.)
Demy 8vo. Pp. 694. (Paris : F. Alcan, i9-'3.) 30
francs net.*

KaufTmann, M. Suggestion und Hypnose. Zweite,
voUstandig umgearbeitete Auflage. (BerUn : J. Springer,
1923.) (".rundzalil : 3.6 marks.
Leighton, J. A. The Field of Philosophy : an Intro-

duction to the Study of Philosophy. Definitive edition.
Demy 8vo. Pp. x+584. (London: D. Appleton and
Co., 1923.) I2S. 6rf. net.

Lutz, K. Tierpsychologie. Gl. 8vo. Pp. 120. (Leipzig
und Berlin : B. G. Teubner, 1923.)
Medical Research Council. Reports of the In-

dustrial Fatigue Research Board, No. 23 : Variations in
Efficiency in Cotton Weaving. (Textile Series No. 7.)
By S. Wyatt. Roy. 8vo. Pp. vi+60. (London: H.M.
Stationery Office, 1923.) 3s. net*
Moll, A. The Sexual Life of the Child. Translated

from the German by E. Paul. Second impression. Demy
8vo. Pp. 348. (London : G. Allen and Unwin, Ltd.,
1923.) I2S. i>d. net.

Pell, C. E. Proof of the Existence of God ; or, How-
Science has provided the Final Justification of Religion. Cr.
8vo. Pp. 190. (I^ndon : C. Palmer, 1923.) 75. dd. net.

People's League of Health Lectures. The Mind and
what We ought to Know about it. (Oxford Medical
Publications.) Cr. 8vo. Pp. 252. (London : Henry
Frowde and Hodder and Stoughton, 1923.) 6s. net.

Petzoldt, J. Die StcUung der Relativitiitstheorie in
der gcistigen Entwicklung der Menschheit. Zweite, verbes-
serte und vermehrte Auflage. Demy 8vo. Pp. vii+98.
(Leipzig: J. A. Barth. 1923.) Clrundzahl : 2.7 marks.*

Pratt, J. B. Matter and Spirit: a Study of Mind
and Body in their Relation to the Spiritual Life. Cr.
8vo. P^. ix+232. (London: G. Allen and Unwin, Ltd.,

1923.) 7s. (yd. net.

Stern, W. Person und Sache : System des kritischen
Personalismus. Band I : Ableitung und Grundlehre des
kritischen Personalismus. 2 unveranderte Auflage. Pp.
xiv+434. Grundzahl : 13 marks. Band II: Die
menschUche Pcrsimlichkeit. 3 unveranderte Auflage.
Pp. xvi + 272. Grundzahl: 8 marks. (Leipzig: J. A.
Barth, 1923.)

Villey, J. Les divers aspects de la theorie de la
relativite. Roy. 8vo. Pp. xi+95. (Paris: Gauthier-
Villars et Cie, 1923.) 7.50 francs.*

Widgery, A. G. Outlines of a Philosophy of Life.
Ex. Cr. 8vo. Pp. xxiv + 318. (London: Williams and
Norgate, 1923.) 7s. 6rf. net.

Bacteriolog:y : Hygiene
Chandler, A. C. Animal Parasites and Human

Disease. Second edition, revised. Med. 8vo. Pp. xiii +
572. (New York: J. Wiley and Sons, Inc.; London:
Chapman and Hadl, Ltd., 1922.) 22s. net.*
Ham, B. B. A Handbook of Sanitary I^w : for the

Use of Candidates for Public Health Qualifications. Ninth
edition, edited by H. R. Kenwood. Fcap. 8vo. Pp. xxviii +
244. (London: H. K. Lewis and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 5s.net.
Klimmer,M . Technik und Mcthodik der Bakteriologie

und Serologic. Pp. 520. (BerHn : J. Springer, 1923.)
Grundzahl : 14 marks.
Pearson, A., and Mouchet, R. Practical Hygiene of

Native Compounds in Tropical .Africa. 4to. Pp. i88.
(London : Bailliere, Tindall and Cox, 1923.) 22s. 6<i. net.

Ventilation : Report of the New York State Com-
mission on Ventilation, appointed by the Governor of
the State of New York at the Request of the New York
Association for Improving the Condition of the Poor,
and supported by the .Milbank Memorial Fund estabhshed
and endowed by Mrs. EUzabeth Milbank .\nderson.
Sup. Roy. 8vo. Pp. xxvii+620. (New York: E. P.
Dutton and Co., 1923.) 15 dollars.*

Medicine : Surgrery

Amrein, O. Lungentuberkulose. Zweite, umgear-
beitete und erweiterte Auflage der " Klinik der Lungen-
tuberkulose." (Berhn : J. Springer, 1923.) Grundzahl :

6 marks.
Bing, R. Gehim und Auge. Kurzgefasste Darstel-

lung der physiopathologischeii Zusammenhange zwischen
beiden Organen sowie der Augensymptome bei Gehim-
krankheiten. Zweite, vermehrte und neubearbeitete
-Auflage. (Berlin : J. F. Bergmann, 1923.) Grundzahl :

5 marks.
Breitensteins Repetitorien. Nr. 4 : Arzneiverord-

nungslchre. 4 Auflage. Pp.243. (Leipzig : J. A. Barth,
1923.) Grundzahl : 3 marks.
Byam, W., and Archibald, R. G., Edited by. The

Practice of Medicine in the Tropics. (Oxford Medical
Publications.) Roy. 8vo. Vol. 3. Pp. 960. (I.x)ndon :

H. Frowde and Hodder and Stoughton, 1923.) 84s. net.
Castaigne, J., Brul6, Garban, Fiessinger, N., et

Faroy. Traite de pathologic mcdicale et de th6rapeutique
appliquee. Vol. XII : Foie et pancreas. 2" <5dition.

Pp. 522. (Paris : A. Maloine et fils, 1923.) 22 francs.
Coakley, C. G. A Manual of Diseases of the Nose

and Throat. Sixth edition, revised. 8vo. Pp. 664.
(London : J. and .\. Churchill. 1923.) i8s. net.
Fischer, G. Local .\naesthesia in Dentistry, with

special reference to Infiltration and Conduction : a Guide
for Dentists, Oral Surgeons and Students. Third
American edition, revised by R. H. lUethmuller. Roy.
8vo Pp. 264. (London : H. Kimpton, 1923.) 21s. net.

Eraser, A. R. A Monograph on Gonorrhoea. Roy.
8vo. Pp. 524+49 plates. (London: H. Kimpton, 1923.)
i8s. net.

Gant, S. G. Diseases of the Rectum, Anus and Colon.
3 vols. 8vo. Pp. 1616. (Philadelphia and London :

W. B. Saunders Co., Ltd., 1923.) 126s. net.
Gordon, A. K. Haematology in General Practice.

Gl. 8vo. Pp. 107. (London : Bailh^re, Tindall and Cox,
1923.) 5s. net.

Greene, C. L. Medical Diagnosis. Fifth edition.
8vo. Pp. 1400. (London : W. Heinemann (Medical
Books), Ltd., 1923.) 63s. net.

Hess, J. H. Premature and Congenitally Diseased
Infants. Roy. 8vo. Pp. 397. (London : J. and A.
Churchill, 1923.) i8s. net.
History of the Great War : based on Official Docu-

ments. Medical Ser\'ices : Di.seascs of the War. Vol. 2 :

Including the Medical Aspects of Aviation and Gas
Warfare, and Gas Poisoning in Tanks and Mines. Edited
by Maj.-Gen. Sir W. G. Macpherson, Maj.-Gen. Sir W. P.
Herringham, Col. T. R. Elliott, and Lt.-Col. A. Balfour.
Demy 8vo. Pp. viii +621 +7 plates +6 maps. (London :

H. M. Stationery Office, 1923.) 25s. net.*
Jamieson, J. D. H. Aids to Operative Dentistry.

Fcap. 8vo. Pp. 174. (London: BaiUiire, Tindall and
Cox, 1923.) 3s. f>d. net.

Jaschke, R. T. von, und Pankow, O. Lehrbuch der
Geburtshilfe. Zweite und dritte Auflage. (Zugleich 10
und II Auflage des Rungeschen Lehrbuches der Geburts-
hilfe.) (BerUn : J. Springer, 1923.) Grundzahl: 32
marks.
Jaschke, R. T. von, und Pankow, O. Lehrbuch der

Gynakologie. Dritte und Wcrte Auflage. (Zugleich 7
und 8 Auflage des Rungeschen Lehrbuches der Gynako-
logie.) (Berhn: J. Springer, 1923.) Grundzahl : 24 marks.
Jones, Sir R., and Lovett, R. W. Orthopedic Surgery.

4to. Pp. XV + 699. (New York : W. Wood and Co. ;

London : H. Frowde and Hodder and Stoughton, 1923).
42s. net.

Lejars, F. Urgent Surgery. Translated from the
eighth French edition by W. S. Dickie and E. Ward.
Third Enghsh edition. Sup. Roy. 8vo. Pp. 824 + 20
plates. (Bristol : J. Wright and Sons, Ltd. ; London :

Simpkin. Marshall and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 63s. net.
Libby, W. The History of Medicine in its Salient

Features. Demy 8vo. Pp. xi + 427. (London: Constable
and Co , Ltd., 1923.) 15s. net.

Mackenzie, Sir J. Les Symptomes et leur interpreta-
tion. 2" Edition fran9aise, traduite par le D' Guilleaume.
8vo. Pp. 326. (Paris: F. Alcan, 1923.) 15 francs.
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Meyer-Ruegg, H. Kurzes Lehrbuch der Frauen-
krankheiten : fiir Arzte und Studierende. Fiinfte, ver-

mehrte und verbesserte Auflage. (Berlin : J. Springer,

1923.) Grundzahl : 9 marks.
Moodie, R. L. The Antiquity of Disease. (University

of Chicago Science Series.) Cr. 8vo. Pp. xiv + 148.

(Chicago : University of Chicago Press ; London : Cam-
bridge University Press, 1923.) 1.50 dollars.*

Passow, A., und Claus, H. Anleitung zu den Opera-
tionen am Gehororgan, an den Tonsillen und in der Nase.
2 umgearbeitete Auflage. Pp. iv + 146. (Leipzig: J. A.
Barth, 1923.) Grundzahl : 10 marks.
Peterson, F., Haines, W. S., and Webster, R. W.,

Edited by. Legal Medicine and Toxicology. New
(second) edition. 2 vols. 8vo. Pp. 2268. (Phila-

delphia and London : W. B. Saunders Co., Ltd., 1923.)
I cos. net.

Ponndorf, W. Die Heilung der Tuberkulose und ihrer

Mischinfektionen durch Kutanimpfung. Pp. 189. (Leip-

zig : F. C. W. Vogcl, 1923.) 6s.

Prinz, H. Dental Formulary : a Practical Guide for the
Preparation of Chemical and Technical Compounds and
Accessories as used in the Office and Laboratory by the
Dental Practitioner ; with an index to Oral Diseases and
their Treatment. Third edition, revised. 8vo. Pp. 328.

(London : H. Kimpton, 1923.) i6s. net.

Rabinowitsch, L., Herausgegeben von. Tuberkulose-
Bibliothek. Nr. 2 : Die Lungentuberkulose im Rcintgen-

bilde. Von M. Cohn. 2 erganzte Auflage. Pp. 63.

(Leipzig : J. A. Barth, 1923.) Grundzahl : 2 marks.
Romer, P. Lehrbuch der Augenheilkunde. Vierte,

umgearbeitete Auflage. Sup. Roy. 8vo. Pp. XV+500 +
32 Tafeln. (Berlin und Wien : Urban und Schwarzenberg,

1923.) Grundzahl: 15 marks.*
Schmieden, V. Der chirurgische Operationskursus :

ein Handbuch fiir Arzte und Studierende. 9 bis 11 um-
gearbeitete Auflage. Pp. XX +531. (Leipzig: J. A.
Barth, 1923.) Grundzahl : 20 marks.

Stark, A. C. An Index to General Practice. Cr. 8vo.

Pp. X + 181. (London : BailUere, Tindall and Cox, 1923.)

5s. net.

Thorne, L. T. The " Nauheim " Treatment of Dis-

eases of the Heart and Vessels in England. Sixth edition.

Demy 8vo. Pp. vii -1-232. (London: BailUere, Tindall

and Cox, 1923.) 7s. dd. net.

Walton, A.J. A Text-book of the Surgical Dyspepsias.

Med. 8vo. Pp. xi+728. (London : E. Arnold and Co.,

1923.) 42s. net.

Miscellaneous

Avery, Margaret. Six Great Scientists. Cr. 8vo.

Pp. ix-noo-H6 plates. (London: Methuen and Co.,

Ltd., 1923.) 25. bd.

Beatty, A. William Wordsworth : his Doctrine and
Art in their Historical Relations. (University of Wis-

consin Studies in Language and Literature, No. 17.) Med.
8vo. Pp. 284. (Madison : University of Wisconsin,

1922.) 2 dollars.*

Broderick, J. T. PuUing Together (with Sequel).

Sixth edition. Cr. 8vo. Pp. -vii + xdj. (Schenectady,

N.Y. : Robson and Adec, 1923.) 2 dollars net.*

Bury, J. B., Cook, S. A., Adcock, F. E., Edited by.

The Cambridge Ancient History. Roy. 8vo. Vol. i :

Egypt and Babylonia to 1580 B.C. Pp. xxii -t- 704 -1- 1

2

maps. (Cambridge : At the University Press, 1923.)

35s. net.*
Caroe, W. D. " Tom Tower," Christ Church, Oxford.

Some Letters of S' Christopher Wren to John Fell, Bishop
of Oxford, Hitherto Unpublished, Now Set Forth and
Annotated. With a Chapter by H. H. Turner, and another

by A. Cochrane. Demy 4to. Pp. xii -1- 127 4-28 plates.

(Oxford : Clarendon Press ; London : Oxford University

Press, 1923.) 25s. net.*

Dickinson, G. L. War : its Nature, Cause and Cure.

Cr. 8vo. Pp. 155. (London : G. Allen and Unwin, Ltd.,

1923.) 45. bd. net.*

Eastman Kodak Company. Abridged Scientific

PubUcations from the Research Laboratory of the Eastman
Kodak Company. Vol. 5, 192 1. Roy. 8vo. Pp. i72 4-iv.

(Rochester, N.Y. : Eastman Kodak Co., 1922.) *

Epstein, M., Edited by. The Annual Register : a
Review of Public Events at Home and Abroad for the
Year 1922. Demy 8vo. Pp. xii -1-316 -f- 199. (London:
Longmans, Green and Co., 1923.) 30s. net.*

Furley, J. S. City Government of Winchester from
the Records of the XIV and XV Centuries. Demy 8vo.
Pp. iv-t-196. (Oxford: Clarendon Press ; London: Oxford
University Press, 1923.) 14s. net.*

Hall, S. R. The Handbook of Business Correspond-
ence : a Reference Work covering the Principles and
Practice of Letter Writing for Business Purposes. Cr.

8vo. Pp. 1x4-1048. (London: McGraw-Hill Publishing
Co., Ltd., 1923.) 25s.*

Keltic, Sir J. Scott, and Epstein, M., Edited by.
The Statesman's Year Book : Statistical and Historical
Annual of the States of the World for the Year 1923.
Sixtieth Annual Publication : Revised after Official

Returns. Cr. 8vo. Pp. xxxii -1^1583. (London: Mac-
millan and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 20s. net.*
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New Methods of Crystal Analysis and their Bearing on Pure and Applied Science.^

By Sir William BraCg, K.B.E., F.R.S.

IT is one of the most fascinating of all studies to

trace back the properties of the substances that

we see round about us to the manner and the details

of their underlying structure. There are in the world,

or indeed the universe, a certain number of different

kinds of the atoms of which all things are made. We
know of rather more than ninety in alt. The science

of radioactivity lias brought to our notice atoms dis-

tinguished by special powers of emitting radiations,

but the list is not really increased thereby. Every-

thing we see round about us, or are aware of when

perhaps we cannot see, is built up by joining together

these atoms in various ways : and all the properties of

substances, their infinite complications, powers, and

beauties, are associated with the properties of the

atoms even before construction is begun. It is surely

no wonder that we try to find out how this is done.

Chemistry itself has its origin in this quest. One

of its early successes was the explanation—incomplete,

no doubt—of the part played by oxygen in the act of

burning or rusting. As chemistry has grown to its

present magnitude all its findings have related to the

part played by this or that atom or combination of

atoms in determining the properties of various sub-

stances. The methods of chemistry are founded on

the study of the behaviour of crowds. The smallest

portion of any substance handled in the laboratory

contains billions of atoms ; and the properties of the

individual are mferred from the treatment of gross

aggregates. The chemist mixes together two liquids

in certain proportions, observes, tests, and weighs the

results ; and he infers that atoms already grouped

in certain combinations are ready to change to fresh

groupings. From his weighings he finds the proportions

in which the atoms break with one another and re-

combine. He observes and measures their readiness

to change partners. Sometimes the exchange is so

rapid that energy is liberated with explosive violence.

Sometimes it is so slow that it must be hurried, either

by the application of warmth or by other means, the

quaintest of which is the action of a catalyst, a third

body which promotes a new grouping without being

finally concerned in it; as the chaperone of bygone

days effected the introduction between two people

anxious to meet each other and then effaced herself.

The science of radioactivity takes up the study of

the atom in a totally different way. It finds that

sometimes atoms are endowed with movement so

rapid that the individual has enough energy to make
its own mark. In the spinthariscope of twenty-five

' Sixth Trueman Wood Lecture, delivered at the Royal Society of .Arts on
January 2\.

years ago Sir William Crookcs showed the separate and

visible flashes which were made when a succession of

helium atoms, shot out from radium, struck a phos-

phorescent screen. Each impact made its little flash

of light just as when a pebble is dropped at night into

a phosphorescent sea. This is a typical experiment

belonging to the science of radioactivity, typical in

that it deals with the individual and not with the

crowd. In this science there is very little concern

with the combinations of atoms. It leads more to a

study of the nature of the internal structure of the

atom : that is why if we wish to understand the atom's

inner mechanism we turn to the work which J. J.

Thomson, Rutherford, Aston, and others are doing.

The new methods with which I deal here attack the

question from yet another aspect, based on the recog-

nition of the properties of crystals on one hand and

of X-rays on the other.

A crystal that has grown without disturbance pre-

sents surfaces of brilliant polish which make with each

other angles of characteristic and invariable magnitude.

Sometimes one face grows abnormally as compared

to others, on account, it may be, of some disposing

cause in the circumstances in which the crystal was

formed, but in crystals of the same substance the

angles between corresponding faces are always exactly

the same. There are not, usually, many different

kinds of faces on a crystal. Often on careful examina-

tion it is found that there are not more than three or

four. If we examine specimens of the same crystal

which seem at first sight to differ in form, we find that

the difference is nothing more than an unequal develop-

ment of the various types of face. An outward pre-

sentment so simple as this must imply a like simplicity

in internal design. There must be a unit of pattern

which contains but few atoms and, repeated again and

again through space, makes up the whole crystal. The

idea has long been familiar to the crystallographer,

but he could not push the corresponding interpreta-

tion to its limits : he had no clue to guide him, no

methods of examining the actual details of the design.

The reason of the failure is not difficult to understand :

the details were too fine to be distinguished under

the most powerful microscope. Nor is this a mere

question of a lack of technical skill which might be

removed at some future time. It will never be possible

to see the arrangements of atoms in a crystal.

When we say that we see any particular thing,

what we really do is to observe some change which

the thing has made in the light waves which reach our

eyes after they have been reflected or scattered or in
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some other way affected by the thing that is seen.

This means that the thing itself must be comparable

in size with the wave-length of light. We could not

expect to gather from the behaviour of a breaker as

it rushed up the beach information as to the size and

form of the individual grains of sand over which it

had passed. We might expect, however, to be able

to gather information as to the extent of a reef from

observation of the degree to which it had stilled the

waves that traversed it before they reached the shore.

Now, the diameter of an atom is quite a thousand times

less than the length of the light-waves which affect

our eyes. Consequently it is out of the question that

we should ever see it in the sense that we can see small

objects even under the microscope. A very simple

way to realise this point is to consider that the atoms

form part of the very lenses of the microscope ; and.

if we tried to increase our power of microscopic vision

by redesigning the optical arrangement, the lenses

would have become, so to speak, granular and have

lost their optical properties long before we were able

to " see atoms by their aid." The fact is that light-

waves are adapted for ordinary seeing, and that by

the microscope we have stretched their proper range

some thousands of times. Nothing that we can ever

do with ordinary light will give us the magnification

of a hundred million times, which is what we require if

we are to study the atoms themselves. We want a new
sort of light of immensely finer quality than ordinary

light ; and we have been fortunate enough to find this

in the X-rays. X-rays are simply a form of light the

wave-length of which is ten thousand times shorter than

that of the light with which we see in the normal way.

There is one more point to be made clear before

we can realise how the combination of X-rays and

the crystal has opened up a new vista. Although

the X-ray is so fine in structure that it can really be

affected by the individual atom, the magnitude of that

effect is too small to be of any use : it is here that the

crystal helps us. We remember that there is in the

crystal a perfectly regular repetition of some simple

pattern or combination of atoms. When X-rays

sweep over them, whatever effect one of the units has,

all its fellows have also ; and so on the whole there

is a combined action big enough in its results to be

detected by instruments designed for the purpose.

In somewhat the same way, to take an example, each

tiny furrow on a piece of mother-of-pearl is of the

right order of width to have an effect on the light

which is reflected by the whole piece, but the magni-

tude of one such effect is not enough to make an im-

pression on our eyes. However, on the surface of the

pearl there are many thousands of such furrows verv

like one another and running more or less in the same

direction, and what one furrow does the others do also.

It is this combined or multiplied action which so

affects the light as to give the beautiful play of colour

associated with mother-of-pearj.

Now we have all the factors essential to the new

methods : the X-rays for fineness of vision and the

crystal for combination in the action of the atoms upon

the X-rays. It is not necessary now to go into further

details; it is only needful to realise that there is an

instrument called the X-ray spectrometer in which

the reaction between the X-rays and the atomic arrange-

ments enables us to study the form and size and disposi-

tion or structure of the atomic patterns of the crystal.

Every crystal is in a way a long avenue down which

we can look and see at the far end of it the most primi-

tive groupings of the atoms. The wonder is that we

should be able to look so far, that the structure of the

crystal should be so finished and so unvarying from

first to last that our observation of a crystal big enough

to handle should tell us no more and no less than the

properties of the one little unit of pattern. If the

diamond in a ring were increased to the size of the

earth the individual carbon atoms would only be about

as big as tennis balls. Yet so faithful is the information

which X-rays and crystals give us that we can compare,

and indeed measure, the distances from atom to atom

with an error less than i part in 1000. This new power,

which is surely wonderful enough, we naturally apply

to the further elucidation of the problem which I

described at the beginning. We try to find out, by

fresh means, the relations between the properties of

substances and the nature of the atomic structures

of which they consist.

It might be objected that a crystal is something

special and that most bodies do not show the perfect

crystalline form. The difficulty is apparent, not real.

In the first place, far more substances are crj^stalline

than would be supposed, and actually every substance

would more naturally develop into a perfect and

characteristic crystal than into any other form. The

crystal is the natural condition. Bodies which seem

to us to present no crystalline appearance at all are

often aggregates of minute crystals jammed together

miscellaneously or held like a mush in a semi-liquid

matrix. Often, again, as in the case of liquids, the

various atoms and molecules liave not had time nor

peace enough to arrange themselves as they would.

Even if many of the substances in the behaviour of

which we are most interested, such as iron and steel, are

far in form from the perfect crystal, yet we may expect

to arrive in the end at an understanding of their

structure by the separate examination of the few

definite forms of crystal of which, as we know well,

the whole mixed mass is compounded.
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We may now go on to consider individual cases. It

is, perhaps, natural to a new form of inquiry to deal

with particular instances of its application as they

have been so far made, rather than to attempt broad

generalisations. As we consider each case let us look

at it from the point of view already emphasised. Let

us try to see how the properties of the whole crystal

depend strictly upon and are. indeed, an inde.x to the

^Mi^
Fig. I.—Diamond ; showing how c.nch carbon atom, reprcscnled—only

diagramm.iucally—by a black ball, lies at the centre of gravity of its

four nearest neigbbours.

properties of the atoms and atomic combinations of

which it is made.

The diamond is, perhaps, the best to begin with.

Its unique qualities dispose us to expect a structure

which is equally distinguished, and so it turns out to

be. The structure is figured in the accompanying

sketch (Fig. i). It may look at first sight somewhat

complicated, but when it is examined closely it is found

that the whole stor\' is told in one sentence. Each atom

has four neighbours regularly disposed about it. In

other words, the four make a regular tetrahedron, and

the first atom is at the centre of it. In the arrangement

so determined by X-ray analysis we recognise at once

an agreement with one of the most important deduc-

tions of the chemist, the so-called tetravalency of the

carbon atom, which means a tendency to associate

itself with its neighbours by four bonds of equal

strength. The hardness and strength of the diamond

are based on the simplicity and regularity of this

tetrahedron arrangement, and in addition on the

strength of the tie between atom and atom. We find

that atoms are fastened together by bonds of two or

three different types ; tlie one here illustrated is the

strongest of all. Every atom, we know nowadays,

consists of a central core, which is positively electrified,

and of a sufficient number of negative bodies of a

second kind called electrons to balance the positive

charge on the core. The diamond is an example of

manv cases where neighbouring atoms share electrons

and build them each into their own structure. It is

somewhat analogous to the sharing of party-walls by

the houses of a terrace. Yet it can be seen that the

structure is obviously weaker in certain directions than

in others. Such are the horizontal planes in the figure.

Tliese are called the cleavage planes. The diamond-

worker takes advantage of the fact, using it skilfully

instead of grinding. An excellent example is to be

found in the exhibit of the Crown Jewels in the Tower,

where the manner of cleaving one of the great diamonds

is shown. There is a second plane of cleavage, which

is onl)- used by workmen of the greatest skill, as it is

much more difficult to bring ofi the operation success-

fully. It is at right angles to the plane of the first kind.

The tetrahedral form of structure is often reproduced

in the form of the whole diamond, though no one, I

believe, knows exactly why the faces of the tetrahedron

are often rounded. This does not mean that the

layers of the atoms are curved, but simply that they

lie on one another like a series of steps. A structure

so tightly bound together is brilliantly clear from the

optical point of view.

There is another form of carbon crystal, that of

graphite or black lead, the properties of which seem so

different from those of the diamond that it is difficult

to believe they are of the same element and, moreover,

of much the same construction. One common feature

is of great interest, namely, the existence in both cases

of layers of atoms arranged in hexagonal pattern. It is

difficult to express in words, but the illustration (Fig. 2)

will make it clear. Each atom is still bound to three

'Fk:. 2.—The fine line.i of the diaKram show the structure of graphite. Hy
moving the top layer to the position shown by the broken lines the

diamond strticture is obtained.

of its neighbours by the same strong ties as before,

but the fourth is broken and a weaker, lengthier

connexion is substituted. M\ this is reproduced in

the outward appearance of graphite. Its crystals are

badly formed, but are more or less in hexagonal

columns, which split up with the greatest ease into

thin leaves at right angles to the column axis. So

easy, indeed, is this cleavage that the pounding of a

mass of graphite in a mortar is ludicrously inefTective.

The leaves simply multiply themselves more and more.

One leaf slides on another very easily, yet the atoms

in each leaf hold well together. It is the combination

Z3
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of these qualities that gives to graphite its lubricating

powers. If you slip on the black-leaded hearthstone;

it is because some of the layers which are sticking to

the sole of your shoe slide on others which cling to the

stone. I do not know that you can find a better

example of the relation between the external features

of a crystal and its elementary structure. One change

has converted the hard diamond into the soft, slipping

graphite, and it is easy to see that the results are

exactly what one would expect from the nature of

the change.

Now we may pass on to another structure which

is much like that of the diamond, namely, that of ice

(Fig. 3). The fundamental element of the design is again

the fact that an atom,

oxygen in this case, is

surrounded symmetric-

ally by four other atoms

of like kmd ; the latter

making a regular tetra-

hedron of which the

former is the centre.

But there is this differ-

ence between diamond

and ice : that in the

latter case an atom of

a second type, namelv,
Fig. 3.—Ice. White spheres represent , ,

'

oxygen .-iloms, and the black spheres hydrOgCH, IS mserteu
hydrogen : enough of each kind are

drawn to show the hexagonal nature

of the crystal. Each black ball lies

between two white ; each white
touches four blacks, but in two cases

only, on the right of the diagram, the

full number, four, is put in. The
distance between the centres of two
neighbouring oxygens is known witli

accuracy, but it is not known how
much of the intervening space is

occupied by the hydrogen.

between every pair of

oxygen atoms. Thus,

the immediate neigh-

bours of each oxygen

are four hydrogens. As

every hydrogen has

only two oxvgen atoms

as neighbours, there are twice as many hydrogens as

oxygens in the structure. That is, of course, in agree-

ment with the known composition of water.

Here, also, as in diamond and graphite, are to be

found layers in which the atoms are arranged in a

hexagonal pattern. Arctic explorers have described

a hexagonal structure in the ice-floes ; the block break-

ing up into hexagonal vertical columns resembling the

pillars of the Giant's Causeway. But the most beauti-

ful ice-crystals are found in the snowflakes or in the

frost figures on the window. The forms are of an

intricate delicacy based always on the hexagon and

on the angle of 60°. In the model which is illustrated

the foreshadowing of the sixfold symmetry is shown.

The featheriness of the snow is the outward expression

of the lightness of the pattern, which resembles lace

rather than a continuous structure. It is clear that

the atoms could be packed more tightly, and that must

have something to do with the fact that when ice is

compressed it tends to melt. It is not easy to under-

stand why the atoms join together in this of all possible

ways. It is evident that particular points in the

structure of one atom are linked up with corresponding

points in the structure of another. Such considera-

tions have, no doubt, to do with the internal structure

of the atoms themselves,

It is a curious fact that when a tetrahedral structure

is found, as in the cases of diamond and ice, there is

an alternative with re.spect to one of the details. By

a slight structural change somewhat difficult to describe

in words, the tetrahedral arrangement of the diamond

becomes the usual hexagonal arrangement of ice.

Mr. Whipple has directed my attention to a paper

written about a hundred years ago, in which the

author describes ice-crystals of peculiar form which

he had found on the wooden bridge of Queen's College

Cambridge. It is possible to make out from the

description that in this case the ice had grown as a

diamond would do : the effect is described as one of

great beauty and Ijrilliance.

There is one feature of the carbon structures which

is of great interest. The hexagonal ring of six atoms

is to be found both in diamond and graphite. Now, a

whole branch of chemistry of first-rate importance is

concerned with the examination of substances of

which such a ring forms the essential element of

design. When an atom of hydrogen is attached to

each atom of carbon the ring with its fringe is the

molecule of benzene. The ring is an extraordinarily

persistent combination.

Organic chemists have learnt that they can detach at

will one or more of the hydrogens, replacing them by

somewhat more complicated groups, such as the pair

of oxygen and hydrogen atoms called the " hydroxyl

group," or the " nitro group," consisting of one nitrogen

and two oxygens, and so on. In this way an immense

number of different substances are formed of widely

varying properties. They occur in the work of the

dye chemists, in the manufacture of explosives, in the

study of living organisms, and, in fact, constitute a

most important class of bodies. Chemists have

inferred the existence of these rings by reasoning

processes of really wonderful accuracy and power. It

is natural to suppose that the ring which we find in

our structures is the very ring which has been the

concern of the organic chemist.

We have tried to put this idea to the test, and so

far. I think, with success. We can measure this ring

in the diamond. It is just one hundred millionth of

an inch across, and we can make good estimates of

the enlargements that must result from such substitu-

tions for the hydrogens as I have already described.

We can then measure the space which the rings, modi-
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fied or not, occupy in the organic crystal, and we get

a very satisfactory fit (Fig. 4).

We have, for example, estimated the size and form

of the molecules of naphthalene and anthracene on

the assumption that they consist, respectively, of two

benzene rings, and three benzene rings, in line ; in

accordance with chemical evidence. We have found,

by X-ray analysis, the size and form of the unit

cells (Fig. 6) ; a simple calculation shows that two

molecules have to ht packed into the cell in each case
;

the crystals, it should be observed, are isomorphous.

.-Oeavaie

Fig. 4.—Showing mutual relations of three naphthalene molecules and
parts of others. l.etters are attached to all the carbon atoms of one
molecule ; hydrogen atoms completing this molecule are attached at

ABCDUHIJ.

It is found that the molecules pack into place very

well, if they are arranged as in the sketch of Fig. 4.

The figure refers to naphthalene, but the modification

required for anthracene is readily concei\'ed ; and,

indeed, it appears that the cell in one case is exactly

as much longer than in the other as would be expected

considering that the anthracene molecule contains one

more ring than the naphthalene. Here again we may
see in the structure of this little unit of naphthalene,

which contains two double rings, everything that fore-

shadows the properties of the whole crystal. Why is

the substance so light ? Because the structure is .so

lace-like and there are so many empty spaces. Why
does it break up so easily into thin flakes ? Because

the molecules lie side by side somewhat like corn bent

by the wind, and their side-to-side attachments differ

from those that are end to end : the latter break more

easily and the substance naturally splits up into layers,

each of which is like a velvet pile, the fibres of which

represent the molecules. Why does the substance

melt so easily .'' Because all the attachments of mole-

cule to molecule are feeble and break up under dis-

turbances due to heat. And so we ma}- go on. If we

attach a hydroxyl group to the side of the molecule

we see the fibres of the pile open out sideways. If

we attach it at the ends, we find the fibres grow longer
;

the two substances formed in this way are well known

in the dye industry.

We have recently been examining the crystalline

form of a number of the organic substances, and have

learnt something of a very interesting system which

governs the packing. It holds for all crystals ap-

parently, but is very plain in the organic field. There

are two stages in the process of the formation of the

crystal from the original atoms. First of all, the

atoms are grouped into companies which the chemist

calls " molecules." Chemistry has concerned itself

largely with the study of the molecule, and particularly

with the molecule in the free state, as in a liquid or a

gas. In the second stage the molecules, retaining their

composition if not their exact form, are packed

together to make the crystal pattern : it is this stage

which is the subject of our present considerations,

and can be analysed by the X-ray metiiods. Take

a simple example :—^Two atoms of hydrogen and

one of oxygen make up the water molecule. It is

a company of atoms strongly tied together in an

alliance which stands much rough treatment. The
molecules can exist in a state of independence as

steam or water vapour : in a condition of semi-

independence they associate themselves together as

water. We know how much care has been given to

the study of the water molecule in both these states.

Now, in the second stage the molecules are arranged

side by side and end to end to form the crystal of ice.

It has been necessary to take away much of their

motion in order to induce them to take the new form.

They are no longer running hither and thither, twisting

and spinning with the energy of their motion. They

lie more quietly now, still quivering, no doubt, but

tied together so that they can no longer change ap-

preciably their relative positions. They are now the

crystal to be investigated by the new methods : the

result is shown in Fig. 3, already described.

We find that when the molecules are packed into

tlie crystal pattern—and they do not seem to suffer

much in the process—they

are put together just as any-

one would try to pack a box

with objects all alike in shape

but individually of irregular

or, one might say, of awk-

ward form. How would

}-ou pack a box full of

boots ? You would natur-

alh' put them in pairs, the

right boot over the left in

the familiar way. It is just

such methods of packing that are followed in a

crystal. It is convenient to illustrate by means of

models. Here are a number of wooden " shoes

"

which are to represent molecules without s)-mmetry

in their form. Take four of them and put them to-

gether in the manner illustrated (Fig. 5). The result is a

pattern which possesses a certain amount of symmetry,

KiG. 5. —Arrangement of the
four "shoes' showing the
mutual orientation hut not the
mutual p^^sitions of the four
molecules tisually found in a
monoclinic prismatic crystal
such as henzoic acid or
phth.tlic acid.
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the same, in fact, as that of the boxes in Fig. 6. This

is a ver)- convenient form for packing, and it appears

that a majority of known crystals pack together in

this way. All of them show the symmetry that might

Fjg. 6.—Unit cells of naphthalene and anlhrarene drawn to the same scali-

(lo* to i). It is apparently usual for cells of this kind to contain four

molecules, but in these two cases they contain two only ; that is

because the molecules have some symmetry of their own. The molecules
shown in Fig. 4 fit into the naphthalene cell. If the unshaded mole-
cules be supposed to be placed with one end alQ, its general lie is parallel

to OC. The two shaded molecules of Fig. 4 would then be placed
with their ends at li and F. The anthracene molecule is like that of

naphthalene except that there are three rings in a line instead of two :

the axis OC is correspondingly Lirger.

be expected. They are exactly alike on either side

of a dividing plane : in other words, they are exactly

like their reflection in a mirror. They have, too, an

" axis of symmetry "
; a half turn about the axis

brings no apparent change. Fig. 7 is an illustration

Fig. 7.—Phth.alic acid, a monoclinic prismatic crystal possessing a plane of

symmetrj' PQRS, and an axis of digonal symmetry .\H, but there is

no plane of symmetry through AB. Faces marked by the same letter

are alike. The mutual orientation of the four molecules in its unit

cell is that of the shoes in Fig. 5.

of a crystal of this kind. The X-ray methods show

us that there are four molecules in the unit of pattern,

and that they are arranged in the manner described

It is very interesting to observe the result of a

different arrangement. Sometimes a set of four are

arranged as in Fig. 8, like two pairs of shoes back

Fig. 8.—The relative orientations but not the relative positions of the four

molecules in the crystal unit cell in resorcinol.

to back. The top and bottom are now unlike, but

there is a greater sjonmetry in other directions. We
have recently examined a crystal substance, resorcinol,

whicli is built on this pattern ; its external form is

shown in Fig. 9. The fundamental molecule is a

benzene ring in which two hydrogens have been re-

placed by two hydroxy} (oxygen-hydrogen) groups.

The crystal shows clearly different forms at its two

ends, the difference of which is shown in another very

interesting way. If the crystal is warmed, one end of

it becomes positively electrified and the other negatively.

We have been able to go some way to the actual

determination of the

relative positions of the

molecules : the results

are shown in Fig. 10.

There are two sets of

planes perpendicular to

the axis, which in the

crystal occur alternately.

In each plane there are

two types of molecule,

counting difference of

orientation as difference

of type. The plain lines

in the diagram show the

arrangement of the two

types lying in the plane of

the paper, and are marked

A and D. One of them

can be obtained from the

other by a revolution

through 180° in the plane. They are joined by

long and by short lines, the former containing the

oxygens of the hydroxyl groups. The arrangement

of the next plane, above or below the first, is showTi

by the dotted lines : the molecules in this plane can

be obtained from those in the first by reflections, with

proper translations, across planes that are perpendicu-

FiG. q.—Resorcinol, a rhombic pyra-
midal crj'stal. having two planes
of symmeti->-. AEDCi! and
PQRCST, ai>d an axis of digonal
symmetry PC.

Fig. 10.— Piobable arrangement of molecules in resorcinol.

lar to the paper and cut it in lines parallel to either of

the sides of the rectangle. The arrangement is clearly

governed by the necessity of fitting the molecules to-

gether so as to accommodate the hydroxyl attachment.

Another case of great interest and importance is

the two-molecule cell, the two being exactly alike.

How would you pack a box with boots all right-footed

or all left-footed ? You cannot find a way of packing
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which will make the result symmetrical on either side

of a plane. Neither do you find a crystal, built on

such a basis, to have right and left symmetry. The

crystal of tartaric acid, investigation of the properties

of which established the fame of Pasteur, is an excellent

-4

p
Q

k)—p—V'

A-

Fig. II. — Tartaric acid, a monoclinic
sphenoidal crystal, having an axis of
dtgoiial symmetry, \\\, and no other
axis or plane of symmetry,

example. Its peculiar form is shown in Fig. 11. A
recent publication by Mr. Astbury gives the proof

that there are two molecules in the unit cell. Their

mode of arrangement in terms of " shoes," which are

of one kind only, is shown in Fig. 12. The arrange-

FlG. 12. -.\rrangement of " shoes " of one kind only representing the

arrangement of molecules in tartaric acid.

ment of the atoms in one molecule, represented in

Fig. 12 by one shoe, is shown in Fig. 13. A model

of the crystal is shown in Fig. 14 ; and diagrammatic

representations of the atoms in two adjacent molecules

are given in Fig. 15 (a) and (b) : one of these figures is

right-handed and the other left. The most striking

Fig. 13.—Molecule of tartaric acid.

physical property of the crystal is its power of rotating

the plane of polari.sation of light which traverses it.

It has long been guessed that there must be some

spiral arrangement in the structure : and this is

beautifully confirmed in the model. There are, in

fact, two spirals. This is somewhat unexpected, but

it explains in a delightful way a property which has

been obscure. One of the spirals is in the interior

of the molecule itself and is certainly permanent when

the crystal is dissolved. That accounts for the fact

that tartaric acid in solution is " active," that is to

say, can exercise its rotatory power. But the second

spiral is a twist brought in by the necessity of fitting
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the mirror reflection of a right-handed screw is a left-

handed screw, and the whole effect depends on a want

of balance. In this case also there is a plane of

cleavage, passing through the points where the

molecules join each other end to end.

Quartz is another example of a crystal possessing

rotatory power, and like tartaric acid it contains a

special element in its construction. The X-ray

Fig. 16.—Spiral construction in quartz : large balls silicon,

small balls oxyj;en.

methods make this very clear, and give us also

some indications as to the structural system. In

the model shown in Fig. 16 the large balls represent the

atoms of silicon and the smaller those of oxygen. The

spiral character of the fundamental crystal is beauti-

fully manifested in its outward form. The illustration

(Fig. 17) shows the two possible forms of the crystal,

Fir,. 17.—Right- and lefl-handed quartz.

right-handed and left ; a certain set of small faces gives

to each crystal a spiral appearance.

These various examples have been given as illustra-

tions of the tasks which the new method of crystal

analysis undertakes. They belong to a new field of

research, akin to chemistry in that they seek to refer

the properties of substances to the nature of the

elements of construction. Chemistry has, however,

concerned itself in the main with the relatively free

mtilecules of liquids and gases : here we deal with

the properties of the solid. Our concern is to explain

the strength and elasticities of materials, their power

of conducting electricity and heat, their electrical

properties, optical properties : all these character-

istics and many more, in terms of the structure

as revealed by the X-ray analysis. Here are, we
may say, the contributions of the method to pure

science.

It is natural to say something of the possible appli-

cation to applied science. The properties of solid

materials are of such fundamental interest to all arts

and crafts that any new insight into their origin is

necessarily important. But, at the same time, appli-

cations of science to industry are alwaj's unexpected

in nature and time. What we have now to do from

the purely scientific side lies plain before us : how
and when any result will have practical value cannot

be foreseen.

Much attention has been given to the immensely

interesting problems of the crystallisation of iron and

steel. Westgren in Sweden, Bain in America, and

others, have done good work on the structure of the

various forms of iron, a, /3, y, and 8.

In Great Britain, the effect of the crj'stalline form

on the strength of a material has been examined by

G. I. Taylor and Miss Elam in the case of the beautiful

aluminium crystals of Prof. Carpenter. The crystals

are xexy easy to deform because certain . planes of

easy slip traverse the whole crystal, and these planes

are always the first to give way. The X-rays show

the structure of the crystals and the position of the

planes. When the large crystals are broken up into

smaller, oriented in all ways, the material becomes

stronger because in whatever way a stress is brought

to bear some of the crystals are ready to bear it.

Kaolinite, which can be examined, though in the

form of a very fine powder, shows clearly a crystalline

structure : by the same methods it can be shown

that the structure disappears when the temperature

is raised to a certain point. These facts were, at

least in part, anticipated by the scientific branches of

the pottery industry : but this method provides a

useful confirmation, and further investigation promises

to be very interesting. Calcined at 900° C, a new

crystalline structure appears : and when the tempera-

ture has been sufficiently raised, the X-rays show that

sillimannite has formed.

Such examples are mere pointers in a direction in

which we may hope there will be a great movement

in time to come. Our first aim is to develop the new

methods as pure science. A broad, straight road

opens out before us, and the going is good. As we

travel along it we shall, doubtless, find many side

turnings leading to useful applications, but we must

not expect them until we are right opposite to them.

Our first and obvious duty is to travel down the

high-road as far as it will take us.
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I'allemand par J. Barbaudy. 8vo. Pp. xvi -I- 340. (Paris

et Liege : Ch. Beranger, 1923.) 30 francs.

Ou6ret, Y. Manuel de I'industrie du gaz : Appareil-
lage. (BibUotheque professionnelle.) Pott 8vo. Pp.322.
(Paris : J.-B. Bailliere et fils, 1923.) 12 francs.

Rivett, A. C. D. The Phase Rule and the Study of

Heterogeneous Equilibria : an Introductory' Study. Cr.

8vo. Pp. 204. (Oxford : Clarendon Press : London

:

Oxford University I*ress, 1923.) los. bd. net.*
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Rouz, U. La Grande Industrie des acides organiques :

Bitartrate de potassium, Acide tartrique, Acide citrique.

2" Edition mise k jour par A. Aubry. Roy. Svo. Pp. viij

+ 560. (Paris: Libr. Dunod, 1923.)
Schwarz, R. The Chemistry of the Inorganic Com-

plex Compounds : an Introduction to Werner's Co-
ordination Theory. Authorised translation by L. W.
Bass. Demy Svo. Pp. x + 82. (New York: J. Wiley
and Sons, Inc. ; London : Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1923.)
8s. bd. net.'

Society of Chemical Industry, Issued by the. Reports
of the Progress of Applied Chemistry. Vol. 7, 1922.

Demy Svo. Pp. 569. (London : Society of Chemical
Industr>', 1923.) 12s. bd. ; 7s. dd. to Members.*
Somtnerfeld, A. La Constitution de I'atome et les

raies spectrales. Traduit sur la troisiferae edition alle-

mande par H. Bellenot. (Collection de Monographies
scientifiques ctrangeres. ) Roy. Svo. Deuxieme fascicule

Pp. 385-744. (Paris: A. Blanchard, 1923.) 30 francs.*

Sornet, R. La Technique industrielle des parfums syn-
thetiqucs. Demy Svo. Pp. xi + i35. (Paris: Gauthier-
Villars et Cie, 1923.) 10 francs.*

Wyld, W. Raw Materials for the Manufacture of

Sulphuric Acid and the Manufacture of Sulphur Dioxide.
(The Manufacture of Acids and Alkalis. By G. Lunge.
Completely revised and rewritten under the Editorsliip

of A. C. Gumming. Vol. i.) Demy 8vo. Pp. xiii + 558.
(London and Edinburgh: Gurney and Jackson, 1923.)
36s. net.*

Technology

Colomer, F. Exploitation des mines. (Bibliotheque
de I'lngtnicur de Travaux publics.) 3« Edition. GL Svo.
Pp. 483. (Paris : Libr. Dunod, 1923.)
Cornez, A. Manuel du laitier-cremicr. Pott Svo.

Pp. 307. (Paris : J.-B. Bailliere et fils, 1923.) 10 francs.

Davies, G. H. Worsted Drawing and Spinning Cal-
culations : a Practical Guide for Students. Apprentices,
Foremen, and Others of the Worsted Textile Trade. With
Tables and many worked Examples. Cr. Svo. Pp. x +
167. (London : C. Griffin and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 7s. 6a!.

net.

Hiscox,W. J. Workshop Routine : its Principles and
Application, with special reference to "Standing Instruc-
tions." (Directly-Useful Technical Scries.) Demy Svo.
Pp. X + 158. (London : Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1923.)
9X. bd. net.

Jacquet, A. Aciers, fers, fontes. 2'= edition. Ex. Cr.
Svo. Tome I. Pp. viii -(-231. (Paris: Libr. Dunod, 1923.)
10 francs.

Jaggard, W. R., and Drury, F. E. Architectural
Building Construction : a Text-book for the Architectural
and Building Student. Demy Svo. Vol. 2, Part 2. Pp.
xvi+384. (Cambridge: At the University Press, 1923.)
i8s. net.

Moore, H. F., and Jasper, T. M. An Investigation
of the Fatigue of Metals : Series of 1922. A Report of

the Investigation conducted by the Engineering Experi-
ment Station. University of lUinois, in cooperation with
the National Research Council, Engineering Foundation,
the General Electric Company. (Engineering Experiment
Station : Bulletin No. 136.) Med. Svo. Pp. 100.

(Urbana : University of IlUnois, 1923.) 50 cents.*
Petitpas, J. L'Usinage du bois : Puissance requise

par les machines a bois, dynamique des raacliines a grande
Vitesse, 44 bar6mes pratiques (vitesse, charges, debits,

courroies, puissance) permettant d'obtenir un travail
rationnel et 6conomique des machines k bois. Roy. Svo.
Pp. .xviii + 236. (Paris: Libr. Dunod, 1923.)
Sachs, J. C. Furs : and the Fur Trade. (Pitman's

Common Commodities Series.) Cr. Svo. Pp. xi-t- 12S.
(London : Sir I. Pitman and Sons, Ltd., 1923.) 3s. net.
Stanley, F. A. Poin^ons et matrices pour le travail

des nietaux en feuilles : litude, construction et emploi.
Traduit de la i'" edition americaine par M. Varinois.
Roy. Svo. Pp. xii+46S. (Paris: Libr. Dunod, 1923.)

Sturt, G. (" George Bourne "). The Wheelwright's
Shop. Demy Svo. Pp. xii -1- 236 + 8 plates. (Cambridge

:

At the University Press, 1923.) 12s. 6<i. net.*

Vickers, C. Metals and their .\lloys. Partly based
on the third edition of " Metallic Alloys " by W. T.
Brannt. Med. Svo. Pp. 7S6. (London : C. Lockwood
and Son, 1923.) 50i. net.

Astronomy
Becker, F. Sternatlas. Nach der \-ierten Auflagc von

Littrows Atlas des gestirnten Himmels vollstandig neu
bearbeitet. Demy 4to. (Berlin : F. Diimmlers Verlags-
buchhandlung, 1923.) Grundzahl : 6 marks.
Dyson, Sir Frank, Under the Direction of. Astro-

nomical and Magnetical and Meteorological Observations
made at the Uoyal Observatory, Greenwich, in the Year
1918. Med. 4to. Pp. 7 +Axx + A49 -(-B13 +C3 +Dix

+

I^M7 +5 + Exx +ESo + 18. (London: H.M. Stationery
OlTice, 1922.) 45s. net.*
Flammarion, C. Dreams of an Astronomer. Trans-

lated from the French by E. E. Fournier d'Albe. Demy
Svo. Pp. 223. (London : T. Fisher Unwin, Ltd., 1923.)
los. bd net.*

Gill, Sir David, Commenced under the Direction of.

Cape Astrographic Zones. Vol. 4 : Catalogue of Rect-
angular Co-ordinates and Diameters of Star-Images
derived from Photographs taken at the Royal Observatory,
Cape of Good Hope. Completed and prepared for Press
under the Supervision of S. S. Hough. Zone -44°. Med.
4to. Pp. xxxviii -(-482. (London: H.M. Stationery
Ofiice, 1916.) I005. net.*
Hough, S. S., Under the Direction oL Annals of the

Cape Observatory. Vol. 8, Part 6 : Observations of
Major Planets made with the Heliomete^f at the Royal
Observatory, Cape of Good Hope, during the years 1911
to 1921. Med. 4to. Pp. viii-(-io8F. (London: H.M.
Stationery Oflfice, 1923.) 255 net.*
McCabe, J. The Wonders of the Stars. Cr. Svo.

Pp. ix + 114 -f4 plates. (London : Watts and Co., 1923.)
3s net*

Phillips, T. E. R., Edited by. Hutchinson's Splendour
of the Heavens : a popular authoritative Astronomy. In
about 24 fortnightly parts. Demy 4to. Part I. Pp. 48.
Part 2. Pp. 49-88. Part 3. Pp. 89-12S. (London:
Hutchinson and Co.. 1923.) i.s. id. net each part.*
Schorr, R., Herausgcgcben von. Eigenbewegungs-

lexikon fiir die in der Bonner Durchmusterung, der
Cordoba Durchmusterung und der Cape Photographic
Durchmusterung enthaltenen Sterne des nordUchen und
siidlichen Himmels. Imp. 4to. Pp. iv-t-200. (Uergedorf:
Sternwarte, 1923.) 25s.*

Meteorology : Geophysics

Field, J. H. On Exposures of Thermometers in

India. (Memoirs of the Indian .Meteorological Department,
Vol. 24, Part 3.) Med. 4to. Pp. 21-73. (Calcutta:

Baptist Mission Press, 1922.) i.S rupees ; is.*

Royal Meteorological Society. Bibhography of

Meteorological Literature. Prepared by the Koyal
Meteorological Society witli the Collaboration of the
Meteorological Office. No. 3. Roy. Svo. Pp. 53-74.
(London : Royal Meteorological Society, 1923.) 2s. bd.*

Salter, M. de Carle S. The Rainfall of the British

Isles. Cheap edition. Cr. Svo. Pp. 30S. (London :

HoddcT and Stoughton, Ltd., 19-3) bs. net.

Williams, C. B. A Short Bio-climatic Study in tlie

Egyptian Desert. (Ministry of .Agriculture, Egypt :

Technical and Scientific Service, Bulletin No. 29.) imp.
Svo Pp. 20. (Cairo : Government Publications Office,

1923.) P.T. 5*

Qeology : Mineralogy

British Museum (Natural History), Cromwell Road.
London. S.W.7 : Mineral Department. ."Vn Introduction

to the Study of Rocks and Guide to the Museum Collection.

By the late Sir L. Fletcher. Sixth edition. Demy Svo.

Pp. viii -I- 142. (London: British Museum (Natural

Histiirv), 1923.) IS. bd.*

British Museum (Natural History). Guide to the

Exhibition Galleries of Geology and Pala;ontology. Demy
Svo. Pp. 64. (London : British Museum (Natural

History), 1923) i^-*
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British Museum (Natural History). A Guide to
the Fossil Mammals and Birds in the Department of

Geology and Palaeontology in the British Museum (Natural
History). Cromwell Road, London. S.W.y. Tenth edition.

Demy 8vo. Pp. 96. (London : British Museum (Natural
History), 1923.) is. bd*
British (" Terra Nova") Antarctic Expedition, 1910-

1913. Glaciology. By C. S. Wright and R. E. Priestley.

(Published for the Committee of the Captain Scott
Antarctic Fund.) Med. 4to. Pp. xx + 581. (London:
Harrison and Sons, Ltd., 1923.) 30s.*

Cotter, G. de P. The Lamellibranchiata of the Eocene
of Burma. (Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India.

PalcBontologia Indica : being Figures and Descriptions
of the Organic Remains procured during the Progress of the
Geological Survey of India. New Series, Vol. 7, Memoir
No. 2.) Sup. Roy. 4to. Pp. 38 + 7 plates. (Calcutta:
Geological Survey of India, 1923.) 3. to rupees.*
Harker, A. Petrology for Students : an Introduction

to the Study of Rocks under the Microscope. (Cambridge
Geological Series.) Sixth edition, revised. Cr. Svo. Pp.
vii + 302. (Cambridge: At the University Press, 1923.)
85. 6d. net.*
La Touche, T. H. D., Compiled by. Bibliography of

Indian Geology. Sup. Roy. Svo. Part 2 : Index of

Localities. Pp. xiii + 143. (Calcutta: Geological Survey
of India, 1921.) i rupee.*
La Touche, T. H. D., Compiled by. Geological

Literature added to the Geological Society's Librar)-

during the years 1915, 1916, 1917, 1918, and 1919. Med.
Svo. Pp. 545. (London : Geological Society, 1923.)
105.*

Robinson, A. H. A. Titanium. (Department of

Mines: Mines Branch, No. 579.) Roy. Svo. Pp. 127.

(Ottawa : Department of Mines, 1922.)*

Geography : Travel

Anderson, A. H. Bexhill-on-Sea : with Battle,

Battle Abbey, and the Historic Neighbourhood. (Home-
land Handbooks.) Gl. Svo. Pp.115. (London : Homeland
Association, 1923.) is. net.

Anderson, A. H. Croydon, with its Surroundings :

a Handbook for Visitors and Residents. With chapters by
J.E.Morris. Sixth edition. Cr. Svo. Pp.137. (London:
Homeland Association, 1923.) is. net.

Baedeker, K. London and its Environs : Handbook
for Travellers. Eighteenth revised edition. Fcap. Svo.

Pp. xl +502 +72 and maps. (London : T. Fisher Un\vin,

Ltd., 1923.) 105. net.

Baring-Gould, S. A Book of Dartmoor. Fourth
edition. Cr. Svo. Pp. 299. (London ; Methuen and Co.,

Ltd., 1923.) 7s. td. net.

Belloc, H. The Pyrenees. Third edition. Cr. Svo.

Pp. xii + 246. (London: Methuen and Co., Ltd., 1923.)
8s. 6d. net.

Blake, Major W. T. Flying Round the World.
Demy Svo. Pp. 238. (London : Heath Cranton, Ltd.,

1923.) I2S. bd. net.

British Antarctic (
•

' TerraNova " ) Expedition , 1 9 1 o-

191 3. The Physiography of the McMurdo Sound and
Granite Harbour Region. By G. Taylor. Med. 4to. Pp.
xvi-i-246. (London: Harrison and Sons, Ltd., 1922.)

244.*
Casserly, Lt.-Col. G. Algeria To-day. Med. Svo.

Pp. 262. (London: T. Werner Laurie, Ltd., 1923.)
1 6s. net.

Clark, D. Plane and Geodetic Survejing for En-
gineers. (The Glasgow Text-Books of Civil Engineering.)

Demy Svo. Vol. i : Plane Surveying. Pp. xii+421. 26s.

net. Vol. 2 : Higher Surveying. Pp. X-1-29S. 25s.net.

(London : Constable and Co., Ltd., 1923.)
Cresswell, Beatrix F. Dartmoor : a Handbook for

Visitors. (Homeland Handbooks.) Seventeenth edition.

Gl. Svo. Pp. 140. (London : Homeland Association,

1923.) IS. bd. net.

Daniels, H. G. Hove and its Surroundings : a Hand-
book for Visitors and Residents. Eleventh edition. Gl.

Svo. Pp. 109. (London: Homeland Association, 1923.)
IS. net.

Evans, Capt. R. G. R. South with Scott. Cr. Svo.
Pp. xiv +284. (London : W. Colhns, Sons and Co., Ltd.,

1923.) 2s. bd. net.

Foster, H. L. A Beachcomber in the Orient. Demy
Svo. Pp. ix+395. (London: John Lane, Ltd., 1923.)
I2S. bd. net. ,
Hayward, W. B. Bermuda, Past and Present : a

Descriptive and Historical Account of the Somers Island.
Demy Svo. Pp. xii + 242. (London: Stanley Paul and
Co., 1923.) Ss. bd. net.

Heilscher, K. Picturesque Spain : Architecture,
Landscape, Life of the People. Roy. 4to. Pp. 327.
(London : T. Fisher Unwin, Ltd., 1923.) 21s. net.

Hudson, W. H. Idle Days in Patagonia. New and
cheaper edition. Demy Svo. Pp. xi + 251. (London:

J. M. IV'nt and Sons, Ltd., 1923.) 6s. net.

Humphries, W. R. Patrolling in Papua. Med Svo.
Pp. 287. (London : T. Fisher Unwin, Ltd., 1923.)
2 IS. net.

Jeffers, Le Roj'. The Call of the Mountains : Rambles
among the Mountains and Canyons of the United States
and Canada. Sup. Roy. Svo. Pp. xv -1-282. (London:
T. Fisher Unwin, Ltd., 1923.) i8s. net.

Johnson, C. R., L'nder the Direction of. Constanti-
nople To-day, or The Pathfinder Survey of Constantinople :

a Study in Oriental Social Life. Demy Svo. Pp. xvi

-I-41S + 16 plates. (New York: The Macmillan Co.;
London : Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 21s. net.

Keyser, A. Trifles and Travels. Med. Svo. Pp. viii

+ 278. (London ; J.
Murray, 1923.) los. bd. net.

Knight, E. F. Reminiscences : the Wanderings of a
Yachtsman and War Correspondent. Med. Svo. Pp. 320.

(London : Hutchinson and Co., 1923.) iSs. net.

Knudsen, M. Some new Oceanographical Instru-

ments. (Conseil Permanent International pour I'ExpIora-

tion de la Mer : Publications de Circonstance, No. 77.)
Sup. Roy. Svo. Pp. 16. (Copenhague : A. F. H0st et

fils, 1923) *

Lawrence, D. H. Sea and Sardinia. Fcap. 4to. Pp.
301. (London : Martin Seeker, 1923.) 21s. net.

Lucas, E. V. A Wanderer in Venice. Fifth edition,

revised. Cr. Svo. Pp. 333. (London : Methuen and
Co., Ltd., 1923.) los. bd. net.

MacCormick, J. The Island of Mull: its History,

Scenes and Legends. An interesting Guide to the Island.

Cr. Svo. Pp. viii+215. (Glasgow: A. Maclaren, 1923.)

5s. net.

Marsh, J. R. The Charm of the Middle liingdom.
Demy Svo. Pp. xvi + 245. (London : Hurst and Blackett,

Ltd., 1923.) I2S. bd. net.

Migeod, F. W. H. Across Equatorial Africa. Demy
Svo. Pp. 397. (London: Heath Cranton, Ltd., 1923.)

30s. net.

Mill, H. R. The Life of Sir Ernest Shackleton,
C.V.O.,O.B.E.(Mil.), LL.D. Demy Svo. Pp. xv + 312-i-

20 plates. (London : W. Heinemann, Ltd., 1923.) 21s.

net.*
Morris, J. E. Haslemere and Hindhead : the Hill

Country of the Surrey Borderland. Fourteenth edition.

Gl. Svo. Pp. 131. (London: Homeland Association,

1923.) IS. bd. net.

Murray's Hand-book : Japan. New impression. Cr.

Svo. (London: J. Murray, 1923.) 24s.net.

Northcliffe, the late Viscount. My Journey Round
the World. Edited by Cecil and St. John Harmsworth.
-Med. Svo. Pp. xii + 326. (London : John Lane, Ltd.,

1923.) I2S. bd. net.

Poulsen, F. Travels and Sketches. Translated from
the Danish. Demy Svo. Pp. 235. (London : Chatto
and Windus, 1923.) 7s. bd. net.

Raphael, Mary F. The Lure of the Loire. Cr. Svo.

Pp. 1S9. (London; Mills and Boon, Ltd., 1923.) 5s.

net.

Riddell,W. Lynton, Lynmouth and the Lorna Doone
Country : a Handbook for Visitors and Residents. Twelfth
edition. Gl. Svo. Pp. 107. (London : Homeland Asso-

ciation, 1923.) IS. bd. net.

Swiss Travel Almanac : Summer Season, 1923.

Demy Svo. Pp. m. (Olten, Switzerland: O. Walter,

Ltd.. 1923)
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General Biology : Natural History

Andrews, E. A. Factors affecting the Control of the
Tea Mosquito Bug (HelopelUs theivora, Waterh.). Roy.
8vo. Pp. iv + 260 +44 diagrams. (London: Indian Tea
Association. 21 Mincing Lane, 1923.) 3s. Od.*

Austin, G. D. A Prehminary Report on Paddy Fly
Investigations, made at .-Vnuradhapura from Pecember
1920 to June 1921. (Department of Agriculture, Ceylon :

Bulletin Xo. 59.) Demy 8vo. Pp. 22. (Peradeniya:
Department of Agriculture, 1922.) 15 cents.*

Ballard, E. Platyeira Gossypiella, Saund.. The Pink
HoU-Worm, in South India, 1920-1921. (Memoirs of the
Department of Agriculture in India ; Entomological Series,

Vol. 7, So. 10.) Cr. 4to. Pp. 171-193. (Calcutta:
Thacker, Spink and Co. : London : W. Thacker and Co.,

1923.) 12 annas ; is.*

Ballard, E. An Account of Experiments on the
Control of Si^a {Sclicenohius) Incerlellus in the (lodaveri
Delta. (Memoirs of the Department of Agriculture in

India: Entomological Series, Vol. 7, No. 13.) Cr, 4to.

Pp. 257-278. (Calcutta : Thacker, Spink and Co. ; Lon-
don : W. Thacker and Co., 1923.) 14 annas ; is. 4rf.*

Coulter, M. C. Outhnes of Genetics; with Special
Reference to Plant Materials. (University of Chicago
Science Series.) Cr. 8vo. Pp. vii+211. (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press ; London : Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, 1923.) 7s. bd. net.

Crabtree, J. H. British Insects and How to Identify
Them. (How to Identify Scries, Xo. 17.) Fcap. 8vo.
Pp.64. (London: The Epworth Press, 1923.) is. 6<i.net.*

Drieberg, C. Bee-keeping for Beginners. (Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Ceylon : Bulletin No. 63.) Demy
8vo. F^. 20+4 plates. (Peradeniya: Department of
Agriculture, 1923.) 15 cents.*
Durken, B. Allgemeine Abstammungslehre : zugleich

eine gemeinverstandliche Kritik des Darwinismus und des
Lamarckismus. Demy 8vo. Pp.205. (Berlin : Gebriider
Borntraegcr, 1923.) 3s. j\d.*

Friese, H., Bearbeitet von. Die europaischen Bienen
(Apidae). Das I^ben und Wirken unserer Blumen-
wespen : eine Darstellung der Lebensweise unserer wilden
wie gesellig lebenden Bienen nach cigencn Untersuchungen
fiir N'aturfreunde, Ixhrer und Zoologen. Roy. 8vo.

5 (Schluss-)Lieferung. Pp. 401-456 +vii +Tafeln 26-33.
(Berlin und Leipzig ; W. de Gruyter und Co., 1923.) 5s.*
Gardiner, J. Stanley, and Tansley, A. G., Edited

by. The Natural History of Wicken Fen. Demy 8vo.
Parti. Pp.64. (Cambridge: Bowes and liowes ; London:
Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 3s. bd. net.*
Gurwitsch, A. Versuch einer synthetischen Biologic.

(Abhandlungen zur theoretischen Biologie. Herausgegeben
von J. Schaxel. Heft 17.) Roy. 8vo. Pp. iv+83.
(Berlin: Gebriider Borntraeger, 1923.) 2S. ^d*
Haagner, A., and Ivy, R. H. Sketches of South

African Bird-Life. Third and revised edition. Demy
8vo. Pp. xxiv +316. (Cape Town : T. Maskew Miller ;

Oxford : B. Blackwcll, 1923.) 21s. net.*
Hardy, A. C, Carruthers, J. N., and Lumby, J. R.

Notes on the .Vtlantic Plankton taken off the l''ast Coast
of England in 1921 and 1922. By A. C.Hardy; Investiga-
tion of Xon-Tidal Water Movements Xorth of the Dogger
in October 1921. By J. N. Carruthers ; The Salinity and
Temperature of the Southern North Sea and English
Channel during the Period 1920-21. By J. R. Lumby.
(Conseil Permanent International pour I'Exploration
de la Mer : Pubhcations de Circonstance, No. 78-79-80.)
Sup. Koy. 8vo. Pp.31. (Copenhague : A. F. Hustetfils,
1923 )

*

Hebard.M. Studies in Indian Dermaptera. (Memoirs
of the Department of Agriculture in India : Entomological
Series, Vol. 7, No. 11.) Cr. 4to. Pp. 195-242. (Calcutta:
Thacker, Spink and Co. ; London : W. Thacker and Co.,
1923.) 1.4 rupees ; is. gd*
Henneguy, L.-F. La Vie cellulairc : Aliments de

Cytologic. (Collection Payot, No. 32.) Pott 8vo. Pp.
160. (Paris: Libr. Payot, 1923.) 4 francs.*
Hlngston, R. W. G. A Naturalist in Hindustan.

Demy 8vo. Pp. 292 + 10 plates. (London: H. V. and
G. Witherby. 1923.) i6s. net.*

Hutson, J. C. Some Preliminary Notes on the Coco-
nut Caterpillar in Ceylon {Xephaiilis serinopa). (Depart-
ment of -Agriculture, Ceylon : Bulletin No. 58.) Demy
8vo. Pp.12. (Peradeniya: Department of Agriculture,
t9^^.) 15 cents.*
Kearton, R. The Adventures of Cock Robin and his

Mate Cr. 8vo. Pp. xvi + 240. (London, New York, Toronto
and -Melbourne: Cassell and Co.. Ltd., 1923.) 6s.net.*

Kearton, R. Our Bird Friends : a Book for all Boys
and (hrls. New and revised edition. Cr. 8vo. Pp. xvi
+ 215. (London, New York, Toronto and Melbourne:
Ca.sse!l and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 6s. net.*

Kreidel, G. A. Notes of a Catholic Biologist. Cr.
8vo. Pp. x + 276. (St. Louis, Mo., ancj Ijindon : B.
Herder Book Co., 1922.) 7s.*
McConnochie, A. I. The Deer and Deer Forests of

Scotland : Historical, Descriptive, Sporting. Sup. Roy.
8vo. Pp. 3364-14 plates. (London: H. F. and G.
Witherby, 1923.) 25s. net.*
Maxwell, S. S. Labyrinth and Equilibrium. (Mono-

graphs on Experimental Biology.) Ex. Cr. 8vo. Pp. 163.
(Philadelphia and London : J. B. Linpincott Co.. 1923.)
los. (,d. net*

-^31
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries. Report on

the Macroplankton of the Plaice Egg Cruises, 1920-1921.
By K. E. Savage. (Fishery Investigations. Series 2 : Sea
Fisheries, Vol. 5, No. 6.) Fcap. folio. Pp. 21 -(-5 plates.
(London

: H.M. Stationery Office, 192?) 6s. 6d. net.*
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries. Report on

Experimental Hauls with Small Trawls in certain Inshore
Waters off the East Coast of England, with especial
reference to young Pleuronectidae. By W. Wallace.
(Fishery Investigations. Series 2 : Sea Fisheries, Vol. 5,
No. 5.) Fcap. folio. Pp.30. (London : H.M. Stationery
Office, 19^3.) 6s. 6rf. net.*

Mitchell, P. Chalmers, Edited by. The Pageant of
Nature : British Wild Life and its Wonders. Roy. 8vo.
Part 6. Pp. 361-432. Part 7. Pp. 435-504. (London:
Cassell and Co., Ltd., 19-23.) is. id. net each part.*
Morgan, C.Lloyd. Emergent Evolution : the Gifford

Lectures delivered in the University of St. Andrews in
the Year 1922. Demy 8vo. Pp. xii-f3i3. (London:
Williams and Norgate, 192?.) 15s. net.*
Moses, S. T. A Statistical .\ccount of the Fish Supply

of Madras. (Report No. 6 of 1922, Madras Fisheries
Bulletin, Vol. 15.) Roy. 8vo. Pp. 131-166. (Madras :

Government Press, 1923.) 6 annas*
National Birth-rate Commission. Youth and the

Race : the Development and Ivducation of Young Citizens
for Worthy Parenthood. (Being the Fourth Report of
and the Chief Evidence taken by the National Birth-rate
Commission, 1920-1923.) Demy 8vo. Pp. xx + ijS.
(London: Kegan Paul and Co., Ltd. ; New York: E. P.
Dutton and Co., 1923.) 155. net.*
Przibaum, H. Aufbau mathcmati.scher Biologie.

(Abhandlungen zur theoretischen Biologie, Herausgegeben
von J. Schaxel. Heft 18.) Roy. 8vo. Pp. iii-)-68.
(Berlin: Gebriider Borntraeger, 1923.) is. gd.*
Roberts, C. G. D. The Kindred of the Wild : a

Book of -\nimal Life. New edition. Pp.256. (London:
T. Ncl.son and Sons, Ltd., 1923.) 2s. net.
Speyer, E. R. Shot-hole Borer of Tea (Xvlehorus

foniicalus, Eich.) : Damage caused to the Tea Bush.
(Department of Agriculture, Ceylon: Bulletin No. 60.)
Demy8vo. Pp.16. (I'eradeniya: Department of -Agricul-
ture. 1922.) 15 cents.*
Weiss, G. Precis de physique biologique. Cinquidme

Edition revue. Pp. 576. (Paris: Masson et Cie, 1923.)
18 francs.

Botany: Horticulture: Forestry

Anderson, O. G., and Roth, F. C. Insecticides and
I'ungii ides. Spraying and Dusting Equipment : a Labora-
tory .Manual with Supplementary Text Material. Med 8vo.
Pp. xvi + 349. (New York: J. Wiley and Sons, Inc.;
London: Chapman and Hall, Ltd., 1925.) 15s.net.*

British Antarctic ("Terra Nova") Expedition, 1910.
Natural History Report : Botany. I'art 3 : Lichens.
By O. V. Darbishire. Med. 4to. Pp. 29-76 -H 2 plates.
(London: British Museum (Natural History), 1923.) 7s.*
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Bruce, A. Forest Soils of Ceylon. (Department of

Agriculture, Ceylon : Bulletin No. 6i.) Demy 8vo. Pp.

30. (Peradeniya : Department of Agriculture, 1923.)

15 cents.*
Bryce, G. The Toxicity of Lime to Forties li^nosus,

Klotzsch. (Department of Agriculture, Ceylon : Bulletin

No. 64.) Demy 8vo. Pp. 17. (Peradeniya: Depart-
ment of Agriculture, 1923.) 15 cents.*

Bryce, G. Experiments with the Green Muscardine
Fungus on Rhinoceros Beetle Larva;. (Department of

Agriculture, Ceylon : Bulletin No. 65.) Pp. 7. (Pera-

deniya : Department of Agriculture, 1923.) 15 cents.*

Chase, Agnes. First Book of Grasses : the Structure

of Grasses explained for Beginners. (Rural Text-Book
Scries.) Cr. 8vo. Pp. xiv -1^121. (New York: The
Macmillan Co. ; London : Macraillan and Co., Ltd.,

1923.) 6s. net.*
Forestry Commission. Third Annual Report of the

Forestry Commissioners, Year ending September 30th,

1922. Roy. 8vo. Pp. 38. (London : H.M. Stationery
Office, 1923.) IS. net.*

Gourley, J. H. Text-Book of Pomology. (Rural
Text-Book Series.) Cr. 8vo. Pp. xv -1-380 -1-8 plates.

(New York : The Rlacmillan Co. ; London : Macmillan
and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 12s. net.*

Henslow, T. G. W. Garden Construction. Demy
8vo. Pp. XV + 320. (London: Odhams Press, Ltd.,

1923.) 15s. net.

Ledlie, R. A Handbook on Rose Growing in India.

8vo. Pp. 36. (London: W. Thacker and Co., 1923.)

2s. 6d. net.

McFarland, J. H. The Rose in America. Cr. 8vo.

Pp. X + 253-F20 plates. (New York: The Macmillan
Co.; London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 12s. 6i^ net.*

Moll, J. W., and Janssonius, H. H. Botanical
Pen-Portraits. Sup. Roy. 8vo. Pp. viii 4-472. (The
Hague : M. Nijhoff, 1923.) 30 guilders.*

Ramsbottom, J. A Handbook of the Larger British

Fungi : based on the Guide to Sowerby's Models of

British Fungi in the Department of Botany, British

Museum (Natural History), by W. G. Smith. Demy 8vo.

Pp. iv-i-222. (London: British Museum (Natural

History), 1923.) 7s. 6d.*

Ridley, H. N. The Flora of the Malay Peninsula.

(PubUshed under the authority of the Government of the
Straits Settlements.) Demy 8vo. Vol. 2: Gamopetala;.

Pp. XT 4-672. (London: L. Reeve and Co., Ltd., 1923.)

42s. net.*
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. Bulletin of Miscel-

laneous Information, 1922. Roy. 8vo. Pp. 357 -I- 44.

(London : H.M. Stationery Office, 1922.) los. net.*

Schroeter, C. Das Pflanzenleben der Alpen. Zweite
neu durchgearbeitete und vermehrte -A.uflage. i Lieferung.

Pp. VU4-366 4-5 Tafeln. (Ziirich: A. Raustein, 1923.)

Grundzahl : 10 marks.
Stebbing, E. P. The Forests of India. In 3 vols.

Demy 8vo. Vol. i. Pp. xv + 548 + 27 plates. Vol. 2:

The Development of the Indian Forest Service. Pp. xii-i-

633+36 plates. (London: J. Lane, Ltd., 1923.) 42s.net
each vol.*

Tamhane, V. A. Chemical Studies on Safflower Seed
and its Germination. (Memoirs of the Department of

Agriculture in India: Chemical Series, Vol. 6, No. 7.)

Cr. 4to. Pp. 223-244. (Calcutta : Thacker, Spink and
Co. ; London : W. Thackerand Co., 1923.) 10 annas ; is.*

Trinidad Agricultural Society. Fruit Cultivation in

Trinidad and Tobago. Med. Svo. Pp.xii-fgi. (Trinidad:
Agricultural Society, 1923.) is.*

Wright, W. P. Illustrated Garden Guide : a Practical

Introduction to Garden Formation and the Cultivation of

Flowers, Fruit and Vegetables, with a Monthly Calendar.

Gl. 8vo. Pp.160. (London: Headley Bros., Ltd., 1923.)

2s. net.

Zoology

Baylis, H. A., and Daubney, R. Report on the
Parasitic Nematodes in the Collection of the Zoological

Survey of India. (Memoirs of the Indian Museum, Vol. 7,

No. 4.) Roy. 4to. Pp. 263-347. (Calcutta : Zoological

Survey of India, 1922.) 8 rupees.*

British Antarctic ("Terra Nova") Expedition, 1910.
Natural History l?eport : Zoolog)'. Vol. 3, No. 10 :

Crustacea. Part 7 : Mysidacea. By W. M. Tattersall.

Roy. 4to. Pp. 273-304-1-4 plates. (London: British
Museum (Natural History), 1923.) 7s. 6d.*
British Museum (Natural History). Guide to the

Mollusca exhibited in the Zoological Department, British

Museum (Natural History). Demy Svo. Pp. 55. (Lon-
don : British Museum (Natural History), 1923.) is.*

Chaudhuri, B. L., and Sunder Lai Hora. Fauna of

the Chilka Lake. No. 11 : Fish. (Memoirs of the
Indian Museum, Vol. 5.) Roy. 4to. Pp. 711-769.
(Calcutta : Zoological Survey of India, 1923.) 3.8 rupees.*
Harmer, Sir S. F. Report on Cetacea stranded on the

British Coasts during 1921 and 1922. Med. 4to. Pp. 17.

(London : British Museum (Natural History), 1923.)
2S. bd*
Jones, F. W. The Mammals of South Australia.

Part I : Containing the Monotremes and the Carnivorous
Marsupials (the Ornithodelphia and the Didactylous
Didelpliia). (Handbooks of the Flora and Fauna of South
AustraUa, issued by the British Science Guild, South
AustraUan Branch.) Roy. 8vo. Pp. 131. (Adelaide:
R. E. E. Rogers, 1923.) 4s.*

Koehler, R. .\r. -\ccount of the Echinoidea. (Echino-
derma of the Indian -Museum.) Roy. 4to. Part 9: Echin-
oidea (II.). Pp. 1614-15 plates, (Calcutta: Zoological

Survey of India, 1922.) 15 rupees.*

Agriculture

Auchinleck, G. G. The West African Oil Palm and
its Products. (Department of Agriculture, Ceylon :

Bulletin No. 62.) Demy Svo. Pp. 18 4-5 plates. (Pera-
deniya: Department of Agriculture, 1923.) 15 cents.*

Bruce, A. A Contribution to the Study of the Paddy
Soils of Ceylon and Eastern Countries. (Department of

Agriculture, Ceylon : Bulletin No. 57.) Demy Svo. Pp.54.
(Peradeniya : Department of .\griculture, 1922.) 15 cents.*

Klimmer, M. Veterinary Hygiene, and the Contagious
Diseases of Domesticated Animals. .Authorised transla-

tion from the third edition, by A. A. Leibold. Med.
Svo. Pp. 431. (London : Baillifere, Tindall and Cox.
1923.) 25s. net.

Lamon, H. M., and Lee, A. R. Poultry Feeds and
Feeding. Cr. Svo. Pp. 247. (London : G. Routledge
and Sons, Ltd., 1923.) 10s. dd. net.

Lamon, H. M., and Slocum, R. R. Ducks and
Geese. Cr. Svo. Pp. 231. (London : G. Routledge
and Sons, Ltd., 1923.) 12s. net.

Mossferi, V. M. Du sol ^gyptien sous le regime de
I'arrosage par inondation. (Technical Section Bulletin

No. 12.) Imp. Svo. Pp. 41. (Cairo: Sultanic Agri-
cultural Society, 1923.)*
Mosseri, V. M., et Audebeau Bey, Ch. Du role des

crevasses du sol dans le dessolement et I'assainissement

pcrmanents des terres d'ltgypte. (Technical Section
Bulletin No. 11.) Imp. Svo. Pp. 11 4-4 planches.

(Cairo : Sultanic Agricultural Society, 1923.)*
Reynolds, M. H. Veterinary Studies for Agricultural

Students. Eighth edition. Med. Svo. Pp. xxi 4-301.

(New York: The Macmillan Co.; London: Macmillan
and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 12s. bd. net.

Saillard, E. Betterave et sucrerie de betterave.

(Encyclopedic agricole.) Gl. Svo. I : Les m^thodes
d'analyse, le controle chiniique de la fabrication.

3" edition. Pp. 470. (Paris: J.-B. BailUere et fils, 1923.)
Stuart, W. The Potato : its Culture, Uses, etc.

(College Texts: Agriculture.) Svo. Pp. 518. (Phila-

delphia and London : J. B. Lippincott Co., 1923.)
I2s. 6d. net.

University College of Wales, Aberystwyth : Welsh
Plant Breeding Station. Preliminarj' Investigations with
Oats. (SeriesC, No. 3, Seasons 1921-22.) Gl. 4to. Pp.59.
(.Aberystwyth : University College of Wales, 1923.) 5s.*

Warth, F. J. A Note on Hydrocyanic Acid in the
Burma Bean (Pi.aseolus lunattis, Sp.). (Memoirs of the
Department of Agriculture in India : Chemical Series,

Vol. 7, No. I.) Cr. 4to. Pp. 29. (Calcutta: Thacker,
Spink and Co. ; London : W. Thacker and Co., 1923.)
12 annas ; is.*
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Anatomy : Physiology

Breton, E. le, et Schaeffer, G. Variations bio-

chimiques dii rapport nucl^oplasmatique au cours du
d^veloppcmcnt embr>'onnaire. Roy. 8vo. Pp.196. (Paris:

Masson et C'ie, 1923.) 15 francs.

Donaldson, R. Practical Morbid Histology : a
Handbook for the Use of Students and Practitioners.

Demy 8vo. Pp. ix+364, (London: \V. Heinemann
(Medical Rooks), Ltd., 1923.) 15s. net.

Green, R. B. A Manual of Human .\natomy for

Dental Students. Demy 8vo. Pp. xi + 263. (London:
Benn Bros., Ltd., 1923.) i8s. net.*

Humphreys, J., and Wellings, A. W. .\ Text-
Book of Dental Anatomy and Physiology. Demy 8vo.

Pp. viii+323. (London: E. .Arnold and Co., 1923.)
i(>s. net.*
Pincussen, L. Mikromethodik : Quantitative Bestim-

mung der Harn- und Blutbestandteile in kleinen Mengen,
fiir klinische und experimentelle Zwecke. Zweite, ver-

besserte Auflage. Post 8vo. Pp. 125. (Leipzig : G.
Thiemc, 1923.) is. M*
Troland, L. T. The Present Status of Visual Science.

(Bulletin of the National Research Council, Vol. 5, Part
2, No. 27.) Sup. Roy. 8vo. Pp. 120. (Washington :

National Academy of Sciences, 1922.) 1.50 dollars.*

Werner, E. A. The Chemistry- of Urea : the Theory
of its Constitution, and of the Origin and Mode of its

Formation in Li\-ing Organisms. (Monographs on Bio-
chemistry.) Roy. 8vo. Pp. xii+212. (London: Long-
mans, Green and Co., 1923.) 14s. net.*

Anthropology : Archaeology

Budge, Sir E. A. VVallis. Tutankhamen, Amcnism,
Atcnism and IC,£;)ptian Monotheism. With Hieroglyphic
Texts of Hymns to .\mcn and .'\ten. Translations and
Illustrations. Demy 8vo. Pp. xxiii + iOo + ii plates.

(London : ^^. Hopkinson and Co., Ltd., 1923.) los. i>d.

Howey, M. Oldfield. The Horse in .Magic and Myth.
Post 4to. Pp. .xii+237. (London: W. Rider and Son,
Ltd., 1923.) los. f>d. net.

Locke, L. L. The -Ancient Quipu or Peruvian Knot
Record. Sup. Roy. Hvo. Pp. 84+60 plates. (New
York : .Xmerican Museum of Natural History, 1923.) *

Rhys, J., and Brynmor-Jones, D. The Welsh
People : Chapters on their Origin, History and Laws,
Language, Literature and Characteristics. Sixth edition.

Demy 8vo. Pp. 704. (London : T. Fisher Unwin, Ltd.,

1923.) los. net.

Smith, G. Elliot. Tutankhamen and the Discovery of

his Tomb by the late Earl of Carnarvon and Mr. Howard
Carter. Cr. 8vo. Pp 133. (London : G. Koutledge
and Sons, Ltd. ; New York : E. P. Dutton and Co., 1923.)
4s. 6(i. net.*

Sullivan, L. R. Essentials of Anthropometry : a
Handbook for K.xplorers and Museum Collectors. Pott
8vo. I'p. 72. (New York: .'Vmerican ^^uscu^l of Natural
History, 1923.) 75 cents.*

Philosophy : Psychology

Bergson, H. Dur6e et simultaneity : k propos de la

thi'orie d'lCinstein. (BibUothdque de Philosophic con-
temporaine.) Deuxidmc Edition, augmcntee. Gl. 8vo.
Pp. x + 289. (Paris: F. Alcan. 1923.) 8 francs net.*

Brown, W. Suggestion and Mental .-Vnalysis : an
Outline of the Theory and Practice of Mind Cure. Third
edition, with Index. Cr. 8vo. Pp. 176. (London:
University of I-ondon Press, Ltd., 1923.) 3s. hd. net.*
Bums, C. D. The Contact between Minds : a Meta-

physical Hypothesis. Demy 8vo. Pp. x + 138. (Lon-
don : Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 7s. bd. net.*
Dolonne, A. Self-Heahng by Auto-Suggestion. Cr.

8vo. Pp- "5- (London: J. M. Dent and Sons, Ltd.,

1923.) },s. i>d. net.

Drummond, Margaret. Some Contributions to
Child Psychology. Cr. 8vo. Pp. viii + 151. (London:
E. Arnold and Co., 1923.) 4s. 6rf. net.

Duckworth, J. H. -Autosuggestion and its Per-
sonal AppUcation. Demy 8vo. Pp. xix+180. (\joviAon:
T. Fisher Unwin, Ltd., 1923.) 6s. net.

Eriksen, R. Consciousness, Life and the Fourth
Dimension : a Study in Natural Philosophy. Demy 8vo.
Pp. XX + 213. (London, Copenhagen and Christiania:
Gyldendal, 1923.) los. i>d. net.

Foucault, M. Observations et experiences de psy-
chologic scolaire, suivant le programme des fecoles
Normales du 18 aout 1920. Gl. 8vo. Pp. 170. (Paris:
Les Presses universitaires de France, 1923.) 5 francs.
Green, G. H. The Mind in Action : a Study of

Hum.nn Interests. Cr. 8vo. Pp. ix + 168. (London :

X"ni\cT.sity of London Press, Ltd., 1923.) 3s. f>d. net.
Hopkins, E. W. Origin and Evolution of Religion.

Med. 8vo. Pp. v+370. (New Haven: Yale University
Press ; London : Oxford L'niversity Press, 1923.) 15s. net.*
Huber, K. Der Ausdruck musikalischer Elementar-

motivc
: cine expcrimental-psychologische Untersuchung.

Pp. vi+234. (Leipzig : J. A. Barth, 1923.) Grundzahl

:

6 marks.
Lane, H. H. Evolution and Christian Faith. Med.

Svo. Pp. xi + 214. (Princeton: Princeton University
Press; London: Oxford University Press, 1923.) 9s.net.'*
Lipps, T. Asthetik : Psychologic des Schonen und

der Kunst. i Teil : Grundlegung der Asthetik. 3 un-
vcranderte Auflage. Pp. xiii+601. (Leipzig: L. Voss,
1923.) Grundzahl: 12 marks.
Reid, L. A. Knowledge and Truth : an Epistemo-

logical Essay. Demy 8vo. Pp. xiii + 243. (London :

Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1923.) los. bd. net.*
Ritchie, A. D. Scientific Method : an Inquiry into

the Character and Validity of Natural Laws. (Inter-
national Library of Psychology. Philosophy and Scientific
Method.) Demy Svo. Pp. viii+204. (London: Kegan
Paul and Co., Ltd. ; New York : Harcourt, Brace and
Co., Inc., 1923.) los. 6rf. net.*
Rogers, A. K. The Theory of Ethics. Ex. Cr. Svo.

Pp. vi + 197. (New Y'ork : The Macmillan Co. ; Lon-
don : Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1922.) 7s. net.*
Santayana, G. Scepticism and .Animal Faith : Intro-

duction to a System of Philosophy. Demy Svo. Pp.
xii + 314. (London, Bombay and Sydney : Constable and
Co., Ltd., 1923.) I2S. net.*

Vaerting, M. and M. The Dominant Sex : a Study
in the Sociology of Sex Differentiation. Translated from
tlie German by E. and C. Paul. Demy Svo. Pp. 240.
(London : G. .\llen and Unwin, Ltd., 1923.) los. (yd. net.*
Welton, J., and Monahan, A. J. An Intermediate

Logic. Second edition, revised and enlarged. Cr. Svo.
Pp. xviii+546. (London: University Tutorial Press,
Ltd.. 1023.) los. 6d.

Bacteriology : Hygiene

Haviland, Mary S. Good Neighbours : a Study in
Vocational and Community Hygiene. Cr. Svo. I?p. 366.
(Philadelphia and London : J. B. Lippincott Co., 1923.)
6s. net.

Leighton, G. BotuUsm and Food Preservation (The
Loch Maree Tragedy). Demy Svo. Pp. xiii +237.
(London, Glasgow, Melbourne and Auckland : W.
Collins, Sons and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 10s. net.*

Lohnis, F., and Fred, E. B. Textbook of Agri-
cultural Bacteriology. (Agricultural and Biological Publi-
cations.) Med. Svo. Pp. ix+ 283 + 10 plates. (New
York and London: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1923.)
15s.*

VioUe, H., et Wibaux, R. Manuel de legislation

sanitaire fran^aise. Svo. Pp. 300. (Paris : Masson et
Cie, 1923.) 12 francs.

Medicine : Surgery

Arellano, Sanjurgo d'. Le Cycle de la blennorhagie,
son traitement par le phytol. Svo. I'p. 31. (Paris:
Libr \'igot, 1923.) 2 francs.

Broadhurst, J. How we Resist Disease. Svo. Pp.
248. ( Pliiladelphia and London : J. B. Lippincott Co.,

1923.) los. dd. net.
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Cameron, H. C. The Nervous Child. (Oxford
Medical Publications.) Second edition. Cr. 8vo. Pp.
vii+224. (London; H. Frowde and Hodder and
Stoughton, 1923.) 7s. dd. net.

Cheinisse, L. L'Annee therapeutique. 31= ann^e, 1922.

Cr. 8vo. Pp.208. (Paris: Masson et Cie, 1923.) 7 francs

Colyer, Sir J. F. Dental Surgery and Pathology.
Fifth edition. Demy 8vo. Pp. xiv+931. (London:
Longmans, Green and Co.. 1923.) 32s. net.

Congr^s fran^ais de Medecine. XVIe Session, Paris,

1922. Rapports presentes an congres et publies par les

soins de Dr. Lemierre etDr. Brule. Pp. 485 +12 planches.
(Paris : Masson et Cie, 1923.) 30 francs.

Fowler, Sir J. K. Problems in Tuberculosis :

Administration, Dia,gnosis, Employment, Settlements.
(Oxford Medical Publications.) Demy 8vo. Pp. ix + 04.

(London : H. Frowde and Hodder and Stoughton, 1923)
5s. net.

Hawkins, E. Medical Climatology of England and
Wales. Demy 8vo. Pp. xiv + 302+149 charts. (Lon-
don : H. K. Lewis and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 25s. net.*

Hutchinson, J. Hernia and its Radical Cure. (Ox-
ford Medical Publications.) Demy 8vo. Pp. xiii-h264.

(London : H. Frowde and Hodder and Stoughton, 1923.)
I2S. bd,. net.

Jolly, J. Traite technique d'hematologie. 2 vols. 8vo.

Pp. 1129. (Paris : A. Maloine et fils, 1923.) 70 francs.

Kleinschmidt, H. Therapeutisches Vademekum fiir

die Kinderpraxis. 4 und 5 Auflage. Pp. 227. (Berlin :

S. Karger, 1923.) Grundzahl : 3 marks.
Krause, A. K. Environment and Resistance in Tuber-

culosis. Cr. 8vo. Pp. 137. (Baltimore, Md. : Williams
and Wilkins Co.. 1923.) 1.60 dollars.

Labey, G. Chirurgie du membre inferieur. (Precis de
technique operatoirc. Nouvelle serie.

)
5« Edition revisee

par J. Leveuf. Pp. 248. (Paris: Masson et Cie, 1923.)
10 francs.

Mackenzie, Sir James, and Orr, J. Principles of

Diagnosis and Treatment in Heart Affections. Second
edition. Demy 8vo. Pp. vii -1- 247. (I-ondon : H. Frowde
and Hodder and Stoughton, 1923.) 75. bd. net.

Marion, G., et Heitz-Boyer, M. Traite pratique
de cystoscopie et de catheterisme ureteral. Dcuxieme
edition cntierement refonduc. Roy. 8vo. Pp. x -F48o -(- 60
planches. (Paris: Masson et Cie, 1923.) 100 francs.

Martin, E. Precis de deontolo.gie et de medecine
professionnelle. (Collection de Precis medicaux.

)

2« edition entieiement refondue. Pp. 344. (Paris

:

Masson et Cie, 1923.) 13 francs.

Martin, H., and Weir, H. H., Edited by. Medical
Practice in Africa and the East : being a Series of Open
Letters on Professional Subjects from Doctors practising

Abroad addressed to their Colleagues at Home. Cr. 8vo.

Pp. III. (London: Student Christian Movement, 1923.)
4s. net.

Martinet, A., avec la collaboration de MM. Desfosses,

G. Laurens, Leon Meunier, Lomon, Lutier, Martingay,
Mougeot, Poix, Saint-Cene, Segard et Terson. Thera-
peutique clinique. Dcuxieme edition. Roy. 8vo. Pp.
xvi + 1510. (Paris: Masson ct Cie, 1923.) 65 francs.

Marwedel, G. Grundriss und Atlas der allgemeinen
Chirurgie. Zweite vermehrte und verbesserte Auflage.

Cr. 8vo. Pp. xii -f454 4-32 Tafeln. (Munich: J. F.

Lehmann, 1923.)
Medical Research Council : Special Report Series,

Isio. 76 : Tuberculosis in Insured Persons accepted for

Treatment by the City of Bradford Health Committee.
(London : H.M. Stationery Office, 1923.) f>d. net.

Ministry of Health : lieports on PubUc Health and
Medical Subjects. No. 15 : Arrangements for Teaching
Obstetrics and Gynaecology in the Medical Schools.

(London : H.M. Stationery Office, 1923.) is. 3d. net.

Ministry of Health. Recent Advances in Medical
Education in England : a Memorandum addressed to the
Ministry of Health by Sir George Newman. Roy. 8vo.

Pp. 195. (London: H.M. Stationery Office, 1923.)
IS. 3rf. net.*
Morris, R. S. Clinical Laboratory Diagnosis : designed

for the Use of Students and Practitioners of Medicine.
Svo. Pp. 456. (London and New York : D. Appleton
and Co., 1923.) 25s. net.

Parfitt, J. B. Operative Dental Surgery. Second
edition. Med. Svo. Pp. 342. (London : E. Arnold and
Co., 1923.) 21S. net.

Pauchet, V. La Pratique chirurgicale Ulustr^e. Imp.
8vo. Fascicule IV. Pp. 247. (Paris: G. Doin. 1923.)
25 francs.

Pearson, Karl. On the Relationship of Health to the
Psychical and Physical Characters in School Children.
(Department of Applied Statistics, University of London,
University College : Drapers' Company Research Memoirs.
Studies in National Deterioration, IV.). Med. 4to. Pp.
77. (London: Cambridge University Press, 1923.) 15s.*
Reid, W. D. The Heart in Modern Practice. Svo.

Pp. 352. (Pliiladelphia and London: J. B. Lippincott
Co., 1923.) 25s. net.

Roger, G.-H., Widal, F., et Teissier, P. -J. Nou-
veau Traite de medecine. Fascicule XII. : Pathologie
de I'appareil respiratoire (suite). Pp. 596-1-10 planches.

45 francs. Fascicule XV. : Affections des glandes sali-

vaires, du pancreas et du peritoine. Pp. 564 -vz planches.
40 francs. (Paris: Masson et Cie, 1923.)
Tilney, F., and Riley, H. A. Form and Functions

of the Central Nervous System. Second edition. 4to.
(London; H. K. Lewis and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 52s. dd. net.

Miscellaneous

Burnet, J. Ignorance : The Romanes Lecture, 1923,
delivered in the Sheldonian Theatre, iSthMay 1923. Demy
Svo. Pp. 20. (Oxford : Clarendon Press ; London :

O.xford University Press, 1923.) 2s. net.*
Fulcher, G. S. The Usefulness of Analytic Abstracts.

(Reprint and Circular Series of the National Research
Council, No. 40.) Sup. Roy. Svo. Pp. 6. (Washington :

National .-\cademy of Sciences, 1923.) 15 cents.*
Gould, Sir Francis C. Nature Verses ; Songs from

the West Coui'lry. Gl. Svo. Pp.56. (London: Herbert
Russell, 1923.) 2S. bd*
Luke, F., and Saunders, R. J. Experimental Science

in School. Cr. Svo. Book 3. Pp. viii4-248. (London:
Sidgwick and Jackson, Ltd., 1923.) 2s. bd. net.

Mansbrldge, A. The Older Universities of England :

Oxford and Cambridge. Demy Svo. Pp. xxiv -1- 296 -)-

8 plates. (London ; Longmans, Green and Co., 1923.)
7s. i>d. net.*
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries. Report of

Proceedings under the Salmon and Freshwater Fisheries
Acts, etc., etc., for the Years 1919, 1920 and 1921. Roy.
Svo. Pp. S6. (London: H.M. Stationery Office, 1923.)
6s. bd. net.*
Phisalix, Marie. Alphonse Laveran : sa vie, son

ceuvre. Svo. Pp. 26S. (Paris : Masson et Cie, 1923.)
15 francs.

Ross, Ronald. Memoirs : with a Full Account of the
Great Malaria Problem and its Solution. Demy Svo.
Pp. xi -1-547 -i-ii plates. (London; J. Murray, 1923.)
24s. net.*
South African Association for the Advancement of

Science. Report of the Twentieth Annual Meeting,
Lourenco Marques, 1922, July 10-15. (Being Vol. 19
of the South African Journal of Science.) Roy. Svo.
Pp. xliii4-459. (Johannesburg: The .\ssociation, 1922.)
30s. net.*

Taylor, F. W. A Practical Hausa Grammar : with
Exercises, Vocabularies and Specimen Examination Papers.
Cr. Svo. Pp.141. (Oxford: Clarendon Press ; London:
Oxford University Press, 1923.) 7s. bd. net.*

Two Authors. Old Days in Country Places : Notes
from Diaries by Two Authors. Cr. Svo. Pp. 213.
(London : Cecil Palmer, 1923.) 7s. bd. net.*

Watson, G. A. Junior Grade Science: an Intro-

ductory Course of Physics and Chemistry for Irish Inter-

mediate Schools. New impression. Cr. Svo. Pp.ix-i-i8i.
(London ; Macmillan and Co., Ltd., 1923.) 3s.

West, C. J., and Hull, C, Compiled by. List of

Manuscript Bibliographies in Astronomy, Mathematics
and Physics. (Reprint and Circular Series of the National
Research Council, No. 41.) Sup. Roy. Svo. Pp. 14.

(Washington: National Academy of Sciences, 1923.)

25 cents.*
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THE
IMPROVED

"PEANDAR FORTINETTE"
STANDARD BAROMETER

This Barometer has been designed

to meet the requirements of

Chemical Laboratories, Gas

Works, Private Observers,

Colleges, etc., for an instrument

giving exact readings at a

moderate cost. The Frame,

which is made of solid drawn

brass tube, is enamelled black

and finished in the very best

manner, and is mounted on a

polished oak board, with brackets

for adjustment, and opal glass

reflectors behind the scales and

glass cistern. Each instrument

is engraved The Improved
" Peandar Fortinette " Standard

Barometer.

BORE OF TUBE •25-inch

The Scales are engine-divided,

and engraved on the brass body

to 05 inch and I millimetre, and

read by the verniers to '005 inch

and '1 mm., and Eire protected

by an air-tight glass cover.

The Thermometer has both

Fahrenheit and Centigrade scales,

and is protected by a metal frame.

Price, complete as illustrated,

£7 7

National Physical Laboratory

Certificate - £2 2 extra.

Sent Carriage Paid, and safe

delivery guaranteed, within the

United Kingdom.

MAKERS PASTORELLI & RAPKIN LI^
46 HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C.I

Actual Manufacturers of BAROMETERS, THERMOMETERS. BAROGRAPHS,
THERMOGRAPHS, HYGROGRAPHS, RAIN GAUGES, HYDROMETERS, etc.

PRICE LISTS POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

Any instrument sent on approval If desired.

Telegrams— "Rapkin, London." ESTABLISHED 1750. Telephone—Holborn 1981
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The scientist's

"extra pocket brain''
First: Set one arrow of indicator to one basic factor of your
problem ; Second : Set other basic factor to second arrow of
indicator; Third: Move other arrow to the known factor of
the question ; Read: the right answer at the other arrow of
the indicator ; and that is all there is involved in calculating

with Otis King's Calculator.

This new instrument has been produced to relieve busy minds
of the bother of routine calculation. It has the scope of a slide

rule 66
' long ; the graduations are larger ; we believe you will

be interested in

"As easy to

set as a cloclc

and as plain to

read as a yard

measure.

"

SOMETHING
THAT
COUNTS PRICE 21/-

•'"^^

FREE

Calculator Colonial Price 21/9

Foreign Price 22/-

CARBIC LTD.Let your secretary send off a postcard asking us for your
copy of Folder " ti," showing^ in full how, why, and what
this instrument does. . . . Will you have it done now? ^* Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.I

Tcteplionc: 5:1 Hnlborn. Telegraiiih :
" Carbicitis. Cent. London.'

uii.i.M»;i^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiidiiihiiiiiiiiiiiiii.iiiii,iuiiii,.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiimiiiiH

The research
FOUNTAIN PEN (Patented)

Price 20s. free by post.
A HARDY and most durable self-filling and safely pen of the very
^^*- highest quality and workmanship.
Automatically d&cWn&s to blot or (lood during writing, or to leak in the

pocket. May be carried point downward in the pocket, although the
pen is NOT sealed up. Absolutely and completely free from the faults of
blotting and flooding.

The greater freedom and convenience in using a pen not liable to blot must
be experienced before its far-renching results to the writer can be credited.
In addition to the new feature of cleanliness, the Research Pen is also a
much better writing pen than former fountain pen or dip pen had ever been.

If the purchaser of a Research Pen finds that the pen blots, or if he
is not at once satisfied that he has never formerly used any kind of pen
which approaches It in EASE AND FACILITY of writing, then accord-
ing to the warranties under which the pen is sold he is entitled to return of
the purchase money.
The gold nib and penholder are of the larger size, such as in pre-war days

were sold for 15s. The improved self-filling means have the unusual merits
of being durable, meticulously cleanly for fingers and penholder in the
filling, and provide a /u// supply of ink.
The Research Fountain Pen has already received the most extraordinary

testimonials in its favour. Writers visually state that the pen is all that is

claimed for it, and that it is so satisfactory in ever)- way that they hate the
idea of having, even for a day, to go back to the use of former fountain pens
or of dip pens- It is worthy of note that the Research Pen contains two new
physical properties not to be found in any former variety of pen, viz.~(i)
The absence of blotting, flooding, and leaking in the pocket ; and (2) the
ability of the pen to maintain upon the writing-point a uniform and unvary-
ing quantity of ink. It is to the introduction of this latter new physical
property that the better writing ability of the Research Pen is due, and also
Its greater reliability (it is sold under warranty that it starts to write wiihout
recourse to the usual practice of shaking the pen). The writer who first

uses a Research Pen is more than surprised—he is almost startled—to find
that any pen can write so well. It must be remembered that in dip pens and
in all former fountain pens the ink on the nib was ever changing in amount.
The pneumatic tyre and gas mantle burner are former instances where a

new physical property had been introduced into an article in common use.
The Research Pen is quite comparable to these former inventions both in
regard to the introduction of new physical properties and in regard to the
vast change and improvement effected.

A. MUNRO, Fountain Pen Manufacturer,
65 Preston Road, Winson Green, BIRMINGHAM.

DISCOVERY
A MONTHLY POPULAR
JOURNAL OF KNOWLEDGE

Edued dy EDWARD LIVEING, B.A.

Scientific Adviser : A. S. RUSSELL, D.Sc.

ILLUSTRATED.

* /net
Monthly.

" The monthlyjournal DISCOVERY
is a sort of war correspondent of
peace-time. It fetches to us laymen
at home the exciting news from the
various fronts where science is gain-
ing hard-fought ground."

—

Manchester
Guardian.

CONTENTS FOR JULY.
EDITORIAL NOTES.
THE STRUCTURE OF THE EARTH-A NEW THEORY.

H T Rl*tHBETH

ON FORD CARS TO SIWA OASIS. MaJor W. T. Buke!
MODERN INDUSTRIES II. LIME AND WHITINC MANU-

FACTURE IN LINCOLNSHIRE. R. C. Skyrinc Walters.

SUSPENDED ANIMATION. -II. SirA. E. Shipley.

FROM THE VACUE TO THE CONCRETE IN SCIENCE.

Prof. D. Eraser Harris.

THE RESPIRATION OF INSECTS. Dr. I. Leitch.

REVIEWS OF BOOKS.
BOOKS RECEIVED. CORRESPONDENCE.

Annual Subscription 12s. 6d. post free.

LONDON: JOHN MURRAY
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Bauscli"'|oml>

Metallurgical
Microscope

CCM
Designed by Dr. ALBERT SAUVEUR, Harvard Univeriity.

Also

PHOTOMICROGRAPHIC APPARATUS,
etc., for METALLURGICAL WORK.

MICROSCOPES FOR
ALL REQUIREMENTS

Delivery from Stock.

Fult particulars on application.

Bausch 6. |omb Qptic^J fe. ltd , ^^^
Contractors to British, Indian, Colonial & Foreign Oovcrnments, ^\^i^/)r,)

37-38 HATTON GARDEN, LONDON, E.C.L ^^^
Our instruments may be obtained through all Dealers.

GLEW'S SCINTILLOSCOPE
(Patknt)

SHOWS a magnificent display of scintil-
lations, showers of >p:iri(s, direct from tlie
mineral Pitchblende* Kadium, Polonium,

Uranium, Thorium, or uny radio-active substance,
even an Incandescent Cias Mantle contain-; sufTu icnt

Thorium to excite the vcr>- sensitive screen of the
Scintilloscope, which is far more sensitive than
the Spinthariscope. I he .Scintilloscope rivals
the most delicate Electroscope a» a detector of
Alpha ^a>^.

The eye sees an inexhaustible shower of stars of while light. Kiving a very
realistic idea of the ceaseless activity of these marvellous substances which
arc producing the terrific bombardment causing this beautiful display.

GLEWS SCINTILLOSCOPE, Superior Lens, with Extra-sensitive
Radium and Pitchblende Screens, giving brilliant effects. Complete, 7/6.
Post free, U.K. Foreign Postage extra, weight 2 ounces.

Pieces of Pitchblende mineral, ground flat and fjolished, with Sensitive
Screen attached, for use in Scintilloscope or with any strong pocket
magnifier, from 7/6 each, according to size.

F. HARRISON CLEW ^\'ktv-<tkvx 156 Clapham Road. London. S.W.9.

OXYGEN
And other Gases.

The British Oxygen Co. have works for the production
of Oxygen, Nitrogen, Carbonic Acid, Nitrous Oxide,
Hydrogen, and Argon in all chief industrial centres.

The Company's Plants are capable of an aggregate out-

put of about three million cubic feet per day.
Special Terms i/uoted to the Trade.

Catalogue and full particulars on application to the Head
Offices of the Company

—

THE BRITISH OXYGEN CO., Ltd.,
ANGEL ROAD, UPPER EDMONTON,

LONDON, N.18.

Constructed to

the design of

Dr. G. K
Herl>ert Smith,

of the Mineral

Department of

the British
Museum, and
embodying
many improve-

ments over
existing types.

THE STUDENTS
GONIOMETER"!

The mirror IS adjustable in any direction. The cryst.il Q5
holder and attachments facilitate the measurements of ||l

the crystal without readjustment, and a removable W
pointer is provided to ensure the adjustment into the S
a.\ial line. The graduated circle of 5 inches ( 12. 5 cm.

) jfl
in diameter is fitted with a clamp and fine adjustment,
and the silvered scale is divided to half degrees, read-
ing by vernier to minutes of arc. £Q ^Q Q

f J. H. STEWARD, Ltd. |
406 and 457 Strand, London, W.C.2.

Established I8S2.

<^i^MiJ!X^S:^s&!Xf^^^
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leitz
NEW MICRO-PROJECTION

EQUIPMENT
WITH SPECIAL COLLIMATOR

OF GREAT LIGHT TRANSMITTING POWER
{For use with any microscope)

Owing to the exceptional high degree of
correction in the illuminating system, a
brilliant and sharp image is obtained with

an arc lamp taking only 45 amps.

The illumination is sufficient to project

objects under polarised light, and various

accessories can be supplied for this

purpose.

Descriptiz'e fiamphlet on n-ijucst.

OGILVY & CO.
(British Agents tor E. Leltz)

18 BLOOMSBURYSQ., LONDON, W.C.I

.

Oplkal aud Meniianical Rfpaifs to any tnakf of
Microscopical Apparattis ejceailed on the Premises.

SPEC IAL OFFER
EX-SERVICE GOODS

5X Army Field Glass £10
It II .. Bending Bar ..... 1 g

25 X. 3-Draw, Sling Telescope 2 2
15 X and 30X, 2-Power, 3-Draw, Sling Telescope ..25

PRISMATIC BINOCULARS
8x Ex-Service Glass, with case £2 10
8x Ditto, Ditto, almost new 3 5
8x Ditto, perfectly new . . . . 3 10
»o^ M ., 4 10
^2^ " M 5
'5X M ., 5 10

All Subject to Approval.

BROADHURST, CLARKSON & CO.,
Note Address:

63 Farringdon Road, London, E.C.I

Seeing

is

Believing

In nature there are many things happening that even

its closest students can hardly believe true.

A pair of Ross Binoculars is one of the most essential

items in a naturalist's outfit. They will reveal the

habits and w^ays of birds and animals in a way that

is little short of wonderful.

No other Binoculars will give you such illumination

and detail, t'wo most essential factors, as those made
by Ross.

Send for copy of illustrated booklet with introduction

br Mr. Cherry Kearton, the world-famous naturalist.

ROSS LTD.
CLAPHAM COMMON, LONDON, S.W.4.

Showrooms at 13'-14 Great Castle Street,
Oxford Circus, London, W. 1.

Also at 100 Deansgate, Manchester.

CHEMICAL
APPARATUS

AND
CHEMICALS

Lists free on

application

24 THAVIES INN,

HOLBORN CIRCUS,

LONDON, E.C.I

CHEMICALS Organic & Inorganic

VOLUMETRIC SOLUTIONS. MINERALS AND ORES

CHEMICAL APPARATUS
Flasks, Beakers, Test Tubes, Reagent Bottles, Funnels,

Porcelain, Basins and Crucibles,Filter Papers, etc., and
GRADUATED APPARATUS

B=S QUARTZ SPECTROGRAPHS
For use with the B-S Ultraviolet Polarimeters.

Upon receipt of require'

ments full particulars of
the appropriate instrument

will be forwarded together

iciifi a specimen photograph.

Polarimeter accessories

always in stock

.

PRINTRD IN GKBAT BRITAIN BY R. & H. CLARK, LTD., EDINBURGH.
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uf the C»>llc;;(r invito apijlif.itions for ihc post ofASSISTANT
)(l DKMONSTkAlOR in PHVSICS.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF SOUTH
WALES AND MONMOUTHSHIRE.

COLEG PRIFATHROFAOL DEHEUDIR CYMRU A MYNWY.
1

1 iA I TREK ami
I I :< --.linry will be jC.^oo jwr arinuni.

I iiiilicr [Kirticiilitrs may Ih: obtained from the undersigned by whom ihrec

,
ies of applications with testimonials (which need not be printed) must be
civcd on or before July 2, '923-

D. J. A. liROWX, Rcgislrar.

University College,
(."ardiff", June 7, 102;.

LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AND
POLITICAL SCIENCE

(UNIVERSITY OF LONDON).
LECTURER IN ECONOMICS TRANSPORT).

Applic-itions .ire invited for ihe po-t of I.KCTl^UKK in liCON'OMlCS
WITH SPEUAl. RKKKRE.NCK TO TR.VNSl'ORT. Sal.iry /.|oo
lo (,^<yti according lo tiualifications, to date from October i, 1913.

! nil particulars may be obtained from, and applications and testimonials
^t be received not later than Wednesday, July 11, by The Skcketarv,
ndon Scliool nf Kconomic-. and Political .'science, Houj^hton .Street,

AMwych, London. \V.(',.'.

UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE.
-Vpplicitinns arc invited for the p^jsilion of LKCTL'RER and

l|KMONSTRAT0R in NATURAL PHILOSOPHY al ihe above
I'niver'^ity.

Conditions of Appointment and full information are obtainable upon
•lication to the AGENT-riKsEKAL FOR Victoria, Melbourne Place,
ind, London, W.C.z, with whom applications should be lodged in tripli-

.!'. on or before July 16, 1923.
SALARY— £*^<jo j«:r annum, rising to ^750.
OUTIKS COM MKNCE—March i, 1924.

CANTERBURY COLLEGE,
CHRISTCHURCH, NEW ZEALAND.
Applications are invited for the position of PROFESSOR of MATHE-

MATICS at the above College at a salary of ;C3oo per annum. Full
particulars and forms of application obt.iinabIe by sending stamped foolscap
envelope to the High Cosimismonkk kok New Zkai.anu, 415 Strand,
\V.C.2, by whom completed applications will be received up to July 31,
1923.

UNIVERSITY OF DURHAM.
ARMSTRONG CDLI.I-J ;K. NKW'CASTLE-L'i'ON-TVN'E.

LECTURESHIP IN AGRICULTURE.
The Council of Arm.sironK College invites appiications for a LECTURE-

SHIP as above. Salary ;^250 per annum. Duties to commence October i,

1923. Special knowledge of Dairying required. Further particulars on
application to

J. Y. T. GREIG,
Registrar, Armstrong College.

UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS.
CHAIR OF MINING.

The PROFESSORSHIP of MININ<; in the University will fall

vacant at the end of the present session upon the resignation of Professor
Granville Poole. A new appointment, taking effect on October i, 19231
will be made in due course. The salary attached to this appointment will
be j^iooo a year. Further information may be obtained from The
Reoistkak, The University, Leeds. Inquiries should reach him not later
than July o-

THE UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.

Applications arc inviicd for the appointmcni of 'rKMPOR.\R\ \SSI.ST
ANT LECTURKR in AGRICULTl _^__

r annum. Further particulars may be obtained from The Rrgistrar,
The University, Lce<K
Up lo July 14, 192 i.

Salarj- /300
Rkgistrar,

receive applications for the ap[)oinlment

CHELSEA POLYTECHNIC
I ull-time lE.XCHEK (UOM.W) of PHYSIOLOGY required in Sep-

tember. Conditions and application form may be obtained by sending a
stamped addressed foolscap envelope to The Secretarv, Chelsea Poly-
technic, Manresa Road, Chelsea, S.W.j,

ROCK ANALYSES.
W. H. HERDSMAN, 141 Balh Slr«cl, Glasgow, 40 years' analytical

experience.
Reference, Mr. G. \V. TvRKEt.l, Glasgow University, and others.

PARTICULARS OF VACANCIES FOR DEMONSTRATORS
AT THE

WEST INDIAN AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, TRINIDAD.
Api. .iiitinc:ns will shortly be mad.: «if three- I'KMON SIKA'IOKS, one

ill iJotaiiy, one-in Chemistry, and one in Kiilomology. The salaries will i>c

jC?5o » yt:^"", rising by annual increments of £,2s to ;^oo. I be Demonstrators
will be required to give lectures to the students, to supervise their laboratory
work, and to assist the Professors. There will be some opportunity for
research. .A candidate should hold a good Honours Degree or equivalent
general qualification and must have special knowledge of the particular
ranch in which he is a candidate. In the case of the Demonstrator in

Botany, an acquaintance with cytologj* is desirable. A free passage will be
provided for the selected candidate. The candidates selected will be on
probation for one year in the first instance, except in the case of candidates
already holding permanent and pensionaljle appointnienis. A 6 per cent, de-
duction from salary will be made fur purposes of pension and insurance. Upon
certain conditions the College will contribute an equal amount in addition
to salary. The College is not a Government institution, and the selection of
candidates will be made by the Governing Body of the College. Candidates
should apply in writing for the nectssary forms of application to the
Assistant Private Secretakv (.Appointments), Colonial Office. Downing
Street. Complefr.i :.ppli.nti'^n< shrMtltl n-arli him v.-A l.ifr-r thai) jiity 14.

DEPARTMENT of SCIENTIFIC and INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH,
The Department requires the scr\ices of an officer to act as KXPKRT in

TIMBER MECHANICS to the FOREST PRODUCTS RESEARCH
BOARD.

Candidates must possess high general scientific qualifications and a wide
experience in timber testing.

The Deijartmcni would be prepared to offer a salar>' of the order of /^looo
(inclu-'ive) per annum to a suitably qualified candidate.

Applications giving full particulars of qualifications and experience
should be addres'-ed to the Secretakv, Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research, 16 Old Queen Street, Westminster, London, S.^^'.I,
and should reach that address not later than September 15, 1925.

THE UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD.
The Council are about to appoint an ASSISTANT LECTURER and

TUTOR in MATHEMATICS. Salary ^^350 per annum. Applications
should be received by the under.signed, from whom further particulars may
be obtained, by July 23.

W. M. GIBBONS. Registrar.

WANTED—Complete Second-hand Copy of
Kii^lcr and Pranil's " Naturlicben Ptlanzenfamilieii," Injund, in good
condition. Details and terms to Heap, Biological Department, Uni-
%ersity College, Swan.-iea.

SCIENCE PROCRESS
A QUARTERLY RECORD OF SCIENTIFIC

THOUGHT, WORK, AND AFFAIRS

Editor : Sir RONALD ROSS. K.C.B.. F.R.S., &c.

172 pages. JULY 1923. 6s. net.

Recent Advances In Science: Pure MaiKematics. By
K. i\ \\ lu't.-, M.A. .Meteorology. l)y E. \'. Newnham, H.Sc.
Physical Chemistry. Hy W. E. Garner, M.Sc. biochemistry.
By R. Keith Cannan, M..Sc. Geology. Ky G. W. Tyrrell.

A.R.C.Sc. Plant Physiology. By \V. Stiles Sc.U. AnthroiK)-
logy. By .\. G. Thacker, A.R.C.S. Medicine. By R. NI.

Wilson, Ch.B.

Articles: Indeterminate Equations of the Third Degree. Hy
L. J. .Mordell. "Catalysis." By K. C. Hailey, .M.A., IL.Sc.

Some Chemists of Islam. By E. J. Holmyard, B.A., M.R.A.S.
The Present Position of the Darwinian Theory. By K. \V.

SlacBride, F. R.S. The Evolution of the Functions of Blood.
By N. J. T. M. Ncedham, B.A. The Future Moulded by
Science. By M. Sembat, with Note hy Sir J, G. Frazvr.

Popular Science: Politics and Sanitation. By Col. W. G.
King. C.I.E., I. M.S.

Notes: Sir James Dewar. By Sir I. Crichton.Browne, F.R.S.
Synthetic Relativity. By J. R. Haldanc, M..\., l.L.B.
.Mcoholism Experiments in the I.ower .Animals. By J. B. G.
Dr. Kammerer in Cambridge. By .\. G. Thacker, .\.R.C.S.
Notes and News.

Essay; Oiliness and Low'spced Lubrication. By F. J. Thorpe,
M.Sc.

Reviews of 24 Books.

Books Received.
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Please send for detailed Prospectuses N. 1

HIGH FREQUENCY PRACTICE.
For Practitioners and Students. By
By B. B. Grover, M.D.

Electricity as an agent in tlie treatment of diseased or

perverted conditions of the human organism is becoming
daily of more importance. The methods of treatment

given in this volume are mainly founded on the personal

experience of the writer, but reference has been made to

all available literature on the subject.

2nd edition revised. 411 pages. 92 figures.

Price 21s. net.

LABORATORY MANUAL IN GEN-
ERAL MICROBIOLOGY. By Ward
GlLTN'ER.
Gives a working knowledge of laboratory methods used

in the study of micro-organisms, together with a series

of exercises demonstrating their various physiological

activities.

418 pages. 72 figures. Price 17s. 6d. net.

FOOD INSPECTION & ANALYSIS.
By Albert E. Leach and A. L. Winton.

Tlie work has been thoroughly revised and enlarged.

Much new matter on the constituents of food, numerous
analyses, and recent analytical methods have been
incorporated.

1090 pages. i6o figures. Price 42s. 6d. net.

BACTERIOLOGY AND MYCOLOGY
OF FOODS. By Freu W. Tanner, Ph.D.
A course in footl microbiology for those wishing to fit

themselves for food control work, for food chemists, and
for students in household science possessing sufficient

fundamental training in chemistry. Methods of analysis

are presented, and their history and "make-up" are

discussed.

yi2 pages. 97 figures. Price 30s. net.

A GERMAN -ENGLISH DICTION-
ARY FOR CHEMISTS. By Austin
M. Patterson, Ph.D.
Contains over 30,000 definitions. It includes terms

from all branches of Chemistry and the various chemical

industries, and such terms from allied sciences as are

likely to appear in chemical literature.

332 pages. Flexible binding. Price 12s. 6cl. net.

A FRENCH-ENGLISH DICTIONARY
FOR CHEMISTS. By Austin M.

Patterson, Ph.D.
On the same lines as the above. Defines over 30,000

words and phrases and contains many irregular verb

forms, and all common general words likely to appear in

scientific literature, together with a valuable article on
the conjugation of French verbs.

403 pages. Flexible binding. Price 15S. net.

CHAPMAN & HALL, LTD., 11 HENRIETTA ST., Strand, London, W.G.2

SPENCER MICROSCOPES
This Microscope is of

the highest grade,

designed to meet the

requirements of re-

search workers and
e.xpert microscopists.

It embodies every
adjustment which ex-

perience has shown to

have practical utility.

The large Body Tube
is a valuable asset

for photography.

The Stage is 150 mm.
in diameter, it re-

volves.can becentred,

is graduated to de-

grees, vernier reads
to three minutes.

The Mechanical
Stage is built into the

stage, it can easily be
removed and a metal
slide be inserted,

giving an even plain

stage at no extra ex-

pense. The Substage
Spencer Research Microscope embodies all adjust-

No. 5H ments.

Fullest information of this attd other Models on request.

STANDLEY BELCHER & MASON, LTD.,
Church Street, Birmingrham.

Laboratory Glassware
BEAKERS, FLASKS,

RETORTS, etc.

Porcelain
CRUCIBLES AND BASINS

Filter Papers

Pure Chemicals

JOHN J. GRIFFIN & SONS,
LIMITED,

KEMBLE STREET, KINGSWAY,
LONDON, W.C.2.
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INTERFERENCE
ACCESSORY

FOR TESTING

MICROSCOPE STANDS
AND

FINE ADJUSTMENTS
Designed for and used by the Department of Applied
Optics, National Institute for Medical Research, London.

Full particulars on application to the Makers :—

ADAM HILGER Ltd.
75a Camden Road, London, N.W.I

(Entrance : 24 Rochester Place—adjoining)

Telephone Numbers : NORTH 1677-8.

Telegraphic Address : SPHERICITV, PHONE, LONDON.

If the bonuses just declared continue

uninterruptedly an assurance for

£ 1 ,000 payable at the end of 25

years (or at death), which costs

about £40 a year, will produce

£1,500 at the end of the term.

Equitable Life

Assurance Society
Mansion House Street, London, E.C.2.

W. I'alin Elderton, Actuary and ^tanager

No Shareholders No Commission

THE

BINOCULAR MAGNIFIER

c::^

With one pair of lenses, in case .

Extra interchangeable lenses, per pair

Complete illutninating attachment

£3 4

4

1 17

The magnifier can be supphed to suit interpupillary

distances of either 59 mm.. 62 mm., 65 mm., or

68 mm., with lenses x 75, x 1, x 2, x 2'5, and x 3.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK

DISTRIBUTORS

J. W. ATHA 8i CO.
8 Soutbampton Row, London, W.C.i
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itSYMBIOSIS
BY H. REINHEIMER.

The most comprehensive and up-to-date treatment of the subject.

I'hc Sc'u-ntific ^Atncticait Slates :
" We may say of tins author's

work what he himself says of Symbiosis— it has stimulative, in-

tegrative, and directive force."'

15/- net.

HEADLEY BROS., 18 DEVONSHIRE STREET, LONDON, E.C.2.

THE HANDBOOK OF
PATENT LAW OF ALL COUNTRIES
By W. P. THOMPSON, F.C.S., M.I.Mech.E., Etc..

Chaptered Patent Agent of liiverpool.
Entirely revised and rewritten igao. 157 pages. Crown Octavo.

All Countries, 6s. British Law only. Is.
"Should prove a very valuable and trustworthy guide to would-be

patentees."—Nature,

London : Stevkns and Sons, Limiteij.

MACMILLAN AND CO.'S NEW BOOKS.
VOLUMES I. TO IV. Now Ready.

A DICTIONARY OF APPLIED PHYSICS
Edited by SIR RICHARD GLAZEBROOK, K.C.B., D.Sc, F.R.S.

In 5 Vols. Medium 8vo. Fully Illustrated. £i : 3s. net each. Orders for the complete set of five volumes will be
accepted through a bookseller at the price of ;if 14 : 14s. net, payable in advance.

Vol. I. MECHANICS-ENGINEERING—HEAT. I Vol. IV.

„ II. ELECTRICITY.
„ III. METEOROLOGY, METROLOGY, and

MEASURING APPARATUS.
TRANSACTIONS OF THE FARADA V SOCIETY.—"The publication of the ' Dictionary of Applied Physics

'

marks a distinct event in the history of science, and the work, as judged by the volumes before us, is one of which editor,

contributors, and publishers, may well be proud."

*»* Full descriptive I'rospectus post free on application.

LIGHT, SOUND, and RADIO-
LOGY.

METALLURGY and AERO-
NAUTICS. [Sliorlly.

SECOND EDITION.

BOTANY OF THE LIVING PLANT. By F. O. bower, Sc.D., F.R.S., Regius Professor

of Botany in the University of Glasgow. Second Edition. Illustrated. Medium 8vo. 25s. net.

THE SCHOOL SCIENCE RE VIEW'.— " A very special feature is the excellence and abundance of the illustrations ;

many of these have been specially prepared for this work. The text is not written to any syllabus, but the masterly
presentation makes it a liuok which no school library or advanced class can afforil to <lo without."

NEW EDITION TIIOROUUIILV REVISED.

THEORETICAL CHEMISTRY, FROM THE STANDPOINT OF AVOGADRO'S
RULE & THERMODYNAMICS. By professor walter nernst, ph.d.
Revised in accordance with the Eighth-Tenth German Edition by L. W. CODD, M..'^. Illustrated.

8vo. 38s. net.

THE CHEMICAL TRADE JOURNAL.—"Ihs present edition worthily tiiaintains the standard of its prede-

cessors, and should be as valuable to the expert in the theoretical aspects of chemistry as to the general reader on the

subject."

SI.XTH EDITION OF VOLUME III.

CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY AND ANALYSIS OF OILS, FATS AND WAXES.
By Dr. J. LEWKOWITSCH, M.A., F.I.C. Illustrated. Sixth Edition entirely revised by GEORGE
H. WARBURTON. 3 Vols. Medium Svo. Vol. III. (contains Subject Index of the whole

edition). 36s. net.

*,* Previously published. Vol. I. 36s. net. Vol. II. 4zs. net.

A TEXT-BOOK OF ORE DRESSING. By .s. j. truscott, ar.s.m., m.i.m.m., Pro-

fessor of Mining at the linperial College of Science and Technology (Royal School of Mines).

With Illustrations. Medium Svo. 40s. net.

ENGINEERING AND MINING JOURNAL.—"We can safely say that it is the best book on ore dressing

now available."

V(_)LUME IV. lUST PUBLISHED.

THE THEORY OF DETERMINANTS IN THE HISTORICAL ORDER OF
DEVELOPMENT. By sir THOMAS MUIR, D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S. Vol. IV. The Period

1880 to 1900. Svo. 40s. net.

Previously Puhlished. —Vol. I. General and Special Deterntiinants up to 1841. 21s. net. Vol. II. The
Period 1841 to 1860. 21s.net. Vol. III. The Period 1860 to 1880. 35s.net.

*,* Send tor MacmlUan's Classified Catalogue, post free on application.

MACMILLAN & CO., LTD., LONDON, W.C.2.
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MARINE BIOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION
OF THE UNITED KINGDOM.
THE LABORATORY, PLYMOUTH.

The following animals can always be supplied, either living

or preserved by the best methods :

—

Sycon ; Clava, Obelia, Serlularia ; Actinia, Tcalia, Carjophyllia. /.ley-

oniuin ; Piciirol)r.icliia (preserved) ; Leptoplana ; Lineus, Amphiporus,

Nereis. Aphrodite, Arenicola, l.anice, Terebella ; Lepas, Balanus,

Gammarus, Ligia, Mysis. Nebalia, Carciims ; Patella, Buccinum, Eledone,

Pectens, llugiila, Crisia, Pedicellina, Hololhuria, Aslerias, Echinus,

Salpa (preserved), Scyllium. Raia, &c., &c.
For prices and more detailed lists apply to

Biolocica l Lalioraiory. Plymouth. THK DIRFXTOR.

SCIENTIFIC APPLIANCES
DALE & HOLLINS

Blectrioal, Magnetic, Optical Materials and .^paratus. Dynamos,
Motors, Insulated Wires, Batteries. Relays, 'WIRELESS RADIO
Parts and Fittings, Crystals, Valves, "Phones, Condensers, New
DuFOS Accumulators, do not wear out. Electric Clocks, many

new articles. Nciv List fret.

Lenses. Prisms, Mirrors, and all Artists' Materials and
Draivlng Instruments. I.arge stock of good Second-hand
Blectrlcal .ind Solentlflc Instruments. Full lltusimir.i List

6d. post free. See our showroom and windows, or write us. In centre of
London—Top of Kinnsway.

SCIENTIFIC APPLIANCES, 11 & 29 SICILIAN AVENUE. LONDON. W.C.I.

HARRINGTON'S
PURE AND REAGENT

CHEMICALS
FOR LABORATORIES.

Photographic Chemicals. Technical Chemicals.

OBTAINABLE THROUGH ALL DEALERS,
But Specify " Harrington's.**

Lists on application to

HARRINGTON BROS., Ltd.,
Wholesale antt Manu/acturlag Chemists,

4 & 7 OLIVERS YARD, CITY ROAD, LONDON.

RHEINBERG MICROMETERS AND OTHER GRATICULES
lly tlic ]'i*.'ce>.-^ti of

QRAINLBSS PHOTOORAPhY
and

FILM LESS PHOTOa RAPHY
RHEINBERG DIFFERENTIAL COLOUR ILLUMINATION

Coniplele set ol i . C.ilour His,^ and kijiRs, 336. 6d.

RHEINBERQ &Co., 57-60 Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C. 1.

Stock list of standard articles on application.

OLD PLATINUM, GOLD,
Dental Alloy, Scrap, &c..

Purchased for Cash or Valued.

SPINK & SON, Ltd.,
17 a IS PICCADILLY. LONDON, W.I.

EST. 1772.

Fine Jewels or Plate also purchased or valued.

PRISM BINOCULARS
FOR ALL PURPOSES

By

all

Leading

Makers

From

£2

List

free

CLARKSON'S
rriii- 1 jr;.;iii.i: |-in,i)

338 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I.
Opposite c;r,iy~ Inn Ko.i.l. Tek-plu.nc- : H,.]l.i.r:i iiy,.

NOTICE.
The charges for Subscriptions to "NATURE" arc:
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Standard London

Petrologioal Microscope
This instrument is supplied in two models,

one hjving the analyser set over the nose-

piece, the other having a complete analysing

eyepiece. Both have all necessary adjust-

ments, including double speed fine adjust-

ment and centring rotating stage. The
Becke lens fitting over the eyepiece is

supplied for examining the rings and

^ brushes of crystals. This instrument

was fully described in

Nature of January 12,

1922. Price, with nosepiece

analyser, eyepiece with

crosswires, polarising

and analysing prisms,

in case,

£23 17s. 6d.

With eyepiece

iff!!2« analyser with

crosswires and

polarising
prism, in case,

£24 Ts.

ComftUte descrifitive Catalogue on application.

R. & J. BECK, Ltd., 68 Cornhill, London, E.C.3.

Jas.WOOLLEY,SONS&Co.,
Limited,

LABORATORY FURNISHERS.

BRITISH RESISTANCE GLASS

i

Special Price List of Beakers, Flasks, etc., on request.

BALANCES AND WEIGHTS.
Apparatus for Gas Analysis, Fat Extractions

Milk Analysis, Oil Testing, etc.

Pure Chemicals and Standard Solutions.

MICROSCOPES AND ACCESSORIES.
Dissection Instruments, Etc.

76 DEANSGATE,
MANCHESTER.

Telegrams:—Pharmacy, Manchester. Telephone;—City 7942.

Oficis and IVarehotise .—VICTORIA BRIDGE.
Lahoratorksand lVork% .•—KNOWLSLEY STREET.

a

DARK GROUND ILLUMINATION.
(For exhibition of Ultra Microscopic Particles. Spirochaete. etc.)

WATSON & SON.S have desi<;ned a highly efficient but very simple method of attaching an electric lamp to their

Immersion Paraboloid for Dark Ground Illumination.

It is fitted immediately beneath the Paraboloid in a special carrier, with a suitable condensing lens. It is therefore centred,

and one of the principal troubles in olitaining a good black background is obviated. The fitting can be connected either to

the main current supply or a 6-volt dry battery. For the former a resistance is required.

The above arrangement will be found invaluable in laboratory work.

PRICES:
Electric Lamp and Condensing Lens, as described above, with flexible wire

6-volt Battery with switch, in box .........
Or for Main Current Supply—suitable Resistance for high voltages— 100-125 voUs

Do. do. do. 200-250 volts

Watson's Immersion Paraboloid, completely mounted for Substage

Do. do. for Understage .

Full particulars of the above will be sent post free on request

£2
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